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A
ASSENT (See “ REGISTER OF BILLS.”)
ASSETS (See “ BANK.”)
ASSISTED (Sec “ IMMIGRATION.)
ASYLUM (Sec “BENEVOLENT.”)
ATKINS. H., ESQ. (See “ POLICE.”)
AUCTIONEERS (Sec " CROWN LANDS;" also “DEAN & CO.")

£
BAIL:—
Coroner's,

for

Manslaughter Bill (See “CORONERS.”)

BALLOT
Fob Select Cojimittees

Maitland and Morpeth Railway Company's Bill, 118,131.
System of Railway Locomotion proposed t>y Mr. E. Bell, 2f>7.
Resignation of Mr. Quodling, late Inspector of Roads, Northern Districts, 83o.
Paters

fob

Electorate

of

New England :—

Motion made for Select Committee to scrutinise, 360.
BANK:—
Liabilities and Assets for Quarter ended 30 June, 18G1, 5 .................................
Ditto
ditto
30 September, 1861, 38.5 ........ ............
BANKSTOWN (See “ ROADS.”)
BARK HUTS (See “ ROADS.”)
BATHURST (See " ROADSalso “ RAILWAY.”)
BEER, DR. F. (See “ ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.”)
BELL, DAVID, ESQ. :—
Sworn as a Member for “ Camden," 2.
BELL, MR. E. (See “ RAILWAY.”)
BELLAMBI (See " BULLI.")
BENEVOLENT

2

29
31

2

DOS

1

987

2

1427

1

735

1

1471

1

975, 977

2

Asylum, Sydney:—

Select Committee appointed to inquire into the adequacy of the Provision For
the Destitute, 98; Message to Legislative Council requesting attendance
of Tbe Hon. G. Allen, Esq., as Witness, 144; Message from Council in
reply, 145; leave granted to Committee to make visits of inspection and
employ ShoTt-hand Writer, 178; Report of Committee brought up, 481;
Motion made for adoption of Report, and Debate adjourned, 527; Debate
resumed, and Report adopted, 532,........................................... ......................
And Hoshtal Societies :—

Correspondence respecting relief to poor persons, <Sx., laid on Table, and ordered
to bo printed, 303 ................................... ................................... .......................
BILL:—
Title

of:—

Altered in Committee of the Whole, 498.
BILLS (Sec also " REGISTER OF ”) :—
Assent to,—reported, 190, 245, 341, 365, 371, 400, 497, 537.
Reservation of,—reported, 190, 537.
Of Sale Secret Prevention Bill :—

Motion made for leave to introduce and leave granted, 178 ; Bill presented and
read l6, 178; order for second reading discharged, 3SG.
BIRMINGHAM, MR. E. W. (Sec “ SURVEYOR. )
BIRTHS (See “ REGISTRAR.”)
BLACK:—
Mr. Alexander :—

Report from—relative to acclimatisation of Salmon, laid on Table, and ordered
to be printed, $17................................................................................ ...............
Boys (See “ ABORIGINES.”)
Rod (See “ USHER.")
BLAIR, DAVID :—
Petition presented from, in reference to his dismissal from office as Messenger
to the Assembly, 137; ordered to be printed, 172...........................................
BLAND:—
Annuity Bill :—

Motion made for Committee of the Whole to consider the propriety of intro
ducing, 334; House in Committee, 353; Resolutions reported and adopted,
354; Message, No. 11, from Governor, recommending amount of Annuity,
ordered to be printed, 378; Motion mado for leave to introduce Bill, and
leave granted, 460; Bill presented and read 1°, 460; read 2=, committed,
and reported, 472; read 3°, passed, and sent to Legislative Council by
Message, 498.
BLANKETS (See “ ABORIGINES.”)
BLAXLAND, J. (See “ COMMON.”)
BOMBALA (See “BRIDGE. ”)
BONDED :—
Distilleries

and

Sugar Houses Bill :—

,

Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 287 ; Bill presented
and read 1°, 287; order for 2° reading discharged, 477; Petition in
reference to, presented from I. Peck, 341; ordered to bo printed, 394;
Petition in reference to, presented from certain Merchants, Ac., 453;
ordered to be printed, 459.
BORDER (See "CUSTOMS.”)
BOUNDARY (Sco “COLONY.”)
BRIDGEAt Bombala

Motion made for Papers in reference to, 20.
Over

the

Namoi River:—

Petition presented praying for the erection of, 80.

ir.
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BRIDGE (Continued);—
At Gcndagai :—

Motion made (by leave ivithdrawn) for Committee of the Whole to consider
of Address to Governor in reference to, 103; Petition presented praying
the erection of, 103.
At West JIaitlasd :—

Petition presented praying for the erection of, 24o ; ordered to be printed, 337.

723

Wagga Wagga, Company’s Bill :—

Petition presented praying for leave to bring in, 25; Motion made for leave to
introduce, and leave granted, 73 ; Bill presented and read 1°, 74 ; referred
to Select Committee, 98; Petition presented in favour of, 103; Plepoit of
Select Committee brought up, 152 ; Bill read 2D, committed, and reported,
107; read 3U, passed, and sent to Legislative Council by Message, 229;
returned with an Amendment, 318; Amendment agreed to, 353; Assent
reported, 371........................................................................... ............. ............

G89

Pybmont, Company’s Supplementaky Bill :—

Petition presented praying for leave to bring in, 129 ; Motion made for leave
to introduce, and leave granted, 145; Bill presented and read 1° time, 145;
referred to Select Committee, 172 ; Report brought up, 20G ; Bill rend 2°,
committed, and reported, 230 ; read 3° time, passed, and sent to Legis
lative Council by Message, 289; returned without Amendment, 377;
Assent reported, 400..................................................... .......... . .................

2

T05

Richmond, Company's Act Amendment Bill:—

Petition presented praying for leave to bring in, 05; Motion made for leave to
introduce, and leave granted, 73; Bill presented and read 1°, 73; referred
to Select Committee, 105; Report brought up, 303; Bill read 2°, com
mitted, rc-committed, and reported, 878; read 3U, passed, and sent to
Legislative Council by Message, 386 ; returned without Amendment,
491; Assent reported, 537 ...............................................................................

713

Wahgunyah Mu nr.ay River, Bill:—

Assent reported, 190,
BRIDGES:—
Public, Tolls Bill :—

Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 252 ; Bill presented
and read 1°, 252; read, 2°, committed, and reported, 278; read 3°, passed,
and sent to Legislative Council by Message, 287; returned without
Amendment, 348 ; Assent reported, 305.
BROWN, MRS. (See GRIEVANCES.”;
BUILDING (See “ UNIVERSITY.”)
BULLI:—
Coal Mining Company’s Lncof.poeation Bill :—

Petition presented praying for leave to bring in, 245; Motion made for leave
to introduce, and leave granted, 459; Petition presented from Thomas
Hale against, 460; Bill presented, and read 1°, 459; referred to Select
Committee, 474 ; Report brought up, 481; Bill read 2°, committed, and
reported with Title amended, 498; read fp, passed, and sent to Lcgislaiive
Council by Message, 531; returned without Amendment, 536; Assent
reported, 537 ................................. ........................... ............................ .
BURNS, J. F„ ESQ. :—
Sworn as Member for “ The Hunter,” 3.
BURRANGONG (See “GOLD FIELDS.")
BUSH, MR. A. E. (See "GOLD FIELDS."}
BUSINESS :—
Of

the

2

1455

2

1355

2

1359

House :—

Days appointed for dispatch of, 9.
Days appointed for dispatch of Government Business, 9.
Days appointed for dispatch of Private
do.
9.
Motion mado appointing additional days, 371.
Motion made appointing time after which no new business may be entered
upon, 19 | Motion made for rescinding same, 37.
Motion mado for priority of Government Business on Tuesday, 517.

c
CALL:—
Of the House (See “ASSEMBLY.”)
■.
CAMDEN (See “ BELL.")
CAMPBELLTOWN (See “ RAILWAY.”)
CAPORN, MR. W. G.:—
_
_
.
.
.
Motion made for inquiry into merits of Invention for checking or stopping
Locomotives refeived to Select Committee, 267.
CARCOAR (See “ROADS.”)
CARNEGIE, J. E. (Sec “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.")
CATHOLIC (See “EDUCATION.”)
CATTLE;—
Driving Act, 16 Vic., No. 23;—
Assent reported, 190.
Disease *_

Proclamations (3) laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 303 .....................
Motion made that Resolutions in reference to have precedence, 31S. ^
Resolutions moved in reference to the spread of Pleuro-pneumonia. 325,
Correspondence in reference to, laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 371..
Amendment moved (on question for going into Committee of Supply) in
reference to Commissioners appointed to prevent tbe spread of, 400.
Further Proclamations (2) in reference to, laid on Tabic, and ordered to be
printed, 481 .................... ................... ................................ .......................
Petition presented from Mrs. Anne Greene in referonee to loss sustained by,
531; ordered to be printed, 535.......................................................................
Market (See “ RESERVE.")
CENSUS:—

2

1357

2

1361

1

1343

Returns :—

Laid on Tabic, and ordered to be printed, 129 ............................... .................. .
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CHAIRMAN:—
Of Committees op the Whore :_
R. Wisdom, Esq., elected, 9.
Of Select Committee ;—
Question of Casting Vote of, referred to Standing Orders Committee, 171 ■
Report brought up, 189 ; adopted, 199 ..
’
CHARITABLE (See also “ FRIENDLY "J..........................................
Institutions ix Sydney :—
Further Return to Order in reference to, laid on Table, and ordered to be
printed, IGo ...........................
Application op Fines Bill (See “FiNES."j...............................
CHAUCER, REV. W. (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE “l
CHAUVEL, C. G. T. MR. (See “ CROWN LANDS.”)
J
CHINESE'
Alleged Aggression on, at Gold Fields :—
Petition presented from—
Simon Saniing. 3; ordered to be printed, 13........................
Tom Me and Others, 25; do,
do. 37
'
Tu Lim Pow (presented last Session); do. 73
'
Ab Sue, 49;
do.
do. 73...
""
Certain Chinese Gold Diggers, 229 ;
do, 336'.'!”.".’.’"
Certain Miners, Rocky River, 25; ordered to he printed,'sf.....................
Motion made, and negatived, for Select Committee to inquire into and report
upon, 79.
Motion made, and negatived, for Telegrams and Correspondence in reference
Proposed exclusion of, from Gold Fields
Petitions presented from—.
Gertain Miners, Major's Creek, 31 ; ordered to ho printed 12o
Ditto
Sofala, &c., 49;
do.
’ 74
Certain Inhabitants of Sydney; 57
do.
73
Certain Miners, d:c., Hanging Rock and Peel River, Go ■ do. 73
Certain Inhabitants of The Glebe, &c., 71;
do.
’
104
,
Ditto
Paddington, 80;
do.
98
Motion made in reference to, 26.
Immigrants Regulation and Restriction Bill :_
Motion made (in compliance with Mr. Speaker’s ruling) for Committee of the
Whole to consider tbe propriety of introducing, 57 ; House in Committee
and Resolution reported and adopted, 57; Motion made for leave to intro
duce, and leave granted, 57; Bill presented and read 1°, 57 ; read 2°, com
mitted, and reported, 85; read 3°, passed, and sent to Legislative Council
by Message, 91; returned with Amendments, 183; Coimcil’s Amendments
considered m Committee and report mado, of agreements to, and disagree
ments from, certain Amendments, 213; Message to Council, 214; Message
_ from Council not insisting on its Amendments. 229; Assent reported 341
Petition presented m reference to, from Inhabitants of Canterbury, 49 ■ ordered
to he printed. 99 ..............
J
CHURCH:—
....................................................................
And School Lands
.
Resolutions moved in reference to Revenue derived from. 44.
Further Resolutions moved, 268.
"
And School Lands Bill :—
Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 80; Bill presented and
read 1 , 103; read 2°, 143; committed and reported, 171; read 3°, passed
and sent to Legislative Council by Message, 19S.
West Maitland Land Sale Bill
Assent reported, 190.
Prestsyterian, TuMroRALTriEs Act of 1837
Select Committee appointed to inquire into the expediency of amending or
rep-ialing, 230; power given to send for persons and papers, 259 ; Member
of Legislative Council summoned as Witness, 287; reply from Council,
288; Motion mado for extending powers of Committee, 304 ■ “
Report'
brought up, 487............. .. ..
CIRCULAR (See ■ WHARF.”)
-------CIVIL:—
Service Pensions :—
CLAIMS'-—CI Dc3patches m rcfcrence to, laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 9
Against the Crown Enforcement Bill :—
Reserved for Royal Assent, 190.
CLARENCE:—
And Richmond Rivers Steam Navigation Company's Bill i—
Assent reported, 190.
And Richmond Rivers District ;—
Despatches in reference to Separation of, from New South Wales, laid on Table,
and ordered to he printed, 325 ; read at length by Clerk, and Resolutions
moved in reference to, 393; Debate postponed, 394 ; Debate of, and Reso
lutions adopted, 441; Further Despatch laid on Table, and ordered to be
printed, 531 ___
CLARKE, REV. W. B, :—
Select Committee appointed to inquire into the Services of, 73; Report
brought up, 171; adopted, 459 ___.....
CLERK:—
......................................................
Of Assemuly:—
Proclamation fnr opening Parliament read by, 1.
Petition of R. E. Adams read by, 527.
Commission of Deputy Speaker read by, 25.
Petition of Mr. Kentish read by, 117.
Ditto
Inhabitants of Hartley read by. 252.
Report of Standing Orders Committee in reference to Petition of Mr. N. L.
Kentish read by, 129.
Despatch relative to Separation of Clarence River District read bv, 393.
'
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CLERK (Continued):—
Op Council:—

_

_

Commission for Opening Parliament read by, 1.
Op Petty Sessions (See “ADMINISTRATION OP JUSTICE.')
COAL:—
Miners

Newcastle :—

at

,

.

Motion made for Copies of Telegrams, &e., received in reference to tbe
conduct of, 153.
n„
Tom a go, Mining Company's Incorporation Bill (See “TOMAGO. )
Bulli, Mining Company’s Incorporation Bill (Sec “BULLI.’’) ___ _
Osborne Wallsend, Company’s Incorporation Bill (See “OSBORNE. )
Fields Bill:—

„

. .

Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 461; Bill presented
and read 1°, 4G1; read 2s and dropped, 472.
COCKERELL, JOHN (See “GRIEVANCES.”)
COLLETT (See “ ROADS,")
COLLINS, MR. A. K. (Sec “ABORIGINES.”)
■
COLONIAL:—
Manufactures

j

n 4.

i.

- +„i

Petition presented praying for encouragement of, 277; ordered to be printed,
335 .............................................................................................-...................

Wines, Sale

of,

Regulation Bill

. ,

Motion made for Committee of tbe Whole to consider the propriety of intro
ducing, 153; House in Committee, and Resolution reported and adopted,
153 • Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, lo3; Bib
presented, and read 1°, 153; Petition presented in reference to, 413;
ordered to be printed, 536: Motion for second reading of Bill negatived,
442.
,
COLONY:—'
„
.
Transfer

of

Portion

of

New South Wales,

to

South Australia :—

Despatch in reference to, laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 197 ..........
COMMERCIAL
Agency

in

London :—

„ ,

1435

. . .

„

973

751

__ ,

Motion made for return of prices of all goods imported by Government
through Messrs. Willis & Co., 51.
COMMISSION:—
Fob Opening Parliament:—

Rend by Clerk of Council, 1.
Deputy Speaker’s,

for administering

Oath :—

Read by Clerk of Assembly, 25.
Governor’s,

and

Instructions:—

_

Laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 91.......................................................
District Court Judges:—

. ., ,

737

,

Motion made for Return of, issued to District Court Judges, 60; laid on Table,
and ordered to be printed, 143
^Motion made for return of amount of Fees received by Government officers

805

for serving on, 172.
COMMISSIONERS:—
.
^Return of'suma' paid to, for travelling expenses, laid on Table, and ordered to
be printed, 471.................................
Of Insolvency Bill (See “INSOLVENCY. )
COMMITTEE :—
^Question in reference to Chairman’s vote upon, referred to Standing Orders
Committee, 171; Report brought up, 189; adopted, 199 .........................
Lapsed for want of a Quorum, 171.
COMMON.
^Motion made for eorrespondence.in reference to, 73; laid on Tabic, and ordered
Petition ^rese^ted in reference to, from certain Inhabitants of Sydney, &c„
152; ordered to be printed, 159..................... 1 " 1' Vn’n.........................
Ditto ditto, Trustees of, 177; ordered to be printed, 19J.......................
Ditto ditto, Municipality of Balmain, 237.
Ditto ditto, Municipality of Hunter’s Hill, 371.
Ditto ditto. Commoners of, 371.
. . ,
Ditto ditto, Trustees of, 335; ordered to be printed, 4o9 ......... ...
Ditto ditto, certain Citizens of Sydney, 487 ; ordered to be printed, 53o
Ditto ditto, J, Blaxland, 492,
,
. . a.
Select Committee appointed to inquire into the matters contained m
Petitions, 460; Mr. Piddington substituted for Mr. Forster as
of! 474 ; Motion made for Mr. Blaxland to be heard before, 492 ; Report
brought up, 517..................... - - ■ ■ ------ WAV-Ao m
COMMUNICATION (See “ RAILWAY ; also " ROADS. )
COMPETITION (See '' ABATTOIRS.")
CONSTITUTION :—
^Mori^mSrteavrto introduce, and leave panted, 38; Bill presented

1475

715

1313
1305
1309

1311
1307

1323

and read 1°, 123; discharged from Paper, 379.
OON,1Rwolntionfimoved0, ThR aR articles for tbe Public Service bo supplied by, 499,
COOPER :—
^
Mperitten presented Kfr^iTAeertain_ Residents . of Kiandra preferring certain
charges against, 429; ordered to be printed, 461
CORONERS :—
Bait,

for

Manslaughter Bill

Assent reported, 190.

...................
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COBPORATION
Metropolitan Bill :—
Motion made ior leave to introduce, and leave granted, 130; Bill presented
and read 1°, 130; Petition presented against, 325; ordered to Be printed,
330; Bill discharged from Paper, 378,
COTTONo
r
Seed :—
Correspondence with Messrs. Hichoy and Mort relative to purchase of, laid on
Table, and ordered to he printed, 531 .
COUNCIL (See “ LEGISLATIVE.")
....................................................
COURT (See also “ADMINISTRATION OP JUSTICE”)
House Reserve at Maitland ;—
Select Committee appointed to inquire into obstruction to, by Railway, 108;
Report brought up, 377; adoption of, negatived, 182
..
COMTEK 0., JUNE., ESQ.....................
Sworn as Member for “ThcTumut,” 125,
CRANE:—
Steam, at Newcastle :—
Motion made for copy of Specifications for making, 93; laid on Table, 152;
ordered to bo printed, 152 ..............................................................................
Further motion made for copies of Specifications for erecting, &e., 360
CREEK (Sec "WALLIS.")
°
CRIMINAL:—
Law and Practice A mendment Bill :—■
Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 3S4; Bill presented
and read 1°, 334; read 2°, 377; committed and reported, 442; read 3°,
passed, and scut to Legislative Council bv Message, 472.
Lunatics Bill :—
“
Assent reported, 190.
CROWN :—
Claims against Enforcement Bill ;—
Reservation of, reported, 190.
Lands (See also “ HARBOURS");—
Return to Order in reference to Survey of, for sale in Southern District; laid
'
on Table, and ordered to be printed, 19 ..................................................
Return (in part) to Address (Session 1860) in reference to'pre-emptive right
exercised by Mr. C. G. T. Chauvel and others, laid on Table, and ordered
to be printed, 19 ...........................................................................
Motion made for return of all New Runs tendered for, during 1861, 72; laid
on Table, and ordered to be printed, 311........................................ .
Amendment moved, on motion for Committee of Supply, for Returns oYTenders
for Runs, 477.
‘
Motion mado for Return of all Lands held under Lease beyond tbe Settled
Districts, 144; laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 491.......................
Motion made for printing Returns in reference to Tala and Moolpa Runs, laid
on Table last Session, 49S; Motion made for further papers in reference
to, 498............................................................. ......................
Motion made for papers respecting appointment of'Messrs. *Dean"&'CoV as
Auctioneers for the sale of, 105; laid on Table, and ordered to be printed,
165; resolutions moved in reference to, 304 ........................... ..................
Petition presented from Mi’. F, Dunbar, relative to the rc-measurcment of his
land at Stonehenge, 9; ordered to be printed, 13 ........................... .
Lands Alienation Bill :—
" ‘
Motion made for Committee of the Whole to consider as to tbe desirability
of introducing, 58; House in Committee, and Resolution reported, 58;
, Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 58; Bill presented
and road 1°, 68; read 2°, committed, and reported, 65; read 3°, passed,
and sent to Legislative Council by Message, 74; returned with Amend-:
meats, 166; Council's Amendments agreed to, 166; Assent reported, 190.
Letter to Surveyors, relative to reservations of Crown Lands under “ Aliena
tion Bill,” laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 252 ...........................
Regulations dated November 1, under Alienation Bill, laid'on 'Table, "and
ordered to be printed, 252 ..................................................... ..........
Lands Occupation Bill ;—
............................. ....................
Motion made for Committee of tbe Whole to consider as to the desira
bility of introducing, 58; House in Committee, and Resolution reported,
58; Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 58; Bill pre
sented and read 1°, 58; read 2°, committed, and reported, 65; read 3°,
passed, and sent to Legislative Council by Message, 74; returned
with Amendments, 166; Council's Amendments agreed to, 167- Assent
reported, 190.
Petition presented, in reference to, from Inhabitants of Canterbury, 49; ordered
to be printed, 99 ..................................................................... ..........
Regulations dated November 1, under Occupation Bill,’'laid' on” Table,’ and
ordered to be printed, 252
CURRIERS:—

PAGE.

1439

1465

115

725

1159
1161
1187

1245
1265
1165
1303

1169
1171

81S
1179

And Tankers ;—

Petition presented from Mrs. L. Watt, complaining of losses through the
rvrTonn/v.Tc,0^6™14'01'
r^1^,Jcon Wc-> No. Forty-two, 43; ordered to be printed, 97 .
OUSTQMS
Petition presented from Mr. J. Kidd, late Landing-waiter, praying relief, 178 ■
_ ordered to be printed, 335 ...............................
’
Petition presented from certain Landing-waiters, prayihg for equalization of
Salaries, 377 ; ordered to be printed, 460........................................................
Letter from Colonial Secretary, Queensland, relative to goods crossing the
Border, laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 447
Bill :—

............................. ....

Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 57; Bill presented,
and road 1°, 57; debate on second reading postponed, 118; Petition
presented from Chamber of Commerce against, 237 ; ordered to be:
printed, 336; Bill discharged from Paper, 365. ............................................
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c
CUSTOMS (Continued):—
New South Wales

am}

Queensland,—Bill:—

Standing Orders suspended in reference to, 46.5; Motion made for leave to
introduce, and leave granted, 465; Bill presented, read 1“ and 2°, com
mitted,- and reported, 465; read 3U, passed, and sent to Legislative Council
by Message, 467 ; returned without Amendment, 5D4; reserved for Royal
Assent, 537.
River Mueeav—Amendment Bill:—

'

Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 317; Bill presented and
read 1°, 317; read 2°, committed, and reported, 3B5; read 3°, passed,
.
and sent to Legislative Council by Message, 399; returned without
Amendment, 441; Assent reported, 497.

D
BALLET, IV. B. (See <■ EMIGRATION.”)
DAM:—
At Wallis Cheek :—

Petition presented from certain Inhabitants of Ravensfield and neighbourhood,
praving for the construction of, 277; ordered to be printed, 337 ..............
DARLING HARBOUR (See “ LAND.”)
>
DAYS FOR BUSINESS (See "ASSEMBLY.”)
DEAN, W. & CO.:—
Appointment

op, as

Land Auctioneees :—

Motion made for copy of Papers connected with, 105; laid on Table, and
ordered to be printed, 165; Resolutions moved in reference to, 301..........
DEATHS (See " REGISTRAR.'1)
DEBT (See "QUEENSLAND BILL.”)
DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOL BOARD (See "EDUCATION.”)
DESPATCHES:—
In Reference

to:—

Sydney Branch Royal Mint, laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 5..........
Resolutions of Legislative Council in reference to Appropriation Act for 1660,
laid on Table, and ordered to bo printed, 9....................................................
Pensions, Ac., in Colonial Civil Service, laid on Table, and ordered to be
printed, 9 ........ .......... .............................................................. ....................
Title of Governor, laid on Table, and ordered to bo printed, 165 .....................
Transfer of portion of New South Wales to South Australia, laid on Table,
and ordered to he printed, 197 ............................... ................................... ..
Separation of Clarence and Richmond Districts from New South Wales, laid
on Table, and ordered to be printed, 325 ...................................................... .
Ditto ditto ditto, laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 531....................... .
Emigration Lecturers, laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 525 ..............
Government Emigration Board, London, laid on Table, and ordered to be
printed, 525 .............................................. ........................... ..........................
Steam Postal Service, laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 535 ..............
DISEASE, CATTLE (See “CATTLE,")
DISTILLERIES :—
Bonded

and

Sugar Houses Bill :—

Motion mado for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 287; Bill presented
and read 1°, 287 ; discharged from Paper, 477; Petition presented from
Isaac Peck in reference to, 341; ordered to he printed, 394; Petition pre
sented from certain M erchants of Sydney, 453; ordered to he printed, 459.
DISTRICT (See also “ADMINISTRATION OP JUSTICE"):—
Tkust Bill :—

Motion mado for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 199; Bill presented,
and read 1D, 359 ; discharged from Paper, 473.
DIVISION LIST
Correction of error in, 399.
DIVISIONS:—
In

the

2

House :—

Adjournments of House, 59, 85, 86 (2), 118, 253, 406, 443, 499.
„
of Debate, 317.
Business of the House, 20, 37, 372.
,
Privilege, 26, 347.
Proposed exclusion of Chinese from Gold Yields, 26, 27.
Drainage Promotion Bill, 43.
Church and School Lands Revenne, 44, 2GS (2).
Statistical Returns for St. Leonard's, 50.
Prayer before business, 51.
Sale of Liquors Licensing Bill, 58, 118.
Obstruction to Parramatta River, 72.
Riots at Burrangong, 79 (2), 131, 206, 393.
Gold Fields Bill, 91.
.
Governor’s Salary Bill, 97.
Queen’s Plate, 104, 125.
Alpacas, 104.
Mr. N. L. Kentish, Petition, 117,
Parish Roads, 124.
i
Maitland and Morpeth Railway Company’s Bill, 130, 379.
Proceedings expunged, 131.
Sydney Domain, 144.
Appointment of Members of Parliament to Offices of Profit, 152 (2).
American Ship “Tropic," 153.
Dr. E. Beer, 177 (2).
Church and School Lands Bill, 198.
Matrimonial Causes Bill, 198 (2).
Chairman's Vote in Select Committee, 199.
Nominations to Legislative Council, 206, 207 (2), 305.
Supply—Amendment on going into Committee of, 238, 239,400, 466.

1

975, 977

1
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(bei’ehescks to)—voj..
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D
DIVISIONS {Continued)
I.v thk House {continued);—
Question of Order. 303

ssayafiss 8r * ^

I VOL.

^

Plcnro-pnciimouin liesolutions. 323 fl)
Gold Duty, 331.
'
licsigiintion of Mr. Quodling,
i ulice Hegulutjon Hill, 342, d03.
Annuity to W. Bland, 3;j4 (2), 471 (3i 472 (!>) i'c
State Aid to Hdigion, 3o3.
K
{“)l
M'iliiani Lane, SCO.
Ballot Papers for New England, 3r,0
Metropolitan Corporation Bill, 373. ‘
Separation of Clarence District, 3!)4.
Real Property Bill, 31)4. 47:1,. ’
Tobacco Duties Bill, 309.
Pawnbrokers Bill. 442.
Sale of Colonial Wines Bill, 442.
New Sotith Wales and Queensland Customs Bill 4ft
District Trusts Bill, -473.
‘
Invention in Railway Locomotion, bv Mr. 13. Beil 474
Reprieve of Chin Sing Sung, 482. "
’
'
Obstruction to Court House, Maitland 4d‘>
Mr. F. W. Birmingham, 482.
’
Supplies for Public Service. 499 f:l)
Loan Bill 1802, 522.
Benevolent Asylum, 532.
‘
Reprieve of Shanahan, 530.
Is Committee op the Wjioijs:—
Gold Fields Bill, 539 (S), 515 (2),
V0t. . ,
„ (Begislative Councils Amendments'), 583.
Judicial and other Oliieos Qualification Amendment Bill 542 (2'
<>own Lands Alfcn'ation Bill, filfofC0’’neil'S

i
j
'
1
(2).;

(invernor’s Snlary Pill, 54ft (4).
,
Chinese Iimnigmnts Regulation and Restriction Bill, 55i fo).
!
,
(Legislative Council’s Amendments) 578 f3) I
Sale of Liquors General Licensing Bill, 55;; («), 557 (341
n")
'
■
(Re-committed), 583 (S).
(Legislative Councils Amendments), 019 (3). ,
‘ mcnts'i, (137
(Legislative Council insisting uponitsAmendQueen's Plate (Jtcsohilion), 557.
]
Cliurcli and School Lands Bill, ofid
I
fir™7'*
Bill, 575.
I
£1. ,3f 57L ti,e LCSlS,at"’e COlm,eiI (of Pernor i,
Ways and Means {JiemJtttion Ao. 1) 581
Annuity to IVillinm Bland (Jfexelution), 591.
Railway Extension Westerly and Northerly (/,•(solution) 55]
Insolvency Laws Amendment Bill, 593 (2).
J■
Maitland and Morpeth Railway Company's Bill, 09r.
1 olice Regulation Bill, BIG (5), guy (gj/
'
J, ,
'lo(Re-committed), 533 fo)
iMatrunouial Causes Bill, (US.
Loan Bill—1852, (138 (3).
Scpplv—Supplementary Estimate for 1331_
/fnxwns, oS7 (2J,
J/ifcellaiKoits (Ct/icf fiecretirr//'* J)r)wr/mr?if) 389 (")
Quarter Se/m'ons, 590 (2j. '
u
v Jimmigration, 594.
HailKmjs, 094 (G).
Compensation to Municipal Council of Si/dney 597
»
Estimates in Chief fov 18(12—..................
Department of J'ublic BorR?, 597 ((i).
Rmlv'ays—General fietablislment, 599 (5).
i,
.Existing Lines, CP0.
>,
Valuation of Land, GOO (2).
”
Works m Progress—Authorized lixfenawiisJW.
„
tonhngeneics, G01 (0).
'
” . Proposed Extensions, G02 (24).
hlectric Telegraphs—Proposed Extensions, G09 (11
Hoads, CIO(4).
■ J (',■
„ — Construction and Maintenance, 011.
Bridges, 011 (2),
Public ll’orl-a and J3;tildinr/s, 012 (13) 035 (3)
Aeheduh IS—Pensions, 610 (J), 021 (2)
//rpij/ntfrr CWneiV, 022 (4).
'
„
Assembly, 023 (2).
Chief Secretary’s department, 023.
JJenominotiemal Schools. 623 (2).
Gaols and Pond Establishments, G24 (3)
Volunteers, 625 (2).
w
Juvenile Peformatorics, 025,
(•fanls in aid of Public Institutions, 02G.
LnipersUy, 020.
Miscellaneous, 020.
Sheriff, 027.
yiisoR’ffit Court, 027 (4).
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VOL.,

DIVISIONS C Continued)
Supply—Estimates in Chief for 18G2—(Continued): —
Coroners, 628 (2).
Treasury, 629 (3).
Colonial Distilleries, 629.
Harbours, JAght-houses, and Pilot Department, 630 (2).
Department of Lands, 630.
Immigration, 630 (S).
Assisted Immigration, 632 (2).
Management of Alpacas, 633 (2).
Botanic Gardens, 633.
Police, 634 (5).
„
„„„
„
—Further Additional Estimate for 186-.—
Pensions, 637 (2).
Grants in Aid of Public Institutions, 038.
Miscdla,neons Sersices, 638.
And Matrimonial Causes Bill (Sec “ MATRIMONIAL,’ )
DOMAIN:—
^Motion""made for Oommitteo of the Whole, to consider of an Address to
Governor, for funds to erect an Ornamental Fence, 144.
Exclusion op tjie Public from:—
nnt loo.
Kesolution moved in reference to, lapsed by House being 00™ ^
'
Resolution again moved, 532; and negatived by Previous Question, odJ,
DRAINAGE:.
F Motion ma^efoTlcave to introduce and leave granted, 20; Bill Fcsented and
read 1°, 20; read 2°, 43; committed, 125; discharged from Papu, -‘SiPetition presented in I'erercnce to,from certain Inhabitants oi
277; ordered to be printed, 337

...................................................... . —

1447

DRIVING
Cattle, Amendment Act;—
Assent reported, 190.
DTJNB^R.^F REDEIUCK^^^ ^ refct.Rnc(. to re-measurement of land, 9; ordered to
be printed, .............................................................................................. ...........
DUTIES (See “TOBACCO")
DUTY:—
Resolution moved in reference to, 334; furtlier ditto lapsed by House being
counted out, 461.
Tonnage Wollongong, Bill :—
,
..
,
' Motion made for Committee of tbe Whole to consider the expediency of
introducing, 159; House in Committee, and Resolution reported, IGo,
Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave gi-antcd 16o; Bill presented
and read 1°, 166; road 2°, committed, and reported, 3o2; read 3 , pass®fl,
and sentto Legislative Council, 27S; returned without Amendment, 341;
Assent reported, 3G5.
T Mction made'for Commi’ttee of the Whole to consider the exF'eibeney of intro
ducing. 159; House in Committee, and Resolution reported, IGo; Motion
made for leave to introduce, and leave granted. 1GG; BiU presented
and read lu, 166; read 2U, committed, and reported, 252; read 3 , passed,
and sent to Legislative Council, 278; returned without Amendment, -At ;
Assent reported, 365.
On Tobacco :—
.
^
j
Petition presented in reference to, 237 ; ordered to he printed, 3jIj.

1303

E
EDUCATION :SPprttRou0prosentedH in reference to, from Roman Catholic Inhabitants of
Shoalhaven, 123; ordered to be printed, 144 ........ •; ■ ■ ■ ■ - * ................
Ditto
ditto
Kiama, 123 ; ordered to be printed, 144 ........
Denominational:—
,,
, ,
ice
Report from Board for 18G0, laid on Table, and ordered to he printed, IGo....
Petition from Teachers in reference to Residences, 353.
■
^Eeportfrnni Board for 1SG0, laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, IGo---EDUCATIONAL :—
And Ckaeitaele Institutions;—
. , Further Return to Order laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, Ibo...........
ELECTIONS:—
And Qualifications Committee :—
............... „ .
. ,,, -r
Speaker's lYarrant appointing, laid on Table, 1.1; Members sworn, 43., .
ELECTORAL
Roll I'OII THE GwvmR
.
<■
l -J , „ rn„l.|„ nnd
Motion made for Returns in reference to Revision of, 72; laid on iable, a a
ordered to be printed, 441................................................................. ■
Motion made for Return in reference to Revision of, 50; laid on Table, and
ordered to be printed, 473 .........................................................................
District of St. Leonard’s :—
Motion made for Statistical Return in reference to, 50.
District or New England;—
.
_ „ _
.
-__ _, .
Motion made for Select Committee to examine Ballot Papers in reference t
Election, 1359, 360.
.

833
831
841
851
835

759
767
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E

ELECTORS:—
XOHCHR or, on Electoral Rolls;_ '
Return of, laid on Tatlo, and ordered to be printed, CI7............. .............
,
ELECTRIcf-— °n GOla FiCldS, ,aia m Tat>1<:’ ana orderccI t0 1)e printed,' hil".'.'.'/.

PAGE.

791
793

Tkleobafu;—

Return to Order (last Session) in reference to Department, laid on Table and
ordered to be printed, 5 ..................... ..
Return in reference to Scales of Charges,' laid'on' Tabk,' and 'ordered' to be
printed, 333 ..................
EMBANKMENT...............................................................
At Wallis Cbhek (See WALLIS. ”)
EMIGRATION:—.
Agents and Lectukebs ;—
Motion made for Returns in Teforencu to Appointment of, 124; laid
Table, and ordered to bo printed, 3.17
Letters from, dated 24 August, 18GJ,laid on Ta'ble.r.ud ordered to’bc'printed,]Gf7
purthcr ditto, 2o September, 1SG1, laid on 'Table,. and ordered to be
prii
.. . printed,
371. '
Doe patches from, dated 12, 18, and
November, 1SG1, laid on Table, and
ordered to be printed, 52d..........................................................
Govkbnment, Boabd, London ;—

SI

781
775
777
793

.....................................................................

Despatches from, dated 26 November, 1861, laid on Table, and ordered to be
printed, 525 ..............
ENCOURAGEMENT (See “ COLONIAL
........................... *.................................
ENGINEER-IN CHIEF (See “RAILWAY")
ENQUIRY;—
1
Commissions

of

:—

827

.

Motion made for Return of amount of Fees received by Government Officers
on, Ii2.
EQUALITY (See " RELIGIOUS.”)
ERROR (See “ DIVISION.”)
ESTIMATES:—
Fon 1861-2
Message No. 2, from Governor, covering Estimates for 18(12, and Supplemen
tary for 1861, ordered to be printed, 152.........................
Estimates for 1862, laid on Table, and ordered to ’lie printed,152!!!!!!".’.'"
Supplementary ditto for 1S01, laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 152..
Message No.2 rcadby Clerk, andHousein Committee for consideration of, 1S3,
Message Ao. 10, covering additional Estimates for 1863, ordered to be
printed, 378 ..........................................................................
Message No. 12, ditto further ditto, ordered to be printed,'466...............
Message No, 15, ditto third ditto, ordered to be printed, 4till
. ........ ...........
Of Ways and Means :—
..................................
Laid on Table, and ordered to be minted. I!)!
EXCLUSION:—
...............................................................
Of Pdf-lio from Domain (See "DOMAIN.”)
EXPENDITURE
On Railways (Seo “ RAILWAY.’')
On Roads (Seo “ROADS.”)
EXPENSES :—
Travkllino

of

1353
1355
1433
1441
1443
1449
1451

Gold Commissioners:—

Return of sums paid for, laid on Tabic, and ordered to bo printed, 471
Of Government Officers
Motion made for Returns in referonee to, 535
EXPLANATION (See “ MINISTERIAL.”)
EXPLORATION:—
Fob Minerals

in

1475

""

New South Wales :—

Petition presented from certain Merchants and others, praying that Captain
EXPUNGINGh°Sk may ^ cml>loyed for thc Turposc, 347; ordered to bo printua, 460.

1461

Proceedings j-roji Records :—

Motion made for, and carried, 181.

F

FALSE:—

Pretences Law Amendment Bill:—

Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 288; Bill presented
and read 1°, 288 ; read 2“ committed, and rejmrtefl, 442; read 3°, passed,
and sent to Legislatives Council by Message, 472; returned without Amend
ment, 504 ; Assent reported, 537.
FAUCKTT, PETER, ESQ. :—
Sworn as Member for “ Yass Plains,” 2,
FEES (See " COMMISSIONS.")
FELO-DE-SE :Law

of,

Amendsient Bill:—

Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 460; Bill presented
and read 1°, 460 ; read 2°, committed, and reported, 472; read 3°, passed,
and sent to Legislative Council by Message, 498; returned without
Amendment, 526 ; Assent reported, 537.
FIELD OF MARS (See “COMMON.”)
FINANCE (See also “ESTIMATES”):'
Return to Address (last Session) in reference to payments for legal Services,
laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 19 ............................................
Sydney University Building Fund Account, laid on Table, and ordered' to he
printed, 67 ..........................................................................................................
Estimates of Ways and Means, laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 191..
Savings on Votes, 1857-8, laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 191
_
Ditto
I860, laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 191..............
Motion made for Returns relative to appropriations from Ordinary Revenue, 400.
Dittq
ditto
from Loans, Ac., 461.

1
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2
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1451
1465
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FINES
APEBoraiATios or, to Chakltajsi.is i>uKrosE.s.'—
_
Correspondence in reference to, Jaid on Table, and ordered to bo pi inted, 30d..
Chaiutawlk, Aitlicatioj? JIii.l
_
Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 137; Hill jircscntod and
road 1°, 137 ; second reading postponed, 1B4, ; discharged from J’apcr, 3So.
Petition presented in reference tn, from Scone, 237; ordered to bo printed, 336.
Ditto
ditto
Mnsu'cllbrook, 21o ; ordered to be printed, 283.
Ditto
ditto
Mnnurumli, 267; ordered to bo printed, 336.
Ditto
ditto
Hawkesbury, 365; ordered to bo printed, 536.
FLAN AC AN, MIL t\,
Petition presented from, in reference to grant of land, and praying relief, 251 a
ordered to be printed, 2ID; Select Committee appointed to impure intoi
allegations of, 368........... ............................................... ............................. .. •
FLOOD
DlSTlUECTION 01' KEI.IFF TO SlilfFjaiEES BY, AT IVl.NDROK
j
Select Committee appointed to inquire into tbe mode of, 01; Itcpoi't broughti
up, 535 ........................................................................................................... ■ t
Gates {See “WALLIS CHEEK.”J
FOKSTEH W., ESQ.
Sworn as a Member for " East Sydney,” 3.
FRIENDLY
Societies :—

_

.

1 !

9S7

98!
979
9S3
985

1377

1061

.

Report of Registrar General cm Quinquennial Returns of, laid on Table, and
ordered to be printed, ‘187 ...........................................................................

Itloo

G
GAOL:„
0li8TRU0TlG.N BY KaIJ^VaY* TO llESERVJS AT MaITI.ANB I—
^
p
Select Coimnitteo appointed to inquire into the allegations of Petition in refer
ence to, 198; Report brought up, 377 ; Motion made for adoption of, and
negatived, 482............ .................................................................... -.................
Fabhajiatta:—
,
Motion made for Report of Board upon, 384; laid on Table, and ordered to be
printed, 399. ......................................................................... ...........................
GARRETT, JOHN, ESQ.:Resignation of Seat as Member for " Shoalhaven reported, 411!
GOLD:—

115
917

Duty :—

Motion made for the repeal of, 334.
Further Motion made, and lapsed by House being counted out, 401.
GOLD FIELDS (Seealso “CHINESE"!:—
Riots on:—
,
..
Motion made in reference to 'trial of persons concerned m, and proceedings
expunged, 131.
Further Motion made, 206.
Ditto ditto, (Ilcnly and Owen), 893.
.
.
Motion made for appointment of Select Committee to inquire into, 79.
Motion made for copies of all Telegrams, foe., in reference to, 79.
.Motion made for Copy of Warrant, foe., for apprehension of Janies Torpy, SO;
laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 303 ............
.
Petition presented from K. Stewart in reference to injuries received, 3411,
ordered to lie printed, 431 .................................................. - ■ ............
Petition presented from certain Surgeons, Bankers, fop., of Young, in the
Colony of New South Wales, in reference to Injuries received by
R. Stewart, 341; ordered to be printed, 481 ........... ....................................
Mb. Sob-Commissioseh Coopkb:—
_
,
Petition presented from certain Miners at Kiandra, preferring certain charges
against, 429; ordered to be printed, 461.... 1..................................... .
CoinnssioyEss, Travei.lisg Expenses:—
Return of, laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 471.....................................
Elkctoes:—
,
_
Return of number on, laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 517...............
Bush, Me. A. E„ Cladi for Services on:—
_
Motion made for Return of alt Correspondence in reference to, 123; laid on
Tabic, and ordered to be printed, 287 ; Select Committee appointed to
inquire into, 123; Member of Legislative Council summoned as witness,
143; reply from Council, 145.... .................... .................................................
ForaoB Reserve at Lambing Flat:—
Return of Correspondence in lei'ereiico to, laid on Table, and ordered to be
printed, 447 ......................................................................................
^ ._
Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 13; Bill presented and
read!0, 13; read 2°, 31 : committed, 31, 37, 58; reported. 58; re-com
mitted, 91: reported and again re-committed, 92; read 3°, passed, and
sent to Legislative Council, 105; returned with Amendments, 251;
Amendments agreed to, 279; Message to Council, 287; Assent reported, 341.
GORDON:— ■
The Hon. S. D. :—
.
Summoned as witness before Select Committee, 287 ; reply, 288.
Hugh, Esq. :—
_ _
Sworn as Member for “ Tenterfiuld," 453.
GOULBURN (See “RAILWAY,")
GOVERNMENT :—
Business (See “ASSEMBLY.")
■
Competition (Sco “ABATTOIRS.")
Einor.ATiON (Sco “EMIGRATION.")
.
Officers (See “COMMISSIONS
also “EXPENSES.’)
Worn (See " CONTRACTS;" also “TENDERS.”)
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GOVERNOR:—
Opesisg and Tkokogatios Spbechcs (Seo “ ASSEMBLY."j
CoMJ1I?SIO.V AND iNKTEUCriOSS !—

l>aid on Tabic, and ordered to be printed, !)1 .

Title of :—

,

'

r./wT^x-P.™1 in rcfercnce tci> Iaid on Table, and ordered to be printed 1GS
uOV rJlNOR o -—-

Petition presented from David Blair, late Messenger, Legislative Assemble.
printed, 17"....................................
*
....137; ordered to be
-J pr.........
..............................................
Petition presented from Felix Swainston, relative to losses sustained bv bis1
team lalling over the Bridge at Pieton, 137; ordered to he printed, "l-iC;1
_ Motion made for Address in reference to, and negatived, 3vt),
Petition presented irom Mrs. Mary Brown. 171; ordered to be printed, 178 ..'
1 etition piescntcd Irom George Mnlball, in reieienee to Port Stephens l.iglit.bouse, 12!); ordered to be printed, 172 ..................................................
I
Petition presented from John Cockerell, in reference to iris conviction fori
reloiiy, 177.
I
Petition presented from Mr. John Kidd, late Landing Waiter, ITS ; ordered tol
be printed, 33S.................................................... ;____ ..
Petition presented from Wiliinm Lane, late Sergeant of Mounted Police, 178 ;
ordered to be printed, 133 ; Motion made for Select Committee in refer
ence to, 360.
Petition presented from Alfred Witts, late Chief Constable, Bombala, 237_ ordered to be printed, 483........................................................ ........
Petition presented from Mr, F. Flanagan, 231; ordered to be printed^ 253';
. Select Committee appointed in rcleience to, 333.
Petition presented from James Killongh, lato Constable in the Police, 303.
f etition presented from James Miller, in reference to fencing of Parish Road,
Select Committee appointed to inquire into the Claims of Sir. F. W.
Birmingham, 105; Report brought up, 111; Motion mado for adoption of,]
_ and lapsed for want of quorum, 482.............................................
Petition presented from Captain R. E. Adams, GaptMn'of'" Shah'jeiian'’’
r,
; JH°t,on
f°i' rejection ot, 527; ordered to be printed, 532.........
1 etition of Sirs. Anne Greene in reference to Cattle Disease, 531; ordered to
be printed. 535 .. ..
I
GUARDS;—
.................. *............................................................
SI ail (Sec “POSTAL."!
GUNDAGAI (See "BRIDGES.”)
GWVD1R (See “ ELECTORAL ”j
'

315
9

751

O

1373

1

013

2

1

341
1377

2

1207

o

13S1
1301

H
HARBOURS
DaIiling (See "LAND.”}
Lake MacQuaiur ;—

Motion made for Report of Engineer upon entrance to, 105.
■
Petition presented from certain Inhabitants of, in reference to, 317 ■ ordered to
be punted, 336..................
HAKPUR, J. J„ ESQ.
...........................................................................
Sworn as Member fur “ Patrick’s Plains ’’ 2o
HEAT:—
Wokds

Mil

of:—

Reported Rom Committee of Whole House and apologised for, 107.
Used in House, 526; withdrawn, 527.
HHXLY AND OWEN (See “GOLD FIELDS")
HERITAGE, MR. (See “ ROADS”!
HEXHAM;—
And Minmi Railway Act Aiiendiient Bill
Assent reported, 130.
HICKEY (See "COTTON SEED.")
HOLT T„ ESQ.
Sworn as Member for “ Newtown," 2.
HORSE RAILWAY (See “ RAILWAY.")
IIOSKING’S;—

!
i
j

Teiust Bill:—

i

'
I
j

Assent reported, 130. >
HOSPITALS (See “ FINES.")
HUNTER THE (Seo “BURNSalso “ SADLEIR.”)

I
IMMIGRATION (Sco also “ CHINESE'’)
Assisted :—

Molion niade for Return of Names of Depositors under the Vote of last
Session, 123; laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 237. Corres
pondence in inference tn, from Government Emigration Board, laid on
Iable, and ordered to be printed, 525; Petition presented against further
encouragement of, 431; ordered to be printed, 036 .......................

Vomjmtahy

a.vd

Assisted, Bill :—

Assent Reported, 130.

..................

2 1 815, 827, 703

L_
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I
IMPROVEMENTS (Sec “INVENTIONS.'')
INCORPORATION
Oe Parramatta (See “ PARRAMATTA.")
INDUSTRY:—
Escocragement

of

Colonial :—

_

1435

Petition presented in favour of, 277 ; ordered fo be printed, 335 .....................
INSOLVENCY'
Commissioners Bill of I8G1.
Assent reported, 190.
Laws Amendment Bill :—

.

Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 130; Bill presented
and read 1°, 130; read 2°, 184; Committed and reported, 214; Report
adopted, 252; read 3°, passed, and sent to Legislative Council, by
Message, 278; returned with Amendments, 353; Amendments of Conned
considered in Committee, and Resolution reported, agreeing to some, and
disa«Teeingfrom others, 3Go ; recommitted, further reported, and Message
sent°to Council, 360; Council does not insist on Amebdments, 407 ;
Assent reported, 497.
INSTRUCTIONS.
To Governor (See “ GOVERNOR.")
To Committee of Supply. 408.
INTERIOR (See “RAILWAY": also "ROADS.")
INTERNAL (Sec " RAILWAY.")
INVENTIONS (Sec also “RAILWAY”)
Patents or Improvements

.

Motion made for Return of number of Applications for inquiry into, Ii 1.

J
JERVIS BAY^
Light-house

near;—

'

,

.

Motion made, and carried, for adoption of Report of Select Committee of last
Session, 26.
.
JONES, MRS. MARY (See “ POSTAL.”)
JUDGES (See " COMMISSIONS.”)
JUDICIAL„
Ann other Offices Qualification Amendment Bill:—
■
Motion made for leave, to introduce, and leave granted, 13; Bill presented and
read lu, 13; read 2°, committed, and reported, 43; read 3°, passed, and
sent to Legislative Council, 71; returned with Amendments, 251;
Council's Amendments considered in Committee, and Resolution reported^
ai-reeing to some, and disagreeing from other Amendments, 379 ; Message
to Council. 386; Council does not insist on its Amendments, 406; Assent
reported, 497.
JUSTICE (Sec “ AUMIN1STRATION OP.")
JUSTICES:—
Powers Limitation Bill

Assent reported, 190.
K
KELLY
^Petition presented from certain Inhabitants of tiifc Manning River District, in
reference to, 17S; ordered to he printed, 335 .......................................,-----presented from, praying redress for grievance in ihe prosecution ot
KENTISH, MR. N. L.”(Sec "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE. )

927

Petition

KIAMA
Tonnage Duty Bill:—

Motion made for Committee of thc Whole to consider the expediency Ot
introducing, 159 ; House in Committee, and Resolution reported. 165
Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 166; “ill pre
sented and read 1°, ICG ; read 2°, committed, and reported, 252 ; read 3
passed, and sent to Legislative Council by Message, 27S; returned with
out Amendment, 347; Assent reported, 365.
KIANDRA (See “ GOLD FIELDS also “ COOPER.”)
KIDD, MR. JOHN (See “ CUSTOMS.")
KILLOUGH, JAMES (See “ GRIEVANCES.")

LAKE MACQUARIE (See “HARBOURS.")
LAMBING FLAT (See "GOLD FIELDS)
c-rwim •
LAND (Sco also "CROWN LANDS," “ CHURCH AND SCHOOL ).—
Actnts " ~

j

Motion made for Correspondence relative to appointment of Messrs Dean and
Co., 105 ; laid on Table, and ordered to bo printed, IGo; Resolutions
moved in reference to, 304........................................ ..................................

Tkansfer

of, to the

Colony

of

South Australia

:

751

Despatch respecting, laid on Table, and ordered to he printed, 1J7..............
Drainage Promotion Bill

■

<■

1165

.

Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 20; Bill presented, and
'
r,.aq qot 20; rend 2°, 43 ; committed, 125 ; discharged from paper, o31.
Petition presented from certain Inhabitants of Miller's Forest against, 97.
£,0
1
a0.
do.
Most Maitland, 277; ordered to
be printed, 337 ................... ...................................................... .............
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1473

2

1463

2

735

1

731

L
LAND (Contimud):—
Titles DfiCf.AiiATios Bill
Received from Legislative Coudgl], and read 1°, 348; Debate ou second
reading adjourned, 385; Debate resumed, and BiU discharged from Paper,
527; Message No, 14 from Governor in reference to, ordered to be
printed, 466 ............. ........................................................................................
Petition presented from certain Conveyancers against, 39‘j; ordered to be
printed, 460 ......................................................................................................
Tkansfer and Registry Bill ;—
Received fromLegislative Council, and read 1°, 348; discharged from paper, 527
Reclamation of, in Darling Harbour :—
Motion made for Correspondence with IV. C. Wentworth, Esq., in reference to,
532 ; laid on Tnblo, and ordered to be printed, '532 .....................................
West Maitland Church, Sale Bill
Assent reported, ISO.
LANDING-WAITERS (Sec "CUSTOMS”)
LANE, WILLIAM fSeo " GRIEVANCES.")
LANG, REV. J. D.:—
Sworn as a Member for “ West Sydney,” 143.
LAW (Seo “PROPERTY," "FELO-DE-SE," "CRIMINAL;” also “INSOL
VENCY.")
LEAVE (Sec “ ABSENCE.")
LECTURERS (See “EMIGRATION.”)
‘
.
LEDGER (See “ ALPACAS.")
LEGAL SERVICES (Sec "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.”)
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
Despatch in reference to Resolutions adopted by, with reference to Appro
priation Act for i860, laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 3.............
Nominations for Life to :—
Motion made for Correspondence in reference to, 43; laid on Table; and
ordered to be printed, 151; Message No. I from Governor in reply to
Address, ordered to be printed, 103; House in Committee to consider
Message, and Resolutions reported, 206; Motion made for transmitting
same to Governor, 304.
Bill
Petition presented from certain Inhabitants of Canterbury in reference to, 49 ;
ordered to bo printed, 99................. ..................................................... ...........
Members of, as Witnesses before Select Committbus of Assejiiu.y:^Message requesting attendance, 143, 144, 287 ; reply, 145 (2), 288.
LETTER (See "POST OFFICE.")
‘
LEVIEN (See “PILOT.”)
LIABILITIES (Seo "BANK;” also “ MINING.”)1
LIARDET, MR, J. E. (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.")
LIBRARY:—
Committee ;—
Appointed, 9.
LIGHT HOUSE (See "JERVIS BAYu”)
Keefer (See " MULHALL;” also “GRIEVANCES.")
LIQUORS:—
Sale of. Licensing Bill;—
Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 31; Bill presented and
read 1°, 31; order for second reading postponed, 58 ; read 2s, 66 ; com
mitted, 111; lapsed in Committee, 118 ; leave granted to Committee to sit
again, 130; again committed, 137, 159, 166, 167, 179, 183, 191; reported,
191; adoption of Report postponed, 214 ; re-coinmitted, 279, 288; reported
2°, 288; read 3°, passed, and sent to Legislative Council, 311; returned
with Amendments, 441 ; Amendments considered in Committee, and
Resolution reported agreeing to some, and disagreeing from others, 447 ;
Message to Council, 459; Council insists upon ncertain Amendment, 492 ;
Assembly docs not insist on its disagreement, 503 ; Message to CouncU,
504; Assent reported, 537.
Petitions presented in reference to, from :—
Certain Funnel's, Ac., Hunter River, 85; ordered to he printed, 105........
Hunter River Vineyard Association, 85; ordered to be printed, 105.........
Certain Farmers, Ac., Hunter, Ac., 151; ordered to be printed, 172........
Certain Inhabitants of Sydney, 143; ordered to bu printed, 172 ..............
„
,,
of Byron and Inverell, 12!); ordered to be printed, 145.
„
„
of Smithfield, Ae., 206; ordered to be printed, 289
„
,,
of Mudgee, 237; ordered to be printed, 2SS...............
„
Wesleyan Ministers, 303; ordered to be printed, 336 ...................
„
Inhabitants of Mulgoa, Ac., 413 ; ordered to be printed, 536 ___
„
„
of Sydney, Ac., 413 ; ordered to bo printed. 536 ___
LIVERPOOL (Sec “RAILWAY.")
’
LOAN:—
Public Works, Bill, 1.861;—
Assent reported, 190.
,
Public Works, Bill for 1862:—
Standing Orders suspended in reference to, 518; Motion made for leave to
introduce, and leave granted, 522; Bill presented and read 1 °, 522; read
2°, 522; read 3°, passed, and sent to Legislative Council, 522; returned
without Amendment, 535; Assent reported, 537.
LOANS (See “ FINANCE.”)
LOCOMOTION (See "RAILWAY.")
LOTTERIES;—
Further restraining Bill ;—
*.
Bill presented and road 1° {pro forma), 3.
LUNATICS :—
Criminal, Bill of 1861;—
Assent reported, 190.
LYONS, MR, M. H. (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE,”)
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MACKENZIE’S
Mahhiace Settlement Bill :—

i

Assent reported. 1U0.
1
MACQUARIE, LAKE;
Motion made for Report of Engineer fur Harbours on Entrance to, 303 ;j
Petition presented in reference to, 017 ; ordered to be printed, 330 ...........I
MAGISTRATES (See also “POLICE")

2

3441

2

1435

Powers Limitation Bill :—

Assent reported, 390.
MAGRAXE (See "RAILWAY, MAITLAND, Ac, BILL.")
MAIL
Gdaiids foii NoRtheux Roads.

Resolutions moved (by leave withdrawn), in reference to, 3C0.
MAILS (See “ POSTAL.”)
MAITLAND (See also "RAILWAY," "BRIDGES," “ROADS"):—

, .

West,—Church Land Sale Bill :—

Assent reported, 390.
And Morpeth Railway

I
!

Co.’s Bill (Sec " RAILWAY.’’)

MANSLAUGHTER:—
for, Bill of 1 SCI
t
Assent reported, 190.
MANUFACTURES|

Coroners Bail
Colonial:—

I

Petition presented relative to encouragement of, 277; ordered to be printed,
33o.......................................................................................................................
MARKET (Sec “RESERVE.")
MARRIAGE:—
,

.

Wilson's Settlement Bill :—

Assent reported, IDO,
Mackenzie's Settlement Bill:—

Assent reported, 390.
MARRIAGES (See "REGISTRAR.")
MARS:—
Field of. Common (See “COMMON.”)
MARTI NDALE, CAPTAIN:—

.

Resignation of :—

Return to Order (last Session), in reference tn, laid on Table, o.
MATRIMONIAL:-

,

Causes Bill ;—

Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 37; Bill presented and
read 1°, 37; read 2U. 39S; consideration in Committee postponed, 289;
committed, 442; lapsed in Committee,'H2.
_
Petition presented from Roman Catholic Archbishop and others, in opposition
to, 2dl; oidercd to he printed, 28S ...............................................................
MECHOSK, CAPTAIN :-

,
2

1425

Petition presented from certain Merchants, &c., relative to, 317 ; ordered to1
he printed, 4150................................................................................................... I 2
MEDICAL:,

J401

Scientific Exploration for Minerals by :—

Services to Government:—

,

Motion made for Return of sums of money paid for, since Responsible'
Government. 335.
;■ „
MEMBER (Seo “ ASSEMBLY "; also “ LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.")
MEREWET1IER, THE HON. F. L. R.
Summoned as witness before a Select Committee, 1-13; Rcpl)-, 14-7,
MESSAGES:. .
Transmission of, between tbe two Houses :—

;

Sessional Order passed in reference to, 9.
From the Commissioners fop. Opening Pahi.tamrnt

7
j

Delivered by Usher of Black Rod, 1.
From the Govep.nop. :—

'

,
J,

Summons to attend in Legislative Council Chamber, 3, 537.
,
No, 1. Nominations fnr Life, tn Legislative Council, ordered to be printed, 103j I
2. EstiimttesforlSG2and Supplementary fnr 18(11, ordered to beprinted,,152, 1
3. Assent to BiUs, IDO.
4. Resovvation of Biils. ]90.
.
/
5. Assent to Biils, 3 90.
fi. Assent to Bill, 245.
’
7. Ditto, to Bills, 311.
S. Ditto,
ditto, 3G5,
1
9. Ditto,
Bill, 373.
I‘
10. Additional Estimates, 3852, ordered to be printed, 378......................... * , 1
11, Annuity to William Bland, ordered to be printed, 37R .........................! 1
32, Further Additional Estimate, 18(;2, ordered to be printed, 400............. , 1
13, Assent to Bill, 400.
34. Land Titles Declaration Bill, Salary of Judge under, ordered tn he
printed, 4 GO .............................................. .................... ......................
I
15, 'Third Additional Estimate. 1SC2, ordered to be printed, 4GG1
10. Asftcnt to Bills, 497.
17. Re-assembling of Parliament, 517.
From Legislative Assemuly to Council :—

Requesting the attendance of Members of Council as Witnesses before Select'
Committnes of Assembly. 143, 144, 2S7.
I '
Transmitting .Indicia] and other Oiiiees Qualification Amendment Bill, 71.
,,
Crown Lands Alienation Bill. 74,
|
„
Crown Lands Occupation Bill, 74.
.
1
„
Chinese humigrants Regulation and Restriction Bill, 91,
. ,
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MESSAGES ( CordihKfd);—
Euom Legislative ABSEiiJiLV to Couxcil [continued):_
.
TranstnittiHg Governor's Salary Bill, !)7.
„
Gold Fluids Bill/lO-1;.
,,
Ctuircli and School Laijds Bill, IDS.
„
Wagga Wagga Bridge Company's Bill, LJ2D.
,,
Wollongong Tonnage Duty Bill, 27S.
„
Iviama Tonnage Duty Bill, 278.
i,
Insolvency Laws Amendment Bill, 278.
„
Uavigable Waters Protection Bill, 278.
,,
Public Bridges Tolls Bill, 287.
Pyrmont Bridge Company's Supplementary Bill, 28D.
„
Sale of Liquois Licensing Bill, ;’I],
„
Richmond Bridge Company’s Act Amendment Bill, 38G.
,.
River Murray Customs Bill, 380.
„
Tobacco Duties Bill, 400,
,,
New South Wales and Queensland Customs Bill, 4G7.
„
Criminal Law and Practice Amendment Bill, 472,
,,
False Pretences Law Amendment Bill, 473.
„
Unlawful Administering of Poison LawAmcndmcntBill,473
,,
Bland Annuity Bill, 498.
,,
Law of Felo-de-se Amendment Bill, 493.
„
Osborne Wallsend Coal Company’s Incorporation Bill, 408.
„
' Police Regulation Bill, 503.
„
Appropriation Bill, 1801-2, 022.
„
Loan Bill, 1862, 522.
.,
Bulli Coal Mining Company's Incorporation Bill, 531,
Agreeing to Amendments in Crown Lauds Alienation Bill, 166.
t>
„
Crown „ Occupation Bill, 167.
Gold El elds Bill. 287.
"
.»
Wagga Wagga Bridge Company’s Bill, 353,
_
_
,,
Police Regulation Bill, 520.
Disagreeing from Amendments in Chinese Immigrants Regulation and Restric
tion Bill, 214.
>.
..
Judicial and other Offices Qualification Amend
ment Bill, 3SG.
ti
i■
Sale of Liquors Licensing Bill, 459.
, ii ,
Navigable Wntei's Protection Bill, 527.
Not insisting on Disagreements from Amendments in Sale of Liquois Licensing
Bill, 004.
Returning Tomago Coal Mining Company’s Bill, 179.
Fkom Legislative Codkcil

to

Asseuely :—

In reply to Messages requesting the attendance of Members of Council as
Witnesses before Select Committees of Assembly, 145 (2). 288.
Transmitting Tomago Coal Mining Company's Incorporation Bill, 100.
,,
Land Titles Declaration Bill, 348.
Land Transfer and Registry Bill, 348.
„
Property Law and Trustees Relief Bill, 491.
Returning Crown Lands Alienation Bill with Amendments, 160.
;
Crown Lands Occupation Bill do.
ICG.
Chinese Immigrants Regulation and Restriction Bill with Amend
ments, 188.
Gold Fields Bill with Amendments, 251.
Judicial and other Offices Qnalificnlion Amendment Bill, do , 251
Wollongong Tonnage Duty Bill, 347.
Kiama Tonnage Duty Bill, 347.
Public Bridges Tolls Bill, 348.
Insolvency Laws Amendment Bill, with Amendments, 353.
WaggaWnggn Bridge Company'sBill. with an Amendment, 318,
Pyrmont Bridge Company s Supplementary Bill, 377.
River Murray Customs Bill, 441.
Tobacco Duties Bill, 441.
Sale of Liquors Licensing Bill, with Amendments, 441.
Richmond Bridge Company's Act Amendment Bill, 491.
Navigable Waters Protection Bill, with Amendments, 491.
New South Wales and Queensland Customs Bill, 504.
U nlawful adin in i storing of Poison Law Amendment Bi 11,504.
False Pretences Law Amendment Bill, 504.
Law of Fd-o dc ae Amendment Bill, 520.
Osborne Wallsend Coal Company’s Incorporation Bill, 520.
Police Regulation Bill, with an Amendment, 520.
Appropriation Bill, 1861-2, 533.
Loan Bill, 1602, 535,
„ Bulli Coal Miuing Company’s Incorpoiation Bill, 530,
Not insisting on Amendments in :—
,,
Chinese Immigrants Regulation and Restriction Bill, 229.
„
Insolvoncy Laws Amendment Bill, 407.
„
Judicial nnd atliorOfiicesQmilification Amendment Bill, 408.
. .
..
Navigable Waters Protection Bill, 532.
Insisting upon Amendments in
_
u
Sale of Liquors Licensing Bill, 492.
MERTON, ROBERT, ESQ.
Resignation of Seat as Member for “ Tenterfieid,'' reported, £38
METROPOLITAN1 ’'u'
Oorporation Bill:—

Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 130; Bill presented,
and read 1°, 130; Discharged from Paper, 373; Petition presented from
eurtmn Litircns of Sydney in opposition to, 330; oi derrd to be printed, 336.
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MIDNIGHT
Sittings after (See 11 ASSEMBLY.")
MILLEK, JAMES (See “ROADS.”)
MINERALS
Scientific Exploration for (See “MECHOSK.”)
MINERS (See “ COAL.”)
MINING (Sec also “TOMAGO” and “BULLI ’’) :—
Partnerships Liabilities Limitation Bill ;—

Assent reported, IflO.
MINISTERIAL
Explanation :—

_

House addressed by Mr. Cowper, in reference to a Vote arrived at relative
to Revenne derived from Church and School Lands, 4i),
MINISTERS
Questions tut to (See '■ ORDER.”)
MINMI
Axn Hexham Railtvat Act Amendment Bill :—
Assent reported, 190.
MINT:—
Sydney Branch

of

Royal

_

__

Despatch in reference to laid on Table and ordered to be printed, u
MONARO (Sec also “ ROADS ”)
Revision Of Electoral Roll (Sec "ELECTORAL.”)
MONEY (See “ ROADS,” also “ MEDICAL,”)
MOOLPA RUN (Sec " CROWN LANDS.")
' MORT:—
And Hickey:—

.............

25

_

Correspondence in reference to Purchase of Cotton Seed laid on Table and
ordered to be printed, 531 ...............................................................................
MORTGAGEES (Sec “ TRUSTEES AND MORTGAGEES POWERS EXTEN
SION BILL.”)
MOTIONS:—

1465

Withdrawn :—

10, 13, 20 (2), 31 (2), 37 (2), 3S, ol, 57, 59, 71, 72 (2), 73 (2), SO (2), S5, 99,
103(2), 104, 111, 117, 123, 124, 125,130(2), 14o(2), 151 (2), 153, 1G5, 171,
172, 177, 178 (2), 199 (2), 206, 213, 237 (3), 252, 267,277,289, 304 (2),
311 (2), 334 (4), 335, 336, 337, 311,359, 360 (2), 393 (2), 394, 429 (2), 403,
459, 460, 474 (2), 481, 4S2, 4S7, 4!>1, 492, 49S, 503, 518, 521, 527, 535, C36.
Dropped :—

124, 177,199 (2), 288, 239, 334, 336. 337, 380 (2), 474 (2), 49S, 536 (2).
MUDGEE (See “ADMINISTRATION OP JUSTICE," “RAILWAY;" also
“ROADS.")
MULHALL, GEORGE (See “ GRIEVANCES.")
.
MUNICIPALITIES
Bill :—

.

River Customs Bill :—

_

Motion made for leave to introduce and leave granted, 137; Bill presented and
read l5,137; discharged from Paper, 385.
MURRAY (See also “ BRIDGES ”)
Motion made for leave to introduce and leave granted, 317; Bill presented and
read 1°, 317 ; read2°, committed, and reported, 385; read S”, passed, and
sent to Legislative Council, 399; returned without Amendment, 441;
Assent reported, 497.
MURRUMBIDGEE (See “BRIDGES.”)
N
NAMOI (See-:“-BRIDGES.”) .
' '
NATIONAL (See “EDUCATION.”) - '
NAVAL (See “ VOLUNTEERS ”)
’
NAVIGABLE:—
■„ '
Watehs Protection Bill :—( ' v .

Motion made fhrJeavo to inthutiice, and leave granted, 159 ; Bill presented
and read IL. 159; read^, committed and reported, 253 read 3°, _passed
and seift to Legislative Council, 278; returned with Amendments, 491
Council's* 'Amendments considered in Committee, and Report adopted
■
disagreeing from, 525; Message to Council, 527; Council does not insist
on Amendments, 532; Assent reported, 637.
NAVIGATION (See “RIVERS.”)
NEWCASTLE (Sec “CRANE;” also “COAL.’)
NEW ENGLAND (Sec “ELECTORAL.")
NEW SOUTH WALES (Sec also "GOVERNOR, “STATUTES, “QUEENS
LAND," “MINERALS,” "CLARENCE,” and “CUSTOMS”):—
Proposed Transfer

of

Portion

of, to

South Adstrai.ia :—

Despatch laid on Table, and ordered to he printed, 197 ........................... ........
NEW ZEALAND:—
Revoi.vrhs

for

Was

at

:—

751

,

Motion made for Return of Correspondence, &c., in reference to, 289; laid on
Table, 371.
NEWSPAPER (Sec “PRIVILEGE.")
NOMINATIONS (See “ LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.")
NORTHERN DISTRICTS (See “ROADS;" also “RAILWAY.")
0
OATH (See “ COMMISSION. ’)
OBSERVATORY
At Sydney :—

,

„

Fourth Annual Report of, laid on Table and ordered to be printed, 447

1371
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OBSTRUCTION (Sue “ RAILWAY”; also “ RIVERS.”)
OCCUPATION (See “ CROWN LANDS.”1
OFITCE
Acceptance

of,—bv

Members

of

Parhajiext :—

__ Resolutions moved in reference to, lol; Negatived (Previous questi™), 1,72,
OFFICERS :—
Pcblic (Sec “ ASSEMBLY
also “ EXPENSES.")
OFFICES;—
Judicial and other (See “ JUDICIAL.”}
ORDER :—
Points

of

:—

In reference to,—
Language of Petition of Mr. N. L. Kentish, lit.
„
Question to Minister, 117.
Motion for discharge of Select Committee, 130.
Chairman’s Vote in Select Committee, 171; Report of Standing Orders
Committee upon, brought up, 189................... ............................................
Select Committoe lapsed for want of Quorum, how to ho convoked, 171.
Signatures to Petition, 189.
Ditto
ditto, 197.
.
Referred to Standing Orders Committee, 303; Reports brought up, 205
277, 311
............................................................t................
Suspension of printing Petition, 325.
Powers of Committoe of the Whole in dealing with matters referred, 354,
Irregular language used in Debate, 359, 407, 526.
Member declining to vote on either side, in Committee of the Whole, 407,
Signing Summonses to Witnesses before Select Committees, 429.
Amendment to Motion for Adjournment without Notice, 443.
Motion twice made for second’ reading of Bill on same day, 471.
Motion for precedence of Orders of the Day on Tuesday, not regular, 472.
Rule for debate in Committee of the Whole, in discussing an item of
Supply, 492.
Motion for printing Documents without Notice, 521, 522.
Prayer of Petition for Grant of Public Money, 527.
ORDERS :—

1 !

1

715

703, 707,711

Standing :—

Committee Appointed, 9.
Suspension of, 73, (2), 465, 517, 518.
Reports from, relative to,—
Petition of Mr. N. L. Kentish, 129.
Rule for Chairman's Vote in Select Committees, 1S9 ___
Signatures to Petitions, 205, 277 .........................................
Second ditto, 311...................................................................

Sessional :—

715
703, 707
711

’

Adopted, 9, 199, 205, 372.
OSBORNE ;—
Walls end Coal Company's Incorporation Bha ;—

Petition presented praying leave to bring in, 251 ; Slotion made for leave to
introduce, and leave granted, 288; Bill presented and read 1°, 283
referred to Select Committee, 33C ; Report brought up, 377; Bill road 2°'
committed, and reported, 473; read 3°, passed, and sent to Legislative
Council, 498; returned without Amendment, 526; Assent reported, 537..
OWEN (See “ ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE."}

PARISH (See “ ROADS.”)
PAUKES, HENRY (See "EMIGRATION."}
PARLIAMENT
Opening

1149

v

of;—

Proclamation and Commission, 1.
Governor’s Speech, 3,
Appointment

of

Members

of, to

Offices

of

Profit :—

Resolution moved in reference to, 161 ; and negatived, 152.
Savings

on

Votes

of:—

Returns (2) laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 191
Re-assembling

of

14 Go, 1467

:—

Resolution moved relative to time for, contingent on motion for going into
Supply. 466; Message from Governor, No. 17, in reply, 017.
Prorogation

of

:—

’

Governor’s Speech, 537.
PARRAMATTA (Sec "GAOL,” " RAILWAY ;” also “RIVER.")
Incorporation

of

:—

Petition presented in reference to, 267; ordered to bo printed, 335 ....... .,
PARTNERSHIPS (See "MINING LIABILITIES LIMITATION BILL.")
PATENTS (See “ INVENTIONS.”}
PAWNBROKERS :—

1437

Bill

Motion made for leave to introduce and leave granted, 153 ; Bill presented and
read 1°, 153; read 2°, committed and reported, 197; Negatived on motion
for 3° rending, 442,
Petition presented in opposition to, 205; ordered to be printed, 336
Ditto ditto Licensed Pawnbrokers, 318; ordered to be printed, 337
Ditto ditto Citizens of Sydney, 371; ordered to be printed, 474 ..
PECK, ISAAC (See “BONDED DISTILLERIES BILL.”}
PENSIONS (Sec “ CIVIL.”)
PETITIONS (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE," ‘ORDER;” also
"GRIEVANCES.”)
'
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•

Board :—

Return to order (last Session), 37; laid on Tabic, and ordered to be printed, 98
Mr. Levien :—
*
Motion made for Select Committee in reference to damage to a Lip “ Tropic,"
while in charge of, lo-3.
PLANS (See “RAILWAY.”)
PLATE
Queen's (Sec “QUEEN’S PLATE.”)
PLEURO-PNEUMONIA (Sec “ CATTLE.”)
POISON:—
Unlawful Adjiinisterinc. of, Bill:—
Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 288; Bill presented
and read 1°, 288; read 2°, committed, and reported, 442; road 3°, passed,
and sent to Legislative Council, 473 ; returned without amendment, 504;
Assent reported, 537.
POLICE :(See also “ GRIEVANCES”) :—

737

Memorandum :—

In reference to, laid on Table and ordered to be printed, 407............................
Reserve

at

1

929

1

935

1

931

2

51, 57

2

69

2

33

1

716

Lambing Elat:—

Correspondence in reference to, laid on Table and ordered to be printed, 447..
M agtstbate, Alburv :—

’

Correspondence respecting the resignation of Heyward Atkins, Esq., laid on
Table and ordered to be printed. 419 ...........................................................
Regulation Bill:—

Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 31; Bill presented and
read 1°, 31; read 2", 342; Motion made for consideration in Committee,
347; committed, 435,447 ; lapsed in Committee for want of Quorum, 447:
restored to Paper, 4(15; committed and reported, 492; recommitted and
Report 2° adopted, 492; read 3°, passed, and sent to Legislative Council,
503 ; returned with Amendment, 526 ; Council's Amendment considered in
Committee and agreed to, 52C; Message to Council, 626; Assent reported, 537.
PORT STEPHENS (See “ GRIEVANCES,”)
POSTAL:—
Mrs. Mary Jones :—

Motion made for Correspondence in reference to Contract in 1851, 98 ; laid on
Table and ordered to be printed, 303; Farther Return laid on Table and
ordered to be printed, 359; Motion made for Committee of the Whole
upon, 3G0; Order of the Day for Committee discharged from Paper, 473.
Mail Guards

on

North Road :—

Resolution moved in reference to, and by leave withdrawn, 360.
Steam, Service:—

Despatch in reference to, laid on Table and ordered to be printed, 635 ..........
POST OFFICE:Motion made for Returns relative to Country, and by leave withdrawn, 73;
Motion again made, 98.
Annual Retort foe I860:—
Laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 151 ....................................................
Intercepted Letter:—

Motion made for Correspondence in reference to, addressed to G. U. Alley, Esn.,
480
PRAYER:—.
Before Commencement

of

Business :—

1

Resolution moved in reference to, 50.
PRE-EMPTIVE (See “ CROWN LANDS.”)
PRESBYTERIAN :—
Church Temporalities Act of 1837 (See " CHURCH,”)
PRESENTATION :—
Of Bills :—

By Mr. Speaker, for Royal Assent, 537,
PRETENCES
False Law Amendment Bill (Sec “FALSE.")
PRINTING (See “ ORDER.”)
PRIVATE :—
Bill Committees:—

Question as to rule for Chairman's vote referred to Standing Orders Com
mittee, 171; Report brought up, 189 : Adopted, 199 .................................
Business Days (See “ ASSEMBLY,”)
Enterprise (See “ ABATTOIRS ”)
PRIVILEGE (Seealso “ASSEMBLY"):—
Newspaper Article :—

Motion made in reference to a leading article in the Sytinry Mornimi Herald, 26.
PROCLAMATION (See “ASSEMBLY." also “CATTLE DISEASE.”)
PROPAGATION (See “SALMON.")
PROPERTY :—
Law

and

Trustees Relief Bill :—

Received from Legislative Council, and read l”, 491; discharged from Paper, 525j
Real Bill :—

I

Motion made for Committee of the Whole to consider the propriety of
introducing, 394; Motion for going into Committee negatived, 473.
i
PROROGATION (See " ASSEMBLY.")
I
PUBLIC (See “DOMAIN," “ASSEMBLY,” “STATUTES”; also “CON
TRACT ") :—
Service : —

Motion made in referenee to articles required for, 499.
Works :—

Resolution moved in reference to Tenders for, 99.
Further Resolution moved in reference to Tenders for, 153.
Motion made for Return of Appropriation of Funds from Ordinary Revenue
for, 460.
I
Motion made for Return of Appropriation of Funds from Loans for, 461,
;
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TUBLIC (cmlinucd):—
Works Loan Act

'

for 1S(I1

Assent Eeportud, JSH).
PUBLIOANS BILL (See "LIQUORS, SALE OF, LICENSING BILL.")
rVBMONT:—
Bridge Company’s S(jppi,f.sientary Bii.l :—

IVtition presented praying leave to bring in, 12D ; Motion made for leave to
introduce, and, leave granted, 145; Bill presented and read 1°, Ho;
referred to Select Committee, 172 ; Report brought up, 205 .....................
Bill read 2°, committed, and reported, 2,‘I0 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to
Legislative Council, 2S9; returned without amendment, 377; Assent
reported, 400.

a
QUALIFICATIONS,'*c„ COMMITTEE (See “ELECTIONS."}
QUEENS
ri.vrK;—
Motion made for Committee of the wlmio House to consider Address to the
Governor in referenee to, 101. Ifouse in Committee upon, and resolution
repm ted and adopted, 125.
QUEENSLAND
Debt Bill;—

Motion made for leave to introduce and leave granted, 252; Bill presented
and read 1°, 2o2; second reading postponed, 4S7 ; discharged from Paper,
525,
Proposed Annexation of the Clarence District to (Sec “ CLARENCE.”}!
And New South Wales Customs Bill (See "CUSTOMS.")
QUESTIONS TO MINISTERS (See “ORDER.")
!
QUODLING, MR., Road Superintendent (Sec “ ROADS.”)
QUORUM (See also “ASSEMBLY”):—
In Select Committee .—

Speaker’s ruling in reference to, 171.
R
RAILWAY:—
Between Campbei.ltown

and

Liverpool

Return to Order (last'SessiOn), laid on Table, and ordered to he printed, 5 ..
Extension

of

:—

Report from Engineev-in-Chief upon, laid on Table, and ordered to bo printed,
51; Letter from Captain Ward, being Appendix A to ditto, 05............ ,
Resolutions moved in referenee to, and by leave withdrawn, SO; motion made
for Select Committoe to enquire into the most desirable mode of, 105;
Resolutions moved in reference to pingressin Railway-sand Tramways, 178.
Resolution moved for Committee of the whole House to consider of an
Address to the Governor relative to a sum for, 337 ; House in Committee,1
and resolution reported and adopted, 351; Amendment moved in refnr.l
cnee to, on motion for Committee of Supply, 408.
Tetitions in reference to from,—
Goulburn, Ac., 137 , ordered to be printed, 145 ,,,
Yass, 151,
,,
„
172 ..
Bathurst, 197;
„
„
337...
„
(W. 1x10)107;
„
337...
Oarcoar, (T. leely) 237 ;
,,
331...
Hartley (J. Delany) 252;
„
335 .. .
Queanhcyan, 245;
„
03fi...
Evans’ Plains, 333.
Guyong, &c„ 333; ordered to be printed. 537
Blimey, die., 333;
53ii
Orange, 333.
Ovens Gold Field, 407 ; ordered to be printed, 431 .................................
Policy :—

Resolution moved (on the Order of the Day being read for going into Supply)
in reference to, 213 ; Debate adiourued, 214; Debate resumed and again
adjourned. 221; Debate resumed and fuither adjourned, 229; Debate resumed
and concluded, 238.
Expenditure

upon

:—

Motion made for Return of, upon existing Lines, 333.
Motion made for Return of Cost of Constructions at Parramatta, H5.
Plans :—

Copies of,—together with Books of Reference laid before House, in pursuanen
of the requirement of the 22 Viet., No. 19, sec. 9, 287; approved of, 317.
Motion made for Copies oh in referenee to Extension to Bathurst, 83G.
Petition presented from Mr. Henry Scope, relative to, 237 ; ordered to be
printed, 288 .............................'.......................................................................
Imported Plant:—

Motion made for Statistical Returns in reference to, 51.
Invpntions

in:—

:

Motion made for Correspondence with Mr. E. Bell, in reference to, 1CH , laid oil
Tabic, and ordered to be printed, 135; Resolutions moved in reference to,1
2G7; Select Committee appointed to enquire into and report upon thel
merits of flic Inventions ot Messrs. Bril and Oapom. 2G7 ; ordered that
the Committee enquire into and report on the merits of a Bridge invented
by Mr. Woore, 474 ; Report brought up, 531.............................’..................
Ilousp;—
Petitions in reference to, from,—
Mudgee (A. M'Cauley), 353; ordered to bo printed, 3SG.................................!
Newcastle, 371; ordered to bo printed, OSG............... ....................
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E
KAILWAY (Continued)
Destruction at Maitland Select Committee tippomtoil to enquire into allegations of Petition in reference
to, 19ti; Keport brought up, 377 ; Motion for adoption of, negatived, 482..
Embankment at Wallis Creek
Motion made for Correspondence in reference to, Ho.
Maitland and Morpeth Company’s Kill:—
Petition presented praying for leave to bring in, 85 ; Motion made for leave to
introduce, and leave granted, 101; Bill presented and read 1°, 105; referred
to Select Committee,118; Members of Committee discharged, 130; fresh
Committee appointed by ballot, 131; Report brought up, 20G; Bill
read 2°, 259; Committed, 379; Committed and lapsed for want of
quorum, 413........................................................................................................
Petitions presented against, from,—
Certain Inhabitants of Morpeth, ifcc„ 1G5; question of validity of signatures
raised, 189; referred to Standing Orders Committee, 197; Report brought
up, 205; second Report brought up, 277 .......................................................
Ditto second ditto, 197; ordered to be printed, 2SS; referred to Standing
Orders Committee, and order for printing suspended, 303 ; order for print
ing acted upon, .‘125.......................................... ..............................................
Report brought up, 311 ..................................................................................
Ditto ditto Mrs. F. S. Mugrnne, 251; ordered to be printed, 337 ............... ....
Petition presented in favour of, from,—
Certain Inhabitants of Maitland, ibc., 213; ordered to bo printed, 289.............
Minmi and Hexham Act Amendment Bill;—
Assent reported, 190.
RAILWAYS:—
And Roads Acts Amendment Dill:—
Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 318; Bill presented and
read 1°, 318; discharged from Paper, 525.
Resignation oe Captain Martindale, Commissioner foe :—
Return to Order (.last Session), laid on Table, 5.
REAL:—
Property Bill (See “PROPERTY'.")
REGISTER;—
Statistical, of New South Wales, for I860:—
Laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 57.......................................................
Of Bnxs .....................................................................................................................
REGISTRAR
General's Report:—
Fifth Annual, laid on Table and ordered to be printed, 31................................
On Quinquennial Return of Friendly Societies of Now South Wales, laid on
Table, and ordered to be printed, 487 ............................................................
REGISTRY:—
And Land Transfer Bui, (See “LAND.")
RELIEF
DistkibutiIin Of to SuFFcmms by Flood at Windsor:—
Select Committee appointed to inquire into the manner of, 51; Report
brought up, 535............................................................................................... .
RELIGION;—
State Aid to:—
Resolution moved in reference to, 359; Expressions inrefoicncc to Church of
England excepted to ; opinion of House taken as to Mr. Speaker’!!
objection, 359,
RELIGIOUS:—
Equality :—
Resolutions moved in reference to, 71.
REPORTS:—
From :—
Registrar General, 31 ..............................................................................................
Ditto ditto on Friendly Societies, 487 ...................................................................
Engineer-in-Chief for Railways, 51......................................................................
Postmaster General. 151 .......................................................................................
Astronomer, Sydney, 447 ......................................................................................
Standing Committees : —
Standing Orders Committee—Petition of Mr, N. L. Kentish, 129.
Ditto
Signatures to Petition, 205 .................................
Ditto
2nd ditto, 277 ........................................................
Ditto
ditto, 311...................................................... .
Ditto
Rule for Chairman's vote in Select Committees
on Private Bills, 189.........................................
Select Committees:—
In reply to Governor's Opening Speech, 8.................................... ................. ...
Distribution of Relief to Sufferers by Flood at Windsor, 535............................
Reverend W. B. Clarke, 171..................................................................................
Wagga Wagga Bridge Company's Bill, 152 .......................................................
Benevolent Asylum, Sydney, 481............................................ ..............................
Seamen. 893 .............................................................................................................
Mr. F. W. Birmingham, 441 ..................................................................................
Richmond Bridge Company’s Act Amendment Bill, 303..................................
Maitland and Morpeth Railway Company's Bill, 20G ........................................
Pyrmont Bridge Company’s Supplementary Bill, 206........................................
Dr. F. Beer, 525 ....................................................................................................
Railway Obstruction to Gaol and Court House Reserve in the Town of
Maitland, 377.....................................................................................................
Presbyterian Church Tcmporalilios Act of 1837, 487 ........................................
System of Railway Locomotion proposed by Mr. B. Bell. 531 ................... . ..
Resignation of Mr. Quodling. late Inspector of Roads in the Northern Districts,
521 .....................................................................................................................
Osborne Wallsend Coal Company's Incorporation Bill, 377................................
Field of Mars Common, 517..................................................................................
Beilambi and Bulli Coni Mining Company’s Incorporation Bill, 4S1.................
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PATEES.

R

VOL.

REPRIEVE (Sec "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.’')
RESCISSION1
Of Omdeb Fon Printing Petition :—
’
Motion made for, and Ordei rescinded, 129.
RESERVATION:—
Of Bills for Rotal Assent
Message from Governor, No. +, 190.
Announced Py Governor .at Prorogation, 537.
RESERVE (See also " RAILWAY”)!
Near Cattle Market, Sydney, for Fdhlic Recreation :—
|
Motion mode for Address to Governor, in reference to, .334.
i
RESIGNATION (See “ROADS;” also “MARTINDALE.")
RESOLUTIONSj
Ok Legislative Council, in rf.fekexce to Appropriation Act for 1SG0:—
Despatches in reference to, laid on Table and ordered to he printed, 9........
Op Supply:—
Reported to House, 1S3, 504.
Op Wats and Means
Reported to Douse, 252, 51S.
REVENUE (Sco “FINANCE;” also “CHURCH AND SCHOOL.”)
REVISION'
Op Electoral Rolls (Sec “ ELECTORAL.”)
REVOLVERS:—
For New Zealand War
.
Motion made for Correspondence in reference to, 2S9; laid on Table, 371.
RICHMOND
And Clarence Districts
Despatch in reference to the Annexation of, to Queensland, laid on Table
and ordered to be printed, 325; Despatch read by Clerk, and Resolution
moved in reference to, 393; Debate postponed, 394; Debate of, and reso
lutions .adopted, 441; further Despatch laid on Table, and ordered to lie
printed, 531 ....................................................................................................... j
And Clarence Rivers Steam Navigation Company’s Incorporation Bill ;— |
Assent reported, 190.
Bridge Company’s Act Amendment Rill (See “BRIDGES.")
RIOTS (See “ GOLD FIELDS.")
RIVER
Parramatta:—
1
Motion made for Address to the Governor in reference to obstruction to
Navigation of, 72.
<
Namoi (See “BRIDGES.”)
ROADS
Shoai.haven District :—
Return to Order (last Session) laid on Tabic, and ordered to ho printed, 19 ,.'
Great Noriiii
Return to Address (last Session) in reference to Expenditure on, laid on|
Table, and ordered to be printed, 19 .........................................................
'
Motion made i'or Correspondence in reference to Contract with Mr. Heritage,;
J 24. laid on Table, 205.
Motion made for Correspondence in reference to Toli-IIouscs and Gates on, 17S;
laid on Table, 179 ; further Return, 205; ordered to be printed. 2S9.........
Motion made for Return of the apportionment of sums voted for 1SOO-R1, 4G1.
Great South :—
Return to Order (last Session) in rcfeience to persons employed on, laid on
Petition in reference to the had state of, at Bark Huts, 103, ordered to he
printed, 124 ......................................................................................................
Great Western :—
Motion made for Returns in reference to Expenditure upon, 98; laid on Table,
.and ordered to be printed, 205 ............................................................... ..
Motion made for Address to Governor, in reference to Proclamation of Road
from Mudgee to Wellington, 481.
,
Motion made for Address to Governor, in reference to Proclamation of Road
from Bathurst to Rocklcy, 17S ; laid on Table, and ordered to he printed,
517 ....................................................................................................................
From Monaro to the Coast:—
Motion made for Correspondence in reference to, 71.
■
Statistics :—
Motion made for sundry Returns in reference to, 124.
Parish :—
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Resolution moved in reference to, 124.
Funds, Caucoar :—

Return to Order of last Session, laid on Tabic, 205.
From Singleton

to

Black Creek —

Petition presented from James Miller, in reference to the Fencing of, 3G5.
Trust Accounts :—

Sydney, from 1 January, 1857, to <30 October, 1858. laid on Table, and
ordered to he printed, 205 ...............................................................................
Maitland, from 1 July, lt)5G, to 31 December, 1SG0, laid on Table, and ordered
to be printed, 517..............................................................................................
Motion made for Correspondence in reference to Maitland, 145.
,
SunoRDiNAin op New South Wales;—
Clissification of and proposed Distiibution for 1862, laid on Table, and ordered
to be printed, 429 .............................................. ...............................................|
Resignation

of

Mr. Quodling,

late

Inspector

op

299
303

2

315

:—

Select Committee appointed by Ballot to inquire into and report upon the,
335; Point of Order reported to House, 429; Report brought up, 521;
Ruling of Speaker in referenee to Motion for Printing, 521; re-considera
tion of, 522 ; ordered to he printed, 532 ........................................................
Toll Gate, Waveri.ey :—

Petition presented in reference to, 213; ordered to bo printed, 335 .................
Anu Railways Acts Amendment Bill (See “RAILWAYS.”)

I
2

333

2

313
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I

s
ROBEHTSON, THE HON, JOHN, ESQ.
Ssvorn as Member for “ S'nwDiaven," 41)7.
HOCKLEY (See ROADS.)
■
ROD —
Black (Sec “ESHER."}
ROLLS (Sec “ELECTORAL.”}
ROMAN:—
Catholic (Sec “EDUCATION.”)
ROTTON, HENRY, ESQ.
Leave of absence granted to, 38,
RULES
Op Coubt (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.")
RUNS (See “ CROWN LANDS.")

s
SADLEIR, R., ESQ.
Sworn as Member for “ Tlio Lower Hunter,” 3.
SALARY
COMMISSIOXEE OF In'SOI.VLXCv's, Bll.l, :—
Assent rcporteil, 190.
Op Speakek (See "SPEAKER.”)
Goveunob's, Biij, (Sec “GOVERNOR.”)
SALE
Secret Bills of, Bill (See “ SECRET.1’)
SALMON
Acclimatisatiox of:—
_ _
_
Report from A. Black, Esq., in reference to suitability of Rivers of New
South Wales for, laid on Table and ordered to lie printed, 317 .................
Petition in reference to, from certain inhabitants of the Eastern Coast of
Anstralin, 333.
Ditto
ditto
ditto, 333.
SAVINGS (Sec “ FINANCE.”)
SCHOOL:—
And Church Lasds Bill (See '■ CHURCH.")
SCHOOLS (See " EDUCATION.”)
SCOPE, ME. H. (See “ RAILWAY.")
SEAMEN:—
_ ,
Select Committee appointed to inquire into and report upon Acts referring
to, 101; Report brought up, 393; adopted, 481 ............. ..........................
Petition presented from certain shipowners and others, in reference to, Bit);
ordered to be printed, 145 ...............................................................................
SEATS:—
Vacant {See “ VACANT SEATS.")
SECRET1
r
'

2

1427

2

755

2

753

1

795

1

729

Bills of Sale Amended Prevention Bill:—

Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 178; Bill presented and
road 1°, 178; discharged from Paper, 380.
SEPARATION (See “ CLARENCE.”)
SERVICE :—
Purlic (Sec “ PUBLIC.")
Civil (See “CIVIL”)
SESSIONAL ORDERS :—
Business days, 9.
Govcrnnent business days, 9.
Private business days, 9.
Transmission of Messages between the two Houses, 9.
Days for Committee of Supply, 9.
Hour after which no new business may bo entered upon, 19.
Rule for Chairman's Vote in Select Committees on Private Bills, 199'.
Power to Standing Orders Committee to send for persons, &e., 205.
SETTLEMENT :—
■Wilson’s Marriage Bill

Assent leported, 190.
SHAH JEIIAN (See “GRIEVANCES.")
“SHANAHAN," REPRIEVE OF (See“ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.”)
SHERIFF:—
Special Warrants

issued by

:—

Return to Address (last Session), laid on Table and ordered to be printed, 9.
SHOALHAVEN (See " ROADS;” also “ ROBERTSON.”)
SINGLETON (See “RAILWAY.")
SOUTHERN (See “RAILWAY," “ROADS”; also "SURVEY.”)
SPEAKER:—
,
,
.
Warrant of, appointing Elections and Qualifications Committee, 19.
Letter from, respecting allowances, 177 ......................... .....................................
Costing vote of, 208, 471.
Ollenshc words addressed towards, -D2G.
,
Speech of, on Frotogution, 537.
Ruling of:—

.

.

,

_

In reference to Chinese Immigrants Regulation Bill, introduction of, 07.
,,
Grown Lands Alienation Rill, introduction of, GS.
Ditto ditto. Occupation Bill, 58.
,,
disrespectful language of Petition, 111,
„
discharge of Select Committee, 131).
„ i
Select Committee having lapsed for want of quorum, 171.
„
spurious signatures io Petition, 189,
„'
suspension of Order for printing Petition, 325.
(
powers of Committee of the Whole in dealing with matters
'
referred to it, 354.
„(
disrespectful language used in Debate, 359, 407.
„
Member declining to vote on a Division, 407.
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SPEAKER— Continued:—
'
Rulisg of (Cor,United)
In reference to signature to summons for witnesses before Select Com
mittee, 429,
>>
amendment to motion for adjournment of House, 443.
■i
motion for second reading of Bill being twice made on tbe same
day, 471.
»
precedence of Orders of tbe Day on Tuesday, 472.
„
relevancy of Debate in Committee of Supply, 492.
..
motion for printing Report of Select Committee, 521,
i,
ft'ftbcr consideration and reversal of ditto, 522. '
„
motion for altering the Hour for House meeting for Dispatch
of Business, 531.
Deputy:—

Commission to administer Oath, 25,
SPEECH (See also "SPEAKER”):—
Governor's, on opening Parliament, 3.
Address in reply to, 10.
Governor’s, on Prorogation, 537.
STANDING ORDERS:—
Committee appointed, 9.
Petition of Mr. N. L. Kentish referred to, 117; Report brought up, 129,
Question as to Chairman's Vote in Select Committee on Private Bills
referred, 17.1 ; Report brought up. 189 : adopted, 199 .................................
Examination of Signatures to Petition referred to, 197 ; Reports brought up.
Second Petition referred, 303 ; Report brought up, 311 .. .
Motion made for power to send for persons and papers, 205,
Suspension

of, in reference to

703, 707
711

1

1019

2

1159

2

1207

2

1169

2

1417

:—

Richmond Bridge Company’s Act Amendment Bill, 73.
IVaggii, Wagga Bridge Company’s Bill, 73.
New Smith Wales and Queensland Customs Bill, 455.
Appropriation Bill, 517.
Loan Bill, 518.
STATE:—
Ain to Religion (Seo “RELIGION.”)
STATISTICS (See also “ROADS”):—
Motion made for Returns in reference to Electorate of St. Leonard’s, 50.
STATISTICAL REGISTER:—
Of New South Wales, for 1800, laid on Table, and ordered to he printed, 57
&J.AJ. UJ-Jiiti i—

Public,

1
1

New South Wales;—

of

First two vols. laid on Table, 259.
Third vol.
ditto
4G5.
STEAM (See “POSTAL;” "CLARENCE;" also “CRANE.”)
STEWART ROBERT (See " GOLD FIELDS.")
ST. LEONARD'S (See "ELECTORAL.”)
STRANGERS:—
Ordered to withdraw, 304.
'
SUFFERERS (See " FLOOD.”)
SUGAR:—
Houses, and Bonded Distilleries Bill (See "DISTILLERIES”)
SUPPLY (See also “SESSIONAL ORDERS.")
Days appointed for Committee of, 9.
House in Committee of, -183, 239, 312, 348, 3GG, 400, 407, 419, 430, 453, 454,
457, 477, 487, 492, 493, 504.
Contingent Notices on, moved, 213, 400,408, 466, 477.
Order of the Day discharged from paper, 514.
SUPREME
Court Rules (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.")
SURVEY
Of Land

in

Sodthehn Districts :—

Return to Order (last Session), in reference to, laid on Table and ordered to
be printed, 19 .................................. .
.........................................
SURVEYOR:—
Mr. F. W. Birmingham:—
Select Committee appointed to inquire into claims of, 105; Report brought up,
441; motion for adoption of, lapsed for want of quorum, 482 .... ... .............
General :—

Circular Letter from, to Surveyors, relative to reservations of Crown Lands,
laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 252.................................................
SWAINSTON:—
Felix (Sec “GRIEVANCES.”)
SYDNEY (See “ CATTLE MARKET," " LANG REV. J, D.” “ROAD TRUST,”
“DOMAIN,” and "UNIVERSITY.”)
’
TALA:—
Run (See " CROWN LANDS.”)
TANNERS:—

T

And Curriers :—

Petition presented from Mrs. M. L. Watt, in reference to, 43; ordered to be
printed, 97................................................ ...................... ..................................
TEACHERS (Seo “EDUCATION.")
TELEGRAPH (See “ELECTRIC.")
TELLERS
On Division, none reported for the Ayes, 359.
TENDER (See also “CROWN LANDS”) —
For Public Works:—

Motion made in reference to, in Country Districts, by leave withdrawn, 99,
Further motion made in reference to, 153.
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T
TENDER (Continued):—
Foe Public Service :—

_

_

Motioa made in reference to articles required for, being supplied by, 409.
THOMSON, THE HON. E. DEAS, C.B.
Summoned as witness before a Select Committee, 143; Reply, 145.
TENTEKFIELD (Seo “MESTON;” also “ GORDON.")
TITLE:—
Of Governor General (See “GOVERNOR.")
Op Bill :—

'

Altered in Committee of the Whole, 498.
TITLES:—
To Land Declaration Bill (See “LAND.”)
TOBACCO:—
Duties Bill:—

Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 341; Bill presented
and read 1°, 341; read 2°, committed, and reported, 3S5; road 3a and passed,
399; sent to Legislative Council by Message, 400; returned without
amendment, 441; Assent reported, 497.
Petition presented in reference to Duty on, 237 ; ordered to be printed, 330 ..
TOLL:—
Houses

and

Gates

on

Great North Road :—

_

Motion made for Correspondence in reference to, 178; laid on Table, 179;
Further Return, laid on Table, 20S; both Returns ordered to be printed, 289
Gate

at

Waverley:—

_

Petition presented in reference to, 213; ordered to be printed, 335 ........ .
TOLLS •
Public Bridges Bill (See “ BRIDGES.”)
TOMAGO:—
Coal Mining Company's Incorporation Bill :—

_

Received from Legislative Council, 16G; read 1°, 1G6; read 2°, committed,
and reported, 171; returnod without amendment, 179; Assent reported, 245.
TONNAGE:—
Durr Bills ;—
(See “KIAMA”; also “WOLLONGONG.")
TORPY JAMES (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE,")
TRAMWAYS (See "RAILWAYS.”)
TRANSFERt ,
And Registry Bill (See " LAND TRANSFER BILL.’)
TRANSMISSION:—
«
*T
»v
Op Messages between the two Houses (See “ SESSIONAL ORDER. )
TRAVELLING:— ■
Expenses (See “EXPENSES.")
TROPIC:—
Skip (See “PILOT.”)
TRUST:—■
Road Accounts (See “ROADS.")
Hosking’s Bill (See “ HOSKING'S.”)
TRUSTS
District Bill (See “DISTRICT.”)
TRUSTEES :—
And Mortgagees Powers Extension Bill:—

i

Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 199; Bill presented
and read 1°, 199; Debate on Motion for second reading adjourned, 259 ;
Discharged from Paper, 442.
Relief and Property Law Bill (See “ PROPERTY.")
TT
UNIVERSITY:—
Building Fund Account for I860 laid on Table, and ordered to be printed, 67.
USHER:—
Of Black Rod :—
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1861.

Scgislatltie

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ALLEGED AGGEESSION UPON CHINESE AT
LAMBING PLAT.
(PETITION FBOAI SIMON SANLING.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

5

September,

1861.

To tho Honorable tho Legislative Assembly of the Colony of New South Wales, in
.
Parliament assembled.
The Petition of Simon Sanling, native of China, late of Lambing Flat, in the
Colony of New South Wales, interpreter,—■

Humbly Seeweth :—

.
, ,Th,at y°ar Petitioner resided for five months at Lambing Flat, or in its
neighbourhood, where he acted as interpreter between his countrymen and Europeans, and
has hitherto borne a good character.
F
,
, T^at
Petitioner is a Catholic, married to a European wife of the same faith, and
nas a family of three youug children, natives of the Colony.
?u tho 30tl1 Jane, your Petitioner was in occupation of a tent at a place called
Pack Creek, six or seven miles from Lambing Flat.
’ F
That, on the day aforesaid, a multitude of about thirteen or fourteen hundred persons,
strangers to your Petitioner, assembled near your Petitioner’s tent, in a riotous and dis
orderly manner, with firearms and other weapons, some being on horseback, but the moat on
toot, and with evident purposes of violence and hostility towards your Petitioner and other
natives or Uhina.
That, without provocation on your Petitioner’s part, some of the aforesaid persons so
assembled, drove your Petitioner, his wife, and family, with violence from their tent, and
destroyed the same and other property of your Petitioner with fire.
That, in making an attempt to escape, your Petitioner was pursued hy two of the
persons aforesaid on horseback, and by several of the persons aforesaid on foot, by whom, or
some of whom, your Petitioner was beaten with sticks, knocked down, and wounded in his
person.
'
That one of the persons aforesaid while pursuing and otherwise assaulting vour
Petitioner as aforesaid, cried out " Cut off his tail’’; hut that your Petitioner having no such
appendage, some of the persons aforesaid tore open your Petitioner’s pocket, and robbed your
Petitioner therefrom of seven pounds in bank notes, two nuggets, worth together about two
pounds, and a pocket knife.
e
Petitioner thereupon escaped, and having remained hidden in the bush in
terror of his life for about two hours, returned to his tent, and found it burnt to the ground,
the greater part of his property destroyed by fire, and his wife and children destitute of
sneiter and clothing, except such as they had in wearing at the time.
, t,
AO endeavours, to the. knowledge of your Petitioner, were made at the time hy
tne Police, or by any of the authorities on the spot or in the neighbourhood, to prevent the
outrages aforesaid, or to apprehend any of the parties concerned therein.
That your Petitioner has lost, by tho outrages aforesaid, property to the value of about
one hundred pounds.
That your Petitioner subsequently applied for redress to c*tain Commissioners of
Grown Lands and Policemen in the neighbourhood, who, though expressing their sorrow for
what had occurred, have failed to afford your Petitioner any redress or satisfaction.
That your Petitioner is ignorant of the names, but has no doubt he could identify
the persons of many of the parties concerned in the outrages aforesaid, hut that your
Petitioner has no means of pursuing or bringing the same to justice.
That your Petitioner relying upon the justice of your Honorable House prays that
your Honorable House will afford him, upon the premises, such relief as the circumstances
ot the case may be found to warrant.
.
And your Petitioner shall ever pray.

80 My, 1861.

[Price, l(f.]
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lUgtelatib? Ssecmblg.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

ALLEGED AGGRESSION ON CHINESE AT
LAMBING FLAT.
(PETITION OP TOM ME, WHAT YOUNG, AND QUE YOU.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

12

September,

1861.

To the Honorable tho Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of Tom Me, What Young, and Que Yon, lately of Lambing
Flat, in the Colony of New South Wales, but now of Sydney, in the said
Colony,—
Respectfully Sheweth :—

That your Petitioners are natives of Canton, in China, and that they, before
and up to Sunday the thirtieth day of June last, together with a large number of their
enuntrymen, were peacefully engaged (within the limits assigned to them) in the occupations
of gold mining and storekeeping, at and near Lambing Flat aforesaid.
That, on the last-mentioned day, certain- of the gold diggers, and other evil disposed
persons, resident at and near Lambing Flat aforesaid, assembled together on foot and on
horseback, to the number, at various times during the said day, of from eight hundred to
three thousand, as your Petitioners believe, and being armed with bludgeons, fire-arms, and
other weapons, and carrying banners or flags inscribed with the words "Rollup" “No
Chinese" attacked your Petitioners and the rest of the Chinese, at and ngar Lambing Flat
aforesaid, and after having beaten and otherwise cruelly ill-treated your Petitioners, and
subjecting your Petitioner, Tom Me, to the indignity of cutting off his hair, drove your
Petitioners, and the rest of the Chinese, from the said diggings.
That your Petitioner, Tom Me, was, at the time of the said attack, possessed of
property to the value of eight hundred and seventy-four pounds thirteen shillings and three
pence ; your Petitioner, What Young, of property to the value of two hundred and fortyfour pounds and nine-pence ; and your Petitioner, Que You, of gold and other property to the
value of seven hundred and forty-one pounds eleven shillings and threepence.
That your Petitioners, to save their lives, were compelled to abandon their said
property, and that your Petitioner, Tom Me, was knocked down, and one hundred and
twenty-five ounces fifteen pennyweights of gold forcibly taken from bis person.
That the tools, tents, stores, apparel, and property of every description, belonging to
your Petitioners, were either appropriated by their assailants, or wantonly and maliciously
destroyed by fire.
. That your Petitioners were at all times, prior to the said attack, quietly and orderly
in their conduct, and had, in all respects, complied with the Government Regulations.
^ That your Petitioners are now wholly destitute of the means of subsistence, and have
been indebted to certain charitable persons for food and other necessaries, and for the means
of reaching Sydney for the purpose of laying their grievances before your Honorable
House.
Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that due inquiry may be made into the
above facts and circumstances, and that such steps may be taken in the premises as justice
requires, and to your Honorable House shall seem meet.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
TOM ME.
WHAT YOUNG.
.
QUE YOU.
Witness to the signatures of Tom Me, )
What Young, and Que You,— j
T. K. Bowden, Solicitor, Sydney.

{Price,
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Hcgtslatibc Ssarnibb.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

ALLEGED AGGRESSION ON CHINESE AT
LAMBING ELAT.
(PETITION OF TU LIM POW.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

20

September,

1861.

To the Honorable tho Speaker and the other Members of tbe Legislative Assembly of New .
South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble and respectful Petition of Tu Lim Pow, now of Sydney, in the
Colony of New South Wales, Chinese Merchant,—
Sheweth

That your Petitioner has been in this Colony fourteen years, and being a
native of China and carrying on the business of a Chinese Merchant, proceeded on the dis
covery of gold at Lambing Flat, to take up his residence there, with the intention of
establishing a store, and took with him a large quantity of opium of great value.
'
That, within a few days after the arrival of your Petitioner at Lambing Flat afore
said, the European miners surrounded his store at midnight, armed, ordered your Petitioner
to leave the said Lambing Flat, and upon his requesting permission to move his goods, your
Petitioner was threatened by the said miners and driven off the diggings.
That the said European miners immediately set fire to, and consumed the store of
your Petitioner and the contents thereof, amounting in value to about six hundred pounds.
That your Petitioner, since his arrival in this Colony, has conducted himself with
propriety, and has not committed, nor has he been accused of committing any offence against
the laws.
Your Petitioner, therefore, humbly prays that your Honorable House may take the
premises into your favourable consideration, and, upon such consideration, may grant to your
Petitioner such relief as the circumstances of the case may require, and in the wisdom of
your Honorable House may seem meet.
And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
TU LIM POW.
Henby Newbon,

Solicitor for the Petitioner,
91, Elizabeth-street, Sydney.

[Price, Id.]
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SLcgtslatfae QssemMg.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

ALLEGED AGGEESSION ON CHINESE AT
LAMBING FLAT.
(PETITION OF AH SUE.)

Ordered

'

by the Legislative Assemhbj to be Printed, 20 September, 1861.

To tho Honorable tbe Speaker and the other Members of tho Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of Ah Sue, late of Burrangong, in the Colony of New
South Wales,—■
Sheweth :—

That your Petitioner is a British subject, having been born at Canton, in
China.
That, since the arrival of your Petitioner in this Colony, he has earned his livelihood
by following the occupation of a gold-digger and storekeeper, and has always acted in strict
obedience to the laws of the Colony.
That, on the discovery of gold at Burrangong, your Petitioner proceeded thither and
opened a store for the sale of Chinese and European goods and commodities, under &
storekeeper’s license, No. 64.
.
That on Sunday, the thirtieth day of June last past, a great number of riotous and
tumultuous diggers and others assembled together, and set fire to and destroyed, among
others, the said store of your Petitioner, with the contents thereof.
That your Petitioner was then assaulted and beaten, his hair cut off, and a portion
of the flesh torn from his skull, and was otherwise ill treated.
That your Petitioner was robbed of a great quantity of money in bank notes and
current coin, and also a large quantity of gold dust.
That your Petitioner was driven from the diggings, and, in consequence of the
threats then made by the rioters, your Petitioner is afraid to return to Burrangong.
That your Petitioner never, by word or deed, gave any provocation for acting as is
hereinbefore mentioned, but, on the contrary, always conducted himself in obedience to law
established.
.
That your Petitioner having had all his goods in his possession at Burrangong
aforesaid, and the same having been destroyed and taken away from him as above mentioned,
your Petitioner is in a state of very great destitution.
Your Petitioner, therefore, humbly prays that your Honorable House will be pleased
to take the premises into your serious and favourable consideration, and grant to your
Petitioner such relief as in the wisdom of your Honorable House may seem meet.
And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Price, Id.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

ALLEGED AGGRESSION ON CHINESE AT BACK CREEK
AND LAMBING ELAT.
(CHINESE GOLD DIGGERS, &x.)

Ordered by ike Legislative Assembly to he Printed,

26 November, 1861.

To tho Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Chinese Gold Diggers, Miners, Storeheepers, and other Chinese Residents, at and in the neighbourhood of Back
Creek and Lambing Flat, in the Colony of Now South Wales,—
Respectfully States :—

That your Petitioners, before and up to Sunday, tbe thirtieth day of June last, were
peacefully engaged (within the limits assigned to them) in the occupations of gold mining,
storekeeping, and other lawful employments, at and in the neighbourhood of Back Creek
and Lambing Flat aforesaid.
That on the last-mentioned day, certain of the gold diggers and other evil disposed
persons resident at and near Lambing Flat aforesaid riotously assembled in large numbers,
on foot and on horseback, and being armed with firearms and other weapons, attacked your
Petitioners, and, after having beaten and otherwise cruelly illtreatcd your Petitioners, drove
them from the said diggings.
That your Petitioners were, at the time aforesaid, possessed of personal property and
effects of great value, but to save their lives your Petitioners were compelled to give up and
abandon their said property and effects, which were immediately appropriated by their
assailants, or wantonly or maliciously destroyed by fire.
That your Petitioners were at all times prior to the said attack quiet and orderly in
their conduct, and had in all respects complied with the Government regulations.
That your Petitioners, by the means aforesaid, have been reduced to a state of complete
destitution, and have no means of pursuing or bringing to justice the persons engaged in the
outrages aforesaid.
Tour Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that due inquiry may be made into the
matters aforesaid, and that your Honorable House will take such steps to redress the
grievances above complained of as to you shall seem meet.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
Dated this seventeenth day of September, A.D.

[Sere follow

[Price, Id.]
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iligtalatibe asssemblp.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

EXCLUSION OF CHINESE FROM THE GOLD FIELDS,
(HOOKY KIVER.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

12

September,

1861.

To the Honorable tbe Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Miners and other Residents of tho Rooky
River Gold Fields, in public meeting assembled.

Respectfully Sheweth :—
That your Petitioners view with alarm the frequent additions to the already
large number of Chinese in this Colony.
That the Chinese, on arriving in this Colony, immediately repair to the various Gold
Fields, and are thus placed in proximity to your Petitioners, who, in common with the
residents on other Gold Fields, have thereby more opportunities of knowing what the Chinese
are, when collected in bodies, than any other section of the community can possibly have.
That your Petitioners consider the Chinese a very undesirable class of emigrants, and,
from their general habits, it is impossible that, as colonists, they will ever tend to the
advancement of Australia.
That, as recent events have shewn, it is impossible for the Europeans and Chinese to
live in amity; and if some restrictions to their future immigration are not put in force, a
recurrence of those scenes which your Petitioners deplore may possibly take place on any or
all of the Gold Fields of New South Wales.
Your Petitioners, therefore, pray that, as the only effectual means of preventing a large
increase of Chinese into New South Wales, your Honorable House would take into serious
consideration the necessity, after a proximate date to be fixed by your Honorable House, of
prohibiting tbe Chinese from working on the Gold Fields of the Colony.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c., &c.
Signed, on behalf of the Meeting, by,—
ALEXANDER M'LEOD, Chairman.
JAS. D. LEECE, Secretary.
JOHN LANGTON.
HENRY SANDS,

[Price, Id.]
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MR. SUB-COMMISSIONER COOPER.
(KIANDRA GOLD FIELDS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

81

December,

1861.

To the HonoruMe Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament
assembled.
*
The Petition of the Shareholders of the "Homeward Bound Company,” New
Chum Hill, Kiandra—Sami. Hawkins, James Martin, H. Wingrave, Lewis
Lavigue,—
Humbly Sheweth :—

_
That your Petitioners’ property in a water-race, constructed under the written
sanction of Mr, Commissioner Clocte, at a cost of nearly £2,000, has been rendered utterly
valueless by the orders and decisions of Mr. Sub-Commissioner Cooper, and that your
Petitioners humbly pray that your Honorable House will cause an immediate inquiry to be
instituted into Mr. Cooper’s conduct, on the following charges of partiality and injustice,
which your Petitioners prefer against him :—
hirst—That your Petitioners, on the 1st of August last, requested Mr. Cooper to
compel certain parties, who were using water to their prejudice, to prove their right to the
water they were appropriating, and, in the event of their proving their right, to compel
them to place a proper gauge in their race, in accordance with the Gold Fields Regulations;
that Mr. Cooper refused to accede to cither of their requests, and that, in consequence, these
parties obtained possession of the water which Mr. Cloete had guaranteed to your Petitioners,
and upon the faith of the integrity of which Guarantee their labour and canital had been
expended.
_ Second—That, on the 2nd of August last, your Petitioners were fined £8, for noncomplianee witli an order they never received; and that, on the 10th of August, one of their
partners was confined in the lock-up for refusing to pay this fine, Mr. Cooper having been
informed on the previous evening, by one of your Petitioners, that one of the assessors who
adjudged the fine,’was an admitted partner of the complainant, and had therefore awarded
damages to himself; and also, that Mr. Commissioner Scott had reversed the decision of the
2nd of August, by telegram ; and that, notwithstanding botli these circumstances, Mr.
Cooper still exacted the fine.
Third—That, on the 6th of August, Mr. Cooper sent your Petitioners an order to
turn the water out of their race for the benefit of another race, which it could not enter
without running up-hill; that your Petitioners obeyed, and then endeavoured to explain to
Mr. Cooper the real state of the case; that he refused to listen, and persisted in the water
being kept out of your Petitioners’ race, which was, in consequence, choked up' with snow
for more than four miles, and, in many places, covered to a depth of four feet; that the
frost destroyed the embankments which, in other races, the "running water preserved from
injury j that the state of the frozen soil prevented any repairs being executed, and that this
order, absurd in itself, caused your Petitioners heavy and protracted losses and expenses,
Fourth—That your Petitioners were fined £20 by Mr. Cooper, and two assessors
whom they protested against prior to the commencement of the trial; that your Petitioners
were not permitted to send down to the river for disinterested men to act as assessors, uncon
nected with either side; that the notice they received of the coming trial was too short to
enable them to procure their witnesses; that Mr. Cooper would not hear of a postponement,
although one of the assessors wished it; that your Petitioners were condemned unheard,
and were ordered to pay the amount before nine o’clock on the following morning, or suffer
three months imprisonment in Goulburn Gaol.
267—
Fifth—
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MR. SUB-COMMISSIONER COOPEE.—PETITION.

Fifth—That, on this trial, your Petitioner, Samuel Hawkins, appealed to Mr. Cooper
for protection, he having been twice assaulted ; that, whilst the case was in progress, he was
again assaulted, he being in attendance in obedience to a summons j that this trial, as well
as the previous ones, took place in a public-house; that, on the conclusion of the proceedings,
he again demanded protection, which was nominally granted; but that, notwithstanding this,
he was, for the fourth time, attacked and maltreated, the police never making their appearance
until he had made his escape; that members of the Police Force arc prepared to prove that
they received private instructions from Mr. Cooper " to slip out of the way till Hawkins got
a hiding, as the boys were going to set upon him.”
bixth -That, on the 22nd of.November, your Petitioners were again fined £19, in
consequence of Mr. Cooper’s continued refusal to compel the complaining parties to measure
their water, in accordance with the express wording of the Gold Fields Regulations, and in
direct violation of Mr. Commissioner Scott’s telegram defining the respective rights.
_ Seventh—That, in all these trials, Mr. Cooper has remained with the assessors whilst
considering their verdict, thus uniting in his own person the functions of both judge and
jury, dictating to them the penalty to be enforced, and, by so doing, preventing the free
expression of their opinions on the merits of the case submitted to them for adjudication, to
the prejudice of the interests of your Petitioners; and that your Petitioners have reason to
believe that the whole of these proceedings are the result of vindictive feelings on the part
of Mr. Cooper; and your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House
will cause these matters to be speedily investigated, and relieve your Petitioners from the
loss and injustice to which they have been subjected.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

Kiandra,

7

December,

1861,
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Sydney: Thomas Bichaide, Government Primer.—1862.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

EGBERT

STEWART.

(RIOTS AT BTJRRANGONG.)

Ordered hy the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

7

Jaimary,

1862.

To the Honorable tile Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales,
in Parliament assembled.
The bumble Petition of Robert Stewart, of Young, in the District of Burrangong,
and Colony of New South Wales, tailor,—
Sheweth :—

That your Petitioner, on the night of the fourteenth day of July last, while
standing in an open space close to his tent, on the east side of the main street, in the town
of Young, and Colony of New South Wales, received a gun-shot wound in the right leg,
about two inches below the knee, whieb proceeded from the Police Camp, a distance of
three or four hundred yards, and was fired, as your Petitioner verily believes, by some of the
Police Force, during the Riot which took place on the night of the said fourteenth day of
July.
That your Petitioner, immediately before receiving the said wound, distinctly saw
the flash of about a dozen shots fired in a volley, and beard the reports of the said shots;
and can positively assert that the shot which struck your Petitioner was fired in and from
that volley, which came in tbe direction in wbicb be then stood, and proceeded from the
Police Force aforesaid.
That your Petitioner has, in consequence of the said woynd, so received as aforesaid,
been idle for the last fourteen weeks, and, being a tailor by trade, has suffered considerable
loss. That your Petitioner, up to a short time since, received medical treatment and aid at
the Commissioner’s Camp, but in consequence of some misunderstanding, has lately been
deprived of tbe said treatment. And that your Petitioner is now suffering from the effects
of tbe said wound, and cannot work at bis trade efficiently ; and is compelled to use crutches
when moving about; and cannot, as he has been informed, and believes, ever again obtain
tbe use of bis leg as formerly.
Your Petitioner therefore humbly prays that your Honorable House may take the
premises into your favourable consideration, and grant to your Petitioner such relief as the
circumstances of the case may require, and to the wisdom of your Honorable House may
seem meet.
And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c., &c., &c.
ROBERT STEWART.
Witness to above Signature

:—■

Jno. D. Thane,
Independent Minister, Young.

[Price, Id.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

ROBERT STEWART—RIOTS AT BURRANGONG.
(SURGEONS, BANKERS, Ac., LAMBING FLAT.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

7

January,

1862.

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Surgeons, Bankers, and Merchants,
of Young, in the Colony of New South Wales,—

Humbly Sheweth:—
That on the night of the fourteenth July, one thousand eight hundred and sixtyone, during an attack upon the Police Camp at Young, Robert Stewart, a tailor by trade
and in humble circumstances, was standing at the door of his own tent, situated at the rear
of the Lambing Plat Hotel, at Young; and that during the said attack a spent ball, which
came from the direction of the Camp, struck the said Robert Stewart in the leg, thereby
wounding him so seriously as to occasion him severe pecuniary loss.
That your Petitioners regret the occurrence that has taken place, whereby an innocent
man met with so severe a wound, and they are desirous of humbly submitting his case to
your kind consideration.
Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House may take the
premises into your favourable consideration, and upon such consideration, grant to the said
Robert Stewart such relief as the circumstances of hie case may require, and to the wisdom
or your Honorable House may seem meet,
Ajd your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c., &c., &c.

[Here
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

ME. A. E. BUSH.
(CORRESPONDENCE, &o„ RELATIVE TO SERVICES OF.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly io be Printed,

RETURN to an

Address

14 November, 1861.

of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of

New South Wales, dated 8 October, 1861, praying that His Excel
lency the Governor would be pleased to cause to be laid upon the
Table of this House,—
“ (1.) A copy of all the Correspondence that has passed between
“ the Government and Mr. A. E. Bush, since 1850.
“ (2.) A copy of all Mr. Bush’s Memoranda to the Government,
“ relative to the Gold Fields or the Management of the Gold
“ Fields. _
“ (3.) A copy of any of Mr. Hardy’s Despatches, in which Mr.
“ Bush’s services are alluded to.”
{Mr.

Wilson.)

SCHEDULE.
1. Mr. A. E. Bush to the Colonial Secretary, forwarding a sample of Gold obtained by trial of
quicksilver. lOJuly, ISol.......................................................................
......................... 2
2, Mr. fiushtothcHonDrableE.DeasTlioinson.foreniploymentattkcGoldFields. SMarcb.lSi? 2
0, Mr, E. Deos Thomson to Mr. Secretary Hay, forwarding Mr. Bush’s application, together
with Me Secretary Hay's Minute thereon. 24 March, 18-37 ..
..
..
..
..
2
4. Mr. Bush’s furthor le'tter to Mr. E. Deas Thnmsnn for employment (4 July), together with
Mr. Thomson's memo, forwarding the same to the Secretary for Lands and Works (17 July),
and also Mr. Secretary Hay‘a Minute on same. 18 July, 1857
.....................................3
5. Mr. Buah to Colouial Secretary, urging claim upon the Government for services performed
in 1831. JO April, 1861
.................................................................................. .
,,
__ g
C. Principal Under Secretary to Mr. Bush, in reply to the above. 11 May, 1861..
,,
,, 3
7. Mr. Bush to the Colonial^Secretary (with one enclosure, dated 21 March, 1861), farther
urging his claim to consideration, 10 June, 1861 ..
.,
3
8. Principal U nder Secretary to Mr. Bush, in reply. 3 July, 1861..
..
..
,,
..
4
(2nd.)
’’
"
0. Memorandum of Colonial Secretary, relative to Gold Regulations of California, being infor
mation obtained from Mr. Bush. 17 May, 1831. .
..
..
.,
,.
..
..
10. Minute of Questions, with answers thereto (apparently by Mr, Bush), on the same subject”
11. Further answers or information on the same subject
..
,,
..
..
..
(3rd.)
12. J. R. Hardy, Esquire, to the Colonial Secretary, respecting Mr. A. E. Bush. 25 June, 1851
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MR. A. E. BUSH.

No. 1.
Mb. Bush

to

Colonial Secretary.
Bathurst,

Bear Sm,

10

July,

1851.

.

I have commenced working with quicksilver, and thinking it might be inter
esting to you, I send you enclosed a small sample of two trials. I cannot tell the cause, but
there evidently is some chemical action going on, either with the gold or emery, during the
process of amalgamation, which hinders the gold from coming from the retort pure, and in
consequence will be a great detriment to the use of quicksilver—the only efficient mode, in
my opinion, of gathering the gold of the Turon, and in fact at all of the mines, except the
Ophir, where the gold is larger, and not liable to be wasted by the ordinary machine
I am thoroughly convinced of the existence of gold here in large quantities—in fact
to vie with California. The time has not come yet, owing to the imperfectness of the
machinery, but it will, when fortunes will be made in a day. _ _
.
»
I have found quicksilver and silver in small quantities, but have no samples ot
either, I apprehend they do not exist in any quantity.
■
, .
.
I would not trouble you with this note did I not think it of consequence, and that it
would be interesting to you.

I am, &c.,
a t

T’-Dirri t?

Tmaw

No. 2.
Mr. Bush

to

Mr. E. Deas Thomson.

Bundarrah River, 8
Dear Sib, ^

March,

1857.

yoa tkat q have taken the oaths of naturalization before the

Bench of Magistrates at Uralla, as directed by a letter I received from the Colonial Sec
retary’s Office, and am consequently in a position to accept any employment you may in
your kindness find, for which I am suitable. I mentioned in my last, Oban Diggings as a
place to which I should like to be appointed. There is no doubt a rapidly increasing popu‘
lation, and a Gold Field permanent and rich; and as my health usually suffers in other
parts of the Colony I have a preference for the district of New England. But as my
object is to get employment I shall be happy to do my best wherever I can be most useful.
I am, &C-,
'

A. E. BUSH.

No. 3.
Mr, E. Deas Thomson

to

Mr, Secretary Hay.
24

My

dear

March,

1857.

Hay,

I enclose an application from Bush for employment in the Gold Department.
His services might, I think, he made useful as a Sub-Commissioner. This is the gentleman,
an American by birth, but now a naturalized British subject, respecting whom 1 spoke to
you some time ago, as having given this Government some valuable information respecting
the Gold Regulations of California, at the time the gold discovery took place in this
Colony.
, ,
Yours very truly,
■
E. DEAS THOMSON.

Bring up on any vacancy occurring in any of the appointments on the Gold Fields.
24

March,

H.

18.57.
No. 4.
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3

MR. A. E. BUSH.

No. 4.

>

Mr. Bush

to

-

Mr. E. Deas Thomson.
Bimdarrah River,

4

July,

1857.

Dear Sir,

.

May I beg to remind you of the hind intention expressed in your last, with
reference to my obtaining a Government appointment. I am still anxious to obtain one,
should you hear of one likely to suit my capacity and experience. I believe there has been
a sum of money placed upon the Estimates for the purpose of prospecting for gold ; should
there be persons required for that purpose 1 have no hesitation in saying that I have the
experience and perseverance necessary to make me a suitable person for such an appoint
ment. Trusting that you will excuse the liberty I take in again mentioning the subject,
I remain, &e.,
.
A. E. BUSH.
Forwarded, with reference to Mr. Bush’s previous applications for employment, to the Secretary
for Lands and Works, for favourable consideration, when a fitting opportunity offers.
B. D. T.
17 July, 1857.
To be noted amongst applications for employment on the Gold Fields.

J. H.

18 July.

No. 5.
Mr, Bush

to

Colonial Secretary.
Braidwood,

30

April,

1861.

Dear Sir,
I had the honor to write to you on the 21st of March last, with reference to
my claim upon the Government for services performed in the year 1851, to which letter
I have not received any reply. May I hope that you will cause to be placed upon the
Estimates such a sum as you shall consider adequate to the services performed, as well as
for the delay of such remuneration? I think that one thousand pounds is as small a sum as
could be consistently offered to me, considering the delay.

I am, &c.,
ALFRED E. BUSH.

No. 6.
The Under Secretary

to

Mr. Bush.
Colonial

/Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 11 May, 1861.

Sir,

.

In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 30th ultimo, requesting
an answer to a communication which you state to have been made on the 21st March last,
respecting your claim upon Government for services alleged to have been performed in the
year 1851, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to inform you, that the letter to which
you refer docs not appear to have been received at this office.
I have, &e.,
W. ELYARD.

No. 7.
Mr. Bush

to

Colonial Secretary.
Braidwood,

Dear Sir,

10

June,

1861.

_

In reply to your letter of 11th May, I beg to enclose a copy of the communi
cation referred to of 21st March, in which I state particulars of services. Permit me to call
your attention to the length of time which has passed since the services were performed;
and also to state that, could I now receive a part of what I consider due me, for the
present it would save me from insolvency, as times have been very bad, and my losses have
been great.
The willingness with which I served the Government, when no other person could be
found with the necessary experience to give the information required, should, I think, weigh
something in my favour j and the time I have waited I feel should havo claims for considera
tion now, when a few hundreds would be of so much importance to me.
Let me hope that you will take some action in the matter at once.
I am, &c,,
ALFRED E. BUSH.
[Enclosure

I

i >S*-J

4

MR. A. E. BUSH.
\_End-osure in Eo. 7.]
Braidwood, 21 March, 1861.

Dear Sir,

I have waited a long time in hope that .something would he done in reference to my claim
upon the Government for services performed in the year 1851, It is doubtless within your knowledge
that I assisted Mr. E. Deas Thomson to draw up the first Gold Field Regulations, and afterwards, at
his desire, I went up the country with the first Gold Commissioner, and assisted him in putting those
Regulations into force, by which I expended nearly two hundred pounds of uiy own money, and worked
for nearly nine months, finding my own horses. Sly services, as you arc doubtless aware, were spoken
of by the Commissioner with whom I served, as important.
I have been promised recompense for these services by almost every Administration since that
time. As the matter has been brought under your notice before, together with a letter from Mr. 13.
Deas Thomson, it is doubtless unnecessary for me to go further into paiticulars; and indeed, being a
foreigner, I should have been much better pleased if the Government had given the subject considera
tion without making it necessary for me to call their attention to it. But I have waited ten years, and
nothing has been done; and I feel that I have been neglected, and that taking my money and my time
without recompense is a positive injustice. May I hope that you will sec justice done me speedily, or
should you advise me to petition Parliament for recompense ?
'
Trusting to hear from you as to the steps you think most desirable for me to take,—
I remain, &c.,
ALFRED E. BUSH.

No. 8.
The Under Secretary

to

Mr. Bush.
Colonial Secretaries Office,
Sydney,

5

July,

1861.

Sir,

In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 10th ultinto, wherein you
forwarded the copy of an application for remuneration for your services in assisting to draw
up and put in force the Gold Field Regulations in 1851, I am directed by the Colonial
Secretary to inform you that no record exists in this office of any services having been
performed by you.
I have, &C,
W. ELYARD.

No. 9.
Memorandum

cp

Colonial Secretary.

Gold Regulations of California.—Information obtained from Mr. Bush, of Connecticut.

i7May, 1S5L ^ 'WAS employed for two years in working at the Gold Mines in California; the gold
nr jiTBush
left California in

's f°nn(l genet ally in gullies or ravines, extending 20 miles long and 2 wide; every such
gold tract, is divided into mining districts, about 4 miles in length, and is presided over by
November last, an Alcalde or Judge, and twelve jurymen who are respectively chosen by ballot by the
miners of tho district; the number of persons occupying a district varies from 800 to 1,200;
until there are SO miners the district is not constituted a mining district; these appoint
ments are made under the authority of a law of the local Legislature; the Alcaldes arc
empowered to adjudicate in all civil and criminal cases; in cases of claims involving mining
rights, their decision is final and without appeal; but in criminal cases their jurisdiction
only extends to preliminary magisterial investigations, with power of committal for trial to
the County Courts; the mode of acquiring claims to the right of mining is by priority of
selection of particular portions of land; the selections are limited in quantity, according to
situation; in the bed of the river 60 feet are allowed to the claimant, that is, extending over
the whole breadth of the river; on the bank, known as the "dry diggings,” 20 feet square
is the quantity allowed; no person is permitted to make more than one seleciion, but any
person may acquire a partnership interest by purchase from others to any number of selec
tions; the charge for citizens of the United States is five dollars per month for the mining
privilege, and for foreigners 20 dollars; every individual employed in working is chargeable
with the fee of five dollars per month, the fee is paid one month in advance; collectors arc
appointed by the StateGovernment to receive the fees monthly; they are paid in golddust. (N.B.
■—The revenue, on the admission of California into the Federal Union, became payable in aid of
that of the Federal Government.) There is a standard price for dust of every kind; what is
obtained by quicksilver, or the process of amalgamation, is valued at 12 dollars per oz,; that
obtained by washing with water is valuedat 16 dollars per oz,; there is no difficulty in collecting
the tax ; the claimant to the mining right has also a pre-emptive right to the purchase of the
fee simple of the land, at a valuation put upon it by the Government.

No. 10.
MINUTE of Questions and Answers, apparently given by Mr. Busk.

1. Arc selections allowed to be made in any part of a mining district? When the
district is constituted the selections can only be made in regular succession.
2. How far do the diggers exteod from the river ? They vary from 20 feet to 4
miles. It is got at a depth of from 2 feet to 12 feet.
3. Do they cover the whole of the alluvial flats of the valley ? Generally speaking.

4.

ME. A. E. BUSH.

5

4. Is the ground divided into lots for selection, and numbered on a chart ?____
5. How are the surveys conducted ? -----6. If the licensed miner fail to pay regularly tho monthly fee, does he lose his
pre-emptive right to the purchase of the fee simple of the land j and does it thus become
vacant and open to selection by others ? Yes.
7. In what position are lands considered that have been worked and are abandoned?
They revert to their original state.
8. Is there any office where a survey of the district can be seen ? Yes, the Alcalde’s
office.
.
9. IVbat is the rule respecting improvements? They go with the claim.
10. Are selections transferable ^ and if so, upon the observance of what formalities ?-----11. Are lands laid out as the sites for towns, and allotments sold in them ? No :
townships are never laid by the Government.
'
1^/ Arc cultivation lots sold, and under what regulation? Yes; under the ordinary
regulations.

No. 11.
Farther Answers or Information referring to the Questions in the previous Paper.

\ I'*16!’ Tary from 20 feet to 4 miles, in some instances.
The gold is got at a depth
of from 2 to 12 feet, and almost invariably on the surface of the 'rock. Clay is the only
soil that will retain it. It is occasionally found there, and in always the largest quantities
in that ease.
When found in clay it is within 2 inches of the surface; it is no use to go deeper
In beds of rivers the clay is covered with from 6 inches to 2 feet of soil. Clay containing
gold is also found on tho alluvial flats, but in these situations it is covered with from 4 to
12 feet of soil.
In all the lumps of gold, of California, quicksilver ore is found embedded in it.
The 9 oz. piece of gold shewn to me as having been found at Bathurst, contained quicksilver
ore precisely similar to that found at California.

8. They do, in more or less quantities.
• Yes; by bill of sale, which is registered, as in eases of other property.
■ The average wages that can be earned, by working at the Gold Mines in California,
are 8 dollars per day.

No. 12.
J. K. Habdy, Esq,,
,,

My

n

dear

to

Colonial Secretary.
Bathurst,

Sir,

25

June.

1851.

I have just seen Mr. A. E. Bush, to my very great delight. He goes with
me to Summer Hill Creek now, and I have promised to put him on to Icely’s, across the
country—only 35 miles; so he will lose no time, and be of very great service to me. I
believe he seems very intelligent, and very willing to impart what he knows.
’
Yours, &e.,
J. K. HARDY.

Sydney: Thomas Richards,Gnycmment Printer.—18&1,
[Price,

2d,]
#

/
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1861
NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

SYDNEY BEANCH ROYAL MINT.
(DESPATCH RESPECTING.)

PreaentEfc to botfj ^ocata of parliament, itr Commanb.

Seceetart
New South Wales,
.

op

State

to

Governor Sir J. Young, Bart., K.C.B.

Dovming-strect,

(No. 39.)

20

Sir,

1861.

June,

I have the honor to transmit to you, for your information, a copy of a letter
from the Master of the Mint, dated the 4th ultimo, relative to the operations of the Sydney
Branch of the Royal Mint during the half-year ended the 31st December last.
I also enclose copies of the Report of the Master of the Mint on the weight and
fineness of Gold Coins struck at the Sydney Mint, and of the summary of the Monthly
Returns of Gold Coin issued therefrom, during the year 1860.
,
I have, &c.,NEWCASTLE
[Enclosures.]
'

Royal Mint,

_ ,
_ _
p
.
4 May, 1861.
1
1 nave tho honor to acquaint you, for the information of the Lords Commissioners of Her
Mojesty s Treasury, that the following Returns havo been dn!y received from the Deputy Master of the
Sydney Branch of tho Itoyal Mint, in conformity with the Order in Council of the 19th August, 1853 :—
Six Monthly Returns, shewing tho transactions in Bullion of the Sydney Branch of the Royal
Mint, for July to December, 1860, inclusive.
'
The Coin issued to the public during these six months is as fellows :—
Sovereigns.

Half-Sovereigns.

Total.

023.

0Z3.

025,

In July .............................................
August.................................
Sentember .................................
October .....................................
November .................................
December......................... ..

C2,384'l G
3G,4:74'10
35,829-46
27,730-51
23,368-14
33,004-82

Amount charged for Coinage—Nil.
Two Returns of Waste in Coinage of Gold at the Sydney Branch of the Royal Mint for the
Quarters ending 30th September and 31 st December, 18G0.
TVo Duplicate Returns made by the Board of Verification to the Colonial Secretary, reporting
the state of the Bullion in the Mint on the 1st Oetober, 1860, and 2nd January, 18G1,
I have also to request yon to submit to their Lordships my Report enclosed (being the Sixteenth)
of the weight and fineness of Coins produced at the Sydney Branch of the Royal Mint, during the six
months, July to December inclusive, and transmitted by the Deputy Master for examination, in
accordance with the provisions of Her Majesty’s Order in Council above referred to.
A Copy of the aforesaid Report will be forwarded to the Deputy blaster at Sydney for Ids
information.
I have, &c..
Geo. A. Hamilton, Esq.
THOS. GRAHAM.
Sixteenth Report, addressed to the Lords Commissioners of Her Majestv’s Treasury, by the Master of

thp Mint, on tho Weight and Fineness of Gold Coins struck at the Sydney Branch of the Royal
Mint, and transmitted by tho Deputy Master for examination, in accordance with the provisions of
Her Majesty's Order in Council of 19th August, 1853.
Pieces taken, without preference, by the Colonial Secretary, at the deliveries of the Sydney Mint:—
During the Quarter ending 30th September, 1860.
3»o, of Pieces,

106

Denomination.

Sovereigns ..........

Total Weight.

Aycrago Weight
of a Piece.

OZ.

02.

27'22G

0‘2568i

Aflsay Report.
Mean Report.
Dr, Miller.

91G-SG6

Dr. Hoffmann.

916-944

916-905

During

2

SYDNEY BRANCH ROYAL MINT.
During the Quarter ending 31st December, i860.
No. of Pieces.

Total Weight.

Denomination,

79

Arcragc Weight
of a Piece.

oz.

oz.

20-285

0*25677

Assay Report
Mean Report
Dr, Hiller.

Dr. Hoffmann,

916-765

916-956

916-861

The standard weight of the Sovereign being 0’2d682 oz., and the Standard fineness 916'67 in
1,000 parts.
*
THO. GEAHAM,
Royal Mint, 4 May, 1801.
Royal Mint, ■
d May, 1861.
In conformity with the instructions from the Lords Commissiondrs of Her Majesty's
Treasury, communicated to me in Sir Charles Trevelyan’s letter of tho flth November, 1855, I have now
to submit an account of the weight and fineness, as ascertained here, of Coins struck at the Sydney
Branch of the Royal Mint, and sent Home by tho Governor of New South Wales during the year 1860.
These Coins were conveyed from Australia inclosed packets bearing tho Seal of the Treasurer, and
were received by me with letters from tho Assistant Secretary of the Treasury of the 3rd May, 1860,
and later dates.
_
My last report on the Governor's prices was dated 9th May, 1860.
Coins of the Sydney Mint taken from the Colouial circulation from January to December, 1SG0,
by order of the Governor of New South Wales.
fCopv.)
Sir,

■

'

Weight.

Proportion
_
OF t>OU)
nr 1,000 Parts.

Takp?

from
Circulation iif

Half
Sovereigns. Sovereigns.

2

Sovereigns.

Half
Sovereigns.

917-40
7-25
7-05
7-30
G-85
G'GO
G'90
7‘15
6-85
6-80
6-80
6-65
6-90
7-00
6-65
6-85
6-75
7-00
6-95
6-90
7-05
6-75
6-60
6-90
705
6-65
6'65
6 70
6-65
6-80
6-30
6-45

123-112
122-934
61457
61-407

2

122-920
122-724

2

61*220
61-725

2

123-160
123-114

2

61-757
61-647

2

123-H.4
124 '254

2

61-427
61-570

2
123-064
123-470

2

01-870
61-507

2

122-980
123 330

2

61-830

2

ci-sio
123-484
123-130

2

61-660
61-557

2

123-234
123-270

2

61-557
61-600

2

7-35
6-70
6-90
6-95
6-Jo
6-75
665
6-75
7-05
6-90
6-50
6-70
6-85
6-30
6*55
7-10

123-444
123-444

2

61-517
61-427

2
123-194
123'380

2

61-077
61-297

2

123-224
123-004

2

61-297
61-897

2

2

123-314
123-244
61-737
61-640

2

123178

61-567

i

Date

of

Treasort

Packets,

I860.
3rd May.

4th June.

5th July,

2nd August.

1st September,

8th October.

7th November,

13th December.

1861.
11th January.

7th February.

5th March.

9th April.

916'818

The average weight of the Sovereign is 123'178; of the Half-Sovereign, 61'5C7; the standard
weight of the Soveieign being 12O'241.
The average fineness found of all the Coins is 916 818, the standard fineness being 916'67,
I have, &c.,
G. A. Hamilton, Esq.,
THO. GRAHAM,

dtc.,

Ac.,

Ac.
SOIJIABX

27
SYDNEY BRANCH ROYAL MINT.
Summaey

S

of the Monthly Returns of Gold Coin issued to the Public at the Sydney Branch of the Royal
Mint, during the yoar 1SG0.

January .........................................
February .........................................
March .........................................
April............................... ...................
Mav ...................................................
June ............................. ..................
July ..............................................
August.............................................
September ...................................
October..............................................
November.........................................
December.........................................

Sovereigns.

IlAlF-SOTEBMOrtB.

OZ.
36,939-53
37,247-85
30,311-15
7,701-96
36,206-28
46,871-37
52,384-16
36,474 10
35,829-46
27,730-51
23,368-14
33,004-82

oz.

404,119-33

Value of Gold issued in 1S5G
„
„
1M7
„
1SS8
„
„
IMO
»
,, 1800

Total tVzwnT.

0z.

Total Value,

£

s.

d.

20,024-65

20,024-65

424,143-98

£

s. d.

.

..

1,220,000

0 0

.
.
.
.

..
..
..
..

707,500 O 0
1,3+1,000 0 0
1.221,033 0 0
1,651.510 0 0

1,651,510 12

0

£6,203,043 0 0

Royal Mint,

4

May,

1861.

THO. GRAHAM,
Master of the Mint.

Sydney: Thomas Uichaide,GovernmentPrintei.—ISGl,

£ Price, Id,]
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1S61.
3Xtg(sI«tf6f SCgiScmMg.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

BANK LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
Ordered by Hie Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

3

September,

1861.

GENERAL ABSTRACT of the Sworn Returns, rendered pursuant to the Act of Council, 4th Victoria, No. 13, of the Average ASSETS
T TAutt rrmra
j
r ^
________________ PROFITS, Qf the undermentioned BANKS of the Colony of New South Wales, for the Quarter ended 30th June,1!^?'1™8, ^ °f ^ CAP1TAL and

to

LIABILITIES,
BANKS,

Notes in

Bills in

Circulation.

£

Balances
due to other
Banks
Circulation.
and Branches.

ASSETS.

0. d.

£

b.

d.

Total

Deposits.

Lauded

of
other Banks

Liabilities.

.....

238,371 11 6

£ e. d.
39,284 7 8

£
e. d.
1,315,748 13 0

£
s. d.
1,095,873 2 10

Commercial .................

170,540 0 3

3,384 18 10

905,975 12 8

1,170,943 7 8

Australasia,,....... ..........

77,030 18 5

New South "Wales

OmoD of Australia......
Australian Joint Stock
London Chartered of
Australia......... ........
English, Scottish, and
Australian Chartered

04,5-19 5 8
17*1,838 13 0

j 14,051 12
j 20,059

i

S 4

Oriental Chartered.......| 144,875 0 0

Totals.

911,416 14 3

6,039 17 4

065,100 19

8,184 15 5
6,027 2 3

277 17 5
9,914 G 7

238 2 3

550,670 2 5
651,780 3 8
99,219 1 1

2,736 3 6
6,206 15 10

1

332,560 6
226,186 17 1

[Notes & Bills

CAPITAL AND PROFITS.
Balances due
from
other Banks,
and Branches.

£
e. d.
£
8. d,
832,789 0 3 •1,396,687 13 3

3

361,905 11 10

721,892 12 4

1,102,101 5 3

paid up.

1

279.018 7 7

• Including £2,267 5s, 7d. Government Securities

The Treasury, New South Wales,
Sydney, 7th August,

250,983 15 4 I 69,066 12 10
f 6

cent, per annum, and Bonus of 16s, per share.

Dividend.

Amount of
Reserved
Profits at the
time of
declaring
Dividend.

1,580,486 0 6

320,000 0 0 1ft W cent.

21,000 0 0

65,334 17 3

444,868 14 3

621,826 6 11

900,000 0 0 f 10 ^ cent.

45,000 0 0

296,206 14 0

8 0 2

371,460 2 8

512,729 15 6

123,558 3 9

851,606 3 2

1.237,898 15 4

193,482 0 11
626,967 18 8
592,504 17 4

1,382,970 1 5

5,450,537 10

G

1,000,600 0 0 12

cent.

60,000 0 0

273,847 5 0

375,000 0 0 10 4/ cent.

18,730 0 0

29,114 13 3

268,886 10 7

775,009 0 0

7 ^ cent.

24,500 0 0

72,887 2

055,019 7 7

500,000 0 0

6^ cent.

15,000 0 0

22,487 5 8

1,105,917 1 2

1,260,000 0 0 [IS V cent.

113,400 0 0

252,000 0 0

8,708,936 0 0

5,880,000 0 0

356,880 0 0 1,229,91610 4

4 10 ^ cent per annum, and Bonus of 4 $>. cent.
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1,072,864 1 2

328,833 18 3

6,235,947 0 4 , 6,460,056 5 3
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£
s. d.
217,068 18 6

I
33,643 14

Capital

£ e. d.
56,250 0 0

114,108 15 8

1

Total Assets.

£ s. d.
750,000 0 0 16 ^ cent.

97,786 19 0

623,682 0 11

\
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e. d,
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and all other
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the Banks.
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Tlalancea
Bills in
due to other
Circulation. andBanks
Branches

Notes in
Circulation.

£
NewSouth Wale*

......

"t

215.425 10

Landed

Australasia.....................

l08tG44 4

Total
Deposits.

Bullion.

Coin.

Liabilities.

£

8. d.

Property.

76,265 14
69,514 2

£
s. d.
783,276 8 7

£
s. d.
],301,907 17 0

£
e.
d.
2,000,999 4 5

£ s. d.
750,000 0 0 15

cent.

£ a. d.
56,250 0 0

£
b. d.
217,OHS 18 C

100,201 9 2

1,112,500 10 4

1,572,456 8 11

320,000 0 0 14 IE cent.

22,400 0 0

65,033 IS 1

451,435 9 1

649,304 1 4

900,000 0 OflQ^cent.

45,000 0 0

396,906 H 6

372,404

6

550,834 9 0

l,0OO,COO 0 0 12 4? cent.

fiO.OOO 0 0

275,42512 0

879,841 17 10

1,243,097 5 1

7,904 U 2

989,500 10 6

1,170,784 10 8

273,549 18 10 46.937 10 2

22,093 18 9

16,147 35 8

631,110 13 10

U7,756 13

...........

42,601 14 3

4,289 19 11

3

561,470 12 2

lftfi.477 9 1

4,071 18 0

13,870 15 10

3,781 G 1

223 18

663,645 13 9

856,864 12 0

2SS,«B

MS3 15 9

45,167

9 7

18,369 15 3

70,210 4 1

89,471 6 3

103,046 13 2

31,192 17 7

23,084 19 4

G70 7 2

195,699 15 5

£53,653 19

1

347,353 2 3

78.318 Ifi 0

30,587 4 10

1.703 10 0

191,671 17 8

093,686 0 6

1,041,046 15 1

27,207 2 7

5,933 13 4

39,738 18 6 263,921 6 4

5,109,883 18 0

6,301,003 3 3

| 255,637 17 2

01,934 7 5

£

4,754 18

3 \ 5,378 0

8^
5

.....
184 7 0

178,437 13

London Chartered of
Australia..................

J 13,295 11

519,407

1 2

10 I 8,570 3 1

10 4,96(1 16 0

English, Scottish, and ' 20,300 11
Australian Chartered
Oriental Chartered,....

147,745 12 4

Totals.......

885,459 0 5

5

9,814 8 5

279 15 0

5 1,099 6 9
8,042 18 7

493,421 10

319,355 4

£

7

8 1 ; 7,920 9 0

1,561,795 7 0

e.

18,776 1

280,638 14

1861.

6

8
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1
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time of
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d.
0

£
s. d.
£
e. d.
0,439 8 1 ■50,224 13 0

1,589,324 B 1

s. d.

£

f ti ifi cent, per tmaum, aud Bonus of Itifl, per share.

1

Capital

j
j Total Assets.
'
1

56,490 2 1

0

Union of Au&tralia......
Australian Joint Stock

1

Notes and BiltE
Discounted,
and all other
Debts due to
the Banks.

£
s. d.
431,374 17 3

0 . 0,060 10
4
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1
Commercial ..................

1861.

&. d.
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LIABILITIES.

BANKS.

9
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375,000 0 0

8

cent.

15,000 0 0

17,933 13 3

0

850,000 0 0

7

cent.

21,500 0 0

83,848 4 10

537,564 19 5

ti'is.iri 8 a

500,000 0 0

C 4? cent.

15,000 0 0

23,587 17 9

591,433 7 0

1,134,030 13 8

1,260,000 0 0718 1? cent.
1
,
l
15,955,000
0
0
D 2
1

113,100 0 0

252,900 0 0

351,300 0 0

1,229,503 IS 11
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1
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^
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18 August, 1861.

In accordance with former instructions, I have the honor to transmit, for tho
information of the Honorable the Colonial Treasurer, aud to be laid before the Legislative
Assembly, the Sixth Annual Report on the Post Office Department, being that for the
year I860.
No. 1.—Extension of Post Office Service.
On the 31st December, 1859, the whole extent of the Postal Lines in New South Wales
was 8,737 miles. At the same date in 1860 their extent was 8,231 miles.
The separation of Queensland has decreased the postal lines of this Colony by
l,o58 miles; but new lines have been established during the year, which have caused an a,in Appendix,
increase of 1,069 miles; whilst two lines, amounting together to 16 miles, have been
discontinued; and one mile saved by a change of route; giving a difference in the extent
of the postal lines, of the two years, of 506 miles decrease in 1860.
Returns of the postal lines transferred to Queensland, of those recently established, Appendixn&c
and of those discontinued, will be found in the Appendix.
■
Increased postal communication on existing lines, to the extent of 1,111 miles, has
been afforded during the past year, tho particulars of which are also given in an annexed Append!* d.
Return.
A second daily mail between Parramatta and Windsor (19 miles) was discontinued
in 1860.
,
The number of miles travelled in 1859 was 1,418,064, whilst during 1860 the
mileage had increased to 1,461,518, being an excess of 43,454 miles. When it is considered
that the whole population of the Colony, on 31st December, 1860, was estimated by the
Registrar General at 360,068 souls, tho extent of postal accommodation afforded to the
public will be more fully appreciated.
At the end of 1859 there were 252 Post Offices in New South Wales, 15 having
been transferred during that year to Queensland. There were at the end of 1860,289 Post
Offices, being an increase of 37 offices, 39 new Post Offices were established during the year,
3 re-established, and 5 discontinued.
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A Return of the Post Offices in the Colony on the 31st December Inst, together with
the distance of each from Sydney, the name of the Postmaster, and the salary attached to
the office, is annexed. The new Post Offices are marked in italics. In further elucidation
of this return, I may remark, that during last year, the Post Office formerly held atMoorna
has been removed to "Wentworth; and that the office now named Murrumburrah was
formerly called Merimboola; the latter change having been made on account of the similarity
of the last name to an existing Post Office.

Apxmi&ls ~E.

During 1860 45 Postmasters were changed, the casualties arising from 42 resignations
and 3 deaths.
An addition has been made to tbe number of parties licensed to sell postage stamps,
of 13 in Sydney, and of 2 in the country. A list of licensed stamp sellers will be found
in the Appendix.

Appendix F,

A letter carrier has been appointed to Morpeth; and one has been added, for the
benefit of the inhabitants of Darlinghurst, to the establishment of the General Post Office.
Finally,—I cannot better demonstrate the vast increase of business throughout tbe
Post Office Department, than by recording the fact that, in the year 1860, exclusive of Time
Bills, Returns, Ac., 10,907 communications were received and registered, having reference to
tbe business of the Office; to which 3,305 manuscript letters and 4,071 blank covers were
transmitted in reply; whilst during the year, 3,757 receipts were given for that number of
remittances transmitted to the Cashier on account of the revenue of the Department, and
2,922 cheques were paid away.
.
On the 31st December, I860, there were 978 separate accounts open in the Accoun
tant’s ledger.

No. 2.—Colonial Mail Seevioe.
The total amount placed at the disposal of the Post Office Department for the con
veyance of Mails, during 1860, was £49,275; and the total disbursements on that account
during the same period, were £47,084 17s. 8d.
The disbursements may be classed as follows:—
For mail conveyance by stage and horse.................... £43,770
658
For mail conveyance by rail ......................................
1,986
For mail conveyance by steam and sailing vessels . ....
For mail conveyance to and from Railway Stations, and
420
porterage .............................. ....................
150
For transmission of supplementary mails to Melbourne
100
For gratuities on late sorting of Hunter River mails ...

3 11
7 6
3 5
2 10
0 0
0 0

£47,084 17 8 ‘
Tbe disbursements under tbe same head, during 1859, amounted to £47,614 17s. 9d.;
the decreased expenditure being chiefly attributable to the postal lines of Queensland
(which were always mile for mile more expensive than in the older Colony) not having to
be provided for during 1860.
There were 157 distinct mail contracts during the year; of these 2 contracts were
transferred, and 4 were cancelled for non-performance of duty.
i
1

On the whole, the mail contracts were fairly carried out, although the mail-men had
to contend to an unusual extent with rainy seasons, and their inevitable consequences—
heavy floods and almost impassable roads- The fines levied on mail contractors amounted
to £683 16s.; of which sum about two-tbirds had to be paid to parties engaged under
special contract, to convey the mails in eases of default.
The gratuities to masters of vessels conveying letters to Queensland has bee n
doubled; the Colonial gratuity, except in the ease of Victorian letters, being one-half that
paid on letters despatched by sea beoynd the Colony.
■

The
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The last item of gratuities on late sorting is paid to four clerks for overtime, and the
arrangement made provides that letters arriving from the Hunter can be delivered at the
General Post Office as late as 7 p.m,; and that letters addressed to the Hunter can be
posted as late as 7‘30 p.m.
The cost of the Colonial Mails conveyed by land, compared with that of 1859, is
shewn in the following tabular Statement:—
'(8 .
TEAK.

1=
S.a
m3
MILES.

Average
Cost
per Mile,

£

(M
Si

Ts d

Sd
“3
PS
”4
— *o
2s
"E-S

1C
p©

Average
Cost
per Mile.

£

s. d. MILES.

Average
Cost
per Mile.

■*» ~
Is

s. d.

■**tm
84
as
rt u

(Total Cost
of
Conveyance,

km

t<

£ofMS
£

MILES.

s. d.

MILES.

£

s. d. £ s. d.

1859

....

Si

11 10

O

1,765

1.2 12

0

6,918

3

5

2

8,737

45,408

1860

....

60). 11 10

O

1,757* 12 16

O

6,413

3 7

6

8,231

44,792 12 10

0 2 4

....

Increase.,

6i

....

Decrease

••

7)

0

4

....

0

505

8

0

0

3 11

5 8 1

4 2

0

506

615 15

2

It may be necessary to state that the above return deals with the whole liabilities
under accepted tenders, and takes no account of either fines levied or special contracts.
Under the head of average cost by rail I have only inserted the actual sum payable
by mile to, the Railway Department, which is the same as in 1859; but the expense attend
ant on railway guards, porterage from stations, &c., and which disbursements’are peculiarly
incidental to railways, must fairly be considered in any comparison that may be drawn as to
the cost of mails by the different modes of conveyance; and when so considered, it will be
found that the railway, though the most punctual and the most speedy mode of mail transit,
is also the most expensive.
Prom the 30th April to the 28th May, 1860, the Southern Railway was not, (to its
full extent), in working order, being damaged by floods. During this period the mail service
between Parramatta and Campbelltown, in the first instance, and snbseqnently between
Liverpool and Campbelltown, was performed by coach, nnder a temporary and necessarily
expensive contract. For this service an extra expenditure of £145 was incurred, which it
has been decided most be paid by the Post Office Department.
It will be seen that the conveyance of mails by coach was dearer in 1860 than in
1859, by 4s. per mile, and by horse 2s. 4d. per mile; thus increasing the general average of
the cost of conveying the mails during 1860 by 4s. 2d. per mile. The extension of the
railway lines 6£ miles is caused by tbe Northern Railway being opened as far as Locbinvar.

No.

3.—Revenue.

The Revenue of the Post Office Department for the years 1859 and 1860 was as
follows:—

Yeah.

Sale

of

Stamps.

Fees

Postage

fob

Peivate Boxes.

1859 .........................
1860 .........................

£
s.
A
42,144 19 4
44,302 19 10
2,158

Decrease..................

0

£
275
266

s. a.
12 6
14 0

on

Totai,

Unpaid Lettebs.

'£
s. A
1,258 2 10
1,042 16 5

6

£

s. a. :

43,678
45,612

14 8
10 8 |

1,933 15
8 18

6

215

6

7

5
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The increase in the whole revenue of the year has been at the rate of nearly 4^ per
cent, over that of 1859. The increase of revenue of 1859 over 1858 was at the rate of 9
per cent.; but it must be recollected, that during eleven months of 1859, the postal receipts
of Queensland were included in the postal revenue of New South Wales. Whilst the sale of
stamps daring 1860 has,increased upwards of 5 per cent., there has been a fulling off in the
revenue from private hoses and unpaid postage Tbe decrease in the latter item must be
attributed to the fact that loose letters do not arrive by the sailing ships to the extent they
did when the mail steamers were less punctual, and that the unpaid postage on Queensland
letters is also lost.
I may mention that, by the practice of tho Government service, some items are placed
to the credit of the General Revenue, the receipts from which arc derived from the Post
Office Department, such as proceeds of sale of waste paper, old stores, disabled horses, &c.

No. 4.—Expenditure.
The following Statement shews the Total Expenditure of the Department for the past
Year, as compared with 1859, under the three heads of Salaries, Contingencies, and Con
veyance of Mails:—

Teak,

j
!

Salaries.

s,

<L

22,177 15
23:244 3

4
10

1,066
*
Decrease ..................

ConYEVANCE OF

Total.

Mails.
£

1859 .........................
1860 .........................

Contingencies.

8

£
s. a.
1,578 13 10
1.0B1 17 0

47.GH 7
47,084 17

G

9
8

71,370 1 6 11
71,390 18
G
20

51G 16

10

539 10

It will be seen that the expenditure of the Post Office Department during 1860 was
nearly the same as in 1859, in spite of the great increase of business.
Under tbe head of salaries, there is an increase of £1,066 8s. 6d., which is attributable
to the fact that nearly £700 more have been paid to country Postmasters during 1860 than
-during 1859 ; whilst two letter carriers, (one town and one country), two messengers, and
nn additional mail boy, have been added to the establishment.
It will be noted that tbe disbursements on account of Post Office salaries do not
absorb one-half the postal revenue.
*
Under the head of contingencies, there is a decrease of expenditure amounting to
.£516 16s. 10d., or about 32 per cent. Tbis is to be accounted for by an item of £500
towards clerical assistance not having been voted for 1860.
The details of the expenditure of the mail service are elsewhere given ; but the
significant fact, that the expenses caused thereby, (independent of the Peninsular aud
Oriental Company’s contract) exceed the whole revenue of the department by the sum of
£1,772 7s. 5d, is quite sufficient to explain why the department is not a self-paying one.
It is impossible that it can ever become so, until the population of New South Wales is more
■concentrated, and tbe relative proportion between tbe number to be benefited and tho
■extent of postal accommodation afforded has undergone a considerable change.
The subsidy to the British Government towards tho performance of the monthly mail
service from and to tbe United Kingdom, which is at present set down at £20,000 per
annum, is not paid for through the Post Office Department, and is not therefore included in
the above Return of Expenditure.
The incidental expenses of stores, postage, fuel, and light, are also chargeable on
votes other than departmental.
'
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No. 5.—Number of Letters, Newspapers, and Parcels.
The three following tabular Statements shew the Despatch business transacted in the
New South Wales Post Offices during the years 1859 and 1860.
These statements are necessarily estimated, but are verified in the following way ;__
The Superintendent of the Letter Branch of the General Post Office, and the Country
Postmasters, transmit returns of the letters, newspapers, and parcels (including the boot
packets) posted during seven consecutive days, viz.,—from 16th to the 22nd of each month,
and from these returns the general average for the whole year is taken.
LETTERS.

Year.

Posted fob
Town Delivery.

1859

318,841

2,813,310*

377,568

3,569,722

349,670

3,012.316*

441,415

3,803,430

169,036

63,847

233,708

1860

■

Increase ..........

Posted fob
Posted fob
Countey Delivery. Poheign Despatch,

826

Total Posted
during the Year.

* In cl tides Town Letters posted out of Sydney.

The above Return shews an increase of posted letters under every head ; the total
per centage of increase on letters posted in 1860 over 1859 being 6 per cent.
of 1859 over 1858 was 15 per cent.

The increase

The number of letters posted for Town delivery in Sydney, shews but a slight
increase; but the return of letters posted for Country delivery (including the Town letters
of Country Post Offices) shews an advance of 5 per cent., and in letters posted for
Foreign despatch 16 per cent.
NEWSPAPERS.
Posted fob
Posted fob
Country Deuveby. Fobeign Despatch.

Year,

Total Posted
during the Year.

1859

2,376,754

406,684

2,783,438

I860

2,758,305

195,331

3,253,636

Increase ..........

381,551

88,647

470,198

The increase of newspapers transmitted for Country delivery is at tho rate of 16 per
cent.; whilst iu 1859 it was 18 per cent, over the previous year.
Tho augmentation in tho newspapers posted for Foreign despatch is still greater,
being at the rate of 21 per cent., against an increase in 1859 over the preceding year of only
two per cent. With the exception of a few newspapers posted seven days after publication,
the whole of the newspapers posted for Country delivery, and about 252,800 posted for
Foreigu despatch, were transmitted gratuitously; although entailing considerable expense
on the department.
PARCELS.
FoStED POE

COUSTBT

DeMVEET.

Posted ro*

Total Posted

Fosnatc Dispatch,

DURING TJJ* YlAB.

33,293
47,085

6,794

66,112
78,334

13,792

2,710

12,222

YEAR,
Closed at the ends.

1859 .....................
1860 ........ ............

28,735
24,455

Increase ..............
Dccreaso .............

I

j

4,280

Open

tho cads.

f
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I had occasion to express my surprise, in the Post Office Report of 1859, that the
number of packets passing through the Post Office closed against inspection, which packets
are now confined to bank pass books and a few other articles, had rather increased, having
anticipated a considerable decrease in that year. The decrease in 1860 is very marked, being
at the rate of 15 per cent., whilst the class of parcels open at both ends for Country delivery
has increased 41 per eent.
All parcels at book post rates posted for Foreign despatch are open at both ends,
and they have increased during the year at the rate of 66 per cent., whilst the general per
centage of increase on all descriptions of parcels posted daring the year amounts to 18 per
cent.
This result may be taken as a satisfactory indication that the privilege of transmitting
Colonial book packets at reduced rates is much more extensively made use of.
The three following tabular Statements have reference to the work of the Ship
Room of the General Post Office.
The totals despatched are posted in the Colony, and therefore appear in a previous
return • those received pass from the Ship Room to the Inland and Delivery Branches of
the General Post Office, and from thence are transmitted or delivered to the parties
addressed.
The Ports of Newcastle and Eden receive to a limited extent direct Foreign or
Colonial mails, but no returns have hitherto been required from the Postmasters of those
places.
LETTERS.
Becetveb.

Despatched.

Teak.

To
Australian
Colonies.

1859 ..
1860 ..

139,570
202,785

Increase

63,215

To Foreign
To
and through Countries
and British
Umtcd
Kingdom.
Possessions..

220,795
217,442

From
From
Foreign
and through Countries
United
and British
Kingdom.
Possessions.

Total

From
Australian
Colonies.

17,203
21,188

377,568
441,415

132,966
189,305

202,768
215,827

20,129
22,199

355,863
427,331

3,985

63,847

56,339

13,059

2,070

71,468

293,425
276,369

18,695
22,579

394,590
415,147

.3,884

20,567

Total.

3,353
NEWSPAPERS.
1859 ..
1860 ..

135.891
235,845

Increase

99,954

256,051
243,094

14,702
16,393

406,644 |
495,331 |

82,470
116,199

1,690

88,687 1

33,729

1

12,957

17,056

I
PARCELS.

1559 ..
1860 ..

1,741
3.866

2,208
2,582

135
346

4,084
6,794

1,449
2,283

2,614
2,835

201
284

4,264
5,402

Increase

2,125

374

211

2,710

834

221

83

1,138

Decrease

..........

..........

..........

From the letter return it will be seen that the despatch to Australasian Colonies has
increased 45 per cent., and the receipt 42 per eent.
In 1859 there was a decrease in despatch and an increase of 2 per cent, in the receipt.
The letters sent to or through the United Kingdom have decreased
those received increased 6 per cent.

per cent., and

In 1859 the reverse was the case, there being an increase of 6 per cent, on this class
of letters despatched, and a similar per centage of decrease on those received.
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The letters despatched to Foreign Countries and British Possessions have increased in
the ratio of 23 per cent., whilst those received shew an increase of 10 per cent.
In 1859 the increase was 29 on despatch, and 37 per cent, on receipt.
The general increase on ship letters despatched is 17 per cent., on those received 20
per cent.
The newspapers despatched to the Australasian Colonies have increased by no less
than 73 per cent., and those received 40 per cent. It must be recollected that newspapers
to and from Queensland, for the first time, appear in the Inter-colonial Return.
■
The despatch and receipt of newspapers from and to the United Kingdom are both
less than in 1859, tho former having decreased 5 per cent, the latter 6 per eent. j whilst on
the other hand, there is an increase in the former of 11 per cent., and in the latter 20 per
cent,, with regard to newspapers to and from Foreign Countries and British Possessions.
The total return of newspapers despatched exhibits tho large increase of 21 percent.,
and of those received an augmentation of 5 per cent.
The return of parcels, including book packets, shew a steady increase in every item;
and, on the despatch to Australasian Colonies, the large increase of 66 per eent.
21,580 letters were returned to the writers as unclaimed; (being 1,742 more than in
1859), of which number 17,136 were addressed to places within the Colony, 3,074 to the
Australasian Colonies, 1,287 to the United Kingdom, and 83 to other places.
In the three last items there is a decrease as compared with 1859.
In the first item of Country letters there is an increase of 2,053 letters, which can be
accounted for by the increased number of Colonial letters posted.
Of tbe letters returned to the writers, 256 were unregistered, but were found to
contain money or articles of value, and 397 were registered.
8,214 letters addressed to the .Colony (being 32 fewer than in last year) were returned
unopened, as follows, viz.:—
To Australasian Colonies ................................ 3,093
To the United Kingdom..................................... 4,875
To other places ...... ........................................ .
246
To the neighbouring Colonies there was an increase in the number returned of 247
letters, whilst there was a decrease of 230 letters returned to the United Kingdom, and of
49 letters returned to other parts beyond seas.
9,088 letters were returned as unstamped, insufficiently stamped, and irregularly
posted.
As tbis number is nearly treble that of the number returned for the same causes
during 1859, it is necessary to explain that, for a considerable period after the separation of
Queensland, parties addressing letters thereto persisted in affixing postage stamps thereon at
Colonial instead of Inter-colonial rates.
86,847 registered letters passed through the General Post Office during 1860, being
2.413 less than in the former year, and 8,352 less than in 1858.
I find that there were fewer registered inland letters by 6,160, whilst the registered
ship letters increased during the past year by 3,747 letters.
The registered letters passing to and from the United Kingdom were 16,507, being
1,559 more than in the year 1859; to and from the Australasian Colonies 8,209, being 2,323
more than in the former year; whilst there were 358 registered letters to and from parts
beyond the sea, being 135 less than in 1859.
1,242 ounces of Gold were received at the General Post Office during 1860, against
1.414 the previous year.

No. 6-
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No. 6.—Steam Communication

with

England,

The following Return gives the specified and the actual days of Arrival and Despatch
of the Mail Contract Steamers during 1860 :—

ITahz op Vessel,

Salscttc.....................
Northam..................
Emeu .....................
Benares .................
Malta ............... .....
Ottawa.............
Salsette.....................
Jeddo .....................
Bchar .....................
Salsetto...................
Jeddo .....................
Behar .....................

Specified Date
AniraL

Actual Date
of
Airival.

8 January
8 February
9 March
9 April
9 May
8 June
8 July
14 August
13 Sept.
14 October
14 Nov,
14 Dee.

11 January
9 February
14 March
1C April
9 May
16 June
8 July ,
LI August
13 Sept.
14 Oetober
12 Nov.
17 Dec.

cf

1

Name op Vessel.

J

Columbian ..............
Salsette.....................

Specified Date
of
Dtipftrturc.

14 January
13 February'
14 March
Emeu * ..................... 14 April
Benares..................... 14 May
14 June
Ottawa .... ........
22 July
Salsette..................... 22 August
22 Sept.
Behar..................... ... 23 Oetober
Salsette .... ................. 22 Nov.
.Tcddo......................... 22 Dec.

Actual Date

of

Departure.

14 January
14 February
14 March
22 April
14 May
14 June
22 July
22 August
22 Sept.'
22 October
22 Nov.
22 Dec.

_ * The Emeu was detained in consequence of an accident, and injury sustained thereby, on tho
specified day of despatch.

The above return is extremely favorable as compared with that for 1859. On six
occasions the outward mail has been late; hut, except in June, a return mail from Sydney,
either supplementary or otherwise, was accomplished.
The English mail arrived on the specified day on five occasions during the year, and
was two days before its time in the month of November.
Except in April, when the unfortunate collision between the steamers " Emeu ” and
“ Williams ” took place, the despatch days of the homeward mails were strictly adhered to.
Five supplementary mails were despatched by Colonial steamers during the year.
of
these were paid for by grants to the Australasian Steam Navigation Company,
Two
amounting in the aggregate to £150.
For the other three supplementary mails, the authorized gratuity of a half-penny per
letter only was paid.
As a set-off to the expenditure of the supplementary mails, about £80 were received
as fees on late letters.
In the month of March, the mails both from the United Kingdom, and the Colony,
ceased to touch at the Mauritius; but proceeded from and to Aden and King George's
Sound via Ceylon.
The mail which left London in June, and which arrived in this Colony in August,
was the first that was carried as far as Point dc Gallo by vessels not subsidized by the
Colony; and the August mail from Sydney was the first that was conveyed no further than
Ceylon by the subsidized mail steamer.
This new arrangement entailing on the steamers to and from Sydney shorter voyages
and less liability to accidents, promises to give to New South Wales a punctuality in mail
arrival and despatch that it has never hitherto enjoyed.

Miscellaneous.
In my last Report, I stated the then position of the Post Office Money Order System
in Victoria and South Australia; and alluded to the further advantage proposed to bo
attached to the Money Order Offices in the United Kingdom, by their being made tho
medium for the deposit and withdrawal of moneys in connection with the Savings Bank.
I farther mentioned, that in the beginning of the year 1860, I transmitted an
estimate of the probable expenditure that would be incurred by the partial introduction of
the Money Order System in New South Wales, from the 1st July to the 31st December last.

In
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In order to give the-fullcst information on the subject, I have placed in the Appendix Appmdiso.
a copy of my letter.
No steps have since been taken to bring the system into operation; and in one
respect the difficulty I foresaw, from the paucity of accommodation in the General Post
Office, has considerably augmented.
During the last year, the Telegraph Office has been joined to the Sydney Post Office;
and the latter establishment has been still further curtailed, having lost the lobby where I
proposed the Money Order Office should.be, as well as two store-rooms, tho letter carriers’
lobby, and part of the room used for the sale of stamps.
Under present circumstances, therefore, I am disposed to recommend, in case the
Money Order System should now be introduced, that its operations should commence in some
detached building, and be under the control of a superior officer of tbe Letter Branch, under
whom tbe two clerks should be placed.
As the accounts connected with Money Orders are quite distinct from the usual postal
routine, I apprehend that some such plan would not interfere with the efficiency of the
financial details, although it would to some extent increase the cost of the establishment.
The only other alteration I would propose making in the plan transmitted by me,
would bo, that the Money Order Offices might be further extended to Scone, Murrurundi,
Tamwortb, aud Armidate, on tho Northern Road; and to Gundagai, Tarcutta, and Albury,
on the Southern Road; to all which towns daily postal communication has been extended
since the original recommendation was made.
My proposal therefore would now embrace 25 Money Order Offices, including the
central one in Sydney.
My attention having been called to the fact, that in the Colony of Victoria provision
had been made that at some of the Post Offices therein, postage stamps which were not soiled
or defaced could be exchanged for money, I recommended, on tbe 12th July, 1860, that a
similar privilege should be conceded to the public of tbis Colony, and that it should be made
general in its application to all tbe Post Offices in New South Wales. This proposal has been
finally approved of by the Executive Council, and tbe system is in fact in full operation at
the present time.
_ 1 bclicre tbat thc accommodation thus afforded will be highly valued, and that many
remittances will be made in postage stamps throughout all parts of the Colony,
The details of tbe working of the measure will, however, more properly belong to
next year’s Report.
I have, during I860, been enabled to make arrangements with the agents for New
Zealand, in Sydney, for thc monthly mails to and from that Colony being shipped direct, on
their arrival m Sydney, from tbe Peninsular and Oriental Company’s vessels to the branch
steamers, and vice versa.
Previously, at great inconvenience, and at periods when every officer in the depart
ment had his hands full, these mails were bronght to thc General Post Office, and hence
re-shipped to their final destination.

.

During the year, I proposed that the old Fountain in Macquarie-plaec, which is now
useless and unsightly, should be converted into a receiver for newspapers and book parcels;
and the Colonial Architect thought it could be readily so appropriated.
As the suggestion, however, waa not sanctioned, I placed on tho Estimates of 1861,
the necessary sum for four newspaper pillar receivers, and am glad to say that the Legisla
tive Assembly at once voted the amount required for their construction.
'
When erected, I trust there will be no further complaints as to tbe present pillar
boxes being only available for letters.
'

1
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The restriction, as already explained, has arisen from the fact that letters are apt to
get entangled in the folds of newspapers, when the two are posted together; that the hours
of closing the newspaper mails are not the same as those for closing the letter mails; and'
further, that it was apprehended that the parties who now empty the pillar boxes might not
be able to convey, at all times, the bulk of newspapers that might he posted therein.
’

Separate provision will be made for emptying the newspaper receivers, at hours
suitable to the closing of the newspaper mails.

-

During the past year the discovery of gold at Kiandra called for sudden and exten
sive additions to the postal lines and Post Offices, to an extent unexampled since the rush to
Sofala, in 1851.
It was at one time anticipated, that in the spring of the year, 40,000 persons might
be congregated in the neighbourhood of the Kiandra Gold Fields; and it was necessary,
during the winter, that steps should be taken to prepare for such an emergency.
.
A Post Office was opened at Kiandra on the 16th April, and formally established on
the 19th May; and on the 13th July, a clerk from the General Post Office was placed in
charge, to whom an assistant was given on the 22nd October.
On the 20th July a Post Office was established at Russell’s, in the vicinity of the
Gold Fields.
Before the end of the year, the postal communication between Sydney and Kiandra
was fonr times a week, viz.,—thrice by way of Cooma, and once by way of Tumut; and an
allotment of land having beeu selected in a central site, a commodious Post Office, with a
Telegraph Office attached, was erected thereon, and duly occupied.
As matters afterwards turned out, a great deal of unnecessary expenditure was
incurred; hut this was inevitable from the uncertainty connected with Gold Fields, and the
fluctuating nature of the population thronging thereto.
A great change lias taken place during the year in the mode of filling up vacancies
in the minor appointments of the department.
The appointment and dismissal of Country Postmasters, letter-carriers, sorters, and
mail-guards formerly vested in the Postmaster General; but these are now made entirely

by the Government.
The alteration necessarily causes some delay in filling up vacancies, and increases the
correspondence of the Office.
Daring the whole of 1860, the morning delivery at the General Post Office has been
impeded and delayed, owing to the Western mails being invariably late, from the circum
stance that the railway train which conveyed them did not arrive at the terminus till 8'35
a.m., and sometimes later.
I am happy to say that the Railway Department has consented to an arrangement
under which, from the beginning of the present year, these mails are brought down by an
early train, and the punctual delivery of letters in Sydney, at 9 a.m., thus insured.
AppeaaiiH.

The Postal Inspector’s Annual Report will he found in the Appendix.
I have, &c.,
W. H. CHRISTIE,
Postmaster General.

APPENDIX.
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APPENDIX.

A.
Eeturj,- of Postal Lines established during I860.

Roads.

PRrQrzrrcr or
COMJKUJflCAnOX.

Postal Likes.

Western Itoada,,, Thnnsralcc and Can on bah .
Itockloy and Swatchfield___

Onco n week ......

Southern Roads . Cooma and Buefeley's CToasinsr Finn*
lilnalonR and Mnrrmnbiirrah

Once a week ......
Twice a week

Miles.

On horseback (re-established),..

24
25

30
20
10

| One or more horse Ychicles, >
J
or on horseback
f
Once a fortnight. On horseback..............................
Once a week ...... j One or more horse vchJcles, >
1
or on homcback...............J

Queanberan and LanYon..................
IToonta and Mount Murchison „
Cooma, Russell's* and Kiandra
Vasa and Gundaroo ...........
Tumut and Kiandra
Adclong and Ten Mile Creek
.
Willi branch ioWeJarefinnp

Onco a week
Onco a week .......

Northern. Hoads , Cundletown and Tones Island
Cool ah and reniflon Town
TValtfeU and Fort Bourke .........
Newcatitlo Post Office and Pillar Boi [
Kwmiaoy and Frcderickton .
Lawrence, Tabulam, and Tooloom
liosford and Sydney ,, 11(..

Mode or CoNTkrAjscfi*

'

50
30
€5
42
30

On horseback.................................

10
Onco a fortnight,
Twice a day ...... On horseback................. ...........
Once a week ......
Once a week ......

250
4
10
48

Total...................

1,009

B.
Return of Postal Lines transferred to Queensland during 18G0.

Postal Line.
of

Queensland Frontier and Drayton,,
..
.,
.
Do.
and Caliandoon (from Tam worth)
Do.
and Caliandoon (from Walgett)
Warwick and Ipswich
...................................
Queensland Frontier to Brisbane (from Casino).
Drayton and Ipswich
.
Ipswich and Brisbane
.
Drayton and Caliandoon
.
Drayton and Dolby ..
.
Dalby and Coudamine
.
Condamine and Surat
.
Condaminc and Taroon
.
Ipswich and Burnett Inn .
Gayndah and Maryborough.
Dalby and Gayndah,.
.
Gladstone and Maryborough
Gayndah and Taroon
,
Gladstone and Rockhampton
Goode’s Inn and Gayndah

Frequency
Communication.

Twice a week ..
Once a week ..
Once a week
..
Once a week
..
Once a week
,,
Twice a week ..
Three times a week
Once a week
,.
Once a week
..
Once a week
.,
Once a week
..
Once a week
..
Once a week
,.
Once a week
..
Once a week
..
Once a foi tnight..
Once a week
..
Once a fortnight..
Once a week
..
Total

Miles

..
..
..
„
..
..
..

..

115
18
7
65
65
60
28
150
60
76
84
80
140
70
115
180
125
70
50

..

1,558

..
..
..
41
..
..

0.
Return of Postal Lines discontinued during 18G0.

Roams.

Northern Roads
Western Road ..

Postal Lines.

..

Gosford and Mangrove Creek ..
Tinonee and Cnndlctown
..
,. Parramatta and Windsor
..

op

Frequency
Communication.

Miles,

,, Once a week
..
., Twice a week ..
.. Second daily mail

..
..
..

12
4
19

..

..

35

Total
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D.
of increased Postal Accommodation afforded during I860 to existing Postal Lines.

Retdp.s

RqaS9'

Apthtional
PllLQOfiNCY of
Cummunjcatcojl

Postal Lines.

Mode

op

Milks.

Convetance.

25
6
84
27
50
15
42
4

Western Roada ...
By two'horso rehlclo ...................
On horseback.................................
On horseback................................

Southern Roadfl,,,

Jo

40
Once a week

On howebapk................................

OB

Bciiiliqu-Sn and Monmn ...............................

Thrlco a week.....

On horseback and l-horso cart.,

ftO

Waaira Wasrsa'and )>cmliquin..................

Onrc a wi'Ok ....... On horwbfick..................................

80
180
r>5

10

no
..

70
32
12
6U

.

2-ri

48
35
Total............. .

Ijlll

E.
List of Post Offices in tlie Colony of New South Wales, on 31st Leccinhcr, 1860.
Post Town.

,
...
| tiiii Urnlla ....
Arm inaie ........ |
Kcmpsey..
■Rolf! TTille

""fwwX'Vif *»............... ;..................

Mn.Fi FROM I
Sydxht. j
252
351
43
102
313
379
G
166
170
554
131
303
122
19
255
273
83
203
177
339
110
142
204
212
345
2
84
250
180
238
118
323
323
249
170
120
274
54
222
140

“”rt............................................

131
40
34
170
330
203
6
150
25G
605
0«>1
40
354

Postmasters.

P Michaelis .................................
| W. N. M. Edmondson.....................
J. Armstrong .................................
A. Wollier........’..............................
\
f
Wan. Dongan *................... -.........
T. Gome ........................................
J. O. Phillips .................................
J. Crnmsie .....................................
W. A. Smith.....................................
D. Sinclair................. .......................
W. Thompson .................................
J. Kelly .*..........................................
J. daggers ............... .......................
J. Seiko ............................... .
J. Powell ........................................
M. Murphy ....................................
T. Webster ....................................
W. Howard ..................... ...............
P. G. S. Street.................................
T. Davis............................................
G. Gallimore............... ....................
A. Cnwdrny .....................................
11. Hogarth ................. ...................
W. West ........................................
W. Corderoy .....................................
H. T. Still .....................................
J. P. Queleh.....................................
J. R. Ferrier....................................
J. Thorndike....................................
J. Donovan ....................................
J. Priestly........................................
A. Stevenson....................................
O. Bvrne ........................................
J. Armstrong .................................
J. Cullen ........................................
M. Mcui ant ....................................
J. Hurley ............................... .
E. Tyler............................................
J, Hawkins ....................................
E. Pearson........................................
W. Fowler........................................
W. Wells ........................................
H. J. W. Egan..................... ...........
0 Sykes ”....................................
W. Slocumbc....................................
$. Kojc,........................................-..
G. Walker.........................................
Julian Uonnack .............................
W. Millar ........................................
J. Craig............................................
M. Grcrathy ....................................

Sai.art.
£20
125
20
15

0
0
0
0
120 0

0
0
0
0
0

12
25
12
15
12
12
230
12
15
30
60
20
25
18
12
12
12
12
20
12
20
12
100
12
12
12
15
12
15
18
16
12
12
IS
12
12
90
100
12
12
15
12
40
12
15
25

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12 0
12 0
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"E-^continued,

Post Town.

Miles feom
Sydney.

Charcoal Creek .................
Clarence Town ................. ...............
Cobbora ......................................... .
Collector.............................................
Coiulobolin.........................................
Coolah
................................
Cooma................................................
Coonabarabron .................................
Coonamble ........................... *...........
Cowra ................................. ...............
Cundlctown.........................................
Dnpto ...............................................
Deleffatu ................................. ..
Pcniliquin .........................................
Denison Town.....................................
Doufflasi Ihrk............*......................
Drangalec .........................................
Dnbbo ................................................
Dundee................................................
Pungog ............................. .............
jtfast Ifenrpsey .....................................
East llaftland.....................................
Eastern Creek...................................
Eccleston .........................................
Eden....................................................
Emu....................................................
Enfield................................................
Eustnn................................................
Pish Elver Creek ....................
Five Dock .. .....................................
Ford wick..................... .......................
Jhrt Jtourto.......................................
Erazer’s Creek .................................
Fnderkkton........................................
Frying Pan ., .................... . *..........
Gcrringong........................................
Ginninderra .......................................
Gilllnbah........ ...............................
Green Hills.................................... ..
0i]rh limes.........................................
Gloucester ................................... .
Goonoo Guonoo....................... . ..
Goa ford .............................................
Goulburn.............................................
Grafton ............................... .............
Grcsford .............................................
Gulligal ............ ...............................
Gnndagai..........................................
Gundaroo.............................................
Gmmcdak ................................... .
Gunning ....................................... .
Guyong ....................................... ..
Hartley ........ ...................... ............
Hay ....................................................
Hexham .............................................
Hinton................................................
Hunter's Hill.....................................
Inverell ............................... *...........
Ironbark ............................................
tTnmberoo.......... *.......................... ..
.lerrv's Plains..................... ...............
Jones Island.....................................
Jugiong
.............................
Junction ............................................
Keen’s Swamp .................................
Kelso ...................................................
Kompsey.............................................
Kenny's Point.......................... .... ,
Kiamn ................................................
r.. ,
< ttiil Tumut......................
Atandra \
n. .....
Kincumbcr.........................................
Kirconnoll .........................................
La7ie Cove...................................... ...
Lake .Wdcyuarie Jload.........................
Largs . ........................... ................
Lanyon .................................................
Lawrence ..........................................
lagoon........................... ....................
Lismore ............... .......... ................
Little Hartley.....................................
Limcburncrs’Creek ............ ............
Liverpool.............................................
Locliinvur..................... *.....................
Longbottom.........................................
Long Crook........................... .............
Long Swamp .....................................
Louisa Creek .....................................

6B
m
196
150
292
242
296
294
298
184
198
72
366
472
262
44
327
226
387
124
271
93
24
116
283
3G
6
G08
147
7
139
560
423
27o
106
95
Iftfj
366
373
150
235
128
450
121
27G
242
175
262
158
141
SO
460
85
97
4
383
189
83
140
202
219
77
125
121
271
155
89
313
<M,T

50
103
9
77
113
206
464
132
52 L
78
113
9.9.
99
7
ISO
149
168

POSTMASTEB.

Salahy.

Wm. Russell...................................
D. Faraubar ....................................

£12 0 0
ift n o
12 0 0
15 0 0
non
is n ri
40 0 0
12 6 0
12 0 0
18 0 0
16 0 0
3$ 0 0
19 0 0
50 0 6
12 0 0
12 0 0
12 0 0
15 0 0
15 0 0
25 0 0
12 0 0
fi5 0 0
12 0 0
12 0 0
ion n p
15 0 f\
V> 0 0
12 0 0
12 0 0
12 0 0
19 0 0
12 0 0
15 0 O
12 0 0
12 0 0
12 0 O
12 0 0
12 0 0
12 0 0
vn o
12 0 0
25 0 0
15 0 0
900 0 0
40 0 0
20 0 0
90 0 0
100 0 0
15 0 0
15 0 0
20 0 0
15 0 0
90 0 0
15 0 O
12 0 0
25 0 0
12 0 0
15 0 0
30 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
12 0 0
istn n
0 0
t i'lB.<sO .0
- '■".Vi■'‘.ftv’tN
ftO sfi 'vOv s
12 0 -'6
o oV5
u r.
4-> 4
;

J. Simpson.......................................
R. R. Mitahell...... .
...
C. J. Peojus ....................................
,T. lif‘(Inilmigli .. .
T. Walsh X.....................................
T. L. Scott.......................................
T. Hobbs.........................

It, N. Smith ................................. .
T. Donst .......................................
F. Litchfield............................ .....
T. Oram......................................

F. M. Mack ............................ ...
W4 J. Jones ............... ................
D. Kelly............................................

E.M'Cartliv ..

..

..

K. Ellis ......................
R. H. J. Kemp
..

... .

W. Aldertnn...................................
T. Fisher ................
.
.
T. Bush ...........................................
D. Wintnn

..

.

W.J. Plant ............
W. Rowo..................
F. TIam'.v.........................
O. Rosa.........................................
AV. Allan ..............

.

.

T. W. Pugdale .
W. Russell..............
SZ'- .if’
J. Glasson................K
J. Kcnnv ....................................
T. Fuller ...... 1...............
J A. F. Newman
V."
H. H. Lane ........ .S.
....

‘a* 1 2^>JWVT>
J. Howden............................... .. .*
G-. Roborta ....
.

Gcorcro Lane.............

.......

J. Smith.....................
P. .M'Grnth ...................................
\V. Jon ns ...................................
W. Hifikny...................................

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
40
15
15
12
32
18

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Post Tows.

1 Miles from
Sydkey.

TlfMIfip.lf! ............... .................

53
46
190
68
275
9
239
112
265
93
178
272
196
IfiS
216
97
lie
145
516
172
177
261
230
415
96
19R
934
104
536
153
195
212
190
2^0
150
146
39
183
. 150
315

Richmond River Heads ................. 1

St. Mark’s .................................
St.. MaiVa
...

41
261
50
280
133
154
200
275
34
105
1.90
34
31
52
38
240
22
190
222
4
92
199
193
3S
310
40
340
304
256
29
330
139
92
g
44
66
3
2
28
41
167
10481
108
123

Postmaster.
H. Everingham .......... ..............
>V. Neal. “........................ .........
J). M*Intosli ......................*........
Gr. Yeness ....................................
1). Jonas .............................. ..
J. Hancock ................................
J. Maroney .................................
G. Wilson....................................
Hy. G. Brown .............................
E. Hull .......................................
Hcnrv J. Bate.............................
S. Dorton ........................ ...........
J. West.......................................
J. P. Collier ................................
C. Brvant *............ ..... +.... 1
G. liiiiglit.................................... |
W. Charlton .............^.
T. Waltham.................................
J. Iriscombe........................ .
Win. Eay ....................................
M. Brereton............................ - *
D, 0. M1 Gregor ................
D. Munro .................... ...........
J. Larrymore .............................
Ch Lodge ....................................
E. S. Bonney................................
W. Giles
................................
T. Linton ....................................
H. Tebbutt ............ ...................
M. Lynch ....................................
T. IVebstcr...................................
H. Wheeler .................................
J. English....................................
G. Denshire ................................
T. J. Lodge ....... ..................... .
J. Hartley............................... .
S. Hichardson .............................
D. M'Grath .................................
W. Thompson............................
A. M’Donald.............................
J. Jones.....................................
J. Winter ....................................
A. McClelland .............................
E. Ecilty ....................................
J. Allison....................... ...........
D. Nolan ....................................
J. Dale .......................................
J. W. N. O'Connell......................
S. Covington................................
J. Wickham.................................
M. L. Saunders...........................
J. Bead ............................. .........
P. A. Kdlctt................................
H. Williams .................................
P. Mulloy ....................................
T. Grnno" ....................................
M. J. Spence................................
M. A* Brown........ ............ .........
T. Trevor ....................................
J. Grice.....................................
W. E. Shaw -.................. .
E. Fitzpatrick .............................
W. Piicc........ .............................
E, Eoss ...................... .................
S. C. Drew........................ k *,»
M. Levy.......................................
A. W. Hales............ ...................
T. Churchill................................
J. Rctallick «.,. *........... ......... .
W. Murphy ............ *............. .
A. M. Armstrong ..........................
T. M'Laughlin .............. ..............
G. Pope.......... .............. ...... *,..
H. C. lurwan .............................
J. Pescnd ....................................
G. H. Stevens .............................
F, M*Lean....................................
M. Webb ....................................
J. M'Kenzie................................
Francis Isaac .............................
E. Barton ...................................
C, Pettit.........*....... 4 4.* *... I
1

Salary.
£12
12
18
12
12
12
12
18
12
12
12
18
20
30
12
12
12
12
12
25
35
12
12
12
12
70
18
12
12
12
85
IS
15
100
12
65
32
15
18
12
160
12
12
12
30
15
12
12
50
12
20
190
30
12
300
12
20
12
30
18
60
12
12
50
12
12
50
12
18
21
50
12
12
12
25
12
25
15
12
12
12
30
12
40
35
12
40
120

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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E—continuM.

Miles from 1
Sydney. l

Post Tows.
Smithfield ...............................
Sofala ...............................................
South Gundafrai .............................
South Wan/jan...................................
Stroud.......................................
Sutton Forest..................... ..
.
Stvatchfield ...................... ... .
Table Land.........................................
Tabulam...........................
Tambaroora...................................
Tamworth ....................... .
1
Taralga ....................... ....
,
Tareutta ........................... .............. 1
Tarlo.........................................
1
Ten Mile Oreefc...........................
1
Tenterficld
.......... i
Timbarra .....................................
Tinonee ............ .........................
,
'Pooloom .............................
Tuena ...............................................
Tumberwnba
.
Tmnnt..................... .....................
Ulladulla.........................
Ulmarra .............................................
Upper Adtlonn...................................
Uralla .......................................
Vaty ................................................
WaggaWagga ................................
Walcfia .. ........................
'Walgett ...........................................
Wallabftdah ...........................
Waratah ........................... .. 4 .
Warialila...............................
Watson’s Bay.....................................
Waverly ................................ .
.
Woe Waa.....................................
Wellingrovo .......................
Wellington ....................
Wentworth ..........................
.
1 West Maitland .................................
Wheco...................................
1 Whceny Creek ...............................
Wilberforce...................................
Windeyer .....................................
Windsor.......................................
Wingham............................................
Wiseman's Ferry .........................
Wollombi ...................................
Wollongong...............................
Woonoona...............................
Yass...........................

20
149
243
217
121
89
158
039
483
168
251
153
268
138
315
431 1
OjjO )
521
190
491
170
300
259
150
272
299
no
310
300
426
213
79
363
7
4
340
385
193
700
95
168
52
38
173
34
195
55
122
04
54
182

Postmaster.

i

Salary.

1
'
1
1
1
:

o n
7f> 0 0
IS 0 0
12 0 0
ft n
]y o 0
19 n ft
is n ft
T/i ft ft
4ft ft ft
19S ft ft
19 ft ft
4ft
ft
19. ft
M ft ft

1
W. Walker
C. E. Thnrlow

.

L. Lfivv.................................
T. Mate............
J. Ford..-'........

.

E. O'Connell.....................................
11. Smith . . .
H cTdinrd

J. D. Danier. ..

J. H RmreT)
H. Pike

'.................

E. B. Dalv

..

.

W. M4F,^fin

H. Frv

..

35
1*3
an
19
is
12
7ft
In
19
13
9f)
19
4ft
1/S
19
19
,9ft
19
19
‘/ft
1/?
aft
is
S/Sft
19
12
i.^
12
}ftO
1/;
19
18

0 0
ft ft
n o
ft ft
ft ft
0 0
ft 0
ft ft
ft 0
ft ft
ft ft
0
ft n
ft ft
ft n
ft ft
ft A
n ft
ft ft
ft ft
ft ft
0 ft
ft n
n ft
ft ft
0^
0 0
n ft
ft o
0 ft
ft ft
ft ft
0 0

12 ft ft
120 0 0

F.
List of Licensed Stamp Sellers, (fee., on 31st December, 1860.
1
1

Name.

!

Residence.

I
! Aitken, J. C.............................
Burrell, H. N.....................
Bartlett, James ....................
Campbell, D...........................
Codncr, F.................................
Cubitt, A.........................
Dingle. T..................
Dolman, W. .......................
Douglass, A.........
Gill, George ........................
Goold, Samuel...................
Graham, F..........................
Hall, C......................................
Hill, James........ ..................
Holmes, W. H.........................
Holroyd; Mrs...........................
Hamilton.............
Jenkins.............................
Kirschbaum....
.
Barter, F..............*.................. J

1
‘
1

Name of Place.

Date of
Appointment.

South Head Road..........

3 Jan., I860.
27 Juno, 1856.
HOct, 1859.
24 Aug., 1860.
19 Dec., 1867.
9 July, 1SG0.
20 Aug., 1857.
2 Sept., 1858.
16 Feb., 1868.
25 July, 1856.
9 Sept., 1859.
14 July, 1856.
26 Oct., I860.
16 June, 1858.
23 Nov., 1860.
12 June, I860.
16 Mar., I860.
27 Aug., 1859.
20 April, 1839.
11 Oct., 1859.

f
Botany-street

2o6. Georcre-stroat......... Sydnp.v
174» Castlcreap'h^streot: . : SvHnpy
George-street Sontli ___■ Sydney...........
Bridge-street.................. Rydnev

Georcre-streftt Nnrt.li .. .. i
178, Pitt-strcet ..............
Castlereagh-street Smith.
70, Gloucester-street

Svdunv
Sydney.
Sydney
Sydney.............................

184, SuBScx-street..........1 Sydney.....................
351, Bonrke-strect..........1 Surry Hills.....................
Chippeudala..................... f!h{ppftnd*!fo
124. Kinjj-Rtrnnt.......... .1 SvHnnv
South Head Road ...........j South Head Road ___

L_

f
J
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Name.

Lissuk, J. J...................
Lustv, Tbomae ..........
Mader, W................ .
Matins, A. F................
M‘Kay.........................
JI'Neil, Jamos .........
M'Leod, Donald..........
MoHitt, \V.....................
Moore, J........................
Mm-pliv. Felix......... ...
Mnspratt, E. ..............
Tenfold, E. T................
Fierce, Thomas ......
Ramsay, E...................
Reading and Wellbank
Roberts, D.............. .....
Ruddon, Henry ..........
Sandon, C. T................
Saville, J.......................
Santos, S. J..................
Smith, James.............
Smyth and Wells ....
Turner, John .........
Barrie. J........................
M'Clelland ..................

Name

Residence.

So, King-street .............
'Wilshire-plnco.................
George-strcct iNorth ....
(570, George-strcet..........
Elizabeth and Bathurst
Streets.
40, Susscx-street.............
Park-street ................ .
Pitt-street ............... ..
Gcorge-street South .. .
4 5o, Bourkc-strect..........
■William-street...............
George-Strect.................
Yu rang &. Stanley-streetB
Balmain .........................
Bridge-street ..........
Pitt-strcet .....................
Miller's Point........ .
Georgc-strect North---Circular Quay............
I George-strect................ ■
, William-street .............
j S8, Hunter-street ..........
J 141, Gkrcnce-street ....
1 Douglass Park ..............
I Newcastle .....................
i

G.

of

Place.

Date of
Apfointment.

Sydney.............................I 3 Feb.. 1859.
July, 1850.
Sydney.............................
Sydney ............................. 30 Feb,, 1807.
Sydney............................. 26 Oct., 1860.
, July, 1856.
Sydney.............................
Sydney.............................
Sydney .............................
Sydney............. ...............
Sydney............................
Surry Hills.....................
Woolloomooloo .............
Sydney ..................... ...
Woolloomooloo ..............
Balmain .........................
Sydney .........................
Sydney .........................
Sydney .........................
Sydney .................
Sydney ....................
Sydney .........................
Woolloomooloo ..............
Sydney ................. ..
Sydney .........................
Douglass Park ..............
Newcastle .....................

20 Mar.,
16 Aug.,
24 Oct.,
20 July,
I Feb.,
18 Jan.,
12 May,
II July,
6 Dec.,

I860.
I860.
1367.
1856.
I860.
1860.
1857.
I860.
1859.

30 June, 1S5S.

.31
14
16
29
15

Aug., 1859.
Sep., 1860.
Feb., 1857.
Sep., 1856.
Sep, 1859.
July, 1856.
28 Mar., 1859,
9 July, 1809.
3 Slur., 1860.
25 Oct., 1859.

General Fast Office,,

Sydney, 29 February, 1860.
Sir,

Referring to the general wish expressed by the public, that a Money Order System in
connection with the Post Office Department shall he established, I have the honor to state, for the
information of the Honorable the Colonial Treasurer, that I have had some communication on the
subject with the Postmaster General of the Colonics of Yietona and South Austiaha, and have received
printed copies of the forms necessary to carry out such a system.
t.
T
, „ „
F
2 1 am satisfied it will not be possible, unless an expenditure be sanctioned much mpi e than
commensurate with the object to he attained, to establish a general Money Order System as “? Cheat
Britain, in connection with every Post Office in the Colony, seeing that the usual
a
Postmaster is only £12 per annum, and that I have the greatest difficulty in procuring eligible parties to
conduct properly the ordinary postal business.
e* • a „ „ „n
3 In the Colonv of Victoria, the Post Offices where Money Orders can be obtained arc all placed
under tho charge of Government Officers, who have a fixed salary and no other business to attend to
and there cannot be a doubt that such a system adopted here would impart greater efficiency, and ensure
accuracy gc]^^™t^owcveri tllat it wou],i defeat the establishment of a Money Order System were I
at the present time to advocate a sweeping change of this nature, I shall content
in order to prevent future misconception, that it is absolutely
‘hn0
that
service of New South Wales, and for tho complete carrying out of the Money Older stem, that
p0.t Office buildings should be erected in all the larger towns, and placed, not under storekeepers or
residents of such towns, but under Government Officcm altogether amenable te Bus department; and
I may add, as a further inducement to the Government to make this change, that it nil! piobably be
found that Telegraph Stations may he economically united with such Country Post Offices
_
5 I ben- to propose that the Money Order System should he introduced from the 1st July next,
and that, in addition to the Central Office in Sydney, Money Orders should be procurable at the following
Post 0ffi“Se,s^^i'So!ld_Pjlrr;imftttsli Windsor, Penrith, Hartley, Mudgce, and Bathurst.
Southern Road—Liverpool, Camphelltown, Camden, Wollongong, Berrtma, Goulburn, and lass.
Northern Road—Newcastle, East Maitland, West Maitland, and Singleton.
Makiim a total, inclusive of Sydney, of 18 Money Order Offices. Jo the whole of the Country Po t
Offices'named there is a daily mail, which condition, in a matter of a Money Order account, is, I appi heud, a0"eIc®^^^ns^oer^trn™instance- recommend that the maximum order be £5, as in Great Britain,
and that the commission chargeable should be-3d. for sums not exceeding £2,
™
from £2 to £5. Until abuse of such privilege occurred, I would not be disposed to restrict the number

instance, to tho General Post Office, and to the various Country Postmasters, winch amount would of
course be gradually^i-ctuniahle^^^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^ ^ arar^cnt to Le (kvoted to tho
nurposo would be m the Lobbvi and I think the sum of £50 would be sufficient to enclose a small
room there, which might answer the purpose; and I havcmcludcd, under the head of Buildings and
Fixtures, an amount of £-5 for each Post Office, to enable the Postmasters to prociwe eas i-boxcs, and
make any other necessary arrangements for the security of the sums of money in their l ands
10. Under the head of Salaries I have estimated for n permanent addition to the General 1 ost
Office of two clerks one of whom would he employed in the issue and payment of oideis m Sydney
at £250 S an^m- and another, attached to the Account Branch, at £200 per ~ J
propose an average addition to the salaries of the Country Postmasters, where Moncv 0rfe>9 ar®
tinted, of £3-5 per annum, each; the respective amounts to be paid to each to depend on the amount of
business transacted at the various offices.
—

ir
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1 P.r0!’036 t,mt an intelligent clerk from this department should be detached for three months
SThi^Srat
^ 1 eStimate at ^
^ ~"‘'on

s “SxP? r SffWapasi tiwsarans
the annrovalof the

dutles' iu a Ial,gcr amount than at present; and. with

I have, &c.p
W, H. CHRISTIE.
I’ostmaatei' General.

The Under Secretary
To the Treasury.

ESTIMATE refcTr'd to.
Advance, to be gradually repaid to Treasury ..
Binldings and Fixtures—
For General Post Office.....................................
For Country Offices, at £5 each
..
..

..
2 000 0 d.
O
"
""
'
50 0 0
85 0 0
135 0 0

Salaries—
One Clerk for General Post Office, at £250 per annum
125 0 0
One
do.
do.,
at £200
do.
..
100 0 0
Seventeen Postmasters, at an average of £35 per annum ..
297 10 0
Iravclhng expenses whilst organizing service • ..
,.
100 0 0
Substitute for Clerk engaged in organizing, at £100 per ann.* 25 0 0
Total

..

2,782 0 0
W. H. CHRISTIE,
Postmaster General.

General Poet Ojftte,
29 February, 18S2.

* niene (ten* would uot, of cuur.*, appear in anj future Estimate, unless the system were eatcuded conaiderahly.

H.

General Post Office,
Sir,
Annual Rerort fcr^SfiO^Wth
^ ro^rt as Allows
’

Sydney, 3 July, 1861,
thatI flho"!(t f,>r^
as an Appendix to your
statement of my proceedings during that year, I have the honor

I proceeded1h v steame^hT'Kinmi?’ lla*/™
Pllrp0SC f vIsitin£ a Portion of So««>em Coast Line.
GreeTmils- retu^dtoKKma iXh °m he^ T ^h^k’ to Gerringong, Shoalhaven, and
jreen mils , returned to Kiama, and then proceeded to Jamberoo, Danto Kemhla nnH Wnllnnonncr
FremiWoongong I travelled by coach to Woonoona, Appin, and OamSl^. ^d^hcTtto;
by railway to SyrTney, where I arrived on the 17th of the same mouth This tour oceuffied four^n
feSof6B^IC?n^0lI*d,,pwaidB Of 240ra,,e3' Visited 11 P«t Offices, and inspected the
i v t • ?' 0n thc JSJ V1alll!fr^ 1 Jeft Sydney for Newcastle, on a tour through the Northern and Western
WWn ; ^CEedc4 ^ ra^y^“Nowcastle to Maitland, and from thence by coach to Loohinw «£
Singleton, wheiioe I branched off to Jerry s Plains ; from thence to Merton and Muswellbrook • from the
latter I travelled, mffl Merton, to Mernwa and Cassilis ; from Cassilis I crossed over to Mude-ee • thence
^f ea’
Oroek Tambaroora, Sofala, andPeel, to BShiT Afe™taifegfcndll
started from Bathurst for Guyong Orange, Ironbark, Black Rook, Wellington, and Dubbo and returned
bJcCtoSBXmU I
t0M01^ retUmCd
io Orange and ttmnTnt
1intXand CarEoar' a“don my «fwn proceeded along the
Mam Western Itoad, visiting Kelso, Kirkoonnell, Frying Pan, .Meadow Flat, Rydal BoweufeUs and
hSIc7' I,thDnd,ye,;fcd J® again visit Mudgce, and see the office at Keene’s Swamp ■ I returned to
Hartley, and insiting the offices at Little Hartley, Emu, and Penrith, returned to Sydney on the 28th
v ^ TVas a^Sent on t^s
days, travelled upwards of 1 «04 miles insnected ^7 Pncf
and the way in which lo Mail Contracts were carried out.
1 mSpeCted 3/ Fos£ 0ffice9i'oi1?JTIlext t0l.ir ^as t^r??Sh tho Hawkcshury District. I left Sydney for Gosford, bv steamer
on,% 12,th d’,lne’ and
vi5'tmg Kmcumba. wont over to Mangrove Creek, thence to St Alban’s’
and then to Waemans I erry, Pitt Town, end Windsor. I then visited Wilberforce, SackvRle Reach'
an.d retu“l"ff ^ Windsor, proceeded to Richmond, North Richmond, and Whceny
Creek. On return to Richmond, I went via Blacktown to Parramatta. From Parramatta I proceeded
to the Prospect, Eastern Creek, and St Mary’s Post Offices; after inspecting which I returned to
Sydney, and arrived there on tho 23rd of the same month. I was away on this tonr of inspection 12
days, inspected 16 Offices the perfonnance of 7 Mail Contracts, and travelled about 250 miles^
... a*i, one5: and,;astf0T • dunns 1860 was commenced on the 17th September, when I acain
visited the Southern Coast Line, though not tho same portion of it, I prOMeded by steamer to
Bateman s Bay, and on horseback to Mullenderree and Moruya ; and after return in- to Bato“ Bay
went to helhgen, and by the Clyde Road to Braidwood. From Braidwood I went to Major's Creek
3^dUfWnh? Mraldw00d’aud retracing my steps via Nelligen and Bateman’s Bay. reached Sydney on tho
nffieef;,1!1; 1 1™S f»nt m thl? tEVr 17 dal's' travelled more than 540 miles, inspJeted 6 Post
Offices and ascertained the manner m which 4 Mail Contracts were being performed.
*
^ • h!,VA?,;.t0UIm
travels for the year I860. I was engaged during the remainder of it
m preparing tho Time Tables for the present year.
8
8
remainder ot it

105—C

It
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It will thus be seen that during the past year I was absent from Sydney 135 days, have travelled
upwards of 2,281 miles, visited 70 Post Offices, and inspected the perfomiaucu of 31 Mai! Contracts. _
8. It will doubtless be expected that I should state what are the general results of my inspection
during the past year, both as regards Postmasters and Mail Contractors.
9. I find a marted improvement as vegarda the manner in which the Post Offices were condncted,
and a very general readiness on the part of the Postmasters to receive and attend to my instructions;
but I still have to record the somewhat prevalent existence oi a few irregularities, amongst which may
bo cited the omission to take the declaration by the persons who assist in the offices, the hod condition
of the date stamps, the neglect to take, day by day, impressions thereof in the book furnished for that
purpose ; and last, not least, the retention beyond the time specified by the regulations, of unclaimed
letters. The omission to take the declaration arises, in a great measure, from the difficulty of obtaining
access to a Magistrate, and to a certain extent this evil is beyond any remedy that I can afford; but I
am doing my best to remove the other irregularities that I have noted,
10. The Mail Contracts have been better carried out during the past year in many respects, The
contractors keep bettor time, they have better horses and gear, and the introduction oi American
coaches on the main roads has been a decided success, I have, however, to observe the same omission
on the part of the mail-men to take the declaration that I have stated is the case with Postmasters
assistants. It is only just to the contractors and their men to say, I have generally found them disposed
to attend to my wishes
, . .
, ,
11. I cannot conclude this short Report without observing that many of the irregularities which
occured during the past year were more or less the result of changes which were made in the Time
Tables, and that if regularity is to be obtained, a rule will have to be made that no Time Table shall
be changed during the year except for very strong reasons.
I have, &C.,
T. W. LEVINGE.
The Postmaster General.

I ,

»

Styduej i Thorns Hichortf^ (toveitinjuil I'niiler.—IfiGl.

[Pricet

i

'
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1861.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MES. MAEY JONES.
(MAIL CONrRAOT OP .1. II. JONES.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

RETURN to an

Order

19

November,

1861.

made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly

of New South Wales, dated 27 September, 1861, That there be laid
upon the Table of this House,y“ Copies of all Correspondence having reference to the Contract
“ of J. H. Jones for carrying the Mails between Sydney and
“ Melbourne, during the year 1851.”

(Mr. Stewart.)

no
♦

~-j

MRS

MARY JONES.
No. 1.

Postmaster Generae

to

Colonial Secretary.
General Post Offi.ee,

4

Sydney,

Sir,

April,

1851.

■

I do myself the honor to represent that Mr. J. H. Jones, the contractor for the
conveyance of mails, has incurred fines amounting to £‘21 10s., for not arriving at Goulburn
at the time specified in his contract.
2 I should observe, that to meet the desire of the inhabitants of Goulburn, the hour
of arrival at that place was altered for the present year from 8 to 6 P. M., but at the com
mencement of the contract the hours specified were not observed, and Mr. Jones has
accordingly subjected himself to the fines mentioned.
3. As however the mails have latterly been conveyed with great regularity, and as
I am aware Mr. Jones has had much to contend with, owing to the drought prevailing on
the Port Phillip road, 1 beg leave to submit for the consideration of His Excellency the
Governor, that the fines alluded to may be remitted.
I have, &c.,
J. RAYMOND.

No. 2.
Mr. Jones

to

Postmaster General.
Bargo,

Sir,

....

10

July,

1851.

.

Some time since I received an intimation from the Colonial Secretary, that the
memorial which I presented last month to His Excellency the Governor had been referred
to you for yonr report and decision; not having heard any more on the subject, I beg again
to trouble you, and state that the assistance which I then sought is becoming daily more
necessary. The difficulties with which I have to contend are rather augmented than
decreased; and I much fear X shall soon be compelled to resign the contract I have taken.
I am now on the point of leaving home, to acquaint myself with the actual position
of affairs np the country; and on my return, will do myself the honor of waiting on yon
personally in Sydney. In the mean time, I shall feel obliged by your favoring me with a
reply to this; stating in what form and to what extent the Government is inclined to
render me the aid which is so absolutely necessary.
I am, &c.j
J. H. JONES.

No. 3.
Colonial Secretary

to

Postmaster General.
Colonial Seci'etary’s Office,
Sydney,

12

July,

1851.

Sir,
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 1st instant,
No. 65, reporting on the application made by Mr. J. H. Jones, who holds the contracts for
the conveyance of the mails between Sydney and Melbourne, on the grounds of the present
circumstances of the Colony, for some further assistance from the Government to enable him
to carry out his contracts.
2. Under your report, it appears to the Governor General that it would be just, so
far to relieve Mr. Jones, as far as to make him a fair allowance for his present losses on his
contracts from Yass to Albury in this Colony, and from Albury to Melbourne in Victoria,
in consideration of the unforeseen scarcity and consequent high price of forage.
8. Mr. Jones has accordingly been called on to take the necessary steps to prove,
through you, the amount of the losses sustained on the first six months of this contract.
I have, &c.,
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
W. ELYARD, June.

No. 4.

MRS. MARY JONES.

3

No. 4.
Colonial Secretary

to

Mr. Jones.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney]

Sir,

12

July,

1851.

RffnDe t0 “J letter
tbe 23rd nltmio, I have to inform you that the
Governor General has had under consideration, with the report thereon of the Postmaster
General, your application, made to His Excellency on the grounds of the present circumstanoea of the Colony and the other causes therein stated, for some further assistance from
”"‘'*ots f“r ""1
a- »*ii.
2. Under the Postmaster General's report, it appears to His Excellency that it will
he just so far to relieve you, as to make you a fair allowance for your proved losses on your
contracts from Yass to Albury m this Colony, and from Albury to Melbourne in Victoria, in
consideration of the unforeseen scarcity and consequent high price of forage.
n*
i ,lY0U Wl1’n0,W
take the necessary steps to prove, through the Postmaster
uencral, the amount of your losses on the contract above-mentioned for the first six months.
I am, &c.,
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
W. ELYARD, June.

No. 5.
Colonial Secretary

to

Postmaster General.
Colonial Secretary’$ Office,
Sydney,

Sir,

13

July,

1851.

w nr
iiaTe
,l0^r t0 acknow'e^ge the receipt of your letter of the 1st instant.
No. bo, reporting on the application made by Mr. J. H. Jones, who holds the contracts for
the conveyance of the mails between Sydney and Melbourne, on the grounds of the present
circumstances of the Colony, for some further assistance from the Government to enable him
to carry out bis contracts.
2. Under your report, it appears to the Governor General that it would be iust, so far
to rehevo Mr. Jones, as to make him a fair allowance for his present losses on his contracts
from Yass to Albury in this Colony, and from Albury to Melbourne in Victoria, in
consideration of the unforeseen scarcity and consequent high price of forage.
l
Mr-Jones has accordingly been called on to take the necessary steps to prove,
through you, the amount of the losses sustained on the first six months of his contract
I have, &c.,
W. ELYARD, Junr.

No. 6.
Postmaster General

to

Mr, Jones.
General Post Office,

15

Sir,

July,

1851.

In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 10th instant, referring to
your memorial for some relief in the fulfilment of your contract for conveyance of the mails
between Sydney and Melbourne, X beg to acquaint you that your memorial was reported on
by me on the 1st instant, and that I have now received a letter from the Colonial Secretary,
mormmg me that the decision of the Governor General thereon had been communicated to
I am, &c.,
F. L. S. MEREWETHER.

No. 7.
Colonial Secretary, New South Wales,
JVcm
gJR

to

Colonial Secretary, Victoria.

Smith Wales,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney,

16

July,

1851. '

.
kavo
honor to acquaint you, that the Governor General has had unde*
consideration an application made by Mr. J. II. Jones, who holds the several contracts for
the conveyance of the mails between Sydney and Melbourne, on the grounds of the present
circumstances of the Colony, for some further assistance from the Government to enable him
to carry out his contract.
2.

54
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1 Julj, MSI.

2. I transmit herewith, for the information of His Excellency the Lieutenant
Governor, the copy of a report on this application of tho Postmaster General; and i. am
desired to state, that it appears to the Governor General that it would only he just so lar t
relieve Mr. Jones, as to make him a fair allowance for Ins proved losses on his contract from
Yass to Albury in this Colony, and from Albury to Melbourne in Victoria, in consideration
of the unforeseen scarcity and consequent high price of forage.
, -, . .
3. Mr. Jones has accordingly been called upon to prove his losses on the hist six
months of his contract above referred to, and on this being done I shall have the honor ot
addressing a further communication to you.

I have, &c.,
i?

TkHA'a 'THOMROW

No. 8.
Postmaster Generat. to Mr. Jones,
General Post Office,

Sydney, 2(j August, 1851.

Sir,
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 19th instant statiog
the loss you have sustained in the conveyance of the mails, in consequence of the difference
in the PTbfs staxement'“has^Tfcrcnte1 only to the contract between Albury and Melbourne;
I presume, therefore, that you do not mean to shew that you have yourself sustained loss fo
r rop™.

k™

obtained hav and corn at the time when your contract was taken, and those which in jonr
former statement you inserted you had paid, I will recommend that a reference should be
Lade to the Government of Victoria, from whose funds the compensation, if allowed, will
lK) ^Tmust however add, that without farther proof I should not he prepared myself to
admit the correctness of your estimate.

1 have, ac.,

-

r r « MranUlWETHER.

No. 9.
Postmaster General to Postmaster, Gtjndagai.
Ge.ncrol Post Office,
8 September,

SlRj

1851.

Mr j H Jones having applied for some relief from the Government, for

ton for hay, and three shillings a bushel for corn.

^ ^ &c ^
’ f/l. S. MEREWETHER.

e addressed to the Postmasters at Yass. Tareutta, and Albury.
N.B.—Similar letters were

No. 10.
Goeoniat. Secretary to Auditor General.
Oolowol Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 7 January,

ortJ

Sir,
With reference to my letter of the 15th of September, 1851, addressed to your
1 5-or on the suWct of Mr Jones’ claim for losses sustained by him upon his contract
ft e’e";“pi “»& 1»b,Hi. E.«llo»cytieGovernprGencral to «,»«.

that you will be good enough to report thereon.

^ ^ &c (
’ W. ELYARD, Junr.

No. 11.

5

MRS. MART JONES.

No. 11.
Mb. Jones

to

Auditor General.
Bargo,

9

February,

185S.

Sib,

I most respectfully beg the favor of your attention to “ documents and receipts ”
laying in your office, and forwarded there in 1851, by order of tin: Governor General, to be
examined, and if necessary, laid before the Executive, in support of a petition to His Excel
lency from me, " praying for compensation ” for losses incurred while carrying out my
contract from Port to Port in 1851.
With advice from the Honorable the Colonial Secretary, I wrote to the present
Postmaster General, on the 15th last December, forwarding several letters relative to the
above; in answer I am informed that the same had been sent to your department, with
instructions for me to apply to you forthwith.
I now have the honor to solicit the favor of your advice, so as to enable me, in
petitioning the Council during the early part of its ensuing sittings, if necessary, for such
compensation as it may deem fit.
Your early attention will oblige,—
Sir, &o.,
,
J. H. JONES.

irdnc}

Iboni&a RicbardB.tiorernmaoJ. I’nnteiH—1&&1
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1861.

Ecijtalatifje Sfisembly.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

MRS. MART JONES.
(MAIL CONTRACT OF J. H. JONES.)

Ordered by the LtgulaUve Assembly to be Printed,

FURTHER RETURN to an

Order

3

December,

I8G1.

made by the Honorable the Legisla

tive Assembly of New South Wales, dated 27th September, 1861,
That there be laid upon the Table of this House,—
“ Copies of all Correspondence having reference to the Contract
“of J. H. Jones for carrying the Mails between Sydney and
“ Melbourne, during the year 1851.”

{Mr. Stewart.)
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No. 1.
Postmaster General

to

Mr. Jones.
General Post Oifice,

15

July,

1851.

Sir,

In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 10th instant, referring to
your memorial for some relief in the fulfilment of your contract for conveyance of the mails
between Sydney and Melbourne,^—
"I beg to acquaint you that your memorial was reported on by me on the 1st instant,
and that I have now received a letter from the Colonial Secretary, informing me that the
decision of the Governor General thereon had been communicated to you.
I am, &c.,
P. L. S. MEREWETHER,
Postmaster General.

■

No. 2.
Mr. Jones

to

Postmaster General.
Bargo)

28

July,

1851.

Sir,
In‘ conformity with the directions in a letter from the Colonial Secretary,
bearing date July 12th, I take the liberty of forwarding the enclosed Schedules marked A
and B, containing a statement of the receipts and expenditure during the last six months,
in connection with the contract which I now hold for the delivery of mails between Yass
and Albury, and Albury and Melbourne. In reference to these Schedules, T would beg to
make the following remarks :—
1.'I have deemed it right to insert, in each account, the original outlay which I
have incurred. It is of course true, that for this outlay I have in some rcsspect an equivalent, in the shape of coaches and horses, &e., still at work; but
1 would also observe that these depreciate in value every mouth, and that the
amount I have placed for wear and tear is for the most part expended in
actual repairs of vehicles and shoeing of horses. Allowing, however, that
the property is in as good a condition as when first bought, there will still
appear in Schedule A a loss of £2,098, and in Schedule B, bf £2,894.
2. During the severe season of drought in the first quarter of the year I also lost
many valuable horses for want of water, &c., and they had to be replaced at
most extravagant prices. Now, I hear, I am incurring similar losses, not
from the want of water, but its abundance—some horses having been drowned
in the late floods.
8. The slight income derived from passengers’ fares has, during the last month or
two, been altogether lost; the state of the country rendering it necessary to
convey the mail on horseback, and in some places by canoes.
4. The accompanying Schedules arc derived from the returns which I have received
from my agents, Ac., on the road to which they have reference. Had I been
able to make a personal inspection, they might perhaps have been more
accurate, and would have exhibited more heavy losses. Many items of
expenditure I am aware I have stated below the actual amount; all is there
fore within the truth, and every post brings the news of fresh difficulties and
more heavy expenditure. The state of the country is indeed matter of
general notoriety, by the continued statements of the public press.
I shall feel obliged by your laying the accompanying Schedules, with these remarks,
before His Excellency the Governor General, at your earliest convenience.
I have, Ac.,
J. H. JONES.

[Enclosure

MRS. MARY JONES.
[Enclosure

1

ijt No.

3

2.]

A.
From Yass to Albury,
Receipts.

Expesmtore.

'
£
s. d.
Conveyance of mails............................... 500 0 0
Passengers’fares ,.i.............................. 187 0 0
£637 0 0
Excess of Expenditure......................... 3,698 0 0
£4,385 0 0

£
s. d.
Original outlay ................................. 1,600 0 0
Wages.
Overseer, at £100 per annum ___
60
Five coachmen—three at £60, two
at £75 per annum
........... 165
Five ostlers at £52 perannum.... 130
■

0 0
0 0
0 0

£365 0 0

Forage.
70 tons of hay, average price £25
per ton .....................
1,750
600 bushels of maize and oats, at
6s. per bushel in Yass............. 180
Carriage of above, at 7s,per bushel 210

0 0
0 0
0 0

£2,140' 0 0
Wear and tear of coaches, shoeing,
and incidental expenses............ 300 0 0
Total Expenditure .......... £4,385 0 0
K.B.—Ths (I(stance from Yass to Albury la 190 mites.

J. H. JONES.

[Enclosure 2 in No.

2.]

B.
From Albury to Melbourne.
Receipts.

Expekditcre,
^

Conveyance of mails.............................
Passengers’ fares .................................

a. u.

£

s. d.

500 0 0
364 0 0

Original outlay ................................. 2,000 0 0

£864 0 0
Excess of Expenditure......................... 4,394 0 0

Wages.
Superintendent, at £200pcr annum 100 0 0
Six coachmen, at £75 per annum
225 0 0
Eight ostlers, at £52 per annum.. 208 0 0

£5,258 0 0

£533 0 0
Forage.
80 tons of hay, average price £25
per ton ..................................... 2,000
500 .bushels of maize, at 6s. per
bushel in Sydney..................... 150
Carriage of the above, per " Sham
rock,” to Melbourne .............
25
Carriage from Melbourne to the
interior, at 10s. per bushel___ 250

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

£2,425 0 0
Wear and tear of coaches, shoeing,
and incidental expenses........... 300 0 O
Total Expenditure

£5,258 0 0

-N.B.—The distance from Albury te Melbourne Is 210 miles.

J. H. JONES.

• No. 3.
,

Postmaster General

to

Colonial Secretary.
General Post Office,

Sir,

Sydney,

2

August,

1851.

I do myself the honor to forward a letter which has been addressed to me by
Mr. J. H. J ones, in pursuance of your letter to him dated 12th ultimo, forwarding statements »
of the losses be alleges he has sustained by his contract for the conveyance of mails between
Yass and Albury and Albury and Melbourne; and in accordance with Mr, Jones’ request, I
submit them for the purpose of being laid before His Excellency the Governor General.

2

.

GO
4

'

MRS. MARY JONES.

2, It appears to me, however, that the only items of expenditure in these statements
which ere entitled to consideration, are those under tho head “ Forage," amounting to the
under-mentioned sums:—
Yass to Albury ................ ................ £2,140
Albury to Melbourne .................... £2,425
3. The Auditor Geueral would, I presume, consider it necessary that these statements
should he supported by sufficient vouchers. If so, Mr. Jones might be called upon to forward
such accounts as may be required, and to shew what, according to the then, prices, the same
forage would have cost when be sent in his tenders. The difference between that estimated
cost, and the amount actually expended would, I conceive, be the sum which, under His
Excellency’s decision, Mr. Jones should receive on this account.
I have, &c.,
F. L. S. MEREWETHER,
Postmaster General.

No. 4.
Postmaster General

to

Mr. Jones.
General Post Office,

2

August,

1851.

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of yonr letter of the 28th ultimo, enclosing
statements of the losses which you allege you have sustained by your contract for conveyance
of the mails between Yass and Albury and Albury and Melbourne, and to inform you that,
as requested by you, I have submitted the same for tho consideration of His Excellency the
Governor General.
.
I am, &c.,
FRANCIS L. S. MEREWETHER.

No. 5.
t

Colonial Secretary

to

Postmaster General.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney,

12

August,

1851.

Sir,

I have received and submitted to the Governor General your letter. No. 70,
of the 2nd August, together with the statements of Mr. J. H. Jones, mail contractor,
therein enclosed, shewing the amount of his losses on his contracts for the conveyance of the
Mails between Yass and Albury, in this Colony, and between Albury and Melbourne, in
Victoria.
.
.
. .
■
2. His Excellency quite concurs with you in opinion, that the only items m Mr.
Jones’ accounts for which he is entitled to the consideration of the Government are those
under the head of forage. Mr. Jones should therefore be required to furnish the necessary
accounts and vouchers, to shew the loss be has sustained in this article, as suggested by you.
,

I have, &c.,
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
W. ELYARD, Jonr.

Inform Mr. Jones of this decision, and propose that he should submit a statement shewing the
estimated amount which ho would have had to pay for the articles specified in his former statement,
under the head forage, if the scarcity and consequent increase in price, on account of which ms claim
to some compensation has been admitted, had not occurred.
,
,, ,
Inform him further, that I shall communicate with the Auditor General, as to the vouchers which
will he required in support of his statement of actual expenditure under the head of forage.

^

F. Xj. S* M.

No. 6.

MRS.' MARY JOjfES.

5

No. 6.
POSTMABTEE GENERAL

'

to

Me. JONES.
General Post Office,

(,

15

August,

1851.

Referring to my letter of the 2nd instantj apprising you that I had submitted,
for the consideration of the Governor General, your statements of the losses you have
sustained by your mail contracts between Yass and Melbourne,~I beg now to inform you,
that His Excellency considers that the only items in your accounts for which you are entitled
to the consideration of the Government are those under the head of forage.
.
^ have, therefore, to propose that you should submit a statement shewing the
estimated amount which you would have had to pay for the articles specified in your former
statement under the head of forage, if the scarcity and consequent increase of price, on
account of which your claim to compensation has been admitted, had not occurred.
. J
communicate with the Auditor General, ss to the vouchers which will he
required in support of your statement of the actual expenditure under the head of forage.
I am, &c.,
FRANCIS L. S. MEREWETHER.

No. 7.
Me. Jones
„

butj

to

Postmastee General.

.

19

Sydney,

August,

1851.

1 t>eg tct acknowledge your letter, dated the loth instant, informing mo that
His Excellency the Governor General considers that tho only items in my accounts for
which 1 am entitled to tho consideration of tho Government are those under the head of
forage, and you propose that I should submit a statement, shewing the estimated amount
which,! should have had to pay for tho articles specified in my former statement, under the
head of forage, if the scarcity and consequent increase of price, on account of which my
J
claim to compensation has been admitted, had not occurred.
In answer to which, the following is the statement required :—
Forage.

80 tons of hay, at £2 per ton ..............................................
500 bushels of maize, at 3s. per bushel................................
Carriage of forage—(maize and hay) to Slolbourne, per
steamer <f Shamrock”.....................................................
Carriage of forage—(maize and hay) into the interior ...

160
75

0
0

0
0

Nil.
Nil.

I beg respectfully to observe, that the two items charged in my former statement,
for carriage, would not have occurred, if there had been hay and corn to bo bought, either
at Melbourne or in the interior, where I was obliged to send it to.
°
In conclusion, I respectfully acknowledge the attention which my case has met with
from His Excellency the Governor General, as well as yourself. I yet hope that His
Excellency will not strike out the claim under tho head of “ wages”; for I can shew that,
since the period of the Gold discovery, I have had to pay an increase of 50 per cent., and at
the present moment, can scarcely keep my men at any wages; and through the exorbitant
rate at which I am at present obliged to pay my men, and, in fact, tho unforeseen alteration
in price of nearly every article I require, that unless I get some immediate relief from the
Government it will be utterly impossible for me to fulfil the terms of my contract.
Trusting you will give this your early consideration,
I am, &c.,
J. H. JONES.
, „ ™is lettcT 2'as reference only to the contract for tho conveyance of the mails between Albury
and Melbourne. I presume, therefore, that Mr. Jones does not mean to shew that he has himself
sustained loss on the contract for the conveyance between Yass and Albury.
As respects the prices which hy this statement he represents that he expected to pay, and those
which in his former statement he asserted that he had paid, I will recommend that a reference should
*10 th_e Government of Victoria, out of whose funds tho compensation, if allowed, will he paid.
Without proof, I should not bo prepared myself to admit the correctness of Mr. Jones’ estimate.
25 August.

No. 8.

MRS. MARY JONES.

6

No. 8.
Postmaster General

tu

Mu. Jones.
General Post Office,
Sydney, 25 August,

1851.
_
f
1 have to ackoowledge the receipt of your letter of the 19th instant, stating the
loss you have sustained in the conveyance of the mails, in consequence of the differences in
the price of forage since you sent in yonr tender.
This statement has reference only to the contract between Albury and Melbourne j I
presume, therefore, that you do not mean to shew that you have yourself sustained loss on
the contract for the conveyance between Yass and Melbourne.
As respects the prices at which, in this statement, you represent that you would have
obtained hay and corn at the time when your contract was taken, and those which in your
former statement you inserted that you had paid, I will recommend that a reference should
be made to the Government of Victoria, on whose funds the compensation, if allowed, will
be defrayed.
1 must however add, that without further proof I should not be prepared myself to
admit the correctness of your estimate.
I am, &e,,
F. L. S. MEREWETHER,
Postmaster General.
Sm,

No. 9.
Mr. Jones

to

Postmaster General.
Sydney,

26

August,

1851.

Sir,
I beg to acknowledge your letter, dated yesterday, acknowledging and in
answer to my letter of tho 19th instant, and in which you mention, " that the statement
,f therein contained has reference only to the contract between Albury and Melbourne, and
“ that you therefore presume I do not mean to shew that I have myself sustained loss on the
" contract for the conveyance between Yass and Albury.”
I am much obliged to you for pointing out this omission, which was caused by my
clerk in copying, as I had also in my draft letter to you marked and written out the prices
which I should also have had to pay for forage, fas., between Yass and Albury, if the
scarcity and consequent dearness had not occurred. The statement should have been (and
was in ray draft )written thus :—
£, s. d.
From Albury to Melbourne:—
80 tons of hay, at £2 per ton ..................................... 160 0 0
500 bushels of maize, at 3s.....................
75 0 0
Carriage of corn, &c., per <f Shamrock”
............
Nil.
Carriage of corn, &c., into the interior ....................
Nil.
From Yass to Albury:—
70 tons of bay, at £2 per ton ..................................... 140 0 0
600 bushels of maize, at 3s. per bushel ....................
90 0 0
Carriage into the interior .............................................
Nil.
With regard tn your recommendation, that the Government of Victoria should be
referred to, to ascertain whether the statement of what I might have bought forage at, and
what I have had to pay for it, is corrector not, I can have no objection thereto; but I
must nevertheless respectfully urge, that tho allowance which the Governor is kindly
disposed to make, and by him considered just, as contained in the Colonial Secretary’s
letter of the 12th of July, 1851, will lose much of its usefulness and value to me by delay.
And, in conclusion, I have to add, that I shall be ready to verify by my own oath,
and, if necessary, by the oath of my Superintendent at Port Phillip, tho correctness of the
accounts I have sent in; I might got statements made to the same effect by gentlemen
squatters; but by obliging me in the sale to me of hay, they have, I am informed,infringed
one of the squatting regulations.

I am, &c.,

'

J. H. JONES.

Mr. Jones' statement is, that for the forage used hy him between Yass and Albury during the
first six months of the present year he paid £2,140, and that according to the prices current when he
took the contract, he expected to pay for the same quantity of forage the sum of £230.
I would recommend that Mr. Jones should he required to satisfy the Auditor General, hy the
production of sufficient vouchers, that tho quantity of forage mentioned in his statement was consumed,
and that the sum stated was paid for it,
I will write to the Postmasters at Yass, Gundagai, Tareutta, and Albury, to ascertain whether
at the end of the year 1850, when the contract was taken, Mr. Jones could have obtained at the then
current prices, or could reasonably have expected to obtain forage at the rates stated in this letter, viz.:—
£ 2 per ton for hay and 3s. per bushel for corn.
_
Recommend that the Lieutenant Governor of Victoria should he requested to take a similar
course in respect to Mr, Jones' statements of his actual and anticipated expenditure for forage between
Albury and Melbourne.
27.

No. 10.

MKS. MARY JONES.

No. 10.
Postmaster, Gundagai,

to

Postmaster General.
Post Office, Chindagaij
11 September, 1851.

Sir,

„ whathDr M
t0 Mbaowlodge your communication of the 8th instant, inquiring
„ whether Mr. Jones, the mail contractor, could have obtained hay at two pounds per ton
"eonVacr- t06 Sll'1lin^ Per bus.hc} m tllis neighbourhood, at the commencement of his
contract ; and m reply have to inform you that he could not, as T purchased them
respectively at (£6, and 8s.) six pounds, and eight shillings.
'

_____

I am, &c.,
ROBT. DAVISON,
Postmaster.

To be put up with other papers.—1C.

.

No. 11.

Postmaster, Yass,

to

Postmaster General.
Post Office,

12

Sir,

. ,
Septeviber,

1851,

th
•
r r Wlth reference
y°ur 'etter of the 8th instant, I have to inform you that
the price of forage was extremely low in this district for the greater part of last year, and
up to the end of September, I consider that Mr Jones could reasonably have expected to be
able to purchase hay here at £2 per ton, and corn at 3s. per bushel, had there been a con
tinuance of such favorable seasons as wc had previously had.
■ t Tkie
Wltl‘ 'vllicl1 w0 wcre “forwards visited must have added very
considerab y to Mr Jones expense. Hay was sold here at £4 to £5 per ton, and corn at
.. to os. per bushel . But iu this immediate locality the difference was not so great as at
a?He Alhn™
a’ frT,
; diffi;uHy ofgftUi!1S ifc c,jnveyed to the towns of Gundagai
d Alburj. To Gundagai the cost of conveyance was equivalent to fully seventy-five ncr

ltd

""p“il1"to a*for,ee ™’'0ieJ “ Alb"^ *• “j

Aim DThT oaDnotbea^°ubt bafc that Mr. Jones, for a time, had very great and unforeseen
difficulties to contend with-as the drought of this year far exceeded^ anything we have
experienced since 1839. _ It was principally, however, beyond Guudagai that his heaviest
expense must have been incurred. So far as relates to that portion of the road between
Yass and Gundagai, I have reason to think that the contract has more than paid expenses
_____

I am, &c.,
THOS. LAIDLAW.

Tn
tPh an.^thank IVrr' ■ba'dlaw for the information which he has afforded
To bo put up with the other papers respecting Mr. Jones' claim to compensation.—1G.

No.

12.

Postmaster, Tarcutta, fo Postmaster General.
gtR

Tareutta,

13

,

September,

1851.

at the end of
tho iL,T f

Ur le.lter
8th il,stailt> requesting to he informed whether,
.wben the mail contract was taken, Mr. Jones could have obtained,^
Price, or euuld rea=;onably liave expected to obtain forage at the rate of
ft tPhe nerind
^^ corn,-l do myself the honor to inform you, that
at the period mentioned Mr Jones might have obtained forage at the then current rate :
dnn'i t°h S’der i 7°fd haTC b*en u°rca50,1ablf! to expect it at the prices above named, for
I" V,he mos^ Plenteous sea-sous which I have witnessed here during the last fourteen
years, I have not known or heard of forage being obtained at such low rates.
I have, &c.,
THOMAS H. MATE,
Postmaster.

_______

No. 13.
Postmaster, Albury,

Sir,

to

Postmaster General.
Post Office, Albury,
14 September, 1851.

rom^ci1 *'aye to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated 8th September instant,
Sr could M0
mV0" Whetheri at ^ °nd 0f 1S50' Mr- J' W. Jones, the mail confl h
AyQhaVe lifted *<> obtain forage at tho rates stated hy him, viz.
** Per ton for
and 3s. per bushel for corn.
*
In

MRS. MARY JONES.

8

In reply, I do myself the honor to state, that since January, 1847 (the time I arrived
in this district), I have never known either hay or corn offered for such prices, consequently
Mr.'Jones could not have obtained them here j whether he could or could not have obtained
them elsewhere, is a matter on which I imagine you do not require my opinion.
I have, &c.,
JOHN ROPER.

No. 14.
Colon!A!. Secretary, New South Wales,

to

Colonial Secretary, Victoria,

jVcto South Wales.
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney,

15

September,

1851,

Sir

>
Adverting to my letter of the 16th July last, respecting the relief which it is
proposed to afford to Mr. J. H. Jones, in consideration_ of the losses sustained hy him in
carrying on his contracts for the conveyance of the mails between Yass and Albury in this
Colony, and between Albury and Melbourne in Victoria,—I am now directed by the
Governor General to acquaint you for the information of His Excellency the Lieutenant
Governor, that Mr. Jones having submitted a statement of his losses under the report of
the Postmaster General, it has beeu considered that the only items for which he can properly
claim compensation from the Government arc those under the head of forage.
2. With respect to the claim of Mr. Jones on this Government on account of his
contract between Yass and Albury, he will be required to satisfy the Auditor General, by
the production of sufficient vouchers, that the quantity of forage mentioned by him was
consumed, and that the sum stated was paid for it; and the Postmaster General has called
upon the Postmasters at Yass and Albury to report whether, at the end of the year 1856,
when the contract was taken, Mr, Jones conld have obtained at the then current prices, or
could reasonably have expected to obtain forage at the rates stated hy him, viz., £2 per ton
for hay, and 8s. per bushel for corn.
3. I am therefore directed by the Governor General to request that you will suggest
to the Lieutenant Governor the expediency of following a similar course, in order to ascer
tain the anticipated and actual expenditure for forage on account of the contract between
Albury and Melbourne. The statement of Mr. Jones as to the alleged losses on this portion
of his contract is, that he expected to have to pay only £235, and that he paid £2,425—
the quantities of forage being as therein given at the anticipated rates.
From Albury to Melbourne:—
80 tons of bay, at £2 per ton.............£160
500 bushels of maize, at 3s...................... 75
I have, &c.,
W. ELYARD, Junr.

No. 15.
Colonial Secretary

to

Postmaster General.
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney,

15

Septembei-,

1851.

Sir

*
I have the honor to acknowledge tho receipt of your letter No. 73, of the
28th ultimo, respecting the compensation to be allowed to Mr. Jones for his losses on his
contracts for the conveyance of the mails between Yass and Albury in this Colony, and
between Albury and Melbourne in Victoria.
2. In this case His Excellency the Governor General approves of the course suggested
by you being followed; and the necessary communications have been made to the Governmentof Victoria, and to the Auditor General. You will accordingly call on Mr. Jones to
take the necessary steps for satisfying that officer, by the production of sufficient vouchers,
that the quantity of forage mentioned in his statement was consumed, and the sum stated
was paid for it.
I have, Ac.,
W. ELYARD, Junr.

No. 16.
Colonial Secretary

to

Postmaster General.
Colonial Secretary s Office,
Sydney, 4 October,

8ir

i

1851.

o

v

With reference to a letter from the Honorable the Colonial Secretary of
Victoria, dated 26th August last, on the subject of Mr. J. H. Jones’ claim to compensation
for losses as a mail contractor, transmitted to you on the 17th ultimo, I am now directed
by His Excellency the Governor General to refer to you the enclosed communication from
Mr. Jones on the same subject, and to request that you will have the goodness to favor mo
with your immediate report thereon.
I have, &c.,
W. ELYARD, June.
[Enclosure

&

MRS. MART JONES.
[Mhiclosure in No.

16.]
Whitt Horse Inn, Gcorge-street,
Sydney, 30 September, 1851.

Sir,

It is with extreme regret that I feel myself compelled to refer to you agam on the subject
of my former communication respecting the ruinous losses to which I am subjected in carrying out the
mail contract between Yass and Albury, and Albury and Melbourne.
„ ,,
. ,„
2. 1 am paying now from £20 to £25 per ton for carriage of hay only from Goulburn to Albury
and the Ovens River; all my other expenses, including wages, are increased fully one hundred per tent,
lean prove the truth of this statement by my own affidavit, as well as by other evidence.
_
$. The consequence of the position in which I am thus placed will he my utter rum, ana 1 Bhall
bo compelled, in spite of all the efforts and the daily sacrifice which I am making of my property, to
discontinue running the mail, unless the intentions so kindly expressed by the Government to attord
me compensation for the unforeseen and ruinous losses which I have sustained he carried into ettect
without delay^ entreat ^ ou wii1 f01.give the importunity of this my renewed application, which
I am oniy induced to make for the sake of avoiding the utter ruin of myself and family, and the great
public inconvenience which must ensue from the stoppage of the mail.
5. I am now in Sydney, and respectfully request that you will permit me to wait upon yon at
such time as you may appoint, in order that I may be enabled to give you further information on my
I have, &c.,

J. H. JONES.
Colonial Secretary, Victoria, 26 August, respecting J. H. Jones’ claim to compensation for losses
as mail contractor.
Sent to Postmaster General, 17 September.
2 October.—-Send this also, requesting bis immediate report.

No. 17.
Colonial Secretary, New South Wales,
1

to

Colonial Secretary, Victoria.

New South TFaJcs.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney,

23

October,

1851.

*
In reference to the correspondence in the case of the claim made by Mr. J-II.
Jones, mail contractor, for relief, in consideration of the losses sustained by him under his
contracts, both in this Colony and Victoria, and to your letter, No. 331, of the 26th August
last, I am desired by the Governor General to transmit herewith, for tho consideration ol
His Excellency the Lieutenant Governor, the annexed copy of a letter from the Postmaster
General in this Colony, reporting on your letter above referred to, and accompanied by a
further communication on the subject from Mr. Jones.
I have, &c.,
E. DEAS THOMSON.

[Enclosure

1

in No.

17.]

General Post Office,
__
■
Sydney, 6 October, 1851.

Sir,
I do myself the honor to return herewith the letter from the Colonial Secretary of Victoria,
respecting Mr. J. H. Jones’ alleged losses on his maU contract from Albury to Melbourne, which was
referred to me, under your blank cover of the 17th ultimo.
.
2. I also enclose a further explanatory letter from Mr. Jones, written hy him after a conversation
with mo on the subject in this office.
...
,
M T_
3. After hearing his explanation it certainly does appear to me that Mr. Jones losses are
attributable to the hush fires to a greater extent than is supposed hy the authorities in the Colony of
Victoria; hut, at the same time, I cannot assign to that cause an amount of loss which, if allowed, would
give Mr. Jones 400 per cent, more than the sum claimable for the half year under his contract.
I have, fee*
P. L. S. MEREWETHER.The Hon. the Colonial Secretary, &c.

[Sul-Jfndosure in No.

Sir,

17.]

Sydney, 7 October, 1851.

Having had an interview this day with the Postmaster General, on the subject of the losses
1 have sustained in the conveyance of the mails from Melbourne to Sydney dnring the first half of
the year, I was informed that the estimate which I tad forwarded to that officer had mrt been laid
before you; and as I am desirous you should be possessed of the said information, I take the liberty of
layfog before you a copy of that estimate, by winch it will be seen that my losses from Melbourne to
Albury compute to £2,190, and the losses from Albury to Yass compute to £1,910.
1 addressed a letter to the Postmaster General, explaining how these losses arose, and for your
information I shall briefly enumerate them here, viz. :-The fires wlncl^m the beginning of toe present
year, laid waste and destroyed nearly the whole of the Victoria country, and P°r‘’0“
adjoining Victoria, compelled me to give enormous sums lor foragc—in many instances as high as
£30 per ton having been refused; being obliged therefore to go to Mclhoume, Yass, and m some c e
oven to Goulburn, to purchase hay, and have it conveyed at great expense to the various stations The
immense rise in the item for carriage is accounted by toe difficulty of obtammg food ™
the bullocks, and also toe risk of having to return in most oases without loading, having to purchase
the maize in Sydney and transmit it to Melbourne, and then the great expense of carnage to the various
stations for the same reasons as above.
—
TTiia
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' MRS. MART JONES.

This estimate is entirely confined to causes produced by the hush fires already alluded to;
although I may odd, that the immense destruction of property trhicli took place caused a consequent
increase in the prices ot food and all the necessaries of life; and consequently I was compelled to raise
the tvagea of my servants, which in itself is no small item.
I would also add that, if necessary, I can make affidavit to tho truth of this statement, and my
overseer can make affidavit as to the truth of that portion relating to the line he had under his
control.
I have, &c.,
The Auditor General,
J. H. JONES.
Sydney.

No. 18.
Me, Jones

to

Auditor General.
20

Bango,

October,

Sir,

1861.
,

Enclosed, 1 beg to band you tbc only documents I can find amongst the receipts
now in my own possession at Bargo, that can tend to prove a part of the losses which I have
sustained by the mail contract during this year, as referred to in my former statement to the
Government.
There are other receipts and documents in the possession of my superintendent at
Melbourne (which I have written to him to forward to me), but through the difficulties he
had to contend with, and the consequent trouble and hurry of business that ho has had, he
fee Auditor
_
GentroS'i letter has not been able as yet to render me any of his accounts.
OflTIfeb., 18M.
Through the flooded state of tho country and his immediate attendance being at
present required in so many places, I am afraid it may he some time before he may be able
to render me the accounts I refer to ; and as it is absolutely necessary that I should have
some immediate assistance, I trust that His Excellency the Governor General will take my
case into immediate consideration, and take the documents which I now forward as a proof
that I have not in any way exaggerated my former statement; and, in the course of some
time, when the floods in any way subside up the country so thatmy superintendent can spare
time to arrange his affairs in the Melbourne country, and forward to me the other documents
that he holds which t require to fully substantiate my former claim, I will lose no time in
forwarding them to you.
You will see by the enclosed papers, endorsed “ Agreement for hoy, 1850,” the
price that I paid for hay last year, and from which I made my calculations for the present
contract, hoping that you will give my ease your earliest convenient consideration.
I remain, &c.,
J. H. JONES.

No. 19.
Auditor General

to

Postmaster General.
Audit Office,
Sydney,

28

1851.

October,

Sir,

With reference to the 4th paragraph of your letter to the Honorable the Colonial
Secretary, No. 73, of the 28th August last, I have the honor to request that you will have
the goodness to inform me if you have yet received replies to your letters of inquiry addressed
to the Postmasters at Yass, Gundagai, and Albury, respecting the prices at which Mr. Jones,
the mail contractor, conld have obtained forage at the end of the year 1850.
I have, &c-,
WM. LITHGOW,
Auditor General.

Transmit the extracts which have been prepared for tbc Auditor General.
The opinions tbcreiu expressed respecting the price at which Mr. Jones represents that he
could have obtained forage are conflicting, but my own opinion is that hay and corn procured or delivered
for use between Yass and Albury would have cost him more than be states.
31.

*

No. 20.
Postmaster General
. ,

Sir,

fuss.
Cutidegil.
TnrcuU*.
Albury.

to

Auditor General.
General Post Office,
Sydney, 31 October,

1851.

.

In attention to your letter of tjier 28th instant, I have the honor to transmit
extracts from the reports of the country Postmasters, at the places mentioned in the margin,
in reply to my inquiry as to tblflprices at which Mr. Jones could reasonably have expected
to purchase hay and corn, when he tendered for the conveyance of the mails at the end of
185°*
' ■
. .
, . . ,
.
.
The opinions therein expressed arc conflicting, but my own opinion is that hay and
com, procured or delivered between Yass and Albury, would have cost more than Mr. Jones
states.
^
I have, Ac.,
"
F. L. 8. MEREWETHER.
No. 21.

11

MRS. MARY JOSES.

No. 21.
Me. Jones

to

Auditor General.
Bargo,

24

December,

1851.

Sir,
_
The enclosed receipts I have the honor of forwarding, for your further information, Letters from
respecting the losses sustained by me in the conveyance of the Melbourne mails this year.
You will perceive, by a letter accompanying the receipts from my superintendent on the
Uni;
Melbourne side, that many more were lost. 1 trust the enclosed, coupled with my letter
15lBlr‘
to you of 7th October last, shewing the actual losses incurred, will be sufficient to justify
you in recommending a compensation in your report to Government. T have the honor
also to inform you that the Postmaster General is ordered to report to Government respect
ing my memorial to His Excellency for a remuneration, so that His Excellency’s decision
may he obtained to what amount of remuneration His Excellency may deem my case
deserving.
I am, Ac.,
J. H. JONES,
Mail Contractor.

No. 22.
Mr. Jones

to

Postmaster General.
Bargo,

Sir,

15

December,

1852.

I beg tho favour to solicit your advice upon the enclosed communications—
the cause having emanated from transactions connected with your office during the adminis
tration of the late James Raymond and F. L. S. Merewether, Esquires—"remuneration for
losses,” and applied for to His Excellency the Governor General.
It may appear strange to you, on perusing the enclosed, that the same has been
allowed to remain for so long a time in abeyance ; the reason was, tho change that has taken
place both in your department and the Auditor General’s.
Receipts and proofs of tho actual losses incurred now lay in the office of the Auditor
General, arranged and ready to be laid before His Excellency,
'
% jour communicating the proper channel through which it will be necessary for
me to apply, so as to bring the matter immediately before His Excellency the Governor
General, will greatly oblige—
Sir, Ac.,
J. H. JONES,
Mail Contractor.

No. 23.
Postmaster General

to

Auditor General,
General Post Office,

18

Sir,

December,

1852.

^ I have the honor to cncloso an application from Mr. Jones, contractor of mails
on the Southern Road, for compensation for losses sustained by him during the year 1850,
in his contract for the conveyance of mails between Yass and Melbourne, together with all
the documents bearing on the subject.
2. I need not say that the claim is one of which I know nothing—for which there
are. no funds applicable from the Post Office revenue during the present year, and a portion of
which, should the claim be admissable, will become chargeable on another Colony.
_
I therefore forward the papers to be reported on, should yon. deem such report
expedient, for the decision of His Excellency the Governor General.
I have, Ac.,
W. H. CHRISTIE,
Postmaster General.

Sydney; Thomas Richards, tlgreramcnt Printer.—18GI.

[Price,
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

STEAM POSTAL SERVICE.
(DESPATCH TEAXSMITTIXO CONTRACT 1'OR CONVRTANCE OP NAILS BETWEEN POINT DE OAUl!
AND AUSTRALIA.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 20 January,

Secretary

op

State

for the

Colonies

to

1862.

Governor Sir John Youno.

Downing-street,
17 May, 1861.
Sir,
I transmit to you, for general information in the Colony under your Govern
ment, four copies of the new Contract which has been entered into by the Postmaster
General with the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company, for the conveyance
of the Mails between Point do Galle and Australia.

I have, &c.,
NEWCASTLE.

[Enclosure in the foregoing.']
ARTICLES

op

Agreement made the 16th day of April, in the year of our Lord 1S<

th/'v ”I^f:J e"1" u

J 0r,cntal Steam Navigation Company, of the one part a

Reciting Teitctep
for the supply of
fcteuin Tesselft for
tlio Jltiil -servifo

hotwecu Oreftt
Britain and Aus
tralia.

wnerons suen lender (with such alterations and modifications as hereinbefore referred i

TSEeTontL of,’h,U' Afrs”- 0n lle l”'1 »f “*

SW on fc M a»v

Itwiting (ho arrcptance of Iho
Tutider, and Ujo
pprfinmawa' of
the Demers by
the Company.

June last past: And whereas the said Company liavingdiscovered ‘that theservicoVsotre

*c G2-

304-
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be perfovmedj and so performed by them as aforesaid, vrere not only not remunerative,
Reciting thftt the
services agreed but attended with great loss, did address, on the 30th day of April, 1860, a letter to the
to be pcriormed
wore attended Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury, stating, in reply to inquiries contained in
with great loss;
but the Com a letter from the said. Lords Commissioners, dated the 27tb of the same month of April, that
pany were will* the Company would be compelled to abandon the further execution of the said service, but
tug to continue
the pane under that as an alternative to the total relinquishment of' the service, and in order to avoid the
the modified
arrangements., inconvenience of a suspension of Mail communication with Australia, they were willing to
and for a re continue it under the modified arrangements, and for the reduced subsidy hereinafter stated,
duced subsidy.

which alternative proposal the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury were pleased
to accept, and to authorize the said Postmaster General, to whom all securities entered into
with the Commissioners of the Admiralty in relation to the pachet service had been trans
ferred under or by virtue of an Act of Parliament made and passed in the last Session, of
Parliament, to take the necessary steps in conjunction with the said Company, for preparing
a Contract on the footing of such alternative proposal.
The Company
Now these presents witness that the said Company, in consideration of the payments
agree to convoy
the Mails be hereinafter agreed to he made to them, do hereby for themselves, their successors and
tween Point do
Galle and Aus assigns, covenant, promise, and agree to and with the said Postmaster General, his successors
tralia.
and assigns, that they the said Company shall and will at their own costs and charges at all
times until this agreement shall be determined to the satisfaction of the Postmaster General
for the time being, convey Her Majesty’s Mails (which term Mails shall for the purposes of
this agreement he considered to mean and include all letters, newspapers, hooks, and printed
papers, and also all bags, boxes, and packets of letters, newspapers, books, and printed papers,
sent by the post) which shall, during the continuance of this Contract, by the Postmaster
General, or any of his officers or agents, he required to be conveyed between Point de Galle
in Ceylon, md Melbourne and Sydney in Australia, according to the table in that behalf
hereunto annexed, by means of a sufficient number of full power steam vessels (not less than
three) supplied with first-rate appropriate steam engines.
Vessels to l»c
That all the vessels to be employed in the services hereby agreed to he performed,
furuished with
shall be supplied and furnished with all necessary and proper machinery, engines, apparel,
appropriate
machinery,
furniture, stores, tackle, boats, fuel, oil, tallow, provisions, anchors, cables, fire pumps and
tackle, i c.;
other proper means for extinguishing fire, lightning conductors on Sir Snow Harris’s or
other approved principle, charts, chronometers, proper nautical instruments, medicines,
medicaments, and whatsoever else may he requisite and necessary for equipping the said
vessels, and rendering them constantly efficient for the service hereby agreed to he performed,
and also manned and provided with competent officers with appropriate certificates granted
And maimed
with certificated pursuant to the Act 17th and 18th Viet. cap. 104, or to any other Act or Acts of Parlia
officers,
;
ment in force for the time being relative to the granting certificates to officers in the
Also a medical merchant service, and also a medical officer to be approved by tho said Postmaster General,
officer;
and who shall give medical attendance, medicines, and medicaments gratis to all persons
conveyed under or by virtue of this agreement, or whose passage money may be paid for
Also a sufficient either in whole or in part by the public, and with a sufficient number of efficient engineers,
number of
and a sufficient crew of able seamen and other men, to be in all respects subject to the
engineers and
crew, to be sub approval of the said Postmaster Geueral, or of such other person or persons as he shall at
ject te approval
any time or times, or from time to time, authorize to inspect and examine the same, and the
of Poftninster
General,
said Company shall (if required) submit the designs, plans, and sections of each vessel to be
Designs, &n., of
employed in the performance of this agreement to the said Postmaster General: Provided,
vessels, to be
submitted to the however, that all vessels belonging to the said Company, and which at the date of this
Postmaster
agreement shall be employed in the performance of any Post Office services, shall be con
General, if
required.
sidered as having beep approved by the said Postmaster General.
That one of such vessels so approved, equipped, and manned as aforesaid, shall during
Departure of
vessels,
the continuance of this agreement, on such days and at such hours as are respectively
mentioned in the said table hereunto annexed (until and unless any other days or hours
shall under the proviso herein in that behalf contained be substituted instead thereof), and
inmediately after Her Majesty’s Mails are embarked, put to sea from, touch, and arrive at
the several ports or places respectively mentioned in such table, and all the said vessels to be
employed in the services hereby agreed to be performed shall, during the continuance of
this agreement, convey the said Mails as mentioned in such table, and all the stipulations,
matters, and things therein mentioned and contained shall form part of this agreement, and
ho observed, kept, and performed by the said Company accordingly. And the said Company
shall convey in the vessels to he employed under this agreement to and from, and cause to
he delivered and received at such of the ports or places mentioned in the said table from or
at which the said vessels are to start, touch, and arrive in performance of this agreement, all
such oft Her Majesty’s Mails as shall or may be tendered to, delivered, or received by tho
said Company, or any of their agents, officers, or servants, by or from the said Postmaster
General, or any of his officers or agents,
Vessel Shall
That should it be deemed by the said Postmaster General, his officers or agents, requisite
delay departure
for 21 hours if for the public service that any vessel to be employed under this agreement should at any
decmiHl expe
time or times delay the departure from Point de Galle or Sydney beyond the period appointed
dient by the
for its departure, the said Postmaster General, his officers or agents, shall have power to
Postmaster
General or his order such delay, not however exceeding twenty-four hours, by letter addressed by him, or
officers.
other his officers or agents to the master of any such vessel, or person acting as such, and
which shall he deemed a sufficient authority for such detention, anything herein contained
to the contrary notwithstanding.
That the said Company shall convey the said Mails from Point de Galle vid Melbourne
Company to con
vey Malls from
Point dc tjalle to Sydney in twenty-two days, and from Sydney via Melbourne to Point de Galle in twentyfour days; And it is hereby agreed that if the said Company shall fail to deliver the said
Mails
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■Mails at Sydney via Melbourne from Point de Galle in twenty-two days, or at Point de ^Melbourne,to
Galle vid Melbourne from Sydney in twenty-four days, then or in either of such cases, and Snd’o™
so often as the same shall happen, the said Company shall forfeit and pay to Her Maiesty,
Her heirs and successors, the sum of two hundred pounds per day for every twenty-four <te
24
hours consumed on the respective voyages beyond the periods as hereinbefore respectively rSty for
agreed and specified. Provided always, that the full amount of such sums on any one voyage
shall never exceed the sum of five thousand six hundred and eleven pounds six shillings and
eight-pence, and provided further, that the payment of any such sum shall not he enforced
against tlie said Company, if it be shewn by them, to the satisfaetion of tho said Postmaster
General, that the delay has arisen from causes over which they, the said Company, had not and
could not have_ had any control: Provided, however, and it is hereby further agreed and
declared, that in the voyage from Sydney via Melbourne to Point de Galle, and from Point
de Gallo
Melbourno to Sydney, the space of twenty-four hours shall be allowed over
and above the Grae hereinbefore above stipulated and appointed for making such respective
voyages tor deteutmn at Melbourne for the purpose of the delivery and reception of Mails.
And the said Postmaster General doth hereby covenant and agree to pay to the said Tho Postmaster
Company a premium of fifty pounds for each and every twenty-four hours within which the ttTomLTa
said Mails shall be delivered less the number of days hereby covenanted for delivery of the rromtumorfso
same respectively at Sydney and Point de Galle.
tto
And it is hereby agreed that if at any time or times daring the continuance of this i0“"amllerof
agreement the said Postmaster General shall desire to modify the services hereby contracted Ti^ rostasster
to be performed (as for example, to alter the particular days, times, or hours of departure
rrom and arrival at any of the ports or places to or from which Her Majesty’s Mails are to ser™cs°n
be conveyed under or by virtue of this agreement, or to increase or decrease the frequency of fteCompL™*®
such conveyance), he shall be at liberty so to do on giving reasonable notice in writing of
such his desire to the said Company at their offices in London, and on paying to them for
such modified or altered services snob further or other consideration, and in the event of the
services hereby agreed to be performed being decreased on his paying to them such reduced
consideration as may be mutually agreed upon between the said Company and the Postmaster
General tor the time being, and failing such mutual agreement, by arbitration in the manner
hereinafter in that behalf provided ; And it is hereby further agreed and declared, that the
particular days, times, and hours of departure from and arrival atany of such ports orplaees or
other (if any) services which may be appointed by any such modification or alteration in force
tor the time being as aforesaid, shall be deemed to be the days, times, and hours of departure
and arrival of Her Majesty’s Mails under this agreement, and shall be observed and kept by
the Company accordingly,
And the said Company do hereby agree with the said Postmaster General that if Penalties for
they, the said Company, should fail to provide an efficient vessel at Point de Galle and
ydney in accordance with the terms of this agreement, ready to put to sea on the appointed
day and at the appointed hour mentioned and specified in the said table hereunto annexed,
then and 111 such case, and so often as the same shall happen, tho said Company shall forfeit
and pay unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, the sum of Five hundred pounds, and ,
a so the further sum of one hundred pounds for every successive twenty-four hours which
.
shall elapse until such vessel shall actually proceed to sea ou her voyage in the performance
ot this agreement: Provided further that the payment of any such sums shall not be enforced
against the said Company, if it be shewn by them to the satisfaetion of the said Postmaster
• General that the delay has arisen from causes over which they, the said Company, had not
and could not have had any control.
That the said Company shall at all times, during the continuance of this agreement, company aiwaji
have in constant readiness, for the due execution of the service hereby agreed to be performed,
0 ess t itin three full-power steam vessels, and shall, in every ease of any or either of such the ERirice, and
vessels becoming disabled, with all possible speed, at their own costs and charges, replace the
same b) good and efficient vessels of similar steam power and efiieicney obtained by hire or n^esame.
otherwise.
J
That the said Company shall receive and allow to remain on board each of the said Anofliwrin the
vessels_ so to be and while employed in the performance of this agreement, and also while ""Lerntl11
lemaining at each or either of the pons or places for Eeturn Mails, and with or without T,3se!a!lrldt'>
Mails in charge, an officer in Her Majesty’s navy to be appointed by the said Postmaster
°f
(jcneral to take charge of the said Mails, and also an assistant or servant of the said officer
(11 required), and that every such officer shall be recognized and considered by the said Com
pany, their officers, agents, and seamen, as the agent of the said Postmaster General in
c urge or Her Majesty s Mails, and as having full authority in all eases to require a due and
strict performance of this agreement on the part of the said Company, their officers, servants,
and agents,, and to determine every question, whenever arising, relative to proceeding to sea,
■or putting into harbour, or to the.necessity of stopping to assist any vessel in distress, or to
save human life, and that the decision of such officer as aforesaid shall in each and every sueh
case be final and binding on the said Company, unless the said Postmaster General on appeal
by the said Company shall think proper to decide otherwise : Provided, however, and it is
hereby agreed, that the words " to determine every question ” shall not confer upon such
officer the power of compulsion in such cases.
...
• ^at ^ t^e
Postmaster General at any time or times think fit, he shall be at Tie Postmaster
liberty in any case or cases to substitute for the said naval officer and his assistant or servant a SfcrtititeifcivU
civi officei in the service of the Postmaster General, to have charge of the said Mails, and in
tie
such case or cases any such last-mentioned officer, and also an assistant of the said officer
a nnT!l1
(it required), shall be received and be allowed to remain on board each of the said vessels as
hereinbefore provided with respect to any such naval officer and bis assistant or servant, but
■
wheq
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when any civil officer in the service of tho Post Office shall be in charge of the said Mailti;
bia duties shall be confined to the Post Office business.
.
That a suitable first-class cabin, with appropriate bed, bedding, and furniture, shall,
„A first-class
______
at the cost of the said Company, be provided and appropriated by them for and to the exclusive
andEiddtastoba use and for the sole accommodation of every such naval officer or civil officer, and also a
provided for flush proper and convenient place of deposit on board, with secure lock and key, for Her Majesty s
Mails, and that each and every of the said officers shall be victualled, by the said Company
Th0Idr ‘■r/u. as & chief-cabin passenger, without any charge beingmado cither for his passage or victualling;
Maita^P°S °
and that should any of sueh officers require an assistant or servant, such assistant or servant
The officer to bo shdM also be provided with a proper and suitable berth, and be duly victualled by and at the
comply a^h6 cost of the said Company as a second-cabin passenger, without any charge being made for
chiuf cabin pas
senger*
The CompaDy to
provide suitable
accommodation
for sorting and
making up the
Mails.

the same.
,
i . .
That the said Company shall and will provide, on hoard each of tho vessels to.be
employed under this agreement, all necessary and suitable accommodation, to the satisfaction
of the Postmaster General, for the purpose of sorting and making up the Mails thereby con
veyed, and also shall and will receive, victual, and convey and allow to remain on board each
of the said vessels, such civil officer, if any there should be, of the Post Office, and his assistant,
without any extra charge whatsoever, which said civil.officer shall be treated as a first-class
passenger, and be provided for, accommodated, and victualled in the same manner as if he
were the naval officer in charge of the Mails, and the said assistant or servant shall he pro
vided for, accommodated, and victualled in the same manner as the assistant or servant of the
said naval officer as hereinbefore provided.
.
.
That
at
each
port
or
place
where
the
said
Mails
arc
to
bo
delivered
and
received,
the
To convej the
officer in charge officer having charge of Her Majesty’s Mails shall, whenever, and as often as by him shall be
of tho Matte on deemed practicable or necessary, he conveyed on shore, and also from the shore to the vessel
shore.
employed for the time being in the performance of this agreement, together with or (if such
officer shall consider it requisite for the purposes of this agreement so to do) without Her
Majesty’s Mails, in a suitable and seaworthy boat of not less than four oars, to be furnished
with effectual covering for tho Mails, and properly provided, manned, and equipped by the
said Company ; and that the directions of such officer shall in all cases bo obeyed as to tho
mode, time, and place of receiving and delivering such Mails.
.
That if the said Postmaster General shall, during the continuance of this agreement,
The POr-lmaster
think fit to entrust the charge and custody of the Mails to the master of tho vessels to bo
Gonernl m&y
entrust iho
employed for the time being in the performance of ttiis agreement, and in all cases when tho
muster of the
vessels with the officer or other person appointed to have charge of Her Majesty’s Mails shall be absent, the
custody of the
master of such vessel shall without any charge (other than that herein provided to be paid to the
Mails.
said Company) take due care of, and the said Company shall be responsible for the receipt,
safe custody, and delivery of tho said Mails, and each of sach masters shall make the usual
oath or declaration, or declarations, required, or which may hereafter bo required by tho
Postmaster General in such and similar cases, and furnish such journals, returns, and infor
mation to, and perform such services as the said Postmaster General or any of his agents
Thd master to may require; and every such master or officer, duly authorized by him, having the charge
deiiTer the Mui* 0f such Mails, shall himself immediately on the arrival at any of the said ports or places of
any vessel so conveying the same, deliver all Her Majesty s Mails for such port or place into
place where
'
the hands of the Postmaster of the port or place where such Mails arc to be delivered,
they are to he
or into the hands of such other person as the said Postmaster General shall direct
delivered.
and authorize to receive the same, receiving in like manner all the return or other Mails to
be forwarded in due course.
The Company
That the said Company shall not, nor shall any of the masters of any of the vessels
»n“iettera employed or to he employed under this agreement, receive, or permit to ho received, ou board
rorconTcyMice any of the vessels employed under this agreement any letters for conveyance other than those
duly in charge of the said naval officer or other person authorized to have charge of the
naval officer, &c.
Mails, or which are or may be privileged by law; and the said naval officer or other
person shall report to the said Postmaster General any default in this respect; and in case
of any such default, the said Company shall bo liable to be proceeded against for a breach of
this agreement.
And the said Company do hereby further agree with the said Postmaster General,
Tower for the
navel officer to that every naval officer authorized to have the charge of the said Mails shall, cither alone
survey the
vessels, machi or with such other persons as he may consider necessary, have full power and authority, as
nery, and crew,
often as he may deem it requisite, to examine and survey in such manner, and with the
and to give
notice of defects assistance of such persons as he may think proper, any of tho vessels employed, or to bo
to the maslert
employed, in the performance of this agreement, and the hulls, machinery, equipments, and
&c.
crew thereof, on his giving reasonable notice in writing to tho master for the time being of
the vessel about to be examined, or to tho person acting as such, of such his intontion ; and
if any defect or deficiency he ascertained, and notice thereof in writing be given to such
master or other persons, such master or other persons shall and will immediately, or as soon
as possible thereupon, remedy, replace, or effectually repair or make good every such defect
or deficiency; and that the said Postmaster General shall also have full power, whenever and
Tower for the
Postmaster
as often as he may deem it requisite, to survey by any of his officers or agents all or any of
General or his
officers to survey the vessels employed and to be employed in the performance of this agreement, and the
the vessels, &c. hulls thereof, and the engines, machinery, furniture, tackle, apparel, stores, equipments, ana
the officers, engineers, and crew of every such vessel; and that for the purposes aforesaid
the said vessels shall (if necessary) he opened in their hulls whenever the said officers, may
require; and if any such vessels, or any part thereof, or any engines, machinery, furniture,
tackle, apparel, boats, stores, or equipments, shall on any such survey he declared by any
of such officers or agents unseaworthy or not adapted to the service hereby agreed to be
performed,
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performed, every vessel which shall he disapproved of, or in which such deficiency or defect
shall appear, shall ho deemed inefficient for any service hereby agreed to he performed, and
shall not be employed again in the conveyance of Her Majesty’s Mails until such defect or
deficiency shall have been repaired or supplied to the satisfaction of the said Postmaster General.
That the said Company, and all commanding and other officers of the vessels to be
employed in the performance of this agreement, and all agents, seamen, and servants of the y’e'pi»tmS»r
said Company, shall at all times during the continuance of this agreement, punctually General, or bin
attend to the orders and directions of the said Postmaster General, or of any of his officers
or agents, as to the landing, delivering, and receiving Her Majesty’s Mails.
_ _
receiving tho
That the said Company shall and will, when and as often as in writing they orT^epmtmMler
tho masters of their respective vessels shall be required to to do by the said Postmaster Ucncrfti
General, or by such naval or other officers or agents acting under his authority (sueh
writing to specify tho rank or description of the person or persons to be conveyed, and the on board the
accommodation to be provided for him or them), receive, provide for, victual, and convey ^I'l^rofnavS!
to and from and between the places to which any of the vessels are to proceed in the ^flr^”-iTl1
performance of this agreement, on board each aod every or any of tho vessels to be employed ti,oir wiyea, &e.;
in the performance of this agreement (in addition to the naval or other officer authorized to
have charge of tho said Mails), any number of navnl, military, or civil officers in the service nnos, soidteru,
of Her Majesty, (not exceeding four in any one ship), with , or without their wives and c'
,
children, as cbief-cabiu passengers, nnd any number of non-commissioned or warrant officers,
or civilians in Her Majesty's service (not exceeding two) in any one ship, with or without
their wives and children, as fore-cabin passengers, together with the servants of both chief
and fore-cabin passengers, and any number of seamen, marines, soldiers, or artificers in Her
Majesty’s service (not exceeding ten) in any one ship, with or without their wives and
children, as deck passengers, to be effectually protected from rain, sun, and bad weather
(a fortnight’s notice being given if practicable to the said Company, or to their agent at tho
port of embarkation of all sueh passengers as may be required to be received, provided for,
i
victualled, and conveyed as aforesaid), and that the said Company shall and will convey any
soldiers (not exceeding ten) as deck passengers (other than those hereinbefore specially
provided for), and that the said Company shall and will provide them with adequate
protection from rain, sun, and bad weather, and that such soldiers as last aforesaid shall not
be exposed on deck without such competent shelter, and that all such passengers as aforesaid
shall be permitted to ship the quantity of baggage allowed by the said Company to ordinary
passengers of similar rank free of all charge for the conveyance thereof.
That commissioned officers, their wives and children, shall be considered and paid for
as chief-cabin passengers, nou-cotntnissioned and warrant officers, their wives and children, as rornschicf-cabin
and paid for as fore-cabin passengers, and scanien, marines, private soldiers, artificers, and PasaEnst:r8‘*'•
their wives and children, as and paid for as deck passengers, and the said servants (in respect
of accommodation) as and paid for as the servants of chief-cabin passengers.
That the victualling of commissioned officers, their wives and children, conveyed as
chiof-oabin passengers, shall be similar to that usually allowed by the said Company to chief- sion«i officers,
cabin passengers, their wives and children, tho victualling of non-commissioned officers, their
wives and children, conveyed as fore-cabin passengers, shall be similar to th;tt usually allowed seamen,
■ to the boatswain and carpenter of the said Company’s steam ships, and tho victualling of
seamen, marines, soldiers, and artificers, their wives and children, conveyed as deck passen
gers, shall be similar to that usually allowed to the seamen of the said Company’s steam ships,
and the victualling of the servants of officers (whether chief or fore-cabin passengers), shall
be similar to that usually allowed to the servants of other chief or fore-cabin passengers. ^
That the passage money shall be paid in full of all charge for moss, including a pint
of port or good foreign white wine, and one bottle of malt liquor per day for each officer
& fuu ot
conveyed as a chief cabin passenger, and half a gill of spirits per day, or an equivalent (if
nut issued) for each warrant officer, non-commissioned officei', seaman, marine, sol(1 icr, allowances of
artificer, and servant conveyed as a fore-cabin or a deck passenger, at and after the fares or
‘
rates charged by tho ssid Company for ordinary passengers of a similar description, tho said
Company carrying children under three years of age free, and charging for male servants not
more than one-half, and for female servants not more than two-thirds of the rates charged for
their employers.
That the payment for the passage ordered at the expense of tho public of any person OHiBcatcfor
shall only be made on the production of the order for the passage, and of a certificate from the 1,1 ®
y
person in tho following form, namely : —
“ 1 hereby certify, that on the
I embarked at
as a
passenger on board the Mail steam packet
for a
passage to
, and landed at
on the
. ■
To which certificate the following addition is to be made in any case of a male cabin pas
senger, namely
“ I further certify, that the first dinner meal taken on board was on the
, and tho last dinner meal on the
" Dated this
day of
•”
And the correctness of the dates shall be corroborated by tho master of the packet, adding
underneath the passenger’s signature—
“ The dates inserted in this certificate arc correct.”
Tho jmAftngQ
“(Signature.)
money for
“ Master of tho Packet.” officorn and
That the passage money for the families and wives of officers shall bo paid to the said {h^oiai^rr
Company by the officers themselves, at the rates charged to ordinary passengers of a similar ™t^r;t1h™ren
description, their children under three years of age being conveyed free of charge.
yearn to be free.
r
That
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That tho passengers hereinbefore mentioned or referred to arc to be exclusive of any
to................
be exclusive
Hcm/andTrth? men to 1)6 sent fToaie UIlder
provisions of the Act 17 and 18 Viet. c. 104, the rate of
AfitiTuniis passage for whom is to he and to be paid for in accordance with tbe provisions of that Act.
'Vic.jc.ioi.
That the said Company shall and will receive on board each and every of the vessels
40 k® employed in the performance of this agreement any number of small packages not
board and’ de*
" exceeding twenty cubic feet in measurement, containing astronomical instruments, charts,
JlTcred at tlio
wearing apparel, medicines, or other articles (which small packages shall not contain liquids
places Tvhero
ibe Mails arc
or chemicals, oil, grease, or other articles of a dangerous or damaging character), and convey
delivered, an
often an tlie
and deliver the same to, from, and between the said ports or places to or from which tho
Postmaster
General, or tbe said Mails are to be conveyed in the performance of this agreement, when and as often as
officer in com directed by the said Postmaster General, or by the British naval officer in command of the
mand at the
. . may. re- station, or at any port where the vessel may touch, free from all costs and charges, and also
port,
iu]b*!£ftfttrai Blla^ an<*
receive on hoard each and every of the said vessels, and convey aud deliver to,
miv»t uteres not fr0IIb an<^ between all or any of the said ports or places any naval or other stores (which
iiMcediugiotons stores shall not consist of liquids, chemicals, oil, grease, or any other article of a dangerous
»t the same ra,f* or damaging character), not exceeding ten tons in weight at any oue time in any one vessel,
ns private goods, at the rate of freight charged by the said Company for private goods, on receiving from the
said Postmaster General, his officers or agents, two days’ previous notice of his intention to
.
have such stores so conveyed, and that the said Company shall in all cases be strictly
responsible for the due custody aud safe delivery of the said packages, articles, and stores.
The sums pay
And it is hereby further agreed that all and every the sums of money hereby
able by tho Com _
pany to bo
stipulated to be paid by the said Company unto Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors,
considered as
shall be considered as stipulated or ascertained damages, whether any damages or loss have
stipulated
damage*.
or hath, or have not or hath not been sustained, and shall and may be deducted and retained
by the said Postmaster General out of any moneys payable or which may thereafter bo
payable to the said Company, or the payment may be enforced as a debt due to Her Majesty,
with full costs of suit, at the discretion of tbe said Postmaster General.
Fflymentsfor
to tlie
And in consideration of the due and faithful performance by the said Company of all
Com]
"
the services hereby agreed to be by them performed, the said Postmaster General doth
servitew. °r
hereby covenant and agree that there shall be paid to the said Company (out of sueh aids or
supplies as may be from time to time provided and appropriated by Parliament for the
purpose), so long as they perform the whole of the said services in tbe manner and with
such vessels as herein respectively provided, a sum after the rate of one hundred and
thirty-four thousand six hundred and seventy-two pounds per annum, in equal quarterly
payments, on the first day of January, the first day of April, the first day of July, and
tbe first day of October, and with a proportionate part thereof, should this agreement
be determined on any other day than one of those hereinbefore mentioned, which said
rateable sum it is hereby agreed and declared shall be paid to and received by the said
Company, as full compensation for all costs and expenses which they may incur or bo
put unto, by reason or on account of all and singular the services hereby contracted to be
performed, subject, however, to the abatement ot any sums of money in respect of forfeitures
which the said Company may have incurred, or to the addition of any sums in respect of pre
miums (as the ease may be), as herein provided, and which payments shall be made on the
production by the said Company, from time to time, to the Secretary for tbe time being of
the General Post Office, of certificates from the proper officers that the terms and conditions
of this agreement have been strictly aud punctually performed, or so soon thereafter as the
accounts sent in for tho then last quarter can be cheeked and examined.
Disputes to be
And it is hereby further agreed and declared between and by the said parties to these
referred to arbi
presents, that if at any time during the continuance of this agreement, or after the determi
tratiou.
nation thereof, any dispute or controversy shall arise between tbe said parties to these
presents, or their successors respectively, concerning any breach or alleged breach, by or on
the part of the said Company, of this present agreement, or the sufficiency of any such breach
to justify the Postmaster General in putting au end to the same, or concerning tbe amount
ot consideration to be paid to or allowed by the said Company, as the case may be, for such
modified Or altered services as hereinbefore in that behalf mentioned, or concerning any of
the covenants, matters, or things herein contained, or in anywise relating thereto, and
notwithstanding the power herein contained, to determine this agreement, and any execution
or attempted execution of such power, such dispute or controversy shall be referred to two
arbitrators, one to be chosen from time to time by the said Postmaster General, and the other
by the said Company; and if such arbitrators should at any time or times not agree in the
matter or question referred to them, then such question in difference shall be referred by
■them to an umpire, to be chosen by sueli arbitrators before they proceed with the reference
to them, and the joint and concurrent award of the said arbitrators, or tho separate award of
the-said umpire, when the said arbitrators cannot agree, shall be binding and conclusive upon
both parties, and this agreement of submission may be made a rule of either of Her Majesty’s
Courts of Record.
The postage of all
And it is hereby further agreed that the whole postage of all Mails conveyed in the
Maila to belong
to Her Majesty. vessels employed under this agreement, whether carried from or out of Her Majesty’s
dominions or otherwise, shall belong to Her Majesty, and shall be at the disposal of Her
Majesty’s Postmaster General.
CoTnmoncwnent
And it is hereby further agreed and declared that this agreement shall commence
and duration of
from the day of the date hereof, and shall continue in force until one of the said parties
agreorticni
hereto shall give to tbe other of them six calendar months’ notice of his or their desire to
determine the same ; and on the expiration of such notice this agreement shall determine
accordingly, without prejudice nevertheless to any right of action or other proceeding which
ghall then have accrued to either party for any breach thereof. '
‘
Aud

ry f*/O
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And it is hereby distinctly agreed that the said Company shall undertake for them*“
selves all arrangements relative to quarantine, as connected with the dne and regular per* innngomcnt? ns
formanee of the conditions of this agreement.
t0 tuMimtinc.
Aud it is hereby further agreed and declared that without the consent of the said Ti"!CtlmP:mJ'not
Postmaster General, signified in writing under the hand of tho secretary, or one of the
the
assistant secretaries of the Post Office, neither this Contract, nor any part thereof, shall be th^montifthe
given, granted, assigned, underlet, or disposed of, and that in ease of the same, or any part I’oatmsstw0 *
thereof, being given, granted, assigned, underlet, or otherwise disposed of without such G™era1'
consent signified as aforesaid, or in case of any breach of this agreement, or any covenant
matter or thing herein contained on the part of the said Company, their officers, agents, or
servants, and whether there be or be not any penalty or sum of money hereby made payable
by the said Company for any such breach, it shall be lawful for the said Postmaster General, mw Postmiisier
if he shall think fit (and notwithstanding there may or may not have been any former temfne
tle"
breach of this Contract) by writing under his hand or under the hand of the secretary or®?16™™1'11
one of the assistant secretaries of the Post Office, to determine this agreement without any taLhfbytho '
previous notice to the said Company or their agents, nor shall the said Company be entitled ou“!fan}'’wi-thto any compensation in respect of such determination.
noticfty pt*T10Ua
And it is hereby also agreed that all notices or directions which the said Postmaster '4st°tll(! service
General, his officers, agents, or others, are hereby authorized and empowered to give to the of
said Company, their officers, servants, or agents, other than any notice of termination of this
Contract, may, at the option of the said Postmaster General, his officers, agents, or others,
he either delivered to the master of any of the said vessels, or other officer or agent of the
said Company in the charge or management of any vessel employed in the performance of
this agreement, or may ba left for the said Company at their office or house of business In
London, Point de Galle, Melbourne, or Sydney, or at their or any of their last known places
of business or abode, and any notices or directions so given or left shall be binding on the
said Company : Provided always that any notice of termination of this Contract shall be
served on the said Company, their officers, servants, or agents, at their office in London.
And it is hereby further agreed that if on the determination of this agreement any if, whea the
vessel or vessels should have started, or should start with the Mails in conformity with this
agreement, such voyage or voyages shall be eontinued and performed, and the Mails fie I1l®L*^a''e"t*rfe
delivered and received during the same as if this agreement had remained in force with tiio voyapo^o'he
regard .to any such vessels and services; and with respect to such vessels and services as last the^Kml.ni^
aforesaid, this agreement shall be considered as having terminated as and when such vessels ^ remained in
and services shall have reached their port or place of destination, and been performed.
ftn:e'
And for the due and faithful performance of all and singular the covenants, conditions, J’™1113' ftr ^
provisoes, clauses, articles, and agreements hereinbefore contained, and which, on the part and ortheagrwuwnt
behalf of the said Company' their officers, agents, or servants, are or ought to be observed, per
formed, fulfilled, and kept, the said Company du hereby bind themselves and their successors
unto Her Majesty the Queen in the sum of twenty-five thousand pounds sterling, to bo paid
to Her, Her heirs or successors, by way of stipulated or ascertained damages, hereby agreed
upon between the said Postmaster General and tho said Company, in case of the failure on
the part of the said Company in the due esccutiou of this Contract or any part thereof.
Provided always, and it is hereby expressly agreed and declared between and by. the The former tsnsaid parties to this agreement, that on this agreement being determined in the manner
hereinbefore provided, the said hereinbefore mentioned tender and agreement thereunder ou the dctenniof tbis
made, and all and singular the conditions, agreements, powers, provisoes, clauses, and articles nation
agreement.
declared, contained, or referred to in the said tender, or in any table, letter, memorandum, or
paper writing, forming or constituting the agreement hereinbefore referred to, or containing,
explaining, or defining the terms and conditions thereof, for the performance of the services
hereby agreed to he performed, shall be revived and become again in full force and effect, as
if this agreement had not been made and entered into, anything hereinbefore contained to
the contrary notwithstanding.
Provided always, and it is hereby further expressly agreed and declared between and This agreement
by the said parties hereto that the agreement shall not be binding until it has laid upon the mout h^hi™
table of the House of Commons for one month without disapproval, unless this said ftOTefi- hud fln
table
ment is previously approved by a resolution of the said House of Commons.
“
c^mmonEforme
In witness whereof tbe said Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company raootl1'
have hereunto set their corporate seal, and the said Postmaster General hath
hereunto set his hand and seal the day and year first above written.
Tht Sent
of the Ftninaulnr

and Oriental
STANLEY op ALDEKLEY.
(p. s.)
Steam tfavi(ration
Company.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the within named Edward John
Lord Stanley of Alderley, Her Majesty’s Postmaster General, in
the presence of—■
E. B. OSBORN.
Sealed with the Seal of the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation'
Company, pursuant to an Order of a Board of Directors of the ' P. D. HADOW,
said Company, dated 12th April, 1861, and such Seal was affixed JOHN GEORGE,
hereto in presence of three of tho Directors, and of me, the fWM. H. HALL,
Secretary of tlie said Company, and in conformity with the
Directors.
terras of the deed of settlement.
C. W. HOWELL, Secretary.
Witness also,
E. B. OSBORN,
Solicitor’s Office, General Post Office.
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THE TABLE ABOVE REFERRED TO.

OUTWARD ROUTE.

Leave
Point de Galle.

1801. Jan. 21
Feb. 21
Mar. 24
April 21
May 22
June 22
July 22
Aug. 21
Sept. 21
Oct. 22
Nov. ®l
Dec. 22
M

1861. Feb.
Mar.
April
if
May
J*
June
Julv
11
Aug.
1»
Sept.
>i
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
1862. Jan.

4
7
7
5
5

1861. Feb.
Mar.
April
May
M
June
July
Aug.
Sept,
Oct.
Nuv.
Dec.
1862. Jan.

G

5
4
5
l?
5
0

Arrive
»t Sydney.

Leave
Melbourne.

Arrive
at Melbourne,

Arrive at Kin£
Gtiorgc’s Sound.

9
12
12
10
10
11
10
9
10
10
10
10

1SG1. Feb.
Mar.
11
April
it
May
n
June
11
July
It
Aug.
It
Sept.
M
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
1862. Jan.

.10
13
13
T1
11
12
11
10
11
n
n
ii

18G1. Fob.
Mar.
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nuv.
Doc.
1802. Jau.

13
1C
10
14
14
15
14
13
14
H
14
14

HOMEWARD ROUTE.

Arrive

Leave

at llylbourne.

Sydney.
1SG1.
„
„
„
„
„
>.
„
„
„

Jan.
Feb.
Mur.
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov,
Dec.

22
20
22
22
22
90
22
22
22
22
22
22

1SG1. Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
April
11
May
11
June
Julv
Aug,
>>
,,
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
••

2.1
23
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
2-5
25
25

Arrive at King
George's Sound.

Leave
Melbourne.

1861. Jan.
Feb.
Mar
!1
April
t!
May
June
July
11
Aug.
Sept.
»»
Oct.
11
Nov.
Dec.
11

26
24
2G
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26

1SC1. Jan. 31
Mar. 1
Mar. 31
May 1
May 31
July 1
July 31
Aug. 31
Oct. * 1
Oct. 31
Dec. 1
Dec, 31

Sydney i Thomas KieLiarde, Government Prlutort-“16G2.

[Price, 2c?.]

Arrive
At Foint dc Galle.

Feb.
Mar.
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.

16
17
16
17
16
17
16
16
17
16
17
16
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1861.

legislative stssemtilp.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT.
(EETUBN IN REFERENCE TO.)

Ordered by the Legislative Asscvibly to be Printed,

RETURN to an

Order

3

September,

1861.

made by tlie Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly

of New South Wales, dated 16 April, 1861, That there be laid upon
the Table of this House,—
“ (1.) The Amount paid from the General Revenue to the
“ Telegraph Department, during the year 1860.

<

“ (2.) The Number of Messages sent, the Amount paid for
u

each, and the Office at which such payment was made.”

{Mr. Dickson?)

28—

J

ELECTEIC TELEGrEAPH.
STATEMENT of Amounts paid from the General Revenue to the Telegraph
ment for Messages, dispatched during the year I860.
Messages.

4
117
23

Fboji Depaethents.

Depart*

Amount.
£

s.

O

16

0

Colonial Secretary............................

61

16

3

Customs

...

12

8

10

Audit Office

.............................

.............................

...

...

d.

3

Commissariat

.............................

0

19

3

1

City Coroner

................

...

0

1

7

10

Committee of the Unemployed

...

2

16

2

40

Colonial Architect.............................

16

5

3

6

Colonial Storekeeper

...

...

3

8

4

7

Engineer for Harbours

...

...

1

15

6

1

Government Printer

...

...

0

8

0

4

Governor of Gaol ...

...

...

1

9

6

10

Gold Commissioner (Gnndagai) ...

5

8

5

32

His Excellency
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1.—Messages must be written with ink in a clear and legible manner on tbe forms provided for that purpose, and must bear a proper date and address 5 tbe signature of tbe

6 0 0 4

70047004

s.

s.

the order m which they are received; and all Messages^

j

i

No charge will be mad#

for date, address, or signature of tbe Message.
^__Messages will be delivered free within one mile of tbe Office; over that distant# porterage or cab hire will be charged, and boat bire on Messages to be delivered on ship board.
* W W an immediate renlv to a Message is required, the sender of such Message is requested to append tbe words “ Reply by Telegraph.”

m

9 _[f froni any circumstances a Message is not sent within a reasonable time sufficient to destroy the value of the despatch, the Clerk is instructed to give the person sending the

2 —As a general rule, all Messages are to be prepaid, but in eases of emergency or distress, persons may be allowed to send Messages to be paid for by tbe receiver.
paid here.”

I

8.—Except in eases of emergency, illness, &e., or Messages oil lie service of the State, Messages will be transmitted
will he held strictly confidential.

All igures must be written in words.

“ Reply

Tbe messenger charged with the

Message, information of the fact, with the reason of the May; it will then be optional with the person to withdraw such Message, and receive back the amount paid.
__j^o application for copies of Messages after delivery will be entertained, unless at tbe request of the sender, or the person to whom tbe Message is addressed; and in all
cases tbe Superintendent will require satisfactory reasons for the application.
11.—Messages will be kept in tbe strict charge of the Superintmdent for tbe space of two yeabs, after which they will be be burned in the presence of the Superintendent.
12,—Offices will be kept open for the transmission of Messages from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Sundays excepted.

6. —Messages can be transmitted in Cypher at fifty per cent, above the ordinary rate of charges.

Cypher words must not consist of more than three syllables.

7, —In order to provide against mistakes in the transmission of Messages by the Electric Telegraph, every Message of consequence ought to be repeated by being sent back
from the Station at which it is to he received to the Station from which it is originally sent. Half the t#in|l price for transmission will he charged for repeating the Message.
The Government will not be responsible for mistakes in the transmission of unrepeated Messages, from thjitever cause they may arise; nor will the Government be respon
sible for mistakes in the transmission of a repeated Message, nor for any delay in the transmission or delivery, nor for non-transmission or non-delivery of any Message,
whether repeated or unrepeated to any extent above £5.

E. C. CRACKNELL,
Superintendent

IPrice, Id.-}

>■

s d

REGULATIONS.

8.—Payment of charges in advance will be required except for replies to interrogatory Messages on which tbe sender has written
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sender in each ease being required in authentication of the Message, and as subscribing to the conditions imposed.
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NEW SOUTH WALE'S.

RAILWAY BETWEEN LITER BOOL
AND CAMPBELLTOWN.
(RETUKN IN REFERENCE TO.)

Ordered by the. Legislative Assembly do le P,Tinted,

3

September,

1861.

fftETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of
New South Wales, dated ~27 Harch, 1861, :That there be laid
upon the Table of this House,—
“ (1.) A Return of all -sums of Money voted for and expended
“ upon the-original: construction oftheline of Railway between
“ LlverP°o1 and Campbelltown, stating separately the Money
“ expended in strengthening the original Bridges before the
“ late Floods.

.
.

(2.) A Return shewing the Money expended in repairing or
“ alteriDg ^e above line of Railway, in consequence of the late
“ Eloods; setting forth the various amounts paid and owing to
“ Contractors, with their.respective names, as well as any other
“ expenditure on the above account by the employes of the
Railway Department; together with the estimated amounts,
under their respective heads, for repairs, alterations, or
“ additions, proposed or necessary, jet to be done, including
“ tllose referred to in the Gazette of the 8th instant, page 600.”

(Mr. Lucas.)

RAILWAY BETWEEN LIVERPOOL AND CAMPBELLTOWN.
'

,

I _

■

t f

^ * P

'1

'

t

CAMPBELLTOWN EXTENSION.
TOTAL.

Amount voted,

£138,000.

£

s. d.

' Amounts expended for constructing
Works .......................*................
Additions to Bridges........................

498 15

6

34 10

0

Flood Repairs,

Mr. Gibbons
Brian

.1

Hudson

».

»

Eaviell
Wages, &c.

•• 2,969

8 10
150

0*'0

Sleepers...
25. 0

0

15,754 19 '6

iy Bridges, available for other Works
Deduct for timber of .temporary
:■■■■» i'

-

£

Total Cost-of Campbelltown Line, including Hood Eepairs,
•
£8,900 .per mile.
.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

KAILWAY EXTENSION.
(REPORT PROM ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF FOR RAILWAYS.)

IfJwgentrti to 6otD Rouses of Parliament, 6g ©ommanti.

Engineeh-in-Chiep

to

Secretary rou Public Works.
Railway Department, Engineer’s Office, .

,
_
Sydney, 81 July, 1861.
Sm,
'
.
In compliance with your instructions I have prepared, and have now the honor to
• submit, the following Report on the cost of constructing cheap Locomotive Lines of Railway
between Picton and Goulburn in the south, and Penrith and Bathurst in the west j the cost
of haulage on the Western Line over the gradients proposed for the Railway, if horse power
be used, as compared with the cost of haulage on the same gradients by steam power j and
the cost pf haulage by horse power over a tramway laid on the surface of the existing main
road between Penrith and Bathurst.
.
The letters from His Excellency Sir John Young, and Captain Ward, R.E., for
warded to me in Minute Paper, dated 4th June last, on the subject of Railways, have
received my most careful consideration.
In making a comparison of the cost of lines to be worked by locomotive engines and
by horse power, I propose to limit the gradients to 1 in 30 in place of 1 in 20 as suggested
by Captain Ward.* My reasons for making this alteration are that I had already prepared
an estimate for a locomotive line between Picton and Goulburn with gradients not steeper
than 1 in 30, as the general formation of the country through which the proposed line
is to be carried does not require the adoption of a steeper gradient.
*
Assuming, therefore, that the steepest gradient on both lines is 1 in 30, it follows
that the cost of construction for earthwork will be the same on either line, unless a different
gauge be used for the line to be worked by horses, or unless the formation width be reduced.
The gauge of the existing locomotive lines is 4' 8^", and I would not recommend a narrower
gauge to be used for the horse railways.
If then the gauges remain the same, the only reduction which could be made in the
cost of earthwork , would be by .reducing the width allowed for drainage. The proposed
Railways to be worked by locomotive engines are to have a formation width of 18 feet,
thus leaving for the slope of the ballast and for drainage, 6 feet 6 inches on either side of
the rails. The width of the ballast being 13 feet, 2 feet 6 inches each only is allowed for
side drains.
'
.
■
As efficient drainage is of the utmost importance for the economical maintenance of
any road, I do not consider that a less width than 18 feet for cuttings can be adopted. The
gradients, therefore, and the formation width being the same in both cases, there can be no
difference in the first cost of construction so. far as applies to the earthwork.
The only other items connected with the construction of the works are culverts, and
bridges, and as these must be sufficiently strong to resist the floods, the same expense must
be incurred whether required for horse railways or locomotive lines.
.

30—A

* Vide Appendix A.
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The line proposed for the Southern Railway commences at the end of the extension
from Campbelltown to Picton, now in course of construction, crosses Stone Quarry Creek,
and intersects the Southern Road, a short distance south of Lower Picton; thence through
the Redhank Range by a short tunnel to-the westward of the Government Village of Red
bank, ascends to the tableland between Redbank and Myrtle Creek on the east, and the
lagoons and Cedar Creek on the west. The range dividing the Bargo River tributaries from
those of the Nattai River and chain of lagoons is then followed to a point 14 miles from
Picton, where the line passes through this range to the westward by a short tunnel, and,
after crossing several of the tributaries of the Bargo Riyerj and passing hear to the
Prince Albert Inn, crosses the Southern Road, where it is intersected by the Nattai
Creek; thence to the eastward of the Eitzroy Iron Mines, crossing the Mittagong Range
at Gibraltar Gap by a tunnel 550 yards in length, is continued through the Wingecarribee
Estate, crossing the Wingecarribee River about 2 miles west of Bong Bong. From
this point the line passes to the eastward of Gillinambullam Range, crossing the
old Southern Road, where it is intersected by White’s Creek; thence passing to tho
eastward of Sutton Forest and the western foot, of Mount Broughton, rises gradually
to the summit of Paddy’s River Range, near Pine Lodge, the residence of A. Badgery,
Esq. The range dividing ,the tributaries of , the Shoalhaven River from the sources of
Paddy’s River is then followed to the old Southern Road, about a,mile and a half south
of Paddy’s River; thence passing Bomballa Swamp it follows generally the course of
Barber’s Creek to near Glen Rock, crossing the Southern Road about two miles' north of
Marulan, and passing Lockyer’s Leigh, crosses . Narrumbulla -Creck .and the^ Wollondilly
River; thence skirting the spurs of the Oookbundoon Ranges (above flood ’level) it reaches
a point about a mile distant from and to the westward of. Towrang, where the V ollondilly
is again crossed, the valley of which river is then followed generally to Goulburn. .

.

On the proposed locomotive line there are three’ tunnels, of an aggregate length of
925 yards; one through Redbank Range, one in Bargo Brush, and one through the Mifta*
gong Range.

,

.

The following is an estimate of the cost of constructing the line of Railway, just
described, from Picton to Goulburn, to be worked'by’ locomotive engines) with a maximum
gradient of 1 in 30.

Length, 81 miles.

’

Earthwork
...
.................. ........................ ,...............
Masonry in bridges and culverts
...
....
••• . . :•
Timber framing ...
...
...
................
••
••
Tunnels ..
Permanent way

................
................

Side drains
Fencing ...

...
...

.v.

•••
■ •....

•••

•••
•••'
.

10,000

0 .0

9)600’‘0

0

•••

'•
•

"14,250
24,300

0
0

0 '
0

’

.

636,333

0

0

52,167 (/ 0

0

Add for level crossings, station arrangements, and contingencies, j

’

,

’ 59,000 ' 0 0
243,000’ 0 V-'

................
..........................
.............................
. •••
•:

Stations ......................................
"•
•••
•••
Wrought-iron girders for bridge over the Wollondilly River .*
!

.•

179,791 0. ;0 .
68,907 O' .O
’ 27,479 0 0

.
’l
‘
Or at the rate of £8,506 per mile.

.£688,500
' *'

0

0 .

The earthwork, bridges, culverts, &c., being the same, whether the line be worked
by horses or by locomotive engines, the only difference in cost of construction will be in the
permanent way, the details of which, for both systems, a.re as under :
Locomotive Railway.

■
'

"

Estimate of cost of .constructing one mile of Permanent Way^Single Line :-jr ;
-. tons c. q. fts. ■ £
s.. d.
Rails, 68 lbs. fl yard .............. .
Fish-plates
................' ’ •••

...
•••

Carried forward ~ - ...

"

..i

166 17
4 6

0 16 ^
1 20'

vir-111“"3—2

8- 1;334’ 2 10 '

A- C3

Brought
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.

,

Brouglit forward

Fish-bolts and nuts
...
Fapg-bolts, plates, and nuts
Iron screws^
'... *
'
> ■
*-

...

...

Ill

.............................
.............. .
....
.............................

J

' -

’4

2

B 18
. -L

k

'

..

'

.

t

.

8

■

0 26

i-.—,

_

. '
.
Say £3,000 per mile.
..• f

'

2 10

.
,

‘
.1.
...
Horse Traction Railway..

78 .4

8

q

q

0

0

.

1,760 transverse sleepers
......................................................
1,760 yards of permanent way laid and ballasted, complete ...

.

1,334

0 i9 2 7
1 19 ' 0 12
0 19 2 7

■ ?"

>

3

1,408

£2,996 7 6
,_______ ____

•

.

Estimate ,of cost of constructing one mile of Permanent Way—Single Line*
1
tons c. q. lbs
Rails, 40 lbs. ^ yard
...
...*
.................
62 17 0 16
- Joint-plates and dog-headed spikes'
...
...
2 14 3 21
. 587 transverse sleepers................
’............... ..
...
' 10,560 feet lineal longitudinal sleepers, 12X6...1*
116 cubic yards stone pitching ... - ...
...
•«•
,3,760
,,
broken stone ballast ................
1,760 yards laying, of permanent way ...
...'
/. 500 cubic yards bluestone metalling, for horse track
...

£
s. d.
754 5 8
38 9 1
58 14 0
528 0 0
23 4 *0
528 0 0
220 0 0
375 0 0
£2,525 12

o

■"

.

■

.

-

9

■

,

Say £2,500 per Mile.

Whether locomotive power or horse traction be adopted, the estimates I have given
are for permanent ways of the description I would recommend, as no cheaper roads, in my
opinion, could bo advantageously laid down and satisfactorily worked.
;. The cost of the permanent way being £500 per mile in favor of horse traction, the
estimate for a line from Picton to Goulburn, to be worked by horses, would be as follows
Earthwork

...

...

...

......................................... £179,791

Masonry in bridges, culverts, &c. ,
.............................
...
Timber framing
........................... .
.............................
Tunnels................
.............................
...
................
■ Permanent way, 81 miles, at £2,500 .............................‘

68 907
27 499
59^000

...

202,500

Scions.............................
.............................
................
Wrought-iron girders over the Wollondilly River
...
...
’Side drains
...
...
...
...
.............................

10,000
9 gQO

^
_
..........................................
’ ’Add contingencies and level crossings’

...

...

14256

595,853
52,167
£648,020

,

t

Say £8,000 per mile.

The total difference, therefore, in cost of construction of the two lines is £40,50,0 in
favor of the horse traction system.
. .
.
. '
.
, The section from which the estimates have been made for the proposed Railway
has been taken through a line of country selected with the greatest care, and will not,'I
believe, admit of any great improvement.
'
The
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,The amount, therefore, of £800,000 or £3,703 per mile, as suggested in the papers
referred to me, is totally inadequate, in my opinion, to construct any description of Railway,
.which can be serviceable to the Colony.

'

,

The estimate of £3,000 a mile, which has been named as sufficient to construct a
Tramway on the gradients of the existing roads, can have been intended only .to include
the laying down of a permanent way, with a metalled track for the horses, and an allowance
of £500 per mile. for construction of earthworks, bridges, &e. ■ This, however, must be a
mere guess, as no information (has ever been obtained-from which a reliable estimate couldbe made.
' ■
‘ !
I regret that the section of the main road from Picton to Goulburn is not ‘finished,1
so that I might.have been able to institute’a comparison of the gradients on1 the road, and
those proposed for the Railway; but I am in a position to do so with reference to the Western
Road from Penrith to Bathurst. '*

■

’

‘

1

\

.............. ...

</

I may here state that it is not my intention "to adopt for the Western Railway a
steeper gradient than 1 in 30, tho same as the maximum for'the Southern Line.
' ' '
. '
,
»
’
<
! ^ t *^
* l ii’
. The Western Line of Railway is proposed to be carried on from the termination of
the existing contract with Sir S. M. Peto and Co., at Penrith, across the River Nepean, north
of the site of the present ferry, to the Township of Emu; thencc asccnding'by a spur or
inferior range, the line intersects the Western Road 330 feet above the level of Emu
Plains, and crosses Knapsack Gully at a considerable‘elevation (410 feet above1 Emu
Plains) reaching the summit of Lapstone Hill, near-the ‘Old Pilgrim Inn', on’the

Western Road. The main range, which1 divides the tributaries of the Nepean and the
Cox from those of the Grose River, is then followed to near Shepherd’s Toll-bar (Mount
Victoria)) at which point the line 'diverges1 to the *north’ along Darling’s Causeway;
which divides the waters of the* River Lett from the sources of'the Grose River to
Bell’s line of road, or the range dividing the River Lett 'and River Grose tributaries"
from those of the River Colo. ‘ This range ' is then followed to1, Dargan’s Greet, at
which point the line diverges in a westerly direction, and crossing the range between Dafgah’s
Creek and Brown’s River, reaches Lithgow’s Valley by descending one of the tributaries of
Brown’s River. This valley is then followed to a point on the Mudgee Road, near Coerwul,
where Brown’s River intersects it;-thence crossing the’range between Brown’s River and the
Middle River, the line continues through a level country to the! Middle River Range, which
is crossed with a short tunnel (143 yards) ; thence' passing Wallerawang.or Piper’s Flat,to
the north, it crosses Cox’s River, and follows the Horse Gully to the -lowest point in the
main dividing range, between the eastern and western waters, a short distance north of
the Township of Rydall. From this point tho line crosses the Western Road, and follows
generally the course of Solitary Creek to within half a mile of its .confluence with the Fish
River; thence running round the foot of Tarana Mountain, and crossing an undulating
country, it reaches Dirty Swamp, Tyndale’s Hollow, and Bathurst Plains, terminating
near to the Denison Bridge, at Bathurst.

•

The following is the estimated cost of the line just described:—
* £
(Total length, 111 miles.)
412,141
Earthwork
...
...
........................................
43,153
Masonry in culverts
...
...........................
...
41,786
Timber framing............................
\"
..............
Wrought iron in viaducts and masonry to piers

100,000

..

d.
0
0
0
0
0

Tunnelling (143 yards)
........................................
Permanent way.................................................................
Fencing (at £300 a mile)
...
...
...
..

5,720.
333,000 ;
0/
33,300 ' 0*0

Side drains
Stations...

19,536 0 0
-10.000 - O - 0

...
"...

...
••
................

...
••• *
................
, •■

.
.
.
....
998,636
Contingencies, including station arrangements, road and creek ■
diversions, and level crossings
................
...............
111,364

0 0
'
0 0

1,110,000

0.0

,

.

.

Or at the rate of £10,1)00 per mile.

£

If

railway extension:

'
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1 If Tramways be laid on the present surface of the Western Road, between Penrith

and Bathurst, the total elevation over which the traffic will have to be carried is 9,491 feet,
which, as compared with the ascent on the proposed Railway of 7,344 feet, shews a
difference in favor of the line selected for the Railway of 2,147 feet; consequently all traffic
now'passing over this Road has to be lifted 2,147 feet higher than necessary.
y-'H:
I append tables of gradients on the Western Road, and on the proposed Southern and
Western Railways; from.which it will be seen that on the Western Road there are inclines
of 1 in 7, 1 in 8, and 1 in 9; and gradients from 1 in 10 to 115 frequently occur throughout
the whole length of the road. The total ascent from Emu Plains to the top of Lapstone
Hiiris 680 feet, in a distance of 17,910 feet, or a general gradient of 1 in 26; but on portions
of this incline there arc gradients of 1 in 8,1 in 10,1 in 11,1 in 13,1 in 14,1 in 15, and
Pin 16/
■ ■
rV.,\
t> . , ,
_
•
At 42 miles from Penrith the following gradients occur on the Main Western Road.
The total ^descent in adength ofj 9,706 feet, is 820 feet, composed of gradients of 1 in 6 for
80 feet, 1 in 7.for 460 feet, 1 in^for 1,2*60 feet, l.in 9,for 960 feet, 1 in 11 for 1,020 feet,
and 1 in 12 for 2,350 feet; and there are others of 1 in 13, 1 in 15, and 1 in 16.
o, At 48.miles from Penrith, in a distance of 9,305 feet, there is a total ascent of 657
feet,^composed of gradients of l in 8 for 520 feet, 1 in 9 for 200 feet, 1 in 10 for 655 feet,
j iujll for 2,130 feet, followed by gradients of 1 in 12, 1 in 14, and 1 in 15. At 62 miles
from Penrith, in a length of, 15,092 feet, there is a total rise of 949 feet, portions of which
are 1 in 8, 1 in 9, 1 in 10, 1 in 11, and 1 in 12. The tables of gradients on the Western
Road shew, in addition to the length, the rise ■ and the fall of each ascent and descent, the
number of horses required to convey, at the rate of 3 miles an hour, a load of 80 tons over each
ascent, and also the tractive force in pounds, required on each ascent, to overcome gravitation
and friction. .This load of 80 tons has been taken for the road, in order to make a com
parison [between the cost of,,locomotive and horse traction, as the engines I propose to use on
the Railway will be of sufficient power to take 80 tons, at the rate of 12 miles an hour, over
the.maximum gradient, i,, , , , - £
■* . * , ,
1
,
'
iMi.Tn calculatihg'the tractive .force required to overcome the different inclines on the
Western’Road, lno‘allowance has been* made for increased friction on curves, which are
frequent; and'in' some instances' only.-40 feet radius..- On reference to the tables of gradients
itiwill be seen,'that, with a load of/80 .tons, supposing the friction to be reduced to the*
minimum of 8 lbs. per ton,' 184 horses will be required to overcome the steepest gradient of
Pini8 ; and although-this*numberj of ihorses will.not be necessary throughout the whole
'distance, on each stage, still, as gradients of'1 in 8 are of frequent occurrence, the required
force must.bo .provided'when such gradients are met with. - i
'
ik!

■! m

effective tractive power of a horse may be taken ou the level as under: —

"'

* "

1

■
1 rr

At'2* Miles an hour, 176 lbs.
1

1

1,

ft ''2i
2

rH
.b

.

0

a

11

0

!I

)
in»

41

^2

'

f

' 150
'
125 „
104 „
83 „

i

'

62i„
41f„

u

Although this is the tractive force which a horse.is supposed to exert on the level,
this force rapidly diminishes with increase of inclination. Ahorse will doubtless exert for
a short time a power equal to 420 lbs., but his useful effective power, day by day, has been
ascertained to be not greater than that stated above.
'
On the main road* (down line) between Penrith and Bathurst, the total length of
ascents is 261,103 feet; the total length on the level, 10^088 feet; and the length of descents,
207,920 feet.
"
Over the same road, on the up line (Bathurst to Penrith), the total length of ascents
is 207,920 feet; the total length on the level is 10,088 feet; and the length of descents,
261,103 feet, or about 50 miles. It, therefore, appears that, although on the down line
there.are 39 miles of descending gradients, and on the up line 50 miles of descending
gradients, yet no advantage can be taken of these if the line be worked by horse power; as,
in
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ia consequence of the intervening ascending gradients, which occur in rapid succession, the
number of horses required to overcome the maximum ascent must travel with the load
throughout the whole journey, and the same cost of working must he incurred as if no such
favorable conditions existed Nor can any great advantage be taken of the momentum which
might he acquired on the descending gradients to relieve the tractive force required on the
ascending ones, as any great increase of speed would he attended with so much danger as
practically to exclude its adoption. Brakes will he required throughout the entire journey,
sufficiently powerful to overcome gravitation (minus friction), on the steepest decline, and
although the motive animal power travelling with the load would be more than sufficient for
this purpose, it cannot he made available, and mechanical means have to be resorted to.

-

Locomotive Power.

On reference to the tables of gradients for the Western Railway, it will he found
that, on the down line from Penrith to Bathurst, the total length of ascending gradients is
270,195 feet, or about 51 miles; the total length on the level 60,490 feet, or about 12 miles;
and the total length of descending gradients 245,375 feet, or about 46 miles. On. the up
line, from Bathurst to Penrith, the total length of ascending gradients is 245,375 feet; the
total length on the level 60,490 feet; and the total length of descending gradients 270,195
feet, or about 51 miles. It is, therefore, apparent that on the down line the tractive power of
the engine would be required to overcome gravitation and friction only for 51 miles, and to
overcome friction only for 12 miles, the remaining 46 miles being worked almost entirely by
gravitation.
.
.
,
,
■
On the up line, Bathurst to Penrith, the tractive power of the engine would be
required to overcome the resistance due to gravity and friction only on 46 miles, and to
friction only for 12 miles,- the remaining 51 miles being worked almost entirely by gravita
tion. It will therefore be seen, that out of a total distance of 220 miles (up and down
traffic) the full power of the engine will be required only on 122 miles, and that for the
remaining 97 miles little or no motive power will be necessary.

•

The line has been laid out on a system of undulating gradients, by which a con
siderable saving will be effected on the descending gradients, as the momentum acquired on
the descents will decrease the power otherwise necessary to overcome the ascents.

.

Horse Traction.

’
It has been assumed that 24 miles a day is the most effective journey for a horse,
under the conditions previously mentioned; and on this assumption I have divided the
Western Road, commencing at Penrith, into stages of 12 miles each, the horses, to work
No. of Horses required.
.................
184
j’oj n»lS*i4’15 •*••••••••••••
184
9
Jl
.
i
1
A.
^
.........................
1NU. 4. 8* y» io’ TU’
T5* • • • .......... ..
166
-\T~ O.
Q 5,
1 j 10j 13»
1.1, i5’ i5
*, ••••••••••♦•*•
.....................
1NO.
184
No. 4.-- O) 7) 8» 9> jTO* ru
1^3> 14* 'to * ■ ■■...................
184 •
'
•KTn r l\i
l 12’
1 . l-’*’
A. 14*
1 . 151 .........
£>U.
7* 8* Of 1io* 11’
184
XT« R 1 1 i 1 A * _? Ap. 1 ........
184
rr i i A A. X X .......................
43
No. 8.-6 miles only
^ ^ performing 4 journeys
Maximum Gradients.

,,
’ „
„
,,

„

Total number of horses required ... 1,313

The following is an estimate of the cost of hauling 160 tons (80 tons each way), by
horse traction, between Penrith and Bathurst, assuming that a Railway be laid upon the
existing road, length say 90 miles*
Forage for 1,313 horses, at £40 per annum
Horse-keepers (164), at £104
„
Drivers (220), at £130
„
Brakesmen (220), at £130
„
Horse-shoeing and farriery, at £7 each
Repairing permanent way, at £130 per mile
Maintenance of horse track, £450 per mile.
Repairs to harness, 1,313 horses, at £2 each

..
..
••
••
..
..
..

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£52,520
17,056
28,600
28,600
9,191
11,700
40,500
2,626
£190,793

0

0-

Assuming
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Assuming that 80 tons be delivered in Bathurst, and 80 tons in Penrith each day, the total
quantity conveyed per annum would be 50,080 tons, at a total cost of £190,793, being at
the rate of £3 16s. 2d. per ton from Penrith to Bathurst, or at the rate of lOd. per ton per
mile. For the purpose of shewing the decrease in cost of haulage by adopting better
gradients, I give below an estimate of the cost of hauling 80 tons, as in the former case, over
the gradients proposed for the Railway, the maximum being 1 in 30. The total length of
line is 111 miles, and is divided, as in the former estimate, into stages of 12 miles each.
On 9 stages the number of horses required on each stage is 54, and on the 10th stage, 3
miles in length, 7 horses only are required. The total number of horses therefore is 493.
Forage forhorses, at £40 per annum
...
Horsekeepers (62), at £104
„ _
...
Drivers (82), at £130 ,
„
...
Brakesmen (82), at £130
„
...
Horse-shoeing and farriery, £7 each................
Repairing permanent way at £130 per mile ...
Maintenance of horse track, £150 per mile ...
Repairs to harness for horses, at £2 each
...

...
...
£19,720
................
6,448
................
10,680
.............. ,
10,660
.....................
3,451
...
....
14,430
.... ' ...
16,650
...

...

986
£83,005

0 0
0 0
0 0
O 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0

0

The stages being the same as on the existing road, and the mileage greater, the time
occupied on the journey from Penrith to Bathurst, at 3 miles ah hour, would be 3 days, 37
miles each day. The total tonnage per annum being 50,080 tons, and the cost £83,005,
(the cost per ton would be £1 13s. 2d., or at the rate of S-Jd. per ton per mile.
‘ j

Locomotive Engine Power—Cost

oe

Working.

The proposed line to Bathurst is 111 miles in length, with a maximum gradient of
1 in 30; the speed for goods trains is taken at 12- miles an hour, including stoppages, and
the load carried is to be 80 tons each way per day.
Cost of haulage for single journey> including fuel £
(coal), oil, tallow, waste, enginemen, firemen, and
repairs to engines, and water and pumping ...
-

11

s.

d.

3

7

................
................

22 7
88 16

Working days per annum............................. 313 x ill
Four guards, two to each train, at 12s. each per day,
per annum

s.

d.

2=34,792 11

2

2

.

Cost of double journey, or 222 miles
Permanent way, two men to a mile ...

£

3

2
0

................................................................................

751

4

0

£35,543 15

2

Two engines making one trip per day, or 111 miles .each, would convey 160 tons per
day, or 50,080 tons per annum ; and the total cost of working being £35,543 15s. 2d., the
cost per ton would be 14s. 2d., or at the rate of l|d. per ton per mile.
By referring to the estimate for conveying 50,080 tons per annum a distance of 90
miles, by horse traction, at the rate of 3 miles an hour, on a railway laid down on the
existing road, it will be found that the cost per ton is £3 16s. 2d., or lOd. per ton
per mile.
'
'
That to convey 50,080 tons per annum a distance of 111 miles, by horse traction, at
the rate of 3 miles an hour, over the gradients proposed for the Railway, the cost per ton
would be £1 13s. 2d., or 3-|d. per ton per mile.
And that to convey 50,080 tons per annum a distance of 111 miles, by locomotive
engines, at a speed of 12 miles an hour, on the gradients proposed for .the Railway between
Penrith and'Bathurst, the cost per ton would be 14s. 2d., or at the fate of l|d. per ton per
mile.
..............
. ' '
^
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This amount of l^d. per ton per mile is the actual cost for working; but the rate per
ton per mile to be charged for haulage should be sufficient to defray the cost of working, and
provide for the interest, on the amount expended in the construction of the Railway, and
in the purchase of rolling-stock..

v

Assuming the traffic between Penrith and Bathurst to be 50,000' tons each way
per annum, the total cost for haulage over tramways, laid on the existing road, would
be
................
...
...................................................................£380,833 6 8
The same amount of traffic, if taken by horse traction over the
gradients proposed for the Railway, would cost for haulage

165,833 6 8

And if hauled by steam power over the gradients proposed for
the Railway, the cost would be ................• ...................

70,833

6

8

Shewing that, by the adoption of. the gradients proposed for the Railway, a saving would be
effected annually of £215,000 on the haulage of 100,000 tons between Penrith and Bathurst,
horse traction being used in both cases.
If steam power be used on the proposed Railway the saving per annum, as compared
with the cost for haulage over the gradients on the existing road, would be £310,000, and,
as compared with horse traction over the same gradients, the saving would be £95,000.
The estimate for the cost of construction of the line is
Cost for rolling stock for the traffic stated above ...
Total

...
...

............................

£1,110,000 0
20,000 0

0
0

£1,130,000

0

0

In the absence of any reliable statistics as to the traffic on the Western Road, I will
assume that the tonnage is 80 tons each way per day, or 50,080 tons per annum, for up and
down traffic; and if the charge for the transport of goods by steam power be taken at
sixpence per ton per mile, the total receipts would be
...
... £138,972 0 0
' Working charges, including locomotive power, maintenance of
permanent way, and wages of station clerks, and porters...
Nett receipts.............................

46,324

0

0

£92,648

0

0

56,500

0

0

£36,148

0

0

Interest, at the rate of 5 per cent., on the total expenditure of
£1,130,000

(exclusive of land).........................................

Leaving................

.................................................................

to provide for renewals of way and works.
■

'

'.

/

!

'

'

In the above estimate of receipts, passenger traffic has been entirely omitted, nor has
any amount been included for the conveyance of the mails, or of horses, carriages, sheep, or
cattle. After excluding these sources of revenue it will be seen from the above statement
that a goods traffic, even considerably less than that assumed, would justify the expenditure
proposed for the construction of this line.
I may add, that the sections of the lines to Bathurst and Goulburn, from which these
estimates have been made, were those originally taken ; they were abandoned, however, for
more direct lines, with better gradients and works of a more costly and permanent character;
but, as it has been stated that the resources of the Colony would not justify so large an
expenditure, I have reverted to the sections originally taken by me, and prepared estimates
for the construction of lines of a less costly description, involving steeper gradients and
increased length. Irrespective of the cost of working the maximum gradients, such as £,
-J, io, &c., which are of frequent occurrence on the main roads of the Colony, I doubt if
such inclines could be worked with safety, if the friction be reduced by the substitution of
iron rails.

'

A considerable diversity of opinion no doubt exists as to the power which a horse will
exert on inclines, such as are met with on the Western Road; but, assuming that his power
,
^
■
,
has
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has been much underrated, still, as estimates have been made for haulage over the gradients
on the existing road, and also over the gradients proposed for the Railway—and as in the
former case 1,813 horses are required, and in the latter only 479, to perform the same work—
it follows, that whatever may be the average power of a horse, his useful effective force is
nearly three times greater on the gradients proposed for the Railway, than on those on the
1 existing road; or it may be seen, on reference to the Tables, that less than one-third the
number of horses are required to perform the same amount of work when the gradients
are 1 in 30, than would be necessary if the gradients were 1 in 8.
In estimating the cost of haulage by horse traction, no allowance has been made for
the number of horses which must be kept to replace those unable to work from sickness or
accident; and from information furnished by Messrs. Crane & Roberts, the present mail
contractors on the Southern and Western Roads, it appears that an increase of 25 per
cent, would have to be provided to meet such contingencies; and that on the 'Southern
Road the entire stock of horses has to be renewed every two years. If it be the case,
that one-half the number of horses must be replaced every year, a considerable additional
sum should have been charged upon the Estimates for the cost Of horse traction.
Having carefully considered the. advantages and disadvantages of the two systems,
and the great reduction which can be made in the cost of working, by the adoption of better
gradients than those on the existing roads, I have no hesitation in’ recommending that the
lines described by me to the south, and to the west, as well as the proposed extension to
the north, be constructed, and that they be worked throughout by steam power.
The result to the Colony would be greater expedition in means of transport, greater
economy, greater comfort and regularity, and above all, greater safety, than by any , other
system of locomotion.
’
I have, &e., ■
‘

‘

JOHN WHITTON.

APPENDIX.

'

A.

j

EXTRACT from Letter, dated
'

20

May, 1861, addressed to His Excellency Sir John
Captain Ward, Royal Engineers.
•

Young, by

“ Mark out a line from Campbelltown to Goulburn (a distance of 80 miles), that shall not cost in
1 constructing more than £300,000, the same to he adapted for carrying a locomotive engine of 13 tons
‘ weight, including water. Gradients not to he steeper than 1, in 20, nor the curves sharper than 200
: yards radius, except in positions where it may appear more economical to surmount slopes by horse‘ traction, or stationary engines, or by zig zags.”
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Great Western Boad.

SOUTH

Tables

oe

WALES.

Gradients.

Penrith

to

Bathurst.

Notes.—'In the ©olunm headed “ No. of Horses” is shewn the number of horses required to haul 80 tons over the
r
3 miles per hour. The figures in the column headed “ Tractive Force in Pounds” shew the tractive force
.
gravitation and friction on each gradient for 80 tons. Friction taken at 10 pounds per ton in all cases.
Sections of the Western Road taken by the Royal Engineers, under the direction of Captain Hawkins,'R.K.

Name or Place.

jENGTH.

Length of
Gradi- Rise and Fall each
Ascent
op
or
Descent dg
1 IN
in
F
eet.
Ascent. I)escent

Miles.
Emu Plains.
i

1

2

- *
Lapstone Hill.
3

Old Pilgrim Inn.
4

5

6

■

-7

8

1G
1,240
512
150
71
43
26
14
11
13
8
13
10
15
31
223
33
: 103
50
39
64
34
27
64
37
27
24
16
21
267
76
182
112
70
33
91
33
22
,72
143
43
43
58
25
152
133
80
’ 54
24
32
. -23
87
16
24
27
42
43
'
23
■ 30
47
48
53
75
80
19
282
32
117
44
370
57 ■
60

21
4
4
4
20
15
41?
68
55
15
12
59
173
10
5
3
4
11
6
12
12
7
16
11
18
31
13
16
31
3
5
4

~

.

..

4
■ 8
17
3
12
18
3
4
18

6

6
16
7
3
4
11
15
28
46
4
25
15
12
8
8
29
20
18
11
3
4
2
62
2
20
4
8
2
'23
7

*•

96
■ 330
4,960
2,050
600
1,430
.,
650
1,080
950
600
198
100 186
770
1,730
150 ,
157
670
132
1,134
.300
471
775
240
..
430
700
670
830
313
260
660
__
800
..
380
730
450
560
565
275
400
7i
400
215
573
770
260
350
400
1,065
400
323
600
356 •
896
11050 ’ 68
350
400
96
366
346
336
■ 346660
68
600
850
530
160
300
160
82
1,180
• 565
650
467
350
740
1,320
420

maximum gradient at the rate of
in pounds required to overcome
These Tables are compiled from
The dimensions are given in feet.

. Total Lengths op
Tractive Total Heights
OP '
Force .
Pounds.'
Ascent.! Descent Ascents. Level. Descents.

in

12,000 '
944
1,150
1,995
3,324
4,967
7,692
13,600
17,091
14,585
23,200
14,585
18,720
12,746
6,582
1,603
6,230
2,5394,384
5,395
3,600
6,070
7,437
3,600
5,643
7,437
8,267
12,000
9,333
1,471
3,158
1,785
2,400
3,360
6,230
2,769
6,230
8,945
3,289
2,053
4,967
4,967
3,890
7,968
1,979
2,147
3,040
4,118
8,267
6,400
8,591
. 2,860
12,000
8,267
7,437
5,067
4,967
8,591
6,773
4,612
4,533
4,181
3,189
3,040
10,231
1,435
6,400
2,331
4,873
1,284
3,944
3,787

..
25
..

..
..

..

.. ••

5,290
•• ••

4

2,050

,
1

'
17,910

680
4

450

....

*

61

'„

2,415
573

4

....

6

■770
*. .•

,#

260

7

750
• . •• '

#,

1,065

18
22

3,625

107
44

1,116

....

20
• •

8

682
....

346

49

.
18

1,260
»• .•

850

#
'4

690
• * ..

2

1,340
....

2

....

14
.64
.,
32
.,

,.

.

300
565

1,467
740

No. o p
S ta g es,

NEW
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APPENDIX.
Great Western Road Gradients—continued.

Name op Place.

Length.

Gradi- Rise, and Fall Length of
each Ascent
op
ENT
or Descent
1 IN
Ascent. Descent in Feet.

W CQ

Tractive
Force
in Pounds.

Total Heights

tsi m
©

Total Lenotbs op

op

fcoi

Ascent. Descent Ascents.

Level.

Descents,

Miles.

The Valley, or Weicome Inn.

9

'

Springwood.

10

11

9.9
43
60
105
27’
19
21
33
24
25
45
38
322
63
155
37
74
26
32
18
34
Level
55
17
33
18
, 29
200
' 100
149
34

4
■7.
5
2
4
21
29
19
17
15
9
8
!
.#

2
18 r u
6
19
13
12
15
18
16
42
■37
45

10
9
10
1

48

12

13

14

Seventeen Mile
Hollow.

15

16

29
560
90
132
84
375
Level
70
Level
24
12
18
22
20
28
180
33
54
24
50
45
31
36
40
60
157
52
33
52
40
265
44
Level
26
17
28
31
60
22
34
123
44
90
Level
80
525
400
Level
31
41
66
25
23
37

3
10

:

i

.

3
4

1

i

5

,

5
10
2
. .

3
5
46
14
8
21
14
1
9
14
33
3
20
13
14
18
10
3.
6
-14
10
11
v

2
17

••

44
53
8
19
■

7

24
16
2
7
5
■8
1
1

. T
.v

ie
12
16
28
13
7

#

*•

395
300
■
300
210
110
396
620
620
410
- 380
410
305
965
630
310
665
445
498
420
■ 220
510
305
1,000
280
1,385
300
1,320
200
300
595
350
430
290
560
450
660
843
750
660
210
285
120
550
250
180
430
400
180
300
760
785
150
895
400
500
720
600
470
310
460
520
440
530
750
340
1,145
909
225
600
420
520
550
246
310
450
685
630
525
400
240
493
493
1,056
700
300
260

86

9i

126

’

9i

2,616
4,967
3,787
2,506
7,437
10,231
9,333
6,230
8,267
7,968
4,782
5,515
1,356
3,644
1,956
5,643
3,221
7,692
6,400
10,755
6,070,
800
4,053
11,341
6,230
10,755
6,979
1,696
2,592
2,003
6,070
4,533
6,979
1,120
2,791
2,157
2,933
1,278
800
3,360
800
8,267
15,733
10,755
8,945
9,760
7,200
1,795
6,230
4,118
8,267
4,384
4,782
6,582
5,778
5,280
3,787
1,941
4,246
6,230
4,246
5,280
1,476
4,873
800
7,692
11,341
7,200
6,583
3,787
8,945
6,070
2,257
4,873
2,791
800
3,040
1,141
1,248
800
6,582
5,171
3,515
7,968
8,591
5,643

1

'

T70

6,196
13

,#
•• •

85

.
138

....

1,595

3,068
* .•

305

•

•

4,285
,,

1;095

. ,

• , • •

• .

2,703

8

•• ••

30

••

1,630

,,

•,
22
• ,

660

•

*'•

3

■ •

. .

2

210

285

. .

"

9,420

287
••

_

173

19

340

4,615

, #

12

. .

1,280

....

# #

• • • •

. .

• • • •

685

760
,

1,155

9
.

1-

•
, .

....
• • • •

. .

240

400

12-
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Great Western Road Gradients—continued.
Gram*
Name op Place.

Rise and Fall

Length op
each Ascent

Length.

or Descent

Ascent. Descent

Tractive
Force

12,000

7,692
13,600
11,341
Eighteen Mile
Hollow.

Level

12,747
23,200
20

Blue Mountain Inn.

Total Lengths of

op

Ascent. Descent

in Feet.

Miles.

42
67
182
82
45
60
28
64
26
17
21
25
140
47
30
52
Level
. 62
Level
23
30
12
10
22

Total Heights

in Pounds.

11,341

3,690 •

15,733
23,200

31
98
52
42
Level

5,643
12,000
10,755
13,600
10,755

Ascents.

Level.

Descents, j * 02
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Great Western Road Gradients—continued.
Length.

ent

Rise and Fall

Length of

OF

each Ascent
or Descent

1 IN

Ascent. )escent

o W

©g

Tractive

Total Heights

Force

OF

Total Lengths of

OF

Gradi
Name op Plaoi.

in Pounds.

Ascent. )escent Ascents.

in Feet.

Level.

Descents.
i

Miles.

King’s TaWe-land.

Weatherboard.

1

1

‘

1

'

‘ '

4

^

•

*

m

^ ‘

♦

";

,

'

-

,

*

.

73 . 3
56
,
220
1
32
8
16
51
23
19
24
9
62
13
32
20
16
12
41
60
8
83 '
3
90
2
47
3
,,
19
..
Level
34
13
Level
..
37
30
18
40
10
27
3
..
83
16
..
25
40
7
Tjevel
16
,,
100
21
12
31
7
22
10
290
1
. ,
23
18
72
13
92
25
16
24
15
39
#t
Level
46
, #
Level
31
19
410
3
*
34
15
26
11
14
1 28
30
10
74
4
26 Level
220
1
130
1
11
.#
30
230
86
3
23
84
47
4
, .
24
42
22
. .
110
57
7
16
39
27
14
19
61
4
41
7
19
49
12
26
12
30
.
65
48
5
51
9
.
105
2
,
130
40
#
,
57
39
16
28
17
13
11
49
34
12
105
2
36
14
22
13

No.

1

7
.,

20
..

8
17
13
3
27
12
13
2

5
16
2

5

#t

f

10
8
1

# p

16
7
9
1

. ,

24
13
3
,

.

2
4
3

.

#
..

220
390
220
260
825
450
563
420
320
490480
250
180
140
385
190
440
195
295
515
240
400
80
250
430
300
280
125
215
200
250
220
220
290
115
290
145
1,195
385
580
150
230
340 '
590
1,230
610
290
398
298
298
400
220
130
110
240
230
260
1,950
195
390
295
200
110
400
630
265
245
290
930
310
290
395
195
240
460
210
260
160
170
630
220
545 '
410
210
510
290

3,255
4,000
1,615
6,400
96
12,000
10,231
166
20,711
14,585
117
- 9,760
126
15,733
3,787
.„
2,959
2,791
4,612
10,231
800
6,070
tt
800
5,643
6,773
86
10,755
5,280
..
7,437
2,959
96
12,000
..
7,968
5,280
800
96
12,000
..
2,592
74
. 9,333
6,582
8,945
1,418
8,591
10,755
'86
3,289
U7
14,585
96
12,000
102
12,747
800
4,695
800
6,582
1,237
6,070
7,692
13,600
109
6,773
' 3,221
800
1
1.615
2,178
17,091
137
6,773
1,579
2,884
8,591
4,612
8,267
5,067
8,945
2,429
3,944
12,000
109
13,600
3,738
5,171
10,231
126
15,733
126
15,733
6,773
3,557
4,533
4,312
2,506
2,178
5,280,
3,944
5,395
11,341
91
137
17,091
6,070
■ 2,506
5,778
8,945
..
.
.

3

220
7

390

*

251

4,598
20

385
- r - -

13

190

440
*

-

- T

195

38
13

480
42

..

1,050

7

V

....

980

280
125
15

30

155

....

5

,
#,

90

150

....

..

....

340

230

3,614
400

. #

2

550

..

2,160
..

, .

415

980
23

, ,

,

....

350

..

19
91

• • • •

580

2,405

1
, .

S3

....

,»

995

,

151

3,070
40

16

880
910

9

590

STAGLS.
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Great Western Railway Gradients—continued.

Length .

6

or Descent

1 IN
Ascentu Descen t

g

Total Heights

Tractive

Total Lengths op

'

of

Force

O
F

each Ascent

of

ENT

O W

in Pounds.

in Feet.

Ascent. Descen

Ascents.

Level.

Descents.

Miles.
38

5

45

4

Level
'•••

4,246

495

5,171.

36

7

250

5,778'

160

1

160

15

20

300

102

21

7

150

74

9,333

150

1

150

, .

1,995

59

# #

12

290

2

150

..

3,189

590

. .

3,837

...
.

• >..

58

'

4

150

.2

185

1,769

290

3,889

. .
,

•

. .

195

4,533

300

1,994

^ .

400

5

...

365

35

14

29

10

•

...

490

; ,

295

. . ,

200

205

2

410

. _

385

86

14

300

74

100

.7

7.00

11

13

. .

105

4

1,378

.,

6,979

102

,.

3

280
390

26

13

340

7,692

42

15

630

5,067.

•A

32
117
21

18

Level

91

11,341

33

295

166

20,7.11

32

900

6

190

6,400

350

2,331

J .

. .

54

4,

21

12

64

12

74

, .

9,333

...

800

370

5
4

120

10

30

300

4

210

52

. .

iii

14,585

690

150

18,720

2

105

-V.

4

,

,

8,267

135

3,475

420

2,506

.5

110

12

17

200

20

120t
'34*

'

8

67

.
‘

.

3

4

..

'8

16

37

20

15

55

4

’

...
.-A •

160

..
126
. .

3,475

480.

2,293

275

6,070

585

96

300

..

6,979

21

500

8,267

75

4

300

3,189

8

370

4,695

210

800

Level

, .
..

33

Level

10

170

44

12

.67

6

_

555

T

.

.

.

3,475

130

2,178

33

9

295

6,230

138

3

415

2,098

27

625

23

, ,
4

70
74
245

♦•

5

. .
1

••

.

.

8,591

175

800

280

3,360

370

3,221

245

•

•

38

630

*

92

*

1,310

37

..

'68

1,090

..

1,860

44
..

■

1,490

....
....

10

800

1

Level

370
360

210
330

....
....

170

4,873

400

130

5

6,230

330

.. ,

..

1,230
5

9,760

320

46

28

12,000

24

.

200

9,760

200

4,058

.

730

8,945

220

_

21
■

15,733

,11

29

i,885

2,686

95

22

,
100

..

4,246

200

67

.

18,720

15

..

2,060
,

6,773
150

13

4

67

3,289

190

69

690
**

3,221.

2

10

43

3,600
..

95

24

**

9,333

360

30

320

4,118

-

765
5

610
■

7,200

380

250

•U •

. .

72

, .

200
215

. .

21
11

15,733

500

3

1,795

2,726
126

29

..

45

2,506

32

9

200

14,585

12

28

2,335
'

12,747

93

17

52
^

8,591
117

420

.. ,

700

9,333

. .

390

!

2,592

320
300

....

10,755

310

13

9

1,674

1

30

630
590

....

6,979

300

.-i

15

io

3,255

.20

, ,

760

. .
;

800

22

. .

29

5,920
. .

18

...

90

6,230
_ .

21

23

:

4,695

1

12

29

33

1,719

320

33

310

32

195

73

15

‘

i

‘

_______

8,267

7

5

48

Level

31

.

'

«_»•

1,743

190

195
46

1,920

1

..

955

x

12,747

.,

10

23

..

800

90

#

180
160

210

185

Pulpit Hill.

800

3,005
4

4

75

30

160

124

12

24

.

4,782

41

190

■

5,515

52

Level

29

190
180

••

1,531

18

-

.

955

40

4

1,465

....
....

. .

'• *

175

280

. .
5

....

370

NO.

Name op Place.

Length of

Stages.

A
Rise and Rail

Gradi-

I
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Length.

Heights
Tractiye , Total of
Force
in PoundsAscent. Descent

Total Lengths
Ascents.

Miles.

23
100
115
117
38
67
133
80
52
28
37
48
50
230
60
39
225
110
290
50

4,246 .

Level

Blackheath.

' 28
25
37
17
13
20
47
20
60
185
33
24
77
315
107
80
115
137
38
135
22
18
170
38
75
135
87
163

9,760
300 •

2,358 ‘
410

10,755

2,120
2,860

./ .3,648

10,755

18,720
12,000
20,711
13,600
Level
Level

14,585

Level.

of

Descents.

Stages.

Length of
each Ascent
or Descent
Ascent. Descent in Feet.
Rise and Fall

Name of Place.

No. OP

Great Western Road Gradients—continued.
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I^ame of Place.

Length .

Gbadi
ENT

Rise and Fall Length of &. DC
OF
each Asceni
Ascent. J Descen t in Feet.

Force
in Pounds.

Total Heights
of

Ascent . Descen : Ascents. | Level. | Descents

Miles.

'

40

41

Mount Victoria.

70
41
27
34
18
10
14
37
200
107
17
14
42
23
48
190
21
40
72
30
175
415
46
22
20
6
12
15
12
19
13
67
11
8
11

i
..
16
12
11
24
. 11
* 12

.
2
8
39
5
26

”l
24
.
.

io
9
.#

.,
.•

.,
..

9
12
42

43

8
7
18
16
20
15
12
45
90
77
21
13
63
130
28
35
36
140
95
97
27
43

Level

Little Hartley.

4,

7
,.

.,
•.
1
3
11
28
3

.,
..

2
4,
,,
,.
.,

50
80

Level

6
2
,,

32

Level

44

’

120
290
47
41
18
270
.43
33
225
99
155

2
,.

ii
12
20
1
.
,
9

65

330

27

45

..

.
*

130
22
38
295
23

.,

22

..

'io
5
1

,,

70
370'
440
410
195
240
160
450
i
.200
215
140
540
210
600
6
290
190
500
8
320
6
430
14
415
4
700
2
830
..
460
,.
200
20
396
13
80
107
1,280 '
58
870
21
250
15
290
12
160
7.
500
22
. 240
88 '
700
71
780
107
960
35
420
54
380
70
560
11
80
15
270
20
320
18
370
21
310 '
33
400
2
90
#,
.
90
.,
230
230
370
,,
180
1
130
14
•
390
25
870
16
570
3
420
190
3
290
8
220
10
430
.4
300
.,
' 300
160
.4
100
15
480
44
200
44
240
1
290
.,
520
44 '
490
44
360
4,
270
19
820
12
400
4
900
4
890
4
620
4
220
1
330
7
190
2
260
4,
225
4#
190
44
295
6
140
52
1,150
9

86
150
109

109
4#

74

54

245

126

137
186
137
166
2ii
186
211

126
44

w

57

59

86

59

..

3,360
5,171
7,437
6,070
10,755
18,720
13,600
5,643
1,696
2,475
11,341
13,600
5,067
8,591
4,533
1,743
, 9,333
5,280
3,289
6,773
1,824
1,232
4,695
8,945
9,760
30,667
15,733
12,747
15,733
10,231
14,585
3,475
17,091
23,200
17,091
20,711
15,733
26,400
23,200
26,400
10,755
12,000
9,760
12,747
15,733
4,782
2,791 3,127
9,333
14,585
3,644
2,178
7,200
5,920
5,778
2,080
2,686
2,647
7,437
4,967
800
4,384
'3,040
800
6,400
800
2,293
1,418
4,612
5,171
10,755
1,464
4,967
6,230
1,596
2,610
1,956
4,058
1,343
7,437.
2,178
8,945
5,515
1,407
8,591
8,945

12

380

“370

9

**

86

1,895
1

200

0

80

1,705
6

••

290

••

25

690

34

2,695

19

660

820

46

___

,

9,706

1,100

'

59
2

..

##

....
190

21
.. .

___’

2,380

940
300

,
8

460

___

100

___

200

15
^,

2

'
1

44

240
___

480

290

1,640

44

35
4

9

....
890

2,120

■
18

16

1,620

710

No. OF
Stages.

Great Western Road Gradients—conft'nued. ’
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Great Western Road Gradients—continued.
op

Place.

Length.

Gradi Rise
ent

1 IN

Fall

Length of § H
each Ascent ®. a5Q
or Descent o ©
'A S
Ascent. Descent
in Feet.
and
op

Tractive
Force
in Pounds.

Total Heights
op

Total Lengths

Ascent. Descent Ascents.

Level.

feo t»u 1E
oS

op

Stages.

Name

Descents,

Miles.

■
|
I
j
8

Hartley.

,.
'

*

♦

Bowenfclls.

28
19
16
21
15
14
46
22
63
v
Level
60
Level
20
21
27
23
IS
9
82
22
10
*
34
28
10
11
47
8
15
9
11
12
15
10
14
8
11
16
14
12
24
48
27.
21
410
66
100
70
216
46
20
54
■ 49
19
'
27
, 34
27
18
36
64
62
71.
97
29
50
18
12
50
11
32
,
26
,,
56
21
12
31 .
47
280
88
46
51
195
55
190
58
15
21
38
21
60
58
52
no
20
46

30—C

2

5
39
154
25
27
22
24
45
19
26
24
40
14
37
67
12
41
15
15
1
5
3
5
26

5
*• ■
7
3
12
6
28
24
28
50
16
19
17
22
12
2
2
..
5
2
•* J
4.
3
,t
*10
39
io

5
5
7

5
82
20
49
1319
27
7
.,
,#

140
1,560
320
1,020
200
262
595
480
200
120
150
4
80
18
380
13
350
14
320
13
240
16
140
4
330
480
22
100
10
170
5
140
395
1,700
200
400
200
270
540
280
260
330
320
160
*
595
940
140
985
400
310
410
330
2
200
490
7
650
_ .
230
' 530
16
860
10
195
16
440
16
540
14.
3S0
20
360
685
19
320
310
5
500
- 290
350
300
500
290
310
1,610
415
1,070
,366
260
370
95
560
265
3
230
390
495
9
1
190
.,
175
150
10
210
: 1,500
300
14
5
300
tt
■
580
„. .
550
100
320
••

7,200
10,231
96
12,000
9,333
102
12,747
109
13,600
8,945
v 3,435
,.
800
3,787
800
9,760
,.
9,333
7,437
8,591
10,755
166
20,711
2,985
8,945
150
18,720 .
6,070
7,200
150
18,720
17,091
137
186 ■ 23,200
.,
12,747
166
20,711
17,091
126
15,733
12,747
150
18,720
13,600
186
23,200
17,091
137
12,000
13,600
15,733
126
8,267
7,437
9,333
1,237
3,515
2,592
3,360
1,630
4,695
9,760
78
4,118
10,231
82
7,437 ■
6,070
7,437
10,755
86
',,
5,778
3,600
.#
3.690
3,324
2,647
6,979
4,384
10,755
15,733
17,091
137
6,400
7,692
4,000
9,333
15,733
126
6,582
4,612
1 1,440
2,836
4,695
1,719
4,058
1,743
3,890
102
12,746
9,333
5,515
9,333
3,787
f
3,890 ■
2,429
9.760
4,695
••

4

280

5,867

..

200

2

120
150

,
l

j
j

119

2,590
,

....

657

..

9,305
9

34

5

,,

....

690

1,410

111
5

3,460
320

5

..

248
8
7 '

310

, 7,286
., ..

265

620
10

__

685

175

3
10
49

1,710
19

27

150

*•

__

1,550

V
600

-
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1 IN
AscentijDescent

in Feet.

Total Heights

Tractive

in

Total Lengths of

of

Force
Founds.

Asceirt. Descent

.

37
.32

10

•■60

5
0

■26

;2o

—

:22

-

5

37
23

20-

lo

15

;23

k1

8

215-

225

35-

590-

53

r

38

**»
.
12

204

4

28

9

«<•
...

7,968

47 ■
73'
45

8

'

58

1
59

1

■
.

!

■

17,091

186

23,200

365

6,979

.

20

80,0

•

-2,000

,

186.

130 <

235

•.

142

10

1,425

,

•

19

170

.. 166

20,711

8

60

186

23,200

3

160

4,181

80

9,760

12
67
■

186

95
■

9

35

310-

15

28

420

13

81

1,050

12

79

11

162

1,780

38

730

31

13.

410

57

11

630

.

27

18

57

14

18

44

22

31

17

38

.

12,746

‘

14,585

: 137

:

485

.

795

.

•

8

12

65

19

26

24

16

42

625

.

28

980

'

9,333

42

1,190

-

7,200

16

-90

1,446

22-

59

1,295

14

60

848

17.

10
7

16

10

,

>

650

:

175

•

160

....

'

l

. 138

-

....

3,620
50

__

20,711

*

,

t

....

15,733

.

10,231

(

8,267
12,746

.

12,000
109

'

'

13.600
12,000

«

•

8,945

'

13,600

109

11,341,

■

720-

22

5d

,

1,051

852

103

166

380

61

.

18,720

150

500

41

11,745

800

775

14

11

.
.
.

720

16

717 :

1,934,

310

,

.

12,746

102

475,

.70

_

■

6,230

.

•

'

4,384

400
750

50

80

965

8,945

50

31

..

•• ••

33

11,341
6,230

9

.

10,755

685.

8,945

10

,.

3,944

195

3 •

3,790

7,437
„ .

450

28

12,395

20

3,944

6

21

48 1

6,582

.

20

15

..

v

..

17,091

22

.

• i* • •

10,231

33

23

• I*

15,733

. .

640

33

t

1

653:

20,711
'

795
■

r
,

15,733

166
,

955

’

.

36,64i)

40

.

*

23,200
.

800

8

A

1,733

9

8

■

2,062

.

8

12

1,535

'

3,890

.

575

4

’

2,414

M
. •

3

■ «

• •»

23,200

# ,

192

20

25 1

7,437

137'

29.0

4

15

'

12,000

58

8

{

14,585

96

10'

Level

J

117'

46

158

;

61o

18

19,

Main Dividing Range

18,720

1,500:

16 ■

5

'

150

111

53
57

420:

1,210

136''

Level
The JunetioD.

12,00.0

1,170

1

29

96

1,745

:

• r« • •

3,830

530

13

2,285

115

''

3,475
5,643

16

8

56

7,200

1,465

42', !

•

1,678
■

2,550 •

■

'

. 5,515

59

10

-i-

.. .

535

9

2,607

193
,

7,968.

255

109

150

..

5,515

69,:

...

16

.

815

8

..............

■

1,795

465

. .

900

4,181..

360
.

‘

no

26,40.0'

,

40.0

2

.....

25

11,341

370
■

■
5

4

12,746*

211

32'

5

450

625

. .
-

7,437'

7

11

’

11

17,091
.

•. •

17

27

x

....

Descents.

.20,711. -

'

340

.16

.15

9,760

27

59

i

12,746

115

55

i

102

3

37-

6-1

34.7

' 38

25

.

10,755

137

54

'

86

1:66

23

'12

5,643

■

310

'

67

60

8,945-

650

180

L
/i 1

7,692

no.

560

25

.

520,

59

'

,

3,158

i62

15

<

3,787'

380

9

53

<

300'

11

'

I

6,400'-

410

. ,

5,643

325

150

4

.18

■

450

12

76

[
I

Level.

\

Miles.

.

Ascents.

NO . OF

Ascent

or:Descent

S ta g es.

each

N o.

of

ENT

H

Length.

. Length of

Rise and Fall,

Gradi*
Name op Peace.

OF
o rses.

Great • Western' PiOAD Gradients—continued.
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175

1.86

600...

137

‘

2.539

•

12.000

.

23,200

t

!
.

.17,091 .

(_ _ _ _ _ _ {
,

!
i

'
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Great Western Road Gradients—continued.
Length op
Gra
Length.

Name of Place.

|

Itrsj! and Fall
each Ascent i

OP

dient

1 IN
Ascent.

° g

Tractive

Total Heights

Pesecnt

in

Feet.

1

® o

in

Total Lengths op

op

Force
or Descent

Pounds.

| ^ S?

Asccut.

Descent

Ascents.

Level

Descents.

fcw

Miles.

62

Mount liambie.

s

18

150

ISO

23,200

11

71

785

137

17,091

17

32

540

29

40

1,150

6,979

18

11

200

10,755

21

38

790

9,333

30

17

505

6,773

16

19

315

12,000

415

800

325

7,968

Level
25

i
63

16

33

520

12,000

24

24

580

8,267

1,450

3,890

195

800

25

Level
10

117

1,175

46

19

420

4,695

17

3

225

11,341

41

12

490

5,171

20

5

100

9,760

71

7

500

3,324

19

47

900

10,231

14

26

360

109

13,600

10

19

195

150

18,720

21

10

215

9,333

16

10

160

12,000

10

13

130

80

2

160

3,040

19

9

17-5

10,231

103

3

310

2,539

21

36

750

9,333

28

9

255

7,200

38

21

800

5,515

435

4,118

64
425
GS

4

S
1

..

Meadow Flat.

250

5,778

1

400

1,248
4,782

45

15

675

21

33

690

9

6

55

1

255

*47
325

109

20,711

2ii

26,400

240

8,267

38

655

11,341

300

2,592

675

2,120

6

31

14

440

6,552

27

480

10,75*5

23

19

44S

12

56

675

126

16,733

11

89

975

137

17,091

15

10

165

12,746

23

20

470

8,591

25

80

2,000

7,968

46

12

660

4,695

925

1,964

18

154

6

41

6

245

5,171

625

1,484

21

15

310

13

33

435

16

10

160

30

7

210

250

3

750

1,517

19

29

560

10,231

. .

215
755

10.231

18

.30

550

10,755

245

160

3,040

4

310

22

20

440

28

7

200

7,200

63

6

320

4,131

165

8,591

740

4,695

26

83

860

7,692

25

8

200

10

23

230

16

290

10,755

6

450

3,189

44

19

846

4,873

460

1

460

1,189

360

2,791

1,950

3,837
8,591

160

17

20

340

..

1,220
3

....

19

.,

300

1,118

313

12

5,753

,

+4

1,170

207

4,630

37

1,280
165

7

13,720

18

980

95

1,675

-- *r

7,965
150

75

7

55

8,945

is

14

1,065

3,127
71

46

70

38

30.667

77

23

425

_____

6,773

36

33

1

12,000

40

4

435

14,585

6

90

7,320

8

9,333
117

19

7

368

,,

8,591

2

2

1,450
195

1,502

10

135

1,425
25

9,333
106

17

3

70

13,600

24

69

415

1,222

7

23

69

425

36

80

•

15,092

18,720

400

262

68

150

415

100

*

949

18,720

30

7

67

160

14

255

66

11,341

is

68

64

6

3,360

si

11,341

*

172

4,076
4

_____

360

104
20

APPENDIX.

Name

of

Rise

FlAce.

and

Fail

Total Heiodis

Ascent.
30

Level
18
119

21
39

Red Banh, or Kircoanell.

11,341

13,600

13,600
12,746

13,600
17,091

17,091

12,000
17.091

10,231

23,200

Green Swamp.

Descent

Total Lenotbs
Level

of

Descents,

S ta g es.

Great Western Road Gradients—continued.
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G-beat Western Road Gradients—continued.

Nun op Fuel.

Length.

Gram-

Rise ant> Fall

Lexgtjt OP

EXT
1 IN,

0?

sack Ascent

ABceBt,|oef!ceQi

or

*

Total Heights

Tractiye

in

is Feet.

Total Lcrarns of

07

Force

Descent

g§

Founds.
Ascent Descent

Afcents,

Level, i Descento,

Jlilus.
103
25

80

81

Brown'u Hill.

2,539

248

7,968

550

21

20

475

45

5

225

12

27

330

15

14

210

12

15,733

9

75

186

23.200

17

28

475

11,341

104

6

625

2,523
7,692

8

210

15

20

300

10

10

100

21

3

460

1,971

19

28

510

10,231

15

107

1,610

12,747

10

350

5,920

630

1

680

1,063

700

3,360
12,747

4#

15

30

450

17

11

190

13

115

1,500

24

29

700

8,267

40

16

645

5.280

30

27

825

6,773

182

2

365

1,784

39

14

560

5,395

315

1.941

320

3,600

920

2.353

2
5

..

115

8

4,

350

1

_ .

350

1,312

365

4,246

36

18

655

5,778

25

9

225

7,968

50

7

352

4,384

170

800

34

17

580

6,070

100

4

400

2,592

36

16

570

5,778

415

1

415

1,231

86

4

345

2,863

112

4

450

2,400

60

10

600

3,787

46

16

730

4,695

4

420

2,506

175

5,920

44

287

2

575

1,424

58

9

525

3,389

520

1

520

1,145

28

18

609

7,200

56

11

620

4.000

1

GOO

1,098

1,360

5,643

37

Level
89

14

42
4

110

1

a.

33

11

69

15

44
,,

650

800

1,243

2,813

425

5,067

552

2,093

110

2,429

498

800

420

5,515

1,010

3,397

162

5

810

1,906

30

20

600

6.773

62

6

375

3,690

24

33

790

8,267

40

17

680

5,280

475

5,778

510

4,695

535

5,171
4,346

36

13

46
41

,,
11

is

52

8

420

31

36

1,105

6.582

38

18

680

5,515

29

20

590

22

20

450

30

37

1,125

6,773

47

18

850

4,612

30

17

505

6,773

118

5

590

2,319

250

2,233

2

125

88

4,
10

''133

Level

.,
.,

,,

12

830

3,397

20

690

6,979

82

8

660

2,985

1,050

1,824

60

**

*4

5

300

244
2

5,235

1 • ■ r
315

5

....

320

1,270

9

41

76

■ ii.
.•■

1,597
170

•. ..

4,510

175

5

42

....

....

....

3,349

37

1,860

14

1,248

650

10

5

..

TT 1 1

425

662
498

1,460

26

81

....

3,255

475

13
11

....

510

635

13

8,945

29

6

*

6,979
71

69

175

700

14,685

7

5

4,890

217
10

1!,341
117

52

, .

•

9,333

35

37

87

18,720

640

io

3,190

133

12,747

30

600

86

. .
150

153

35

85

12,747
126

105

«

4,782
15,733

225

23

658

8,267

126

19

Level

84

__

7
13

2,429

8

64

Bathurst Plains.

310

5

157

83

3
10

110

70

82

,.

*■

3,787

179

2

••i

6

__

40

....

6,315

250

** ' *
1,050

2,080

8

106
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Great Western Road Gradients—conitnu^d.
Length op
EACH A8CZN?
or Descent
in Feet.
Ascent. Ucscwnt
Rise and Fall

Nave or Place.

* si
rfi

op

Lenqiit.
11’.--

Total Heights

Tractive
Voisce
in PocNDe-

Total Lengths

op

op

Ascent. Descent

ABcents.

Level

Descents,

SS
D%
^<n

Miles.

89

Bathurst.

90

18
170
455
S3
87
882
341
370
3-5
39
28

ii
3
i
,,

15
28
3
0
1

io
17

7

■■

200
510
455
790
1,040
2,615
2,0 IS
370
6G0
6G0
200

10,755
1,854
1,193
4,181
5,643
1,003
1,325
1,284
5,920
5,395
7,200

86

¥,
■■

ig
i

..

3

..

„r

r<,.

i,6io

455

43

43

,,

1,830

2,645
7

.,

8

2,418

.■ -»

1,520

••

9,491 7,272 261,103 10,088 207,920

Great Western Rahway Gradients.

Penrith to Bathurst.

H'M'ZS.—In tbc (tolunm header! K No of Hotsci” ia shewn tho No, of Horses required to haul 80 tons otct the maaimum gradient at the rate of 3 miles
per hofur. The figures In tho column headed u TractiTj* Force in Founds’1 shew the tractive force in pounds required to overcome gravitation
and friction on each gradient for SU tons. Friction taken at 10 pounds per ton in ail cases, Tho dimensions arc given in fceU

Rise and Fall
Nave o? Place.

LzKorn

ENT
1 IV

op

*

TyENGTU OF
EACH

1 KS

AhCPNTi

in Pounds

Emu Plains.

2

130
3

!

1

Level
15

Level

280

800

_

2,000

2,178

..

6,270

800

14

730

7,437

27

27

4

20

229

4,580

78

9,760

5

30

162

4,850

54:

6,773

6

20

132

2,640

78

32

7

30

98

2,950

60

16

970

3,787

725

1,295

1,215

3,360

..

2

17

Level
34
49

Level

10

635

4,457

1,400

800

33

53

1,750

6,230

220

6,773

7
22

..

ia
_

1,899
3,515

42
6

650

30

26

780

21

io
36

r4

16

..

480
30

1,280

26

30
39

_

450
31

2

6,773
5,516

645

54

6,773

300

51

6,773
5,395

1,730
1

t#
22

54

6,773

54

6,773

60

9

..

800

450

1,198

690

6,581

280

116

■■

..

■

7

4 • » *

26

....

..

175

1,140

3,787

725

800

21

1,000

645
300

10

4 t
36

1,390
2

ie

970
490

^.

120
1,730

57

450

1
22

690

.. ..
280

9

545
725

30

47

1,410

si

6,773

147

290

54

6,773

..

620

54

6,773

^.

3,700

800

545

4,457
3,289

54

6,773
2,157

9G0
1,500

..

6,171

18

1,440

51

6,773

500

6,065
10

21

....

., f .

84

2,940

136

4,090

6,773

290

tr

960

500

800
54

,t

620
3

1,360

36

4,090

. 4
740

89

565

136

220
1,170

5

4

30

2,250

24

132

tt

1,400

7

1,760

30

,.

22

1,600

Level

''

•
63

59

3

545

....

*»»♦

22

41

725

40

+4

30

320

..
765

72

21

1,180

iiio

lo

730

30

.X . .
6,915

17

is

10

6,270

2

49

30

1

12,800
37

1,173

970

120
57

» t•

2,475

..

1,000

4

2,000

....

....

Descents.

G,773

54

490

Level
Level

54

1,390

Level
30

6,773

990

30

280

....
15

550

5,920
54

1,140

107

30

4,246

175
740

7

66

54

1,170
5

24

38

15

6,070

4,384

163

14

920

500

35

13

4,118

io

30

12

800

545

••

13

Level,

6,773

50

52

11

54

765

'27

30

10

938

3,025

54

9

6,400

2

70

Lapstone Hill.

9.760

1,180

1512

362

8

37

Ascent. Descent Accents,

in Feet.

Jliica, 1

hd

Total Lekoths op

op

Force

OR DESCENT

j Ascent. Descend

Total Heights

Tractive

. g

2
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ftiSB and Fall

Length or
each

op

ENT
an,

A sctHLtJ lucent

A ^

Ascent

On DrACKSTT
in Feet,

Total Heights

Total Lengths of

OP

Force

£2

op

Length.
I

in Pounds.

Ascent.

Descent

Ascents.

LoyoL

Descents.

Miles.
142
30

6
31

30

16

14

64

5

30

13

17

30

223

Level
IS

35

30

17

.,

30

,A
rt
5

4

30

29

30

13

*.
,,

53

Level
20

30

BIuo Mountain Inn.

30

22

24

4„
.t

24

.,

64

6,773

54

6,773

.r

6,773

Level

450

ii
16

.,

2,065

30

565
6

32

68

r.

2,625

.*

30

..

12

261

6

30

JOS
44

V*

23
31

fiE

..
io

.30

30

22

Level
80
Level
SO
30
27
30

30

S3
26

51

b

30

865
In
750
870
135

4,0-10

65

1,940

1,280

18

46

4,890

75

2,2-50

68

2,050

1,290

500

520

182

’ll

.

54

6,773

54

6,773

570
840

15

54

6,773

*16

450

11

890
490

800

230

Is

SCO
54

6,773

54

6,773

54

0,773

2,065

...

120
19

4,873

270

6
32

970

87

2,625

69

2,060

800

275

800

1,280

2,836
6,773

360

64

6,773

615

7
125

3,760
350

12

1,486
54

675

6,773

114

5.395

845

51

6,773

925

54

6,773

375

54

G,773

1,250

51

320

54

155

.,

6,773
6,773
800

655

54

6,778

4,835

67d

17
28

845
31

925

66

4,696

3,050
12

375

42

1,250

10

320
155

22

655

800

910

54

0,773

980

54

6,773

790

SO

910

33

980

800

790

54

1,560

51

440

6,773

960

26

6,773

1,635

si

6,773

7.10

54

6,773

__

1,728

930

4,0-58

600

1,560

'k

960

54

1,635

2d

6,070

1,350

54

790

52

6,643

7

31

7,915

io

6,773

760

13

30

530

134

3,012

25

17

8,635
"0

6,773

54

2,160

193

i

54

615

‘63

30

228

'52

26

735

800

440

31

3t>

24

1,556
54

790

30

36

200

*42

Level
30

2,000

2.189

3,050

12

67

300

3,760

3,260

17

30

30

6,773

1,675

30
46

2,060
7

125

30

si

1,280

,„

69

1,000

800

275

..

87

30

39

6,773

270
970

Level
30

54

120
19

44

Level

6,773

230

69

400

35

800

890
490

13

6.773

54

840
15

1,515

33

3,515
54

1.6G0570

1,090

800

520

19

4,690
5

6,773

6,773

7

30

54

54

237

156

800

54

1,290

1,930
990

6,773

530

2,050

•52

6,773

1,940

4,965

30

51

500
68

890

2,860
54

1,290

Level

35

735

2,250

7,605

800

4,200

10

30

Pulpit Hill.

6,773

165

Level

31

54

30

30

|

6,773

3,300

75

81

33

54

129

30

82

1,050

1,590

30

31

0,773

1,230

18

110

30

.

6,773

54

4,010

G5

tiE

Level

30

54

400

870

Level

29

870

750

135

30

30

Weatherboard.

1,920

2,985

Level

.

1,622

645

3,889

30

28

1,090

865

,r
m,

239

6,773

1,300

30

27

54

22

25

1,950

800

970

15

725
20

6,773

82

30

26

54

1,665

Level

King's Tabic Land.

6,280

55

..

415

18

6,773

11

Level

25

54

200

140

14

3,944

30

30

24

2,647

87

58

23

6,773

..

1,400

2,000

67

30

21

54

800

4,690

790
930

6,773

890

530

156

160

30

1,950

6
"31

6,773

3,600

990

218

Eighteen Mile
Hollow.

54

6,695

Level
19

415

910

».

40

54

400
20

16

2,062

930

325

97
57

790

750

63

2,160

6.773
3,iio

32
17

-

930

4,696

920

54

340

54

6,773
6,773

,

44

ii

"

1

i

i

340 j

1
1
1

1,520

No.

Gradi*
Naus op Place.

Staoes.

G-reat Western- Railway GRADrENTS^cortitnucd.
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Great Westers Railway Gradients—con
GAADf'
Raicd op Flacz.

Length.

Rise and Fall

1 IN

Length op

Us
Tractive

J5ACH AfiCENT

op

EJTT

or Descent

Ascent. Descent

in Feet.

in Pounds.

1

Total Lexothb of

Total IIeighh

,6

Ascent. Descent

Ascents.

Level. Descents*
1

Lies.

37

30
30
490
30

10

23
2
20

Level
3S

Blackheath.

39

Shepherd's Toll Bar.
41
43

Darling’s Causeway.

42
90
30
30
62

27
34
78

*44

7

Level

40

43

55
55
64
103
72
160
GOO
30
182
30
30
30
64

Level
30

20
10

9
10
38
11

"2
65
7
60

17
36
■22
‘k

Level
30
44
44

35
9

Level
32

43

Level
36

36

Level
45

40

38
142
69
30

43
37
26
28

Level
30

35

Level
47

48

49

30
30
41
30
30
30
30
30
46
30
30
56
36

76
13
18
22
43
71
32
63
14
35
97
12
25

Level

50

51

52
53

30
70
30
GO
30
80
30
30
1,060
40
30
20
116
20
66

16
2
~Z5

32
is

66
25
8-3
1
Ig

12
77
6
134
45

Level
54
55

30

337

Level
/ SS

50

Level

57
53

Level

97

20

59
60
01

S W

of

Force

20
68
1G2
61
146
102
680
30
213

244
. .
. T

296
23

IO
20

46
10
2
27
20

300
700
980
615
795
1,150
3,270
2,350
1,330
435
2,425
1,110
555
580
1,080
1,290
3,760
1,000
3,960
3,275
1,800
5)0
3,075
1,410
240
1,930
1,000
1,010
395
360
1,510
265
1,310
S65
1,605
5,260
1,805
830
580
1,050

54
54
54
,,
**
54
54
,.

••
54
64
54
o4

54
64

54
54

61O
2,295
390
740
660
1,280
2,140
9S0
1,830
610

54
54

LOGO

54
54

2,930
670
900
290
490
130'
9G0
1,265
400
1,975
755
2,550
1,060
480
1,380
1,550
695
2,675
2,915
265
10,110
300
3,390
89o
4,875
795
5,915
3,560
1,530
1,220
6,715
1,025
1,360
810
4,275

54
54
64
54
54

54
54
54
64
54
54
si
78
76

64

78
78
t

54
ft*

6,773
6,773
1,166
6,773
800
5,067
2,667
6,773
6,773
3,690
600
4,058
4,058
3,600
2,459
3,289
!,9I9
3,158
6,773
1,785
6,773
6,773
6,773
3,600
800
6,773
800
6.773
4,873
800
1,533
800
5,778
800
5,516
2,062
3,397
6,773
S00
6,773
800
6,773
6,773
5.171
6,773
6,773
6.773
6,773
6,773
4.696
6,773
6,773
4,000
5,778
800
6.773
3,360
6,773
4,3S4
6,773
6,773
6,773
6,773
969
5,280
6,773
9.760
2.314
9,760
3,515
800
6,773
800
5,920
800
9,760
800
9,760
3,135
1,979
3,738
2,027
2,557
1,062
6,773
1,642

m¥
23

•«..
700

10
2

20

615

27

1,150

,,

300

44

980

4

795
34
78

*.

3,270

4

1,330

2,350

“44

4

7
20
.,
9

435

,.

i.iio
. *.
580
«p 4 p

10

p

10
29

»p .p
510

134

58
■■

1,980
.p
1,040
p » p. •
•4 * *
•■ P >
P » « •
■4 P■
4 * . 4
p*

32

6,925
.4 ..
830
<p *»

26
35

....

76

....
.p ..
390

.,
is

is
22
.»
71

"660
.. p.
2,140
....

43
32

77

llo
12

....

.4 44

IS

2,485

1,000
...
360

395
1,540

265
..
865

1,310

..

1,805

580
1,050
640
**

2,295

.»

740

..

1,280

..

980
.. ..

.4

1,060

44

670

44

5

290

620

.

32

4 . 4 .

4 4

960

.4

400

..

755

.4

480

3,265
ia

. .

4

1,975

..

25

....

3,610

86
12

1,380

46

262

4#

7,865

4. 4.
. 4 , .

337

6,035

900

. ,

4#

4 4

2,910

25

66

1,080

2,520

97

25

..

240

36
80
.,
28
.,

555

. p .p

9
,*
.4

j,

3,050

17

'k
.,
35

2,425

265

10,110
....

300

4j
tm
t.

244

4. . *

..

4 .

....

795

.*.■

..

97

.4..

»«

P 4 . 4

m

3,390
4,875

*

..

395

36,940

1,025

10
49

**

6,445

6
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■G-reat Western Kajiavay Gradients—ronft'nweci

ITiKE

op

Place.

{ Rise and Fall | Length op
Gra«
r*i fl
OF
'each Ascent
DIENT |
dS
l IN
K
hh
j Ascent. Dcseefit| is Fspr.

rjiNGtS.

Mites,
Lithgow’s Valley.

G2

G3

64
65
66
67
Wallerawang, or
Piper’s Plat,

68

69

70
71
Rydall—Main Dividing Range.
■*

72
73

74

75
76
77

78
79

80

ow
■d ^

or
Ascent, Descent Ascents.

Level.

Descents.

1
197
233
’ 30
Level
30
138
40
227
62
Level
30
45
20
32
64
Level
80
37
Level
31
Level
103
SO
46
30
Level
30
90
Level
30
30
Level
54
30
64
Level
109
Level
154
30
110
30

8

'*8
24

. .

. .

159
6

, ,

36
14
48

4

.

, .
4 .

199

*,

. ,

42
219
21
55

, ,

'*
35
48

, .

39

. .
.4

55
40
66
118
47

» .

,*

150

. .

4 ,

29
91

4.
. ,

30
33
85

. ,
, .
. .
. ,

44

22
7
24
16
15

. *

,

f

, „

.Level
81

4

100

24

Level
32
30
164
30
30
41
30
40
36
30

82

83

8
.4

14
44

14

84
85

25
.4

•4

125
30
90
120
12S

••
. ,

Level
86
87

,4

24
21
. .

IS
4 4

9

, 4

Level

, .

26
30

ii
21
31
26
40
, .

135
230
30
30

30
17
4 ,

. ,

32

54

Level
88

30
64
30
30

25
16
4 .
.4

30
. ,

30

33
Level

90

30
62
30
30
30
30

Level
77

30
Level

30—D

, .

21
44

16

Level
89

. ,

7

Level

Tarana Mountain,
Wade's Mill.

! Total Hejufite
Fobce
is Rounds.

, .

13
, ,

14

44
4 4

34

i
1
1

••
10

!
1 *•

14
27

ie
36
7
14

*•

1,570
1,865
715
500
4,775
830
1,455
3,175
2,965
453
5,980
1,905
4,375
760
3,520
695
2,805
1,795
605
1,200
2,955
5,670
3,190
3,060
3t555
800
1,410
13,535
1,545
880
2,730
735
1,620
990
5,450
1,615
2,400
1,470
1,075
725
1,765
455
1,175
2,420
760
250
730
3,510
405
545
590
270
1,020
940
900
780
1,400
C30
2,795
3,125
5,150
745
4,045
3,915
960
1,625
350
745
455
480
640
890
480
1,055
375
475
1,050
415
1,670
1,015
490
315
1,080
680
640
510
.
1,560

..
54
54
..
42
.s
54
. .

78
29

53

54
54
si
54
33
54
29
„ t

54

oi

54
54
54
54
42
54

54

54
54
. .

54
29
54
54
54
54
52
54
54
54
54
54

1

1"

1,710
1,569
6,773
800
6,773
2,098
5,280
1,589
3,690
800
6,773
4,782
9,760
6,400
3,600
800
3,040
5,643
800
6,581
800
2,540
3,040
4,696
6,773
800
6,773
2,791
800
6,773
6,773
800
4,118
6,773
3,600
800
2,444
800
1,964
0,773
2,429
6,773
800
2,592
800
6,400
6,773
1,893
6,773
6,773
5,171
6,773
6,280
5,778
6,773
800
2,234
6,773
2,791
2,293
2,200
800
2,127
1,579
6,773
6,773
800
6,773
3,600
6,773
6,773
800
6,773
800
6,773
6,230
800
6,773
3,690
6,773
6,773
6,773
6,773
800
3,127
5,778
800

8

1,570

••

....

32

6

2,580
500

165

5,605

98

7,595

....

455
199

5,980

340

10,560
695

83

■ 4,600
605

*39

1,200
2,955

279

lb,475

~47

1,410

7
800

150

13,535
1,545

29

880
91

2,730
735

148

8,600
1,615

22

••

2,400

....

1,470

62

4,020
1,175

24

2,420

....

760
8

250
45

4,240

14

405
18

14

545
■

590

9
25

270
1,020

56

1,840

J

780
8

129

( .

13,100
745

"so

4,045
3,915

17
32
54

960
1,625
350

25

745
7

455

16

480
21

....

.

640

890

ic

480
1,055

13

375
14

476
.

34

1
,

. .

1,050
2,085

41

r#

1,015

16

490
315

10

1,080

36
680
21

■■

■■

i. .

1,050
1,560
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Great Western Kailway Gradients—continued.
Name

op

Place.

Lengto.

Length op
Grabj- Rise and Fall
op
* EACffl Ascent
ENT 1
ok Descent
1 ur. 1 AFcent^Desrent
IN F££T,
i

t. m
Total Lei-gito of.
Total Heights
9 a
ss; Tractive
0
op
Force
f
• e l
• L0 O , is Pounds, j
Ys H
Ascents. 1 Level. Descents, j At/i
Ascent. Descent1
’

Miles,
01

30
3S3
30
30
30
30
30

16
3
19
17
17
47
16

Leva]
92

50
740
30
128
412
30
30

8
1
27
11
2

io

20

Level

94

1

95

9G

97
98
09

•

Bathurst Plains.

100
101

102

30
30
30
30
117
47
59
130
75
30
30
iss
50
34
30
30
150
30
30
215
30
109
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
139
30
30
30
IG4
30
30
82
30

13
43
57
39
9
12
12
10
4
38
39
3
14
14
29
13
a
32

..

tf
21

1
51
11
33
23
is

19
71

258
108
G
112
150
64
4
12

Cl
5
27

Level
103

83
09
47

22

62

Level
104

105

is

"il

51
117
82
30

13
11
39

Level
30
59

36
31

Level
10G

30
99
30

35
9

_

7

Level

107

30
60
30
52
30
46
30
70
30

19
3
14
7
27
15
40
3
76

Level
108

109
110

Bathurst.

111

33
00
250
39
242
GO
138

Level

46
66
3
81
2

"flO
11

490
1,150
5G5
500
510
1,425
470
810
400
740
810
1,410
825
300
590
580
405
1,305
1,705
1,180
1,050
560
735
1,305
300
1,140
1,155
505
735
505
870
395
450
950
640
220
1,540
1,205
1,005
700
570
560
2,135
7,740
3,250
830
3,350
4,510
1,925
Goo
370
1,825
410
800
625
1.835
1,050
2,900
l,67o
2,110
1,535
910
1,175
510
1,080
2,010
555
1,055
890
220
340
5S0
175
420
365
810
690
1,215
210
2,270
400
1,505
1,975
750
3,145
485
5,380
1,520
4,158

54
54
54
54
54
04
.

54

54
54
54
54
54
64

54
54

si
54
64
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
64
54
54
54
si
54
04

..

54
54

54
64
5454
oi
54
64

si

30
• «

6,773
1,268
6,773
6,773
6,773
6,773
6,773
800
4,384
1,042
6,773
2,200
1,235
6.773
6,773
800
6,773
6,773
6,773
6,773
2,332
4,613
3,837
2,178
3,189
6.773
6,773
1,867
4,384
6,070
6,773
fi»773
1,995
6,773
6,773
1,633
6,773
2,444
6,773
6,773
6,773
0,773
6,773
6,773
6,773
2,089
6,773
6,773
6,773
1,893
6,773
6,773
2,985
6,773
800
2,959
3,397
4,613
800
4,314
2,332
2,985
6,773
800
0,773
3,837
800
6,773
2,010
6,773
800
6,773
14,787
6,773
4.246
6,773
4,696
G,773
3,360
6,773
800
6,230
6,773
1.517
5,395
1,540
3,787
2,098
800

p,

i9

p.

....
1,040

8

P. «4
665

19
17

500

*

510

17
47
t#
tp

10

1,425 1
1

470
810

1*11

..
27

9
, *»
11
,,
10
pp
,
tt
43

O
tt
20

1,410
825
.4

13
57
,,

300

590

p

. .

1,140

..

* * V*
810

5S0
405
»p .»
,1,705

1,305

..

1,180

39
1,610

21
,,

22
pp
39

42
3

2,020

.■ ■.
1,440
*» .•
505

14

P p

1,155

..

■jiJG

14
29
4,

13
*,
21
p#

♦

* «*
395

.

.

1
{
1
j
1

35
640
+*
51

ii

p

» **

1,400
t

..

1.7G0

..

1,005

9

1,205
33

23

700
570

19

is

560
2,135

71
7,740

258
108

3,250

. .

6

830
3,350

112
1,510

150
08

i2

t

2,580

. .

*. p p

370

. ,

1

93
p p

p .

22
,p

. p

. . p p

625

3,036

1,835

, p

77

, p

«...

1

6,u60
. . .

1,875

44

1

I
104
,*

d,7 tfU

oio
4 . • P

1
70

3,090 (

, p

O&t

. ,

1,945

44
7

220

* > P 4

340

3G
7

1,175
P.-4

365

-

i

9

2,715 1

82

!

79

2,480

.. - 4

400

. .

. »

.4

. .

4.

196

.4 4.

p

p

485 1

2
101

1

..

|

i
T
f

•• 4P

7,3^ 0

[
,.

*4 4 4

'4,150

1

g/jOu

1U

APPENDIX.
Picton to Goulburn.

Gradients.

Naur of Place.

Length,

Gradi

Kise and Tall

ent

OF

1 IN

Length of
Ascent
Descent
in Feet.

each

Ascent.| Descent

or

P*O »w
09
tfgl

Tractive
Force
Pounds.

in

^

Total HraoHra

Total Lengths op

OP
i Ascent,! Descent Ascents.

Level,

Deeecnts.

Mites,
Picton,

■

41

73

Level
i
2
3
4

5

6

7
8
9

610
30
52
40
220
59
62
40
2S1
41
95
40
82
40
355
40
567
40

3
89
29
205
14
54
'69

'io

8
28
17
39
13
56
5
59
3
108

Level

Bargo Brash.

10

47
43
41
57
52
52

'22
'36
'21

io
32

'io

Level
11
12

42
41
271
72
319
70

Level
13
14
15

134
31
57
30

IG

Level
40

'io
36
7
25
8
13

ii
218
13
283
'23

Level
17

‘is

58
30

102

Level
Prince Albert Inn.

18

ID

SO
no

173
37

*•

Level
20

40

21

Level

140

‘ir

90

Level
22

63
40

23

Level

Fitzroy Inn.

41

"35

Level
24

Fitzroy Iron Mines,

2o

64
369
48
40
42

32
"8
'57
'21
'43

Level
2G

Gibraltar Gap.

40
84

36
50

"

Level
27

23

Wingeecarribec.
20
30

40
350
81
190
80
318
41
50
40
454
43

Level

"0

"e
'ii
'is

40

Level
31

40
222

27

'ie
'23
6
21
”5
18

'ie

n
*4.4

54

'is

'14
"3

394

*22

'k
'21

'io

so

••

54

l.WS

20,720
610

£2,850

'io

345

6,773

32

'io

1,334
2,080
520
1,090

*■
*•

525
23

471

**950

620

'io

420

8,675

4*

8o5

18,025

••

'ois

925
1,310

54

6,773

54

6,773

175

..

V.

,.

5,640

800

210

9,310
2,145
140

....

—

**

'i?
••

142

..

'35

....

*82
'57
42

5,280

5,280

725

1,800
1,495

....

700
2,960

2,520
840
310

5,280

....

42

1,540
4.

V.820

86
42

1,080

'e

'is
42

5,595
....

2,675
'21

6,280

5,645
*27

’e
"e
ii
'is

1,070

2,695
*16

1,305

'1,125
29

..

~

42

'is
;5,2S0

42

'h
5,280

3,750
1.040

”520
23

SCO
660

2,980

•

405

1 fiOfl

L495
700
2,075
2,960
2,520
840
1,820
310
1,455
4,190
520
1,070
2,096
1,305
1,125
1,845
1,905
450
1,040
520
2,270
780
2,970
775
480
3,030

*

6,773

" *■

2,615
4,050

101

42

2,930
1,045
2,030
2,680
1,520
8,200
3,095
3,195
610
2,750
2,260
1,160
1,625
1,565
1,060
2,255
1,790
2,355
1,710
4,320
345
471
950
1,334
2,080
520
1,090
620
420
1,465
1,910
1,816
2,660
925
855
2,030
6,745
765
8,485
925
915
1,310
760
4,880
800
5,210
4,100
2,145
5,595
1,080
1,640

3,050
”775

2,970

'ia

480
”560

3,030

No. of

Krou ftnd friction for the ■n“imnni **“•"* f°r 80‘"t

SlA fiEfi.

Great Southern Railway,

27

L
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Kaice

of

Place i

Lekgtb

GeapiEXf
1 IX

IIise a:n> Fall
0p
Ascent. Xfosccat

Length of
each ascent
oe Descpst
in Feet.

6k
V

»
tfj

Tractive

ik Founds.

Totax. Heights
OF

Ascent- Descent Ascents.

Hite.

Sutton Purest.

32

33
34
35

3G

Paddy’s River Range.

37
38
39

40
41

42

43

44

45
46

47

48

49

60

51

52

53

54

42
42
Level
186
82
Level
108
Level
40
60
40
41
98
Level
159
40
43
41
25G
40
528
40
58
113
Level
137
Level
100
300
40
Level
41
Level
40
41
40
40
40
340
40
Level
40
Level
40
Level
40
40
Level
43
Level
41
Level
45
1,805
40
41
43
41
147
48
93
40
Level
46
Level
41
87
124
Level
50
Level
104
68
Level
112
40
SI
61
63
40
GO
40
Level
41
41
69
41

12

..

17

.,
5

'15

■a
,,

2G

t¥

25
,,

67
37

114
30

t¥

10
23

.,
18

t¥

28

5
105
2
78

••

22
,#
p¥
14
,,
21

14

.
8
,,

46

p¥

16
35
26
21
30

#p

11
4
38

,,
26
40
41
22
35

#p
61
,

•*
10

2
16
47
18
14
6
21
7
39
33

..

4o

io

11

..

15
13
14

..

5
40
21
17
19

..

44
29
74

16
28
11
22

,

5iJ5
710
2,285
925
1,230
1,275
2,810
770
1,010
4,015
1,490
4,680
2,975
370
1,600
940
800
1,165
1,290
4,210
1,070
3,135
1,325
1,585
2G0
1,925
1,415
2,085
2,405
1,875
620
050
345
1,405
1,060
830
1,180
445
1,355
1,510
1,975
1,060
630
1,605
1,605
1,660
8S0
395
1,500
3,320
2,085
785
445
3,620
GG0
1,940
770
590
890
855
655
1,540
1,040
1,750
970
1,850
1,675
1,390
1,960
780
2,135
1,350
980
1,320
660
1,620
1,705
1,050
1,005
1,725
1,750
2,950
260
660
1,150
9S0
990

15
♦« '
••

Total LENcing of

17

5
15

__
....
....

5,2b

,*

....

■■

—

42

5,280

25

..

144
••
**

'5,280

42

5,280
....

370

2^40

"
800

1,165

22

21

.' ».

. .

46

5,280

16

42

5,280

26

¥

30

,

**

35

¥

5,280

42
42

5,280
5,280

lo

1,975

....
. T - •

42

4* ■ «

630
..

1,605
p p

22

41
m¥

2,085
1,875
650
1,405
830

3,310

63
26,

5,280

..

1,925

1,180

....

42

1,325

¥

21

_____

5,280
6,280
6,280

¥m

260
p¥
Tf -....
1,415
t ,
■■ *k
2,405
....
620
....
....
345
....
1,000

14

42
42
42

1,290

1,585

14

5,280

. .

8,415

185

8

1,010

7,655
....

5

42

42

925
1,230
1,275
2,810
770

18
28

42

2,285

6,605

104

'33

. * »■
....

Descents.

1,185

rio

26
42

Level.

. . * •

*.

1,060
1,605
1,660

880
395

35

1,500

3,320
2,085

51
..

42

.. ..

--

5,280

18

....

is
..

28
42

5,280

785
10
‘47
20

....

"so

.4 • »

1,510
1,750

19

.. ..

970

1,850
....
1,390

4,

....

42

5,280

42

5,280

••

....

16

....

11

21

1,960
2,i35

780

2,180
....

1,705

2,055

36

••

1,675

2,330
1,320
....

27
45
..

1,480
1,540

....

15

5,280
.4 . .

..

1,040

45

42

1,940

770

*38

ii

4,280

445

147
'28

6,425

....

260
660
980

1,150

Sta g b e ,
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Great Southern Railway Gradients—continued.
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8
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,,
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34
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9

24
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6
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530
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230
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26
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1,515
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8

1,100
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1,370
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*27
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1,700
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1,530
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10
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7
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0
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5
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5,280
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....
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(
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42

45
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14

....
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790

1,340

17
830

2,005

29
42

, |
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5,280
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1,880
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1,905
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3
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8
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1,900
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21
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1,370
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17

2,550
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1,210
44

5

740

1,020

17

21

1,470
1,215

1,120
5
16
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40
Level
45
44
67
40
Level
59
Level
40
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Level
40
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Level
44
Level
41
Level
47
Level
47
193
40
Level
40
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41
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40
255
62
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40

2
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1,215
2,500
6,190
620
495
740
725
230
625
2,550
415
1,050
1,700
: 1,040
1,530
470
1,570
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GOO
2,330
1,650
1,355
4,710
1,375
525
3,030
830
2,710
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520
1,090
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17
....
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7

335
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42
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6,280

t
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7
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23
14
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«• • •
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Great Soutidbrn Railway Gradients—continued.
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RAILWAY OBSTRUCTION TO GAOL AND COURT HOUSE RESERVE, IN THE TOWN OE MAITLAND.

REPORT PROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE

RAILWAY OBSTRUCTION TO GAOL AND COURT HOUSE
RESERVE, IN THE TOWN OF MAITLAND;
TOGETHER WITH THE

PROCEEDINGS OP THE COMMITTEE

MINUTES

OE EVIDENCE.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,

6 December, 1861.

SYDNEY:
THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, PHILLIP-STREET.
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1861.

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes, No. 31.

Friday, 25 October, 1861.

■

12. Railway obstruction to Gaol and Court House Reserve in the Town of MaitlandMr.
Dickson moved, pursuant to notice,—
(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into and. report upon the
allegations contained in the Petition of the Inhabitants of Maitland and its
vicinity, presented to this House on 12th Marchlast, having reference to the Railway
obstruction to the Gaol and Court House Reserve; and that such Committee have
power to send for persons and papers.
(2.) That such Committee consist of the following Members:—-Mr. Arnold, Mr.
Gray, Mr. Piddiogton, Mr. Rusden, Mr. Meston, Mr. Eckford, Mr. Faucett, Mr.
Cummings, and the Mover. '
Question put and passed.

Votes, No. 55.

Friday, 6 December, 1861.

4. Railway Obstruction to Gaol and Court House Reserve, in the Town of Maitland :—
Mr. Dickson, as Chairman, brought up the Report from, and laid upon the Table the
Proceedings of, and Minutes of Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for
whose consideration and report this subject was referred, on the 25th October last.
Ordered to be printed.
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RAILWAY OBSTRUCTION TO GAOL AND COURT HOUSE RESERVE
IN THE TOWN OF MAITLAND.

REPORT.
The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly appointed on the

25th October last, “ to inquire into and report upon the allegations
“ contained in the Petition of the Inhabitants of Maitland and its
“ vicinity, presented to this House on the 12th March last, having
“ reference to the Railway Obstruction to tlie Gaol and Court House
“ Reserve, with power to send for Persons and Papers,"

have agreed

to the following Report,—
Your Committee, in the course of their Inquiry, have examined
as witnesses the Gentlemen named in the margin*
(whose
evidence will . be John TVhitton, Esq.,C.E.
°
v
found appended hereto), and, after careful consideration, are of opinion
that the allegations of the Petitioners have been substantially proven.
It appears, from the evidence, that the proprietors of land in
Maitland, became purchasers under a certain recognized official plan
shewing access to the Gaol and Court House Reserve by William-street
and Bank-street.
That the blocking up of those streets by the Railway embankment,
has caused a serious injury to the owners and occupiers of land, by
depriving them of access to the Gaol and Court House, and by throwing
back the water so as to cause the partial submersion of houses in those
streets, thereby greatly depreciating the value of property.
Your Committee are of opinion, that the blocking up of those
streets is a breach of faith towards those who became purchasers of land
according to the official plan, and who were induced to give high prices
for such land in Bank-street, because of the ready access to the Gaol and
Court House Reserve.
Your Committee find that a sum of Two thousand five hundred
pounds was voted by this House, as shewn by the Estimates for 1860 (the
funds having been provided by Parliament in the Act 23 Viet., No. 10,
and assented to 19 June, 1860) “ to construct a bridge in Bank-street,
East Maitland,” which sum will be sufficient.
In conclusion your Committee recommend that the embankment
crossing Bank-street he removed, and a bridge constructed.
JAMES DICKSON,
Chairman.

Legislative Assembly Chamber,
Sydney,

6

December,

1861.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.

TUESDAY,

Mr. Dickson,

12

NOVEMBER,

1861.

Members Present:—
]
Mr. Pidclington,
Mr. Cummings.

James Dick sou, Esquire, called to the Chair.
Besolution of the House (Votes No. 31, entry 12) appointing tho inquiry before the
Committee.
Committee deliberated as to their course of procedure.
Resolved,—
That Messrs. Samuel Clift, Joseph Brettle, William Cains, John Elliott, and G, 1J.
White, be summoned to give evidence at the next meeting.
[Adjourned to Friday next, at half-past Eleven o’clock.]

FRIDAY,

.

15

NOVEMBER,

1861.

Members Present:—

J. Dickson, Esquire, in the Chair.
Mr. Piddington,
I
Mr. Cummings,
Mr. Kusden,
|
Mr. Faucett,
Mr. Arnold.
Petition of the Inhabitants of Maitland and its vicinity, relative to Railway
Obstruction to Gaol and Court House Reserve,—presented to the House 12 March, 1861,—
before the Committee.
Rev. Joseph Oram called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
George Boyle White, Esq., called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Samuel Clift, Esq., called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Mr. Joseph Brettle called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Messrs. W. Cains and J. Elliott, witnesses summoned this day, in attendance, but
their several examinations dispensed with.
J. Whitton, Esq., C.E., to be summoned as a Witness for Friday next.
[Adjourned to Friday next, at Eleven o’clock.]
.

FRIDAY,

22

NOVEMBER,

1861.

By direction of the Chairman, tho Meeting of the Committee, convened for this day,
[Postponed to Friday next, at Eleven o’clock.]

FRIDAY,

29

NOVEMBER,

1801.

Members Present :—
J. Dickson, Esquire, in the Chair.
Mr. Arnold,
Mr. Rusdcn,
Mr. Piddington,
Mr. Cummings,
Mr. Eckford.
J. Whitton, Esq., Engineer-in* Chief, Railway Department, examined.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Chairman requested to frame Report.
[Adjourned to Friday next, at Eleven o'clock.]

FRIDAY,

I
«

5
FRIDAY,

'

6

DECEMBER,

1861.

Members Present:—

J. Dickson, Esquire, in the Chair.
Mr. Piddington,
|
Mr. Faucett,
Mr. Kusden.
Committee deliberated.
Chairman submitted Draft Report.
Same read, and certain Amendments made therein.
Rcsohcd,—

That the Report, as amended, be the Report of the Committee.
Chairman requested to report to the House.

LIST

OF

WITNESSES.

PAOB.
Brettle, Mr. Joseph
..............................................................................................
Clift, Samuel, Esq.
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
Oram, Bev. Joseph
..............................................................................................
White, George Boyle, Esq.
.....................................
.....................................
Whitton, John, Esq., C.Ei
...................................................................................

LIST

6
5
1
2
8

OF APPENDIX.

{To Evidenet given by G. B. WAite, Eeq., Friday, 15 November, 1861.)
Letter from G. B. White to T. W. M. Bobinson, Esq., E. Maitland, 10 April,
1869 .....................................................................................................................
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON

GAOL AND COURT HOUSE RESERVE, MAITLAND.
(RAILWAY OBSTRUCTIONS.)

FRIDAY,

15

NOVEMBER,

Me. ARNOLD,
Wr. CUMMINGS,
Mr. DICKSON,

J. DICKSON,

1861.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Esq.,

in

the

FAUCETT,
PIDDINGTON,
RUSDEN.
Chair,

Reverend Joseph Oram called in and examined
1. By the Chairman ; You live at East Maitland ? Yes.
Revd. Joseph
2. Have you "been long there ? About seven months.
Oram.
3. In what part of East Maitland do you reside ? In Bank-street, at the lower part, near
the railway, where Mr. Robinson lived.
15 Nov., 18G1
4. Have you suffered any inconvenience from water since you have been there ? Yes
nearly all the time we have been there. About a fortnight after we arrived we had a flood
ot water some lour feet deep on the premises, and ever since we have been suffering incon
venience. It spoiled the kitchen, so far as the use of it goes, and the room I had as^a study
we have been obliged to convert into a kitchen, so that I have been without a study ever
since; and, unfortunately, I had my books in this room, which had been used as a school
room, and 1 was going to have as a study, and these were seriously injured.
5. And you have sustained loss? Yes, the loss to me is serious; my entire library was
spelled. It had taken me years to collect my books one after the ptber as I was able
b. When did this take place ? About the 3rd May, on Sabbath evening, it was.
.. And you have been inconvenienced by the water since then ? Yes, every time we have
had much rain, or heavy rain, it has come on the premises; it has not come into the house
since—it has covered the yard.
8. Do you know the cause ? It appears to mo that the cause is that there is not a sufficient
outlet for the water, since the construction of the railway j that they did not leave sufficient
room for tho water to escape as it comes down from the hills; it collects there, it cannot get
away, and is thrown back upon this property.
9. Is it in consequence of the railway embankment that crosses Bank-street that the water
is thrown hack upon your premises? Entirely so, I should say.
10. It is not within your knowledge wheiher the house you now occupy was subject to the
same inundation before the embankment was there ? Not within my own knowledge, but
from report. I understand there was no water-thrown back there before the construction of
the railway.
11. Has the house you live in been damaged in consequence of this ? Certainly the
property has been mjnred. If it were for sale, and I wished to live there, I would not think
ot purchasing it, on account of its liability to inundation.
183—B
12.

2

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE

Revd. Joseph 12.

By Mr. Piddington: How high is the embankment where it intersects Bank-street ? I
can scarcely answer that question.
_
13.
Can
you
form
no
idea
of
its
height
?
I
should
suppose
it
must
be
some
thirty
or forty
15Xov.,18Gl.feethighf
_
.

Oram.

.

14. Of course an embankment of that height must tend to collect water? Yes, to throw it
back. It cannot get away.
_
15. What would you recommend to remedy this evil ? I should recommend a bridge being
erected, or an opening being made, as*it appears to me that this embankment interferes with
the line of street—I believe there was a street there.
16. If a bridge were constructed it would carry off the accumulation of water by which your
property is now injured ? Yes.
_
17. Are you aware that a sum of money was voted a short time ago for the purpose of con
structing a bridge at that point ? No, I am not aware of that.
18. By Mr. Cummings: Are the landed proprietors in your immediate neighbourhood subject
to the same inconvenience ? Yes, all the property in front of Bank-street is subject to the
same inconvenience more or less.
19. It is occasionally injured from the accumulation of water ? Yes.
20. Seriously injured ? In some cases; for instance, in my case, the property where I live
is seriously injured.
21. As long as this obstruction remains in its present state is it likely the same occurrences
will take place ? Yes, especially in the winter, if we have three or four days rain j after a
few hours heavy rain we are pretty sure to he flooded, as we were in May last.
22. You think if a bridge were erected at this point it would save the property in your
immediate neighbourhood from receiving farther injury from that cause ? Yes, the water
would get away.
23. Has the stoppage of the water by this embankment been the great cause of the accumu
lation of water which has so much injured the property in that immediate neighbourhood ?
I believe that is the sole cause.

George Boyle White, Esq., called in and examined :—
G. B.
24. By the Chairman : Did you sign a Petition to the Legislative Assembly respecting the
White, Esq.
acr0S3 a cer£ajn street in East Maitland ? I did.
_
"“i 25, Do you know the street crossed by that embankment ? Ido. I laid out those streets
myself many many years ago.
_
_ _
26. Do you consider that the embankment running across that, street is an injury and
inconvenience, and that it tends to depreciate the property there ? Decidedly. I may
state that I was called upon by Mr. T. W. Robinson, in 1859, in the month of May or June,
to give my opinion upon the subject; he had written to the Railway Department twice or
thrice, and they had answered his letter. I have a copy of the letter here which I wrote to
Mr. Robinson on that occasion. It was arranged that Mr, Whitton was to have met me
there on the spot; he did not come himself, but sent Mr. Bewick, of bis department. I met
Mr. Bewick on the 5th July, 1859, on the ground over the culvert; the culvert at that
time was in a state of collapse, and I saw that the gentleman who had been sent to meet me
knew nothing about it. When I spoke to him on the subject he said tho watercourse
there could he made available in about six or eight hours, but that if the parties there still
persisted in saying that the railway was an obstruction they would not do it. I said, “If
that is the case I will have nothing more to say to you,” and left him. Mr. Robinson was
present when that occurred. This is a copy of the letter I have referred to. (The witness
handed in the same.
Vide Appendix.)
_
27. Are you aware that the embankment has causedany injury to property there? Decidedly
the embankment has caused this injury—that the water lies there, and it never did lie there
before. I knew the house which Mr. Robinson occupied when it was built by Mr. Keddie,
twenty years ago; and in 1853-4, and ’5,1 had an office directly opposite to it, and I never
saw it in the state it has been in since the embankment was put up, about the end of 1857,
28. It is in consequence of tho embankment that the adjoining lands have been flooded?
Yes; there is not sufficient scope to allow the water to pass off.
29. What would you recommend ? An open bridge, such as that thrown across the road
to Green Hills; in fact, I think open bridges are better adapted for railways than brick
culverts. There is a watershed there of from 250 to 300 acres; the range that runs imme
diately south-east is a steep range, and the waterfall is very great, and when the water
comes down with a rush the five-feet culvert is apt to be stopped up with rubbish-—the
culvert is, in fact, only five feet by three. The water lies up against the embankment, and
houses some few yards from it are completely flooded. I examined a house the other day
for Mr. Robinson, and found that water had been in to tho depth of four feet.
_
30. By Mr. Piddington: Is tho culvert you speak of five feet wide? No, two feet eight
inches; it is an egg-shaped culvert.
31. The width of the culvert is not three feet in the clear? Not three feet; and at the
time I examined it the water was standing at the culvert within eighteen inches of the top
of it, and on the other side it was dry; some rubbish was standing in the centre of the
culvert, and the water would not run through it.
32. By the Chairman: Are there any engineering difficulties to prevent a bridge being
thrown across? Not any.
_
_
_
33. Could a bridge be put there without obstructing the railway traffic ? Certainly, just as
easily as it could be put across the Morpeth road.

ON GAOL AND COUftT HOUSE BESEEVE, MAITLAND.
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34. Is there any other method of remedying the evil complained of? I do not think there
G. B.
is any other than that of constructing an open bridge. These lands were laid out and the White,Esq.
allotments were sold with a frontage to the street running directly into Newcastle-street r—1*'*——'i
and to Morpeth high road, and this embankment has deteriorated the frontage of the pro-15 Nov., 1861.
perty of every individual in the street.
35. Did you lay out tho town in this way (referring to the plan) ? Yes.
36. Bank-street runs through to the Reserve of the Gaol and Court House ? Yes ; the Gaol
and Court House Reserve, seven acres and a half, and it connected the high Newcastle road
with the high road to Morpeth.
37. By Mr. Busdcn: You stated that that culvert was in a state of collapse; by that I
understand that it was completely choked ? Yes; I pointed that out to Mr. Bewick, aud he
admitted that a couple of navvies in six hours could repair that, hut he said he would not do
it so long as the parties complained that the railway was an obstruction.
38. Can you state the height of the embankment ? I did not measure it, but I think it is
from eighteen to twenty feet high. When I had that answer made to me I thought it was
perfectly useless going any farther into the matter.
39. When you inspected it the water had been stopped, and was within eighteen inches of
the top of the culvert? Yes, and the whole of the other side of the culvert was perfectly
dry.
_
40. How high would tho top of the culvert be ? About five feet; but there was the mark of
wreck considerably above the top of the culvert; this was after the water had subsided some
fortnight or three weeks.
.
41. You instanced one particular house, Mr. Keddie’s, in which Mr. Robinson lived—I sup
pose this obstruction of the water has caused a great deal of damage to the surrounding
allotments. I see in the petition the blocks 35 and 15 are particularly referred to? Par
ticularly ; because those properties are nearest to the culvert.
42. The premises on blocks 35 and 15 have all suffered considerably ? Yes, it is very flat
there, and after striking against the culvert the water comes back again.
43. As you are a practical man, what do you estimate woflld be the cost of at open bridge
on piles, as a remedy for this evil ? I think it could be done for about £1,200. I prefer a
substantial bridge on piers.
'
44. Just such a bridge as crosses the Morpeth road a few yards farther on ? Yes.
45. By Mr, Piddington: That is not a brick bridge ? No; there are brick piers and the „
sleepers rest on bricks.
'
46. You would only require a bridge similar to that at Stoney Creek ? Yes.
47. By Mr. Rusdcn: But not so extensive ? Not so extensive, nor so long.
48. The parties complained of an obstruction in William-street? They are all obstructed
in tho same way. Day-street it was intended should be a frontage street to the Gaol and
Court House Reserve; the railway now cuts through this Reserve which was seven and a-half
acres for public purposes, for a Gaol and Court House.
49. It seems by the plan that William-street was intended to be the main thoroughfare to
that Court House block ? Yes.
50. The inhabitants now suffer great inconvenience from having to go round a considerable
distance in order to go to the Court House ? Yes; they have now to cross the railroad, and
to go through two small gates to get to tho Court House; and to get to it by a carriage or
other vehicle, they have to go round under the railway bridge, by the Morpeth road, and to
turn up to the right.
51. You are of course well acquainted with the locality—have you thought of auy plan, or
do you think a plan could be devised by which that street could be thrown open and the
railway continued? Yes; I should not have taken the railway that way, but that having
been done it now involves half a dozen crossings, which it would not if it had been taken
above the Victoria Bridge instead of beneath. I was called upon by Mr. Bryson, the
engineer, to look over the whole of the land—that was in 1856 ; I did go on it, but when
Captain Martindale took charge of the railway after that the whole plan was changed; but
I think the first plan would have been the least expensive to the country, and the shortest
distance.
52. In what way do you suggest a remedy for that evil, so that William-street might be
opened to the Court House? A similar method to that of crossing Bank-street,—you would
have to lay an open bridge across.
53. Would you suggest that it should be made under the railway ? Yes; as there is no
watercourse there that might be done by arching.
54. The ascent rises there to the Court House ? Yes; I would make a gradual incline all
the way to the Court House.
55. That is the plan you suggest? If I were called upon to make a plan I would consider
'
it more attentively; that is my impression now in conversing upon the subject.
56. By Mr. Piddington: I presume you think that a bridge with one archway would be
sufficient in Bank-street? Yes.
57. A timber-piled bridge, with a bay or span of twenty feet, would be sufficient for all
purposes ? I would rather have it thirty feet; that would be quite sufficient.
58. £1,200 you think would be sufficient for the construction of such a bridge, as well as for
removing the earth? I think so.
59. By Mr. Rusden: You did not, I think, state that it was necessary to have an arched
bridge there? No; in speaking of an arched bridge I referred to William-street.
,
60. An open bridge on piles ? Yes, just such a one as you see at Stoney Creek.
61. One of the least expensive ? Yes.
62. An arched bridge would cost lucre money than one of these piled bridges ? Yes.
63.
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"White, Esq. 63. By Mr. Cummings: Is it your opinion that unless some such arrangements as you now
^ suggest arc carried out, the property in that neighbourhood will still be subject to inun15Nov., 1861. dation ? Yes; within the last three months it has been twice under water. We have had
two floods, and on each occasion the water has lain there until tho evaporation has carried it
away.
64. And that must continue to be the case until the embankment is removed, and the bridge
is constructed, to allow the water to escape ? Yes; I have known tho country there for thirty
years, and I never knew such circumstances to occur until the embankment was formed,
tiince then the property has been completely destroyed, and parties have been driven from
the property—for instance, the oven of Mr. Ercttle, the baker, was destroyed by the water
soaking into the foundation.
65- And this is traceable to the smallness of the culvert there erected ? Yes, the culvert is
only five feet by two feet eight.
66. It gets stopped by the debris brought down by the heavy rains ? Yes, after a heavy
thunderstorm rubbish is washed down into the culvert, which is thus choked up, and
forms part of the embankment,
.
67. By the Chairman: Are you aware whether the allotments were sold according to that
plan, shewing the street running to the reserve? Yes; I prepared the plan for the occasion
when these lots were sold.
68. Would it, in your opinion, be an advantage to have the street continued to the Court
House and Gaol Heserve ? Great.
69. And be an inducement to persons to give a higher price for the land ? It was an induce*
ment at the time.
‘
70. Are you aware if any money has been voted for removing the embankment and con
structing a bridge ? I have heard of it, but I am not aware of it, except from seeing that
£1,000 had been voted.
71. You arc not aware that a sum of £2,500 has been voted for that especial work ? No,
I am not.
#
72. By Mr. Piddington: You arc aware that no money has been expended, whatever may
have been voted ? I am quite aware.
73. By Mr. liusden : Did you sign the-petition presented to the House ? Yes.
74. That petition is the same as that which has since been printed, aud is now lying upon
the table ? Yes.
75. That petition states, " That your memorialists have made sundry efforts to relieve themII selves from this inconvenience, as regards the filling up of the street at Hank-street. They
“ succeeded in getting a sum voted by your Honorable House for the removal of tho
" embankment across that street, and for erecting the railway on piers j but notwithstanding
“ the vote was passed, the money has not been provided nor the work done ” ? It
has not been provided nor has the work been done; I am aware of that; I saw it on Tuesday
last.
76. By Mr. Cummings: At the time this land was sold by Government was there one
open access to this reserve ? Yes.
77. That was considered a matter of great convenience to the public ? Yes, and many
persons bought the land on account of its proximity to the Court House Deserve.
78. Do you believe that it induced the parties who bought land in the immediate vicinity to
give higher prices? I am certain that some capitalists gave high prices for the land, looking
to the future.
79. Is it your opinion that this obstruction is and will be injurious to the value of the land ?
It has very considerably deteriorated the property in value. I believe that some of the
buildings already erected would not bring half the prices they would have brought if the
proper plan—I may say the legitimate plan—bad been carried out.
80. Can you form an idea of what it would cost to open a thoroughfare to the Court House
Reserve ? The bridge I am now speaking of would open a thoroughfare to the Court House
Reserve, and I say that would cost from £1,000 to £1,200.
81. You are not alluding to that from William-street? That would cost £1,500, perhaps
less, but if I had expected to be called upon to give an opinion upon that I would have
looked at the matter more closely.
82. Is there any Government land in the vicinity of the Court House Reserve? Yes; the
Court House and the railway passing through it occupy the seven and a half acres, and I
should think there aro four or five acres still belonging to the Government, which were
reserved for Crown purposes.
83. By Mr, Rusden: That would be the reserve at the back of the Court House? (The
.
witness pointed out the position on the map.)
84. By Mr. Cummings: This land will not be required for Court House accommodation?
Not the whole, certainly not.
85. By Mr. Rusden : 1 gather that the sale of some of that land might pay for the bridge?
I am satisfied it would. There would bo great demand for it, as there is no inn in tho
neighbourhood, and you have to go the eighth of a mile before you can get shelter even.
86. The sale of this land would almost more than pay for the bridge ? Yes, there would be
considerable demand for it, for perhaps there is not a better stand for a large inn anywhere in
Maitland.
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APPENDIX.
TFm! Maitland,
10 Aprtl, 1859.
My dear Sir,

White, Esq.
15 Nov., 1S61.

I duly received your note, enclosing n cop}' of letters Nos. 59/19 and o9/192, dated Railway
Branch Department of Internal Communication, Sydney, oth Apsil, relative to “ a culvert on the Govern
" ment Northern Railway, near your property at Maitland, alleged to be insufficient to carry off the
“ rtccunuitotion of drainage water in that locality,” and setting forth, 111 ain directed by the Gommis“ simicr to inform you, that after full inquiry into tho matter, he is inclined to the opinion that tho
“ inconvenience arises rather from the incompleteness of the drainage outside the fences of tho railway,
14 than for want of any greater provision for carrying off the water in the construction of the railway.
You, therefore, ask mo to give you the result of'my experience for many years, as to the drainage of
your property now, and before the railway embankment was thrown up in its vicinity. I willingly
do so, believing that opinions must give way to facts, however theoretically great the authority that
originates them. The country has been paying dearly for such opinions for years jiast. Railways,
sewerages, fortifications, circular wharfs, have been, in their turn, the playthings of opinion ; these are
public property, find may serve, at the public expense, to teach men their proiessior, but private pro
perty ought not to be turned to tho same account.
.
Tho railway embankment near your property has materially injured it; tho water lays a couple
of feet deeper than it used to lay there before its construction. The culvert for the watercourse dues
not run in tho natural direction; and when any considerable fall of rain takes place it is not sufficient
to carry the water off—the principle of engineering is to aid nature, not to obstruct it. In looking at
this work I should have considered the reverse; indeed I believe tlie whole lino of railway, as now
existing, has been selected for its difficulties and expense—not for utility and economy ; tho more the
expenditure the more the patronage.
,
. .
.
It is possible that the first heavy flood will confirm my frequently expressed opinion of our
railway works; humble though it may be, it is that of a practical man.
Yours, Ac.,

T. \V. M. Robinson, Esq..

& BOYLE WHITE.

Banks-strcet, East Maitland.

Samuel Clift, Esq., called in and examined:—
87, By the Chairman: You live in Maitland ? Yes.
S, Clift,Esq.
38. And have done, for a number of years ? Since 1827.
^
89. Have you purchased any allotments in the town of Maitland? A great many.
15Noy.,18G1.
90. In what street? I have a great many in Bank-street. I have a great deal of property
in Bank-street.
91. How many years ago is it since you purchased those allotments ? Somewhere about
twenty.
92. At the time you purchased these allotments, did you purchase according to a plan !
According to a plan of Bank-street and Day-street that used to be at the Court House.
93. According to that plan did Bank-street run through to the Gaol and Court House
Reserve ? It ran through to the road which goes to Morpeth.
94. An embankment has been thrown across that street since? Yes.
_
,
95. Has that increased or diminished the value of your property ? It has taken a third off
tho value of my property.
,
96. When you purchased the allotments did you consider the value of them increased by
having free aoee.-'S to the reserve? I should say so j if I had known the water would have
stayed there I would never have bought the allotments.
_
97. Has the embankment been a cause of serious injury to the allotments and properties
there ? My opinion is that it has been a great injury.
98. Will you state to the Committee what injury it has done ? It has done a great deal of
injury to different parts of my relation’s property, and to my own. It has done a great
deal of injury to Mr. Robinson’s property. I cannot say to what amount.
99. Are you aware that it has prevented the water from running off, as it was accustomed
to do before the embankment was thrown across ? Before the embankment was there, no
water used to stop there.
100. Since then has it done so? Yes. I have known it to rain for a month before the
embankment was thrown across, and it has never stopped there j and it rained for only four
hours a little while ago, and the place was under water. I used to have £8 a-week for my
houses there, now I can only get j£2. At times the tenants cannot get backwards and
forwards for the water.
,
,1
101. Are you aware whether any memorial was sent to the Government before tho embank
ment was constructed ? I believe there was, by Mr. Robinson and Mr. Mayo.
.
_
102. In opposition to the construction of this embankment? Yes; I believe I signed it,
but I am not certain.
103. Are you aware whether any money has been voted for the removal of this embank
ment, and for erecting a bridge there ? I believe ^2,500 was put on tho Estimates to open
tho embankment, some two years ago104. By Mr. liusden: Did the water flood any of your allotments? No.
105. You are aware that it flooded a great many others in blocks 35 and 15 ? It floods a
great deal that belongs to Mr. William Eckford.
_
106. The allotments marked as Mayo’s were very much flooded? I believe there were two
allotments very much flooded. Brettle lives on this allotment; he can give you better
information than I can.
107. The Government have a great deal of vacant ground round the Court House. There
is a great deal of vacant ground, but I do not know whether it is kept as a reserve.
108. If the Government were to offer any of this land for sale, do you think it would bo
bought up? I think very readily; I think I should buy some.
109. From its being in the neighbourhood of the Court House ? Yes.
110,

>
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S. Clift, Esq. HO, There is no accommodation in the neighbourhood ? No; and there is no way of getting
it without going half a mile round, in consequence of this embankment.
IS Not,, 1861. Ill, Do you think if some of this land were sold it would pay for the necessary alteration
required in making the culvert larger ? I do not think it would he of any use to have a
culvert there; there ought to be a main road there, the same as tho Morpeth road.
112. It appears, from the feeling of the inhabitants, that if the Government were to sell some
of the land I have just referred to, from this seven acre reserve, the cost of this alteration
would be met by the proceeds? I think all that land wonld be very readily sold.
113. ,Sy Mr. Piddington: If any of the land in the neighbourhood of the Gaol were now
sold by tbe Government, would you not give a much higher price for it if there were a
bridge over Bank-street, than at the present time ? I do not think anyone would buy it
with the street stopped up.
114. By Mr. Oummings: The embankment in Bank-street is the cause of the injury of
which you complain ? It is. There was never any water at all there to do any harm until
this embankment was made.
115. At the time you bought this land in Bank-street access was open to the Government
reserve—was that an inducement to you to give a higher price for that land ? Yes; I
considered that we had a regular street to the Morpeth road.
116. And now you have been deprived of access in consequence of this embankment ? Yea.
117. And you consider that a great injury to people in general in that part of tlie town ?
In the whole of the town, except to the people just along the Morpeth road; it cannot do
thorn much barm.
118. Aa to tho culvert which has been spoken of, do you consider the cost of that a complete
waste of money ? I think it was.
119. In consequence of that waste of money a great injury has been done to tbe landed
proprietors in that immediate vicinity? It has.
120. If a pile bridge were constructed there, it would answer all the ends intended by
allowing the water to escape? Yes; I never knew a drop of water to stop there before the
embankment was formed; and I have been there close on to thirty years.
121. By Mr. Faucett: The embankment blocks up the entire street? Yes. I gave £300
for three-quarters of an acre there, because I considered that I had access to the Morpeth
road.
122. Bank-street—was that ever continued along from the railway towards Mr. Muir’s house?
It continued to Morpeth road when I bought the allotments.
123. It was intended to come on to tlie Morpeth road in a straight line ? Yes, to Mr.
Muir’s hill.
124. At present there is no appearance of a prolongation beyond the railway towards the
Morpeth road ? Before the embankment was there, people used always to drive that way.
125. Then the result is that Bank-street now stops at the railway ? Yes.
126. I have frequently seen a large quantity of water near the railway, between the railway
and Morpeth road—has that ever been increased by the stopping up of tho railway ? It
never used to stop there before the embankment was made.
127. You are aware that there is a large quantity to be found there now ? Yes, I am.
128. By the Chairman: You stated that you gave £300 for three quarter acres of land?
Yes.
129. Was that in consequence of its being in a street, having access to the Court House?
Yes, Bank-street, having access to the Morpeth road,
130. By Mr. Cummings; Now that there is this obstruction, what do you suppose is tbe
value of this block of laud for which you gave £300 ? In consequence of tbe obstruction of
the access to Morpeth road, I do not believe, if it were offered for sale, without the improve
ments, it would bring £60.
131. By the Chairman: At what did you estimate the value of your property in Bankstreet before this embankment was thrown across ? I should think about £14,000.
132. What is your present estimate of its value ? I cannot say; it has reduced greatly
since this embankment was thrown across.
,
133. By Mr. Faucett: There is no doubt, whether your property has been depreciated in
valne or not, that this is a great obstruction and inconvenience to the inhabitants generally?
Yes, the people have now to go half a mile round to get to the Court House, because the
streets are stopped up.

Mr. Joseph Brettle called in and examined:—
134. By the Chairman: You reside in Maitland ? Yes.
Brettle.
135. How many years have you lived there ? Over twelve.
136. In what part of Maitland do you reside ? In Bank-street.
15 Nov., 1861. 137. You know the railway embankment? Yes.
138. Have you suffered any inconvenience since it has been constructed ? Yes.
139. Will you state to the Committee the nature of the inconvenience you have suffered ?
I am not now living in the same place, I lived near the embankment for some years; but
I now live about five hundred yards from the railway embankment, under Mr. Clift’s.
140. By Mr. Piddington: On the other side of Law-street, towards Newcastle-street? Yes.
In May last I had two feet and a half of water in my bakehouse.
141. By the Chairman: Was that caused entirely by the embankment? -Yes.
142. Did you suffer any loss? Yes; I had some hay spoiled in the shed at the bottom of
my yard, that was up out of the reach of all water, as I thought.
Mr, Joseph

143.
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143. Did the house you lived in sustain any injury ? On Sunday night I had to work in Mr. Joseph
two feet and a half of water j in fact, the water was in my bed-room. When I got out of Brettle.
bed, between twelve and one o’clock, there was nearly five indies of water in my bed-room.
15 Nov,, 1861.
144. Did you occupy that house before the embankment was thrown up ? No.
145. By Mr. Faucett: Did the same state of things occur frequently ? No; I never saw it
so bad before; it had been up several times before, but never so bad as in May last.
146. Your house had been flooded before, several times since the embankment had been
thrown up, but never so bad as that? No.
147. You say you live four or five hundred yards away from the embankment? Yes.
148. By Mr. Piddington: Are all the houses in that neighbourhood subject to the same
inconvenience as your own ? Yes.
149. By Mr. Faucett: There is a pool of water I have seen frequently, more particularly in
wet weather, on your side of the railway, near Mr. Mayo’s cottage ? Yes; there is always a
pool of water there, and under the railway arch.
150. The water lies there at present ? Yes; the pigs and geese could always find water
there in the summet-tirae.
151. Used that pool of water to be there before this railway was made? No.
152. There used to be no water there? There was when there was rain, but it would go off
iu a day or so.
153. Did it supply a perpetual source of amusement for the ducks and geese before that?
No.
154. But it does now ? Yes.
'
155. There is a pool of water nearly opposite the place I speak of—or there was at the
time 1 was last at Maitland, at the last Assizes—on the allotments in Bank-street, going
away from the pool I have just spoken of, and crossing Day-street? That is the water-hole,
at the right side of Day-street; that is a water-hole that was made many years ago.
150. Before this embankment was thrown across the street ? Yes; it is now nearly filled up
with mud; it was made by a man named Keddie,
157. Do you recollect whether Bank-street was continued as a street across where the rail
road now is, towards the Morpeth road ? I have always heard so.
.158. Do you reeolleet it yourself ? No.*
159. Bank-street is well defined along to the railway, but you do not recollect its being
defined beyond the present line of railway towards the Morpeth road ? No.
160. Do you recollect that street before the railway was formed? Yes.
161. You recollect Bank-street being distinctly marked at one end, bat not at the other ?
Yes.
162. You are aware that at present there is no appearance at all of a continuation of Bankstreet, where I speak of? Yes.
163. By Mr. Piddington: Do you not remember a cart track towards Mr, Muir’s? Yes, but
not a regular line of street.
164. By Mr. Faucett: There is a bed of water sometimes near the railway, between tbe
railway and the Morpeth road—do you recollect that ? After rain for a day or so, but
formerly it ran away.
165. I have seen it there for days? Yes; it is down by Mr. Brown’s, of Newcastle, paddock.
166. You recollect that? Yes.
167. Used that bed of water to be there to any extent before tbe construction of the rail
way ? When it gets through the culvert there is no water more than there used to be.
168. Since the construction of the embankment does it lodge there in greater quantity
than it used to do before? No.
169. Then it seems to pass away from that side, which is higher ground, through the
culvert, towards your side? Yes.
170. The ground I speak of is a particularly low piece of ground? Yes, between tbe
Morpeth road and the railway.
171. Near the railway ? Yes.
172. Either from absorption, or by passing through the culvert, it does pass away in a few
days ? Yes.
173. There can be no doubt that the embankment is a great inconvenience ? No.-!"
174. By Mr. Cummings: Before this embankment was thrown across, were you subject to
tlie same injury from water as now ? No.
175. Has property, from tlie embankment or from tbe obstruction of tbe culvert, been very
much injured in that immediate neighbourhood? Yes.
176. Is that injury likely to continue after wet weather, or in wet weather, while the same
obstruction remains ? Yes; five or six hour’s rain will almost drown us on our side of the town.
177. I suppose you are aware that water lodging on an improved property—on the inside or
tho outside of the walls of a building—is very likely to be injurious to the erection ? Yes.
178. Very much so? Yes; I know in fact that an oven which I have rented from Mr.
Clift, which has not been put up above three years, has split all the way up, from the water
having risen there.
179. That must be a great injury to property of that kind ? Yes.
180. And this injury is solely traceable to tlie obstruction of the culvert, and the embank
ment? Yes.
181. Can you form any idea of the depreciation or value of property from this cause—
whether it has depreciated one-half, one-third, or one-fourth in valne ? I should say it has
fallen one-half. There are some of the houses that people will not live in ; you cannot get
near them in wet weather.
182.
*Sevistd:—“ No " should have been “ Yes.”
^lUvized;—This 11 No " should have beeii “ Yes.'
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182. If these houses are subject to continual inundations, and are constantly in a damp
reA e' state, people will abandon them if .they can find piemises anywhere else ? Yes.
"V 18H- In consequence of the flooded state of the immediate neighbourhood the property has
lo Noy,, 1861, aimost become useless ? Yes.
184. By Mr. Faucett: Over what extent of ground does that spread ? It goes from Williamstreet to Bank-street, I am sure in May last there was a sheet of water on which a boat
might have floated.
185. By Mr. Cummings: In William-street property suifers from the same cause't Yes.
180. The culvert which you say is one of the chief causes of this injury—was the erection
of that, in your opinion, a complete waste of public money ? Yes.
187. And that is the general opinion ? Yes.
188. And that is one of the causes of the destruction of property in that immediate
neighbourhood? Yesj the foundation of that cnlvert was laid eighteen inches too low in
the ground.
189. Is it your opinion that an open bridge to allow the water to make its escape would be
a means of saving property in that neighbourhood ? Yes; or a large culvert.
190. By Mr. Faucett; Did I understand you to say that a boat would float in William-street?
No; in Bank-street.
191. Do you mean to say that William-street was flooded in consequence of this embank
ment ? Yes ; the water is all kept back, from Bank-street to William-street.
192. Then, in fact, there is a double flood—a flood from the upper end of William-street,
and also from the embankment—both coming from different directions and lodging on the
lower part of William-street, near Day-street? Yes.
193. By Mr. Rusden: Did you sign this petition? Yes.

29
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ECKFORD,
PIDDINGTON,
Chaie.

John Whitton, Esq., C.E., called in and examined;—■
194. By the Chairman : Have you read the evidence taken before this Committee ? I have.
195. Is there anything in that evidence which you object to? A great many mis-statements
have been made with reference to the culvert under the railway at Bank-street, which I wish
29 Nuv., 1861. to reply to generally. Perhaps I had better point out to the Committee the position of the
creek at East Maitland at the time the railway was first projected, and also to the street
called Bank-street, which was laid down upon the plans of East Maitland. {The witness
produced a plan.) This is the original survey of the line for the extension into West Mait
land. At the time this survey was made, the whole of Bank-street where the railway crosses
was a pond or creek, and I did not think it necessary to advise the Commissioners to erect a
bridge across it. Bank-street is shewn in the original plans of East Maitland, but it Las
never been used as a street, and never could be whilst in that condition.
196. By Mr. Piddington: What was tho width of the pond where it crossed Bank-street?
I think it would be about fifty feet wide.
197. Do you assert that there was a pond fifty feet wide at the intersection of Bank-street—
was that permanent water ? Yes.
198. By the Chairman: It was ouly in wet weather ? I never saw it otherwise, and I think
from the formation of the ground it never could he otherwise; there was no outlet for tho
water, and the only opportunity the water had to get off was by evaporation, as at present,
because the land on the east side is considerably higher than that on the west (referring
to the plan.) I never was at Maitland before the railway was completed that I did not see
horses coming down there to be watered.
199. What was the year when the survey was first made ? 1857.
200. Were you acquainted with the locality before that time? I was before*the survey was
made, hut not before 1857.
201. When was this survey completed? In May, 1857.
202. By Mr. Arnold: When did you first sec it ? In February or March, 1857.
203. It was then in that state ? There was water there then, and I looked upon it as a pond
for the accommodation of the town—as a complete watering place ; so much so that I deter
mined not to lower the ground outside the railway fence, lest those who used the pond
should claim compensation for the loss of water.
204. By the Chairman: You are aware that there was a street laid out in the original plan ?
I was aware that there was a street laid out before this survey was made.
205. Are you aware whether any objection was. taken by the inhabitants of Maitland to this
embankment? I believe no objection was taken at the time, but before the work was com
pleted I think objection was taken.
206. Before the embankmeot was completed? I am not quite clear upon that; I think it
very possible.
207. Y ou are aware that statements have been made by several witnesses, that since tho
embankment has been made there, the houses in that locality have been flooded in a way
they never had been before ? I am aware of that statement, and I entirely disagree with it.
208.
J. Whitton,
Esq., G.E.
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208. Do you believe that it is not tbe ease ? I do not say it is not tbe case that they have J. Whitton,
been flooded; but I say such floods have not beeu caused by tbe railway embankment. I Esq., C.E.
think I can shew the Committee that it is impossible it could be so. This is the section
(f/tc witness referred to the same) taken from Day-street, through the culvert under tbe rail 29 Nov., 1861
way, and on to Mel bourn e-street. It appears from this, that outside the fence of tbe rail
way, or nearer Mclbourne-street, the surface of tbe ground is two feet nine inches higher
than the bottom of the culvert under the railway, and therefore the water must always have
been standing two feet nine inches in the culvert before any portion could pass over into
Melbournc-street; and as this was the original section of the ground it is quite clear that
before the water did rise as high as this it would be impossible that it could flood over into
the culvert in Melbourne-strcet.
209. By Mr, Rusden: Then the culverts in tho two places arc on a level ? Yes, practically
so; within a few inches of the same level,
210. By Mr. Cummings: Which of tbe two culverts is most complained of ? There is no
complaint whatever made of the culvert under Mclbourne-street; but the complaint is with
reference to the culvert under the railway, which is far larger than the one under Mclbourne-street.
211. You would not consider it much of a flood, considering the heavy fall of water that
often takes place here, to cause a rise of two feet nine of water—Is the culvert large enough
to carry off the quantity of water which might be collected on the watershed there? It is
evident that a culvert five feet high and five feet wide will be large enough to take away the
water which can be carried off by a culvert three feet wide.
212. By Mr. Piddington: What is the size of the culvert ? It is a five feet culvert—five
feet high ; and not as Mr. White says, two feet eight inches wide, but five feet wide. That
under tbe Morpeth road is only three feet wide, and it is therefore evident that the latter
cannot carry off all the water which might pass through the culvert under the railway.
213. Can the water that comes from the railway culvert escape in any other way than
through the road culvert? No.
214. By the Chairman: Are you aware of the extent of the area of the watershed there,
and the quantity of water that collects there ? No, I am not.
215. Is it not possible that this culvert might at times he obstructed by drift and rubbish.
It is stated by Mr. White, in answer to question 6G, " After a heavy thunderstorm the
" rubbish is washed down into the culvert, which is thus choked up, aud forms part of the
"embankment.” Is that an impossibility? It is not an impossibility.
216. Is it probable? It is possible.
217. Y ou have no reason to doubt the statement made by this witness ? I cannot contra
dict it.
218. Are you aware that water has stood some two or three feet above the top of the culvert ?
I can easily understand that it may have done so; but I do not look upon that as caused by an
obstruction in the railway culvert, hut by the insufficiency of the culvert under tbe Morpeth
road; for tbe Committee must see, by reference to the plan, that, in addition to the water
coming from the railway culvert, the culvert passing under the Morpeth road must take the
water coming from the Gaol, and from the whole of the land on the east side of the railway.
219. The culvert in Melbourne-street is of the same capacity now as it was before the
embankment was thrown across Bank-street ? Yes.
220. It has been stated that the obstruction since the embankment has been thrown across
Bank-street has been much greater, and that houses in that street have been flooded as they
never were before ? 'That may be accounted for in many ways. During the last few years
the floods have been much higher, and the quantity of water that has collected has been
much greater than for many years previously.
221. But we have had floods there nearly as great as any we have had since this embank
ment was thrown across ? What I understand generally from the witnesses is this, that the
water has been standing a considerable time in the buildings alongside Bank-street, and Mr.
Bobinson has stated particularly that that has been the case. He states that damage has
been done to his property in consequence of tho culvert under tbe railway in Bank-street
not being of sufficient size to take away the water. Now, the surface of the ground outside
of the fences of the railway being two feet nine higher than the bottom of the culvert, the
water must be dammed back upon him until it rises to that level and passes over that two
feet nine inches. I have pointed out to him that if he would drain the land between the
railway fence and Melbourne-street, it would take the water away. He has declined to do
so; and on one occasion I had this done, and the water was all drained off.
222. By Mr. Piddington: 1 beg to direct your attention to the evidence of Mr. Clift. He
was asked whether the water had accumulated at that point after or before the erection of
the embankment, and he says " I have known it to rain for a month before the embankment
“ was thrown across, and it never stopped there; and it rained for only four hours a little
" while ago, and the place was under water.” Now, that is the evidence of a very old inhabi
tant of that neighbourhood ? Of course if these matters are stated I cannot contradict them,
but at the same time I must say that it is utterly impossible that a three feet culvert, such
as the one under Melbourne-street, can take off as much water as the five feet culvert
under the railway.
223. You are not aware of the extent of the watershed intended to be drained by the
culvert ? The whole of tbe water on the west side of Bank-street, and not only that but all
the water from the Gaol side of the railway passes through the culvert under the Morpeth
road.
224. Then the culvert under Melbourne-street was sufficient to take the water on both the
east and west side of the railway ?
It appears to me to have been insufficient.
I know
1.8 3—C
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J. 'Whitton, this, that it is impossible that a culvert of three feet can carry off the quantity of water
Esq., C.E. which may he brought down by a five feet culvert.
...
,
i j v J **.

■
- 225. By 'the Chairman : I think you stated that tbe culvert might be obstructed by drift
2StNov., 1861. i,r0Ught down from the watershed? Possibly it might.
226. That would throw tbe water back ? Undoubtedly.
227 By Mr. Piddington : Would not a bridge be a better safeguard against the accumula
tion of water at Bank-street than a culvert? Unless the culvert be large enough. I am
satisfied that if the culvert in Melbourne-street has beeu sufficient to take the water off here
tofore it is quite sufficient now, and that no damage has ever occurred from the insufficiency
of the railway culvert.
.
i , ? tv
228. Bathe Chairman: May it not have been from the obstruction of the culvert f It it
has been obstructed; but I think tbe pressure of water there would be quite sufficient to
prevent such an obstruction.
229. By Mr. Piddington: If a bridge were there instead of a culvert, would a bridge be
choked? That is not very likely.
.
.
.
.
230. Would not a bridge be a greater safeguard against such contingencies than a culvert.
231.

By the Chairman :

A bridge would prevent tbe choking up of the passage of the water ?

Undoubtedly.
.
nnn
232. What do you imagine the expense of a bridge would be t About i,-2,uuu.
233. You are aware that a sum has been voted for the removal of the embankment, and for
the erection of a bridge? Yes.'
234. Would tliatsum be sufficient for the purpose? It would.
,
,
235. Would there be any difficulty in throwing a bridge across? No, butwo should be
obliged to make a temporary bridge or embankment, to enable us to carry ou the traffic
while the permanent bridge was in course of erection.
.
,
236. -By Mr. Piddington : Are you aware why the sum voted has not been appropriated to
tlie purpose ? I am not aware; I have given my opinion that a bridge is unnecessary, and
did so when the railway was first formed.
r,
, j*
237. By the Chairman: Are you aware that according to the plans Bank-street leads to tbe
Gaol and Court House Reserves ? Yes, I am.
T
238 Are you not also aware tliat allotments have been bought according to that plan ? i
am not aware of that, and my impression is that the whole of the land on the Gaol side ot
the railway is the property of tbe Government.
239. According to the plan Bank-street leads on to Morpeth Road. lies.
240 By Mr Piddington : On the east side of the railway the land does not belong to the
Government? I think it does as far as Day-street; it is a Government reserve.
241. By the Chairman : The Government reserve is along Day-street to Bank-street f ies.
242 Have you anything to say to the statement of Mr. Clift, that tbe closing of the street
has injured tbe value of bis property—would you suppose that to be the case t 1 should
not suppose it to bo tbe case; of course Mr. Clift must know the value of his property much
243. By Mr. Piddington: There appears to be no Government land on tbe north-west side
of the railway near William-street and Bank-street? No..
. _ .
,
244. Your allusion to the Government land I suppose applies to the Reserve for a Gaol and
Court House on the south-eastern side ? Yes.
iei„, T
f
245. You were not acquainted with the locality previous to February, 1857 r L was not.
246. Are you aware that in 1857 there were considerable floods in the Hunter River
247. And in consequence of those floods the water accumulated in the Town of East
248* That, I presume, is no criterion of the general accumulation of water at Bank-street?
I have seen it on many occasions besides those in 1857 ; I have never seen it without water.
I looked upon it as a pond for the use of the town when I went there in the first instance,
and on all occasions when 1 have been there I have seen horses taken down there to be
249! Was not tbe place where you said horses were taken to water immediately at the
back of Mr. Mayo’s property, and was not the water there confined to a small spot ( I do not
know which is Mr. Mayo’s property.
'
T,
, t
, ,, , ,
. ,
250. According to the plan his property has a frontage to Day-street, and tho back extends
to Day-street ? It was at tho back of that property.
,
251. Are you aware that at that spot the soil has been taken out for the purpose of making
I am not aware.
, . ,
,
,
,
.
252. If that were tbe fact would not that be likely to be a place where water would
accumulate ? No doubt; being lower than any other portion, water would run to it. \\ hen
I first saw it I was under the impression that it was a pond in the general course of the
creek, and I certainly, at that time, thought a culvert was far more fitted for taking the
water away than a bridge, for the purposes of a street; and I never supposed for a moment
that Bank-street could be considered as of much importance in leading to the Court House
or Gaol, for there are, in my opinion, a sufficient number of bridges and crossings without it.
253. Have you any doubt that a bridge would be a more effectual means of preventing the
accumulation of water than an embankment and culvert? I do not believe, except as to the
possibility of tbe culvert being stopped up by rubbish brought down by the water, that thc
condition of the houses alongside Bank-street would be any better by substituting a bridge
bricks?

254^1 do not ask you whether, if you make certain exceptions, things would not be better ;
but whether you are not of opinion that a bridge would be a more effectual safeguard
than a culvert in Bank-street, against this accumulation of water ? No doubt ot it.
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255. By Mr. Rusdcn : It appears from evidence, and from the plan, that it was the intention J. Whitton,
Esq., G.E.
of G-ovemment to keep Bank-street as an open street ? I do not know what was the intention
of the Government as to a street,
29NovTmi.
256. Do you not think if parties purchased allotments in this street, with a view to its
beiug an open street, that they are entitled to some compensation for its being stopped up ?
I am not aware that any allotments have been purchased with tliat impression.
257. In Mr, White’s evidence, in answer to 226, ho says, “the culvert at that time was in a
state of collapse”? From the evidence I have seen I think the witness hardly know
the meaning of the word " collapse.”
258. At 37 you will find the following question by me—ff You stated that that culvert was
in a state of collapse; by that I understand that it was completely choked ? Yes j I
" pointed thatoutto Mr. Bewick, and he admitted that a couple of navvies in six hours could
" repair that, but he said he would not do it so long as the parties complained that the rail“ way was an obstruction.” And then at 39, “ When you inspected it the water had been
“ stopped, and was within eighteen inches of the top of the culvert ? Yes, and the whole of
" the other side of the culvert was perfectly dry.”—That is, the space between the two cul
verts was dry ; tbe culvert on tho Morpeth Road had conveyed away the water, and the
culvert on the embankment was choked ? I think Mr. White was entirely mistaken in that;
because a culvert is choked up it is not therefore necessarily in a state of collapse ; but in
this case, as I have already stated, the land on the outside of the railway fence was not
sufficiently low to allow the water to pass through it.
259. Of course we cannot dispute the correctness of your plan, hut it appears from the
evidence taken before the Committee, that the water is all taken away by the culvert in the
Melbourne road, but that it is stopped by the railway culvert ? There are few things so
deceptive as levels, to general observation, but I have had these levels taken, and I have no
doubt of their accuracy, and on one occasion I had a drain cut to shew Mr. Robinson that by
that means the water might be carried away, but he has allowed that drain to silt up again.
260. What is the distance between the two culverts ? About six or seven chains.
261. You say that that culvert upon the Melbourno street or Morpeth Road is not sufficient
to take away the water ? Certainly not, if the culvert under the railway is insufficient.
262. If the water is obstructed by that culvert not being largo enough, still, as there are six
or seven chains between the two culverts, a very large body of water would be formed between
tbe two culverts without extending beyond the railway culvert ? No, water will always
find its own level.
263. Water will always find its own level certainly, but there is a large space of laud here
to bo over-spread ? No doubt, but if the culvert at Morpeth Road were blocked up, it would
block up tbe water on the western side as well as on the eastern of the railway.
264. There will be a shallow pond, no doubt ? But as the ground is tolerably level between
tbe invert of the culvert on tbe Morpeth Road and up to Mr. Robinson’s property, tbe water
that would be dammed back at Morpeth Road would be dammed back on his property.
265. Looking at the evidence—the evidence seems to say that has not been the fact—seeing
that there are six or seven chains between the two culverts, is not it apparent that if, while
there was one embankment there might have been some injury, with two there must be a
greater injury ? The only difference in the injury must be the area of the embankment
deducted from the whole pool of water, which, I should think, would not raise the level of
the water one-eighth of an inch.
266. By the Chairman: You have the levels, and have no doubt of their being correct ?
Not tbe shadow of a doubt.
267. By Mr. Rusdcn: If tbe land of the Court House Reserve were sold do you not think
it would fetch a great deal of money ? I really do not know.
268. Yon are aware that at present the Court House is standing in an isolated part of
Maitland, and is without any accommodation for jurors or witnesses ? There is no accom
modation there, but Maitland is only a short distance off—half a mile probably.
269. What would be the expense of making communication with the Court House down
William-street, either by, under, or over crossings----- - ? I do not think either under or over
crossings could be made to be of any use.
270. By the Chairman: Could a level crossing be made there? Yes, by removing the
station buildings aud platform.
271. By removing the station a level crossing could be made ? "Undoubtedly, and with
Bank-street, you would have four crossings in about a quarter of a mile. There is a bridge
under High-street, a bridge under George-street, a level crossing at King-street, and a bridge
over Melbourne-street. The level crossing at King-street and the bridge over Melbournestreet, answer every purpose for tbe accommodation of tbe Court House. The whole distance
is very short, between the two points about three-eighths of a mile.
272. By Mr. Piddington : If a bridge were built at Bank-street would not that be equally
convenient ? If we build a bridge wo must make provision for the drainage that now runs
down Bank-street; and unless a culvert be built we must have a creek running down tbe
centre of tbe opening of the bridge, and I do not think that would be found a very con
venient crossing to the Court House and Gaol.
273. By Mr. Rusdcn: You say you do not think a crossing could be advantageously made
in William-street, on account of the railway? I do not think so; I think it would be very
expensive, and extremely inconvenient,
274. Will you state where the junction of tbe Morpeth line is contemplated to be made by
the Government ? At Pitnacree Hoad.
275. Then tbe Government intend to take the lower line ? The lower line ; of course I do
not know the intention of the Government with regard to the construction of that line;
That is tbe line.I originally laid down.

276.

1
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J, Whitton, 276. By Mi'. Cummings : Would it not be desirable to make a culvert on the Morpeth,Road,

Esq., C.E.
29 Not., 1S61.

]arge euQQgh
enable tbe water in flood times to escape ? I think so.
277. Do you think if that wore done this property would bo protected from tbe injury now
oauEe(l by this destructive element ? I think so. '
278. Without it you think it will not? lam quite sure that the formation of a bridge
would have no effect upon the damage of the property in Bank-street, without the enlarge
ment of the culvert under the Morpeth Road.
'
279. Would you advise the enlargement of the culvert under the Morpeth Road ? If the Com
mittee decide upon building a bridge over Bank-street I would then recommend that it be
enlarged.
280. If the culvert were to be replaced by an open bridge, are you of opinion that tho evil
complained of by some of the witnesses, as to the culvert being stopped up by sand and debris,
would be remedied? An open bridge would not be likely to be filled up, but I had not
heard of the culvert having been stopped before I beard it here.
281. In case of a culvert being stopped up by debris and sand, the water must find its level
somewhere? No doubt. Bridges are better than culverts, unless the culverts are of suffi
cient size to carry off the water.
282. From your experience you are aware that a great quantity of water falls in this Colony
in a short space of time ? Very short.
283. To guard against these visitations it is your opinion that it is quite necessary to erect
a bridge here in place of a five feet culvert ? I do not say so; I say a bridge is less likely
to obstruct tho water than a five feet culvert, but that it would he of no use to build a bridge
there, unless there were an enlargement of the opening of the culvert in the Morpeth Road,
284. Have you seen in the evidence that it is stated that this culvert has been filled up, and
the water stopped by debris and other matter brought down to it? I think it is stated so in
the evidence.
285. In the case of water remaining there for a length of time it must he very injurious to
the adjacent property? No doubt; property must bo seriously injured by having water
surrounding or over it.
■
286. About what amount would it cost to make a drain large enough to meet the necessary
requirements here ? I would build a bridge if I removed the Morpeth Road culvert.
287. An open bridge ? Yes.
288. The expense would be very small ? I should think about £150 or £160.
289. It is your opinion that an open bridge would he better for that purpose than a culvert?
I certainly think so.

* 1 ' ‘I * .
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EXTRACTS EROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OP
THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Totes No. 40.

Tuesday, 12 November, 1861.

5. System of Kailway Locomotion proposed by Mr. E. BellMr. Wilson moved, pursuant
to notice,—
r
(1.) "That, in the opinion of this House, the system of Kailway Locomotion brought
forward by Mr. E. Bell, Civil Engineer, and submitted to the Government, be practi
cally tested by the Government.
r
Govern'^1 ^ fores°illg Resolut,ion bo forwarded by Address to His Excellency the
fllr. Holt moved, That tbe Question be amended by tbe omission of all the words
after the word “ That,’1 at tbe commencement of Section (1), with a view to the
insertion in their place of the words “ a Select Committee be appointed, with power
to send for persons and papers, to inquire into and report upon the Inventions
«
l£,Stera of, R^l!way Locomotion brought forward by Mr. E. Bell, Civil Engineer
(f Cf j A““‘ ““ Committee consist of Mr. Arnold, Mr. Hay, Mr. Holt, Mr. Sadleir,
Mr. Sutherland, Mr. Lucas, Mr. Forster, Mr. Smart, Mr. Rotton, and Mr. Wilson ”
Bebate ensued.
‘
Question,—That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of tbe Question —nut
and negatived.
' ^
Mr, Forster moved, That the proposed Amendment be amended fcy tbe addition, at
the end of Section (1), of the following words:—
“That
Committee also have power to inquire into, and report upon, the
„ appl'cability of a recent invention of Mr. W. G. Caporn for stopping or checking
locomotive and other .Engines on inclines, by means of iron frills or ratchet wheels
on their axles.
Question put and passed.
Question then,—That the words of the proposed Amendment, as so amended be
inserted after the word " That” in the Original Question,—put and passed.
Whereupon, Question,—
(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed, with power to send for persons and
papers, to inquire into and report upon the Inventions and System of Railway Loco
motion brought forward by Mr. E. Bell, Civil Engineer,—
J
That the Committee also have power to inquire into and report upon the applicabilitv
of a recent invention of Mr. W. G. Caporn, for stopping or checking locomotive and
other engines on inclines, by means of iron frills or ratchet wheels on their axles —
put and passed.
'
And Mr. Piddington requiring that tbe said Committee be appointed by Ballot —
Ihe House proceeded to the Ballot, and the Speaker declared the following Members
Mr RtnHnn0Mrait^!iduliy
’ Mr’,Arnold' Mr'
Mr. Wilson,
Mr. Rotton, Mr. Sutherland, Mr. Forster, Mr. Lucas, Mr. Balgleish, and Mr, Sutter.

Votes No. 70.

Friday, 3 January, 1862.

14. System of Railway Locomotion proposed by Mr. E. Bell.—Mr. Leary moved, pursuant
to notice. That tbe Select Committee appointed to inquire into the System of Rail
way Locomotion proposed by Mr. E. Bell, be instructed to inquire into and report
on the character and merits of tbe Bridge invented by Mr, Woore
^
Question put.
The House divided.
*

Ayes, 19.

*

Noes, 4.
*
*

Votes No. 80. Friday, 17 January, 1862,
4. System of Railway Locomotion proposed by Mr. E. Bell:—Mr. Wilson, as Chairman
brought up a Progress Report from, and laid upon the Table the Proceedings of, and

» Cm, k’JJS.S
Ordered to be printed.

SeI"‘ c°mmilu‘’ *pp""*ed on lhis
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SYSTEM OF 'R AHWAY LOCOMOTION PROPOSED BY MR. E. BELL.

PEOGKESS REPORT.

The Select Committee of tlie Legislative Assembly appointed on
12th November last, “ to inquire into and report upon the Inven“ Hons cmd System of Bailway Locomotion brought forward by
“ Mr. L. Bell, Civil Engineer,” with power also, “ to inquire mto
11 and report upon the applicability of a recent Invention of Mr.

“
“
“

W. G. Caporn, for stopping or checldng Locomotive and other
Engines on inclines, by means of iron frills or ratchet wheels on
their axles;”

and instructed on the 3rd instant,

li to inquire

“ into and report on the character and merits of the Bridge

“ invented by Mr. Woore,—with power to send for persons and
“ papers,”—have agreed to the following Progress Report:—
Your Committee have not been able to make much progress
with the investigation “ into the Inventions and System of Railway
Locomotion brought forward by Mr. E. Bell, Civil Engineer,” as the
subject being of a scientific nature, it wTas necessary to have the
evidence of each witness printed and circulated among the Members
of the Committee before taking further evidence. This has caused
considerable delay. But your Committee think the subject of so much
importance that they would respectfully recommend that the question
he again referred to a Select Committee nest Session.
2. With regard to the Invention of Mr. Caporn, your Com
mittee have examined the witnesses named in the margin, whose Hr. W. G. Caporn.
J. "Whitton,Esa., C.E.
evidence clearly shews that it is not advisable for the Government to E. Bill, Esq., H.l.C.E.
adopt it on our Railways, as it is not an improvement on the system
of breaks now in use.
3. Your Committee have not had time to enter on the subject
of Mr. Woore’s Bridge, the instructions to do so having been issued
so late as the 3rd instant.
J. BOWIE WILSON.
Chairman,
Legislative Assembly Chamber,
Sydney,

17

January,

1862.

PEOCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.

FRIDAY, 15 NOVEMBER, 1861.

Members Present :—
'

gr. Forster,
Mr. Dalgloish,
Mr- Wilson,
Mr. Suttor,
Mr. Sutherland,
Mr. Rotton.
v . J-W^SOD, Esq. (on motion of Mr. Rotton), called to the Chair.
ri-tl* J°r?2^ !rta?tj ?ntry ^ “ppointing the inquiry, before the Committee.
Committee deliberated as to their course of procedure, and
It was Resolved,—
(1.) That Mr. W. G. Caporn, and Mr. E. Bell, City Engineer, be examined before
the Committee at their next meeting.
(2.) That a letter be addressed to Mr. Whitton, Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Depart
Sink fi1tnTltmS him
attend durinS tlie examination of witnesses, if he
[Adjourned to Thursday next, at Ten o’clock.]

TitUKtiDAY, 21 NOVEMBER, 1861.

m51w

,

Members Present:—
J. B. Wilson, Esq., in the Chair,
Mr. Forster,
Mr. Rotton,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Lucas,
Mr, Hajj
jy[r Arnold.
P108*!34,’? the,rooin duriDS
examioation of witnesses.)

Mr. VV, G. Caporn called in and examined.
TWltness handed in a Report upon his invention for the economical working of Rail
ways, Tramways, &c. (Vide List of Appendixi)
e
111
Rough plan of projector’s idea laid before Committee.

M™f,‘sto“r;xf,wrss',he Cl'!‘irm“ ‘‘""e”0"-™ * i«™ *k«
Examination continued.
Mr. Wilson, re-entering the room, resumed the Chair.
Examination proceeded with ; when.
The Chairman again having occasion to withdraw,_
Chair takenyiro tern, by Mr. Lucas.
Examination of witness continued.
Chair resumed by Mr. Wilson.
Witness bere illustrated his invention by models.
Examination concluded.
i°]‘nsvf !'?nLEEqCUef' Railway Department, examined,
iidward Bell, Esq., C.E!., City Engineer9 examined.

L

[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at Ten o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 27 NOVEMBER, 1861.

Members Present:—
J. B. Wilson, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. Rotton,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Sutherland.
r
WIlitton Present in
room during the examination of witness.)
in the temporary absence of the Chairman, Mr. Lucas called to the Chair:

10‘hsof ‘h!'

““

“«»

Edward Bell, Esq., M.I.C.E., Oity Engineer, further examined.
Chairman laid before Committee letter from Mr. W. G. Caporu.
Committee considered the same.
L
'
Resolved: That the letter be printed and entered on the Minutes of Proceedings.

" Tbe Chaim of the Seta. Committee on Hr. E. Bell'e In™S “

^

u Sir,

'
«
r 1 h°g rcsPcct4uily ^ call the attention of the Committee to a remarkable
«
M pVldAenr-(be^C th® Com[nittcfi>in this
Sydney Morning
« ‘cZi 4 •, d ^ bj/ ‘,Ir'G' A' FlfzSlbbotl’ Engineer, of Nelson, New Zealand, entitled

«“ ■"ls"luteIy a“** *h# ^ °c Mr“I

7
.
<< I
leave also to state, that I have looked at the Pitt-street Tramway, and that
*l it would afford the necessary place for a trial of my invention, such trial not to cost the
" sum of one hundred (£100) pnds.
“ I am, &c.,
" WM. GOODE CAPORN.”
t Ordered, That copies of Evidence be circulated amongst the Members of the
Committee as soon as printed, and that Mr. Whitton be also furnished with a copy.
[Adjourned.]
TUESDAY, 17 DECEMBER, 1861.

.

Membebs Present :—

J. B. Wilson, Esq., in the Chair,
Mr. Lucas,
|
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Sutherland.
Committee met, pursuant to summons.
*
^ Copies of printed Evidence previously distributed amongst the Members of the
Committee, and a copy transmitted to Mr. Whitton.
'
J. Whitton, Esq., Engineer-in- Chief, Railway Department, examined. ””
Evidence to be circulated as before.
[Adjourned.]

FRIDAY, 10 JANUARY, 1862.

Member Present:—
Mr. Wilson.
In the absence of a Quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.
TUESDAY, 14 JANUARY, 1862.

Members Present:—
J. B. Wilson, Esq., in the Chair.
■
Mr. Lucas,
]
■ Mr. Forster,
■
Mr. Dalgleish. .
. .
' Committee having met, pursuant to summons,- deliberated,—
- ■ And adjourned to half-past Eleven,- AM., this day.
There not being a Quorum present within half an hour after the jtime appointed,
the meeting lapsed.
....
.
.
r

WEDNESDAY, 15 JANUARY, 1862.

‘

Members Present:—.
J. B, Wilson, Esq,, in the Chair.
Mr. Forster,
I
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Arnold,
|
Mr. Sutherland.
_
(Mr. E. Bell, City Engineer, present in the room.)
Committee met, pursuant to summons.
John Whitton, Esq., Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Department, further examined.
In the course of examination, parties requested (on motion of Mr. Dalgleish) to
withdraw.
®
J
Committee deliberated.
Parties called in.
Examination resumed, and concluded.
[Adjourned]
FRIDAY, 17 JANUARY, 1862.

'

Members Present:—
J. B. Wilson, Esq,, in the Chair.
Mr. Forster,
|
Mr. Dalgleish.
Committee met pursuant to summons.
Chairman laid before the Committee, Draft Progress Report.
Proposed Progress Report read, verbally amended, and agreed to.
, Motion made {Mr. Forster) and Question—That this be the Progress Report of the
Committee—agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.
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the

Chair.

Mr. William Goode Caporn called in and examined:—
1. JSy the Chairman: This Committee has been instructed to inquire into and report upon Mr. W. Gt.
the applicability of a recent invention of yours, “for stopping or checking locomotives and Caporn.
other engines, on inclines, by means of iron frills or ratchet wheels on their axles”—
perhaps you will be kind enough to state to the Committee what your invention is? I have 21 Nov., 1801,
drawn up a report which, with the permission of the Committee, I 'will read. I have also
had a model made, on a scale of an inch to a foot, which I hope to produce before the Com
mittee. (The witness read the report. Vide Appendix.')
2. Perhaps you will have the goodness to describe to the Committee what your invention is?
The invention consists of a ratchet in the centre of an axle or between the wheels; a ratchet
is a very different thing from a cog; it is very simple, and also easily applied; it is
oast of good metal, and cither keyed on or the part left square. The frill is put on the
square, so that it cannot possibly shift. In going up an incline, when tbe traction moderates,
you have no occasion for a break on the periphery of the wheel, because the backward motion
of the carriage is sufficient of itself to arrest it. In going up an incline the traction is
hauling up the carriages, which have a tendency to go back, hut the pall falls into tho
ratchet on the axle and prevents the wheels from going hack, the pall being fixed to the
bottom of the carriage, it falls down into the teeth of tho ratchet, and it is lifted by means
of a wire or lever; but if you want to come down an incline, tbe pall falls down
and skids the two wheels, for the axletrees revolving with the wheels, if you skid one wheel
you skid the other. If you have horse traction in going down an incline at any speed, the
carriages would run over the horses without the break were applied; but I say here,
(referring to report) “ My invention is not meant to stop a train going at a great speed,
except in case of extreme danger.” I do not mean this (my invention) to stop a train
suddenly, but to assist in going up an incline. If you were able to save a great cutting, and
to go up and down an incline slowly, say five, six, or seven miles an hour, you, when you
had gained the top, might drop the pall here (referring to plan), and then you would be able
to slide gently down the rail; once at tho bottom of the hill, the pall could easily be lifted,
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but you would perhaps have to stop the train to do that; still the great advantage of having
managed to ascend over a very steep incline would render the momentary stoppage of very
little consideration. In going up an incline with the present break, the whole of the
2] Nov., 1861.
wejght hangs on the last carriage; the carriages have a tendency to run back from
the engine or horses, and hang on to the break van, and if you were to take the break
off the whole of the carriages would slip back; but this (my invention) keeps them
firmly chocked up, so that if there were a number of carriages there might be a little
slack between the coupling-chains, the engineer might turn on the steam, and be able to pick
up his load by degrees; the driving wheels would not have the whole weight hanging upon
them at once, but the load might be gradually picked up. I say here (referring to report),
<f The savings on the permanent way,” &c. That is a point it is useless to make any remark
upon. Then I say, upon the level part of the country you do not want the heavy rails
and chairs you have now—1 say there will be less wear and tear, in consequence of using light
engines. I consider that the traffic on any of the proposed lines would be very small indeed,
and that light carriages, half the weight of the present ones,'would be sufficient to carry any
goods or passengers that may be required for some years to come. The reason that we have
been obliged to have snob heavy engines has been the enormous weight of the carriages.
I have heard several remarks made about having to keep the permanent way macadamized if
you have horse traction, but I consider that if the sleepers were laid close, say nine inches
apart, you would enable the horses to have a good footing. The preparation I refer
to in my report, is a preparation of coal dust and tar, which anneals and makes an
excellent foundation, and with a little burned earth over the top, I do not consider blue
metal would he required between the rails at all. I say—“ My system does not interfere
with the present rolling stock.” This ratchet could be fitted to any carriage on the
present railway without any difficulty. Then I say " acting right and left towards a centre
both these ratchet wheels (referring to models') act towards a centre,
3. J5y Mr. Dalglcish : With the frills reversed ? Yes; it does not matter which one you
put, so long as one is right and the other left, so as to have the teeth altered—the same
ratchet makes up or down the same side of the incline. I say (referring to report) “ The
" principle of the motion is also correct, as if a train going at twenty miles an hour, the
“ axles being nearer the centre, the revolution is so considerably less.” Supposing a carriage
to be going twenty miles an hour, the nearer the axle the less the revolution, and con•
sequently I believe you would have more power to stop by applying the break to the axle,
than by applying it to the periphery of the wheel. And as to not helping the traction, I
certainly consider this does not help the traction, but it enables the traction to have a
greater command over the train, for in going down a steep incline you would require to have
a certain number of the wheels locked ; you could then have a certain number of the wheels
locked by this, and you could regulate the speed, if necessary, by means of the old break, or
by means of a band on the axletree, which could easily be done. I have not done that, but
there would he no difficulty in putting a band to the axletree. The other day I was at the
station, and I saw two engines and eighteen or nineteen carriages leave the station ; I should
say the weight of that rolling stock, engines and carriages, must have been 160 tons at least
to draw, from what I had ocular demonstration of, I should say a weight of 25 to 30 tons,
including passengers and horses, as freight. I have not had much experience in the weight
of trains, and I cannot say what tiiey weigh to a ton or two, but I should imagine that the
engine would weigh from 35 to 45 tons, and the carriages would weigh 4 tons each. By my
system you would have light carriages. My remarks do not refer to the lines now constructed;
they are entirely confined to the lines projected. I consider that between this and Parra
matta my break would not be of much use, because there are not many inclines, and the
speed is high. My remarks more particularly apply to mountainous country between here
and Bathurst or any other part of the Colony. With horse traction I consider that mails
and passengers could be carried at from ten to twelve miles an hour, light freight from
five to seven, and goods from three to five, take the average, because up inclines they would
go much slower, but they would he able to push along on the level country. I cannot say
positively at what rate you would be able to go, but I should say, on the average, the
journeys might be made at those rates. I say, “A very essential part of my scheme is to
have great care taken in laying down the permanent way.” I would have the character of
the permanent way of the very best description, both as regards sleepers, rails, and all the
other necessary things. " Light engines would also be quite sufficient for all traffic likely to
be on any projected lines for years to come.” There would also be great savings in cuttings
and embankments. It would be necessary to make some cuttings, but in an undulating
country, where the gradients were not more severe than one in fifteen, I should think you
might, in a measure, go over the natural surface of the earth, “ On the whole, by adopting
" my ideas, the Colony will be able to construct railways at a cost within its means, regular
“ communication will be completed, but at a low rate of speed—of itself not of much import
" ance when compared with the double advantage attained.” As to my own experience in
these matters I certainly do not consider that the building line and timber trade is railway
engineering; but, at the same time, I had a great deal of experience when I worked at the
bench. We had a very large establishment in England, and I was brought up by my
employer in that way, with the idea that I should take the business, which I should have
done but for circumstances which I thought did not justify me in doing so. I had a great deal
of experience at the bench which has enabled me to bring this into operation. When I came
to Sydney I was impressed with the belief that something might be done to assist traction
up steep inclines. After a long time the idea struck me, but it was very different from what
it is now, but by degrees I brought it to its present state. I consider that I am quite capable
of discussing the subject with anyone, and that I thoroughly understand it.
4.
Jlr. W. G.
Caporn.
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4. By the Chairman: Have you obtaiueda patent for this invention? Notin the Colony; Mr. W. <5.
I have never applied for one. Messrs. Newton, of 66, Chancery Lane, are ray agents in Capom.
London, and they state that the idea is invaluable for street tramways—for tramways and
railways on which a low speed is employed—but in England it is not of much import-21-N0T’> USfiL
ance on railways, because there a high speed is required; it is a different country to this;
the country is level, and capital is of no importance; it is not important what amount of
money they spend on a railway, but in a country like this, where you may travel, as I have
done, within the circuit of these projected lines, for a hundred miles and not meet a single
individual—I did not on that occasion go along the high road, but I travelled from station to
station in New England ; from Armidale to Hanging Rock, I went a hundred miles in that
district, and did not meet a soul the whole way. In England speed is the main thing; if a
man has to go from London to Liverpool, he wants to go as speedily as possible; every minute
is an object, but in this country I consider that if a man has to come down to Sydney
from Bathurst he is bettor pleased if he can come down in a day and a half comfortably,
than if he has to come down as he does now, he does not knew when.
5. What you mean to say is, that the gradients in England are so easily overcome that there
is not the same necessity for your invention there as here ? Yes,
6. By Mr. Balyhish: You were asked if you had taken out a patent for this in England?
I have taken out provisional registration; that was the last advice I had from Messrs.
Newton.
That is what has to be done before a patent is granted, before it is inquired into ? Yes,
'
1 believe so; I am not aware what the patent law is in England; I have passed a good
many patents here.
8. You state that your invention is " something entirely new and original?” Yes.
9. Have you seen vour invention, or something very much like it, used on board vessels ?
Yes.
'
_
_
10. Have you seen it used in crane winebes ? Yes.
■
11. Have you seen it used on what are termed patent hoists—windlasses? Yes.
12. In all these different machines for raising weights or stopping weights in motion ? Yes,
13. This is exactly the same as the ratchet used upon these machines ? Yes.
14. Only you apply it to weight------? In a different way.
15. To weight in traction ? Yes.
16. That is to say, to holding weights suspended? It is hardly suspended.
17. It is in a state of suspension, more or less inclined to run down or fall ? It is gravity,
»
not suspension.
18. It retards the motion ? Yes.
19. You wish to retard a weight in motion going down an incline ? Yes.
20. Is not that an adoption of an old principle ? I say so—I say my “ application.”
21. You say <f I also put forth my invention as something entirely new and original”—if you
look at your description you will find those words ? Yes; but in my plan originally
published I say “ Caporn’s application.” I consider the idea entirely new and original
for the purpose to which I apply it. I call it my application; it is nevertheless my inven
tion.
22. As it reads here, it is your “ invention ?" Yes; it is by the use of my “ application
'
and invention.”
23. You stated that in going up an incline, the engine or the horse may pick up his load
by degrees ? Yes.
_
_
_
24. What are we to understand by that—I think you stated in explanation that the horse,
by having slack coupling chains, could tighten up one wagon, or the engine could tighten up
one wagon, and then the second wagon------? Yes, the divisions; it would be in this way—
supposing you had four carriages, and one had a break, the horse would get that division
first, there would be a slight motion on that before the horse had moved the others. Perhaps
I may put it plainer—have you ever taken hold of the shafts of a cart ?
25. Yes, I have? Well, you have had great difficulty in starting that cart, but if you
were going up hill, and you had a chock behind which fell the moment you moved it there
would then be a retrograde movement.
26. If it were heavier than myself I could not move it ? If you once got it in motion.
27. But I could not if it were heavier than myself? You would have some difficulty in
starting it, but when it was once started there would not be the same strain upon you as you
would have bad at the moment of starting.
28. That is to say, it would require more power to overcome the inertia of the load, when in
a state of rest, than you would need to expend to keep it it motion ? Yes.
29. In what way do you expect to gain advantage by the application of this to a train ? In
an engine—that is, steam power—it is not of so much consequence as in horse traction.
30. You say that you arc not only going to make great improvements with regard to horse
traction, hut in the construction of railways, so as to allow carriages to go at twenty miles an
hour on descending gradients? On the average; I do not mean to say that yon could ascend
and descend inclines at twenty miles an hour.
_
31. Let us suppose an incline of one in thirty; your train is half way up this incline, the
engine is incapable, from loss of pressure or other cause, of progressing any farther up this
incliue, what then would be the result of the application of this ratchet, supposing it were
powerful enough to arrest the downward progress, and to keep the train on the position it
has arrived at—what advantage do you expect you would get? You would hold all you had
made. A guard going up a steep incline can have no idea of the moment at which the
coupling chain might break, but suppose he were going up this incline of one in thirty he
would put down this break, and the consequence would be, if the coupling chains broke at any
*
moment
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moment on that incline, the train would he arrested from running back, because it would go
on of its own accord, for a certain way, by the power of the traction, till it absolutely stopped.
32. Then it would be necessary for the officer in charge of the train to put down these breaks
21 Nov., 1861. a(. ever.y incline? Not absolutely necessary; not if he did not think fit.
33. If ho did think fit ? If he did think fit; but you must bear it in mind that in going
up to Goulburn, for instance, he could leave one break down the whole of the distance, it
need never be taken up.
34. What would be the effect of that? The effect of that would ho that at any moment it
would prevent the retrograde movement of the train.
35. Would it not cause a noise as if fifty or sixty watchmen’s rattles were sprung together?
That could easily be obviated by a leather.
30. How long would that last, with the continual clatter caused by the engine going at twenty
miles an hour ? I very much question whether there would bo auy clutter heard.1
37. By Mr. Rotton: Hut the leather would wear? I do not think it would wear very
much. The guard need not do that—keep the palls down—without he thought proper.
38. By Mr. Dalgleish: But if he did think proper, the guard must enter every carriage to
let down the break ? Not enter.
39. He must proceed to every carriage in order to let down the palls? * He roust let them down.
40. He must proceed from one carriage to the other; he has no mechanical or other com
munication from one carriage to the other for the purpose of letting down the palls? He
could let them down in one or two carriages near to where he was without any difficulty.
41. Of course you will admit that the weight of the train would he held by these palls—
what would be the weight of the carriages, with the passengers, so suspended upon these palls,
and what force would bo necessary to draw the pall up, in order to enable the carriage to
■ move, as if the pall were allowed to remain down, the train must remain there for ever—
what means would you take of raising the pall ? You do not want them taken off.
42. Excuse me—the weight of the carriage, at any rate, must rest upon the pall; now,
supposing a train to stop when half-way up this incline, the weight of the carriages and
passengers is upon the pall, which has arrested the motion of the carriage downwards; before
you could relieve the pall of this weight it would be necessary to rise up the hill, or to get
the weight from the pall—what means have you of doing this, in order to allow the carriage
to go down hill, seeing that it could not be got up hill; what step would you take to relieve
the pall from the weight, iu order that it might get down ? If you had horse traction
you would have no occasion for it.
43. You speak in your report of engines going at twenty miles an hour, of the heavy
gradients that may be surmounted, and the astonishing cheapness with which railways are
to be made in consequence of your invention ? I say you want a certain number of palls
down in order to descend with safety.
44. How are you to get them up ? You do not want to get them up till you get to the
bottom of the incline.
'
45. I am supposing that the train is half way up this incline, and that the engine is not
powerful enough to surmount the ascent; I am admitting that the ratchet pall is sufficient
to sustain the full weight of the train, and to keep it ot this portion of the incline—what
means have you of relieving the pall, in order to allow the train to go down the hill if
necessary, as it would be, seeing thatyon could not go forward ? I consider that you do not
want to take it off—you want to put the break on going down the incline, to prevent weight
overrunning draught.
46. We are coming up ? Then you do not want to take it off at all.
47. I am supposing that the engine cannot take up the train ; it is necessary then, seeing
that it cannot be got to the top, that it should be got to the bottom ? But you do not want
to take off the pall in order to get the engine and train to the bottom.
48. I am supposing a state of circumstances of this kind—that an accident has occurred to
the engine when it has got half way up tiie incline, and that it is unable to proceed further;
then, although your invention might be powerful to prevent the engine from running back
ward, the engine is relieved, and remains at rest where it is; but the engine being incapaci
tated from proceeding to the top of the incline, and the whole of the weight resting upon the
pall, what means have you of releasing the pall ? You do not want to take up the pall, because
it merely skids the wheels down hill.
49. You understand that there is a possibility of an engine being disabled? If you could
not go up, you could go down; if you were to take off these palls the train would run away.
50. How are you to take them off? You do not want to take them off; if these were taken
■off the train would run down.
51. What provision have you made against this ?
If you take the pall off the train will
run away of its own accord.
52. How would you get it off? This (Referring to modal) merely skids the two wheels
•down. At the present stage I have net thought of taking off the palls, because I have not
1
thought it would he necessary to take them off *
bS. By Mr. Rotton: The same thing struck me that has occurred to Mr. Dalgleish. You
consider that when a train is on an incliue it is not necessary to remove the pall, because if
you wanted to go down it would be necessary to keep the wheels looked going down hill to
enable it to go down safely; but bow are you to relievo the pall when you get to the bottom
unless you can turn the wheels back ? When the train comes to the level you have no
farther pressure on the pall.
54. By Mr. Dalgleish: You say you are unable to answer the question I have just put to
you ? Yes, at present.

55.
Note (on revision): But if it were, they could he taken off by leverage.
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55. You state that “ the saving on the permanent way would be on levels, plate rails”— Mr. W. G.
Caporn.
what do you mean by “ plate rails ?” Elat rails.
50. How would you save on them? I consider that plate rails would he cheaper than bar
21 Nov., 1861,
iron and chairs.
57. Will you explain the apparent discrepancy in your report. You state that there would
bo a saving on the permanent way, and then you lay stress upon the fact that you would
have the permanent way of the best construction and material • indeed you say it is neces
sary for the success of your scheme that it should he so? No, I do not say it is necessary ;
I say flat rails would be as good for the permanent way as any others, on levels.
58. Will you give your reason for thinking so? I consider that an iron rail is merely
hollowed j it is a bar of iron merely hollowed in the centre for the chairs to hold it. I
cannot sec that there is any difference—a flat, bar of iron would wear as long ns a rail,
59. Are you aware that many rails are flat where they enter the chair; that they have no
hollow where they enter the chair, but merely a T head ? Yes; that is a bar.
GO. A flat bar ? The T is flat on the top.
61. lint it is a T rail, consequently not a flat bar ? Exactly so ; I put that in italics, so
that I think you will pretty well sec that I do not attach much importance to this.
62. You say you will endeavour to follow as much as possible the natural surface of the
«arth. and you also say a groat deal about speed with an enormous decrease of cost-—in what
way do you calculate you will be able to accomplish this enormous decrease of co't ? In
cuttings.
63. What gradients do you propose to use ? I consider that you might go up gradients as
high as one in fifteen, if occasion required.
64. If it were necessary ? If necessary.
65. You have thoroughly explained that if you stop in the middle of an incline of one in
fifteen, there you would have to remain—you have no way of getting down ? You would not
allow me to explain.
66. We shall be happy to hear you. Suppose that in the middle of an incline of one in
fifteen, your engine is disabled, you cannot get up,—how are you going to got down ? The
least movement—a very little pressure—would be required to send the-train of ita own free
will and accord down the incline,
67. You have provided securely, by means of the ratchet, that the train shall not go down ;
but I understand you that you have provided no means of release from the pall? In going
up an incline I provide that you shall lose no ground, hut in going down I provide that the
train shall not overran the draught power by the use of the same ratchet it makes up or
down the same side of the incline. If you had not this ratchet down your weight would
overrun your draught power, and then, according to my idea, you do not wish to take it off;
but supposing you did wish to take it off, I am not at the present moment prepared to answer
your question as to how it could he done. That it could bo taken off* I do not doubt, but I
thought if there would be any necessity to take it off, and therefore I am not prepared to
answer your question.
63. You arc aware of the way in which I asked my question—It is frequently the case that
an engine is disabled ; how if an engine were disabled at the critical moment when it was
half way up this incline of one iu fifteen, the train would then stop; there would be no
momentum ; the pall would simply sustain the weight of the load upon the incline of
one in fifteen; the whole weight being thus upon the pall it is absolutely necessary that the
train shall go down the hill, because the engine being disabled, it follows, as a consequence,
the train cannot be taken up the hill; and supposing that a train is coming upon the same
rail in an opposite direction, it is absolutely necessary for the safety and lives of the passengers
that the train shall go down hill;—to meet such a case you know of no provision in
order that the palls may be released ? I do not think there would be any occasion to take
the palls off, because if you took them off the train would run away, and you would have no
■ command with your draught power.
69. By the Chairman: Would it be very difficult to bring the train down this incline, even
though the palls were locked? No ; you would he compelled to have a certain number of
the wheels locked if you had horse traction, otherwise the weight would override the horses.
70. By Mr. Dalgleish: You state that "the principle of the motion is also correct, as if a train
" going at twenty miles an hour, the axles being nearer the centre, the revolution is so
“ considerably less; ” and then you illustrate that by saying, " the wheels being about
forty-two inches over, and require eleven feet to make a revolution, not so the axles and
" frills which if a foot, only require three feet to make a single turn, consequently are more
“ easily arrested ”—I should like you to explain that, for really it seems to me to be quite
the reverse ? I will illustrate it in this way—supposing you were turning the handle of a fly
wheel, the fly-wheel may be six, eight, or ten feet over; now in going round the periphery of
the fly-wheel is travelling at an enormous rate, not so your arm, you would then much more
easily arrest the fly-wheel by applying a certain force to the axle than to the periphery of
the wheel; but I do not mean to stop a train going at great speed.
71. I simply ask you to explain what you mean by stating that the pall will have a greater
effect in stopping a train if applied near the centre or on the axle, than it would if applied
on the periphery of the wheel? I consider that the nearer the axle the less the revolution.
72. I will grant that, as it is the theory that the exact centre of a rolling body is stationary
—that, although a fly wheel may revolve a hundred thousand times a minute, the exact
centre does not move at all ? Yes,
73. Upon the same principle you think------? I consider that as tbis wheel is going round
(the witness here illustrated his meaning hy reference to a model) it goes over less space here
(at the axk) than here (at ike periphery).
74.
Note (on revision);—By leverage.
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74. Here is an illustration I would like you to explain,—" as if a man was to cross a
“ precipice, with a causeway only one foot wide, he would he afraid of falling if attempting
ff to cross; but suppose lie had two guys the whole length to hold in his hands, he would be
21 Not., 18G1. " enabled to overcome that which he otherwise would not have attempted; so it is with my
“ invention ^—in what way is your invention like that? I consider that it is perhaps
rather strongly put there. In going up an incline you would have no chance of reaching
the top if these palls were not down; if you had not these palls you would not attempt to
go up so steep a gradient as one in fifteen.
75. jfiy Mr. Ration : But you can stop a wheel with the ordinary break, cannot you ? Yes;
but the difficulty is supposing the coupling-chain to break—the guard might not know when
a coupling-chain would break,
76. By Mr. Balyhish: Have you paid attention to question what amount of extra strain
would be thrown upon the axle by this pall and ratchet, and how much stronger it would be
necessary to make the axles in order to adapt them to these frills ? That is a question
which could be answered only by practical experience.
77. Have you not considered that ? No one can tell from a model. It is a question I
cannot answer.
78. “ My system also in light carriages will give support by having the centres of carriages
and axles extra strong ”—is it any advantage to have the centres of wheels extra strong ?
Not the centres of wheels; the centres of axletrees, where the strain would he.
79. That is to say, the carriages would have to he extra strong in order to take the whole
strain of the weight ? No.
80. Explain it then in your own way ? “ My system also in light carriages will give
support by having the centres of carriages and axles extra strong”—I consider that in a
light carriage you would have strong supports to support the outside of the frame work,
which would also have to be strong; the centre of the axletree would be square,and thicker
than the other part.
81. What would be the necessity to have the axle square in the middle ? Because the frill
would bo more easily put on. You could put it on in any shape; round, with a key; but
if it is put on square it does not require any keying on or soldering on.
82. Soldering on ? That is only a remark—I never had anything to do with iron-work.
88. I thought you had had some practical knowledge, because yon state “ by going over any.
proposed line, I can make an estimate of the cost.” When a gentleman goes over a line
for the purpose of surveying it, it is to be supposed that he has some practical knowledge ?
I consider that I am capable. If an engineer were going over a line to estimate the cost
he would not carry a tape in his hand, at least he might do so, hut he would have to ascertain
the price of brick work and timber, and he would have books to refer to, and other things.
I merely make the remark because it would be impossible to make an estimate of the cost of
any railway in tbis Colony without going over the lino.
84. What do you consider the weight of alight engine to be ? From fifteen to twenty tons.
85. What do you include with the engine—do you include the tender ? If you had a light
engine you would naturally want a light tender,
86. What would the weight of the tender be ? lam not prepared to say.
87. Because you speak so authoritatively I thought you bad studied it ? I must put some
thing deffinite down.
88. Will you give tbis something definite ? In light engines ?
89. Yes ? I consider from fifteen to twenty or twenty-five tons would be a light engine.
On all railways there are different kinds of engines—auxiliary engines, and engines for heavy
draught.
90. You stated that the other day you saw an engine and train weighing at least 160 tons,
with passengers and horses amounting to 30 tons only—will you explain what you mean ?
I had to be at the railway station last week, and I saw two engines. I did not weigh them,
but I take it for granted that they weighed from 35 to 45 tons.
91. Why do you take that for granted ? From what I hear. I have always understood that
railway engines in this country weigh from 35 to 45 tons,
92. You have no actual knowledge of the matter ? I read a great deal; and from various
things I have read about the weight of engines, I believe that is about the weight of the
engines generally used in tbis Colony.
93. Ho you think so from having read anything authoritative upon the subject ? From my
ordinary reading and information.
94. I wish you to explain how you come to the conclusion that the weight of this train,
which you say carried 30 tons of passengers and horses, was 160 tons. I do not ask you
the precise weight; you need not be particular to 10 tons? I consider that each engine
and tender weighed 40 tons, that is 80 tons ; and then there were about 20 carriages, which
I should say weighed about 4 tons each, I happened to go by the station when the
train was going away, and that was the observation I made.
95. This was not the result of any actual knowledge, or of any practical means of forming a
conclusion ? From wlat I saw I was justified in thinking I was correct.
'
96. Could you judge from any calculation, or what way had you of forming a judgment; or
was it merely an idea of your own without any actual means of judging ? It was from an
idea of what I was led to believe of railway matters and other things. You must understand
that I state here my ideas, and I endeavour to put them in as plain a form as possible; but
you ought to make a little allowance for me; you are a practical engineer, and I am not.
97. By Mr. Borsicr: Have you considered what would be the possible cost, at a rough
estimate, of testing this plan of yours ? I consider that the actual cost of fitting this
(referring to model) to the frill, a carriage, would not exceed £10.
Mr. W. G.
Caporn.

98.
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98. Will you have the goodness to answer the question—what would be the entire cost of Mr, W. G.
testing your invention? I should say perhaps £100 ; that is allowing for horses, or fuel, Oapom.
engineers, &c.; and, of course, I suppose that the railway authorities would let us put it on
^
the railway or tramway.
21 Nov.. 1.861.
99. Could it be tested on the existing railway ? Yes, on the railway under the Parramattastreet Bridge—that is rather a steep incline—or on the Pitt-strest tramway.
100. Have you applied to the Government to have it tested? No, I merely forwarded the
plans.
101. Then the Government have given no opinion upon the application of your system ?
No; I saw Mr, Whitton ; I gave him a plan and a little slip of paper published with the plans.
102. You have laid it before him ? Yes; I asked him if there was any chance of its being
of any use to the Government, and he said he did not think there was, because he thought
the present break would answer every purpose.
103. With regard to applying this system of yours, do I understand you to say that in going
up inclines it might be made self-acting? Yes.
104. In that respect, is not the analogy complete between it and the plan adopted with
regard to windlasses ? Yes.
105. It could not be made self-acting as a check going down an incline ? After you had
surmounted an incline you would have to apply the other break.
10G. Then your plan could be easily applied going down an incline ? Yes j supposing you
bad horse traction or engines, and you were going up an incline at seven or eight miles an
hour, when you came to the top, and before the carriages began to go down, the man in
charge could pass his hand along the side of the carriages and unlock a little rod, the break
would then fall down and prevent the carriages running too fast.
107. The break would, fall down and would be self-acting then ? Yes; it would skid the
wheels going down.
108. Do you mean to say that you would have the break down going down the incline ?
Yes, on the other side, to prevent the train running down. There would be one to prevent
its running back------•
.
109. That might be down at any time?-----110. When you got over an incline you would put down the other break ? Yes; that would
dead-lock the wheels, and prevent the load overrunning draught power.
111. That would stop the train at any time ? It would not stop it, but it would allow it to
go down gradually ; this pall-skidding prevents two wheels turning round.
112. You would put that in operation in all cases? In steep inclines; it would depend
upon the steepness of the incline.
,
113. Then in certain steep inclines you would have this break in operation from the moment
you passed the summit? Yes; and if you bad a heavy load you would require more
breaks down than if you had a light one.
‘
<
114. Having put the break down there would be no taking it off till you got to the bottom ?
No, but it would want very little traction to draw it to the bottom.
115. You would put the break down before you passed the summit, but you would not pro
pose to put it down at any time when going down the incline ? If it, the train, were going
down gradually.
116. Suppose you had not put the break down before you had passed the summit, and as you
wore going down the incline something occurred to render it necessary to put the break
down ? If it were going down at a high rate.
117. It would be dangerous ? It would not be advisable.
118. In that case your system is not applicable to engines going down an incline at a swift
pace ? It is not meant for that at all.
119. Then, I presume, your system is open to this objection, that the other breaks must be
kept in use for possible cases of emergency? Yes, on the present lines.
120. Your break will not supersede the other mode altogether? Not altogether; it is merely
an auxiliary. It is of great use iu going up an incline, and there is more difficulty in going
up than in coming down.
121. JJy Mr. Rotton: When the break you propose is applied it will have the effect of
stopping the wheels altogether ? Of stopping two wheels altogether.
122. You cannot apply your break as the ordinary break is applied, that is, merely to check
the speed ? Excepting you are going at a gentle rate ; if you are going at a gentle rate you can.123. But when your break was put down it would have the effect of stopping the train alto
gether unless you had an engine drawing it on ? If you are going down an incline you
v
have to put the break down to prevent the train going down of its own accord.
124. Sometimes the break is applied only to cheek the speed of the train ? Yes.
125. Your’s would stop it altogether, unless the power of the engine were applied ? Yes.
126. You could not apply it for the purpose of saving your power? Not with my break
alone, but with a band upon the axle.
127. Then, according to your idea, it would be necessary to have another break ? It would,
if at a high rate of speed.
128. Then if the present break is found sufficient for all purposes, and I have not heard that
it is not, why encumber the trains and add to the expense in the construction of carriages by
putting your break to them ? In the case of horse traction.
129. We are speaking of trains and engines? It was not so applicable to‘engines as to horse
power; in the case of horse power this, I think, would be every thing that would be required.
130. Even with horse power, in going down a slight incline would it not be advisable to
’
have some means of checking the speed without altogether stopping the carriage ? The per
son in charge, going down with horses, ought to have sufficient discretion to know when he
ought to apply the break.
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Mr, TV. Cr. 131. The horse might require a little assistance to ease the vehicle down hill, but by
Caporn. applying your check it vfould necessitate the using of all bis power to draw it down hill ?
Not his whole power.
'
21 Nov,, 1861. J32, Except so much as the incline would give to the train itself? Yes; supposing you
had four or five carriages going down hill, drawn by horse power, you would put down just
sufficient—perhaps one of these breaks-'-to prevent the carriage running down of its own
accord.
133. If your break were put down would not the wheels be entirely stopped ? Yes.
134. Would not that create a great deal of friction ? You must have wear and tear some
where; you are never able to get down an incliue without it; if you use the old break there
would he the same wear and tear, for you must have a certain amount of friction on the
wheels and rails, and you cannot skid one wheel only ; you must skid two wheels on railways.
135. As the wheels are altogether slopped by your break thcre'must be a considerable amount
'of friction, and that on one spot—would not that have the effect of wearing away the
wheel? There would ho several teeth on the ratchets; sometimes the wheel would be
stopped at one point, and sometimes at another, and probably in the course of a year it
would be worn pretty equal all round.
13G. Supposing this plan of yours were applied to a train ; that you were going down an
incline of one in thirty, say of a mile in length—and I understand that there are inclines of
greater length than that—supposing it were necessary to gn down that gradient at a great
.
speed, say of twenty, twenty-five, or thirty miles an hour, in order to make up for lost time,
and that the wheels were tightly locked, do not you think that would create a great deal of
friction, and be apt to cut the wheel ? Yes, in time ; but the friction must bo somewhere;
you cannot have a break without friction ; but I state that this is more an auxiliary break in
going down hill.
'137. Then you do not consider that we could dispense with the other break if wo applied
yours ? I think you almost could.
138. You say yours is only an auxiliary ? It is according to the rate of speed you are
travelling at. I do not moan to say between this and Parramatta, or Blacktown, or those
places where yon want speed; I am talking more of where yon want to go safety over a
difficult country. '
139. In going over this very difficult country it will be necessary sometimes to go at a con
siderable speed, in order to make up time. For instance, supposing a train is timed on an
average to twenty miles an hour, on some parts of the road it cannot go more than ten, on
other parts it must go more than twenty to make up for lost time; now, if it were necessary to
go at this considerable speed down hill, do you consider this break of yours would be suffi
cient for the purpose ? Yes,
140. Althongh it would stop the wheels entirely, and create a great deal of friction ? The
other break stops the wheels entirely.
141. With the present break there is a means of providing against that; the break is greased
so that the wheel is not suddenly or entirely stopped ? A break is a break.
142. It does not stop the wheel entirely, except when necessary—the wheel is generally
allowed to revolve to a certain extent; that must prevent a great deal of friction ? If the
way is so steep that it is necessary to apply the break, there will not he more friction caused
by my break than by the present one.
143. Your break stops the wheels altogether; the other allows them to revolve slowly ; now,
the wheels must be subjected to more friction if they slide on the rail than if they rCvolve
upon it. There is another thing which has struck mo with reference to the application of
your break, and that is, whether it would not be in some degree dangerous—your break is
to be in some cases applied to the front wheels, and supposing it were necessary to turn a
sharp curve------F The front wheels are never stopped by my break.
144. In either ease, in going round a sharp curve, as the wheels would be entirely fixed,
would not that have a tendency to throw the vehicle off the line ? They are all fixed, what
. ever movement you make; if one side of the wheel turns the other does also; in railway
carriages the axles and wheels are always solid.
145. I know that perfectly well, but is tliere no means of permitting the wheel under the
carriage to accommodate itself to a curve of the road ? No, it is like a ship, all one mass;
if you could strike a ship with a sufficiently heavy hammer the vibration would be felt all
over.
146. Would not this necessitate a total alteration in the construction of axles used for
carriages ? Not at all.
147. How do you propose to apply this ratchet? These wheels are cast first (referring to
models), then the axles; a hole is then made in the wheels, and the axle is keyed on.
148. You would propose to fix the ratchet in the same way ? Yes.
149. Then it could be applied to the present axle ? Yes.
150. By Mr. Lucas: Your scheme would be more applicable to a horse tramway, where the
speed would be about five miles an hour, than to railways ? I should say with horse
traction it would bo available at any speed a horse would go.
151. The great advantage of your scheme would be to prevent the backward movement in
going up hill ? Yes.
152. For instance, if it were found necessary, when a hill had been ascended half way, to
rest the horses, your system would prevent any backward motion ? Yes.
153. And the horses would then not have to overcome the retrograde motion ? Just so.
154. That is the chief advantage ? It is; that is the chief thing.
155. I understood you to say, at the commencement of your evidence, that it would be much
easier, and would take less force to break these wheels at the axles, at a diameter of a foot,
than
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than at the rims at a diameter of three feet—is not that opposed to the general principle of Mr. W. <J.
mechanics; would it not he much easier to stop a wheel, when revolving, at the rim, where Capom.
the diameter was four feet, than at the axle, where the diameter was only eighteen inches ?
I think if a frill were put on the periphery of a wheel, and another were put on the centre, 21 Nov., 1SG1.
the latter would sustain a greater weight.
] 56, Would it require the same power to be applied in order to stop it—Supposing a carriage
were going at the rate of ten miles an hour, and you could chock it with a piece of wood
three inches by three on the outside of the wheel, do you think a piece of wood of the same
,
size and strength, if applied to the axle, would stop it? I do not think it would; but cogs
and ratchets are quite different things. I believe, however, that it would bo easier to stop a
wheel on the axle than on the periphery.
157. Is not that opposed to all the principles of mechanics—is it not always admitted that a
smaller force will stop a revolving body, when applied at a distance from the centre of gravity,
than when near it—is not the leverage greater? I do not think there is any leverage at all.
158. Supposing a train were going at the rate of twenty mites an hour, and you applied
your break suddenly, do you not think it would smash the frill and wheel? It is not
intended to stop a train going twenty miles an hour; it is meant on an average of twenty
miles an hour.
159. You were speaking of trying your invention on that piece of the line which passes
under Parramatta-street ? Of course you would require only to put your break upon the
last carriage of the train ? Yes. (The witness exhibited a model, skewing the application
of his ratchet and pall to a carriage)
ICO. By Mr, Arnold: Did you ever practically

test your invention, by applying it to any
rate of speed at all ? I have had no. opportunity of applying it on a railway—I have applied
it to a dray.
161. Going at what pace? Going about town—up the inclines about town, and it has
answered exceedingly well.
.

APPENDIX.

REPORT TO BE LAID BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE.
I offer a few remarks, and will commence by stating that my Invention is an auxiliary. I will
endeavour to show the reason why the cost of construction on railways should he enormously decreased
by the use of my application.
The savings will he in the permanent way. The lessening of cuttings, increasing tho inclines,
and doing away with heavy engines of 40 or 50 tons, and substituting others of much less weight; all
reasons, in my opinion, sufficiently strong to induce the attempt.
I also put forth my invention as something entirely new and original, exceedingly simple,
effective, and inexpensive. I believe in traction power, and engines can be constructed with power and
without the present heavy weights, which of themselves do enormous damage to the permanent way,
but which heavy engines have been positively necessary so as to afford the required strength in haulage
on ascending inclines, and in having command of the pressure on descending. My invention is not
meant to stop a train going at a great speed, except in case of extreme danger, when an immediate
stoppage is absolutely necessary, but up to twenty miles an hour 1 see no difficulty; but in ascending,
it is equally advantageous at fifty as at five miles per hour, as follows:—Supposing a train of twenty
carriages, with four breaks, was required to stop on going up an incline, tho moment the traction
moderated, the train or carriages woufd moderate also, and on the engine stopping, the carnages would
he effectively breaked of their own accord, instead of the present system of having to apply the break
to the periphery of the wheel, which on proceeding remains a dead weight, hanging on the engine ; but
not so with mine, for the moment the engine stops each break supports the carriages in front, and on
proceeding offers no impediment, hut enables tho driving wheels to make perhaps an entire revolution
era the whole train is entirely in motion. My invention may also he considered an auxiliary on
descents, as by applying certain breaks the traction has perfect command of the carriages or trucks.
The saving on the permanent way would be (on lovcis, plate rails) less wear and tear, iu consequence of
light engines, tho bridges, &c„ would not be required to be so solid and expensive, cuttings would be
made in some cases merely for balancing the line (that is embankments), and 1 would endeavour to
follow ns much ns possible the natural surface of the earth, and which I am of opinion can he done,
and still allow a speed of say twenty miles per hour, but with an enormous decrease of cost, and yet
with positive safety up and down inclines, in some eases as high as 1 in IS; heavy rails will he
required on inclines to stand the wear and tear; you will be able to complete communication at a very
low cost, a very great desideratum to this Colony, Tho permanent way if horse traction he adopted,
will require the sleepers very close, say every nine inches, and then no difficulty will arise in keeping it
in order. I have a common preparation in my stable down now eighteen months, and which wears
admirably, cheap and available, and which I shall he happy to shew,
Mv system does not interfere with the present rolling stock, an advantage of no mean importance,
ns if goods are conveyed down the country, they can he conveyed to the metropolis diroet. My system
is also founded on correct principles, acting right and left towards tho centre, the same break making
up or down tho same side of tho incline. The principle of the motion is a!so_ correct, as if a train
going at twenty miles an hour, the axles being nearer the centra, the revolution is so considerably less
—the wheels being about 42 inches over, and require 11 feet to make a revolution, not so the axles and
frills which if a foot only, require d feet to make a single turn, consequently are move easily arrested.
A remark has been made that my invention does not help tho traction; it does not directly, but
indirectly, as if a man was to cross a precipice with a causeway only one foot wide, he would be afraid
of fulling if attempting to cross; but suppose he had two guys the whole length to hold in his
hands, he would he enabled to overcome that which he otherwise would not have attempted; so it is
with my invention. Also, it would be next to impossible to heave a ship's anchor, if it were not for
the nails of tho windlass. I also propose that tho flanges be increased, as with light carriages they
would be less liable to shift. At present a train weighs from GO to 100 tons, (a wide margin) to cany
say passengers of tho weight of 5 to 10 tons. I propose to decrease the weight of the rolling stock at
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Mr, W, G. Icnst one-half, of itself a great reduction, and thereby lessening the friction on the permanent way. My
Caporn, system also in light carriages will give support by having the centres of carriages and axles extra
.
strong, As to the cost of construction it is useless to make any remark, depending as it docs on tbe
iRfi ^ne of country followed, which in New South Wales is so variable; but by going over any proposed
1 JNov., toui.
j could make an estimate as to tho cost, IVith horse traction the following rates can he easily
maintainedMails and passengers, 10 to 33 ; light freight, 5 io 7 ; goods, 3 to G miles per hour, certain.
By having the permanent way properly laid down I see no reason why engines and horses may not be
advantageously used, as convenience requires, bnt with Steam power alone, a greater speed could of
course be maintained.
A very essential part of my scheme is to have great care taken in laying down tho permanent
way, and which must be of a very substantial character; the saving in cuttings, embankments, bridges,
viaducts, and tunnels will well allow it to be done on a firm basis. Light engines would also be quite
sufficient for all traffic likely to be on any projected lines for years to come. On the whole, by
adopting my ideas, the Colony will be able to construct railways at a cost within its means, regular
communication will be completed, but at a low rate of speed, of itself of not much importance when
compared with tbe double advantage attained. I am not altogether devoid of praetieal experience,
having been six years in the building line and timber trade in England, three years of which I worked
at the bench to obtain practical knowledge, after which I had charge of all materials used in con
struction. In conclusion I am confident that my break will bear me out in all I state, and in the
event of its coming into use I shall consider that I am entitled to a recompense commensurate to the
advantages attained, and in conformance with my first communication with the Government on this
subject, in May, 1861.
WILLIAM GOODE CAPORN.
Kew South TFalea, 21?< November, 18G1.
The invention is at work on a common dray in town, and answers every expectation.

John Whitton, Esq., C.E., called in and examined :—
J. Whitton, 162. iJy the Chairman : You have heard the evidence given by Mr. Caporn as to his invenEsq„ C.E. tion for stopping or checking locomotive and other engines on inclines, hy means of iron
^ frills or ratchet wheels on their axles ? Yes.
31 Nov., 1861.163. Will you be kind enough to state to the Committee your opinion of this invention ? I
think it totally inapplicable for railway purposes, and attended with the greatest danger. I
do not believe it would be possible to make axles, even assuming ail other parts to be strong
enough, to resist the pressure of the pall as it falls upon the ratchet j the effect would bo
either to break tbe pall, to break the axles, or to strip the wheels from the iron plates, even
assuming the bodies of the carriages were strong enough to support the application .of the
palls.
164. That is, supposing the palls were applied while the trains were in motion ? Decidedly j
it would be of no use for any purpose except when the trains were in motion.
105. Would the same objection hold good to tramways by horse traction ? Yes; I think
the ordinary breaks far superior in every respect; the only advantage of this is to skid the
wheels, and you can skid the wheels by the ordinary break, which is applied where it
can be most effectually employed; that is, to the periphery of the wheel.
166. By Mr. Rotton: Is it not an advantage of the present break, that it can be applied to
the four wheels instead of, as by the plan now proposed, to two wheels ? Yes, and if you
had six, or eight; or ten wheels, you could apply the ordinary break to them at the same
time, besides you can now apply the power gradually; but, assuming that you Were travelling
at any speed, say sixteen or eighteen miles an hour, and this pall were suddenly applied,
something must break, either the pall or the axle, or the wheels must he stripped off.
167. Will you state what your idea is with reference to the extra friction which would be
caused by the application of this plan, iu consequence of the wheels being totally stopped ?
It would be precisely the same as in the ordinary break; you apply the break gradually,
but tbe friction is when you skid the wheel.
168. But there would not be so much friction unless you required to stop the wheel entirely ?
No; in the case of the ordinary break you can apply it gradually, and check the speed by
degrees; hut with this you must stop the wheel entirely.
169. By Mr. Dalgleish: There is no means of removing the break during the progress of
tho train down an incline—you eanuot remove it or relieve the train from the break ? No.
■
170. By Mr. Rotton : If you were going up an incline and it became necessary to stop tbe
train in the middle, would it not be as practicable to stop it with tbe ordinary break as
with tbis ? Yes, assuming that you had the same break power ; that you had the break
>, •
applied to as many wheels with the ordinary break as with this. The only difference would
'' "
be this, that with the ordinary break you could let tbe train down by its own gravity; with
..
this you could not.
'
171. For all purposes you consider the ordinary break preferable ? Yes. I think the break
of Mr. Caporn would be extremely dangerous, and I should be sorry to see it applied to
railways in this country.
172. By Mr. Dalghish: The great danger would he from the percussion which would be
caused by the sudden dropping of the pall ? Yes; the leverage of the wheel against the
ratchca would be so great that if the pall were sufficiently strong the axle would be twisled
.
by the pressure.

Edward
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Edward Bell, Esq., M.I.C.E., called in and examined:—
173. ify the Chairman: You are an engineer? Yes.
E, Bell, Esq.,
174. Have you heard the evidence of Mr. Caporn, explaining his scheme ? Yes, X was M.I.C.E.
here during a considerable portion of his examination.
175. Did you hear sufficient to enable you to understand rvhat lie proposes? Yes.
21 Nov., 1861.
17C. Will you have the goodness to state to the Committee what is your opinion of his
scheme, as to its utility and applicability? I think it might be made an effectual break for
horse traction carriages, but its sudden action is detrimental to its use on railwajs, inasmuch
as I think it is unsafe. If a break is thrown into gear suddenly, something must go. It is
very true the wheels will skid on a steep incline and give some relief; but if the train were
going at a very high speed, at twenty or twenty-five miles an hour, that would not give
relief in time to save either the wheels or the ratchets from breaking.
177. You do not think it is so well adapted for the purpose to which it is proposed to apply
it as the present system? I think it might be applied to-horse traction with advantage.
Tho ratchet should not be in tho middle of the axle. If it wore nearer the bearing it would
save the axle from breaking or twisting, but I think that each carriage should have two of
its wheels checked by means of this break, instead of all the wheels ; this would be sufficient
to prevent the rear carriage from pressing upon the former, as without that the carriages
might skid down an incline too fast for the horse to get out of the way. If there were a
break on every carriage, one man in charge of a train might putin action as many palls and
\
ratchets as he found necessary, and no more, to allow a train to pass down an incline at an
easy rate. I think on a horse tramway this might be very advantageously introduced.
173. By Mr. Rotton: Even on a horse railway, if you found it necessary to use the break
at all, would it not be disadvantageous to stop the wheels altogether, as you would have to do
by this means? I think not, except on steep gradients.
179. Supposing a gradient, not very steep, on which it was necessary to give some slight
assistance to a horse, but not to stop the carriage altogether, would not that be
disadvantageous? You might prevent all the carriages from being locked—you might
allow the palls to fall in two or three carriages and not in tho rest, but if you were going
down a very steep incline then you might let them all down.
180. Supposing it were a passenger carriage, and that there were only one carriage ? You
must let the pall fall, and on a very easy gradient that would break it too much.
18!. In along line of railway there would be very easy as well as steep gradients ? Yes.
182. In these easy gradients it would not be necessary to stop the wheels entirely ? No.
183. There is no way of using this break except by stopping them entirely ? The palls
might be made self-acting, so as to stop tho wheels of some of the carriages from revolving
without stopping others.
184. By Mr. Lucas : I understand you to say that to use this break it would be necessary
to apply it to every carriage ; is it not tbe fact that the trains now have only one break ?
Yes, the tender generally has one, and the break van behind has one also.
185. Is it found that one break is sufficient for a train of ten or twelve heavy carriages—
why then would you require this break to be applied to every carriage ? I would not use this
ratchet break on a railway; I said it would be injurious; but in horse traction, to save the
necessity of having a man on every carriage, you might have these breaks on every
carriage but the leading one, where tho ordinary railway break might be used.
186. Suppose the gradient were one in twelve, would it be necessary to have it in every
carriage? Yea.
187. By the Chairman : I understood you to say that it would be necessary to put a person
to each carriage ? Yes, if you have the present railway break upon horse traction carriages
you would require a person in every carriage to apply it on steep inclines; but if they were
self-acting palls they would put themselves in action, and they might be used on moderate
inclines.
188. You have stated that you do not think this break would be of any use for carriages
going at the rate of twenty or twenty-five miles an hour—do you not think it would be of
service in the ease of traction engines going at the rate of twelve miles an hour? If you
give sufficient strength ; it might be made so strong that it would not break, but then it
would bo so cumbrous as to be of little value.
189. By Mr. Arnold: Is there any difficulty in the present break in completely'locking the
wheel ? No; I think it is perfect in that respect.
,'
. .
190 Does tbis do anything more? Nothing more I think; with the ordinary break you
apply the pressure gradually, and the rotatory motion of the wheel i| not immediately
stopped, hut by the break now proposed the wheel is suddenly stopped. ’ ■
/r
191. The one does it safely, the other dangerously ? Yes.
J^
192. By Mr. Dalgleish: One does it with comparatively less damage to the'wheel than the
other ? Yes.
>
■
193. Seeing that the pall fixes the wheel it would wear it more in one part? Yes.
1 i v *1.*^
194. Whereas if the wheel revolved a little, the tire would not be so much destroyed ?Certainly not.
195. The portion exposed to abrasion would be continually changed? Yes.
196. By the Chairman: Do you not think going np steep inclines of one in fifteen this
break would be of service in the event of the coupling chains breaking ? There is no danger
of the coupling chains breaking; there are generally two or three to each carriage—that is
one coupling link and two guard chains.
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ifoont;—John Whitton, Esq., Engineer-in-Chief for Railways.

Edward Boll, Esq., C.E., called in and examined
Esq., O.E. 197. By the Chairman: This Committee has been appointed, I dare say you arc aware, to
,
i
inquire into and report upon your inventions and system of railway locomotion. Perhaps tho
STliov,, l£61, most convenient way of proceeding would be for you to state to tho Committee, in your own
way, what those inventions and what that system are ? Yes, I will explain my inventions,
commencing with the first patent, thee the second, and then the third invention for which
I have applied for a patent. The first invention was described in a Petition to the Governor
General, dated 8 June, 1860. It was an invention or improvement in railways and loco
motive engines to be used thereon j and in order to inform the Committee of tho nature of
the invention it will be necessary to read the petition. (The witness read the same. Vide
Appendix A.) That explains the nature of the first invention—a wooden rail with an iron
bar or rim upon it for the guiding wheels to run upon. As soon as that patent was granted
(I have not got the date hero) I applied for another, that is, for a patent for a wooden wheel
to run upon that wooden rail, and to act as a driving or propelling wheel for tho engine.
It is explained in this manner. (The witness read the specification for patent.
Vide
Appendix B.) That is the nature of the patent for the wooden wheel which was to run
upon the wooden way. These are tho two patents that are referred to in my letter of tho
Gth February, 1861, to the Secretary for Public Works. These papers have been printed
before, but I will state the substance of them. In tho letter I have just referred to I called
the attention of tho Government to my two inventions for improvements in railways and
tramways, for which letters of registration for the Colony had .been recently granted to me
for the term of fourtech years, and that 1 was desirous of placing these inventions at the
service of the Government on very advantageous terms, feeling confident that the adoption
of my improvements would save from £6,000 to £8,000 a-mile upon the then estimated cost
of railways in the Colony. I had not at that time seen those estimates, but I was under
the impressinn that the cost of railways in the Colony was estimated at £9,000 a-mile, or
somewhere about the cost of tbe line between Liverpool and Campbclltown. The circular
letter of the 14th February, published among those papers, I did nob consider to bear any
reference whatever to the correspondence with the Minister for Works; but as it
bears an ulterior date to tho letter I have just read it may possibly be considered as
connected with it. However, that circular, so fur as I am aware, was not taken
any notice of by the Minister for Works; he neither appeared on the 19tb or 20th of that
month at tho School of Arts, nor, as far as I am aware, did anyone from tho railway depart
ment attend to see what was there exhibited for his inspection. On tho 2nd March I
received a letter stating that any proposals made hy me on the subject of my invention for
improvements in railways and tramways would receive the attention of tho Government; and
on the 8th March following I made a proposal to the Government as the basis of a negotiation,
not going into engineering detail at all, but simply confining my proposition to a basis for a
negotiation, by means of which the terms of the arrangement should bo settled. That pro
position, I stated at the end, I was quite willing to discuss, and I might meet, or otherwise,
any modification that might he suggested on tho part of the Government. I stated in that
letter that there were two points on which the Government might fairly require proof to
satisfy themselves of the advantage of my plan of railway; the first was the practicability of
ascending and descending severe gradients by means of locomotive engines with safety, and
the second was the effect produced on wooden ways and wheels by working upon my. plan.
To solve this problem I thought it was necessary, and in fact indispensable, that a line of
some eight or ten miles in length, through a fair average country, should be constructed,
reasonably contiguous to a supply of suitable timber, and between two places between which
a lino was likely to pass, the traffic between which would give a good working trial of tho
railway and engines, and at the same time defray the expense of running the trains. I
thought that a term of not less than a year was necessary to prove it, in order to shew what
effect the wooden wheels would produce on the wooden surfaces, and that if the line were con
nected with an existing railway the carriages running upon that might run upon the trial
line, and might subject it to a more severe test than it would otherwise sustain if subjected
only to its own traffic, and not to through traffic. I stated that I considered that gradients
of one in twelve might easily be overcome and worked to advantage under my system, and I
proposed to introduce such gradients upon it; and that if I succeeded in working these gra
dients it would shew that cuttings and tunnels might he dispensed with in railway works
throughout the Colony, or very nearly so. I also said that even if gradients of one in
seven should bo found necessary to avoid these expensive works, I had no hesitation in saying
they might be overcome and worked successfully by my system. I estimated that such
a fair average line might be constructed, and’ two engines made in the Colony and put
to work upon it in the course of twelve months from tho commenccraeut, at a cost not
exceeding £25,000.
I mentioned eight or ton miles, but I added that it would be
practicable
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practicable to construct ten times that length in the same period at a similar rate, it
Ebcinff understood that on the trial line I was to exclude tho crossing of large rivers, ___^
deen3 ravines or gullies, and precipitous country from that estimate. These are works
that could not possibly be estimated fur unless tbe site and necessary data m connection
with such works were given one to estimate upon. I may say there was no occasion to
pat bridges in the trial line, inasmuch as everybody knows what bridges arc, and wnat
they will carry, and therefore it was not necessary to make experiments with them. A
stated that the trial line would mainly depend upon my own personal exertions, skilJ,
and management, and consequently that it would be necessary it should be under my
direction and control in every way, except with regard to money revivers, with whom
I wished to have nothing to do. There was nothing to bo paid for t.io use of the
invention during the trial year, unless the system proved successful If it were successfu , 1
Ruemistcd that I should be paid one shilling per train mile run for the last six months oi the
triad year, and for all future train miles run on my system upon any tine, one shilling per tram
mile run; it being understood that if the patent were used on any part of aline, the mileage
was to be paid upon the whole length that tho trains ran, as if the patent were employed the
whole distance, (existing lines excepted, unless the patent be used upon them.) These pro
positions were submitted as the basis of a negotiation, and if any negotiation had proceeded
I was prepared, as I stated in tbe first letter, to give very advantageous terms to tho trovernment. If they were considered high, as a matter of course I should have altered them ; but
in making a proposition you never begin on the lowest scale; you always expect to arrive at
that before you come to the end. I should mention that before I received the letter of the
‘2nd March I had beard indirectly, on very good authority, that, an unfavourab e report had
been eivun by the Engineer-in-Chief, and that there was no chance of his looking upon it
favourably; but as the Secretary for Public Works informed me after getting that report,
that any proposition I mmht make should receive the attention of the Government, I at onco
(within six days,) tendered him ray propositions. On the 12th June I received from the
Under Secretary for Works a letter acknowledging certain proposals of mine submitted to the
Government for testing my inventions and improvements in railways, and informing
that,
under a report received from the Engineer-in-Chief for Hallways, the Sacorotary (or I ublic
Works did not feed justified in recommending to the Government any expenditure for testing
the merits of my inventions. Now I conceive that that letter was not, perfect; it should
have forwarded a copy of the report it alludes to. If no reference had been made to
the 'report of the Engineer-in-Chief I should not have considered myself, in courtesy
or otherwise, entitled to a copy; but, as the letter referred to that report and it
was on that report that my basis of negotiation was not submit ted to the txoveinment at all, 1 applied for a copy of the report, considering, as I bolero stated, tout
a communication of that, kind was not perfect unless accompanied by tho report, The reply
I received was that it was not customary to furnish reports or this kind to persons applying
for them, as a compliance with such request would lead to much inconvenience The Minister s
regret, expressed in his note on my letter of-the 26th June, was omitted ; beyond that the
letter couvevs his sentiments. Now it is very true it might be inconvenient to f«rniih
persons who might apply for them with copies, but I do not think that shou d be applied to
one person who hud been led to believe that bis proposition should meet with a fair amount
of attention on the part of the Government. I do not think 1 should have been classified
with those persons who would make themselves troublesome in that way. I think courtesy
alone should have moved the Minister to have given me a copy of that report. However
that report was moved for in tho House by the Chairman of this Committee, and obtained
by me for the first time, when it was printed by order of the House, some days after the
17th October. I may also remark that on the 20th February, 1861, or about that date, the
Chairman presented a petition from me to the Legislative Assembly, of which this is a copy
as printed. In this petition I call tho attention of the House to my improvements in
railways and in locomotion on tho same, stating that if put m operation they would bo the
means of saving large sums of public money, and greatly facilitating the progress of railway
communication throuerhout the Colony; that I was prepared to shew that railways may be
constructed and worked by steam power in this Colony cheaper than tramways by horse
power; that they would be in every respect as permanent and useful as tho railways now in
operation in the Colony; that the same carriages and rolling stock as arc now m use might
bo used on my lines, excepting tbe engines, which are much heavier than those which undei
my system would be required to perforin an equal amount of work; that tbo matenal ot
which the lines projected by me would be composed, would bo chiefly tho hardwood of tho
Colony and that tlie quantity of iron used in them would not exceed one-seventh part ot
tho weight of that now used on the lines in operation. I had never weighed any of the rails
in use, but I was under the impression that they were 00 lbs. to the yard. I went on to say
that I observed in the fourth report of the Commissioner for Railways, that the lines
projected, and for which plans and estimates had been prepared in the Railway Department,
were estimated to cost, from Penrith to Bathurst, £26,000 per mile; P,^“
nearly £19,000 per mile; and from Singleton to Muswellbrook, nearly £1, ,000 pci mile
That petition was written and sent to the House as soon as I learnt what the probable cost
of the intended lines would be. I stated also in that petition that on my system, a line
from Penrith to Bathurst would not exceed £2,000 per mile, exclusive of bridges. I
had previously shewn that if the gradients I proposed to adopt could be worked, cuttings,
earth works, tunnels, and so on, could be dispensed with ; and consequently I had occasion
only to mention “ exclusive of bridges.” The petition further states that the facility of
ascending and descending gradients of one in seven or eight,, with engines drawing about
three times their own weight, would enable me to dispense with the very heavy earthworks
and other expensive operations which, under the present system, are unavoidable ; and .nit
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w^*c^ Jines oa my principle could be constructed, a further considerable
j'
saving would accrue to the Colony at large. I therefore prayed the House to take the
27 Nov 1861 ma^er
0|3Rsideration, Now the document that first came to my hands after this
■
*’
‘ correspondence was the report of the Engineer-in-Chief upon mv two inventions, which I
have just described. My proposition was referred to the Engineer-in-Chief, by the
Minister for Works, on the 14th March, 1861, and he reported on the 10th May,
1861. His first remark was, that I proposed that the Government should furnish me
with £25,000, to construct eight or ten miles of railway and build two engines,
ff it being understood that the crossing of large rivers, deep ravines, or gullies, and
precipitous country, is excluded from this estimate.”
Now I did not exactly wish
that, and I do not think I proposed it. 1 merely proposed that the Government should
expend £25,000. I did not want the money; I simply wanted to control its expenditure.
I did not include large rivers, because I did not want the Government to try any experiments
with bridges, I certainly excluded deep ravines and gullies, because I did not think they
came within the description of fair average country. However, the next clause of tho report
says, “ it requires no consideration to sec that the above estimate is a mere guess.” I do not
know why. It would have been a mere guess if I had included bridges, or if I had under
taken to apply the same estimate to auy line the Government might choose, or to cross any
rivers; but 1 think I brought it as nearly as possible to a reliable estimate for a fair
avenge line, without any guess. At any rate I have surveyed a line since, and I am quite
prepared to shew how that Hue can he laid for the same money—ten miles of it. The report
adds, " Mr. Bell having no objection to pledge himself to construct ten miles for the same
amount as eight miles.’ It was scarcely any use to say that. The ground not having been
chosen, it was not possible for me to be more precise. Possibly, if the Government had
chosen to select a piece of ground a mile long, with a wide river in it, I should have been
wrong and my estimate a mere guess. Then Mr. Whitton says, “ It is quite probable that
"one bridge on tbe eight or ten miles proposed to be constructed would cost from £20,000 to
“ £40,000, or even £60,000, yet no provision is made for such contingencies.” That is a
curious term to give bridges—contingencies. But would it be a fair average line of country
that contained a bridge that would cost £20,000, £40,000 or £60,000.
I can scarcely
conceive a man making such an observation at all. I do not intend my observations to
impugn the Engineer-in-Ohiefs professional knowledge in the slightest degree, but I think
he forgot that be had to report on that document as an engineer, and instead of that he
reported as some one of the unprofessional gentlemen in the office might have done. Mr.
Whitton says, " Mr. Bell states that under his system gradients of 1 in 12 may be easily
overcome and worked to advantage. I know that such gradients never have been easily
overcome and worked to advantage.” Now I directly state that they have; I know they
have, and I have done it myself. I have taken locomotives weighing seven tons up gradients
of one in twelve, drawing seven tons on a common road, and .1 know it has been done by
others, and I could prove it; I could not put my hand upon it this morning, but I have seen a
book containing an account of Hancock’s engine, which ran up Pentonville Hill. I saw it
myself draw another carriage after it up an incline of one in twelve, and do it successfully
and easily at six miles an hour. Mr. Whitton in his report goes on, “ A locomotive engine
“ with iron driving wheels, and working on iron rails, can be made to work gradients of one in
" twelve; but the work done would be so costly that it would be less expensive to increase
<c the cost of construction and improve the gradient.
Any gradient worse than one in forty is
“ a bad gradient, and should never be used if practicable to avoid it; almost any expense in
“ works is preferable to such gradients.” Now I agree in that opinion exactly, and in
addressing the Colonial Secretary on the 25th September, with regard to my other application
for a patent, I almost use the same words with regard to the traction system. I stated that
on the traction system it is ruinous to work at any gradient more severe than one in forty,
with iron wheels upon iron rails. That was written some days before this report of Mr.
Whitton was published, so that my opinion quite coincides with Mr. Whitten’s on that point,
that it would be preferable to carry out any works, whatever their cost, rather than work
steeper gradients than one in forty on the traction system, with iron wheels and iron rails. The
next part refers to the remuneration I was expecting or supposed to expect for the use of my
invention. I have read my offer again, and I can sec nothing ambiguous in it. I think it states
very clearly what I meant; and I caonot conceive how, if eight miles of line were laid
between Cainpbelltown and Camden, with three trains a day running as they are now,
through trains to Campbclltown, the remuneration to be paid to me without any deduction,
would come to more than £800 or £900 a year. It is stated in the same report, that " Mr, Bell
proposes to increase the tractive power of an engine by using wooden rails and wheels”—
this is true; but it goes on to state what is not true, viz.—that I propose to increase the
tractive poicer of an engine by having engines of less iceight than those now in use on the
existing lines. I am not aware of having made any such proposition, and have given no
foundation whatever for such a report. This statement is not only unfounded and absurd,
but the incorrectness is aggravated by the words immediately following—" This is really the
sole merit Mr. Bell claims for his patent.” I proposed, at the Exhibition at the School
of Arts, to augment the tractive power of engines by increased adhesion; and to perform
the same work with engines of less weight than those now in use, by means of such increased
adhesion ; and to ascend steeper gradients than the present engines can, by engines of less
power and weight; and, hy tbe use of steeper gradients, abolish, or nearly so, earthworks,
tunnels, cuttings, embankments, wooden viaducts, and other expensive works. I proposed
also to use the timber of the country, and save a large amount of iron which has to be
imported, and to make the engines and rolling stock in this Colony. Now that is really
what I have proposed, and all I have proposed, and I am quite sure that Mr. Whitton will
see that I have made no such proposition as he states. It would indeed he a ridiculous pro
'
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position to make, if I stated that by having engines of less weight I increase my tractive power.
I increase my tractive power entirely by the increased adhesion that there is between wood and
wood. It is also stated in the report of the Engineer-in-Chief, that " the tractive power of
“ an engine depends not entirely upon increased adhesion, but upon power combined with
"adhesion;'’ by the word yweei-(in italics) I conclude that stem yMtaer is meant; but be
that as it may, I maintain that whatever the steam ywrae)' of an engine may be, its tractive
power depends entirely upon adhesion and the manner in which the steam power is applied
to give tractive power to a locomotive engine; for instance, suppose the engines imported
into this Colony so late as the month of May or June last, had, instead of being mounted
upon two 5ft. 6in. or 6ft. propelling and four guiding or trailing wheels, been mounted
upon si£ coupled driving wheels 2ft. 9in. or 3ft. iu diameter, they would have bad (0) six
times the tractive power that they now have for ascending inclines, with the same eugincs
and steam pressure, while they would run at half the speed, and consequently there would
be a clear gain—taking the tractive power and speed together—of three times the power of
the same engine, had they been properly mounted; that is, mounted on smaller wheels.
Mounting it on smaller wheels gives the engine mere power over the train, and the train
less power over the engine to draw it back. Tfie engine being mounted on six propelling
wheels, or all its wheels being propelling wheels, all the weight of the engine is thrown on
those wheels instead of on two wheels only, as in the engines I have alluded to, in which there
are only two propelling wheels, and consequently they only take their proportion of the
weight of the engine to keep them in contact, whatever that proportion may he—8, 9, or 10
tons. But if all the wheels were propelling wheels, and the weight were thrown on all,
there would be 40 tons to keep the engine in contact, instead of S or 10; consequently the
wheels would never slip, or would not slip so soon by throe times, while driving by six
wheels, as they would if driving only hy two. Then decreasing the diameter of the wheel
from 5ft. Gin. to 2ft. 9in., or from Oft. to 3ft.—I do not know what the diameter is exactly,
but reducing them to oue-half the diameter—that would give them double the power of
drawing a train that the engine has now, and the train would have less power over the
engine, in tho same way that a small wheel working into a cog wheel, or a small pulley
driving a large pulley with a strap over it, would have greater power over the large pulley
than, reversing it, the large pulley would have over the small.
The report goes on
to say, " Assuming that more adhesion is attained by using wood against wood than
" hy the use of iron against iron, this assumed advantage is thrown away by decreasing
" the weight holding the two bodies in contact.” Mr. Whitton assumes, just for the
sake of argument, that the oue has greater adhesion than the other, I found hy
experiment, that the adhesion of my wooden wheels upon wooden rails was three times
that of iron wheels upon iron rails. Assuming, therefore, that hy using wood upon wood,
the adhesion is thrice that of irou upon iron rails, it follows that a locomotive engine
of 15 tons weight would draw, hy its adhesion to the wooden rails, as heavy a load as an
engine of 45 tons weight, with iron wheels upon iron rails; all the wheels of the engines in
both cases being propelling wheels, or both engines having the same number of propelling
and guiding wheels respectively. Now, if an engine of the smaller weight will perform the
same amount of work as that of greater weight, there must be a judicious economy in using
the engine of smaller weight, and consequently a great advantage attained, and which is not
thrown away as stated. There would also he 30 tons less weight to carry with every engine,
and consequently to propel On inclines. This is highly important; besides which there would
be a proportionate saving of engine power, fuel, wear and tear of rails, and a large amount
of capital, which is now thrown away where high speeds are not required. Another great
advantage would result from the greater adhesion of wood upon wood than of iron upon
iron, vis , if one-third the weight upon the former is sufficient to give the same amount of
contact or adhesion as three times the weight upon the latter, the wood will perform the
same amount of work as the iron, and be subject only to one-third of the crushing weights.
The only other remark I need make on the report of the Engineer-in-Chief is, that " it is
“ probably not necessary to say more ou this subject than that, in my opinion, Mr.Bell’s model
" is mechanically defective; and if ever his scheme be tried it will turn out a failure.” I do
not know why it was not necessary to say more—-why a report of this sort should be called
for, and then the matter he dismissed in this summary way. As to the model being defec
tive, I do not know what the model had to do with it; it was the system I was advocating.
The Minister did not come to see the model at the School of Arts, probably because ho had
seen some parts of it before at the Town Hall. However, I was endeavouring to bring
forward a system, and my model was condemned, I made it myself, and as I have not much
time to spare from my other duties, perhaps it was not so complete as it might have
been. Mr. Whitton pronounces that if the scheme be tried it will turn out a failure;
but I think a scheme of so much importance might have received more attention, a little
more argument, and a little more engineering opinion, and that some reasons should
have been given why it would turn out a failure. It was not for want of time that
tiiis was not done, for I applied to the Minister for Works on the Gth February, and
it took till the 5th of July—five months—to tell me that the Engiueer-in-Cbief had made
a report, and that it was not customary to give such information to persons applying
for it, as compliance would lead to great inconveniepce. If I had got au answer to this
correspondence at an earlier date I should have been three or four months earlier with my
third application for a patent, but pending the issue of this T took no step about the other.
But as soon as I got that letter—I think within four days after that letter came—my applicatioa for another patent, developing fully the scheme I proposed to carry out, was put into
the hands of the Colonial Secretary. It was dated 3rd July, aud it was put into the hands
of the Commissioners for Patents, (one of whom was Mr. Whitton, and tho other, Captain
Ward,) on the 9th July, to decide whether it was new or whether it was old. Now, without
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making any remarks or intending anything of a personal character towards Mr. Whitton or
Captain Ward, or anyone else, it will be necessary to make a little explanation, to shew why
I have applied for throe or four patents, and why it should not appear as has been said, that
2< Not., 1861. j |javc ^een taking np one patent and dropping it, and then taking up another. As far back
as 1858 I had these inventions, all of them, under consideration, and I mentioned them to many
persons connected with the Corporation—the then Mayor, Mr. John Williams,! recollect most
distinctly—assigning as ray reason for not taking out a patent the great injustice to which
I might be submitted, in the event of an application of the sort; and I further stated that
I did not dare develop my whole scheme, because I saw very clearly that I had a tribunal
to go to which could be anything but an impartial one. The Act, assented to on the Oth
December, 185’2, “ to authorize the Governor General, with the advice of the Executive
“ Council, to grant Letters of Registration for all Inventions and Improvements in the Arts
“ or Manufactures,” sets forth in the first clause, that the Governor may grant Letters of
Registration for a period of not less than seven nor more than fourteen years, for such
inventions and improvements; and the next clause says, that tho person claiming to be tho
author or designer of any invention or improvement shall pay a deposit of £20 to the
Colonial Treasurer, and, after payment of such deposit, shall present a petition to the
Governor, specifying the particulars of such invention or improvement; and that then,
“ it shall be lawful fur tho said Governor for the time-heing to refer the said petition to one
" or more competent person or persons, to be appointed by the said Governor, to examine
“ and consider the matters stated in such petition, and to report thereon for the information
tf of His Excellency; and if the report of the person or persons to whom the said petition
“ shall have been referred by the Governor shall be favourable to its prayer, it shall be lawful
“ for His Excellency, with the advice of his Executive Council, to grant the Letters of
“ Registration hereinbefore mentioned.” Now you will see by this that the Governor has
not the power to give me a patent ; he is entirely dependent upon tbe report of two
" competent persons ” whom he is supposed to appoint, and if they do not recommend him
to give me a patent I cannot have it; it is not lawful for the Governor to do it without that
recommendation. Now it was not possible for me to he certain to whom my petitions would
be referred, but I bad a shrewd suspicion that the competent persons who would be appointed
would be persons belonging to the Railway Department. (Mr. Rotton, taking exception io
the course the witness teas pursuing, on the ground that the Committee had nothing to do with
the law of patents, hut to inquire into the merits of Mr. Bell's system of railway locomotion,

My remarks are not intended to be in any
way personal, or in the slightest degree to cast any reflection on anyone. This Act
has restrained me from bringing my inventions before the public, because it appeared
to me that the persons to whom they would he referred fur report would most
probably belong to the Railway Department; and that appeared to me like sending Bellambi
coals to Newcastle to get Newcastle coal-owners to give a report about the nature of
Rellambi coals ; and I think so still. However, as I stated before, about the 5th of
July I received that letter from the Under Secretary for Works, and within a few days
afterwards I deposited another specification in tbe hands of the Governor, explaining how I
meant to work my engines and trains, both ou wooden ways and iron ways. I have hero a
a copy of my petition and specification, and of the correspondence which followed thereon,
which I can hand in. (The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix C.) I will read
the specification. (Read.) Now the letter of the Oth July informed me that that petition
for a patent had been referred to Captain Ward and Mr. Whitton. On the 18th of July I
received a note from Captain Ward, which will be found among this correspondence, requesting
an interview at the Mint. (Note read.) I went at the time appointed, and he told me they
did not exactly understand my specification, and wished me to furnish drawings. I
remonstrated, on the ground of the expense it would put me to, to illustrate all the different
ways that these wheels might bo driven and these engines applied to carriages. Captain
Ward assured me that it was the practice in the law of patents in England, and he should
insist, upon it here, that drawings should bo furnished with the specification. I assured him
that it was not the case, and on reference to his notes he found it was not compulsory to send
drawings at all, but merely that if you do send drawings they shall be drawn to a scale of
one inch to the foot, so that throughout all patents the scale may be uniform. Ho then told
me, "I Lave had a meeting with Mr. Whitton, and wc arc not going to grant the patent
unless we have drawings.” The result was as stated in the letter of 27th August to Messrs.
Rodd and Dawson. (Better read; also the Report of Captain Ward mid Mr. Whitton, with the
enclosure there!o') Now all the cars alluded to in this extract from the Engineer have their
engines combined or built in with the car; they form part and parcel of the same machine, and
cannot be detached from one another; aud they are all driven with gear wheels and multiply
ing power. That was published, I may observe, in England, on the 4th January ; it must
have come here by the January mail at the earliest, and could not have arrived here before
the loth or 14th of March. After receiving the letter above referred to, I wrote a note to
Captain Ward, and asked the favour of an interview with him, and in conversation he said
that they were not aware of this publication when they asked me for drawings, but that
afterwards they casually took np the paper and happened lo sec if, and if I would state
distinctly what was new in my invention and different from what was iu this paper, tbe
matter would he entertained again, if I adted fur it to be referred back to them; and as (he
Report of the Commissioners or the Board stated that they could not recommend letters
of registration to bo eranled unless I shewed the difference between my invention and that
referred to in the Engineer, I addressed to the Colonial Secretary the letter dated 25lh
September, 1 SGI. (J/ctier rcadi) So that you sec, after the third application for a patent,
being called upon for drawings, and seeing no chance of getting a patent without these
drawings, which I very much objected to give, I introduced another invention on tbo
drawing,
the Chairman ruled the witness to be in order.')

.
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drawing whioli I famished, and which I had intended to come forward with at another E. Bell,
period, after the matter contained in my application for a third patent was disposed of. Es1'> C-K
I was not aware of the existence of such an article in the Engineer, though I did know r—‘-----,
that such a paper existed. I had not seen this particular number of 4th January, or any 27 Nov., 1861.
number of it. I may state that since sending that letter to the Colonial Secretary, which
bears date Joth September, but which was delivered to him only on the 4th October, I have
received no reply at all; there has been no further communication. There is one observation
that_ I wish to make with reference to that part of my letter, of the 8th March, to the
Munster for orks, where I estimate that a fair average line of railway may be constructed,
■ and two engines, made iu this Colony, put to work upon it, within twelve months from the
commencernent, at a cost not exceeding £25,000. When 1 proposed to get these two engines
made in the Colony, it. was my intention to have them made as shown in the plan on the
table, and to use them either to carry or to draw the load, just as I pleased, so that I might
introduce there the system of carrying; and if the Minister for Works had gone into the
negotiation with me on the matter, I was prepared to enter on just the same kind of expla
nation with regard not only to the inventions I had patented but to those I have not
patented, just as fully as I have done with this Committee, or as I intend to do with this
Committee. My surprise was, that when Mr. Whitton referred to my proposing to construct
eight or ten miles of railway and build two engines, he did not ask what I wanted with two
engines on a single line of so short a length—running two, three, or four trains a day. It is
very certain that unless I made sidings for these engines to pass one another I could not
have worked two engines in the ordinary way, by drawing the trains; if I did I most have
made a double .line, for some part of the distance at least, for these two engines to pass each
other upon; without it, it was quite impossible to work on the traction system more than
one engine; and in asking for two engines my object was to try this very system, for his
satisfaction, in addition to the other. Now that letter is dated 8th March, and therefore it
must have been written before this article in the Engineer (which I have never seen but
"i ^ave hearcl of) reached tho Colony. That drawing (referring to a drawing on the
table) 1 am prepared to prove was made in last Christmas week—tlie drawing of the
two carnages; oue mounted upon two independent steam trucks, the other upon a
steam truck at one end and an ordinary truck at the other. This letter, dated
'
on the 8th, was written ou the 7th March, aud that journal could not have been
here before the 12th orlSfch March. I never heard of it till I received that communication
from the Commissioners of Patents. It is clear I never could have been guided by the
report contained in that journal, tho Engineer, unless I had seen it prior to the 8th March,
winch was impossible. In all other countries you are allowed to register your patent and
pay for.it, and if it is proved, on trial before a jury, that it is not new, you lose your patent,
but if it is new you retain it, or so much as is new. Hero it is different. Now I hold if
that invention had been in.use in other countries, and I did not know that it was in use,
and it was not known in this country to he in use in other countries at the time I applied
for a patent for tho invention, that I am entitled to a patent, and that such patent should
stand good anywhere. If it is new here—if it has never been published, aud is not known
hero 1 should be entitled to it in any country where the patent law exists. It is true
engines have been built which were intended to carry passengers, but they were of a different
kind, and quite unsuited to the ordinary traffic. For instance, a little engine was built at
Adams Works, near Stratford, to carry a few passengers—some six or eight—on the engine,
on the same carriage; it formed part and parcel of the engine. It was a similar carriage to
those which, were made for. running on common roads, and it was mounted on the Eastern
Counties Railway, and carried seven or eight passengers. That did not answer, and has long
since been abolished.
“
193. Bg Mr. Dalgleish: Do you mean, Mr. Bell, Adams’ carriage P Yes. In 1850, when
I was in England, I was on the line repeatedly, and inquired after that carriage, and was
told it no longer existed,
1.99. Excuse me,—it did not exist in 1850 ? I say it did not exist in 1850.
200. It has been constructed since 1850 ? Then it is not the one I mean. The one I
mean was. constructed hy Mr. Samuel, who was then Resident Engineer of the Eastern
Counties line, at Mr. Adams’ works—nearer 1840 that 1850. It was a little thing weighing
25 cwfc.j and was used as an express engine when tho Directors or any person wished to visit
the line, but not to run for passenger traffic.
20L By Mr. Lavas : 1 suppose when you proposed to construct eight or ten miles of your
railway for £25,000 you mount to take such a country as that between Sydney and Parramatta
or between Parramatta and Windsor ? Yos. As I thought it might appear to some persons
that my estimate was merely a guess, I prepared, at my own expense, a section of a line,
from St. Mary’s, South Creek, to Windsor, ten miles in length; and I inspected all the
different routes—the Blacktown route, and the Windsor route, and from about Crawford’s
station along by Eastern Creek to Windsor. 1 also took tho range along the further side of
South Creek to Windsor. I preferred that, and took a section of it, as being the least
expensive, the least likely to be inundated, aud requiring no large bridges to carry it across
South Creek and Eastern Creek,, aud other creeks in which the floods rise to a very great
height, especially near the bridges on the main roads; and I found I could easily make the
lino I have stated, for the estimate 1 have given, even with 40 lbs. iron rails,
^02. You could construct ten miles of that way for £25,000 ? Yes.
203. Bg Mr. Dalgleish : Have you got the sections ? Not here.
204. Have you any objection to produce them ? No, I will do so.
1
205. By Mr. Lucas: In going down such inclines as you propose,one in fifteen, or even one
in twelve, do you not think there would he great danger—do you propose to use the present
break to get down these inclines ? Tliere would he no danger whatever, and I should use the
present break.
oar
215—D
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206. On how many wheels coaid you apply it—the whole of the wheels? Just as you do
now, to all the wheels; and in using wheels of two sizes I would apply the break to the large
wheels, so that in going down hill tbe breaks would have very great control over the small
STNov., 1S61, wheels. In fact, in going down steep inclines I would always use the small wheels just as
I would the same wheels in going up, inasmuch as the load has much less influence over the
small wheels, and the train would consequently descend more safely. Indeed there would
be no slip ; I have tried experiments on gradients of one in ten, iron wheels on iron rails,
to see how much it requires to move a carriage with its wheels looked and make them slip
on that gradient, and I have found that it requires a draught equal to the weight of onefourth of the whole load to move it.
207. It requires a strain of one-fourth of the whole load to move it down? Yes, 28 lbs, to
100 lbs.
208. That is, if the wheels are locked, as you propose to lock them ? Yes, iron wheels and
iron rails.
209. What power does it require to take it up ? I do not recollect.
210. I presume you have tried? I have; and the memorandum is amongst the papers which
I have here.
211. We are now referring to your last invention ? Yes; iron wheels and iron rails,
212. To such a carriage as is shewn here (referring to drawing') ? Yes (reading from
memos.), 14 lbs. weight started a load of 100 lbs. weight on an incline of one in ten ; that
is upwards, with the wheels running; and it took 28 lbs. weight to start a load of 100 lbs.
down the hill with the wheels locked, and 20 to 24 lbs. of traction kept the load in motion
down the hill with the wheels locked. I suppose the rail was not filed quite true, and the
load had a tendency to set itself after slipping a little way. But 12 lbs. took it off a
gradient of one in twenty, and drew it up an incline of one in ten, at the rate of eight
feet a second.
213. Jig Mr. Dalgleish : In ascending the incline did you make use of any leverage on the
axles—any drum ? None whatever. I took a Salter’s balance aud yoked it to the frame
of a ear by a piece of red tape ; set a person to draw it, and carefully watched the scale, and
after repeated experiments I saw that it indicated as I have stated.
214. Is not the best way of testing these matters by dead weights over a pulley ? I tested
the Salter's balance and found it correct, and I do not see what more accurate test you can
have. If you test a plough you do it by Salter’s balance. It was the least expensive method
too, and easiest to me to perform it in that way ; and it was quite satisfactory. I do not see
a doubt about it, if tbe Salter’s balance weighs correctly. I thought it a very good test in
going up hill, because it shewed me that it required a certain weight to make it slip, and
what that weight was. Now, if I had had a certain weight over a pulley, I must have let it
descend to the bottom of the incline, and I could not have discovered by the weight the
minimum weight or force which was necessary to continue the slip or descent of the engine
along the incline, without the wheels revolving after it had first started, so well as by the
Salter’s balance. I do not know what more I have to state now ; I have stated my views on
all the objections that have been raised to my plans, and until further objections have been
raised I think it would be only wasting, the time of the Committee to raise objections
myself.
215. You have certainly given answers to objections which have been made to your inven
tions, but I think I may be allowed to state that you have said very little with regard to the
power and the manner in which you wish to apply it; or to shew that your engines have
within themselves the power of taking these loads np the inclines you mention ? It has
not been disputed that I am aware of.
216. It has only been asserted as yet by yourself. Generally speaking, in mechanics, figures
express power, and perhaps it would be quite as well to have your calculations before us ?
I will give you the facts and the calculations too if you want them, but you may make your
own calculations if I give you the facts.
217. A Committee of the Assembly are not supposed to bo all engineers or to be able to
make these calculations; aud engineers are rather expected to talk down to the Committee
than the Committee to work up to them ? I do not know what the drift of this is, but any
facts you want to know, or auy engineering opinion you wish to have, I will give you to the
best of my ability; but do not lead me into making fifty or sixty diagrams or a mass of
calculations, which many gentlemen who are not engineers may not understand. I now
give you the result, and tell you exactly what power I consider necessary to apply to get a
certain weight up a certain incline.
218. What I mean is this—that you have certain calculations and have given certain results.
Now I do not think it would take a great amount of time to shew the Committee your
calculations on which your results are based? I do not think I have given any results such
as you speak of.
219. You have mentioned that your wooden wheels on wooden rails would draw up three
times the amount that iron wheels on iron rails would do, and yon attribute that to
increased adhesion------? Yes, I have given you a simple reason for that—the result of
experiment.
220. If you will allow me, the question is how that adhesion is obtained? I give it from
practical test; from trying my wheels on an incline I tell you the actual result was that they
had three times more adhesion. No calculation can prove that; it is entirely a matter of
experiment. If you give me a formula to prove that, I will be happy to work it out, but
nothing but the fact would bring me to the conclusion to believe it. I do not see how you
.
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arc to calculate it. The next thing is whether you have power to work these wheels up the E. Bell,
incline r You will admit that any load an engine can draw np an incline an engine will Esq., C.E.
carry np an incline, for it is only so much weight raised up bo many feet high in bo many
minutes.
'
' 87 Nov., 1861.
surface^0
iS obtained b* weight> is it not ?
And by weight only, regardless of
222. How then do you gain three times the adhesion with wooden rails that you do with
ooq J
adhesion is the result of weight ? It is not entirely the result of weight-----223. I understood you to say so just now ? My answer had reference to the friction of sur
faces, haring regard distinctly to each separate surface by itself—not two different surfaces,
a hard and a soft one, but two iron surfaces or two wooden surfaces, or two of leather if you
like. The friction, and consequent adhesion, is guided in every one of these cases by the weight
j^be sur^accJ
that surface be what it will; the amount of adhesion is different in each
different case; but it is as tbe weight and not as the surface. You drew a deduction
before, I understood you, that let the surface be composed of what it would I maintained
that the friction was the same.
224. No, I never said a word about friction ? Adhesion then; it becomes friction when
adhesion ceases and slip begins.
225. Abrasion when there is slip? Well, it does come to something of tho sort at last.
226. You intend to put the whole weight of your load on the engine ? Yes, on steep gra
dients) in some cases I do not. I claim in my patent to put a load on the engine and tow
another load behind, it on level places and easy gradients.
227. You intend to increase the weight carried on your engine or engines to far beyond
what is now usually placed on locomotives themselves ? No.
228. You intend to make it as much ? Yes.
229. In that case what will be the effect of an engine of fifty tons weight, or its equivalent,
distributed upon twelve wheels—what would be the effect of that weight in motion, and the
adhesion between the end wood of the wheel and the longitudinal wood of the rail—would it
not be to laminate the wood? No, if the weight was not too excessive.
2oO.. What would take place when what is usually known as slip ensued—when adhesion or
friction becomes abrasion—what would take place then with a wooden rail ? Asa matter of
course, with any surface, if you put too much weight on that surface it must begin to disturb
it. If you load a pair of wooden wheels excessively on a piece of iroubark lying longi
tudinally, the first alteration you would notice would be a compression of the grain of tlie
wood, in some places more, in some places less—where tliere is a knot, less, where there is no
knot, more. In carrying loads on the wooden way I do not necessarily ask you to let me put
fifty tons on the wooden way; I do not recommend it, because I state that a very great
advantage arises by reducing the engine to one-third its present weight—taking off fifteen or
twenty tons—and so relieving a surface not capable of bearing so great a weight as the iron
rail.
231. I understood you to repudiate the idea which Mr. Whitton puts forward in his report,
where ho states that you intend to use lighter engines, and that by so doing you throw away
the advantage obtained by tlie greater adhesion of wood and wood—I understood you to
say that Mr. Whitton was unwarranted iu saying that you intended to use lighter engines ?
No j X repudiated the statement of Mr. Whitton that I proposed to increase the tractive
power of the engine by having engines of less weight than those now in use on existing
lines. That I repudiate most distinctly, but that is very different from the way you put it.
232. Are you acquainted with the practice at Home, or in other countries where railways
arc laid down and in use, with regard to permanent way or rails—is it the practice to adopt
the softest material—is the softest iron used for the rails, or the hardest ? Many kinds of
iron are used.
233. Has it not been matter of deep consideration with practical men to obtain, if possible,
even a steel surface for the rails ? Yes.
234. Which would have the effect of making it still harder ? Yes, it would wear longer
and bear a great deal more of the effects of slip on the rails.
235. But wood would of course be softer? I do not anticipate there would he so much
slip upon it as must be imposed on iron rails. It will not be necessary to make tlie weight
placed on wood so heavy as that usually placed upon iron rails, because it requires only onethird the weight upon wood and wood to keep it in contact and give the same adhesion as
upon iron and iron.
236. Tbe wood would suffer if it were so ? Yes, even Colonial iroubark, if the weight upon
it were excessive.
237. The end of an iroubark timber is still harder than the longitudinal fibre of the same
timber ? I dare say it is iu a great many instances.
238. In damp or wet weather, in timber of all descriptions a little slippiness ensues from
the moisture of the atmosphere? All that depends upon the weight; if there is weight to
make the water exude there is no slippiness with the two surfaces in contact.
239. The effect of a heavy weight running on the surface at such a time would he to produce
lamination of the timber ? I do not think it would.
240. Not in time ? Well, in time it would) nothing will wear for ever. Iron bars laminate
with frequent wear and heavy loads.
241. The first train that rolled over the surface would in some degree injure the fibre of
the timber ? You must bear this in mind, that your iron wheel, wbieh runs on an iron rail,
and which is necessarily hard, does not cover one-eighth of an inch really in contact. Now,
I propose to put a wheel on the wooden surface that will have five inches of bearing.
242. You gain nothing by that?^ I gain a greater amount of surface, and there is less
weight on any one part of the horizontal timber. If my wheel took as narrow a bearing on
tto
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the timber as the iron wheel takes upon tlie iron rail, as a matter of course there would be
considerable indentation and cutting, and destruction of the surface j but if my wheel has a
bearing of five inches wide—nearly forty times as much as the surface presented by tbe
27 Nov., 1861. iron wheel to tho iron rail—there is not likely to be much indentation or destruction of the
surface of my rail, because I have got more surface to carry the same weight.
.
ti43. However, the surface of the timber would be injured by the passage of this weight over
it, though it might have ten inches of surface? Not if the breadth of the wheel were in
proportion to the load it was intended to carry. By placing tho load on ten or twelve
wheels—I do not say with an engine of fifty tons weight, because I have urged, as one of tho
advantages of my plan, that with wood the weight of the engines may bo reduced one-half—
you have only two tons on each wheel. Now I mean to say that an ironbark rail, with a
wheel of five inches wide, will bear two tons easily, without the slightest appearance of
destruction to the surface.
244. You admit that it is destroyed ? I do not.
_
_
_
245. Not in process of time ? Not in a reasonable time. A.s I said before, nothing will
wear for ever.
> _
.
246. If it is not destroyed by degrees by the passage of one truck or one train in proportion,
it never can be destroyed at all—it must be destroyed in proportion by every train that runs
over it? Yes, but the damage sustained by any one train will not be perceptible.
_
247. After twelve months wear would there be, according to your theory, any perceptible
difference? Very little; the sand would he rolled into the surface, and it would be almost
better than when it started.
_
_
248. If the sand were rolled into the surface would it not have tho effect of cutting the
grain of the timber ? No.
_
_
_
249. Every particle of sand having a keen cutting edge of itself? No, I think not.
250. It must displace the grain of the timber? No, the particles are so small, and you
must recollect there are pores in the timber which would take in tho sand without any
destruction at all.
_
251. In very wot weather, when there would be a swelling of the wood, and when the pores
had been filled with sand, more especially in that part where tho fibres were in some degree
cut, would it not make the surface of tho rail in that particular place spongy ? No, I do
not propose to put such weights on any oue wheel as would cause the action you mention to
take place.
,
252. You acknowledge that you will place such weights upon it as to force the sand into the
grain of the timber—these must be forced in in some way, and from the natural action of the
wet weather on the timber, to swell it, more especially where it has been subject to tho
friction of any body rolling over it, it must get pulpy and spongy ? I do not think so, and I
will give you a very simple illustration of tho fact. Five years ago, when I first began to
inquire into tbis matter and to think seriously of employing hardwood for railways, I put
down a crossing of eight logs of timber at the Market Wharf, over which all the traffic of
drays, carts, and carriages passing to and from the steamboats at the Steam Companies
wharves and other wharves has been going, and there was a drain continually running over
the surface. I laid this timber down to try wbat a wooden surface of ironbark would stand.
After three years, when 1 made the approaches to Pyrmont Bridge, 1 had to raise the
road and make a sewer across it, and I then took this timber up, after it had been lying three
years subject to all this traffic; after being taken up it was left for three months to lie on the
wharf, and it was then sold by auction for tho price of new timber, and on the wharf at the
time of the sale I defied any man to shew me which side had been uppermost. The persons
who bought this timber will shew it; it has been put in some new warehouses near the
bridge without being jfianed. There was another instance in Elizabeth-street, where I had
the timber down for two years and a half, and after being subject to the traffic for that time
it fetched 2s. a foot at auction, tho same price as we paid for it; in that case there was the
same result; it was impossible for anybody to discover which side had been uppermost after it
was subject to the weather for three mouths. These arc the best practical tests I have had,
and I assure you the timber was not in the slightest degree injured.
253. By the Chairman: You consider the iroubark of this Colony peculiarly adapted for
railway purposes as suggested by you ? I do.
_
.
254. By JUr. Dalgleish: I presume when you invited the attention of the public and of the
Members of tbe House and the Government to your plans, that you submitted to their inspec
tion what you considered to be the best mode of constructing the engines and all their com
ponent parts ? No, I did not submit tbe engines at all; I merely submitted the rail and
wheel.
.
255. As parts of the driving gear of the engine ? No, only the driving wheel aud the rail.
As far as they went I explained them fully; but I admit I was virtually carrying 6n a
deception, or rather concealment, with regard to the engine, the principle^ of which I was
not prepared to develop at that time, and consequently said nothing about it.
256. I am not alluding to your having had a peculiar plan of taking, off or on
tbo frame of the engine, and carrying the_ frame of your carriage; I allude simply to the
fact that this was wbat you conceived to be the best plan of wheel, and the best plan of rail ?
Tbe best plan of wooden wheel and the best plan of wooden way.
257. Was not.that tbe only thing tho attention of parties inspecting your plans was called
to ? That wak all I professed to shew—a wooden wheel and a wooden rail, and the means of
making crossings on these wooden ways.
258. Ate you aware that when the Great Western Kailway was first proposed by Mr. Brunei
to ho on the broad gauge, it was proposed to take the bodies of the trucks from the narrow
gauge axle and place them ou axles for the broad gauge ? I do not think it was; it might
have been at the " battle of the gauges,” but not before.
.
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E. Bell,
259. Even before " tho battle of tbo gauges ” you are aware it was proposed to charge tbe
bodies of the trucks from one set of axles to another ? No, I say it was not before that; Esq., C.E.
and I have good reason for knowing, for I was employed at the time by tbe promoters of that
railway, at the time that railway was first brought out, and I know that no such idea was in 27 Nov., ISGt.
contemplation at that time.
260. I am speaking with regard to Mr. Brunei ? Mr. Brunei made no such suggestion, and
bad no such intention, at the time be first originated the Great Western Kailway.
261. Was it not suggested by him as a means of obviating what was stated to be a great
objection in changing tbe traffic of tbe narrow gauge to the broad gauge ? No such question
was raised when he established tbe broad gauge liue.
,
262. You intend, I think you said, to use wheels of five inches in width ? I said I would
proportion the width of the wheel according to tlie weight I have to carry; I merely
assumed that they would be five-inch wheels.
26S. If these wheels have five-inch bearings will you have parallel wheels? No, not quite j
chamfered on tbo edges, and nearly cylindrical.

(Addendum.)
The objections raised against my system of ironbark rails, and propelling wheels with ironbark
peripheries, are, that the ironbark of this country will not stand the wear and tear, but will be subject
to abrasion and rapid destruction. I am most decidedly of opinion, that by decreasing the weight of
the engines to onc-third that of the present engines, and (on account of tho softer nature of ironbark
in comparison with that of iron) giving increased width or bearing surface to tlie wooden wheels, that
tho ironbark rails would be as enduring as the iron rails ; that the wooden segments, of which tho
wheels arc composed, will last longer than the iron tires of the iron wheels, and that the wooden
segments may be replaced at one-fifth tlie cost of the iron tires ; and if the diameter of the driving or
propelling wheels be reduced to one-half the diameter of the propelling wheels now in use, and all the
propelling wheels he coupled, such an engine, so reduced in weight, fitted with snch wheels, and
running upon such wooden ways, would transport three times the load that tho engines on existing
lines will convey.
_
_
Tfiie testing of tho ironbark raiIs and wheels would he an experiment, nnd necessarily one of
some magnitude ; but, compared with the advantages that would accrue hi tho event of its success,
in the redaction of earthworks, &c.. and consequently in the cost of railways throughout the Colony,
it would be money well spent, tho more so, as in the event of failure it would still lomain a cheap
horse tiiietion way. _
_
...
,
The following is an estimate of cost of constructing one mile of railway on Mr, Bell’s patented
system of wooden ways, with lion bars attached to them :—

10,5G0 feet lineal of longitudinal timbers of ironbark—12 inches by 12 inches
—purchased, felled, squared, and transpmted, @ 2s. per lineal foot...........
100 transverse sleepers, cut or notched to receive longitudinal timbers,
@ 4s. each .........................................................................................
800 wooden keys.............................................................................................
1.7G0 yards permanent way, fitted and laid ............................................................
Cutting water channels on both sides of line—3,520 lineal yards, @ Is. fid.
average ................................. ..................................................................................
3,520 i'cct lineal of iron bars for permanent way—24 inches by i inch—13J
tons..........................................................................
5,280 holes bored, countersunk, and spikes to suit ..............
................. .

1,OOG
GO
10
250
264
237
6G
£1.943

The system which I last brought before tbe notice of tbe Government requires no experiment to
prove its usefulness; I allude to the system of carrying the goods, freight, &c., in ears mounted upon
the engines with iron wheels upon iron rails, and more than one pair of wheels of different diameters
to propel the loads hy, and placing the rails in such manner that the smallest wheels may be in
operation on the steepest gradients, and the largest wheels on the easiest gradients. There is nothing
new in tho engines themselves, nor in the rails, nor in the wheels, but tlie maimer in which they are
used and applied is novel.
....
Working under this system tho lines with gradients of 1 in 10, 1 in 20, 1 in 30, 1 in 40, and
upwards, will only require three-fourths of a ton of engine and rolling stock to transport one ton of
goods; while working on tho traction system, with gradients of 1 in 40, it requires, at the rate of
;-q. tons of engine and rolling stock to draw and transport one ton of goods, on tbo traction system on
existing railivays, or a 45 ton engine and tender and 20 tons of trucks, to transport 20 tons of goods,
I propose to uso cars or bodies of oars similar to those used in America, because tiiey convey a.
larger number of passengers, and a larger quantity of goods, in proportion to the dead weight, than
can be conveyed iu the carriages used on the English narrow gauge (which are identical with the New
South Wales) railways.
_
_
An American car, to contain sixty passengers, is 40 feet long, and weighs about 7 tons (that is,
inclusive of wheels and radial trucks.) As a general rule, on English narrow gauge railways, the same
number of second class passengers would scarcely be accommodated under a weight of 10 tons. ( Vide
Cap. Gallon e Report, page 17.)
The same report says, " That freight cars, 23 feet long, with a capacity for a load of 9 tons,
weighs G tons"—(this includes radial trucks and wheels.) “ On narrow gauge English railways, as a
general rule, the weight of tho goods wagon is not much less than the weight of the load.”
As I do not require the radial trucks and their wheels, a ear body to carry sixty passengers, and
40 feet long, would not exceed 44' tons weight; and a body 2G feet long, to carry 20 tons of goods,
would not exceed 4^ tons in weight, if constructed with suitable tension rods to support the weight of
the load.
Thus a car weighing ....................................................................................................... * 44 tons.
Two steam trucks, weighing each 54 tons, or in the aggregate.................
11
„
Will make a total of ................................................ .. 15J tons.
And this will transport a net weight of 20 tons of goods, or three-fourths of a ton dead weight to the
ton of freight. Two such steam trucks, each containing two G-inch cylinders, 1G inches stroke, would
carry a net load of 20 tons, of goods, up gradients of 1 iu 20, at tho rate of 7 miles per hour, upon iron
rails and iron wheels, and of 1 in 10, at the rate of three tniles per hour; and of 1 in 40, at the late of
fourteen miles per hour; and upon easier gradients the speed would be faster in proportion.
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MINUTES OP EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE THE SELEOT COMMITTEE
The following is an estimate of the cost of constructing one mile of railway, to work on my
system, with pairs of iron wheels, of different diameters, on the same axle, with SO lbs. iron rails:—

Single Line.

27 Not,, 1861.

£
Bails, 50 lbs. per yard, 78 tons 10 cwt., and 3 tons 5 ewt, of fish plates, (3) £12
per ton .........................................................................................................................
Fish holts and nuts, joint plates, and dog-headed spikes, 2 tons 18 cwt..................
2,200 transverse sleepers.................................................................................................................
1,760 yards of permanent way, laid nnd embedded in earthwork from side drains
Fencing ................................................................

987
54
220
920
290
£2,471

Estimate of the cost of a line working with iron wheels upon iron rails—the rails to be laid on
longitudinal timbers of ironbark, and to weigh 30 lbs. to the yard

.

...

£

10,560 feet lineal of longitudinal timbers of ironbark, 12 inches by 12 inches,
purchased, felled, squared, and transported, (o> 2s. 4F foot .......... ..................... 1,056
400 transverse sleepers, cut and kuotehed to receive longitudinal timbers, @ 4s,
60
800 wooden keys............................................................................................................................ ..
10
1,760 yards permanent way, fitted and laid................. ........................................................
250
Cutting water channels on both sides of line, 3,250 yards lineal...............................
264
3,250 feet lineal rails, 30 lbs. to the yard, 47 tons, © £12
.......................................
564
5,280 holes bored, countersunk, and spikes to suit
...................... ..............................
132
Fencing .................................................................................................................................................
290
£2,626
30 lbs, per yard is a very heavy rail to use upon longitudinal timbers of iron-bark; 20 ibs., or even
lighter rails, would be sufficient in some instances; but, as it may bo expedient in some cases to use
the bridge rail, I have, for the purposes of this estimate, taken the maximum weight that could bo
required.
The system of railways adopted in New South Wales is substantially the same in every particular
as that of England. The engines arc made to run upon iron rails, and by the adhesiveness of the
wheels to the rails the steam power is so applied to the propolling wheels as to give them rotatory
motion; the adhesiveness of the propelling wheels to tho rails gives the engines linear motion as the
wheels rotate. The carriages aud rolling stock which carry passengers and merchandize are coupled to
the engines by chains, and arc led by the tractive force of the engines along the rails; the loads or
freights are thus transported from one place to another.
The engines and tenders on tho New South Wales lines vary in weight from 35 to 45 tons (some
of tlie heaviest were imported so late as the month of June last); they are six-wheel engines, with
tenders; the engines have six wheels, tho tenders four wheels, so the weight of 45 tons is distributed
over 10 wheels. As the engines are not cmpled engines two only out of the 10 wheels which carry the
45 tons are propelling wheels; these two wheels bear nine tons of the whole weight; the remaining 36
tons, which rest on tho other eight wheels, ore thrown away and entirely useless tor traction, as they in
no way give adhesiveness to tho propelling wheels upon the rails. If tho engines on these lines were
coupled engines the case would he different.
In addition to a 45-toii passenger engine, each passenger train leaving Sydney consists, on an
average, of six passenger carriages, one baggage van, one carriage truck, and two horse-boxes—or in
all, 10 carriages; these average in weight about 3 tons 15 cwt. each; the sum of the weights, therefore,
of engine, tender, and train of carriages, is at least 80 tons, exclusive of the passengers and freight.
As each passenger carriage, when full, is capable of carrying, on the average, 24 passengers, who
weigh about 32 cwt.; each horse-box three horses, or 20 cwt.; ooch carriage truck carrying, say one
carriage or two gigs, 15 ewt,; and tbe luggage van one guard and probably 10 cwt. of luggage,—it will
be seen that tbe maximum weight such a train can he estimated to carry is 13 tons; therefore, sup
posing the passenger trains to be full every lime they run, there arc at least 80 tons of engine and roiling
stock devoted to the transport of 13 tons freight; but on the Great Southern Hallway more frequently
five or six tons. There are 50 railway wheels employed in the operation, and 25 axles, and the cost of
such a train to the Colony is not less than £11,000. The same trains cost in England about £6,000,
and, as they always fill well iu England, they yield a moderate return ; hut in this Colony they fill only
in holidays, on other occasions they arc seldom, if over, half full, and consequently must run to serious
loss.
I propose to make in this Colony, and employ under my system, on its railways, engines and cars
which will not in the aggregate weigh 20 tons, to carry the same number of passengers, horses, and
carriages, as the present trains weighing 80 tons. The cost of my engines and cars shall not exceed
£4,000, to perform tho same work on steeper gradients. The number of wheels will not exceed 20 to
each train, and six axles.
A passenger engine and ear to run from Sydney to Bathurst, made on my system, to carry 40
passengers, would weigh iu the aggregate only 15 tons, and carry 40 or 50 passengers, at a rate of 15
or 20 miles an hour tlie whole distance from Sydney to Penrith. On extraordinary occasions, over
easy gradients, they would run 50 miles if required in the hour.
For goods trains we have in this Colony tbe same weight of engines, 45 tons, and to every three
tons of goods carried we have a truck weighing on the average three tons; so, for the transport of
every 30 tons of merchandize, wo hai'e 75 tons of engines and trucks, making a total weight of 105
tons, the cost of transporting which has to he defrayed by the freights charged upon 30 tons. We have
at the same time 50 wheels employed, and 25 axles. The cost of such a train to tlie Colony is not less
than £7,500.
I propose to make in this Colony, and employ under my system, on its railways, engines and
trains which will not in the aggregate weigh more than 16 tons, and carry 30 tons of goods in its cars
upon the engines, making a total weight of 46 tuns, the cost of which engines and cars will not exceed
£3,000 in the first instance. After the fiist are made, and contractors are conversant with them, so
that tiiey can compete for them by tender, the cost will not exceed £2,700. Such engines and trains,
with their load of goods, would travel from Sydney to Bathurst at tho rate of 12 miles per hour. Along
the easy gradients, say from Sydney to Pieton, they would, in addition to carrying 30 tons of goods, draw
behind them eight or ten of the goods trucks now in use, carrying three tons in each, making in all 60
tons of goods. They would, of course, leave these trucks where required at the different stations on
the line, and ou_ departing from Penrith, for instance, the engines and car would proceed to Bathurst up
the steep gradients required on that line, carrying with them their load of 30 tons of goods.
The engines imported into this Colony (especially the last and heaviest) have two propelling
wheels six feet hi diameter. They are built exactly like those used in England for express trains—to
run where the lines arc constructed with the eajt«i£ possible gradients and for the highest speeds (50 to
60 miles an hour.) Their enormous weight is to keep them on the lines under high speeds, nnd thus
ensure safety. The gradients on the lines of railways in this Colony, instead of being the easiest posiihls,
are, wbat are considered by the railway engineers, and ought to be in order to save expense, the
steepest practicable, hence the absurdity of importing and using snch engines.
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ON THE SYSTEM OF RAILWAY LOCOMOTION PROPOSED BY MB. E. BELL.

The system of railway locomotion •which I have brought before the Government of this Colony,
E. Bell,
and which I seek to introduce is, carrying the goods instead of drawing them on railways, and may ho Esq., C.E.'
termed the packhorse of New South Wales system, in contradistinction to the draft horse or English
i
traction system. I have devised my system within the last few years, with a view to meet tho peculiar *
1
features and wants of this Colony, and to dispense as far as practicable with tho most troublesome and 27 Nov., 1861.
expensive works of the present system, vis., the tunnels and cuttings, or what are known as earthworks,
works which have necessitated the importation of contractors and suitable plant to perform them, and
which are the stumbling block to tbe cheap and rapid extension of internal communication in the
Colony.
My system consists, as I before stated, in carrying the cars or bodies in which goods and
passengers arc transported along railways, upon independent locomotive steam engines or trucks,
instead of leading them along railways by traction engines. Also, on tbe lines where steep
gradients are necessary, to put two pairs of propelling and carrying wheels, of different diameters
upon each of the axles which carry the engines and cars, one pair of such wheels (I prefer the smaller)
to bo placed outside the bearings, and the other pair inside the hearings which rest upon the axle
journals. Also, in constructing tlie railways for such wheels and axles to run upon, the rails, where
level places or easy gradients exist, shall he laid to the general gauge adopted for the line, and so that tho
larger wheels may run upon them ; and where steep gradients are required, rails (extra or otherwise)
shall be laid to another gauge, and so that the smaller wheels may run upon them. The diameter of the
smaller wheels will ho regulated by thesteepness nf the gradients tiiey arc required to ascend or descend.
The rails laid to a general gauge, on which the larger wheels run, need not, in all cases, be continuous
ou severe gradients; they may cease within a few feet of the commencement of the rails laid to receive
the smaller wheels, the ends of tho former overlapping the latter sufficiently to enable one pair of wheels
to take a proper hearing on the rails laid for them, before the other pair of wheels leaves the
rails laid for it.
So, when there is a steep gradient, the rails for tlie smaller wheels, will
be placed as it were at a higher elevation than the other rails, iu order to receive those wheels as
they approach the steep inclines, and so that they will entirely relieve the larger wheels of their loads,
and thus, the loads, engines, and cars, will he carried and propelled up the steep inclines hy the smaller
wheels, while the larger wheels will revolve freely, without touching any rails, and tlie loads, cars, &c,,
will be propelled and carried on level places aud easy gradients by the larger wheels, whilst the smaller
will he free from any rails. This will serve the purpose of a multiplying power, without the incon
venience and risk of cog wheels. It will also obviate the necessity of stopping at the foot and top of
every incline to put one motion out of gear, and another in gear; and the weight of the load will he
transferred from one rail and wheel to another without any impediment, in fact as easily as it is done by
trucks in England working upon mixed gauges.
The cars are to he mounted on the steam trucks in such manner that the latter may work round
curves without restraint from the ears, and so that the engines may he attached to or detached from
the cars at pleasure. This distinction from cars which have their engines combined and fixed in the car
is very important, as under my system the engine trucks may be detached from a loaded ear in a few
minutes, and whilst it is loading and discharging, the same engines may transport many other loaded
cars from place to place ; thus one pair of engines will suffice for many freight cars, hut if the engines
are built in and combined with tlie freight cars, two engines would bo required for every freight car,
and remain idle while the ear is loading aud discharging; this would render the rolling stock nearly as
expensive and ruinous as now.
1
My system requires wheels aud axles for the engines only, and not for the oars ; and if I transport
along railways 30 tons of goods with the engines upon 12 wheels instead of 50, as at present, it will
yield a large annual saving to the Colony, It is customary at present, as I have before stated, to carry
46 tons of engine and tender upon 10 wheels, and 30 tons nf goods.upon 40 wheels. I propose to carry
30 tons of goods and 1G tons of engine and tender, in all 46 tons, upon 12 wheels ; the weight there
fore upon each wheel will not exceed that under the old system, and consequently it will have no more
tendency to destroy the rails.
If my invention he tested 1 will show :—
First—That the cost of constructing railways in this Colony may he reduced hy the amounts
usually expended in cuttings and embankments, or nearly so ; in support of this I submit the reports
which have been laid before the House of Assembly by tbe late Commissioner for Railways and tbe
Engineer-in-Chief. In November, 1SG0, the Commissioner stated in his report that, from information
he had received from the Engineer-in-Chief the line to Bathurst would cost about £2o,0U0 per mile, and
that to Goulburn £10,000 per mile. On the Oth July, 1861, my specification for a patent was referred to
the Engineer-in-Chicf and another gentleman to report upon. In September last, a report and estimate,
dated 31st July (21 days after my specification was putin his hands), was laid before tbe House of
Assembly, from tbe Enginocr-in-Chief, in which he reduced his length of tunnels on the Bathurst line
from five and a half miles to 143 yards—the projected earthworks in proportion; his severest gradients,
from one in forty to one in thirty, and consequently the cost of the Western line from £25,000 to
£10,000 per mileand, as he says, it is not his intention to adopt a steeper gradient than one in thirty,
I have no hesitation, from the gradients published, in stating that my system will work easily and
expeditiously gradients of one in fifteen, and reduce the cost ef the liue, at a very moderate computa
tion, £3,000 per mile under his last estimate. This will save £330,000, and 1 believe that the distance
might be decreased hy such gradients to the length of the road, and thus save £473,000 on that line
alone, besides an immense saving in the cost of the rolling stock.
The estimate of tho Engineer-in-Chief does not provide for the bridge over tho Nepean, and is
not included in the estimate of £10,000 per mile, nor have I allowed for it, having no data to rely upon.
The Goulburn line was reduced in like manner with the Bathurst- in the same period, from £19,000 to
£8,500 per mile.
Secondly—It will shew that two engines of about five and a half tons weight, carrying a car of five
tons and a load of goods weighing thirty tons up hills on tbe pack horse system, will perform an immense
amount of work iu comparison with what is now done in this country by a forty-five ton traction engine,
and at one-third tho cost, Mr. Whitton, I find, says so in his report on my patents. Under the traction
system on iron rails it is folly to attempt steeper gradients than one in forty, as the wear and tear and
expense of working is known to he ruinous.
A forty-five ton traction engine on tho Southern line will
not, under ordinary circumstances, draw on such gradients thirty tons of goods with the trucks which
carry them ; but two fiveund a half ton engines, with all the wheels driven by steam power, will carry
themselves and thirty tons of goods up gradients of one in fifteen; and along easy gradients between
Sydney and Penrith, draw behind them on tbe traction system thirty tons of goods more easily than the
traction engines now transport them.
Thirdly—It will shew that the prime cost of the rolling stock on the lines of this Colony may
be reduced two-thirds or GG per cent., perforin more work, and that the whole mat he made in the
Colony; and.
Fourthly—It will shew what is of great importance to this Colony, that eighty miles of railway
may be constructed in this Colony per annum more readily than ten miles arc constructed now.
The particular information which would enable me to set forth accurately the comparative value
of one system over the other on the projected lines of railway and tramway in this Colony bein"
carefully retained within the archives of the Railway Office, I found it necessary, in order to state
distinctly what could he done in some definite locality, to make at my own cost a section of a line from
the Great Western Railway, near St. Mary's, South Creek, to Windsor, a distance of ten miles. The
steepest gradient on my line would be one in twenty, for a distance of two hundred yards; the remainder
ire

,
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arc easy gradients, and for four or firo miles the line is nearly level. I undertake to say, without the
slightest hesitation, that a railway with rails fiO Ibs. to tho yard, may ho constructed from the point I
have named to Windsor, at a cost, including bridges, culverts, and every expense exclusive of purchase
27 "N
icfi of hmd, not exceeding £3,400 per mile. A line may, if required, he taken from it to Richmond (about
iti jnov., lobi.
miles) at any time at the same rate, but, in the first instance, the line to Windsor may be made
under tlie cost I state. The country could lose nothing by tbe experiment being made upon this line; it
is the best and cheapest line that can be made to that town, whether railway or tramway, and supposing
my system were not approved, the line might he used as a tramway, and the severe gradient, with a
slight additional outlay, would bo rendered easy for horse traction.
On tiiis line I would carry all that I have stated in this paper under my system. It would shew
that gradients of one in twenty may ho profitably worked, and an additional outlay of £200 would show
that gradients of one in twelve may be worked with great ease and profit, and without tlie slightest
difficulty or risk.
E. Bell.
Esq., C.E,

APPENDIX.
A.
To His Excellency Sia William Thomas Denison, Knight, Governor General In and over all
Her Majesty’s Colonies of New South Wales, Van Diemen's Land, Soutli Australia, and
Western Australia, and Captain General and Govcmor-in-Ohief of the Territory of New
South Wales and its Dependencies, aud Vice-Admiral of tlie same, &c.
The humble Petition of Edward Bell, of Bonrko-strcet, Surry Hills, near Sydney, in
the Colony of New South Wales, Civil Engineer,—

Sheweth

...

.

.

That your Petitioner has invented or discovered, and is the author and designer of a certain
new and useful invention or improvement in railways and in locomotive engines to he used thereon.
That the nature and particulars of, and the means hy which your Petitioner proposes to perfect
or carry into effect his said invention or improvement, are fully described and ascertained in and hy
the following statement or specification thereof, that is to say:—
StaUmtnt or Specification.

In Hallways, as at present constructed, tho same rails are invariably used for all the wheels, as well
those of the locomotive engines as those of the carriages, tracks, or other rolling stock, drawn or
propelled thereon, and all such engines, carriages, tracks, and other rolling stock, arc necessarily
constructed so that all the wheels thereof on the respective sides pursue the same track and run on the
same vails.
_
.
Tlie nature of my said invention or improvement is as follows, namely,—the combination of
wooden and metal rails for railway locomotive engines, to run upon or along, and the use of such com
bined rails for that purpose, and the drawing or propelling of carriages, trucks, and other rolling stock,
along the metal rails, by engines running upon or along Kuch combined wooden and metal rails.
The means by which I propose to perfect and carry into effect my said invention or improve
ment are as follows, namely :—Pov each line of railway I propose to lay down two or more wooden
planes, surfaces, or ways (which may he called, and which I herein throughout designate as " wooden
raiis,"J parallel to each other, in addition to two or morn metal rails; or if so desired there need only
he one snch wooden plane, surface, or way; such metal rails to ho laid parallel with, and either at the
side of the wooden rails, or upon such wooden rails, in which latter ease the wooden rails will form
longitudinal supports for the metal rails; tho wooden rails, or the portion thereof not occupied hy the
metal rails, as the case may be, to be laid in proper position for the propelling wheel or wheels of tlie
locomotive engines to run thereon ; and the metal rails to he laid in proper position for the guiding and
trailing wheels of such engines to ran thereon, along, or against; the propelling wheel or wheels of
the locomotive engines to he adjusted to a different width from that of tho guiding or trailing wheels
thereof, so that the propelling wheel or wheels thereof will run on a different track from that of the
guiding nr trailing wheels thereof; the propelling wheel or wheels of the engines to he adjusted so as
to run on the wooden rails, tho guiding and trailing wheels of tho engines and the wheels of tlie
carriages, trucks, and other rolling stock to he adjusted to the same width, and so that such wheels
shall rim on the metal rails, and tho metal rails to be so constructed or laid that tiiey may he used ns
guides for the guiding and trailing wheels of the engines, and for the wheels of the carriages, tracks, and
other rolling stock, so that under the system of my said invention or improvement, the leading and
trailing wheels of the locomotive engines, and the wheels of the carriages, tracks, and other rolling
stock drawn or propelled hy such engines will run upon, or along, or against metal as at present, but tbe
propelling wheel nr wheels of the engines will run upon wood.
That your Petitioner has deposited the sum of twenty pounds sterling with the Colonial Trea
surer, in compliance with the provisions of the Act IGth Victoria, No. 24, in that behalf made and
provided.
_
Your Petitioner therefore humbly prays that letters of registration of the Colony or Territory of
New South Wales, may, in pursuance of tbe provisions of tbe said Act, be granted tobim, his executors,
administrators, and assigns, securing to him and them the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of tho
said invention or improvement in tlie said Colony or Territory for tho period of fourteen years, upon
the terms and conditions provided in and by the said Act relating thereto.
And your Petitioner will ever pray, &e., die.
Sydney, 8 June, I860.
B.
The following is a description of my patent wooden wheel, it being the second patent for which
I applied;—
In constructing the wheels to be used on railways or tramways with wooden peripheries, and so
that such wheels may present a wooden surface to the rails, plates, or ways on wbieh they are to mn,
I use ironbark or other suitable timber, thoroughly seasoned, baked, and shrunk into the smallest
possible compass, but not so as to deteriorate its strength or destroy its nature; tbo wood is to be in
segments, so set ^d placed as always to present its end or cross grain to the periphery of tho wheel; ,
the segments thus put together are to he securely bound in position by metal discs, plates, or rings, and
tlie wooden rim of the wheel made to project slightly beyond the peripheries of the metal discs, plates,
or rings, as tho case may ho, which bind and hold tbe wooden segments together. Metal dandies or
rims may be attached to the sides of these wheels, to act ns guides for giving them direction along the
rails or ways, in which case the guiding rim may he made of larger diameter than the circumference of
the wooden segments. I prefer to make the wooden peripheries of my wheels cylindrical, or nearly so,
with the angles rounded or chamfered.
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To His Excellency the Eight Honorable Sir John Young, Baronet, Governor-in-Chief of tho
Colony of New South Wales aud its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.

Sheweth :—

Tlie humble Petition of Edward Bell, of Bourfce-street, Surry Hills, near Sydney, in
the Colony of New South Wales,—

.
That your Petitioner has invented or discovered, and is the author and designer of a
certain new and useful invention or improvement in the machinery and apparatus for transporting and
carrying passengers, goods, merchandise, minerals, &e., &c., upon or along railways, and in the use of
the same,
a
j
■ *
^ture and particulars of, and the means hy which your Petitioner proposes to carry
into effect his said invention or improvement, arc fully described and ascertained in and by the following
statement or specification thereof, that is to say:—
Statement or Specification.
The wheels at present attached to and used for railway carriages, trucks, cars, and rolling stock, are
'“''j} - !y llSCd on17 fo,r !!uch crorkgos, trucks, cars, &c., to run upon to support their weight and that
cl their loads, motion being given to snch carriages, &c., and their wheels, hy the tractive force of
engines, locomotive and otherwise. These engines are invariably separate machines from the carriages,
trucks, cara, &c., which tiiey draw, and the engines are only connected to the carriages, cars, &c., by
coupling chains or links, which cause them to follow the engines when in motion along tlie rails, and
thus transport their loads or freight from one place on a line of railway to another.
In some countries (America in particular) the practice of supporting the carriage bodies or cars
on two independent trucks is common, and in tbe United States almost invariable; this enables very
long-bodied cars to be used. The wheels of tho trucks which support these care have always been
caused to rotate and mn on railways by the leading or tractive power of the engines to which they
have been, and are, trom time to time, coupled by coupling chains or links, or other suitable apparatus for
leading them by ; and in all countries where railways exist, their freight, merchandise, passengers, Ac.,
«c., or traffic, are invariably impelled and transported along them in carriages, tracks, cars, &c.,
mounted upon trailing wheels, either with or without independent trucks, solely by the tractive power
or forco of the engines employed to move them.
The nature of my invention or improvement is as follows, viz.Tlie carrying of the freight,
merchandise, passengers, ifec., and the cars, bodies, or frames in which they are transported along rail
ways upon locomotive steam engines or tracks, instead of leading them, ns heretofore, along railways
upon trailing wheels, by the tractive force or power of locomotive engines; and tbe application of steam
or other expansive power to the wheels which support railway cars and their freights of passengers
and goods, and the use of sncli wheels as propelling wheels for tho transport of the cars and their
freights along or upon railways, and causing the wheels (some or all of them) which carry the cars,
freights, merchandise, passengers, &e„ on railways, to rotate by the application of steam or other
engines to them or their axles,
The means hy which I propose to carry into effect my invention or improvements are as follows
namely To construct carriage truck or other bodies of wood or iron, or both combined, or girders, or
tubes, of auy convenient form for bolding, containing, or conveying passengers, freight, merchandise,
minerals, &c„ &c„ (all which bodies, girders, tubes, &c„ may he called, and which I herein throughout
designate as “cars,') aud of any convenient length and dimensions, and support them at or near each
end, upon a steam locomotive truck or engine, whose frames or parts shall be so made as fo recline find
bear tho cars, and so that the steam locomotive trucks at each end of the cais can move freely around
curves on the lines of railway, without restraint, in like manner to the ti ucks which support the cars
used commonly on railways in the United States and elsewhere, and thus carry each car, with its
entire load, upon the steam trucks; or if tlie gradients on a railway be light, mid it he found conve
nient, one end only of a car may be supported on a steam locomotive track, and tbe other end upon an
ordinary truck, with trailing wheels, or upon trailing wheels without a truck, in which case one end of
tho car and its load will he carried hy and rest its weight on the engine-track, and the other end of the
car, with its load or passengers, will rest on the ordinary truck, and he led or moved by the steam track
at tbe other end. The cars may be made (and I prefer them) on the American plan, or otherwise as
may be deemed most suitable for the transport of passengers, freight, merchandise, ifce, (all or any of
them), and attached to the steam engine trade hy a centre pin or pivot, or other convenient and suitable
apparatus, in each lock or bed which bears upon tbe steam or other truck. This centre pin or other
suitable apparatus may be so constructed as to disconnect the steam truck from tlie cars, or connect
them, as required, and to perform the same office with the ordinary trucks mounted upon trailing
wheels, when it may be found desirable to place one or more such tracks under a car, in lieu of one or
both steam trucks. The cars may bo supported or carried by a steam truck at one or both of their
ends, or with a steam truck at oue end, and the ordinary trailing wheels (with or without an independent
truck) at tlie other; and when the gradients on a line are easy, or when it may be found convenient to
do so, ordinary carriages, tracks, and other rolling stock of railways may be yoked or coupled to the
said steam tracks or cars, or both, and led along railways in the same manner as when coupled to tlie
ordinary locomotive engines used upon railways.
The steam truck may be constructed in such manner that the engines act directly upon the
driving wheels of the same, or so that they act upon the wheels through a second motion, such as gear
wheels, or hy other means; and they may be so made as to act with either one or both at' pleasure and
the cars may he constructed on the iron girder or tubular bridge principle, or both combined.
'*
Having thus described the nature of my invention or improvement, and the manner of effecting
or carrying out the same, I would have it understood that I do not confine myself to any particular iorni
of engine or car, or mode of connecting them, nor to tho precise detail herein given, so long as the
character of my invention or improvement be retained.
“
But wbat I claim as my invention or improvement, and seek letters of registration for is the
application of engines worked by steam or other expansive jiowcr to the wheels which suppoitaml carrv
cars, passengers, freight, merchandise, minerals, materials. Sic., on railways, and the use of the same
and the use of such wheels, some or all of them, as propelling wheels for transporting cars, passengers
freight, merchandiso, materials, itc., along or upon railways, as hereinhefoic described.
'
"
That your Petitioner has deposited the sum of twenty pounds sterling with the Colonial Trea
surer, in compliance with the provisions of the Act 10 Victoria, No. 24, in that behalf made and provided.
Your Petitioner therefore humbly prays that letters of registration of the Colony nr Territory of
New Soutli Wales may, in pursuance of the provisions of the said Act, he granted to him his
executors, administrators, and assigns, securing to him and them tbe exclusive enjoyment and advan'taire
of tbe said invention or improvement in tlie said Colony or Territory for tlie period of fourteen veais
upon tbo terms and conditions provided in and by the said Act relating thereto.
"
’
And your Petitioner will ever pray.
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Colonial Secretary’s Office,

Sydney, 9 July, 1861,
Gentlemen,
Your letter under date the 3rd instant, on the subject mentioned below, has been duly
received and referred for the report of Captain Ward, B.E., and Mr. Whitton, Engineer-in-Chief for
Railways,
2. As soon as the necessary information has been obtained, a further communication will be made
to you.
I have, &c„
W. ELYAED,
Under Secretary.
Subject:—Mr. Edward Bell’s application for letters of registration for an improvement in tail ways.
Messrs. Rodd and Dawson,
132, Pitt-strcct.
18 July,
My dear Sir,
1 shall he glad if yon can give me an interview at the Mint to-morrow, at noon, on the subject
of your application for a patent.
Yours, &e.,
E. Bell, Esq.
E. W. WARD.

3 August, 1861.
My dear Sir,
I called with the enclosed drawing this day, thinking you had returned. If I can he of any
further use, shall he glad to attend your summons when required.
Yours, &c.,
Captn. Ward, E.E.
'
E. BELL.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 27 August, 1861.
Gentlemen,
With reference to my letter of the 9th ultimo, respecting Mr. Edward Bell’s application for
letters of registration, for an invention or improvement in the machinery aud apparatus for trans
porting passengers, goods, &c,, upon or along railways, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to
17 August, 1801. enclose, for your information, a copy of the Report that has been furnished by the Board, to whom the
petition of Mr. Bell was referred, by wbieh it will he perceived that, for the reason therein given, they
cannot recommend the granting to hifn of letters of registration, as prayed for.
I have, &c.,
Messrs. Rodd & Dawson,
W. ELYARD.
132, Pitt-street,
Sydney.
Hoyal Mint, Sydney,
17 Auyust, 1861.
Sir,

Three.

Having examined Mr. Edward Bell’s application for letters of registration for an
invention or improvement in the machinery and apparatus for transporting passengers, goods, &c.,
upon or along railways, wc have the lion or to report that tho design which Mr. Bell claims as of his
invention, appears substantially the same as that of which an account is given in the Engineer, a
London journal, of the 4th January last, at page 7, as having been carried out by Messrs. Grice and
Long, Philadelphia, and Messrs. Russell and Oo., of Massillon, Ohio.
It does not appear that this design has been patented in the United States, or if it lias been, that
Mr. E. Bell has been appointed sole assignee for the original patentee in this country. We consider
therefore that letters of registration ought not to he issued, unless Mr. Bell can shew thft distinction
between tlie design he lias described and that to which we have referred.
The documents transmitted to us are forwarded herewith, as also a sheet of diagrams supplied
to us by Mr. Bell at our request.
Wc have, &c,,
The Honorable
E. W. WARD.
The Colonial Secretary.
JOHN WHITTON.
Extract from the "•Enyinttr,"
City Railway Matters

in the

United States.

Grice and Long, of Philadelphia, some' time since completed a steam passenger car
for city railroads, and which is still running successfully to Frankford. It appeared, however,
that, with one or two exceptions, the city railroads were prohibited by their charters from using steam,
and to get over this obstacle it will be sought this winter to obtain an Act from the State Legislature
repealing tlie anti-locomotive clause of the charters in question. When this is done, cars upon Messrs.
Grice and IiOng’s plan will probably come into extensive use. In the meantime Messrs. Neape and
Levy, of tlie Penn Works, are building two pairs of engines for Messrs. Grice and Long ; one pair for
a ear to carry 40 passengers, aud to run on the Jackson Ville and Lake City railroad of Florida; the
other pair for a 2:i passenger car for the Cincinatti horse railroad. The engines are of the simplest
construction, consisting of one of a pair of nearly vortical cylinders C in. hy IO in., and tbe other for
the Cincinatti car, of a similar pair 5 in. hy 10 in. stroke. The short shaft, to the ends of which the
cranks are fixed at right angles to each other, is supported in bearings in tho frame, and is parallel with,
and at the same level as the action of the single pair of 42 in. wheels at tho front end of the car. The
short engine shaft of the Florida car has a spur gear 12 inches in diameter aud 3 inch face, which works
into a 20 inch gear on the front axle. In the Cincinatti car the gear will be 12 inch and 26 inch.
The crank shaft is .free to rise or fall, through the range of tho springs, over the main axle journals,
and Without affecting the working of the gearing. The hind end of the car is supported by a radial
truck. The boiler is a small upright affair in the engine-room at the front of the car. The Florida
car, which will run upon a road six and a half miles long, will weigh about 10,000 lbs. in running order,
and exclusive of passengers. It is expected to attain a speed of twenty miles an hour. Tlie seats are
arranged as in ordinary steam-drawn railroad cars. The Cincinatti ear is fitted up inside like the horse
cars, and its weight in running order will he about 8,000 lbs., exclusive of passengers. Its wheels will
he so fitted that it may he made to run on either the 4 ft. 10 in. or S ft. 2 in. gauges, both of which are
laid in Cincinatti. 'The Pittsburgh, Fort Warpur, and Chicago Railway Company havo had an iron car,
with steam engine combined, built at Messrs. Russell and Co., at Massillon, Ohio. The car is 77 feet
Messrs,

t
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long over all, seats 98 passengers, anil weighs with fuel and water, 38,020 His. The Cataraagua and
Togelsvillo Railroad are about to have a steam passenger car constructed at the Jersey City Locomotive
Works, and similar cars have been constructed for the Eastern Railroad of Massachusetts, Huntingdon,
and Broad Tap and others, &c., &c.
Town Hall, 9 September, 1861,
My dear Sir,
May I ask the favour of on interview with you, on the subject of the patent for which I have
applied?
„
. „ , ^
Yours, &c.,
Captain Ward, R.E.
E. BELL.

Monday.

My dear Sir,
I shall bo at the Mint to-day (9tb), between half-past 12 and 3, and I shall have much
pleasure in seeing you, on the subject of the patent you have applied for.
_ „ „ _
Yours, &c„
E. Boll, Esq.
E. W. WARD.
Sir,

Sydney, 25 September, 1861.

I had the honor to receive from Messrs. Rodd and Dawson your communication of the 21st
August last, respecting my application for letters of registration for my invention or improvement in the
machinery for transporting goods, merchandise, passengers, &c., upon or along railways ; also a copy
of the Report of the Board to whom my Petition was referred; with a copy of an extract from the
Engineer, a London journal, of the 4th January last.
2. I^rcgret that public business has prevented my replying to your favour at an earlier date.
3-The Report of the Board states that the design which I claim as of my invention appears
substantially the same as that of which an account is given in the above journal, and that letters of
registration ought not to be issued, unless I can shew the distinction between the designs I had
described and that referred to.
4. I will therefore endeavour to explain to you, as briefly as I am able, the very broad distinctions
which do exist. ■
, 3- bty reference to the extract before mentioned, it will ho seen that the whole of the care therein
described are constructed with engines combined for transporting
upon railways, aud not for
what must be deemed the most important object to attain in this Colony, the transport of goods,
merchandise, minerals, and materials. If then we suppose, for the sake of argument, the word
passengers he erased from my s]>ccification and from the claims at the end of it, I respectfully submit
that the remainder is entirely now; and if it be not omitted, then I submit that the carrying of goods,
dsc., m well as passengers, in the manner I described in .my specification, is a useful improvement and
invention.
6. Secondly—I beg to submit, that the carrying of cars or bodies which contain goods,
merchandise, minerals, or materials, on independent steam locomotive engines or trucks, as
described in my specification, and so that they can be attached or detached at pleasure, is another
invention or improvement. This distinction is very important, inasmuch as the engines may lie
detached from one car whilst it is discharging and loading, and in the interim the same engines may
transport many other loaded cars from place to place. Tims one pair of engines will suffice for many cars,
but if the engines are built m the cars and combined with them, as stated in the account transcribed by
the Board, then two engines would be required for every freight car.
7. The plan oi engines and cars combined may answer very well in ears constructed for passengers
only—their load is aline and may discharge itself in a few minutes; but for /rjiyAl cars, carrying large
quantities of goods, which occupy muck time in loading and discharging, the case is entirely different.
Engines combined with these cars might be detained with the car discharging and loading for several
days, and thus the expense of the engines and rolling stock, to perform the carrying trade on any one
line, would be enormous.
8. A third distinction and invention or improvement is, constructing the engines so that the bed
plate or lock frame of the car merely bears upon a saddle or plate fixed in the framing of the engine, and
being held, while travelling, in their relative positions, by a centre pin or pivot, which passes through
both the frame of the car and tiro plate on the engine frame; so that the engines can each be mounted
upon two, throe, or even a greater number of axles and pairs of wheels, and travel with their loads
round curves with perfect freedom, and without any restraint from the car which they cany,
£f A fourth distinction and invention or improvement is, the drawing of railway rolling stock and
their freights of passengers, goods, merchandise, minerals, and materials, along railways, by the tractive
force of locomoti ve engines, loaded as before described, with a freight car containing goods, merchan
dise, &c._ This is an important improvement, inasmuch as two engines, each weighing say G tons, and
loaded with, say 30 tons of goods, will lead as heavy a railway train along the railway where the
gradients are easy, from Sydney to Picton or Penrith, for instance, as the 35 ton engines noxv on those
lines. On reaching Picton or Penrith the engines would he relieved of the trailing care or trucks, and
proceed onwards, carrying their loads np thu very steep gradients which must ha encountered if cheap
railways ore to lie made over the mountainous country beyond these places, aud drawing behind them,
when required, light passenger earriuges, horse-boxes, &c. 'When I say cheap railways I mean good
substantial iron ways, equally permanent with the most expensive which now exist, but without the
ruinous expense of cutting through hills and filling up valleys, and which work it has been found
necessary to import contractors to perform.
10. A fifth distinction and invention or improvement is, eanying one end of the cars loaded with
goods, merchandise, minerals, or materials, upon an independent steam locomotive engine or truck,
which may be attached or detached at pleasure by the arrangement before described, and carrying the
other end of the cars upon an ordinary truck withtrailing wheels. These cars may be loaded with goods
at the end which rests upon the engine, and the other end devoted to passengers; or they might be
loaded with all goods or all passengers.
11. A sixth invention or improvement is, constructing cars {to he transported as before-mentioned)
for the reception of freight at each end and passengers in the centre, or for goods entirely, or for goods
at one end .and passengers at the other, or for passengers entirely, aud supporting and transporting
them, or any of them, along railways, upon independent locomotive engines, as described in my
specification.
12. The seventh distinction and invention or improvement is as follows:—I propose, where
steep gradients have to be overcome, to put turn pairs of propelling and carrying wheels of different
diameters upon each of the axles which Cany the engines and cars with their loads o(passengers, goods,
freights, merchandise, minerals, and materials, all er any of them; one pair of such wheels (1 prefer the
smaller) to be placed outside the bearings, and the other pair inside the bearings which rest upon the
axle journals ; also, that in constructing the railways for such wheels mid axles to run upon, the rails,
where level places and easy gradients exist, shall he laid to the general gauge adopted on the line, and
so that the larger wheels above described may run upon them ; and the rails, where steep gradients
exist.
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exist, shall he laid to another gauge, and so that the smaller 'wheels above described may run upon
them. The diameter of the smaller wheels will he regulated hy the steepness of the gradients they are
required to ascend or descend. The rails on which the smaller wheels run may be extra or additional
rails to those kid to the general gauge; or the rails kid to the general gauge may cease within a few
feet of the commencement of the rails laid to receive the smaller wheels, the ends of the former over
lapping the latter sufficiently to enable the one pair of wheels to take a proper bearing on the rails
laid for them, before tho other pair of wheels leaves the rails laid for them. So, where there
is a steep gradient, tho rails for tho smaller wheels will he placed as it were at a higher elevation than
the other rails, in order to receive those wheels as they approach the steep inclines, and so that they
will entirely relievo the larger wheels, which run upon the easy gradients, of their loads, and thus tho
loads, engines, and cars, wilt bo carried up the steep inclines by the smaller wheels, while the larger
wheels will revolve freely without touching any rails, and the loads, engines, and cars, will he carried
on level places and easy gradients hy the larger wheels, while the smaller wheels will revolve with the
axles free from any rails ; this will serve the purposes of a multiplying power, without the inconvenience
and risk of cog wheels. It will also obviate the necessity of stopping at tho foot and top of every
incline to put one motion out of gear and another in gear, and the weight of the load will be transferred
from one lino to the other without any impediment. In claiming tho right to tiiis invention I do so
whether the cars rest upon independent steam trucks, or whether tho cars are made with the cnginct
combined, whether they carry passengers only, or passengers, goods, merchandise, minerals, or
materials, all or any of them.
_
13. For the application of steam power to the wheels of cars constructed with engines combined,
and with one pair of wheels, or with more than one pair of wheels of the same diameter upon each axle
for running upon ordinary railways, with or without mixed gauges, and for carrying passengers only
with their luggago, I claim nothing original and ask for no protection.
_
14. But what 1 ask letters of registration for is, what I have described herein and in my
specification as mv invention and improvement, all which is further shewn on the drawing furnished
by desire of the Board, viz., for tho application of steam or other expansive power to the wheels of
engines which support and carry cars with freight, goods, merchandise, minerals, and materials, all or
any of them, cither with or without passengers; also for the application of two or more pairs of wheels
of different diameters to the same axles, and for tho use of the same for the transport of passengers,
goods, etc., as hereinbefore described; also for the application of wheels with two or more concentric
rings or peripheries of different diameters to locomotive engines, cars, ifcc., and the use of the same, as
herein described, for transporting passengers goods, freights, (to., all or any of them, upon or along railway s,
15. Also for the application and use of independent locomotive steam engines or trucks to
support and carry cars with their loads of freights, goods, passengers, Ac., and attaching the engines to
or detaching them from the ears at pleasure, as before described; also for drawing railway carriages
and other railway rolling stock along or upon railways, by the tractive force of such locomotive steam
engines or trucks so loaded with goods, freight, passengers, &c.
...
16. Also for laying additional rails on steep gradients, in addition to the ordinary rails, in such
manner that the smaller propelling wheels of the locomotive engines and cars may run upon and
transport their loads along them, as herein described; also for laying the rails of railways on steep
gradients to a different gauge from that of the general gauge of the lines, and so that such rails may
receive the smaller propelling wheels of tho engines and cars, and relieve the larger wheels of the
weight of their loads, as herein described.
4
17. Having been so much occupied with public business of importance since I commenced this
statement, as to prevent my completing it before to-day (4th October), I take tho liberty of sending it
without altering the date. I hope, however, that although I have written, as oppoi trinities permit, my
statement is sufficiently explicit to shew that what 1 ask a protection for is not substantially the same
as that said to he working in America, but that it hears a very wide ant! palpable distinction, amoimting
to a valuable improvement and invention in railways and locomotion ; an invention which, if carried into
practice, will reduce the cost of railways by the amounts which are usually expended in cuttings, tunnols,
and embankments, and the execution of which has to he done in this Colony hy imported contractors
and plant. It will shew also what has never been attempted elsewhere, that two 7-ton engines,
with small wheels, carrying a load of 30 tons of goods up-hill, on the pack-horse instead of the drafthorse system, will perform an immense amount of work in comparison with what is now donu hy a
40-ton traction engine, and at one-third the cost. Under the traction system on iron rails it is folly to
attempt any gradient steeper than 1 in 40, as tho wear and tear, and expense of working, is known to
he ruinous. A 40-ton traction engine will not, under all ordinary circumstances, draw on such gradients
30 tons of goods; while two 7-ton engines, carrying 30 tons of goods, on my system (i. e., tho packhorse), will draw, on iron rails, more than the 40-ton traction engine up gradients of 1 in 40, and will
carry themselves and load of 30 tons of goods up gradients of 1 in 15, or 1 in 10, if required. Tbc^mftll
wheels will enable ray pack-horse engines to perform their work up steep hills at a slow rate, without
increasing the power of the engines, while the larger wheels, on easy gradients, will enable the engines
to run at any speed which may be desired.
The Honorable
I hove, &c.,
The Oolouial Secretary.
E. BELL, C. E,
D.

Notes.

On the 2£th September, 1861, (Saturday) I travelled by the Blacktnwn Line to the terminus.
Fairburn's C-wbeel engine and 1-whoel tender led tho train hy traction.
The train came to a dead stand-still on the gradient of 1 in 60, approaching and almost within
sight of the terminus at Bkcktown. The engine whistle screamed aloud, and after an interval of some
time, the ballast engine on the Penrith extension, belonging to the contractors (Pcto & Co.), came to tho
rescue, and assisted the engine and train to the Blacktown station; or it might have stood there yet,
unless it was taken on in parts. The train consisted of—
2 empty goods trucks.
I loaded
do.,
3 tons.
1 half loaded do.,
1i „
5 passenger carriages, containing in all 17 passengers.
1 luggage van, containing the guard only.
2 carriage trucks, containing 1 phaeton and 2 gigs ...... 1 ton,
3 horse-boxes, containing 6 horses.................................... 2 tons.
3 tons.
Weight of engine ........... ......................................................
Weight of carriages................... .........................................

40 tons.
75 „
115 tons.

The weight of the freight was
The weight of the passengers (17) ............................ ......

7£ tons.
14 „
$4 tons.
Hero
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Hero ifl an instance of tho inability to work even the present linos with gradients of 1 in 90,
with almost empty trains.
Another instance came under my observation on the day the Volunteers wont to Penrith, where the
heaviest engine then on the line was unable to draw two timber trucks loaded with two sticks of ironbark timber, and sii empty passenger carriages, up the incline approaching the Parramatta station from
Blacktown. The engine was obliged to disconnect the empty carriages about IJ mile from the Station,
bring in the timber trucks by themselves, and return for the empty passenger carriages, which she
brought in afterwards.
If such gradients as these cause such obstruction under tho present system, it is necessary some
dilferent system should he introduced, to overcome the steeper gradients that are now recommended in
tho last Report of the Enginccr-in-Chief.
On Saturday the 23rd November, at 2 p.m,, I saw a passenger train leave Sydney. It had two
engines in front, which were drawing 12 carriages behind them, including the guard’s van; nunc
were full of passengers, some were half full, while others were not ono quarter full. The number of
passengers did not exceed 350. So hero were two engines and tenders of 70 tons weight employed in
drawing 40 tons of carriages, and certainly not exceeding 13 tons of passengers, up a gradient which
cannot exceed 1 in GO. Hero 130 tons were employed to transport 13 tons or 10 tons of train to
1 ton of passengers.

TUESDAY,

17

DECEMBER,

1861.

Mr. DALGLEISH,

|
Mr. LUCAS,
Mr. SUTHERLAND.

J. B. WILSON, Esq.,

in the

Chair.

Edward Bell, Esq., present in the room.
John Whitton, Esq., C.E., Engineer-in-Chief for Railways, called in and examined:—■
264. By the Chairman: I suppose you are aware that this Committee has been appointed J. Whitton,
with the view of inquiring into and reporting upon the inventions and system of Railway Rsq., C.E.
Locomotion proposed by Mr. Bell? I am.
a—^
265. Have you had an opportunity of perusing Mr. Bell’s evidence and his statement ? 17 Dec., 1861.
I have.
266. Would you be kind enough to give tho Committee your opinion of this invention of
Mr. Bell’s, and his proposal? Probably the best course, if the Committee will allow me,
will be to follow Mr. Bell through the papers he has put before the Committee, and also his
evidence, and to make my remarks as I go along. Mr. Bell read at some length, as will be
scon at page 12 of these papers, an explanation to tho Committee of what he termed an
invention for wooden rails as applicable to railways. I dare say Mr. Belt is perfectly aware
that that is not an invention of his at all; Mr. Bell has no claim whatever to it as on
invention, for so early as November, 1845, the very same thing was patented by Prosser.
There is no mention in this statement of Prosser’s of his wooden wheels, but from the
appearance of the engines he uses, I have little doubt that he would have wooden wheels cs
well as wooden rails. This was patented so far back as 1845. In addition to which I find,
in the records of tho railway proceedings in this Colony, that Mr. Shields and Captain Mann
also proposed wooden rails. At all events I have in the office a drawing of a locomotive
engine made by Captain Mann, shewing an engine to run upon wooden rails,
267. With wooden wheels ? The wheels are not stated j but no doubt Captain Mann could
explain whether he intended to have wooden wheels or not.
208. Neither of these gentlemen, however—Mr. Prosser or Captain Mann—have ever
enunciated their intention of using wooden wheels ? I am not clear about Prosser; I have
not been able to find a detailed account of Prosser’s idea, more than is contained in an extract
from the Illustrated London News of November, 1845, wherein Prosser states his intention
of using wooden rails.
269. Even from that, I would infer that Mr. Bell is the first person who has proposed using
wooden wheels ? That may be assumed, but I am doubtful about that point. So far as the
wooden wheels go, I have not the least objection to give Mr. Bell the benefit of everything
that may accrue from the use of them. On the same page, a little lower down, I see that
Mr. Bell says, that in applying to the Government, with reference to his improvements in
railways, ho did so, u feeling confident that the adoption of his improvements would save
from jCG,000 to £8,000 a mile, upon tho then estimated cost of railways in the Colony.”
Now it was rather extraordinary that Mr. Bell should make that statement, because, in the
very next line, he admits that he had never seen these estimates, so that Mr. Boll proposed
to reduce the cost of railways in the Colony, £6,000 or £8,000 a mile, when he had actually
never seen any estimates to show him what that cost would be. Mr. Bell says a little
further on, that he assumes it would be “ £9,000 a mile, or somewhere about the cost of
the line between Liverpool and Campbell town,” Therefore, if he makes a reduction of
£8,000 a mile, the cost of the railways in the Colony, to be constructed by Mr. Bell, would
be £1,000 a mile. On the same page also, I find that Mr. Bell appears rather injured that
no one connected with the Railway Department, or the Minister for Works, went down to
inspect the model which he exhibited at the School of Arts. Now it was hardly necessary
'
that
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J. 'Whitton, that I should do so, because, as Mr. Bell was perfectly aware at tho time he said this, that I
Esq., C.E.
seen the model io his office, and therefore it was quite unnecessary for me to go down
there to see it again. At the top of page 13, Mr. Beil says that he “mentioned eight or
17 Dee., 1861. tcn miles,” but he added “ that it would be practicable to construct ten times that
length in the same period at a similar ratethat is simply eighty miles a year. I
do not wish to make any further remark upon that, than that Mr. Bell must be very
sanguine as to the rate at which ho can carry on railways in the Colony. I may
mention here that it is extremely difficult to follow these statements of Mr. Bell’s, for they
occur in almost every page—almost the same statements; for instance, his statement with
respect to his being paid Is. per train mile run occurs here, (p. 13), and it also occurs on the
other side. I will take the statement on the other side, when I come to it, to reply to that.
■
Lower down, on the same page, (13), speaking about iron rails, Mr. Bell says he proposes to
use, in his rails, only one-seventh of the quantity of iron contained in those now used on tho
lines in operation. Mr. Bell afterwards states that he has never weighed any of the rails,
but he is under the impression that they are 90 lbs. to the yard. Now, they are nothing of
the sort; the rails now in use are 75 lbs. to the yard; and if Mr. Bell uses rails weighing only
one-seventh of the weight of these, his rails will be 101 lbs. to the yard. There are several
other matters on the same page, but as they are referred to afterwards I will take another
opportunity of replying to them. At page 14, Mr. Bell, quoting from the remarks I made
on his application to thn Government for £25,000, to be expended in constructing eight or
ten miles of railway and building two engines, says—“ However, the next clause of the
“ report says, 'it requires no consideration to see that the above estimate is a mere guess.’
“ I do not know why.” I think he clearly explains why a little further on, because he says—
" I think I brought it as nearly as possible to a reliable estimate for a fair average line,
“ without any guess. At any rate, I have surveyed a line since.” Now, it is quite clear
that his former estimate could have been nothing but a guess, because be acknowledges ho
had no survey of any line, and that, since forwarding that estimate to the Government, he
surveyed a line.
270. Is it not possible for a man to make an estimate, on an average line of country, without
surveying, especially if he knows that he will have no earth-works and no cuttings ? That
is impossible.
271. Could he not make an estimate fur a railway on a level country ? There is not such a
thing here.
.
272. Supposing it were possible, could not a man make an estimate without actual
survey? No; I say that no man is justified in making an estimate for any lino of railway
without a survey, fur there is no line of any length on which some earth-works, culverts, or
bridges, will not bo required. It is certainly impossible to give any reliable estimate unless
surveys are made.
273. Taking the supposition that there are no earthworks ? Then J would simply say it is
not an estimate for a line of railway, but merely for the cost of the permanent way. The
other matters must remain over as contingencies. I never heard of such a country—a fair
average conntry—without assuming that there must be works of some kind; there must be
culverts, aod there must be bridges.
274. I think Mr. Bell particularly excluded bridges? Therefore I say his estimate did not
apply to a fair average lino of country ; it was a guess; because he stated that it was to be
eight or ten miles over fair averagu country, excluding everything, in fact, except the
permanent way. I say that is no estimate for a railway at all.
275. JJy Mr. Daljlcish: Will you explain what the permanent way is ? Rails, chairs, fish
plates, bolts, nuts, spikes, sleepers, and ballast.
276. Is the ballast always accounted a part of the permanent way? Yes.
277. You arc aware there is what is called the " Permanent Way Company,” of London,
who send out prospectuses all over the world;—of course they cannot include ballast ? They
simply supply rails.
278. Rails, chairs, and cast iron sleepers? That depends on the description of permanent
way they use. If you order a double headed rail which requires chairs, of course they
include chairs in the specification. But theirs is simply the patent right which they have
_
in rails. They do not profess to supply rails and chairs, osoept in accordanco with certain
patents on which they receive a royalty ; and they will order at certain manufacturers rails
of any particular pattern on which they get a royalty. But in the construction of a railway
the ballast is always included as a portion of the permanent way.
279. jBy the Chauinan: I think Mr. Bell states that he could construct a fair average line
of railway, eight or ten miles in extent, at the rate he named, but he did not bind himself
down to construct ten miles at a particular sum ? No; but I think it leaves it quite optional
for the Government, assuming that there were no works, to say we might as well have ten
miles as eight for the £25,000.
280. You do not think it at all possible for any gentleman to go and survey a lino of country
at his own expense, before ho knows whether the Government are willing to entertain his
proposal ? No; but at the same time Mr. Bell might have stated what he proposed to do,
but by writing a proposition of that kind he left the Government to infer that the line would
not cost more unless they took it into a country where those things would be required; but,
if these things were required they would bo extras; therefore Mr, Bell could not complete
it for £25,000, and by not stating precisely what he proposed to do, Mr. Bell was in fact
misleading the Government, for the eight or ton miles might have cost £50,000 instead of
£25,000.
_ '
'
281. He gave bis estimate, provided bridges were excluded ? They must have been executed
whether Mr. Bell included them or not; and therefore the actual cost to the public might
be found to be £8,000 or £10,000 a mile instead of £2,000.
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282. I do not think the public would be deceived when Mr. Bell in his statement partleu- J- Whitton,
larly excludes bridges ? I do not know what the public might think ; I certainly should ^s8'» C.E.
not be deceived with it; but I do not think an estimate excluding certain things, when
these things may form a large portion of the whole cost, is really any estimate at all. If 11861.
were to state that I could construct a line from Picton to Goulburn, for instance, for £3,000
a-mile, excluding everything except permanent way, it would be no estimate at all; it would
be misleading the Government; it would bo simply stating the cost of the permanent way,
which is the simplest thing possible, when you get the cost of materials and the cost of
laying them down.
,
283. As far as I understand Mr. Bell’s proposition, he proposes to do away in a great
measure with the necessity for earth-works—do you not think it perfectly fair, as an illustra
tion of that proposition, to stato what he could construct a railway for, excluding earth-works
or bridges ? And excluding everything excepting permanent way.
284. What is there after excluding bridges aod earth-works—arc there any other great
obstacles ?. Par th-works, culverts, bridges, fencing. The earth-works no doubt are heavy
in many instances, and even with the gradients 'proposed by Mr. Bell—assuming those
gradients can be worked, which I say they cannot—still earth-works could not be altogether
dispensed with.
285. Could they not be in a great measure dispensed with ? Of course the steeper you
have your gradients the less earth-works you will require; but there are no practicable
gradients on which you can dispense with earth-works entirely; therefore, I say, the £2,000
a mile, which Mr. Bell proposed to expend, was simply an amount for the permanent way,
excluding all works which, in any district, might make a line expensive. Indeed there is
no country where a line could be made without requiring drainage of some kind or other,
and, in Mr. Boll s estimate of £2,000 a mile, there is no provision even for drainage.
28G. Bow do you gather that? From Mr. Bell’s own statement here. There are a few
personal remarks which Mr. Bell has made in his evidence respecting myself; but I do not
■
think it necessary to trouble the Committee with any observation npon them. Mr. Bell
goes on, page 14, alluding to my report" Mr. Whitton says, ‘ Mr. Bell states that, under
his system, gradients of 1 in 12 may bo easily overcome and worked to advantage. I
know that such gradients never have been easily overcome and worked to advantage.’
Now I directly state that they have; I know they have, and I have done it myself; I *
" liave takCI1 locomotives weighing seven tons up gradients of 1 in 12, drawing seven tons
on a common road. ^ But Mr. Bell might just as well have referred to rope traction, or
to bullock drays taking goods up inclines of 1 in 4, as refer to an engine made for common
roads, when the matter under discussion was a locomotive engine to be used on a railway, with
either wooden rails, or iron rails—things so totally dissimilar that it is not a very fortunate
comparison. There is another matter with reference to the train mileage. He says, he thinks
bis letter states very clearly what be meant, and lie cannot conceive how, if eight miles of line
were laid between Oampbclltown aud Camden, with throe trains a day running as they are now,
the remuneration to be paid to him without any deduction would come to more than £800
or £900 a year. Now, I will just refer to Mr. Bell’s letter, which is dated 8th March, 1801,
and addressed to the Secretary for Public Works. Speaking of his proposal, bo says, " If it
“ be successful I am to be paid one shilling per train mile run, for the last (G) six months of
u the trial year, for the use of the invention; and for all future train miles run on my
“ system upon any line, one shilling per train mile run; it being understood that if the
" patent be used upon any part of a line, the mileage is to be paid upon the whole length that
11 tho trains run, as if the patent wore employed the whole distance (existing lines excepted,
“ unless the patent be used upon them).” Now, in my opinion the meaning of that is as
clear as possible, that if Mr. Bell’s system is applied to any line in connection with the
existing lines, under that letter Mr. Bell would claim to be paid one shilling per train mile
for the whole distance, and not exclusively on the line on which his patent is applied, because
though he exempts existing lines, he still says " unless the patent be used upon them,” or
any line in connection with them, in which case he is to be paid mileage for the whole
distance the trains would run. Now, at the time he wrote this letter the mileage on the lino
to Campbelltown was something like 150,000 miles a year, and adding the distance from
Campbclltown to Camden, there is no doubt the amount to be paid to Mr. Bell would have
been about £9,000 a year. I cannot read it iu any other way. A few lines lower down Mr.
Bell says, “ It is stated in the same report that' Mr. Bell proposes to increase jibe tractive
“ ‘ power of am engine by using wooden rails and wheels ’—this is true; but it goes on to
state what is not true, viz., that I propose to increase the tractive power of an engine by
" having engines of less weight'’ Now that is professedly a quotation from my report, but
*
it is not so. In the .memorandum which I made in reference to Mr. Belt’s application,
No. G in the printed papers laid before the Assembly, I say “ I may here
,r state that Mr. Bell proposes to increase the tractive power of an engine by
"using wooden rails and wooden driving wheels, and”—‘I go on further — "by
" having engines of loss weight than those now in use.” Mr. Bell’s proposition was to sue
engines of less weight, and he also proposed to increase the tractive power hy using wooden
rails and wooden wheels, because three or four lines further down Mr. Bell says,_" I pro
" posed, at the Exhibition at tho School of Arts, to augment the tractive power of cimines
" by increased adhesion, and to perform the same work with engines of less weight lliaii
" those now in use, by means of such increased adhesion.” I do not mean to say that by
using wooden rails and wooden wheels you get the same adhesion with a light engine that
you do with a heavy engine, hut I simply say that Mr. Bell’s proposition was to use wooden
rails and w.ooden wheels, and engines of less weight, to produce greater adhesion than the
present engines. Mr. Bell states here that he proposes to increase his tractive power by
using
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J. Whitton, using wooden rails and wooden wheels, and so obtaining increased adhesion; and in another
Esq,, C.E. part of his evidence he says the tractive power would be increased three times. Now I
differ entirely in opinion with Mr. Bell on that subject. My impression is, that after a line
17 Dec., 1861.
wooden rails and wooden wheels had been used three months it would not have half
the adhesion that we have at present with iron wheels and iron rails, leaving aside the whole
question as to whether the wheels or the rails would stand. I am thoroughly satisfied in
my own mind—I have not a shadow of doubt about it—that with these ironbark longitudinal
sleepers for rails and with ironbark wheels, as Mr. Bell proposes, in three months we should
not Lave half the adbesion that we would with iron rails and iron wheels. A little lower
down Mr. Bell says,—" I maintain that whatever the steamywiocr of an engine may be, its
“ tractive power depends entirely upon adhesion, and the manner in which the steam power
“ is applied to give tractive power to a locomotive engine.” From that I should assume
that Mr. Bell is under the impression that, if he gains a sufficient amount of adhesion, even
with a very limited amount of steam power, if the steam power be applied in the way he suggests,
it is of very iittle importance whether he has large cylinders or small cylinders, or large
steam pressure or small steam pressure. Now it is very evident that if you get more adhe
sive power than steam power your adhesion is of no use, but just the reverse, it is an
obstruction, and Mr. Bell should know that all engines of every description have their
adhesive power and steam power proportioned to the work they have to do. It is not a
matter of guess at all—ordering engines. Mr. Bell, however, thinks he could alter the engines
now at the station and give them far increased power, by simply reducing the wheels; but
whatever reduction you make in tho wheels, you give no more power to the engine if the
adhesion you get is beyond the steam power iu the cylinders. The entire power of ao engine
does not depend upon adhesion ; it depends on the steam power combined with adhesion. If
you get a load of eight or nine tons on the driving wheels, and a deficient amount of steam
power to turn these wheels round, the weight will be of no use to you—it is an obstruction.
This is one matter Mr. Bell should have explained ; he stated what his engines were going to
do, hot he gave no calculations and no information to justify him in making the statement he
did. He seems to have taken it for granted that the steam power would bo sufficient to move
his engines, which I say it would not, if lie obtains the adhesion ho expects. _
_
287. With regard to the steam power aud adhesion, yon state that if the adbesion was carried
too far it would be a loss of power instead of a gain—too much adhesion ? Yes, because
you would get so much more friction and weight on the bearings of the wheels.
288. Am 1 to understand that the steam power must be regulated according to the amount
of adhesion you have—that the greater the adhesion the greater the steam power must be ?
Decidedly.
289. But that must bold good only up to a certain point? It holds good throughouttbo whole
range of it. If you have a certain weight to take, and if the adhesion he sufficient, tho
engine will move the weight, provided you have got sufficient power j hut if you have not
sufficient steam power the adhesion is of no use.
290. But a certain amount of adhesion is absolutely necessary to the amount of steam power
and the weight you have to move ? Undoubtedly.
291. Then the question I asked was, that what you have stated would hold good only to a
certain point ? It liolds good throughout. Tlie steam power must be proportioned to the
weight on the driving wheels, which is the adhesion.
292. Supposing the rails were iced, os happens at Home sometimes, you would not then
have as much adhesion as when they were not iced ? No, there would be the same weight;
but the slippery state of the rail would cause the wheels to revolve without sufficient
adhesion for a time, hut the ice is very quickly knocked off hy the pressure on the wheels.
293. Supposing it is on, and you have the same amount of steam power, yet because you
have not the requisite amount of adhesion you cannot move the train ? Certainly not.
294. Then your argument can only hold good to a certain point ? I think the proposition
you make respecting the ice, is almost equal to lifting the engines entirely off the rails and
letting tho wheels revolve at liberty; but I am speaking of the ordinary locomotive on iron
rails, where there is the ordinary amount of adhesion.
29f>. I understood you to say that a certain amount of adhesion was not absolutely neces
sary ? No; I said that if the number of pounds of adhesion which you have got is in more
than due proportion to the amount of pressure in your cylinders, it is of no use, hut on the
contrary, an obstruction.
296. That is all I wanted to get at, that it is beyond a particular point—that it "comes to bo
a loss instead of a gain ? Yes. Mr. Bell says, *' For instance, suppose the eogines imported
“ into this Colony so late as the month of May or June last had, instead of being mounted
" upon two 5 ft. 0 in. or 6 ft. propelling, and four guiding or trailing wheels, been
“ mounted upon six coupled driving wheels 2 ft. 9 in. or 3 ft. in diameter, they would
“ have had (6) six times the tractive power.” Now I say they would have nothing of the
kind. Mr. Bell speaks on'the assumption that these engines have 8 or 9 tons on the driving
wheels, the total weight being 40 tons, whereas it is only 19 tons; but even if ho had the
whole weight distributed on his six driving wheels, I cannot see that by reducing the size
of tho wheels he could increase the power six times, because the cylinder power would not
admit of it. The tractive steam power is equal to 5,400 lbs., and if the wheels were reduced
to three feet in diameter, the tractive steam power would be 10,000 lbs.; hut that would bo
only double, and the increased adhesion beyond that would be of no use. The adhesive
power is 6,720 lbs., and biing in excess of the steam power, is consequently useless. I must
hote say that I am more than astonished, considering the number of times Mr. Bell has been
before this House on different matters, that he should always make a practice of mis-stating
everything connected with the Railway Department. I am very sorry to make this state
ment, but it is so constant that I cannot look upon it in aoy other light than as intentional.
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Mr, Bell says here:—" But if all the wheels were propelliog wheels, and tho weight were J- 'Whitton,
“ thrown on all, there would be 40 tons to keep the engine in contact.” Now we have not ®sib’
got an engine in the yard that ever did weigh 40 tons.
r-—
207. By Mr. Lucas: TVhat is the weight of the heaviest engine you have? 27 or 2S
18^4,
tons ? . But the engines ordered by me, or by the Government, on my recom
mendation, Mr. Bell states are the heaviest that have ever been in the Colony. Now I
think it is wrong of Mr. Bell to make those statements without he can shew that he has
some foundation tor them, as he could^have ascertained easily, if he had given himself the
least trouble to have done so, what the weight of these engines were.
298. What are the weights ? 19 tons 7 owt., without water and fuel, except the tank
engines, which weigli
tons. I have the makers' weights to them all.
299. By the Chairman: Perhaps there may be some difference as to what be considers the
engine and what you do—perhaps be includes the weight of the tank aud tender? You
cannot make use of the adhesion of the tank unless the tank is on the top of the boiler. Mr.
Bell speaks of forty-ton engines, evidently to give the impression that we are obliged to use
engines of enormous weight iu order to get sufficient adhesion,
300. By Mr. Lalyleish: The tank engines, which weigh 22 tons, are, to a certain extent,
engine and tender combined ? They are engine and tender combined; they have no tender
to them.
301. What is the usual weight of the tender when separate ? From about 5 or 6 to 10
or 11 tons; it depends upon whether it is a four or a six wheeled tender; that is, without
water. Mr. Bell also says the engines he suggests would run at half the speed we at present
adopt for the ordinary traffic, which would be eight miles and a half an hour. Now I do
not think the speed we are at present running at is so great that there need be any reduction,
but if you run an engine with greater adhesive power, yen increase the friction and the wear
and tear of the engine, and in a very short time knock it to pieces.
302. And you increase the wear of the rails ? Yes. Now these engines were ordered to
take fourteen carriages, aud the cylinders and wheels are so arranged as to take twelve or
fourteen carriages off any of the inclines we have on this line. With a steam pressure of
5,472 lbs. they will remove fifteen or sixteen carriages off the steepest incline, at Petersham ;
■
but to shew what is the result of not having sufficient steam power, 1 was on an engine a
short time ago, and the steam gauge shewed only a pressure of 62 lbs. to the inch, and when
they tried to start from Petersham the engine would not move; it had sufficient adhesion,
hut not sufficient steam power; but after waiting a few minutes till the caugc shewed a
pressure of 85 lbs. in the boilers, it went away without any difficulty. Therefore, it is quite
clear that these engines are properly proportioned as to steam power and adhesion; but to
increase the adhesion would only be to make them comparatively useless for running pas
senger trains.
You can only have a steam pressure of 5,400 lbs., aud therefore the
additional weight thrown on the driving wheels would be of no advantage at all, hut
would simply render the engine useless.
Mr. Bell, further on, on page 15, quotes a
remark of mine, that “ it is probably not necessary to say more on this subject than
" that, in my opinion, Mr. Bell’s model is mechanically defective; and if ever his scheme
“ 5e tried it will turn out a failure”; upon which, Mr. Bell says, he does not know why
it was not necessary to say more. It was not my intention to say any more; but as Mr.
Bell appears to ask me to say more, I may state that I simply declined to say more on that
occasion, out of a feeling of kindness to Mr. Bell, or I certainly should have told him that
the model ho exhibited at the School of Arts was the most wretched mechanical abortion
I ever saw. I did not wish to say that in an official Report. I heard it far more aptly
described as a weighing machine. Mr. Bell says, on the same page, that his model ought to
have received more attention. Now, it was not necessary to give it more attention, for the
moment I saw it I was thoroughly satisfied of its inutility.
303. By the Chairman: Of the principle? Of the principle, I was so satisfied of it that
I could not recommend the Minister of Works to expend Is. in trying it. On the next page
Mr. Bell makes some remarks with reference to Captain Ward and myself, which I do not
think it necessary to go into; but he said he dare not develop his whole scheme, because he
had " anything but an impartial tribunal to go to.” That is merely matter of opinion, and
it is not necessary I should say anything about it. Mr, Bell says—"the competent persons
whp would bo appointed would be persons belonging to the Railway Department.” I was the
only one belonging to the Railway Department, and Captain Ward and I are not Commis
sioners for Patents; I do not think more than five or six have been referred to me since
I have been in the Colony, and then only in conjunction with some one else. Captain Ward
is not connected with the Railway Department in any way. On page 17 Sir. Bell says—
" My surprise was, that when Mr. Whitton referred to my proposing to construct eight or
“ !en _ miles of railway and build two engines, he did not ask what I wanted with two
" engines on a single line of so short a length.” I think Mr. Bell must be extremely innocent
of the way railways are worked, to suppose any person would ever commence to work
with one engine. Engines do break down sometimes, aud assuming one did break down,
what is to become of the traffic unless yon have one to supply its place. I did not see
anything to excite surprise iu Mr. Bell applying for two engines. The next matter
that Mr. Bell alludes to is that his letter is dated the 8th March, and therefore must
have been written before the article in the Engineer reached tho Colony,
Mr. Bell
applied for a patent for what ho was pleased to call another invention, with iron rails and
iron wheels, and which I found to be precisely, in my opinion, the same in principle as one
then in use in America; and although that letter of Mr. Bell’s may have been written on
the 8 th March, I do not know that other information from America might not have been
sent to Mr. Bell. At all events that journal was in the Colony long before Mr. Bell made
215—F
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application for a patent.

It arrived here in March, and Mr. Bell’s application was not made

Esq., C.E. until -June ; and I do not find that Mr. Bell denies that he was aware of the existence of this

l7<DoCl8ei- in America; but he simply states that his invention, as he is pleased to coll it, is an adap

tation to the goods traffic of the engine used in America for passenger traffic. He does not
profess to seek a patent for the original idea, hut he wauts'to patent the adaptation for the
purpose of applying it to the goods traffic and for disconnecting the engine. It is rather
unfortunate that nearly all Mr. Bell states in his evidence is repeated again in the statement
sent in to the Committee; but if the Commiltee will allow me, I shall be glad to go through
both statements. Mr. Bell says, on page 17, that to shew his estimate was not a mere
guess, lie “prepared at his own expense a section of a line from St. Mary’s, South Creek,
“ to W indsor, ten mites in length; and that he inspected all the different routes—the Bluck■“ town route, and the Windsor route, and from about Crawford’s station along by Eastern
“ Creek to Windsor.” It is quite clear, therefore, that Mr. Bell has examined the whole of
that district, and he has come to tho conclusion that to take the line from South Creek to
"Windsor would l>e far the best, not only for the public generally, but for the Windsor people
in particular. Mr. Bell must have a slightly-limited notion of the locality, when he proposes
to take the whole traffic of the Windsor line about seven miles round, from Blacktown to
South Creek, and thence to Windsor, in preference to a branch from Blacktown direct to
Windsor—in fact to take the whole traffic passing to and from Windsor seven miles further
than is necessary; and of course the rates would have to be paid in proportion by the
Windsor people,
304. By Mr. Zacns: How far is it from Blacktown to Windsor by your proposed line ?
Eleven or twelve miles.
305. How far is it from St. Mary’s to where Mr. Bell proposes to leave the present Western
line? A little more than eight miles.
306. How far then is it to Windsor from St. Mary’s ? About ten miles.
307. By Mr. Balglcish: So that he saves on one line, and adds on the other ? He saves
two miles one way, and adds eight the other.
308. By Mr. J/itcas: Have you any idea of the difference in cost of these two lines—that
from South Creek to Windsor, proposed by Mr. Bell, and the one proposed hy you from
Blacktown to Windsor? I have not seen Mr. Bell’s line, hut I have seen Mr. Bell’s
estimate, which assumes that there will be no earth-works, no culverts, and no bridges—in
fact, that there will be nothing hut the permanent way.
*
309. What do you estimate your line at ? It was originally estimated at £7,000 a mile.
310. By the Chairman: I thought the estimate was for £60,000 for the whole distance ?
That is not my estimate ; that is for a horse tramway.
31.1. By Mr. Lucas: Was that estimate prepared by you ? No.
312. By the Chairman: Are you aware that it was stated in the House, by the Minister
for Works, that the line was to he made so substantial that locomotives could he used upon
it, if found more conducive to the public interest ? I was not aware of that statemeut, but
I heard from some of the Members afterwards, that it was an understanding that the line
•should be constructed sufficiently substantial to carry locomotives, if horse traction was not
found desirable.
313. Whom did the Government consult, with respect to this tramway ? They did not
•consult me on the tramways.
314. By Mr. Dalgleisk .* Hoes your estimate cover the rolling stock required for the line ?
No, simply the works.
315. Was it intended at that time, to carry it as nearly as possible hy the face of the country,
adopting the natural gradients ? No, the worst gradient was 1 in 100.
316. If the gradients be taken as nearly as possible on the level of the country, will it not
make the formation of a line, capable of being adapted to railway traffic, much cheaper than
on tho dead level system ? Yes, no doubt; but there is a limit beyond which I would not
recommend gradients to be worked.
317. One in 100 is scarcely considered a gradient at all ? It is very good indeed; the cost
could be considerably reduced by increasing such gradients.
318. Or even 1 in 50 ? Yes, that is very good.
319. Are the gradients of that description on the Windsor line? If it is proposed as a
locomotive line, I would suggest that they should be 1 in 40.
320. That would considerably reduce tho cost of your first estimate ? Yes.
321. So that the sum now voted for a tramway might be found sufficient for a locomotive
railway ? No, 1 think not. It might be made for about £6,000 a mile in as cheap a way as
possible.
322. By the Chairman: Is not the line proposed from Windsor to Blacktown subject to
inundation in very severe floods in South Creek ? Not if it is kept above flood level. There
have been very heavy floods in South Creek of late years.
323 It is some years since you surveyed the line ? Yes, in 1858 I think.
324. Have not the severe floods since then risen higher than was supposed likely hy you at
that time ? They have.
325. And therefore you will require to alter your line ? No doubt there will be a little
extra work, so far as that portion is concerned.
■
326. In consequence of the recent severe floods, have you not been obliged to keep the levels
of the railways generally higher than you previously expected, where they were subject to
inundation ? There has been only one instance where the level of the rails has been altered,
that is at Menangle. We have certainly had to give more water-way in other instances.
327. By Mr. Balglcish: In consequence of experience obtained hy the whole Colony ? Yes.
I may allude here to statements which have been made to the effect that, previous to certain
lines being constructed, persons said to have been acquainted with the localities recommended
me
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me to allow more room for flood water, particularly on the Liverpool and Campbclltown line. J, Whitton,
Now no person ever suggested such a thing to me, and I never heard of such a thing till the
C-®line was washed away. The line is the same within three or four inches as was laid down
when I came to the Colony, and which had been proclaimed, and was ready to commence 17 Lee., 1861.
work upon. It has been frequently stated that I altered the levels and made them lower;
hut that is not the case, with the exception of Davis' Flats, and there the line is lower; if
it had been raised to the height shown in the original section, the result would have been
much worse, simply because it would have dammed back a greater quantity of water.
328. And on account of the damming back of so mnch water, the force would have been so
great that the bank would not have been able to resist it ? I believe it would not.
3'20. Whereas with a lower level it became flooded over, and the pressure was more equalized ?
Tes. The nest part of Mr. Bell’s evidence that I will notice is question 217, on page IS.
It is a simple matter, but I may name it. Mr. Dalgleish asked this question—“ACom“ mittee of the Assembly are not supposed to be all engineers, or to be able to make these
“ calculations, and engineers are rather expected to talk down to the Committee than the
“ Committee to work up to them ?” To which Mr. Bell replied—" I do not know what the
" drift of this is, but any facts you want to know, or any engineering opinion you wish to
“ have, I will give you to the best of my ability; but do not lead me into making fifty or
" sixty diagrams, or a mass of calculations.” Now I wish to observe that the questions
asked by Mr. Dalgleish were of a very simple nature, and required no large diagrams or
extensive calculations. At question 241, Mr. Bel! says he proposes to have his wooden
surfaces five inches in bearing. Now with wooden wheels and wooden rails, and five inches
of bearing, I say Mr. Bell could not run an engine round a curve; I say his engine would
not travel round a curve, unless there were some provision, which I do not see made, to have
guide wheels to lift the engine round curves. The tendency of the engine is to go in a direct
line, and if you have wooden surfaces five inches wide you must have some power to twist
the engine in passing round a curve, or it will continue to go in a straight line.
330. By Mr. Dalgleish: Will you he kind enough to explain what takes place now, even
'
with the small bearing and the conical form which is given to the wheels of locomotives at
present, when locomotives are going round a curve ? The leading wheel is constantly in
contact with the outer rail, and in a short time the flanges are destroyed from the pressure
of the leading wheel on the outside surfaces; and if the wheels had larger hearings they
would not be able to get round the curves at all. The outside wheel is running on
a larger radius than the inside, and yet the tendency is to leave the rail at the curve, and it
is only the pressure brought on the leading wheel that keeps them in their places. The
leading wheels are considerably worn hy that pressure in a very short time.
331. The reason why the wheels are made conical is to equalize, as much as can be done
by mechanical means, the space run over, hy presenting the larger portion of the wheel
to tho outside, and the small portion to the inside ? Yes ; to equalize the outside and the
inside radius of the curves, the outside wheels working on the larger curve.
332. Does not the outside rail of the curve suffer considerably more from the abrasion on the
surface of the outside wheel ? The outside rail suffers considerably more than the inside.
In the addendum to his evidence, page 21, Mr. Bell says, “ I am most decidedly of opinion
“ that by decreasing the weight of the engines to one-third that of the present engines,
“ (an<l on account of the softer nature of iron-bark in comparison with that of iron), giving
“ increased width or bearing surface to the wooden wheels, that the iron-bark rails would be
" as enduring as the iron rails.” That is a similar statement to the one I mentioned last,
and I can only repeat that, in my opinion, the engines would never pass round a curve at
all—that they could not bo worked if they were made; and the iron-bark rails, in my
opinion, would never last one-tenth the time, from the abrasion that would be upon them.
Mr. Bell gives, lower down, the weight he proposes to have the cars and two steam trucks,
making altogether 15^ tons ; and with these he proposes to transport a net weight of 20
tons of goods up gradients of 1 in 20, on iron rails and with iron wheels, at the rate of
seven miles an hour. The engines and trucks weighing 15£ tons, and the goods 20 tons,
there is a total weight of nearly 36 tons. Now the tractive force required to move 36 tons
up a gradient of 1 in 20 is 4,392 lbs., and the steam power of Mr. Bell’s eogines is
3,080 lbs., taking a steam pressure of 80 lbs. to the square inch; therefore X say Mr. Bell’s
engines would not move that load up an incline of 1 in 20; hut Mr, Bell says they could
take it up 1 in 10, which requires a steam pressure of 8,424 lbs., whereas his engines have
only 3,080 lbs.
333. By Mr. Lucas : On that calculation, the engine would hardly take itself up ? Yes,
the engine would take its owu weight up.
334. By ike Chairman : You have used the term “ tractive power of the engine,” hut I
think Mr. Bell does not propose that these engines shall be worked on the tractive
principle ; he speaks of them as carrying, more than drawing ? That is what I say. Mr.
Bell gets an immense amount of adhesion, but he has not got steam power in proportion,
Mr. Beil is acting on the assumption that if he gets sufficient adhesion, steam power is of no
importance ; he gets only 3,000 lbs. of steam power and 36 tons of adhesion, that is to say, a
weight of 36 tons. There is no comparison at all between the two. Mr. Bell’s cylinders
would require to he very much larger, to work the traffic he speaks of. I suppose the
plan of Mr. Bell’s engine is here, and I should he very glad to see it, and explain it to the
Committee, (Plan lard an the table.') I call that a traction engine to all intents aud pur
poses. If you have an engine, and call it a pack-horse engine, you must load everything on
the engine; and then it is not a traction engine. If there is any weight behind it or before
it, then it is a traction engine. There is not such a thing as a pack-horse engine; or, at
least, I never heard of such. With reference to the freight car, there is an engine at
each end; the weight, I believe, to be carried is something like 30 tons, and to carry 30
tons would necessitate a load of 15 tons iu the centre of that track. Now I should very
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very heavy machine to do anything of the sort. And then again a stronger objection to it
is, that the whole weight of 15 tons in the car is carried on one pair of driving wheels; aud
. I atIj satisfied it would not run. Mr. Bell, I believe, proposes that when these engines are
not in use to draw the cars, they can be used for other purposes for running down the lino;
but if Mr. Bell removes the freight car from this engine the engine will not run at all; the
centre of gravity of that engine is decidedly in front of the leading wheels.
335. I am not aware that Mr. Bell stated in his evidence that the engines could be used for
any other purpose ? If removed from one freight car to another, as he certainly proposes,
they must travel for some distance from one to another. I do not believe it could do
anything of the sort. I am satisfied the engines alone would not run ten miles an hour on.
any part of the line.
330. I do not think Mr. Bell proposes that they shall, but only to move them from one part
of the station to another ? I will endeavour to explain to the Committee the utter absurdity
of attempting to work goods traffic with a thing like this. I will assume that there are one
hundred tons of goods leaving the principal station, and perhaps not more than two tons
are for any one station on the line; you have bricks, coal, sugar, merchandise of all kinds,
a ton to be left at one station, two at another, and so on, and you have to wait at each
station while the loading for that station is being discharged. Now it is very possible that
the goods for one of tho first stations may be at the very bottom of the car; then how is it
to be unloaded ? The fact is, no line in the world could be worked with a car of that kind.
337. It would be great carelessness on the part of the persons connected with the railway,
if they were to allow those goods to be put on the bottom of the car? It might happen
without any carelessness; you must load up as your freight comes in ; and it is very possible
that the last freight to arrive might be for the last station on the line; and, even assuming
it were not so, still the t^ain would have to stop at every station, to get out the loading for
that station, and to pick up what other loading there might be.
338. That difficulty might be overcome by having the freight car in compartments ? Then,
assuming that there was loading to fetch from one of the stations to the main terminus, you
would have to send one of these ears and engines to bring two or three tons of goods.
339. By Mi1. Dalgleish: Will you explain how you arrange these matters now ? The system
now is, that we have got trucks for every station on the line, which are left along the line as
they may be wanted. We get notice from the different stations that they require one, two,
three, or four trucks, to load bricks or goods of any kind; we send up the trucks, and they
are loaded there, and when the goods train is passing it leaves the goods for that station, and
takes the trucks that are ready loaded to come on. It would be perfectly impossible to work
an extensive goods traffic with engines and oars on this principle.
340. Bo you not think the same disadvantage would ensue with largo ears of this description,
that exists at present iu getting goods out of the hold of a vessel? Just the same.
341. And the same delay? It would bo precisely tho same thing in principle. There
would be no end to the trouble and confusion, and injury to the goods.
342. If you had four or five tons of goods for each station, you would have to stop at each
station till these were discharged; whereas, by the present mode, you load the five tons in a
separate carriage, disconnect the carriage on arriving at the station, and at once proceed ?
Yes.
343. Leaving the carriage to be unloaded at leisure ? Yes, certainly.
344. By Mr. Sutherland: Does not Mr. Bell propose to do the same as you are now doing ?
Mr. Bell has made so many propositions, and they are so contradictory, that it is utterly
impossible to know what he does mean. The great result with him appears to be, that he is
to use the pack-horse engine, as he calls it, in opposition to the traction engine; but then
he says he can use them for any purpose he likes; in fact, the pack-horse engine is not Mr.
Bell’s sole proposition ; it is only a portion of it.
345. By the Chairman : I think you have stated that this pack-horse system—to call it so,
for the sake of reference—is in use in America ? No, I did not.
346. Are you aware that it is in use in America ? I am not.
347. Have you never seen any statement to that effect? No; I have seen an engine com
bined with a carriage for passenger traffic, but I understand that by what Mr, Bell calls his
invention, be wishes to adopt that for goods traffic.
348. With regard to patents for inventions—is there no such thing as granting a patent for
the application of a particular principle ? No, I think not; unless you state distinctly—
what never has been stated yet by Mr. Bell—in what that particular application consists, so
that there may be no mistake.
349. As far as I understand it, Mr. Bell’s application is quite different from the application
of the same principle in America ? No, it is the same in principle; but Mr. Bell attempts
to apply it to a purpose for which it is most unsuitable.
350. With regard to inventions, is it generally taken into consideration whether an inven
tion is useful before a patent is granted ? I never would recommend the granting of any
patent, if I knew that the same thing had been used before.
351. I am asking whether it is proper to refuse a patent because you think it cannot be
usefully applied ? I never give any opinion on that at all.
352. As Mr. Bell’s application of the principle is so different to that in use in America,
will you state why you recommended that he should not get a patent for it? Because I did
not see anything at all in it that differed in principle from that used in America.
353. Is not the application of the principle original ? I do not think it is; I think it is so
nearly connected with the one nsed in America that there ought not to be a patent issued
for it. The only difference is, that Mr. Bell turns the passenger car into a freight ear.
354. Of course if the application of the principle is the same, and it can be shewn that this
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invention and application is working in America, that will refute a great deal of the evidence J. Whitton,
you have been giving ? No ; not if all the ciroumstances are taken into consideration. In Esq., C.E.
America it is just possible that one of these engines may be used on a short branch line
between two termini; but as to working a general goods traffic with them, I say it is 17
impossible.
Sob. The facts of the case appear to be these:—Mr. Bell applied for a patent for an alleged
invention of his, and he is refused the patent because it is not his invention, but is in use
in America—well, if it is in use in America surely we can bring it into use here? A patent
’ once taken out must be the patent of the original inventor, or if it is in general use the public
have a perfect right to it, so long as no new principle is involved j and this is precisely, in every
respect, with regard to the passenger cars, the same as in use in America. I saw no reason why
I should recommend the Government to grant a patent for a supposed invention which I
found to be already in use in America.
350. Then, if it can be shewn to this Committee that this invention is in use in America,
of course that will refute a great deal of the evidence you have given now, for you have
stated that you believe it to be impracticable to work it ? As far as I am aware, it is used
in America only for passenger traffic j but even if it be proved to be in use in America, it
should bo taken into consideration whether it is used on a branch line or a main trunk line;
it. is possible it may be used on a branch line to take goods from one station to another,
where there are no intermediate stations.
357. In a letter,-dated 17th August, 1861, and signed by Captain Ward and yourself, you
go on to' state that “the design which Mr. Bell claims as of his invention appears sub“ stantially the same as that of which an account is given in the Engineer, a London journal,
“ of the 4th January last, at page 7, as having been carried out by Messrs. Grice and Long,
*' Philadelphia, and Messrs. Bussell and Co. of Massillon, Ohio ” ? Yes; but that invention
simply applies to passenger cars, and not to freight cars. It appears to me that Mr, Bell
might just as well say, that because we have been in the habit of carrying passengers in the
ordinary carriages of the railway, it would be a sufficient ground for a patent if dogs and cattle
wore substituted. I can see nothing more in it. It is a simple adaptation of what has been
used in America for passengers, and Mr. Bell proposes to use it for freight.
358. There is some little difference in the application of the engine to thefreigbtear and to the
passenger car—different from wbat it has been stated is used in America 1 Yes, Mr. Bell pro
poses to remove the engines from the carriages; but the Committee will see that if these engines
are taken away you must make all sorts of contrivances for blocking up these cars until they
are unloaded; they must see that it would be a perfect impossibility to work them for
intermediate traffio.
_
359. Unless there is a freight car for every station, there would be no necessity to block
them up at every station? Wherever it is necessary to take the engine off it must be
blocked up; if they are not blocked up, the engines must stand while the trucks are
unloaded. The trucks we use now sometimes stand for days before they are unloaded ; but
in this case the engines must be taken away entirely from the cars, or they must wait the
whole time till the trucks are unloaded. I see on page 22, in the Addendum, an estimate
given by Mr. Bell, for constructing a railway without ballast; now that is not an invention
of Mr. Bell’s, for it was proposed by Mr. Woore.
360. I do not think Mr. Bell stated that io his evidence as an invention of his ? No, this
is taken from the Addendum; it is the most eccentric proposition I ever heard in my life—
to construct a railway without ballast. I find that even on Mr. Bell’s system he proposes to
use 50 lbs. rails, and he makes the cost £2,181, without the fencing; and he also gives an
estimate of a line for iron wheels and with iron rails weighing 30 B>s., laid on longitudinal
timbers, amounting, after deducting the fencing, to £2,336. Now when the thing was done,
and after expending £2,336, it would be impossible to maintain it—impossible to run over it.
I am quite sure it is not necessary for me to point out that longitudinal timbers, laid in
mud, and carrying engines and freights 25 or 30 tons in weight, would never remain in a
satisfactory condition, or that you would not be able to run over them for a month. After
heavy rains the lines would be unsafe, if not altogether impassable.
361. What may be the average expense of ballasting a line? Of course that depends
entirely on the quantity.
362. To ballast them well ? About £1,400 a mile.
363. Taking it at £2,000—allowing Mr. Bell to ballast his line at a cost of £2,000, that
would bring the cost of construction up to £4,626, including fencing? That is simply the
permanent way, which I can construct in a satisfactory manner for £3,000 a mile.
364. What then is the cause of the great expense npon that extension from Penrith to the
Nepean, which is stated hy the Minister of Works at £10,000 a mile, in a very nearly level
country ? No, it is anything but level; but in that extension there is 1,900 feet of timber
framing, and between £7,000 and £8,000 for stations, sidings, engine shed, goods shed, turn
tables, carriage docks, &c.
365. The Minister of Works stated in tho House, that for the railway alone it would be
£10,000 a mile ? If the Minister stated so, it must have been a mistake,—because bo
explained the whole of the items to the House.
_
366. Is it necessary to put all those buildings and other things that you mention, at snob a
place as Penrith ? We are compelled to have them ; the only thing we can do is to put
them up as cheaply as possible.
367. I suppose a great many of them will be only for temporary purposes ? I propose to
put up wooden buildings, covered with galvanized iron. I simply wished to call the attention
of the Committee to the fact, that these estimates of Mr. Bell’s are for railways without
ballast; and by making a thoroughly good line, including the permanent way (which is all
that is provided for here) and ballast, it could be done for £3,000 a mile, with a lighter rail
than
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we ns.e at Prcsent- ®ut ttat w0,lI(l be a thoroughly good permanent way; whereas no
way without ballast could be used for any length of time, except in very flue weather,
r ,? exPenS(; of maintenance would, in the end, be much in excess of what it would cost for
.< ucc, mw. ballast. _ I see that Mr. Beil proposes to use 30 lbs. rails om longitudinal timbers, and I
believe it is stated somewhere, that they are to be bridge rails. Now there never was a
bridge rail made of 30 lbs. to the yard. It is possible .Mr. Bell may intend the contractor’s
rail. In the same page (22) the same statement comes again, with reference to the engines
recently ordered out from England :—i{ Some of the heaviest were imported so late as the
*
month of June last.” I have previously replied to that, by stating that they are nothing of
the sort—that they are the lightest we have had, with the exception of the l( (xovernor
General,7 a very small engine which came out some time ago. I see so many things that I
have alluded to previously, repeated here, that I do not think it necessary to trouble tho
Committee with them. There is one other matter I wish to name. On page 23, Mr. Bell
says, “ In November, 1860, the Commissioner stated in his report that, from information ho
" bad received from the Engineer-in-Chief, the line to Bathurst would cost about £25 000 a
*
“ mile’ and that t0 Goulburn, £19,000. On the 9th July, 1861, my specification for a
" patent was referred to the Engineer-in-Cbief and another gentleman, to report npon. In
“ September last, a report and estimate, dated 31st July, (21 days after my specification
‘ was put m his bunds,) was laid before the House of Assembly, from the Engineer-in-Chief,
“ in which he reduced his length of tunnels on the Bathurst line, from five and a half miles
" to 143 yards—the projected earth-works in proportion.” Mr. Bell undoubtedly
wished to give an impression to the Assembly, at the time this paper was read in the
House, that I had never thought of making these cheap lines until he suggested the
adoption of steep gradients, and working them on his plans; and T may say that nothing
can shew more clearly Mr. Bell’s utter want of knowledge of the way of making estimates
than his assuming that I could make these estimates for the lines to Goulburn and Bathurst
in 21 d.ys. The fact is, these estimates were in hand nine months; and in February last,
long before Mr. Bell proposed his scheme, they were completed for the line to Goulburn, and
those for the Bathurst line in June. They had been in hand from the previous year. I
scarcely need assure the Committee that it was no suggestion of Mr. Bell’s that induced me
to make the estimates for these cheap lines.
368. As you are at this particular paragraph, will you explain how it was that you stated, in
your report on Mr. Bell’s plan, that any gradient severer thau 1 in 40 could not be worked,
and yet you have proposed gradients of 1 iu 20, in some instances, on the Bathurst line?
I never stated that they could not be worked, but that any gradient worse than 1 in 40 was
a bad gradient, and that almost any expense in works was preferable to making such
gradients; but there is no doubt 1 in 40 can be worked. Neither did I recommend, in my
report, that gradients of 1 in 20 should be worked on the Bathurst line. I stated that it
■
was not my intention to adopt worse gradients than 1 iu 30. The large item for contin
gencies in the Bathurst estimate is principally to improve these gradients from 1 in 20 to
1 in 80, which I have no doubt can be done. Mr. Bell also says, " The estimate of the
" Engineer-in-Chief does not provide for the bridge over the Nepean, aud is not included in
" the estimate of £10,000 per mile, nor have I allowed for it, having no data to rely upon.”
I may simply state that this bridge is included in the estimate of £10,000 a mile; and I
do not know that Mr. Bell has more data to rely upon for his estimates for lines throughout
the Colony thau he has for the bridge over the Nepean. If Mr. Bell has made estimates he
should shew, by statements of the quantities and prices of the works, that he is able to
perform the work; but to say that his estimate is made in a rough way, and that it is £2,000
or £3,000 a mile, is giving no reliable estimate at all. No reliable estimate can be made
until all the quantities are taken out, and I am not aware that Mr. Bell is in possession of
information that would justify him in saying he can make lines for £3,000 or £4,000 a mile.
369. Then you think no man is justified in making any estimate in a matter of this kind,
without making extensive surveys at his own expense? I simply say that no man is justified
in saying that he can do a thing unless he can prove that he has sufficient evidence to
warrant his assertion. Before a statement is made as to what can be done, sufficient informa
tion should be obtained to justify it.
370. Mr. Bell has given an estimate in his Addendum, at page 22, shewing how he proposes
to make his railways for the amounts he names? That includes simply a very inferior
permanent way.
- J
371. Is not such an estimate as this, for what you call a very inferior permanent way, as much
as you have a right to ask from a gentleman occupying the position that Mr. Bell' does in
relation to this matter ? It is not for me to ask; it is simply for the Committee to consider
whether such a proposition as this can be relied upon; and if I am called here to give evidence
upon it, 1 think it my duty to state my impression, and whether the lines can he made for
Mr. Bell's estimate or not. It is then for the Committee to decide what recommendation
they shall make to the House. I say that Mr. Bel! cannot construct these lines for what he
states, or anything approaching to it. The earth-works cannot be done away with, and large
bridges as well as small ones must be built; and for none of these has he provided. His
estimate, therefore, must be a mere guess; and if noticed at all, its effect must be to mislead •
it is not one on which any reliance can he placed as to the cost of railways throughout tlm
Colony, even on Mr. Bell’s own scheme. On page 23, in the " first ” paragraph enumerating
the advantages of his invention, Mr. Bell goes into the savings to be effected by reducing the
gradients on the Western line, consequently the distance to the length of the road. That
of course is on the assumption that Mr. Bell works the gradients now on the existing roads
c are one in oi^ht and one in six. It is hardly necessary that I should further
remark upon that, A little lower down, in the paragraph headed "secondly,” Mr. Bell
professes to quote from my reports, but he does not quote from them. “ Under the traction
.
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system on iron rails it is folly to attempt steeper gradients tban 1 in 40.” I do not say J- 'Whitton,
so; I simply say that a gradient of 1 in 40 is a bad gradient. I think I hare referred
C.E.
before to the estimate of tho cost of a line to Windsor, tvhich Mr. Bell proposed to take from
St. Mary’s, South Creek. I do not know whether this estimate here is intended to apply to If Deo'i 1861.
that line, but I find it stated that the estimate of the cost of this line from St. Mary’s to
Windsor is .£3,400 a mile, in opposition to a cost of £11,000 a mile for a line over a fair
average country; so that I assume that the line to Windsor is not a fair average country, as
.
the estimate is increased from £"2,000 to £3,400 a-mile.
372. Does not that include bridges and other necessary works? Yes, it appears it is to
include bridges. But surely on such an easy line as that to Windsor it is not necessary to
make gradients of 1 in 20 ; if it is, it cannot he the level country I have heard it described,
and which Mr. Bell says it is. But he says this gradient of 1 in 20 is for not more than
two huodred yards; if that be so, there is not an engine employed at present that could not
work it; therefore there is no necessity for making engines of a peculiar construction to
work a gradient of 1 in 20 for two hundred yards in length. I think it was understood
the last time the Committee met, that a section of the line was to be produced; if that were
here we could judge better of the character of the line. Mr. Bell also says, at page 24,
" It would shew that gradients of 1 in 20 could be profitably worked, and an additional
11 outlay of £200 would shew that gradients of 1 in 12 may be worked with great ease and
“ profit, and without the slightest risk or difficulty,” 1 do not know whether the £200 includes
the additional rail for working steep gradients, or not.
Mr. Bell also says, “ The country
“ could lose nothiug by the experiment being made upon this line; it is the host and choap“ est line that can be made to that town, whether railway or tramway, and supposing my
“ system were not approved, the line might be used as a tramway, and tbc severe gradient,
tf with a slight additional outlay, would be rendered easy for horse traction.”
Now I
certainly do not think you could ever work a line of that kind without ballast, by
horse traction.
An expenditure of something like £1,200 or £1,400 a-mile would
have to bo incurred to put it in a state to bo used even by horse traction.
The other
matters are simply, I think, repetitions of the previous evidence ; but on page 28there
is a note of Mr. Bell’s about
a train on the Blacktown line, winch, Mr. Bell says,
came to a stand on an incline of 1 in 90, and might have stood there yet had not
a ballast engine, belonging tn the contractors, come to the rescue, as he is pleased
to call it, or unless the train had been taken on in parts.
Now I am quite sure .
the Cnmmittce must sec the intention of that statement was to give no impression
that this engine was incapable of working a gradient of 1 in 90; a thing that is utterly
absurd, when we are working gradients of 1 in 06 every day. Mr. Bell might have
known that the engine was short of steam, and that engines will come to a dead stand on a
level when short of steam. No doubt that was the cause of its coming to a stknd on this
*
occasion.
373. By Mr. Dalgleish: Had you heard of a pack-horse engine previously to seeing these
drawings, or an^ engine answering the same purpose as this passenger car and engines?
Yes, such an engine was used in England on the Eastern Counties Railway many years ago;
and they have been used on several short branches in England; that is, a passenger carriage
combined with the engine.
374. The work I hold in my hand is Dempsey’s Practical Railway Engineer, and it gives a
description of engines calculated for the purpose of carrying passengers, together with the
coke and water for the engine—is that a " pack-horse ” engine, accepting that definition of
what we have been discussing—this passenger car and engine ? Yes, it answered precisely
the same purpose; the engine is combined with the carriage, and there is no carriage to be
detached. It was used in branch lines.
•
375. Are you alluding to the engine made fur the manager of the line ? The engine made
for Mr. Samuels, at the time he bad charge of the Eastern Counties line. The carriage was
on the same frame as the engine, and was used chiefly for inspecting the line. There are
other engines of that class—the " Fairfield ” and the " Enfield,” and several others made for
short branch lines, but not in use on any main line in England, and they never have been
so used.
376. Would the " Enfield,” as far as you know, answer tbc description of what Mr. Bell
describes as a “ pack-horse” engine, towing other carriages—that is the expression I think
Mr. Bell uses? Yes.
377. Does the "Enfield” carryout the same principle ? It carries out the same principle—
taking ouc carriage fixed in the same frame.
378. Perhaps you will allow me to quote from this work, which you must acknowledge to be
a work of the first class :—" The ' Enfield’ steam carriage worked the 10 a.in. passenger train
" from London to Ely, on 14th June, a distance of seventy-two miles, taking behind her
“ three of the ordinary carriages and two horse-boxes, and arrived at Ely eight minutes
“ before time, and the total consumption of fuel, including the getting up steam, was found to
“ be 8^ lbs. per mile.” Does that answer the description Mr. Bell has given of the “ packhorse” engine, drawing other carriages behind it? It is precisely tho same.
379. The first engine you have mentioned, namely, the " Express,” the little engine made for
Mr. Samuels, is stated to have ascended the Lickey incline—what is the gradient of the
Lickey incline? 1 in 37^.
380. You have stated that less than 1 in 40 is a bad gradient—ire you aware that a gra
dient of 1 in 27 is daily worked on the Manchester and Oldham line? Yes, that is worked
by the ordinary passenger engines working the general traffic of the railway. At the same
time I do not call that a good gradient. If it be necessary to make worse gradients than 1
in 40 they must be made, but there is more difficulty in working them.
v
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J. Whitton, 38T. What is the length of that gradient? I think from a mile to a mile and a half.
t
Esq., C.E. 382. The bad gradients yon speak of on the proposed line have generally a falling'gradicnl
r"—-A-“\ or a level immediately after the worst part of the gradient is passed? Yes.
‘
,~''L 1 "
17 Dee., 1861. 335, That is an advantage ? Yes.
■
■
i iJ i>*
384. It enables the engineer to work up the steam, so as to contend-with the nest difficulty ?
Yes; besides the impetus the train gets in descending.
.
"
1
f l!’ - ■ '
385. Could you give the Committee any idea of the effect produced by a.train .descending
an incline of 1 in 10, which I think Mr. Bell proposes to work in some instance:? ? : The
effect would be, that you would not have the slightest control over your train; the train must
run with increasing velocity so long as the incline continued.
■ •
> ; - I
386. Even if the wheels were skidded, thevelocity would iu crease according to tho length* of
the incline ? Yes, no doubt.
'
1
, ii'* us
.i
387. If the incline were of very considerable length, could you give us an’idea of what
velocity the train would attain? I think after attaining seventy or eighty miles an'hour the
train would run ofl the line.
*
1 t
■ ■ * ri i f 'i s*
388. Jit/ the Chairman : Am I to understand that a train would not stand on an incline of
1 in 7, wood upon wood? Not if the train is in motion when it comes-to 'the incline;;
and we are speaking of iron upon iron.
'
1
"
389. As I understood him, Mr. Bell expressed an opinion tliat it would rbe safe, with wood
upon wood, to have inclines of I in 7 ? We were speaking of :a train having to’descend
an incline of 1 in 10 on iron rails with iron wheels. With wooden rails I 'do" not th'iiik' it
would be at all safe to attempt to descend 1 in 10. Irrespective of the'difficulty of ^getting
up. 1 in 10, it is far more dangerous coming down it: I may also say that; Up incline of
1 in 10 can be worked to advantage with ordinary locomotive" traction■'■‘If yon work'ah
incline like that you must do it with stationary power. An engine can he* made, ho fdoubt^
to do it; but whether you succeed in doing it or not, it is of no use practically. ■ On^inliifo
of 1 in 10, with many severe curves, you would get down much better than on a straight
line, simply because of the resistance of the friction in coming down. 1 :1, '' '"v
390. By Mr. Dalgleish: It is stated in this report, which !take;from Dempsey YPractical
Railway Engineer, that passenger trains are conveyed by the Might1 of ■smalt ‘engines,1, and
that the trains'frequently consist of'one large first and second class carriage fdr fifty-eight
passengers, one third class carriage for forty passengers, one horse-box for three horseti'and
t one carriage truck; and that the average rate of speed is thirty miles an hour—Is thi^.'iit
* your opinion, certainly the same principle as Mr. Bell claims; namely, partly u pack-horaeu
and partly towing? Yes, precisely.
/ *■ '
'A 1 ‘iibui Jc n-Jv/ iJ
391. The only difference being that he adopts a continuous carriage where Mr','Bamuelk
adopts the ordinary passenger carriages, and the ordinary goods trucks for the' additional
weight he has to carry ? Yes, and with this difference also, that! understood-Mf. Beil’s
original statement to be that everything was to be-carried.
1
.: i d
d
392. By ike Chairman: Are engines on this principle at work in England ? ■ On short
lines.
1 ' '
v V , \ Li]393. On the same principle as Mr. Bell’s? Yes.
: 1
m , V
f i Ji ImlJ
394. Then there would be no difficuhy ip working them here ? If we had a branch linl to
work them on there would be no difficulty.
' '
;
1 -1
4 ('oil ^tt395. Is not the Windsor line a branch line? It is not made yet. ■
■■ c ' >r *1 .*'11'
396. It is to be made ? With engines and carriages of that description, the only thing leah
see in the whole affair is this, that Mr. Belt proposes to gain his adhesion by getting (lie
weight of the car upon the top of the engine ; and by that means the engine would ifdt be kb
useful for other purposes. It would never answer to employ a car like this upon a main dine,
and to unload from it all tho goods that may require to be left at each statidn,'instead of
dropping them in separate trucks as wo do upon an ordinary railway.' v'
’ :f
397. How do they do in England with the engines you have been speaking of ? YEnginea of
this kind arc never used for goods that I am aware of. If used alYalMt is as'passenger
carriages, and they may draw a horse-box or so behind them, but they do that the tame' as an
ordinary engine would.
r|
■ ,r ■' ■ ■ ■ A
M >Jl4398. Mr. Bell proposes, I think, on the easy gradients ouMhe line between Sydney and
Blacktown, to use goods tracks, such as are now in use, on the puroly tra'ctive principle—
to draw them behind the engine ? I do not see any advantage: inMbatru On all’lines the
engines are proportioned to the weights they have to take. If the line is to be opened from
Blacktown to Windsor as a locomotive line, as a matter of course engines will have to b'e
ordered of sufficient power to work tbe traffic on that branch.' ' I '-lip n i;:
( biuu^ isift
499, For instance, if the line from Windsor to Blacktown were on Mr. Bell’s principle,'he
states it would be easy to bring along the wagons that were required -to be sont-outo
Sydney by drawing them behind his engine ? 1 see no new system in that, nor an^ inrem
tion, nor even any new application of a principle.'
■
.i :
li'b
400. He does not claim, as far as I understand, anything new in respect i to drawing the
trucks behind the engine; but he proposes to construct a carriage; combining thc car with
the engine, and at the same time, along- the easy gradients, to draw other 'carriages; .if
necessary, behind the engine. If that is done in England why eonld if not be done hero ?
I do not say it cannot be done, but I do say it is not Mr. Bell’s system, i ^ . V >\ .cfh
401. By Mr. Dalgleish: As this is information that may be useful not only for th ^'Com
mittee but for the House, I will read a passage relating to the “Enfield” steam carriage, so that
it may appear in the evidence:—“The ‘Enfield’ is in steam 15 hours per day;-tho fire
“ being lighted about six in the morning, and drawn at ten o’clock-at night, i But of these
“15 hours it appears, by the return, that she is engaged running only 6 ■ hoars,i: the
“ remaining 10 being employed standing in the siding. It was found by experiment, that the
“ quantity of coke consumed standing was 32 lbs. per hour; and after deducting thikarid- the
. i , li> “ quantity
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quantity consumed petting up steam, it will appear that the actual consumption of coke
"running is under G lbs. per mile. It must also be particularly borne iu mind that this
"consumption of coke includes tbe total goods and coal traffic on the branch, amounting to
" 1,410 tons j viz , 109 tons of goods and 1,241 tons of coal.” That is this light engine
which performs the passenger traffic as well, and here is the fact detailed of her performance
on gradients, as you will find, of 1 in 60 ; and at the same time you will find the lightest
of these engines ascended the Lickey incline, which is 1 in 37^? X never said they were
not used on branch lines j 1 said they were used in England, but not as what you call
" pack-horse” engines.
402. By ike Chairman: In a previous part of your evidence you stated that with wood on
wood, in three months there would not be half the adhesion that there is with iron and iron ?
Yes; that is my impression.
403. Can you give your reason ? It would make tho surfaces perfectly polished.
404. Is it not customary to throw sand on the rails to prevent that? If you were to throw
sand on the wooden rails it would destroy the rails by producing abrasion j in addition to
which, I may say that wooden wheels would not last six months.
405. You aro aware that ironbark, of which it is proposed to make these wheels and rails, is
supposed to be peculiarly adapted for railway purposes ? It is peculiarly adapted for bridge
building; but I do not think it is peculiarly adapted for longitudinal timbers to be used in
place of iron rails.
406. Do they not in some parts of America use wooden rails for tramways? I do not know
that they do; it is just possible they do; I have seen ordinary timber put down for tram
ways myself, but only for temporary purposes.
407. You admit that ironbark, of all other woods, has peculiar qualities for such a purpose ?
Yes, it has; but it also has peculiar qualities for warping and twisting in all varieties of
shapes.
408. Not when it is seasoned ? I never saw any seasoned ironbark yet,.except from old
buildings. If there are any large works to be performed, it is not easy to get tbe ironbark
required, setting aside its being seasoned.
409. If you take tho sap oft' it will not warp and twist in the manner you speak of ? Yes;
I believe ironbark felled for two years, if you cut a slab off it will warp immediately.
410. Without tbc sap? "Without the sap.
411. By Mr. Sutherland: Is it not possible to cut ironbark so that it will remain as straight
as when standing in the bush ? I think it would be exceedingly difficult.
412. Is it not more in the way they cut the tree that makes it warp, than the nature of tbe
tree itself? I do not know that it is. It depends a great deal on the season of the year
when it is felled. But I am. speaking only of the ironbark I have seen in the country ; I
Lave had a good deal of experience of it, and I have never seen a piece, excepting very large
scantlings, that would remain straight.
413. By Mr. Balglcish : When you speak of its not being seasoned, you allude to tho fact
that it is not kept in stock by the timber dealers ? Yes.
414. So thatjt is impossible to get it unless it is ordered and cut for the occasion ? Yes.
416. How long does it require to season ironbark ? I do not know ; many years.
416. It is a very dense wood, and therefore takes long in seasoning ? Yes.
417. By the Chairman: Is there any great difficulty in cutting down ironbark in time to let
it season ? I do not see any difficulty in doing it, but I do not see by whom it is to be done.
If tbe Government intended constructing tbe works themselves they might cut it; but they
would have long to wait before it was seasoned. In some parts of the country there is no
ironbark to be had.
418. In those parts arc there not other woods as well adapted for railway purposes ? I do
not think there aro any so well adapted, but other woods might be used. Ironbark has
another defect in addition to want of seasoning, that before it becomes seasoned it is split
considerably.
419. By Mr. Sutlterland: You stated that a train running down n gradient of 1 in 10
would go at tho rate of SO or 100 miles an hour, and then go off the rail ? No; 1 said, if
the train arrived at a velocity of SO miles an hour, it would not stop on the line; but I did
not say it would arrive at that velocity.
420. Mr. Bell proposes to go up and down by small wheels; would these small wheels gain
the same velocity as large four or five feet wheels ? There would only be the friction less ;
that would bo something less; but any train coming down an incline of 1 in 10 must gain in
velocity, and I do not believe any breaks can be invented to prevent a train, after having
arrived at a certain rale of motion on the top of an incline, from gaining great velocity iu
going down.
421. Supposing it was going three miles an hour when it came on the incline, do you think
no breaks could lie invented that could keep it at that ? I do not think so.
422. By Mr. Dalgleish: Can a break do anything more tban lock the wheels ? No; I am
satisfied that to work an incline of 1 in 10 would bo extremely dangerous; and I am sure
any person understanding the subject would never attempt to go down 1 in 10.
423. By Mr. Sutherland: I do not think Mr. Bell proposes to do so—I think he only said
it was possible to do it ? It would be possible to get up an incline of 1 in 10, but the work
done would be so little that the line would be practically useless, setting aside tbe danger
of coming down it.
424. You state that the present engines would work 1 in 20 ? Yes, for a distance of 200
yards, which Mr. Bell says he has got on that line; because I assiune that the velocity
attained before they came to tbe 200 yards would take them over it, even without steam, or
very little steam.
215—G
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J. Wiiitfon, 425, How is it they so often stop on the present line ? Simply from being short of steam,
Esq,, O.E. or froin tke engines being weighted with a load they were never intended to carry. If an1
engine he ordered to do a certain amount of work, and they ioad the engine with donblc tho
17 Dec., 18G1. weight, of course it is to be expected that it will not be able to take it. In numerous cases,particularly on the Blacktown line, it has arisen from the bad quality of the water3 the
engine frequently can make no steam at all; and a stoppage takes place in consequence, not
of a deficiency in tbe power of the engine, but simply because there is no steam in it.
420. And tho want of steam is not the result of the neglect of the party in charge, but of
the peculiar quality of the water made use of ? Tes, that has been so on the Blacktown
line, from the bad quality of the water they get about a mile and a half or two miles on this
side the Blacktown Station. Cases do arise where the fault is attributable to tbe driver, in
allowing his steam to get too low in the boiler.
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Mr. ARNOLD,
Mr. DALGLEISH,

’

JOHN BOWIE WILSON,

Mr. FORSTER,
Mr. SUTHERLAND.
Esq., in the Chair.

Edward Bell, Esq., C.E., present in the room.
John Whitton, Esq., Enginccr-in-Chicf for Railways, further examined :—
J. Whitton, 427. ]}y the Chairman: If you will be kind enough to look to the commencement of your
Esq., C.E. fornicr CTi4ence (question 266), you will see you were asked to give the Committee your
opinion of Mr. Bell’s invention, and his proposal. Now, as far as I can understand, you have
IS Jan., 1862, g0ne
^at portion of it which applies to the wooden rails, but I do not think you have
explicitly given your opinion of the invention as a whole ? One portion of it is no invention
at all, with regard to tbe wooden rails. Tbe other may be an invention, but I think it is
useless—that is, with reference to the wooden wheels. Wooden rails, no doubt, were used
by Prosser j and they have been proposed by Mr. Shields, in this Colony, and also by
Captain Mann.
428. Ton have no means of ascertaining whether they proposed to have wooden wheels or
not? No.
429. Consequently, so far as the wooden wheels go, Mr. Bell’s plan appears to be new so
far as we have any information ? Yes, so far as I know, for locomotive purposes they are.
430. As far as I understand this invention, there seem to bo two ideas—that of having tho
propelling wheels of wood, running on wooden rails, but tho carriage and truck wheels of
iron, running on iron rails? Yes, that I believe is the proposition.
431. That is new also, is it not ? That, I believe, is new.
^
_
432. Do you not think that portion of the invention would facilitate the working of it ? I
do not. I do not believe the wooden wheels would be found to be of the slightest use after
a few months’ running on wooden rails.
_
_
.
433. From the circumstance of only the propelling wheels being of wood, running upon
wood, there is not the same probability of great wear and tear on the wooden rails, as if the
whole train were running on the wooden rails? I think neither the wooden rails nor the
wooden wheels would last any length of time, and I do not believe there would be the same
amount of adhesion, which is what Mr. Bell seeks to obtain by their use, after they had been
in use three months, as there is, on the present plan, between iron and iron. ^
434. Not even with the assistance of sand thrown on the rails ? I do not think so.
435. You have not exactly answered my question. I could easily understand that there
would be some force in your argument, provided all the wheels ran on the wooden rails, but
as tbe propelling wheels are the only wheels to run wood npon wood, thero will not he tho
same wear and tear as if all the wheels of the train were working upon wood ? I think
there will, for the weight on the propelling wheels must be much greater than that of any
other wheels in the train; and it is the extreme weight which causes destruction to rails
and tires.
,
436. Do you think there would be a very great amount of destruction on the wooden rail,
from tbe wooden wheels running in tbe centre of a block of wood? I think so. I think
not only the rail would be destroyed, but tbe wheel would be destroyed. At all events, I
am thoroughly satisfied that there never could be tbe same utility in a wooden wheel that
there is in an iron wheel, and I believe that the expense of working upon that system would
be very much in excess of working with iron wheels on iron rails. With regard to this matter,
perhaps I may be allowed to make a statement with reference to the wooden rails and
wooden wheels. Mr. Bell invented, as he states, the wooden rail and wooden wheel, aod
claimed and obtained a patent for the wooden wheel. A model was made of it, and Mr.
Bell lectured on it for some time at tbe School of Arts. He had also so much confidence in
it that he asked the Government for £25,000 to try this invention. Not obtaining tbe
£25,000 for the purpose, Mr. Bell, as I understand, abandoned it himself entirely, and now
claims another patent.
437. I do not think Mr. Bell ever explicitly stated to the Government what plan he
intended to adopt for the experiment you speak of, and I understood him to say in his
evidence

j
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evidence that it was not tbe wooden wheel and wooden rail ? I think in one of Mr. Bell’s J, Whitton,
letters he states it is to use wooden rails and wooden wheels. At all events, whether that Esq., O.E.
be so or not, it seems to me that the wooden rail and wooden wheel invention has hecn
15 Jan., 186&
entirely abandoned.
438. As far as I understand Mr. Bell’s own proposal, he intended to use these wooden
wheels and wooden rails on very severe gradients; but on the lino he proposed to the
Government to make, there were to be no very severe gradients, and I do not think he
explicitly stated which of his inventions or improvements he intended to adopt, and he states
himself in his evidence that it was another plan he intended to adopt on that line,
namely, what he calls the 11 pack-horse ” system ? At the time that application was made,
the wooden wheeland wooden rail system was the only one before the Government
or the public, aud Mr. Bell’s proposition was to work very severe gradients with safety,
with locomotive engines, so that it would have been useless for him to have experimented
on a line on which there were no severe gradients. If this was not the system he
intended to adopt, Mr. Bell’s letters led the Government to believe that it was, and
he could scarcely
have expected that a large sum of money would be placed at his
disposal, to be expended on the trial of a scheme which had not been disclosed. I
find in Mr. Bell’s letter of the 8th March, which was referred to me for report, he said
that the Government had a right to expect some explanation from him, as to what he
proposed to do; first, as to “ the practicability of ascending and descending severe gradients
by means of locomotive engines with safety”; and, “ second, the effect produced upon the
wooden ways and wheels by working upon my plan.” I think it is clear from that, that at
that time, Mr. Bell intended to use wooden wheels and wooden rails; but now it seems that
since the £25,000 were refused, Mr. Boll has entirely abandoned bis original scheme, or at
all events, be has substituted an entirely distinct and different one.
439. If you look at Mr. Bell’s evidence—I cannot exactly put my hand on the place at
present—you will see that Mr. Bell, to a certain extent, intended to combine the two schemes;
and he states that, not having received a patent for one of them, he did not state what that
was, and he enters into some reasons for not having done so? As I stated in my former
evidence, the difficulty with me was, to know what Mr. Bell intended, for he had made so
many propositions that it was impossible to give evidence upon them, not having before me
any definite proposal. I think there is no question, from this letter of the 8th March, that
at the time he applied to the Government he proposed to use wooden rails and wooden wheels.
440. I think we are bound to take Mr. Bell’s contradiction of that, for he states in his
evidence that that was not his intention ? Mr. Bell’s letter to the Government, which was
all they bad before them at that time, says nothing about iron rails or iron wheels, but
simply wooden rails and wooden wheels. In referring to this plan of Mr. Bell’s, I simply
wish to point out to tho Committee, that Mr. Bell himself could have had very little
confidence in the system be then proposed, when he so soon abandoned it after the Govern
ment declined to give him £25,000 to try it.
441. You did not ask Mr. Bell to enter fully and explicitly into his plans before tbe
Government declined to accede to his proposition? Ko, I asked for nothing; but what I
saw in the letter spoke only of wooden wheels and wooden rails.
442. Be kind enough to turn to question 280 of your evidence. You allude there to Mr.
Bell’s having stated that locomotives on an ordinary road have overcome gradients of 1 in
12, but admitting such to be the case, you think it would bo impracticable on railways to
overcome that gradient? I do not say it would be impracticable, but that even if he suc
ceeded in surmounting a gradient of 1 in 12 it would be practically useless ; and I also say,
in the answer you allude to, that Mr. Bell might just as well have alluded to rope traction
or to bullock drays working inclines of 1 in 4. I have no doubt there are many instances
on tho roads of the Colony where bullock drays work inclines of 1 in 6. I refer to that in
consequence of Mr. Bell having stated that an engine he was acquainted with worked an
incline of 1 in 12 on a common road.
443. I have always understood that it is easier to work steep gradients on an iron rail than
on a common road? It is just the reverse.
444. Why is it then that they have laid tramways at the steep ascents from wharves in
Sydney ? That is with horse traction; they would not be able to work them with locomo
tives at all. There is less friction, as a matter of course, on an iron raji, but you have got
horse power. It is not as though you had to work with the adhesion between iron and iron,
With a locomotive engine. No doubt the friction is decreased considerably with iron rails
instead of a common road.
445. And supposing you got sufficient adhesion, of course it would be easier to ascend a
steep gradient on an iron rail than on a common road? If you have sufficient adhesion and
sufficient power to get up.
446. Provided you had sufficient adhesion, the same power would take you up a steeper
gradient on an iron rail than on a common road ? There is less friction, of course; the
same power would take you up a steeper gradient.
447. Jiy Mr. Dalgleish: Bo you consider that your answer to that question in any way
favours the idea that these gradients would be practicable? Certainly not.
448. With regard to a horse working on a common macadamized road, where the wheels run
on a plate or rail, is that in any way analogous to a locomotive working on common roads ?
Not in the slightest
449. Is the power to be calculated by the same rule ? Certainly not.
450. By the Chairman (at the request of Mr. Bell) : In stating that the friction would be
decreased upon an iron way, what friction did you allude to ? I allude simply to the
friction of the wheel against the macadamized road,

451.
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451, The driving wheel ?

Not the driving, wheel, certainly. I am assuming that you aro
taking a ](ja(j Up an incline by horse power, and I say there is less friction on an iron rail,
with horse power, than there wonld be on a macadamized road. There is less resistance on
j.],,, iron raii (.]jan ^ ^],e common road.
452. The engine Mr. Bell alludes to had four wheels, and the carriage that was drawn had
four wheels, that made four pairs of wheels, of which one pair only on tho leading engine
were driven by steam power, the other three pairs of wheels being led or driven exactly as
if a horse drew them—would not the resistance to these three pairs of wheels, not coupled
to the engines, be much greater in going up that hill on tho common road than- it
would have been if it had gone up on an iron way ? There cannot be two opinions about
it. No doubt there is far loss resistance on an iron rail than on an ordinary macadamized

453. Would you not infer from that, that the engine would have more work to do than if
these wheels had been drawing up an iron rail ? No doubt. .
■
,
454. In that case the test of power to ascend inclines of I jn 12 would bo much more
severe than if any or all of the wheels had been going up an iron rail ? I think it would
be better, before going into this question, that the engine should be described.
455. Any engine with four wheels put on a common road, as it might be if the flange were
out off ? It is discussing a thing that can never be adopted in practice..
456. By the Chairman ; The next subject I wish to ask some explanation of is with regard
to this new proposition of Mr. Bell's, the second proposition—the “ pack-horse” system.
You will find it alluded to in questions 345, onwards. I think in different parts of your
evidence, if I read it correctly, you stated that this system is not in vogue in America; and
then afterwards you admit that it is in use on branch lines in America; and also, as Mr.
Bell says, that the “ Enfield” engine goes on main trunk lines in England ? So far ns I
am aware, it is only used in America on branch lines for passenger traffio. With regard to
tho " Enfield,” I am not aware that it is used on a main trunk lino, or if it be, it is simply a
carriage combined with an engine for tho purpose of taking a small number of passengers.
457. Mr. Dalgleish, in asking you a question (378),said that this engine worked a passenger
train, on a particular day, from London to Ely, a distance of 72 miles? That may nave
been an experiment, but I do not believe the passenger trains were generally run with that
description of engine.
453. You cannot state whether the experiment was a failure or not? I do not ttunK it
possible it could have been a failure. I think an engine combined with a carnage can
work just as well as an engine not combined; but for main trunk lines such combined
engines would be extremely inconvenient, because as soon as you had got beyond the number
of passengers ono of them could take, you would have to supply another engine.and another
carriage. The great convenience of working engines and carriages separately is, that you
can supply carriages or take them off as required,
_
459. Commencing at question 425, at the end of the examination, there are some questions
asked which I should like to have some explanation of, with regard to the various qualities
of water from different localities, aud its capability of producing steam ? I think it is
perfectly intelligible to anyone accustomed to working railways. We know that.water may
contain certain ingredients, alum, or lime, or salt, and when these are present it is almost
impossible to got sufficient steam. The engines " prime,” that is,, instead of pure steam
going into the cylinders, water is also admitted, and if the ongine-dnvers are not very
careful, the cylinder covers will be knocked off. It is quite well known that water obtained
at certain places is perfectly nsolcss. For instance, there is no water fit for engines between
Menangle and the lagoons beyond Picton.
.
. ,
460. Will not the water boil 7 It will, but it makes impure steam, or that water is carried
with the steam into the cylinders.
...
.
.
461. What is the reason of it? The reason simply is that it is impure water, or water
mixed with salt or alum—what is generally called hero brackish water. _
.
462. They use sea water ? So they do, but it is a different description of engine, made
purposely for it.
.
.
, w
463. By Mr. Dalgleish: Have you much knowledge of marine engines? JNo.
464. You ore not aware that they are frequently in the habit of priming? I am not aware
of it; but I should be surprised if they did not.
465. Bathe Chairman; I can easily imagine that the boilers would be coated with the
saline matters contained in the water, and that in that way the heat would he prevented
from fully getting to the water, but I was certainly under the idea that if the water boiled it
would generate steam ? It docs; but it generates impure steam. On the Blacktown line I
have seen an engine perfectly wtiite, as if it had been whitewashed, with the priming or
water that has come out of the cylinders. If an engine were in good working order, and
were to take in bad water, it would work very unsatisfactory, and probably be compelled to
.406. These are principally earthy matters?. Yes; but this water has not been analyzed,
that I am aware of, but the water is easily tested.
_
.
, , .
467. Practically tested yon mean? Yes. It is always water that is offensive to drink.
The best construction of locomotive would prime if foul water be used.
.
468. By Mr. Dalgleish: What bearing were tbe wooden wheels that have been spoken of to
have upon the wooden rails? I think^Mr. Bell said be proposed to give them a bearing of
five inches, but that it eonld easily be extended to eight or nine inches. • _
469. If tbe driving wheels of a locomotive had five inches continuous bearing on.the rail,
wbat would be the effect on requiring the engine to go round curves—would it keep the line?
I do not believe it would, unless some very strong arrangement were made to twist tbe

,
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engine round the curves, in the shape of guard wheels. The present leading tires would not J. Whitton,
■Iceep them on the rail.
■Es^,’
470. What would he the effect on the wheels themselves, in forcing them to slip from these
five inches of bearing to adapt themselves to the curve? The effect would be to twist the
wheels or the axles.
471. Would the axles require to be of extra strength? I think they would; but I am
quite satisfied they would not1 run on a curve if made with a bearing of five inches; of course
I mean curves of small radius.
472. The present system, by the wheels giving a minimum surface of bearing to the rail,
iind also by being conical, is better adapted to take the curves ? Yes, no doubt it is; they run
*
■on a point ns nearly as possible; a very small bearing surface.
*
473. There is compensation allowed for the curves by that means? Yes.
'474/Could the same effect be obtained from woodeu wheels with five inches of continuous
bearing ? No, it could not.
1
■ '
475. Would tbe two wheels with the axle be equivalent and similar in every respect to a
-continuous roller of that diameter ? Yes, of that diameter and tho same width of surface.
476. And the same difficulty would exist iu regard to ono going round a curve as iu regard
■to the other? Yes.
477. In your opinion would that be a fatal objection to the use of wooden wheels ? That
alone would be a fatal objection, if there wore no other, unless some arrangement were made
by which these wheels could bo continually lifted and twisted round the curves.
478. Would i not tho greater adhesion that Mr. Bell assumes he will obtain from working
wood upon wood bo an additional objection to tho proposition to take these wheels round
curves? No doubt it would be an additional objection. It would bo more difficult to get
round if there is more friction.
'479.’.It would be more difficult to twist it round the curve ? Yes, on the assumption that
'there is more adhesion.
,
480. ' What effect would this tortion, I think I may call it, have on the wooden rails? I
think it would destroy tho fibre of the wooden rail.
481. Does it to some extent destroy the fibre of iron rails ? Yes.
'482. -The effect on wood would bo proportionally greater ? Yes; I have no doubt it would
destroy the fibre of tho wood by the weight there must bo on the driving wheels, and by
suddenly twisting them round curves.
'483. With regard to question 235, Mr. Bell refers to an engine for working on a common
road—'is that usually known as aUecomotive engine? Of course all engines that movc,are
in one sense locomotive engines, but the term locomotive is generally applied only to those
■that run on railways.
■USd/Ts^t usual to work these engines on the roads with crank axles in the ordinary way,
or by tooth gear ? I do not know what the general custom is; they have boon worked both
■ways/I believc.
"
^SS.^This engine is stated to bo a locomotive weighing seven tons, drawing seven tons up
'1 in '12 dnJa common road—do you think an engine of that description could be worked
\vithVcrank on a common road? Mr. Bell states that it did; and, in tho absonce of any
evidence to the contrary, I should be sorry to say it did not,
*486. The greater portion of the weight would come on the crank axle ? It would.
J487. ‘And the concussion of the engine itself would be much greater than that of a locomo■tive on rails? No doubt, working on a common road.
*488/80 that it wonld require to be of immense strength—much stronger in proportion than
the crank of an ordinary locomotive ? I think it would. There would bo more likelihood
W its being damaged running on the common road, from the inequalities of the surface, than
on a ordinary railway.
489/ Had.the public any reason to imagine that Mr. Bell was in possession of any other
plan than the one he prepared and lectured on at the School of Arts ? I am not aware
fthat;they had• Iliad not. ' .
.
. i
*
490, The G-overnmeot were not aware of any other ? Not that I know of. I had no know
ledge of nor did I see any documents connected with any other proposition.
QyirBy ikt Chairman (at the request of Mr, Bell): With reference to the bad quality of
the water affecting the steam, will not all fresh waters make steam ? Tho waters I referred
fto‘are not fresh waters; they are brackish. Everyone connected with railways knows that
engines will prime, and wbat is the cause of it? Tho thing is so palpable that I think I
‘have given a sufficient answer already.
492.1 Will hot two different waters of the same specific gravity, if put into a boiler, make
steam alike, the one as well as the other ? If the water is of the same quality no doubt
^they will.' It is a matter of fact, that on the Blacktown line wo have had engines detained
S>ver and over again-iu consequence of the bad quality of the water.
493. .If two waters are of the same specific gravity, will they not boil and make steam as
quickly as-cach other ?! They may contain. something. extremely prejudicial, although of
the same specific gravity.
\
...
-■
494Mrthe specific-gravity is alike, will they not boil at the same temperature? I have
no doubt they will.
' ■■ i = •
*
495. And assuming that they would boil at tho same temperature, they would steam as
Hpidly-?! No doubt; ■" ■
496. Is the quality of the water at Blacktown so bad as to make an important difference in
^he" steam mg power of the boilers? It is so bad that rather than use it we now run an
■
engine from tbe junction at Parramatta to Liverpool to fetch water. It is not a matter of
'opinion at all; it is a matter of fact that can be ascertained from any of the drivers.

497.
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J. Whitton, 497! Is your knowledge of it derived from your owu observation ? I have seen the engines
.Esq,, ,E. prjm0j an4 j jjave ]ja4 freqUent reports about the bad quality of the water.
498. Have you had reports that the water will not steam ? No, but I have had reports
.15 Jap., 1862,
panuot run the trains with the water.
499. Arc there not 95 lbs. rails in use on the railway? No; I have never seen 95 lbs.
rails in the Colony. There is not a rail that I am aware of that is more than 75 lbs.
500. Are you aware what the weight of tbe Barlow rail was ?■ 75 lbs.
501. Did you not introduce a heavier rail than the Barlow rail when you introduced the
double-headed rail ? No.
*
502. What depth of ballast is it usual to put ou the rails here ? Sometimes two feet,
sometimes twenty-one inches, sometimes eighteen inches, and sometimes only twelve inches.
503. Twelve inches is the lowest? I never put as little as twelve inches; eighteen inches
■is the least I ever put.
504. The use of the ballast is to bed the sleepers and keep them in their places? It is for
another very important purpose, the purpose of drainage.
_
505. And for foundation ? Unquestionably. The system we aro adopting now is, to pitch
the whole formation from side to side with large stones to an average depth of seven inches;
over that wc put five inches of stone, broken to a 3-inch gauge; on the top of that wo lay
the sleepers; and on the top of these, eight or nine inches more of broken stone.
506. Is it indispensable you should have broken stone to use for ballast? Broken stone
makes the best kind of ballast, and costs far less for maintenance, with the exception of good
gravel, which wc cannot get here.
_
507. On a line where you would have a good gravel surface all along, you might use that
for ballast, without going to any other expense ? I have not seen any part where there is a
good gravel surface.
_
508. Have you been over the direct line between St. Mary’s, South Creek, and Windsor ? No.
509. Supposing a section of country could be found where the gradients were not steeper
than 1 in 20, and that it is' possible to work gradients ofl in 20, a railway might he made
there without any cuttings dr embankments at all ? I do not think any portion of the
country you can find will shew gradients no worse than 1 in 20 without embankments or cut
tings. If Mr. Bell hassuoh a section, I should very much like to see it. If you can form a line
on the surface of the country, of course there is no occasion then for cuttings or embankments.
[j)/}’.

Bell produced a section of his proposed line between St. Marfs, South Creek,
and Windsor.]

510. With reference to the latter part of your answer to question 303, I think you have
stated that the line from Blacktown to Windsor is eleven or twelve miles? About twelve
miles, probabl^ a little more.
_
511. And it is eight miles from St, Mary’s to Blacktown? It is more than eight miles. ^
512. Then if it is eight miles from St. Mary’s to Blacktown, and Mr. Bell’s line is ten miles
long, he would require eighteen miles of railway to travel from Blacktown to Windsor, but
he would only require to make ten, tho other being already made ? Tes. ^
513. Then assuming that Mr. Bell's ten miles can be made at £2,000 a mile, the cost would
he £20,000 ? Mr. Boll may assume such a thing, I would not.
514. Suppose it possible ? I cannot suppose such a thing.
. . ,
.
T
515. What is the estimate of'the line from Blacktown to Windsor ? The original estimate 1
have already stated distinctly.
516. £7,000 a mile? Yes.
517. But you stated that it would require alteration to get over higher floods ? Yes, and
I also stated that by working steeper gradients the cost might he reduced.
518. Are you aware to what height the flood rose last ? It rose to the toll-house at the
519.^To the eaves of the toll-house?

Not quite to the eaves of the toll-house.

I passed

over a few days after and saw tbe mark on the wall.
_
_
a n <> r i
520. Then the lowest estimate of the line from Blacktown to Windsor is £84,000 ? I have
not said so; I have said the expense might be reduced by making the gradients steeper.
521. Your last survey is the only one on which you have formed an estimate? Yes.
522.’ That is £84,000 ? Yes, £7,000 a mile.
523. Then if Mr. Bell Can construct his line from St. Mary’s, South Creek, to Windsor, tor
£20,000, there will he a saving of £64,000 ?■ I do not think Mr. Bell can do anything of
the kind. He might, with the same reason, assume that he could construct the line from
Blacktown to Windsor for £2,000 a mile, as well as the one from St. Mary’s, South Creek.
524. At question 332 you state that "the tractive force required to move thirty-six tons up a
gradient of 1 in 20 is 4,392 lbs.”—Is that arbitrary ? That is the force required to move
thirty-six tons up an incline of 1 in 20.
.
525. At what speed ? That is the force required merely tomove it; the speed would he in
addition.
,
,
526. You say," taking the steam pressure at 80 lbs. to the square inch —what is the
meaning of that ? If you calculate the power of an engine you must assume a steam
pre«sure of something.
.
j
on
527. Am I to understand that it requires a pressure of 4,392 lbs. on the pistons to draw 36
tons up 1 in 20 ? That is the force on the whole.
_
_
_
528. From the steam ? From the steam. It is a calculation with a certain sized wheel,
and a 16-inch crank I think it was.
529. Is 4,392 lbs. the pressure of steam upon the piston required fo draw 36 tons up a
gradient of 1 in 20 ? 1 said the tractive force required to draw 36 tons up that gradient
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is 4,392 lbs. This answer has nothing whatever to do with the steam. It does not matter J. Whitton,
how the tractive force is supplied. The 80 lbs. of steam pressure is in allusion to what I Esq., O.E.
calculated Mr. Bell's engines at. I take the steam pressure on Mr. Bell’s cylinders at 80 lbs.
15 Jan., 18G2.'
to the square inch, and upon that I calculate the power of his engines at 3,080 lbs.
530. Are you not aware that Mr. Bell does not require the tractive force at alt—that he is
going to carry the load ? It does not matter whether he carries it or not—that amount of
force must still be supplied. 4,392 lbs. is the force required to take 36 tons up an incline
of 1 in 20.
531. To start it? Yes.
532. And you say that to take it up 1 in 10 would require a steam power of 8,424 lbs. ?
Yes.
633. Whereas Mr. Bell’s engines have only 3,080 lbs. ? Yes.
534. What is the diameter of your cylinders? We have nothing less than 14 inches; the
smallest are 14 inches, and the largest 16 inches.
535. Is tbe maximum pressure 80 lbs. to the square inch? No, tbe maximum is 150 lbs.,
and the average is 130 lbs. to 140 lbs. It depends upon the condition of tbe engine.
[Mr. Dalgleish objected to the coarse of examination.
to withdraw.

Committee deliberated.

Witness and Mr. Bell requested

Witness recalled.^

536. If Mr. Bell’s engines, with a pressure of 80 lbs. to the square inch, give a tractive force
of 3,080 lbs,, with a pressure of 150 lbs. they would give something like 6,000 lbs. to work
with ? No, it is impossible to get anything like 150 lbs. into tbe cylinders, because, though
the steam is admitted at a certain pressure, it is something less by the time it gets to the
cylinders, and, as the engines work expansively, the pressure is not more than 80 lbs.—in
fact, that is a high average.
537. If he has 3,080 lbs. with one pressure, he would have nearly 6,000 lbs. with the other ?
No doubt; but I may state that with ordinary locomotive boilers you would not get that
pressure, to be safe to work with, for any length of time.
538. I think you are aware that Mr, Bell proposes to decrease the speed—that he does not
propose to run at a high speed ? I think the speed was to be 12 miles an hour.
539. Your engines run now at much quicker speeds? Yes.
540. And you will admit that the quicker the engines run tbe less pressure of steam there
is in the cylinders ? Yes.
541. They even run so fast at times that there is'a pressure against you? We do not run
at that speed here.
542. However, the slower the pistons travel, the more effect the pressure of steam has upon
them ? Yes, all other things being equal.
543. If you employ 16-inch cylinders on your engines to turn a 5-feet whdel, or a series
of 5-feet wheels, and you could take a certain lead up a gradient of 1 in 20, with the
steam power so applied, or you could not take it up, and assuming that you had sufficient
grip on the rail, and not sufficient steam power, if you employ a wheel of half tho diameter
with tho same sized cylinders, would you not double the power to propel the train, provided
you had sufficient grip? Yes, you would increase the power undoubtedly with the sameengine.
■
.
544. That is, a wheel half the size, with the same steam power applied to it, would, with
sufficient adhesion, ascend double the gradient that a 5-feet wheel would ? It would have
double the power, no doubt; but 1 do not see that that has any reference to tbe engine that
Mr. Bell proposes to use, because his engine was taken with as small a wheel as he could
reasonably propose to work. In fact, I think I took the size from his drawing.
545. You are aware that Mr. Bell proposes to use wheels of two or three sizes ? Yes.
546. The smaller wheels on the severer gradients, and the larger wheels on the level places
and easy gradients ? That, I believe, is the proposition.
547. Do you think that practicable or useful ? It is practicable, no doubt; but I do not
think there is any use in constructing railways with very bad gradients, for the purpose of
inventing a machine to overcome gradients that are practically useless. It is creating
two difficulties; first, making gradients that never can be worked economically or
advantageously, and next, endeavouring to work them by an extraordinary kind of machine.
548. _ Supposing the machine was first proved to be useful, in ascending or descending these
gradients, then it would be wise to make the railway, would it not? You may assume all
these things no doubt; but I do not see myself that a small wheel would be of any more use
in coining down inclines than a large wheel; and it is in coming down that the greater
danger consists.
549. Do you not think that the load has less power over a small wheel in descending an
incline tban it has over a large wheel, assuming there is grip? It has greater power over a
large wheel than over a small wheel.
550. And it is possible to attain a speed with a large wheel that is not possible with a small
wheel ? Yes.
♦
551. Consequently, the small wheel on severe gradients is good in principle ? No doubt, to
a certain extent; but these gradients may be carried so far as to make both useless.
552. It is matter of opinion where danger begins and safety ends? It, is a matter of
experience probably.
'
553. Matter of opinion derived from experience ? I think experience, so far as America is
concerned, goes to show that these steep gradients are not advantageous, and that they are
only used until they can make more perfect ones, simply to get tlie line open.
You are aware that Mi\ Bell proposes to'pufr the"large wheels on the same axles as the
small ones? Yes.
■"
'
'
555.
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J. Whitton, 555. And to apply the breaks on tbe large wheels as a moans of controlling tbe small
Esq., C.E. Tytieeis p That would have no effect whatever, because you can only skid the wheel, the same
*---- \ on tbc large wheel as on tbe small one.
_
15 Jan., 1SC2. 55@. The break would have greater influence with tbe same pressure, when exorcised on a
largewiicel to curb a small one ? But at the same time it might be applied to tbe small
wheels without having a break to skid the large wheels.
657. Do not you think it safer to apply the break to the large wheel, while it is there, and
so decrease the liability to extraordinary strain on the break; tho less the strain ou the
break the less danger of its breaking ? No doubt it would be safer.
658. In your answer to question 340 you seem to think Mr. Bell’s "pack-horse” system
would be liable to the same disadvantage as getting goods out of the hold of a vessel. You
are aware that from the hold of a vessel the goods have to he drawn up and lifted over the
ship’s side on to the wharf ? Yes.
559. In this case, the floor of the truck would be about level with the stage of the station,
consequently the goods would be much more easily moved out of the carriages than out of
the hold of a vessel? The allusion to the hold of a vessel was simply with reference to the
goods being placed one over another, and iu order to get goods for intermediate stations it
would often bo necessary to shift others and reload them.
5G0. You are aware that Mr. Bell proposes with his loaded pack-horse engines, to draw trucks
with goods behind them until the hilly country begins, and these trucks might be left at
the intermediate stations, for instance, between here and tbe Nepean, and it is not likely
there will be many intermediate stations between Penrith and Bathurst ? I do not know;
there may bo a good many at some future time.
561. Do'you not think each of these might claim a car to itself—might not a load bo dis
patched to each of these stations ? I do not think so. To ran an engine with one truck
to each intermediate station would be extremely inconvenient,
562. Mr. Bell proposes to load an engine to go to Bathurst, and to draw some trucks behind
it as far as the gradients are easy—do you think that would be practicable ? Yes, but I see
nothing new iu that as a system.
563. At any rate, Bathurst would require a loaded car to itself, carrying 20 or 30
tons? I should bo very sorry to recommend a railway to Bathurst, uuless I thought there
was far more traffic than one or two " pack-horse” engines would take.
504. These engines may be made to be attached and detached from the ears at convenience ?
No doubt.
*
565. Then the two engines which had just brought up one loaded truck to Bathurst might
be put under another truck which had been loaded with care and attention to getting the
goods out ? 1 think if the engines arc to be moved about a line in that way, there would
have to b'e some alteration in them, for I do not believe they would run by themselves,
566. If tbe engines are correctly proportioned and will run by themselves, they may be
taken out? Yes, and then you would have to leave the car suspended in some way.
567. Mr. Bell proposes to lift the cars by hydraulic pressure ? Any weight can be lifted
by hydraulic pressure.
568. It is cheap and effective ? It is cheap and effective, bat whether it would be applic
able to this purpose is doubtful.
[A plan of the engines proposed hy Mr. Bell teas here placed on the tulle, and
after some conversation with reference thereto, the examination was resumed.]

*

669. You have no doubt that engines might be made which wonld run safely detached from
these bodies, and so that they might he attached and detached at pleasure? No doubt.
570. Do you not think an experiment might very cheaply he tried, as to what gradient
could be safely descended or ascended by iron wheels iu contact with iron rails? Even
after tlie experiments, it must be well known that if any accident happened on an incline of
1 iu 10, or 1 in 20—if the breaks gave way, for instauce—nothing could save thetraiu;
there would be nothing but destruction for the passengers. With such feaiful risk I do not
think it would be advisable, for the sake of saving a tew pounds, to make such gradients,
which after all cannot be worked to advantage, when for an advance on tho first cost small
compared with the result, wc can have much belter gradients. 1 in 30 is comparatively
rafe, but 1 iu 10 or 1 in 20 is extremely dangerous.
571. Would it not. be cheaply tested by allowing one of your tenders, with breaks attached,
to descend an incline of 1 in 10, if Mr. Bell himself (if nobody else wonld risk it) were
willing to work it ? It might be cheaply tested ; but a tender would not be the only weight
in a train. If a goods train of 80 or 100 tons were on such an incline, and the breaks were
to give way, nothing could save the train.
672. Might it not be possible to attach a very small apparatus to the train, which, in tlie
event of the breaks giving way—though that is a very rare occurrence—might be thrown
down so as to stop the engine? 1 think it would have a very strong tendency to throw the
engine off the line, and whether it would stop the train without damage would be extremely
doubtful. There is really no occasion for making these difficulties, by proposing gradients of
1 in 10 ; the saving would be very small and not commensurate with the disadvantages.
573. Would not tl)c saving be enormous—would it not save the entire expense of earth
works and cuttings ? No, I do uot think so. There must be some earth-works where the
line is exposed to floods, for instance.
574. Would it not be better to raise it above floods, to use timber-work, or open-work of
some kind ? Yes, but this would bo more expensive than earth-works.
575. And consequently it would tend in a great measure to dispense with earth-works? No
doubt, but the cost would be greater.

576.
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576. Supposing wo sliould go to extremes and use very small wheels, do you not think we J. "Whitton,
could ascend any gradient where iron and iron would work together ? It is possible to Esq., O.E.
ascend 1 in 3 ; hut I can only say again that the work done on these steep gradients would
he so small that it would he practically useless, and so extremely dangerous that I cannot Jan,,
conceive any person proposing to come down an incline of 1 in 10 for two miles, which
would have to be done on some of the roads.
577. Without resorting to extreme gradients of l in 10, could we not, without much cutting,
obtain a practicable and easy gradient of 1 in 12 ? Not a practicable gradient certainly.
578. What is the gradient on the Pitt-street Tramway at Goulburn-street ? 1 in 20,
579. There is perfect command over that ? With tbe ’bus there is,
580. The ’bus with its passengers weighs about five tons ? Yes, X think so.
■581. And that is perfectly safe, with a very light break ? It appears to be an effective one.
582. Still the apparatus which works it is very slight ? Yes.
583. If that break were to give way, what would be the result 7 Nothing very great. The
horses would to a great extent hold the ’bus back, and if not, they could be easily pulled up
at the Haymarket—a perfectly straight line of no length.
584. Ay Mr. Dalgleish : Would the wagon attain its highest velocity in that short distance,
or would the velocity increase in proportion to the length of the road 7 It would increase
of course. . ■
>
■ ,
'
585. By the Chairman (at the -request of Mr. Bdl) : There would he no danger in two or
three hundred yards 7 No. .
586. You assnme, that because Mr. Bell has applied for a new patent that he has cast aside
the old one altogether 7 I assume so from the papers,
587. Before he brought the new proposal forward, had not you yourself passed a very strong
condemnation dh tbe first plan 7 I did not recommend it.
588. You in fact condemned it 7 Yes.
589. Do you think that with a new invention in his head, it would have been wise or
judicious in Mr. Bell to have persisted with the other to try to get it introduced, against the
Bailway Department, after such a report 7 I cannot give an opinion as to that.
590. Do you not think the wooden wheel would have been a very great experiment 7 It
■would have been ao experiment no doubt.
591. The system Mr. Bell now proposes to introduce contains no new principle at all—the
iron wheels and iron rails? No.
.
.
.
.
592. It is a mechanical improvement? That is what Mr. Bell says it is.
595.. There is:no great experiment to try, excepting the use of very small wheels in
ascending and descending steep gradients 7 I believe that is all,
594. In your answer to question 296, you complain that Mr. Bell “ should always make a
practice of mis-stating everything connected with the Kailway Department” 7, Yes, I stated
that, and I think on very good grounds j and if I had known I was going to have the
question asked, I should have brought forward his evidence on the railway accident. I
think you will find on reference to that, that I contradict almost everything Mr. Bell says,,
with reference to the carriages and engines. And in the statement Mr. Bell wrote for the
House, he stated in one paragraph that our engines weighed from 35 to 45 tons, and that
some of the heaviest, which words he placed in italics, were imported so late as the month of
June last. Now that I state is untrue; aud if Mr. Bell had taken any trouble in thematter, he might have ascertained the facts. I wonld have given him the weights if he had
asked for them. And I will engage to say that in every letter he has written connected
with the Kailway Department, I can find mis-statements.
595. Those are the only two occasions? These are tho only two occasions he has been
before the House on such matters. At all events, he has done it every time that he had the
opportunity.
596. .In your evidence, at question 298, you state that the engines weigh 19 tons 7 cwt.,.
without water and fuel. Now what will be tbe weight of water and fuel 7 Water and fuel
will not make up 45 tons.
i
.
597. Then there is the tender to come? That has nothing to do with the engine.
598. Is not the tank part of the engine 7 Not unless it is a tank engine.
599. Then if Mr. Bell added the weight of the tank he was not far from right? He was
perhaps.15 tons wrong, with regard to some of the engines. Possibly there would be two
tons of fuel and three or four tons of water.
,
600. The fuel.would bo in the tender? I thought you wore speaking of tank engines. I
do not take any notice of the tender in speaking of the weight of the engine.
601.. 1f Mr. Bell stated that engines and tenders together weighed 45 tons, he wonld have
been correct 7 He did not state so. He said the engines we were now using weighed
45 tons.
■ ■■
*
602. If you read the second paragraph, you will see that Mr. Bell says distinctly that the
engines and tenders vary in weight from 35 to 45 tons:—“ They are six-wheeled engines with
" tenders; the engines have six wheels, the tenders four wheels, so the weight of 45 tons is
'
" distributed over 10 wheels.” There can be no mistake about that? A little further on
yon will find something besides that; he speaks of a “ 45-ton passenger engine.”
603. But having given a description of engines and tenders, together weighing 45 tons, it is
to be assumed, of course, that he subsequently alludes to the engines of the same description
in tbe paragraph you speak of 7 Well, it seems to me to be calculated to convey a false
impression; but if Mr. Bell says that was not his intention, of course I will not contradict,
him. With the exception of the paragraph you have quoted, Mr. Bell speaks all through
of engines weighing 45 tons. Perhaps you will read a little further on :—" As the engines
“ are not coupled engines two only out of the 10 wheels which carry the 45 tons are propelling
“ wheels; these two wheels bear nine tons of the whole weight; the remaining 36 tons, which
215—H
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,f rest on tbe other eight -wheels, are thrown away and entirely useless for traction, as they in
" no way give adhesiveness to the propelling wheels upon the rails. If the engines on these
lines were coupled engines the case would be different.” And then again, in the nest
15 Jan., 1862. Bent,cnoe) g0e8 0n,—“ In addition to a 45-ton passenger engine, &c.”
604. Jig Mr. Sutherland: What is the weight of the heaviest engine on the line? 28 tons.
605. Without the tender ? Yes; the tenders are changed about.
606. What is the weight of the tender to the heaviest engine ? I should think about 11
tons, or it might be 13 tons with the water in it, fully that. What I complain of iu Mr.
Bell’s statement is not so much his saying that the engines weigh 45 tons, as that the heaviest
were imported so late as June last. That certainly is not the case.
607. What would be tbe weight of the fuel? Possibly two or three tons.
■
608. And the water ? The water in the boiler, perhaps three or four tons. I do not deny
that engine and tender together may weigh 45 tons.
_
_
609. Jig the Chairman (at the regucst of Mr. BeU): Do you not think 45 tons is a little
short of the heaviest ? Possibly it may be; the allusion to the engines is I think calculated
to convey a false impression j but what I complain of most is, the statement that the heaviest
were imported so late as June last.
'
610. What was the weight of the largest engine landed on Bussell’s Wharf lately, as now
in working order, engine and tender ? About 28 or 29 tons; the engine itself when landed
at Hassell’s Wharf was only 11 tons; I think 11 tons was the greatest weight they had to
lift.
'
■~
611. Was that the smallest one ? No, the largest one.
’
'
612. I am asking what is the weight of the engine, tender and tank and fuel complete, as
Mr. Bell alludes to here, when he says 35 to 45 tons ? I dare say the engine altogether
might be 29 or 30 tons, including fuel and water.
'
_
_
613. When prepared for work, it does not exceed 30 tons? I will not say positively; but
I know the engine is a little over 19 tons, and the tender is about 6 tons, as imported from
the maker. When Mr. Bell says—incorrectly, as I have shewn—that “ some of the heaviest
engines were imported so late as the month of June last,” I do not see why tbe word
heaviest should have been put in italics, except to convey the impression to the House that
I had ordered these in June last, in consequence of the other engines not being sufficiently
heavy to work the traffio.
_ _
'
614. Have you not ordered other engines, since these, of a lighter description ? No, they
are heavier.
■
615. With smaller wheels ? Yes.
616. And all the wheels coupled ? No.
_
617. Pour out of six? Yes. In answering that question I may simply say the engines
were ordered for a particular description of traffic. If required for a heavy coal traffic, of
course they are made with wheels and cylinders proportioned to the work they have to doI should not order small wheels for a passenger engine.
018. You order large wheels where you want speed, and small wheels where you want to
transport heavy loads? Yes.
_
619. And yon couple your wheels together when you want to gain power? Yes.
620. Jig Mr. Balglcish; You only get adhesion ? That is tractive power if you have got
sufficient steam pressure,
■
_
_
621. By the Chairman (at the request of Mr. Bell): The more wheels you can drive by, in
carrying a load, so long as you have got sufficient steam power, the greater advantage you
gain? No doubt of it. It would be just the same if you had an engine on four wheels,
and coupled the four wheels.
*
_
622. If you have a six-wheel engine and 'coupled four wheels, the weight applied to the
guiding wheels is lost to traction ? It is lost to traction; but it is assumed that you do not
require it. But it is a disadvantage to couple wheels unless required, as a six-wheeled
coupled engine is more expensive to keep in repair.
_
...
623. By Mr. Balglcish: Is not that the advantage of the bogie engine, that it is easier kept
in repair ? Yes.
'
•
- 1
_
■ . .
624. That is an engine that has the whole weight concentrated on one pair of driving
wheels? Yes.*
_
,
625. By the Chairman (at the request of Mr. Bell): Has any limit been given to tbe weight ?
No, the proportions are given. In the first engines the weights were limited, but they are
not limited in the last; the last engines will probably weigh 24 tons, including the bogio
frames.
626. Are these bogied-framed engines ? Two of them.
627. Then they are more tban six wheels ? No doubt tbey are, but not eight wheels coupled.
628. Four wheels coupled, and the bogie merely guides? Yes.
_
_
629. You say there would be a difficulty with Mr. Bell’s wooden wheels in running round
curves ? Yes.
.
...
630. Why would it be greater than if they were iron wheels running on iron rails? Simply
that if it be, as Mr. Bell says, that there would be more adhesion, it would be more difficult
to turn.
_
631. If there is no more adhesion, it would be just as easy to go round curves with Sir.
* Bell’s wheels ? No, because of the width of tho bearing he proposes, five inches.
632. You did not see Prosser’s experiments? No.
633. But you woro under the impression that ho used a wooden wheel ? I did not say
whether he did or not.
634.
J. tYhifton,
Esq., C.E.

* Unwed .--—No, part of the weight is on the bogie wheels, and the remainder on the driving
aud trailing wheels.

ON THE STSTEM OF RAILWAY LOCOMOTION PROPOSED BY MR. E. BELL.

6!>4. An iron wheel was u^ed. Arc you aware of the damage done to Prosser’s rails? T J.
am aware that he tried these experiments, and that they were generally considered to be
perfectly useless.
/—■
035. Are you aware what wood Prosser used ? No,
to
<33(5, Did you ever hear that ho used beech ? No.
637. Should you be surprised if you heard that Prosser’s wooden rail was destroyed entirely
by tbe angular guide wheel ? No.
<i3S. Di,es it not stand to reason that such wheels with peripheries of different diameters,
and running at different speeds, must necessarily destroy a wooden rail ? I should think so.
I beliero all wooden rails would soon be destroyed.
639 Supposing an iron plate were put on to prevent tbe action on the wooden rail ? I
think if the guiding wheel did not touch the wood it would have some difficulty in causing
abrasion.
640. You state in your evidence that Mr. Bell’s patent is exactly identical with that brought
forward by Mr. Prosser, Mr. Shields, aud Captain Mann? 1 did not say it was exactly
identical.
641. Is uot Mr. Bell’s patent for a combination of wooden and metal rails? Yes, I believe
it is.
642. Is not Prosser’s patent simply for wooden rails ? Yes. Mr. Bell's proposal is simply
on adaptation of rails which have been in use—the woodeu rail by Prosser, and the iron
rail on every locomotive railway.
643. By Mr, Dalgleish: Have you not seen lines of tramway where wood and iron have
been combined for rails ? Yes.
644. How many years ago ? Fourteen or fifteen years ago.
645. By the Chairman (at the request of Mr, Bell): In these eases did not the trucks always
run on the iron ? Yes.
646. Was any part of the wood used except as a bearer for the rails ? No.
647. Do you not consider it is an invention to use these two substances for different
purposes, as Mr. Bell proposes ? It is an adaptation.
648. Do you know of any person every running driving wheels on wood and guide wheels
on iron at the same time ? No.
649. Do you not think there is more resistance in running on wood than on iron ? Yes.
650. And consequently, assuming that tbe adhesion from wood and wood is greater than
that from iron and iron, you will admit that mechanically the principle of this must be
good, inasmuch as you get the least resistance to the load drawn on the rail and the greatest
adbesion for tho driving wheels ? Assuming that wooden rails and wooden wheels are of
any use, no doubt.
651. If you had not thought it was a useful invention, would you have recommended it for
protection ? Yes, I would. If I had acted on my own judgment, I do not believe there has
been one application that I have been connected with since I caino to the Colony that I
should have granted a patent for. I never go into the question whether these things arc
useful or not. It forms no part of the Act under which the Commissioners are authorized
to report.
652. From what you have stated, I think you will admit that Mr. Bell’s patent is not the
same as Prosser’s ? The wooden rail is Prosser’s.
.
653. Without the iron? Without the iron.
654 Mr. Boll’s combination of the wooden and iron rails, and system of working npon them,
is new ? “ Yfifi, I dare say it is.
655. Mr. Brunei’s railway, with an iron rail on a wooden log, is in point of fact the same
railway as Mr. Bell’s? Yes, worked differently.
656. Tlie rails proposed by Captain Mann were only wood ? Only wood.
657. There was nothing to show that he proposed to use the combination ? He did use an
iron guide rail,
658. Is there anything loft in the Railway Office to shew that he proposed to use them as
Mr. Bell proposes to use them ? No.
J
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EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF
THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 19. Thursday, 3 October, 1861.
7. Maitland and Morpeth Railway Company’s Bill:—Mr. Wilson, on behalf of Mr
Windeyer, moved, pursuant to notice standing in the name of Mr. Windeyer,—
(1.) That the Bill to incorporate the Maitland and Morpeth Railway Company
be referred to a Select Committee, for their consideration and report.
t?') T!ia* £Uch Commibtee consist of Mr. Wilson, Mr. Morris, Mr. Hoskins, Mr.
Haunell, Mr. Arnold, Mr. Lucas, Mr. Buchanan, and the Mover,
(3.) That the Minutes of Evidence, taken before the same Committee last Session,
be referred to this Committee.
Question I)aIgieish reTuirinS ^at the said Committee be appointed by ballot,—
>

(1.) That the Bill to incorporate the Maitland and Morpeth Railway Company be
referred to a Select Committee, for their coasideratiou and report,
(2.) That the Minutes of Evidence, taken before the same Committee last Session, be
referred to this Committee,—
put and passed.
Whereupon the House proceeded to the Ballot, and the Speaker declared the follow
ing Members to be the Committee duly appointed:—Mr. Windeyer, Mr. Hoskins,
Mr Lucas, Mr. Hannell, Mr. Arnold, Mr. Piddington, Mr. Buchanan, and Mr.
Dalgleish.

Votes No. 21. Wednesday, 9 October, 1861,
14. Maitland and Morpeth Railway Company’s BillMr. Windeyer moved, pursuant to
notice,—
r
(1.) That the Members of the Select Committee on the Maitland and Morpeth
Railway Company’s Bill, appointed by ballot on Thursday, the 3rd instant be
discharged from attendance, and that a fresh Committee be appointed.
siao11 fresI> Committee consist of Mr. Wilson, Mr. Morris, Mr. Lucas
Mr. Hannell, Mr. Hoskins, Mr. Hay, Mr. Arnold, Mr. Buchanan, Mr. Bell, and the
Mover.
Debate ensued.
Question then,—
t
(1.) That the Members of the Select Committee on the Maitland and Morpeth Rail
way Company’s Bill, appointed by ballot ou Thursday, the 3rd instant, be discharged
irom attendance, and that a fresh Committee be appointed,™
put and passed.
And Mr. Redman requiring that the said fresh Committee be appointed by Ballot,—
ihe House proceeded to the Ballot, and the Speaker declared the following Members
to be the fresh Committee duly appointed :—Mr. Windeyer, Mr. Arnold, Mr. Morris
JL Dalgleish Buchanan’ Mr- Wils0Bj Mr‘ Ha?’ Mr‘ T- Garrett> Mr. Piddington, and

Votes No. 26.

Thursday, 17 October, 1861.

2. Maitland and Morpeth Railway Company’s BillMr. Piddington presented a Petition
from certain Inhabitants of Morpeth, Hinton, Maitland, and the Hunter River
District, adverse to the passing of the said Bill, unless with certain qualifications
as therein set forth.
Petition received, and referred to the Select CommiUee on the Bill.

Votes No. 32. Tuesday, 29 October, 1861.
8. Maitland and Morpeth Railway Company’s BillMr. Windeyer, as Chairman, brought
up the Report from, and laid upon the Table the Proceedings of, and Minutes of
Evidence taken before, the Select Committee, for whose consideration and report this
Rill was referred on the 3rd instant.

Ordered to be printed.
**********
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MAITLAND AND MORPETH RAILWAY COMPANY’S BILL

REPORT.

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, for whoso con

sideration and report was referred, upon the 3rd instant, “ the Bill
to incorporate the 3fa,itland and Morpeth Bailway Company" and to

.

whom were referred, on the same day, “ the Minutes of Evidence
taken before the same Committee, last Session,” and, on the 17th

instant, “ a Petition from certain Inhabitants of Morpeth, Hinton,
Maitland, and the Hunter River District”—beg leave to report to

your Honorable House,—
That they have examined the witnesses named in the margin Mr. p. MacAuiiff#.
(whose evidence will be found appended hereto), have considered the^in^wn'11'
evidence taken before a former Committee of your Honorable House

Hr

J-

W1,alle^

and referred to your Committee, together with a Petition from certain Mr-J‘mitton,c-EInhabitants of Morpeth and Hinton, and that the Preamble of the Bill
having been proved to the satisfaction of your Committee, they pro
ceeded with the several Clauses and the Schedule.
And your Committee now beg to lay the Bill before your
Honorable House without Amendment.
WILLM. C. WINDEYER,
Chairman.
Legislative Assembly Chamber,
Sydney, 24 October, 1861.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.
THURSDAY,

10

OCTOBER,

1861.

The Committee convened this day by direction of the Mover (Mr. Windeyer)
discharged from attendance by the Honee, last evening.
11 OCTOBER, 1861.
Members Present :—

FRIDAY,

Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. T. Garrett,

Mr. Morris,
Mr. Piddington,
Mr. Wilson,

Mr. Windeyer.
W. C. Windeyer, Esq., called to the Chair.
Votes No. 21, 9th instant, entry 14, appointing fresh Committee, upon the Table.
Printed copies of the Maitland and Morpeth Railway Company’s Bill, before the
Committee.
Promoters of the BillBenjamin Lee, junr., of West Maitland, merchant, and
Samuel Smith Dickson, of Morpeth, merchant, respectively Chairman and Vice-Chairman
of the Provisional Committee of the Company.
Solicitor for the Bill:—Mr. Thomas Iceton, as Sydney Agent of Mr. W. H. Mullen,
of West Maitland.
Committee deliberated.
Parties called in.
Present:—Mr. Iceton, Solicitor.
The Chairman informed the Solicitor for the Bill, that the Committee were about t<J
adjourn till Tuesday, at half-past Ten o’clock.
■
[Adjourned till Tuesday, 15th instant, at half-past Ten o’clock.]
15 OCTOBER, 1861.
Members Present:—
,
W. C. Windeyer, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. Morris,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Piddington,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Wilson,
Present:—Mr. Iceton, Solicitor.
> Solicitor for the Bill briefly stated the course he intended to pursue, in calling
witnesses.
Mr. Patrick MacAuliffe, Secretary to Company, examined.
Original Deed referred to in the Preamble of the Bill, produced by witness, and
printed copy handed in.
Other documents (2) handed in (Vide List of Appendix.)
The Chairman having occasion to leave the Chair, A. Morris, Esq., called thereto,
TUESDAY,

pro temp.

Examination of witness continued.
Chair resumed by Mr. Windeyer.
Examination of witness concluded.
Committee deliberated.
Motion made (Mr. T. Garreti) and Question proposed,^—That this Committee do now
adjourn until to-morrow, at half-past Ten o’clock.
Amendment proposed (Mr. Dalglculi), to omit “ to-morrow,” and insert “ Thursday
next."
Question put,—That the word proposed to he omitted stand part of the Question.
Committee divided.
Ayes, 2.
Noes, 2.
The Chairman,
Mr. Dalgleish,
(Mr. Windeyer),
Mr. Piddington.
Mr. T. Garrett,
The Chairman gave his casting vote with the Ayes.
Amendment negatived.
Original Question put.
Committee divided.
Ayes, 2.
Noes, 2.
The Chairman,
Mr. Dalgleish,
(Mr. Windeyer),
Mr. Piddington.
Mr. T. Garrett,
The Chairman gave his casting vote with the Ayes.
Original Question agreed to.
[Adjourned till To-morrow, 16th instant, at half-past Ten o’clock.]
WEDNESDAY,

199

WEDNESDAY,

16

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present :—
W. C. WiQdeyer; Esq., in the Chair.
‘
Mr- Bell,
I
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Buchanan,
[
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Piddington.
Present:—Mr. Iceton, Solicitor.
Mr, James Campbell examined.
The Chairman requesting to vacate the Chair temporarily,—
Boom cleared.
Committee deliberated.
L m. '-Iotl0n maJe
-BwcAanan) and Question proposed,—That Mr. T. Garrett do take
the Chair,pro temp.
.
.
Amendment proposed (Mr. DalgleisK) to omit the name "Mr. T. Garrett.” and
insert the name “ Mr. Piddington.”
Question put,—That the name first proposed stand part of the Question.
Committee divided,—Mr. Bell not voting.
Ayes, 3.
The Chairman,
(Mr. Windeyer),
Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Amendment negatived.
Original Question put,
,
Committee divided,—Mr. Bell not voting.

Noes, 2.
Mr, Dalgleish,
Mr. Piddington.

,

Ayes, 3.
Noes, 2.
The Chairman,
Mr. Dalgleish,
(Mr. Windeyer),
Mr. Piddington.
Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Original Question agreed to.
Whereupon the Chair taken by T. Garrett, Esq.
Solicitor and witness called in, and examination of latter continued.
Chair resumed by Mr. Windeyer.
Examination of witness continued.
Committee deliberated.
.
Motion made (Mr. T. Garrett) and Question proposed,—That this Committee do now
adjourn until to-morrow, at half-past Ten o’clock.
.
Amendment proposed (Mr. Dalgleish), to omit " to-morrow,” and insert " Fridav
next.”
J
Question put,—That the word proposed to be omitted stand part of the Question.
Committee divided.
Ayes, 4.
Noes, 2.
The Chairman,
Mr. Dalgleish,
(Mr. Windeyer),
Mr. Piddington.
Mr. Bell,
8
Mr. Huehanan,
Mr. T. Garrett.
Amendment negatived.
Original Question put.
Committee divided.
Ayes, 4.
Noes, 2.
The Chairman,
Mr. Dalgleish,
(Mr. Windeyer),
Mr. Piddington.
Mr. Bell,
b
Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. T. Garrett.
Original Question agreed to.
[Adjourned till To-morrow, 17th instant, at half-past len o’clock.]

THURSOA

r, 17

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present :—
W. C. Windeyer, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Bell,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. Piddington,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Wilson.
Present:—Mr. Iceton, Solicitor.
Mr. James Campbell further examined.
Mr. Alexander Brown examined.
Exception taken to the relevancy of certain questions to witness, put by Mr. Dalgleish,
a Member of the Committee.
0
Room cleared.
Committee

j
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8
Committee deliberated,—and farther objection stated (jffr. IFilsoa) to the general
style of the examination conducted by the Honorable Member.
At the instance of Mr. T. Garrett, the following interrogatory put:—Are questions
relative to wharfage‘accommodation at Morpeth relevant to this inquiry?
Committee divided.
Ayes, 6,
No, 1.
The Chairman,
Mr, T. Garrett,
(Mr. Windeyer),
Mr. Bell,
Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Piddington,
Mr. Wilson.
Resolved in the affirmative.
Deliberation continued.
Motion made (Mr. Wihon) and Question put,—That the course of examination
adopted by Mr. Dalgleish is irregular and unparliamentary.
Committee divided,—Mr. Dalgleish declining to vote.
Ayes, 5.
No, 1.
The Chairman,
Mr. Piddington.
(Mr. Windeyer),
Mr. Bell,
Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Wilson.
Question agreed to.
Committee further deliberated.
On motion of Mr. Wilson, Solicitor and witness called in, and the latter further
examined.
, And Questions touching the plan of the proposed Railway being addressed to the
witness,—
Solicitor for the Bill submitted that he did not produce this witness to offer evidence
in regard to the plan; but that the surveyor who prepared it was in attendance for that
purpose.
Question waived.
Examination conclndod.
[Adjourned till To-morrow, ISth instant, at half-past Ten o’clock.]

FRIDAY,

18

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present:—
Mr. Dalgleish,
j
Mr, Piddington.
In the absence of a Quorum of the Committee, at Eleven o’clock, the meeting lapsed.

TUESDAY,

22

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present :—.
W. C. Windeyer, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Buchanan,
I
Mr, Morris,
Mr. T. Garrett,
|
' Mr. Piddington,
Mr. Wilson.
Petition from certain Inhabitants of Morpeth, Hinton, Maitland, and the Hunter
River District, referred by the House,—read and considered.
Solicitor for the Bill called in.
Mr. Arthur John Whalley, C.E., Engineer to Company, examined.
Witness laid before Committee a plan and section of the intended line of Railway,
with schedule of references attached.
Room cleared.
Committee deliberated.
Motion made (Mr. Piddington), and Question proposed,—That Mr. Whitten, Mr.
Rae, and Mr. E, 0. Moriarty, Officers of theDcpartmcntforPublic Works, be now examined
before the Committee.
Deliberation continued.
On motion of Mr. T. Garrett, Previous Question put,—That this Question be now put.
Committee divided,—the Chairman not exercising his vote.
Aye, 1.
Noes, 4.
Mr. Piddington.
Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Morris,
,
Mr. Wilson.
Previous Question negatived, and Original Motion superseded.
Preamble read and considered.
.
Motion

201
9
Motion nude (Mr. Piddington), That the Preamble be amended, in line 1 bv
omitting the word “ public.”
J
Questionpul,--'\'ha.t the word proposed to be omitted stand part of the Preamble.
Committee divided,—the Chairman not exercising his vote.
Ayes, 4.
No, 1.
Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. Piddington.
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Morris,
Mr. Wilson.
Amendment negatived.
Motion made (Mr. Piddington), That the Preamble be amended, in line 1, after
advantage, by inserting " to the shareholders of the proposed line,”
Question j)ut,—T'imt the words proposed to be inserted be so inserted.
Committee divided,—the Chairman not exercising his vote.
■
Aye, 1.
Mr. Piddington.

Noes, 4.
Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Morris,
Mr. Wilson.
That this Preamble stand part of

Motion made (Mr. T. Garrett), and Question
the Bill.
Committee divided,—the Chairman not exercising his vote.
Ayes, 4.
Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Morris,
Mr. Wilson.

No, 1.
Mr. Piddington.

Preamble agreed to.

Solicitor for the Bill called in and informed.
Committee proceeded with the Bill.
Clauses 1 and 2 severally read and agreed to.
Clause 3 read.
Question put,-—Thai the Clause, as read, stand part of the Bill,
Committee divided,—the Chairman not exercising his vote.
Ayes, 4.
Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Morris,
Mr. Wilson.

No, I.
Mr. Piddington.

Clause 3 agreed to.
Glauses 4 to 13 severally read and agreed to.
Clause 14 read.
Question put,—.TYolI the Clause, as read, stand part of the Bill.
Committee divided.

Ayes, 5.
The Chairman,
(Mr. Windeyer),
Mr. Buchanan,
' Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Morris,
Mr. Wilson.

No, 1.
Mr. Piddington,

Clause 14 agreed to.
Clauses 15 to 40 severally read and agreed to.
Clause 41 read.
Boom cleared.
Committee deliberated.
•j M0i1^ ^ C^- Piddington), and Question put,—That the Committee take the
evidence of Sir. Whitton, Engiueer-m-Chief, and Mr. Rae, Commissioner for Railways, in
reference to this Clause.
J
Committee divided,—the Chairman declining to vote.

Ayes, 3.
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr, Morris,
Mr. Piddington.
Question agreed to.
Solicitor for the Bill called in and informed.
Clause 41 postponed.
Clauses 42 to 51 severally read and agreed to.
Schedule A read and agreed to.
Committee deliberated.
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Noes, 2.
Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. Wilson.

Motion

10
Motion made
Piddington), and Question proposed,—That the Clork be instructed
to summon the attendance of Mr. Whitton and Mr. Rae, for the purpose of being
examined at the next sitting.
Amendment proposed (Mk Wilson),—-To omit all the words after “instructed,” and
insert “ to follow the ordinary practice in regard to witnesses on Private Bills ”
Question put,'—That the words proposed to he omitted stand part of the Question.
Committee divided,—The Chairman not exercising his vote.
Aye, I.
Mr. Piddington.

j

Noes, 3.
Mr. T. Garrett.
Mr. Morris,
Mr, Wilson.

1
Words omitted.
Question put,—'That the words proposed to be inserted be so inserted.
Committee divided,—The Chairman not exercising his vote.
No, 1.
Mr. Piddington.

Ayes, 3.
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Morris,
Mr. Wilson.

Words inserted.
Main Question, as amended, put.
Committee divided,—The Chairman not exercising his vote.
No, 1.
Ayes, 3.
Mr. Piddington.
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Morris,
Mr. Wilson.
[Adjourned till Thursday, 24th instant, at half-past Ten o’clock.]

THURSDAY,

24

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present:—
W. C. Windeyer, Esq,, in the Chair.
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Arnold,
Mr. Bell,
Mr. Morris,
Mr. Piddington,
Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. Wilson.
Mr. Dalgleish,
Present:—Mr. Iceton, Solicitor.
Mr. John Whitton, O.E., Enginner-in-Chief, Railway Department, examined in
reference to Clause 41, postponed at the last meeting.
The witness being prepared to offer certain remarks upon the Bill generally, and
Question arising as to the limits within which further evidence was still admissible,—
Room cleared.
Committee deliberated.
Motion made (Mr. Piddington), and Question proposed,—That Mr, Whitton be
permitted to offer the suggestions which he wishes to make in reference to this Bill.
Amendment proposed (Jfk Buchanan), to omit all the words after “ That,” and
insert “the suggestions of Mr. Whitton in regard to the Bill be confined to matters of
engineering experience.”
_
Question put,—'That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the Question.
Committee deliberated,—Mr. Arnold not voting.
Ayes, 2.
Mr. Morris,
Mr. Piddington.

Noes, 4.
The Chairman,
(Mr. Windeyer),
Mr. Bell,
Mr, Buchanan,
Mr. T. Garrett.

Words omitted.
Question put,—That the words proposed to he inserted be so inserted.
Committee divided,—Mr. Arnold not voting.
Ayes, 4.
The Chairman,
(Mr. Windeyer),
Mr Bell,
Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. T. Garrett.

Noes, 2.
Mr. Morris,
Mr, Piddington.

Main

11
Main Question, as amended, put.
Committee divided,—Mr, Arnold not voting.
Ayes, 4.
Noes, 2.
The Chairman,
Mr. Morris,
(Mr. Windeyer'),
Mr. Piddington.
Mr. Bell,
Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. T. Garrett.
Question agreed to.
*
Solicitor for the Bill and witness called in.
■
Witness informed of the Resolution, and further examined.
Objection being taken to a Question to witness, put by Mr. Dalgleish, a Member of
the Committee,—
Room cleared.
Committee deliberated.
Motion made {Mr. T. Garrett), and Question pnt,—That the Question put to Mr.
Whitton by Mr. Dalgleish, as'to whether it is the custom of Select Committees ou Railway
Bills in examination of witnesses to restrict them to evidence on one clause, is highly
irregular.
Committee divided,—neither the Chairman nor Mr. Arnold voting.
Ayes, 5.
Noes, 2.
Mr. Bell,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. Piddington.
Mr. T. (iarrett,
Mr. Morris,
Mr. Wilson.
Question agreed to.
Solicitor for the Bill and witness called in.
Examination of witness concluded.
_ Mr. John Rae, Under Secretary for Public Works, and Commissioner for Railways,
examined, in reference to Clause 41, postponed at the last meeting.
Postponed Clause 41 then read.
Question put,—That the Clause, as read, stand part of the Bill.
Committee divided.
.
Ayes, 4.
Noes, 4.
The Chairman,
Mr, Dalgleish,
(Mr. Windeyer),
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Arnold,
Mr. Morris,
Mr. Bell,
.
Mr. Piddington.
Mr. Buchanan.
The Chairman gave his easting vote with the Ayes.
Clause 41 agreed to.
Committee deliberated.
Motion made (Mr. Piddington), and Question put,—That the Petition from
certain Inhabitants of Morpeth, Hinton, Maitland, and the Hunter River District, be
attached to the Report and Evidence when brought up, in view to being printed
therewith.
Committee divided.
Ayes, 2.
Noes, 7.
Mr. Dalgleish,
The Chairman,
Mr. Piddingtou.
(Mr. Windeyer),
Mr. Arnold,
Mr. Bell,
Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Morris,
Mr. Wilson.
Question negatived.
Draft Report submitted by the Chairman—read.
Motion made (Mr. Wilson), and Question put,—That the Draft Report,' as read, he
the Report of this Committee.
Committee divided.
Ayes, 7.
Noes, 2.
The Chairman,
Mr. Dalgleish,
(Mr. Windeyer),
Mr. Piddington.
Mr. Arnold,
Mr. Bell,
Mr. Buchanan,

Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Morris,
Mr. Wilson.
Report agreed to.
To report accordingly.
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Me. WINDEYER,

"WILLIAM CHARLES WINDEYER, Esq., m

the

Chair.

Thomas Iceton, Esq., appeared as Solicitor for the Bill.
Mr. Patrick Macauliffe called in and examined:—
I. By Mr. Imion: You are Secretary to a Company called the Maitland and Morpeth Hr. Patrick
Railway Company? Yes.
Macauliffe.
Do you produce the deed of settlement of that Company ? Ido. (Deed produced, and
printed copses laid on ihe Table.')
15 Oct., 18C1.
3. The deed you now produce is the original deed ? It is.
4. Turn to the signatures if you please. You appear to be the attesting witness to a great
many of the signatures ? Yes.
5. Did you see those parties execute the deed ? I did.
6. That is the deed under which the Company is established ? Yes.
7. How many shares have been taken by the members of the Company? 2,604 are signed
for in the deed of settlement, but more are taken and will no donbt be signed for.
,
8. 2,604 shares are held by persons wbo have executed the deed ? Yes.
0. Have any shares been taken by persons wbo have not executed the deed? Yes.
10, About how many ? About 600 I think.
II. What deposit has been paid on their shares by persons who have executed the deed ?
£2,604 in the whole, being £1 per share, but more has been paid up by parties who have not
yet signed.
12. Parties who have not yet signed have also paid the deposit? Yesj they are parties
living at a distance, wbo cannot conveniently come down at present to execute the deed.
13. JJy ihe Chaiiman : What is the proposed capital of the Company ? £25,000.
14. By Mr. Iceton : In what shares? 5,000 shares of £5 each.
15. You have received in cash about £2,400, in round numbers? More than that j £2,604
from parties who have subscribed the deed, besides money paid by others who have not yet
signed it. The total amount paid is about £3,000.
16. As to the rest of the capital have you received any promissory notes or anything of
that sort ? Yes.
17. What have you received, and to what amount?- To the amount of £13,700, in
promissory notes and cash.
18. Including the first call ? Including the first call of £1 cash per share.

19.
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Mr. Patrick 19. The Company are the promoters of this Bill ?
Macauliffe.

They are the promoters of this Bill.
£0. By Mr. Piddington : You say 2,G04 shareholders have executed the deed of settlement?
The number of shareholders executing the deed of settlement is about 72 or 75; the amount
hi Oct., 1861. 0f ghares on which the deposit has been paid, represented by those who have signed, is
2,004; the total amount paid up, about £3,000.
21. Is that sum paid in cash ? In cash.
22. Deposited to the credit of the Company in any bank?
In the Commercial Bank at
Morpeth.
23. What proportion does the paid-up capital of the Company bear to the whole capital of
the Company ? Paid-up capital, including promissory notes ?
24. Not including promissory notes—cash, of course; I do not recognize promissory notes as
capital; I never heard of such a thing as part of paid-up capital before? I may be allowed
to remark then, that part of the Hunter River New Steam Navigation Company’s capital has
been paid up in precisely the same manner.
But to answer your question,—the amount
actually paid in cash is one-eighth of the whole.
25. By the Chairman: Including promissory notes, what portion of the proposed capital is
paid up ? £13,721.
'
‘
'
'
26. More than half? Yes.
27. By Mr. Piddington ': Do you consider capital, represented by promissory notes, to be paidup capital ? You ask me the question as a matter of opinion, and I would say, in this case,
decidedly yes.
28. By the Chairman: Are the persons who have given these promissory notes persons of
known standing and means ? I would say they are of first-rate standing, and reference to tho
deed of settlement will shew whom they are.
29. Have you a list of the persons who have paid up or given promissory notes ? I have.
I can put it in. (The witness handed in the same, vide Appendix A.)
30. By Mr. Piddington : What are the objects of this Company? To construct and work
a line of railway between Morpeth and the Great Northern Biailway at East Maitland.
31. Are you a shareholder ? No.
32. Will the Company require to possess land on the line that they are not now possessed
of? For the construction of the railway—-yes.
33. Is the Company in possession of any land they require ? They are so far in possession
that, deeds of conveyance in their favour have been made out and executed.
34. For the whole line ? Not for tho whole, but for a very large portion,
35. Then there is a considerable portion of the land the Company will require which' they
do not now possess ? Yes.
36. Are you aware of what portion of the land they will require, the Company are now in
possession of, and of which deeds are made in their favour ? Of the particular cases ?
37. Of the extent, say? Well, I think, without fear of exaggeration, I might say threefourths or four-fifths ; I know it is a very large proportion of the whole.
38. But unless the Company become possessed of the remaining portion, of course the line
cannot be constructed? No; unless they have power to take the remaining portion, of
course it will not be constructed,
39. And with respect to one-fourth, you are clear the Company are not possessed of it ? A
fourth or a fifth; I wish to keep within limits when I say three-fourths or four-fifths are
actually conveyed by deed already.
40. Do you expect the Morpeth District to be benefited by the construction of this line ?
Yes.
41. What do you understand by the Morpeth District? As I understand it, I would not
• .
limit the benefit to the immediate district about Morpeth ; I would take that which is com
monly known as the whole Hunter District.
42. Do you mean from Newcastle on the sea-shore, to Scone or Muswellbrook in the interior ?
I think I might almost define it so, as matter of opinion.
43. Then you think the two or three miles of railway which the Company propose to
construct from Morpeth to Maitland will benefit the whole Hunter River District, from the
sea-shore to Scone and Muswellbrook ? I do, inasmuch ae I believe it will form the con
necting link between the water and the rail.
.
44. Do you know the Paterson township? Yes.
45. Do you know Toeal, on the Paterson River ? I have never been in Tocal, but I have
been in the neighbourhood.
,
46’ Supposing I were a farmer on the Paterson, do you think it would be more to my
advantage to send my produce to Morpeth to he sent 'by this railway to the interior, or to
West Maitland on the Government line of railway ? I am not aware that I know pre
cisely the particular locality you mean; but I can say generally that I believe it would
largely benefit the district of Paterson to send produce to Morpeth in order to have it trans
ferred by rail to West Maitland and the interior.
47. I thought you said you knew the town of Paterson? Yes; I have been along the
Paterson more or less, but not much beyond it; I have been as far as Mr. Mitchell's, at
Dunmore, and beyond in that way.
48. That is much nearer to Morpeth than I allude to ? I dare qay it is.
49. Then do you mean to say you do not know the position of the town of Paterson ? I
know the position, but I have never been in it.
1
50. I want to know whether, from your knowledge of the locality, you think it would not
be more advantageous to a settler at'Paterson to send his produce, if he deemed it necessary,
to Maitland, than it would be to send it to Morpeth ? Well; I believe it would be more to
his advantage to send it to Morpeth, and perhaps you will allow me to explain the reason.
There

i
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There is water communication between the two, which would, I presume, scarcely be avail* Mr. Patrick
able by the winding aud circuitous way he would have to go to get to West Maitland; I Macauliffe.
mean that he can get direct to Morpeth, and then, without going further, can transfer his ■----goods to West Maitland or where he pleases.

,

51. Is there not a more difficult water barrier at Morpeth than at West Maitland ? I think
not.
52. Cannot a settler cross at the Falls—do you know the Falls ? I have been there, but
never took particular notice of them. The Hunter, it should be explained, is a very long
river, and very circuitous throughout.
53. My question does not refer to the passage or transit of goods to Morpeth or West Maitland
by water, but merely to the comparative convenience to a settler boated at Paterson
transmitting his produce to the Great Northern line of railway at West Maitland, or
transmitting it to Morpeth, to he sent by the proposed lino of railway from that place,
taking the existing road in both instances? I believe, as a matter of opinion, that it would
be much more convenient to send by way of Morpeth.
54. And have to cross the river there ? He would necessarily have to cross the river.
55. Would he not have to cross the river at Morpeth ? Yes.
56. And to pay toll there ? Yes; unless he brought it by boat.
57. I am not speaking of that. I wish to know whether he would not have to pay ferry
dues? He would have to pay ferry dues if he came by land.
58. Are there auy ferry dues to cross at the Falls? I suppose not; I have been at the
Falls, but I cannot recollect whether there is a punt there or not.
59. And yet you have given your positive opinion that this line, if constructed, will benefit
the whole of that country from the seaboard upwards ? Yes, and 1 bog leave to repeat it;
but if you ask me with reference to exceptional cases, I have no doubt different opinions
might be formed by different persons.
60. You are not aware whether there is a punt at the Falls or not ? No; I know there are
punts at Pitnacree, Dunmore, Morpeth, and Hinton.
61. The punt at Dunmore is not on the Hunter ? It is on the Paterson.
62. I am not speaking of tho Paterson. If there were not a punt at tho Falls, and no ferry
dues to he paid, do you still persist in your opinion, that it would be more beneficial for a
settler to pay puntage at Morpeth, in order to ship his produce on the Morpeth railway,
rather than to pay no puntage, and send it by the Government railway? Yes, I think it
would; the roads are so wretchedly bad, and the communication so difficult, that the facilities
offered by the railway would be infinitely superior to anything offered there at present.
63. Does what you say, with respect to the difficulties of communication, only apply to the
difficulty between Tocal and West Maitland, and not to any similar difficulty between Tocal
and Morpeth ? Water communication is contemplated between Morpeth and the district
of Paterson.
64. You are again diverging from my question, perhaps from not understanding it; I am
not at all referring to water communication but to land commuuicatiou; 1 wish to know
whether, in your opinion, it would he equally advantageous to a settler at Tocal to send his
goods to West Maitland, and not to pay puntage, as to send them to Morpeth and pay
puntage ? The difference of puntage might possibly influence a settler in wishing to send
the other way ; but it is mere matter of opinion; the puntage is a very small figure.
65. Do you know the amount of puntage for a dray and six bullocks? No ; I never crossed
with a dray and six bullocks, but I have with a gig and horse.
66. WThat is the puntage for a gig and horse ? Sixpence, I think.
67. Are you clear that it would be a shorter line for the settler to send his goods to Morpeth
than to send them to Mrest Maitland? I really do think, generally speaking, it would.
08. Do you know positively, of your own knowledge, that it would be shorter? If I
understand your question correctly, as applying to the whole district, I should say-yes.
69. To a limited extent, taking the town of Paterson as a pivot, I ask whether it is a shorter
distance from the town of Paterson to West Maitland, across the Falls, than from the town
of Paterson to Morpeth, across the river, by the punt ? 1 am not prepared to say ; it may be.
70. If you go beyond the town of Paterson, across the river between the Williams and the
Paterson, would not that be an additional difficulty in transmitting goods by land to Morpeth ?
Yes, if you confine it to land, certainly.
71. If you go to the eastward of the Williams River, would not the difficulty be again
increased? Yes, if the carriage of the goods be confined to the land; but these are
exceptional cases.
72. Then, I presume, the great mass of the produce grown on the Paterson aud Williams is
sent by water? Yes.
73. Now I wish to know what proportion of the produce grown on the Paterson and tho
Williams is sent to Sydney by water, and what proportion to Morpeth by water ? A very
large proportion. One of the Company’s steamers is employed as a drogher, besides other
small boats; in fact it is principally collected by water.
74. Do you think that one-third of the produce grown on the Paterson and the Williams ia
sent to Morpeth by water? I have no hesitation in saying that more tlian three-fourths
are taken to Morpeth for shipment.
75. Then I understand you to be of opinion that one-fourth only of the produce, wheat and
maize, grown on the Paterson and Williams, is sent direct to Sydney from those localities?
Perhaps less than a fourth.
76. Either by sailing craft or any other? Yes, Of course it is merely a comparative
figure at best.
77. Are you not aware that there are a considerable number of small craft engaged in the
direct

15 Oct., 1861.
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Mr. Patrick direct trade between'the Paterson and Williams and Sydney ?

There are a few, not a very
Macauliffe. considerable number.
_
78. Whatever the number may be you are decidedly of opinion that by means of direct
15 Oct., 1861. ^ter communication only one-fourth reaches Sydney 1 lies, the principal portion of itcomes by way of Morpeth.
79. Three-fourths you think? Tes j in fact I should think more than that.
80. Is there much produce grown in the immediate neighbourhood of Morpeth, on tho south
bank of the Hunter, that is, the Morpeth bank ? A very considerable quantity about
Miller’s Forest.
_
81. I am not speaking of Miller’s Forest; I say the immediate neighbourhood of Morpeth,
on the south bank ? I know it principally comes by water, but not so much on that side,
if you except Miller’s Forest.
8‘2, I merely ask if there is much produce grown in the immediate neighbourhood of
Morpeth, on the south bank of the River Hunter ? No, not in the immediate neighbourhood
of Morpeth.
83. Is there anything like an equal amount of produce grown on the south side of the
Hunter as there is on the north side ? No, I think not, if you confine it particularly to the
locality of Morpeth,
_
84. You are of opinion that much of the produce grown on the north bank of the River
Hunter will be shipped at Morpeth ? Yes, a very large proportion of it.
85. How far from the north bank of the river would settlers he likely to take advantage o.
this proposed railway—how far would the influence of the proposed railway extend amongst
the settlers? For many miles, I would say, in every direction around it.
86. Is the neighbourhood of Morpeth particularly famed for its fertility ? Opposite Morpeth
it is, about Phoenix Park.
87. On tho Morpeth side of the river? No.
’
88. Is there not a great deal of inferior and sterile land ? Yes; unproductive land—swamps,
aud so ou.
89. Are you of opinion that this land in tho immediate neighbourhood of Morpeth, on the
south bank of the river, is likely to send much produce to the interior ?
No, inasmuch as
there could not be any considerable quantity of produce grown there, I would think not j
but that is again an exceptional case altogether as applying to Morpeth.
90. Are you of opinion that the land in the immediate neighbourhood of the town of
Morpeth supplies Maitland with potatoes and so on ? Yes, there is a portion of it that does;
but I would answer that the difficulty of communication is so great that it almost precludes
the supply that would otherwise reach Maitland from the neighbourhood of Morpeth, but
some still does reach it.
91. What difficulty of communication do you refer to? The road for one thing.
92. Do you call a road a difficulty? I find it rather a considerable difficulty when I want
to get to Maitland.
_
93. The road is bad? Not particularly bad, bat it involves very considerable delay, and if
I want to send a package or anything bulky it involves considerable expense.
94. The Morpeth road is not worse than any other road? No,
95. Arc not such difficulties shared in throughout the country? They are, lam sorry to
say.
96. Has not a considerable sum of money been expended on the road between Morpeth and
Maitland ? Yes.
_
97. Is it not a good road ? Yes, a very fair road as compared with others.
98. What is the distance to East Maitland? About three miles.
99. Are you not of opinion that there is an infinitely larger proportion of good land
surrounding West Maitland than there is around Morpeth, on the south hank of the river ?
I have already said there is not very much land which is productive in the immediate
neighbourhood of Morpeth, for half a mile or so.
100. Are you aware what is the population of the largo town of Morpeth by the last
Census? I do not know without reference to the Census. The population of the whole
electorate is about 3,000.
101. I am speaking of the village itself? It is within 1,000, 1 think.
102. That is a more modest estimate than was given last Session, when it was stated at
2,000 ? That alludes to the electorate, I fancy.
_
103. The town of Morpeth, including men, women, children, and babies, only numbers
1,175, by the last Census ? lam glad to bear I was within the number.
104. Do you know the population of West Maitland ? No, I do not officially know it.
105. It is about six times the population of Morpeth ? Very likely, but that includes the
whole electorate.
106. No, West Maitland only? Very possible.
107. What is the amount of business transacted in this town of Morpeth with up-country
settlers ? Would you take that as represented by the quantity of produce shipped there ?
108. No, that has nothing to do with my question j I merely wish to know the amount of
business transacted by storekeepers, in the town of Morpeth, with up-country settlers?
I would say, without reference to West Maitland, with which it does not rank in importance,
that it is very considerable.
109. Your opinion is merely conjecture ? From knowledge of the place.
110. You have no statistics of the actual trade carried on by storekeepers at Morpeth with
the up-country settlers? I have not, in regard to that point; but! am in a position to
shew the general commerce of the port.
111. In order to arrive at a notion of the comparative business of the two places, I will ask
what
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what proportion you think the business transacted by' Morpeth with up-country settlers Mr. Patrick
bears to that transacted by West Maitland with the same class of customers? No doubt, Macauliffe.
a very small proportion.
Jo Oct., 1861.
112. One twentieth ? At present, I dare say not.
113. Is not Morpeth a mere stopping place for steamers, with but little local trade of any
description ? I really think not; I really think it is a place of very considerable trade j
and it appears it supports a population of 1,175 persons, according to your statement.
114. 1 am speaking of the local trade in Morpeth ? As matter of fair opinion I really
think it is very considerable.
.
115. What are your notions of a very considerahlo trade? I judge by comparison with
similar towns at Home with which I am acquainted, and eren with Newcastle itself, which I
know quite as well as I do Morpeth ; I do say, comparing the one with the other, that the
trade of tho particular kind to which you refer is very nearly as great at Moypoth as at
Newcastle.
116. I again ask whether Morpeth is not a mere stopping place for steamers, with but little
local trade? It is a port; and perhaps I had better answer your question by saying that I
do not consider it a mere stopping place, except in the same way as Newcastle or any other
port of the kind may be considered so.
117. It is in tiiat sense that I ask the question ? It is a port,
118. Arc you of opinion that the Morpeth lino of railway will bo a feeder to the Great
Northern line ? I am.
119. flow do you prove that? I would refer, for one very important point, to the minerals
which most people know to exist in the neighbourhood of Maitland and beyond Maitland a
little way, tho development of which will considerably increase the traffic of the Great
Northern line. They are on the Great Northern line, but at present not available, owing
to the expense of taking them to Newcastle.
120. My question was, how do you prove that the Morpeth line will be a feeder to the Great
Northern lino ; and you allude to the minerals in tho neighbourhood of Maitland—do those
minerals exist upon the line already established by the Government between Maitland and
the Northern Districts ? Yes.
121. Then in what way will this contemplated railway particularly bene6t the country, or
in what w'ay will it bo a feeder to the Government line ? By bringing these minerals within
easier transit of a port of shipment, and thereby making them available as a commercial
article, which they arc not at present, having reference to the price.
122. What particular locality do you now allude to as being likely to be benefited by that
line ? Anvil Creek I would name as one place.
123. Auy other place ? Four-mile Creek and Black Creek. Minerals exist at all those
places.
124. How far is Anvil Creek from West Maitland ? Ten or twelve miles.
125. And Black Creek a little beyond that again ? Yes.
126. Fifteen miles ? Yes.
127. How far is Four-mile Creek from Maitland ? About four miles, I think.
128. Is there not a Government line of railway from the neighbourhood of Four-mile Creek,
(four miles to the south of Maitland), to Black Creek and Anvil Creek, from ten to fifteen
miles to the north ? Yes.
129. By the Chairman: Are not large quantities of coal at present carted from Four-mile
Creek to Morpeth for shipment ? Yes, at an enormous expense.
130. By Mr. Dalyleish: At what expense per ton ? 5s. to 5s. Gd.
131. By Mr. Piddington: In what respect will this proposed line benefit the coal mines
that are discovered, or that will be discovered at Black Creek and Anvil Creek? It will
afford them a port for shipment within cheap and easy access, which Newcastle is not, ai d
by that means (to answer your question a liitle more fully) it brings forward minerals that
certainly never would be developed did not the Great Northern line become connected with
the port of Morpeth.
132. But the assumed cheapness of this proposed railway will depend upon the freight
charged by the Company who purpose to construct it ? Of course it would.
133. How do you know they would charge a low price ? I think it is their interest to do
so. As commercial men they would stultify themselves if they did not charge a moderate
price.
134. Are you not aware that many commercial partnerships do not always sec their interest
in cheapness ? Not in these days. I think the ordinary rules which govern such matters
are now so well understood, that there need be no fear on that score.
[Mr. Morris here took the chair during the temporary absence of Mr. Windeyer.']

135. Then you expect that the coals which are to be found at various places along the
Government line of railway will be brought down the Government line to Maitland, and
then transferred to the Morpeth line? Provided tho Morpeth line bo formed, I am quite
certain they will.
13G. Then the Morpeth Railway Company will he enabled to charge what they please per
ton for coals brought down by the Government line to Maitland ? They will be enabled to
make such a charge as they may think reasonable, and the proprietors of the coal mines may
bo able to pay. I presume they will be governed by the same rules and principles as other
people are in such matters.
137. Then, if your theory is correct, the Government line will be a feeder to the Maitland
line ? No, I do not think so; for the minerals which we have been speaking of will not be
brougbt down the Government line at all unless the Morpeth line be constructed.
138.
128—C
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Mr. Patriot 13S. But under the circumstances you have just described, you stated that the minerals will
Macauliffe. he brought down and shipped at Morpeth ? Yes.
139. Then I say, as the minerals must come down ten or fifteen miles on the Government
I Oct., 1861. )-ailway) ;□ order to be shipped fur two miles or thereabouts on the private lino, surely the
Government line is the feeder to the private line ? Well, I think not; I view it from the
other side nf the question.
140. By Mr. Wilson: I presume your argument is, that if they run fifteen miles on the
Government railway, and only three on the private railway, tho Government will derive
five times the benefit that the private Company will, and consequently that the private
railway will he a feeder to the Government line ? Yes, precisely.
141. By Mr. Piddington: You have admitted that there is a Government railway for
fifteen miles to Blaek Creek, while tho Morpeth line will only run two and a half or three
miles ? Yes.
142. Seeing that these coals come fifteen miles on the Government railway, and only three
miles on the private line, will not the Government line rather be the feeder to the private
line ? In that view of the question, which 1 respectfully take leave to dissent from, it may
be considered «o, but perhaps if you look at it in an enlarged view----- ■
143. I am not speaking of enlarged views, I only want you to answer my question ; any
other gentleman may have enlarged views; mine are narrow views. You admit that it
would actually be a feeder to the private line ? Not under the circumstances; I would say
that which I do not believe if I replied that it would be.
144. In a case where goods come on a Government lino fifteen miles to be shipped on a
private line for three miles, you think the Government line will not feed the private line ?
I am now speaking of a special case.
145. You are speaking of my question. If you choose to frame your own questions and
answer them in your own way I cannot prevent you, but I should prefer at present that you
should answer mine ? I would presume that your inquiry has fair reference to the Maitland
and Morpeth Kailway, and considering that these minerals are not yet developed, and will
not be till this line is formed, I do not see how the one is a feeder to the other at all.
146. You are assuming that the Maitland and Morpeth line will be constructed ? Yes.
147. And you know that, from Maitland to Black Creek, a Government line is now in course
of construction ? Yes.
148. Well, 1 want to know whether a wagon of coal carried along the Government lino from
Black Creek to West Maitland, which it must be in order to reach your lioe—whether that
fact docs not establish the Government line as a feeder of the private line ? No; I cannot
look at it in that light.
149. Bo you not calculate on the receipts from traffic of this description as a means of
paying the shareholders a dividend ? Certainly, as one means.
150. And yet, under such circumstances, you do not consider the Great Northern line a
feeder to your line ? By no means.
151. On what grounds do you assert that the .Maitland and Morpeth line will be a feeder to
the Great Northern line? I believe it would bring these minerals into the market, and
.
give them a commercial value, which they have not at present. It will bring them near a
port of shipment; aud I do believe that, in that view—which I fancy is a reasonable com
mercial one—that the Maitland and Morpeth Railway will be a valuable accessory to the
Great Northern line, and should rather be considered a feeder than otherwise.
152. Is the Government line of railway already completed to Black Creek and Anvil Creek ?
No.
153. Then you cannot tell what might be done when the Government line is opened? I
can partly, and it does not rest on my testimony, inasmuch as I think there will be evidence
before this Committee to shew that already one or two pits are being opened on Anvil Creek,
in anticipation of power being obtained to form this line.
154. You do not know whether those pits will be worked, inasmuch as you do not know
what will he the cost of carriage upon tho Government line or on the Morpeth line? They
will not be worked if this Act ho not obtained.
155. You cannot tell whether they will be worked if it is obtaioed ? lam certain they will.
156. It is a matter of opinion, is it not ? It is more than matter of opinion; I know that
Mr. Farthing is now working a pit; he was a large proprietor at Four-mile Creek, and he
sold his collieries there, and is going up the line in anticipation of the Company obtaining
power to form this line. I have some authority for saying so, having been informed to that
effect by Mr. Farthing himself.
157. What distance is Anvil Creek from Morpeth, taking the Government line of railway
and the lino proposed for the Maitland and Morpeth Bailway as the guide to the answer ?
Fifteen miles, I think.
158. Do you think coal raised fifteen miles from the port of shipment will come into
competition with coal raised at Newcastle, within a few yards of the port of shipment ? I
do ; there also they have to construct lines of rails.
159. At Newcastle? Yes.
160. What distance are the Coal and Copper Company’s and A. A. Company’s pits
from the port of Newcastle? Some two, and some three miles.
161. By Mr. Dalgleish: And the Wallsend Company? Ten miles fully.
162. By Mr. Piddington: Then you think coal carried along a line for fifteen miles will
form the basis of a trade and come into competition with coal carried two or three miles ?
I do believe it will; having some knowledge also of the cannel coal which exists at Anvil
Creek. No doubt you recollect that cannel coal obtained at Wigan, and in Scotland, is a
very superior article; and I may he allowed to say, from some knowledge of the Fnglisli
trade in cannel coal, that the canncl coal at Anvil Creek will largely advance the trade of
the Colony.
.
163.
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d(I,yoa esPeot to te the principal consumers of cannel coal? According to one Mr. Patrick
of the scientific tracts published by Weale, it is shewn that the Lismahago and Wigan cannel Macauliffe.
coal produces 50. 60, and 70 per cent, more gas than common coal, and as a parlour coal it —A—■.
is infinitely superior to anything raised in the Colonies at present.
15 Oct., 1861.
164. It splinters very much ? Yes, it does throw out a good deal.
165. JBy Mr. Wilson; Does it fly ? Yes.
^[r' PW-dington : Does it not fly upon the hearth-rug and carpet? Yes, sometimes
167. Is that a particular qualification for domestic use? It is preferred, with all its
disadvantages. It is not my opinion only but the opinion of housekeepers, who give it the
preference. In Lancashire it is very extensively used, as perhaps you are aware, and for gas
it has always the preference. It is very extensively exported from Scotland,
loo. Are you not of opinion that cannel coal scarcely comes into use at all as compared
■Ten t Sreat 111:153 °f coal usnd in England ? I think it commands a better price,
1011 is it not consumed to a very limited extent indeed? Not considering the sites of
production ; it is not found everywhere. I am not aware that there are any other mines
where it is extensively produced, but at Wigan, and Lismahago in Scotland.
1/0. Does it not bear a very small proportion to the whole production of coal? To the
whole no doubt it does.
171. I will put this case,—Suppose the Government line were finished to Singleton, and I
wished to send goods from Sydney to Singleton, or any of the northern towns by rail: in
such case, would not those goods be sent from Maitland to Singleton by rail, whether your
line be constructed or not? Of course they would, if you tied'them down to go by the
Government railway.
172. In what way would the construction of your railway facilitate my object, if I wished to
send my goods to Singleton, or Muswellbrook, or anywhere else? There would be this
advantage, that the natural direction of the traffic is to Morpeth.
173. I do not think you ought to explain your views but to answer my question ? Well,
7conceive it would be to the interest of parties to send their goods to Morpeth, in preference
to Newcastle.
174. I did not ask that question, I merely asked this,—Supposing I wished to send any goods
from Sydney, north of Singleton, by the Government rail, would not those goods be
transmitted by the Government rail to Singleton, or northwards, whether your line was
....
c®!astruc*,e(l 0T not? Certainly, if you ordered them to be so sent.
J.
175. Then how would your line be a great advantage to the Government line ? If you
limit it to a particular case-----176. To that case only ? . In this way it would be an advantage, that you would have to
send your goods a shorter distance by the Government railway, if you sent them by Morpeth, y
than if you sent them by Newcastle.
.
Sal^' supposing I wished to send them from Maitland to Singleton, or northwards, by
the Government rail, would I not be as well able to send them by the Government rail,
from Maitland, if your railway were not constructed, as if it were ? From Maitland,
of coarse.
is
178 From Sydney,—Supposing I am resident in Sydney, and wished to send 100 tons of
goods to Singleton, and north of Singleton, by the Government rail, would not my directions
be as effectively carried out, assumiug that your rail were not constructed, as if it were?
Certainly, if you desired them to be sent by the Government railway they would necessarily
have to go to Newcastle.
179. They might go to Morpeth? I thought your question applied entirely to the rail after
they touched the land. However, I think it would be decidedly a greater convenience to ,
have them put on the trucks at Morpeth, aud so sent on to the Groat Northern line.
^ i tJ° wkat extent wonld this great facility exist—what is the distance between Morpeth
and West Maitland ? About four miles.
181. I mean the length of your line—it strikes the Great Northern at Pitnacree, does it
not ? Yes.
182. What is the distance by the proposed line from Morpeth to Pitnacree ? From the
steamer very nearly three miles.
183. Then all the facility tho construction of this line would afford would be in reference to
three miles of land carriage ? Yes.
. 7-84. Nothing more ? Yes, but that involves very important considerations.
185. That is all the facility this line would afford, three miles of railway instead of three
miles of land carriage ? Yes, but that involves an immense convenience.
186. It has been said, I think, that if this line be constructed the settlers in the immediate
neighbourhood of Morpeth would be greatly benefited, by having an additional market for
their produce in the np-country districts ? Yes.
187. Such as Singleton and other places, even to Mudgee ? Yes.
188. In what way will they bo benefited ? In having tho seat of production, from which
they draw their supplies, extended. For instance—at present, or very recently so, I have
heard the price of potatoes at Singleton is enormously high.
189. Do you speak from your own knowledge ?
From my own knowledge so far as seeing
the quotations in tho papers, and so on; and I believe that by extending the seat of produc
tion from which they derive their supplies, they would naturally have an immerse advantage.
190. Are not potatoes grown in the neighbourhood of Maitland as well as at Morpeth ?
Yes, extensively.
191. There is to be a Government lino of railway from Maitland to Singleton ? Yes.
192. Do you not think, the land in the neighbourhood of Maitland would be quite sufficient
to supply Singleton with potatoes, without going to Morpeth ? Yes, but if you enlarge the
sonree of supply you lower the price.
193. How far would you enlarge the source of supply by the aid of these two miles of rail
way ?
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Mr. Patrick way ? By bringing in the Pateraon, the Hunter, and the'Williams. All the settlers on
Macauliffe. ^e banks of these rivers have boats, and they prefer to use the stream as a means of

r—"''—carriage for their produce, it being the more economical mode; and they would bring it to
15 Oct., 1SG1. JXorpethj for transmission to tbe places you speak of, if by the aid of this railway the maikets
at a distance in tbe interior were opened up to them.
194. In your opinion then tbe construction of two miles aud a half of railway from Morpeth
to Maitland will make a considerable difference in tbe market value of potatoes at Singleton ?
At certain times, in supplies generally.
195. Are you aware that there is a vast extent of land suitable for tbe growth of potatoes
at West Maitland ? Yes.
196. Do you know Louth Park ? Yes.
_ _
197. Is not that a very fertile tract of land ? Yes, but it is often under water.
198. You know the land in the neighbourhood of Pitnacree? Yes.
199. Is not that very fertile? Yes.
200. And so is the land near the Oakhampton road? Yes.
201. Bolwarra, is not that very fertile ? Yes.
...
,.
. ,,
202. Do you mean to say that the whole of the potato land in the immediate neighbour
hood of West Maitland would not be sufficient to supply Singleton, without going to
Morpeth ? It is just a question of price; as I said before, if you enlarge the source from
which you derive your supply, you cheapen the article} but there may be times, and I have
known them myself, when potatoes are dear and scarce at West Maitland.
203. And at those times have they not been dear at Morpeth ? _ Yes.
.
204. What has been the difference in the market price of maize, on the average, for six
months of the present year, at Morpeth and West Maitland ? I could not answer precisely,
bnt I believe it has been a fraction cheaper at Morpeth.
205. Do you mean the lowest coin known to an Englishman, half a farthing? Perhaps 2d.
206. What has been the difference in the average price of wheat? Not much. . _
207. And only 2d. on maize ? lam supposing a figure, to represent a distinction in value.
208. 2d. is a considerable sum in a bushel of maize ? I don’t know} a good deal depends
upon the bulk of the article, and the expense of carriage.
209. I am speaking of Morpeth and West Maitland—you think 2d. a bushel is the difference
in the price of maize in favour of Morpeth ? It might happen that maize would be cheaper
at West Maitland than at Morpeth.
210. I ask whether it is your opinion that maize is cheaper on the average at Morpeth than
at Maitland? Yes.
211. 2d. a bushel you think on the average? I suppose a figure. Maitland buyers go
down to Morpeth to buy the article, which proves that a difference does exist.
212. Do you know the difference in the price of wheat ? Well, wheat is cheaper generally,
I think, on the Williams and the Hunter, than it is at Maitland. There are a variety Oi
circumstances which affect the price and make it a trifle cheaper. ^
.
213. Do you not conceive that the Maitland and Morpeth line of railway will be a competing
line with the existing Government line? I answer generally that I think not, on the whole.
214. Is there not a railway within a very short distance of Morpeth already constructed to
West Maitland ? Yes, within some three miles.
215. Have you a map of the district? No.
. ,
216. Have you any idea of the average distance between the existing G-overnment line from
Morpeth to East Maitland and the proposed line from Morpeth to Pitnacree—I mean
between any point you like on your proposed line and any point on the existing Government
line ? I could not answer that question} I can bear tbe whistle of the train every morning
well"and plainly, but that is scarcely a rule for judging distance; I have never crossed
between the two lines. But you appear to assume that tbe lines run parallel, whereas they
meet at right angles, or very nearly so.
217. What is the extreme distance?

I am not prepared to say.

218. Seeing that there is a Government railway already constructed from the immediate
nein-hbourhood of Morpeth to Pitnacree, will not your line of railway be a competing line
with the Government line ? I do not think it would ; I have given the matter a good deal
of consideration, and I believe it will not be found so in practice.
219 By Mr Buchanan : You were asked about tbe promissory notes—are you aware that
among the shareholders there are a good many that have a considerable number of shares.
220, And those who have given these promissory notes being men of substance, you would
■consider their promissory notes as equivalent to money? Yes.
221 You would as lieve take a tender of their promissory notes as currency of the realm f
Well, I certainly think that, as regards tho great majority of them, they are quite good
for a much larger amount of money.
.
222. Many of the shareholders are reputed to possess enormous capital? Ihey do represent
22? YoSu havfbecn asked by Mr. Piddington if you think the Morpeth district will be
benefited by the construction of this line ? I decidedly think it will.
_
224. You are aware that at the present moment there is a very extensive coal trade going on
by drays from Four-mile Creek to Morpeth
Balgkish: At 5s. 6d a ton?) Yes,
225UtAre you of opinion that, if this line were constructed, that coal trade would be
increased enormously ? Yes.
_
226. Without the advantage of this line you say there is a very large trade in this coal, and

that
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that it would be enormously increased on the construction of this line of railway ? No
doubt of it.
_
<
A
227. Are you not of opinion that the great trade derivable from this coal would be a
sufficient inducement to construct this Hue, if there were no other traffic, merely this coal? J c •>
It depends upon the spirit of enterprise in which it is entered upon, of course; but I do
believe the quality of the coal, which is very superior, would he almost an inducement. .
228. That traffic will form a very lucrative source of profit to the Company ? Tery lucrative.
229. You are aware that there are five steamers trading to the port of Morpeth ? Yes.
230. You mentioned that you had some statistics as to the trade of the port—tho imports and
esports—will you be kind enough to hand them in to the Committee? I can put them in
now, with permission. (The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix B.)
231. Could you tell the Committee what is the passenger traffic from Sydney to Newcastle
and Morpeth, by the Steam Companies, in auy one month of the year ? I could not,
232. At present a good many passengers leave the steamers at Newcastle? A great many.
233. Arc you aware that they are put to considerable inconvenience by having to wait for
the train frequently ? Yes, they may be; I have seen them waiting.
234. What is your general impression—if the railway were constructed from Morpeth to
Maitland, do you think they would go up the river by the steamers, and then go on from
there up the country by the rail ? Generally speaking I think the intercourse would be
largely increased.
_
235. You have been asked about tbe Tocal road, if you were a shipper of produce, whether
you would send it to Maitland or Morpeth from Tocal. Now you are aware that there is a
very expeditious water transit from Tocal to Morpeth ? Yes, very.
_
_
236. If you were shipping produce from Toeal to Sydney, would you send it to Maitland to
go by rail to Newcastle, or to Morpeth to go by steam to Sydney ? To Morpeth.
237. If you were shipping goods from Tocal to Sydney, sooner than take them over bad
roads and across tbe Falls to West Maitland, you would take them to Morpeth to be shipped
to Sydney ? Yes, of course.
238. Bp Afr. Morris : As a matter of fact which way do the farmers send their goods, to
Maitland by water, and through Morpeth, or direct by land, by tbe road ? Tho fact is that
very little goes that way at all now.
[dfr.

Windeyer here resumed the Chair

239. By Mr. Buchanan: In the event of the railway being constructed from Morpeth to
Maitland, and you were sending produce from Tocal up the country, would you send it by
water to Morpeth to go thence by rail, or over bad roads to Maitland ? I would send it by
Morpeth decidedly, and I think every farmer in the district would do the same.
240. The river is covered with drogiiing craft, is it not? Yes.
.
241. You arc also aware that the Falls are sometimes impassable, owing to floods? Yes, I
have heard so.
242. By Mr. Morris: Did I understand you to say there is very little direct trade between
tbe Paterson and Williams and Maitland ? I do not think there is much.
^
243. By Air. Buchanan: You said Miller’s Forest is not in the vicinity of Morpeth—is it a
mile from Morpeth ? It is reached immediately from Morpeth by a back road.
244. Docs Miller’s Forest reach within a mile of Morpeth, or two miles ? It reaches very
close to it, but I do not know that I could define the boundary very exactly, whether it
joins the Morpeth district or not.
_
245. Are you aware that prices current at Singleton have often shewn a very considerable
difference—3s. or 4s. a bushel on maize—as compared with Morpeth ? Yes, I have heard so
from time to time.
.
246. In that event, from want of this railway, in fact, the Morpeth people are prevented
from taking advantage of this market ? Yes, from want of cheap conveyance.
247. In the event of this railway being constructed there will bo a largely increased trade
between these places? Yes, an immense increase of intercourse between the whole district
of tbe three rivers and the Upper Hunter.
248. Are you of opinion that in tbe event of this railway being constructed, settlers wishing
to send produce up tho country, would prefer sending it by Morpeth rather than by New
castle, in consequence of the large amount of wharfage accommodation, warehouses, and so
on, afforded by the two Steam Companies ? Yes; and Morpeth is at all times more convenient
of access to persons on the Upper Hunter, the Williams, and the Paterson.
249. Are you aware that there are no warehouses at all on the quay at Newcastle, and no
conveniences at all? None of the kind you refer to.
250. Do you conceive that in the event of this railway being constructed a very large
passenger traffic would take place on the 1 ihe—passengers coming from up the country and
from Maitland to Sydney ? Yes, I think the intercourse between the different places would
be wonderfully increased.
251. Do you know the rates of toll on the road between East Maitland and Morpeth t No,
I do not, but I think it is stated in some matter lately presented to the House, that tho
returns from tolls are about £720 a year.
252. In tho event of this railway being constructed tbe Great Northern Hallway will of
course be benefited by carrying all tho goods brought to it by tho Morpeth Railway ? Yes,
I think so. It wonld bo easy to shew how the prosperity of the one line would benefit the
other, in the same way as the prosperity of one shop helps another. There would no doubt
be an increase of intercourse.
_
j •> t
253. By Air. Piddington: Do you say that one shop helps another in the same trade? I
have heard so,
.
254.

.
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Mr. Buchanan; All the goods brought by steam to Morpeth would go on the
* _ A 1 ^ proposed line of railway, to be carried up the country by tho Government line ? Yes.
255. Under such circumstances would not the Morpeth railway bo a feeder to the other ? It
.to Oct., 1861, js jjjy conviction that it will.
256. By the Chairman: Do you not think that, if this railway be constructed, connecting
the Great Northern Railway with Morpeth, people residing up the country would place their
goods on the Great Northern line to be carried to Morpeth for shipment, whereas if it were
not constructed they would send their drays the whole distance to Morpeth rather than be
troubled by taking them off the line at East Maitland and carting them to Morpeth ? It
will afford an immense facility in that way, and more particularly when taken in connection
with the river system which we have, which enables persons on the Rivers Paterson,
Williams, and Hunter, to bring their produce in boats to the Morpeth terminus of the
railway, where they can immediately send them forward by rail np the country, without
involving the inconvenience which attends carriage by drays or carts overland.
257. Can yon tell me what quantity of coals are from time to time sent in from Four-mile
Creek alone to Morpeth ? The quantity of coal sent in from Four-mile Creek has enormously
increased since the strike at Newcastle, and I think I would not be exaggerating by saying
that something like 1,200 tons a-week have been sent in—certainly 1,000 tons, to keep
within limits.
258. And the charge for cartage to Morpeth is from 5s. to 5s. Gd. a ton ? Yes; in summer
weather about 5s,
259. And tbe price of coal when unaffected by the strike, is 12s. a ton ? Yes.
260. Then the carriage alone is 45 per cent, of the value? Yes, fully that.
261. By Mr. Buchanan : As things at present stand, without a railway, you are aware that
the Morpeth people and the district around find Maitland available as a market for hay ?
Yes.
262. Have you not frequently seen drays going daily from Morpeth to Maitland laden with
hay ? Yes.
263. That market is not, however, taken advantage of to the full extent, for want of facilities
of carriage ? Decidedly not.
264. And of course when the railway opens the facility it will afford will largely increase
that trade? Yes.
_
265. By the Chairman ; You have stated that the trade of Morpeth is not one-twentieth of
the trade of Maitland—the local trade? Yes.
266. Do you not think that this railway, if constructed, would give Morpeth a greater
chance of competing with West Maitland, considering' that Morpeth is the more natural place
for an emporium, being tbe joining point between the land communication and the water
communication ? Yes, I think it would.
267. Do you not think that Morpeth, a spot which joins the water communication with the
land communication, is a more natural place to become an emporium, a place having trade
of its own, than an internal town simply on the lino of road ? No doubt of it.
268. Do you not think it a more natural place for mercantile houses to establish branch
houses ? 1 do.
269. By Mr. Piddington : Has not Morpeth always been at the head of the navigation ? Yes.
270. If it has always had this natural advantage how do you account for your opinion that
it will have some superior natural advantages now over what it has had for tho last 25
years ? Because it will be brought into more easy communication with the interior.
271. By substituting the rail for the common road ? Yes.
272. That is the only additional advantage it will have over the natural advantages it has
possessed for the last 25 years past ? Yes.
273. Do you think it will ever overtake Maitland in prosperity and extent simply because
you may have a railway constructed between Morpeth and Pitnacree ? I never made the
comparison mentally, but I need not beg the question by saying that you know as well as I
do that Morpeth is the natural location of the trade, as the head of the navigation of the
Hunter. Maitland is purely the creation of accident.
274. Is it not a rather remarkable accident which has made the population of West Mait
land 7,000, while that of Morpeth is only 1,100? I think reasons could be given which
would quite satisfactorily explain the difference between the two.
275. By the Chairman : If the Morpeth people wish to construct a work which they think
will give them an opportunity of competing with Maitland, do you see any reason why
Parliament should interfere to prevent them ? I think not. The policy of the Government
at Home has invariably been to encourage facilities for communication,
276. By Mr. Piddington: Do you see any reason why the Government, after having, at an
enormous expense, constructed a railway from Newcastle to Maitland, should now lend its
assistance to establish a competing line? I do not hold this to bo a competing line.
277. By the Chairman : You look upon the two as mutually assisting each other; that line
obtaining the greatest advantage which has the greatest length ? Yes.
278. By Mr. Piddington: What is the distance from Four-mile Creek to the proposed
.
Morpeth line by land ? Which end ?
279. Any end you like—What is the distance from the coal mines at Four-mile Creek to
the Morpeth lioe of railway, as proposed to be constructed ? I presume about two miles
and a-half.
280. What saving will there be then in the land carriage the miners must pay from Fourmile Creek, even if the Morpeth line be constructed ? They would save the remainder of the
distance to Morpeth.
281. What is that distance ? About two miles and a-half.
282
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282. I understood you to say the distance between Four-mile Creek and Morpeth is Mr. Patrick
about four miles ? I think it is more; it is nearer to five; yon may call it five, Macauliffe.
for the pits vary, one here and one there; say from four to five miles.
■'*—A---283. How much will be saved in land carriage to the miners of Four-mile Creek, even if ^
l®®1the Morpeth line be constructed; how much of that distance—four or five miles—will be
saved ? It will not lessen the distance; it will only increase the facilities of carriage.
284. You think it will not lessen the distance at all ? It could not j how could it ? "
285. By the Chairman : How much would it lessen the distance they would have to cart the
coals by way of the ordinary road ? To that question I can make an intelligible reply.
If this Bill be obtained, they are about making a titimway to communicate with the Great
Northern line, and then the whole distance to the shipping place at Morpeth can be done
by rail" they will come by their own tramway till they join the Northern line, by that
lino into the proposed Morpeth line, and then by the latter to Morpeth.
28G. By Mr. Piddington : What distance would be saved from Four-mile Creek to tbe
nearest point on tbe proposed Morpeth railway? They would not be in a position at all
to avail of it, unless they made their tramway, for this reason, that they would have to
transfer the coal from their carts to the waggons on the lino.
287. Then, as I understand you, the mere construction of the Morpeth line will not
necessarily do away with land carriage of coal from Four-mile Creek ? I think it will,
because, owing to the proposed construction of this line, they are about to construct a
tramway, which they would not do if our line were not to be made.
288. I ask whether, supposing the Morpeth line is constructed, there will be a saving if
nothing else is done ? Yes.
289. To what extent ? About half.
290. Then there will be still about two miles of land carriage to be paid for? Yes,
supposing they do not take it by tram.
291. By the Chairman: You are aware that the proprietors of mines at Four-mile Creek
are prepared to make a tramway in the event of the Morpeth line being constructed ? I am,
from circumstances within my own knowledge.
292. And to do that they would have to use the Great Northern line? Yes, for nearly
a mile. I would here wish, with the permission of the Committee, to set myself right with
regard to an awkward idea of competition between Morpeth and West Maitland, suggested
by my reply to a question put to me. I would misrepresent the matter did I confine my
reply to what I then said. I beliece that, so far from this line taking away from tbe
prosperity of West Maitland, it wonld greatly advance the interests of both towns.
293. Are not many of the shareholders in this Company mercantile men, and residents in
West -Maitland? A great many.
294. By Mr. Piddington : In what way will it advance the interests of West Maitland ?
By giving increased facilities for trade, for one thing.
295. By Mr. Dalgleish: Do you remember being examined before a similar Committee to
this in tbe last Session of Parliament ? I was.
296. Are you acquainted with railway matters as they are conducted in England ? Yes, I
have seen them for twenty years in operation there.
297. Is every Company that applies to Parliament, in England, for permission to make a
line, is it granted in all instances ? Not every Company.
298. I think you stated in your examination last Session, turning to the 444th question,
that having resided in England for some years you are aware that trade is always allowed
to follow its own course ? That is the general rule which, I believe, is correct enough.
299. That they are allowed to carry on their business in any way they think best? Yes,
that, is the principle.
300. Is that the principle when they are not allowed to make lines—when they apply for an
Act and it is not granted? The Board of Trade, which has generally the determination of
these matters, determines on the lines that will be best calculated to promote the public
interests.
301. Then you have heard that the Government in England have interfered in this way, to
prevent people making a line where they thought proper ? The truth is, that when private
individuals project competing lines, they have to submit their plans to the Board of Trade,
which determines which line is tho best, and though the Parliamentary Committee takes
evidence on the subject, and decides ultimately whether the Bill shall be granted, tbe
Government, represented by tbe Board of Trade, has naturally a good deal to do with it, and
exercises a sort of control.
302. In fact the Bill has to ho applied for the same as hero ? Yes.
303. And in many cases it is not granted ? Yes.
304. Then your answer, as it appears here, is incorrect? No; I think it perfectly correct.
305. By the Chairman: Have you ever heard of an instance where the English Government
interfered to prevent private persons from making any line of railway, except when other
parties, who might have interests opposed to its construction, objected to it, and proved their
objection to be well founded. Have you ever known the Government to interpose to prevent
it, of their own motion ? No, I never did.
300. By Mr. Piddington: Do you know of auy case where the English Government have
constructed any line of railway whatever ? No.
307. By Mr. Dalgleish: Do you depend upon the Government allowing your line to join
theirs? Yes; we assume it will.
308. Is it usual in England to allow junctions to take place between lines in this way?
Yes, I think it is.
309. Not in all instances? Not in all instances. For many years it often formed a subject
of
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of depute between them before they laid down any principle at all, but of late Companies
have learnt to be a little more liberal amongst themselves, after costly experience of tho
opposite course of conduct.
15 Oct., ISfll.
]}0 j.ou knoiy the Caledonian line of railway? No.
311. Nor the North British? No.
_
312. Are you sufficiently acquainted with the working of English Railway Companies to
know whether an equivalent has not to be given for any supposed advantage arising from a
junction of one line with another ? I do not profess to be acquainted with the terms on
which junctions are madcj I presume that depends on circumstances; hut I am aware that
sometimes one line leases another, and & on.
313. Jfy Mr. Buchanan : Are you aware that the Government granted an Act for tho Cale
donian Railway, notwithstanding that it runs parallel with the Edinburgh and Glasgow
line ? I have some recollection of having observed on a map that it does run parallel.
314. By Mr. Dalgleish: You say in your answer to tbe 444th question of your former
evidence, “ I know of my own knowledge that at Home—having resided in England for some
“ years—that where lines exist in the country, the Companies are pledged to permit other
" lines to communicate with them, although the directors should be unwilling that a junction
“ should be made”? So I believe they are.
315. Bo you know that of your own knowledge ? If you ask me to cite any particular case
I cannot say I am in a position to do so.
_
316. Are you aware of any case of your own knowledge ? I have beard of such cases. It is
eight or nine years ago since T left Home.
317. It is a kind of floating idea ? It must float on something you know.
318. A supposition ? It is more than that.
319. In speaking of the town of Morpeth, do you know the locality ? Yes.
320. And the river? Yes.
_
321. What is the width of the river at Morpeth? On an average perhaps 100 yards; it
varies.
_
322. Have you no knowledge, only an idea? Such an idea as you might get from seeing it
every day.
323. No direct knowledge ? No.
_
324. Bo you expect a large accession to the shipping at Morpeth if this line be made ? Yes.
325. And the data------? Are founded on the capabilities of tbe country when its mineral
and other produce is better developed.
326. MThat do you mean when you say "other produce” ? It is a fine alluvial soil capable
of growing almost anything.
327. In the neighbourhood of the three rivers? Yes, which comprises a very large area.
328. I think you stated that there are droghers on the river ? Yes.
329. These droghers bring cargo from tbe Williams to where? Morpeth,
330. Boes the steamer not call at Raymond Terrace ? Yes.
331. Is not Raymond Terrace immediately at the junction of the Williams ? _ So it is.
332. And the steamers call there for cargo ? Yes, and very inconvenient it is; they would
rather take it to Morpeth by far, and ship it there.
333. By the Chairman: They do as a matter of fact ? Yes, no doubt of it.
334. Is the freight less from Raymond Terrace than from Morpeth ? I think I may aosw
that question distinctly, that it is the same.
335. It is found more convenient, in point of fact, to bring goods down the River Williams
and up the Hunter to the chief emporium at Morpeth, than to unload the cargo boats at
Raymond Terrace and stop the steamers in their passage down the Hunter to pick them up
there? Yes, as a general rule.
336. By Mr. Dalgleish: What is your idea of a large accession of shipping ? Upon my
word I fancy that instead of having only a couple of sailing vessels at the wharf there, we
should have a score.
1
_
337. What accession of wharfage accommodation would then be required? They would
require an accession of wharfage accommodation no doubt, but there is all the necessary water
frontage for the purpose. I fancy that tbe whole Queen’s Wharf wonld be required for the
shipment of coal-----_
338. What is its length? It is a very fine wharf, and I think I should not he outside the
mark if I were to say it is 150 yards long ; beyond that again there is good deep water, and
a wharf in reality exists there, except that it would require to he faced and so on.
339. Are you aware that there is a great difi'erence between the line as proposed by Mr.
Whalley, and the line proposed by the Government Engineer? No, I think they are about
tbe same—identical almost.
340. The same levels ? Yes, I think so. Perhaps I may he allowed to answer the question
by saying there renlly is no practical difference. I should explain that the Government
plan as proposed, which plan was rejected by the House, only intended to carry the line to
the Queen’s Wharf, while the Company propose to carry it three-quarters of a mile beyond
that. As far as the Queen’s Wharf I believe there is no essential difference in the two
proposals.
341. Excepting that the line is now going to he carried by a higher level at the back of the
Australian Steam Navigation Company's and Hunter River Company’s stores?
Any
extension into the town was never proposed by the Government at all.
342. You have given your evidence to the effect that cannel coal is better adapted to parlour
use than any other ? I should give it the preference,
343. Do you know for what specific purpose it is used as a staple? Generally, I think,
it is used for gas making very extensively.
344.
Mr. Patrick
Macauliffe.
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344. Have you any knowledge of the consumption of coals for gas making herein proportion Mr. Patrick
to the consumption of the same coal for gas in Great Britain ? No; I should think the Macnuliffo.
comparison could hardly be made, the consumption there is so enormous.
\
345. Have you any knowledge of the relative values of these coals? At Home one can form 15 0ct-> 18G1a better idea than here, because they have not yet been brought into supply in this Colony.
At Home canncl coal commands, I think, Is. 6d. or 2s. a ton more than the other
coal.
346. You were speaking of the difficulties of bad roads, and rates of freight from Four-mile
Creek, which you stated to be 5s. a ton at present ? Yes.
347. What is the freight from the nearesfl>poiut of the Great Northern line to Newcastle ?
Supposing they found waggons, it would be 3s. a ton.
348. So that, at the present moment, there is 2s. 6d. a ton in favour of the railway to
Newcastle ? No, they are not in communication with the railway at all.
349. But you say it will be necessary to form a tramway to meet your line—might they not
as well form a tramway to the Great Northern line? X would answer your question in this
way—that they would really have no advantage over the present by the plan you propose,
because with 3s. a ton to Newcastle, and with the cost of constructing waggons and con
structing a tramway, there would be no great gain ; but if on the Morpeth line they save any
important portion of the 3a. per ton, then you fnakc it worth while.
350. If they save it ? They will.
351. In order to form a junction with the Morpeth line I think I understood they must first
form a junction with the Great Northern, which must carry their traffic how far ? About a
mile.
352. Then they would have to pay a mile’s toll on the Great Northern ? Yes.
353. And afterwards pay toll to your line from the Maitland junction to Morpeth ? Carriage,
rather, I will take the liberty of saying.
354. Or toll ? Well-----355. Then there would bo the cost of laying down a tramway from the pit to the Great
■
Noi them line, and of providing carriages, ite, for the carriage of the coal which would
apply equally to the case of Morpeth as to Newcastle ? But they would save 2s. Od. a ton
by going to Morpeth; we would take it for fid. a ton, whereas on the Great Northern to
Newcastle it would cost 3s.
35fi. How far would you take it for fid. ? Nearly three miles.
357. That is from Maitland ? Yes.
358. What would it cost them previously to bring it there? Just the same as if they ran
it to Newcastle; there would bo no difference there, but they would save the difference
between fid. a ton and 3s.
359. Have you got a scale of freights which it is proposed to charge on this Morpeth line?
No; but 1 think you will find what I say will be confirmed. It is about 2d. a ton per mile,
they finding their own waggons.
360. Is the country on the opposite side of the Hunter lower than it is on the Morpeth
side ? Yes.
361. Is it subject to inundation ? Yes.
ofi2. W ould the necessary wharfage to provide for a large accession of shipping, by being
piled, &c., be any obstruction to the Hood waters of the Hunter ? No ; we would make it on
the Morpeth side.
363. This would partially dam the river? No.
364. Would it not narrow its course ? Not a bit; we do not run out at all; we take the
present line of river frontage.
365. By the Chairman: There is deep water close alongside ? Yes.
366. By Mr. Dalgleish: Are the wharves not submerged at present during floods, or nearly
so? I dare say they arc—the lower flooring.
367. During the time of heavy floods is not the communication between Sydney and Morpeth
practically cut off? As fur as the loading of goods it is,
368. ^ By the Chairman: Therefore there is all the greater necessity for being able to com
municate with the Northern railway, in order to get to Newcastle ? Yes.
‘
'
369. By Mr. Dalgleish: In this case, which is the most natural point of communication
with the interior,- the point near the mouth of the river where the communication is never
stopped, or the point where the communication is stopped during floods ? That point, I should
imagine, which is nearest to the interior, that is Morpeth.
370. I should say the point nearest the sea-coast—where does the traffic come from which
you anticipate ? It arises at Morpeth,, and near it.
371. You do not calculate on any traffic from Sydney ? We do, to a certain extent, of course.
372. Not to a great extent? A portion of the elements of our traffic are derived from the
Sydney trade.
373. Is not the principal element the Sydney trade ? It is a matter of opinion. I think
that, either way, we shall have a large trade.
'
374. When wool, for instance, is in transitu from the interior, what benefit will it be to tbe
squatters or wool growers in tbe interior to have tbeir wool delayed in its passage to market,
by floods in the Hunter ? Certainly it would be more if that were the case.
375. Would it not frequently shut out such produce from homeward-bound ships and perhaps
he the cause of the loss of a season? For a week in four or five years it might happen—or
two or three days rather.
376. Every year for the last three years it has been the case. It has been stopped this Tear f
It has.
'
377. Last year? Yes, partially, for a day or so.
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Mr. Patrick 378, The year before ? X think not between last year and 1857. There has been nothing
Macaulifie. 0f atly consequence till this year.
■_
_
<■"—879. Not the flood of 1859* 7 It really amounted to nothing. I was living in Morpeth at
15 Oct., 1861. tjjg

'

'

and therefore I can speak to it.

380. When one of the three rivers is flooded it is usual for them all to be so, more or less ?
Generally it is so,
_
381. As a matter of fact docs tbe produce from the Williams come to Morpeth or go direct
to Sydney—the greater portion? Well, I said a good deal went to Morpeth, and Isay so
still; some of it goes to Raymond Terrace.
_
382. Is there not a boat regularly in the trade to the head of the navigation of the
Williams? Yes, that is the extreme end.
.
383. Does not the steamer tranship from every settler that has grain to send ? I do not
think they do.
....
384. Have you any knowledge of the working of that steamer in receiving and delivering
cargo? No; it appears to pay them.
_
385. There is a large expense incurred in taking on board freight and another expense in
discharging that freight, but when the freight is on board the steamer the mere transit is
not such an expense as that which is incurred by stopping, &c. Is it so, or is it. greater ?
It all adds to the amount.
I do not suppose .they make a close calculation of that kind; it
is not common in business,
386. Would it not he a more natural means of communication, if, when the accumulated
grain from the farmers was on board the drogher, she should take it to Newcastle, than take
it to Morpeth ? It depends upon the proportion of cargo taken.
387. I assume a full cargo? Even Raymond Terrace is very considerably nearer to Morpeth
than to Newcastle; it is not half the distance down the river.
_
_
388. I am not asking the distance ? That will affect the question if you will excuse me.
I word my reply to the best of my ability.
/
_ ■
389. Is not Newcastle the most natural place for the receipt and delivery of cargo for and
from tlie Williams? It is not. Trade follows its natural channels, and it goes up to
Morpeth as naturally as rain pours down from above us,
_
_
390. jSty the Chairman : In point of fact it always has done so ? Yes, it is not a question
of argument or mere opinion, but it is one of fact.
391. By Mr. Dalgleish : In your evidence last year, I find tbe following—question 513,—
" At the port of Newcastle there is a bar which makes access dangerous ? Yes.”—What
allusion has that to the railway to Morpeth ? Of course I merely answered the question ;
I had nothing to do with the policy of it.
_
_
392. The next question is to the effect that vessels can only got in in one state of tbe wind,
and you reply that for a considerable period of the year it is difficult to get in. Is there
any other way of getting to Morpeth than by water ? Clearly not.
_
393. Whatever disadvantage may attend Newcastle in these respects applies to Morpeth
also ? Certainly.
394. In answer to question 516, you say there is a full mile of water frontage at Morpeth,
where wharves could be constructed—in order to make that mile of water frontage available
for the railway, would it not be necessary to extend'the line, in_ order that vessels might
derive tbe natural advantage from the railway ? Clearly. It is intended to carry the line
through the town parallel with the water, but not so close to it as to destroy the water
frontage.
395. You are not a shareholder in this Company ? I am not.
_
396. The whole of this supposition with regard to coals from Black Creek, AnyH Creek, &c.,
is mure supposition ? No, I respectfully dissent from that; it is not supposition ; on the
contrary, some pits are now in course of construction, calculating on the facilities which will
be afforded by this line.
_
.
397. Do you suppose they may not have been sunk with an idea of junction with the Great
Northern line, for the purpose of conveying the coals to Newcastle ? No; they are
intended for Morpeth ; I know that specially from Mr. Farthing himself.
_
398. Do you know the average profits paid by English railways ?_ Well, I did see very
recently what they were ; they have improved very much ; I think the average now is
somewhere about five per cent.
399. Do you know any reason for the improvement ? Yes.
400. Is it not on account of tbe Railways Relief Bill, which releases them from the necessity
of keeping up unprofitable branch lines ? I rather think it is from the general increase of
trade,—so it is stated.
401. What do you consider proof of a line being a feeder ? The reciprocity which a good
many years knowledge of the business leads me to believe exists between two railway lines
does in fact increase the prosperity of both lines. It has amounted to an axiom of late years,
within my own knowledge.
402. I understood you had some distinct ideas on what constituted a feeder to a line of
railway and what did not? As applied to this lino I think the proof is very obvious; and
first I would mention here that portion of the traffic affecting the mineral development which
will be an entirely new source of profit to the Great Northern line. There is, besides, the
large traffic which will be sent along the Great Northern line from Morpeth and the extensive
agricultural districts of the Paterson and Williams.
_
.
4U3. Where do you expect to get this traffic from Morpeth, seeing that you have said there is
little

Note :—1860, understood by witness.
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little or no local trade? That involves the very question of increased facilities for inter- m patrick
course. It you give us those facilities tve will provide the trade.
Macauliffe.
404. Are you aware of the contents of this Bill ? Yes.
. ,
405, Is there any right claimed to run trucks on the Government line of railway ? There 15 Oct.. 1861.
is a right sought to communicate with it, and to arrange with the Government for the
’
traffic—the concluding portion of section 14, I think.
^ i^0U C^vm ^
the right to enter on the Great Northern line at any point
Which yonr Directors think fit, without any reference to the Government Engineer? We
contemplate an arrangement with the Government in conformity with the clause in their
own Act, by which the Government authorizes the principle—the Bailway Act, section 99,
I think.
-r
r
J
,
,
407. By the Chairman: You only claim, as I understand, such right to loin the Government
line as is given by law under the 99th section of the Railway Act of 1858? Yes, I believe
that is all.
^^r’ Dftlgleish : With regard to the Fiats I think the boats do still stick upon the
Flats? One of them did yesterday, but it was the first time for a long period, and almost
anticipating your question I asked the reason nf the captain of the " City of Newcastle,” and
‘
he told me he was much surprised at it, for he drew two feet more water than the
“ Paterson and yet ho never struck. The truth is, I believe, it was not in consequence of the
Jno*1 wa*;er on *'^ie ^a*s' ktR in consequence ot some accident or mistake that occurred.
l- t ^re ^°U a^are
the steamers have stuck on several occasions? No, I am not : I
think you have been misinformed.
410. By the Chairman : Notwithstanding the Flats the trade has gone to Morpeth ? Yes,
even before they were deepened at all.
411. By Mr. Dalgleish : Can you give any reason for the trade going to Morpeth previously
in preference to its going to Newcastle ? Ono very important reason exists, that vessels
found a freight to and from Morpeth which they did not at Newcastle, except, coals, which
the steamers do not take as freight.
*cams have been in the habit of coming direct to Morpeth as the nearest oint to
which the steamers penetrate ? Yes, clearly,
413. Do you think the same reason will operate on shippers when the Great Northern line
is so far extended into the interior as to do away with the bullock drays, or with cartage
from the far interior by bullock drays ? It will be economy to come to Morpeth as the
nearest point.
414. By draysI say when the railway is extended farther into the interior ? That is a
matter of opinion. Some people would tell you the trade would all go down to Newcastle
if you do not give us this line.
'
415. I want to know what you think ? Some of it might go down there.
^ou think that if these two miles-——? About throe, I beg your pardon.
41/. These three miles of railway arc not made from Maitland to Morpeth, the bullock
drays will still continue to bring the produce of the interior to the port of Morpeth ? No,
I do not think so.
418. You think then that the produce will come down the Great Northern as far as
Maitland ? Yes, I believe a portion of it would, but I would not infer that all would.
419. By Mr. Piddington: Would the largest portion come to Morpeth ? Say a moiety of
it; we would have a hard tussel for it.
42Ch In such a helpless condition as you seem to think the refusal of this line would leave
you in, what proportion of the up-country produce would come to Morpeth ? In that case
I think we should divide it.
421. Are you expressing what you wish or what is your opinion ? Both ways perhaps : the
wish may be father to the thought.
422. By Mr. Dalghish: You stated, in answer to Mr. Buchanan, that you have known
maize 4s. a bushel dearer at Singleton than it was at Morpeth ? I have hoard of such a
thing, and I think it is only a few months ago that something of the sort occurred; I
would not bind myself to 4s.
o°U ^ n°fc ®tVe t'la^ as.ma^01‘ opinion at all ? There was a very large difference.
424. Hoiv do you account for it ? I would rather not say it was precisely 4s. j I kuow
there was a very important difference, and that difference frequently occurs in the prices of
different articles of produce between Singleton and Morpeth. It is the want of facilities
of communication that is the cause.
425. What prices do you know of your own knowledge—I understood that von knew of
4s.? I said I had heard of it.
3
426.. What do you know of your own knowledge as being the difference ? I recollect—
and it is a mere matter of memory with me now—that I mentioned .before the other Com
mittee that there was sometimes a very important difference between the prices of produce
at Singleton and those at Maitland and Morpeth j and that difference I attribute naturally
to the want of proper facilities for communication.
427. What is the natural difference between the price of grain at Singleton and the price
of grain at Morpeth—is it not the difference of carriage ?_____.
1
428. By the Chairman : They cannot grow maize at Singleton in all seasons ? I do not
think they can.
429. By Mr. Dalgleish: Would it not be the difference of carriage? Yes, as a general rule,
and that shews, I respectfully would assert, the necessity for increased communication. That
is our case,
430. Will the difference arise from anything except apathy or ignorance of the scarcity
‘
which may be prevailing—the difference of 4s. between the places named ? The difficulty
of
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of transitj which imposes an obstacle to communication, is the great cause, and it induces
the others which you mention ; the people cannot overcome it.
431. The G-overnmcnt line running from Maitland, would not that sufficiently overcome the
15 Oct., 1S61. ,jjg;eujty y0U baTe mentioned, Maitland being a large producing district? No; I will
venture to repeat what I said before, that if you extend the area of available produetion, you
by that means cheapen the price, and you do that by bringing us into communication with
Singleton.
432. By the Chairman : You see no reason why the neighbourhood of Maitland should have
the exclusive monopoly of selling corn at Singleton ? I do not.
433. By Mr. Fiddington : What is your idea of the difference between tbe price of a bushel
of corn sent by the aid of your line, if constructed, and the price of a bushel of corn sent,
without the aid of your line, by the Government line ? I think I could almost answer that
question in figures; it would make a difference of 3d. or 4d. a bushel, assuming that the
Great Northern line is finished.
’
484. By Mr. T. Garrett: Would you not charge 2d. or 3d. a bushel to carry it from Mor
peth to Maitland? I daresay we should, but I cannot say exactly. Our intention is to
make the traffic as cheap as possible.
435. By Mr. Piddington : The charge you would make would swallow up the advantage from
extending the area of production ? I respectfully think not. I do not think we should
charge 4d. a bushel; it would probably range betweeto Id. and 2d.—I am not prepared to
say.
•
436. By Mr. Dalgleish: Are you aware what time tbe steamers occupy m the voyage
between Sydney and Newcastle ? About six hours; it is sometimes done in less.
437. What time is the voyage between Newcastle and Morpeth done in ? Within three
hours; you leave Morpeth at seven o’clock in the morning and arrive in Newcastle at about
a quarter before ten.
_
‘
438. And from Newcastle to Sydney-----? It takes about six hours.
439. The steamers generally arrive here at about half-past five? -------440. By the Chairman: They have to wait for the Government train arriving at Newcastle,
and considerable delay may take place ? Yes.
441. By Mr. Dalgleish: Does it not take three hours and a-half from Morpeth ? No, clearly
not; I left the other morning at seven 'and arrived at a quarter before ten; I know it, for l
went up the town and had to wait for the train a considerable time.
442. What time does the train take ? About an hour.
443. You do not know the difference between the freight from Newcastle by boat, and the
freight from Newcastle by rail, to Morpeth ? No.
.
444. By the Chairman: What is the difference between the freight of a ton of goods between
Sydney and Morpeth by steamer and between Sydney and Newcastle ? I think about the
same.
445. Do they not charge the same? Yes.
446. Then for the same money they take them thirty miles further than if tbe goods were
unshipped at Newcastle ? Yes. They cannot find any return freight at Newcastle, and
therefore they have no interest in stopping there. They have to go up to Morpeth to get a
cargo.
,
447. By Mr. Dalgleish: That is not the question I asked; I ask, what is the price per ton
from Newcastle to Morpeth—provided you send a ton of salt, for instance, or a ton of cheese,
by tbe steamer, from Newcastle to Morpeth, what do they charge ? I do not know.
448. They would not take freight for nothing from Newcastle to Morpeth ? No, indeed they
do not.
449. What is the freight of goods from Morpeth to Sydney—is it the same as from Newcastle
to Sydney ? Yes.
1
450. What is the freight of hay from Morpeth to Newcastle per ton ? I thought I bad a
memoraudum of tbe freights here with me, but I find I have not got it.
_
451. You admit there is traffic that way ? Yes, there is; but it is slight. I have been in
the habit of seeing goods landed from the Morpeth steamers at Newcastle, and I never saw
a bale of hay landed from them in my life.
.
_
452. By Mr. Piddington: That is owing to the people of Newcastle having supplies in their
own neighbourhood? Yes.*
453. By Mr. Dalgleish: In answer to a question of Mr. Buchanan’s about Miller's Forest—
did I understand you to state that Miller’s Forest reaches to Morpeth ? No, I do not think
I did; the question of boundary I am not able to define.
_
454. Miller’s Forest is immediately opposite liaymond Terrace ? It extends a considerable
way up and down the river.
455. The centre of it is almost opposite Raymond Terrace ? I daresay it is.
456. Is not Raymond Terrace tbe natural shipping place for Miller’s Forest, as well as the
lower portions of the Williams ? I do not think it is.
457. Can you describe the disadvantages for loading that exist at Raymond Terrace, as
contrasted with tbe advantages that exist for loading at Morpeth ? The wharf itself I have
heard complained of very much ; at certain times of wind and tide, the steamer damages
herself by being carried against it. I know they do not like to take in cargo there.
458. By the Chairman : Do they not often refuse to stop at Raymond Terrace, even when
tlicre is cargo there ? I have known them do it very often.
459. By Mr. Dalgleish : Is not the stopping at the different wharves on the river far more
destructive
Mr. Patrick
Macauliffe.
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destructive to the steamers than the sea passage to Sydney ? With regard to that question Mr. Patrick
I am hardly prepared to answer it, I have seen them going into Newcastle with a strong Macauliffe.
wind, knock their bows to pieces by coming right against the wharf.
i-“—
460, Have you never seen the same thing occur at other places on the river? I have seen 1° Oct,, lijffL
it* at Raymond Terrace, where they sometimes have groat difficulty in getting alongside. '
461, By the Chairman: They cannot get into the wharf in some winds ? No.
462. By Mr. Dalgleish: In fact it is to the interest of the Steam Companies to do away
with the river voyage ? If it were their interest they would follow it.
463, Has it ever been mooted to confine the trade to Newcastle? I never heard such a
proposition, and I do not think it is at all likely, for this reason, that they would then have
to go back to Sydney with clean holds, there being no freight at Newcastle, except coals,
which the steamers do not take as freight.
464. Do you assume that nothing would come to Newcastle ? I do not think it would.
465. How much cheaper would the steamers carry their freight to Sydney, providing it was
shipped at Newcastle instead of Morpeth ? I do not think they could carry it any cheaper,
having regard to the fact that they could not get any cargo at all,
460. Do you, a business man, assume that the three hours wear and tear of machinery and
knocking .about of the vessels up and down, making six hours on each voyage, can be
accomplished without any recompense to the Companies? They have an equivalent for
that six hours voyage in the freight which they got j they would get no freight to Sydney
at all if they confined themselves to Newcastle.
467. Would not the freight follow them to Newcastle ? I do not think it would.
468. With the Northern line of railway constructed to Singleton, is not Newcastle the
natural port of shipment ? I do not think it is, as long as water communication exists to
Morpeth.
469. I think you said it was a job making the line from Newcastle to Maitland ? I never
used the word "job,” not that I can recollect, but I daresay it was something of that
character.
470. Have you never known railways competing with water communication in England?
Not in England.
471. In Scotland ? I have heard of it in Scotland.
472. Never in England? Yes, I did, I think, between London and tbe North; on that
sido of the coast there is a competition.
473. Do you know as a matter of fact that coals are brought in by the North-eastern line
of railway to London in competition with screw and sailing colliers ? I believe they are, I
believe one competes with the other, and they have brought the price down very considerably.
You are aware that the screw steamers have superseded the old coasting colliers.
474. Do you know anything of the Dublin line of steamers? Yes.
~
4to. Are you aware that the whole traffic to Dublin has changed its course from the usual
places of shipment, London and Liverpool, to a sea port on the coast near Holyhead ? No;
I have only heard -of the railway as competing with the water carriage for certain classes of
the traffic. The London and Holyhead lino has not been completed many years, about ten
I tbink.
476. You are aware they compote with the water carriage ? Not for goods, for mails and
passengers.
477. As a matter of fact, are you aware as to whether the whole of the passenger and traffic
arrangements in Great Britain have not been seriously altered from water commnnication to
internal communication by railway by competition ? Water communication I would take to
include canals. I believe the trade on canals, although injured at first, has very much
increased, and I believe now, from what I have recently heard, and some accounts I have seen,
that they are paying again.
478. Do you know tbe town and port of Fleetwood ? Yes.
479. Was it in communication with Ireland ? Yes, and the Isle of Man.
480. What is tho consequence, are you aware, has it not almost got a monopoly of the Irish
trade . X believe it was tho other way j—Sir Hesbeth Fleetwood nearly ruined himself, but
like everything else, it was coming round wonderfully.
481. Speaking of it as it is----- ? Now I believe it is doing very well.
482. It is in direct competition with water carriage-------- ? It is a port, you know____.
483. By the usual overlaud communication ? There are a number of steamers trading to all
parts—Dublin, Isle of Man, Whitehaven, and even Glasgow.
Note (Sevisud):—Something like it occur.
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A.
REGISTER of SiiAnKnoi.ri^KS in the Maitland and Morpeth Railway Company.

15 Oct,, 18G1.
O o
. C3

No.

SiiAnrs.

From
70
200
20
20
20
150
100
100
100
20
20
5
20
20
10
45
10
100
20
10
50
20
10
50
20
2
40
10
20
20
50
50
10
50
25
20
20
30

1
7l

271
291
311
331
481
581
681
781
SOI
821
826
846
SGG
876
921
931
1031
1051
1061
1111
1131
1141
1191
1211
1213
1253
1263
1283
1303
1353
1103
1113
1463
1488
1508
1528
1558
10
5
1568
1573
15
1588
40
1628
10
1638
10
1648
30
1678
20
1698
50
174S
30
100
1778
1878
50
1928
20
1948
20
20
1968
1988
5
1993
10
2003
100
50
2103
2153
20
20 1 2173
50
2193
2243
25
100
2268
10
2368
2378
10
20 1 2388
2408
20
2428
50
40
2478
2513
10
2528
50
2578
20
5
2598
2
2603
2,004

Shareholders.

To.
70
270
290
810
330
480
5S0
680
780
800
820
825
845
865
875
920
930
to 1030
to 1050
to 1060
to 1110
to 1130
to 1140
to 1190
to 1210
to 1212
to 1252
to 1262
to 1282
to 1302
to 1352
to 1402
to 1412
to 14G2
to 1487
to 1507
to 1527
to 1557
to 1567
to 1572
to 1587
to 1627
to 1637
to 1647
to 1677
to 1697
to 1747
to 1777
to 1877
to 1927
to 1947
to 1967
to 1987
to 1992
to 2002
to 2102
to 2152
to 2172
to 2192
to 3242
to 2267
to 2367
to 2377
to 2387
to 2407
to 2427
to 2477
to 2517
to 2527
to 2577
to 2597
to 2602
to 2604

Residence.

Benjn. Lee, junr. ...... West Maitland ..
Edv.'d. Chas. Close, junr. Morpeth ..............
Ditto
..............
Duncan Sim .................
..............
Henry D. Portus ...... Ditto
Ditto
........ .
Gavin Carmichael.........
John Eales
Ditto
___....
Ditto
..............
James Taylor.................
Ditto
........
Sami. S. Dickson .........
..............
James Campbell........ Ditto
David Moffitt.................. Ditto
..............
Ditto
..............
John Wytlaw.................
Ditto
Thos. A. Hinds .............
..............
"William Keating .......... Ditto
..............
James Riley .................. Ditto
Ditto
..............
William Blake .............
Ditto
John Keating.................
Ditto
..............
Henry Wheeler .............
Enoch Cobcroft ............ East Maitland....
Thos. Moffitt ................. Morpeth ..............
..............
William Chapman.......... Ditto
Ditto
-**--.-*
John Wingrave........ ...
........
James Redding .............. Ditto
John Scott ..................... West Maitland ..
Ditto
___
P. Hutchinson.................
Ditto
....
Richd. Cracknel!.............
....
Richd. Griffiths .............. Ditto
....
Wiliru. Lipscomb .......... Ditto
___
Mary Anne Leo.............. Ditto
___
Carrie M. Reeves .......... Ditto
....
Robt. M'Donald............. Ditto
Ditto
....
Jonathan Young.............
....
Wtn. Henry Mullen .. .. Ditto
Ditto
___
M. A. Mullen.................
Ditto
....
Thos. Cadell .................
Wm. Bellamy................ ' Moipeth ..............
..............
Wm. Chambers ...:___ Ditto
Ditto
..............
Wm. Getty................. ..
John Eckford................. East Maitland___
....
Jane Elizabeth Eckford,. Ditto
Henry Barton.................. Morpeth ..............
..............
Julia Murphy................. \ Ditto
Walter GaHy ................. j Hinton ... ....
Henry Ingail ................. Morpeth ..............
.............
Wm. Marnano................ Ditto
George Nome................. West Maitland....
Ditto
___
M. S. Christian ..........
Ditto
....
Wm. Wade..................
Morpeth ..............
Richard Ingail ..........
Ditto
..............
Waiter Scott .............
Ditto
..............
J. B, R. Robertson...,
Ditto
........ .
Patrick Logue..............
West Maitland....
Isaac Gorrick..............
Morpeth ..............
Jessie Dickson ..........
Ditto
..............
O. E. Middleton ......
Ditto
.............
Louis Barber ..............
Newcastle ..........
Alexr, Brown..............
Sydney ..............
Henry Mills.................
Ditto
..............
John Campbell ..........
Ditto
..........
Samuel Anderson ....
Ditto
..............
John Brewster ......
Ditto
..............
R. 0. Close.................
Ditto
..............
William Dangar..........
Ditto
..............
Robert Biain .............
Ditto
.............
John Yeomans ..........
Ditto
..............
P. J. Cohen......... .....
Parramatta ..........
Benjn. Lee ..................
Newtown.............
J. Fredk. Castle..........
Sydney ..............
J. Kmnmerer ........
Grcsford ..............
George Handford ....
Morpeth ..............
A. B. Portus ..............
Ditto
.............
P. O’Keeffe..................
Raymond Terrace
"W. E. Shaw................
Ditto
E. E. Shaw..................
!

Amount i’aid.

£
350
1,000
100
100
100
750
500
500
500
100
100
25
100
100
50
225
50
500
100
50
250
100
50
250
100
10
200
50
100
100
250
250
60
250
125
100
100
150
50
25
75
200
50
50
150
100
250
150
500
250
100
100
100
25
50
500
250
100
100
250
125
500
50
60
100
100
250
200
50
250
100
25
10

9.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Scrip
Receipts.

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£13,020 0 0

Besides the above there are several shareholders who have paid the first call of £1 per share, hut
who, living at a distance, have not yet signed the Deed of Settlement, in accordance with which their
names cannot appear, as yet, on the Register.
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Mr. Patrick
Macauliffe.

ABSTRACTS.

Value of Wool, Hides, Tallow, Grain, and other Produce exported from the Port of Morpeth in sundry 15 Oet., 1861.
years, and freights thereon.
Tear.

1855
1856
1857
1853
1856
1860

Value of Exports.

As per particulars in detailed Statement ..............
Ditto
ditto
..............
•
Ditto
ditto
..
Ditto
ditto
Ditto
ditto £603,89519s. lOd.
and £27,005 17s. 9d., for six months, or for
the vear .................................
Amount as estimated by the Honorable tho Minister
for Works ..................

£
874,782
879,056
993,278
1,114,545

Freights,

s.
0
17
0
6

d.

6
6
8
4

43,313
45,077
38,022
45,967

1,207,791 19

8

54,011 15 6

£

s.
2
17
7
10

d.

0
3
6
G

1,500,000 0 0

CoHPARATms Statement of Tonnage of Goods, and of Prcight thereon, imported into Morpeth in the
years 1856 and 1860, respectively, by Steamers.
Year.

1866
1860

Tons.

By the New Hunter River Steam Navigation
Company, and the Australasian Steam Navigation Company’s Steamers............................
Ditto
ditto.............................
Increase ..................

Freight.

£

s. d.

16,346
23,689

9,125 6 0
16,722 10 7

7,343

7,597 4 7

Estimated value of Goods imported at Morpeth in the year I860.......... £1,275,000 0 0

WEDNESDAY,

16

OCTOBER,

1861.

nt
Mr. BELL,
Mr, DALGLEISH,
Mr. BUCHANAN,
Mr. T. GARRETT,
Mr. PIDDINGTON.

W. C. WINDEYER, Esq., in the Chair.
James Campbell, Esq., called in and examined :—
484. By ike Chairman: You have been for some years engaged in business as amcrebant in j Carnnhell
Sydney ! Yes; for three years in Sydney.
' Esq, *
485. And before that you were in business at Morpeth ? I was.
486. For how long a time ? About eleven years.
16 Got., 1861.
487. And you are well acquainted with Morpeth and the districts which surround it? Yes.
1 went to reside in Morpeth in 1845; that is, sixteen years ago. I must have been in
business there more than eleven years.
^
488. You have, in the way of your business, had opportunities for becoming well acquainted
with the district surrounding Morpeth ? Yes, for several miles round I know every inch of
the ground.
489. From being in business there at that time you know what amount of commercial
business was transiicted there at that time ? YeSj very nearly.
490. You are aware that several persons have joined themselves together, in order to make a
line of railway between Morpeth and West Maitland ? I am.
loo’ ^rC
one
shareholders in tho proposed Company ? I am.
In '

eK^eQ*' ?

I am the holder of one hundred shares.

493. These persons set out in the preamble of their Bill that "it would be of great public
advantage that a line of railway should be constructed and maintained between the Town
«
~lci,'Pllth> in ^e Colony of New South Wales, and the Town of Maitland, in the same
^ o ony, for the more regular and expeditious conveyance of tho important and increasing
commerce of the said places, and for facilitating communication between the north-western
interior at tbe said Colony and the Port of Morpeth”—is it your opinion that this
allegation is correct, and that such a line would be an advantage ? I am perfectly satisfied
that it would be.
,
*
i
j
494.
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J. Campbell, 494. Upon what do you ground your opinion ?

I ground it first upon the present amount
of traffic between the two places, and next upon tbe advantage that must he derived from
i
combining the river traffic with that from the northern and north-western interior. There
1G Oet., 1861.
likewise, be a tolerably large passenger traffic between the two places, particularly if
this line were formed. West Maitland has now got to be a very populous town.
495. I presume you are aware of the circumstances under which this Company originated ?
I am.
496. It was formed, I believe, when the Parliament refused to give its assent to the proposal
of the Government to construct the line from the public funds ? Yes ; I understood it to
arise in this way :—The Government put a sum of money on the Estimates for the construc
tion of line to connect Morpeth with the Great Northern line at West Maitland ; and by a
vote of the Assembly, it was declared to be not consistent with the railway policy of the
country to make what was deemed to be a branch line out of the public funds; but that such
lines should be left to private Companies to form.
497. And on the strength of thatopinion of the Assembly, this Company was formed ? Yes.
498. I believe the promoters have, since their last application to this House, gone to some
considerable expense in making surveys ? I am not certain as to the amount that has been
expended, but I believe it has been over £1,000. The Engineer* of the Company will be
able to give you the best information on this point. I believe hef has been engaged in
carrying out the working surveys.
499. Then the Company has been formed, relying upon the circumstance of the Parliament
having refused to allow the Government to perform the work out of the public funds ; and
of their having sanctioned its construction by private enterprise ? Yes j the former vote of
the House was to that effect.
500. Do you think that if this railway were constructed the business of the town of Morpeth
with the interior would be increased ? I do.
501. In what way ? It would open up greater facilities than at present exist for a trade
*
between Morpeth and tbe north and north-western interior; and would tend in a great
measure to concentrate the trade of those portions of the interior between the three towns of
East and West Maitland and Morpeth, for it would give equal facilities for trade to East
and West Maitland to Morpeth.
502. Then the proposed line would he of equal advantage to these three towns? It would.
503. For what purpose would this proposed line be used ? For the great up-country traffic,
to a great extent; and also to some considerable extent for the coal traffic.
504. Is there any coal broughtinto Morpeth now, which, if this line were constructed, would
he brought in by it ? When I was at Morpeth threej months ago, a very great deal of coal
was being brought into Morpeth, The roads were regularly black with coal teams then.
That was during the miners’ strike at Newcastle.
505. Before that had there been any considerable traffic in coal to Morpeth? Yes; the
demand for the steam consumption alone was very great. There are some six or seven
steamers in the trade, and their consumption of coal is very large—about thirty tons a trip,
I believe.
506. When you say that the traffic with the interior would bo increased, do you mean that
it would be in the through traffic of goods forwarded from Sydney to the interior, or that it
would be in the articles produced in Morpeth and its neighbourhood ? 1 consider that, os
the Great Northern line extends into the interior, the agricultural settlers on the line will
avail themselves of it, and that this traffic will increase as the population of the Colony
increases. The establishment of this proposed line will, of course, tend to keep the trade
with tbe interior in its present channel.
507. There is a considerable quantity of rich agricultural land round about Morpeth ? Yes.
The agricultural land consists almost entirely of fine alluvial flats, with the exception of
some portions of swampy land as you get nearer Newcastle.
_
_
508. Would there ho a trade in produce between Morpeth and the up-country districts,'if ■
they were joined to Morpeth by this proposed line ? Yes, I think so. It would be more
particularly the case in dry seasons.
509. Do you know, as a matter of fact, that there is any difference in the price of certain
articles of produce as you get higher up into tbe interior, as compared with that charged in
Morpeth ? Yes; I was informed by a dealer, only a month ago, that potatoes were bringing
£1 perewt. at Muswellbrook, when they were selling at 8s. per cwt. in Morpeth.
'
510. In what other articles is there a difference in priae? In hay and maize.
.
.511. Except in very moist seasons I believe it is almost impossible to grow these articles of
consumption any distance beyond Maitland? It has been hitherto considered, until the last
few years, which have been uncommonly favourable, that you would not get a crop of wheat
more than once out of every three years at Singleton. In saying this I am speaking of what
was the opinion ten years ago; but for that time—for the last ten years—we have had moist
seasons.
512. I presume you are acquainted with many of the persons who are shareholders in this
Company? lam, with most of them.
513. Are they mainly persons resident about Maitland and Morpeth ? A great number of..
them arc. There are a few Sydney shareholders, but, with only one or two exceptions, these
have property in the district. Mr. Flood, who is the largest shareholder in the Company,
is a Sydney man, but he has a large property at the Four-mile Creek.

■Es(l-

514.
* Revised:—Secretary,
t Revised:—Tho Engineer.
% Revised .•-—One.
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514. And coal has boon found there, I believe ? It has.
J. Campbell,
515, Wc may expect that a considerable quantity of coal will come from there if this line
®stlbe constructed ? Yes, all the coal raised there would come down thence by rail, to be shipped
at Morpeth; and besides that, there are other mines that would be opened higher up the line, ^ Oct'> 186Ibetween West Maitland and Black Creek.
51G. Then, from your knowledge of the persons who are shareholders in this Company, you
are satisfied that if the calls were made, the whole of the capital would be at once paid up ?
1 have not the slightest doubt about it.
517. When this Bill formerly came before Parliament no capital had been paid up? No,
not then.
1
518. Since then. £1 per share has been paid? Yes, in cash; the remainder has been
also paid in promissory notes j und tbe first Directors of the Company have also been elected.
ol9. By Mr. J. Garrett: It is usual in the Colony to pay up a portion of the capital by
promissory notes ? Yes, I believe so. 1 know that was the course adopted in the case of
the Hunter Itiver hew Steam Company. I think they paid all their capital in the first
instance by promissory notes.
520. Do you think this proposed line is likely to become a competing line with the Govern
ment line between Maitland and Newcastle ? I do not think it can be said (hat this will be
a competing line, for the Government line will always have to compete with the river.
J21. By Mr, Piddington : I believe you gave evidence before the Select Committee to whom
this Bill was last Session referred ? I did.
522. Do you recollect being asked a question in regard to the population of Morpeth ? ! do.
523. It is stated in that evidence, that you say you thought it to be about 2,000 ? Yes, I
said so.*
524. Are you aware that the Census returns shew the population to be scaicely half that
number? Noj I have not seen tho Census; but if you look to the preceding answer you
will sec that I said that the population of the town itself was not so very large, but that it
had a veiy rich and populous district around it.'
5^5. You were distinctly asked this question—11 Can you give a guess as to tho present
population of the town" ? Yes; and to that I replied, about 2,000.
52G. I now ask you if you are aware that the population is not one-half of what you then
stated it to be ? I am not aware ot it; I have not seen the Census.
527. As a matter of fact, the Census returns shew the population to be only 1,175, so that
you must have been in ciror in your estimate ? It appears so.
'
528. Let me ask you if all the evidence you have given is equally as consistent with fact as
this appears to be? I should almost presume that there aie honorable gentlemen ou this
Committee who know mo better than to imagine for an instant that I would state what I
knew not to be the fact.
'
529. I do not in any way impeach your veracity, but I speak only in regard to the accuracy
of your data. Arc you as accurate in all else that you have stated as you have been with
respect to the population of Morpeth ? 1 should hope not.
530. You admit that you made an error in your estimate ? Yes, such an error as any person
would be likely to fall into upon such a matter.
531. Supposing the proposed line to be formed, what would be the total length of carriage
from the Four-mile Creek to the Government line along that line, to the proposed line, and
along the proposed line to Morpeth, by the route that must be followed if this proposed line
he constructed ? It would be about five miles from the coal mine to Morpetb.
032. Along the proposed railway line? Yes.
533. And what is the distance by the common road ? About the same.
534. Then there would be no saving of distance by tbe construction of the proposed line?
No actual saving of distance.
535. In what manner will tbe traffic between Morpeth and the interior be increased by the
formation of this proposed line? It will be increased in this manner,—that as the country
becomes populated the traffic will be increased, and this lino will preserve to Morpeth its
present trade, and I presume, add to it as the population and consequently the demand
increase.
53G. Then you look to this line to increase the traffic os tho population increases? We do
not look to it so much to increase the traffic as to keep with Morpeth (he traffic it'at present
has.
537. If 1 were to ship goods at Sydney, for Singleton or Muswellbrook, under the present
state of circumstances, there being no Morpeth railway, and I desire that they shall go by
'
rail, would they not do so without going to Morpeth ? Of course they would.
538. lu what way then would this proposed line increase the Morpeth traffic in goods, seeing
that they would always go as ordered? It would be increased just in proportion to tbe
saving in the expense of the two lines, which would be to the extent of fid. per ton per mile
for the twelve or thirteen miles extra that the goods would have to go by rail if landed at
Newcastle and sent on thence.
’
539. What, docs that observation refer to? To the ordeiing goods to be sent on from
‘
Newcastle by rail.
540. But how could the traffic be increased by the construction of a mere three miles of
railway
* Note {on revhian)Tlie boundary of the Town of Morpeth has been circumscribed within twelve

months, for police purposes. A lew years since, when it was one of the Northumberland Boroughs,
it included the greater part of Mr. Close's estate, and tho population then was, I believe, nearly
seventeen hundred (1,700), and 1 believe the amount now would be two thousand, provided the old
boundaries were adhered to.
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J, Camotell, railway ? By the coal traffiej to commence with j aud as to the ordinary traffic in goods passing
Bsfithrough Morpeth, I do not so much calculate upon increasing that as to keep the trade
already there.
IG Oct., 1861. 54^ You. allude to the traffic passing through Morpeth, to goods landed^there from Sydney
on their way to the interior; that is not a trade, properly so called? Yes; I consider all
that passes up the river to he included in the trade of Morpeth,
_
542. You have said, I believe, in your evidence, that if permission be not given to form this
proposed line, Morpeth will, as the northern line extends, he gradually deprivcd.of its trade?
I have.
543. To what quarter will that trade be transferred ? It wilt ultimately be transferred to
Newcastle.
.
544. Then if this line be not allowed to he established the present traffic now passing
through Morpeth will in the end he transferred to Newcastle? Yes; a portion of it.
545. A large portion ? No, not such a very large portion; all the up-country goods.
546. They will be landed at Newcastle ? Yes, when tho rails extend to any very great
distance into the interior.
_
,
547. How far will it be necessary to carry the rails before this effect that you contemplate,
is produced ? So soon as the line gets above Muswellbrook, it will be worth while to send
down direct to Newcastle.
548. Do you know the sum that has been expended by the public, in tbe construction of the
line of railway between Newcastle aud Maitland ? I believe it was nearly £400,000.
540. Do you know the rate of interest on the sum expended by the public paid by the traffic
on that line? The money was raised by loan, I believe, at 5 per cent.
_
5*30. You misunderstand mc"-l ask you what interest the traffic on the line pays on the
expenditure? Yery small. If I recollect rightly, it is sometiiing not quite 2-^ per cent.
55 L Now, seeing that the profits of the line are so small, and that the probabilities arc that
if this proposed line were constructed it would deprive the Government line of a large
portion of the very small trade it now has, would it, in your opinion, be wise in the Legis
lature to sanction the construction of a competing line? "What the mercantile eommuuity
would do----.
, .
552. I am not speaking of them, hut of the Government. Do you think it would be wise in
a Government, who have expended so large a sum upon the construction of a work that is
paying so small a dividend, to sanction the*establishment of a private Company, whose object
is to form a line to deprive the Government" line of its traffic ? If the traffic can he conveyed
cheaper by the proposed line than by that of the Government, then I say it would bo unfair
and unjust to the mercantile public, to compel them to use the costly Hue, when they might
have Obe so much clieapcr.
_ . -n i a 9 t
553. Are you aware of the rate of profit paid by Railway Companies in England ' I am
not; but I believe that there are very few instances where it exceeds six per cent.
554. Taking the average of the railway dividends paid in England, do you know that the
rate is not more than four per cent. ? I do not, but I know that six per cent, is tbe highest
rate paid.
_
.
. .
555. Arc you aware of the rate of dividend paid by Railw&3T Companies in biauce. 1

■

556. You do not know then that they are much larger than those paid in England? I do
not. I know nothing about them,
■
_ _
557. Are you aware that the difference in the amount of profit derived from Companies iu
these two countries, is attributed to the absence in France of that unhealthy competition
that exists in England ? I am not. I am not read up on the subject of French Railways.
558. Are you aware that the Government have placed on the Estimates for 1862, the sum of
£20,000 for the construction of a railway to connect the Great Northern Line with Morpeth ?
I have read of their intention to do so, in an article in this morning’s Herald.
559. Is it not singular that the Government should offer to spend so large a sum of money
on tho work, at a time when a private Company is prepared to construct it ? It certainly
does look so.
560. From their having done this, would you not be led to infer that the Government
regarded tljis proposed line in the light of a competing line with their lino^to Newcastle ?
They may rather have found out their mistake in making the terminus of their line at
Newcastle instead of Morpeth, and may now be trying to remedy it.
_
561. Rut when the Government steps in and offers to expend £20,000 upon a work which
a public Company has offered to construct without a shilling’s expense to the State, do you
not thiok that it is rather a singular thing for tbe Government to do ? That is a point
upon which the Government ought to give their own opinion.
562. I ask yon what your opinion is ? It is hardly fair to ask me that.
563. Have you any map or plan of the survey of the proposed line ? I have not. The
engineer has one and had it here with him yesterday.
_
564. Are you acquainted with the proposed lino ? Yes, I have walked over it, _
565. Taking a line running south, what is the greatest distance between any point of the
proposed line of railway and the nearest point of the existing line of railway formed by the
Government? About two miles.
5GG. Is that the maximum distance between any spot on the proposed line aud the spot
parallel to it ou the Government line ? The proposed line does not run parallel with the
Government lino; but rather runs from it in a triangular form.
.
■
567. What is the maximum width of interval between your proposed line and the Govern
ment line ? The greatest width between the two is at the town of Morpeth, and from the
Queen's "Wharf to the Government line will be about two miles.
568.
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,568. Then taking half the distance of the proposed line, say a mile and a half from the J. Campbell,
Queen’s Wharf, and running a line south from it to tho Government line of railway, what
Esi1'
would be the distance across ? About a mile.
561). In fact, then, this line runs very nearly parallel with the Government line ? No ; it16 0ct-’1861forms, as it were, two sides of a triangle.
.570. What is the maximum length of a line drawn from Morpeth to a corresponding point
on the Government line ? About two miles.
571. Then there is only a distance of two miles between the Morpeth line at any part and
the Government lino ? Not more, or at all cveuts very little more.
572. And can you deny that a line running so very near is not very nearly a parallel line ?
I say that it cannot be a parallel lino as it runs off from tbe Northern line nearly at right
angles.
573. Arc you aware that by the existing Railway Act any line running parallel to a
Government line is not permitted to be connected with the Government line? I am not.
574. If the Morpeth line is not sanctioned by the Legislature are you of opinion that goods
will pass along the line to Newcastle, that would not pass along it if the Morpeth lino be
formed? Yes, when the Northern line is extended into the interior, but not at present.
Then a portion of the traffic will come by way of Newcastle, but not before. The New
castle line has no goods traffic now, or at all events none worth mentioning, except it may be
a few baskets of fish.
575. Rut looking to the extension upwards towards the interior, it would have a traffic that
it has not now ? Yes, when it is extended up as far as Muswellbrook, but not before.
576. ih/jl/r. T. Garrett: That would make it all the worse for this Company? I do not
know that. I think it would be all the better for this Company the further the Northern
lino was extended.
i
'
577. Ay Mr. Piddington : To what extent would the construction of this proposed line
benefit Morpeth and its neighbourhood—what area would be benefited by it ? All the
Lower Hunter districts would receive an advantage from it, and all the country of the
Williams and the Paterson; an area, I suppose, of about twenty miles square.
578. There is a station on the Government line at West Maitland? There is.
579. How is a settler at the Paterson to be benefited if he can send his goods to West
Maitland? It is acknowledged that the cheapest carriage is by water; and if the settler
sends to West Maitland he has to go by way of the Palls, and so use his teams over a bad
'
road; and besides, there is no agricultural country between West Maitland and the
Paterson; it is all grass land.
580. But about the township, and around Tocal ? Yes, from Tocal upwards there is all
good land.
581. Would not the produce thence find its way to the station at West Maitland rather than
to Morpeth? No; it would find its way to Morpeth, now that they have small vessels
drogueing on the river.
582. What proportion of the produce of these twenty miles square finds its way to Sydney,
and what is sent up the country ? There is not a very large proportion sent up the country
in moist seasons; it is only in dry years that produce is sent up the country.
583. On the average of the eleven years you were residing at Morpeth were you satisfied
that the country suffered from dry seasons ? Yes, wo had a very dry sonson in 1845-6.
584. But taking the average of years ? The last ten years have been all moist seasons.
585. Then the produce during that time of the twenty miles square would not find its way
up the country? Yes, a portion of it, such as wheat, flour, and potatoes, would.
586. What proportion of the whole produce is sent up the country, and what to Sydney ?
It would be a very difficult thing to calculate the exact proportion, because it is not to he
got at easily. The proportion of wheat and flour might,be ascertained.
5S7. But taking all the produce of the district, in round numbers what proportion goes up
tho country? Taken in that way the proportion would he no fair criterion of the amount
of the up-country trade; because a great portion of the produce of tho Hunter is lucerne
hay, and that all goes to Sydney. .
588. Well, then, restrict your answer to the wheat and other grain sent up the country—
.
what is the proportion ? About half the wheat, and one-tenth of the maize.
589. So that nine-tenths of the maize produced in these districts is not sent up the country
at all? No.
590. But is sent to Sydney ? Yes.
591. From your experience as a merchant there, arc you of opinion that the local trade of
Morpeth is very large ? It is not so very large. I presume you mean the trade of the town
itself.
592. I do—what is its amount ? I should think that altogether it must amount to nearly
£100,000 a year.
593. What data do you rely upon in stating these figures ? Upon this fact—that I myself
did a business of £40,000 a year when I was there. Calculating the proportion of business
that others did there, that fully £100,000 is done there.
594. As you have a correct knowledge of the town of West Maitland, what in your opinion
is tbe amount of trade per annum that is done there, limiting it to that town alone ? It is
almost impossible for me to give anything like an approximate estimate of it, because Cohen
& Co. and Dickson & Co. do very large trades with tho interior.
595. But at a rough guess ? I should say it was about ten times the amount done in Morpeth.
596. Don’t you think that it is very much more ? No, I do not think so. £ make a rough
estimate, but I tbink it is as near as one can go.
597. In what way would the Maitland trade be increased by the construction of this proposed
line
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J. Campbell, lino ? By giving facilities for tlie traffic of goods, and by delivering them at a cheaper rate
than by the .Newcastle line.
598. But you suy that no goods go by that line ? No, not at present,
IS Oct., 1861. f,()9 Then the only advantage Jlaitlond would derive from tho lino would be, that goods
would bo delivered tlicre a trifle cheaper? Yes ; that and the advantage of having the trade
concentrated between the three towns of East and "West Maitland and Morpeth. That alone
would give a stimulus to the prosperity of Maitland that is wanting now.
600. What do you mean by concentrating tbe trade ? I mean that the facilities of traffic
given by this proposed line would malic the three towns almost as one.
601. But you spoke of concentrating the trade—in what place would it be concentrated?
The railway between the three places would be a concentrating of tlie three, or very nearly so.
00:2. I wish to know at which of the three towns the trade would be most likely to be con
centrated ? I think it would tend to benefit all the three towns.
603. That is not an answer to my question. You say that (he trade will be concentrated,
and t wish lo know where ? My idea is, that the construction of this line would give the
people of West. Maitland living higher up the river, and above the head of navigation, and
who may have business to transact at the natural port of the district, facilities of going to
Morpeth by the cheap, speedy, and frequent passages of the train.
604. Then your view of concentration is, that the people of West Maitland should remove
from thcncc to Morpeth ? No; I do not mean it in that light. What I say is, that the
proposed line would give the people of West Maitland increased facilities for attending to
any business they may have at the port of Morpeth, by tbe increased moans of traffic between
the two places that it would provide.
605. The proposed line would merely enable tbe people to pass backward and forwards more
readily and more cheaply ? Yes.
606. But that is hardly to be called a concentration of business ? To some extent it is so.
607.
t/tc Chairman : It would make them seem as one town ? Exactly.
608. ily Mr. Piddiiigfon: But how do you conceive it possible that three towns, so
perfectly distinct in every way as are the towns of East and West Maitland and Morpeth,
can be brought together iu this way ? In one sense they can.
609. Only as a railway is superior to a common road—only in that sense ? Exactly.
610. And in no other sense? Yes; because they would have means also of getting goods
cheaper and more expeditiously.
611. Is there much produce raised in the immediate neighbourhood of Morpeth, on the
south bank of the river? Yes, there is a good deal, if you get as far as Miller’s Forest.
612. Miller’s Forest is hardly to be called the immediate neighbourhood of Morpeth ? Does
your question refer to the land above or below Morpeth ?
613. I allude to the land both above and below Morpeth, on the south bank of the river?
Yes, there is a large quantity of produce grown on tlie west of the line between Morpeth and
Maitland ; but I suppose there arc not above 4,000 or 5,000 acres of agricultural land below
the town. The land there is mostly swampy. Then between the line and the river there
is also a good deal grown.*
614. But is not that-equally as accessible to the Government line as to the proposed line?
No. There is no communication with tho station, except by the line of road, and that
is not often in a good state of repair.
615. To what portion do you allude? To that called Narrow Gut, Howe’s Farm, and
Eckford’s.
'
_ _
616. Is not that as accessible to the Maitland station as to Morpeth? No, it is not, on
account of the bad road.
617. But is very nearly as accessible? No; not till you get up to the town of East Mait
land, when you get on to the good road.
■
618. There cannot be ranch difference, as the whole length of railway does not extend above
a mile and a half in cither direction ? No.
619. Then what advantage would this portion of the district possess with your proposed lino,
above what it now has in tho Government lino ? In their being able to have their goods
trained up to Morpeth, with which all their trade is done.
620. Do none of the people to the east or west of Howe’s land send their produce to Mait
land ? Not those about Howe’s, but Eekford’s do.
621. Then there is not nfair average proportion of the produce sent to Maitland; all appears
to go to Morpeth ? Yes, nearly all.
622. Is there not a great deal of very inferior land near Morpeth ? Yes ; a great deal to
the soutii of the railway line.
.
623. Does not that inferior land come right down to the river bank at Morpeth ? No.
624. Could you grow maize on tbe high land where Mr. Portus’ mill stands ? It is not
intended to grow maize there.
025. What I mean to say is, is there not a break in the good agricultural land occurring at
Morpeth, from a range which comes right down upon the river ? Yes, it is mostly all high
land, and it was not intended to cultivate it. Yet there is a good black soil ou the hills that
might very well bo cultivated.
626. Is it not a fact, that for tho whole distance down along the banks of the Hunter for
twenty miles, you will find no inferior land until you get to Morpeth ? Except what is in
the

* Notk (™ TWmort):—I may here mention that I was prohibited saying anything about what
was grown north of the Hunter, which is twenty times greater than the particular apace I was con
fined to, and the answer does not do justice to the district.
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the township of Morpeth itself, I do not know of any really inferior land until you get to J- Campbell,
the baok of Morpeth, between there and the railway.
Esq.
6-!7. And at tlie back of the town is there not a great deal of very inferior land, covered
almost permanently with water ? There is.
U Oct., 1861.
628. Then the good land around Morpeth bears only a very small proportion to that which
is in the neighbourhood of Maitland ? In speaking of the land about Morpeth I do not
restrict myself to the south bank of the river.
629. Hut I wish yon to restrict yourself to that bank. What I wish to ask you is, whether,
taking the Morpeth side of tho Hunter, there is not a great deal of good land about Maitland
as compared with that around Morpeth ? To give a proper answer I must take a larger
area than you desire.
630. I only wish to ask you with regard to the south bank—some other gentleman who
supports the Bill will ask you as to the rest. Taking the line of railway as a limit ? Taking
the back of Morpeth, there is very little good laud between that aud the railway.
0
631. Do you know the line to West Maitland ? I do.
632. Taking the Government line of railway, is there a similar amount of inferior land from
West Maitland, westward of that line ? Yes; 1 consider that there is hardly any good laud
to be found after once you pass to tho north of Stoney Greek.
633. You aro now alluding to the north of Maitland, but I wish to know with regard to the
west of the Government line bounding; it by the Long Bridge ? There is perhaps as large a
proportion of good land there, but it is all liable to bo flooded—it nearly all consists of
swamps.
634. Is there the same proportion of swampy land as is to bo found near Morpeth ? Yes, t
thiuk there is. Some of them are very extensive ; Hangcrford’s Swamp, for instance.
635. Are they as extensive as Close’s Swamp aud Wentworth’s Swamp? The latter is
rather to be taken as part of Hexham than of Morpeth.
636. Does Morpeth supply the town of Maitland with potatoes? No; they get their supply
from tlicir own district.
637. From the good land in their own neighbourhood ? Yes.
638. You admit, then, that there is some good land there ? Yes, no doubt of it.
639. Is there any jealousy existing between the two towns of Maitland and Morpeth ? No,
not particularly,
640. Is not Morpeth a mere stopping place for steamers, with really very little actual local
trade ? All the trade of the northern and north-western interior passes through Morpeth.
641. Yes, but it passes through it like water through a pipe? No; there is a very large
trade with the interior done by the merchants and storekeepers of West Maitland in
particular, and all that passes through Morpeth ; it is all done through Morpeth.
642. But it is a trade that merely passes through Morpeth, and does not spring up in it ?
Being conducted through Morpeth, I regard it as part of the traffic of tho town. 0
643. You cairnot regard Morpeth as the source of the trade, since it is nothing more than
the conduit through which it. passes? It is the head of the navigation of the Hunter, and
the port through which all the traffic of the interior districts is received. Both tbe Steam
Companies have their warehouses and wharves there in order to give facilities for this trade.
64L What I. wish to ask you is, not as to what facilities for trade arc given, but whether
Morpeth is not merely the conduit for the traffic of tbe northern and north-western interior
to pass through—whether, in fact, it is not a trade that does not originate in Morpeth ? A
great proportion of it does not originate there.
645. A very largo ptoportion of tlie trade originates in Sydney and other places? I am not
aware of any other places having a trade with tho northern interior.
646, At all events the trade does not originate in Morpeth ? Not a great portion of it.

[J1. Gavretl, Esq., in the Chair.']
647. Tho proposed Company who now seek for this Bill will require to possess lands, in order
to construct thoir line ? They will.
648. Do they possess any lands at present? They do. They have a great portion of what
they will require, but not the whole.
G49. How have they acquired what they now have? It has been a free grant from tho
persons over whose property the line passes.
650. Do you expect that you will be able to get all tho land you will require for the line in
the same way ? No, not all. We know from the first that wc should have to buy some
portions of the land.
'
651. That land which tlie Company now possesses, is it that which they expected they would
have to buy—or is it that which from the first they calculated upon having made over lo
them free? It is not that which tttey have always reckoned that they would have to
purchase.
.
'
652. Have you any idea of the sum that will be demanded for that part which they will
have to buy ? I have no idea whatever.
653. You know that in such cases very large sums have often to he paid for land ? I am
aware that people are sometimes very unreasonable in their demands, especially when they
have a public company to deal with.
■
654. Have you any idea of the proportion that the sum which will have to be paid for land
will be, as compared with tlie subscribed capital of the Company ? I have no idea; but the
real value of tho land we shall require will not come to much.
655. The owners may have a different notion to you as to the value of their land ?
5 es; I have said that they arc often very unreasonable in the value they fix.
656.
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J. Campbell, 056. What is tbe subscribed capital of tbe Company ? £25,000.
^S(l'
657. Into how many shares is it divided—into 5jODO shares of X5 each ? xcs.
T'' 658. How many of these shares have been subscribed for ? I cannot tell you exactly, but
16 Oct, 1861. you will get that information from the Secretary.
059. Did you over Isnow of a Railway Company in England coming to the Parliament for
an Act of Incorporation, with scarcely more than half tbe number of their prescribed shaves
subscribed for? I am not acquainted with the mode of working public companies in England.
660. Do you kuow what proportion of tbe shares now subscribed for has been paid in cash ?
I do not know of my own knowledge. All I know is that I have paid mine.
661. Rut is it not an extraordinary circumstance for a Company, whose prescribed number
of shares, according to tlicir prospectus, is 5,000, to come to tbe Legislature for an Act of
Incorporation with only 3,000 shares out of the 5,000 subscribed for? I do not consider it
either extraordinary or unprecedented, as wc have seen the same thing in other instances.
' 662. Where? When the Newcastle Railway Company was formed, only 2s. 6d. a share was
paid when the application for the Bill was made.
663. You have said, however, on your former examination, that you looked at that Company
as a job throughout?

I did say so, and say so now.

664. Do you wjsk to cite that as a precedent for the present Company . No, I do not,
065. Then yon have been unlucky in your selection of an authority ? But there was also
tho new Hunter River Steam Company. When that was started only 2s. 6d._a share* was
paid up when application was made to the Legislature for an Act of Incorporatum.
666. I will put it in this way, then—do you consider it to be a correct principle for the
Legislature to grant any Company an Act of Incorporation, when little more than one-half
of the prescribed number of shares has been subscribed for ? With the amount of capital
already subscribed I tbink there is an excellent guarantee to the public that tbe railway
will be made if the Act of Incorporation is obtained. There cannot be a better guarantee
than the names of those who have subscribed for the shares ; they are all substantial men ;
there are no men of straw amongst them.
667. But allowing them to be all substantial men, they have only subscribed for a number
of shares equal to very little more than one-half of tbe total number required ? I kuow many
that will subscribe for shares when the Bill is passed. The people of this Colony, and par
ticularly those men who deal in shares, always prefer to come into a Company when all tho
-.preliminaries have been settled.
,
668. Then the stock jobbing community generally, in your opinion, prefer to have every
thin^ done to their band prior to joining a Company ? They do.
_
669. Why? Generally speaking, they do not wish to have their money lying idle, waiting
unproductive whilst a Bill is being passed through Parliament, When the Bill is once
passed they know that their money will be placed at use and profit.
_
_
670. Th#n you thick, in fact, that there are some persons looking forward to this Bill being
passed into law, in order to make speculative purchases of tbe stock of the Company ? No,
I do not say that; but I say that they are lying by, because they dislike to have their money
lying unproductive.
,
.
071, Have you not alluded to certain persons, and amongst others to stock jobbers; who were
— .-r lying by until this Act was passed, to purchase this Company’s stock? What I said was,
that this class of persons always do so.
,
672. What makes you think so ? I do not think so, for I know, as a general rule, that the
’ class of persons who buy shares, prefer to have all preliminaries settled before they invest, _
673. 1 ask you then, as a matter of fact, where there are any persons who ordinarily deal in
shares, waiting for the passing of this Bill to purchase stock of this Company ? I am not
aware of any of that class, but I know of several persons who are not dealers in shares, who arc
waiting for the passing of this Act in order to purchase.
•
.
674. You arc not aware of any dealers in shares waiting to take advantage of the passing of
the Bill ? No; but those who do deal in shares always object to purchase in a Company
until the Act of Incorporation is passed.
675. Do you tbink that the farmers in the neighbourhood of Morpeth would be likely to
transport their produce to the Western Gold Fields if this proposed line were carried out?
I do not think they would; there could hardly he any inducement for them to attempt such
a trade, as there is some very rich land about the neighbourhood of the Western Gold iields,
and they grow now as much produce there as will supply their own demands.
676. You stated in your evidence a short time back, that upon ono occasion potatoes were
20s. per cwt. at Muswellbrook, when they were only 5s. per cwt. at Morpeth ? I stated that
I had been so informed.
,
677. Would tho construction of this line tend, in your opinion, to equalize the price between
the two places ? I think so.
678. What was the priceof potatoes at West Maitland, when they were 20s. at Muswellbrook !
They were from 5s. to 8s. at Morpeth.
679. But at West Maitland what was the price? I cannot say.
^
680. You say they were 20s. a cwt. at one place, whilst they were only 5s. per cwt. at the
other, and I want to know if there was any difference of price at Maitland ? There is not
any very great difference in price between Maitland and Morpeth,
681. Was there Is. perewt. difference? Something of that sort—just about the cost of
carriage.
682. Not more than Is, per
cwt. however ? No, not more.
1
J7Q £>

Note (Ore reviiion)Instead ot 2s. 6d. a share, say 2os.; remainder by bills, at 3, 0, & 18 months.
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683. Then what possible advantage could thcce bo derived from the construction of a line J. Catnpbbll,
between Jlorpeth and Maitland, seeing that produce can now be bad at the same rate, with
®S<Ithe cost of carriage added? Thera would be this advantage, that it would place tbe people
of MojpctU on an equality with the Maitland people.
lr* Oet., 1861.
684 And that I presume is all you wish ? But besides that, it would tend greatly to
facilitate the traffic of the country. I do not wish, and I am sure the Company do not wish
to go upon this narrow ground, of advantage to Morpeth only.
6S5. You wish, however, to see the people of Morpeth placed on the same footing of
advantage as the Maitland people ? I do.
686. And is that your view of the public advantage that is to be conferred by this Bill ?
No, it is not.
,
687. But the extent of advantage that the line will confer being that it will place Morpeth
upon the same advantageous footing as is now held by Maitland, it appears lo me that,
according to your evidence, the advantage will be to the people of Morpeth alone? My view
is tliis—-the whole trade of the interior passing through Morpeth and Maitland, not only will
'
these two towns benefit by the line, but the whole interior also.
688. You have said, however, that the great advantage of the line would he that it would
place Morpeth in the same advantageous position ? Yes; and I should have added that it
would give to Maitland all the advantage that Morpeth now has from being tho port of tlie
district.
689. And is that your view of public advantage ? No ; my view of public advantage is the
advantage that would accrue to the Colony at large, by reason of the settler in tbe interior
being able to receive his supplies through the head of navigation, at a less rate than he could
get them through Newcastle.
690. When you speak of the Colony at large do you allude to the people of Sydney ? No.
I. allude more particularly to the producing public of the interior.
69!. And not to the people of Sydney ? No.
09:2. Are not the people of Sydney nearer to Newcastle than to Morpeth ? They are.
693. And is it not nearer for them to send their goods to Newcastle than to Morpeth ? It
is; but in telling you so, I must, of course, explain that water carriage is always cheaper
than land carriage,
694. But there is water carriage from Sydney to Newcastle as well as to Morpeth ? There is.
695. Tlie only carriage for goods between Sydney and Newcastle is by water ? Yes ; and
in that respect Newcastle is of course the nearest.
'
696. What additional number of acres of land around Morpeth will bo brought into cultivation
if this proposed Bill be passed, that will not be cultivated if the Morpeth lino is not sanc
tioned ? I do not see that the passing or otherwise of this Bill will at all interfere with the.
cultivation of the land around Morpeth. There will not be much more land than there now
is under cultivation, until we have some good Drainage Act brought into operation.
697. 1 have not asked you about a Drainage Act; I refer solely to the operation of this Bill,
and ask you what number of acres would be brought under cultivation that will not bo if
this line is not sanctioned ? .If I answer you, it is only just to myself that I should be
allowed to give an explanation of my answer.
698. All I want is a simple answer to a simple question—Will the refusal to pass this Bill
*’
prevent any land in tbe neighbourhood of Morpeth from being brought into cultivation ? I
am not aware of any.
•
699. By Mi-. Buchanan : But if a good Drainage Act were passed, a very large portion of
land would soon come into cultivation ? It would.
700. By Mr. T. Garrett: If there was an increased demand for produce, would not that bold
out an inducement to the people to drain ? No doubt it would.
701. By Mr. Plddintjlon .- Do you suppose that the Government would permit tlie trucks of
this Company to run upon their line? I presume they would, if an arrangement were made
for permitting them to do so.
702. You think they would allow it, even though tbe 99th clause of the Railway Act par-,
ticularly prohibits it ? I have not read the Railway Act, aud cannot give an opinion on tbe
point.
703. By Mr. Buchanan: The proposed Morpeth line does not, however, run parallel to tbe
Great Northern line? No; it forms an angle with it. It is more like the two sides of a
triangle.
•
704. By Mr. Piddington: But the maximum distance between the two is not more than two
miles,—that is the evidence you have already given ? I have.
705. By Mr. Dalgltixh: You are a shareholder in this proposed Company ? I am.
706. Arc you a shareholder in either of the two Steam Companies ? I am not.
707. Have you any knowledge of how this proposed Railway Company was first called iuto
existence—I mean as to who the parties wore who first mooted the matter ? There is a
list of the Committee in the evidence given last year. It originated, however, with a
few inhabitants of Morpetb and West Maitland.
708. It originated with residents in the district? With them principally. The list shews
the greater part to be residents of Morpeth and West Maitland, and the neighbourhood.
There is one resident of Parramatta, one or two of Sydney, and one or two others, but they
are all gentlemen interested in tlie district.
709. On the last occasion that this Bill was before a Select Committee of the Assembly,there was not the slightest doubt but that each of the shareholders in this list was in such a
state of affiuence as to he able to meet any call that might be made on him—is that the ease
now ? If you refer to my evidence I may say that I was not asked in respect to the solvency
of the shareholders. It was Mr. Cohen who gave evidence on that point, aud he said he
'
knew
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J. Campbell, knew tbe parties about whom he was questioned; but tbe whole list was uot gone over when
-kstI was questioned.
t---- *—"-n 710. If you refer to questions from 293 to 299 of Mr. Cohen’s evidence, you will see that
1G Oct., 1861,

regard to the names there mentioned, he says that be had not the slightest doubt but
that all these persons were able to meet all the engagements of the Company. There was
not then the slightest doubt about their afliuence ? Not the slightest.

711. Are all those parties in the same position now ? Yes, I believe so.
712. Look over tlie list there given, and sec if there are any of them about whom you have
any doubt ? Yes ; I believe them all perfectly capable of meeting their engagements,
713. All ? I do not know one of them that is not.
714. You are acquainted with the Hunter lllver at Morpeth ? I am.
715. And with the district around it ? Yes.
710. Do you know the width of the river at Morpeth ? Not exactly ; hut I should suppose
it to be about 100 yards wide. I know it must he nearly as wide as that, if not quite; because
tbe “ City of Newcastle” swings there quite easily, and she is a long boat; though the uew
boat the Company has just, launched is 25 feet longer than her.
717. And will she be able to swing at Morpeth ? Yes.
718. So that there is just about room, and nothing to spare, for the steamers to swing? No,
they swing easily now.
719. How much room have they to spare? It is impossible for me to say exactly; hut
there are two ways of swinging a vessel, by band and by steam. You can swing them by
hand In far less space than by steam.
720. How do they swing the boats at Morpeth ? They usually do it by steam.
721. It takes twice the vessel’s length to swing her ? Yes.*
722. You know the length of tho “ City of Newcastle” ? Yes ; she is lOOl feet in length.
723. And requiring twice her length, is there much room to spare ? Oh, yes; a considerable
space.
724. Are there fifty feet ? Yes, and a hundred,
725. So that the steamer would require 200 feet, and tlicre arc 100 foot lo spare ? Yes.
720. And that makes the river 10U yards wide ? Yes.
727. So that, knowing tbe length of the steamer, and the space icquircd to swing her, you
are able to guess at the width of the river? Yes.
728. In what way do you consider that the rivers Williams and Paterson would benefit, by
this proposed line from Morpeth and Maitland ? T consider that the facilities that would
be thereby given to them for doing business would bo greatly increased, since it would
open to these people the Maitland market as well as the Sydney one ; aod this would be a
very great advantage to them, as they now have only the Sydney market for their produce.
729, Is the Maitland market closed to them at present? Not closed, but difficult of access;
as after reaching Morpeth they have five miles to go with their produce over a very had
road; and this railway will very materially shorten the time that will have to be occupied,
whilst the distance is less.
730, These rivers, I believe, are very winding ? Tho navigable portion of the Williams is
not so, neither is the navigable part of the Paterson ; that is, they are not particularly
winding. The Hunter, however, is a very winding river.
731. In what way do the products of these rivers reach Morpeth and Maitland at the present,
time? The produce of the Williams is principally cedar, and that is generally rafted ur
Morpeth, It is cedar, tobacco, and produce of that class, which principally goes up to
Maitland.
732, Do the tobacco and bay produced on tbe Williams go tbence by way of Morpeth to
Maitland, or does it find its way to Sydney ? Tho tobacco is principally sold in Maitland.
733, For sheep-washing purposes ? No ; there are several tobacco manufactories there.
734. And with regard to the other produce of those rivers, how docs it reach market? Dy
steam.
735, The whole of it ? Yes, the whole.
736. Direct from the Williams? Yes.
737. Then a railway between Morpeth and Maitland would hardly he a benefit to lire
Williams? Yea, because it would give them facilities for an upward traffic that they do not
now possess; by enabling them to get their goods readily, and without loss of time, to tbe
upward market as well as to Sydney.
.
738. That is an advantage that it would take considerable time to develop, since a market
would have to be made there for their produce? Once give them facilities for traffic and
a market would soon spring up.
739, I suppose the same remark applies to the Paterson that you have already made in
regard to the Williams—that no immediate and tangible benefit would be derived from the
construction of this proposed line ? They would have this advantage, that by the railway
coming right down to the head of navigation, and meeting the water carriage, they would get.
facilities which they do not now possess for sending their goods iuto the interior, if a demand
for them existed there. They would have the choice between the up-country and the
Sydney market.
740, In what way would the proposed line benefit those farmers who lived nearer to Mait
land than to Morpeth? It would benefit them by enabling them to ship their produce to
Sydney, when they required to do so, cheaper than they now do.
741.
* Revised:—It takes more space to swing by steam than by hand,
t IferiterfSay about 220 feet in length.
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741. In what way would they be able to send it cheaper? By rail.
J. Campbell,
742. Do you propose then to have any intermediate stations on your line ? No; it is not
proposed to have them at present.
r—
743. Is it proposed, then, to lay down tramways to the farms? No.
16 Oct., 1861.
744. Then how will the farmers who are equidistant between the two stations, living at the
same distance from either terminus, be lihcly to be benefited by your proposed line ? If
they are equidistant from the two, they certainly will not derive any benefit from it.
745. Suppose a farmer to reside somewhat nearer to Maitland, would he derive any benefit
from it? Then of course be would go to Maitland.
746. In that way he would gain nothing from your line ? Yes, he would obtain facilities
for sending his produce to Sydney.
„
747.. As I understand it, your argument in favour of this line is all based upon tho increased
facilities that wilt he given for sending produce to the north and north-western interior in
time of scarcity ? It is, to a great estent.
748. Then, to the farmer who resides within a mile and a half of Maitland, your proposed
line will offer no advantage, in so far as tho increased facilities for reaching the northern
markets are concerned? No; because if he is equally near to Maitland as to Morpeth, he
will of course go to Maitland and save the railway toll.
749.
ould it be of any advantage to a farmer to send his produce to Sydney by this pro
posed line, supposing him to live equidistant, or nearly so, from both termini ? No, it would
not; because ou a mere three miles line, a man who Las to send in produce a mile and a half
either way may as well take it to where it has to go, and so save the railway altogether, as
take it the same distance on the ether side, and then have the railway toll to pay,
750.
here the whole distance that the produce would have to go is only three miles, do
you thiuk it would be worth a fanner's while to cart his produce even a quarter of a mile,
in order to reach a railway, seeing that the cost of carting for the three miles would be hut
a trifle over that for the quarter of a mile ? That would iu a great measure depend upon
how the man was off for horses.
751. Imagine him to have as many horses, carts, and men, as are necessary to enable him to
pursue his usual avocations, and suppose him to have a load of grain or other produce to
send to market,—do you think that he would load up his dray, take his load half a mile to a
station, unload it, and change it from his dray on to the railway truck, then have to wait
the time of starting of the train, or perhaps the convenience of some petty official; or would
he take it direct the whole two miles and a half to tbe port of shipment or departure,
whether it be Morpeth or Maitland ? If the charges were not such as seriously to interfere
with bis profit on the articles, I think he would take advantage of the rail.
752. Putting the charge at 2d. per bushel,—that would not be excessive ? No*
<5d. Would he prefer the rail to using his own teams? I think he would.
754. Is not the principal expense of carriage for short distances the loading and unloading
of the goods, and will not these and the cost of storage always operate against the success of
.
short lines of rails ? No, I think not; for tho strongest argument in their favour is the very
great expense of carriage by drays.
j55. How many miles an hour will a dray travel upon ordinary roads? On an average,
I should say from two and a half to three miles an hour.
756. At what expense per hour for the man and his team ? I know of carriers between
Maitland and Morpeth who are making their two loads a day each way,
757. That is not what I wish to get at,^—I want to know the expense per hour of a man and
a team of horses ou the road ? If you want to hire a horse and dray, the price in Morpeth
for a horse, dray, and driver,']' is 17s. 6d, a day.
758. That estimate, however, would hardly apply to the farmer who has to cart his own
produce ? lam looking at the ordinary price of carriage.
759. And that is not the question I am asking you;—what I wish to know is the value per
hour to the farmer for his meu and team? I can only answer that 17s. 6d. per diem is
supposed to he the commercial value of a man and a team of two horses.
760. You admit, however, that tbe proposed line is of no advantage to parties centrally
situated between Morpeth and Maitland ? That I quite admit.
761. And the same answer would refer to persons living centrally between tho two lines of
railway, or in any position where their farm was at as great a distance from the station as
from Morpeth ? Yes, of course. Parties living at the same distance from either end of the
line would find it the same to send their produce to Morpeth at once, as to the station;
■
besides which there would be the saving of railway toll.
762. How is tbe produce along tbe river at present collected? By small steam vessels, and
by a few sailing vessels, acting as droghers.
763. And they are employed for the special purpose of getting the produce from tbe settlers
farms to the Steam Companies wharves ? Yes.
(64, Where is it destined for? For Sydney, of course.
(65. In what way ? By the Steam Companies vessels.
/66. It pays these Companies, then, to send these vessels for produce even though the river
route is so very circuitous? They do not travel far up the Hunter, between Morpeth and •
IVest Maitland. The river is not navigable higher up than Dunmore It is principally on
tbe Paterson and Williams, aud up and down the Hunter that they are employed; aud they
make a charge of 6d. per bale for hay, which is the chief produce sent.
767.
* Note (on revision):—My answer was, Yes.
t iff a !> erf,-—Two horses in a dray, with a man to drive.
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J. Campbell, 767. Does all the produce of the Paterson and IVilliaras come down for shipment to Morpeth ?
Es4-

No ; there is a proportion of the Williams traffic that is carried to Raymond Terrace.
768. Does any of the river traffic of the Paterson go to Piaymond Terrace? No; it all comes
1G Oet* 1863. to Morpeth.
_
769. There is some very rich land at Miller’s Forest,—where does its produce go? Part of it
to Morpeth.
4
770. Does the larger portion of the produce of the Williams come to Morpeth or to Raymond
Terrace ? That I am not prepared to say.
_
_
771. The district, however, is very productive; the land being very rich and prolific? It is.
772. At what part of the river is the chief cultivation carried on,—is it high up or low down
therivej1? The greater part of the produce is grown above the navigable portions of the
river.
773. Above Clarence Town ? Yes.
774. Steamers, I believe, come up to Clarence Town to receive it? They do.
775. And take it direct to Sydney ? Yes.
_
_
776. So that the proposed line of rails from Morpeth would have very little influence upon
the price of produce in that locality ? It would have an influcuce on the wheat, tobacco,
and maize produced there, by making the up-country market available.
777. As a general rule, is the price of wheat higher in Maitland than in Morpeth ? There
is this to be said, that there is a far larger number of millers in Maitland than there are in
Morpeth; and there is consequently more demand in Maitland.
778. The price of wheat, however, is pretty equal in both places ? Yes, tolerably so; there
is not veiy much difference in price.
...
.
779. Is the country in the vicinity of Maitland a wheat producing district? Not in the
immediate vicinity. There is a. gcod deal of wheat, however, produced on the bank of the
river about Lochinvar.
_
780. That is to the north of Maitland ? It is.
7S1. And would, of course, find its way to the nearest station on the Northern line ?
Exactly.
,
782. And would come to Maitland without any reference to Morpeth ? Yes.
783. That being the natural outlet of that part of the country ? Yes, it would all come
to Maitland. At the present time all the produce of that part of the country is sold in

Maitland.

.

784. Is that district sufficiently productive to supply all the wants of the districts of the
interior which you have mentioned as being occasionally subject to drought ? No, not at
I
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_

_

785. Its there not a sufficient quantity of good land for the purpose ? Every inch of good
land in the locality is now under cultivation.
_ _
786. Then there is no more land in that particular locality that is worth cultivating—
there is no good land left? There may be places here and there in patches; but the great
bulk of the good land is now under cultivation,
_
_
787. However, what is grown there will find its way to the north—to^those districts which
you say have to pay so expensive a price for agricultural produce ? No; under any circum
stances, I think it would find its way to Maitland in the first instance. The wheat I am sure
would, as it would go to Maitland to be manufactured into flour, even though the flour had
to be sent back again along the line.
788. Then this traffic would not, under any circumstances, offer any encouragement to the
proposed line between Maitland and Morpeth ? No, certainly not. The traffic is above
Maitland altogether, and has nothing at all to do with Morpeth.
789. Then, though you use it as a strong argument in favour of your line, that the produce
of the district will find its way up the country, yet you shew that those now residing on the
np-line actually send their wheat down the line, is not this rather against your position?
No, and for this reason ;—There arc a number of millers in Maitland, some five or six, and
consequently the wheat growers have considerable competition in the market. On the other
hand, as you get higher up to the north, there is no market, and certainly no competition.
Now the producer will always send his produce to the market where he will find the greatest
competition for what he has to sell; and that is the reason that wheat is sent to Maitland
to await in the hands of the miller the order for its despatch to the interior when the
demand arises.
_
790. But surely the saving in sending it up direct, rather than to Maitland and back, must
be considerable ? Not very great; the distance from Lochinvar to Maitland is only seven
miles.
791. Then am I to understand you that the real cause of the potatoes you have spoken
about being so high in Muswellbrook is, that there is no competition there ? No ; it is
rather because there is no other carriage there than a long and tedious land carriage, and
the trade is consequently in a few hands.
_
_
792. You are of opinion, then, that the only difference between two places in tbe price of an
article should be the cost of the carriage between them ? Yes, that is my opinion.
_
793. Do you consider it a valid argument in favour of railways, to quote the difference in
price of these potatoes, seeing that the difference is very much in excess of _ the cost of
carriage? It shews this, that there is only a very restricted consumption of this article at
the particular place, and that this consumption would be very largely increased if the article
could be supplied at a cheaper rate than at present.
794. What is the principal trade of Morpetb ? In what way ?
795. I mean, what does the trade of Morpeth itself principally consist of? A general trade.
They are all general stores, the same as all country stores.

796.
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796. Do they deal in the products of the district ? No. I am alluding now to the parties J. Campbell,
Esq.
in business—to their wholesale and retail trade in supplies.
797. That is, supplies for tlie town and its immediate neighbourhood? Yes; and for up16 Oct., 1801.
country too. We do some business with the interior ns well.
798. Do you consider that Morpeth is eligibly situated as the site for a town ? I do.
799. How do you account, then, for the want of progress and improvement, in that town as
compared with others; and bow is it that it.has remained in that very stand-still state; and
supposing it to have all the advantages that it is said to possess, how does it happen that it
has not increased in tho same proportion as other towns ? It is accounted for very easily.
In the early days of the Colony, when the township was first formed, on account of its eligi
bility of situation, at the head of the navigation, the whole of the land was in the possession
of ono person, who would only let the land on lease.
800. Was it. a private township ? Yes; and the proprietor, Mr. Close, would not sell any
of the land, hut would only let it out on building leases. In consequence of this, many
persons who would have settled there, objected to do so in that way, as they naturally
desired to build only on freehold land of their own.
801. Does that cause at present influence the state of decay, or rather I should say, tho
want of improvement in the town? I do not think that there is any want of improve
ment in the town at present. I have just been np there, and I have seen several buildings
in course of erection; and there is not a house uulet there now.
802. Does Mr. Close pursue the same system now as ho did formerly, in regard to his land?
No, he sells it now, and has done so for the last seven years.
803. Then during the past seven years, has the town progressed ? Yes; there has been a
very great improvement in building, both as regards the number and the appearance of
the houses.
804. To tbe same extent as in the town of Maitland ? No; it is not so large a place as
Maitland, and of course there have not been so many buildings erected; but I consider that,
regarding the population of the two places, there has been an increase in Morpeth to a
proportionate extent with Maitland.
805. In what way do you consider that the railway going north from Newcastle through
Maitland, is calculated to injure Morpeth ? It will not injure Morpeth at present, but when
it is extended sufficiently far into the interior *to induce parties to send their produce
direct to Newcastle for shipment, the produce will all go there, and so Morpeth be injured,
by being deprived of the traffic it now receives.
806. You think that when the line of rails reaches further into the interior, the traffic will
follow its natural couse? No; I should say rather that it will be diverted into an artificial
course.
807. Will you explain how it is that you make out the course of traffic that will then be
pursued to be artificial, and how you shew that at present followed to be natural ? It is not
likely that persons having their produce loaded up at Muswellbrook would have them un
loaded at Maitland, to he again loaded and carted to Morpeth for shipment, when they could
get them taken down direct to Newcastle without shifting.
808. And that is your distinction between a natural and artificial course ? I consider the
course the traffic now takes to be the natural one; whilst the construction of the Northern
line is making an artificial course.
809. By the Chairman: In fact, you regard tho natural course as that along which the
traffic has for so many years proceeded of its own choice ? Yes.
810. And you look upon that as artificial which, by holding out inducements for the traffic
to pass, seeks to divert it from the former channel? Precisely.
811. By Mr. Dalgleish: Presuming that it is so, and that heretofore Morpeth has been tho
natural outlet of the district, do you consider that there exists now the same cause for calling
it so as has existed hitherto ? I do; for now, even with the advantage of tho railway, goods
sent down the country for shipment to Sydney arrive at the port of shipment 13 miles
short of that to which the railway would take them, and so save a corresponding amount in
carriage to the public.
812. In what way can this possibly cause a saving ? In this way;—Supposing the railway
toll to be 6d. per ton per mile, and that IS miles are saved by sending goods to Morpeth
instead of to Newcastle, the saving would he 6s. 6d. per ton, the charge for freight being the
same whether the goods arc shipped at Morpeth or at Newcastle.
813. How do you follow out the argument ? I have concluded it. I consider I have shewn
all that was necessary, in proving a saving of so much per ton on the railway charges, the
freight being the same at either port.
‘
814. Is that a usual thing, to charge the same freights from Morpeth as from Newcastle?
It is; it has been the rule for some time past,
_
815. But surely that is against all the rules of trade? Against ordinary rules it may he ;
but as regards the steamers, I consider that under the present arrangements it costs the
steam Oompanics actually more to land goods at Newcastle than it does to land them at
Morpeth ?
816. Will you explain how this happens ? Why, the whole trade of tbe interior could he
very well done by two boats only; they would be amply sufficient for all the ordinary
requirements of the trade. Now there are some six or seven, and as these are all kept
running it is necessary to pay their expenses, so they have to be filled up with the produce
grown on the river and in the neighbourhood of Morpeth, and to obtain this the boats must of
necessity come up to Morpeth.
817. And this produce has to he droghed to the point of shipment
Yes; to induce a
traffic, by giving the settlers every facility for it.

818.
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J. Campbell, 818. Would uot the same facilities for traffic be given by the droghing vessels taking the

Esq.

produce they collected to Newcastle, to Raymond Terrace, or to some other point on the
river ? No; I do not think so.
1G Oct., 1861. g]9 Why? Because the Companies have now at Morpeth so many facilities for the traffic,
in the way of stores for the produce, and many other things, 't hey have expended very
large sums in making their wharves and stores as complete as possible.
820. But do you consider that is a point that ought to be taken into account in a great
national inquiry ? I thiok that it ought to be taken into account in the present instance,
and that a comparison ought to be made between the conveniences offered at Morpeth and
those at Newcastle. I do not suppose that if there were 300 tons of hay landed at New
castle to-morrow, there is so much as a shed large enough to store them in. The Steam
- Company have lately built a very fine store, large enough to hold this quantity of hay.
821. Do you consider the fact of the Steam Company having recently built a very fine
store as an argument why the traffic should continue in the present direction ? No, not
exactly; but so long as the two Companies have the facilities they possess, whilst Newcastle
has them not, and so long as the steamers go up the river to fill up, so long will Morpeth be
the more natural place for goods to come to.
822. So long as the vessels go up the river,—and yet send vessels droghing down the river
to the different farms collecting produce, which you then take up the river, in order that
you may take it down again ? The object of these droghers is this :—The roads over all
these alluvial lands near the edge of the river arc very had, and often impassable j the
droghing vessels are therefore sent round to take tho produce from the settlers doors, thus
saving them from the heavy task of having to cart it over such roads to town.
823. Do you knew any valid reason why the droghers should not be able to carry goods as
cheaply to any other point on the river as to Morpeth ? Yes; Morpeth is the nearest port
of shipment, and therefore goods can be taken there cheaper than elsewhere. It is by a long
way tbe nearest for the produce of the Paterson.
824. How high up the Paterson do the droghing vessels go ? Somewhere about Hickey’s
place. I know they bring produce down from Hickey’s.
325. Then for the great bulk of the Paterson produce, Morpeth is the entrepSt ? It is.
826. What distance is Hickey’s place from Morpeth, by the river ? About five miles.
827. You have stated that at Newcastle there are no sheds in which 300 bales of bay can
be stored;—now I wish to ask you whether hay taken to Morpeth is stored under cover, or
whether it is left on the wharf, being merely covered with a tarpaulin ? At Morpeth it is
placed under cover—the whole of it.
828. Yet it is always brought up as deck cargo by the steamers ? No; it is nearly always
brought up under hatches.
829. Arc you sure of that? Yes, I think so. I do not remember seeing any as deck
cargo since the time of the old “Rose” and “ Thistle.”
830. You arc not a member of either of the Steam Companies ? I am not.
831. You cannot say then whether it pays the boats to carry hay ? No, I cannot; but I
should hardly think they would take the trouble they do to get it as loading if it did not pay.
832. In what way has Morpeth suffered hitherto from the line of railway going north from
Newcastle; and in what way have the two Maitlands suffered by the same line ? I do not
think that up to tbe present time the two Maitlands have suffered by the construction of the
line; but ultimately, there is no doubt but that the whole trade that now goes down the
river will be diverted to Newcastle, that is, if this line be not made.
833. I find in your evidence given last Session, that a question was asked you, No. 162,—
" Rut he the extent greater or less, has not the effect been that the railway to Newcastle
" constructed with the public money has caused an artificial drawback to what should have
“ been the steadily increasing prosperity of Morpeth ? ” To that question tbe reply given
was—“ There can be no doubt about that. And not only has Morpeth suffered, but the
“ two Maitlands also; all these places have felt the ill effects of the line.” How do you
reconcile that with your present statement? I may observe with regard to the evidence
* there given, that I had no opportunity afforded me of reading it over at the time, in order
to correct it; but I think that my meaning in the answer given was,—more than the two
Maitlands would be likely to suffer as the line extended, than that they actually suffered
now. In fact, the general tenor of my evidence throughout would put that meaning upon
the answer. If you refer to question No. 160, you will see that I say there, that “ up to
“ the present time the railway has not done so much injury to Morpetb, as it would have
" done had it extended further into the interior.”
834. That answer will certainly hear the construction you put on it; hut in saying that it
has not done “so much injury,” you infer that to some extent it has been injured ? No
doubt it has.
835. In what way, then, has Morpeth suffered injury by tho construction of this line? In
the first place there used to be a very large passenger traffic by the steamers to Morpeth, hut
since the line has been opened to Maitland that has been all done away with; for now,
instead of persons coming into Morpetb and stopping and spending their money there, they
land at Newcastle, get into the train, and go right ou to Maitland.
836. Is that an injury to the public in general ? To the Morpeth public it is.
837. But I mean to the general public—to the public who travel and pay? No, It is not an
injury to the great body of tlie public.
8-3S. Is it not an advantage rather than an injury to the general public? No doubt it is.
839. The loss to Morpeth has been the public gain ? It has.
840. And should tlie Great Northern line of the Government be extended into the interior,
the goods traffic will most likely follow the passenger traffic ? I think so.
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841. And this proposed Morpeth line is an attempt to divert the goods traffic from the J. Campbell,
■course that it would otherwise pursue, which is to Newcastle? No ; it is merely intended
■E3‘Ito keep the traffic in'its present course; not to divert it, but to prevent its being diverted

from its present channel.

10 Oct,, 1801.

842. In fact, to prevent the good arising to the community from the extension of this line
that should accrue to it ? No; I think we are consulting the good of the community by the
construction of this line, since we cause a saving of expense on the cost of traffic.
843. What is the charge to the community now for goods carried on the Great Northern
Hoe ? I believe it is 6d. per ton per mile.
844. On tho whole distance from Newcastle to Maitland? Yes.
845. And the steamers charging no freight between Morpeth and Newcastle, you anticipate
that tlicre will be a saving to the public by using your line ? I do.
846. By the Chairman : However that may be, the public are the best judges of what is for
their own interest; and if they find the road by Morpetb tbe best and cheapest, they will use
it ? They will.
847. Whereas if they discover that the road to Newcastle is the best, they will go by that?
Yes, whichever they find to be the most available they will take.
848. By Mr. Dalgleish: Do you consider tbe gentlemen named in the present Bill, who
have asked for this proposed line of railway, as the public? I consider them to be a very
fair representation of the Hunter River public ; there are men of all trades and professions
amongst them.
849. By the Chairman : Do you think that the House, who last Session decided that they
should have this Bill, regarded these gentlemen as a fair representation of tho public ? I do.
850. By Mr. Dalgleish: Did tbo Assembly last Session give an opinion in favour of this
Bill ? Yes, by carrying the second reading by a large majority. That was giving an opinion
in its favour, according to my view.
851. You consider, then, that giving the Morpeth people a right to construct this proposed
railway is only giving them a fair chance to oompete with the Great Northern line ? I
think it is giving them the chance to avail themselves of the great natural advantages of
their position, to the fullest extent.
852. That is, to compete with the Northern line ? I cannot call it competing when we are
merely keeping the trade we have already got.
853. You are however afraid, that as the lino goes into the interior, the goods traffic will
find its way to its natural outlet at Newcastle ? I call Newcastle the artificial outlet, as it
is an outlet formed artificially by the line of railway.
854. I see in your evidence that, in speaking of tlie Great Northern Hallway, you spoke of
its establishment as a job ? Yes, it was so in the first instance.
855. What is your opinion of the line as it now exists; is it a paying line? I do not think
it can be a paying line.
856. What do you think are its prospects in the future ? Not very bright.
857. Have you any knowledge of the improvement that has taken place on this line, as
sliewn by recent traffic returns ? No ; I have no knowledge on the subject. .
858. So that you do not know whether the scheme is an ill-advised one or not? No; but
I think, if I remember rightly, that some time ago I saw some returns from Captain Martindale, in which only a very small return was shewn upon the outlay.
859. Will this junction of the steamers with the Great Northern line, by means of this pro
posed railway, be calculated to increase--the traffic on the Government line ? It will increase
it on the line above Maitland, but certainly not on the line below it.
860. On the contrary, the opposite will be the case as far as tbo Newcastle end of the line is
concerned ? Yes, I will admit that it will be so.
861. Do you think that it will pay to carry hay and vegetables on the line to Singleton?
Yes, I think so.
862. Do uot these articles grow in the country around Singleton? Not much.
863. Is there any very great demand for them there ? Yes, very fair.
864. Is that part of the country not adapted for growing hay? Not generally,
865. Nor for growing grasses suitable for haymaking ? No, not generally; though there
may be some portions of land on the banks of the river where hay might be grown.
866. Then were the demand for these articles to increase there, would there be any corres
ponding increase in the production—such an increase as would meet the demand ?
No, I
think not; and in dry seasons there certainly would not he.
867. That would affect only the portion of land lying on the banks of the river? No;
that is the portion that would be least affected, for ia dry seasons it is tlie low damp land
that grows the best crops.
868. In what way do you propose to carry on the traffic on the proposed Morpeth and Mait
land line? I am not aware whether any determination has been arrived at, as I am not a
Director.
.
809. I mean the proposition in regard to the working the line. Do you intend to have your
own rolling stock; and if so, will you import it or have it made in the Colony ? I believe
tho Company intend to have their own engines, trucks and carriages, and to got them as cheap
as they can, which I presume will be by ordering them from England.
870. Do they propose to run their trucks on the Government Hue? Yes, they propose to run
iheir own engines, carriages, and trucks, on the Great Northern line.
871. By arrangement with the Government ? Of course.
872. What kind of arrangement is proposed?
I presume that by paying the Government
a toll for the use of the lino, the Company will be able to use it, and to carry their traffic on
it as far as it runs.

873.
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J. Campbell, 873. So that your chief traffic will be on tho Government line ? Yes.
Esqg74_ ^n(j ky y0ar traffic you would rob the line of whatever traffic there might be on it ?
'
I do not call it robbery, so long as wc pay the Government a fair price'for using the line.
16 Oet., 1861. g75i rpjjg jproposed Company calculate, I presume, upon making a profit on their shares 1
I should imagine so.
‘
876. Now, do you suppose that their profit will be obtained from the two and a half miles
which they propose to construct, or from the great length of the Great Northern line itself,
which they propose to use? I presume that the greater portion of their profit will be derived
from the two and a half miles of their own line.
877. But you anticipate some profit from the use of the Great Northern line ? No; I do
not anticipate deriving any profit from the use of tbe Government line; the only advantage
we expect from it is that it will give the Company facilities of communication with the
interior.
878. In what way do yon consider that tho running of your trains on the Government line
will be likely to afiec; the Government trains ? We need not affect them at all; we shall
be altogether independent of the Government trains.
’
_
879. If you anticipate no profit from using the Government line, why do you desire to
bargain for its use ? Solely, as I have said, to have facilities of communication with the
interior, by which, of course, we bring traffic to our own line.
880. Then you anticipate making a profit from it ? No, I do not admit that; not a direct
profit, but only incidental, from the traffic brought to our own line.
.
881. Of course you do not anticipate running on the line at a loss? No, certainly not. But,
after all, it may be possible that we may make such an arrangement with the Government
as will enable us, instead of using the Government line, to hand over tlie goods to the
Government in our trucks at the junction of the two lines. However, I am notin a position
to state what arrangement is projected, still less what will be made.
882. Then you have no koowledge whatever on the subject of the intended arrangement ?
Not tho slightest.
_
883. Have you never had any knowledge of what the intentions of the Government were in
this respect ? I have not.
884. Then how was it that you anticipated the arrangement that was to be made, as shewn
in tho following question and answer last Session. In question 190 you are asked :—" Let
“ me ask you if it will pay to shift goods from the steamer on to your trucks at Morpeth,
“ and then to take them on to Maitland, and to shift them from your trucks on to those of
“ the Government line ?” And your answer to this is, “ No, certainly not; and that is the
“ very object we have iu making an arrangement with the Government for our trucks to
“ travel on their line, so that tho goods may bo taken from the vessel at Morpeth, and then
“ not shifted again until they reach their destinationso that it seems from tho very first
that you contemplated sending your trucks on the Government line ? Yes, it is natural to
presume so, because it would do away with one of the great advantages of this proposed line,
if the goods bad to be shifted from our trucks on to those of the Government.
885. If that were the case, and the goods were sent on in your trucks, you would of course
require that the Government should pay you for the use of them ? Yes. No doubt some
mutual arrangement would be made between the Government and the Company, in regard
to that point.
886. You have stated in your evidence something witii regard to the produce of the Hunter;
that you anticipated it would all come to Morpeth, basing your anticipation on the fact of
the freight of goods being the same from Morpeth to Sydney as from Newcastle to Sydney,—
cau you explain how this can he? Not being a shareholder in either of the Companies, I
cannot explain it; I can only say that it is so.
887. Does it not seem rather extraordinary that three hours and a half of river passage
should be performed gratuitously ? I can only explain it in this way,—that there is only
sufficient up-country trade to keep two steamers at work; and that so long as there are two
steam Companies competing with each other, and having to maintain so many steamers,
which they have to fill up from the produce gathered ou the river, so long will this state of
things exist.
888. That does not account for the same charge being made at Morpeth as at Newcastle?
The steamers have to go to Morpeth to get the produce, and it is an expense to them to
delay at Newcastle, because whilst they are receiving or discharging cargo there, they are
burning coal all the time. That I imagine to be the reason why they charge as much for
goods landed there as for goods taken on to Morpeth.
889. Is it not the same thing at Morpeth ? No.
890. Why is that ? Because that is their stopping place, and their fires are put out the
moment they arrive.
891. So that if Newcastle were made the place for the droghers to bring their goods, as well
as the stopping place for the steamers, the same argument would apply to it as now applies
to Morpeth ? That is not a very likely matter. Tbe Steam Companies, after all the expense
they have gone to at Morpeth, are hardly likely to make such an arrangement as that.
892. But supposing it to he made, would not the same argument apply as you have just used
in favour of Morpeth?
No; because these droghing vessels only make short trips now,
and they would have to make long ones by your plan; and besides that, you would have all
tlie trouble of transshipping from them to the steamers.
893. Under any circumstances that must he done, even now. There must ho a transship
ment under the present arrangement ? Yes, no doubt; hut there are more conveniences for
it at Morpeth than at Newcastle.
894. Those conveniences might he made at Newcastle ? No doubt.
895.
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895. Then your argument in this respect is nullified ? No, I think not, because the trips J. Campbell,
aro shorter now than they would he if tho droghers went to Newcastle; for instead of three
Es,lijiiles, which is now about the length of their trips, they would have to go ten or fifteen*
ra'les.
16 Oet., 1861.
896. Would you be in favour of a Company that would undertake to ship the produce of
the Hunter direct from Morpeth to Sydney, filling up with produce at Morpeth, and then
sailing direct to Sydney, without calling at any intermediate stations except for passengers P
Yes; it does not pay them to stop at Newcastle.
897. How many of tho present steamers would this employ ? All but two.
898. What advantage would then accrue to those merchants who chose to ship goods direct
to the northern interior from Newcastle by the line of rail,—what benefit would be derived
by tbe shipper? In what way,
899. Under the circumstance of having a lino of steamers direct to Newcastle, two steamers
you say would be sufficient to bring away all tbe wool, tallow, and bides produced in the
northern district? Yes, quite sufficient.
900. The remaining traffic is made up of the produce of the river ? Yes.
901. Under those circumstances, the steamer running no further than Newcastle, the 13
miles of railway would be performed cheaper than the 29 miles of water carriage ? No, cer
tainly not.
’
902. On what ground do you found that answer ? On tho ground that a ton of salt or iron
is now carried from Sydney to Morpeth for 6s.; and I ask you what the price would be if it
were carried those 110 miles by railway at the price the Government now charge.
903. llut there would be water carriage to Newcastle, and the railway would only have to
compete with the river transit? _ Yes; but the goods are carried all the way to Morpeth for
Cs. a ton, and the 13 miles of railway would cost more than that,
904. What does a ton of dry goods cost by tho steamer ? I think about 12$.
905. Do you kuow that in England railways can and do compote, and compete successfully
with water carriage? I have not heard of many instances of such a competition being
successful.
906. Have you heard nf any? f I have not; not where there has been any passenger traffic.
907. Do you know anything of the coal traffic of England? No, nothing.
908. You do not know, then, that in the carriage of coal tho railways compete successfully
with water carriage ? I believe that some of the railways carry coals at Id. per ton per
mile, but those are lines upon which there is noj passenger traffic. Thatprice, however,
would not pay in this Colony.
909. How do you arrive at that conclusion ? Why, it seems to me that if the Government
lines will not pay whore they get 6d. per ton per mile, tboy will certainly not pay if they
charge only Id. per ton per mile.
910. What is the charge by the steamer for a ton of salt sent from Newcastle to Morpeth ?
There is no trade of that kind done between the two places.
911. Is there anything sent from Newcastle to Morpeth? No,
912. No goods of any kind ? No.
913. Is there anything sent from Morpeth to Newcastle ? Yes, sometimes.
'
914. What does it consist of ? Maize and hay, chiefly.
915. What is the charge per ton by the steamer? I cannot say; I have never sent any
thing (here, and have consequently never had freight to pay.
916. Do they carry it for nothing ? No; I should think not.
917. Do they charge the same price as for goods sent to Sydney? No, I believe not.
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Thomas loeton, Esq., appeared as Solicitor for the Bill.
James Campbell, Esq., called in and further examined :—
918. By Mr. Dalgleish : In your former examination, question 235, with regard to the j. Campbell
probable trade between England and Newcastle direct, your answer stated that, as to the
Esq,
’
squatters, even if there were no other considerations to lead them to send their produce to
>
Sydney, they would always prefer to do so, rather than risk the danger of shipping it at New-17 Oet, 1861castle ? Yes.
'
919. As a matter of fact, ha^ it not all to be shipped from Newcastle ? By steam.
920.
* Note (on revision)Instead of fifteen miles, say from fifteen to thirty miles,

t Revised:—I have not, except where there was a largo passenger traffic.
1 Rtvhzd .—A large passenger traffic.
*
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J. Camp'bell, 920. Is thero any great danger in shipping it under proper regulation by sailing vessels ?
Es<l‘
Decidedly so.
1
921. In what does it consist ? It is a very narrow port of entry, remarkably narrow for
u net., istd. gaiijng vessels ; unless there is a leading wind, you run tbe risk of getting on the Oyster
Bank,
922. Are you not aware that at many ports in England, for instance, at Newcastle-uponTyne, there are similar disadvantages ; but thero it is overcome, even the immense trade of
that port, by tug steamers 1 It could be overcome, no doubt, to a certain extent, but it could
never be made a harbour to compete with Sydney.
923. I do not allude to competition with Sydney, but simply with regard to shipments by
the squatters. Have goods, to your knowledge, ever been shipped direct ? One vessel did
ship a cargo there, after being four or five months* filling up.
924. How long ago ? Something like three or four years. Messrs. Bingle and Co. were tbe
agents.
925. How do you infer that Newcastle will never have a large trade except in coal ? I
infer it from the trade being already settled and established in Sydney, and tbe squatters to
a large extent in the hands of the Sydney merchants.
926. What advantage has Morpeth over Newcastle in respect to shipments ? Do you mean
direct shipments to England?
927. Shipments to anywhere ? None whatever.
928. Consequently the argument is of no avail with respect to the railway ? In regard to
the railway, if I must really repeat the argument over again, the difference is tlie saving
between the land and water carriage to the general public. I really cannot state too
positively what I ground my opinion upon.
929. You state that there is a very large traffic at present between Maitland and Morpeth ?
I do.
930. Do you know the extent of the passenger traffic? No, I do not j I do not think there
is passenger traffic at present to any very largo extent.
931. In question 240 you state there is a very large passenger traffic now between Maitland
and Morpeth ? It is not what might be termed a very large passenger traffic; there are not
facilities for a very large traffic, as compared with the passenger traffic between Sydney and
Parramatta for instance, or anything of that class. It is, however, a large passenger traffic,
considering the circumstances of the case.
932. Do you anticipate an increase of that traffic on the construction of this railway? I do.
933. Taking passengers between Morpeth and Maitland to and from the steamers ? Yes.
934. And competing with the Government line? I really cannot put it as competing. I
myself would prefer, if I were going from Sydney to Maitland, particularly in winter
weather, going on by the steamer to Morpeth, provided I could travel cheaply and comfort
ably as I could by this railway, from Morpeth to Maitland, ratber than get out of bed at
Newcastle when the steamer arrives there; and I believe many passengers would likewise
prefer it.
935. Is not time the great desideratum with business men ? There are a great number of
people that travel that are not business men; business men are a comparatively small portion
of the travelling public.
936. The quickest route is the one generally adopted ? By business men, no doubt.
937. By the Chairman: Do you not think that, if there were a railway from Morpeth to
Maitland, in nine cases out of ten passengers would be able to go as quickly by the steamer
as by the train from Newcastle? Yes, unless the Government would always place a train at
tbeir disposal, to leave on tbe arrival of the steamer.
938. In winter you have to dawdle about three or four hours at Newcastle waiting for the
train ? I have been there two hours and a half myself.
939. By Mr. Fiddington: Aro you of opinion that the bulk of the passengers travel for
pleasure ? I do not know that they do; but a great many passengers travel by the rail who
are not business men in the ordinary sense of the word.
940. Are you of opinion that the great bulk of the passengers who travel by rail arc persons
who travel for pleasure ? Parties may travel for pleasure, and others may travel up and
down the country having some object in view; probably most of them may have some reason
for travelling besides pleasure, but that does not make them business men.
*
941. Have you no means of forming an opinion that would enable you to answer my
question ? I have no means.
942. By Mr. Dalgleish: You have stated that you have been two hours and a half in New
castle waiting for tbe train ? Yes.
1 943. Was it optional on your part ? I bad no option in the matter.
944. What period of time does the boat usually take to go from Newcastle to Morpeth ?
'
Three hours.
945. Consequently, had you gone up in the boat, you would have been in Morpeth in about
the same time that you had to wait at Newcastle ? I might have been.
946. Do the trains not run at fixed intervals ? They run at fixed times, but I had to wait
for that time.
947. You were aware of what time you would have to wait ? Yes, perfectly aware of it.
948. Consequently it was a matter of choice? It was not entirely a matter of choice,
because I wanted to see a party at Newcastle.
949. There were advantages, then, to be derived from staying at Newcastle ? There was that
advantage

Note (or* jawton) :—I believe it was six to eight months.
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advantage to me, but it would not apply to the general public. It does not alter tbe fact, J* Campbell,
that from the time the boat arrived until the train left was two hours and a half.
Esq.
950. In fact, it merely shows mismanagement of the railway ? It is managed by the
Government, and we are to assume that they do things for the best,
Ccf:->18CI951. It merely shows mismanagement ? I am not here to give an opinion on that.
952. iJy Mr. WUson: I suppose the Government start these trains at the stated hours they
think most convenient to the public ? Yes. Tho boats sometimes arrive in Newcastle as
early as five o’clock in the morning.
953. By Mr. JJalgleish: Do the steamers stick in the passage to Morpeth? I have not
beard of ono having done so for the last twelve months, that is, since the Flats were cleared,
954. Have you been in a position to know ? I have been told by captains of steamers that
they never stick; Captain Hardy and Captain Mulhall I may mention.
955. One of the vessels stuck last week ? I never heard it. I know I can state positively
that I have been informed by captains that they never stick now. If one of tbe vessels did
stick, as you say, I fancy it was not owing to tbo Flats, but to some accident or mismanage
ment.
956. What class of colliers do you anticipate would resort to Morpeth for coals ? The usual
class of colliers; they are generally vessels of not more than 300 tons; even the largest
colliers in the Newcastle trade.
957. Do you anticipate a large increase of that trade? Yes, provided the coal is, as I
believe it to be, of a different description and superior quality to that at Newcastle ; there
is one species of it, I think, which is called cannel coal.
95S. Would it bo necessary to increase the wharfage accommodation ?
That would
depend on what amount of coal may he shipped ; of course if there is a large shipping
trade it will require more wharfage accommodation than at present, that is to say, as far as
wharves are concerned.
959. Your evidence shows that you anticipate a large increase of the coal trade ? I do.
960. Consequently, in conformity with your anticipations, what wharfage will he required ?
That is a vciy difficult matter to say; my anticipations may not be realised.
961. "iou have formed some ? Well, I do not form any anticipation that there will bo very
extensive wharfage accommodation required; certainly not more than there is sufficient
space for.
902. They will require more accommodation than at present ? They will require more
wharves to ho made.
9.,J. The form of the river on the Morpeth side of the bank is a double bank, is it not ?
How a double bank?
*
964. A rise from the river with a small flat, and a rise above that again ? No, it rises in
some places precipitously from tlie river.
965. Not at the town of Morpeth ? Yes.
966. Where the wharves are at present situated, is there not a double bank? No,
967. It rises precipitously ? In some places; in others there is a gradual slope; and in
others it is nearly flat, at what is called the Queen’s Wharf, for instance.
968. Tbe water is deep almost to tbe edge of tbe bank ? Yes.
969. Not quite to the edge of the bank, is it—it slopes gradually? I believe Mr. Whnlley
has made a survey of the river; he can give you the soundings right from tho New
Company’s Wharf, past the Queen’s Wharf. I have seen such a survey within the last two
months, and I presume Mr. Whalley will have it with him.
9;0. Is the bank on the opposite side higher or lower than the Morpeth side ? Lower.
971. Is there any obstruction to the flood waters from the wharfage? I think not. Ido
not think any additional wharfage made—provided they were not allowed to iutrude further
than is absolutely necessary—would offer any further obstructions to the river than those
wharves which already exist.
972. You have been intimately conversant with the traffic on the river for the last four
years? I have been conversant with it for the last fourteen or fifteen years.
973. Four years will be sufficient for me—during the last four years how often in each year
have you known the traffic to be interrupted by the floods ? 1 have not been so conversant
with the traffic on the river during the last four years as I have been previously, because
during tlie last four years, or nearly four years, I have been living in Sydney ?
974. Are you aware that the traffic has been stopped by the floods? I am, once or twice.
975. For how long a period of time? About two days at a time,
.
976. Have you never known it stopped a week ? I have not.
977. By Mr. lYffson : When the tmffic on the river was stopped by floods, did those floods
interfere at all with tbe railway from Newcastle to Maitland ? On one occasion I think the
■
railway was washed away somewhere about Hexham.
978. By ike Chairman: Was not the traffic stopped from Newcastle to Maitland for a
fortnight, on account of the line being washed away ? I cannot tell you the exact time, but
I know it was stopped on one occasion.
979. By Mr. Dalgleish: Do you know whether it was stopped for three days? I do not
know the time; 1 kuow it was stopped.
980. By the Chairman : In the fourteen years that you were there, before the four years to
which Mr. Dalgleish confines you, was the traffic on tho river often stopped ? I went there
in 1845, and until the floods of 1857 I have never known it stopped but once.
981. By Mr. Piddington: If the capital of £25,000 is sufficient for the purpose of forming
this line, why is it that the Bill proposes to enable the Company to increase it to £50,000 ?
I think it is usual with most Companies to have power to increase.
982. When a survey has been made, and an estimate supposed to be accurate formed, for the
128—Gpurpose
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J. Campbell, purpose of constructing a line of railway only two miles and a half in extent ?

It has been
frequently found, when the Government have gone to the trouble of making accurate cstimates, that they could not get the work carried out for the sum estimated.
■17 Oct., ISiiO.
Then you are of opinion that the proposed power indicates a conviction on the part of
the promoters of this Bill that the capital of £25,000 will be insufficient? No; I look
upon it as a safety clause, which I think will be found in most private Companies’ Bills of
'^3,h

anything of the same character.

984. Bo you think £25,000 will be sufficient? I think the line could he made from Bast
Maitland to a certain portion of Morpeth for considerably under £18,000—to the Queen’s
Wharf.
_
985. And yet the promoters of the Bill wish to take power to obtain £50,000 ? I men
tioned before, that in my opinion it is only a safety clause, usual in almost every private
Bill. It would not be very well, supposing this Bill to be passed, if the Company should
find their means insufficient, that (hey should he obliged to stop the works while they
applied for another Bill,
98G. By Mr. Dalgleish .* You are acquainted with the proposed Bill ? I do not know that
I have read it through; hut I have been present at a discussion of some of its clauses.
987. By the Chairman: Do you know what outlay the Company have incurred already?
I asked the question of Mr. Macauliffc this morning, and he says they have paid away
I think about £700, and their engagements amount to about £800 more.
988. By Mr. Dalgleish: Are you aware how much the preliminary surveys given over by
tiie Government to the Engineer of the Company cost the country ?
I am not aware what
that survey cost, hot I do not believe the Government gave it over.
989. Mr. Whalley acknowledges that he-reecived it from the Government?
He had such
a survey lent him during his last examination here I believe.

Alexander Brown, Esq., called in and examined :—
Alex. Brown, 990. By Mr. Iceton : I believe you are engaged in coal mining operations on the Hunter
Esq.
River ? Yes.
991. In the neighbourhood of Newcastle? In the neighbourhood of Hexham.
17 Oct., 1861. 992. Your operations are rather extensive ? They are rather.
993. It is proposed to construct a line of railway from Morpeth to some point of the Great
Northern Railway near East Maitland ? Yes.
_
■
994. In your opinion, would the construction of that line tend, or would it not tend to the
development of the coal mines of that district ? In case of the facilities being increased, of
course it would tend to the development, of the coal fields there.
’
_
995. If such a line were made, would it be of any use to coal owners in your neighbourhood ?
It would he of great use to me.
. .
996. In what way ? We should then supply the steamers and sailing vessels that visit
Morpeth.
997. It would open another market to you ? Yes, it would open another market which
we are not now in possession of, because we cannot get there.
_
998. You arc speaking of other coal proprietors besides yourself? Others in the same
position.
.
999. By the Chairman : To get to the proposed railway, you would have to convey your
coals a considerable distance along the Great Northern line? Yes, about six miles along
the Great Northern line, and then turn down to Morpeth.
_
_
■
1000. By Mr. Dalgleish : You at present run your coals on a portion of the Great Northern
line ? Yes, to Newcastle.
_ .
1001. Has the rate of toll been increased on that line lately ? No, it has never been
increased since I commenced to run any coals on the Northern line.
'
1002. At what, date was that? It is only since they put up the cranes that I have done
anything _worth speaking about on that line; for the last two years it has always been 2d.
a ton per mile; wo finding our own trucks of course.
■
_
1003. Are you aware that the general rate of toll or freight on the Great Northern line
has been increased since that period ? On other goods it has been increased, I believe; on
everything excepting first-class goods, snch as bricks, stone, and coal.
1004. Is your junction with the Great Northern nearer Morpeth or Newcastle? Just about
the same; nine miles from Morpeth, and nine and a half from Newcastle. _
1005. What advantage do you expect ro reap from making Morpeth the point of departure ?
A great number of vessels visit Morpeth ; Maitland, for which it is the shipping port, being
a commercial (own where a great deal of business is transacted, looking for freight, grain,
,
and so on. The steamers also go up as a matter of necessity, the principal part of their
carcro being secured on the river; and we will be able, when this line is made, to supply
both sailing vessels and steamers with coal, which we eannot do now,
1006. Would exemption from the tonnage dues at Newcastle form any part of your
calculation ? They arc all subject to the same charges.
_
_
1007. Those that go to Morpeth as well as Newcastle? Yes; it is at Newcastle the
tonnage dues arc paid.
_ _
_
....
1008. Bo the steamers pay tonnage dues? Yes, they .pay doubleit is paid periodically
by the sailing vessels, and the steamers pay twice for once that the sailing vessels do.
1009. Are you aware of any advantage that is pnssessrd by the town of Morpeth, as a
shipping port, over the town of Newcastle? Its position being near to West Maitland, and
being
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being in the centre of an agricultural district also, the whole of the up-country trade Ales. Brown,
naturally goes there ; it goes there now and always has done.
^S(l1010. What do you mean by naturally goes there? They send to Morpeth, that being the
route to Sydney j if they send to Newcastle there are no buyers there to determine the value.1" Oct., 1861.
1011. Are there any buyers at Morpeth? There arc at West Maitland, and at Morpeth
too—Mr. Taylor, and several others.
1012. The principal buyers are at Maitland ? Yes; West Maitland is the principal site
of business for almost everything.
1013. There is already communication between Sydney, Newcastle, and West Maitland?
Yes; there is the Great Northern.
1014. Would this lino you now speak of be beneficial to the Great Northern line in any
way ? Well, I cannot see any very great advantage to it. The passenger traffic will always
go on the Great Northern line, but I should imagine the heavy freight will go by way of
Morpeth.
1015. Do you know any predisposing cause why Morpeth has hitherto been the favourite
depot for goods intended for the interior? Well, it is cheaper to send them by way of
Morpeth ; that is one thing.
lOlti. Is there no other cause? I cannot of course go into the causes, any more than I can
say what is the cause of the trade going to Liverpool, London, Glasgow, and all those places;
being at the head of the navigation, it seems a natural result.
1017. Is the prosperity of Liverpool the result of being at the head of the navigation ? It
is a long way up.
1018. Is not Greenock increasing ? It may be increasing in proportion as Glasgow increases,
but it is insignificant.
1019. Is there a railway in competition ? Yes; and notwithstanding Glasgow goes ahead.
1020. Is there any comparison between Greenock and Morpeth ? There is no comparison
now.
1021. Has Morpeth visibly increased of late years, however humbly, in any way for to
cause an allusion to the city of Glasgow or the city of Liverpool? I can hardly look at
Morpeth singly, I must look at West Maitland also; it has increased more than any town I
know of in the country.
1022. Have not East and West Maitland increased in far greater ratio than Morpeth ?
They have, because there is the seat of business.
1023. Can you mention any English town which has had the same ratio of extension as the
town of* East and West Maitland, in proportion to ifs shipping port ?
East Maitland is no
place; I do not know any difference in East Jiaitland since I have known it; Morpeth is
the shipping place, but West Maitland has increased more than any town I know of in the
country.
1024. Although it is not the shipping port ?
Yes, but still all the business is carried on
by way of Morpeth.
1025. By the Chairman: You look upon both as one ?
They are inseparably linked
together.
1026. By Mr. Dalgleish: It is a place where the traffic passes through? It passes through
Morpeth, but Maitland is the place where business is transacted.
1027. You see no benefit arising to the Great Northern line ? It will increase the passenger
traffic, no doubt, and though the heavy traffic will continue to go. by way of the river, no
doubt the Northern line will receive a corresponding advantage; for instance, with ourselves
it will increase the trade ; and they are sinking coal pits now at Black Creek, from which
•
they cannot send the coal to Newcastle because it will not pay, hut they can to Morpeth, if
this line is established, because it will pay.
1028. By the Chairman: They will have to seed the coals from Black Creek twelve or
fifteen miles by the Great Northern line, in order to get to Morpeth ?
It is fifteen miles
from Morpeth, and it will cost 3s. 9d. a ton to deliver the coals at Morpeth.
1029. By Mr, Dalgleish: Is 3s, 9d. a ton a necessity ? I have been always under the
impression that the rate for coals was too high.
1030. You draw your own coal ? Erom our own mine, but they will not let our engines go
on ihe Great Northern.
1031. Can you give the Committee the cost for traction on your own line ? I could not now.
1032. It would be very valuable information if you could send it to the Committee ? I have
never gone into it; I could ascertain it though.
1033. By Mr. TfiVwn: How far does your line of railway run before you join the Great
Northern line? Sis miles.
_
1034. Do you think you could work a railway only six miles in length as economically as a
company could work a railway of say ten times greater length ?
No, it is the long length
that pays, of course.
1035. Therefore the probability is that your expenses will be greater per mile than on the
Great Northern? Yes; the long line in any case, whether by sailing ship, steamer, or
railway, always pays. The Great Northern at Home charges a half-penny per ton per mile.
1036. Are you a shareholder in this Company? Yes, to a small extent.
1037. By Mr. Didrlinylon ; To what extent ? One hundred shares.
1038. B’/ Mr. Dalgleish: Are you a Director? Yes.
1039. Have you gone through the Bill ? I have never read it.
1040. You do not know the provisions of it ? I really do not, I must admit.
1041. Are you aware that in England, where all the lines arc already owned by Companies,
and the Government have no interest in railways, there is always a provision for running
cheap trains ? Yes, the parliamentary trains, as they are called.

1042.
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Alex. Brown,
1042. Is there any such provision in this Bill ?
Esq.

I really do not know.
1043J Are you aware that there is a duty charged on all passenger traffic above Id. a mile
17 Oct., 1861. in Great Britain—a duty to the Government of five per cent. ? I was not aware of that.
1044. Are you aware that in 1852 that duty amounted to £280,000 ? No.
1045. Are you aware if there is a clause in your Bill empowering the Government to examine
and report upon the state of the line if necessary ? No, I am not aware; but it would bo
very necessary I believe, or at least, I should say there would be no objection to its being
introduced.
104G. Are you aware whether there is any clause enabling the Government to compel
improvements when recommended ? No; not having road the Bill, as I have already said,
it is not likely I should know.
1047. Is it usual for Directors to have no knowledge of the Bill they require ? It may not
be usual.
1048. Do you look upon this line as a feeder to the Government line ? I think it will he,
in course of time.
1049. Do you think it so at the present moment ? TVell, it is not made yet, but instantly the
line is finished to Morpeth there will be a considerable traffic.
1050. By Mr. Piddinglou : Where from ? Black Creek, Anvil Creek, and Four Mile Creek.
1051. By Mr. Dalgleish ; Is it your opinion that this is the best line that can be adopted ?
I have no doubt it is. I have not examined the sections.
1052. Will not this line virtually give you a monopoly of the whole traffic that passes from
Morpeth to the Great Northern line ? No, I do not see that, because we shall have to carry
all kinds of goods.
1053. Is there any clause in the Bill you ask for limiting the price per ton you are to charge ?
I am not aware; but it is usual to have eertain charges stipulated in a Bill of this kind.
1054. Would it be for the public benefit to allow a Bill of that description to pass the
Legislature ? Without a scale of charges, do you mean ?—perhaps it would be as well to
have a maximum scale established in the Bill.
_
1055. Under any circumstances, can a railway bear any comparison with a turnpike road ?
Well, I do not know bow you are going to compare them.
1056. They are both vehicles for traffic ? Yes, you can compare the amount of work to be
performed on a road and on a railway; in my experience I have found them very different1057. The question is answered somewhat widely. Is there any point of comparison, with
regard to the general public good, between a railway upon which a monopoly is actually in
possession of one Company and no otber.-and a turnpike road which is open to all? The
railway is open to all I presume.
1058 By Mr. Piddingtott: By paying for it ? By paying for it. And it is a well known
fact that it pays the poorest man to ride on a railway; it is cheaper for him to do so than
to walk on the common road.
1059. By Mr. Dalgleish : It may or may not, according as the charges arc made 1 If you
charge him a pound per mile, of course he 'would walk ; but if you charge him Id. or 2d.
a mite he would ride.
1060. Provided this grant is given to your Company, and an opposition Company should
seek to lay down a parallel line to Maitland and Morpeth, would your Company, in your
opinion, seek to prevent the rival Company from laying down that line? I think they
would be quite justified; that is to say, if they had a maximum scale of charges.
1061. By the Chairman : Is not permission often refused in England to construct railways
under similar circumstances ? There is generally a clause to the effect that no railway shall
be made parallel to the first one.
1062. By Mr. Dalgleish : Is not that iocontestible proof of monopoly ? You can call turn
pike roads monopolies if you like.
1063. Would it not bo to the interest of the country generally, if this line must be com
pleted, to make it a Government line ? We have introduced a clause empowering the
Government to buy it.
1064. At what rate? The Company would have to be paid their outlay, at least, the same
as a common contractor.
1055. Are you aware that a sum is on the Estimates for this year for the construction of
this line by the Government ? So I see; but it is objected to, both by the Government and
private individuals.
1066. Provided that Parliament decide on making this line at the public expense------?
Then I apprehend the Morpeth people will at once say, let the Government do it.
1067. Do you consider that in that case the Directors would have any claim against the
Government for any moneys ? Yes, I should say so, because their preliminary expenses are
of a eertain value.
1068. You think the preliminary expenses are of a certain value, and should always be
paid for ? Yes, I should think so.
1069. Are you aware that all the preliminary survej-s of the Government on this line were
handed over to your Company? I am not aware of it.
1070. If they are so handed over, they should be paid for? Not if they have not been
adopted; I do not sec why we should pay for a thing of no use to us.
1071. All that has been adopted should be paid for ? All that has saved the Company from
expense. It is simply a question of debtor and creditor accouat, I presume. How much is
it worth ?
1072. It remains to be seen what it has cost ? It has cost the Government plenty, I dare say.
1073. So you consider it would he unjust, and not for the public good, to allow a competing
line with the Maitland and Morpeth liailway ? If the Company could carry on the traffic
with
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with reasonable charges, it would be unjust to run a line parallel with theirs, and set both Alex. Brown,
Companies by the ears, to ruin one another.
E*!'
1074. Under the same circumstances, would it be just of the country, which is the owner of
Colonial lines, to allow this competing lino to Morpeth to be established by the Company ?17
]?G1*
I think it would be quite right, particularly when they refuse to do it themselves.
1075. % Mr. Wilson: Do you look on this Maitland and Morpeth line as a competing line
with the Great Northern ? No, I do not; not to any extent. The very first week the Mor1
peth Railway is open they will find the income to the Great Northern very much increased,
with the same working expenses as now.
1076. By Mr. Dalgleish: You anticipate running your trucks and engines to the utmost
extent of the Great Northern line? Only to the junction. The Great Northern people
will not allow our engines on their line.
1077. By Mr. Piddington: How do you know ? They have refused myself.
1078. How do you know they will notallow this Company? I simply say they have refused me.
■
1079. By the Chairman : I suppose you look upon this line as a feeding line, and that there
will be a proportionate benefit to both lines, according to their length ? Yes, the greater
benefit will bo derived by the Great Northern line, simply from the extra distance all goods
will have to go on it.
1080. By Mr. Dalgleish: I see that some of your shareholders, who have given evidence,
fully anticipate that they shall have the right of running their goods to the extremity of the
Government line ? The Government no doubt will take the charges if they do. When
they are joined, a certain quota will be allowed to the Morpeth line, and a proportion to the
Great Northern line.
1081. What will that quota, in your opinion, be—will it be a profit to the Morpeth Com
pany ? That remains to he seen ; railways generally have not been very profitable.
1082. Would you run your engines and trucks northwards, unless at a profit ? Of course not.
1083. If it is a profit to the Morpeth Company, will it not be a loss to the country generally ?
I do not see that.
1084. Seeing that the Government have to allow a quota, X presume, for the use of the
trucks? They charge Id. a mile ; too much, I think.
1085. Would the Morpeth Company expect to receive Id. a mile for the use of their trucks?
Tt would be only fair they should be paid the same as the Government charge.
1036. So that if the Government rob the Morpeth Company, the Morpeth Company is to
rob the country ? If the Government shew the example of robbery, I do not think we should
do wrong to follow it.
1087. Will the lino pay as a line between Maitland and Morpeth only ? That is problematical,
like all other speculations.
1088. Would you take shares or become a Director under these circumstances, between
Maitland and Morpeth only ? I would, decidedly.
1039. Without any junction ? It would be valueless without any junction, of course.
1090. Or with a junction, at the option of the Government, over which the Directors had
no control ? Then the line would be valueless.
1091. So that the line will be valueless unless the Directors have a voice in the traffic ou
the Great Northern line? I presume they would have a voice no further than the extent
■of their own land went.
1092. By the Chairman: It would be a matter of arrangement, the same as it is now with
branch lines to collieries ? Yes, just so.
1093. By Mr. Dalgleish: Is there no difference between this line and the branch lines to
collieries ? I do not see any difference.
1094. Are not branch lines to collieries direct feeding lines ? So they are.
1095. Can you recognize this is a direct feeding line? Yes; the very fact of this line being
made will fetch traffic on the Great Northern lino which is not on it now, and which it
would be of no use to fetch on it without this line. The Black Creek pits are actually
sinking the same as our own ; but it would be no use sending the coal to East Maitland with
the view of carting it to Morpeth, the expense would he too great; but if this line were
done, they would commence operations at once. Give the outlet, and so fetch on the feed.
1C96. In that respect wc will admit it is a feeding line; but this is uot from the Morpeth
line; it is a feeding line from the junction which you make on to the Great Northern line,
and then the Morpeth and Maitland line merely take it from that line? It is from the fact
of their taking it onwards that the traffic comes on to the Great Northern.
1097. Then do you admit that that which takes feeds? Yes; because the very fact of its
taking causes it to feed.
1098. That is only inference ? It is no inference; it is fact. The traffic which I allude to
as coming on the Great Northern line it would be of no use to bring on now, because it could
not be shipped.
10ff9. Not at Newcastle ? At Newcastle it might, but not to pay the parties.
1000. What is the distance from Black Creek to Newcastle ? Somewhere about 35 miles.
1101. What would be the expense ? About 9s. a ton.
1102. By Mr. Bidding tor : And what to Morpeth ? 3s. 9d.
1103. By Mr. Dalgleish: Do you recognize the'charge of 9s. to Newcastle as a fair charge ?
It is too much.
’
1104. By Mr. Buchanan : It is the charge, whether fair or not ? It is the charge.
1105. By Mr Dalgleish : With your knowledge of locomotive traffic, could it not he done
for considerably less ? Yes, I think it could; at 1-^d. a ton per mile at most.
1106. By the Chairman : If the charge were reduced, there would still be an advantage in
sending the coals to Morpeth ? Yes, because there would be a corresponding advantage on
tbat
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Alex. Brown, that portion of the lino. The Great Northern line at Homo takes coals from Durham, 400
■Es4'
miles, to London, at a £d. a ton per mile.
,a'-“n 1107. By Mr, Dalgleish : In that waj-they compote with the water traffic? Yes, toEuston17 Oct., 1861. gquare.
,
1108. Would not the same argument hold good on the Northern line to Newcastle, if under
proper management ? I think if the charge was very low, the coals would come into com
petition.
. .
1109. The water carriage from Newcastle-upon-Tyne to London is not very circuitous? No.
1110. But the river from Morpeth is how much longer than the railway ? It is 30 miles
by the river from Morpeth to Newcastle.
_
1111. And how much by the railway from Maitland ? Eighteen miles.
1112. By flic Chairman : It does not follow because it is cheaper to take coals from Dur
ham to London by rail than by water, that therefore it is cheaper to take them all the way
to Newcastle by rail instead of shipping them by water at Morpetii ? If you can ship them
at Morpeth, of course it is better to do so. The Great Northern line at Home takes the coals
to Euston-square, in the heart of London, and the expense of carting the coals shipped by
vessels to that part of London is in their favour.
_
1113. By Mr. Dalgleish: And yet the Thames at the Pool may be considered to bo equally
in the heart of London ? .For that particular part of London there is no doubt tbe railway
does tbe traffic cheaper.
1114. So far as the shipping is concerned, tbe Pool is nearer to the heart of London than
Euston-square ? I am not acquainted with tbat particular place.
1115. By Mr, Piddingtan: Do you not consider London Bridge nearer the centre of London
than Euston-square ? Of course if the ships go up to that place, the surrounding parts of
London will he supplied cheaper, and it is the same with Euston-square.
1110. By Mr, Dalgleish: You are aware that the colliers in London usually discharge in or
near the Regent’s Canal ? They discharge all over the river, I believe.
1117. It is one of the largest dep&ts ? At the canal you allude to I am aware there are a
great many colliers.
'
1118'. You are aware that that canal is nearer the heart of London than Euston-square?
Yes, and no doubt the parties around there have the advantage.
1119. Each is best for its own locality? Yes; but still it is the low charge on the Great
Northern at Home that enables them to take coals to compete with tbe water carriage.
1120. Are you acquainted with the town of Morpeth ? Yes.
.
_
1121. From your practical acquaintance with the product of mines in general, and your
knowledge of what is to be expected from these mines in particular that you have alluded
to, what traffic, under favourable circumstances, do you consider would be conducted from
Morpeth? From Morpeth to Maitland?
1122. From Morpeth to anywhere—from the mines? Well, I should think that directly
this railway is established, and there are facilities for shipping-----1123. How many hundred tons a week, or how many thousand? Perhaps 200 tons a day.
1124. Which would require shipping to what amount ? Of course to tbe amount produced,
- 1125. What number of vessels do you anticipate would be required ? That depends upon
tbe size of the ships j you may get a ship that will hold 2,000 tons.
1126. Can you get a ship of 2,000 tons to Morpeth ? No, vessels of 100 to loO tons go
up to Morpeth.
,
,
1127. So tbat it would require, under ordinary circumstances, two vessels a day to lay under
the shoots ? Yes.
1128. This would require what amount of shipping ? Twenty or thirty vessels.
1129. And the amount of obstruction to the river ? Oh, my goodness! They would not
obstruct the river, except when they stuck upon the Flats.
1130. You admit they might stick on tbe Flats ? They would be very useful as beacons if
they did.
1131. You are aware that the river is very narrow at Morpeth ? Yes.
1132. You know the " City of Newcastle” F Yes.
1133. Has she much more than room to swing ? She can swing.
1134. With much room to spare ? No.
.
1135. There is a vessel in the course of completion for the Company, which is 2o feet
longer? Yes.
1136. She will just have room to swing ? Yes.
• o tt
j.
1137. Should a vessel be lying at the wharf, she would not have room to swing ? Yes, she
would.
1138. With another vessel lying alongside that ? One of them could move ahead, ihere
need be no difficulty on tbat score; it could be managed at any rate as in the docks at
Home. '
....
1139. There is this difference, that though a dock has a narrow entrance it widens out into
a basin ( T.es.
•
,
1140. Therefore, what is done in the docks is not applicable to a river like the Hunter, t
It is just as applicable as to a dock, I think.
1141. Would extra wharfage be required? There is plenty of wharfage for a greatly
increased trade to what there is now, and when the trade increases I dare say they will find
wharfage accommodation.
_
1142. If extra wharfage is required, will the piles form no obstruction to the flood waters of
the river ? No ; because the banks are almost perpendicular at Morpetb.
Objection being here taken by a Member of the Committee to the relevancy of the
questions, witness was requested to retire ; being again called in, the examina
tion was continued;

1143.
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1143. Have you seen a plan of the proposed railway for the water frontage ? Yes ; I think Alex. Brown,
there is a plan.
Esq.
1144. Does the plan, as shewn, interfere with the water frontage in any way ?-----Jlft', Iceton submitted that this witness was not before the Covimi.ttce to prove anything ^ Oct., 1S61.
about this plan, the Surveyor who made the plan being in attendance.

1145. You arc practically acquainted with the shipping of coals hy rail ? Yes.
1146. From your knowledge (if the plan, does it afford the necessary facilities for shipping
the eoal which you anticipate will form part of the traffic ? Yes, 1 think it will afford all the
facilities required at the present time, unless the trade increases very much.
1147. By Mr. Piddington : What is the distance of the Miumi mine from Morpeth?
Fifteen or sixteen miles, including our own line.
1143. Is that calculated partly on your own line and partly on the common road ? Partly o
our own line, partly on the Great Northern, and partly on the Morpeth line as proposed;
altogether about fifteen miles.
1149. How do you expect to reach the proposed line from Minmi ? We shall come down
our own line, go up the Great Northern, and down the Morpeth line.
1150. Go up the Great Northern to what point ? The junction of the Morpeth line.
1151. The proposed junction at Pitnaerce ? Yes.
1152. How far is that from your mine ? Twelve miles.
1153. How far is your mine from Newcastle ? About the same distance.
1154. Twelve miles from the pit to Newcastle ? Fifteen miles,
1155. And not so much from the pit to Morpeth ? The distance from Morpeth is about
half a mile less.
115G. Then it is fourteen miles and a half to Morpeth ? Fifteen miles to Morpeth, and
fifteen and a half to Newcastle.
1157. Then the difference in advantage as respects the distance from your mine to New
castle, and from your mine to Morpeth, is half a mile ? Yes.
1158. And is it on that advantage you found your opinion that this line will be of such
great use to you ? So it will, because there is a constant stream of trade ; a great number
of coasting vessels must go to Morpeth for many reasons, and if they could load coals there
they would do so, because now they have to come down to Newcastle in ballast.
1159. Do you not think the trading vessels that now go to Morpeth will, when the Great
Northern line is carried to Muswelibrook, stop at Newcastle? They will always go to
Morpeth, because the trade they go after is principally on the rivers among the settlers, and
their return cargo is very often coals.
1160. You think this railway will be an advantage to your interest, simply because there
are a number of small coasters who will always proceed to Morpeth ? Yes ; and every year
that description of coasting trade is increasing.
1161. Do you not think the goods traffic on the Great Northern line will very much
increase when the line is extended to Singleton and Muswelibrook ? Well, it would; but
it would always go to Morpetb ; it would go to Morpeth if they took it by dravs ; they do
so now.
'
1162. My question is not what they do now—my question is as to what will take place when
the line is extended to Muswelibrook ? It will always be better to send to Morpeth to save
shilling at Newcastle.
1163. Don’t they have to shift it at Morpeth ? They save the charges on the Great Northern
line. It is considerably cheaper to cart from West Maitland to Morpeth, than to send to
Newcastle by the Great. Northern line.
1164. Assuming that the Legislature does not allow this line, do you not think the goods
traffic will very much increase when the Great Northern line is carried further ? It will
increase as far as West Maitland is concerned,
1105. Is it not the fact that the Great Northern line of railway is not worked beyond
Maitland, except for a few mites? Goods from Lochinvar are taken to Maitland, and then
carted to Morpeth.
1166. Will that practice prevail when the Great Northern is extended to Muswelibrook ?
I believe it will prevail then, to a certain extent.
t
1167. You think the extension will have no effect whatever on tbe transit of goods to
Newcastle ? I do not think it will, so far as the np-eountry trade is concerned.
1168. You have alluded to the circumstance that tbe proposed Act of Incorporation contains
a clause to enable the Government to purchase this railway ? I believe it does.
1109. Are you aware as to the number of years’ purchase the Company expect the Govern
ment to pay upon the annual profits, if they purchase the railway ? No, T am not aware of
it; but the usual thing is 15 per cent., based upon that.
1170. The usual calculation is a calculation founded on a rate of profit equal to 15 per cent, ?
Yes.
.
1171. And yet the Company requires twenty-five years’ purchase of such a right, and
power to ask more if the average rate of profit is below 15 per cent.—Is not that an enormous
demand ? 15 per cent,, taking into account the tear and wear, is not too much.
1172. Do you not think 25 years’ purchase of 15 per cent, is an enormous demand for this
Company to make ? I would rather not answer the question at the present moment, not
having thought the matter over.
1173. You have known the Maitland and Morpeth districts far a long time? Yes.
1174. Arc you aware whether the town of Morpeth has increased much in population,
or the number of houses, during the time you have known it? Not a very great deal; IVcst
Maitland is the seat of business. '

1175.
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Alex. Brown, 1175. Has the population of Bast Maitland increased much during the last five years ? Very
little indeed.
■---- *-----, 117G. By Mr. Dalgleish: Do you fcnotf if the traffic on the Great Northern Kailvay was not
17 Oct., 1861. seriously interfered with hy the raising of the rate of freight? I believe it was to a certain

extent.

L

.

_

.

1177. Prior to that being raised, goods were being sent to Newcastle for shipment? Well,
very little goods ever came to Newcastle for shipment.
_
' 1178. Some goods? Well, some. Upon my word there has been so little traffic either
before or since that it is hardly worth while naming.
_
1179. Since then it has decreased ? I dare say it has got less, but it is not possible to tell,
because there is so little on the whole.
1180. By Mr. Buchanan : Do you hnow the Paterson River? Yes.
1181. Supposing a resident on the Paterson had one or two hundred tons of goods to send
up the country, and this railway was constructed, whether would he send them to Morpeth
by droghers to go up that way, or by drays over the Falls to Maitland ? He would send it
down the river, and put it on the railway. ^ .
1182. It would be cheaper aud more expeditious ? Yes, and save the goods too.
1183. At the present moment, without a railway, a great quantity of coals come to Morpeth .
Yes, during the strike 300 tons a-day.
.
1184. In the event of this railway being constructed, that rate would be enormously in
creased? The case is rather exceptional just now, in consequence of the strike; but no
doubt it would gradually increase, the same as the coal trade has always done since I have
known.
1185. These mines at Black Creek ? Ob, they will increase very much.
1180. They would, of course, increase largely from the increased means of transit. Yes,
and if the river was deepened they would enormously increase.
_
1187. Would you suppose that the coal trade alone would be a very great inducement to
construct a lino to Morpeth ? It would.
1188. You believe it would pay ? I believe it would pay almost, if the line were constructed
economical]?, for a coal line alone.
.
1189. Are you aware that ever since the construction of the Great Northern, it has not
- taken any of the traffic that comes by drays over bad roads to Morpeth ? I do not think it
has taken any of the traffic. If there were no drays, I have often gone so far as to say, they
would carry the stuff to Morpeth on men’s backs.
1190. Are you aware bow many thousand bales of wool came to Morpetb last year . 1 am
not posted up in that.
_
t
,
1191. At all events, there would be far greater inducement to send it to Morpetb, in the
event of having increased facilities by railway ? Of course the greater the facilities the
greater the inducement,
1192. There is considerable passenger traffic also ? Yes. _
1193. Are you of opinion, tbat passengers from Sydney, going up country, would prefer the
river passage, taking the rail at Morpeth, than to take the rail at Newcastle ? I believe
the passengers would always land at Newcastle.
-> tj
1194. The Morpeth railway would do a great deal ofgood • to theGreat Northern l By
giving an outlet, it would bring traffic on it, no doubt.
,
1195. AH these goods that go from Morpeth by dray toMaitland,and thence up tbe
country, would go by rail from Morpetb, and of course would benefit the Northern line by
going unit? Yes, of course.
1190. Then it would he a feeder ? Yes, if you put the goods on the line at Morpetb, they
would go direct up to Singleton and other places.
1197. And, of course, if the Morpeth Railway Company used the Great Northern line, they
would pay the Government for it ? I presume that the Morpeth Company would charge
toll as far as their line went, and the Government would charge ou their own line, the same
as they do at Home.
.
,
.
1198. In any view of this matter tbat you can possibly take, can you conceive that the
construction of this Morpetb line will be any detriment to tbe present line ? ^ I think that
any line of railway joining it, (not only the Morpeth railway), must benefit it by bringing
traffic on it.
.
1199. Then according to your experience and knowledge of the trade of Morpeth, as at
present existing, notwithstanding there being no railway, a great traffic of gpods comes to
Morpeth, and you are of opinion tbat giving them increased facilities for this traffic, will
have a tendency to increase it ? I believe it would.
1200. And you think this undertaking would be for the public good ? It would result in

public good.

.

.

1201. By Mr. Dalgleish : Is it usual to give any consideration for power to form a junction
with other lines in Great Britain ? No, I believe not; 1 believe they are often too glad to
get lines to join them, particularly on main trunk lines; the more lines tbe better for them.
1202. Are you not aware tbat in many instances interdicts have been taken out against
junctions being formed ? There may have been extraordinary things done; and even when
an interdict has been taken out they have probably found they were mistaken, and that the
junction would be a great advantage to them.
1203. Do you know the Great Northern line at Home? No.*
1204. The North Rritish ? 1 know a little about that.
J,

* tfctwt:—Yes.
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120d. Are you aware that the North British line formed a junction with the Caledonian Alex. Brown,
railway; I am not aware.
Esq.
1-U6. By Mr. liddmgton: I)o you believe, if a line of railway is constructed parallel to
nnotner, it must of necessity, if it happens to join it, benefit it ? If both run in the same 17 Oct,, 18G1.

direction and the lines join j I do not sec how you mean.
■w!)et,ler evcry line which happens to join another must necessarily
benefit it r I think it does if it feeds it.
J
1208. I do not wish you to give an answer with reference to hypothesis, but simply an answer
to the question, whether a line of railway constructed parallel to another, if it joins it, must
of necessity benefit it? I think it docs.
>
1
>
»
1209. Is it always the case? There may be exceptions.
1210. Would you conceive it to be an exception where a line runs so nearly parallel as to
be a competing line ? Where it runs parallel-----1211. Would you conceive it to be a benefit ? Not when it runs parallel and both are can
didates for the same traffic.
m2 What is the maximum distance between the proposed Morpeth line and the Govern
ment line to the south—I will give you any point you choose to take from Morpeth to the
proposed junction at Pitnacree, and I would ask you to run a line south, so that you mav
strike the Government line, and .1 wish to know what is the maximum distance of such a
cross line. Upon my word the question is so very extended that without the matter being
put down so t.iafc I can trace the positionSj I do not understand it,
LJ3. % Mr, Buchanan; They do not run parallel ? They do not,
By
foddinglon:- You propose to run from Morpeth and join at Pitnacree ? Yes.
1 ?’■ .i0m any- p0Ult on tlle ProP°seii linc t() aQy point on tbe existing Government line,
101^ 1Vbe.muxlmura distance ? It must be about three miles, I presume.

1-16. straight across ? I could not toll the exact distance, because no measurement has
been made.
1217. Have you any idea ? Two and a half or three miles.
1218. That is the maximum distance ? It must be more, because the linc comes round with
a curve—about four miles.
1219. Y hat.is tbe minimum distance in a ]me,from a spot upon the Morpeth line to the
nearest spot in a southerly direction on the Government lino ?
I could not tell you the
disianoe.
J
1220. By Mr. Buchanan: You are in the coal trade ? Yes.
lo ro'
y°a ;,Ware °f the 9uaiify of thc eo;l1
Four Mile Creek? Yes.
1 fio I?,'1 saPonor *Jr inferior to other coal ? It is very superior steam coal.
12 d. Of course it would be shipped from Morpeth ? Yes, of course.
1224 And on account of its superiority it would induce a great inerease of the trade ? It
would have this ofiect, that large quantities of coal now imported from England for'the mail
snips would probably.be stopped, and they would be supplied from Four Mile Creek, which
would be a great addition to the trade. The consumption by tbe moil steamers is about 50 '
tons a day; they burn about 1,000 tons a month.
■t^e ctua!!ty op ^be coais at other places which this line would open up—
Anvil Creek for instance ? This linc will bring into the market a variety of coals. At
Anvil Creek the coal is bituminous, and fit for use in houses, by blacksmiths, and in steam
engines also. 9hen there is cannel coal, large quantities of which are imported into'
Melbourne from .England; and in place of fetching it from England they would get it by
way of Morpeth if this line were made.
6
J
1226. It would be shipped at the port of Morpeth ? Yes ; it is not likely, while the rlyer
is in existence, that it will be sent to Newcastle.
lool' Thi.8 T1 'V0Uld C°.mc dolvn tbe Great Nortll®''n line ? Yes, about eight miles.
1-28. And of course do it a vast deal of good ? From a calculation I have made, I think
the yield to the Great Northern will be about .£6,000 a year from this source. The fact of
tlio line to Morpeth being made, will open up traffic to the Great Northern line to that
amount.
i^in From the coal trade alone the increase of traffic will be £6,000 a year? Yes.
1230.
the Chairman : There is no cannel coal at present in the market? No, it is not
available. It is very valuable for making gas.
1231 By Mr. Dalgleish: Do you admit the implied superiority of the Four Mile Creek
coal ? it has always had the name.
.
1232. By Mr. Wilson : Is the cannel coal supposed to be of good quality as cannel coal ?
■les, st lias been tried and found very good.
1233. By the Chairman : Can this linc, if constructed, be called in any way a parallel lino
rooi , at Northern ? I do not see how it is possible to make out that it is.
1234. By Mr. Dalgleish ; About what angle would it form with the Great Northern ? Tho
Morpeth line runs direct from it.
1235. So that according to tbat it forms almost a straight line ? The Groat Northern goes
away northwards.
6
1236. By Mr. Iceton : Does the question of whether it is a parallel line or not depend upon
the angle at which it leaves or joins the Groat Northern line—has tbat any thin", in fact
to do with its being a parallel line—does not a parallel line mean a line runniDg°alongside
another without meeting it ? Yes, a parallel line is a line aloogside another.
l'-3(. And therefore the angle of incidence has nothing to do with the question ? Nothing.
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Thomas Iceton, Esq., appeared as Solicitor for thc Bill.
Arthur John Whalley, Esq., C.E., called in and examined
Wh alley, 1238. By the Chairman: You were examined on a previous occasion, with respect to the
.. C.E. Maitland and Morpeth Railway ? I was.
_
1239. Since you fiavc your evidence on that occasion, have you made any further survey of
'et, 1861. the proposed line ?
I have made the working survey-and laid out the line.
1240. Since you gave your evidence? Since I gave my evidence.
1241. Was that following up the previous rough survey which you had made? I had not
made anv survey myself when I gave evidence here before.
1242. What had you done then ? I had merely gone over tho various lines that were
proposed, and by comparison of thc various plans, had formed an opinion as to which was
thc best, and I recommended thc carrying out of the line laid down by Mr. Whitton.
1243. Is that thc line of which you have since made thc working survey ? That is the line,
with some slight alterations.
_
t
1244. Is your opinion the same as when you gave your evidence before, as to the expense or
constructing this line ? Yes.
. . T , , ,
1245. That it will cost £16,000 or £17,000 ? I have an estimate here by which 1 calculate
that the line to the Queen’s Wharf will cost £16,632.
1246. By Mr. Morris: The mere making of tho railway, without rolling stock? Yes,
without rolling stock.
.
1247. By thc Chairman : Have you calculated the expense of making any proposed extension ?
Through the town—yes; I make the whole cost of carrying the linc through the town,
including an allowance of 15 per cent, on the permanent way and earthwork, for sidings and
so on, £23,557.
1248. You have seen the Bill, I presume ? I have.
1249. The provisions in the Bill, with regard to security to the public in working the
railway, arc the same as in tho Bill that was before Parliament before ? I believe they are.
With regard to bridges, there are no roads crossed by bridges, although there are provisions
in the Bill regulating the height of such bridges.
1250. By Mr. Piddington : You say you have completed a working survey of this line ? Aes.
1251. Have you any objection to hand in to the Committee a copy of that survey ? I iiave
done the out-door work of the survey, aud I am drawing sections now, or having them drawn.
I have a survey here, such as it is customary to deposit on these occasions.
1252. Have you no section of the line, no working section such as is given to thc contractor ?
No ; I do not know that it is customary to deposit such sections
_
1253. Have you that ? I have taken my sections, and the drawings arc now being made.
1254. You have not got a copy of your section ? The sections on this plan were laid down
from the very levels I took.
„ „
_
, , • ^
3 ■
s/nr
1255. Have you any objection to band that in? No; I prepared this to hand in. (Jhc
witness handed in the plan referred iof
.
.
1256. You intend to divert the existing line of road at some particular point ? Yes. .
1257. At how many points do you intend to divert the existing road? Only at two points ;
one occuring at one mile twenty chains, and another at two miles distance from Maitland.
1258. Is the diversion considerable ? No; much less than was proposed by Mr. Whitton.
1259. Is this broad line that I see hero the line of road from Morpeth to Maitland ? Yes.
1260. Does your proposed line of railway run pretty nearly parallel with the existing
common road"? It runs in the direction shown here.
_
_ _
1261. Is that line nearly parallel with the road? Parallel as far as the sinuosities of the
road wilt allow it to be so.
1262. What distance do you suppose it is, say from tbe intersection of your proposed line at
Northumbcrland-streot, to the existing linc of Government Railway to the south—what
would be the distanco of a line carried southerly to the Great Northern Railway ? At least
three miles.
1263. From the point of intersection at Northumberland-street? Acs.
1264. Take another point, the contemplated diversion of the common road nearest to East
Maitland—what is the distance from that particular point running southerly to thc Great
Northern line ? About two miles and a half.
_
_
1265. Tab in 2 a mean of the whole lino from Morpeth to East Maitland, what is the mean
distance of a'line running southerly until it intersects the Great Northern Railway ? I do
not exactly see how to arrive at that.
t a
a
1266. Perhaps you have never made any examinations in order to_ do so ? I have made
examinations of all the country to the south of the proposed linc of railway.
1267. I mean with reference to thc matter referred to in my question ? No.

1268.
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1268. Can yon give no opinion as to thc mean distance of a line running from the proposed A.J.WhaUoy,'
Maitland and Morpeth line and intersecting the Northern linc ? I should think the mean
distance might be about two miles.
<■—'‘v—
1269. That is the nearest estimate you can give at the present time ? That appears to me ^
to be about what it is.
1270. Do you not think any line of railway which runs parallel to an existing line, the
' mean distance of which does not exceed two miles, may be fairly called a parallel line ? I do
not think that this is a parallel linc.
1271. What is the nearest approximation to a line which you, in your judgment, would
consider a parallel line, where an existing linfe is constructed ? Well, really I do not exactly
see how to answer your question. This line, together with a supposed linc drawn from any
part of its length, would form a triangle with the Great Northern Railway.
1272. You stated just now, or I understood you to state, that thc mean distance of a line
drawn from this railway to the Government line would bo two miles ? I suppose it may he.
1278. Do you see any reason to change your opinion ou that point ? No, I do not.
1274. Then I ask this question—what constitutes a parallel line, in your opinion, to an
existing line of railway ? A. line running parallel to another is one which being produced
never so far will not meet it. This line does meet the Great Northern line.
1275. I am quite aware there is an intended junction, but I meant with regard to the
distance from an existing line of railway ? Really I do not------ Of course it must be borne
in mind that this line is only two miles and a half in length up to the Queen’s Wharf.
1276. I did not ask with regard to its length ? No, hut that has something to do with its
relative position with regard to a supposed lino drawn-to the Northern Railway.
1277. My question was simply this—What constitutes a parallel line of railway to one
already existing ? I think I stated just now, a line which, being produced never so far, does
not meet it; this one does meet it.
1278. You have said—I hope I have not misunderstood you—that taking the whole of this
railway, thc distance of a lino running from the projected linc to the Government line south,
is a mean distance of only two miles ? Certainly I said it might be about that.
1279. By Mr. Wilson : What is the length of the railway from Morpeth altogether ? Not
quite three miles and a half.
1280. Then the greatest distance it can possibly he is a little over three miles ? Yes.
1281. By the Chairman: Do you not think that, when considering the question whether
railway lines are parallel, it is not a mere question of distance from one line to another, hut
a question as to the way in which the traffic goes and the use of thc railway ? Yes.
1282. By Mr. Piddington : I do not mean to tie you down to a strict answer to my question,
such as that with regard to two parallel lines not meeting each other, hut whether the pro
posed Maitland and Morpeth line is not practically a line parallol to the existing Government
line ? No, I do not think so.
1283. Although you admit it is only two miles from the Government line ? Yes.
12S4. Where do you propose that the junction should take place with the Government line?
At the Pitnacree crossing.
■
1285. What distance is your proposed junction at Pitnacree from thc existing station at
East Maitland, on the Government lino ? I suppose about a quarter of a mile.-.
1280. From whence do you expect the goods traffic on this line ? I presume there will he
a large trade in coal.
1287. Where from ? From Stoney Creek, Anvil Creek,-----1288. This line docs not run to either of those places ? No, it does not.
1289. Then you expect tho traffic at Stoney Greek to come down the Great Northern lino
for a very considerable distance ? Certainly.
1290. Hy the Chairman: I think you have not been very long in the Colony ? About nine
months only.
1291. By Mr. Piddington : Do you know Anvil Creek. I have passed it.
1292. How many bridges or viaducts will you require to construct on this line? Four
bridges and eight flood openings.
1293. Have you an estimate of the separate cost of these four bridges ? I have not a separate
estimate of the cost of each of them, but I have estimated the whole cost of all thc bridges .
and all the flood openings at £1,640.
1294. What description of bridges do you intend to build? Timber.
*
_ 1295. Are they intended to he built on piles—timber pile bridges ? On piles where the soil
will admit of driving them. Of course where the soil will not admit of driving piles we
shall put in brick piers.
1296. In how many cases will the soil not admit of pile driving ? That I cannot say; it is
not my business as yet to ascertain that. Of course when a bridge comes to be built, it will
bo time then to sink trial pits to ascertain what the subsoil is.
1297. How can you give an estimate of the cost of a bridge if you do not know whether you
will have to construct it ou timber piles driven into the natural soil, or whether you will
have to use bricks for piers? I have estimated them all as being all built of timber.
.
1298. But you say that in some eases they may possibly have to he built of bricks ? It may
possibly be so; I only put that in as an alternative. 1 have no reason for believing it will
he necessary in any case.
1299. By Mr. Morris: Which is thc most expensive ? I believe there will be very little"
difference in the cost of the two.
.
1300. By the Chairman : What is the height of the highest? About twelve feet.
1301. By Mr. Piddington: Have you any reason to believe brick piers will not be required ?
As far as I know the nature of the ground, I have no reason to believe they will bo required.
1302.
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A. .T.WhaUey, 1302. Then I presume you will require timher'bridges in most cases? They will all be
Esq., O.E. (ijm^)erj ag far ag j fctjow at present.
1303. Resting upon piles ? Resting upon piles.
22 Oct., 1SG1. IRQ-!. How are these piles to be secured? They arc to be framed together. I have not
brought any design with me, although I have made out some of my drawings; I did not
think it would be necessary.
1305. You expect a considerable passenger trafiSc as well as goods traffic on this line ? Cer
tainly.
1306. And do you think you are entitled, as an engineer, to form an estimate for this line,
without reference to particular estimates for bridges ? I cannot frame my estimate for the
linc without reference to particular estimates for the bridges.
1307. You appear to have framed your estimate without particular reference to the nature
of the bridges ? No, I say I have made my drawings of thc bridges, but I have not brought
them here, because I did not know they would be required or asked for even.
1308. Ho you not think it is desirable tbat a Committee of the Assembly should investigate
closely the nature and construction of bridges on which a great-number of passengers may
travel ? It might be considered expedient.
1309. Ho you not think the construction of a bridge is a very important question, with
reference to tbe safety of travellers? Undoubtedly it is.
1310. I want to know in what manner you propose to build these bridges j whether they are
to bo braced or secured ? Certainly they are; you cannot build a bridge without it.
1311. In what way is it proposed to brace them ? To brace them diagonally and strut them
with battering piles.
1312 How many piles do you intend to drive in a line with each other? Three perpen
dicularly, aud two batteriiig piles, one on each side, the whole secured by waling pieces a
short distance from the ground, and braced with diagonal braces, and the whole held
together with wrought-iron bolts.
1313. By Mr. Morris: What will be the diameter of the piles? I have reckoned the
scantling of the piles at 13 inches by 13 inches.
1314. Square ? Square,
1315. By the Chairman: Many of tbe bridges ou the Government linc are much higher
than twelve feet? One over Black Creek is nearly forty feet high.
1316. By Mr. Piddington: Ho you intend to use the same moans of securing your bridges
that the Government have used at Black Creek? Really I do not know exactly what those
means are; I have merely passed it at a distance, and I have been told what its height is.
1317. I mean with regard to strengthening the bridges, and so forth ? I propose to brace
and strut them m the way I have usually seen these things constructed j and I have had the
construction of a good deal of timber work of that kind in India,
1318. What is thc span of thc proposed bridges—is there more than one archway or span ?
Several.
1319. What is the distance between each row of piles ? One hundred feet* from bank to
bank, on thc top of the bank ; allowing for thc slope, tbe opening at the foot of the bank
will not he so much. It will be a hundred feet at the level of formation.
1320. Are there any works that may be called viaducts on this line, where there is more
than one span, I mean iu a longitudinal direction ? Yes; there is more than one span in
them.
1321. I am not speaking of the width of the bridge from bank to bank, but the distanco
between two rows of piles ? I reckon tbat at 20 feet.
1322. By the Chairman : I understood you to say, that though you had not calculated thc
cost of brick piers, there would be very little difference between them and wooden piers in
bridges 12 feet high ? The superstructure, that which carries the rails, would still be of
timber ; the only difference would be, that instead of using timber piers, the piers would bo
of brick ; and I think when you take into consideration the difference in the cost of carting
and so on, tho brick piers would be found to come almost as cheap as the timber.
1323. By Mr. Piddington: Arc you acquainted with railways in England, and railway
legislation? I cannot say that railway legislation is my business.
1324. I am merely asking whether you are acquainted with the matter? I cannot say I am.
1325. Have you been employed on any railways in England? No; I have not been
employed on railways in England, but I was employed on railways all tbe time I was in
India.
1326. You are not acquainted with any limitations which the English Legislature insist
upon with regard to railways? I am aware there are certain points which the Legislature
requires should be attended to.
'
1327. In England?, In England; and it bos been my endeavour to meet all those require
ments of the English Legislature as far as possible in this case, because I was not exactly
aware what the requirements in this Colony were.
1328. You now allude to engineering matters exclusively? To engineering matters exclu
sively, with such provision for thc convenience of the public generally as can be made iu
carrying out the work.
1329. I suppose you do not know of any rule in English railway Bills to fix the maximum
scale of charges for thc conveyance of goods and passengers? I am not aware of it; very
likely there may be such.
1330. By (he Chairman : Will the diversions it is proposed to make in any way interfere
with the traffic of the road ? No; these diversions will be made before the lino is com
menced.
1331.
•Note (on revision).-—In this bridge, (I pointed to tho largest bridge on the line at the time I spoke.)
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1331. And after they are made, they will not interfere with the traffic on the road? No * A, JAVhalley,
Esq., C.E.
1332. By Mr. Iceton : Are they of very great extent, or very small ? Small.
,
1333. By Mr. Piddington: I perceive that a question was put to you last Session, as fol
lows : “ We have had^ before tho House at different times various opinions as to the best 22 Oct., 1801.
“ mode of staying piles in a viaduct or culvert—what is your opinion on the point; or rather
" how do you propose to stay your piles, by longitudinal or by cross braces ? The kind of
thing I propose is merely to place on the piles the timber necessary for carrying the rails,
“ and these timbers would of themselves be braces.” Do you adhere to that opinion now ?
That is not altogether a correct report of what I said, and at the time the thing was
before thc House I spoke to Mr. Morris about it. I never had my evidence sent to me to
correct before it was published.
1331 Then this answer is not to be taken as your answer at the present time? No, nor
was it my answer then.
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Thomas Iceton, Esq., appeared as Solicitor for the Bill.

John Whitton Esq., called in and examined :—
•' You are Engineer-in-Chief for Railways in this Colony ? I am. J Whitton
l-Iob. Lou are acquainted with the subject matter of the 41st clause of the Maitland and
Esq. ’
Morpeth Hallway Bill ? Yes, I have a copy of it here.
^
1337; Docs that clause contain anything on which youAas an engineer, and in your position, 24 Oct., 1861.
can give the Committee any particular information ? Not as an engineer; but it certainly
is a clause I do not clearly understand. The provisions contained in thc clause are not qnitc
intelligible to me, but it may possibly be because I do not understand the intention of tbe
person who drew thc Bill. In the first part of the clause provision is made to allow the
Government to purchase tbe line after twenty-one years, on payment of a sum equal to
twenty-five years’ purchase of the annual profits estimated on the average of the seven next
preceding years f' Provided always that if tho average rate of profit for”the said seven years
(( s, * be IeES t“an
rate of fifteen pounds per one hundred pounds it shall be lawful for
„ ''i0 ^omPany
they shall be of opinion that thc said rate of twenty-five years purchase
a °f *10 sa'^ UNcrage profits is not an adequate rate of purchase of such railways and other
„ '!ork?
appurtenances reference being had to the future prospects thereof to require
that it shall be left to arbitration in case of difference to determine what (if any) additional
amount of purchase money shall be paid to the Company.” Then the last part of the clause
provides “ That such option of purchase shall not be exercised except with the consent of
lt
Company while any such reduced scale of tolls fares and charges as aforesaid shall bo
in force. Lnder this clause it appears to me that unless the Company can charge whatever
rates they please, they will be able to refuse to allow the Govcrnmeut to purchase on any
terras.
r
■
133S. Then it is the last proviso that gives the ambiguity to tho clause in your opinion ?
les, I think so.
,
1339. And you think the clause would he improved if the last proviso were done away with ?
I think the clause would be improved if it were so altered as to give the Government tho
right to purchase at any time, on payment to the shareholders of a certain premium ou the
money they had expended. I think it would make thc clause clearer.
1340. By Mr. Morris : Have you ever seen a similar clause to this in any other Bill ? No,
but I have been told there is a similar clause in the Hunter River Railway Company’s Bill,
ri ‘J ”ri
P'V™nnt BridS° Company’s Bill ? No, I think the clause in the Pyrmont
Bridge Company’s Bill is to the effect that the Government may purchase thc bridge within
seven years, on payment of a premium of ten per cent, on the sum expended in the construc
tion of the bridge.
1342. By Mr. Piddington: You have noticed the stipulation, contained in the 41st clause
^ th: Ghairman

of
* Note (on revition):—The xeortc on the lint will not interfere witli the traffic of the road.
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J Whitton of this Bill, tbit the Government shall not be permitted to purchase tho ra^ay “nless they
' Esq. ’ give thc Company twenty-five years’ purchase, calculated on the average profits of thc =.even
•vfoClSGl. iS^'wimt is your opinion of that limitation of the power of the Government to purchase ?
I think the clause had better be altered altogether, giving the Government power to purchase
at any time, by paying a certain premium to tho shareholders on their expenditure. But
although, in the first part of thc clause, power is given to the Government to purchase, the
last proviso prevents the Government from doing so, “except with the consent of the
“ Company while any such reduced scale of tolls fares and charges as aforesaid shall be 1
“ force’’ It therefore appears, that if the Government or the Legislature should interfere,
under clause 39, with any rates thc Company may propose to charge for carnage along that
line of railway, the Government will have no power to purchase at all if the Company are
not willing to sell.
„
,
t
i
1344 With reference to the stipulation for twenty-five years purchase, do you thmk that is
a fair stipulation for the Company to insist upon-do you think twenty-five y°“s
is or is not, a moderate sum for the Government to be asked to pay ? I do “°£ .tllink
a moderate sum j but at the same time I think the clause would be far better if it were put
'

1345^1)0 you know the average price of real property, with regard to the number of years
purchase ?' In this country, from eight to ten years; in England, it may be twenty to
twenty-five years.
,11
'
1340. In this Colony, I mean ? Perhaps ten or twelve years purchase.
)
,
,
1347. In that case, if the average price given for real property is ten years purchase, do
you not think this an enormous sum to ask the Government to give—twenty-five years
purchase for an interest of this description ? I think it is.
1348. Have you noticed the first proviso, which provides that if the average rate of pi oh t
shall be less than fifteen per cent., it shall be lawful for the Company to insist that a higher
rate than even twenty-five years’ purchase, shall be given by tbe Government f It is left to
arbitration ; it is not compulsory that a higher rate shall be given.
,
,.
,
1349. Bo you notice that, although the question in dispute is to be referred to arbitratio ,
the point is uot whether a lower sum shall be given, but what additional sum shall be paid to
the Company ? Decidedly. I imagine the arbitrators would have no power to award less.
1350 -4 (he Chairman: The arbitrators might decide that nothing additional should bo
given ? "The Bill certainly implies that the arbitrators shall only have power to consider
135L%ltS”pSS

the Company does pay fifteen per cent, the question

1352.°AndTf' t.he/'Il0 not pay fifteen per cent., the only point left to the arbitrators will be
the additional amount to be paid ? Yes.
, . ,
1353 In reference to tbe last proviso of this clause, the Company appears also to demand
that, if a certain scale of charges be not assented to, or in existence, the Government are not
SSTiXrc llfp’S S; rilS; «»d«, ccrtaiB circumstauces, the e.pp.eed

r e.„r „rme
any power of sale, lease, or amalgamation in any Bill for the eonstructmn of a railway?
I am not quite clear on that, there are so many railway Bills.
1356 Arc you aware that Committees of the House of Commons on railway Bills fix a
maximum rite of charge for the conveyance of goods and P^engers ? In all cases.
1857 Bo you find any scale of that description contained in this Bill ? Bo, that is one ot

«ur

I wish to make a few suggestions as to this Bill.

(IMnm

a*ir
requested to withdraw.

,
»
^
i,.
have come to the conclusion that you may make
wlatsu-estions you think proper to tbe Committee; not with regard to the general policy
of the Bill, or the Bill generally, but with regard to any engineering questions which may
be raised by it ? The first suggestion I have to make is with regard to clause 14 of the new
Bill which gives power to the Company to make a junction with the Northern Railway a
any point atSor new to East Maitland, which may appear moat suitable and proper t0 the
Board of Directors of the said Company. I think that permission is far ‘oo i ^finite a d
that the place of junction should be fixed as nearly as possible to some point shown oa
a In Otherwise I see nothing in this Bill to prevent the Company carrying their
line on to West Maitland and forming the junction there. I think the Bill should state
that Sic junction should be'made near the Pitnacree road ; the exact point to be
determined between the Directors and the Commissioner for Railways, in accordance with
the 99th section of the Government Railways Act of 1858. The next clause is clause 18.
The Company lake power under this clause to make any branch railways and all works
connectedPtherewith to any places not authorized by this Bill. In fact there is no limit that
I can see The Bill being a private Bill, tbe proving tho preamble has.been limited to the
nlan before the Committee; but the indefinite powers of extension here given will enable the
Company to go through the lands of parties who might have objected to the Bill if they had

vp-introduccd'* GXQ/tuiTi(itio'Ti continued.)
1359 Bv the Chairman : The Committee

■

known the intention of the Company.
.
n
1360 Bv Mr Iceton: Under which clause do you conceive the Company will have the
™ you mention—Are these the words, in the 17th line,any extension or branch
thereof ?” Yes, they are to take power to do what “ may be necessary and Pr0P^
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laying out, mating, constructing, and-the convenient operation of the said railway and any J. Whitton,
" extension or branch thereof.”
Esq,
1361. Those are the words you think objectionable ?
Yes, I think under the clause as it
stands, the Company will have the power to extend their railway in any direction without 24 0ct-’1S61applying to Parliament for a new Bill. I think the powers given to the Company should be
limited to the plan before the Committee; and for any extensions that may be requisite
afterwards, the Company should deposit fresh plans and apply for a new Bill. The Bill
should state distinctly that the line shall ho of a certain length, and shall commence at a
certain point and end at a certain point, to be specifically defined in the Bill. I never saw
*
a railway Bill, or an application for one, in which the two points were not distinctly stated,
as well as the entire length of the line.
If it be the intention of the promoters to make the
line from East Maitland to the Queen’s Wharf at Morpeth, I do not see that there can be
the slightest objection to inserting a clause to that effect. Thc next clause is the 19th. I
■
simply wish to introduce into the proviso the following words—" or to take or use any portion
of the land belonging to the Commissioner for Railways without his consent.” In clause 39
power is given to the Company to take tolls or rates, but I see no schedule of rates in the Bill.
I think the rates should not he allowed to exceed those fixed from time to time by thc
Governor and Executive Council for the Great Northern Railway, for the like distance. Thc
only other suggestion I have to make is that a clause should be inserted in this Bill, to the
effect that nothing herein contained shall alter, repeal, or otherwise affect the Government
Railways Aet of 1858.
1362. By Mr. Dalgleish : May I ask if there is any provision in this Bill for enforcing what
ever alterations may bo recommended by the Government Engineer—There is a clause
which authorizes the Government Engineer to inspect, but there is no power to enable him
to enforce his recommendation—is not that necessary ? Certainly I think it is, but as I was
not examined before thc Committee on engineering questions, I do not consider myself
responsible for anything connected with such matters in this Bill.
'
1303. From your knowledge of parliamentary inquiries with regard to railway Bills, is it
usual to restrict the examination of a witness to one particular clause?
“

The question being objected to, the (ItmmiUec decided that it could not be put.

1364, By the Chairman : Is there any other matter in this Bill connected with engineering
questions, to which you wish to make reference—It is the opinion of tbe Committee that
you should confine yourself to matters of engineering skill ? No, I see nothing in the Bill
of that kind. By a sketch I saw just now, the line appears to be laid out as far as the
Queen’s Wharf as I laid it. out; I have not noticed any deviation, and I do not know of any
engineering question to which I wish to direct attention.
1365. Hy Mr. Dalgleish: Did you receive instructions to confine your answers to one clause
of the Bill ?
'
. (Jucsti'in overruled, and wittiest directed to withdraw.

John Rae, Esq., called in and examined :—
1366. By the Chairman: What is the office yon hold ? Under Secretary for Works and John Hae,
Commissioner for Railways.
Esq.' ’
1367. By Mr, Piddington : Have you looked over this proposed Bill for the construction of
>
a private railway from Maitland to Morpeth ? I have danced over it.
1388. Will you have thc goodness to refer to clause 41 ? I have it before me,

1369. Do you observe that tho proposed Company stipulate, that if the Government choose
to exercise the right of purchase, they are to bo compelled to pay to the Company twenty-five
years’ purchase of the annual divisible profits, estimated on thc average of thc next preceding
seven years ? Yes.
°
13(6. Do you think that is a reasonable sum to be stipulated for by this private Company ?
I think it a high price, compared to what is considered the vulue cf house property in this
Coffiny—more than double what I should consider the value of house property.
1371. The value of house property is ten or twelve years’ purchase in favourable situations ?
I should say ten years’ purchase would be a fair average, rather high than otherwise.
1372. You observe that the first proviso provides that if the average rate of profit for thc
said seven years shall bo less than fifteen per cent., thc Company may then proceed to
arbitration, with a view of obtaining move than twenty-five years' purchase ? Yes.
1373. So that thc Company are evidently uot satisfied with twenty-five years’ purchase,
unless they realise fifteen per cent. ? It seems so.
’
13(4, And then the last proviso provides that such option of purchase shall not he exercised
except with the consent of the Company, while any such reduced scale of charges as is
mentioned in a previous clause is in force ? Yes, that I think does away with thc intention
of the former part of the clause.
'
1375. You arc of opinion that the last proviso reduces the whole previous part of the clause
almost to a nullity ? Almost. I think the clause is exceedingly confused in drawing____
1376. With reference to thc stipulations? With reference to the stipulations—I think the
one seems to eat up the others. I think a simple clause, that the Government should
have the power at any time to purchase these railway works at a fair valuation, would be
more advisable.
1377. By Mr. T. Garrett: Agreed upon by arbitration ? Yes.
1378. By Mr. Piddington : Would the valuation arrived at as you proposed be based on thc
total expenditure, or a valuation based on the profits ? I believe it would include both.
•
The
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Tbe arbitrators would be left to judge what the actual value of the property was at the time,,
aud to say what premium should be paid.
'
.
1379. Iu advance upon the first cost ?' Yes. In practice, in settling thc amounts to be paid
24 Oct., 1861. by the Government for land talten for railways, we find that the arbitrators take into account
not only tho actual value of the property at the time, but also the forced sale and the pro
spective advantages which would increase the value of the property. It would simplify the
matter much to allow thc Government to purchase at a fair valuation at any time, because if
,
they find it necessary or advisable to take over this railway, it may happen nest year as well
as in twenty-one vears.
,
.
13S0. With reference to the twenty-five years’ purchase—are you of opinion that it would
not be consistent with the public interest that that should be assented to by the Legislature .
I should think not, but of course it is a matter for the Legislature itself to decide.
_
1381. Are you aware that the English Parliament will not permit any clause to authorize
any power of sale, lease, or amalgamation, iu any Bill for the construction of a railway . I
am not aware.
,
13&2. By Mr. Morris: You remember, no doubt, thc Hunter lliver liailway Lompany s
Act? Yes.
_
] 383. Was there a similar clause to this iu it ? There was.
1384. Was it not the same verbatim et litemtimt I cannot say j I have not compared the
John Kae,

Esq.

1385. Uy Mr. Arnold: You say you think this Company ought to be obliged to sell to tbo
Government at a valuation, supposing tbe railway proves a success, while if it proves a
failure tbo Government will not be compelled to purchase ? It will cut both ways, of
course;! but if you refer the matter to arbitrators they will take all circumstances into
account,
,
_
1386. But in any ease, the compulsory sale falls only on the Company ? Quite so. boat
is a reason why they should be paid a higher valuation than is usual in the case of ordinary
purchases.
,
, v
1387. Did you ever know any case of a railway being sold to the Government before, ies.
1388. Was that sold at as high a rate as twenty-five years’ purchase of the net receipts?
The Hunter River Railway was sold for the amount of thc expenditure,J with an addition of
a premium of seven per cent.
1389. Was the price then paid more than twenty-five years’ purchase of thc annual net
receipts ? I am not prepared to say how much, but it must have been much more than
that, because the annual net receipts were very small.
1390. You arc familiar with the mode in which the Government compensate persons whose
land they take—is it the case that they often give more than twenty-five years’ purchase ?
Yes.
1391. Very frequently ? Yes.
^
1392. Very much more than that ? Yes.|
_
.
1393. Do you know of any reason why the same scale of compensation should not he given
to this Company as to other persons whose property is taken by the Government? I am not
aware of any reason; but 1 think, as I said before, that it is a high rate to pay, and the only
reason that it is fixed so high is that it is compulsory. It is not higher than other cases
that have happened, but it is higher than the general rate.
1394. Not higher than where the Government take property compulsorily from individuals r
No.
,
1395. By the Chairman: Will you be good enougii to compare this clause with that which
has been alluded to in the Hunter River Railway Company’s Act, and say whether it is thc
same? Yes ; the clauses are identical.
1396. By Mr. Piddington: You have spoken of the sale of a railway to thc Government—
what railway did you allude to? Both the Hunter River Railway and the Sydney Railway
—the Parramatta line.
.
1397. Is it the fact or not, that the Government never paid to either of these Companies more
than seven per'cent. on the sum supposed to have been expended in the construction of the
works ? That is what they did pay to the one line.
_
'
1398. They paid nothing more? They paid thc whole expenditure!!
_
1399. J}at not more than seven per cent, premium? No; hut the actual price, as Mr.
Arnold has said, was very much more than twenty-five years’ purchase. With reference to
the scale of tolls, there is one thing I wish to mention. A difficulty has been started about
the rates not being fixed. It was stated that there is no scale of tolls named in the Bill.
I think they are fixed to a certain extent, because you will observe that clause 39 states that
the scale of charges shall be such as the Directors of tbe Company shall from time to time
establish, and tbe proviso provides that if these shall be found excessive, tbo Legislature
may reduce and revise them in such manner as may seem most proper and advisable. That
comes practically to the same thing. The Government will always have power to regulate
the tolls.

• Note
f

14oo.•

(on revinwii);—They

Revised:—I

arc at all events tho same in suhstance.

would leave the option to purchase with tho Government.

+ .Eeuised.—And the Sydney Railway Company for the paid up capital.
{, Note
D

(on revision)

Revised .—In

Not for the land itself, but for damage by severance and otherwise.

one case, and in the other added a premium of seven per cent.
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1400. Not unless they come to thc Legislature ? No, I meant the Legislature.
Rae,
1401. By Mr. Dalgleish: You have mentioned tbe sale of the Newcastle line, and the
'^l'
Sydney and Parramatta line—are those cases similar to this? 1 think they are similar cases.
" "V
1402. Was there not a guarantee for five per cent, to be paid by the Government, on all - ^ct-'lv *
capital expended ? There was a guarantee on one of them, and I tllink on both.
1403. By Mr. Arnold: On all the capital expended? 1 think so.
1404. Or on the first hundred thousand pounds ? It was up to a certain extent. I forget
'
the exact amount.
1405. By Mr, Dalgleish: Is there any such clause in this Bill ? No.
1406. By the Chairman : Do you not think that there being no such provision as a guarantee
of five per cent in this case, the Government ought to be more liberal in their terms? I
think so. The Company runs greater risk than the other two did.
_
1407. By Mr. Dalghisk : Could you uot, if necessary, give further evidence on this. Bill ?
I could, probably, if I were asked.
1408. You are confined by your summons to answer questions on the 41st clause? I may
say I have no further observations I wish to make, but if questions are asked I will answer
them, of course.
_
1409. Have you not been warned that you were not to answer any questions except on the
41st clause ? I understood, incidentally, that I was to he examined on the 41st clause.

f
Sydney , rbomaf Hicbajda, (jOTernmeat. tVinter,—LB61,

orto
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MAITLAND AND MORPETH RAILWAY COMPANY’S BILL.
(MAITLAND, MORPETH, HINTON, &C.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

14

November,

1861.

To tbe Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Maitland, Morpeth, Hinton,
Raymond Terrace, and their vicinities in the Hunter River District, in the
said Colony,—
Humbly Sheweth:—
That, in the last Session of Parliament, a sum of money was placed on the
Estimates for the construction of a Railway from the port of Morpeth to the Great Northern
Railway, at or near to East Maitland, which sum your Honorable House refused to grant.
That, on the refusal of your Honorable House to grant funds for tbe construction
of said line, as aforesaid, a Company was formed, entitled, " The Maitland and Morpeth
Railway Company,” for the purpose of making and working the same; to empower the said
Company to do which a Bill is now before yoar Honorable House.
That the construction of the said line would much facilitate and enlarge trade and
intercourse between the Districts of the Rivers Hunter, Paterson, and Williams, and the
interior of this Colony, as well as between the inhabitants of the places immediately
contiguous to thc said line; would cheapen the cost of transit, and extensively develop
the rich mineral and other resources of this important district, thereby greatly benefiting
it and the Colony at large.
That your Petitioners having full confidence in the said Company, and in the
beneficial operation of the said Railway, therefore humbly pray your Honorable House to
pass the said Bill.
And your Petitioners will ever pray.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MAITLAND AND MORPETH RAILWAY COMPANY’S BILL.
(MORPETH, NEWCASTLE, &o.)

Ordered hy the legislative Assembly to he Printed,

14

November,

1861.

To thc Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Morpeth, Newcastle, and
the Hunter River District,—
Respecitully Sheweth:—
That your Petitioners view with considerable interest and misgivings the Bill
now before the Assembly, for the Incorporation of the proposed Maitland and Morpeth Railway
Company, and they therefore would most respectfully and earnestly urge upon your
Honorable House the necessity of discussing this important measure, in all its bearings,
previously to its receiving the sanction of Parliament.
That your Petitioners would remind your Honorable House, tbat the great highway
of thc District, tho Hunter River, is entirely in thc hands of two Incorporated Companies
of capitalists, who, instead of conducting their business transactions in accordance with the
rules of legitimate competition, arc acting in direct and open collusion j and that, in conse
quence of this monopoly, the cost of transporting agricultural produce along this line of
traffic, to the Sydney market, amounts ordinarily to one-third, often to one-half, and some
times to three-fourths of its mercantile value.
That, as the exorbitant freights and prohibitory fares imposed by the Hunter River
Steam Navigation Companies have completely prostrated the trade of the District, and
virtually cut off all personal intercourse between our residents and the urban population,
your Petitioners feel assured that your Honorable House will arrive at thc logical conclusion
that, to diminish thc traffic of the Great Northern Line of Railway, in order to increase the
goods traffic of the River, would inevitably augment the cost of transport, and thus further
militate against thc industrial classes.
That the Directors of the proposed line of Railway being the same as, or identical
with, those of the Steam Navigation Companies, your Petitioners venture to hope that your
Honorable House will pause before transferring from the public revenue to the pockets of
private capitalists, the annual receipts of thc Morpeth Toll-bar, which now amount to the
sum of seven hundred aud thirty-two pounds (£732) sterling.
That, in the event of your Honorable House sanctioning the incorporation of the said
Company, and thereby declaring that no evil can possibly accrue from placing' a larger
portion of the highways of the Colony under the control of private capitalists, your
Petitioners, in conclusion, most earnestly pray that your Honorable House will deem it
expedient and necessary, cither to impose by the statute of incorporation a major limit of
* ten per cent, to the Company's dividends, or enact that the entire surplus of this limit shall
revert to the public Treasury.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Morpeth,

24

October,

1861.
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MAITLAND AND MORPETH RAILWAY COMPANY’S RILL.
(PETITION OF FRANCES SOPHIA MAGRANE.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

26

November,

1861.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South
WaleSj in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of tbo undersigned Frances Sophia Magranc, of Balmain, in
the Colony of New South Wales,—
Humbly Sheweth :—
That your Petitioner is possessed of a piece or parcel of land, situate at East
Maitland, in the said Colony, containing two acres.
That there is now before your Honorable House a Bill to establish and incorporate a
Company, to be called, “ Tho Maitland and Morpeth Railway Company, and to enable the
"said Company to construct and work a line of Railway between the Port of Morpeth, in
^e Colony of New South Wales, and tho Great Northern Railway, at or near to the Town
" of Maitland, in thc said Colony.”

u

That, by the twenty-second section of the said Bill, it is provided that the said Com
pany shall give notice of the lands taken, ascertained, set out, and required for the said
Railway, to all the parties interested in such lands, or to the parties enabled by said
Bill to sell, convey, or release the same, when the said Company shall have been made and
■completed the map or plan and book of reference therein required to be made.
Tbat the aforesaid property of your Petitioner constitutes a portion of the land
ascertained, set out, and required for the said Railway, but that your Petitioner has not
received any notice whatsoever from the said Company to that effect, nor has any person on
her behalf, as your Petitioner believes, received any such notice.
That your Petitioner has also inspected the said plan of the said Railway, but does
not find thereon any reference whatever to her in relation to the said land.
Your Petitioner, therefore, feels herself aggrieved, and humbly prays that your
Honorable House will be pleased to withhold your consent to the said BUI until the
requirements therein contained, and hereinbefore set forth, shall have been complied with.
And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
F. S. MAGRANE.
7

November,
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RAILWAY TO GOIJLBTJRN.
(DISTRICT OF GOULBUEjST, AND COUNTY OF ARGYLE.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

II

October,

1861.

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled. .
The humble Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of the District of Goulburn,
and County of Argyle,—

Sheweth
That yonr Petitioners, having learnt that it is the purpose of the Government
to place certain sums upon the Estimates for Railway extension, humbly and earnestly pray
to he allowed to place before your Honorable House the claims of the Southern line, which,
your Petitioners trust, will not fail to indicate the necessity for prompt and decisive
measures, whereby Goulburn may be at once connected by Railway with Sydney.
The favored climate of the South is eminently adapted for the growth of cereals.'
With such facilities of transit as all civilized countries do or seek to possess, an impetus
would be given to agricultural pursuits, a demand for the acquisition of land would bo
created, and the South would be in a position to supply the metropolis with breadstuffs,
while the Colony would retain in circulation amongst its people the very large sums annually
paid for the importation of such necessaries.
'
_ There are, between Picton and Goulburn, the richest of Iron Mines, a.field of Coal
contiguous to the Hanging Rock, and inexhaustible quantities of Limestone, all of which
lie profitless.
'
The route through Goulburn leads to the most numerous and richest Gold Fields in
the Territory of New South Wales, and it also is the great highway between the Oities of
Sydney and Melbourne.
It is well known to the Government that the absence of speedy and certain commu
nication has led to disaffection amongst important sections of the community, who feel that
a disregard has hitherto been shewn to the well-nigh despairing cry for attention to their
wants in this particular.
Sydney, with its magnificent harbor, will little avail to provoke commerce without
internal lines of Railway, if the more energetic neighbouring Colonies continue in the
advance-step already made.
Goods at the present time are now being delivered from South Australia, six hundred
miles, into our Colony, for seven pounds per ton.
Your Petitioners conceive they but express the unprejudiced opinion of reasonable
persons, in declaring that it will tend to raise from depression, and stimulate the interests
of the whole Colony, if all available means are devoted to the extension of the Southern
Line exclusively, it will be fraught with immeasurably greater advantage to the Colony in
its entirety than by the extension of the Northern and Western Lines prolonged to their
limits.
'
Goulburn had the first telegraphic communication because it was on the line to
Melbourne; so do similar reasons, though in an increased degree, manifestly point to the
vital necessity of the first construction and completion of the Railway towards Albury.
# _ Your Petitioners pray that Railway communication between Sydney and the Southern
Districts may be extended and completed as far as Goulburn, at least, with all possible
dispatch.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
{Ifere follow
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______________________
To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of the District of Yass,—

Humbly Sheweth :—

'

.
Your Petitioners having learned that it is tho purpose of the Government to
place certain sums upon the Estimates for Railway Extension, humbly and earnestly pray
to be allowed to place before your Honorable House tho. claims of the Southern Line, which
Petitioners trust will not fail to indicate tho necessity for prompt and decisive measures,
whereby Goulbnm, Yass, and the other towns along that line, may be speedily connected by
Railway with Sydney.
'
J
T|*® favoured climate of the south is eminently adapted for the growth of cereals.
With such facilities of transit as all civilized countries door seek to possess, an impetus
would be given to agricultural pursuits, a demand for the acquisition of land would he created,
and the South would be in a position to supply tho Metropolis with bread-stuffs, while the
Colony would retain, in circulation among its people, the very large sums annually paid for
the importation of such necessaries.
There are in the Yass District several rich mines of copper, lead, iron, &c., all of
which lie profitless until transit to Sydney is obtainable at a reasonable cost.
U16 Southern Line leads to the most numerous and richest Gold Pields in the territory
Melbourne
WaleSj
i<; alst> is the great highwa7 between the Cities of Sydney and
.
'8 weJf known to the Government, that the absence of speedy and certain com
munication has led to disaffection amongst important sections of the community, who feel
t at a disregard hag hitherto been shewn to the well-nigh despairing cry for attention to
their wants in this particular.
*
• *
Sydney, with its magnificent harbour, will little avail to provoke commerce without
internal lines of Railway, if the more energetic neighbouring Colonies continue in the
advance step already made. Goods at the present time are now being delivered from South
Australia, six hundred miles into our Colony, for £7 per ton.
,
Petitioners conceive they but express the unprejudiced opinions of reasonable persons,
in declmng that it will tend to raise from depression and stimulate the interests of the
whole Colony, if all available means are devoted to the extension of the Southern Line
exclusively; it will be fraught with immeasurably greater advantage to the Colony in its
entirety, than by the extension of the Northern and Western Lines prolonged to their limits.
As the first telegraphic communication was established along this line, in order to
connect Sydney with Melbourne, so do similar reasons, though in an increased degree,
manifestly point to the vital necessity of the first construction and completion of the
Railway towards Albury.
, Your Petitioners pray that Railway communication between Sydney and the Southeru
Districts may he extended and completed with all possible dispatch.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c., &c.
[Here follow
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KAIIWAY EXTENSION TO SOUTHERN DISTRICTS.
(QUEANBEYAN.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,
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To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, iQ
Parliament assembled.
The
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exclusivelv0 R w lfll f ™
6
are devoted t0 the ^tensidn of the Southern Line
entire J tU l f?
irameasu«bly greater advantage to the Colony in its
As C 7 IK
bK T6 “tecnsion ®f,tlle -Nortbern and Western Lines prolonged to their limits
M.l£™'.°D
i flrS* TelegraPhib communication tec™, it
the iK te
*it.lnelS;iSJ .il't", "““■■‘bonfli >» an ieerensed degree, n.nifestly peint to the
vital necessity of the first construction and completion of the Railway towards Albury.
Districts mav be ev?ef/ry Z Ral.I^ay communication between Sydney and the Southern
despatch!
b
ded aQd comPleted’ as far a3 Goulburn, at least, will all possible
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c.
[Here follow

[Price,

Id.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY EXTENSION TO SOUTHERN DISTRICTS.
(OVENS GOLD FIELD, VICTOBIA, AND HUME DISTRICT, N. S, W.)

Ordered by ike Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

7

January,

1862.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales.
The Petition of the undersigned Residents on the Ovens Gold Field, Victoria, and
Hume District, New South Wales,—■
Respectfully Sheweth :—
That your Petitioners, observing with satisfaction the steps now being taken
to proceed with the formation of the Great Southern Railway to Goulburn, take the present
opportunity of addressing your Honorable House, with a view of representing the advantages
of extending the said line still further to Albury.
That the extension of the line to Albury, as aforesaid, will place witbin the reach of
Sydney tho rich Gold Fields of the Ovens and Murray Districts, lying within a mean distance
of about twenty miles from the Border. That the population of the Ovens Gold Field,
according to the laat Census, was 30,833 souls. That a capital of £118,720 is invested in
mining machinery upon those Gold Fields, and that upwards of fifty steam engines are con
stantly employed in quartz-crushing and pumping. That the District contains one hundred
and four quartz reefs, together with extensive and permanent surface diggings, numerous
remunerative deep leads, &c., &c. That since the discovery of the Gold Field, the following
quantities of gold have been transmitted by Escort:—
ozs. dwts.
November, 1852 ......................... ........... 27,966 3
1853 ........................ ........... 198,436 0
1854 ........................
0
1855 ........................ ............ 192,027 3
r>
1856 ........................ ........... 342,828 0
tf
1857 ........................ ............ 346,809 0
1858 ........................
10
1859 ........................ ............ 284,017 0
1860 ........................ ............ 286,616 15
October, 1861 ........................ ............ 228,902 0
Total.......... ......... 2,291,482

1

which quantity of gold, valued at £4 per ounce, represents a sum of £9,165,928 sterling.
Your Petitioners entertain but little hope of ever being placed in Railway commu
nication with Melbourne, and moreover they are unable to secure from the Victorian Govern
ment even those ordinary road improvements which have been so lavishly made to those
more fortunate Gold Fields now being connected by Railway with Melbourne. That the
absence of proper means of communication raises the price of necessaries in this portion of
the Colonies to a ruinous extent, and operates as a most grievous tax upon the consumer.
That, under these circumstances, your Petitioners are compelled to apply to the Sydney
Legislature for relief, feeling convinced that the trade of these districts would render the
through line a payable speculation.
Your Petitioners would also direct tho attention of your Honorable House to the
fact that, whereas the line to Goulburn cannot bo expected to command the Pastoral Districts
of Murrumbidgee, an extension to Albury would restore to Sydney the whole of the trade of
those Districts, thus obviating all necessity for erecting Border Custom Houses on the
northern bank of the Murray.
Should
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Should your Honorable House determine upon carrying out the extension above
recommended, it would be the object of your Petitioners to endeavour to organize a private
Company for constructing a short Railway from Albury, vi& Chiltern, to Beechworth, so that
goods arriving from Sydney, consigned to merchants on the Ovens, would not have to be
broken in bulk, or conveyed from the Border by drays.
Your Petitioners therefore pray that the arguments adduced in this Petition may be
duly considered by your Honorable House, when the Ministerial Railway scheme comes under
discussion, so as to ensure the completion of the line to Albury.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c.
[.Here follow 322

Signatures

]

Albury and Beechworth,

7

December,

1861.

Sydney t Thomu Ricb&rds, Oorenusent Printer.—1663.
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NEW SOUTH WALES,

RAILWAY TO WESTERN DISTRICTS.
(BATHUEST.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

26

November,

1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Stockholders, Merchants, Storekeepers,
Tradesmen, Agriculturists, Miners, and others, Inhabitants of the District of
Bathurst,—
i

Sheweth :—
That notwithstanding the large expenditure upon the main road between
Bathurst and Sydney during the past two or three years, experience has shewn that, as a
means of commercial communication in rainy seasons, it is utterly inadequate to the business
requirements of the Western Districts.
That during the past winter the prevalence of excessive moisture has caused serjious
impediments of every species of traffic, amounting at times to almost total cessation, and that
heavy pecuniary losses have thereby been sustained by business people of all classes, which
have resulted in correspondingly serious loss and inconvenience to the community generally.
That independently of the accidents of weather, the increase of population of the
district, its numerous resources, pastoral, agricultural, and mineral, some of which are un
productive, owing to the difficulties and dearness of transit and the total absence of water
communication, necessitate the adoption of some superior mode of intercourse between
Bathurst and the Metropolis, to the one now in existence.
That, at a Public Meeting held at Bathurst on the 17th day of June last, it was,
after full discussion, resolved, that in the opinion of that meeting, the cheapest and host mode
of communication between Bathurst and the Metropolis, would be steam locomotive Rail
way transit, and that nothing short of that would meet the requirements of Bathurst and
the other Western Districts.
^
That your Petitioners rejoice to see by the Report of the Bngineer in-Chief, dated
31st July, 1861, not only that there are no insurmountable engineering difficulties against
the laying down of a Locomotive Railway between Penrith and Bathurst, hut also that the
costs of such a Railway would not exceed £10,000 per mile.
That your Petitioners are of opinion that it would he highly detrimental to the
interests of the community at large, if any preference is given to one district over another
in the matter of Railway communication.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the
matter of this Petition into your early consideration, and adopt such measures as will ensure
speedy steam locomotive communication between Bathurst and Sydney.
And your Petitioners will ever pray.
[Here follow

[Price, Id.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY TO WESTERN DISTRICTS.
(CERTAIN INHABITANTS, BATHURST, IN PUBLIC MEETING ASSEMBLED.

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

26

November,

1861,

"To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the Professional Men, Stockholders, Merchants, Store
keepers, Tradesmen, Agriculturists, Miners, and Inhabitants generally, of
the Town and District of Bathurst, in Public Meeting assembled,__

Sheweth :—

.

That your Petitioners view with astonishment and alarm the provision made in
the financial statement for public works during tho ensuing year, in which a sum of money
is proposed for the construction of aRailway to Goulburn, a Horse Tramway to Mudgee, and
improved communication to other localities, whilst the Town and District of Bathurst are
altogether ignored.
That your Petitioners emphatically protest against the gross injustice sought to be
perpetrated upon the Western Districts by such a repudiation of their rights, and, as a
matter of simple fairness and common justice, ask that they shall be placed upon the same
footing with the other great districts of the Colony, as regards improved communication.
That the Western Districts possess, unbounded mineral and other resources of
ascertained richness, which would vastly contribute to tho wealth of these regions, and
therefore, of the Colony at large; but which, from want of some cheap and expeditious
mode of transit, are unavailable.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable Assembly will be
graciously pleased to take these circumstances into consideration ) and, in the prosecution of
the railway policy of the Government, will grant to the Western Districts mile for mile of
Railway with the other great districts of the Colony.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c.
(Signed for and on behalf of the Meeting,)
WILLIAM LEE,
Chairman.

(Price, Id.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY TO WESTERN DISTRICTS.
(HARTLEY.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

26

November,

1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the Inhabitants of the District of Hartley,—

Sheweth :—

’

That your Petitioners hear, with unfeigned surprise and regret, that a sum of
money is to be placed upon the Estimates for the present year, for the formation of Eailways
and Tramways in the Southern and Northern Districts, excluding the Western Districts.
That your Petitioners, without wishing to assume any dictation, would most
respectfully urge that they think, with regard to the formation of Eailways or any other
improved mode of transit, the expenditure ought to be equally distributed.
That such a proposal as that made by the Government would so materially affect the
prospects of the Western Districts (more particularly that of Hartley), that your Petitioners
pray for just consideration of the matter.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c.
JOHN DELANEY, J.P.,

Chairman.

[Price,

Id.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY TO WESTERN DISTRICTS.
(CARGOAS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

26

November,

1861.

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled.
Petition of the Inhabitants of the District of Carcoar,—■

Hombly Sheweth :—

.

That your Petitioners perceive, with regret and indignation, that provision has
been made for a Railway to Goulburn and Horse Tramways to Mudgee and Tenterfield, whilst
Bathurst and the surrounding districts are entirely neglected.
That your Petitioners remonstrate against the provision alluded to for improved
transit, as a repudiation of their just and reasonable claims, and ask, as a matter of simple
justice, that the Western shall be placed on the same footing with the other great districts
of the Colony.
Your Petitioners desire to draw the attention of your Honorable House to the fact
that the Western Districts possess immense agricultural and mineral resources, which are
either very partially developed or totally unavailable, in consequence of the dearness and
difficulties of the existing means of transit j that their population is equal in number, and
their contributions to the Revenue equally large with those of the other great districts of
the Colony.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will be pleased
to take tho above recited facts into consideration, and grant a co-equal extension of the
Western Railway with that already proposed for the District of Goulburn.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c., &o.

THOMAS ICELY,
Chairman.
Careoar,

[Price,

30

Id.]

October,

1861.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMPROVED COMMUNICATION WITH THE INTERIOR.
(GUYONG, COENISH SETTLEMENT, &c.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

20

January,

1862.

T.o the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Guyong, Cornish Settlement, and
surrounding country, in public meeting assembled,—
Humbly Sheweth:—

That your Petitioners have learnt with deep disappointment that the Financial
Scheme of the Government for Improved Transit provides for a Kailway to the South and
Horse Tramways to other Districts, but makes no similar provision for Bathurst.
That the population and resources of the Western Districts are equally iarge with
those of any of the other great Districts of the Colony, and, with the aid of Kailway com
munication, are capable of indefinite extension and developmentand that your Petitioners
feel assured that until some superior mode of trausit he provided, their progress will be
seriously impeded.
Your Petitiouers therefore devoutly pray that your Honorable House may be
pleased to consider the premises herein set forth, and adopt the necessary means for
extending the Western Line of Kail way to Bathurst.
And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.
Signed in behalf of the Meeting,—
WM. TOM,
Chairman.

I Price,

Id.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMPBOYED COMMUNICATION ¥ITE THE INTEEIOK.
(BLANEY AMD KING'S PLAINS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 20 January, 1862.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the Stockholders, Agriculturists, Storekeepers, and Inhabitants
generally, of the Township of Blaney, and of King’s Plains, in public
meeting assembled,—

Humbly Sheweth:—
That your Petitioners regret to perceive that, in the provision made for Improved
Transit in the Financial Statement of the Government, a large sum of money is proposed
for expenditure upon a Railway to the South, and Horse Tramways to other localities, whilst
Bathurst and the surrounding Districts arc left without any provision whatever.
That the Western Districts are equal in point of wealth and population to any of the
great Districts of New South Wales, and possess mineral resources of immense value, whose
development is retarded for want of cheap and expeditious transit] that serious loss and
inconvenience are yearly experienced by these communities, from the cause now stated; and
that your Petitioners complain that, in the proposed distribution of Revenue for Rail and
Tramway purposes, by far the most populous and important portions of the Western Districts
are ignored.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will be pleased
to take the foregoing circumstances into consideration, and to adopt such steps as may be
necessary for securing to Bathurst and the surrounding Districts, co-equal Railway extension
with the other great Districts of the Colony,,/
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Signed on behalf of the Meeting,
WM. STEWART, Chairman.

I Price, Id ]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PROPOSED HORSE RAILWAY PROM SINGLETON
TO MUDGEE.
(NEWCASTLE.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 9 December, 1861.

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Council
assembled.
The humble Petition of the Inhabitants of the City and District of Newcastle,
in the Colony aforesaid,—

Humbly Sheweth:—
That your Petitioners have observed, with much satisfaction, that a sum of
money has been placed upon the Estimates for the year 1862, by the Government, for the
construction of a line of Horse Railway from Singleton to Mudgee.
That your Petitioners are desirous of pointing out to your Honorable House some of
the advantages that will be afforded by the proposed line of Railway :—■
First.—That the line from Singleton to Mudgee will not exceed 110 miles in
length, and will pass through a very level country, peculiarly suited for
settlement and cultivation; that in the immediate vicinity there exist
extensive forests of ironhark j and that the engineering difficulties will be
few, thus materially reducing the price of construction.
Second.—That the construction of the line will afford safe, commodious, and
expeditious transit to a large extent of country, embracing the towns and
districts of Mudgee, Rylstone, Wellington, Dubbo, Orange, Molong, the
Western Gold Fields, a large portion of the Liverpool Plains district, the
Bligh district, the Lower Namoi River, &c.
Third.—That the extent of the productions of these countries is well known; and
that to the north and westward of Mudgee the country is nearly a dead
level, offering the greatest facilities for future Railway extension.
Fourth.—That the traffic that now comes from the westward and north-west portion
of the Colony, by various routes, will be almost entirely drawn to the
'
proposed line of Railway, and all produce destined for shipment will be
easily conveyed by that line and the Great Northern Line of Railway to
the sea-coast; and the same will be the case with respect to all goods, &c.,
to be transmitted from the coast to the interior.
And your Petitioners therefore pray that your Honorable House will take the
preceding into your consideration, and will afford your Petitioners such advantages as
will accrue from the construction of the proposed line of Horse Railway from Singleton
to Mudgee.
And your Petitioners, aa in duty bound, will ever pray, &o., &e.

[Sere follow

[Price, Id]
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NEW, SOUTH WALES.

PROPOSED HORSE RAILWAY PROM SINGLETON
TO MUDGEE.
(MUDGEE.)

t s

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

9

December, .1801.

^

,

: V

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Council assembled.
The humble Petition of the Inhabitants of the Town and District of Mudgee, in
the Colony aforesaid,—

Humbly Sheweth :—

.
That with much satisfaction your Petitioners have observed that a sum of
money has been placed upon the Estimates for the year 1862, by the Government, for the
coostruction of a Line of Horse Hallway from Singleton to Mudgee.
^
That your Petitioners, from the late discussion that has taken place in your Honora
ble House upon the subject of Railway Extension, are apprehensive that this proposal ot
extending the Northern Line of Railway to Mudgee docs not meet with the approbation that
they arc anxious and desirous it should, and that, either from misapprehension of locality,
or want of information with respect to the advantages that will be opened out from the
construction of the proposed line, your Honorable House may be induced to w^^ld its
sanction; and the hopes of their obtaining that desideratum, which they have so long looked
forward to obtaining, be thus disappointed.
Your Petitioners would therefore most humbly and respectfully heg to lay before
vour Honorable House the following brief statement of the advantages that will accrue, not
only to your Petitioners, but to the inhabitants of a vast extent of country- surrounding
their District, by the opening of the line of Railway now proposed to be established, as also,
a few remarks as to the facilities and recommendations it possesses over any other line
hitherto proposed to he constructed in this Colony.
_
_
First, then, your Petitioners would beg to point out that the proposed line will be,
at .he outside (from Singleton to Mudgee), in extent only about one buodredand ten miles;
that running, as it no doubt will, up the line of the Goulburu R.ver, it
nearly level country, of rich alluvial soil, enunently adapted for location and cultivation,
that, beds of coal of a superior quality pervade most of the route to b®
in the immediate neighbourhood there exists extensive forests of ironhark , and
e“£
necring difficulties, in the shape of cuttings, culverts, and bridges, will be compara.ivcly few,
and oAiight importance, rendering the pi ice of construction cf no excessive amount per
mile.

That the construction of the proposed line will confer the advantages of safe,
dious, and expeditious transit, upon a very large extent of country,
enumerated, viz.The Districts and Towns of Mudgee Rylestone, Wellington, Dubbo
Orange, Molong, the whole of the Western Gold Fields, the ^.th-wcs.ern portion of the
Livciyiool Plains District, the large and extensively occupied District of Bligh, the Lower
Namoi River, and Melville Plains.
235—
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That the extent of productions in minerals and cereals, in these districts, are too well
known to be repeated; that besides these, a large number of sheep establishments arc in the
immediate neighbourhood of this line, most of them of considerable magnitude; and the
establishment of that line will attract to it a very considerable amount of traffic that now
unavoidably goes by other routes. That to the westward and northward of Mudgee the
country is nearly a dead level, offering facilities for future Railway extension to any distance.
That this line will afford great facilities also to the inhabitants of the Districts of Coolah,
Gassilis, and Merriwa; and should a Station be formed at Denman, on the Hunter River,
distant only twelve miles from Muswellbrook, the traffic that now passes through the town
ship from the Northern portion of the Liverpool Plains, Tamworth, Goono Goono, New
England, Scone, and Mnrrundi, will undoubtedly take advantage of the circumstance, and
thus avoid the necessity of traversing the succession of ranges that separate Muswellbrook
from Singleton.
We may also state that the road from Muswellbrook to Denman is over a dead level,
along the bank of the Hunter River.
That the proposed line will thus, if sanctioned by your Honorable House, open and
confer earlier advantages upon a larger population, and to a greator amount of traffic, than
any other line of Railway that may he adopted.
<
That your Petitioners have no doubt whatever aa to the paying capabilities of this
line, from the above circumstances and facts, which they now most respectfully beg to lay
before your Honorable House; and your Petitioners most earnestly entreat that your
Honorable House will take these facts and circumstances into your most attentive
consideration, and permit them to have that weight in influencing your decision, that
their verity and importance demand ; and that your Honorable House will then be
induced to aflord your Petitioners the advantages of that safe, expeditious, and commodious
mode of transit, that it has been proposed to confer upon them.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
ANDREW M'CAULEY,
Mayor, Mudgee.

Sydney * Thomas RlchardSt Government Printer,—1B61,
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KOADS, SHOALHAVEN DISTRICT.
(EBTTJBN IN EEFERBNCE TO.)

Ordered hy the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 6 September, ISC'!.

RETURN to an Ovdev mad© by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly
of New South Wales, dated 26 February, 1861, That there be laid
‘ upon the Table of this House,—

“ A Return of all Moneys placed at the disposal of the Shoalu haven Bench of Magistrates for the Repair and Maintenance
“ of. Roads in that District, during the years 1859 and 1860;
Ct Mso, shewing how and where such Moneys have been expended,
(i and the amount of the balance of each Grant, if any, now in
“

hand.,,

(Mr. T. Garrett.)

39—

ROADS, SHOALHAVEN DISTRICT.

RETURN shewing how and where the Moneys placed at the disposal of the Shoal haven
Bench of Magistrates for the Repairs and Maintenance of Roads in that District, during
the years 1859 and I860, have been expended; and the amount of the balance of such
grants on 31st December last, the latest date to which accounts have been received.
tPABTICUI.AES.

AmiOPHIATIONS.

For the Year 1859 :—
Road from Nowra to Duras "Water................................................
Do.
Crooked River to Nowra
.........................
-■
Do.
Nowra aid the Sassafras Range, towards Braidwood

Amovst.

Total.

£

£ s. d.

s. d.

490 0 0
130 0 0
280 0 0

For the Year I860:—
Road from Uilftdulla to Numha
Do.
Kiaina Municipality vid Shoalhaven to the Nowra Municipality........................._
.
Do.
Nowra Municipality to Narriga

900 0 0

500 0 0
60 0 0
252 0 0
812 0 0
£ 1,712 0 0

Seuvice.

Name.

Extenditube.
Out of 1859 At
Repairing the Braidwood Road, as
No.!
Do.
do(in parti.........................
■■
•■
Bridge near Rouse's Bridge, as ^ Contract
Kcpairing th& Braidwood Road, as ^ Contract
Survey on Repairs to the Braidwood Road
Repairs to Bong Bong and Berrima Road, as TP
Contract .......................................
•■
On account of work done on the Burrie Road
On account of Bridges, Brundee Road
..
Repairs on Southern Road, executed under direc
tions
....................................
,
v
Improving the Bridle Tract froni Banugclift to
Burrie
..
..
•■
••
••
••

Patrick Casey
Do.
..
Daniel Harris
John Welsh ..
Henry G. Morton
George Tigley
Tames Barrow
Daniel Harris
Patrick Casey
James Hand,.

1BC0 Appropriations.
Road from "Ulladulla to Numha.
Road repairs
..
■■
■■
•*
■'
Bridge and Road repairs
....................................
Repairs to Bridge at Tumarong.........................
Repairs to the Falls Bridge....................................
Repairs to Road, as Contract ..
..
,<
Contract—o miles and 55 chains ..
..
*•
Revising the Southern Road as pointed out accord
ingto Speer...........................................................
Bridge over Crookhaven
..
..
..
•
Repairs to 3 Bridges and Drains.......................
Repairs, as iy? Contract
..
..
..
Making Road and Bridge at James Murray s

100 0 0
87 0 0
12 0 0
22 0 0
6 6 0
4 10 0
20 0 0
68 0 0
23 13 0
26 19 0
•370 8 0

Out of

Patrick Casey _ ..
Heme and Harris .,
James Barham
..
Samuel Crawford .,
Christopher Murray.
Patrick Casey
.,
Patrick M'Manus .,
John Forsythe
Do.
..
James Goulding
Charles Murray
Patrick Walsh

.
.
.
.
.

Charles Murray
.
Edward Shields
.
Patrick M‘Manus .
Christopher Murray.

Erecting Wnndawnudian Bridge and making Road
ways
..
-.
■■
Replacing Bridge as (p' Contract
Narrawallee Bridge ..
.
Draining, as ^8 Contract
..
Repairs to River Bank Road
Repairs generally
..
■■
Advertising.........................

20
1G
4
20
29
167

0
10
0
0
0
7

0
0
0
0
0
G

16
15
c
8

0
0
10
10

0
0
0
0

40 0 0
50
3
15
3
19
32
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
3
3

870 8 0

Total Expenditure to 31st December, 18G0..
Balance of Appropriations..

811 12 0

.

Composed of the following "Unexpended Grants, viz.
Balance of 1859—Grants ,.
..
••
■■
.
18G0 Grants—Kiama Municipality vtu Shoalhaven to Nowra
Municipality.........................
...............................
18G0 Grants—Nowra Municipality to Narriga
..
..

COO 0 0

£529 12 0
60 0 0
252 0 0

£841 12 0

• Ft* copy of letter from the Bench herewith.

Audit Office, Sydney,
28 June, 1861.

W. C. MAYNE,
A. G.

3

KOADS, SHOALHAVEN DISTRICT.

Bench

oe

Magistrates, Shoalhaven,

to Auditor General.
Shoalhaven,
16 April, 1861.

Sir,

_

With reference to your letter of the 26th ultimo, calling for a more particular
account of the expenditure of moneys placed at our disposal for the Hoads of the District, we
have the honor to say that the accounts, previous to the flood of February, 1860, were lost
in that flood, and that, subsequently, on a representation by us of the necessity of putting
the local roads in a passable state, we received an answer from the Under Secretary for Lands,
bearing date 12th March, 1860, numbered 60-74 and 38, authorizing the expenditure by us,
according to our discretion, of any money then in our hands for the repair of dtflferent roads
in the Shoalhaven District.
If it can be pointed out that we have misapplied funds before the flood in any par
ticular instance, or since the flood have transgressed the limits of the discretion allowed to
us by the letter quoted above, we shall be glad to furnish any further information that may
lay in our power.
We have^ &c.,
KEN. MACKENZIE, J.P.
J. L. BIDDULPH, J.P.
ALFRED ELYARD, J.P.
A. MEATRE, J.P.

Sydney: Thomcta RichardSj Government Printer—16G1.

[Price, Id,]
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NEW

SOUTH WALES.

GREAT ‘NORTH ROAD.
(EXPENDITURE OF MONET TOTED FOR REPAIRS OF.}

Ordzrtil by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 6 September, 1861.

RETURN to an

Address

of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of

New South Wales, dated 6 May, 1861, praying that His Excellency
the Administrator of the Government would be pleased to cause to
be laid upon the Table of this House, a Return shewing,—
“ (1.) The amount of Money voted since the. 1st of January, 1856,
“

for the repairs of that portion of the Great North Road situate

a

between the Parramatta Road and Bedlam Ferry.

“ (2.) To whom the Money has been entrusted.
“ (B.) The names of the persons who have been employed to
“

supply materials or labour; the amount paid to each individual,

“ and the date of such payment.”

{Mr. Lucas.)

40—

GUEAT

NORTH

ROAR

RETURN' shewing the nmount of Money appropriated since the 1st of January, 1856, for
the repairs of that portion of the Great Northern Road situate between the Parramatta
Road aiid Bedlam Perry; to whom the Money has been entrusted; the names of the
persons who have been employed to supply materials or labour; the amount paid to
each individual, and the date of such payment,—so far as can he ascertained from the
Accounts in this Office.
APPROPRIATIONS.
Year of
Issue.

1858
1859
1861
1861

To

whom

Entrusted.

B. 0. Rodd .....................................
Rodd and Abercrombie..................
Rodd, Abercrombie, and Wright,,
Ditto
.........................................

Prom

General
General
General
General

what

Road Vote,
Road Vote,
Road Vote,
Road Vote,

Fund,

1858
1859
1860
1861

Amount.

..............
..............
..............
..............

Total, ArrEO]creations ............................................ £

£
100
2S
40
100

s.
0
0
0
0

d.
0
0
0
0

268 0 0

EXPENDITURE.

Date.

Name,

Service.

Amount,

1856.
1 January .. B. C. Rodd .......... Balance due him at this date for repairs executed
in 1855 ..............................................................
10 October .. Wm. Bradley___ Labour, and hire of horse and cart.........................
10 October ,, — D unn ........ Voucher not furnished ............................................
1857.
23 April ,.., Wm. Bradley
7 May..........
8 .August ..
Ditto
26 September
Ditto
30 September
Ditto
23 October ..
Ditto

.... Labour, and hire of horse and cart ........................
....
....
....
....

185S.
2+April .... B. C. Rodd ..........
25 April ....
Ditto ..........
5 July..........
Ditto .........
6 July.......... W. Berghofer ....
6 July.......... Thos. Amor..........
W. Enever ..........
23 November W. Glover ..........
23 November T. Higgins ..
4 December W. Berghofer ....
24 December W. Higgins..........
1859.
15 January .. E. Middleton ....
D. Feeney .........
T. Higgins (boy)
W. Speed.............
22 January ,, E. Middleton ....
D. Feeney ..........
T. Higgins fbovl
W. Speed.............
27 January .. E. Middleton___
D. Feeney ..........
T. Higgins (boy)
W. Speed..............
12 February., E. Middleton ....
D. Feeney ..........
T, Higgins (boy)
W. Speed.............
1 March .... E, Middleton ....

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

.........................
.........................
.........................
.........................

Labour of his own man, with horse and cart..........
Ditto
ditto
ditto
..........
Ditto
ditto
ditto
..........
Labour, and hire of horse and cart .........................
Labourer ............................ ..............................
Ditto ...................................................................
Labour, and hire of horse and cart.........................
Labourer ....................................................................
Labourer ..................................................................
Ditto ....................................................................
.
Ditto ..................................... .....................
Carter ....................... ............. ..................................
Labourer ...................................................... ............
Ditto ................................. ..................................
Ditto ...................................................................

£

s. d.

11 10 6
8 6 6
2 10 0
0
4
2
2
2
8

19
13
G
1
9
6

3
0
6
0
6
G

1
1
1
2
2
1
1
0
2
3

7
2
8
5
10
12
0
15
13
4

0
6
6
0
0
0
0
ft
9

2
2
0
1
1
l
0
1
1
1
0
1

12
9
15
10
7
7
13
30
10
10
12
0

6
t)
O
0
6
d
9
o
0
0
6
o

Labourer
......................................... .
Ditto ....................................................................
Ditto ........................... .......................................
Carter ........................... ................. ........................
Labourer ...................................................................
Ditto ..................... ...........................................
Ditto .................................................................. )> 4 19 4
Labourer .......................................................... .
Carried forward............................

3 5 0
86 4 3
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EXPENDITURE— Continued.

Date.

1833.
1 March,
20
21
28
18
30

Seevice.

Name.

D. Feeney ....
T. Higgins (boy)
W. Speed ....
IV. Berghofer
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

March
May ..
May ..
Jtmc..
Juno.,

Amount.

Brought forward .........................

£ s. d.
86 4 3

Labourer ............ ......................................................
Ditto ..................................................................
Carter *......................................................
Labour, and hire of horse and cart.........................
Ditto
ditto
.........................
Ditto
ditto
.......... ...............
Ditto
ditto
.........................
Work done as per contract ....................................

0 11 3
ICO
1 10 0
1 10 0
3 0 0
1 10 0
2 10 0
1 10 6
100 0 0

1860.
2 February
21 February
22 February
24 February
27 February
24 March ..
30 March ..
2+ May ....
2 June....
7 June,...
30 June..,.
0 July....
17 July,...
23 July ....
4 August
11 August
23 July ....
September

John Berghofer
Ditto and Son
Denham .... ..
P. Mcany..........
J. Dunham ....
P. Menny..........
J. Denham ....
Ditto ,,,.
P. Meany..........
J. Denham ....
Ditto ....
Ditto ....
Ditto ....
Ditto ....
Ditto ....
Ditto ....
Ditto ....
P. Meany..........
B. C. Rodd ....

Labourer ............................. .................
Labourers............................................................
Labourer ........................................... ......................
Labour with horse and cart .......... ............. ........
Labourer ..................................................................
Labour with horse and cart .....................................
Labourer ..................................................................
Ditto .................................................... ,... .
Ditto ................................... ..............................
Ditto .................................................
...
Ditto ....................................................................
Ditto ............................................................
Ditto ................................................................
Ditto ................................... ..........
Ditto .......................................................... ....
Ditto .................................................................
Ditto ....................................... '.........................
Ditto ..........................................
.
4 loads of stones................ .................................

1 10 0
1 17 0
13 9
1 12 0
2 8 9
0 12 0
1 10 0
1 10 0
0 14 G
16 0
1 10 0
ICO
15 0
1 10 0
1 5 0
2 0 0
17 6
18 0
10 0
26 13 6

Totai......................... £

126 13 6

& s.
126 13

Total Expenditure, accounted for to this date, at above
Advances Unadjusted:—
•
,
Balance of grant from 1859 Road Vote................
Grant from 1860 Road Vote...................................
Grant from 1861 Road Vote....................................

16 6
40

0

0

100 0 0

2GB 0 0

Audit Office, Sydney,

August, 1861.

W. G. MATNE,
Auditor General.

Sydney: Thomas lUclimds, Government Printer.—1861.

[Price,

It?.]
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1861.
SLegtelattbe aewmblp.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

ROAD BETWEEN BARK HUTS AND BANKSTOWN.
(BAWKSTOWN.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 8 October, 1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Landholders, Householders, and others in
the vicinity of Bankstown, in the Colony of New South Wales,—

Respectfully Sheweth :—
That the condition of the Great Southern Road, between the Bark Huts and
Bankstown—a distance of from ten to fourteen miles from the Metropolis of the Colony—is at
the present time, and has been for some months past, in so great a want of repair ns to
render it almost impassable for all purposes of traffic.
That the land on both sides of the said road is the freehold property of sundry
private individuals, by whom it has been purchased in some instances at high prices, in the
warrantable belief that the road would be maintained by the Government in such a condition
as would enable them to convey their produce to the Sydney Market, and thus secure a
livelihood for themselves and families.
That in consequence of the impassable state of the said road, aggravated by the
absence of all means of communicating with the various stations on the line of railway,
many of your Petitioners have been reduced to great distress, and all have been subjected
more or less to severe losses, arising from the positive impossibility of sending their goods to
market.
That houses for the accommodation of the public have been erected, and are maintained
at great expenses, in view of the large traffic from the Gold Fields and other sources in the
Southern District of the Colony, that would pass along the said line of road, if maintained in
a proper state of repair, but which is now either wholly stopped, or diverted into other
channels of communication with Sydney, at considerable loss to all parties concerned.
That frequent representations have been made to the Honorable the Secretary for
Public Works, setting forth the circumstances above detailed, but that at present nothing
of any importance has been done to relieve the position of your Petitioners.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray, that your Honorable House will be pleased
to take the premises into favourable consideration, and afford them such relief as to your
Honorable House may seem fit.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Here follow 200

[Price,

Id.]

87—

Siynait/res.]
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ILestelattbe ’sfegemblt).

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ROAD TRUST ACCOUNTS.
(SYDNEY).

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 29 October, 1861.

ACCOUNTS of the Sydney Road Trust, from the 1st January, 1857, to the 80th
October, 1858. Laid upon the Table of the Legislative Assembly, in compliance
with the 19th section of the Act 13 Victoria, No. 41.

SYDNEY ROAD TRUST.
Receipts and Expenditure, from 1st January to 30th June, 1857.

Dr.
Date.

Cr.
Amount.

Receipts,

1857.
From To Cash received from Lessee
of Tolls .....................
1st Jan,
,, Bank balance, 31st Deto
cember, 1856 .............
30 June,
„ Pettv cash in hand..........

£

s.

Date.

d.

083 4 7
162 11
1 18

3
2

1857.
From
1st Jan.
to
30 June.

Expenditure,

£ B.
26 0
By Secretarv’s salary.................
76 0
„ Overseer's do. .................
38 8
„ Payments to Surveyors ....
„ Wages..................................... 450 6
„ Cartage ................................. 138 4
„ Metal ................................... 15b 6
„ Repairs and purchase of tools 20 0
9 0
„ Forage....................................
6 8
„ Law expenses .....................
66 0
„ Contract for new gate, &c. ..
14 6
„ Sundries.................................
„ Advertising and sale of tolls 22 4
6 15
„ Petty expenditure ...............

Bank balance .. I............ 135
1
Less outstanding cheque
Petty cash in hand ........
£ 1,152 14 0

d.
0
0
0
10
0
0
9
0
6
0
6
0
0

£ s. d.

1,017 19

8 3
2 0
134 G 3
0 8 2
£ 1,152 14 0

B. C. RODD,
■)
JOHN LUCAS, > Commissioners.
J. NORTON,
)

Walter Heaven,

Secretary.
143—
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SYDNEY EOAD TRUST ACCOUNTS.
SYDNEY ROAD TRUST.
The Commissioners of the Sydney Road Trust in Account Current for tSic Half-year ending 31st December, 185?.
Dr.
Date.

Cr.
Particulars

of

Amount.

Sums Received.

Date.

1857.
From
To Cash from Lessee of tolls ........ 1,135 18 0
1st July „ Bank balance, 30th
to
SlstDec, „ Less cb eque included
in above balance.
paid 7th Septemher....................
1 2 0
— 134 6 3
o

3

Particulars

op

1857.
From By Secretary’s salary ..
,, Overseer’s do ....
1st July
SlstDec.

Amount.

Sums Expended.

„ Cartage .................
,, Metal ...................
„ Purchase and repair
of tools.................
„ Advertising ..........
„ Forage...................

20
87
390
214
295

2
„ Petty expenditure..

3
10

4

13
0

0
8
0
0

39 3
26 16
18 10
5 3
4 9

7
6
0
0
0

4

1,110 13
„ Bank balance..........
„ Less
outstanding
cheques ..............

201

3

42

1

6

3 4
159 0 2
0 19

,, Petty cash in hand .
£ 1,270 12 5

£

2

1,270 12' 5

"We certify to the correctness of the above account,
B. C. RODD,
J. NORTON,
JOHN LUCAS,

"Walter Heaven,

t Commissioners.
)

Secretary.

SYDNEY ROAD TRUST.
Receipts and Expenditure from 1st January to 8th June, 1858.

Amount,

Receipts.

Date.

Date.

Expenditure,

£ ■ s. d.
Bank balance, 31st December,
1857 .....................................

From
1st Jan.
Collected by Commissioners
to
(February) .....................
Sth June
Amount received from Lessee ..
Petty cash in hand, 31st Dccemher, 1867 .............................

201

3 6

From Secretary’s salary .................
1st Jan. Overseer’s do.........................
to
Surveyor’s fees ...........
8th June

Amount.

£ s. a.

20 1C 8
12 10 0
3 3 0

0 19 2

b.

d.

36 9

66 2 7
963 12 8

£

8

Miscellaneous.

Wages for labor ...................... 226
Metal ...................................335
Kepair of roads ..................... 237
Tools, purchase and repair.. 12
Cartage ................................... 26
Sale of tolls......................
8
Petty expenditure ..................
0

4
6
19
5
18
2
15

0
0
9
7
0
6
0
847 10 10

Cheques outstanding, 31st
December, 1S57 A—11 .. 23 13 i
Ditto A—17 ..................... 18 10 0
42 3
Bank balance ......................... 415 16
Less "wages, &e., 1st
to 8tll June, not
drawn for, but due 95 15 0
Outstanding cheques 14 11 6
-------- 110 6

6
305 9 11
0 4 2

Petty cash in hand
£ 1,231 17 11

Walter Heaven,

Secretary.

£

B. C. RODD,
JOHN LUCAS,
J. NORTON,

4

5

1,231 17 11

1 Commissioners.

801
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SYDNEY ROAD TRUST.
Return shewing Receipts and Fortnightly Expenditure from the Sth June to the 30th October, 1858.
Dr.

Cr.

Date

Receipts.

Date.

£ s. d.

d.

From To Balance at Bank, 8 June 415 16 6
5 June. „ Less wages due
from 1 to S
June, unpaid.. 95 15 0
„ Outstanding
cheques .... 14 11 6
--------- 110 6 6
,, Amount received from
Lessee, 8 July.........
„
„
8 August.. .
„
„
18 September,.
i,
„
6 October ..

305
190
190
190
190

18
18
18
18

9 11

2
2
2
2
763 12

Petty cash in hand ..

0

4

8
2

Eipendituiie.

From
8 June
to
14 June

£ s. d.
By Wages......................... 21 12 0
„ Cartage ...................... 5 12 0
„ Metal ......................... 98 11 0
„ Tools ......................... 1 5 4

14 June
to
29 June.

„ Wages......................... 50 3 0
„ Metal ......................... 32 1 0

29 June
to
12 July.

„
„
,,
„

Wages............. ...........
Cartage ......................
Tools .........................
Salary, Secretary, June

„ Wages..............
36
„ Cartage ...................... 42
„ Salary, Secretary, July 4

9 Aug.
to
23 Aug.

„ Wages......................... 36 0 0
,, Cartage ...................... 24 0 0
„ Metal ......................... 8 6 0

23 Aug,
to
6 Sep.

„ Wages and current ex
penses ......................
„ Cartage .....................
„ Metal..................... ...
„ Salary, Secretary, Aug.

6 Sep.
to
20 Sep.

„ Wages......................... 39 2 0
,, Cartage ................... , 34 8 0
„ Metal......................... 18 10 6

20 Sep.
to
4 Oct.

„ Wages and current ex
penses .....................
„ Cartage .....................
„ Metal .........................
,, Salary, Secretary, Sep.

4 Oct.
to
18 Oct.

„ Wages and current expensea *................... 55 0 0
„ Cartage ...................... 36 17 6

18 Oct.
to
30 Oct.

„ Wages......................... 36 16 0
„ Cartage ..................... 23 15 0
„ Metal ......................... 34 0 0

0 0
9 0
3 4

4

82 9 0

26 July
to
9 Aug.

119

6 4

62 5

6

82 12

4

68 6 0
94 l
33 8
15 13
4 3

0
0
0
4
147

92

5 10

0

C

86 0 9
29 8 0
10 17 0
4 3 4
130 8 4

91 17 6

94 11

0

1 4

1

0 4 2
0 19 11
1,069 6 9

B. C. RODD, )
JOHN LUCAS, >• Commissioners,
J. NORTON,
3

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Goremment Printer,-—18G1,

Price, 1/i.]

97 0

i
1
tl Tools, repair of and
purchase................. 12 4 6
„ Wages......................... 32 8 0
„ Cartage ..................... 17 13 0

1,069 6 9

Secretary.

86 0 0
26 3 0
3 0 0
4 3 4

£ s, d.

12 July
to
26 July.

Petty expenditure .
Bank balance ........

Walter Heaven,

Date.

A

f

/

'■*4

■j\

* t

■'
1

* " 1
i

i'

f.t ' m*t\t
■/ J

tff

J

I

r
*

r

t

■ t

■

I'iU
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MAITLAND EOAD TEUST ACCOUNTS.
(ABSTRACTS OF, FROM 1 JULY, 185C, TO 31 DECEMBER, 1850.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

II January, 1862.

MAITLAND HOAD TEUST.
ABSTEACT of Receipts and Disbursements of the Commissioners of the Maitland Eoad Trust,
from the 1st day of July, 1856, to the 31st day of December, 1856.
Dr-

Cr.

1856.

£ s. d.

Balance, June, 1856
Rent of Tolls..........

48 8 2
1,897 10 0

Salaries.
Secretary

£

...........

Surveyor.............. ................
Treasurer..................... .........
Overseer...............................

e. d.

25 0 0
100

2

0

Miscellaneous.
Wages for labour ...............
Forage...................................
Road metal and carriage ..
Metalling roads...................
Repairs to do. ..........

Toll-houses. &c...................
Erecting Toll-houses, &c... 1,504 15 1
Repairing same...................

Advertising, &c..................
Law expenses .................
Commissions ............. .
Postage ..................... .
Balance, December, 1856 ..........

1,945 18 2

1,629 17
316 1

1
1

1,945 18 2

BOURN RUSSELL,
Warden,
Appointed 30th September, 1861

291—
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MAITLAND EOAD TEUST.
ABSTEACT of Receipts and Diseubsements of the Commissioners of the Maitlaud Eoad Teust,
from the 1st day of January, 1857, to the 31st day of December, 1857.
Dr.

Cr.
£

1857.

s. d.

£

Salakies.

s. d.
£

316 1 1
0 7 6
3,346 10 6

Balance, December, 1356
Error in such balance .,
Kent of Tolls.................

Secretary
Surveyor
Treasurer
Overseer

75

0

s, d.

0

146 0 0

Miscellaneous,

Wages for labour
Foraeo .................

Metal ...............
Metalling roads .
Repairs ............
Tools ...............
Toll-houses ...
Repairing same .
Printing ............
Law expenses .
Commission ..,
Postage .......
Bank interest i..
Balance, December, 1857

3,772

6

9

11 18

1

336 4 9

4,005 3 10

4,005 3 10

4,005 3 10

ROUEN BUSSELL,
Warden,
Appointed 30th September, 1861.

MAITLAND EOAD TEUST.
ABSTEACT of Receipts and Disbuesemests of tbe Commissioners of the Maitland Eoad Teust, from
the 1st day of January, 1858, to the 31st day of December, 1858.
Dr.

Cr£

1858.

s.

d.

£ s. d.
Balance, December, 1857 336 4 9

£

s.

d.

3,603 11 0
Salahies.

,
r

^

* j <*.

//

'

k - ■

,
■,

S

**
\
\

■

's,

204 0

0

Miscellaneous.

i

‘

■
'

-<
il
-/
• r

Balance, December, 1863
,

112 10 0

Wages for labour ..............
Forage................................
Metal .................................
Metalling roads ...............
Repairs................................
Tools.................................... 5,044 18 9
Toll-houses........................
Repairing of same............
Printing .............................
Law expenses .....................
Commissions ......................
Postage............... ................
Interest on Bank Account.. 147 9 5

-

V-

Secretary .............................
Surveyor ....................... ..
' Treasurer ............................
Overseer .............................

2,241 11 11

6,845 2 11

£ 6,845 2 11

£ 5,845 2 11

BOURN RUSSELL,
Warden,
Appointed 30th September, 1861.

MAITLAND

305
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MAITLAND ROAD TRUST ACCOUNTS.
MAITLAND ROAD TRUST.
ABSTRACT of

and Disbursements of the Commissioners of the Maitlasd
from the 1st day of January, 1859, to the 31st day of December, 1859.

Receipts

Road Teust,

Dr‘

Cr.

1859.

£ s.
880 15

Rent of Tolls

d,
3

£ s, d.

£ s. d.

Balance, December, 1858 2,241 11 11
Salakies.

Secretary ..........
Surveyor ..........
Treasurer ..,,
Overseer ..........

75 0 0

Miscellaneous.

Wages for labour ..........
Forage .............................
Metal .............................
Metalling roads ..............
Repairs...............................

Tools .... ...................
Toll-houses .....................
Repairing same ..............
Printing .........................
Law expenses .............
Commissions ..................
Postage.............................
Interest on Bank Account

Balance, December, 1858

247 14 7

211 7 4

1,894 18 7

2,775 13 10

2.775 13 10

5! TVS TS in

BOURN RUSSELL,

Warden,
Appointed 30th September, 1861.

ABSTRACT of

MAITLAND ROAD TRUST.
and Disbuesements of the Commissioners of the Maitland
from the 1st day of January, 1860, to the 31st day of December, 1860.
Receipts

Road Teust

BOURN RUSSELL,

Warden,
Appointed 30th September, 1861.

Sydney :

[Price, Id,]

Thomas Richards, Government Printer,—1SB2.

’
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Eesislatfoe Saaentlilp.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

WESTERN ROAD.
(KETURN ITT REFERENCE TO.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 29 October, 1861.

RETURN to an Order made by tbe Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly
of New South Wales, dated 27 September, 1861, That there be
laid upon the Table of this House,—
“ A Return of the average Cost per Mile in Forming, Draining,
“

Ballasting, and Macadamizing the Main Western Road,

“ between Penrith, Bathurst, and Mudgee; also, the Number
“

of Persons employed in surveying or superintending the

“

Works on the Great Western Road, between Penrith, Bathurst,

“ and Mudgee; and the Salary given to each individual.”

(Mr. Lucas.)

141—
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WESTERN ROAD.
tile in Forming, Draining, Ballasting, and MaoadamiZing the Oreat Western Road, between Penrith and Bathurst; also the Number of
^

£

198

s. d.

0

Eallastinjr;
IS feet wide,
C Indies deep.

Draining.

Fonning.

0 ,

£

88

s.

0

a.

0

Macadamizing:
18 feet wide,
6 inches deep.

£ s. d. i

462

0

0

£ s. d.

814

0

0

>LdC|[

— ■ammij tnAintunAOr)'ftiMnipui OTinogji :X oa^^s

RETDRN

* Including Travelling Expenses

Mudgee is not on the Great Western Road.

Tutal Cost
per Mile.

£

1,562

Names of Persons Employed.

*•10

0<!

How Paid.

Salaries.

£

3. d.

0

Designation.

Number.

s. d.

Robert B. Dawson......

Superintendent

* 600

0

0

Per annum.

George H. B. Gilbert

Overseer..........

f 273

0

0

Do.

Christopher 0. Bandt

Ditto

f 255

0

0

Do.

Patrick Hanley...... ...

Gauger ........ .

0 10

0

Per diem.

Joseph T. Dennis

Ditto

..........

0 10

0

Do

James J. Johnston ..

Ditto

..........

0.10

0

Do.

James Mnrray .........

Ditto

..........

0

8

0

Do.

Thomas Kirby .........

Ditto

..........

0

9

0

Do.

y

8

^

..........

t Including Forage allowance.

WILLIAM R. COLLETT,
Commissioner for Roads.

1861.

NEW SOOTH WALES.

TOLL HOUSES AND GATES ON THE GREAT
NORTHERN ROAD.
(RETURNS IN REFERENCE TO.)

Ordered by ihe Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

RETURN to an

Order

14

November,

1861.

made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly

of New South Wales, dated 22 October, 1861, That there be laid
upon the Table of this House,—
“ (1.) Copies of all Correspondence between Mr. Superintendent
“ Brown, his Overseers, or any person or persons, and the Com“

missioner of Roads, having reference to the Contracting,

“ Letting, and Placing of the Toll Houses and Grates at Cam“ berwcll, Scone, and Blandford, on the Great Northern Road.
“ (2.) A copy of the Contracts made with Mr. Matthew Miller
((

and another person, for the erection of the Camberwell, Scone,

“

and Blandford Toll Houses and Gates, with copies and dates

“ of Notices calling for Tenders in the respective Police Dis« tricts ”
(Mr. Danger.)

161—

TOIL HOUSES AM) GATES ON THE GREAT NORTHERN ROAD.

No. 1.
S.

G-.

Shaiep, Esq., to

P. D.

Brown, Esq.

Department of Public Works,
Road Branch,
Sydney, 8 August,

1861.

Sir,

I am directed by the Commissioner to request you to forward, within a week
from the receipt of this communication, plans, specifications, and an accurate description of
sites for the three new Toll Bars to be erected at Camberwell, Scone, and Blandford. The
total amount allowed for the three Toll Houses is £300, and the same must be erected and
fit for occupation on or before the 25th day of September of the present year. The houses
can be built of either wood or stone, with two rooms and a skill ion, and can be done either
by tender, task, or day work, as you may deem most advantageous and economical; and are
to be shingled. Should the money suffice for the erection of proper gates they may be put
up; if not, a common fence and slip rail or chains must be sufficient for the present.
I have, &c.,
S. G. SHAIEP,
Chief Clerk.

No. 2.
P.

D. Brown, Esq., to Commissioner

roe

Eoads, Sydney.

Scone,

6

August,

1861.

Sir,

I beg to enclose offer by Mr. Matthew Miller to erect a Toll Bar at Dudley
Hollow, Scone, for £100. The best site seems to be in lino of the south fence of the Pound,
the lower lands being subiect to flood, and southern length liable to avoidance of toll, as
unenclosed.
.
I have also examined the Blandford District, and to save avoidance by the Murulla
deviation, recommend that the bar be placed within fences 110 yards north of Bose’s Inn,
near Murrurundi, now occupied by Mr. James Winter, under the sign of the “ Australian
Arms.”
I shall have a corresponding offer for this within a few days, the builder being absent;
the cost and date of finishing being as above.
I also enclose offer by Mr. J. Garbutt for Camberwell Toll Bar.
I have, &c.,
PETER D. BROWN.

The Bars must be completed by 25th September, under penalties of £20.—W. B. C.
J
Approved—y?. B. C.

»

11/8/61.

[Enclosure

1

in

Wo. 2.]

I hehebt propose to execute the whole of the works required for a cottage and toll bar on tbe
south side of Scene, to the satisfaction of the Superintendent for Heads.
The cottage to be of slabs, 7 feet in height from floor, with shingled roof; the slabs to he 12
inches in ground, the corner posts 3 feet in ground, with brick chimney and brick floor; the slabs to he
pointed and whitewashed.
The cottage to he 24 X 12 feet, divided into two rooms; to provide and fix two ledge doors to
cottage, one to each room; also two windows, six lights, each 10 X 12; one to each room. To provide
and fix a gate, 10 feet wide, with three bars; also, make good the fence, four rails, at each side of gate;
and complete the whole of the above by the 25th of September, 1861, for the sum of one hundred pounds
sterling, under a penalty of £20.
MATTHEW MILLEB.
Scone, 6 Avgust, 1861.
Approved—W. B. C.

11/8/61.

[Enclosure
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3

[Enclosure 2 in No. 2.]
Camberwell Toll Bar.

Singleton, 31 July, 1861.

Sir,
_
I hereby offer to build a slab house, 21 X 12 X 8 feet clear, two rooms ; posts and slabs
ironbark; posts 3 feet, slabs 1 foot, in ground. Flooring joists (on 2 sleepers), tie beams, and rafters,
ironbork, IS inches from centre to centre. Floors and battens, spotted gum; shingles, ironbark.
Slabs trimmed, close jointed. Window, 12 square, 10 X 12, and doors (3) of pine; brick chimney.
Posts and chain across the road—for the sum of one hundred pounds, and to complete the same by 25th
September next, under a penalty of £20.
I nm

&c.,

JOHN GABBUTT.
P. D. Brown, Esq.,
Surveyor of Roads, &c„ Singleton.

Approved—W. R. C.

11/8/61.

No.
Mb. Mules

to

Superintendent

of

3.
First District, Northern Road.

Scone, 24 August, 1861.
Sir,

I hereby propose to erect a Toll House and Gate at Blandford, on the same
terms as the one at Scone—that is, if you cannot get any other person to do it.
I have, &c.,
MATTHEW MILLER.
Singleton, 27 August, 1861.
Accepted—Petes D. Bbown.

Sydney: Thomas Rich&ittej GoTernment Printer.—-1SGL

[Price, Id.]

,
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186L.
ILegtsIstfte Sescmilg.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

TOLL-GATE, COWPER-STREET, WAYERLEY.
(PETITION FOU REMOVAL OF.)

Ordered by ike Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

26

November,

1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Landholders and Ratepayers, residing
within the Municipality of Waverley,—
Respectfully Sheweth :—

That the Coogee and Randwick Road Trust are allowed to retain the Toll-gate
in Cowper-street, together with the management of that street, the whole of which runs
through the Municipality of Waverley.
That all the landed property in this street is assessed by the Waverley Council, and
the rates enforced by that body.
That in consequence of the Toll-gate being allowed to remain, traffic is diverted from
hence, and landed property seriously lessened in value.
That the inhabitants of this locality pay two tolls for riding or driving a distance
not more than two miles.
Your Petitioners therefore most earnestly pray that your Honorable House will be
pleased to cause the removal of the Toll-gate, and the management of the street handed
over to the Municipal Council of Waverley.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound,' will ever pray, &c.

{Here follow

{Price,

Id.]

200—

94

Signatures.']

5
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Efafelattoe Slssssemlilj!.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

SUBORDINATE EOADS OF NEW SOUTH WALES.
(CLASSIFICATION AND PROPOSED DISTRIBUTION FOR 18G2.)

Ordered by ihe Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 18(A December,

1861.

CLASSIFICATION AND PROPOSED DISTRIBUTION FOR 1862.

9?
iJ
o

'

>5M
e3
H3
w^
h)

Proposed
Expenditure
out of
provided in
Hoads other
than Main
Roods,

-

Sydney or Metropolitan Roads.

£

2
2
4
2
2

5
3
2
3
5

2

6

3
2
2
2

2
3
6
8

3

4

2
2
o

2
2
3

3
3
3
4
2
5

10
7
16

2

1

2

18
4

f Part of Road from Sydney to South Head (Upper South Head 1
(
Road)...............................................................................
)
Road from Sydney to Botany Bay (Mudbank Road)
................
„
Mudbank Road to Botany Bay (Gardener's Road) ...
„
Mudbank Road to Bunnerong...
...
...
...
„
Sydney to Cook’s River Dam (Newtown Road)
...
J
„
Newtown Road, vid Knrnore and Undercliff Bridge,)
|
to George’s River Road
...
...
...
J
„
Newtown Road, near Church, to Botany Road
...
„
Newtown Road,
Unwin’s Bridge, to Undereliff Road
„
Cook’s River Dam to Rocky Point ...
...
...
„
Rocky Point Road, near Dam, to George’s River
...
f
„
Rocky Point Road to George's River Road (Koggerah )
\
Road)
......................................................
j
,,
Main Western Road to Glebe Island................
...
„
Main Western Road to Balmain Municipality
...
„
Main Western Road to Canterbury ...
...
1..
„
Canterbury, via Salt Pan Creek, to George’s River ...
„
St. Leonard’s to Pitt Water Road
............................
„
Manly Cove to Pitt Water
...
...
...
...
„
Manly Cove to Balgowlah
...
...
...
...
„
St. Leonard’s to Pennant Hills
............................
f
„
St. Leonard’s and Pennant Hills Road, by Flat Rock )
(
Creek, to Middle Harbour................
...
j
J
i,
Hunter’s Hill Municipality to road from Parramatta 1
{
to Bedlam Ferry (Onion’s Point Road) ...
J
£

63*
75
20
75
135
150
30
75
150
200
60
50
50

75
150
105
240
20
450
28
25
2,226

* One half the Road being in a Municipality, h&lLscale only i*nllcnrcd.
Korns:—The Claasiflcation of Roads is not made alone with reference to their relative importance, hut has been
influenced by the state of repair required, and the amount of money recently expended upon them,
Where the Road Tolls p«b to the Consolidated Rcvcmio, Parliament will be aslred to vote the respective account# for
the repair of such Roads.
'
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2

PrOJKWd

Expenditure

3
m

outof £&0.000
provided ia
Estimate# for
fioadi other
than Main

II

•J

o

s»
tJ

4
5
5
5
4
5

17
9
17
5
31
73

•*

90

3
5
4
3
5
5
5

7
11
6
6
n
56
35

5

3

{

"

5

6

{

"

4
2
4

8
14
8

5

9

5
5

6
16

4

19

3
3
3
4
4
4
5
2
5
5
5
4
4
3

8
4
8
7
10
4

25
2
5
12

5

5

5
5
5
4
3
5
5
5
4
4
4

16
17
12
5
31
11
29
60
40

4

14

5

11

■{

3

12

{

5
3
5
5
5

10
72

Northern Eoads.

Bond**

£
ft

>1
9)
99
l
99

{

99
99

19
99
99

{

*
99
99

{

”
99
99
99
99
91
99
99

6

99
91
9?
99
99

8

99
19

{

”
99
99
it
99
It
9)
t)
99
99
91
9*

7

4

5

'
99
19
99
99
9t

16
37

27
75

170
63
119
35
310
511

Road fi

{

•

"
’
’
19
91
9t

11
91

Newcastle Municipality to Maitland and Gosford Road
■Stockton to Raymond Terrace.*.
...
..............
Stockton and Raymond Terrace Road to Saltash
...
Raymond Terrace to Stroud ...
..
...
...
Stroud, vi& Gloucester, to Tinonee ................
...
Gloucester, m& Nowendoc, to Port Macquarie and!
Armidale Road
...
...
...
J
105
Tinonee to Cundle
................
...
...
...
77
Tinonee to Bohnock............... i
............................
60
Tinonee to Wingham, south side of Manning River ...
90
Tinonee and Cundle Road to Wingham
...
...
77
Wingham to Wherrol Flat, Dingo Creek
................
392
Cundle to Port Macquarie
...
............................
245
Port Macquarie to Kempsey...........................
...
Raymond Terrace and Stroud Road to Raymond
21
Terrace and Seahnm Road...
...
.
Raymond Terrace and Stroud Road to Raymond
42
Terrace and Clarence Town Road...
...
80
Scaham to Clarence Town
............................
350
Clarence Town to Dongog
...
............................
80
Dungog to Chichester River ...
............................
Clarence Town to half-way house on Raymond |
63
Terrace and Stroud Road...................................... j
42
Dungog to Fosterton.........................................
...
105
Dungog to Stroud
...
...
...
...
Raymond Terrace, by east side of Williams River, to)
190
Clarence Town
......................... .
...
J
120
Raymond Terrace to Hinton............................
60
Raymond Terrace and Hinton Road to Seaham
120
Hinton to Seaham
...
...
...
...
70
Seaham and Hinton Road to Paterson
...
100
Raymond Terrace to Maitland...
................
40
Raymond Terrace and Maitland Road to Morpeth
42
Raymond Terrace to Hexham................
...
400
East Maitland to Mount Vincent
................
259
Mount Vincent to Gosford
................
...
56
Gosford to Kincumber
...
................
175
Gosford to Mangrove Creek, and up that Creek
20
Morpeth to Largs
....................
... ...
50
Morpeth to Four Mile Creek ...
................
-180
East Maitland to Paterson
............................
Maitland and Paterson Road, t>t<i Duumore Punt, to l
35
Seaham and Hinton Road
...
...
J
112
Paterson to Gresford ...
............................
119
Paterson and Gresford Road to Eccleston
...
..
84
Gresford to Lostock ............................
..
50
West Maitland to East Maitland and Paterson Road..
465
Main Northern Road, near West Maitland, to Wollombi
77
Wollombi Road to Oongewai _...
...
...
203
Wollombi to Warkworth
............................
420
Wollombi and Warkworth Road to Colo River
400
Wollombi to Wiseman’s Ferry
................
70
Main Nortbe rn Road, near An vil Creek, to G lendon Brook
40
Anvil Creek and Glendon Brook Road to Stanhope
Main Northern Road, near Black Creek, to Cessnock,
140
on Wollombi Road................
................
Main Northern Road, near Black Creek, ojA Glendon,
77
to Mam Northern Road, near Singleton ...
Main Northern Road, near Munnimba Brook, to
180
Warkworth...
...
...
...
...
70
Warkworth Road to Broke, Wollombi Brook...
Singleton, vid Denman and Jerry’s Plains, to Merriwa 1,080
35
Singleton and Jerry’s Plains Road to Warkworth
189
Merriwa to Cassillis ...
...
...
...
525
Cassillis to Conabarrabran
............................
Carried forward ...

... '• ...

9,290
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w jd

Propoied
Expenditure
outof £50,000
provided in
Estimates for
Hoads other
than Main
Hoads.

.

Northern Roads—wmitnued.
£

5
5
5
4
4
5
4
4
5
4
5
3
4
4
5
4

15
39
8
50
25
55
60
58
130
82
135
115
65
17
30
70

Brought forward................
Road from M use! ch rook to Merton
.............................
„
Scone to Merriwa
..............................
...
„
Scone to Page’s River ...
.............................
„
Main Northern Road, vi& Currabuhnla, to Tamworth
„
Tamworth to Manilla.........................................
„
Main Northern Road, at Bendemeer, to Bundarra
„
Armidale to Glen Innes
.................
..
„
Glen Innes to Tenterfield
............................
„
Armidale, vid Walcha, to Port Macquarie ...
,,
Armidale to Kempsey...
...
...
...
„
Armidale to Grafton.........................................
„
Grafton to Tenterfield (New Line) ................
„
Grafton to Casino
...
.............................
„
Casino to Lismore
...
.............................
„
Lismore to Beilina
...................................... .
„
Lawrence to Grafton and Tenterfield Road, near Tabulam

4

3

10

3

1

3

1

3

1

3

2

3

3

2

10

3
4
1
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
3
3
3
3

3
13
19
4

8
20
6
4

10
10
5

6
2
2

4

9

3

19

'5

6

5

8

5

8
12

5
4

12

5

45

5
4
5

9
15

5

2

10

’ Road from Main Western Road to Parramatta River, at Bedlam 1
.
Perry
f
„
Parramatta to Bedlam Ferry..............................
...
'
„
Parramatta and Bedlam Ferry Road to Pennant Hills
Wharf
......................................................
„
Parramatta and Bedlam Ferry Road, at Ryde, to
Parramatta River.............................................
„
Parramatta and Bedlam Ferry Road to Gladesville 1
Wharf
......................................................
j
„
Ryde towards Field of Mars Common
...
„
Main Western Road towards Parramatta River!
(Concord Road)
......................... # ...
j
„
Parramatta to Castle Hill (Pennant Hills Road)
...
„
Pennant H ills Road to Parramatta andBedlam Ferry Road
„
Castle Hill towards Wiseman’s Ferry (Dural Road) ...
„
Parramatta to Windsor
...
...
..
„
Windsor to Pitt Town...
...........................
„
Parramatta and Windsor Road to Pitt Town..
„
Pitt Town to Wiseman’s Ferry
..............
„
Pitt Town to Churchill's Wharf
..............
„
Windsor to Wilberforce
...........................
„
Wilberforce to Kurrajong
................
„
Wilborforee to Sackville Reach
..............
„
WTindsor to Richmond...
................
„
Windsor to Cornwallis and Richmond Bottoms
„
Windsor to Blacktown Road ...
...
„
Richmond to New Bridge
................
„
Main Western Road, near Parramatta, through Do-1
main and by old Windsor Road, to Windsor Road )
„
Main Western Road, near Prospect, to Richmond 1
(Blacktown Road).........................................
j
„
Blacktown Road to Windsor Road ........................... .
„
Main Western Road, near St. Mary’s, to Orphan
School Road
.........................................
„
Main Western Road, near St. Mary’s, to Blacktown'
Road
......................................................
„
Main Western Road, near Penrith, to Richmond
..
„
Penrith, vid Castleresgh, to Richmond
...............
„
Richmond Bridge to Main Western Road, near)
Bowenfels (Bell’s Line) ............................
j
„
Bell’s Line to Colo River (Comleroy Road)...............
„
Main Western Road, near Penrith, to Bringelly Road
„
Penrith, vid Regentville and Mulgoa, to Greendale ...
,r
Penrith and Greendale Read, at Mulgoa, to the)
Bringelly Road
............................
...
‘ j
Carried forward

210
700
18,169

Western Roads.
2

9,29p
105
278
56
500
250
385
600
580
910
820
945
1,725
650
170

£

100
150
15
15
15
30
45
250
45
130
950
40
80

200
42
28
70
70
75
90
30
30
90
285
42
56
56

84

120
315
63
150
70
14
3,845

■

4

SUBORDINATE ROADS OF NEW SOUTH WALES* ' Proposed

Expeadltur*

C lass

.

oat of £50,000
provided iti
Egtimstc* for
Ro&ds other

than Mai a
Jloulg.

Western Roads—continued,

£
...

3,845

f Road from Main Western Road, at Little Hartley, to Ganbenang \
Swamp
...
...
•••
*•• _ )
Hartley, vid Fish River Bridge, to O’Connell Plains)
(Loctyer’s Line) ...
...
... ■■.
J
Main Western Road, at Bowenfels, to Mudgec
...
Mudgee Road, near Middle River, to Main Western |
Road, at Meadow Flat
............................ , j
Mudgee Road to Rylstono
...
... ...
...
Cudgegong Municipality to Cassilis
... ....
...
Mudgee and Cassilis Road to Merriwa and Cassilis Road
Cudgegong Municipality to Wellington
...............
Cudgegong Municipality to Rylstone........................... .
Cudgegong Municipality to Hargraves...
...
...
Mudgee and Hargraves Road to Windeyer .............. .
Louisa Creels to Pyramul Hill........................................
Main Western Road, at Brown’s Hill, to Kelso and 1
UpperTuron Road
...
.»■
j
Kelso to Upper Turon....................................................
Kelso and tipper Turon Road to Peel............................
Kelso and Upper Turon Road to Bathurst and)
Sofala Road
.........................................
)
Bathurst to Sofala
...
Sofala to Mudgee Road...
Sofala to Tambaroora ..
Tambaroora to Louisa Creek
Bathurst to Ophir
...
Bathurst to Tambaroora, vid Kcllosbiel and Lower 1
Turon
......................................................
J
Bathurst to Carcoar ...
..
...
Oarcoar to Canowindra.............................
Carcoar to Cowra
.............................
Cowra to Young
............................
Bathurst to Caloola ............................
Bathurst and Caloola Road to Bockley
Bathurst and Caloola Road to Limekilns
Rocklcy to Caloola and Tuena Road ...
Caloola to Tuena
............................
Bathurst, by Gorman’s Hill and Lagoons, to Camp-)
bell’s River
......................... .
j
Bathurst, oi'ct O’Connell’s Plains, to Fish River Creek
Orange to Ophir
...
Orange to Stony Creek
Orange to Boree
...
Orange to Nanima
...
Stony Creek to Burrendong
Stony Creek to Wellington
Wellington to Dubbo ...

70

Brought forward...

10
29
80

10
14
40
50
48

22
21
5
24

27
3

27
15
17
27
35

40
32
34
31
44

20
16

8
16
29
30

29

12
38
18
50
16
27
54

...

290
70
93
280
350
336
154
130
50
168

42
189

21
49
675
105
170

189
245
280
800
840
775
308
500
160
56

112
203
300
203
84
380
126
350

112
189
12,804

Southern Roads.
2
6
10
3

6

’ Road from Main Western Road, at Burwood, to Main Southern'
Road
...
...
................ _ .
„
Main Western Road, near Parramatta, to Main'
Southern Road (Dogtrap Road) ................
„ . Main Western Road, near Parramatta, Bid Smithfield, towards Cabramatta................ ■ ...
„
Main Southern Road, near Irish Town to George’s
River Road
..................................................... (
„
Main Southern Road to Saltpan Creek (Punchbowl'
Road)
............................
...
.*■
Carried forward...

...

Provided for in Estimates of Secretary for Public Works.

...

£

30
90

100
21
60
301
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, Propoaed

Expenditure
out of £50,000

: provided in

W TO

Estimates for
Roads other
than Main

Southern Roads—continued.

Roads.

£
15
3

10
6
4

12
5

10
17

3
4

17

4

11

5

84
7

5
4
3

3

20
16

5

70

4

10

5

3

5

7

2

4

5
5
5
4
4
5

15
3
18

5

12
10

5

8
4
15

'5

35
30

5

60

5
5

40
40

5

12
14
42
60
60
67
50
57
25
50
19
45

12

6
31
42

.

Brought forward...
(Road from Main Southern Road, near Lansdowne Bridge, to l
X
Penrith andBringclly Road(Orphan School Road) j
Liverpool to Orphan School Road
...
................
Main Southern Road to Campbelltown
...
...
Campbelltown to Menangle ............................ ... ...
Menangle to Main Southern Road, at foot of Ratorback
Menangle to Picton
................
................
..
Campbelltown to Main Southern Road, near Narellan
Campbelltown to Appin
....................
... .
Appin, vid Broughton’s Pass and Mount Keera, to
Central Illawarra Municipality ...
...
Broughton’s Pass, via Pheasant’s Nest, to Main
Southern Road
................
...
...
Appin, eid Rixon’s Pass, to Wollongong and Bulli Road
Wollongong Municipality to Bulli
........................... .
Kiania Municipality, via Shoalhaveu, to Nowra}
Municipality
...
.............. .
...
)
Nowra Municipality, vid Ulladulla, to Bateman’s Bay
Nowra and Ulladulla Road, at Tomerong, to Jervis Bay
Bateman’s Bay to Moruya
...
.............................
Moruya to Boatallcy......................................................
Nowra Municipality, vid the Sassafras Range, to)
Braidwood......................................................
M
Main Southern Road, at Game's Hill, towards Bringelly
Main Southern Road to Campbelltown Road, near ):
Denham Court
...
.............................
j
Main Southern Road to Cobbitty
.............................
Main Southern Road, at Camden, to Road from)
Menangle to Main Southern Road................
j
Main Southern Road, at Camden, towards Burragorang
Main Southern Road, at Cawdor, to Westbrook Bridge
Picton, vid the Oaks, to Burragorang ...
...
...
Main Southern Road, near Mittagong, to Bong Bong. ,
Main Southern Road, near Berrima, to Sutton Forest .
Old South Road,near Berrima, towards Wollongong ...
Bong Bong to Main Southern Road, near Black Bob’s )
Creek
.................................................... .
)
Marulan to Bungonia........................................
...
Bungonia to Braidwood and Goulburn Road ...
...
Goulburn to Taralga........................... .
................
Goulburn Municipality, vid Clear Hills and Laggan,)
to Tuena ...
................
..
j"
Goulburn Municipality to Weebo
...
...
...
Goulburn and Weebo Road to Bin da............................
Weebo to Binda
...
...
..
................
Goulburn Municipality, vid Wollondilly River, to)
Mummell ...
..
...........................
j
Goulburn Municipality, vid Collector, to Gundaroo ...
Goulburn Municipality to Braidwood ...
...
...
Goulburn and Braidwood Road, vid Bangalore Gap, )
Lake George, and Bungendore, to Queanbeyan j
Queanbeyan to Cooma...................................... .
Cooma to Kiandra
...
...
...
■■■
Cooma to Bombala
...
...
...
...
Bombala to Delegate.........................................
Bombala to Merimbula
...
...
...
Merimbula, vid .Telia .Teliat, to Bega . .
...
Bombala and Merimbula Road, at Cathcart, to Eden
Eden to Sturt......................................................
Eden and Cathcart Road, vid Panbula, to Merimbula )
Road
.............................
...
...
J
Braidwood to Nelligcn.....................................................
Braidwood, vid Dirty Butter Creek and Araluen, to |
Moruya
Carried forward...
50—B

301
105

21
250
300
125
300
250
150
170

no
255
80

no
588
49

200
240
490

100

21
49

100
105

21
126
80
40
105
84
70

210
420
280
280
84
98
294
420
420
670
500
399
175
500
190
1,125
84
150
1,550
294

£\ 13,138

6

SUBORDINATE ROADS OF NEW SOUTH WALES.
Proposed
Expenditure
out of £50,000
provided ia
EElimates for
Ronds other

is

j

o

than Main
Ronds,

Southern Roads—continued.

£
5
4
5
5
5
5

11
10

5

110

4
3
4
3
4
3
5
5

20

20
30

20
30

12
60
15
25
18
77
50

_
Brought forward.......................... 13,138
Road from Braidwood and Moruya Roadj vid Kiora, to Moruya..
77
Braidwood to Elrington
......................................
100
TJ
Braidwood to Ooronmeir
......................................
>9
140
Braidwood to Bungendore and Queanbeyan Road
..
210
IJ
Goulburn Municipality to Windellama
..............
140
)7
Yass to Boorowa
...
......................................
>t
210
{
Main Southern Road, at Bowning, via Binalong,)
770
Cunniugar, and Murrimboola, to Wagga Wagga }
Gundagai to Tumut ...
...
...
...
..
Jt
200
Tumut to Adelong
...............
..........................
180
»
Tumut, vi& Talbingo, to Kiandra
..........................
>}
600
!
Main Southern Road to Adelong
..........................
225
it
Main Southern Road, at Tarcatta, to Wagga Wagga..
}>
250
Albury Municipality to Howlong
...
..............
ft
270 )t
Albury Municipality to Wagga Wagga
...
..
Deniliquin to Moama...............
...
...
..
350
ft

£ 16,860

£

SUMMARY of Proposed Distribution.
Sydney or Metropolitan Roads
Northern Roads
...
...
Western Roads
................
Southern Roads
...
...

2,226
18,169
12,804
16,860
Total

Provided in Estimates

...

... ■

.........................................

...
...

Deficiency, tobe provided from the £5,000 for Minor Bridges
and Roads not classified
...
................

50,059
l

50,000
59

Note.—The amount per mile proposed to he expended on each class of Beads is as under;_

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
Cth

Glass
Class
Class
Class
Class

£!>0 per mile.
2S
„
15
„
10
„

Sydney: Thomai Rlchardl,GoTernmtnt Piintw.—ISO],

1861-2.
ILegfelati&e Stsstmlilj,

NEW SOUTH WALES.

EOAD PROM BATHURST TO ROCKLEY.
(CORRESPONDENCE,

&c„

RELATI^T. TO.J

Ordered hy the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 14 January, 1862.

RETURN to an Address of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly
of New South Wales, dated 22 October, 1861, praying that His
Excellency the Governor would be pleased to cause to be laid upon
the Tabic of this House,—
'
“ A Copy of the Petition from the Inhabitants of Rockley
“ to the Executive Government, with reference to the procla
mation of a Road from Bathurst to Rockley; together with
“ Copies of all Correspondence and Reports relating thereto.”
{Mr. Driver.)

SCHEDULE.

18.
19.

Acting Surveyor General to Mr. District Surveyor Davidson. 29 September, 1869
District Suiveyor Davidson, in reply. 7 October, 1859..............................................
Acting Surveyor General to Surveyor Davidson (Enclosure)
....
'
District Surveyor Davidson, in reply (Enclosure). 27 October, 1859 . .'
.*
”
Acting Surveyor General to Surveyor Davidson. 4 November, 1859 ”
..
Licensed Surveyor Arthur to Acting Surveyor General, enclosing Plan and Book of Reference
of Road. 8 December, 1859.,
.....................................
°...................................
Actum Surveyor General to Bench of Magistrates at Bathurst, enclosing Plan! die., of Soa
19 January, 1860
................................................................................. .
_
Same to Under Secretary for Lands (Enclosure). 19 January, 1860 ”
’’
’’
Minute of Executive Council authorizing issue of Notice of “ Intended Opening ” 27 Pc
niary, I860 ..
..
........................................................................
Notice in Government Gazette. 23 March, I860
..
..
,,
”
Under Secretary for Lands to Clerk of the Executive Council. 31 March, I860
*'
Clerk of the Council, in reply (Enclosure). 7 May, I860 .....................................
"
Report of Acting Surveyor General. 30 June, I860
..
”
"*
’
Minutuof Executive Council, confirming the line of Road. 12 July, 1860
Notice in Government Gazette. 25 July, I860
..
,*
Under Secretary for Lands to Principal Under Secretary. 17 August,’i860
.'
Pnueipal Under Soeretary, in reply. 27 September, I860.........................
”
Report of Acting Surveyor General. 2 November, I860 ..
”
’*
H Unvor, Esq., M.U.A., enclosing Memorial from Inhabitants of Rockley. *25 Fobruar

20.
21.
22.
28.
24,

Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. Driver. 22 Fcbrnarv, 1861 ,
Report of Surveyor General. 26 March, 1861
]
Under Secretary for Lands to ID. Driver. 81 May, 18G1 ..
,
Mr. Arthur Budden to Secretary for Lands. 26 September* 1861
Under Secretary for Lands, in reply. 30 October, 1861 ..
,

8.
y.
10.

n.
12.
1 .1 .

14.
lu.
16.

ir.

290—A

PAGE.

2
2
2
2
4
4
7
7
7
7
8

8
8
9
9
9
9
9
10

10
10
10
11
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ROAD FROM BATHURST TO ROCKLEY.
No. 1.

'

Acting Surveyor General to District Surveyor Davidson.

Surveyor General's Office,
Sydney, ‘2D Septemher, 1859.
Sir,

co|>y of this
not considered
necessary, it
haying reference
to the Western
Roads generally.
•A

_

.

_

With reference to my letter* to you of this date, No. 2535, I have tho honor
to request, your special and early report as to which, in your opinion, is the best line of Road
between Rockley and Tuena, in order that it may be determined on which shall be expended
the money provided for repairs for the current year; also, whether it is desirable that in
selecting a line of road between the above-mentioned place, it would be necessary to make
any expenditure southerly from Rockley or any-other line.
2. It lias been represented to the Secretary for Lands and Pnblic Works that the
road which now enters Rockley from Bathurst, near the north-eastern corner of the village,
should enter it instead, near the north-west corner, and on this point it is desirable that you
should report,
3. Whether these reports may be made from your general knowledge, or whether an
inspection will bo necessary, it will be for you to decide, but in the latter ease I should feel
obliged hy your informing me to that effect, and as to the probable time of your inspection,
without delay.
_
_
4. It will be necessary, eventually, to make further surveys to determine the lines of
roads on which annual expenditure shall be made, and if in this case you should be of
opinion shat a line between the Abercrombie River, near Tuena and Rockley, and even
onwards to Bathurst, should be at once surveyed with the above object, you will bo so good as to
instruct 51 r. Licensed Surveyor Arthur to make the necessary surveys, and to afford, on his
plan, all the information necessary to fill up, as a bookofreference, one of the enclosed forms.

I have, &c.,
A. G-. McLEAN.

No. 2.
District Surveyor Davidson to Acting Surveyor General.

JOirkcotititll, 7 October, 1859.
_
In immediate attention to your letters of the 29th September, received 6th
October, No. 59-2535,* 2536, transmitting a copy of Schedules of Expenditure for the
current year, of the Roads throughout the Colony, and requesting I will give that portion
which refers to the Western District my consideration, and forward a report.
2. In your letter No. 2536 you refer particularly as to the best line of road
between Rockley and Tuena, that it may be determined on which line shall bo expended
the money provided for repairs for the current year, &c,
_
3. I do myself the honor to inform you, that in order to reply to the third paragraph
of your letter No. 2536, a personal inspection will be necessary about Rockley; and in order
to be able to carry out this, I request you will be pleased, if there is no lithograph map of
the village, to order a rough tracing shewing the north-east part and the north-west, and I
request it may be transmitted to me with as little delay as possible, in order that I may at
once furnish yon with the report required. It may be that I shall have to proceed to Tuena;
but under any circumstances I do myself the honor to state, that your instructions relative
to tho road will be carried out with as little delay as possible, and the necessary reports
forwarded.
'
I have, &c.,
W. R. DAVIDSON.
Sir,

* See note on
Jfo. 1,

No. 3.
Acting Surveyor General to District Surveyor Davidson.

Surveyor General's Office,
Sydney, 14 October, 1859.
Sir,

■'Apitendu A.

,

In compliance with the request contained in the third paragraph of your
letter of the 7th, received on the Llth instant, No. 59-47, I have the honor to forward to
you herewith, a tracing* of the Village of Rockley, to enable you to report on the best line
of Road between Rockley and Tuena.
I have, &c.,
A. G. McLEAN.

.

No. 4.

District Survevor Davidson to Acting Surveyor General.

Camp, Head of O'Brien’s Creek,
27 October, 1859.
In attention to your letter of the 29th September, received 6th October,
requesting my special and early report, on which, in my opinion, is the best line of Road
between Rockley and Tuena, in order that it may be determined on which shall be expended
the money provided for repairs for the current year, also whether it is desirable in selecting
a line of Road between the above-mentioned places, it would be necessary to make any
Sir,

i

expenditure
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expenditure southerly from Rockley or any other line ;—2. You also inform me that it has
been represented to the Secreiary for Lands and Public Works, that the Road which now
enfers Rockley, near the north-eastern corner of the village, should enter it instead near the
north-west corner, and on this point you state it is desirable I should report;—3. Whether
these reports muy be made from my general knowledge, or whether an inspection will be
necessary, you inform me it is for me to decide, but in the latter case you request to be
informed to that effect, and as to the probable time of my inspection without delay;—
4. You also state it will be necessary eventually to make further surveys, to determine
the lines of road on which an annual expenditure shall be made, and if in this ease I should
be of opinion that a line between the Abercrombie River, near Tuena and Rockley, and even
onwards to Rathurst, should be at once surveyed with tho above object, I will instruct
Mr. Licensed Surveyor Arthur to make the necessary survey, and to afford on his plan all
the information necessary to fill up, as a book of reference, one of the forms transmitted
to me ;■—-I do myself the honor to state, immediately on the receipt of your letter enclosing
the tracing of the Village of Rockley, I proceeded to carry out your instructions, knowing
from the intricate and mountainous country through which part of this line of road must
pass, nothing but a strict inspection could enable me to furnish the report required.
2. I examined the Road from Bathurst to Rocklcy, and I am of opinion that this part
of tho road requires to be surveyed and proclaimed more than any other, more particularly
that portion before you ascend the range, known as the Mountain Run, on the Church
Land, where small settlers have altered and made encroachments on the lino of road, and
in places have very much narrowed it. I have instructed Mr. Licensed Surveyor Arthur
to proceed at once with the survey of the road from the south boundary line of Dr. W ardcll’s
grant as far as Rockley and Triangle Flat. I consider tho road ought to enter the Village
of Rocklcy at the north-western corner, whore there is a tract now used, of easy'descent, to
Mulgunnia-street, which would require but little outlay to make it a good line of road.
It joins the old line about a mile from the village, on the Bathurst side, the line continuing
from Mulgunnia-street, on by Jumper’s Flat Creek to Triangle Flat, a good road nil the way,
and from there is a level line to the head of O’Brien’s Creek. There are two roads or tracks
diverge at this point, the one shown blue on the tracing* accompanying this letter, the •Aptx-miii. u.
other, yellow. The one shewn in yellow is a considerable detour, but a very level line, opening
up a fine country, where there is good agricultural land, forests of stringy-baik timber, and
water, and where but little if any outlay would be required as far as J. 0. Brown’s 917 acres.
The other line of road, the general direction of which is more direct, and also opens up s-une
fine agricultural country, proceeds from the head of O’Brien’s Creek by what is known as the
Springs—a well-watered and well-defined creek; from there to a creek known as the Buld
Ridge Creek there is a very abrupt descent to the above-named creek, but this could be
avoided by taking the line to the west of the descent by the creek. On ibis some expenditure
would be necessary to make it a practicable line. Some other cuttings on this road would
be required, but of no great extent. These lines join at J. G. Brown’s 917 acres, and
across Thompson’s Creek, at the same point, and then onwards in the direction of Bumha.
The descent to the Abercrombie River at this place is very abrupt, but cun be avoided by
,
taking a valley about two miles short of Rumba; the locality, as near as may be, is shewn on
the tracing, leading by a very practicable descent to what is known as the Chain of Ponds;
crossing these a level spur from the main range leads to tho Abercrombie River, to the
camping ground, a portion of land on the river, purchased by Mr. J. Smith, about two miles
above Bomba. The point of this spur is abrupt for about a quarter of a mile, but, still the
easiest descent to tho river I could discover. From the river there is a gradual ascent
through valleys to the top of the range dividing its waters from Tuena Creek, but the descent
to the creek is very abrupt—it would require side-cutting and to diverge from the direct
slope to case it. This line would descend to the creek two miles above the G oven mien t
Township, nearly opposite the present quarters of the Commissioner.
3. Tho other line of road, shewn in pink, which I take leave to bring under ymir
notice, by Carrawa and Mulgunnia, is somewhat round, but by the residents of llucnu
more travelled than tho other lines alluded to. The only difficulty on this line is the
’ descent to the river, but a fair road might be made with some side-cutting down the
gully, marked A on the tracing. After crossing the river there is a good road into
Tuena, and it has this advantage over the others, of leading direct to the village Thogreat difficulty after all is the descent and ascent from the river. Before finally imtruLtiug
Mr. Arthur I do myself the honor to bring these matters under your notice, in order that,
you may have the means before you of deciding which line to adopt. I am indited to
recommend that by Long Swamp and Mulgunnia, as it leads directly to the village, and K
in my opinion the best line after crossing the river. Mr. Licensed Surveyor Arthur being
encamped in the neighbourhood of Rockley, I sent for him to accompany me to Tuena, in
order that I might better explain my views about the different lines of road; and as ho at
once commences the survey to Rockley, I have the honor to request the favour of y"ur
instructions as early as possible as to which of the lines, after leaving Triangle FRr, you
consider should be adopted and surveyed, and I will transmit the form for the hoi k of
reference to Mr. Licensed Surveyor Arthur, and instruct him accordingly.
I am not aware of any other line southerly from Rockley, on which expenditure
should be made,‘except it might be as far as the Mines, by which line the mail to Tuena is
at present carried on horseback.
I may as well add, there has been au important gold discovery on the Governrmnt
land on Campbell's River; adjoining Mr. Pye’s, to this place, I met several parlies pro
ceeding from Tuena,
I have, &c.,
W. R. DAVIDSON,
District Surveyor.
No. D.
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No. 5.
Acting Subteyob General to District Surveyor Davidson.

Surveyqv General’s Office,
■
Sydney, 4 November, IS59.
^ In reference to your letter of tiie 27th ultimo, No. 59/48, respecting lines of
roads via, Rockley to Tuena, 1 have the honor to inform you that Mr. Licensed Surveyor
Arthur had better adopt, in his survey from Rathurst to Rockley, the line entering Rockley
at the north-west corner, as described in your letter, and forward the survey and book of
reference of that line separately from that of the line south of Rockley.
You will be so good as to inform Mr. Arthur that the survey may be plotted on a
scale of forty chains to one inch, with diagrams on a larger scale of any portions where
existing occupations or minute turns in the road may render a larger scale necessary to
distinctness, such as the entrance to Bathurst or Rockley, and that the traverse lint-s should
be shewn, and the length and bearings introduced either in the lines or in a table; that
existing tracts should be shewn in brown lines, and the line proposed to be fenced under
the Act 4 Gul. I'V., No. 11, in a red line; the breadth of the road being one chain, as a
general rule, but varying in parts where that breadth would interfere with existing improve
ments, or where a less breadth would suffice; in no portion, however, being less than 50 links.
The title to the plan should be "Plan of the Road from Bathurst to Rockley, proposed to
be opened as a Parish Road under the Act of Council, 4 Wm. IV., No. 11.”
‘
I may here inform you that your recommeudation of the Mulgunnia line between
Rockley and Tuena, its facility of approach to Tuena, and the circumstance that it is now
preferred by the public, more thau compensate for the slight additional distance over tlie other
lines, and that therefore it should be the line to be surveyed by Mr. Arthur, leaving it of course
open to objections under the Act, after the appearance of the notice of intention to open it,
.
conclusion, I beg to say that it would be desirable that Mr. Arthur should survey
the line of road from Rockley to the Mines, and extending onwards to the new Gold Fields
mentioned by you, should the Field prove productive.
The directions for the Bathurst line plan will apply also to the others.
I enclose four forms of books of reference.
I have, Ac.,
A. G. McLEAN.

No. 6.
Licensed Surveyor Arthur to Acting Surveyor General.

liatkursl, 8 December, 1859.
_
In accordance with the instructions contained in Mr, District Surveyor
raunot^fe e«('- Ravtdson s letter/*' dated 9th November, 1859, requesting me to survey the Road from
Bathurst to Rockley, the line of road to enter the north-west corner of the latter village,*—
IMvidson, ivbicli
I have now the honor to forward the plan and report of the above-named road.
. ,
Proceeding from the S.E. coiner of see. No. 114, m the Town of Bathurst, the road
necessary delay, is fenced in on both sides nearly all tlie way to where it crosses Queen Charlotte’s Vale
Creek. I don’t think it would be desirable to alter this line from its present position.
There are several places along this part of the road that require making; part of the way
along J. Palmer’s east boundary, through E. "White’s 100 acres, P. Fitzpatrick’s 100 acres,
R. Smith’s 80 acres, W. Lawson’s 100 acres to the N. boundary of W. Lane’s 320 acres,
also through G. Raine’s 80 acres, and W. Short’s SO acres.
The crossing-place over the creek is by means of a ford; the traffic is rarely stopped
at any time for more than a few hours.
From Queen Charlotte’s Vale Creek to the foot of the Mount the road proposed
would not require more than a very trifling sum of money to make it ready for traffic at
once. There are a few small creeks to cross, which might be done hy log bridges. The
present^ road is longer than the one proposed, and it runs up a small creek, crossing and
re-crossing it in many places; it passes between the fences of numerous small farms. The
road, if altered as proposed, will pass along the side of a low ridge. The Mount (as it
is called) requires a good sum of money to make it fit for travelling over; this place, both
ascending and descending, presents far greater obstacles than all the rest of the road. It
has a very steep ascent, and the road is also very much out of repair; in wet weather many
travellers prefer going round by the Lagoon Road, many miles of the way, in preference to
crossing the Mount. The descent on the Rockley side is a very long drag, but not so sharp
or so difficult of access as the Bathurst side. The road thence, as far as where the proposed
new road leaves the present track at a, there is no great difficulty—a crossing-place over two
small creeks is all that is required. From thence the road is practicable as far as a place
* Appendix c, marked e on the plan.* Some side-cutting would be necessary down this hollow to make
it practicable; also, a crossing-place over the Back Creek would be required. On to Foster’s
"Valley there is no difficulty. I think this proposed new road, to the right of the present
one, would be easier for traffic, and more direct.
_
From Forster’s Valley to aplace marked F on the plan there is no difficulty; from this
point the proposed new road leaves the present one—the former enters the north-west corner of
Rockley, the latter tho north-east corner; the road to the right is a new road lately opened, but
is not much used at presen t. I think the proposed road is the easiest way of access that can be
obtained to pass through Bockley. A slight cutting would be required leading down to Pep
per’s Creek; a good ford can easily be made across the creek, as it has a rocky bottom.
I have, &c.,
CHAS. ARTHUR,
Licensed Surveyor.
[Enclosure

[Enclosure in Ao. G.]
BOOK

of

ItEFEBEXCE of Itoad from Bathurst

to

■

Eocltloy, to be opened ns a Bainsh Hoad, under the Act of Council, 4 William IV., No. 11.

1
Portion of Hoad.

Reputed Owner,

i

From the south-east corner of section 114, in the
Town of Bathurst, to the south boundary line
of (r, Busby's 100 acres.

G. Busby ......

2

Prom the south boundary of G. Busbv's 100 acres
to the north houndary lino nf a reserve.

Tho Crown ,.,.

3

From the north boundary line of that reserve to the
north boundary line of E, White's IOO acres.

Do..................

From the north boundary of 11. White’s 100 acres to
the south boundary of that laud.

Do..................

4

5

Character
of Land.

Occupied.

G, Busby............ ..

Bsarixgs.

Lengths in
Chains. |

Granite and Southerly ..
alluvial.

18-00

Do.........................

Alluvial

..

Do.

25-00

Do.........................

Do.

..

Do.

Do.........................

Do.

,,

Do.

.,

sides
road.

2000

..

Enclosures.

Do.

*

the

___

................ i

19-00
sides
road.

‘Prom the south boundary line of E. White’s 100' Sir. G. Palmer..
acres to the south boundary of P, Fitzpatrick’s
100 acre a.

of

Cultivation.

of

.............

Breadth of
Hoad.

Acres.

1 chain ,.

a. r. p,
13 8

Do...........

2 2 0

Do...........

2 0 0

Do...........

1

the

3 24

Sir. E. Palmer......

Do.

..

Do.

..

2000

Do...................

Do.

...

2 0 0

Do....................

Do...........

1 2 11

Do...........

2

3

1 1G

G

From the south boundary line of P. C. Fitzpatrick’s
100 acres to the south boundary line of K.
Smith’s 80 acres.

Do..................

Do.........................

Do.

..

Do.

..

15-70

7

From the south boundary line of R. Smith's 80 acres
to the south boundary line of Wm. Lawson’s
100 acres.

Do..................

Do.........................

Do.

..

Do.

..

27'50

8

brom the south boundary lino nf Wm. Lawson^s 100
acres to tho south boundar}T line of W. Lane’s
020 acres.

Do.

..

Do.

..

43-50

Do...................

r>n

4

9

From the south boundary line of Wm. Lane's 100
acres to the soutli boundary line of Brown and
Aspinall's 90 acres.

Do.

..

Do.

..

13-50

Do....................

Do...........

1 1 1G

Wm. Lane

....

Do..................

Wm. Lane

..............

S. Walker............

0
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BINFERENCE—continued.

Xo.

1’ohtio.v op Road.

10

Ffoirl tlie soutli boumlary lino of Broivu and
Aspinall’s 90 acres, to tbo south boundary
line of T. Raino's 90 acres.

RrcrcTHD Owjjeji.

OCCUIUEB.

Character
of Land.

11 BAKINGS,

LltKOTHEi IN
Chains.

Excoosunns.

Southerly ..

12-00

Fenced on both
sides of tho
road. •
Do.
-...

Breadth of
Hoad.

Cultivation,

Acres.

*

11

13
14
15
16
17

.X

"u
^
fi<
From tlie south boundary line of T. Raine's 90 acres
S
to the south boundary of T. Raine's 97 acres.
- rt £
From the south boundary lino of T. Raine's 97
' =3
acres to tho south boundary of T. Raine’s
“I £
S
u
rC
w
‘t90 acres.
« r:G
£’?'o
From tho south boundary line nf T. Raine’s 90 acres
to the south boundary line of T. Raine’s 80
=5: -S
acres.
3 a
From the soutli boundary line ofT. Raine’s 8l) acres
»U 1>
O oE
to tho south boundary lino of IV. Short’s 80
r* i-Q ftt
acres.
<■
'JJ
From the south bound ary line oflV. Short’s SO acres Partly the pro
to tho west boundary line of W. Lauo’s SO aorcs.
perty of Mr.
Butler,
From tho west boundary line of TV. Lane’s 80 acres The Crown .. ..
to the north boundary line of R. Wardell’s
2,500 acres.
From the north boundary lino of R. Warden’s
Do.
2,560 acres to Queen Charlotte’s Vale Crock.
ch

13

From the right bank of Queen Charlotte’s Vale
Creek to the south boundary line of the
Church and School Estate, Parishes of Apsley
and Fonsonbi'.

19

From the south boundary line of the Church and
School Estates to the north boundary line of
J. Anderson's 320 acres.

20

From the north boundary line of J. Anderson's 320
acres to the north boundary line of R. Smith’s
CS4 acres.

Do.

M’Phil-

,,

Do.

..

13-00
22-00

Do.

Do.........................
Do............. ............

Do.

..

..

South-wcsterly.

alluvial.

18-00
42-00

Southerly ..

Do.........................

800

Do.

..

23-00

Do,

..

860-00

,,

Do.

'..

21-00

Red soil ,.

Do.

..

4 5'00

Do,

,,

86-00

Do.

..

211-00

Do.

Mr. Ingram..............

Do.

21-00

..

Generally
good.
Do.

lamy.

21

From the north boundary of R. Smith’s 684 acres
to the mirth boundary of R. Smith's 1,270
acres.

Do.

Do..........................

22

From the north boundary line of R. Smith’s 1,270
acres to the point mid-way between sections
Mulgunnia in the Village of Roekley.

Do.

Do.......................... Red soil, bwt ;
stony and
interior in
some parts.)

Do.

..

Fenced on both
sides of the
road.
Do.
....

Open............ .

do.

2

0 16

,,

1

3

Do.

.,

4

0 32

0

C

8

2

I

8

1 chain .. ,,

'

a

86 0 0

O

0 1G

Do ..................

4

2 0

Do.....................

8

2 16

21

0 10

Do.

Bo.

8

Do.

1 chain ....

Between
the
fence and the
creek.
Some parts are miclosed mid under
cultiv ntion.

1

2 O 32

1 chain ....
About
1 chain.

Partly bounded
by the creek.

Fenced on both
sides of road.

1

Do.
*

granite.

Church & School LcnsQtl to virions
parties, who have
again sub-let some
parts of it.
The Crown
Clias.

Do.

a. r. p.
1 0 32

About
1 chain.

About 7 chains passes through a
cultivatio i paddock.

..

Do...........

ItoTE.—This liafl been a [’at]:': Poad for many yenra, and is fanned nearly nil along an both sides.

Xo, 69-62, of 8 December.

CHARLES ARTHUR,
Licensed Surveyor.
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ROAD FROM BATHURST TO ROCKLHY.

No. 7.
Acting Surveyor Gen krai,

to

Bench of MagibtrateSj Bathurst.
Surveyor General's Office,

Sydney, 19 January, I860.
Gentlemen,
. ,
I have the lionor to forward copies of a plan and book of reference of the Road foVo"^03'1™
from Rockley to Bathurst, which it is proposed to open under the Act 4 Wm. 4, ^o. 11,
and I request that you will ba good enough to deposit these documents in the Police Office,
Bathurst, for public inspection and information, favouring me with an acknowledgment of
their receipt.
1 have, &c.,
A. G, McLEAN.

No. 8.
Acting Surveyor General

to

Under Secretary for Lands.

(59-11751.)
Herewith is a plan, with a book of reference, of the road within referred to, from
Bathurst to Rocklcy, which it is proposed to open under the Act, 4 Wm. 4, No. 11.
Copies of tho plan and book of reference have beeu sent to the Police Office, Bathurst.
A. G- McLEAN,
B.C.—19 January, I860.
A. S. G
For the Governor General and Executive Council.—J. B. 23 Jtmy.
Clerk of the Council.—M. F. B.C. 22 Feby.

No. 9.
MINUTE of Executive Council.

The Executive Council advise that the intended formation of this line of road, as a Parish
Road, be notified in the manner prescribed in the Act of Council, 4 William 4, No. 11.
EDWARD C. MEREWETflER,
Clerk of the Council.
Minute 60/9.—27 Feby., 1860. Confirmed, 5 March, 1860.
Appd. W. D.—7 March, /60.

No. 10.
NOTICE %n Government Gazette of

27th

March,

I860.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 23 March,

1860.

Road.
His Excellency the Governor General, with the advice of the Executive Council, having

deemed it expedient to open and make a Parish Road (to be maintained at tho expense of
the Parishes through which it passes), from Bathurst to Roekley, running through the lands
granted to or now occupied by Messrs. G. Busby, G. Palmer, and William Lane, and J.
Walker : Notice is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of tho Act of the
Governor and Council, 4th William 4, No. 11, a plan and hook of reference, shewing the
intended line of road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of -the Surveyor
General, in Sydney, and at the Police Office, Bathurst; and all persons interested therein
are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive Council, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the
road in question.
By His Excellency’s Command,
JOHN ROBERTSON.

No. 11.
Under Secretary for Lands

to

Clerk of Executive Council.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 31 March,

1860.

Sir,
In drawing your attention to the notice in the Government Gazette of the
23rd instant, respecting the intended formation of a Parish Road from Bathurst to Rockley,
I am directed to request that you will have the goodness, at the end of one month from the
date thereof, to inform me whether any objections have been received by you, in respect of
the said road, in pursuance of the notice alluded to.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.
No. 12.

«5<r

8
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No. 12.
Clerk or Executive Council

to

Secretary for Lands.
Executive Council Office,

7

May,

1860.

Sir,
10 April. 1SGC.

lo compliance with the request contained in Mr. Under Secretary Fitzpatrick’s
letter of the 31st March last, No. 74,1 do myself the honor to forward an objection which
has been lodged with me, to the formation of a Parish Road from Bathurst to Roekley.
I have, &c.,
EDWARD C. MEREWETHER,
Clerk of the Council.

[Enclosure in No.

12.]
Roekky,

-

10

April,

1SG0.

Sir,

.,
,
In accordance with a notice published in a late number of the Government Gatette, and
having reference to the opening and ^making of a Parish Itoad from Bathurst to Jtocklcy, and stating
further, that "any well-grounded objection which may exist to the formation of the road in question
“ be transmitted to you within one month from the 22nd of March ultimo,”—
’
Wc, the undersigned, representing the landed, commercial, and agricultural interests in and
around the eastern portion of the_ Township of Bockley, beg hereby to make certain objections to tho
above contemplated road—objections which seem to us well-founded.
*
We beg, firstly, to submit to the authorities the fact, that there is no building of any kind, nor
are there any improvements made on the site of the Township, where the contemplated road will run
through ; that, on tho contrary, the great majority of tho undersigned have purchased property in the
eastern part of the Township of Bockley, and have severally expended considerable amounts of money
upon the said property,
■
We would further draw attention to the fact of the road at present in use being in a direct line
from Bathurst to tho occupied or eastern portion of this Township, and that it has been used as such
road for the last five and twenty years,
,
Again—the road as surveyed and now in contemplation, is between two (2) and three (S) miles
longer than the existing road, and would not he within a mile and a half of that portion of the Town
ship of Bockley which is inhabited, and where numerous improvements have been made.
In conclusion, we beg to add that the existing road is fully equal to any road which may be
established, as contemplated,
_
For the reasons stated, we deem it necessary, as a matter of right and of justice to ourselves,
being the parties most interested, to protest against the opening of the road as contemplated and
surveyed.
i >,!
. i r,
1 i
*
,
4
"
Wc have, &c., ‘ ’
'
‘
'
J. C. STRANGER;
The Clerk of the Executive Council,
ARTHUR BUDDEN ■
Sydney.
And sixteen (16) other persons.

'____________ 1

- I, 'it1'

I

No. 13. ‘
REPORT of Acting Surveyor General.

This objection is simply to the proposed point of entrance to the Village of Rockley by the
road in question, and no doubt results from the apprehension that that entrance at the west
side of the village will injuriously affect the value of property at tho eastern end. ■
The alteration in the entrance was pointed out to the Secretary for Lands, hy. some
persons acquainted with the locality, and it has been recommended both by the District
Sui veyor and by Mr. Arthur, who surveyed the road.
Under these circumstances the road, as surveyed and notified, should, it appears to
me, be confirmed,
‘
.
A. G. McLEAN.
B.C. 30 June, 1860.

.

No. 14.
MINUTE of Executive Council.

(N.B.—Minute alluded to in Acting Surveyor General’s Report of 2Gth March, 1861.)
Under the Report of the Acting Surveyor General, endorsed hereon, the Executive Council
advise that the within-mentioned road be confirmed as a Parish Road, in accordance with the
provisions of the Act of Council 4 William IV, No. 11.
.
Minute 60/31.—12
Appd. W. D.—23 July, -/GO.

July,

EDWARD C. MEREWETHER,
Clerk of the Council.
1860. Confirmed, 20 July, 1860,
^

No. 15.
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No. 15.
NOTICE

in

Government Gazette.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

25

July,

1860.

With reference to the Government Notice, dated 23rd March last, relative to the opening

and making of a Parish Road from Bathurst to Rockley, Notice is hereby given, in accordance
with the Act of Council 4th William IV, No. 11, that no objections having been made to
the proposed road, in conformily with the said Act, His Excellency the Governor General,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said road, and it
is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the road referred to, according to
the plan and book of reference to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor General at Sydney
and at the Police Office, Bathurst; and all persons intending to claim compensation in
respect of the said line are hereby reminded, that notice must be served upon the Colonial
Secretary, within forty days from the date hereof, in such manner and form as are provided
by tlie sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they will be for ever foreclosed from
euch claim.
By His Excellency’s Command,
JOHN ROBERTSON.

No. 16.
Undes Secretary for Lands

to

The Under Secretary.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

17

August,

I860.

Sir,

In drawing your attention to tho notice in the Gcvcmmcnt Gazette of tho 25th
Jnly last, respecting tho confirmation of the lino of road from Bathurst to Roekley, I am
directed to request that you will have the goodness, at the end of forty days from the date
thereof, to state whether any claims to compensation have been made in respect of the said
road, in pursuance of the notice referred to.
I have, &c.,
'
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 17.
The Under Secretary

to

Under Secretary for Lands.

■"

Colonial Secretary s Office,
Sydney, 27 September,

'

1860.

Sir

In reply to your letter of the 17th ultimo, I am directed to state, for the infor
mation of the Secretary for Lands, that no applications have been received in this Office for
compensation in respect to the Road from Bathurst to Rockley.
■
/
I have, &c.,
W. ELYARD.

No. 18.
(60-4524 )

Surveyor General’s Report.

This road passes through euclosed lands for about 70 chains, and its opening would involve
the cost of fencing to the extent of from 500 to 600 yards, costing probably £150 or
upwards.

*

The road is of too important a character to render practicable the application of the
principle of throwing the cast of fencing on the persons desirous of having the road opened;
and 1 could therefore suggest that, in this case, the portions of road passing through
enclosures should be fenced by the Trustees of the money for the repair, even should an
additional sum for that purpose thereby become necessary.
Until the fencing shall have been arranged for, I have oft course delayed to formally
open the road,
, _
r
A. G. M.
B. C.—2 November, 1860.

No. 19.
R. Driver, Esq., M.L.A.,
"

to

Secretary for Lands.
Sydney,

Pitl-street,
lebruary,

21

1861.

Sin,

0 Ftlipc iry,
I have the honor to forward herewith, a Petition from the inhabitants of l&Gt,
Rockley, and beg to request that you will give the matter your immediate attention. ^ t
I have, &c.,
’
*
RD. DRIVER, June.
290—B
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[Enclosure in No.

19.]

To His Excellency Coi.OxRf. Kejipt, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of New South
Wales and its Dependencies, and to the Honorable the Executive Council of the said Colony.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Landholders, Besidonts, &c., in the Township of
Rocklcy, and its immediate vicinity,—
KliSrECTFCI.LY SlIEWETH :—

That the Township of Bockley extends for more than a mile in width, and that all the
buildings erected in the said Township are situated at its eastern extremity.
That among these buildings there is a Chapel, a National School, three stores, two publichouses, Ac.
'That the present Government Rood from Bathurst to Rocklcy enters the latter place at its
western extremity—a distance of more than a mile from that part of the Township where all the
aforesaid buildings arc situated, whilst that part of the Township where the Government road enters
Rockley is totally uninhabited.
,
,
That there is thus virtually no Governmfnt road at all leading to the inhabited portion of
Rockley.
,
That the road leading there, which has been hitherto used, runs through private property, and
is liable at any moment to be closed up, and that the aforesaid Government road branches oft at a
distance of about 14 miles from Rockley.
Your Petitioners would therefore humbly and respectfully pray, that your Excellency and the
Honorable the Executive Council would be pleased to cause the said portion of private road to be
declared a branch Government road to Rocklcy. _
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, Ac., Ac.

12 February, 18G1.

[7/crs follow

twenty-six

(26)

’

Signaiurtii]

No. 20.
Under Secretary for Lands

to

Mr. Dmver.

Department of Lands,
Sydney,

22

February,

1861.

Sir,

I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your Jotter of tlie 21st instant,
on the subject noted hereunder, and to inform you that it will receive due attention.
I have, &c.,
S. B. WARBURTON,
(For the Under Secretary.)
SubjectForwarding Petition respecting the road from Bathurst to Rockley.

No. 2L
REPORT of Acting Surveyor General.

* Sot No, 14,

The question of at what point of Roekley the road from Bathurst should enter it, was
decided by the Executive Council (*See Minute of 12th July, 1860), after every considera
tion, and on the recommendation of those most competent to judge. The streets of Rockley
afford a means of communication from the proclaimed road to the other portion of the
village.
A. G. M.
B.C.—26 March, 1861.

No. 22.
Under Secretary for Lands

to

Mr. Driver.
Department of Lands,

Sydney, 31 May, 1861,
*
'
With reference to the Petition presented by you from certain of the Inhabi
tants of Rocklcy, praying that a portion of private road may be proclaimed as the Road
from Bathurst to that place, tlie present road being too far distant from the inhabited part
of the Township, I am directed to inform you that the question at what point of Rockley
the Road from Bathurst should enter it was decided by the Council, after every considera
tion, and on the recommendation of those most competent to judge.
_ _
2, I am to add, that as the streets of Rockley afford a means of communication from
the proclaimed road to the other portions of the village, there appears to be no necessity
fur the proclamation of the road referred to.
T have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

Sir

No. 23.
Mr. Arthur Budden

to

Secretary for Lands.
Rockley, 26 September, 1861.

‘
I have the honor to call your attention to a Petition forwarded by the
Inhabitants of Rockley some months ago, relative to the formation of a branch Road,
which, striking off from the Government road about 1^ mile from Rockley, would enter it
at its eastern extremity—the only inhabited portion of the Township.

EOAD FROM BATHUEST TO ROCKLEY.

H

No official reply has been received to this Memorial; but it was stated at a Public
Meeting held here on the 30th ultimo, that a letter had been received from Mr. Driver, tho
Member for this district, stating that he (Mr. Driver) had been informed by you that tho
request contained in our Memorial should be complied with.
No stops having, however, as yet been taken to carry out this, to the inhabitants of
Rockley, highly desirable arrangement, I have been requested to draw your attention to tho
matter, and to bog that you will cause the said branch line to be declared a Government
Road, without further delay,
I have, &c.,
AETHUR BUDDEN,
Chairman of Public Meeting.

Xo. 24.
Under Secretary eor Lands te Mr. Arthur Budden.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

Sir,

30

October,

1801.

f
, Referring to your letter of the 20th ultimo, respecting a proposed branch
Road to strike off from the proclaimed road about one mile and a quarter from Rockley, and
to enter that Township at its eastern extremity, I am directed to forward, for the information
of yourself and the other persons interested, a copy of a letter which has been addressed to ..
.
R. Driver,Esq., M.L.A. (in answer to the Petition presented by him on the subject), stating rtwNo'ai.1861'
that as the streets of Rockley afford a means of communication from the proclaimed road to
the other portions of the village, there appeared to be no necessity for the proclamation
of the road in question.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

Sydney; Thomas Itichard*, Govoromeat l*rlut«rk—.J862,
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r-J
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE,
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*
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ORDERED HY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO HP] PRINTED,

17 January, 1862.

-

»

SYDNEY:

■

THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, PH I LI,IP-STREET.

[■PWce, 7s. Gif.]
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1861-2.
EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes, No. 48.

Tuesday, 26 December, 1861.

25. Resignation of Mr. Quodling, late Inspector of Roada in tho Northern Districts:—
Mr. Forster moved, pursuant to notice,—
(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into and report upon tho
circumstances connected with the resignation of Mr. Quodling, late Inspector of Roads
in the Northern Districts, with power to extend such inquiry and report, according as
to such Committee shall appear expedient, over the general management of Public
Works in tbe'aaid Districts, and likewise to send for persons and papers.
(2.) That such Committee consist of:—Mr. Arnold, Mr. Markham, Mr. Dalglcish,
Mr. Dangar, Mr. Piddington, Mr. Lucas, Mr. Rotton, Mr. Hoskins, Mr. Rusden,
and the Mover.
Debate ensued.
Question put,—(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into and
report upon the circumstances connected with the resignation of Mr. Quodling, late
Inspector of Roads in the Northern Districts, with power to extend such inquiry
and report, according as to such Committee shall appear expedient, over the general
management of Public Works in the said Districts, and likewise to send for persons
and papers.
The House divided.
Ayes, 18.
Noes, 14.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
And Mr. Sadleir requiring tho said Committee be appointed hy Ballot,—
The House proceeded to the Ballot accordingly, and the Speaker declared the
following Members to be the Committee duly appointed:—Mr. Forster, Mr. Arnold,
Mr. Markham, Mr. Dalgleish, Mr. Lucas, Mr. Dick, Mr. Driver, Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Hoskins, and Mr. Dangar.

Votes, No. 78.
1.

*

*

Wednesday, 15 January, 1862.
;K

*

Resignation of Mr. Quodling, late Inspector of Roads in the Northern Districts:—Mr.
Forster, as Chairman, brought up a Progress Report from, and laid upon the Table
the Proceedings of, and Minutes of Evidence taken before, the Select Committee to
whom this subject was referred on the 26th November last, together with Appendix.
Mr. Forster then moved, That the said Report and accompanying Proceedings,
Evidence, and Appendix, be printed.
And a Debate arising,—
And an Honorable Member opposing the motion,—
The Speaker ruled as follows :—The Debate, as well as the motion itself, as opposed,
is irregular; for, although a motion for printing the Proceedings of a Select Committee
is usually received as a matter of form,—still, the praetice is, that such Proceedings
must be complete,—which is not the case in tho present instance. It is quite open
to the House to order the printing of such Proceedings, if it think fit; but, in this
ease, the motion for the printing is opposed, and the rule is that none but unopposed
motions can be made without notice. It is open to the Mover to give notice for a
future day. Besides, a Sessional Order of the Assembly gives precedence to Govern
ment Business on Wednesdays.
Mr. Morris then moved, That this House does not agree to the roling of the Honor
able the Speaker on the matter of printing a Report and Evidence of a Select
Committee.
Debate ensued.
Mr. Morris’ motion by leave withdrawn.
*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*
5.

4

o. Resignation of Mr. Quodling, late Inspector of Roads in the Northern Districts:—Tho
Speaker, adverting to his ruling on the Point of Order in this matter (recorded in
Entry No. 1 above), stated that, having had time to look further into the subject,
he hud now arrived at the conclusion, that the general Rule, as observed iu the
House of Commons, under which he had given his decision, was over-ridden, so far
as Mr. Forster’s motion was concerned, by tho 29th Standing Order of the Assembly,
which declares as follows :•—“ it shall always be in order, on the presentation of any
" document, except a Petition, for the Member presenting it to move, without
“ previous • notice, that it be printed.” He therefore took the earliest opportunity
afforded him of correcting his decision, in order that the Honorable Member, whose
motion had been declared irregular, might have the opportunity of repeating it, at
once, if desirous of doing so.
But no motion being made in consequence of this explanation, the matter dropped.

\

Votes, No.

80. Friday, 17 January, 1862.

10. Resignation of Mr. Quodling, late Inspector of Roads in the Northern Districts :—Mr.
Piddington, on behalf of Mr. Rotton, moved, pursuant to notice, standing in the
name of Mr. Rotton, That the Report of, and Evidence taken before, the Select
Committee upon the Resignation of Mr. Quodling, be printed.
Debate ensued.
Question put and passed.
Ordered to be printed.

t
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The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on

the 26th November last,

“

to inquire into and report upon tlie

“

circumstances connected with the resignation of Mr.

“

late Inspector of Hoads in the Northern Districts, with power

“

to extend such inquiry and report, according as to such Com-

“

mitlee shall appear expedient, over the general management of

“

Public Works in the said Districts, and likewise lo send for t

Quodling,

«

“ persons

and papersf

have agreed to the following Progress

Report:—
Your Committee having examined the witnesses whose
names are appended, as well as a number of documents connected
with the ease, are of opinion that the necessity for inquiry has been
conclusively established. The statements contained in Sir. Quodling’s
letters of October 24th and November 3rd have been so far substan
tiated, that very great irregularities in the system of management of
public works in the Northern Districts, under the Commissioner
for Roads, have been disclosed.
Mr. Quodling himself does not
appear to have generally acted with candour or with due regard to
official decorum, or to have adopted in all cases the most regular mode
of communication with his superior officer ; but it has beeu shewn that
he more than once reported in writing, and that he frequently made
personal remonstrances, to the Commissioner lor Roads, upon the
unsatisfactory manner in which the works under his (Mr. Quodling’s)
charge, at the Doughboy Diversion, were being carried out hy the con
tractor, Mr. Martindale. It has been further shewn that these reports
and remonstrances of Mr. Quodling were in general disregarded,. and
that, in fact, the Commissioner was in tlie constant habit of receiving
personal communications from the contractor in question, and of
adopting his ex parte representations and explanations as conclusive
evidence in his own favour, without further inquiry or reference to the
officers in charge of the works. It appears, moreover, that on Mr.
Quodling’s

6

Quodling’s subsequent refusal to furnish the usual vouchers or certi
ficates for the works he had previously condemned, payments of money
were in several instances made to the contractor, by authority of the Com
missioner, without such vouchers or certificates; and that in one case a
voucher for a considerable sum (£600), which Mr. Quodlinghad refused,
was furnished by another Superintendent (Mr. Bayley), who states, that
he had positive instructions from the Commissioner to vouch for
works which were not under his charge, and with the character of
which he was but slightly acquainted. It likewise appears, and the
Commissioner himself admits, that he has frequently taken upon him
self to alter the terms of contracts, and to supplement them by ex
traordinary provisions, sometimes in direct opposition to the judgment
of the subordinate officer immediately in charge. Bor instance, at the
Doughboy Diversion, the contractor was in this way authorized to spread
metal without previous consolidation of the road, by which omission,
according to Mr. Bayley, a saving of £300 a mile must have accrued to
the contractor. Again, to adopt an expresssion of Mr. Shairp, Chief
Clerk to the Commissioner, in his letter of October 30, “ pitching was
substituted for a portion of the broken metal,” hy sole authority of the
Commissioner, Under this head your Committee beg leave particu
larly to direct the attention of your Honorable House to the evidence
of Mr. Shairp, who testifies, not only to many of the facts above
referred to, hut, from his own experience as a former Superintendent
of Beads, expresses a strong opinion upon the unusual and irregular
character of these proceedings.
Similar irregularities appear to have existed, as well with refer
ence to other contracts in the same district, as to the enforcement
and supervision of contracts generally. In one instance, after a piece
of road, known as the New Gap, had been condemned both by the
Superintendent (Mr. Bayley), and by the then Engineer for Beads (Mr.
Bennett,) the same piece of road was approved of by the Commissioner.
The correctness of the opinions pronounced by Mr. Bayley and Mr.
Bennett has been, in this particular instance, proved hy the evidence
of persons who have since had occasion to use the road, and have
found it nearly impassable after a few days wet weather.
It is but just to Mr. Collett to acknowledge that the system in
question did not altogether originate with himself, and that he has
shewn no disposition to conceal the circumstances above alluded to.
On the contrary, Mr. Collett, though admitting the irregularity,
yet considers his interference, in every case, to have been justified
hy the emergency, and quite within the sphere of his legitimate
powers under the Main Boads Act. Mr. Collett, however, has
made no attempt to explain the nature of any such emergency,
and does not appear to have, in any case, made special record
of the circumstances, or to have communicated to the Minister
for "Works the extraordinary course which he (Mr. Collett) thought
proper to adopt. The Committee need scarcely point out to what
gross abuses such a system must be liable, as enabling the Commis.
sioner,
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sioner, at any moment, to divest himself of responsibility, by super
seding, at his own discretion, the checks imposed upon him by the
action of subordinate officers, and by removing every means of
subsequently calling him to account.
In some instances, it is true, that documentary and other
evidence has been produced by Mr. Collett, purporting to shew the
subsequent concurrence of some of his subordinate officers, whether
or not directly in charge, with the irregular course adopted by the
Commissioner; but in most, of these instances, the subordinate
officers concerned appear to have acted under the impression that
they were bound to concur with what their superior officers had
previously done, and that their concurrence was merely formal; and
it is obvious that no such retrospective adjustment of the records of
a particular case can cure the original irregularity, or render the
proceedings to which it refers satisfactory to the public.
Your Committee hud that these are not the onlv irregular
proceedings in which Mr. Collett has been implicated. It appears, by
the evidence of Mr. Under Secretary llae, and by Mr. Collett’s own
admission, as well as by the records of the Department, that Mr. Collett,
when employed as Superintendent of Roads in 1859, was severely
censured by the then Commissioner tor Roads, Captain Martindale,
for insubordination, and for having exceeded Ms authority in the
expenditure of public money upon certain works under his charge;
and that Captain Martindale’s censure, after further correspondence
and inquiry, was finally endorsed by a formal reprimand from Mr.
Secretary Eagar, accompanied by an intimation, that, in the event of
. a, repetition of the practice, Mr. Collett would render himself liable
to dismissal.
'
The difficulties of the inquiry undertaken by your Committee
have been greatly increased by the ambiguous position assumed by
the Commissioner for Roads. Your Committee have been unable to
obtain from, Mr. Collett any precise definition of his own duties.
Mr. Collett expressly disclaims subordination or responsibility to the
Head of tbe Department of Public Works, and refers -to the Main
Roads Act to vindicate for Mmself an independence claimed by
no other public officer, and entirely inconsistent with the principle of
constitutional responsibility. How fully the peculiar views of Mr.
Collett upon this point have been carried out in practice, the preceding
observations serve, in a great measure, to exemplify. But neither
have the mutual relations subsisting between the Commissioner and
his subordinates, nor the functions of the latter, been satisfactorily
explained by any of the witnesses. In general, the Superintendents
of Roads seem to have been left very much to their own discretion;
at other times, as has been shewn above, the Commissioner lias adopted
the contrary extreme, of practically superseding these officers. Mr.
Quodling asserts that on several occasions he applied for information,
wMch he failed to obtain. His successor, Mr. Cogldan, states that his
only instructions on receiving his appointment consisted of a simple
reference
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reference to Ms predecessor, whose competency and integrity have
been called in question by Mr. Collett, and who, under the circum
stances, could scarcely be expected to furnish satisfactory information.
In regard also to the most important portion of the works under Mr.
Coghlan’s charge, namely, the Doughboy Diversion Works, and which
were the principal subject of Mr. Quodling’s complaints, Mr. Coghlan
affirms that be expressly declined taking charge without more definite
instructions, which, up to the date of his evidence, he had not received.
Whether these works could, at the period of Mr. Quodling’s resig
nation, be regarded as sufficiently completed to require no further
supervision,'your Committee have not. ascertained.
Mi-. Collett having expressed a strong opinion of the inca
pacity and dishonesty of Mr. Quodling, has not satisfactorily'
explained to your Committee how Mr. Quodling could have been
so long retained in a position of trust, immediately under Mr.
Collett, without complaint or reprimand.
Mr. Collett, indeed,
does not appear to have been fully sensible of Mr. Quodling’s
deficiencies, until the conduct of the former was called in question by
the latter. It is but fair to Mr. Quodling to point out that his official
qualifications arc favourably attested by several -witnesses, and that
the more serious charges against him cannot he regarded as proved.
In connection with the irregularities above-mentioned, it is not
perhaps to he wondered at that the public works in the Northern
Districts do not appear to have been in all cases carried out so as to
ffive general satisfaction. Defects in the construction of, roads have
been spoken of by practical and intelligent eye-witnesses, which
probably might have been avoided by more careful supervision.
Hoads are said to have become impassable in a short time after
having been opened to the public, and it is affirmed that metal of
inferior description, and in some cases totally unfit for the purpose,
has been applied on spots where the best quality had been contracted
and paid for; and although a general improvement in the Roads of
the Northern Districts since Mr. Collett became Commissioner is
admitted, the prevailing impression seems to be, that the. amount and
quality of the. work done are not in proportion to the money expended
and the official machinery employed.
The system of public accounts, connected with the Department
of Public Works, appears to your Committee highly unsatisfactory.
It lias been shewn by the evidence of both Mr. Collett and Mr.
Quodling, that neither have proper checks been maintained, n or suffi
cient control exercised, over the disbursement of considerable sums of
public money, by the Commissioner and his subordinate officers. Mr.
Quodling himself admits that his own public accounts have been most
irregularly kept for some time past, but the irregularity appears to
have entirely escaped the .notice of the Department. Your Commi ttee
therefore feel it their duty to recommend that some improvement in
this respect should he insisted on in future, by the Executive Govern
ment.
With

#
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With, reference to Mr. Martindale, who has been for some time
past the most extensive Contractor for public works in the Northern
Districts, your Committee consider it unfortunate that some inquiry
had not been made before so much confidence was reposed in him. It
appears by a letter addressed to the Chairman by Mr. Stcavenson,
Superintendent of Hoads and Bridges in Victoria, that the same Mr.
Martindale was formerly an extensive contractor in that Colony;
where, however, his conduct was so unsatisfactory as, at least in Mr.
Steavenson’s opinion, to have quite disqualified him for further'
employment in that capacity.
The evidence of Mr. Hannington, and of other witnesses,,
conveys the unavoidable impression, that whatever may have been Mr.
Collett’s intentions, the public interest has often suffered by his
irregular proceedings; hut as regards certain charges of corrupt
conduct which have been rather implied than directly made, in the
course of this investigation, against Mr. Collett, your Committee feel
hound to admit that no evidence has been brought before them which
justifies them in forming a conclusive judgment to the prejudice of Mr.
Collett’s character for integrity; nor would it he altogether just to this
gentleman to attach no weight whatever to his own denial of the
allegations against him. It is undoubtedly true, as Mr, Collett himself
admits, that he allowed himself to bo the recipient of a sum of
money in the shape of a testimonial, to which at least one contractor,
whose works wero under Mr. Collett’s supervision, was a contributor,
and in collecting which the same contractor is stated to have been an
active agent. But in this matter, though your Committee are of
opinion that Mr. Collett’s conduct was unbecoming and injudicious,
they cannot, taking into consideration the smallness of the amount,
and the publicity of the transaction, take upon themselves to
pronounce it corrupt. On the other hand, as the labours of your
Committee must necessarily be brought to an immediate close,
and, as the system to which your Committee have called attention
and the errors of which Mr. Collett’s administration has not
tended to correct, appears to your Committee to place many and
almost insurmountable obstacles in the way of satisfactory inquiry
into any misconduct or malversation of which the Commissioner
may be guilty, your Committee consider themselves entirely pre
cluded from arriving at a positive conclusion in favour of Mr.
Collett; they therefore deem it their most prudent course to abstain
for the present from any more decided expression of opinion upon
this point, and content themselves with recommending that it should*
during the next Session, he made the subject of future investigation,
together with all other branches of the present inquiry which your
Committee have not been enabled to complete. Your Committee,
however, have no hesitation in expressing a strong opinion that, so
long as the office of Engineer of Hoads is retained, that of Commis
sioner is wholly unnecessary, and that whatever legal or technical
reasons there may be for the continuance of the latter, might be
238—b
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met by tbe amalgamation of both offices in one, or by the appoint
ment of qualified Engineers as Superintendents of Roads.
Before closing their remarks, your Committee cannot avoid
noticing a letter addressed by Mr. Collett to Mr. Bayley, in answer
to an application made by the latter to Mr. Collett, for leave to
attend before your Committee for the purpose of giving evidence.
Mr. Collett’s letter appears to your Committee to evince a disposition
not only to suppress evidence by indirect means, but also to encourage
in a subordinate officer a spirit of disrespect towards a Committee of
your Honorable House, which cannot but be regarded as highly
reprehensible.
WILLIAM EORSTER,
Chairman.
Legislative Assembly Chamber,
Sydney,

15
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.

THURSDAY,

28

NOVEMBER,

1861.

Members Present :—
Mr. Arnold,
Mr. Forster,
Mr. T. Garrett,
William Forster, Esq., called to the Chair.

Mr.lLucas,
Mr.^Dangar,
Mr.JJMarkham.

Committee deliberated upon tbe course of'proceedings,'and
Resolved:—That Mr. Quodling bej summoned to give Evidence before this
Committee to-morrow.
"*~Motion made (Mr. T. Garrett) and Question,—That MrT Collett be informed that
the Committee will sit to-morrow at Eleven o'clock—agreed to,
[Adjourned till To-morrow, at

FRIDAY,

29

Eleven

NOVEMBER,

o’clock.]

1861.

Members Present :—
W. Forster, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Dalgleish,
I
Mr. Danger,
Mr. T. Garrett,
I
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Lucas,
|
Mr. Dick,
Mr. Arnold.
Mr. Collett present in the room during the examination of witness.
Mr. Robert Quodling called in and examined.
Witness banded in copy of letter of resignation, together withfeopy of letter accenting
the same. (Vide Inst of Appendix.)
■
In the course of examination, objection was taken to the form in which tbe Evidence
was being conducted.
Strangers requested to withdraw.
Committee deliberated.
Witness recalled, and examination proceeded with.
Certain vouchers and other documents handed in. ( Vide List of Appendix.)
Witness to be further examined.
“
'
[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at

WEDNESDAY,

4

Ten

DECEMBER,

o’clock.]

1861.

Members Present :—
W. Forster, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. Markham,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Driver,
Mr. Arnold.
The witness [Mr. Quodling) not being yet in attendance,—
The Chairman suggested that Mr. James White (now in Sydney), who had travelled
extensively over the Northern Roads, was a person likely to give useful information to the
Committee m their inquiry. ■
Mr. White, with the concurrence of the Committee, sent for.
William R. Collett, Esq., Commissioner for Roads, examined.
Mr. James White, being in attendance, called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
,
Mr. Quodling being now in attendance, called in and further examined.
Several doenments handed in. (PYeZc J/ist of Appendix?)
Copy of letter from Mr. Collett to Mr. Quodling, dated 7 March, 1861, produced, and
by direction of the Chairman, road at length by the Clerk. ( Vide List of Appendix!)
And,—the examination of witness not being yet concluded,—
Motion made {Mr. Lucas) and Question proposed,—That the Committee adjourn till
eleven o clock to-morrow.
'
Amendment

12
Amendment proposed (Mr. DalgleisK),—'That all the words after “ till" be omitted,
with the view to the insertion in their stead of the words “ ten o'clock on Friday nest.”
Amendment by leave withdrawn.
Original Question put and agreed to.
[Adjourned accordingly till To-morrow, at Eleven o’clock.}

THURSDAY,

5

DECEMBER,

1861.

Members Present :—
TV. Forster, Escp, in the Chair.
Mr. Markham,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Dick,
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. Collett present in the room, during the examination of witness.
Mr. K. Quodling called in and further examined.
Strangers requested to withdraw.
_
Committee deliberated on the mode of eonduoting the evidence, and—
[Adjourned till To-morrow, at Ten o’clock.]

FRIDAY,

6

DECEMBER,

1861.

Members Present:—
TV. Forster, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Dick,
Mr. Markham,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Hoskins.
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Collett present in the room during the examination of witness.
Mr. E. Quodling called in and further examined.
.
Several documents handed in. (Vide JAst of Appendix.)
_
In the course of examination, objection being taken to the style of Questions put to
witness by Mr. Dick,—
_
Strangers requested to withdraw.
Committee deliberated.
.
Motion made (Mr. Dalgleish) and Question proposed,—That the mode of examina
tion adopted by Mr. Dick is irregular.
Deliberation continued.
Motion by leave withdrawn, and witness recalled.
Examination resumed, and,
_
Mr. Dick taking exception to replies of witness,—
'
Strangers again requested to withdraw.
_
On motion of Mr. Dalgleish, evidence read by Shorthand TT riter.
Witness recalled and examination proceeded with.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
. *
,
Motion made (Mr. Lucas) and Question proposed,—That the Committee adjourn to
Monday next, at 10 o’clock.
t Ifrr j *>
Amendment proposed (Jlfi*. Dick), to omitfI Monday and insert luesday.
_
Question put,—That the word proposed to be omitted stand part of the Question
Agreed to.

Original Question put and agreed to.
[Adjourned accordingly to Monday next, at

MONDAY,

‘

9

DECEMBER,

Ten

o clock.]

1861.

Members Present:—

W. Forster, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Dick,
Mr. Markham,
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Hoskins.
Messrs. Collett and Quodling present in the room daring the examination of
witnesses.
■
,
Mr. Thomas Evans called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Andrew Lodcr, Esq., examined.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till to-morrow, at

.
Ten

o clock,]
TUESDAY,
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1U DECEMBER, 1861.
Members Present :—
W. Forster, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Markham,
Mr, Lucas,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Dick,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. T, Garrett.
Messrs. Collett and Quodling present in the room daring the examination of
witnesses.
A. Loder, Esq., further examined.
Here the Chairman vacated the Chair, which was taken by Mr. Hoskins pro tern.
Examination continued.
Mr. Forster re-entering the room, resumed the Chair.
Examination concluded.
Witness withdrew[Adjourned till to-morrow, at Ten o’clock.]
TUESDAY,

WEDNESDAY,

11

DECEMBER,

1861.

Members Present :—
W. Forster, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Dick,
Mr. Markham,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr, Dangar,
Mr. Arnold,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Lucas.
Mr. Collett present in the room during; Ithe examination of witness.
Mr. R. Quodling further examined.
Letter from Mr, Martindale to Mr. Collett, dated 18 February, 1861, handed to
witness by Mr. Dick. (Vide Inst of Appendixi)
Mr. Dalgleish objecting to the form in which a Question was put to witness hy Mr.
Dick,—
Strangers requested to withdraw.
Committee deliberated.
'
And Chairman ruling that the form of Question put by Mr, Dick wasnoi irregular,—
Witness recalled and examination resumed.
Mr. Hoskins objected to the form of Question put to witness by Mr. Arnold.
Strangers again withdrew.
Committee deliberated, and,
In the course of deliberation Chairman resigned the Chair;—
Whereupon, Mr. T. Garrett (on motion of Mr. Forster) called thereto.
Committee deliberated.
Motion made (Mr. Dick) and Question proposed,—" That the Committee adjourn
until witness produce certain plans and papers referred to in the evidence.”
Committee further deliberated.
Motion by leave withdrawn.
Witness recalled and requested to produce before the Committee to-morrow, the
plans and papers referred to.
Examination resumed.
Strangers again requested to withdraw.
, Committee deliberated.
Motion made (Mr. Lucas) and Question proposed,—" That witness hand in his Field
or Memorandum Book whenever he may think proper.”
Deliberation continued.
Motion by leave withdrawn.
Motion made (Mr. JToskins) and Question proposed,—" That th: hook be not handed
in nntil the termination of witness’ examination.”
Question put.
Noes, 2.
Ayes, 3.
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Arnold,
Mr. Dick.
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. Hoskins.
And the following Members declining to vote,Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Markham,
Mr. Forster,—
Point of Order was raised by Mr. Arnold—namely,—
Whether Members on a Division in Committee are obliged to vote,—
And the Chairman ruling in the affirmative,—
Mr. Dalgleish, Mr. Forster, and Mr. Markham voted with the Noes,—and
Question negatived.
Committee further deliberated, and decided that witness he requested now to produce
his Field or Memorandum Book.
Witness recalled and informed of decision of the Committee.
Witness produced the book referred to (with the understanding that it was to he
handed in at the close of his examination).
Examination
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Examination proceeded with.
Letter from Mr. Quodling to Commissioner for Roads, forwarding extras on Doughboy
Diversion contract, handed to witness by Mr. Dick. ( Vide List of Appendix,')
[Committee adjourned (on motion of Mr. Hoskins) till To-morrow, at Ten o’clock.]
12

THURSDAY,

1861.

DEGEMBER,

Members Present :—
Mr. Forster,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Markham,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr, Lucas,
Mr. Arnold.
Mr. Collett present in the room during the examination of witnesses.
The Committee having met,—
The newly elected Chairman (Mr. T. Garrett) resigned the Chair.
Mr. Forster (on motion of Mr. Dalgleish) called thereto.
Mr. Quodling called in and further examined.
Certain documents handed in. (Vide List of Appendix.)
Strangers requested to withdraw.
Letter from Crown Solicitor to the Chairman, dated 10th instant, requesting to be
informed whether Mr. Collett’s attendance before the Committee on Monday next, the 16th
instant, is indispensably necessary,—he being a material witness in an arbitration appointed
to be held on that day,—read.
Committee deliberated.
Ordered,—That Mr. Williams, Crown Solicitor, be informed that Mr. Collett is not
yet a witness before this Committee; that his attendance before them on Monday next will
not be at all necessary, and that he is at liberty to attend the arbitration without in any
way inconveniencing the Committee.
[Adjourned till To-morrow, at Ten o’clock.]
_
FRIDAY, 13 DECEMBER, 1861.
Proceedings stopped by sitting of the House during the hour appointed for meeting.
TUESDAY,

17

DECEMBER,

1861.

Members Present :—
W. Forster, Esq., iu the Chair.
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mn Markham,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Sir. Dangar,
Mr. T, Garrett.
, Committee met pursuant to summons.
"‘The following' Telegram, from witness summoned this day, by direction of the
Chairman',-read by the Clerk.
“ Sydney Station, 16 December, 1861.
“ Received the following Message at llh. 37m.
“ From A. C. Bayley, Yass, to W. Forster, Esq., M.P., Sydney.
ff Not having received any answer from the Commissioner for Roads for leave of
“ absence to attend Quodling’s Committee, am unable to leave the work without
“ it. What am I to do ? Will forward all correspondence.”
"
Committee deliberated.
Resolved,—That the Chairman report the disobedience of summons to the House.
The Chairman laid before the Committee a letter he had received from the Commis
sioner of Roads and Bridges, Melbourne, dated 11 December, 1861, with reference to Mr,
Martindale.
.
The same read and ordered (on motion of Mr. Dalgleish) to be appended to the
Report. (Vide Separate Appendix A.)
Mr. Quodling called in and farther examined.
Committee deliberated, and—
[Adjourned till To-morrow, at Ten o’clock.]
WEDNESDAY,

18

DECEMBER,

1861.

Members Present :—
W. Forster, Esq., in tho Chair.
Mr. Lucas,
I
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Hoskins,
!
Mr. T. Garrett.
Mr. William Coghlan called in and examined.
At the conclusion of his examination, witness submitted verbal application for
payment of expenses in attending the Committee.
To be subsequently considered.
Committee deliberated.
Resolved,—That Mr. W. R. Collett be examined at the earliest opportunity.
[Adjourned till To-morrow, at Ten o’clock.]
THURSDAY,

15
TaUESDAT,

19

DEGEMBER,

1861.

Members Presemt:—
W. Forster, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Markham,
Mr. Dalgleish,
_ Mr H^kins,
Mr. Dangar.
Mr. Quodling present in the room during the examination of witness.
iV]i\ Collett not being-in town,—
Mr. Frederick Wells, Surveyor of Roads, called in and examined.
Jaxamination being concluded,—
Strangers requested to withdraw.'
hntw00vCnairman ■Ia'd bc/ore1,1;lie, Committee certain telegrams and letters that had passed

Sr” Sirs' £ assMr

- »• ——*•

Committee deliberated.
th, rwl0ti0\ma'le (M!'- Jlal3^ish) and Question proposed,—That it be an instruction to
“ isdesimble ITtwYh ?0US"“CTh;l*
B^1^’s Evidenoe ^fore the Committee
« attendance1’ ^ h
^ Secretary for Pablio Works be matnicted to command his
Question pnt.
Committee divided.
Ayes, 2.
Noes, 2.
Mr. Dalgleish,
I
Mr. Markham,
Mr. Dangar.
|
Mr. Hoskins.
The Chairman decided with the " Noes,”—
And Question negatived.
Mr rirC!S7Vhen aub.“ittccIva
of Travelling Expenses, &c, incurred by
iur, Coghlan in attending aa witness before the Committee*
3
To he subsequently considered.
Committee further deliberated.
.
arrival
Mr’ C°lleU be 6UII1Qloned to give evidence immediately upon his.
Alexander Brodie, Esq., J.P., then called in and examined
At the c°pelusion of his examination witness made verbal application for payment of
expenses incurred by attending before the Committee.
^ '
To be subsequently considered.
Witness withdrew, and—
[Committee adjourned till To-morrow, at Ten o’clock.]

ntWA F,

20

DECEMBER,

1861.

-.

Members Present :—
W. Forster, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Dalgleish,
I
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Markham,
[
Mr. Hoskins,

at n ji•
JIr' T‘ Barrett.
Mr. Quodling present in the room during the examination of witnesses.
Mr. Zacnana Hawkins called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
and examined.^ ShairP' ^ ^

Rmd B}'anch’ PulUc

department,

called in

In the course of examination draft of letter from Mr. Shairp, in reply to Mr Quod-

urtvi^ir^,n85 ‘b*t “in ^Mr- Q—i”s«»aas far afprfnte-l0" °f ^ Committee Mr- Quodling furnished with a copy of the Evidence
[Adjourned to Monday next, at

MONDAY,

23

Ten

DEGEMBER,

Members Present :—

o’clock.]

1861.

■

W, Forster, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Lucas,
|
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Hoskins.
deliberated.WltneSS ^ Coll0U'> samm0Ded for tbis da7 not being in attendance, Committee
Messrs. Collett and Shairp to bo summoned for the next meeting.
[Adjourned.]

MONDAY,

16
MONDAY,

30

DECEMBER,

1861,

Members Present :—
W. Forster, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Dangar,
j
Mr. Markham,
Mr. Hoskins,
|
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. T. Garrett.
Committee met pursuant to summons.
_
_
Mr. Quodling present in tbe room during tbe examination of witness.
W. R. Collett, Esq., Commissioner for Roads, further examined.
"Written statement handed in hy witness, and by direction of the Chairman read by
the Clerk. ( Tide List of Appendix.')
Several other documents handed in. (Tide List of Appendix.)
Mr. Collett’s examination to be continued at the next meeting.
[Adjourned, till To-morrow, at

TUESDAY,

31

Ten

DECEMBER,

o’clock.]

1861.

Members Present :—
W. Forster, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. Markham,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Hoskins.
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Quodling present in tho room during the examination of witness.
W. R. Collett, Esq., further examined.
Telegram from Commissioner for Roads to A. C. Bayley, Yass, 12 December, lool,
handed in and read by the Clerk. ( Vide List of Appendix.)
Other documents handed in. ( Vide List of Appendix.)
Examination to be resumed at next meeting.
[Adjourned to Thursday next, at Ten o’clock.]

THURSDAY,

2

JANUARY,

1862.

Members Present :—
W. Forster, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Markham,

'

Mr. T. Garrett.
Mr. Quodling present in the room during the examination of witnesses.
"W. R. Collett, Esq., further examined.
_ ,
j id u n
Copy of a letter from the Department of Internal Communication, dated loth Dec.,
1860, and signed A. Cooper Walker, Chief Clerk; also a copy of letter dated 8th August,
1860, signed by Mr. Bennett, and addressed to A. C. Bayley, Esq., Murrurnndi, handed in,
and by direction of the Chairman, read by the Clerk.
_
.
A, C. Bayley, Esq., Superintendent of Sridgesj Yass, called in and examined.
Memorandum handed in. ( Vide List of Appendix!)
[Adjourned till To-morrow, at Ten o’clock.]

FRIDAY,

8

JANUARY,

1862.

Members Present:—
' W. Forster, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. T. Garrett.
Messrs. Collett and Quodling present in tbe room during the examination of witness.
A. C. Bayley, Esq., called in and further examined.
Room cleared.
Committee deliberated.
i • *
The Chairman laid before the Committee a letter from Mr. Coghlan, applying for
reimbursement of expenses incurred by him in attending the Committee.
>
To be subsequently considered.
■
.
i . -j
Letter from David Buchanan, Esq., M.P., addressed to the Chairman, also laid
before Committee, and,—
„
On motion of Mr. Dalgleish,11 That the same be read by the Clerk, Question put.
Committee divided.

Ayes,

17
Ayes, 2,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Dangar.

Noes, 3:
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Lucas.

Qaestion negatived.

Q“Sli“

tb.10™mitto. d»

Amendment proposed (Mr DaZyZeisA),—That the word "Tuesday” be omitted
with a view to insert in Us stead tho word “ Monday.”
^
Uea’
Committce'divided^ th6 WOld proi>osed to be omltted stand part of the Question.
Ayes, 4.
No, 1.
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Dalgleish.
Mr. Lucas,
Mr, T. Garrett,
_
Mr. Dangar.
Original Question put and agreed to.
[Adjourned accordingly to Tuesday next, at Ten o’clock.]

I’VtiSUAX,

7

JANUARY,

1862.

Members Present :—
W. Forster, Esq., in the Chair.
JJr Ea]BIei8h.
Mr. Hoskins,
ill1" !£• Garrett,
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Arnold.
Mr. Collett further examined.
Paper handed in by witness. (Vide List of Appendix.)
[Adjourned till To-morrow, at Ten o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY,

■

.

8

JANUARY,

1862.

Members Present :—

W. Forster, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Hoskins,
I
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. Dalgleish,
|
Mr. Dangar.
Mr. Collett further examined.
j
W.fV .^“8 examj?ation of w*‘ness» MPi Bayley called in (on motion of Jfr. HosUns) to
testify to the authenticity of a letter alleged to have been written by him without signature
and previously handed in by Mr. Collett.
tiguumre,
Mr. Bayley was thereupon examined, and withdrew.
Examination of Mr. Collett resumed.
The following Letters and Deport handed in and read at length hy the Clerk-—
fo'

Same to same dated October 1st, 1861.

( Vide

a*“d

X"**"

List of Appendix)

Doughboy HcUo^'is Sbe,?18fli. ”(^ frtm

Co^p-r’'Bi”r!io,‘
“* *'•»—*01»

[Adjourned till To-morrow, at
THURSDAY,

9

Ten

JANUARY,

o’clock.]
1862.

Members Present :__
W. Forster, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Markham,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr, Dalgleish,
Mr. Dick,
■'
Mr. Lucas.
Sj’
T0T duri.ri2 ,the lamination of witnesses,
mr. rtaunington called in and examined.
examinedSainiliati0n interr^ed
being in attendance, who was called in and

exjenditaiXM^CdkttrfmlMT

corrcpP“d™“ in reference to*
utture ny JUr. Collett of public money upon certain works under Lis charge.

p

'

238—«

Witness

IS
Witness withdrew.
Mr. Hannington’e examination resumed.

, ^

^

,

on

Copy of letter from Mr. S. G. Shairp to Mr. Haomogton, dated October dO,
handed in by Mr. Dalgleish at the request of Mr. Quodling (not present in the room), and
read.

( Vide

List of Appendix.)

[Adjourned till To-morrow, at

FRIDAY,

10

o’clock.]

Ten

JANUARY,

1S62.

Membebs Present:—
W. Forster, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Markham,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. Dick,
Mr. Arnold.
Mr. Collett and Mr. Quodling present in the room. _
John Rae, Esq., Commissioner for Railways, called in and further examined.
Witness explained and handed in several documents, and then withdrew.
Mr. Collett further examined.
Room cleared.
■
Committee deliberated.
.
„
—That, previous to the resumption of Sir.
Colletts examination, the
Committee receive a statement from Mr. Quodling (at his request) with
reference to his Banking Account.
Mr. Quodling, thereupon, called in and further examined.
Parties requested to withdraw.
Resolved

Committee deliberated,

Motion made (Mr. Dalgleish) and Question proposed,—“ That this examination of Mr.
Quodling be discontinued.
Deliberation continued.
Motion by leave withdrawn.
Parties called in, and examination resumed.

...

.

During examination, Mr. Collett desiring to hand in a letter, with a view to its being
appended to tbe Evidence, ■ ^
Parties requested to withdraw.
Motion'niade^M)’■ Lucas)_ and. Question proposed,—" That the letter offered to he
handed in hy Mr. Collett be received.
Deliberation continued, and
Motion by leave withdrawn.
Parties called in,
.
Examination of Mr. Quodling concluded.
Mr. Collett further examined.
v j j
„
In the course of examination, Mr. Dangar (through the Chairman) kanded in a
letter, dated June, 1861, from Mr. S. G. Shairp to Thomas Dangar, Esq., M.P. (Vide
Separate Appendix C.)

Witness withdrew.
.
Committee to consider Draft Progress Report at next meeting.
[Adjourned to Tuesday next, at Eleven o’clock.]

TUESDAY,

14

JANUARY,

1862.

Members Present:—
W. Forster, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Markham,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Arnold.
.
Committee met, pursuant to resolution of last meeting, to consider Draft Progress
ECP°rt Chairman submitted the same to the Committee (printed copies having been pre
viously circulated).
Draft of Progress Report read 1 .
The same read 2° paragraph hy paragraph.

*

^^Your Committee having examined the witnesses whose names are apjmnded, as
“ well as a number of doenments connected with the case, are of opinion
“that the necessity for inquiry has been conclusively “ aib’5he7)'1,,
“ statements contained in Mr. Quodling’s letters of October 24th and
“ November 3rd have been so far substantiated, that very great irregularities
“ in the system of management of public works in the Northern Districts,
« under the Commissioner for Roads, have been disclosed. Mr. Quodling

19
u himself does not appear to have generally acted with candour or with due
" regard to official decorum, or to have adopted in all cases the most regular
“ mode of communication with his superior officer; but it has been shewn that
" he more than once reported in writing, and that ho frequently made
“ personal remonstrances, to the Commissioner for Roads, upon the unsatis“ factory manner in which the works under his (Mr. Quodliog’s) charge, at
“ the Doughboy Diversion, were being carried out by the contractor, Mr. MarIf tindale. It has been further shewn that these reports and remonstrances of
" Mr. Quodling were in general disregarded, and that, in fact, the Commissioner
" was in the constant habit of receiving personal communications from the
“ contractor in question, and of adopting Ins cxparte representations and ex
" planations as conclusive evidence in his own favour, without further inquiry
" or reference to the officers in charge of the works. It appears, moreover,
“ that on Mr. Quodling’s subsequent refusal to furnish the usual vouchers
“ or certificates for the works he had previously condemned, payments of
“ money were in several instances made to the contractor, by authority of the
- “ Commissioner, without such vouchers or certificates; and that in one case
“ a voucher for a considerable sum (£600), which Mr. Quodling bad refused,
" was furnished by another Superintendent (Mr. Bayley), who states that he
“ had positive instructions from the Commissioner to vouch for works which
" were not under his charge, and with the character of which he was but
" slightly acquainted. It likewise appears, and the Commissioner himself
“ admits, that he has frequently taken upon himself to alter the terms of
contracts, and to supplement them hy extraordinary provisions, sometimes
“ in direct opposition to the judgment of the subordinate officer immediately
<r in^ charge. Bor instance, at the Doughboy Diversion, the contractor was in
" this way authorized to spread metal without previous consolidation of the
" road, by which omission, according to Mr. Bayley, a saving of £300 a mile
“ must have accrued to the contractor. Again, to adopt an expression of Mr.
“ Shairp, Chief Clerk to the Commissioner, in his letter of October 30,
" f pitching was substituted for a portion of the broken metal,’ by sole authority
“ of the Commissioner. Under this head your Committee beg leave partieularly to direct the attention of your Honorable House to the evidence of
“ Mr. Shairp, who testifies, not only to many of the facts above referred to,
u but, from his own experience as a former Superintendent of Roads, expresses
“ a strong opinion upon the unusual and irregular character of these pro
" ceedings,”
Motion made (Mr. Dalgleisli) and Question proposed,—That the paragraph, as read,
stand part of the proposed Progress Report.
Amendment proposed (Mr. T. Garrett),—That there be inserted after " established,”
at the end of the first sentence, the words—“The evidence, however, having extended to siu-h
“ a length as to preclude the possibility of its being laid before your Honorable House this
Session, your Committee recommend that—the evidence being printed and circulated in
“ the meantime—a Committee be re-appointed next Session to consider the same, and draw
“ up a Report based thereon”—with a view to their superseding the remainder of the
paragraph.
Committee deliberated.
And the Chairman proceeding to put the Question in the usual form, viz., “ That the
words proposed to be omitted stand part of the Question,”—
Objection raised by Mr. T. Garrett, on the ground that his motion was merely to insert
the above words after the word “ established.”
'
Committee deliberated.
.
Question put,—That the form of Question proposed by Mr. Garrett be adopted.
Committee divided.
Ayes, 2.
Noes, 3.
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Hoskins.
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. Dalgleish.
Whereupon Question put,- That all the words after “ established ” stand part of the
Question.
Committee divided.
Ayes, 3.
,
Noes, 2.
*
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. T. Garrett,
‘
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. Hoskins.
Mr. Dalgleish.
Original Question then put,—viz. That the paragraph, as read, stand part of the
proposed Progress Report.
Committee divided.
Ayes, 3.
Noes,'2.
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Hoskins.
Mr. Dalgleish.
,
Paragraph 2 read, considered, and verbally amended.
Question put,—That the paragraph, as read, stand part of the proposed Progress
Report.

Committee divided.

Ayes,

1
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Ayeaj 4.
No, 1.
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. T. Garrett.
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Dangar.
Mr. Markham not voting.
Paragraph 3, verbally and otherwise, by consent, amended.
The same, as amended, read, viz.:—
" 3. It is but'just to Mr. Collett to acknowledge that the system in question did
“ not altogether originate with himself, and that he has shewn no disposition
" to conceal the circumstances above alluded to. On the contrary, Mr, Collett,
“ though admitting tho irregularity, [which he himself characterizes by tho
" terra f usurpation,’] yet considers his interference, in every case, to have
" been justified by the emergency, and quite within tbe sphere of his legiti" mate powers under tbe Main Roads Act. Mr. Collett, however, has made
" no attempt to explain the nature of any such emergency, and does not
“ appear to have, in any case, made special record of the circumstances, or
" to have communicated to the Minister for Works the extraordinary course
“ which he (Mr. Collett) thought proper to adopt. Tho Committee need
“ scarcely point out to what gross abuses such a system must be liable, as
“ enabling the Commissioner, at any moment, to divest himself of respousi“ bility, by superseding, at his own discretion, the checks imposed upon him
“ by the action of subordinate officers, and by removing every moans of subse“ quently calling him to account.”
Question proposed,—That the paragraph, as amended, stand part of the proposed
Progress Report.
Amendment proposed (Mr. Garrett),—That the words " which he himself charac
terizes hy the term 'usurpation,’ ’’ be omitted.
Question put,—That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the Question.
Committee divided.
Ayes, 3.
Noes, 3.
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Dalgleish.
Mr. Markham.
The Chairman gave bis casting vote with the Noes.
So it passed in the negative—words omitted accordingly.
Question then put,-—That the paragraph, as now amended, stand part of the proposed
Progress Report.
■
Committee divided.
Ayes, 5.
No, 1.
Mr. Lucas,
1
Mr. T. Garrett.
Mr. Dangar,
r
Mr. Hoskins,
,1
'
\
Mr. Dalgleish,
j
'
_
Mr. Markham.
|
Paragraph 4 read.
.
’
Question put,—That the paragraph, as read, stand part of the proposed Progress
Report.

Committee divided.
No, 1.
Ayes, 4.
Mr. T. Garrett.
Mr. Dangar, ,
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. Dalgleish.
Mr. Hoskins.
Mr. Markham not voting.
Paragraph 5 read.
Qaestion put,—That the paragraph, as read, stand part of the proposed Progress
Report.
Committee divided.
Noes, 3.
Ayes, 3.
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Markham.
Mr. Lucas.
The Chairman gave bis casting vote with the Ayes.
So it passed in the affirmative.
Paragraph 6 by consent amended.
,
Tbe same, as amended, read, viz.:—
" 6. [The difficulties of tbe inquiry undertaken by your Committeo have been
“ greatly increased by the ambiguous position assumed by tbe Commissioner for
" Roads. Your Committeo have been unable to obtain from Mr. Collett any
“ precise definition of his own duties.] Mr. Collett expressly disclaims subor“ dination or responsibility to tbe Head of tbe Department of Public Works,
" and icfers to the Main Roads Act to vindicate for himself an independence
“ claimed

21
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" claimed by no other public officer, and entirely inconsistent with tho
" principle of constitutional responsibility. How fully the peculiar views of
" Mr. Collett upon this point have been carried out in practice, the preceding
“ observations serve, in a great measure, to exemplify.. But neither have the
(r mutual relations subsisting between tbe Commissioner and his subordinates,
" nor the functions of the latter, been satisfactorily explained by any of the
<f witnesses. In general, the Superintendents of Roads seem to have been
“ left very much to their own discretion; at other times, as has been shewn
“ above, the Commissioner has adopted the contrary extreme, of practically
" superseding these officers. Mr. Quodling asserts that on several occasions
“ he applied for information, which he failed to obtain. His successor, Mr.
“ Coghlan, states^ that his only instructions on receiving his appointment
“ consisted of a simple reference to his predecessor, whose competency and
" integrity have been called in question by Mr. Collett, and who, under tbe
“ circumstances, could scarcely be expected to furnish satisfactory information.
“ In regard also to the most important portion of the works under Mr.
“ Coghlan s charge, namely, the Doughboy Diversion Works, and which
“ were the principal subject of Mr. Quodling’s complaints, Mr. Coghlan
“ affirms that lie expressly declined taking charge without more definite
“ instructions, which, up to the date of his evidence, he had not received.
" Whether these works could, at the period of Mr. Quodiing’s resignation, be
“ regarded as sufficiently completed to require no further supervision, your
" Committee have not ascertained.”
t ^U°5^0n ProPose^>—That the paragraph, as read, stand part of the proposed Progress

^cmlment proposed (Mr. Hbsians),—That the following words be struck out—
L iljo difficulties of the inquiry undertaken by your Committee have been greatly increased
“ by the ambiguous position assumed by the Commissioner for Roads. Your Committee
“ have been unable to obtain from Mr. Collett any precise definition of his own duties.”]
Question put,—That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the Question.
Committee divided.
Ayes, 3.
Noes, 3.
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr, Dalgleish,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Dangar.
Mr. Markham.
The Chairman gave his easting vote with the Ayes,—
And so it passed in the affirmative.
Original Question then put.
Committee divided.

Ayes, 3.
No, 1.
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. T. Garrett.
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Dangar.
Mr. Hoskins and Mr, Markham not voting.
■
■
Paragraphs 7 and 8 read and agreed to.
'
Paragraph 9 read.
Question put,—That the paragraph, as read, stand part of the proposed Progress
Report.
.
r
o
Committee divided.
Ayes, 5.
No,i: .
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. T. Garrett.
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Markham.
Paragraph 10, by consent, amended.
Same as amended read.
Question put,—That the paragraph, as read, stand part of the proposed Progress
Report.
Committee divided.
■
Ayes, 5.
No, 1.
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. T. Garrett.
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Markham.
Portion of paragraph 11, by consent, amended.
Tbe same, as amended, read, viz. :—
“ 11. The evidence of Mr. Hannington, and of other witnesses, conveys the
“ unavoidable impression, that, whatever may have been Mr. Collett’s iuten“ tions, tho public interest has often suffered by his irregular proceedings;
“ but as regards certain charges of corrupt conduct, which have been rather
“ implied than directly made, in the course of this investigation, against Mr.
■
“ Collett,

'22
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" Collett, your Committee feel bound to admit that “ no” evidence “ has been
" brought before them which jtistifies them in forming a conclusive judgment
" to the prejudice of Mr. Collett’s character for integrity, nor would it be
" altogether just to this gentleman to attach no weight whatever to his own
“ denial of the allegations against him. It is undoubtedly true, as Mr.
“ Collett himself admits, that he allowed himself to he the recipient of a snm
" of money in the shape of a testimonial, to which at least one contractor
whose works were under Mr. Collett’s supervision was a contributor, and in
11 collecting which the same contractor is stated to have been an active agent.
" Bnt in this matter, though your Committee arc of opinion that Mr. Collett’s
“ conduct was unbecoming and injudicious, they cannot, taking into considcra11 tion the smallness of the amount, and the publicity of the transaction, take
“ upon themselves to pronounce it corrupt.”
Question proposed,—That this portion of the paragraph, as read, stand part of the
proposed Progress Report.
i .
Amendment proposed (Mr. J
),—That the word "'no,’
in the 9th hutb be
omitted, with a view to the insertion of the word “ sufficient,” and that the word " not be
inserted after “ has,” in the same line.
_
.
Question put,—That the word proposed to he omitted stand part of the Question.
Committee divided.
Ayes, 3.
Noes, 3.
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Markham.
'
Mr. Dalgleish.
The Chairman gave his casting vote with the Ayes.
And so it passed in the affirmative.
Remaining portion of paragraph 11 then, consent, amended.
The same, as amended, read, viz.:—" On the other hand, as the labours of your
" Committee must necessarily he brought to an immediate close, and, as the system, to
“which your Committee have called attention, and the errors of which Mr. Colletts
“ administration has not tended to correct, appears to your Committee to place many
“ and almost insurmountable obstacles in the way of satisfactory inquiry into any mis“ conduct or malversation of which the Commissioner maybe guilty, your Committee consider
“ themselves entirely precluded from arriving at a positive conclusion in favour of Mr.
“ Collett; they therefore deem it their most prudent course to abstain for the present from
“ any more decided expression of opinion upon this point, and content themselves with
“ recommending that it should, during the next Session, he made the subject of future
“ investigation, together with all other branches of the present inquiry which your Com“ mittce have not been enabled to complete. Your Committee, however, have no^ hesitation
“ in expressing a strong opinion that, so long as the office of Engineer of Roads is retained,
" that of Commissioner is wholly unnecessary, and that whatever legal or technical reasons
“ there may be for the continuance of tbe latter, might be met by the amalgamation of
“ both offices in one, or by the appointment of qualified Engineers as Superintendents of
mcos

Question put,—That paragraph 11, as amended, stand part of the proposed Progress
Report.
Committee divided.
No, 1Ayes, 5.
Mr. T. Garrett. ■
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Markham.
*
Paragraph 12 read.
Question put,—That the paragraph as read stand part of the proposed Progress
Report.
Committee divided.
Noes, 3.
Ayes, 3.
Mr. Lucas,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Dalgleish,
*
Mr. Markham.
The Chairman gave his casting vote with the Ayes.
So it passed in the affirmative.
Motion made (Mr. Dalgleish) and Question put,—That this be the Progress Report
of the Committee.
Committee divided.
Ayes, 3.
Noes, 3.
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Lucas,
Mr, Hoskins,
Mr. Daugar,
Mr. Markham.
Mr. Dalgleish.
The Chairman gave his easting vote with the Ayes.
And so it passed in the affirmative.
Chairman requested to report.
LIST
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WILLIAM FORSTER, Esq., in tub Chaih.
Mr. Robert Quodling called in and examined
1. % iAe Chairman: Will you state what office you held lately in the public service? Mr. Robert
Second Class Superintendent of the Second District on the Northern Road,
Quodling.
2. Did you not resign lately ? I did resign, on the 24th of October last.
^
3. Have vou any copy of the letter which signified your resignation to hand to the Committee? 29 Nov., 1SG1.
1 nave. That is the letter accepting the resignation.
f
“I10*1 fo,r t,1e letter bV which you signified your resignation ? This is a rough draft.
{i/ie witness handed in. the same.

Vide Appendix A.)

5. Is this a correct copy ? It is a correct copy.
6. Have you seen a copy of that letter published in the Herald lately ? Yes.
7. Is that a correct copy P That is a correct copy,
8. Published on the 27th November? Yes.
,
9. Do you wish to hand in this other letter to the Committee—you say this is the letter in
reply ! In reply to my letter of resignation.
.
Wu hand this in also ? Yes. {The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix Bi)
TiV i
i r is S'ent:d ‘<C- G- Shairp”—what office does Mr. Shairp hold? Chief
Llerk of Roads.
r
under Mr. Collett, the’Commissioner of Roads? I believe he is Chief Clerk
of Roads, under Mr. Collett.
if ‘ t T£8r c in tl10 hal>i-t °f corresPond>ug with you under that designation ? Yes.
14. I believe you say, in your letter of resignation, that you have repeatedly reported about
the unsatisfactory manner in which the Doughboy Diversion Works are being carried out bv
Mr. Martindale—do you adhere to that statement ? Yes.
15. Who is Mr. Martindale ? He is a contractor under the Government.
16. Contractor for the Doughboy Diversion Works? Yes.
17. Does he hold any other contracts? I believe he has a great many other contracts.
1S a
contractor ? He is a well-lfuowQ contractor.
19. You also state that your remonstrances have been of no avail ? Yes.
20. That you were continually met hy tbe contractor with his having explained to Mr.
Collett personally ? Yes.
21. You adhere to these statements ? I adhere to them.
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22.
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Hr. Robert 22. Am I to infer, then, that jou coosidered that the poblie interest would have suffered, had
Quodling. you remained iu office under the circumstances in which you were placed ? Yes.
29 Not., 1861

23. Was it entirely on public grounds that you resigned ? Yes.
.
_
■ 24. You are not conscious of having any private motives at all ? No private motives at all.
25. You think the public interest would have suffered if you had remained in office ? I am
satisfied that it would.
_
_
,
26. In what shape were these reports put that you say, in your letter of resignation, were
repeatedly given in to the Government—were they verbal or written reports ? They were
included in my monthly reports, and when I took charge of the works on the 12th of
August----_
1 ,
27. Be kind enough to answer the question as precisely as you can ; you will have ruli
opportunity for explanation. In what shape were these reports made—were they verbal or
written reports 7 Written reports.
'
28. Have you any copies of tbe reports you furnished ? Yes; I have one here, dated
Tamworth, August 16th.
29. Do you hand this in to the Committee ? Yes. {The witness handedtn the same. Vide
Appendix £7.)
_
.
.
30. This is one of the reports to which you allude in your letter of resignation . Yes..
31. Were there any other written reports furnished by you ? They were included in my
monthly report.
32. But you said you had repeatedly reported ? I repeatedly reported.
SB. Have you made any verbal reports also ? Yes.
34. To the Commissioner personally ? To the Commissioner personally.
35. On many occasions you made verbal reports to the Commissioner, of the same character
as your written reports, condemning these works ? Yes; on the 11th September I reported
unfavourably to Mr. Collett; that was the date of one of his visits to the Doughboy
Diversion.
. ,
36. By Mr. Hoskins: Mr. Collett personally visited you ? Mr. Collett personally visited
the Doughboy Works.
37. By the Chairman : You state here also, that there have been “ repeated payments ot
money before it was due, without vouchers'’—do you adhere to that ? Yes.
_
38. Did you report this circumstance iu writing to anyone ? No ; I refused to certify to
the vouchers forwarded for my certificate.
39. Do you mean to say that repeated payments of money were made without the necessary
vouchers from yourself 7 Without the necessary certificate from myself.
. .
40. Is it your opinion that there was no proper authority to pay the money without your
■certificato ? I never knew an instance-before, it is not usual with other contractors to pay
without the superintendent’s voucher and certificate.
•
- ,
j
41. Do you know this to have occurred in a great many cases 7 I believe it has occurred
with this contractor, but I do not know that it has with any other.
[ IPitness and strangers ordered to withdraiD. Committee deliberated. Witness re
introduced.']
_
42. Of your own knowledge do you know whether this circumstance of which you now
■complain, that is, of money having been paid without the proper certificate, has occurred in
a great many cases, or only in a few 7 I do not know of any other eases but Mr. Martindale a.
43. With regard to Mr. Martindale, did it happen once, or more than once 7 It happened
several times.
. ,
^ -n j
i *
44. By whose authority was the money paid 7 The Commissioner for Hoads; it states
here, hy these returns I have got ----.,
45. Can you state of your own knowledge that Mr, Martindale received this money without
the due certificates 7 I can produce vouchers, without certificates, shewing Mr. Martindale’s
receipt, and witnessed by clerks in the office, and the money was lodged to the credit of the
■contractor in the Commercial Bank at Maitland.
46. Can you hand in any papers to shew this? This is the first voucher, 20th August; I
refused to certify to that. {The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix J).)
47. Is this the contractor’s signature, "Joseph Martindale” 7 That is his signature, to the
best of my belief.
48. You state that you refused to certify for this sum of money t kes.
49. Have you any other similar documents 7 Yes, a £500 voucher paid on the I3th August,
seven days previous to that, received hy me on October 30th ; it left the office on the 28th.
(The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix E.)
50. Long after----- 7 Long after the payment.
.
,
51. It was forwarded to you for your signature 7 It was forwarded to ine for my signature.
52. Were there any other oases? £200, 21st September, to the credit of J. Martindale,
by authority of the Commissioner, without voucher; I submitted it to the office, for explana
tion, with this letter (The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix F.) objecting qt
asking the reason it was paid in, and that is the letter I received when I submitted it.
(The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix Gi)
53. This letter you received from the office, in explanation of your objection r Yes.
54. Were these all sums of money paid on account of the Doughboy Diversion Works 7 On
account of the Doughboy Diversion Works.
.
55. Did you make any 'remonstrances or objections, on the ground of the money having been
paid without vouchers ? I stated on the back of one of the vouchers—. I returned one
to tbe office with ray certificate to it? but T made au objection on tbe back of the return; I
was requested to certify, but I made a memorandum saying that the contractor had not
done sufficient to entitle him to it.
5o.
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56. Are you sure that the payment of this money, without your certificate, was irregular ? Mr. Robert
Quodliug.
|„am j6^111 ^ wa® irregular; it never occurs with other contractors.
u lHadIno^ th? Commissioner power to pay money, if he was satisfied? I d.> not know 29NWri86I.
wnat authority he may have.
58. Did you consider it your duty to give certificates on which alone the money ought to
have been paid ? The specification distinctly states that the work is to be done to the satistaction ot the Road Superintendent and the Commissioner for Bonds.
59,1 And the Commissioner? And the Commissioner.
60. You wore the Road Superintendent ? I was the Road Superintendent.
M. In regard to the whole work, you say you made remonstrances at different times as to
the unsatisfactory manner in which it was performed. What is your opinion of the state of
tnese works at the time you resigned—the condition the works were in, as to their being
well or ill performed, or near their completion? The quantities to complete the brides
and my objections, I suppose you want.
0
62. I want to know the condition the works were in, and whether they were well performed ?
I hey were not well performed.
63. I observe that you say you had repeatedly reported about the unsatisfactory manner in
which the works were being carried out, and that these remonstrances were not attended to
at the time—i want to know whether any alteration or improvement had taken place when
you resigned were the works still in the unsatisfactory condition as to which you had pre
viously reported ? They were still in the unsatisfactory condition as to which I had reported.
04. W ill you state particulars, shewing, as far as you believe it fo exist, the unsatisfactory
character of tho works—in what particulars did you find fault? I found fault with the
pitching.
65. “ Pitching” being a technical word, perhaps you will explain it ? The macadamizing.
DO, In what respect did you find fault ? It was not carried out according to specification ;
the consolidation clause was not attended to.
or;
67. Was this special^fault in existence at the time you resigned ? Yes.
68. You think the pitching was not satisfactory when you resigned ? It is not now, nor was
it when I resigned.
69. Do you mean to say the stone laid on the roads was too large ? It was not too large,
but it^was laid on before the formation was consolidated.
70. What would be tbe effect of such a defect as that ? The effect would be that you would
never have a good road. When I objected to the pitching being put on, my horse sank up
to his belly m the soft embankment; but I was directed to put it on by the Commissioner.
Ihe clause in the specification statesWhen tbe formation, fences, and bridges are comFu . li tra“e ,’s to Wroed on to the road during the fine weather, until formation is
„ "‘'^ughly consolidated j the maintaining convexity with fresh approved material and
nmng up ruts must be carefully attended to by contractor.” That clause is struck out
altogether.
71. Confine yourself first to the point I am at now. You state that the pitching was put on
before the foundation was properly consolidated? Yes, the metalling.
7^. And that the effect would be to make a bad road—would it injure the convexity of the
road would it work into hollows? It would work into hollows and not stand any heavy
tramc over it in wet weather.
73
hat is the material of which the consolidation was formed under the pitching? Clay
soft embankment.
J
74. Is that according to specification—-was the material correct ? It is earthwork.
n 'vkat yesPeo*;
the consolidation defective—had it not been sufficiently exposed to
e -a' .
had not been turned on it in fine weather, as stated here in the
specification. There is a clause providing for that, in order to get the formation bard to
receive the macadamising; that was not attended to.
76. You mentioned just now that a clause was struck out of the specification—what do you
^ was
by the Commissioner, when I stopped the contractor from putting on the
77. For the reason stated? For the reason stated.
78. You called the attention of the Commissioner to it ? I did, and he directed the con
tractor to carry on the work.
79. Do you mean that he directed the contractor .to put on the pitching in the state the
embankments were in ? In the state the embankments were in.
80. And you state positively the consolidation was not sufficient? It had had no consolida
tion at all.
81. What do you allude to, when you say the clause was struck out of the specification ? It
was struck out I was told by the Commissioner to take not the slightest notice of the
consolidation clause in the specification.
82; That is what you mean hy its being struck out—you did not see it struck out of the
writing.—You have explained that the Commissioner directed you not to notice it; you did
not see tbe document with the clause struck out? No document, hut I was told verbally,
in the presence of one or two witnesses.
83. Did you consider it your duty to obey the Commissioner ? I did, as a subordinate
officer.
84. Did you not consider it your duty to make a report of this order ? I was directly under
Commissioner, and of course I did not consider it my duty to make any report.
85. You did obey the order of the Commissioner ? I did, and tho remark Mr. Collett made
when I objected was this {reading from a memorandum book):—" I received a reprimand from
Mr. Collett about the stoppage of Martindale with his pitching. I was told by Mr. Collett
.
“ to

L
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Mr: Robert «
Quodling. «
-A-—<f
29 Nov,, iSdl. «

to put on the pitelnng od the cmhaekments just os they were, and I stated they were not
jn a gj state to receive the pitching; he said he did not cure about the embankments
sinking, if one coat of pitching did not do he would give it another, and if that did not do
be would supplement it with a third.”

86. By Mr. IJoslins : When did you make that memorandum ? On the llth September
S7. By Mr. Dick: On the day of the conversation ? On the day of the conversation, on the
works, in the presence of one or two witnesses.
,
88. By Mr. Dalgleish: Are you in the habit of taking memoranda? I have taken every
89. By the Chairman : Will you explain the process of pitching—the various processes that
the stone is put through—there are several, I am told ? The way the Doughboy Diversion is
pitched is this : it is pitched for a space of eighteen feet wide, nine inches in the centre and
six inches at the side.
90. By d/r. Dick : Bubble stone ? Rubble stone.
.
91. By the Chairman: Wbat term do you give to that process ? That is the pitching.
92. That is the first rough foundation ? Yes.
93. What is the next ? The metalling.
„
. .
94. What is the character of that stone—the best stone ? No, a description of shale has

•

95. Is the best stone applied to any contract put on in what is called metalling—is that the
last process, the top ? Yes, that is the top.
'
....
96. What is the meaning of ballasting ? There is no ballasting in this contract.
<
97. In regard to what ought to bo done under the contract, where do you derive your infor
mation as to the mode in which tbe contract was to be performed had you a copy of the
contract submitted to you ? I had the specification to guide me.
_
iph n
98. Then the objections you have been taking are grounded on tho specification itselt l Un
the specification itself.
.
i ■ iv v 99. You made some remark ; you said shale was put in the place of proper material. ics.
100. What was the kind of metal under the specification ? It was specified to be basalt.
101. Wbat was the metal really used ? A description of shale.
102. Basalt was not used at all ? It was used.
103. To what extent?

Only a small extent.

, ,

„ ,

x

™

104. Can you mention it in round numbers ? I have thewbole of the measurements, inere
is about 700 yards of shale that has been used, or a bad description of metal that I did not
105. You call it shale ? I call it shale. A better term might be found, but I could not.
106. You state positively it was not basalt? It was not basalt.
. .
107. And do you state positively that the specification intended basalt from beginning to
108. Ought this shale not to have been used at all ? It ought not to have been used at all.
109. Was it a sort of ironstone ? I am sure it was not ironstone.
110. Was it a stratified rock ? It was a stratified rock, of course.
_
,
111. Was it of a oharaeter—this shale—that is easily broken into flakes when it receives a
blow—Is that the kind of rock it is? Yes.
112. When struck with a hammer did it fly into flakes instead of into square blocks as basalt
does?

1

Shale will not break up into square blocks.

,

113. Wbat is the difference in point of value between this shale and basalt ? Unc couLa be
broken for a considerable sum cheaper than tbe other; it is more easily broken.
114. By Mr. Hoskins : And very inferior for road-making? Yes.
.
115. By Mr. Dalgleish : Rave you a sample ? I had a sample; Mr. Arnold has got it.
116. By the Chairman: What was the species of basalt that was used—was it good ! \ ery
good.
'
.
117. Was it put on according to specification ? Yes.
118. Tn proper quantity ? No, not in proper quantity.
...
j
119. What was the deficiency ? I was not allowed to measure it in heaps on tbe road, as
fi n p p i tip fi
120. It was not measured according to specification ? It was not measured according to
specification.
.,
121. You say you were not allowed to measure it—had you positive orders not to measure
it ? Yes.
122. From whom? From the Commissioner of Roads, and from Mr. Bayley, when he was
leaving the works.
123. Who was Mr. Bayley ? He had charge of the works before me.
124. And he left orders for you that he had received himself—do you mean that; ics.
125. Did Mr. Bayley leave you written orders? Yes, he left me a written slip.
126. You have lost it, have you ? I can produce it. _
i*
* .
.
127. What was the purport of this written slip ? Stating that the metal was to be put on
without measurement, half a cubic yard to tbe lineal yard.
_ #
128. Do you mean to say these orders were given in writing? In writing.
.
129. In the writing of Mr. Bayley, or in the writing of anyone else ? Orders were given
in my presence to Mr. Bayley, by Mr. Collett.
_
, 1..
130. With regard to this written order ? That was in Mr. Bayley s writing.
131. Then it was a mere memorandum ? A mere memorandum.
132. There was no authority from Mr. Collett, as far ns the writing was concerned ? No.
133. You say that the orders, in the shape in which you have put them, were that you were
not to measure tbe metal ? Yes; in fact I received orders from Mr. Collett not to measure
anything—that it was a lump sum and required no measurements.
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134. Did you consider it your duty to obey these orders ? I did not: I measured for my Mr. Robert
own information.
Quodling.
135, According to specification ? Yes.
n
13fi. What was the result of your measurement.—Will you refer to that part of the specifi- 29 Not., 1861.
cation which determines the mode of measurement ? “ All the stone for the first layer may
*
broken at whatever time suits the contractor j and when the entire is ready to bespread,
“ will be measured in heaps by the superintendent or other authorized officer ; it must thou
11 he all spread before the metal for the second layer is broken.” That is not attended to
at all.
137. By Mr. Moslems: Wo want to know the terms of the specification, as to the quantity
of metal to be laid on the road per yard ? The quantity of metal to be laid on the road is
this----138. By the^ Chairman: Is that in the specification? No, it is not included in the specifi'
cation. This is Mr. Collett’s memorandum.
139. By Mr. Arnold: Is it on a schedule of prices ? Yes.
140. They ore not bound to quantity? They are bound to quantity.
141. What is tho quantity ? 2,600 cubic yards is tbe quantity.
142. By the Chairman: Do you mean to say tho contractor was bound to furnish this
amount ? 2,600 cubic yards.
143. That is not in the specification ? This is the contract. The specification is only to
guide you in doing the work. The quantities are not included in the specification.
144. You say you were ordered not to measure, but you did notwithstanding; I want to
know^ tlie result of your measurements—these private measurements—as nearly as you can
give it? 1,584 cubic yards is the quantity broken for the contract.
145. Was this all basalt ? No, that is the total quantity.
146. The total quantity of all the stone put on the road? The total quantity of all tho
stone broken and paid for hy the contractor,
147. And which you state ought to have been basalt? The whole quantity ought to have
been basalt.
J
a
148. Ibis is the total quantity, by your measurement,'that was laid on the roads? The
total quantity by ray measurement was 1,584 cubic yards.
149. ^ Was that equal to the quantity that should have been laid on the road, or was it
deficient ? There was a deficiency of 1,016 cubic yards.
150. Was anyone else cognizant of this measurement but yourself ? Mr. Hannington, my
overseer, and the contractor’s agent.
151. Will he be able to prove these measurements ? Yes; it is a measurement made by Mr.
Hannington and tbe contractor’s agent, and checked by myself.
152. Did you not consider that you were disobeying orders when you measured after being
told not to do so ? No.
153. Did you not say you were told not to do so ? I keep them for my own guidance.
154. What was your object ? To see the real quantity that was broken, because 1 did not
think matters were going on as they ought to be going on.
15.o. Do you know anything of this document, which is, I believe, called an I form, and
comes from the Department of Internal Communication. (This document •washemdod to the
Chairman hy Mr. Collett. Vidc Appendix II.) The total amount certified for under this
document is 1,200 yards, and it is signed " Robert Quodling” ? Yes.
156. It is a species of voucher, I presume ? Yes.
157. \ou know that document ? Yes, I have seen the document before.
158. That is your signature ? Yes,
159. Is it a correct document ? I believe it is.
160. This was a voucher properly passed ? Yes.
161. Docs it bear any reference at all to what-----? That was a voucher forwarded to me
after Mr. Collett’s inspection of the work. •
162. Is the metal for which this voucher is given included in the measurement you have
given ? That is included in ray measurement.
163. That is a portion of it ? That is a portion of it. I think that is the only voucher
Mr. Collett cati find that I forwarded for metal.
164. It is a correct voucher, so far ? It is a correct voucher, so far.
165. Was this for basalt or shale ? That was tbe metal, just as it was, and approved by
the Commissioner.
166. Did you understand that you were vouching For yourself, or by his authority ? By his
authority.
167. By Mr. Dick : For shale or basalt ? For shale and basalt.
168. By Mr, Hoskms : Then you certified for metal of a description that should not have
been laid down ? Yes.
169. By the Chairman: This is not the entire quantity—1,200 yards? The entire a uantitv
broken is 1,584 cubic yards.
170. Under this document you say 1,200 yards were broken but not spread—does not that
imply that it was measured before it was spread ? It was never measured by me.
171. How comes it then that you signed this ? There is a deduction for that which was not
spread.
172. Did you measure these 1,200 yards? No, I did not measure it personally; I went
through the heaps and saw there was about that quantity done, and I made a return for it.
173. lou were not sure of it? I was satisfied there was that amount done.
174. Are you sure this is correct? Quite certain.
175. Wbat is the meaning of deducting 40 per cent.? Till the metal was spread on
■
the road,
176.
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Mr. Robert 176.

Quodling,
.----*----'

That was to tie tvithhcld? It was withheld.
Until the metal was spread ? Yes.

ITS. So far there was a measurement?
29 Nov., 1861. ]^794 You stated just now that you did
when I left the works. I had charge
measure on the work it was taken out
not to make any measurements at all.

There was a measurement, so far.
_
not measure any? I had not authority to measure
of the works at this time, and directly I began to
of my hands; then I was told by the Commissioner
_

180. You have made objections now to certain things—have you any other objections, or at
least, are there any other remarks that you have to make on the condition of these works,
shewing what you consider to have been the defective condition of these works at the time
you resigned ? 1 es, I have a great number.
181. With regard to the fencing? There are only six panels of fencing put upon the
contract.
182. What was the proper quantity ? I was told there was half a mile to put up.
_
183. Is there anythiog in the specification about fencing? There is no quantity stated in
the specification.
_
. ,
184. Then you caunot be positive whether it was according to contract or not ? Ibis is the
whole contract—three or four documents; it is made on slips of paper.
185. You have no documeut to shew that the fencing is not according to contract? No ;
no document to shew about the fencing.
■, o mi •
186. By Mr. Hoskins : How do you know the quantity of fencing to be erected ? That is
the quantity Mr. Bailey told me was to be put up—the arrangement made—when I took
charge of the works.
, ,
187. By the Chairman: With regard to the bridges on this road, were they all finished
'according to contract, or so far as done were they properly done ? Were they carried out to
drawings, do you mean ?
188. So far as they were done when you left, were they properly done? No, they were not
properly done.
__
189. What was the defect ? Do you want the quantities?
_
_
190. I want to know how they were defective, as compared with the specification to which
you have referred—what was there defective in regard to the bridges ? _ They were not
carried out to drawings; three piles were substituted instead of four. This is an attested
copy of Mr. Collett’s memorandum “ Mr. Bayley to substitute three piles instead of four
“ piles on the several bridges on the Doughboy Diversion, unless some satisfactory reason to
“ the contrary is shewn to the Commissioner.—Field. W. R. C., 11/4/61.”
.
191. In the written specification to which you refer, is there any thing about bridges ? Yes.
192. I mean the specification which you say constituted your instructions from the department—is there anything there about bridges? Yes.
_
193. Are the defects you mentioned defects as compared with that? Yes, they are.
194. Will you point them out, and point out the particular part of what you call the specifi
cation, which refers to bridges, in which the contractor deviated from his contract—where is
the part that refers to bridges, or is there any part at all ? The slabbing has not been carried
out according to specification.
195. What is the part that refers to bridges in the specification—you have referred to a
specification which you say constituted your instructions from the department—in what
part of this are bridges mentioned, or are they mentioned at all ? Bridges are mentioned. _
196. Bead out the part where they are mentioned? 1 want to explain to you that this
specification of the original line has been altered, and many bridges mentioned in this
specification have been done away, and others substituted which have been different
to these.
...
,
i i, *.
197. You said your instructions were in the shape of a specification; read out the part that
refers to bridges—what instructions did you get about bridges? "The bridges to be as
" follows
« No. 1. A simple beam bridge of two spans of 20 feet each and one span 15 feet.
" No.
“ No.
“ No.
“ No.
“ No.
“ No.
“No.
“ No
“ No!

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9
10.

A simple beam bridge of one 20 feet span.
A simple beam bridge of two 21 feet spans.
A simple beam bridge of three 21 feet spans.
A simple beam bridge of one 25 and four 21 feet spans.
A bridge of three 50 feet spans undertrussed, and one 21 feet span, beam with corbels.
Three 25 feet spans, beams with corbels.
A simple beam bridge in two spans of 20feet,
One queen-truss 50 feet span with three 21 feet spans, girders, and corbels.
7>
One undertruss of 50 feet span, with two 21 feet and two IS feet, beams with corbels.

Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, have been altered from this contract.
_
198. With regard to these bridges, what defects did you find ? The slabbing has not been
carried out according to specification, neither has the spiking of the floors.
^
199. Will you read that part of the specification? The floors of Nos. 1, 2, 3,4_, 5, i, 8,
and 9, instead of 12 feet wide have been altered to 18 feet wide.
_ ,
200. The contract has been altered ? The contract has been altered. I cannot explain it
without I shew you the documents.
_
201. Were the bridges made according to your instructions ? They were not, because there
was something wrong in the slabbing and spiking. The slabs were not the proper thickness,
and the quantity of spikes were not used in the floors.
202. Did you report that ? I did report it.
,
203. In what shape? I reported it to the Commissioner personally; I pointed out this
to him.
_
204. What was his reply ? He said it would do well enough.
205. Do you think it did well enough ? I do not think it did.
208.
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206.1)0 you think the bridge was fit for public use aa it stood; do you think the Cora- Mr. Robert
missioner was right in saying it would do well enough ? I did not agree with him : I did QoodHng.
not think they were strong enough.
207. Head out now that part which relates to the slabbing, the size of the slabs and the 29 Nov->186]nuraber of them; or read what you consider you were to be guided by? “The floors of

“ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8, to he twelve feet wide between hand-rails, to consist of stringy
bark, ironbark, box, or red gum slabs, 4 inches thick----- ”
208. Were they four inches thick ? They were not four inches thick.
209. Did you measure them yourself? I did.
210. What was the deficiency.? Many of them were only three inches in thickness.
211. In regard to the number of spikes, were there a certain number of spikes to be put in
every slab? It is specified here that two spikes are to be put in each end of the slabs, and
only one has been used.

212. Was that general through the work? It was general through each bridge.
213. Did you point these more special points out to the Commissioner?

Yes.

214. And you say he said they would do well enough ? He inspected the whole of the
works, and expressed himself perfectly satisfied.
215. Was the number of spikes equal to the number in the specification ? No, it was not:
there was one spike short of the quantity.
216. Do you mean to say there was only half the quantity ? At the extreme end of each
slab it was specified that two spikes should be put in, and only one was used.
217. Then there was only half the proper number? At each end.
218. Hy Mr. Dick; Were not the whole number used in the bridge? No.
219. By the Chairman: Do you know what number of spikes there ought to be in a bridge
altogether ? Yes, it is specified here, in addition to what I have just read, that the slabs are
to be “ not less than 7 or. more than 10 inches wide, to be long enough to span two of the
“ openings between girders, the joints to be broken, to be secured to girders by-J-inch jagged
“ spikes 7 inches long, one spike at each intersection of girders, and two at each end of each
“ slab —and only one has been put in at each end of each slab.
220. By Mr. Hoskins : Do you consider that that has weakened the roadway? That has
weakened the roadway.
221. By the Chairman: Were the bridges finished when you resigned? No.
222. Do you know what the whole number ought to have been in each bridge? I did not
count each spike in a bridge.
‘
223. ^ Did you know the entire number there ought to have been ? I saw there was only one
put in, instead of two, at each end of each slab.
224. By Mr. Dalgleish: There was no definite number of spikes mentioned in the specifica
tion ? No definite number.
225. By the Chairman: Was there any special number of spikes mentioned in the specifi
cation ? I have just read that they are specified to be one spike at each intersection of the
girder, and two at each end; I cannot explain further.
226. Was the total quantity mentioned, without any reference to where they were to be ?

No.

•

'

227. What is the meaning of tarring slabs or flooring—putting tar on them P Yes.
228. \\ as there any defect of that sort, or in that respect—was the flooring properly tarred ?
The flooring was not properly tarred.
229. Is there any direction in your instructions about tarring? Yes.
230. Will you read out that portion ? "The entire of the timber work, except hand-rails,
“ to got three coats of Stockholm tar, the first to be laid on hot; the handrail to be painted
“ three times white, and joints and butting surfaces over ground to be twice coated with
“ Stockholm tar when fixing, and all timber under or in contact with the ground to be
" charred.” The tarring has not been done to any of the bridge^.
2ol. Do you mean to say there was no tar put on at all?
Some tarring was put on the
piles, but not on the floors.
232. Did you point that out to the Commissioner? I did not point it out to the Com
missioner, because he came on to the works as the
were placed, but I took the notes as
I came away. The quantities were not complete when I objected to certify to these returns.
233. Was there any defect as to the slabbing of abutments? Yes; the slabbing on the
landward side was not carried out according to specification.
234. Read the specification in regard to that particular
" The landward side of all abut“ ments to be slabbed in the same manner as floor—four round posts and small piles are to
“ be driven and slabbed to retain foot of embankments at bridges where ground is steep?”
That has not been carried out at all.
‘
235. Did you point that out? Of course. When I left the works I took a list shewing the
quantities completed according to this specification.
236. And you declined to certify on those grounds ? I did.
237. Did you point it out ? It has not been carried out.
238. By Mr. Hoskins: Did you over represent to Mr. Collett that you were dissatisfied
with the way in which the contract was being carried out ? The contract is not carried out.
239. By the Chairman: Did you get any instructions to certify at any particular times?
I have returned the vouchers (which I have just handed in) objecting, stating that the con
tractor had not done sufficient to entitle him to the advance; and there is Mr. Collett’s
memo, on that return.
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Mr, Robert
Qnodling.

APPENDIX.

23 Xov.,1861.
A.
Ihmworth, 24 Oct,
Sir,

Having repeatedly reported about the unsatisfactory manner in which the Doughboy
Diversion Works are being carried out by Mr, Martindalc, which is quite contrary to the specifications
and drawings furnished, thereby rendering the works in many instances nearly valueless, I lind it
nuite impossible to continue in my present situation with credit to myself._
.
,
All my remonstrances are and have been of no avail, as I am continually met by the contractor
with bis having explained to you personally.
„
...
,
t ^
The repeated payments of money before it was due, also without vouchers, has for a considerable
time rendered my services useless. As under these circumstances I can have no control, consequent y
cannot insist on the contractor’s carrying out the work satisfactorily, I am therelore reluctantly
compelled to resign my office.
^ ^
R. QCODLING.

B.
Department of Public Works, Road Branch,
Sydney, 30 October, 1861.
Sir,
I am directed by the Commissioner to inform you that he has laid your letter of resignation,
dated October 24th, before the Minister for Works. In sending in your resignation' you have stated aa
reasons, “the impossibility of continuing in your present situation with credit to yourself, on account
of the works being carried on contrary to the (original) specifications. This is simply ndtculous,
because pitching, after mature consideration, was substituted for a portion of the biokcn metal, at e
very same price” viz., 6s. 6d. per cubic yard; and, from your inability to measure accurately, the
big cuttings were paid for by the Commissioner in a lump sum under your estimate.
With respect to “ repeated payments of money before it was due, I am directed to inform j ou
that the Commissioner requested that fortnightly vouchers should be sent in, which you neglected to
do; and it was only after a personal inspection of the work, and the fact of your remissness that moneys
were paid on account, for which vouchers have been duly signed by the contractor, and which you have
thought fit to withhold.^n^j ^ ^ ^ concern you, the Commissioner is at a loss to know from
what source you have made this extraordinary statement, as at no time more than SO pe_r cent,
been
paid to the contractor; and at the present time, although the contract is almost complcted. thero roma is
a very large balance in hand, which will not be paid until the Commissioner has made his final inspec
tion of the whole of the works on this extensive contract
I have, &c.,
S. G. SHAIRP,
R. Quodling, Esq.,
Chief Clerk.
Tamworth.

C.
Tamcorlh, 16 August, 1SC1.

Sir,

In compliance with your instructions, I took the Doughboy Diversion Works over from Mr.

Baylcy^o^thc
^^
^ c-arried out to specification. Thc stuiiips on tlie
entire length of line arc only removed for a width of SO and 20 feet respectively; specification states road
to Irc cleared and stumped 99 feet wide, with the exception of those covered by high embankments.
Mr. Martindalc tells me that yon told him to leave the stumps n on the sites of high cuttings on the
iinner side ' will you have the kindness to let mo know if this is the case.
, f
_
PP Nearly all the pitching put on Doughboy embankments was put on before the h^’iks jvcrc
consolidated; and a considerable quantity of metal not broken to gauge or spread tho propei thickness
on Pltc^‘enffj all the e!tcavation is completed; the water tables and embankments are not dres^th The
late rains have caused the roadway of big cutting to slip slightly. I am afraid the road will hate to be
taken 5 feet more into the solid for a distance of 50 feet.
-*■, .1
Tho bridges are not progressing very rapidly, Adam Bridge is finished, with the exception of
flooring.Erili&Ci finished, with the exception of hand-rail.
Clement’s Bridge*
ditto
ditto*
Donaldson Bridge, three of the piers finished and a few feet of timber delivered.
Evans Bridge, not set out.
Eon Shin, complete, with the exception of floor ami hand-rail.
Glover's bridge, a quantity of sills and piles delivered.

o«
small, and the workmanship very bad.

1™. ah 10™.. p.* a. tote u«a ha*
j

&c^
ROBT. QUODLING.

The Commissioner for Roads,
&c.,
&C.,
&C.,
Sydney.

D.

D.
'
DEPARTMEXT OF INTERNAL COMMUNICATION—NORTHERN ROAD.

(H.)

No.

Disteict,

of Warrant No.

Division.

Voucher No,

Aostbact and Acquittances of Amounts paid to Contractors and others employed as herein described, from the
Contract on Tabx 'W’obk,

Locality,

Bo.

Nature ami quantity of
work done by each
Indinttual or party, to bo
hero stated.

Karnes,

iT« Martindalc .... f

CO
oo

full

Amount.

working

Hate.

We, the undersigned, horoby acknowledge
^to hare received from the Coinmlpsumer lor
.Uoads, the swn*i set down opposite to our
several names, being in full of our demands
respectively, for the servicea specified iu this
Abstract.

Total.
Amount,

days.

£ s.
47G 18

Account Cent, at
Doughboy Diversion

£ s. d.

£

of Abstract
to the 20th August, 18G1,

Dale of payment, and
by whom paid-

Witness.

0.

476 18

Joseph Martindale .

Commissioner for Roads
28/8/61 •

I
0

A, J. Chisliolra.
named have ^

ROBT, QUODLING,
Superintendent.

Overseer.
M^OHodlfrf^^if

Mr- BI,“rtindalc has done sufficient work to entitle him to this advance.—R. Quodlixg.

Martindale^KHn ^riing on Ti-itb
Mr. Quodling to note remarks and certify to fresh voucher herewith.

unnsnal proceeding.
7/0/61.

To be returned.

’

of Warrant No.

Distbict;

If Mr. Quodling had not stopped JTr.

7' 'bU

Division.

Voucher No.

Abstract and Acquittakcus of Amounts paid to Contractors and others employed as herein described, from the
Locality,

No.

‘

E.
DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL COMMUNICATION—NORTHERN ROAD.

(H.)

No.

4 Sent 1801

Nature and quautity of
work done by each
Individual or party, to be
hero stated.

Names.

J. Martindalc

....{

Account Cont. at
Doughboy Diversion

Contract

No. of
Agree
ment.

ok

Rate.

Task Work.

Bat Work.
No. of
full
working
days.

Amount
£ B. d.
500 0 0

Rato-

Amount,

£ s. a.
....

■ ■ **

We hereby certify that the above Account, amounting to Five hundred pounds
■med the work contracted for hv
.i...
. pounds

Wo, tho undersigned, hrruby ncIuiowWge
to have received from lbt> I'ommlsmojier fur
Roads, the Hums set down opposite to our
several nfuncs, being in full ol our dainands
rcflpcchvoly, for tho Norviceft specified in this
Abstract.

Total.

£

s.

a.

coo

0

0

Joseph Uartindale............................

Bate of payment, and
by whom paid.

Witness.

Commissioner for Roads ,, A. J. Chisholm,
lfi/8/01.

pence, is correct in every particular, that the persons therein named have fully and fairly
inst their respective names, and at the current rate r,c w,,,r^c
J
Overseer.

Mr. Quodling will please certify. 28/10/G1.

of Abstract

of

beijEct com m ittee o .\ t h e be sig n a tio n of m b . quodlinq .

to

Bat Work,
No, of

No of
Agree
ment,

of

Superintendent.

Roceived, 30 Oct., 1861.
R. Quodliho,
Tamworth.
t£>

00

O)
o
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Mr. Bobert
Quodling,
__

F,

Tamworth, 21 September, 1SG1.
1 do myself the lionor to acknowledge receipt of the enclosed, informing me that the sum of
£426 IGs. Cd. is paid in to my credit, and £200 to the credit of Mr. Martindale, on account of Doughboy
29 Nov., 1861. contract. * I think there must he some mistake; I do’nt recollect sending in any Toucher for VV. Dowel,
amounting to £72 18s. 10d., or £200 for Mr. Martindalc, on account of Doughboy contract, I sent
voucher, amounting to £200, on account of clearing contract, Goonoo G-oonao to Armidale. ihc amount
to be placed to the credit of Mr. P. J. Coghlan, the contractor’s agent.
r
I have, kc..
The Commissioner for Beads,
ROBERT QUODLING.
&c., &c„ &C..
Sydney.
g;^

• Mr. Shairp will oiplain to Mr. Quodling rospeoling these payments.—W. R. O,

26/0/61.

Mr, Coghlan called at the office, and requested that the £500 due to Mr. Dowel might be paid to
his credit (as requested by Mr. Quodling) as early as possible. The Commissioner was absent at the
time, and ns there was no probability of getting any money for some days, an amount which we bad m

owing to Mr, Chisholm’s neglect in not advising payment,
G.
Sank of N, S. Walts,

Department of Public Works, Road Branch,
Sydney, 21 Sept., 1B61.

Tamicorth.

Or. of R. Quodling

Sir,

£ s. d.
127 1 2
72 18 10

I am directed by the Commissioner to state that
the sum of £G26 IGs. Gd., has been paid to Bank, as per
margin, on account of the
1 have, &C.,
S. G. SHAIRP,
R. Quodling, Esq.,
Chief Clerk.
Tamworth.

*200 O 0
Accoujit W. Dowel,
Taskwork.

£3i3 1B t

68 9
16 O
71 16
63 1G
■ 22 10
69 6
36 0
27 - 0

0
0
0
8
0
0
0
0

Received, 24 Sept.—R. Q.
.
Mart Male's money was paid to his credit by order of
the Commissioner, Will Mr, Quodling be so good as to make
out two vouchers for Dowel's money, to be returned when
signed ? Martindalc’s receipt on a voucher certified by you
will also be required,
B „ o

t42G 15 6
Cr. of J. Martindale,
Doughboy Contract. .. J200 0 0

S. Gr. S.t

2G/9/G1.

£626 16 6
• Pdii credit of r. J. Coghlan, Commercial Bank, Sydney, aa per Toucher forwarded,
t Amount paidyrriQnodTiiig’a credit.
t raid l*y order of tho CommUmoncr.

HJ
DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS.

(I.)

Noetueev Road,

District

Divicxon—Doughboy Diversion.

RetuM'shewing the amount and value of work done on this division, from 18th April to the
4th May, 1661.
OS

Sato of last Date of present
Measurement or AfeaFuremcnt or
Commencement Completion of
Contract.
of Work.

Nojuo of Contractor.

Joseph Martindalc.............

Amount
Total Value Amount
Total
of advance
already
of Work
Amount
now
Itecomexecuted to advanced on
of
mcDdcd.
Contract.
this Date. Account.
£ b. d.
234 0 0

............

•

Total of Task Work for tho

to be Inserted hero.

Nor* * Tho total amount of Task Wotk B&nctioiicd for tho

Details of Measurements of the above Work, as Btatad in the Fourth Column.
"l

Dlmeneiona.

Description of Work,

Quantity.

Price.

£ fl. d*

1,200

Gs. 6d,

330 0 0

*8
1,200 c. ysrd# Metal broken, bat

i
}

.......................
....................

156 0 0
234 0 0

?VVUL-*>-uj

wui..,

-------------------

-

it xefors, and that tho above measurements vrere mado by
Overseer.

ROBT. QUODLING,
Road Superintendent,
WEDNESDAY,
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WEDNESDAY, 4 DECEMBER, 1861.

Urcsrnt
Me.
Me.
Mr.
Me.

ARNOLD,
DALGLEISH,
DANGAR,
DRIVER,

WILLIAM FORSTER,

Me. T. GARRETT,
Mr. HOSKINS,
Me. LUCAS,
Mr. MARKHAM.
Esq.,

in the

Chair.

William Riokford Collett, Esq., called in and examined:—
240. By the Chairman: What is your position ? Commissioner for Roads. I may state w. R. Collett
that I was appointed to that office on the 15th January, 1861.
Esq.
241. You are aware of Mr. Quodling having been appointed Inspector of the Doughboy
Diversion Works ? No, I am not aware that he was appointed Inspector.
4 Dec., 1801,
242. What position did he occupy ? He was appointed Superintendent of the Second District
of the Northern Road, I believe, in the Autumn of 1860.
243. What were called the Doughboy-Diversion Works were included in the portion of the
road of which lie had tho superintendence ? It was included in the 135 miles of his district.
244. It was part of his district? It was part of his district j the commencement of his
district, at this end.
245. Will you state the position that Mr. Quodling stood in, with regard to this particular
contract of the Doughboy Diversion Works—the position he stood in towards the Government
and the contractor? I may state, as it is a material point, that I was appointed in January
the 15th of January, 1861—and that this contract was given to Mr. Martindale, by Capt.
3Iartindale, previous to my appointment. On proceeding to the works, in February, 1861,
I found that it was impossible for Mr. Quodling—I need not say bore anything about his
incompetency—but it was impossible for him to superintend the works.
24G. Do you mean by that, that it was impossible for him on account of incompetency ? I
mean that it was impossible for him, at the commencement of the year, to superintend this
135 miles of road, and to pay proper attention to this work.
247. It was impossible for him or for anyone to superintend the whole of this work ? I did
not say so.
248. It was impossible for Mr. Quodling to------? To attend to that and to the rest of
the district, and therefore Mr. Bayley was appointed conjointly with him to superintend the
works. Mr. Bayley was at that time the Inspector of the Page Bridge; and finding that
Mr. Quodling was not the person I wished to superintend work of that kind, I gave the
difficult works to Mr. Bayley.
249. Do you mean that Mr. Quodling had no special superintendence ? Certainly not.
250. Was he under Mr. Bayley in anyway? He had his district—I will not take the
ground of his incompetency—I have not come to that—but merely that he had the 135 miles
of his district to look after, the whole of which had to be cleared, defined, and arranged;
that had been let by contract, and it required his superintendence, he having no overseer but
one at that time.
251. I wish merely to understand the position ho was placed in—do you mean to say that if
he saw anything going on wrong at the Doughboy Diversion Works it was not his duty to
report—— ? I cannot imagine anything going on wron<*.
252. If he did see anything going on wrong, was it his duty to report ? No, it was his duty
to send in a report every fortnight, whether things were going on well or ill.
253. Were the Doughboy Diversion Works being carried on under a certain contract?
Under a contract.
254. Was this placed in Mr. Quodling’s hand, to guide him in any way ? He had nothing
to do with the masonry or bridges—he had something to do with the earth-work ?
255. Then the earth-work was under his superintendence? Both Mr. Bayley and Mr.
Quodling signed for the earth-work. Mr. Bayley would not admit-----256. I do not want to know what Mr. Bayley would or would not admit. I wish to know
whether you consider that Mr. Quodling bad to superintend the earth-work ? I consider that
Mr. Bayley was Mr. Quodling’s superior officer.
257. Was Mr. Quodling informed of that? That he was to look after the earth-work, and
Mr, Bayley after the engineering and bridges.
258. Was Mr. Quodling ordered to obey Mr. Bayley ?
No, he was ordered to send in
returns of the earth-work, and Mr. Bayley of the engineering and bridges.
■
259. Both separate ? Both separate. They wore both under my orders.
260. Both, having separate duties?
Having separate duties; I presume they worked
together if I may use the term “ together”—that they acted in concert, I have no reason
to doubt that, as they both signed the certificates.
261. The earth-work was under Mr. Quodling? The earth-work was under Mr. Qnodling.
262. Mr. Qnodling, in his evidence, which you have heard, makes allusion to tho specification
which seems to have been placed in his hands by Government—is that a portion of tho
instructions he received ? No specification or instructions were placed in his hands by the
Government.
263. Had he no instructions ? None whatever, as superintendent.
264. What were his instructions ? That the earthwork was to be done accordin'''to the
plans and drawings.
D
265. Were these placed in his hands? Before the contract was signed a copy was placed in
the Police Office.
266.

12
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W. E.Collett, 266. He had no other instractiona than this? JNone except what written documents will
shew.
267. Is it not usual to give written instructions in such cases? Not for every contract.
4 Dec., 1861. 268. If he thought the earthwork were not done according to these plans, was it his duty to
report? Exactly.
269. In fact, his instructions were confined to this :—that he, having the plans and specifica
tions placed in his hands with regard to the earth-work, if the work were not done according
to them it was his duty to report ? That depends upon another question, whether the
contract was on a schedule of prices or for a bulk sum j if for a bulk sum, it was his duty
only to see that the work was carried out in accordance with the drawings, as the work
proceeded.
270. Supposing Mr. Qnodling discovered, or supposed he discovered, that the earth-work was
not done according to his instructions and plans, was it his duty to write to the contractor,
calling upon him to stop at that moment, or to report to the Government? Not to stop the
contractor.
271. Was it his duty simply to report to the Government, and to wait until ho received an
answer to his report ? In bis abstract it was his duty to dose; but having done so, I should
visit the work, and if upon doing so I found that the work was not done, I should communi
cate with the contractor, not Mr. Quodling.
272. I want to know if it was his duty to report to the Government, and to stop the con
tractor from going on ? To report to the Government—not to stop the contractor.
273. Was it his duty to point out to the contractor in what respect he was deviating from
the contract, in that part of the contract which was under him ? I cannot answer that
question. There were certain drawings which should guide both the contractor and himself.
If the contractor says he has followed the drawings, and the superintendent says he has not,
it is a question of engineering.
274. I do not think it is a question of engineering—I ask yon whether it was his duty, if ho
saw deviations from his instructions or from his drawings, to point out those deviations to
the contractor, or not? He was to report in the first instance; but I cannot admit the
possibility of deviation.
275. I beg you will admit the possibility. If the inspector says that the contractor is not
carrying out the works as be thinks be ought, or according to the drawings, is ho to write to
the contractor of this, or is he to let the contractor go on without interfering ? His duty is
to tell me.
276. Is it his duty to report to the Government contractor? I think not; he has nothing
to do with the contractor.
277. His duty is to report to the Government ? Undoubtedly.
278. What course would the Government adopt in case of a report of that kind ? They
would call upon the contractor to explain—which was done in this case—why certain
deviations had been made; and if the contractor's explanation were not satisfactory, he
would be required to do tbe work over again. Since I Lave been Commissioner, I have not
considered it the duty of the superintendent to stop the contractor; if he did so he would
do it at his own peril. The superior officer visits the work when it is finished, and reports ;
I have not put it in the power of the superintendent to report finally.
279. Yon do not admit his power to interfere? Certainly not, when the contractor has
plans to guide him for every chain of the work.
280. I will just put a possible case '.—Supposing an inspector who is placed to look over a
work sees an error going on, and, following out your theory, does not take notice of it; and
supposing that the work is done in such a way that it is not possible afterwards to inspect
it, to look back as it were to that error, that tbe error were covered up by subsequent
work,—what would the Government do with a contract of that kind—would they reject it ?
A case of that kind cannot occur; we had here a cutting and a certain embankment to
make, that was all, and Mr. Quodling had to look after it.
281. Mr. Quodling bad nothing to do but to look after the earth-work ? In the first place.
282. Was metalling the road included in this earth-work ? That was a subsequent arrange
ment; certainly not.
283. He had nothing to do with it ? He had nothing to do with it.
284. You say his duty was to superintend certain earth-work—-had metalling the road
nothing to do with the earth-work? Nothing whatever.
285. Was it not part of his duty to measure the metalling? He had no instructions.
286. Was it not part of his duty ? It might have been part of bis duty if he had been
directed to do so, but he was not directed,
287. Can you say that it was not part of his duty ? I do not say that it was not his duty ;
his duty was to do what he was ordered; I wished to test Mr. Quodling's abilities before I
gave him powers; that is the plain thing on which the matter hangs; therefore I did not
give him more than I thought him competent to perform, and I simply gave him the earth
work.
_
288. Then you did not consider that it was Mr. Quodling's duty to measure the metalling in
any way ? It was his duty to do what he was told by mo, which was to finally measure the
metal.
^
289. He had an order to measure the metal ? I ordered him to measure everything finally.
290. You said that metalling was not included in the earth-work ? Certainly not; but still,
if there were a heap of stones to be measured, and he had nothing to do, it would he bis
duty to do that.
291. Do you know whether he measured the metal or not ? I know by his certificate he
states that he measured 1,200 cubic yards.
292.
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292. Do you tliini he was competent to measure this metal ? Certainly : any hoy can do 'W’.R. Collett,
that.
1’
1
J
Esq.
293. Was it his duty to pronounce an opinion upon the quality ? At the time he sent in his
specification he said it was an important specification of 1,200 cubic yards.
i Dec.( 1661.
294. Tiien he had some specification ? He had a printed paper, which you have had handed
in, called an I form.
‘
295. He was bound by that? WThen he had signed his name he was hound by that. (The
witness produced a paper, from which he read ike following words:—“ We hereby certify
" t,lat t*le “bove return is a fair and correct statement of the contract to which it refers, and
“ th£lt tlle above measurements were made by—Robert Quodling. A. (J. Bayley.”) I am
bound to take this, of course.
296. You rely there upon tbe statements of tbe inspectors, and presume they are men com
petent to perform their work ? Yes, but I do not say this is a portion of the contract.
297. Was it a part of Mr. Quodling’s duty, if be found that shale was being substituted for
trap, to point it out, or simply to refuse to certify ? To report it to me, which he never did
on any occasion.
"
298. By Mr. Hoskins: He never made any report to you respecting this? No; the first I
heard of it was through the newspaper. I had no confidence iu Mr. Quodling; and Mr. Bayley
having at that time the superintendence of the Page Bridge, at Murrurundi, I put him tosuperintend the engineering and bridges, and Mr. Quodling to superintend the earth-work. That was
at my first visit, in February. At that time Mr. Bayley had rather more control of the works
than the other. Subsequently Mr. Bayley was removed to superintend the bridge at Yass,
and then Mr. Quodling in a manner seized upon the whole thing, but up to that time Mr.
Quodling had charge only of the earth-work, for which he signed conjointly with Mr. Bayley.
299. By Mr. Garrett: You considered Mr. Bayley the superior officer simply because he had
the superintendence of a superior class of work ? Yes; I knew one man, and I did not know
the other.
300. Was there any difference between the salaries of the two gentlemen ? No, they had
about the same—about £400 a-year, and a guinea a-day travelling expenses; I think, if any
thing, Mr. Bayley had the greater salary by one or two pounds—it may have been more or
less; but Mr. Bayley had been connected with the works for a long time, and Mr. Quodling
1 know nothing about, and I had my own view of him from the commencement.
301. Was there no copy of the specification of the work given to Mr. Quodling ? None by
the office—he never requested any,
302. He produced one the other day ? He got that from the Police Office, never from the
Government; he never saw the bond or the specification there,
30o. By Mr. Hoskins: Where is Mr. Bayley ? He is at the present moment superintending
the Hume Bridge, Yass.
304. Why was he removed from your district ? Because the Page Bridge was finished.
Mr. Quodling reported that the other works would he done one month from that time, and
Mr. Bayley being the best bridge engineer, he was sent to Yass.
305. Was Mr. Quodling equally responsible with Mr. Bayley for the supervision of this
contract ? Not in my eyes; Mr. Bayley was tho one I looked to.
306. You considered it necessary to have two Government officers to superintend a contract
involving an outlay of £6,000 or £7,000 ? I thought it was desirable, when I could
get the services of one superintendent for nothing ; as Mr. Bayley was superintending tho
building of tho bridge on the Page ho could ride over and superintend the other work.
307. Then daring a portion of the time, he had charge of the works at the Page as well as at
the Doughboy?
Yes; when the Page Bridge was finished, and from the report of Mr.
Quodling the works under him were nearly completed, Mr, Bayley was removed to Yass.
308. Had Mr. Quodling the supervision of all the excavation of earth-work and tho formation
of now lines of road between the Page and Armidale ? Yes, the whole, and I thought it too
much for him.
309. Aro there not a large number of men and several contractors employed in that length
of road ? Yes, the whole of that line has been cleared and defined.
310. Do you think it was possible that Mr. Quodling could devote much time to overlooking
the contract at Doughboy ? It was quite impossible he could do it.
311. Did you appoint anybody to succeed Mr. Bayley when he was removed ? Mr. Bayley
was removed iu consequence of Mr. Quodling’s report that the work would he finished
in a month from May. When I was going up there, in October, to certify to the work, the
accident happened to my family, which Mr. Quodling took advantage of.
312. Do you consider the works finished now ? Yes.
■ 313. Are they finished to your satisfaction ? I have not seen them. The position of Mr.
Quodling I may state in a few words :—From February to July he was with Mr. Bayley,
acting conjointly with him ; Mr. Bayley having charge of the masonry and bridges, and Mr.
Quodling of the earth-work. In the early part of May Mr. Quodling reported that the
earth-work would he finished in about a month. When I went up in June, as well as in
September, certain things occurred which caused groat dissatisfaction with Mr. Quodling.
314, You considered that Mr, Quodling had the sole charge of the earth-works, and that it
was his duty to report to you whether the contractor was performing those works satis
factorily or not ? Fes ; that is the reason of his report. Every superintendent reports
every fortnight every contract along the road.
315. You say he had not the power to suspend the work if he considered that it was not
performed satisfaclorily ? Not if the contractors were bound to do it within a certain time,
and wc always bind contractors to time ; if then a superintendent stopped the work for a
month, the contractor would become liable to the penalty.
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W. E. Collett, 316. Was Mr. Qnodling supplied with the quantity of metal required to he laid upon the
ES(I‘
road ? No.
*7 v
A—^ 317. Then he could not tell whether the contract was performed satisfactorily or not! i\o;
4 Dec., 1S6I. kg
no means of knowing.
.
,
318. Who had the means ? Everything is done according to the specification for a lamp
sum ; I have all the details, and I check these off and see that they are correct.
319. Whose duty is it to measure everything—to see that the work is done according to
specification? That is a final .affair, not an .intermediate.
_
320. I ask whether the person in charge, deputed by the Government to supervise the manner
in which the contractor performs his contract, has not some rule proscribed as to the manner
in which the contractor shall carry out his work ? As a general rule; this 13 only an
■
exceptional case, because I had no confidence in the person.
-inr
j 1
321. Suppose there should -have been six inches of metal to bo laid down, and Mr. Martindale
had only laid down three inches, would you say that Mr. Quodling had no right to interfere
in such a case ? Not if he had previously measured the metal; the quantity being stated
in the specification, he could put down one inch or ten inches if he liked.
322. Then lie had nothing to do but to measure when tho work was performed; not to see
whether the work was performed properly ? I cannot understand what you mean by its
being performed properly.
,
.
,
,
323. I will put my question again
Supposing the quantity of metal to be placed upon the
road was six inches, and the contractor had only placed three, would not the superiu ten dent
be authorised to interfere ? In this contract I took the whole responsibility, because I did

'

.-'
'

-

■
‘

Y
^

'
-

’

not like tbe man.
, ,
« T*
324. This contract was made in Captain Martindalc’s time, before you took charge f it was.
325. Did you make any alteration in the terms of the contract ? Yes; and in the bond,
before the man signed it. This, Mr. Quodling never saw.
.
326- What were Mr. Quodling’s duties ? Mr. Quodling’s duties on this particular occasion
were those of trial. I had not confidence in him, with reference to engineering work on this
135 miles of road.
.
,
, j
«
327. Do you -not think you ought to have placed someone there in whom you had conndouce? I never visited the place without Mr. Peter Brown, one of the most competent
cno-inccrs iu Australia, with respect to gradients and cuttings. If I objected to the work, it
was with his concurrence. When I wont in June I discovered some errors, and subsequently,
in September, I saw that there were fresh engineering mistakes.
328. Who is Sir. Brown ? He is at present Superintendent on the Northern Koad, and is
the person who partly laid out the Railroad between Pioton aud Goulburn.
329. In all the other contracts under your supervision are the overseers furnished with
plans aud specifications ? The second-class superintendents.
330. Was Mr. Quodling a second-class superintendent ? Yes.
_
. F
33S. Are not second-class superintendents furnished with specifications and contracts f ifrom
the head office they are.
'
^ -o r run «
332. His is the only exception ? It appears that he had got it from the Police Office, but
he never made any inquiry whether there were any alteration in it.
333. JSu Mr. Markham: Was Mr. Bayley responsible for the portion of the road from the
Gap northwards as well as Mr. Quod ing, or was Mr. Bayley’s responsibility confined to the
.bridge ? To the bridges and masonry; that involves tbe earth-work, otherwise he could not
lay out bis bridges ; he would be obliged to know the earth-work in order to get his levels.,
334. You consider him the superior officer as beiog tbe superior eogineer, 1 think you
stated? I always communicated with Mr. Bayley personally.
335. In preference to Mr. Quodling? I knew nothing of Mr. Quodlmg.
330. Mr. Quodling would bo responsible only for errors committed in connection with the
earthwork and the measurement of metal ? Up to the time of Mr. Bayley leaving, which
I believe was on the 12th of August-----_
, ? mi + „
337. By Mr. Eoskins: Did you depute Mr. Quodling to supervise the contract { ibat is a
very leading question. It was part of his duty ; he was superintendent of the district, and
I did not tell him not to do so, for that would be too much of a slur upon the man; I could
modify his duties iusl to let him have as much as he could do, and no more.
338. iJy Mr. Dangar : Were you not, previous to being Com missioner, Superintendent over
this Doughbov Extension Road? Yes.
■ . j
r *i»
339. By 'Mr.'Dalgleish : Who is Mr. Quodling ? He is a second-class superintendent of the
Northern Road, from Doughboy Hollow to Armidale.
_ .
340. When did you first become acquainted with him? I believe officially acquainted
vriih him on the l5tli January.
.
341. What were Mr. Quodling’s duties ? I cannot answer that question.
342. What did you understand to be Mr. Quodling’s duties ? To do as be was told.
343. Will yon he kind enough to answer the question I have asked ? n c have no ^pccinc
rule in the office as to the duties of superiu’.endmits—we have nothing to guide us; it is a
new appointment. The whole of the road was under my superintendence before Mr.
Quodling; but I am not aware of tho duties of second-class superintendents.
344. I must still leg to say you are not attempting to answer my question f J. beg your
pardon; I do not wish to evade your question. The duty of Mr. Quodling was to undertake
tbe superintendence of wbafc he states was 135 miles of road. I do not say it was.
345. I do not- ask you what he states, hut I ask you what you state ? lhat it is not 400
"l ask you what his duties were ? His duties were to see to tho contract work, to see
to the task work, and to see to the maintenance men—that the contracts are performed

\
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according to the contracts, the task work according to the tasks, and that the maintenance W. B. Collett,
men do their work properly.
Es^.
34i. Are these duties defined for him, or by him? Arc there any written or printed f' **
instructions ?
4 Dee., 1861.
348. I think the question is very definite ? I do not understand it.
349. Are the duties defined fur him, or has lie the defining of hisowo dutiqs—he is appointed
superintendent; aro his duties as superintendent defined? Not to my knowledge.
350. Then it is discretionary ? It is not my appointment; it is the Government’s.
351. I am not asking as to its being a Government appointment; you acknowledge that you
aro the Commissioner, and as.Mr. Quodling is under you I presume that you should be
thoroughly acquainted with his duties, seeing that you have charged him with a breach of
his duties ? I beg your pardon—I have charged him with nothing. I can only answer in
one way that I was in Mr. Quodling’s position for seven years, and I had no instructions.
352. Jiy Mr, Lucas: You could do as you liked ? That docs not follow.
353. Under whom were you? Nobody whatever; it was only a subsequent appointment.
354. You really cannot define the duties of a second-class superintendent ? I caunot.

James White, Esq., called in and examined:—
355. fy the Chairman: You are a settler in the Northern District? Yes, 1 reside near James White
Muswcilbrook.
Esq
*
35G. I suppose it is a common thing with you to ride along the Northern Road ? Yes I
^
am.frequently on the road from Muswellbrook, past Murrurundi.
4 Deo., 186).
357. Have you noticed a portion of the road near the Dividing Range ? In the beginninoof August last I drove down the new road from the top of the Murrurundi Gap along the
new cutting—the road had been opened about six or eight weeks.
358. Was it macadamised ? Part of the way—about half way it was a very good
macadamized road ; the rest was completely boggy.
359. What sort of metal was there on tho road ? 'Blue metal. The road was very good for a
third of the way*
^ ®
360. How many miles was a third ? About three-quarters of a mile.
361. And the remainder was completely boggy ? Yes, my horse’s hoofs sunk completely
through the mud to the stones at the bottom.
362. You mean the remainder of the completed portion ? Yes, the new road.
363. Is this what is called the Doughboy Diversion ? No, that is on the other side'; this is
on tbe Murrurundi Range—the new cutting. It is a new line of road; I think the whole
was Dot then opened*
364. With regard to this part that was so bad, was it.metalled, or supposed to be ? It was
certainly not metalled ; when 1 was going up there was a sort of metal over it, but this was
converted into mud when I returned. Going up it was dry weather, but when I returned
there had been some ram*
365. How much rain had fallen ? A day and night’s rain.
£fter tllis J011 travel)e.d over it again ? Yes, and found it a complete bog.
367. Did your horse’s feet sink into it ? Yes, from nine to twelve inches ; my horse’s.hoofs
struck on the ballast at tho bottom.
J
S^8; y® y°u know under wliat contractor this road had been completed ? Under Mr. Martmaale 1 understood.
369. Perhaps you do not know of your own knowledge ? No, except from repute : he was
the reputed contractor.
370. Did you make any other remarks with regard to the condition of the road ? I saw
bullock teams attempting to come up this line, and they had to turn back and go up the old
line of road, up the Gap.
° r
371. Were any men working at this road as you went along ? There was one man upon it
throwing in a few stones where the drays had made ruts as they went along ; that was the
only man I saw -working upon the road.
°
372. Will you state the length of this portion which you consider so Bad ? I think it was
about half a milej the worst portion of it.
373. Do you know whether the road was completely open—whether it was out of the con
tractor s hands at the time ? lam not aware; but six weeks before, when I went up tbe
teams were going over it, so I presume it was open, as there was no bar across’
374. By Mr. Garrett: Did you notice the colour of the metal in the sound portion ? It was
blue
f
375. Did you notice the colour in the bad? It was red or reddish. »
376.. Did it strike you that the bad part had been metalled? When I went up they were
putting a sort of soft stone upon it; when I came back it was all one mass of mud.
377. Off the immediate track the full width of the road appeared to be bard ? Yes, the full
width of the road. This same portion of the road is now undergoing repair, and teams are
turned off. It is not open now j there is a bar put across and bushes,
378. What are they doing to the road now? I think they are putting down large stones—
ballasting it.
a
e
379.. 1 thought you stated that your horse’s hoofs went through to the ballast? I think
this is a second course of ballasting. It may Be intended for the surface, but I am not aware:
they are large stones.
1
380. By the Chairman: Do you know under whom these repairs are bein» made now ? I
am not aware at all.
D

381.
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James White, 381. By. Mr. Hoskins: Do you not know that this was a new line of road—that it was not
completed? I was not aware that it was not completed.
382. You'say there was a portion of this road over which teams were not allowed to pass ?
4 Dec., 18G1. ye3j at one p0rtion they turn off the road for two or'three hundred yards.
383. Do not parties, in forming a new road, always prevent teams travelling over them, by
placing logs on the side of the road ? Yes.
_
_
384. Was this road drained when you travelled over it and found it in so bad a condition ?
Yes.
3S5. Table-drained ? Yes, drains were cut on each side.
386. Was this metalledDo you not know that the natural road there, is a red sandstone ?
The road was properly formed when I went up, for some distance.
387. But not metalled? But not metalled with the same metal all the way down.
388. Not metalled in the same manner as the other portion of that, cutting ? It was the
same height, and appeared to be of the same formation.
.
389. Were there men employed upon it? No there were not.
390. Were there any other parts of the road where your horse's hoofs sank in the mud ?
Not any of the new road, but in some parts of the bush road.
391. Is there not a new road from the W illow Tree toLoder’s? I did not travel that, I
went down the Namoi.
4
392. By Mr. Dangar: Do you think the metal at the Doughboy Diversion was of the kind
generally used—was it not shale ? I have not seen the Doughboy Diversion at all. I have
not been down that line. I am speaking only of the road on this side of the range,
_ ■
393. By Mr. Dalgleish: What length of time elapsed between your going up and coming
down the same road, when you found the road good on going up and bad on returning?
Between sis and eight weeks.
_
394. At that time it was apparently open for traffic ? Yes, for the teams travelled on it.
395. There was no obstruction on tbe road? No obstruction whatever.
396. You thought it was metalled ? It appeared to me to be so, although the metal was
not of the same kind all the way up; it was blue metal up at the top, and red metal lower
^0Wtl‘

•

•

T

397. Afterwards you saw them apparently rehallasting this road ? Yes, when I came down
in August. I came down about a fortnight ago, and they appeared to be rehallasting it—
putting targe stones upon it—I do not know the term.
_
^
398. This particular place—the worst portion of it—is about half a mile long ? Yes, about
half a mile.
_
.
■
399. About what length altogether was the whole of the bad portion—the indifferent as
well as the extremely bad ? Altogether I think about a mile—perhaps more. I am not very
sure as to distances. A bad road always appears much longer than a good one.
400. When you came down, a fortnight ago, the road was barred ? Yes ; they were re
making this road.
401. And an obstruction was placed there ? Yes.
_
402. By Mr. Lucas: I understood you to say that when you were coming down your
horse’s feet struck down to the stone; was that the first layer of stone. ? Yes.
403. And on the top of this was the red stone you have spoken of? Yes.
404. Was that broken as road metal is generally broken ? It appeared to be too soft to
bear breaking in that. It was worked down into dust; it was more like gravel.
_
405. Was that stone brought out of a cutting? No, it appeared to have been carted; it
was not the same as was brought out of the cutting.
406. How far do you suppose this stuff had been brought ? I cannot say ; I. do not know
where it could have been brought from; I think from some of the neighbouring hills. ^ ■
407. Since then you say they have been repitching the road ? I do not know whether it is
called pitching; they are putting down large stones, and forming a crown to the road. .
408. Where is this situated? Going up the cutting—going up the range—the new cutting.'
409. Do I understand this to belong to the Doughboy Diversion ? No.
_
410. How far is it from it ? From the commencement of tho Doughboy Diversion about
three-quarters of a mile; the range merely divides tho one from the other.
411. Do you know who was the contractor? I believe, Mr. Martindale.
.
_
412. Do you know whether it was the same contractor who had the Doughboy Diversion ?
The same; so I understood.
,
413. Do you know that when the blocks of stone are placed on tho road, that is called
pitching; and that broken stuff is afterwards thrown ou the top—you say that this was
properly formed when you went up? Yes.
_
414. Since that they have been repitching it upon the top ? I think the mud had been
cleared off; I saw mud-heaps on the side of the road.
'
415. At any rate they were repitohing it with blocks of stone ? Yes.
_
416. By (he Chairman: Do you know what pitching means ? I understand it to be the
placing of blocks of stone at the bottom—tbe first formation of the road. ^
^
'
417. When you say re-pitched, are you aware whether the road had been pitched in tbe first
instance ? I suppose so, from hearing my horse's hoofs sound ou the stone when they went
through this mud.
'
418. By Mr. Hoskins: Is it not a stone formation there ? There arc some stones there;
but stones had evidently been placed at the bottom of this.
419. Do you travel frequently over the Northern Koad? Frequently.
^
420. Do you consider that there has been a great improvement in tbe construction of the
Northern Road, of late years ? I believe there is a considerable improvement; but, for the
money I understand has been expended, I imagine there might have been far greater.
421.
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®on®y ^las |J.e®n expended ? Very large sums; I do not know the amount.
James White,
j. Jl0'm'er'tbe condition of the road is much superior to what it has ever been before ?
Es<h
in dry weather, particularly j but in wet weather it is not much better.
,---- *---- >
41 previous to your travelling over this place, had there been continuous wet weather for * Dee., 1861.
some time/ No; I was travelling from up the Nainoi, and there was one night’s rain—the
night before I passed over—that was the only rain I saw.
424. Was not last winter unusually wet? It was very wet. There may have been more
ram on this side of the range.
425. By Mr. Dangar; Do you think that the main road from East to West Maitland has
been improved by the quantity of the metal put on ? I do not think it is metal; it seems
to be dust. It was dust when I came down tho other day.
AOV »
c“r1YI It.sandst0he ? ^ may have been sandstone ; I saw nothing but dust.
ite ^
■' " ^ y°u Btate tl16 date of your journey going up ? I think it was
Joe t!61- en“
^une w^en I we[lt UP i it was August when I returned.
428 D° you consider the road near the Gap a good deal better than it was in former days?
On the whole it was much better when I went up. In dry weather it was very good.
429 You think it did not stand the test of wet weather ? No; I saw teams attempt to go
up that were obliged to turn off.
r
fa
430. By Mr. Garrett: You are alluding to tbe part that was not metalled? To the part
wnere the mud was, coming back; to the red part.
r
•
^qo' ^he/re
i6 Vas g°od ? Where !t was metalled.
. y i. Hoskins: Still, with all its defects, you think it was much superior to tho
road over the mountain previously? Yes.
433. By Mr Lucas: Is there no particular name for this spot where you say your horse’s
oofs went down to the stone ? Not that I am aware ; it is all called the new cutting,
JJ?1 5 14
tJ“<>tljerTor
tbis side ^ the Doughboy ? On this side the Doughboy.
4db.
JHr. i^noer; I understood you to say just now, that the only reason you had for
s ating that the road had been pitched was, that you heard the sound of your horse’s hoofs
upon the stones ? My horse s hoofs went down'to the stono underneath. •
43b. I thmk you stated that your only reason for saying that the road had been pitobed
was, that you heard your horse s hoofs strike upon tho stone ? And from the formation of
the road going up I concluded that it had been pitched. It was all formed alike—the part
where the blue metal was and where the red stone was.
437. That is the only reason you can give for saying that the road had been pitched ? I did
■re L°ne I”1* °n' ^ut * c0Dcludcd that it had been pitched.
438 lhat m the only reason ? That is one of the reasons. The other is, that when I went
up tho road waS apparently formed and completed, and as I was aware that one portion of
roa(1 llad keen pitched I concluded that the other had been,
the Ta^VtI hT siT ? , ¥,or the 1'eason 1 liave g'1™’ that it was completed
!iImarn?L
t^at ^ ^earc* mJ *10rse a hoofs go down to the stono.
Ill t * k 13
°n^ reason ? Those aro the only reasons,
441. Is it not the case in new roads, where any particular portions are fit for traffic, that
bullock-drivers will continually use the road before is is completed ? I have generally seen
logs drawn across to prevent that.
b
J
a4o' ST yo? never ,acen tt,oso loSa remold ? When the road has been completed.
443. Before the road has been oompkted ? Tliey arc generally so thickly laid that they
7;?? tvTe the “^Hock-drivers some time to remove them out of their way
'
444 Did you ever sec any logs upon this particular road ? Yes, when I came down a fort
night ago, and a part was shut off from traffic—a part that was being reformed,
u
l HoT,l*: Wllat do J’ou mean by pitching the road ?
Placing atones at the
bottom of the road-thc first forming of it. After the earth is taken away the stones are
placed upon tho bottom.
J
446. That is ballasting the road ? I do not understand the technical terms.
*

Mr. Robert Quodling again called in, and further examined:—

447. By the Chairman; Vill you state what you consider your duties to have been as Mr. Robert
inspector or 1 toads, in as concise a shape as you can ? I had the general inspection of the Quodling.
whole of the works under my charge.
t
>
448. Put what were the works under your charge? I bad the charge of the road from 4 Dec., ISG1.
Doughboy Hollow to Armidale.
449. What i^ the length of that? 135 miles,
450. You had all that road under your charge ? Yes.
451. Had you every species of work connected with that road ? Yes. I had two overseers
ns assistants.
452. Under you ? Under me,
458. Was there any part of the work specially placed under you—for instance, the earth
work r Yes.
sit' ^ tbat mt>re exolusive1y UDder jour charge than any other part? Yes.
l/ayley leftU C°nsidcr tbat you ,md char£e of the bridges? Yes. I had charge when Mr.
456. You bad charge of the metalling? Yes.
1-1' 5° y<lu conside1, tliat you had charge of the other portions of the works ? Yes.
4oo. Equally with the earth-work ? Yes.
459. Did you get any particular instructions—did you get any instructions in writing,
as to your duty ? No particular instructions in writing.
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. Mr. Robert 460. Did you pet any verbally ? I do not recollect getting verbal instructions. Mr. Collett,
' Quodling. wj1Bn he vjsitod the works, bad something to say.
_
.
461. Did you got any verbal instructions as to your duty ? No verbal instructions.
4 Dee., 1861. 462. How did you ascertain your duties? I knew what my duties were as superintendent.
463. Where did you find the duties of superintendents defined ? I do not know that they
are defined anywhere.
,
464. Do you mean to say that no special instructions arc given to superintendents on any
portion of the works ? I am not aware of any.
, , „
465. Were you not specially told to look after the carih-work ? Yes, to look after the
earth-work; and Mr. Bayley was told to take some other poriion of the work.
466. Have you any doubt of your competency to superintend the duties you speak off Not
the slightest.
467. Wore any doubts of your competency expressed by any officer over you f Never.
468. In what position was Mr. Bayley placed towards you? I had nothing to do with Mr.
Bayley. At first we sent in our vouchers and returns together; after that I was told by
Mr. Collett-----'
469. Verbally ? That, I think, was by letter—to take the earth-work.
470. Have you that letter ? Yes. I think it is' not registered in the office.
471. Have you the letter ? I think I have not it with me.
472. Was Mr. Bayley not placed over you at any time ? Never.
473. Were you never ordered to obey his orders ? I was never ordered to obey his orders.
474. When Mr. Bayley was with you signing vouchers, had he not one portion of the work
and you another ? Not at that time when we signed tho vouchers together.
475. How came it that you signed the vouchers together? It was my proposal that wo
should do so.
.
476. Not from any orders? Net from any orders.
477. Mr. Bayley assented to your proposal? Yes.
478. W hat was Mr. Bayley’s duty at the time ? He had charge of the Murrurundi Bridge;
of course I was on the Doughboy works.
479. -Had he an equal supervision with you over these works? Yes.
480 Had he an equal supervision of the earth-work ? I had only charge of the earth-work
for a short time, in fact I had charge of the whole of the work. I received a letter from
Mr. Collett, directing me to take the works, and to ineludo them in my monthly reports,
and stating that Mr. Bayley had only acted to oblige the Commissioner. (JYtc mtnesa
handed in the same. Vide Appendix A.)
. .
9
481. Was this authority in any way altered by any subsequent communication to you.
No, it was not altered.
. . _
482. Was it in any way modified—did you get any subsequent communication? When
I received tbat letter I took ebarge of the works, and tho first thing I did was to condemn
a considerable quantity of work.
'
483. Did you get any subsequent letter modifying or altering tbe instructions you got by
this letter ? 1 do not recollect any; I may have got some; I got a letter, I recollect.
(The tcitness produced the same. Vide Appendix B.')
.
_
484. Did you get any letter between these two ? I do not recollect getting any.
485. Did you receive a Setter on the 7th March, from the department ? I might, but 1 do
not recollect; I have not it with me; I have no knowledge of its receipt at all.
486. You have spoken of a contract by which the contractor was bound—have you had any
copy of the contract in regard to these works placed in your hands by any authority from
the department? Never.
i
4
487. Do you state that you had no farther instructions than what aro conveyed and
intimated by tbe letter you have banded in to the Committee ? When 1 took ebarge of t ie
works I had some documents from Mr. Bayley.

488. Have*you those documents? I have.

489. Will you hand them to the Committee? Yes. (The witness handed in the same.
Vide Appendix C.) These are Mr. Bayley’s instructions which be had from the Commismissioner, and he handed them over to me.
.
„
.
490. Do you consider yourself bound by Mr. Bayley’s instructions. Yes, as these are
initialled by Mr. Collett. This is sent in as an original of Mr. Bayley s, copied; it is
initialled by Mr. Collett.
,
,
,
491. By Mr. Lucas: You say that is a copy of an original letter of Mr. Bayley—do you
mean to say that the Commissioner sent the letter to Mr. Bayley to copy and give to you f
Yes; at least he gave it to him to copy and send as his. (The witness handed m a memo
randum. Vide A2ypendix X>.')
_ ■
■ ■ i i
492 By the Chairman: Is that a copy, or an original document? It is an original docu
ment, initialled by Mr. Collett " W. K. C.’’ (The witness produced several papers.)
493. Is that an original document ? These are copies from Mr. Bayley’s memos.
_
494. Are they copies of letters you have received yourself? No; they are attestea copies
of memos, to Mr. Bayley; they hear Mr, Bayley’s signature, and also Mr. Hanningtons
(The witness handeil in the same. Vide Appendix B.)
_ i
, , 4
495. You say Mr. Bayley handed these to you—what authority bad Mr. Bayley to hand
these instructions to you ? When be was leaving thework I asked him what documents he
had in his possession, for my own information.
_
496. He gave you these as your instructions ? As my instructions.
1,4
497. You consider that you were bound by these instructions ? Yes, as far as 1 understood
them. (The witness handed in a memorandum. Vide Appendix F.)
498. This is a document from Mr. Bayley himself? Signed by Mr. Bayley,
499.
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499. Did you consider yourself bound by Mr. Uayley’s instructions, without any farther
Mr. Bobert
instructions from the Commissioner ? 1 consider that I was.
Quodling.
500. Did you act upon those instructions in carrying out your duties ? Yes, I have acted
upon tuem so far.
4 Dec., 1861.
501. .Now, in case you found the contractor deviating from the way in which you considered
GovIrnmeTt^Yes^"6’ ^ y0U, ^ ^ ^ think ic to be >’our duty to report to the
, 502. And to stop tbe contractor i1 Yes.
503. Did cases of that kind occur ? Yes.
504 Did you report it to the contractor ? I reported it to the contractor. That was the
pitching before tho works were consolidated, and I stopped him
505. In what shape did you report? In my monthly report, and in a letter. I think
i handed in the letter yesterday; and I received in reply this letter from tho Government
(producing a letter.)
itet18
th° r0p,y iD th° pai'ticular ease t0 whicb J011 refor ? Yes, particularizing each
.507. This is the letter you received from the Government in reply to your report against
cooC0<ru^aC^°rJ 4s.t0 tbe way m
Ihe works were being carried out.
coq iblS 13 tbe onSlnal lettcr '■ Yes. ( The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix G )
509. After receiving tbat letter you considered that it affected your duties ? Of course I
tbnwal taken ^ 00 P°WCr ^ C0ntr01 °VCr the 1™rks> if tho contractor’s personal cxpl’ana510. What did you do after getting that letter—when you found things going wrong-that
the contractor was performing bis work wrongly
did you report again ? I reported every
month, or nearly so, I sent in my reports.
1
^
Yes'
y°U SCI,er3lIy’la y0Ur monthly sports, condemn the work that was being done ?
512. Did you receive any other reply than this ? No other reply.
TO-n Sp0l£0' t,h° 0tbcI,, dayj ln y°ur evidence, of some specifications and drawings ? Yes
) 1 J0U 6tate t0 What 6pccificatioD y°u ^erred ? I referred to this (producint, a
tie' ip11* i® a pri^t.ed paper ? The general conditions are printed.
516. From what source did you receive this ? From Mr. Bayley.
517. Have you any proof of this specification having been given to Mr. Bayley by the
department ? I have no proof. I took it from Mr. Bayley as the document he received, and
1 had another copy.
'
Bayley ? ^YefT1^ ^ *U t0 tke ^oramittee as t]lc specification you received from Mr.
719j
f°rmed PTaJt,of7our instruotions for carrying op the work ? Yes. (The witness
handed tn the some. Yid-e Appendix jffiJ
520. At what time were these furnished to you—when first you took office ? When first I
took office j 1 had previously had a copy of that specification.
coo I?01” Wll0m ? 'Fr0m Mr‘ ^ennettJ 111(3 'ate Engineer for Roads.
kod “ave,y°a tbat c?py
Not here; but that is a fair copy.
523. By what authority did Mr. Bennett give it you? It was forwarded to me with the
original drawtngs-tbc drawings of the works. When the works' were advertized for lender
there were drawings and specifications forwarded to me at Tamworth.
524. Do you say that the objections you took to the work done, when you reported against
it, was for deviations from this specification ? Yes.
a
E
b
525. It was on that account yon reported against them ? On that account.
oib. Have these been in your possession ever since, from the time you received them until
now that you hand them in ? Yes.
527. Are you aware whether the original contract for the Doughboy Diversion Works was
J°9ra
[ 1 ™as ^ld by tbat letter, from Mr. Bayley, that I havtf handed iu.
o28. Did that state that it was for a bulk sum ? For a bulk sum.
529 What was the amount? £6,339, the original contract I think it was—you will see
m:ibing a total of £7,000, 1 think, altogether,
5b0, Do you know the special prices of any of these things,for clearing ? I think it is £200
the contractor gets for it, but I was not furnished with a schedule.
too ?0<1
not kT10W ? 1 do knowJ but I have no documents to hand in.
Pn;vbat
,do yon arri7e at that knowledge ? Through Mr. Bayley.

S.

S,”'riti"s or pcr““,lr ? Po™iiyi 1 b“iie" a°

co-1

Yhat I do not know; that is not included in my duty.
Masonry ? I do know, but I have no documents to hand in to you
536. You do not know of your own knowledge ? I do not; I have no documents from the
Government giving me the prices for these works.
537. Have you anything for the prices of earth-work, which you say was specially under
you? Is. 5d. a cubic yard and Is. IOd.
J
opcnaiiy uuuer
538. Have you a document stating those prices ? Yes.
539. Will you hand it in ? Yes. (The witness handed m the same. Vide Appendix / j
This is an original document.
S?' TT0Jrlkv?W/117Lh!ng,°f tbc,FJiCe
Look-cattiDS ? 3s. I think he has a cubic yard.
S?' IJ i, yT? denve that know edge ? From Mr, Bayley. I have no documents.

t™ »“ £umtte.

'

' ",le ‘,f lh' P™M-bnl 1M e(" *»»(" b'«“* I
543.
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Mr. Robert 543. Is it the same with regard to slabbing ? Tbe same. I can give the quantities. _
Quodling, 544.( D0 yOU know anything about the contract being revised or altered before it was signed
------*-----, by the contractor and bis sureties? Yes; there was a deviation from tho original ime—
4 Dec., 1861. from the line let to the contractor ; I have the drawings here,

. ,

545. What knowledge have you of the alteration of the contract? I have no knowledge,
except tbat a letter informs me that tbe original line has been altered.
546. When you undertook it was the line sufficiently marked out------( lea, it was com547. Was it this altered line you commenced to supervise? Yes, Mr. Collett’s line.
548. Was there any further alteration after you took charge? Not to my knowledge.
(The witness produced a pkm, and pointed otit ike line.')
. ,
t
54!). What was the original quantity* of bridge timber for twelve feet bridges. That i
55Ch What do you mean by "not taken out?”

I bad nothing to do with twelve foot

55bSHad you anything to do with the present bridges of eighteen feet?

I had charge of

mT Do you know anything of the original quantity of timber in those bridges? I know
nothing of,the original quantity. I know the quantity there was to complete them when i

had to certify to these returns.
,
,
553. How could you tell the quantity required to complete them if you d'd not know the
original quantity ? I have got the measurement, but I do not know what the twelve feet
measurement is; I have not taken it out, but I have got tho quantity for the eighteen feet

,

bridges.
.
„ v
.
554. You have the quantity for the eighteen feet bridges? Yes.
, _
555. Will you state what that was {The witness referred to a memorandum hook) .
October 12th, tho quantity to complete Adam Bridge, 83 cubic feet timber work, <!17£lbs.
iron-work, and tarring and painting throughout.
. .
556. Was this au eighteen feet bridge? Yes. Brown Bridge, 34 cubic feet 11 1DC|les
timber-work, 1041bs. iron-work. Clement’s Bridge 61 cubic feet 9 inches timber, 174 bs.
iron-work; tarring and painting to all these bndgffi not completed. Donaldson Bridge
975 cubie feet timber work, 2451bs. iron-work, livans Bridge, 398 cubic feet 3 inches
timber, 1601bs. iron-work, 2,072 feet flooring---- ,
, m, „
rn„Ii;r„j
557. Are you telling the quantity there ought to have been? The quantity required
to complete the bridges, according to the drawings. Evans Bridge, 1,-83lbs.
and tarring and- painting. Eon Shin Bridge, tarring and painting to be done, and other
portions of tho work to be completed. Glover’s Bridge, 101 cubic feet 4 inobes timber, 219
feet flooring, 7081bs. iron-work, tarring and painting. Hanning ton Bridge, J 72 cubic feet
4 inches timber-work, 1,764 feet flooring, 858ibs. iron-work, and tarring and painting.
558. Was the contract supposed to be completed at the time you resigned f No.
559. Was the time expired for its completion ? Yes, I believe it was.
560. Can you speak positively ? I cannot speak positively.
.
. , . ,
561. Is there no time named in the specification ? I do not think there is; there might be.
562. Did you not read ihe specification attentively, seeing tbat it was to guide you in the
supervision of the work ? Yes.
563. Does it not state the time ? I think not.
.
564. Did you get no instructions specifying the time? I got no instructions.
505 Was it not possible tbat these bridges could bo completed properly after you “a<J
resigned, and within the time ? They might have been completed within the time. 1 did
not know the time. What I objected to was to certify to these returns, and these are the
statements I stand by of tbe quantities required to complete—I refused to certify to the
work to pay amounis on account while there was so much to complete.
566. What do you mean by "quantities required to complete?
The quantities to com
plete each bridge-Mn some cases the timber was not on the ground—and these wore
quantities that required to be done to finish the bridges.
. ,
l,;m
567. You mean to say that the contractor had not provided sufficient timber to entitle him
to a certain sum of money ? YYs.
„
,
■
t ■ ,, ____
565. Was it your duty then to certify to a certain amount of work, as involving tbe payment
of a certain sum of money ? Yes.
* » Va„ nnrl T did
.
569. And you thought it your duty to report against such payment
Yes, and 1 did so.
570. Was there any particular report made to you ? I handed in the doouraents the other
day, and there is my memo, on the back of the return.
,
,
a,ltL
571 With regard to the alteration from twelve to eighteen feet bridges—by whose authority
was that alteration made ? I believe by Mr. Collett’s; l know nothing about that
572. You had only to do with eighteen feet bridges? Yes; when I took charge they wore
all eighteen feet bridges.
573. Do you know anything about the difference of payment that would be entailed by that
alteration ? I do not think there would be much difference; because on the other line there
were two bridges which would have come to about £2,000, and these were done away with
574. Ykm mean that tbe new line involves the necessity of a smaller number of bridges?
575. Is there anything about pitching in this specification you have handed in ?

There is

nothing about pitching.
,
-j
576. Then out of what portion of tiio contract money was the pitching to be paid tor ,
have handed in the document about the pitching.

r
I

577.
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577. You have not answered ray question ? I know nothing about that question j I was Mr. Robert
told I had nothing to do with the financial part of tho contract.
Quodling.
578. Who told you that ? The Commissioner.
579. Verbally ? In reply to ray lettcr of resignation.
4 Dec., 1SG1.
580. Before your resignation ? No j I was rmt told so before.
581. Bid you think it was your business to look after tho financial part of the contract
before? I thought so.
582. Do you know tho cubic quantity per lineal yard of the Ditching ? 2,800 lineal yards,
I think.
‘
583. Yon moan that Is what it ought to have been ? I do not understand your question.
584. What quantity per lineal yard of pitching waj to be done by the contractor ? I have
handed in the memo, with the quantity; that is one of the documents [ received from Mr.
Bayley.
585. Do you know tho length of pitching to be laid on ? It is on the docuraent.
586. From what source do you derive tho information that 1,584 yards was the total
amount of metal to be broken ? I do not arrive at that amount.
587. Did you not state tho other day that 1,581 yards was the total amount? No; I
stated that 2,600 lineal yards was the amount to be broken.
588. What was tho amount you measured as broken—how did you arrive at this amount
of 2,600 ? By these documents I have handed in. There is one stating 1,000 cubic yards
of metal to be supplied, and another stating—the first one is dated 18/1/61, ,fMr. Martindale
is to break 1,600 cubic yards of metal;” and by tho latter, of June 27 th, it is stated, “1,000
cubic yards of blue metal will be required ”—That would mnko 2,600 cubie yards.
589. Was a Mr. Hannington a road overseer under you? Yes.
.
590. Have you a letter from this Mr. Hannington making comments on tho work ? Yes.
591. Will you hand that letter to the Committee ? Yes. (YAe witness handed in the same.
Vide Appendix .7.)
592. This is dated the day of your resignation ? Yes.
593. Did you receive it before you resigned ? Yes.
594. How came it to be dated on the day of your resignation ? I went through tho works
with Mr. Hannington, and told him that I had objected to certify to my returns—that I had
refused to sign tho documents, aud I shewed him tbe quantities from the documents I had
in my possession.
595. Then you wont over the works before this letter was written ? Yes.
596. And it was in consequence of his going over with you that he wrote this lettcr ? Yes.
597. Did he write this letter in compliance with your instructions? I said I bad refused
to certify—that ho might do as he pleased, and he said of course if I could not sign ho could
not; he then wrote the lettcr and I dictated it.
598. Then you do not disguise the fact that this lettcr was written under your instructions
to some extent ? No.
599. You bad to some extent before made up your mind to resign ? Yes.
600. Did you get this as a kind of certificate of your own statement ? Yes. I directed Mr.
Hannington to furnish mo with a return giving me all the measurements of the contract,
and this is a letter from him dated October 8th.
'v.
601. Is this an original letter ? Yes. (TTic witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix K.)
602. Was that letter written according to your instructions? I wrote to him about tho
measurements.
603. Did you ever express any discontent with your salary ? I asked Mr. Collett, at Singleton,
about ray salary, or to take some of the road off my hands, haring thirty odd miles of road
more than the other superintendents. I told him the salary I was receiving I could barely
live on. He said he would recommend me for on increase at once.
604. Did he say so verbally ? Yes, he directed me to make an application.
605. Did you ? I did.
606. To whom ? To Mr. Collett.
607. In writing? Yes, in July I applied for an increase of salary.
608. What reply did you receive? I had no answer at all from the department.
609. Are you sure your resignation had nothing to do with this? Nothing at all.
610. Did you make up your mind to resign after your salary was refused ? I made up my
mind, if Mr. Collett insisted upon my certifying to that vouchor, I would resign—I would
not certify to it. I retained the voucher.
611. When you resigned you wrote another letter, did you not? Yes.
612. Did you write a letter after your resignation to Mr. Arnold ? Yes.
613. Have you a copy of that to hand in ? Yes.
614. In that you make charges against Mr. Collett of carrying on a loose system ? Yes.
(The witness handed in ihc same.
Vide Appendix L.')
615. Did you get an answer to that? Yes. (The witness handed in the same. Vide
Appendix J/.)
616. Is this an original letter ? Yes.
617. Did you see Mr. Arnold ? Yes.
618. What was the result of this interview? Mr. Arnold asked me to bring direct charges
against Sir. Collett; lie said that this was a statement he could not act upon.
619. Why did you not bring direct charges? I had ray reasons.
620. You had better state them ? I object to state them. (After a pause) i My objection
, was this—I was not an officer of the department; the matter was in your hands, and I
thought it was not right. I would sooner that the matter were investigated by a Committee.
621. \ ou preferred to have tho matter investigated by a Committee of the Assembly rather
than-by the Government? Yes.
022.
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622. Did you state to Mr. Arnold that that was the reason ? I told Mr. Arnold I would
not bring any charges against him.
623. By Mr. Garrett: You had done so in your letter? Yes, but Mr. Arnold would not
4 Dec., 1861. ac£ upon that.
624. By the Chairman: Do you adopt tbat letter of Mr. Hannington? No, I take no
notice of Mr. Hanning ton’s letter; I stand only by my personal observation; I have nothing
to do with Mr. Hannington’s letter.
_
625. Had Mr. Hannington ever certified previously to any voucher you had sent in?
No,
he had not an opportunity.
_
626. Had he ever been called upon to do so ? No, not till tho time X wrote tbat letter.
627. Was it your duty to get Mr. Hannington’s report upon any matter you reported upon
to the Government ? Yes, I had his monthly report of the works.
_
628. There is the voucher referred to in this letter for £4(6 18s. 9d.—did you ask him to
sign for that voucher previously ? No.
629. When did you receive it from Sydney? I have not the voucher here, but the date is
marked upon it. Mr, Hannington was never upon any public works till be came to me;
he was more a pupil than anything else.
_
630. Did you keep this voucher in your possession for any time before you got any report
from Mr. Hannington about it?. Yes, I kept the voucher; aud I intended, upon Mr.
Collett’s insisting upon my certifying to it, to resign and expose the matter. I kept the
voucher for some time, and payments have been made since that was done.
631. How long had this been in your possession ? {The witness referred to a jMper.) On
September 4th I made the remark and sent it to Sydney—" Certified as requested, but the
contractor has not done sufficient to entitle him to the advance.'
1 632. You reported against it ? Yes, directly I received it; that was September 4th.
633. Had Mr. Hannington reported upon that? No; Mr. Hannington was not asked to
report.
634. Why ? He had never been upon any public works beforci
_
635. How came it then that you got Mr, Hannington’s report at ono time, and not at
another? I thought it better, although his evidence was not worth anything.
_
636. Did you get Mr. Hannington's report when you were going to resign, and wished to
expose the department ? Yes.
_
,
637. Did you think Mr. Hannington’s report necessary to substantiate your own ? I did
not think it necessary; I told him I was going to resign, that I could not sign tho^vouchers,
but if he liked to sign them they could go iu with his signature alone; be said if I could
not sign be could not.
638. Did you state in any report that any bridge was finished ? Yes.
639. What bridge ? Fou Shin.
640. Youreported tbat as finished ? Yes, I think so.
_
_
641. Did you make any complaint regarding the way in which it was done ? I mentioned
that the work had been completed ; the contractor called it finished.
'
642. Did you consider that bridge properly done ? 1 did not.
_
_
643. How do you reconcile that with your report ? By the letter I received, I considered
that the personal explanation of the contractor Was better than my report.
644. Did you ever receive a letter dated 26th August, from the department—from the
chief clerk ? I do not remember receiving one ; I may have received one. If I saw it
perhaps I could tell whether I had received it or not.
_ _
_
645. Did you receive this letter (lianding a letter to witness) ? Yes ; this is a circular.
646. Did you receive this circular ? Yes, I received that; that is not a letter—that is a
circular.
647. Will you hand that in ? {The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix IV.) _
648. This is a repetition, but as it is an important matter, I ask you tbe question again, to
ensure you against mistake—Did you not receive a letter dated March (tb, 1861, signed by
Mr. Collett, to yourself ? I do not recollect. {The Chairman handed to the witness a letter
produced hy Mr. Collett.)
_
_
649. Will you look at that and refresh your memory ? Yes ; I received that letter, but it
was when 1 was in Singleton. I did not know the letter referred to. I received none from
the office; I received it personally from the Uomraissioncr ; it was put into my bands.
650. Have you a copy of that ? I have that letter, but it is not here.
_
651. By Mr. Jloskins : Are you prepared to say that you are confident you received that
letter ? Yes, I believe I received it, but I cannot be certain.
_
_
652. By the Chairman : This is a copy of tbe letter you suppose you received ? I believe
I received such a document, but I am not certain; if I received it, I shall have it among my
papers at home. {The Chairman handed the letter above referred to, to the Clerk, who read
the same.
Vide Appendix 0.)
_
653. Will you produce the original of this letter at the next meeting of the Committee ?
I believe I received that letter, and if X have it at home X will band it in.
Mr. Bobert
Quoiling.
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Road Branch,
Department of Internal Communication,
Sydney, 8 February, 1SG1.

Sir.

cf JumJary im anfta ini ,n ^T'fr0' Vc“e[1S? ^
°f your report for tlio m011th
BuSendenco bb AD rS
Do,!sllb^ Diversio» are ™der y°"r immediate
iueran^My^S

y

°bhge tllU 0ommi3aioner'

*oid therefore be

I have, die.,
S. G. SHAIRP,
Chief Clerk.

R. Quodliug, Baq.,
Tamworth.

Department of Public Worhs,
Road Branch,
Sydney, S July, ISGl,

Sir,

*•

ta‘

10

I have, &c.,
SHAIRP,
'
Clnef Clerk.

R. Quodling, Eaq,,
Tamworth.

Murrurundi.
H7 Jime, 18G1.

Sir,

I Lave, A'c„

The Commissionor for Roads,1
Sydney.
’

A. 0, BAYLEY.

Approved—AV. R. C.
28/6/61. Inform Mr. Bayley.
I hold Mr. Collett’s original letter, which this is a fair copy.
A. 0. BAYLEY.

Doughboy Hollow,
12 August, I8G1.

R. Quodling,
Supt. N. Road.

18'Xrrx‘rrafortlrd)alf,lS t°'jreil,ll'600ciIW/ yards of metal, and to pitch 2,800 lineal yards of road
X. X .forGs. Od. The metal to bo laid on the pitching ^ cubic yard to the lineal yard.
BT

-D

1

1

AY. R. C.
18/-1/6I.

,

AV. R. C.
18/4/61.'

not to

toaS^g^pJSi ytf

maS°mT ^ Jefen'ea

farthcr W<JerS' ^ probably will

Let no more fencing than is delivered and split he put np until further orders.

W. R. C.
26/0/61'
W. R. C.

Sawn planking-4" may he substituted for slabbing on No. 8 D bridge.

W. R. C.
11/4/61 ‘

AV. R, c.
(No. 1 D.)
to make tK^ient S.™ to tlm Shutting'0 im,,roVC ^

a,,d the C,eTat!on

I hereby certify tliat tliese are true copies from Mr. Bayley’s bonk.
Witness—A. C. Bayley.

11/4/61.
- °^r

AV. R. 0.
11/4/61.

OLIVER. L. HANNINGTON.

10 August, 1861.
Murrurundi,

p.
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Douglitiny.—Metal to be put on road i cubic yard to the lineal yardi without being measured
in heaps, aa directed by Mr. Collett.

^ ^ g^yLEY

12 August, 18G1.

G.

Department of Pullic Worhs,
Hoad liranch,
Sydney, 23 Augttst, 18G1.

Sir,
Eeferring to your letter of the 16th instant, in which you state that Mr. Martindale is not
carrvins out his contract for Doughboy Diversion in a satisfactory manner, and particularize the items
complained of, I am directed by the Commissioner tn inform you that Mr, Martmdale has explained,
personally, all the points at issue.
j

^^^Sicri,

H.
Road Branch—Devaetuest

of

Internal Communication.

Specification of tcorh required for the construction of the Doughboy Diversion of the Great Northern Hoad,
between Doughboy Village and the

w k
’

Tenders.
Schedule of
prices,
Tender to coo*
tain time aud
fiurflliei.

Extras,

11 blow

Tree*

GENERAL CONDITIONS.
...
.
] The work for which tenders arc to be made, and to which this specification refers, comprises
the providing of all nuitcrials, tools, labour, scaffolding, implements, workmanship, and every other
thin=' rcrmislte for the full and proper completion of all the .earth-work, rock-work, stone-breaking,
cartage, clearing, carpenters, smiths, pile-drivers, and painters work, and ail other work rquirediii
the construction of a new road, ten bridges, and numerous culverts, between Doughboy
^ " ll,0.'v
Tree on the Great Northern Road, in accordance with the plans and tins specification, and to me entire
satisfaction of the Nngineer for Roads.
, . , ,
,
,
.
__ s
2. The tenders to state the gross amount for which the contractors will he prepared to complete
all the clearing and stumping, with a schedule of prices for the valuation of all other work.
.3, Prices for cacli description of work named in tender must lie filled in,
^
4. At the foot of every tender there must he a memorandum signed hy the person tendering, and
two other responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to he answerable for the due performance of contract
in the event of the tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event that they will execute a bond,
at the Office of tbe Crown Solicitor in Sydney, or at the Police Offices, Murnirundi or Singleton, within
ten days from notification of acceptance, in the penal sum of five hundred pounds, for securing such
performance; anv tender not complying with these requirements will he rejected.
, „
5 No extra work to be paid for without the sanction of the Commissioner for Roads and the
production of an order, in writing, for its execution, signed by the officer in charge of the works ; ami
an account must he forwarded to the Commissiouer each fortnight, until the completion of tbs w ork,
stating the quantity aud cost of extra wmrk done; in default thereof, the claim for such extra work shall
he null and void. The price for any work not included in schedule is to he determined on previous to
its execution, and set foi tli in tho order for such woik.

Measurements.

,

*

6. The measurements to he made according to the actual dimensions, notwithstanding any

general or local custom to the contrary,
, .
, ,, , . .. T„„„ 1Q-, .
b
7. Tim work to be completed, and the road ready to he opened to the public by the 1st June, 1861,

Noufulslment of
8. Should the Engineer for Roads he at any time dissatisfied with the mode of proceeding, or at
Mamet.
the rate of progress of the works, or any part thereof, the Commissioner shall have full P°'Te'. ^
make use of all labour or materials which he may deem necessary, the costs of such labour and materials
to he deducted from any money that may he then due, or may hereinafter become due, to the contractor,
and should the contractor fail to proceed in the execution of. and to complete the works in the
manner and at the rate of progress required by the Engineer, the Commissioner slmll have full povvei
to cancel the contract, so far as relates to the works remaining to be done; and all sums of money
that may he due to the contractor, together witii all implements in his possession and all sums ot
money claimed as penalties for tiie nonfulfillment ot the contract shall be forfeited to the Commissionei,
and the amount shall he considered as ascertained damages for breach of contract.
.
n
.
f>. The Engineer or otfier authorized officer to have the power of immediately dismissing any
lower to dismlsA
M workman emp|0yC(! by the contractor, and of having removed off the works,
timber, materials, plant, or implements ho may consider unfit or insufficient for the purposes ‘ntLnffied ,
or at variance with the meaning and intention of this specification, the costs of such removal to he
paid by Hio^contmcto.^
,jy thc ciauSes of the Road Acts for obtaining materials for tlm
Contractor
to
have materials
roads will be enjoyed hy the contractor as the Commissioner s agent, hiit the contactor will be liable
hare materials
under Road Acts, to the Commissioner for thc amount of all damages to he paid under said Acts ; and ho is 10‘tc!
such materials to bo used for other purposes, on pain of mvalidating tlie contoaet, and having t o
' reasonable costs of such materials or damage deducted from any moneys due or that may become due
Worts to be set

, „
Discrepancies,

Kbits.
Payments,

jj

'p]le work will ho set out for the contractor, but he must satisfy himself of its accuracy.

12. The forms and dimensions of tho different portions of tho werk are shown generally in the
.j^.
^ w]u:rc aiiy discrepancy exists between thc dimensions as indicated by stale, and those
marked in fin-ures, the figures arc to ho considered as correct, and arc to be taken, in n]l cases, in
preference to'the measurement hy the scale attached; and if there should likewise bo any discrepancy
between the figures, or dimensions, or the form of construction, or the material, ^
drawings, and the dimensions and material given in the specification thc directions of tho spec fication
slmll bo adopted; and in all cases of defective description, or of any ainbigiutyL thecxplaoatioii
given by the Engineer shall he binding ou the contractor; also anything contained in the drawings,
or in tiie specification, shall he equally binding as if it were contained m both. _
13. Thc contractor to be liable to aJl risk from floods or other accident during the construction
of the works, which are to he delivered up perfeet and in good order.
. , ,
11. Payments to he made once a month as tho work proceeds, on the certificate of the superin
tending officer, countersigned hv the Engineer for Roads, in the proportion of 80 per cent, of tho work
actually executed, and the remaining 20 per cent, will he paid after the Engineer shall have certified
that the whole of the works have been completed to his satisfaction. ^
due
contracts will he paid to the credit of contractor in tho Bank of New South Wales, or such other
hank in Sydney as contractor may request.
15. To secure the proper quantity of metal being spread on the road it will ho measured in
heaps before being spread, as well as on the road when spread, and tiie contractor is to give notice to
the Road Superintendent when a heap of metal is ready.

*i „ n-, L-NL-w

16. In all payments on account of contracts the money due will be paid into the Bank of New
South Wales, or to such other hank in Sydney as the contractor may request.
Specification

25

appendix to the foregoing evidence.
Specification for Road Works.

Tma contract Commences at centre of intersection of High-street with Long-fellow-street, in tho Tillage Contract eotnof Doughboy Hollow, and extends 199 chains 20 links down Doughboy Creek.
meuces.
The plan, which is drawn to a scale of two chains to the inch, shews thc course of the line ; thc rirrae and icccentre red lino represents thc line of thc stakes, which are driven down at intervals of one chain (with tions.
a few exceptions shewn on plan.) The section, which is drawn to thc same horizontal scale as the plan,
and a vertical scale of 20 feet to the inch, represents the surface of the ground in black, and is taken
along the centre line.
Thc other sections and drawings represent, generally, thc forms and dimensions of the several
works, and are ns follows :—
Nos. 1 and 2, plans.
Nos. 3 and i, longitudinal sections.
Nos. 5 and 6, cross sections.
Nos. 7, 9, and 10, drawings and details of bridges.
No. 8, general drawings of bridges.
No. 11, drawing of culvert.
The first Step to be taken will be the clearing; the entire contract is to be cleaved, 14 chains Clearing,
wide, and thc stumps removed, except on the sites of the higher embankments, where the stumps may
remain rn the ground,_ Tenders to state a bulk sum for the clearing.
Ditches averaging 4 feet wide at top, 1| feet deep, aud 1 foot wide at bottom, to be cut on tbe Ditcher
Upper side for the entire length, with proper outlets, &c„ to the culverts and bridges,
Previous to making any of the side cuttings or embankments, or to forming the road surface Stones to bs
where there is no cutting, if required, all the loose stones are to he removed and piled where directed, pUedto bo ultimately used as metal; whore there are embankments in earth exceeding 3 feet in height,
benches 3i feet wide and 2 feet deep are to he cut on the side of the bank as will bo directedthis to
be done and inspected by tho Road Superintendent before any material is filled into them.
Tho material from tbe cutting is then to he deposited where pointed out hy thc Road Superin- Embankments,
tendont or overseer, Tho quantities of hank will be found in most cases in excess of cutting; tho
deficiency is to be suppHcd from side cutting, to be made whore directed; if possible, to be taken from
Bide of u&iik* so as to widen road ;■ where thc cutting is in excess cifter ail banks within six chains
either way are made up, it may bo_ applied tn widening banks near cutting. Care is to be taken to
provide sufficient material for shrinkage of banks, and to keep the hardest and most suitable material
ou the top.
The excavations to he made of the depths shewn on longitudinal section; to he 30 feet wide at Dimensions or
that level from commencement of work to chain 50, aud thence to end to be 2* feet wide; to be formed ®*cavationB.
with a convexity of 8 inches to 1 foot in thc entire width, leaving a corresponding water-table at foot of
slopes.
,
slopes of cuttings to be in rock J to 1, and in earth X to 1, banks to be as shown on cross- Slopes.
"
sections; and whore no cross sections arc shewn, to be 14 to 1; where slopes of embankments are
shewn steeper than 1 to 1, the best rubble from the cutting is to be selected for the outside, and
carefully hand-packed as directed. All the batters to he neatly trimmed oft' with proper battering
rules to be provided by the contractor for this purpose.
The earth-work must be well panned round the abutments of all bridges, culverts, and retaining Panning,
walls; where the road is merely formed without any cutting it is to be 30 feet wide, water-tables 9
inches deep, stumps and roots to be thoroughly eradicated, and holes filled with gravel or broken
metal.
Tbe masonry of retaining walls, where required, to be of well-bedded rubble, laid with as little Masonry,
mortar as may be, with the largest face downwards, the upper surface brought to a uniform level at thc
height of every course of the face work, and thoroughly filled with mortar at such level, the faces to
have a batter of 2 inches to tho foot; the footings to be carefully laid well below surface, aud to be the
largest stones to be procured within reasonable distance; each perch of work to have 2 thro’ bonds; thc
wall to bo coped with a heavy course not less than 2 feet in width; the back of wall to be built plumb
with sells oft as in drawing.
Fencing.

The fencing to be sound ironbark, box, or red gum, 2 rail fence, with posts not less than 9 feet
long S X4 , or round posts 9" in diameter at the small end, each to be charred for 3£ feet in height, well
rammed, securely and firmly fixed; tbe rails to be 9 feet long, 6"X2'' fitted accurately into the posts;
the ends of the rails to lap.
When the formation, fences, and bridges, arc completed, the traffic is to be turned on to the road
during fine weather, until formation is thoroughly consolidated; the maintaining convexity with fresh
approved material and filling up ruts must be carefully attended to hy contractor.
All portions of the road dhectcd to be metalled, to be metalled as fo] lows ;—The metal to be of
thc best aud hardest available stone, the bine columnar basalt broken to a 2^- inch gauge, free from earth,
sand,, chips, and other impurities; to be spread to a width of 18 feet, 9 inches deep at thc centre and G at
the sides, in two layers of equal thickness, tho first to be consolidated before the second is put on. All
the stone for the first layer may be broken at whatever time suits the contractor, and when tbe entire is
ready to be spread, will be measured in heaps by the Superintendent or other authorized officer; it must
then bo all spread before the metal for the second layer is broken.
The other portions of road are, if required, to be ballasted with the best approved clean river or
ridge gravel, free from all earth, to bo put on IS feet wide 9‘'thick at tbe centre and 7" at the sides, both
metal and ballast to be maintained until thoroughly consolidated, and if necessary fresh material put on
to keep up convexity.

Emeing

Formation,
MctaL

Datlast
'

Bridges.

The Bridges to be as follows :—

Bridges.

No. 1.—A simple beam bridge of 2 spans of 20 feet each, and one span lo’O.
No. 2.—A simple beam bridge of one 20 feet span.
No. 3.—A simple beam bridge of two 21 feet spans.
No. 4.—A simple beam bridge of three 21 feet spans.
No, fi.—A simple beam bridge of one 25, and four 21 feet spans.
No. G.—A bridge of three 50 feet spans under-trussed, and one 21 feet span, beam with corbels.
No. 7.—Three 25 feet spans, beams with corbels.
No. 8.—A simple beam bridge in two spans of 20 feet.
No. 9.—One queen-truss 50 feet span, with three 2L feet spans, girders and corbels.
No. 10.—One under-truss of 50 feet span, with two 21 feet, and two 18 feet beams with corbels.
The timber for all tho bridges to be of approved red gum or ironbark, the floors to be of stringy- Timber,
bark, to be of thc full dimensions shown on drawings, perfectly straight, free from ■wanes, shakes, gum
veins, and cores, with perfectly clean sharp arisses, whether sawn or hewn.
The iAn-work for all the bridges and culverts to be of the best English iron; the nuts to be iron-work,
truly fitted on strong clean out threads, all bolts to have washers, aud the iron-work to be heated and
dipped three times iu linseed oil before fixing.
The entire of the timber-work, except slabbing and handrails, to get three coats ol Stockholm tar,
the first to be laid on hot; thc hand-rail to he painted three times white, and joints and butting surfaces
over ground to be twice coated with Stockholm tar when fixing, and all timber under or in contact with
thc ground to be charred.

238—E
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Piles.

Sills.

Beam bridges.

Beam rrith

All pileg to bu round, not less than 12 inches in diameter at the small end, pointad, and if required
shod with 20 lb. shoes ; thc portions over ground to he hewn 10 or 12 inches square; all the portions
driven in ground to be charred; where rook does uot occur, piles must he driven at least 12 feet, and
tested as may he directed by the Engineer; thc piles to have a ring 4x 2£ on the head when driving ;
the capsill to be mortised on piles.
,
, .
When thc nature of the ground, rock, bottom, or other cause, will not admit of piles being driven,
the contractor to excavate and lay down 12 sills, aud tenon the uprights in same, securing them with
straps 2 feet long,
X £ aud £ bolts, the remainder of framing to bo as in drawing, tho sill to he at
least 1 feet below the surface of the ground and naeked in with heavy rubble.
For the bridges 1. 2, 3. 4, 5, 7, and 8, the girders to be 11 X 14 for all spans over 21 feet,
11X13 for all over 1G feet, and 11 X 12 for all less than that span; the girders to bo five in number;
the external girders to be scarfed on capsills and secured to piers by holding-down strap-bolts, with
straps 3 X i and li inch tangs, and bolted to piers by 3 inch and l" bolts as in detailed drawing No. 7;
the remainder of the girders to be lap-jointed as in drawing, and secured to capsills with £ bolts, one
bolt in each "girder.
.
Bridge No. 7 to have corbels under the beams 12 X 12, secured as shewn in detailed drawing

corbel*.
Floors.

" The floors of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8, to be 12 feet wide between hand-rails, to consist of stringybavk, ironbark, box, or red gum slabs, 4 inches thick and not less than 7 or more than 10 inches wide,
to be long enough to span two of the openings between girders, tbe joints to be broken, to be secured to
girders by £ inch jagged spikes 7 inches long, one spike at each intersection of girders and two at each
end of each slab; the slabs to be lined and laid close, adzed, and firmly seated on girders; a marginal
log 9 X •> to be spiked to external girder with £ inch spikes 18 inches long.
Bridges Nos. G and 10 to be under-strutted, as in detailed drawing No. 10.
_
Under-strutted
Each of the wide bays to have two stringers 12 X 12 resting on corbels 12 X 12. with a
bridges.
TJnder'Btruttisg. straining piece 9 X 10 and 2 under-struts 10 X 10, all properly fitted and fastened as in drawing.
The smaller bays to have 3 girders, 13 X 10 on corbels, secured as in drawing. _
Girders on
The floors to he carried by joists, in thc larger spans where there is no intermediate girder, to be
corbels.
Floors.
10 X 3i, calked 1 inch, and in the smaller spans 9 X 3, all skew spiked to the girders.
The floor to be 4 inch diagonal planking, laid close and spiked to the joists with £ inch wrought
iron spikes 7 inches long, bearded 3", one spike and two spikes alternately in each plank, flooring to
be adzed off fair when laid.
,
,
, , ,, ,,
No. 9 to have one 50 feet queen-truss span as in detailed drawing, the stringer to be 14 X lb..
Queen trass.
tbe straining beam 12 X 9. braces 12 X 9, minor braces 10 X 9, and joists 6_X 9, corbels 1- X 10,
1£ inch suspension rods, joists to he 3 X 10 in large opening, and floor and remainder of superstructure
same as for Nos. G and 10.
The hand-rail for all thc bridges to be as in detailed drawing. Posts, with thc exception ol in
Hand-mil
No. 9, is to be secured to stringer with £ bolt, and to floor with iron collar strap l£ X £, spiked through
floor to girder.
In No. 9 the posts to be bolted to joists, as in drawing; all posts to he 6x4,
.
,
■
Top rail to he 6 x 4 with chamfered arrisse mortised on and spiked to posts, as in drawing; the
intermediate rail to he 4x3 halved into and secured to posts by treenails, and with outside stt-uts
0x4 over each pier, heel of strut to be tenoned into capsill and spiked to it, head to be let into and bolted
to post with £ inch bolts.
,
,
,
The landward side of all abutments to be slabbed iu the same manner as floor, 4 round posts ana
Slabbing abut
ments.
small piles are to be driven and slabbed to retain foot of embankments at bridges where ground
is stesp.
*
Calverts to be as in drawing, to be erected where pointed out by Bead Superintendent, and iu
Culverts.
accordance with drawing No. H.
.
,
The timber framing to be all round timber, piles to be driven as for bridges, except m rock, when
holes 2 to 3 feet deep are to he cut to receive the end of uprights, which are to he firmly wedged in with
timber or stone wedges. Hie capsills to be tenoned on and spiked with | inch jagged spikes 20 inches
long to uprights.
i
,
The girders, 6 iu number, to be firmly seated and spiked on capsills, the face girder to be hewn
with under arrisse square and to extend back on each side, as in drawing, the ends to be supported by
piles, the floor to be of slabs as specified for some of the bridges.
.
The land ward side of abutment and the space between angle and wing piles or uprights to bo
sheeted with 4 inch slabs in tfie same manner as floor.
,
, ,,
The hand-rail to be, as in drawing, of the same general character as in bridges, but no hand-rail
on upper side, nor no struts to posts, which are to be spiked instead of bolted to girders and capsills.
Thc box drains to be formed of 3 inch planks well fastened together with 4 inch nails and cleets
3X4, and continued in every instance to the foot of the slopes, to be placed where directed by tbe officer
in charge of the works.
.
, .
....
„
Tenders to contain a price for each culvert and box dram respectively, as thc quantities oi work
in them will not be measured with quantities in bridges,

fioad Branch,
department of Internal Communication,
Sydney, 5 February, 1861.

5 J ° I am also to request that in future you will send all letters and reports on official paper, with a
Barter margin for letters and half margin for reports.
.. C. Bayley, Esq.,
Murrurundi.

I have, &c,,

S'

J.

SHAIKP,
Chief Clerk.

Doughboy Hollow,
24 October, 1861.

Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge your favour of the 20th instant, requesting n»e to forward
you certificate of vouchers for the following items, viz.:—
J
£476 18 9
300

200
976 18 9

.
paid

4
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Pa;d ** ?![r'j?Jar^a^1,,*e on accoudI of Doughboy Diversioji contract, malting a total paid to Mr. Martindale oi *<>,000.
. ,
all due reapect to your wishes, I must, on the present occasion, decline, for the present.
signing these documents, for reasons which I have now the honor to submit to you
Clearing Contract.—This has not been carried out to specification. The clearing of the main
road is pad, there being mauy stumps left protruding above ground; and along the embnnkmonts the
timber is still lying, not having been cleared away; in fact, in many places the banks arc formed, or
resting upon, the uncleared timber.
Embankments.—On entire length of road not trimmed as specified in specification.
Pruning, The priming of earth-work around abutments of bridges, culverts, and retaining walls,
has not been performed.
°
Consolidation.—To this clause I would call your particular attention.
rj j® flying is bad; in many places much sunken, in consequence of the road not being well
consolidated before commencing work; and I am afraid much difficulty will be found in keeping up the
proper convexity.
D ‘
Fencing.—Only six panels of fencing put up.
, . Mctal^—This is another very important item. We have neither proper quantity nor quality ; the
principal portion supplied by the contractor being a description of shale, not basalt, as specified. 1,511
c. yds. of metal have yet to be spread, of which 1,010 arc not vet broken, to make up the ouantitv
required.
‘
r
1
J
Bridges, Only one bridge is finished—Fan Chin; for particulars of the other I hog to refer you
to the enclosed statement of quantities of work to complete the same.
Neither tarred nor spiked as specified; only one spike being put in each end of slabs.
blabbing.—The slabbing of abutments and landward side to hold embankments not slabbed; thc
contractor was wishing to make this an extra charge, although specified in specification.
Doughboy Creek. In many places the creek is blacked up, through thc earth from tho cuttings
having been tipped into the creek; the same with the big cutting.
,.
. ^ think I have now enumerated thc most important objections ; and when taking into considera
tion the amount required to complete the works, which I estimate at £1,800 to £2,000, and with the
^percent, to be deducted from thc total amount of contract, £1,100—which, added to the £2,000,
ought to leave a halimcK of £3,400, whereas I find only £1,000 in hand to complete conti'act. Under
these circumstances I have felt it my duty to decline signing vouchers; hut on your exonerating me
from all liability or censure, and still wishing me to sign after this explanation, I shall he ready to do
your request, on receiving a communication to that effect.

I hfivc &c

Robert Quodling, Esq.,
’ OLIVER L. HANNINGTON,
Road Superintendent,
R0ivd Overseer.
Tamworth.
.
n * v I,^TTL0„c,atil^attherein ma<*t 1'0r completion of works is mode from the measurements taken
October 12th, 18GI.—0. L. H.
Doughboy Hollow,
8 October, 1861.

Sir,

According to instructions received from you, I, in conjunction with Mr. Donaldson, have
measured tho whole of the works of Doughboy Diversion contract, and have now the honor of forwarding
the same.
■
"
Enclosed you will find an abstract measurement of all work done up to tho 30th ultimo, also
work done from the 12th of August up to the 30th September, with detail quantities-to complete
bridges, also alterations from specification.
Should you require a detailed account of the measurements of earth-work, rock, (fee., I will, on
receiving an intimation to that effect, forward the same.
« , ,
„
I have, &c,,
Robert Quodling, Esq.,
OLIVER L. HANNINGTON.
Koad Superintendent,
Tamworth.
P.S.—I also enclose August voucher for maintenance men, duly signed.—0. L. H.

L.
Tamworth, 3 November, 1861.
Sir,
r, , • f *.do
thG hnT»ov to inform you that I received a letter from thc Commissioner for
Koads, informing me that you had accepted my resignation. I do not know what remarks Mr. Collett
may have made when submitting my resignation to you, hut I sincerely hope von will have thc matter
thoroughly investigated. Everything that I stated in my letter to Mr. Collett"! can substantiate
.. , „V “<5 matter is thoroughly investigated, you will, I think, sec that I had good cause to state
tbat 1 could not continue in my present employment with credit to myself, or in justice to the
. trovemment.
All that I ask is an inquiry into the matter.
• 1 C£n
documents to prove that thero is a regular loose and discreditable system carried
on since Mr. Collett has been in office.
,_^
prove to you that moneys have been paid before they were due; and further, which I
consider of great moment, that there is not sufficient funds in hand to complete the contract__Mr.
Martmdale having received £6,000, the total amount of contract being £7,000; and I can prove that it
win take £2,000, independent of tho work which ought to be condemned, to complete the works satisactorily. 1 can also disclose many matters that I think will be rather discreditable to any gentleman
holding an appointment as Commissioner for Roads.
I was not premature in sending in my resignation; thc case is of such a glaring nature that many
gentlemen not connected with the department have noticed the flagrant way in which this contract has
been earned out.
°
-I11 Pr0Ceedat 0n?0 H Sydncy ■ and y<™ would kindly honor me with an interview, I am
confident that you will say that I have acted in a fearless, upright manner. ■

T° th0the0Mffiister for Public Works.

ROBERT QUODLING.

Department of Public Wbrhe,

Sir,
t
,.
,
,
Sydney, 12 November, 1861.
, ,, „ . . ^ 8111 "'looped by the Secretary for Public Works to acknowledge the receipt of your letter
*5° n
W ^1™“ wTe t0 the Causes wI"cl1 Ied t0 ynur resignation of the office of Superintendent
onthe Urcat Northern Road, and to inform you that, in compliance with your request, Mr. Secretary
Arnold will See you on any day previously arranged between you and myself.
Mr. Robert Quodling,
1 haVC’ *o’HN KAE
lumworth*
N.
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N.
Department of Fublk Worli,
Road Branch,
Sydney, 2G Avgust, 1861.

(Circular,)
Sir,

I am directed by tbe Commissioner to call your particular attention^ to thc fact tbat
contractors under present arrangements are all bound to time, under certain penalties. Should any
delay, therefore, arise from thc absence or omission of the Road Superintendent, OycrBcer, or Ganger,
(as the case may be,) in laying out the work, measuring metal, or otherwise impeding the operations
of the contractor, the penalties cannot with justice he enforced. As the general conditions require
“ tho works to he completed to the entire satisfaction of tiie Commissioner and Road Superintendent,"
the risk of doing wrong lies with the contractors, and any alterations from the specification comes
under the same category, hut in no instance ought the contractors to he hindered or stopt in the
carrying oi:t of their engagements.
, .
v nv ■
*
As regards tbe substitution of pitching m lieu of ballasting, every facility should be given to
thc contractors, provided the expense does not exceed the original amount specified for ballasting or
metalling in the contract! In any case of excess tho question is to be referred to thc Commissioner, for
his decision.
,,
.

I have, Ssc.,

R. Quodling, Esq.,
Tamworth,

.

sChief Clerk.

0.

Singleton, 7 March, 1861.

Slr’
When you were directed to superintend the Doughboy Diversion contract, it was with a
view to push forward thc works as much as possible, and to give every facility to tho contractor, by
sendin'T in returns, Jess ten per cent., of nil work, at least every fortnight; aud if you had any doubt
on ibis'3point, or on tbe portion of this contract which l required first completed, it was your duty to
make the necessary inquiries. If you bad been at your post when I surveyed the Doughboy Diversion
you would have known what my wishes were. I have directed Mr. Dayley to superintend the wood
work, and yon will take the earth-work of tho Doughboy Diversion, independently of each other. You
will send a detailed report of all thc principal works in your district, and also the balance in hand of
any moneys appropriated in I860, specifying each appropriation. Send this to Sydney by Monday’s
Yours faithfully,
WILLIAM R, COLLETT.

R. Quodling. Esq..
Tamworth.

THURSDAY,

5

DECEMBER,

1861.

ijiuocnt

Mr. DALGLEISH,
Mr. DANGAR,
Mr. DICK,

-

W. FORSTER, Esq.,

Mr. T. GAEBETT,
Mr. LUCAS,

Mr. MAKKHAM.
in the

Chair.

Mr. Bobert Quodling, again called in and still further examined:—
Mr. Robert 654. By ike Chairman: Have you been able to find copies of the two letters referred to at
Quodling, our
meeting? No; I have written up for them to Tamworth; I find I have not them
with me.
e Dec., 1861. 655. You think you will be able to produce them ? I will be able to produce them.
656. By Mr. Dalgleish: I think you stated that you hud no definite duties—that your
duties were not defined ? They were not defined by any instructions. ^
657. In what light did you consider these letters you have handed in — these written
instructions to take charge of certain portions of the work ? I thought I would have to act
up to them.
_
_
658. You considered them as instructions? Yes; I bad no regular instructions as to the
mode of carrying out my duties.
659. And you acted on those ? Yes.
660. In the first instance you considered that you had the general charge over the entire
works? Yes.
661. And then you received a communication to take charge of thc earth-work only ? Yes.
662. And afterwards a communication that you were to take charge of the whole work
again ? Yes.
_
663. Without any definite instructions as to what were your precise duties ? Without any
definite instructions, only the documents I received from Mr. Bayley when I took them
over.
_
664. When you received the appointment of Superintendent of Koads, how did you receive
it—in what manner? I never had an appointment from the office when I was promoted.
665. Had you a letter notifying the fact? I had a letter notifying thc fact that I had been
appointed Superintendent of the second district of the Northern Bead.
666. Were you then on tbe Northern Hoad ? No, the Western.
687. You were removed from the Western to the Northern Bead ? Yes.
668. Did your instructions tell you what part of the Northern Koad you were to proceed to ?
Yes; I started from Doughboy to Armidale.
^
669. Have you a lettcr appointing you superintendent ? Not with me; I had a letter.
670. Is that one of the letters you promised to furnish to the Committee ? No.
671. Will you append that to your evidence ? Yes; I will see if I can got it; I am not
certain if I can get them down; my things are locked up at Tamworth, and I have no person
I can trust there to go to my papers. I will try to get them down, but there will be some
delay.

I
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672. In what position were you prior to being superintendent?

1 was first-olaas overseer Mr. Bobert
of tho Western Road.
Quodling.
673. You became conversant with tho duties aud with tho mode of conductiur' the business
of road making ? Yes.
°
5 Dec., 1801.
674. Were you in the habit of receiving instructions from a superior officer, when you were
an overseer? Yes, from the engineer.
*
675. Then you received definite instructions as to what you wore to do ? Yes j it was left
to my own judgment to carry out thc works.
676. As overseer ? Yes; money was placed at my disposal, and I was to expend it in thc
best way I could.
.
^
f
r
r
677. In what respect did the duties of superintendent differ from those of overseer? The
duties wore very little different, I was directly under the Engineer for Roads, when I was
overseer over the Western Road. When I was superintendent I was not so much under his
eye. The duties are the same, or nearly so; there is no difference.
678. Arc you aware of having committed any errors in carrying out the works entrusted to
your charge ? I have not been informed that I have committed any errors.
679. You have not been found fault with for incapacity? No.
680. Have you any reason to suppose you were not considered capable of carrying out the
works ? I never had reason to suppose so.
681. No fault was found with you ? No fault at any time.
682. Do you know that portion of the road known aa thc new cutting on this side of tho
mountain, this side of thc Doughboy Hollow? Liverpool Range.
083. Known as the new cutting—was that a portion of the line under your charge ? No.
684. In bringing out the quantities for the different bridges, do I understand that these
quantities were the materials, short of what should have been expended in the bridges ?
Yes; that was the state they were in when I objected to certify to tho return.
685. Were they considered to be finished ? No.
686. What was your objection? My objection was to certify to the return, because the
amount was not due. I took out the quantities to see tho amount it would take to complete
the contract; and, adding the amounts together that had been expended, I thought thero
was not sufficient in hand to carry them out according to the specification furnished.
687. Was it understood by you that the full amount of cubie yards of stone contained in
the two orders you received from Mr. Collett had to be broken and supplied by tho
contractor ? Yes.
688. You complain that tbat order was not fulfilled? It was not fulfilled.
689. Although he was paid for the full order ? He was paid for thc full order; he was
paid on account of the contract, Tho amounts he received were paid on account of tho
contract generally.
690. Your complaint is, that larger amounts of money have been paid than is warranted
by tho state of the work ? Yes; that was my complaint—ono of my complaints.
691. Tho works not being finished ? Sufficiently finished for the advance.
692. The broken stone short of the contract could have been insisted upon being supplied
before the money in hand was paid ? Yes.
693. You think the money in hand was not a sufficient guarantee ? There was not sufficient
in hand to complete the work.
694. Were any bonds taken for thc completion of the work? I believe there were.
695. Would they not have been sufficient to have compelled thc contractor to finish the
work in a proper manner, if it had not been performed satisfactorily? I think not, for if
they had deviated from the general conditions of the contract-----696. Tho contract was broken ? The contract was broken. It states in the contract, pay
ments to be made at the rate of eighty per cent, as the work is proceeding. I consider that
clause broken,
697. Have you seen the bond papers? I never saw them.
698. You do not know the nature of the bond ? I know the nature of general bonds for
contractors.
699. What is the general bond ? I could not describe it, but I have seen the general bonds
signed by them.
700. Is it—the work to be completed to the satisfaction of the overseer ? I am not certain
whether it states that. The bonds aro kept in the office; they are not kept by mo; in fact
I did not witness the signature.
701. Tho discretion you had to exercise at Doughboy Hollow was of the same nature as
that you exercised as overseer of roads ? Yes, similar.
702. Had similar cause of complaint arisen when you were overseer of the Western Road,
would you have adopted the same course you have done now ? Exactly tho same.
708. By Mr. Eoskins: What was your office—what situation did you fill under Grovcrnment ? I was Superintendent of Roads.
704. The district you had charge of was from Doughboy to Armidale,? Yes.
705. Are you an engineer by profession ? Not by profession; I have been employed on
works for tbe last eight years.
706. Aro you a civil engineer ? I am not a civil engineer,
707. What salary did you receive ? £400 per annum.
708. Is it not tho fact that superintendents of roads aro generally civil engineers ?
I believe not.
‘
*09. What induced you to resign—I do not clearly understand even now? My reason for
resigning was this:—I found no notice was taken of my repeated reports about the works;
I was sot aside altogether; and tho contractor’s personal explanation was considered sufficient.
710, Who did you report to? To Mr. Collett j and he referred personally to him.

711.
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Mr. Bobert 711. Did you not consider it your duty as a public servant; if you saw a contract not proQuodling, perly performed—if in fact the public wore robbed, for I can apply no other term to it, if a
' contract is not performed according to tbe specification—would you not consider it your
5 Dec,, 1861.
before tendering your resignation, to make the Minister of Works acquainted with this
violation of the contract? My reason for not placing the matter in thc hands of the
Minister for Works was, that I thought thc matter might he burked. I wanted to have it
investigated by a Committee.
_
712. Did you not consider that, as your superior officer, as the gentleman in charge of your
department, it was your duty to make your report to him ? I did not consider that it was
my duty to make the report to the Minister of Public Works.
713. You considered it to bo consistent with your duty as a public servant to see a contract
violated, aud to take no notice of it ? The Commissioner of Roads was quite aware the
state the work was iu, I presume.
_
_
714. Has the Commissioner of Roads never complained of your remissness in attending to
your duties ? Never till after 1 resigned.
715. Had he never previously? Never.
716. Did you ever reside in Murrurundi ? Never.
_
717. Did the Commissioner of Roads never complain of your being too frequently at Muiturundi away from your district ? Never.
.
718. Do you mean to say that at no time Mr. Collett has complained to you of your being
away from your district ? Never at any time.
....
.
,
719. Did you consider that you had a concurrent responsibility in the charge of this work
with Mr, Bayley ? I had when Mr. Bayley was on this work. ^
_
720. An equal responsibility with him? An equal responsibility with him.
721. Did Mr. Collett never intimate to you that you were to act under the instructions Mr.
Bayley received from him, and to receive your instructions from Mr. Bayley ? Never, ^
722. Did not Mr. Collett ever inform you that Mr. Bayley would have charge of the bridges
and masonry. Yes, he did.
_
723. Did he not tell you you were not to interfere with that part of the contract ? At that
time I did uot interfere with it.
724. Did you not tell us yesterday that you had charge of the contract? I had the whole
of thc contract till I received that letter., Mr. Bayley took his work separate from mine
only for a very short period. I can give you the date, but I have not it with me now,
725. Do you mean to say that Mr. Collett was so satisfied with the manner in which you had
performed your duty that ho told you he would recommend you for an increase of salary ?
He told me at Singleton, that if I applied for an increase of salary he would lay my appli
cation before the Minister for Works. In fact, he promised me au increase before.
726. Do you know whether he ever did make an application for an increase ? I do not
know.
727. You never received any reply ? No.
*
,
728. Was it not the fact that you received a letter some time in March, telling you that
he could not place tbat confidence in yon, in the management of thc contract, that he had
expected? No, 1 do not recollect receiving any such letter. .
_
_
729. Did you receive any letter in March, altering the instructions ? I believe that is the
letter which has been referred to.
,
,
.
.
730. Have you it now? No, I have not; I have written for it; if the letter is sent to me
I can produce it, At the time the letter was written to me I was on Glen Innes Road, and
had charge of that from the Bench of Magistrates at Armidale; that was my reason for not
being at my post, as was stated.
_
,
731._One thing you have remarked, namely, that you did not send vouchers in every fort
night__Were you in the habit of sending in fortnightly vouchers with reference to other
contracts ? Yes.
732. This is the only exception? Yes.
....
t <■ i
l
733. Why did you not send fortnightly vouchers in, in this instance ? Because I felt that
the Commissioner of Roads was payiug the contractor more money than was due, and 1
could not send in my returns. I could never tell how the contract stood. Perhaps on tho
very day when I sent in a return, the contractor might receive £500 on account. He could
get money whenever he chose to telegraph for it.
734. Do you know whether Mr. Martindalc had ever had contracts in New South Wales
previous to this ? I believe he has had several on the Liverpool Range.
_
735. Do you know whether Mr. Martindale has been in the habit of contracting for public
works, here, in England, and in Victoria? 1 believe he has.
_
736. Do you know whether there has over been any complaint of Mr. Martindale having
performed a contract negligently in any part of the world ? I have heard a great deal about
Mr. Martindale, but I know nothing about these works.
737. You never heard anything against his reputation as a contractor ? No, I never heard
anything; I cannot speak of anything.
738. You say you had concurrent responsibility with Mr. Bayley—can you tell me the
amount of money certified by Mr. Bayley and by yourself, between March and June of the
present year ? I have not my book with me. The amount will he on the vouchers, which
can he produced.
739. Did yourself and Mr. Bayley jointly sign vouchers ? Yes.
740. To what extent have you signed in the aggregate ? I cannot toll from memory, but I
will have every entry and copy of voucher forwarded.
_
741. I believe, hy the specification, twenty per cent, was to be withheld—was it twenty or
ten ? Twenty.

742.
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742. That twenty per cent, you say was not withheld ? I think not.
Mr. Itobert
743. Can you tell whether there was work performed under vour own and Mr. BayJey’s Qnodlmg.
supervision amounting in the aggregate to £5,300 ? I could not tell you ; I think not.
r ™ y0u tG how muob m0Qey the contractor received ? £0,000, 1 believe
5 Dec., 1861.
i
' ac' w he Stl11 mt>nej 11110 7 1 believe jei^00 is duc ^ him.
746. What was the amount which was considered to be sufficient to perform the contract
trom the time you left up to its completion, according to the specification ? I estimated the
works at £1,800, to complete them according to the specification j and this, with the twenty
percent, to be retained, £1,400, would be £3,200, which should have been in hand.
m. Jiy Mr. Markham : What was there in hand ? £1,000.
748. By Mr. Hoskins: Did you ever make written objections to Mr. Collett, as to the
manner m which the contract was performed ? Yes; I handed the letters in yesterday, and
1 mentioned in my monthly and fortnightly reports, about the manner the work had been
carried on.
749. You never at any time made any written objection to the Minister for Works ? Never
at any time.
'
750. You would have considered, if yon had seen the contract being carried out in direct
violation of the specification, that it was not your duty to make representations to the
responsible minister ? It was not my duty, for Mr. Collett being the officer over me, his
explanation would be taken before mine.
has'
^°U kn0W wbct*ier Mjf Collett has the power to alter contracts ? I dare say he
752. You think he may have the power without consulting any person ? He may have
753. You do not know ? I do not.
or
j
Havc you ev®r secl1 money paid to a contractor without having a voucher signed by the
officer in charge of the works P Never before.
pitched'?1 ^Ye”0*' ^
eartb'worlc was Bot properly consolidated before it was
756. How long were you generally in the habit of allowing a newly-formed road to remain
before it was pitched—did you allow drays to pass over it ? We allowed light traffic to run
over it in ffiac weather. The clause with rcfereuce to consolidation was left out in this snecincation. Ihe consolidation of the embankment would take about a couple of months.
7. In this case drays were allowed------? The pitching was put on before the drays went
over it—before it was consolidated.
J
758, In some cases you say broken metal was put upon clay ? On the ordinary earth-work,
/oy. Dut according to the specification, this should iiavc been pitched before the metal was
put on P i. hat clause about pitching was substituted, and the same price was paid pecubic yard as lor broken metal.
r
r 760. How could the traffic be brought on to produce what you call consolidation, before the
bridges were built ? The bridges should have been built at the same time as the earth5J™ Z?3 earned on, so that they might have been finished together,
7bl. Would it not be impossible for drays to travel over the road till the bridges were
finished. It would have been possible; of course the drays could work between the bridges
where the bridges were not completed, but there was no opportunity for consolidation after
because the metalling and pitching was all done.
762. If drays were travelling on this road frequently between where these bridges were to
be erected, would not the drays cut away the embankments and destroy the. water-tables ?
Inc drays would consolidate the embankments
763. Would they not destroy the side drains? No, they would not destroy anything.
There is a clause m the specification that the convexity is to be maintained by the
contractor for a certain time, till it is properly consolidated.

formaSro°nUlbaSttlli!ieUt,,ptbeerUStOfthOr0ad?

That 13 the obiect-to Sct t,lc whole

765. Would you not have been empowered to stop the traffic yourself without receiving any
instructions from Mr. Collett, if you thought the traffic were injuring the road previous to
ScbeedSanrdemeta1]eddpitC 6d? Ther0Wasno traffic on tl,e road Pro™«s to its being
766. A much smaller quantity of metal has been placed on the road than was comprised in
the specificatmn
Than was comprised in the contract—in the memos, handed over to me
by Mr. Bayley when I took charge of the works.
767. Is that tbe customary way of handing over to a person the charge of a road—to give
him memoranda? I believe that is Mr. Collett’s system of carrying out tbe works. I
believe he does that with other superintendents.
wVey°U been ™dcr a”y °.ther gentleman in charge of roads ? Yes.
769. Was he m the habit of giving similar memoranda? No. I was made acquainted
with every thing officially ; everything came through the office in Sydney—the Road Branch.
770. You had formal instructions, not small memoranda ? Yes.
771. Did the contractor use a roller, in order to consolidate the work done ? He had a
l,°“' H“nsea ,o ru"

11,0 Spe“fi“li“

’’

“

»»

W»W« »* ‘IP™* ■»

2
Can you ten the weight of the tree ? No; I could tell you the
weight, it was a log about 16 inches m diameter and 7 feet long,
3
1 if .By Mr. Hoskins : When you saw tins shale being placed on the road, did you never
point out to Mr. Collett that it was a vpi-v infoTinr ovtinln
„ j:__ i direct violation of tbe
contract ?

i
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Mr. BoLert contract ? I did point out that it ought to have heen broken metal. I said to Mr. Collett,
Quod I in g. «
yr,u approve of this metal?” He said “ I do,” and I thought that was sufficient.
_
t~ A ~ \ 775. Have you ever seen shale used in place of basalt ? I have’seen it in this case, but in
6 Dec., 18611 uq other work that [ have carried out j I have never allowed it to be used.
776. Are you aware that it is not as durable ? I am.
^
_
777. When you pointed out these heaps of shale to Mr. Collett, did he assign any reason why
shale should be substituted for basalt ? No, he assigned no reason.
_
778. By Mr. Dalgleish: Did you certify for the stone before Mr. Collett saw it? No, I
paid the contractor an amount on account; it was mentioned on the H form—<( On account
of the Doughboy contract.”
779. Did you certify for any part of that that was broken ns shale before Mr. Collett saw
it ? Not before Mr. Collett saw it.
780. By Mr. Hoskins: I understood you to say that you were not allowed to measure the
heaps of metal broken ? I was not allowed. I received a memo, in August, from Mr. Bayley,
stating that the Commissioner had directed him that the metal was to be put on half a cubic
yard to a lineal yard without measurement, and that memo, lie gave to me at the time.
7S1. By Mr. Dalgleish: Have you handed that in ? Yes.
_
_
782. By Mr. Hoskins: Then you were not furnished with the specification of the actual
quantity of metal in the aggregate that was to be laid on tbe road? I bad the documents
under which Mr. Bayley was supervising the contract.
_
783. At that time Mr. Bayley had the sole charge? Whqp I took it in August he had.
They found I was condemning the work and putting them to more trouble, and I was told
quietly I was to have nothing more to do with the works.
784. Who told you that? Mr. Bayley, I believe, was informed by letter,
. _
785. Mr. Bayley was informed by letter that you were to have nothing to do with it? That
he had sole charge of the works. I think I received a note from Mr. Collett—I am not
certain.
<
786. When you represented to Mr. Bayley that the contract was not faithfully performed,
you were informed that you were not to interfere ? The contractor objected to having two
superintendents on the work, and Mr. Bayley was then directed to take the entire charge,
and I went on with my other duties.
787. You loft the contract? I used to visit it aud go over the works, but I never interfered
with Mr. Bayley. At that time I used to go over the works frequently.
788. In the specification it is provided that "All portions of the road directed to be
“metalled—to be metalled as follows:—The metal to be of the best and hardest available
" stone, the blue columnar basalt, broken to a 24 inch gauge, free from earth, sand, chips,
“ and other impurities j to be spread to a width of 18 feet, 9 inches deep at the centre, and
" 6 at the sides ”—was that part of the contract complied with ? It was not, because this
memo, that I received did away with the clause altogether. Mr. Collett substituted
pitching for metalling, and paid the contractor the same price for rough stone as for blue
metal. The memo. I received when I took charge from Mr. Bayley was sufficient for mo .
to take no notice of that clause.
789. In no part of the contract is tbe metal 18 feet wide, 9 inches deep at the centre and
6 at the sides? No, he substituted pitching for metalling.
790. Can yon state whether there is any part of the contract where this is complied with ?
I cannot tell you any.
791. And you do not believe there is any ? I do not believe there is any.
_
792. This substitution of pitching for broken metal would be a considerable gain to the
contractor ? A considerable gain.
793. Has there been any ballasting, any ordinary rough ballasting, any gravel put on the
top of the metal ? I know there was no gravel put on the top of the metal.
794. No blinding ? Not on any metal when I was there.
795. Is it not frequently the practice, especially in swampy places, in forming a road, to
have a layer of ballast thrown down, aud on the top of that to put the broken metal ?'
That has not heen done.
796. Is not that the plan generally adopted in the formation of a road? No; the general
plan is to have the entire length of the earth-work thoroughly consolidated before any
macadamizing is done. All drains and outlets should be cut before the metalling is
commenced.
797. In constructing roads, are you in the habit of putting metal down without ballasting
or rough stones ? Yes.
_
798. Do you consider that a good plan ? Yes, when the earth-work is thoroughly consolidated.
799. Do you mean to tell me that a road is equally durable where the metal is laid upon
the earth, as it would be if laid upon pitching, rough stone, or ballasting? Not on any
boggy portions of a road, but upon any dry consolidated road. I think metalling is before
any pitching that can he put on. Pitching is objectionable on embankments which are not
consolidated, for when traffic comes on them, the drays sink through it, and it is a great
deal worse.
800. Is it not customary on a good road to have pitching and metalling as well—the
metalling on the top of the pitching ? It is adopted in the streets here.
801. Was that plan adopted in this contract? Pitching has been substituted for metalling.
802. Has metal been put on the top of the pitching in this contract? Yes.
803. Do you not consider that an improvement ? It is not so good, because tbe consolidation
clause is taken no notice of.
804. Do yon not think pitching is a more solid foundation for a road than ordinary clay or
earth ? No; ordinary clay or earth, if consolidated, will make a bettor road than pitching.
805.
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805. To corns back to tbs first qucstion—is it not the practice, especially in swampy portions Mr. Robert'
ot a road, to have pitching or ballasting, then a coating of earth, and then on the top of that Quod ling.
coating the metal ?
I do not think that is customary,
06.. Or gravel ? Yes, gravel, that has been carried oat, I have done that in bo^gy SclClSei.
portions, but then I have put on the gravel without pitching : the portions without pitchm*
on a consolidated road would be as good as the other,
.
°
807. Do you think if gravel had been put upon the pitching of this contract, the road would
bo as firm as if metal had been laid on the earth or clay ? I do not understand vou.
808. Supposing Mr. Collett had substituted pitching, and gravel on the top of that, instead
ot having broken metal laid upon the ordinary earth-work—do you think tbe pitching and
gravel would form a more durable road than the other, having metal laid upon the ordinary
be^'
Cart^ Wer° conso^^ai;e(li ^le metal laid upon the ordinary clay would be the
809. Have you not observed upon the Northern Eoad, that where metal has been laid upon
the clay or ordinary earth, the dray wheels have ground tbe metal into the road, and the
metal has all wasted away ? Not on any portion I have carried out ou the Northern Koad.
8IU. your objection to the performance of the contract, so far as the earth-work is concerned,
j
sul)stltut'on of pitching and gravel for metal ? And the doing away with the consoli
dation clause, which puts £300 in the poeket of the contractor; that is, the doing away of
the clause which refers to the maintaining the convexity of the formation and turning the
tramc on in fine weather, as specified in the specification.
0
m
y0iU *;ert^ f°r s'la'e ? I £0nt in a return on account for shale, but that was after
Mr Collett had seen it. I pointed out the stone to Mr. Collett, and Mr. Bayley pointed it
out too; when he said he was satisfied, of course that was sufficient,
oto r
fel,ciDS part of the co.ntract has not heen performed ? No.
813. In what way was the deficiency ? Mr. Bayley informed me half a mile was to be put
up, and there are only six panels up at the present time.
14. Did you receive any instructions from the Engineer or Commissioner of the road as to
the quantity ? ^ No. I have Mr. Bayley’s note in my memorandum book.
815. Ihe only instructions you received with reference to the quantity of fencing was from
tins note of Mr. Bayley ? Yes.
'
°
816. There is a clause in the specification about fencing"The fencing to be sound ironbark, box or red gum, two-rail fence, with posts not less than 9 feet long, 8 by 4 inches, or
round posts 9 inches in diameter at the small end, each to be charred for 3ifcet in height,
well rammed, securely and firmly fixed; the rails to he 9 feet long, 6 by % fitted accurately
into
posts, the ends of the rails to top”—there was to behalf a mile of it? So
hiT wi
i t0 read tbat sPeoifieation y°u would think there was a great quantity,
on. When, the contract was altered was it not intended to substitute a stone wall—was it
not understood that the Commissioner would be satisfied with a stone wall instead of timber
toncing l' lliat was for a portion of the Doughboy Creek, a retaining wall of masonry : but
o?nln"-W1 be re<luired> fiar it is not up to the height of the formation.
0 To rn atl 18 *b‘s fene‘nn for ? For fencing the side of the road.
819. To compel people to travel on the road ? Yes.
J™ tllin1k travellers would be jeopardized if the fence were not erected? The
spcdficfttion states there is tu be a fence along the line of road, hut it has not been carried out.
r j W i d° yTU SUPP°SC Wl11 he the gain to tbe contractor from not carrying this out!1
1 do not know; I suppose he intends to erect this fence, but be has not done it.
8^ Have you ever complained to Mr. Collett of this fence not having been erected ? No,
r to lett knew it; when he visited the works last he directed the contractor to put this
bait-mile at the worst place along the road.
823. He had not commenced it ? He had not commenced it when I left tbe works,
so- ao0 y°U k')0W w,lethcr tbe contact is finished there now ? No.
82b. Do you know whether the contractor has received his money ? I do not know.
82b. Another complaint of yours is, that the bridges are not according to contract—there
were to have been four piers to each bridge ? That was in the bridges marked B. In the
specification it states three.
?I,r«.h«™ been erected? In some of the original line there were to bo four,
but the original lino has been altered ; in the D bridges there were to be three.
828. You are aware that this contract was subject to any alteration being made by the
Commissioner. I do not know that the Commissioner is empowered to make alterations in
tbe contract; he was not Commissioner of Hoads at the time this contract was let.
82J. By having three piers instead of four, you think tho superstructures of these bridges
are not so secure ? lu the large bridges they are not so secure.
°
830. Do you know whether these piles are properly driven into the rock ? Tbov are not
driven, they are sills.
j
831. One alteration is, that the bridges have been altered from twelve to eighteen feet wide—
s^7°nn0^ ^mk that an improvement ? It is a great improvement.
'
8d2 Do you not consider that the bridges generally erected under Mr. Bennett’s supervision
are too narrow ? I do not know about Mr. Bennett's directions : the bridges I have carried
oqo* n iaVe been 0n ^ twelve feet wide have been too narrow.
833. Do you not know that tho teamsters frequently go to the old crossing-places rather
than
over these bridges? I have a decided objection to bridges twelve feet wide.
5rf4 Jhdyounotmabea representation to Mr. Collett that you considered the flooring
of these bridges would not be secure, inasmuch as there were not so many spikes driven
in the planking as were specified ? I pointed out the bridges to Mr. Collett when he visited
the works, and as be was satisfied I did not consider it necessary to make a report
238—F
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Mr, Eoberfc 835. Did you not consider that driving only half the number of spikes would bo a serious
QflotUing. infringement of the terms of tho contract, especially in the flooring of a bridge ? I do not
*—**—*, hnow that it was very serious.
{I Dec., 1861. 836. Do you not think that the floor would not be so durable ? The floor would not be £0
durable.
837. Would it not be likely to be dangerous, because the flooring would soon get loose ? Yes.
838. Why do yon say that you consider this is one of the charges you have against the
Works Department of not carrying out the contract, inasmuch as there were not so many
spikes used as were specified, if you do not consider this a serious violation of the contract?
It is a material violation, but not so serious as you would make out.
_
839. Can you give us a rough estimate of the gain to the contractor hy only having two
spikes instead of three ? I could not give it from memory; I could take it out.
840. When you represented to Mr. Collett that the bridges also were not constructed
according to the contract, he said he was quite satisfied ? Yes, he was quite satisfied.
841. Did the specification of the bridges which guided you state the minimum breadth of
the slabs ? I believe it did.
i
_
842. What is the breadth of the slabs ? They are all sketched on the drawings.
843. You superintended the construction of tbe bridges? The width of tho slabs was from
eight to ten inches.
_
844. According to the original specification they were to be twelve inches wide ? I forget;
they are marked on the drawings.
4
845. By Mr. Dick: Is any reference made to them in the specification ? I think they are
specified there.
t
_
846. Jiy Mr. Hoskins: I. think you say Mr. Bayley was removed from overlooking this
contract in July? No, I think it was in August.
4
847. From August to October—the time of your resignation—you had sole charge of this
work ? Yes.
_
818. Did you ever during this time—or did you ever make repeated representations to the
Commissioner of Roads of this persistent violation of tho contract by the contractor? I
pointed out everything when he visited the works, and I frequently repeated in my
monthly reports, about the unsatisfactory way in which the works were carried on.
849. Of course you considered your responsibility increased when Mr. Bayley was not there;
he having had partial responsibility before? Yes.
850. Did Mr. Collett actually order you to take charge of the works when Mr. Bayley left?
I think I yesterday handed in the letter directing me to take charge of tho works, and
stating that Mr. Bayley was appointed to the bridge at the Hume Crossing-place, at Yass.
851. There has been a diversion made from tbe original plan of the road ? Yes.
852. Do you think that diversion has been an improvement? I do not think it has.
853. Will you give us the reason why you do not think it has? I do not think tho road
will be so good. In tbe first instance, the taking tho road through the sideling—the large
-cutting they have made there—the road will never bo safe, but continually rat of order,
and in the course of a year or so they will have to make a considerable excavation for ten or
twelve feet back ; the sideling is exposed, and in bad weather will bo carried away.
854. Will you tell us the nature of this alteration—has it shortened tho distance—has the
road heen taken on higher ground ? I had the drawings here yesterday, but 1 have not
brought them to-day, as I thought they would not he required.
_ 4
855. Tills is an alteration made by the Chief Commissioner ? I had nothing to do with it.
856. We would like to know tho nature of the alteration—whether it will be a greater con
venience to the public—whether there will be less gradients, or less likelihood of the troflBo
being impeded by floods—whether there will be less work for tho contractor to do on this
diverted road, this amended contract ? There will be less work for the contractor, I am
satisfied, hut l have not the drawings with me. Two large bridges arc done away, (the two
most expensive bridges on the contract,) and an extra amount has heen paid on account of
those bridges.
'
.
857. Tho new line is much higher than the old one ? Yes.
858. The two bridges are avoided ? Yes.
859. Were those permanent running streams tho bridges wore to cross ? No.
860. Only gullies ? Yes.
_ _
861. In what way further do you consider it more favourable to the contractor to have this line?
He got the extra price for this large cutting, this sideling ; and tho doing away with these
two large bridges in the first contract was most important to him. He gets fivc-pcnce a
yard extra for this earth-work.
t
4
862. Then lio would receive a larger amount for his contract than that specified in tho
original contract ? Yes ; I think the amount paid him is £7,000. Sufficient money has
'
not been deducted for these two large bridges which have been done away, and extra money
has been paid for the earth-work.
863. Do you consider that, by this "new diversion, in tho winter season, when we hare
heavy rains fur weeks together, the traffic will be more likely to he impeded than by tho
original line proposed ? I believe it will ; and I reported to the Commissioner that tho
roadway, the back cutting, would have to he carried some distance back into the solid hill.
864. Do you think the road will not be of such a durable character as tho original ? la
satisfied it will not be so good.
_
865. To make a durable road it will he necessary to havo a farther cutting ? To have a
further cutting into the lead.
866. Farther into tho hill ? Yes.
_

867. Otherwise there may be a slip ? Yes; in fact I pointed out slips to Mr. Collett.
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808 L ill ore a OuTorenec in the gradients—arc there easier gradients on the diversion than Mr. Kohert
CAciV51'^1 j
could t'ot say ,lley al'c easier ; they are about the same.
Quodling.
Af011 r ^ ^ ]'*r* ■^aai]’nDt:on nn overseer under you? Yes,
0* 3> r, Hannington signed a letter concurring with you generally as to the contract not ^ r>ec<» 1865*
having been properly performed according to the specification ? Yes.
o™ -mi
^0e3 M“'- ^an,|i"gton bold ? Overseer under me.
ol£> Wliat is his salary ? ,£255 a-ycar.

by^Ir^Collctt6 ^ 116

tl10 Govcrnmont serv'co ? Iforget now, but he was appointed

874. Has ho ever had charge of tbe supervision of road work before ? Never: till ho came
to me he never knew what work was.
875. Is he an engineer ? No.
876. Is he ignorant of tho management of works generally ? Not so, because he has 'worked
up in a measure.
■

877. Under you ? Under me.
olo’
was <lu^° 11 n0T'ce when he was appointed ? Yes.
879. And he receives a sah-i-y of £250? £255.
880. What were his duties? To ride up and down the road and look after the maintenance
“en iJi® was supposed to have charge of the different road gangs iu the district.
oqo’ -n' ia^ ais^ric*' ■
Goonoo Goonoo to Doughboy Hollow.
Ran tv ll° rCS‘de at Murruru,ld‘? No, at the Willow Tree.
883, Did you consider, from his inexperience in these matters, tbat Mr. Hannington was
competent to express an opinion upon the manner in which tho contract was performed ?
lie weet through this work with me, and compiled the letter from his notes.
*
v
j y°» ask him ? I asked him to certify to the return: I said Icould not do so : if
be hlted to do so he could,
f
885, Was it his duty to'certify ? It was his duty,

by6himtll0US'Jt ^ WaSy°UrdUty'08 tlie SUpCrillteQdcnt?

Tlie returns were countersigned

£,he £tl11 cniPloyed ky Government ? I believe be is in Sydney.
888. Why was ho removed ? I believe he came down with Mr. Collett toSydney, and is
here at the present time.
qoo‘
t*°’n£ *n Sjdney ? I am sure I do not know.
890, Was he removed from there subsequently to your resignation ? Yes.
ooo ml10 ^Lcba^e,0.f the contracts there now ? I think, Mr. Coghlan, my successor.
coo " 10 15 ^r‘
? He was overseer of tho Western Eoad.
893. How long was he overseer of the Western Road? I do not know; a considerable
time, l believe.
894. Do you know whether he was ever engaged in overlooking road work in Yictoria? I
°W ^
kut I heard of him in Victoria wheu I was there,
895. Do you koow whether Mr. Coghlan has ever been employed in any works in which Mr,
w„as t!l° coatraetor ? I believe he was a sub-contractor under Mr. Martin dale.
89o. Where? In Victoria.
cnc"
I?U r®cc*yc ^'at from a reliable source ? Mr. Martiudale told me so himself.
oaS. Did Mr. Martindale tell you so ? He said that Mr. Coghlan, the present superintendent,
was a suh-ctmtractor under him.
ono’
J^r'
'S now ? Tho superintendent of the Northern Eoad.
900. Has Mr. Martiudale any contracts now ? Yes.
901. What contracts has he ? Tbe Doughboy contract.
902. Any other? Not to my knowledge.
903. Mr Coghlan has sole charge of this contract now? I believe .he has, to the best of
my belief,
^
nr ^‘2 tb'n!C
£a'^ you 'icard ^r' Coghlan say, that he had heen a sub-contractor under
Mr. Martiudale ? No; Mr. Martiudale told me so.
905. You were tho person who superintended tho erection of the foundation of the bridge
at Beudetueer ? The abutments at Bendemccr.
ondesi£ned tfiat bridSe ? I believe, Mr. Dennett, the late Engineer for Roads.
907. Did you see a copy of the specifications ? Yes, and the drawings.
90S. Cau you tell me whether, according to the specifications you received from Mr. Ecnnett
with reference to the formation of that bridge, it was or was not provided that the foundation
of those piers should bq upon the bed rock ? Yes.
909. ^ Cau you say whether that was done ? On the Tamworth bank of the river tbe founda
tion is on the rock; on the Armidale bank of the river on concrete, at least on flat-bedded
nibble; but I have tho engineer's letter directing inc to build upon hard shingle.
910. Do you not happen to know that last winter the flood in that river wore away the
formation of this bridge? It never touched the foundation ; the foundation has not sunk
in tho least.
9H. Have not several of tho stones been displaced? Yes. The mortar was green, when
the fliiod came down, on one of the piers; it was just finished on the Armidale side. On
the Tamworth side scarcely any stones are displaced at all.
912. Did you receive any information that the Government intended to continue the con
struction of this bridge at the original site ? I reported about the flood, and I stated to the
Commissioner for Roads that it would be advisable to pull down the abutments, and to
build them in cement; and I received a reply from tho Commissioner for Roads that no
alteration would bo made.
913. Did not the specification specify that cement was to ho used in this contract ? No,
the cement was supplied hy Government.
III'

914.
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M>. Robert 914. Do you consider tbat tbe foundation of tbat pier would be secure if laid upon shingly
Quodling. jogk or rubble ? I considered that they would be secure, and they are now.
'
915. Do you consider tbat they will be secure when they bare tbe whole superstructure
G Dec., 1861. Up0n them ?

'

Yes.

916. By Mr. Markham : Did you send in a certificate for the piers ? I did. _
917. Did you receive any reprimand in consequence? No. After the flood I received a letter
from the office informing me that I should not have forwarded the vouchers for the balance
of the contract till it was inspected by tbe Commissioner from Sydney. That was an
unusual thing; I never heard of it before.
918. But you did receive that reprimand ? I received a letter, and I wrote to the (iovernment saying that it should not occur again. That was not a contract; it was task-work.
919. Who did you receive that reprimand from ? I think it was signed by the chief clerk.
It was not a reprimand. In fact, I sent in my report with the final vouchers, and tho
Commissioner for Hoads passed my vouchers, and therefore he could have no objection.
9^0. Who was the contractor ? Dowell.
.
921. Would he have been responsible for the damages, and have been compelled to repair
them, if your certificate bad not heen given for the whole of the work ? He would not if
tbe works had been completed before the flood came.
. ,
922. Would he not have heen responsible if they bad not been inspected by tbe Commissioner
or some one on his bebalf ? Yes.
t> ^
u u
923. Was your report upon this sufficient? Yes; the Commissioner for Roads.could have
objected to paying tbe money till he had visited the work ; but he made no objection, and
■ the money was placed to the credit of the contractor.
..
924. You say one of the abutments was built upon the solid rock, and (he other on shingle
is it the fact that one is built upon a boulder and not upon the solid rock ? It is built upon
the solid rock, as far as I can judge. The site was pointed out by the Engineer for Roads, and
soundings were taken by mo, I hoid his letter.
_
■ 925. If it were proved to be upon a boulder instead of upon solid rock would it make any
material difference as to the safety of the superstructure ? Not a bit; if it be upon a
boulder the boulder must extend a great number of feet, for I sounded all round and found
rock.
,
.
,
926. If this abutment were raised as you mentioned just noiv, would it be consistent with
the original intention to raise the abutment without increasing the base in any way ? It
would not; tho abutments would have to he altered.
_
927. The foundation would have to be enlarged ? The abutments would want reconstructing.
In fact it would require to be built with a Y at the end—a cutwater—it is built now breaston, as it were, to the stream,
.
928. Is it your opinion that building abutments of that sort, breast on to the stream, is
objectionable ? I think it is, very.
929. Can you account for that course having been taken in the present instance i I did as
I was directed.
930. Can you account in any way for that course having been adopted r I cannot account
for the engineer’s design ; I carried it out strictly according to the drawing and specification.
931. I suppose you perceived tho defect ?
I told the Engineer for Roads I did not approve
of his plan, but of course I was his junior and not allowed to speak.
982. You did not feel bound to report to anyone in authority over you ? No.
933. Do you consider tbe site chosen at Bcndemeer the best site in tho neighbourhood for
such a structure? No; I think a better site was to have been procured.
_
934. Higher up or lower down ? One higher up; the other lower down. I think the lower
one the best erossing.
935. Which do you think tbe most suitable for the public? The lower one, because the
road way would then go through the town.
.
936. Are you of opinion that if the bridge were erected upon the present piers, they being
only altered, that it would be a safe and permanent structure ? I believe it would if the
design were altered; if they were built with a cutwater to them. The foundation is good;
it has not sunken in the least,
937. That is, without taking down the present abutments ? [They would have to be taken
down to alter the shape of them,
938. In any case? Yes.
939. You would not advise adding to them as at present besides building with a Y without
taking them down ? No.
,
940. Do you know what were the terms of Mr. Dowell’s contract as to tbe proportion he
was to receive, or as to what drawback there was to be? Yes; I think T complied with
the specification and conditions.
_ _
941. Were those terras in accordance wither similar to the terras of other contracts on other
portions of the road, or were they more particularly defined ? They were particularly
defined.
.
942. Did he receive a regular specification ? Yes; he signed a regular specification. _
943. He did not receive a mere memorandum, hut signed a regular specification ? He signed
a regular specification.
.
.
.
944. Did you in this case receive a specification or only a memorandum ? A specification
directly from the office.
945. In this particular instance? Yes.
946. Was this contract let by public tender or otherwise? It was advertized—I am not
certain—I think it was advertized; the present contractor tendered for it, and there was
, some alteration made iu the contract. I am not certain—I would not be positive; I know
there
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r.tiers was an advertisement calling for tenders, and I tlink the present contractor put in a Mr. Robert
tender. There were some drawings he did not understand, and I tlink tbe Engineer of Quodling.
Roads and himself made an agreement together.
o Doc., J861.
947. Was he bound to time in his contract? He was bound to time.
948. Did he give any bond as usual under such circumstances? I think no bond was
signed.
. 949. No bond was signed to compel him to complete ? There was some delay in supplying
the cement from Sydney. The cement was supplied by the Government, and the non-arrival
of it was the cause of the delay.
950. Was that cement used when it arrived? Yes.
951. I understood you to say that it was green mortar that was washed out by the flood?
The cement was used for the footing courses, not in the upper portion of the work.
952. Was that according to the specification ? Tbat was according to the specification.
953. About how far do the footing courses extend in these abutments ?
X can produce the
drawings—I would not like to tell you from memory—I want to give you correct information.
954. Do they, to the best of your recollection, extend beyond the usual level of the river ?
They were considerably below the usual level of the river.
955. Did the use of the cement extend above the usual level of the water ? There was not
sufficient to carry it above the ordinary water level.
■.
956. Was the contractor absent at any time or on any occasion when the work was inspected
—on two occasions was he absent when the work was inspected by the Commissioner ? The
contractor was not present when the Commissioner for Roads walked past them. The
Commissioner looked at the piers but he never expressed any opinion ; in fact I do not think
be was able to say anything about (hem.
957. Do you moan to say that the Commissioner for Roads when he visited the works did
not examine them ? Ho looked at the abutments, but ho never made any comments958. Did you communicate to the Commisjioner for Roads any suspicion with regard to the
contractor stopping away, or as to the unsoundness of the foundation, or anything to that
effect ? No.
959. Did you make any suggestion to that effect? I do not recollect. He only stopped a
couple of minutes on the works; he was travelling in the coach, and there was no time for
' any stoppage.
960. By Mr. Dick: What was the amount of the contract for building this bridge? I
cannot tell you from memory—I have all tho information of the amount paid,
961. Was it done to your satisfaction, or to (he satisfaction of tbe Commissioner ? To my
satisfaction, and the satisfaction of the Commissioner and Engineer.
962. Both or either ? Both.
903. Is the Doughboy contract in the same way? Yes, the Doughboy contract is to be
done to the satisfaction of the Road Superintendent and Commissioner.
964. You sty the Hoad Superintendent and Commissioner—I understand you to mean both ?
Yes.
965. You say it is not usual for the Commissioner of Roads to pay money until after he has
inspected works—flow was it then you were reprimanded for giving a certificate before Mr.
Collett had examined the Bcndemeer bridge ? I am sure I cannot account for that, I did
not consider it a reprimand.
966. At all events that letter intimated to you that the Commissioner for Roads would have
inspected it? Would have inspected what ?
967. That bridge? I forwarded my return for tho final balance on account of the
Bcndemeer bridge; I certified that the contractor had finished it, and it was paid by tho
Commissioner for Roads—lodged in the bank to the contractor’s credit.
968. You stated that the piers rest upon the bed rock ? One of them did, the other did
not. I have the engineer’s letter, which I can produce.
969. Was any deduction made from the contract on the account ? No deduction was made;
it made no difference to the contractor, except that it was worse, if anything, for him. He
would not have had tbe amount of excavation, nor the trouble in making coffer-dams, if ho
had got tho rock nearer the surface to build the abutment upon.
970. Why did he not go to the bed rock if it were better for him? Ho went below tho
depth shewn in the drawings, and found no signs of bed rock.
i
971. You say it would have been better for him if he had built upon the bed rook—I ask
■ you, then, why he did not do so? It would have been better, if he had got the bed rook
at the depth shewn in the drawings.
972. How long havo you been superintendent of the road from Armidale to Doughboy
Creek ? I think I arrived at Tamworth iu June, 1860.
973. Who was in charge there then? Mr. Newcomen.
974. Did you receive the works over from him ? No.
975. From whom, then ? The works were handed over to me by the Engineer for Roads.
976. The Engineer for Roads was Mr. Bennett ? Yes.
977. What works were in progress at the time they were handed over to you ? Tamworth
Bridge works, and Moonby Range,
978. Any others? There were some other small contracts on the road—the whole line of
road—but tho principal works were on the Moonby Bass and at Tamworth Bridge.
979. How far does your district extend—how many miles ? About 135 miles, from Doughboy
to Armidale.
980. flow many overseers had you under you? Two.
,
981. Where were their districts? One from Goonoo Goonoo to Doughboy, and the other
firm Bcndemeer to Aimidale,
982. Were there any other assistants employed under you ? No.

983.
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Mr. Robert ggg, "Wlmt were the uuiiea of these overseers, as distinguished from yours?
Quodling. BUpp0SCjj to ]0ok after the roads.

They were

superintendent. They were directly under the superintendent.
'
985. What do you call maintenance men ? Men employed along the road to fill in the ruts.
986. At so much per diem ? Yes.
987. Do I understand that these overseers measure the work and report to you? Yes, they
are directly under me.
988. You report to the Commissioner for Roads at the head office ? Yes.
989. You say Mr. Hannington is now an overseer ? Yes.
990. If your district was 135 miles long, will you be kfnd enough to tell me how much of
that you have to complain of as not having been done in accordance with the contract?
I do not understand that question—I am not complaining of the whole line of road.
991. To what part of tho 135 miles of road does your complaint extend ? To the Doughboy
Hollow.
992. Do I understand that you do not complain of any other works? No; I have no com
plaint agaiost any others.
_
993. Then with all the other works you were satisfied ? Yes, the other works were carried
on satisfactorily.
994. What was tho length of the work at Doughboy Hollow ? 199 chains, the contract
with Mr. Martindalc.
995. That is about two miles and a half ? Yes.
_
998. Have you no complaints to make about any other part of your district—this length of
135 miles? No.
_
997. There have been no irregularities at all ? I do not know of any irregularities.
998. The men have always been paid ? They have never been paid till I sent in the
returns for the work.
999. You state in your letter to the Minister for Works that there is a “ regular loose and
discreditable system carried on ” since Mr. Collett has been in office—will you state whether
you ever communicated directly with the Commissioner upon any abuse, as your superior
officer ? I frequently reported about the manner in which tbe works bad been carried on.
1000. In writing? In writing, and personally.
*
1001. How often in writing ? I could not tell; several times, till I was tired.
1002. A dozen times? I do not know about a dozen.
_
_
1003. Half a dozen times ? I reported frequently in my monthly reports, and in special
reports that I sent in.
_
1004. Have you handed in copies of those letters ? I believe some arc in the possession of
the Committee,
1005. Have you handed them in to the Committee? Yes.
1006. Did you make any verbal complaints ? Frequently,
1007. To whom ? To Mr. Collett.
1008. What did he say ? I pointed out to him the manner in which tho works had been
carried on, and referred him to the specification, and he expressed himself as satisfied with
the manner in which the works were carried on.
1009. Was that all that took place ? I frequently reported. 1 think I stated yesterday, in
my letters that I reported about the different works not being carried on properly.
1010. You complained about certain abuses with reference to these two miles and a half of
road—you say you reported them in writing, and that you also made verbal complaints to
Mr. Collett? Yes.
■
_
1011. Where ? On the works I pointed out several irregularities.
1012*. Can you tell me what you said to him? I pointed out the metal, I pointed out the
consolidation, and the general works along tbe whole contract.
1013. Did Mr. Collett tell you he would alter the contract? No, Mr. Collett expressed no
dissatisfaction.
_
_
1014. lie said he was thoroughly satisfied ? I havo not tho whole dialogue here. I had it
here yesterday and I can produce it isgain. I hod the whole dialogue here yesterday, and
many olher memos which I would like to bring before tbe Committee.
1015. Did Mr. Collett tell you he would look after the Doughboy contract himself? Never.
1010. Why did you sign that voucher after you found that the contractor was not carrying
out the contract ? I did it as I was required, but I knew it was of no use, for they could not
send it to the Auditor General with my remark upon it. My signature would not ho valued,
because of the remark on the back of the return, unless they pasted something over it.

1017. That does not alter your certifying as a fact what was not the fact? I did as I was
required by them.
10)8. Hy whom were yon required ? Hy the office.
_
1019. If the office asked you to certify to a certain amount of work having been done, which
you knew had not been done, would you feel justified in certifying to it? I mentioned in
one of my reports that the contractor had nothing due to him.
1020. By Mr. Jloshins : Has that report been handed in ? I think it has.
'
1021. How many reports have you handed in ? I could not tell you ; I have a great number
to hand in yet which I have not been asked for.
1022. To what do they refer? To the Doughboy Works.
1023. Will you state to what the documents you have not handed in generally refer ? To
the contract generally.
1024. To the slovenly manner in which the work has been performed ? Yes.

1025.

o
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1025. i?y Mr. Dick: You said tbat the "reguiar loose system” only referred to this two Mr. Robert
miles and a half? Yes.
Quodling.
1026. AM the other works, at Tamworth, Kangaroo Flat, Armidale, and elsewhere, were pro
perly carried out? Yes; they were all properly carried out; payments were not made 5Doc, 1861.
without my certificate in any other works but these.
1027.. Do you know the amount that has been laid out on this road—the part under your
superintendence I speak of? No, I do not. I know a great deal of money has been laid out.
1028. Do you know the amount laid out on the Doughboy Works? £6,000 has been paid
to the contractor, and the total amount I learn from the papers I have handed in, is £7,000,
so that there is only £1,000 in hand.
1029. About an equal amount has heen laid out on the rest of the road ? Most likely
there has.
1030. \\ hat motive do you think Mr, Collett could have for not making the contractor
carry out his contract? I could not tell his motive; it is very hard to tell his motive; the
contractor and he were on very friendly terms.
Do I understand you to say that you do not insinuate some motive ? I do not make
any insinuation ; I know that Mr. Collett received purses of money'from the contractor, and
the other contractors in the district.
1032. You know he received purses of money ?

Yes.

1033. In what shape ? They were given to him as a testimonial.
1034. Was it done publicly ? I do not know whether it was done publicly—the money
was handed to him.
1035. How did you come to the knowledge of that ? It was done in a public-bousc; I havo
witnesses who will come here and state that.
1036. Were you there ? I was there soon after the money was given to him ; I saw Mr.
Martindale and several other contractors collecting money for him.
1037. Will you oblige us with the names------? I will not give the names; I will produce
witnesses.
1038. By the Chairman: I advise you to answer every question,—of course you arc not
obliged to answer any question to which you object, but I think it would be better to state
what you know ? I have a reason—I will produce witnesses.
1039. By Mr. Dick: Do you decline to give the names of the other contractors ? Yes, I do.
1040. Whereabout did this take place ? In Murrurundi.
1041. How long ago ? I have the date, but I havo some witnesses to bring forward, and It
is a matter I would like to clear up.
1042. At present I am asking you some questions, and I wish to get what evidence I can
from you—when the witnesses come, I will ask them; you say you saw Mr. Martindale
collecting money------? With the rest.
1043. When was this ? I have tbe date, but I have not it with me; it is iu my book.
1044. How long ago? I have not the date wish me.
1045. Was it this year or last year ? It was this year.
1046. Do ynu know what sum was subscribed? No, I do not know the exact amount, but
I know within some little; but I would like to bring tbe witnesses forward that I have got;
you can take my evidence upon that point when I have my papers with me and my notes.
1047. What is your object in calling witnesses to shew tbat Mr, Collett received a sum of
money F My object is because I believe Mr. Collett is working with these contractors in
some way.
1048. Is not that charging Mr. Collett with receiving money from tho contractors? lam
not charging him at all. I want to bring out iu evidence tbat Mr. Collett has received
money from the contractors.
1049. By Mr. Lucas: You merely state it as a fact ? Yes.
1050. By Mr. Dick: You say your object is simply to shew that.he has received money ?
Yes.
1051. Do you mean that he favoured these contractors because they havo given him money?
I do not know what you call favouring, I think he has allowed those contractors not to carry
out tho works as they ought to have done. I think be has favoured them in many instances,
by not requiring them to carry out work according to specifications.
1052. Do you not consider it favouring the contractor when you say that he made this
diversion, which was £300 in the contractor's pocket ? Yes, I do call that favouring him.
1058. I understand that you charge Mr, Collett with having received money from the con
tractors, and favouring them ? Yes. The contractors and other people subscribed ; at least
the contractors were carrying tbe list about; there are one or two witnesses who subscribed
to the Iht who are willing to come forward,
1054. You say you cannot tell me bow much was subscribed ? No, I cannot tell you how
much ; at least-----1055. How many testimonials were presented ? I believe one at Murrurundi and one at
Scone. I know nothing about the Scone one.
1056. You have heard so ? I have heard so—at Scone.
1057. Were you at Murrurundi at this time ? Yes.

1058. How came ynu there ? I was in the district.
1059. Is Murrurundi your district ?

No.

1060. How were you there ? I was there at this time.
1061. For what object wore you there ? I used to go there for my letters. I generally
lived at Murrurundi when I visited that end of the work.
1062. By Mr. Lucas: Is that locality under your supervision ? The end of roy district is
four miles from Murrurundi.

1063.

'
.
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Mr, Robert 1063. By Mr. Dlch: Did you Lear anything about the testimonial before you went there ?
Quodling. Before I wont there?
_
.
1064. Yes, before you went to Murrurundi this time ? Yes, I saw several of the conDec., 1861. tractors, and they were carrying lists from one to the other.
_
.
1065. I suppose you were going to Murrurundi to seewhat was doing about the testimonial r
No, I did not go particularly for that.
1066. Do you know who presented this testimonial ? It was presented—the money was
subscribed by several contractors.
_
_
1067. Who presented it ? I am not certain who presented it, because I did not see the
money handed to him, but I can prove that the contractor’s names were on the list, aud that
a purse was handed to him—by witnesses.
,
1068. The Committee are anxious to ascertain tho facts as regards you and Mr. Collett, with
.
a view to do justice to both parties? Hut I do not wish to say anything.
1069. You have a good recollection as to the amount? I do not feci disposed to tell the
amount, for I think you had better examine others who know more about it.

1070. I ask you whether you know the amount? (Wo answer.)
1071. By the Chairman: I am satisfied that your best course is to state, to the fullest
extent, what you know, and you are not to suppose that you are committed in any way.
What you know of your own knowledge state that you know of your own knowledge; and
what you know from hearsay state that yon know from hearsay —~
1072. By Mr. Dich: You decline to tell the amount ? I do.
1073. By ihe Chairmay: Do you mean that you do not know the amount of your own
knowledge? I am not satisfied that I know the amount. I do not want to make any state
ment here that, when I produce the papers, may prove to be wrong,
1074. You do not like to state distinctly or precisely ? No.
_
1075. By Mr. Dick: If you do not know of your own knowledge, say yon have heard it; if
you cannot state tbe exact amount—it is not of great importance—tell about tbe amouut ?
No; I decline.
_
_
^
1076. You say it was presented in a public-house ? Yes.
1077. In what public-house? That is another question. I do not want to give you any
information about this until you examine the proper witnesses.

FRIDAY, 6 DECEMBER, 1861.

©refjent:—
Mr. DALGLEISH,
Mr. DICK,
Mr. DANGAR,

Mr. MARKHAM,
Mr. HOSKINS,
Mr. T. GARRETT.

WILLIAM FORSTER, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Robert Quodling called in, and further examined :—

Mr. Robert 1078.

By the Chairman:

Do you produce any of those papers which you alluded to yester-

Quodling. (Jay ? Yes.
, ,
, .
, a.
1079. Will you hand in those you intended to hand in, describing each paper as it is handed
6 Deo., 1861, in ? Yes; this is one. {Paper handed in and read. Vide Appendix A)
^
_

1080. Was this one of the papers alluded to in your evidence yesterday ? Yes, I think it
was. This is another letter, dated the 6th March.
1081. Is this the letter to which Mr. Collett made reference ? Yes.
,

1082. By Mr. Dick: About the Bendemeer Bridge? I brought no documents about the
Bcndemeer Bridge. {Letter read and handed in. Vide Appendix 77)

1083. What is tho date of that letter ? The 6th of March.
_
1084. By the Chairman: Have you any other papers? Yes; this one—£300 payment,
not handed in on the 14th October; there is no certificate for that money. {Document
handed in and read.

Vide Appendix C.)

1085. Havo you any further papers to hand in ? No, not at present.
1086. With reference to the first letter you handed in, dated August the 6th, to the Com
missioner of Roads—what was the answer you got ? I received no reply to that letter.
1087. During the term of your service? During the term of my service. I was told
verbally by the Commissioner the amount paid on the 11th of September.
1088. What was the verbal answer? The answer that I got on the 11th of September was
that Mr. Martindale had received £5,500 on account of Doughboy.^
1089. Did you understand that verbal reply to be an answer to this letter ? Yes.
^

1090. Did the Commissioner intimate that to you ? I asked tbe Commissioner; I told him
I had written and received no reply. This is the 11th September.
^
1091. Have you been in tbe habit of writing letters without receiving replies?
several letters.
-

1092. Several letters?

Several letters.

I have-

.

1093. Was the inquiry you put in this letter an inquiry properly coming from you in (ho

position you were then in ?

Yes,

_

.

1094. Did you think it was necessary for you to know this in order to perform your duties
properly ? Yes. I did not know the amount paid; I did not know how the contract stood,
and was anxious to know before I took charge of the works,
_
1095. Is it a usual piece of information this?

one taking over works.
, '

Yea; it is very requisite information for any

innc

1U&D.
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1096. Would you have heen liable to animadversion if you had certified for more money Mr. Bobert
Quodling.
than was properly payable on account of the contract ? Yes.
1097. Then it was part of your duty to see that no more money was paid than was properly
6 Dec., 1861.
payable under the contract ? Yes.
1098. Do you consider that if money was paid without your certificate beyond the amount
in question, it would have been irregularly paid in that case ? Yes, I do. In giving in the
quantities to complete the work at the time I objected to certify, I gave you the quantities
of the bridges. There were the other works I wanted to give in, to shew tbat when I made
this objection I had grounds for doing so. You have not received the quantities
1099. By Mr. Hoskins: That is the quantity which should have been performed? That
had to be performed.
,
1100. By tho Chairman: Have you any other statement to make with reference to these
letters ? Ho j the quantities are what 1 was wanting to give in.
1101. By Mr. Hoskins: Perhaps you will he kind enough to let us know what quantity of
work had not been performed? Yes ; 871 lineal yards of pitching.
1102. By Mr. Dick : It is all down before? It is not, sir.
1103. By the Chairman: Make any statement you desire to put before the Committee?
Eight hundred and seventy-one lineal yards-----1104. By Mr. Hoskins : EvnUin what this is ? This is tho quantity to complete the work
when I left it.
1105. By the Chairman : The work to he done when you left ? Yes; four hundred and
ninety-five cubic yards of metal to be spread, not yet carted on the road. One thousand and
sixteen cubic yards yet to bo supplied, not broken. Half a mile of fencing, all but six
panels. Five hundred and twenty-seven yards of intercepting drain. Clearing the space of
sixty feet yet to be cleared on the entire length of line. Hatters of cutting and embank
ments not yet trimmed. Spiking of floors of five bridges. The spikes for the floors of five
bridges. I think this is all for the present. I have some more.
1106. By Mr. Hoskins: lYe do not understand the meaning of that? The spikes for the
floors—the slabbing of five bridges.
1107. Still required ? Still required. They arc not included in the iron-work I gave in
yesterday with the other work.
i 1108. By Mr. Dalgleish: It is in addition to the iron-work mentioned as being short by you
yesterday ? Yes.
1109. By the Chairman: Can you give iu round numbers what the value of the work would
be ? About eighteen hundred or two thousand pounds.
■
1110. What amount do you state upon your own knowledge was actually paid to the con
tractor? The amount paid, sir, I am told, is five thousand five hundred pounds.
1111. You do not know of your own knowledge? The contractor told me be had received
five thousand five hundred pounds.
1112. He himself told you ? Yes, and Mr. Collett told me he had received that amount.
Since then he has received five hundred pounds more, making in all six thousand pounds.
1113. And the contract was for what ? Seven thousand pounds.
1114. By Mr, Hoskins: What was the value of this work ? From eighteen hundred to two
(housand pounds.
1115. By Mr. Dalgleish: Is the value you are speaking of the value of the material alone,
or of the material and work ? The material and work.
1116. Both? Yes; about two thousand pounds. That can easily be taken out of the
schedule of prices. The work is let to the contractor.
1117. By Mr. Dick: You say these things were required—what was the date you left the
works? I resigned on the 24th of October.
1118. What was the date you left the works ? I resigned on that date.
1119. That is not my question ? I was on the works on that date.
1120. I ask you when you left the works ? Well, I left the works on the 24th of October;
I was on the works then.
1121. Is that the date you refer to when you say " When I left ” ?. -----1122. Was that the date to which you referred to when you say "When I left” ? I was at
the works since the 24th October.
1123. On what date were you last at the works ? X think it was on the 25th of November.
1124. What do you mean by "you think” ? The 25th of October, rather.
1125. Have you made a note of it? I have got a note of it. I think thatis the date, sir.
1126. By Mr. Garrett: October ? The 25th of October.
1127. By Mr. Dick: Are you not certain ? X have got the date here. I think you will
find that is the date I sent in in my report.
1128. Pardon me, I have not got to find anything; I want the date from you? That is
the date.
1129. The date you left? Yes.
1130. And you have not seen the works since ? I have seen the works since, several times.
1131. All these things were required on the day you left—tho 25th of October ? No, they
were not.
1132. They were not all required ? No; they were required on October the 12th.
1133. On October the 12th? Then some of them had been supplied between the 12th and
the 25th ? Yes.
1134. Then when you stated just now that all these things wore deficient when you left, you
did not state what was exactly correct, did you? I stated the quantities required to com
plete the work. If you look at the last payment I made, and take the dates of the payments
—this is up to the 12th, and ——
238—G
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Mr. Robert 1135. I am taking your statementYou stated that there was a deficiency when you loft,
Quodling. an(j j,ou
y0U ]efc on thg 25iii ? These quantities are made up to the 12th.
<'““-*'■—'1 1136. You state that this was the case on the l‘2th ? That is the date.
6Deo, 1861, 1137. Tjley were not all deficient when you left ? I have heen on the works since.
1138. Were these works deficient when you left ? They were deficient on October thel2tb.
1139. Were they deficient on the 25th ? They were not.
1140. By Mi'. Ualgle-sk : Had you any official connection with the works on the 2:)th ? I
was employed on the 25th.
1141. By Mr. Dick: Then between the 12th aud tbe 25th some of these things were rec
tified f Yes.
1142. Cai^ you state what they were ? No,, sir. I can state what they were, hut I have not
got them made up. 1 know the number of men that have been employed on the works.
1143. You cannot state, then, what was the deficiency on the 25th ? I dare say I could
if I were to take the quantities out, hut I have not taken them out.
1144. If you cannot state the quantities, perhaps you can tell us what the matters were—
what was the nature of the work 7 It is similar to the work l have just given in now—
bridge work, and metalling and pitching—the general work of the contract.
1145. What deficiencies had the contractor made up from the 12th to the 25th ? I cannot
reply to that question.
_
1146. You cannot tell us at all 7 No ; I have not taken tho quantity out from the 12th
to the 25th. Works are not so easily taken out.
1147. Can you not state generally any works 7 No, sir, I am speaking from the 12th of
October.
_
1148. I am speaking of from the 12th to the 25th 7 I cannot give it to you, sir.
1149. By the Chairman : Perhaps I may ask the witness, as a matter of explanation—do you
mean that you refuse to give the information, or that you have not made the calculation 7 I
have not calculated it.
1150. By Mr. Dick: When did you last measure the works? My last report about the
Doughboy works is November the 5th.
_
1151. You are only wasting time by not answering my question, and I shall only have to
/" ,
v
ask y0U over and over again; when did you last measure the works? November the 5th ia
/'.
.
the date of my last report.
_
/
1152. When did you last measure the works 7 November the 5th is my last report.
1153. I do not want to know the date of your last report; I want to know when you last
measured the works 7 That was the date, November the 5th.
1154. That was subsequently to your resignation 7 Yes, it was.
1155. Bv Mr. T. Garrett: You do not make a mistake about the amounts 7 No, I believe
not.
1156. I thought you resigned on the 24th of October? Yes,, but I sent in returns
after.
1157. You sent in returns after 7 Yes.
'
1158. By Mr. Dick: You said just now that there were sixteen hundred cubic yards of
’
metal wanted; what was the total contract, or was there a contract for any particular
quantity 7 I gave that evidence in before.
1159. What was the total contract for metalling? Two thousand six hundred cubic yards.
1160. Was there a contract taken for that amount 7 According to those documents I
received from Mr. Bayley, that was the amount.
1161. Was there a contract taken for it, and was it task-work or piece-work 7 That was the
contract.
1162. What was the date it had to be supplied on—was there any term fixed? Terms
written on strips of paper?
_
1163. No; was there any time during which that quantity of metal had to be supplied 7
There was a time in which it was to be carried out, but the contract was broken by the not
carrying out of the consolidation clause. There was a time ; I believe it was in June last.
1164. Was there any time fixed for the delivery of these 2,600 tons of metal? I do not
know that there was any particular time. It states in the specification that the first coating
is to be spread before the second coating is broken.
1165. There was no term—no time that you know of 7 I state the terms now.
1166. I am not speaking of the terms, but of the term—the time when this amount of metal
bad to be delivered 7 There was no date fixed. It could not be fixed until the earth-work
was prepared to receive it.
_
1107. Was there any time fixed for the completion of the earth-work? I believe there was;
there is a dote fixed.
1168. What date 7 I do not know what it is; I took no notice of it.
1109. By Mr. Dick: You said the last time you measured the works was on the 5th of
November; that was subsequently to your resignation, was it not? Yes.
1170. Who measured them with you 7 The works—I sent in a report on November the
5th, compiled from the one received from Mr. Hannington.
_
1171. Who measured the works with you on the 5th of November? I did not measure the
works personally on the 5th of November—that is the date of my report to the Commissinner.
.
1172. When did you last measure the works; can you not tell me? I have told you, sir,
several times.
1173. I am waiting for an answer; I am asking you when you last measured the works: do
you decline to answer? I decline to answer, because I have answered you before. I know
Mr. Dick is paid to do this, and is trying to confuse me, asking the same question two .or
three times.
1174.
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1197. Oo your notes? Yes; Mr. Hannington compiled that report from my notes
Hannington was never on any public works until he was under me.
?
1198. He compiled it from your notes ? Yes.
1199. At your request? No
™!:Md^r„«rt^rlfo'1,"?

H°.b*™°*ft-pl«hi„,,e1f.

1202. Make any notes on it ? No.
1203. Quite sure of that ? Quite certain.

'

tlfr. Dalgleish here took exeeptwn to the style of examination.
Committee deliberated.

1204.

By Mr Dick:

Witness withdrew.

Witness re-mtroduced, and examination continued.]

You put in a letter dated the 6th of March—Mr Oundli™

*»“ “ «
answer^hTt

Mr
r>
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1208 d Yn°W’ ^ 1 rnn0t uC ab!e to COmply with tbe general conditions unless.
7
lAOS. You mean to say that when you are called upon to certify the amount of work done

irr gukriy that he could not tell me the amount that was paid
them; ft iffj
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Mr. Robert 1212. It would cave time if you would state this—do I understand you to mean on all
Qnotling. ocoaH;ons wijeQ you say y0U « went through ’’ the works that you measured them t 1 went
6 Dec.,

1861. 1213.^ When you say that you went through them do you mean that you measured them ?
Yes*
1214. And when you say you went through the works, you mean on all occasions, that you
measured them ? I do not know that I do.
. ,
.
1215. Did you measure this work after you took charge of it ? Yes; I think my report is
handed in. You can see the report I handed in on that date.
, w .
1216. Does that report state the whole amount done by the contractor to that date. JNo, it
is a statement to the Commissioner about tho contract—tho state it was in when I took
charge of it.
1217. What was the date of it ? I cannot tell you from memory.
1218. About what date ? I will not say about at all. If you get thedocument you will
see it, but I think it was August the 16th or 12th—I am not sure which. D is in August.
1219. But you and Mr. Bayley took charge of the works at the beginning of the year m
February? Yes, we did.
,
...
1220. Did you take charge of the earth-works ? I took the earth-work. I had charge of the
earth-work, and sent in proper measurements.
,
, ,,
1221. Did Mr. Bayley have charge of the bridges? Well, 1 believe he bad charge of the
bridges. I am not certain whether he had or not. I do not think there was anything done
to the bridges at the commencement of the work. Here are my measurements of contracts
my measurements with Mr. Bayley.
.
«
1222. What would you call this letter of the 6th of March—a letter of instructions. Yes,'
I would.
1223. Did you act upon those instructions? Yes.
,
t
■
1224. Did you send in returns every fortnight of all the work done? Yes, for a time.
1225. For how long ? I cannot tell you from memory how long.
1226. Why did you discontinue sending them in every fortnight ? Because I found that
the contractor was receiving money without my vouchers.
1227. When did you first ascertain that ? 1 cannot tell you the date.
,
1228. Where did you learn it from ? I learned it from the office, of course. He informed
me he had paid such and such money, and when asked for the certificates
1229. By letter? By letter. They are handed in to the Committee.
1230. And after that you did not think there was any necessity to send in fortnightly
returns? I would have considered it necessary to send in fortnightly returns if there had
been anything due to tbe contractor.
1231. How could you tell whether there was or was not anything due to tbe contractor,
when you could not ascertain the amount received ? I was told verbally by Mr. Collett the
amount received, and 1 acted on that.
j -it u i ?
1232. Can you toll the Committee how much work you certified for—you and Mr. iiayley.
Well, I dare say I could. My vouchers are all to be procured. I have got vouchers here,
but I am not satisfied about them. There may he some omission here. They are easily

'

‘

obtained from tbe office.
.
.
T j
*
1233. How much do you make it ? I cannot give you any figures, sir; at least 1 do not
wish to give you any.
,
1234. By Mr. Dick: You cannot give the Committee a detailed statement of the amounts
for which you sent in vouchers—you and Mr. Bayley, or you individually ? I can give it
to you, but you had better receive it from the office officially. I have got copies here, nut
I do not wish to give them in. I decline to give them in.
1235. You decline? Yes.
,
n, ■> t r j
1236. That is your opinion—that wc had better get them from the office. kes, i do not
think I ought to give you any out of my measurement books. .
,
,
1237. When you give in a voucher for so much work done, is that the amount less the
amount that should he deducted—Suppose, for instance, 10 per cent, were deducted, and
five hundred and fifty pounds worth of work was done, you would give a certificate lor nve
hundred pounds—is that so ? That is generally the ease. The deduction is 20 percent.
1238. On some things? On all things in this contract.
, ,
.
1239. It is 40 per cent, on metal ? It is 20 per cent, on the whole contract—20 per cent,
the metal when it is on the road.
,
,n
1240. I think I understood you to say the other day, that on one matter it was 4U per
-cent. ? That was where metal was broken but not delivered on the road.
1241. Did I understand you to say so ? That was metal which was broken but not delivered
Km the road, and tbat 40 per cent, was retained until it was carted on to tbe road.
1242. Then, in some cases, 40 per cent, is deducted ? In that case it was deducted.
1243. Therefore, the amount you have certified would shew the amount of work, less those
deductions? In tbat case#
. .
1244. Well, less the deductions in all cases. I simply wish to know whether you certily
for the whole amount that is done, or for the whole amount less the amount deducted
what is the usual practice ? To deduct the per centage.
1245. You certify, less the per ceutage ? I have answered that several times now.
1246 Can you state what amount of work was done from the time you last measured the
work, on the 28th of September, to tbe time you last saw it, the 5th of November ( iso, L
1247. Do I understand you, that you can do so, but you decline, or that you cannot give
the information ? I can do, hut I decline.

1248.
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1248. /iy JI/a Hoskins: What is the reason—have you any ohjeetion to state the reason? Mr. Itobert
I decline giving you the information.
Quodling.
1249. By Mr. Dick: Have you any other means of ascertaining the amount that has heen
paid to the contractor, dscept what you have heard from Mr. Collett? I refuse to answer G Dec->
that question.
1250. You stated to the Committee, that the amount required to finish the contract, after
stating the deficiency, would be eighteen hundred or two thousand pounds—do you mean
that that was the amount required on the 28th of September, or on the 5th of November?
That was the amount required on the 12th of August, sir, the date of that measurement.
What I want to prove is, that the moneys were paid before they were due. I am only
taking tho dates of the last vouchers, and any further information I decline giving.
1251. By Mr. Lucas: Do I understand that the matters on which you decline to give
information have occurred since your resignation ? Yes.
1252. By ihC' Chairman: Are ynu declining to give information that yon really can give—
that you are in possession of? I have got information, but I am not in a position, at the
present time, to lay it before you.
1258. Are you withholding information that you know of your own knowledge—or is it
only hearsay evidence that you cannot properly substantiate—is that the reason you are
withholding it ? That is one of my reasons; I am not prepared at the present moment, to
give it to you.
1254. Does this question refer to matters with which you were officially connected ? Which
question ?
1255. The information Mr. Dick asks from you, and which you do not wish to give ? No.
1256 Have you given all the information which you had officially ? Yes.
1257. And do you mean to say, then, that this information is what you could not personally
substantiate? It is information which I could not personally, at the present time, sub
stantiate.
1258. Is that your reason for declining to give the information ? That is my reason.
1259. By Mr. Dtck: Do you decline to give any evidence to the Committee which you
cannot personally substantiate—is that so ? I do.
1260. You continued on dnty until you resigned—you were engaged superintending until
the day of your resignation? Yes, up to the 18th of November.
1261. The 13th of November, was that the date of your resignation ? That is the date
when I was relieved.
1262. The date you were relieved? Yes.
126o. How do you make it out ? I am not paid for that service yet by the (Jovernment.
1264. One of your reakms for not giving information is that you are not paid by the
'
Government ? That is not one of my reasons,
1265. Is that one of your reasons ? I decline answering—it is not one of my reasons.
1266. You have told the Committee all about the contract in the first instance, up to the
time of your resignation ; how is it you cannot tell us what took place between the 28th
of September and the 5th of November, while you were in tho Government employ ? I
have not the papers with me, sir, but you can get my reports from the office for those dates.
1267. Would your papers shew tbe amount of work done from the date of survey, the
12th of August, until your resignation ? Well, if you got the papers you ’ll see.
1268. Will they shew it—-I am asking you the question ? I think they will—I am not quite
certain. If you get them they will shew.
[Jlfr. Dick appealed to the Chairman. Witness 'withdrew. Committee dcliherated.
Witness redntroduccdi]

1269. By Mr. Dick; You stated that you were relieved on the 13th of November, Mr.
Quodling, is that so ? Yes.
1270. Is that the day you consider you left tho Government service?
That is the day I
consider I left the Government service.
1271. Did you continue at work up to that time ? Up to that time.
1272. In the Government employ? In the Government employ.
1273. Have you claimed payment up to that date ? I claim payment, but I have not been
paid.
12i4. Can you tell the Committee the portions of the works which you say were deficient
on the 12th of August? That is a mistake. It is October the 12th, and not Aucust
the 12th.
1275. Aud you meant October the 12th instead of August the 12th, just now? Instead
of August the 12th.
1276. Can you tell what works were completed from that date to the 13th of November ? I
cannot tell it; I refuse to tell it.
1277. By the Chairman : As I understand you, you mean that you have not information
which you can speak to positively, aud there is nothing offensive in declining. Dut you say
you “ refuse,” an expression which conveys something more than you are aware of—that
you are withholding something which you are in a position to give. For your own sake it
is desirable you should not leave an impression of that kind in the minds of the Com
mittee. I suppose your meaning is that you cannot speak positively. If that is your
meaning, and you will say that, there can be nothing offensive in the reply, and no one will
object to it ? -----1278. By Mr. Dick: Did you measure any works between the 12th of October and the
13th of November ? I have just answered that question.
1279. By Mr. Jloshins: That is a very simple question, Mr. Quodling? No; I did not
measure any works.
1280.
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1280. .By Mr. Dich: Will you tell the Committee why you did not? I have no reason,
1281. What part of the line were you engaged on between those days? I cannot tell you
from memory. I have not any paper with me, and I cannot speat positively about it.
€ Dec., 1861. 1282. Did you superintend any portion of the Doughboy Diversion between those days?
Well, I believe it was under my charge to the date of my resignation.
1283. Did you go to superintend them on those days ? No, 1 believe I did not.
1284. Were you at the works with Mr. Hannington? I was over the works with him
several times.
1285. Were you at the works with Mr. Hannington between the two dates to which I
refer—the 12th of Octoher aud the 13th of November? I believe X was, but I cannot
speak positively.
1286. Where were you when Mr. Hannington made this report from your notes? In Murrurundi, I believe.
1287. In Murrurundi? Yes.
1288. Had you sent in your resignation, then ? No, I think not.
1289. Did you mako any memorandum at the time you saw it ? I do not recollect. I
might have made a memorandum.
1290. If Mr. Hannington states that he wrote this letter (dated 24th October) two days
after it hears date—is that a fact? He might havo done so. I cannot say.
1291. On what day did you receive it from him ? I forget now the day I received it from
him.
1292. Did you receive it by post, or did he deliver it to you personally ? I think he gave
it to me personally.
1298. I am now referring to Mr. Hannington’s letter to you, dated the 24th of October—
did you receive it on the day it bears date ? I am not certain that I did.
1294. Do not you recollect whether you received it before or after you sent in your resigna
tion ? I think I received it before I sent my resignation in.
1295. Your letter of resignation bears date the 24th of October—did you post it on the
same day ? lam not certain about that.
1296. Where did you receive the letter from Mr. Hannington? I do not recollect at the
present time.
1297. How long after Mr. Hannington had seen your notes? I do not remember,
1298. You have no doubt it was at Murrurundi that you shewed him your notes ? 1 am
not certain. He was with me when I took my notes at different times.
1299. How often had you been at Murrurundi between the 12th of Octoher and the 13th
of November ? I cannot answer that. I do not know.
'
1300. Were you there more than once ? I do not know. I cannot answer you.
,1301. Now, can you say whether you saw Mr, Hannington there? I do not recollect. I
have not my diary with me at the present time.
1302. Well, I do not wish to press it, bnt this was rather an important letter you received
from Mr. Hannington, was it not ? Not of the slightest importance.
1303. Does it not corroborate your statements ? No, I do not require it to corroborate any
statements I have made.
1304. What was your object in getting it from him. I do not know that I had any par
ticular object in getting it from him.
1305. Did he volunteer it to you, or did you ask him for it ? I asked him to sign for the
returns. I told him that I would refuse to certify, but that if he liked to certify he could
do so. I told him I was going to resign, and that if he liked he could certify.
1306. Is this the usual way to certify, or on a printed form ? I do not know that it is the
usual way.
1307. How do you certify, by a printed form or by letter? I do not understand the
question.
1308. You say you asked him to certify as to the works, and that you declined ? To sign
the vouchers.
■
1309. He might certify, but you declined—was that the ordinary way ? He said if I did
not sign the vouchers he could not do it, or would not do it. I then said you had better
write me to that effect, and he wrote that from my notes.
1310. Do you not recollect where the conversation took place ? No, not at the present time.
1311. You recollect the conversation distinctly ? Yes.
1312. Try and recollect where it took place. Have you your diary iu Sydney ? I have a
diary in Sydney,
1313. The diary you refer to, will that tell you ? Yes; it is a private document though.
1314. If you referred to that, would it tel! you where you saw Mr. Hannington ? I think
it would; I think I made a memo, at the time.
1315. You made pretty voluminous memoranda during the last month or two of what took
place ? I have been pretty careful what I have done.
1316. Did you ever before ask Mr. Hannington to certify for works? No j I did not think
it was necessary to ask him before.
1317. Is it usual to ask tho overseer to certify ? Mr. Hannington being a gentleman who
knew nothing about the work, I thought it was not of the slightest use asking him, so I
visited the works myself.
■
1318. Do all the overseers certify to works? All the other overseers used to certify to the
returns in his district.
1319. But Mr. Hannington was unable to do so, and you assisted him? Mr. Hannington
was unable.
1320. And you assisted him ? He is not called upon to do so, because the payments were
made without certificates; in the other works all sent in certified vouchers.
Quodling.

1321.
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TOuaslS h!rifirfte*app"a,rs t0 “rtify/or what is "ot done, and not for work done. Did Mr. Robert
182^ YnTJ? t a !?, W°rk J10* Jd011^for deficiencies ? I do not understand the question.
filing,
called
r6rred tT01Certif^
™k t!‘at had been done, and thereforejou r—^
certain defi^lAnH °
^ , l l)aTC ^ tbis !etter’ aod 11 aPPtars me to certify to 6 Deo., 1861.
Senoiesr What T aDl
8Sk y™ whetber you a^«d him to certify to

iitis

“ ceri,,y“i'y” *m

*» ^ ^

132d. Has the letter been already put in ? Yes.
1324, And is th'is letter a reply to it ? Yes.
I wfote^himt k?tetr.Written ^ ? 1 ^ ^ ree°IleCt where 1 wrote ifc

but I believe

w0U,d y°ur diary sbew it; ? 1
it would.
lb written from where it is dated. I think so.
™ „igd.d»„ z™/'' H“°ii”s“°
1 do ,,'’t t*”"btr'1 li,’'i,im "ta 1

1 uoa

1329. Where ? At Murrurundi.
1330. How long after his appointment was it when you discovered that he was unable to
perform h,s duties ? I found that out tho first few days
& ™ ;iifre rfo.,7 r'rrMe“““ i° ih!“
? n°. *«»»*«»««u
K„„^,“7:;Xl—rtofb“?

™1,““prtt,r“j-1

‘I,i"k■

I?33,t
]rr'
What was the answer ? It was no use my reporting unfavourablv
after he had been appointed by Mr. Collett.
J 1
unmvouraDIy
1
mck\ Whj not ? Eecauso he is » particular friend of Mr. Collett’s
it?;- , .d beo“so he was a fr.ieBd Of Mr. Collett’s you allowed him to remain in bis office
appointment.^8 me0raPetent-’s that so ?
‘ba‘ *> it- I M nothing to do with the
1336. By Mr. Dalylcish: Had you any power of discharging him ? Oh 1 no power at all
He was appointed by tho Minister for Public ’Works.
w no power ar an.
Yr'n,lck: YoU bad no P°wer
£USPer,d a junior officer ? No.
wren*? v7,
1)1(1 {our P°wer extend to reporting him if he did anything
7qQQg •„ \is> “ .‘ij6™ was anything wrong—very wrong against him.
• . By Mr. -Dick : Then do you think Mr. Hannington, at the time lie wrote this letter
(it appears to bo dated 24th October) had obtained such experience as to he competent to
^7works1111011 ln referCnCe t0 tbe works ? 110 is n(>t competent now to give any opinion on
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A.
Willow Tret,

Sir,

p.id to Mr.

C

August,

1861.

» “»»* ■l'»™s *»• »•»*,

1 purpose taking tho works over from Mr. Superintendent Bayley to-morrow.

The C7ef^r1 haVe' ^BERT QITODUNa.
Sydney.

_____________ _

B.
Singleton,

Sir,

G

March,

1801.

view to m«h
WEre ,dircctea ^ superintend tho Doughboy Diversion contract, it was with a
cavarT
ard the works as much as possible, and to give every facilitv to the contnetnr hv
SS^nomt1 or onriihft CSS ^
ofa11 work’lcast ©wy fortnight; and if yo^had had any doubt oj

woidl*!^33^^ in3uir'®s^lPf you^had^een^iR y'^r^post^sdjcn^sniw^ei^the'Douvhljoy^Dfvereion^ou

steSf'?ri^
Yours, &c.,
WILLIAM R, COLLETT,

Quodling, Esq.

Department of Public Works,
£oad Branch, 14 October, 1861.

Sir,
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m

B. Quodling, Esq.,

«f £317 ,o--h*- b“" in <•

1 haTC> *a" Q „

Tamworth

SHAIRP,
Chief Clerk*

______
Margin

No. 61-1338.

Paid B. N. S. Wales, Tamworth.
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Cr. R. Quodling, on account taskwork ....................
17 10
_
^ Baid Commercial Bank, W. Maitland.'
Lr, J. Martindale, on account Doughboy cont............ 300 0

0
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MONDAY,

9

DECEMBER,

1861.

present

Mr. DALGLEISH,
Mr. DANGAR,
Mr. DICK,

WILLIAM FORSTER, Esq.,
Mr. Thomas
Evans,
v-—“i
Dec., 1S61.

■

Mr. T. GARRETT,
Mr. LUCAS,
Mr. MARKHAM.
in tee

Chair.

Mr. Thomas Evans called in and examined:—
1340. By ike Chairman: What is your occupation ? Innkeeper.
^
1341. Where do you reside ? At Doughboy Hollow, district Murrurundi. .
1342. Have you heard anything as to the reasons why this Committee is sitting ? I havo
seen it in the papers.
_
_
1343. I may just mention that we are inquiring into the circumstances connected with tuo
late resignation of Mr. Quodling, and that we are also empowered to inquire into matters
generally connected with the public works on the Northern Road. The attention of the
Committee has been called to the circumstance of a testimonial presented to Mr. Collett, m
regard to which it was mentioned hy Mr. Quodling that you could give some informationdo you remember anything of a testimonial given to Mr. Collett ? I gave towards a
testimonial.
1344. Yon subscribed to it ? Yes.
_
_
1345. How long ago was that ? About six months ago j I am not quite certain as to the date.
1346. In what shape was the testimonial given—was it a sum of money or anything else?
I gave money.
_
1347. Was it a subscription of a number of persona f I was asked to give, and I gave.
1348. May I ask what you gave ? £1_
1349. What was the total amount, do you know ? I think when I saw tbe list there was
£28 or £30.
.
.
1350. Are you not acquainted with any further circumstances connected with this testimo
nial ? I was not present when it was presented; I was asked to give, and I gave.
1351. By whom were you asked to give ? By Mr. Martindale and Mr. Greer.
1352. What position do Messrs. Martindale and Greer occupy ? They are contractors.
1353. Both contractors ? Both contractors, I believe.
_
1354. Did they ask you—did they appear very anxious that you should subscribe ? They
asked me to subscribe to a testimonial to Mr. Collett, and I asked them why j they said,
they wished to mark their appreciation of what he was doing for the roads..
_
1355. Did they not specify particularly what he was doing that excited their approbation .
No. I objected at first, but I afterwards gave. I asked them if they knew what they were
doing—I forget now exactly what I said, but it was sometbiug to the effect that it did not
look well for contractors to give a testimonial to a Commissioner; that it was placing him
in an awkward position, I thought.
1356. What did they say to that ? I said, suppose I was to ask one of the Members of tho
House, meaning the Assembly, to inquire how it was, it would be very awkward for Mr.
Collett, and would be placing him in a position he ought not to be in. They said they did
not think of that before.
1357. Did that prevent their receiving money from you ? No.
1358. Do you know anything of the circumstances of its being presented ? I was not
present, hut I saw an account of it.
_
.
_ ,.,
1359. Was there an account of it in the papers? Yes j I was invited to attend, hut I did
not go.
.
1360. There was a public presentation of it? Yes, so I believe, hut I was not present.
1361. On what grounds were you asked to subscribe to this testimonial? I do not know,
unless it was in common with others.
_
_
_
1362. Surely you would have some reason why you would give a testimonial to a public
man, besides that of doing as others did ? I generally give something to anyone that
asks me, as far as I can.
1363. Whether it is deserved or not? I did not like to refuse, because I would not like
Mr. Collett to think that I had any feeling towards him.
1364. Would you not consider a testimonial as an attestation of appreciation on the ground
of some public merit ? I could not see that it was so iu this case, and I objected to give
upon that ground.
1365. Did you consider that Mr. Collett deserved a testimonial? No j I thought his salary
was ample.
.
1366. And you did not think it looked well for contractors to ask for contributions to this
testimonial ? No.
_
1367. Are you aware whether any others subscribed besides yourself and these two con
tractors ? Yes.
_
,
1368. Did you see the two names of Mr. Martindale and Mr. Greer on the list ? X cannot
say that I recollect.
_
1369. Do you know the names of any others who subscribed ? I know that there was
between £20 and £30 at the time.
.
1370. Do you know whether Mr. Martindale held the contract for the Doughboy Diversion
Works? Yes, I know he was the contractor for it.
_
_ _
1371. Are you aware of his having been in the habit of collecting subscriptions for a
testimonial to Mr. Collett at any other time than this ? lam not aware of it.

1372.
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im Do you know anything of puklic worts in the Northern District, generally: have you Mr. Thomas
rnklcn much about ? Yvs, 1 have a good deal.
J
J
Evans.
U/3. Do you know anything particularly with reference to the contract of the Doughboy - ^ Diversion / I have been on it only once or twice.
J 9 Dec., 1861.
Did you come down it very lately ? Yes.
1375. How long ago ? Ten or twelve days ago.
I37o Do you think the works are finished, or nearly finished, at that new road? In coming
down I did not pass the new works.
,
1377. You could not say whether the works were finished or not? No; it is three or four
weeks since I was there.
13(8. Are you a tolerable judge of the way in which works of that kind are done ? No,
“w!0*! My-*0.baT«ri,Imcan”0t
that 1 bavellad “»ch experience. Iwasconwlt 1 ^ 10 ^n'tlaud Koad Trust for some years.
'
13(9. Can you give an opinion as to the way in which this contract has been carried out?
J. do not know that I can. The road appears to me to be too narrow, that is one of the

f

VT.
rTn.,ber 'V1? nlontl? of Mareh. 1860, counting 475 drays that passed
i nor?
r°a^’ ani^ '^e tru®c ^as considerably increased.
1380. Do you think the contract is being well done ? I could not give an opinion.
1381. Arc you aware what material is being placed on the road? The pitching material
is very good.
1
n
the firstVoaUn^ ^

a!°D8 ?

^ Ulaterial is good ’ tho

1383. The first coating-yon do not know of the last ?
JndliJr °0Uld n°fc Say WLat WaS pUt °n the t0p ?

that is the ground work,

I have not been over to look at the

It was only Part]7 done—done here

1
y°u tnow the diflerence between trap and shale ? Yes.
h®,
J’ou knoiw whether they are putting any shale upon the road ? A mixture of both.
1387. You are not aware whether this was intended to be the top coating ? No, I am not
VT do
;D0W wliat t,le arrangements are, or are likely to be.
Jo88. Do you know anything of the bridge from which it has been said iron-work has been
taken away since it was completed ? I have seen it.
1389. Do you know the bridge ? Yes.
1390. Will you state what you know connected with the circumstances of taking awav the
takerTaway 1 heard one of the meu stating to Mr. Quodling that the iron-work had been
1391. One of the men employed upon the works ? Yes.
1392. He called attention to the circumstance that iron-work had been taken away ? Yes •
i non Went °Ut aUd SaW t*’at ’ron'work kad been removed.
,
1393. Was this iron-work necessary to the construction of the bridge? I do not know
1 suppose it must have been thought to be necessary, or it would not have boon put there •
TQ01 iV10* th • 11 Wou d materia,1y “fleet- the structure.
1394. Was any thing done to conceal the taking away of the iron-work ? A tar brush had
been put over the place, and wooden pins had been put in.
No I would not°U
D0''iced 14 UIll£ss your att*ntion tad been particularly called to it ?
1396 You are not aware whether tbe iron-work was part of tbe work tbe contractor
ion,
0 ? 1 beard the contractor say he was not bound to do it.
J-ob/* What contractor was tbat? 3Ir. Martindale,
Innn
iD fact h° ada)itted having taken the iron-work away ? He admitted it.
1399. 1 hero was no concealment in that case ? No.
1400. Was that bridge supposed to be finished at the time? No; the hand-rails were
tiO it.
■ 1401. It was not open to the public? No.
1402. Do you know anything of the part of the road called the new cutting? Ido
know, unless it is what is called Welsh's cutting.
S
1403, Is that a road lately made ? If it is the one I imagine, it is at the far end of
Doughboy Diversion. {Mr. Markham described the locality,'}
itot
jr°U kD°W anJtbinfi of that road ? I pass it occasionally.
of November8 “ fliUCe *°U laSt paSSed ^ ? When 1 ^ d°WD berC) in the ktter

was

not
not
the

end

1406. Was the road open to the public at that time ? No, one part of it was not.
1407. Part of it was closed in ? Yes.
1408. Was it closed after having been opened to the public ? It was closed on account of
some repairs.
1409. Had it been opened previously? Yes.
i tli' 2^1 1 road,tbut;llad been completed, then opened, and then closed again ? Yes.
1411. Had it been closed a second time? I do not know about a second time; it was out of
repair twice; it is closed now; it forms an elbow in the road.
1412. It is closed now? Yes.
1413. How long is it since it was opened to the public as a now road ? I think about six
or seven months—I am not quite certain.
ttlt' £?JJ'0U Icnow who was the C0Dtractor ? Mr. Martindale,
tfi« t
£°U pasl0Ter tbo ^oad before it; was last dosed when it was a new road ? Yes.
141b. In what condition was it then ? It looked very well when it was first done, with the
exception of being too narrow.
238—H
1417.
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Hr. Thomas 1417. Did yon travel over it so as to try it after wct_ weather ? I was requested by Mr.
Brans.
Bayley, one of tbe superintendents, to go and look at it.
_
1418. Then be considered you a person whose opinion was worth having ? He felt indignant
9-Dec., 18G1. tjja(; ;t E}jould be so bad after so much trouble.
_
1419. What situation did Mr. Bayley hold? Inspector of Bridges.
_
1420. He, as Inspector of Bridges, asked you to look at this road, because he felt indignant
that the road was so bad after so much trouble? Yes.
.
1421. What was your opinion of it ? I thought it was bad; tbe men bad to go into the
middle of the road to scrape the bad stuff away on to each side of the road; to let the mail
and other vehicles pass.
,
1422. What was the reason of its being so had ? It should have been pitched.
1423. Did you observe the material on it ? It was a sort of loam.
1424. Was there no trap upon it ? I think it was composed of gravel and loam. _
1425. There was no trap upon it? I do not think there was any trap upon it at this
particular place ; in some places there was a great deal of trap and the road was very good.
1426. On this particular part there was no trap ? No.
1427. Was there any shale ? If there was it was ground into powder.
.
1428. Then you think this road was very bad? It must have been when the traffic was
obliged to be cut off.
,
.
t
i
1429. They are now mending this road again ? It was being mended when 1 came along,
1430. By whom is it being now repaired—by the same contractor ? That I could not say.
1431. You do not know ? I do not know.
_
i i xt
1432. By Mr. ffoskins: Have you ridden over this Doughboy Diversion Koad lately ? No;
I walked over it about a month ago.
1433. Was that subsequently to Mr. Quodling’s resignation ? Yes.
_
1434. You know the big cutting ? If it is tho one called Welsh s cutting.
1435. The largest cutting? Yes.
,. . .
■ 1436. Do you consider the roadway wide enough for the traffic,_ or do you think it wiU
require mere excavation to make it a durable road? I think it is not half wide enough.
Very few persons would conceive the amount of traffic on that road; as I have already said,
475 drays passed along the road in March, 1860, and the traffic is increasing.
1437. Have you been accustomed to road making—do you know anything of it? Avery
little: I was connected with the Maitland Koad Trust several years. .
^
^
1438. Do you consider that if at the cutting the roadway is narrow, it will in a short time
become dangerous for traffic, in consequence of the drainage ? Of course it will. Mails
can now scarcely pass drays, if one is going up and the other coming down. A great part has
come down already.
■
,
.
1439. If the roadway is generally too narrow, it would be more dangerous here in conse
quence of the cutting of the hill ? I told Mr. Bennett so in the first instance, when he was

,

■
:
;
,

'

marking it out.
.
, , o it
1440. Have you looked lately at any of the bridges on this contract (Yes.
1441. Do you know whether iron holts and straps were originally put to fasten the timber
of these bridges? Yes.
,
„ .
1442. Do you know that they have been removed? I do not know tbat they were ever
there; I saw where the boles were filled in with pieces of wood, and where tbe pieces were
cut out to let tbe plates in level with the wood.
_
.
1443. Do you consider tho superstructure unsafe in consequence of these iron bolts haj'^g
been taken away? The superstructure is very good; 1 do not think any fault could be
found with that.
.
, ,
•
-> wx.
1444. Do you think the bridges would be as secure having wooden bolts as iron ? They
would bo better with iron of course, but the workmanship and timber is very good; there is
only one fault I know of, and that is in the decking.
.
_i
1445. What fault do you find with that?
I do notfind fault with it, butI hear the car
penters say that they ought to be planked instead of fioored with split stuff; that the spilt

,

1

,

stuff will not last two years.
, . i w j v xr
1446. Do you not know that by the terms gf the contract they were to be slabbed ( No.
1447. Did you ever hear any of the men working upon this portion of the road say that the
bridges would be unsafe, in consequence of the removal of these iron holts and straps? No,
I only heard them speak of the decking. In fact, the construction, loth as regards material
and workmanship, is very good.
, _ ,,
„ ,.
,
,
, ,T
1448. Do you know whether the channelof the Doughboy Creek is stopped up by Mr.
Martiudale, in excavation ? That I cannot say.
. „ „
1449. Do you know anything of Mr. Clark, who was overseer on the road some time? Xes,
1450. How long is it since be was Superintendent? Ho was never on tbat side. X think
be was between the Doughboy Creek and Scone.
1451. Is he now in the Government service ? I am not aware ; not there.
1452. How long was he in charge of parties there? I could not tell; some months per
haps six or twelve months; I could not say.
.
.
1453. Did you know him before he came there? Yes.
.
1454. What had he been ? X knew him at Mr. Lipscombc’s, the druggist.
1455. How long was that previous to his being appointed overseer ? Some years; he then
went to the gold-diggings, and I lost sight of him. .
, , , ,
. ,
,
1456. Do you know whether, previous to being appointed, he had ever had any charge of a
road ? I do not know.
. _ ,
,
,
-i
, j
1457 Have you ever heard ? I have never heard. I do not know of my own knowledge.

.

1458.
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1458. Did you consider the roadway at Doughhoy Diversion properly consolidated ? I could Mr. Thomas
not give an opinion.
Evana.
1459. Do yon hnow the Armidale Bridge at hlurrurundi ? Yes.
14G0. Did.you ever inspect that bridge ? Only in passing it.
9 Dec., 1861.
14G1. Do yon hnow whether any white gum is used in the construction of that ? I do not
know; I consider it one of the best bridges on the road as to worhmanship, but I do not
hnow of what material it is built.
1462. \\ hat is your opinion of white gum—is it a durable timber ? Everybody thinks it
Will soon decay.
1463. Are residents in that neighbourhood in the habit of using white gum for building ?
1464. They consider it an inferior timber ? Yes.
1465. Do you hnow Mr. Greer ? Yes.
isut oliat is Mr‘ GrCer ? A sub-contractor—he takes contracts under Mr. Martindale.
1467. Has he never to your knowledge had a contract under Government direct ? Not to
' * *lave bcard of his having a contract, but I do not hnow it.
You know he has had a contract under Mr. Martindale—a sub-contract ? Yes.
1469. Do you hnow Mr. Clements ? Yes.
1470. Has he ever beeh in the Government service there ? Yes, ho has.
1471. In wbat situation ? Overseer, at one time,
1472. How long ago is it since you first knew him as a road overseer ? More than two
years ago.
14,3. Has he continued from that time to the present as road overseer ? No, I think he
was dismissed.
1474. Do you happen to hnow for a certainty that he was dismissed—in a small community
hhe that m which you live these things are generally known ? I hnow it only by report.
14/5. You have heard that he was dismissed ? Yes, I have.
1476. Did you hear what he was dismissed for ? I do not recollect now what he was dis
missed for, hut it was reported that ho was dismissed.
1477. What followed afterwards—how did ho employ himself after he was dismissed—did
1it th° neiehbourhood ? He went to live at Scone, and I lost sight of him.
1478. Has he ever been a contractor under Mr. Martindale ? 1 have heard of his being a
contractor in company with Mr. Greer.
1479. Subsequent to his dismissal ? Yes,
■
I486. Where was he contractor ? About Scone and____
i^oo’
J0U
ab°ufc this contract ? I do not indeed.
1482. Was Mr. Clements afterwards in the employ of tho Government as road overseer, was
i
‘ ^ ^aTe beard that he was employed, but I do not know.
1483. Do you know .where he is now ? In Scone,
1484. What is he doing in Scone F That is his place of residence; I do not know anything
about him j I am thirty miles away.
1485. Has he had charge of any men under Mr. Collett as a Government officer subsequent
to his having a contract F I have heard so.
1486. Where did you hear that he had charge F 1 heard he was superintendent from
the Island Home to—■—
?° ^0U
bow long he superintended that work F A few months.
1488. Is he now in the employment of Government? That I could not say j report says
1^ have heard that he was suspended by Mr. Brown about a fortnight ago.
aaon
Wa-S
susPen(^e^ ? bor misconduct, I suppose; I do not know,
aim’ v ^ ,I1'scon^ut^,1 have you heard ? I would rather decline to answer the question.
1491. You can surely say what yon have heard? I would not like to say anything
prejudicial to anolher, unless I knew it,
•/
j
a
1492 By the Chairman : I understand you to say that you do not like to speak of these
matters unless you knew them of your own knowledge) if you knew anything of your own
knowledge, you would not object to state it to the Committee? As a conscientious man I
do not like to quibble, and I would not tell a lie; besides, as I have fine feelings,
i would not like to injure another.
1493. Would yon prefer injuring the public to injuring a private individual ? As one of
the public, I feel bound to do what I can to see things carried on properly.
■A,h- Baskins: I will put the question in another way,—did you recently hoar
that Mr, Glemenis had been suspended for drunkenness? Yes.
j?ono
^°U eVC1" ^ear l'-a^ J^r‘ ^rowrl bad found him drunk in a public-house with
£-00 in his pocket, that, was infended for tho payment of the men ? That was the common
report in Murrurundi, when I came through.
1496. Did you hear that this money was given to Mr. Clements to pay wages? That was
the report.
*
°
1497. You do not know whether Mr. Clements has heen reinstated, or whether he has been
dismissed . I do not. It took place a day or two before 1 left, and I have been away ten
or twelve days, therefore I do not know what has taken place.
1498. Do you recollect a visit Mr. Collett made to your locality, when he expressed his
final approval of the contract performed by Mr. Martindale at Liverpool Kango? No.
1499. Can you give us the date ? No*
1500. Can you give us an approximation? I do not know when Mr. Collett approved of
the work ; it is not my business.
1501. Keeping a public house you might have heard ? I did not.
1502. Did you sec Mr. Greer, Mr. Clements, and Mr. Martindale, who were contractors
under

■
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Mr. Thomas nDcter Mr. Collett, going about Murrurundi or any other part, soliciting Bubscriptiocs to a
Evans.
testimonial? I have already stated that I saw two of the three—not Mr. Clements,
r”-'*—1503. Did they solicit you ? Yes.
9Dee., 1801'. 1504, Do you know whether they solicited every workman in their employ? Ido not
know that they solicited any,
_
1505. Did you expostulate with them? I did, out of justice to Mr. Collett j I said I
thought they were doing wrong—that it did not look well.
1506. "Were you asked to subscribe, and did you subscribe ? Yes.
_
1507. Do you know a Mr, Williams, a road surveyor, who I believe, lives at Murruruodi ?
Yes.
1508. Did you know him previous to his appointment to that office ? No.
_
1509. Do you know whether he filled the office of road overseer before ? I never saw him
or knew him before,
_
<
_ _
1510. Can you say whether Mr. Collett ever stated at a public meeting that Mr. Williams
would make an efficient road overseer when he had acquired experience ? I never attended
any gatherings; I made it a rule to keep away.
1511. What part of the Liverpool Range did you say was in such a had state? About
half way up the range.
_
1512. In how long after this road was opened for the use of the public did this road become
in so bad a state? We had an unusually wet season, and the traffic cut up the road so that
it became impassable.
■
_
1513. Was there never any metal laid upon that road ? If there was it was rough, not
broken metal.
i
1514. Were there many or any men employed by the contractor after this road was opened
to, the public, to keep the road in repair ? Two men were continually employed.
1515. Two men only ? And when the road became impassable, a lot of men were
sent on.
1516. Before tbat there were only two men employed ? Yes; there were always two men,
sometimes more when it was necessary.
1517. You do not happen to know whether there was any agreement between Mr. Collett
and Mr. Martindale, with reference to Mr. Martindale keeping the road in repair for a
certain time ? No.
1518. At all events you are not aware that there were more than two men employed ?
When the road became impassable there were more put, on.
_
1519. There is no scarcity of trap or basalt for metalling that road ? It is very abundant.
1520. By Mr. Dick : Under whose superintendence was this Liverpool Range Road made ?
Mr. Bay ley’s at first.
1521. Had Mr. Collett anything to do with it ? I suppose Mr. Collett had; I have seen Mr.
Collett there several times.
1522. Had Mr. Collett anything to do with it at the time Mr. Bayley pointed it out to
you ? Mr. Collett was the Commissioner at the time.
1523. When Mr. Bayley said that the road was very badly done, did he mean badly done
by tho contractor, or that he regretted he had been unable to make a better road than he
had ? Mr, Bayley had been priding himself upon having such a good road made, but be
was indignant to find that after all his trouble it had turned out so badly, lie said to me,
“ You would be surprised if you were to see the state it is in,” and wished me to nee it; I
did see it, and he was regretting that he had not made so good a road as he expected.
1524. Was that from any fault of the contractor ? 1 do not know whose fault it was.
1525 Did he state whose fault it was ? Of course he would consider it was the fault of the
contractor.
,
1526. Was the road completed and out of the hands of the contractor ? Not at that time.
1527. You say you subscribed to this testimonial; did you approve of Mr. Collett’s conduct
at that time ? I gave it for two reasons
I generally give what I can to everybody that
asks me ; and another reason was, that Mr. Collett should not think I had any feeling
against him, although I remonstrated with them, and said I thought they were putting Mr.
Collett in a position he ought not to be placed in. I referred to its being collected from
contractors. After tbat they discontinued asking any more; they said they had not thought
of it before.
1528. Did you, at the time you gave that, consider Mr. Collett an efficient officer ? I could
not tell; Mr. Collett was not often there. I am not a competent person to judge iu thcBO
matters ; I could not give an opinion.
_
1529. Doughboy Diversion passes very near to your place, does it not ? Yes.
1530. You had frequent opportunities of visiting the work ? Yes.
1531. Do you know anything about the terms of the contract ? I do not.
1532. Can you state whether any portion of it was completed at the time you left ? They
were very busy trying to complete it; they thought they would have it open by Christmas.
1533. You say that the chief fault of the road is, that it is too narrow ? Too narrow
1534. - You are aware that the bridges were extended from twelve to eighteen feet in width ?
It does not matter so much about the bridges as about the road.
1535. Are you aware that the bridges were widened ? No.
_
1536. Do you know the width of the bridges at present? I should think about twelve or
fourteen feet; I could not say.
1537. Supposing Mr. Collett has widened the bridges from twelve to eighteen feet, do you
think that an improvement? On some of the bridges a person cannot drive a team across
without going behind. It would not he safe to go by the side of a team at Bennie s Creek.
1538.
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1538 Some of tho new bridges at the Doughboy Diversion ? No; I am speaking of tbe one
near Singleton ; the one that was attempted to be biown up,
'
regard to the iron-work—you say that some of the iron-work was removed ? Yes.
1540. Do you know whether the full quantity that ought to have been on the bridge was
ieft after this had been removed ? There could not have been the full quantity; there
must .Lave been some deficiency when they were removed.
1541. Do you know bow many spikes were in the bridge ? No.
154,4. You do not know the full quantity F I bad no idea that I should be called upon in
this inquiry, and therefore I did not take notice.
1543. With regard to this testimonial, was it ever presented to Mr. Collett? I believe
it was.
1544. Will you tell me where ? At Murrurundi, I think.
1545. Was it publicly presented? Yes. I was invited to attend.
1546. Was there a dinner on the occasion ? I think there was.
1547. Who was in the chair ? I only know by report, unless Captain Wheeler-----1548. Do you remember whether Mr. Jirodie was in the chair ? 1 do not know.
1549. Do you know that Mr. Alexander Brodie, of Murrurundi, was in the chair? I
do not.
15o0. Did you ever see any account of it in the paper ? If my recollection serves me rightlv,
it was published.
b
1
1551. It was publicly done ? Yes.
1552. It was no secret ? No secret.
1553. At what house was it given in Murrurnndi—was it not at Mr. Wightman’s, one of
the most respectable hotels at Murrurundi ? I am not certain whether it was at IVightman’s
or at the Sydney.
1554. After you pointed out to these contractors that it did not look well for them to be
asking subscriptions, they left off? I think they said they would.
1555. Did they ask anyone afterwards, to your knowledge ? No.
1550. Do you know anything about Mr. Quodling’s resignation ? Only that he has
resigned.
1557. Do you know anything about the causes that led to his resignation ? I have seen by
the papers-----1558. You know nothing more than you have seen hy tho papers ? I have heard from
rumour that there has been some misunderstanding.
1559. Have you heard any charges made against Mr. Collett ? In what respect ?
1560. In any respect ? No,
1561. Do you know of any charges ? I have heard the men talk of Mr. Quodling condemn
ing the work. I have heard some of them object to his condemning the work.
1562. Has any matter come under your own knowledge, with reference to Mr. Collett’s
management of'the road, you would think it desirable for the Committee to know ? I do not
think it necessary, farther than I have already said, that in my opinion the road is too
narrow.
1563. 1 think you hardly understand my question—Mr. Quodling has resigned, and has
made certain charges against the Road Commissioner; I ask you if you know of any charges
against Mr. Collett? It is not my province; I should not know of anything.
1564. You do not know anything ? I should only know from report.
1565. Do you know of any malpractices on the part of Mr. Collett ? No.
1566. Do you think the works on the Doughboy Diversion are much improved ? They are
improved ; they could not do anything but improve thorn, they were so very bad before;
stilh I think, they might have heen improved a great deal more.
1567. How often did Mr. Quodling visit the works? Frequently; he was sometimes at
Tamworth, sometimes at Armidale; he was always moving about; he was a very active man.
1568. How frequently has he visited Doughboy Diversion, are you aware? I could not say;
very frequently.
1569. What kind of man is Mr. Martindale—a respectable tradesman ?
Ho is considered
so ^ I do not know him beyond his being a contractor there.
1570. How long have you known him ? Only since he has had this contract.
1571. How long is tbat? Fifteen or eighteen months.
1572. What has been his conduct, so far as it has come under your observation ? I havo
seen nothing else.
1573. Have you heard anything to his prejudice ? There were various reports before he
came there. The men had some misgivings at first, but they have always been paid, and
they are satisfied.
15(4. Yon have said yon do not know anything about the terms of the contract—you do
not know whether he was bound to keep the road in order for any time? He told me ho
was bound to keep it in order, that is tbe Liverpool Range, the Murrurundi side.
1575. Have you seen Mr. Martindale pay his wages yourself? Yes.
1576. He is known as a man who pays punctually ? Yes. He is away sometimes, perhaps
six weeks, but when he comes hack he will pay. For instance, ho may pay his men to-day,
and then he will go off to Grafion or Mudgee, and when he comes hack he will pay ; he
may be away in this manner for five or six weeks.
1577. Do you make any charges against Mr. Collett? No.
1578. Do you make any charges against tho general management of the road ? You have
heard my observation, that I think the road is too narrow, and that it will require a great
deal of money to 3;cep it in repair, for every dray follows in the same track, and then tho
metal thrown on the top will work under and the mud will be brought to the surface.

1579.

Mr. Thomas
Evans.
\
9 Dee., 1861.
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Mr. Thomas 1579. Yon arc aware that there is only a certain sum allowed for repairing the road? No,
Evans.
J do not know that.
^1580. By Mr. Dangar: How long have you been in Sydney—were you at home last week C
9 Deo^lSGl. it js about ten or twelve days since I left.
1581. You had no opportunity, then, of seeing Mr. Collett when he was up there last? Iso.
1582. Did Mr. Hannington accompany Mr, Collett to Sydney ? No.
1583. You are aware that ho is in town ? I have not seen him.
1584. Is Mr. Martindale residing in the Murrurundi district now ? Yes. _
1585. Is he there still? He intended to reside there till the work was finished.
1586. Has he any men at work there from the Gap down to Murrurundi ? There
are men at work, but I do not know who is employing them.
4
.
1587. Are you aware that Mr. Greer took a contract from Mr, Martindale in the piece we
are speaking of ? On the diversion ?
1588. You said just now that Mr. Clements was dismissed when he first held a Government
situation? Yes.
.
* t
r
1589. You are aware that he was dismissed for some irregularity in his accounts' l tbink
that was one of the reasons, as far as the report goes.
1590. That he could not pay his men—that he had money sent up to pay his men,
and there was a report that he was short? I heard so, and I have grounds for thinking so.
1591. Mr. Clements has been rc-appointed since he was dismissed ? The reason, I believe,
he was dismissed for that is, that he came over to me and asked me to lend him £60. I
said, " I am no money lender.” He said, " I am afraid I will be dismissed; I have drawn
fi cheques and have paid them to Mr. Wightman, and they will be returned, as I ha\e no
" funds.” I said, “ Rather than you shall be dismissed I will let you have the money. ’ I
gave Mr. Wightman the money, and I have never been paid since.
_
1592. Ho was dismissed, and he then became a contractor with Mr. Greer ? I think so; my
answers are only from report; I do not know these things as facts.
tig
1593. You perhaps have passed over the Sandy Creek Bridge near Muswellbrook—Donohue 6*
1594. You are aware that Mr. Martindale erected that bridge ? I was not aware.
1595. Have you heard complaints about that bridge being too narrow ? Yes, from most
people travelling on the road.
1596. The same applies to Palhrook ? Yes.
.
1597. It is dangerous for a driver to walk alongside of his bullock team when passing over
that bridge with a loaded dray ? It is not safe.
1598. As an old resident and a judge of work, do you apprehend any accident from the
narrowness of that bridge ? If proper care is not taken, if a man goes alongside of his dray,
it is very likely.
1599. If the bullocks are young, for instance ? There is more danger from horses.
1600. Does not Mr. Hannington reside near Doughboy Hollow ? I think he resides near the
Willow Tree.
„ _ i.
1601. Do you consider that gentleman competent for his duties as a road overseer ( i have
no way of knowing what is his competency, for I have never been with him on the works.
1602. How long has he been stationed there? About six months.
_ t
1603. You have heard no complaints in your neighbourhood as regards Mr. Quodling’s
general conduct and superintendence ? No; the men do not like him.
1604. For why—what reason ? He is too particular, I suppose.
_
1605. Is it generally repoitcd in the district that he forces the men to do their duty; to
work their regular hours, and to fulfil their contracts ? Ihey have objected on account of
his looking about the works.
1606. He looks after it well? Yes.
1607. From your observation, you have no reason to suppose that he does not regularly
attend to his duty ? I always considered him to attend to his duties very properly; ho is a
very proper young man j his general coudoct and behaviour are very good.
^
1608 When Collett was superintendent and visited that part of the country, did he continue
long in his inspection ? He used to go and look at the works frequently.
1609. Have you known him to travel from Muswellbrook to Doughboy Hollow and back
again the same day? I only saw Mr. Collett when he came there and when he went away.
I could not tell where he had gone.
1610. The piece of road you complain of is below the Gap near Murrurundi—the bad piece
of road tbat is not ballasted? You mean on the Murrurundi side.
_
1611. Yes, Do you remember Mr^ Greer carting sand on that road in August last? He
had contracts there ; I do not know what he was doing.
_
1612. By Mr. Dick: Were you in Murrurundi in August last ? I do not know whether it
was August, September, or October. I am in the habit of going there three or four times a

'
■

year.

-

1613. By Mr. Dangar: The place I mean is about three-quarters of a mile from Murrurundi—Brodie Biidge? That is not the place I mean at all. I mean half-way up the
range. The road is very good all along there.
4
_
1614. Do you think the alteration in the diversion made by Mr. Collett is an improvement
in the road? It will be an improvement.
.
1615. I mean as to the two lines—there was a deviation from the original line—do you
think the second plan is superior to the first ? The lino was surveyed at first by Mr. Debnam, and afterwards by Mr. Wells ; Mr, \\ ells made one or two alterations.
1616. Which, in your opinion, is the best line, tbe first or the second 1 They were nearly
together. There was ouly a slight deviation here and there; it was the same line. Mr.
Bennett was down: I think he was a week there nearly.
'
T Cl
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1617, Before Mr. Quodling was appointed Mr. Collett had the superintendence of that part Mr, Thomas
of tlic road ? I think so.
Evans.
1618, Before Mr. Bennett resigned f Yes.
,
1619, The work by Mr. Martindale had commenced before Mr. Quodling took charge? Yes, ® Dec., 1861.
for some time ; Mr. Bayley was the superintendent in the Erst instance.
16d0. Mr. Brown has nothing to do with that part of the road? I am not aware. X have
seen Mr. Brown there a good many times.
16!i!l. Does Mr. Brown superintend from the Gap to Murrurundi? I do not know where
he superintends; I have seen him there looking at the work.
1622. Jiy ${r, Lucas: Can you tell me who is in charge of the Doughboy Diversion now—■
what superintendent is in charge ? I do not know whether Mr. Hannington or Mr. Coghlan
is in charge.
1623. Is Mr- Coghlan up there now ? He was on the line when I came down.
1624. How long has he been there? He succeeded Mr. Quodling.
1625. Do you know how much money was subscribed to the Collett testimonial ? Between
£20 and £30 I think it was.
1626. Are you aware whether the Liverpool Gap was first pitched ? A great portion of it
Was.
1627. Do you know what was put over the pitching ? Trap, in parts of it.
1628. Other parts ? The other parts were gravel.
1629. By Mr. Hoskins: What do you mean by gravel ? It was a mixture of earth and
gravel together.
1630. By Mr. Lucas: Was there any pipe-clay ? It has a white appearance; that was
merely for blinding.
1631. How thickly was this gravel put over the pitching ? I could not tell.
1632. You have no idea whether it was a foot, six inches, or three inches—have you seen
any of that stuff thrown off tho roads on to the sides? Yes; there were men who went
into the centre of the road, aud threw it on either side to make a road through it.
1033. What has been put on the road since ? It has been pitched with trap unbroken, and
broken metal has been put on the top of that.
1634 Then there is a second coat of pitching? Do you mean the part tbat was out of
repair F
■
1635. No ; I mean the part that was first pitched, and which then had a mixture of clay
and gravel on it ? I could not say whether this part which was out of repair was pitched
at all; a great portion of it is now being pitched.
1636. By the Chairman: You stated that after you remonstrated with these gentlemen
who were suliciting subscriptions, their collection ceased ? Yes.
1637. Do you know of your own knowledge that the collection ceased? They told me so.
1638. You know nothing of it except from hearsay—they said tbe collection ceased? Yes.
1639. By Mr. Dalgleish: At the Same time they took your subscription after your expostu
lation ? Yes.
1610. Although they said they would not take anymore? They took it. I refused at
first, but 1 afterwards gave it to them.
1641. By Mr. Garrett: Do you know who originated the testimonial ? I think it originated
with the contractors.
1642. You do not know whether it originated at any meeting? There was no meeting I
think.
°
1643. You subscribed simply as a matter of business ? Not as a matter of business. I
belonged to the Maitland Road Trust some years ago, and I thought if 1 refused Mr. Collett
might think I had some feeling against him, and I generally give to everything as far as I
'
can.
1644. You said something about Mr. Quodling’s general character—that the men found fault
with him ? Yes.
1645. Tho men you alluded to were the contractor’s men ? The men who worked for the
contractor.
1646. Have you over been on tho works when you have heard any remarks made about Mr.
Quodling hy the men ? I havo never been on the works—it was in my own place.
1647. Was he in bis manner to the workmen affable and conciliatory ? I never saw anything
Wrong in his behaviour—nothing to find fault with.
1648. In his manner to the workmen ? I never was on tho works with him, bnt I have
heard the men say they thought lie ought never to have moved in this matter.
1649. Then it is since he has moved in this matter that you have heard the complaint ?
,
Yes.
1650. Rot before Mr. Quodling resigned? Yes, before he resigned; but this matter was
talked of before lie resigned—these matters were mooted,
"
1651. How long ? I should say a month or so.
,
1652. From whom did you hear it ? From the workmen.
1653. Did you ever hear Mr. Quodling speak of it before he resigned? I havo heard Mr,
Quodling talk of the work not being as it ought to be.
1654. Did you ever hear him mention, before he resigned, aoy intention to bring any charge
against the Commissioner ? I have heard Mr, Quodling say repeatedly that the works had
heen done badly.
,
1655. How long ago was that ? Some months ago.
1656. Did he state the ground of his complaint against the manner in which the work was
being done ? The men thought it was not right that Mr. Quodling should come along the
work and condemn it.

1657.
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1657. "Was that the men? Yes.
,
legs \yjth regard to Mr. Quodling’s complaints as to the way in which the work was being
done some months ago, did he state the specific nature or ground of his complaints ? I
i]ave heard him find fault with the way in which the work was being done in general, .
1659. Was this privately or publicly ? I have heard him say so to me, and in conversation
with others,
_
1660. In your pnblic-hoase ? Yes, in conversation.
1661. Have you beard him speak in this way in the public part of your public-house ? Yes,
when Mr. Hanniugton, Mr. Martindalc, or Mr. Donaldson, (Mr. Martindule’s young man,)
has been with him.
,
,
1662. Have you ever heard the men complain of Mr. Quodling using violent language against
them? Never; on the contrary, I have heard the men whom Mr. Quodling has employed
speak highly of him ; they said Mr. Quodling was a man who would have things done as
they ought to be done.
_
.
1663. With regard to the narrow bridges, have they any side rails ? Over the Doughboy
Diversion ?
_
t
1
1664. No, over Sandy Creek ? Yes, it has side rails.
_
1665. What is the width—twelve feet ? I never took that notice; it is a nairow bridge.
1666. The bridges on the Doughboy Diversion are wider? Yes, much wider. One bridge
in particular is very good, the decking is planked, the others are of split stuff. .
^
^
1667. How long is it since you have been ou the Doughboy works ? I have lived in tne
neighbourhood three years and a half.
_ _
_
1668. How long is it since you last saw the works ? Within the last fortnight.
1669. Are the bridges completed ? Some of them.
1670. Are they tarred? Yes, I think so.
_
1671. How many of them are there to be completed? I think there were only two wanted
completion ; they are all completed with the exception of side-rails.
_
1672. Thou they are all tarred ? Yes; of course the side rails would he painted.
_
1673. The floors ? I do not know whether they were to tar the floors, because I believe
they were to put metal on the floors.
1674. The beams are tarred ? Yes.
1675. You did not notice as to the spiking of the bridges? No.
1676. Do you think the widening of the bridges is any improvement ? Yes.
1677. Do you think it was necessary ? Yes.
^
1678. By Mr. Jloshins: Did you ever hear Mr. Quodling, when he made complaints of the
manner in which the contract was being performed, complain to the men themselves ? I'
have heard the men say he complained.
_
1679. To whom did be complain, to them, to the contractor, or to his agents ? To the
overseers, the gangers, or whatever they were called.
_
_
1680. Have his complaints been very freguent as to the manner in which Mr. Martindalo
was performing his contract ? It has been matter of conversation for months.
1681. Of conversation in your house between Mr. Quodling, Mr. Hannington, and Mr.
Martindalc? Yes; and when these gentlemen have not been present, I have heard Mr.
Martindalc say so.
'
. . o
1682. You have heard Mr. Martindale say that Mr. Quodling was frequently complaining?
Yes.
,
1683. Have you heard the character of the complaints ? As to the whole of the works; but,
as far as I am able to judge, the framework of the bridges is very good, both as regards
workmanship and timber. I do not think better work could be done. The decking is, I
think, the only objectionable part.
_
1684. You have stated that Mr. Martindale told you that, by the terms of his contract, he
was obliged to keep the Liverpool Range roadway for a certain time ? Not by the terms of
his contract, but that he had agreed to do so. .
_
1685. Did he tell you the nature of his agreement? It is about two or three months since
he spoke to me, and he said he had about another month.
1686. How long was that after it was opened ? I could not say,
1687. What was he to receive for doing that ? I do not know that he was to receive any
thing—he did not say. He has two men always employed upon the road, because heavyloaded drays cut it up so much.
1688. I want to know whether he at any time, in tbecourse of conversation, told you that he
was to receive any remuneration for keeping the road in order after it was opened ? I never
heard.
t
1689. How many men are employed by him ? Always two; bat after rain the road gets
bad, and a lot of men are then put on.
_
1690. How soon after the road was opened was it that it got so bad as to be impassable? The
first thing—almost immediately afterwards—before Mr. Quodling took charge.
1691. Can you give us an idea how long after ? About two months.
1692. The roadway was cut up? I could not speak for a certainty.
1693. This roadway was impassable ? It was nearly so.
1694. Between a month and two months after it was formally opened? Yes.
1695. Did you ever hear Mr. Hannington express dissatisfaction at the manner in which the
work was being carried out—the Liverpool Range contract? Yes.
1696. You have a distinct recollection of the fact? Yes.
1697. What did he say ? I have heard him say that no person could pass it.
1698. Why could they not pass it? That was his business, not mine.
.
1699. Was it because the work was badly performed—did he assign a reason for expressing
*
that
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that opinion—was it because the contract was not properly carried out?
I suppose that was Hr. Thomas
tne reason.
Evans.
1701' f?Jt/Tarri!d out.aft™ds 7 I am speaking about the Doughboy Diversion
170‘V wi? PCrbmg ab°U? tbTC0t!!0r Plac(i ? 1 "ever beard him say unvthinJ about that.
9 Dec., I8G1.
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1704. Yuu have heard a great deal of conversation with reference to Mr Martindalc
various reports with reference to the antecedents of Mr. Martindale ? Yes • in the first
Distance, when he got the contract the men did not like working for him
'
*
^ou hcar(1
'le had had contracts in Victoria ? Yes
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IrOO. Ey Mr. Dick: You stated some time since, that Mr. Clements was short in hi’

»
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1::^ t
insrrc
accounts;
1710. And he asked you to lend him money ? Yes.
' J- 50WJ0“S is tliat aS° ? Eighteen months or’two years.
OlWi , 7llctt-was Il0t p^^-^ioner of Roads then ? I do not know whether Mr
about it
UffimiSSIOnGr of Koads or not> but that was the fact; Mr. Collett knew nothing
1714" Ym.S „hr rcp[e.sellt'at'™.mado to Government about that ? Not that I am aware of.
tt .1
0" 0.l,ll£ed !ltm as a fneud, to prevent liim getting into trouble about the matter ?
He thought because bo bad been opposed to Mr. Wightmaii in politics that Mr Wiffbtman
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were ? No.
undel Mr fn)£r9a>': Alt,,°UghJ yZ 3ent mo,,cy t0 Mr. Clements he was at that time
unuei Mr. Cotiett—as overseer under Mr. Collett F Yes.
it >7 ^e*'ore Mr. Collett was made a Commissioner? Yes
about ?Y°U °bEemd ttie ^ Roarers passing up and down the road to work? Where1725. Along the road from your residence to Maitland? I
could not say whether they
were day labourers or not.
iJZnv' ?Jen work'nS along the roads in ones and twos ? Yes
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Ilf2, B'J Mr- Jib7'nf : M-ri Dick asked you whether you did.not think the Northern Road

1733. By Mr. Dick: Mr. Quodling states that "a regular loose and discreditable svstem”
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Andrew Loder, Esq., J.P., of Colly Creek, examined:—
A. Lodcr,
Esq., J.P.
^
9 Dee., 1861.

17o4. By the Chairvum: Are you a squatter ? Yes.
1735. Were you formerly a Member of tbe Legislative Assembly ?
I was.
1736. Are you a Magistrate? lam.
.
_
1737. Do you live near what is called the Doughboy Diversion ? It is part of my squattage.
1738. Then I presume you are tolerably well acquainted with the character of the public
works both at the Doughboy Diversion and on the northern line of road generally ? Yes._
1739. This Committee has been appointed to inquire into the circumstances connected with
the resignation of Mr. Qnodling, who has made some charges against Mr. Collett, and also to
extend their inquiries to the management of the works generally in the northern district
Have you any statement to make with reference either to the particular or to the general
inquiry ? I think I have. I am aware that Mr. Collett has been superintendent of the
northern road for some considerable time. For the first two or three years that he was there
I noticed that the culverts and the gravelling were not done as in my opinion they should
have been, and I frequently spoke to Mr, Collett upon the subject; but at that time I was
under the impression that Mr. Collett was rather too easy with the contractors, and that the
culverts were not properly spiked or done in a workmanlike manner, and that instead of
gravel a great quantity of loam was put upon the road. I must confess that at that time I
thought it was merely an oversight of Mr. Collett, and that he was not so strict as he should
be on the part of the Government, until about two years since, when I was coming down to
the Assembly, and Mr. Martindale, the present contractor, overtook me on the road. At
that time he was on the railway at Singleton.
,
1740. In what capacity ? I believe as a sub-contractor. He overtook me at a pkce_called
Harpnr’s Gate, and I was passing over a particularly bad piece of road, my horse sinking up
to his knees. He said, “ This is a splendid road.” I said “ Is it 7 I am not aware of it.
He said, “ It is macadamized ” I replied, “ Surely yon do not_ mean it.” He said, " Mr.
Collett passed this twenty months ago as macadamized. Mr. Miller was the contractor, and
received 12s. 6d. a yard (for half a mile of it), but he and Mr, Collett understand each
other. It is all right." From that time my suspicions were aroused.
>
1741. Was this after dinner that you saw Mr. Martindale ? It was about two o clock in the
day. When I reached the Northumberland Hotel Mr. Robertson was standing at the door;
he was at this time Minister for Lands and Works. He asked me how the roads were. I
told him they were very had indeed. I said, “You came down yetterday; you had an
opportunity of seeing them. Did you notice that piece of road at Harpurs Gate. ^ He
said, “ It is without exception the most villainous piece of road I ever travelled over in my
life.” I said, “I am glad to hear you say that, for your favourite contractor, Miller, got
12s. 6d. a yard for doing that, eighteen months since.” Mr. Robertson made use of an
expression about my belonging to the Murrurundi clique, with rather strong language.
1742. Do you mean to say that the Minister for Lands used strong language . I am telling
it as it occurred.
...
1743. I will not press you to repeat what he said? I think it is unnecessary 3 it was more
emphatic. I must confess from that conversation—the conversation with Martindale—and
some other matters that came under my notice, that I intended to have brought this matter
forward if I had remained in the Assembly. When I came to Sydney I asked Mr. Robertson
if he had kept his promise to inquire about the payment of this 12s. 6d. a-yard, and he said
he would put Captaiu Martindale in motion and let me know the result. Although 1
spoke to him several times about it, I did not hear the result; and on Saturday
last when I saw him. he said that at that time they were dividing tbe Lands and
Works offices; that he had made a memorandum on the subject, hut did not know the result;
that he had left it for the Minister for Works to see into. On the same day I saw another
piece of work called gravelling, which Miller bad, at a place called Nailors, and I am
satisfied I do not exaggerate when I say that there might have been a handful of gravel to a
barrow-load or to a cart-load of loam.
_
1744. I suppose you are well acquainted with the meaning of the terms gravel, sand, and
loam ? I believe I am; I have taken notice of such matters for a considerable number of
years.
.
..
1745. By Mr. Hoskins: Was it black loam ? No, sandy loam ; you may guess what it was
like when Mr. Robinson said—" It is too bad; Arnold will be in town to-morrow; I intend
to take him out and put a stop to it.”
1746. By Mr. Dick: How long is that ago ? Somewhere about two years ago, when I was
coming up to the Assembly. With respect to the Liverpool Range, I must confess that
considering such a. large amount of money was expended upon it, it was impassable a very
short time after.
_
1747. By ike Chairman: After it had been opened ? After it had been opened.
1748. Impassable for what? I saw thirty bullocks on a dray, and they could not go above
six inches at a time, and I saw a man walking behind—I think they call him a permanent
man—a German whom I always see upon the road—throwing large boulders into the wheel
tracks, stones of a very large size.
1749. Are you aware whether this man was employed by the Government or by the con
tractor ? He said he was employed by Mr. Martindale; that he was the only man on the
road, and that Mr. Martindale was getting £50 a month, for six months, for keeping the
Liverpool Range road in repair.
1750. Do you know this man’s name ? No, but I know him well; be is on the road now,
or was the other day—in fact I have seen bim on the road the last three or four months.
He told me that he was the only man on the road, and that he got £2 a week from Mr.
Martindale, and that Mr. Martindale got £50 a month from the Government.
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mi. £j, Jl/r. Diet: Is he now getting £50 a month ? I do not know from my own know
A. Lpicr,
ledge only from what he told me. At the time lie spoke to me he said thesix months Esq., J.P.
Lt itwhf 7, abpU £Ix yeoks- It ™ impassable, or Bearly so, for several weeks; but
®sP®ctl“S this Committee would be set in motion, I did not jot down dates.
9 Dec., 1361.
™ i/TM
Vl U°™£pC;cify the P]ace? Tho Liverpool Range, tbe contract
on which Mr. Martindale got £700 for additional work, from the top of the Gap down to
JJrodie s stone-quarry.
r
u
1753.
Mr Dick: The main road to Armidale ? Yes. After this man telling me that
he was the only man who was employed on tbe road, and had been for two months; passing
by, two weeks after I saw a second man working with him. I said, " Have you got a mate;
how long have you had him ?” The other man then said he Lad been with him some time.
I said 1 had been up anddown the road for several months, nearly every week, and I had
never seen him.
J
J
’
wl4' 'l° fU fn0Wvh“ man£ name ? ,No- ? ba7e known the German, by sight, for some
years, he has been living at Murrurundi; in fact he was living upon an estate of which I
am trustee. I do not know the particular date when the road was opened, but I noticed
after it was opened for traffic, that several times when passing immediately after wet weather,
that it wits shut up by two panels of fence that would exclude the public. This was when
the teams were in the habit of travelling up and down,
1755 With reference to tbe piece of road, was it after heavy rains-? Yes, after heavy
rains it was impassable; parties have preferred going up the old road. It is well known on
the road as the pipe-clay piece, where I saw the thirty bullocks; it was the part where Mr.
Martindale got £i00 for his extra contract,
r
1750. By the Chairman : As regards that, your knowledge is not personal-you speak as to
general report as to the contract ? I believe I was in the Assembly when £1,500 was voted,
and when I asked whether that had finished the work, I was told by Mr. Martindale that he
nad got £700 for additional work.
1757. By Mr. Dick: Who superintended the work at that time ? I believe Mr. Martin
” ‘',0 ™a- Mr1
of a tbat tiime Mr- Martiadale was not the contractor ?

Yes, he was.

noonthe Particular ^er ? I always looked
jthe ^ad °f ^he NortherQ Road> ^ that is what you mean.
1760. Who certified to the £ < 00 ? I do not know who certified. This particular piece of
Mnn'nwT 1
^ thlrty bullooks bad such dlfficulty in getting on, was known as fr the
pipu*civijf piece.
1(61 . By the Chairman ; Can you specify tbe locality more particularly ? About half-way
from Brodie stonequarry to the top of the range-I do not know the exact distance in yards7
STniSn He
firf,0pencf ,1 11 was eut UP very “uch, within a week afterwards,
in consequence of (I do not kuow what the technical term is) the drains that carry off
^ bndeas7watev-b°ses they call them—there is no protection to the water?.e Def ’ 80 tL J * the, first tbunder £torm these were partially choked, and
i tbo n-a Wate-r runniDfi down tbeso water boxes, it overflowed the road
1762. Did you notice this all along the road, or at this particular place ? At this particular
ZZ’^T0 1 T a ^t eTery week to Murrurundi; there must be some one placed
r!^ -t / T.nWay t lC rabblsh frotP tlie neck of the water boxes, or they get choked/ The
road is decidedly narrow, dangerously so.
' °
J”0}1 £Peak °f the road generally ? Of the Liverpool Range.
1(64. It is decidedly narrow? Yes; the other day I had the greatest difficulty in avoiding
cominfc^dowM 1
’?
ranSe(giving a couple of horses, and a bullock team waf
' ayi,Were ” 176 managed, and the consequence was tbat I was driven off the
176^ Y™
•' reasonable w}Alh>1 could have drawn up to allow the dray to pass.
1(65. You mean that it is so narrow that two vehicles cannot pass abreast7 They cannot
unless they are under perfect control.
P
y cannon,
l!h«T
T°U .a”ytinnf.,aorC t0 8ay' with reference to this particular part ? There is one
other matter I wish to call the attention of the Committee to-the way they are doing the
a ccririn ^ n J ^
r^mnS ifc Iu
first instance, the metal was broken to
dutrim'11]77
f a mC- aPPearan(ie / hut the men who are now repairing are
K Z,, [ft
aww ■or
p0^ad! we^ht. men I spoke to him the other
seveS rimes
thc g0°d °f Puttbg small stuff on it-I have done that
176(. What man was that? The same German that I have referred to. To-morrow will
Muff frS>nCT Li0; e-0Ver thatIoad> and 1 ^o^ht to have brought some of that pipe-clay
lt—1 dld b™g some of the stone, which I will produce
1
*
r .u
.iVe y?L eoncludcd wh_at you have to say, with regard to the range ? Yes I have ■
SS-Vri1!!
n0ti °U ya 3S th\String defective about Maitland, hut, in very few
place* is it good, though good may be obtained at a reasonable distance from the road7 but
he gravel has been taken, generally speaking, from close to the road, and b one Xoce
the part near the Nailers, it was taken from the very edge of thc road S ncc th n-I do
noiknow whether it was done by the Government or by the
that was put on as gravel has been taken off the road’
^
1760 Ry whom was that taken off? I cannot say, hut it was removed by horses and carts
RnW0*6 ,exf.eDS.e 1 ca.nnot hnd out- That was several months after I had called Mr
Robertson s attention to it. I also called Mr. Collett’s attention to the gravelling reSlv-

1770.
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A. Loder,

1770. You say you noticed that Mr. Miller’s contract was worse carried out than others—is
there an improvement since Mr. Martindale has become a contractor? I noticed it prior to the
remark made by Mr. Martindale about Mr. Collett and Mr. Miller understanding each other.
9 Dec., 1861.
p0 yOU think Mr. Martindale’s contracts have been generally better carried out than
Mr. Miller’s ? The only works I have seen of his are the Liverpool Range and the Doughboy
Diversion.
1772. The Liverpool Range you have just described ? Yes.
1773. Will you state what you have to say respecting the Doughboy Diversion ? Thc
Doughboy Diversion is narrow also, and the stumping is very different from any I have seen
on roads before. In many places you may see the stumps breast high. It is merely stumped
tho width of the road—twelve or fourteen feet. I stepped it the other day, aud found the
metalled part was only about twelve or thirteen ifeet, aud there might be a yard on either
side of the metal properly stumped.
_
1774. What would you say would be tbe entire breadth, speaking roughly, from one side to
the other, taking tbe road and thc clearing ? It might he eighteen feet from side to side ■
from edge to edge. Many of the stumps are breast high on the side of the road.
1775. How were the stumps taken off? They were sawn off.
_
'
1770. Sawn level ? One or two feet above the level of the ground. '
1777. Is that within the yard on each side ? No, that is cleared, and the stumps are taken
Esq., J.P.

•

out.
...
.
1778. There is something done farther on ? Yes, there is a drain on the side of tho cutting,
and perhaps a yard on the other side of the metal, making eighteen feet in width that is
properly stumped, but tbe road should be about a chain wide in appearance.
1779. What is done to that ? I merely call tbe attention of tbe Committee to that, because
parties who are not initiated into the way in which these works are really carried out are
deterred from tendering, supposing that this work will really have to he done according to
the plan and specification j but Mr. Martindale, being already initiated, knew that he need
not do that; he therefore tendered and got this work, and other parties were not abic to do
so on tbat account.
1780. These other portions that were partially stumped you say were simply sawn off ?
Yes. some two feet, some one foot above the ground. The reason I wish to draw your
' ^ attention to this matter is that he, knowing how the work was to he done, tendered for £80
a mile, and sub-let it to other parties for about £60, so that be gets a profit of £20 a mile
'
without any trouble.
1781. Then is there about a yard on each side of the macadamized road properly cleared ?
Yes, about eighteen feet altogether is properly cleared,
_
1 1782. Tbe remainder, amounting to about a chain, is done in the way you describe—that is,
half a chain on each side ? Yes; the roads are usually from a chain to a chain and a half
wide.
1783. Is the timber taken away after the stumps arc cut down ? Yes; and thc stumps are
■
.
left standing, presenting a very unsightly, unfinished appearance.
_
\,
1784. Then there is no timber left lying under the embankment? No, except a solitary
.
stump; there is one stump I noticed left on tbe road like a butcher’s block.
1785. You are not sure whether those stumps may be taken out yet by thc contractor? I
noticed that Mr. Cowper, in answer to a question from Mr, Dangar,said the road was finished;
but I should say it would not be finished for a month or more.
1786. Is it open to the public ? No; I came over on horseback, hut a dray could not come
over.
*
.
1787. You are not in the habit of giving credence to everything tbat is reported.to be said
in tbe Assembly, I suppose? No; I am not indeed.
_
_
1788. Do you know anything as to the fencing of the Doughboy Diversion ? Yes; I took
particular attention,
1789. How much is there ? I did not notice the extent, but the quality.
1790. What was thc quality ? It was very bad indeed; if I were superintendent I would
never allow such to be put up,
_
1791. In what particular is ifc bad ? The posts are too light, the gauge is altogether wrong;
-a two-year old bullock might get between the bottom rail and thc ground iu ; 1 do not see
what is tho good of it; it is not strong enough to prevent a dray going over.
_
1792. Did you notice whether sufficient lap was given to thc rail ? I did not notice that;
but the posts were very light.
1793. Did you notice the material on the road ? Yes.
.
1794. What is thc character of the material—what is its quality ? Part of the material is
very good; in fact there is an abundance of good material within a few yards of the road;
but I noticed that some of tbe shale that was got out of the cuttings and from the edge of
tbe road, was put on tho road instead of trap.
1795. In saying that shale was put on instead of trap, do you moan that there was no trap
where the shale was, or that it was mixed with it—how do you know that it was intended for
trap ? I have seen the contract, and it says trap shall be put on, and there was abundance
of trap.
.
1796. Was there no trap on the road where you say the shale was put on—was it all shale
or trap ? X went along the road for a hundred yards, and there was little else but shale.
1797. Do you suppose this was put down as macadamizing the road ? I have no doubt that
was the intention.
.
1798. And there was plenty of trap in the neighbourhood ? Abundance—no end of it.
1799. Was there plenty of shale? Yes.
1800. Is that to be got nearer? That is to be got from the edge of the road.

1801.
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1801. What is tho difference of the effect of putting shale and of putting trap on it ? It is A. Loder,
lesa expensive to the contractor.
less
contraetor.
&
r
^
Tp
Esq., J.P.
1802. What is the effect of it upon thc road—does it crumble ?
Yea; rainy weather has a a^eC'issi.
e^ect nP011
^ a^a^es an^ crumbles to pieces.
1803. By Mr. Lucas : Does it slake something like lime ? Yes; it is useless for roadget trap eXC°Pt Whcrey°u cauuot £et bettGr i ^ is a waste of money to put it where you can
1804 By tie Chairman .- Can you give us any information with regard to the slabbing of
the abutments ?_ Defore the approaches were made, 1 noticed tbat the slabbing was very
■open and rone in „ very slovenly way. {The witness produced specimens of trap and sAaZe.)
iSUb is this a niece of trap {landing a piece of stone to the witness) ? That I call trap.
i QOO (rrfe\nn3 t0 alnece of stole) I took off the centre of the road.
I SXt w-n
n‘!y ,ai'ge qU,antity 0f tr;iPtllcre ? Yes > and a Srcat quantity of tho other.
,
111 yna complete what you were saying with reference to the abutments? The
s abbing is not sufficiently close in tny opinion, and I should have liked to have scon the
slabs atouterj because they are of striugy bark.
1808. Are you aware whether it was the fault of the contractor or of the contraet^-did you
compare tins with the contract ? I do not b!ame the contractor for doing anything he has
i
n 1S ln hls rGket t0 sll!m ewirthing of the sort if he can.
T
j ?i,y0U/”r
®ta‘e®eut with rpgard to the Spiking of the flooring ? I cannot.
tkiree
n0t ^UUT^ tbe i)I,i|igcs that were slabbed,
wis
1!ray WtLS
slabbing done ? The slabs were narrow, and my first impression
■ ■ that they were rather slight, but. when I examined them I found they were stouter than I
had expected, but they were decidedly narrow.
J
1811. Are they the worse for being narrow, if there are plenty of them ? I think so : I
prefer, for any purpose, pretty wide slabs.
.
Thi2-!^ *7 kl!0w^hGtber they were tarred, of could you judge whether they were tarred?
nut the floorin”P°n ^ ^ WCrC n°tj 80 far aS 1 coulcl seci the approaches were tarred, but

S',?°

"“k *“

emba'ulunent.*3 lik°iy ^ ^ the

W

°f that ?

■a- br ***

The aCti0D °f the Water 1701 Cut away the

that5' IS ^ !'kel7 t0 damagC tb° cinbankraent ?

Yes J ^ore can be no second opinion about

181G, Arc you aware whether it was thc business of tho contractor to leave the creek open ?
''8iLdWn»»r 1Tr' Mfr‘?ndftle_at “11?

Not much.

I know him by sight, to say

How d ye do when I meet h,m. I will make one remark before I leave this part. 1
noticld ,]? ,T!C all’riS on thls Doughboy Diversion was to be broken to a certain gnugP, but I
nor hern n l nnir"
of
otYpid
!®!S

",ifl“d

& mi!c“sorae considerable distance, however; on thc
lbr“ ” !m V™* "W11- i“<«‘»' b“»S
‘l™«eh a range?

It must have been i very lam'

bro1'"sL

S.tTal"ft,r,Vhi! m"'? Ak”“‘

“d thi3 - * ^

17

“

1820. Wouid you judge from that, tbat there wns not a sufficient thickness of metal above

M'fit

rl“es ,bere "s ”

— •*
top,rt”p^,

I
i«m

in

-y^P^logon stones? It is not the way it is done in the
1823 Sdo nl kn y 1 uSer-?d-’ Y it.iB the way U is done on
Northern Road.
iVwrv ™ 1 e m k*°T whfber 1115 done ln accordance with the contract ? No • but it
iJ>/yv‘ hftter t0 ]ay lhe 6toncs on their edges.
'
iftot' wU ■F0ke of hapinS seen a copy of tbe contract ? Yes, I did.
in Me.
™ ’’bi'h J0U C0Uld "'r? 1 b'1;™ it was; I saw it

(’nilitt1 w d 18t?DJ t0 b j^Ci0aSe‘ 1 nlatIe the remark to Mr. Martindale—“ Wlfcn M?
Collett was lost down did be not. object to your stumping?” He said—" No is wis
uSdTnt?er«. J1)
th° fitumping wasvery different from what had been done by Mr Heritage
and others I have seen. He said-" Wei), it is passed ”
y
±lcrltaS0
l• w"rpnfe -vou know Mr- Collett personally ? Yes, I do.
Y\ hat is your general opinion, since tbe roads were placed under Mr Collett as to
the character of tbe roads-bas there been a great improvement ? There has been 'a con
l'lTb
lhe r°ads smco Mr: Collett ,ook charge, but they are not near so
pood as they should have been from tbe money expended.
7
°
1829. You think, judging from the money that has been expended, not so much has been
done
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done as ought to haTe been ? No. I must give Mr. Collett credit for having been very
aotjTe sonie years ago. He had then a large number of men on the road, but he was not
properly assisted by his overseers; as fur, however, as he was concerned, ho was very active,
ajlfl was constantly backwards and forwards.
1830. Has that always been the case ? In respect to the weekly work,
‘ 1831. Was that when Mr. Collett held an inferior situation to that he holds now ? ^s- ,
1832 Does Mr. Collett now visit the roads tolerably often ? He does not; but Mr. Collett s
duties must necessarily have increased very much.
1833. Do you know anything of Mr. Quodling personally ? Yes, I do. I became acquainted
with Mr. Quodling about two months ago, and I will tell yon how. 1 had heard—indeed,
it was spoken of frequently in the district—that he had objecied to work on the line. Ihis
was so unusnal a thing, in fact it was the first instance of the kind I had heard of, for an
overseer to object to a contractor’s work.
. , ,
i i■
1834. It was considered a remarkable circumstance? Yes; and I desired to make nis
acquaintance.
.
,
„
1835. Did you become acquainted with Mr. Quodling in consequence r Yes; I assure you
it was a case that was so remarkable--------,. ,
^
jv
e
a
1836. Had you any opportunity of ascertaining tbe way m which Mr. Quodling performed
his public duties ? I have never been on tbe works with Mr. Quodling.
1837. Can you speak of Mr. Quodling’s competency to do the work he was put to f I
cannot; but hearing of his objections, and riding over the road, I thought his objections
well founded. I have taken particular notice of the roads for the last two years, and i
travel up and down them very frequently.
,
. ,
n n ^v t
t
‘ 1838. Do you know whether Mr. Quodling had any quarrel with Mr. Collett? i am not
aware whether there was any quarrel between Mr. Collett and Mr. Quodling. I understood
it to be more of a misunderstanding, in the first instance; hutsince, so far as I can find out,
it has terminated in something approaching to a quarrel..
, mu « ^
1839. Do you think it had anything to do with this unusual circumstance? ibe nrst
intimation 1 had of any disagreement between Mr. Collett and Mr. Quodling was the
followingI went down on one occasion to the Bench at Murrurundi, and I had occasion
to go to Wightman’s to have some lunch ; Captain Scott had a private room there, and the
coffee-room being full, he invited Mr. Quodling and self to have some with him. Some one
brought in some papers, as if from the post, to Mr. Quodling, and after he had opened them i
saw that he was much annoyed, and he shewed a paper to Captain Scott. This was a letter
from Mr. Collett, stating that he trusted Mr. Quodling would not for the future make any
remarks in ink upon the vouchers. This was a voucher for some £500 he had been required
to sign ; and I noticed words to this effect" Mr. Collett requests Mr. Quodhug will not
“ make remarks in ink upon the vouchers, as it will necessitate in this case, as in all others,
“ fresh vouchers.” This was the first time that I knew of any misunderstanding between
Mr. Collett and Mr. Quodling.
1840. Then you know nothing of Mr, Quodling’s capacity or mode of doing his duty. ao
further than I have stated. I heard that he had objected to one culvert, as to the way the
pitching was done, and also as to the description of metal placed on the surface, and 1
considered his objections generally well founded.
1841. Do you know Mr. Hannington, the road overseer ? I do.
.
' 1812. Do you know anything of his character or capacity? I have had no opportunity ot
judging.
1843 Do you know anything of Mr. Clements ? X do.
.
1844. Do you know anything that occurred lately of a peculiar kind ? If you were to ask me
tbe same question with respect to his capacity——
1845. State all you know of him? Mr. Clements, like several other overseers, has got his
experience at the expense of the country. Mr. Clements came particularly under my notice,
for he was quite a new hand, and I saw him throwing away hundreds of pounds.
1846. Of his own? No; Government money.
_
n
m
1847. In what way? He was experimentalizing on a piece of road between Doughboy
Creek and Liverpool Range, and he was also making a bridge at a gully about half way
up the range.
,
.
_
1848 In what capacity? As a road overseer; he was making a bridge out ot stones;
placing stones one on the top of another. Whether it was by day labourers or weekly men
I do not know, but he had a gang under him, and be was placing stones on top of each
other, thc width of the road, about six feet high, to go across a gully. I said, " » hat is
this for, Mr Clements”? He said it was for a new sort of culvert. I said, “ Do not you
" think the first thunder-storm the chinks will all be filled up, and you will have a
"miniature waterfall?” He said, "No; it was particular open.” _ However, it was as i
predicted—the first thunder-storm it was a miniature waterfall, and it is now filled up with.
diiris from thc hill.
1849. This was a piece of work being performed by a road overseer, and not by a con
tractor ? Yes; and nearer Mr Evans’ house ho made a cutting for about a hundred yards,
and threw the loose earth from the side on to the crown of the road,_and before it was
consolidated he began to pitch it, and after pitching it he put from nine inches to a foot ot
clay on the top. I told him it would never answer; and the first dray that went over
destroyed it. I believe that hundred yards cost about £300.
_ _
'
1850. Did yon see the piece after the dray had destroyed it ? Yes; it had to be done over
1^51. Then you judge from these circumstances that Mr. Clements was not acquainted with
his duties ?

I do.

1852
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1852. Has he become a competent officer since at the expense of the public ? I am sorry to
say he has not.
1853. What general character does he bear—was he dismissed—do you know anything of
his dismissal ? Not from my own knowledge ; it is notorious that be was dismissed.
1854. Do you know anything of the reason, or of his general character? Unfortunately be
was occasionally addicted to drunkenness.
1855. Do you know that of your own knowledge? Yes.
1856. Is he now in the Government service? He was up to within a short period : he has
been suspended quite recently.
1857. Was there not a superintendent named Brown placed over him ? Yes.
1858. Did you hear anything from Mr. Brown as to the reason of Mr. Clements’ dismissal?
I do not know Mr. Brown, except by sight.
1859. Did you ever report the circumstance with regard to Mr. Clements to the Government?
I have reported to Mr. Collett about bis incapacity when he was at Doughboy Hollow : not
by letter—personally.
1860. What answer did Mr. Collett make? I do not remember any particular answer that
he made. Mr. ColleU said ho would sec to anything I told him ; but be did not see to it.
When I spoke about these culverts and embankments he said he would see to it, but he
never did see.
1861. Were those culverts made by Mr. Clements? No, by a contractor; they were badly
made, jind when I complained, there was no improvement. I suggested, when these culverts
were being done by contract, that it would be very much better if an officer were sent to
inspect them before they were approved, because as soon as they were done they were covered
up with earth, and it could not afterwards be seen whether any spikes were put in. One in
particular that I called attention to was approved, and a dray fell through shortly after.
The slabs were made out of a dead stringy-bark tree that I had known for many years; this
was split up into slabs; and tho men did not even attempt to bore them with a gimlet, but
they put in three-inch nails, which did not go through and were bent over. The day after
Mr, Collett left, a dray drove on it and went through.
1802. Do you know anything of Mr. Bayley, tho superintendent, who was up there ? I
have seen bim.
186-3. Do you know anything of his character or capacity ? No, I do not; with respect to
his capacity, it was told me that he had condemned the pipe-clay piece.
1864. He told you------? No; he told several parties, who told me that ho had condemned
the pipe-clay piece.
1865. Since Mr. Quodling’s resignation, do you know whether anything has been dene with
regard to these works that was not done before ? When I came over the road, last Tuesday,
I saw pitching being taken up and put down again, and I saw Mr. Martindale on the spot,
particularly active making several alterations about the culverts and drain, and the pitching
also.
1866. Might not these works have been carried on iu order to finish the contract ? Some
of the pitching was being taken up again.
1867. Was anything else being done.with regard to the slabbing of the bridges? They
were putting up side-rails. I had to get off and lead my horse, where there were no siderails.
'
1868. Do you remember any iron-work having been taken off a bridge F I reported it to
Mr. Arnold.
1869. What did you notice ? I did not see it myself, but I was told of it, and I made a
report to Mr. Arnold.
1870. Do you know anything of a testimonial having been given to Mr. Collett some time
ago by the public, or by anybody ? My attention was called to it.
1871. How long ago? I do not remember the particular date.
1872. Was it five or six months ago ? I really cannot say. It was presented to Mr. Collett
when I was in Sydney, last May.
1873. How did yon gather any information respecting it—do you know of it personally, or
from hearsay ? One or two parties wrote to me about it.
1874. By whom were you informed of it? In thc first instance a party told me be had
seen Mr. Clements, Mr. Greer, and Mr. Martindale, going about to try to get subscriptions.
1875. You may as well tell us what you know yourself? When I heard this I wrote to a
person to inquire if it was so, and he wrote to say that it was.
1870. Will you mention the name of this gentleman? Mr. Neale, of Murrurundi.
1877. Were yon applied to, to join in the testimonial ? I was not.
1878. Did you see anything in the papers about it? It was afterwards presented to Mr.
Collett.
1879. What was the amount ? I do not know.
1880. Was it presented by the gentlemen in the district? It originated with three con
tractors.
1881. You ooly know that from hearsay ? Something even beyond hearsay. I find that
no one moved in the matter until it was undertaken by these three parties.
1882. Do you think he deserved that testimonial? I think he deserved it at their hands.
1883. Not from the public ? Not from the public. The reason my attention was drawn
so forcibly to it was, that I knew Mr. Collett was to come up and approve, or otherwise, of
this largo contract of Mr. Martindale ; also of a contract of Mr. Orecr, and a contract of
Mr. Clements. That is how my attention was so forcibly drawn to it.
1884. By Mr. Dalglcish: This presentation was immediately before the passing of these
contracts ? It was initiated. I was told that Mr. Collett was expected in three or four days.

1885.
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1885. You have spoken of tko width of tho roads. Do you know what width the road
should be—you state that you have seen the contract? I do not know exactly what width
it should be.
9 Dee., 1861. ysgtj, You have stated that the clearing was narrower than you thought it should he ?
What I consider the clearing was merely confined to eighteen feet in width. The trees
were merely lopped off, not stumped, as in all other contracts I have seen.
]887, That is to say, the stumps extracted? In all other contracts I have seen about
six inches below the surface.
.
1888. Do you know the contract width of tho road that should have been cleared ? I do
not; hot I know in the roads in the northern district it depends upon whether they ap
proach a town ; they are from a chain to a chain and a half wide. Uefore you put any
farther questions, there is one matter which tny attention has not been drawn to, which
I think very material if you wish to have good roads : it is as to pitching being put on
before an embankment is consolidated. In my opinion it is impossible to have good roads
unless tbat is attended to. 1 will refer to an instance where Mr. Clements put on pitching
before the earth was properly solid; the consequence was, that as soon as there was any
traffic the stone was turned down below and the raud on thc top. In the case of thc
Doughboy Diversion, the earth-work was not sufficiently consolidated before the pitebiug was
put on. I noticed in the contract that it was to be consolidated.
1889. From what you know of pitching, was it pitched by hand, or was it merely large
stones thrown on the road from a cart? Thrown from a cart, and then placed side by side
by hand.
1890. It, is hand pitched ? Hand pitched; the small stones at the side were placed on their
edges, and the large stones on the centre.
1891. Were the large stones placed on their edges? No, on the flat.
1892. From what you'know of the matter, should you consider that the proper way? I
should not consider so, but that is the way that contract is done, and the Liverpool Kange also.
1893. When you speak of slabs, you mean split timber as contradistinguished from sawn ?
Split timber.
1894. With regard to shale, you say that this shale very speedily goes to dust ? After wot
weather heavy drays will crush it.
■
1895. Will the weather itself have any effect upon the shale ? Yes.
189G. Will it have any upon the trap? Very trifling.
1897. Then, independently of the effect of the traffic upon shale, it is desirable to have trap?
Where you can get it, as you can here.
1898. What proportion of shale was thereto trap or basalt? I could hardly answer that
without measuring it; there was a large proportion of trap, but a good deal of shale.
1899. Would every sixth piece be shale? Generally speaking, the shale and trap was not
mixed, but was put on in separate places. There might he a quarter of a mile of trap, and
then perhaps a hundred yards of shale.^ Where I got that piece of shale (referring to a
specimen produced) I should think ther'e must have been a hundred yards of shale. Shale
appeared to have been taken out of tbe cuttiugs and placed on the road as far as it would go,
and then trap was put on.
.
.
1900. You have spoken of Mr. Miller as a contractor on the Northern Hoad at one time ; is
ho still a contractor? The Mr. Miller who used to have the contracts has gone to England,
hut there is a Miller on the rood, a contractor now I believe, a brother.
1901. Where a road is marked out on the side of a hill, is tho width of the road made up
from the cutting—Is the road scarped out of the hill side, or is it partly cutting aud partly
embankment to make up the width ? There are spurs on tbe Doughboy Range, and some of
the cuttings are tolerably extensive, and others are slight; the earth is cut away from the
side and is then thrown down on tho other side until the road is eighteen feet wide.
1902. It is partly eut and partly hanked ? Yes.
t
1903. It is this part of the road which you consider dangerously narrow? Wherever there
is any great fall, as there is on the Liverpool Range, but on the Doughboy there is not so
much, with one exception. On thc Liverpool Range, if anything were to give way where the
fencing is, there would be a very serious accident; but, with tbe exception of the large cut
ting, I do not think there is any great fall—not more than five or six feet, excepting the
wooden bridges and stone piers.
.
1904. I understood you to say the drains were not properly formed; on what portion of the
line was that? The drains are properly formed, but there is nothing to prevent the necks
of thc water-boxes filling in; there are no gratings or other means of preventing the rubbish
getting into them and choking them up, and when the earth falls in, it chokes them up and
causes the water to run down the roadway.
_ .
1905. With regard to the testimonial you have spoken of, you are not aware bow it was
presented, whether publicly or privately ? I am not; I believe it was presented publicly.
I have no doubt it was, although X was not there.
_
_
1906. You stated that some parties had written to you upon thc subject—in what way did
they write—of what did they complain ? I wrote to ask whether it was possible these
persons had so far forgotten themselves as to go about to initiate a testimonial to a public
officer like Mr. Collett, and I received an answer that they did go about in that way, knowing
that Mr. Collett was expected up every day to approve or condemn their works.
_
1907. Have you any reason to believe that Mr. Collett knew a testimonial was being
collected for him by them ? I cannot say, hut I do not think he could have avoided hearing
of it as soon as he came into the town.
.
1908. By Mr. Hoskins; Is it customary to have copies of specifications of any contract
being performed in a district, kept at tho nearest Police Court ? I am not aware.
A. Loder,

Esq.,

J.P.
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1909. Have you ever seen that ? I cannot say that I have j hut 1 think it would be a great A, Lodcr,
improvement if it were a general practice ; because at present the people of a district are Esq., J.P.
quite in the dark as to what a contractor is doing, and anyone who takes an interest in ODeeTlSGl.
?oio nattCrS
^ a 0liecl1 Up0n any ivreg'llaritJ' this were dnne.
a.1 VT
•yJ0^k“10'T'aSam:itterof.f?ct'tbllt dl0 Jar£cst portion of the works allotted to
Jur Alartrndale and others, in the vicinity of Murrurundi and Scone, have not been let by
public tender ? I have beard that immediately after this testimonial, each of these three
contractors got a contract without tender.
mi. Can you give a rough guess as to the amount of these contracts ? I have heard that
one got a contract of £100 without tender.
1919. Have you heard of any higher amount ? No.
1913. Can you say whether the extended contract for the work at Liverpool Range was
tendered for? I heard the £700 was not done by tender.
1914 Have you beard any reason assigned for that? That the money voted by tbe
Legislative Assembly was not sufficient to finish that work in a proper manner, and it was
necessary to expend £700 more.
1915. Which money was expended without the work being open to competition ? I under
stood tbat was thc ease.
>'0llokn™ whether Mr. Clements got a contract under Government ? Yes.
IJ17. iV nere ? Between Mtirrarundi and fcjcone.
'
1918. Can you state the nature and extent of that contract? No.
1919. Roughly ? He told me he had got a contract there.
1920. I should like to know roughly the extent of that contract, whether it involved an
amount exceeding £100 ? I cannot say j it was for re-making the road.
19-1. Was there any amount for bridges in it? No, it was for makinn1 tho crown of the
road.
°
1922. Can you state the length of the contract ? No, I cannot.
1923. Can you statc whether Mr. Greer ever held a contract under Government? Yes.
took
t,ml' neighbourhood ? Yes, also one about Merriwa.
1925. Do you know the extent of that contract ? No.
■
1926. Can you give a rough guess at tbe amouut? No.
1927. Do you know whether he had it after it had been open to competition? The only
thing I know is that each of these parties had a contract after thc presentation of this
testimonial.
1928. Did Mr. Martindale get the Doughboy eontraet by public competition -was tho contract advertized for tender ? I believe the original one was.
1929. Has the original contract been exceeded ? Yes.
1930. Do you know tbat as a matter of fact? I have seen the papers which would lead me
to suppose so. I have seen the copy of a letter which would lead mo to suppose that it was
exceeded.
1931. Do you know whether the extension of the contract was let by public tender ? I
believe not.
^a32-iP0 y0U’ 63 a 5I:'S'.strate acquainted with the contracts which have been let for a considerablc time past within the Scone \ind Murrurundi districts, know whether they are
generally let by public tender ? I know about my owu neighbourhood, but not much about
i ooo6’-tTSCe^tiWkcn ^ come ^own to Sydney, but 1 am almost weekly on the other road.
1J33. Have there been many extensive contracts let in the vicinity of Murrurundi and
Colly Creek ? Tho only contracts which have been let to any extent are those of Mr. MarMr’ ^critll6e- Mr- Heritage’s was for clearing from Murrurundi to Tamworth.
1934. That was let by public tender ? Yes, that was, to Mr. Heritage, and Mr. Martindale’s
was originally, but from a letter I saw X came to thc conclusion that he was to have a lump
sum, and that would vitiate the original contract.
193o. Was there any alteration in Mr. Heritage’s original contract, do you know ? I have
every reason to believe there was a material alteration, but I do not know of-mv own
knowledge.
J
1936. Have you ever heard it ? Yes, it was quite patent; it was notorious that it was
altered.
1937. Can you tel! us the nature of the alteration ? I believe I am justified in telling you
as 1 heard it from several parties. They stated that it was done in this way : that Mr.
Heritage tendered for clearing the road between the Doughboy Diversion, the end of Mr.
ilartindalc s contract, and Tamworth, at £50 a-mile a chain wide, and his tender was accepted ;
but the fact was overlooked that it was to be a chain and a half wide, and that would make
it £75 a mile. When Mr. Heritage came to Sydney he went to the Public Works Office
and had some words about it, and he loft with the intention of having the affair published
m the Sydney Morning _ Herald. When he got to the Herald Office (as the report goes),
Mr. Fairfax, who is a fnend of Mr. Heritage, said he thought a note from bim would set
the matter right. He did send a note to Mr. Rac, and the matter was set right, I was told
that Mr. Oollett went so far as to say, " Tender that and you will get it,” marking down
£Ou i but be did not tender £55, for reasons of bis own.
r
1938. By Mr. Xucas: Did you hear his reasons?
I did—becauso he was under the
impression that Mr. Martindalc had tendered also.
■' Hid Mr. Martindale tender for this contract? I am not aware.
1940. Who has the contract now ? Mr. Heritage.
1941. What are the terms of his contract ? I believe a chain and a half.
^jfj10 ,t0 £et a mile ? 1 believe £50, and that he is sub-letting the work for
£40 a mile. I had some men who were clearing this road, and they got £40
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A. Iioder, 1943. I think yoli said previously that Mr. Martindale had some contract for clearing some
Esq., J.P. country for a new line of road ?
Yes, that is Mr, Martindalc’s contract just below Evans’
<-----'■"■“s public house at Chalcott’s Flat—from the Doughboy Diversion to Chalcott’s Flat.
_
9 Dec., 1861. JQ44 What is the length of that contract? I think it can be little less than three miles.
.
1945. (Jan you tell us what he is getting a mile for that clearing? £80,1 believe.
1946. Was this contract allotted by public competition ? lam not aware.
1947. Do yon know whether it was advertised for tender ? I am not aware.
1948. Do you. know as a matter of fact, or from what you have heard from persons upon whom
you can place reliance, that contracts have been frequently allotted to persons on the
Northern Road without being open for public competition ? I have heard it frequently
asserted.
_
1949. Is it a common topic of conversation ? Yes.
1950. That certain contractors are favoured? Yes.
1951. Who has the allotment of these contracts ? Mr. Collett.
1952. Do you know whether these contracts that are allotted are formal contracts, or whether
they are entered into in a rough way, verbally ? There seems to he a strong impression in
the district that Mr. Martindale gets information more readily than anyone else; that he is
placed in a position move favourable to himself and unfavourable to tho bulk of tbe tendering
public. That is a very common impression, and it is expressed very openly.
1953. Can you say whether the contracts generally that Mr. Martindale has had have been
performed in a very slovenly manner ? Judging from the only two that have come under
my notice, I consider that they are performed in a very slovenly manner, .
'
1954. I understood you to say that persons are deterred from tendering for contracts
because they expect that they shall be required rigidly to adhere to tho plans and specifica
tions, but that it has generally been found tbat the person who has had the contract, Mr.
Martindale, has not adhered to the specification ? He has not adhered to the specification
in the Doughboy Hollow certainly.
1955. I understood you to say tbat you have seen bridges over culverts where the slabs were
loose ? Yes.
1956. Have you frequently remarked that? No; I noticed two in the neighbourhood of
Doughboy Hollow; but that was before Mr. Collett was made Commissioner.
1957. Had Mr. Collett then the charge of the Doughboy Road ? Yes.
1958. Which was done by contract? This man got £10 or £12 for each culvert. It was
thc first work done on the Liverpool Range by contract.
_
1959. Have you seen other culverts where tbe slabs have been loose ? I have noticed one,
•
somewhere towards Scone, they have had to replace within the last three months,
1960. You are a frequent traveller over these roads and an attentive observer ? I do observe
pretty well.
_
.
.
1961. You alluded to some place in the'Vicinity of Evans’ public-house—to some work having
been performed in a very slovenly manner that was superintended by Mr. Clements—some
large pitching that was put upon clay before it had consolidated ? Yes.
1962. Had Mr. Collett charge of the road at this time ? Yes.
1963. Did he see this work when it was under construction ? I cannot say.
1964. Yon cannot say whether he ever visited it ? No.
1965. What was the extent of the contract? It was not done by eontraet; he had a gang
of men under him.
_
1966. What was the extent of this work? I heard from Mr. Clements that it cost about
. £300 for this hundred yards.
1967. How long was that ago ? Fully three years ago.
_
...
1968. How long was it under construction? They were a long time doing it; they
got on very slowly with daily labour.
_ _
■
1969. Can you say from your own knowledge whether Mr. Collett visited that locality
during the time it was under construction ? I cannot remember.
1970. How long do you suppose it was under construction? It must have been several
weeks under construction.
1971. With reference to this Mr. Clements, I think you told- us that he had a contract
between his first dismissal and his reinstatement? Yes; he was a. contractor, aud was
working on the roads, more or less, from the time of his dismissal to his reinstatement.
1972. As a contractor under Government ? Yes.
1973. Not as a sub-contractor ? As both.
_
1974. You cannot state the amount of thc contract he held direct from Government. I
, believe be had a partner; whether he took a contract in his own name 1 cannot say.

I have seen him on the roads.
,
1975. How long have you known Mr. Clements ? Since he first went up to the district; he
went up as sheep overseer to Mr. Warland.
, .
1976. How long have you known bim as road overseer? Afterwards he was dismissed from
Mr. W.’s service, and then he became road overseer.
*
1977. How long is it since he was with Mr. Warland? About five years ago. He was _a
good bit overseer under the Government; and he was a short time auctioneer at Murrurundi,
1978. You do not, I suppose, know who appointed him ? It was during Mr. Collett’s time,
and I presume Mr. Collett appointed him.
1979. Previous to his being road overseer, had he any knowledge of road-making ? I am
satisfied he had not, practically; from the way he set about it, he could not have bad.
1980. This person is now under suspension for misconduct ? I believe he is.
1981. CaB you say what thickness of this metal, or shalej has been laid on the road at the
Doughboy Diversion? About three or four inches, excepting tho crown, which I say was bare.
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1932. There was none at all on the crown ? None at all
A. Loder,
1983. Do you know that the terms of the contract provide that tho metal shall be nine B8,l-J.P.
inches deep at the centre, and six at the sides ?
like that quantity.

I had forgotten that j but there is nothin^
\
° 9 Dec., ISC1.

1984. In no part? In no part.
■
1985. On the average you think it is three inches? On an average. Of course the bi<r
stones alluded to at thc north end of Martindale’s contract would be three or four inches
1
' k'1*' on l!?e crow11 of the road before alluded to, in places, there was no broken stone.
1986. I would liko to know whether you have ever taken the trouble to look at these bridges ^
Yes, I have.
.
® '
1987. Did I understand you, in reply to a question of Mr. Foster, to say that you knew ironwoik had been removed? I was informed of it so late at night, when I was coining from
the Bench, that I could not go to examine it ■ and I wrote to Mr. Arnold the next morning,
tolling him of the fact, knowing that I could rely upon my information.
1988. Have you since looked to see whether the iron-work has been removed or not? I have
not j but Mr. Hannington told me it was correct.
1939. Did you ever hear any remarks made by Mr. Hannington or tbe contractor, with
reference to the removal of tho iron bolts ? What Mr. Hannington told me was, tbat
through some inattention (as I understood it to be) or oversight in tho drawing of the
bridges, this strap and iron-work which have been removed was not in them, and Mr.
Martindalo had given an order to his overseer to remove all the iron-work not in the plans and
specifications; and when Mr. Hannington heard that the iron-work bad been taken off from
one bridge, bo remonstrated with the overseer not to strip any more till after Mr. Martindale
Came down.

TUESDAY,

10

DECEMBER,

1861.

PtrgEttt:—
Mil. DALGLEISH,
Mr. DANGAR,

Mr. DICK,

Mr. HOSKINS,
'Mr. LUCAS,
Mr. MARKHAM.

WILLIAM FORSTER, Esq.,

in the

Chair.

Andrew Loder, Esq., called in and further examined :—
1990. By Mr. Hoskins: I did not clearly understand your answers in reference to Mr. A. Loder
Heritage s contract for clearing the line ; I must therefore ask you for what amount per mile Esq., J.P.
did he put.in his tender originally ? What I was informed was, that he put in a tender for
\
£o0 per mile, supposing the line to be cleared to bo one chain wide.
1
10 Dec., 1861.

1991. And it was afterwards intimated to him that ho ought to have based his calculations
upon a chain and a half wide instead of one chain? Yes.
1992. And io this respect he had to amend his tender? Yes.
1993. Did he go to Sydney in order to do this ? Yes, I believe so. His intention in going
loaf 'wi! ^ k,110'7' to see Mr. Rae, in order to make the final arrangements for the contract.
1U94. When he came down to Sydney, was he informed that the amount ho had tendered
for was excessive ? He was told that his tender was informal, inasmuch as it was for
clearing one chain wide of roadway when only a chain and a half was required. Mr. Rae’s
attention was drawn to this when the tenders reached the ofifice, and thus tho mistake was
discovered.
1995. Was the mistake rectified ? It was.
.
1990. He amended his tender ? He did.
1997. Was it intimated to him by any officer of the Government that he had hotter put in
his tender for any certain amount? What I was informed was, that Mr. Collett wrote
with Ins finger on the table tbe two figures 55, and said, "Put in for that, and vou will
get it.
J
1998. Did Sir. Slartlndale tender for this work ? I do not know as a fact that he did ; but
it was so reported.
1999. You have heard so ? Yes, repeatedly.
2000. For what amount did he tender ? That I do not know.
^0U p'ev?r keartl the amount? I may have heard, but I do not remember.
2002. Sir. Heritage obtained the contract ? He did.
200o. I believe that Sir. Martindale nlso had a contract of the same description? Yes,
from the Doughboy Diversion up to Heritage’s contract.
.
2004. What does he receive per mile ? I did say in my former examination £80 a mile :
but l believe tbat is under tbe mark.
2005. Was this let to him by public tender ? That I do not know.
2006. Did you evor hear whether it was? I believe I did, but I am not certain on the
point,
2007. Did you ever hear what was the amount of the lowest tender upon tbat occasion ?
did not.
,

I

2008. Do you know any of the unsuccessful tenderers upon that occasion ? No : I am quite
unacquainted with them.
’
} *cft ^
examination yesterday when we had got to the bridges, and to tbe removal
of the iron-work froin them. I believe you wrote to Sir, Arnold, the Secretary of Works
complaining that the iron bolts and bauds had been removed from some of thc bridges ? I did.
2010.'

”

'

'
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A. Lodcr,
Esq., J.P.

2010. Did you receive any reply to that communication ? I did.
2011. What was the purport of it ? It acknowledged the receipt of my note, thanked me
for drawing the attention of the Department to thc circumstance, and stating that the
10 Dec., 1861. Secretary for Works intended to get a report from the proper officer on the subject.
_
201*2. Did you hear aoytiiing more from the Department in reference to your complaint?
I did ; I received a second letter, so very different from what I had reason to expect, that I
am sorry I did not bring down it with me to lay before the Committee.
2013. Can you explain the purport of it? lam hot so very clear as to its purport as I
would wish to be. It was so very different from what 1 expected from the Department that
I had determined upon making further inquiries, and following the matter up myself, if
this Committee had not been appointed.* After the statement that Mr. Hannington made to
me, that he thought the removal of this iron-work would materially weaken the bridge and
tend to damage the embankments, 1 expected a very different answer from that which I
received. He told me that the Government had been very much in fault in the first instance,
from their not having had'all this iron-work inserted upon the plans and specifications; and
that he had spoken to Mr. Donaldson (Mr. Marlindale’s overseer) upon the subject, and that
be had given orders to take no more ofijuntilf thc bridges could be inspected by Mr. Collett,
who was then on a visit of inspection at Kentucky, or Iron Stone, Or some place near Annidale. It was to be left on them, to be made a matter of after arrangement between the
Government and the contractor.
2014. Mr. Collett afterwards inspected these bridges ? I presume so.
2015. And did be affirm the necessity for removing these bolts and bands ? That I cannot
I
2010. Do you know who had the plans of the bridges at this time? I know nothing about
them; I only tell you what Mr. Hannington told me ; and you have the statement just as
it was given to me.
2017. Were those that had been removed replaced ? That I do not know.
2018. Have you seen these bridges lately ? I came over them recently, iu coming down to
Sydney, but I did not examine them so closely as to notice whether thc hands and bolts had
been replaced. The fact is that the matter escaped my memory at the time, or I certainly
should have made a point of doing so.
2019. What is about the length of these bridges? I can only speak from guess, as I have
never stepped them. Some of them are possibly about the length and a half of this room;
and others are four or five times as long. Some are pretty long bridges, others are short.
2020. Have you seen the specification of the work required on these bridges ? I have, but
not, recently.
2021. You do not remember tbe terms ? I do not.
_
2022. Did you remark what was stated in the specification in regard to tbe iron-work on the
bridges ? I do not recollect tbe terms now.
2023. Do you consider that the superstructure of these bridges is endangered by the removal
of these bolts? I did not look at them sufficiently closely to be able to give a decided
opinion on this point.
2024. I believe they are constructed of very massive timber ? Yes, very much so.
_
2025. Are wooden bolts sufficiently strong to tie together such massive material ? I noticed
that in the other bridges the iron bolts were quite necessary for the permanency of the
structure; and I presume they must also be so for that of the bridge from which they were
removed. I may mention here that the iron-work was only taken off from one bridge; and,
as I explained, I omitted to examine tbat, from the matter having escaped my memory.
_
2026. Did you ever, as a Magistrate, represent to the Government that you thought it
necessary that copies of the specifications and contracts should be lodged in the Court Houses
of the district in which the work is to be executed ? I did not.
_
_
2027. Would you not consider it desirable that this should be done ? I think it very
necessary; at any rate it would be very much more satisfactory.
_
2028. In reference to the clearing and the removal of stumps, do you know the width that Mr.
Martindale has contracted to clear ? I do not
2029. Do you happen to know whether he has completed his contract ? Yes; he told me thc
work had been approved by Mr. Collett, so I presume it had been completed.
2030. For tbe whole three miles ? Yes, 2^ or 3 miles.
_
2031. And what is the width that has been actually cleared? Only the width of the road
way, about 18 feet, that is tho only width that is cleared as it should be. In the other parts
of the width the trees are down, but the stumps are left standing in most places.
2032. Have you looked at the manner in which Mr. Heritage has performed his part of the
line ? I have.
,
...
2033. What width has he cleared ? Without stepping it, I should say about a chain and a
half.
2034. And cleared it properly ? Yes.
2035. Mr. Martindale’s contract joins on to that of Mr. Heritage ? It does.
2036. And it is easily seen that bo has cleared a less width than Mr. Heritage ? Yes.
2037. Mr. Heritage’s part is well cleared, and that of Mr. Martindalc is not? No; except
in the actual roadway, the stumps are nearly all left standing.
2038. On all but a width of about 18 feet ? Yes.

• Note (on revision):—I did not say so.
T Revised .-—Mr. Martiudalc’s return, who was at Kentucky, Stonehenge, or Armidale.

J Note (on rjauton)

I could not have so stated, for Mr. O. has not boon up since.
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2039. And yet he told you that his contract was finished ? Yes, he told me that Mr. Collett A. Letter,
had approved it—that " he had passed it,” I believe was his expression.
Esq- J-1J2040. Have you remarked any deficiency in the number of spikes driven into the slabs that r—-A—s
onTi
t£iese brid^s ' b have not; my attention was never called to them.
10 Dec*>18612041. Then you have not noticed how many spikes have been driven? I have not.
2042. Of course you consider that this description of shale or rock that has been put upon
the roadway is very much inferior as road metal to the ordinary trap rock ? There can be
no second opinion about that.
'
2043. Would not the contractor be a great gainer by using this easily broken material in
place of the harder trap road metal ? No doubt it would be a very great advantage to him.
2044. Did you ever hoar that there was a deficiency io the quantity of road metal put upon
the road way ? There is nothing liko the quantity specified in the contract placed upon tbe
roadway.
r
2045. Did you ever hear Mr, Hannington express his dissatisfaction at the way in which
contracts generally were carried out ? I have.
.
2046. Did he ever complain in specific terms ? He did.
2047. In what terms and where ?. I was having lunch at Wightman’s, at Murrurnndi, when
Mr. Hannington came in and said he had just been over the works with Mr. Quodling's
successor, with whom he had gone to point out the works he would have to see after • and
though he was bound to Mr. ColleU for procuring him the situation he then held under the
Government, yet he could not help speaking the truth, and must say, therefore, that he was
not at all surprised at Mr. Quodling’s resigning, as, after his representations, there was
nothing else that be could do, because the works tbat had been carried on were most
disgraceful*
*
204S. Were those Iria words ? Yes.
.
2049. Without your questioning him ? He used these very words, without my asking him
anything about it.
b
2050. Where is Mr. Hannington now? I heard, as I came down the road, that he had
como on to Sydney with Mr. Collett.
,
2051. Do you know the large cutting on the Doughboy Diversion ? I do.
2052. Do you consider that the roadway there is of sufficient width for the ordinary traffic ?
My impression is, that at that spot it is wider than at any other part. Certainly I did not
notice any particular narrowness of the roadway at that cutting.
2053. You consider it wide enough for the traffic ? Yes, at that spot: I do not complain of
the width there.
r
2054. There must be a great deal of water run off these hills down upon the roadwav ?
There is.
J
2055. Must not that tend, in the course of a short time, to undermine the embankments ?
My impression is, that tbe road is here well drained upon the upper side; but the objection
I have made is this, tbat the earth taken from the excavation has been tilted over inio the
creek, until it has been completely dammed up. As there is no channel left for the water
damage is very likely to occur in that way, from the obstruction to the creek.
’
2050. Did you ever see the schedule of prices under which this work was executed ? I did
not.
’
2057. Have you ever heard what the prices were? I may have done so, but I do not
remember them now.
2058. Did you ever hear the exact number of cubic yards that were excavated ? Possibly I
may, but I cannot say now.
2059. Do you know the width of thc clearing, according to the specification, which Mr.
Martindalo was to perform at the Donghhoy Diversion ? I do not.
'
2060. Hut the roadway, you say, is only 18 feet wide ? That is all, as near as I can judge.
2061. ihen about a foot on each side of this would be cleared also ? No, I must explain
this. The width actually metalled is not above 12 feet or 13 feet, and then, with the drain
on each side, and the small portion not metalled, the whole width of 18 feet is made up,
2062. Thc specification states that tbe clearing is to be one and a half chain wide, and that
all stumps are to be removed, except those ou the higher side of the embankments. Has
this been carried out ? I noticed that the stumps were not removed on either side of tho
embankment.
2063. How long ago is it that these matters you complain of occurred? It has been the
same throughout; there has been no difference from first to last.
2064. Has there been any improvement since Mr. Quodling’s resignation ? I have' noticed
a very much larger amount of activity on the line since then, and that there has been some
alteration in the mode of doing the work. There has been also some pitching been taken up
and replaced, and something is also being done to some of the culverts. I do not know what,
but 1 have seen Mr. Martindale very busy on the line making alterations.
’
2065. You are sure, however, that the clearing is not a chain and a half wide ? Most
certainly it is not—not cleared as it should be.
2066. With regard to the cutting, do you think that there are 20 feet of solid excavation ?
I should say not; there is a great deal no doubt, hut from the earth having been tipped
over into the creek it is difficult to judge of the quantity ; but I doubt very much if there
are 20 feet of solid embankment.
,
2067. liy the specification it is provided that the roadway shall bo 24 feet wide—do you
think there is that width ? 1 feel quite assured that there is no such width as that.
2068. You are sure there are not i!4 feet ? I do not think there are; but that parti
cular part did not strike me as being particularly narrow. There is sufficient room at that
cutting for two teams to pass comfortably.

2069.

1 cTiO
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2069. Bid you notice any of the masonry ? I did not. I am not a judge of masonry, and
no(i prof,,ss to be so.
2070. From your knowledge of Mr. Quodling, do you think that he is a young man in whom
10 Dec., 1861. tije QOTernmeQt might "safely repose confidence and entrust with the overlooking of their
works? I consider him to be the best man we have had in that district for some years past.
2071. On what account ? Because I have found that his objections to the mode of con
structing the roads have been well founded. It is not saying very much in his favour to say
that he is the best man we have had for years, because we have had but a very indifferent lot
of officials for some time past.
,
2072. Did you find him attentive to bis duties ? Yes; he appeared so to me. I saw him
frequently passing up and down the road by my place befiire I knew who he was.
_
2073. How long have you known him ? About two months. I think it is about tbat time
since I was introduced to him.
_ _
2074. Since then, did you ever have any conversation with bim in reference to those
contracts ? I did.
__
2075. When ? I cannot say positively when, but within tbe last two months.
2076. How long prior to his resignation ? About a month I think, hut I canuot speak to
within a week.
_
.
2077. Will you state, just in general terms, what that conversation was—whether in fact
he complained of the contractors and of the mode in which they carried out their contracts ?
Before I knew him at all, I had heard very many parties—reputable persons, whose opinions
arc worthy of consideration—complaining of the way in which the works were being carried
out—that they were not being done as they should be. Since then, Mr. Quodling complained
to me of the same thing.
_
_
_
.
2078. What was tho particular nature of his complaint—was it that Mr. Collett disregarded
what he said to him in reference to the work ? His complaint was three-fold; first,
that the embankments were not allowed to become consolidated before the pitching was
placed on them; second, that the metal was not placed at twice upon the pitching; and
third, that the metal was scarce in quantity.
2079. Do you consider these complaints to have been well founded? I do; and I also
regard the pitching as being defective, inasmuch as the largest surface is placed on tbe
surface of tbe ground. The stones used are large flat stones, and in almost.every case the
largest surface is turned upwards, whereby the pitching is not so solid as it should be.
2080. Then has this been metalled with-shale or with trap? Tbat question I answered
yesterday, as nearly as I could.
2081. Do you happen to know that Mr. Martindale’s original contract has been extended ?
From a copy of a letter I saw, with the signature of Mr. Collett, I think, attached
to it, I came to the conclusion that it had been extended.
2082. He had taken the contract for a certain sum, and then that sum was afterwards
increased? Yes; that was what X understood from the letter.
_
_
_
2083. Was this increase made by public tender ? I should say certainly not, judging
from the terms of the letter.
_
_
_
2084. And what amount of money was involved in this extension ? The contract was
originally taken by Mr. Martindale, for £6,390 odd, and this amount was increased by tbe
letter to £7,000, thus involving on increase of £610, or £615.
2085. Where did you see this letter? With Mr. Quodling.
2080. But where ? In the district in which he then was.
2087. What was the purport of this letter ? The purport of it was, in so far as I gathered,
that on first looking at it, it seemed to me as though it had emanated from Mr. Bayley;
but on looking more closely through it, I found that it came from Mr, Collett to Mr. Bayley,
stating that certain alterations would be required in the specification for the road work ;
that some additional excavation would have to be made, and some additional metalling to be
laid down ; and if I remember right, it said that Mr. Martindale was willing to do it for
£7,000. There was a memorandum on it that it was approved, and an endorsement from Mr.
Bayley; stating that the original, in Mr. Collett’s writing, was in his possession.
2088. Then it was only a copy that was shewn to you ? That was all.
2089. Wrhat made you suppose that this letter emanated from Mr. Collett ? I can only say
that that was the impression that reading this document left on my mind.
2090. Was it Mr. Quodling who told you that it came from Mr. Collett? He may have
done so, and, if I remember rightly, I think he did so.
2091. Would you recognize the copy that was shewn to you if you saw it again ? Yes, very
likely.
,
2092. Is this letter the one you refer to (copy letter, June 27,1861, handed to ■witness) ? It is.
I see by this memorandum in Mr. Bayley’s writing, and bearing his signature, that he says
that the original is in Mr. Collett’s handwriting.
2093. Then I presume that Mr. Bayley has the original letter ? That I know nothing about.
I know nothing beyond what I see here written, and here it says that he has it.
2094. Then this letter would, in fact, he a suggestion to Mr. Bayley from Mr. Collett, that
Bayley should write to him, applying for this extension, and naming the sum to be asked
for ? Most certainly that would be really the effect of it.
2095. You also alluded to the manner in which the Liverpool Range contract was con
ducted—do you happen to know whether Mr. Bennett condemned the quality of gravel
spread on the roadway ? I have heard that Mr. Bayley complained to Mr, Bennett of thc
quality of gravel that had been used; and that Mr. Bennett stated before he left the Colony
that thc contractor was not to be paid for the work until it was done in a proper manner.
But these things will be found in the office of the Commissioner of Roads; at least,
I presume so,
2096.
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2096. How loog was this previous to Mr. Collett takiog charge of the Northern Road ? I A. Loder,
really forget.
Esq., J.P.
2097. Do you know if the gravel was removed after Mr. Collett took charge ? It was not.
-n
209S. I think you said that yon considered this part of the roadway as much too narrow ? 10 r)ec" 18G1'
Tea, I think ao ; in fact, I am sure so. There can be no question about it.
2099. And I believe that only a few weeks after it was formally opened it was quite im
passable? It was very bad. It became impassable about—I do not know tbe exact time
when it was opened—but it became impassable about May,
2100. Do you know when Mr. Collett finally approved of the work on this road ? I remember
tbe time be came up to inspect it and approve it; but I cannot fix the exact date. I.
remember the circumstance of his coming up to inspect it, because it was brought particularly
to ray notice by matters that then occurred; but T. do not remember the date.
2101. Can you say about the time—within a month ? I cannot say; but it was about the
time that the circumstance occurred which was alluded to by Mr. Ryans yesterday, when the
memorandum for a testimonial to Mr. Collett was being carried about. I remember well
tbat it was on a Sunday tbat be was up upon the work?, inspecting the road. It was on a
Sunday morning that he rode over to the Doughboy Hollow, and about the time that this
memorandum was being taken round.
2102. And you feel assured then, that these contractors for the works that were to be
inspected were carrying about a paper soliciting subscriptions to a testimonial to Mr. Collett,
only a few days prior to that gentleman's visit of inspection ? Yes, I am quite snre of that.
2103. Did they solicit you to subscribe ? They did not.
2104. Was there any difficulty in obtaining good material for road-making upon the Liver
pool Range? ^ot at all. There is some of the best gravel there for road-making that
I ever saw, only to get it good would necessitate the carting it up hill, as it is found in the
lower part of the range. I never saw better gravel than that procurable at the foot of the
range.
.
2105. You know also, I believe, that Mr. Martindale’s contract for this road exceeded tho
original estimate and tender sent in ? I know no farther than what he told rae himself.
2106. What did he tell you? He said he was to get £700 beyond his contract, for extra
work.
2107. Was this work let by public fender? That I cannot say.
' 2108. Have you ever looked closely at the construction of (he Arnold Bridge- at Murrurunai r I have*
2109. What description of timber is used for planking the roadway ? I do not know of my
own knowledge, as I was not able to judge of it from its being tarred over when I saw it,
but I heard two Magistrates of the district expressing themselves very unmistakably on tho
subject.
J
2110. Would you object to say who they were? No, One was Mr. Martin. Mr. Wright
also told me that when Mr. Collett was waiting in Murrurundi to get a telegram from the
Sydney office, as to the name the bridge was to be called—this was on the occasion of the
opening of the bridge—they had some conversation together about the white gum that had
been used for planking the roadway. Mr. Wright asked him if he thought white gum was
a durable wood for the purpose. Mr. Collett answered that he had heard that white gum
was objectionable; but that, until he bad proved that it was so, he would continue to use it.
2111. Who designed the Arnold Bridge ? That I do not know.
"
2112. Do you consider white gum to be a durable wood? After an experience of 23 years
of its properties, I am quite satisfied that it is not.
2113. Do tbe settlers about that part of the country use it ? Not if they can get anything
2114. T.believe it is more easily worked up than the red gum ? No; I think it was used
because it was more easily obtained. It is tbe prevailing kind Of timber in tbat part, and is
plentiful, because very few people use it—none in fact, unless they cannot get anything else.
It is a most objectionable wood to use where durability is required. I never use it, and an
experience of 23 years has decided me not to do so.
‘
2115. With reference to the road at Harpur’s Hill that you have spoken about: you have
said, I think, that Mr. Martindale stated that this road had been macadamized ? Yes, I have.
2116. Did you see any broken metal on tbat road ? I saw a few pieces, but they were very
few and very far between. There was certainly not enough to lead me to suppose that there
was any large amount of metal laid on the roadway.
2117. And yet Mr. Collett had passed that road as macadamized twenty months previously?
I believe it was passed as macadamized.
2118. And was it macadamized ? No, nor nothing like it. No person whatever, however
ignorant of road-making, would ever imagine it to bo so.
2119. Is there any scarcity of metal suitable for road-making at Harpur’s Hill F
On the
contrary, there is abundance of it. The crest of tho hill has been cut through to make the
roadway, and whore the cut has been made there is abundance of stone for the^purpose, taken
out in process of excavation.
It has been used extensively since then, and I had pointed
out to me some excellent metal laid on the road, which I was assured had been got from the
surfacing: on the hill—from stones gathered on the surface*
2120. Then there is abundance of good metal actually on the side of the road ? There is
abundance of it.
2121. You stated tbat Mr. Miller, tbe contractor, was paid 12s. 6d. per yard for tbe work
he
(<)n revision)I have seen good metal being since broken at this spot, but that put on by
Miller was surfacing. The above is what I stated.
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he performed—do you know whether this was for the lineal yard? I only know that Mr.
Martindale said he (Miller) was paid that much per yard for about a mile and a-half of it j
hut whether for the lineal yard or not he did not say.
I tried to get some information on
10 Dec., 1661. this subject, hut I could not succeed.
A. Loder,

Esq., J.P.

•

2122. Do you happen to know that Mr. Miller, prior to leaving for England, was reputed to
have acquired wealth very quickly ? I do.
2123. Had he any great means of his own when he first commenced taking contracts t JNo;
the reverse.
,
.,
2124. And had he not very extensive properties when he left? I have heard it said so.
2125. What have you heard? I have been told that he had several houses and plenty of
money aud laud before he left the Colony for England.
■_
_
2126. Have you ever heard or has it come under your notice that Mr. Miller was a very
active man at election times? I do not know that he was.
2127. With reference to the metal placed on the roadway at the Nailors—did you ever hear
that Mr. Miller was paid for putting a coating of gravel on the road, and that afterwards the
work had to be done over again ? Yes, I heard so from Mr. Martindalc. M e had passed
over this road at the time when Mr. Martindale alluded to the work, and said that after
it had been passed by Mr. Collett it had to be repaired almost immediately. When he
mentioned the circumstance, he spoke of Mr. Miller as a contractor very much favoured by
the Government.*
,
2128. Was the roadway well gravelled ? Tho stuff used at tho Nailors was not worthy the
name of gravel. It was nothing more than white loam.
2129. And this loam had to be removed ? Yes, subsequently.
2130. In what way was the road ballasted ? That I cannot say, but I know tbat a great
deal of it was removed-f
_
2131. Did you hear who removed it? I did not.
2132. Nor yet who was paid for it ? No.
2133. Do you know Mr. Williams, the road overseer ? Yes, by sight only.
2134. Where is he stationed ? At Murrurundi.
_
2135. How long has he been there? I do not know; hut some months, I believe.
2136. I believe he fills the situation of road overseer ? I believe so, but I do not know
what his duties are. I have seen him passing backwards and forwards along the road.
2137. Do you know whether he has ever filled any situation of the kind before ? I do not. 1
2138. Has he any practical experience of the duties of his situation ? Ido not know. All
I know is what Mr. Collett said, or rather, what he was reported to have said in _ the public
prints, and wliat a Magistrate, Mr. A, Brodie, and C. P. S-, Mr. G. G. Urodie, told me
they had heard him say at the time. At the public dinner given at Murrurundi, in celebra
tion of the opening of tbe Arnold Bridge, Mr. Collett made a speech, and in the course of
it he congratulated thc inhabitants of Murrurundi, not only on having good contractors to
carry on their works, but also on having a road overseer to look after the works who was a
gentleman by birth and education, who only wanted some practical experience to make him
all that was required.

.

2139. You did not hear him say this ? No ; I did not attend the meeting; but 1 was told
it by persons who heard it, and upon whose correctness I can rely. Besides, the same thing
appeared in the public prints, in the report of the proceedings.
*
2140. Do you happen to know whether Mr. Hannington has had any practical experience m
road-making? I do not.
. . ..
214-1. There has been some diversion in the Doughboy Hollow route from the line originally
kid out? Yes. I remember that Mr. Debenham pegged out the line in the first instance;
and in the cuttings he had painted pegs driven in to mark his line. I saw him subsequently,
and he told me that be had pegged out the line of road to be made.
Subsequently another
person, a surveyor—Mr. Wells, I believe—came up and surveyed the Une, and marked out
another route through tho Doughboy Hollow, carrying the roadway twice across the creek.

I saw his line, and also Mr. Debenham’s; aud I knew tbe latter because he had painted his
pegs; I was the only one that did so.
2142. Whose line was followed when the road was made? Mr. Debenham’s.
_
2143. Was it superior to that of Mr. Wells ? Yes, I think so. It avoided crossing the
creek, whilst that of Mr. Wells crossed it twice; this was a manifest recommendation. _
2144. Then in fact the original line was followed ? Yes, I do not think it was materially
altered from the direction first given to it by Mr. Debenham.
...
, r ,
2145. And you regard it as an improvement? In so far as the direction is concerned I do.
2146. Have you any objection to name thc parties who told you they had heard Mr. Collett
give expression to the remark in reference to Mr. Williams? I have not; I had it from
Mr. Brodie.
.
, .
2147. From anyone else ? I was told it, in fact, by both Mr. Brodies; by the one who is a
Magistrate, and by tbe other who is Clerk of the Bench.
2148. Where do they live? At Murrurundi.
.
2149. How many contracts are there in your district that you know of as being taken ?
Well, the smaller contracts, which are the most numerous, I have never taken any notice of.
I have only remarked the large contracts from my attention having been called to them by
remarks I have heard from various parties.
2159.
* Note (on rmition)I stated from my own knowledge that the road at or near Harpnr’s Gate,
that was said to be macadamized, bad to be repaired, or rather, made over again, about two years after,
Mr. Martindale stated to mo that Mr. Miller was very much favoured, as a contractor, by Mr. Collett.
t Note (on revision)This should he omitted—such a question was not put to me.
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2150. "What do you call thc large contracts ? Such as the bridge, the Liverpool Range A. Loder,
contract, and the Doughboy Hollow contract. These are the only contracts that involve any ®s1'’ '!•*'■
amount of magnitude.
2151. If proper publicity were given when tenders are called for, do you think that there -10 ^eo'*
arc residents in your district who would be inclined to tender for the performance of these
works? That I could not say.
2152. By Mr. Dick: You are aware that this resignation of Mr. Quodling involves certain
charges agaiust Mr. Collett ? Yes, I believe it does.
2153. I presume you have come here iu support of those charges? I do not know that I
epme here for that purpose. My reason for attending before this Committee is, that I con
sider there has been gross mismanagement in the conduct of tho public works in our district,
for a length of time; certainly long before I knew that there was such a person as Mr.
Quodling in csistence. So fully was I convinced of this, that had I remained a Member of
the Assembly, I should most assuredly have myself called for an inquiry of this character.
I saw the great necessity there was for some alteration in the existing system, and even
before these contracts I took some steps in the matter, by communicating with the Lands
and Works Department. I did this before I even saw Mr. Quodling, and it was by a mere
matter of accident that I became acquainted with bim.
2154. You take an interest in public works and in their proper execution ? So much so as
this, that I am sorry to see public money mis-spent.
2155. Will you state to the Committee what circumstances you know of in connection with
the resignation of Mr. Quodling? I know little beyond what I have seen in the public
prints. _ But I have seen a letter or two in Mr. Quodling’s possession that led me to expect
something of the kind. I saw the letter from Mr, Collett to Mr. Quodling, in reference to
his complaints about tho execution of thc works at the Doughboy Diversion, and I knew by
that, that there was some misunderstanding or unpleasantness between them; 1 believe that
I may have seen other letters afterwards, hut I am not sure on that point.
2156. Then the chief information you have upon the subject of the resignation is gathered
from what has appeared in the papers ? Yes; and also from Mr. Quodling having told me
that he had resigned. He told me he had resigned after he did so, but I do not know
whether he told me on what account.
2157. You have only known him since about two months ago? That is about the time; but
I had noticed him on tho road for a long time before I knew or spoke to him.
2158. He did not consult you as to his resignation ? He did not. The first intimation I
had of it from him was when be told me that he had resigned.
2159. You have mentioned several circumstance? connected with the general management
of the roads which you conceive tell against Mr. Collett—can you mention any distinct or
specific charges against him ? My opinion is, if I must speak it, either that lie is incompetent
to fulfil thc duties of his oflfiee, or that he allows contractors to perform their work very
much to the prejudice of the Government and in their own favour.
2160. Can you charge him with any direct dereliction of duty ? In what way ?
2161. In any way—accepting bribes'from a contractor, for instance ? I never saw him take
a bribe; these sorts of things are not done openly; but from Mr, Martindale’s remark to me,
and from tbe loose manner in which works are carried out by contractors, 1 have my own
opinion on the subject. One may draw very strong inferences from a number of facts,
though they may not be sufficient to form a certainty.
2162. You have spoken of a very strong prejudice in the district you reside in against Mr.
Collett—is that in regard to what you here mention? Yes. Nothing can be more strong
tban tbe feeling that exists in the district, in regard to the way in which Mr. Collett allows
Mr. Martindale to carry out his contract. The subject is a common topic of conversation
wherever you go.
2163. If the feeling is so wide spread there must be some grounds for it? I believe myself
that there are.
2164. In what way ? Why, in this very letter that is now before tbe Committee, and which
was handed to me to identify, there appear to me to be very strong grounds of suspicion.
2165. \\ hat letter do you allude to ? To Mr. Bayley’s letter with the memorandum attached
stating that the original in Mr. Collett’s handwriting was in Mr. Bayley’s possession.
2166. You would not, I presume, condemn any person merely because there was a strong
prejudice against him ? I should be very sorry to do so.
2167. You would condemn him only on facts clear and unmistakable? As a general rule,
yes; but you must be aware tbat the facts in connection with thc taking of bribes are very
difficult to come at, for such things arc always done in secret. No man publicly takes a
bribe, or makes it public after accepting one. If he does anything that afterwards is made
public, it must always come out from some accident.
1
2168. Beyond this suspicion, are you prepared to shew any other mismanagement on tho part
of Mr. Collett? As I said before, either he is incompetent, or else he allows the contractors,
and particularly Mr. Martindale, to carry out their contracts very loosely. One might draw
a very fair inference from this fact alone. Thus, for instance, he allows a party to put
upon the road less stone tban he is required to do by his contract; then if a bridge is to
have sawn timber for flooring, slabs are allowed to be substituted, and everyone knows that
split stuff is cheaper than sawn timber. Then, in another instance, he may give instructions
that a pile in each row may be dispensed with, thus giving an advantage to the contractor.
All tbese things tend to throw money in the way of the contractors, who do not do the
work they contract for, and thus the Government does not get full value for the money they
lay out.

2169. Do you know on what terms additions to contracts are made ? I do not.
238—L

2170.
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A. Loder, 2170. Whether they are done for a round sum, or on a schedule of prices ? I know this,
Esq., J.P. that whell I see a lump sum of £7,000 given for doing certain additional work, and when X
\ know that this money has to be paid, I naturally look to see what the public get in return
ID Due., 18G1. for jt, if
public get any corresponding advantage I would say nothing about it, but I
do not see why the contractor should have all the advantage, particularly when he seizes
upon every point in a contract that is favourable to himself, even if it is only to put a pound
or two in his pocket, as in the case of the removal of the iron-work from the bridge.
2171. You say that a fair inference may be drawn from certain facts which you allege—
how do you make this appear ? It is very clear to me that if a contractor has undertaken
for a certain price to put a certain amount of cubic yards of metal upon a roadway, and does
not put it on, that he must be the gainer by the difference between the quantity ho ought to
have laid down and that which he has actually laid down. Then, again, if ho is allowed to
use slabs instead of sawn timber, to dispense with a pile in each bulk, or to use shale instead
of trap for metalling, all these would bo advantages that no contractor ought to be allowed
to have as against the Government.
2172. All these matters you have enumerated would bean advantage to the contractor? No
question of it.
217‘J. Are you aware whether the Doughboy Diversion has been altered from the original
line contemplated? Yes ; I see by the contract that it has been altered only very slightly.
2174. Thc original line surveyed by Mr. Debenham avoided the making of two bridges
across the creek? Yes. I know that the lino marked by Mr. Wells crossed the creek
twice.
_
2175. Was Mr. Debenham, in your opinion, a competent surveyor? I believe so.
2176. And in your opinion his road was the boat? Yes.
2177. And was the one adopted ? Yes.
2178. You do not know the width of the bridges on the line? I do not.
2179. You are not then aware of the fact that they are 18, instead of 12 feet wide ? I
am not.
2180. Do you happen to know whether, notwithstanding the iron-work that has been
removed, there is still the quantity contracted for ? I do not.
2181. Nor yet whether the contractor left, at the time the iron-work was taken away, the
number of bolts specified in thc contract ? Mr. Rae’s letter to me stated that there were the
specified number.
_
2182. What reply did you receive to your letter complaining about the deficient number of
holts ? The first letter I received was a merely formal one, stating that my loiter had been
received; and the next letter informed me that the Secretary for Works had received a
report from some officer (I forget now what officer), stating that he had examined thc bridge
and found that there was the stipulated quantity of iron-work in it.
2183. Were you not so informed at thc time ? Not at the time, for I only got this letter a
week or two ago.
_
_
_
2184. You have not got it with you, you say? No; I am sorry that I omitted to bring it,
because it was so different from what Mr. Hannington had told me—so different in style
from what I had a right to expect*—that I determined, to inquire further into the subject,
and should have done so if this Committee had not been appointed.
2185. You have stated, I think, that it was notorious throughout thc district—spoken of
everywhere, in fact—that Mr. Collett was favouring Mr. Martindale in the execution of his
contracts ? Yes.
2180. What is the nature of this notoriety? It was so notorious that I never rode up or
down the road without hearing remarks upon it, from one quarter or. another.
2187. From whom have you heard it ? From everybody who has ever spoken to me about
the roads; it was a common subject of remark.
2188. Can you not specify some of the parties ? I have heard it generally spoken of by the
inhabitants of Murrurundi, and up and down tbe road. And so it was about Mr. Miller;
the same remarks were also made about him, as to thc wayin which Mr. Collett favoured
him.
'
_
2189. That was three years ago, I believe ? Yes, about that time. ^ .
2190. Did you make any complaint upon tbo subject to the Minister of Lands ? Yes,
several times; and Mr. Robertson promised me that he would have the matter inquired into.
2191. Those complaints were made verbally, were they not? Yes; I spoke to Mr.
Robertson about it when he was up in the district, and he promised to have the matter
looked into.
2192. You subsequently put your complaints into writing ? I did.
2193. In order, I suppose, that it should come to the knowledge of Mr. Arnold, the
Secretary for Works, that these injurious reports were flying about respecting Mr. Collett?
That was not my reason for interfering in the matter. And here I may say that you are
very wrong in thinking tbat I have any prejudice or any ill-feeling towards Mr. Collett.
So far from this being the case, I have always been on the best terms with Mr. Collett, I
bear him no ill-will, and should not have taken thc steps I did if I was not under the
impression that he abuses the trust reposed in him by the Government.
2194. You have frequently written to the Minister for Works upon this subject, at different
times ? No, but I have several times spoken to Mr. Robertson about it.
2195. To Mr. Arnold ? No, to Mr. Robertson.
2196. He is Secretary for Lands ? Yes; but I allude to a time previous, to the division of
the Department of Lands and Works.
F
2197.
*

Omitted on revision:—“ So

different in style from what 1 had a right to expect.1
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2197. Tlie principal complaints of mismanagement are, I believe, in reference to the works
A. Lodcr,
at the Doughboy Hollow ami the Liverpool Kange? Yes, the complaint is, that they are Esq., J.P.
not carried out as they should be,
J
oilin' J*163® arc t*le only two works you complain of? Yes, latterly.
10 Dec., 186 L
2199. Who is Superintendent of the Liverpool Kange Road District? Mr. Eayley. I
believe it was he, but I am not certain ; I believe he used to look after those works, but it
is ditticult tor me to say, as there were so many officers of tho Road Department riding about
and seeming to take part in the management. I have seen as many as three of them
visiung the works. In fact there were sometimes so many that it was hard to say what
they found to do.
J
“ft Tv11 sUted>1 tbiQlL that there were two bridges so slovenly constructed that if a
cart had been driven over them they must have given way 1 That was three years ago
tfm w °W
,brldJgeS aXli ®U!Ver‘3 are the,'e on thi9 line of road ? On what part of it ?
«
m Maitlan(i uPwards ? That I could not say, but there must be an immense
qurtn tiRy*
r'i0U
gl,Ve' j r^gbT6?ess 113
tow ma71.V ? N(>; t^ere are a great many,
large numWerCfiTChUUdred? 1 ^ ^
are 80 many ^ that, but there is a
22U9. \\ hat work was it that Mr. Collett was going to survey and certify to, at the time of
m(ftfttl0t\0T the memorial or testimonial ? That at the Liverpool Range,
T nr
r1 7°^ lad
,under the ctarSe of Mr’ Bayley. had it not ? To some extent.
bel|eye he had charge of the work whilst under progress, but under Mr. Collett. I look
upon Mr. Oollett as being in charge of the roads,
2207. But not beyond the Page—that was the extent of bis district ? I considered him in
charge ot the whole line.
2208. Not until after the passing of the Main Roads Act? • All through. I understood
inm to have charge of the road all the way up.
2209. He was then going to survey the works on the Liverpool Range at the time the
testimonial wns presented to him ? I understood that he was so.
2210. But who told you, or who mentioned these circumstances to you ? You see you have
spoken of so many rumours and reports that it is hard to separate them from facts, and the
committee cannot act upon any information unless it comes from a good source ? I would
not mention anything that I had not a good authority for. I have no private purpose to
ooTi ’ tj CV!D lf 1
1 wo.ul(i not state aching that I did not believe to be the truth.
2-ii., j, do not suppose for an instant that you would state anything unless you believed it to
be correct; and I may say with regard to this Committee, that all we desire is to elicit the
trutti; that is the only object tbe Committee has in this inquiry. We are prepared to
do justice, but we must not condemn a person upon every idle rumour—neither would yon,
i presume/ I should be very sorry to do so.
n aa 7Jis h®31™*111 y°u sPeak of Puklicly given to Mr. Collett ? I believe it was.
, Ue "so received a. testimonial from the people of Scone? Yes, I believe so. I
understood that he received several.
22M The testimonial you refer to is the one presented, in April last? Yes, I believe that
- was about tbe time.
221o. Were you asked to subscribe to it? Yes, I believe I was.
2l19. Who asked you ? Mr. Neale asked me. He said that there was a testimonial getting
up for Mr._ Collett; that he had been asked to subscribe to it, and that thc parties
were thinking of coming to me. He asked me if I would subscribe if the list was
brought to mu. I said, in answer, that it was of no use for them to come to me, as I would
not subscribe.
001 o W h?
•N'?le ? A VCI7 respectable person, residing at Murrurundi.
•vt ne ^d ^scribed to it ? No; he said they had been to him, and then asked me
it 1 would subscribe.
ooio yi,i;Jro,1Tas a Pabiie dinner also given to Mr. Collett ? Yes, afterwards.
2—G.

And the ruport of the proceedings at that dinner was published in the newspapers?

i beneve it was; but I was in Sydney at the time, and cannot say with certainty.
2-21 1 here were also testimonials to Mr. Collett from Scone and from Muswellbrook ?
Yes, I believe so.
2222. Do you know the parties who got these up ? I do not.
1
parfin^ity01 do
^ I’arigar'tl10 Member
tbe Upper Hunter, took a very active
2224. U ill you look at these. {Reports from. Correspondent of the S. M. JRerald, published
*“ lhaiPaF^, handed to witness.) Can you say if you saw these announcements in the
newspapers 7 1 do not.remember seeing them in the papers, bat I hoard of the affair when
l came to Maitland, on my road home from Sydney.
2225. You have no doubt, however, but that these accounts were published at the time in
the papers ? No doubt it was.
’
--Let me ask you whether it was not these public accounts published in the papers that
drci? your attention to the matter ? No; it was these contractors going about soliciting
subscriptions that first drew my attention to it: I remarked it because I considered it
improper.
2221 Did you remonstrate with them at the impropriety of which they were guilty?
I aid not; it was not my business to do so.

o

j

oooo

d° n0t bnOW those who went about soliciti“g subscriptions in Scone ? I do not.
iw
can.not £aJ ^bether or not they were contractors ? I cannot.
2229. Now about the stumping—was it not the fact that the stumps were only left standing
‘

’

on
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A. Loder,

on tlio slopes ?

In point of fact the line is all slopes; the greater part of the road is earned

Es<i., J.P. over the spurs of ridges.
■
A
. 2231. Is it not an advantage, rather than the reverse,
10 Dec., 1861. iowcr side of sidings, rather than to loosen the earth
objection to leave them standing in places where they

, ,
nn tlio
to leave the stumps standin0 on tt e
by drawing them out ( It is not an
will be completely covered over by

m^^o^mu know whether it is provided in tho contract that the stumps shall be left
stiTndiu£? on the higher slope of thc cmhanliment ? I do not*
_
,
2233 I may tell you that thc contract provides that the road shall he cleared and stumped
for half a chain wide; and that all stumps shall be removed except upon the M»er Bide
of the embankments, where they are to be left standing. Now, were there stumps left in
any other places than on the higher side of the embankments? They were not taken out
anywhere except in the clear roadway of 18 feet wide.
2234. But you say that the road is nearly all siding ? Yes, nearly all; and this is what
I want to draw the attention of the Committee to. What is the good,_ in a prec .cal point
of view, of letting a contract of this sort, saying that, a certain road is to be cleared and
stumped for a certain width, when in point of fact it is not to he so ? By such a mojJe of
proceeding you are only putting the country to an unnecessary expense, and uselessly
S? Ye^eJcryone™^ the specification, and so ascertain the exact quantity of work
that is to be done ? No doubt; hut when they see that tenders are called for clearing and
stumping, they are under the impression that all the stumps arc to be taken out.
.
2236P The clause in the contract, however, is specific enough?. It would be sufficiently
explicit to persons up the country ; but not to persons tendering in bydney.
2237. Where are the specifications to he seen ? I do Dot know.
2238. Are they not sent in the usual way to the Court of Petty Sessions of the district i
which the work is situated? That I cannot say.
2230. Are they not scot up to the Murrurundi Bench ? I do not know.
2240 You are a Magistrate, and attend that Bench pretty regularly? Yes, hut I have to
ride sixteen miles to get there; and when there, thc Bench duties occupy my time so much
tbat I have no time to make inquiries into other matters.
j
a ■„
2241 Bu Mr Hoskins : In point of fact, has the road been cleared and stumped a chain and
a half wide ? The trees have been taken off, hut the stumps have not been removed, except
in the 18 feet roadway.
„ ,
,
...
„
*
2242. They have been left upon the lower part of the road as well as upon the upper side.
2243. td are plainly to be seen by everybody ?

•

Yes, you cannot help seeing them ; some

of them have the earth thrown up against them and stand out above it, some three, some
six, some nine, some twelve inches, whilst some of them are breast big .
2244. From the way in which the roadway is made, and the narrow line formed, would not
the drays if they went beyond this 18 feet of roadway be liable to topple over altogether ?
No; there is width enough for them, but the 18 feet is the only width formed and metalled
2245. Bi) Mr. Dick: These stumps arc on the ground over which the embankment is made.
2246. Is it not an advantage rather than the reverse to leave them in the ground so as not
to loosen the earth over which the embankment passes? I will quite admit that it is
objectionable to loosen thc earth more than is necessary; but then, from tho way in which
the tenders are called for, the Government are made to pay a greater price than they
2247 ^You have stated that after the presentation each of the contractors in question had a
contract allotted to him without tender-how do you know this ? I heard a person of the
most reputable character, in whose statement I have every confidence, say that they did so.
2248. What did he tell you ? He told me that each of them got a contractwithout tender,
to the extent of a hundred pounds.
* -n- r t i•»
2249. Was it for the erection of toll-houses ? Yes, I believe it was. .
,
2?50. Do you happen to know that the sum allowed for the constructionof toll-houses has
been limited to £100 each ? I was not aware of it.
'.i. i i j . ? r au
2251. And that it is customary for them to he contracted for without tender . I did not
2252. *1?the contract is for a hulk sum, what advantage can it be to Mr. Collett to allow the
contractor these favours ? I do not say what difference it would make to Mr. Collett but
it would he a great deal in Mr. Martindale’s pocket in either way, whether he got a lump
sum or whether he contracted for certain work at a certain price.
_
,
2253 But if he had to complete all the works for a lump sum, why should Mr. Collett favour
him by not insisting upon his completing the work according to his contract—in what way
could Mr. Collett gain ? That I do not pretend to say.
„
^ .....
2254. But surely there must be some object, and what could Mr. Colletts object he m
favouring the contractor when the contract was made for a lump sum ? I say again that I
do not pretend to say what object he had; hut takiog the fact that he did so, in conjunction
with the remark made to me by Mr. Martindale in reference to Mr- M' ler\j1.!?ty0n|; j ■’“1^
draw his own inference. Mr. Martindale said to me, when speaking of Mr. Miller being a
favoured contractor, that Mr. Miller and Mr. Collett understood each other; and on the
same ground, seeing that Mr. Collett favours Mr. Martindale, I may say that they also
understand each other. I think that is only a fair inference to draw.
,.
2255. Then, in plain terms, you are of opinion that Mr. Collett favours him for his own
personal advantage ? That is my opinion; most conscientiously I think so; and I
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alone in this opinion, for I have heard it publicly stated that Mr. Collett obtained a per A. Loder,
Esq., J. P.
centage of the amount paid to the contractors—Miller and Martindale.
2256. From the contractors ? Yes, and that is my opinion, I am sorry to say; and that is
10 Dec., 1861.
what the great bulk of the people in the Northern District think also.
2257. Can you tell the Committee the names of any persons who hold this opinion,
and whom the Committee could examine on this point P The impression is almost universal
throughout the district.
2258. Can you tell us the names of any persons who would be willing to he examined, and
who could bring this charge home to Mr. Collett? I do not see what light they could throw
on the matter, since they can only surmise as I do, or draw inferences from facts such as
I have stated.
2259. Then how is this charge to be substantiated ? That I do not know, except this letter
can be shewn to be copied from one in Mr, Collett’s handwriting, as the memo, of Mr. Bayley
affirms. If that is proved, I think it shews a very strong case against Mr. Collett; and then
other matters may come out incidentally in the course of this inquiry.
2260. I suppose you are aware that a charge of this kind is a very difficult thing to pirove ?
Yes, but this letter, if shewn to be in his handwriting, in the first instance would form a
very strong proof against him, or else why should Mr. Collett take so much interest in Mr.
Martindale as actually to write to him telling him what work to apply for, and what
amount to tender at ?
2261. That is exactly what I wished to know all through your evidence, and now it appears
that, we have arrived at it, by your stating that you believe Mr. Collett to be handsomely
paid for favouring thc contractors? Yes; I am very sorry to say so, but that is my
impression.
2262. You did not charge him with this, in thc complaints you made to the Department ?
No, I did not have any suspicion of him then. I never for a moment imagined anything of
the kind, for I had a high opinion of Mr. Collett until my suspicions were raised by Mr.
Martindale’s remark about Mr. Miller being a favoured contractor, and that he and Mr. Collett
understood each other. Seeing Mr. Martindale a favoured contractor also, it struck me that
as Mr. Miller had left the Colony, Mr. Martindale had taken his place as a favoured con*
tractor, and that, like Mr. Miller, he and Mr. Collett understood each other.
2263. When you talk of proving this letter, do you mean that Mr. Bayley wrote it at Mr.
Collett's dictation ? No, I mean something more than that—that Mr. Collett wrote it iu
the first instance and handed it to Mr. Bayle/, who copied it, retaining the original himself.
If you look at the memorandum written on the hack by Mr. Bayley, you will see that is the
case.
2264. Do yon know any parties willing to give evidence who could throw any light upon
this charge ? I do not; but I should imagine that Mr. Bayley would be the only person
likely to throw any light upon it, since it was he who received the letter from Mr. Collett.
2265. Do you know anything of Mr. Martindale ? No, I know him only as a contractor,
2206. Is he any relation |to Copt. Martindale, the late Commissioner of Beads ? No, I
believe not.
2267. Does ho bear a good character in your neighbourhood ? I never heard anything
against him; but I do not blame him in any way for the part he has taken iu the matter.
2268. How do you mean ? I mean that if he gets his contracts iu a favourable way, and is
allowed to carry them out in a manner favourable to himself, I do not blame him for doing so.
2269. But if he gets paid fur doing certain work which be does not do, he commits a fraud;
and surely you do not mean to say that you do not blame him for committing a fraud? Put
in that way, of course I can do no other than blame him. But if he gets a contract, and
then by the favouritism of those above him is allowed to do it in a slovenly manner, I
do not see how he is to blame for not doiog it better.
2270. But if he colludes with the Commissioner to slum the work, as you state it to be your
opinion that he docs, is not that a fraud upon the public?
If he does so, most assuredly
it is.
2271. And then you soy that he is not to blame, although he colludes with the Commissioner
to rob the public? Ho is most decidedly to blame in such a case as that.
£272. Ho would be equally with the Commissioner a party to the fraud? I should think
that he would be quite as much to blame as the Commissioner, if he was a party to such a
transaction.
2273. I believe that all you have stated about this charge is based upon rumour? There is
something more than rumour in that letter; and that I look upon as very strong evidence in
favour of the charge.
2274. Have you seen that letter before ? Yes.
2275. That very letter ? From the memorandum in Mr. Bayley'a handwriting, and from
other marks, I should say that it was the same.
.
2276. In whose possession was it when you saw it? Iu Mr. Quodling’s.
2277. At any rate, leaving out this letter, all the other information you have given to the
Committee is based on rumour; now do you know any person who can testify to this collusion
between Mr. Collett and tbe contractor ?
Neither can I testify to any fraud between the
Commissioner and Mr. Martindale—certainly not. But from the remark made to me two
years since by Mr. Martindale, coupled with the slovenly way in which Mr. Collett allowed
the works to be carried out, and then this letter coming on the top of all, I could draw no
other inference than that there was some collusion between Mr. Collett and Mr. Martindale.
2278. Can you give us the names of any persons whom you conceive it would be desirable to
call, under these circumstances ? I do not know anyone who can give thc Committee more
. information than they have at present, with the exception of Mr. Bayley. If that letter is
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existence I certainly do not see how it is to be explained away.
This is only my own
pr;vate opinion, and possibly Mr. Collett may be able to shew that be acted perfectly correct
in the matter, though I do not see how he can do so.
10 Dec,, 1861. 2279. What I wish to know is, whether yon are aware of any persons who can give the
Committee direct testimony on this subject? I am not aware of any.
2280. You stated, I think, that there were some faults in regard to the fencing material, and
the slabbing of the bridges; now will yon state all the faults that you have remarked in
reference to the management of the Northern Koad ? I am not certain whether I mentioned
it before, but one great fault I find is, that Mr. Martindale has been allowed to pitch the road
before the roadway has become properly consolidated ; that I regard as the most material
fault of all.
2281. Mr. Martindale has not yet given up the road to the Government? I believe not.
2282. As a matter of fact, it is not yet finished? It is not,
2283. Then do yon not consider that it would be premature to blame him until be has handed
tbe road over to the Government ? No doubt it would be, but then Mr. Cowper says it is
finished.
2284. Now do you not know, as a matter of fact, tbat it will not he finished for tlie next six
weeks? If more dispatch is not used tban has been, it will not be finished then.
2285. Do you not think it would have been better to have left this charge to stand over
until the road was finished and given up to the Government? No doubt it would have been;
but there are portions of the road that are looked upon as finished, whilst there are others
again, that have no metal on them and are nothing liko completed.
Still there are portions
that anyone would presume to he completed, that have been pitched and metalled, and that
have had the loam thrown on the metal to hind it, and it is from these that I judge.
2286. Does it not appear to you that by making these charges prematurely, as you have done,
you give the contractor an opportunity of making good any deficiencies there may be in his
work? That is right enough, but I do not see how this was to be obviated under the
circumstances.
2287. You have had some experience you say in work of this kind ?
Yes, for the last
twenty-three years.
2288. In road-making ? In that and at anything else in the shape of work. I have had to
work, and hard too, iu my time, and am a pretty good judge of work of this kind. I know,
too, what amount of work a man ought to do it a day.
I am considered a good
judge of these things in my district, and am Gfteu asked to act as umpire or referee by my
neighbours.
.
2289. I think you stated that one of these parties who had been appointed on the road had
been a sheep fanner ? Not a sheep farmer, but a sheep overseer. He was overseer to Mr.
Warland.
2290. And being a sheep overseer, it was not to be expected that he could know anything of
road-making ? I know tbat he does not, from what Mr. Collett himself said about him.* J
2291. You are a sheep farmer yourself, I believe? I am, but I know something of road
making as well as of sheep farming.
2292. Then the two occupations are not necessarily inconsistent ? No ; it does not follow
that they should be so.
2293. If the contract states that the slabs used shall be twelve inches wide, and that
in place of the slab of twelve inches, two slabs of six inches wide are used—would that, in
your opinion, bo an improvement ? I should consider tbat a moderately wide slab was
better than one too wide or too narrow.
2294. From your experience, can you pay which would be the best, the slab of twelve inches
wide, or those of six inches wide ? From my own experience, I certainly consider a
moderately wide slab to be the best.
2295. What do you call a moderately wide slab ? One of from six inches to eight inches
wide.
2296. Then if, according to the contract, the slabs were to be twelve inches wide, and if
instead of one twelve inches, two of six inches wide are used, there must necessarily he the
specified number of bolts used ? Of course, if one bolt is put in to each slab, and there is
double the number of slabs, there must be more thau the number of bolts.
2297. Do you know if this has been done in planking the roadways of the bridges ? I
believe so. I know they are fastened dawn, but whether this has been dene by bolts or not
I cannot say positively ; but I think I have sccnf them preparing the bolts.
2298. Have you sceu the contract under.which Mr. Martindale is executing his work ? I
have.
2299. Did you read it carefully ? I cannot say I did.
2300. Where did you see it ?' At my own place. It was shewn me by Mr. Quodling.
2301. You have no prejudice, I think you said, either in favour of Mr, Collett or Mr.
Quodling, or against either of them ? I have not; all that I wish is, to see the public
works properly carried out aud the public money properly expended.
2302. With reference to the fencing, you stated that it was very badly done, that the posts were
very light, and that if it had been done for you, you would not have passed it ? I would
not.
.
.
2303. What fencing do you refer to ? That on tbe Doughboy line.
2304 You said, I think, that there was about a mile of it ? I do not know tbe quantity,
but
iq

'*

Btvutd:—did

not, when he was first appointed road overseer, from actual observation,

t Mevited:—tho heads of spikes above tho slabs.
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but if I remember rightly, there is not a mile of it or anything like that quantity. The only
A. Loder,
Hollow ^ 1 '>°3erVed anj fenciQS was alonS by thc fitone coping of the bridge at the .Esq., J.P.

230o._ I understood you to say that the fencing was bad for a mile ? I could not have said 10 Doc.. 1861.
anything of thc sort, because there is nothing like a mile of it.
2306. How much do you think there is ? I should not think there was more than cightv
yards.
° J
2307. Is it on this side of the range ? No, on the other side of the range, going down tl!e
Doughboy Hollow Diversion,
° b 6
oano' m.nd ll'>W mach is tllero t 1 sbot,Id say D0t
than eighty or a hundred yards.
^ ll,e report of Mr. Hannington says that there arc only six panels i1 There is more
than that, . The stone bridge is a good length. If any person had been putting it up for
me, 1 certainly should not have approved of it or paid for it
2310. Does it answer the description of the specification, which says that thc timber shall be
sound iron-bark box, or red gum; that the posts shall not be less than eight feet long,
eight inches wide, and four inches thick ; the rails to be nine feet long, six inches wide, and
two inches thick ? They are not according to contract. They are eight inches on the back,
and they may be three inches thick, but there is not a post there that comes up to the four
inches; and besides that, they are all running off, being broader and thicker at one end
than at thc other. They have mortised thc broad end, and put thc smaller end into the
ground, so that the posts have no hold on the earth. That which is below the surface is so
slight that nobody would oven think of mortising them, even if they could do so.
2311. You speak from observation only, and not from actual measurement ? From observatiou ; but then my eye is pretty correct, from long and constant practice. I am sure of this,
ooio v arenot according to contract, as you explain the specification to be.
2312 You say that timber is not easily to be obtained at that spot f No, not without going
somo distance bank and up tlie mountain.
°
a31 m ^0UrSay tlla!' aome v.ory £0'',d niatcriaJ
io be had there—in what part is it pro
curable f I say that there is abundance of good material to be got by going higher up the
mountain and back from tho road; but it is not a very good place for timber. °
2314. I think you said that the great fault with the road was that it was too narrow ? Yes,
too narrow for the traffic.
oinr a° y0U rcf°r 40 the rjiTerP001 RanSe contract when you say this ? Yes, principally.
d o. Arc you aware that tbat was done under Mr. Bayley’s management, and that Mr.
Oollett has since widened it? I always understood Mr. Dayley to be Mr. Collett’s inferior
omcer—‘to be under bim and bis direction.
001 o’ ^r0WeT’er> tbe Doughboy Hollow line is wider and better ? Yes, it is.
ol8. Whereabouts was it that you saw the man at work repairing the road for which Mr
Martindale was getting £50 a month ? On the Liverpool Range.
2319. For how many miles was it that he got this £50 a month maintenance money ? I do
own if
eS-aCt d‘stancc> but ‘t 1'’as tbe extent of his original contract.
2320. Has he still got that contract for maintaining this piece of road ? I believe he has;
the same man is at work upon it still,
2321. Are you sure that it is £50 a month, or is it £50 a year ? I understood distinctly
that it was £jO a month ; bat it is very difficult to get information in regard to these matters ;
no very great publicity is given to them, especially to those contracts that arc not let by
public tender.
^-0° d° not 'Cn0w t^10 d'stance tbat be has contracted to maintain ? It is the length
of his original contract; it may bo about a mile and a half.
2323. May it not be a mere temporary arrangement? No, I understood that ho had wt it
permanently. It was pointed out to me that whilst he was getting £50 a month for mainL°ad’ bel,:a3 “''ploying only one man on it, and was expending only £8 a month.
. 'as be expending £50 a month over the whole contract in maintaining it in good
condition after it was completed ? According to my observation, be was not spending more
than £3 a month. I never saw more than two men at work on it—one man being employed
only occasionally, tut Mr. Martindale had a contract independent of this, somewhere about
where the pipe-clay stuff was put on the road, just about Drodic’s stone-quarry. He pointed
it out to me as what he had got the £700 for.*
2325. You say that you had found it difficult to obtain information—to whom did you apply
for it? To all those persons whom I considered most likely to give it me.
2326. Did you apply to the road overseers? I did
2327. Did you ask Mr. Williams? No.
2328. Or Mr. Brown ? No ; I do not know him ; I have never spoken to him since he has
been appointed.
2329 Can you say who refused to give you the information you asked for ? I did not say
that I was refused information, but I have asked it from Mr. Quodling and from parties in
oooftU^pi
and
Sa^
l’bey could not give me the information I required.
23o0. TIte overseers in the pay of the Government have not refused to give you information ?
No, certainly not. The only one I could have asked would have been Mr. Brown, and I did
not ask him on account of not knowing him.
2331. With reference to thc pipe-clay piece, how do you know it cost £700? Mr. Martindale told me be got £700 for additional Tvork on it,
2332. Is that also on the Liverpool Range ? It is.
2333. And on that part of the road which you believe to be under Mr. Collett? Yes.
2334,
Note (an revision):—I did not so state it.
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2334. Is tbat where they shut up thc road with a fence ? Yes, they put-up a few panels of
f01lce across it and so olosed the whole line, because as the road was fenced in on one side , the
traffic had to pass round by the old line.
_

10 Dec., 1861. 2335. What was this for ?

To prevent thc traffic from cutting up the road.

2336. Was this when the line was out of the contractor’s bands—after it had been given up
to tho Government? I cannot say that it was so, though it was after it had been open to
the public traffic.
...
,
i .
■ j
u
2337. By Mr. Dalgleish : Are you supposed to know what is in other people s minds when
'they take it into their heads to'shut up roads—do they put up any placard or notice stating
the reason why they have done so ? No.
. ,
i *t
2338. Then you have no means of knowing what it was done for ? JNo, only from what 1
observed of the state of the road from the traffic on it.
_
2339 By Mr Dkh: Was it immediately after a heavy fall of rain, or a continuance of wet
weather, that the road was closed? No; after a little fall of rain. The panel was taken
down and the public were travelling on it when the very wet weather set in.
2340. Where did the traffic go when the road was shut up ? Down the old line.
_
2341. It was better than the new road, I believe, at that time ? The public preferred it.
2342. That was a very good reason then for their taking it ? It may have been.
2343. Was that the reason why they took it? Yes, because it was a work of very great
labour to get up the new line, from the bad way in which tbe road had been constructed.
2344. Was this the place where you observed the man putting down great lumps of stone .
Yes. He was following along the dray tracks, and throwiog down large lumps of stone to
fill up the ruts that the drays had made.
2345. Did you report this to the officer in charge of the works ? I did not.
2346. Is it not a very strange thing that you should have forgotten to do so, when you saw
a man taking the Government money and performing work in this manner ? I can only say
that I did not do so.
*
t. *! • v t
2347. You have spoken about protection to the water-boxes—what do you mean by this. A
mean that the water-boxes for carrying off the water from the drains and under the bridges
or culverts have nothing to protect the mouth of the water-boxes or openings. Ot course it
is a matter of opinion what that protection should he, but the consequence of there being no
protection at all is that tiie sides fall in, and that this, with thc earth that is washed into
them by the heavy rains, soon chokes them up, and then the water, instead of passing away
by thc culvert, collects until it breaks over the roadway, washing away thc metal and
destroying the made road.
,
.
2348. What ought there, in your opinion, to be, to prevent this? The Government engineer
should he the best person to give an opinion upon that point.
. . . . ,
2349. Are you able to form any opinion as to what ought to be done 7 1 certainly ttnnli
that the mischief should be obviated as soon as possible. No doubt a little masonry at the
mouth of the water-boxes would be an improvement. And whilst I ain on this subject, I
may remark that there requires to be some protection at the spot where the water makes its
exit; because the fall of the large body of water that often comes down soon makes holes, and
by and by you will have tbese undermining the bridges.
v r
2350. Can you say how much has been already expended upon bridges on this line ( 1
2351. Who told you that £50 a month was paid to Mr. Martindale for maintaining the line ?
The man employed by him to work on it,
....
,
-n
i,i,n
2352. How is the road maintained—that part which is completed, from the Doughboy
Hollow? It is let out on contract in different lengths. There are some men employed at
■ different places, called maintenance men; but there are a number of small contracts on the
2353. Then it is kept in order by a number of small contractors ? No; the small con
tractors I speak of are making it; at the Willow Tree, for instance, and at Kangaroo Hat,
and all along the road.
. , , T a
2354. By Mr. Moskings : You do not know the amount of those small contracts t L do not.
2355. Nor yet bow many there are of them? No.
,
2356. By Mr. Dick: With reference to the other contracts, do you think they have been
well carried out ? All the bridges are well done. The small bridge at kangaroo Flat is a
very good and substantial one. The bridge at Tamworth I have not seen since it ban been
mi^What is the length of tbe road from Armidale to Maitland ?

The distance from

Armidale to Tamworth is 75 miles; then between 60 and 70 miles from Tamworth to
Murrurundi; altogether, in round numbers, it is about 250 miles from Armidale to Mait2358. And out of the whole of this length of 250 miles, do you object only to tbe construc
tion of two bridges ? No; I object to most of the gravelling that has been done on the
road from Singleton upwards. With regard to the bridges, I never found faalt wl^h ‘“f
wood-work of many of them, except that I drew attention to the platform of the Arnold
Bridge being of white gum.
, , , ,
j j
„ „„„
2359 You said, I think, that you did not know how much tad been expended, or was now
voted for the construction of bridges on the whole of this line ? Since when, may I as ,
because your question refers to a very indefinite period ?
2360. Say, daring the last year ? I do not know.
2362
2361. Do you know a man named Fox ? I do.
'
Intcrttd on revision .-—and a steep bank or cutting on the other.
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2362. What was he when you first knew him? A clerk in a produce store.
A. Loder,
2363. lie was a contractor, I believe ? Yes.
Esq., J.P.
2oG4. What character does he bear ? I have always considered him to be a very quiet,
harmless man j he is generally thought to be so.
10 Dec., 18G1.
2335. Is be a man in whom dcpeudunco can be placed, or one that would not be likely to
write anything but the truth ? I know nothing of him, either for or against him : and as
1 believe every man to be an honest man until the contrary is proved against him, I must
presume that he is an honest man ; I have no reason to believe the reverse of him
2366. Do you know anything of Mr. Quodling's private obaraeter ? Nothing beyond what
I have observed daring the last two mouths since I have known him.
2367. Do you know anything about his private habits? I believe he is a very steadv
young man.
^
J
2368. And has always been so ? I have no reason to suppose to the contrary.
2360 Have you over heard him accused of drinking to excess ? I have never known even
the shadow of a suspicion against him in this respect; and before I was introduced to him
l have repeatedly seen him up and down the road, and have never seen him otherwise than
steady and diligent in the performance of his duty.
2370. Is ho temperate in bis style of address to the men ? I cannot say: I have had no
opportunities of judging.
2371. Can you give the Committee any further information tending to prove that there has
been a regular loose and discreditable system of management carried on since Mr. Collett
has been in office ? I should fancy that this would best be proved by the production of
official documents.
2372. Can yon give the Committee any information on the subject ? Nothine beyond what
X have already stated.
J
2373. By Mr. Danyar: Has Mr. Fox now loft Murrurundi? I have not seen him for a
long time.
2374._ For months or for years past ? I cannot exactly say how long; hut the last time I
saw him he told me be had a contract half-way up Warland’s HangCj between the crossingplace and the top of the range.
b
2375. Do you know any panics of the name of Hill in Murrurundi ? I did.
2376. They make themselves very busy in elections ? They did.
'
£he>r hnvo ]ately ^eCD appointed to siluatlons under Government ? I cannot say.
^ou reeo**ect the German—you have spoken about him already ? Yes.
2379. Do you recollect bis being employed under Mr. Newcomen ? I do not,'
Hifwas^5 n0t Mr’ Newc0IIlcn the superintendent previous to Mr. Quodling taking charge?
2381. Do you know the reason why he resigned? I do.
2382 What was it ? It was stated that he kept stores on the road, and that he made the
men deal with him. It was said, too, that if the men did not get their supplies from him
they were very soon dismissed from the work.
2383 Have you heard of men being dismissed for not taking flour from his store? I have
heard so.
2384. And for not taking tea and sugar ? Yes, it has been said so.
2385. And be was allowed to employ his horse and bullock teams on the road in the service
of the Government? I have heard it so said, and I believe he did.
[.Here

Mr. Forsier vacated the Chair, and it was taken ly Mr. Hoskins.']

2386. Has not Mr. Quodling's competence for the office of road superintendent been confessed
on all hands—do you not believe that he is a superintendent equal, in all respects, to Mr.
Newcomen r 1 should ^ay that he was much superior,
2387. Do you approve of appointing superintendents from the list of the road overseers ? If
they are deserving men, certainly I do. I should say that was the very best plan to be
followed, if they are deserving men.
r
2388. Arc you aware that Mr. Newcomen was a certain time on trial before his appointment
as road superintendent was confirmed? I cannot say that I was aware of it; but, following
out this question, I may state that this is one of the objections I have to the present system of
road nianagcmeat—gentlemen are appointed and pat into these situations without having
the least practical acquaintance with the work they have to superintend. Now, I think that
if labouring men even were selected it would really be better than having such persons as
now fill these offices, because they would, at all events, have some practical experience of the
work they had to look after.
2389. Would the road overseers be able to act as road engineers ? Not unless they were
trained to it.
J
2390. Have not persons tendered for works for less sums than Mr. Miller or Mr Martindale
and yet not got the contract ? I do not know that such has been the case.
’
’
2391. Have not contracts been given to persons without their tendering for them at all ?
I have heard that such a thing has been done.
’
2392. Have you ever seen the scale of prices for work allotted to different parties: so much
for making, so much for forming, so much for ballasting, and so much for cutting and
for draining—the scale as directed by the department? No; I have not.
b
2393. Do you recollect the Murrurundi toll bouse and gate being let without tender? I do
oqoj rnf” n1 at it; ^ te£m let withciut tender, but I do not know who was the contractor.
2394. This German that you speak of, is he the man who lives out near Paddy Cummins’ ?
1 believe not; he was living at Murrurundi,
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2395. Are you aware that Mr. Martindale sub-lets some of his contracts to Mr. Greer ? Tea,
bo Greer told me ; he said he had taken part of Martindale’s contract
_
2396. How long was Mr. Debenham pegging out the Doughboy Hollow line? That I
10 Doc., 1861. cannot say.
*
2397. Mr. Thomas Miller has gone to Europe, I believe ? Yes, so I understand.
2398. Has Mr. Greer-any contract in Murrurundi ? No; he has one at the Willow Tree;
ho is blasting and quarrying stone there.
2399. Have yon heard whether contracts that havo been tendered for have been taken at a
large sum less than the specifications from the office, which other contractors have tendered
for? I do not understand the question.
_
2400. By Mr. Lucas: With reference to this German-who told you that Mr. Martindale
was receiving £50 a-month for keeping up a certain part of the road in repair, what piece of
road was it that he referred to ? The piece known as Martindale s contract, and
extending down from the Liverpool Range Gap in the direction of Murrurundi; a distance
probably of a mile and a half.
2101. Was that the piece of road which Mr. Martindale had had the contract for completing?
'
It was.
2402. Do you know that a difference of some 30 or 40 per cent, can be made by tbe manner
in which the work of a contract is performed ? Yes; I know that a very large sum can be
made, varying of course according to the extent of the contract.^
.
2403. Do you suppose that if contractors had known the way in which the work was to be
performed, and that shale instead of metal was to be put upon the road, that they would not
have tendered for very much less than they did ? I do.
^
_
2404. You say that you do not blame the contractor for doing the work in this slovenly
manner? No; I do not blame him for not doing it better when he found that it would be
_
passed as it was,
2405. Whom then do you blame? The person who overlooks him, and the head of the
department, who passe; the work; I myself blame Mr. Collett; in this I may be wrong, as
the blame may rest somewhere else; but I look upon him as the head of the department..
2406. Some of the earth-work from the cuttings on his contract'hare been tipped over into
the creek ? Yes; the earth from the large cutting.
2407. And this has had the effect of filling up the watercourse? Yes; it has stopped the
course of the creek.
_
2408. Will it necessitate the cutting of a new watercourse ? It will do so before long, but
has not yet.
2409. Havo you heard whether it is proposed to cut a new watercourse ? Yes; I did hear
that it was intended.
•
.
T
. '
2410. Did you hear the price at which it was to be done ? I did hear* but I forget what it
Ai Letter,
Estj.j J-P.

A

/

■
\

■

'.2411. Was it the usual price paid for work of that kind in the neighbourhood ? I was told
not.
_
2412. It is not commenced yet ? I passed there this day week, but I could not observe
whether they had commenced it or not.
2413. Have you seen the contract and specification for the works on the Arnold Bridge
contract ? I have not.
.
_
2414. I think you say that you do not of your own knowledge know that white gum has
been used for the flooring of the bridge ? I do not; but I may say that Mr. W, Martyn,
J.P., told me this day week, when I was in Murrurundi", that he could prove unmistakably
that the flooring was of white gum,
_
2415. It does not require much experience for a person to know when a road is well made,
particularly when he has been in the habit of travelling during 20 or 30 years of his life ?
No; it does not require much experience, but it requires a certain amount of knowledge of
the subject to enable a man to point out the defects that exist.
2416. Will you look at this specification. {Specification of Mr. Martindale s contract
handed to icitness) ? If .you turn to the metalling clause, you will see that the roadway is to
be metalled for a width of 18 feet; and that the metal is to he laid to a depth of 9 inches
in the centre, and 6 inches at the side of the road.
.
.
_
2417. Is the road, as far as you have observed, in accordance with this clause of the specifi
cation ? No; I have already said that I did not think the metalled width to he more than
13 feet, and therefore there is not the 18 feet of metalled surface. There is nothing like 9
inches of broken metal on tbe centre, nor of 6 inches on the side of the roadway. Tbe metal,
used is not the best and hardest that is to be obtained, for instead of being blue-stone, it is
only common basalt. The metal is not broken to a 2D inch gauge, nor anything like it by a
long way; and as to the metalled surface being 18 feet wide, I feel quite convinced about
that; it is nothing of the kind. I set it down at 13 feet, and my eye seldom deceives me; I
am too much accustomed to these measurements.
2418. Then you say that there is not 9 inches of metal on the centre and 6 inches at
the side? No, nor nothing of the sort. The metal is not there; and anyone could see
that it is not.
2419. The metal is to be spread in two layers of equal thickness, the first to be well consolidated
before the second is spread. The metal to be broken on the road-side, and left in heaps to
be measured by the Superintendcut. The first layer must be spread on the road before the
second layer is begun to bo broken. Now, bas all this been done ? This I cannot say
anything about.
2420. The other portions of the road are to be ballasted and spread with good clean ridge or
river gravel ? I saw no ridge or river gravel spread upon the road.
[Mere Mr. Hoskins vacated the Chair, and Mr. Forster resumed ft.]

2421.
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2421, Will you look at the section of the specification which refers to the slopes? Yes I A. Loilnr,
have it.
r
*
Esq., J.P.
2422 Are the edges of the embankments hand-packed? I did not notice that the ed^es of
the slopes were; but the pitching was hand-pucked.
°
10 Dec., 1861.
2423. The contract specifies that all slopes where through rocks, are to have a fall of six
inches to the foot and where of earth, of a foot to a foot. Banks to be as shewn on the
cross sections, and where no cross sections are shewn, to be U to one. Where slopes are
shewn steeper than this, the best rubble from the cuttings is to be selected to face the
outside, where it is- to be carefully hand-packed ? In travelling up and down the road, I
oaoa ntTe£.a<;en any hand-packing on the edges of the embankments.
I said r11* ^°U Sa^ tkat ^°U C0U^ not £lvc an 0pinion in regard to the masonry ? Yes,
2425. The specification provides that all the roots and stumps on the line of road are to be
eradicated, and that the holes left are to be filled up with gravel—has that been done ? No
^Pshave been eradicated, except for the width that I have already spoken of.
‘
regard to the width of the cuttings, are they thirty feet wide, as required by
the specification . _ That I cannot say. It would require careful calculation and measure
ment to decide this, whereas I have only noticed them as I rode over the road, and measured
them with my eye.
^42;- T(?u baye sPoken of
pipe-clay that was laid on one part of the road—do you know
Ia,te Commissioner of Roads condemned this pipe-clay or bad gravel ? Yes, I do.
* I j ADd ^ lt afterwan3s Passed by the present Commissioner of Roads? Mr. Bay lev
stated to me that it was so. He told me that Mr. Collett passed it, and that his objection was
not taken notice of.
2429. Mr. Bayley objected to it ? He did.
2430. And yet it was passed by Mr. Collett ? Yes ; so Mr. Bayley told me.
-431. How long was that ago ? I cannot exactly say; but it was immediately subsequent
to Mr Bennett s leaving the Colony. This, however, I am not very clear about, though I
o/on t ^
^^
found that I am correct in saying so,
2432, Is that part of the road being now remade, or undergoing repair? No t I saw nothing
. einS
there, except a little trifling repairs. There is some more pitching being done
immediately below it, towards Murrurundi.
e
&
2433; J3S Mr. Hoskins : You stated, in reply to Mr. Dick, that you were asked to contribute
to this testimonial, and that you said emphatically that it was of no.use for them to ask
you; may I inquire why you stated that it was of no use ? I have my own opinions about
matters of this kmd^ When persons are in the receipt of a good salary, and when they only
do the duty for which they are well paid by the country, I.see no possible occasion for
getting up testimonials; neither am I favourable to getting up dinners to persons who can
well afford to pay for them out of their own pockets; I would much rather give a dinner.to
somebody who wanted one, and could not afford to pay for it. Besides, I did not think Mr.'
Collett entitled to a testimonial; that was the main reason.
2434, Will you state why you did not consider him entitled to a testimonial ? I have
already stated the reason. That ho was not sufficiently strict with the contractors, and the
other persons who were under him.
2435. I am not quite clear about these excavations. You have read the specification in
regard to them, and now can you tell me whether you believe that there is any portion of
them 24 feet wide ? I have stepped it at several points, and I have made it about 13 feet.
In no portion is it 24 feet wide.
I436'
^ in D0 pa^ js tho
of. the cuUinS 111010 tlian
feet ? I am speaking of
the metalled portion of the road; that is what I understand when I speak of tbe roadway.
When the metal is laid, it is packed on each side with large stones to keep it up, so that
there is a portion on each side—say about six inches—exposed and wi th no metal on Taking
from one edge of this exposed surface to the other, I reckon it to be only 13 feet wide.
2437 But, from the water-table on one side of the road to that on the opposite side, what
should you say was the width ? There is a clear space on each side, from the packing at the
vdgC of,.,the
the water-table, of, I should think, about 2 feet; so that there would
be a width of 18 feet from one water-table to the other.
'
24f: 1You are sorc there are not 24 feet? Well, possibly it may be 20 feet across, hut
certainly it is not more.
’
? p0rti0n
tLelr0ad ? At wliat we cal1 lhe bis cutti«g it is wider than that,
ol, i ^ you consider a better width ? Yes; it struck me as being a good width
2441. It did not strike you as being too narrow ? No, not at all. It is wider there than at
any other place.
2442- )Vbat is tho average height of the embankments ? I cannot say.
2443. Is there room for two bullock drays to pass each other comfortably on the road? I
™ 001' and tbat 15 tbe main reason that 1 consider the roads to be so objectionable
2444. And the effect of two bullock teams meeting on these embankments would be, that
one would be crowded off, and would be tumbled down over the embankment into the gully
below ? I apprehend very great difficulty in the case of teams passing each other. Unless
the bullocks are exceedingly tractable, accidents are sure to occur
244f
bVllack toamJ3 or°wded off this embankment, what depth would it fall before it
reached the bottom ? I do not so much apprehend any difficulty about this embankment:
but, in other places, there would be very great difficulty for two teams to pass each other f
noticed, os I was coming down by the mail, that as we came up the bullock drays were
forced to pull off the metalled road to let us pass, and the moment they did so their drays
sank m the soft shale that composes the road: In no portion is there room for two vehicles
to pass each other on the metalled roadway.
2446
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A. Loiter, 2446. And in consequence of tbe drays being forced to turn off the metalled road, the
Esq,, J.P. •tfater-tables and drains are completely cut up and destroyed ? Yes.
2447. Then, of course, in the construction of tbe roadway, tbe terms of the specification have
10 Dec., 18G1. not been complied with, since it should have been 30 feet wide in some places and 24 feet in
others ? Tbat can be easily ascertained by actual measurement; but I am sure tbat they
are not tbat width. To shew how narrow the road is, I noticed, at that very spot to which
Mr. Martindale drew my attention, a little episode which I may perhaps be permitted to
mention to the Committee
Whilst I was passing, a bullock driver bud got possession of
the centre of the road with his dray, when a horse team came along the road, and finding
it impossible to pass, the driver asked the other man to draw off a bit. Alter a good
deal of strong language had been used on both sides, the driver of tbe horse team asked the
other man to draw his leading bullocks off the road a bit, so tbat be might nave a chance
of passing. Tbe bullock driver consented; but the moment be turned his bullocks off the
metalled road they went up to their bellies in tbe soft shale at the road side. Ilns brought
on another storm of words, and the men were very nearly coming to fisticuffs as 1 passed on.
But it is not here only, for the roads are not sufficiently wide through the whole district.
2448. But if they had been 24 feet wide, that would have been amply sufficient to have
allowed two teams to pass eaeh other ? Yes, amply.
,
.
,2449. That width of roadway has not been provided? No; and what I call the roadway is
the metalled portion of the road; tbat is what I would wish to bo understood as referring
to, when I speak of the roadway.
,
2450. The roadway, you say, is wider at this big cutting? Yes, it has that appearance,
but they have not finished it yet. I observed them at work cutting out from it wficn l last
2^51. Bo you know that a good portion of this roadway is not cut out of the solid ground, but
tbat it is made ground? Yes; a great deal of it is made ground—made from the material
pitched over from the cuttings.
i •„
2452. You have told the Committee your opinion of Mr. Collett m a very plain and
outspoken manner, therefore I may perhaps be permitted to ask you whether it has not boon
a common topic of conversation, and a common cause of astonishment, that Mr. Lollett
should have, in so short a time, acquired so large an amount of property in the Tiorthern
District? X must say that it has.
. o- 1 , v t j
2453. Is be not considered to be one of tho largest land owners in Singleton f i do not
know; but I remember seeing a report of a meeting held in Singleton some time back,
when they were thinking of having a municipality there. Mr. Collett was present at that
meeting, and is reported to have said, that he was favourable to the object of the meeting,
though he would be the most heavily taxed of anyone present.
.,■■»*
j- '
2454. Can you give us any idea of the amount of money laid out in contracts m Murrurundi
during the last three or four years ? No ; I only took an interest m the larger works tho
bridge, the Liverpool Ttange, and the Doughboy Diversion; but there have been a very
large number of small contracts tbat I have scarcely noticed.
1- 9 t j
2455. Do you know the road between Warland’s Ranges and Murrurundi.
0
2456. Do you know what has been expended there ? I have heard Mr. Collett express an
opinion about that road; but it was not done by contract work.
,
2457. What was done there ? They gravelled the whole road over the range, a distance of
about three or four miles.
..
, , T,
,
j ,1. ,
2458. Do you know what amount has been expended over this work ? I have heard that it
cost £4,000 or £5,000; but of course I do not speak with any authority on this point.
2459. Can you say whether that amount has been judiciously expendedf JNo;
,0 n
It cost too much in the first place, and in the next place, a much better piece of rood could
have been made for tho money. Now, it is very much too narrow—the common complaint
with all our roads. However, all these particulars could be got at by returns Irom the
office of tho Commissioner for Roads.
.
.
j ,■
2460. Did Mr. Quodling ever tell you that he could not continue to perform his duties
with satisfaction to himself at the Doughboy Diversion, because of the very unsatisfactory
way in which Mr. Martindale was carrying out the work ? He told me that the nnsatisfactory way in which Mr. Martindale carried out his contract had led o a STea Cfl »
unpleasantness; that he had made certain representations to Mr. Collett, in regard to the
work, and yet that Mr. Collett had passed it.
„
v
^r,
2461. He told you that he had represented the matter to Mr. Collett? Yes, andthat Mr.
Collett had entirely disregarded his representations.
,
. .
2462. Did he make any other statement to you ? Yes, ho made many similar complaints.
2463. Did he state upon another occasion that bis objections bad been explained away,
personally, to Mr, Collett, by Mr. Martindale ? He did.
,
*
2464. Did you ever bear tbe contractor, Mr. Martindale, make any personal explana.ion m
your presence, in reference to Mr. Quodling’s objection to his manner of carrying on is
2465ri think you said that Mr. Martindale is performing another contract on another por
tion of the Liverpool Range ? Yes, that is recently.
,
,.
r
2466. What is the nature of it ? He is pitching a piece of road ; and on this matter I was
surprised that it was not taken up by Mr. Williams, for tl.e public were driven off the road
for nearly two months. Trees were put across the road to prevent the traffic coming o
,
and there it was left for two months, whilst Mr. Martindale was away performing a con
tract upon New England, somewhere.
,.
. ,
_ tl,„
2467. Whereabouts is this piece of road ? About two miles from bis other contract, on the
top of tbe range.

*

2468
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2468. Do you know if Mr. Collett authorized these works to be carried out? I cannot say.
2469. What is the extent of the contract ? The length ?
2470. Yes; what distance does it extend ? About. 100 yards.
2471. Was it let by public tender ? No; I never heard of any tender having been called
for.
2472. Who designed or laid out the old road over the Liverpool Kange ? The first pioneers
of that part of the country. They went over that line when they first penetrated into the
■country beyond the range, and it has been in use ever since.
2476. Do you know the improved road that has been made by the side of Murrurundi, and
to the right of tho new line? That is the old line of road I speak of.
24(4. I do not mean the original Doughboy Hoad ? There are only two roads going up the
range ; one is the old line, made by the first settlers who crossed tbe range, and which has
been in existence for the last thirty-five years; tho other is of recent date, having been
made within these last few years, and has the name of Bennett's piece of road.
2475. Has not a good deal of money been laid out upon the old road ? Yes, a good deal.
2476. How long ago? It must have been some time back, because the Bench at Murrurundi
had the laying of it out. Afterwards, however, some of the money was spent under Mr.
Collett’s superintendence.
2477. About how long was it ? Perhaps about five or six years ago.
2478. Was there not money laid out there so recently as three or four years ago ? Yes, I
think it was about that time that some money was laid out upon that range. I recollect
having some conversation with Mr. Collett upon the subject, and at that time he and I seemed
to be very much of one opinion, and that was, that it was a pity to take up the new line
after so much money had been spent upon the old one, and when such a small additional sum
would put it in good order.
2479. Did he say how much was expended on the old line ? I do not remember whether
he said how much, but most probably he did. I cannot now call tho amount to mind, but
it could not have been less than £1,000. I think, however, that it must have been more
than that. The Murrurundi Bench expended £400, and with the money placed at Mr.
Collett’s disposal there must have been quite £1,500 spent there from first to last. I think
it was a pity that the new line was carried out at all, for even if the old line had been made
and metalled, it would not have cost more than the now one, and would have been a better
road.*
2480. Did Mr. Collett ever visit the works at the time when the German was filling up the
dray rucks with large stones iu the way you have described? No; I never heard of his
doing so.
2481. You have never heard tbat Mr. Quodling was addicted to intemperance ? No, I
never heard anything at all said against Mr. Quodling, and never knew that there was even
the shadow of a suspicion cast upon him on the point of intemperance, and I was therefore
very much surprised when Mr. Dick put such a question to me as he did.
2482. With reference to the persons named Hill that have been spoken about—what appoint
ments were given to them? He first went down to Shoalhaven, to collect specimens of wood
for transmission to England for the Great Exhibition ; since then I believe he bas got an
appointment either on the Southern or Western Road; but I may say about Mr. Hill, that
wc never had a road overseer like him in the district, either before or since.
2483. As a competent overseer ? Yes, of course that is what I mean.
2484. Do you think, as a general rule, that it is the custom in the Roads Department to
place in the situation of road overseers persons who havo had no experience whatever in roadmuking ? I think that since Mr. Hill has left we have never had a thoroughly experienced
road overseer appointed in our district.
2485. Do you know who appoints these road overseers ? I have always understood that Mr.
Collett has the appointment. Mr. Hanuington told me he received his appointment from
Collett, so that I presume the others would do so also.
2486. Do you know the nature and extent of Greer’s contract on the road near the Willow
Tree ? Mr. Martindale has that contract, and sub-lets it to Greer.
2487. Mr. Greer has a contract at Mciriwa ? Yes; but that also he takes from Mr. Mar
tindale, who is the contractor with the Government.
2488. What is the nature of tho work that Mr. Greer is executing at the Willow Tree ?
There is a stony hill there, and they are quarrying and blasting in order to make a road np
the hill.
2489. Is it an extensive work ? Yes, passably so.
2490. How many men does he keep employed there ? About six or eight.
2491. Was that contract let to Mr. Martindale by tender ? I cannot say.
2492. How many yards of the Doughboy Creek do you think have been filled up by the
earth tilted into it from the cuttings ? I should say that there cannot he less than 60 or
80 yards filled up in this way.
2493. And you say that no person is at present employed to out a new channel for the
water ? I saw no evidence of it when I last passed there. I looked down as I rode along,
but. saw nothing doing, whereas if there had been I must have seen it.
2494. Do you know the price that Greer is getting for his work from Mr. Martindale ? I
do not.
2495. You cannot say then, whether it at all approaches the amount that Mr. Martindale
himself receives from the Government ? No, I cannot.
2496.
* Note (on rsiasion)I stated that half of the money spent on the new line would have made a
a good road of the old, although the gradient would not havo hcen so easy.
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2496. By Mr. T. Garnett: In the first part of your evidence you related a conversation that
had taken place between you and Jlr. Martindale whilst on the road, in which conversation
the name of Mr. Miller was introduced ? I did.
■ 10 Dec., 1SG1. 2497. And Mr. Martindale said then, that Mr. Collett and Mr. Miller understood eaeh other ?
Yes, that was what Mr. Martindale said.
2498. In another part of your evidence, in speaking of the testimonial that was being got up
by tbe contractors, you used the words " I think be deserved it at their hands’* f I did.
2499. What did you mean by that ? I meant what I have stated more than once in the
course of this examination, that Mr. Collett was not sufficiently strict with the contractors,
in making them carry out their works in accordance with their contracts. He allowed the
work to be done in the most slovenly manner j whilst- there was neither the quantity of work
or of material tbat the Government ought to have had for the money they paid for it. It was
for this reason—for the favouritism shewn them—that ! made the remark that he deserved
the testimonial at their hands.
2500. Do you wish the Committee to believe tbat this conduct of Mr. Collett arose from his
inefficiency as an officer, or from some other and more discreditable notice on his part ? It
arose from either the one or the other.
2501. But from which ? Why, either would be equally fatal to Mr. Collett’s character as
a public officer.
2502. Which do you think it is ? I have already fully explained my view—that, taking
the conversation of Mr. Martindale in reference to Mr. Miller, in conjunction with the
favouritism shewn to himself, and the memorandum said to he in Mr. Collett’s handwriting, I
could only come to the conclusion that some more discreditable motive than mere inefficiency
was at tbe bottom of Mr. Collett’s conduot.
•
2503. You are not in the possession of any facts by which to fix him with this charge ? I
am not.
_
_
2504. Then you refer his conduct either to a want of knowledge of the duties of his office, or
to corruption ? Yes ; to one or the other. But then, from the facts of the conversation, in
conjunction with the loose way in which Mr. Martindale in particular is allowed to perform
his contracts, and this letter that has been produced, I am afraid that there is some truth in
the report current, that Mr. Collett gets a per centage on Mr. Martindale’s contracts.
2505. What grounds have you for this belief ? I have just stated them—that these facts,
together with this letter, are such, that the inference I draw from them is not an unfair one.
2506. But leaving out these, have you any other grounds of suspicion 1 I have no other
source from which to obtain such grounds, unless indeed Mr. Bayley was examined. He
appears to mo to be the only person who is at all likely to throw any light upon the matter.
Here is the fact before us, tbat Mr. Collett goes out of his way as a public officer, to put a
contract into Mr. Martindale’s hands. Surely there are grounds of suspicion in this very
fact.
2507. Mr. Martindale got a contract for £6,300 ? Yes.
2508. And extra work being required, the amount was increased to £7,000. That is
exactly the ease.
2509. And you think that is corruption in Mr. Collett ? No, not what you have stated ;
but the corruption.lies in this—that a letter is written in Mr. Collett’s own handwriting, as
proved by Mr.' Bayley’s memorandum, recommending Mr.. Martindale to apply for this extra
work at a particular price, and tbat this application should have to be sent in to Mr. Collett
for his approval.
2510. But Mr. Martindale having the contract for the original work, would be likely to have
tbe preference for tbe extra work ? That may be ; but when we find a public officer in Mr.
Collett’s position going out of his way for any contractor, it was not by any means an unfair
.inference to draw,-to say that he had some interest in so doing.
2511. Do you know the circumstances which led.to this memorandum being put on the back
of the letter by Mr. Bayley ? I do not..
_ _
_
. 2512. Have you noticed the date of the paper ? No, only that I see it is dated some time
2513. Is it not usual—supposing that extra work is found necessary, in order to finish a
contract in a proper way—is it unusual to give such additional work to the person holding
the contract, at a fixed price ? I fancy that if additional works were required, the proper
way would be to let the matter go through the regular official form, instead of the head of
the department going out of his way to write to the contractor, telling him for what amount
to tender for the work.
2514. Do you not know that it is necessary for the officers of the department to examine the
works as they are in course of progress, and that upon such examination, other work not
specified in the contract is often found necessary ? If Mr. Collett examined the works, and
so found other works necessary, he must have done so before he left Sydney, for this letter
was written before he arrived at Murrurundi to inspect tbe line; but if it were done after
. inspection, why could it not have been done regularly ? His clerk might have written the
letter from tbe office of the department in the usual way, and then an application
could have gone in ; instead of which, Mr. Collett writes to Mr. Bayley, and Mr.
Bayley sends a copy of the letter to Mr. Collett.
2515- As a matter of fact, I believe there are extra works required beyond those in the
. original contract ? There are.
_
2516. Supposing them to be required, would the works be complete without them ? That
I am not prepared to say ; but this is a fair inference to draw—that when plans and specifi
cations are drawn out it is to be assumed that if the officer is efficient they will contain in
them all that is necessary for the work; and then this further work coming on the top of
them
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them gives rise to the idea, either that there is ioefficiency or something worse j but it has A. Loder,
always been a matter of surprise to me that there never is anything reliable in tbe plans and EsT. J.P.
specifications, for they are always exceeded when the work comes to be executed.
2517. It is usual then, to exceed the original contract f It seems so.
10 Dec., 1861.
otio"
Chairman: T)o you know one Henry Howard, of Lochinvar ? I do not.
2519. There was a question put to you by Mr. Dick, which seemed to imply that you hfwl
uau
come here to give evidence in consequence of some collusion between you and other parties.
May I ask you what your motive was in coming before this Committee—was it solely from
a regard for the public interest, or was it with a desire to injure or denounce anyone ? It
certainly was not with the latter object.
2520. Have you conm expressly to give evidence in favour of Mr. Quodling, or expressly to
make out a charge against Mr. Collett P I never had the slightest idea of anything of the
kind. It is my regard for tho public interest that has alone induced me to come forward in a
matter that cannot be anything but exceedingly unpleasant,
2521. And that is your only object? That I am satisfied is the only object I have in view.
I have long felt that there was something radically wrong in the management of the Roads
Department, and, as I before said, if I had remained in the Assembly I should have brought
the matter forward, and have obtained a Committee of inquiry to see into tho general
management of the roads.
°
2522. You never had any quarrel with Mr. Collett ? Not at all; on the contrary, we havo
always been on the best terms together
2523. And you owe him no ill-will ? Not the slightest
2524. Nor are you particularly inclined to favour Mr. Quodling ? I am not: I only desire
fairly to speak the truth as to what I know
2525. By Mr. Garrett: With regard to the £700 ooutract of Mr. Martindale on the
okoAw RailSe' ,are y°° aware whether that was let without tender ? I believe it was.
2526. But you think tbe extra work was necessary ? Mr. Martindale told me the extra work
was necessary, as that specified in tbe contract was not sufficient to complete the road as it
should be.
2527. Do you know if this mode of letting without calling for public tenders is contrary
oroo ^ 0a al“ doWn
tlie DePa:rtnQent for managing the roads ? I do not.
2j28. Do you know what their rule is ? I do not.
2529. Who were tho parties who originated the testimonial that you havo referred to ?
oKorie re t irC° ^em—‘"r' Mart'nda'e/ Mr- Greer, and Mr. Clements.
2530: Mr. Martindale was a contractor at that time ? He had just completed his Liverpool
Range contract at that time, for £2,200, or something of that sort, and Mr. Collett was
coming up to inspect it.
2531. Was Mr. Clements also a contractor ? Yes; he told me that be had contracts, previous
to^this, to be approved of by Mr. Collett at this visit.
2532. Greer also was a contractor ? He was.
2533. On his own account, or only under Mr. Martindale ? I believe he had a contract on
bis own account.
2534. Do you know, of your own knowledge, whether all these three parties who had made
themselves active over the testimonial obtained works without contract afterwards ? I do
not know of my own knowledge, but 1 know that it was subsequently talked about in the
district, nnd was said that they did so.
2535. Do you know the amount that was subscribed to this testimonial ? I do not.
fi
J°U-kn0W tte araoUD.t tIiat t!iese tliree persons subscribed ? No, though I beard
that Mr. Martindale had subscribed £5. I cannot say whether this is tbe case or not: but
1 was informed that the list was headed with his name for £5.
mania]^ 13011076 tl'at ?ou o1:)ject t0 testimonials on principle ? To that description of testi2538. You object to testimonials to public officers? I object to giving them to public
officers who are paid good salaries for what they do; but when the public officer does not do
his duty to the extent that one bas a right to expect from a person in his position, I most
certainly object to any testimonial being given.
2539. You think then, that Mr. Collett did not do his duty ? I do.
2540. In what ? In not keeping the parties to a strict performance of their contracts. It
may be that he has too much of the milk of human kindness in his composition, and may
I(0\t ,, ,^° rc’u£e flours that arc asked of him. There are some persons who cannot say
-J™ 4.but they are not tlle “en to fill such situations as Mr. Collett holds.
2541. You have spoken of the property that Mr. Collett possessed—do you know what Mr,
or in
in,t0 PoaseEsion
Prior t0 his entering into the Government service ? I do not.
2j42. Do you know what his position was, as regarded finances? Not from my own private
0l1*’ ^ WaS Paten*' i° i'he public what his position was.
2543. How long bas he been in the G-overnment service ? I do not know*
2544 Nor what he had when he entered it? No.
Oslo'
fay lmvc lla<1 Pecanial7 means that you knew nothing about F He mav.
2545 \\ ith regard to tho bridge to which Mr. Clements was making some repairs, near the
Doughboy Hollow, is that standing yet? It is.
r10'7 l0Dg ‘S if: EiDCe was erecte<J ■ Possibly about four years.
2548. It could not then have been so very badly constructed ? But I must qualify this by saying
that, though it is standing, it is not standing as a bridge, for it has been silted up, and tho
water, instead of passing under it, breaks over the roadway. It has been metalled twice:
but owing to the large body of water that breaks over the roadway, the metal is carried away
with the first heavy rain. It is not, therefore, as a bridge that it stands, but rather as a
miniature waterfall.
ok*q
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A. Loder, 2549. Would a 'wooden bridge of tbe same dimensions have stood? Yes; because there
Esq., J.P. would have been a passage for tbe water under it. I suppose that tbe span is not above four
—"> or five feet; and tbe large quantity of silt that is washed down from the mountains by tbe
10 Dec., 18G1. heavy rains bas choked up tbe small openings left between the stones, and so forced the
water over the roadway.
2550. Did you ever take notice of the depth and thickness of the pitching on the roads?'
I have; I have remarked it frequently.
_
2551. Do you know the thickness at which it ought to be laid by contract? I do not. I
know that the metalling has to be nine inches at the centre.
^
2552. I am speaking of the pitching? The way they do tho pitching is by putting the
smaller stones at the edge of the roadway, and the larger ones at the centre, gradually
increasing them in size so as to form a convex surface.
_
_
_
2553. You cannot say that the pitching is not nine inches thick at the centre ? I think it
is the broken metal you refer to, and that is not nine inches in the centre, or anything
like it.
*
_
....
2554. I allude to the pitching, which the specifications declare shall he nine inches thick in
1 the centre—is that so ? It may be.
_
„
2555. Have you been asked any questions as yet in regard to the pitching? No ; I have
not, as I remember.
_
,
.
2556. Now with regard to the metalling: Suppose that there be nine inches of pitching,
three inches of broken metal, and two and a half inches of binding; would not these together
be more than equal to nine inches of broken metal ? No, certainly not; especially if the
,
metal were put on at two different times, as provided for in the contract.
_
_
2557. With regard to the spreading of tbe shale that you noticed at one place, was it laid
down upon tho bare earth, or on the foundation of the road—on the natural soil, or on therook or pitching of ihe road? It was laid down on the pitched road.
2558. You have only known Mr. Quodling for two months? It is about two months 'ago
since I was introduced to him.
.
2559. Have you had an opportunity during that time of knowing his character for efficiency
as a public officer ? I have had opportunities of seeing him up and down the road fora
much longer time than that. Besides that, I have heard the objections he has made to theconstruction of the road, and these give me the idea that he must be an efficient officer, or
he would not have found them out.
2560. Have you yourself heard him making these objections ? I have.
_
2561. Have you ever heard him, in any public place, denounce the way in which the works
have been carried on by the contractor? I have heard him state that they were uot carried
on as they should he, in the private room of an inn, if that may be regarded as a public place.
2562. Who was present? Myself and Captain Scott.
2563. That was when you were introduced to him ? No ; but that was the first time that
I knew that there was any difference made between Mr. Martindale and other contractors.
2564. Was that when the voucher was produced? It was.
2565. Did he complain of payments having been made to the contractor before the voucher
had been sent hack to the Department? He complained both of the money having been
paid, and of the remark that had been made on the voucher.
2566. He shewed it to you ? Yes.
2567. At that time ? He did.
.
2568. Do you think that the remarks made were either offensive or improper? He might
have considered them so; because I think that he had good grounds for complaint of Mr.
Collett, for his having taken up the cudgels on behalf of the contractor as against his own
overseer.
.
• . m
2569. Do you regard this memoraudum as taking part with the contractor against Mr.
Quodling? I do, most assuredly.
2570. Do you draw that inference solely from the remarks upon the document, which wore
solely to the effect that Mr. Quodling should not have made his remarks in ink, and which
did not in any way go into the merits of the question between him and the contractor ?
Yes, I believe that was the purport of the memorandum.
_
2571. Then do you draw your inference from the memoraudum itself, or from what Mr.
Quodling said to you at the time? From both.
_
2572. As regards the copies of the specifications, do you not know that copies are always
sent to the Benches nearest to where the work contracted for is situated? I do not. I have
already explained that when I visit the Court House the Bench duties occupy my whole
time. I have a distance of 16 miles to ride from my place to Murrurundi, and I havo not
much time to give to other matters than the Bench business.
_
2573. There has been some statement with regard to Mr. Hannington having come down
the country with Mr. Collett? Yes, I understood that he had come down with Mr. Collett.
2574. How did you hear this? The week before last—since this inquiry has been comraenced. WheD I was coming down on the mail, the contractor^ who drives the coach himself,
told me that Mr, Hannington and Mr. Collett had gone down the country. He also said,
that whatever might be the result of this inquiry, it would at all events do some good,
because be had never seen the officers of the department so active as they bad been for tho
last few weeks,
2575. Did he say that Mr. Collett and Mr. Hannington were travelling in company ? No;
only that they had gone down the country,
2576. By Mr. Lucas: Have yon heard that the overseers on the northern line of road wero
horsed by tho contractors ? I have heard it said that it was a pity Mr. Brown allowed him
self to be under a compliment to the contractor, by having their horse to ride upon.
“
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The Commissioner of Hoads present in the room.
Mr. Robert Quodling called in and further examined :—
25i7. By Mr. Dick; At your last examination you stated that you could not furnish certain Mr. Robert
information because you had not your books ? Mr. Chairman, before I answer any of Mr. Quodling.
Dick s questions, I want to explain to yon, I rather inadvertently [be other day made use of i——
an expression; I said I believed Mr. Dick was paid to confuse me in this inquiry, and I U Dec'>
wou.d like to explain how I arrived at that conclusion. {After come conversation on this
point, the witness proceeded.')
My reason for using the expression I did, stating that I
believed him to be paid, was founded on a conversation he had with me, when he asked me
to snow him my documents and baud over my enso to him.
2578. By the Chairman; Where at? At Poehlman's Cafe, in George-strcct; he wanted to
goJhrounjli my documents and take the case over, as a private friend and solicitor.
2d79. M hat did you understand by this offer? Those were the words; I did not hand him
over the documents because I hoard------ 2580. Have you had any further communication with Mr. Dick ? No.
2581. Is Mr, Dick a private friend ot yours? 1 do not know that he is.
•
2582. By Mr. Dalgleish : Had Mr. Dick and you bceu on terms of intimacy previously ?
2583. By the Chairman ; Is that all your statement? That is all. >
2584. By Mr. Dick: Was this conversation with me before tbe motion was brought forward
in the House ? It was after the Committee was granted.
tvj ^0U Ca^ a*i
^le !)es*'
^
no*1 recollect; I did call at your office.
25So. Did you call at my office the next day after the conversation you speak of? I think
not,
^ ^en ^,en • I saw you twice, and yon spoke about it at two different times.
2583. You stated you could not give me some information the last time you were examined
because you had nut your hooks—have you those hooks now ? I do not know what informa
tion you require.
2589. Do you not recollect the questions I asked you last time ? No; I do not recollect
them.
2590. You stated that you could inform us of tho last day you saw Mr. Hannington ? The
last tinm I saw him was when I was on my road to Sydney.
2591. What date was tbat ? I cannot remember the date.
^ understood you to say that the last time you measured the works was on the
Ilth September ? My last report about the works----2593. 1 do not ask for the date of your last report about the works—I ask what was tbe last
day you measured the works ? November 5th is tbe date of my last return. That is com
piled from Mr. Ilannington’s return. I can scarcely recollect what I did say to Mr. Dick
on the last day I was examined; but when I read over my evideneo, if there are any errors as
tq^ dates, I suppose I am at liberty to be re-examined to explain them.
2594. Can you tell the Committee on what day you last measured the works ? I do not
recollect the last day.
2595. Did you make any entry of it ? I cannot tell you the date.
2590. Did you make any entry of it ? I cannot tell you the date.
2597. My question is, did you make any entry of it ? Where ?
2598. Did you make any entry of it ? I have made an entry of it.
2599. In what book ? I am not in a position at present to tell you.
2000. Do you mean to say you do not know in which book it is ? I cannot give you the
information now.
2001. Do you mean to say you do not know in which book it is ? I do not know at the
present time.
2602. Have you a journal with you ? I have several books with me.
2603 Tell the Committee where you were on the 11th September ? I am not certain
whether I was in Murrurundi or on the Doughboy works. I think that is the date of Mr.
Collett s arrival there—I would not be certain.
2604. Were you in charge of Doughboy works at tbat time ? I was.
<|id yoa niea£ure the works ? 1 was not asked to measure them that day.
2bUb. 1 ask bow you measured the works about that time ? In the ordinary way.
j£607. Who was with you ? Mr. Donaldson was with me.
2008. Who is he ? The contractor’s agent.
‘
you nieasure them with a tape ? Yes, a portion of them; a great portion I took
off from the drawings.
2610. Did he hold the tape ? No, one of tho workmen held the tape.
2611. Is it usual to measure works in that way with the contractor’s men ? Yes.
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Mr. Robert 2612. Do you not think that practice might lead to great abuse?

No, I do not think it
would. It is usual in all cases.
.
2613. You mean in all cases where you have superintended ? Where the contractor is
11 Dec., 1861. absent from his work for ten weeks, of course you cannot expect him to be there to hold the

Quodling.

tope.
2614. Is it not usual to have n man employed by the Government to bold tho tape ? No, I
never knew an instance in all the railways I have been ou.
.
2615. What railways have you been on? On the Parramatta and Liverpool, the Liverpool
and Campbclltown, Parramatta to Blacktown—those three lines.
)
2616. When you measured the works there, did you always measure with the contractor s
foreman ? I was then employed for the contractor.
2617. What amount of earth-work did you measure tbe last time you measured the works f
I have not the measurements of the earth-work; I have some measurements that Mr.
Hannington made with the contractor’s agent ? I have not them with me.
2618. I thought you said Mr. Hannington was unable to measure? He booked with the
contractor’s agent.
■
2619. Was he able to measure the work himself? No.
2620. What did you mean by saying they were his measurements? I have the return
forwarded from him to me.
2621. Have you the book that you were asked to bring when you were before the Lommittce
the other day, shewing tho measurements of the earth-work ? I do not recollect it. _
2622. Did you come to this Committee with the intention of giving all the information you
could? Yes.
T
,
2623. Did you expect to be examined with reference to all these matters. 1 expected to
be examined with reference to my letter.
2624. Generally, with reference to the Northern Roads? With reference to the works 1
12625. Why did you not bring this book with reference to the earth-work ? Because I placed
no reliance on that statement.
, hi rr
2626. You placed no reliance on your own book? Not on the measurements Mr. iiannington has taken ; I have taken off all the quantities from the sections,
2627. Do I understand you to say that you placed no reliance on your own book ( No, on
off
Mr. Hannington’s measurements I place no reliance. All measurements can be taken
i
■
o
from the sections and from the drawings.
2628. Can the measurements of what work has been done be taken off the sections . Yes.
2629. That is supposing it to be properly done according to contract? Yes.
2630. Not supposing it is deficient a certain quantity ? Then, of course, you must deduct
the deficiency.
■ 9 -ht * - u
2631. You would have to measure the deficiency in order to deduct it r Not in all ea.-.cs,
because you can take the distances between the pegs; the line is all pegged out, and every
chain is numbered.
. . , -r,
2632. Did it always happen that the deficiency occurred between two exact points . Jtvery
chain on the line was numbered; I could tell the mileage at any particular point.
2633. Do I understand that any deficiency in the work always commenced at one peg and
ended at another ? Not at all times; it might be 12 or 20 feet from either of the pegs.
2634. Yon measured from the pegs ? Yes.
.
...
,
2635. In order to get at it, unless it comes from two known points, it is necessary to measure
the deficiency ? It is necessary if you cannot get a starting point.
, ., .
2636. Was there not an error of five feet in laying out the north approach to the bridge.
To what bridge ?
2637. The last bridge ? Not to my knowledge. I can soon tell you. Do you know the
name of the bridge ?
..
2638. No, I do not know the name of tbe bridge ? Then I cannot tell you.
2639. The last bridge that was erected nearest the Willow Tree ? No, I do not know of any
errors in any of the setting out of the bridges.
2640. Had you tbe earth-work under your charge in that bridge—especially under your
charge ? I had a portion of the earth-work under my charge. I know the piece of work Mr.
Collett alludes to; it is a piece of work I condemned, and refused to pay the contractor for.
2641. Will you answer the question ? I want to explain.
.
_ ,
2642. You will have every opportunity of explaining; answer the question first. Had you
the earth-work in that bridge specially under your charge ? I stated before, 1 had tbe earth
work for a certain period.
2643. Did Mr. Collett discover any error? Mr. Collett never discovered any error, any
errors that were made were pointed out to Mr. Collett.
. ?
2644. If Mr. Collett did not discover the error he did not reprimand you for it f He did
not reprimand me at all for it.
.
2645. Do you know a work called the big cutting? I have seen it.
■
,
2646. Was that under your charge? It was, for a time; but that was commenced by the
contractor without any order from Mr. Bayley or myself. He had a private note that he
shewed to Mr. Bayley; and be also shewed the same letter to me, with reference to that big
cutting. Mr. Collett was in tbe habit of writing private letters to the contractor with
reference to tbe works. That letter was shewn to me. He turned down a portion, and okL
not let us see the rest. •
„
, ,
2647. What was the letter about ? Directing Mr. Martindale to commence the works.
2648. Why do you call it a private letter—did it come from the department f It was a
private letter from Mr. Collett.
2649
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2649. Did it appear to come from the Department of Works ? No; I say it was a private Mr. Robert
Quodling,
letter.
2650. Had it no official appearance about it? It had no official appearance about it. In
fact he would not shew me the letter; he only shewed me a few lines, and turned down the ^ ®ec‘>
other portion.
•
2651. How then do you know it did not bear any official appearance ? ' I know it did not.
Of course if it bore any official appearance he would not have objected to let me read the
whole letter.
2652. Do you know whether Mr. Martindale had made aoy complaint that Mr. Bayley would
not allow him to begin the last cutting at Doughboy ? Mr. Bayley said he had received no
orders from Mr. Collett to commence it.
2653. Did he state this in your presence ? Yes.
2654. To whom ? To Mr, Martindale.
2655. What did Mr. Bayley say ? Mr. Bayley refused to measure up the work, and I
refused to measure up the work at this particular time.
2656. I am now asking you what he said about beginning tbe big cutting 1 He said he had
received this letter.
2657. By Mr. Hoskins: Who said? Mr. Martindale said so; and he turned down the
portion with reference to the cutting. I recognized the hand of Mr. Collett, stating he was
to commence the work; and no official intimation had been sent to either Mr. Bayley or
myself with reference to it.
2658. By Mr. Dick: About what time was this ? I could not give the exact date; I think
it was in February; I believe it to have been in February.
2659. You took charge of the works in February ? Yes, I believe that was the date I took
charge.
2660. Do you know whether Mr. Martindale made any complaint of Mr. Bayley not allow
ing him to begin the large cuttings ? I do not know whether Mr. Martindale ever did make
any complaint I heard Mr. Martindale ask Mr. Bayley to measure these big cuttings, and
Mr. Bayley said he had received no orders; there was no arrangement made aa to the price of
the works, and iMr. Bayley had no official information.
2661. How do you know that ? He stated that in my presence. Mr. Bayley is coming
down, and of course his evidence can be taken,
2662. Look at this letter, dated 18 February; just read that to tbe Committee ? {The
teitness read the letter referred to.
Vtde jijyicndix A.j Well, Mr. Bayley had received no
instructions about this.
2603. You may as well read the notes upon it? (Witness read the same.) I think that
has been written since this inquiry. It might not be.
2664. You state you think that memo, in red ink has been written later than the other ?
I did not state that.
2665 What did you state ? I said I thought this memo, had been written since the inquiry.
2666. Nm the n d ink ? I do not know about the red ink.
2007. Which patt do you believe has been written since this inquiry ? Mr. Collett’s note
upon it.
2668, Why do you believe it—for what reason ?
(The question being objected to, witness directed to withdraw.
ike question in order.

The Chairmanruled

Witness recalled.]

2669. Why do you believe tbat memo, was written after this inquiry began ? I think so,
from the way that is written there. There is a great deal of difference in the ink ; if you
notice, "'61-21 ” is very different to this memo.
2070. \ou believe so, from the appearance of the document? I believe so, from its
appearance.
2671. By Mr.' Arnold: Ts your belief tbat this was written after this inquiry began—
is your belief in that statement as strong as it is iu any other statement you have made ?
hrom the appearance of that document, I think it was.
2672. You have the same faith in this belief of yours as in any other statement you
have made ?
^
j
[The question being objected to, witness directed to withdraw.
Mr. Forsier resigned the

x

Chair.

Committee deliberated

Mr. T. Garrett called to the Chair.

Chairman ruled the question in order.

The

Witness recalled.]

2073. I asked whether your belief that this minute of Mr. Collett’s was written since this
investigation began, and not at the time it purports to be written, is as strong as your belief
question°ther statements y0U La',°
duril)S thi3 in<D>iry ? I decline answering the
!?M4n f 'J?- ^ ^ re|™.t0 *bis
cutti^ ^cre ^ the work called the big
cutting? It is on tho Doughboy Diversion.
°
sectionWer° tl]<i leTCl5 riSht °n thB big °uUin£? Yes'
W3S carried out according to
2076. Were the levels altered by Mr. Collett—did bo correct them ?

No

’1 bdi™ • *<*•
si

!z. ,h'm °"L

1)0 ,m

tnow

o«n' ™.a.TeTrn fLen ^ESrS' BercU and WeUs’ P]an of the line ?
2030. I his Doughboy Diversion? Yes, I have seen it.

^

ll'«“ “l?

What line.
2681.
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Mr. KoSjcrt 2681. Do you know whether Mr. Collett made any alterations in the bridges? Mr. Collett
Quodling. abandoned the first line laid out—at least the line laid out by Mr. Wells—and took this line

11

of Mr. Debenbam’s at a certain point on the works.
Dec., 1BG1. oggo. Do you know whether Messrs. Dennett and Wells’ line was objectionable on account
of there being so many curves ? I had the drawings here the other day ; I have not got
them with me at the present time.
■
2683. Did not the Chairman, Mr. Forster, at the previous meeting, ask you to bring all the
papers relatin': to this inquiry ? I do not recollect. At any rate I have had them here
several times.
2684. Have you a good memory ? Yes, very good.
2685. You can recollect matters that took place sis months ago ? Yes, perfectly.
2686. Or twelve months ago? I do not know about that.
2687. How is it you cannot recollect what took place last week in this Committee? I had
the documents here before.
_
_
2688. I ask you how it is that you cannot recollect what took place last week in this Com
mittee ? I do recollect what took place.
2689. Do you recollect the Chairman asking you to bring all the papers ? I believe he told
me to bring the papers—not any particular papers.
2690. AY by did you not bring all the papers here to-day ? I have not got them with me.
2691. Why have you not got them with you ? I would have brought them if 1 had thought
of it: if I had thought I would have been asked these questions I would have brought them
with me. I could bring them at any other time.
[ TFtincss

directed to withdraw.

Committee deliberated.

Witness recalled.']

2692. By the Chairman : Have you in Sydney the plan alluded to?_ Yes. .
2693. Have you any objection to produce it to-morrow morning ? Not the slightest.
2694. Messrs. Dennett and AArells’ plan of the Doughboy Diversion ? Yes, both their names
are marked on the plan.
2695. You can produce that to-morrow morning? Yes.
2696. By Mr. Dick: Have you any other papers in Sydney tbat relate to this investigation ?
Yes, I have papers connected with it.
_ _
2697. Have you any objection to produce them to-morrow morning ? No, no objection. I
have several papers here I want to band in to the Committee.
2698. Have you any objection to bring to the Committee all the papers yon have relating
to this matter? Not the slightest. I will bring all I have with me. I have written for a
great number of papers; I think I shall have to go to Tamworth for more.
2699. Are your task books in Sydney ? No.
2700. AVhcre are they ? In Tamworth, I believe; I left them there,
2701. Have you got your field bonk ? I have a field-book.
. 2"02. What do you mean by a field book ? An ordinary book for measurements.
2703. Had you a private field book and a public field book ? 1 have a public field book.
2701. And a private field book ? I have a book with private memoranda; this is the book
witli the measurements in.
2705. By the Chairman: AYill you hand it in ? Yes, but I shall want it to refer to; I
know there is a groat deal here that Mr. Collett would like to get information from—a great
deal in this book.
2706. If it is information bearing on this inquiry------? It is information bearing on the
inquiry; but it is information I do not wish to hand in till I am asked the questions ; if it
is kept from Mr. Collett, that is all I care about,
_ _
2707. By Mr. Hoskins: AVould you have any objection at the termination of this inquiry
to hand this book in ? Not the slightest.
2708. By Mr. Dick : To whom does this book belong ? It belongs to the Government.
2709. Do you refuse to band it iu ? I do not refuse.
2710. AA'ill you hand it in now ? I want it to refer to.
2711. By the Chairman : I may explain that you will be allowed to refer to it? If you
demand the book, you may take it, but I want to refer to it.
_
_
2712. By Mr. Dick: AVilt you hand the book in now? I state that I wish to have it to
refer to.
[Witom

■

direeted to withdraw.

Committee deliberated.

Witness re-called.]

2713. By the Chairman: With regard to this book, the decision of tbe Committee is, that
you produce the hook, that you hand it in to the Clerk, hut you will have every opportunity
of referring to it, and it will not go out of the possession of the Clerk ? Of course I will
hand it in then. (77<e toiiness handed in the samei)
2714. By Mr. Dick: You say you measured the work at the big cutting? I have taken
measurements there.
_
2715. AA7hen did you measure it ? I have frequently taken the heights of the buoys.
2716. AVheu did you measure it last? I took some depths as I was comiug down the last
time I was on the Doughboy Works.
2717. What date was that ? It was in October, the latter end of October.
2718. Did Mr. Collett ever tell you, you were unable to measure the work? Never. The
works wore not in my charge when he asked me about the measurement.
2719. AVhat did he say to you about the measurement ? He asked me about the measure
ments of the Doughboy cutting; I said the works were not in my charge; and another
thing, tho contractor has been knocking down the buoys, and it was impossible to get an
•
accurate
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accurate measurement, only an approximate estimate could be arrived at, when the calcu- Mr- Eobert
ei*G k*^rom
erass factions tbat 3ir, Dcbcnliam took,
Quodling.
^7^0. Then Jlr. Collett did ask you to measure the big cutting ? He never asked me to ^%
measure it, at least lie spoke in this way-he asked me my opinion as to :in estimate of tho 11 Dcc" 18cl*
quantity; be said something about measurement, but the woiks werenotinmveharireat the time he asked me Mr Jiaylcy w.is on the works.
-721. Was it because the works were not in your charge that yon refused to measure them?
have stated already that tho buoys were knocked down, and accurate measurements could
not be obtained frum the present stale of the cutting, without it was taken from the
transverse sections of Mr. Debenham’s survey,
2722. n,j Mr. palglehh: What are those buoys—are they not portions of eartii from the
original level, eft in order to facilitate the measurement? Yes, to take the heights.
At_d. Left at different distances along the cuttings ? Yes.
£h?se buo/? ar?, “erassafy, in order to get a measurement ? Yes, they are necessary.
l
, 113 usua ln a11 works of ct'tttng to leave these buoys? It is usual. At this time
these buoys were nearly all knocked down.
'
272-3. The cross section shews the original ground to be cut? Yes.
2727. And you were willing to give an approximate measurement from the cross sections ?
XfiS,

272S. Seeing that it was impossible to cive it othqjwise, from the buoys being knocked
down ? Yes.
2(29. By Mr. Arnold: Arc tho transverse sections and the cross sections you speak of the
same tiling f Yes, they are similar,
21 20. You use the terms as synonymous ? Yes.
o-oV
Jfr' Dkk : Havo
aT*y otl,er ficld l50051
the one you have handed in 9 No
2(d2. i hese measurements appear to me to extend from February to April ? Yes.
-(33, Have you made any measurements since that? No, I was directed not. Mr. Bayley
took the works over, and I think Mr. Bayley has a considerable number of measurements
-(34 you took no_measurements since the 28th April ? I have taken no measurements
^aePt^,,r ray own information, as I was directed by Mr. Collett not to measure.
-7do. It was no part of your duty to take any measurements after that ? It was not, but I
have taken measurements.
2730^ Was it your duty to make fortnightly returns after that ? I had not charge after
that date—Mr. Bayley was on them.
b
273 (. How long did Mr. Bayley remain on them ? I cannot tell you from memory, but he
is^suTnmoned, and you can obtain lira evidence.
^r' ■^a-ldrJr
in July ? Mr. Bayley left in August.
o-(o ivi0 llKS I,a,d °harse °f thc worka sirieo ti,ei1 ? 1
for a portion of the time.
-14U. Lid you make any measurements since you had charge of that portion ? No, because
o-n an
rePortfr t!ie contractor had orders to do them without measurement.
’
-(41. How did you arrive at that conclusion ? I took measurements, but I was directed to
™a , *etunls without measurements, according to slips 1 received from Mr. Bayley.
J'0il rcc^ire those instructions in writing ? No, verbally from Mr. Uollett.
M here was Mr, Collett ? On tho Doughboy Diversion.
4r*?out ffliat t‘tt10 was ti!ts ' I think Mr. Bayley was present at the time.
-(4d. u hat did Mr. Collett say ? He stated that no measurements were required: I think
i can give yon thc words lie used- {The witness referred to a iMmorandvm, hook.) At any
rate he stated that no measurements were required, as the contract was a lump sum.
2/4b, But in order to see what money he was entitled to, surely it was necessary to make
some measurements? I did it for my own information, but I was not furnished with the
amount paid to him.
'
‘jlf - Notwithstanding you were told not to measure you did measure ? I did.
2/48. Have you those measurements ? I have not.
2(49. Are they m Sydney ? Some of them are in Sydney. I can swear to any evidence I
nave already given as to the quantity required to complete the contract.
2(50 When? At thc last date when moneys were paid to Mr. Martindale without mv
certified voucher.
J
?7.51^1,at date W£ls tliat? 1 handed in tho document; I cannot tell you without it—
it is a £300 voucher.
:7;^- ^hj;n did y°u llMid it in ? I think it was on the second or third days’ evidence.
-(03. Had you no other use for a field book except on this work ? No ; I noted anythinc
urjt was important; it is a meie memorandum book.
b
2754. T do^not see anything else noted ? There is at the other end.
275o. By Mr.' Dalgleish: Do you consider the other end of the hook to be private ? No.
J here are copies, of specifications and information to guide me, compiled from documents I
received from thc office.
FrF’' Dick: Wcr0 t-lerc 1)0 otlier works tilat if 'was necessary to enter in this ficld
book? I here are no other entries there. Tbat is only given as a memorandum book ; I
npphed fur memorandum books, and they sent me these.
2(57. Hvery surveyor lias what is called a field book ? Yes, but I was not a surveyor ; I
was a Road Superintendent. A surveyor's field book is very different to a memorandum
book.
2758. You call this a memorandum book ? Yos, I know what a field book is.
2/ 59. I asked whether you had a field book ? I supposed you meant that book : that is tho
only bsok I have of the description you spoke of.
2760. I meant what I said—a ficld book ? You may term tbat a field book, one portion of
it. It is for general memos.
f

2761.
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Mr.-Robert 2761. You stated that one of the channels was filled up at Doughboy Creek, or Mr. Loder
Quodling. stated it—you heard him state so ? Yes, I believe it is filled up.
.
—A —i 2762. Were you ordered to cut a new channel to prevent the undermining of the embauk11 Dec., 1861. jjjgjjtj p ^|r> 00]lett arranged with the contractor to cut a new watercourse, and I was
directed to make this out as a task agrecmeut fur Mr. Martindale, and to pay him 2s. a cubic
yard for cutting a fresh watercourse, and my letter is in thc office forwarding this estimate ;
I suppose it can be easily obtained.
2763. By Mr. Dalgleish: What was the material? It was soil—earth-work.
2764. No rock ? No rock.
2765. By Mr. Dick : Did Mr. Collett direct you to cut a new channel to prevent the under
mining of the embankment? I have just answered the question.
2766. Please to answer it again ? I havo stated that Mr. Collett directed him to make a
new watercourse, and I was to make it task-work.
_ _
2767. Did Mr. Collett direct you to cut a new channel to prevent the undermining of the
embankment ? He did not direct me; be directed Mr. Martindale to do it.
' 2768. Did you send in an estimate ? I did. The prices were agreed on by Mr. Collett and
the contractor, without any reference to me whatever.
_
_
2769. How was it that you forwarded an estimate that you did net make ? I think in the
letter I explained it. Mr. Collett arranged about it, and he direeted me to send it iu.
2770. By Mr. Dalgleish : Was it usual for you to have the terms of your letters dictated to
you ? litis was an arrangement made by Mr. Collett and the contractor j no question was
asked me with reference to it.
.
2771. I understood you to say Mr. Coliett bad directed you to write a letter of a certain
import ? Yes.
2772. To himself ? To himself.
_
2773. By Mr. Hoskins : Where is the letter ? I saw it on the table. _
_
2774. By Mr. Dkk : What is tbe use of asking you to make an estimate of works if the
price is already agreed upon by the Commissioner of Roads ? He told me to send it in, so
that it would clear him up from the case, and tried to put it on to my shoulders.
2775. Did he say this ? He told me to send this in.
_
2776. Did he say it was to clear him np ? I believe that was his object, and I stated in my
letter that I forwarded the return, if you will produce it and read it, at the prices agreed on
by the Commissioner himself.
‘
, .
2777. I ask you what is the use of calling on you for an estimate of the work if tbe price is
already agreed upon ? They wanted it as a record I suppose—Mr. Collett wanted it, and he
told me to send it in. I could get the work dooe for half the sum.
2778. Why did you not so report ? Because the work was let to him by Mr. Collett. Who
was I to report to ?
.
.
j
. 2779. Did you consider it your duty to obey Mr. Collett’s instructions, and to report
anything he chose to tell you ? If Mr. Collett made an arrangement with the contractor,
being a subordinate officer, I bad to carry it out j at least I was supposed to do so.
2780. What do you say was the price agreed upon ? I do not know from memory.
2781. What price do you say you could get it done at? Well, I could get it done at a
considerably less sum than what was forwarded.
2782. You said half the price? Perhaps half thc price.
2783. And now you say you do not know what the price was ? I do not want to state the price.
2784. Do I understand you to say you could get it done for half the price you certified for ?
I have not certified for it; I only sent it in as directed.
_
2"85. At the time you sent in that letter did you know you could get it done for half the
price ? Yes.
2736. Why did you not report it? What was the use of reporting it to Mr. Collett; Mr.
Collett let the work without any question to me as to the price.
2787. At the time you wrote this letter the work had been commenced? Tbe work bad not
been commenced—not the whole of it,
2788. Then it was not too late to point out that it could bo done cheaper? Ihere
was no use in pointing it out after the Commissioner had let the work.
2789. How do you know there was no use? I considered there was no use. It was no use
fighting with my own finger.
. .
„
T
■ e j
2790. By Mr. Hoskins : Were you sure this work was let at this time ? Yes, I am satisfied
it was; I am satisfied Mr. Collett let it, and never made any reference to me in the matter^
2791. By Mr. Dick : Whereabouts was this that it was lot—who was present at tbe time it
was let ? I cannot tell you frnm memory; Mr. Martindale was present.
2792. And .Mr. Collett was pre.-ent ? Mr. Collett was present.
2793. And you were present?

I was present.

2794. Thc work was required, I presume ?

I do not know; I suppose Mr. Collett thought

2795. You were there when the agreement was made? I was there when Mr. Collett
agreed to give Mr. Martindale these prices, and this is my note I made at the time.
2796. Read your note—about what date was it ? I think it was about the 10th or 11th of
September; I would not be certain which.
^
2797. What is tho date iu your book ? I have got the 11th of September.
2798. You believe it was on tbat day, or tbe 10th ? I believe it was about that date.
^
2799. By Mr. Hoskins: Please to read your memorandum? (IPtineaa reading) “ Drain
'• to be cut at the foot of embankment' at the big cutting, so as to carry watercourse away
" from tbe foot of embankment; to be let to Mr. Martindale, as task agreement, at 2s. 6d.
“per cubic yard”---- 2goo
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'
. ^Sl
^ i ^ ra^1Gr > ^’s ^S- ^ ^lave made a mistake in drawing it Mr. Eobert
ira CnVfr,t n?rth cnd of retaining-wall, second-class task agreement."
Quodling.
oroo k m
What W3S the price of that ? I think it is £15.
/—-*------,
OftnQ n MV’ Dlck ‘ ,
tlie amount st:lted at tbe time ?
the amounts were stated. 11 Dcc->18clOfiOi ti^' y°U aDy °ileT n°te 0f what took PillC0 1 Yes> tbere arfi so>ne other notes,
oona' 5avo yo^'-yetjeenon to read them ? Yes, I have an objection.
, 0. ■ ^ Mr• Have they reference to this matter ? No reference to the matter
be is speaking about.
thistime? ^Ycs^" Aro 111 ey
Trit!l reference to other matters that took place at

oam

d

^807. By Mr. Hoskins : Do they refer to this catting? No.
Ye^I d^d thinlfso^’' ^ J°U 3t ^ tiniC think Mr‘ Col!ett WaS letliuSthe work too high ?
2809. Or did you subsequently ascertain that it was too high ? I knew at the time he was
giving him too much money for the work.
2S10. Did you tell Mr. Collett so? No; Mr. Collett never referred to me, and never asked
me a question with reference to it; ho let it to the man without any reference to me.
ASH. \Vherc were you at the time ? On the works.
oofo' v 1,erC ?
the biK cuttin& at the ‘■'“e he let the watercourse,
ooi i
,nUSt baye hcartJ itl1
as ?ou tQok a note of ‘t? I did hear it.
2814. Ihere was no concealment on Mr. Collett's part? 'I do not know if anv concealment
was meant.
?s!n ny ¥/' »a¥eiv ; ,Were yQU inteDded t0 hear it ? ^s, I was intended to hear it.
aslu. JSy Mr. Dick; You know, [ suppose, that when two people have anything to say that
they wisli to conceal they would be likely to go on one side ? They were ou one side a
a“l's'doIill>lG time aftcr they left the work ; they were continually together and on the work.
AS17. you were continually with Mr. Martindale, I suppose, about tho works ? No • I was
at times with him.
*
2818. You have been frequently with him ? Yes.
2819. By Mr. Dalglmh.: At thistime were Mr. Collett, Mr. Martindale, and yourself
continuously together during the discussion as to the letting of this work, or did Mr. Mar
tindale and Mr Collett go on one side and leave you while they discussed the matter ? I
was standing close to them.
282°i Tha Mhol?ftlm® j , YS?.; but Mr- Col,eU never sP°ke t0 me 011 thc subject; he turned
round, and Mr. Martindale pointed out the work to him, and then Mr. Collett turned to me
and said, " give u to Mr. Martindale at 2s. a cubic yard."
2821. You do not know that there was any private agreement between them—the agreement
was made when the three of you were present ? Yes.
°
2822. By Mr. Dick ; You state that at that time you knew the work could be done for half
tne price: les.
,
2823. _ For Is. a cubic yard ? Yes, I could get men to do it for Is. a cubic yard for cutting
out grit or that description.
s
2824. Will you state the names of any parties who would have done it for that ? lean state
. “rty.
2825. Will you state thcnames of any whowould have doneit? I cannot tell von the
ooocS w-eVery mal1 that was emPloyed> because I knew some hundreds.
at t
70u state ^ie name of one
who would have done it for Is. a yard ?
.No, I will refuse to state any names at all. I know tbe work can be done; I know the
value of thc work,
1 2827. Did you ask any othercontractor whathe woulddo it for? No, I did not a<=k anv
other contractor.
*
~
j
2828. There is the letter you referred to-will you read it ? ( Wihicss read the letter. Vide
Appendix B.) The last work mentioned here was let to him in a public-house, without any
reference to me,
2829. But you were present at the time ? Yes.
2830. By Mr. Hoskins; Arc you sure that Mr. Collett directed you to write that letter to
him purporting to emanate from you? Yes. I state in the letter that the prices were
agreed on by himself.
1
2831. By Mr.
In the specification or contract is there a clanse that extras are to be
taken at a schedule of prices ? I think it is always understood that any extras to a contract
conSct ^
^ Same Pn°e 85 tbe c°ntract) if they are estras’ if k is an extension of the
oeao
tI>C c.0Iltract;faT a lumP sara ? It; was let originally at a schedule of prices,
ocu i t d afcerwards at a lumP sum ? ^ so I am "told by the letter.
.
-S34. Do you know the schedule of prices ? I do not; I have not been furnished with any
copy of them; I know some of tho prices; I dare say I know the whole of them, but I wm
never furnished with them from the office.
OROfi 51 J 5?‘ £lemen„ts bad any contract under you during this year ? I do not recollect.
A“<j6. Had Mr. Greer? I believe Mr. Greer did carry out____
2837. Any contract under you? Yes,
2838. What contract? Some ballasting near the Willow-tree, I think
2839. What do you mean by you think ? It was at the Willow-tree—ballasting ■
2840. You are sure? Yes.
b
2841. Who employed him ? I employed him.
2842. On your own authority ? On my own authority.
2843. Did yon consult Mr. Collett ? No.
■

2844.

■
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Mr. Robert 2844. Mr. Collett did not direct you to give him any employment? No, hut Bums of money
Quodling. wero placed in my hands to carry out certain works.
2845. You employed whom you thought proper ? I employed whom I thought proper.
II Dec., 1861. 2846. Has Mr. Miller had any contract under yon, during the present year? I believe not.
2847. ily Mr. Hoskins: Do you not keep a list of the works under your charge ? Yes, but
I know he has not; Mr. Miller is not in my district at ail.
_
2848. 7?y ilfr. Dick : Are there no entries of what you call task work ? Yes, there is a
task hook.
2849. Is that a private memorandum hook or a task book ? A task hook.
2850. Have you that with you ? No.
2851. Is it in Sydney ? No, at Tamworth.
_
2852. Who introduced the system of task-work?
I believe Mr. Bennett, the head
Engineer for Roads.
2853. Do you know? Mr. Bennett told me ho introduced it at the time Captain
Martindale was in office.
2854. Is it a good system ? It is a good system if it is not abused.
_
_
2855. Do you know whether Mr. Collett introduced the system ? I am satisfied he did not
introduce it.
.
.
2856. Will you call it a “ loose and discreditable” system ? I decline answering that question.
2857. Dy Mr. Hoskins: Will you explain what you mean by this task-work? It h
supposed that the Superintendent should havo the power of letting and carrying out certain
works, without advertising.
2858. To working men ? To working men.
, 2859. What is the general extent of these contracts? Up to a couple of hundred pounds,
I believe, and many go higher.
,
2860. Have you let contracts amounting to £200, without consulting your superior officer?
No, I think not.
2861. By Mr. Dalgleish : What is the highest sum you have let contracts for in that way ?
£150 is about the highest.
,
2862. By Mr. Hoskins: How long ago is that, that you have let contracts amounting to
that sum, in that way ? Since I have been on there ; I cannut loll you the date .
2863. By Mr. Dick; Is this task-work systi-m apart of what you call the '* regular loose
and discreditable system carried on since Mr. Collett has been in office ? I decline answering
that question also.
2804. What system do you refer to as being “loose and discreditable ? The whole
management ceneraily. I have given sufficient evidence of it, I think, already.
2865. Will you tell us the particular points of management you refer to ? No, I cannot;
you can take it from thc evidence I have given ; I have a great deal of evidence yet to
produce, and I decline answering that question, without thc evidence will prove there is
that discreditable system. I think you have had sufficient proof already.
_
2866. You state that you “ can produce documents to prove there is a regular loose and dis'
creditable system”—havo you any documents with you ? I have handed a great many in.
2867. Have you any with you now ? No. _
2868. Have you any others to hand in ? Not relating to that.
_
_
2869. Have you handed in all the documents relating to the “ loose and discreditable
system ?" I think so ; I am not certain.
2870. What do the documents that have not been handed in relate to? To the works
generally; I shall have to go to Tamworth fur some of them.
2871. Before you complete your evidence? Yes.
,
t
2872. You referred to the plans and drawings of Messrs. Bennett and Wells—did you take
out any quantities from1 their cross sections? Yes.
1
_
2873. When ? I have taken them out ou evenings, for my own information.
2874. How many evenings ? Well; I have taken them out at my leisure.
2875. What do you call your leisure? In my own time.
2876. How many times have you taken them out? Well, I have taken them out. . _
2877. How many times? I have taken them out; as to the number of times it is a
ridiculous question you are putting.
.
2878. Have you any books shewing the measurements you made ? I have no books to give
to you at the present time.
2879. No books to give to the Committee you mean ? No.
_
2880. Have you any books that will shew the quantities iu thc cross sections ? I can give
you the quantities in the cross sections.
2881. Now? Not now; if they are required.
2882. I am asking for them ? Well, 1 decline giving them at the present time.
_
2883. Have you any hooks that will shew the quantities ? I have, for my own information.j
2884. Will these books shew the quantity of earth and the quantity of rock from the
drawings? I have already declined answering your question.
2885. Were these quantities given in order to check the contractors work? How to check
it?—it is a general rule that, iu every work before it is let by public tender—before it is let
at all—the calculations are made from the sections, showing the quantities to be excavated, of
earth, and thc quantities iu each of the embankments.
_
2886. To cheek the contractor’s charges ? Yes; it is a general thing.
2887. Well, if that was carried out according to that contract, would any further measure
.
ments he necessary ? Yes, further measurements would be necessary.
_
2888. Aftcr the quantities were ascertained in the first instance? No; to arrive at the
amounts the contractor was to be paid.
noon
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”!Y. W understoo,J 7™ fo fy the quantities were taken out in the first instance ? Mr. Itohcit
o<fne^a quan11ties are taken out in the first instance.
Quodling.
hTwit'hmS6™whe“ thc?c0if,'1,5!!0r hlls1finis!led his work surely you know what the quantity .---------- .
irsll OolK^
t"i,w; 1 ““ Kl1 1“ lh'
1^,.
oooo" rr^'^ ‘ ®ecluse l'c does not know the quantities. '
Cinrn’nt
d° y°U kn°W hCfd°CS ?0t ? 1 admit that after thc work is completed you can tell
2893 Ii1^nHraCaSUHmentSj fr°m th0 SeCtl0nS anddrawinSs. tljo total quantities of earth-work,
of tt
'
tllc9sa“° way as y»B said you could tell us what was deficient on looking
oon
JU D°W ? YcS' lf ^ i,ad a starting point.
g
he does knolif
“lean ^ Sayi"S tbllt Mr' C°lleU
DOt know this ? 1 do not «>ink
J!iy fl 3’‘iU Saj 'I0 d0f;S "0t kn0W 5t ? 13ecausc 1 kDOW from Mr- Collett’s manner on
lhpnI 'k ha!i?e h?i ntoknowle%e of work; he has not the slightest knowledge of measure-'

OfiQC ti anythlng •tjat 1 )lare seca yeti he 00u]d ne«r give me any instructions.
»«q7 u y°U conslder youi,self competent to give your opinion of Mr. Collett ? Yes, I do
osns'

,y0Ur f Penence on PB^'O works ? From my experience on public works.
“io“,icd o,,r? Ifc,,vcbt“
^

^11""™,°^?™.'''“'’ P,in°iP*11)' »” ra'lwaJrs, «»d i. «»> Bod Department,
onn?‘ ?.n W?lat caPaf|tyj' 1 was lately Superintendent of Koads.
onoo wieV‘°’!?,t0 tkat ? 1 was then aSetlt for the contractor,
nqX« nV,at dld yT Cal1 y0arSElf ? 1 had charfic of 11)0 whole measurements for the work
M tE
c1ourse,"ihen ym.£lve us au opioiou like that the Committee have a right to ascerI hh. toHS’^«t0','"”°'
" 1 W“l‘ “
,1“‘ “P'™"" 5°“ 1“" “ f
JJJf H0'"' lonS wore you agent for tbe contractor ?
A9U5. Five years ? Yes, more than five years.
ooot'

t

t-Il‘3 C°l0ri7

?

A considerable time.

In this CoIony and iD Melbourne.

0000
Ciat time you had thc continual measurement of works ? I had
wc have had!1't0
°^
gSlb°y n°ll0W ?
TheheavicSt deicl'iptio|V of railway works
oo?o' ^lmlIar to tko3° in Doughboy Hollow ?
001

Yes,something similar.

i' lv!|VMy0pT,yt!l,j"Cti0tlJt0 tel1 the Co,nmiUefi y°ur ae« ? I am twenty-three.

I have njfoffidafil!! CTCr

y0lt t0 SCDd la * finiil “ea8Bren““‘ of the work ?

No;

to !eV-^.n<>t a£king ab°Ut What 1011 haTC °fficialIy ? 1 llave no documents directing me
2913. Iain only asking whether he told you verbally, or in writing? He told me at
Singleton that he would want me to go through the works on their final completion.
2914 How long ago was that? I forget the date; I believe it was in May when I was
travelling up from fcydney; I was on leave for a time. I stated then that it was no use
anythin^of The w?5 ^ d ^
lf ^ bU°yS
knoekod dowQ > and 1 declined doing
2915. Were the buoys knocked down then ? Istated that at the final completion it was
impossible to make any measurements, or to see how it was done, if I had not the sole
superintendence while it was being carried out.
2916. Ho I understand you that the buoys were knocked down in May last? The buovs
were not knocked down in May last.
J
7
2917. Why then should you have stated to Mr. Collett that it would he impossible to
measure at the end of the works if they were knocked down? I told him it would £
impossible without the sole supervision over the works while they were in progress • it was
no use asking me to certify after another officer had charge; I could not certify for a thing
X knew nothing about.
j
a
9q!o‘ wuS h “A1 TpetCnV0 y^ t0 Sec what bad bccn done ? No> I «t»dd not do so.
zaij, Miiynot; Because I could not do so.
2920. From the nature of the works ? Yes
2922. And this would affect the payment for the work done ? Yes.
2923. And it is with regard to that you say you could not know’unless you were there
continually. Yes ; for instance, if the pitching was put on when the embankment was bad
9nd boggy, after it was metalled, I could not tell whether the embankment had been com
solidated according to specification.
a! ’T'1,/'1!'8 li£T y°U S7 ynu could not tel1 h.v going through the works? Yes-

ml

t s;

• tli"«1*-•

’

OOO-' n ^ had eIlarSe of the works at tbat time ? I believe Mr. Bayley had
wT notLchrf J'0inLLy 7i,h hiui- 1 thouSbt 1 nnderstood you to tell me the
portion of Thenf°U bad charg0 °f tbe cartll*work* and Mr. Bayley of the bridges ? Yes, a
oooo'

^l116 ,wasrtbat?

1 cannot tel1 JOB Ae date I left Mr. Bayley.

-ll ob!lt b°°k 1 fo1.and1 EOm,e of y°ur joint measurements ? Yes, the last entered here
produced ^ bUt Mr'
^ baS E°me °t ier ineaEureinen^ in his own book which can be
238—0

2930.

‘
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Mr. Robert 2930. Just look at that letter of May 3rd, written by you—just read the first page ? The
Quodling. whole of the cuttings were not carried out then. ( iPjftiess rradfrom a Idlcf haiided io Am,
dated Doughboy Hollow, May ‘ird, 1861, and signed “ Robert Qvodliny.’")
“ The con11 Doc,, 1361. « tractor is progressing favourably with this contract the earth-work; will be ready in a mouth
“ for final measurement,” I suppose I may be allowed to explain about this. It was on
my return from Sydney, about the 27th May I believe, that Mr. Collett then told me I
would have the final measurement of the whole works—-I would have to certify to them
finally; it was on a Sunday, 1 would not be certain of the date, but it was in May, subse
quently to this letter—I think it was on the 2Gth May; 1 was told then that Mr. Uaylcy was
to take these works and I would have to report and certify to them finally, and 1 toldrtlie Com
missioner that if he placed them iu the hands of Mr. Bayley, Mr. Bayley would have to
certify—that I could uot bo responsible for work he superintended.
2931. That would not prevent your being able to certify for the work ? Yes, it would; I
would not certify for £7,000 without knowing something about the works.
2932. I take it, all you would have to certify would be ibat the work agreed upon was done,
and done properly? I could not do that without I had continual supervision of the works.
2933. You told him that as far hack as May ? Yes, I think it was on my return from
Sydney, at Singleton.
2931. At that time you made no remonstrance about the manner in which the work was
being done ? No; regular payments wore sent in.
2935. What was Mr. Collett’s manner to you—did he treat you with openness and
confidence ? Well, generally,
2936. Did he appear as if he was striving to conceal anything from you ? Well, I do not
know if he was striving to conceal anything from me. •
2937. You state that the work was conducted properly for a certain time—when were your
suspicions as to mismanagement first aroused ? Well, the first time I forwarded a voucher
when I took charge of the works from Mr. Bayley, I then objected—the first thing I did was
to object.
2938. When your suspicions were aroused ? That was tbe time I objected; tbat was the
time I returned the voucher.
2939. By Mr. Hoskins: What was the date? I think the 12th August.
2940. When you considered the works entirely in your charge ? Yes.
2941. By Mr. Dick: The first time was when you took the works from Mr. Bayley ? Yes, I
took them on that date.
2942. That was the first time your suspicions were aroused ? Well, I do not know ; I had
my own suspicions at different times. I have had great suspicion of Mr. Collett ever since
I knew him as a Koad Superintendent. I used to see then the way he treated his contractors;
and of course I had my own private opinion of Mr. Collett.
2943. It is very easy to have suspicions, is it not ? It is very easy.
2944. Can you toll us the ground of your suspicions? From ftlr. Collett’s manner that he
treated his contractors.
2945. Did he fold them in his arms ? Not exactly; I did not see him embrace them at any
time.
2946. How did he treat them ? He was continually using the horses of contractors, and
.
always had a posse of them about him every time be visited the works.
2947. What time of year was this? I do not know; l cannot give you the date.
2948. Can you tell me any one place where he had a posse of them about him ? I used to
Bee him at Murrurundi.
2949. It was at Murrurundi ? Yes.
2950. How long ago ? I do not recollect the date. And Mr. Collett’s nephew being em
ployed and Mr. Martindale finishing his work, that aroused my suspicion. Mr. Martindale
going over to complete some work that Mr. Collett’s nephew had taken in hand—from the
Northern Road to the Southern.
2951. When was that ? I have not the date.
2952. About the time—was it this year ? It was this year, I believe.
2953. What part of this year—July or January? I cannot give you the date,
2954. Whose horses do you say he used? I believe they beknged to the contractor.
2955. What contractor? I have seen him using Mr. Martindale's horses ; the last time he
was up he used one of Mr. Martindale’s horses.
2956. Have you ever used a horse belonging to a contractor ? No.
2957. You have never borrowed a horse from a contractor ? No,
2958. Borrowing a horse from a contractor would be a ground of suspicion in your mind?
That would be, in a measure.
2959. Tbat is one of your suspicions; can you tell us any other ? I have a great number of
suspicions, but I decline stating them to you.
2960. Docs Mr. Collett usually ride or drive? He generally drives.
2961. Did you ever see him driving the contractor’s horses ? I Lave seen a great number
with him.
2962. A great number of horses with him? Horses and men ; and Mr. Martindale
continually boasted that he could do what he liked—he had Mr. Collett all right, and he did
not care about me objecting to anything. It was his continual boast thrrughout thc district,
and I will bring men to prove that he has said he would put aside Quodling altogether, and ■
soon shift him out of his billet.
2963. You have heard him yourself? He has told me as much.
2964. Where did he say that ? It is not convenient for me to tell you at thc present time.
2965. Was it at Murrurundi? Yes; and on the works he has told mo that.

2966.
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2966. I think you stated that Murrurundi was not in your district? Murrurundi was not Mr. Robert
my district.
Quodling.
2967. By Mv. Dalgleish,: How far off? Four miles, I believe.
^
f^oco' Is ^ tbe n®arest town t0 y°ur district ? Yea ; the nearest post office.
11 Dec.. 186i.2969. By Mr. Dick: Where did you reside usually in the district ? Tamworth was mv
head quarters.
1
)y.1iat places were y°ur lettcrs usually addressed to ? To Tamworth. ccnerallv.
2971. Bid you ever go to Glen Innes ? Yes.
b
1
2972. How long ago was that ? I cannot give you the date at present.
.WaS ^ tbia year? Yes'1 was tbere thi3 year; T had charge of that road for the Bench
of Magistrates, and the letter directing me to take that road can be produced from the officeit was sent'to me by Captain Martindale.
2974. You are getting on at a great rate? I want to explain about my going to Glen
Innes j Mr. Collett referred to that in a letter, if I had been at my post, and I want to
explain that I had been at Glen Innes.
2975. Was Glen Junes in your district? No; I took charge of the road from Armidale to
Glen Innes, for the Bench of Magistrates.
;
2976. How far is Glen Innes from your district ? I think it is sixty miles from Armidale,
and Armidale was the end of my road.
2977. By whose leave were you at Glen tones? I have net the copy of the letter, but I
believe tbe original can he produced from the office, from Captain Martindale during the
time he was in office, directing me to superintend the road for the Bench of Magistrates at
Armidale.
2978. What do you mean by thc original being produced from the office—I suppose you
received the original letter ? Yes, I received the letter. I was to receive payment of the
actual expenses I incurred.
2979. You went there by Captain Martindale’s direction ? I did.
i^10,
t,‘"lC expenses ? I state that the Bench of Magistrates defrayed my expenses,
and I had Captain Martindale’s authority to receive them. The Bench of Magistrates at
Armidale were also informed. I would have brought the letter with me if I had known.
2981. By the Chairman: Will you have it in the"morning? It is at Tamworth; most of
my papers are locked up, I have written for any that are obtainable.
2932. Will you he able to produce it before the termination of this inquiry? It would be
better to have the letter from thc office; there are copies of everything there.
2983. By Mr. Dick : You say you have the letter at Tamworth ? I hove,
2984. Have you ever been to Glen Innes during the time Mr. Collett has been Commissioner
■ of Hoads? I do not recollect. I think I wrote to the Bench of Magisiratcs, stating that
Mr. Collett had an objection to my superintending their works, and the matter was broken
off. I am not certain whether I did go. It can be produced. I have not the dates. My
bills can be produced from thc Armidale Bench.
2985. Did you ever recommend Mr. Hannington as being an efficient officer ? No; I do not
recollect recommending Mr. Hannington as an efficient officer.
29S6._ Bid he ever make any measurements for you which you took for granted, withont
checking them yourself? Never.
2937, You always cheeked his measurements? I always checked them.
2988. Did I understand you to say, sonic time ago, that it was no use checking his measure
ments ? I checked any simple measurements he made, that any schoolboy could do.
2989* You only checked such measurements as you thought a schoolboy could do ? And
any that were of importance.
2990. Did he nieasure the big cutting? I believe he did with Mr. Donaldson.
2991. Do you think he was able to measure it ? I do not think he was able to measure it;
Mr. Donaldson was able to measuie it.
2992. Were you there at the time ? No.
2993. Do you recollect, some time ago, that you went from Armidale to Tamworth and back
with Mr. Collett? Yes.
2994. You were about a week together at that time, were you not? That was in April,
I believe.
r
2995. Do you recollect travelling with Mr. Collett from Armidale to Tamworth ? I do.
2996. Did you ever make any remonstrances about the management of the road then ? The
management of which road ?
2997. Thc management of the Northern Itoad ? That was the first visit of Mr. Collett.
2998. You made no remonstrance at that time? Mr. Collett never paid moneys at that
time without my certificate, to my knowledge.
APPENDIX.

Murrurundi, 18 February, 1861,

Sir,

I have the linnoi- to inform you Mr. Bayley will not allow me to begin the large cuttings
at Doughboy duyintion until thc cross sections of Mr. Debenham are sent up to him ; I have any quan
tity of men waiting to begin, and would feel obliged by your giving Mr. B. instructions what to do. or
allow lum and me to get the best gradient wo can,

W. R. Collett, Esq.,
Commissioner of Roads,

I have &c

JOSEPH MARTINDALE.

Sydney,
.Write
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JTj. Robert
Quodling.

Write Mr. Martindale that he can proceed aa rapidly as he likes with all the olhsr cuttings, and
that on Mr, Quodling’s voucher for work done, money will he paid to his acct. each fortnight. ■
W. R. C. 28/2/61,

11 Dec., 1861;
Mr. Martindale informed personally—S. G. S.

B.
Tamworth, 17 Scptembtr, 18G1.
Sir,

I do myself the honor to forward estimate for works on Doughboy Diversion, extras to
contract.
Mr. Martindale has commenced the works at the prices agreed upon by yon.
I have, &c.,
ROBERT QUODLING.

The Commissioner for Roads,
die.,
&c.,
&c.,
Sydney.

Extras on Doughboy Diversion Contract
£ s. d.

200 c. yds. in drain, to divert present watercourse from foot of bank at
big cutting, @ 2s........................................... .*

..........................

12nd class culvert ..
..
..
..
..
..
..
••
2001. yds. of road to form, pitch, and metal, from end of present contract
to “Evans Inn"

..

..

20 0 0
15 0 0
181 0 O
£139 0 O
*,=

Robebt Quodling,
16 ScpU 1861.

Approved,—These items are to be charged to task-work, and not as part of the original contract,
which is a hulk sura for £7,000.—W. R. O. 20/9/21.

THURSDAT, 12 DECEMBER, 1861.

present
Mr. T. GARRETT,
Mr. ARNOLD,
Mr. HOSKIN8,
Mr. DALGLEISH,
Mr. LUCAS,
Mr. DANGAR,
Mr. MARKHAM.

WILLIAM

FORSTER, Esq.,

in the

Chair.

Mr. Robert Quodling again called in, and still further examined:—
Mr- Robert 2999. By Mr, Danqar: You were a Road Superintendent before Mr. Collett’s appointment
as Commissioner? I was.
.
.
3000. When Mr. Collett was appointed Commissioner did you intimate to him your wish to
12 Dec., 1861.
y0ur first interview with him, when you visited him at first? No.
3001. Did you remonstrate with him in any way at that time ? I did on his first visit; I
told him when he ashed me as to ■—— It was not at the time of his first visit as Commis
sioner of Roads that I remonstrated with him ; it was after he made a remark about sending
in returns without the necessary details, I told him he had got the wrong person to deal
with ; that I would not certify for anything I did not conscientiously believe to he correct.
3002. Where did this occur ? At Murrurundi.
3003. At the inn there, Mr. Wightman’s ? Yes, at the inn.
3004. What did Mr. Collett say when you made that remark ? He laughed, that was all;
he did not make any other remark. 1 tl ink I told him 1 would rather break stones.
_
3005. Are you not aware that Mr. Bayley certified to Mr. Martindale’s work ? I have it
from Mr. Bayley himself, that he condemned, and I was present when Mr. Bayley condemned
a great quantity of gravel on the Liverpool Range.
,
3006. Did not Mr. Bayley refuse to certify to the metal? Mr. Bayley mentioned to Mr.
Collett about the metal upon that read.
3007. About the time that Mr. Bennett resigned ? The contract was not In a forward state
when Mr. Bennett resigned.
_
_
3008. What I want to ask you is whether at the time of Mr. Bennett’s resignation, there
was not some amount of work done by Mr. Martindale previous to that ? There was an
amount of money due to him for the Liverpool Range ; and the gravel was condemned by
Mr. Bayley, and condemned by Mr. Bennett, the engineer; and Mr. Martindale was informed
that no payments would be made till the proper material was supplied. That letter can he
obtained from the office—tbe letter of Mr. Bennett to the contractor, stating that no further
payments
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payments would be made. After Mr. Collett’s appointment, in April, about the time tbat Mr- Robert
this testimonial was given, Mr. Collett approved of this gravel—the whole of it, and set Quodling'
aside the Engineer’s objection, and Mr. Bayley’s, the Superintendent.
3009. Mr. Martindale has frequently re-let portions of his work ? I believe nearly tbe
18GE
whole of it.
3010. Have tbe sub-contractors performed their work satisfactorily ? Not in all cases j they
perform it according to the terms of Mr. Martindale’s arrangement with them.
3011. By sub-1 ettiug, Mr. Martindale, I suppose, bas made a profit upon thc contract?
Considerable.
3012. You cannot specify tbe profit he has derived from any one contract? From the
whole—the metal, the pitching, the earth-work, everything—he has got a considerable profit.
3013. He sub-let to Mr. Greer some portion of the original contract? Yes.
•
3014. Did you hear Mr. Greer state------? I know that for the clearing be let for £50
a mile, and the amount he received would be about £88—it would come out that—so that
he cleared in that one ease alone fully £30 a mile. That was not according to tbe
specification.
3015. You are aware that Mr. Martindale was allowed a long extension in his contracts,
from the specified time? I believe he was allowed some extension.
3016. Do you know how long? No, I do not,
3017. Are Mr. Martindale’s contracts finished in No. 2 district now? The Doughboy
Diversion ?
3018. Yes? He bad not finished when I left tbe district; it would take them fully two
months to complete it, when I left; and a considerable sum of money.
3019. "Was the fencing put up wbe^n you left? No.
3020. The fencing was not according to the specification ? No.
3021. The portion of the Liverpool Bange you had the superintendence of was in Mr.
Collett's charge ? 1 had nothing to do with the Liverpool Kange, although I was present
when Mr. Bayley condemned tho gravel.
3022. "Who was Superintendent before you, in No. 2 district? Mr. Newcomen.
3023. How did he leave the works—when you took charge were they in a satisfactory state?
I did not take charge from Mr. Newcomen. The works were handed over to me by the
Engineer for Roads, Mr. Bennett. Mr. Newcomen was not present; he had left the district
some time before I took charge.
3024. Mr. Brown is now Superintendent of the Gap ? To Doughboy Hollow Creek, I
believe; I do not know whether there is any alteration.
3025. You bad a longer distance to superintend than was comprised in No. 1 district ?
About thirty-five miles more.
3026. Your salary was how much a year ? £400.
3027. How much was Mr. Brown’s? £600, 1 believe.
3028. Your district was thirty-five miles longer than Mr. Brown’s? I believe so.
3029. I believe your father has been an engineer for a great number of years ? He has
been surveying for a great number of years.
3030. He is still in Government employ ? Yes.
3031. In what part of the country ? I think on tbe Southern Road; I do not know the
length of his district.
3032. You have a brother also an engineer ? No; I have one brother under the Engineer
for Railways; he is a clerk.
3033. You therefore had an opportunity of learning the profession from, perhaps, your
father ? No, I had no opportunity of learning from him.
3034. You left Mr. Hannington on tho work when you resigned? I saw him at
Murrurundi, when I was on my way to Sydney.
3035. He did not speak of coming to Sydney then ? No.
3036. Has not Mr. Collett often, at public meetings and in private conversation, spoken of
your competency, since he has been Commissioner ? He spoke of me at Tamworth, when
a deputation waited upon him about thc streets, and stated that he had every confidence iu
me as a practical engineer.
3037. Whom were yon under as overseer, before you were appointed to No. 2 district ? I was
directly under Mr. Bennett, the Engineer for Roads.
'
3038. For how long ? I think eight or nine months.
3039. Did Mr. Bennett ever make a complaint of your inefficiency ? Never.
3040. Is it the fact that you obtained your promotion through Mr. Bennett? I believe
through Mr. Bennett; but those documents you can get from tbe office. I think Mr.
Bennett recommended me for the promotion, and I believe Mr. Arnold confirmed his recom
mendation.
3041. There never wer-' any complaints made to the office, as respects your inattention to
duty or incompeteney ? Never.
3042. Did Mr. Hannington measure the works and give you that certificate of bis own free
will, or did you ask him for it ? He measured the works of his own free will, but he com
piled tbat letter from thc notes I took on the works.
3043. Did ho make any objection ? Not the slightest; he thanked me for giving him tbe
information. I have not bis letters with me, or else I could produce—I could produce all
his letters, and will hand them in when I get them from Tamworth,
3044. You have these letters at Tamworth ? Yes, a great number of letters.
3045. When Mr. Bayley was transferred from the Murrurundi District to Yass tbe works
were handed over to you ? Yes.
3046. All tho works ? All the works.

3047.
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Mr. Robert 3047. Without any reservation or restriction whatever ?
Quodlmg.

ec.,

evert

“

Without any restriction what3

S04B. Have you seen Mr. Bayley since he has been appointed to Yass ? Never,
61. 3049. Aad have had no correspondence with him ? I never had any correspondence with
him.
3050. How often had you seen Mr. Collett before he was appointed Commissioner—how
often did he pay a visit to hia district—to the end of his district ? I believe he paid a
monthly visit.
3051. Yon never heard of his being there oftener ? I never heard of his being there oftener ■
he might have been on some very particular occasion.
3052. When he travelled to Armidale on duty as Commissioner, do ynu think the short time
he stopped at Bendemeer was sufficient to inspect that bridge ? I think it was quite long
enough for him to stop j for if ho had stopped from that time till now he could not havo
expressed an opinion upon the work, for he knew nothing about masonry then, nor does he
now.
3053. He asked you no questions ? No questions; he could not ask me questions.
3054. What was the use of his stopping then ? He only stopped a minute or two—his
stopping there was of no use.
*
3055. Did he pass any remarks ? No remark at all.
3056. Did you understand that part of his duty during that journey was to inspect that
bridge ? I do not know what his duties were; I suppose he reported that he had inspected
the bridge.
3057. Your district extends to Armidale ? To Armidale.
3053. Does the main road end there ? Yes'.
3059. From Armidale to Tenterfield is a by-road ? It is a minor road from Armidale to
Tentcrfield.
3060. Had the Millers any contracts in your No. 2 district? Not while I was Superin
tendent.
3061. Did you ever see Mr. Brown there while you were Superintendent ? I saw Mr. Brown
at Doughboy Hollow.
3062. Were any other parties with him at the time ? Yes.
3063. Who were they? Mr. Doyle, Mr. Miller, Mr. Clements, and Mr. Williams.
3064. Mr. Doyle and Mr. Williams are road overseers ? Yes.
3065. Mr, Miller and Mr. Clements were contractors? Yes; I believe they were.
3066. Had they a number of horses and gigs ? Yes; they travelled there.
3067. You do not know at that time that Mr. Miller was in tbe habit of lending the Super
intendents and overseers horses and gigs, to convey them from Scono to Muswellbrook to and
fro? Keport says that the contractors have been doing that; but I cannot speak from my
own knowledge.
3068. Did you see the list you spoke of, tho Murrurundi list, of contributors for Mr. Collett—
tbe one that, was got up at Scone and Muswellbrook ? No, I did not see the one at Sonne
and Muswellbrook; but I saw the one at Murrurundi, in the hands of the contractor, Mr.
Martindale.
3069. Are you aware tbat there was a second at Scone and Muswellbrook ? I believe there
was.
3070. Do you know tho amount that was subscribed altogether? At Murrurundi I believe
it was something like £40 or £50.
'
3071. Did you subscribe? No.
3072. Were you asked ? No.
'
3073. Why ? lam sure I could not tell you why.
3074. Are you aware that these contractors and overseers were seeking subscriptions from
any others except those connected with the roads? I do not know that they were seeking
subscriptions from parties that were not connected with tbe road.
3075. Do you recollect any amount on the list—you saw the names? I recollect seeing Mr.
Martindale’s name; I think £5 was before his name ; there were others, but I cannot speak
from memory ; witnesses are summoned who presented the purse.
3076. Was the list published? No, I think not.
3077. Was Mr. Bayley’s name to it ? I do not know; I think not.
3078. Mr. Hannington’s? No, I think not.
3079. Mr. Wightman’s ? I could not tell you ; I believe Mr. Wightman gave something,
3080. Mr. Wightman was a contractor, or his brother ? They are iu partnership, I believe.
3081. They had a contract? They had a contract.
3082. Did you ever notice the Sandy Creek Bridge ? No ; I had nothing to do with it.
3083. Did you ever hear that Mr. Martindale hud that contract ? Mr. Martindale told me
that he built that bridge ; but I know nothing about it.
3084. Are those specimens of the metal put on (referring to specimens of trap and shale
lying on the table') ? I believe that is the description of metal put on.
3085. Was there much of the proper metal used ? Yes, a considerable quantity; there was
about 700 or 800 yards of this shale.
3086. You have often seen, have you not, the scale of prices from the office, for cutting and
forming road ? No; there is no scale of prices that I know of.
3087. Not sent to you ? Not sent to me.
3088. Arc you aware that there is a scale of prices kept in the Koad Department? I am
not aware of any scale of prices being kept.
3089. You have not known of contractors taking jobs of work, without tendering, by this
scale of prices, on the main road ? I know of no scale of prices.

3090.
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3090 When letting a piece of work without tender, do you, as Superintendent, make your Mr. Robert
own bargain, apart from Mr. Oollett, the Commissioner? Not in all cases, hut I have done Qa<*ihnsso. Mr. Collett has let works to Mr. Martindale without referring to me, but any other /---- -—a
works 1 expected to have the power to let them myself, and to employ whatever contractors 12 ^ 1861.
I pleased, at reasonable prices. I had a discretionary power to let those works
dUJI. Are you aware that contracts have been taken at a very large sum less than tbe prices

oooo6 m^Ce
IS' *n
^
^ave ^een taken at a less price.
Than the amount specified in the office ? I do not know of any scale of prices that is
uon*>in ^10 0™cc > ^ n<jver knew of any scale of prices that was held.
3093 Are you aware that there was any scale of prices fixed by Captain Martindale or Mr.

Bennett before they left the Colony ? I am not aware of any.
3094. For ballasting, making roads, or cutting drains by the yard ? I think prices vary a
great deal.
J
mri. How much of Mr. Martindale s contract was there to complete when you were made
tbe bupenntcndcntr When the worka were handed over to me ?
3096. Yes 1 I have given in the quantities.
3097. How many overseers have you ? Two.
3098 Are you aware how many Mr. Brown has for his hundred miles ? I have hoard that
he had three overseers and one or two assistants, but I cannot give you any correct informa
tion on that point.
u
^
j
3099. Were you allowed any forage for horses besides salary ? No.
3100 By Mr. Lucas: How long have you been employed in tbe Works DepartmentP
JNearly two years—about two years, I think.
r
‘
3101. Were you some time upon the Western Road? Yes, I believe I was on the Western
Koad about eight months.
3102 Where did you go after that? I was appointed then to the superintendence of the
second district of the ^Northern Road.
3103. Then you went direct from the Western to the Northern Road? Yes.
3A104',JFrOm.wtlom di<i you .receive y°ur appointment? From Mr. Arnold: I think Mr.
Arnold was in office at the time I was appointed.
3105. To whom did you consider your-elf responsible upon the Northern Road—who were
your superior officers ? Mr. Collett was my superior officer.
3106. Did you consider yourself responsible to him for your acts on the road? Yes in a
great nieasure.
1
oa‘ u‘C Wll°le °f tbe
Diversion was placed under your supervision ? Yes.
3108. Had that work been commenced when you went there at first? Mr. Bay lev had
charge of the works when I went there.
1 J
3109. You received a letter on tho 8th February which gave you full charge? Yes.
3110. You have handed that letter in ? Yes.
'
3111. You continued in charge until the 7th March, when you received a letter which some
what modified your power ? Yes.
q n q 7°U WCre 11300 'l1 c*iarFe in conjunction with some other person ? Yes, with Mr. Bayley.
3113. Do you condemn or find fault with any works between tbe 8th February and the 7th
larch. No, I did not; 1 pointed out to Mr. Collett the bad description of metal that was
being broken by the contractor.
3114. Between those dates ? Between those dates.
3115. From whom did you receive those letters—from the Works Department? Yes - at
least one of them was from Mr. Collett, T believe the other was from the Works.
’
siiv' tvj1 Tlcc,'-™eA a ^'tter dated 5tb July ? Yes, I believe I received a letter of that date

dU7. Did that letter again give you full charge of the works? It was directing me to take
charge or the works from Mr. Bayley—he was appointed to Yass.

3118. How long after you received the letter of the 5th July did you find fault with anv of
the works ? Did I take charge ?
}
3H9. No How long after you received the letter of the 5th July did you find fault with
tho works? I did not take charge till the 12th August, and when I took charge I then
sent in my report to the Commissioner.
Mr. Bayley did uot leave till about the 12th of
August.
3120. Then you did not take full charge, as directed in that letter?
Not till Mr. Bayley
left, or a day or two before he left
"
J }
3121. Had you any fault to find with the works between the 7th March and the 5th of July ?
There was the metal, as 1 explained before; I pointed out the metalliug to Mr. Collett J ’
3122. I am now speaking of the letters of the 7th of March and the 5th of July—did you
find fault between those dates? No, I think not; I do not recollect reporting anything,
,
certify {

yT011 k110"’
atly money having been paid to the contractor after you refused to
Yes I do, there were two payments made.

3124. Afrer you refused to certify? Yes
3125; Did the Commissioner visit the works between the time of your refusal to certify and
the time of the payments being made ? The Commissioner of Roads visited tbe works
immediately after I sent in the return stating that the contractor had not done sufficient to
entitle him to an advance.
3126 Was it after your return was sent in ? The money was paid before the Commissioner
paid his visit there.
3127. I want you clearly to understand the question : whether the Commissioner for Roads
visited thc woiks between the time of your refusal to certify and the time the money was
paid on account of the work for which you refused to certify ? No, he came up immediately
after; he had visited the works of course, some time previously.
J

3128.
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Mr. Robert 3128, After you refused to certify did he visit the works before the money was paid. You
Quodling. were asked to certify for certain works—you say you refused to do so, and the money was
paid after you refused to certify. Now did the Commissioner visit the works between thc
12Dec., 1861. j.jmg Qfy0ur refllga] ^ certify and of the payment of the money?
The (jommissioner
visited the works after I refused to certify.
3129. Before the money had been paid ? No; the money had been paid.
3130. Then the money was paid, presuming upon the personal explanation of the contractor,
after you had refused to certify ? Well, I believe so.
_
_
3131. Without any inspection whatever? Without any inspection whatever.
_
3132. Did I understand you to say that money was paid on account of the Doughboy Diver
sion, on the 13th of August, and that the vouchers were sent, by the Works Department, to
you, upon the 28th, with a request that you would certify for the works already paid for,
fifteen days before? No; the money was paid on the 13th of August, and the vouchors
were forwarded to me on thc 30th October, to certify. 1 made a memo, ou the voucher when
I received it.
3133. The vouchor was actually sent two months after the money was paid r lea; and at
thc time I refused to tho £470 odd item I did not know of this £500 that had been paid
seven days previously.
_
3134. Did yon ever know this to be done on any other contract—did you ever know money to
he paid before the work was certified—-without a certificate from the officer superintending
the work ? Never iu any service in which I have been employed.
3135. In other cases the works were certified first, and the money paid afterwards? In
CHSfS

■

'

3136. Have yon ever refused to certify for works in consequence of their having been
improperly performed ? I have stated that already, with reference to clearing, consolidation,
and metal.
, » it
,
3137. After refusing to certify have you again been required to certify ? Yes; the returns
have been forwarded to me, 3138. Again ? Yes.
'
3139. By whom? From the office,
.
3140. Did you receive instructions to give tho contractor every facility in carrying On his
contract? Yes, I did ; I received a letter from Mr. Collett.
.
3141. What did you understand by that letter ? I thought it was a license from Mr. Collett
to let tbe contractor do whatever he liked.
_ .
3X42. You considered tbat these instructions went to the extent of authorizing you to
certify for works which had not been done, or which bad been improperly performed ? I
think Mr. Collett’s meaning, when he wrote me that letter—at least I cannot state his
meaning—but I received snob a document from him, that I was to give every facility to the
contractors, though I had previously given every facility to them in forwarding their work;
hut I would not let them do just as they liked. I wanted the works carried out according
to the specification, and it was in consequence of that, that this letter was sent to me,
3143. You received a letter from Mr. Uannington, dated the 24th of October ? Yes.
3144. You are aware tbat some objections are made in that letter, with reference to works
stated not to have been performed, or improperly performed? Yes.
3145. First, it says, “ Clearing.—This has not been carried out by specification. _ The clear
ing of the main road is bad, there being many stumps left above ground
is that the
truth? Yes.
_
.
.
3146. “ The timber is still lying on the ground, not having been cleared away; tn fact, in
« many places the hanks are formed and resting upon the timber ’’—what is meant by that?
I mean that the timber was not all removed from the sides of the embankment. The
specification states tbat the stumps may remain on thc side of all embankments, tbat is,
where they will be covered by the fallen roadway.
3147. I believe the specification says the embankments are to he trimmed with rubble stone,
hand packed on the sides of tfio embankment—bas that been carried out ? That has not
been done; the batter has not been trimmed throughout the line.
3148. In answering that question, you refer to the time when yon resigned? No. _ These
quantities are from the last payments that were made, not to the date of my resignation.^
3149. It says, “ The earth-work around the abutments of bridges, culverts, and retainingwalls has not been performed ’’—how has it not been performed ? The priming of the earthworl£—the earth-work has not been primed through. The earth-work of the retainiug-wall
and bridges has not been, primed.
_
,
3150. “ The consolidation—to this clause I would call your particular attention—
« The pitching is bad; in many eases much sunken, in consequence of the road not being
" well consolidated before commencing work”—do you know that of your own knowledge ?
Yes, I know it of ray own knowledge.
_
3151. " Fencing, only six panels put up"—is that also true? That is true.
3152. The letter says, “ Metal—this is another serious and very important item—we have
neither proper quantity nor qualityis that also correct?. That is also correct; I will
bring a witness to prove the quantity paid for.
'
‘
'
3153. This letters says, “1,511 yards of metal has yet to be spread, of which 1,016 is not
yet broken”? Yes, that is correct; it is an approximation as to the quantity delivered
and spread, but .the total quantity of metal in the aggregate is correct.
3154. “The flooring is neither tarred nor spiked”? That was the case when I left the
works.
'
3155. “The slabbing of abutments and landward side of bridge, to hold embankment, not
slabbed”—was that the case ? They were not slabbed at that time.
/
.
,.
.
.,
l
3156. <■
Mi-:
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Yes, I know it of my own knowledge.

inti"
s
• J!,U Bay th° contrilctor Wisb^ to
m the specification it is so specified ? It is so specified.

Mr. Robert

this an extra ebaree, although Q'=odlinp.
b
S

euHini1 hll-£taied h!-re’ ib^ “U,ie creeli !s blocked UP tIirouSh tbo earth from the 121801.
Jtuff wLt
PrPr?d lnt0.(.tbe. creck”-had the contractor the right to tip the
bj L & sip„‘,“ »s/J“‘pM,li“t'“ s““,' “ Tbe
'0 bt i'r“il'd
d™‘«i
3159. TIiat is yourself ? Yes.
§1??‘ T,i(1 Ji0U dirccC h t0 be ^PP611 tbcre ? No, I did not, but Mr. Collett did
£1 800 to £2090 ”*teS“" Th7niount rT'Ted t0 COrople,e tljc work’ wbioh 1 ^timatc at
t0 £A>mQ —are yon of opinion that that amount was required ? Yes, fully tbat
amount was required at the time I reported.
^
ot1?-'
ot Te tberu was only £1 -000 in ba“d ? So I was informed.
3K34 Tn L

vT18 a per‘centflee to he kept back upon this work ? A per-centage of
',H J
would amount to £1,400 on £7,000, thc gross amount of the contract.

o/wor rVC tCrrhe Mrster for1 y°rks y0u 6a^' that independently of this quantity
dlmnZf i“C1 sbo,uld bftvc ^en completed, there were works which should have been com
demned-what works do you refer to ? There was a considerable quantity of metal and
pitching that should have been condemned, which would add to the other amount.
’
den.nedVUYcysther°1SaqUantity °f

witbout ™lidation, that should be com

i1tCt‘i£ttr0U,lt &vfr y<JU, C0Dait(kT? Ab0ut 900 ?ard3 vcry bad J it lias been carried
meU L
h consolidation clause having been taken notice of; it is a very soft embank-

n,0t h,0,6? Pr°perly performed

?

Not properly performed.

And which should have been condemned ? Yes
3169 What is the value of that work ? 6s. 6d. per lineal yard I believe has been paid •
keit fmf0rtirtl0nt-CaTt b° co"sohdato<3 now without that is all taken off, and thc convexity
Eept up with continual coats of pitching,
^ ^
vonJii=E?UPPrC it,’S tl0t diffic1ullt t0 sc° explanations from contractors, or to get them to si"n
vouchers ? A contractor would say anything or do anything to get money.
°
<nn. Is It usual tor persons who have to supervise work to be supplied with copies of the
meTntbtre
I0US? Jt " ^ t0 send tbc do“- but^Ly woreVoSdedt
•Jins.

SBUfor r tht P*T .W,!°n iS !u Cbarf is SUpplied With tbc Plansand specifications, is it
feU ihethl
Wheth^ the 7‘'ks/rc beinS Pr(>PerIy performed or nob-could you
I could .til Wi WCrl pr0ptrly Performc^ ’f y°a bad not tbe
and specifications ?
them
1 'Tbetber tbe wurks woro carried out in a creditable manner, by going over
unlet vm!1 r.d'Sr ‘f1 WbethtCr tbej WerG Trjcd °?t according to the plans and specifications,
unless you bad these documents or a copy of them ? No, but I could tell whether the work
cairicd out property without the specification or plans.
i4. Is it possible for a person in charge of works to certify as to the value of the work
done, or the amount which should be advanced, unless he is made acquainted with the amount
aLoof
^ 1C Scfacdu 0 ot Pnc?3 ? 0f course he cannot tell without he is told the
amount ot the contract and the sum paid,

W.cre J'011 evcc officially acquainted with the amount of the contract ? The only
official information I had about tbe total amount of the contract was thc letter with the

iTcommitSTeTy ^

WaS baDded to mo

Mr' ^y1^

Tbat 1 have handed in to

^1(6. Do you know that any alteration was made in the manner of carrying out the work?

I sec in the letter sent from the Department of Works, dated 30th October, the first letter
the
Tk-r y?U '“V11 y-T ,resifiDalioa-witb reference to your finding fault with
snhsHt f d f Th‘S r Sime ^ Tldlc1ulous, because pitching, after mature deliberation, 'was
for b S-in met "l P° T10n
t u
^Ctal:
Did -V0U know tbat pitohing was substituted
r tai,'t 1 ^
there that it was. I saw by the slip that pitching was
aikstituted for broken metal, because there was no pitching in the specification.
I; _f-t tbe very same price ? I see the very same price per cubic yard,
vi j-w 116,0
dl^erf“ce between the prices of broken metal and pitching ? A considcrab ,?,,d'?°rence > tbo pitohing could be supplied much cheaper.
■
•
h if ,?° a™ ‘bi;.lk 16 o™1'*J* supplied for a little more than half? For little more than
halt—the description of pitching that is put down.
3180. This letter also says
« And from your inability to measure accurately.” Can you
aiotUr?v accurately ? les, any description of works I have ever seen in the Colony,
olol. Lan you measure bnck-work ? Yes.
3182. Stone-work?

Yes.

3183. Bridges ? Yes.
3184. Cube timber ? Yes, everything.
3185. Earth-work ? Yes.

'

ol86. Did Mr. Collett or any other person ever question your ability to measure ? No it
was never questioned.
'
SSJ,” ;:^rb“S*

“,e-“ lhe *»”J

r»" «™ I'—

3188. Is that it? Yes.
olon' m0ni ^h0111 d'd you receive ‘bat ? From Mr. Gibbons,
3190. Who is now employed by tbe Government to superintend tbe Wollongong and Kiama
Harbour Works ? Yes, (The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix A.)
238—P
'
S191.

■
'
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Mr. Robert 8191. Had Mr. Gibbons an opportunity of testing your qualifications as to the measurement ?

Quodling. jje
f
,
i—“s 3192. But no person upon the public works ever before questioned your ability to measure r
12 Dec., 1861. u o.
. ,
3193 Bo you think if you were incompetent to measure work you should have retained your
position as Superintendent of Roads? I think I should not have been retained if I were
incompetent to discharge my duties.
_
3194. Particularly measuring? Particularly measuring.
.
„
3195. This letter says, " The big cuttings were paid for in a lump sum under your estimate.
Did you give an estimate? No, I bad not charge of the works.
.
. „
3196. Bid you ever give an estimate in to the department, as to the value of that work (

3197. It says as " to (the repeated payments of money before it was due/ I am directed to
" inform you that the Commissioner requested that fortnightly vouchers should be sent in,
1

" which you neglected to do” ? I sent in fortnightly vouchers when the contract was commenced first, and I took charge of the works, but after these payments the first thing,_ when
I took over the works from Mr. Bayley, in August, or very soon afterwards, I received a
voucher stating that money had been paid, and of course when such a practice was carried on
by the Commissioner, I felt that I should not be justified in sending in any return, because i
could never know the amount that had been paid. When I objected to certify to the £479
voucher, I knew nothing of the £500 which bad been paid seven days previously.
3198. It says, " although the financial part does not concern you.”—I presume if the works
are under your charge, and you are requested to sign vouchers, you have a right to satisfy
yourself whether a sufficient quantity 6f work has been performed ? I think it is very

3199S The letter goes on to say, " at no time has more than eighty per cent, been paid to
the contractor;”—is that the fact? I have only that letter for it.
■
3200. Is it your opinion ? It is not my opinion ; my opinion is that the per-centage has
not been retained, putting aside all other objections.
_
_
, .
,
3201. How long has this contract been in progress ? I believe it was commenced in the
latter part of January, or the beginning of February, and it is in progress at the present
•3202. Do’you know how often the Commissioner visited and inspected this contraot ? I
have seen him there I think three times—three or four times.
3203. Baring the time you were there ? Yes.
, ,
,
3204. From February until when ? I have met him when I had not charge ot the works.
3205. From the nature of road-making, does it not require constant supervision ?

Constant

3206. If the pitching were performed, and covered with metal during the absence of the
Commissioner, it would for some time be impossible for him to say whether the road had
properly consolidated, and the pitching had been properly performed ? It would soon speak
■for itself—the traffic would tell whether it had been consolidated or not.
3207. Bo you know some new road just this side of Doughboy? Yes. ^
3208. How was that work done ? t believe that was done by Mr. Martindale.
3209. Was it a cutting ? There was a considerable amount of cutting and earth-work.
3210. Was it pitched ? The greater portion of it was pitched.
_
3211. Was it coated with metal after that ? A portion of it was coated with metal.
_
3212. The portion that was pitched—had that a coating of metal ? ^cs ; a portion is
pitched and metalled, and a portion is pitched, and I cannot say gravel, but mud or pipe
clay was put on it.
,
, ,
T i,- 1 it.
3213. Was pitching put over that pipe-clay ? Not to my knowledge. I think they were
doing something of that sort when I was coming down the, range, hut I did not take
-

h^ld^Then you do not know whether that road has been pitched over what they call gravel
or metal ?

I believe it has been, in one or two particular places.

„

3215. I see by the plans and specifications, the cuttings are to he thirty feet wide .

v
xes,

they are nearly all cut to that width.
.
9 T*
3216. I understood you to say that the line was altered after the contract was taken r it
was altered after the contract was taken.
,
...
3217. Who altered it ? Mr. Collett, I believe; he did not adopt Mr. Bennett s line, which
had been let to the contractor.
,. ,
3218. You said that in adopting the new line he had done away with two bridges, which,
if they had been erected, would have cost £2,000 ? Yes, they would have cost fully tha .
3219. Who had the benefit of that saving—the public ? On the other line there was an
extra quantity of earth-work, hut I do not think it was an equivalent.
I have taken out
the calculations myself, and I think instead of the contract being £/,000 it ought only to

3220. There should have been some deduction ?
for taking the contract as it was altered.

Fully £1,000 should have been deducted

3221. Instead of a reduction there was an increase of £700 odd ? _ Yes._

3222. What is the usual price of cutting, per cubic yard ? The price paid to the contractor
for one portion of the contract, Is. 5d., and for the extra work, Is. lOd.
3223. What is the value of metal—what is it broken for per yard ? It can he broken there
for about 2s. 6d. per yard, and some of it can be broken for less.
3224. That is for the" breaking only ? Yes.
.„
„
3225. What would be the cost of quarrying and laying it upon the road f Ine metal is all
handy; there is not half a mile lead upon any portion of the contract for drawing.
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3226. What do you think metal can be got for, broken, spread, and finished, per yard ? The Mr. Jtobcrt
price the contractor was paid he could get a good profit from.
Quodling.
3227. What was that ? 6s. 6d. a cubic yard.
r-—■A—"'l
3228. You handed in a letter, or a copy of a letter, from Mr. Bayley, to the Commissioner 12
1861of Hoads, dated 27th June, 1861, recommending some extra work, and the prices which
should be allowed ? Yes ; I handed it in as a letter I received from Mr. Bayley.
3229. This letter was dated 27th June, 1861 ? I believe that was the date.
3230. By Mr. Dalgleish: What could the stone be broken and spread on the road for ? I
could make a profit of fully Is. a cubic yard out of the price of Gs. 6d. I could make more
if I were allowed to use shale.
3231. How much more could you make out of it, if you were allowed to use shale ? I
could make a shilling a yard more; it would cost a shilling a yard less for breaking.
3232. By Mr. Lucas: Speaking of that letter from Mr. Bayley to the Commissioner,
recommending the extra work, and the price to be allowed for it, did you see a copy of that
letter in the handwriting of Mr. Collett ? 1 did not; but Mr. Bayley told me he had Mr.
.
Collett’s letter, and I asked him to write on the back of the letter that he had the original
draft, and he did so, and his memo, is on it, stating that he holds the original draft, and that
the letter alluded to is a fair copy.
3233. That letter you handed in ? Yes; a fair copy of the one given to him by Mr.
Collett, and sent in as an original from himself.
3234. Then are we to understand that the Commissioner requested Mr. Bayley to copy the
document, and forward the copy to him, as if it had originated with Mr. Bayley ? Yes.
3235. Then the recommendation for the extra work, as well as the prices, came from Mr.
Collett, and not from Mr. Bayley, as the letter would lead one to suppose ? From Mr. Collett.
3236. Did you ever see any other documents of the same nature, from the Commissioner,
or any other superior officer ? No; but there is a similar instance, where Mr. Collett let
the task-work, and directed mo to send in an estimate, after he had already let the work to
the contractor. I sent in an estimate, and stated that I forwarded the estimates of such a
work, at the prices agreed upon by himself
3237. After agreeing for the prices he requested you to send in an estimate, after telling
you the prices he had made an agreement for? Yes.
3238. What was the use of such an estimate ? I suppose he wanted it for his own purposes.
3239. Did you ever measure these cuttings at Doughboy Diversion ? Yes, I have measured
the most of them.
3240. There is a large cutting which you and Mr. Donaldson measured, did you not? Yes,
we measured several cuttings—I measured so that I might be able to give information.
3241. Was there one that contained about 10,000 yards ? I do not know a cutting that
contained that quantity.
■
3242. What contract had Mr. Martindale upon the Northern Eoad? The Doughboy Diversion ; and he had the extension from the end of the Doughboy contract to the Willow
Tree. He had also some other work, extras, to contract at the village of Doughboy Hollow.
I think ho had some other works upon the lower portion, but I can only speak to my own
district.
,
3243. Was not that the principal work upon the road ? Yes,
'
3244. Do you know the amount of money spent upon the Northern Bead this year ? No.
There is an extensive clearing contract carried out through the whole district—throughout
the whole lino I had'charge of.
3245. How did you get the information that £6,000 bad been paid upon the works to that
date? I was told verbally by Mr. Collett that £5,500 had been paid.
3246. When ? Either on the 11th or 12th September. Since then there had been a £200
payment, and a £300, making £6,000 in all.
•
3247. That left only £1,000 to be paid upon the contract? It left only £1,000.
3248. Mr. Hanuington’s letter to you, dated 24th October, stated that there was from
£1,800 to £2,000 worth of work to be done, and that Mr. Martindale had drawn something
like £2,200 over what was agreed upon ? Yes, fully that amount of money.
3249. You handed in specification, did you not, of the work ? Yes.
3250. Do you know whether that was the specification under which the works were
originally tendered for ? I believe that to be a copy of it.
3251. Do you know whether the original tender or contract was for a lump sum or a
schedule of prices? It was advertized to be let at a schedule of prices. The copy I handed
in is a fair copy of the one forwarded to me at the time it was advertized.
3252. How was it changed into a lump sum ? By the letter I have referred to—Mr. Bayley’s
letter.
3253. Have you any idea of the value of the works done, according to the schedule of
prices? Yes, I have taken them out, to arrive at the statement I have made there, with
reference to the value of the work to complete it at that time.
3254. I am speaking of the present line of road, if properly completed according to the
schedule of prices at which the contract was originally tendered for—what would bo the
value of the work; would it amount to £7,000? No, I think it would amount to only
£6,000, that is at the schedule of prices the contractor has taken.
3255. What is the schedule of prices? I have not any official copy to hand in to the Com
mittee.
3256. By Mr. Hoskins: Have you ever seen the schedule of prices ? I have seen it; at least
I have seen a copy.
3257. By Mr. Lucas: Do you know Mr. Donaldson ? Yes.
■
3258. Who is he ? He was agent for the contractor, Mr. Martindale.
3259. Did you and Mr. Donaldson measure a cutting at Doughboy Hollow ? Yes.

a
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Mr. Robert 3260. Why did you measure that cutting ? Because I had not confidence in Mr. Collett.
Quodlmg. 32Gi_ Why did Mr. Donaldson measure it? I asked him to assist me and he did so; but
the contractor did not know he was doing it.
12Dec., 1861. g262. What were the contents of the largest cutting? The quantities I make for the
^

largest cutting, and they can easily be checked by cross sections, are 14,300 cubic yards.
3263. That is the contents of the largest ? Yes. I have taken these quantities out from
the cross sections.

3264. Did Mr. Donaldson assist you in measuring that work ? Yes, in taking the depth.
3265. Yon understood that iu the first instance that was to have been done by a schedule of
prices? Yes.
3266. You never knew it was to be altered to a lumpsum till you received this letter signed
by Mr. Sbairp ? Of course the letter I received from Mr. Bayley told me it had been
altered to a lump sum. This cutting was measured by Mr. Donaldson and Mr. Hannington,
and they made a less amount than I did.
3267. A less number of yards ? A less number of yards; and I found out an error of 200
cubic yards in the cutting.
■
3268. This cutting was included in the lump sum ? Yes.
3269. What is the price for cuttings and earth-works in that neighbourhood? Earth-works
can be sub-let at about a shilling a cubic yard. There is no running required, of any extent.
3270. I am speaking of the works as they are, including runs and everything? They can
be done for 14d. a yard right through.
.
3271. You say there were about 700yards of shale broken—did you report this? I have not
reported it; I have pointed out the shale to Mr. Collett, and he said he approved of it.
3272. You shewed the shale which yon disapproved of to Mr. Collett, and he said he
approved of it ? Yes.
3273. Is this the sort of shale (referring to specimens lying on the table) t Yes, similar to
that.
3274. When did you do that ? I also reported about the metal not being broken down to
the two and a half inch gauge—the trap is not, the shale is. I mentioned, on August 16th,
that this was not done.
3275. By Mr. Garrett: Did you report that in writing? Yes.
3276.. By Mr. Lucas: According to the documents you have handed in, the contract was, to
supply 2,600 yards of basalt ? Yes.
3277. Was the price of that 2,600 yards included in the lump sum of ,£7,000 ? Yes, t
understood Mr. Bayley so from these documents.
3278. From the letter which you handed in, which went from Mr. Bayley to the Com
missioner ? Yes.
■
3279. This shale, when it is exposed to weather, will it slake like lime ? It will not stand
any trafficit does not stand the weather well.
3280. It slakes like lime ? Not to any great extent; not like lime, but it will not stand
the weather; neither will it stand any traffic.
3281. You said there was actually broken 1,584 yards—was the 700 yards of shale included
in that 1,584 yards ? Yes, that was the total quantity paid to the contractor.
3282. Then, in reality, there was only 884 yards of metal broken ? That is all.
.
3283. Were the bridges also included in this lump sum ? Yes, I believe they were.
3284. Were there any alterations or extras with reference to the bridges—we Lave heard
that the bridges were extended from twelve to eighteen feet ? Yes, and some of the bays
were done away with; some of these were two less than the second drawings sent from the
Office—the bridges on the D line. After this arrangement drawings were sent for bridges
on the D line, that was the deviation line; and these bridges were not carried out according
to the drawings sent from theJOffice, In one bridge there were two bays omitted.
3285. The other bridges were extended in width ? Yes, they were made wider.
3286. Was the same number of piles put in os originally intended? Not on this D line.
I have handed in a memo, of Mr. Collett’s, which he made in Mr. Bayley’s book.
3287. Can you tell ns the number of piles ? Three only have been used, and there is a
memo, that three piles were to be used instead of four in the bridges on the D line.
3288. Then, although the bridges were extended in width, they had fewer piles than was
originally intended ? Less piles, and no more girders.
3289. With reference to the spiking, Mr. Hannington says that there was only one spike at
the end of the flooring—is it not necessary that there should be two spikes at least put at
the ends ? It is necessary, but they were not put in at the time I made these notes.
3290. No matter whether the bridges were extended in width or not, there should bo two
spikes at the end of each slab ? Yes, there should be.
3291. I understood you to say that you were told before two witnesses that two clauses
were struck out of the specification ? I was told with reference to the clearing, by Mr.
Collett, that it would do, he was satisfied. I was told with reference to the consolidation,
when I pointed it out to him, that he was quite satisfied, and he directed the contractor to
go on with his work. Mr. Donaldson was present, and a workman whom I can bring
forward wbo heard him ; Mr. Donaldson took a memo, of it at the time, as I directed him to
do so; I directed him at any time that Mr. Collett made any remark, to make a memo, and
keep a copy of it, so that it might be produced if there were any dispute afterwards.
3292. This was done after Mr. Collett was appointed Commissioner of courso? Yes.
3293. You say that he told you personally ? He told me personally.
3294. You have been asked questions on several occasions which you have declined to
answer—why have you declined ? Because I have not documents to hand in; many of the
documents I require are in the department, and can he moved for.
.
3295. Have you been offered a situation since you resigned ? No.
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3296. No situation lias been offered to you since you resigned ? No.
Mr. Eobert
3297. Did you hoid out any inducement to Mr. Hannington to write that letter? No Quodling.
inducement,
-a.
3298. You told him previously to his writing that letter that you intended to resign ? 13 Dcc'< 1861.
Yes; T told him I had objected to certain works, and that if he thought my objections well
founded he might send in a letter to mo. I had no objection to let him see tho notes I had
made, and he eonld compare my notes with the specification. He was present of course
when I was going through this work, and he wrote that letter.
*
->299. You have objected to hand in certain documents, can the originals of those documents
be obtained from the Works Department ? A great number of them, I have my reports in
a book, and as it is a private book I do not like handing it in to the Committee,
3300. You made several written reports, did you not ? Yes.
3301. Gan you give the Committee the dates of those reports? (The witness referred to a
memorandum book ) One is dated September 30th ; another, November 5th; and another,
“ooi?!I *!ave not
^ates here, but my reports can all be obtained at the Office.
3302. Did you object to these works personally to Mr. Collett ? Yes.
3303. Can you refer to the dates—was it on the ground ? Yes; I objected to the metalling
when Mr. Collett paid one of his visits. I think Mr. Bayley made a note at the time. I
always objected when I had an opportunity of catching Mr. Collett on the works. The last
time he visited the works I pointed it out to him, I think it was either the llth or 12th
September when I received a reprimand about stopping the contractor. I referred Mr.
Collett to the consolidation clause, but he persisted in allowing the contractor to carry on.
'
<>304. I suppose the originals of all these documents you refused to hand in can be got from
the Office ? A great number of the documents are there.
■
3305. Have you any objection to give the Committee a list of tho documents you refuse to
hand in ? There are many documents I bare not in my possession to hand in.
3306. The dates of those you think can bo obtained from the department? I cannot__I
have a number at Tamworth.
3307. Who is the contractor for Bcndcmeer bridge? Mr. Dowell.
3308. Who selected the site ? Mr. Bennett, the Engineer for Roads, and Capt. Martindale,
3309. They were your superior officers ? Yes.
3310. Did the fouodation of the bridge ever sink ? Never to my knowledge.
3311. Was the bridge carried out according to the plans and specification ? It was.
3312. Was it inspected by your superior officer ? It was, if you can call Mr. Collett’s visit
to the work an inspection visit. He was on the work, but he never made any comment
whatever. He was on tho works when the first abutment was completed—the abutment on the
Tamworth bank of the river.
3313. In tho caso of this bridge you were found fault with for giving a certificate ? Yes, T
received a letter from the Office, stating that the money on account of this contract should
not have been paid till the work had been inspected by an officer of the department from
Sydney. In reply to that I wrote the following letter to the Commissioner. (The witness
read the same. Vide Appendix if.) I have the Engineer’s letter directing me to found on
the shingle, and my letters with reference to this Bendemeer bridge can all be obtained in
the Office.
3314. Was any fault found with the manner in which that work was performed ?
There
was never any fault found with the work; the only fault was that fonnd by Mr. Collett about
the certificate.
3315. A flood came immediately after the bridge was finished, and washed some of the green
mortar out of the joints ? Immediately after the abutment was built the flood came.
3316. What damage did it do ? It took the mortar out of tho joints, and left the joints and
beds quite open.
•
3317. Did it carry away any masonry ? It did, a portion of it; when the mortar was taken
out of tho beds some of the masonry was displaced—a few of the stones came out.
3318. Was it built of stone or brick ? Of stone.
3319. Was it to be set in cement? No, to be set in mortar.
3320. And it was so sot ? There was a portion of it set in cement—the cement was supplied
by the Government. I wrote to the Engineer requesting him to supply me with sufficient
■cement to build the abutment above ordinary water level, and this is the reply I received__
(The witness handed in the same.
Vide Appendix (7.)
3321. You carried out the works according to this instruction ? Strictly according to my
instructions.
°
J
3322. It was in consequence of the flood coming that the abutments were damaged? Yes.
3323. I suppose you know that some bridges which have been built for years between
Campbelltown and Parramatta have been totally washed away by floods ? Yes, I saw some
of them. I would wish to hand in the specification for the Bendemeer bridge to the
Committee.
3324. Is there a clause in that specification that it should be done to the satisfaction of the
Commissioner for Roads ? It states that it shall be carried out to the satisfaction of the
Road Superintendent and Engineer for Hoads.
3325. Up Mr. Hoskins : According to the specification ? Yes,
3326 Bp Mr. Lucas: Had the contractor to keep np the bridge for any period after being
finished ? No, he was to hand it over at once. The timber that was used in making the
coffer-dam was to he taken from the contractor at the engineer’s valuation, on the com
pletion of the works ; the cement was to be supplied by the Government, and the contractor
was to be paid for tbe men employed in using the cement, and for using concrete where
concrete was used. Some small portion of concrete was necessary on the abutment on the
Tamworth bank of the river.
3327.
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Mr. Robert 3327. Government was to supply the cement? Yes, the contractor had nothing to do with
Quodling. tjjC oen)ellt. I must explain to the Committee that this Bendemeer bridge was not in
regular course masonry. I was directed by the engineer to build it, and the specification
12 Dec,, 1861. st,rit,ftd that it was to be irregular bond ; so that a vertical as well as horizontal bond would
be secured, and it was carried out strictly to those instructions. Bo course was to he flush

*

on tbe top.
,
4
3328. By. Mr. Hoskins: Was there any deviation from the original contract? I here was
no deviation,
#
_ , , * P
3329, For whnt were you found fault with? That is the letter I received, I stated in my
report, dated July 3, from Doughboy Greet, that the abutments at Bendemeer bridge were
completed j that I had made out the balance, and had measured up the works finally ; and
then I received this letter, dated August 29, stating that I should not have certified to the
b&ljmco
3330. You will hand in copies of both those letters ? Yes.
3331. Had your superior officer complained that the contractor had not earned out the
contract with reference to the abutments, according to the specification ? That is the only
complaint they made to me; they said I should not have certified to the work till it had
been inspected by an officer from Sydney,
_
.
3332. Had you any special instructions to that effect ? I never received any instructions.
3333. By Mr. Garrett: Did you ever receive instructions to certify? It is usual, when a
contract is finished; and I sent down the balance in every instance when a contractor had
finished bis contract under me. 1 forwarded the contractor’s sheet, with my certificate.
3334. By Mr. Imcos : Were you requested to certify to that (handing a paper to witness.—
Appendix D to first day’s examination) ? I did certify to that, and made that remark.
3335. 11 Certified as requested; but I do not think Mr. Martindale has done sufficient work to
entitle him to this advance.”—What did you mean by “ Certified as requested ” ? I knew
that voucher would be of no use.
3336. How were you requested merely by having this voucher forwarded to you ? " Please
certify and return.” '
,
„
T
, ,,
3337. Whose writing is that? It was written by some one in the office; 1 think by Mr.
Shairp.
3338. Is that in pencil? Yes.
3339. You did certify, but put this note? Yes—" Certified as requestedbut I do not
think Mr. Martindale has done sufficient work to entitle him to this advance. ’
3340. You sent that to the office in Sydney ? Yes.
'
i v -w
at
3341. Some time after, it was returned to you, with some other remark? Yes—“Mr.
“Quodling will please not to make any remarks in ink on tbe voucher. This cannot be
“ forwarded to the Auditor General on account of this unusual proceeding. If Mr. Quodling
“had not stopped Mr. Martindale from going on with his pitching much more would he then
" due, and this was done contrary to the recent circular.—W. B. C,, 7/9/61. ^ Mr. Quodling
“to note remarks, and certify to fresh voucher herewith, to he returned. 7/9/61.
I did
not send fresh vouchers, nor did I return this.
'
.
3342. Why did you not send another voucher as requested ? Because I knew the contractor
had not done the amount of work to entitle him to the advance, and I was not going to
lend myself to any person.
3343. That was the reason you held that back ? Yes.
_
t
3344. When Mr. Collett visited the works, how did he inspect them—did be remain long
upon them? No, a very short time; he just walked through.
3345. Did he stop a day there ? He took a day altogether; he walked from Murrurundi to
the Willow Tree, and hack again to Murrurundi.
_
3346. How far is that? I think eleven miles from Murrurundi to the Willow Tree. He
would go through to the Willow Tree, and return the same evening. I never knew him to
visit the works twice the same day.
_
.
3347. There is another voucher I see for £500 (referring to a document previously handed
in.) This has also, I see, written upon tbe face of it, in pencil, “ Mr. Quodling please
certify”—did you certify for this ? No.
3348. Why ? At the time I refused to certify to that other voucher I did not know ol this
£500, and I did not receive that until the 30th October to certify to, althoughit was made
out on the 13th August. There is a pencil memo, on it from the clerk.
3349. This was paid on the 30th of August, and was not forwarded to you to certify till the
30th October? That is the date I received it at Tamworth. _
_
3350. Ho you know wliat description of timber was used io these bridges. Principally
stringy-hark.
3351. Do yon know of any white gum having been used ? No.
_ _
3352. I understand that the principal objection you have to the bridges iswith reference to
the tarring—the works are tolerably good ? Generally the work is pretty well carried out,
what there is of it.
3353. You say the excavations arc properly performed ? They are not all completed.
3354. Was there any of the earth-work tipped into the creek at the Doughboy ? _ Yes.
3355. To stop the watercourse ? Yes; both at the big cutting and at tho cutting north of
the rctaining-wall.
.
,
3356. Does that involve the necessity of having a fresh watercourse cut ? i es, it will do so.
3357. What will he the probable expense of cutting that watercourse? It will cost a
considerable amount.
. ,
3358. What do you call a considerable amount? I did not take out the quantities for the
one north of the retaining-wall, hut I think it will cost £50 or £60 to divert the stream at
that particular spot.
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'Yr' ^os^ins •'
yow_gi™ an estimate yesterday ? That was for tho big cutting, Mr. Bobert
dabu. By Mr. Lucas: I am speaking of the expense it will cost to open these watercourses— Quodling.
oco-T6 to un(J0r-*t;ai]d that there are two watercourses filled up ? Yes, there are two filled,
oogo Wllat Wil1 be tllC Prol,al;,,e esPonse of those cuttings ? About £70 or £80 the two.' 12 D0C'> 1861.
loro E0 y?U bnow whctheT these liavc bee(1 IeE ? One has been let—the smaller of the two.
ddbd. by the job, or at per yard ? At 2s. a cubic yard.
8364. Is that the usual price ? No.
3365. 'What could you have got it done for? Is. a cubic yard.
tfmt in consequence of there being any carting required ? No, it is only casting.
3367. You have said the same catting would' cost 14d. a yard ? Yes : that is allowing for
a slight lead.
®
3368. Would you have allowed this earth to be tipped into tbe creek, if you had your will ? .
No, I would not • I made the contractor shift a great portion of the carth-work.
3369. According to the specification, he had to put it where he was required by tbe Super
intendent of the road ? Yes, up to a certain length.
3370. If it had been tipped where you required it to be tipped, would it have necessitated
the cutting of these new watercourses ? No, the watercourses would not have been required.
"“Jf ■ ^!ere waa some masonry—was that performed according to the specification ? No.
.
y011. s^ew whore it is deficient—there is the clause (referring to the speeijicaho!i){ The principal portion of the work is done very well; but'it states here that the
wall is to be coped with a heavy course, not less than two feet in width, and the back of tbe
wall to be built with sets-off, as in the drawing. That has not been carried out: the
coping has not been put upon the wall at all, and Mr. Collett has arranged to pay Mr. Mar
tindale an extra price for placing this coping on the wall, although it should have been carried
■.
out at the same price as the rest of the work.
3373. How do you know such an arrangement was made? Because they were speaking of
it together, and Mr. Collett told me to send in an estimate of the probable cost.
3374. Although it is specified there to be carried on at the same price ? Yes.
3375. By Mr. Hoskins: How many lineal yards of coping are there? I have not the
drawings. Mr. Bayley can give you a great deal of evidence about that.
3376. By Mr. Lucas: Has the formation clause been properly carried out? No.
3377. In what respect? The traffic has not been turned on in fine weather, nor is the
formation consolidated as specified there.
3378. _ The metal clause, has that not been properly carried out? It has not been carried
outj it has not been broken to .a two inches and a half gauge.
3379. Is it the best metal ? A portion of it is the best, as I stated before.
’
3380. That is the 884 yards you have spoken of? Yes.
3381. 700 yards are not of the best metal? No, it is of an inferior quality. The specifi
cation also states that the metal is to be put on in two coats.
3382. "Was it put on in two coats? No; the first was to be consolidated before the second
was to be put pn, and tho second was not to be broken until the first had been spread, in
order that it might be seen that the contractor had put the proper quantity on—to check
that he did.
3383. That check is best carried out by having the heaps on the road measured ? Yes * and
when the first is spread then'the second coat may be broken.
7
3384. Will you read the clause with reference to ballasting, and see if that has been carried
out ? There has been no ballasting on the line at all.
3385. How do you account for that? There was none ordered by Mr. Collett, and none
required.^ There is a clause here about ballasting “ should any be required,” but none
was required.
3386. Will you look at the clause about " slopes,” and see whether that has been carried
out? (The witness read ike clausef) There has been no trimming done at all to any of the
embankments.
.
3387. Is there anything else deficient? The slopes and cuttings have been generally
carried out according to this, but there have been one or two instances where they have not,
where the slopes have been made more than ia shewn here.
3388. By Mr. HosJcms: Have you made any statement before this Committee relative to
matters of fact which you are not prepared to verify on oath if necessary? Any statement
that I have made with reference to these works I can certify on oath—any matter of fact
that lias been brought forward.
3389. With reference to this coping, can you give an approximate estimate of the length of
coping that has been constructed, and which ought to have been charged at the same rate as
the other work ? _ My meaning is this, that the coping should be put on the wall and carried
on at the same price per cubic yard as the other work; that the wall was built by the con
tractor up to the level of the coping, and then the coping was not required, and Mr. Collett
was going to arrange with the contractor to give him an extra price for that work, as the
contractor refused to carry out the coping,
3390. Ho you think it was necessary to have any coping on that wall? Yes, very necessary,
in order to protect the wall from the weather.
J
3391. What was tho length of the coping according to the specification—how many lineal
yards? I cannot tell from memory; the quantity is not down on the specification.
3392. There is no stone coping erected ? No.
3393. And you think it is necessary there should he, for the preservation of the wall?
I do.
3394. Do you think there has been any coping placed on the wall since you resigned?
, L‘erC
haVe been sin''° 1 res*gncd> but 1 cannot speak of what has taken place since I
left- There may be masons employed doing it how.
"
'
'
'
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Mr. Robert 3395. Did you not state that Mr. Collett directed you to mahc an additional estimate for
Quodling.

the coping? Tes.
'
.
.
. .
3396. Will you give us the purport of the conversation ? He told me to prepare an estimate
12 Dee., 1SG1, for ibc coping of the retaining wall.
l j
i.
3397. An additional estimate? Yes; and afterwards he told me it was not to be done at
present; it was to wait till the 1862 money was voted for it.
3398. And this coping was included in the original specification ? Yes.
3399. What was the date of this conversation ? September lltb.
.
.
3400. Can you give us an approximation to the expense that would be occasioned by putting
a coping on this wall ? Tbe difference in price would be considerable; stones averaging two
feet in width could not be supplied so cheaply as rubble masonry; although it was
specified to he carried out at the same price.
.
n? T
' 3401. Can you give us an approximate estimate of the cost of the coping ot this wai..
i
cannot; but I can state that it was not carried out.
.
3402. By Mr. Dalgleish : How much per yard ? £2 10s. a cubic yard for the coping.
3403. How many yards would be required? I could not tell from memory. Mr. Jiayley
could give that.
. ,
,
3404. By Mr. Hoskins : Have you ever been censured for making remarks in ink on other
contractors’ papers? Never.
,
3405. Have you ever done so before ? I have never had occasion to do so with any other

-

i

3406. Can you tell us the date when you, in company with Mr. Donaldson, measured the
excavation at this last cutting ? We took measurements every time I
‘he works, i
think the 28th October was the last time I took a lot of depths with Mr. Donaldson.
3407. Was that subsequent to your resignation ? I resigned on the 24tb.
3408. Did you not, in reply to Mr. Lucas, state that 14,300 yards had been removed from
this large cutting ? Yes.
_
_ „
3409. Were you furnished with a schedule of prices for this large work f l>o.
3410. Have you seen tbe schedule of prices? Yes.
3411. Who bad it ? I saw it in tbe hands of the contractor.
3412. Of Mr. Martindale? Yes.
1
.
i r ■ n
3413. Did Mr. Martindale tell you that was the schedule of prices? ies; and l think
Mr. Bayley had a schedule of prices.
,9 v i
3414. Do you remember the schedule of prices for excavation, per cubic yard f ies, is. oa.
3415. Have you made a calculation of the amount Mr. Martindale received for this cutting,
and tho amount he should have received according to the schedule of prices . I have not
made a calculation, but I have given in the quantities, and you can take the amount paid.
I do not know the amount the contractor has been paid on account of these cuttings. I
was never asked to give an estimate for them.
,
f
j?
3416. Do you not know how much excavation you have certified for as having been performed r
I know the quantities I certified for with Mr. Bayley.
r o rj
+
3417. Do you know bow much excavation Mr. Martindale has been paid for. Ido not
know how much ho has been paid for; it was to be a lump sum, and’the earth*work was
not taken out separately.
,
,
■
. .
3418. Is it not customary, in making an estimate of the cost of carrying out any work, to
make an estimate of the cost of the various kinds of work comprised in it ? _ Yes.
3419. Do you know whether an estimate was made of the cost of excavation originally:
I know of no other documents than those I have handed in. When I asked Mr. Bayley to
explain how he arrived at the sum of £7,000, he stated that Mr. Collett and Mr. Martindale
had made the arrangement, and that Mr. Collett had given him the document lo give me, with
the original measurement made by himself. Ho could not give me any other information.
3420. Have you ever remarked, in any other contract, that estimates have not been sent m
of the different descriptions of work to bo performed, and the prices ? In other contracts a
detailed estimate was sent in.
_ _
3421. And the price to be paid for each description of work ? Yes. .
3422. This is the only exception you ever knew ? This is the only exception I have ever known.
3423. What was the price per cubic yard you paid, in those contracts you yourself had tho
power to allot to contractors ? Dor that description of work, about Is. a cubic yard, some
of it 14d., but I could get plenty of men to do it for I4d.
3424. What did Mr. Martindale receive ? 17d., Ithink.
3425. You have seen the prices ? Yes, but I should like to have the schedule laid upon the
table; I have not the Government document to produce.
3426. Why do you say it was Is. 5d. a yard? I saw Is. 5d. on the document, and 1 was
told by Mr. Bayley it was Is. 5d.
• j f
xl3427. Then you do not know the gross amount Mr. Martindale has received lor this
cutting ? Not for this cutting; I know the gross amount he has received on account of the
work, but to single out each item I could not.
, .
,
3423 You say that Mr. Martindale has received £2,200 more than he was entitled to under
his contracts,—will you tell us what eontracls, and how you arrive at that conclusion ? By
the statement I have handed in, by the quantity finished at the time the last payment
was made.
,
3429. Has he received £2,200 in excess of what he ought to have received on this one
contract? Yes, and if you money out the quantities I have given—and^I am ready to
swear to those quantities—you will find that my statement is correct.

3430. How many contracts have you yourself allotted to persons to perform? I could not
tell you the number.
.
3431. I mean on the Northern Road? A considerable number..
_
« .
• .
■ -.
,
-X ,
■
3432.
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SiTe 118 an approximation ? I cannot fraess.
3433. Were they fifty ? Yes, more than fifty.
Si

fZ
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3435. Give a rough guess-has it been £500 ? I could not give a rough guess
3436. ITave you let to the amount of £500 ? No.
S
6 g eSS'
3437. Have you to the amount of £100 S’ Yes '
^ave yOU £2001 1 do not tbink 1 have.
o7^' Si™ y°u 3n excess of £l0° ?

344?’
2Jy

V i

St Lrit” :>

th“

nf coni""s' !".m> i™v

i“rS.,h'“

SIS

'

I think I have.

t0 a,krphne
^ Commissioner of Roads.
n V.0Tf10tler of Koa<3s exPrei* bjs approval or disapproval of tbe manner in
a.«, .h."z«

" "era ,hV »««* to »»po.WoB ? In most i,st»»e»

.“1V”‘i” ‘le“ ? Ia

^

Tb. 3W.I a«™, „d

^
was,tlje averag° P1-’06 paid for excavation similar to this catting F There was
no excavation j they were for ballasting and approaches to bridges. The excavation in the
approaches to Tamworth bridge was" of a different-charade? to the portion you are
referring to; it had to be carted to and from the approaches.
P
?
more * eHaVe
Iet any excaratio11 ™ a contract similar to this, where there has been
hallasting^andexcavatlon

ST11 Wlth°Ut aBy CartiDS? N0' 1 iD^ded the

Mt46MardnddeC?0lIYeV0hltiVely
y°u(.wer.e Dot to "insure the work performed by
SeDtember *' Tn , Jli't f
V P
Z irjstructions i and iie ^d “e at tbe time, iu
3447 Did'be ten
*1 fr°m hlS date send down a return for Martindale, for £500.”

*» *"• “a?
he, ‘ft y°iVin
t0 this matter-what were the instructions he gave
youwitb eferencetoJR- Mart'ndaic? He told me no measurements were required® it
a monlh*f«mP.r "’d ^
1 IT n0t re^uired to send iQ measurements. He silted, “ Iu
qjJQ wl * thls da*e y°u £et,d down a return for Martindale, for £500.”
^
ln./fJ*,cmber? The llth of September. I think I said I would
not do anything of the sort if 1 thought the contractor had not £500 due to him for his
3450. You have a distinct recollection of that ? I am quite certain of it
contractors?
TlIw
with reference to. other
ponuaetors Nevei, the proper vouchers had to be forwarded before payment was made
345£ Do you know whether the Minister for Works has anything to do with these vouchers
mafefTVdo nit know fh
PTe-Ut of
the®e vouchers, before payment can be
a 1 o 0t ^
vbat tbo Minister for Works has to do.

34b3 As a Superintendent of Roads, you do not know that the Minister for Works has

be W not

^°W Wl,etuCr Mri. Oollett' before authorizing tbe payment of money to
reCe,Ve C SaDCtI0D °f the Mini£ter for Works? I do not know whefher

Mat?inSe

Mr‘ Bajlfy had n0t.received anJ intimation from Mr. Collett that Mr.
I sav thT^T, t6 e?7*T bef°rr b1 was i,ifornicd of !t Mr. Martindale
qir'r Tf,D>, fjy tbaVMr; Ba^ley had ri?t receiTCd a letter informing him.
o-nnil’ 1
R , Martindale was authorized to commence the work without Mr. Baylev the
gentleinan in charge, knowing anything about it ? Yes.
7
did not
err-k*0W f- Siniiiar iDStance' where a Government officer in charge of works
the contra irili^r1? 011 “V C°ntraCt
beeD taken until he was informed by
he Supcrin tec dent12 or thtMrV^ •lnS'aaCe Wher° tbe COntractor
informed before
not k.o4 .teheST.mjSoM;™

*“ dlSr0!peCt h this "*“'r ? 1 *>

3459.,He did complain privately ? Yes, he has
ktno;\whcthc[ be ever wrote officially to Mr. Collett, complaining that Mr.
lion rot him?
dlsreTsPect> or
had commenced work without authorizaSfil V i J 1 ° UOtJkur i 1 cannot 1011 what Mr. Bayley might have done.
3461. Yesterday yon said that a complaint was made that you had not laid out the
approaches rightly to one of the hjidges for this contract—who made that complaint'1 I
iu°W tf,a^the comVl/m waa made i tb« question was asked.
*
W. I be question was asked you by Mr. Dick ? Yes.
simple matteraft °f ^ ^ t0 laj °Ut the af)proaclie3 *<> bridges? Yes; it is a very
vt^PT

3464. Have you a plan to go by ? Yes

J^taSSr**

“ai”g

? ■>! »”J I fcu»»‘

Md «»1 in

t£!oSi*hl7C.“,|1<'?i "f “h f"ll,Jwitl ?»“' f” ‘In monner in nhioh jon b.d kid out
tbe plans I received" ^ ? ^
n0tj “ 1 alwajS laid tbe aPProacbes out according to
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Mr. Robert 3468. Do you know whether, when Mr. Hannington. was first engaged, he was able to measure
Quodling. work? He was not able when he was engaged.
3469. By Mr. Dangar: ts he now? No; he is not competent now, at least I would not
12 Dec., 1861. like him to take any work for mo.

3470. By Mr. Eoskins : Would you, if some one had taken a contract from you, be satisfied
to pay the contractor upon Mr. Hannington’s measurement ? Not by a long way.
3471. You say you have been accustomed to measure contracts for contractors ? Yes.
^
3472. In what contractor's service have you been? In Mr. Randles and in Mr. Gibbons
service, in Melbourne and in Sydney ; I stated here yesterday that I was on the three lines
of railway, and had tbe sole charge of the measurements up to the time that I left.
3473. How long were you in the service of these contractors? Better than five years
altogether.
.
, ,
, T
3474. What salary were you receiving at the time yon were leaving them f £4 a weeK i
bad at the time I was leaving them ; but I had upwards of that in Melbourne some six
y€arS

3475. By Mr. Arnold: In whose service did yon receive £4 a week ? Mr. Gibbons.
3476. By Mr. Dalgleish : You say you have received much more—how much more have
you received ? I cannot state the amount from memory, but it was very hard work ; we
were at work morning and night, and received extra pay.
3477 In whose service were you then ? Mr. Randle’s.
3478. By Mr. Eoskins: You were employed on the Western Road previously to this ? Yes.
3479. Had you charge of large contracts ? Yes.
_
3480. Wbo was your Superintendent there ? The Engineer for Roads.
_
3481. Did you ever, in any instance, know the contractor to receive money without the
voucher being signed by the Road Superintendent, as to tbe work having been performed for
which he was receiving money? I never knew an instance where a contractor could get
money without the certificate of the Superintendent.
3482. Can you tell us what has been the per-centage retained by Government for the com
pletion of contracts, in other cases than that of Mr. Martindale? . It varies.
_
3488. What is the average ? In some cases 80 per cent, is paid, in others 85, and in others
90, but on the average about 20 per cent, is retained, and in tbe Doughboy contract it is
stated that 20 per cent, is to be retained.
.jar,
*
3484. Do you know, as a matter of fact, whether 20 per cent was retained ? It was not
retained, according to tbe information I received.
3485. Who is tbe road overseer between Bendemeer and Armidale ? Mr. Hawkins.
3486. How long has ho been in the service of Government ? Five or six years.
3487. Is he competent to measure work? Yes.
3488. Is there a road overseer between Doughboy Hollow and Bendemeer? No, between
Doughboy Hollow and Goonoo Goonoo.
3489. What is bis name ? Hannington.
3490. There ifl do one between Goonoo Goonoo and Tamworth or Bendemeer i ies.
3491. Who is be ? I bad charge of that portion myself.
3492. Were the road overseers entrusted with the disbursement of tbe public moneys to the
■contractor? Tbe money is forwarded through tbe Superintendent.
3493. And paid by him to the contractor ? By the road overseers to the contractors generally.
3494. Can you inform us, from your knowledge of the salaries- paid to persons engaged in
road-making generally, whether the services of persons accustomed to this business c<mhi
have been obtained for the salary paid to Mr. Hannington ? Persons could be obtained who
understood measurement. An overseer’s salary at £255 a year is better than a second class
Superintendent at £400.
,, ,
.
i « -o- n- n—
3495. You were speaking of Mr. Donaldson—is he capable of measuring work ? xes, he has
bad considerable experience.
„ . , , „ Tj
, ,
3496. Do you know what salary he receives from Mr. Martindale ? I do not know3497. Do you know the average salary of persons employed under contractors r No, 1 do
not: I believe about £250.
,
, ,
v
3498 Persons who are accustomed to the work, and who can measure work: Ies3499. Do you know Mr. Clements, tbe road overseer at Murrurundi ? I have seen him.
3500. Do you know anything about him ? I know nothing about him.
3501. Did you hear that he had been dismissed? I have heard, but I know nothing about
3502. Do you happen to know whether he had a contract under Mr. Collett ? I believe he ■
has had contracts, but I cannot speak to that.
3503. Do you know Mr. Williams, the road overseer? Yes.
,
T
. ,
,
3504. Do you know how long he has been in the Government service 7

1 think nearly

3505. Do you know whether he could measure work when he was first engaged ? I have
understood so.
,
, ,
, .
.
3506. Can he measure now ?

I cannot state from my own knowledge, whatever my opinion

3507. Do you know whether he had been accustomed to road-making before he held that
office? He might have been, but I should think he had not.
3508. Did you ever hear Mr. Collett state that he would make an efficient overseer when he
had acquired practical experience ? He said that at a public meeting.
„ _ .
3509. With reference to this letter which purported to have emanated from Mr. Bayley
to Mr, Collett, but which was written by Mr. Collett, intimating that Mr. Martindale s con
tract would require extension, what induced you to take a copy of that letter. I did not
take a copy of it.; a copy of it was handed by Mr. Bayley to me.

*
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3510. Did you ask Mr. Bayley for a copy of that letter ? I asked for any documents he Mr. Eobert
might have, connected with the works, and he handed me that among others.
Quodlmg.

3511. Are you sure be has the original? He told me he bad the original: in fact, he
12 Dec., 1861.

wrote a memo, on the back to that effect.

3512. Can you tell us the date ou which you got that copy from him ?
12 th August.

I think it was the

3513. Previous to your resignation ? Yes.
3514. Had you contemplated resigning then ?

No.

3515. Did he voluntarily tender this1 document to you? I asked him for the whole of the
documents connected with the works, so that I would have something to guide me in carrying
them out.
o o
j &
3516. Do you know whether this extended contract was allotted to Mr. Martindale in
accordance with the terms contained in this letter—this letter ostensibly written by Mr.
Bayley to Mr. Collett—was he to receive the amount specified ? It stated that he was to
receive it.
3517. Do you know whether ho has received it ? I am told that he received £5,500 up to
a certain date, and that since that date he has had £500 lodged to his credit.
3518. How mch is there still in hand ? Leaving a balance of £1,000.
3519. Still in the hands of the Government ? Yes.
3520. Then this extended contract was not let by public tender? I do not think it was.
3521. Did you ever hear it waa ? I never heard it was.
3522. Did you ever see it advertised ? Never.
3523. Are you positively assured that Mr. Collett asked you to write this letter of 13th
September to him, with reference to this cutting at Dougboy Creek ? He did direct me to
write it,
Qaot- iru eman£l^tl8 from yourself? Yes, as an arrangement between me and the contractor.
3525. iho arrangement^waa not made between you and the contractor ? It was not. I
bad nothing to do with it at all.
'

APPENDIX.
A.
15, Utinttr-ftrtet,
4 December, 1861.
Dear Sir,
Mi answer to yours of this date, asking me if I think you competent to measure works,.
ffic., I beg to say that I hav» every confidence in your measurements.
Yours truly,
Mr. Robt. Quodling.
JOHN GIBBONS.
B.
Taimcorth,

29 August, 1861.
Sir,
,
1 k®*® the honor to acknowledge receipt of letter No. 61-1093, infomine me that fire
casks of cement have been shipped for Bendemeer, also stating that the balance of the contract for the
wKnwJmu10!114 t10* rflT0 1)6611 ,.pald’ .unless Previously passed by you or some officer from Sydney I
respectfully beg to inform you that this was a task agreement made by Mr. Bennett, the late ^engineer
and I was not aware that it was necessary to have the work passed as>stated.
S
i will be careful that this shall not occur again.
Tho Co^“ia^“er Eoais.
1 ROBERT QUODLING.

C.
Road Engineer » Office,

My dear Sir,
Sydney, 11 December, 1860.
.
lhaTe Te“:v^ y™? of *6 8th, from Tamworth and Bendemeer. It will take threeabutments built^ S ti
aothlJ?S Can he done to the superstructure until the cement is got up and
thc^shinel^usinir'tlm ]ftro-e1iit:!tnl?flnteSt^a+ ^ hotter go down as deep as you can, and found on
bottom on .e
* ?atenf stone3 y°u 01,1 get, and cement instead of mortar for the
both I send here^iH. w-Ur 06,116111 w'1 g<>' 1 ^ not aPf"YJVC of 11>ixirig lime and cement—it spoils
water 1
dh
t tracing paper. Be sure you have a good solid foundation, secured from wash of
E. Quodling, Esq., Tamworth.

Faithfully yours,
WILLIAM C. BENNETT.

TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY, 17 DECEMBER, 1861.
present j—
Mr. DALGLEISH,
Mr. DANGAR,

Mr. T. GARRETT,

WILLIAM FORSTER, Esq.,
Ur. Eobert
Quodling.
v
17 Dee., 1861,

*

Mr. HOSKINS,
Mr. LUCAS.
Mr. MARKHAM.
in the

Chaie.

Mr. Robert Quodling again called, and still farther examined :—
3526. By Mr Hoskins; Here is a letter ostensibly from yon to tbe Commissioner for Roads,
dated 17th August, which you handed in to the Committee on thp llth instant (the Hon.
Member read the same)—now, did you write this letter to Mr. Collett without any instructions from him ? I had his instructions to write it; I had nothing to do with the letting
of the work.
3527. Had you his instructions to write this letter? Yts.
_
3528. Had you his instructions also to attach this schedule of prices ? Yes j that is the
estimate.
3529. For what work was this; what was it connected with ? Extras on the Doughboy
Diversion contract.
_
_
_
3530. What were the extras? As stated there, an extra portion of cutting for a drain to
divert the present watercourse from foot of hank at big cutting, for a culvert, and for a piece
of road opposite Evans’ Inn.
3531. Is that all comprised in this £139 ? Yes.
^
3532. Has this anything to do with the cutting in the creek ? Yes, that is the upper item—
“ 200 cubic yards in drain, to divert present watercourse from foot of bank at big cutting, at
2s per yard.”
3533. Then, did Mr. Collett arrange with Mr. Martindale as to the terms of the contract
without asking your concurrence ? Yes; he let the work without asking me anything about it.
3534. And ho directed you to write this letter to him, intimating that this work was
required, and that you had agreed with Mr. Martindale upon this scale of charges yourself?
I do not know his object; he told me to write that to him.
3535. This letter is apparently from you to the Commissioner of Roads ? Yes. _
3536. You there state that you “ forward an estimate for works ?" Yes, at prices agreed
upon by himself, not by me. In forwarding that estimate, I would not send it in as my
own, hut stated that they were not the prices agreed upon by myself, for I had nothing to do
with the agreement.
_
t
3537. Do you consider the price to be paid for excavation here excessive?1 I think so; I
can get it done for Is. a cubic yard, mere casting out a drain.
3538. You could get men to perform similar contracts under you at, Is. a yard ? Yes,
3539. Now, in tbe specification of this original contract, was any provision made, or any
stipulation made, that the channel of this creek should not be filled up? No; the only
clause in the specification was that the earth was to bo deposited where directed by the Road
Superintendent; but it is understood in all contracts that if a creek be blocked up by earth,
there must be another outlet out by tbe contractor, to secure his embankment.
3540. Did you at any time represent to tbe contractor that he ought not to have stopped up
this channel ? Yes; I have often shewn him that the wash of the water would carry away
the embankment.
3541. But he persisted ? Yes; he had the Commissioner’s order.
3542. After your remonstrances did he persist in filling up this channel ? Yes; he took no
notice of my remonstrances at any time.
3543. Did he persist in filling np this channel ? Yes,
3544. Did you point it out to Sir. Collett ? Yes, he said it did not matter, he would cut a
new watercourse.
_
_ ,
3545. Did Mr. Collett tell you that Mr. Martindale would be paid an additional sum for
cutting a new watercourse ? Yes, he did.
_
3546. Did he previously, when you remonstrated with Mr, Martindale ? No, he did not tell
me then, but he has since agreed to give him these prices.
_
3547. Did you ever direct Mr. Martindale to remove tbe earth a farther distance away from
the part of the embankment that overlooked this creek ? I never directed him to remove it;
I pointed out to him that he was blocking up the creek, and shewed bim tbe clause in the
specification, that the Road Superintendent had the power to direct tbe disposal of the
earth for a certain length.
_
_
_
3548. Did you tell him where to deposit the earth ? Yes, I pointed out to him that it
would be better to use the good earth in the largo cutting to top up the soft embankment.
It was a very good description of material, and would have been very good for repairing tbe
portion of the road where the surface was a dark soil.
(
3549. Would ho have had to remove this earth a farther distance if he had obeyed your
instructions? Yes.
3550. If he did not do so, he disobeyed yonr orders ? Yes.
3551. That was a violation of the contract? Yes.
_
_
3552. Can you give an approximate estimate of the gain which accrued to Mr. Martindale
from stopping up this creek, beyond what he would have received had he deposited the earth
where you told him ? The way the cutting is carried out now, it is just casting; if the earth
had been removed to the place I directed there would have been carting, which would have
cost 2d. or 3d. a cubic yard more.
_ • _
_
3553. Therefore to that extent he is a gainer ? Yes. There is a difference in tbe lead; he
has had no carting to do in this cutting—it is all shifted by barrows.

3554.
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3554. Yet by the terms of the contract, he was to deposit the earth where directed by the ^r' Robert
Eoad Superintendent? Yes.
.
Quodling.
3555. You remonstrated with Mr. Collett? I have told Mr. Collett it was very objection- ----- *-----»
able to throw the earth in the creek in that way—-the roadway would never stand,
17 Dec., 1361.
3556. This letter also refers to some other contracts which were let without competition—
200 cubic^yards of road to form, pitch, and metal, from end of present contract to Evans’
Inn, £104.
That is part of the Doughboy Extension ? Yes j that was let in Evans' Inn;
it was not subjected to competition, nor was reference made to me about it.
3557. Has it been customary in any other contracts over which yon have had charge, for the
Commissioner of Eoads, or your superior officer, to consult with you when making a contract
with a contractor? Certainly j I never knew an instance where the Commissioner made a
■contract without consulting me as to the price j in fact I had orders to advertise in the local
papers for the works I carried out.
3553. Can you tell me how many cases have come under your knowledge in which Mr.
Collett has allotted contracts to contractors without submitting them to competition ? Not
'
many on my road—only these to Mr. Martindale; this is the most important; there is
another contract for the extension of the Doughboy contract to the Willow Tree Inn.
'
3559. What contract is that? The building of culverts and ballasting of road; I forget the
amount of the contract, hut it can be very easily obtained in the Office.
35G0. When did he obtain that contract? In June, I tbink.
3561. From whom did he obtain it? The Commissioner; I was told by him to give him
the work.
3562. Can you give a rough guess of the amount of money involved in this contract ?
Some thing over X100 j I cannot tell from memory.
3563. Was it let by public tender ? It was not.
3564. In all other cases, with the exception of Mr. Martindale’s contracts, had you, ns Eoad
Superintendent, orders to advertise any contracts to be let by tender? Yes,I had orders to
advertise them. I did not advertise all the small contracts, but any that were at all large
I advertised.
3565. What was the maximum amount of contract you yourself have alloted to persons,
which have not been subject to to competition? I could not tell from memory.
3566. Have you not memoranda to which you can refer? All my returns are in the Office,
and can be easily obtained.
3567. Have you known Mr. Collett to let any other contracts to any other person than Mr.
.Martindale, without submitting them to public competition ? No, he has not let any on my
road.
3568. To no person ? No.
3569. Not to Mr. Clements ? Not on my road.
3570. Nor to Mr. Greer? No.
3571. Have you minutely inspected the works since you resigned ? Yes, I have been
tli rough the works.
3572. Do you know as a matter of fact, whether any iron bolts or straps have been removed
from any of the bridges? Yes, I saw the places where they had been shifted; I saw tbe
t
holes before they were plugged, before the girder was altered, where the strap came on
the pile.
3573. Had they been removed subsequently to your resignation ? I believe they were
removed about the time of my resignation; I could not speak positively, hut I know the iron
was removed.
3574. Were you cognizant of their removal when you were a Government officer ? Yes, I
think I was; it was pointed out to me by Mr. Hannington.
3575. Did you say anything about it ? I spoke to the contractor’s agent, and he said he had
orders from the contractor to take them off. I told him not to shift any more till he heard
more about it.
3576. Did he continue to remove the iron-work after you told him not ? I do not think
he did.
'
3577. Did you ever in your experience, know any contractor, or contractor’s agent, to make
any alteration in the mode of carrying out a contract without consulting the Road Superintendeot? I never knew an instance whore a contractor could do so, but he did so iu
that case.
3578. Did he tell you he had received any instructions from any person to do so ? The
contractor’s agent told me he had instructions from Mr. Martindale. ’
3579. Did Mr, Collett know anything of this? No.
3580. What was removed ? They arc called screw tang bolts; they are bolted on to the
pile and go through the girders.
3581. Then the whole superstructure rests upon them ? They tie the superstructure upon
tho piles or piers,
„ 3582. In the event of these bolts and straps being removed, do you consider it would endanger
the safety of the superstructure? In cases of floods there would be nothing to hold it down.
3583. Have those iron bolts been replaced by any others? No.
3584. Are the holes empty in which the iron bolts were inserted ? They were when I last
saw them.
3585. There was nothing in tho holes? Nothing.
3586. Have you heard that anything has been put in since ? I have heard they have been
plugged up.
3587. What with? Wooden plugs, and tarred over.
3588. Do you consider that wooden pegs or bolts would be equally as secure as iron ones
with iron clasps? When I saw them they were merely plugged up; they are not wooden
bolts; they are just plugs put in the holes.

3589.
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Mr. Eobert 3589. Were they solid pieces of wood inserted in the holes?- Yes.
Quodling. 3590. Did they reach to both extremities? No; I think they were just driven in and
'■“"■''"““'i tarred on the face.
17 Dec., 1861. 3591. You are not sure ? No.

3592. You consider that the superstructure would not be safe in consequence of the removal
of these iron holts and straps? I think it would not; I think they are very necessary in
the fabric.
3593. Do you know whether it was provided by the specification that iron bolts and straps
were to bo used ? lam not sure; I think it states, and I think straps are shewn on some of
the drawings.
3594:. Are you sure they are ? Yes, I have seen them.
3595. Then their removal would he a violation of, or a departure from, the original terms of
the contract? Yes, I believe so.
3596. Have you ever heard any persons represent that they considered the bridges were
insecure in consequence of the removal of these bolts—any of the contractor’s men ? Many
of the men were speaking to me about them, but of course I do not take any notice of what
the men say to me,
3597. Yon know Mr. Greer and Mr. Clements? 1 have seen them; Mr. Greer has done
some little work for me.
3598. Do you know whether they were engaged in going about with a list soliciting
subscriptions? Mr. Martindale and Mr. Greer were, but I cannot speak for Clements; I
believe he was, but I cannot speak positively.
3599. Do you know whether these men intimated to their employ&s that they would be
expected to subscribe ? I cannot speak positively, but I believe they did.
3600. Do you remember the day when Mr. Collett visited the Liverpool Eange Eoad way
with Mr.------, and expressed his final approval ? No, I could not tell, I had no
Opportunity of knowing.
3601. Do you not know the day when he visited it? No; I recollect the time be was
up there—it was in April—but whether he passed the work and gave the contractor his
final certificate in April I could not say.
3602. Do yon know when the road was finally opened ? I conld not tell the date. It was
open and shut directly. -There was a shower of rain.
3603. Subsequent to that road being open it was in a very bad state, almost impassable was
it not, or was it a good road ? The old road ?
3604. No, the road made by Mr. Martindale ? It was not a good road, because the gravel
used was of a very inferior quality.
3605. On what portion of the road was the gravel inferior—the upper or lower portion ?
The upper portion—the gravel was better on the lower.
3606. Would there have been any difficulty in obtaining trap for metalling the road ?
There is an abundance of trap all along the road, and scarcely any carting would have been
required.
3607. How soon after tbe ordinary traffic travelled over that new road was it in an almost
impassable state ? I could not tell you the date; it was the time of the heavy rain. It was
a regular bog; the horses would go through the pitching and gravel into the formation.
3608. Did you ever hear that Mr. Martindale had to keep that road in repair for a certain
time ? He told me so.
3609. Did he tell you the conditions ? I think he told me he was to receive £50 or £60 a
month.
3610. You have a distinct recollection of the fact of his telling you so ? Yes.
3611. Do you know what amount of labour was employed upon this road after it was opened ?
I used frequently to travel over the road, and I never saw more than two men—sometimes
there might be three for a day or so—but there were two men kept regularly on it, I
believe.
3612. How were these men employed—were they filling up ruts ? Filling up ruts and
attending to the road.
3613. Did he tell you how long he had to keep it in repair ? He did tell me, bat I conld
not recollect; some five or six months.
3614. What pay did his labourers receive ? £2 a week I think they were getting; at least
one of the men told me so.
3615. These were the men employed to keep the road in order ? Yes,
3616. What was the date of your last visit to the Doughboy Diversion, subsequently to yonr
resignation, when you minutely inspected all the works ? The 28th October, I think, was
my last visit.
3617. Have there been any material alterations in the work between the date of your resig
nation and of your last visit? No alteration ; they were going on in the same way.
3618. Do you know whether the contract is completed now ? No, I cannot tell; report tells
me so in the papers, but it could not have been completed if there has not been an increase
in the number of hands employed there since I left.
3619. Do you know Arnold Bridge, Murrurundi? I have soon it.
3620. Did you ever look minutely at tho structure ? Yes, several times.
3621. Can you tell me what kind of timber the floor is composed of? I could not, for it
was tarred over, and I did not take particular notice.
3622. Did you ever look at it before it was tarred ? I cannot say that I have minutely
observed the flooring.
3623. Are you in the habit of using much timber on culverts and bridges on the road ? I
have been, a good deai3624.
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3624. Do yon consider white gum a good timber for bridges?
No; I would not esq it for Mr, Eobert
anything,
b
Quodling.
tirofi ^'lly ? Because it is not a durable wood.
.
<___
‘ InMthe,TC0°rs0,0f y°urr evidence you have referred to a nepbewof 3VTr. Collett, for whom 17 Dee., 1861.
you say Mr. Martindale performed some contract ? Mr. Martindale told me he was going to
not in Mr. Collett s nephews name, but in tbe name of Frazer j but Mr. Collett’s nephew
was the party carrying it out, and was the only party on the works. Mr. Martindale went
or^vr
a t U: ^e^ts
^r- Collett, and completed his contract.
3627. What is the name of Mr. Collett’s nephew ? Mr. Benjamin Collett. He is now, or
was, employed on the Western Eoad, as agent, or—I could not tell you what he is: but I
SfiOs're-urimivT0
worfcin£ WIfcli Mr- Martindale, on contracts on tho Western Road.
so himself Mr, Martmdale contracts on tbe Western Eoad ? I believe he has; he told me
to finis??'6 AtWCaraden0ntraCt y°U haVe aUuded 10—1116 contract Mr- Martindale was taken
io?’ w,Wl,°SC “P16 ™ tb,e c2ntract takf'n at Camden ? I think in the name of Frazer.
3631. Who was tins Frazer ? I do not know.
ioo' m
18 he now ? I do not know where he is at the present time.
ollfiU s, nePb7 ostensibly had charge of the work ? Yes; in fact, Mr. Collett’s
nephew told mo so himself.
JSb
Mr- Martragic removed from the Northern Eoad to this place-in what
,n tbe mollth of April; X would not he certain.
2X £°
,kn?'y "whether this contract was let by public competition—this contract
St Sr‘ Mar,fcmdalcIwoa called upon to complete ? Originally I believe it was.
dt)36. Do you know whether, when tbe original contractor failed to complete it, it was re-let
oy public tender ( It was not.
iql'
feel s,lre of that ? 1
certain of it.
. You know as a matter of fact, that the contractor went away to the Southern Road ?
ies, 1 saw him there.
3639. Did ho remove any portion of his staff ? Yes, and I saw Mm engaged on the Southern
S' w WaS n0t.oa dHt? at the time- kut was away on leave.
Qfiii n ere y°ia ln C,Iiarge of the Northern Eoad at the time he removed his staff? Yes
„ „
i
k“ow
““J
and what material he removed ? He did not take a
great deal of material, for I believe ho purchased the plant and tools from Mr. Collett, or
tj d Co■’ or wilatcver
partnership was.
?°7 Iong ,was,llc away completing this contract ? I cannot tell you.
3643. Is it completed now ? I do not know.
3644. In every case, with the exception of the contracts which Mr. Martindale had, was it
compulsory upon the Superintendents of the roads to send in fortnightly vouchers of the
^T i?ffWOr^,I,Crf0rmC1d by the contractor during tke fortnight? I had a letter to that
A. mA th6 g?,n,eral condltioIls s'gned by the contractor it was stated that payments
Tde
h/r’ aA j,16 rate of eighty Per eeot UP011 tfie work performed. I
™ *» '>« p" Awigbt,«
Sld Mr* Collett in„ eTery other ease deduct the proper per-centage ? Yes.
?wenty Per ceQt- ? Whatever the proper per-centage was.
-in every other case but that of Mr. Martindale, did the Government or the Commis„ i *
any money oa account of work performed, until you bad sent
in a voucher to the head Office that a certain quantity of work had been performed ? He
never had an opportunity of refusing, for I always forwarded the vouchers; I never knew
nfiAmOTn0y?-t0 bo Paid to a contractor without my voucher.
Yes he did by^is^lettM011614 gaT6 Spee'al instruetions ^at exception was to be made ?
uriv

fn tl' f/ Mr. Garrett: With regard to this letter instructing you to certify to payments
{°. 1 MartmdaTe to the extent of ninety per cent, have you that ? I have already handed
t?r, }
th,ore
specification of the Bendemeer bridge, which I would wish to hand in.
36611. is that the original specification ? It is a copy which was handed to me.
previously 6 y°U ^
011t 4 POni°n °f tbat ? N°’ thoSe Porfcirjns were crossed out
omitted before.

“t ,01‘°S3 url° °f th™ th[s
Yc3, but they were marked to be
I have obliterated them, to prevent their being printed.

yihe witness handed in the specification, with the understanding, on the part of the
oo-<y

mi.

-

Yjr,\mlttcc> f’'lat the original should be produced from the Officii}

f°r thC ])0UShb0y 1)iTersi0n was’ 1 thiDk' siE thousaI,d odd
?0W w“ tbe remaining amount made up ? I handed in a letter explaining that.
“ was for cstra works ? It was stated there to be for extra works.
3656. Were the works extra works ? I know nothing more about them.
-t T
character _°f the works, can you say whether they were such that the
necessity for them could be discovered only after the work was commenced—could the
necessity tor them have been discovered when the work was originally designed ? Of course
ucrq
, ProPer <luantlt,es had. been taken out before the contractor had signed
3653. But were they extras, considering that they had not been included in the original
contract. It states that they were extras, but I do not know that they were.
3669. i rom your knowledge of the procedure in contracts, is it not usual to give payment
for any extra works not included in a contract ? Yes; at a schedule of prices

3660.

'
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Mr, Robert 3660. Was that the proceeding in Mr. Martindale’s case ? I know nothing farther about
Quodling.
t|)a,j t]10 ]etter.
_
3661. He got these payments because these were extra works beyond the original contract?
17 Dec., 1SC1. j <i0 j)Qt knew anything about tho works; Mr. Bayley could not explain anything about
them; he could not tell me anything about them.
_
3662. You say that on the lltb September there was only £1,000 lo be paid to Mr.
Martindale; did that sum include tbe cost of these extras? 1 believe it did. I am not
certain about the date being tbe llth September, but I was told by Mr. Collett tho amount
paid, and since that £500 has been paid, which made np £6,000 to the date of the last
payment. I could not state from memory whether it was the llth of September, but I gave
tbe date in.
'
3663. Did you measure tbe work of the big cutting yourself? Yes, and have computed the
quantities from tho cross sections.
_
_ _
3664. And you made tho quantities 14,300 cubic yards? I gave in the quantities.
3665. Is tbat the actual quantity ? That is the quantity I made.
^
3666. What was the amount estimated ? I do not know; I asked Mr. Bayley to explain
bow he arrived at tbe £7,000, and be could not toll me.
3667. You mean tbe original contract ? Yes; I wanted to know how he arrived at the
£7,000.
_
3663. With regard to tho big cutting, what w.as the amount estimated ? I have already
explained that Mr. Bayley was unable to give me any details.
3669. Was it paid for per yard, or as a lump sum ? I know, nothing more than what you
see by the letter I have handed in ; it states there that it is a lump sum.
3670. That is, the letter accepting the contract ? The letter I have handed in to the
Committee.
_
3671. When did you last measure the works? I forget now—I stated the date some time
ago; I measured tho works frequently—I was continually measuring the works.
3672. When did you last measure the works, for the purpose of reporting npon them? The.
last report I sent in was compiled from the reports I received from Mr. Hannington. The
instructions I received stated tbat the reports sent in by the Superintendent of Beads were
to be compiled from the last reports of the overseers.
3673. Was it part of your duty to measure the works ? Yes; I wanted to know-----3074. Was it part of your duty to do so ? I was told not to do so, but I did it for my own
satisfaction.
3675. Then you admit that you exceeded your instructions ? I have got the measurements.
' 3676. You admit that you exceeded your instructions ? I do not admit anything of the
sort; I think I had a perfect right to take them for my own protection.
3677. Were you responsible for tbe measurements—you say you were instructed to take
your reports of the measurements from tbe reports of your subordinates? Yes, that was
when 1 did not visit the works personally myself.
.
3678. When did you last measure the works ? I forget now; I gave that in.
3679. Surely you can recollect tho date ? On the 28th October I made the last measure
ment.
*
3680. That was after you resigned ? Yes.3681. When did you last measure the works before you resigned ? I forget now the date —
it was on the date of one of my last visits.
3682. Try and recollect ? I have given it in.
.
_
3683. Was there any period fixed for the completion of this contract ? I believe there was
a time fixed.
3684. WThat time ? I could not tell.
3685. Do you know whether that time has expired or not ? I believe so.
3686. On what grounds do you base that belief? I have some slight recollection about the,
time.
_
_
3687. Is it named in the specification ? I believe it is, but I had no official information
about the time.
■
_
3688. WThen you left, on tbe 24th October, the works were then in the possession of the
contractor ? They. were.
3689. With reference to the report of Mr. Hannington, how was that drawn np ? I have
already stated that it was drawn up from notes made by myself.
3690. Arc they in that field-book ? No.
3691. Arc they in a private book of your own ? They are,
3692. Then it was Mr. Hannington’s duty to measure these works, and not yours? No,
it was Mr. Hannington's duty.
.
_
3693. You said you were instructed not to measure ? Yes, but Mr. Hannington only obeyed
my orders in doing wbat he did.
3694. When did you give him the order ? I forget.
1
3695. Was it previous to the 24th or afterwards? Previous.
3696. What is the date of Mr. Hannington’s letter? Tho 24th of October.
3697. This letter dated the 24th October, was it handed to you that day and drawn up that'
day ? I do not recollect.
3698. When did you receive it ? I stated to Mr. Dick that I was not certain about the
time.
3699. You could not hove received it before the period at which it was dated ? I do not
think I could.
*
3700. Where did you receive it ? At Murrurundi—at Wightman’s, I think; I am not
certain, but these are matters, of course, I did not take particular notice of.

3701. .
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clnaiokSf d;dm t0 haTe takCQ a g0Dd deal of notice of thinfi3 ?

Aojthing that affected me Mr. BoWt

„ UA 10 aextont this affected you; it is compiled from your notes ?
370qC°W ^t10"
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Yes it is mv

ar m vSU?,; 110 ctmld ,)ot lla,'e writ‘en it without my notes.

'

‘-----

7 17 Dec., 1S61.

uinal for Mr w Ual-f0rfMr; HaatnaSton ^ inw UP his reP°rts at your dictation ? It was
<i~ru * ^r> ^aQniDgton to come to me for advice upon his reports
the
w6V7 h!.dt° repf1 Up?D YiS rePort'"was D°t Mr. Hannington under you in
“ffi^ ? He ha<i nothing to do with the office.
?
SJp mad
t0 do witb J011 ? He was an overseer under me.
o/uo. lo whom had he to report? To me.
Bi07. Hid you think it a proper course to dictate to your officer what he should renorh?
In that instance Mr. Hannington was not competent.
P
‘
7.n wba,t aspect ? He was not competent.
3/09. Could he write? Yes.
37 U Wa! S,!? Ta Cvpaf°rri? ,No' Isayltwas noti™ compiled from'my notes.
♦ 1,7 ‘ ^
composition ? I took notes of the quantities to complete, I eomnared
them with the memos, and shewed him the quantities required to be done and heathen
copied that letter from the memos. I had shewn him.
'
1,7 ' Do you think that a proper proceeding from a superior officer ? They wero the only

1M L

'

a

oifj- S?3 he Ieft.,n charge of thc worb when you left ? I think not
•
t ’ id I V^nn nffiTl f y0U *?
0VT d0Cll,nents t0 bim ? 1“ was not when I left. I
1 luu_no official documents to band over to him.
oil7
11 not Mr- Hannington’s duty to inspect the works? Yes
o7I0. And to report to you ? Yes.
rfLVld H0y0° thiuk
pr0pf tI,at 7°Q should supply the material for a report and
fvmn ^ then approve that report? It was only in that letter. I had fortnightly ronorts
q
bl™ as t0 a certain length of pitching and metnlling.
£ ? P
3719 Cmdd0r?Td h;™ comPete?t tQ “ake tbat? Any schoolboy could do that.
Mr linnaS* he aI
‘e, qua:‘tlty ,a thls cuUiu£? No> bo made a measurement with
■d7^nI> Ya d ■’
by ca]c“l!l““g tl,e cr0£s section I detected an error of 200 yards
379?' V T ”.0t4,surc '0f tbe “ot“al date' n01, of thc place where you received this 7 Yes
fnl
^°U fdmit1tbai; y°u suPPlled Mr' Hannington with your material ? He came to mo
and tmoL SX tS
t0 be d°ne With°Ut e°miuSt0 me'for 1 bad *bo notes
coratogttomedtllOW°rIiSt0l00kat?
f£« SaX1 l?r‘B^.°f

YeSj but he could not tell tbe Bcficiencies without
!p“i“0"' wl‘e,■,, jld J0° s'“l11 fro” •’1 ‘h"k

w1'’ Bayley,stat0 tVou tbat tbat contained bis original instructions ? Yes be
banded that to me as the specification of the contract.
J
tin h'JX tT, nat thaVVaS,the f:p0cidcatio,n? Tbat tbat was the specification.
the Office dTdhad ^InT WbCre
U fr°m ? He st3ted that he had received 16 from

’

Thali a faiVoJnv orthtoX^r • ™ Sent t0 meal Tamworth whea was advertised,

o-.?- rrLIalr oop^ ot the one 1 bave in my possession.
0700’ th tiCBut ■a°t' J'011
for a lump sum ? I know no more than the letter tells me

iimb
Y;f7l:;77'"P

irf 11 — ‘h*t h is -* '“i »»"s

”uli J“

3730. As the work proceeded ?

“ ”“«U »

ill lb.

Yes, before advances were made.

3 000 SrXf thC T,trttClrre f°r a !ump s,um' and tbe biS cutting contained 2,000 or
nlXi
!
in?T tban the e3t‘rnate' would tbat be tbe contractor’s loss?
already stated that I know no more than the letter states
.auaij i1.”." lb' <la"“'8 ll“l W0,' eS‘i“KaJ 1 b“w V™ * lle

I have

q-o?' u°- ?0U rnow the (laant.ity tbat was estimated ? No, I do not.
did not
refereneC ^ th° h631'™011’1"1 t0 Mr* Hollett, did you subscribe to it?
know that Imr did SUbSCribc t0 a tcstira0ljial to any°nc over you on that road ?

.
No, I

I do not

3-36. Was a testimonial ever got up fo*r Captain Martindale ? I believe there was.
070a £d yU“ Sub3Tbe t0 tbat? Ye3^ but be was not over that road.
b' “ le,‘lh*“d ,h“‘ ™ *>«■ ^
f/3q: Af7,he reslened? I do not know whether it was after he resigned: it was about
37ift n °fM18 CT£1vnatl0n' 1 kaow E0 contractor, subscribed to tbat.
esirn ?y va'
11 ™ £lven by tho Officers'of his department, as a testimonial of
esueem (_ Yes, as a testimonial of esteem.;
1

knew of In Snce*^0* teStim0nia!s t0 be Sivea by oontractors to public officers ?

I never

3742. % Mr. T. Garrett: Do you know any reason why contractors should be prevented
Eoad Xf ,n 4 trimonial °f estee,m ‘o a Pabbo office/? I think if a Commisstoni for
Eoads takes money from a contractor he must do something for that money.
How many contractors subscribed? All of them.

3/44. How much did it amount to ? I believe about £50 or £60.
238—R

3745.

■
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Mr. Jtobcrt BUS, A statement has been made in the paper that it amounted to a hundred guineas—is
Quodling. t],at true ? I cannot say. I believe it was not so much.
_
A
3746. How much was subscribed by tbe contractors P I am not certain about tho amount.
17Dec., 1861. 3747. The testimonial was participated in by other persons, I presume? I believe it was,
but it was carried round by contractors. I saw it in the hands of Mr. Martindale and Mr.
Greer; they were collecting the money.
.
3748. You think that is one of the matters discreditable to Mr. Collett? Yes, I think it
was discreditable.
.
3749. You say “ many matters;” wbat are any other of tbe many matters alluded to in
your letter ? The general way in which Mr. Collett treats this contractor.
3750. In what way does he treat him ? In the way I have already stated.
3751. What is that? I cannot give yon the whole evidence over again without you put the
questions over again.
.
3752. I ask you npon what grounds you base thc charge that Mr. Collett behaves m a
discreditable manner ? I think the evidence has proved that.
3753. Let us have facts—when have you seen them together ? Frequently.
3754. What passed when they were together ? I cannot tell you what passed.
3755. How do you know he acted discreditably—we have this one fact, that he accepted a
testimonial to which the contractors subscribed, and which they took round—what other
fact have you? With reference to the payment of this money, and taking the personal
explanation of the contractor in preference to the report of the Superintendent. I think
that is very discreditable to a gentleman holding his position.
3756. When did be do that? I cannot give the date.
3757. With reference to what work ? With reference to the Doughboy works. _ _
3758. Have you ever had any conversation with Mr. Loder, with reference to this inquiry?
Yes; Mr. Loder stated the conversation we had.
3759. At Wightman’s ? Yes, at Wightman’s.
3760. On any other occasion ? Yes, several times.
3761. Did you inform him before you came down the country, that you would press this
charge against Mr. Martindale ? I cannot give you any more evidence than you have
already.
.
3762. I am asking you upon what you base your charge of Mr. Colletts having acted in a
discreditable manner ? I handed over the documents I received from the Office with Mr.
Collett’s remark, and said I would not submit to it; that I would shew the matter up if Mr.
Collett persisted in doing it; tbat I would bring the matter forward.
3763. With reference to this voucher ? With reference to the work generally. Mr. Loder
was speaking then about the work at Liverpool Kange, and several other contracts.
3764. Have you yourself any contracts on the Northern Road? No.
3765. In the Northern District ? No; nowhere.
9
xr r
3766. Were you present when the site of Bendemeer Bridge was decidedupon?
No; I was
present when Mr. Bennett pointed out the site that had been determined on.
3767. Was Mr. Collett with you then? No.
.
3768. Is it usual to ballast a road as well as to pitch it? I do not know about its being

'

3769. Do you consider it necessary on an ordinary road to ballast, and then, pitch it? It
would depend entirely upon the description of road you wanted to make; it would not be
necessary on a dry formation to pitch it.
.
v , i.
nj
j
3770. Are there any pieces on the Northern Roadwhere the road is both ballasted and
pitched 1 Yes, I think there are some. There is a piece in Armidale which I have done,
but it was very boggy there.
3771. Was that task or piece work ? It was task work.
3772. There is some complaint about part of the road not having been ballasted where the
Superintendent of the road directed that it should be ballasted—is not pitching more expen
sive work than ballasting ? Not in all cases; good ballasting costs as much as pitching, but
bad ballasting, or mud, as it was here, can be put on much cheaper of course.
3773. If it were pitched instead of mud-ballasted it would be a great improvement ? I do
not think it would ; the traffic could not run on pitching alone.
.
3774. Are there any places on the Northern Road irhere the contract has directed it should be
ballasted and it has been pitched ? I tbink you are alluding to tbe Liverpool Range ; tbat
was not under my charge. There is no ballasting on the Doughboy contract.
.
.
3775. By tha Chairman: When you first took office, did you get any specific instructions
from any Government officer above you ? No, I got none when I was appointed.
3776. Did you, at any time when you were in office, get instruetions pointing out your
duties ? I several times got circulars with reference to work.
3777. These were circulars addressed to others as well as to yourself? Yes.
3778. How did you find out what your duties were ? When I was first employed I was
under the Engineer for Reads, and he explained wbat he wanted and what I was t0^p3779. Did you get instructions principally by verbal communications ? On tho Western
Road, principally.
, .

3780. Do you know whether that was usual with an officer in your position ( I believe it

was with all overseers.
,
, ,
3781. Can you state whether it was part of your instructions to stop any work that you
thought was being badly done ? In the general conditions it states that the work is to be
done to tbe satisfaction of the Road Superintendent and overseer.
3782. So that if you found fault, it was in the power of the Superintendent above you to
allow any work to be performed in any way, whatever your opinion might be; the opinion
of the officer above you waa conclusive as to the way the work was performed f Yes.
■
3783.
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No, I Lava Mr. Bobert

r wr' in1the,C0ursc of your Unties, receive any intimation from any contractor
to that at the pre" eSlfme 0St
“ brib° ? 1 did J but 1 W°uld n0t llkc t0 allu^ 17 Doc ’1861-

Srjt

lWs

”r ^

*«■ ^

.

3787' nl S'
: ntbat perS°-G ^ the seiTiee Eti11 ? 1 decHne al!udiDS ‘o it.
Road hldSoSS'5 K l'1
y°u bave been Superintendent of the Northern
had an offer of a bribe ? I decline answering the question.
<88. By the Chairman : Do you Itnow anything of the iron spiking of a bridge at Douehbov
5Kyg&® TTV ^ 1 haVe esplained that ifc had 5«« taken out
at
When W,r-Eay]ey
associated with you, was he above or below you ? I think he
^700 w ^t1 f?>0tl?g 5 1 d0 not know that he
above me.
*
d790. Were Mr. Bayley and you always on good terms ? Tes.'
rnri-oi: ^' t> ^ ^eEeTe 80 j 1 do not know to the contrary: I have never
37Q9 PIVjei1Tl» A1Ir‘ Baj’ ey since 1 left the l;,oughboy works.
7
„ ,
, Mr' Ba?ley nev,er say anything which implied his doubt of your comnetencv—of
your equal competency with himself ? No, he never could.
J
pe
y-ot

WUBJVBSBAr,

18

DECEMBER,

1861.

Urgent:—

Mr. DANGAR,
Mr. T. GARRE IT,

I

Mr. HOSKINS,
Mr. LUCAS.
WILLIAM FOUSTER, Esq., in the Chair.
^

|

Mr. William Coghlan called in and examined:__

h“ bMn x*”
4ud al8^ Wltih reference to the public works ? Yes.
P7Q«
0ffi,Ce d° y0° hold ? Road Superintendent.
18 Dec., 1861.
'.'at is the name of your office ? Yes.
fill I?MUTdcd5r Quodliue. did you not ? Yes.
n dU
QuodllnSJFas supposed to perform are in your hands now? With
into my hinds0as^eV tbe ff0rk ^ ;DoaShbo.!r Hollow,I have not been instructed to take that
liat‘

November.What ^ did y°U firSt
oeo03801.
XootM.

taU

Tliat 1310 your Present office ? Yes.
Were you promoted ? Yes.
^T1;at;officc did you previously hold ?
is that a grade under ? Yes

°fficeF

appointment dates from the 1st

Road overseer.

Bo! “"w,r ‘t9 "■•‘-'W"*
SS® T thea Superior fcer nezt wer you ? The Commissioner,
in t n Offl C le I
ynur WGrk in that case' wbeD
were overseer? The only check was
Sot mi®06’ and th° Comraissioner's visits to the district.
7
WaS
Bmween^Svdnev and
from Caeh °tbcr~the road oveTEeer and Superintendent ?
X:

meaQ
the duties of the road overseer from Sydney to Penrith were
TA.nnAa-K'rt16 •SamC °S tboseTJr°n baTe now to perform as Superintendent ? Yes so for as
qtfnQ0 wuity )S c™cerned > 1 have now a iarger district.
^s, so tor as
Commit ?y°T
r 6 thce dutiM of Hoad Superintendent, so far as you can, to this
Commntce? To make specifications for the works required.
3
’
3811' Tf°
by tvat> that you have t0
t!ie plans of works ? Yes
formingf ^'Sing
m*dC’ d“ J“ I"eI“re ^ Pk“? »•*
“g«> i ™a.m,lin&
bridl^1?011! fUtieS are TtC| drawj 0at sPc°ifixations for the construction of roads apart from
yetiD ^ ^ of making specificatioronrr
are working by the day

S

^ °f S°me ^ S°inS 0a there'and of SOme n'e'1 ^

f!3n;lWher,edid y°u. gatlier this notion of your duties that you arc to make specifications
uodcr Mr^h, ° snpen^ead the mabln^ forming, and metalling of roads ? I was overseer
r
v’ 011 the Wes*ern Road^ for some time; when there, he used to make out
Jbc spoofficatmns for contracts for metalling.
It twirJr J1'1’63, y?U aj°
performing as Road Superintendent ? I have
being bliHt
WMk by day lab°Urj n*aintainin6
road, and there are two bridges

fMsssfttr4” "b!“do 7™ “bj ‘bai' k',efin8 ii in ">■*? k“p“8
b™»ol“tact.ft" ““ C”tt“‘"r hi" “s,,'d tis wor,t? K»- tliat is where Ihero has
4

3817.
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3Ir. VVillifim 3817. Simply keeping the road in order, which has not been made by the con tractor at alL
Cughtah. That is part of my duty. A clearing contract is going on for about fifty-eight miles, that is
,---- v partly finished; about sixty men are employed at that under a contractor; that 1 hare
18 Dec*, 1801 ► ggg properly done*
o m
'j.
* j
3818, What is your precipe duty with regard to this particular contract? To see it earned
out according to the specification.
, .
*
3819. Have you the specification placed in your hands? I have not it Imre.
3820 Was it placed in your hands when you were placed over tho road f Ire; one ot the
overseers has a copy of the specification,
3821. Is that the authorized specification ? I cannot say ; I never looked at it particularly.
3822. You say it is your duty to see the works carried on according to the specification ,
how can yon do that if you have not the specification ? I have seen a copy in the overseer s
8823! Dow do you know that that is a correct copy ? I do not know that it is; if it is not
a correct copy I suppose he would not shew it as correct. He got it I understood from Mr.

.

Quodling.
3824, The overseer is an officer under you? ies.
3825 When you were placed in charge, did you get no copy of the specifications from the
superior officer ? No ; I was supposed to get them from Mr: Quodling
.
3826. Did you get them ? I was directed to apply to Mr. Quodling at Tamworth.
3827. After he had resigned ? Yes.
, . ,
a
3828. Supposing Mr. Quodling had refused to give you the information you r®flu'r™ ^
Instructions were sent to the overseer, Mr. Hawkins, to take charge in case of Mr. Qnod ing
leaving : but Mr. Quodling heard I was appointed, and waited till I came uo.
_
3829. If he had gone ? The overseer would have taken charge, and would have given the
aSSO8 If he had gone—tell us what actually did occur—you say one of yonr duties is to
sec that certain contracts are carried out by tbe specification—how can you perform that
duty if the specification is not placed in your hands by some responsible authority f 1 go
according to the copy of the specification shewn to me by the overseer.
•
3831. You presume that to be correct? Yes.
■ . j *9 v^o f™.
3832. You entirely depend upon that placed in thc bands of the Superintendent, Yes, for
3833^IsH yonr intention to get another specification from anyone else? Mr. Quodling left
Tamworth in such a hurry that he forgot to give me many of the papers. I J"™1*®?
to him for them several times, but be appears to have been so much taken up witfi this
Committee that he has not sent them. 4
...
.
.... , . nfl.
T
3834. Suppose they are not supplied by him ? Tbe originals arc in Phillip-street Office, i
SSSS^How^o you derive this notion of your duties—you say your duties are to superintend
twelve men who are maintaining the road, and to see that a certain contract is earned out
by the specification, and that specification you say is in the hands of the overseer ? There
3836°VWill0you mention them? There are two bridges being built, and two clearing
contracts. There is one bridge being built at Uralla; Mr. Heritage is the contractor; the
bridge is 60 feet long and 18 feet roadway. The bridge at Saumarez Creek is similar to
the other, and the contractor is the same. One clearing contract, as well as I recollect, is
85 miles long ; Mr. Dowell is the contractor ; it is from Goonoo Goonoo to Armidale. I he
other clearing contract ia from near Doughboy to Goonoo Goonoo; Mr.Heritage is contractor
for the last. These are the only works going on at present.
3837. Have you now stated all tbe works placed under your charge ? Yes; I have had no

3838UOFromawhom dldByou get instructions to take charge of these works? I had orders
3839 In writing, or verbally ? In writing ; I bad a letter stating that I had been appointed.
3840. From whom? From the Chief Clerk, Mr. Shairp, stating that_I had been appointed
Road Superintendent in the second Northern District, and directing me to proceed to
Tamworth, where I would get the necessary information from Mr. Quodling.
3841. These were your instructions ? Yes.
3842. After Mr. Quodling had resigned? Yes.
. „ _
,
,,
3843. You wore.referred to Mr. Quodling for information? Yes; he was the only person
who could give me tho necessary mformation, either himself or the person left in charge.
3844. You were left entirely to take your information from Mr. Quodling? Y ith reference
to the works tbcn coioc on under bis charge.
. , _
.. i i *
3845. Did you get instructions from no one else ? In tbe letter I received I was directed o
ftnolv to him for information*
. *
i o \rA
3846. Did Mr. Quodling give you instructions to take charge of those particular works t No.
3847 Who gave you instruetions to take charge of those particular works? I had
instructions to take charge of the second district of the Northern Road, and for details I was
SS^S^Ymih^re stated that certain works arc under your charge at present; from whom did
you obtain instructions to take this special charge? The fact of my being appointed to the
works in that district X understood to mean that 1 was to take charge of tho works in it
3849. From those general instructions, you understood that you were totako charge of those
gP85oal Yolfhave^o charge of Doughboy ?

When I arrived at Tamworth I sent a report

to Sydney to say that I had got no specification from Mr. Quodling of the works at Doughboy,
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and as they were nearly done now, any report I might make on that part of the works could Mr, 'William
give very little information, I got no reply to that report, and consequently the worts nt Coghlan.
■Doughboy being nearly finished, X determined not to take charge of them unless I received
special instructions to do so *
18 Dec., 1861.

3851 Then in fact you acted cither entirely upon thc instructions you received from Mr.
Quodling, or upon your own judgment when you got there ? Upon my own judement when
I got there most of all.
J 6
•>852. Your own judgment led you to the conclusion to take charge of these particular
works, and not of Doughboy ? My judgment led me to write to Sydney, and pending a
reply, not to take charge of the Doughboy works.
3853. How do you arrive at the conclusion that you are to see that certain contracts are to
be curried out according to a certain specification—whence do you derive that notion of your
duties, hrom being told to take charge of the district as Superintendent.
o854. You did not get instructions from Mr. Quodling to that effect? No: he told me
there were certain works going on, in answer to my inquiries.
3855. How do you know that it is your duty to see that a certain contract is performed
according to a specification in the bands of an overseer? I have been five years iu the
service, and that has been thc duty of every Superintendent I have been under.
3856. You derive it from tbe fact of your general knowledge of your duties before ? Yes.
38o7. Is that the case with regard to all the contracts? Yes.
3858. Have all the overseers got specifications which they can go by? All the contracts at
present being done are two clearing contracts, for which the overseer has a specification. .
dBoJ. Doth overseers, or is there only one overseer ? There are two overseers, hut the speci
fication for both contracts is the same. I have seen thc specification in the hands of one
overseer; I did not ask for the other, understanding that they wero both the some: the
c earing is continuous, divided between two contractors. I wa's informed by Mr. Quodling
that the clearing was uniform throughout.
“
3860. You say certain bridges arc placed under ynu ? Yes.
3861. Who holds the specifications for those bridges ? The overseer has the plan of them.
I have seen no specification ; the overseer builds the bridge from thc plan.
3862. You understand the plan of a bridge to mean the same as a specification ? I can build
a bridge from a plan j tbe specification is a written plan,
3863. All you know of the bridges is, that there is a plan in the hands of the overseer ?
Yes.
'
3864. There is nothing specifying thc particular size of the timbers, the number of spikes
to be used . You can derive that from the plan ; all the information necessary for us we
’
can get from the plan.
3865. Is the same overseer over all these bridges and roads ? No, I have two overseers ; the
Doughho 03 aie Un<ier °ne °VerSOer ; the ot!ler oversee1, 1 understand to be in charge of
3866. What is thc name of the latter? Mr. Hannington.
1 3867. And the other? Mr. Hawkins.
3868. Will you state tho part of the road under Mr. Hannington ? From Doughboy Hollow
to boonoo Goonoo.
°
•'
3869. Are there any bridges under him ? No, excepting those in the Doughboy contract.
,oi, fcltate the P0^t,0,1 of work UDder the other ? From Bendemeer to Armidale.
3811. Are there any bridges there ? Two.
3872, With regard to tho roads, thc two overseers hold specifications ? Yes, with reference
to the cleaving, I have only seen one in the hands of Mr. Hawkins : that specification I
understood to refer to the entire length of the clearing.
8873. You did not think it necessary to compare them ? I understood they were the same •
I did not ask for the other; I do not know that there is another in existence.
’
-qvs
sPec!fic“tion> did it apply to the whole length of the road ? So I understood,
n jr °u d J0U Dot ^u(iEe fl-ora tlle
itself? Not without being told. Mr.
Quodling and the overseers told me the road was to be cleared throughout according to the
specification.
.
b
3876. With regard to the bridges, you say you derive all your information from the plan ?
ies, 1 have never seen a specification of the bridges.
3877. Does tbe plan tell how many spikes are to be driven into the slabs ? I cannot be
quit.ii sure, not having the plan with me.
3878. Does the plan say whether the slabs are to be tarred or not ? No.
3879. Does the plan intimate the width, the size, and thickness of the*siabs? Yes.
8880. Docs the plan tell you anything about the fencing ? There is no fencing except thc
handrail- of course that is shewn. With reference to the tarring'and painting, I will
explain that the contractor’s tender shews me that he tendered a certain amount for
tarring and painting.
3881. Was the tender placed in your hand ? Not the tender sent to the Office, hut I got
the contractors copy, and from that I found the price for tarring and paintin'*,and the price
for building the bridge.
**
r
8882. Have you anything to do with the price ? It was shewn to me what the price was.
The works were in progress when I got there, and, as I was responsible, I asked tho price for
bunding the bridge.
3883.
, t . * N®™ (.™
was not exactly my answer. I did not “ report to Sydney ", in the
A
Q;"0111;11? ha(1 not given me the “specification"; tho rest of this answer is
corrects (Mr* Quodling dtd not give mo the specification,}
■

*
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Mr. 'William 3883. With regard to the roads, you say you judged of your duties from the specification in
Coghlan. ^ ]lallc[s 0f
0yerseer ? Yes.

3884. Does this specification give you all the particulars with regard to consolidation,
18 Dec., 1861. pitching, and so on 1 That question refers to the Doughboy contract, which I have not
taken charge of. The pitching, trimming, and fencing, is not going on on the other part
of the road.
3883, You declined taking charge of that, in consequence of the position you fouud it in ?
Yes, without special instructions to take charge. I understood that the work being nearly
finished, Sir. Collett himself would bo up in a short time; and I expected that he would
ask me to meet him there, and go over the works with me.
3886. /.nd you would then take your instructions from him? He would inform me what
was to be done, and I would have my own opinion as to how it had been done.
3887. How long have you been in tbe service ? About five years.
3888. Are you led to believe that the mode adopted in taking charge of works, in your case,,
is the some as that adopted in other parts of the Colony ? I cannot say.
3889. Is it usual to send a Eoad Superintendent to take charge of roads and bridges without
instruetions from his superior officer ? I should think not.
3890. Why did you find yourself in this position ? Because, having been so long in the
service, it was thought unnecessary to give me all the details. Mr. Quodling having been
so long in the service, as well as myself, we would be able to arrange all these things.
3891. Did it not strike you as rather odd, that Mr. Quodling having just-resigned, you
should be referred to him for instructions—he might bave refiased ? I thought, as he was
acting as Superintendent, ho would be hound to give me his information.
3892. You thought—but suppose he had not? If not, I could have referred to the Office in
Sydney.
_
3893. Did it not occur to you to get instructions from the Office in Sydney, which might
supersede the necessity of an application to Mr. Quodling ? I called at thc Office, and asked
about my instructions, and Mr. Shairp referred me to Mr. Quodling.
3894. Did he refer to you personally or by writing? He wrote, I think, to Mr. Quodling,
telling him to give me all the necessary information and papers, and Mr. Quodling wrote to
say he would give me all the information necessary.
3895. Have you a copy of that letter ? I have not brought it with me.
3896. Will you be able to furnish it to the Committee ? If I have it in town I will for
' ward it to-day; if not, I will send it from Tamworth.
3897. Will you send all the documents out of which you gathered your instructions? The
only document I can furnish you with ou that head is Mr. Shairp’s letter. If the informa
tion I had received from Mr. Quodling had not been sufficient for me to go on with tho
works, I would have applied to the Office, where the originals of these specifications are.
3898. Did you consider that the instructions you got from Mr. Quodling were sufficient ?
They were not so full as they ought to have been, but they were sufficient to enable me to
go on for the present.
_
3899. Not sufficient for the Doughboy contract ? I did not take that in charge.
3900. You did not think Mr. Quodling’s instruetions sufficient with regard to Doughboy ?
He declined to give me any.
>
3901. Have you reported this to the Office ? No.
3902. Did you report that Mr. Quodling declined to give you information ? No; I have
explained that I made a report, and pending any reply, I did not take charge.
3903. Did you state that you had not full information from Mr. Quodling about the other
part of the road? I did not report exactly to that effect. There was one particular instance
of the clearing contract—I wished to know the amount of the contract and the payments that
had been made. I think my letter to the Office was to the effect that Sir. Quodling being
hurried had not time to give me the information; I therefore applied to the Office and got it.
3904. As Road Superintendent, the next officer above you is Mr. Collett, is he not ? Yes.
3905. With regard to the Doughboy Diversion, you stated just now that it will he very
soon finished ? It appears so to me.
3906. Can you state when you think it is likely to be finished ? I do not know what the
contract is for doing it.
3907. I do not wish to press the question ; if you know anything about the Doughboy con
tract it will be as well to state it ? It is so far finished that the mail drove over it when I
came down.
8908. Is the road in a good state ? I consider it is.
3909. Is it well metalled from beginning to end ? I think the quantity of metal, on it is
not sufficient.
3910. Is there a sufficient width of road ? I think it is wide enough. I have heard some
complain that it is not. There are some parts of tbe road only twenty-four feet wide.
3911. Did you notice the quality of tbe metal ? There are two kinds—one very hard, that
is blue stone.
3912. Commonly called trap? It is very hard; the other is also a trap, but of a very
inferior kind to this hard stone.
3913. Another kind of trap ? Yes.
3914. Can you shew any specific distinction between these two sorts of trap ? Merely as to
hardness and durability, and difference of colour.
3915. Are they both trap, are you sure ? The inferior stone is what I have generally called
trap.
3916. Are you a mineralogist? No, I am not; I do not profess to understand the scientific
distinctions. The inferior metal is generally understood to be trap.
3917. On the whole you think it is a tolerably good road at Doughboy Diversion ? I think
it is good there.

3918.
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f9-1!' /,re fridges well made? I think they are; the bridges were all very nearly Mr. William
Coghlan.
qqiqw8 i 1 Sa'T them’ 80 that 1 cannot gi?e a:Qy opinion as to their foundations.
Dnf.o
tb® road opened and stopped again ? This Doughboy Diversion ?
39JO. Yes ? b.ot that I am aware of.
18 Dec., 1861.
3921. It has never been opened to the public f No.
3922, You say your duty is to see that the contractor does certain works according to plans
and speoihcations—plans in regard to bridges, and specifications in regard to roads : have
you anything to do with the money part of the contract—to vouching that a certain work
Qoonw i j -before Paymcnt,s Cim be raade ? Yes, I sign the vouchers.
dUJ.j. _V\ ould it be regular to pay money without your certificate ? My opinion is that the
Liommissioner, as my superior officer, has a right to differ from ray opinion; he is supposed
to know more than I do.
/ould it be irregular? I never knew an instance of the kind.
JJJo. Ion never knew money to be paid without a certificate from tbe Eoad Superintendent ?
i never did.

3926. In any instance ? No.
3927. Still, if it were done by your superior officer, you would not consider it yonr duty to
qQJ.?st q 16 nev.er occurrcd in my experience, and I do not wish to give an opinion.
d92«. Suppose it were to occur, would you simply submit ? It would be a matter for con
sideration ; I do not know how I might act.
Hcmn' nUt •t DCVer ^ occurred in y°ur experience at all ? It never has occurred.
d9aU. Has it occurred to you to refuse certificates at any time when you thought work was
not done properly ? No.
^
You have never been placed in that position ? Never.
3932. Then in fact, wherever you have been tho work has been well done ? I see to that
before I make a return.
3933. Wbat is the duty of tbe road overseer under you, with regard to tbe same contract ?
His duty is to see the works properly carried out in my absence. I have 135 miles of road
to superintend.
Would he ever pass certificates in your absence ? Not without my signature.
dJdo. Would you consider your overseers responsible for any certificates they might nass?
Responsible to mo ?
j
&
t
■
3936. Would-you consider it your duty, if an overseer certified that a contract was done, to
examine it, after his certificate? That would depend upon circumstances ; if I had reason
to believe the work was not well done, and I had not seen it for some time, 1 would consider
a personal examination necessary; but ifl had sufficient faith in the overseer, I would
certify when the vouchers were sent in, without inspecting.
3937. If you saw a contractor were doing his work badly—putting pitching on the road
before it was properly consolidated, would you consider it your duty to stop, or would you
simply wait till ho came to you for your certificate? If I saw anything wrong I would
stop it at once.
^
o
&
, 3938. Tho contractor might go on in spite of you ? If he did, he would go on at his own
risk.
°
3939. Would you refuse to certify ? If he would not do it as I wished, I would order him
to stop, or see that he did it rightly,
^O-Hasit ever occurred in your experience that contracts have been modified or altered
at all by the superior officer over you, in regard to the terms or mode of carrying them out ?
1 think it has; I do not exactly recollect an instance, but I think there have been changes
made on the Southern Road, in Mr. Bennett’s time, in the road contract,
coio'
tbe SuPerin*endent?
the superior officer over the Superintendent.
3942. I presume these alterations have never been to any great extent—that they have never
amounted to any great alteration of the contract? Tberc have been some considerable
alterations in that road, amounting to a good deal of money.
3943. Do you know by whom they were made—by the Government or by the overseer ?
r. Bennett, as Engineer, the Superintendent, and the contractor, agreed on these alterations
being made.
3944. The Engineer and the contractor ? Thc Engineer and contractor, with the Superin
tendent.
r
onf/ ?ben ^be conBen^ t,be whole three was necessary to modify a contract? Yes.
3940, I suppose that was done openly ? Yes,
.
,
3947. It was done for the public benefit ? Yes, it was cither to make an 'extension of the
time of tbe contract, or a change iu tbe width of bridges,
*
3948. In that case some change was made in the terms of the contract? Yes, the con
tractor would receive more or less, as tho contraot was extended or lessened.
3919. Do you think the Commissioner for Roads, I do not say from incapacity, but from not
being upon the works, is generally qualified to determine whether the works are properly
done or not * I should say nob, unless he saw them,
3950. He would not be qualified to act in opposition to the opinion of the Road Superin
tendent, who is always upon the spot? With reference to work that was actually done,
whether it was done properly or not, if the Commissioner had not seen it he could not say
whether it was done.
3951. He conld not say whether a macadamized road was properly consolidated in dry
weather whether the ballasting was laid on ? Certainly not, without seeing it.
3952. The Road Superintendent is the only person who could judge? The Road Superin
tendent more than he, being constantly on the road.
3953. Does thc Road Superintendent act in opposition to thc overseer’s report ? The road
overseer is responsible to him, and takes his instructions. The Road Superintendent, I fancy,
’
'
should
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Mr. William should attend the works once a month; during that time, if anything has been improperly
Coghlan. ^one ^ can easjiy ije rectified; in the meantime the overseer should see tbat the work ia
properly done, or report to tho Superintendent.
_
IS Dec., 1801. 3954 Iq regard to this modification or . alteration of the contraot, has it been done by
writing or by verbal arrangement? I think there has been a verbal arrangement, in the
first instance, and a written agreement afterwards.
3055. A fresh agreement ? No, an additional memo. In the first instance it has been
verbally agreed to.
_
3950. Generally there has been a written document? I think so; I do not recollect
having seen one, but I fancy there must have been.
■
3957. Will you state whether these are the two kinds of traps you have referred to
(lianding the specimens previously produced to thc witness) ? That is the hard blue stone
(the trap), we call that honey-comb; it is got in boulders.
3958. Is tbat tho best kind? Yes. This (the shale) is the other sort.
3959. Do you call that trap? Yes; that is rather a bad specimen of tho stone on the
road ; it is lighter coloured and thinner in the joint.
39G0. Would you not call that (the second specimen) stratified rock ? Yes.
3961. Are' you aware whether trap is a stratified rock ? No, I do not understand the
scientific distinction.
3962. That (the second specimen) is the inferior sort of trap you saw on the road as well as
the other? Yes, but this is of a worse kind than that on thc road generally.
_ _ _
3963. Is that the sort of stone you have seen on the road at Doughboy ? Yes, this is like
some of it, but it is a bad sample.
_
396'4. Would you say there is no stone on the Doughboy Diversion as bad as this ? Yes.*
3905. Will you say in what proportion this stone is placed on the road—is there a larger or
smaller proportion of the good? I should say there are two-thirds of good, and ono of the
ot*ier'
IT„
3966. Do you know what effect rain would have upon the inferior stone ? If it wero all
like this it would go into mud. This is a soft piece of stone, but thc generality of the
stone is better than this. I think this is a bad piece picked out.
_
3967. I will not press this question, but if you like to answer it you can—can you give any
opinion as to the competency of Mr. Quodling to superintend works? I have no actual
knowledge as to his competency, os I have never had an opportunity of judging; but as far
as I can learn from conversation with him, I thick be is a competent officer,
3968. Wbat is your opinion of Mr. Hannington’s efficiency—tbe overseer under you ? I
should not wish to answer that question.
<
_
3969. That is a question which it appears to me you are bound to answer, as he is a public
officer, but Mr. Quodling is not a public officer—you must know something of tbe efficiency
of the officer under you? I have nut been able to form an opinion of him; I have met him
only once on the works.
,
.
3970. Do you know anything of the competency of the other overseer? I think ho is Very
competent; I bave seen him a good deal.
3971. What is his name ? Hawkins.
.
_
_
3972. Aro Mr. Quodling and you on good terms? Yes; I have been acquainted with Mr.
'
Quodling for some time.
.
_
1
3973. Did you notice, in passing over the Doughboy Diversion road, whether the creek was
blocked up by any earth which had been taken away from the road or other works ? I did
not remark it.
.
■
3974. Do you know auythiog of the position of the contractor, in regard to funds that are
duo to him for the Doughboy Diversion contract—do you know how much has been paid to
him ? By report, I understand £6,000.
3975. You know nothing of your own knowledge ? No.
- i
■
3970. Do you know Mr. Martindale the contractor? Yes.
3977. Do you know anything of his general reputation as a contractor ? He has done a
bridge for me on the Parramatta Road, while I was overseer.
3978. Have you a good opinion of him ? I think he carries out his work very well.
3979. Is that your only knowledge of Mr. Martindale? I knew him in Melbourne eight
years ago.
t , ,
,
3980. Did you know anything of bis mode of doing works in Melbourne? I had very little
to do with him in the way of works there. In fact, thc time I had to do with him was
eight years ago. *1 saw tbe question asked in the House as to whether I was employed under
Mr. Martindale, cither in New South Wales or anywhere else : I never was.
_
•
3981. As a public officer I must caution you, if you know anything about Mr. Martindale
that bears upon the public service—I will not, nor will this Committee have a good opinion
of the interest you take iu your duty, if you refuse to give information—It appears tbat you
knew something about him in Melbourne ? I knew him in Melbourne as a contractor,
3982. What was his public reputation—was he considered to have performed his work
well ? In the works I have known I believe they were done well, but I understand he has
been insolvent; tbat is the worst I have heard of.him.
. .
39S3. Insolvent as a contractor ? Yea.
_
'
3984. Did thc Government lose any money ? I think not, but I do not know.
3985. Was he engaged in matters of a questionable kind? In nothing that I know of.
3936. Were you employed in thc public service under the Government of Melbourne ? Yes.
3987. Were you employed near Mr. Martindale—you say you were not under him—were
you employed superintending any works be did ? I superintended some work he did for a
■
,
very ,
-

,

*Sevised:—No.

,
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™rf ehort tirac'tut lIeft tl|e Office before tbe work was finished. Ho commenced this work Mr. William
5!?,saPerintenden°e, and I left the work before it was finished.
Coghlan.
ff “J- j V0U?bnvS testimonials from tbe Government of Melbourne, as to the performance
01 your duties/ Ao, I have had testimonials, but I lost them. I was under Mr. Perrin 18Dec., 1SG3.
who gave me a testimonial, but I lost it.
'
3989. You did not leave for any------? The reason of my leaving was to take a contract j I was partner in a contract, and I resigned
itnigucu my
my supermtenuenco
becausi I believed
superintendence because
there was more money to be made in tbat way than iu the Government service.
Melbourne ^ PartDer ^ * COtUract at 31clbourue ? In Victoria, not exactly in
3991 When you gave up the taking of contracts you entered the public service here ?
ooV raS S°T me 0D th° dle'g‘rjKs ot' Victoria before I came here.
daaA Drom the diggings you came here and entered the public service in New South Wales ?
ies i was first employed on some small contracts near Mudgcc, under Mr. Dawson. After
that I was appointed an overseer by Mr. Dawson j and as I was acquainted with Mr. Bennett
ucmQ v °U 1IB rerom“endntion I was taken by Mr. Dawson as an overseer.
Xou say you bad good testimonials from thc Victorian Government? From Mr
Herrin, the engineer I was with.
3994. I suppose any reference as to the performance of your duties must be made to Mr.
T'ernn / Mr. Perrin, I behove, is dead.
won ? ?lr' Stefe“son acquainted with you at all ? I do not recollect tbe name.
3J9e, Is he not the Government officer in charge of the roads ? He was not in my time.
qqqu*
y0“ melltlon n<> other name ? Mr. Perrin was my immediate superior.

P? rK!S

,ou bad

Tic““ "* ^

M'- p““. “a

^

“

one J°u can refer to there as evidence of your having given satisfaction to
the Victorian Government—none of tbe Ministers ? I do not think so! I was acquainted
Irnn V f°W perTH' 1 V,’a? with Wr- 1'enin UP tbo country all the time I was there.
IS?' ?°t{ou D0t ‘“w
of Mr. Bayley ? No, I do not know him.
AOGO n-j re DOt.a Mr- Clemen,8 °h the Northern Hoad ? I do not know him.
works
£fwmC!!tJately made,b^ Mr- CowPer>that
Doughboy Diversion
completion
£aW in the paperS tbat ^ were oa the Poiat of
i' w0t ihnt they Te,,a fini!iIlc,1 ? 1 fancy tbat is the way I read it.
know Y°U haT° Stated already that tbey arc 011 tbo Point °f completion ?

Asfar

as I

Sf5'
IT £ta'e ?nytbiD& witb ^gard to the Doughboy—the clearing of the road on
either side, did you notice whether that had been donc-did you notice that as you were
f nrw n
riaver occurred to me to look at it.
J
dbtrirt y°U kn°W anythiDg of the road called thc new cutting? That is out of my
IS Jo
£ial® aoything as to the condition of the road there ? It is very good now.
4008. V hat kind of metal is on ? As far as I can recollect, it is a pitched road with gravel
4009. Is it open to the public at this moment? Yes
Inn rlaa i1 0lTd lately and 0Pened aSain ? Not that I am aware of.
n J iW ,S hTVe you JkDOWn 1110 be 0Pen ? Pt was 0Peri
weeksago when Iwent
up, and also when I came down.
°
w aS h 0}?Cn duriQg ail tbat ,ime? 1 do not
• Vou consider it a good road ? It was a good road when I came down, and it was so
also wtien 1 weot up.
4014, Have you seen it after any rain ? No; there were some heavy showers, but nothing
io injure a road.
,
•>
>
t?
15 tbe nature of,the work done—what you call maintaining the road by twelve
the tracksT men 310 eQSaged PrinciPally iu filling up any holes in the road—in filling up
pai.d daily wages 0r weekly waSes ? Tbe7 aTC ou day wages.
401 i Who looks after those men when you are not on thc circuit ? There is no one looking
alter them now; they are all down here.
6
4018. When the overseers and.yourself are all np there, is there an overseer over these
men ? At present one overseer has four men in his division, the other has four, and I have
four,
4019. What overseers are here now ? Mr. Hannington and Mr, Hawkins.
»
4020,
. . fvry°rTkll?'V wbat br01i,ght them here ? They have been summoned to this Committee:
at least Mr Hawkins haS; I do not know whether Mr. Hannington has.
.
4GA1 i/y
iTos/ans; Do you know positively that Mr. Hannington is here in-town?
1 thin* 1 heard some one say he saw him yesterday. I know he came down here, and he
had not returned when I left Murruruodi.
■
4022. % the Chairman: If he is in town, how long has he been here ? He ought to bave
been here ou Tuesday week.
°
n h“ i?1doillK his. daty iu h>s ahsence ? I had to attend to it as far as possible.
3UJ4. Ho is the officer immediately under you j how is it that he has come down without vour
actual cognizance—did he get leave from you ? No. I do not know whether ho got a
summons from the Committee. 6
loco' whe TCrC aumtnoncd • I got a telegram from him, saying he was off to Sydney,
j. “ iv',as Ttbat the wa7 overseers communicated to you that they were about to leave their
districts / It appears he was hurried off here.
.

233—S

-y'

' •

- ‘

4027.
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From the telegram he sent, otherwise he would have written
Mr. William 4027. How does it appear ?
Coghlan. a tlote 1 should think.
_. . .
^ , r
hut
4028. Is a telegram from an inferior officer of yours a sufficient notice ? I consider uot but
18 Dec, 1861.1 fanoied he had been summoned to this Committee, and that a summons from the Co
4029° Wh^do yrafanoy that ?

I fancied that he had got a summons to come down imme-

40307Do you consider it to be your duty to supervise the P^eedings of this Committee-

why should you imagine, because you got a telegram ^
^W
to Sydney, that be had a summons from this Committee ? I did not disbelieve him.
4031 Hid he state that he was summoned? I do not recollect whether he said I am
4032l°Tour impTession was, that when ho left he was coming to give evidence before this
40°33m An^yoJconsidered it to be your duty to provide for his absence as well as you could ?

4034. Mr. Hawkins you say is in Sydney-are there any other subordinate officers in Sydney ?
4035e AITiltworh had Mr. Hannington under his charge when he left for Sydney ?
403 ^W^thiSl^Ilfwas

-

in charge of the Doughboy contract, I understood, when he

4037.^oiTunderstood—who told you ?

.

Four

I saw him on the ground, and I took it for granted

that he was in charge, he being the officer.
« T do-not know how
4038. Can you say how many men are employed on this contract now ? I do mot know now
many: I think I noticed about fifteen or eighteen men when I was goiog up. I came down
on Sunday this time, so that I do not know how many men were empbyedthe^
4039. Do you consider it consisted with Mr. Hannington
having first obtained permission from you as bm superior officer ? I do not, but i expected
that having been summoned by this Committee he felt that to be a sufficient authority.
4040. Who is superintending all this work now ? ^ Nobody.
4041. There is nobody overlooking the contractors work. bo.
. .,
.
4042. Are you in the habit of allowing overseers to leave their work without in the first
instance, applying to yon for permission ? I never had an overseer under me before
4043. Iu future cases, shall you consider it yonr duty to prevent their leaving without per-

>*..

sskl
US’

«p™«*

1 staia

think it my duty to report to the Office that they were absent.
4046. HSyo^the power of dismissing an overseer? I do not know; I fancy not; Inever
4047 *5hallUyou° consider it necessary to ascertain whether Sir. Hannington received perto leave his work or not, to visit Sydney? I shall now cons,der it necessary, from
the questions you have asked me, but I took it for granted he had ^
. „„
4048. What instructions did you receive on your appointment, as to your acting in co
nection with the road overseers ? I had no instructions in particular about that
4049. Are they to act independently of you? No; I fancy I was supposed to know the
duty so well, having been long in the service, that it was not necessary to give e
instructions. I consider that the overseer is responsible to me.
. , - , , t
4050. If you consider them responsible to you, would you not consider it their duty to
obtain permission to leave the works ? Yes.
, , ,
4051 In this case your permission was not asked ? It was not asfiea.

K a. ,»»

to tarn,

matte, of '“V“ ^5T”!t“.rofT. 0™

here to give evidence? Ho, I do not. It would be my duty to ask leave of the Com
missioned before leaving my district; but having roccvcl this summons L^J thc wav

Peraissi°°’

}

compulsory upon mo to attend without receiving
^ ^erstood
down from Armidale when I received the summons, I thought, as I understood the
Commissioner was coming up, I would make it my business to see un on e w y.
mt Did y^uHSecVtlrTro'rhbn
was'summoned to attend the
of™*"

S.peri.mude.t, mtde,

the Engineer.
,
•
4056. What salary did you receive? £1 a day—£6 a week.
4057. You were paid by the week ? Fortnightly, I think I was paid.
4058. You were a Government officer? Yes.
4059. How long were you in that service? I was on and off, sometimes surveying, some
times making sections, sometimes in charge of works, nearly two years altogether.
406l". By pmL^nT7 Ye?s, Save been under a civil engineer at Home for five years, at
-

surveying, levelling, and works of every kind.
..
,
«
4062. You have had a practical acquaintance with road-making, of course. ^
4063. Did you receive any instructions when you were entering upon the road superin
tendence of Victoria, with reference to the performance of your duty t Ho.
4064. You received no instructions? No. I was at first appointed an
n
at 15s. a day, and was ordered to get ten men together to repair the roads. It was aMhe
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time of the greut excitement and rush. I was ordered to do the best I could with ten men, Mr. William
4065. In what year was that ? 1852,
Coghtan.
4066. In those days the Road Department was in a very disorganized state ? Fes, there were
officers changed almost every two months.
18 Dec., 1861.
4067. Had you, previously to leaving, road overseers under you ? No.
4068. You never had any subordinates under you—Government officers? I think not:
never as officers, only as workmen.
4069. Ead you the supervision of contracts there ? No, not exactly j the engineer was the
person in charge, as far as passing work was concerned. I measured and laid out the work,
hat I had not the passing of any work.
4070. _ Did you draw up specifications for works ? No, it was not the same portion as a Road
Superintendent in this Colony—they are called Road Engineers there, at least they were at
that time.
4071. You were not placed immediately in charge of contracts ? My principal work was
to lay the contract out, to measure the work, and to see that it was properly done.
4072. How much per cent, were the Government in the habit of retaining in their hands
from the contractor till the completion of the work ? I think it was 25 per cent.
4073. Did you, as Road Superintendent, have to send in vouchers certifying to the quantity
.
of work that had been performed ? I sent in to the Engineer, but it was his business to send
the vouchers in; I measured the work and sent in the details.
4074. You sent in no vouchers as you do here? No.
4075. You said you had contracts ? Yes, I resigned in order to take contracts.
4076. Did you take contracts immediately from Government ? No, I joined a man who had
a contract.
4077. What was his name? Lawlor.
4078. Did you ever have a contract with any other person ? No.
4079. Did you ever take a sub-contract under any person ? No.
4080. Was that the only contract you had ? That was the only one with Lawlor.
4081. How long have you been a Euad Superintendent ? t have only recently received the
appointment—five weeks.
4082. On what day did you arrive at Tamworth, to take charge of the district ? Five weeks
ago to-day—the 12th November.
4083. Did you meet Mr. Quodling on your arrival there ? Yes.
■
4084. Had he remained there from the date of his resignation till that day? I think he
told me he had been up the country.
4085. Did you inform Mr. Quodling you had been directed to receive information from him
with reference to the contracts ? Yes.
4086. Did he give you instructions ? Very little; bo did not give me what I required.
4087. What contracts were under Mr. Quodling’s charge? These clearing contracts, and
the two bridges. There were details of small jobs, maintenance men, and those things, I
was anxious to get.
4088. Did you obtain them ? Not all. He came away in a great hurry, and promised to
leave me the papers at Tamworth, but he forgot it I suppose, and I went on to Armidale,
4089. You told him you.required more papers ? Yes, some details; he said he would make
them out aud leave them.
4090. Will you tell us what works those papers referred to ? One small bridge in Tam
worth, I asked him for the plan and details of that.
4091. Any other work ? I wished to know where I would find the men who were to be
paid; there were some vouchers sent in by him, and I asked him to leave word where I could
find the men to whom the money was due.
4092. They were Government men—maintenance men ? Yes.
4093. Were there any instructions with reference to these contracts with which you were
not provided F He gave me no information with reference to the large contracts.
4094. Did you expect to get instructions from him ? Yes.>
4095. Did you make any complaint about not receiving them ? I asked him for them, and
he said the specification for clearing I should get from Mr. Hawkins, and the plan of the
bridges also. I did get all the specifications necessary for the big contracts from Mr.
Hawkins; it was for that reason I did not think it necessary to complain.
4096. Then you have been provided with all the information that Mr. Quodling could
furnish you with, with the exception of the account of the maintenance men—-where the men
were working ? Yes, all but the small bridge at Tamworth; I have not had information about
that.
4097. Have you made any complaint to the Central Office that you have not been furnished
with the specification ? I have not complained; I asked Mr. Shairp, if he saw Mr. Quodling,
to speak to him about it:
4098. You consider that you have been furnished with sufficient information upon every
matter, with the exception of this bridge and of these maintenance men ? For information
as to payments on the contracts, he referred me to the Sydney Office; and I had sufficient
.
information, some from Mr. Quodling, and some from the overseer, to enable me to carry on
the works.
4099. Did you ask any person in the Office for definite instructions? Yes, Mr. Shairp.
4100. What was his reply ? He told me Mr. Quodling had been requested to give me any
necessary information.
4101. On what date was that ? About the 6th or 7th November.
*
4102. Was Mr, Quodling at that time a Government officer? I do not know.
4103. Had he resigned ? I understood he resigned on the 25th October.
4104. Can you tell me whether a Road Superintendent, when taking charge of any work,
expected
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air. William expected to receive instructions from his predecessor, whether that predecessor had resigned
Coghkn. or jjggj, discharged ? Yes, I fancy so.
.
4105. Has that been the custom ? I do not know an instance of an overseer or jSuperm18 Dec., 1801. tendent having been discharged or resigned, but I know an instance of one having been
changed from one district to another; and in all such cases it is customary for the retiring
officer to give the fullest information to ilia successor.
_
4106. You never knew an instance of a Road Superintendent or overseer being discharged or
resigning previous to this of Mr. Quodling ? X know Mr. Hall on the MudgccRoad resigned,
but I was not concerned on the road at the time; whether he gave instructions to his
successor or not I do not know. I have been changed from one district to another myself,
and it has’always been customary both to give and to receive information.
_
4107. You say it is the duty of a Road Superintendent among others to draw up specifica
tions for contracts for earth-work, metalling small bridges, and so forth ? Yes.
_ #
410S. Are they expected to draw out these specifications, irrespectively of the Commissioner
'
altogether ? When they are made out they are generally forwarded to the Office in Sydney.
4109. Do yon happen to know whether the Commissioner for Roads has ever himself drawn
out specifications, and directed you to send them to the Office ? I do not know anything of
the kind. I have had no specifications made out since Captain Martindale resigned. At
that time 1 know on the Western Road, the Superintendent, with the assistance of the over
seer, used to make out specifications, and forward them to the Office in Sydney j that was
the system.
,
4110. And the Road Superintendent was considered to be the person responsible:' the
specifications were sent to the Office, and checked by Mr. Bennett, the Engineer.
4111. Has that been the practice recently ? I have had specifications on the Parramatta
Road that I think were made by the Engineer, in the Office in Sydney.
t
4112. Yon did not draw up these specifications ? No, they were handed to me on taking
charge of the Parramatta Road works.
_
_
.
4113. Have you received instructions to draw out specifications, and afterwards to submit
them to the approval of the Commissioner? No, I have not, but I expect to receive
instructions directly the Estimates are passed, aud when we know what money wo have to
spend.
.
4114. You gave some evidence with reference to the Doughboy contract j you spoke merely
from cursory observation made when you travelled over it ? Hint is all.
_
4115. You travelled over it in the mail? Yes, I walked over some of it going up
4116. Did you look particularly to the manner iu which the contract was being performed.
No, not into the delails.
-j l u i r
4117. What is the average width of the roadway ? I never measured the width, but 1
understood that in some places the road was only 24 feet wide. _
4118. Can you not, from being so much in the habit of measuring work, form some idea .
In some parts it was 53 feet, in others 50, in others 40, and in some not more than 24.
4119. What is the width of the roadway ? The width of the pitching I understand is 18

‘

4120. Mr. Porster asked you something with reference to plans of the work, and yon said you
could form some idea of how it was to be performed by plans—but are you not, as Road
Superintendent, provided with proper plans and specifications, in detail? It has been
generally the case.
....
4121. Has there ever been any departure from this rule? In this particular instance of the
bridges I have seen no specifications.
_
_
4122. What bridges? Those two bridges I have mentioned as being in progress.
4123. Nobody has any specification ? I have never seen any specification j I have had a
plan.
_
.
.
4124. Aro you not provided with a specification, stating the quantity of timber, tbe thick
ness of the coating of tar, paint, and so forth—everything connected with the work ? Not
in this instance.
4125. Have you in any other instances known a departure from this practice ? I think not
4126. Have you made any application for specifications in detail ? No.
4127. Why not ? I did not consider them necessary.
4128. Why did you not consider them necessary ? I have already had so many bridges
built that I fancy the plan is sufficient to go by.
4129. If there were anydeviation from the regular practice, would you not think itnecessary
to call the attention of the authorities in Sydney to it? I did not in this esse. If there
had been any difficulty between me and tbe contractor, any dispute as to the way in which
the work was to be done, then I would have applied for a specification ; but as long as I got
the work done to my satisfaction 1 did not seo the necessity. The plan is very detailed;
it shews the timber, the iron-work, and so forth.
.
4130. You know nothing about the bridges in the Doughboy Diversion ? T*o.
_
4131. Between the Doughboy Diversion and Armidale how many_ contracts are there going
on now? There is a clearing contract j one clearing contract is finished, the other is in
progress.
.
.
4132. Which is the one finished, and which the one in progress ? The one in progress is
from Goonoo Goonoo to Armidale. That, I believe, was originally in three contracts; one
contractor has the lot.
4133. What aro the others ? The two bridges I have mentioned.
_
4134. Are there no other clearing contracts? I have mentioned the one in progress.
4135. Which is the one finished ? From the Doughboy to Goonoo Goonoo.
4136. Who had that contract? Mr. Heritage.
4137.
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4137. Is there any other contract going on between tbe Doughboy and Goonoo Goonoo ? JR. William
OogMan.
There is a small task for cutting some rock away near the Willow Tree.
4138. Who has that? Mr. Martindale, I think.
16 Dec" 1SG1*
4139. What is tbe extent of that ? I believe it to be cutting 500 yards of rock.
4140. What is he to receive for it? I do not exactly recollect the price.
4141. Who has charge of that ? Mr. Hannington.
4142. Do you not consider that you have charge of the work over him ? Yes.
4143. Do you not consider that you should have the price ? I have the price, but I do not
remember it.
.
4144. Have you the specification? No.
4145. "Was that let by public tender ? No. It is only a small task of 500 cubic yards of
rock to be cut away. What the price is to be 1 do not recollect; I should say about 3s. a
cubic yard.
4146. Are there no other contracts between Doughboy Diversion and Goonoo Goonoo? No;
I do not recollect any other.
4147. Is there not another contract between the Doughboy Diversion and Goonoo Goonoo ?
No; I do not recollect any other.
4148. Is there not another contract between the Doughboy Diversion and the Willow Tree,
besides this one yon have alluded to?* Not unfinished. There have been some culverts
there, bat I think they are finished.
4149. How long have they been finished? I am not aware.
4150. Has there been a contract for clearing at Apple-tree Flat ? I do not know—Mr.
Heritage’s and Mr. Martindale's contracts meet.
4151. Do you know where Mr. Martindale’s commenced and where it terminated ? I under
stand it commenced at the end of the metal.
4152. Is it completed ? 1 do not know; I understand ho had the clearing of tbe part be
has formed and metalled.
4153. Do you know whether be had the clearing of three or four miles in length ? I do
not know; if he had it would be on the part he has formed and metalled.
4154. Keyond that—between that and Apple-tree Flat ? I never thought he had,
4155. You know then of no contract except those of Mr. Heritage and Mr. Martindale near
the Willow Tree ? I do not recollect any other; these culverts I believe were built by Mr.
Martindale, and these were the only contracts between Doughboy and tbe Willow Tree.
4156. How long have they been completed ? They were finished when I went by; whether
they arc passed or not I do not know; if they are not paid for, the vouchers will go through
my hands I suppose,
4157. I again ask you whether you happen to know whether Mr. Martindale bad a contract
for clearing beyond Doughboy Extension, between that and tbe Willow Tree ? I always was
of opinion that his contract ended with the metalling contract.^
4158. When you assumed your duties, you never received any information that there were
any other contracts than the ones you have alluded to under construction in your length of
the road ? If Mr. Martindale had a clearing contract up there, it must have been finished _
when I went up; I understood at that time there was only Mr. Heritage’s contract.
4159. Are you allowed to allot contracts to any persons for public works without submitting
them to competition ? Yes; small tasks I have let several times without tender.
4160. Have you ever received any instructions with reference to this matter ? Yes; on the
Southern Road, on the occasion of the Commissioner’s visit there; I was then overseer ; he
pointed out several small pieces that required improvement; he noted down the amount of
money he thought it ought to be done for, and gave me authority after he arrived in Sydney
to spend certain amounts upon these jobs. They were done without tender.
4161. Do you happen to know the maximum amount of any contract allotted by yourself or
by any Government officer on the road without being submitted to competition ? I have
sent in returns of all the moneys I have expended without tender during the time I had
charge of the district between Parramatta and Penrith. Before I came there I was on the
Southern Road, and I think about £900 was spent there without tender.
4162. What was the maximum amount of any ouo contract ? I think about £100 was the
largest contract that I ever let without tender ; but there was a bridge on the Parramatta
Road let by the Commissioner without tender, the price of which is £295 ; that is tbe
largest I know of anywhere.
4163. There have been no contracts allotted since you took charge of the Northern
Road? No.
4164. Do you know whether Mr. Martindale has performed any contract on the Southern
Road within any reasonable time ? I believe he has a contract at Camden. When I was
on the Southern Road I was a long way farther up, and therefore I do not know anything
of that part. I was at Gundagai,
4165. You do not know this of your own knowledge ? No.
4166. Did yon receive aoy particular instructions with reference to signing vouchers, when
you were appointed to this office ?■ No; not to this present appointment.
_
4167. Supposing that a Road Commissioner paid a contractor a sum of money in excess of
the agreement, and you were Superintendent of tbe work, would you feel it to be your duty
to remonstrate with the Commissioner? Yes.
_
4168. What amount of money is it customary to keep in hand in contracts—how much per
cent. ? Ten per cent. I think that has been the usual thing lately.

4169.
• Note (on revinon):—I never have heard anything of the contract referred to in these questions,
nor do I think it exists.
t Revised:—! do not believe he had.
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Mr. William 4169. Do the terms vary with different contractors ? They do vary ; they arc not always
Coghlan.
same. we jiave kgpt 25 per cent, on some.
4170. You consider it to ho your duty to send in vouchers of a certain quantity of work
IS Dec., 1863. ]iaviQg been done which would entitle the contractor to receive a certain amount of
money ? Yes.
'
4171. Suppose that amount of work has not been done, what do you do—would you in such
a case refuse to sign the vouchers ? Decidedly.
4172. You say you consider that the Commissioner being your superior officer could pay
money in spite of you ? No, I do not exactly say that.
4173. In reply to a question of 3Ir. Forster’s you gave an answer to that effect? If the
work had not been done the Commissioner could pay for it ?
4174. I understood you to say that if the Commissioner chose to pay money you had
nothing to do with it, he being your superior officer ? I do not think I said that exactly.
I think I said that he, as my superior officer, could form a better opinion of the value of
the works than I; hut I do not say that I would not object to it.
*
4175. Suppose the money were paid upon the Commissioner’s order, and you did not think
the work done that would warrant the payment of the money, what course would you adopt?
I should write to the Commissioner, complaining of its having been done, and stating that that
amount of work had not been completed.
4170. In the event of his still persisting in paying and taking no notice of your protest,
what course would you take ? If I had a reply from him stating that on his responsibility
he would pay it, it would relieve mo from any further responsibility.
4177. Would you coosider it consistent with your duty as public officer to seo a violation of
contract without taking any steps to prevent that violation ? I would protest against it,
4178. To him ? Yes.
4179. Would you consider him your final head ? I fancy I am responsible to him.
4180. You would not consider it consistent with your duty to represent the facts to the
Minister for Works ? I do not think I would; but that would be a matter of consideration
with me.
4181. By Mr. Dangar: You have stated that Mr. Hannington is still in town ? I believe
he is; I do not know.
4182. How long has he been away from his duty ? I think yesterday fortnight he was to
have been down here. The message I received was on the Saturday before.
4183. Do you know by whose authority he left the works ? I do not; I took it for granted
that he had been summoned before tbe Committee.
4184. Where is Mr. Hannington staying? At the Doughboy, generally; he has charge
from Doughboy to Goono Goono.
4185. Do you know whether he is competent to measure works ? I do not; I have had no
opportunity of knowing that.
4186. Have you power to order Mr. Hannington to return to his duty? Yes.
4187. Have you done so ? No, I supposed him to be still in attendance on tbe Committee.
4188. Do you know whether he has been summoned ? I do not know that he has.
4189. Are maintenance men allowed Government tools? No.
4190. They find their own tools? They find their own tools, as a general rule.
4191. Did Mr. Hawkins, the overseer in the Tamworth District, hand you any specification,
when you took charge as Superintendent of the works in progress? He shewed me the copy
of a specification.
4192. Is it your duty or have you instructions to inspect contracts for clearing the line by
Mr. Heritage and others ? Yes.
4193. What is the present regulation as to the mode of weighing the ballast carts—the
quantities ? I have never done anything of the kind.
4194. What is tbe usual way in contracts for ballasting the roads? I have always hud the
ballast by the cubic yard, and have measured it in heaps, and after it has been spread on
the road.
4195. Can you tell the thickness ? Yes.
4196. Was there not a regulation in force that the contractor’s carts should be measured
before carting was commenced? Never to my knowledge.
4197. In some instances it is measured in heaps, and in some instances when it is spread?
In every instance I have measured it twice, first in heaps and afterwards when spread.
4198. Then you by that means certify that the contractor has put on the quantity of ballast
required by the contract? Yes.
4199. You spoke of an overseer having telegraphed to you before proceeding to Sydney ?
Yes.
4200. Can an overseer telegraph to you on public business whenever he may think fit, at the
public expense? I consider that ho paid that.
4201. As a Hoad Superintendent, how do you distinguish public from private telegrams in
your accounts ? Private telegrams I pay for.
4202. Do you pay in cash, in the Office, for private telegrams? Yes; for the public ones I
send in a bill at the end of tbe month.
4203. Are you allowed to send as many telegrams as you think fit during the month ? I
have never had any instructions on that point; at any time I have thought it necessary I
have sent a telegram, I have never been prevented from doing so.
4204. Did Mr. Martindale, as far as you have heard, carry on his contracts in Melbourne
with satisfaction to the Government, or to those who employed him ? As far as I have heard,
I believe there have been some complaints; I never knew any of bis contracts as being
finished while I was there; I knew the works in progress, but after leaving I heard there
were complaints.
.
4205.
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4205. Are you aware that the Government complained of the manner in which he had Mr. 'William
Coghlan.
carried out his contracts? I have heard that report.
4206. You were never a sub-overseer under him ? No.
4207. How are these maintenance men placed—are the threes andfonrs yon spoke of placed 18:Dcc„ 1861.
in one place, or separated ? Each man looks after seven or eight miles; he is constantly
going backwards and forwards, filling in holes.
4208. How often does the overseer see that man ? The overseer is supposed to go up and
down the road at least once a week j and then, if there is aoy particular work to be done, he
attends to the men engaged upon that more than to those on other parts of the road.
4209. Have overseers let works without tenders ? I have never known it to bo done.
4210. Can they let work without the Superintendeut’s permission ? I should say not.
4211. The Superintendents can let work without any tender—without advertisements? I
think not; they must have permission.
4212. Then they can let it without advertising—without public competition ? We have
.
done so*
4213. Was that done on the Western Road? When I was on the Parramatta Road several
small works were let without tender.
4214. Up to £100 ? Not so much as that, I think.
4215. You say you did not report Mr. Hannington’s absence to the head Office ? I think I
did write on that subject j I am not quite certain. I do not think Xmade any official report
that he had left, hut X think I mentioned it in one of my communications.
4216. You received no answer? I am not positive.
4217. As an overseer and Road Superintendent under the Government, are you aware that
'
there is a regular scale of prices in the Commissioner’s Office, for cutting drains and other
kinds of work ? I have not seen any; I fancy the prices would vary with the locality.
4218. Are yon aware of contracts being taken in your district, before you were appointed to
the Northern District, at less prices by tender than the estimate from the office by the con
tractor when put up to public competition ? Contracts that were taken on the Parramatta
Road varied a good deal in price, but I have known them to be taken at less than the estimate.
4219. Much less? Not much less.
4220. Have they been less ? I did not see the estimates, hut I fancy some of the contracts
must have been less.
4221. Were they carried out to your satisfaction? They were carried out, but with great
difficulty—the cheap ones.
>
4222. Is it usual to contract for all important works upon the Western Road? As far as I
have known, it is.
4223. By Mr* Lucas: Can yon tell the amount the contractor was to receive for the 60 feet
bridge—the first bridge you spoke of ? I know the timber for that bridge was supplied by a
separate contract, and was done before I went up.
4224. Then it was not under your supervision? Tbe supply of timber was not, but the
building was.
‘
4225. 1 am speaking of that part of the work that was under your supervision ? The XJralla
bridge was let for £125; and the painting and tarring, £12 10s.
4226. What other bridges were under your charge ? There was another at Saumarez Creek.
4227. What price was paid for that ? £130 for building, and £13 for tarring and painting.
4228. From whom did you get these amounts ? From the contractor and from the overseer.
4229. Have you seen the specifications of these bridges? No.
4230. Have you seen the vouchers for the advance of money to contractors on the road?
For the clearing, I have; not for the bridges.
4231. Did you see the specification of the clearing ? Yes.
4332. Did you know the amount that was to be paid for the clearing ? I got that from the
Office.
4233. Have you been officially informed of the amounts to he paid to contractors for all the
works under your charge? Not yet, I sent a voucher for clearing on account of work
done, and at the same time I sent a note, asking whether the figures were correct—tbe total
amount of the contract, and the amount already paid. I got a reply that they wore correct.
4234. Is it not usual for the person in charge of work to have a copy of the specification
given to him by authority ? Yes.
4235. I understand you to say, then, you have seen a plan of these bridges, but not a spec!
fication ? I have not seen the specification.
4236. Did you ever know an architect to give plans without furnishing specification also ? No.
4237. Did you ever know a case where a contractor would tender for work unless be saw the
specification ? I fancy he might tender from the plan. These are very simple bridges—
they are only on piles.
4238. If you were contracting for work, and you could only see one document, which would
you rather see, the plan or the specification ? The specification, I think, on the whole; in
some cases not.
4239. ' I suppose the place would not shew the description of timber to be used ? No; but
in this case the timber was delivered; the contract was for building only.
4240. Would the plan shew you whether the flooring was to he split or sawn stuff? Sawn
stuff was on the ground, delivered.
4241. Do you not know that it is impossible to shew many things on a plan ? This contract
was merely for building the bridge, tbe material being on the ground.
4242. Where are these plans now ? In the hands of Mr. Hawkins, the overseer; he has a
copy, and I think the man building the bridge has a copy.
1
4243. Did you ever receive instructions from the Commissioner, or from anyone under him ■
to certify tq_any_quantity of work for the contractor? No.
4244.
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Mr. 'Williara 4244. Did you ever iuow such a document to be sent to an overseer or Superintendent,
Coghlan. before you went on the Northern Hoad ? Desiring them to certify ? No, I never knew an
instance.
.
18 Dec., 1S(J1. 4245. Did you ever, as overseer or as Road Superintendent, receive a document asking you
to estimate for work, the figures required for the estimate being given in that document? I
do not understand you.
.
,
4246. Did you ever see a document coming from the Sydney Office, stating that a certain
amount of extra work was required, and that a certain amount was to be paid; that it was
to he estimated for and sent back to the Office as if it had originated with the Superintendent
instead of with the officer in Sydney ? I never knew an instance of the kind.
_
4247. You said you were Superintendent over work when Mr. Martindale was contractor in
Victoria? Yes.
,
4248. You did not remain there ? He had just commenced the contract, and shortly after
he commenced I left.
4249. You did not remain till the work was finished ? No.
*
4250. Was that the only contract you were employed upon of which Mr. Martindale was
the contractor ? That was the last j there was one before—a task for cutting away a hillI was then under the engineer j I measured the work.
4251. Was there any other? No.
4252. Did you ever draw any plans or specifications, or make any estimates of works, during
the time you were employed in the Victorian Government ? No plans; I made sections of a

1

new road.
,
. ,
,
,
■
r
i »
4253. Have you ever done anything of that sort here, in the shape of estimating for work f
Yes.
.
’ 4254. What work have you estimated for ? I prepared the specifications and estimates for
all the contracts in the Blue Mountains, fifteen months ago.
4255. Are the works now being carried out under the plans and specifications you drew
out ? I think they must have been; I never heard of any change, but I left that district.
4256. Who was the contractor on the Western Road during the time you were overseer
there ? There was a man named Corcoran, Mr. Boland, and Mr. Smith.
4257. Then you went to the Southern Road ? Yes.
, nr -rr
j
j ar
4258. Who were the contractors during the time you were there ? Mr. Hammond and Mr.
Docking were partners j Mr. Dooncy, and Mr. Sheehan.
4259. Any one else? No one.
.
4260. Can you give us tbe date when you went to the Southern Road to superintend the
work ? It was the end of May twelve months.
4261. That would be in 1860 ? Yes, tbe end of May, or beginning of June, I860.
4262. You remained there how long? I came down again in the end of June—June last;
I arrived at the Parramatta Road in July.
^ a -vt r
l
4263. Then you were overseer about two months on the Southern Road. No, I was there
between twelve and thirteen mouths.
4264. You were there then from May, .i860, to June or July, 1861. les.
4265. These were the only persons who did work on that road during the time you were
there? The only persons who did work by contract j there were a few small tasks.
_
4266. What part of the Southern Road did you supervise ? Between Yass and Gundagai,
and between Yass and Gunning for a short time.
4267. Had you anything to do with any works between Goulburn and Camden t Never so
far down as that.
,
.
4268. I understood you to say that you have always seen the stone measured before it was
spread or after ? Yes, I have measured it both before and after.
4269. The heaps are generally put on blocks of wood, one block in the centre, and one on
6s.c)i side ?
■
4270. Have you never seen it laid on the road without being measured previously ? No, I
never did—never any metal; pitching I have seen—large stones.
4271. What is the difference in the value of broken metal and pitching ? It would generally
be from about half-a-crown to three shillings a cnbic yard j a cubic yard of metal would cost
about that much more (2s. 6d.) than pitching.
4272. We always understand by pitching, 1 presume, the placing of large blocks of stone
on the surface of the roadway, and throwing gravel or some similar material on the top ? I
understand pitching to mean stones laid upon the road and knocked into their place with a
4273. What do you call ballasting? Ballasting may be anything; a road is pitched if
the stones are laid and bound with gravel; if only metal is used I consider that metal is

‘

ballasting.
,
j
, .
4274. By the Chairman: Is it the practice of the Superintendent of Roads to send in
fortnightly vouchers? In some districts it is, in others the vouchers are sent in monthly.
4275. In what cases is the distinction made ? The Superintendent is at liberty to send them
in fortnightly if necessary. I send them in fortnightly if a person requires money to carry
on his work.
i
T,
.
4276. That is left to the discretion of the Superintendent? 1 think so; I have always
found it so.
_
.
4277. In all cases they are expected to ho sent in monthly ? At least monthly.
4278. A longer time is not allowed to elapse? No.
4279. Have you sent in fortnightly vouchers since you undertook these works ? Yes. .
4280. Fortnightly or monthly ? Monthly; I sent in one fortnightly for one of the clearing
contracts.

4281>
* Note (on
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4281. Was mouDy paid upon them ? Yes.
Hr. William
4282. You have heard no complaints then ? No.
Coghlan.
4283. With regard to the Doughboy Diversion you have not sent in any? No, I have not.
4284. Do you kuow whether any money has been paid upon it since you took office ? I do18 Dec-, 1881.
not know whether it has or not.
4285. If any had been paid would it be regular—would it be wrong? I do not think it
would. I do not consider Doughboy under my charge, under the peculiar circumstances of
the case.
4286. Works have been going on there ? Yes.
4287. Do you mean to say, that since you have taken office, for these five weeks past, there
has been no superintendence over the Doughboy Diversion works ? Mr. Hannington, the
overseer, has been there.
4288. He has been by himself—there has been no superintendence over him as regards these
works ? No; there is op important work going on there; it is merely finishing.
4289. Then all the important part is done? I consider it is
4290. Then it is not possible to make much alteration without going back again ? Yes, they
can make the road as much better as necessary.
’
4291. Are you aware whether any alterations of an important character have been made
upon the Doughboy Diversion ? I do not know.
4'292. Mr. Hannington has been superintending them all the time? He is supposed to be
looking after them.
4293. Then Mr. Hannington is virtually without anyone at all to look over him ? With
refereuce to this particular work.
4294. It was part of his duty ? Yes; but we have thought all this time the Commissioner
would come up,
4295. Then all theso five weeks you have been expecting the Commissioner to visit the
works? We thought he might come up,
4296. Did you report under those peculiar circumstances ? Yes; my report stated that I
could not give much information respecting these works.
4297. Did you state distinctly that you were not taking charge of them ? No; I thought
it necessary that I should get charge, and that that would bring a reply.
4298. You expected Mr. Collett to come up and settle the matter personally? I did.
4299. Then you have been virtually without instructions for five weeks ? No, I received
all the instructions necessary to enable me to carry on the work. If I had required any
thing further I would have applied to the Office and got what I wanted.
4300. Uy Mr. Zucas: How many letters have you scut to the Office sioce you have been
appointed to your present position? A great many; I dare say a dozen; more, perhaps.
4301. Official documents ? Yes, upon different subjects.
4302. By Mr. Hoskins : Do you consider this (reforring to the shale already produced) a
very inferior article for metalling the road ? I do.

19 DECEMBER, 1861.
ijjtfocnt
Mr. DALGLEISH,
Mr. HOSKINS,
Mr. dangar,
mb. markham.
THURSDAY,

WILLIAM LOLSTEK,

Esq., in the Chair.

Frederick Wells, Esq., called in and examined:—
4303.

By the Chairman : Do you hold any appointment in the public service ?

I hold an F. Wells, Esq.
appointment as far as this, that I am engaged on works in the public service; not a gazetted
appointment.
*
19 Dec., 1861.
4o04. You aro a surveyor ? Yes. •

4305. A qualified surveyor, of course ? Yes, I have served ray time.
4306. Have the Government employed you for any length of time ? It is over two years
since I first entered the service as a draftsman, in 1859; I have been employed over twelve
months as a surveyor.
4o07. Are you what is termed a licensed surveyor ? No; I have never bad occasion to apply for
a license; but the Government have employed me on various works from time to time, and I
have always been paid by salary on the same footing as tbe junior surveyors.
4308, Arc you under any officer at present—any head of a department? I consider myself
under Mr. Collett, the Commissioner for Roads.
4309. In what part of the Colony aro you employed ? At present on the Mudgee Road.
4310. Were you ever in the Northern District? Yes.
4311. Were you loug there ? From April, 1860, to July, 1861.
4312. Da you know the main Northern Road from Maitland to Armidale ? From Murrurundi I know it well, every inch of it.
4313. Were you under Mr. Collett when there? Yes, part of the time; I was primarily
appointed by the late Engineer for Roads, Mr. Bennett.
4314. Are you'acquainted with the works in that part of the district in their present state ?
Not in their present slate.
4315. When was the last time you saw them ? In July (southerly from Tamworth), and a
week or two before that I took a trip to Armidale.
4316. Are you a thoronghly qualified judge of roads ? I have bad some experience upon
them, having acted as Superintendent of Roads and been otherwise employed upon them.
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F.WeDs,Esq. 4317. Are you a mineralogist ? No; I have just such a knowledge of it as a man picks up
in acquaintance with his business,
_
19 Dec, 1801.4318. You know the difference between trap and shale? Decidedly.
^
4319. Do you know anything of the circumstances which led to an alteration of the road
near what is called the Doughboy Diversion ? No, that was determined upon before I
received any appointment in that district at all. I had some slight alterations to make in
the survey of it; and that was the first surveying work I undertook in the Colony, under
the Government.
_
4320. You had some of the surveying of that road ? I had some alterations to make on
Mr, Debcnham’s first survey; but some of the deviations were not afterwards adopted; they
were thrown out by Mr. Collett.
_
o
j ■
4321. Can you state what alterations you suggested which were not adopted? Suggested is
scarcely a fair term; Mr. Bennett took me over the line, directing me to make a traverse
and plan and send it in; it was Mr, Bennett’s own suggestion.
4322. Mr. Collett was not over you at that time ? No.
_
_
4323. What was it Mr. Bennett wished done ? It was an alteration, by means of which a
large cutting would have been avoided, but at the expense of some largo bridges. But I
never went into the merits of the case to know which was the best line.
4324. Has that idea of Mr. Bennetjp’s been carried out ? No.
4325. What alteration has been made upon it ? They have gone into a large cutting on a
'
heavy sidling, in lieu of the bridges, and on a much easier gradient.
4326. What is your opinion of the two, as to which is better than the other. I think
myself the cutting had better have been avoided; I do not think it will stand permanently
without a retaining wall.
_
4327. You think Mr. Bennett’s plan the better one? Yes, I think so.
i
4328. Taking into account the expense of the bridges on the one hand, and of the cutting
-on the other, and the difficulty of keeping it in its position, you would have preferred Mr.
Bennett’s plan ? Yes. There were many circumstances to counterbalance it, but I should
imagine the cutting will not stand, at all events in times of flood, without a face wall or
something to retain it.
4329. I suppose there is something to he said on both sides ? Yes.
4330. Mr. Collett’s plan was adopted after Mr. Bennett left? Yes; I know the first
working drawings of the present line were got out after Mr. Bennett left.
4331. Which do you think could have been carried out at the least expense ? That I
cannot say, not having gone into the drawings. I think probably the cutting was^the least
expensive, looking at it merely as a cutting.
4332. The plan as adopted? Yes. But then I think it would be run up considerably if
.such a retaining wall were built as I think will be needful. There is no space between the
sidling and the creek, and the sidling is very steep and necessitates an immense cutting.
I think the stuff standing at its own pitch would come down into the creek.
.
. _
4333. This is at what is called the Doughboy Diversion ? Yes, it forms a portion of it; it
is only a deviation for about half a mile from the line Mr. Debenham laid out.
4334. Do I understand that you think the cutting is too narrow—that the road is too
narrow at the cutting? No, I believe it is fully up to what is specified for in the contract;
"but I think that the cutting, being made on a sidling with no space between the foot of the
rglope and the creek, will not stand without a retaining wall.
_
4335. Where is the creek ? Immediately under where this heavy cutting goes; the creek
is just beneath. I think the creek will sap it, in times of flood at any rate.
4336. Is that a fault of the contractor, or a fault of the original design ? That I cannot
say; it depends in a great measure on how the work is performed; but I should say the
original design was not good.
.
_
...
4337. Could not that be avoided by making a wider cutting? I cannot perceive it, unless
by throwing a deal of stuff to spoil.
_
4338. At all events, if the cutting were wider it would be longer before it was sapped by
the creek ? No, I do not think that, either; and there must be more stuff to throw at the
side, or to carry away altogether.
_
,
4339. It would be more expensive, of coarse? Very much more expensive; every foot m
the hill would entail a very heavy expense.
.
.
4340. You say, as it is now, it is not likely to last as a good road—What is your suggestion
to remedy that ? I did not see it after the works were complete, and therefore I could not
so well form an opinion, only going over it before the ground had been touched.
4341. What do you think necessary to make the road permanent ? A retaining wall.
4342. On which side? Towards the creek.
.
4343. Do you suppose that would be an expensive work ? Yes, I should consider it so,
decidedly.
T
4344. What do you think would be the expense, in round numbers ? I cannot say; 1
cannot say bow many yards would require facing. Mr. Bennett having selected a deviation
away from there, which he directed me to survey, I never had occasion to go*on this
■
particular spot more than once, when I went with Mr. Bennett to examine^ some trial pits
he had had sunk into tbe sidling where he was afraid there was rock in it, which also I
believe induced him to abandon it.
4345. Can you speak at all to the way In which these works have been carried out under
the present contractor ? No, I have not been in that neighbourhood during the time. I
have noticed in some places that some stumps had not been taken out; but that was many
months ago.
_
4346. Before the contract was complete ? Yes, in July.
_
^
.
4347. It was quite possible to remedy that afterwards ? Yes, quite possible. The contract
*
r
was
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was not complete at the time, aud of course such things as these could be completed at any F. Wells, Esq.
time.
^
43£8. Can you speak at all as to Mr, Collett’s competency in superintending public works ? 19 Dec., 1861,
Well, I have seen works that have been carried out under Mr. Collett’s superintendence
that have not been done in the most creditable manner j whether it was his own fault or
that of his overseer I cannot say j but I think he might have looked after it himself, so
that it would have been better done. That was during the time he was a Road Superinten
dent himself,
4349. Can you say what works these were ? Some works on the Liverpool Range.
4350. What was the fault ? The metal was broken to a very large size, it lay in heaps for
some time at tbe road side, and might have been seen; and it was also put on in very wet
weather.
4351. Was it a good kind of metal? Yes, very good, but too large.
4352. Was tbe road not consolidated properly ? The road had not been formed to receive
the metal, and it was very much cut up by tbe traffic at the time the metal was put on, so
much so that the mud reached halfway up my leg when I was chaining np it.
4353. Can you tell us the position of this place ? It was on the northern descent of the
Liverpool Range into Doughboy Hollow.
4354. How much of the road was there reason to find fault with ? Possibly only fifty or
sixty yards where the metal was put on in that manner in wet weather, though the length
of metalling was considerably more. I spoke to Mr. Collett’s overseer at the time, and he
made the remark that now was the time to put on the metal; I made no further remark.
Mr. Collett was possibly unaware at the time that this metal was going on in wet weather,
because I do not think he was in that part of his district at the time; I think he was at the
lower end of his district.
4355. Who was the contractor for that work ? I forget the man’s name.
4356. Would you know it if it was mentioned? I think I should.
4357. Was it Miller? No.
■
4358. Martindale? No.
4359. Greer ? No; neither Clements nor Greer.
4360. Donaldson? No, I do not think that was the name.
4361. Mr. Collett was Superintendent of the road ? Mr. Collett was the Superintendent of
tho road at that time;- that portion of the road was in his charge; it was the extreme
northern end of his district, he being then a Road Superintendent of the first class.
4362. Should you say this faulty construction of the road was a deviation from the specification?
I cannot say how Mr. Collett would write out his specification. As Superintendent of the
district he would write it out for a job like that; it was not a very large job like the Doughhoy Diversion, and Mr. Collett would probably write out his own specification.
4363. Do you know whether the contract was taken by competition ? Yes, I believe all
works were let at that time by competition.
4364. Who was the overseer over this particular work? Mr. Clark; he was the party to
whom I spoke.
4365. You mentioned it to him ? Yes; the only remark he made was, now is the proper
time to spread metal.
4366. Did he say that in joke or in earnest ? I believe he meant it in earnest.
4367. Was he a properly qualified person? I really cannot say; I never had any conver
sation with him, except on one or two occasions,
4368. You would not consider that remark an evidence of his qualification ? No, certainly
not.
4369. Did you afterwards hear any complaints from persons travelling, of the badness of the
road at that place ? I did hear of a dray going down being obliged to double-bank itshorses; and I myself thrust the handle of my bunting whip into a cart rut, where a wheel
had gone through between eighteen and twenty inches. I cut a notch on tbe whip at the
time, to shew it to Mr. Bayley, because be promised to report this circumstance to Mr.
Bennett. People travelling were commenting on it very severely.
4370. Was this after the contract was supposed to he completed, and the road thrown open
to the public ? The road was open to the public, hut I think there was a little more metal
to go on.
4371. Do you think the metal was spread in sufficient quantity? Yes, I should say so;,
from what I can recollect I should think there was quite sufficient, had there been a proper
sub-stratum.
4372. You are not aware whether that part of the road has been repaired since ? I cannot
say ; it appeared very good the last time I came along it.
4373. Was it dry weather then ? The last time I saw it by daylight it was dry weather,
but the last time I came over it was by night, and it was wet.
4374. Did it appear hard ? Yes ; but I did not notice it particularly, being on horseback,
4375. Was it very rainy weather ? There bad been a good deal of rain previously, and
there were then showers.
4376. "It takes a great deal of rain to affect a made road, does it not? Yes; and if it was
soft I might not perceive it on horseback so much as I should have done in a vehicle.
•
4377. You say you mentioned it to Mr. Bayley ? Yes.
4378. What was Mr. Bayley then ? He was Superintendent of some works on the range.
4379. Not over Clark, the overseer of this pieeeof road? No; he was Superintendent of
extra works apart from Mr. Collett’s jurisdiction ou the road. I mentioned it to him in
conversation.
4380. What steps did Mr. Bayley take when you mentioned it ? He agreed with me that
it was a scandalous time to put on metal.

4381.
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F. Wells,Esq. 4381. Did lie go and look at it? Not in company with me, but be toldme he had seen it j
,
in fact 1 think he was the first to draw my attention to it.
19 Dec., I8til. 4382. Did he make any report of it ? ■ I wrote a report on the subject to Mr. Dennett, as
he had requested me if I saw anything wrong on the roads toreport it; I thought, after
Clark saying what he did when I mentioned it, that it would be as well to report it to Mr.
'
Bennett, hut Mr. Bayley persuaded me not; he said he would mention it himself.
4383. You wrote a report, hut did not send it ? Yes, and I had Mr. Bayley’s witnessing
signature to it.
4384. Have you that report ? I may have it where I am staying.
4385. Have you any objection to hand it to tho Committee? Not the slightest.
4386. Will you send it to the Committee if you find it? Yes. It is witnessed by Mr.
Bayley; but he said he thought it might create a great disturbance, and he would mention
it himself if I did not send my report in.
'
4387. What connection had Mr. Bennett with Mr. Collett ? Mr. Benn.ett, being Engineer
for Roads, had the general inspection of all roads.
4388. Are you aware whether any further steps were taken ? I think not. I left soon
after that, to proceed further northerly. I was only working in patches at that time.
4389. Was Mr. Bayley put on as an extra assistant to anyone at that time ? No; I do not
exactly know what terms he might have been on; but to the best of my knowledge he was on
the same footing as myself when Bridge Superintendent.
,
4390. He had nothing properly to do with this piece of road that you speak of? No; he
was over the whole of the southern ascent of the Riverpool Range; that was the extra work
he was doing.
4391. What was Mr. Bayley’s office then ? He was superintending the southern descent,
known as the Murrurundi G-ap Cutting.
4392. Was he associated with anybody? At that time he was in full charge of the work
himself; but subsequently Mr. Collett had jurisdiction over that, in common with the rest
of the roads, when he became Commissioner.
4393. At the time you speak of Mr. Bayley was not under Mr. Collett? No.
_
4394. But Mr. Collett was Superintendent over the portion of the Northern Road which
included the faulty piece you speak of? Yes.
4395. What are the duties of the Superintendent of a road as distinguished from those of an
overseer ? The Superintendent of course has virtually charge of the whole district, and the
overseers are his foremen, to watch for him on the various works, as he cannot ho always on
the spot.
4396. It is the duty of the overseer to watch the contractor at every step ? Yes.
4397. And not to vouch for the work unless he thinks it properly done ? Certainly not.
4398. Is it the custom with the Superintendents not to pay money till the vouchers of the
overseers are received ? I believe the overseer has to vouch in order to fill up the form
properly, and subsequently the Superintendent vouches, and then the money is paid in, not
before.
.
_
4399. These two vouchers constitute the certificate to the contractor on which he receives
his money? Yes.
4400. And it is irregular to pay money to the contractor without both? I should say so;
I should say the Superintendent would not sign without the overseer’s voucher, unless the
work came under his own immediate notice.
^
_
4401. One voucher would not be sufficient without the other? Probably the Superin
tendent’s would be good without the overseer’s, but not the overseer’s without the Superinteudent’s.
4402. I suppose it would he quite irregular to pay money without the voucher of the
Superintendent ? Yes, quite, I should say,
4403. You speak from your general experience of such matters? Yes.
4404. Now, again—What is the duty of the Commissioner of Roads over a Superintendent
and overseer ? That I cannot define. The Commissioner of Roads, I should say, was
principally to audit the accounts in the Office; that seems to me the principal part of his
duty, bad he a competent engineer under him.
4405. In fact, the clerical department ? The clerical department properly belongs to the
Commissioner.
_
_
f
4406. Do you think the Commissioner would he acting rightly if he authorized money to be
paid without the vouchers of the Superintendent and his overseer? I do not think he would
be acting correctly.
.
4407. Is the Commissioner a qualified person to decide on the way works are done at all ?
He onght to have had sufficient experience to tell that.
• _
4408. I am not speaking of his competency, but from the sort of duties he does otherwise,
which you say are principally clerical, would it be possible for him to know whether the
works were done properly or not unless he bad been on the spot? No; but there should be
a visiting engineer, as at the time Captain Martindale and Mr. Bennett were in office..
4409. What is the duty of the Engineer ? To go round and inspect all the roads in the
Colony.
4410. Then according to that, there ought to he four officers concerned in seeing that road
works were done properly—the overseer, Superintendent, Engineer, and Commissioner ? Yes.
4411. Supposing the Engineer differed in opinion with the Superintendent and overseer?
Then I should say the Superintendent would have to give way if the Engineer was in power,
as at tho time that Mr. Bennett was in office; but they have not been working with an
Engineer for Roads lately; the Commissioner has visited and acted also in selecting works
in the same manner as Mr. Bennett used, holding the title of Commissioner,
4412. Is Mr. Collett an engineer ? I do not think he has ever been qualified as an engineer.

4413.
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4413. Do you think he is qualified to determine the condition or quality of works, as an F. Wells, Esq.
engineer would be ? He may possibly' have acquired practical acquaintance with works, i""-*-'*'',
but I certainly could not, call him an engineer, or say that he was able to decide on large 19 Dec., 1861.
works, though no doubt ho could superintend works and seo them carried out according to
specification.
4414. Would you like to take his opinion as to the theoretical construction of a bridge, for
instance ? No; I think that is beyond his capabilities.
4415. Do you think, when a bridge is built, he is capable of determining whether it is
properly built? I should say he can determine whether the joints are close and true, and
the work correctly done, but not judge of the design.
4416. You would not like to take his opinion of a bridge unless you had an engineer’s with
it? No, I think not; that is, a bridge of any size.
4417. Then for some time past, works on the Northern Road have been determined on, and
the contracts carried out, without any engineer at all? Yes, recently.
4418. None of those three gentlemen—Commissioner, Superintendent, or overseer—have had
the qualifications of an engineer. I am speaking of the Northern Road ? I consider Mr.
Quodling was capable of looking after abridge, having the bridge designed for him; I
consider no man better capable of turning a road out truly and thoroughly,
4419. You are acquainted with Mr. Quodling? Yes; I was up there for over twelve
months.
■
4420. You have had frequent opportunities of observing Mr. Quodling’s capabilities and
mode of doing his work ? Yes, frequent.
4421. And you can speak well of him ? Yes, very favourably indeed.
4422. Is Mr. Quodling an engineer? 1 would scarcely call him an engineer; be has bad
great experience under a contractor; he may be called a working engineer.
4423. Whose opinion would you rather have of the merits of a bridge, Mr. Quodliug’s or
Mr. Collett’s ? I would sooner take Mr. Quodling’.?, I think, from what little I have seen of
the Commissioner; I never met Mr. Collett but once, for a day and a night, but I have
understood he has not been educated as an engineer; I cannot say whether he has since
qualified himself by study.
4424. You have seen Mr. Quodling at work ? Yes, as Superintendent.
4425. What should you say of his mode of attending to his duties—do you think he per
formed them to tho best of-his ability ? I believe he did thoroughly; he was indefatigable
in bis attendance at tho works, and repeatedly over his road inspecting it.
4426. Have you noticed on the road under Mr. Quodling’s charge any instances of faulty .
.
construction or deviation from the specification, such as you have mentioned in regard to other
parts of the line ? No, I do not remember any.
4427. Do you think generally that the works passed by Mr. Quodling were turned out
creditably? Yes.
4428. You ore not aware of Mr. Bayley and Mr. Quodling being associated in the manage
ment of the works ? No.
‘
4429. That was after you left ? Yes.
4430. I may state, as a matter of fact, that Mr. Quodling states, and wo have it in evidence
in letters, that he declined passing certain works—that he declined certifying for them__do
you think it was in the power of the Commissioner after that to pass them ? I am unaware
bow fur the Commissioner’s powers extend; that is a matter for the Executive to determine;
he is the superior officer, the working head of tho department undoubtedly.
4431. Do you think it was a safe proceeding for the public? No, I should certainly think
not; neither safe for the public nor courteous to the officer employed.
4432. You think it likely the public interest would suffer by it? Yes, I think so. I think
the Superintendent should be backed up by the officer at the head of the department, in any
case against the contractor, even to strictness.
4433. Do you know anything of the line from Uralla to Armidale ? Yes.
4434. Is that the line you have been speaking of just now ? No.
4435. Did you lay that out ? Yes.
4436. Do you know anything of the way iu which it was carried out ? According to the
Commissioner’s direct instructions—on the only occasion I ever saw him.
4437. Did you act according to your own judgment or his? According to Mr. Collett’s
judgment.
4438. Do you think it is the best lino that could have been laid out? I think some devia
tions might have been made at Saumarez Creek with advantage. I had fixed points given
me by which I was to run the line.
4439. Did you suggest these deviations ?. No, I acted up to the direct instructions I got to
run the line from point to point. Hu had selected a bridge site in company with several
people from Armidale.
4440. Was it a well selected bridge site ? I think a better might have been selected, as far
as the approaches were concerned ; the approach upward to the town was made to run straight
up a steep hill, and by shifting the position of the bridge a little one way or the other, a
much better approach could have been had.
4441. That, I suppose, is matter of opinion? It was a matter patent to any one as to the
gradients.
4.442. You think a far better line could have been obtained? Yes, much easier gradients.
4443. A more direct line? Not a more direct line, because it was perfectly straight from
this point to a certain lagoon at Armidale.
4444 You think there was a hotter line by going slightly round ? Yes, or by shifting tho
position of the bridge; it might have been a little lower down or a little higher up the creek.
4445. That is a matter of opinion, supposing him as well qualified to judge ? He would
consider
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F. W* Esq. consider Hat the best site for the bridge I dare say, and it probably is a. good a arte for tbe
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from him.
4447. jiot educated as a surveyor ? No.
4448. Do you think he has picked it up ? No.
. „ .T , ,
„„„ 1Utl_ nf
.' 4449 You do not think he knows much about surveying? No, he knows very ^ of
surveying; I can say that from the manner in which he reads the compass; he reads it in
4450m Wh” quaSadons do you think he has to enable him to judge of works ofthischaracter?” Ho is a man of great dm and energy, and he ought from experience to be pretty
well acquainted with the nature of works, so as to pass
as Commissioner.
4451 Hod he not a good character as a road-maker in the Northern districts t - ,
iKWt
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implies a personal strong feeling; hut they used to accuse
4453. Of your own judgment, you did not think he was a good ™d-maker . 1 did not.
4454 And vou think the public judgment was also against him r ies.
4455' C.» you specify i» -but porTie.kre he Medf As onetoco, I muy meo .m »
prec. of ”..r *£ My QwidltogU Un-d out et Ts»™g ■» “ —
S
creditable to him—a newly-formed piece of road ou which Mr. Quodling had spreaa nine
inches of gravel from the creek—and on Mr. Collett’s visit to Tamworth he pared it to the
extent of four and a half inches, which was virtually rendering the wJol«
?
4456. Yon mean to say that after the nine inches of gravel was spread, he thinned it a wn f
Yes, to make it cover double the space of ground. 1 saw it being done, and Mr. Quodling
th e road to the extent of four and a half inches, and being taken away m carts when I saw it.
4458. What eonld be the object of doing that ? I cannot say, unless it was for the purpose
uttZZl ^trcfntrSo^r Not in the least; it was a matter of task-work, so

4460
would give the appearance of double the quantity being spread i
. ,
*
446i: Do you think it seffusly impaired the road ? Yes; only four and a half inches of
gravel would he useless there in anything like wet weather.
4462. You did not visit that work in any public capacity ?

No.

remember any

SSyou notice some small bridges made by Mr. Collett, when he was Superintendent,

gnUies whe«s°they were not necessary ?

r

f

No; I ^ider plenty of culvert drainage on oa

father on advantage than otherwise, even over a dry creek or watercourse, I have seen tnese

^,» * ■.
SifCyl
should imagine ho^oj^bt
t bo u“ uSm man i bo hS beau an ouan^ to my ta»»l«dg. to two ,»-> «ud . bait
4468. Did you know anything of him at Melbourne ? No.
4469 Do you know anything of Mr. Clements? ies.
4470. Is ho in the Government service now ? I cannot say.
4471 Do vou know anything of his qualifications or character ? I believe he used to ar nK
lyThtiTr At the time Mr Newcomen resigned the appointment Mr. Quodling was after
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possibly could.
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He was then a contractor, you will understand.

1 _

held myself aloof from contractors.

'

^
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4478 Would he make a good overseer with a good Superintendent over him? Yes, it he
:&■?!?££ ^‘.KeT^X I
him for some few years.
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same grade I myself held when I first saw him, .
he .g & BU
„ te i3 so far an
engineer iheis" a Bridge SupStendent, and understands the measurement of works.
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4483. Do you think he is ns well qualified for those duties as Mr. Quodling? I haTC not ^
had so much intimacy with him, but I should imagine that he was.
4484. You say you are employed in the Western District ? Yes.
19 Dec., 1861.
4485. Has Mr. Martindale any contracts in the Western District ? I believe he has some
on the Bathurst Road—not where I am employed.
4486. You cannot speak of them ? No.
4487. Do yon know anything of a nephew of Mr. Collett’s ? Yes.
4488. Has he got a contract anywhere ? No; he is employed as a sort of foreman of works
by Mr. Martindale.
4489. Do you simply know that as a general------? I know that simply as a general fact
talked of.
4490. By Mr. DalyIrish : You spoke of a cutting as being dangerous—in what way is that
cutting formed—how much is cut from the side of the mountain, and how much is formed
from the spoil or d&hris from the cutting ? I cannot say, but I should imagine there is
sufficient taken from the cutting in the side of the bill to make up the width—that the
cross section is half and half; one half the road, I should just roughly estimate, is cut from
the solid and the other half tumbles out from the spoil—loose soil; but I cannot say, not
having seen the drawings, how it was executed ; I did not see the cross sections.
'
4491. You cannot speak positively ? I cannot speak positively.
4492. Do you know, of your own knowledge, the formation of the road—the angle at which
the stuff stands—the slope of the work,, in fact? I do not know whether they have pitched
an artificial slope, or whether it is allowed to remain at the slope at which the stuff itself
would stand. I should say the stuff taken out there, if I recollect the soil rightly, could
not stand at a loss pitch than one to one; it might stand at that; of course one aud a half
to one would be a much safer pitch.
'
4493. What is the stuff? A red loam, with some shale in beds, if I recollect right.
4494. Do you think it safe, even for railway embankments, to let them stand at less than
one and a half to one ? Railway embankments usually stand at one and a half to one.
4495. Would not a road with heavy drays going over it, and to withstand heavy rains from
tho mountain side, require a pitch equal to that of a railway embankment ? Yes, one and
a half to one.
■
4496. Do I understand that, in your opinion, this work has not got that pitch ? I cannot
say whether it has or not.
4497. I understood you to say the creek would undermine the work? That is what I
consider, that in times of flood, at least, the creek would rise sufficiently high to do so.
4498. You consider there would be danger from a slip ? Yes, from a slip of the artificial
surface, cither by sap or leakage from the work itself.
4499. You think a retaining wall necessary to prevent that? Yes.
■
4500. You are not supposed to understand the expense of mason-work from your position ?
Not from the position I am occupying at present; I do not know at present what is paying
for it; it is two or three years since I had anything to do with that kind of work.
4501. Is there any particular name for the place where you sunk half way up your leg when
*
chaining the road—is it the pipe-clay portion of the road ? No, that is on the southern
ascent; this is the northern descent into Donghboy Hollow.
4502. Was there any pitching put under the metal ? No, the metal was broken large and
thrown on to the mud in which I sank half way up my leg in chaining.
4503. Is it usual to form roads in that manner? I should say not.
4504. The pitching being laid on the top of the mud, to anyone passing along—Superintendent,
Commissioner, or Engineer—it would bear the outward appearance, in the first instance, of
having been completed; there would he nothing to show it had not been properly formed ?
It would he covered by the metal.
4505. So that the Commissioner passing along, without having been informed of the fact by
the Superintendent or overseer, would have no means of knowing that the work had not been
thoroughly and properly constructed ? Not if he saw it fresh a few days after it was com
pleted. Subsequently it might show signs of settlement-; through the substratum not being
good the metal would settle irregularly.
4506. And this is one reason why it is necessary that the Superintendent’s voucher should
he received before payment was made? Undoubtedly.
4507. And one reason why the Commissioner could not by any possibility he as good an
authority as the Superintendent ? Certainly not on such a point as that, because ho was
not on the spot to witness it, or anywhere near, which the Superintendent should be; at any
rate once in each month he should see every portion of his road.
4508. And this portion of road was under the direct superintendence of Mr. Collett? He
was directly responsible; it was under the direct inspection of his overseer.
4509. In the same position as Mr. Quodling ? And his overseer, Mr. Hannington.
4510. The present plan I think you state is, that the overseer vouches for the correct
'
formation in the first instance to the Superintendent? Yes, and for the quantity delivered,
and so forth ; because he is there on the spot, if the work is large, to see that no undue
■
advantage is taken by the contractor in spreading his heaps of metal, or anything of that
sort.
4511. Can you explain to the Committee what the specific duty of tho overseer is ? To
watch all the contractors within his district; to see that they carry out the works according
to specification, and of course then to report to the Superintendent. That is my impression;
but I have never been in the position of Superintendent of Roads.
4512. You are conversant with the duties ? Yea.
■
4613. If the overseer were not careful in the performance of his duty, the contractor
would have many opportunities of charging for work not actually performed ? I think so,
.
.
undoubtedly;
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F.Wells, Esq. undoubtedly; be would have many advantages; for instance, in spreading a heap of metal
s over a large stone, if there was no one to watch.
i
v v'
19 Dec., 18G1. 4514. That is a sufficient reason why the overseer should vouch to the Superintendent. Yes.
4515. The Superintendent examines the work as far as he himself can see it? f084516. And by making frequent visits, obtains a general knowledge of the formation ? Yes;
I believe the usual thing is, that he visits once in each month ; and if his line is long, that
is as much as he can well do, with the papers he has to sign and quantities to take out and
vouch for.
.
4517. What are the duties of the Superintendent ? The Superintendent is the man directly
responsible to the Minister of Works, but with the supervision or cheek of the Commissioner,
for the portion of road to which he is appointed. I cannot say whether that is an exact
outline of his duties, but that is what I coosider it to be.
_
4518. You bave answered the question as to whether Mr. Collett is a surveyor ? I do not
consider him a surveyor, or to have any knowledge of surveying.
_
4519. You do not know whether he can make a survey ? I do not believe he can.
4520. What do you know of Mr. Quodling? I received a letter of introduction to Mr.
Quodling, from Mr. Bennett, the late Engineer, who spoke of him very highly, and we were
very intimate; when I first wont there we lived in the same house.
4521. I mean officially? Of course I have seen his conduct for tbe twelve months I
was there.
_
4522. You had no previous knowledge of him ? No.
4523. What you have stated about his experience as a contractor a agent is from hearsay (
Yes, from responsible parties. I may mention Mr. Bennett; Mr. Bennett gave Mr, Quodling
a high character.
,
4524. You mentioned that you surveyed a road from Uralla to Armidale ? Yes, a portion
of a general survey I made.
,
, .
4525. What is the duty of a surveyor on a lino of road ? It depends upon what no is
instructed to do. To make a perfect-----■
4520. Without instructions ? If I had discretionary powers, I should make a preliminary
4527. In this particular case of the line of road required from Uralla to Armidale, what
would be the duty of the surveyor? I should primarily, by means of such information as
I could get from the Surveyor General, run a straight line roughly through the bush, in
order to note that as a datum from which to go; and then I should explore on either side
of that straight line for the best road, the nearest and most direct, so
to make os little
deviation as^possible, and at the same time to insure good soil and formation of ground.
4528. And you would lay out that in a definite manner for the instruction of the working
4529eS When the line of road was pointed out to you, when you were definitely instructed to
pursue a certain plan, your duty as a surveyor was superseded ? I should not say so, with
the single exception of this, that I was required to survey the Commissioner’s track instead

i
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4530. In this instance tho Commissioner------? Selected the line ot road.
_
4531. And gave you definite instructions, and by that means usurped tbe functions of the
surveyor, although you state he was incompetent to perform that office ? He was incom
petent to do the actual working portion of it; ho might select a line of road, though no man
could know by merely walking over it where a straight line would come, brom where Mr.
Quodling pointed out that the Commissioner came down, he must have been nearly a quarter
of a mile out in his estimate, where he told me to run a straight line.
4532. What is the gradient Mr. Collett has selected? I cannot say; the work there waa
hurried; Mr. Collett was very anxious to get it done.
_
4533. You did not take the levels of the line ? No, not after leaving (xoonoo Coonoo;
there were no cross sections beyond that. I made an engineering survey from Wallabadah
to Goonoo Goonoo; after that merely a traverse has been run.
4534. In what way could the Commissioner obtain a correct knowledge of tbe work to be
performed, in order that he might be a competent judge of tbe eligibility of the tenders for
the work, if there were no sections ? There should be, I consider, a section and cross sec
tions of a very large cutting; for every small job it is not necessary; that description of
work is very expensive; it took mo three months to make nineteen miles of a survey of
that kind; had that been the case, the survey would not have been completed in time for
the olearers; the contracts for clearing were let before I had my surveys completed.
4535. Were there no cuttings on that lino of road? Yes, there were cuttings that should
bave had sections taken.
■
* j J
4536. Then it was only a rough approximation? A very rough approximation indeed,unless the Superintendent could take the necessary levels, which Mr. Quodling was com4537. In this view the services of a surveyor would not be required at all ? With the
single exception that the Superintendent could not possibly get on with the survey and
attend to his other duties, it would require his constant attention to push that along. Besides,
the traverse was another thing that Mr. Quodling eonld not have managed—the traverse
and charting of the line. As to the levelling and necessary measurement of the work, Mr.
Quodling could have set that out for himself; he was competent to do that. ^
. _
4538. You say you think Mr. Collett was a bad road-maker ? No, I say that is tbe opinion
in the north.
, _
. ,
4539. What is your own opinion, as far as you have been able to judge r 1 scarcely Know;
I should not have considered him a very good one; but I have not had much opportunity .
of seeing his abilities.
- .
4540.
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I scarcely kuow iu what manner you F.Wells, E,,

40-11 In what way have you been brought in contact with him ? Only once nersonallv•
but I have received instructions from him at different times, which were
it’
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4.‘)4d, Yon spoke of Mr. Bayley, what knowledge have you nf him ? I met him in MurZminlrStid"3 Ca"P“i ““
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tiverpool K,ns. nod
4544. Have you been brought in official contact with him ? No.
tel. jfou Ilave toen brought officially in contact with Mr. Quodling? Yes
4547' Whit^Vrr f Mr- Qnod!ir,e is frora
experience? Yes.
I have had witlHiim priva^el^ “ rae,"Clj aSS“med ? YeS'
°f e0UrSe fr0ra con^rsations
4548. You state he is not a surveyor ?
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No, I have never heard him profess to be a'survcyor
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r ieheve ,e lad5sPcr'c,lce in Queensland before he came here.
^ hc a carpenter ? I do not know; I should say not
bfd'egreeV3 There ar™0/
?
^lleVe he ha3 beGn on works and !^ned
y g ees. iiieie me many men who are perfectly competent to take charge as foremen nf

jerk, who h.™ not ser.ed their ti„e in n» nmlitif, or eugineert offiee

Are y°U aCtlUalDted w,th tbc mode of superintending works under private contractors?

Yes. '

'

I'slmuldln !!rLtIrndUtirS °f,Wbat i3 termcJ a ganSer ? 1 should consider a ganger what
4555 Do ™ f T1 ?.f WOrk3 °r oversef' UI,de!‘tlie contractor, over tbe men^ £
tr Dt you.ct)n!;lder tiiat a gaugcr would rank as what we understand as an overseer 7
JheirS'own gagers1!
°f l0WCt Srade' ^1^7 ^ougst navvies they elect
opc!‘atinnflt0n ^ p:Cce'work ?

Ycs ’> tho head ma11 ^ a gang of working men to direct their

t??,7*, What !'S a G°'re^ment overseer—is he not a superintendent of working men the same
'rd/a*]a g^er 1S,-, Yo" ean scarcely apply that term to a Government official; his duties
are lather different, having to vouch for the works on the Dart of the Government ■ I do not
hnSn: nteraSaDger ^ t0 ™“h in ^
a
cunt”; I shodd
he wnJj*! W0Uld baTe t0P "e11 of his place if Ile makcs a mistalsc, very quickly ? Of course
be would have to answer for that; but he would not have to repot in the sam manner as
an overseer of roads, nor stand on the snme footing.
P
33
thing. Jjuttheaolualduii“------? The actual duties I consider pretty much the same
4500. Do you know Mr. Moggridge ? No.
.
f
^ you seaa tlie 13cndcmcer bridge abutments ? Yes.
45b.,. Are you qualified to judge of the work in these abutments? I did not examine them
as a matter of duty, but as far as I could judge of the masonry from its apr™ce !ibcv'
fhn1^’ l0(!?slder 'jvfy £ood work indeed—the best distributed rubble worT I have seen •
S Sci!
^
a"d ^ distributedl k had a^cst the appearance of ashlar work
lari' wUbible r°rk is usua3,y verff rougkiy carried out ? Yes.
»tL^lfialw‘IlSX“ofm"rar- "d,l'est”esla%
4o65. You state that this------? Had almost the appearance of ashlar, on the face ■ Ido
Sbmn tblt I dM no?1163
m tbe iD£idel Mr. Hawkins would know more
i aid not examine it very closely,
?°U \nT notbir,e °f tbe work below the water lino? No, beyond having seen the
foundahon of the eastern abutments ; I saw that before.the stone was laid; the fi^st course
y2i fhoSd savso arTU ? t0 jQdg%tbe7ork tbere was wc,l end creditably carried out?
P^r Sing^lre
^^ ^ ^ "

ii

11 was

"•

under the T
the.°7rsfr ov<* ^ ?
bc would look at it as Commissioner; it was
under the direct superintendence of Mr. Quodling.
'
kbd ? AOgflcenir21rUld dCpC-d nPOn fcxe e^0f tbe SuP«ciutendent in a matter of this
s"y “der Mr- '<J”dli"8’,
b« >» h »

‘

“r„rPt“;L1 f,,'8ci tba“,“8h ii * >- -j
”™,d *” “tI"
238—U
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*

F. Wells, Esq. 4573. Bjf Mr. Markham.: Have you seen these abutments since they
.___a few days before I came away I bdlieve the work was completed , I am not certam aoont
iaDec.,ISGX.thecopingbeiSon.evious ^

^ tha floods ?

y think it was previous to the

heaviest flood, but the river had been in flood.
_
,
,
4575. Do you kuow whether any damage w. done to Dm pmrs
the abutments ; at the time I last examined
I wa^ not close enough then to examine
the work closely—more than a month before that- ■the work was not quite finished, and the
4576. Yo^hlvTnot seen them since? No; I saw them last in Juno or JulD
4577 Did vou examine any other line of road except the one you surveyed, between DralJa
ani ArmidaTe ? I was over a great deal of the country, and I think the general
°f «jd
was as good as any line that eonld be obtained ; the only deviation might bave been made
near Saumarez Creek bridge, as I bave stated.
.u
a
the m-esent road between
4578. The intended site of the bridge » eastward, So_nthwadoftlmp,emntoad, betwe
the two roads ? Yes, very nearly midway, about a mile east ^
Stat'°n4579 A mile east of the present crossing-place ? Yes, guessing roughly.
...
tbSO: Do you consider that the best approach t0
f
nn:nf? y'L There is one portion very faulty, but I do uot think it could have oeen
obviated itt any one plaee, unfesn the vend should be ponMMntl, budt .hove .here the
S

enamined the .pFon.h to thonor.bn-.rd

the upper side ot tho mini!

I have ridden over both roads, the rend bj S.nmares ana me

SK'pn S'n better line ,f„»d e.nid he h.d to the north of the aid line?
™SVX EtXtd!

The

At an, rate . shorter line «* he found, and I think the soil is
Yes; there nre »».

“J

Hayes and a person called Norton were also down at the time.

Oollott is its takine
H straight and ...

short distance from a spur, and might be easily avoided, but i d

feld pUdeek which pen n,U. ?.» «

(

d

r“iA‘ S

These

h ' „„ioe,-s

SRlfs ”!!h„ribl^“ Snp »hi.h.Sen
rght-H*!;?^

U’ de^n ””h?th,rtop than that.

It is where there

tke »th„ is

the naetol

4594 Is it more likely to stand than the other? Yes.
.n-ide7
4595. What would be the probable result of putting shale like this on the roads.
4596^1^ would be the*result ?

It would work into a creamy puddle.

4597. Do you know a part of the ascent, a new cutting, called the pipe

I think
1 think
^?

yp

yea

^

a^S-Sr-S^s-sft.'hi
scarcely make their way up, driven by Sir. Lloyd of Burburgate.

Alexander

SEIECT COMMITTEE ON THE RESIGNATION OE MR. QUODLING.

Alexander Brodie, Esq., J.P., called in and examined:—
4599. By lhe Chairman Where do you reside P At Murrurundi.
4000. Are you a settler ? I have a store there.
4001. Are you a Magistrate ? Yes.
4602. How loug have you lived there ? Twenty years, nearly.
4603. I suppose you have travelled along the Northern Hoad to Armidale ? Ycs.
4604. You know the condition of it now, and at former periods? Yes.
4605. Do you know Mr. Collett? Yes.
4606. Do you know him well ? I just see him occasionally, when he is coming up and down
from Singleton.
4607. Does he stay at your house ? Ho,
4608. You are not an intimate friend of his? Noj he calls occasionally, when he is going
up or down the country.
4609. Have you been acquainted with him since he became Commissioner of Roads ? Yes.
4610. You knew him in the capacity of Superintendent formerly ? Yes.
4611. What is your general opinion of him as a maker of roads ? Well, I never took any
special notice, further than that, generally speaking, wo rather consider Mr. Collett very
active, and very attentive to his duties.
4612. Do you think the roads have manifestly improved since Mr. Collett came into office,
as compared with what they were previously ? Most assuredly they have; they arc decidedly
better; so much so that our travelling is spoken of and praised in a very high degree by
every traveller, compared with what we had to do in former years.
4613. Do you know anything of a contractor named Martindale ? Yes.
4614. Do you know him well ? Pretty well.
4615. Hot as an intimate friend ? Not more than in business matters; I see him going up
and down to his works, and talk to him.
4616. Have you noticed-parts of the road repaired or constructed by him as contractor ?
Hot all his works; I have noticed some within our range ; X have not been on to Donghboy
Hollow.
4617. You do not know anything of the Diversion ? No.
4618. Do you know any works done by Mr. Martindale as contractor? I know tbe main
range downwards.
4619. Northward or southward ? The Liverpool Eange.
4620. On which side ? The southern side of the range.
4621. That is new work? Yes.
4622. Is that what they call the new cutting ? The new cutting.
4623. Is it open to the public now? Yes.
4624. How long has it been open ? I dare say six months or more.
4625.. Has it been closed again since it was open to to the public, to make repairs ? Not
the whole of it; a small portion of it, one time I was up, I observed was under alterations
or improvements.
4626. After the completion of the contract? Apparently after the completion of the work.
There was some pitching put on part of the road. In the winter time at certain parts it
bad become very soft and bad, and it was being pitched—some particular parts of it.
4627. In winter time you say ? In winter time.
4628. "Was it very rainy weather ? Yes.
4629. It became bad in wet weather ? Tes—that particular part that they have been
altering.
4630. Was there more than one part that became bad ? I do not know, but I saw that
particular place.
4631. What was the extent of the had piece ? It was not a very large piece.
4632. Were tbe public shut out from that piece ? They could travel round the side. It
was rather inconvenient getting up the hill, but it was only a short way; then it was
closed by logs being put across.
4633. It was impassable at times ? It was at that place, during its repairs.
4634. How 1od£was this after the contract was understood to be completed? It might
have been some mouths after that.
4635. Was it the first heavy rain that occurred? Well, during the whole winter we had
a continuation of rain up in the Northern Districts.
4636. And in the end, after these heavy rains, it became impassable ? It became soft and
boggy, and did not answer well.
4637. Should you not consider that an unusual circumstance for a newly macadamized road ?
I know this part of the road was at the bottom of tbc fall of a hill, and very likely there
was leakage and soakage of water from the hill behind, which would soften it after continued
rains, if it was a level piece of ground.
,
4638. Was there any water lying on this road? I cannot say; I saw it after the wet
weather was over, when they were repairing it.
4639. Had it the appearance of water having flowed over it? I could not say that. The
piece of road I refer to was simply being pitched with stones packed together.
4640. Were they taking off the metal ? Ho; I did not see any metal at all.
4641. What was the nature of the repairs? There were a number of large stones all
packed together on the piece of bad road ; it was what they call pitching, with these heavy
stones; and upon that the metal was to be put.
4642. They wore putting new pitching on the top of the bad road, and afterwards they were
going to metal it ? Yes, I should fancy they were.
4643. What was the nature of the top stuff that was so soft at the time you saw it—what
kind of stuff was it ? Gravel, rather light in colour.
4644.
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46-14. What substance is gravel generally composed of 1 It is generally stony light gravel.
4645. Is a stone subject to be softened by wci—every stone ? Not every stone.
4646. Will you look at these stones on the table—that black piece—what do you call that?
■ Ironstone apparently; it is a good hard stone.
_
4647. Do you think any amount of wet would soften that ? No, I think not.
_
4648. Do you think if a road were properly covered with that substance it would get into
tbe condition you describe? I should imagine that if a road were well made with that, and
raked properly, it would not; if it were properly raked up on both sides, so that the water
would get away from the road, it should be a good hard road.
4649. Is not that the stuff generally put on the roads in the Northern Districts ? That I
cannot say. I have seen a great deal of metal on tbe sides of the road similar to that. As
I have said, this particular piece of road was a bottom, with a rise immediately behind it,
and I should suppose it possible that during such a continued state of wet weather, witli the
leakage from the hill, and heavily loaded drays going up and down, this piece would be more
liable to give than the higher part of the road.
'
46f>0. Look at that other stone—have you ever seen any of that on the roads? I cannot
.-fifty.
4651. Should you say that is proper stuff? No.
_
4652. What effect would the traffic have upon such stuff as that ? It would crumble it up.
4653. Powder it away ? Yes, with heavy drays it would not he durable. _
-4654. Is there any particular name you would call that? I do not know it..
4655. Can you say whether that stuff was on the road you have been describing? I cannot
say, because the road I travelled over was complete. .1 was not on the road at all during
■the whole formation of this road, I was never up the hill during the whole time they were
making it, but I have been on that road since it was done up and down.
4656. I think you stated Mr. Martindale was the contractor for that? He was.
4657. Can you mention any other parts of the road which attracted your attention, and
which have been lately constructed ? The whole of that piece of road is the only piece I
know anything about.
4658. Only this particular spot that was bad ? Another part of the road, nearer to my own
place than this, was being made by some party that took it, and was condemned by
Mr. Brown when hc came up, being considered not to be correctly done..
.
4659. Who was the contractor? The contractor, I think, was Whiteman; it was not
Martindale’s contract.
4660. Did Mr. Brown condemn it in Lis official capacity ? I understood so ; I know the
men were at work, and they suddenly ceased after a visit from Mr. Brown, and it was said
Mr. Brown had condemned this work, fur not being correctly done according to arrange
ment.
,
4661. Wras it supposed to be complete? They had passed off a portion o. it as being
perfect and complete; but it was not sufficiently raised, and the description of gravel that
was being put ou was not considered to bo good, and the cuttings at the sides that they had
done were incorrectly done ; there was not sufficient elevation to the centre of the road..
4662. This was not a completed contract ? It was during the time they were working at it;
a considerable amount of work was done.
4663. Was there any money paid for it, do you know ? At that time tbe contractors had
not received any money, and I do not know' how they settled it. I know the Whitemans
had paid a good deal of money in making what they had done; but whether they were paid
or not I do not know.
4064. Do you know whether Mr. Collett visited this piece of road that you speak of!
That I do not know.
.
4665. Do you know whether he visited the other road you spoke of—tho new cutting ? Hc
has been np on the new road ; but I never was with him there. .
.
4666. You are not aware whether he approved or disapproved of it officially ? No.
4667. What was the result of Mr. Brown’s condemning this road—did they make a good
road of it? No.
,
.
4668. In what condition is it now ? It was not a bad road before, but it rei]uircd to he
formed and to have drains cut at the side; it was a very short piece of road.
*
_
4669. It is not finished yet ? It is not finished ; tho work was stopped, and I think nothing
more was done to it.
4670. With regard to the new cutting, are the repairs done to that? I have understood
that that road is done ; travelling goes on on it.
4671. It is a good road, as far as you know ? I hear no complaints of it; I have not been
up lately ; at the time I refer to—the winter time—there were considerable complaints of
this part of the road where they afterwards had it pitched.
4672. Do you know anything of Mr. Bayley ? I know Mr. Bayley.
4673. Can you speak at all as to his character or qualifications ? I do not know his qualifi
cations ; personally I know him as a very quiet man.
4674. Do you know whether ho attended well to his duties ? He was always up and down
to the works, as I could see.
"
4675. Do you know Mr. Quodling ? I do.
_
.
.
4676. Do you know anything against him as a public officer ? I know nothing at all against
him.
.
4677. Do you think ho was a good public officer ? He appeared a very active young man.
4678. Did he attend well to his duties ? Yes, I understood so.
4679. Had the public generally a good opinion of him ? _ Anything I heard about Mr.
Quodling was to the effect that hc was very strict and particular about the work that was
going on.

4680.
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-4G80. Was he generally attendioe to Rs duties when you passed? He was beyond our A. Brodic,
district; I have seen him on his line of road.
Esq., .T.P.
4G81. Can you speak of his official qualifications ? No.
x
4682 Did you ever hear anything against Mr. Quodliug’s character, that he was intemperate 19 D^" 1861.
at all ( JL never heard of such a thing.
£id ?ou evcr hear complaints about him in regard to money matters ? No.
4GS4. Do you know Mr. Clements ? T do.
4G85. Is be in the Government service now, do you know ? I think not.
4086. Was he dismissed ? I understood he was.
'
4687. Do you know the circumstances that led to bis dismissal ? Well, I heard he bad
misconducted himself in some way and was suddenly dismissed.
•
4088 Do you know anything of his character at all ? I do not know much about him,
more than that bo used to live about.
4689. Do you know anything of Mr. Hannington, road overseer? Ycs.
4690. Is he a tolerably good officer ? I do not know anything of his official abilities.
4691. Do you know anything against him ? Nothing.
4692. You have not heard anything against him ? Nothing.
‘
4693. Did Mr. Collett, give you any information about this Committee before you attended ?
Ao.
“
4694, Hc did not ask you to attend ? No.
Hid J,r' Quod!ing flsk y°« to attend ? No; I did not see him till yesterday evening.
469b. lou aro not aware what led to your being called here ? No.
4697. I suppose you heard of this Committee being appointed ? Yes.
4698. Do you know anything of Mr. Coghlan, who has lately been appointed Superintendent?
Ao; I saw him pass up the road,
4699. Can you recall to your recollection any circumstances connected with a testimonial as
it is called, being given to Mr. Collett some time ago ? Yes, I remember something of that.
It was shortly after Mr. Collett was removed from his previous appointment and appointed
as Commissioner.
4700. Was it a public testimonial ? Yes.
■
4701. Given publicly ? Given publicly.
4702. There was no kind of secrecy about it? None whatever.
4703. Was it given on public grounds? It was in this way
Upon Mr. Collett’s leaving
our district—where fur years before, he bad been in the habit of frequently coming up and
down, perhaps monthly or so, overlooking the works on the roads—and being removed to
another appointment in Sydney, we looked upon it as proper and right that we should notice
it j and indeed we were benefited, the roads being in good condition, which we thought was
attributable to Mr. Collett; such was the general feeling of persons in the district ^and at
a meeting held in the township it was proposed shat we should invite Mr. Collett to a dinner:
and afterwards, in addition to that, a small amount was collected together to be presented to
him as an acknowledgment.
*
4704. A public acknowledgment ? A public acknowledgment.
4705. Then it was an acknowledgment for his public services ? Yes, it was.
4/06. Did you consider that he Lad been underpaid ? No, wc did not think that at all: but
we had done similar things before to parties leaving our district, without any nice distinctive
views m the matter. Wc looked on Mr. Collett as a very worthy officer who had been doing
his duty very well, and we had.seen him for years coming np and down in a rough, busbmanlike manner, with his stick in his hand, not. in a fine stylish appearance, but as a practical
man, attending to bis official duties very satisfactorily. We had all, to a great extent, bene
fited, by the roads being in a much improved condition, from the time that Mr. Collett camo
into^thc^Iistricfc, and we complimented Mr. Collett on things being as they were.
^nu.were a l1arty t0 thc dinner, and a subscriber to the testimonial ? I was.
4t08. Did H occur to you as one of the first? I cannot say I was the first, but when it was
named to me I joined in it.
£ou dkl mt think (,f it yourself at first ? No, I did not first move in it.
4a0. Do you recollect who first suggested it ? There were two or three.
4£ll. Do you recollect who they were ? Mr. Lewis Cohen was one,
471.2. W ho is Mr. Lewis Cohen ? A storekeeper in Murrurundii
4713 Was he the very first that spoke to you about it? I do not remember exactU
whether he was the very first, or one of the first.
^
4714. Who were the others that mentioned it with him ? Those that moved init generally,
ihere was casual talking of getting this up. I cannot toll you the beginning of it. Some
ot the M igbtmans had something to do with it, and George Brodie, and two or three more.
4715. Are these the names of the persons you alluded to when you said two or three were
present. Yqs; it would occur in this way, that a person coming in would speak of it: the
nuittor was talked about a little, aud a mectiniz was held shortly after,
^0u wcnt to thc meeting, I suppose ? I do not kuow that I was at the first meeting.
4/li. J)o you remember whether Mr. Martindale was an active person in first suggesting it
to you, or getting it up? Mr. Martindale was in it amongst the others.
4718. Not more prominently than others? I do not know that he was more prominent
■He was at the meeting and at the dinner.
4719. Was Mr. Greer a mover in it ? I do not know anything more than that I saw him at
tlie dinner.
4720. Was Mr. Miller? No, I do not think so. He does not live in our district: he lives
at Scone.
’
4721. Was Mr. Donaldson a mover in it ? He was not a mover in it, but he was at the
omncr,
'
4722.
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4722. Were any of Mr. Collett’s subordinate officers concerned? Mr. Williams was at the
dinner.
4723. Was Mr. Quodling in it? Mr. Quodling resides at Tamworth.
_
19 Dee., 1861. 4704. Then it was confined to a small circle about Murrurundi ? Yes, simply in our little
town.
.
'
,.
.
4725. Did Mr. Robertson, thc Secretary for Lands, join in it—he is a Murrurundi man, is
ho not? lie was not there.
_
472(i. You did not apply to him ? No, he knew nothing at all about it.
4727. Did Mr. Lodcr join in it ? No.
_
4728. Would you have expected it of him to do so ? At that time-he was not frequently
down in the town. ■ I do not know that he was expected to joio in it; no doubt he was
. acquainted with thc circumstance. He lives sixteen miles away, and he was not there, at all
events,
*
4729. Arc you sure that Mr. Martindale and other contractors were not the originators of
this affair ? That I cannot say.
r t *
4730. Do you look on it as a general expression of opinion ? In this way:—in a little town
ship such as ours, perhaps anyone who had contributed to the testimonial, or been at the
dinner, micht have done it, not from any positive feeling, but because others were doing it.
A few parties who had a disposition to recognize Mr. Collett’s action amongst them, and
to mark his leaving the district in an appropriate manner, got it up, by applying to their
neighbours and others to join in it.
4731. It is easy enough to get these.things up? Yes, there is not any very great difficulty,
because in fact in some respects there is a general feeling to go to a dinner and enjoy them
selves of an evening
.
,,
tut
4732. Without much reference to thc merits of tbe case? Not m all cases. I believe
many persons would have attended that had no special views.
_
4733. You would not think much bettor or worse of a man on account of his having got a
testimonial ? Generally I think those who contributed did so with tho view of making some
little acknowledgment of thc estimation in which he was held; though I admit that persons
would also contribute and go to the'dinner without any distinct feeling on the subject
4734. You consider that your own feelings were shared in by a good many others ? 1 do.
4735. You did not hear of anyone joining in it who disapproved of it ? No, I did not hear
anything of tbe sort.
4736. Did Mr. Thomas Evans join in it? I do not think he did._
4737. How was it he was not applied to? I do not know. He lives away a little bit, two

'

4738. Did you find .that many respeotablo people held aloof? No, I did not understand
that parties who were not there held aloof; it was not thought they wore opposed to it.
4739 I suppose it was rather a manifestation of friendly feeling than anything else ? It
might be something in that way.
_
4740. What was thc sum of money presented ? £40 I think.
4741. And it was presented expressly on that ground, as an acknowledgment of ms public
services ? As an acknowledgment of his services as a public officer, in having satisfactorily,
as wc considered, discharged his duties to our advantage. We looked upon the state of the
roads at the time as being decidedly very advantageous and beneficial to us, and we thought
that Mr. Collett had been the chief actor in that matter.
4742. You have had no share in any contracts, I presume? None whatever.
4743. Should you not think it rather an awkward position for a public officer, who had the
supervision of contracts, to receive sums of money from contractors in any shape . If con
tractors only did it, it certainly would be.
.
4744. How would you feel it yourself, if you were a public officer and had to supervise the
work of contractors—would you not feel that you wore doing a rather ambiguous thing if you
took money at all from contractors ? Some views might be held of that kind, but I do not
know whether they would apply very forcibly to this case. The contractors wore like other
people who paid money towards this testimonial—some of them at least.
4745. \rou are not aware that they were more active than others? No; there were only
Mr. Greer and Mr. Martindale about our neighbourhood.
4740. Were there any other Magistrates besides yourself concerned ? There were no others
resident in the township; the nearest resides eight or ten miles away.
4747. Has your attention been called to the construction of any of the bridges along thc
road ? Yes, I have seen them,
4748. Do you think they are well-built bridges ? Thc cheap bridge we bave near our part
is a good bridge.
4749. Was it built under Mr. Collett ? Under Mr. Collett.
4750. Who was the contractor ? Mr. Martindale.
4751. Is it a good bridge? Ycs.
, „ j m
4752. It is between two towns? Between Murrurundi and Haydon town.
4753. Is it a large bridge ? It is a good width, very commodious.
4754. How long has it been built? About four months.
*
. „ Ti
4755. Do yon know anything of the new bridge at thc Doughboy' Diversion ? I know
nothing of the Doughboy Diversion at all.
, „ tw n 1, ,
4756 Bo you think the bridges in general are made wide enough ? Well, other bridges are
decidedly not made wide enough, but this bridge at Murrurundi is a very suitable bridge
indeed, and very unobjectionable in its width.
_
» . , ,
4757. You cannot tell the Committee whether the Donghboy Diversion works are finished
or not? They were expected to be finished within a few days when I left home.
4758. You cannot speak personally of them ? No.
4759.
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4759. By Mr. Markham: Previous to the time of Mr. Collett’s having left, before he was A. lirodic.
appointed Commissioner, you have spoken to his general character as a Superintendent of Esq., J.P.
roads—you spoke favourably in that respect ? Yes.
47G0, Have you ever heard a contrary opinion entertained amongst the people in Murrurundi ^ Pec., 1861
ami tlie neighbourhood ? No.
' •
4761. Y ou have not heard anything against Mr. Collett? Not until the appointment of this
Committee.
476I2. From your experience, you consider that thc roads have improved latterly under Mr.
Collett’s supervision ? Ycs.
4763. As a general rule ? In every way, The roads are very good indeed. In travelling
up and down the country we get along so comfortably and so well; there is no bad road at
all I should imagine; and some years ago we had shocking, miserable roads, and could not
depend on travelling at all,
4764. You attribute the improvement principally to Mr. Collett’s attention and supervision ?
I attribute it to the public outlay upon the roads, and’to Mr. Collett, who was the officer
.
having the active direction of it.
4765. Is it your opinion that tho public moneys have been well or badly laid out under Mr.
,
Collett's superintendence ? I have not sufficient knowledge of the circumstances to give any
distinct answer; I do not know what amount of money has been paid ; I can only speak of
the (act of the roads being improved to what they were some years ago.
_
4766. With regard to this testimonial, you state it was a public testimonial ? Ycs.
4767. There was no privacy whatever with regard to it? No.
4768. And you state that the first party who mentioned it to you was Mr. Lewis Cohen ? Yes.
4769. And subsequently Mr. Wightman and Mr. George Brodie? Yes, it was in this way—
parties coming in would speak of the circumstance having been thought of.
4770. Is it you impression that these parties mentioned it before any of these contractors—
Martindale or the others? Well, I do not know ; Mr. Martindale was just about like the
rest; I cannot say whether lie might not have named it as well as others.
4771. lint your impression is that Mr. Cohen was the first? Yes ; Mr. Cohen and others
were talking about the matter.
4 772. Did the contractors take a more prominent part than other inhabitants of Murrurundi ?
I know of no contractor being concerned in it but Mr. Martindale; I do not know that Mr.
Greer was working about there; Mr. Martindale was engaged on his works that way, and he
lived a little further down than my place: he was the only contractor I ever saw at all
about it.
4773. So far as it came under your own particular notice, did Mr. Martindale take, or
appear to lake, a more active part than any other inhabitants of the town ? Mr. Martindale
was connected with it; he was talking of it and had the matter in his view as well as the
others, and he and others bad a meeting which I was not at; I believe Mr. Martindale was
at the meeting, and moving in it, getting forward this dinner.
4774. And was at the dinner ? Yes.
4775. From your own knowledge you cannot say whether he was more active than Mr.-Lewis
Cohen and the other parties you mentioned.? No, I cannot say.
4770, Y ou do not know whether he was so much ? He was active enough ; he was stirring
about in it and speaking of it. I never was at the meeting and do not know what position
he took there; but in coming out and in he would speak of the circumstance and about the
dinner, where it was to be and things of that sort. I never met him anywhere else about it.
4777. Wore you present at the presentation of the testimonial? Yes.
.
4778. Was it a thoroughly public affair ? As public as it possibly could be.
4779. Was it presented after tbe dinner ? After the dinner, in tbe evening.
4780. Was it known to be a testimonial from the inhabitants generally ? Of course the
persons who subscribed to the testimonial were the persons who presented it, but it was
supposed to be the public action of tho place. It was originated at a meeting understood to
be held iu our little township; and afterwards, when a dinner was arranged for, and an
evening appointed, it was agreed amongst those moving in the matter to present this purse
at that. time.
4781. Do you know if there was any publication of it—whether it appeared in tbe news
papers or uot? I saw it noticed in thc papers, but I do not know who inserted it.
4782. A sort of report of the dinner and proceedings ? No ; it simply notified the fact that
tbe dinner had been held, and the purse presented to Mr. Collett at the time.
4783. By Mr.'Moskins : When did you see Mr. Collett last ? Not since he was up at the
opening nf tho bridge.
4784. Has Mr. Collett ever had any conversation with you with reference to the appoint
ment of this Committee? Never; I never met him or saw him with reference to it.
4785. You say the roads have been much improved since Mr. Collett has bad the manage
ment of them—you allude to the roads near Murrurundi? In the vicinity of Murrurundi,
and farther down; our own vicinity particularly.
4786. How long has Mr. Collett had charge of the roads ? I imagine it might be ten years
since I bave seen him coming np and down upon the roads.
4787. Have there been more men employed on the roads in the last ten years than there
were in the ten years antecedent? Yes; I should say many more.
4788. Therefore do you not think it reasonable that there would be an improvement in the
roads, from the much larger number of persons employed? Yes, I would decidedly consider
it to be owing to thc labour and outlay bestowed on the roads ; but Mr. Collett having been,
as we knew, tho chief man in our district managing the roads, to him of course we were rather
disposed to give any praise for thc result. Of course we expected the roads to be improved,
on account of the great deal of work done and the money expended.
4789.
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Drodic, 4789, Do you know the amount of money appropriated for the maintenance of the roads
Jisq., J. P. <}uring t]je ]ast ten years ? No; but it must be a large amount.
4790. Do you know the road between thc foot of Morgan’s Katige and Murrurundi? Tea.
ID Pee., 1SG1. 4701 Has that been improved in the last ten years? When we cross the river, OD the
upper side of the river, it has been improved,
*
4792. Between the river and Murrurundi the road has been improved? Decidedly.
4793. What is the distance ? I dare say five miles.
4794 Do you know the amount of money expended upon it? No.
4795. You do not consider that any great merit is to he attached to Mr. Collett for
improving the roads, inasmuch as there have been increased sums of money voted for that
object? Properly speaking there is no reasonable cause why we should have acknowledged
Mr. Collett at all. I can now remember its being spoken of to other gentlemen, who made
the remark that Mr. Collett was very well paid for his duties, and that there was no neces
sity for any acknowledgment at all. Perhaps that might be the correct view; but, as I have
said, there is a pretty general disposition to hold evening meetings, and have a dinner, and soon.
4790. Were these persons who made this remark asked to contribute to tbc testimonial?
I do not know.
4797. Who were they ? One gentleman, Mr, Wright, made that remark to me.
4798. Who is Mr. Wright ? A Magistrate, living about ten miles away.
.
4799, Do you know whether the road alluded to, between the river aud Murrurundi, was
let by public tender, or performed by day-work ? That piece of work had been going on for
«
a number of years; the first way in which the woik was done was by the overseer with
men under him, employing the men and paying them weekly or daily wages; but afterwards
1 understood that pieces of that road were let by contract to parties at certain prices.
4800. Just tax your memory—did you over hear of the gross sum of money expended on
that piece of road ?. No.
,
‘
,
4801. You never heard that a lump sum of <£3,500 was voted for that piece of road from the
River Page to Murrurundi ? I cannot say I remember any amount of money that was either
voted or expended.
4802. However, I suppose you know there were a considerable number of men there, for a
lengthened period? Yes, I know a number of men were employed by tbe overseers in tbe
first instance, when tbe roads were being begun under Mr. Collett, and the system was not
generally approved of; iu fact the overseers seemed to do as they pleased, and to do very
little work, so that for a very considerable time tbe reads were managed less properly than
they are now.
4803. Will you be kind enough to state in what way Mr. Collett’s management of the roads met,
your particular approval—something which induced you to join in tbc testimonial ? I think
I explained that, in the simple fact of the roads being improved and Mr. Collett being tbe
acknowledged actor in the matter; it. was chiefly, on that account that the testimonial was
given, the persons concerned in it uot inquiring very nicely into the matter. I do not know
that it could be looked upon as any positive acknowledgment that the thing was really well
.d'jn’e bn the part of Mr. Collett, because the persons engaged in getting up that testimonial
, did uot enter into that, but they looked simply at the facts that Mr Collett had been a
/ resident for a great number of years, that he was about to leave, and that tho roads had been
greatly improved under his management.
j
4804. Were the lists kept in stores for persons to give their contributions, or were contri■
butions solicited by persons who went round the township? There was a meeting at which
there was a list brought forward and the names were put on it; I never saw a list in any store.
4805. Do you happen to know whether persons went round soliciting contributions to this
;
testimonial ? 1 cannot say about that
4800. Did you ever bear it? No; I know there was a committee appointed; I could name
\
some persons who were acting in the matter.
4807. Will you please to name the committee? I think George Munro had some business
in that, and also Mr, Lewis Cohen ; and at tbe meeting that had been held on the subject
their names were mentioned, and they were active in getting subscribers; and I know that
Mr. Martindale was also getting subscribers, but I do not know whether he was one of the
committee.
4808. Was he taking about a list ? I suppose he migbt have had a list; I think Mr. Mar
tindale applied to parties, and that through him there were many put upon thc list.
4809. Was he a member of the committee, can you say ? I imagine be was.
4810. Was Mr. Clements a member of the committee ?
No, he wns'not residing
there.
4811. Was Mr. Clements? I do not know.
4812. Can you state from your own knowledge whether Mr. Martindale was taking round a
list soliciting contributions? I think Mr. Martindale was a member of the committee, and
that he was acting with the others.
4813. Did tho other persons you have alluded to go round the town? I do not know
whether they did.
4814. Do you know whether Mr. Martindale solicited subscriptions from any of the men
working on the road ? lam not sure of that; I do not know.
4815. Did you ever look over the list of subscribers ? Yes ; I have seen some of the names
of subscribers, but I do not remember any of bis men on it.
4816. Was Mr. Wightman, the publican, a subscriber? Ycs, and Mr. John Wightman.
4817. Had Mr. Wightman a contract at the time under Sir. Collett? Not at that time.
4818. Can you speak with any degree of accuracy ? I believe he had not; it was after this
that Mr. Wightman had a contract.
4819. Do you know when Mr. Collett finally expressed his approval of the work on the
Liverpool Range ? No.
,
.
1
.
4820.
A.

*
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4820. Do you know the date when it was formally opened ? No.
A. Brodic,
4821. Was it a subject of rejoicing? There was no special notice of its being opened,
because the first part of that work was done, and some time elapsed before it was used; they
^
brought it down to tho part where there was no road-at all, and there was a second contract'1&I)ea’1861to joio it on to the main road. The first Inti-cutting was done and left in that way for some
considerable time, and then this other work was contracted for, by Mr, Martindale I think,
from the main road round the face of the hill to join the new road down tbe hill, and there
was some time between the two works. I am not sure whether he had got to Doughboy
Hollow before he commenced this second contract; I believe hc had.
4822. Was the upper portion opened before this was formed? It could'not be travelled
upon, because it stopped at the foot of tbe bill.
4823. Can you tell me whether it was opened for tbe use of the public? There was no
special notice of it,
'
4824. Was it previous to this testimonial being subscribed that the new road was opened ?
No, I do not think it was opened then; I am sure it was not.
ifooe’ «°W l0Dg IlaS 1)6611 0Pcncd ? 11 is not four months I should say.
ITmW ,0tlg IS it; siBC0 tbia testimonial was got up ? It was in April, I think.
482/. n hen. was Mr, Collett made Commissioner of Koads? I do not know: some short
time before.
o^afTnotl ^r’ ^0^'3tt Commissioner of Roads when this road was thrown open to the
public! Yes, of course hc was.
4829. It was not previous to this testimonial? No; I believe they were working on the
C
second contract at thc time; that is, thc first cutting from the top of the hill to a certain
place where it stopped in the bush was done, and bad been so for a considerable time, and
all it required was the second part to be made to connect it with the road over the hill; and
this took some time to have done.
4830. Then the first portion of the contract had been finished previous to this testimonial,
but thc second had not ? Yes.
wi 3°U kD0LT wl)at amo"Ilt of money was involved in the second contract? No.
”hat was thc extent of it—how many lineal yards, at a rough guess? Say threequarters of a mile.
e 15
J
4833. The lower part ? The lower part of the road.
4834. How many men were employed on it, at a rough guess ? A good many Chinameti in
thc first instance, and other gangs of men.
4835. Do you know whether it was lot by public tender? I think it was; I do not know
though; 1 really Lave not paid all this attention to it,
483(i. Is it not customary to make the Magistrates of the district acquainted with the fact
of tenders having been invited ? If I remember rightly I have seen in the Court-house tho
documents for the second contract os well as the first.
4837. Were tenders invited ? Ycs; because these papers were specially for the notice of
parties tendering.
4838. Do you*know who were the tenderers ? I do not.
•
,
4839. Do you know_whether more than one person tendered for this contract? I do not
know ; but I imagine the tenders are here in Sydney. We do not know anything of it;
partu’s simply come and look at the specifications of work required to be done.
4840. Is that contract complete-now ? Yes.
^ t^at'tbo Por^[>tl
the road where you complained that tbc road was so soon in
bad order after being opened ? No, it was tbe upper portion of the work.
4842. How soon after that contract had been completed was the road in a bad state of repair?
It was during the heavy rains of last winter this bad road occurred, and that piece of road
might have becu done some months before, and all the men away from it.
4843. Can you siy whether any portion of that had been metalled ? I do not know. I
never was on the road during the time of making it. I was on it once or twice after it was
hnished, and then it was covered up with nice gravel over it; as to the under-work I do not
know what it was.
4844. What description of gravel was it—a bad description mixed with loam, or good creek
gravel * t H was taken from the surrounding hills.
4845. \Vas it a good description of gravel ? I do not know how it would do in wet weather;
it was a beautiful road in dry weather.
484G, Do you know whether there waa any pitching underneath this ballast ? No, I do not
know that.
'
4847. Would there be any difficulty in obtaining there good trap, like that piece on the
tabic, to motal thc road ? No. I do not know whether there is dny on this side of tho hill
«n? ’S p cn‘y °,f st0ne.of tbat description lying about the hills all round about it.
'
4848. Ihere would be no difficulty in obtaining plenty of good metal ? No.
4819. You said that a portion of this line was in a very bad state of repair, and in holes of
water ? I never saw it while it was in that bad stale, but tbe drivers of drays and others
t.iat were passing about, were making very loud complaints of some particular parts of thc
road that had given way, so that the drays would bog and sink through.
4850. I think, in reply to Mr. Forster, you stated that it appeared as though it had been
submerged in water? I do not know -that I said that. All that I saw of it was whilst they
were at work pitching it, packing large stones on the road. Then it was not metalled, and
travelling had to he done by going into the bush a little way.
4851, That is on tho new line ? Yes, on the first cutting.
48o2. Do you think the bad state of the road arose from the want of efficient drainage ?
I hero were drains on the side of the road, but I fancy that if thc road had been raised more
Jt would not have became so boggy#
•
- •
■
•
-
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485S. Then the road was too flat? It must hare been, I think; I cannot say positively.
4854. Do you know much about road-making? Noj and besides I was not on the road
more than once or twice, and that was when it was a good road; but I afterwards heard
1? Dee., 1861. complaints that they could not get up.
4855. Do you know whether people went the old road in preference ? No.
4856. Is the road in good repair at present? Tes.
4857. Did you ever examine the bridge at Murrurundi ? I have seen it often, passing and
repassing, and have stopped a bit about it.
4858. Is the timber properly tarred and painted ? I should say it is.
4859. Did you examine the flooring ? Yes.
4860. What timber is that composed of? I do not know.
4861. Did you ever see the specifications of the bridge? Tea.
4862. Did you ever read them intently—being a Magistrate you would take some interest
in these matters ? Yes, I took some little interest in them. Specifying thc nature of the
timber, do you mean ?
_
4863. Yes ? I know on one occasion there was a dispute about the kind of timber.
4864. Between whom? The parties on whose ground the timber was being out would not
allow it to bo removed, and it was stated that it was not the description required to be put
in the bridge. However, that only casually came out during the inquiry. The timber
they were moving away from this place was a certain description of timber, and when the
specifications were looked at, it was seen that the timber required was not the sort that the
person complained had been cut on his land.
4865. Do you remember what kind of timber was specified to be used as the flooring of the
bridge ? Not exactly; I know it to be hardwood—either gum or ironbark or some other
hardwood; not white gum, which was considered objectionable.
4866. Do you know whether white gum has been used ? No.
4867. Did you ever hear that white gum has been used for tbe flooring of the bridge? No.
4868. Do you consider white gum a durable timber ? No, I understand it is inferior.
4869. Are the residents in your neighbourhood in the habit of using white gum? They
do not like it; they may use it occasionally without its being known; but they always
reject it.
...
4870. Is it customary to have a copy of the specifications of any public contract, that is
being performed in any locality, kept in the Court-house, for the inspection of the Magis
trates and the public during the time tbe work is going on ? During thc time the contracts
are being tendered for, chiefly with a view to-----4871. Not afterwards? It is not specially necessary; the Magistrates are not to inquire
into these works.
4872. Then as a Magistrate you would not have the opportunity of inspecting the specifica
tions ? I could.
4873. Where? In the Court-house.
4874. Well, I asked you if they were kept there ? Yes, a copy is left there always.
4875. Do you happen to know whether there is a copy of tho specifications of the Doughboy
Diversion works in the Court-house at Murrurundi ? Yes, I believe it is there.
4876. Do you know whether those specifications have been departed from? Altered?
4877. Yes, altered? I have hoard they have been altered.
4878. Did you frequently see Mr. Quodling in Murrurundi ? Yes.
4879. How frequently ? Perhaps once a fortnight, or once a week sometimes.
4880. Where did he usually stay? At Wightman’s Hotel.
4881. Did you ever hear that Mr. Collett had complained of Mr. Quodling being too
frequently at Murrurundi ? No, I never heard that he complained.
4882. Did you ever hear of any complaints having been made that Mr. Quodling tad been
too frequently there ? No.
4883. Do you know Mr. Williams, an overseer? Yes.
4884. How long has be been there ? Nine months, or more.
4885. Do you know whether he had been accustomed to road-making before he received
that appointment ? No.
_
4886. Did you ever hear ? I understood he had not been accustomed to road-making.
4887. Did you ever hear Mr. Collett at any time state that he had not acquired practical
experience ? I have heard that Mr. Collett should say so; I should not at all say he did
not say so, but I do not remember his having stated it.
4888. You did not hear him ? No.
.
^889. Do you know Mr. Hannington ? I do.
■
4890. Do you know whether he had ever been accustomed to road-making previous to his
appointment? I should imagine not; I do not know.
_
4891. Can you state the number of contracts that, during your residence at Murrurundi, or
of late years since Mr. Collett has superintended the road, have been allotted to persons
without being subjected to public competition ? I could not tell you.
4892. Has Mr. Collett been in thc habit of allotting contracts without competition in the
vicinity of Murrurundi ? That one for the short piece of road that the Wightmans had was
given I think in that way, and some others might have been.
'
4893. Or any extensions of contract ? I do not know.
4894. What sort of contract was this of Wightman’s? A short piece of road, about a
quarter or half a mile, to he formed and gravelled as I understood; but it did not satisfy the
Superintendent, and when he came up he disapproved of it, and the parties were stopped in
their work, and they did not go on it again. I did not see any more people working on
it, excepting the usual workmen that go on the road under the overseer.
4895. Do you know the amount of money ? I do not.
4896.
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4896. Do youknow whether Mr. Wightman has keen paid ? . I do not. I heard they were A. Brodie,
'^07 wu
th^ ,were not Paid at the time>
1 ^ve not any positive knowledge. Es<f^aoo J'dere .1B a bndge opposite your house ? There is.
s
^qoo iybat
length of this bridge ? It is a very short one over a gully.
1® Dee-. 1861,:
^ooo t^0 ^°U i °w t*ie cost oi> ^e construction of that bridge P No.
fifteen fbe/011
whether “ was Iet
Pub!ic tonder-waa it sixty feet long ? No, not
4901. Who was the contractor? Mr. Martindale.
4902. By Mr. Dangar: Are you aware that Mr. Greer made a complaint respecting Wightman^getting tho contract you spoke of? No.
r
r
e>
t
4903. Did you hear that that contract was made by Mr. Williams at Wightman’s billiard
table s No.
4904. Did you ever hear that Mr. Williams let this contract to Mr. Wightman without
applying to Mr. Collett—the gravelling from the part you speak of to Brodie’s bridge, and
Acm - 0VjWard3 ®ccme ten m^ea ^
I do not know anything of that.
05. Did you ever hear that any party remonstrated with the Commissioner about thiscontract ? No, I did not hear that even.
ar^ri
aw£l're1 ^r' Williams letting contracts to others without Mr. Brown’s or
Mr. Collett s knowledge ? lam not.
4907. You spoke of Mr. Collett’s superior management. Since Mr. Collett has been Com
missioner and Mr. Brown Superintendent, can you observe any difference in the management
ot tne roads oetween Mr. Collett’s and Mr. Brown’s superintendence ? I could not tell vou
that; 1 do not know sufficient to say.
J
4908. Does Mr. Brown give satisfaction ? Yes, I imagine he does.
Yes ^°U &re aware’ as aQ °^d c°l0I1ist, that the weather has a great deal to do with roads ? ■

*

4910. In fine weather----- - ? They are good.
4911 But in wet weather how are they ? I cannot say so much for them in wet weather:
it makes a very great alteration.
4912. I believe you were speaking of the wood used in the Arnold Bridge—was there not a
lawsuit respecting the wood ? There was some of the wood taken down from the bridge at
its commencement j there was a party complained of taking away their timber, and in that
way the quality of the wood came under notice; but Mr. Martindale explained by saying he
required this timber for scaffolding, and afterwards there was considerable interest to see
that this timber should not be used in the bridge, and in fact tho greater part of it was
never takeu away from the land where it was cut,
4913. You are aware that very large special grants have been allowed for the Murrurundi
District, apart from the amount voted per mile ? Yes.
4914. From tho Gap towards Scone, large special grants ? Yes, I am aware we have had
our full share.
491o. From the amount of money granted by these special grants, great improvement ought
to take place in the roads, no matter who was Commissioner or Superintendent?
Undoubtedly so.
r
4916. Do you think Mr. Williams an efficient road overseer ? I am not a very good iudge
whether he is or not.
°
^ 6
4917. Is he a fair sample of those who preceded him ? We formerly had the overseer pretty
constantly amongst thc men, and it is somewhat different now to what it was.
aoTq 7 Mr’ Williams «l“to e<Wal to Mr. Clements ? Yes, quite equal to Mr. Clements.
Aoon tvj ^0U aware *ba* blr- Clements has been dismissed a second time? Yes.
. Did you hear the cause of his dismissal in tbe first instance, when overseer to the
Uovernment ? I could not say precisely.
4921. Was be deficient in his accounts? I understood so.
.
4922. Were his cheques dishonored ? Yes, they were.
4923. Given for pay to the men? Yes.
4924. Since that he has been appointed again as bridge overseer ? Well, I understood be
Held some little appointment of that kind at thc foot of the range
4925. Is he so now ? No,
4926. Dismissed a second time ? Dismissed again.
4927. Were you summoned to attend this Committee? Yes.

FRIDAY,

20

DECEMBER,
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Mr. DALGLEISH,
j
Mr. DANGAR,
|

WILLIAM FOKSTER,

1861.

Mr. HOSKINS,
Mr. MARKHAM.
Esq.,

in the

‘

Ceaik.

Mr. Zechariah Hawkins called in and examined:—
4928. By ike Chairman : What are you? A road overseer.
Mr. Z.
4929. Where do you live ? At Uralla.
Hawkins.
4930. That is between Armidale and Liverpool Range ? Yes.
4931. On the other side of the Moonby? Yes.
20 Dec., I8G1.
4932. Has your attention been called to this Committee at all ? Yes; I have a summons to
attend it.
4933.
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4933. Do you know what tbe Committco is sitting upon? Upon the Resignation of Mr.
Quodling; it is specified in the summons.
_ _
4934. And also upon matters connected with public works in the Northern Districts gene20 Dec., 1861. raiiy ? p understand so.
r
■
4930. Who is the officer immediately over you ? Mr. Coghlan.
1=
'
14936. ■ Mr." Quod ling was before his resignation ? Yes.
'
4937. What was he called ? A Road Superintendent.
- 4938. You are an overseer of roads ? Yes.’
’
'f
,r'
_
‘
4939. Can you state what your duties are from beginning to end ? < My duty is to see works
carried out according to the specifications.
1 * ■ '
,
<
_
4940. But there are some works in regard to which you have no specification—the main
taining of roads, for instance ? Yes, some minor works.
1 v
■
4941; Yon have to superintend and see that tho men do their work properly? Yes/to mark
it out and direct them. in.
’
1
■
4949. In regard to the specifications—what parts of the works do they'relate to? The
building of Bendemeer bridge, and the clearing of the new line; these are the only specifi! cations! have. There are some other specifications which Mr. Quodling gave me when he
went away, for the building of Uralla bridge and tbe bridge at Saumares Creek,
i .h
4943. For the rest of the works they were considered not to be required ? No. Tf •' 1
4944. In what shape are these specifications placed in your hands? They are written
documents. 1
t
4945. Do they state in detail everything required to be done ? Yes, it is supposed they do.
4946. Do you generally find they do—you say they are supposed to do, but do they ? Not
■ always; sometimes there is reference made to the plan in the specification.
4947. But can you get the plans sometimes ? Yes.
■
‘
4948. The plans and specifications together give you, in detail, everything to be done in every
work? Yes.
_
_
1
;4949.' Havo you always been furnished with these as much as were required, in regard1 to
these works you speak of? Yes.
■
(
<■
4950: In full? Yes. 1
‘
_
4951. You say your duty was to see the work carried out according to the plan and specifi
cation by the contractor? Yes.
■
- '
'
4952. If you found the work was not being done properly by tho contractor, what was the
■ next step? I reported it to the Superintendent. * ■■ 1
1
■
ri
■ • f
4953. You did not exercise any influence in stopping the work ? No; I reported to the
Superintendent.
.
' !
'
i
^
’ I i1/ ■]
7
‘
4954. Would you inform the contractor of it at the same time ? Yes. 1
’f
• 4955, Is it the practice of the contractor to stop when you make an advCrse report? Not
t always, unless tho Superintendent stops them; it is in the power of the Superintendent to
stop the works.
1 *
- ‘i
4956. You have nothing to do but to report ? No.
1
_
1
4957. In what shape would you make your report—in writing? Always in writing.' If
there were anything to which I considered attention should be drawn, I should report
immediately.
*'■
> ^ I
rt,f hi ■■ ■ - r'7
4958.' How often did you see the Superintendent? Sometimes once a fortnight, sometimes
once a month.
t
'4959. Do you think that often enough ? I think it was; I had no control over him. ' '
4960. Do you think it was sufficiently often for the public interest, to see him once a fort■ night, or as often as you have ? Yes,
’
”
r '’t . n *
■
4961. What is the nature of tho work at Uralla ? Building a bridge; one of the minor
bridges, about sixty-three feet long.
' ‘ '
'
4962. How long wore you under Mr. Quodling? About ten months.
'
1 ■
4963.“'Can you state what the duties of a Road Superintendent were, or are, so far as you
know them ? He has to point out to the overseers what is necessary to be done; he has a long
length of road to go over, and to point out to the overseers what is required to be done; he
has also the management of the expenditure of money. _
_
4964. Supposing your reports against the works are not noticed------? If anything serious
were going on I should stop them.
4965. I thought you said you had no power to stop them ? I should take upon myself to
do so if the Superintendent did not come to see them.
4966. Suppose the contractor would not stop ? I would make a report again.
4967. Did you find that ever oeour ? No.
4968. Have yon found it your duty to report against the works under your charge at all ?
I'think I did report to Mr, Quodling at one time about tho Bendemeer abutments.
4969. Will you state the nature of your report then ? As far as I can recollect; it was with
* reference to the quality of the work not being good.
4970. Not according to the specification ? It was built according to the specification.
4971. What was the particular fault then? That the stones were not sufficiently worked to
come into courses properly. Tho specification was that it was to be rubble work, or the
outsides might be in courses, and the coursing stones were improperly bedded in some places.
4972. Do you mean that they did not properly meet? They were not evenly bedded.
4973. Was this the only fault you found? That was the only fault I found.
4974. Was that tho only time you had occasion to find fault? Yes.
4975. Did you report that to Mr. Quodling? Yes.
4976. What was done in the matter? Mr. Quodling said it was' done according to the
specification.
4977. Was there no notice taken of it at all ? No.
4978.
'Mr. Z.
Hawkins.
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4978. Did Mr. Quodling report your report again ? lam not aware.
Mr. Z.
Hawkins.
4979. Was your certificate necessary to the payment of the money ? Not altogether.
4980. The money could be paid without it? It is usual for the overseer to make up
20 Dee..11861.
vouchers and state the quantities in detail, and then to sign.
4981. Have you ever known money paid without yourrvoucher? No.
4982. Would you think it irregular if it were done? I should think so, but it never
occurred.
1 "
,
i
4983. Do you think Mr. Quodling visited and inspected your works and attended to his
duty as much as could be expected when he was over you ? ■ Yes.
"
4984. What do you think of Mr, Quodling’s competency ? I think he was very competent,
4985. You think he understands his duties fully ? Yes.
■ - '
■
4986. You consider yourself competent to form an opinion ? Yes.
’
*
4987. Is Mr. Quodling anything of an engineer ? I never saw him. carry out any works. ” I
have not been long with him. The works were marked out before I went there, but I
believe him to be capable of engineering. '
'
'
’ 1
4988. Then how was it, when you reported in this particular case, that certain works were
improperly done, that Mr. Quodling did not report again ? X do not know whether he did
or not.
' «
- ■
- :
■
■ *
4989. Was nothing stopped from the work? No, the work went on according to the speoi■fication, oT
h.
1 i
'
,
■
4990. Then the objection you took was not properly an objection to the contract at all ?
Not properly j I had no power over that. The contractors generally work to the specifica
tion, and they do not feel bound to do more than that.
4991. Do you know whether the bridge still retains the fault to which you objected? It
has been damaged by the flood.
r
1
4992. Was that iu consequence of any of the defects you reported against ? I think not;
I think it was owing to the work being green j it had not dried before the flood came.
4993. You do not think the contractor deviated from his contract, but that he performed it
faithfully? Yes, according to his agreement.
■
*
4994. Whose fault was it that the bridge was not built as you thought it ought to have
been ? I cannot say whose fault it was, but I should say the fault lay in the specification.
4995. Do you think the specification ought to have included what you said ? It should
have been stated in detail.
'
4996. You think it was tho fault of the person who drew tho specification ? ‘I do not know
who drew it. ■ ’
*
.
■
4997. Was it Mr. Collett? I do not know; I think it was before his time. 1
■
4998. Who was the contractor ? Mr. Dowell, of Tamworth.
'
1
4999. How much did he gain by not doing it as you suggested ? It would have made a
great deal of difference if it had been done as I proposed. The stone is granite—a hard
stone—and if it had been wrought and bedded properly, it would have made a good deal of
difference in the cost of tho work.
<
■
!
'l
5000. Was Mr. Collett in tho habit of visiting the works you were placed over ? I saw him
•'onoe. ;1
- <
5001. What were his duties ? I do not know what his duties were.
* ( ■' * •
5002. Was it in the power of the Superintendent and yourself to vouch for any work that
\
'
i
was done ? Yes.
5003. Then your voucher, and that of Mr. Quodling, were necessary to the payment of
■'money ?i-Yes..
“’si
, , ■
<■
5004. Do you think it would be irregular for the Commissioner, or anyone abovo you, to
•pay the money, unless these two vouchers were given ? I think it would.
r '
5005. Do you know whether that has ever been done ? No.
■
5006. You cannot toll ?'f No. ’
1
”
5007. Do you know anything of a testimonial having been given to Mr. Collett? No.
5008. Yon did not subscribe to the testimonial? No.
'
5009. You have no knowledge of Mr. Collett’s qualifications ? No.
5010. Either as a surveyor or as an engineer? No.
5011. Have you had any conversation with anyone, about this inquiry, before you came
hero ? Only such as was passing about among people in general. I had no particular con
' versation with anyone.
5012. What is the general feeling as to Mr. Quodling’s competency—is he generally looked
upon ns a good Road Superintendent? Yes, I think so; I think he was generally looked
upon »s a competent person.
5013. Who is looking after your work new that you are away? No one; Mr. Coghlan is
down also.
5014. Is Mr. Coghlan over you? Yes.
5015. Has he attended to his duties in the same way as Mr. Quodling did ? Yes.
5016. Do you think he is well qualified ? I do.
5017. How do you know he is in town ? I have seen him.
5018. This morning? Yes.
5019. What induced you to come down ? The summons.
5020. Did you not ask for leave ? ' No; Mr. Coghlan was away at Armidale, and I con
sidered myself bound to come down ; I did not know to the contrary; I shewed Mr. Coghlan
the summons afterwards,
5021. By Mr. JDalglcish: What are you ? A road overseer.
.
5022. Are you any trade ? Not in particular.
5023. Were you brought up to any trade? I was brought up to a trade, but I have not
followed it for many years.
5024.
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5024. What was it? The tanning and leather-dressing business.
5Q25.
How long have you been employed on the roads ? Seven years, within a month or two,
----- *-----v 5026. In what capacity? As an overseer.
20 Dec., 1861. 5027, From the first? From the first.
5028! What experience had you in road-making before you got that employment ? I had
had a good deal of experience in building and other matters.
5029. Your particular duty, I think you said, was to see to the clearing of the line and
building of a bridge? Yes.
5030. Was it a stone or a wooden bridge ? A wooden bridge.
5031. Had you had much experience in wood-work ? Yes.
5032. Obtained during these seven years ? Principally; before that I had experience in
wood-work.
5033. The plan and specification were placed in your band when you began a work ? JExcept
in minor works j in small works the plan and specifications are not given in detail; we know
how they are to be done.
5034. You accept that as your guide to see that the work is faithfully done ? Yes.
5035. You have spoken of Bendemeer bridge, and stated that you repotted against the
abutment—what induced you to do so, if the work was carried on according to the specifica
tion ? I stated to Mr. Quodling my opinion that the work would not stand.
5036. And when the work was opened it did not stand ? Yes; but tbe work had not time
to dry before tbe flood came.
5037. You stated that, when the work was progressing, you reported to Mr. Quodling your
opinion that the work would not stand ? Yes.
5038. And afterwards you stated that, in your opinion, the only fault of the work was that
it was not dry ? No; that was the cause of the damage by tbe flood, because the mortar
had not dried. There is an abutment on each side; one had dried,,the other had not; the
one that had dried was not so much damaged as the other that was wet.
5039. Yes, but that does not explain your statement; you have said you reported that the
work would not stand—I understand from that, that it would not stand under any circum
stances, or do you qualify that in any way ? That was my opinion, that it would not stand
the pressure of heavy floods.
5040. Have you had much experience in mason-work ? Yes, a good deal.
5041. Do you think it would be consistent with common sense to ask a contractor to put
course work or worked stone instead of rubble stone? No, I would not do it; but as far
as I recollect, there was a clause in tbe specification that the exterior may be coursed with
courses not more than twelve inches above tbe surface of the ground.
5042. At whose option ? At the option of the contractor I think.
5048. That is to say, the contractor had liberty, if he thought proper, to expend £400 or
£500 more upon his work than be was compelled by his contract to do? Tho stones were
pretty good stones for rubble work, but they did not work properly without hammering.
5044. Do you remember tbe terms of tbe contract—was the option of its beingdonc by course
work left with the contractor or the overseer, in the specification ? It did not say.
5045. Have many specifications passed through your hands? Yes.
5046. Is it usual for specifications to be made out in that vague manner? No, it is not;
that is the only one I recollect seeing made out in so vague a manner.
5047. You were asked what would the contractor gain by not making the work course or
squared work ? I said I thought it would be something very considerable, as the stone is
very hard.
5048. You think the contractor would gain something considerable by making it rubble
instead of squared work ? Yes.
5049. In what way would the contractor gain, seeing that his contract was for making
rubble work ? I think the contractor had no particular gain, for I think he had taken it at the
specification.
5050. Then the contractor had no gain whatever ? No; the tender was put in according to
the specification.
5051. What would be the difference in the price between rubble and hewn work ? For granite?
5052. For the same material as that used in the bridge ? Hewn work would be from 50s.
to £3 a yard dearer than rubble.
.
5053. Hubble work is the stone as it is roughly hewn from the quarry, in oblong blocks? Yes.
5054. Not in any way cut by the chisel, but rough from the quarry? Yes.
5055. The other is squared work of equal thickness ? Yes, and jointed properly.
5056. Hewn in straight lines—perfectly straight, so that there would not be above an eight
of an inch of mortar between the joints ? More than that—half an inch.
5057. How much would there be in rubble work ? An inch or more at time;. the stones do
not bed evenly, so that the mortar is of irregular thickness.
5058. The action of the flood would have far more effect upon the rough and irregular
surface of rubble work, and also on the greater thickness of mortar, between tbe joints, than
it would upon hewn work? Yes; there is greater room between the joints for the water
to get in.
5059. That, in your opinion, was the cause of the damage to the abutment? That is the
wetness of the mortar.
5060. As rubble work was it faithfully executed ? Yes.
5061. Were the piers protected by a coffer-dam ? The foundations were kept dry while the
bottoms dried; the bottoms were set in cement,
5062. Were the coffer-dams kept up while the piers were drying? Not the upper part; the
specification specified the dams to be kept dry for a certain time—two days I think,
5063. If the coffer-dams had existed, would they have given any protection to the piers ?
Not in the least.
Hawkins.

5064.

7
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5064. Would tlie person who made out the specification he bound in any way by tbe sum
Mr. Z.
13 a If d,sP71r70Uld he not have to make his arrangemeHr the work 5
Hawkins.
proportion to the sum he had to_build the bridge with ? I think so
_______ ,
squared stone f y ™116'1 sum' U would be impossible for him to build the bridge with 20 Dee,. 1861.
idea.of,wLilt
bo the gross amount a bridge built with
^ 0TCr “ SlmiIar bridSe buiifc in Tubble
? 1 crtuld not answer

r elr SOae

immedtSy

EOra' w
’I06 knoT bow manJr yards aTG in thG bridge ? No.
nSoo" Ji ou d,tbe cost be double ? Yes> fully that.
5069. More than that ? Fully that.
5070. Do you know Mr. Bayley ? No.
Mr^OoMt iJokcd’tt oTbe'wenU^.1"^6 Whi'e ^ Wer0 ove™“i»g the erection of it?

Sth Sft'Su.1? ‘f'
when l!l'sS
10 “

*,bl! '“P"1*"" Mr- 0»B«« save lo Ibis work? He went
1 fo,S'‘ »hell'“ “ ™ 6"^ « not; I think it woe,

5073, Were you present ? No.
H°W l011® 7as h® eQgaged f Ue could not have been engaged
coach was going through at the time, and they only stopped to change
50/5. Can you describe how they inspected it—did they stop in one
nTpSn.” P
Mr CoII'“ s"li,M *itl*
“»» «»

half an hour for the
horses.
'
place or move about
briJg.—7 I was

RO?S' iVer° y°tu n?t at tbe works at a3! ? No» the work was completed.
Rnyfi n I'iS ^be time you were tbere Mr' Ool!ett did not inspect it? No.
is comnWd '^T01100 a bridsC) °r of ^ other Pieoe of work
* similar kind, after it
some cases-not in walls"
' CSCeptlI,S S° f" 33 the °Uter aPPea™ is e^eerned? In
Ten todm wSbfnf
ft might have

W01'k in3tGad of rubble, a fair facing might have been
6 eCD
°Ut in a Ver^ disSraCflful
? Yes,

known fromthVmGwfr °f ^ Com?issioLner ^ldd bave been useless-be would not have
LsrnSrmanuer ? No.aPPearanCe ^ ^ the W°rk bttd been CarHed otlt in tbe
5081. Have you been on any other work when Mr. Collett has inspected it ? No.
tte tSrrfthrj1 CrT ?■ Collflf0r
Iength °P time ? Since he took office at
in the^PDistrick
™
^ immediatelyullder b^
^ I b*ve been
Enoa' S bei Conimissioiier of the Upper District ? Yes.
r'8-

mi

RftR7 w°U refer -t0 tbe IS1endemeer bridge» aftGr you bad left the work ? Yes.
5088 AroT61’ 1DSP“cbed an.y work wh‘lG you were actually employed upon it ? No.
Koad> Onyiv trra^tedWTbany0therOV-erSeersorSuPerintendents «Pon the Northern
S rruV
see tbem J 1 was not acquainted with any.
5090' Tn
at Uralia'is U a, B,in^le sPan ? No, three spans of twenty feet each.
E- 5 what manner ,s it trussed ? It is not trussed; it has single beams-: cil^are laid
down and the piles are mortised into tbem.
6 uc‘“u^ ^ are iaia
5091. Tbe piles are not driven, but eills are laid upon the bed of the creek ? Yes mid
Si T§hn T flMd and naiied witb ^on spikes at the bottom
‘ ^ “d
rnoq' wi8 ■ wTe lron'worfe specified been attached to the bridge ? Yes
for bail dir! rr
w?r ^ rition °f tbe WOrk ? Mr- ^tage had the contract
AnQj it g’ and.Mr> Mitchell supplied the hewn and sawn timber.
6
509?' 2?Vf y°U buen emPiGyed,uPGo aQy of Mr. Martindale’s contract at all ? No.
description ?y°Nobeen em^ 0yed up0'1 any hr*c works other than Publio works of the same
Ec bSdingy°U HaVe had Sreat exPerionce in hoilding-wbat particular line of building ?

power over
EOQfi Wv
- • U

Yo,U Bay Wbcn you reP°rted t0 Mr. Quodling that you thought
W’ d6 T Mr- ,9uodliDs’s reply to you ? Itbink he said he had
3 carned out according to specification.

™

IZ1Z?

I0thinkrtsoWaS ^ imperfeot WOrk' without fcakiQg tbe flood into consideration at all ?

‘h»

Yes,

fiiof' N^^^.-^aoding that it was consistent with the specification ? Yes.
cation ? yE d‘d n0t lie Wltb the 00atraotor> bnt with the Party who drew the specifi5inq‘
ai n7‘
Rirm
5106

v0U aft Di0t iD a Position to 8a7 where the specification had its origin ’ No
v011 00 y know tbat thcre was a specification ? Yes.
y°U kn°W tbe site of Bendemccr bridge ? Yes
Wher? ^nk ^ the ^ Sittthat C°uld baT° been chosen ? In ^ W*™ it * not.

bawMta8ed,\rr;ps;P£w;‘i
p.rtlJd«/rh.S

be“!

pr*”t “ite

5108. Have you seen the abutments since the flood ?

*“M

"hM ?

^

K» > ^ ’'“k «■

Yes.

5109.
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5109. Has any material injury taken place? Yes, very much] especially to the one rrhieh
Hawkins. wns finished just before the flood.
.(-----5110. Has the mortar been washed away? The mortar has been entirely washed out.
20 Dec., 1861. 5111. Is the abutment so seriously damaged as to involve its being taken down again ? I
should say so.
5112. That abutment in particular? Yes.
5113. Do you know anything of the foundation of the abutment? I was present when that
one was laid.
_
5114. What foundation bad it ? On the shingle.
_
■
5115. Was it good sound shingle—a good sufficient foundation ? Yes.
_
5116. Were the abutments built square, or was there any cut-water ? It was built square.
5117. Is it usual to build pillars of that kind square ? The abutment pillars ?
5118. Where they are likely to come in contact with a flood? Yes.
5119. What would you prefer to have them, square or with a cut-water ? I should say to
splay them back, the abutments.
.
■
5120. You stated that you were not present when ilr. Collett inspected the works, therefore
you cannot say whether his examination was a strict one or otherwise ? No.
5121. Do you know aoything of the bridge over Saumarcz Creek? Yes.
5122. Who has the contract for that ?

Mr. Heritage.

5123. He also has the contract for a portion of the Uralta bridge? He had the building
of the two bridges. Mr. Mitchell supplied the timber, and Mr. Davis the iron.
5124. Have you examined the new line from Uralla to Armidale ? lies.
_
5125. Do you consider it an improvement upon tho old line? I consider it a very great
improvement; it will take a good deal of making.
3
^ o
e i
5126. When it is made do you consider that it will have a good foundation / borne of the
gronnd is had.
, .
,
5127. On the whole do you think it an improvement? The road is pretty well straight
from the Barley Field to Saumarcz Creek.
.
.
5128. Where they descend from the top of Martin’s Gully, will it bo an improvement
upon the present road ? No ; I think the road in that part, particularly, is out of place.
5129. Are you aware who laid out that road? Mr. Welts, I believe, the surveyor.
5130. Aro you aware whether ho had any instructions from anyone else to survey that
line? I understood him that he suveyed it under Mr. Collett’s instructions,
,

5131. You consider that approach to Armidale defective ?

Ido.

5132. Do you know any better ? Yes.
5133. Which side of the present road ? The old road is better.
.
.
5134. Did you oversee the causeway that was placed across Martin’s Gully some time since i
The banks of the creek were cut down and filled in, that was all wo could do. There was
no causeway made.
5135. There was a considerable quantity of gravel laid along the gulley ? There has not
been in my time.
o t l
i
5136. How often has Mr. Collett been in the district since you were overseer ? I have only
seen him once to my knowledge.
_ ,, . _
5137. Where were you at the time Mr. Collett visited Bendemeer Bridge l I think I was
up the road ; I saw him going up; I did net sec him coming down. It was coming back, I
think, he visited the abutments,
n T
T , , .
,
5138. iJy Mr. Dongar: Have you charge of Moonby Ranges? Not now; I had for the
first four or five months.
.
T
5139. You were stationed at Bendemeer? I was stationed there at that time; l am at
Uralla now.
4
. , .
5140. Is the contractor procecdiog with the bridge at Bendemeer now. No, he is doing
nothing to it.
■
T
r
5141. Is there any dispute between him and the Government? None that 1 am awareot.
5142. It is contracted for I believe ? -be wood-work was contracted for, and I do not
think tho contract has been cancelled ; I have never heard so.
5143. Who is the contractor ? A person named Chowno.
t
5144. Tbe same who built tho Tamworth bridge ? His brother.^ .
5145. Tho plan of Bendemeer bridge was drawn iu Mr. Bennett a time ? Yes.
5140. How many miles of road are apportioned to your district? About forty-five; I had
more, but since these clearing contracts have been taken I have less.
_
5147. You never heard any complaints as to Mr. Quodling’s general superintendence ? No.
. 5148. Or of his attention to his duty ? No.
.
5149. You never heard the public speak of his being absent from his duty ? No.
5150. No cmnplaints about his being at Murrurundi too often ? No.
5151. Has Mr. Coghlan visited your district since he was appointed ? Yes. _
5152. When Mr. Quodling left, after his resignation, did he leave liis papers with you? No.
I got a paner from the office authorizing me to take charge of Mr, Quodiiug s work ; but,
before I left Tamworth, Mr. Quodling received a note stating that Mr. Coghlan was appointed.
5153. So Mr. Qoodling handed his papers to Mr. Coghlan ? I believe so. _
5154. You believe Mr. Quodling is fully competent to act as a Road Superintendent. ics.
5155. By Mr. Balghish: You stated tbat Mr. Quodling was, in your opinion, perfectly
capable of carrying on engineering? Yes,
, ,
.
1901.
5156. Will you describe to tho Committee what you understand engineering to be r Esucb
as taking sections of any work, laying it out, and planning.
5157. Taking the proper levels? Yes.
_ _
.
5158. Designing the whole work ? Yes, and laying it out.
,
5159. What means of information have you had upon this subject ? Only from conversation
with Mr. Quodling; at least principally from conversation.
^

select
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5160. Do you consider yourself perfectly capable of giving an opinion as to the competency
Mr. Z.
of a gentleman to perform the duties of a civil engineer, from conversations you Lave had Hawkins. ,
Tifil wf -k8*1011^
give it as an opinion that he was perfectly competent.
y°‘U §^ve ^ as
? I
never seen him at work.
20 Dec., 1861._
a 7 L vu haTC ?ive“ i!’
y°ur 0Pinion that he is perfectly competent ? I have said so,
*
and 1 believe yet that he is able to carry out his work.
j^
5163. Give, ub the foundation of .that opinion?, From conversations on the works-^frotn
'
Ins understanding the general terms of the works.
6164. What term was it you applied to the shape of the abutment which you said should
,
,
nave boen used r Splay hack., . ■ .
t l‘e ablltn'0Dt ia tlie mason-work built at the edge of the river ? Yes.
' // , * f
5106. So that the double form, or V form of the cutwater, could not be given—it would be
tolly to give it in that way, as it would afford a projection for the water to cut away the
work ? it would be a means of .warding off the logs; in case of logs coming down it would
ward them off where a right angle would take them.
'
i ,
^°uld tlli3 bave beea effeotually carried out with rubble-work ? Yes.
j
'
5Iba. At what additional expense? None at all.
^
‘
' '
5169. Would not the square*)? the work have to be carried as faras it is at tho present i'
time,and afterwards a half V or splay hack carried in addition ? Itwould have made a
bettor,job of it.', . ti
{ '
—
tbat bave to b<1 tbe Clise ■ It must have been, on account of the footing
i
riio
VVrouId not that
been an addition to the work ? Yes.
1 j
'
c,7.
Wol:l'd not tbatbave been an addition to the expense ?, Yes.
5173. How then do you say that it would not be an additional expense ? I did not under
stand you rightly.
i ;
Sm. When you do not understand, endeavour to understand the question, because it puts
ttie matter in a wrong light. , In order to give stability to the splay back, would it have
been necessary to cut back tbe natural bank, and to make a support of mason-work? Yea. ,i
m
mL°W many J’ard? ■ ■ ^rom fifteeu to twenty yards on each side.
/;
„ at w°uld have been frontage only? The front and side.
7C wT n,?1ny-cul)io yard3 would that be ? I am apeaking of cubic yards.
^170 -tvn1 add,,t}°"al esP<5use would that have been ? More than £50 on each side.
Oi/J. U hat would have been the expense of excavating and laying the foundation of this.,'
masonry . I include that; the excavation was easy.
5180. Would not the foundation for this splay back have required to be carried as deep as
the foundation for the abutment ? Yes.
*
5181. The coffer-dam must have been extended? Yes.
nlfio
odd the coffer-dam not have been an additional expense ? A little.
5183. How much? £5; a few more slabs would have been all that would have been
required.
................
5184. Does your fifteen or twenty yards of masonry include the foundation? Yes - I
consider about one yard or four,feet would have been sufficient for the splay, with what might
nave^ been subtracted from tho present angle.
6
m ho' m?at iS the/uco c,f the s<iuar0 y°u ,alk of at
present moment ? The whole face ?
OlSto ihe square face,of the masonry, right angles to the masonry. These questions have
arisen from your stating that a splay back would have been far better than tbe square abut- ■
ment, which forms the abutment now ? Yes, I have stated my opinion that it would have
^
been better, but it was not in the plan. '
5187. How much of this square face is now exhibited—what depth is it into the bank ? It
is stepped up from the base to the top; at the top it is five feet, at the next seven, at the ,
next nine, and so on.
518*VWoh-at1S tl*e1dePtl1 at tlic k®36! from the face of the pier to the river at the embank
ment? 2i feet of base.
f 189'? 'l\r,1,!at
of ,Ii“e you1d haYe beeu necessary in order to give this the splay back
rTnV ^lh0 £™Vengtb lack would have done; it would Lave had to be wider iu the face. ol90. One yard of masonry could not do that ? Tlie same distance back—it would depend
upon whether you had a long splay back or a short one.
5191. At what angle would you call it a short splay back ? About one in three : I should
tlnnk that sufficient.
’
5192. How many feet of face would you give under those circumstances ? About four feet ■
the present angle might have been cut a little.
r
5193 That is a very little from square? But it would have saved the right angles that
nave been knocked by logs coming against them.
5194. I cannot sec that—of what form is the river there—a great deal will depend upon
.
tbat—is it a straight stream ? A straight stream.
.
5195. This one in three is little other than square, and the logs must come with their whole
force upon the splay back ? Still there would have been a body of work at the back of the
splay; there is nothing now at the right angle of the work if it only splays back one in three__
there is the great body at the back of three.
5196. The injury is done principally at the angle itself—one foot in three would be only
lour inches in one foot—seeing that the whole damage, or the greater part of the damage,
must come at the first foot, at the corner, tbat is only four inches, and in rubble-work°it
wquld be almost imperceptible—additional strength would be of no moment. In order to
,
obtain an angle of 45° for the splay back, what would,have been the necessary length of
face of extra rubble work to be carried out ? I do not know.
5197. It would have been considerably more than you Lave stated? It must have been' '
irpm six to seven fi0et.'5,,> Si
' „
s
'
238—Y
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Mr. 2.

Hawkins.
r

5198. That would have doubled jour calculation ? Yes; but I thought the present acute
angle might have been cut away to form an obtuse angle. _
, 5199. It is an obtuse angle, is it not—square ? I\o; a right angle._

!0 Dec., 1861. 5200. What is that, an obtuse angle or an acute ?

S G. Shairp, 5201,

An acute angle is snarp.

Stephen George Shairp, Esq., called in and examined:
:Statc wbat your office is under Government ? Chief Clerk of the

By ihc Chairman :

‘

Esq.
' Road Branch in the Public Works Department.
,----*■—n 5202. Immediately under the Commissioner for Hoads? Yes
20 Dec., 1801. 5203. Did you take your orders from him ? I take all my orders from the Commissioner
5204. How long have you held your office? Since the 15th of January I have been Chief
5^05 Have you been long iu the public service? About three years.
5206. Will yon state to the Committee concisely what your duties arc ?

,
T
In the first place I

countersign all cheques signed hy the Commissioner.
. .
.
.v„„
5207 Cheques forloney? Yes, all cheques for payment; the Commissioner mgns them,
and I countersign them.
5208. Is no money paid without your counter-signature f JNo.
5209. Both these signatures arc necessary to all payments of money ! J50tn.
5210. Are there any other signatures? No.
tW credit at the
5211 These two signatures constitute an order For payment? Yea, if the cr
bank is sufficient they will pay a cheque if signed by tbe Commissioner and myself5212. They would not pay otherwise? No.
,
,
5213. Is-that the way contractors are paid ? They are paid by these cheques.
5215. Has your^ttemion'been^alled to the investigation going on before this Committee?
Ml^’Ha^you n^tS’from-the papers?

Yes, I have boen aware of it from the com-

52\T No one has spoken to you then ? I have spoken to two or three about
5218. You have not received any instructions or communications frmn Mr. C
regard to this inquiry? I have received no instructions certainly ; I have heard from ft .
SS^ChVvVhSShim ?

He has told me many things which have occurred, when

52mDidDhePtc5iryou you were likely to-be examined? Hever; he told me it was not
522L Why did pu Snside^itHMy ?

I considered that heiug

the payments and correspondence having gone through my hands, it was most likely 1 should

522TYoudst.ate that contractors are always paid hy cheques signed by you and counterSd There0wiTno" Otberrway^? ^No other way of getting money.

There is a certain

credit opened every month for the Commissioner for Hoads; up to that amount he can draw,
but he smns the cheque and I countersign it.
, , .
.
. .
.__ - .
5224. Was there any other preliminary—was it entirely left to_ the Commissioner
g
cheques to pay the contractor, without any further check upon himself than your signature .
TheTsual mode of payment is on Touchers which are sent in by the Superintendents for he
quantity of work done on the different roads; we check them in the Office, and if the calcula
tions are correct we enter the amounts in the cheque-book and draw cheques.
*1995 That,
is the p"“L
usual wav
in which contractors
i toe
Yes.
K:
H.HU.
L»
w-nea ?are paid
rbere
“ c ‘t

•

monev has been paid without vouchers.
In some cases we paid on a rccom
mendation from the Superintendent tbat money should he paid,
a^
hut in those cases the vouchers have been sent afterwards. The money has been paid
because the Superintendents might not have been long in the service, and have been unaware
nf the nractice ; and we have not wished to keep the contractor out of his mo y.
5227. Do you consider this an irregular practice on the part of a Superintendent 0 recom
mend payment without forwarding a voucher ? It ifl a decidedly irregular pTactaoj.
5228. You allowed it to pass only in certain cases where you had no reason
was anything wrong, because you did not wish to keep the contractor out of his money f
5229. Did this happen often ?

Not often; I was a Hoad Superintendent before I received

KW^exacfly what are the duties of a Hoad ^P^^fdowc^
I was then up at Gundagai, and owing to the delay in the mail, in sending
?
vouchors, Captain Martiifdale authorized me to send a telegram statmg the amount due to
^KSPfS-wid
'

i-oonU —

^>d» wta you —
r.-idS^Yoolhraye s'enT prop°e7 jouehets 1
them down by post.

fie

Superintendent f

same day I made out tte mnelere, nod sent
5234.
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5234. In your case you never heard the practice questioned? No.
S. G. Sbairp,
5235. You were able to satisfy the authorities that all was done right? Yes.
®3th
5236. There were no complaints made about it? I never heard of any.
5237. Does this practice still prevail with regard to the Road Superintendents—that they are ^ ®ec‘’ 1®®1‘
allowed to send recommendations in, and furnish vouchers afterwards? Not generally.
5238. You say it lias been allowed in certain eases which you consider exceptional ? Yes;
we have paid money on the recommendation of the Road Superintendent at Albury, without
any voucher.
5239. Will you describe this voucher—what this voucher consists of? It is merely a state
ment of a certain amount of work done, with the value of it specified at the bottom by the
Superintendent and overseer, as being a fair payment for the work performed.
5240. Is this the kind of document you refer to (handing a paper, Appendix D, page 9,
to the witness)? Yes,, this is the form of voucher upon which we pay, excepting the foot
note.
5241. That is the proper form ? Yes.
5242. Is it necessary in all cases to the correctness of a voucher that it should be signed by
the Superintendent and also by the road overseer? The road overseer usually signs in the
.
first instance, and then the Superintendent certifies to it.
'
5243. Are those two signatures necessary to tho validity of the voucher? We usually have
the two signatures before we send the receipted vouchers to the Audit Office.
5244. It would not pass the Audit Office without the two ? It might pass without the over
seer’s, because in some cases there is no overseer under a Superintendent.
5245. Then the overseer’s signature is not absolutely necessary? No, the. Superintendent’s,
the Engineer’s, or the Commissioner for Road’s.
5246. Would the signature of the Commissioner for Roads or the Engineer’s be equivalent to
that of the Superintendent’s ? Yes.
5247. Then the signature of the Superintendent is not necessary where you have that of the
Commissioner or Engineer for Roads? If the Commissioner or Engineer were to certify to
any amount it would not be disputed at the Audit Office—it would he considered sufficient.
5248. Hns it been usual for tho Commissioner for Roads to sign vouchers? The Commis
sioner for Roads has certified for vouchers where thcre has been only an overseer. It is a
usual thing where there is only an overseer, as in the first districts of the Southern and
Western Road. In addition to the overseer’s certificate, the Commissioner has always signed
the vouchers.
5249. That was in cases where there was no Superintendent? Yes.
5250. Has it been usual for the Commissioner, where there has been a Superintendent, to
sign vouchers ? It has not been usual.
5251. Do you know any cases where it has been done—that the Commissioner has signed
without the Superintendent’s name whore there has been a Superintendent? I do not know
of any cases that have come within my own experience.
5252. Do you know any oases where Sir. Collott has signed vouchers or has passed vouchers
where thcre was a Superintendent ? He has passed vouchers, but has not signed them.
5253. What is the meaning of passing them ? He has drawn a cheque for the money and
paid it to the contractor, but he has not signed the voucher—he has initialed tbe cheque—
book.
5254. In cases where the Superintendent has not signed the voucher? Yes, I have known
three, four, five, or six cases.
5255. Can you state some of the dates? I am not positive as to the exact dates.
5256. Within the last six months ? Within the last two months.
5257. Mr. Collett has given cheques without the vouchers being signed by the Superinten
dent? Yes, he has given them in Mr. Q.uodling’s case—the present case.
5258. In any other cases? I think in one other case, on the recommendation of the Super
intendent.
5259. In these cases you mention—in Mr. Quodling’s case—was there a recommendation
from the Superintendent at all ? Not that I am aware of; it did not come into the Office.
5260. You say that this has never been done in any other case that you are aware of? In
one case only that I am aware of since I have been in tbe Office.
5261. Will you mention that case ? The only one case that I recollect is that of Mr. White.
5262. In that ease you say there was a recommendation ? Some half-dozen payments were
made on the recommendation of the Superintendent.
5263. This recommendation of the Superintendent was equal to a voucher ? Yos.
5264. In tho ease of Mr. Quodling there was neither recommendation nor voucher? Not at
the time of payment,
5265. Did you consider it an irregular procedure on the part of the Commissioner ? The
first payments that were made were when the Commissioner was away at tho north. I had
instructions from the Commissioner by telegram, and I was not then aware whether he had
had communication with Mr. Quodling or not, but having his instructions to send up a
cheque to be signed by him, I acted according to bis instructions.
5266. Rut after further inquiry you found these cheques had been signed without any vouchers
having been signed by the Superintendent? I knew there were no vouchers at the time,
because I always checked the amount due upon the vouchers before I entered them in the
book, but I did not know whether Mr. Quodling had seen the Commissioner, and recom
mended the payment.
5267. You found afterwards that he had not? I found afterwards that there were no
vouchers and no recommendations.
5268. And you heard afterwards that Mr. Quodling refused to give either ? Not till latterly.
5269. Do you now think that is the case? Yes; because Mr. Quodling was requested to
furnish them, and he has not done so.
5270.
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S. G. Shairp, 5270. Did you know such a case to occur in any other instance, or with any other Superin^'3lh
tendent? I do notj such a case may have occurred, hut not during the time I have been
in the Office.
20 Dec., 1861. 5271, Where was Mr. Collett at the time this practice occurred ? On two or three occasions
he has been at the north, or west, travelling, and I have had either a telegram or letter from
5272. A telegram signed by himself ? Yes. At least I presume the original of the telegram
we received from the Office, signed by the clerk, was signed by himself.
_
5273. You considered that a sufficient authority for yourself? Yes. I act under instruc
tions either by letter or telegram.
5274. You had no alternative but to obey them ? I had that, and nothing else.
_
5275. Did you mention this circumstance to any other officer of the department-~this
circumstance of cheques having been given without vouchers ? No, X did not mention it
to any one, for the next clerk who is under me was aware of it at the time.
5276. Who is he? Mr. Chisholm.
5277. There was no report made of it from yon or the department? No.
5278. No further notice was taken of it officially ? No further notice was taken of it,
except this—as we required a voucher for every payment made, we made one out ourselves
in the Office, and sent it to obtain a certificate; at the same time wc notified the amount as
having been paid.
5279. Have you since had vouchers for this work from Mr. Quodling, No, wc have never
applied to him,
5280. Who was the contractor ? Mr. Martindale.
_
5281. Can you state in round numbers, approximately, the amount that was paid away in
this way? About £3,000.
,
. ,
5282. Can you state the duties of the Commissioner of Roads—what your idea of. them is r
His duty is to appropriate the different amounts voted, to sign all the documents, and pay

1

the money.
•
• c j
1
5283. Are bis duties, then, principally clerical, as attached to a Central Office in oydney.
I imagine so.
5284. Is it his duty at all to act as Inspector of Works? According to the "General
Conditions,” it is necessary that the Commissioner or Engineer for Roads should satisfy him
self that a contract is properly completed before the final payment is made.
_
5285. Would it be possible for the Commissioner for Roads to judge of the completion of a
contract which he had not watched from time to time ? I should imagine not.
_
5286. I suppose he must depend a good deal, in forming his final judgment, upon the judg
ment of the Superintendent and of the Engineer ? Decidedly.
,
5287. Is it tho duty of the Commissioner of Roads to take the place of tlie Superintendent
at all, or of the Engineer for Roads, or do you consider that his duty is rather merely nominal.
I consider that the Commissioner’s supervision is more nominal than otherwise.
1 5288. It is not properly a scientific supervision ? I think not; what is carried out by the
Engineer for Roads is the scientific supervision.
5289. The Engineer for Roads and the Commissioner are the persons upon whom the public
have to rely for tho proper performance of these works? The Engineer for Roads and the
Superintendent, but principally the Superintendent.
5290. Is it the Superintendent’s duty to ho constantly watching the works while they are
being done ? Unless he has an overseer.
ht- n 4
5291. Wbat do you consider to be the duty of a Superintendent of Roads such as Mr. Quodling ? To lay out any works tbat are to be carried out on his road, and to see that they are
carried out according to the specification, and to recommend advances to be paid on account
of these different works.
,
. ,
,
' 5292. If he sees that work is being improperly performed, what is his duty with regard
to that work ? In the first instance to speak to the ^contractor, and if the contractor refuses
to remedy it, to write to the Commissioner.
5293. To make a report? Yes.
5294. He should do that in writing? Yes.
. .
5295. Would it be competent to report personally to the Commissioner on circuit—would
that answer the purpose ? I think so.
.
,
, ,
.
5296. When the Superintendent is placed in his office how does he acquire any knowledge ot
his duties—how is he made to understand them—does he get instructions? When any
particular contract is being carried out he has a copy of the specification sent to him, and the
contractor is not supposed to commence work until the Superintendent has set out the work
and marked where the drains are to be cut.
.
5297. The Superintendent is bound to see the works carried out aecordiug to the specification
placed in his hands ? Ho is hound to do so.
, ,
5298. Are plans also given to him? Not in every instance; where there are plans he is
bound to see them carried out.
'
.
5299. Whenever ho saw the contractor was deviating from the plans and specifications,
together or alone, it would be his duty to stop the work, or to report if he did not stop ? ■ Or to
refuse payment, unless the contractor had some authority for departing from the specification.
Occasionally the Engineer for Roads might be on the spot himself, and see that some deviation
was advisable, and he might in sueh case direct the contractor to depart from the specification;
the Commissioner might do the same.
.
5300. Would it not be their duty to communicate the deviation totbe buperintendent lor
Roads ? It is the usual way to do so, but if the contractor had a written authority, it would
be sufficient if he were to show tbat to the Superintendent.
t
...
5301. If the Superintendent were not in any way informed of it, how would it be possible
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for bim to do his duty? He could only inquire of the contractor, or write down to theS. Cr. Shairp.
department to inquire whether any alteration bad been made.
Esq.
5302 With regard to these cases in which you say money was paid without tho voucher of r—*—>,
Mr. Quodling, do you know why Mr. Quodling refused to vouch—have you ever been 20'Dcc'. Wfil.
officially informed of that, or informed in any way ? I do not think we havo any com
munication in the Office.
J
5303. Was his refusal to vouch founded upon any previous report or remonstrance of his?
I have seen a letter of Mr. Quodling’s, in which he stated that the works were not being
earned out according to specification.
69
5304. In how many cases did this occur? I recollect one instance in which he makes
specific complaints, and another in which he states that the works aro not being carried out
satisfactorily.
6
5305. Was this somewhere about the time he refused to vouch ? We had received no
'
signed vouchers from Mr. Quodling at that time. We received no letter stating bis
objection to sign.
b
5306. You say be was making remonstrances and reports—I ask whether tbat was about
the time that you had not received vouchers from him ? There might have been payments
made within ten days or a fortnight.
■
r J
5307. Do you think the two circumstances were connected in any way ? There was no
official notice sent to me.
5308. Was there any connection in time between the circumstance of Mr. Quodling’s
reporting that the works were improperly performed and the failure of sending the
vouchers was not it about the fame time ? Occasionally wo did not get the receipts on
the vouchers for five or sis weeks after the money had been paid.
5309. Was there no notice taken of these remonstrances of Mr. Quodling? One particular
instance, .in which Mr. Quodling made specific complaints. The contractor called at tbe
Officej and in my presence explained to tbe Commissioner, and the Commissioner considered
his explanation satisfactory, and I wrote a letter to Mr. Quodling to that effect.
5310. You wrote a letter setting aside his remonstrances—what was your communication ?
t forget the exact wording, but I told him that 1 was directed by the Commissioner to state
that tho contractor had explained all the points to the Commissioner’s satisfaction.
5311. Then the Commissioner, upon the personal ex parte communication of the contractor,
without looking at the works, set aside or acted in opposition to Mr. Quodling’s report ?
He considered the explanation of the contractor sufficient.
5312. Did you consider it sufficient? 1 would not like to offer an opinion, unless I were
-compelled.
>
5313. Did you ever, in the course of your duties, see a case of the kind before, or does it
often occur with Mr. Collett? No, it does not.
5314. Did you ever know it before with anyone else ? Such a thing might have occurred
hut I do not recollect any case.
’
5315. Would you not consider it rather irregular? I should feel inclined to object, ifl
were Superintendent., under such circumstances.
5316. You yourself having been a Superintendent of works—how would you have felt if such
s. course had been pursued in your case? I would have written to the Commissioner and
objected.
,
.
5317. Would you feel that you could perform your duties at all if such a practice were
earned on ? I could not perform them to my satisfaction if they were persisted iu, as they
would have tho effect of vitiating any directions I gave.
5318. Have you reason to know whether Mr. Martindale and the Commissioner are on
friendly terms? I have seen him in the Office—in the Commissioner’s room. I know
nothing of them out of tho Office.
5319. Is it a common practice for Mr. Martindale to visit the Commissioner in his Office? I
have seen him there on some ten or twelve occasions.
5320. Have those ten or twelve occasions been when reports have been coming up about bis
work ? At the time to which I have referred he came to explain.
5321. I suppose explanations might have occurred when you were not present ? They might
have occurred.
6
*>322. Can you state whether they did? Mr. Martindale has been with tbe Commissioner
in his. room, and unless I have had occasion to take in a cheque for tho signature of the
Commissioner, or to see him about some other official business, I have not gone into his room.
5323. Do you know whether Mr, Quodling received instructions, in regard to his duties, iu
the way you have described yon got yours as Superintendent ? I believe Mr. Quodling did ;
it was before I came down from tbe country.
*
5324. Has Mr. Coghlan been instructed by letter from your Office ? I sent no instructions
to Mr. Coghlan ; I understood the work was completed, or nearly so.
5325. How long has Mr. Coghlan been in office ? He had no specific instructions.
5326. How is he to find out his duties there ? He is aware, from having been road overseer
seme four or five years. The only instructions sent him were, as to the amount of money
lie could expend by day-work.
.
5327. Was that hy letter ? By letter.
,
5328. Are you aware that Mr. Coghlan was directed to receive his instructions from Mr.
Quodling ? I am not aware of it.
5329. Do you know whether Mr. Coghlan has declined to take charge of a certain part of
the works that were under Mr. Quodling ? I do not know it j I have seen no communica
tion of that kind.
53.30. Wbat becomes of the contract when it is signed hy the contractor—in whose hands
is it placed, and with whom does it remain? The bond is returned to the Office; wc
register it and take charge of it.

' 5331.
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S. <r. Shuirp, 5331. You keep the bond iR the Office? Always.
,
Esq533'2 Do you know whether these cases, where vouchers were not signed or wore not
(---- ^ furnished by Mr. Quodling, refer to the Doughboy Diversion contract ? To the Doughboy
20 Dee., 1861. Diversion works.
5333. They relate to them principally ? Only to them.
5334. Was it with regard to the same works you got remonstrances and reports Irom mm r
5335. Do you know whether that work is finished ? I know nothing personally j all I know
is from the Commissioner.
5336. Did he tell you it was finished ? That it was almost completed.
5337. Can you state how much money is due upon it, how much is paid, and what was tbe
original amount? The original amount of tho contract was £7,300.
5338. Was it not £6,300 ? Yes, £0,300 ; it was afterwards supplemented *» £'.OOU.
5339. By ivhat authority was it supplemented? On tbe recommendation of Mr. Dayiey,
There were some extra works to he carried out, and Mr. Bayley wrote a letter to the Com
missioner, saying that Mr. Martindale would carry out the extra works and make the contract
a lump sum, and the Commissioner approved of it.
„
T
j T i
5340. Did Mr. Bayley write this letter spontaneously ? That I know nothing of; 1 ouly
know that I received that letter signed by Mr. Bayley.
5341. You took that as a production coming from Mr. Bayley / Decidedly 1 did5342. You are not aware that the Commissioner instructed him to write that letter f JNo.
5343 What would you have thought if you had known that to be the ease—would that be a
regular proceeding ? It would be rather an unusual proceeding ; but there inigbt_ be cases
where the Commissioner might, for the sake of the Superintendents having authority for an
alteration, direct him to write to the Office.
_
,
5344 Would you, as a Road Superintendent, have written a letter of that kind, such as you
have seen was furnished by Mr. Bayley, ou the orders of the Commissioner, without acquaint
ing yourself with the circumstances in any way ? ' I should write no letters of that description
from merely verbal orders.
.
5345. Unless you held yourself responsible for the letter itself?

Tm a j
t
If,I had done so I should

be responsible for the letter.
T
~
5346. You say this contract was supplemented in consequence of this letter! in consequence
of this letter.
5347. It was increased to £7,000? Yes.
, .
+1,. wt-r
5343. Can you state the amount that was actuallypaid upon the contract before the Jotter
was written j also, state what is actually paid now? There is a balance of about £1,200
5349.'I suppose you acknowledge having written that letter (handing the. same to witness.
Vide Appendix B,page 8) ? I wrote that letter.
j
j +
*Wh,f
5350. Was that an official letter you were ordered to write ? I was ordered to write that by
the Commissioner.
.
, T5351. You are not responsible for the statements contained in it ? In no way , being
directed by the Commissioner I wrote the letter, laid it before him, and ho initialed it.
5352 Did you ever see a letter of that kind before under the circumstances? No, i have
not myself seen a letter of the kind. I think it ta usual, when anyone resigns, to accept
tbe resignation without making any remarks upon it.
_
5353. Was Mr. Collett called upon to make these explanations to an officer who had resigned.
I presume that was optional with him; he might if he thought it necessary.
5354 Do you know anything of the facts that are referred to m this letter; did you consider
it as extraordinary tbat Mr. Quodling should have resigned-were you surprised at his resign

'

'

ing? I was not particularly surprised.
,
,
.
,
, r
5355. Would you have been inclined to resign under the circumstances . I might have
been inclined to do so, without being in a position in a pecuniary point of view.
5356. What is the meaning of this “ pitching, after mature consideration, was substituted
for a portion of the broken metal, at the same price ” ? I believe it was at the same price—
but that is the Commissioner’s letter.
,
T
.
-j
„n- ■
5357. You do not know anything of the facts? I know, bnt I do not consider myself in
any way responsible for the statements in that letter.
. , ,
c,
,
5358 Do you know by what authority the Commissioner stated pitching, after mature
consideration, was substituted” ? I wrote as the Commissioner directed.
5359. By Mr. Dalgleish: Did the Commissioner draft the letter f les.
5360. And you copied his draft ? Yes.
. .
, ,.
w.
5361.' And he signed it ? I signed it and took it to the Commissioner, for him to initial it,
he has initialed it, and I consider him as responsible. I think it is almost word for word as
the Commissioner drafted the letter.
.
5362 By the Chairman: You do not know anything about tins circumstance of pitching
having been substituted for a portion of the broken metal ? That was some agreement made
by the Commissioner with Mr. Martindale.
,,
,
5363. The letter says, “ from your inability to measure accurately —did you ever hear
before that, that Mr. Quodliog was unable to measure accurately ? I never heard it before.
5364 Are you at all qualified to state what arc Mr. Quodling s capabilities tor measuring.
I have always heard Mr. Quodling spoken of as being thoroughly competent.
5365. Have you heard a good character given by Mr. Bennett of Mr. Quodling. I have
always heard such in the Office.
5366 This was the first time you heard of his inability to measure. It was the first time.
5367 What is the meaning of this statementThe big cuttings were paid for by tbe
°
Commissioner
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CommiFsioner as a lump sum under your estimate ” ? That was some arrangement I believe S. <!. Shairj>,
made on the spot with the Commissioner.
Bsl5368. Do you know whether the cuttings were paid for under ’Mr. Quodling’s estimate in ■"—A'-—'
this way ? I do not know it myself.
20 Dec., IRGl,
5369. I find the statement here that,c the Commissioner requested that fortnightly vouchers
should be sent in”—do you .know whether the Commissioner did request that they should
be sent in ? Yes.
,
5370. "Was that done in writing? I believe so.
5371. Did you write the letter requesting that fortnightly vouchers should be sen tin? I
ara not certain whether I wrote the letter to Mr. Quodling—I know I wrote one to Mr.
Bayley.
5372. Is it tlie usual duty of the Superintendent to send in vouchers fortnightly or
monthly ? It used to be under the old system fortnightly they were always sent in.
5373. Do you not think that better than sending them in monthly? Yea.
5374. Were you in the habit of sending them in fortnightly when you were Superintentendent, ? I always sent them in. The system of sending them in fortnightly is better in
so far as it saves work in the Office ; there are not so many vouchers coming in at the end of
tho month in a lump.
5375. Is it true that Mr. Quodling neglected to do so? We did not receive vouchers every
fortnight from Mr. Quodling.
5376. Was this at the time Mr. Quodling was remonstrating about the works being badly
done, that you did not receive these vouchers? I think we did not .receive any vouchers
from Mr. Quodling for some three months.
5377. Do you know the reason ? I presume it was on account of payments having been
made by tbe Commissioner in Sydney.
5378. It is stated here “ after a personal examination of the work ”—do you understand
that to mean a personal inspection by the Commissioner ? I imagine so.
5379. " The fact of your remissness ”—what does that mean ? It means, I suppjse, remiss
ness, and not having sent in the vouchers.
5380. ,f For which vouchors have been duly signed by the contractor”—did you see vouchers
duly signed by the contractor ? Signed by the contractor, in the Office.
5381. Do you think the signature of a contractor gives any validity to a voueber? Only so
far as giving a receipt for the money. The contractors often come to us and sign vouchers
in the Office; that is not unusual, although if the contractor did not sign, the signature of the
bank teller at the bank where we pay tbe money to the credit of the contractor would be
sufficient.
5382. There is a statement here tbat no more than eighty per cent, has been paid to the
contractor—is that true ? There has been more than eighty per cent. .paid.
5383. Then this is not true? Not exactly.
5384. Is it pretty nearly true ? It might be—it might have been eighty-five per cent.
5385. Kather more than less ? More I fancy, rather than less.
5386. You were aware of that at tbe time of signing this letter? Yes, I was aware of it. at
the time I signed it. The Commissioner directed me to write it, and gave me the draft. I
did not consider that I was entitled to remonstrate with him, but at the time T pointed out
one or two things which I did not know as actual facts, and the Commissioner said, “ Write
the letter,” and told me to sign it myself. When 'it was written 1 took it in to him to
initial it, and he did sign his initials.
5387. Then you wrote it reluctantly ? Having known Mr. Quodling some time,! did not
like to write it.
5388. Did you think it was likely to do Mr. Quodling any harm? Not any that I could see.
5389. Why then did you feel any reluctance? Because Mr. Quodling might imagine asT
had signed the letter that I composed it, and that it contained my sentiments.
5390. You admitted that there were certain things in it tbat you were not quite aware of—Do
you consider it to be your duty as clerk to put your name to absolutely false statements
liecause you are told ? There are several points here of which I could not judge whether
they were correct or not; I could have my own opinion about them.
5391. Do you not see the difference between giving your authority to something about which
you are not quite certain, and giving your authority to something which you aro quite certain is
not true ? I do not know that I could make any great objection if I knew the whole was
incorrect, because I say “I am directed by the Commissioner to inform you,” and under bis
instructions he is responsible for the letter,
5392. With regard to the eighty per cent., you were directed by tbe Commissioner to state
what was not true ? I wrote this letter from a draft which the Commissioner gave me. (The
mil net; produced a draft.')

5393. You state that that draft is the draft he gave you ? Yes, the substance is precisely tbe
same—1 do not-know that the words are.
5394. I presume that when you get a draft of a letter it is sometimes your duty to make
alterations in its phraseology ? Yes.
5395. All you are bound by is tbe substance, and you state that the substance of tho letter
is the same as the draft ? You will find this is nearly an exact draft of the letter I wrote.
[The draft was read hy the Clerk, and compared by the Chairman with the letter,
Appendix B, page 8.]
'
5396. Are you aware whether Mr. Arnold, the bead of tho department, was aware of this
letter having been written? Unless the Commissioner told him himself—I am not aware;'
I know nothing of it.
5397. Do you often see Mr. Arnold at your Office ? I myself very seldom see Mr, Arnold
unless he sends for me. The work goes through the Under Secretary or the Commissioner.
.
.
5398.
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to Mr, Arnold ? I am not,
5399. You are not in any way closely connected with Mr. Arnold’s department? No, the
20 Ecc„ 13G1. worjj g0C3 through the Chief Clerk of Public Works and tho Under Secretary.
5400. Do you know anything of Mr, Hannington, the road overseer ? I have never seen
him until within about a fortnight.
5401. You cannot speak to his reputation for ability ? No; I have never heard anything
' either for or against him.
5402. Did you ever hear any complaints against Mr. Quodling’s competency till this matter
occurred about his resignation ? t never did.
5403. Did you over hear Mr. Collett speak as to bis character for competency before ? No,
I do not think I ever did.
5404. What character does Mr, Bayley hear, ns regards his qualifications? I have always
heard him spoken of os a very good officer.
5405. As to Mr. Coghlan’s qualification—what has been his reputation ? I believe he is a
very good officer.
5406. Should you say that the plan of a bridge being placed in the hands of a road over
seer or Superintendent was a sufficient guide for him in overseeing a work without specifica
tions ? ISo, I should consider not; he should have a specification as well as a plan.
5407. Bo you think it would he impossible for bim without it to see wbetber the work was
well done ? 1 think be might certainly see whether the work was carried out correctly from
the plan, but it would be necessary to have the specification, in case of any dispute with the
contractor. He could not ascertain how deep the piles were to he driven, or of what timber
the work was to be constructed, what part was to be tarred or charred, and how many coats
of paint were to be put on, unless lie had the specification.
5408. Have you beard any complaints with reference to the Doughboy works, from other
sources than Mr. Quodling? No.
5409. Is this transaction you referred to, of Mr. Bayley supplementing a contract, a common
occurrence on public works ? Not uncommon.
5410. It has happened in other cases? In a great many cases; it is a very common thing.
5411. In the eases to which you refer, was the supplementary contract furnished generally
by the Superintendent of Roads and Bridges? Generally the Superintendent would recom
mend ; perhaps there might be a contract for 800 lineal yards of metalling, and he might
recommend that it should be continued another hundred yards.
541‘2. I suppose the concurrence of the Engineer or the Commissioner would be required to
give that validity ? Yes, the Superintendent has not power of himself.
5413. If the contractor agreed too, would it become a binding contract? The contractor is
bound by the original agreement to carry out any work at the schedule of prices.
5414. Was the schedule of prices observed in this work you refer to—the supplementary
one ? Yes.
5415. Is it usual for the Commissioner for Roads to furnish a Superintendent with written
memoranda, which constitute instructions in themselves ? I think it is not usual.
5416. In general the Superintendent is bound by the specification; then do you think it
would bo his duty to pay any regard to written memoranda to depart from tbe specifi
cation ? Yes, if be had them from the Commissioner, as his superior officer.
5417. The Commissioner’s authority would be bis guarantee? Yes.
5418. Have you any information to give the Committee with regard to tbe piece of road
called the new cutting—any official information ? I know nothing of it myself.
5419. You are not aware whether Mr. Bayley condemned a piece of work of that sort at
any time ? Not in my time.
5420. Has any report been m:\de to tbe department, as to iron spiking having been taken
out of a bridge at tbe Doughboy Diversion, after it was supposed to have been finished?
There was a letter sent, I think, from Mr. Loder, or some one at the north, to the Com
missioner, in which it is stated that tbe iron-work had been removed from one of the bridges.
That letter was sent to one of the overseers, with directions to report upon it; and ho
reported that there was the amount of work upon the bridge required by the specification ;
that some extra iron-work had been put on, hut being surplus, it had been removed by the
contractor, to some other bridge.
5421. That was duly inquired into? Yes.
5422. Do you know anything of a road overseer called Clements? I do not know bim
personally ; I know there was an overseer of that name.
5423. Has he been dismissed lately ? He bas not been .a road overseer in the department
for I think two years. Latterly he has been acting I believe as a ganger, looking after some
timber for one of the bridges.
. 5424. Under tbe Government? Yes, under tbe Superintendent. He has been getting pay
at the rate of ten shillings a day.
„
5425. Is he not properly an officer of the department ? He is not considered an officer; he
is not responsible.
5426. Still lie is continued in the service? No, he was dismissed I think a month ago.
5427. What was he dismissed for ? Mr. Brown dismissed him. He reported that Mr.
Clements had been conducting himself in an improper manner. I do not think he specified
in what way.
5428. With regard to most of the works on the northern road, have they been done by
contract? A great many of the works have been thus carried out, excepting small works
and task-works.
5429. It is unusual, in regard to such matters, to submit them to competition ? Yes; it is
done in large works.
-

5430.
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5130. In miall works, in whose hands is the authority placed to get the work done by S. G. Slinirp,
task-work 7 The Itoad Superintendent is authorized by the Commissioner, with the
approval of the Minister.
—^
5431. Is not Mr, Martindale one of the large contractors at present in the Northern Dis- 20 Dee., 18SI.
tnct 7 Ho is the largest contractor on the road.
m 3^MHa-V0 y°“ beard ““F °Pinion given as to the general character of the works done by
iIr, Martindale? No, I have never heard any complaints made of them, except io this
particular instance.
5433. Are you aware whether Mr. Martindale had contracts at Victoria ? I have heard
so.
cfo -' y0 yf*a know whether he gave satisfaction in Melbourne ? I do not; I never heard.
54oD Jjj, J/,-. Dalgleish: In defining your duties, you stated that you had to countersign all
the cheques for payments to contractors P Yes.
5130. You signed jojntly with the Commissioner ? The Commissioner signs in the first
instanco, nna then l sign them previous to paying them into the bank.
5437. IV ill you explain the reason why you thought it necessary that you and the Com
missioner should sign the cheques jointly ? It is the usual thing in the public service : I
presume, as a kind of check on the Commissioner, tbat he might not be able to draw cheques
• without their being countersigned*
^
5438. You stated that the Commissioner sent you a letter or telegram from the works
asking you to send him up a cheque ? I have received letters aud telegrams when he has
been it! the country.

o439. I urn asking you about the letter you received from Mr. Collett when he was on the
works, asking you to send him up a cheque, and which you say you did scad ? I have *ent
Inm cheques,
5440. Did you sign tbat cheque prior to sending it? No, I filled in the amount and sent it
up, after it came hack to the Office I signed it. If I signed cheques in the first instance,
and they were lost after they had been signed by tbe Commissioner, they would be cashed ;
whereas by sending them without my signature, they cannot be cashed until they come back
to the Office.
5441. In such a ease, is tlie object gained for which it is required that you and the Com
missioner should sign jointly ? I imagine so.
-ff o' ?°U havC 00 rapoasiM'ty whatever in the payment ? I have no responsibility.
044.J. Is it part of your duty to calculate the work performed as vouched for, and to com
pare it with the ^mouet asked far ? We check the vouchers that are sent in,
0444. Prior to payment being made ? Yes.
r
5445. If that is necessary, your calculations are your portion of the check ? That is my
portion of the check.
J
544(j. The Commissioner’s signature is confined to his own portion of the duty; the object
ot requiring two officers to sign a cheque is to provide a double safeguard to the public in
the expenditure of the public money—is this effected by tlie mode you have referred to ?
■ y signing the cheque is merely a matter of formj I have no control over the Com
missioner.
5447. Could you not refuse to sign a cheque if you thought it was not properly submitted
to you for signature ? If I saw there were no vouchers fur payment I could refuse to sign,
but if the Commissioner told me that a certain amount of work had been done, and that he
-V]SAec\t° nia^e an advance of £500, I should consider his statement sufficient*
^448. You would take the Commissioner's word for it ? Yes.
5449. In that case, your check in behalf of the public safety would be done away with ? My
V«? iA, Va i'nastn^c^ as if nW nanie were not upon it? and the cheque were mislaid.
!i lICcflTk Y0ud U°^
^
s'Sn'n£'t ^ 110 check upon the Commissioner.
,)450. I thought the object of these cheeks was that there tnight bo a security that the
work had been actually performed for which the money was paid. You, in describing the
duties of the Superintendent, said tbat they sent in vouchers which were calculated' and
checked in your Office ; and if they were found correct, a cheek was signed by yourself and
the Commissioner ? Yes.
5451. If these vouchers have not been received, and tbe Commissioner’s word alone is taken
or the amount to be paid for work done, in what way is the public safety secured by your
signing the cheque have you no power to oppose ? In a case of that kind I should
not consider there was any necessity. The Commissioner is competent to know whether the
amount of work has been done, and I countersign the check on his authority.
54ol. iou speak of telegrams being received in the Office, with requests from Superinteudents that payments may be made for certain amounts to the credit of certain contractors,
and that these requests are complied with ? It has been tbe case.
o4o3. Could I not, if I were up there, send down a telegram to the Office, requesting
payment to be made to a certain contractor—have you any means of identifying a telegram?
1 he Superintendent is tolerably well known in his district, and if any one went to the
lolegrapli Office and represented himself to he the Superintendent, the telegraph officer
would, I presume, not send down the message without lie knew the party.
o r> . s it not possible—are not frauds much more likely to be perpetrated, committed every
2
think not. In this instance the Superintendent was well known to the telegraph
ntneer, and it could not have occurred.
54o5. You state this has oceurred some_ ten or a dozen times lately? Four or five times
that I have paid upon tlie Commissioner’s instructions, or have made out the cheque, but tlie
(,omrm&.iioner is well known on the road*
5450. Vouchers are received after the money is paid ? Yes.
5457. So that if the voucher was found to be incorrect, the evil would already have been
238—Z
committed—
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S.Cr. Shairp, committed—the money would have been paid and could not he recovered ? No, I do not
see how it could be recovered, but tbe amount of contract would not be exceeded.
5458. You consider it perfectly regular to pay this money to a telegraphic order ? I do not
SO Dec., 1861, pay money to the contractnrsj I send a cheque to tbe Commissioner if be is uway. He sends
' a telegram to me to pay £500 to a contractor. On receipt of this telegram I send a cheque
to him for signature, and when it is returned I pay it into the hank to the credit of the
contractor.
_
T
a
•
j
5459. I allude to that part of your evidence where you say—" When I was a Superintendent
“ I sent telegrams, and payments were made to tbe credit of contractors. I have done this
“ to the amount of £500. I have done this a dozen times"? I believe I have. They were
generally paid to my own credit, sometimes to that of a contractor.
5460. In those particular instances these safe-guards could not have been regarded? The
only safeguard would have been in the telegraph clerk knowing tbe party who came was not
tbe ?uperinlendent of the Road.
j j- 9 t i n
5461. The telegraph clerk is bound to take any com reran ication that is paid for ? 1 should
imagine so.
.
, _„
5462. Is that a matter of fact, without the imagination—if I go into the Telegraph Uihce
can I not send any communication I think proper? lam not aware what the telegraph
regulations arc, but I suppose so; providing you misrepresent yourself you stand the .
consequence.
,
5463. So tbat if I send a telegram for a certain amount of money, it depends upon the
person receiving it whether be will forward it or not—do you consider tbat that is consistent
with the public interest ? I cannot see any particular danger in it myself; tbat is not
done now.
,
^ ■
r « j •
c
5464. The Committee have had some difficulty in obtaining a definition of tbe duties ot a
Superintendent; you having been a Superintendent, I imagine will be able to afford us
some light upon tbe subject? I have never had any written instructions. ^
5465. Did you describe the duties of a Superintendent previously ? I believe so5466. Did yon describe the duties of tbe Commissioner, so far as you are aware of them ?
I think so.
.
...
5467. Do they consist simply in appropriating the different amounts voted, in signing
cheques, and signing vouchers ? Not signing vouchers.
5468. Signing documents ? In signing documents, and in tbe general management ot the
department.
^ j-w
t
5469. I thought the appropriation of the different amounts depended upon the ditterent
lengths of the road ? For a certain district an amount is voted, and the Commissioner,
with tbe advice of the different Superintendents, apportions this amount; so much to be
laid out in contract; so much in day work; so much in maintenance men,
5470. Speaking of a memo, that was appended to one of the vouchers, you stated that the
matter was explained by the contractor’s seeing Mr. Collett and making a personal explana
tion ? It was not on a memo, on the voucher; it was on a letter complaining of the way in
which the work was being carried out.
5471. Was this explanation made in your presence ? Yes.
5472. Was the interview in your presence altogether? The contractor might have been
with the Commissioner before, and he was with him afterwards.
.
_
,
5473. You state that Mr. Collett has a private room ? The contractor was in Mr. Collett s
room, and the Commissioner called me in and pointed out the different things Mr. Quodling
complained of; tbe contractor answered him upon those points, and Mr. Collett then wrote
upon the letter, and instructed me to tell Mr. Quodling that the contractor had personally
explained, and I did so.
...
5474. You stated that, at times, personal instructions or written instructions are given to
the contractor, that a eertaip portion of his work can be conducted or performed in a certain
way, and tbat the Superintendent should obtain tbe knowledge of this from the contractor,
and act upon it ? No; I said tbe proper way would be for the Commissioner to communicate
to the Superintendent; but if the Superintendent were not there at tbe time, it would be
sufficient if the contractor shewed him the order from tbe Commissioner. The proper way
would be to acquaint the Superintendent at the same time as the contractor.
5475. Would it be a proper way to give the contractor written instructions, and not to leave
written instructions for the Superintendent? I am not aware that tbat is the usual way of
doing it; but such a thing might be done, and I believe it has been done by the Engineer for
Roads, when he has been in a hurry, coming down in tbe coach. I know an instance where
he left orders in that way.
, , . .
,
, ,
,
5476. From your knowledge of road-making, do you think it is possible for a contractor to
make a personal explanation with regard to the manner in which a particular portion ot work
has been performed in the Office of the Commissioner, which should be considered superior
to the written report of tbe overseer who is on tbe spot? If both parties were acquainted
with tho locality, and had been there recently, I imagine they could.
5477. This report is with regard to the quality of the work—could any personal explanation
of the contractor override the written report of the Superintendent? Yes, there might be
circumstances-----5478. This was a matter of quality? Tbere were other points.
• ,
,
5479 Was quantity at allat issue? There might be other points. The Superintendent
might object to stumps being left in cuttings, and the contractor might explain to the Com
missioner that if they were taken out they would loosen the cutting—points of that sort
might be explained.
,
.
5480. Would it not tend to destroy the authority of a specification if tbe personal explana
tion of a contractor were allowed to override the overseer’s written report ? Certainly it would.
5481.
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fi481. Would it not be tbe proper way to write to the overseer to tell him he might relax S. G. Shairp,
the strictness of the specification in some respects ? I believe it would be more satisfactory
^q.
to tno bupermtenaeut or overseer.
J
- a
54S^ Did you point out any inconsistencies to Mr. Collett in his draft letter of the 30th 20 Dec., 1861.
-fco * j1!" y°u P0‘nt out to him that certain statements were not strictly correct? I did
^ he f*”1 Persisted in having that letter sent ? Yes, he told me to send it.
Ail“ouS1\*le ffas perfectly aware—you made him aware—that it was not correct ? I
pointed out one instance as to Mr. Quodling’s inability to measure; I said I never thought
Mr. Quodling was unable to measure; he said—" Oh 1 yes, he is.’'
°
5485. Did you point out that it was not correct about only eighty per cent, of tbe money
haying been paid—did you shew him that the eighty per cent, had been exceeded F I am
,
not certain whether I did or Dot.'1
548G. What did you point out as being incorrect? I have just mentioned ; Mr. Quodling’s
. ability to measure cuttings, and I think I suggested to the Commissioner that it was
acyisable not to send any letter at all; hut as L was ordered to do it I had no alternative but to
write the letter.
5487. You are the Chief Clerk ? Yes.
5488. And would know at all times the state of tho money account between the contractor
and the Government? Yes.
5489. Were you aware at that time as to whether eighty per cent, was more or less than
was paid that was your particular duty to know F I am not aware that it is very much
responsible per CeQt' rt°Wj k’1*’t!lat is of uo Sreat importance, particularly as I am no way
5490. Is tlie Commissioner for Roads expected to be as well aware as you of the exact state
of the accounts ? If the Commissioner had asked me what per-centage had been paid,
I should have given him tlie exact amount; but as he puts it down at eighty per cent., I do
not see why I should object.
° ^ r
>
5491. Are you personally acquainted with Mr. Quodling? Yes; I have been two or three
years, ever since i have been in the department.
5492. Have you known him in the performance of his duty—could you speak of his qualifi
cations from your actual knowledge ? No.
5493. Are you aware of your own knowledge of his ability to measure cuttings? lam
not aware.
6
5494. Was it as much your duty to state that Mr. Quodling was able to measure cuttings
as it was to say that eighty per cent, was exceeded ? I do not know whether it was my
duty to make remarks upon that or any subject.
5495. You are the Chief Clerk of the department, the money and books were under your
immediate control more so than under that of the Commissioner, therefore if an error were
made in the rough draft of the letter as to the amount paid to the contractor, would it not
be your duty to set that right? By this eighty per cent, the Commissioner may mean that
the contract is almost completed, in which case thcre would not be more than this eighty
per cent, paid,
® ■'
5493 Is there not to be a certain per-centage kept in hand after the works havo been
completed, and thoroughly and sufficiently completed ? Yes.
5497. What is that? Ten per cent, usually.
5498. How much is it m this instance ? I am not prepared to say; I have the bond; some
are Idled m with eighty per cent., some with ninety.
5499. When paying money to this contractor, was it no part of your duty to examine the
bonds at that time, to make yourself conversant with the amount tobe paid? The per
centage to be deducted can be paid at any time when certified by the Commissioner;
therefore if the Commissioner had told me the work was done, and to pay the full amount of
that contract, I should be fully justified in doing so,
5500. You do not state that the Commissioner has done so ? The Commissioner tells me to
make a payment, he says—"Pay so and so £500.”
5u01. So that virtually you have no check upon the Commissionor ? I have no check upon
the Commissioner; if the Commissioner writes to me and says—"Pay £1,000 to so and so ”
-- Jv)0,110 c°eCa aPon
Commissioner as to whether the work is really done.
'
0002.^ The Superintendent has no check upon the Commissioner, for you say the Commis
sioner s report over-rides the Superintendent’s, and that the Superintendent’s over-rides the
overseer ? Yes.
5503. So that there is no chock in reality upon the Commissioner? No; if the Commis
sioner chooses to pay any amount of money, he has the power to do so.
■ 5504. The responsibility rests upon him alone ? Upon him alone.
5505. Has the Audit Office any check upon the Commissioner at that time ? Not as to
whether the amount of work charged baa actually been done,
5506. Is there any other mode of auditing the accounts, hy which any defalcation of the
Commissioner might, be detected ? I am not aware of any mode of detecting anything of the
kind in the Audit Office.
& j
6
5507. Is there any check in your Office ? No farther than this, tbat we know the amount
for which the contract has been taken, and we see that the amount is not exceeded; but
whether tho work has actually been done we cannot say*
5508. Y our department is a separate establishment, as separate as one mercantile establish
ment is from another—are the accounts of your Office audited ? They are at first audited by
us, and afterwards at the Audit Office; but we have no check upon the Commission'er if he
orders a certain amount of money to be paid. We pay either ou his recommendation or on
the recommendation of the Superintendent.
5509. There is no examination into the accounts of the different Offices by any officer
independently
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S. Gr. Shiurp, ioilcpcndeDtly of that Office? The Audit Office—they see that the contract is taken for a
Es<lcertain price, and that no more is paid on account of it—they sec that the amount agrees
with the books and cheques.
.
50 Doc., 1801. 5510. You have already informed us that the Commissioner has no check upon himself;
that he has the power of over-riding every one; that be over-rides you, that he over-rides the
Superintendent, and tbat he over-rides the overseer; ami that the Audit Office has no cheek
if the vouchers correspond with the amount to be paid? If the vouchers correspond with
the amount they have no way of judging at the Audit Office whether the work for which
this money is paid has actually been performed; they puy it merely on the voucher of
the Commissioner or Superintendent. None of the officers of our department go to the works
■except the Engineers and Commissioner.
,
*
5511. You say a plan is sufficient to guide you in building a bridge without a specification .
I said it was necessary to have a plan and specification, but that you could build a bridge with
a plan only.
5512. Are plans of bridges made to scale ? Yes, all the plans sent from our Office aro made
to scale and figured as well.
.
5513. Aro the minute details, iron-work and everything, shewn upon tho plan l les, every
thing.
.
..
„ v
5514. Then of course it is perfectly easy to work from it without_a specineation r ies,
but a specification is useful in case of a dispute as to the depth to which the piles should be
5515. You have stated that Mr. Bayley supplemented a contract—it would bo necessary to
have a schedule of prices before that could be done? He had a schedule of prices.
5516. I thought you said £7,000 odd was a lump sum? His contract was accepted as a
lump sum.
,
, ,
,)!
5517. That was setting the schedule of prices aside ? Yes; it was not accepted as a schedule
of prices—it was accepted as a lump sum which was worked out from the schedule of prices.
5518. So that not only was there a supplementary payment, but it did away with the con
tract, as far as the schedule of prices was concerned ? No ; the contractor sent in a schedule
of prices, and the Engineer for Roads took out the quantities for the different work, and from
his quantities he arrived at a lump sum on which ihe tender was accepted, but the extra
work was still to be paid for on tho schedule of prices.
5519. You say Mr. Clements is a ganger ? Yes.
5520. What is a ganger ? A man who has charge of a gang of mcn—a kind of sub-overseer.
5521. Wbat is an overseer? He usually bas charge of 30, 40, or 50 miles of road under
the Superintendent.
„
....
,
5522. How many men would he have under him in this district? That would depend upon
the quantity of work going on ; he might have perhaps a dozen contractors, and perhaps
fourteen or fifteen day men—maintenance men—on different parts of tho road, and other
men working at the bridges. His duties are the same or nearly the same as those of a
Superintendent.
5523. A gauger is a sort of sub-overseer ? Yes.
_
5524. Employed to get timber for bridges? He might be to see that the timber was
according to the specification.
,.
5525. Did he require a body of men to assist him to see that the timber was according to
specification ? You might call him a ganger although he had no men under him,
5526. Then a ganger is, in your opinion, a person who is a judge of timber. Wc call a
man a ganger who is not acknowledged as an overseer—who does not hold an appointment
made by the Government.
,
5527. Is any other person appointed to perform this same duty ? _ Wc have several gangers
in different parts of the road; they arc generally under the Superintendent, and look after
the work-in his absence—for instance, any day-work that may be going on when he is at
some other part of the road.
u j
5528. How long were you in the Road Department? Nearly twelve months as a Road
Superintendent.
,
5529. Were you any trade before ? I have been brought up as an engineer.
_
5530. Are you a civil engineer? I have served all my time as a mechanical engineer.
5531. Bnt not as a civil engineer? I have been in a civil engineer’s office since serving my
apprenticeship as a mechanical engineer.
.
5532. Is a mechanical engineer considered to be a good judge of road-making, or to have
tho necessary experience? Not necessarily; but a man might obtain such knowledge
after he had served his time as a mechanical engineer; and it is usual, if a young man is to
be brought up as a civil engineer, to apprentice him at first to a mechanical engineer, and
then to put him into a civil engineer’s office afterwards.
, n, i ■
5533. iiy jlfr. Hoskins: Do you know Mr. Halligan? Yes, he is the Chief Clerk in the
Office of Public Works.
5534. Has any part of his duties any connection with your department f Our papers, wnen
submitted to the Minister for Works, go tbrongb Mr. Halligan.
.
5535. What papers? Applications for the expenditure of money to be approved ot by the
Minister for Works. In the appropriation of the different sums voted,_ tbe Superintendent
reports various works as being necessary, and all these works are submitted to the Commis
sioner for Roads, who draws out a statement of the whole, and submits it to tbe Munster toi
“Works; that statement goes through Mr. Halligan.
, ,
, ,
5536. Do any accounts with reference to Mr. Martindale go through Mr. Halligan s hands .
Only in the first instance ; tho letter accepting the contract passed through his hands. _
5537. What did Mr. Collett tell you, when he spoke to you with reference to this inquiry—
have vou any objeetion to state ? He said very little, and I did not wish to ask him any
J

questions
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■questions about it; I merely nskcd him how it was going on, how long it was likely to last, S
and questions of that sort.
5538. Bid you receive any written instructions, when you acted as Koad Superintendent,
with reference to your duties? No; I was aware what they were, from having been iu the 20
Office before.
5539. Bo you know whether Mr. Coghlan has been provided with copies of specification of
tho contract he has charge of? We have not sent any copies from the Office to him.
5540. Bo you know whether any copies of the specification arc in the hands of any Govern
ment officer ? I presume Mr. Quodling handed it over to Mr. Coghlan.
5541. Bid you direct him to do so ? He was requested to ; I did not direct him, because he
had sent in his resignation, and was no longer a Government officer.
5542. Bo you know as a matter of fact whether he has done so? No.
5543. Bo you know whether any officer in the district from Boughboy to Armidale had
copies of specifications? No, Ido not.
5544. Bo you know how many contracts aro being performed there ? Not the amount of
every contract; they are all entored in the Office.
■
554o. There are two bridges under the contractors’ hands, are there not? I do not myself
know where those bridges are situated; whether in Mr. Quodliug’s or iu Mr. Brown’s
district.
5540. They are under Mr. Ooghlan’s supervision, I believe ? There is a bridge at Saumarcz
Greek, and one at Uralla.
5547. Bid I not understand you to say, in reply to a question from Mr. Balgleisb, that it
is impossible for a Superintendent to know whether a work is properly performed unless he
has a copy of tho specification ? Or a plan.
55 IS. Did you not say that it was impossible for him to see whether a work was properly
performed unless he had a copy of the specification ? I say he should be provided with a
copy of the specification.
5549. Do you know whether Mr. Coghlan has specifications of these bridges ? No, unless
Mr. Quodling handed over his to him.
5550. Bo you know whether Mr. Quodling had them? ] cannot say. _
5551. Who provides the Koad Superintendent,with copies of the specifications? They
usually make out the specifications themselves in the first instance, except such bridges as
arc advertised (aud plans prepared) direct from the Office.
555‘2, Specifications of quantities? Specifications of quantities. When the work is to be
done for a lump sum the quantities are not worked out.
5553. It is usual for tho Superintendent to make them out? To take out the quantities;
if the bridges are to he built according to a schedule of prices they are checked in the Office.
5554. Does not the Commissioner for Roads see whether these specifications are accurate ?
The Commissioner for Roads approves them ; the Engineer for Roads makes any alterations
which may be neecs‘-ary.
5555. Does not the Commissioner for Roads consider it necessary to see that the Superinten
dents havo specifications of tlie works they have in charge ? I should consider so.
’
555(5. If Mr. Coghlan stated in evidence that he had not a specification, do you not consider
it your duty to sec whether lie had a specification or not? I should imagine it was the
Commissioner’s duty.
5557. Do you think he can properly overlook the manner in which the work is conducted
unless he has a specification ? Not properly.
5558. Have you ever known an instance in which the Commissioner for Roads has arranged
the terms of extending a contract with the contractor, and directed the Road Superintendent
iu charge to send in a letter with an estimate of this extension of the contract, without
receiving the concurrence of tbe Road Superintendent ? No, I do not. If a letter comes
signed by the Superintendent, of course we presume it is written by him.
5559. Without being requested or instigated to do so by the Commissioner for Roads ? It
is a question I should never think of.
55fi0. Bo you know whether it has ever been departed from ? I do not know.
55(51. Bid you ever hear that it had been departed from ? There might be cases where it
has been departed from.
55(52. Bo you know whether it has ever been in any contract of Mr. Martindale’s? I do
not of my own knowledge. I know a letter was received from Mr. Bayley—tbe only
instance l am aware of—in which he states that Mr. Martindale will do certain extra work
for a certain addition to his contract. That letter being sent by Mr. Bayley, I presume was
written by him.
55G3. You say you saw Mr. Hannington a few days ago ? Yes.
5504. Where ? I saw him at the Office.
5565. 'What was he doing in Sydney? The Commissioner sent a telegram for him to come
down.
* 5566. What for—in connection with tbe duties of his office? He wanted to see him; he
sent a telegram himself.
5567. What Government officer is thcre to take charge between Doughboy and Armidale ?
I believe no one; Mr, Coghlan and Mr. Hawkins are down here.
5568. Is it usual to leave a district of that extent without a Government officer to look after
the contractors? Very unusual.
5569. Bo you know whether Mr. Hannington was scut for to give evidence in this inquiry ?
I never asked what tho object was; I know he sent for Mr. Hannington.
5570. Do you know whether Mr. Martindale has had any contracts on the Northern Road,
without those contracts having been previously submitted to public com'petition ? Ho may
havo bad some small task-works—I am not aware of any contracts.
5571.
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S, G. Shairp, 5571. Do you know whether he has had any clearing contract ? No clearing contract that
I am aware of.
5572. Do you know whether he has done any clearing—been paid for any clearing ? That
20 Dec., 1861. j could find out.
5573. Do you know whether he has ever had any clearing contract between Doughboy and
Goonoo Goonoo? He may have done some clearing there—he has had no contract; there
has been no contract advertised.
■
5574. Did you ever hear of his having a contract for clearing tbe road between Doughboy
and Apple-tree Flat? He bas had some work there; whether for clearing only I do not
know.
5575. You do not know the amount of money involved in that contract? No.
5576. Have you any maximum amount involved in a contract which a Government officer is
allowed to alloc without, the contract being subjected to competition ? I have never seen
any regulation; it depends upon the Commissioner for Roads, with the approval of the
Minister. I have had as much as £1,100 or £1,200 to expend ou work for which I could
get no tender, and I have had the money given to me to let the work myself—to divide it
into sub-contracts.
_
_
5577. How long is that ago ? When I was Bead Superintendent—about eighteen months ago.
5578. Do you know the maximum amount of the contracts allotted to Mr. Martindale by
tbe Chief Commissioner, without public competition ? I do not know; I could find out the
maximum amount of work done by Mr. Martindale, whether by contract or private arrange
ment, but tbere are so many small works that I cannot remember them.
5579. Do you know whether Mr. Martindale has had a contract recently on the Southern
Boad ? Yes.
5580. At Camden Flats ? Yes.
5581. What extent was that contract ? About £360, thereabout.
5582. Was that let by tender ? Yes.
^
5583. Who was the successful tenderer ? Mr. Martindale was a tenderer, and I know his
tender was accepted for the Southern and also for the Western Boad.
5584. Do you know of his undertaking to perform a contract which a contractor of the
name of Frazer had failed to carry out ? Yes.
5585. What was the amount of money involved in that contract? I do not recollect the
exact amount.
_
_
5586. Was that submitted to publio competition ? No, it was not; I know the instance
alluded to.
5587. Was it a contract involving a large amount of money ? Not a very large amount.
5588. Do you know whether any relative or connection of Mr. Collett had anything to do
with tbat contract ? I believe his nephew was there; I do not know what position he held
with Mr. Frazer; I know he was there, and I believe he was looked upon as Mr. Frazer’s
agent.
5589. Why was Mr. Martindale sent for to perform the contract? lam not aware that Mr.
Martindale was sent for ; he might have been there at the time. I know there was some
agreement made with him. '
_
5590. Why did he perform this contract when it had been previously allotted to Mr.Frazer?
Because Mr. Frazer did not carry it out.
_
5591. Did Mr. Frazer receive the money ? He received part of it. £200 odd was paid
to him.
5592. Why did you tell the Commissioner it was advisable not to write that letter to Mr.
Quodling ? Because t considered it was not advisable myself.
_
_
_
5593. Why did you think it was not advisable ? If a man sent in bis resignation, I thought
there was no necessity for the Commissioner to take notice of his objection, be might either
accept it or not.
5594. Was that the only reason that induced you to make the remark? Another was that
I did not like to write the letter myself.
_
_
_ _
5595. But it came within the category of your duties? I did not like to write it because
Mr. Quodling being a friend of mine.
5596. Had you no other reason ? No.
5597. Did you object to write it because you considered tbe statement in the letter was
untruthful? Yes; one statement as to Mr. Quodliog’s inability to measure. As I have
already stated, I remarked that I was not before aware that Mr. Quodling could not measure.
Tho Commissioner said, “ No, ho cannot,” or something of that kind. I will not vouch for
the precise words of the conversation.
5598. You consider that an untruthful statement? As far as I am concerned, I have no
reason to believe that it is the fact.
.
5599..With reference to tlie amount of money retained in hand, you know tbat tobe
incorrect ? It is not exactly correct,
5600. Is it a f.ict that you frequently wrote to Mr. Quodling requesting fortnightly vouchers ?
No, I did not repeatedly write to him. I believe I wrote once.
_ _
5601. In the third paragraph you say—111 am directed to inform you that the Commissioner
" requested that fortnightly vouchers should be sent in, which you neglected to do; and
tr it was only after a personal inspection of the work, and the fact of your remissness, that
“ moneys were paid on account ”—did you frequently write to bim complaining of his
remissness? No.
* _
_
5602. How many fortnightly vouchers did he omit to send? I think about half a dozen. ^
5603. When ho was written to, complaining of remissness in this particular, what reasons did
ho assign for not sending ? I do not recollect any explanation on the subject from Mr.
Quodling-
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5604. Do you recollect any letter being sent to him commenting upon his remissness? I S. Cr. Shairp,
am not certain that any letter was sent to him about it.
EK,55605. You do not knew whether the Commissioner requested bim to send fortnightly
vouchers ? I know he was written to, to send in fortn iglitly vouchers in the first instance, but 2018fil ■
I do not know whether he was written to for not acting up to this instruction.
5606. You do not know whether there was any complaint made to bim of his remissness ?
It might have been made on the works.
5607. No official complaint was made to him by letter? I do not remember writing a letter
*
complaining of it.
5608. You think the reasons why it should not have been sent were, that it was an unusual
course of proceeding, and that it contained an untruthful statement ? I considered it unusual,
and I did not consider the statement correct.
5609. Do yon know whether a contractor ever had a contract at Bargo to the amount of
,£500 which was never let by tender ? I think not to such an amount as that.
5610. Just refresh your memory—can you tell us themasimum amount of any work allotted
to any contractor which was not let by tender? The largest one is that you are alluding to
now at Bargo; it was given to Mr, White; but I do not recollect the amount.
5611. When was that? At the beginning of the present year.
5612. Who let it? The Commissioner.
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WILLIAM FORSTER, Esq., in the Chair.
William Riekford Collett, Esq., Commissioner of Roads, called in and further examined:—

5613. By ihe Chairman: Do you wish to make any statement in reference to the matter vv. r Collett
now before the Committee ? I wish to hand in a short statement, which I think may save
Esq. ’
the Committee a good deal of trouble. ^Statement handed in and read. Vide Appendix - A -.
•A)
.
.
80 Dee., 1861.
5614. You say, in this statement, that you take the whole responsibility upon yourself—do
you mean that you owe no responsibility to any superior officer over you ? That is my
view of the case.
5615. That you owe noue? I owe none; not when the general conditions arc signed hy
tbe Minister.
5616. Are you responsible to no one at all ? I am responsible to the Executive Council
and tho Governor.
5617. Not to the Minister of Works? Not to the Minister of Works.
5618. Then if the Minister of Works gave you an order you would consider yourself bound
to decide on the propriety of obeying tho order—you do not consider that you would be
bound to obey the order ? The initiative belongs to me ; I suggest things to the Minister,
not the Minister to me.
5619. You have stated that you owe no responsibility to the Minister ? Under the Act of
Parliament my powers as Commissioner of Roads are defined; I am not responsible to the
Minister.
5620. You are responsible to somebody—the Governor and Executive Council I think you
say ? I imagine so; the same as Commissioners in England are to the Privy Council and
the Queen—not to a Minister.
5621. Then if the Minister for Works gives you an order, do you consider you have a right
to decide whether you will obey it or not—on the merits of the order in fact ? That is a
question that never can occur. The Minister does not give orders to Commissioners.
5622. Supposing he did give an order, are you not bound to obey it? I must decline
answering that question. Whether I am right or wrong, I am only giving my own view.
Being a Commissioner under the Great Seal, and by Act of Parliament, I conceive that I
am only responsible to the Governor and Executive Council. I may be wrong, and tbe
system may be wrong, but I have acted on that view.

5623. If you decline to answer a question so simple, it seems to me you do not give your
own view ? I beg your pardon. The question would not arise. The Minister gives no
orders—the Minister gives no orders that I should not carry out—therefore the refusal could
not take place.
5624. Is it not possible that the Minister for Works and yourself might differ in yonr views
of your duties ? My duties are not defined; I have no duties either written or otherwise.
5025. What are the duties of the Commissioner of Roads ? To manage and maintain the
Main Roads, by Act of Parliament—the Main Roads Act—on his own responsibility.
5626. To do as be pleases ? As lie pleases.
5627. Then in fact, your own opinion of tbe way in which the roads are to be maintained
is to bind you and nothing else. You are not bound by the opinion of any one but yourself
in carrying out your duty ? I think not. I base my reasons on every Commissionership in
England, Ireland, or Scotland. There is a sum of money voted, aod Commissioners are
appointed who have the sole and whole control of the way in which it is to be spent; and I
imagine a Commissionership is the same in Australia as in Great Britain.
5628. You are appointed by the Governor and Executive Council ? Yes.
5629.
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W. P. Collett, 5G29. Supposing tho GoTemor and Executive Council give you certain orders through the
Jisq.
hJinister for Works, arc you not bound to obey them l1 Certainly.
-----^—> 5630. If the Minister for Works gives you an order, is it not to bo presumed that he does so
30 Dec., lad. by tiic authority of the Executive Council ? It is presumed he does nothing of the hind.
He would not take an order to me up to the Executive Council, unless he should say, he is
a gentleman I wish to have removed from his office.
_
5031. You say you would obey the order of the Governor and Executive Council, but you
* would not obey tho order of the Minister for Works? I did not say I would not I said I
did not sec that my position obliged me to do so.
_
_
5632 You do not consider it your duty ? I beg pardon ; I might consider it my duty, hut
I am not obliged to do so.
, . o ■vt j /■ i ’ •
5633. You said just now that the Commissioner of Roads bad no duties ? Eo defined duties,
except us they are defined by Act of Parliament—to maintain and manage the Main Roads.
5634. Then if I ask what your duties are you refer me to the Act of Parliament ? I refer
you to the Act of Parliament. I beg to call your attention to the third clause of the Main
Roads Act, and also to the general conditions.
_
_
5635. Then you do not consider tbat the Governor and Executive Council have power to
further define these.powers—to make regulations, for instance ? Certainly they have.
5636. If they make regulations you are bound to obey them? I presume so, by Act of
Parliament.
, ,,
5637. But if the Minister of Works issues an order you are not obliged to obey him ! Ply
impression is, that under this Act of Parliament I am not forced to do so.
5638. And you have always acted on these principles? Yes, subject to these general con
ditions being approved by the Minister. When I entered office these powers were not
defined, and these general conditions were submitted to tho Minister as a matter of courtesy,
and perhaps as a matter of right, and the Minister approved of tncm.
5639. Then these conditions'dcfioe your duties ? They define my duties, sanctioned by the
Minister, and in conjunction with the Act of Parliament.
5640. From what Office do they emanate ?

The Road Department and the Minister for

Works

,

.

5641. Have they been laid before tbe Assembly ? I should imagine not.
5642. They are entirely confined to the Department? To the Read Branch.
5643. By whom are they approved ? By Mr, Arnold, the Minister for Works.
5644. In that case you take the definition of your duties from tbe Minister for Works, so
far as these regulations are concerned ? Yes.
5045. But you would not consider yourself obliged to deviate from these upon any other
order of the Minister for Works ? Not unless that was repealed and put in a different form.
5646. Then, if 1 understand you rightly, you consider yourself only bound by regulations in
a certain form ? Yes.
.
,
5647. It is tbe form you look to—the Minister for Works might give bis orders in this mode
and you would obey them then ? He could not lay down orders without consulting the head of
the department.
5648. Who is the head of the department? I, as Commissioner of Roads.
5649. But supposing new conditions were issued, you would not consider yourself bound by
them unless you assented to tbem yourself? I cannot carry them out unless they are
assented to by myself.
a v nr
5650. Then your assent you consider necessary to any regulations that may be made ( Ui
course ; I am responsible for tbe payment of the money and the execution of the works.
5651. Supposing any fault is found with any work done under you, by complaint to the
Minister, would you not consider yourself bound to make explanations? Merely to report.
5652. And your report is conclusive ? My report is conclusive. Whatever document
reaches the Minister relating to tbe Road Branch is minuted “ Commissioner of Roads, for
report.”

.

,

,,

j

-

5653. And so I conclude, with regard to complaints against public servants under you, is
your report eooclusive ? It is conclusive if it gives satisfaction to the Minister, which it has
never failed to do.
.
,
5654. Then you admit that the Minister has some discretionary power in dealing with the
tofficers under you—he can dismiss them without your sanction? Yes, they are appointed
hy him, not by me.
_
, ,
.
5655. You have nothing to do with their appointment? Nothing whatever.
5656. You are not consulted ?

I am always consulted.

5657. And is your recommendation generally taken ? About as much one way as the
other—about half.
_
,, ,
5658. You do not consider you have any reason to complain on that score . 4 considei the
Minister is most impartial in his distribution of office.
_
5659. You do not think the public service has been injured by your recommendations not
bei ns attended to? No, I have no reason to say so; the appointments have been very fair.
5660. Then if I understand you rightly, in rcgaid to your duties you consider your opinion
conclusive, but not in regard to appointments? I have nothing to do with appointments;
they are made by tho Governor and Executive Council.
^
_
5661. With regard to yourself—if complaints are made against yourself. I do not wish to
make any special allusion ; but suppose charges arc made against the Commissioner of Roads,
in what form ought they to be dealt with ? Charges by the public, do you mean ?
5062. Charges by any one—such charges as these of Mr. Quodling ? These charges were
made by Mr. Quodling—now that they arc admitted to be charges—to the Minister for n Orks,
which,! presume, was the proper way, and the Minister would have called for an explana
tion, which the Minister would have got.
5663.
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56G3. ’tt’ould you consider your report in that ease conclusive ? I consider that if the report TV. R Collett,
were a true onCj and convincing to the mind of the minister, it would be conclusive.
S<J'
5GG4. Without reference to its truth, would you consider your report conclusive, if you were
called upon for an explanation? As far as my report went; I cannot argue whether it 30•Dl;C’Jael‘
would be conclusive to another man’s mind.
5GG5. You admit the right of the Minister to hold an inquiry into your conduct? Certainly.
GGG6. Iu that case, may he not also define your duties, because if be has a right to inquire
iuto your conduct ho of course must form an opininn as to yonr duties? A man may inquire
into any person’s conduct, but he cannot alter an Act of Parliament.
5GG7. But he may interpret an Act of Parliament in a different way from what you do ?
fie may, and very likely he does, but that does not alter my opinion,
5GG8. In that case you must be responsible to the Minister for Works? That may be your
opinion ; I do not conceive so. 'During the present year I have acted on my own responsi
bility alone.
GGGG. It is in the Minister’s power to inquire into your conduct ? Yes, Any honest man
would like his conduct inquired into.
GOTO. Aud in that case it would he in his power to come to an adverse decision ? No
doubt, and to report to the Executive, upon which I would get my dismissal. I am perfectly
awn re of that.
5671. So far, then, you arc responsible to the Minister ? So far as my personal honesty
and competency are concerned, but not as to my duties.
5G7'2. You do not admit that the Minister has any discretion in determining on the quality
nf the work done under you? None whatever.
5G73. By Air. Hoskins : Do you consider that the Minister is empowered to dismiss you ?
Certainly not; I have not the least idea of it.
5G74. By ike Chairman: Then of course you do not consider yourself responsible to Par
liament at all ? To what Parliament may do, certainty not—to what Parliament has done
I do consider myself responsible—to that Act of Parliament which is my guide.
5G75. You arc not responsible for your conduct, to either House, in anyway? I do not
know. I am sure I do not know what the duties and powers of the House may be; but I
should not in England consider myself so. It may be different here.
5G7G. You say your reports are conclusive, as regards the quality of work done under you;
supposing the Minister of Works were of a different opinion, and got the opinions of persons
he considered as well qualified to decide against your opinion, what would bo the result
then ? The result, if adverse to me, would be, that he would report to the Governor and
Executive Council tbat I was incompetent, and I must take the consequences.
5677. As Commissioner for Roads, 1 suppose you have full power over your subordinate
officers—Superintcndeuts and road overseers—with the exception of dismissing them; full
power to order tbem to do anything ? Of course I have.
5678. They aro entirely under your orders ? They are entirely under ray orders.
5679. Ik the Engineer of Roads under your orders? He is. Every officer of the depart
ment is under my orders.
5680. Do you consider yourself qualified to decide on the competency of the Engineer for
Roads, and the correctness of bis opinions? Most certainly. I would be unfit for my office
if L could not do so.
5081. Was thcre any complaint made against yon when Mr. Eagar was in office? Yes.
.5682. Will you state the circumstances f The complaint was, that I exceeded my duty as
Superintendent.
5086. That was when you were Superintendent? Yes.
5684. Was there an inquiry made then ? I am aware of no inquiry except what Captain
Martindale instituted.
5685. By whom was the complaint made against you ? I believe a letter was written by
Mr. Dan gar. I am not aware of any other person.
5080. Was any inquiry made ? I was called upon to refute certain charges, such as having
gone 80 miles in one day over my road.
5687. You were called upon to report ? Yes.
56S8. And you did report ? I did.
5689. Is the letter you wrote then in the Office now ? I presume it is.
5690. Did you get any reply ? I got a reply to the effect that I must be more careful in
future, or something of that sort.
5091. You were reprimanded then ? I might have been reprimanded, if reprimand is the
word. 1 was found fault with and told to be more careful in future. I did not myself
consider it a reprimand, rather the contrary.
5692 What was the particular thing you were told to be careful about ? About carrying
on the works; to spend the money more equally. My object has always been to make an
improvement at oneo, because the quicker it is done the more it is for tbe benefit of the
public. Tho old system was to spend so much a week, or so much a month.
'
5698. Was it not for allowing money to be spent without authorit}'—I do not mean to say
anything implying criminality—was it not for spending money withont proper vouchers ?
For allowing contractors to exceed their contracts, and then certifying for the work done.

5694. Paying more than was due ? No, I had nothing to do with the payment.
5095. Certifying for more than was due ? No, for more work than was in the contract. I
bug here to remark that for many years previously I was perfectly irresponsible as Surveyor
of the Northern Road; I had no one to guide mo in tbe slightest degree.
5096. As Surveyor ? Wc were called Surveyors of Roads until Captain Martindale came
into office, and hud been so from the time the system was first originated under Mr. Deas
Thomson and Sir Charles Fits Roy. For about five years I was responsible to no one,
238—2 A
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though nominally under the direction of the Colonial Architect, and not the slightest notice
tvas taken of my proceedings for mmy years, nor did a single officer come to visit, the works.
5697. Were you Surveyor of Roads when this complaint of Mr. Dangar’s occurred P Yes.
30 Dec., 1861, 5698. You held the same rank as you do mow? No, [ lield the same rank as Mr. Brown
holds at present under me.
5699. Was there a Commissioner over you ? Yes, Captain Martindale
5700. In that caso there has been an additional officer appointed since ? lam not aware
of it.
5701. Is there not now a Superintendent of Roads ? Yes, that is the position which I held.
5702. With overseers under him in different places ? The same as I Siold.
5703. Who is the nest officer to you nt present ? In the department ?
5704. Yes, above you ? There is no officer above me in the department; I am bead of the
department.
•
5705. You hold the same office as Captain Martindale did ? Kxaetly.
5706. You say, in this statement,that you have power to authorize the payment of money
on your own responsibility, without reference to subordinate officers? Or the Minister.
5707. Or without reference to the Minister? Yes.
5708. And responsible only to the Executive Council? After the accounts have passed.
The Auditor General is a check upon me, because he can refuse to pass the aeeouots.
5709. By Mr. Noskim: Will you explain the nature of the check? Any account ho docs
not choose to pass is returned, and he is in the constant habit of sending back accounts if
they are not satisfactorily vouched for. Bor instance, if I were to pay an overseer a day’s
salary, or any salary whatever, without the authority of tlie Minister, the voucher would be
sent back ; and it is the same thing with respect to any other voucher I have not got the
proper certificates for; but the Auditor General has always considered the certificate of the
head of the Office as the best he can get,
i
5710. By the Chairman: It is not your practice to depend on your own supervision of
works ? It is impossible for me to do so.
1
5711. Butin particular cases, where you think it right to do so, you do do so? Yes; in
three cases during the last year.
5712. Was the Doughboy Diversion one of them ? It was.
5713. That was one of the cases in which you thought it right to authorize the payment of
money without reference to the Superintendent? I did so.
5714. Will you state the duties of a Superintendent ? lam not aware that he has any duties.
5715. When an officer is appointed is it not usual to tell him what to do ? I should imagine
so. With reference to the late Superintendent, he was uo appointment of mine, and
probably if he had any instructions he can produce them.
5716. When an officer is appointed he must have some duties which he is told to perform—
you do not leave it to his imagination ? I am not aware of any written instructions in
existence in the Office with reference to tho duties of a Superintendent.
5Z_lD.^f do not ask about written instructions—I merely wish to know what duties a Supertendent of Roads has to do—he is not to do nothing—'what is he to do ? He has to see that
the money is expended according lo the directions of the Commissioner for Roads; that is
his duty; he is only an instrument in the hands of the Commissioner.
5718. Is he not to see that the works are done properly ? That is his business; he would
be dismissed if he did not see them done properly.
'
5719. In fact his duty is to see that money is spent according to the instructions of the
Commissioner? Yes.
5720. And to see that the works are done properly ? Ye1, and to control his overseers.
5721. The overseers are only instruments in his hands? Exactly.
5722. These being the duties of the Superintendent, I suppose if he sees anything going
wrong, it is his duty to inform the Commissioner? He is instructed to report every
fortnight.
5723. Then he does get instructions to report ? That is part of his instructions. They
were first given when I came into office, and did not exist previously.
57-24, Dpi you ever instruct them what their duties were—any of them ? There are certain
office duties which every person is aware of—to send in vouchers, and so on.
• 5725. Does a maVi appointed from a lower office to a higher know his duties by instinct, or
from ohscrvatipn-J-how does he know them? Really I cannot say. It is no appointment of
mine ,0"j-t
5726, Have yum/aever had any Superintendents of Roads appointed? I have had ; when I
was madc-Gnirunissioner Mr, Brown was made Superintendent.
5727. ‘SuClJnt is part of your duty to see that a Superiu ten dent docs his duty? Undoubt
edly if is.. '
jii'TaS.'.-iJy jWV. Noskins: You said tlie Superintendents were expected to send in reports
every fortnight—who instructs them ? It is part of the detailed orders of the Office.
5729. How do they actually get these instructions? I order a circular to be sent them.
5730. By the Chairman: When a Superintendent is appointed, is he not told his duties?
I am not aware tbat he is.
That has not been your practice? I can only speak of things as I find them
Wl mu
I was Superintendent T got uo instructions; as Commissioner I have given no instructions
defining duties
5732. By Mr. Noskins: You have seen this circular you speak of? Yes.
5733. Do you know any Superintendent that has got no circular ? No.
5734. By Mr. Dalgleish: Who is the Superintendent that you spoke of that was not of
your appointment ? No Superintendent is an appointment of mine ; I have not the appoints
- m o u t of Superi n t endents.
_

.
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&735. By the Chairman: Was Mr. Quodling appointed when you wore in office? No, lie 5V, R. Collott,
Esq.
was in office as Sopcrintcndent when I was made Commissioner; when I was Superintendent
of the first division he was Superintendent of the second division.
5736. Mr. Coghlan bas been appointed since you came to office ? Yes.
®cc,>1861
•Moi ■ Was not that your recommendation ? No, I recommended another gentleman.
5738. Eas Mr. Coghlan never been made acquainted with what his duties are ? He has had
a few instructions from me when I met him the other day. Those were the ouly instructions
he has had.
5739. They wore given personally ? Yes.
5740. Can you speak to his competency ? Certainly.
5741. Do you think him very competent ? Perfectly.
5742. How can you tell whether he is competent or not ? By the works he has carried out
on the Southern Boad; by the character he had on the Western Koad fur five years pre
viously ; aud by his sections of roads, bridges, &c. I consider him a very excellent surveyor
of works, but he was no recommendation of mine.
5743. As to his particular duties as Superintendent, how do you know that he is even
acquainted with what they are—does he know them by experience ? Mr. Coghlan acted os
head overseer between Sydney and Penrith, over whom there was no Superintendent. He
was a first-class overseer, who communicates directly with the Commissioner for Roads with
out a Superintendent; and therefore he was, to all intents and purposes, a Superintendent
before he was appointed to this work in the Northern District.
5744. If a Superintendent makes certain reports regarding works, you in general act upon
them, I presume, as you cannot possibly superintend everything yourself? It is very seldom
I ignore the suggestions of a Superintendent if I call upon him to give suggestions; but I
invariably do not take advice which is not asked for.
5745. If an inferior officer saw anything going on wrong, and made a suggestion to you,
would you think it consistent with your duty to take no notice nf it unless you had called
for his report ? Not if it were put in the light of an unasked for suggestion.
5746. If an inferior officer reports without your having asked him, do you mean to say you
take no notice of it ? Not if in the shape of a remonstrance.
5747. Do you always take care to give the Superintendents a knowledge of the form in
which their suggestions or reports are to be made, in order that the public service may not
suffer by their making suggestions in an improper form, and their not being attended to ? I
presume that a gentlemau in any capacity is supposed to have gentlemanly feelings, which
should prevent him from writing letters to me in a manner that an inferior officer ought not
to do. If he does do so I take no notice of him.
5748. Where is this rule about gentlemanly feelings to be found—is there anything of tbe
,
kind in tbe Main Roads Act, which you say is your guide ? There is an Act very superior
to the Main Roads Act, by which business is conducted between gentlemen.
t
5749. You have stated that you are guided by tbe Main Roads Act ? . My powers are derived
from the Main Roads Act, but the mode of conducting business is different.
,
5750. If an officer does his duty, even though it is not done in the most gentlemanly way, ■
does it not answer the purpose ? I presume not. I presume no officer is obliged to use any
vulgarity or to put his superior officer in an unfair position.
5751. Is it not possible that an officer may have practical experience and scientific know
ledge fully equal to the duties of his office, and yet not have quite that refinement of manner
and feeling that those above him may have—are not allowances to be made? Allowances
have been made, and I regret that they were.
5752. If the public interest is served by an officer in an honest way it is no very great
matter as to his gentlemanly feelings ? I beg to state tbat no inferior officer who, publicly
and before workmen, condemns and endeavours to lower in the estimation of the public his
superior officer, is doing his duty.
5753. That is another question. That may be an act of insubordination, which it seems to
me is an intelligible word, but as to tbe gentlemanly feelings of subordinate officers, no
doubt it is very pleasant to have these things, but I ask how these things are to bo defined,
and you do not state how ? If you ask me a question I look you in tbe face—
my back upon you ; that is gentlemanly conduct; but if I speak to an iuferipf.dflfia/i', unci
turns his back upon me and sneers at me, it is not gentlemanly conduct. / „ *
5754. I presume you infer that these occurrences have taken place with y^u ap.d an inferior '
officer? Ever since I have been in office.
1"^'
5755. And with Mr. Quodling? Yes.
'
5756. You complain that Mr. Quodling has not treated you in a gentlef^sfily .manner ?
He has treated me not only in an ungentlemanly manner, but in a manner
benduct
to him was quite undeserving of; and it is not my complaint only, but every^pontractor .
and every officer along the whole district make the same complaint, saying that his'siito4iDt(('jj*
is such tbat nobody can work under him.
' ‘■ ■
5757. With regard to the duties of a Superintendent, if a Superintendent sees that work is
being badly dune is it not bis duty to report it to you ? Yes, to report; I have stated that.
5758. But the report must be in a particular form F Certainly; he reports that sueh and
such is the case.
5759. But if he personally remonstrates or informs you of it you take no notice ? I do not
acknowledge the word remonstrance.
5760. If he reports personally ? I am not in the habit of taking personal reports; I have
everything in writing, and give everything iu writing.
:
5761. Then if a Superintendent, in ignorance of forms, and of what you call gentlemanly
conduct, were to tell you that certain things were going on wrong, would you not take notice
of it ? I presume, being on the spot, I would not require his information as to whether
things
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E. Collott, things were going on wrong. If I am competent for my office I am able to see whether they
ES[1are going on wrong or not. The information would be superfluous on his part.
5762. Iwmercly want to find out what the duties of a Superintendent are ?

Probably tbe

30 Dec., 1861. ijes(; way w|ip l)efor uic to stale how the present system arose. In January, 1854, Surveyors
or Superintendents of Roads were appointed, whose duties were to spend a certain amouut of
money to the best of thetr ability, exactly the same as His now in the Lands Department. In
tbe Lands Department there is a large sum of money voicd, which is handed over to the
Superintendents, Magistrates, or Wardens of Districts, to be expended.
5703. That is for subordinate roads f Yes. There is no check whatever. The money
voted is placed to their credit and spent entirely under their direction.
5764. Is that the case with Superintendents of Roads? It was till 1858, and during
tbat time I was Surveyor of the Nm thorn Road. When Captain Martindale came into
office, be endeavoured to the best of his ability to carry out a new system. That
new system was to have the Hoad Engineer, Mr. Dennett, occasionally visiting the works,
perhaps once or twice a year, and pointing out to the Superintendents how the money was
to he spent. The Suoerintendents, I for one, occasionally objected to this, aud the matter
was then referred'to Captain Martindale. I objected to a subordinate to tbe Commbsioner
directing me bow to spend the money I was a subordinate officer then, but I was not
exactly obliged to agree with Mr. Dennett; and, for instance, whenever Mr. Bennett
sugeested that a bridge should be built twelve feet broad, I invariably stated that tbat was
a great error in cunstruction, and that it ought to be sixteen or eighteen feet broad. That
was one point on which we disagreed. Mr. Dennett said twelve feet was large enough for
this Colony, and I said it was nor. Another point was the concentration of money at
particular spots, so as merely to make a mile or two of good road, and leave all the rest in
tlie district untouched. I objected to that system. If I got any credit for my management
of the Northern Road, it was because I expended the money, so that though the road was
never ipuitc good, it was never very had. These matters were referred to Captain Martindale, and I must state that Captain Martindale coincided with me except on the question
of bridges, and on that lie decided against me, because he considered Mr. Bennett, a more
competent judge of the construction of a bridge. The bridge question was therefore given
against me, for which I have since suffered, for these narrow bridges and narrow roads have
been supposed to be my work, whereas I have never made a bridge only twelve feet wide in
my life, and I never made a road narrower than thirty feet, W ben I came to office as Com
missioner, I did not consider myself called upon exactly to follow this system, and as it was
the only precedent I had, I established, with the consent of the Minister, other rules and
regulations, which were tiiat the money should first be spent to make the roads passable, and
then if any were left that that should be spent on particular works in the shape of contracts
My first object was to spend the £50 a-mile voted for the Main Roads in maintaining and
keeping the roads in repair, and to do that, I assumed a power ot disposing of the money;
but of course, if certaib sums of money are voted for certain works to be done by contract,
then I am bound to sec it spent in that way. For instance, if money is voted for such a
contract as this Doughboy Hollow Diversion, or for a bridge, I am bound to see it spent as
directed; but my system has been diametrically opposite to that pursued by Captain
Martindale, with reference to keeping the roads in passable order at all times of the year.
5765. The Superintendents of Roads, then, are to see that money is spent under the instruc
tions of the Commissioner in regard to those parts of the roads which require maintaining;
but with regard to contracts, surely their duty is to see that ihe contractor keeps up to the
conditions of his contract ? Subject to alterations made by the Commissioner, ^
5766. If a contractor were suffered to go on with his work without objections being taken
to any faults of construction, might it not be possible that the Commissioner coming afterwaids could not tell what the errors were of which the Superintendent complained ? Then
the Commissioner is not fit for his office.
_
5767. Is it not possible that the consolidation of tho road might not be sufficient? Ido
not believe in consolidation; it is a word I have entirely erased. When I came into
office I scratched out the word consolidation from every contract; Ido not believe in
consolidation.
...
.
5708. Was it in your power to alter contracts? If it is substituted in the contract before it
is signed.
5769. This is the case I want to put—supposing the Commissioner has not been ablc_ to
visit the works at all, through the whole performance of the contract, is it possible for him,
at the end, to know whether it has been done throughout correctly, without reference to the
Superintendent at all ? When I was appointed to the office of Commissioner, I was informed
that I was not to stop in Sydney, but to visit all the works periodically, which I have done;
and in doing so I have travelled about seven thousand miles this year.
5770. I want to know whether the Commissioner for Roads can possibly determine the
mode in which a contract is performed, if he has not seen anything of it throughout, and

if lie does not in some way rely on the report of his Superintendent—we will say the
Douchboy Diver.-ion or any contract you like ? lie cau, simply because the contracts are
drawn out hy himself. I can see whether my own orders are carried out; I generally write
out the contracts.

5771. Can you tell as to the malting of the road—the whole construction—whether every
particular has been complied with? I must take the fortnightly reports and vouchers to
prove to me. that the heaps of stone, for instance, have been properly measured.
5772. In that case you must rely on the report of the Superintendent? Yes, for the
previous thing; but 1 have always got ten per cent, in my hands, and if the work passed by
the Superintendent does not come up to my ideas I can make the contractor finish it
differently.
57(3.
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5773. Supposing there are parts of the road to which, before the metal is put on, the ^
Superintendent objects, because he does not think they are in a fit state to receive the metal ?
That system is entirely done away with. We tie the contractor down to time now, and wc
cannot do both. The Superintendent cannot object to the contractor carrying on his work,
if the contractor is liable to a penalty of £300 or £400 for not completing it in time.
5774. What do the Superintendents do more than the overseers? Yery little more, except
that they arc over a more extensive district.
_ _
5775. Do not the Superintendents check the overseers at all ? They cannot do it in many
instances, for they cannot he an effectual check over task-work carried on at Armidale, for
instance, when the Superintendent is resident at Tamworth.
577(5. According to you, whether the Superintendent is competent or not, you can tell
whether the work is done properly ? Of course I can.
5777. Then it does not matter whether the Superintendent, is competent or not? He must
he able to do certain things—write a report, measure cuttiugs or heaps of stone, set out
bridges, take levels, and so on.
_
577{5. Is it not his duty to refuse vouchers for the payment of money if he thinks the work .
is not properly done ? Ho has nothing to do with refusing payment.
5779. Your say he furnishes vouchers ? He is ordered to furnish vouchers for work done.
5780. Supposing he thinks it is not his duty to furnish these vouchers ? It is his duty.
5781. Supposing he thinks the money has not been earned ? It is impossible, if the works
are going on at all, but, that seme money must be earned. No contractor waits a whole
fortnight without having done some work; and it is the duty of the Superintendent to
send in his returns of work done every fortnight. If, for instance, ho has sent in his returns
up to the end of April, it is impossible that further work is not executed between the 1st of
May and the 14th of May, otherwise he would report that there was not a single man at
work, hut if there has been a single man at work he mnst have done certain work, and it
is the duty of the Superintendent to report the quantity of work done, Therefore he must
send in some voucher.
_ _
5782. Supposing the quantity of work and the quality together do not, in the opinion of the
Superintendent, amount to tiie sum he is required to vouch for ? He is not required to
vouch for any tiling except the work done. He vouches on the 30th of April for all the
work that has been done during the previous fortnight, and on the 14th May he has again
to report and say what work has been done in that interval. It is impossible that no work
has been done. Something must have been done, if it is only a pound's worth.
5783. Supposing he was required to vouch fora la'rger sum of money than the pound’s
worth ? I am not aware that he is required to vouch for any sum of money at all, but if
ho docs not choose to vouch for the work done he neglects his duty, and I vouch for him.
5784. Supposing there is no work done ? Then I should not give the contractor a farthing;
and I should never think of giving a contractor a sum of money for any work without a
voucher frum (he Superintendent, unless I had visited the work myself.
5785. If the Superintendent does not think any work has been done ? Then he reports
that there are no men at work.
578(5. It is quite possible to keep men at‘work and do very little? That very liitlc must
he returned.
_
5787. If he thinks the work done falls very short of the money that would otherwise he
due to the contractor ? He has nothing to do with the money due to the contractor ; he has
only to report, the work done, and send in a voucher.
5788. He has nothing to do with payments of money at all ? Nothing whatever.
5789. You said just now that it was his duty to see that the money was spent under the
orders of the Commissioner ? That is with respect to the maintenance of the roads.
5790. He has nothing to do with the money voted for contracts ? Nothing whatever.
5791. He simply makes a report of what, has been done, and how it has been done ? Yes.
5792. If that report is not furnished? Then the contractor conies to the Office, and under
the temh clause he cau claim it. I have no choice, I must pay him.
_
5793. Arc you bound to pay him on his own statement, without any examination of the
works ? That is a difficult question. I think I am houndto pay him, but I should not pay
him. I think I am bound under that clause ; I think it is part of the contract.
5794. L am supposing a case in which the Superintendent, say, neglects bis duty,
and does not furnish reports—are you bound to pay the contractor then on his own mere state
ment; I grant he may in law have a right to recover, if his work is done; but surely the
Government must examine whether it is done or not, and in what way it is done ? . The
Superintendent is supposed to do his duty; hut if he neglects it I should hesitate in giving
money without any voucher at all. 1 would rather go to the trouble and expense of seeing
the particular work.
5795. Have ynu in any ease authorized the payment of money without a report from the
Superintendent, and without examination yourself? Never without examining it myself.
579(1. Then, in all cases where reports have not been furnished by the Superintendent, you
have examined the work yourself? Yes.
5797. How many cases of (hat sort have occurred ? Three, or I may say two.
5793. Will you slate the cases? When I say two I am not aware of any real case except
one. The other cases have been conducted, as far as I am aware, in a perfectly legitimate
manner; and if one case was not legitimate it was owing to a little error that Mr. Quodling,
senior, led me into.
_
_
5799. Will you state the cases, and the circumstances connected with them, in which the
reports of the Superintendent have either not been furnished, or have not been satisfactory,
and in which you found it your duty to authorize the payment of money without a report ?
I have corrected myself about the three cases, and will abide by the one.
8 00.
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W. R. Onllett, 5800, Do you state positively that there has only been one case of the kind ? Only one
jSth
contract; I am not aware of any other.
5801. ln which you have authorized the payment of money without the necessary vouchers
;!0D,,.. lSi,i.from *lie Superintendent ? Yes.
5802. Will you state the ease ? I have paid money for the Doughboy Diversion without
haying vouchers from the Superintendent.
5803. In only one instance ? In only one contract. My impression is, that I have done it
repeatedly in regard to that contract.
'
5804. Did you not consider it an unusual occurrence ? Not under the circumstances.
5805. In all these eases did you look to the works yourself before you authorized money to
be paid ? Invariably. I beg to hand in a letter which will perhaps throw a new light on
the subject. It is dated the 7th February, and addressed by Mr. Martindale to Mr. liuyley.
(The witness handed in the same.
Vide Appendix B.') I should also like very much, if it
does not interfere with the mode of examination, to hand in the bond, and specifications,
and contract with Mr. Martindale, which precedes this, dated the 28th January, fur I am
very particular about these dates, as a great deal depends on the dates, to shew that this
payment was not made without very good reason fur it, or with any wilful disregard of
precedents.
580G. Will you state the whole circumstances that led to these cases where you were obliged
to pay money repeatedly without the report of the Superintendent ? I must first state that
I originally surveyed this particular contract and laid it out; and this being the only
engineering contract, if I may so call it, which has taken place on the roads in New South
Wales—for I consider the Moonbies and TVarland's Range, which were also in my district,
comparatively easy, while this is extremely difficult—I must say I felt some little pride in
being able to carry it out. As a proof, I beg to call attention to two paragraphs in Captain
Mart.indale’s report on the Great Northern Road, for 1858. -The first runs thus :—“ I must,
“ however, observe that great credit is due to the Surveyor of the Northern Road, for the
,f manner in which he has availed himself of the materials at hand to form the road,
" and by which he has effected great improvements with small means.”
The other
passage is in these words:—" During the delay thus occasioned”—by an accident to
Mr. Bennett who was travelling with the Commissioner—“ the Surveyor of the Northern
“ Road examined Chilcot.t’s Creek, and verbally reported to me that he had formed a
" favourable opinion of the proposed deviation.” Subsequent to that report of mine, for
which I sent in a detailed estimate and plans, Mr. Debenham was appointed by the
Government to lay out the whole road from Doughboy Hollow northwards, and Mr.
Debenham adopted my line in its integrity, viz., the present line of road as carried out
at Doughboy Hollow. Subsequently Mr. Debenham was removed and Mr. Wells was
appointed by Mr. Beunett to re-survey the line, and he made no alteration whatever, except
when it came to the crossing of Doughboy Creek, where there was a choice whether the line .
should cross the crock twice, or whether it should take a sidling involving a large expense
in rock, and also in earth excavation. This question not having been decided, and Mr. Ben
nett having left the Colony, I went up as early as possible and compared the two lines; and
I considered that on a mountain range it was far more desirable to carry out the
one with good gradients, which is the line at present adopted, than to cross the creek
twice with very had gradients; and no engineer can for a moment doubt that, as far as the
gradients are oocerned, which is a material element in heavy traffic on a mountain range,
the gradients in the present line are infinitely superior to those on the other line. Having
determined to carry this out, I of course experienced some little difficulty, in the first
instance, in doing so, having for Superintendent in that district Mr. Robert Quodling, a
strong advocate of Messrs. Bennett and Wells, and a person who shewed the most perfect
contempt for my ability, and everything else connected with me. Therefore I, in the first
instance, told Mr. Quodling that I should dispense with his services so far as that one
contract was concerned, but afterwards I told him he was to superintend the earth-work, and
Mr. Bayley was to superintend the bridge-work and masonry. During the progress of the
works I made repeated visits. I visited them on the 11th and again on the 18th April,
on the 26th June, on the 12th September, and finally, on the 19th December. This was
during the time I was Commissioner; and I had inspected tho works very frequently
previously to that, while I was Superintendent, I then told the contractor—I said, you
must sign this bond, subject to any alterations I may make hereafter; there will he sundry
alterations made, and you will agree to those alterations, and your sureties will agree to
those alterations; and he said he would have no objection, as I was going to take the
'
management of that contract, and any alterations I made he would accede to. I think I will
now hand in this bond for the Doughboy Diversion Works, as signed by Mr. Martindale and
his sureties, the specifications, and general conditions, the schedule of prices, and the
advertisement calling for tenders. [The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix CJ
You will see that this is a contract for a schedule of prices which was accepted by the
Government as a lump sum. There ia this great peculiarity about this contract. What the
object was in accepting this as a lump sum, when the contractor says nothing about a lump
sum, I am not aware of; but I believe the contractor has full power to refuse the lump sum,
and to go back on his own schedule of prices. There is no document to prove to me that the
contractor ever accepted this contract, except by going on to the work. The matter stood thus:
He did not exactly know his position, and he left it pretty much to me, which I do not in the
least deny. I was very anxious to engage him, as I believed he was almost the only contractor
in Australia who could curry out the works so well. Ho had at the time 200 men employed.
Under these circumstances, the contractor repeatedly commnuicated with me, through Mr.
Bayley and through Mr. Quodling, and forwarded to me copies of the letters, which will
shew that there was nothing done except in a business-like way between Mr. Martindale and.
myself.
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The first letter I will hand in will shew the terms on which he took the contract, tv. E. Collett,
Vide Appendix D.)
The n^st is a letter from
Esil’
Mr. Martindale to Mr. Quodling, dated 7th March. (The witness read and handed in the
same.
Vide Appendix 7?.)
30 lOoe,, 1801.
hSOi. These payments were made by your authority, on the report of the Superintendents?
They were to send in reports arid vouchers, and I paid the moncy.
580S, A voucher means a certificate that the work is done according to contract? It means
that the .work is done, not that it is according to contract.
5809. A certificate and a voucher mean tho same thing—do they not ? There are two
vouchers, one what is called an H form, and the other, an I form. The one is merely for
an advance on a contract, and the I form is for my guidance as to how that advance is made
up.
5810. They were ordered to send in these vouchers fortnightly ? Yes.
5811. And on receiving these, in general, you used to authorize payments ? I authorized
payments of course.
5812. I want you to state the circumstances in which you authorized payments without
vouchers ? You will find, probably, that I never authorized payments without vouchers,
although apparently I did. I beg to hand in a third letter, from Mr. Martindale to Mr.
Quodling, dated 11th May, witli my minute thereupon. (The witness read and handed in,
(The witness read and handed in the same.

the same.

Vide Appendix F.')

5813 That was one of tho cases ? That was one of the cases, but the voucher Mr. Quod
ling subsequently furnished, so that it hardly comes under the category of having paid
money without vouchers, because on Mr. Quodling's return he furnishes the voucher. I
may state that with that solitary exception of Mr. Quodling’s absence, that from the 7th
of February to the 12th of August—and I beg you to bear this in mind—everything proceeded
with the works exactly as I directed. With the exception of his absence all the vouchers and
reports came in regularly.
5814-. With regard to this particular case, you authorized the payment without bis voucher iu the first instance, but lie gave it afterwards ? Yes.*
5815, Did you examine the works yourself, or did anyone do so, to enable you to judge
whether they were done at all, or how they were done? The report of the 7th of March
from Mr, Quodling would be sufficient to authorize it, in which he states the quantity of
work that has been done.
5810. A previous report ? Yes.
5817. Then, in fact, his voucher was not necessary ? I had a report in this instance though
not a voucher. Mr. Quodling here states iu his report of February 28th :—" I have taken
" charge of the Doughboy Diversion works, and made a measurement with Mr. Dayley.
“ The following is a list of work done during the month :—3,339 cubic yards earth excavation,
“ G3Tf cubic yards, rock excavation, 1 mile clearing, and 51ji!- cubic yards rubble masonry.
1r< The contractor is cutting timber for Nos. 1 and 10 bridges.” Upon this I made a
minute:—" No. 10 bridge does not exist. Inform Messrs. Quodling and Bayley to see
“ revised sections. W. It. C. 19-3-61.” I beg to hand in this report. (The witness
handed in. the same.
Vide Appendix (7.)
5S1S. Then it was on this report, without, a voucher, that you authorized the money to be
paid ? This and his subsequent report. This is his report for February, and here is another
for March ; and I think you will see the letter I handed in from Mr. Martindale is dated 7th
March.
5819. Then you authorized money to be paid without a voucher on tho strength of these
reports, because you judged by them that the work was properly done? You will bear in
mind that I was there on the 11th and 18th April, and I was therefore perfectly competent
to judge of the work being done without any voucher whatever.
5820. Then these vouchers were a mere form ? Except for the Auditor General.
5821. As far as you were concerned you did not require them ? No, hut I must have them
for the Auditor General to pass the accounts. It has been stated that repeated remon
strances were made to me as to the way in which this contract was carried on, but I can only
say I am not aware of anything of the kind having come to hand, and there is certainly no
such remonstrance in any of these reports of Mr. Quodling’s. As to the payment of the
money I think I was perfectly justified in that, having personally visited the works, and
having also these reports to prove to me that the work had been done. But I also beg to
assert that I should have done it without these reports, having personally visited the works.
The report of 31 March says :—“Doughboy Diversion—The following work has been done
“ since last report—4,836 cubic yards earth excavation, 260 cubic yards rock excavation,
mile of clearing. 47 men are employed on the earth-works, and 10 at tho clearing. The
" works are progressing slow hut satisfactorily.” That is the only word about the Doughboy
Diversion. I will hand in this report. (The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix
II.') Mr. Quodling’s report of the 3rd May is to this effect:—“Doughboy Diversion—The
f< contractor is progressing favourably with this contract. The earth-work will be ready in a
“ month for final measurement. I have returned voucher for 1,200 cubic yards metal; 88
“ men are employed on tiie earth-work, and 8 stone-breaking. I am carrying out the slopes of
“ the big cutting as directed.” There is not a word of remonstrance in that letter. (The
witness handed in the same.

Vide Appendix I.)

5822. Then all that was necessary to complete this, as a business transaction, was a fow
vouchers, which were not furnished on the 11th May, at the time Mr. Martindale wrote to
ask you to pay the money ? Yes.
5823. You did not consider them necessary yourself—you were quite satisfied ? Yes; I was
at Bowenfels at the time, on the Western Hoad, and I made that memorandum because it
was the first time I had ever advanced any money in that way, not that I at all doubted my

power
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IV. li. Collett, power to do so, trat because I did not wish it to be taltcn as a precedent. I now come to a
Ksq.
very material point in the evidence-----<---- “-i 5824, Before you go on, allow me to ask, is this the only instance in which you have ’
.')0 Dec., 1301. authorized the payment of money without vouchers? Up to a certain date ; and we will'
pome lo the reasons for that afterwards. I beg now to hand in a paper, shewing that up to
the 16th of August, Mr. Bayley and Mr. Quodling have furnished certificates for work com
pleted, to the amount of £5,415 9s. lid, and subsequently for work to the amount of
£1,624 los. 3d., shewing that work had been completed, according to their own certificates ■
and reports, to the extent of £7,040 5s. 2d., whereas the amount advanced to the contractor
up to that time was only £6,000. All the documents on wtsich this statement is based can
be furnished from the Office—the vouchers with their signatures. (74c ictpiess handed in
the paper referred to.
Vide Appendix K.) I will take this opportunity of stating, as we
are upon the voucher question, that all the vouchers furnished by Mr. Quodling gave dis
satisfaction in the Office, on account of the great inaccuracies they contained. There was
not a single voucher but gave the clerks iu the Office, trouble to correct. Frequentlv the
amounts of the calculations were wrong, and they were obliged to be checked by the Office.
The vouchers will speak for themselves. I will hand in these. {The witness handed in
certain vouchers.')
r
*
. J1 ■
5825. You said there were other oases in which money was paid without vouchers, by your
authority ? What money has been paid in consequence of Mr. Quodling refusing to send
vouchers lias been paid since that time. But on reference to the Office I find, as stated in
the paper I have handed in, that up to the time of Mr. Quodling’s resignation of office,
there wore vouchers and reports for work to the amount of £7,640 5s. 2d,, at the lowest
estimate.
•
'
_
5826. J5y Jlfr. Hoskins: Then I understand that, vouchers were sent in for work in excess of
the gross amount of the contract? Yes; and Mr. Quodling stated that there was work to
he dune to the amount of £2,000 besides this. Of course it requires that figures should he
gone into to prove this, and I only hope some honorable gentleman .will go into the figures.
5827. By the Chairman: All these vouchers are to he got in the Office? Yes; that is, a
list or analysis of the vouchers in the Office. It was prepared by one of the.clerks in the
Office.
^
5828. Do the vouchers require to be signed by the overseer as well as the Buperintende’nt?
I cannot tell exactly the requirements; it is a new system ; I think there is a great deal
too much paper and forms.
_
5829. Has it been considered necessary, under you, that you should have the signatures
both of the overseer and Superintendent ? No, none of these have been signed by Mr.'
Hannington. You see the word overseer has been scratched ont by Mr. Quodling himself,
and he has written his name above it
■
5830. Do you stale positively that at no time, with regard to this contract, was more money.,
paid than was certified for ? No more than I considered was due.
5831. Was there always twenty per cent, withheld ? Only ten per cent.
5832. Was that always withheld—did you pay beyond that ? I imagine not. There was
£1,000 held back, which is, as nearly as possible, the amount.
■
5833. Are the overseers and Superintendents of the works always provided with the
specifications of the works they had to superintend? Of the contracts, do you mean ?
5834. Copies of the contracts, plans, and specifications ? They are not furnished with them
from Sydney.
5835. How could they know whether the work was being done properly ? It has generally
been the case that the contractor has got the specifications sent from Sydney ; but they arc
also invariably deposited in the nearest Police Office. It is a matter of arrangement between
the contractor and the Superintendent to whom these belong. I am rather in favour of
giving them to the Superintendent; but the contractor generally gets hold of them, leaving
the other party to make a copy of them.
1
. ,j ■ ;
5836. Tfie Office docs not furnish them to the Superintendent ? No.
v j' , ;
5837. How then is the Superintendent to know whether the contractor is working up to his
contract ? He is presumed to make a copy from the Police Office; and in many instancesho has already prepared and sent up the original of tho specification for revision, so that he
is already acquainted with it.
■
.
5838. What is the distinction between the duties of an overseer and a Superintendent?
An overseer has probably one-third of the ground to go over.
5839. The Superintendent has a larger extent? The Superintendent has a whole district;,
the overseer only a portion of tho same.
,’ 5840. The overseer is expected to be'there continually ? Never to leave it without leave
of absence. It is the understanding that overseers are stationed at certain intervals along
the road, but the Superintendent is without an overseer, in the central district; hut up tothe present year, no woiks of any magnitude have been carried out in, the second district,
on the Northern Hoad.
’
H
5841. In regard to the Doughboy Diversion you have made some alterations yourself? ! Phave put in the contract, which shews that it was subject to-alterations made, by the.
Commissioner.
>
■’
5842. You have exercised that authority ? I have.
^
.,
,
,
5843. To any largo extent? To the extent of substituting the big cutting for, two bridges.
5844. A letter has been placed before the Committee, signed by Mr. Bayley—uf course yon4
are aware of that letter ? I am not aware of any letter. I am aware there was a misunder
standing in the Committee about Mr. Bayley not getting leave of absence.
5845. By Mr. Dalyleish: How do you know that ? I believe Mr. Bayley said that.
. 5846.
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5846, How could Mr. llayley know what takes place In this Committee ? I can only state W. R. Collett,
Esq.
I heard it up at Singleton.
5817. You heard at Singleton that there was a misunderstanding in the Committee ? I
'i
heard that there was a misunderstanding with reference to .Mr. Bayley*s attendance here—* ^ ^ec‘’
that Mr. Bayley had been summoned and that I had told him not to come—and in fact, that
my private letter had been sent to the Committee.
>
5848. By the Chairman : The letter I refer to is one signed by Mr. Bayley, which I think
it has been stated to the Committee you had ordered him to sign—that you had furnished
him with the draft of it ? I dare say I have got the letter—the letter about the 417,000 :
I wrote it out for Mr. Bayley.
5849. W ill you explain the circumstances about that letter—it was au alteration of the
contract, was it not? A good deal more than an alteration of the contract. Mr. Bayley
was a person who always wished to have things in writing, and it was not always mv wisii
that he should have them in writing. It was my wish that the contractor should take the
contract for £7,000, and I used Mr. Bayley as a means to induce the contractor to consent
to do it for £7,000. Mr. Bayley said, you must tell me what to write, and I will get Mr.
Martindale to agree to it if I can, and it was upon that I gave him a rough draft of the
^art*,ri^a^e
agreed to it, I should have saved the Government £600.;i:
poOO. Then it is simply an alteration of the contract which Mr. Bayley, under your
instructions, got the contractor to agree to ? My object was to benefit the Government, or
rather to get the best of the contractor; I do not deny it; and I can prove to you by
written documents how I endeavoured to bring that about, because you will understand the
original contract was for £0,379, and after it was accepted, the bridges were widened fioin
twelve to eighteen feet, which alone would bring it up to £7,000. Then how was I to get
the big cutting, containing a very large number of cubic yards, done for the £7,000, tho big
cutting not being specified in the slightest degree in the original contract? The contractor
might have come to me aud said I have got 112,000 cubic yards of earth to do—how are you
going to pay me ? and so my object was to get him to sign a letter, agreeing to do the whole,
with the alterations, for £7,001!. I therefore wrote that letter for Mr. Bayley to go and see
how far Mr. Martindale would consider it his interest to do it. It will be a saving of at
least £o00 to the Government, provided Mr, Martindale carries out the £7,000 contract.
I will prove also that, according to the schedule of prices, the cost of the work would greatly
exceed £7,000.
5
j
5851. Has Mr. Martindale agreed to this, or declined it ? I have nothing to shew whether
he declined it or agreed to it,
5852 .By Mr. Hoskins: According to your own view, Mr. Martindale has done work
exceeding, by the schedule of prices, the contract, by £500 or £600 ? Yes.
5853. \Vill be be satisfied with the money he has to receive? It is a question this
Committee has opened. Mr. Martindale is in Melbourne, and 1 cannot be answerable for
’
him. The Committee has opened the question whether Mr. Martindale cannot now, since
his character pas been assailed, say that he never signed that letter, and ttttit lie will stand
upon the original contract, claim to bo paid by the schedule of prices, and have the work
measured by competent officers. If Mr. Martindale claims that, he might get paid possibly
Jit l y i yu*

’’

5854. By the Chairman: Will he bo entitled to it? I shall be a long time before I give it
bim, because I consider a verbal agreement as good as a written one to me. I do not think
Mr, Martindale would go back from his bargain if he has made one, and the only reason why
I make this statement is to prove that I could have had no sinister object iu making the
bargain,
°
5855. By Mr. Hoskins: As you have power to extend contracts, and vou directed him to
perform these extended works, an action would lie against you, would it not? If I can wot
Mr. Bayley to say be saw Mr. Martindale, and that Mr. -Martindale agreed to do the work
for £7,000, that is all I want to know. I have not seen Mr. Bayley, and I cannot say
whether Mr, Martindale did agree to it or not; but I consider Mr, Martindale a very honour
able person, and I do not^mean to say he would take advantage of the Government, though
this investigation puts it in his power, because he has measured the work. I have seen the
amounts he has paid to his sub-contractors, and have gone over them carefully with my own
measurements, and I find by the statement handed in, if you look, that ho has done more work
on that contract by £792 10s. than is in the original contract.
.
5856. By Mr. Dalyleish: Provided a contractor has a contract for a certain quantity of
work at a certain price, so much per cubic yard, and he sublets it at so much the cubic yard,
would he not receive as much benefit from a false statement as the sub-contractor ? That is
always supposing I have not got the exact measurements; but if the measurements of my own
overseers tally with his I conclude they are exactly right.
5857. By the Chairman: Are you aware that Mr. Goghlan has written up to tho department
declining to take charge of the Doughboy Works at all ? No.
5858. lie makes that statement. ? That has not come to me.
5859. Under what supervision have these works been since Mr. Quodling resigned—have
they been under Mr. Coglilan ? No.
s
5860. Under whom have they been ? There was no necessity for there being under any
body; they are finished.
•
5861. When were they finished? There may be £50 remaining. If it will bo any satis
faction to tbe Committee I will hand in my report to tho Secretary for Public Works.
5862. When were they finished, or in sucli a state as to require no further supervisinn ? I
consider that the moment the mail went down the road they would require no supervision
288-2 B
'
.
'
S863.
* On revision .-—Omit this sentence.
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W.It. Oollelt, 5863. Was that liefore Mr. Quodlirig resigned or after? After Mr. Quodling resigned of
®9C1'
course, if one can tell when he did resign, for Mr. Quodling resigns on the 114th October,
and then sends in certificates for work to the 15th Noveniber.
_
,
30 Dec., I8G1. 5864. Gan you state the date when the works were finished, so far as you describe them, at
this Doughboy Diversion ? The works I should imagine were finished-----5865. About the time ? The first week in December.
5866. Then Mr, Coglilan would not bo required to look after them at all ? Mr. Goghlan
is a new Superintendent, and he has 135 miles of road to attend to. He was directed by me
to go to Tamworth and to Armidale, in order to become acquainted with tho requirements of
his district for the year 1862. I was not going to put a new Superintendent over works he
knew nothing about. My directions were that he should go over the works of the district,
and leave the Doughboy Diversion until I visited it myself. I have since directed him to
measure up the works.
5867. I presume you havo examined these works ? I have carefully.
_
5868. Do you think they are completed in a creditable way ? Yes, most creditable.
5869. You have no fault to find with them ? No.
_
_
5870. Is there sufficient metalling ? There is more than is in the specification.
5871. What is the quality of the metal ? There arc a thousand yards, in round numbers,
of the very best metal.
5872. Trap, I presume ? Yes, basalt.
t
5873. Will you look at that stone before you—is that the quality of metal ? Yes.
5874. Do you know anything of the other ? Yes.
5875. Is there any of that on the road ? Yes.
_ _
5876. What do you call that ? It is an indurated stratified rock—igneous—that is, it has
gone through fire.
,
,
5877. It is not what is usually called an igneous rock, is it? No, because the stratification
still exists in it.
_
5878. It is simply a stratified rock fused by its proximity to trap ? No, hut which has been
upheaved at the same time as the Dividing Kange.
5879. You say say there is some of that on the road ? Yes.
5880. Is it fit to put on tho road ? Yes.
^
_
5881. Is it as good as trap ? It is equally good on trap pitching—when there is a foun
dation of nine inches of trap. Hard metal on bard metal does not make so good a road as
this put over a trap foundation. This has not been put on the road except where they have
cut through rock, and have rock or pitching as a bottom, and there you do not wont very
hard stone. This has ordy been put where the ground has been previously paved or pitched to
fill up the interstices, for which purpose it is better suited than hard metal.
5882. Did not the contractor undertake to furnish basalt ? Yes.
_
_
'
5883. Is there anything in the contract about shale ? No shale exists—the thing cannot
exist in the Dividing Range. A person shews a total ignorance of Geology who speaks of
shale in the Dividing Range.
_
5884. What name would you give this material ? I would call it stratified rock that bad
gone through the action of fire.
_
v
5885. Would you not call it a metamorphic rock ? You might call it mctamorphic rock,
but that means anything—a rock which has changed its previous character.
_
5886. You would not give the name of shale to that? Certainly not; there is not tho
slightest appearance of fossils or plants. It is infinitely older than shale.
5887. If the contractor is bound to furnish basalt, do you think he fulfils bis contract when
he supplies that in its place? He provided all his basalt before he used that.
5888. Then this is supplementary ? Supplementary entirely.
_
5889. The contract has been fulfilled in regard to basalt? I say the quantity has been put
on the road; he has done more, by a thousand yards, than he was bound to do. This is
metal which is passed over a great many roads. It is infinitely superior to the white
quartzosc sandstone used in tho neighbourhood of Sydney. If this is pounded up in a
mortar it is all stone; whereas the characteristic of shale is that it is earth—it muddies
the water.
_
.
5890. It is a stratified rock? Yes; the other might have been a stratified rock with a
'
greater action of fire over it. I repeat that the quantity of blue metal is there, an'd a
quantity in excess of the contract. All this inferior metal and blinding was a subsequent
alteration of mine.
_
5891. Do you consider it a perfectly good road ? I think that perhaps I might be allowed <
to hand in my report to the Minister. I am sure I do not wish to conceal it, although^ it
may be injudicious to put in a report meant, for the Government; but it is my wish to give
all information ; I do not wish to withhold a single statement.
5892. Do you consider it a good road ? I consider it a very good and very cheap road.
5893. Is there any truth in the statement that the clearing has not been properly done ?
The original of that letter of Mr. Hannington’s, on which that charge is made, is not in
evidence, and is denied by the writer.
_
5894. Do you know whether the clearing has been properly carried out ? The clearing has
■been carried out according-to my direction, which was not to remove the stumps from tho
embankments, and a sum of £40 has been deducted for leaving these stumps.
5895. It was an alteration of tho contract then which you authorized? I think not; I
think the contract provides that the stumps are not to be taken from the embankments.
5896. Do you think it injures the road in any way ? No, the road is perfectly clear.
. 5897. Are you of opinion that the contract was carried out fully in all respects? The
contract has been carried out in all respects since my visit,
.............. 5893,
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■5898. Is the fencing completcrl ? The fencing is very bad, and my alteration of the contract W- It- Collett,
will shew that I disapproved of tho fencing, and intended to substitute small parapet walls.
^sd‘
'5899. At whose expense? Whenever wc had the money.
■5900. Will not the contractor be in any way at a loss for his bad fencing ? Not at all; he 30
1S61;is paid 8s. a rod.
'5901. Was ho not bound to put up good fencing ? He is putting it up as good as can be
■ done with tbe timber to bo obtained there, which is very bad.
5902. Are the bridges completed in a workmanlike manner ? Yes.
5903. Is the flooring tarred and spiked as specified ? They were not at first tarred as
specified, but it ia a question whether the substitution of slabs for sawn timber inferred tbe
' tarring of the slabs. Sawn timber is usually tarred, but it is very unusual to tar rough
timber.
■ 5904. Did you authorize the substitution of slabs for sawn timber ? The original specifica
tion provides either for slabs or sawn timber. There is sawn timber in the largest bridge;
tho others are slabs.
5905, Wliieb is tiie better of tbe two ? That is a very difficult question; it depends so
much upon the wood in the neighbourhood. It is a very badly wooded country.
5900. Was this a deviation from the contract? Doth were provided for in the schedule of
■ prices; I might have which I liked.
■
5907. You authorized slabs, and you did not think tarring was necessary? I cannot say I
authorized slabs particularly. The original schedule will shew that Mr. Dennett made
provision for slabs; Mr. Bennett made an allowance for 5,986 feet of slabbing. Seven out
of the eight bridges are slabbed; and the contractor thought they were not to be tarred, but
in order to cut the matter short I said they were to be tarred, and bo sent for the tar and
got it done. >
5908. What led to your ordering this ? Mr. Martindale said that anything I thought
desirable should be done, and that he would rather lose £1,000 than have it said ho bad not
fulfilled his contract.
5909. TVhen was this order given ? Tho first tarring—I cannot say when tho order for
that was given; but when I came to him the other day and said I did not - think they were
tarred sufficiently, he said he would send for more tar and-get it done again, although it is
not at all settled whether the tarring was meant to be done or not originally. I only know
that all Mr. Bennett’s bridges of slabs arc not tarred.
5910. Mr. Martindale was bound to do it by his contract? Yes; but I think it inferred
sawn timber though, when tarring was spoken of.
5911. Ho has been ordered to tar them, and has tarred them, since this Committee began
this inquiry ? He could not tar them before tbe floor was put down; tbe flooring is tbe
last thing done to the bridge, and the tarring the last of all.
5912. Was not that tbe subject of one of Mr. Quodling’s remonstrances? I never heard a
word about tbe tarring from Mr. Quodling; I am not aware that in any report tarring is
mentioned.
5913. Is the spiking specified ? Tho quantity of iron is in the bridges, and probably iu
excess; but tbe slabs are not so broad as they ought to havo been, owing to the want of
timber in the neighbourhood; and consequently, though there is the full amount of spikes iu
tho bridge, there are not two spikes to each slab.
5914. Do you not think that narrow slabs are stronger? I think there is a mean. There
is no doubt the slabs are not so good as I could wish them to be, but what can you do when
the timber is not to be had within miles.
5915. You disapproved of the slabs ? I said to the contractor that he must try and do
bolter; but he said that I must allow them, because he could not get better. After all it
makes little difference whether you put two spikes into one eight-inch slab, or one spike into
a four-inch slab.
oil
.>916. Is it. true that the creek has been blocked up from the earth, from the cutting having
been tipped into it? I believe the creek has run once this year, but I have never seen it
running myself. I have not the slightest doubt but that the cutting would be undermined
by a fresh, but that was provided for by cutting a straight course for it. When I wont
there last I gave directions to cut a fresh channel, and it was not my fault that it was not
done ; but it will be done this week, and the creek will take another turn, and leave the
■ bank.
5917. Was that instruction given to tbe contractor? That instruction was given to Mr.
Quodling on the 12th September.
5918. To have this cutting made? Yes. It was a matter I intended to have arranged
when I saw the big cutting, and when I went there I at once saw that there was some
■possibility of its being undermined; but it would be a long time before that could be
done—not in our life-time.
.5919. Is the contract fairly carried out in that respect? It was not part of the original
con tract.
• 5920. Was he not bound to open tbe creek so as not to allow the possibility of tho works
being undermined? No.
5921. iben, if necessary, the Government must have it done, and not the contractor—you
- say you have had it done ? I have ordered it to be done.
5922. Will it bo done by the Government or by the contractor ? It is to be done as task■ work by the contractor. It is one of those things which would not be foreseen, but which
ono sees the necessity of, as a precautionary measure, when the contract is finished.
5923. Are you sure the pitching of the road was good iu all respects ? No, it was not.
o924. When was your attention called to that? The very first time I introduced pitching
in lieu of metalling, being a new system, there was great difficulty iu getting it carried out.
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•AW E. Collett, I saiv that there were great errors on the Murrurundi side, of which Mr. White and Mr.
■^s,l-

Loder have been speaking.

...

5925. When was your attention called to the bad work in pitching? I called my own
30 Dec., 1861. attention to it. I saw that I had not persons to carry it out. The work was quite new to
them. The Superintendent was perfectly ignorant of it, and Mr. Jlaylcy also. In fact, it
had never been carried out in the Colony at all; but I was determined it should be earned
out, and I made sundry experiments in different parts of tho Colony this year, and most of
them were very satisfactory.
592G. It was not done satisfactorily in this ease ? No.
_
,
5927. Is it now ? It is done as satisfactorily as the nature of thc case will admit, -the
stones used are round trap boulders, seeming!v waterworn; and it is not tbe fault of the
contractor that they do not set firmly. In order to make tho pitching good, I suggested the
use of a softer material, in order to hind it tight. We want something that will jam between
tbe large stones; the hard blue metal has a tendency to throw the stones on one side,
whereas this softer material will crush in and squeeze iu between the interstices of the stone.
5928. Having noticed all these objections, do you still adhere to what you have said, that
the contract is well carried out ? Yes, extremely well. The width has been most rigorously
carried out; 30 feet wide for the first 50 chains, and the remaining 149, with the exception
of the big cutting, is 24 feet wide. Iu fact, the road has au average width of 27 feet from
end to end.
_
_
5929. Was your attention not called to the bad pitching at any time ? No.
5930. Yon noticed it yourself? I noticed it, and told Mr. Quodling to do bis work better. ^
I noticed that he neglected his duty; in fact, he was ignorant of it; he did not know how
to pitch.
5931. Was he not qualified for the duty of Superintendent ? As far as common measure
ments were concerned, I consider he was qualified. He was not qualified for his duties as
au overseer over men.
5932. Why ? Because his manner was sueh that men would not work under him. His
manner was repulsive.
_
.
5933. And you 'complain that it was the same to yourself? Decidedly, except that l took
so little notice of it that it did not vex me very much.
_
,
.
.
,
5934. What course did you take when you found Mr. Quodling did not send in his vouchors.
My visit would have taken place in the middle of October, except for the dreadful accident
to my family and myself; and my intention then was to send in a recommendation for the
dismissal of Mr. Quodling, which Mr. Quodling has anticipated by bringing these charges.
5935. Will you state on what grounds you intended recommending his dismissal? The
first charge was, constant absence from his district. He was invariably absent whenever I
went up there. I never went up there without finding him absent from his district without
leave.
t
5936. You speak to that personally ? Yes; he was in Murrurundi for days together.
5937. How long had this been going on ?
Both previous to my appointment and
subsequently.
.
5938. How was it that you did not report it before this time ? I reported it to his lather,
which I thought was the kindest thing I could do.
_
5939. Did you speak to Mr. Quodling about it? I spoke as little as possible to Mr.
Quodling, because, if I made any observation to him, he would turn upon his heel and treat
me with perfect contempt.
_
5940. You did not report to the department against him ? I did not, because my facts were
not quite clear; but except for the burning of my house and child, I should havo been there,
and have got the evidence which I have since got, on which I should have recommended bis
dismissal.
.
_
.
.
5941. I thought you said you could speak personally to his absence ? I could speak to
finding him continually in Murrurundi.
5942. How long did this go on ? The whole of the year.
5943. Why did you not report it ? I told him if I found him absent again I would report
bim.
5944. You said it bad been going on for a year ? Yes.
5945. That is a long time to overlook an irregularity of this kind ? There was always
some excuse. The first time, Mr. Quodling said be had been to Glen Innes to carry out
some work for the Magistrates; and at other times there were other excuses.
5940. Will you state what other reasons you had for intending to recommend his removal ?
('I'he toi/'iiess apparently reading from a paper in his handf An irascible and contemptuous
demeanour on most occasions, and an unwillingness to look one in the face when addressed
by the Commissioner, and setting thereby a very bad example to all the contractors and
workmen along the line
_
5947. Would you have made that aground of complaint? I do not think I should, because
L treat these things with a great deal of contempt, where I am personally concerned.
5948. By Mr. Hoskins : When did you pen these charges ? I have not dated this ; some
where about die commencement of this Committee. 1 did not know what charges would_be
brought against me by Mr. Quodling, so I thought I would make the charges against him,
which I would have done before, in recommending his dismissal, only that I was prevented
from doing so by the accident I have spoken of. If I had gone up then I should have known
then what I know now, how far these charges could be substantiated; but as I did not wish
to make charges which I could not support at tho time, I did not forward them until I should
have had an opportunity of procuring evidence of their truth. However, as the tables have
been turned now, to a certain extent, by suggestions about my incompctcncy and his com
petency, 1 think I shall be able to prove that he was incompetent, aud also a constant
neglect
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neglect (more so than an incompctcncy) of doing his duty in measuring up work, and W. K. Collett,
allowing certain buoys or benches to be cut away, so that he could not do it afterwards. '
®s1'
■5949. By the Chairman: Do you speak of your own personal knowledge? Yes, 1 do.
5950. How long had that been going on ? Ever since the 16th August—ever since ho had
Dcc >l?61,
charge of the works. He never furnished the measurements os he ought to have done.
5951. How was it .you never reported that before? There was not much time to report it.
5952. By Mr, Jloskins: Did you pen these charges with tiie view of giving them to the
Committee? No. I do not bring these charges to strengthen my ease. Ono of the most
particular ones was that on which depends tbe letter I wrote through Mr. Sbairp, charging
Mr. Quodling with being incompetent to measure the big cutting, namely,—his over’
estimate of the most important cutting in the contract, making the same 14,600 cubic yards
.
instead of 12,880, which is far nearer tho real quantity.
5953. By the Chairman: That is a defect of measurement ? It shews incompctcncy to
measure accurately. I could never get (he facts from him, but he stated before the Com
mittee that the big cutting contained 14,300 cubic yards.
5954. Do you think that arises from his incompctcncy to measure ? I have no other proof
of his incompetenoy to measure than tho mistakes he makes.
5955. )Vas your attention called to his incompctcncy before—during the time of his holding
office did you consider him incompetent ? No, I considered him good enough, as far as
young overseers go, to measure a few heaps of stone. He knew nothing of masonry, as the
building of the bridge at IJendemcer shews. It has been stated a tailor could have done it
better. He put three stones one on the top of the other without any joint at all.
5956. Do you think Mr. Quodling was qualified as a Superintendent, apart from his insub
ordinate conduct ? Certainly not.
5957. How long is it since you have been of that opinion ? Ever since I came to office—
from January to September.
5958. How comes it that you never made any report to that effect ? Because I was very
loth indeed to upset Captain Martindalc’s and Mr. Bennett's appointments.
5959- Then you gave him a trial, and afterwards determined------? I was not determined
at all. I wished the young man well, as well as anybody else. I did not wish any change
in tho department at all unless there was a clear necessity for it.
5969. Did you reprimand him yourself? Repeatedly. He was not only insubordinate, but
.
he shewed a positive want of knowledge of bis work. In laying out the line he made a
mistake of five feet in tho gradient; the cutting was wrong, and the approach to the last
bridge might have involved a considerable less to the Government.
5961. Havo any complaints been made to you from the men under him ? I cannot say
there have been any. except what has come before me officially, from the contractors of the
■bridge at Kangaroo Flat.
5962. Tho contractors have complained, but tbe men under him did not complain ? It is
.not very likely that tiie men on the works would stop me to complain of Mr. Quodling.
’But as far as tbe contractors were concerned, those who built tbe bridge at Kangaroo Flat
made a formal complaint; and Mr. Fox, another contractor, made a formal complaint.
5963. What was the nature of this complaint ? Contemptuous behaviour, and drunkenness
—drunkenness in the streets of Tamworth.
5964. How long ago was that ? I did not want any complaints; I saw that myself.
5965. When ? When he was travelling with me lie was always drinking brandy,
5966. Did you complain of that ? I spoke to his father about it. I have since got letters
' stating that he was an habitual drunkard.
5967. You have seen him drink yourself? Yes.
5968. How often ? If a gentleman travelling takes brandy at every stage he comes to, it
shews he must have had long habitual intcreourso with ardent spirits.
5969. Have you seen him drunk ? When travelling with mo he was not likely to get
drunk, but he had tho character of being a drunkard, and since that I have had plenty of
evidence of it.
J5970. You have made a statement that you saw him drunk? I beg your pardon; I said I
had seen him indulge the habit of taking ardent spirits to a great extent.
5971. That is not a fair answer to the question ? That is all I havo said.
59/2. To what did this drunken habit of bis extend ? I consider it a very improper thing
for a young man of 23 years of age to have recourse to tho brandy bottle at all.
5973. I want to know to wbat extent this drunkenness went in your presence,—was he unfit
to attend to business? Ho was merely travelling with me.
5974. Was ho unfit to travel ? He sat in the mail. It is nearly an impossibility to prove
what drunkenness is. Since I havo been there I hare bad several letters on the subject,
from individuals—Mr. Wcner, tbe surveyor, for one.
5975. By Mr. Dalgleish : Have you got the letters ? I have.
5976. By-Mr. Hoskins: Have you seen Mr. Quodling incapacitated from performing his
duties, and that unfitness arising from drunkenness ? I have not had any opportunity.
5977. By the Chairman: You say he was travelling with you, and that he took brandy too
often ? Yes, he drank a great deal: I. have a particular objection to drunkenness myself,
and I spoke to his father on the subject, and by so doing I thought I was acting kindly to
the young man. What I saw m3'self I did not consider shewed sufficient cause to have him
dismissed. Then I consider this another point—his collusion—which I can prove__with
the foreman of tbe contractor.
5978. "What is the meaning of that? That the foreman of the contractor should not do his
work properly, in order to make out a. case against the contractor, and another against the
Commissioner, collusion with the foreman of the contractor, in order that the foreman

should
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W. R. Collett, should see that the work was neglected, and to cast a slur thereby on the neglected work.
Esq.
js more witk reference to the pitching.
■
5979. Do yon know this of your personal knowledge, or from the statements of others ? I
30 Dec., 18G1. have some personal knowledge of it, and there is the fact of tho foreman having been dis
missed in consequence.
■
_
_
5980. Do you know positively yourself of this instance of collusive agreement having been
made between Mr. Quodling and the foreman of the contractor, or if you know it from other
persons—state whether you can prove it by evidence ? I can state facts. I told both Mr.
Quodling and Mr. Donaldson to give mo a return of masonry, and they both gave me a false

•

O'16'
‘ .
,
L
5981. Might it not have been a mistake ? It might have been, but it was curious that they
should both give a wrong one.
_
5982. Did these false returns correspond with each other? No, they did not correspond.
5983. Both were false returns? Yes.
_
5984. Mr. Quodling’s measurement of tho masonry was wrong ? Ycsj I consider that no
measurement of his, whenever he did measure, was done without Mr. Donaldson. Now, I
entirely object to tho foreman of the contractor measuring with my Superintendent.
5985. How do you know that was the case ? He admitted that in his evidence.
_
5986. Is Mr. Donaldson well qualified to measure? Ho was recommended to me, but I did
not pay any attention to the recommendation.
5987. By Mr. Hoskins: Do you consider Mr. Quodling competent to measure masonry?
Yes, I presume lie can measure masonry.
_
5988. By ihe Chairman : You oamc to the conclusion that this false return was designedly
false ? I think from Mr. Donaldson's behaviour -----5989. I am speaking of Mr. Quodling ? It was in the course of conversation I asked them
both to measure a certain wall, and each gave me a different return, and both of them Were
wrong.
5990. You said they were false returns? I call them false.
.
5991. Then you do not think it was merely a mistake ? They were wrong.
5992. On this ground you came to tho conclusion that there was collusion between them ?
That was one ground, and another ground was the stones that havo been sent here by post.
5993. What do you know of any stones being sent hero ? From parties in Murrurundi; I
heard that the stones Mr. Quodling produced against me were furnished by Mr. Donaldson,
the contractor’s foreman.
5994. Have you any proof of that? I have the proof of the Postmaster of Murrurundi,
who received them. Tho last charge I shall make, but I do not wish to go into that, is
embezzlement of tlio public funds, which is a most serious charge.
_
_
5995. As you have stated it, you may just as well go into it ? I cannot go into it without
the hank returns.
5996. You charge Mr. Quodling with embezzlement ? Yes.
5997. And you will he able to prove it from tho bank returns H I think I shall.
5998. When did you first discover it? When Mr. Hawkins presented a cheque of Mr.
Quodling’s to me, which there were no funds in tho bank to meet,
^
_ _
5999. You had no reason to suspect any embezzlement before ? Itsceptiug in the afiair of
Kangaroo Bridge, when I tnok his part.
■
GG09. Did you take his part because you thought ho was wrong ? I thought I could trust
to his statement being correct, aud I had no reason to suppose then that he had done any
thing irregular.
6001. How long ago was that ? It may be as far back as tbe month of August. _
6002. You had a good opinion of him then as regarded honesty ? I had no opinion at all j
I did not trouble myself particularly about him ; it was always a painful task to come in
contact with him.
....
,
6003. Yet you say you took his part when he was accused ? I did, believing the^report that
he furnished. I did not think he had retained the £50, and also another £15, without some
reason. I believe there are legal proceedings threatened now.
6004. What was tho affair of tho Kangaroo Flat Bridge? Merely that tho contractor wrote
to the Minister, of Mr. Quodling’s having kept back money sent by the Government,
6005. Who was the contractor? I think his name was Chappell. The letters arc all at
the Office. As I said before, I did not desire to go into this evidence; I should have preferred
to put my own case straight j but, as you seem to think it more desirable, I will state the
facts. The matter will of course be undertaken by the Minister of Works, as a matter of
(Juty—this appropriation of the public funds. The simple facts are, that a letter and cheque
were put into my hands by the overseer, who states that he presented the cheque at tho
bank, and it was returned’for want of funds, and when I referred to the bank book I found
the money had been paid to Mr. Quodling's account on the 30th October.
6006. By Mr. Hoskins : Had he not resigned them ? It does not appear so when ho makes
a demand for his own salary to the 18th Wovember.
6007. By Mr. Garrett: What was the date of the cheque? The 20th November. It was
presented on the 14th December. The money was paid in for the salaries of his officers, and
when the cheques were presented the money was not there.
_
6008. By Mr. Hoskins: Do you know that Mr. Hawkins has been examined before this
Committee? I beard so ; be did not call upon me.
6009. By the Chairman,: Are you aware that the Committee have had before them a letter
signed by Sir. Shairp, tbe Chief Clerk? Yes; I wrote that letter.
_ _
6010. It was written by your authority? I wrote the letter, from beginning to end.
6011. Is it usual to write letters of this kind to officers when they resign? As Mr.
Quocjling’s letter had been made public, or I supposed it would have been, and I thought it
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probable and desirable that, my letter also would be made public, X wrote it with a view to ''V. E. Collett,
its being made public. I have been told it was injudicious, and I believe it was now. '
Esq.
6012. By Mr, Garrett: You wrote it as an answer to the charges in Mr. Quodling’s letter r—*—
of resignation ? Yes.
30 Dec., 1861.
6013. By the Chairman : I suppose you adhere to that letter ? Yes, every portion of it.
0014. You say in it that" pitching, after mature consideration, was substituted for a portion
of the broken metal.” This is one of the cases where you have authorized some alteratiou
of tbe contract ? Yes.
’
6015. Was that a benefit to the contractor or to the public ? To tbe public; not any to the
contractor.
.
6016. The contractor agreed to do it? He had no choice; I told him to do it.
6017. You say also that Mr. Quodling cannot measure accurately ? I refer to tbe big
cuttings, if you will read the sentence. However, ,if additional proof was necessary, all tbe
vouchers I have handed in to-day shew that he was inaccurate.
»
6018. By Mr. Dalgleish: With regard to those vouchers, are these figures in red ink your
corrections? No, the Chief Clerk’s.
6019. By the Chairman: What is the meaning of the big cuttings being paid for in a lump?
They were paid for in a lump; they were included in the £7,000 for the whole.
6020. What was the total amount'paid for these big cuttings ? Tho whole contract was for a
bulk sum, and this was included in it
6021. You say the big cuttings wore paid for in a lump sum ? Yes.
0022. What was tho amount of this lump sum to which tho big cuttings came? My
measurements make it 12,386, against Mr. Quodling’s 14,300; but t only allowed Mr.
Martindale 12,000.
0023. That is paid in a lump? That is paid so as to bring the figures under the £7,000.
6024. And you gave as your reason, that Mr. Quodling could not measure accurately ? Mr.
Quodling was not the only person who could not measure accurately.
602;>. You state here, that from Mr. Quodling’s inability to measure accurately the big
cuttings were paid for in a lump ? So they w'ere. If he hud performed his duty, and measured
before the marks were removed, there would have been a different result. Since then I have
had the cuttings measured, and X find Mr, Quodling is wrong. I will shew, hy a detailed
engineering statement, that they cannot amount to 14,300 cubic yards.

APPENDIX.
A,
1. In the present inveffcgation I wish to take the whole responsibility as Commissioner for
Roads upon myself.
2. _ The question must then he decided, whether every detail <f management, should neccssarilv
he submitted to the Minister,—or whether the powers of the Main Roads' Act, and the special authority
in the General Conditions sanctioned hy the Minister, do not enable the Commissioner for Roads to
carry out the works ns he may think lit.
3. At any rate, X have acted during my tenure of oflice on the latter assumption, and have Carried
out sundry alterations and extensions without soliciting the Minister for a formal approval.
. . A.resPBCt tn the financial part, it is quite clear that the Minister exercises no control or
jurisdiction whatever,—for whoa the Appropriation Act is passed, the whole amount is placed at the
disposal of the Road Commissioner, to expend as specified by the several votes.
o. In every case the certificate of a superior officer renders tho certificate of an inferior officer
imnecassary, and the certificate of the former is invariably passed by the Auditor General.
_
C. The Chief Commissioner gives or withholds tho certificate (or money) on ids own responsibility.
It is only iu exceptional cases, like Camden I'lats, Bargo, or the Doughboy Diversion, that he would"
undertake, hy means of personal supervision, the combined duties of Commissioner, Superintendent,
overseer, and paymaster
Still he has ihe jtowsr to do so, and until his position as regards those above
him and thoso below him is more accurately defined by Jaw, or hy written official documents (of
which there is no trace), he is not justly amenable to censure.
7, Of course, if the works for which he chooses to make himself personally responsible are badly
executed, they will bear witness of his incompctcncy, hut not of the inutility of the office.
. ®-, I never consider it necessary to follow tiie advice of a subordinate officer, unless at my own
solicitation, and certainly not at his uncalled-for suggestions.
9. I beg to hand iu these remarks, in order to save tiie time which would ho spent in eliciting hy
questions, my own views respecting my exact position, and also to assist tho Committee in arriving at
the real points at issue, viz.:—The mismanagement, want of engineering skill, and corrupt practices,
which havo been alleged against mo, from 1851 to JSG1 in general, and during 1861 in particular,
’
WILLIAM R. COLLETT.

80 Bccemher, 1801.
B.

Af/irnerutidi, 7 February, 18GL
Sir,
■ .
"H,1 ,[lV0
a S00® Ht!lrt'
tlje Doughboy Hollow contract, will you ask the Com
missioner of Roads to allow you to make me a return for the work done every fortnight the same as
you have done for tho Gap contract ? It will allow me to get on much faster.
D
‘
I have, &«.,
A. C. Bayley', Esq.,
Superintendent of Bridges,

JOSE1TI MARTINDALE.

Ct
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C.
Doughboy Viwrmn.
Bated flic 2StU day of Jaminry, ISO].—Joseph Martindale and his sureties to Her Majesty the Queen,
Bond for £500.—Williams, Crown Solicitor.
Know all mi?n by these presents, that I, Joseph Martindale, of Murrurundi, in the Colony of
New South Wales, contractor; F. Williams, of Singleton, in tho Colony aforesaid, and William
Wightman, of Mmrurnndi, in the Colony aforesaid, are held and firmly hound unto Om
Sovereign Lady Victoria, hy the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith, in tho sum of Five hundred pounds of good and lawful
money of Great Britain, to he paid to Our said Lady the Queen, Her Heirs or Successors, to
which payment, well and truly to be made, we hind ourselves, and each and every of Us, jointly
and severally, for and in the whole, Our and each of Our Heirs, Executors, and Administiatois,
and eveiy of them, firmly by these presehtsi
’
’‘i oj
_
Sealed with Our Seals, dated the twenty-eighth day of January, iu the year of Our Loid
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-one,
Whf.kras the above boimden Joseph Martindale made the tender hereunto annexed, under the terms and
conditions of a notice dated the 19th day of Septeniher, 1 SCO, now last past, and published in the A'ew
South Wales Gorernment Gaielte, of the 20thSeptember, 1SG0 (of which notice a copy signed hy tbe said
Joseph Martindale, F. Williams, and William Wightman, is also hereunto annexed J, and at the prices
and under tho stipulations in the said Tender mentioned or referred, and iu strict accordance with the
plans or revised plans, sections, detailed drawings, specifications, and general conditions, marked with the
letters liereunto attached, and to the satisfaction of tho Commissioner for Roads, or whom hu may appoint,
for the prices named in the aforesaid Tender ; And whereas the above bounden Joseph Martindale, F.
Williams, and William Wightman, have severally agreed to become and be bound toller Majesty, Her Heirs
and Successors, for the due performance and fulfilment of the said Tender, within the time mentioned in
that behalf, according to the terms and conditions of the said notice : And whereas the said Tender has been
duly accepted hy His Excellency the Governor General of the said Colony, on condition that this bond
should be entered into by them the said Joseph Martindale, F. Williams, and AViltiam Wightman : Now
the condition of the above written bond and obligation is such, that if the said Jo=cph Martindale shall
and do well and truly perform and fulfil the said Tender, niid the contract arising ont of such Tender, and
the acceptance thereof as aforesaid, and all and every the terms, conditions, and stipulation thereof,
within the time hereinbefore in that behalf mentioned, then this obligation to be void and of none efi'ect,
otherwise to remain in full force aud viitue.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the above-named j j0SEpn MARTINDALE.
Joseph Martmualc, in tlm presence oi—
)
A. C. Bayixy,
Signed sealed, and delivered hy the above-named! FRBt)ERICK WILLIAMS,
K williams, in the presence 01—
j
W, R, Coi.i^ett.

Signed sealed and delivered hy the above-named ( WILLIAM WIGHTMAN.
William Wightman, in the presence of—
j
A, C, IHyt.ey
ROAD BRANCH—DEPARTMENT OE INTERNAL COMMUNICATION.
Sjtrrificution of work required for the construction of the. Doughboy Diversion of the Greul Northern
Howl behcecn Doughboy Village and the V'dlovi Tree*
Gexkbatj Conditions.
1. The work for which tenders are to be made, and to which this specification refers, comprises
the providing of all materials, tools, labor, scaffolding, implements, workmanship, and every other
thing requisite for the full aud proper completion of all the earth-work, rock-wuvk, stone-breaking,
cartage, clearing, carpenters*, smiths’, pile drivers', and painters’ works, and all other work required in
the construction of a netv road, 10 bridges, and numerous culverts, between Doughboy and the Willow
Tree, on the Great Northern Road, in accordance with the plans and tSiis specification, and to the entire
satisfaction of the Engineer for Roads,
_
Tenders,
2. The tenders to state the gross amount for which the contractors will he prepared to complete
all the clearing and stumping, with a schedule of prices for the valuation of all other work.
Schedule* of
3. Prices for each description of work named in tender must he filled in.
prices.
+. At tiie foot of every tender there must be a memorandum signed by the person tendering, and
Tender to con two other responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to he answerable for the due performance of contract,
tain tlmri and
in the event of the tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event that they will execute a bond,
sureties.
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor in Sydney, or at tho Police Offices, Murrurundi or Singleton, within
ten days from notification of acceptance, in the penal sum of Five hundred pounds, for securing such
performance; any tender not complying with these requirements will he rejected.
S. No extra work to he paid for without the sanction of the Commissioner for Roads, and the
Extras.
production of an order, iu writing, for its execution, signed by tbe officer in charge of the works; aud
mi account must he forwarded to the Commissioner each foi tnight, until the completion of the work,
stating the quantity and cost of extra works done ; in default thereof, the claim fur such extra work
shall be mill and void. Tho price for any work not included in schedule is to be determined on previous
to its execution, aud set forth in the order for sueh work.
Me&r.imneuts.
fi. The measurements to be made according to tiie actual dimensions, notwithstanding any
general or local custom to the contrary.
Time.
7. The work to b e completed, and the road ready to he opened to the public, by the 1 st August, 18(11.
8. Should the Commissioner or Engineer lor Roads ho at any time dissatisfied with the inode of
Non-fulfilment.
01 nontrart.
proceeding, or at the rate of progress of the woiks, or any part thereof, tiie Commissioner shall have full
power to make use of alt labor or materials which he may deem necessary, the costs of sueh labor and
materials to be deducted from any money that may ho then due, or may hereinafter become due, to the
contractor; aud should the contractor fail to proceed in the execution of and to complete the works, in
the manner and at the rate of progress required hy the Engineer, the Commissioner shall have full power
to cancel the contract, so far as relates to the works remaining to he done ; and all sums of money that
mav be due to the contractor, together with all implements in his possession, and all sums of money
named as penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall he forfeited to the Commissioner, and the
amount shall he considered 'is ascertained damages for broach of contract.
9. The Engineer or other authorised officer to have the power of immediately dismissing any
Powei tn dismiss
meu.
agent or workman employed hy the contractor, and of having removed off the works, even if fixed,
any timber, materials, plant, or implements, ho may consider unfit or insufficient for the purposes
intended, or at variance with the meaning and intention of this specification, the costs of sucli removal
to he paid by the contractor.
Id. A"ny advantages conferred by the clauses of the Road Acts foi obtaining materials for the
Contractor to
have materials Roads jvill be, enjoyed by the contractor, as the Commissioner's agent, but tbe contractor will be liable
under Hoad
to the Commissioner for the amount of all damages to be paid under said Acts; and he is not to allow
Arts.
such materials to be used for other purposes, on pain of invalidating the contract, and having the
reasonable
Works.
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reasonable costs of such materials or damage deducted from any moneys duo, or that may become due
to him.
11. The work will he set out for the contractor, but he must satisfy himself of its accuracy.
ivoris w be ast
12. The forms and dimensions of the different portions of the work are shewn generally in the outdrawings; bnt where any discrepancy exists between the dimensions as indicated by scale and those Discrepancies,
marked in figures, tho figures are to be considered as correct, and are to be taken, in all cases, in
preference to the measurement hy the scale attached; atsd if there should likewise be any discrepancy
between the figures or dimensions, or the form of construction, or tbe material, as indicated in the drawings,
and the dimensions and material given in the specification, the directions of the specification shall dc
adopted; and in all cases of defective description, or of any ambiguity', tiie explanation given by the
•
Kngincer shall be binding on tbe contractor; also, anything contained in the drawings or in tiie
specification shall he equally binding as if it were contained in both.
.
13. The contractor to be liable to all risk from floods or other accident during the construction llisfte.
of the works, which are to be delivered up perfect and in good order,
14. Payments to be made once a month ns the work proceeds, on the certificate of the Superin- Payments,
tending Officer, countersigned by the Engineer for Koads, in the proportion of SO per cent, of tho work
■
actually executed, and the remaining 20 per cent, will be paid after tiie Engineer shall have certified
that the whole of the works have been completed to his satisfaction. All moneys due on account of
contracts will be paid to tho credit of contractor in the Dank, of New South Wales, or such other bank
in Sydney as contractor may request.
15. To secure the proper quantity of metal being spread on the road, it will be measured in
heaps before being spread, as well as on the road when spread; and the contractor is to give notice to
the lined Superintendent when a heap of metal is ready,
Jfi. Iu all payments on account of contract, the money due will he paid into the Bank of New
South Wales, or such other hank in Sydney as contractor may request.
JOSEPH MARTINDALE.
Witness to two 1 , r _
WILLIAM WIGHTMAN.
Signatures, ] A' U
SPECIFICATION FOR ROAD WORKS.
Contrati commence*.—This contract commences at centre of intersection of High-street with
Longfellow-strcct, in the Village of Doughboy Hollow, and extends 139 chains 26 links down Doughboy
Creek.
Plans and Sections,—The plan, which is drawn to a scale of two chains to tho inch, shews the
course of the lino; the centre red line represents the line of the stakes, which are driven down at inter
vals of one chain (with a few exceptions on plan). The section, which is drawn to the same horizontal
scale as the plan, and a vertical scale of 20 feet to the inch, represents the surface of the ground in
black, and is taken along the centre line.
The other sections and drawings represent generally the forms and dimensions of the several
works, and are as follows:—
Subjwt to any
Nos. I and 2—Plans.
filterotlons,
„ 3 and 4—Longitudinal sections.
lie cording to
„ o and G—Cross sections.
schedule of
prices ns
„ 7, 9. 10—Drawings and details of bridges.
directed by the
,, f>—General drawings of bridges.
Commissioner—
„ 11—Drawing of culvert.
W. 1!,C.
Olcarinff.—The first step to be taken will be the clearing. The entire contract is to be cleared W. W. A. O, U.
li chain wide, mid tiie stumps removed, except on the site of the higher embankments, whero tbe
stumps may remain in the ground. Tenders to state a bulk sum for the clearing.
'
Pitches.—Ditches averaging 4 feet wide at top, H feet deep, and 1 foot wide at bottom, to he
cut on the upper side for tho entire length, with proper nutlets, &c., to the culverts and bridges.
Stmes to be piled.—Previous to making any of the side cuttings or embankments, or to forming
tbe road surface where there is no cutting, if required, nil the loose stnncs arc to be removed and piled
where directed, to he ultimately used as metal. Where there are embankments in earth exceeding 3
feet in height, benches 34 feet wide and 2 deep, arc to ho cut on the site of hank, ns will he directed ;
this to he done aud inspected hy the Road Superintendent before any material is filled in to them.
Embankments.—Tbe materia] from the cuttings is then to be deposited where pointed out hy the
Road Superintendent or overseer. Should the quantities of hank he found iu excess of cutting,
the deficiency is to be supplied from side cutting, to be made where directed, if possible to be
taken from side of bank, so as to widen road, Where the cutting is in excess, after all banks withiu
six chains cither way are made up, it may he applied to widening hanks near cutting. Care is to be
taken to provide sufficient material for shrinkage of hanks, and to keep the hardest and most suitable
material on the top.
_ Dimensions of Excavations.excavations to be made of the depths shown on longitudinal
section, to be 30 feet wide at that level from commencement of work to chain d0, and thence to end to
be 24 feet wide, to be formed with a convexity of 8 inches to 1 foot in the entire width, leaving a corres
ponding water table at foot of slopes.
slopes.—The slopes of cuttings to be, in rock, 4 to 1, and in earth, li to 1; banks to be ns shewn
on cross sections, and where no cross sections are shewn to be 14 to 1; where slopes of embankments
arc shewn steeper than 1 to 1, the best rubble from the cutting is to bo selected for the outside and
carefully band-packed as directed. All the batters to ho neatly trimmed off with proper hattering-rnlcs,
to be provided hy the contractor for this purpose.
Pienninj.—The earth-work must be well punned round the abutments of all bridges, culverts,
and retaining walls; where the road is merely formed without any cutting, it is to be 30 feet wide;
water tables, 9 inches deep; stumps and roots to be thoroughly eradicated, and holes filled with gravel
or broken metal.
■
il/fl.tonry.—The masonry of retaining walls whero required, to he of well bedded nibble, laid with
as little mortar as may he, with the l.-irgest face downwards ; the upper surface brought to a uniform
level at the height of every course of the face work, and thoroughly filled with mortar at such level;
the faces to have a batter of two inches to tho foot; the footing’s to be carefully laid well below surface
and to be the largest stones to be procured within reasonable distance; each perch of work to havo 2
thro, bonds ; the walls _ to be coped with a heavy course, not loss than 2 feet in width ; the hack of '
wail to he built plumb with sills off as in drawing.
/knemy.—The fencing to be sound ironbark, box, or red gum ; two-rail fence with 1!'cn,!inE: °T
pests not less than 9 feet long. Sin. X 4 in., or round posts, 9 in. in diameter ■ at tho small end ; each to
he charred for 34 feet in height, well rammed, securely and firmly fixed ; the rails to he 9 feet long,
ay i.'nramisCin. X 2 in., fitted accurately into the posts, the ends of the rails to Jap.
doner.—W.K.C.
■fbrmafion.—When the formation, fences, and bridges are completed, the traffic is to he turned on
to,the road during fine weather until formation is thoroughly consolidated ; tho maintaining convexity
with fresh approved materia], and filling up ruts, must be carefully attended to by contractor.
Metal.—All portions of tbe road directed to be metalled, to be metalled as follows Tho metal
to he of the best and hardest available atone—the blue columnar basalt, broken to a 24 inch gauge, free
from earth, sand, chips, and other impurities; to he spread to a width of 1.8 feet, 9 iiichcs deep at the
yards,
centre and 6 inches at the sides, in two layers of equal thickness, the first to he consolidated before the
238—2 0 second .
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second is put on ; all the stone for the first layer may he broken at whatever time suits the contractor*
and ivhon the entire is ready to be spread, will be measured in heaps, hy the Superintendent or other
authorized officer; it must then he all'Spread before the metal for the second layer is broken.
BaUaxi.—Tbc other portions of road are, if required, to be ballasted with the best approved clean
river or rid(rc travel, free from all earth j to be put on IS feet wide, 9 inches thick at the centre and
7 inches at'the’ sides; both metal and ballast to be maintained until thoroughly consolidated, and if
necessary, fresh material put on to keep up convexity.
BRIDGES.
The Bridges to be ns follows :—
Subject to ded- Bridgta.—'Ko. 1. A simple beam bridge, of 2 spans of 20 feet each, and one span 15 feet.
s5on of CommisNo. 2. A simple beam bridge, of one 20 feet span.
eSouct, cither
No. 3. A simple beam bridge, of two 21 feet spans.
more or less*
No. 4. A simple beam bridge, of three 21 feet spans.
W*R*a ^v, TV.
J.IT. A.C.B.
No. 5, A simple beam bridge, of one 25 and four 21 feet spans.
No. 6. A bridge of three SO feet spans, undertrussed, and one 21 feet span, beam with corbels.
No. 7. Three 25 feet spans, beams with corbels.
No. 8. A simple beam bridge, in two spans of 20 feet.
No. 9. One nueentruss, SO feet span, with three 21 feet spans, girders and corbels.
No. 10. One undertruss of 50 feet span, with two 21 feet and two 18 feet beams with corbels.
Timber.—The timber for all the bridges to be of approved red gum or ironbark ; the floors to be
of stringybark, to be of the full dimensions shewn on drawings, perfectly straight, free from wanes,'
shakes, gum veins, cores, with perfectlv clean sharp an'isses. whether sawm or hewn,
_
/roa-wark.—The iron work for all the bridges and culverts to be of the best English iron, the nuts
to be truly fitted on strong clean cut threads, all bolts to have washers, and the iron-work to bo heated
and dipped three times in linseed oil before fixing.
,
iu t f
Tarring, Ji'c.—The entire of the timber-work, except handrails, to get three coats of Stockholm tar,
the first to he laid on hot, the handrails to he painted three times white, and joints and hutting surfaces
over ground to bo twice coated with Stockholm tar when fixing, and all timber under or m contact with
the ground to be charred.
„
i-r
P&s.—AH piles to he round, not less than 12 inches in diameter at the small end, pointed, and. if
required, shod with 20 lb. shoes; the portions overground to be hewn 10 or 12 inches square all the
portions driven in ground to be charred; where rock does not occur piles must be driven at least twelve
feet, and tested as may be directed by the Engineer; the piles to have a ring 4 X lj on the head w cn
driving; the capsill to be mortised on piles.
Atifc.—"When the nature of the ground, rock bottom, or other cause, will not admit of piles being
driven, the contractor to excavate and lay down 12 sills, and tenon the uprights in same, securing them
with straps 2 feet long, 2Jf X £ and £ bolts; tho remainder of framing to be as m drawing; the sill to be
at least 4 feet below the surface of tho ground, and packed in with heavy nibble.
Beam Bridges.—Bor the bridges 1, 2, ;i, 4. 5, 7, and S, the girders to be 11 X 14 for all spans
over 21 feet, 11 X 13 for all over 16 feet, and 11 X 12 for all less than that span ; the girders to be five
in number;
bolts,
drawing !
with i bolts, one bolt in each girder.
,
,
, „„„
* Beam with CWieis.—Bridge No. 7 to have corbels under the beams 12 X 12, secured us shewn
in detailed drawing No. 10.
., , ,
,
,
Floors —Thefloors of 1,2, 3,4,5,7. and 8, to be 12 feet wide between handrails, to consist ot stringy bark ironbark, box, or red gum slabs, 4 inches thick, aud not less than 7 or more than 10 inches wide
to he long enough to span two of the openings between girders, the joints to be broken, to he secured
to girder! by 4 inch jagged spikes 7 inches long, one spike at each intersection of girders, and two at
each end of each slab. The slabs to be lined aud laid close, adzed, and firmly seated on girders, a a ginal log 9 X 5 to be spiked to external girder with £ inch spikes 18 inches long.
.
Tinderstrutted Bridge,.—Nos. 6 and 10 to he iinderstnitted, as m detailed dravmig No. 10.
Understnitting.—Endi of the wide bays to have two stringers 12 x 12 resting on corbels 12 X 12
with a straining piece 9X10 and 2 understrutts 10 X 10. all properly fitted and fastened as in drawing
Girders or Corbels.—smaller bays to have 3 girders 13 x 10 on corbels, seemed as m
drawing.^^^ fl()or51() i,e carried by joists; in the larger spans where there is no intermediate
girder, to he 10 x 3£, caulked 1 inch, and in the smaller spans 9 x 3, all skewspiked to the girders
the floor to be 4 inch diagonal planking, laid close and spiked to the joists with £ inch wrought iron
spikes, 7 inches long, bearded 3 inches, one spike and two spikes alternately m each plank, flooring to be
adZC<i
to have one GO feet queentruss span as in detailed drawing; the stringer to be
14 X 10; the straining beam 12 x 9; braces 12 x. 9; minor braces 10 x 9; and postsG X 9, co Ms
12 x 10; li suspension rods; joists to be 3 X 10 in large opening and floor, and remainder of supeistructure same as for Nos. 6 and 10.
, , x
_;ti. the
Handrail.—Tins handrail for all the bridges to be as in detailed drawing.. Posts, with the excep
tion of in No. 9, are to be secured to stringer with £ bolt, and to floor with iron collar strap 1£ X i,
spiked through floor to girder. In No. 9 the posts to be bolted to joists as in drawing; all poststo be
6X4 Top rail to be 6 X 4, with chamferrcd an-isse, mortised on and spiked to posts as m thawing
the intermediate rail to bo 4 X 3, halved into and secured to posts by treenails, and with outside struts
6x4 over each pier; heel of strut to be tenoned into capsill and spiked to it, head to be let into antt
bolted
Abutments.—This landward side of all abutments to be slabbed in tbe same manner as
floor; four round posts and small piles arc to be driven and slabbed to retain foot of embankments at
bridges^where^ground^is^steep^ ^

-lt.awir|J^ to j,e crectea whero pointed out by Boad Superintendent,

ftndlnmttaberframitgtobe allround timber; piles to be driven as ^ b"dSes>

^^

when holes 2 to 3 feet deep are to be cut to receive the ends of uprights, which are to ^
in with timber or stone wedges; the capsills to be tenoned on and spiked with £ inch jagged spikes 2 J
inches tong to
namljCri i,e finnly seated and spiked on capsills; the face girder to
with under arrisse square, and to extend back on each side as in drawing; tho ends to be supported
by piles; the floor to be of slabs, as specified for some of the bridges.
.
to bp
Tbe landward side of abutment and the space between angle aud wing piles or uprights, to be
sheeted with 4 inch slabs, in the same manner as floor.
„
nn
The handrail to be as in drawing, of the same general character as m bridges, but no handiail on
unner side nor no struts to posts, which are to be spiked instead of bolted to girders and capsills.
PP The box drains to beamed of 3-inch planks, well fastened together with 4-inch nails and elects
3X4. and continued in every instance to tho foot of the slopes, to be placed where directed by the
officer m^charge^of th^ a prjce for cac]1 clljvert and box drain respectively, as the quantities of work
in them will not be measured with quantities in bridges,

Thege
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These are the general conditions and specifications marked with the letters
referred to
in our .Bond to Her Majesty, dated the 28th day of January, 1861.
j JOSEPH MARTINDALE.
Witness to the Signatures.rTf— J WILLIAM WIG-HTMAN.
A. 0. Bayley.
(FREDERICK WILLIAMS,

ROAD BRANCH—DEPARTMENT ON INTERNAL COMMUNICATION.
Form of Tender for all Works required for the construction of the Doughboy Diversion.
I hereby propose to execute the whole of the Works required for the construction of the new
road, bridges, and culverts down Doughboy Creek, in strict accordance with the specification and plans,
and to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer for Roads, or other authorised officer, and to complete the
same within six months after signing the contract; the work to he valued at the following rates, or at
a price to be agreed upon at tbe time, as the case may be :—
Schedule op Pbioes foe Valuation.
Piles driven for portion in ground, including timber, and driving at Gs. per ft. run
JronTiark or 1 Hewn timber, framed, including portion of piles overground, at 4s. per cubic foot
n*d gam.
Stringybulk. \Sawn timber, framed, planed, and fitted, at os. per cubic foot ,,
Do.
in flooring, fixed, including spikes, Cs. per cubic foot
Fencing, as per specification, 83. per rod.........................................
Slab flooring, including spikes, per 100 feet superficial, 8Cte.
..
Smitbwork, fixed, including pile shoes, 9d. per ib. weight .. .,
Culverts, each £30
.......................................................................
Box drains, each £7
Stockholm tarring, three coats, at 9d. per superficial yard .. ..
Genuine white lead, in oil, three coats, at Is. per superficial yard
Iron castings, as per drawing, at 4Gs. per owt.................................
River gravel for ballast spread, 3s. 6d. per cubic yard .. .. ..
Best broken metal spread, Gs. 6d. per cubic yard.........................
Rock excavation, including handpacking banks, 3s. per cubic yard
Earth excavation, Is. 5d. per cubic yard.........................................
Masonry in mortar, 30s. per cubic yard....................... . .. ..
Masonry in cement, GOs. per cubic yard......................... . | ,,
Concrete, 10s. per cubic yard
................................................ .,
Clxahixo, as per specification, Total Bulk Sum.................

£200 0 0

The prices in the preceding Schedule include all labor, materials, tools, and workmanship of
every kind necessary for tbe fall and perfect completion of tbe work to the entire satisfaction of the
Engineer for Roads or other authorized officer.
„
n
„
JOSEPH MARTINDALE,
To tbe Commissioner for
Murrurundi.
Internal Communication.
r a.
^.J16 foregoing Tender be accepted, we, the undersigned, do hereby agree to be responsible
lor the due performance of the contract, and we hereby undertake within ten days from the date of the
notification of the acceptance of the said Tender, jointly and severally to execute and deliver at the
Uthcc ot the Commissioner for Internal Communication, in Sydney, a bond to Her Majesty in the penal
sum of Five hundred pounds, for securing such performance.
F. WILLIAMS,
'
Singleton.
WILLIAM WIGHTMAN,
Murrurundi.
Department of Public Works,
Sydney, 19 September, 18G0.
Construction op Geeat Northern Road.—2nd District.
Tenders will be received at this Office, until noon of Tuesday, the 30th day of October next, for the

following works on tbe Great Northern Road'

cext’Ior

Contract 2-Clearing, drawing, excavating rock and earth, forming, ballasting, and metalW
two miles forty chains of new road, down Doughboy Greek.
Plans, sections, tietailed drawings, specifications, general conditions, approximate schedules of
quantities, and forms of Tender may be seen, on and after the 1st day of October next, and further
W
at rW
of tho Commissioner for Internal Communication, Sydney, at the
onto gmm’dJrUrrUnnldl’
fr°m the Eoad Suf’crmtcndeirt> Tamworth, who will point out the work
cvcrvTemter^tW^^R^™0 Within 7hichU foproposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
tfiatL iL
bo a memorandum signed by two responsible persons as sureties, Undertaking
Solteitnfs oZi
16 ''ccrfifomeo rif Tender, they will jointly and severally execute at the Crown
One tenfh^f fi,SydUey’ 0r at! 'c PollCe 0ffice’ ]'Illrrururidi- a Bond t0 Her Majesty in the penal sum
of one-tenth of the gross amount of contract, as security for its due performance.
Ihe Government docs not bind itself to accept to lowest or any Tender.
Tendeia to be endorsed, " Tender for Doughboy Diversion, Northern Hoad"
_____

W, IT ARNOLD.

markedwfitb^to^etter^ referred t0 *“ °Ur Bo“li to Her MaiestL- dated the 28 th day of January, 1861,
Witness to the Signaturesa.

^

U Bayley.

SESHKE:
Frederick Williams.

D.
Sir,

Department of Public Works,
Sydney, 5 January, 1861.

, .,
dat<:d the 13th November last, to perform all tho works required on tbe new road
bridges, and culverts, down Doughboy Creek, for tbe sum of £G,379 9s. 3d„ to complete in six months^ £8,379 Ss. M.
having
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having been accepted, I ara directed to refer you to the Commissioner for Internal .Communication, fo
further information, and also for the purpose of signing the necessary bond for the due observance of
your contract.
_
I am, &c.,
Mr. J, Martindale,
B. H. MARTINDALE,
Murrurundi.
Under Secretary.
E,
Murrurundi, 7 March, 1SG1.
’
As the Commissioner of Roads promised me fortnightly pay at the Doughboy HollowContract, -will you he so kind as to inform me if you can make it convenient?
I have, &c..
II. Quodling, Esq.,
JOSEPH MARTINDALE.
Superintendent of Roads.
Referred to the Commissioner for Roads, for his sanction.—R. Qcodlikg.
Ordered hy official letter, dated G March, 1861.—\V. R. C. 8/3/61.
Remarks noted, and forwarded to OfiSce,—R. Quodling. 13/3/G1.

7/3/G1.

F.
Sydney, 11 May, 1S61.
Sir,

Mr. R. Quodling having obtained leave of absence, and my not being at Doughboy to see
him before ho left, I am at a loss to know what to do, unless he made a return, which was due this
week. I have over 200 men at work, which I pay fortnightly, and can assure you I have over £1,000
due. "Will you be so kind as lodge me, say £000, so that I can meet my men ?
I have, &c.,
W. R. Collett, Esq.,
.
JOSEPH MARTINDALE.
Commissioner of Roads,
Sydney.
In consequence of Mr. Quodling's absence, and no vouchers having arrived, let Mr. Martindale
have £400; but this must not be taken as a precedent,—W. R. C. 11/6/61G.
Doughboy Hollow,
28 February, 1861.
Sir,

I havo the honor to report on the progress of Works in the 2nd District, Northern Road.
1st Division.—I have taken charge of the Doughhoy Diversion Works and made a measurement
with Mr. Bavley. The following is a list of work done during the month:—3,33!) cubic yards earth
excavation, G3-& rock do., 1 mile clearing, and Slff cubic yards rubble masonry.* Tbe contractor is
cutting timber for Nos. 1 and 10 bridges.t The late heavy vainshave made the road very bad; Ihavehad
a maintenance man employed repairing the had places. The now road at Kangaroo Flat is progressing
favourably; 20 chains of clearing and nearly all the excavation is completed. The remaining portion of
the road to Goonoo Goonoo requires two maintenance men to repair the very bad places.
2nd Division.—From Goonoo Goonoo to Tamworth the road is in very good order; there are one
or two had places that would keep a maintenance man employed. The new formed road near Tamworth
is in very good order; 270 cubic yards have been ballasted, and forming and draining done at the corner
of White-street, There has heen a maintenance man employed preparing formation fur ballast, and
attending to ballasted portions. The road on to the Moonbies is in pretty good order; there are a few
bad places that require repairs; if a maintenance man was employed on it for a few months it would
much improve this portiou of tho road. The Moonhy Ranges arc in very good order; there has been a
maintenance man employed during the month. The following works have also been executed-Sid
ling cut down near Moonbi Hut, repairs to Poison Swamp Crossings, clearing timber that was blown
into road by late storm from Moonbi to Mr. Penny’s fence, Bendemeer.
,
.
3rd Division.—This portion of the road has been slightly repaired since last report, but is still
in a very bad state. I don’t think it would be advisable to expend much on this portion till it is
Tamicorfh Bridge,—This is nearly completed, two strikes of how planks on 2nd hows, and 10 feet
of flooring will complete the timber work. We have had a very severe flood in the river; the water was
up within 1' 6" of the under side of the corbel; it did not cause the least vibration.
Bendemeer Bridge,—The abutment on Tamworth side of river is completed, and coffer-dam ready
for up stream wing on Armidale hank of river. It will take about five days to finish when cement
arrives. The contractor for superstructure has got nearly all the timber delivered on the ground.
Visited Armidale on the 10th instant.
„ Bendemeer
20th
„
„ Doughboy Hollow 27th
I have, &c.._
The Commissioner for Roads,
B. QUODLING,
&c„
&c.,
&c.,
Superintendent.
Sydney.
• Mr. Shairi) obliged to correct these vouchers. W. R. C. _ 26/11/61,
,
t Number 10 bridge docs not exist. Inform Messrs, Quodling and Bayley to see revised sections.
W, R.C. 14/3/G1.
Doughboy Hollow,
31 March, 1861.
"

I have tbe honor to report on tho progress made in the works of the 2nd District, Northern

Road, during tho month of March, 1861.
Doughboy Diversion,—The following work has been done since last report4,836 cubic yards
earth excavation; 260 do. rock do.; J mile of clearing, 47 men are employed on tbe earth-works, and
10 at the clearing. The works are progressing slow but satisfactorily.
_
1 j( Division.—Three maintenance men have been employed repairing tho bad portions.
The road opposite Willow Tree was cut up a good deal by the traffic. I have made arrangements
to get this done, it being very urgent.—Task No. 1 in estimate.
The contractor for Kangaroo Creek Bridge has got the timber nearly all cut. The now road
south of the creek is progressing favourably.
2nd Dimrion.—Two maintenance men have been employed on this portion of the road; anti too
cubic yards of ballasting on new road near Tamworth, finished.
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3rd Division.—Two maintenance men have been employed repairing the worst places, and some
small tasks—clearing, forming, &c.
'
Tamworth Bridffe.—Tho whole of the timber-work is completed, and the bridge would be ready
for final measurement if tho painting was finished; the teams with the contractor a paint have been
delayed on tho road. In my January report I made a suggestion about extra cramp-holts, to bring
edges of planks close together. The present plan of bolting is bad; the washes are not strong enough
to bear the strain.
Bcndcmtfx Bridge.—There has not been anything done to masonry since last report, through the
non-arrival of the cement. I was informed by Mr. Jacques, the agent at Morpeth, that it left on the
2dth ultimo.
_
The contractor for the timber-work has got nearly all the timber delivered on the ground, and
will shortly commence the work.
_
The old bridge at Uralla is in a very dangerous state; I think it would be better to pull it down
and cut away tbe banks of tho creek. If this is not done I am afraid some accident will occur.
Inspected Doughboy, lothinst.,—Kangaroo Flat, 17th,—Bendemeer, 21st,—Armidale, 22nd,—
Doughboy, 29th.
I accompanied Mr. Wells, tho Boad Surveyor, to examine the country between Bendemeer and
Armidale, and to fix site of Saumarez Creek Bridge.
I have, Stc„

The Commissioner for Roads,

&c.,

&c.

EGBERT QUODLING.

&C.

Doughboy Hollow,
3 May, 1861.
Sir>
.
.
I have the honor to report on tho present state of road and progress of works in 2nd district.
Great Northern Road—Doughboy Diversion,
_
_
The contractor is progressing favourably with this contract. The earth-work will be ready in a
month for final measurement.
I have returned voucher for 1,200 cubic yards metal. 88 men are employed on Hie earth-work,
and 8 stone-breaking. I am carrying out tbe slopes of the big cutting as directed. The whole of the
timber is delivered for tho bridge over Kangaroo Creek; and tbe road works on south side of creek
completed. I have had throe maintenance men employed between Doughhoy and Goonoo Goonoo; the
road is in very good order. I have commenced the approaches to Tamworth Bridge, and will complete
earth-work in six weeks. Tho foot bridge over the Peel is repaired. I have commenced the fanning
of Peel-street, Tamworth, leaving 14 feet foot-paths on each side. I could not let it by task. I have
let the street ballasting and culverts ; tho timber for same is nearly all delivered.
_
I have had White-street formed with foot-paths on each side, 10 feet wide. 97 cubic yards new
road ballasted, and 217 cubic yards ballast shifted, so as to reduce the quantity to 5", as directed. Task
No. 13, Moonbi Creek culvert and road, is nearly completed.
_
The blinding of Moonbi metal is nearly finished. I have had three maintenance men employed
between Tamworth and Bendemeer. Tho road is in very good order. The only boggy part is Poison
Swamp near Bendemeer. Three maintenance men havo been employed between Bendemeer and
Armidale. Tho road is in passable condition.
_
Tamworth Bridge.—The painting and tarring is being proceeded with, and the bridge will he
ready for final measurement iu a few days. Tho timber is nearly all delivered for the foot-path on
down stream side of river.
.
Bendemeer Bridge.—The abutment on Armidale bank will be finished early this mouth, I have
foi warded voucher for 341} cubic yards masonry.
The superstructure of bridge is progressing very slowly; the contractor has only two men
employed. I have to request that yon will make tho contractor carry out this work himself.
J. W. Chownc, the contractor for Tamworth Bridge, is only an agent for the contractor.
"Visited Doughboy on the 1st; ditto Kangaroo Flat, Gth; ditto Ai’midalc, 14th; ditto Moonhys,,
22nd ; ditto Doughhoy, 29th.
I have, &c„
Tho Commissioner for Ronds,
ROBT. QUODLING.
&c.,
itc.,
&C.
I,

K.
Mejio. of Payments made to Mr. Martindale on account Contract at Doughhoy to Goonoo Goonoo.
Date.

No. of
Voucher.

Certified for by.

1861.
14 March..
14 „ ..
28
..
6 April
in ir ..
26 „ ..
26 „ ..
8 May
13 „ ..
30 „ ..
7 June ..
10 „ ..
29 ., ..
10 July ,,

350
351
385
492
524
561
561
605
675
755
771
847
923
1,033

R. Quodling and A. C. Bayley ,,
It. Quodling and A. C. Bayley ....
R. Quodling.....................................

12 August

1,185

Amount raid.

R, Quodling....................................
A. C. Bay lev..................................
R. Quodling ....................................
A. C. Bayley.....................................
A. C. Bavley.....................................
A. C. Bavley.....................................
A. C. Bavlcv........ ...........................
A. C. Bavley....................................
E. Quodling (II. form), A. C. 1
Baylev (Ifotm, £198 Is.)
)
A. C. Bayley...................................

£
196
127
146
265
153
22-5
GOO
234
400
198
250
617
60S
£00

3.
16
0
13
12
4
8
0
0
0
14
0
11
0
0

224

6 0

£ 4,717 7
6 Sept. ..
30 „ ..
16 October
5 Nov. ..

___

Report from R, Quodling. Estima e value
„
R. Quodling.
,
,,
R. Quodling.
,>
„
R. Quodling.
,

d.
7
5
1
6
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
2
8
0

3

Per Oentago
Retained,

£
49
31
16
29
17
25
60
156
40
22
2.5
81
67
23

s.
4
14
10
10
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
5
11
8

Total.

A.
0
0
1
0
4
4
0
0
0
7
0
0
0
0

£

s. d.

24 IS 4
CGS 2

8

0
0
2
13

0
0
0
3

200
200
793
431

5,415 9 11

1,634 15 3
£

7,040 5

2

TUESDAY,
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MINUTES

or EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE THE

TUESDAY,

31

DECEMBER,

1861.

present:—

Mr. DALGLEISH,
Mr. DANGAE,

Mr. HOSKINS,

Mr. T. GAEEETT,

Mr. LUCAS,
Mr. MARKHAM.

WILLIA21 LOIISTER, Esq.,

in the

Chaih.

W. R, Collett, Esq., Commissioner for Roads, again called in and further examined :—
TV. It. Collett, 6020. By the Chairman: Of course you are aware that there is a good deal of discrepancy
Esq.
in regard to the statements made by yourself and by Mr. Quodling j that of course you must
e—be aware of already that you make certain statements contradictory of what he says in
31 Dec., 1861. regard to these works ? I have attended the Committee during several days when Mr.
Quodling has been examined, and I presume all my statements differ from Mr. Quodling's.
If the Committee will allow me, I will hand in three reports, which I should wish to be
read—one from the contractor, which is usual according to the regulations; the second from
the person who, I may say, was in charge after the resignation of Mr. Quodling; and the
third from myself.
6027. This is the report on the Doughboy Diversion? Yes; I believe my evidence has
been confined to that.
6028. What are the dates of those reports? The 18th November, the 4th December, and
the third the report referring to my visit of the 19th December. I see the copy has not
’
been dated, but it was written on the 24th, and refers to my visit of the 19th.
6029. What is the object of the contractor’s report ? The cootractor is bound under the
specification to send in a report. I have not insisted upon that, but in this case I called for
a report from the contractor, and he furnished this on the I8th November, which was about
the day the Committee met.
6030. In these cases, which yon say are so numerous, where your statement and Mr. Quod
ling’s are at total variance—what evidence, as regards the public, is there to determine the
points at issue between you two? The works themselves I presume.
6031. Is it possible in all cases to ascertain whether the work is properly completed after
it is finished—whether everything has been done in the meantime properly in regard to
both roads and bridges ? When the work has been visited and certified too in the mean
time. Probably if I looked at the building of a house I could not say whether the foun
dation was right; but if I saw the foundation laid, the building in progress, and the roof
put on, I could judge of the building. This was the case with mo and the Doughhoy
Diversion; I watched its progress from the eommeoeement.
6032. With regard to a road, you could not prove that it was in a bad state at the time the
pitching was put on, supposing you saw it only after the pitching was covered over? I
could, by the traffic having been subsequently over the road with all the timber for the
bridges; if the work had been bad, the heavy carriage would have proved it to be so,
6033. Suppose a great hole in the road had been filled with logs, and covered over—how
could you tell that hy simply going over it ? I never allowed timber to he used on the
Northern Koad.
6034. Suppose it were put there without your knowledge ? I presume that where stone was
more plentiful than wood, wood would never be used.
6035. I may state that I received a letter from some one who signed his name Howard—I
could never find out who he was—but he states that to his knowledge logs have been put
in ------? In heaps of stone before they were laid upon the road, in order to cheat in the
measurement of the stones, not with reference to the road itself.
6036. Suppose it were intended to cheat the overseer ----- ? That was in the heap of
stones before the stone was put on the road—to cheat in the measurement.
_
_
6037. Could not the same thing he done with the road itself? It would be impossible with
the pitching underneath, and the road under it; besides, there would he no gain to the con
tractor—wood is not cheaper than earth or stone, I beg to state, if you refer to the case of
Howard, that the charge was completely investigated, and there was strong evidence that
Howard had put the wood in himself.
6038. Are yon able to refer to the evidence of anyone who could corroborate your own, as
to the state of these works at the time of their construction and completion ? I could do
so, but it is a most unusual course for the head of a department to refer to anyone. The
works can now bo examined by any person who may be competent, portions of the work may
he taken up or looked over, and the bridges and pitching can be examined.
6039. I suppose Mr. Whitton would be a good authority if he could goup ? I am notaware,
"
in the first place, that Mr. ‘VVhitton would undertake the trouble of merely looking at a
portion of the road metal or the bridge-work. His authority would be very good_
6040. You are not able to mention any person who would be competent to give evidence ?
I may be able, but I wish to depend upon my own evidence. I can bring a competent
engineer, who.is in Sydney at the present moment.
_ _
6041. Will you mention who he is ? Mr, Peter Brown; in any case of difficulty, as a civil
engineer, he ranks very high.
6042. Is he one of the Road Superintendents ? He supplies my place. I would beg to
state that he would feel a certain delicacy unless be were authorized to do so. As an
engineer he would not undertake on his own authority to give a detailed statement, but at
the same time he would not have the slightest hesitation if he were authorized to do so. .
6043. If I understand you rightly, there is no check upon the Commissioner for Roads in
regard
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regard to his opinion of certain worts? I am aware of none. Ho is placed at the head of^* R' Collett,
a department in order that his decision may be final.
Es10044. He has the entire responsibility—it rests entirely upon his character for integrity and
competency ? Precisely.
31 Dec,, 1861.
6045. There is no cheek at all as respects the public, in cases of neglect or yiolation of duty?
Except the check which is upon all public officers, There are the works to speak for them
selves ; if things are wrong the public are sure to find them out.
6046. Has any objection been made by the Auditor General, or other officer whose duty it
was to inspect the accounts, to any accounts that have been passed for works under your
charge ? _ Not otherwise than what I may term the usual objection of tbe Auditor General.
6047. W'lmt are the usual objections ? The usual objections are as to the want of a proper
witness to tho payment of money—and this will sometimes occur when money is being paid
to these poor people—the want of witness to the receipt of an individual, or of an authority
for one person to sign for another ; small things of that kind.
0048. These objections have been made? They are always made in every office.
6049. Are they made whether they are necessary or not? I presume not; they are the
check of the Auditor General upon the accounts.
6050. Have these objections been made with reference to these particular works? I am not
aware of any vouchers having been returned.
6051. What objections were yon then referring to ? In a vast quantity amounting to several
thousand vouchers, where it is required first for a person to sign his name, and then to have
a witness to the payment of the money, in the ease of these poor labourers and others, it
very often occurs that the signature is illegible, or witnessed on behalf of sueh and such a
person. No doubt these minor objections may be occasionally made to papers which pass
through our Office,
6052. The papers are then returned to your Office for correction ? They are returned for
correction.
6053. Was there no objection made to a voucher of Mr. Quodling, or to several vouchers,
because he wrote on them more than was necessary ? One objection was made by me—
11 The Auditor General will not allow any remarks to be made in inkthat I wrote
myself.
6054. Then the objection did not come from the Auditor General ? The paper never got
to the Auditor General.
6055. You felt certain that the Auditor General would have objected ? Yes, to a Super
intendent writing on a voucher.
6056. What did he write ? He wrote that ho would not certify—that the work was not
done.
6057. Well, surely if he thought it was his duty not to certify, he was bound to refuse ? He
might refuse, hut it would make no difference; I should certify that the work was done.
6058. You did certify? I am not aware whether I did in this particular instance, but I
should do so.
6059. In that case what check is there upon the Commissioner for Koads ? Merely the
check which is furnished by position, by respectability, and ability.
6060. You have felt no difficulty in taking any responsibility in a case of that kind ? In
the case of the Doughboy Diversion, certainly not.
606L What is the use of these vouchers then—for the satisfaction of the Commissioner ?
Certainly not, for the Office generally; to know how the works are going on we must have
some vouchers; wc cannot have the mere ipse dixit of the Superintendent.
6062. If an ipse dixit may be taken in one case, why not in all ? In the case of a person
in a high position his word may he taken, where the word of an officer in an inferior
position would not be taken by the Auditor General.
6063. Then you think the credit due to the word of a man depends upon his position ? That
does not naturally follow, hut it does follow in respect to the roads in this case.
6064. Does it occur to you that some subordinate officers might be dispensed with altogether ?
Certainly, if there is not more money to be voted for roads than has been this year. It
depends entirely upon the amount of work to be done.
6005. Do you not think tho office of Superintendent of Koads might be done away with
altogether ? If it is tho intention of the Government or of the Parliament, not to make
roads it might be; hut if roads are to be made, they must have some one to superintend
them.
'
6060. Does not the Commissioner superintend them ? He lays out the first directions of
how they are to be carried out.
6067. And if there is no voucher he supplies it? When he takes the personal supervision,
when he usurps—-that is hardly the proper word—when he takes upon himself the position
of Superintendent, which I did in the Doogbboy Diversion.
6068. Have you stated your reason why you took that position—was it not Mr. Quodling’s
incompetcncy ? I had no confidence in Mr. Quodling’s competency; I could not judge of
his competency in the first instance.
6069. You said in yonr former evidence that your opinion was formed from the first ? It was.
6070. You had always a had opinion of him ? I had no opinion of him.
6071. Why then did you allow him to remain in tho department? Delicacy towards those
who appointed him.
6072. Who appointed him ? Mr. Bennett and Captain Martindale.
6073. Did Mr. Arnold ever object at tho time you took upon yourself what you have
admitted to be unusual ------ ? I beg pardon—I have not admitted anything to be unusual.
6074. You said you usurped the office of Superintendent? I qualified, or rather withdrew
that expression.

6075.
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6075. That implied something out of the way ? I stated before, and I repeat now, that a
young man of Mr. Quodling’s age and experience—although I am willing to giro him credit
for some knowledge—was not tho man to superintend a road which, according to his account,
was 235 miies in length.
'
G076. Your objection was to his age ? One of my objections.
6077. At what aee do you think a man is qualified to superintend roads? I should be sorry
to see Superintendents over roads who were not thirty years of age.
6078. How old is Mr. Shairp ? The Chief Clerk ?—Keally I do not know; I should imagine
eight or nine and twenty.
_
6079. Did you acquaint Mr. Arnold with your objections to Mr. Quodling? Officially I
did not.
6080. In these cases, where you thought it your duty to take an unusual course, or what
ever you choose to call it, did you not think it right ? I beg pardon—lam not aware
that I made use of the word.
608L. Wbat word? “ Unusual course.”
6082. The course that is not generally taken ? Because it is impossible for me to super
intend every work.
.
6083. All I want to know is, whether in these cases whore something is done by you which
is not common, you make any report of it to Mr. Arnold or to the Government ? I am not
aware that I made any report to Mr. Arnold, not any official report. Mr. Arnold and
myself havo many conversations upon the qualifications of every overseer and Superintendent.
6084. You do not think it necessary to report to Mr. Arnold ? When bo asks mo for any
information I afford it.
6085. Do you do that as a matter of obligation to Mr. Arnold, or in tbe course of your
official duty ? I stated before that there are no instructions whatever for the Commissioner.
6086 You only report when you wish to oblige Mr. Arnold ? I would not say “ oblige.
When Mr. Arnold wanted information I gave it him.
6087. When an unusual course was taken would you not consider it your duty to make some
record of it? I am not aware of the course being unusual. I know that in one case Mr.
Bennett superintended a contract which ho took out ,of my hands, though he was the Road
Engineer in Sydney.
. .
6088. When you were Superintendent ? Yes j Mr. Bennett acting for the Commissioner as
the person laying out the road.
_
6089. When you were Superintendent of the road were your certificates or vouchers always
considered necessary ? I am not aware that they were j but if Mr. Beiyiett chose to certify
for any work I did not wish to write a certificate.
_
_
6090. As Road Superintendent did you not furnish a certificate? For certain work. I may
explain the case to which I refer. I was engaged in superintending tbe road upon ono side
of the Gap, and Mr. Bennett and Mr. Bayley were superintending the other; and Mr.
Bennett, who was acting for the Commissioner, said he would relieve me of the work on this
side the Gap, and took apart of my work under his supervision. Whenlcametobe Commis
sioner I took Mr. Bennett’s side under my supervision as well as the other. During the •
time this part of the road was under Mr. Bennett’s supervision I never gave a voucher for it,
although I rvas Superintendent of the district within which this portion of tho road lay.
0091. While you were Superintendent was there none of the road under you in tho same
tvay that the road was under Mr, Quodling ? The whole of the road, from Morpeth to the
foot of tho Gap, was under mo, and half-way over the top of the Gap was still under me,
though Mr. Bennett thought fit, and'to which, as be was my superior officer, I did not object,
to relievo me of the superintendence on this part of the road.
6092. When you were relieved you gave no vouchers or certificates? None whatever.
6093. What was your duty ? I rode over the road, and looked at the road.
6094. And kept the men at work ? No, I did not.
_
_
6095. What were you doing ? I was doing nothing over these particular two miles. I was
obliged to go over this road, beoansc tiie portion of the road under my superintendence lay
on each side of it.
■ .
6096. You had another portion of the road under you ? Yes; both one side and the other
were under me.
6097. With reference to this work, were you not relieved from-responsibility—did you not
furnish vouchers ? In the same way that Mr. Quodling furnished vouchers and certificates
for everv other part.
6098. Word not all vouchers and certificates considered necessary ? They were part ot the
Office*work ; Jvfhether I considered them necessary is another question.
6099. 'Would you have considered it regular that payment should have been made for these
worksnvithdut your vouchers ? I consider that during the three or four years when wo were
wit-houUtncsc forms, the works wore done as well as they have been since with these forms;
■ for, although they are an apparent check they are no real check, as the Superintendent signs
'vouchers for works without seeing them.
.
6100. You mean to say that no amount of machinery can prevent people from cheating the
Government? That is according to circumstances.
6101. It must depend upon the character of the men employed ? Yes, the value of their
situations, their positions, and characters.
, .
..
6102. Bij J/r. Dalgleish: In what way were you relieved from the supervision by Mr.
Bennett—had you any communication by letter or verbally ? Neither verbally nor by letter.
6103. How then did you know that you were relieved ? Merely by another person being
put in the place.
, .
, .
6104. I thought you said that Mr. Bennett said be would relieve you of all the work in -

a

certain place ? Probably he did say so.
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6105. I thought you said he did say so ? I cannot recall to my mind exactly Jlr. Bennett W. B. CoJIcit,
saying to me, "I -will relieve you.”
6106. I understood you to say that Mr. Bennett raid lie would relieve you f
was the mouth-picco ot tiie Bommissioner. 1 did not take orders from anyone between tbe Ecc., iSot.
Comjnissioner aud myself, but I was given to understand that I was relieved.
6107. By letter, or verbally ? I have been looking over my official documents, to find when
Mr. Bayley was appointed to relieve me from my duties on the Gap Road, but I have been
unable tofindany documents) the only documents I can find are a letter from Mr. Bayley to
tbe road overseer, and also the whole of the certificates respecting that work signed by Mr.
Bayley, and tho objections that have been made by Mr, White and Mr. Loder do not in the
least apply to me, because that portion of the work was never under my supervision at all.
6108. What I wish to know is how this took place? Mr. Bennett chose to superintend that
part of tho Gap, just as I chose to superintend the work on the other side.
6109. Ly the Chairman: I want to know whether all your proceedings in regard to the
Doughboy Diversion works, when you wcie taking the course you have described with
reference to Mr. Quodling, were known to Mr. Arnold ? I should imagine they were not.
6110. You have never thought it your duty to make any report to him ? About my doin"
my duty?—None whatever.
°
Gill. Did you not consider it your duty to acquaint him when you were departing from the
general practice in regard to the Superintendent,? I was not departing from the practice—
there was only one Commissioner before me, and be departed from it; I do not see how you
can depart from what has never existed.
6112. I ask you whether Mr. Arnold was acquainted with this-? With what ?
6113. With wbat you chose to do with Mr. Quodliug—to dispense with his certificate in a
certain instance ? Mr, Arnold has nothing whatever to do with the financial department,
6114. Will you answer my question whether Mr. Arnold was not acquainted with this?
With what ?
*
6115. With this ? Mr, Arnold was not acquainted with the financial part of the business.
6116. You have stated to us a certain course of proceeding with regard to tho Doughboy
Diversion, and with regard to Mr, Quodling—whether it was regular or not I am not
asking you. Was Mr. Arnold acquainted with this? Rot officially.
6117. Did he know anything about it in anyway? He kuew so far as this, that on my
return I informed him that the works were being conducted in a very satisfactory manner.
6118. Did you say that Mr. Quodling’s conduct was not satisfactory ? I hinted it.
6119. Did you make any charge against him? If I make a charge I do so without any
mistake.
6120. Then no objection was made by Mr. Arnold to anything you told him ? lam not
aware that Mr. Arnold ever objected to anything; I enjoyed his confidence, and I trust I
deserved it.
6121. I think you stated that you ascertained that in all cases in which Mr. Quodling
reported in an irregular manner, you found that the work had been done properly by the
contractor ? I am not aware of any report of Mr. Quodling; I deny the reports.
6122. I do not want to enter into that question—I perhaps use an improper term—you
know what I mean—I want to know whether you satisfied yourself that the work was
properly done by the contractor ? I am satisfied tho work was properly done by the
contractor; that is in my report.
6123. In one place, you say that the rock you call basalt was in sufficient quantity to fulfil
the contract, and that all the other, which yon will not admit to be shale, was extra? It is
not shale.
1
6124. AIL. but that was basalt, and that was put on extra? The stipulated quantity of
hluc metal or basalt was put on.
6125. How did you ascertain that afrer it was spread ? I had to begin with 1,200 yards
of broken metal, certified by Mr, Quodliug, and then 2,800 lineal yards of pitching, 18 feet
average
inches, that is 3,500 yards more, and the whole specification is only 3,520 yards.
The pitching alone----6126. I do not ask you any question about the pitching now; I want to know whether after
metal is spread yon can measure it? Yes, I can measure; so many inches thick and so
many feet broad will give so many cubic yards.
'
~
6127- Can you ascertain all that when the metal is spread? With the grcattSsf'jitfssible
case, if traffic has not been on the road.
/ 1
• ,0
6128. Wbat was the object of tbe contractor in putting this quantity of extr* stuff on the
road was it done to do more than he agreed to do ? Tbe object of puttinjAc&in'stufiviu ,* j
the road is to blind the metal; this is called blinding.
” ’■
6129. Perhaps it was put as
blind? It was paten with the metal, aud tbak^wfluthe
pitching forms the road.
Nr J
.
6130. Then is a contractor not hound to put that other stuff on at all? Ho is bound R)’.
J:
give satisfaction to me, for I should not have passed it unless he had done so.
'
6131. You would not have passed the contract although he had put the proper quantity of
basalt on the road ? Ho is bound by the contract to perferm the work to my satisfaction.
6132. And you would not have been satisfied if he had put the stipulated quantity of basalt
upon it? The road would not have been in the state I should have wished to see it in for
the money; tho contractor might have objected.
6133. Is it a common thing to put inferior stuff upon a macadamized road? The specifica
tion states broken mothl 6s. 6d., gravel or inferior metal 3s. 6d.
6134. Do you call that gravel ? It answers the purpose of gravel as Minding; it is stone
picked up there. -In the Sydney streets a marly substance which is called gravel is used to
make it bind.
238—2 D
C135.
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W.K. Collett, 6135. How could you ascertain at tliat time whether the pitching was put on when tho road
®3C1'
was in a proper condition ? My orders were to do the pitching when the road was soft j
that is my principle.
31 Dec., 18C1. 6136. That differs from the usual course? There is no usual course; it has not been
adopted in this Colony, but it was adopted by Mr. Telford and by me.
_ , _
6137. Has it not been the usual course in contracts to insist that the pitching should be
j
put on when the road is hard 1 There never was any pitching before I was Commissioner;
there was simply a layer of metal without any foundation.
6138. What was underneath it? The earth.
6139. Nothing but soft earth ? Which was presumed to have become consolidated, which
was an impossibility.
_
.
■, T -l i6140. You have adopted au improved system ? According to my own view, and 1 behove
that of tho public generally.
6141. Havo you tested it? I have tested it in every part of the Colony.
_ _
6142 A certain degree of preparation is necessary, is it not, before the metalling is put on .
I think not. My plan is, the very same day—and I have proved it on the Northern
"
Eoad—to pitch it; I put the pitching on the soft ground, the whole sinks together, and
subsequently I put on the metal and blinding,
....
.
6143. Will you describe what you mean hy pitching ? Pitching is paving by hand,
ballasting is throwing stones large or small out of a cart, and shovelling them about, as is
generally done in the streets of Sydney.
, -rr
6144. By Mr.Jjucas: They are knoeked into their places hy a large hammer ? Yes;
pitching may he stones of any shape—they are angular generally—aud their height must be
nine inches in the centre and six at the side. The object is to have them perfeetly straight,
6145. By ihe Chairman: Upon that you put the metal? Yes; this pitching being sand
stone the metal grinds itself into the interstices; on the top of this metal the gravel or
blinding is thrown, and the road is then open for traffic.
.
6146. Had the contractor been hound by his contract to put this blinding stone on the
metal? No, I object to it in principle; but 1 must accommodate the public, and I find
that if I do not put on the blinding, the bullocks will turn off a new road and run into the
water tables, so that although I do not approve of blinding I am obliged to use it. _ _
6147. You do not suppose it does any great injury to the road ? It cannot do any injury;
but of course the dirt will come soon enough without this being laid upon it.
6148. Then this blinding is intended to grind up to a powder ? Yes; this is used not only
as a blinding, hut it is put on a portion of the road that is solid rock, because I consider it
injurious to put basalt on the solid rock where it will grind up.
6149. I think yon said yesterday that basalt will not grind up ? I said it will grind up
into these interstices.
. .
, .
6150. You have always had the authority which, I presume, every Commissioner of the
Boad has had, to strike out clauses from a contract, or to alter a contract? I have not
had the authority, because I presume it is not specified hy law what the duties of the
Commissioner are.
, .
nr,,
•
■6151. I do not ask that; I ask you whether the Commissioner of Hoads possesses this
■specific power—to alter a contract at his discretionj by arrangement with the contractor ?
It has been done, and I have done it.
. „ _ ■
i.
6152. Is that done with the knowledge and cognizance of the Government ? It is not
necessary to state an individual case, as it is not applicable to this case) because the contract
was signed subject to my alterations.
,
6153. I am asking you the question, as Commissioner of Roads, whether you have the power
to alter contracts, either with or without tbe consent of the contractor? Yes; circumstances
oblige me to do so.
,
6154 You have exercised that authority in certain cases? Allow me to give an example :
The specification for the Hume bridge at Yass is for a pile bridge; we found that the rook
interposed a difficulty, and we substituted sills instead of piles; the contractor perforce
must comply, although it entails more trouble and labour for the construction of coffer-dams,
and so forth; hut as we cannot drive piles through rock, we must put sills down.
6155. What is a sill? A bed for a pile.
_
_
6156. In these cases where this authority is exercised, I presume compensation is made to
the contractor, if it involves any extra labour ? Nearly all our contracts are by a schedule
of prices; they are not for a given amount, but so much per foot or per yard, therefore it
makes no difference.
,
. ■,
6157. In cases where you thought it your duty to make these alterations, did you not also
consider it your duty to communicate with the department, in order that it might be placed
on record that the alterations had been made ? It would entirely depend, upon whether I
was in Sydney or on the oirouit; if I were in Sydney the communication might be even
written by myself, hut merely as an official record that, by my directions, such an alteration
was made. If I were on the spot I might not consider it necessary—I might hand in a
written paper that such was my wish.
. <> T
. ,
6158. Was there always a record in some shape of the alteration ( It was my wish that
there should be a record.
.
,
„
6159. Was there always? It is a very difficult question to answer where the number or all
sorts of tasks amount to a thousand.
_ _
j ■
6160. Do you not think it necessary, in order that the Commissioner might he justified in
the event of any charges being made against him, or any doubts being expressed with
reference to him, that there should be some record? I think it very desirable.
6161. You cannot be certain that it has been done in all cases? I am not aware of any
contract having been actually carried out according to the specification.
6162.
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6162. If it were the rule to place alterations on record in some shape or other------? W. R. Collett,
Looking to other departments :—If in an original plan a railway cutting is to he taken through
a rock perpendicularly, and it is found on working that it wilt not stand, the contractor is
ordered or directed to take away the additional earth, hut I am not aware that Jlr. Whitton 31 DeCi'18G1,
or Mr. llae refers the question to the Jlinister. I think Mr, Whitton takes it as a matter
of course that the public require it to be done, and it is done. In the same way, if neces
sary, a wooden viaduct may be substituted for a brick culvert.
6163. Was there a clause in the Doughboy contract providing that the formation of the road
should be hard in order to receive the macadamizing ? There was a clause of the kind, but
that gives way to my written alteration,
6164. You did alter that ? Yes, I altered it in every instance; I gave directions in every
instance.
6165. Did you give any verbal alterations to Mr. Quodling in reference to that? Yes.
6160. Did yon give him written orders also ? If one of Mr. Quodling’s reports is referred to,
you will see that he says he is carrying out the works according to the directions given to
the contractor.
6167. Did you give him any written orders ? I am not aware that I gave him any written
order, except an official written order.
6168. I do not see any difference between written official orders and others ? I refer to
these slips of paper not signed by the clerk.
6169. They were authentic as far as they went ? They were to be obeyed.
6170. Mr. Quodling in bis evidence, in answer to 281, says—" I was told by the Commissioner
to take not tbe slightest notice of the consolidation clause in the specification ”—is that
true ? Perfectly true.
6171. In answer to 285, he says,—“ I received a reprimand from Mr. Collett about the stop“ page of Martindale with his pitching. I was told by Jlr. Collett to put on the pitching on
“ the embankments just as they were, and I stated they were not in a fit. state to receive the
11 pitching; he said he did not care about the embankments sinking; if one coat of pitching
“ did not do he would give it another, and if that did not do he would supplement it with a
“third”—is that true? Perfectly true; and las a professional man abide by that. You
will bear in mind that the contractor was obliged to do this at his own expense; he was
obliged to give the road to me of a certain convexity.
6172. Was it ever the practice to make these alterations in contracts after the work had
been done ? It is impossible to make an alteration after the work has been done.
6173. Supposing the work to be done in sueh a way as not to be consonant with the contract,
was the contract ever altered to suit the work, even supposing it might be the case where
the public interest might require it? Yes; wooden viaducts have been substituted for brick
culverts, in the railway.
6174. I mean with regard to works under your charge? If I thought a bridge required a
longer or shorter span 1 should alter it immediately, even after the contract had been made,
and 1 have the full power practically to do so. It would be impossible to carry out works
without it.
6175. Did you ever give Jlr. Quodling orders not to measure the metalling on the road;—
In answer to a question from me, 121, “ You say you were not allowed to measure it—had
you positive orders not to measure it?” ho says, “ Yes.”—Is that true ? Certainly not true.
6176. He is asked, “ Prom whom ? From the Commissioner of Koads, and from Jlr.
Bayley, when he was leaving the works.” ? I do hot wish that answer, although a direct
denial, to go unqualified—I never positively ordered one thing or another. Mr. Quodling
had sent in a certificate for ail the metal required, and the conversation that took place
between me and Jlr, Quodling was after the 1,200 cubic yards of metalling had been
measured and paid for.
6177. You gave no order about it at all ? The order I gave was, that we must have a final
measurement of the work, in order that it might be seen that the contractor had done his
work.
6173, I ask Mr. Quodling, 2,125, “Did Mr. Bayley leave yon written orders? Yes, he left
me a written slip.”—“ What was the purport of this written slip ? Stating that the metal
was to be put on without measurement, half a cubic yard to the lineal yard.”—Are you
aware of ever having given a written slip to that effect ? That is not without measurement,
for half a cubic yard to the lineal yard implies so many feet of metal to the lineal yard.
6179. That is your idea of measurement ? It is the fact, 13^ feet to the lineal yard being
measurement.
6180. In answer to 2133, he says,—“ In fact, I received orders from Mr. Collett not to
measure anything, that it was a lump sum and required no measurement.”—Is that true ?'
I must know the date of that first, which has a very great deal to do with the matter. I
think I can elucidate the matter. Up to a certain date no orders were given at all; things
went- on very regularly, and I had a report from Jlr. Quodling that in a few weeks from that
time the earth-work would be completed; and I might have said that he need not trouble
bims.elf with the measurement of the work then, hut must make a final measurement.
I am not to be taken in by him to make admissions that I had given orders to him not to do
his duty, without reference to the state of the case. He states that he had measured
certain work, amounting to £5,000, and I say,—“You need not trouble yourself; one
measurement will do for tbe whole.”
6181. You gave him that written memorandum that he was not to do anything ? I am not
aware that I gave him a written memorandum at all.
6182. Did you give it to Jlr. Bayley ? Mr. Bayley was a very scrupulous gentleman in
, receiving orders; he has said, “ Excuse me, but will you give me that order in writing?”
It has been difficult sometimes to do so; perhaps it has been a wet day, and I have taken
out
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IF. I!. Collett, out my pocket-book, -which is a very small one, written in it my instructions, torn out the
leaf, and given it to Mr. Hayley for his guidance, not believing that it would bo handed
over to any other person—not that I objected, but I never intended it to meet any other
31 Dec., 1SG1. eye tijatl ]jjs_
6183. These were confidential communications? Hardly confidential communications; hut
what is taken out of a Commissioner's pocket-book I think should hardly be brought as
evidence against him.
6184. You wrote these notes hurriedly ? To please Mr, Bayley. I would say, “ I wish
such and such a thing done,” and I would then give him one of these little slips.
6185. You never did this with Mr. Quodling? Mr. Quodling was never sufficiently in my
confidence for me to do such a thing with him.
6186. Would you not think it more incumbent upon you if he were not in your confidence ?
Mr. Quodling had no contract except the clearing; I did not think him sufficiently
acquainted with engineering to carry out this work. The other contract was simply one of
clearing, which required a great deal of personal attention ; about £5,000 havo been spent
upon it, and I wished him to attend to it and to a few tasks at Tamworth, Armidale,
Moonby’s, and Kangaroo Flat. I am perfeetly aware that Mr. Quodling could measure
work, and I am also perfectly aware that I could teach a boy to do the same in the course
of a week, as far as was required of him, because all the sections and quantities were given
him, and he had only to see that the sections and quantities were carried out.
6187. If I do not misunderstand you, you seem to imply that Mr. Quodling was of verylittle use at all with regard to the works? He was no use whatever, if I superintended him.
6188. But did yon superintend him ? I did.
6189. Then he was of no use at all? Of no use at all—not in these works.
6190. Then could you not dispense with the Superintendent? If I had let these 135 miles
of road, as he calls them, take care of themselves.
6191. Was he doing any good with this 135 miles of road ? Ho was having it cleared.
6192. Was he doing that part satisfactorily ? X am not aware; I take it for granted that
it has been done satisfactorily.
6193. You beard no complaints ? I should have no opportunity.
6194. Had he not men under him ? It was done by contract.
6195. Did yon make any report against Mr. Quodling before be complained against you?
Several; I have never seen him without reprimanding him.
6196. You reprimanded him—was that verbally? Verbally, or by letter; all my letters
nearly are reprimands.
6197. Arc you aware that at any time white gum has been used where it ought not to have
been ? No.
0198. Do you consider white gum good wood for bridges for public works? No,T do not.
6199. You are not aware that it has been used by the contractor ? I am aware it has not
been used; it is now lying alongside the bridge at Murrurundi, but the timber that has been
used has been either red gum, stringy, or ironbark. If white gum has been used it has been
taken out, that is all I can say. I believe it was attempted to be used, but Mr. Bayley saw
it and of course he bad it taken out, aud it is now lying at the blacksmith’s.
6200. I suppose you recollect that (handing Appendix O, p. 8, to the witness) ? Yes,
that is the only remonstrance I admit.
6201. Have you stated that you received no remonstrances? Except this one.
6202. Was anything done upon it? Yes, I saw the contractor.
6203. Personally ? Yes, the contractor came down to Sydney.
6204. You saw Lira personally? Yes.
6205. What course of action did you take ? He asked me whether ho should remove the
stumps ? I told him not.
6206. Did you ascertain in regard to all tho complaints made whether they were correct or
not? Allow me to see what the complaints are. (The witness referred to the paper.) The
first is as to the stumping, which was according to my directions.
6207. How according to your directions? I said the stumps were to remain there, but that
a reduction was to be made in the contract prices.
6208. Did you do that before or after the letter? As far as I recollect, the contractor came
down in consequence of this letter.
6209. Will you be kind enough to answer the question whether the directions you gave were
before or after the letter ? My directions at the commencement were not to remove the
stumps.
6210. Before the letter was written ? Yes.
6211. Was the Superintendent informed of that? Yes, on the ground.
6212. Then he had no business to make these complaints about the stumps? He had no
business to write this letter at all; it is a very improper letter.
6213. "With regard to this letter you say you authorized tbe contractor to deviate from the
contract ? I beg pardon—there is no deviation from tbe contract, the contract authorizes it.
6214. Then he had nothing to complain of? Ho had nothing to complain of; it states in
the specification that the stumps are to be left.
6215. In wbat respect is this letter improper? This is not a report; he is instructed to
make a report; he docs not make a report.
6216. You object to the style ? Entirely.
6217. He is not quite up to the official style—do you object to tbe substance ? He knew
what the official style was up to the loth of August.
6218. You think this was intentionally disrespectful? I am certain of it. Up to that
period be bad reported that the works were proceeding most satisfactorily.
6219. If these statements were true was he not bound to make them in some shape or other ?
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I see nothing in the letter—the stumping was according to my orders—the pitching was put
on the embankment before consolidation^ which I particularly told Mr, Quodling waa^ to be
donej and I. reprimanded him strongly for stopping the contractor, that he was exceeding his
duty in doing so, ns the responsibility of the experiment rested upon my shoulders and not
upon his, Mr. Quodling’s, who of coarse must have been ignorant of pitching, for it never
existed in any road in the Colony before. I was making experiments which I wished to have
done in the previous year if I could have carried them out. It has now been done for short
distances in various parts of the Colony, aud after another six months the traffic will shew
whether this system is the best and most economical.
0220. Did Mr. Bennett never carry on any pitching? ETe attempted it on one side of the
Gap, hot it was not laid with regularity; in fact, he encountered the same difficulty that I
had at first—the overseer did not understand it, and the consequence was that the pitching
was very badly done. He saw the necessity of it and deviated from the specification on the
other side of the Gap the same as I did, bnt the error of Mr. Bayley was that he had not the
men to pitch or a Superintendent who understood pitching, and it is only by gradually getting
men who understand pitching that the work can be satisfactorily performed. The pitching
is according to my orders, of which Mr. Quodling was perfectly aware.
G221. That was a deviation from the contract by your authority ? Yes, I saw the error of
the original specification. This letter says—"Nearly all the excavation is completed; the
water tables and embankments are not dressed.” Of course they were not dressed, no
embankment or water table would be dressed until the contract were handed^ over by the
contractor, "The late rains have caused the roadway of big cutting to slip slightly. I am
afraid the road will havo to bo taken five feet more into the solid for a distance of fifty feet.
Now to the best of my knowledge the original specification was fifteen feet in the solid, and
I have since measured the road and found it twenty feet in the solid, so that this suggestion
was merely anticipating what I proposed to he done. " The bridges are not progressing very
rapidly.” That is no remonstrance. I see nothing in this letter, except that the stumps
were not removed, and that tho pitching was put on when the road was not in a hard state,
and in both of these instances the contractor acted according to my instructions. ^
G222. Then if you had not seen the contractor you would have thought nothing of this
letter? iSothing at all; I should have taken no notice of it. I should take no notice of the
letter of a subordinate if it were not called for.
6223. Not even if it disclosed what you thought to bo the facts? I do not answer that

^5:ol!ctt:
A
L,eo>

question.
Tii
*
0224. You decline answering that question ? I decline what you say—if 1 thought them to
be the facts.
.
G225. What I mean is this:—If a subordinate wrote a letter of this kind, supposing it did
diselose what you thought were facts, would you take no notice of it because the style was
bad or not in accordance with official routine ? There is an official routine, and that routine
must be kept up. That letter bad another object; it was not for the public service it was
written.
,
C226. You judge that from the style ? I j udged because I knew what was going on.
0227. What was going on ? There was collusion with the contractor’s foreman to get up a
ciifi rf?c
6223. What was tho reason you did not take steps to remove Mr. Quodling, if you thought
ho was guilty of this improper conduct? I told Mr. Quodling if I found him absent from
his work, I should feel it to be my duty to report him and to recommend his removal. I
stated that to him.
, , .
. T j-j .
G229. You did notmake these statements in writing? No; I stated before, that 1 did not
threaten without performing.
G230 You have already stated that you would not take any personal statement or remon
strance from Mr. Quodling; could you suppose that he would take any personal communica
tion from you? I expected he would.
.
. .
„
6231. Would it not have been better to havo communicated it to Mr. Quodling in writing (
I did not choose to write to Mr. Quodling.
_
_
6232. You allowedSir. Quodliug, whom you suspectedof this most improper and fraudulent
conduct, to remain in office without taking any measures to remove him ? I proceeded, as
soon as possible after I received this letter, to the works. This letter is dated 16th August;
and early in September I was on the works, where Mr. Quodling behaved with the greatest
possible rudeness, so much so that, as a gentleman, I could not condescend to speak to Mr.
Quodling. I should havo gone in October, and should then have communicated with the
Minister^ hut a serious accident prevented, and Mr. Quodliug then took the other side of the
question, and thought he would upset me.
6233. I sne in this letter something you did not notice ; he says, " Nearly all the pitching
“ put on Doughboy embankments was put on before the banks were consolidated.” You say
that is of no importance ; hut the letter proceeds—" and a considerable quantity of metal not
broken to gouge.” Supposing that to be a true statement, was it right ? _ It is contradic
tory to Mr. Quodling’s certificate upon the metal; if a Superintendent sends in a certificate'
“ I certify, upon honor, that this is broken to gauge,” and three mouths afterwards chooses
fo contradict himself, I cannot attach much importance to his statement. I believed that
the metal was broken to a particular gauge, and I think so still.
6231. Do you think if he told a lie in this matter be was fit to hold office ? I consider
that lie was unfit to hold office; and the very fact of no notice having been taken of this
letter must have been overwhelming evidence that his superior officer had no confidence in
6235. Is it not a rule for a superior officer, if he has no confidence in a subordinate, to
cot rid of him at once ? I would have got rid of him at once, but for this circumstance
b
In

_
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W. B. Collett, In the first instance, I had not wished Mr, Quodling to manage this contract, and I could
^
not make his non-observance of that contract the ground of his dismissal; if I could have
shewn insubordination or drunkenness 1 should have done so, but the proofs were not suffi•
ec.,
. ciellt at the time to allow me to do so. Having relieved him from a responsibility, I felt
that it would not be just to come upon him for any error in the discharge of it.
6230. There is another statement here with regard to culverts that you have not adverted
to—11 Culverts, three 2nd class completed, and one 1st, but this I cannot pass, the timber
used being small and the workmanship very bad”—was that a true or false statement?
One of the culverts was pointed out to me, but that was passed by Mr. Bayley.
6237. One—but there are three? I think not—only one; I had very great hesitation in
passing it.
6238. Ton have seen it? I have seen every bridge, culvert, and piece of metal, on the road.
I said to Mr. Martindale—" What is to be done—this is a bad piece of work.” He said,
" I will take it down if you wish it—but what is to be done ?—Mr. Bayley has passed the
culvert.” I said, “ Mr. Bayley has done wrong.” He then said, “ The specification does not
“ require sawn timber for the railing; if you will allow this to pass upon Mr. Bayley’s
" certificate, I will put up this fencing without any charge for the wood-work.” I replied
that I was very sorry to have to find fault, but that as Mr. Bayley was not there to give any
explanation, I would allow it to pass with that understanding. The culvert was not good,
but not so bad as to render it necessary to have it taken down.
6239. Then in this case Mr. Qeodling made a correct report ? Mr. Quodling made a
report that he had no business to make, because Mr. Bayley having had charge of the wood
work, it was no part of Mr. Quodling’s duty.
6240. Bb matter how bad the culvert might have been, he ought to take no notice ? It
was not actually bad—it was not according to the specification. If the timber of a district
will not allow you to get slabs of a certain dimension, it is but just to a contractor that some
allowance should be made.
6241. After a contractor has entered into a contract with a knowledge of all the circum
stances ? It takes place this very day. The Tumut Bridge is taken for iron-bark, and the
contractor writes me—“ I am sorry to inform you I am unable to carry out the contract, as
there is no iron-bark in the neighbourhood; will you allow me to use box or stringy-bark ?”
That is referred to the Engineer, who will no doubt report that, under the circumstances,
the contractor may use timber of a secondary nature, or else a contract must be re-issued,
and then we shall be obliged to use timber of a secondary nature. This is exactly the case
in the Doughboy works,—if timber of a certain scantling cannot be procured, after the
contractor has used every endeavour to procure it, he is allowed to use the best he can get.
In the same way, if the specification says Stockholm tar is to bo used, and it is not in the
Colony, then we allow him to use coal tar, and make a reduction in the price. This occurs
constantly. Of these eighteen bridges and culverts, only one small culvert of five feet open
way is complained of.
6242. What is your opinion of Mr. Bayley’s competency—you put him in charge with Mr.
Quodling ? I consider Mr. Bayley a very good inferior officer.
6243. Is he fit for the position he holds now as Superintendent of Bridges? He is perfectly
well qualified.
'
6244. You considered him superior to Mr. Quodling when you put him in charge of works
which Mr. Quodling could not carry out ? I have had opportunities of observing Mr.
Bayley for years; I had had none of observing Mr. Quodling. I would beg to state here,
to shew the feeling, that when I was Superintendent of the Northern Boad I spoke to Mr.
Quodling about some matter and he said, " Mind your own business.” I was speaking to
him as a gentleman on some matter of detail at the time I was Superintendent of the
Northern Bead, and he also was a Superintendent on another part of the road. Of course
after that there was no intercourse of any kind.
6245. As we are on Mr. Bayley’s matter I would refer to a letter written lately, in which
you suggest to him not to attend and give evidence before the Committee? Is it a private
letter ?
6246. It is marked “private”—here is the letter—you say, “You can please yourself about
“ coming, as they have no power to enforce the summons, and you may be kept a week in
“ town and have nothing for expenses either for stopping or travelling, as you are not a
" Government witness. ” Do you consider it was consistent with your duty to write such a
letter ? Under the circumstances, I do. Mr. Bayley was at a very important trust—the
substitution of these sills for piles—there had been freshes in the river, and at this moment
he was levelling the rock foundations; and as this might have been covered by water
before his return, the contractor might have neglected bis work, and there would have been
no one to see that it was properly done. But as there is one letter before the Committee
I would wish to put in the answer of Mr. Bayley to that letter; that letter was written
before he was summoned.
6247. You wore aware that he would be summoned ? I was not aware; you did not inform
me what witnesses were to be summoned.
'
6248. You make this statement —" You arc to be summoned upon Mr. Quodling’s
Committee” ? Probably I might require him to substantiate something on my own account,
as my witness.
6249. Had you made up your mind to have him summoned—to ask me to summon him ? I
am not aware that private letters written currente calamo should be brought forward as
evidence.
■
6250. That is a matter for us to decide; we have the letter before us, and you have said
that you did not know that Mr. Bayley was to be summoned at all, and yet in this letter
you say, “You are to be summoned”—how do you reconcile this discrepancy? I believed
he
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he would be summoned either by me or by Mr. Quodling. I had no particular reason to W. R. Collett,
suppose so any more than I had to suppose that others would be summoned. I might have
■®S<I,
written to others in the same way; for instance, I might have written to Mr. Gill, "You
arc to bo summoned ” ; but I did not know whether Mr. Gill would be summoned. When 31 Hoc., 1861.
I asked the question who was going to be summoned, in order that I might meet the
evidence, I was not then told who the persons were, but one or two names were mentioned.
6251. You say here, " You are to be summoned ”—I suppose " You are to be summoned”
moans that he was to he summoned ? I might have intended to summon him.
6252. If you intended to summon him how could you afterwards tell him, “ You can please
yourself about coming, as they have no power to enforce the summons ” ? Because I con
sidered that the public interest would be better served by his remaining at bis post.
6253. Bo you not think it would have been more candid on your part if you had informed
the Committee that you did not wish him to come ? Certainly not, as the head of a depart
ment.
.
6254. You think it more consistent with your duty to suppress his evidence than candidly
to tell the Committee you did not wish him to be summoned ? I beg to state that this was
merely at the commencement; a great deal has passed between Mr. Bayley and myself since,
and you must see the whole to judge of that letter.
6255. I do not see how Mr. Bayley’s answer can affect this letter—you have made a sugges
tion to this witness? I beg pardon; I did not regard him in the light of a witness.
6256. What is the meaning of the words, " You are to he summoned upon Mr. Quodling’s
Committee”—was he to be summoned to sit upon the Committee ? I might have made a
mistake,
6257. Is the letter a mistake ? It is a mistake to have it in evidence here.
6258. That is a matter we have to determine, not you; we may be doing wrong—violating
confidence ? It is not a matter of confidence ; but there are certain terms, as "Dear Sir,”
which are not official, just as Mr. Bayley would not address me " Dear Sir,” in my official
capacity.
6259. You think it was improper of Mr. Bayley to give this letter to us ? I cannot judge
Mr. Bayley’a conduct—that ia for him to determine; but I think any private letter is not
usually brought in as evidence. However, I do not mind.
6260. Do you wish to withdraw from this letter, or do you consider it consistent with your
duty ? I considered it my duty, under the circumstances, to retain Mr. Bayley at that
service
6261. By indirect suggestion? I do not know whether it is by indirect suggestion.
6262. My opinion is, that it is by indirect suggestion. You did not tell the Committee that
you were going to take this step, but you tell Mr. Bayley that the Committee have no power
to enforce their summons ? I do not know that they have, but I know that the public
interests have suffered very much by this Committee.
6263. I did not ask your opinion upon that subject, and I beg you will confine yourself to
answering my questions ? I believe Mr. Bayley will be a favourable witness to me, and I
did not wish to leave the public works without proper supervision.
6264. On that ground you say, "No doubt you can give me important assistance”—do you
mean that the public would get important assistance ? That his statement would he of
importance.
6265. Will you explain this—" The treachery of the late Superintendent is now so
glaring ” ? The whole proceeding has been one of conspiracy.
6266. Against you or against the public interests ? Against me individually—the plot has
been publicly boasted of at dinner.
6267. You do not wish to retract this letter? I do not wish to retract anything; I consider
it extremely unusual to bring a private letter in evidence against a person, and to ask him
the reason of his writing it; and I say that I have a right to bring the official letter which
guides it. I hand in the telegram to Mr. Bayley, upon which he acted, and beg to have it
read. (The witness handed in a telegram, dated Vlih December, 1861. Vide Appendix _4.)
6268. The letter containing the instructions how to act preceded the telegram—the letter is
dated the 7th ? I must disabuse your mind—instructions to act are not given in private
letters.
6269. What is the meaning of the heading of the letter—“Department of Public Works,
Hoad Branch ?” That is a mere accident; it was the first piece of paper I laid my hand
upon.
6270. There is one other collateral matter on which I would ask you a few questions. You
have spoken very highly of Mr. Martindale as a contractor ? I have.
6271. He is one of the most extensive contractors in the Northern District? In New South
Wales.
*
.
6272. You have a very high opinion of him ? I have a very high opinion of him.
6273. Did you ever hear that he had been employed in Victoria? Yes.
6274. Did you ever hear what his character was there ? He had a very high character up
to a certain time, when his partner failed.
6275. That was until he was found out? No, till his partner failed; he was in partner
ship.
6276. How did the failure of his partner affect his character? He took the benefit of the
Act—became insolvent.
6277. Was that the only objection to him ? There was another objection with the Victorian
Government, which they have since remedied by paying him £700.
6278. Have you heard of Mr. Steavenson ? The Commissioner for Roads—I am in commu
nication with him.
‘
6279.
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W. K. Collett, 6279, Do you think be is a good authority upon Mr. Martindale’s character ? I should
doubt whether ho wasj I question whether he has been long enough in the office, Mr.
\ Martindale was employed many years ago j I imagine Mr. Steavenson was not then in office.
31 Dec., 1&61. 6280. Do you think if Mr. Martindale were in Melbourne he would be allowed to enter into
any contract with the Government ? He is at present in Melbourne for that very purpose.
6281. Has Mr. Martindale to your knowledge been favoured as a contractor—I do not
mean to say on his own aeconnt, but for the public interest—by having contracts at higher
rates than other contractors? With the letting of contracts I have nothing to do; the
Minister does that entirely, and he makes it an invariable rule to give it to the lowest
tenderer—he never makes a deviation. De docs not inquire so much into the respectability
of the contractor or of his surety as perhaps might be desirable. ^
6282. Would no recommendation of yours be taken for or against a contractor? None
whatever.
,
6283. Supposing he had performed his contracts in a manner notoriously bad, or had failed
to fulfil his contract—would it not be your duty to represent that to the Minister ? Ihere
is a rule that, if a contractor fails to complete a contract, he is not entitled to have any
subsequent lender taken into consideration. In such a case we should not take the tender
at all.
.
6284. In cases of that kind the tenders arc always excluded ? Yes. Suppose for a certain
work twenty tenders are sent in ; these are assorted and numbered. Me first sec whether
the tenders arc in form according to the advertisement—as sometimes persons omit or insert
something contrary to the regulations—if they are not they arc omitted, as the tender, must
be as specified in the Gazette. These are then submitted to the Minister, who, .without
reference to the parties, takes the lowest tender. Perhaps it may not ho justifiable in me to
say so, but I think this principle is sometimes carried to too great an extent.
6285. Was that rule observed in regard to the contract of Mr. Heritage for clearing? Yes,
certainly.
.
6286. Was Mr. Heritage’s tender in fact the lowest? Yes, in fact his was the lowest tender.
6287. Was there not some peculiar circumstance connected with Mr. Heritages tender ? Yes.
62S8. Will you state that circumstance ? It was a tender for clearing between Doughboy
and Goonoo Goonoo. Tenders were called for, and I am inclined to think six or eight were
sent ia. The one signed by Dunbar might have been the lowest,—be was a brickmaker and
bore an indifferent character, and his contract was informal—it did not state where,the work
was to be carried out—in fact, it was not taken into consideration, Mr. Heritages tender
was very much the lowest, and ho was informed that his contract was accepted, but from
some oversight-----6289. By whom ? It is difficult for me to state where the oversight was, -but I believed it
occurred up-stairs in the Office—that is, in the Chief Clerk of Works Department.
6290. Will you state the name of the Chief Clerk ? All the tenders, coming from the
Minister do not come to me—they go up-stairs, and I lose sight of them till they come to mo
to carry them out.
6291. They go to another department? To another room; they are registered by the Chief
Clerk as Minister's work, and not by mine as Commissioner’s work.
6292. Is that in Mr. Rae’s department? Yes, Mr. Rae is the Under Secretary, Mr.
Hnlligan is the Chief Clerk.
6293. Either Mr. Rae or the Chief Clerk committed an oversight? Yes, which was sub
sequently corrected. The oversight was in accepting the tender for a chain and a half wide
when the tender was only for a chain. That tender having been accepted, it became a nice
point bow wo could enforce the chain and a half.
6294. What did Mr. Heritage intend by his tender? He intended to tender according to
the specification, otherwise his tender would have been put on one side and would never have
been accepted, the specification being for a chain and a half.
6295. Ai e you sure you did not specify only for one chain—was there no correspondence.
The correspondence was subsequent.
r
6296. After the tender was accepted there was some correspondence? Yes; when we dis
covered we had made a mistake and it was referred to the Crown Solicitor to ascertain
whether we were bouud to give Mr. Heritage the benefit of tbe mistake, we endeavoured to get
another tender from Mr. Heritage which would be lower than the other tenders for a chain
and a half, and he put in a second tender. As he had possession of the first
6297. Was it thrown open to competition ? No, he was allowed to amend his tender.
6298. Then in fact it was not a tender—it was an arrangement between you and ,Mr.
Heritage ? Not between mo—I bad nothing to do with it—I think " an arrangement” is
on improper word.
'
. .
6299. The word “ tender” implies that the work is thrown open to competition ? It need
not be open to competition. A contractor may tender to do work at a certain price and
under general rules. We had power to alter or to extend the contract, but we wanted to put
ourselves right with the public, and to have the work done for the lowest tender, Mr.
Heritage's tender was for £53, and that was lower than any other tender—his amended
tender.
.
.
6300. Are you sure of that? Yes. A groat deal depends upon that, and that is not only
my impression but my firm belief.
_
.
6301. Any that were lower were from men who could not he relied upon ? There was only
one lower tender, and that was quite informal.
6302. Was there not one equal 1 I think not.
_ _
6303.'How did this arrangement take place—was it in consequence of a remonstrance of
Mr. Heritage ? Mr. Heritage consulted with his friends, and it may be with bis legal

*dviser-
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6304. Why should he consult—had he not commenced the contract ? No, nor had he signed W. E. Collett,
the bond; we had that advantage, although we had sent him an official letter accepting his
^'3^'
tender.
6305. In other words, you were morally hut not legally bound ? It was a very nice point, 1*6*'”3sG1and would bear argument on both sides. No doubt Mr. Heritage might shew the letter in
Court.
6306. Was Mr. Heritage ordered not to go on with the work ? He could not proceed with
the work till the boud was signed.
6307. Hid not Mr. Heritage come to the Office once or twice j did not an altercation take
place, and was he not ordered out of the Office ? I cannot say; I was not present.
630S. Are you not aware of any note having been brought from the Eerald Office, asking
for a reconsideration of the case ? Not at the time—some rumours came to me—it took
place up-stairs, not in my room.
6309. You were uot present when any arrangement was made ? Not when there was any
altercation.
6310, Mr. Heritage did not threaten the Government with Law or anything of that kind?
I did not hear Mr. Heritage use any threats.
0311. Hid he not come to you to remonstrate with you personally ? He came once to me,
and I stated it had better be amicably arranged ; I believe that is all I stated, I had known
Mr. Heritage before and thought him a very respectable person, a person I would have been
very glad to give a contract to, but 1 had no action in contracts.
6312. You consider that public interests were benefited by the arrangement—that no injury
was done ? No injury was done; and I think it was a matter of justice to him.
6313. You think the public were not injured ? I think it was very cheap at 453 a mile,
a chain and a half wide, and filling up the holes.
6314. Is this the original tender of Mr, Heritage (handing a paper to the witness)? Yes,
it is exactly as I stated.
6315. Are not some lower (handing several papers lathe witness)? Not one, excepting
that of Dunbar, which is informal; Heritage (No. 1.) 445, Vaughan 4120, Abbott 456 13a.,
Greer 456 15s., Greer 455, Fisher 470, Odell 464 13s., Hunbsr 447 10s,; that was
informal, it did not state where the work was to be done; he is a brick-maker, and known to
be of indifferent character—we could not take that. Cook 467 10s., Martindale 478,

Martindale 477, Asser 477, Asser 490. I think the revised contract of Mr. Heritage is
453 a mile.
6316. Was not this 453 to be rateable, and to be added to for the extra half chain ? No;
to be carried out at that.
631 J. There is another matter to which I would now refer :—Allusions have been made to a
testimonial, have you any statement to make with reference to that? Yes; I was not aware
that I bad the document, but I presume that will speak for itself. This is the original
document, with the names of the parties who subscribed to the testimonial; it has seventytwo signatures attached to it, and the Committee will be able to judge from it the manner
in which it was obtained, and the parties who subscribed to it. 1 now beg to hand it in.
(The witness handed in the same.
Yide Appendix B,) I beg to call your attention to the
date of the testimonial, the 29th of January, which was previous to the contract. It was
asserted in evidence that I got this testimonial in consequence of their getting tbe contract.
6318. By Mr. JToskins: I think the statement was that the testimonial was presented before
you passed the contracts? I beg to state that this bears the signatures of some of the most
respectable J.P.’s and residents in Murrurundi, and it does not'bear upon the face of it that
it was obtained by any contractor. The only contractor's name upon it is that of Mr.
Martindale.
6319. Is not the name of Greer upon it ? Ho was not a contractor at the time.
6320. By the Chairman: This does not state what each contributed? No: the sum was
about £40.
6321. Do you not think it would be well in the case of contractors that they should not be
parties to a thing of that kind ? I could have no control in that matter; perhaps there
might be some feeling of delicacy as to whether a contractor should be, but I do not consider
contractors different from other people, and it is to be presumed that I am not to be
influenced in the performance of my duty by a testimonial of 440. That testimonial was
given to me, I presume, on account of my conduct and integrity in the performance of my
duties. On a previous occasion I was presented with one of 4190,- to which I am not aware
that any contractor contributed. It was given by about 200 gentlemen in the district.
.
Co22. I have now to ask you with reference to a part of the road called the new cutting?
(The witness produced a plan.)
It might have saved a great deal of trouble if this plan,
which I have had made lor the use of the Committee, had been before them, because there
has been considerable confusion, both in Mr. White’s and Mr. Lodcr’s evidence, as to the
places referred to. I have had this drawn to scale, from Murrurundi to the end of the
Doughboy contract, and it shews the length of the several contracts, the parties who
contracted, and also the parties under whose superintendence these contracts were carried out.
6323. I should like you to give any explanation you may have to offer with reference to this
work ? I had nothing whatever to do with it. This is the contract on this side the range,
which was laid out by Mr, Bennett very narrow, with twelve-feet bridges, against which I
protestedbut it led to the understanding that I was to have nothing to do with that
contract; it was between Mr. Bayley and Mr. Bennett; and where these accidents occurred
to Mr. Loder and Mr. White, it was in consequence of the bad arrangement, or bad metalling,
or pitching, upon that portion of the road for which I am not in the slightest degree respon
sible. When I came into office I found that portions of that road, although passed by Mr.
238—2 E
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W. K. Collett, Bayley, were imperfectly done j and the alterations of which yon have heard, that have been
ES<1going on this year, have been done according to my directions, in order to repair the bad
places that existed at the time referred to by Mr. Loder and Mr. White—where they got
311*60-'1861‘into this bog.
_
_ _
6324. It was really a bad piece of work ? It was one of those pieces which exist in every
mountain district, where, owing to a spring, or to something in the nature of the ground, it
will not harden. There was a piece at Warland’s Flat, where any quantity of metal would
disappear in it. Pitching was attempted in that neighbourhood, and the pitching had also
disappeared whon I came to it, though in fine weather it bears the traffic.
6325. It was a bad road ? It was a bad piece of road.

6326.

‘

You think owing to natural causes?

Owing to natural causes.

_

6327. You think the contractor was not much in fault ? The contractor was not in fault,
because tbe contract was passed; but he was bound to maintain it, and it has never been
out of the hands of the contractor, and will not be till to-morrow.
6328. Is it now in order ? Yes, very good order.
6329. Then the contractor has overcome the natural difficulty? During the dry weather.
6330. Would logs laid across be any good ? No; I would have nothing to do with logs.
6331. By Mr. Hoskins: What part of the contract is it ? Exactly halfway up the range ;
it is a very short piece—only three or four chains.
*
6332. By the Chairman; Who was the contractor? Mr. Martindale; he is bound to keep
this road in repair.
'
6333. I suppose the loss is to the contractor ? The loss to the contractor is so much that he
contracted to keep the road in repair, and of course if he has extra work to do on that road
it costs him extra metal.
,
6334. Was the work done as it ought to have been by a contractor—was there a sufficient
quantity of metal, or was the pitching good? I hand you a letter from Mr. Bayley to the
Engineer for Roads, which will shew you how this was conducted.It is written to the
Engineer of Roads, and although it is not signed, there can he no doubt about, the authen
ticity of the document, for it bears all the official marks; that was written three days before
I was appointed Commissioner. ( The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix^ C.)
In this case, the very principle which seems not to have met the approval of the Committee
was carried out by him on the other side of the range as by me on this.
6335. What principle ? The principle ef arrangements having been made between the con
tractor and engineer with reference to certain works, without any reference to the Minister.
He admits that he made alterations, that he made arrangements, and that he substituted
some things that were not in the specification for others that were.
6336. Then Mr. Bayley had condemned this work before, it seems?
Ibeg pardon; I am
not aware that he has condemned anything; I had no communication of any kind with
reference to that contract.

S

'

_

6337. You had nothing to do with that part of the road at all ? It intervenes between two
portions of my road. It was intimated to me in the same manner as I might intimate to
Mr. Quodling, that I need not take notice of that particular contract, as other parties were
in charge.

,

.

6338. You are not aware that Mr. Bayley or Mr. Bennett condemned that piece of road ?
If they condemned it they condemned their own specification and work.
6339. By Mr. Dalgleish: You have stated that, as Commissioner, your duties are defined
only hy Act of Parliament? And in the general conditions.
_
6340. Which are contained in the printed document you have handed in ? It was handed
in but has been returned to me. It is material that these conditions should be appended
to my evidence. (The witness handed in the same. Tide Appendix D.)
6341. You hold that these are the only regulations under which you are bound to act?
The Main Roads Act, and the general conditions.
_
6342. You stated that you do not hold yourself responsible to the Minister for Works, but
to the Executive Council only ? That is my view of the case.
6343. How do you account then for the fact of the Secretary for Works letting these con
tracts without any reference to you in any way whatever; is not that an interference with
your duties as Commissioner ? The tenders are first submitted to me for a report, and they
then go to the Minister for him to act upon. When the whole table of tenders is sent up
for him to assign the contract, my report would probably be to this effect:—A certain number
of the tenders are informal; such or such a person’s tender is the lowest, or any memorandum
of that description. This memorandum is put upon the papers when they come from np-stairs ;
they then go to the Minister’s room, and as I stated before, the invariable practice is to give
the contract to the lowest tender.
6344. Of which you are the judge in the first instance ? The figures are all produced. I
could not falsify them.
,
6345. The mistake in Mr. Heritage’s contract was not a mistake up-stairs, but of your own,
seeing that yours were the first hands through which it passed ? It depends upon whether
I was present when the tender was opened.
_
.
6346 Yon have stated that the manner of dealing with these tenders is that the tenders
are snbmitted to you ? Asa rule.
6347- Was Mr. Heritage’s tender an exception? I must refer to my notes to see whether
I was in Sydney. The tenders are not kept back because the Commissioner is not in
Sydney, but there must he three persons present.
6348. By Mr. Hoskins: You say the tenders are previously sent lo you to report upon?
The tender is addressed to the Minister for Works, that tender is put into a box, that box
is opened when three responsible persons in the Government service arc present, generally
r
'
the

*
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th6 Colonial Architect, the Under Secretary, and myself. Occasionally some other person W. R. Collett,
may attend, but tfiat is the general rule. We take out these tenders without reading them,
Esq.
merely initialing and numbering them.

The clerk puts down—“for Under Secretary, ” such

<----- -s

a number of tenders j " for the Commissioner of Roads, " so many j “ for the Colonial Archi- 81 Dec., 1861.
tect/ so many; " for the Engineer for Harbours,” so many. The tenders are then separated
and sent to the different departments. I immediately hand the tenders for me over to the
Chief Clerk, and to the Engineer for Roads and Bridges, to make an analysis of the different
prices, and they are then entered on a large sheet of paper so that at a glance they may be
seen. That analysis, to tbe best of my belief, was made out in this instance of Mr. Heritage’s
contract; but as in the last year I believe we had upwards of a hundred contracts, I should
be very sorry to say for certain whether I was present when this tender was opened, although
by referring to the dates I could ascertain. I have not been able to trace where the oversight
occurred; if I thought it occurred when the papers were sent to me to have them revised
1 would of course at once acknowledge it, but I think the mistake occurred in the hurry of
business in the upper part of tbe house.
6349. You said, in reply to a question from Mr. Dalgleish, that after having opened the
tenders, you report to the Minister those that are informal and also the lowest ? Yes.
6350. Could he uot himself see which was the lowest tender ? We draw out a statement

in a tabulated form, in order that the Minister may sec at a glance, but ho can see whether
this is correct by reference to the original papers.
63ol. Did you not tell us previously that contracts were let by a lump sum? That is a
matter of previous specification ; in some specifications it may be stated, “ This lender to be
for a schedule of prices, or for a lump sum, ” giving us the option of saying it is
to be done for so much, or for a schedule of prices. In the instance under consideration,
however, the acceptance of the tender was not by myself, or when I was in office.
6352. Is it understood that you are to represent to the Minister which you consider the
lowest tender ? > Not what I consider, but which IS the lowest tender.
6353. Would it be difficult for the Minister to find it out f It forms a record; it is done
in a tabular form, and the Minister judges for himself whether the statement is correct; he
has the whole of the papers before him. There is no recommendation, but simply the state
ment that such or such is the lowest tender. I have no objection whatever, if the Com
mittee desire it, to submit the whole of the proceedings with reference to any one contract,
which will shew how the business has been conducted; but I am certain of this, that during
my tenure of office, the Minister for Works has not let any contract to any but the lowest
temder.
6354. Ay Mr. Dalgleish: With regard to this tender of Mr. Heritage, in what way does
any doubt arise as to the price at which Mr. Heritage originally tendered, namely, £45__
would not tbe words of the tender bind him to make it in conformity with the specification,
the general conditions, and to the satisfaction of the Engineer for Roads—what reason is
there to suppose that Mr. Heritage did not mean £45 a mile, a chain and a half wide, con
sidering that he had the specification to guide him—is the mere fact that there is a figure I
before the words " chain wide” to be taken as evidence against that ? I do not know what
Mr. Heritage thought about it. I take the document as Ifind it, or as it was found,
63o5. It was Mr. Heritage’s own mistake? Yes; and if the letter had not been written
accepting the tender, it might not have been difficult to have rejected it.
kut you accepted the tender in conformity with your own conditions, and not
with his ? That is a legal question.
6357. I understand you are the Commissioner for Roads ? Yes.
6358. And the Main Roads Act says you have everything to do with the roads ? Not with
letting eontraets.
6359. Can you find any other authority who has any power to do anything with the Main
Roads other than yourself. I take yon upon your own grounds? What is the question ?
6360. The question is whether it is not your business to see that these tenders are properly
drawn up, and that proper arrangements are made with respect to them ? I found matters
in that state, and I did not disturb them.
6361. _ Then you do not act exactly by this Main Roads Act ? When a gentleman takes
office it is impossible—however much he may wish to be a reformer—it is impossible for him
in a few months to upset the whole previous arrangement, and to reorganize everything.
I mentioned to Mr. Arnold that I was convinced that some different mode of procedure__
something more defined—should be adopted for the public benefit. Both Mr. Arnold and
myself have been of that opinion, hut owing to the great delay, and the uncertainty of the
means at our command, we could not make any alterations till the commencement of the
next year.. That certain alterations were necessary in order to defitfe the relative positions
of the Minister, the Commissioner, and the Road Superintendent, no one could be more
aware of than myself when I first went into office.
6362. You have stated that you acted entirely by the Main Roads Act? I stated that
my powers were given by the Main Roads Act.
6363. You have stated that you did not recognize Mr. Arnold as the head of yonr depart
ment, or as the person who is to give you orders—that the Executive Council alone have tbe
power of interfering with or of deposing you? I do not say that I do not recognize him ns
the head of the department.
6i.>64. As the head of your department ? He is the Secretary for Works, and must he the
head of the department.
6365. Am I wrong in my assumption that Mr. Arnold has not the power to depose you ? I
imagine not.
6366. How then can he he the head of the department if he has not that power over his
subordinates ?

,
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>7. ft. Collett, subordinates ?

My friend Lord John Manners was the First Commissioner of Works, Palaces,

Estl-

and Public Buildings, and the other Commissioners were three Cabinet Ministers, but I do
not imagine a Sub-Commissioner, even though a Cabinet Minister, can depose the Head
31 Doc., 1861. Commissioner—it may bo a matter of opinion.
G367. I do not wish to argue with you what Lord John Manners docs? I argue from my
experience in the Mother Country.
_
63G8. The fact of Lord John Manners being your friend is nothing to do with me, nor 1
presume, with the Committee. What I want to know is—how it is if Mr. Arnold is the
headof your department, that he has not tbe power, or that you suppose he has not the
power, to depose his subordinates ? I assume from the Act of Parliament
^
_
6369. Who makes the appointment? The Governor with the advice of the Executive
Council.
6370. Who appoints the subordinate officers? The Governor, with the advice ol the
Executive Council.
,
6371. So that you, as Commissioner of Koads, have not the appointment of your own
subordinates ? I have not.
_
_
6372. How long have you been in the service ? In this Colony ?
>
6373. In this Colony ? Eight years the 18th of next month.
_ _
6374. Have you filled a similar capacity elsewhere ? The capacity of Commissioner ?
6375. Either of Commissioner or of road-maker in any way ? I am not a road-maker ; I am
not aware of such a capacity; I am not a road-maker now.

^

t

6376. What were you previously, if not a road-maker—a Superintendent ? I was Managing
Director and Engineer.
.
6377. Of what? Of twenty-one railways, sundry harbours, roads in South America,
Spain, and several other undertakings I can mention.
^
•
6378. Then this description of work or superintendence is quite familiar to you? Quite
familiar; I have always been accustomed to have engineers and contractors under me.
6379. When did you make the acquaintance or come to the knowledge in any way of Mr.
Quodling? I met him once last year, when a short conversation ensued, when he said that
I was to mind my own business.
6380. What led to that result? Merely wishing to be on terms with a person of tbe same
capacity as myself—to have a friendly understanding with him.
6381. It was merely an attempt to have a friendly understanding with a brother officer!
Yes; our districts meeting; he being at one end and I at tbe other.

j j ■ 9

6382. He would not tell you to mind your own business unless something had preceded it:
I must beg to inform you that the whole of the Northern Road was under my charge, in
cluding bis district. I was tbe Surveyor from Maitland to Armidale for four years, therefore
when it was thought fit to appoint two Superintendents, T was naturally inquisitive to know
how the engineering works such as those over the Moonby Range would be carried on, and
it was no unnatural question to ask him, as he had been appointed Superintendent, how far
the improvements had been made.
,
.
6383. What led to him telling you to mind your own business ? Nothing whatever; it was
merely the young gentleman’s manner. *
...
6384. He certainly would not have told you to mind your own business without any previous
remark from you—were you not telling him how to conduct his own work ? lam not aware.
6385. Were you not interfering with the manner in which he was conducting his own work?
Certainly not, for the interview took place on my own ground.
. .

6386. You were perhaps on neutral ground—you say you were placed at two extremities ot
the road? I was at Murrurundi.
.
j i ht
6387. This circumstance left an unfavourable impression on your mind with regard to Mr.
Quodling? With regard to his manner.
6388. This unfavourable impression must have been left on your mind. I did not consider
it worth my notice.
,
, .
.
?
6389. Still, for a matter of trifling moment, you seem to have remembered it a long timer
It took place only last year. You asked me when I first became acquainted with Mr. Quod
ling, and I have stated the circumstances of my first acquaintance.
6390. I asked you in consequence of what you had stated previously—you stated that Mr.
Quodling told you to mind your own business—I simply wanted to know what led to that.
Nothing led to it that I am aware of.
6391 Had you met with Mr. Quodling since that, before you were placed in power over him
as Commissioner ? On my first visit to the works I went up to give Mr. Quodling directions.
6392. That was the next interview? The interview did not take place, for Mr. Quodling
was absent without leave, and I could not give him directions—he was not to he found.

6393. How long a line of road had Mr. Quodling under his care at this time ? I am not
aware that he was on bis line.
6394. How long was his line ? What he called 135 miles.
6395. What do you call it? I call it 121 miles.
.
. ,
, ,,
6396. Is it in Mr. Quodling’s power to call it anything more than it is—is he not told to
take charge of a number of miles when be gets instructions? No, he gets no instructions.
Previous to the new road being made it was much longer than at present; at present the
road is 121 miles 62 chains.
_
,,
6397. At what part of the road was it you appointed to meet Mr. Quodling r Doughboy
Diversion.
_
6398. How long is Doughboy Diversion?

Two miles and a half.

6399. He was not on that two miles and a half—had you sent him a letter to say that you
intended to meet him there ? I think not.
6400.

^
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<?400. Ho bad no idea you would be there to have an interview with him;—arc you sure
that he was not at the other end of the road, 121 miles away ? I was informed that he was
at Glen Innes, which he admitted himself.
6401. At that time were you aware that he was not on some other portion of his road ?
I presume if he were not there he was somewhere else.
6402. My question is a very simple one :—You state that this gentleman had 121 miles of
road under his charge, and that you did not find him on two miles and a half of it; did you
presume because he was not on that two miles and a half that he was not on any portion of
the road ? I do not presume at all—I say Glen Inues is 60 or 70 miles north of his district.
6403. What was he doing at Glen Inncs ? lam not aware.
6404. Had you any communication with regard to Glen Innes ? I spoke to him and said I
would not allow it.
6405. Had you any correspondence with him with regard to this visit to Glen Innes, or any
letter from him ? I said I would not allow hi™ to leave his district.
6406. Was there any correspondence ? I had no correspondence with him.
6407. Did he correspond—my question is simple enough ? The question is, did I correspond
with Mr. Quodling; my answer ia, I never corresponded with Mr. Quodling. You do not
seem to be aware of our relative positions; there is a certain routine in these matters. Mr.
Quodling was reprimanded for being absent.
6408. Had Mr. Quodling any correspondence or directions from the Office, or from any
person, officially or semi-officially, with regard to Glen Innes ? I am not sure whether the
word “ Gleu Innes” was ever mentioned. He had the reprimand which is before the
Committee. When I returned to Sydney I directed a letter to be written to Mr. Quodling,
stating that he had no right to be absent from his district. That letter is in evidence, or if
not I will produce it.
6409. I am asking you about the time when you missed him' from his beat, and when you
state he was at Glen Innes—I ask you whether there was any communication made to him
that would take him to Glen Innes? I know nothing about Glen Innes except that he told
me himself that he was there. 1 do not know whether that is evidence.
OdlO. Was there anything in the shape of duty to call him there? Certainly not; as
Second Superintendent of the Northern Road it is impossible for a person to do his duty out
of his district; he is appointed to a certain district and is to keep there.
6411. Are there any letters in your Office from Capt. Martindale, directing Mr. Quodling to
take charge of the Glen Innes Hoad? No.
6412. Arc you certain ? I am not.
6413. If there were any directions from Capt. Martindale to that effect, would not that be a
reason for his going to Glen Innes ? During Capt. Martindalc’s commissionership—not
during mine.
6414. If you had taken no steps to countermand that order would not that be sufficient ?
If an order had been given it would have some limit, for-----6415. Give a straightforward answer, and then explain after—that is the usual way ? What
is the question? (The, Short-hand IVritev read the preceding que&tioni) My answer is,
that if an order were given by tbe previous Commissioner, it would be for a particular time,
and for a particular duty. Mr. Quodling was appointed Superintendent of the second
district of the Northern Road, and if an order had been given by Captain Martindale that
he was always to go to Glen Innes, I should, when I was appointed Commissioner, have
given a counter order, that he was not to go; but if this order is in existence, it will be
found, I have no doubt, that it refers to a single visit to Gflen Innes, at the request of the
Magistrates of the place. At all events, he never applied to me for an order, and the
moment the affair came to my knowledge he was reprimanded for having been absent without
leave.
6416. If leave bad been obtained from the former Commissioner, and not cancelled or
recalled by you, would Mr. Quodling be doing his duty, or exceeding his duty, by going to
Glen Innes? Ho would be exceeding; for knowing Captain Martindale very well, I feel
assured that his leave was only for a specific visit, and not a general leave of absence;
so that he would not have been doing bis duty,
6417. You reprimanded Mr. Quodling without taking any steps to inform him that he was
to discontinue bis visits to Glen Innes, or that the leave which had been granted previously,
if granted, was withdrawn ? I know nothing about the leave. I will make inquiries by
the next meeting whether there was anything of the bind. It is very unusual ■ but I
should imagine Mr. Quodling was the person to have produced that letter, if he has it. This
order from Captain Martindale could not have existed in 1861.
C418. If the leave had been obtained from Captain Martindale previously, would it not
have existed until it had been recalled ? I cannot understand leave to a Superintendent to
last for ever; it would be necessary for him to be on bis own road to send in his fortnightly
lists, and he could not have leave for ever and a day.
6419. If he had leave to superintend a certain road I presume that would last till the road
was finished ? If that were the case ; I am not aware of any certain road; besides the road
could uot be in Glen Innes; it must be from Glen Innes to some other place. I do not
know where the money comes from—where it was found; all these things have to be proved.
I am quite ignorant of the matter. A great deal will depend upon tbe dates.
6420. So that tho first communication made to Mr. Quodling was to censure him for bein^
absent from Doughboy Hollow ? I do not say it was the first; it was one of the earliest. °
6421. I understood you it was at your first visit to Doughboy Hollow? At my first visit
he was absent.
6422. Immediately on your return you wrote to censure him for being absent ? I did.
6423.
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W. R. Collett, 6423. Did you go through the entire length of the road Mr. Quodling should have been
®BI1on at that time ? Yes, I suspect I did j I met Mr. Quodling.
6424. Are you sure you did? I met Mr. Quodling at Tam worth, if I recollect right, on
31 Dec., 18G1. jjia way back from Glen Innes.
6425. Is Tamworth in Mr. Quodling’s district ? Yes 3 where he lived.
6426. How fur from his work ? In the centre of his work.
6427. How long was this after he said he had been at Doughboy Hollow ? I do not under
stand that question.
6428. What day were you at Doughboy Hollow when you found Mr, Quodling absent, to
the best of your recollection ? The 6th April.
6429. On what day did you meet Mr. Quodling at Tamworth? Probably the 9th or 10th
April.
6430. Then you found him in the middle of his line of road? I found him at this place in
the middle of his work.
'
6431. At what time of the day was it—was it in the evening? No.
6432. The morning? The morning.
6433. At what time ? There seems to be some discrepancy in the time. I dare say it might
be 12 o’clock, if he left Goonoo Goonoo in the morning.
6434. Might it not be possible, if the Superintendent were travelling upon his work, and
arrived at Tamworth about that time, that lie might, stop to dine ? It would be very possible
for him to dine at any hour.
6435. Ho has no given hour? I made no rules as to the hour of tho Superintendents’
dinner 3 they have to get them when they can.
6436. Seeing that to be the case, he might be requiring necessary refreshment. You seem
to lay some stress upon his being in Tamworth ? Not the slightest3 I simply said he was
at Tamworth.
6437. He was then on the Hne-of road ? He says he was on his way from Glen Innes. I
state that he was not on the works when I went to give him orders.
6438. What date was that ? I believe the 6th April.
6439. Did Mr. Quodling accompany you from Doughboy Hollow in April ? I am thinking
whether he accompanied me to Doughboy Hollow from Tamworth 3 we went to Armidale
together.
6440. This absence was not very important. Did you find fault with Mr. Quodling at that
time ? Undoubtedly I wrote to him reprimanding him.
6441. When you met him ? Yes, in strong language; that is, as strong language as I use
to an officer.
APPENDIX.

■-t*' *
* /

A.
Telegram from Commissioner for Sonde to A. C. Bayley, Tass. 12 December, 1861.
You must entirely use your own discretion. If you come bring all your papers and all my scraps
of instructions. 'Mr. I'auncc can take charge on your responsibility.
WILLIAM R. COLLETT.
B.
To W. R. Collett, Esq.,
Murrurundi, 23 January, 1861.
Commissioner of Roads, &e.
Sir,
...
We the undersigned, inhabitants of Mumirundi and tho surrounding district, beg to offer
you our congratulations on your appointment to the office of Commissioner of Hoads.
We also wish to bear testimony to the able manner in which yon have conducted tho duties
(during a long period) of Superintendent of the Main Northern Road.
While acknowledging your services, we cannot but express our approval of tho improvements on
the roads and other public works, which have very much tended to the progress of the northern part of
the Colony.
In presenting you with this small tribute of .our respect, we cannot but regret the temporary
loss of your services, and only hope that your successor may he able to perform the many duties
incumbent upon him with the same zeal and efficiency.
In taking leave of yon (let us hope for a short time only) wc respectfully and sincerely wish you
and your family health and happiness.
We have, &c.,
.
William Doyle, senior.
W, Hy. Worrord,
Alexander Brodic,
William Doyle, junior,
H. Wheeler,
Henry A, Stott,
AhelStott,
William G. Brown,
Lewis Cohen,
Thos. Sands,
Daniel Sutherland,
George Sidney,
Thos. Finlem,
William Wightman,
Ricd. Sands,
Conno Callinar,
Henry Nancarrow,
A. Allingham,
James Northy,
J. Odell,
William Leys,
Joshua Rose,
Wm, Shaw,
W. H. Nancarrow,
W, Nichols,
Jas. Sevil,
Patk. Mullins,
W. Simpson,
Abraham Wilde,
William Alfred Gordon,
B. Pethick,
John Walsh,
John Mullens,
James Hannaford,
M. Edwards,
R. Keenecn,
Edwd. W. Hannaford,
Joseph M‘Carthy,
R, Cummens,
Thomas Greer,
John P. 'Wightman,
Denis Reardan,
William Shaw,
John Woods,
G. G. Brodie,
James Oashman,
Geo. Munro,
James Hamsford,
Wm. Wcbcck,
B, Brodic,
Jerry Cary,
G. Webeck,
Patrick Cashman,
A. Munro,
T. Webeck,
Coleman Hogan,
Joseph Martindale,
Borrima Ceery, senior,
Thos. Cullman,
H. P. G. Williams,
James Wilner,
Thos. Abbott,
Daniel Mullens,
Denis Shan ahar, junior,
John Piggott,
A, C. Bayley,
Jolm Piggott, junior,
W. JPGuntly,
Charles Thorpe.
John B. Sutherland,
William Sector,
C.
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W. R, Collett,
Murrurundi, 12 January, ISC l,
I farwartl by this day’s mail an account of the extra works done on tho Mnrrurundi Gap.
In another fortnight the work will be completed and ready for inspection. The gravel I condemned 31 Dec., 1861.
has set very hard, and the traffic does not seem to have any had effect on it; but of course I cannot say
how it will ho affectod in wet weather. In every other respect he has carried out well, and has always
altered everyth ing I have found fault with at once, and if the money that I have already returned tor
could bo paid to him, I do not think it would do any harm. Wc shall begin pile driving next week
at the Murrurundi Bridge ; he has a great deal of timber ready on the ground.
Sir,

I have, d;c.,

Engineer for Roads,
Sydney.
Enclosed I send you a letter I have received from Mr. Martindale,

D.
These Conditions wore submitted to the Minister for Works, and approved of by him officially, and
independently of the general powers of the Commissioner for Roads, the clauses Nos. 6 and 10 'give
him tho authority to define, alter, and extend contracts as he may think fit.—W. R. C._21/12/01.
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS.
Road Be.mich.
General Conditiont of Road Contracts and dhsktoork.
1. Tho works to which these conditions refer, include the supply of all tools, materials, and
labor, and everything else requisite to complete the works specified, to the entire satisfaction of the
Commissioner and Road Superintendent.
2. The Contractor is on no aeconnt to commence any contract without an order in writing
signed hy the Road Superintendent; and no claim for work executed without an order will be
admitted.
3. Should the Road Superintendent he dissatisfied with the quantity or quality of the work done
or metal delivered by the Contractor, the Commissioner shall have power to annul the Contract, and
the Contractor shall forfeit all claim to payment for work done, or material delivered, with which the
said Superintendent may he dissatisfied,
4. The Contractor is to afford every facility for the passing of the traffic during the execution of
tho work, and if necessary, to provide new or keep the existing out-turns in repair, and also to
provide proper guards for the drains and water-tables,
t
5. In case of any defective description or ambiguity in the specification, or in memoranda of
Contracts, tho explanation given hy the Commissioner shall he final and binding on the Contractor
"
6. To secure the proper quantity of metal or gravel, it will he measured in heaps before being
spread, but it shall be competent for the Road Superintendent to re-measure such metal on the road
whon spread, should any suspicious of fraud on the part of the Contractor arise.
'
T. The advantages conferred hy tho Road Acts for obtaining materials for tho Roads will he
enjoyed by tbe Contractor, as the Commissioner's Agent, hut the Contractor will be liable for all
damages to he paid under said Acts, and he is not to nsa or to permit such materials to be used for anv
other purposes than the execution of the work for which he contracts with the Commissioner.
J
8. The Contractor to be liable to all risks from floods or other accidents during tho execution of
the works.
9. Payments to be made at least once a, month, at the rate of 90 per cent.; the remainder to be
paid after tho Road Superintendent and overseer shall have certified that the whole of the works have
been completed to their satisfaction.
10. In every case the Commissioner reserves the right of executing any greater or less quantity of
the work than that mentioned in the specifications, at the Schedule prices, and wlwrc the Contract is for
a bulk sum, an increase or decrease of the pries will be made in proportion.
11. All moneys due on account of Contract will be paid to the credit of Contractor, in Bank of
New South Wales, or such other Bank as Contractor may request.
'
12. All water-tables and side-drains to have a proper fall to outlets and culverts, and new outletdrains made where directed by the Superintendent.
’
13. Tho sides of all cuttings, side-drains, water-tables, &e., to have a elope of at least 1 to 1
except when in rock, or otherwise specified; tho sides of embankments to have a slope of 14 to 1.
'
14. All measurements will he made by the cubic yard of 27 cubic feet, unless an equivalent in
lineal measurements in forming is assented to by tho Commissioner and Road Superintendent
15. The penalty for non-completion of Contract or task within the time mentioned will bo
strictly enforced bj' the Commissioner, unless sufficient and satisfactory reasons are shewn to the
contrary, and an extension of time obtained from him on application through the Road Superintendent

THURSDAY, 2 JANUARY, 1862.
^regent
Mr. DALGLEISH,
Mr. GARRETT,

Mr. HOSKINS,
Mr. LUCAS,

Mr. MARKHAM,

WILLIAM FORSTER, Esq.,

in the

Chair.

William Rickford Collett, Esq., Commissioner for Roads, called in and farther examined;__
6442. By Mr. Dalgleish : Did I understand that you have been Engineer for Railways in W. R. Collett,
Spain and other countries ? I stated that I laid out engineering works in Spain and other
Esq.
countries, as managing Director of the Companies.
0443. Not as Engineer? I worked with the Engineers.
2 Jan., 1S62.
6444. I asked you a question, in the beginning of this examination, as to whether you were
an Engineer ? I say yes; that is what I answered.
6445.
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IV. R Collett, 6445. I think yon stated you had "been employed on some lines of Railway in Spain and
South America—will you mention what lines of Railway you were Engineer for? I was
Engineer for no lines of Railway. Before this examination is pursued further, I wish to
! Jan., 18C2. refer to a statement which has been made, that I am giving my evidence with relnetancc.
6446. By ike Chairman: Where has it been made? In the House of Assembly. It has
been stated that I am giving my evidence with reluctance, and that on that account certain
facts and deductions cannot be arrived at. I beg leave to deny that statement, and to say
that up to the present time, *at least, I have been anxious to afford every information in my
power; but if I am to be considered as a reluctant witness, the probability is that I shall
become a very reluctant one; and before proceeding further, I should wish the Committee
to say whether they think there arc any grounds for the assertion of which I complain.
(^Several members of the Committee individually exp7‘essed their dissent from ike statement
referred fo.) When I was here tbe last time, I did not press the production or reading of
certain papers which I then offered to lay before the Committee; they are, however, papers
which I consider bear most particularly on the subject, being reports up to certain dates,
which relate not only to the previous state of the contract, but also to its present position ;
and I would rather abide by written statements than by any oral ones. They are not so
Jong but that they might be read in a few minutes by the Clerk. I was asked whether
I had any person to corroborate some statements of mine on certain points, with respect to
which you stated that there was a great discrepancy between my evidence and Mr.
Qaodling’s, on which I answered that I had certain reports from certain officers with respect
to the contract which were corroborative of my statements. These reports I now wish to
hand in, and you may of coarse afterwards examine these individuals.
6447. I think we put off taking those reports because they were not produced at the time ?
They were produced at the time, and the question was whether they should be read. I laid
them on the tabic, and it was remarked that they could not be admitted as evidence until
they were read, and I deferred the reading of them till your examination was concluded.
6443. We will take them all in by and by—there is no necessity at present? I beg to state
that the Committee requested me to produce certain papers to-day. I was told to bring
papers which bear on my previous evidence, and I wish to hand them in. Are these to be
taken in ?
_
6449. Certainly. We will certainly receive them before you go to-day ? Mr. Dalgleish
asked me the other day, whether there was any official statement regarding Mr. Quodling
going to Glen Innes. In answer to that question I beg to hand in copy of a letter from the
Department of Internal Communication, dated 13th December, 1860, and signed “ R. Cooper
Walker, Chief Clerk.” (The witness handed in the same. Vide.Appendix A.) There was
another question also asked, whether there was any official communication from the Office
requesting Mr. Bayley to superintend the works at the Gap. I wish now to hand in copy
of letter, dated 8th August, 1860, signed by Mr. Bennett, and addressed to Mr. Bayley, and
I beg to state that this is the only official document I have in the i Office respecting that.
(The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix B.) I understand that I am to have an
opportunity of putting in the reports and statements before tho investigation is concluded.
6450. By Mr. Dalgleish: How many officers are there under your supervision? Seven
Superintendents-----_
6451. First or second class ? Four first and three second class. Thirteen Overseers, one
Chief Clerk, one Engineer for Roads and Bridges, one Assistant Engineer for Bridges, one
Draftsman, one Clerk and Accountant, and one Register Clerk.
6452. Which of these officers is next in authority to yourself? On the roads the first class
Superintendents are the next, and in the Office the Engineer is the next; but the Engineer,
I presume, takes precedence of the Superintendents.
6453. By Mr. Xucas : What is the salary of the Engineer? £500.
6454. And he tabes precedence of those who are getting £600 ? There is an allowance to
tho Engineer for travelling expenses, but tbe £600 includes all travelling expenses.
6455. By Mr. Dalgleish: What are tbe duties of the Chief Clerk ? His duties are to com
municate in the name of the Commissioner to the officers generally, to check all the Com
missioner’s cheques-----6456. In what way does he check the Commissioner’s cheques? They are not valid at the
bank without his initials.
6457. What is the intention of this initialing hy the Chict Clerk ? I presume as a double
check, and also as a means of registry. It would not he a valid document without it.
6458. Is it a mere matter of form ? Certainly not.
'
6459. Have you any power to compel the Chief Clerk to sign his initials if he should refuse?
The Chief Clerk initiates the business—he hands me in the cheques to sign.
6460. In all instances ? In all instances, and the check is that if I am in the country and
it goes by post, if the cheque were lost with my signature alone, it would not be paid.
046L. But there is no check whatever on the payment itself—Wo understood him to say,
when before the Committee, that you had written certain letters authorizing him to send a
cheque for a certain amount without a voucher ? Without a certificate from myself.
6462. Without a voucher at all ? My letter is the voucher; it is for work done.
6463. Would your letter contain the particulars in order that the Chief Clerk might check
it? It. would direct a payment in advance when the contract is for a bulk sum; but
certainly it would not require in that instance the particulars.
6464. A bulk sum has always reference to a schedule of prices ? Tenders are sent in for a
hulk sum and for a schedule of prices.
6465. And you can take which you like? I can take which I like, and fall back on the
schedule of prices.
6466.'Can tbe contractor fall back on the seheduk of prices? Not unless there is extra
work done.
6467.
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tIle°
back on tl,e sebcdu,° of Prices for the extra work? I W. B. Collett,
should hesitate in allowing him to do otherwise; I am not quite certain on the legal point;
Es(lrirc tt 0 S°rry t0 eiTe a Vory decided opinion ; it has never occurred.
,----*—,
0468. Have you ever paid money by telegram to the contractors—by a telegraphic order? 2 Jan., 1SG2.
1 have repeatedly ordered that a cheque should be sent to mo to sign ; a telegram will
not pay a contractor.
&
0469. Have you never received telegrams from tho Superintendents, asking for a remittance,
or authorizing a remittance to the contractor ? I should imagine not. They would, in the
course of office, go to the Chief Clerk ; they would hardly come to me; I do not state that
1 have not received that, but I am not aware of any particular instance. It would be very
unusual for a Supenuteiideut to telegraph'to me to pay money to a contractor; he would
telegraph to the Chief Clerk.
’
C470, I will admit when I say “you, ”1 mean the department—Would tbe department
attend to a telegram from a Superintendent—purporting to be from a Superintendent—by
placing a cheque to the credit of a contractor ? Would he bo authorized, do you mean ?
64i J. I say would you do so—If you received a telegram from a Superintendent requesting
that a sum of money might be placed to the credit of a contractor, would that telegram be
attended to in tho Office ? Almost invariably. For instance, nearly the whole of the Albury
JJndge money was paid in that manner.
6412. What guarantee have you that this telegram is authentic ? I have no reason to doubt
its authenticity.
0413. How would you know it was authentic ? On the same ground as you would sav a
Jotter was authentic.
a
j
j
04/4. Could not any individual send such a telegram—there jvould b? no initials—nothing
to verity 11 ? Ihc telegram in such a case would be from the Superintendent of Koads.
04 i d. If I knew the name of your Superintendent on the liorder, for instance, could I not
send a message to the Telegraph Office, requesting that a certain sum should be placed to
tUe credit of a certain person—could not the contractor send this telegram himself? lam
perfectly aware it is in the power of everybody to commit felony. Of course it is in the
power of any person to send a false telegram, the same as it is to kill a man or burn down a
house.
.
G47CI I am simply asking whether you have any means of verifying these telegrams ? It
would make no difference even if the money were paid into the bank ; it could only be'paid
out on the cheque of the contractor to wifosc credit it was paid ; it would be of uo em thly
use te any other party. In every ease there is an account opened in some bank to the
credit or the contractor, and the bank has tbe contractor’s signature, upon which alone the
money would bo paid out, so that if any person did send a false telegram he would have to
commit a double felony, by forging the contractor’s signature, before he could gain anything
by it. The money is not sent to tho contractor; it is paid into the bank, to be drawn on
his signature; we send no complete cheques by post.
6477. If a con tractor thinks proper ho can send down a telegram himself, as if from the
boperintendent of Hoads,-receive £o00 to his credit, draw the money out of the bank him
self, and decamp, and you might whistle for him ? That could not be tbe case when we
receive these fortnightly reports from the Superintendents.
r'l-n £Ir- Shairp says that £500 has frequently been paid by telegraphic order ? Frequently
*
.
?ase d')es ** ma!t,er ^tber there are fortnightly or monthly returns-Conld
not this £600 be appropriated by any person who chose to be dishonest? Mr. Shairp could
not have said telegraphic messages from the contractors ever came.
rJo?' ?r°m thC SuPerintendonts ? From the Superintendents, yes.
6481. In what way would you verify these ? By the Superintendent’s report that the work
e io!iPl£greSS' atld
m“. d0De- A raai:i cannot send for £500 if he has done no work.
" c
r i ^ £ot,fortnl£ktly returns from all the Superintendents? It is one of the rule*.
b4So_ i know it is one of the rules, but it seems to me there area certain number of them
you do not put in operation ? There may be a flood, or some other cause to delay the
onpenntenucut a report j but it is a rule I very strictly enforce.

6484. So that if you received a telegram, you would think yuu were perfectly right in trans
mitting this cheque to the contractor ? Faying the cheque to the credit of the contractor at
tho hank, it the telegram came from tbe Superintendent.
648o. And you have no means of verifying that this telegram does come from the Superin
tendent : 1 am not aware of any.
r
0486. That is what I wish to know—you might have a private cypher or some precaution ?
ihc precaution is this, that if I signed a cheque to an improper person I presume I should
be liable for that cheque; I should not foolishly pay away £500 of the public money If I
did 1 very much question whether 1 could get it back again.
’
6487. I understood you to say that the duty of the Chief Clerk was to cheek the accounts
betorc these accounts were paid, and that is the reason why I have asked about payments by
telegram—-if there is any possibility of checking vouchers for work done if they are not
received, but merely a telegram authorizing the payment of money? On account
6488. All payments are on account until the work is finished, are they not ? 1Y0, most of
the payments are on “I” form—vouchers for work done and actually measured; it is the
exception to pay on account.
6489. Are not all these sums on account of the entire work—although there arc vouchers
that certain work is performed, the payment is on the whole contract ? Ko, on that particular
portion.
‘
6490. And if another portion of the work is not done—say you have paid for metalling, hut
two or three bridges are not erected—tlien how would you provide for the construction of
these bridges if it should be found there were not sufficient funds in hand to finish, seeing
238-2F
that°
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W. B.Collett, that they were the roost difficult portion of the work? TVe always keep sufficient money in
hand to finish the contract and ton per cent, besides.
6491. I understood you to say these payments were on account ? When the contract is for
2 Jan., 18G2. a hulk surni When it is for a schedule of prices payments are only made for the work done
in respect to those prices.
_
_
6492. There is a document hero in tbe Appendix to the evidence, marked H—it states,
" Specification of work required for Doughboy Diversion ”—“ General Conditions ” it is
termed—are these the general conditions of the contract? I do not admit that to be the
specification; I must see it first before I admit that. (Document referred to handed to
witness f This is not a true copy of the specification.
6493. What part of this is wrong ? You have the original specification.
_
6494. These are the general conditions? They are not the general conditions under which
I act. The general conditions'! handed in the other day.
_
6495. Are these tbe general conditions Mr. Quodling was supplied with ? No, I beg to
state that Mr. Quodling was not supplied with any conditions except a copy of those I put
in yesterday.
6496. There is a letter or communication marked F—“Metal to be put on road half cubic
yard to the lineal yard without being measured in heaps, as directed by Mr. Collett. A. C.
Bayeet”—did you direct this to be done in this way ? I gave a memorandum to Mr.
Bayley to that effect.
_
6497. That tho metal was not to he measured in heaps? Will you tell me the date you
refer to, if you please ?
6498. The 12th August? I beg to state that the metal had previously been all measured
in heaps and certified by Mr. Quodling. If you will have the goodness to refer to that part
in the valid document, you will see I have tbe power to alter the general specifications and
conditions.
.
6499. Wc will come to that, I have no doubt—what thickness of metal would half a cubic
yard to the lineal yard spread over a road 18 feet wide? That depends entirely on whether
it is spread uniformly, or whether more is spread in the middle and less at tbe sides.
* 6500. Spread cither uniformly or with a rise. Give os it uniform, and then we can allow
for the rise. Tell us what thickness we should have at the sides and what at the centre,
giving the convexity required for the road ? That is an impossible question ; you assume
two things.
_
6501. I will not assume any? You wish to know how many cubic feet there are in half a
cubic yard; 13^ feet.
•
^
6502. No, I want to know what thickness of metal it would spread to on one lineal yard
18 feet wide? Three and three-quarters according to specification. .
'6503. I make out a different result? I understood it was the thickness of metal you
required. If tho metal is to be spread 9 by 0,1 must take the average of 7
6504. I am not giving 9 by 6—1 simply want to know what thickness of layer the metal
would present spread on a level road—spread anywhere—18 feet wide—what thickness of
metal should we have—what thickness of a layer ? I do not exactly understand the question.
6505. What thickness of metal would half a cubic yard spread over a lineal yard of road
18 feet wide ? One lineal yard 18 feet wide.
6506. That is the width of the road—and to spread half a cubic yard on every yard ? Does
it state 18 feet wide ?
or
6507. Yes, it states 18 feet wide on every description of the road I have seen ? If I under
stood you rightly—the original specification is 9 in the centre and 6 at the sides, giving
’ a mean of 7£; but I am not aware of 18 feet wide—I have only spread it 15 feet wide. If
it is 18 feet wide, there arc 33£ cubic feet per lineal yard, and half the quantity would be
half 33f, or 16 feet 10£ inches.
.
6508. If I am wrong with respect to the width, perhaps you will state what the width
should be. This is what it says :—“ The metal to be of the best and hardest available stone
—“ blue columnar basalt—to be broken,&c.,—to be spread to the widthof 18 feet, 9 inches deep
“ in the centre and 6 at the sides ”? Well, the average depth of that will be half 7£—3£.
6509. Will half a cubic yard to the lineal yard spread metal of that thickness? Un-doubtedly; not over 18 feet but over 15 feet, which were my directions; an average only
of 3—the same average as the other—half of 9, which is 4^, and half of 6, which is 3, vis.,
3f, would give 3 inches, which is the half of 6 inches, which would be the uniform^ depth
of metal spread over a road 18 feet by 3 feet from a cubic yard of metal containing 2/ cubic
feet; whereas a road 181 x 3, x 72■', as per specification, 33£ cubic feet, or g more than a
cubic yard of 27 feet.
6510. Then you are only going to put it on half the thickness mentioned here? Only half
the thickness.
.
,
6511. Why reduce it? Because I put 9 inches of pitching underneath it; I increase it
instead of reducing it.
6512. 2,800—is that the entire length of road that has to be metalled ? No.
6513. What length of road has to be metalled ? Any length I specified.
6514. Do you know what length you have specified to bo metalled ? I know the length I
specified to be pitched, and I know the quantity of metal broken, which I directed to be put
on as I thought best. It has been half a cubic yard, 15 feet wide, generally speaking, on
pitching 18 feet wide. In other places, where it ia on rock, there is perhaps less. I cannot
say there is any of the best metal placed on rock, for a reason which I gave tho other day,
for I thought this hard metal on rock would not form a good .road. I conceive the 2,800
lineal yards of pitching to he equal to 3,500 cubic yards of metal, and in the original
specification the whole quantity of metal was only 3,520 yards. I have in addition made
the contractor supply me with 1,000 yards—I might safely say 1,200 yards—of the best
broken
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broken blue metal, and 1,300 yards of inferior metal, in order to set the pitching, and besides W. E. Collett,
that a very large quantity of blinding—in opposition to tbe original specification of 3,520
Bs<lcubic yards of metal.
A'—-\
6515. How much do you state Mr. Quodling bas certified for ? For 1,200 cubic yards of 2
1862the best metal, which was all that was required.
6516. And what was this 1,200 cubic yards to go on ? As directed.
6517. I 6nd a letter here, marked D—“ Mr. Martindale is to break 1,600 cubic yards of
metal, and to pitch 2,800 lineal yards of road, 18 by 9 by 6.”—-Now this is evidently both
to pitch and to metal ? Yes.
6518. And to metal at this depth ? What depth ?
.
6519. 9 by 6 ? No ; the pitching is 9 by 6, not the metal. The pitching was substituted
by me.for the original metalling, an equivalent 3,500 yards of pitching to 3,520 yards of
metalling in tbe original contract.
6520. Is it usual to state the size of stone for pitching? The stone is not stated there.
It is stated to he 9 inches in the centre and 6 at tho sides. That does not imply that tbe
stone is not to bo buried that distance in the ground j that is to be the form of road.
6521. That is to say, 3 inches of convexity on the road ? Yes, in 18 feet.
6522. And then the metal is to bo laid on, half a cubic yard to the lineal yard ? Yes.
You must be perfectly aware that those are. most unofficial documents. They were only
given to the person in charge of the works as the only way I could give written orders on
the works, because he did not like to take verbal ones; and they really are not documents
to bring before any Committee at all. It is very hard for me to be cross-questioned about
things which I consider most unofficial—not that I deny the truth of them, although I have
never seen them here; they have never boon submitted to me to know whether they are my
writing; I am perfectly ignorant of them—the same as the letter of Mr. Hannington, which
I pronounce to be a most incorrect document. I have not had an opportunity of seeing one
of these papers. It would be quite as easy for these papers to be forged as telegrams.
However, as I said before, my wish is to give all information.
.
6523. These 1,600 cubic yards have not been supplied ? Yes.
6524. I thought you said 1,200 ? I say 1,200 were certified by Mr. Quodling, and there
have been at least 1,000 cubic yards since—although I do not say there have been 1,000
yards best blue metal.
6525. With regard to 1,600, there is another letter dated 27 June—" The original contract
" of Mr. Martindale for Doughboy Diversion was signed for £6,379. 1,000 cubic yards
of blue metal will be required, cost £235.”—Is that an extra? I must call attention to
that letter. That is a letter which 1 wrote for Mr. Bayley to send to me, in order to induce
■
the contractor to accept it, and which the contractor has not accepted.
6526 Would these be extras—these 1,000 yards—would this £235 bo in addition to the
£6,379 ? I do not admit that letter to be anything binding on myself or the contractor.
6527. I am not asking about its being binding—Supposing tbe letter to be acted upon, I
wish to know whether the £235 for blue metal would be in addition to the first contract of
£6,379? That is a very difficult question. I do not wish to evade it, but the . £6,379
being for a bulk sum, it is very difficult for me to answer for any part which is a schedule
of price. It is a much more difficult question to answer than you imagine.
'
6528. Perhaps you will answer it to the best of your ability, and qualify your answer in
any way you like? I will answer in so far as what the intention of that letter may be;
but you will understand that that letter is no document at all—it is not evidence.
6529. We have it here in evidence? It has been put in for evidence.
6530. It is not for me to judge whether this letter is evidence or not—seeing that it is from
the Commissioner of Hoads I thought perhaps you would be able to explain- as to whether
-----? I beg your pardon, it is not from me ; the letter is signed—“A. 0. Bayley ”
65ol. " I hold Mr. Collett's original letter, which this is a fair copy—A. C. Bayley ” ?'
Mr. Bayley had better produce that letter. It cannot be in evidence till you have my
letter; it ia not my letter at present; besides if it were, it is only with reference to an
endeavour to induce the contractor to consent to it.
.
.
6532. You spoke of this letter several times when Mr. Forster was asking you questions,,
and you have already admitted the letter ? I admit the letter to a certain point; but when
the whole sense may depend upon a single word surely you will not take it and judge.
6533. I do not judge you at all? Or argue----6534. Nor yet argue. I simply ask whether you will answer the question ? Let us havethe question ; I dare say I shall.
0535. Is the £235 for 1,000 cubic yards blue metal extra to the contract price of £6,379 T
Do you ask as to the extra quantity or the extra price ?—You are mixing up the metal and
the price together.
1
6536. The metal and the price are here together. “ 1,000 cubic yards of blue metal will be
required, cost £235 ”-----? You can ask whether that is in excess of the original contract.
6537. " The original contract of Mr. Martindale for the Doughboy Diversion was signed for
£6,3(9”—Now here is the statement—“ 1,000 cubic yards of blue metal will be required,
cost £235. ” I ask is that £235 in addition to the contract—is it supplementary to
the contract? Of course it is supplementary to the contract.
6538. It is extra? No, it is supplementary to the contract; that is a very different word
to being extra to tbe contract. The previous contract was altered from metal to pitching.
The original contract is altered; 3,500 cubic yards of pitching are substituted for 3,520 cubic
yards of metal. You ask whether it is supplementary; I say it is supplementary, not extra.
6539. Will you define what you mean by supplementary ? It means that so much metal is
so much added to the contract, the previous metal having been substituted bv tbe
pitching.
6540.
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The consequence is that there is no metal to put on the top of the pitching—j£6,37£)
is expended and no blue metal is provided? Not under the altered contract, I conceive.
■ 6541. £6,379 is expended, and the length of road that should have been metalled has been
2Jan., J8G2. pitched? The quantity of pitching is equivalent to the length of metalling. The former
metal did not supply the whole length of road. The former metalling of 3,520 yards is not
the whole length of this contract; the length of the contract is 199 chains; that will be
4,378 yards—199 chains multiplied by 22.
6542. Was the whole length of the road originally to have had a coating of broken metal
9 inches in the centre and G inches at each side ? No.
6543. Then how was the road to be formed originally ? A great portion of it was through
solid rock, which certainly does not require a coating of metal.
6544. Does the solid rock require a coating of anything? I think it does, of what we call
blinding or inferior metal.
6545. In this city, and other places I am acquainted with, we are in the habit of serving the
solid rock the same as other parts of the road. That has nothing to do with your practice ?
Not with my practice.
6546. How much solid rock is there in the cutting for a floor? What length ?
6547. Yes, what length ? I cannot tell the length. I can tell the quantity of solid rock
taken out if that will bo any guide.
6548. It will be no guide for this purpose. Is it information you can obtain ? We should
still have to fall back on the question what solid rock is.
6549. What I want is to know how much floor of solid rock there is ? Wo must decide, the
same as in a railway cutting, what solid rock is, before I can answer the question. Some,
kinds of shale are called solid rook, others are not.
6550. I am perfectly willing to call that vitrified shale solid rock ? I do not call it vitrified
shale.
6551. What do you call it? Stratified sandstone which has been underfire. This question
of yours revives tbe old question of the Sydney sewerage, where the dispute was what was
rock and what was not rock. The question involves geological discussion. The quantity of
rock excavated is 3,289 cubic yards.
6552. Do you remember what quantity of metal would have been required to have given a
coating to such portions of the road as it was necessary to cut, and which I presume we have
a clue to here, namely, 2,800 lineal yards—would that have been the quantity that would
have originally-----? That is tho quantity of ground which required pitching.
6553. So this is the quantity of ground that was pitched ? That is the quantity of ground
that was pitched.
6554. And I find this is put down as an extra afterwards—for instance, pitching at 6s. 6d.
a yard? Per lineal yard.
6555. And you have stated previously that the pitching was paid for by the substitution of
pitching for broken metal—how was that ? Because the prices were the same.
6556. Here is an extra—2,800 liaeal yards—on which pitching is charged extra? lam
not aware of any extras.
6557. “And to pitch 2,800 lineal yards of road ”-----? Instead of metalling in the original
contract.
6558. It does not say instead of metalling? I do not know what document you have got.
It was instead of metalling.
6559. Here is on the same paper 1,600 cubic yards of metal ? Granted—which we have
got; it has all been delivered and laid down.
6560. How is it it is put down here as an extra, when you have stated previously that pitching
was substituted for the metal. If it was substituted for metal I presume the price for metal
was paid for pitching ? Assuredly.
6561. And at this particular time, on the 27tl) June, thft pitching was completed? Oh ! no.
6562. The original contract of Mr. Martindale for the Doughboy Diversion was £6,379?
Granted.
6563. Here is an extra, or as you call it, supplementary 1,000 yards of metal, provided for
as extra ? Because we wanted some metal; we were left without any metal before.
6564. There are some portions of the road now where there is only pitching ? No, 1,300
yards of inferior metal have been used as blinding, and besides we have actually put on
1,000 cubic yards—I believe it is really 1,200 cubic yards—of blue metal.

APPENDIX.
A.
Department of Internal Communication,
(No. CO/1345.)
Hoad Branch,
Sydney, 13 December, 18G0,
Sir,
.
In reference to your letter of the 1st instant, enclosing a communication from the Bench of
Magistrates, Armidale, requesting you to inspect and report on the Road from Armidale to Teiitcrfield,—
I am directed hy the Commissioner for Roads to state there is no objection to your complying
with their request, provided it does uot interfere with your proper duties; and you will not he entitled
to any remuneration beyond the allowance for expenses actually incurred, to be defrayed hy the Bench
of Magistrates,
R. Quodling, Esq.,
Tamworth.

I have, die.,

•

■

li. COOPER TVALKEB,
Chief Clerk.
B.
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Road Engineer's Office,
Sydney, 8 August, 1860.
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\V. II. Collett,
Esq.
_ ^ _

,, ,
My dear Sir,
_
I have received your note of the Ctli. I have already instructed as to Murrurundi Gap ^ ^an':
and Bridge. You had better alter figures in section sent yesterday, at 75 chains; I omitted to do so;
they were changed on old tracing; if you Iiave any difficulty as to disposal you had better at once
acquaint me with it. Pray push bridge ivories as rapidly as possible.
If you cannot get Miller to give you an answer about Sandy Creclt, and Martindale gives a fair
tender, let him do it.
You will not have to go to Fallbrocik to get vouchers signed; 1 will arrange that with 'Walker.
Eaithfully yours,
A. C. Bayley, Esq.,
WILLIAM C. BENNETT.
Murrurundi. '

Mr. Alexander Charles Bayley called in and examined:—
Gb65. My the Chairman : You are aware what this Committee is inquiring into ? I believe Mr. Alex. C.
so—the carrying on of the works on the Northern Road.
Bayley.
0560. Where are you employed now ? At Yass, superintending a bridge.
<'■—
6507. What do you call yourself—a Superintendent of Roads? A Superintendent of 2Jan., 16G2.
Bridges.
656K. Have you nothing to do with roads ? No. ■
0569. You were at one time employed in the Northern District? Yes, nearly two years
and a half; from the 17th March, 1859, up to the 20th August, 1861.
0570. What was your office then ? I was a Superintendent of Bridges, and carrying out the
new diversion's—the roads.
0571. That implied tho superintendence of the roads personally too? Yes.
6572, What was the special work you were employed upon ? I was on the Murrurundi
Gap, the Doughboy Diversion, and at Falhrook Bridge.
0573, What was the whole leegtb of road placed under you ? From Falbrook to the end
of the Doughboy—about sixty-seven miles.
6574. You had the bridges and part of the road ? Yes.
6575. Yon were then Superintendent of Roads and Bridges? X had not the title of
Superintendent of Roads, only Superintendent of Bridges.
0570. Who was your superior officer? At first Mr. Bennett, and then the present
Commissioner for Roads, Mr. Collett.
0577. Was that tho first time of your appointment as Superintendent? I was Superin
tendent at Moreton Bay before.
0578. You were acquainted with the duties of Superintendent? Yes.
0579. Can you state succinctly what are the duties of a Superintendent? To see works
carried out according to the specifications.
.
6580. Then in all cases the duties of a Superintendent are referable to the specifications—
are his duties defined by the specifications ? They are.
/
6581. He could not perform his duties without the specifications ? No.
6582. In all cases, then, the specifications are placed in his hands? Yes.
6583. And sometimes plans too ? Sometimes plans too.
0584. The plans and specifications together constitute his instructions ? Yes,
0585. Does he get any other instructions? Yes, from time to time, if any alteration is
requisite.
6586. Were you instructed in what your general duties were ? Yes, to carry out the
specifications; and if there were any particular alterations a memorandum was made.
0587. It was in writing always ? Yes.
0538. You have been generally very particular in having your instructions in writing?
Yes, I always had them in writing.
0539. What wore your instructions in regard to the Doughboy Diversion—was there anything
special? Nothing special; I was to carry it out according to contract.
0590. Were you not joined with Mr, Quodling there? Yes, for a time; but first of all X
hud it for one month before Mr. Quodling had it.
6391. Had you the whole work under you ? Yes.
'
6592. When Mr. Quodling came-----? We made the measurements, and I gave up the
whole of the works to him.
0593. Who ordered you to give up the whole diversion to him ? I only took them as a
special favor to Mr. Collett, the Commissioner, for that month, because Mr. Quodling was .
not there.
0594. Then they were properly Mr. Quodling's duty ? Yes.
0595. Not properly yours ? Not mine.
6596. You had the charge for a month before Mr. Quodling came ? Yes.
0597. In fact you were acting for him ? Yes.
0598. And after he came you were acting with him ? No, not with him; then I received
,
instructions to take the bridges in the Doughboy Diversion.
6599. What was properly under his charge ? The earth-works.
6600. Only ? Only.
6601. That included the making of tho roads ? Yes, metalling and pitching.
0602. And the construction of the roads? Yes.
6603. All except the bridges? All except tho bridges.
6604.
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Alex. C. 6604. Ho had nothing to do with the bridges ? No.
6605. In that case yonr duties were not joined with his—they were separate, I presume?
Quite separate.
■
2 Jan., 1862. 0606. He was not over you, nor were you over him ? No.
6607. You were both equal rank, and in charge of different portions of the work ? 'Yes.
6608. Were you always on good terms with Mr. Quodling ? Yes,
6609. You had no complaint to make of him ? No.
6610. Had you any opportunity of seeing in whit way his work was performed ? Yes.
6611. Do you consider yourself qualified to speak on the subject? Yes. So far as I could
judge it was carried out properly.
6612. Do you think he was a qualified person ? Yes.
6613. Was he educated up to his duties ? Yes.
6614. You think he had a thorough knowledge of his work theoretically ? Yes.
6615. And that he was a practical and good officer ? Yes.
6616. Do you know of any complaints being made against him ? No.
6617. Did no man under him complain ? No.
What should you say as to his qualifications for managing men ? I should think he
eou manage men very well, from the time he was on railways with Mr. Gibbons.
He could make his men work and keep them in good humour all the time ? I think so.
Do you think the works were carried on well under him by tbe contractor ? They
were only for a very short time under him on the Doughboy; I then resumed again the
whole of the works.
6021. How was that? I received instructions to take the whole of the works.
6622. How long was it that Mr. Quodling had the separate charge till you got them again ?
About a week ; and then I had the bridges for I think two months alone, and then I had
to resume the whole of it.
6623. After Mr. Quodling had been there a week you got the entire charge of the Doughboy
works again ? Not after one week; after Mr. Quodling had been about two months in
charge of the earth-works, then I had instructions to take tbe whole line again.
6624. Earth-works and all ? Yes.
6625. And you carried them out then ? "Up to the 12th August
6626. Did you hear any reason for this ? No, only that Mr. Quodling had so much work
to the north that he could not attend to this, being at the end of his line.
6627. Had you any reason to believe it was on account of his incompetency ? No, not at all.
6628. Simply because he had too much other work ? Yes.
6629. Then all that Mr. Quodling had to do with it was that for two months he had charge
of the earth-works ? Yes.
6630. When you took charge of the earth-works, what was your opinion of the way in which
they were being carried out by the contractor ? I thought they were being carried out
properly.
6031. Had you any reason to complain of the contractor, cither as to the earth-works or the
bridges ? He was delaying the work a good deal; it was not going on as quickly as it ought.
6632. Was it otherwise well done ? Yes,
■
6633. "Were the bridges being done well, according to specification? Yes j there was
hardly any done when I gave it up; all that has been done since.
6634. But the earth-work-----? The earth-work was in course of completion, but tho
embankments were not consolidated when I left.
6635. Had you anything to do with consolidation? The contractor was hound to make
them up to a certain height after they had sunk.
6636 Was not that strnck out of the contract? No, there was nothing struck out that
lam aware of. ■
6637. You were ordered to see that the road was consolidated before the metal was put ou ?
Yes.
6638. Was there any pitching put on ? Yes.
6639. Was that an alteration ? Yes.
6640. Was it supplementary to the contract? No; instead of having the full quantity of
metal broken, it was to be half pitched.
6641. That was done by the authority of the Commissioner? Yes.
6642. He has foil authority to make such an alteration ? Yes.
6643. Have you known such things done before? Yes.
6644. Did you consider this an improvement ? Yes.
6645. Was it done properly by the contractor ? It was not finished when I left.
6646. You saw nothing to induce you to believe that the contractor was performing the
work badly? No, not that it could not be finished properly ; it was in an unfinished state.
6647. Who was overseer under you ? I had no overseer; I never had one.
6648. Where was Mr. Hannington then ? Mr. Hannington was not there.
6649. You were doing the work of Superintendent and overseer ? Everything—I always do.
6050. Can you do without overseers ? Yes.
6651. They are unnecessary then ? They were unnecessary to me, because I never had so
much work that I could not look after it myself.
6652. Could other Superintendents do the same ? No, not whore they have 120 miles
of road.
6653. It depends on the extent of road? Yes.
6654. In some eases they can do without, where the line is short? Yes,
6655. Did Mr. Collett visit you much while you were at these works ? Three or four times.
6656. Did he pay great attention to tho way the works were being done ? Yes, he came
over and examined them.
6657.
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6657. Did you Lear from Mr. Collett any complaints against Mr. Quodling? No.
Mr. Alex. C.
6658. Did he complain against you in any way? Not that I know of; I never heard it.
Bayley.
6659. Did Mr. Collett give you, from time to time, any instructions to vary the work ?
Yes, a few instructions of no importance.
2 Jan., 1862.
6660. In what shape? Written authorities. I can show you them. There is nothing
particular in them. (37ie witness produced a memorandum book and pointed to certain
entries therein')

6661. Ity Mr. Dalgleish: Whoso writing is this (referring to a particular memorandum) ?
That is Mr. Collett’s writing.
6662. Do you wish to hand them in ? There is nothing of consequence in them, Only,
three piles to be substituted instead of four, sawn planking to be substituted for slabs ia one
of the bridges, and so on.
6663. By the Chairman: I think we have copies of these already. Direct your attention to
the Appendix to the printed evidence of Mr. Quodling, given on the 4th December, beginning
with the first document that bears any reference to what we are talking about, marked C, I
think,—is that an authentic document? Yes, this is correct.
,
6664. By Mr. Dalgleish; Have you the original of that letter ? Yes.
*
6665. Can you hand it in ? Yes. (The witness handed in the samel)
6666. By the Chairman: That was the letter you wrote according to Mr. Collett’s instruc
tions ? 5Tes.
6667. There are two or three documents following that—are those also true copies ? I sent
in the section as directed in this marked D. I received instructions to make the section,
but not the estimate; I never made the estimate for that line to join Doughboy Rise Bridge.
6668. Then it is not correct ? It is not correct as regards the estimate ; I never made any
estimate as regards that; I made the sections in the Office, but I never made any estimate.
6669. By Mr. Dalghish: Did you send a letter to the Office ? Yes, I sent a letter to tbe
Office with the section.
6670. By the Chairman: There arc some others there? I do not see any other letter in
this.
6671. At all events these exemplify sufficiently the sort of instructions you got from Mr.

Collett at different times? Yes.
6672. This is, I suppose, the greatest approach to regularity it is possible to make in visiting
works in that way ? Yes, I think this is right.
6673. You were satisfied with these instructions? I was satisfied:
■Havc y°u any rea3on to complain of Mr. Collett’s conduct to you in any way ? No.
6675. Were you aware that he was on bad terms with Mr. Quodling ? No; the last time I
saw Mr. Collett and Mr. Quodling together I saw them shake hands when they met.
6676. Was Mr. Quodling’s conduct at any time disrespectful or improper towards Mr.
Collett? Not to my knowledge.
6677. Do you know whether Mr. Quodling had any ill will against Mr. Collett ? No, I do
not know that he had any.
6678. Did you ever hear whether Mr. Quodling was charged with intemperate habits ? No,
I never saw Mr. Quodling the worse for liquor.
6679. Did you never hear that he was charged at all with it ? No.
6680. Did you ever hear Mr. Collett complain of him in that respect ? Never.
6681. I think you said Mr. Collett made no complaints to you about Mr. Quodling ? Not
to me.
6682. What is your opinion of Mr. Martindale as a contractor—did he carry out the works
fairly ? He required a good deal of looking after.
6683. Do you think that if not looked after he was inclined to slur over the work ? I
think so.
6684. I suppose you gave him no chance? No.
6685. Then the works were well done as far as you could judge ? Yes.
6686. Were there any particular defects in the Doughboy Diversion works? No, Ido not
know that I could point out any.
6687. Was the fencing good ? There was no fencing done. There is an order here (referring
tncmorajjdum iook) about the fencing—“Let no more fencing he put up until further
orders.” There was none at the time put up.
6688. It was not unusual to give this sort of instructions to Superintendents? No. Of
course there were certain places on the diversion that required fencing, but I do not know
whether there was enough split to do that,
6689. Do you know anything of the character of the slabs in the bridges? They are
stringy-bark.
6690. Sawn or split ? Split.
6691. Was not that an alteration of the contract? No, they were to he split.
6692. Were they to he tarred and spiked ? Yes.
6693 Were they tarred and spiked according to specification ? They were where I was.
6694. In fact, you saw the specification carried out ? As far as I was concerned it was.
6695. What about the Murrurundi Gap—were those works carried out correctly ? No.
6696. Who was the contractor ? Mr, Martindale.
6697. What was the objection there ? The gravel,
■
6698. In what respect ? I condemned it.
6699. Was he bound to furnish gravel ? Yes.
6700. And he furnished a had kind ? Yes.
6701. In what respect was it bad ? I did not consider it gravel at all.
6702. What was it ? A kind of loam; burnt stuff, white.
6703. A kind of ironstone ? No, what gravel was in it was quartz—quartz pebbles,
6704.
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Mr. Alex. C. 6704. What was the result of your condemning it ? Mr. Bennett approved of my condemnBayley.
an(j wr(>te a letter to Mr. Martindale to say it was to be removed.
6705. Was it removed f

No.

2 Jan., 1S62. 6706. Does it remain there still ?

It is there now, I believe.
6707. By whose authority was your condemnation of it set aside ? The present Com
missioner for Koads,
6708. Tho Commissioner for Beads, after you and Mr. Bennett had condemned it, allowed
it to remain? Yes.
,l
6709. Did you think that was right ? I did not,
6710. Did you make any report about it ? There was no one to report to; the Commissioner
himself is the head of the department.
6711. What has been the effect upon the road ? It has been impassable in wet weather.
6712. Was the report of your condemnation of it made to Mr. Collett ? No, to Mr.
Bennett, the Engineer for Roads.
6713. How came it that Mr. Collett allowed it to remain—did he inspect it himself? Yes.
6714. And he passed it, notwithstandiog your condemnation ? Yes.
6715. Was Mr, Martindale a great friend of Mr. Collett’s ? I have seen them a good deal
together.
6716. What was your opinion of the passing of this—did you think it a groat error of
judgment in Mr. Collett? Yes, I did.
"6717. Are you aware whether that piece of road has been repaired since ? I am not aware
whether it has been taken up or not.
6718. Can you state what was the loss to the public, or the profit to tho contractor, on the
substitution of this improper material for the gravel he was bound to furnish—in round
numbers ? I can hardly tell. It would not have paid him to put on the proper gravel j it
would have cost him more than he was getting—I suppose about Is. 6d. a-yard beyond his '
cent!act price.
6719. What did he save himself—£300 or £400 ? Oh ! no; it was only a short distance.
6720. What amount then ? I do not know what amount—about 2s. a-yard.
6721. What, would that be in round numbers? I never calculated it.
6722. By Mr. Dalgleish: How many yards was it ? There were about 10 chains in the
piece.
6723. 220 yards? Yes.
_
G724. By the Chairman : Is that the only instance in which you had to condemn works in
the Northern District ? I have condemned them, and had them carried out according to
my orders.
6725. Have you often had to condemn Mr. Martindale’s work? Not very often, only
trifling things.
6726. You know a place called the new cutting? That is the place wc have just been
speaking of at Murrurundi Gap.
6727. Then I suppose you would not be at all surprised to hear that gentlemen riding over
this road, after same rain, had sunk down to their horses’ knees? No, I should not, in this
place.
_
6728. And that bullock drays had found it impossible to go up ? They went found it.
6729. Do you think this was directly in consequence of tho error you have pointed out ?
Directly.
6730. Yon went away soon after this? No, I was there all the time it was had. I con
demned this in December, 1860.
6731. Did you ever hear Mr. Collett explain bow he came to adopt a different opinion ? He
said he thought there was a good deal of lime in it, and that it would bind.
6732. But experience proved that he was wrong ? Yes.
6733. Have you known Mr. Collett often to make mistakes of that kind? I have seen a
good deal of bad road.
_
_
6734. What is your opinion of the way in which contracts were generally carried out in tho
Northern District—do you think the roads were as much improved as they ought to have
been, looking to the money spent on them ? No, I think not.
6735. You think more might have been done with the money ? I do.
6736. Canyon point out any other cases where there was a glaring failure of contract on
the part of the contractor? No; I know several contracts where the gravel has been very
bad.
_
6737. Do you know in regard to the Doughboy Diversion, whether a sufficient quantity of
metal was put on ? I could not tell; I was not there long enough for that.
6738. Do you know any instance where, when the metal contracted for was the best blue
metal, an inferior kind was substituted ? No.
6739. Will you look at those two stones on tbe table—what do you call that
piece of
stone taken in hand l)y the witness') ? That is shale.
6740. You call that shale ? Yes.
6741. It is not common shale? No, not common shale, but still it is not good stone.
6742. What is there peculiar about it ? I think it would exfoliate so much.
1
6743. Hus it been burned ? I do not know.
'
6744. Yon would not call it sandstone? No, I do not think it is sandstone.
6745. What would be the effect if that were put upon a road ? I think it would pound up

(a

and go into earth again.
_
6746. It would he useless altogether then ? J should say it would, to be worked upon; it
might do for footing.
,
_
_
_
6747. Do you think these would be useful stones, mixed with hard metal, to go into the
interstices ?

No.

.

■

.‘

6748.
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6748. You understand the term "blinding,” I presume ? Yes.
Mr. Alex. C.
6749. Is that good metal for blinding ? I would sooner put clay for blinding than this—a
Bayley.
small quantity.
—A~—
6750. Bo you think rain would have any effect upon that ? I think so.
2 Jan., 1BS2.
6751. Do you think if that were put into water it would soak up the moisture and become
soft ? It must have air too.
6752. Under water it would remain as it is ? Yes.
6758. Exposed to air and moisture it would'tnoulder away ? Yes.
6754. Is not that the effect on most rocks—does not trap itself become disintegrated by
exposure iu that way ? To a certain extent it does, but not so quickly.
6755. Is the other piece of stone before you the best metal ? Not the best.
'
6(56. Is it good ? I think it very good stone.
6757. Is that the kind on the Liverpool Range ? No, on the Liverpool Range it is bluer
than that.
6758. Do you know whether that stone is like that on the Doughboy Diversion ? Some of
it is like this.
6759. Should you say it oame from the Doughboy Diversion ? I have seen stone like it
there.
6760. You sent to me, as Chairman of this Committee, a letter from Mr, Collett suggesting
to you that we had no power to make you attend here ? I did.
6761. What was the object of that letter, do you think—did yon judge from that, that it
was not wished you should attend ? I did not think anything about it at the time; I
answered it, and thought I should get permission to come down.
1
6762. You did not consider it a private letter? Not after my telegrams were uot answered;
I considered I was justified in making it a public matter.
676.'5. Did you observe the use of the word " treachery ” in that letter ? Yes.
6764. What is tho meaning of that, do you know ? A person that has betrayed a secret,
or something like that.
6765. Are you aware of any secrets in the department that it would not be expedient to
divulge to the public ? No, I have no secrets.
6766. Have you ever heard of there being secrets in the department that ought not to be
.
mentioned ? No.
6767. Did you get leave to come to this Committee ? I considered that so far I had leave,
as Mr. Arnold, the Minister for Works, was one of the Committee, and therefore that I
received the summons through him.
6768. You have not had any conversation with Mr. Quodling about what you were likely to
be asked before this Committee ? No, nothing at all.
6769. You have had no suggestions from him ? No.
6770. Nor from Mr. Collett either ? No, I have not seen Mr. Collett till I came to this
room.
6771. Have yon not been to Murrurundi since you left Yass ? Yes,
■
6772. Was that on public business ? Yes.
6773. Did you report to the department when you came down ? Yes. to tho Engineer for
Roads, Mr. Bcazley.
6774. What duties does the Engineer for Roads perform, as regards roads placed under his
superintendence? I have never seen the present Engineer for Roads on the works, except
when I went to Yass,
6775. Do you think he is of any use at all then ? I think he is the principal person.
6776. Did he ever visit you when you were Superintendent ? Mr. Bennett did.
6777. Since Mr. Bennett resigned, Mr. Beazloy did not? No, Mr. Collett always came
upon the Northern Road.
.
6778. Do you think there is an absolute necessity for all these different officers—Com
missioner, Engineer, Superintendents, and overseers—do you think them all necessary ?
I do.
6779. In what gradations are they placed—the overseers under the Superintendents ? Yes.
6780. And the Superintendents under the Engineer? Yes.
6781. And the Engineer under the Commissioner? Yes.
6782. Would you take orders from the Engineer—would you feel bouud to obey him ? I should.
6783. Supposing they differed from those of the Commissioner, which would you obey ? I
should obey the Commissioner.
'
6784. Did you ever get any orders from the Minister of Works ? Never.
6785. Do you know whether he interferes at all in yonr department? I do not; I never
received any instructions from him.
6786. In regard to vouching for the payment of money, has it been your practice, as Super
intendent of Reads, to give certificates for certain work done before payment of money was
made ? I measured, and sent in returns to the Office.
6787. What are called vouchers? What are called vouchers.
6788. Is it usual to make payments to a contractor without the vouchers of the Superinten
dent? No, it is not.
.
6789. Have you ever known it in your case ? I have heard it.
,
6799. Did you ever know, in your own case, of any payments being made without your
vouchers ? I have only heard such was the case.
6791. Would you consider it irregular to do so ? Certainly.
’
6792. You think your,vouchers were necessary to make the payments regular? I think so.
6793. Has not tho Commissioner for Roads a power to authorize payments without vouchors?
I do not think he has.
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Mr. Alex/C. 6794. If ho has, do you think he ought to do it ? I do not.
Bayley. 6795. Is the overseer’s voucher also necessary with the Superintendent’s ?

t

Yes.

6796. You think no payments should be made without the two ? Yes, whore there are a
£Jan., 18G2. Superintendent and overseer.
_
6797. Did you ever hear of any irregularity of this kind with regard to other Superinten
dents ? No, I never heard any.
_
6798. Were there any payments made, with regard to the works under your charge in the
Northern District, in excess of the sum properly due for work done, including the per-centage
withheld ? I do not know,
6799. Have you any reason to believe it ?

,
I had to make a payment once that I did not

know anything about.
6800. You had to make a payment ? I had to send in a voucher.
6801. You sent in a voucher-------? On the authority of Mr. Collett.
6802. You were ordered to send in a voucher ? Yes, here is the authority.

handed in

a

memorandum on a slip

of

paper.

(The witness

_

Vide Appendix?)

6803. Then, in fact, you vouched for something you did not know anything of at all ? I
received directions to vouch for £600, of which I knew nothing at all.
6804. What is the meaning of this, that you were to vouch that £600 was due ? I never
vouched for anything.
6805. What sort of a voucher did you send ?

■
I sent in an advance on account of contract,

for £600.
6806. Did yon make any reference to tho works at all ? I did not make any reference to
the work—I had nothing to do with it; the contract was under Mr. Quodling, who was not
there then.
6807. This is made contingent on Mr. Quodling not sending in returns—do you know
whether Mr. Quodling did send in returns? I did not get the information at the time, but
I believe Mr. Quodling did send in for £200 at the same time as that.
6808. Was it your duty as Superintendent to order money to he paid without any knowledge
of what it was being paid for ? No, that was not my duty, and that was the reason why I
would loot do it without that memo, from Mr. Collett.
6809. Even with this
Supposing Mr. Collett had ordered you to pay away money belong
ing to somebody else, would you have done it? No. I thought there was a good deal of
work done that had not been paid for.
6810. If you did not know anything about the work, was it not ordering-------?
the same work as that was paid on.
6811. You did not know it was donoT

I was ou

.
I believed there was a sufficient quantity of work

6812. What grounds had you for believing that ? From seeing tho work, and knowing
when the last payment was made.
6813. By Mr. Hoskins: What made you refuse to sign the voucher without that memo
randum ? Because I was not in charge.
6814. By the Chairman: What was the use of your voucher at all ? It was so far of use
that the money was paid upon it.
,
6815. Did you not think it looked like a fictitious document—you say you were not in
•charge? 1 was in charge of part of the works.
_
_
6816. You were not in charge of the work you certified for ? I did not certify for any
work: I certified for money on account.
6817. Was it your duty to certify for these works? No. I thought it was helping the
contractor, when the proper Superintendent was not there to make the measurements.
6818. Now did you think this was a fair transaction ? No, I did not; I would not have
asked for that paper.if I had thought so.
t
. ,
■6819. In fact you thought you were giving your authority to a fictitious document, on the
authority of the Commissioner? No; I did not think it was a fictitious document, because
I thought the work was done.
, .
6820. I do not mean to say that the Commissioner was not cognizant of the work being

done ----- ? As it was necessary that some one should sign it, I did so, believing snfficicnt
work to be done, but I wanted an authority from the Commissioner, as that particular part
of the work was not in my charge.
_
6821. If you were not in charge of the works, I went to know how your signature was ot
auy value ? I was not in charge of the Doughboy Diversion, but I was authorized to come
in charge hy that document; I had been on the work before that document.
_
6822. By Mr. Hoskins : You were not authorized to take charge of the work or sign vouchers
previous to receiving that? I always signed the vouchers for the bridge works.
6823. By the Chairman: Was this the last voucher you forwarded? No; I forwarded
vouchers afterwards.
, i j * e ^» r
6824. What was the amount of the last voucher that you forwarded, and the date ot it f _ 1
will not be quite certain from this book (referring to a memorandum hook), but I think
£98 4s.
6825. And what was the date? August 9,1861.
.,
6826. Were you aware when you vouched for this, that a sum of £o00 had been paid
previously, or was it the case ? Not that I knew of; I knew nothing about that.
682" Do you know whether the amount of money that you vouched for in these different
ways was in excess of the work done? No; I know all that I vouched for was actually

done.

6828. With the exception of this ?

■ • i

That I do not know positively.

_

6829. You signed the voucher that you signed in consequence of this, as ordered
Commissioner ? Yes.

the
’
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6830. And I suppose if it had been for ever so large an amount, and you in still greater Mr. Alex. C;
ignorance of the facts, you would have signed anything under these orders ? No, I should 2^%*
6831, How came you to do it ? Because I thought there was that amount of work done. 2 Jan., 1862,
6832, In fact, you took the Commissioner’s authority as your guarantee ? Yes j knowing at
the same time that sufficient work was done.
6833. Was it properly done—was it done in a way that was unobjectionable? I believe so.
0831. By Mr. Hoskins: How did you know it was done—did you measure it ? No.
6835. By the Chairman : If you had got a document of this kind to sign in regard to the
work at Murrurundi Gap, which you condemned, would you have signed it then? No j I
would not have signed the voucher for my own work without I had measured it, if I bad got
any authority.
6836. Was the money paid on Murrurundi Gap after you condemned it ? I believe it was.
6837. Who vouched then for that ? I suppose I did afterwards, in a lump sum.
6838. After condemning it yon vouched for it? I vouched for the completion of the
contract.
6839. In so vouching, did you not imply that it was properly done ? There was my letter
to shew I had condemned it, in tho Office.
6840. Was it not your duty to deduct for this part of the work that was not done properly ?
It was not my duty to go in tho teeth of the person considered more competent to he at the
head of the department than I am,
6841. You considered that Mr, Collett having passed this work, you had nothing more to do
with it—that you were bound to vouch ? Yes.
' 6842. Did you ever vouch under protest ? No, I never did.
6843. By Mr. Hoskins: Did you ever actually see that the amount of work for which that
voucher was signed had been performed ? I could see that sufficient work had been done.
6844. I thought you never signed a voucher without you measured the work ? My own
work.
'
6845. By the Chairman: You did not measure in that case? I did not;
6846. Do you know whether any one measured ? No.
6847. Do you know whether Mr. Collett measured ? No.
6848. Do you think Mr. Quodling measured it ? I do not know.
6849. Were you not aware at the time that Mr. Quodling had objected ? I was not aware.
6850. Supposing you bad been aware that he had objected, would you have vouched ?
I would not have vouched if I had known Mr, Quodling had refused.
6851. Would you not say this money was improperly paid now, knowing the circumstances?
I think it was irregular.
6852. By Mr. Hoskins: Do yon not think it was a deviation from the original contract for
you to sign without being aware of the'work performed ? I think it was.
6853. Yon did not actually know whether one-fourth of it had been performed ? I knew
there had been.
6854. How did you know? I could tell hy looking at the work.
6855. You said you were not in charge ? I was on tho work every day, although I was not
in charge of that.
6856. Did you consider it yonr duty to certify for work of which you had not charge?
I did not certify for any work being done, only for £600 on account of the contract.
6857. Was it not for work performed? I suppose that was it; I did not send in any
certificate for so many yards beiog done.
68;i8. Have you ever certified that money should be paid to the contractor unless you felt
convinced tfie work had been performed ? No.
6859. Except that once ? This is tbe only case.
6860. By Mr. Dalgleish: Have you any knowledge of what these papers are (referring to
the hand, specification, &e. of the Doughboy Diversion) ? That is the specification for tbe
Doughboy Diversion. These are the ones that were signed, and that is my signature.
6861. You have read this ? Yes.
6862. Were you furnished with a copy? Yes.
6863. Is this the copy.you were furnished with (referring to copy handed in by Mr. Quodlingon a previous day) ? Yes, this is it.
6864. Everything contained in that contract you would consider yourself bound by in.
carrying out the works ? I should.
6865. And you would take it for granted that this was a correct copy, an official copy, of the
original ? Yes. There were some alterations made in this.
6866. The original ? Yes.
6867. Were these alterations made before or after this copy was given to you? After I
received that copy.
0868. Were you notified of the changes in the contract? No, I only saw these signed, and
these were taken away at the time.
6869. You are aware that changes were made in the original document? Yes. Tho only
changes that were put in at the time this was signed was about the Commissioner instead of
the Engineer for Roads.
6870. Was that carried out in this ? No, that was not carried out.
6871. With that exception is this correct ? Yes.
6872. Have you anything to state about this ? I do not know anything about that (pointiny
to one amongst the papers.)

6873. Do you know anything about the other? The schedule of prices—this is correct.
6874. Were you furnished with a copy of the schedule of prices ? Yes.
6875.
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G875. What do you mean by saying you know nothing about this copy; your name is signed
to it? I know nothing about this (pointwg to a portion of the specification.')
_
6876. You mean an alteration that appears on the specification ? It was not there when it
was signed.
_
6877. Under the head of fencing—“ fencing or stone walls as hereinafter specified ” ? Yes,
that was not there when I signed.
0878. Just state the alteration that has been made in it ? These words—" or stone walls,
as hereinafter specified by the Commissioner;” that was not in it.
6879. Were you over notified that that alteration was made ? Excepting that it is in my
book ; it was made afterwards; it was not down in the specification when it was signed; it
was an after alteration.
_
_
6880. You were not informed of this alteration ? Yes, I was informed of it, but I did not
know it had been put down in the specification I had witnessed.
6881. Being informed of it, yon accepted it as part of your instructions? Yes.
_
_
6882. Did you make any memoranda or other notification on the copy of the specification
you had ? No, I only had this—here is the same thing in my hook (showing a memorandum
in the look before referred to.')

*

6883. Did you give a copy of that to Mr. Quodling ? Yes.
6884. So that Mr. Quodling was awaro of the alteration ? At least, not to Mr. Quodling,
but Mr. Hannington copied it out of this book; he copied out all these instructions.
6885. By Mr. Hoskins: Where did Mr. Hannington copy these instructions? At
Murrurundi.
6886. When ? Before I left.
6887. By Mr. Dalgleish: Are you aware if Mr. Quodling had any copy of these instructions ?
I suppose Mr. Hannington gave them to him, as Mr. Hannington was his overseer.
6888. Are these general conditions for the instruction of the Superintendent ? Yes, they are.
6889. Do they not define his duties to some extent and limit his power ? His power is
limited by the authority of the Engineer for Roads.
_
_
6890. It is for his general guidance in the absence of the Engineer or other superior officer ?
Yes.
_
.
6891. So that these would form part of the deseription of the duties of the Superintendent ?
Yes.
_
6892. With reference to that clause, clause 8, which relates to the non-fulfilment of the
contract—“ Should the Engineer for Roads at any time be dissatisfied with the mode of
proceeding, &c. ”—If the Engineer or Commissioner were notified by the Superintendent
that certain works were not going forward—were not being carried out in tho spirit of the
contract—his duty would then be performed ? Yes, his duty would then he performed.
6893. He would have no power in himself to stop tbe work? No.
6894. Having performed this duty of notifying his superior officer, that would be all that
would be expected of him ? Yes.
6895. The 9th clause states that “ the Engineer or authorized officer shall have the power
“ of immediately dismissing any agent or workman employed by the contractor, and of
" having removed off the works, even if fixed, any timber, materials, plant, or implements,
" that he may think improper ”—would you have that power ? Yes.
6896. Or Mr. Quodling ? Yes.
_
_
6897. So that auy officer would have not only the power of preventing him carrying on the
work, but of ordering him from it ? Yes.
'
6898. What do you consider the formation of a road ? Convexity.
6899. The formation is spoken of as something separate—“ When the formation, fences,
bridges, &c., arc completed ”—-in this instance it must mean more than convexity? Does
it state something afterwards ?
6900. I will read the clause—“ When the formation, fences, and bridges, are completed, the
“ traffic is to be turned on to the road during fine weather, until the formation is thoroughly
“ consolidated. The maintaining convexity with fresh approved material and filling up ruts
" must be carefully attended to by contractor.” What do you consider the formation to be
—Suppose an embankment has to be made and tho road has to go over it, what would you
consider the formation in that instance? Earth.
»
6901. Nothing but the earth ? Nothing but the earth.
6902. No stone on top of the earth ? No, nothing at all.
6903. About the consolidation—what would be the saving to the contractor if ho neglected
to have the road consolidated according to this clause ? About £300 a mile.
6904. ‘What would be your opinion if you were told that this clause should be struck out—
that £300 a mile should be taken from the contractor ? I think so.
6905. Provided that the road were in this condition, newly formed, and had one coating of
pitching placed over the earth, and then a coat of metal on the top of that, what would be
the effect ? It would sink in places if the earth was not consolidated.
6906. Some parts of it would go down in holes? Yes, according to the time it was made;
■if it was made in dry weather, directly heavy rain came on it would sink.
6907. Is there any peculiarity in (he road itself, this diversion—is it partly cut from the
face of the mountain and partly formed artificially by embankment? Yes.
6908. Where the road is half in the solid cutting and half artificially formed, what would
be the effect, on this description of work, of the want of consolidation? The part that was
made wouid sink and be lower than the solid ground it was cut from.
6909. Would it partially slip ? Yes.
6910. To prevent this slipping, benches are cut, are they not ? Yes.
6911. Benches are flat seats cut on the mountain lower down, to prevent the earth from
slipping? Yes.
6912.
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6912, What portion of the Doughboy catting ia solid rock—what length of the road ?
Only abmit sis or seven chains j I am not quite sure whether there is as much as that.
G913. There is not at all likely to be twenty-two chains of rock ? No.
6914. You think six or seven chains? Seven chains at the very outside: not more than
that.
'
6915. W hat is the usual practice where the bed of o road is solid rock—is it to metal above
the rook—to put broken metal above the rock—or to allow the face of the rock to remain as
the face of the road ? To put metal.
6910. What thickness of metal is it usual to place over such portions of the road ? The
usual thickness, about 9 inches in the centre and 6 at the sides.
6917. Arc yon aware whether that has been done with regard to this particular work? No,
it was not finished when I was there.
6918. Do you think that stone you have designated as shale is proper stone to place on such
portions of road ? No.
6919. Should any difference bo made in the stone—is it equally important to have hard
stone as on other portions of tbe road ? Equally.
6920. Are you aware of what slope the earth-works on the side cuttings are—is the slope
carried out to the specification not less than one and a half to one ? One to one was
specified X think; as far as I know, it was carried out to that; it was not all finished.
6921. In this ease it is stated as to be band-packed with stone? To the creek. You are
speaking of the embankments.
6922. It is to the embankments ? Nothing of that was done when I came away.
6923. What is tho proper term for the metal, as used in this specification ? Good rock, the
best to be procured within a reasonable distance.
6924. What would bo the difference in price between pitching—you understand tbe term ?
Yes.
6925. Between pitching and forming a road of this broken metal, 9 inches in the centre by 6 at
the sides—what would be the difference in expense between pitching and metalling, and putting
on a coat of metal that thickness—If a mile of road were to be pitched instead of being
metalled, what would bo the difference in cost? That would all depend upon the thickness
of the pitching.
6926. The thickness of the pitching to be 9 by 6 ? I do not think there would be much
difference—very little difference.
6927. Do you think pitching would be equally as expensive as broken metal? Not quite
so expensive—about a shilling a yard less.
6928. Would the work be as good? Pitching would he uo use at all without metal.
6929. What is meant by ballasting in this contract? That is gravel.
6930. Ballast is the term used for gravel ? Yes.
6931. Would that shale he a proper substitute for gravel? No.
6932. Would it be as expensive ? That shale was got out of a cuttiug, and was paid for as
getting out of earth. There was a quantity of shale cut out and left on the road heaped up.
6933. By Mr. Hoskins : What cutting ? The Doughboy cutting—one of tbe cuttings at the
Doughboy. It was heaped up in the centre of it exactly the same as that.
6934. By Mr. Dalgleish: What would he the difference in the expense of quarrying and
bre iking a cubic yard of this basalt and this shale ? This was paid for as earth-work, at
Is. 3d. a yard, I think the price was.
6935. And was put on the road ? I do not know; I did not see it put on the road.
6936. If broken up and put on the road you would consider it equivalent only to blinding—
to clay ? That is all.
6937. It should not be charged as metal at all ? No.
6938. What is punning? Bamming down.
6939. Tbe clause with regard to punning, would that signify that the earth should be
closely rammed down ? Yes.
6940. If this was departed from what would he the saving effected per yard ? Something
very trifling, not a great deal; I could not exactly say what it would be.
0941. The clause with regard to fencing, in the specification, states that the fencing must
be of the best material—would you consider it your duty to see the fencing erected in
accordance with the specification ? Yes.
6942. And composed of the best material ? Yes.
6943. And if the best material were not put up, would you consider that a sufficient reason
not to have tho fencing put up, or would you compel the contractor to complete his contract?
I should think he ought to complete his contract.
6944. Should the material of the fencing or its construction be bad in itself, that would bo
no reason why the fencing should not be erected ? No.
6945. The contractor should be made to find good material and put up the fence as
specified? Yes.
6946. Are you aware whether that has been carried out ? lam not.

APPENDIX.
Should Mr, Quodling not send In any returns on Saturday next, Mr. Bayloy Is authorized to
send in £GOO on account.
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Mr. Alexander Charles Bayley called,in and further examined:—
6947. By the Chairman: You have said that the original contract for the Doughboy Hollow
wort was £6,379,—Can you inform the Committee whether the widening of the bridges on
that piece of work, from 12 feet to 18 feet, would be sufficient to increase the expense of the
wor]l to £7,000 ? Yes, it would increase the expense, as a matter of course.
6948. Then the increase from £6,379 to £7,000 was, I presume, merely a fair amount for
covering the increased work—the increased expenditure would he only a fair sum to cover
the increased work ? I think so.
6949. Bo you consider that the alterations then made were an improvement—such an
improvement as would warrant tho increased expenditure ? I think the alteration was a
just one.
6950. And you think that it was such a one as for the benefit of the public should be made ?
Yes, I think so.
6951. I think you have already stated that you did. not consider the improvements as
commensurate with the outlay generally throughout the Northern Reads ? No, I do not
think it is.
6952. Why do you think this? I do not think that the gravel that has been used will last.
6953. "Will you state what part of tho road is more particularly open to the objection you
refer to? That hy the “ Highland Home j” that is a piece of road that is always going;
a quantity of gravel has been put upon it time after time, but with the first rain it becomes
as bad as ever..
6954. That is not at the Murrurundi.Gap ? No; it is part of the Warland’s Range Road.
6955. Was that under your charge ? It was.
6956. Who was the contractor for tbe work ? I do not know; it was done before I went up.
6957. What is the extent of the piece you refer to? Somewhere about three miles.
6958. A good deal of public money has however been spent there ? Yes, a good deal.
6959. How long ago is it since the line was opened to the public ? That I cannot say. It
was open as a public road when I went up there.
6960. And it has always been a bad piece of road ? Yes, alway* bad in wet weather.
6961. How do you happen to know that a great deal of money has been spent on this road?
I know that it must have cost a good deal to make, and during the two years that I was up
there a very large quantity of gravel was placed on it, but with tbe first wet it was always
giving.
6962. Bo you know the outlay that has been incurred in regard to that piece of road ? I
do not.
6963. However, it is a bad piece of road ? It may be good enough now, but it is always
bad iu wet weather.
.
6964. Do you think that it is a piece of road that might be made good if the proper prin
ciples of construction were applied to it? I do.
6965. Then, although it is bad, you think that it is so on account of the work not having
been properly done ? I do.
6966. Bo you know if this piece of road was constructed by Mr. Collett ? It was done by
him, through the road overseer.
6967. You mean to say that it was a piece of work done by him, through an overseer, and
for which be is responsible?' Yes.
6968. Was it made by contract ? I do not know how it was done in the first instance. It
was completed and opened, and had been in use some time when I went up there. But it
was always the same, and was always sure to give with the first wet weather.
6969. Can you mention any other parts of the road to which this same objection applies?
Yes; there is the Murrurundi Gap.
6970. You include that in your remarks with reference to the use of gravel ? I do.
6971. What length of road is objectionable on this account? It is only a small piece of
the road. Some white gravel, as they call it, has been laid down on it, and it is always
giving.
6972. Is there any other part of the road that you can specify ? I remember no other at
present.
6973. Arc you aware whether Mr. Collett, when he inspects works on the line, does so on
foot—whether he merely rides round thorn, or whether he goes on foot and takes pains to
examine into what is done? I have always seen him inspecting the works on foot.
6974. Then he takes all possible pains to look carefully after all the work that is being
done ? Yes.
6975. Have you seen him engaged in this inspection at all hours of the day ? Yes,
6976. At different hours? Yes: sometimes mornine, sometimes evenine. according to the
time he-came up,
6977. Then you think he took all the pains in his power to see to the proper performance
of the:work ? Yes, I think he did.
6978. Was there anything particular in the works on the Doughboy Diversion requiring any
special
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special instruction or supervision from Mr. Collett? Not that I am aware of, Nothing
beyond what the Superintendents could carry out,
6979. But should you not gay that the circumstance of the Superintendent having reported
against part of the works, or having refused to give a voucher for part of the work, would be
a good reason why the Commiasioner himself should look more closely than usual after it ?
Yes, that would no doubt alter the case.
6980. There was, however, nothing in the character of the works themselves requiring
particular attention from the Commissioner ? No.
6981. Do you think the office of Commissioner of Roads is absolutely necessary? I think so.
6982. Certain matters could not be carried out without this office existed ? No.
6988. Supposing it to bo retained, then, could any of the inferior offices be dispensed with ?
Which offices?
6984. Either the Engineer of Boads, or the Superintendents? The Engineer is required—
the department could not get on without him ; he is the officer wbo should inspect the
works.
6985. You think that the Engineer ought to do the work that is now done by the Commis
sioner ? Yes.
6986. In that case would it not be better that the offices of Commissioner and Engineer
should be amalgamated ? I think it would be.
6937. There is no absolute necessity for the two offices ? No, I think not,
6988. So that it is rather throwing away the public money to have the two officers when
one person might fill the two offices ? In that light no doubt it is. It would, at all events,
be an advantage to have the works inspected by an engineer.
6989. Then if the Commissioner were also the Engineer, the work would actually be better
done by one person than it now is by two? Yes, in the way I have said.
6990. Are you aware whether Mr. Collett would be capable of undertaking the duties of
Engineer ? I am not aware.
6991. You do not know whether Mr. Collett is an engineer ? I do not.
6992. And you think that a person could not undertake the duties of Engineer without
being technically acquainted with the various works be would have to superintend—without,
in fact, having undergone a technical training for the office ? No.
6993. He must be a person fully qualified, by training and study, for his profession ? I
think so.
6994. Are you an engineer? I am not,
6995. Is Mr. Quodling one ? I do not know,
6996. Then the present Commissioner of Hoads not being a civil engineer, it is necessary
to maintain the present office of Engineer of Roods ? It is.
6997. But if Mr. Collett had'been an engineer a saving could have been effected by joining
the two offices of Commissioner and Engineer? Yes, I think so.
6998. Do you know anything of a testimonial that was given to Mr. Collett at Murrurnndi ?
I heard of it, but had nothing to do with it.
6999. You did not put your name down for anything on it ? No.
7000. What did you think of it—what was the view you took of it that made you refuse to
join ? ,1 was asked to join in it, but refused to do so because I did not think that any
Government officer had a right to take money for the performance of his duty.
7001. Who asked you to join? Mr. Cohen.
7002. He was not a contractor? No.
7003. Can you specify the date or about the date when you were asked by Mr. Cohen to
join in this testimonial ? I forget the exact time.
7004. Can you not say about what time it was ? It must have been last April or some time
in the beginning of May,
7005. Do you know who the persons were who were most active in getting up this testi
monial ? I do not. I took no interest whatever in the matter, because I did not think it
• was a thing that a Government officer ought to do, and I objected to the principle of an
official receiving money in this way.
7006. You did not think it proper ? No.
■
'
7007. If a testimonial with a sum of money had been presented to you would you have
received it ? I would not.
7008. Were you present in Murrurnndi at the presentation of the testimonial ? Yes, I was
present at the dinner. I paid my share for a ticket on the occasion.
7009. You went there because it teas a dinner, and for the fun of the thing, rather than as
joining in the testimonial ? Yes, exactly.
7010. You did not sign the testimonial? I mean to say that my name is not to the testi
monial for the money; I may have put down my name to the paper testifying to Mr, Collett’s
management during the time he had been serving on this road.
7011. Then you put your name to the paper, hut not to the subscription list ? Yes.
7012. And what did you testify to, when as you say, you testified to Mr. Collett’s manage
ment ? I forget now what the testimonial said, it is so long ago; besides I have never
thought about it since.
7013. Who did you say asked yon to sign ? Mr, Cohen, I think was the person; I may have
been a?ked by some others; the thing was very commonly spoken of,
7014. It was offered to persons to sign in an open manner—not at all secretly ? No, quite
openly.
7015. There was nothing underhand in the way in which it was got up ? Nothing at all.
7016. During the last three years have you yourself seen, or have you heard, in an
unmistakable manner, of any corrupt practices on the part of Mr. Collett, in regard to his
management
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Mr. Alex. 0. management of the roads ? No, I cannot say that I have; I can say nothing about rumours,
Bayley. because they are not to be believed.
7017. Has anything ever occurred within your experience, to make you fancy that Mr.
3 Jan., 18C2. (JoUett received a per-centage from the contractors on the amounts paid to them ? Nothing.
7018. And in regard to this testimonial your only impression is that Mr. Collett’s conduct
in receiving it was injudicious? Yes; I think that no good public officer ought to receive
money from any person in any way, not even as a testimonial.
7019. Is there any harm in a public officer receiving a testimonial from persons with whom
be is in no way connected in business ? I think there is.
7020. I suppose you regard this as being particularly wrong on account of part of the money
coming from contractors working under him ? I think it is wrong in any case j because in
a case of this kind everyone gives something, contractors amongst the rest.
7021. Do you know if persons who held contracts under Mr. Collett joined in this testimo
nial ? Mr. Mattindale was one, and he was a contractor j 1 saw him asking Mr. Weaver to
give something.
7022. Was it in the power of Mr. Bennett, or of the Engineer for Roads, to make altera
tions in the specifications for works for which contracts had been taken? It was.
7023. Then I suppose it was equally in the power of Captain Martindale, or of the present
Commissioner, to do the some thing? Yes; there is a clause in the general conditions to
that effect, giving them power to make such alterations as they may consider necessary in
the specifications.
7024. But was it intended that this power should he exercised in a desultory manner, or
only in cases of emergency ? Only in the latter cases, I should imagine.
7025. Then before this power is exercised ought not an authorization for it to he obtained?
Yes, I think so.
7026. And that authorization should come from whom ? The head of the department.
7027. Whom do you regard as the head of the department? The Minister.for Works.
7028. Then you think 'that Mr. Arnold has some control over the Roads Branch ? Yes, of
course, as Minister for Works.
■
_
7029. Now, supposing the present Engineer for Roads tells you to carry out, in the building
of the Yass bridge, on which you are now engaged, any particular alteration from the original
plan, would you do so at once, or would you hesitate about obeying him ? I should not do
it if I thought there was anything very wrong about the alteration.
7030. What would you do ? I would suggest what I considered to be right.
7031. But if ho insisted—if he considered himself right and you wrong, would you conceive
yourself hound to obey him? Yes, without it was something that was manifestly wrong—
something that I was convinced would not stand.
'
_
7032. And what would you do in that case? I should make a special report on the subject.
7033. Then if you and the Engineer differed beyond all hope of reconciling your opinions,
you would be obliged either to obey him or to make a special report of the circumstances ?
Yes.
_ _
,
7034. To whom would you report ? To the Commissioner.
' ■
■
7035. Not to the head of the department—to the Secretary for Works? No; I never
report to any one else than the Commissioner.
i
’
’
7036. Then suppose you differed from the Commissioner, to whom would you report ? I
should be obliged to give way in that ease, because he is considered to bo a person of more
standing in the service than I am, and bis opinion would of course have more weight than
mine.
>
7037. Because he is your superior officer ? Yes.
7038. So that if the offices of Engineer and Commissioner were combined you would have
no appeal ? No.
,
_
7039. Can you say whether, as a general thing, the alterations made as you have described
have been, as far as they have come under your notice, for the public benefit ? Yes, I
think sn.
7040. You have concurred with the alterations made in works under your charge, as a
general rule ? Yes.
7041. Did you send in a letter condemning the work, and then a voncher for the final
payment of the work done on the Murrurundi Gap contract, previous to the Commissioner’s
visit to the work in April ? Yes, I sent in a voucher, hut it was for the extra work, and not
for the completion of the original contract.
7042. You did not certify for the work you had condemned? No; not until after Mr,
Collett had passed it, and by his orders.
7043. Then it was on his authority, and in opposition to your .own judgment, that you gave
the voucher ? Yes. *
7044. Was the white gravel you have alluded to, part of the original contract ? It was.
7045. And though it was condemned by you it whs authorized by Mr. Collett ? Yes,
7046. Did not Mr. Bennett, before he left the Colony, authorize certain alterations in the
Gap contract ? The only alteration he authorized was the pitching on the banks.
7047. He agreed in condemning the work that you refused lo sign a voucher for? Yes.
_
7048. Did Mr. Bennett ever write to you, directing you to let Mr. Martindale have certain
work without tender? No; the only work that was done without tender was the pitching;
and that was given to Mr. Martindale without tenders being called for publicly.
’
7049. How was Mr. Martindale authorized to do it? It was in this way :—I wrote to Mr.
Bennett to say that I did not think the banks would stand without pitching, and that Mr.
Martindale would do it for a certain price. He then authorized the work to be done at that
price.
,
7050. Then the alteration was made at your suggestion ? Yes.
7051.
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7051. Were you written to by Mr. Bennett, to say tbat you need not go to Falbrook to Mr. Alex. C.
sign the voucher, for that be would arrange it with Walker—did you receive such a letter? BayluyNo ; I did not. I do not recollect it.
7052. How could £300 a mile be saved by the consolidation of the roads before letting the ®
traffic over, them, if the bridges were not built? I suppose them to be built when I say
that this will be the amount of saving.
7053. In making your statement you assume that they are built? Yes.
7054. Did you state positively that a lineal yard of pitching was worth the same within a
shilling of a cubic yard of broken metal? Yes, with a road-way 24 feet wide it is.
7055. But the road-way alluded to was only 18 feet wide ? Yes, I think it was. ■
7056. Did you pay 6s. more, that is 7s. for it? For what?
7057. For the pitching ? The reason that was higher was that the carriage was all up-hill
instead of level; this of course made it more expensive to draw the stone for the pitching,
7058. When the official instructions were given you by the Commissioner, did he direct you
then, or at any other time, to hand over the documents in your possession to Mr.-------or to Mr. Ilannington, to copy ? I delivered and handed over everything to Mr. Quodling,
when he took charge.
7059. Were the documents specified in the instructions? No, there was nothing specified.
I was instructed to baud over everything, and I delivered up everything—these amongst
the rest.
7060. Without reference to any particular orders ? Yes.
7(JG1. When did they leave your possession ? At the time Mr. Hannington copied them io
my presence.
7062. Did ever the Commissioner point out to you au error of 5 feet in the approaches
to one of the bridges constructed under your supervision ? He tried to do so.
7063. Will you explain how he tried to do so ? I say tried to, because it was proved before
I left the ground that I was correct.
7064. Will you explain how it was proved ? It was proved by the plans that, I was correct;
and then he said it was a mistake on his part—that he 'had thought there was a fall
from the bridge to the Willow Tree, hut by the plans he saw there was a rise.
7065. Did he admit that he was wrong ? Yes; he was obliged to admit it on the ground.
7066. And that you were right? Yes; and the bridge is there now to prove that it was
erected according to the plan.
7067. Did he censure you or Mr, Quodiiug for this presumed error? Yes, he censured me
at first. Mr. Brown was there at the time, and he knew that the bridge was correctly
constructed.
7008. But I am speaking of the approaches to the bridge ? I am speaking of the bridge
itself; there were no approaches done at that time.
'
7069. At one of the bridges, however, he found fault with you for the construction being
on a wrong level ? Yes.
7070. But afterwards admitted that you were right ? Yes.
i
a^s0 ceusurQ ^r- Quodling ? I had nothing whatever to do with that.
7072. Did he call your attention to an objectionable curve that occurred in another bridge?
Yes, at the Fun Chin bridge^
7073. At the Donghboy Diversion ? Yes.
7074. Who was in error there? I suppose it must have been the surveyor—I forget his
name—who laid out the line. Ho put a rather sharp curve on the lino when it might have
been avoided.
7075. Then it was not your fault or the fault of the contractor ? No.
7076. W'hat did you do when your attention was called to it? I altered it in accordance
with the CotnmissLoucr’s instructions.
7077. He was right then in that instance? Yes, he was certainly right to take off that
curve.
7078. And the alteration was an improvement on the original plan ? It was; and I must
say of the deviation altogether that it was one that Mr. Bennett disapproved of entirely.
7079. Of what you considered to be an improvement? No, of the whole plan. The
original plan was to follow down the creek, by which means we should have got rid of the
cutting. The plan adopted was laid out from Mr. Debenham’s survey, without an engineer
being employed.
7080. And which do you regard as the better plan of the two ? The old plan was a good one,
as it avoided the cutting; but I certainly prefer the new one. I do not know precisely what
was Mr. Benneti/s objection to it, but I think it was the cutting,
7081. Then, in your opinion, the new plan is tho better of the two? Yes; the one which
Mr. Collett adopted.
'
7082. The line adopted was that of Collett and Debenham, as distinguished from the line of
Bennett and Wells ? Yes.
‘ 7083. And it is the letter of the two? Yes.
7084. Arc tho gradients or back cuttings easier on this than on the old line ? I decline to
give an opinion on that point.
7085. Dnl the Commissioner direct Mr. Quodling to measure the big cutting on the new
line ? Yes; he and I were ordered to measure it.
7080. Both of you ? Yes; wo were to measure it together.
7087. What was the object in directing the two of you to do it? It was that we might
cheek each other. We had each to take different measurements.
7088. Did he do as he was ordered ? No; because the arrangements for doing the work for
a lump sum of £700 was mode, and so the measurement was unnecessary.
238—2 H
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lir. Alex. C. 7089. Then Mr. Quodling did not obey his orders because those orders were superseded by
Bayley. other arrangements ? Yes.
'--- ->
7090. .By 3Ir, Hoskins: But why were they superseded? Because a contract was taken for
3 Jan., 18G2. a iump sum-

7091.
7092.
7093.
7094.

,

,

Was not the work done on a schedule of prices ? No; at a fixed sum for the work.
By the Chairman : Have you seen Mr. Quodling at Murrurundi ? I have.
Is that in his district? It is on the border of it. _
When you have seen him there was he on public business? He might have been ; I

7095. Hid you ever know him to neglect his duty by going to Murrurundi ? That I can
say nothing about.
,
*. .. m
7096. Can you state the kind of timber that is employed in the construction of the Murru
rundi Bridge ? It is principally etringy-bark.
7097. Is that a good durable wood ? Yes.
_
7098. Is it a wood that lasts in the ground ? Yes, for a time.
7099. Is it as good timber as blue gum or ironbark ? No, it is not.
7100. Nor likely to last so long in the ground? No; but there is no stringy-bark in the
TIOL^HaviTyou beard Mr. Collett say that this bridge was too narrow ? Yes, I have heard
him say so.
7102. And do you agree with him in that? I do.
_ .
.
7103. Ho you know if there is any white gum used in this bridge ? There is not.
7104. Not in the planking of the roadway or anywhere else ? The planking was not done
when I left.
7105. You know the white gum ? Yes.
_
7106. It is generally considered to be a bad wood ? It is.
7107. It is not ordinarily used ? I know that it is never specified for.
7108. What is the objection to it ? After a short time it rots away and goes to powder. _
7109. Is that the case with the heart of the wood, or is it confined to the sap only f it is
the case with both the heart and the sap,
•
7110. Is it not the case with stringy-bark also, especially as regards the sap—does not that
also rot away to powder? I do not know that it does. Certainly not to the same extent.
I have seen stringy-bark last a long time.
.i
9
7111. Hoes this white gum have the heart of the wood of a white colour. Yes, white,
with a tinge of brown through it. '
7112. Not so red as mahogany, as it is generally called, or so dark as ironbark l JNo. ironbark is a very dark wood.
. , , , ^ i. ^
7118. But do you not know that there is a white ironbark? Yes; but it is a totally
different wood to the white gum.
7114. Is it darker than the white gum ? Yes, much darker.
7115. Stringy-bark is a light white wood? It is a light wood, but that is darker than the
7116° Is the stringy-bark that grows about Murrurundi the same kind of wood as is called
stringy-bark in the Southern Uistrict? Yes. It is exactly *be same as the stringy-bark
7117. Ho they consider the stringy-bark at Yass to be a good durable wood? It is very
7118™Dalglcish: Allow me to ask you if you have been brought up to any trade?
7119. How long have you been employed in the Department, of Works ? About five years.
7120. "What were you previously—what occupation did you follow? I was at the sugar,
I was brought up in the West Indies.
7121. You were employed in the sugar planting? Yes.
,
7122. In what way were you first employed upon the roads here ? I was engaged upon the
construction of bridges at Moreton Bay.
l»ti, j
7123. What experience had you previously had in this kind of work . I had put up some
■n^LAsaworkman? No; as superintendent of the estate. I overlooked their construction.
7125. Was that your whole experience of works of this kind? Yes, that and buildings;
I nut up some in Barbadoes.
7126. How many bridges were there put up on this contract ?
hight or nine.
7127. And how many were there accordingto the original contract ?

I cannot recollect now.

7128. Is this a correct list of the bridges, as contracted for to be put upon the line QG-encrai
Conditions in regard to Bridges handed to ■witness) ? Yes, this is correct.
7129. You sec ihe bridges Nos, 9 and 10 there? Yes,
713L WsvTtbeYost'of constructing these two bridges included in the £6,000 odd that have
been alluded to, and for which the contract was taken ? It was. _
, , ,,
7132. What would be the value of these bridges that have been omitted to be constructed .
71°33ld\Vould ^the amount saved by their non-eonstruetion be sufficient of itself to pay the
expense of widening all the remaining bridges ? Yes, I think so.
., ,
7134 Then no deviation from the original contract price would be warran ed for the widening
of the remaininc eight bridges, seeing that two were not required to be built, and that the
moneyTen s Jd w^uld be fqunl to the increased cost? That is a mere matter of opmion.
7X35. To mo it appears more a matter of fact? It is a question of calculation.
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7136. If you look at the list, you will see that No. 1 is a simple beam bridge of two 20 feet
Alex, C.
spans, and one 15 feet span j that No, 2 is also a simple beam bridge of one 20 feet span; Bayley.
No. 3 is a simple beam bridge of two 21 feet spans; No. 4 is the same with three 21 feet r—---->
spans; No. 5 is a simple beam bridge of one 25 feet and four 21 feet spans ? Yes, that is 3 'Ian ' 1MIquite correct.
These are bridges entirely of a simple construction ? Yes.
7138. Ihe next bridge, No. 6, is one of three 50 feet spans undertrussed, and one 21 feet
span, with beam corbels—this is one of a more expensive construction ? Yes. That was not
put up ; at least it was not put up whilst I was there.
7139. It is a more complicated and consequently a more expensive bridge than the others?
Yes, it would be much more expensive than any of the others you have mentioned.
7140. In what proportion ? I can hardly say.
7141. Would it be as expensive as the first three bridges put together? Yes, it would.
7142. Would it be equally as expensive as the aggregate cost of the first four bridges ?
Well, it may bo.
7143. Would the expense of erecting this one bridge. No. 6, be sufficient to cover the cost
of constructing the first four bridges I have enumerated ? I think it would. I think the
four might be put up for wbat would be required for this one, or very nearly. However,
it is just a matter of calculation.
7144. Then the expense of No. 6 bridge would be equal to the whole cost of the first four
bridges ? I do not think it would quite cover it.
7145. Would there ho much deficiency ? No, not a very great deal.
7146. Will you look at the plan of these bridges {Plan of I) hridgt yiroduced)—Are these
the plans you had to work by ? They are.
7147. Do you recognize here the plan of No. 6 bridge ? Yes.
7148. What would be the aggregate cost of the bridges 1, 2, 3,'and 4, as compared with
the cost of the single bridge No. 6 ? The difference in length would be the only difference.
7149. Would net the difference in span increase the expense; for instance, the first bridge
has two 20 feet spans, whilst No. 6 has three 50 feet spans—would not the 50 feet spans be
proportionately more expensive than the 20 feet spans ? Yes, certainly.
7150. And would not each span of 50 feet be proportionately more expensive than the
whole of No. 1 bridge ? Yes.
7151. This No. 6 bridge has to be erected also with beam corbels; that again is a more
expensive mode of construction than is adopted in either of the other four bridges? It is. 7152. So that if No. 6 bridge has not been made, there would be an immense proportionate
saving on the whole of the work ? There would.
‘■
< 153. And more than a proportionate saving if the work of No. 6 bridge is of a more
expensive character than that of Nos. 1, 2, 3, or 4 bridge ? Yes; the expense would of
course be greater for the large bridge.
.
7154. Then, supposing this one bridge, No. 6, to be left out from being made, would not
tho amount saved be sufficient to widen the remaining bridges? Yes.
.
7155. Then again, No. 7 is a simple beam bridge of three 25 feet spans, with beam corbels;
is that as expensive a bridge as No. 9, which was to be a queentrussed bridge of one 50 feet
span, with three 21 feet spans, with girders and corbels ? No.
7156. And would not the expense thus saved go a great way towards widening the other
bridges ? No doubt it would.
7157. Would not the saving from these bridges being omitted, not merely pay for the
widening, but also leave a balance to the Government, after widening the others? Yes,I
think it would.
i 158. So that the contract need not to have been exceeded by reason of the widening of the
bridges ? No.
7159. Are the D bridges built in accordance with the drawings you have verified? No,
No. 1 is not, nor anything like it; it is built with only one span of 25 feet.
■
7160. Is No. 3 built in accordance with the plan ? Yes, it is.
7161. Is No. 2 built iu accordance with this plan ? I cannot say; I was not there when it
was erected.
7162. Then, from what you now say, it would appear that you had not thought sufficiently
over your answer when you said that £700 was not too large an increase of the original
contract, considering the widening of the bridges? 1 did not say that it was on account of
the widening of the bridges, but for the whole of tho extra work that had to be done; I
said that, everything included, it was not too much. A good deal of extra metalling was
'
included, and I meant that everything being completed, and the road opened, the £700 extra
was not too much.
7163. Have you seen the bridges since they have been completed ? No.
7164. Are those that have been omitted the most expensive bridges to make ? Yes.
7165. Could you say in what proportion—in round numbers ? 1 could hardly say.
7166. As compared with one of the other bridges—say with No. 1 ? I should think it would
be about a fourth more.
7167. But there are three 50 feet spans in No. 6 bridge, whilst there are only two 25 feet
spans in No. 1 bridge? "When I say that it would cost a fourth more, I mean that it would
cost a fourth more per foot run.
7168. Can you state the quantities of work to be performed under the original contract
taken for £6,379? I cannot.
7169. Did it include the ten bridges? Yes.
7170. Of which only eight wore erected ? Yes.
7171. Were there any other heavy amounts of work to be done that you remember? Well,
I do not remember.
7172.
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Mr. Alex. C. 7172. Haye you any knowledge of the quantity of work to be performed under the original
contract, as compared with what had to be done under the new arrangements in which do
Bayley.

you think was there the greatest amount of work to be done ? I think there was more work
Jan., 1SC2. jn tije nCW agreement than in the first contract.
7173. Will you state in what way, seeing that, to begin with, there are fewer bridges, and
that those omitted are tho most expensive ? Yes, but then the cuttings became more heavy;
then there were 1,200 more yards of metal to be broken and laid down ; that is an expensive
7174. That was paid fur extra?

contract.

-■ ‘

•

Yes, but it was included in the £700 given beyond the

. .

,

7175. You could not give us any nearer idea than this of the difference of work between the
two ? No, I could not.
_
. . .
,
7176. By Mr. Hoskins: In estimating a contract at a lump sum, is not a calculation made
in the first instance based upon a schedule of prices ? Yes.
7177. But you say there was no calculation made in this instance ? Yes, there was a calcu
lation made of the amount that would be saved on the sums estimated for the bridges, and
of the cost of the extra work that would be required.
7178. And upon wbat schedule of prices was that calculation based ? Upon the one that
I saw here yesterday.
.
,
7179. Have you made any calculation to see if the lump sum given was in excess of what
the amount would have been had it been executed upon a schedule of prices ? No, I have
not, because I have not seen the work.
T
7180. But you can surely say from the state of the works when you left them? No, they
were only in progress then.
7181. As a matter of fact, can you say whether the money received by the contractor^ was
in excess of what it would have been had the work been performed under a schedule of prices ?
I cannot say what was paid him, because I made no measurement of the earth-work.
7182. Yon never measured the cuttings at all ? No, the calculation was made by Mr.
Quodling.
7183. You never ascertained whether the contractor received more than be would have done
under a schedule of prices? No. When I left he had not received more than the usual
amounts paid on the value of work actually done.
7184. .Then whilst you were there he never received anything more than the value of the
work warranted/a certain per-centage being withheld, according to custom, to be paid on
completion of.tbc contract? No, he never received more, with the exception of the £600
. whiehil.wjpi'authorized to send in a voucher for.
rnconv
. 7185. 1)53 you refuse to give the voucher because be had not done work to the value ot £600 r
‘ Tebuid not say whether he had done it or not, because I had not measured it. I believe the
work was there, but I could not give a voucher for it until I had measured it.
7186. Then you were authorized to give a vouchor for work that you had not measured r
Yes; I did it under orders.
7187. Were you ever asked to do the same thing in other cases ? No, never.
7188. Bo you consider it to be your duty as a Superintendent^not to sign a voucher for a
contractor to receive money, during tho time his contract is being performed, until you have
assured yourself that work has been performed to the value of the amount vouched for? 1
should not be justified in giving a voucher, until I was sure, by measurement and examination,

that the work was done.
__
,,
,
7180. Have you ever done eo in any case? Only in this one case, when 1 was uirccted to
'
so
7190. And who directed yon to do it—the Commissioner, Mr. Collett? Yes.
7191. Bid you remonstrate with him when he gave you this order? I said that I would
not do it; that I had nothing at all to do with the earth-work ; and then afterwards I said
that if he gave me authority I would do it.
7192. Are you sure that there was a sufficieut quantity of work done to warrant the payment
of the sum for which you gave the voucher ? I could not say positively, but I think
there was.

,.

7193. Bid yon ever hear anything of Mr. Martindale’s character as a contractor—anything
not very complimentary to him ? I know that Mr. Bennett had not a very high opinion of
7194. Id what way ? On account of the character that Mr. Martindale brought up from
Melbourne with him.
,
,
7195. What was it? Mr. Bennett knew very well that Mr. Martindale had not behaved
very well in Melbourne, in a contract he was carrying out at the Yan Yean Water Works.
Mr. Bennett told him that he must be more careful here in carrying out his contracts than

he had been in Melbourne.
_
7196. And was ho more careful here? He did everything at the Doughboy contract,
except the gravel, very well.
. . ,
7197. Do you know how he obtained that contract—was it put up to public competition.
It was.
T
7198. And was bis tender the lowest ? I never saw the tenders, and therefore 1 cannot say
whether his was the lowest or not.
on-r,
jvtj
7199. He had a bad reputation as a contractor in Melbourne ? So a have heard, but 1 do
not. know it of my own knowledge.
„
7200. How many contracts have you seen him perform daring your time? He has had
three under my own eye.
7201. Bid he perform them well? Yes.
7202.
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7202. Were they all submitted to public competition before be obtained them ? Yes, the Mr. Alex. C.
whole of them.
Bayley.
7203. Who was the particular officer who had charge of the Roads Branch, at the time these
tenders were allotted to Mr. Martindale ? Captain Martindale.
®
7204. That must have been some time ago? No, it was in 1860.
7205. You do not know of any contracts having been allotted to Mr. Martindale since the
accession of Mr. Collett to the office of Commissioner ? Yes; he has obtained the estension
of the Murrurundi Q-ap line.
7206. And was that submitted to public competition ? Yes.
7207. You mean the extension of the Doughboy Diversion? No; the extension of the
Murrurundi Gap line. It was an extension of the Gap deviation.
7208. What was the character of tho work ? Principally side cuttings.
7209. And that you say was submitted to public competition ? Yes.
7210. Tenders were publicly called for? Yes, I believe so.
7211. Are you quite sure that this was the case? Yes; I believe that notices were pub
lished iu the Ghvernment Gazette. I know that the plans were sent up and lodged at the
Murrurundi Police Office, and I should imagine therefore that the tenders were called for
in the Gazette.
7212. And was this the second contract that Mr. Martindale had on the Liverpool Bange ?
Yes, the second.
7213. What was the amount of this extension contract—what was it taken for? I had
tiotliiug to do with it, and therefore I do not know.
>
7214. You did not supervise the work ? No,
7215. Then you do not know positively whether he obtained that contract by tender? I
believe he did.
7210. By public tender? Yes, I think so.
7217, And this extension of the Doughboy contract, was that submitted to public com
petition ? Which extension ?
7iil8. The increase from £6,000 odd to £7,000 ? No, that was not obtainejUiy..public
tender.
,
^
,
7219. Is the Commissioner frequently in the habit of allotting contracts £o different persons.^
without submitting them to public competition, within your own experience ? Not within
my experience. I do not know of any instance of the kind.
' "
■
.
7220. Your services, I believe, were more particularly required in liking after the con
struction of the bridge at Murrurundi ? Yes.
'
7221. Are you sure there is no white gum used in that construction ? AVTar’as I-went I
know there was none.
:
"•
7222. What was there to be done when you left? There was the flooring and planking.‘to'
be done, and a cross-girder or two to put in.
7223. Was there much flooring to be done ? No; only about thirty or forty feet.
7221, Now with reference to the Highland Home contract, you stated, I believe, that the
money spent there had been wasted, or at all events, that it had not been judiciously
expended ? I did.
7225. That the road had not been properly consolidated or formed before the metal or gravel
was put on ? Yes.
7226, What fault have you to find with it besides this? I think it is too narrow.
' 7227. Would its being too narrow affect it in such a way as to prevent its standing the
traffic so well as if it was wider ? Yes. On a narrow road the weights passing over it
bulge it out and so cause it to give. This will always be the case where there is not sufficient
width of road to keep it solid.
7228. Is it your opinion that the roads generally throughout the Northern District are too
wide ? No; on the contrary, they are not wide enough as a general rule.
7229. Is it not tho fact that in many places the road is so narrow that two drays cannot pass
each other without turning off on to the water tables ? In some places.
7230. Is there any other reason why this Highland Home Road is not in a good condition ?
Yes; I object to the gravel used.
7231. Why? Because I do not consider that this gravel will ever make a good road,
especially put on rough, in the way they have done here.
7232 Is it not tho fact that the greater portion of the road between Maitland and
Murrurundi is laid with gravel ? Yes, such is the case.
7238. And that being the case, do you consider the roads to he made on a good system ?
No, I do not.
7234. What would you prefer ? Metal, on pitching.
7235. Would not that be more expensive ? Not in the long run ; it would bo found to be
cheaper in tho ond.
7236. In what way?

Because there would not be so much necessity for repairs.

7237. It would however involve an increased expense in the first instance, when the road is
laid down ? Yes; it is more expensive at first, but in the long run it will he found to he
a saving.
.
7238. So then it is your opinion, that if a layer of metal on a layer of pitching was laid
down at the Highland Home it would in reality diminish the cost of the road? Yes; if
that had been done at first, that road would not have cost so much as it has done since.
7239. How long have men been employed on that road repairing it, and' how many have
been so engaged? That I do not know ; it was completed before I went up.
7240. During the time you were there, how many men were at work on it? That I cannot
say. It was not above once in a month, or onee in two months, that I passed by that road.
7241.
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Mr. Akx. C. 7241, There were men, however, continually employed on it? There was a maintenance
Bayley.
t])prej J know,
7242. There have been several contracts for the repair of this piece of road ? Yes.
S Jan., 1863. 7243, And then there was a maintenance man put on it to keep it in order ? Yes; but it
always ^oes with the wet,
7244. Then it is not a good piece of road in wet weather? No. It is very good just now,
hut it will be as bad as ever when the rain comes on.
7245. Do you know the amount per mile that Parliament votes annually for the maintenance
'
of the roads of the Colony? Yes; £50 per mile is voted for the Main Roads.
7246. Has that amount been judiciously expended ? Yes, as far as it goes. It cnuld not
he spent better than in having men to fill up the ruts made in the road by the heavy
loaded drays.
■
7247. Mrould that employ two men for every mile? No.
7248. But £50 a mile is a very considerable sum to lay out upon new rfiads? It is not much
for a road; £50 a mile will not keep a road in proper repair.
7249. Yon are aware that contracts involving very large sums of money have been taken for
portions of road over Warland’s Range and the Murrurrundi Gap—can you say if good roads
have been made in these places? Yes, it is a very fair road now, but there has been a
good deal of gravel put on it,
7250. Is it grave! of a good quality ? No, it is very often bad.
7251. Would it not bo possible to obtain good stone for metalling anywhere near the High
land Home? There is some very fair stone to be had, but it is not the best.
7252. You say you may have attached your name to the testimonial to Mr. Collett, though
you do not appear to be very sure about it; if you did so, what was your reason for so doing ?
The reason why I put my name to the writing was because of Mr. Collett being so long on
the Northern Road, and the people knowing him got up this paper expressing regret at his
leaving them, and that sort of thing.
'
7253. Do you consider mere length of service, or the proper performance of duties, that which
most entitles au officer to praise? I did not venture into any question of the sort. There
was nothing about the performance of his duties in the paper I signed.
7254. Did you attach your signature to it because of the length of Mr. Collett’s services,
without any reference to other reasons ? Yes.
7255. It was not then because you considered bis management of the roads to have been
commendable ? That was a matter that I did not take into consideration ; I only signed as
a friend; he was going away, and it was a kind of compliment to him ; that was the only
way in which I signed.
7256. Do you think that the general system of making and maintaining the Great Northern
Road, or any portion of it, that has been pursued by Mr. Collett, has been commendable?
The roads to the north are much better now than they were; of that there can be no doubt.
In the valley of the Page, for instance, they are very much better than they have ever
been.
7257. Do you approve of Mr. Collett's general management of the road ? Well, I do not
approve of the gravel at all.
7258. Is there anything else in the system of management that you disapprove of ? I
disapprove of tho plan that is pursued in selecting pieces of road to make. I think there
ought to be a system followed of making one piece of road permanently good before going to
another. This running about from one piece of road to another only causes a deal of unne
cessary expense. The plan I would pursue would be to begin at one end of the line, and
go regularly through with it, making one portion completely before I went on to the next.
This would be much better than going about from place to place, doiog a little here and a
little there.
7259. Then you think it would be better to consolidate the money, men, and labour, upon
the worst parts of tho road, and make them permanently good ? Yea, and leave the other
parts alone altogether. Even now, with all the money that is spent upon the Northern
Road, the greater part of the traffic does not go upon the road at all. The bullock-drivers
go through the bush from one part of the road to another, coming on to the road in tho bad
places.
_
_
7260. And the consequence of this mode of construction now pursued is that the road is not
solidly made anywhere? No.
7261. Do you consider the road to be wide enough ? No, I do not.
7262. Or the bridges? Those that are being built now are wide enough.
7263. Was not ihe Liverpool Range Road within the district of which Mr, Collett had
charge as Road Superintendent? Yes.
7204. How long have you been employed on the northern line of road? From the 17th
March, 1859, to the 20th August last.
7265. Where were you employed? I was at the Wollombi first; and then I went to the
Falbrook Bridge, on the 1st August, 1859.
7266. Had the Liverpool Range contract been commenced when you first went on to the
Main Northern Road? No, it had not.
7267. Were you asked by the Commissioner to take charge of that contract ? I was directed
to take charge of it.
'
7268. Is it usual in the Roads Department to place one person in charge of a contract that
is being performed in a district of which another person has charge? Yes, where the work
requires constant supervision it is.
_
7269. What other contracts had you charge of? I had charge of the Sandy Creek Bridge,
of the Murrurundi Bridge, and of the Falbrook Bridge.

7270.
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7270. Whit is the distance from Sandy Creek to the Gap ? Forty miles.
Mr. Alex. C.
7271. Then if you had to overlook the Sandy Creek Bridge, it would be impossible for you Bayley.
to be at the Gap to look after the works every day ? When I took charge of the Sandy —A------ ■
Creek Bridge all the most important work on it was done. All tho piles had been driven, 3
> W62.
and there was only the superstructure to be done.
7272. How often did you visit the works on that bridge ? I think I went there about four
times.
7273. Wliat was the extent of Mr. Collett’s district when he was Hoad Superintendent?

It extended from Morpeth to the Doughboy Hollow.
7274. What reasons were given you, or what instructions did you get for being placed on
this work, in Mr. Collett’s district ? There were no reasons given to me. I was only told to
go there and look after the work.
7275. Did Mr. Bennett, when he sent you there, say that you were to have the whole and
sole control of the work ? He did.
7276. And that Mr. Collett was to have nothing to do with it? Yea; I was to com
municate directly with him on any matter that might arise.
7277. And not with Mr. Collett? No.
7278. Did Mr. Collett order you to make any alteration in that contract? No.
7279. Did you or Mr. Bennett condemn tho gravel that was used on this contract? Yes :

r did.
7280. What for ? Because I did not think it good; I knew it would not stand.
7281. Was a moiety of the amount claimed by the contractor for this work withheld because
of your having condemned this gravel ? Yes; it was kept back until Mr, Collett passed it
afterwards.
7282. When did he pass it ? I could not say the day.
7283. But do you not keep an account of all these matters ? I do; but that is in an old book
that is full, and I have not got it with me. I can however give you the dates of the letters
I wrote condemning the work.
7284. What are they? The first was the--------- 1860, and the other the 7th January,
1861.
7285. How long was it after this second letter that Mr. Collett came up and visited the
works, and passed that which you had condemned ? I think it was about the latter end of
January that he came up.
7286. He had then assumed the position of Commissioner of Roads? Yes.
7287. Between the time of your writing tho letter, and that of his visit of inspection, had
any gravel been removed, and any fresh been substituted? No.
7288. What quantity of gravel had been laid down, what was the length of roadway on
which it had been laid, and at what thickness was it laid ? I think it was laid down upon
about 7 to 10 chains of the roadway, but I am not quite certain.
7289. How was it paid for—by the load, or by the yard ? By the cubic yard.
7290. And was it proper kind of gravel for the purpose ? The specification says that it
was to he good angular ridge gravel.
7291. Was it so? No it was not; instead of being good ridge gravel it was a kind of
conglomerate of burnt stuff, all white.
7292. What was the difference in cost to the contractor between laying down this kind of
gravel and furnishing such as had been specified for ? It would have cost about Is. fid. per
yard more to have got proper gravel.
7203. And what amount of money was involved in this alteration—at a rough guess? I
could not say how many yards of it were used.
7294. But you can say, within a little, what amount of money was involved between tho use
of the good and the bad material? It is hard to say without knowing the number of yards.
7295. Did it make a difference of £500 ? No, not so much as that.
7296. When was this gravel spread, and who superintended the works at the time? Some
of it had been spread when this first letter of mine was written ; I was superintending the
work at the time.
7297. Did you remonstrate with the contractor on the impropriety of his putting down such
stuff upon the road ? I did, and I also wrote to Mr. Bennett on the subject.
7298. And did he direct the suspension of the work? Yes; he ordered me to stop the
spreading of any more of this gravel; and I believe that there is now in the department a
letter from Mr. Bennett to Mr. Martindale, recommending that no payment should be made
on account of this part of the contract until this stuff was removed.
7299. Did you intimate to Mr. Collett when he came up, that you had remonstrated with
the contractor on his using this stuff? Yes; I told him that I had condemned it, and that
Mr. Bennett had agreed with me. He said, however, that he thought it would stand ; that
there was a good deal of lime in it, and that it would bind well; on that account be passed it.
7300. Was the contractor a gainer to any large extent by having this gravel laid down in
preference to that specified for ? Not to a very great amount.
7301. But he was a gainer ? Yes.
7302. What time elapsed between the time of Mr. Collett expressing his approval of the
work and tho proposal to further improve the road ? It was improved in May 1 think.
7303. And this circumstance that you are speaking of took place in January ? Yes.
7304. Was the contractor bound to keep the roadway in order after he had completed it?
No, ho was not.
7305. Was he not hound to keep any part of it in repair for a certain time after completion?
Not by the original contract, but there was a subsequent arrangement under which this was
done.
7306.
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Mr. Alex. C. 7306. What was that arrangement? Be was to keep it in repair for six mouths, and was
Laylcj. to receive £175 for the six months.
r' 7307. Did be do so? Yes; lie bad men employed filling up the ruts with stones and fresh
SJan., 1SG2.
_
7308. Was this sum too much for the work done ? There was no breaking up of the stones
or raking over the metal so as to cover them properly. If this had been done the amount
would not have been too much,
7309. Then the work was not done properly? He did it well enough for tho first two
months j the ruts were properly filled, and the stones were covered with metal, but this was
not done afterwards.
7310. Were there a number of men employed keeping the road in repair? There was
always one man employed, and for the first two months, during which the work was properly
■
done, there were three oc four men. They were then taken off, and I think only the one
man was at work.
_
,
7311. 1 believe the road was in a very bad state almost immediately after it was passed.
Only that portion of it that had the bad gravel on.
■
7312. Gan you state when it was that Mr. Collett formally opened the Liverpool Range
Road? I do not think that it was ever formally opened. We had the trafiSc on a portion
of it in the November before it was finished.
[
7313. Can you say when it was that he finally took the road off the contractor s hands .
I have not got the date here.
_
__
7314. Can you not give us some idea as to when it was ? I think it was on the 1st of
March ; I am not quite certain, but I think that was the time that the maintenance man was
to commence.
„
7315. How many days previously was it that Mr. Collett was upon the road and passed it.
That I cannot say. I am not sure whether it was at the latter end of January or of
February.
.
.
7316. Can you not speak with some degree of accuracy on this point—surely it was a matter
that you must have borne in mind ? 1 do not remember. I have the date in another book.
7317. Was it previous or subsequent to Mr. Collett receiving tho testimonial? It was
previous to the testimonial.
■
7318. You are sure of that? Yes, I am quite sure it was.
.
_
7319. Do you happen to know whether Mr. Martindale was very active in soliciting
signatures to that testimonial? He never asked mo. I only saw him with Mr. Weaver;
and Mr. Weaver afterwards told me that he bad subscribed to the testimonial and that Mr.
Martindale had asked him to do so.
,
7320. Murrurundi is not such a very large place but that, if Mr. Martindale had made
himself active in this way, you would have heard of it? He did not tell me that he was
getting signatures. If he was doing so he would take good care not to let me know it.
7321. Wo have had a letter in reference to this contract laid before the Committee—let me
ask you if you recollect Mr. Collett directing you to copy a letter he gave you, which copy
you were afterwards to send to him in Sydney as if coming from yourself, in reference to
the amount required for work, in addition to the contract? Yes, I recollect it perfectly.
7322. Have you a copy of that letter ? I have already handed it in.
_
7323. At the time Mr. Collett asked you to write this did you make any remark to him
about it ? No.
'
. . 0 v- -r ,
i. ■
>•
7324. Did you not think there was anything strange in it? No, I thought it nothing
more than a fair thing; I did not think that Mr. Martindale would gain anything by it.
7325. Do you think that this mode of procedure was the usual course for. the superior officer
of a department to adopt—to direct an officer under him to write him such a letter ? It was
not usual, because it had never been done before.
•
7326. You thought the proposal a fair one ? Yes.
_
_
7327. Do you consider that Mr. Martindale was bound by it ? Yes, I think so.
7328. In your experience have you ever known an analogous case? No, I never before
received a letter of the same kind to copy.
7329. Wbat has been the usual course? When extra work has been required I have been
directed to make an estimate for it, and to send it in to the Sydney Office.
7330. And when you are told to do this you consider yourself responsible for tho correctness
of the estimate? Yes.
_
t
1
j
j
7331. Did you reconsider yourself in the present case ? I did not. I acted under orders.
7332. Did you make any estimate of what the cost of the proposed alterations would be ?
Yes; I went over tbe work with Mr, Collett, and we considered the amount only a fair
thing to pay.
,
7333. Did you estimate the quantity of work to be done, and tbe cost in accordance with
tho schedule of prices of the department?
Yes; we went through it all, and considered
it only a fair price for the work to be performed.
_
7334. Then yon think there was nothing wrong in the transaction, but that it was merely
an irregular proceeding ? I never saw it done before or since,
^
7335. Did you ever know an instance of the Commissioner authorizing a deviation from an
adopted lino without first consulting the Superintendent in charge of that line ? . I did not.
7336. Do you consider yourself empowered to allot contracts to individuals without sub
mitting them to public competition ? No.
...
,
1j 9
7337. Have you over received instructions to allot work to individuals without public tender ?
No; nor do I consider that I have the power to do so.
.
_
7338. Have you ever done so, under orders or otherwise? No, I have never given a
contract to any person; it has always been done by the Office. "When I have thought a
good
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good opportunity offered, I have written to the Office stating what it was, and they have Mr. Alex. C.
7000 ■ me an ans.wer>.accePt'ug i*- or not, as they thought proper.
Bayley.
* *i.^0 y011 consi^er.it t0 b® your duty not to sign a voucher unless you are first assured /---tiiat there is the quantity of work for which the voucher is required ? I am not authorized 3 Jal1 >18t2a youCaer UDiess I liave first made a measurement of the work.'
■
i 340. And you have never done so, cscept in the one case of the £600? No, only in
that case.
.
>’ And then you protested against being called upon to do so? Yes.
Vo, o'
Dof,Jar : You were the Superintendent of the Sandy Creek Bridge ? Yes.
\\ ho was tho contractor for the work ? Mr. Martindale.
: ■
’
-tit' t?15
Mr'
No> lie
nothing to do with it; he did the approaches.
-ojp' «
Palt
t^e work was completed, you say, when you went there ? Yes.
M4t>. Are you acquainted with Mr. Maclean ? ; No.
■* 1 *
■ ■
-nio’ A,‘e yon acquainted with Mr. O’Donnell ? Yes, I know him.
„ ,.
y°u happen to know whether they made any complaint in reference to the uilinEr
of this bridge ? No, I do not.
■
. .
r
r b
7349. Of what wood were the piles composed ? Of ironbark.
7350. Was there any red gum used ? Yes, a few pieces.
7351. Was there any of it decayed—hollow? No; none.
'
■
*
7352. And you consider that the work was executed in a satisfactory manner? Yfes; Mr.
Bennett saw it, and passed it.
>
73o3. Yon have passed near Mr. Kleinsingcr’s place ? Yes, I have.
'
u n IIaVe y°u observed a quantity of timber lying there, by the road side, the property of
the^(iovernment ? I have seen some timber there.
7355.^ Do you know what the object was of going to this expense of cutting and drawing
tuts timber r I believe it was intended for a bridge.
■
^ n- ■
<.
■ ■
I™' mfe t*le^ n°w being used by a contractor for another work ? I think they are. 1
"o-o ^Iie,,ca,;ca(iaantity of slabs there also? I have not seen them; but I believe there are;
iooS. Do you know whether a contractor has been allowed to use any portion of them for
a work he has undertaken ? T cannot say.
...
•
voen"
irere brought there at the time Mr. Newcomen was overseer ? X believe so.
7360. Are they used now? I could not soy positively if they are, but I’believe some of
them have been used.
■ '
'
7361. By Mr. I/osfofns Have you superintended contracts in which Mr. Miller, of Scone,
■ was the contractor? Yes, one. ■ * ■
.
_
1362. What was it ? JThe approaches to the Sandy Creek Bridge.
1 ■ f'
■
t363. Was it a large contract?1 No,-only a small one: '
1
■
■ ■ ,
7364. What was its amount? sNinety odd pounds;
■
7365. Was that let to him by public tender? No.
;
>
.
7366. It was allotted to him on his own private tender ? Yes.
'
s
*
"i?rR
'S ttle 0nl^ Coi;it,!‘act of ,Mr- Miner’s that you have been connected with ? 1 Yes.
/36e. By Mr. Dalykish: There might be some misunderstanding in respect to one question
i have asked yon. In answer to my question as to the comparative cost of long niid short
bridges, you said that the difference was one-fourth per foot run. Am i to understand you
that the short bridge costs a fourth of the price of the long one; or, in other words, if the
short one costs Is. per foot, the long one will cost 4s. ? No; by the difference of one-fourth
1 mean that if the short bridge costs Is. the long one would be Is. 3d.
■' ,
7369 So that if the short one costs £2 per foot ran, the long one would cost------? One:
fourth more,1 or j£2 10s. per foot.
7370. By tho non-enforcement of the consolidation clause yon say there would be a savinu
to the contractor of £300 a mile? Yes.
'
7371. How much wouldj that make on the contract? There arc about two miles in the
contract.
*
7372. So that the non-enforccment of the clause would put£600 in the contractor’s pocket?
7373. By Mr. Garrett: Are not 2,800 lineal yards of pitching 18 feet wide, with an average
thickness of 7£ inches equal in quantity to 3,500 yards of broken road metal? Tbat is a
matter of calculation.
■■■ .
t
.
7374. The original quantity of metal to be provided was 3,520 yards ? I think it was.
^3/o And the price was to bo Gs. Gd. per yard? Yes.
■
73<6. And the price for the pitching, of which there was to be 3,500, was to be 5s. 6d. per
^
*'1)c valuo according to your estimate ? Yes
. .
..
.
.
7377. In addition to the pitching are there not 1,200 yards of broken metal atf6s. 6d.?
Yes; but that was extra.
■
■
<
■
■
■
'
: And paid for as extra ? Yes, included in the £700.
o' /j addition t0 tlie i*200 ynrds of metal, there were 1,300 yards of shale for blinding,
at 3s. Gd. per yard ? Yes, the metal was to be blinded. I do not think that" any precise
price per load was fixed; it was made up in a lump sum.
1
7380. What is about the price per load of shale ? The price varies according to the distance
it has to bo drawn.
.
,
Istn' I,9n3s' ^d‘ Per 'oad a
estimate for tbe blinding ? I think it is a good price.
738-., V\ hen you say a good price do you mean that it is a fair price, or one at which the
contractor would be well paid ? I think be wouldffie well paid at that.
7383, In comparing the cost of the blinding and of the metal with the cost of the pitching
that was substituted, what would be the gain or loss to the Governmcut by the change?
I could not answer that question; it would require me to go into a long calculation.
238—2 I
7384.

,
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Mr. Alex. 0. 7384, By Mr. Lucas: The object is to bring out tbe difference of price in these articles—
Bayley.
tke price of the metal, the blinding, and the pitching, as against the metal for which they
—■'> were substituled ? I could not answer the quei-tion.
3 Jan., 1862. 7385. Wbat did yon say that the agreement stated that the price of metal waste be? It
was to be 6s. Gd. per cubic yard.
_
7386. Then if the metal was worth 6s. 6d., what would the pitching he worth per cubic
yard? About 3s.
,
7387. There was a letter produced here which you wrote to the department, sending in an
estimate for extra work required, and stating the price at which it would be done ?
Yes.
, ,
.
,
7388. Did you receive a copy of that letter from the Commissioner? No; I received the
original letter to copy.
,
,
7389. And you were ordered to send it in as if it originated with you, when in fact it
originated with the Commissioner ? Yes.
7390. Have you ever before received such a letter as that to copy ? No.
7391. Has it ever come to your knowledge that a letter of the same kind has been received
by other overseers or Superintendents? No.
7392. And you never had another to do ? No; that was the only one I ever had.
7393. You have had some experience in road-making—do you think that a road ought to be
well consolidated before metal is put on it? Yes, I think so.
7394. Have you ever known an instance of persons waiting till a road was soft before they
put metal ou it? No, I have not.
_
7395. Is not tbe object, in pitching the road, to get a good foundation ior tbe metal ?
Yes.
7396. And even when pitching tbe road, would you not endeavour also to get as good a
foundation as possible for tbe pitching ? Certainly.
7397. Does not pitching tend in a great measure to drain the road? It does.
_
7398. There are always cavities or interstices between tbe pitchers through which the
water drains, and so keeps the road dry ? Yes.
7399. Suppose that you were superintending the making of a road, and that you had the
works entirely under your own solo control and management, without being responsible to
any one, would you not in tbe case of a cutting to form an embankment, think it necessary
that tbe embankments should be well consolidated before you commenced macadamising it
at all ? Certainly, I should think so.
7400. What is the height of the embankment in this contract? It varies.
7401. Wbat is the highest part of it? About 6 feet or 7 feet.
_
7402. Supposing tbe earth for the embankment to be drawn solely from tbe cutting, and
shot into the embankment, would not tbat earth be likely to sink a foot or eighteen inches ?
It would sink a great deal; about four inches to the foot, if it was harrowed or shovelled
there,
7403. How long have you been engaged in tbe department ? About five years.
7404. Were you employed in it during Mr. Bennett’s time ? I was.
7405. Was it not tbe custom in bis time to cart tbe metal and put it in heaps by the road
side, and then measure it before it was put on ? Yes, that was the way it was done in 4Ir.
Bennett’s time.
7406. Was not that the usual and ordinary way? Yes; that was the way I measured the
metal on tbe Gap.
,
7407. By Mr. Dalglcish: Do you mean to say that an embankment would sink so much as
four inches to tbe foot ? Yes, I think it would if the stuff was shovelled or harrowed; that
is, supposing there is no rain during the time tbe embankment is being put up. ^
7408. But wo are not speaking of shovelling? It was all shovelling or barrowing in this
7409. By Mr. Lucas : Did they not use carts to tip the earth over ? No ; there was no
lead to require the use of carts.
7410. How was that? All these embankments were sidlings, so tbat the earth out out
from one side of the road was thrown over to the other to make the embankments.
7411. Then one half the road was solid ? Yes.
7412. And the other half was embankment ? It was.
7413. And that particular kind of road is one that will shew the difference between the
solid road and the embankments almost immediately ? It would. ,
7414. Is it not usual in putting metal on roads to put it on in two layers ? It is.
7415. Supposing the specification to be for nine inches of broken metal to be laid on a road,
is it not usual to put five inches on if first, to ^llow them to consolidate, and then to put the
other four inches on top of them? Yes, that is the way it is done.
7416. If work is done in that style what would he the difference to the contractor as
compared with putting it all on in one layer ? The only difference would be the difference
of time between the laying on of the two layers.
7417. He would be kept out of his money during that interval? Yes.
7418. That is, if the metal had to be measured in heaps on the road ? Yes.
7419. In the specification here it says that all the stone for each layer shall he broken and
measured in heaps before the layer is spread; and that the first layer shall be spread before
the second layer shall be begun to be broken—was that carried out ? I do not know ; I
was not there when the metal was pub on, though there was some metal broken when I was
*’^ere-

.

.

.

■

7420. Would it make any difference in tho price of a contract, if, instead of spreading and
putting on the metal in two layers, as specified here, the contractor was allowed to put on
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the whole nine inches at once ?
It would only make a difference in time j it would allow Mr. AJex. C.
him to get rid of liis contract all the sooner.
'
Bayley,

7421, What is your opinion, as a practical road-maker, of putting the whole nine inches of
metal on at once, instead of at twice—suppose you were in a position in which you were 3 Jan., 1862.
responsible to no person, what plan would you adopt ? I would put it on at onco.

7422. You have no doubt, however, as to the desirability of having a road well consolidated
before it is macadamized? No doubt about it whatever.

TUESDAY, 7 JANUARY, 1862.
Mr. ARNOLD,
Mr. DALGLEISH,
Mr. DANG-AR,'

m

Mr. GARRETT,
Mr. HOSKINS,
Mr. LUCAS.

WILLIAM FORSTER, Esq., in the Chaib.
W. R. Collett, Esc[., further examined :—
7423. By Mr. Dalglcish: I think I was asking you, when your evidence was interrupted, to W. R.Collett,
give way to Mr. Bayley, with regard to the officers in your department? Yes.
Esq.
7424. I think you stated that the Engineer is next in authority under yourself? The next
^n
jn authority as respects the roads.
7 Jan., 1802.
7425. In case a dispute arose between the contractor and the Superintendent, would you
consider it any part of your duty to consult with the Engineer as to the matter in dispute ?
Not as regards the roads, but as regards the bridges.
*
7426. Did you consult that officer with regard to the bridges ? I did consult that officer
with regard to two bridges.
7427. Did you consult with him prior to paying the contractor for the bridges that were
complained of ? It had no reference to payment; he was consulted in the first instance
about whether we should have three piles or four.
7428. You have not consulted him on any of the cases which have arisen from your
consideration of Mr. Quodling’s incompetency ? He has nothing whatever to do with it;
nothing whatever.
.
7429. If you were taken sick, or were unable to perform your duties, who would have to do
.
with it ? Some other officer in tho department.
7480. What other officer in the department ? Either the Chief Clerk, the Engineer for
Roads, or the Assistant Engineer for Bridges.
7431. How long have you been acquainted with the Chief Clerk ? Only since I have been
in office.
7432. Do you know his antecedents ? Yes, pretty well.
7483. How long experience has he had in the roads? I cannot say how long; he was a
second-class Superintendent of the Southern Road before he was appointed Chief Clerk.
7434. You consider that he would be the most proper person? You did not ask me who
would be the most proper person; you asked me who would take my place.
7435. I understood you to say he would be tbe most proper person ? I did not say so.
7436. 1 ask you now who would be the most proper person to fill your place, from his
fitness? I stated either the Chief Clerk, the Engineer for Roads, or the Assistant Engineer
for Bridges; it would entirely depend upon what he had to do.
7437. I asked you, in a previous question, whether you had consulted with the Engineer on
account of the roads, and you said, not on account of the roads but of the bridges; did you
consult the Engineer with regard to this dispute ? What dispute?
7438. The dispute arising between the contractor and the Superintendent of Roads? There
was no dispute.
7439. Was there no dispute about the consolidation of the road? There was no dispute
whatever.
7440. You know the tendency of my question—you know the consolidation has been called
in questioo, and that one witness bas stated that the contractor had saved £300 by the
clause of the contract not being enforced—seeing that the Superintendent reported that
this clause had not been carried out, did you feel it to be your duty to consult with the
Engineer for Roads respecting it? Certainly not. I deny it in toto—excuse my saying so.
*
I do not call in question your statement, but I deny that there was any dispute between the
contractor and myself,
7441. I did not say between the contractor and yourself, but between tho contractor and the
Superintendent? There was no dispute. I have evidence, if I am permitted to bring it,
that they never spoke together. The only record I have of anything of the kind is the
letter of 16th August, which I do not recognize as official.
7442. I am not asking you what you recognize as official ? I cannot admit what is not the
case. If I were allowed to produce the evidence I should prove that the Superintendent
and contractor never spoke, so far from remonstrating upon the subject.
7443. What called the contractor to Sydney to enter into a personal explanation with
yourself? I beg pardon, he was not called to Sydney to enter into personal explanations with
myself; lie had contracts on the Western Road.
7444. What called him to Sydney to your Office ? He came to the Office—I cannot answer
the question.

7445.
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W. R. Collett, 7445 What called him to your Office, unless it were this dispute between liifnself and the
Superintendent, respecting which he made a personal explanation to you? You assume that.
7446. What did you assume—did not you write a letter to the Superintendent upon the
7 Jan.. 1862. raatterj stating that in consequence of what bad passed in this personal interview, the
Superintendent’s memorandum or his letter of complaint was not to be considered; that
owing to this personal explanation everything was arranged to your satisfaction ? I should
liko to have the letter read; I do not thiuk it contained half that.
7447. The letter has been read? I have not heard it.
7448. You were present ? I beg your pardon—I admit that the contractor had a personal
interview and explained the matter.
7449. This personal explanation superseded the written complaint of the Superintendent?
No, there was no superseding in the matter; he personally explained to me circumstances
of which I was aware before. Having visited the works I did not require this remonstrance
from the Superintendent. The contractor had carried out my instructions about stumping.
7450. In looking over your evidence I see some little matters which appear to be con
tradictory—in the first part of your evidence you stated that you considered 51 r. Bayley was
Mr. Quodling’s superior officer? I consider so still.
7451. In what light could you consider that Mr. Bayley was Mr. Quodling’s Superior officer,
seeing that Mr. Bayley was employed on only one portion of the line over tho whole of which
Mr. Quodling had the superintendence ? If Mr. Bayley was employed on only one inch he
was still Mr. Quodling’s superior officer as far as ability went.
7452. Although I cannot now refer to the question, you stated that Mr. Quodling was
Superintendent over 135 miles of road, and afterwards when I asked a question you stated
of your own free will that it was not 135 miles ? I state that it is not 135 miles.
7453. In the former instance, without any question being asked you in reference to that
point, you said that Mr. Quodling had the superintendence of 135 miles of road ? According
to his own statement,
7454. I must find the question ? It had been re-measured j it was originally 135 miles,
but I had shortened it 14 miles,
7455. Had you shortened it that distance in the interval of giving evidence ? I stated
positively that Mr. Quodling’s statement was wrong as to the 135 miles.
,
7456. You have, in several instances, stated that Mr. Quodling was perfectly capable of
measuring, and in some other instances that a boy could measure what Mr. Quodling had
to do j in what way, and from what did you infer, from the first, that Mr. Quodling was
unable to measure the work in his district ? I never said anything about from the first—I
never used the words " from the first.” I say he was competent to measure, and that a boy
.
could do it; that is what I said, and I say so still.
_
7457. In answer to question 245 you say, “ I need not say here anything about his
incompetency, but it was impossible for him to superintend the works?” hlxactly so.
7458. What did you mean by 111 need not say here anything about his incompetency ?” I
did not wish then to say anything about his incompetency—to mix up tho subjects together.
I did not wish then to say anything. But I must say it is rather an unusual proceeding to
cross-question by reading from printed evidence which I have not been allowed to see. I
have seen examinations conducted before Committees at Home----- -—
7459. The Chairman: I must beg you will make no comments ? This has never been given
into my hands. I have had no opportunity of seeing it; but I must say it is a different
proceeding from what I have been accustomed to, and I have seen something of Committees
at Home, to cross-question me as to a number of questions put to me three weeks ago. My
evidence has been interrupted five or six times, and is incomplete, but when completed I
will stand by it; but to put questions to mo at tbe commencement of the inquiry, in order
to turn them against me in the latter part of my evidence, I do not think is fair. I have
begged to be allowed to put in papers which are necessary to my case, and this has been
repeatedly refused.
7460. The Chairman: As to whether they are necessary or not the Committee are to judge ?
I think for a witness not to be allowed to give in evidence what he considers to be material
is unusual.
7461. What is it you complain of now? I complain that certain questions, numberless
unnecessary questions, are put to me; whereas if you will allow me to hand in certain
papers they will explain these matters ; and by these papers I will abide, and will submit
to any cross-questioning upon them. These papers will furnish evidence which, though it
may not be to your satisfabtion, will be to the satisfaction of the world at large, and a third
of the time will he spared which will otherwise ho lost in questioning me upon these various
points.
7462. Have you any papers you wish to put in ? I have a great many.
7463. Let us see what they are ? If I hand them in I expect them to be read and to he
acted upon.
7464. I do not consider you have any right to dictate to the Committee what they shall do;
I consider your remarks impertinent, and will not allow this sort of remarks to be made.
You say the questions are unnecessary—that is not your business to judge? When I used
the word "unnecessary” I mean’t that they would not be necessary if the papers were
produced, as they would explain the various matters and save time and trouble in putting
the questions. I presume that if l put in a written statement which contains all the
facts it will be better than to elicit the facts by slow degrees from me.
7465. I have no objection to receive any papers that are necessary to the case ? I have
three times presented the papers, and the reading of them has been refused to me, and they
are in my possession at the present moment. I have three times handed in these reports,
and
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and they have been handed back to me; they bear very materially upon the present Wli. Collett,
question.
1*1.
746t>. Arc the papers you wish to hand in bearing upon the present question ? I do not
know what question Mr. Dalgleish is asking me; but they are cross-questions upon mv 7 .iun„ iar.2.
previous evidence.
v
j
7407. I cannot control the questions of Mr. Dalgleish P I wish to answer any questions
that may be put to me, but I say it is unusual to print evidence and to cross-examine a
witness upon that printed evidence.
tfoskhis: You said that you could teach a boy in a week to do what Mr
Quodling did in measuring work ? In measuring work.
'

7468. By

7469. What else had he to do ? To attend to the whole of his line; to see that the overseers
and men did their duty.
7470. What is tho duty of the overseer ? To measure the work.
7471. And a boy could be taught in a week to measure the work ? Yes.
7472* What else had he to do ? To measure stones,
7478. The overseer’s principal duty is to measure work ? His duty is to measure the
work,
7474. Has he any other duty ? Yes; to send in returns of tho work to tho Superintendent
—ho has a great deal of writing.
tllat a difficult acquirement ? Certainly not if a boy could do it.
74/6. What salaries do the overseers receive ? £2bb a year.
7477. And the Superintendents? £600 and £400.

7478. There is no part of the duties difficult of acquirement—the overseers’*and Superin
tendents r j\ot as far as measurement is concerned—do not mix up the two things.
i4i9. lou say measurement is their duty P One of their duties.
7480. Did I not understand you to say that the Superintendent had merely to measure
work, and that you were responsible? I did not use all those words—I say the Suporinteuaent has to check tbe measurements.
r
7451. ./Jy Mr. DalghisK: I must refer to this printed paper again. At 243 the Chairman
puts this question—" What were called tho Doughboy Diversion works were included in the
portion of t ie road of which ho had the superintendence ?” To which you have auswered

“ It was included in the 135 miles of his district” ? Yes.

7482 No one asked you about the length of his district or the number of miles of road of
which he had charge ? Mr. Quodling stated the'previous day----- 7483. What he did on the previous day had nothing to do with your answer ? I believe
1 have got to say yes to that—there are two questions mixed up in one—yes is it or no. I
am not aware. Do you ask whether I did say so or did not say so.

7484. You say in this instance that 135 miles was tho length of his district? I explain
that it was the length of his district one year, but not another, the road-having been
shortened 14 miles.
.
b
7485 When I asked you question No. 344, in which I did not say one word about the
length of the road, " I must still beg to say you are not attempting to answer my question ? ”
you replied, <f I beg your pardon, I do not wish to evade your question. The duty of Mr.
" y “odhng was to undertake tho superintendence of what he states was 135 miles of road. I
“ do not say it was ?” It is 121 miles of road, and yet it was 135 miles of road. I will explain—
by the old road or mail truck; it was 135 miles, arid the new road to Armidale is 121 - it
makes very httle difference whether I say 135 or 121 miles; I consider his duty to be
over 121 miles, and I still consider it to have been so.

7486. Do you know what were the antecedents of Mr. Shairp? He was first in the Office ■
he was then promoted to be Superintendent of Roads in the Yass District; and then upon
Mr. W alker s promotion to the Railway Department, he was taken back into the Road
Erancb, as Chief Clerk.
7487. Do you know what trade or profession ho was previous to being taken into the
Government service ? I knew nothing about him.
7488. The Chief Engineer for Roads—do you know whether ho is an engineer, brought up
to the profession ? No.
,
°
°
r
7489. The Engineer for Bridges—do you know how far he has received any education to fit
him for that office ?_ I do not know what you mean by “education”; I know both are
competent, and I think ten years’ experience ought to make any one so, if he applies his
-Joe t0't' -A ,naD Can *earn quite as much in his mature aSe as he can in his youth.
1490. Wbo is the next officer after the two Engineers—the Superintendents at £600 a-ycar ?
Ihey are totally distinct officers—one is an officer in Sydney, and the other an officer on the
spot. 1 should he sorry to give either one or other precedence,

7491. Are these Superintendents of the Main Road fitted by education or experience to
perform the duties of Superintendents at £600 a-year ? I imagine generally they are fully
qualified, I believe I have one of the best staffs in the Colony.
7492. Did you take part of the Southern Road under your superintendence some time ago ?
7493. Did you make considerable improvements in it?

I have been told so.

7494. Under whose superintendence was the road previously? I suppose you are referring
to Bargo now—you must refer to some spot.
7495. I am referring to that spot of which you say you had the charge ? I ask what portion
you refer to—do you refer to Bargo.
1496. We will call it Bargo ? Do you call it Bargo ?
•
7497. We will say Bargo—that is the portion you alluded to ? You do say Bargo; that was
previously under Mr. Moggridge.
7498.
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R. Collett, 749S. And was for a long time almost impassable ? . It was very bad when I came into
■K3tl-

7

.Tan., 1ftn2.

office; I had never been there before.
.
7499. You took the personal superintendence of that road—you took it under your imme
diate care ? Yes.
, , ,■
o T
j
7500. And succeeded in making a good road of it in a very short time .
1 made a ve y
750L Wbat does that say for the experience of the Superintendent or his knowledge of his
business, to have been so long in charge of tbe road, and not to be able tojnake n good job
of it. which you succeeded in doing 7 That may be explained by my having full power to
act, which he had not. It does not detract from his credit, because as Superintendent of the
Southern Road his power was crippled by tbe previous Commissioner, but as Commissioner
I bad full power.
. , T t
,
7502. You do not know whether he was fitted by previous education t 1 know he was
fitted.
,
7503. By previous education ? His testimonials were satisfactory; he came out as an
engineer from England in the same ship with me.
,
,
7504 He is an engineer? Yes; I cannot swear to what he was, but Ins father was mueh
connected with coal mining, and he had had knowledge of engineering and road-making m

France: these two facts I know.

o r -n

7505. You know Mr. Bayley—and you consider him an efficient officer c

4-1,^

I will answer the

first question, and I think the second does not follow ; I do know Mr. •Bayley.

7506. How long have you known him ? X have known him for the last three years, and 1
knew him before, some eight or nine years ago.
j -,l
7507. You have stated tbat you considered, him an efficient officer ? As compared with Mr.
Quodling.

o

7508. Only by comparison you considered him efficient?

^ 1

•

l

Only by comparison.

_

7509* Did you know anything of his antecedents ? Not so much, as I heard him sj*y in this
room, that be was in Jamaica previously; I knew be was Superintendent of Bridges in
mO^TMer this Government ?

Yes; I consider him an excellent Bridge Superintendent,

and although begging the question, I do not consider him an excellent Bead Superintendent,
and I never recommended him as such. I make a great difference between the two Superin
tendents, the one having charge of a local work, and the other being over work extending a
hundred miles and upwards.
. ,,,
7511. You have stated that you considered Mr. Bayley more qualified to look after
engineering work than Mr. Quodling? Certainly.
5712. Do you consider Mr. Bayley an engineer? I consider that be made an excellent
57if. Are you aware whether his experience has been gained in tbe service of the Colony ?
I imugiue that bis experience bas been gained in the service.
_
.
7514 Do you consider that it is proper the Colony should pay persons to acquire experience
to fill these offices ? I consider that there is a very great dearth of persons competeut to fill
the office of Road Engineers and overseers; it is a class of people that does not exist here.
7515. Do vou know what the works at Newcastle are ? Yes.
, „
7516. Do you know the bridge across the Harbour to tho Abattoir? Not at Newcastle.
7517 No, here at Sydney—the pier at Newcastle and the bridge from Pyrmont to the
Abattoir ? It is a pile bridge, I believe. I have not examined it particularly.
7518. Would it require more ability on the part of a person to superintend such a bridge
as that, or as much, as to superintend such bridges as have been erected in the part of
the country where Mr. Bayley was stationed ? Considerably more experience in the Dough75'] 9. You say there is a great dearth of persons qualified to superintend these works ? Yes.
7520. Are you aware tbat the gentleman who superintended the work at Newcastle, and
who afterwards superintended tbe bridge to the Abattoirs, is in the receipt of only i.250 a
year ? No, I am not aware of anything of the kind. It is too low if1(113 the cas<r ■“11°w
me to state that I believe there is a list of a hundred or a hundred and fifty applicants for
tbe office of overseer, but tbe Minister lias the greatest difficulty, after referring them to me
for examination, to find persons sufficiently qualified to fulfil the duties, and much more so
in the case of Superintendents; for it is not merely required that they should be gentlemen
possessed of engineering knowledge; there are many other things required; for instance,
7521. Mr. Hawkins stated that he was a tanner previous to being taken into tbe Govern
ment ses-viee ? Very likely.
• . j
e
7522. Do you think his previous education would have fitted mm for the superintendence of
roads? Certainly not.
„ _ ,
.
, .
^ ,
7523 Then the Colony had to pay for all bis experience ? I do not know that tbe Colony
hqd to pay for all his experience, for he was very well as a ganger over men, but very bad
to have the supervision of a bridge.

„ .

,

-

k.,

7524. Would you consider him qualified to take charge of tbe building of a budge,
especially with reference to the stone-work ? Certainly not.

7525 In speaking of that bridge the other day, you said some report had reached you that
it mivlit have been built by a tailor ? I beg to retract that expression on behalf of the
gentleman who made use of it. I do not thiuk I was justified in repeating it.
7526. Would not a tailor be as likely lo prove a good overseer over a bridge as a tanner.
As. the letter in which that expression occurred was a private and not an officialone, L beg
to withdraw it, and to apologize to the gentleman who wrote the letter for having used it.
i 0/ i .
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752j . Do you not think a tailor would make as good a Superintendent as a tanner ? I think Wr. B. Collett,
Esq.
neither of them would make a good Superintendent.
/528. Are you aware whether the bridge was built according to the specification ? T______
dfi nnh J
imagine tbat any specification could have three stones laid one over tho other without anv 7 Jan•’18f13'
bond.
7529. It was to be rubble work, was it not ? There was a mixture of rubble and ashlar
work ; I could not say whether you would call it ashlar or rubble work.
7530. Did you inspect the bridge after it was built? I inspected the piers while they were
building ; at least one pier was finished and another was commenced.
7531. Did you find fault with it? That it was not carried out. It was an extra
ordinary thing that, although I made two appointments to visit the bridge, when I went
there the contractor could not be found, although I know he was in Tamworth.
7532. Did you make any memorandum about the bridge not being carried out, or take any
steps to alter it ? I had no occasion to make a memorandum; my memory was sufficient for
that, and I had to report to nobody. I made inquiries at once respecting the foundations of
tbe bndge; the' foundations were built before I was in office, I beg to state.
7533. You made inquiries concerning them? I made inquiries concerning them.
7534. Were they satisfactory? While tho inquiries were being made the flood came, and
there was no necessity to make inquiries, for the thing spoke for itself. There is a great
deal of correspondence on the subject of the Bendemecr Bridge in the Office, which resulted
in the present piers being condemned.
'
7535. Would an unforeseen flood of that description, under any circumstances, with piers
similarly shaped, and with the mortar green, have been subject to the same misfortune ?
The mortar had no business to be green.
7536. Will you have the kindness to state why? Will you repeat yonr question ?
7537. Provided any other bridge, with piers of the same formation, were built of rubble,
or after the same specification, and with the mortar green, would it have been subject to a
similar accident or destruction that has fallen upon Bendemeer Bridge, if it had been
exposed to a sudden flood? Similar causes produce similar effects. I understand you to ask
me whether if a bridge were badly constructed as this was, it would be washed away. I
answer, if it were badly constructed it would be washed away.
7538. Had you reported, prior to the bridge being washed away, that it was not to your
satisfaction ? I did not report.
■
7539. When you found the work was not to your satisfaction you made no written memo
randum ? I wrote by the clerk to the Superintendent that the work was to ho taken out of
the hands of the contractor, unless it were properly done.
7540. Was any portion of it at that time improperly done ? The foundations were under
water; it was difficult to seethe foundations. The work did not give me satisfaction at all.
7541. What portion did not give you satisfaction ? What I may call the north pier did not
give me satisfaction. ,
7542. Did you order it to be taken down ? No, it was' under water, so that I could not
examine it as well as I wished.
7543. The superstructure was above water? No.
,
7544. The stone was altogether under water ? Yes; and nobody was working at it, although
the river was tolerably low. I was not satisfied with the cutting of the stone that was
above water.
7545. Was the coffer-dam taken away before the stone was above the level of the water?
The coffer-dam was there.
7546. If the coffer-dam was not taken away, how was it the stone was not dry ? That
was part of my object in desiring to see the contractor. I stayed there upwards of an hour
when I was on my way to New England, and I then left, saying that I should he back in ten
days, On my return I did not meet the contractor, and I can only say that Mr. Quodling
did not take the slightest interest in the matter, or if he did, it is my belief that it was
to tell the contractor not to he there.
7547. Did you not consider it was consistent with your duty to order the foundation to be
taken up and rclaid ? No, I think it was not exactly my duty.
7548. Whose duty was it ? Tho Superintendent’s.
7549. Even after your inspection ? I inspected that among other things in the
neighbourhood.
7550. Did you give orders? To have the foundation taken up ?—Certainly not. There
was not a man at work at either time I went there, and I wished to seo the contractor
about it.
7551. Your objection was to the fact that the men were not at work ? That the contractor
neglected the work.
7552. Not to the had work ? Not to the bad work.
7553. You did not object to the foundation ? I objected to the foundation being on shingle
with cement, but it was no foundation of mine, it was laid before I came into office. It
would not do for me to upset everything that Mr. Bennett had done, immediately I came into
office. It would not do for me to go diametrically against a man who was an engineer, and
who had carried out many scientific works. I do not wish to cast any reflections unon
Mr. Bennett.
7554. Were the foundations washed awaj' by that flood? No.
7555. What was it that was washed away? The pier was built where the bank sloped into
the river; that is to say, there was no water between the pier when it was built; subsequently
the flood came, tore away the bank, and left the pier as a kind of island, and did considerable
damage. I beg to say that I state this all from report, as I have not seen it.
7550,
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W. R Collett, 7556. Would Mr. Quodiiug be in any way responsible for tbat? I tbink through bis
■ Esq.
overseer be would be responsible. I would be sorry to say it was tbe fault of Sir. Quodling ‘r
tbe building was wrong in tbe first instance.
7 Jan.. 18f2. 7557, Would not the building be erected from a plan ? Tes.
t
7558. If the plan were wrong, would Mr. Quodling or the overseer be to blame? biotso
far as carrying out the work according to the specification was concerned, certainly not.
7559. That is his duty, I presume ? Yes.
_
_
7560. So that when you visited the work, and found.the pier iu that relation to the bank,
was it not more your duty to interfere than Mr. Quodling’s, to see that au alteration was
made? I stated before that the pier had not been commenced to be built.
_ _
t
7561. If it were not commenced to be built, it was the more under your supervision, was it
not; and if 'anything wrong existed, more open to your correction ? I had very little to do
with it. I did not take it under my immediate charge; I have visited the place only twice,
and that was before the flood. When I visited it it was not finished. I called for a state
ment from Mr. Quodling, which was unsatisfactory; and another engineer has been sent up
who bas condemned the site.
_
.
15 rr
756*2. Mr. Hawkins has stated that you visited tho bridge when it was finished ? I cannot
help what Mr. Hawkins has stated; I did not.
^
j
,
7568. Was Mr. Quodling responsible for tbe site in which the bridge was built. Not iu
any way.
_
7564. In what did Mr. Quodling’s incompetency consist with reference to the Doughboy
works? I think I have stifced pretty nearly before what my opinion was; that he was not
a person in whom I could have implicit confidence in conducting a work with^ the
engineering difficulties of tho Doughboy Diversion ; to do that properly it would require a
man’s, undivided attention, and lie. had a large district to look after. Although I was
Superintendent of the whole Northern District, I did not object to Mr. Bayley having the
superintendence of the work on the other side of the Gap, and in the same way I thought
Mr. Quodling need not have objected to his superintending the works at the Doughboy. ^
7565. If you considered Mr. Quodling incompetcut, how was it you sent a letter to him
directing him to take charge of the whole work from Mr. Bayley, as stated by him in his
letter dated 16th August, 1861 (referring to letter marked
8) ? That is only his
letter.
’ ■
.
7566. This is his letter in answer to your order to take charge of the. whole work ?. It is
no answer; it is perfectly uncalled for; it does not even refer to nay letter.
. *
.
7567. This is stated to be au answer to a letter written on the 12th instant:—In compli“ance with your instructions, I took the Doughboy Diversion works over from Mr. Bayley
" on the 12th instant?” Very well, that is an answer so far, the rest is uncalled for.
7568. Is it uncalled for, when a gentleman who takes charge of work finds: the^work is not
in a position that he considers right to make a report to that effect ? His previous reports
contradict it. ■ I shall put in all his previous reports, and these must be taken together; his
previous reports speak well of the work. }
.
,
j
.
7569. Had he charge of the Doughboy works ? Of the earth-works he had. :
7576. Wbat are tbe engineering works ? 'The engineering works—these arc the.; masonry,
with a very heavy retaining wall.
■ , ^
i * '
7571. Had lie charge of tbat? No, Mr. Bayley,
.
7572. Where did Mr. Bayley obtain any experience with regard to masonry ? He built all
the retaining wall on this side of the Gap, previously to Mr. Bennetts, and to my satisfac
tion ; he also superintended, the building of tbe stone piers at Falbrook Jlridge—a very fine
piece of masonry.
_
.
■
,
7573. Do you not think you could obtain the services-of an educated carpenter or mason
fully competent to carry on correspondence and to superintend such work, for the same
salary that you pay this gentleman who has had no previous experience? I know nothing
about it.
....
.
7574. You stated, a few minutes ago, that you found it impossible to get really efficient
persons to carry out these works? I do not think it is usual to take common masons and
carpenters to superintend works of this kind.
_

7575. What do you call common masons and carpenters ? You said so.

_

7576. I did not—I said educated masons and carpenters ? I have never met with them.
7577. Mr. Shairp is an engineer by profession ? I never knew it. ^
7578. If so he would have been a common engineer when you took him—have you, although
he was a common engineer, found him competent to fulfil the duties of Chief Clerk ? Very
competent. .
.
7579. Could not a common mason or carpenter fill the office of overseer ?., A common
mason or carpenter can earn .£200 or £250 at his profession, and that is all these persons
get. I acknowledge that persons in the profession have risen from the ranks. I presume
Mr. Coghlan, the Superintendent, is a person who in his early life was a common bricklayer
or mason, and I do not esteem him the less on that account; but I do not know where to
look for 'such persons—they are very few.
_ •_
l ■
7580. You were examined some .time ago before a Committee of the Legislative Assembly ?
Yes.
'
.
.
n .; .
1,
■
7581. You then expressed a great objection to be under tbe orders of common blacksmiths,
carpenters, &c. ? I do not know tbat I used the word “ common.”
.
. .
7582. I have the word here ; .1 find.the expression is.common ” ? “Common’’.does not
imply any discredit to the persons to whom it is applied ; it simply mean's general.
7583. You use it in the same way as the term “ common sailor ”. ? ,1 do not. I make a
distinction,between persons having a large fonndry like the Messrs. Bussell and the naan
who shoes my horse, yet I presume they are both blacksmiths.
7584.
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the kUor instance the person would be a common blacksmith? Very well.
W. It. Collett,
7obo. There is no special ground of incompetency you have to charge against Mr, Quodlin" ?
Es,l'
1 have stated in my previous evidence that the ground of the charge of incompetency was, ------*-----.
that 1 gave orders with reference to a particular cutting, which he either would not or could 7 Jun-. iSS2.
not carry out. The paragraph in my letter refers to this cutting which he did not measure,
and 1 presume therefore that he could not. He has now given his measurement to the
Ummutee, and I will prove his measurement to bo wrong; aud I propose to shew that there
were not 14,300 cubic yards in the cutting.
7586. By the Chairman : You say this is the only instance ? The only instance in which
1 have charged him publicly with incompetency. I wrote the letter which Mr. Shairn
copied.
r
/587. By Mr Dalgleish: Have you any papers shewing the amount of work in the big
cutting / (2 he tvtfne&sproduced a memaranduTii book?)
7588. What book is that ? Mr. Haunington’s.
<589. Are these Mr. Hanuington’s measurements ? Yes.
<590. You. are convinced that Mr. Hannington’s measurements arc right? ' No, I am
convinced toat Mr. Hannington’s measurements are wrong.
’
7591. I thought you were going to hand them in to prove that Mr. Quodling’s measurements
were wrong? Yea.
■
<592. I thought you said that Mr. Hannington’s measurements were wrong ? Yes, so they
i»re ; but- they prove that there could not be 14,300 cubic yards of cutting there.
*
7593. Can you hand in a correct account ? I can band in what I paid, which I presume to
be the correct account. That is one of tbe accounts X will hand in at the completion of my
Evidence.
r
J
7594. Will you hand in now an account shewing that Mr. Quodling is wrong in his measurementsr {The witness handed in a memorandum book?)
7595. Is that Mr. llannington’s measurements ? Yes.
7596. You say that is not correct? Because it is in excess.
7597. By Mr. Hoskins : Have you made an accurate measurement ? I have made it myself
12,000 cubic yards.
1
■
■ '
J
7598. How many yards of that is rock ? It is paid for at Is. lOd. rock and shale—not shale,
rock and earth.
7599. How much of tho total quantity is earth ? I do not know.
7600. Nor how much is shale ? No,
*
7601. How then can wo compare it with tho other? It is all at la. lOd.
7602. liartb, rock and shale? Everything; the big cutting was to be Is. lOd. per cubic
yard.
1
‘
■
■
7603. Was that to bo according to the specification ? No, extra work entirely. The bio
cutting, which was in lieu of the two bridges, was to consist of so many cubic yards of earth
and rock at ls.‘10d.
*
7604. By Mr. Dalgleish : Did, you not receive a report to say that one side of tho road was
slipping ? It could not slip—it was in the solid.
761)5. Did you receive a report to the effect that on one portion of the Doughboy works
there was a slip ot the road ? No; and if I had ,1 should not have taken any notice of it, os
it could not he true—it was solid.
■
r
7606. I thought some portion of it was not solid—that a portion of it was cut into the hill
and a portion was embankment? No, the whole was iu the solid rock.
7607. What portion of tho road is that which is partly in the solid and partly made ? The
whulc of the road is in the solid ; that is to say, the road in the big cutting is twenty feet
wide, but with tho embankment it is about forty feet, but I do not consider the portion where
the dirt is thrown down as the road.' The original plan was to have a fifteen foot road cut
into the solid and five feet thrown out, but I said “ This is a very dangerous road,” and I
had the whole width cut into the solid.
7608: You agreed for it in the solid at a lump sum? I agreed for it at the yard.
7609. I thought you agreed for a lump sum ? Not at all. I agreed to pay Is. lOd. a yard.

7610. Did not a lump sum supersede that Is. lOd. a yard ? Yes, a lump sum superseded
tho Is. 10d., in so far that the contractor was to be satisfied with £7,000.
7611. Is the contractor to bo satisfied with £7,000? He would have been satisfied with
£7,000, but I cannot judge whether ho will be now. I have had no communication with
him since the work has been finished.
7612. He would have been satisfied ? He would liave been satisfied.
7613. In what way are we to understand that ? Because his character had not then been
assailed; statements would not have been made so much as to infer that there was an under
standing between him and myself—an insinuation which he repudiates as strongly as myselfbut now that his character is attacked, and that he is represented as corrupt and everything
that is bad, he may insist upon the work being measured'
7614. Is it at his option that the work is to be measured? No, I do not think it is - I
should not give him the option.
’

7615. If he demands to have the work measured, could not the Government demand to have
the whole work valued in proportion to the original contract? I cannot give an answer as
io what the Government would do—J know what I should do.
7616. Would you, as Commissioner of Roads, consider it your duty to do so ? If this was
an agreement which he considered binding, the circumstances would not alter tbat.
7617. You gave one of your Superintendents instructions to write a letter to you with
reference to this lump sum of £7,000 ?, Yes.
7618. Had you any conversation with the contractor prior to that, on the same subject? No ,
283-2 K
7619.*'

■
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■W, B. Collett, 70j g ^hat led you to instruct your Superintendent to address this letter composed by your
Self to yourself? I wanted to bind the contractor, if possible, to this £7,000—that was my
7 Jml, 1862,

7620*'Could a simple letter of which the contractor bad no knowledge have that effect? He
had knowledge of it; Mr. Bayley was to speak to the contractor on the subject.
7621. Had you not spoken to the contractor prior to that? I had, but he had refused to do
it for £7,000, his amount was £7,439; he sent in a tender for that amount.
_
7622. Have you got that tender ? Mr. Bayley had it; I told him to bring all his papers.
7628. Was that sent to Mr. Bayley—you said it was sent in—I understand by that, that it
was sent to tbe Office ? It was not sent to the Office officially ; there is a difference.
7624. Was it sent to the Office at all ? By Mr. Bayley ?
7625. By any one? I am not aware. I believe it is in the Office now.
7626. Ho you band it in ? No, I do not hand it in; it is merely a tender from the contractor
to do the work for a certain sum.
'
.
7627. You refuse to band it in ? No, I do not refuse to hand it in.
7628. Will you hand it in ? I think I have got it. (Tht witness searched among Am
papers')- It is on a very small slip of paper; I do not know where to look for it. H was to
this effect—that the contractor was asked to do extra works, and he would require £',439 to
do them. We had not that money to spend, but we had £t,000, and my object m getting
Mr Bayley to write that letter was, that he should do the work to my satisfaction for £f ,696
-that was altering the slope from one to one, to one and three-quarters I presume that
the contractor tacitly consented, for the correspondence stopped. This letter was to form
the ground-work of a future agreement with the contractor.
7629. You had exceeded the original contract without any agreement whatever
1 think
without any agreement, except that I had the power to exceed the contract under the 9th
clause of the conditions. The Commissioner can at any time extend or reduce tbe work ot
7630. If he can extend or reduce the work, must it not he done by agreement ? I think
not, where there is a schedule of prices.
,
7631. Will you hand in the paper I asked for before ? Which paper (
7632. The contract ? It is not a contract—it is a slip of paper. I have no wish to conceal
it, though I may say it is a private contract.
7633. Will you explain how the contractor came to offer to perform a certain quantity of
work at a certain price, unless you had had a prior conversation with him . There is a
certain paper which will'prove to you that he had more work done than would come to
£7,000, and this tender of his, which is notan official tender, was stating what he would
require to finish the work as I required it to be finished.
. . , , ,
7634. It seems to be extraordinary that you should require your Superintendent to copy
your own letter and to send it to yourself ? Not at all.
,
7635. If it were not extraordinary, what would lead to it? Because there must be a com
mencement to an agreement of tbat description; that is to say, I had the ^™en
interest at heart, and I wished to make an agreement which would benefit the Government
to the extent of £500, and I therefore considered myself justified m writing this letter.
That was the object of this letter. I wanted him to complete the work to my satisfaction
for £7,000, and you must remember that at this time seven-tenths of the work was done, ihe
only thing was to ask him whether he would do it, and as Mr. Bayley—as you have heard
him state—wished to have everything in writing, I wrote this. This was a plan entirely
my own, and so far from being anything wrong, or in favor of the contractor, it was against
the contractor, which, from the work done, can be proved.
. ,
7636 In what way could the contractor be bound by your letter, sent by your Superinten
dent to yourself? Tbe letter states that Mr. Martindale is willing to do BO-and-so.
7637 Would not the regular way have been, for Mr. Martindale to have written himself
that he was willing-why should your Superintendent have been instructed to write a
copy of your letter, that he was willing? To form the basis of an agreement with Mr.
toss'

Would not the basis have been more satisfactory if Mr. Martindale had written him

self? Not to me as Commissioner.
7639. Has Mr. Martindale written to you ? Yes, repeatedly.
7640. Has be acknowledged this contract ? No.
7641. What basis of agreement did this form ? It formed the basis of the agreement that
he .should do the work for a lump sum of £7,000.
- «7 aco
7642 Mr Bayley’s stating that Mr. Martindale was willing to take this contract tor £t,666
does not bind the contractor to take that sum ? No; but it formed a basis upon which an
7GHl'^Som™convers^icufmust have preceded this; yon must have become aware that Mr.
Martindale was ready to take this? No, I had no conversation with him
7644. Does it not strike you as very irregular for you to write a letter or to dictate a letter
to yourself, stating that another person was ready, not to perform a contract at certain prices,
tut___ ? If I had thought it had been irregular I would not have done it. _
_
7645. What do you think it now, on reflection? I think it may be twisted into an irregu
larity, but the object was right and justifiable.
i, „
r«.i-a
7646 The intention was right? Yes. I considered it no more than a bargain to get a
certain work done for a certain price. If you have a certain quantity of work to be done,
and vou are afraid tbat it will exceed the sum you have at your disposal, you may say you
will give the contractor such or .such a sum to finish it—there is nothing wrong in the
matter.

.
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7647. If y°u got your clCTk to write to you that the contractor was willing to finish the W. B. Collett.work for a certain price, would you consider that right ? Yes.
Es*
7648. And that the contractor would be bound by it ? That is another question. I think
it would be perfectly right.
7 Jan, .laa*,.
7649. What would be the object? To save money to the person who was building the

T!lls letter that you wrote, or that you directed Mr. Bayley to write, could not bind
a third party? If you have officers and clerks under you, they are merely instruments in
your hands. Mr. Bayley was merely au instrument; Mr. Shairp was an instrument. I
do not wish to screen myself from any consequences; but I found upon entering office that
Captam^Martiudalc and Mr. Bennett had done the same thing that I have done.
7051. Captain Martindale drafting a letter to a Superintendent, aud telling that Superin
tendent to copy the letter aud to send it to him ? The same as I would, he sends a letter
to the clerk to copy.
In tl3at casc he sig133
letter himself? X beg pardon, he says “ I am directed”____
« it n „
dr,reote,i h? the Commissioner” to write to the Commissioner. Does it begin
Mr. Collett, I am directed by the Commissioner”-------? I should think not, if it were
sent to myself.
7654. There is a vast difference between a letter sent to another person and a letter to the
Commissioner himself? I cannot see the distinction.
7055. % jWK Hoskins.- I think you said, in reply to a question of Mr. Forster, that you
believe Mr. Martindale is a very efficient and very trustworthy contractor ? Yes.
7656. You have never heard anything to his prejudice ? Not in this Colony; I can not
answer for what:muy have taken place anywhere else*
7657. Did you ever hoar any rumours in reference to Mr. Martindale’s qualifications- and
reputation as a contractor? Yes, as a contractor. I have heard that he undertook certain
works in Victoria, and that in consequence of his partner’s insolvency, he failed to carry
them out.
J
7058. Did you ever hear that he had been implicated in a discreditable transaction in
Victoria ? Never, and I very much doubt it.
7659. You have heard nothing to his discredit, except his insolvency ? There was a charge
against him in Victoria, which became, as far as I understood, matter of investigation
between the Government and the contractor, in which Mr. Martindale claimed a certain
sum of money, £700, and after I think four years’ investigation, the Government admitted
they were in the wrong, and paid Mr. Martindale the £700.
7660. This is a letter {producing the letter) from the Commissioner of Beads and Bridges
at Melbourne, to the Chairman of this Committee.
{The Chairman read the letter.
Vide Separate Appendix A.) Did you ever hear anything corroborative of that ?
No, I do
not thiuk it requires much corroboration. I think Mr. Steavenson believes that Mr. Martin
dale acted improperly; still, it is one thing to believe that he acted improperly as the ammt
of a contractor, and another to prove that he had acted dishonestly as a contractor, 'the
first part of tbe letter I tbink, states that be became insolvent.
7661. The second paragraph says, " His conduct was very unsatisfactory, he having become
“ inso*venk whilst a contractor, and more recently, having been responsible a^ent of a con“ tractor on whose work a flagrant fraud was perpetrated, which I believe could not have
"
effected without his (Martindale’s) knowledge ”? He believed so.
7662. If you, in your capacity as Road Commissioner, believed that the agent of a con
tractor bad been guilty of a fraud, had been privy to it, or must have known it in his
capacity of agent, should you consider that he would be qualified to superintend any contract,
or to enter into any contract with the Government? I considered when I found certain
officers who were appointed, recognized, and approved, by my predecessors in office, that I had
a right to assume their conduct and character were satisfactory. These charges had been
investigated by Captain Martindale and Mr. Bennett; they were also, I presume, inquired
into by Mr. Vileox, Sir Morton Peto’s agent; nevertheless Mr, Martindale got a large
railway contract, the Gap contract, and others. He was the lowest tenderer for the new
contract, and the question never came before me'at all. I have already stated tbat tbe
Minister and the Minister alone gives these contracts; the notice to take this contract was
given by Captain Martindale ; I never gave it to Mr. Martindale at all.
7663. You have given Mr. Martindale contracts subsequently ? I beg pardon, I have never
given Mr. Martindale any contract—that is a part of the duty I have nothing to do with;
the Minister gives the contract to the lowest tender, without ever inquiring into the antece
dents of the party, and if it were intended to inquire in one case .there should bo public
notice given that the antecedents of the parties would be inquired into. We have this
regulation, that if a contractor does not fulfil his contract, or throws it up, he is disqualified,
but we do not make any inquiry as to previous character,
’
7664. Bat if you had heard that a person who had taken a contract under you or the Min
ister for Works had committed a fraud, by using an inferior article, that had not been noticed
at the time, an inferior article to what was specified in the terms of the contract, would you
consider that that person ought not to be disqualified for holding a contract, if the fraud
were afterwards discovered ? If it were done in an official manner, by the Superintendent
or Commissioner reporting to the Minister. I consider that the Commissioner or Super
intendent has nothing to do with the Minister in the first allotment of the contract. If I
represented that such and such a person bad been insolvent in Victoria _____
7665. I say nothing about insolvency. I will put a particular case;—Suppose a person
undertook to build a bridge according to a specification, the bridge to be constructed of a
certain kind of timber—after tbe bridge had been passed, and he had received the money,
it
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W. K. Collett, it were discovered tiiat lie liad used an arlicle inferior to tiiat specified, ivould you not conl!jSCisidor that a fraud ? If an inferior article were used for the purpose of fraud I should consider

'---- it so, but in many instances an inferior article is used because there is no superior to be
7 Jan., 1P62. obtained.
_
7Gt>6. Suppose there tvere no authorization from a Government officer to use an inferior
article—that it was used without having been previously authorized ? Probably a reduction
io price would be made. For instance, there is an inferior article used at Page Bridge, we
know that, and we get two inches more stuff; tbe beams instead of beiug twelve inches are
fourteen.
'
7G67. That is a case where the inferior article has been used with the knowledge of the
G-overnracnt officer; I ask you whether, where the Government officer is not aware of sueli
substitution, and the contractor has been paid the amount specified, and has thereby realized
a greater profit than could have been derived from the contemplated plan, you consider-—?
J consider that both Superintendent and contractor should be dismissed. It is the business
of the Superintendent to see that proper stuff is used ; and he is as culpable ns the
contractor,
7GG8. I think you told ns that from the conditions of your appointment, which you handed
in, you consider yourself empowered to allot and extend contracts ? To extend them.
7669. Not to allot ? Not to allot; certainly not. I make a marked distinction—I have no
power to allot otherwise than the Parliament intend; contracts must come from the Minister.
The money for maintenance is at my disposal.
_
_
.
7670. Are there not contracts allotted to persons—for instance, this Highland Home—for
which specific sums Lave not been voted by Parliament? They have been voted for places
between certain points ; for instance, between Grass-tree Hill and Murrurundi.
7671. You are talking of maintenance contracts? No, I am speaking of actual contracts,
for wbich in 1859 the money was expended.
'
7672. Do you mean to say that you never allotted contracts to any persons without having
them submitted to public competition ? "We have taskwork out of maintenance money,
that is the distinction we make.
_
7673. No other contracts ? No other contracts—no fresh contracts; we may have extensions
of previous contracts at the same price.
_
_
7674. Did not Mr. Martindale have a contract, for the Doughboy extension at the ‘Willow
Tree, for culverts? He had to build culverts, but they were tasks, which is a great
distinction, because wo had no contract money for that—that was maintenance money. The
Superintendent sends in a request that such and such work should be undertaken by task.
7675. What is the maximum amount of contract you consider yourself empowered to allot
out of maintenance money, without submitting it to competition? £300 is the maximum
I allow the Superintendents, but they seldom get so high as that.
7676. What is the maximum you allot yourself ? I have nothing to do with that; it must
come in the shape of a recommendation from the Superintendent to me; it docs not originate
with me.
,
7677. Did you not allot this estension of the amount of works in the Doughboy Diversion ?
Yes; by a clause in the extension contract the Commissioner can extend any contract he
likes.
7678. Did you ever allot a contract to a person of the name of White, at Bargo, without
submitring it to competition? There was no contract.
7679. What was it? A contract was allotted to Mr. Sivyer, and I asked Mr. White
whether he would do it for the same or for a less amount than tho original contractor, and
as he was willing to do it for a less amount I put him in Sivyer’s place.
7630. What was the amount of the contract? Sivyer's contract was £3,417.
7681. How much work did Mr. Sivyer perform—what amount of money did he earn ? He
did nothing at all to it; his sureties did a little—Messrs. Larkin and Pooley.
7682. To what amount? They did about £600 worth of work, for which I gave them
£400.
7683. What did you give Mr. White? 9s. a cubic yard.
7684. What was the gross amount he received ? About £3,000. The balance of the money
at 9s, a cubic yard; be has since received more, but all the work at Bargo was done by
measurement; every stone was measured.
_
7685. Are you empowered, in the event of a contractor failing, to allot a contract to another
person without submitting it to public competition ? Yes, under such circumstances I feel
myself perfectly justified.
•
7636. Even to the amount of £3,000 ? Even to the amount of £3,000. I was sent down
expressly there almost on the first day that I was appointed Commissioner, and was autho
rized, with the full knowledge of the Minister, to go and make the best arrangement T could
with the money devoted to the purpose. I did so; I made a beneficial arrangement, being
Is. a cubic yard less than the previous contract, and the traffic was continued on the road.
Subsequently tenders wore called for for the metalling of the road, a great many tenders
were sent in, but that of Mr. White was the lowest, and he concluded the metalling at
Bargo.
7687. Do you know that the Minister for Works stated in his place in Parliament that no
contracts were allotted to persons without competition, except in cases of emergency—as,
for instance, where the roads were washed away ? lam not aware that lie stated so.
7688. The Minister said that only small amounts, of not more than £100, were allotted
without competition ? If so he did not recollect the case of Bargo, although no doubt that
was a case of emergency.
7689. I ask you, do you consider yourself empowered to allot contracts to any amount
without
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■without submitting them to public competition ? To extend the previous contract; and it W. 11. Collett,
has been done on many occasions. The work is given to the lowest tender, and therefore if
Ea'tthe party gets an additional quantity of work it is a benefit to tho public.
—A---v
7690. Do you not think it very probable that there might beafull io tho labour market,and 7-Jim., IS®1'that if tenders were advertised for they might be obtained fur a less amount than that at

which you would relet the contract, at the original schedule of prices ? I did not take those
circumstances into consideration. I consider that the contract was let at a cheap rate; the
contractor has all his plant on the road, and I think I am benefiting both the party and the
public by putting tbat condition in force.
7691. Arc you aware that there has been a resolution passed in the Assembly, that all
contracts should be submitted to public competition ? lam not aware of anything of the
kind; I do not say it may not exist.
7692. You have received no instructions of that kind ? Yes, the instructions are to that
effect; you let contracts by public competition.
7693. In the event of a party failing to carry out the original contract you can then relet
it without competition, even though the contract involves a largo amount of money? Equal
to the previous contract; I consider so, on the same principle that I could give itto a second
tenderer.
7694. Did you ever allot any contract to Mr. Martindale without submitting it to public
competition ? You wilt mix up contracts ond tasks. I have extended contracts and let
tasks; at least they must come through tbe Superintendent.
7695. Have you not told the Committee tbat you are in the habit of not consulting the
Superintendent, as to the terms on which a contract is to be extended. You mean that------?
You are still mixing up contracts and task-work, and you understand, perhaps, better than
any gentleman in the room, the difference between contract and task-work. The Superinten
dent submits to the Commissioner a list, of wbat he considers proper tasks; these are
approved, and the work proceeds accordingly. Contracts are by public tender, and the
Commissioner, without reference to the Superintendent, has the power of extending these
contracts. These are totally different things altogether.
7696. What you mean by allotting work by task-work is from tbe fund provided for the
maintenance of roads ? Yes, the £50 a mile; wo did not do all by day labour, but by task
work.
7697. What is the maximum amount? Never to exceed £300, and then it must he
submitted to me in the first instance.
7698. Not to public competition ? No, not to public competition.
7699. Do you not tbink it very possible that if it were submitted to public competition,
persons might be found in tho locality who would contract for this work on more favourable
terras to the Government ? I do not. Wc never can get public competition in such cases
—for instance, we found no one would undertake Bargo. We might have advertised it for
weeks and weeks, and have then given it up as a bad job.
7700. Did you ever allot a contract to Mr. Martindale, on the Southern Road, in the vicinity
of Camden, for instance ? No, not to Mr. Martindale; it was a public contract-----7701. Did Mr. Martindale over carry out a work there ? He carried out a contract which
was let to Mr. Frazer, with which my nephew was connected.
7702. What was the amount of that contract—the character of that contract? About
£250—a small contract.
7703. Not more? No.
7704. What induced you to remove Mr. Martindale from the Northern Road there? He
was a contractor who was contracting all over the country. The tender for Camden Flats
was a public contract as far as metalling was concerned. The previous contract was one
that was also put up; but the contractor again declined, and Mr. Frazer consented to do it
for a less amount—so I was informed by tho Superintendent; but that was before my time,
or during the very first month that I was iu office.
7705. Why did Mr. Martindale perform tbe contract? Mr. Frazer failed, and Mr. Martindale consented to do it, and lost money by it to my certain knowledge.
7706. Did he not remove a largo staff from the Northern District there ? Not a very large
staff—twenty men, I think.
7707. Do you not think it a very small contract, £250, for a contractor to remove so largo
a staff of men from one district to another ? Not when he had so many contracts in the
west and south. This was not an isolated contract, but one of several.
7708. Do you consider that ynu have carte blanche to extend contracts, even though the
extension may involve a considerable amount of money ? I can only extend them to the
extent of tbe money I have; it depends upon whether I am rich or poor; if I have plenty of
money I cun extend them largely, but that cannot be the case with the present means at my
command.
7709. What do you mean by the money at your command? The gross amount voted by
Parliament; we have, after putting aside tbe money for maintenance, appropriating the
money for contracts to contracts, very little left for task-work.
7710. You say you could extend contracts which do not come under the category of task
work ? Yes; if we have £8,000 for contracts, and we expend only £7,500 upon contracts,
I have £500 which 1 can appropriate to the extension of contracts.
7711. You have only a limited amount of money available for the extension of contracts?
We might not have any money at all if the tenders were not numerous. The sum of £8,000,
I may assume, was put down for the Great Northern Road, for what we conceive to he the
contracts on that road ; but latterly there has been so much competition that the tenders
amount to only £7,500, and the £500 has been applied by me, at the recommendation of
the Superintendent, to extend the contract by two or three hundred yards.

7712.
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W. R. Collett, 7712. Am I to understand that you never extend a contract without consulting the
®5(1Superintendent in charge ? I do not say “never,” but as a rule I consult him; I may malie
^ exceptions, as in the Doughboy works and the Bargo works.
7 Jan., 1862. 7713. Do you mean to say that these are the only cases in which, you have authorized the
extension of the contracts without consulting the Superintendent in charge ? I -do not
recollect any other.
7714. I think I might put a very pertinent question here, why you omitted to do so in
these.cases? Because I considered that they were difficult engineering works, and the
officers in charge were not competent. I had confidence in myself and would stand by my
works ; but I did not wish my works to be carried out by either of these parties. I had
confidmce in neither Mr. Bayley nor in Mr. Quodling for these works, nor had I confidence
in Mr. Quodling, senior, for Bargo Brush. He did his duty there, and I am happy to say
has always been a most respectful officer. It was thought an impossibility to do Bargo;
I said, “Very well, I will take it upon myself.”
7715. Have you confidence in the present Superintendent of the Northern Bead ? In Mr.
Brown ?—the most perfeet—he is one of the most talented engineers in the country.
7716. What salaries do the Superintendents receive? £600 the first class Superintendents.
7717. Who are the other first class Superintendents besides Mr. Brown ? There are
Coghlan, Moggridge, Quodling senior, Cbauncey ; in tbe West, Dawson ; from Bathurst to
Orange, Johnson ; from Bowenfels to Mudgee, Nardin.
7718. What do these gentlemen receive as salaries ? Four at £600, and three at £400.
7719. Have you confidence in the engineering skill of all these gentlemen ? Yes, L have
great.confidence in the whole of them.
7720. Then-why, if you have great confidence in the whole of them, did you not consult Mr.
Quodling with reference to making tbe road at Bargo ? Because Mr. Quodling had never
acted.as road overseer or Superintendent; he was appointed subsequent to my appointment;
the matter was very pressing, anddt was a very difficult question to know what to do with a
road having holes in-it 20 feet long and.from 3 to 6 feet deep. I certainly did not consult
Mr. Quodling, but Mr. Quodling obeyed my instructions, and carried out my plans, to my
perfect satisfaction.
7721. I understood you to say, in reply to a question from Mr. Dalgleish, that you were not
an engineer? I beg pardon. I consider that a man may be an engineer if he has applied
his mind to it for five-and twenty years; it is not absolutely necessary that he should have
been brought up in an engineering school.
.
7722. You consider these Road Superintendents competent engineers ? I believe the present
staff is as fine a staff of engineers as any in the world.
7723. Do you not consider that an engineer ought to he capable of laying out works for the
formation of a new line of road, or of repairing roads; do you consider the salaries paid
inadequate to secure such men ? I think there are exceptions—every Engineer-in-Chief or
Commissioner ought to be. In the case of the Doughboy Diversion, I bad to deal with a
person who was prepossessed with a different mode of engineering to that I wished to adopt.
In most cases I should leave the details of engineering work to tbe Superintendent, because I
would not take the trouble of overlooking them. In all cases of deviation, or of entire
departure from the existing line of road, as in the Great Northern Road, I should certainly
trust to my own engineering capabilities, and not to the overseer or to tho Superintendent.
7724. Who is tbe gentleman you refer to at tbe Doughboy Diversion ? It is not so much to
the Doughboy Diversion as generally; but I state that neither Mr. Bayley nor Mr. Quodling
are in my opinion competent to carryout those works, neither separately nor conjointly.
Still they were useful in their way—one to check the earth-work, and the other the masonry
and bridges.
7725. What salaries were they receiving? One £400; the other equivalent to that.
7726. Do you not think competent persons might he obtained for £400 ? I really doubt it.
For instance, it is said tbat a tubular bridge is to be built at the Menangle—it is not every
body who would know how to superintend such a work; and tbe .Doughboy works were very
difficult. There was a cutting there 98 feet deep, and there is not such another in Australia.
7727. Are you always consulted in the appointment of your subordinates, or are they poli
tical appointments, or in what way are they made? I know you wish me to give you this
information, and .therefore I give it in its integrity. In the first instance, the person sends
an application to the Minister for Works, for a situation as Superintendent or overseer; that
is put in a book, with the testimonials of the applicant. When a vacancy occurs 1 report to
the Minister for Works that a vacancy has occurred, and he generally selects three or four
of the names in the book, and after personal interviews, sends them down stairs to me, to
examine as to their engineering capacity, their notion of surveying, of measuring rock;
whether they are good accountants, write a good band, and to see whether their manner is
such as to lead to tho belief that they would conduct the public works in a respectable
manner. It. sometimes happens that all three are competent, although that is not very often
the case. The Minister is then left to bis own decision. At least half have been appointed
who have not been recommended by me; still they have never been appointed without the
matter being thoroughly investigated as to their competency.
7728. Are there many cases where you have not been consulted ? No. Tbe Minister would
not go into figures, but would send him to me. I should imagine, from their being sent to
me, they were approved by tho Minister.
7729. Can you say whether persons have been appointed whom you have represented as not
being competent? I am not aware.
7730. Were you consulted when persons were appointed as road overseers ? Yes.
7731. Do you consider them competeut ? Yes.
7732.
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i732, Aro they men who have been accustomed to act as Road Superintendents or overseers ? W. R. Collett,
No; they are men who have been accustomed to the ovcrlookiog of men before, which is a
very necessary qualification.
N
7733. Are they examined as to whether they are capable of measuring work?- Not always. 7-Jan* 1862.
7734. Is not that a necessary qualification ? I think that can be learned; in fact, there
might be no measurement in his district at all.
7735. How could that be ? There might not bo works which would require measurement,
or the Superintendent might say, " I will measure the work.” That might be an arrange
ment between the Superintendent and overseer.
7736. If he had not been accustomed to that kind of work before, how could he tell whether
it had been done properly, if lie had no previous knowledge ? A person applying for such
au office would be supposed to have some education—some previous knowledge, and he could sec
whether certain men were at work, whether they wore filling in ruts, were wheeling barrows,
or in what way they were employed as maintenance men. That does-not require such a
great amount of talent.
.
7737. Could he tell whether the batter was carried out according to specification, whether
the road metal was according to gauge, and in sufficient quantities? Yes; he could'learn
measurement and the gauge.
7738. Then there is no duty to be performed by an overseer that could not be easily
acquired? No; hut perfect integrity cannot be acquired, nor the intuitive faculty of
managing other people so as to get the proper quantity of work out of them. Some men
may be constantly making complaints of and to contractors and men, while others with an
easy manner, such as I believe I have the credit of possessing, may get a great deal more
work done.
7739t Do you consider that where a man had no previous knowledge of road-making he
could tell whether sufficient work were done or not ? All of these overseers are considered
to be on trial in tho first instance, aud if they do not appear to be competent for the first
three months they aro reported and removed. Mr. Williams was one of these cases. I
thought he was a gentleman, in every sense of the word, but I did not know what his
qualifications for road-making were; and from my observation of him I stated at a public
dinner that I believed he would in a short period become a good practical Road Superin
tendent.
7740. During this three months' prpbation do the overseers receive salary? Yes.
7741. What salary does a road overseer receive? £255 a.year—£200 salary and £55
for forage.
7742. Then you consider that the knowledge how to command men is the primary quali
fication ? One of the-primary qualifications. He should be of an active turn of mind—of a
good constitution; this is an important qualification for a person who has to overlook works
lying at a distance from each other.
7443. Should he be able to measure, and understand the laying out of work ? Tbe laying
out of work I do.not expect an overseer can do, but the measuring of work is not a very
great difficulty; for after one day’s trial, I do not know any boy who is not a natural fool
who could not be taught to do it. I do not see any difficulty. It is' not like cuttings in
railways. Alt the overseer has to do is to see that the road is one foot higher in the centre
than at the water tables, and it does not require any great genius to do that; but to lay out
roads is one of the difficult points in engineering; it was an intuitive faculty in the elder
Stephenson; he never learned it.
7744. Do you consider that if these overseers had not a previous acquaintance with road
making- we might have inferior articles used in bridges ? Wo do not give bridges to
overseers.
7745. Had not Mr. Hannington bridges to oversee ? No, he never had charge of any bridges.
7746. Were all the bridges finished at the time Mr. Quodling resigned? Yes, I think°so,
except a little tarring when I went up.
7747. When did you go up ? In December.
7748. Then six weeks elapsed between Mr. Quodling’s resignation and your visit? Yes;
but Mr. Qmdling’s reports since the month of August state that the bridges were nearly all
finished—the reports I have handed in—with small exceptions. He has reported upon the
bridges and the quantity of timber in the bridges.
7749. During the six weeks which intervened between Mr. Quodling’s resignation and your
visit there was no person in charge but Mr. Hannington ? Mr. Hannington has been in
Sydney all the time.
7750. What brought, him to Syduey ? He came up to bring me all the papers and docu
ments. Of course I must have some one to assist me with the necessary information, and
he had all the documents connected with the works, as he was the overseer of that line.
7761. Is Mr. Hannington in Sydney now ? I believe so.
7752. How long has he been in Sydney ? About five weeks.
7753. Who has charge of that portion of the road over which Mr. Quodling was placed?
Mr. Coghlan.
7754. D.ies not Mr. Cogblan’s district extend from Doughboy Hollow to Armidale ? Yes.
7755. Then immediately upon Mr. Hannington’s departure fur Sydney, did Mr. Coghlan
assume the charge of the Doughboy works ? No. I told him to go and see the whole line,
and the Doughboy works would take care of themselves till I saw them.
7756. At what date did Mr. Coghlan take charge of the Doughboy works? About Christ
mas, I think. I am not sure that I shall give him tho charge of them at all; I tbink I
shall give them to a first class Superintendent.
7757. Then ho has not had charge of them ? He has charge of them now, because I told
him to measure some work there.
7758
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Vr', 1?. Collett, 77o8. On wbat date did Mr. Hannington leave for Sydney? He came as far as Murrumndi
£s1‘
wiiii Mr. Qtiodling, where they quarrelled, I believe, and be came on. I saw him on board
'n the steamer at Newcastle; that is all 1 saw of him j I never saw him in the country at all;
7 Jan., 18C2. j never saw him but at one time in my life j he came over in the same ship with me, and I
saw him onee since.
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7759. How long has he performed the duty of road overseer ? I think about six mouths,
7760. How many times have you visited that part of the road ? I never went to the lower
part of the work till Mr. Quodling sent him there. Mr. Hannington had nothing to do with
the Doughboy Diversion; he was employed to look after theclearing. Mr. Hannington never
came to the works till September, and was never put upon the works till this investigation
began.
_
_
7761. Who had charge of the works between the date of Mr. Quodling’s resignation and the
appointment of Mr. Coghlan? Nobody at all; all the overseers and Superintendents have
been in Sydney ever since, and have never left; there is not a single person on the works.
7762. I do not clearly understand------? There is nobody in charge, both Superintendents
and overseers cither got leave or were summoned by the Committee, and came away without
leave. To the best of my knowledge, there was no one on the Northern Road when I went
there; there is no money to spend, so that it is not of much consequence.
7763. Was the work completed when you went there? If you will read my report upon
the state of the works, dated the 19th December, which I have so repeatedly endeavoured to
hand in, you will see the state of the works.
7764. Were you consulted upon the appointment of Mr. Hannington ? I recommended Mr.
Hannington. There was no overseer whatever in the second district; there was no work
done previous, and very little to be done, as the road was not defined, so that all we had to
do was to define the line from Doughboy, to Armidale, because we would spend no money
upon a line that was not defined; all we had to do was the clearing of the line, and wc have
hardly taken any advantage of the present road. There was no overseer under Mr. Qdodling
when Mr. Hannington was appointed.
7765. You recommended Mr. Bannington’s appointment?
On Mr. Quodling’s recom
mendation. In passing through Tamworth I saw Mr. Quodling, and said, “I think you are
rather under-handed.” He said, " Yes, I am; there is a great deal of work to do.” I asked
him if he know any one who could assist him ; he said there was a young gentleman who
had been with Mr, Wener’s party, and had just returned from the Balonne ; that he was a
well qualified surveyor, and an excellent accountant. I said, I must,examine him ; when
he was introduced to me he said he had known me before. I said, “ I do not recollect you
when he replied that we had come over in the same steamboat together in 1852 ; 1 then
recollected that .there was such a person in the second cabin. I then said, “ Are you
qualified to perform the duties? ” and be informed me that "he had been engaged with Mr,
Wcncr- in the survey of the west, and had been left in charge of a party of men. _ He
being on thesppl at Tamworth, I said, " You must make a formal application to the Minister
for Works, and refer to me.” He did write to the Minister for Works, who referred to me,
and Mr. Hfiniiington was appointed, and I believe if ho had fair play ho would be one of
■
the best overseers in the country ; and in support of that opinion, I need only refer to the
book I have handed in, which, although I differ from the results,.is kept in an admirable
manner. There is every bridge, everything connected with the works, the painting, tarring,
rock, and earth-work, and the details, and I say if there were nothing else to prove it, that;
the manner in which Mr. Hannington has kept that book shews that he would make an
* efficient overseer.
7766. Can you say whether at the time of Mr. Hannington's appointment, he was capable
of measuring work—whether he had been accustomed to road work and excavation ? Mr.
Quodliog said one of his qualifications was his being a well qualified surveyor; he had also
had charge of men ; was a very good accountant; cnuld write and read well. I considered
that he was a petson well qualified to have charge of men, and I think the proof of it is in
the very good manner in which the clearing has been effected, and it was rather a difficult
work to do between Wallabadali and Goonoo Goonoo, over mountains and rough country.
7767. Do you know, as a matter of fact, that he was a surveyor? That ho was one of a
surveyor’s staff, and was left in charge of a party.
.
776S. Do you know a Mr. John Clarke? His name is not John.
7769. Mr. Clarke, a road overseer ? Yes.
_
7770. Is he in the service of the Government now? Yes; between Goulburn and Gunning.
7771. ^Ye!•e you consulted as to his appointment? No.
_ _
7772. "Who appointed him? Captain . Martindale and Mr. Dennett. When the Minister
appointed him Mr, Bennett was his direct guarantee.
7773. Was he under your supervision when he was appointed? He was one of my over
seers ; since then he has been removed to Goulburn.
7774 He was appointed to your district first ? Yes; he had previously been a contractor
on tho Western and Southern Roads.
7775. How long? 1 cannot say how long; he was appointed from the knowledge he had
displayed in carrying out the road contracts. Mr. Bennett had the greatest confidence in
him, both as a surveyor and road contractor.
_
_
7776. Do you happen to know whether at any time he was a druggist’s assistant? I know
all about Mr. Clarke, his family, and antecedents. I know that, like many other persons,
he lost money by deep sinking at Ballaarat; that he came to Maitland, and was for a time in
Mr. Lipscomb's house. That was only a temporary appointment. He then took a road
contract, which was approved by Mr. Bennett, and he was appointed Superintendent for the
Northern Road at Murrurundi. He was subsequently removed to take charge of a length
of road in the Southern District, namely, that between Goulburn and Gunning.
7777.
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7777. Can you say, from your own kDowlcdgCj whether, from the time of his appointment W. H. Collett,
to an overseership, he was capable of measuring, and was an efficient officer ? Perfectly:
•Esq'
he was a very efficient officer.
J
a__,
77(8. Were you consulted on the appointment of Mr. Clements, who filled the situation of 7 J®®., 1862.
road overseer for some time? No; he is one of Captain Martindale's appointments; as a
Superintendent I should not be consulted.
■
777!). 7\as he sent to the Northern Rond on his first'appointment? He was a surveyor in
Murrurundi when t first know him. I think I have known him for the last seven years.
He wus surveying farms and laying out boundaries when I first knew him.
/780, Do you happen to know if-he was a surveyor? - Yes; I have seen his plans. He
was the first who laid out the Doughboy Diversion. He sectioned the whole of the Gap,
and laid the plans before Mr. Bennett.
■
7781. Do you happen to know whether, at tho time of -Mr. Clements’ appointment, he was
,
capable of measuring work ? Perfectly.
7782. Did you consider him an efficient overseer ? When he was sober.
■
7 /8a. Was he not dismissed from tho Government service ? No.
7781. Was he never dismissed? Yes, he has been dismissed lately; but he was not then
exactly in the Government service; he held merely a temporary appointment.
7785. IVas he dismissed pieviously ? No. {The mtness handed in a paper. Vide
‘
Appendix?)
■
7780. You positively assert that ho was not dismissed for drunkenness? Not at that time,
but lately,
■
...
7787. Did he resign to enable him-to take that contract? He did resign.
.
7/88, Had ho not been previously reprimanded for misconduct? No; it is not usual
to reprimand; it was stated—to use Mr. Bennett’s own words—that 11 if he again used
incoherent language ho-would be dismissed.” One morning he did not give a very sensible'
reply to a question ; but he was not dismissed. He sent in that letter to become a contractor
with Mr Greer, at Scone.
7781). Was he subsequently reinstated in the Government service ? No; it was necessary
to appoint some One who understood timber, to look after this bridge at the Highland Home,
and Clements, who was starving, asked mo to let him have a-situation as ganger. I said,
“ I will kt you have it rather than you shall starve, but if you get drunk you will be
dismissed.” Subsequently he got drunk and was dismissed.
■
7^90, What salary was he in receipt of ? Nine or ten shillings a day.
...
^791. Where is he now ? At the Denison Diggings, in great poverty.
..s't
~
7792, Did you ever write to-him,1 censuring him for having anything to do with (his testi- '
‘-'V monial, or any testimonial to you ? ■' I do not know; it is very likely I told him'notto make
himself too busy.
■
.
j
,
7198, Did you ever write to him at all ?I dare say he considered that I hdd-jsnce of-twice
acted with a sort of kindness to him, and that he wished to shew his gratitud^O'
O?
7794. I ask you whether you did actually write to him about the testimonial ? MHhihk it.is
■ /
more than probable I did.
7795. Do you remember whether you ever wrote to him stating the desirability of initiating; ■;:’*
a testimonial ? No t-Ido not remember; if it were so, it had no reference to a money tes
timonial; There was some talk about a dinner; I think I did write; he wished me to have a
dinner, and I believe I declined.: X think ho was secretary, but really I did not trouble
myself anything about it.
"■ - ■
,. .
779G, lou think it possible you may have written to Mr. Clements and suggested the pro*
priety of having a testimonial ? Or not of a testimonial. I dare say I have written a great
many letters. Tf I did so it was never intended to be made public.
7797. I have received a letter stating that such did take place ? If you have got the letter
it is hardly necessary to ask me thequestion.
■
7798. I hardly liked to take tho ipse (ffarit of the person with reference to it? I dare say
Clemenfs dropped it from his pocket when he was drpnk.
7799. Did you ever have a contractor of the name of Sharwood ? Yes.
7800. Did you ever write a letter to him ? Yes.
7801. What was the nature of that letter? It was to the effect that as the people of Mait
land did all they possibly could—I'do not know what word I used, but the meaning was—to
slander me, the least they could do was to make amends for their previous conduct. I knew
very well that Sharwood would shew it to Gorrick or somebody, and that Gorriek would laugh
at it.
’
■
7802. You had another Government officer of the name of Newcomen—did you appoint him ?
No, he was originally appointed at 10s. a day, as an overseer. ■ I am not sure that I did
not appoint him ; I believe I did appoint him. He was originally one of the subordinate
ovcriccrs, was subsequently appointed at £255 a year, and then was appointed a second class
Superintendent; he rose gradually up.
’
^
7853. Y ou of course believed him to be a competent officer at the time of his appointment?
He was perfectly competent.
■
.
■
7804. Was he competent to measure1 wort ?■1 When first appointed?-—! cannot say; ho had1
no work to measure ; at all events he very soon became competent.
i,
7805, Was ho capable of keeping accounts? Yes, he was a better accountant than writer;
he was a very moderate‘scribe, but a very good accountant; his accounts were quite
right.
■ - ■ ■
'
7fc06. You consider yourself responsible for his appointment? Not at all. I am responsible
for his appointment in'the first1 instance, about 1854,'but on his own merits he was recom
mended by Mr. ‘Bennett and Captain Martindale to be a first class overseer; and then by the
' 238—2 i' ^
...
pr(,sent
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W:R. Collett, present Minister be was appointed to be a second class Superintendent. I presume there
was on investigation as to bis qualifications. I thought him an excellent overseer under me.
---- *-----> 7S07. Did you ever hear it represented that Mr. Newcomen would not employ any man
1862. uniess he woaid purchase goods from his store, he keeping a sort of tally shop ( 1 have
heard such reports.
_
7808. Did vou ever make inquiry into them ? Yes.
7809. Did you ascertain their truth ? 1 believe they were nearly all true.
7810. Did vou reprimand him ? No, nor did I see the difference between a Road Sumyor
and a Railway Surveyor. It is not rare in one branch of the service—the Railway service for
the overseer to supply the men ; it was the case in the Grose Valley survey, and was made
the ground of complaint against the elder Quodling If a road °^r“?r
money by affording the accommodation to the men
I do not see the objection If the mea
are ten miles frotna butcher’s shop, and the overseer kills a bullock, 1
DOt Efoe "hyh ^
should not sell the beef to bis men, as it prevents their going a long distance from their
work for their food. However, it was said that the system was abused and it was put an end
to, and the salaries of the overseers were raised to £255.
. .. . T - lr _n„ _et
7811. Do you disapprove of the system yourself? No, I approve of it, I think you g
more work done : it may lead to abuse, but I do not see where.
7812. In the pay sheets sent in to the Government, are the names of the men actually
working on the road, under charge of an overseer, entered, and the pay drawn for them
according to the amount of work performed? I presume so; it is the nversecrs work to
send it to the Superintendent, and the Superintendent has to send in to me. Of ^rse 1
cannot say from my own knowledge. I think the whole system is open to abuse; hut it is
much more easy to find fault than to suggest a remedy.
,
. ,
, ,
,
„
7813. Could you suggest a remedy? To find a perfectly fearless independent man for the
head of the department, and not to give the Superintendents so much power, lor the

.

want of that the whole thing will go to the winds.
, ,.
, •
■ r n
7814 Can you say whether Mr. Newcomen paid the men under him their wages in full
the amountof their earnings; or was he in the habit of wtihholding portions for stores
received ? I have no doubt if Mr. Newcomen killed a bullock for them he charged them for
the beef and withheld the money due for it, at the market price. I think it of the greatest
service amon« mountain ranges, and at a distance from market, to have some one who would
kill a bullock, or supply men with tea and sugar. I have felt tho want of it ever since the
,h„ M, K™«.«o
. considerable sen. rf
money from providing these things? I know Mr. Newcomen left the service a poor mao.
He is much better off now be is married.
vv
Am.™*.*—
7816. Did he not combine various occupations, besides storekeeper, with that of overseer
was he not a farmer ? Yes; he had a farm near Jarrundi.
7817. Where is that ? Near Scone.
7818. Was it his own farm ? No; Mr. Robertson s farm.
7820. Do^ou think impossible^that^e could
to his duty as road overseer and these
multifarious matters ? It was not only possible, but he did so remarkaMy well. It is
nosdble for some men to attend only to one thing; some men can attend to many.
7821. What length of road had he to look after ? Not very much ; I think not more than
*

78^2 W liLwas Gie^avtrage length the overseers bad generally ?

Directly *ey were ra,sed

to £255 a year I believe their districts were increased from 3o to 4o miles.
_
784 Wm Mr. Newcomen’s so increased? Yes; and then his selling and buying ceased,
and'also the holding the farm. There was a stipulation that tho moment his salary was
S’lUc “

tbc f,™ 7

Thee was the .bjccti.. the* the, .Mi

have no other occupation than that of overseer.
.
jiffopont
7825 Do you know whether he was the only overseer who engaged in the e ditierent
ocmipations^besides bis duty ? I am not aware of any other overseer; it might have taken
place at Murrurundi, but I would not swear to it. There is no occasion for it where there
7826°WYou think Mr. Newcomen could look after his length of road and attend to his other
occunation as well ? I think Mr. Newcomen could do H; I do not say everybody could do
en nor do I think it is a good system—I refer to the farming part.
7827 Have you the power to dismiss your subordinates? No, nor the Minister either.
73W Who then has the power? The Governor and the Executive Council. It is the
same thing ■ for if I report to the Minister, the Minister considers my report to be tantamount
toTecommending the dismissal of a subordinate, and he brings the subject before the Executive
Council and I presume, as a matter of course, the person would be dismissed.. But we have never
dismissed any one that I am aware of; somehow or other just aa we are going to dismiss them
they resign. 7 One case that bears upon the point is that of Clements; Quodling did no get
quim so far as to be dismissed. Mr. Clements resigned, and Mr. Quodling, if ho had kept
hG office a little longer, would have been dismissed.
,
, .,1 .
78^9 Ire we to understand that no subordinate officer on the road can be dismissed without
!hc concurrence of the Executive Council? They appoint, and they only can dismiss a
7830'Yofo're'considered

responsible for the management of the Roads Department rYci
7831 Do you not think it would conduce to the efficiency of the department if you had
the power of dismissal ? Not without I had also the power of appointment.
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7832. Do you think it would conduce to the efficiency of the department if you had the W. R. Collett,
power of appointment ? I think it would ; it would invest me with more responsibility.
®89I think T ought to have the power of appointing my own officers.
^
7833. You told the Committee that Mr. Quodling had repeatedly been incompetent, and ^
under the influence of liquor—did you ever state this to Mr, Arnold ? 1 staled that he had
repeatedly been reported drunk, by letter, and that I had travelled with him five days,
during which time he had taken a great deal more brandy than he ought. I never saw him
incompetent to do his work from druokenness. „
7834. You have seen him frequently out of his district, at Murrurundi? Frequently.
7835. That was a breach of duty ? For which be was subject to dismissal, and he was
threatened.
7836. Did you report it to the Minister for Works? Not officially; I mentioned the
circumstance, but at the time I was determined not to bring a charge against a subordinate
unless I could fully substantiate it, because Mr. Quodling and myself did not work in
perfect harmony. I was determined nothing should influence my conduct till I was possessed 1
of sufficient facts. 1 now am possessed of those facts, and regret that I was not before.
7837. When did you become possessed of those facts? From subsequent information I
learned ------7838. Since this inquiry ? Since his resignation.
7839. At the time when this inquiry was fiist instituted, and when you made certain charges
against him, you had no specific data? Yes, 1 had always sufficient to prove insubordination
and absence from his men, but that was not quite sufficient. I did not think because the
man’s manner was repulsive, or his being occasionally at Murrurundi, was sufficient, because
there might be an excuse about the Post Office; but since then—however, I will answer the
question.
7840. Gro on ? Since, I have discovered that the bank account—which I should, under any
circumstances, have discovered at the end of the year—has been kept in a most irregular, and
wbat I should consider a fraudulent manner. I have therefore no hesitation in saying that
ho is a person not worthy of confidence in any respect, because he has been guilty of fraud.
7841. Do you intend to take any ulterior steps in consequence of this charge of fraud ?
Yes, undoubtedly.
7842. What steps? I intend to have a warrant against him.
7848. Charging him with embezzlement? Charging him with embezzlement.
7844. You arc aware, of course, that Mr. Quodling is to be seen daily ? Yes, but I am also
aware that I will not interfere with the operations of this Committee—the Colony is not so
large.
7845. Do you not consider, as an officer of the Government, that having so serious a charge
against him, it is your duty to take steps for his apprehension ? The case is before the Crown
Solicitor to day. I got the banker’s papers from Tamworth only yesterday.
7840. May he not leave the Colony? Yes, hut I am too sharp for him. I could send
a telegram after him, and I have already mentioned the matter to the Inspector of
Police.
7847. Are we to understand, then, that Mr. Quodling is under the surveillance of the police ?
Yes, I have mentioned the matter to Captain M’Lcrie. I have given the whole statement
of the matter to the Government.
7848. Why was it not given before ? The facts were not sufficient.
7849. Do you consider that you arc warranted in stating to the Committee that a person is
,
guilty of embezzlement unless you have sufficient facts? I consider that no person has a
right to hear false witness against his neighbour.
7850. Upon what ground do you make this charge against Mr. Quodling? I make tho
charge on the ground that his accounts are falsified, and that money is over-drawn, as the
banker’s books now prove.
7851. Have you mentioned the facts to the Minister for Works ? Yes, I have, and ho
wanted to have the case submitted to the Crown Solicitor to know who is to prosecute.
I was obliged to get a Treasury order, in order to get the books from Tamworth, in con
sequence of the question as to whether tho Commissioner for Roads was in existence.
However, I have got tho barker’s accounts in my hands,
7852. And you actually intend to prosecute? I intend to take every step for him to be
prosecuted, and cither to prosecute myself or to give evidence.
7853. Do you now consider yourself Commissioner for Roads ? Yes, and I act as such.
7854. You are aware of course that the salary has been stopped ? Yes, and I am aware
it can be raised again to-morrow morning.
7855. How? By the people of Australia, who have confidence in me as Commissioner.
7856. Voluntarily? Yes.
7857. Do you consider yourself a Government servant still ? Yes, of course I consider
myself a Government servant till my commission is revoked.
7858. Are you aware, that in the opinion of Parliament, the office of Commissioner is no
longer necessary ? I am aware of it—I read the newspapers.
7859. Has the Minister for Works stated that he intended to prosecute ? The Minister for
Works has stated that he intends to submit the case to the Crown Solicitor when the case
is prepared. Of course I cannot be here and in my office at the same time. I received the
papers only yesterday afternoon; I am here this morning, and there is no such hurry; Mr.
Quodling will not escape.
7860. Do you expect to be paid by the Government? I have not the most distant idea of
receiving any payment from Government, as Commissioner; I wish I had.
7861. You say you did not communicate officially with the Minister for Works, representing
how '
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W. E. Collett, how froqueatly Mr. Quodling had misconducted himself ? I did not oScially communicate
K6?either respecting Mr. Quodling’s druuhenness or his absence without leave.
_ _ _
7862. Do you consider that absence—frequent absence of a Superintendent from his district
7 Jan., I8G2, an offence which should be visited by dismissal ?

I think every case stands .on its own
merits. I should be very lenient where a courtship was taking place, as in this instance;
but still I should suggest that an interview should not be prolonged over four or five days. I
might overlook a day’s absence in such circumstances, but 1 think when it extends to a week
it is rather too much.

'

'

7803. That has been the case? Yes, I have a letter to prove that has been the case.
7861. And you have not made a representation of that to the Minister ? Not officially.
7865. I understood you to say that you considered Mr. Quodling an incompetent officer?
Yes; that is to say, a man may not be incompetent to measure a heap of stones, though he
may be to manage an extent of road 135 miles long, as he calls it, and 121 as I call it
7866. Do you remember whether you ever expressed a contrary opinion publicly ? I could
hardly express a contrary opinion, for 1 had nothing to guide me. .
.
7867. Do you remember whether you ever expressed to a deputation that waited upon you
in Tamworth, your unlimited confidence iu Mr. Quodling ? To carry out a ditch in the
township.
_
_
.
7868. Did you indicate any particular work ? Yes, a ditch in the township.
7869. Did you not say that you bad every confidence in Mr. Quodling as an engineer ?
No; hut the people of Tamworth wanted a flood-gate to prevent the water going into their
cellars, aud I said Mr. Quodling was competent to superintend that.
.
_
7870. Do you not consider that even such an undertaking as that would require more skill
and professional ability than would be necessary to measure a heap of stones? Not much,
when I laid out the work, for it was my suggest ion, and I said he was competent to carry
out my ideas, in the same way as he was to carry out the approaches to Tamworth Bridge.
7871. Did you ever on any other occasion express confidence in his ability ? 1 am not
awn re at all.
.
7872. Is it usual for a Road Superintendent to sign certificates of a certain amount of work
having been done by a contractor ? After the overseer sends it in; the initiative is with
the overseer; he sends it to the Superintendent, and the Superintendent sends it to tho Com
missioner; the Commissioner draws a cheque and afterwards sends the voucher to the
Auditor General, to shew that the money has been property paid.
7873. Have you known frequent departures from that practice? Yes, there have been
frequent departures.
_
7874. In how many instances was this practice departed from in the case of the Doughboy
Diversion ? In the first instance by Mr. Bayley and Mr. Quodling, who for the first six
months had no overseer’s signature to the work at all. Subsequently, having seen the work,
I thought ray signature was the same as Mr. Bayloy’s or Mr. Quodliug’s, and the Auditor
General thought so too.
_
7875. How many times did these gentlemen sign certificates in reference to this contract?
They have already sent in vouchers for £/,040, these same gentlemen who accuse me of
having over-paid tho contractor, and who state, moreover, that there is £2,000 werth of
work to do.
......
7876. How do you account for the departure from the usual practice of signing certificates
in this case of the Doughboy Diversion ? Yery frequently it is the case, the overseer may
he sick, or there may be other circumstances to prevent his signing. During the last year
of my superintendence I acted for the Maitland district for three months as overseer and
Superintendent, and signed the certificates. There was nothing unusual in it.
7877. Was it not indispensable to have the overseer’s signature attached ? Some one must
be responsible that the contract money is spent in contracts, and the maintenance money in
maintenance.
7878. Has there been any departure from the practice generally with reference to certificates,
in any contracts which Mr. Martindale has performed, with the exception of this Doughboy
Diversion ? I am not aware that there has been a single one.
^
7879. Has there been none with reference to the Liverpool Range contract? You mean to
say, the one under Mr. Bayley.
7880. I refer to the road over the range? I had nothing to do with that; that was
under Mr. Bayley and Mr. Bennett, in the same way as the Doughboy Diversion was under
me.
.
7881. Did Mr. Bayley and Mr. Bennett object to sign certificates for work performed
upon this contract, in consequence of the gravel used being very inferior in quality ?
Certainly not. Mr. Bennett was gone—what signified whether Mr. Bennett refused or not?
Captain Martindale was Commissioner.
7882. Did not Mr. Bennett refuse ? He never wrote to me.
_
_
7883. Are you aware that Mr. Bayley and Mr. Bennett refused to pass this contract in con
sequence of the gravel placed on the road being very inferior, in fact being loam instead M
gravel ? I know Mr. Bayley, on the 7th April, referred to some gravel that was put on it,
but that had nothing to do with the contract. On the 7th March he wrote a letter stating
that the gravel had set remarkably well, and praising Mr. Martindale as contractor.
7884. You took charge of the work on the 7th April? Mr. Bennett left on the 15th
January,
.
7885. Although this was in your district, previous to that time Mr. Bennett had charge f
Mr. Bennett and Mr. Bayley had that contract.
7886. When you undertook the duties of Road Commissioner, and assumed the general
supervision of this contract, did not Mr. Bayley represent to you that he had refused
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to pass the contract because the grarel was very inferior. There was about 200 W. R. Collett,
Esq,
yards out of two miles and a quarter which was gravel over pitching where the
gravel was of a whiter character, aud Mr. Bayley said, " Will you pass this; Mr.
Bennett has objected to it?” I said, “ Mr. Bayley, you should have objected when it was 7 Jan., 1862.
put down ; it is hard to object now that it is completed.” That was the whole conversation
that took place. Mr. Bayley sent in a certificate that the contract was completed, and stated
that the gravel which had been previously condemned by Mr. Bennett was setting very well.
Here {referring to some papers which the witness held in his hand) are the certificates shew
ing the completion of the contract with the same gravel. Here, on the 30th of January,
Mr. Bayley signs to the completion of the contract in a satisfactory manner.
7887. Did not Mr. Bayley object when you first visited this work—did not be tell you that
he and Mr. Bennett concurred ? Mr. Bennett had never seen this gravel. I do not know
what Mr. Bayley told me.
7888. Did he not tell you that he had represented to Mr. Bennett that this gravel was not
satisfactory, and that Mr. Bennett concurred with him? No.
7889. Did you not hear Mr, Bayley say so when he was here ? I beard him say many
things which I do not, endorse; 1 think his memory is short.
7890. Did you certify for this contract ? No, I never certified anything; Mr. Bayley
certified; here are his certificates.
7891. You happen to know that Mr. Bayley objected to this gravel ? Why then did he not
remove it—why did he send to me, six weeks after I was there, to say these things were
all right? My first visit was in January, my next was on the 6th April;—why did not Mr.
Bayley wait, and, if I may use the term, not send in a final measurement; nobody forced
him to do so? This (referring to documents) is the 30th January, the next is tbc 11th
March, and the final certificates are from January to 6th March, including gravel,
320 yards.
_
7892. What date was it when Mr. Bayley told you he disapproved of this gravel, and that
Mr. Bennett concurred in his disapproval ? I have not admitted that he did; you assume
that he did; I allow that I found the white gravel, having lime in it, bound better
than the red, and I should put it on in preference to tho red ; I consider the gravel was
excellent.
7893. Therefore, although this gravel was objected to by the Engineer and by Mr. Bayley,
you passed it ? I have no proof that it was objected to; Mr. Bayley's letter proves that it
was approved, and I approved of it.
_
_
7894. If a Hoad Superintendent refuses to sign a certificate because be considers a suffi
cient amount of work has not been performed to warrant him in signing it, would you
authorize the payment of money independently of him ? Yes. When Mr, Beazley wonld
not certify to some pavement on the Parramatta Road Mr. Bennett paid the money.
7895. You consider that you have the power ; have you frequently done so ? No, very
seldom.
7896. How many times have you done it in cases where Mr. Martindale has been contractor ?
In tho present case I think there have been five instances where there have been no vouchers
whatever from the Superintendent.
_
_
7897. Have you ever disregarded the refusal of the Superintendent to sign vouchers, in
cases of any other contractors than this? With the exception of the Doughboy Diversion.
7898. With the exception of Mr. Martindale? You ask me the question. I do not
remember any other case where the Superintendent has not sent in vouchers.
7899. By the Chairman: Have you any papers you wish to hand iu ? I have, if they
are read ; not to have them put on one side.
7900. Do you decline to put in these papers unless the Committee previously tell you what
" do
' with them
? J say they bear upon this investigation, aud I wish to have them
they will
read.
7901. Do you wish to hand in any papers? Not to-day ; the investigation is now closed.

APPENDIX.
Murrurundi, 1 November, 1859.

Sir,
It is my intention to send in a Tender for the ballasting of Doughboy Hollow, and for
other contract works on the Great Northern Rond. It would he incompatible with my position as
overseer to do so, ire.
I therefore beg to place my resignation in yonr hands, to take effect at the end of the present
month, and you will have the kindness to forward this letter to head quarters.
I remain. Arc,
W. C. CLEMENTS.

WEDNESDAY,
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WEDNESDAY, 8 JANUARY, 1862.

Mr. DALGLEISII,

^reaent:—
J

.

■

Mr. HOSKINS,

Mr. LUCAS.

WILLIAM FORSTER, Esq.,

in the

Chair.

'William Rickford Collett, Esq., called in and further examined :—
TV. R. Collett, 7902. By Mr. Hoskins : Can you say, as a matter of fact, whether Mr. Bayley condemned
Es9a portion of the gravel laid on this road at Liverpool Range, in Mr. Martindale’s contract?
‘■'i Not to me, he never condemned it, and I have no proof that he did so to Mr. Bennett; but
8 Jan., 1862. J find that letter I referred to yesterday.
7903. Without a signature ? Without a signature. It has already been produced, (Letter
produced. Appended to evidence of Mr. Collett, 31 December, 1861.)
7904. Are you sure this is Mr. Bayley’s letter ? Yes, I will swear to that.
7905. By the Chairman: What does this purport to be ? It proves that the gravel was
good. 1 found that letter in the Office. It is marked officially, and ticketed to Mr. Bayley,
Mr. Alexander Charles Bayley called in and further examined:—
Mr* Alex. C. 7906. By the Chatman.: There is a letter here, dated 12th January, which is stated by the
Bay ey.
Commissioner for Roads to he in your handwriting—will you state whether it is an authentic
document? ( Witness referred to the letterf Yes; it is my handwriting.
S Jan., 1862. 7907. Under what circumstances did you write it—how was it you did not sign it ? Ido
not know how I made that mistake; it is my own handwriting.
7908. Did you intend it as bearing any authority at all ? Yes. I do not know how it was
that it is not signed.
7909. You admit it entirely ? Yes.
7910. You adopt that letter altogether ? Yes; that is my letter,
7911. Is it all true that is stated in it? Yes, it is true.
7912. Do you not in that express approbation of something you have since condemned ?
No, I say it is set, but I cannot answer for it in wet weather.
7913. You merely speak to the external appearance of it? Yes.
7914. Did you write that letter of your own free will ? Yes, of my own free will.
7915. You do not wish to retract from it ? No.
7916. You do not consider it contradicts what you have said before? No, I do not. My
only reason for writing that letter was, that he might be allowed some money to go on with,
as I knew he was not well off, to complete the rest; and I left that for Mr. Bennett to decide.
7917. By Mr. Hoskins : Did you not say in your evidence that you refused to pass this, and
that Mr. Bennett concurred with you, and withheld the money inconsequence? Yes; I
never passed any money for the gravel.
■
7918. Is not this an expression of your approval of it ? No; I say it has set, hut I cannot
answer for it in wet weather.
7919. ByMr.lMcas: You consider that qualified it? Yes. This gravel was gravel put on
for the pitching, to fill up the interstices iu the pitching, and that is extra work; it had
nothing to do with the original contract.
7920. By Mr. Hoskins: However, yon did not approve of the gravel laid down by the
contractor ? No, I did not.
7921. And was a portion of the money comprised in the contract, withheld in consequence
of the gravel not being good? Yes, it was not paid; it was lumped up till the contract
was all finished.
7922. By Mr. Lucas : I heard you speak of gravel to fill up the pitching—is that usually
an extra? Yes.
7923. Is it not usually set forth in the specification ? No, it was not set forth,
7924. Is it not usually set forth in the specification? No, not gravel; because the gravel
would go through the stone ; it is impossible to hand-pack it so close as to prevent the gravel
going through.
7925. Is it usual to have a coat of gravel placed over the pitching? No, that was not
specified.
7926. Is it not usual ? I never did any before that, and that was not specified there.
7927. Was there any pitching in tho specification ? No.
7928. Then the pitching was an extra ? The pitching was an extra, the same as that gravel.
7929. What do you consider pitching worth per cubic yard? I never did any by the cubic
yard, always by the run.
7930. What difference is there between pitching and broken metal. Suppose you had a
yard of pitching and a yard of broken metal to do, what would be a fair price for pitching,
or what would be the difference ? About half.
7931. What did you pay? I paid, I think it was 6s. 6d. or 7s.
7932. For what? For the pitching,
7933. And what did you pay for the broken metal ? 5s. 6d.; but that 6s. 6d. or 7s. was
not for a cubic yard; it was for 24 feet wide by a yard forward, which would have contained
more than a cubic yard.
7934. What is the thickness ? 9 inches by 6—an average of 7^ inches.
7935. By Mr. Hoskins: Do you remember the purport of the instructions you received from
Mr. Bennett, when you wore deputed to take charge of the Liverpool Range Extension
contract? I had instructions to proceed to Murrurundi to take charge of it.
7936.
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7936. Merely formal instructions? Formal instructions.
Mr, Alex. G.
7937. Could you pro luce a copy of the letter you received ? I have it, but not here.
Bayley.
7938. Were you not sent there primarily to take charge of the Arnold Bridge ? Yes; that
was the first work I had there.

B Jan., 1862.

7939. And you subsequently had this Liverpool Range contract added to your duties ? Yes.
7940. Did you receive any special instructions when you had that additional charge ? I
cannot remember now; I think I did, but I am not quite certain. Mr. Bennett was
there at the time, and we went over the ground and began to set out the ground together.
I am not quite certain whether I had verbal or written instructions.

7941. What was their purport? To see the work done properly according to specification.
7942. Did you not consider it most unusual for you to have charge of road work in Mr.
Collett’s district when he was Road Superintendent ? I thought it was given to me because
it was so far distant from Mr. Collett; that it required more than ordinary care to carry it
out; and that Mr. Collett could not be there sufficiently often to see that it was carried out
properly.
7943. Was any reference made to Mr. Collett by Mr. Bennett, in giving you charge of tho
work ? No.

William Rickford Collett, Esq., examination continued
7944. By Mr. Hoskins: Did you ever make any complaint of Mr. Bennett giving Mr, W. B. Collett,
Bayley charge of this work in your district ? No official complaiot.
■^s4'
7945. Did you make a complaint at all ? To any human being, do you mean ?
f"-'*'—
7946. To Mr. Bennett, or to the Minister for Works, or to any other person connected with 8 Jan., 1862.
the Roads Department—to Captain Martindale ? Not to my recollection, I did not. I
objected to it; but I cannot say I made any complaint. I thought it was a rather unusual
proceeding.
7947. You had works in charge beyond that extension as well as on the Murrurundi side of
it? Yes. Perhaps I might be allowed to give my idea of the reason why it was done. I
think it was simply because I differed from Mr. Bennett in the engineering part of the
work, and therefore it was desirable that I should not have to carry out work on a specifica
tion that I did not approve. 1 objected entirely to the 12 feet bridges, and protested against
them.
7948. Has Mr. Coghlan received any special instructions from you as to the works he is to
take charge of ? Yes.
7949. What are the works he is to take charge of? The instructions he has received from
me up to the present moment are to visit the whole of his district and to report. He was then
to proceed to Doughboy Hollow and measure the pitching, and report also on that work,
which he has done. I may state that the reason for not handing this work over to him
arose from a doubt whether it was not desirable to make it a part of the first district instead
of the second, as the first district is shorter than the second, and the first district has a firstclass Superintendent, and the second district only a second-class Superintendent; and that
matter is still undecided.
7950. When did he have these Doughboy extension works handed over to him to take charge
of? I can hardly answer that question. As Superintendent of the Road the works are in
his charge; hut it was thought undesirable that ho, being recently appointed, should at
once go and send in evidence respecting these works. In fact I wished to see the works
myself, and not to be influenced in any way by what Mr. Coghlan or any person else might
say, hut the moment I saw the works, and Mr. Coghlan returned from this Committee,
I considered the works then under his charge.
7951. Subsequent to his examination here? Yes.
7952. I suppose you are not aware that he stated that at the time of his departure there was
nobody iu charge of the works, and that there had not been for some time ? I have no
doubt he spoke the truth.
7953. Are there any formal or written instructions given to Road Superintendents when
they are appointed to that office ? I am aware of none.
"
7954. Do Road Superintendents have copies of the speoificationsin reference to the contracts
in tho districts under their charge ? I have answered that question before, but I will repeat
it.
7955. Not to me ? To the Committee I did. Copies of the specifications arc always sent to
the nearest Police Office when the contract is issued, and the question has often arisen
whether the copy which is deposited at the Police Office belongs to the contractor or to the
Superintendent, and it has generally been allowed for them to arrange that matter between
themselves. It only involves making a copy on the part of either of them.
7956. Do you think a Superintendent or overseer can properly superintend the work unless
he has a copy of the specification ? That question also was asked in so many words before,
hut 1 will repeat it. In many instances the specifications proceed from the Superintendent.
The plan has been generally, in the commencement of the previous year, to write to each
Superintendent to send in specifications for such contracts as ho may think necessary in his
district; and these are submitted first to the Commissioner for Roads, and afterwards to the
Minister, for proclamation in the Gazette. Therefore in a number of cases the specification
originates with the Superintendent.
7957. Do you know that Mr. Coghlan has stated before this Committee------■? I know
nothing of what he has stated.
.7958, It has been stated that he has not seen a copy of the specification ? It was impossible
that
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W. B. Collett, that he could when the copy that was scut up there was handed to this Committee by Mr..
Esq,
Quodling, and tho original specification was handed iu by me. You asked whether we
8

Jan., 18C2.

furnished the Superintendents with copies, and 1 stated that we sent them to the Police
aU(j jefc n ^ the Superintendents and ovcisci-rs to take copies. Of course it is their
duty to obtain a copy, but that is a very different thing from having them furnished to them
from the Head Office.
^ l •
7959. I asked whether you do not think it desirable they should have them? do doubt it
is; but I do not think they have so much to do, but what they can make copies of tho
specifications for themselves. Our clerks have something else to do besides copying specifi
cations, when perhaps there are 150 contracts, and something like 400 specifications.
7960. Are you sure that ten per cent, has always been kept in hand from Mr. Martindale—
ten per cent, of the money earned on this contract for the Doughboy Diversion? To the
best of my belief it was; 1 have no reason to suppose otherwise.
_
7961. When the Superintendent had reported that the contractor had not been carrying out f
the work properly on this Doughboy Diversion, you visited it, and directed the contractor to
proceed with the work, in spite of the remonstrances of the Superintendent. Do you think
by making a cursory examination you could tell whether it was done properly whether the
metal was broken to tho proper gauge, or whether there were a sufficient number of spikes in
tho bridges? Excuse me, you have asked about ten questions. I will answer any one of
them separately.
_ _
"
7962. Do you think you could tell, by making a cursory examination, whether tho work was
done properly or not? I could by making an examination; I did not use the word
"cursory."
^ t l
7963. I think you stated yourself that you were there only a few hours? I bog your
pardon ; I never stated so.
, v •j
o v
7964. Do you know whether the proper quantity of iron-work was put in the bridges ? Yes,
I do know it was.
7965. Do you know whether any of the iron-work has boon removed since ? I beg to hand
in a letter from Mr. Lodcr, and the correspondence respecting the iron-work of the bridges,
which is all official, and was all investigated and arranged before this Committee was thought
of. (The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix A.)
^
-i '
_
7966. Are you sure that the quantity of metal, as provided by the original specificationyin •
tho Doughboy Diversion contract, has been laid on the road? No.
_
7967 What is the difference-—has there been an excess or a deficiency in the quantity >
provided in the original specification ? A deficiency.
>
...
7968. How much is it deficient? About 2,009 yards less than there was in the original
specification.
7969. What do you estimate the value of that per yard ? Some at 6s. bd., and some at
3s. 6d.
.
f
„ ,
7970. What sort of metal is that at 3s. 6d. ? Like this (taking up the piece of stone called
hy some of the witnesses shale.’)
‘
7971. W ei o there about equal proportions of the different descriptions of metal ? ■ I have,
calculated 1,000 yards of each ; that is what I have given the contractor credit for.
7972. Do you remember, or do you know whether Mr. Quodling remonstrated with the
contractor, and also pointed out to you that the contractor was filling up the channel of the
creek at the foot of the embankment at the cutting ? If Mr. Quodling remonstrated, it is

in evidence.
o'1
7973. It is given in evidence by Mr. Quodling? A verbal remonstrance .
.
7974. A verbal remonstrance ? I am not aware of any verbal remonstrance—at least I took
no notice of it.
’
1
7975. Do you remember his pointing it out to you on the works. No; .1 remember
pointing it out to him, and telling him to alter it.
_
_
'
7976. la what way to alter it? To cut a fresh.channcl for the creek—which was not jn the
original contract. He was ordered to estimate it, send in the amount, and do it, which he'
failed to do—at least he failed to do the work.
'
'd _
7977. Did you, when laying out the work, autieipate that the channel of-the creek would he
stopped up, and that the cutting would be an additional work for the contractor ? .Another
two questions, you ask whether I anticipated that the channel of the creek would be stopped
up,—I did anticipate it; I knew it would be stopped up.
^
,
7978. And that you would have to give the eonti actor an additional sum for cutting a fresh
channel? If it was necessary I should. lam not certain about the necessity ot it now.'
In our life-time it will not be necessary. ‘
A
7979. Have you not let the contract to him for cutting a new channel ? It was remarked,
by many persons, whether experienced or not, that the bank would be cut away, and in order ,
to stop all remarks of that kind—not that I the least believed it—I saidra sum non
exceeding £20 should be spent in cutting a new channel. It is a matter of, very little'
consequence indeed.
■
’
1
'71 j1
7980. Gould not the contractor have avoided stopping up this channel ? .« Not when ho>,bad t
12,000 cubic yards of stuff to make room for. I gained a double advantage by that; I got;
a road of forty feet wide at that dangerous spot—twenty feet in the solid cutting, and twenty,^
feet of tiie embankment.
_
.
' . " 1 1 ’ - ’
7981. Do you mean to say there arc twenty foot of solid road in that cutting ?,
quite;
solid. So that if the whole excavation were washed away I would still have my.road intact:
in the rook.
.
'' -x T
7982. Do you not think a twenty feet roadway in tho solid cutting would-have "been quite
sufficient, without having had this earth deposited there to stop the channel of the creek?-
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It was impossible to deposit the earth anywhere else, the space is so confined.
creek I never saw it running yet.
,

As to the W. E. Collett,

Es^,

7983. What amount of work was involved in the cutting of this channel? The estimate of
Mr. Quodling was £20.
8 Jan., 1S62'.
7984. How do you know Mr. Quodling’s estimate of the quantity of earth excavated in this
cutting was not correct ? Because although it is very difficult to prove the exact amount, it,
is very easy to prove that there cannot be so much as he stated. Although I would have
some difficulty, the benches and huoys having been cut away, in stating how much there is,
•
I can prove that there are not 14,300 yards.
(985. Have you measured it ? I have had the sections gene over to see whether by any
possibility there could be _ihat amount in the cutting, and I can produce the evidence of
engineers to state that it is impossible, and my own measurements come tu the same result.
In fact no measurement, has been taken which comes within 2,000 yauls of Mr, Quodling’s.
7980. By Mr. DalgUuh: Are benches and buoys synonymous termsNot exactly synony
mous terms; but in<a sidling cutting there are both benches and buoys,
1987. You liaye stated that the benches or huoys have been cut away, and therefore it is
impossible to measure---- - ? Impossible to measure accurately.
'988. What is tho meaning of tho term benches? When we attempt, to carry up a cutting
perpendicularly we leave a bench, in case it does not stand; then, if it does not, wrfeome
down with the slope afterwards from above it, and remove the bench in order to make the
slope uniform,
7989. Were these benches removed in Mr. Quodling's time or Mr. Bayley’s? They were
removed by Mr. Quodling. without any instructions from me.
*990. During (he time Mr. Quodling or Mr. Bayley had charge? Mr. Quodling and Mr.
Bayley had charge together up to the 16th August, and to the best of my belief”*hev were
removed when Mr. Quodling had charge, and not when Mr. Bayley had charge—Mr. Bayley
not having charge of the earth-work at all, therefore they wore removed during Mr.
Quodling’s time.
‘
7991. You say so from reasoning, not from knowledge ? Drom knowledge. It could not
have been otherwise.
7992. Will you say positively they were removed during Mr. Quodling’s time ? Yes, I say
positively they were removed during Mr. Quodling’s time.
*993.
Jl/j*. Iloskvnx: I should infer from what you have said that you consider Mr,
Quodling incapable of measuring earth-work cxcuvorion ? Not common earth-work, certainly
not.. Common earth-work ho could measure as well as anybody. But this is a very difficult
cutting, and I am not quite certain there is an engineer in the Colony who can measure it.
It is 98 feet high, on a precipice, with a perpendicular cliff to the bottom, and therefore it
is very difficult to get at for one thing.
7994. May I ask how you estimated the quantity for payments to Mr. Martindale, or how
you estimated it previous to allotting the contract? There were two bridges in the diversion,
which I estimated to cost £1,100, and these are the two largo bridges which were omitted.

In the line, as proposed by Mr. Bennett and Mr. Wells, there were originally ten bridges in
the .contract, and two of the largest wore omitted; and Mr. Martindale wa's to do this big
cutting for an amount equivalent to the two bridges—one was to be set off against the other.
I calculated the big cutting at 12,000 cubic yards, at Is. 10d., through rock aud eartii.
together, making it amount to £1,100, the same as the two bridges. Now 1 beg to remark that
12,000 yards is less than any measurement that has been made; there is no measurement so
low as 12,000. Tho next lowest is 12,195, and the next 12,386; all that has been allowed
him is 12,000. In order to explain this matter fully, I beg to band iu, which I very
much wished to have done before, a paper I have prepared, giving an analysis of the work to
he done for the original contract of £0,379, and for the present agreement for £7,000.
(Paper referred to handed in and read.

*

Vide Appendix B.)

*995. By Mr. Lucas: I perceive you have lumped tho rock and earth together at Is. lOd.?
Yes.
7^96. How much rock was there ? The greatest quantity was as hard as this (referring to
me of the pieces of stone on the tahlc.) It will all stand perpendicularly.
'
7997. Did you have it cut, to a hatter? I had it cut to a batter for this reason, that I was
afraid that if I left it to stand perpendicularly, the contractor would have charged me 3s.,
according to the specification ; and therefore I made that agreement with him.
7998. If you lumped it all together how could he charge 3s.? Because the schedule price
was 3s. for rook.
~
7999. And the earth-work was Is. 5d.—but you said you lumped Stall together for Is. 10J.,
how then, even if you left it perpendicular, could he charge 3s. for rock? Because I was
always iu a state of alarm lost he should fall back on the origiua! schedule of prices, if we
had no agreement together.
8000. Had you no agreement? The evidence of that was Mr. Barley’s letter, which has
been so much referred to; that was the object I had. He stated to’me verbally he would do
it, and he stated so to Mr, Bayley also.
8001. That letter of Mr. Bayley’s wonld not hind the contractor? I think if you take the
whole document it binds the contractor; it is sent to me as being approved by the con
tractor, and it is approved by me.
8002; What is there in that letter to shew that the contractor approved of it,—what is there
to bind the contractor ? I think it states that the contractor is willing to do the work for
the sum named.
8003.
Hoskins: As yon did not measure this earth-work, your statement aa to the
quantity is mere haphazard? I did measure it,
238—2 M
8004.
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W. B. Collett, 8004. Previous to letting the contract ? Previous to letting the contract; we knew by the
ES(I'
sections what was in the original drawing. There was no difficulty in that.
8005. And after the contract had been performed, you measured the quantity that bad
8dan., 1862, jjeen removed by the contractor, to see whether he had removed the quantity provided? He
removed a quantity equal to jE 1,100. That was all I wanted -an equivalent for the two
bridges. As long as the Government was not a loser I did not care how it was.
8006. How did you estimate that the work in the two bridges would be worth £1,100 ?
By calculating them according to the original prices for the work in bridges. I have got
the calculation of every bridge, and can tell you the price of the timber, iron-work, tarring,
painting, and so on.
.
_
8007. Wbat were the numbers of the bridges you dispensed with, and substituted this
excavation for ? Otic was called number 6 bridge, but directly I made the deviation of
course the numbers changed.
,
8003. By Mr. Dalghish: Cau you state the numbers of the bridges dispensed with,
according to the original numbers ? They were the two bridges I pointed out the other
day—number 6 and probably number 7, unless a small one intervened, making it number
8. Number 6 is oue.
_
.
8009. By Mr. Hoskins: Surely if you made a calculation of tbe cost of two particular
bridges, and in the interest of the Government believed that you were getting an equivalent
in earth-work from Mr. Martindale, you can tell on which of tho bridges you based your
calculations? I could tell you which bridges they are, but when you ask with reference to
certain numbers, which are differeut now, the matter is quite confused. However, I am
quite certain number 6 is one, and I think number 8 is the other; but it is not called
number 8 now. There were originally 10 bridges, and now they run from 1 to 8. You ask
me which out of tbe 10 were left out, and I say, to the best of my belief, 6 and 8.
[After some conversation between Mr. Hoskins, Mr. Balgleish, and the witness, and
reference to plans of bridges on the table, examination proceeded.]

8010. Will you tell us the length and character of the bridges dispensed with ? As far as
I can judge, I put them down at £750 aud £350.
8011. I would like to know what length the bridges arc ? About 176 feet, one of them,
and the other 96 feet.
'
it
t j
8012. No. 6 bridge you see is to be very substantially constructed? Yes. It does not
follow that I should have constructed it in that manner. Sly bridges are all cheaper than
these. I should have had none of this sawn timber. My calculation is that I could build
the bridge for £750.
8013. Did you not intend to have the bridges built on the original design, and according to
the original specification 7 I never intended to have had that bridge built at all, on account
of the impossibility of getting timber of sufficient length in the neighbourhood.
8014. By Mr. Lucas: Have you got tho plan of No. 1 bridge as per original contract? I
do not see it here, but it ought to be here. It is a very small bridge.
8015. Is there a plan in the Office of No. 1 bridge ? There must have been a plan for tbe
contractor to have built it.
8016 Has that bridge been constructed ? It bas8017. Has it been constructed according to the plan, specification, and contract? The
bridges were all widened from 12 to 18 feet; but, as far as the bridge itself is concerned, it
was erected, no doubt about it. I beg to state that, in order to distinguish them, I have
christened all the bridges, every one of them, because the change in the numbers rather con
fused myself. I call No. 1 Adam Bridge.
8018. Just answer my question as near as you can—was that No. 1 bridge constructed
in accordance with the plan and specification of the original contract ? No. .
8019. Was it increased in width or length? It was increased in width, not in length.
8020. Was it constructed, as far as expense goes, in accordance with the original plan and
specification—what were the other deviations from the contract—was _the timber for all
these bridges to be squared or sawn, by the original contract ? I am not aware that any
alteration with respect to the timber was made. It was merely in tbe width of the bridge.
8021. No other alteration ? Not that I am aware of.
■
8022. The mode of construction was tbe same ? Yes.
8023. The plan of No. 2 bridge is here ? Yes; that we call Brown Bridge.
8024. Was that .constructed according to the original plan and specification ? Yes, to the
best of my belief, with the same alteration as before.
■
8025. No. 3 ? Clements Bridge.
.
8026. Was that constructed according to the original plan and specification? Yes, subject
only to tbe alteration as to width.
8027. Number 4 ? Donaldson Bridge,
8028. Was that so constructed ? Yes, to the best of my belief.
8029. NumberS? Evans Bridge.
8030. Was that constructed in the same way ? Yes.
8031. Number 6 ? That was not constructed at all.
_
8032. What is the value of that bridge ? 750; but I should be sorry to bind myself—say
8038. Have you the calculation on which you value that bridge, or is it a mere guess ? The
calculation is based on the total amount of the whole work, the whole of the bridges, .and
then deducting the wood-work of that bridge-----,
* v l -j *
8034. I do not want any deductions at all, if you will tell me tho value of that bridge, to
have it constructed iu accordance with the original plan and specification, without any
deductions. What is the value of it—what do you think that bridge could be erected for as
per plan and specification ? ■ About £700.
.
80 .
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8035. No. 7—has that bridge been constructed ? No.
W. B. Collett,
8036. Wbat is tbe value of that bridge—what would it have cost the contractor to construct
^ail'
it? £400.
>
8037. Has No. 8 bridge been constructed? No. 8 bridge is the equivalent to No. 1 ®Jan*il8fi2.
bridge in the other plan.
8038. Has it^bedn constructed? The line joined there, and a bridge has been constructed
of the same dimensions as that.
8039. But bus it been constructed ? Yes, you see it will tally with No. 1 here.
8040. Has No. 8 been construetcd ? An equivalent to No. 8, No. 1, has been constructed,
8041. What has become of No. 1 in the original specification ? We havo come now to the
diversion,
8042. I only ask whether these bridges have been constructed—I am not talking of the
i deviation at all—I ask only whether this No. 1 has been constructed ? That plan is
missing. I dare say it can be found. There is no secret about the plan. It has been
erected. I said Adam Bridge had been erected.
■
8043. You can say these other bridges have been constructed in room of them, if you like,
afterwards. I only want to know now whether No. 8 has been constructed accordin'1 to the
original specification ? A bridge has been constructed like it.
0
8044. Have you the plans of No. 9 bridge? That is No. 2 bridge on this plan’
8045. Has No. 9 been constructed ? Yes.
8046. In accordance with the original plans and specifications? It has been constructed.
We had no original plans and specifications that I am aware of.
8047. No plans and specifications for these bridges? There is one plan and specification for
the whole of these bridges.
8048. How then do we find them different on these plans? The plans and specifications arc
tho same to tho best of my knowledge.
8049. I will draw your attention to the copy of the specification here—No. 9 bridge is
"one queen-truss, 50 feet span, with three 21 feet spans, girders and corbels”—has that
bridge been constructed ? No.
8050. What would be the value of that bridge, No. 9, as per plan and specification ?
£369 11s. for the timber.
8051. The whole of it ? I cau give you the iron-work, tarring, and painting.
8052,. And the labour ? No; I do not give anything for the labour. This is the schedule
of prices the contractor agrees to do it at. He includes his labour in the price per footsay 5s. a foot,
8053. I merely want to know the cost or value of it ? I state £500 then.
8054. By the Chairman: You can state about? The only estimate I can havo is what is
paid to the contractor. I put it down at £500.
8055. By Mr. Lucas: That bridge bas not been constructed ? Yes,it has: it is No. 2 here.
8056. No. 2 where ? No. 2 on this plan.
8057. I am speaking of No, 9 ? Very well then, No. 2 does duty for No. 9.
8058. No. 10 I see is “ one undertruss of 50 feet span, with two 21 feet and two 18 feet
beams with corbels”—has that been constructed? According to that plan, uo; according
to this plan.
8059. What would be the value of that bridge, as per specification ? About £800 ; the
timber is £623, and the iron-work the other £177.
8060. Will you tell us how many bridges there are altogether on that neiv lino? None.
8061. Then how many bridges are there in tho contract—there were originally 10 ? There
are 8.
8062. I see here the following :—" The timber for all the bridges to be of approved red gum
“ or iron-bark, the floors to be of stringy-bark, to be of the full dimensions shewn on drawings,
,f perfectly straight, free from wanes, shakes, gum veins, and cores, with perfectly clean
u sharp arisses, whether sawn or hewn”—has that been carried out? I do not admit that
specification j it is not what I have handed in.
8063. This is the original specification ? Not the one signed by tbe contractor.
8004. Is this the specification under which tho work was contracted for ? It was not tho
one signed by the contractor.
8065. Will you answer me the question—is this the specification under which the work was
contracted for? I do not know anything about that at all.
8066. Is not the contractor expected to sign the same specification under which he takes the
contract—under which the works are tendered for—or is there one specification given for
people to tender under, and another to do the work under? If circumstances demand it,
certainly, as in this case ; this was signed subject to altered specifications.
8067. By Mr. Dalgleish : You Say the bridges are all built by a schedule of prices, provided
the contractor, in this schedule of prices, contracts for a bridge with throe times the amount
of work------? I ant not aware that I said anything of the kind. When did I say so ?
8068. In answer to a question of Mr. Lucas, you said that the price was 5s. a foot for the
workmanship'? I beg your pardon ; I did not say so.
8069. What is the price—do the bridges vary ? Allow me to answer one question at a
time. You state I said certain things. I do not say 5s. was the price; but if 5s. was the
price, the labour is included in that 5a.
•
8070. What is the price per foot? Piles, 6s. j hewn timber, 4s,; sawn timber, 5s.
*
8071. By Mr. Lucas: Is that the cube foot, may I ask ? That is the cube foot. Iron-work,
9d., tarring, 9d., painting. Is. per superficial yard.
8072. By Mr. Dalglcish: Is the price of skilled labour in shaping and erecting these
bridges with queen trusses, corbels, &c., &o., included in that estimate—sawn timber and
hewn timber the same ? Yes, invariably.
8073.
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W. B. Collett, 8073. What would be the difference in labour, the actual difference, between the construction
„Es*
of a bridge such as No. 6, and the construction of such a bridge as No. 1 on tbe original
plan? No difference; the timber is exactly the same.
,
8

Jan., 1863. ,3074, -what wou]d be the difference to the contractor—allowing the timber to be the same,
the labour cannot be the same in both bridges—the labour must bo a very large i tem , The
size of the bridge makes 110 difference; ho takes so much timber at so much per foot,
everything included; he does not care whether the bridge is a mile long or a yard long.
8075. But he takes the character of the work into consideration before he tenders ( No,
you will see by his tender he does not.
_
8076. He makes a uniform tender for ten bridges ? Yes.
„
,
.
8077. In making that tender would lie not he guided by the character of each bridge, and
then take an average-provided No. 6 bridge were to be built as described, with ‘ three 50
feet spans under-trussed, and one 21 feet span, beam with corbels —could that be done as
cheaply pci- foot as a simple beam bridge ? That is a question for the contractor, not for
8078. The Commissioner, 1 presume, has some knowledge on the subject? I only presume
that if tbe contractor says he will do all iny bridges for 5s. a foot he will do them.
_
8079. Could auy contractor be obtained to perform work of this kind at a uniform price .
I should imagine, from the list of 'tenders, that that is about the price. We generally pay
5s. a foot without reference to the bridge.
Li. ' • ,
j
8080. But the whole of the bridges are constructed cheaper than intended by the original
contract? You state that;»I do not.
.
4
1,
8081. I ask the question whether it is so or not—previously you stated that all the bridges
arc constructed cheaper than by that plan ? I beg your pardon, I could not say that, when
they are 18 feet wide instead of 12; they must have cost more money.
8082 I am not speaking of whether they cost more money or not, but whether they are
cheaper tlm’n they would be as per plan ? I am not aware of any alteration as to cheapness
8083. Bij Mr. Hoskins: Bid you not say rough timber was used instead of s^are . 1 said
if ever Ihad carried those bridges across the creek I would have used rough timber. But
the bridges never were constructed. I am not aware that any alteration has been made
contrary to these plan*, except widening the bridges.
,
.
» tLn
8084 B11 Mr. Dalglcish: Have you not substituted three piles for four in some of tbe
bridges! No; the/were originally three, and I left them three. The question was pu
whether I should put an additional pile, and I did not put an additional pile; so that that
was an adherence to the original plan.
.
8085. How many lineal feet of bridging have been constructed on the entire work. About

508 feet, not including culverts and minor bridges.

,

,. ,

8086. That is 298 feet less than the original length ? Probably; about one-third.
8037. So that the labour would be less than £100 on the construction of these 298 feetr
I do not understand what you mean.
. * .
r
8088. 5s. a foot, you say, "for the labour only ? I did not say a word about labour; I said
5s. a foot for the wood for the bridge when completed.
809o! AreUthesfbridgeItoken by the foot run at all ? They are taken by the CRbic foot^
8091. How many cubic feet—you cannot tell, of course l

I can tell exactly the number

8092^ Can^ou'telfthe number of cubic feet less than iu the original constructions ?
SoffS^Hginla

What

?al 1° could.0 ealeu tote the work which has been done, and the work

which has not been done, and deduct tho one from the other. It makes a difference of
£1,100. You will come to tho same result as I do, you will find I did not cheat myself
in the matter. The whole amount of the bridges, allow me to state, is about £3,300, in
round numbers, and 1 consider these two bridges as equal to one-third •
8094. You have some plans of bridges marked D ? I am not aware of any marked D.
8095. Are not these termed the B bridges? Diversion bridges, perhaps.
8096. They were alluded to by Mr. Bayley as D bridges, in some way eonneeted with Mr.
Debenham? I do notknow anythiug-about that.
,, ,
T
1.
t.
8097. How will you name this plan, to know it from the plan which Mr. Lucas has been
questioning you on ? By tbe names of the bridges. These are Hannington, Glevor, and
Fon Chin.

'

8098. What is the number on this bridge?

•

ion Ohm.

_

T.

Mi, R

8099. What bridge does it represent according to the original number. It represent. No. ,
as I stated before It is not exactly in the same place, but it is an equivalent bndge to
8100. Tho same length ? I presume it is exactly the same length; it is made on tho same

810l! Is No. 2 bridge tho same as in tho original contract? I do not understand what you
3102. ^0^2 bridge to be “ a simple beam bridge of one 20 feet span’’ ?

That is not the

contract the man maned. It is not the official contract. Mine is subject to alterations.
8103. Is net this the contract that was in the Court House—tho contract that was handed
to Mr Quodling in order to guide him in his work ? I have not the slightest proof of it.
8104. Mr. Bayfey acknowledged it as the guide which had been given to him to do the
8105.^The depltientf

No; Mr. Bayley had the other in his own hand and signed it.

He signed the other specification.
_
8106. Mr. Bayley signed the specification------?

. , ,
,
Which is not that.

8107.
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8107. Which is in the Office, kept in the Office; but he had a copy sent to him? He W.R.Collett,
never had.
Bb<1'
8108. Was a copy placed in the Court House? It was.
8 Jan,, 1862,
8109. An exact copy ? No.
8110. What was the use of putting a wrong copy there ? I did not put it in. It was
done by Mr. Bennett aud Captain Martindale. When I entered office I made my own
specificatio.n.
8111. What bridge is substituted for No. 9? The bridge in your hand—(rr/ernny to
plan.")

\

8112. Which bridge ? No. 2.
%
_
8113. No, 2 is substituted for No. 9 ? ------.
Slid, A bridge of four 21 feet spans, and one 25 feet span, is substituted for a bridge of
60 feet span with three 21 feet spans? That is much the same thing.
8115. Is the same amount of timber used in No. 2 as would have been used in No. 9?
One-third more.
811G, Are the queen trusses mentioned iu No. 9 done away in No. 2 ? Yes. It was
impossible to get 50 feet timbers there.
8117. Are the girders and corbels done away ? Entirely. We have substituted braces and
sills. They are not shewn there. They were substituted.
8118. So that the bridges are not executed according to this plan? Yon would not see
them on that plan sideways.
8119. You would see the queen trusses? I am talking now of the braces to the sills, Tim
queen truss bridge was not built. It was too expensive, and it was impossible to build it
on.account of the length of the timbers; timbers could not be got for it—50 feet spans.
However, there is the same length of bridge there.
8120. What bridge is substituted for No.’o ? I will answer that question directly. With
regard to the quantity of timber you must be perfectly aware that if a queen truss is
dispensed with it implies one or two more rows of piles or sills; and I conscientiously
believe there is an equal amount of timber in the other bridge. At the same time, as an
engineer, I would not commit myself to a cubic foot; but with the braces and extra piles
and sills, which I believe made a much safer bridge, I think there is the same quantity
of timber.
8121. Wbat is substituted for No. 3 ? No. 3 is substituted for No. 10; you put one before
the other.
8122. Does the same explanation hold good with regard to this bridge ? Exactly; I believe
it is the same length. I am not certain whether it was one span short, bat it was equivalent.
The earth-work and slabbing made it up. I reduced tbe length of one of the bridges, either
that or the other; I think it was that oue; but it was made up.
8123. So that altogether you say there is as ranch timber used in the constructions you have
substituted as there would have been in the old plans? Exactly the same, or if anything
rather more. I thing the trussing employed for the queen truss, if 1 may use the term,
would not be equivalent to two extra piers. There were only three in one and five in the
other. There would have been by the first plan one 50 feet span in the centre, and I have
of course inserted there another row of piles,
8124. . No, there are five spans in No. 10—you have divided them differently. In No. 10
there are one 50 feet span, two 21 feet spans, and two 18 feet beams with corbels. You
have made them uniform 24 feet spans—five times 24—so that you have got the same
number of piers? I think then the diagonal beams to the piles, which are extra, are
.equivalent to tho small difference there would be in the queen-truss. The quantity of
timber in the queen-truss is very little more.
'’8125. Was there no provision for diagonal stays in the bridges ? No, I do not see any; it
was an oversight, but not of mine.
8126. They never have been built without diagonal stays? All of them are over dry creeks,
merely ravines, without any water; and in no instance have piles been driven, but in every
instance sills have been employed. It takes more timber to build a bridge on sills than on
piles.'
81.27, That is provided for in this specification, that either piles or sills are to be used, at
tbe option of the engineer? Exactly; but sills would amount to a larger sum if the
contractor was paid on a schedule of prices; there would be a larger quantity of timber used.
8128. Would the same quantity of iron-work be used on these bridges you have constructed,
as according to the old construction ? There would bo more iron in the recent construction,
but not so much in proportion as 12 to 18.
8129. Wonld the iron-work bo of an equally expensive nature ? Yes, exactly the same; but
the.number of piles not being increased by tho additional breadth of the bridges, neither is
tbe iron-work increased in proportion to the additional breadth,
. 8130.,You have.notgota calculation with you to shew the exact amount saved by the omission
of these two bridges ? I have a paper here which contains calculations of the cost of all tho
bridges, and I will hand :it in if the Committee do not. object to it, (Paper handed to
Mr. Dalgleish.) ■ These calulations are sufficient for me.
8131. I see here—No. 6 bridge, 180 cubic feet underground—I suppose they are cubic feet ?
Ye$, all cubic feet, except when we come to superficial feet. They would be cubic feet under
ground.
'
8132. Docs this include sills? Piles underground cannot include sills.
8133. I thought you said sills had been substituted ? I did say so, but I did not say piles
underground include sills.
8134. Sawn timber, 1,421^ cubic feet? No; I should doubt those being cubic feet.
,
8135.
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W.E,Collett,8135. You stated that they were all cubic feet unless stated to be superficial? It is
S<1‘
stated in the tender to be supeificial.
. ■>’ 8136. You say these calculations are sufficient—how are they sufficient unless wc cab identify
8 Jan., 1862.
? j ggjj
were gllf|icient for me,

8137. We want you to give information to the Committee ? I am giving you information that
1 got from my predecessor. This is not mine, but Mr. Bennett’s. It is my guide in
estimating the value of these bridges.
.
8138. Have you calculated the value of this bridge yourself? I calculated the value of it
to be £750.
>
8139. Where are your'calculations. This paper which you have stated you were willing to
hand in is not a paper which would explain to the Committee,the number of cubic feet and
the number of superficial feet contained in No. 6 bridge? That would be easily calculated
when you know tho length and the breadth of the bridge.
8140. As it is, these figures would not explain the cubic contents of the bridge, as stated by
you in tho first instance ? (The witness examined the paper referred to.) I presume they
arc cubic.
8141. All cubic? Yes.
8142. Then there were 1,421£ cubic feet of sawn timber? It seems a very large quantity.
8143. Do you admit them to be cubic feet? Tho total of the whole of the bridges was
only 3,215. I am inclined to think that is an error. They are not my figures.
8144. In stating that you wished to hand this in, yon said they were quite sufficient for your
self ? They are quite sufficient for me to make a valuation to see whether that bridge would
bo equivalent to another.
‘
8145. Can you explain it to the Committee? I cannot make you understand it. It is not
my paper, I beg to remark.
*
8146. You said you understood them—that you bad adopted them ? I never said a word
about adopting them.
8147. You have stated your willingness to give this in to explain the matter to the Com
mittee 7 You asked me if I had any calculation of what the values of these bridges were,
and I handed in that paper for the purpose. I could make a calculation.
8148. If you cau make a calculation, perhaps you can inform us on what ground you base
your calculation—is this 1,421^ of sawn timber cubic or superficial ? That is cubic measunment.
8149. Slabbing there is none? And I beg to state that tbe reason why that is cubio mea
surement is because there is no slabbing. '
8150. Iron-work 2,800—what is this? Pounds.
8151. At how much per pound? 9d., I expect.
8152. Tarring, 1,689—ig that superficial feet or is it pounds of tar? Superficial yards.
8153. There is nothing on this paper to indicate that it is yards ? I have a paper that does
though.
8154. But there is nothing on this paper to indicate it, and there is nothing on this paper
to indicate that the 2,800 for iron-work is pounds ? What would it be—wouldit bo tons—
what can it be but pounds ?
8155. It might be hundred-weights, or tons, or ounces? Hundred-weights or tons of tar in
a bridge !
8156. I have asked a simple question—is there anythiug in this to indicate what that 2,800
is? Yes, common sense.
8157. When the figures under tho head of sawn timber were submitted to you—1,421^—^
you stated at first that they could not be cubic yards—why did not common sense indicate
to you whether they were cubic or superficial feet? Because I am not in the habit of giving
an answer I might Lave to revoke. Directly I saw that there was no slabbing I knew it was
cubic feet.
8158. Wbat was tbe price per cubic foot for the sawn timber ? 5s.
8159. Wbat is the price per cubic foot for hewn timber ? I have stated all this repeatedly.
8160. Be kind enough to state it'Sgain ? 4s.
8161. What is tho price per cubic foot for piles under ground? Are you asking me Mr.
Bennett’s price or Mr. Martindale’s price ?
8162. The price according to the paper you have given to me is not sufficiently explanatory
of the price of the bridge ? You want to know the price of that ?
8163. Yes?

6s.

-

8164. Arc there any piles above ground in this bridge ? The bridge does not exist.
8165. Were any piles to have been above ground ? If piles were used they must have been
above ground8166. 180 cubic feet arc designated here as under ground, but there is nothing to shew how
much is above ground—How much pile-work in that bridge would be above ground? Do
you expect me to answer that question ?
8167. I presume there must have been pile-work above ground? I presume there is.
8168. Is the hewn timber a portion of the piles above ground ? Of course it is ; no question
about that. They very often drive them round, and then hew them square what is above
ground; at least that is the railway practice I believe.
8169. They drive them round and then hew them square? Yes.
8170. Do you state that is the railway practice? What little I have lately seen near
Singleton has been done in that manner.
.
8171. To drive them round and then hew them square in their place ? Yes; which Ithink
very unnecessary.
■
8172. Is there any timber used in this bridge which should be calculated as superficial
measurement? No, 6 bridge?
8173.

«
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'^on^ not according to thnt paper.

■

W. B. Collett,

SI 74. Would the planking in the bridge be superficial or cubic ? Evidently cubic by that.
Bsq. ’
81/ o. I am not asking by this ? It would be cubic.
J
8170. bo that this would be the whole expense of the timber used in this bridge ? Yes.
8
1862.
oil/. And the whole expense of the iron-work ? Yes.
railing^™1 ^ 15^’ “ KqUare yardS °f paintinS? Yes' which is the painting of the
8179. The hewn timber is 4s. ? Yes.
; 0; So tfaat
n ?i,"b,er is cheaper by 2s. a cubic foot than the rough piles ? I bee
to refer you to Mr. Martindale’s tender; I am not answerable for his prices: his tender is
before you in evidence,
81 Si. The timber as cut from the bush and stripped of the bark is 2s. a foot dearer than
tho same timber squared ? The one includes the driving of the piles, which is a rather

'I6®-.
, 13 unAground is paid for as underground, and therefore that includes
the pile-driving in the extra price,
8182. And the same timber is-- ? 5s.
8183. The tarring—how much a yard f 9d,
tilt' w?
Pain^inS ? }s- 1 bavcstated generally that the big cutting, the earth-work,
was substituted for the two bridges, and that I valued the diversion, the new line, as equivalent
to the old line. But the whole of the new line has been metalled, which will also be a
considerable amount; and there bas been the fencing, which probably would not have been
on the old line, and H is on the new line. But even if it were not the case that it is
equivalent m value, I have still, by the statement I have handed in, a sum of £560 in
excess of the work that wonld have been done on the old line. In case the hi" cutting
was not equivalent to the two bridges, I have work done io other parts of the contract,
amounting in value to an excess of £560. Therefore if the bridges were carried out by
Mr. Bennett s calculation to exceed the value of tbe earth-work in my estimate, I
ave stnl an excess of work on that cutting and elsewhere, more than equivalent to the
value of the bridges, ttith reference to the analysis I have handed in, I have, to the
best ot my belief, put down everything at a minimum, in order not to shew that I had more
work done than I was able to prove was dune, by the evidence of any professional man
visiting the spot For instance, I put down pitching at 2,800 yards, and Mr. Coghlan reports
that there are 0,0*0 yards.
or
nice’

^r‘ ^os^ns:

H|,|S Mr' Coghlan measured the works?

Yes.

818 >. Ihe cutting and all ? No. This is a report which I have wished to hand in on four
different occasions but which the Committee have not yet received. Mr. Coghlan states
that^a sum of £2,814 is a low estimate for the bridges.
8187. For what bridges? For the whole of the bridges that have been built. Mr. Coghlan
states that the quantity of blue metal is 1,318 yards, which be has measured up; and iu
this analysis I have only taken credit for 1,000 yards of blue metal; and the blinding and
inferior metal, which he has mixed up together, 1 took credit for only 1,000 yards, and Mr
Coghlan reports there are 4,360 yards; but that is qualified by their being lineal yard,.
AH the measurements, whether by Mr. Quodling, Mr. Donaldson, Mr. Hannington, or any
other person, are very much in excess of what I have estimated; yet notwithstanding the
reduction in every item, there is still a sum, amounting in the aggregate, to £7,560 due to
the contractor, according to the schedule of prices, I wish if possible to hand in these
reports.
cJoo’ ^ Wil1 briDg,tbe[n 0ut iD cvideDce ? I want to hand them in as evidence.
8189. You are complaining of the length of the examination, and yet you wish to extend it
y landing these reports P This ts the only chance 1 have of stating my ca?e : these papers
arc an important part of my case; and so far from extending the length of the examination,
ai oA d t?e^er.e take“ ”1 and read they would have the effect of shortening it.
81 JO. JJt/ tJie Chairman:

works

What are these documents ? Documents stating the state of the
The first is a letter from the contractor, dated the 1st November. (Document

handed to the Chairman.)

'

8m This is a document which I think ought to be taken in, but it is one on which
questions will have to be asked, and therefore I think it will bo better to defer it for the
» ^am7rrea.dy t0 answcr questions on all of them. I have several others.
3192 A/y Mr. Hoskins ; Do you consider that a yard of pitehina, this kind of pitching you

have .described, is equal in value to a yard of metal ? A yard lineal of the pitching I do
It contains 33£ cubic feet to one yard of broken metal of 27 cubic feet. It is blue metal
£‘,00 n&’,n0t
basalt—t^re is not a bit of anythiug but basalt used in that.
3193. Ihen, although there is a deficiency in the quantity of metal, you consider the substi
tution of pitching equivalent ? Yes.

8194. You have no confidence in Mr. Quodling’s measurements of masonry? I only asked
him once to measure masonry, in my presence, and be did it wrong. He was to re-measure
Mr^Jiayley s work, and be himself did it wrong. I have no doubt he could do it if he was
not so careless.
8195. You asked Mr. Donaldson and Mr. Quodling to measure it, and they made an
erroneous statement? Yes, both of them,
8296. Do you think it was intentional, or were they unable to do it? I can only give my
opinion, but I havo not the slightest doubt it was intentional.
aloe’
tblS s“bse,lUGnt *? Mr' Q^dling’s resignation ? No, in the middle of September.

■ j
“ S’011 Pomt out t0 ,bem tbat they had made an erroneous measurement? I did
and. told them it was about time they knew better.
8199. Do you not think you treated Mr. Quodling very leniently, seeing that he had shewn '
his
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W. E. Collett, his inability to measure stone-wort, though he was receiving a high salary, in not reporting
Es*
his incompetency to the Minister ? I may be guilty of what a witness has accused me ot,
of not being sufficiently strict.
.
. ,
8 Jan., 1862. 8200. Do you consider it consistent with your duty to allow persons in the receipt or large
salaries from the Government, to continue in their positions without reporting them,_ after
they have shewn their incompetcncy ? I have stated that I always had a great objection o
*
interfere with Mr. Ucnnett’s and Captain Mnrtindale’s appointments, there not having been
an exact unison of feeling between those gentlemen and myself in carrying out works. J hat
influenced me materially in Mr. Quodling's case ; more especially as he was a young man,
whose prospects I should have been very sorry to have destroyed.
_
.
8*201. You said yon believed Mr. Donaldson sent down stones to this Committee, i said
he had sent them down, on the authority of a letter I received, stating that tho Postmaster
had received them, and was willing to give evidence of it if necessary. 1 have no doubt it
8202. Supposing it is not true—that the stones were not received by this Committee at all ?
I did not mean that they were sent direct to this Committee. They were received by Mr.
Quodling, at the Office of’Works, not here.
.,
, ,
■,
8203. f)o you feel assured that there are six inches of broken metal on tbe sides of the road,
and nine inches on the crown ? I am sure there is nothing of the kind.
8204. Will you explain what thickness the ipetal has been laid down ? Usually four and.a
half inches in the centre and three at the sides.
8205. You feel assured there is not that thickness? There could not be.
82013. Do yon not know that it is provided by the original specification that there should
he? It. was to be laid on as directed, I think. Does it not stato the quantity, 3520 yards.
8207. The oriMiial specification provided that there should he nine inches on the crown ot
the road and six at the sides—is that complied with ? Yes, with respect to the pitching,
which is an equivalent. The hand-packing is equivalent to the breaking; and all the other
metal since put on is supplementary. Tho pitching exactly equalises tbe amount within
twenty yards.
„ „
,
■ ,
,
8208. Tbe metal placed on the road since is supplementary ? Yes; tbe contract ns it stood,
after the substitution of the pitching, would have had no metal at all, and therefore I had to
get 1,000 yards extra. Tbe hand-laying of the stones of the same material was equivalent
to breaking tho stones.
,
.
■
■ 8209. In allotting contracts, or extensions of contracts, for a lump sum, do you make your
H estimate on calculations based on a schedule of prices ? We have both a schedule of prices,
aud a lump sum. We rather put the contractor to a disadvantage, because we take winch
we choose, but we can always fall back on a schedule of prices for au extension. _
8210 Of course you make your calculation of tho probable cost of the extension from the
schedule of prices'? Of course, that is our only guide; but our previous calculation is made
from our own estimate of prices. Of course if I have a thousand pounds to spend I. make
some calculation; and I may say that in my time the contracts have all been let for very
much less than tho estimate, in almost every instance.
8211. In reply to a question from Mr. Forster, you said you wove not aware of any contract
iu New South Wales being performed according to specification, or in which the estimates
were not exceeded ? I think it, is a system which exists all over the world. I know something
about railways, and I never knew them to be carried out according to the original specification.
Of course a small work may be estimated for and carried out pretty accurately according to
specification, but over miles of mountain road it is impossible for any engineer to put down
tiverything ;ind adhere to it throughout. For instaneoj until Forings arc taken ae cfinnot
tell whether piles can he driven or whether sills will have to be used, or until bu
has tried the rock he cannot tell tbe slope on which it will stand. So that I do not
believe anv contract in the world, of any magnitude, was ever taken in hand and carried out
Strictly according to the original specification, and within the estimate. That is the result
of my experience, which has extended over thirty years.
.
8212. Will you state the average width of tho road in tbc Doughboy Diversion ? Ihe
average width, according to the specification, for the first 50 chains, is 30 feet, and for the
remaining 149 chains it is 24 feet, with the exception of the big cutting, which is -0 feet in
the solid cutting, and 20 feet on the embankment; so that the result is that there are 50
chains of 30 feet wide, 7 chains of 40 feet wide, and 142 chains of 24 feet wide. *
8213. What is the width of the roadway for vehicles, without.- interfering with the watertables? Tho width of the roadway between the water-tables is 30 feet. When the road is
■ open for traffic they have the whole 30 feet, but there is only Id feet of that pitched.
'■
8214. You are sure there are 18 feet pitched ? I have measured it and I never found it
anywhere less—and 15 feet metalled. I always left n foot and a half on each side to shew
the pitching. The metal is 15 feet over the 18 feet of pitching.
_
. ’
'
8215. Would you not consider it your duty, in the event of the Superintendent in charge of
the work reporting to you that there were deviations from the contract, to examine the work
and ascertain whether the contractor was or was not performing bis contract properly—would
you not consider it your duty to take notice of it ? As a general rule I should take notice
if if,. In this ease Mr. Quodling has reported that he was carrying put the deviations
accordin'* to my direciions. His reports wonld shew that he wns_ aware of it.^ He states,
■“ Mr. Martindale is carrying out the deviation according to your direction,” or words to that
effect,
,
.
,
t i vi
8210. When Mr. Quodling with you visited the place and pointed out to yoq that Mr.
Martiodale was not carrying out the contract properly; did you remonstrate with the-contractor or did you take no notice of the representations of Mr. Quodling ? He never pointed
out
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out anything to me j I do not think we spoke j he never pointed out anything either to’ft'. IL Collett,
the contractor or to me; that is purely imaginary on his part.
8217. Do you know whether tho names of Government officers were attached to the testimoniai which has been spoken of? I only looked at it the other day, and I saw Mr. Bayley’s ®
1S62.
name, which he seems to think is not there.
8218. Are there others too—Greer? He is not a Government officer.
8219. Mr, Williams I mean ? I have no doubt Mr. Williams’ namo is there.
8220. There are a few questions which Mr. Quodling wished me to ask. One is, do you
consider that the pitching of the road costs the contractor as much per cubic yard as sup
plying and spreading
inch gauge of broken metal, spread on the road in two coats, the
first coat to be consolidated before the second coat is put on ? I do, in the proportion of
Qo?/ee-n°^ S°^ pitching to 27 cubic feet of broken metal—the same material broken.
.
• u'
^r°U C0I1S^C’, consolidation, previous to spreading, of no consequence ? I consider
it tho greatest nonsense in the world. My best roads have been made where tbe ground bas
been perfectly soft and pappy—roads which have stood now for years.
8222. Have you sanctioned a similar proceeding with reference to the pitching and
consolidation in any other contract, and if so, the name of the contractor and the locality?
Mr White, at Bargo, pitched a mile; Mr. Holcombe, at Patrick’s .Plains; Mr, Mathew
iIdler, at Scone; under Mr, James .Campbell’s direction, between Maitland aud Black
Creek; and under Mr. Dennis and Sir. Johnson, on the Blue Mountains.
8223. What did you mean when you directed Mr. Sliairp to write that tho financial part of
the contract, did not concern Mr. Quodling ? I meant that Mr. Quodling had nothing to do
with the state of the funds in hand; he had simply to send in an account of the work done
periodically. That was a question for our cscliequer. He never received the money; Mr.
Quodling never had it; it was paid to the contractor.
8224. There is a question arising out of that. Is it not the duty of tho Superintendent to
sec that ho does not certify for a larger proportion of work having been performed by the
■
contractor than would warrant the Office in paying him more than he had earned, reserving
20 per cent. ? As a general rule the Superintendents have acted upon that, but iu this
case the Superintendent for three months refused to do anythiug; from tho 16th August to
the 16th October he refused to send in anything. I visited the works in September, fonnd
the work done, and paid the money; but as a general rule I would not do that.
8225. Is it the practice when works aro handed over from, one Superintendent to another,
to furnish a statement shewing the amount advanced on account of the work-^shewing the
state of the funds in connection with the work ? The 1 form, furnished every fortnight,
contains at the top of it an account stating the money at disposal for the particular work, so
much spent on account, and so much done. If you refer to those forms relating to tbe
Doughboy Diversion, you will sec at the top the amount of the contract, £7,000; and the
last certificate of Mr. Bayley made a total of £4,379.
8226. Do you not require the columns of the I forms to be filled in, shewing the amount
already advanced, in all cases where the Superintendent recommends a sum for payment?
No; it is more regular to do it; but lam not much in favour of the I form myself; it gives
a great deal of trouble, and we have a check in the Office. I do not believe in these forms
myself. It was a very recent institution of Mr. Bennett’s which gives the Superintendent
a great deal of trouble, and to he conscientious I do not think the check a sufficient oue.
8227. Vi hat arrangement did you make with Mr. Martindale about the extension of the
Doughboy .contract to the creek opposite Evans’ Inn ? The arrangement was made by Mr.
Quodling by my, directions, on the same terms as the contract; the pitching to be at 6s. 6d.,
the earth-work at Is. 5d,, and the culverts at schedule price ; the total amount being £140.
.
8228. Was this an extension of the contract?, It was not included in the £7,000; it was
not taken into consideration at the time; it is not completed. ■
8229. This is one of Mr. Quodling's questions—do you know (hat the contractor has
metalled a portion of that road with metal belonging to the contract. I do not know what
he means by it ? The question insinuates that the contractor has taken metal paid for on
one contract to put upon the other. But there was no metal that was not spread ; and ho
can hardly have removed the metal already spread, Mr. Coghlan having recently remeasured
the metal, and made it more than I thought it was.
8230. He wishes to know whether the bridges were carried out strictly according to the
drawings furnished ? Mr. Bayley was bridge engineer, and be bas stated thnt the bridges
were carried out in the most satisfactory manner, and I corroborate his statement in my
report.
,
.
'
8231. By /he Chamtum; We may as well .take those papers now that you wish to hand
in . I beg to hand in first a letter from the contractor, dated 1st November, 1801. (Handed
in and read. Vide Appendix
8232. This is a letter from Mr. Martindale ? An official letter.
8233. What course did you take in regard to it? It was before the appointment.of this
Committee; but still at a time when there was sufficient intimation that it would be
appointed, and I am not aware that I did anything in the matter.
'
8234. This letter was written because this Committee was expected—is that what you
oliar
^
n°* Ea^
'^ou as^e<^ wl>y ^ did not take action on it, I understood,
v 0,)’i. i' ^
Rctdon you took ? Well, I state that iu consequence of expecting
the whole thing to be publicly inquired into, I did not take any action. Mr. Quodling had
sent in his resignation on the 24th October, and I had nobody to communicate with.
.
coo-'
w.?s written after Mr- Quodling’s resignation ? -Yes, hut before it was accepted.
823r. You will pardon n_iy asking the question, 'It was not written in consequence of auy
suggestion of yours, was it? I will not deny it was in consequence of a suggestion of mine,
238 2 N
because
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W. R. Collett, because I saw the contractor, and I asked him this question—Will you put it down in
^S<1'
writing, or make an affidavit ? I said I did not want any statement that I could not verify
/—'—\ on oath. You may call that a suggestion. I said there will be certain things spoken of, and
8 Jan., 1862. j know yon are going to Melbourne, and I wished to have something that could be verified.
8238. What authority has the contractor over Mr. Quodling to ask him to send in returns.
The letters I previously handed in, which were approved of by the Commissioner, arranging
for returns every fortnight.
.
8239. He says he repeatedly asked Mr. Quodling to send in returns—did he repeatedly give
you information of his having asked him ? Yes.
8240. By letter? By letter.
.
8241. Then he made complaint, in fact, to you ? He made complaint to me.
8242. Then this letter is simply a repetition of complaints made previously ? It may be
that. He made complaints very frequently before that, that Sir. Quodling refused to) send
in certificates. At last he got a letter from Mr. Quodling promising that he would send
them in, but he did not keep his word.
_
_
8243. How is Mr. Martindale to know whether Mr. Quodling sends in returns or not—he
does not get the returns ? The return is brought to Mr. Martindale to sign by Mr. Quodling.
Mr. Martindale must sign it.
.
8244. Sign all the returns? Sign the returns when the money is to be paid.
_
8245. If Mr. Quodling makes a complaint against Mr. Martindale, does he go to Mr. Martin
dale to sign it ? I mean money returns.
.
.
i8246. We cannot expect you to explain Mr. Martindale's letter ? 1 do not wish to explain
the letter at all. As part of the evidence I hand in that letter from Mr. Martindale,
8247. You say these are money returns—how do you know ? I know they are monej
returns, from another letter of a previous date.
_
9
8248. Are all the returns from the Superintendent necessarily signed by the contractor.
When tho money is paid, of course the receipt is and must be signed.
8249. Supposing a return or report is made------? A return is not a report.
_
8250. I said, or a report. They are both different, of course. By a return you simply
mean a money voucher ? A money voucher.
,
8251. Then it is a pity, if he means vouchers, that Mr. Martindale did not say so, because
the word return is very ambiguous. Bo you state positively that all returns, of whatever
sort, must be signed by the contractor, as well as by the Superintendent ? All before they
are submitted to the Auditor General.
8252. All returns of any kind? All money returns.
8253. Mr. Martindale says hero that Mr. Quodling never remonstrated against the manner
in which he carried on the work—how does he know that? He means personally. Mr.
Quodling would not write letters to the contractor.
.
,
,
8254. 1 presume, if he remonstrates, he would not shew it to thecontractor he is not boun
to do it ? The meaning of that is that Mr. Quodling, when on the work, never told the
contractor he was doing his work wrong.
,,,
- T
8255. How is it you seem to know the meaning of this letter so well f Because i am
perfectly aware of the routine of duty in the department. This is a previous letter, dated
1st October, from Mr. Martindale, which bears upon that letter. Perhaps you will have it
read. (Sanded in and read. Vide Appendix Vi)
8256. What is your object in handing in this letter ? As a proof of the other.
8257. What does it prove ? It proves that he did not make any return.
_ _
8258 Does Mr. Martindale’s statement prove that no returns were made—it is merely a
statement that Mr. Quodling told him something? It is a statement that no return was
made I be<* to hand in a letter from the foreman of tbe contractor, Mr. Muir, (tianaea
in and read? Vide Appendix R) I beg to say that I saw that man, and he is willing to
substantiate that on oath. He has been on the works sineo the commencement, and never
left them for one day. ,The next is a short letter from the overseer who was in charge ot
the works, Mr. Hannington. (Sanded in and read. Vide Appendix Fi)
8259. This is dated long after this investigation began ? It was ou his way down, Mr.
Quodling having left Mr. Hannington in ostensible charge.
8*2601 Was he aware that this investigation was going on ? He must have been aware ot
it from public rumour. He had an official letter to this effect—“Mr. Hannington and Mr.
Hawkins will send io reports every week until a successor to Mr. Quodling is appointed.
8261. Was this written at your request ? Not in tbe slightest degree. It was in pursuance
of the official order I have just mentioned.
, , T
u u . .u i u.i
8262. By Mr. Valglmh: When did he get the official order? I think about the idth
November. On Mr. Quodling resigning, an official letter was written to them directing them
to furnish reports until the appointment of a successor to Mr. Quodling. I beg to baud in
my own report on this contract to the Minister for Works.
,
8263. By ihe Chairman: After personal inspection? Yes. (Sanded tn and read. Vide
Appendix G-i)
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APPENDIX.

W. H. Collett,
Esq,

A.
Colly' Creek,
MuTTumndi, 17 October.

3 Jan., 1862,

My dear Sir,
On returning from Murrurundi to-night I was informed by a party, who had the curiosity
to go and see if it was true, that several of the iron straps and bolts had been removed from the third
bridge down Doughboy Hollow Creek, the holes whore tho bolts were, plugged up with wood, and a
paint or tar brush run over the parts. X could not get any more information, and it was too late to go
and see myself. I can depend, however, upon the truthfulness of the statement, so that you mav take
what stops you consider necessary in the matter.
'

I remain, &C.,

The Hon. W. M. Arnold.

ANDREW LODER.

Acknowledge, and refer to Commissioner for Roads.—W. M. A. 23/10/0.
Acknowledged, 26/10/61.
In consequence of Mr. Quodling’s resignation, ask Mr. G. P. Williams, road overseer at Mur*
vurundi, to report.—W. R. 0. 30/10/61.
Mr. Williams, 31/10/61.
Report herewith.—W, R. C. 12/11/61,

Murrurundi, 4 November, 1S61.

Sir,

,
1 beg to state that 1 have, in accordance with the instructions conveved in your commu
nication of the 31st ultimo, made a careful survey of the *Srd bridge down the Doughboy Hollow Creek. * shoul(] bt th,
No wilful damage is apparent, hut 5 iron straps and 6 bolts most certainly have been 4tlibridge,
removed, and the holes plugged up as stated.
This circumstance, however, I account for in the following manner : —
„ *1. " 0n »rXa!!iini"gJp,lan ,of the bridSe in lotion, I find only 8 iron straps and 16 holts shown whSs nrW r(ferl
* thereon; Mr. Martindale, the contractor, however, thought proper to furnish 24 of the former aud 24 to tho iron-wart
of the lattcr.t Subsequently, finding himself in want of iron, he removed or gave his agent orders to ef pits.
" remove the surplus quantity ; so that anv deficiency occurring in the iron-work of the other bvidcc
" might be supplied.”
I am, Sic.,

S. G. Shairp, Esq.,

IT. r. G. WILLIAMS.

Sydney.

Satisfactorily explained,—W. R. 0. 12/11/61,
Submitted.—J. R. 14/11/G1.
The explanation does not appear to me to be satisfactory, and I should like to see Mr. Collett on
«lu subject Inform Mi'. Loder that tho stipulated quantity of iron-work is still found in tho bridge —
W, M. A. 15/11/61.
'
Commissioner for Roads.—B. C. le/U. J. R.
A. LiOder, Esq., J.P. 16/11/61.
'
On making further inquiry it would appear that Mr. Bayley ordered the contractor’s workmen
(in his absence) to put in the extra iron-work. On Mr. Martindale’s return, Messrs. Bayley and Quodling both refused to make any allowance for the extra iron-work. Mr. Martindale then directed its
removal, but is now ready to replace the same, should the Commissioner, when finally inspecting the
work, consider the same desirable, and as these straps and bolts for the short land piles are not in the
original specification, their replacing may he superfluous.—W. R. C. 16/11/61.
Submitted.—J, R, 16/11/61,
'
Seen.—W. M. A. 25/11/61.

B.
Analysis of tho Work to be dune for the original Contract for £6,373, amt tho present agreement

for £7,000.

£6,379.

Clearing ................................................
Fencing ..........................................
Masonry .........................................
Culverts ......... ...............................
Metal—3,520 yards, at 6s. 6d......................
Do. 1,000 „
at Gs. 6d.............................
Pitching, 2,800 ditto, at 6s. Gd.......................
Metal, &c„ 1,000 ditto, at 3s. 6d..............
Rock cutting, 2,743 ditto, at 3s..........
Earth-work, 10,702 ditto, at Is. od..............
Do., 12,000 ditto, at Is. 5d..........
Bridges, 10—12 feet ......................
Bridges widened, 8..........................
Big cutting, 12,000 yards at Is. 10d., (one-half rock).,..

£7,000.

*

£
s. d.
200 0 0
12S 0 0
327 0 0
176 0 0
1.144 0 0

£
s. d.
160 0 D
64 0 0
445 0 0
176 0 0

1
|
|
|

411 9 0
.............................
758 1 .

.............
493 0 0

9

’

3,234 19 1

|
|

............................
..................... ..

£6,379 9 3

...
2,236 0 0
1,100

i

0 0

£7,560 0 0

N.B,—Tbe earth-work actually measured is—
1. Donaldson and Quodling
2. Hannington.....................
3. Commissioner.................

Yards.
31,811
29,897
24,000
0.
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C.

T^R. Collett,
Esq.
8 Jan., 1862.

Sydney, 1 November, 1861.
Sir,

In answer to vour inquiry, I beg to inform you that I hare repeatedly asked Mr.sQuodling
to send in returns, according to the 9th clause in General Conditions. He has never Bent in, to my
knowledge, a single return for the last three months; and I am ready to make an affidavit that no
very seldom visited the works, and never remonstrated against the manner in which they wore earned
on, except in the case of one culvert, which Mr. Bayley certified for, and which you, at your las vi i
of inspection, made me alter. I cau also state that Mr. Quodling has never sent in any return for any
other works executed by me, although the whole are nearly finished, and you have a largo balance in
h!mi1'
Tho Commissioner of Roads,
Sydney.

I have, &c.,
.
,
JOSEPH MARTINDALE.

W. R, C—1/11/61.

D.

Grafton, 1 October, 1861.

Sir,

Mr. Quodling told me he would make a return for £500 on Doughboy about the 6th of tins
month; if he does not by the 10th. will you he so kind as to lodge the other £300 ? The works aro going
onfost:
I have, Sic.,
,
W. B. Collett, Esq.,
Commissioner for Roads,
Sydney.

MARTINDALE.

Mr, M. can bavc £300 on account.—IV, R, C. 7/10/61.

E,

Sir,

.

Doughboy Hollow,
18 November, 1861.

In answer to your letter of this date, I have the honor to inform you that the statement

below youw^lfi^mUon-ect.-^^ ^ pitcMu;? w0llid do first-rate wlnfn he first saw it, but I havo done
2. Mr.Q^Uing'ha^ncvcr set out any works in the Doughboy Hollow contract, except the
approaches to No. 5 bridge north.
‘A
Guodlinc cfime on tbc works about once £i montli*
^
.
.1
4 Mr Quodling
never spent more than ten hours on the works for the last three months;
‘ then he never looked at it. I have known him a week m the I age, and never came
near the work, although I have asked him to come and look at it.
5. I hate never seen Mr. Quodling measure tho work, and I have never been an hour off them
when it was fine, besides he could not do so without my Knowledge.
6 Mr. Quodling never found fault with the pitching until last mouth; then he did not get off
' his horse to look at it: he was twenty yards from it.
7 I will not ho more than two weeks with twenty men, if the weather keeps fine, in finishing.
8 I can say with safety that there is more than half cubic yard to the yard forward of metal
on the pitching, and that we shall have plenty left for the maintenance of the road.
I can also say that* the work would have been finished long before this if Mr. Donaldson had
»o,„g» rr«i««;• f»£"S
r,. „

u„ JL3 (retting £5 per week, aud trying to stop the works instead of pushing them on,

down to Sydney to Mr. Quodling to-day, yet he was the man that passed^L ^
aT ’ WILLIAM MUIR,
Mr. Martindale,
,
Foreman.

F.
Sir,

Sydney, 4 December, 1861.

I have the honor of forwarding a report of the Doughboy Diversion contract works.

I visited there

on the 30th ultimo, and found considerable

progress

■

had been , made during tho

past f0^^‘;tindal6 ig of opinion that he shall he able to complete the line in about eight or ten days.
Tho following is a statement of the works to complete
Adam Bridge—Middle mil and gravel beam; painting and tarring.
Brown Bridge—Hand and middle rails; gravel beams; painting andtamng,
Clements Bridee—Floor to he tarred and wing to abutment.
Donaldson Bridge—Floor to bo tarred.
Evans Bridge—Floor to be tarred; approaches to mush.
■
Fon Chin Bridge—Floor to be tarred.
.
.
'-

'

.

Banning ton Ifibb'e—FI oor to be tarred; pitching about 3 to 1 chains; metal about 40 chains.
' Embankments to trim ; fencing ; ditching box culvert north of Hannington Bridge; clearing.
I have, &c.,

m, „
. .
,
Tbe Commissioner for Roads,

OLIVER L. HANNINGTON.

Sydney.

G.
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G.

W. R. Collett,
Esq.

REPORT an the Doughboy Divemon Contract.

inspected this contract on Thursday, December 19, 18R1. My previous inspections 8 Jan 1S62 ■
nn AP"! ll-Apri IS, June 26, and September 12. 1S61. ’ I found the wholeof thowks
'
earned out m a very satisfactoiy manner, and in strict accordance iritli my directions,
1, Ciearinfft--1 he roadway, whicli h 30 feet broad for the firat 50 chains, ig fullv 24 feet broad
bi^
’ "“'l* ■f°r a fe"7i‘vds near t,]e biS cutting, winch is compensated by the
t hC'-uTli^\ 11!01'? *b!l;i 35 feet ljroacI- The whol« lias been cleared most
efliciently, but 20 per cent, will be deducted from the lump sum of £200, on account of some stumps
away ^ m the fil”e Cuttlns:ii Hlld emhankments, in order to prevent the same from sliding or giving
1

thoroughly

2, The cuttings and water-tables are properly trimmed and cleared out, where the embankments
on account of surplus excavation, exceed the required breadth of the roadway; the trimming of the
same would lie more prejudicial than otherwise.
J
oi me
3, The road is well consolidated throughout, and the laying down of the pitching in soft ground
has exceeded iny expectations, as the whole has settled down simultaneously, and by tho recent
addition of metal and blinding, the whole road has now a proper convexity with a sound foundation

Every new work wJl require attention when the heavy traffic comes upon it and 1 have directed the
Superintendent to watch this contract closely, particularly on the black soil and over the hi™ cutting.

1. JWiy -The original specification for this is faulty, and I have only permitted !92 rods to
be erected, for which the contractor will receive the schedule price and nothing more. I would rccom- 192, £61.
.mend a rough rubble parapet wall to he built in the most dancerous places
^
■.mrrhv0Visi!1'1‘1ATtraCt Ts.3,f?° ykti* of broken blue metal. For this there was
substituted o,o20 cubic yards of blue metal pitching, and 3,200 cubic yards of broken blue metal, and
1,300 yards of inferior metal and blinding No shale lias been used, from tbe simple fact that the
geological nature of tho Dividing Itunge of Australia, which is of volcanic upheaval, will not admit of a
tertiary or secondary deposit on its culminating points. The second class metal, which I have directed
to be used where tbe substratum is rock, clearly shews tho action of fire, and is excellent material
for the price paid, namely 3s. Od. per cubic yard, and is superior to the white metal in use on the roads
in the vicinity of Sydney, for which twice the amount is paid.
■ G. Bridges. All the bridges have been completed in a most satisfactory manner, with the full
quantity of iron-work, borne additional tarring has teen ordered hv me
7. Niahtray-This also has been carried out to my satisfaction.' The increased width of tho
bridges, fiom 3 - to 18 feet, has somewhat lessoned the necessity of protecting the abutments and
approaches, and guard rails, which I have ordered for all the bridges, are a better substitute
8. The diversion of the creek is not iu tho original design, hut a fresh channel will lie cut, at an
expense not exceeding £20, m order to protect the big cutting.
9. In a letter signed by the late Superintendent, aud in another written under his dictation bv
bis overseer, and respecnvelvdaied October 24. 1861, they both state that £2,000 would ho required
.. to complete the contract. The men employed by the contractor for the last 8 weeks have never
averaged above 20. whose wages in the aggregate have not amounted to £450 ; and at the present
work611* ^ WI *n0t re1uir6 moro **iau
expenditure, in order to enable me to certify for the whole
The mail lias been travelling over the entire line for the last fortnight with perfect safety,
•

WILLIAM R. COLLETT.
To belaid before the Honorable the Minister for Works,- -W. K. C. 34/12/61.
True copy—S. G. Shaibp. 30/12/61.
’

TmmSDAT, 9 JAiYVARY, 18(52.
iilrmnt:—
Mr. MARKHAM,
Mr. LUCAS,
.

Mr. GARRETT,
Mr. HANGAR,
Mr. DALGLEISH.

WILLIAM LOHSTEK/, Esq., in the Chair.
John Rae, Esq., called in and examined ;A
8264. % the Chairman: What position do you hold in the service of the Government? John Rae
My present appointment is Under Secretary for Works and Commissioner of Railways.
Esq. *
8266. You have been in the Railway Office some time, have you not ? Yes.
•'
8266. Do you recolleot any time when there was some fault found with Mr. Collett for 9 Jam, 1862.
allowing money to be spent in some way that was not considered regular ? Yes, in the
year 1857, some correspondence passed at that time between the then Commissioner and
.the Secretary for Lands and Works.
8267. Who was Secretary for Lands at that time? Mr. Robertson ; he was Secretary for
Lands and Works. It was before the Department was divided.
8268- What was the nature of the correspondence ? The general purport of the letters
was, that complaints had been made against Mr. Collett for not carrying out his duties
according to instructions, as fur as I remember; but I can give you a copy of the
correspondence if that would be more satisfactory.
8269. Can you place the correspondence before us? Yes.
8270. You cannot specify it more particularly ? I can specify generally that the Commis
sioner^ threatened that if such proceedings were continued he would bring his conduct before
the Minister, and recommend bis dismissal.
8271. The Commissioner? Yes, the Commissioner of Railways was at that time also
Commissioner of Roads, or rather, empowered to act as such.
8272. What office did Mr. Collett then hold ? He held the office of Superintendent of tbe
Northern Road.
8273. And you havo a corfcspondence that will State this more in detail, which you can
place
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place before the Committee ? Yes, it wound up by the matter being represented to tho
Minister for Lands and Works who, however, did not carry out the suggestions of the Com
missioner.
_
. .
9 Jam,.1062. 8274. Then the Minister for Lands and Works did not agree with the Commissioner.
Ho
did not.
8275. He took Mr. Collett’s part ? He took Mr. Collett’s part,
8276. Did he think*then that Mr. Collett was in the right? He did not state that he was
in the right, but he did not concur in the censure which the Commissioner seemed to
consider necessary.
.
8277. He thought the cousurc was extreme ? Exactly. The matter wound up with a
reprimand.
8278. He was reprimanded then ? Yes; that was some years ago—in 1859, 1 think.
8279. Do you rememher any other occasion ? No.
.
8280. Not in Mr. Secretary Eagar’s time ? 1 think the case continued from 1857 to 1859.
Mr. Secretary Eagar followed soon after.
8281. Not in 1857 ? No; but it must have been going on from 185/ till 1859.
8282. For two years, in that case ? It must have been going on from time to time. I was
..
then acting as accountant. On the former occasion 1 was acting as secretary. Now that
you mention it, I think there was a letter from Mr. Eagar in reference to the matter.
8283. Was this in reference to another matter, or was it part of the same ? I cannot be
sore without reference to the correspondence.
_
...
8284. But your impression is that it all referred to oue affair? That is my impression.
8285. Perhaps you can give us copies of the letters ? 1 have got the principal letter copied.
I will hand in this; and if you wish for any more of the correspondence it can be had; but
I think this letter is the gist of the whole.
r u- u ■ j
8286. Your impression is that this letter contains the whole? Yes, I think it does—the
substance of the case.
8287. It is signed by yourself? Yes; I was Secretary for the time for the whole depart
ments of Internal Oommunicalion.
8288. It is dated July, 1859 ? Yes. This must have been in the time of Mr. Eagar.
8289. By Mr, Markham : Who was Chief Commissioner at that time ? Captain Martindale.
8290. Was he Commissioner in 1857 ? I think it was in 1857 that he commenced the _
duties of his office; he came here only a few months before myself. I remember the date
when I joined the department—July^ 1857—and Captain Martindale was in the Colony
only a few months before that; but I cannot remember exactly the time he was appointed
Commissioner of Roads; Ithink it was in 1858. Tho date of tho Roads Act, however,
would give it in a moment.
„ v
8291. By the Chairman : You will be kind enough to produce the correspondence ? lek.
8292. You have made a statement to the Committee, and anything that bears upon your
statement you will behind enough to let the Committee have? Yes; I will Eend buc
portion of the correspondence as seems to hear on the case.

Mr. 0. L.
Hannington.

Oliver Leder Hannington called in and examined:—
8293. By the Chairman : Will you state your office, if you please? I am overseer on the
I^Qitd-

—A—■V 8294. Have you bad any particular place in charge? Yes; between Doughboy Hollow and
9 Jan., 18G2. G00IU)O (Joonoo.
.
i ■ u r
i
a
8295. That is what you call your district ? Yes, that is the district over which I was placed.
8296. And were the Doughboy works included in that ? Yes.
8297. They formed a part of your district ? Yes, they were included.
j ,
-j
8298. Then you had the Doughboy Diversion works, and some other part of the road too.
8299. And who was over you ? Mr. Quodling, the Superintendent,
8300/ What are the duties of an overseer ? It is his duty to inspect the works, aud to see
that they are carried out properly according to specification.
8301. According to specification ? According to specification,
8302. Was the specification placed in your hands with regard to the Doughboy Diversion .
Yes.
8303. You have always had one ? No, only occasionally.
8304. From whom did you get it ? From Mr. Quodling on oue occasion.
8305. How did you manage without it on any occasion ? I have
8306. But how? Merely from recollection of the specification,
,
8307. Did not you find that inconvenient ? Yes, occasionally I did. Occasionally 1 had to
borrow a specification from Mr. Martindale’s agent.
, ,T
8308. Did you got any instructions about your duties, independent of the specification ? ISO
more than this, that I had a general instruction to see that the works were carried-out
according to specification.

„

„

8309. Hnw long have you been in this office ?

,

,

Since the 11th May last,

,8310. And how long have you been in charge of this spot ?

I took possession on the 12th

83n. You then took possession of that particular spot ? Yes, on the 12th August.
8312. Who gave you instructions, Mr. Collett? No, Mr. Quodling.
8313. Are you ou good terms with Mr. Quodling ? I have had no reason to be otherwise.
We have always been on good terms. 1 have never had any quarrel with Mr. QuodHug—
never,
'
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8814, Have you had any reason to complain of him officially ? I have never complained of Mr- 0. L,
him officially.
Hannington.
8315. But have you had any reason to do so? I certainly think that a great deal of this
investigation has arisen (if it has not arisen entirely) from his own neglect in not reporting ® Jan., 1862.
on this matter in the first instance.
8316. From his own neglect? I do, indeed.
.
8317. Will you state in what respect ho neglected his duty, and what were the consequences ?
State the circumstances, if you please ? I consider that he did so in not attending to com
plaints I myself have made, and which yon will sco from my reports. I made statements
relative to certain works not being carried out according to specification—as to the consoli
dation, for instance—the pitching being put down before the road was properly consolidated.
I made reports upon that; also as to the stumps which were left in the road, and the clearing
of the line. I called his attention to these things, and from what I can hear he has never
made any official report.
8318. Speak of what you know rather than of what you hear. 1 want you now to state the
instances in which you made reports to Mr. Quodling of works being improperly carried on;
state the instances and the dates ? I can refer to iny report, and give you also the dates.
8319. This was in regard to the Doughboy Diversion ? ITcs, the Doughboy Diversion. As
late as October t»l, I sec that in my report I mention that a quantity of pitching and
metalling lias been done in a very unsatisfactory manner—the pitching having been done
before the work was properly consolidated, particularly tbe approaches to the bridges. There
was one instance at that time, and I believe there are others.
8320. Just state the instances j the way in which you are specifying them now will do,
providing you state the date and the character of the work you condemned or found fault
with? Yes. Here is another dated September 30 ; it states, " in reference to this line”
(that is the Doughboy Diversion) “I beg to call your attention to my letter of the 9th
“ instant, wherein I alluded to the non-clearing of various stumps on the main road, and
'• tho sunken state of the embankments.” That was on the 30th, calling attention to my
letter of the 9th September. I believe that was about tho first time I called his attention to
that. My letter of the 30th was calling attention to my letter of the 9th : " I havo the honor
“ to call your attention to certain portions of the works now in progress on the Doughboy
" Diversion j viz., the non-clearance of various stumps on the main road, which, if not
" properly cleared, may in a few years again take root, to the detriment of the traffic. I
" havo also to state that the embankments along the line have sunk considerably, and
" require immediate attention.” That was my letter of the 9th, so that I have,called his
attention to these matters many times.
S3'21, Have you stated all the cases in which you called his attention to those matters? I
also called his attention to the difference of metal used on the road.
8o22. That there was had metal used? That there were two qualities of metal; one was
shale and the other basalt.
■
8323. What was the fault—was the basalt not put on in quantities according to specification—
in sufficient quantities ? lam not alluding to any insufficiency in quantity, but to the
difference in the quality of tho metal.
8324. Do you mean to say that inferior metal was put on in place of the other? There was
a certain portion of shale-----8325. Substituted------? In the place of basalt. I was told that the whole quantity was
to be basalt, and he called my attention to the difference between the one and the other.
8326. He called your attention to the difference ? Yes.
8327. I thought you were stating cases in which you called his attention ? I did; I alluded
to it in the first instance, and he told me it was wrong—that it ought to be basalt instead of
shale—the whole of it,
8328. I suppose you know the difference between basalt and shale? Yes.
■
8329. Are you a geologist? Not sufficient to go into the matter scientifically; I do not
t
profess to be.
.
■

[At this stage Mr. Rae (whose examination precedes this in the Minutes of Etidence)
was called in and examined, after which Mr. Hannington s examination was
p-estmed]

8330. You say you called attention to tho fact that improper metal was used; will you look
at those two pieces of stone in front of you, and say what you call them ? Shale and basalt.
8331. Are those something like the metal to which you are alluding? Yes.
8332. What you call shale is put in the place of tho other ? Yes.
83.>3. Do you state that you called Mr. Quodling’s attention to those different irregularities
and defects in the Doughboy Diversion Works ? Yes.
8334. At what time? At various times.
8335. Was it from you first that the suggestion emanated, then, as to these defects—Mr.
Quodling did not ask you to look particularly at them? He called my attention to them
in the first instance.
8336. I thought you stated just now that you called Mr. Quodling’s attention to them?
Yes, but he called my attention to them in the first instance, when we firat took possession;
and afterwards when we went through them, T said, here is still a further quantity of this
inetal being put on—shale.
8337. Did you find Mr. Quodling’s suggestions correct on yonr own examination? Most
decidedly. There were two different descriptions. He told me that (witness pointing to piece
of basalt) was the metal required to he placed on the roads, hut I found that there wa*
a certain quantity of this (shale) put upon them.
3338.
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Mr, 0. L. 8338. In wbat proportion was the shale to the basalt? I think at the time I saw it there
mmungton. were at,out twenty chains of this metai.
s 8339. Of what character was the work of the bridjres—did vou find any fault with them ?
9 Jan,,1862.
fa
'
J
■

8340. You did not? No.
8341. 4Yas Jlr. Quodling in charge of this portion of the work you found fault with—he was
over you was ho not ? Ho was over me.
8342. Y ou say that he neglected your suggestions—what course of conduct did he adopt—
what did he do ? Well, from what conversation we have had together, all I can imagine is, that
he has taken, from time to time, private notes of this—for what purpose I of course cannot say.
8343. But did he not report ? Not to my knowledge. As far as X know he has never
reported upon them.
8344. Would he be sure to communicate with you in reference to the matter ? He would
not be sure to do so, but in genera! he has communicated to me what be bad done in reference
to certain works. lie lias never complained, but be had told mo his complaint verbally.
8345. But he might have reported without your knowing anything about it? Ob! yesj
certainly.
8340. Why do you say your impression is that this investigation has arisen from his neglect—
why do you make that statement? I make that statement from this; because many of these
errors might have been corrected at tbe time, had they been officially instead of privately
made known. They would then have been attended to; but they were not officially made
known, and nothing was said of them.
8347. They were not officially made known to the contractors, do you mean ? Yes,
8348. Then you think Mr. Quodiing had some design in overlooking them or taking no
notice of them ? Honestly speaking, I do.
8349. Bid it strike you so at the time ? No, not at that time, but it did at the time he
called me to Tamworth, when he said bo was going to Sydney, and wished me to take posses
sion of certain works.
8350. AYhat time was that? It was on November 1st that I went to Tamworth, aud from
tho conversation that took plaeo between ns then, I was perfectly convinced that there was
something behind. Let me sec : I slarted on November 1st for Tamworth, and I remained
there week I think, in going through the various statements—clearing everything up—
making out vouchers, and going through the various works with Mr. Quodling, relative to
the roads,
8351. DicLyou make any report yourself? Only my report to the Superintendent.
8352. Your official report ? That is all • merely my official report to the Superintendent.
8353. Well, were the defects corrected ? They have been corrected since.
8354. By whom ? By Mr. Martindale.
'
8355. Since wbat time ? Most of these were corrected at tbe date when I left. The last
time I was on the works was on the 29th November.
■
'
'
8356. Was that after Mr. Quodling’s resignation ? Yes ; but many of them were corrected
previous to that. He received his resignation on November 6tb, during the time he was in
Tamworth.
'
8357. If yon thought there was anything going on wrong, how was it that you did not make
a special report ? I did not think it my duty to report over my supe.rior officer.
8358. But if you saw your superior officer carrying on some conduct which------? It was
only my suspicions.
8359. And you did not think them strong enough to justify you in acting ? I did not feel
justified in reporting on mere suspicion. I should only get reprimanded for doing so,
8360. Were you surprised when Mr. Quodling resigned ? No; I was not.
"
8361. Bo you think he was justified iu resigning ? That'is a matter of opinion.
8362. AYhat do you say ? 1 think that is merely a matter of private opinion.
8363. I do not press the question ? I think that is a matter of private opinion,
8364. By Mr, Dalglcish : You do not give your opinion ? No.
8365. By the Chairman : AVhen Mr, Quodling resigned did not you write a letter ? I did.
8366. AVhieb, of course, you have seen in the papers ? And of which I have a copy here.
8367. Here is a copy which perhaps you can verify? (.Witness’ attention having been
directed to Appendix
he replied) Yes.
*
8368. That is the letter? Yes.
8369. State under what circumstances you wrote that letter—did you volunteer it ? I did
not.
8370. Bid you write it by bis orders? I will give you the whole particulars from my
diary.
'
837]. You say you did not volunteer the letter, and I ask you did you write it by Mr.
Quodling’s'orders? AYe went over these works. I met Mr. Quodling on the 24t.b, at
AV'allabadah, with a promise to meet at tbe Willow Tree on the following day. On arriving
at the AVillow Tree I found a note, requesting me to meet him at Murrurundi. That was
on Friday. On Saturday I went over tho works with Mr. Quodling and Mr.*BonaldsoD,
and on going over them l took notes with Mr, Quodling on that day. On arriving back
again at Murrurundi he requested me to write a report upon the works generally.
8372. AA'cll ? I had made out my notes and he did not think they were sufficiently strong,
so he interlined sevcrM, and made several additions.
8373. To the letter you had originally prepared ? To my notes, from which I was about
writing my report; from that I wrote the report which you see there.
8374. Then, from your notes, with some sort of supplements from Mr. Quodling, you wrote
that letter ? Yes.
'

a
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8375. You wrote it thiin, nit from hia orders csiotly ? I should not have written it only
he pressed me to write it. He said, " I a-n going to Sydney, and I wisli you, before 1 go,
"to vvnto taca report upon the works generally." I hal no other source from which to
gain infonnatinu than the specification and what he told me; hero is my original. He was
present, in and out, at the time that letter was written. {Litter read hj witness.)
8371) rhis letter was written from your notes which Mr. Qu idling interlined and partly
erased f From that I wrote the report.
8377. The alterations principally consisted of interlineations? Yes.
8378. Then you adopted your own notes in writing the letter ? From those I wrote my
letter.
■
J
8379. You adopted yonr own notes ? As corrected there.
8380. Did you state what was not true? A’o; according to my instructions and the
specifications, that is perfectly correct.
8381. But if you had been instructed testate that which was not true, yon would not have
stated it? Fo.
8382. Then you do not retract ? Not one iota.
8383. Then the works were defective? According to my instructions, most decidedly.
8384. They did not comply with the specifications? They were not in accordance with the
specifications.
8385. ^ Is it your opinion that this ought to have been reported to somebody or other? It
was his duty to have done so, most decidedly.
8386. But not yours unless he reported it ? I reported it to him ; it was his duty to haye
reported it elsewhere.
8387. Had you anything to do with the vouching for works so as to ensure payment to the
contractor ? Yes; I have to give a detailed account of the work.
8388. And that you gave regularly at certain periods? I was never reguested by the
Superintendent to make out any vouchers whatsoever.
8389. Never requested to make out any vouchers—but was not that irregular in him? Yes,
I should say so. It is usual to give fortnightly or monthly vouchers; monthly generally,
but sometimes fortnightly.
8390. You have been under other Superintendents then? No; I have only been under
Mr. Quodling.
8391. Thou how do you judge that monthly or fortnightly vouchers ought to be made out?
I only go from the word of mouth of Mr. Quodling.
8392. lie instructed you ? He instructed me.
8393. But he did not keep you to his instructions? I had no instruction to do so.
8394. But if you thought it your duty to make out these fortnightly vouchers, why did you
not do so ? . Because I never had any instructions to make out any vouchers for the
Doughboy Diversion,
.
8395. How did you know it was your duty to do so ? I may allude to other works.
8396. Then you made fortnightly vouchers out for- other works ? Where it was necessary to
do so, but generally ours were monthly vouchers. Where maintenance men arc employed in
clearing and keeping the roads and bridges the vouchers arc generally monthly, unless there
are special orders that they shall be prepared fortnightly,
8397. Did it not strike you as rather extraordinary conduct in Mr. Quodling? It struck
me sometimes, but I knew his feeling towards those works. When he has passed those works
with me, he has expressed himself—“ Oh, hang the works; I don’t care for them; I’m sick
and tired of them.” Ho has never looked at the works, except as he rode across on horse
back ; he never stopped twenty minutes on the works.
8398. Uy Mr. Markham : Who are you speaking of? Mr. Quodling. In going over those
works I can conscientiously say that I do not think he ever did at one time (only to allow
his horse to go up and down) stay twenty minutes or half an hour at the outside.
8399. Do you think he is a good judge of works ? I have always had a very good opiuion
of Mr. Quodling. I think he is quick and sharp.
8400. How did he form so correct an opinion of these works, if he did not examine them ?
The time lam alluding to is of late. He had an opportunity of examining those works
previous to my going there. I never had any opportunity of seeing those works until the
12th August.
8401. You never thought it your duty to report any of these circumstances to Mr. Collett ?
I did not think it my duty to do so. I thought it my duty to report them to the Superin
tendent, and that it was his duty to report them to head quarters, if there was really any
dereliction of duty,
8402. Do you know anything of any deviations having been made in these works, on the
authority of Mr. Collett ? There was one deviation—a deviation at the big cutting.
8403. What is your opinion in reference to that deviation—was it to the advantage of the
public? Well, those works were commenced; I never saw the original plans.
■
8404. And ypu cannot form any comparison between the two? No; it was all settled
before I was on the works; therefore it would bo wrong in me to give an opinion.
8405. You had no reason to suppose that the contractor benefited by any of those deviations
or alterations ? I have no reason to suppose that ho has.
.
8406. Were there any other alterations authorized by Mr. Collett? There were; there was
the metal, for instance—pitching substituted instead of metal.
8407. That was by the authority of Mr. Collett; and what is your opinion aa to that altera*
tion ? I think it was a very good one.
8408. And for the benefit of the public? Decidedly.
.
8409. The contractor did not make anything by it ? No, the price was the same.
238—2 O
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Mr. 0. L.
Hannington,
^
9 Jan., 1862.
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8410. And it was better for the public?

Yes; I should think it would be rather a loss to

Hatmington. the contractor.

. ,

tj

.•

8411. Was there not some order given by Mr. Collett about omitting the consolidation
9 Jan., 1802, regulation, and allowing the stone to be put on while the road was moist ? I cannot speak
with authority ; I never heard so from Mr. Quodling.
8412. Have you examined the works lately ?

I was there on the Q9th November.

8413 Is that the latest? I will tell you. (Ififnm referred to his note book.) Over
Doughboy—took an account of work to complete—Mr. Martindale said he would complete
in eight or ten days. That was on Saturday. I took a note then of what was required to
complete the works on that occasion.
,
8414. That is the latest date at which you were there ? Yes; on the /ath 1 received a
telegram—on the same day. I have got it here {referring to note book)—11 Received telegram
from Commissioner requesting me to be in Sydney on Tuesday, December 3rd. _ Therefore
I have had no opportunity of visiting the works since.. I have been in Sydney since then.
8415. Hut were these defects, to which you have testified in this letter, remedied at that
time? They were remedied.
8416. They had been remedied ?

.
They were remedied or were m progress of being remedied

at the time.
8417. They were being remedied? They were being remedied.
8418 Do you think any great injury had arisen from the circumstances not having been
reported before ? I consider that had such been the case, there would probably have been
no cause for this inquiry.

, .

8419. I am not asking you about this inquiry; I want to know whether any injury arose
from these defects not having been pointed out at the time you said they ought to have been
was it possible to have applied the remedy at an earlier period? Those defects might have
been remedied at a much earlier period.
8420. Who is the loser by that ? I should say, the contractor. .
8421. The public did not lose, then ? I do not see how the public has lost there.
8422. Do you think this Doughboy Diversion work is in a good condition ? From what I
saw of it on the last occasion, I should say it is in a very good condition. .
8423 You think the contractor properly finished his contract ? I do, conscientiously, with
the exception of one or two instances. A chain or a chain and a half or so of pitching, to
which I immediately called the attention of the Superintendent, had been pitched too early,
the ground not being properly consolidated.
9 v
8424. There are differences of opinion, are there not, with regard to consolidation ( Xes.
8425. I suppose Mr. Collett entertains a different opinion ? I do not know what Mr.
Collett’s opinion is; I have not spoken to him about it.
8426. He has given you no orders about it ? No.
, . .
8427. When you say these defects were remedied, do you know whether all the clearing was
done according to specification ? No, it was not done according to specification.
8428. Then that error was not corrected ? The error, up to the time I left, had not been
corrected*
8429. Was all the fencing put up ? No; they were putting it up when I left.
8430 That was on the 29th ? On the 29th November.
, .
_
8431. Was all the metalling done properly ? There was only sis chains to spread when 1
left, on that date.
.
..
.
, mv
8432. Do you think they were putting a sufficient quantity of basalt on then t they were
putting basalt on when I left.
. * „ m,
8433. Was the flooring properly tarred when you left ? They were then tarring the whole
8434. And was there a sufficient number of spikes put in ? I spoke to Mr. Martindale
relative to those spikes, only one being put in instead of two; but he said that as the slabs
were only four or four and a-balf inches, there was not room for two spikes. Where there
was room for two spikes he put them. If the slabs were 9 inch, he put two, but if only
44 inch he only put one.
„ T , ■ i.
i i.
n
8436. Do you think wide slabs better than narrow ones ? I thmk narrow slabs equally
good ns the others.
, „ .
8436. Then you thought that was a sufficient reason for not adhering strictly to the specifi
cation ? I pointed it out to him.
*
.v
>
8437. Do you think that was a good and sufficient reason for deviating from the specification (
You could not put two spikes into four inch stuff.
.
,
8438. But if the contractor was hound to do it ?
was w i u

>

or

Oh ! according to the specification he
At.

i’

T 1

8439. And that error is not corrected ? It was not up to the time i lett.
8440. Was the slabbing of abutments all done properly ? Yes, that was just finished as L
left. He wished to make it an extra charge.
,
.
8441 How came you to say that the contractor was wishing to make that an extra charge ?
I h'ad it from the agent. I pointed out to him that the abutments were wanting. He said
he had no instructions from the contractor to do it, and that if so it must be an extra
charge. I said, if you refer to the specification you will find it.
8442. It may have been an error on the part of the agent ? Yes.
8443 Did he admit that you were correct? Yes, afterwards.
8444. Then there was no extra charge made ? There was no extra charge made there.
8445 Was the creek blocked up by the earth from the cutting? Yes.
_
8446. The last time you were there? Yes; hut there was an order given and a price
agreed upon, to cut a race from the other cutting, across, so as to meet the creek.
8447.
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Mr. O. L.
8447. And the price agreed to, was that something extra ? That was an extra charge.
Hanningtoiu
8448. That was right, I suppose ? Yes, that was correct.
8449. The contractor was not bound, then, to take away the earth ? No, that was an after
9 Jan., 1862.
agreement.
8450. Is it not a general understanding that when a contractor makes a bridge, he shall
leave everything around it in such a way as not to damage it in case of floods P It is not a
bridge, but a big cutting.
8451. Should you say that a contractor bnd fairly fulfilled his contract, if he made a bridge
and left it so filled up as that it would be flooded ? No.
8452. Do not you think he is bound to clear it? Yes; but this is not a bridge, it is a
cutting.
8453. Nut did you see any damage done by the water in'consequence of this obstruction to
the creek ? There was no damage done, as far as I saw.
8454. It is possible that damage might be done ip the event of a heavy rain ? There is
but little danger; there is not a great flow of water there.
8455. Do you know anything about these payments of money you speak of here? No, they
wore previous to my being there on the 12th.
8450. Then how came you to make these statements about money ? That is his letter there.
If I had given it a second thought I should have seen that I had no necessity to mention
this, and I should have repudiated it, for the reason that it was not during the time I was
on those works.
8457. Then you have made statements here in ignorance of the facts ? I am asked, if you
notice by that letter, to certify for certain vouchers. I give my reasons there for not doing
so, but I might have given far more simple reasons.
8458. Then, in fact, what you give about money, you give on Mr. Quodling’s authority ?
Yes.
8459. You are not positive of the truth of what you stated here ? Even supposing that I
had been on the works, that would have been my reason then, and is now. I believe there
is one payment on the 19th.
8450. You have said that you would not state what you knew to be untrue on the authority
of Mr. Quodling? I have not stated what I believe to be nntruc, because there was one
payment on the 19th.
84G1. But do you mean to say that money was paid more than was actually due on the
works at any time ? I mean to say that at that time there was only a certain sum in band,
and a certain quantity of work to do, which would not be covered by the amount in hand.
8462. Then there was rather an excess of payment in that case ? There was an excess of
payment.
8463. It was not very great, was it—what was the amount in round numbers? I.think I
have said there.
*
8464. You do not retract what you have said there? The only thing I retract is tliis : I
took these figures from Mr. Quodling. I gave him a statement of the whole of the works,
and he calculated them up from prices which I supposed to be the schedule of prices. I had
never seen the schedule of prices on the works.
8465. Were they not included in your specifications ? No.
8466. Is that usual ? I never saw any schedule of prices there. So far as that goes
Mr. Quodling made those calculations, and I never could get them from him; ho always
kept those from mo.
8467. And on the assumption that the calculations were correct------ ? I made that
statement.
8468. If the calculations wore wrong you would he inclined to retract? Yes. I wont
through them with him, and at the time they appeared to be correct—although he never
supplied me with a copy, which he said he would—thus keeping me in perfect ignorance of
what they were.
8469. And you adhere to this statement—You felt it yeur duty to decline signing the
vouchers on account of the circumstances, previously ? Yes.
8470. Had you anything to do, as overseer, with the payments ? No; I had only to make
out detailed accounts and forward them to the Superintendent, who forwards them to the
office.
8471. But upon these moneys were paid ? I had nothing to with that.
8472. But upon yonr vouchers moneys were paid ? Not upon Doughboy. I made no
vouchers there. I had no instructions to do so there. Mr. Quodling never asked mo to
make out a voucher for the Doughboy Diversion.
8473. Did it strike you that the system under which these works wore managed was an
irregular one ? Yes, I believe there was a great deal of irregularity.
8474. Was Mr. Quodling, do you say, to blame for it ? I considerso.
8475. Do not you think Mr. Collett was to blame at all ? I do not see that, he being at a
distance. I think it is the duty of the Superintendent to make his superior officer acquainted
with these matters, and then if there are any errors it is the duty of the person in power to
rectify them.
8476. But if those circumstances bad been reported by Mr. Quodling, and no further notice
had been taken of them, would you have said then that it was his fault? Certainly not.
8477. Yon are not aware whether Mr. Quodling did report or not? I am not.
8478. Do you think that generally Mr. Quodling attended to his duties properly? I think
he attended to his duties generally, so far as I am individually concerned. On other
works ho was generally very attentive ; but in reference to the Doughboy works he scented
as if he was disgusted, and he passed through them as if he was sick and tired of them.
8479.
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Hr, p. I . 8479. Was thero any particular reason for this that you know of? I cannot say that there
Hannington. was.
{0i(j me his on n private reasons. For his attention to all the other works I give
him great credit; ho went through them and inspected them, and was always attentive, but
9 Jan,, 18G2.
t.fmge particular works he seemed to have an antipathy.
.
8480. Do you consider him a competent person to perform these duties? I do.
8481. Did you hear Mr. Collett complain of him ? I never had an opportunity.
8482. Did you ever hear any one else complain of Mr. Quodling’s competency? No.
8488. Have you any reason to believe that Mr. Quodling was intemperate in his habits at
all ? He was free, hut I never saw him the worse for liquor.
8484. Did you ever see him neglect his duties from that cause? No.
8485. Have you seen him absent oftcuer than------ ? He has taken a few days occasionally,
848G. Togo" on the spree” as it is called? I have not been with him; I have been on
one portion of the works and he may have been absent from another.
8487. Do you consider that the works under his charge were at any time neglected in
consequence of his absence ? I cannot say that. He may have buen away a few days from
duty, but previous to that time he had been doing his duty.
8488. Are you aware whether, when he was absent from that portion of the works which
was under your immediate charge, he was not supervising some other part of the road under
his charge ? No; he was off that line.
8489. You knew that he was off the line ? Yes.
8490. Was he at Murrurundi? Yes.
8401. Had he business to transact there? Not to my knowledge.
.
8492. But I suppose lie might have had for aught you know? He might have had.
8493. Did you ever hear any complaints from the men under Mr. Quodling’s charge of any
wrong or unjust conduct on his part? As for " unjust" I will not say, hut for “ harsh”
conduct, bo was a man that was very strict, and would be, I tbiok, a little arbitrary. Hewas very hasty in temper, but it was soon over.
.
8494. Did you hear any general complaint? I did not.
8495. Did you think that the men liked him ? I do not think that they had any very great
love for him.
8496. Was there an impression that he was too strict ? He was rather arbitrary ; very
arbitrary in his line of couduet and hearing towards the men; he shewed a sort of over-’
bearing spirit.
8497. A sharp manner? Yes, which would give as it were a had impression at first on tho
part of the men towards him.
8498. Do not you think being strict somewhat a good fault in any public officer? Decidedly.
8499. You have no reason to think the public interest suffered by this sharp conduct on the
part of Mr. Quodling? No, I do not.
8500. By what authority have you come to Sydney, Mr. Hannington ? I hold a telegram
giving me orders from the Commissioner. This is a telegram I received on Saturday,
November 29th.
8501. When did you get a summons to attend the Committee ? To-day.
8502. Not until to-day ? No.
_
8503. By Mr. Dalghish: Are you any particular trade or profession, Mr. Hannington ? I
have been for a number of years connected with machinists. My father was the inventor of
Hannington’s Numerical Machines; we were the first to introduce the system of paging by
our machiuery in England. I introduced it to the Government of New South Wales. I
sold my machinery to the present Government.
8504. Have you ever practised as a surveyor? No, I have not practised as a surveyor; but
if you will allow me, 1 will hand you in a letter from Mr. Wener. I was with him twelve
months. (LetUr handed to Mr. Dalghish.)
8505. This states that you were engaged with a surveyor to take charge of his party, and
■
that you had charge of the surveyor’s party for eleven months ? Yes, but there is a second
agreement.
8506. And that you continued to do the duties, during the time you were with this gentle
man, to his satisfaction ? Yes,
8507. What did these duties consist of? Assisting in making the surveys—laying the
boundary line of the 29th parallel, traversing rivers, and laying out stations.
8508. What portion of this did you do ? I assisted. 1 did not assist with the circum
ferentor; I did the chaining portion. I did all the works, and all the calculations. That
was my business with him.
8509. Do you consider yourself a competent surveyor ? I do not consider myself a compe
tent surveyor.
8510. You have stated, I think, the length of time you have been in the Government
service ? My appointment was on the 1.1th May.
8511. Had you any previous experience in the formation of roads? I had not.
8512. Had you any experience in reference to the execution of public works of a similar
nature ? I had not.
8513. Had you any previous acquaintance with Mr. Collett? I knew Mr. Collett in 1852.
I had not seen him for six or seven years. I happened to be in Tamworth at the time of
his arrival there. I was then nnder an engagement with Mr. Wener—I was only waiting
for supplies to,join him. I called on Mr. Collett, and said, “I understood there was an
appointment vacant on the road.” I asked for it. Mr. C. said, “ I cannot give it you
myself; write immediately to the Secretary for Lands (Mr. Arnold).” I wrote that night.
On his return to Tamworth from Armidale (Mr. Quodling at that time had a great deal of
work to do), aud just as he (Mr. C.) was leaving, he said, “ Mr. Quodling, you had better
take Mr. Hannington on as an assistant for the time being.”
8514.
j
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8514. ITas tliafc the first time j^ou saw Mr. Quodling? No, I knew Mr. Quodling from Mr. 0. L.
January up to April—three months.
Hannington.
8515. Did you make any application to Mr. Quodling prior to asking Mr, Collett ? Yes,
he was aware of it. In fact he withed me not to accept my engagement here—he said, ® ^an-'
" Collett will be up in a few days; wait and see him, and I will speak to Collett for you.”
85HJ. Had you mentioned to Mr. Quodling previously that you were acquainted with Mr".
Collett? Most decidedly.
■
8517. And did Mr. Quodling recommend you to Mr. Collett prior to your seeing Mr. Collett
yourself? That I cannot say; I cannot say what transpired.
8518. When did you receive any official information, or did you receive any official intimation
of Mr. Quodling’s resignation ? I was in Tamworth at tho time. Here it is (referring to
diary) :—“ Wednesday, November 6th.—Received letter from Road Department.” That
was the date. I have also got here—" Mr. Quodling’s resignation accepted.” The same
day both arrived.
8519. Is that the letter you received? That is the letter I received,
8520. Authorizing you to take charge of the works? It is. (Ldtcr handed in. Vide
Appendix?)

8521. Did you take charge of the works in accordance with that notification ? I received
that letter on the 6th, which I answered on the 7th. I then, on the 7th, started per mail
for Doughboy. I arrived on Friday at Doughboy Hollow. I was there, at the works, on
Saturday. On the following Sunday, three days after leaving Tamworth, Mr. Coghlan, the
new Superintendent, arrived, taking all power from me there. Oh ! I see. It was on the
10th that Mr. Coghlan arrived.
8522. By Mr. Dan gar: Then you were only in charge three days? Only three days, just
giving me time to reach Doughboy from Tamworth.
- 8523. By Mr. Dalgleuh : Did you take any notice of the measurements on those two days ?
No, I only arrived at Doughboy on Saturday.
8524. In your previous evidence you have said that your duty was to see that the work was
properly performed according to specification, and that you had occasionally a copy of the
specifioatious ? Yes.
8525. You also stated that you had had no previous experience in reference to works of thjs
description ? Yes.
8526. Did you not then find a difficulty in determining whether the work was properly
executed or not ? I did at first.
8527. Did you find Mr. Quodling give you every assistance ? I did not.
8528. Did Mr. Quodling not give you any assistance? Very little indeed.
8529. Had you had any experience in measuring works? No, I had not, but I had a know
ledge of measuring of course. I could work measurements, and I had also a slight knowledge
of the way in which those measurements ought to be made; and, of course, the moment I
had a few lessons I was as qualified to do it as anyone else.
8530. Did you find a few lessons sufficient to enable you to measure unequal depths and
slopes ? Yes.
8531. You found a few lessons sufficient ? Yes; I have had now something like seven or
eight months at it.
8532. You said that you had had no quarrel of any description with Mr. Quodling ? Not
the slightest.
■
8533. At any time? At any time. ■
8534. You wero in Tamworth together on one occasion ? Yes.
8535. For a week I understood you to say—about a week ? I had a letter from him
requesting me-------/
8536. Was it about a week you were in Tamworth ? Yes ; six days or something like that.
8537. What were you engaged in during that time ? In making out vouchers, and going
through all his papers, so that he might put me and various other parties in possession of
all the information relative to the works.
8538. And you had no misunderstanding of any description at that time? No.
8539. What led you to suppose that Mr. Quodling had something behind at that time—
you stated that it was your impression that Mr. Quodling had something behind ? I will
tell you my reason for that impression. He wished me to give him up all my books, and to
say, on being asked for them, that he had taken them, and would not give them np to mo;
and I was particularly requested by him to say nothing to the Commissioner relative to the
works, but that I should keep everything as dark as I possibly could. I naturally concluded
that there was something wrong, and I did not give up my books.
8540. You did not give up your books ? Certaioly not.
8541. You said you thought there was something between him and the contractor? I knew
there was no good feeling existing between them.
8542. I understood you that it was your impression that, as he had paid no attention to your
reports, there must be some "collusion,” I understood, between Mr. Quodling and the
contractor? I never said that.
■
8543. It was a wrong impression, then, on my part ? Oh dear, no ! I never said that.
8544. You stated that the contractor would have been a loser, and not the public, from any
irregularity that might have existed? From irregularities.
8545. As far as Mr. Quodling was concerned—that the loss would not have been a loss to
the public? There were irregularities at the time, but all those irregularities had been
rectified. In the state of the road at that time, of course there wero many things that
looked irregular, but now that the work is finished they look very different. Like everything
else in an unfinished state, there appeared to he a good deal of irregularity: the work
looked bad.
8540.
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Mr. 0. L. 8546. These (rrferring to witness’s note boo/:) were your original notes ? Yes j you will see
Hannington. t^at ^j)e^ arc jn my handwriting, interlined by 3Ir. Quodling.
8547. The original notes were not dictated by Jlr. Quodling? As we went through the
f) Jan., 1862. wor]{g together,
8548. You formed your own opinion ? We went through them together.
_
851$. And in going through them together------ ? I dare say, if you were to look at bis
notes, that mine would correspond with his.
8550. You are convinced of tho truth of these observations? I am, perfectly.
.
_
8551. You are convinced that the clearing was not carried out according to specification ?
Not according to the specification.
_
8552. The stumps on the main road and hanks formed on timber not cleared away ? Not
cleared away.
_
_
8553. What would be the result of this—was it according to specification ? No; according
to specification they were to be cleared.
,
8554 Would tliis be detrimental to the puhlie interest—leaving the embankments resting
on this fallen timber ? I do not know that it would be detrimental to the public interest,
but it would be a great eyesore.
_
_
.
8555. Will it not render the bank hollow where this fallen timber is, and not so solid as it
ought to be? It would not be so solid.
_
_
,
.
8556. And consequently more liable to give way ? That is only in eertain portions of the
embankments to which I was obliged to call the attention of the Superintendent.
_
8557. You have another note :—“ Embankments not trimmed as specified not according to
specification ” ? I spoke of that afterwards. The contractor said he should not do them
until the last moment. They aro now done. When I was there on the last occasion they
were doing all those things.
8558. Mr, Quodling has interlined—" On entire length of road ?” Yes.
.
. ,
8559. Do you concur in that interlineation? It says entire length of road in the original
specification.
_
,
w
8560. And the trimming was not done, at that time, on any portion of the road r Not at
that time.
8561. And this interlining was correct? Yes, it was perfectly correct.
_ _
8562. “ Punning on embankments round abutments of bridges, culverts, and retaining walls,
not done according to specification” is crossed out. Mr. Quodling, I suppose, crossed that
out? Yes.
8563. Does the specification state that these works are to be punned? Yes.
8564. Have they been punned? No.
_
8565. Then they have not been carried out according to specification? They were not then.
8566. And the consolidation clause has not been carried out? In certain portions only,
which I have pointed out in my letter.
,
8567. 'f Most particular clause in specification” is underlined by Mr. Quodling? Yes.
8568. Do you concur in that ? Yes, it is a very particular clause.
8569. And that has not been carried out? No.
_
8570. Ilave you any idea of what the saving will be to the contractor ? No, for the simple
reason that Mr. Quodling kept back all the calculations. I gave him all those calculations,
and he kept them.
_
_
,
8571. And the fencing has not been carried out according to the specification ? It is carried
.
out now, I believe.
8572. Is it all carried out now ? Yes.
_
8573. You wexe informing Mr. Forster, a few moments ago, of the proportion of shale which
had been used*but you did not finish the answer. You state the proportion of shale to be
about 20 chains. Carry out, if you please, the proportion of shale to basalt on the entire
work, in round numbers? It is about one in nine and three-quarters.
8574. One chain of shale? To nine and three-quarters of basalt.
8575. This is where the shale is spread separately ? Yes.
8576. Is there not a mixture of shale and basalt in other places? There may be a few
yards, but not more. They are generally separate.
8577. Has any peculiar or particular manner of placing -the shale and basalt been
adopted—is it with regard to any peculiar formation of the ground that shale has been
substituted for,basalt? No, it has sometimes been used in one place and sometimes in
another. Ob! you mean as to any peculiar formation of the ground ? ^
8578. Yes, of the formation of the bed ? Not to my knowledge. I did not see anything
peculiar in the formation of the ground.
_
_
,
8579. Is the basalt placed over a rocky bed of the road in any instance? Yes, and so is
the shale.
8580. And the shale is also over a rocky bed ? Yes.
8581. Is any of the shale placed over an earthy bed, where there is only the earth for a
foundation ? No, it is principally basalt there.
8582. Principally basalt ? Yes.
'
8583. In what way then is this shale spread? I could not tell you precisely. Perhaps
there might be half a dozen chains of basalt, and then, perhaps, two or three chains of
shale; then would come, we will say, basalt again for some distance, say ten, fifteen, or
twenty chains; then again would come a patch of shale, perhaps being in the immediate
neighbourhood, nearer to where they took it from.
_
,
j
8584. Just where it has been convenient for breaking, without any particular regard to tho
locality, or where it was laid ? Yes.
.
8585. Is shale used for blinding ? Yes, broken shale is also used for blinding the pitching.
8586. Is it used for that only ? Sometimes it is just spread over the ground.
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8m8. Aud then the metal put upon the shale ? Most of the pitching—in fact all the Hannington.
pitching—is blinded in the first instance principally with broken shale.
858!). Have you observed any slip in the road—I think you stated that you had observed a 9 J&n.,18G2.
slip ? In the big cutting.
8590. What is the width qf that big cutting from the solid of the mountain ? I suppose it
is about 13 feet of the solid.
8591. \\ hat is the width of the road altogether? I never measured the width of the whole
road.
8592. At the big cutting? I never measured the width of the road itself. I merely took
particular notice of the solid.
8593. In what way did you obtain the quantity in cubic yards ? We took it merely from
what wo cut from the solid.
8594. Did Mr. Quodling and you measure it? No, myself and Mr. Donaldson.
8595. Mr. Donaldson ? Yes, Mr. Martindale’s agent.
8596. At the same time as Mr. Quodling? Mr. Quodling was not present.
8597. Mr. Quodling was not present ? He was not present.
8598. Have you a book containing those measurements? These are the measurements of
the Doughboy Diversion works.
8599. Were those measurements taken by yourself? By me and Mr. Donaldson.
8600. Have they been corrected by any person since you took them? They were corrected
by Mr. Donaldson, at the request of Mr. Quodling.
,
8601. Have they been examined by any one in the Office ? Not to my knowledge.
8602. How long has this {memorandum) book been out of your possession ? About three '
weeks or a month.
8603. What led to your giving this book up to any other person—it is a private memoranautn book, is it not P ^No, it belongs to the Public Works Department.
8604. Were you asked for this hook ? I was asked to bring papers and books of every
description, and I gave them all to Mr. Collett.
■
8605.. lias any erasure or alteration been made in this hook ? It is the first time I have
seen it since I gave it up.
8606. Look over it and say if there arc any marks in the book now which you find strange ?
(Witness inspected book.) No, tliis is perfectly correct.
8607. You are aware that there arc several erasures in this ? Yes, they are my own
erasures.
8608. They are corrected from after calculation ? Corrected from after calculation.
8609. In some instances there are items scratched out; are they intended to be taken no
notice of—there are a number of items scratched out in different pages ? You will see
them all enumerated below there; they are put again in different forms, that is all.
8610. And you have every reason to believe that these measurements are correct ? I have
every reason to believe that they are.
8611- In this letter, or in the notes from which you say you composed your letter, it states—
deviating of the roadway at big cutting, two bridges are done away with; No. 6 bridge of
three fifty feet spans, under trussed, and ooe twenty-one feet span, beams with corbels; and
No. 7 bridge, three twenty-five feet spans, beams with corbels ? But I have already stated
that I knew nothing of those. It was previous to my being there that those alterations
were made. He asked me to put that down, but J have taken no notice of it in my letter,
because I could not make any notes upon it.
8612. No. 2 D bridge—two spans done away with. Were those two spans done away with
from the drawings with which you were supplied for the formation of that bridge ? Yes.
8613. What length of span were these two bridges that were done away with ? Are they
not down ?
8614. No, tho lengths are not mentioned ? I could not tell without tho drawings; I thought
they wero down there.
8615. Doughboy Creek—in many places filled up with the rubbish thrown over embank
ments. Is this the rubbish you stale as extra, to be cleared away ? That is from the tipping
from, tho large cutting to form, the embankment.
8616. Arc you conversant with tho specification ? Yes, in that part.
8617. Cau you remember whether the specification does not state that the spoil—the debris__
from the cutting, is to be placed wherever the Superintendent may direct ? Yes, it was
directed to he put there.
8618. Did Mr. Quodling direct the rubbish to he thrown into the creek ? I do not know.
8619. Is there not a clause in the specification, which states that the material from the
cutting is to ho deposited where pointed out by the Superintendent or overseer ? Yes, to be
placed, of course, where necessary. Here you had to form an embankment. It was tipped
over, and formed tho road by tho natural fall,
8620. Is there a portion of the specification which states that any portion of the earth from
the cutting, and which may bo placed in a position of which the Superintendent does not
approve, is to be removed at the expense of the contractor ? A certain portion of the earth
is, of course, to be placed at the option of the Superintendent or overseer; but you could not
avoid filling up this creek; the rubbish could not avoid going into it.
8621. You aro perfectly sure that there is not 30 feet of roadway at the big cutting in the
solid of the mountain ? 30 feet—Oh ! no.
8622. Are you sure there is not 20 feet ? It is 13 feet, I think, out of the solid, at
the narrowest part of the cutting.
8623. What is the width of the road according to the specification ? That is not in the
specification at all; it was an after arrangement.
8624.
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8624. Does the specification state the width of the metal ? The metal is to he of the best
and hardest available stone—the blue columnar basalt—brohen to 2finch gauge, free from
earth, sand, chips, and other impurities, to be spread to a width of 18 feet, 9 inches 3eep at
the centre and 6 at the sides, in two layers of equal thickness; the first to be consolidated
before the other is put on.
.
,
, . „„„„
8625. Then would not the width of the metal determine the width of the road to some
extent ? Decidedly.
. , ,
, ,, , v
8626. Does the specification state the size of the water tables ( I os.
8627 The water tables are to be in addition to the width of the road . ics. _
8628. Does that sufficiently define the width the road should he ? It « wider in some parts,
but I am speaking of the narrowest portion. It may have been altered since I left, for that
portion was not then finished. I am speaking from what I saw- I should say the
cutting was not, when I was there, more than 13 feet in the solid. What has been done
8629 1And from^hat something must he taken for the water tables ?

^or t^

8630. So that tbe width available for dray traffic would be less than 13 feet by the width ot
8631.a What* allowance do yon make for the consolidation of an embankment formed from
the shovel, and not tipped from the cart or wagons-how many inches to the foot 7 How
much allowance is made for shrinkage in that case? I could not answer that question
Sl^What is the height of the embankment at that particular place ?

Tho height of the

embankment is in some places 90 feet.
9
8633. 90 feet—and it is formed from the debris shovelled from the cutting ? Yes.
8634 What allowance should have been made lor shrinkage on this artificial formation of
the road ? I perfectly understand, but I do not know that I could answer that q^tion.
8635 We have been informed that it is necessary to allow 4 inches to the foot. Was this
portion of the road consolidated prior to being pitchedJ Most decidedly.
8636. It was consolidated ? Yes; this portion was left to the very last moment this big
S^The last portion ? All that was done to the big cutting was left to th®
, ?
8638. Arc yon aware that Mr. Collett’s opinion is that consolidation is useless on roads?
8639. He has never given you to understand that the consolidation clause was not to be
regard to that V.g catting 1 1 only know that tlat portion has boon lett to the last. I
understood that it was left so that it might be properly consolidated.
.
8641. In what way has it been consolidated ? By being rolled over, and being filled up aa
8642. Was the traffic turned upon it? The traffic has been upon it.
8643. Have there been any heavy rains since the formation of that road ?

„
There have been

a great many heavy rains.
,,
..
w*
8644 All that would tend to consolidate the road ? Of course it would.
8645. Has any portion of this artificial formation shrunk from the natural formation of the
road ? It has shrank,
.
.
.
Rfilfi Tt bus shrunk? Oh ! yes ; from these heavy rains.
.
8647 After it was finished ? It was not finished when I left. I have not seen it since.
8648 Was any portion of it completed when you left? No portion of it was metalled.
8649. Was it pitched? No, there was not any of it pitched. It was neither pitched nor
S’1 What is this memorandum in reference to No. 4 bridge?
8651W What do you mean by marginal logs ?
8652. Yes?

The logs at the side.

Marginal logs-rongh

What do I mean by marginal logs ?

_

8654 Would you call*those beams? No, they are merely for the sides. Those are the
fogs we alluded" to when we went through them They were rough, unhewn stuff. They
were iust put up at the sides of the abutments of the bridges. _
.
8655J Were they not in their position ? Oh ! yes, they were in their position.
8656. They were not squared ? No, they were only rough, unhewn timber.
8657 Well unhewn timber means timber not squared, does it not . les.
8658* What would be the difference of price between unhewn timber and squared timber ?
There would be a difference of perhaps two or throe shillings; that is, 2s. for hewn and 3s.
for sawn.

s Su

,

to

. , .

■

^

r”,?

or Is. 9d.
8663 ?fehIwndL^rS was 4s. per cubic foot by tbe schedule of prices, the difference
would be in favour of tbe contractor ? It would be in favour of _ the contractor, of come.
8664. You stated that they wercsaplings that were used—what do you mean by saplings?
8665Whe're^we^e,these*'Kiplings^placeff?60 Well]Tcan hardly tell you now, it is so long
since that memorandum was made.

1 '
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Mr. O. L.
8666. That is about the marginal logs? Yes.
Hannington.
8667. What is the differeuce between saplings and full grown trees ? Yuli grown trees?
8668. Yes ? Saplings, I should say, were quite young trees.
9 Jan., 1862.
8669. What was the diameter of these saplings ? I suppose about four or five inches.
8670. And did the floor of the bridge rest on these ? No.
8671. Then what do you mean by the marginal logs ? They are used for abutments, to
beep in the earth-work at the sides of bridges.
8672. Then this is not part of the bridge itself ? Oh! dear, no.
8673. You state that Mr. Quodling did not report to the contractor; was it Mr. Quodling’s
duty to report to tbe contractor? I should say so.
8674. How do you arrive at that conclusion? Why, I should say be was the party to find
fault with, if the work was not done properly ; that it was his duty to report to the contractor
that certain works were not carried out according to specification.
8675. Do you know that he has not reported ? I only have the word of the contractor himself.
8676. Do you think tho contractor’s word should be takOn in opposition to that of the road
overseer ? The overseer never told me that he had. Ho told me he had spoken verbally,
not that he had written officially.
8677. It is a matter of hearsay ? Yes.
8678. You say that it was your duty to make out detailed accounts ? Yes.
8679. Have you performed that duty ? Yes.
8680. Did you take the measurements yourself? Yes, I took them myself.
8681. And give in a detailed account of all the works? Yes; here is my account of all the
works from the first to the twelfth, and so on.
8682. Did Mr. Quodling accept those measurements ? Those measurements I have sent to
him regularly in my fortnightly or monthly reports.
8683. Ji’rom your own experience, do you consider yourself a judge of Mr. Quodling’s
capability to perform his duties? Well, I have always considered Mr. Quodling a very
clever young man at his business.
8684. Hut do you consider yourself qualified to give an opinion ? I do.
8685. From your nine months experience ? From my experience.
8686. Under Mr. Quodling? Under Mr. Quodling.
8687. You aro qualified to give an opinion in reference to the capability of your superior
officer to perform his duty ? Yes.
8688. As to whether he is qualified to perform that duty? Yes, I certainly do. That is
my full conviction.
8689. Did you measure (he big cutting ? I did, with Mr. Donaldson.
8690. Had you any buoys? We had no buoys; it was an approximate.
8691. Had you any bench marks? One bench mark.
8692. What do you call an approximate ? That it was as near as It was possible to get it.
A dozen persons might measure that, and perhaps each measurement would differ; there
might be some three or four thousand cubic yards difference. It was only by guessing. Mr.
Donaldson could only do it by his knowing the nature of the ground as it formerly stood.
Wc had to guide ourselves by erecting poles, so as to make as nearly as possible the shape
of the natural formation of the work.
8693. You were guided by the contractor’s foreman, in that measurement for the Governm en t ? Yes.
8694. Did not that strike you as being irregular ? It did; but I received instructions from
Mr. Quodling to that effect.
8695. Were not your general instructions, according to what you said yourself, to make our
detailed accounts F Yes.
8696. Was not that then part of your fixed instructions, without requiring definite
instructions from Mr. Quodling on the subject ? Previous to this, no measurements were
required of that work. It was not necessary, as it was for a lump sum of money. It was
never thought to be measured.
8697. For what purpose were those measurements taken? For Mr. Quodling. He said he >
wished to get a statement.
8698. A rough statement? He wanted to get a statement of the whole of the works. Ho
wished me to go through the whole of the measurements, as he wished to make a state
ment to the Commissioner as early as possible.
8699. Do you know what that statement he wished to make to the Commissioner was?
I do not.
8700. You do not know whether it was because Mr. Quodling wished to obtain an approxi
mate value of the work done ? I know nothing relative to that. He did not speak to me
at the time. He merely asked me to forward to him a measurement of the whole of the
works, as ho wished to communicate with tho Commissioner,
8701. Do you remember a letter asking Mr. Quodling to vouch for a certain amountof work
or money to the contractor ? I do not know about any letter he may have received ;
I only know the letter he requested me to vouch for which I have handed in.
8702. Did he state any reason for asking you to vouch for these ? No..
8703. Did you vouch for them ? I did not.
8704. Did you not sign a letter refusing to vouch for some particular work because Mr.
Quodling had refused ? Yes, in my letter of the 24th.
8705. Has this any allusion to that? Yes.
8700. YTou refused to vouch ? I did.
8707. Because Mr. Quodling had refused? Not only because Mr. Quodling bad refused,
but also for my reason which I there stated.

238—2 P
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Mr. O- L. 8708. What reason was that ? Tho reason is there, if you notice, in my letter—that general
.•Hannington. letterofthe 24tb<
.
8709. Yon have got some papers there which you call a diary ? Yes.
. # Jan., 1862. gypQ What is the first date you have in that diary ? Saturday, Jnnc 8th.
^
8711. How long was that after you took charge of the works? That is a long time before.
I did not take those works till August.
8712. The Doughboy works ? Yes.
8713. Did you keep a diary from tho time of your first appointment under the Government?
I did from the time of my first removal, when I left on June 8ih, from Tamworth, to take
Doughboy. Formerly I was at Tamworth. This is a diary I kept for my own convenience.
8714. You did not keep it for any special purpose? For no special purpose whatever,
than to refer to any particular day if I thought proper to do so.
8715. Then what caused you to think there was anything “behind” or kept back by 31r.
Quodling, because he kept a similar diary ? I do not know that be kept a similar diary.
8716. I ibink you said that be made different memoranda? He used to make various
. memoranda.
"
,
8717. I understood you to say that it struck you that this was kept for some particular
purpose ? In going through tbe works he always took various notes. These notes 1 am
confident were taken, because he used to refer to them in going through the works, and they
agreed with mine. For instance, when we went through these works our notes were taken
almost verbatim. ■
'
on
• 8718. Have you seen Mr. Quodling and Mr Collett together on the works? On one

occasion, yes.
.
8719. Was there any appearance of disrespect on the.part of Mr. Quodling to Mr. Collett?
There was a distance—an appearance of great distance between them. ^
_
8720. But was there any mark of disrespect shewn—did he treat him in any marked dis
respectful manner ? Not in my presence on that occasion ; if be did I did not see anything
of it.
.
8721. Did you hear Mr. Collett address any remarks to Mr. Quodling? I was not by.
Although I was one of the party who went round, I was not constantly with him j therefore
I could not tell.
8722. Have you heard Mr. Quodling make any contemptuous observations in reference to
Mr. Collett ? Privately I have, most decidedly.
8723. Has he ever given utterance to contemptuous expressions in reference to Mr. Collett,
before the contractor or his agents ? I have never beard him.
8724. Not to your knowledge ? Not to my knowledge, before Mr. Collett or the contractor.
8725. Or any of the contractor’s agents? Yes; I have heard him speak disrespectfully of
Mr. Collett before Mr. Martindale’s agent.
8726. Who was that agent? Mr. Donaldson.
8727. How long have you been in Sydney ? Five weeks.
.
8728. How have you been employed during that time? In coining to the Assembly; I am
in attendance every day.
1
\
8729. Where ? At the office.
.
8730. Have you had frequent conversations, or have you had any conversation with Mr.
Collett ? I have been in conversation once or twice with Mr, Collett.
8731. Has this dispute formed the subject of conversation at any time? It did on one
occasion.
n n
■
8732. Relate as far mi you can the conversation which took place? Our conversation was
relative to my letter of the 24th,
8733. Relate what occurred, as far as you can remember ? As far as I can remember I will
do so. He was asking mo relative to that letter.
8734. How did the conversation begin ? Let me recollect a moment.
8735. Where did the first conversation between you and Mr. Collett take place with regard
to this matter ? The first conversation-----■ 8736. With regard to the business that brought you to Sydney? Oh ! the first conversa
tion I had with Mr. Collett was on board the steamer, when I came down.
8737. From where? From Murrurundi—I took the mail.
8738. With whom ? By myself.
'
8739. Where did you meet Mr. Collett? I saw him on board the steamer at Newcastle.
I did not know that Mr. Collett would be on board tho vessel.
8740. Aud then did Mr. Collett and you enter into conversation ? Yes, I spoke to Mr.
Collett.
8741. On what subject? In reference to the letter of the 24_th; and he asked me plainly
and distinctly whether I wrote that letter on my own responsibility.
.
#
874*2. What did you say in reply? I told him Mr. Quodling was cognizant of it that he
was present at the time it was written, and that he supplied me with certain notes.
8743. Which you acknowledged to be correct? Which I acknowledged to he correct.
8741. Did you inform Mr. Collett of that? According to the information I had in refer
ence to the specification.
8745. You adopted that letter ? I adopted shat letter.
8746. Did any further conversation take place in regard to that letter ? Yes..
8747. What was it? Mr. Collett alluded to the metalling. He said that in my letter
I stated that there was a clear deficiency of 1,016 cubic yards of metal which had not been
supplied; and he said “ how could you do that—you must have done it in ignorance, for the
“ reason that there was only a certain quantity to be supplied—3,521 yards—and L thought
“ proper to substitute 2,800 yards of pitching, which if measured comes nearly to the
1
" quantity
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“ quantity of metal alone, independently of any other metal,” If you take the pitching------Mr. O. L.
8748. I am asking you with regard to the conversation you had together ? I am alluding Hannington.

8749. Mr. Collett used this argnment with you ? Yes; and I told him that if I had been 9 Jan-.ISS*. ■
aware that such was the fact I should not have written such a letter.
8750. Did Mr. Collett converse with you and argue with you on the subject? No; it was
a voluntary statement.
8751. You accepted the explanation? Yes, and it coincided with a conversation I had
,
previously had with Mr. Martindale. I never dreamed that I should have seen Mr. Collett
until l arrived here at the Office; but to convince myself after what I bad heard from Mr.
Martindale, I was determined to ask Mr. Collett about the matter. I found that the conver
sation I had with Mr. Martindale coincided with what Mr. Collett told me; and I had con
vincing proofs of it afterwards.
8752. Do you know of your own knowledge the difference between the price of pitching
and broken metal ? There is no difference in the price; one is Gs. 6d. and so is the other.
8753. You state that the pitching is 6s. 6d. per cubic yard ? Yes.
8754. Do you know that of your own knowledge? I only heard it from the contractor.
8755. "Which contractor ? Mr. Martindale.
8756. Is he a good authority ? I should say so, being the contractor, and having the
schedule of prices.
8757. Have you seen it in the schedule of prices ? I have not.
8758. Are you aware whether pitching is mentioned ? Not at all. It was metal, I believe,
in the first instance.
8759. Have you anything to guide, you as to tbe relative value of a cubic yard of pitching
and a cubic yard of broken metal of the same description ? A cubic yard of pitching and
a cubic yard of broken metal ?
8760. Yes; of your own knowledge do you know the difference between the values of those
two articles? Wc have always paid nearly the same price. It might have been 5s. 9d.
or Gs.; 6s. 6d. is about the usual price for pitching.
8761. Do you know the description of stone that is broken into metal; is it tbe same stone
that is used as pitching, and about the same sizes ? It is about the same.
8762. So that pitching would be the rough stone before it is broken ? Yes, the rough
stone.
8763. What is the price of breaking that stone to the gauge required by the contract?
The price at which it is supplied ?
'
8764. No, what is the price paid for breaking the basalt? He supplies it broken; it is
6s. 6d.
8765. Is not the pitching the same stone that is broken into metal, of the gauge specified?
Yes, some ponion of it.
•
8766. Do you know the price that is paid for breaking that metal to the required gauge ?
I do not know what he is paying for it. It is supplied at 6s. Gd. the cubic yard of broken
metal, or 6s. 6d. the cubic yard of pitching; they are both the same price.
8767. Has this basalt come from the cutting ? Some portions of it.
8768. Are you aware that there is a clause in the specification which states that stones from
the cuttings are to be piled in heaps, where directed by tbe overseer? Yes.
8769. Does not that form the pitching itself ? No.
8770. Is the broken stone thus taken from the cuttings the pitching, previous to being
placed on the road ? No.
8771. What is that ? It is only placing it in heaps ready for distribution.
8772. Is not that the stone used in pitching? Yes.
8773. It only requires putting in its place ? In the road or in the pitching. Some portion
of the road is not pitched.
8774. This broken stone is tbe property of the Government? It is the property of the
contractor.
8775. Of the Government ? It has to bo placed in heaps for the use of the Government,
and not to be used for any other purpose, at the will of the contractor—is not that according
to the specification ? What be has to do is to supplj-, we will say, 1,600 cubic yards of
metal, to be placed on the roads in heaps.
8776. Will you look at this clause in the specification:—"Previous to making any of the
" side cuttings or embankments, or to forming the road surface where there is no cutting, if
“ required, all the loose stones are to be removed and piled where directed, to be ultimately
“ used as metal; where there are embankments in earth exceeding three feet in height,
" benches three and a half feet wide, and two feet deep, are to be cut on the side of the
,
" bank, as will be directed.” Have you observed that portion where the contractor has to
lay the stones in heaps, to be ultimately used as metal, &e. ? Those have been complied,
with.
8777. The contractor then broke these loose stones, aud was paid 6s. fid. per yard for break
ing and spreading ? Oh ! no, that is different altogether. The metal which is supplied here
is very different altogether.
8778. You state that basalt is taken from tbe cuttings? From portions of the cuttings.
8779. Which is, according to this specification, to be placed iu heaps where directed by the
Superintendent? Yes.
,
8780. To be used by the contractor as metal ? Yes.
8781. The contractor would then have to break this stone to the gauge? Yes.
8782. For which he would receive 6s. 6d. per cubic yard? He has to supply 1,100 cubic
yards.
,

8783.
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Mr.'O. L. 8783. And for this quantity he would be paid 6s. 6d. per yard ? lie would get it all from
Hannuigton.
cuttingS,
'~~J'—8784. lie pleased to answer my questions—you say that the basalt for the metal was
9 Jan., 18G2. obtained from the cuttings previously ; if this rough stone is used as pitching, and pitched,
that is, placed in blocts on the road, would not that be a saving of all tbe labour of breaking
to tho contractor P Yes, but there is not sufficient——
_
_
8785. Would that be a saving of all the labour of breaking to tbe contractor ? Of pitching ?
8786. As much of it as was used for pitching—it is a very simple question ? I think there
is a misunderstanding of the question altogether,
_
_
8787. If you will endeavour to understand it, it is very plain. I am asking the question
from the specification, which you state you accepted as your guide P I beg your pardon,
when T took possession of that work the whole of the stone was broken and laid in heaps.
8788. Was any of the pitching done at that time? Yes.
_
8789. Do you know whether the pitching was not formed by the stone which was thus
preserved ? I cannot say whether it was.
'
8790. In that case, if it was so, would it not be a clear gain to the contractor to the amount
of the cost of breaking to gauge ? He had to break tliis to the gauge j he must break it to
tbe gauge.
_
_
8791. But a portion of tbe road being pitched instead of metalled—being formed of rough
stone not broken to gauge—would it not be a saving to tbe contractor of the price of
breaking ? No, I do not think it would; I think even by the pitehieg he lias lost.
8792. The pitching and metalling are not used on the same portion of the road? Yes,
there is a certain portion of the metal over the pitching as well.
^
8793. A certain portion, but not the contract quantity ? No.
8794. Not the eontraet depth? No.
'
8795. Mr. Collett has stated that where this pitching is used he had merely used shale for
blinding? The shale is used for blinding afterwards.
_ _
8796. Will you be kind enough to confine your answer to this:—If the stone used as pitching
bad been obtained from the cuttings, and not broken to gauge but simply used as pitching,
is not that a saving to tbe contractor of the price of breaking ? It is a substitute for
pitching.
8797. Never mind about it being a substitute; lam putting it to you as an abstract
question ? But it is just the same whether he supply pitching or metal. _ _
8798. Leave the supplying out of the question, and answer my question as it is asked? I
think it is the same.
,
8799. That the broken stone to be placed in heaps, at the order of the Superintendent, and
afterwards merely hand-pitched by the contractor, is as expensive as the same stone broken
tn two and a half gauge and spread ? Yes.
_
8800. And you state that it would be no-gain to tbe contractor to use this metal which has
been obtained from the enttings and placed in heaps, as pitching, instead of breaking it to
gauge aud spreading it as per specification ? Certainly it would be a gain if he did not
break it up to tho two and a half inch gauge, most decidedly.
_
8801. It would be a gain to the contractor ? Of course it would ; but what I contend is
this, that he has to supply either pitching or metal at a certain gauge; be has got to
supply 2,800 yards of one and 1,600 yards of another. There is nothing, 1 grant you, in the
specification in reference to the pitching; that was an after arrangement, which the Com
missioner thought proper to agree to—that pitching should bo supplied instead of metalling.
He supplies here a certain quantity of pitching in preference to all metal. He will supply
2,800 cubic yards of pitching and 1,600 cubic yards of metal, to be distributed in certain
portions over that and over other portions. If you take the 2,800 yards, it will come to the
quantity almost required.
8802. Will you tell me how many cubic yards of pitching it would require for a lineal yard
of road of the width of the specification—how much would it require to pitch, say three
lineal yards of the requisite width ? 18 feet wide, I presume ?
8803. Yes? And the pitching I suppose 9 feet 6 inches?
8804. Yes? It would be three and three-quarters cubic yards.
_
8805. And how many yards of broken metal would it require to make the specified thick
ness? I am alluding to the broken metal.
_ _
8806. Have you given the broken metal ? No; it is pitching.
,
8807. What would be the quantity of broken metal for tho same—9 inches depth at the
crown and 6 inches at the ends ? There is no difference at all.
_
_
8808. Then if the pitching is used without being broken to gauge, is not^ that a manifest
. saving to the contractor? "The pitching requires much labour in the getting of it, aud in
bringing it in carts. You cannot always get it alongside ; you have sometimes as much as
three-quarters of a mile to bring your pitching.
. . .
,
.
8809. Did you slate that there was a mile to go for this pitching ? I have seen it necessary

fo go half a mile or three quarters of a mile to get stone for pitching.

’

.

_

_

8810. Did not you state that it was got from the cuttings? A certain portion of it; but
you have to go half a mile sometimes—a quarter of a mile beyond the line, and then to
bring it down the lino half a mile.
8811. But would you not have to bring the broken metal tbe same distance ? Of course.
8812. Then, as far as that is concerned, they are both equal—are they not equal in that
respect ? If they have to fetch it.
8813. 7J|/ Mr.'Jmnaz : I>0 they have to fetch it? Yes.
8814. By Mr. DaUjldsk : Your objection would not.be valid then, with regard to tbe bring
ing of it—would it be valid? No.
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8815, Would it not be a direct saving to tbe contractor if he used this metal whole as
pitching, instead of having it broken to gauge? No, I do not see that it would at all—not
where he lias to pitch it; he has either to fetch it a certain distance, or to have it broken
in heaps there.
881G. But you acknowledge that it is the same in both instances? Yes.
8817. Is it not then cheaper to lay the stone unbroken to gauge, than to break the stone and
■lay it afterwards ? That is his Lae.
88 IS. Whose loss? It is the contractor’s loss; he takes it at the same price.
88 19. Is it not a gain then if he uses the whole metal as pitching?* Yes,
8820. -A gain to the contractor? Yes.
8821. Are you capable of forming an estimate of the difference of price ? I do not know
tho exact price he would pay.
.
8822 It is requisite to break this basalt into pieces similar to the size used for pitching,
prior to its being broken to gauge ? Yes,
8823. So that in that ease the breaking to gauge is extra work ? Yes.
,
8824. And you cannot give the Committee an estimate of the difference in the price between
the two articles? I would not be certain as to the price exactly.
8825. Well, give us an approximation ? Breaking, about 3s. 9d. to 4s,
8826. So that that would make a difference of 3s. 9d. a cubic yard between the pitching and
the broken metal, which would be a clear gain to the contractor? I think I have given
rather a low estimate—3s. 9d.; I think it is more than that, hut I have told you that I am
not positive as to the price.
8827. I presume 3d. is a considerable deal for a cubic yard of metal—is it not a good
allowance ? Yes.
8828. By Mr. Markham: Following up this inquiry—were there any basaltic cuttings on
this particular portion ? Only just the first portion of the cutting.
8829. There is a portion through basaltic rock ? Yes.
8830. Now, with regard to this question of pitching and metalling, would not the smaller
portions of the rock do for the metalling—I mean those portions which would not bo capable
of being used for pitching? Yes.
8831. Would the contractor have any advantage iu that respect or otherwise? He would
have an advantage I should say there, because he would not have it to break up.
8832. By Mr. Dalyleish: He would have a double advantage, would he not? He would
have an advantage there.
8833. By Mr. Markham: A benefit would accrue to him? Yes, it would be less trouble of
course to break.
8834. But supposing be had to cart large stones a considerable distance for pitching, he
then, of course, when he could not take smaller ones would take larger ones? Yes, he would
have to cart the large stones.
8835. With regard to the letter of the 26th October, I do not clearly understand that
matter—did you mean to say that you had first made these memoranda yourself and that
subsequently Blr. Quodling made suggestions to you ? Yes.
8836. That you bad made the memoranda first ? Yes, we made our memoranda together; I
went through with him.
,
8837. Did he sugeest that you should make any memorandum or take the measurement?
He did.
8838. Before ? Yes.
8839. And afterwards he corrected it ? Yes, and then he gave me that letter dated 20th
October, which he delivered to me personally on the Saturday,
.
8840. But he first suggested to you that you should make the measurements ? Yes.
8841. He then altered the memoranda you had made, by scratching out certain portions and
interlining others ? Yes, from which I wrote that report which you see.
3842. Was this subsequent or previous to the resignation of Mr. Quodling? That was
written previous to his resignation.
8843. He had not resigned at the time? Ido not know whether ie bad resigned or not
then.
8844. Are you aware of the date on which Mr. Quodling resigned ? I am not. I never saw
that letter ; I got no account of it.
8845. With regard to these bridges :—You state as a reason why the quantity of spikes men
tioned in the specification had not been put in, that the slabs were narrow ? Yes, that was
the reason. I spoke to Mr. Martindale relative to that, and he said there was not room to
put in two spikes.
8840. And I think I understood you to state that the slabs being narrow were no detriment
to the bridge? Yes.
8847. Would it.be possible, considering the narrowness of the slabs—it requiring two to
make the width of one—for the same weight or quantity of iron to be consumed in the bridge
as if tbe slabs were broader—would it be possible to use the same number of spikes, or would
it amount nearly to it? I should not think there would he any great difference if you took
the two slabs and put in one here and the other there.
8848. I understood you also to state that at Tamworth Mr. Quodling asked you to give him
up your hooks and measurements? Yes.
8849. And at the same time requested you not to afford the Commissioner any information
whatever ? He did.
■
,
8850. Was that subsequent to or before his resignation ? It was before his resignation.
8851. JTnd you any reason to believe, or did he tell you, that he was about to resign ? Yes.
8802. Was it in consequence of any conversation to that effect that he endeavoured to
induce

Mr, 0. L.
Hannington.
c—
9 Jan., 18G2.

.
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Mr. O. L. induce you to give np your bcolcs and measurements to him ? Be wished tho Commissioner
Hannington.
|)e
p^rj^ctiy in thc (j-n-k ag to any measurements of mice.
8853. And he wished you to put him iu possession of them ? He said, " If the Commis9 Jan., 18G2, « 6iQner asjjg y0U to give up the books, say that I have got them aud will not give them up
" to you ’’; but I would not do it.
8854. 1 understood you to say that Mr. Quodling bad spoken disrespectfully of Mr. Collett
in the presence of tbe contractor’s foreman or agents? Yes, several times in my presence.
I could not say the exact words lie uttered, but he used disrespectful language.
8855 Bid you ever hear him speak in such a manner of the men upon the road? No; I
never heard him say much in reference to the men. He is rather hasty in temper, but soon
over, and so on.
8856. When you last saw the works on the Doughboy Diversion, were they proceeding
satisfactorily ? Yes, satisfactorily.
_
8857. Have you any reason to believe that the works have been since completed ? I have.
8858. By Mr, Lucas: Did I understand you to say that they are since completed—that
they are now completed ? I understand that they are now completed.
8859. By Mr. Dalyleish: Do you know that of your own knowledge? I do not. I have
not been there. I only know from persons writing to me in reference to the matter—from
private information that I have received.
8860. By Mr. Markham: Was there a bridge called tbe Hannington Bridge under your
charge ? Yes,
_
8861. Do you know whether Mr. Collett ever condemned the approach to that bridge? Yes,
a first-class culvert was condemned.
8862. Who laid that bridge out? It was laid out by Mr. Bayley.
8863. And the approach to it ? The northern approaches to the culvert.
8864. But the northern approach tn the Hannington Bridge, who laid that out? It was
laid out by Mr. Quodling, I believe. If it was not laid out by him it was laid out under
‘
his superintendence.
8865. I think you also stated that you were appointed on Mr. Quodling’s recommendation ?
Yes.
/
.
_
8866. Have you any reason to believe that any statements made to you by Mr. Quodling
have led you astray with regard to the works at tbe Doughboy Diversion, either directly
or indirectly ? I have.
'
8867. You are under the impression that statements made by him to you were calculated to
lead you astray ? Undoubtedly. Had I been acquainted with the matter in the manner in
which I am now acquainted with it, I certainly should not have written that report; I
could not have done it conscientiously. I do not know whether ho knew it or not j but,
were I Superintendent, I should feel it my dnty to make myself thoroughly acquainted
’
with the work to be done. I had no other means of getting the information but through
Mr. Quodling.
_
8868. By Mr. Dalyleish : I thought you slated that you had a copy of the specification ?_ I
grant you; but that specification, according to previous arrangement, was done away with,
and other things were substituted.
8869. By Mr. Lucas : By whom? I understand by Mr. Collett.
8870. By Mr. Markham: Have you any idea whether the 1,200 cubic yards of metal were t
passed and paid for, or otherwise, by Mr. Quodling previous to your coming ? I do not know.
8871. You are not aware? I know nothing as to any payments there.
_
8872. Have you made any statement as to any quantity rcqnired to finish? Yes; I have
got it here in my hooks.
_
8873. How did you know whether any quantify had been measured and paid for before ?
I understood that there was a eertain quantity to be done. That is, I was led to suppose that
there were 2,600 yards of metal and 2,800 yards of pitching to be done, and of course I
made my calculations upon that. You will find in my letter of the 24th, that I stated that
there were 1,016 cubic yards of metal not yet broken to make up the quantity required— ^
that wc were that quantity deficient at that time.
8874. What quantity did tbe specification state ? The specification ?
8875. Y7es; what was the quantity ? 3,521 yards.
_
_
8876. You also made a statement to the effect that when Mr. Quodling visited these portions
of the woiks he invariably passed over them in a hurry—that he never spent (I think you
stated) more.than twenty or foriy minutes on them ? He rode through the works as quickly
as possible, and would say " Oh 1 don’t shew me the disgusting works.” He would have
nothing to do with them.
8877. He did not appear to approve of them ? No.
8878. By Mr. Danyar: When Mr Collett visited these works did he pass over them very
’
quick as well ? No; the only occasion I was with Mr. Collett on the works he went on them
at eleven and did not leave until four o'clock,
8879. Did you ever see Mr. Brown there? On some occasions with Mr. Collett.
8880. Does not he pass up and down very quick ? I have nothing to do with him ; he is
in another district.
■
8881. Are you a surveyor by profession ? No.
8882. You of course could measure the works ? Yes.
8883. If Mr. Quodliug stated that he instructed you, is that true—could you measure works
before you joined Mr. Quodling ? Mr. Quodling never measured any works with me
whatever.
1
.
8884. Did he ever instruct you ? No; he never measured a work with me the whole time
I have been with him. He never measured a single work.
8885.
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Mr. 0. L.
Certainly Hanningtoti.

I do.
8887.
_ Are
aworc that sonic overseGrs and SupGrinfendents aro very careless in
seeing the men do perform their du'y ? They may be j but out of my own district I have
little onportuaity of judging of others.
8888. It.is nothing unusual for anyone to say that a master was strict or that he was a hard
master—it does not imply that Mr. Quodling was incompetent. ? Not at all.
8889.. And those day labourers were the only ones who spoke against Mr. Quodling ? I have
not said that anyooe spoke against him.
8890. Tou said he was strict? Yes; and very likely they might think he was harsh, so
far as that is concerned ; but I could not say a word against any man for being strict in bis
duty.
°
8891 Have you a German employed on your line from Doughboy to Goonoo Goonoo with a
team occasionally, or since you have been stationed there ? If you could tell me his name.
8892. I do not know his name, but ho is a German, that has a bullock team of bis own ? I
do not know. Would you know the name if I were to mention it—Pounds, Walsh, Burk,
and Barnes ?
8893. The party I allnde to is in Mr. Newcome’s employ? Was it Alderson ? They are
the only men I have had.
8894. Do you employ his bullock team or a German’s bullock team ? No.
8895. By Mr. Lucas: I think you have already told us the difference between tbe value of
pitehed and broken metal ? Yes.
8896. Which has to.be drawn tbe furthest, the pitched or the broken metal ? I think they
have to be brought about an equal distance.
8897. About an equal distance ? Yes.
8898. With reference to that letter, you say that some alterations were made in it ? Yes,
there are erasures and additions.
8899. Are the contents true, generally speaking? Oh! yes.
8900. With reference to the slabs, you say the slabs wero narrow—what is your idea of the
proper width of a slab ? I think myself that slabs about 6 inches are quite wide enough.
8901. Do you not think it is necessary to put two spikes in each ? I do not see that you
have room; you would split the surface if you put two in.
8902. I am speaking of them as if they were properly put in ? I think one would bo quite
sufficient.
8903. Have you any experience as to the qualities of Colonial timber? My experience in
that respect is not great.
8904. Are you aware that if you cut a slab 0 inches wide the sun makes it curl up at the
edges, supposing that you have one spike in the centre ? If you put a spike in ?
8905. Yes. Is it not necessary in a house, in floors, where the boards are 5 inches wide, to
put a nail on each side, and particularly at the ends ? Yes.
8906. And do you not think it requires this precaution much more when the sun shines
on the floor ? But with the bolts and spikes I do not think the sun would affect it.
8907. But still you have had no experience in such matters? No, I am only giving my
topinion.
8908. You think 6-inch slabs a proper width ? I think so.
8909. Suppose you were drawing out a specification, what width would you give? If I
were to have two bolts, I should say 9 inches ; but if I had only one, I should say 6 inches.
8910. Are you aware that two bolts are mentioned in the specification ? You will see
the specification ; I mention it there.
'
89H. How did you happen to come to Sydney on this occasion ? I received a telegram
from the Commissioner.
8912. You said in reference to that letter, that if you had known as much when you wrote
it as you do now, you would not have sent it to Mr. Quodling ? Yes.
■ 8913. How long is it since you left the roads ?. I left on the 30th November,
8914. And what opportunity had you of gaining experience between the time of sierning
that letter and the time you left? From a conversation I had with Mr. Martindale previous
to my coming to Sydney, and that information being confirmed by the Commissioner, I was
put in possession of information which had I known previous to the writing of that letter, I
should not have written it,
’
8915. With reference to your experience as to the completion of the work, I understood you
to say, that if you had had the same experience then as now, you would not have signed that
letter ? I could not have done so.
■
8916. You said that the only time Mr. Collett was on the road with you, ho went down
about eleven o’clock and remained till four—when was that—will you tell me the date if vou
please ? June 26th.
J
8917. I should just like to ask you one question with regard to measurement—it is said you
aro not competent to measure—suppose a heap of stones 40 feet 6 inches long, 9 feet wide,
and 1 foot 6 inches deep—how many cubic yards would that contain ? That would be 20
cubic yards—6" 9.
8918. By Mr. Dalyleish : Is that (memorandum hook') the original diary, or is it a fair copy ?
These are my reports—the original of my reports.
8919. And that is the original diary? It is the original diary.
8920. That you have kept from day to day ? Yes.
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18G1.

I am directed by tbe Commissioner to request you to send in weekly reports of the works
now being carried out on the Northern Hoad, between Doughboy and Tamworth, and also the necessary
vouchers for payment, until Mr. Quodling’s successor is appointed.
I have, <Ssc.,
'
S. G, SHAIRP,
Mr. 0. Hannington,
uhicf clerkTamworth.

FRIDAY,

10

JANUARY,

1862.

Mr. DICK,
Mr. HOSKINS,
Mr. LUCAS,

Mr. AKNOLD,
Mr. DALGLEISH,
Mr. DANGAR,
Mr. MARKHAM.

WILLIAM LOBSTER, Esq.,

in the

Chair.

John Rae, Esq., called in and further examined;—
8921. By the Chairman: AY ill you be kind enough to band in the documents to which
reference was made in your evidence of yesterday ? I now hand them^ in. The first
,-*—**—document I hand in U a letter of 17 September, 1357, from the Commissioner to Mr,
10 Jan., 1SC2. Collett (vide Separate Appendix B 1), complaining of his having exceeded his powers, and
pointing out to him what his duty was. In this letter Captain Martindale states ihat^tbe
Roads constitute an integral part of the Railway Department under the Commissioner. No. 2
is a letter dated 30th October, 1857, from the Commissioner to Mr. Collett (vide Separate
Appendix B 2), stating that renewed complaints had been received by the Colonial
Secretary, about the roads nnder Mr. Collett’s management, and that if he was either
unwilling or unable to abide by his instructions, it would be necessary to remove him from
*
his appointment. The next in date is an extract from a letter of the I4th January, 1859,
from the Secretary for Lands and Works to the Commissioner (vide Separate Appendix B 3),
"
expressing dissatisfaction at the accounts given of the manner in which Mr. Collett per
formed his duties, and requesting that his, the Secretary’s, opinion^ might be taken
■'
before deciding upon any general plan of road management. This letter is very strongly in
/.
favour of Mr. Collett. The next letter is one of the 14th July, 1859, (vide Separate
*
Appendix B 4), in which the Commissioner reprimands Mr. Collett for neglecting his duty,
and threatens to bring his conduct uodcr the notice of the Secretary for Lands and Works.
The next is.a letter of the 15th July, 1859, from, the Commissioner to tbe Secretary for
Lands and Works (eiife Separate Appendix B 5), bringing Mr. Collett s conduct under the
notice of the Secretary. No. 6 is the only other letter I find bearing on this question. It
is dated 10th November, 1859, from Captain Martindale, as Under Secretory for Works, to
Mr. Collett (eide Separate Appendix B 6), informing him that the Government will allow
him another trial—this was in Mr. Secretary Eagar’s time—but expressing great
dissatisfaction at his conduct. This, I think, gives the whole history of the matter, and is
the only correspondence essential to its elucidation.
_
8922. Should Mr. Collett think himself injured by any of the other correspondence being
omitted, you will have no objection, I presume, to produce it? None in the least; but
this is all that is material, and to produce the other letters would only be unnecessarily
clogging up your Appendices.
'
,
,
8923 The Committee are quite willing to accept your assertion that all the correspondence
which you consider hears upon the case has been produced ? Exactly. I was asked the
question yesterday, whether all this correspondence had reference to the same case, or
whether it related to different eases. As far as I can gather from tho correspondence, which
ranged over a long period, it all has reference_to the same case. It was kept hanging on
year after year without decision, and was left by Mr. Secretary Robertson, when the
Oowper Ministry resigned office, as a legacy to his successor; and it was only acted upon by
Mr. Secretary Eagar soon after he came into office.
.
.
,
,
8924. And it is your impression that it is all one case ? Yes, I believe it to be only one
case that has been going on, without decision, from the date of tho first of these letters
until 1859.
„
John Rae,
Esq. '

’

■

W. R. Collett, Esq., called in and further examined :—

-J

,

W R. Collett 8925. By the Chairman: Any slatemcnt that you may now wish to make, the Committee
Esq.
* are willing to receive ? 1 have only this statement to tnake, that the Committee promised
that, as certain charges had been made against roc, I should have a fall opportunity of
10 Jan., 1SG2. answering’ them, and that "no evidence should be given to which I'should not have an
opportunity of replying. I have therefore to request that mine may be the last evidence
taken.

.

• 1

■

Mr.
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Mr. Robert Quodling called in and re-examined :—
Mr. Hubert
8926. By the Chairman; Mr. Quodling, tbe Committee understand that you wish to make Quodling,
A
a statement in regard to your bank account, and they have decided that you shall have an i/Vioeu
opportunity of doing so; your evidence, however, must be confined to this one point. If you 10 J£ln,’ 1&6“'
think your character has been unfairly assailed in this matter, the Committee now give you an
opportunity of clearing up this point? It has been stated in evidence that several of my
cheques have been dishonored, and I wish to explain to the Committee how this has occurred,
in order to justify myself from the charge made against mo. When I left Tamworth I came
away very hurriedly, without having had time to go through my account with the bank at
Tamworth. This whole matter has arisen from my private aud my public account in this bank
having become confused and mixed up with each other. Cheques have been charged to my
uaCC°UDk
Were ^rawn 00 my private account, and vice - versa. In this way it is
that the misunderstanding has arisen. I requested the Manager of the bank to make up my
account, but I have only got that accqutft within the last few days. It was not made up when
1 left, and had not been made up from the^lst January, 1861, to the timo I left, and
therefore I did not know how my public account stood. I believed that there were plenty of
funds to my public account to,meeb:the cheques I drew against it; and so there wftuld have
been if the two accounts had not got confused. With reference to the statement made that
cheques of mine on the public service are now out with no funds in the bank to meet them,
that is altogether false ; it is made for the purpose of injuring me with the Committee, and
nothing else. The matter only requires explanation to shew there is no foundation for what
is said about me.^ The banker,bus stated that he has received a letter from tho head Office
in Sydney, wherein ho is requested by the Commissioner of Roads to send down a copy of
my account to Sydney. -He wrote dn reply, furnishing tho account demanded, and
stating that the matter would require some explanation from me before it could be
properly understood. That explanation they have never , asked for, but instead of that
they go .about making charges-against mo and blackening my character. .Mr. Hawkins
told mo that he met Mr. Collett at Singleton,, and that the first thing .-Mr. Collett
asked was whether ho bad not had a cheque of mine dishonored. Be told Mr. Collett he
had, and then Mr. Collett directed him to write a letter to the head Office in Sydney, stating
this; and ho even dictated to him the letter that he was to write. This will shew the
sort of thing that I have to stand, ■
SI- P° y°u kr,ow this of your own knowledge ? Mr. Hawkins told me of it himself.
oyJ8. Mr. Hawkins then will speak to the point if it be necessary? I only mention it to
snow the feeling against me.
8929. Then during the time you were up at Tamworth, it never occurred but thaLalhcheques'
drawn by you on account of Government work were duly honored ? No, nevar^ueh a thing
'X
happened; and this would not have happened if I bad been up there.
8930. And this confusion in your accounts—between your public accounts and. your
private accounts—is the sole reason why these cheques have not been met'? .Yea :~by my
private account and my public account having become mixed.
^ *ia?.Cl'’i!9ni^ecl then in an error on the part of the bank? No; not oh 'the - part of
the bank. It has arisen from an error of my own, in going away so hurriedly without first
balancing my account with the bank.
,
.
^
^ ^aS fl0*' ar*sen ^rom an ei,rt>r in the bank ?. I say not. gq
Are tllci'e fuDds in tlie book t0 meet these cheques ? There are.
8934. Placed there.lately ? I do not say when they were placed there.
8935. And it has arisen from your public and your private accounts being mixed? Yes •
cheques on my public account have been charged to my private account and vice versa. This
has led to the confusion; but any cheques of mine that are out will be paid.
8936. What book is that you have in your hand ? My bank book.
8937. Does it contain your public or your private account ? Roth.
8938. Roth in the one hook ? Yes.
•
■
8939. You say that cheques on your public account have been paid out of your private
account—do you ever pay in public moneys to your private account ? No. -I have two
accounts, but as I have said, they got confused, aud cheques were paid out of my public
account that ought to have been paid out of private account. As to any fraudulent dishonesty
such as you imply, I beg altogether to deny your statement.
’
8940. You misunderstand me—I am in no way charging you with fraud or dishonesty. I
only ask yon a question in reference to the manner in which you keep your accounts. It is
of very great importance to know how parties holding situations of confidence, and entrusted
with the expenditure of large sums of money, perform their duties and keep their accounts.
I hat is my reason for asking you about your accounts, and whether you kept your private
account distinct from your public one ? I had two accounts, but when I came away so
hurriedly, the two got confused.
J
8941. How is the money entrusted to you by Government remitted to you—by draft? I
believe it is.
.
‘
8942. In what way—is it sent to you.direct, or. paid in to your credit? It is paid in to
my credit.
- ■
r
8943. How is your salary remitted to you ? It is paid in to my credit, in tbe same way as
any other account.
.
*’
8944. In the same way as the funds, with the disposal of which you are entrusted by the
Government? Yes.
‘
J
8945. You are entrusted, I believe; with the money for‘paying‘the maintenance men?
8946. _ The amount is placed to yonr credit in the bank ?' Yes.—
238—2 Q

8947.
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Mr. Robert 8947. And you draw cheques against it to pay tbe men ? Yes.
_
Quodling. g04S g0 ^at until you draw against it, the sum remains, or ought to remain in the bank (
yC3j
;t would have been there only for my two accounts having got confused.
10 Jan., 1662. gg49
it not your custom to draw your salary separately, and to place it to your private
account ? No : I receive the money in one amount.
.
8950. Then the money you receive to expend for the Government, and your salary, remain
in the bank in one amount ? Yes, they do; but then I had other amounts.
8951. Gut if the two were kept in one amount in the bank, how could they become mixed .
I say that I had two accounts in the bank. You must allow me to have an account of sums
that I receive, besides those I get from the Government.
8952. Have you two bank books ? No.
8953. Have you two cheque books? No.
^
8954 How do you distinguish the cheques drawn upon one account, from those drawn upon
the other? I had a distinguishing mark on them; but the banker made a mistake about
it, and that was how the confusion first arose.
8955. You had a private mark ? Yes.
8956. Was this mark known to the teller? Yes, , . , v
8957. Was it made by arrangement between you and the bank . les.
8958. What was the mark ? I altered it two or three times. X had different marks.
^
8959. What were they—tell us some of them ? I had a letter with a number, L A, 2 A ,
but then they got confused.
„ ,
,
, „
8960. You told the bank about this marking of the cheques ? Yes.
8961. Who did you tell—Mr. Boberts ? No, Mr. Bushby.
.
w
8962. Did you over write on your cheques, " On account of the Public Service.
No.
♦
8963 Was the peculiar mark such a one as a stranger, myself for instance, would have
been able to recognize, and to have told whether it was given on your public or your private
account ? I do not know.
o t i j
s
, rtn
8964. What was your general practice in regard to these cheques? I had no rule at all.
I kept two accounts at the bank, and every amount paid in to my public account I cau
8965.r You believe that the mistake occurred because of your going away ?

Yes, it was my

error, in the hurry of going away from Tamworth.
.
,
8966 What error ? That the accounts were confused. I went away in a hurry, without
getting my account made up, and it had not been made up from the January previous until
8967. Do you keep any other books beside your hank book, to shew the payments you have
ml'

trSkTSi OS. in Sydney, of the mode In .hiel yon too

Lpended Ihe monoy eninstod to you ?

I got TOncUen for .11 tho mon.y I p.y a».y, ond

896£)d Youdo not mak^any periodical returns—quarterly or monthly ?

No, only Bending

one of the regulations that you should send in periodical returns of yonr
disbursements of public money ? I do not know that it is. I have never seen such a regu
lation. I send down the vouchers, and that is return enough.
8971. Have you over done so? What—sent in returns ?—I do not recollect.
8972 Did you ever receive instructions to make periodical returns ? I do not know what
returns I could make. There are the vouchers for the money paid. They are sent down
regularly, and they should he sufficient.
8973. How much money do the Government place at your disposal for expenditure in the
course of a ve&r ? It is difficult to say»
8974 In round numbers—is it £500 ? Considerably more than that. _
,
8975 Is it £1 000 ? What is the use of asking such questions; you might go on rambling
about in that way for any time. By adding up the amounts in the hook you oodd aoe.
8976. It is not my question that is rambling, but your answer. If you would only answer me
properly I should not be necessitated to adopt this style of questioning, how much,
including your salary, is annually placed to your credit in the bank by the Government. 1
cannot^ayjithou^addingup^tod

^ add it up and let me know the total?

If you

1 d°
f. 07011 ftevfjeu lay 'objection ? No, I have note I did not wish to go into all tho matters.
T only wished to shew how the mistake had arisen, and that any cheques of mine will he
89S0? Will you band it to me then ?

I do not think I ought to let you go into my private

affairs
„ vt r j8981 You refuse then ? Yes, i retuse.
, •>
S9S2. By Mr. Hoskins: Was that book supplied to you by the Government?

.
*

it at the bank.
„ . „ „ T
8983. Did the Government pay for it? No; I paid for it myself.
8984. By Mr. Dick: Are you quite sure that you paid for it yourself. Yes.
8985. Quite certain ? Yes.
8986. Where did you pay for it ? At lamworth.
8987. In what way—in cash? Yes.
. , , 8988 Is it the custom of the hank to charge for the account book ( Yes.

vr t a
No; I got

8989.
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8989. By Mr. lloslcins: You are sore that Government did not supply the book? Yes, Mr. Robert
Quodling.
quite sure.
8990. And that you paid for it yourself ? Yes.
1o'jICr362.
8991. And got it at the bank ? Yes.
■
8992. By Mr. Dick: Let me ask you again, did you pay for it f I did—at least I believe
I did. You do not ivant me to-----8993. I want nothing except to test your recollection ; you seem to lay credit to having a
very good memory in some matters, and I wish to see if it is as good in all. Arc you aware
that there is a regulation of the Government service, that no officer of tbe Government,
entrusted with the expenditure of public money, shall keep his public and his private
account together ? No, I am not aware.
8994. Have you ever made any return to the Government, of the amounts expended by you
on Government account, except by remitting these vouchers? I do not recollect. I do not
know what you waut with any return beyond these vouchers.
8995. I ask you if you have ever made such returns ? I do not recollect.
8996. Can you tell me how much Government money was entrusted to you to expend during
last year ? No, I cannot.
8997. Not from the book you have in your hand, or from papers in your possession ? I
could from documents that I have; from the vouchers for every payment.
8998. Hoes the amount appear in your bank book ? Yes.
8999. Have you paid in to your account at the bank any moneys besides those which you
have received from the Government? Yes.
9000. Money procured from private sources? Yes.
9001. Then, as I understand you, you have no other book besides this bank hook, shewing
the receipt of moneys from the Government, and the payments made on account of those
receipts ? No; I never gave any receipts.
9002. You misunderstand me •, what I ask is, whether you have any book shewing the
amount of money you have received from the Government, except this bank book ? No.
9003. And that book includes the amount received for your salary, as well as amounts
received from other sources on your own private account; and all these several sums have
been paid into the Bank of New South Wales, to one account ? Yes.
9004. Then, when you drew cheques upon this amount, you made a private mark, known to
you and the teller, to distinguish whether the cheque was drawn on public or on private
account? Yes, sometimes I did.
9005. Which private mark was understood by the hank? Not always; hut they made an
error at first, through my not telling properly how I numbered tbe cheques. I used to
change tbe marks, and sometimes when I was away on the road I would forget the last
number, and then I would take a new mark.
9006. But what could possibly be the use of numbering and marking the cheques when
there was only one account to draw against ? I have told you repeatedly there were two
accounts.
9007. Did the bank keep the accounts in the ledger ? I do not know what the bank kept.
9008. Did they keep a separate account for your private and your public cheques ? Yes,
they did.
9009. Did the bank keep in their ledger the account that you ought to have kept and fur
nished to tho Government ? I had no account to furnish to the Government.
9010. Is it not your duty to keep an account of the moneys you receive and expend on behalf
of the Government ? What do I want with an account ?—I have the vouchers.
9011. Yoikare satisfied with them? That is sufficient for me; if I shew how the money
sent to me is paid, that is all I care about.
9012. We do not want to know what you care about—just answer my questions, and give us
facts. When we have the facts we can draw our own inferences from them. You say that
your cheques have not been honored on account of some error—what error do you allude to—
were there funds in the bank to meet them ? I believe there was.
9013. Will you swear that there was ? I would not swear to it positively until I had gone
through the accounts. This is what I want to do. I have been wanting, for weeks past,
to go up to Tamworth and cheek my accounts. In fact, I have arranged to go to-nigh fc by
the steamer if I can get away.
9014. Have cheques drawn by you on account of the public service been dishonored? I
have heard that they have been.
9015. Who told you ? I heard Mr. Collett state so before this Committee.
9016. Have you heard it from any other source? Yes, I did hear it from another person.
9017. Who from ? From Mr. Hawkins.
9018. Is he one of the parties who holds dishonored cheques of yours ? He is.
9019. What did he tell you? He told me that he had met Mr. Collett at Singleton, and
that Mr. Collett had asked him if he held a dishonored cheque of mine. He replied that he
did, and then Mr. Collett requested him to write‘to him at the head Office about it.
9020. What did Mr. Hawkins say to that ? He said he would not do so, as nothing of the
kind had ever occurred before; that my cheques had always been regularly met; and that he
knew that this had only arisen from some error.
9021. And the error consists in your having drawn too much money? No. Sums that I '
expected to have paid into my private account were not paid as I expected; and then cheques
on my private account were charged to my public account. This and certain sums that 1
expected to be paid to my private account not being paid, caused the mistake. It is a matter
that I could easily explain when I had the account before me.
9022. Cheques drawn on your private account have been charged to your public account ?
Yes.
9023.
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9023. And that you say has been the cause of the mistake ? Yes.
9024. Then, I suppose there was plenty of money to your private account to pay them, only
they were wrongly charged ? I believe so.
10 Jan., 1862,
You believe so ? Yes.
_
9026, Can you not speak positively ? No, I cannot.
■
9027, Not from your bank book ? No, because I had not had it made np for some time.
9028. Since when ? Since January of last year.
9029. Having only one bank book, how can you tell from that how much you have drawn on
private account and how ranch on public account ? I can tell by the cheques; and then I
have the vouchers to guide me. I had a voucher for every penny of Government money
that I paid away.
9030. Then by going through the cheques, and taking out those which you know to have
been given on public account, you arrive at the amount you have paid for tho Government ?
It is not necessary to do all that.
.
9031, Seeing that you do not obey, the instructions in regard to keeping your private and
public accounts separate, and that you keep no accounts of your own, I can see no other way
of doing it ? I have no instructions about my bank accounts. I do not want to keep any
accounts, because if I produce the vouchers for tho money paid that is all I want.
9032. If you keep no separate bank account, and sent in no returns, how did you account to
tho Government for the money entrusted to you to expend ? By the vouchers I sent in.
They contained a receipt from the parties for the money paid to them.
9033. And those vouchers you sent down to the head Office in Sydney ? Yes.
9034. How long after you received them—immediately they were paid ? Yes, sometimes;
sometimes I kept them for a time until I could send down a lot together.
9035. How often did you send these down—once a month, once a quarter, or how ? I
cannot say positively. I may have one or two vouchers only, and then I would keep them
till I got twenty or so. I sent them down in lots together, so that they might not he lost
in the Office.
9036. How often was this—once a month ? Yes, generally.
9037. On specified days ? No, not at any Specified time, only when I considered I had
enough to send down.
9038. Was anything ever said to you about the desirability of sending in regular accounts?
Yes; there was some circular sent round to all the officers of the Road Branch, recommending
the advisability of shewing the balances unexpended on different portions of work entrusted
to them.
9039. You have said that you have not had your bank-book made up since last January ?
No ; not until after I came away from Tamworth.
9040. Your bank book not being made up, bow is it you know how much yon have drawn
on your private account, when you have nothing to guide you ? I bad something to
guide me.
9041. What ? I had my own memos, to guide me.
9042. What do you call your memos. ? Private memos. I made when I paid money away.
I had them.
9043. Of what character were they ? I do not know what character they were, but they .
were sufficient to guide me.
9044. That is as regards your private account—will you tell me bow you kept that ? I
always knew what amount the Government paid to my credit, and then I knew what I drew
against it.
9945. How did you know ? I could always tell.
'
9046. But how ? It was a very easy thing; I could always tell.
9047. How;—did you guess at it ? No, I had my own documents, my notes to guide me.
9048. You kept notes of them ? Yes.
9049. What kind of notes ? I decline to tell you,
9050. Were they something of this kind—“ Paid so and so, so much”;—did you put down an
entry like that ? Yes, generally.
_
9051. You might just as well have told me that at first. Up to what date is your bank
book made up now ? Up to January.
9052. It has not been made up since ? No.
9053. In whose possession has it been ever since ? In my possession.
9054. How long is it since you have been in your present position as road overseer? Some
considerable time.
9055. How long ? A pretty long time.
9056. Two, three, or four years ? I have not the dates, and T cannot say exactly how
long.
9057. Do you mean to say that you cannot tell the day on which you were appointed ? I
do not recollect. I could not toil you from memory.
9058. Was it two years ago ? No; not quite two years.
9059. Was it eighteen months ago ? Somewhere about that time.
9060. Will you tell us the amount of money that has been entrusted to you to expend
during that period—during tho eighteen months you have been road overseer? No, I
eannot tell you from memory.
9061. You cannot tell from memory? No.
9062. Nor yet from your bank book, because that you say is not made up ? No.
9063. Nor yet from any books, because you say you kept none ? No.
9004. How then would you find out? Prom the documents sent in to the Government
shewing the amounts that have been paid in.
9065.
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90G5. And that is tlie only way yon can tell ? Yes.
90GG, TLon I ask you whether, at the time yon gave these cheques that have been Quodling.
dishonored, on account of the public service, there were funds there cither to your public or
your private account, sufficient to take them up? Yes, I believed there was.
10 Jan > 1SG2.
9067. You believed there was ? Yes.
9063. That was at the time you gave the cheques ? Yes.
9009. You believe now, I suppose, that there was not ? There is money to my credit now
to take them up.
9070. There arc funds to meet these cheques now ? Yes.
9071. Have you paid any money in to your credit in the Tamworth Bank lately ? I do not
say whether I have paid anything in or not. That is entirely my own private affair; I am
not in the public service now.
9079. Then, as a matter of fact, money lias been paid into your private account since you left
the Government service? Yres.
9073. Have these cheques been paid since they were first talked of as having been dis
honored ? I cannot say. I do not know that they have been dishonored. I do not Oven
know that they have been presented.
9074. I think I understood you to say that you had no objection to shew me your bank
book ? I decline to shew it. 1 do not see what you want with my private affairs. I only
meant to state to the Committee, in answer to the charge made against me by Mr. Collett,
that any cheques of mine, if they are presented at the bank, will be paid j and that if they
have been dishonored it has been only through this error. I am going up to Tamworth now,
and intend to go by the steamer this evening, to go through the whole aceouuts with tbe
banker. I believe that there is some error in my private account, and that I ought to have
a large balance to my credit. The hanker himself says that they require looking into,
because when he sent down to the Government a statement of my account with the bank, he
stated to them tliat some explanation was necessary on my part, as the account was so
confused.
9075. Did you ever instruct Mr, Roberts, the Manager of the Tamworth Bank, to open an
account, to be called " The Northern Road New Account” ? Mr. Roberts is such estrange
banker that I scarcely recollect what I instructed him to do; but Mr, Bolton recollects
perfectly the instructions I gave him, I have only to bring the thing to his mind, and he
will know what took place. Everything that is wrong I will rectify when I go up.
9070. Then, because Mr. Roberts is a strange banker, you do not recollect what instructions
you gave him ? No; not because he is a strange banker, but because tbe accounts have been so
mixed up. They aro so confused now that it would puzzle a lawyer to make bead or tail
of them.
^
9077. Did you pay in fo the Tamworth Branch of the Bank of New South Wales, or did
anybody else, in your behalf, pay on the 4th October, £24 5s. to tbe credit of the Northern
Road new account? I do not recollect; but that document you are referring to is of no
use unless you have my private account, and my explanations with it.
9078. Did you authorize Mr. Roberts to transfer a balance that stood to the credit of your
private account to the credit of the Northern Road new account ? I do not recollect. I
know that when I enmo to look into my two accounts they were so mingled together that I
told him to make them out in one. They were so confused that it was impossible to make
them out separately.
9079. You do not recollect whether you told Mr. Roberts to transfer this balance to the
Northern Road account? I know that I told him to make the accounts in one.
9080. Have you seen Mr. Roberts frequently since your resignation ? No.
9081. Have you seen him? No; not at all.
9082. Did you, on the 12th November, pay in £50 to the credit of the Northern Road
account? Yes, I think I did.
.
9083. But you arc not sure about it ? Well, perhaps I did.
9084. Do you know a person named Gill ? Yes.
9085. He is the mail contractor ? Yes.
9080. Did he lend you £40 ? No.
"
9087. He paid in £40 to your credit in the Tamworth Bank ? Ho may have done so.
9088. What did he pay you this money for? That is my business—not yours.
9089. However, he did pay that amount in to your account? Yes, he did.
9090. By your direction ? I decline to answer that.
9091. Have you any private income beyond the sum you receive from the Government—any
income besides your pay as road overseer? T decline to answer that question.
9092. During the time you have been in the Government service have you been engaged
in any other occupation or business, whereby you have been able to add to the amount you
received from the Government, by way of pay? I decline to answer that question.
9093. You decline to answer me ? Yes.
9094. And why—on what grounds? Because the question does not bear upon the case at
all.
9095. ]]y
IToskins: I think it does, and I think that it is a question that for your own
sake yon ought to answer? What business has he with my private affairs ?
909G. By Mr. Dick: Then you decline to inform us whether — ? Yes, I decline.
9097. What do you decline ? I ask if I am to be questioned in this way. I am not in a
Police Court ?
9098. Perhaps you will wait until I have put my question before you take upon yourself to
answer? I shall do nothing of the sort; I shall answer as I think proper; I am not in a
Police Court.
9099.
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Ml-. Kobett 9099. Will you toll the Committee why, or on what account, you received these £40 from
QuoLlIing. (Jin? T will do nothing of tho sort.
' r—9100. However, he did pay in £40 to your credit in the Tamworth Branch of tbe Bank of
IO Jan., 1862. New gouth Waies j

-

.

He did pa,y it.

9101. And that was on the 20th November ? I cannot tell the date.
9102. However, you know that it was since the date of your resignation ? I eannot toll.
9103. Do you know a person named Bennett ? I do.
9104. Did he pay iu £10 to your credit in the Tamworth Branch f Yes, I believe he did.
910b. Was that since the date of your resignation ? I cannot tell, but I think it was,
9106. Will you state to the Committee on wbat account that money was paid to you ? No,
I will not.
9107. You have an objection to mentioning on what account it was paid ? It is not that,
but I do not see that you have business to enter into my private affairs.
9108. Then you decline to tell us? Yes, I do.
9109. Did William Coghlan pay in £1 5s. to your credit in the Tamworth Branch ? He did.
9110. Since your resignation ? Yes, I believe so.
9111. Did you yourself pay in £50 to that branch ? I decline to answer. I am not to be
cross-questioned in this way. I am not in a Police Court.
9112. Have you, since the date of your resignation, asked Mr. Boberts, the Manager of the
Tamworth Branch, for a statement of your account with that Branch ? I believe I have.
9113. You believe you have—did you not apply for it, and did Mr, Boberts not send it to
you ? I think he did.
•
9114. Did that account shew a different state of affairs from your bank book ? I decline to
answer that question.
9115. Have you that statement with you? Yes, I believe I have.
9116. Will that statement shew the balance you had to your credit at the date of your
resignation ? Yes, I believe it will.
_
9117. Have you any objection to shew it to me? Ido not see what you want with my
private business. I have already given all the evidence I intend to give on this matter, aud
you have no right to pry into my private affairs.
'9118. Did Mr. Boberts in that statement shew that-you had overdrawn your account by
£200 ? No.
9119. Did he shew that it was overdrawn something less? No.
_
_
9120. As a matter of fact, was not your account overdrawn at tbe time you resigned ? No,
it was not,
9121. Was it at any time? I do not know that it was ever overdrawn.
9122. By Mr. Hoskins: Did you never between January, when you say your book was
made up, and the time of your resignation, take any means to ascertain the state of your
account, to know what balance there was at your credit ? I got my bauk hook made up the
other day.
9123. Where is it ? It is here.
9124. Cau you not state then the amount there was to your credit when the book was made
up—have you any objection to do so ? None in the least.
_
9125. Then be good enough to tell us? As I stated before, the accounts are so mixed up
that it would puzzle any ooe to go through them.
9126. But surely it must shew all that there was to your credit? No, it does not show all.
I believe that there is now a considerable sum to my credit, but this book does not shew it.
9127. Did you write to the Manager of the bank to furnish you with a copy of your
account with the bauk ? I did.
9128. Up to the present time ? Yes.
9129. And is that the reply you received to your application ? Yes.
9130. Up to tho begining of 1862 ? Yes.
_
9131. And wbat balance does it shew? On the first January, 1862, it shews a balance in
my favour of £8 0s. 2d.
_
_
9132. That is a balance on your general account, private and public? Yesj but there is a
considerable deal more than this to my credit.
_ _
9133. However that is what the Manager says is to your credit? Yes; but it is not
correct.
9134. And on the date previous to that, when it was made up, what amount was to your
credit ? I did not get it made up from January 2nd, 1861, until I was leaving ; that is
just twelve months, or very nearly so,
9135. Have you been in the habit of keeping accounts with banks before you went up to
Tamworth? Yes, but I never kept two accounts; I never had but the one account,
9130. You have been in the habit of having accounts at the bank ? I have.
9137. Did you never get yonr bank book made up oftener than once a year ? No.
9138. How then could you keep your accounts with the Government? I had the vouchers
to give them, and that was all I cared about; they shewed that I had paid the money.
9139. When did you receive that account you now bold in your band ? A day or two ago.
140. Did you write up to the Manager at Tamworth for it ? Yes, I did.
_
_ _
9141. And now that you have received it, you believe it to be incorrect? Yes, I think it is.
9142. What steps do you intend to take to ascertain whether it is correct or not ? I had
made up my mind to start for Tamworth this evening; and when I get up there I am going
through the cheques, and the whole account, to try and find out where the error is.
. _
9143. Gould you not from that book have given Mr. Dick a statement of the amount paid in
to your credit at the bank by the Government, during the time you have been on the
Northern Koad ? I might have done so; but I do not consider that I was justified in so
doing.
9144,
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9144. Are they not public accounts? They are public accounts, but my private account is Mr. Eobert
mixed with them, and I do not think he has any right to go into my private affairs.
Quodling.
9145. When you first went up to Tamworth did you open an account at the New South
Wales Branch Bank there ? I did.
10 Jan,, 18G2.
9146. Did you do so with your private funds or with the public money? I opened it first
from my private funds.
9147. Will you state the amount you then paid in—the first sum you lodged in opening
your account? X cannot say from memory.
9148. Bnt will it not appear in your bank book ? Ido not know.
9149. Will you be kind enough to look in your book and see ? Yes.
9150. Now give us the first entry that appears to your credit in that book ? I have told you
before that the whole accounts are so confused that 1-----9151. I only want the first entry to your credit—wbat was it? The first entry is <£143 Gs. 4d.
9152. On what date ? July, the 3rd.
9153. 1861? Yes.
9154. Was that private money? No ; public money.
9155. Then you opened that account with public money? Yes.
9156. And you had no private account when this account was opened ? Yes, I had.
9157. Previous to this sum being paid in ? Yes. In July I had a private account with the
bauk.
9158. Perhaps you will give us the date when you first made a deposit on private account
from your own funds ? I see by this book that it was on July 13th.
'
9159. What was the amount you paid in ? I decline to answer that question. You have
no right to go into my private account.
9130, I am sure you cannot regard this as an impertinent question. It becomes of import
ance to this Committee to know whether this account with the bank is a public or a private
ope, and only by these questions can we ascertain it ? I do not think that you have any
right to go into my private affairs. My private account is so mixed up with the public one
that it would puzzle anyone to separate them ; and I only wanted to explain this, to shew
that it was quite a wrong statement that Mr. Collett had made about my having no funds to
meet these cheques.
9161. I ask you again whether you had any private account at the bank when you opened
this public account with the Government money ? And I state that I had a private account;
but you have no right to question me about the amount.
9162. Will you positively assert that on the date you mentioned, when you paid in the £143
of Government money to your public account, you had also a private account ? No, I will
not.
.
9163. Then you opened your account with the Tamworth Branch, in the first instance,
with public money ? Yes, that was my first account.
,
9164. In subsequently opening your private account, did you say to the Manager or the
teller that you wished it to be kept separate from your public account ? I do not recollect
exactly what I told them, but I know I said that I should like to have the two accounts kept
separate, and they were kept separate for a time, but tbe cashier made some errors in charging
the cheques, aud then corrections had to be made in the accounts. After this there were
mistakes again made, and I saw that the two accounts were kept so confused, private cheques
charged to public account, and vice versa, that it was almost impossible to separate tho two.
Then I said that I did not care about their mixing the two accounts and keeping them in one.
.
9165. Do you happen to know whether there was anything to the credit of your private
account on the 3rd June last ? I cannot tell you. I did not get my book made up.
9166. Mas it ever represented to you. by the Manager that there was nothing to your credit
on that date ? No.
9167. Do you recollect whether, as a matter of fact, there was nothing to vour credit on
that date ? I do not recollect.
'
9168. Do you know, or can you say, whether you had overdrawn your account on the 3rd
June, by £85 11s., or whether you had £85 11s. to your credit ? I do not. I do not know
whether I have ever overdrawn my account.
9169. Have you any objoction to state whether, at tbe time of your going to Tamworth to
reside, you opened a private account at the branch bank there, or whether you did not ? I
have told you that [ did open a private account there.
9170. Did you ever receive instructions from the Hoads Branch of the Works Department,
requiring you to furnish the department, at stated periods, with your bank accounts, in order
to shew the disbursements of public money that you had made ? No, never.
'
9171. You never bad orders to furnish a statement of your disbursements? No.
9172. Nor were ever asked to send in your bank book ? No.
9173. Were you ever supplied with a bank book by the Government ? No.
9174. Nor with a cheque book ? No.
9175. Are you aware that there are some of your cheques given on account of the public
service, that have been dishonored ? I am aware of it; aud I have explained that it was
through my error in coming away so hastily. I have told you repeatedly that the two
accounts got mixed.
9170. When did you become aware of the fact? When Mr. Hawkins came down to
Sydney, he told me that Mr. Collett spoke to him about it, and wanted him to write a letter
to the Sydney Office about me.
'
9177. You were not aware of it previously ? No.
9178. Before you heard this, did you believe that there were funds enough to your credit in
the bank to meet these cheques ? I did.
9179.
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Mr. Holicrt 9179. Did you take any steps to rectify the error you had fallen into ? I did; and I want
Quodling, now to make myself sure about it, by going through the bankbooks with the Lianager at
i Tamworth.
,
,,
10 Jan., 18C2. 9180. Then at the timo you heard of your cheques being dishonored you believed you naa a
balance at your credit in the bank ? Yes.
_
_
'
9181. A sufficient balance to meet all demands tliat existed against it. I did.
9182. Can you say what number of cheques have been dishonored, aud wbat amount they
represent? I only know of the one given to Mr. Hawkins.
,
9183. What amount of money, on the average, is paid in by the Government to your account
at the bank ? Different sums, according to the returns I furnish of the amount I shall

’

‘

require for the month.
■
- r
,
9184. Did you ever, between January, 1861, and the date of your resignation, ask the
Manager of the bank to make up your account—for instance, when you found that your
public aud your private accounts bad been jumbled np together ? Yes, I asked him then.
9185. How many times have you asked him to balance your account? I do not recollect.
I know that when I left Tamworth there was a balance to ray credit; and since I have been
down in Sydney, I sent my bank book up to the Manager, to he made up.
„ *
9186. Did you receive any money from the Government, for the payment of works con
structed at Tamworth, by a person named Chappie ? I do not recollect. ■
r
.
9187. Do you know a man named Chappie ? Yes, I do.
< ’
9188. Who is he—is he a contractor ? He is the man who had the Kangaroo Bridge to do.
9189. Where is that situated ? Near Wallabadab.
9190. What is the extent of his contract? I cannot say from memory.
, .
9191. Who had charge of tho work? -1 had.
’
,
- '
9192. Was he paid for that work ? Yes, I believe so.
1
■
9193. Who paid him ? I think tliat I drew cheques for the payment 0[_, his account.
,
9194. How long was he at work over this bridge ? I cannot say from memory.f
9195. He was some mouths at work at it? Yes, he was.
.
i
9196. Over six months? About five or six months.
* ■
a
9197. Did you have any misunderstanding with him over the work? I could not get.mm
to carry out the works according to the specification, morc_ particularly in regard to the
painting. I reported the matter to Mr. Collett, but got no satisfaction. . He told mo not to
get quarrelling with the contractors, but to try and keep friends with every one. .
9198. Did you pay him money on account of that work? T 1 believe I did.
,,
9199. You believe you did—are you not sure ? I cannot say from memory. ,
,
9200. Did you not keep an account of the moneys you paid him? All the .accounts that
ever I had arc in the head Office. ' I send in my vouchers there, and they^ are.theonly
accounts I keep. They show what money I have paid.
t
L, „ t i t .■ j* v
9201. You believe then that you have paid him? Yes._
„ .
i*
9202. Can you state the date when you paid him anything ? No.
.
^ ,
9208. Cau you say how you paid him—whether it was by cheque^? „ Yes, I think it^was. ,t
9204. Did you or did you not pay Chappie by cheques ? I am not certain^
9205. Do you know whether Chappie has presented the cheque you gave, him, and has
found that there are no funds to meet it ? I am not aware; rbut if. he has, it has only-been,
owing to the error that I have explained. But cheques are not always presented directly
after they are given; on the contrary, it is hard work to get them in sometimes.have
had cheques of mine standing out at Tamworth for three and four months.
M
9206. Do you know whether you drew a cheque in favour of Chappie on the 17th October.
I do not recollect.
.
.
,
9207. Had he completed his work before you resigned your situation ? J. believe ne Jiad,^
9208. And completed it to your satisfaction ? Yes, I think so.
t i v r
i i
9209. Then of course you would pay him—it is your duty, I believe, ^either fto certity!(.to
the proper execution of a work, where the Government paj^the contractor, or to draw _a
cheque for the amounts where the work is in your hands? Yes, I think so.- ,
T
^
9210. This was a work that you yourself allotted to Chappie ? Yes.
9211. Then of course you yourself would pay him by cheque ? Yes. ,,
■ j[(i
{ f{j^
9212. And I presume that you did pay him by cheque ? I dare say.I did.
,
„
9218. Was that cheque paid on presentation? I do not know. If it has not been, it has.
been through this error in my account that I complain of. ,
.,
; »-"*t
“
9214. Do you know what was the amount of this cheque you^gave to Chappie.^ I do
not know.
., * ■ > .
t
’
9215. Was it for £17 10s. ? It might be,
„
v. , ,
9216. But you do not know ? No.
.
i. o9217. Do you not keep any account of money or cheques that you pay away ou Government
account? No; the voucher is my account. I refer you to this voucher, which I produce^
for money paid fur work done from the 1st to 30tb September^
^
f rvi^d ''“j
9218. This amount was paid by cheque? Yes.
, 1
■< . .'.U . ^ o.
9219. And was the cheque refused, payment ? That I cannot say, but if it was, it ha^been^.
from this error in the account. _
,if;. * G
if v
9220. You are not aware that it has not been paid ? No. j ^
_ 4l„
,j>, v rf f '»
9221. Nor whether it has been paid? No, I am not.
,4'i-fK+V't'
9222. I hold in my hand a letter, from Messrs. D. Cohen and Co., in which they, state that
they hold several cheques of yours that have been dishonored, and requcsUhe Government
to take steps for mooting them? If this has been tbe case.it has been only, through this,
error that it has occurred. ‘
9223. Did a man. named Burke do any work on account of the public service, under your
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ooo- ^ a man Datnc<i Wcls!l 410 ai)y work on account of the public service ? Yes.
/-----*----- 1
822o. Can you give us any idea of the amount involved in these ohcoues of yours, that have10 Jttn- 18S2.
been dishonored ? No, I cannot.
0007’ S1'8 ’S ■y0Ur voucllcr for a pyment made to the 30th September ? Yes.
9227. Has this amount been paid? I cannot say. If it has not it is only through my
accounts being mixed up so; ond os I tell you these will all be paid when I haye settled
the account.
9228. I haye a statement here of cheques amounting to £41 13s 4d., which you have given
to different persons, and which have been dishonored—is that statement correct ? Yes
it may be.
'
oToo
•J011 <3raw a eWaefor Mr- Hanuington’s salary before you came away ? I did
H2dt), Has he received money for that cheque ? I believe so.
'
others 1)0 ^ kn°W t0 the C°nttary ? No’ Perl)aPs his
is dishonored like the
9232. Do you not know that it is ? No.
5?? y™, “en him lately?
; I met him iu town the other day.
9234. Did he tell you whether his cheque had been paid or not ? No; he never spoke to
me about it.
'
f
9235. Has he not told you that the cheque you gave him in payment for his salary had been
dishonored { No, he has not.
9236. And you are not aware of the fact that it has been dishonored, neither from him nor
from anyone else ? I had a conversation with Mr. Brodie in reference to the cheques of
mine that had not been paid. I explained how my accounts had got confused, and that I
intended to go through them and set these cheques right. In fact, I intended to have gone
there a week ago, and should have gone, only for attending on this Committee. But the
error is one that is easily set to rights.
1)237. By Mr. Lucas: When you draw cheques for public works of which you have the
Eoe<aentS' a0 ^0U Uot namc ‘tl
body of the cheque what it is paid for? No
9238 Then you draw the cheque — ? I never had any official direction as to the mode
in which J. should draw my cheques.
9289. Supposing you give a cheque on account of a contract, or for task-work, or in pay
ment of wages—would you not state in the body of the cheque whether it was paid for the
one or tue other ? -----• r
9240. Then you merely say, "Pay hearer so much, naming the amount, on my account?''
ices; that is all.
*
9241. Without mentioning what the cheque is given for? Exactly.
9242 The whole of the sums that have been entrusted to you to expend have been deposited
oLo m ernment t0 ■',°ur aocount with ttie Tamworth Branch Bank ? Yes.
oo!m ’ * ^ ?f C°urEC a11 these amoants wiI1 aPPear itt your bank hook ? Yes, they do
qo^- m,
the f,rae way with the cheques—they all appear in the hank hook ? Yes.
9240 ihen could you not, by going over your hank book, see what amount of cheques you
have drawn on account of the public service, and how much yon have drawn for private
matters. Yes; that is what I wish to do; and that is what I am so anxious to go up to
lamworth for,
far
9246. Have you drawn any cheques upon the Tamworth Bank since January, 1861 ? 'Yesa great many.
'
'
'
oolc' fnj yOU Ilavc not lia<1 y°ur book balanced for twelve months ? No.
.)24S. And now you hear that your aocount has been overdrawn? Yes; but it has onlybeen by the mixing of the two accounts together.
Goan xm° tol<i y0U tfiat; ym,r flCCoailt was overdrawn ? Mr. Hawkins.
i2i
en yo“ bave b,een t0 Tamworth, and have gone through your accounts, will you be
able then to tell exactly wbat amount you have paid on account of the public service?
9251. You will be able to recognize those cheques which you have given for public works ou
Uovernmcnt account? Yes.
or
„
9252. And do you propose to go to Tamworth for that purpose very shortly ? Yea; I intend
to start this evening by tho steamer.
9263. By Mr. Dalyleish: In what way do you receive money from the bead Office in Sydney ?
it is paid in to my credit at the bank.
■
J '
SJj?! JJ.en the Commissioner of Hoads is aware that you have a hank account ? Yes, he is
r \ r n P*ymeats become due to you, amounts are placed to youv credit in the bank
otten belorc you receive any communication informing you that this has been done ’ No ■
the communication comes tome at the same time as the deposit, advising me that so much
has_ been paid in for such a purpose. ,
9256 Bat supposing that you had to go to Sydney, and that whilst you were there, a sum
was torwarded up to Tamworth for you, would not that be placed to your credit without
your knowledge? It would in that way ; because if I was in Sydney I should cot receive
the Jettor advising me of the credit. '
.
■ ■
9257. But though the Director in Tamworth might be notified that a sum had been placed
to your credit, yet, if you were in Sydney, the money would still be placed to your credit
without your knowledge ? Yes. ‘ “
■
J
ooro mr^n011 W°’ll<1 Itn0W
“bout it until you returned to Tamworth ? No.
JAO J. Ihe Uoyernmcnt were aware that you wore in the habit of paying these public accounts
by your own cheques, and on your own signature? Yes, they must have known it.
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Mr. Robert 9260. And they remitted you money for the payment of all such works as come under the
Quodling.

general denomination of task-work? Yes.
,, n___
9261. In eases where there was a contractor, he would be communicated with by the ttovern10 Jan., 1862. ment y Yes.
9262. You would inspect and certify to the work, and the Government would pay the money
< '

direct to the contractor? Yes.
_
,
r>„Mrn
9263. In the case of Mr. Martindale, for instance, would money be paid in by the govern
ment to his credit or to your's? To bis.
. . ..
9264. But for all works that were not held direct from the Government under contract, the
money for payment was remitted to you ? Yes.
.
... ..
T
9265f Have you two accounts at the bank in Tamworth? I had two at the time I first
went up there, but they got mixed up together after a bit, and then the Manager made them
M^the ^Manager understand, in the first instance. that you desired to have two
accounts, a public and a private account? Yes; I told him that I wished to keep my
nublic and mv private account separate when I commenced banking there.
9267. Had yon any cypher upon your public cheques, by which you might know them.
Yes; but I found that errors were always being made by the teller, and saw that it was
impossible to keep the two accounts separate.
», u
jvt--™*;™
9268. Then you agreed, in the first instance, with the officers of the hank, upon a distinctive
mark by which all public cheques could he recognized, but, in the course of business, you
found that this mark was not attended to ? Yes.
_ , ,
„ui,
9269. When were your accounts with the Government audited? I had no accounts with

*

9270 I mean your expenditure on account of small contracts or task-work, that you had to
pay for? I do not know what the rule is, but I think they are sent in quarterly to the

■

9271 Did you not send in periodical accounts to he audited ? No, I had nothing to do
with that; the Sydney Office sent in the accounts to the Audit Office.
9272 Then these amounts, when once paid into your credit at the hank, are treated, as far
as the Government are concerned, exactly as if they were your own private property ? JNo;
I am responsible to the Government for the money, and have to account to them.
9273. But the parties to whom the money is due have only you to look to for payment?
9274. And there is no audit of these large sums of money that are thus entrusted to you to
diehurse? I do not understand you about the audit; I have nothing to do with that.
9275. I mean this: that money to the amount of £1,500 a-year is entrusted to you for the
payment of task-work, and that no account of it is ever rendered and checked? 1 es, there is.
All the vouchers are sent in, and these are all looked over in the Sydney Officc,
9276. But these vouchers are nothing, as they may be all made a matter of arrangement ? I
9277. They may he made a matter of arrangement between the road overseer and the party
signing? I do not see how they are to do so.
„ .
. ,
m
ti,n
9278. Is there anything to guard against this collusion between the road officer and the
party signing the voucher? Yes, there is this check, that wherever overseers are placed
they7make out and send in their returns to the Superintendent of the district, whochecks
them, and forwards them on to the Sydney Office, whore they are cheeked again , then the
S? !)(/1 he Tvertccrs^ h aveTo rep or t^up o n the works required ?
in the returns for the wages of the maintenance men.
9280VeByS-

Markham:

Yes; and they a^osend

The maintenance men are all under

The wages of the maintenance men are included in the pay

928l^This abstract is sent down to Sydney, and when it is passed the amount is paid m to

'

your credit ? Yes.
>
i
v
9282. And you draw cheques against this amount for every man s salary . Xes.
9283' Do you keep the dockets of your cheque book ? Yes.
9284. Do you get so much paid in to your credit as is believed will he sufficient to meet
the salaries, or have you to wait until the exact amount shewn on the abstract is paid in to
your credit ? It is always the exact amount of the abstract that is sent to me.
9285. And that exact amount is placed to your credit ? Yes.
9286 Being a particular amount for a particular purpose. Xes.
,
.
,
,
9287” By the Chairman: Are you aware that Mr. Collett has stated here that he intends
to bring "a charge of embezzlement against you ? Yes l heard him state that he had done so.
9288. Has the tact that such a charge was intended been communicated to you. Only
9289 ^Are you^repared to undergo an examination on that point ? Yes; I am prepared to
unLrany exaSation. The Sovernment were told that an explanation of my account
was necessary, but I have never been asked for any, and that is my reason for now “ming
before this Committee, to shew how my two accounts have got mixed up together and led to
9mOIe“-4™o;d: How long have you had an account at the hank in Tamworth?
The first payment to my credit was made in July.
9291. That was immediately after you were appointed ? les.
9293! Has Jour aTcount been always kept at the one bank ? Yes, since I have been Gmre.
9294. Since you have been in the Northern District.

Yes.

-
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Mr. Robert
9295. You have had no account since at any other hank ? No, I believe not.
9296. Neither with your private means nor with the public money? No; but I had an . Quodling.
account at the Commercial Bank in Sydney.
10 Jan., 1852.
9297. Since you have been Superintendent on the Northern Road ? Yes.
9298. Was it a private or a public account? It was a private account; butonly a few
pounds balance of an old account.
9299. Not an account current ? No.
9300. Have you had an account current at any other bank ? No, not on Government account.
9301. Nor on private account ? I do not recollect.
9302. Hoes that account at the Commercial Bank now continue open ? No.
9303. Can yon remember whether you have made any payments to that account, or drawn
anything from it, since the interval occurring between your appointment to the Northern
Road and your resignation of office ? I do not recollect.
9304. You do not remember whether you kept it open ? I do not.
9305. With regard to the Tamworth Branch of the Bank of New South Wales, how many
accounts had you at that bank ? Two at first.
9306. One for public and one for private moneys ? Yes.
9307. In what way did you distinguish between the cheques drawn on the different accounts?
I marked them in several ways. I used a letter with a number with some of them.
9308. After your signature ? No. In numbering the cheques.
9309. And that was understood between you and the officer of the bank as a distinctive
mark ? Yes.
9310. Then do I understand you to say that whilst this private arrangement was in force,
the cheques drawn up on the two accounts became mixed ? Yes.
_
9311. They became mixed up together and without any instructions from you? Certainly,
without any instructions from me.
9312. You arc sure you never told the officers of the bank to keep the two accounts together?
When I went to the bank and found that the accounts had got so confused, I told him that
I did not care about their keeping it in this way, so that I had my vouchers all right for
the money I had to pay for the Government.
9313. Were cheques marked private charged to your public account ? I believe that was
done; and I believe public cheques were charged to my private account. There was so
much confusion by the cheques being charged to the wrong accounts that I found it was
no use trying to keep them separate; and I did not care about their being mixed, so long
as I bad my vouchers.
9314. Do I understand you then, that after the cheques became confused in this way, you
had only one account at the hank ? That is all.
9315. One account for public and private money? Yes.
9316. When did the two accounts first begin to get confused ? I do not recollect the date.
9317. Could you not tell from your pass hook ? I did not get it made up until just before
I was coming away. When I was coming away I went to the Manager and asked him to
make up my account. I did not have it made up from the January previous, I think it was.
9318. January of last year ? Yes.
9319. 1861 ? Yes.
f
9320. Is that in accordance with the Government regulations ? I had no instructions from
the Government with reference to my banking account.
9321. Had you any public hanking account before you went to the North ? Yes.
9322. Bor public moneys entrusted to you to disburse? Yes.
9323. You were on the Western Road, I believe, before you were appointed to the North ?
Yes.
9324. When did you first begin to have a banking account with the public money ? I
cannot tell you the date.
9325. Did you ever receive instructions that you were not to have a private account at the
same bank in which your public account was kept ? No, I never received any such instructions.
9326. Are you not aware that there is such a regulation in existence ? 1 do not kuow of
any such regulation.
9327. Have you never heard of it, either in the Western District or in the Northern
District? No.
.
9328. Was it the case, when you wore on the Western Road, that your private account was
kept at the same bank as your public account ? I will not say positively, but I think it was.
9329. Is it the case that all the money paid in to your public account by the Office in
Sydney, consists of money applied for by you, in specific sums in respect to specific works,
and for a specific purpose ? Yes; returns are sent in by me for the amounts required, and
then the Sydney Office forwards me the money.
9330. The returns are for sums required for particular payments set forth in them ? Yes.
9331. And these sums are forwarded to you solely for the purpose of paying them to the
persons to whom they are due ? Yes.
9332. Then it ip your duty to apply them to the particular purpose for which you apply for
them ? It is.
9333. And to no other purpose ? No.
9334. Does it ever happen that the amount payable by you is less than the amount applied
for by you and paid in to yonr credit by the Sydney Office; for instance, taking the case of
the maintenance men, does it ever happen that the amount due to them is less than the sum
you have applied for and that has been paid in to yonr credit? Yes; that sometimes
happens.
'
9335. Then suppose such a case to arise, what would it be your duty to do with the balance
between the amount paid in to your credit and that which you have actually paid—would
it
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Mr, Robert it ijg your duty to return it to Sydney, or would you continue it on to your account ? I
Quodling. tyooid return it at once.
_
.9836. How would it be seen whether there was this balance ? The voucher would show it
10 Jan^ 1802. at once ■ it is only given for the amount actually paid.
_
9337. Then would you leave this balance standing to your account, or would you consider it
to be your duty to repay it at once to the head Office ? I think it would be my duty to repay
it at once.
_
9338. Has such a thing as this ever occurred to you ? Yes, I recollect some small item of
a mistake occurring.
9339. And what did you do in that case ? I recollect remitting down the balance in postage
stamps. It was only a very small difference.
_
9340. That you consider to be yonr duty, and that you believe has been your practice ? Yes.
9341. Bo you ever draw cheques for money duo on the public account before the amount has
been remitted to you by the Office ? Yes, I have done so.
9342. On what funds do you draw? It has happened in this way, that when I have been
at the far end of the road, and when I have known that the vouchers would be done in
Sydney, I have drawn cheques in payment of accounts, knowing that the money would he
paid in to meet them before the cheques reached the hank.
9343. You knew when you drew the cheque that the money would be, if it had not then
been, paid in to your credit ? Yes.
_
9344. And have you ever been disappointed in this expectation ? No, I think not.
9345. The amounts have always been paid in in time to meet your cheques ? Yes, they
have.
_
9346. Have any cheques drawn by you on public account been dishonored ? I have
been told that there are several that have been.
9347. Can you account for the way in which this has happened? I account for it in this
way,—that my public and my private accounts have got mixed together, and through that,
cheques drawn on my private account have been charged to my public account.
9348. Then, in point of fact, the two accounts, if they were kept separate, would stand in
this way—the cheques drawn on the public account ought to exactly meet the amount paid
jn by the Office to your credit, whilst your private account would be overdrawn ? Yes.
9349. The public cheques ought to be met whatever became of private ones? Yes.
9350. Then the dishonor of your cheques has been caused by the error made in keeping
your banking accounts? Yes, from the two accounts being confused.
9351. Arc you quite sure that the mode of distinguishing between your private and your
, public cheques has always been kept up by you ? Well, I may have omitted to mark them
sometimes. I cannot tell.
_
9352. AVcrc they such marks as would permit of any persons besides those who knew the
arrangement distinguishing your private from your public cheques ? No j they were not.
9353. Were they marked “ On the Public Service ” ? No.
9354. Or “ Northern Road ” ? Sometimes I marked in the margin the words “ Northern
Road.”
.
9355. But not always? No, not always,
_
.
9356. As far as the Office in Sydney is concerned, have they received vouchers and receipts,
from persons to whom money was payable, for all the money payable through you in your
district ? I believe they have.
.
9357. For all the amounts payable in your district the Sydney Office holds receipts and
vouchers? Yes j I do not know of any that have been omitted.
9358. You are not able to state, from recollection, the particulars of each cheque you have
drawn ? No, there are so many.
9359. I mean whether you are able to say how you marked any particular cheque, whether
on your public or your private account ? I could not say how I have marked any particular
cheque; hut I kuow that I wrote on some of them "The Northern Road,” and others I
marked with A, or a letter and number.
9360. When did you first find out that this error had been made ? I found it out when I
saw Mr. Bolton.
9361. How was it ? A reference was made to the mistake in charging the cheques, and
then he said it would be better to put the cheques all down together to one account, I
told him that he could put them all down on one sheet if he liked, and that I did not care
so that T had my vouchers all right for the Government.
_
9362. Then you did know before you left the Government service that there was some
confusion iu your accounts? Yes, I knew that they had got mixed.
9363. How long before your resignation did you know it ? Well, I cannot say.
9364. Was it some months before ? I cannot tell from memory.
_
_
9365. Was it half a year—however, were you aware that there was anything irregular in
your mode of keeping yonr accounts ? I was not aware that there was anything irregular
in it. I see now that it was not a right thing to do, because this error would never have
occurred if the accounts had been kept separate.
■
_
•
• i_
9366. But you say that you see in this mode of keeping accounts nothing inconsistent with
the rule laid down by the Sydney Office ? I do not know of any rule laid down by the Office.
I had nothing to guide me as to the way I was to keep my accounts ; and I know that there
are plenty of Superintendents who keep tbeir accounts in the same way.
9367. It is a general practice then to keep the private and the public accounts together?
Yes; there may be some who have two accounts, but the most of them only have the one
9368. Where there other officers iu your district besides yourself entrusted with the
disbursement of public moneys ? No, not in my district.
9369,

t
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9369. Bilt you say that it is the practice to have only one account? I believe it is. I Mr. Itobcrt
know that it is the practice amongst surveyors to do it, but it was not my intention to do it. Quodling.
I opened two accounts, and if they had been kept correctly these errors would not have r—“-A——\
occurred.
10 Jan., 1662.
9370. Then I understand you to say that you had only the one account at the bank, and
that that was only made up once a year ? I had it all made up when I was leaving, by the
cashier. I was on very intimate terms with him, and he knows all about my cheques,
9371. Who is the cashier? Mr. Bolton.
9372. And who is the Manager? Mr. Koberts.
9373. Then, for some time before you gave up your office as Superintendent of the Northern
Hoad, you had only one account at the bank ? I consider that I had only the one, for the
two were so confused and mixed together that I never thought of separating them j and as
I bad my vouchers to guide me as to what I had paid, I considered that it made no difference.
9374. Have you had your pass book made up ? Yes, I have.
9375. Hoes that only shew one account? Only the one.
9376. Have you drawn any cheques since you received that passbook ? I think I have.
9377. What was the state of your accounts when you received back your pass book ? There
is a balance in my favour.
'
9378. Do you remember how much ? The balance here given is not correct; and I wrote
up to day to see what was the exact balance in my favour, in order that these cheques might
bo met. I think there is sufficient to my credit in the bank now to pay them all.
9379. ' What was the date to which your pass book had been made up when'you last received
it? Up to January, I think.
9380. J anuary of the present year ? Yes.
'
9381. Have you that book here? I have.
9382. Have you any objection to iny seeing it? I have no objection to your seeing it, so
long as it is not banded in. 1 do not want all my private affairs dragged before the public.
9383. It must be a matter of very little importance whether you let rao sec it or no, as the .
bank books will give us the duplicate of your book ? Yes; but there is another thing,
which is that this pass book is not made up to the present date.
9384. It is made up, however, to the time of your resignation ? Yes, but I consider that
it is not correct, and X want to go through it with the Manager before I hand it in to the
Government.
■
9385. You intend to lay your bank book before the proper officers of the department ?
Yes.1
".'
:
■
'
9386. And beforeyoil do this you intend to go up and get it correctly made up? Yes;
I intend to leave this evening.
.
9387' And when'will you be back—as early as possible ? Yes; as soon as I have settled
the account. ' t
.
■
9388. And on your return you will be willing to*continue your examination before this
Committee ? Yes, that isrwhat I want. I should like also to hand in certain documents
that I think the Committee ought to see.
9389. Have your compared yonr bank book with your cheque butts ? No, I have not got
them here, and that is mainly what I want to get up to Tamworth for.
9390. Can' you say how many cheques have been drawn by you on public account that have
not been presented ? There have been some mentioned hero to-day; I do not know of and
others.
i1 1 ■
"
■
9391. How many have you heard of ? Three or four; but their not being paid has only
been caused by their irregularity.
:
9392. Are you prepared to say that if all the cheques drawn by you on public account, and
those only,1 had been charged to your public account, as had been arranged by you in the first
instance, that there would have been tone of them dishonored ? I do not think that thero
would have been any of them "dishonored. It is as mnoh owing to my own carelessness
as anything else that this has occurred, as in writing out the cheques I may have omitted
to niark them.
.
• ’
<
■
9393. I think I understood you to say that, as far as the regulations were concerned, you
never knew there was a rule against mixing up private and public accounts ? I was never
directed to keep my private account and my public account separate.
9394. Arid yon never knew that thero was an instruction to that effect ? No.
9395. Were you ever called upon by the Government to send in your pass book to be
examined ? No. ”
■ .
9396. Never ? No.
* j
9397. Neither whilst you were on the Western or on the Northern Road ? No.
9398. Were you not aware that'‘there was an official instruction to all the officers of the
Roads Branch, that they should periodically send in their passbooks to be examined in the
Office ? rI had no such instructions?-1
' ‘
■
.
9399. ';Werc you not aware that such instructions had been given ? No.
9400. Is it the case in regard to each sum of money paid by-tbe Government to your-public
account, for a definite public'purpose, that you have drawn that money, arid have applied it
exactly to that particular purpose, throughout the whole of your connection with the
Road Department ? Yes, I believe it is.
9401. You think that has been the case? Yes. Thi^would not have occurred had not
these accounts been kept together, and but for my having the two accounts at tbe same bank.
9402. But the vouchers and receipts iu the department will shew that this has been the
case—that is, that all the money drawn by you has been applied.to the purposes for which
it has been drawn ?-: Yes,-they will do so.
"
.....
....
9403.1
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Mr. Itoberfc 9403. The vouchers are all witnessed, and receipts given for the money? No j the vouchers
Quodling. are s;gne,i jjy the parties who receive the money.
/-■—'-““s 9404. Then even though your cheques may have been dishonored, yet the Government hold
TO Jan., 1862. the receipts of those persons to whom your cheques have been given ? Yea.
9405. In every case ? Yes.
_ _
9 v9406. Take the case of Hannington, for instance—is it so in his case? Yes.
9407. You gave him a cheque for his month’s salary ? I did.
_
9408. For what month was it the payment ? It was for some month in last year.
9409. You drew the salary from the Government ? Yes; I made out the return, and sent
it in, and then the money was forwarded to me.
_
9410. Did you do in Hannington’s case what you had done in every other case whilst you
were in office ? I did.
9411. And have the Government Mr. Hannington’s receipt for that particular month s
salary ? I believe so.
T
i
9412. Did you send in the voucher ? No, I did not; it was never returned to me. I sent
it up to Mr. Hannington to sign, and enclosed him my cheque ; but I do not know whether
he received it, as the voucher was not returned to me, and the receipt of my cheque was not
acknowledged.
,
,.
,,
9413. Then you cannot say whether Mr. Hannington has given a receipt tor his month s
salary, for which you gave him tbe cheque that was dishonored ? I do not. I never saw
the voucher after I sent it away.
,14
9414. Is not this rather inconsistent with your former statement, that the Government had
vouchers for all the money you had received from them to disburse ? This is a different case.
9415. In what way? When I came to Sydney, on leaving Tamworth, I had no voucher
with me on which to make up my returns for the month, so I got one from the head Office,
and made it out, and enclosed it with my cheque to Mr. Hannington. I expect he received
it, but it was never returned to me.
. ,, w
9416. Then you do not actually know whether it has really been received f No. ihe
■voucher ought to have come back to me, as I was responsible for the amount; but it was not
sent, probably because I had ceased to be in the Government service, and I cannot say
if he has been paid or not.
9417. By Mr. Hoskins: Is it customary for officers under you to sign vouchers acknowledging
the receipt of their salary ? It is.
_
_
9418. Then there was a departure from that custom in this case . Yes.
9419. What became of the voucher? I cannot say, but it was not returned to me; I
suppose because I was no longer in the Government service.
9420. What was the date of the cheque ? That I do not recollect. I know that it was
since I came down from Sydney, and that having no voucher with me, I went to the Office
and got one there.
„ T
9421. By Mr. Arnold: This was after you came down from Tamworth r xes.
9422. And when you were no longer iu the Government service? Yes.
^
9423. You got a voucher from the head Office, made it out, and enclosed itwith a cheque
to Mr. Hannington ? Yes.
. T . ,
9424. And you have never seen anything of it since? No; being out of the service 1 had
no longer anything to do with Mr. Hannington.
9425. By Mr. Hoskins: Do you not consider yourself responsible to the Government for
furnishing a correct account to them of the money placed at your disposal for disbursement ?
The Government never asked me for any account.
9426. But do you not consider yourself so far responsible as to give a correct account of now
you dispose of the money they place at your credit? I was not asked for any account, and
I was not going to furnish what I was not asked for.
,
9427. By Mr. Arnold: But there still remains this inconsistency, that in one of your former
answers you say that the Government held vouchers for all the public money that has been
paid in by them to your public account; whereas now you say that this amount of Mr,
Hannington’s was not paid before the date of your resignation, and that you do not know
whether a voucher for it has been received? Yes, but this is a different case from any
other. I sent a voucher from here with my cheque, and it ought to have come back to
me, as I was responsible. I paid the money by my cheque, and I ought to have had tbe
voucher to send in to the Government, to shew that I had done so.
9428. Then your doubt is as to whether or not it has been sent to your successor—to the
gentleman who succeeded to your office ? I do not know anything about where it has been
sent.
.
o m
-l
r
9429. Ought it to have been sent to you, or to your successor ? To me, because J. was
responsible for tbe amount to the Government.
9430. By Mr. Hoskins: When did you last receive a remittauee of money from the Govern
ment, for the payment of salaries and small contractors, previous to your resignation ? I
cannot say the date exactly.
,
j-* v r
9431. How was the information conveyed to you when money was paid to your credit ? I
got a slip from the Office informing me that such an amount had been paid to my credit.
9432. They always informed you when money was paid in to your credit ? Not at all
times. Sometimes money has been paid in, and I have never been told a word about it.
9433. Do you consider it to be your duty to tbe Government to render them an exact
account of all tbe money entrusted to you to disburse ? I do not consider it to be my duty
to do anything I am not asked for.
9434. How do you account then for all tbe money they pay in to your credit. Ihey
have receipts and vouchers for every penny they lodge to my account.
_ . _^
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Y011 sf.y yoii <I10. noIt remember when the last amount was paid in to yonr credit ? No. Mr. Robert
»^^ Portlon °r this, however, was for the salary of Mr. Hannington ? Yes
Quodling.
Have you accounted for that? I have said that I could not do so, because the ------'-----*
voucher was not returned to me.
10 Jau„ 1862.
9438. Ho you know whether he has received the money ? I do not know : I have never
seen any receipt from him for it,
*
9439. Do you consider yourself responsible to the Government for all the money remitted to
q'mo tt C0QS1^er myself responsible so far that I have to account to them for it
9440. Have you accounted to them in this instance? They have never asked me to do so.
OAd
^ t“attthat’ t'ie cheilue has been received, and that they hold the voucher.
9441.

Have you forwarded receipts or vouchers to the Government for the whole amount?

9442. Not sent in any account of the manner, in which you have disbursed the last
amount paid in to your credit ? No. I have sent in vouchers for the whole amount, with
the exception of this salary of Mr. Hannington’s: I sent it up to him with the money, and
have not seen it since.
■"
9443. Have you sent in vouchers for all the money you last received from the Government?
I do not think I have.
9444 Do you know if you have paid away all that money to the - persons to whom it was
payable f 1 know that I have paid away all the amount last paid in to my credit, with the
exception of this one item of Hannington’s salary.
forft H°W d° y011 kn°W that y°U haTe Paid ^ aWay ? 1 kn0W tbat 1 hilvc giTen che(llies
9446..Did not the Government require you to give them, periodically, a statement of your
bank account, in order that they might see what money you paid away, and bow you paid
it r 1 have never been asked for anything of the kind.
9447. Omitting Hanningtou's salary, have you sufficient vouchers remitted to the head
Umce to prove that you have paid away all the money last paid in to your account—less
Hannington s salary ? I believe I have. If I have not, I -___
9448. Did you draw a cheque in favour of Mr. Hawkins? Yes.
9449. On what date ? I do not recollect the day.
.
9450. Was it at the same date as the cheque given to Mr. Hannington ? Yes, it was
the Silme
anii 1118 Ilame is on the same voucher as Hannington’s.
9451. Po you kuow if he has received the money? 1 do not.
9452* Nor yet whether he has signed the voucher ? No.
ossa' rr b° ^ g0t t!l0 voucller ? 1 do not know, but I tiiink it is in the Office.
9454. Have you inquired to ascertain whether or not it is in the Office? No, I have notJ. nave nothing to do with the Office now.
tr ’
y°? 4ay t,liat you cannot tel1 t,le date when you signed these cheques in favour
ol Hawkins and Hannington, for salaries due to them previous to your resignation ? No I
cannot tell,
■>
a
>
9456. Yon say you have papers at Tamworth that you are anxious to place before the Com
mittee f yes, I have several that I wish the Committee to see.
9457. What are they—public documents ? Yes.
ivf8'
cI'ara,^er ? Most
thcnl are letters j letters that I have received from the
Office in Sydney, and letters from Mr. Hannington.
94!9nWi.ilat 13 tbe PurPort of them ■ Tllat I cannot explain; there are so many of them,
and all about various matters.
9460. Are they letters which, in your opinion, bear upon the subject of this inquiry ? I
taluk so j X think they are most material to the inquiry*
9461. And you wish to be examined again in reference to them ? Yes, I should like to
be so.
9462: 1 woaId now wish to ask you once more, are you not provided with a bank book or
pass book by the Government ? No, I never was provided with anything of the kind.

W. R. Collett, Eeq., called in and further examined:—
^•Hoskins: Did you allot an extension of the Liverpool Range contract to Mr. w.R. Collett
Martindale? I allot work to nobody. When extra work is required a recommendation comes ' Esq.
to me from the Superintendent of the district in which it is situated, and I act on that
.
recommendation. Personally I give no work. In the present instance I rather think that 10 Jan., 1862.
you must refer to the Doughboy Diversion*
9464 No, I refer to the Liverpool Range contract; that was extended, was it not? Yes
but it was before my time; it was done by Mr. Bennett, at an additional expense of £730 ■
1 had nothing at all to do with that.
r
9465. Was there an arrangement made that the contractor should keep the road he had
made in repair for a certain time after it was opened ? Yes, an arrangement of that kind
was made by Mr. Brown, the Superintendent of that district.

S'

r
w tiiatarfnLngCme1Dt Gntered int0 £ubsc,(lacnt t0 your being appointed Commissioner
ot Mam Roads ? The road was not opened until April, and I was appointed Commissioner
on the 1st January preceding, so that the arrangement must have been made after my
appointment; but the way it occurred was this:—In the original specification there was a
a clause providing that the contract should be maintained for one month subsequent to comptetmn. When that month had expired it was found necessary still to maintain the contract,
and it then became a question whether this could be done cheaper by putting on our own
labour,

’
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W. B. Collett, labour, or by letting tie work out to contract. Mr. Brown consulted with me on tho subject,
.
'®sq'
and after we had well considered it in all ways, it was decided that it would be cheaper to
let it out to the contractor to maintain and keep in order during tbe remainder of the year.
10 Jan., 1862.
'What was the nature of the arrangement made with the contractor, and what was tbe
amount involved in the arrangement? The arrangement involved an outlay of £.2*1 6s. per
month.
_
_
9468. Was the number of men to be kept employed specified in tbe arrangement? J. think
not. The specification stated what work was to be done, such as that all ruts were to be
filled up as they were made, with new metal. The fact is, that this was an experiment it
was trying the experiment of maintaining the road by contract after it had been made a
thing that had never before been done. The arrangement was rather on the principle of
task-work, such as that all ruts were to be filled up with new metal, all drains to be backed
up, but particularly it was stipulated that tbe proper convexity of the road was to be main
tained as the traffie went over it; and it should be seen that all the bridges were in proper
order. But a question arose that we expected would arise, although no provision had been
been made for it in the contract, and that was with regard to the land slips, ^ery large
masses of earth might slip down from tbe cuttings and fall upon tbe road, and these had to be
removed. It was a difficult question to decide whether tho contractor, when he undertook
to maintain the road, undertook to remove the earth that might come down with these slips.
9469. Are not the banks consolidated before the work is given up by the contractor? Yes,
they are consolidated in so far as mere ordinary weather is concerned; but with a heavy
thunderstorm large masses of earth are dislodged from the cuttings, and many tons of earth
come down upon tho roadway. The question was, then, whether the removal of these Mips
was to be included in the contract. I decided that, for that time, the contractor should clear
the road, hut that in future such work should be matter of arrangement. No doubt it was
very hard on the contractor to make him do work of this heavy character that he had never
anticipated, but it will only make them more careful in future to see what they contract to
do. I propose to insert in all future contracts that the clearing away of laud slips shall be
paid for ns task-work ; if it is included in the contracts we shall have to pay more money tor
our works, for with this risk tenders are sure to be sent in higher than without it.
9470. The arrangement was made, in the first instance, for a month ? That arrangement
was in the specification of the original contract; afterwards the maintaining of the road
I
was let out for the remainder of the year.
9471. You concurred in that arrangement? Yes, as being a saving over employing our own
labour.
__
_
9472. What was the length of road ? A mile and 77 chains.
_
9473. And he received £27 a month for maintaining the road? Yes; £27 some odd
shillings.
'
9474. Was that arrangement complied with in every respect by the cob tractor. les, in
every instance. The road was well maintained throughout, except only at Mr. Loders big
hole. That particular spot is in fact a most impracticable piece of ground, that no over
seer has ever yet been able to master ; we have tried every possible scheme with it, but have
not yet been able to overcome; tons of gravel have been thrown upon it, but all to no
purpose, for the first rain makes it as bad as ever. I imagine myself that there must bo a
spring in that particular spot, and that this causes the mischief. However, it has never yet
been properly made, although it has had constant and unremitting attention. I have
suggested that the whole of the present roadway at this spot should he taken up, and that a
foundation should be made of solid blocks of stone, and this experiment is about to he tried.
I hope it will answer, because we have been at a very great expense over this little piece of
road, and the mischief is, that whenever this piece gives way, the traffic has to he turned off
the road, and this causes annoyance.
_
.
9476. How many men per month have been employed under this arrangement, during the
■
time it has been in existence? The numbers have varied, two being the minimum ; hut as
many as six have been employed at times. To my knowledge six men have been repeatedly
employed on the work.
9476. Was it ever represented to you that only one man was being employed on the work .
No; no such representation was ever made to me, although I know that it has been given
in evidence; but there was no complaint ever made to me, either by overseers or Super
intendents, that there were not enough men at work. Tt was always understood' that the
minimum number of men to he employed was to be two, though more were to he put on
if they were required.
*
...
9177. Do you know whether a suitable amount of labour to represent the price given for
the contract was really employed ? Of labour and material; you must not forget the
material. There was not only to ho a suitable amount of labour, but there was also to be
an amount of material used of not less than 200 cubic yards of broken metal; that forms
no inconsiderable item in the contract.
_
>
■
9478. And was that complied with ? Yes, and more than complied with.
' '
9479. That quantity of metal was used ? Yes, more than that quantity ; he had a very
wet summer to contend with, or a wet winter, rather.
_
9480. Mr. Miller had a contract from you ? What Mr. Miller?
_
9481. lie who lately went to England? Yes; he had a contract when he resided in the
Colony.
■
‘
9482. He has left, the Colony now? Yes; he has been out of the Colony more than a
vear.
,
9488. Did he obtain a contract to metal a piece of road, for a distance of about a mue and
a half, between llarpur’s Gate and JjOchitivur ? Not that I am aware of.
94S4.
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9484. Did he get that contract from you as Superintendent ? He could not get it from me W. Jt, Collett,
as Superintendent, as I had no power to give contracts.
Esl& contract I am not aware of anything of the kind having been done there,
»4So. Did he, to your knowledge, have one there ? No, never.
10 Jan,, 18G2.
oIuq' v38 ^ ever'to your knowledge, had men employed there? No, never,
olao tI-j* uiDCe 5,011 have had charSe of t!le r03d ? Not during the last eight years.
„ he ever
a contract under the Works Department, at Harpur’s Hill ? No.
run?" ?0.r
a Pkice called the Nailer’s? That is a very different place.
H4yi, It is about two miles from Harpur’s Hili ? Yes.
^J^’r-fid he haVea00Qtract thern? 1 do not rccollect a contract being taken at tbe
ofow' wl*10 CTer have a contract ^tween Harpur’s Hill and the Nailer’s ? Yes.
J494. Will you explain the nature of that contract ? He had to make and form the road,
and gravel the roadway.
9495. What was the distance ? About a mile.
9496. And wbat amount of money was involved in that contract ? It is some time ago, and
oioT^Tir ^' k'1*' ^ ani 'ncl'ned to think that the gravel was to be 3s. 6d. per ton,
a^oa -r
^ n0t 3 contract for a ]umP £Ura ?
certainly not a lump sum.
4 u 6 WIW tal£el1 °n a sc!ledale of prices? On measurement; the forming was to be 2s.,
and there was a very good deal of forming to be done. I consider it to have been a very
cheap work.
J
9499. Was this allotted by you on task-work? No, it was taken by public tender; I had
nothing at all to do with it.
j r
>
9500. Did you approve of the gravel that was used on this piece of road ? No, I did not;
but it was the best that was to be got in that neighbourhood.
9501. Then you did not approve of it? I did not altogether approve of it, but it was the
best to be had; I passed it.
9502 Was that gravel subsequently removed ? No, if is there still: at all events some of
it—what is left of it.
9503. Was there any additional gravel laid down on it, or any extra work performed on it?
We have since pitched some of it.
osof' wVhy did y°U eondemn ifc ? 1 dili not condemn it; I passed it.
9505. Hut you say you did not approve of it ? I did not approve of it for general use, but
it was the best we could get there.
9506. Could you not have obtained stone ? Yes, sandstone.
9507. Not sandstone, but metal—blue road metal ? There is no blue road metal at that
place, and I do not approve of the indurated clay, which looks like blue metal, and is found
in that neighbourhood; at all events, not at the price they would have required for
supplying it.
1
9508. But could you not have got good metal or stone to have laid on the road, instead of
this gravel that you say you did not approve of? Yes, we could have got it if we had only
had the money to pay for it. It was a question of money with us, and the amount voted
for the road would not allow of our paying 6s. Gd. or 7s. a yard for metal. It has always
been a drawback to us having to do so much work with so little money. It tbe Parliament
0X0
ry v°^c u.s what wo rfltluiro’ wc would soon have good roads.
9509. Was this piece of road impassable soon after tbe contractor had completed bis work
on it? No; it has never been impassable since it has been made. It runs through a sandy
hollow, and is heavy with sand, but by no means impassable. It has always been a eood
piece of road.
15
9510. By Mr, Markham : Was there, in your office, when you received your appointment as
Lommissioncr of Main Koads, a document dated 8th August, 1860—an official letter?
Yes, there was.
.
9511. Prom Mr. Bennett to Mr. Bayley ? Yes.
9512. That letter, I believe, has been already put in ns evidence? Yes.
9513. Is this, which I now hold in my hand, a copy of that letter ? Yes, it is a cony I had
made of it.
■
,
9514. Does the first paragraph of that letter go to prove that Mr. Bennett exercised the
power of making alterations in contracts ? Yes.
9515. Does the second paragraph go to prove that Mr. Bennett authorized Mr. Bayley to
obtain the performance of certain works without public tender ? It does.
9516. Does the concluding portion prove that money was paid without a voucher, on the
promise that an arrangement would be subsequently made with the Chief Clerk ? Yes.
^l11 y°u read that last Parafiraph ? I will. ( Wilness reads.)
.,®'.^llat do y°u ?atller from fkat? I should imagine from-this, that money would be
paid without tho voucher of the officer superintending the works.
9519. The charges made against you before this Committee bave been, that you Lave made
alterations in contracts; that you have authorized the letting of works without tender; and
that you bave authorized the payment of money without vouchers ? Yes.
9520. And this letter shews that in these cases you have the precedent of Mr. Bennett for
what you have done ? Yes; it shews that in all I have done I am only following in the
footsteps of my predecessor.
■
9521. Have you any other documents that you consider essential to your exculpation, that
you would wish to hand in and have read ? Before this inquiry closes, as my professional
competency has been called in question, I would wish to hand in one or two official docu
ments bearing on that point; and perhaps I may take the opportunity of doing so now. I
hand in a letter from the Surveyor General, Colonel Barney, dated December 6, 1855, in
which he authorizes me to lay out the Northern line of Hallway, and to furnish plans and
238 2 S
sections
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W. R. Collett, sections of the line. X produce this letter, as it has reference to my professional competency
®S<1‘
as an engineer. (Letter read. Vide Appendix Ai) The next is a letter to me from the
Surveyor General, dated 4th April, 1856, expressing His Excellency the Governor s thanks
10 Jan., 1862.
m(3 for thg trouble I had taken iu the matter. (Letter read. Vide Appendix B) f
9522. By Mr. Dalgleisk; Did you make that survey ? I did.
9523. Was it ever verified ? That is shown by the letter I have just read. ^ ^
_
9524. What I mean is—has yonr line been acted upon 7 As far as the principal crossingplace over the Hunter and the Chain of Ponds, Dividing Range, are concerned, it has been
acted upon exactly.
_
tit i ? t
9525. You were associated with the Stephensons, in the Holyhead Railway Works 7 I was.
9526. They were your inferior officers, I believe; your subordinates 7 They were my
personal friends, although they were under my orders,
_ _
9527. You were very far above them 7 There was no question of precedence j I was principal
Director of the Company to which they were Engineers.
_
9528. By Mr. Markham: Are there any other documents you would wish to hand in !
Yes, I wish to hand in an extract of a letter, dated January 14, 1859, from Mr. Robertson,
then Secretary for Lands and Works, to the Commissioner for Internal Communication, in
which he speaks of my qualification for the office I now hold. (Letter read. Vide Separate
Appendix R 3 ) I have only one more short document to hand in besides. It is a letter
very kindly sent me by Sir John Young, and dated the 28th December, 1861, in which he
bears testimony to the professional reputation I had obtained in England. (Letter read.
Fide Appendix C.)
....
9529. Had you anything to do with testing the site for the Britannia Tubular Bridge, in
connection with Mr. Pairburn and Mr. Stephenson 7 I was a party to the experiments that
were made as to the form that the tubular bridge should assume, and I was also present
during the elevation, in which I took an active part, as Chairman of the Holyhead line.
9530. You gave some evidence, I believe, before the Select Committee of the House of Com
mons, on the Holyhead Harbour Works? Yes j Mr. Rendell and myself were examined
upon that subject by Sir Robert Peel. It was a work involving an expenditure of two or
three millions of money; and our plans were taken into consideration and discussed with
others that were sent in.
_
9531. Your survey of the Northern line for the proposed railway was approved of by Sir W.
Denison ? Yes; and His Excellency had the goodness to thank me for my labours.
9532. By Mr. Lucas: Did you ever express your high confidence in Mr. Quodling’s talents
as an engineer 7 No, not as an engineer.
9533. Did you ever state that, in your opinion, too little power was intrusted in the hands of
the local Superintendents, and that in this way much valuable time was lost; and that you
were disposed to place more confidence than had hitherto been reposed in them 7 Yes, that
is my feeling; and that I believe to be the impression of the community at large.
9534. Did you not tell a deputation that waited upon you, that you had the most perfect
confidence in Mr. Quodling as an engineer? Yes, with respect to the cutting of a ditch at
Tamworth. A deputation waited upon me on the subject of cutting a deep drain to the
river below the bridge ; and I then stated to that deputation that I had perfect confidence
iu Mr. Quodling’s ability to carry out that work. The remark was made only in reference
to a mere local drain, and not to his general ability as an engineer.
9535. By Mr. Arnold: In reference to the official rule about keeping public accounts—first
let me ask you how long you have been in tho public service in this Colony 7 I have been
seven years as Superintendent of the Northern Road, and one year as Commissioner of
Main Roads.
_
9536. Are you aware of any rule by which officers intrusted with the disposal of publie
moneys are precluded from keeping their private accounts at the same bank with their public
accounts? Yes; a circular was sent round to all the Road Superintendents with a rule to
that effect.
_
t>
«
u
9537. Is that rule well known, and is it acted upon by all the officers in the Road Branch 7
Yes, without exception. Every Superintendent keeps his private accounts at a separate
bank from his public accounts.
.
_
_
9538. Were you aware whilst Mr. Quodling was in the public service that he kept his publie
and his private banking accounts in one 7 Not the least aware of it.
9539. When did you first know that Mr. Quodling’s cheques had been dishonored 7 On
my way to Singleton, when I met Mr. Hawkins,
9540. What did he tell you? He produced a cheque of Mr. Q.uodling’s on the Tamworth
Bank for the amount of his October salary, and told me that it bad been presented and
been dishonored.
9541. When was this? In the middle of December last.
9542. After Mr. Quodling had resigned 7 Yes.
9543. Do you know if vouchers have been received by the Government for all moneys
intrusted by them to Mr. Quodling to disburse 7 I was asked that same question yesterday,
and my answer to it was, that I believed that every voucher was in. With regard to what
Mr. Quodling has said about his not having received the salary voucher, 1 may say that it
is scarcely necessary that this should go hack to him, as he has nothing to do with it when
once the money intrusted to him is paid, provided we have his signature and the signatures
of the two overseers under him, that is all that is required, because I have to certify for
the Auditor General and not the Superintendent. He cannot certify to his own receipt
of money, and therefore I have to certify in that case. The salary voucher is an exception
to the usual voucher,
9544. Has Mr. Hawkins’ receipt for the money for which the cheque was dishonored been
received in the Office 7 I think not; I do not think we have received it.
9545.
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9545. Then tbe Government liability to pay the amount atill remains? Yes; unless we W. R. Collett,
can shew that money to meet these claims was received by Mr. Quodling.
9546. Even then that would not relieve the Government from their liability ? Perhaps
not; except we could shew that Mr. Hawiins had admitted that he had received the cheque
l®®2,
from Mr. Quodling in payment of his salary.
9547. Have you got a receipt for the salaries of the officers on the Northern Road, for the
month of October? My impression is that we bave not. Mr. Hannington omitted to
draw until tbe last week in tbe month.
9548. Does any other similar case exist of money having been intrusted to Mr. Quodling, or
to any other person to whom money is ordinarily intrusted for payment on account of tbe
public service, iu which the Government bold no receipts for tbe payment of the amounts
provided for ? I am not aware of anything besides this salary voucher; nor do I know even
that that is not in the Office.
9549. The final check upon all these accounts would he with the Auditor General ? Yes.
9550. The accounts as they are received from the different persons intrusted with money
are checked off in the office of the accountant ? They are; every account is gone over.
9551. Then the general accounts from the branch are finally cheeked off in the Audit Office?
Yes.
9552. When accounts are paid from the Treasury they have to go to the Audit Office, and
there a receipt is required for every amount specified ? Yes; we bave to satisfy the Auditor
how every farthing is expended.
9553. Would it not be the duty of the proper officer of the Road Branch to see that receipts
were transmitted for any amounts paid to Mr. Quodling in proper time to make out the
accounts for the Auditor General ? Yes, it would; hut then this course was anticipated by
his resignation. Having left the public service wc could not apply to him for the receipts
and vouchers usually furnished; and the consequence is, that though two months have elapsed
since the payments were made to him, we are now only gradually getting in these vouchers.
9554. These amounts were paid then on his abstracts ? Yes, as far as the salaries were con
cerned.
.
9555. Would not that involve the necessity for his signature ? No, not to the pay abstract.
I certify to that, and it goes to the Audit Office to be checked after it has received my
signature.
9556. Do you know what amount of cheques of Mr. Quodling’s have been dishonored ? I
have only immediate information of eight cheques held by Messrs. Cohen and Levy, of
Maitland, who have applied to me for payment, and of that given to Mr. Hannington,
amounting in the aggregate to more than £65; but I should say that tho deficiency
amounted to a very much larger sum, because on referring to the account furnished from the
bank, I do not find (he names of the maintenance men or of some of the smaller contractors,
all of whom Mr. Quodling had to pay, entered on tho debtor side of the account, as they
would have been had their cheques been paid.
9557. Have the Government in all these cases received proper receipts from the persons to
whom money was due ? Yes, in every case except the last. All the vouchers which repre
sent the dishonored cheques held by Messrs. Cohen and Levy are in proper order, and there
only remains the salary sheet for October, and that X will not be certain about.
9558. When did you first become aware tbat Mr. Quodling was in the habit of drinking?
When I went up to Tamworth to open the bridge there.
9559. In what year was that ? This year.
9560. How long before Mr. Quodling’s resignation ? About six months before.
9561. Did you then think that his drinking was carried to such an extent as to disqualify
him from holding a situation of trust in the public service? I thought tbat, if he had
such an insatiable taste for brandy as he was represented to have, before very long it would
lead to his becoming a confirmed drunkard. I felt this so strongly that I determined to
speak to his father upon the subject.
9562. Did you ever make any representation to me upon the subject? No, not officially. I
may have hinted to you in the course of conversation, that Quodling took rather more
brandy than was good for him, but I never brought the matter officially under your notice.
9563. Do you mean that you ever hinted to me that Mr. Quodling was in the habit of
drinking in such a way, and to such an extent, as to disqualify him from the performance of
the responsible duties he had to perform? No, certainly not; I did not conceive, myself,
that he had got to that length. I feared that he was on the highway to become a drunkard,
but he had not gone so far as to disqualify him from the performance of his duties.
9564. In the case of contracts taken under the Roads Branch of tho Works Department, is it
the custom of that branch to take them without first obtaining the sanction of the Minister?
There are many things that we do without first obtaining the sanction of tho Minister, but
certainly not contracts; they are an exception, and the Minister is invariably applied to for
his sanction before they are entered into.
■
9565. With whom are the contracts made ? With those who tender for tbe work, whatever
it may he.
9566. But I mean who are tbe parties to the contract ? The contractor whose tender has
been accepted on the one hand, and the Queen on the other.
9567. Not the Commissioner? No ; the Queen.
9568. Then, as I understand you, the Commissioner has not the power of himself to make
contracts ? No, not to make the contracts. They are between the contractor and the Queen;
but the bond, which is the virtual contract, is given to the Commissioner and not to the
Queen.
9569. 1 do not ask you about the bond, but about the contract ? The bond is in reality the
contract. Wo cannot sue upon the contract, hut we can upon the bond,
9570.
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W. R. Collett, 9570. But a contract is signed. When a person is informed that his tender is accepted,
^s1''
does he not at once sign a contract ? That is the bond which he signs. He signs a bond, in
-A—which he undertakes by his sureties to do certain things, and binds himself, under a certain
30 Jan., 1862. penalty, to do them according to the specification j that is the real contract.
9571. Then do I understand you to be of opinion that it is not in the power of the Com*
missioner to make himself a party to the contract ? That has been my impression throughout.
I have always been of opinion that the Commissioner is no party to the contract ; and if the
contractor choose to refuse to recognize him, we should have no remedy. Neither is the
Commissioner the party to sue in the case of a breach of contract.
.
_
_
9572. Then, at all events, the proper duty of the Minister for Works, in connection with tho
Reads Branch, is to determine upon the acceptance of all contracts;—that, after tenders are
sent in and one is accepted, tbe contract cannot be considered as finally entered into until
the sanction of the Minister for Works has been obtained? That is my belief. There is no
power given to the Commissioner by tho Main Roads Act to make contracts.
9573. Is it the case, as a matter of fact, that you never have made contracts on your own
responsibility? I have extended them, but never made them.
_
_
9574. Is not extending a contract virtually making a new one ? No j it is merely extending
the old contract. The clause of the General Conditions gives mo that power.
9575. Could the Commissioner, according to this, indefinitely extend a contract that had
once been made ? X think so; that is, if money for tbe work had been voted by Parliament.
9576. Then the only limit to his power of extension, according to your view, would be the
amount of money placed at his disposal by Parliament? That is my belief.
9577. And you think he has this indefinite power of extension ? I do.
9578. Then if a contract was made, with the sanction of the Minister for Works, for a part
of a road—say for two miles of road—would you think that you were justified iu extending
that contract to any length on that road, provided the expenditure was within the limits of
the money voted by Parliament for that road ? Yes; the General Conditions give me that
power, and those conditions have been sanctioned by the Minister.
9579. The price of labour and material varies considerably on different parts of the road ?
No, not very considerably.
, _
9580. But there is a variation of price upon different parts of a line of road ? Tho variation
is very trifling on the Northern Road ; thero is just a barely perceptible difference,
9581. It is not the same on the other roads? No; on the other roads there is certainly a
greater difference.
_
9582. And tho Commissioner would have the same power of extension upon those other
roads as upon the Northern Road ? Yes, I presume so,
9583. Is there only very little difference in the prices at which contracts are taken on
different parts of the road ? On the Northern Read the difference of price is very slight.
9584. But on the other roads? On the Southern Road there is certainly a greater
difference; on the Northern Road, which is gravelled throughout, and where gravel exists
along the whole line, the price hardly varies.
9585. Is there any difference in the price at which contracts are taken when they are taken
for largo amounts of work, as compared with those let out in small quantities ? Not so much
a difference between the large and small quantities, as there is in the time at which the
contract is taken. The price varies more with the time at which the work has to bo per
formed. The contracts for last year, for instance, were let twenty-five per cent, cheaper than
they were in the preceding year. But I can hardly answer the question as to the difference
between the large,and the small contracts. The probability, however, is that the larger
contracts are taken up at a somewhat cheaper rate than the smaller ones.
9586. Was it not the case that, at the Bargo Brush contract, a contractor named White took a
large contract for the supply of road metal at a reduced rate to what had been paid to others
on smaller contracts ? Yes; he took up the contract cheaper than had ever been known on
that part of tho road. The first price that was paid, under the task-work system, was
10s. a cubic yard for metal, and White supplied it at 7s. 9d. per yard.
9587. In that case I believe there was an extension of the original contract ? No, hardly.
Tbe first contractor having become a defaulter, White was taken in his place to complete the
work contracted for, and that had been loft unfinished by the original contractor. The
money set apart by the first contract was simply appropriated to the payment of White, who
stood in the position of the person who bad made the original contract. But I consider that
case at tho Bargo Brush as an exception to tbe general rule.
9538. This case that I have referred to was the first instance of a transfer of a contract by
you from the original contractor to another contractor who undertook to execute the work at
a lower rate ? Yes.
,
9589. When a considerable extension of tbat contract was proposed, was it not the case that
fresh tenders were called for ? It was; I know that you insisted upon fresh tenders being
called for, although I pleaded very hard for White that he should be allowed to take up the
work by tender without competition; but you said that it was only fair that the work should
be submitted to public competition, that every one might have a chance of getting it if they
desired to do so, and that White must take his chance with the rest. Ho did take his
chance with the rest, and sent in a tender at so low a rate that he got the contract.
9590. In the case of the contracts on the Northern Road, do I undcrsland you to say that
these have been extended by you without the authority of the Minister ? I believe I did not
apply to you officially for authority to widen tho bridges.
9591. But there was the case of an extension of a contract previously to that ? That was
under Mr. Bennett, not in my time.
_ _
9592. Was that an extension of a contract without the sanction of the Minister ? It was
not
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not an extra and must therefore have been an extension of the contract: and it must have W. R. Collett,
been done without being sanctioned by you, because it was not known in your Office: it was
Esq.
TJ
^ ^ yeaT in the list of works- 1 aBted in ^actly the same way in tho .-----*-----*
^qq fnbi ^°UShb0y DlVersi0D*
10 Jan., 1862.
ycy j. Did that work at the Doughboy Diversion amount to a fresh contract, or did it merely
consist of extras necessary to carry out the original contract effectively? It consisted of
works necessary to the proper carrying out of the contract, the main thing being the widening
Tk'finvolving an in™!
charge of £700. This, however, had the sanction of the Minister; or if not tho sanction, it
was known to you at any rate.
*
9594. No formal sanction was given or asked for? No; except that I gave you a general
fecuTlS feet 1 pr0p05e<i 40 increMe the Wldth of all the bridges on the6contract, from 12
iwrl ^ refer,c”ce t0 White’s case, may not the general rule bave been to accept no large
by*rb n, te”,der ? 1 may say ttat that is y°ur genera! rule, and that it has
Z
?uadbTd t0'f’Cept m cases of g^at emergency. In such cases you
rea,xtd t^0 rulei.°D f»r instance, where there have bccu heavy floods, and
immediate work has been required.
.
J
’
9596. Prom information you have obtained in your position as Commissioner of Main Roads,
°Plnion that any °f the proper duties of tbe Minister for Works have been
delegated by him, in an unusual way, to any subordinate officer in his department ? Not in
any way. it in any way I have erred, you are certainly not blamable for any excess of
ro‘ml,CD8ib1' ftt “J ™«i™8 “7 P—'tota
9d97 Supposing the Commissioner to assume powers more properly belonging to the
tho^inhto T n-CVni£^ b0iPin /TSS °f th°£e be I10536®868
lawi
it be possible for
r ? inf0rm b‘raSe.f 0f,tbo aESUlnPtion of the3e Powers by the Commissioner,
unless the fact were communicated to him by the Commissioner himself? I am not aware
Secretary r ^ ^ °f 3clluin,1g tl10 info™ation, except perliaps through the Under
hS ^ abl° t0 bCOOm°

of itinaiiy otber woy?

I am not aware that

Wd °Qiy beiDr^d 4“y Pay-^ -d -t

as

thC in;or™at1ion.caUlc {7™ the Audit Office, no question could arise that
the Minister could properly deal with? No; be would only learn it by tbe Audit Office
fo? theVaymeSr7 ^ ^
t0 ‘he department, and saying that there was no authority
9601. Then, if tbe sanction of the Minister was withheld from the voucher the Pnm
“r’,0“a 1,0 ”rcha,ecd? Te!'hc '’”,d b™
W r.
Sn*,”
Yef'
at the Audit Office b

Up°n

7

Pay

any imProPf™ise of power by tbe Commissioner?
that he kn°WS W°aId not afterwards he allowed

JShe (;Om“iss’on®r' or thLc head of any branch intrusted with the payment of
money, were to make it a rule to authorize payments which were obviously improper and
rn!lhcW hCt-aQUtl0na0f t le MlIi1£tTT’ WOuld DOt SQch a thiaS be soon hnown in theliraneb
coItralSI'ttr—de UP°n U
Undoubtedly, We have so many checks in respect to
P.®04’J: am 1106 aPcakIn| w.ith rc8ard to contracts so much as to other amounts ? Taking
the maintenance men for instance. The amounts required for them are sent in by the
fh™ Wndentej* HrCCe,7CS4be reLtUr0S from the overseers, and looks into and checks
them before sending them in. Tiien there is a check again in the Sydney Office where the
vouchers are all carefully looked into, and if it should be found that the ^00! wL not
fourDlanvaCCThanCe Wlth tthC d0Cu.meDts1 in thB 0^. there would be at once a suspicion of
Ik if I'
accounts pass through so many hands that it would be impossible for
J! tii d °f a hraT>ch to have all these people in collusion. I may remark here, with regard
to the powers of the Commissioner, that no decision has ever vet been crimp to •>«
StllT
an\tbe Oommissioner. It is a question that ought to be
the Ministp?bppin g P be kn0Wn wherTeLtbe P°wer of the Commissioner ceases and that of
innntp
b g
^
0Wt1 part 1 hoTe Ieft tbis question open, but until I am called
X JI p TySe f S? ?sp?£lblei 1 sba11 continue to act as I have hitherto done. At
lot
ime b ma.?M dd tbat P h^e, for tho sake of advancing the work of my department
upon n,ysoif thaQ 1 Bhouid feei
^ ^«fotu^p ?rny
»r^ tadunh“"Mr°mj
wj reiP""sibiiiv. i-pt to... u»t ib. »,k bL
!fonIl1HaS tbe esereise, °f power hy the Commissioner since the time of Responsible GovernSnce fhat^imr6^ ^ incrCased °r dfteased-bas it been on tbe increaseP or the decrease
Ttflin
y U aTare from document5 “OW in tbe Office of tbe Roads Dranch?
V bda t0 the actual duties of tbe Commissioner ?
'
was V « e!£act!y,
his P0^61,8* In the first instance, under Responsible Government
SSr m JhT^6”1863,^ Comtuissioncr the
a® 5* is now ? I think tbly were
9607 Bu mv ileTtX km?i
T' ?“ dutieS were very mwh tbe same then Is now.
i. But my question is this—Whether the power exercised by the Commissioner, inde
pendent

'
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W. R. Collett, pendent of the Minister, was not, for the first year or two after the inauguration of Respon
sible Government, very much greater than it is tow? As far as Capt. Martindale was
concerned, I know that he exercised very much more power than I have done, or than I have
10 Jan., 1862. thought of doing.
.
.
.
9608. Were not many powers of the Commissioner, in the first instance, very largely
exercised, more especially in the taking of contracts independent of the sanction of tho
Minister ? lam aware they were. I know that from documents in my Office. I have there
very lengthy correspondence on the subject; one of those letters runs over thirty pages, and
enters into the subject very fully. In that letter Capt. Martindale asserts his right as
Commissioner to deal with all contracts independently of the Minister, though that right
he had not insisted upon carrying out. Tt would seem from the correspondence that a com
promise was made between the Minister and the Oommissioner, the understanding being
that the works should proceed more regularly than they had done, and that tho Minister
should have altogether in his hands the contract part of the business. At the same time,
as far as I myself was concerned, when I took office on being appointed Commissioner of
*
Main Roads, I naturally conceived that I possessed all the powers that had been exercised
by my predecessor iu office, though probably much less than that possessed by the Com
missioner at first. I have already stated that I considered there was some necessity^ for
restricting the powers of the Commissioncrship as it at first existed, because it was not right
that any officer should be iu a position to know that his powers were almost unimpeachable.
9609. is it the case that in all matters of importance, since you have been in office—such
for instance as the making of tenders, the final determination upon contracts, tbe appoint
ment of officers—all these matters have, as a general rule, been brought under the considera
tion of the Minister, and have been determined upon hy him ? Invariably.
9610. That has been the general rule ? That has been the invariable rule, without
exception.
,
,
9611. Then if you have exercised powers inconsistent with this rule, you have done so on
your own responsibility ? I have exercised no powers but those I have under the General
Conditions, and they give me the power of extending eon tracts.
9612. Are they the new Conditions that you allude to ? Yes.
_
9613. Have you a copy of them ? A copy has been handed in to the Committee.
9614. This right of doing a greater or a less quantity of work than that contracted for,
would, I conceive, be considered as an extension of the contract ? Yes, within the limit
of the old contract.
, . ,
.... ,,
9616. Within the limit of the money voted for the work contracted tor ; no, within the
limit of the old work.
9616. Would you consider yourself justified, supposing a contract to he taken tor two miles
of road on a schedule of prices, in extending that contract over any length of road at the
same rate? No; 1 should consider that my power went no further than to order any
additional metalling, or any extra work that might be required on these two miles of road.
9617. Then it would consist, not in any extension of the length of the work contracted for,
but in an extension of the quantity of labour or material to he employed on that work ?
Exactly.
. ,
9618. In fact, to meet any miscalculation or error? Yes; or for anything that wo might
see, as the work progressed, tu bo required; as in the case of bridges, where, for instance,
I directed them to be widened from 12 feet to 18 feet. This principle having been acted
upon by my predecessor in office, I considered that I was quite at liberty to follow in his
footsteps.
...
e
9619. Rut take tho case of a specific contract for the erection of a bridge, we will say, tor
which a tender of £1,000 has been sent in and accepted—you would not consider yourself
justified in spending two or three times that amount on the work, at a schedule of prices?
Yes, I should ; and I have done so repeatedly. The Hume Bridge is an instance of this.
By the contract it was to be constructed of piles, but the contractor found that hc could not
drive them, and I authorized sills to be used, as recommended by Mr. Beazelcy. I did this
without your sanction, and it entailed an expenditure of an additional £500.
9620. That, however, was only an expenditure to obtain a foundation ; but the same kind
I can hardly bear
of bridge was erected as tbat which had beeu determined upon
that out.
9621. However, the extra work was rendered necessary to the proper performance of the
contract? Yes, certainly.
4 « (lftn
9622. But suppose you had in your Office the plan of a bridge that would cost £0,uuu,
whilst the work of erecting the bridge had been tendered for, and the contract taken on
plan that cost only £1,000; would you have been justified in substituting your £5,000
plan for tbe £1,000 one, and so carrying tbe work out at a different cost, although on the
same schedule of prices ? No, I should not.
_
9623. Then, do you consider that your power of extension is limited to what is clearly
shewn to be necessary in carrying out the contract ? Yes.
9624. Do you know any case in which the departure from the original contract is more
I have no doubt that
obvious than that of the Hume Bridge ? Yes, I could find several.
-------no official sanction was given for the stone piers that were used for the Bendemcer Bridge,
in substitution for the piles originally contracted for.
9625. That was done under the authority of Captain Martindale? Yes, and was recom
mended in the first instance by Mr. Bennett.
9626. Are you sure that that was not done by public tender ? Yes, quite sure.
9627. And that it was to have been a pile bridge in the first instance ? Yes, the contract
was taken for a pile bridge.
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9G28, And when the plan was altered, aro you certain that no tenders were called for for the W. R. Oollott,
masonry ? Yes, I am positive about it; for I happen to know that the work was done on a
Bs9private arrangement between Mr. Bennett and the contractor, Dcwall. I presume that
Mr. Bennett’s idea was that, as it was found that the piles could not be driven to a sufficient 10 Jan., 182G,
depth to make a substantial structure, it was necessary for him to substitute some other
kind of construction.
9629. What was the original contract taken for'{ The original contract was for about
£1,300, including the piles.
9630. And this amount was exceeded ? Yes.
9631. Can you mention any other cases in which a contract lias been extended without the
sanction of the Minister 1 I am not sure that the Arnold Bridge does not come under this
head. It was to have been a laminated arched bridge in the first instance, and then Mr,
Bennett altered his mind about it, after Mr. Martindale bad taken the contract for its
construction. The plan was altered to a more simple one, and I am sure that no fresh
tenders were called for in that instance.
9632. Then do you mean to say tbat the Arnold Bridge was in effect built without tenders
having been called for, and without the sanction of the Minister ? No, I do not say that.
Public tenders were called for, and a contract was taken for a laminated arched bridge,
which is a much more difficult form of construction than a simple beam bridge. After the
contract was taken, Mr. Bennett altered his mind about the plan, and substituted a queen
truss bridge; and Mr. Martindale, who had the contract, was to do it at the same price as
he had contracted to construct the laminated arched bridge for.
9633. Was that done without the sanction of the Minister? To the best of my belief it
was. I do not believe that tbe question of the alteration was ever referred to you; nor
was the question of lengthening the Fallbrook Bridge by one row of piles submitted to you
for your approval.
9631. Would it he possible for the Minister to inform himself of any alterations such as
these you describe, unless it came to his knowledge in the usual official way, or unless some
complaint were made to him by the contractor ? 1 think he might find a way of making
himself acquainted with what was going on; he might do it by requiring the Commis
sioner to report to him upon all such alterations when they were conceived to be necessary,
or he might require tbe Commissioner to send in a report to him every three months. As
things now stand, the relative positions of the Commissioner and the Minister are not
sufficiently well defined. This is a thing that must be done if the Road Department is to be
placed on a satisfactory basis.
9935. Then you consider that the power of the Commissioner to make alterations in
contracts is only limited by the amount of money voted for tbe work ? That is my opinion.
9636. And that is the principle upon which you have acted ? Yes.
9637. That being the case, I refer to my previous question :—Supposing£‘20,000 or £25,000
to have been voted for the Southern Road, and that a contract were taken, say for two miles
of it just outside of Sydney, at a schedule of prices, and amounting in the whole to a few
hundred pounds only—would you in tliat case consider yourself justified in extending that
contract along the whole length of the road at the same schedule of prices ? No, I should
never have conceived myself justified in doing such a thing as that.
9638. You would not have done that? No; our plan is to divide the road off into so many
contracts, according to the amount of money voted and the proportion we intend to spend
on each part of the road.
9639. I am not asking you as to the practice, but merely the abstract question of whether
you conceive you have the power to extend a contract in the way I have described ? In
such a case as that you have mentioned, l do not think I could spend the remainder of the
money without your sanction.
9640. Then, ns a general principle, this power of extension that you assert is very slight,
being limited by the amount voted for the particular work, as well as hy the extent of the
work itself? Yes, it is limited by my being able to let off the contract in the first instance
under tbe amount of the estimate on which the vote has been taken ; for instance, if £1,000
are voted for a particular work, and I let it to a contractor for £800,1 consider myself
entitled, where I conceive it to be necessary, to have additional work performed on that con
tract to the extent of the £200 balance.
9641. Then I do not understand where yonr power is limited ? I thought I had made it
. clear that it wits limited to the £1,000 voted for the work; beyond that I cannot go.
9642. But going beyond the £1,000, and taking a large amount of £20,000 or £30,000
voted for a line of road—would the same principle apply to that amount as to the £1,000 ?
That is not done in one contract. Suppose we wish to have a piece of road twelve miles in
length made and metalled, we do not let it out in one contract; I should divide it into six
contracts of about two miles in each.
•
9643. I am not asking yon what yon do, but rather what you conceive you have the power to
do. There is a sum of £20,000 or £30,000, or whatever it may he, voted for a line of road;
,
now, if you have the power indefinitely to extend a contract, except only with a limitation
of the sum to bo expended, and if, as in the instance you have stated, you have the power to
extend the contract up to the amount voted—why should you not have the power to extend
* a contract taken for a small section of the road over the whole of that road, provided you do
not exceed the amount appropriated for the work ? If I do not exceed the amount, I have
the power.
9644. Then you may extend a contract taken for a few hundred pounds over work that will
amount to several thousands? No; I should not do that, because there are many contracts
on the road,
9645.
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W. B. Collett, 9645. But I am supposing that there is only one contract. If a man takes a few hundred
■Ebi1yards of road to metal at one end of the road, would you have the power of extending that
contract right along to the extreme end of the road? I should not conceive that Iliad
70 Jan., 1862. p0wer t0 <j0 6ucij a thing as this.
9646. But you say that you have the power of extending a contract within the amount
available for the work? Yes,I have; that power is distinctly given me by the General
Conditions.
9647. I do not say that you have not that power; all I ask is, do you consider that you have
it? Whether I have it or not, I should not think of exercising it. in such a way as you
have described, as that would be an abuse of the power vested in me, and a diverting it from
its legitimate object, It is one thing to bave power and use it for a beneficial purpose, and
another thing to have power and to abnse it.
9648. In the two cases to which you have alluded, those of the Hume Bridge and the Bendemeer Bridge—is it not the case that the extension of the contracts has been caused hy
matters that could not have been foreseen at the time the contract was taken, the extended
works being such as had become necessary from the ticklish nature of the ground for the
foundation ? I have already stated to the Committee that I have never, during an experi
ence of twenty-five years, known any contract to be carried out strictly in accordance with
the original specification. Whether they were railway contracts or road.contracts, or any
other kind of contracts, certain deviations from the original specification would always be
sure to occur, or certain alterations or improvements would suggest themselves to the
engineer as the work proceeded, and iu this manner the original plan is sure to ho modified'
in some way.
9649. Then, as far as the extensions arc practically concerned, they have only been sanctioned'
in oases of ordinary contract, when extra work is found to be absolutely necessary, or where
it has been found to be palpably and unmistakably an improvement as the work proceeded?
Exactly. As for example, if less or more cutting was required for an embankment,-if a greater
or less quantity of metal was required upon a particular piece of road, the necessity would'
be so very self-evident that it would scarcely be deemed necessary to go to you, as Minister
for Works, to authorize the proposed alteration. In tbis respect I consider it as absolutely
essential to tbe proper conduct of the works that some power of extension should be lodged
in the hands of the Commissioner for Koads. At all eveots I have considered that, as
Commissioner, I had such a power, and 1 have acted upon it in more than one case. But at
the same time I may say that I have never in any case made an improper use of it, or ever
exercised it unless when I have seen that the public service would benefit by my so doing.
*
Questions are constantly arising in the course of the carrying out of a contract, and these
have to bo decided upon at once, so that the work may not be delayed. Suggestions for
alterations or improvements are also made as the work proceeds, and these have to be dealt with
without delay, If these things are not to be done by the Commissioner, by.whom are they
to be done ? He knows the work and the nature of the contract taken, and in most cases,
his sanction to an extension or an alteration is a mere matter of form. Thus, the Superin
tendent in charge of a particular work reports to the Commissioner that a certain alteration
in the contract he is supervising is requisite for properly completing tho work. Of course I presume that, as the Superintendent holds a responsible situation, ho would notlmake
such a report to me unless it was necessary; and on his report I sanction the alteration.
So that, in point of fact, the Committee will see tliat it is the Superintendent in charge of
the work, and not I, who make the alteration, since it is upon his report that it is done, and
an inspection of the work is not made in every instance by the Commissioner.
9650. Stilt there should be some check in the head Office ? Yes, and that is provided by
the sanction of the Commissioner. As I said, he knows the work and the nature of the
contract, and can therefore see tho effect of the proposed alteration, and so form an opinion
as to whether it has been judiciously recommended.
.
9651. In the case of any considerable deviation from a contract, would.it be in accordance
with tho usual practice of the Hoad Branch for tho Commissioner to obtain from tbe
Minister a sanction in any way for the payments rendered necessary in consequence of this
extension ? It has not been the practice, either with Captain Martindale or myself, to obtain
such a sanction.
.
9652. It has not been the practice with yon, at all events ? No, not to communicate with
you officially.
■
9653. Is the largest instance of a deviation that which you have mentioned has having
occurred under Captain Martindale—the largest in point of amount I moan ? Bo you refer
to the Murrurundi Gap ?
/ ■
9654. Yes? I should he sorry to say so. The alterations to the Denison Bridge.at
Bathurst involved a much larger amount.
■
9655. Have there been any others of a larger amount ? I have no doubt thero have been,
but I cannot recollect any just at this moment.
i . .7
'
9656. There.have not beea any alterations made that have brought i the work under the
amount of the contract taken ? No; but several have been executed in which, tho cost of
the deviation has not exceeded the original amount of the contract.
.
■
9657. By whom was the contract for the Denison Bridge taken ? -I do not know.'
■
■
9658. There were, however, additions and alterations made to the original plan ? There
were, and very extensive alterations.
■
.
9659. Do you know what they were? I do not. It is now several years ago since that,
bridge was constructed.
,
'
9660. Before your time, was it not? It was.
■
'
.
•
9661. Then you are not speaking of your own knowledge in respect to this work? No;
but,
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but, as you asked the question in regard to the cost of deviations from an original contract, W. R. Collett,
I adduced the Denison Bridge as an instance. There is the Falbrook Bridge again, in which
the deviation from the original specification entailed an additional cost of £600 or £700. >—‘—Ihere was an extra span of one chain added to the bridge, and I am not aware that the 10 jAI1", 1862.
deviation ever came before you.
Qftfi 2' ATe y°U aware.tllat it
not ? No ; perhaps it did.
9663. By Mr. Dalgleish: Have you in your Office any calculation made by Mr. Bennett of
the quantity of work to be performed under the contract for which the Doughboy Diversion
ncLSU™Ute . Ye3'1 have a calculMion of the quantities of work made by Mr. Bennett.
0664. Was not that contract let by Mr. Bennett? It was.
9665. Have you those quantities with you now ? Yes.
9666. Will you hand them in—that is, the calculation of the quantities on the work
for which the Doughboy Diversion was substituted—the quantities and the work on the
bridges. ( Wilmss produced a paper containing calculations.) This is not what I require :
these are the calculations for the Doughboy Diversion ; what I want is the amount of work
to be done on the piece of road for which the Doughboy Diversion was substituted? The
deviation was only very trifling; it was only a deviation of 7 chains in a total length of 199
chains, leaving 192 chains exactly as they are here; the amounts would be the same as
appear here by omitting two bridges and substituting for them a larne cuttim: of 12 000
cubic yards.
o
&
>
9667. Can you give the Committee Mr. Bennett’s calculations of these bridges that were
contracted for ? I gave them in yesterday.
9668. Are these that you have produced the only calculations of work and prices that Mr.
JBennett has left behind him, in the Office of the Hoads Branch, with regard to this matter?

_lnat is impossible for me to say. X only know tbat these calculations embrace all the works
included in the specification.
9669. It is impossible to glean any information from these calculations which you have just
produced r That may be the case with some persons, but we understand them well enough,
and we work upon them.
°
96/0. With the exception of this deviation, was the contract carried out in accordance with
Qflvi0r'§r 8Peeifica(i,)n ? N°. the bridges were widened from 12 feet to 18 feet.
9671 Was any further alteration made ? Yes; the full of the slopes was increased, as it
was found that they would not stand without.
9672. They wore allered from the original drawings ? Yes.
96i3 When were the trussed bridges mentioned in Mr. Bennett’s estimate erected ? Not
one of them was erected.
9674. Were any erected with beams and corbels ? No, I regarded them as altogether useless.
Ine corbels are really of no advantage to the structure, and they only add to the expense
unnecessarily.
1
Qfivft £hey Wer° n0t oonstructed t,lcn in accordance with the plans ? Not in that respect.
•iT Hi°T
were mentioned in tlje specification, in the first instance, to be constructed
\ 1 cftn.not saJ how many, but I discarded the corbels as useless.
96/7. Have these bridges been constructed in accordance with the plans furnished to the
contractor, and on which he based his tender ? Yes.
9678. Has not one of them been curtailed two spans? No, but one of them has been
curtailed one span.
9679. Your answers and these calculations do not go to the point that I wish to arrive at: I
want to know wliat the cost would have been under the original specification, as compared
oron n 00St ellta^ed hy these alterations ? lam perfectly aware of what your object is.
9680. Do you know a portion of road called the Camden Flats ? Yes, at Camden, on tho road
to Kazorback; that is on the Southern, not on the Northern Bead.
9681. When on the Northern Road, did you ever authorize the payment of 16s. 3d. per
ocq > ^er
*°r r0a^ !11et:d ^ No, I never heard of such a sum being given for metal there
9682. Have you ever authorized the payment of that price on any other road ? Yes, repeat
edly, on the Southern Road; but then it was for metal supplied under contract taken by
public tender, and was the lowest price at which it was to be got, I bave oven paid a hi<rhe'r
pnee than that, for it has cost as much as £1 2s. Gd. per cubic yard in some cases. If °you
only look at what is the Sydney price of a yard of metal, you can judge what it is likely to
bo dU or 40 miles on the road. However, the price has been reduced lately, and wc have
obtained it m some cases as low as 7s. 9d.
9683. What would the saving be to the contractor if he wore allowed to leave stumps
standing m the roadway, instead of taking them out as he had contracted to do9 The
saving m the case you refer to would have been about £40 on the whole contract; and I
have knocked him off jE40 for not having taken them out
9684. You have mulct him in'the sum of £40 for this breach of contract ? I have deducted
that amount, and there is on end of it. On the completion of his contract I authorized the
57",«a‘ of *16,0 “stawl of £200,
amount he had to receive under his contract, the
£40 being knocked off for the stumps that were not taken out.
9685. By Mr. Arnold; Was that a fair price to take off? As I said, a cost of £40 would
have taken them out.
9686. Then he would have been very willing to have done the work and to have taken the
stumps out, if you had allowed him the £40 which you knocked off? Yes, of course he
would; but then I would notallow him to do so, because in taking out tbe stumps he would ,
spoil the road. In order to prevent any discussion about money having been paid away for
work that wm not done, I told him that this matter of his, having left the stumps standing
in the ground, had been very much talked about, and that I should therefore dock him 20
per cent, for not having carried out the terms of his contract,
238—2 T
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W. E. Collett, 9687. Did he submit to that reduction ? Of course he did not like it, and grunqbled a good
_
.
deal, but ho did not deny that the wood was there.
9688. By the Chairman: This reduction was made after this inquiry had begun? Yes,
10 Jan., 1862, because X told him that the matter had been generally talked about, and that 1 could not
allow him the whole amount of his contract money.
_
9689. You told him so after this inquiry had been commenced ? Yes, on my last visit to
the Northern District.
...
.
9690. You did not say anything to him about a reduction prior to the institution of this
inquiry? No, X could not do so. I had nothing to do with the payments until the. work
was finally finished and handed over to the Government as completed. Any question of the
kind raised before then would be quite irrelevant, because the contractor might say that he
intended to do what was complained of. It is only on the final completion of the work that
the contractor is definitely bound.
_
9691. By Mr. Hoskins: Would you have paid him the full amount of his contract money
if this investigation bad not taken place? No, certainly not.
9692. Was it not stated here that there was fallen timber on the ground that was not
removed when the road was bleared, but was allowed to go into the embankments? Yes,
,1 know that evidence to that effect was given ; but it is not the case; there is none of the
fallen timber in the embankments.
■
9693. Do you remember Mr. Hanniugton’s esaminatiou ? I do.
9694. He stated very distinctly that it was so ? He spoke of a different time. . It was at
the date of his letter that the timher was lying about; but when I saw the line shortly
afterwards, there was no loose timber on the ground.
_
9695. Might it not have been hid from your sight by the earth from the cuttings, when you
subsequently inspected the work ? No, it could not have been, because if it had been in
the bank I must have seen it lying about on some of my previous visits, and I was there
four or five times before then. The clearing of the line was the first work done, and I wag
particular not to allow the contractor to leave any of the dead timber lying about on the
line. I always took notice to see if it was all removed.
9690. Was there 20 feet of solid roadway in the big cutting? Yes, fully 20 feet.
9697. Are you certain about this? Yes, quite certain, for I measured it.myself.
•
9698. Mr. Hannington says tbat he measured it and found only 13 feet ? I do not care
what he says; he knows nothing about it; besides that, liis evidence refers to September
last, and the plans bave been altered since then.
_
9699. Tho road is cut on a sidling, a certain portion of it being solid and the rest made
ground from the cutting ? Yes.
.
9700. Well, Mr. Hannington says that tbe solid portion of the road, that is excluding the
made ground, is only 13 feet ? And 1 say that it is considerably more—20 feet at the
least. I will shew you the mistake Mr. Hannington has made. He speaks of September
last, and the plans were altered. I produce the original plan as suggested by Mr.
Debenham, which will shew the alterations made in the cuttings on these sidlings. {Plan
produced and explained to the Committee hy witness^
9701. By the Chairman: Your accounts are only checked

-

in the Audit Office? Yes; all
my accounts are sent to the Audit Office, where they are cheeked by the receipted vouchers.
9702. What other check is there ? They are cheeked in the Office.
_
9703. But suppose you should make an improper payment of money, what check is there
upon your so doing? I could not do such a thing unless the Superintendent and the
Accountant were in collusion with me. Every account comes to me in the first instance
from the Superintendent, with his voucher. Then I cannot take the _ book and draw a
cheque on the bank; if I did, the bank would not pay it. The way is this,—-when an
account is sent in it is brought under my notice, and if I find it all correct I pass it. It^ is
then checked in the Office and compared with the documents relating to the work for which
it is the payment. Then a cheque is drawn for me sign, and even when I sign it, it is of no
use unless it is countersigned by the Chief Clerk in the Office.
_ _
9704. So that there must he collusion between these two parties—the Commissioner and the
Chief Clerk—-before money could be drawn from the bank improperly ? Yes, except there
were collusion between the overseer and the Commissioner in furnishing fictitious vouchers..
9705. Then I suppose that the amounts voted for tho works under your charge during the
year is placed altogether to your credit in the bank ? No. When tho Appropriation Act
is passed, it is intimated to me that such a sum has been voted for road works. I then state
what amount I shall require for the month—say it is for the first month, January, and
that I require £10,000—that amount is paid into my credit at the bank.
.
.
9706. Then all these various amounts that are voted for different works are not kept,
separate ? Yes, they are, every one of them.
9707. A separate account for each particular work ? Yes.
9708. Then you draw a cheque for that particular work and no other? No; we make no
distinction in the cheque; they are the cheques of the Road Branch and that is all.
9709. So that if you chance to overdraw upon any particular work you are able to make up
the deficiency by paying it out of another ? No, we do not overdraw, because we have our
account in the Office, from which we at ooee see when the sum is exhausted.
_
9710. But there is no separate account kept of these works iu the bank? No, not in the
bank.
971E They are all kept together then in one accouut there ? Yes.
.
9712 And are drawn upon by cheques from your branch, without stating for what particular
.
■
■ . _
work the payment is mode ? Yes.
9713, If three or four works are in course of construction, and others that are not required
■
;
•
.
■
for
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for some time, where there are several of these amounts handed to you at once, do you not "W. B. Collett,
draw upon the sum indiscriminately, regarding it as one account ? No, we do not: hut the
Es<l'
treasurer does, by giving us the whole sum voted in one account. Wc separate the sum ----- *
thus given into the various items voted for the different worts.
a^W. In your cheques? No, in our accounts.

10 Jan., 1862.

0715. Not in the cheques ? .No; it would be impossible to do so iu the cheques, because a
inc. c t.wo'or r',irce payments upon as'many different works.
t
ru i1(1 IS P0,ssikle>and I do not say it offensively, but merely as a matter of possibility,
tor the Uerk and the Commissioner by collusion to draw from the bank tbe whole sum voted
tor road works during the year ? Of course it is possible.
9il7. % Mr. Dangar : Is your bank account audited by the Government ? Of course it
is—monthly,
’
9718. How much, about, is paid in to your credit every mouth ? If £100,000 are voted for
road works during the year, about £10,000 monthly. It depends entirely upon the amount
voted by Parliament.
'
1
9719. You have stated, I believe, that you do not consider yourself, as Oommissioner for
Itoads liable to be called to account in any way except by the Governor and the Executive
0700° iiTi 1 ^Ve‘ My hablhty 1B fixed
tllc Main Hoads Act.
0720. When Mr. Hawkins presented you with Mr. Quodling’s cheque that had been given
for his salary, and been dishonored, did you impound it ? No; I refused to have anything to
do with it. _ He wished me to take jt, but I declined.
9721. Was it dated previous to or since Mr. Quodling’t resignation ? It was dated the 20th
November, and therefore since his resignation.
9722 Do you recollect Greer and Clements taking a contract for a piece of road from Scone
to Aberdeen ? I do.
9723 Was that contract taken for a large amount less than the estimate in your Office?
xes, considerably under our estimate.
9724. And much less than Miller’s tender? Yes.
97.25-'J ArndLdid .you pasa that contract;? Yes; I was rather sick of them, and was glad to
get rid of them- in this way.
- ■
>
e
9726. Do you kuow Wightman ? I do.
wu ha-S ^ pUt iD tenders for works «n tbc Northern Hoad ? Hc has not.
9728. What is the reason that he has never got a contract—that his tender has never been
otoo a ’
136011136 bls tender has never been the lowest; he has always tendered too high.
J72J. Are you aware that, Mr. Brown, one of the overseers on the Northern Eoad, is now
superintending the erection of a bridge at the Kingdon Ponds ? I am,
9730. Has ho been authorized to superintend this work ? He was ordered to do so.
JidL By whose orders—those of _the Commissioner ? Not by my orders; by orders of the
Minister, and L may say, iu opposition to my opinion. I think a Superintendent has quite
enough to do to attend to the works of which he has charge.
9732. How was it that hc was directed to superintend this work? A representation was
made by the Police Magistrate of the district tbat the services of one of the Hoad Superin
tendents would be of great advantage in the construction of the bridge, and tbe consent of
the Minister was asked to this being done. He agreed to it, and Mr. Brown was directed
to superintend the work.
9733. Then is it usual for road overseers to superintend the construction of bridges for
Benches of Magistrates, as Mr. Quodling has done, and as Mr. Brown has been directed to
do . If it is near to tbeir line of road of which they have charge, there is nothing very
unusual about it; but in Mr. Quodling’s case the place was-more than 70 miles distant from
the works of winch lie had charge.
9734. You know Mr. Newcomen? Yes.
you allow him to work his teams, day-work, on the road you had charge of? 1 did
973b. Whilst he was an overseer under G-overnment? No, whilst lie was under me, when
lie was in my employment, but before hc was a Government overseer.
9737. He sold flour and beef, I believe, to the men working on the road ? He did and was
not dismissed for it.
’
‘
n-f}6 a ?omPet6nt man as an overseer ? Yes; he was a very good man,
9739. Did Captain Martindale appoint him in the first instance on trial ? All the officers
on the roads are appointed in the first place on trial.
9740. You let a large contract, amounting to several hundreds of pounds, on the Northern
Road, without consulting the Minister for Works? Not a contract, but an extension of a
contract. But I have explained that actually all-these things are done by the Superintendents
for and not by mo. They recommend tbe alteration and extension; l simply approve or
disapprove of it.
r^ ,l
J^ro/ou aware tbat
Martindale, and Wightman, have put iu a quantity of
sand as ballast upon the portions of road they are making? I did not know before you
mentioned it; but I wilt lake care and see to it when I next go up there, and if they have
done so they shall take it all off again.
J
9-a o' m 0W is the.WOrk meas,lred that is d(>ne 011 the road ? What part of the work ?
nTAA £l10 ln6tall!n?? The Present rule is to measure it at the quarry before carting it.
9744. But when it is on the road ?

We measure it at tho quarry, not on the road.

9745. When it is used as ballast? Yes, it is all measured in heaps at the quarrv before
carting,
i
j
9746. Do you pay the same price for ballast, whether it is stone or sand? We pay the
same price for whatever stone is used, provided it is the best to be got in the locality - but I
am not aware of any sand having been used; wc call it gravel; perhaps it is that* whichyou allude, to.
APPENDIX.
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Surveyor General’s Office,
Sydney, S December, 1855.

Sir,
With reference to yonr letter of the 23rd ultimo, stating that you will lose no timo in
furnishing the department with longitudinal and vertical sections of the present line of road between
Maitland and the Liverpool Range at Murrurundi, and also with a preliminary survey and sections of
the lino which the Railway should take between these termini, I have to inform you that I approve of
your doing os you propose, and to request that you will do it as speedily afi possible.
I am. Sir,
Your obedient servant,
GEO. BARNEY,

S.G.

W. R. Collett, Esq.,
Surveyor to the Northern Road.

B.
Surveyor Generate Office,
Sydney, 4 April, 185fi.

&r*
Having submitted to His Excellency the Governor General, your letter rod its enclosures,
Sections &d<I
Report of Ltna ot
^Railway North dated the 31at ultimo, received yesterday, I have been directed to express to you His Excellency s
^to Liverpool
thanks for the trouble which you have taken in the matter.

Plunk

have, &e.,
geo.

W. R. Collett, Esq.,
Surveyor to the Northern Road,
Singleton.

Barney,
s. G.

c.
Government Douse, Sydney, New South, Wales,
28 December, 18GI.

Bear Mr. Collett,^

ffir John Young to write you a line for the purpose of

Ktutimr that hc was personally acquainted with you in England for some years, at the time that you
wSMcmberTtKuseof eommone. From the active part which you then took ,n railway
management, and in promoting the Holyhead Harbour, His Excellency believes you to be quite
competent to superintend public works, such as the roads, which have been rotnrsted to you in th s
Colony,
W.R. Collett, Esq.,

Believe me. Sic,,
F. TURVILLE,
Private Secretary,

dsc,. &c., &c.
A true copy.—A. J. Chisholm. 30/12/01.
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Roads and Bridges Offset,

Melbourne, 11 Vtttmher, 1861.
' '
In answer to your letter of the 3rd instant, inquiring, as Chairman of ft Select Committee
of tho Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, whether Mr. Joseph Martindale had been disqualified
from contracting under the Board of Land and Works, I have tho honor to inform you tliat he has never
b jen formally so declared, but tliat he has held no contract under the Government of this Colony
since 1858.
2. His . conduct was very unsatisfactory, he having become insolvent whilst a contractor, and
more recently, having been responsible agent of a contractor on whose work a flagrant fraud was
perpetrated, which I believe could not have been effected without his (Martindale’s) knowledge.
,
3' I think it therefore unlikely that the Board of Land and Works would again entrust him,
cither as principal or agent, with the execution of any contract, and I certainly should have no
hesitation in using my influence to prevent any tender of his from being accepted.
■ I have, &c.,
'
JOHN STEAVENSON,
William Forster, Esq., M.P.,
Commissioner ol Beads and Bridges.
Union Club, Sydney.
1

Sir,

p

B 1.

v

i
.. .

■

.

Sir,

■

i

Roads.
Railmy Department,

Sydney, 17 September, 1857.

' . Your letter of the Mth instant has been submitted to tbo Chief Commissioner, and upon
it lie lias to make the following observations:—
.
.
■
‘
1. Murulla Diversion.—It appears that upon his own responsibility Mr. Collett has expended
the sum of £120 upon the Murulla Diversion, and in so doing, has involved the Govern
ment in an expense which there is no vote to cover.
Mr. Collett, however, received a sort of authority for his proceedings, in that no orders appear to
have been sent to prevent his commencing tbe work, and under tliesc circumstances I shall recommend
that the £120 be defrayed from the vote of £8,000. Mr. Collett will distinctly understand no further
sum is to bo expended upon this Diversion without special sanction.
In what hc has already done Mr, Collett has exceeded both his instructions and the wishes of
the Government; he has made a road they were not prepared to order, and pledged them, as far as lies
in his power, to complete and maintain it. I wish Mr. Collett to understand my views, in such cases,
of the term, “responsibility," viz., that an officer who expends money for which he has not authority
is liable to have it deducted from bis salary, and I request that be will not in future consider himself
empowered to assume any such responsibility, except in cases of such extreme emergency as will not
permit of tbe delay of a reference to me, when he must be. prepared to justify tho expenditure by the
exigency of tbe ease, but that be will confine bis exertions to tho best expenditure of tbe authorized
votes, under the regulations he may .from time to time receive for his guidance.
*
■ 2,'" Conical Hill ’’—On the 10th instant, hy order of the Honorable the Secretary for Lands
and Works, I directed Mr. Collett to report upon a letter from Mr. Loder; I have not
received any report, but I now learn tliat Mr. Collett is at work upon the road. I
wish to know from Mr, Collett why the report has not been sent, and upon what authority
■
• 'and vote Mr. Collett is expending money at this point ?
3. As the expenditure of tbe special vote of £1,000 must be kept separate, as ordered, I cannot
admit the impossibility of doing so. Mr. Collett states it to be impossible, because tho
repairs have been going ou since the first flood of the 18th June, and the grant has been
anticipated by at least £200; but Mr. Collett had again no right to make such an
anticipation, and no power to involve the Government in an expenditure of £200, without
sanction. The £200 must remain as it now is, debited against the £8,000; and a clear
account must bo kept of bow the £1,000, or so much of it as is absolutely necessary to
repair the damages done by the recent floods, is spent.
To facilitate this a form is enclosed which Mr. Collett will forward monthly, shewing the
expenditure upon each part of the roads under his immediate supervision, both under tho £1,000 vote
and tbe ordinary vote of £8,000.
■
4, Mr. Collett states—“The money in hand (say £3,000,) is akeady appropriated to clearing,
draining, and ballasting contracts along the line, together with the maintenance of an
efficient staff till December 31st, 1857.
If I understand this rightly, Mr. Collett has made contracts, amounting together, with the
maintenance of his staff, to £3,o5o, but by his general instructions of 28th March, 1855. contracts
previously to being taken wore to be submitted for tbo sanction of the Colonial Architect. Here again
Mr. Collett appears to have exceeded his powers, and I request be will furnish mo with an early
statement of bow he proposes to expend the above £3,000, for my consideration and sanction, if approved.
With reference to Mr. Collett’s statement, that both roads (Murulla Diversion andWarland’s
Flat) are indispensable, I must call his attention to the fact, tbat while he has twice made this state
ment, he has given no reasons for it, and I request hc will furnish me with them.
The result now is, that in addition to tbo vote of £8,000, and a special grant of £1,000, Mr.
Collett states it to be absolutely necessary that a sum of £1,020 should be given for the repair of
Warland's Flat Road, and £330 (in addition to £120 already spent) for the Murulla Diversion, or £1,400
in all.

In looking into the question of these two roads, Mr. Secretary Hay stated his opinion that the
Murulla Diversion might ultimately be found the preferable road for tho great part of tbe Northern
traffic; and if so, tliat only such a sum should be spent upon the Warland’s Flat Road as would put it
into such repair ns to enable it to bear the light traffic tbat in such a case would pass over it. By bis
letter of the 20th April, 1857, copy of which was forwarded to Mr. Collett on the 22nd April, 1857,
Mr. Hay directed this road to be put into repair. I wish to know from Mr. Collett whether this was
ever done, or if not, why it was not done ; and, taking Mr, Secretary Hay’s view of tho case, whether
£1,020 will still he required to put tbis road in repair?
The question of any further grant for these roads will bo referred to the Secretary for Lands
and Works,
-

t_.

.2 .
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As regards the deviation at Warland's Range, I have no ohipetion to Mr. Collett consulting Mr.
Bell upon the subject, when that officer arrives; alter which Mr. Collett will attend to the instructions
conveyed to him in my letters of the 25th August mid tho 12th instant.
In order that there may ho no misunderstanding on the part of Mr. Collett, as to the exact
system under which the roads arc to he at present carried on, enclose him a copy herewith of the letter
of the Secretary for Lands and Works, dated 28th July, 1857. By tins Mr. Collett will sec that the
roads constitute an integral part of the Railway Department, under the direction of the Chief Com
missioner.
.
- , •
I feel it necessary to call Mr. Collett’s attention to this, since from many expressions in his
reports, and their general tono, there appears to be in his mind an idea of a responsibility and authority
independent of the Chief Commissioner.
, ,
_
,
That officer is responsible to the Government for the due management of the roads placed “"uer
his charge; Mr. Collett is responsible to him for carrying out his orders, in compliance with the
direction of tho Government.
»
.
....
The Chief Commissioner will always he happy to receive and weigh, to the best ot his ability,
every suggestion, cither from Mr. Collett or any other officer of the department, for the good of the
public service; on the other hand, he expects from all, that spirit of subordination and cordial co-opera
tion, in carrying out his views and wishes, without which no department can work efficiently, and
without which lie cannot recommend the Government to retain any officer under his orders.
I have, &c„
W.R. Collett.
JOHNRAE,
■
Surveyor to Northern Road, Singleton.
secretary,
The form referred to in the above observations of the Chief Oommissioner, is not yet printed,
hut will be transmitted hy the next post.—J. R.
Note.—The form forwarded on the 22/9/57.

B 2.
jfotids.

Railway Department,
Sydney, 30 October, 1857.
Sir,

I am directed hy tho Chief Commissioner, with reference to his letters dated 13th, 22nd,
and 2±th instants, to inform you that renewed complaints have been received hy the Honorable the
Colonial Secretary, of the road at Singleton not having been yet repaired ; and that he has been
instructed to acquaint you, that should it he found you are cither unwilling or uuable to obey the
instructions transmitted to you, it will be necessary to remove you from the appointment you now
occupy.
T.
r
I have, me.,
W. R. Collett, Esq.,
J0nN,
Singleton.
Secretary.

B 3.
EXTRACT of a Letter from the Minister for Lands and Public Works to the Commissioner for Internal
Communication, dated the \Ath January, 1859, in reply to,a Letter from Captain Martindale on the
Management of tbe Main Roads of the Colony.
* " 9. Referring to that portion of your letter under reply, in which you state that the remarks
“ made hy you as to the want of qualification on the part of the Superintendent of the Western Road
“ apply to the Superintendent of the Northern Road, 1 am directed hy the Secretary for Lands and
“ Public Works to state that hc is very much surprised to find Mr. Collett—a gentleman who possesses
a larger share of the confidence of the Government, and of the( public, than any other man in the
" Colony, as a road-maker—should be thus alluded to. Mr. Collett has within a few years constructed
“ the Northern Road, and it is now incomparably the best of the three Great Roads; and this, notwith“ standing that it had no advantage whatever, or scarcely any, from prison labour, in the earlier days
“ of the Colony, while the Western and the Southern Roads had many thousands of pounds expended
“ on them. Mr. Collett, I urn to observe, introduced an entirely new system of dealing with the works
" under his charge, and employed respectable persons as overseers, and has given entire satisfaction.
“ 10. The Secretary for Lands and Public Works would therefore desire, before determining any
41 general plan of road management, to have from Mr. Collett, as the oldest and most successful practical
" road-maker and manager in the public service, a report containing any suggestions he may he
'• disposed to make upon the matter,"
.

B 4.
Rood Branch,
.Department of Internal Communication,
Sydney, 14 July, 1859.
Sir,
I am directed by the Commissioner to acknowledge the receipt of the following letters and
memoranda from von, viz.:—Your letter of the 29th ultimo. 59/129, in reply to my letter of tho 2fith
ultimo, 59/722, having reference to the charges made hy Mr. Dangar against you and the overseers under
your immediate orders ; your memorandum of the same date, iu reply to the Commissioner's Minute of
the 24th ultimo, having reference to M'Donald’s contract; and your letter of the 2nd instant. No.
59/158, in reply to the Commissioner’s Minutes of the 27th and 29th ultimoand I am to inform you
that the explanations afforded by you aro not satisfactory to the Commissioner, and that it is his
intention to bring your conduct, in these particular matters, and generally, under tho consideration ot
the Secretary for Lauds and Public Works.
The Commissioner has arrived at this decision with the greatest reluctance, hut it is as
impossible as useless for him to continue such a correspondence with you as you have rendered it
necessary for him to commence; and hc has borne with conduct in you similar to that of which he
has now to complain, until hc feels that he would fail in his duty were hc to permit it longer.
Upon the particular papers now under consideration, I am to make the following remarks:—
1. In reference to your letter (59-129) relative to Mr. Dangar’s charges, l am to inform you that
Mr. Dangar’s letters were sent to you in order that you might be fully acquainted with tbe charges
preferred against you, and the overseers who are or have until very recently been under your imme
diate orders, and in order that yon should furnish the Commissioner with a detailed report, in refutation
or explanation of those charges. This you have not done.
..
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As regards the arrangement for a deposit of £20, which you state you made with your overseers,
and repaid to them on leaving your service, I am to observe tliat Mr. Danger's complaint was the first
intimation the Commissioner ever had of such an arrangement being in existence with the overseers
employed under your immediate orders; and the Commissioner presumes no such arrangement now
exists with Messrs. Hawthorne, Doyle, and Clements.
I am to express tho Commissioner's surprise that you should refer him to Mr. Newcomen for an
explanation about work carried ou hy that officer while employed as an overseer under you; that work
should have been in progress of such a character without your being aware of it; and tbat you should
state that Mr. Newcomen had no idea he was exceeding bis duty in contracting for slabs for a bridge
never sanctioned by tbe Commissioner, and, it would appear from' your letter, never authorized by you.
'L'he Commissioner does not understand how, in the face of the numerous explanations he has
lately been compelled to call for, from you, relative to your conduct as a road superintendent, and his
letter and minutes upon these explanations, you could think that Mr. Danger’s letters were sent to you
by the Commissioner as a mark of his confidence in your superintendence. They certainly were not
so sent, but for your ngiort, as stated in the official letter which accompanied their transmission to you,
2nd. In reference to your memorandum of the 29th ultimo, relative to Mr. M'Donald’s tender,
I am to observe that, if the tender was, as you state, very ambiguous, it was iu your power to have
obtained full information by reference to this office, and especially as the Commissioner himself
acquainted you that, though about to be absent from Sydney on duty, lie enuld always bo communicated
with by telegram, and_dirocted you, by letter, to forward your reports and papers as usual. The Com
missioner had your estimate of the value of this work before him when he made his recommendation
to tho Government, and hc did not consider it nocessarv, therefore, to " solicit your views ” upon tbis
matter.
'
As regards your statement that your certificates were for 70 per cent, only of the amount due to
M'Donald, I am to observe that there was nothing whatever upon your voucher to intimate that such
was the case; and that, in tbo £27!) 4s. Gd., named by you, you’still improperly include Is. per lineal
yard, for forming.
’ "
”
The Commissioner does not understand how, in the face of the vouchers sent in as above stated,
and your previous correspondence, you can state tliat you made no arrangements with M'Donald. Ho
directs mo to say tliat he ts about to take the instructions of the Secretary for Lands and Public Works
in this matter, hut that iu the meantime no money must he paid to M'Donald unless in accordance
with paragraph 9 of his minute of the 24th ultimo, a copy of which is again enclosed.
3rd. As regards your letter of the 2nd instant, .59/153, the Commissioner does not comprehend
why' you should regard official memoranda in a different light from official letters, but his remarks are
justified by both your letters and memos. At the same time the Commissioner has never in any’ way
or at any time desired that y'ou should not express ymurself freely and frankly on all subjects,
When the Commissioner met you at Maitland on the 5th April last (a journey which the great
difficulty ho experienced in obtaining full and satisfactory explanation ou the subject of expenditure
from you, without endless correspondence, rendered necessary), he repeatedly asked you if yrou were
certain that you were acquainting him with all tho liabilities you had incurred, and be arranged to pay
alt that you then informed him was due, and even to meet contracts to which, without authority, you
had pledged yourself; and the Commissioner cannot attach much weight to your excuse that you had
not your accounts with you, because his interview with you was only the conclusion to a long corres
pondence on the subject of yrour expenditure, and be is under the impression that, although you had not
actual vouchers, yet you had a memorandum book to which you referred, and from your present letters
and other circumstances lie is disposed to attribute the erroneous statement made by you to him rather
to your ignorance of the amount of work going on in your district, and to the fact, as stated by you, of
contractors having ventured to execute work upon the road under your charge, without any authority,
than to your not having accounts with you. Hut I am to observe that at any rate it was your duty as
soon as you became acquainted with the discrepancies between the information given by you to tho
Commissioner, and the facts, to have communicated them to the Commissioner, and to have requested
instructions, and the Commissioner cannot, for a moment, admit that your views upon road-making may,
as you intimate, be considered ns a palliation of "apparent negligences and extravagancies,” and
disobedience to the Commissioner's instructions.
In reference to the £1,500, and tbe manner in which you bave expended it, I am to refer you
again to my letters to you of the 9th March and I2th April last, and tbe papers which accompanied
them, which in the clearest way defined how, when, and where this amount was to be expended, and
shewed tbat no more funds wore available, but to which you do not appear to have attended, and I am
to observe tbat as vouchers are sent in and paid weekly, there ought not have been any difficulty arising
from “ winding up Mr. Newcomen’s accounts."
■
In reference to paragraph 4 of your letter, I am to observe that no instructions bave been sent to
yon to do work where contracts have been advertized for,
# In reference to paragraph 5 of your letter, the Commissioner has never directed you to issue
public tenders for tho maintenance of the road in the Scone district, and desires that you will forward
him copies of the notices issued, and state how, when, and where they have been made public; and ho
requests that yon will not in future issue such notices without first obtaining his sanction. He is
unable to concur iu your view of the peculiar dangers and difficulties of the Scone district.
The explanation offered by you in the fith paragraph of your letter is no justification for disregard
of the Commissioner's orders, and tho Commissioner fails to see why tho overseers should be quoted, or
that it is not their interest to give satisfaction to the Superintendent—their immediate superior.
After the opinion expressed by you in the 7th paragraph of your letter, the Commissioner is not
surprised to find that day labour has been continued in your district, and that any attempts you may
have made to introduce task-work have been so unsuccessful; and he has no hesitation in expressing
his belief, that had it been possible for him to have been on the spot himself, or to have sent tbe
Kngineer for Roads, or the Clerks of Works, any difficulty about the introduction of task-work would
have been overcome.
The Commissioner has until now given you every credit for zeal of purpose and energy of action,
hut the fact of Mr. Newcomen executing work of which you had no knowledge, and of Messrs. Miller
ite Co. carrying on work without any authority, and to an extent of which you were not aware, and
also of the manner in which it appears Mr. Margrie has been paying his workmen, respecting which
the Commissioner lias called upon you for explanation, tend to snake the opinion lie had previously
entertained; at any rate, the Commissioner must observe that zeal and energy nrc dangerous qualities
when coupled with disregard of orders.
It is because the Commissioner has found it necessary so frequently, both personally and by
letter, to warn you against unauthorized expenditure, against disregard of orders, and against the
use of language highly improper in official correspondence, and lias found all his warnings set at nought
by you; and because, even were it advisable, which it is not, it would be impossible with bis other
duties, for him to be from time to time occupied with such a correspondence as the present, that hc feels
it ins duty to bring your conduct under the consideration of the Secretary for Lands and Works.
I have, Ac.,
JOHN RAE,
W. R. Collett, Esq.,
Secretary.
Singleton.
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Road Branch,
Department of Internal Communication,
Sydney, 1$ July, 1859.

Sir,

I regret much to be compelled to bring tbe name of Mr. Roail Superintendent Collett
unfavorably under the attention of tbe Secretary for Lands and Public 'Works; the conduct of tbat officer
leaves me no alternative.
In the beginning of tho present year the system to be pursued for tbe management of the Main
Roads was discussed at great length, both in writing and verbally, by Mr. Secretary Robertson with
myself, and 1 finally received his instructions as to tho measures that I was to take for tbeir con
struction and maintenance.
On the 15th March, as soon as the Estimates were passed, I addressed to Mr, Collett a letter
containing the most detailed statements of the finds available for the division of_ the Northern Road
under his charge, and of the localities in which they wore to be expended. I sent instructions to Mr.
Collett that road construction was invariably to be carried out by contract, unless otherwise specially
ordered, and road maintenance wherever possible—day labour being continued, as a necessary cvilf only
where contract or task-work was found to bo impossible ; and I directed Mr, Collett to transmit, for my
consideration, as early as possible, statements and specifications of the works he proposed to carry out
with the funds available, together with a memorandum shewing distinctly his expenditure, and all
liabilities to the SIst March, so as to enable me to make exact arrangements for calling for tenders. Ac.
It was necessary to obtain this latter information from Mr. Collett, because that officer had both
spent money and incurred liabilities without my sanction, to an extentof which I was ignorant, and for
which I had severely censured him; hut the statements and specifications I received in reply to my letter
of the 15 th March were useless, and thp informat ion relative to the expenditure was so vague and unsatis
factory, that I finally determined, as the only course left, to go myself to Maitland, with the Assistant
Engineer for Roads, and to settle on the spot, with Mr. Collett, the arrangements I found it all but
impracticable to conclude hy means of correspondence,
T met Mr. Collett on the 5th April last. I took his own statement of his past expenditure^ I
arranged with him to provide funds to meet not only that, hut also a sum of £359, to meet liabilities,
(including even contracts made without my sanction, and the current expenses to the 9th of April), and
I decided with him for what works and to what amount tenders should be called for, and in so doing
I provided a sum of £1,500 for tbe salaries and allowances of overseers, and the maintenance "f the
road by task-work, till the end of the year; and being aware that Mr. Collett had no practical knowledge
of how to draw specifications, &c., I directed the Assistant Engineer for Roads to prepare these.
My letter and enclosure to you of tho !)th April submitted the arrangements I then made for the
consideration of the Secretary for Lands and Public Works, by whom they were sanctioned.
On the I2th April a copy of my last-named letter and enclosure were transmitted hy me to Sir.
Collett, together with the necessary instructions, and copies of the specifications, form of tender, <fcc.
On the 28th April I loft Sydney, to inspect the Southern Road, and did not return until the
beginning of June. Almost immediately after my arrival I had to return several vouchers of Mr.
Collett’s, without payment, for explanation of the number of sub-ovcrscers and day labourers still
employed, and I received the impression that Mr. Collett had not been endeavouring to carry out the
views of the Governtnent relative to the introduction of task-work, but was persisting in tbe former
system of day-work.
,
,
.
,- , ,
Mr. Onllett has long known the views of the Government relative to the abolition ot day labour :
hc was, besides, instructed on the'Sth March, that the repair and maintenance cif the roads were to he
carried out by contract or task-work; his plea of the men requiring a month's notice after the 5th
April will therefore be seen to be of little value : and I am assured that, had Mr. Collett been sincerely
desirous of introducing the system of task-work, in accordance with his instructions, no difficulty existed
that might not have been easily overcome.
_

On the 30th May Sir. Collett addressed to me a letter, stating that after reserving £493 14s, 9d ,
for the payment of the overseers, and their allowances, he had expended, in addition to the £859, the
whole of the £1,500 allotted for minor repairs and maintenance till the end of the year, with tho excep
tion of £310 13s 6d., and requests “ my advice." The real balance in hand, however, on the 28th May,
was only £627 6s. Gd. in all, excluding from the amount spent £12G 14s. for work done hy Messrs.
Miller, but Mr. Collett states without his authority, leaving, after providing for the overseers, a balance
of only £133 10s. 9d., for maintenance, and this lias since been spent. This letter arrived in my absence,
and on examining into the matter, on the 11th June, a few days after my return, I found that it would
require me to review all the arrangements made by me with Mr, Collett. It was not, therefore, until
the 29th June that more urgent matters permitted me to address Mr. Collett, when I called upon him,
in reference to my letter of the 12th April, for a report of his expenditure, and informed him that if his
explanation was not satisfactory, it would be my duty to bring his conduct under the attention of the
Secretary for Lands and Public Works.
_
Mr. Collett’s explanation is not satisfactory to me; I enclose it, together with my reply of the
14th instant, and copies of his letter of the 30th May, and my reply of the 29th ultimo, for the informa
tion of the Secretary for Lands and Works.
__
Before leaving this subject I may state tliat, between the 1st July, 1855, and 30th June, 1859,
there has been expended upon the Northern Road about £49,500 ; on the Western Road £42,293; on the
Southern Road about £34,784. Of the expenditure upon the Northern Road about £48,000_ have been
spent between Black Creek and the Gap, a distance of about 84 miles, and hy it about 30 miles of road
have been formed and ballasted, and a considerable portion of the remainder improved.
It will be seen that my reply of the 14th instant adverts to several other matters upon which it
is necessary that I should give some explanation.
_
_
1st. In reference to M. Dangar’s charges against Mr. Collett and his overseer, I enclose copies
of the letter transmitting Mr. Dangar’s letters to Mr. Collett for report, and of his reply.
2nd. In reference to Mr. M'Douald’s contracts I enclose a copy of specification and tender, of my
minutes upon the vouchers transmitted, and of Mr. Collett's reply.
_
I enclose also copies of the correspondence relative to Mr. Margrie.
_
_
Upon these matters I take leave further to observe, that however reprehensible I consider Mr.
Collett’s conduct. I might not have thought it necessary to take such serious notice of it, as I feel it my
duty now to do, had it not been that I have so frequently, and as it now appears, so vainly, drawn Mr.
Collett’s attention to the impropriety of his incurring unauthorized expenditure, to his disregard of
orders, and to the tone of his official correspondence. In September and October, 1857. very soon after
a portion of the Main Roads were placed under my charge, I wrote to Mr. Collett in the strongest terms
on these subjects, even informing him, by direction of the Colonial Secretary, that if he was unwilling
or unable to obey orders he must be removed, and Mr. Collett replied, requesting his misconceptions
might lie overlooked, and they were so.
_
_
In the beginning of the present year again, I had repeatedly to write to Mr, Collett on the subject
of incurring expenditure without authority, and to state that I would not honor his vouchers; in
February 1 returned to M r, Collett a letter, on account of its improper tone, and gave him the oppor
tunity of revising it; and I had to write again upon the same subject in March.
_
_ _
Throughout my official intercourse with Sir Collett, I have had the greatest trouble in exercising
any control over his expenditure, or in obtaining from him accurate information as to where and upon
what the mouev was being expended hy him, a difficulty rendered greater hy the impossibility of
"
‘
’
’
frequent
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* P .rn* lliSPf^on'
musing an amount of correspondence and of labour in examining
vouchers and returns totally needless, and such as seriously to interfere with my more important duties
nf
clrcTsU;Ts havP Pr^e,lt®a uhv bringing the conduct of Mr. Collett under the attention
of 1
tl6
'1-Qtl[j n0jW‘ a1” 1®57’11114 but lately arrived in the Colony; it was not till the middle
vL-VXn *
j J[a,,n;K°adlAot was P3®863: and only hi September of that year that I was able to
visit that road, and judge for myself. During that time, and in the course of this year, I have
?o
^, “a* °i,?c.rod.lb,e correspondence, done all in my power to induce Mr. Collett so
to work as to enable me to feel it right that he should be retained in the department placed by the
Go ernment under my direction. I have failed, and feel it would be mere weakness and waste of time
to make further endeavours, and I have come to the conclusion, though with great reluctance, that it is
my duty to recommend tho Government to dispense with Mr. Collett's further services in the Road
JLSrnnch of this Department.
I have, &c.,
The Under Secretary
B. H, MARTINDALE.
for Lands and Public 'Works,

Department of Public Worha,
Sydney, 10 November, 1859.

Sir,
■„ ,
Referring to your letter of the 10th August last, on the subject of the charges of dereliction
ot duty and insubordination preferred against you by the Commissioner for Internal Communication,
lam directed to mform you, tbat the Secretary for Public Works has, under the recommendation of the
Commissioner, approved of your being allowed another trial.
2. I am however, at the same time to severely reprimand you, and to state that your conduct
lias given the Government great dissatisfaction.
3. Mr. Secretary Eagar desires me to add, that should you give occasion for any further com

plaint, you ivill at once be dismissed the service.
w‘ KlT?0,!eo’ Es.q"

I have, &c.,
B. H. MARTINDALE,

.

^sTngleton

’

Under Socrct(lry’

Road Branch,
Department of Public Work),
Sydney, 11 June, 1861.

Sir.
n a- , -D .1Kefbrr,n? to your letter of the 1st instant, relative to the contract from Cohen's to
JJrodie s_Bridge in which you complain of an undue preference having been given to certain parties,
J am directed by the Commissioner to inform you, that tho matter has been inquired into, and the
overseer reprimanded by the Superintendent for not giving greater publicity to this task-work,
iVlC-j bowser, m the aggregate, will not exceed £200, and will form a continuous ballasted road for
iu miles in length, being the same distance as the ballasted road iu tbe vicinity of Scone, so tliat no
undue preference has been shewn to cither township.
I have, See.,
Thomas Dangar, Esq., M.P.,
S. G. SHAIRP,
Ac., Ac., Ac.,
Chief Clerk.
Wee Waa.

Sj-fiuey: niunms KkbaKls, Government Printer,—1SG2.
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EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OP THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY,

Votes, No. 16.

Friday, 27 September, 1861.

8. Wagga Wagga Bridge Company’s Bill:—Mr. Macleay moved, pursuant to notice. That
the Wagga Wagga Bridge Company’s Bill be referred to a Select Committee j such
Committee to consist of Messrs. Hay, Mate, Morris, Lord, Egan, Wilson, and
the Mover.
Question put and passed.

Votes, No. 17.

Tuesday, 1 October, 1861.

2. Wagga Wagga Bridge Company’s Bill:—Mr. Macleay presented a Petition from certain
Lahahitams of Gundagai, Tumut, Adelong and the surrounding Districts, against
the passing of this Bill without certain provisions set forth in the said Petition.
Petition received, and referred to the Select Committee on the Bill.

Votes, No. 24.

Tuesday, 15 October, 1861.

11. Wagga Wagga Bridge Company’s BillMr. Macleay, as Chairman, brought up the
Report from, and laid upon the Table the Proceedings of, and Minutes of Evidence
taken before the Committee, for whose consideration and report this Bill was referred
. on the 27 ultimo, together with Appendix.
Ordered to be printed.
Whereupon, on motion of Mr. Macleay, Ordered, that this Bill be read a second
time on Friday week.
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WAGGA WAGGA BRIDGE COMPANY’S BILL.

REPORT.
/

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, to whom was

referred on the 27th September last, the “
Company’s Bill?

and on the 1st instant, “

Inhabitants of Gundagai,

Wagga Wagga Bridge

a Petition from certain

Tumut, Adelong, and the surrounding

beg leave to report to your Honorable House,—

Districts,

That they have examined the several 'witnesses named *R.Driver, jw
in the margin * (whose respective evidence will be found appended

a'Xriarty.

hereto), and that the Preamble of the Bill, as verbally amended, having C,E'
r

j

,

-

■

a

*

.

° Mr. 1). IIowigOD.

oeen proved to the satisfaction of your Committee, they proceededMr-J-G-Church,
with the several Clauses and Schedules, in the consideration whereof"'''^'1''"'

it was deemed necessary to male the Amendments shewn in the accom
panying Schedule.
With reference to the prayer of the Petition referred to them,
your Committee have'taken the evidence of two of the Petitioners * and * Mr. g. Hart.
' have duly ascertained that the provisions in the said Bill are such as to Mr'D'
insure the navigation of the Upper Murrumbidgee from being impeded
by the erection of the proposed Bridge.
And your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable
House the Bill as amended by them.
WILLIAM MACLEAY,
Chairman.
Legislative Assembly Chamber,
Sydney,

15

October,

1861.

PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

WEDNESDAY,

2

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present:—
Mr. Mate,
Mr. Macleay,

j
|

Mr. Morris,
Mr. Wilson.

W. Macleay, Esquire, called to the Chair.
Printed copies of the Wagga Wagga Bridge Company’s Bill upon the Table.
Petition from certain inhabitants of Gundagai, Tumut, Adelong, &c., before the
Committee.
Same considered.
Eromotcrs of the BUI .-—Certain Directors and Shareholders of the Wagga Wagga
Bridge Company.
Solicitor for ike BiU:~NlT. W. G. M'Carthy, present. _
Richard Driver, Junior, Esquire, M.P., Solicitor, examined.
Letter from the Department of Lands, No. 61-663, dated 27 March, 1861, and
Lithograph Plan of the Town and Environs of Wagga Wagga (enclosed in the former),
severally produced by Witness.
_
Mr. George Forsyth, Director, Wagga Wagga Bridge Company, examined.
Mr. Edard Orpen Moriarty, C.E., Engineer-in-Chief for Harbors and Rivet' Navi
. gation, examined,
_
Specification and five (5) Plans in reference to a Timber Bridge, to be constructed
over the Murrumbidgee River, at Wagga Wagga, severally produced by Witness.
Committee inspected the Plans.
■
Mr. Davis Howison, Surveyor, examined.
Mr. John George Church, examined.
[Adjourned till Tuesday, 8th instant, at Eleven o’clock.]

TUESDAY,

.

8

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present:—
W. Macleay, Esquire, in the Chair.
Mr. Mate,
|
Mr. Morris.
Solicitor for ike Bill:—Mr.

W. G. M'Carthy, present.
_
_
Original Deed referred to in the Preamble of the Bill, together with a Certificate of
the Shares which have been taken up, severally produced by the Solicitor for the Bill. .
Mr. George Hart, Petitioner for such provisions as will protect the Navigation,
examined.
'
...
The M.S. Evidence given by Mr. Forsyth, on the 2nd instant, read, by direction
of the Chairman.
_
_
, ,
Mr. David Winton, Petitioner for such provisions as will protect the Navigation,
examined.
_
[Adjourned till Tuesday, 15th instant, at Eleven o’clock.]

TUESDAY,

15

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present:—
W. Macleay, Esquire, in the Chair.
Mr. Hay,
'
Mr. Morris,
Mr. Mate,
Mr. Wilson.
Solicitor for the Bill:—Mr. W. G. M'Carthy, present.
_
Mr. M'Carthy stated that the Acting Surveyor General would be in attendance
shortly, with a view to afford further evidence on the site approved for the erection of the
Bridge.
Committee proceeded to consider the Preamble of the Bill.
And the same having been verbally amended—(Fide Schedule of Amendments^)—
Motion made, (Chairman) and Question,—That this Preamble, as amended, stand
part of the Bill,—agreed to.
Clauses 1 and 2 then severally read and agreed to.
Clause 3 amended (Fide Schedule) and agreed to.
Clauses 4 and 5 severally read and agreed to.
Clauses 6 and 7 severally read and expunged.
New Clause, 6, read and agreed to.
'Clause 8 (now 7) amended ( Vide Schedule) and agreed to.
Clauses
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Clauses 9 to 17 severally read and expunged.
Clause 18 (now 8) amended ( Vide Schedule) and agreed to.
Clauses 19 and 20 (now 9 and 10) severally read and agreed to.
Clause 21 (now 11) amended (Vide Schedule) and agreed to.
Clause 22 (now 12) read and agreed to.
Clause23 (now 13) amended (Vide Schedule) and agreed to.
Clauses 24 to 26 (now 14 to 16) severally road and agreed to.
Clause 27 (now 17) amended (Vide Schedule) and agreed to.
Clauses 28 to 30 (now 18 to 20) severally read and agreed to.
Clause 31 (now 21) verbally amended (Vide Schedule) and agreed to.
Clauses 32 and 33 (now 22 and 23) severally read and agreed to.
Clauses 34 and 35 (now 24 and 25) verbally amended ( Vide Schedule) and agreed to.
Clauses 36 and 37 (now 26 and 27) read and agreed to.
Clause 38 (now 28) verbally amended (Vide Schedule) and agreed to.
Clauses 39 to 42 (now 29 to 32) severally read and agreed to.
Clauses 43 and 44 (now 33 and 34) severally amended ( Vide Schedule) and agreed to.
Clauses 45 and 46 (now 35 and 36) severally read and agreed to.
Clause 47 (now 37) read and considered.
And the Witness being present,—
Mr. Alexander Grant M'Lcan, Acting Surveyor General, examined.
Clause 47 (now 37) further considered and agreed to.
Clauses 48 and 49 (now 38 and 39) severally amended ( Vide Schedule) and agreed to.
Clause 50 (now 40) read and agreed to.
Clause 51 (now 41) amended (Vide Schedule) and agreed to.
First Schedule read and expunged.
New Schedule proposed to be substituted,—read and agreed to.
1
'
Second and Third Schedules severally read and agreed to.
On motion of Mr. Hay the Petition from certain inhabitants of Gundagai, Tumut,
Adelong, and the surrounding Districts, ordered to be appended to tbe Report and Evidence.
Chairman requested to report tbe amended Bill, and to state that the Committee have
duly ascertained that tbe provisions of tbe Bill insure the navigation from being impeded
by the proposed Bridge.

SCHEDULE OF AMENDMENTS.
Page 1, Preamble, line 11, Omit “to be appointed or”; insert "which has been”
„
Preamble, line 27. Gmii "specified” ; inscrf " mentioned”
„
2, clause 3,lines 14 and 15. Omit “William Stewart Mitchell”
„
clauseS, line 15. Omit “and”
„
clauses, line 15. After "Baylis”; insert “ and Henry Wallace ”
,,
clause 6, lines 27 to 49. Omit clause 6, viz.:—
" It shall be lawful for the said Company to make and construct a good and sub“ stantial Bridge of not less than
feet
" in width across the River Murrumbidgee from
“ to or near
<
with all necessary wharves piers
" landing places buildings gates and other works and conveniences and
'
" upon the completion of the said Bridge with roads and approaches thereto
“ to receive and take tbe tolls for the use thereof hereinafter specified and
" authorized to be taken and from and after such completion to make and
" continue a Road from such Bridge through and to make and continue a
" Road from the said Bridge to
" at one or more points and from
“ to
and also to make a branch road from
" and for the foregoing purposes to appropriate and use the Lands of the
" Crown as described in the
Schedule hereto Provided that before
" any such Bridge shall he commenced to he constructed a plan and specifi" cation thereof shall he laid before and approved by the Minister for Public
" Works And provided further that no Bridge constructed by the said
" Company shall be so constructed as to obstruct the navigation of the River
“ aforesaid ” ; 'insert new clause, viz.:—
" 6. It shall be lawful for the said Company to make and construct a good and
" substantial Bridge of not less than twenty-five feet in width across the River
" Murrumbidgee at a site which has been approved of by the Government
" between Crampton-street and Travers-street in the Township of Wagga
" Wagga with all necessary wharves piers embankments landing-places build
" ings gates and other works and conveniences and to make proper roads and
" approaches to the said Bridge from the existing public streets and roads
“ through over and along the Waste Lands of the Crown contiguous thereto
“ and upon the completion of the said Bridge to receive and take the tolls for
" the use thereof hereinafter specified Provided that the said Bridge shall
" bo so constructed*as not to obstruct the navigation of the said River.”
Pages

Sep&rftte Apffell*
diz* P&ge IQ

6

{■

Pages 2 and 8j clause 7, lines 50 to 6. Omit clause 7, viz.:—
,f 7. Before commencing any such Bridge Beads or Works as aforesaid by this SalTer “d
“Act authorized to be made the said Company shall by some qualifiedrlalls'
“ Surveyor to be by them appointed cause to be made proper surveys of the
" sites or lands over or through which it is proposed the same should be
“ constructed with a map or plan describing the houses and buildings (if
“ any) grounds and premises required to be used or taken for the purposes
“ aforesaid together with a book of reference in which shall be entered the
“ names of the owner or proprietor (if known) of each and every portion
“ of the said sites and lands on or through which it is proposed to construct
“ the said bridge roads and works and the nature and quality the state of
“ cultivation the inclosures (if any) and the quality of such land which shall
“ or may be required for such bridge roads and works respectively.”
Page 3, clause 8j lines 9 and 10. Omit “ or any person ”
Page 3, clause 3, lines 18 to 27.
Omit “ the said Company their agents and
“ workmen doing as little damage as may be in the execution of such survey
“ and if required so to do making fall satisfaction in manner hereinafter
“ mentioned to all persons interested in any land which shall be required by
“ such survey or by any steps which may be taken to ascertain the value of
“ the soil or the substrata of such lands as aforesaid And this Act shall be
“ sufficient to indemnify the said Company and all other persons for what
“ they or any of them shall do by virtue of the powers hereby granted in
“ the execution of such Survey and examination as aforesaid”; insert “and
" to take remove carry away and use any earth stone gravel timber or any
“ other material from such Lands of the Crown which may be proper for
“ making maintaining altering repairing or using the said Bridge.”
Pages 3 and 4, clauses 9 to 17, lines 28 to 57. Omit the following clauses, viz.:—
"9. All maps plans and hooks of reference relating to such survey or surveys Public msy
“as aforesaid shall for thirty days before the commencement of the iQSr|C®t
“ formation of any such Bridge Works and Beads as are hereby authorized to
“ be made or any part thereof be kept in tbe office of the said Company at
“Wagga Wagga and all persons shall and may have free liberty and per
" mission to view and examine the same at all convenient times after the
“ publication of the notice hereinafter mentioned.
« 10. As soon as tho said Company shall have determined upon making any Notices of
.
"bridge works and roads as aforesaid they shall by advertisement in
mtenacl1
“ Gazette and in one or more newspapers published in Sydney and at Wagga
“ Wagga at least thirty days before the commencement of the formation of
“ any such Bridge Works and Hoads respectively give notice that they intend
" to make the same or such part thereof as the said Company may think fit
“ in accordance with tho said survey and tbe map or plan and book of
“ reference.
“ 11. A copy of the map or plan and book of reference relating to every such rinn to be sent
“ survey or surveys shall thirty days before the commencement of the pubiicWorkt
“ formation of any such Bridge Works and Beads as are hereby authorized
" be transmitted to the Minister for Public Works.
“ 12, It shall be lawful for the said Company by their directors agents officers Appropriation of
“ surveyors and workmen and all other persons by them authorized to take 1,11135 &c‘
“ and appropriate to the use of the said Company and for the purposes of this
“ Act such of the lands so stated or otherwise ascertained or set out and
" shown in the said map or plan and book of reference as they shall think
“ necessary for the making and constructing and the convenient operation or
“ use of the said Bridge Works and Koads hereby authorized to be made and
“ constructed without any previous agreement with the owner or occupier of
“ the said lands and the said Company their agents and workmen doing as
“ little damage as may be in the execution of the powers hereby granted and
" the said Company if required to do so making full compensation in manner
“ hereinafter mentioned to all persons interested in any lands which shall be
" taken used or injured for all damages to he by them sustained in or by the
" execution of the power hereby granted.
“13. When the said Company shall have finally determined on the appropriaAppit“ tion for the purposes of this Act of such land as shall have been so shown Idvratued&cf
“ in the said map or plan and book of reference subject to sucb modifica" tions as shall have been required by the Minister for Public Works the
“ said Company shall by advertisement in the Gazette and in one or more
“ newspapers published in Sydney and at Wagga Wagga give notice that such
“ appropriation has been so determined upon in accordance with the said map
“ or plan and book of reference subject to sucb alterations as shall have
“ been made therein by the said Minister for Public Works and the said map
“ or plan and book of reference if any alteration shall have been made
“ therein shall be kept in tbe office of the said Company at Wagga Wagga
“ and aH persons shall have, free liberty to view and examine the same at all
" convenient times after tbe publication of the last mentioned advertisement
“ and such last mentioned advertisement shall be deemed an act of final
“ appropriation of the lands determined to be taken.
" 14.
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14,« Ywhn,,? M kndS -W llCh tbe C°mPa,1y are h? Ms Act authorized to take Appropriation
„ wlthout |hc previous consent of the owner or occupier shall have been ."fer®1*01?*
"kLr tal;en and appropriated for tho purposes herein mentioned such
' *'
„ , 7 an,d
fea
and inheritance thereof and all the estate use
«
aad !"tereBt af 3,1 persons therein sliall thenceforth by virtue of this
•
„ A?i nnd Wlt,10ut
assurance in the law become and be vested in the
<(
sa,(I 0omPany and their successors for ever for the purposes of this Act.
15.^Tbc owners ;ond all persons interested in any lands so taken appropriated Compensation to
used or prejudiced as aforesaid or under any of the provisions herein con-0Wn<!rfl'
tamed and all persons who shall have sustained any loss or damage what„ SOOTer ln t?r b/ tbe «^cution of this Act shall be entitled to reasonable
„ aomPeasa|>on for the loss or injury sustained by thorn and such compensa
tion shall be ascertained assessed and awarded as hereinafter mentioned
„ ^rovlded that such compensation shall be claimed within the period of two
(t J’.cars ^0im 6 date °f the adrertisement hereinbefore required of the inten„ tlon of tha Company to make such part of tho said works hereby authorized
" damage
0CCas,0Ded such takioS aad appropriation or such loss or

d[1 aasc
®a'd Company and the claimant shall not agree as to the sum Non-eompensa„ Vi fald f°[ Sucb comPensation nor uPm tbe same being settled by StoSJ*
„ aTbltratwn «s hereinafter provided the amount shall be determined in the
« ^aPr^nc Court or if the claim do not escecd two hundred pounds in tho
„ “'^rict Court of the District by an action for damages to he brought by the
(i 0 .’mant I,ga,nst the said Company Provided that in every such action the
„
fInPan*7
Plead any tender which they may have made in bar
U ■
0I payLins int0 Court the am<>ant of money tendered or may pay
„
f Court sneh sum ns the Company shall think fit and plead such payment
„ 1D bar tae further maintenance of such action and whatsoever party shall
succeed in such action shall be entitled to costs to be awarded and recovered
11 according to the practice of the Court.
11 17‘ In cs!;imating the purchase money or compensation so to be paid by the SeTernnM s®„ , Company for any land purchased or taken regard shall be had not to!"
« ?“ 7
Value ?f sueh land but also to tbe damage (if any) to be sus
" fthd A t ”aa°n °f severance or ofcber injury by tbe exercise of the powers
’
Page 5, clause 18, line 3.
„ 5, clause 18, line 3.
,t b, clause 18, lino 4.

After " lands” insert “
Omit " and taken ”
After “ Act” insert

aforesaid”

if any which may have been ”
11 for any of the purposes

Page 5, clause 21, line 27
After “Soldiers” insert "whether Regulars or
Volunteers”
Page 5, clause 23,; ne 37. Omit " thirty ” • insert “ ninety-nine ”
„ 6, clause 27,1 ne 2.
After “ void” ; insert “or voidable”
„ 7, clause 31, J ne 10. Omit “ or either of them ”
,
,, 7, clause 34,1 ne 40. After “ fence or ” insert " any ”
„ 7, clause 35,1 ne 49. After “ over ” insert “ and off”
„ 8, clause 38,1 ne 23. Omit “if”
„ 9, clause 43,1 ne 29. After " thereof” insert “ respectively ”
jj
„
1 ne 32. Omit “ executed under the Common Seal of the said
Company and ”
Page 9, clause 43, line 33. After "hereto’’
___
insert " and shall be executed under
the Common Seal of the said Company ”
Page 9, clause 43, line 56. Omit “ sueh assignee
”; inse>-t " the transferee ”
„ 10, clause 44, line 16. After "mortgagee”
insert “ or transferee of a
mortgage”
Page 11, clause 48, line 27. After “demand” insert “and recover”
j, 'thp
11, clause
49, line
t
A 34.
-f arb^rator”
" any su°b arbitrator on
the part of the Government being named by the Minister for Public Works”
Page 11, clause 51, line 44. Omit “ 1860 ” insert “ 1861 ”
„ 11, 1st Schedue, lines 46 to 57.
"Loaded bullock dray
" Empty do.
do.
" Horse team loaded
“ Do. do. empty
“Gigandhorso
...
“ Spring cart and horse
“ Saddle horse
" Sheep per score
“ Foot passengers
“ Horses per head
" Cattle per head
.
“ Pigs and goats each

Omit

the Schedule, viz.
s.
9
8
9
8
4
5
1
0
0
0
0
0

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
6
3
2
4”

insert
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8
insert

new Schedule, viz.:—

" For every foot passenger ...
•••
•••
•••
“ For every pig or goat
-...
.............................
“ For every sheep or lamb .........................................
"For every horse mare ass or mule
...
•••
“ For every head of neat cattle
...
•••
" For every cart dray or other vehicle drawn by
" one or more beast
.........................................
" For every such beast
...
...
...
•••
"N.B.—No second Tolls payable upon returning the same
" Tolls on Sunday.”

s. d.

0 3
0
0
1
0

2
0£
0
4

1 0 per wheel
0 6
day nor double

LIST OF WITNESSES.
FARE.

Church, Mr. John George
..
Driver Richard, Junr., Esq., JI.P.
Forsyth, Mr. George
Hart, Mr. George

..
..

..
..

Howison, Mr. David
..
..
M'Lcan, Mr. Alexander Grant ..
Moriarty, Mr. Edward Orpen, C.E.
Winton, Mr. David...........................

13
9
10
11
12
16
11
15
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON THE

WAGGA WAGGA BRIDGE COMPANY’S BILL.

WEDNESDAY,

Mr. MACLEAY,
Mr. MATE,

2

OCTOBER,

present
[
Mr. MORRIS,
j
Mr. WILSON.

WILLIA1I MACLEAY, Esq.,
Present for Parties

1861.

in the

Chair.

;—

W. G. M'Carthy, Esquire, Solicitor for the Bill,

*

Richard Driver, Junior, Esquire, M.P., examined
I. By Mr. M' Cartky: You are the Solicitor who drew this Bill ? Yes.
A. And you also prepared the deed of settlement referred to in the Preamble ? Yes
?■
3. You are aware, jour own knowledge, that a Joint Stock Company has been established
mp®"5"
for the object named in this Bill ? Yes; at Wagga Wag^a.
;
4. Can you state what is the date of the deed of settlement? I have only the draft of it 2 Get 1861
here ; the deed having been executed at Wagga Wagga, tbe date was filled in there, but I
believe it is the 2drd August,. I860, as mentioned in the Bill.
.). Can you say whether sufficient provision has been made in tbe settlement for the mana^eheo^made00*1118 °f ^ C°mpany by Dil'ectors ? In “J opinion sufficient provision has
6. Can you tell at what sum the capital of the Company is fixed ? £4,000.
i. Is there any power to increase ? There is power to increase to a limited amount.
8. Are you aware whether the Company have obtained the license of the Crown to appropnate land for the abutments of the bridge ? I am.
y. Is that license conveyed by letter from tbe Secretary for Lands? Yes. (Letter produced)
Ibis L received on the day of its date.
^
f
j
10. Is this tbe lithographic plan referred to in that letter ? Yes. (Plan produced.')
II. Have you any knowledge of the locality which would enable you to say whether the
erection ot a bridge, as proposed, would bo greatly for the benefit of the inhabitants ? 1
Rnow nothing of the locality of my own knowledge, but from information I have received.
1 believe it will be very greatly for tho convenience of the residents of the district and
parties travelling in that direction.12
12' ?$
M<lte :
wt,at extent are t1le shareholders liable under the deed of settle
ment.
In proportion to his or her interest for the time being in tbe funds or property of
the Company.
That is under the 30th clause of tbe deed of settlement. "And no pro„ Priet?r
be liable to any person except to tbe extent to which he shall not have naid
up bis shares m full and not further or otherwise ”
’
108—B
13.
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10
It. Driver,

13. Then be is not liable to an amount greater than his shares?

No.

Jnnr., Esq., 14. By Mr. Morris: That is to say, to an amount equal to the amount of bis snares,
M.P.
2 Oct., 1SGL

exclusive of what property he has in the bridge ? Yes.
r
15. 1 apprehend tho shareholders are liable for double the amount of their Bbarcs_ Is the
deed of settlement in accordance with the last clause of the 40th section of the Bill, which
provides " that in the event of the assets of the Company being insufficient to meet its
» engagements the shareholders shall iu addition to the amount already paid and to be paid
« upon3their shares in the capital of the said Company, he responsible to the extent only of a
“ sum equal to double the amount of their shares? ” To the best of my belief it is. It is
some time since I read through the deed of settlement, but to the best of my belief it
agrees with the Bill before the Committee, in every respect.

G. Forsyth, 16-

George Forsyth, Esquire, called in and examined :
Are you one of the Directors of the Wagga Wagga Bridge Company ?

By Mr. M‘ Carthy:

17 "From your knowledge of the locality are you aware that it will be a public benefit that
2 Oct., 1861. a bridge should be erected over the Murrumbidgee at Wagga Wagga . I am.
18. Can you state whether the whole amount of capital has been taken up f £4,000 have
been taken up, and ton per cent, paid up.
'
19. That is £400 ? £400 have been paid up.
„
20. Have you examined the plans and specifications of the proposed bridge . Yes, I have
looked at them.
,
.
■ _o
21. Do they, in yonr opinion, make sufficient provision fi-r the navigation of the river.
They do. I speak on my own opinion, and on an expressed opinion of Captain Cadcll, the
Manager of the Murray River Steam Navigation Company, whom I asked on the subject,
and who saw the plans.
22. He was satisfied with them ?

i j i,„
He was satisfied that no impediment would be offered to

23! Do* you° mean in ordinary times ? I mean in the ordinary times that steamers can
ply on the river. Whenever a steamer can ply on the river she can pass under that bndDe
24. The rfver is subject to floods ?

It is subject to floods, but I have not seen it over the

banks for the last five years.
.
.
n j l ,i a
?
25. During such floods as you speak of, the navigation would not be impeded by tbe brid0e r
The navigation would not be impeded by the bridge, tbe bridge being to be erected six or
seven feet above the banks, according to the plan I saw—seven feet 1 think it is.
26. By He Chairman : What distance do you think it is necessary to allow for the passage
of a steamer ? The Directors had the paddle-boxes of the “ Gemini measured and I think
they ran eighteen feet, so that if the river were within eleven feet of the top of the bank the

*

steamer could pass through.
^ j
t
27 And when the river is at that height you believe it would be dangerous for a steamer to
ply ? Yes, dangerous in consequence of the drift. I have never seen a steamer running
when the river was at that height.
' .
.
28. Did Captain Cadell express himself to the effect that he did not consider that a steamer
could navigate the river when it was so high ? He said it was dangerous when the river
was up, in consequence of the drift.
_ _
, c ,
29. And he was quite satisfied with the plan ? Yes. We anticipated opposition at first, m
consequence of a low level being proposed for the bridge; a high level was then adopted,
and he expressed himself satisfied with it.
, , „
0.
XT ■
30. By Mr. M‘Cartky: I suppose he, as a Director of the Murray Steam Navigation Com
pany, is more interested than other people in keeping the navigation of the river free l
31 'Are you aware that an objection has been made by tbe inhabitants of Gundagai—that
a petition has been presented? I have beard that a petition has come down, but I do not
know the purport of it.
,
i
l * i. ■>
xt
«■
82. You have had do conversation with any Gundagai people on the subject
ISo, except
that I spoke to a storekeeper from Gundagai this morning, Mr. Emanuel, and he seemed to
think they hardly wanted steamers at Gundagai, because the rates of carriage from ‘'jcncy
were less than goods could be taken for by the steamers to Gundagai; it costs £14 by tbe
steamers, and carriage from Sydney is £12. Only one steamer has ever passed up to
Gundagai since steamers navigated the river; at the second attempt they got thirteen miles
from Warn® Wazga, and had to unload their cargo; and the attempt was never made agaim
33. By Mr. Morris; Has the flood in the river ever risen higher than within eleven feet of
the bank during the last five years? Yes, two or three times,
_
34. How near to the top of the bank ? Within two feet on one occasion, and on other
occasions five or six feet.
.
,
-.9
35. Of course on such occasions as that the bridge would not admit steamers under it f
No ; but a steamer would not attempt to go up at such times; she would haul-to for safety
until the river fell, which would occur in forty-eight hours; it is seldom up more than fortyeight hours.
„ ,
. , ,
9
36. Were you living at Wagga Wagga during the great flood seven or eight years ago.
was living at TareuttaJshen.
. , _
. 1. j , 9
37. How long did the flood remain up on that occasion ? Over the flats r
38. Yes? It remained up one day.
-

r
I

39.
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39. So that, under any circumstances, the navigation of the river could never be impeded G- Forsyth,
more than two or three days ? I should say one day.
Esq.
40. And that only on extraordinary occasionsf' Yes; when the water broke over the banks
-s
of the river.
2 Oct., 18S1.
41. By Mr. Wilson: At such times the navigation would be impeded from other causes9
Yes, by the drift.
42. By Mr. Morris: Do you know the rate of the current ? About four miles in flood, but
the usual current is from two miles and a half to throe miles.
.
43. I suppose the erection of such a bridge is of great importance to the district ? Of most
,
vital importance. We have nothing but punts at present, and the least rise in the river
"
oauscs.them to stop working.
44. The bridge would greatly facilitate the communication of the country on the north side
of the Murrumbidgee with Victoria, by way of Wahgnnyah ? Yes, a large proportion of the
stock Irom the northward, by way of Bathurst, passes by that route to Victoria and the
Biliibong.
45. By Mr. Mate: It is in the town that you contemplate putting the bridge ? Yes, at the
lower end of the town, where a large reserve exists, consisting of the racecourse and com
monage. The site was left to tho Government to fix upon, and they sent Mr, District
Surveyor Adams to report upon it, who, after searching up and down, approved of this spot
as the most eligible.
46. By Mr. M‘Carthy: How far off is the next public crossing place or available ford from
Wagga Wagga ? Sixty miles down tho river, and fifty up—one at Gundagai, and the other
at Narrandra.
47. Those are the points nearest to Wagga Wagga, at which the river can be crossed ? The
nearest points where it can be crossed.
48. By Mr. Morris: The specifications of the proposed bridge are prepared ? Yes; in fact
we have taken a contract, subject to our getting the proposed Bill. I may remark that the
whole of the steamers that have come up the Murrumbidgee, except the one that went up to
Gundagai, have landed their goods at the wharf below where the bridge is supposed to be '
built; out of some thirty trips that have been made up the river, twenty-nine have unloaded
there.
49. By Mr. M'Carthy: Can you state what number of stock are likely to cross at that point
annually ? lam only able to answer in round numbers; but I should say one hundred and
fifty thousand sheep, forty thousand cattle, and five or six thousand horses, pass there in the
course of the year, from the northward to the southward.
50. By Mr. Morris: The route by Wagga Wagga is more advantageous than any other for
stock travelling to Victoria from Bathurst, the head of the Lachlan, and all the Northern
and Western country, being better grassed and watered than any other route? Yes, it is
well grassed and watered, and a bettor road.
It is the road most adopted by persons travel
ling from the northward.
51. During the last two years has it not been the case that people travelling in that direction
have preferred it to the route by Hay 1 Yes; they embrace the whole Biliibong country by
going that route, and consequently, if they have stock for sale, they have a better chance of
disposing of them.' I never heard the objection raised that we were going to impede the
navigation of the Murrumbidgee until I came here yesterday.
52. From your acquaintance with the gentlemen who have formed themselves into this
Company, do you feel satisfied that they will carry out the work they propose to do ? Yes,
I am quite sure they will carry out the work. The Company consists of only a few
individuals.
53. And they have quite the means to perform what they propose? Yes, I am sure they
will do it, inasmuch as they have already accepted a tender for £5,800 to build the bridge,
contingent on this Bill being granted.
°
54. By ike Chairman; With reference to tbe scale of charges is it not intended to make
them the same as those of the Wahgunyah Bridge? Yes, I know it is the wish of the
Directory that the charges should be assimilated to those of the Wahgnnyah Bridge.

Edward Orpen Moriarty, Esquire, called in and examined :—
65. By Mr. M'Carthy: Did you make the plans and specifications for the Wagga Wagga EdwardOipcn
Bridge ? Yes.
Moriarty,
50. Do you produce them here ? I do. {Plans produced.)
Esq. ‘
57. Does the plan of the bridge provide for mantaioing a free navigation of the river at all
times ? At all times except at the top of the flood level; for all ordinary states of the river 2 Oct., 1861.
it provides for the navigation.
,
58. What is the height of the bridge above tbe flood level ? The height of the bridge above
the highest known flood—I mean the great flood of 1852, when Gundagai was swept away—
will he two feet, as near as we can get the level.
59. What will be the height above floods of an intermediate character—between that extra
ordinary flood and ordinary freshes ? That is a very varying quantity ; every flood would give
you a different height; but I have provided a headway of eighteen feet after the river 1ms risen
fourteen feet above its ordinary level. As far as I can learn—of course I am entirely guided
by hearsay—that is about the state of the river when navigation would about cease; when
it gets beyond that I apprehend steamers would be scarcely able to pass up, on account both
of the velocity of the current and the large quantities of drift wood, which would be apt to
obstruct their passage up.

60,
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EdwardOrpen 60. Do you know tlie height of ordinary steamers above the water
Moriarty, fee^ ^,ut j have allowed eighteen feet,

■

?

I think about fifteen

61. With depressed funnel ? Yes, allowing the funnel to be lowered.
^
02. Then, whenever the river is navigable at all, the proposed bridge would not impede
2Oct., 1861. tjle
? j think it would not, as far as I can judge; but 1 do not speak positively,
because my only information is obtained from the ynung gentleman whom I sent up to make
the survey, and he is here himself. I think the navigation should be preserved whenever it
is practicable to navigate the river at all.
_
.
63. ily the Chairman : You have made these plans with the view of not impeding the
navigation in any way ? Yes, supposing my information to bo correct.
_
64. jltf Mr. Morris: What is the width of the bridge that you propose to erect ? There is
a carriage-wav in the centre of seventeen feet six inches, and a footway ou each side of three
feet j the whole width of the bridge is twenty-five feet over all. _
. -nr i v
65. By Mr. M‘Carthy: Has that plan been laid before tbe Minister for Public Works?
No j (he plans were made long ago, but no action has been taken on them.
66. By Mr. Wilton: What is the width between the different rows of piles ? Seventy feet.
There are four spans of seventy feet each. I should have recommended them to put in a
swivel, but that it is a very difficult place to get a swivel j we must go such a height above
the ordinary level that it would be very difficult to brace the piles, so as to render them
sufficiently rigid to stand a swivel, and the banks are not very sound on which to construct
a work of that kind ; they consist of a loose loom, and are always washing in. No doubt it
might be done, but it would be a very costly and difficult work.
_
67. By Mr. Mate: Do you propose to box the piers ia with planking? 1 propose leaving
them open on account of the expense.
68. Would it not be a great security to tbe bridge, inasmuch, as by leaving them open, trees
might become entangled between the piles, and not only endanger the structure, but form
an obstruction to the navigation ? I have made some provision against that, because tbe
piers are so laid that there is a cut-water pile in the centre, and the piles in each pier are
all braced strongly together. X find in practice, that piles set in this way have stood very
well j I built a bridge at Richmond some years ago, which is completely immersed in limes
of flood, and although large quantities of timber come down, it bus suffered no damage. ■ Tbe
water goes thirty feet over the bridge at Richmond,
69. In that case the trees go over it? The timber in this country does not float on the
surface; it comes tumbling down, rising and falling in a most dangerous way. In America
the timber is light and will float, but here it is not so ; the trees go to the bottom arid rise
again, twisting and turning in all directions; the timber is of greater specific gravity than
70. I think I have seen a great many going down the river floating?
old dead and very dry ones.

Those are merely the

David Howison, Esquire, called in and examined:—
David Howi- 71. By Mr. M‘Carthy: Were you engaged to survey the site of the Wagga Wagga Bridge?
son, Esr;. Yes, 1 was np for Mr. Moriarty.
I---- 72, You surveyed the river banks ? Yes.
_2 Oct., 1801. 73, And it was on your recommendation the site was chosen ? Yes, as the most available
one we could find.
on
74. Can you describe tbe position of the site of tbe bridge, from any plans before you < _ It
is between Crampton and Travers Streets, and inside Eitzmamico-street; tbe other side is a
Government reserve.
_
75. By the. Chairman : There is Government land on each side? Yes.
To
76. By Mr. M‘Carthy: The site has been reported upon by yon to tho Government ?
Mr. Moriarty.
, ,
_
77. Not to the Government ? No. Mr. District Surveyor Adams reported to the Govern78. With reference to the features of the surrounding localities that is the best site that
could be obtained ? Yes.
. . , ,
.onM.ii
79. Can you mention any particular facts to shew that it is the best site? Ihe bants are
highest and most uniform at that point; lower down they are high on one side and low on
S0° Have you any knowledge of the ordinary rise and fall of the river during floods?
About twenty feet—four feet below the southern bank.
n i o
81. By the Chairman : That is the height of ordinary floods, not of extraordinary floods ?
Yes, of ordinary floods.
.
,
. „ ,„
82. What is the height of the water at ordinary times, when the river is not in flood f
There is about twelve feet of water at tbe bridge site; it is lower than that ra summer time,
and at the very lowest I believe it is fordable.
n a ,
83. At what season of the year were you there? In July and August, the usual flood
times*
,
.
84. What is the height from the bed of the river to the hank at_ that place? Thirty-six
feet from the bed to the top of the bank; that is the deepest portion.
85. You have seen the water within four feet of the bank ? I have seen tbe water to tbe
top of the bank.
.
, „ XT
86. Do you think tbe river could be navigated when the water is at that height? JNo; on
account of the great quantity of timber which comes down it would be impossible for the
steamers to go np.
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Mr-Mm'r\s ■' How h'fit is the bridge proposed to be talten above the highest bank David Howi
■nr
In** river
rivr-r ?r
t.hinir it
if is
?«* seven c.,^
«_i___^ i__
i_
°
___
of the
Ii think
feet above (he ihighest
bank.
son, Esq.
8. By Mr. Mate: Do jou know the highest known flood level, where it is contemplated to
put the bndge r Yes, two feat below the proposed bridge.
2 Oct., 1861.
89. By Mr. Morris: How did you ascertain that? Prom the flood marks on the houses;
you can see n on the walls; it is shewn by the inhabitants: they have it all marked on
the walls.
90. And the lowest part of the arches of the bridge will be two feet above the highest
known flood level ? Yes.
°
91. If a flood of that height were again to occur would access to the bridge be possible—
would tbe country in the neighbourhood beyond the biidgc on either side be so flooded as to
prevent any ococss to the bridge ? During very high floods it would be impossible to pass
over; there is a lagoon at the back which hems in the township altogether.
92. Could navigation proceed by that lagoon ? Not safely.
°
'

John George Church, Esquire, called in and examined:—
93. By Mr. M‘Carthy: You resided in the neighbourhood of Wagga Wagga 7 I did, for John George
about twelve years.
Church, Esq.
94. You ore well acquainted with the river there ? Yes.
95. And its rise and fall at different periods ? Yes.
2 Oct, 1861.
96. Were you there at the time of the great flood as it is called ? I was.
97. That is the highest known flood ? Yes.
98. What was tho height of that flood above the ordinary level of the river ? From twentvfive to thirty feet.
J
99 How high does the river rise during ordinary floods in ordinary winter weather ? I
m? Wlt^n ten fCet of tIle top of tl)e bailki
tlle
that I remember.
190. Ihen, if the bridge were seven feet above the bank, that would give seventeen feet
between it and the water ? Yes, about that.
101 During the time of extraordinary floods would it be possible to navigate tbe river at
al
should think not, on account of the immense'trees that come down; and not only
that, but when once it breaks over the banks the flats are covered, and it is difficult to
discover tho channel.
102. By the Chairman : It breaks over tbe low flats long before it reaches within several
feet of the banks at Wagga Wagga ? Yes, in many places.
103. By Mr. M'Carthy: Have yon seen the spot where it is proposed to erect the bridge ?
les, I know the site, but I have not been there lately.
104 Do you know that tbe banks are highest and most equal there on either side ? Yes.
V\ itb reference to the navigation of the river I do not think it would be possible for a
steamer to go up during a heavy flood, even if she could find the channel, on account of the
* locity of the current.
105. Do you know the rate at which it flows f No; I do not.
106. By Mr Morrill: During what is called a flood at Wagga Wagga do the punts work ?
No; 1 have known the punts to stop working when persons going to Melbourne or down the
river with sheep have had half their stock on one side and half on the other, and they have
bad to wait until the river fell. Parties have sometimes offered to work the punt themselves,
but the proprietors would not risk it.
107. By the Chairman; Was that in ordinary floods ? Yes.
108. By Mr. Morris : Is that on account of the velocity of the river or tbe timber coming
ino'1
^
^le velocity of the river. I think one punt went down with sheep in it.
109. Ihen tim construction of such a bridge as is proposed would be an immense advantage
to t io public ? Yes, T should say so. The delay in getting sheep across is often very great,
and they are greatly knocked about, which is, of course, very injurious to them, especially to
fat stock. The time when the bridge is most wanted is the timb it is most difficult to get
stock across; that is winter. Of course cattle arc not put into the punt, and it is very difficult
to got them to take the water; I have seen some terrible scenes at Wagga Wagga in crossing
cattle, not only causing groat labour to the parties in charge, but also cruelty to the beasts;
whereas if there were a bridge they could be got over in ten minutes.
110. By Mr. M'Carthy; What is the nearest point that they can cross, taking Wagga Wagua
as the centre ? I should say about fifty miles at Gundagai, or at Narrandra, sixty or seventy
miles lower down the river.
■
J.11(he Chairman : Have steamers ever actually passed Wagga Wagga in ordinary flood
r
eu-\aVC n0t :lttemPte^ it? No; I remember they hovc-to just below a cattle station
I had, I think about two days, and I understood that was on account of the timber coming
down.
®
^ ^r' N°rris : That is below Wagga Wagga ? Yes. I was living myself about five
miles from that station. There was a largo creek just out of the river, and they want into
that to avoid the timber.
V.4j CyMr. M‘ Carthy: I think you said yours was an experience of twelve years ? I
think it is more, but I am certain it is twelve years : in fact Wagga Wagga was a sheep
station when I went there.
1
115. By Mr. Morris ; Are you a shareholder in the Bridge Company ? Yes, I believe I
have some five shares. I have no interest in tbat country beyond that; I sold out eighteen
months or two years ago.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE
TUESDAY,

8

OCTOBER,

1861.

present:—
Mr. MATE,

|

Mr. MORRIS.

WILLIAM MACLEAY, Esq., in the Chair.
W. G-. M'Carthy, Esq., appeared as Solicitor for the Bill,

*

,

Mr. George Hart called in and examined
George Hart, 116. By the Chairman: You are resident at Gqpdagai ? A,t NortH Gundagai. _
_
Esq.
117. Ton are one of those who signed a petition from the inhabitants of Gundagai, praying
the Assembly to make such provision in the Wagga Wagga Bridge Company’s Bill, as to
8 Oct., 1861. insure the navigation of the Murrumbidgee from being impeded ? Yes.
_
/■
118. When you signed this petition did you or any of the petitioners know anything of the
plan upon which the bridge was to be constructed ? We knew that it was proposed to be a
pile bridge, and we believed that it must necessarily impede tho navigation of the river, so
that no steamers could pass.
.
119. Did you know what height the bridge was to be? We were not certain—at least
I was not.
. . ,
, . •
, ,,
120. Your object in petitioning was simply to prevent the navigation from being impeded (
Yes.
.
121. Without your being aware that it would actually ho impeded by the bridge as pro
posed ? I quite understood that it would be impeded, and that the only way to avoid that
was to have a swing bridge or a drawbridge, something after the style adopted at the
Pyrmont Bridge.
122. Have you been at Wagga Wagga ? I have not.
. .
123. Do you not think the bridge might be placed so high as not to impede the navigation i
I am not aware of the height the piles will he above the flood level, but the water rises at
Gundagai something like twenty-eight feet, and that would make it impossible; I take it
to have a pile bridge snffieiontly high.
_
_
124. Do you consider the river at Gundagai navigable during a flood ? Yes.
125. At any time ? At any time.
126. However high the flood may be ? Yes.
.
127. Does not a large quantity of drift timber come down the river at such times which
would make it dangerous, or almost impossible, for a steamer to navigate, the river ? I think
not; in fact about a month ago the flit was covered with water, and it would have been
quite possible then for a steamer to have navigated the river.
_
128. By Ur. Mate: Have you any idea of the rate of the current of water at the time of
these high floods ? I have not.
.
129. Are you aware that these river steamers cannot stem a current beyond a certain rate t
Decidedly they cannot.
, , ? vr t
130. By Mr. Morris: How long does tbe river remain at the highest flood level r JNOt
twenty-four hours.
,
131. How many feet docs it fall within forty-eight hours, say ? I think within two hours
it rose something like ten feet, and would fall as fast.
132. If the bridge were made, say two feet above the highest known flood, would not that
ordinarily allow steamers to ply along the river under the bridge, inasmuch as the flood falls
almost as rapidly as it rises ? Still it would not rise or fall the whole twenty-eight feet in
a short space of time; after it had risen fifteen or sixteen feet it might rise and fall twelve
feet more very quickly, but the sixteen feet might last a month or two. .
133. If the bridge were raised, as according to the evidence before us it will be, eighteen
feet above the ordinary flood level, would you then object to tbe bridge as impeding the
navigation ? I think that would be scarcely high enough.
.
134. It is sufficiently high, we are informed, and tbat is all that persons interested in tho
steamers require ? If that is known I think that would bo quite satisfactory.
135. It is stated to tbe Committee that at Wagga Wagga the flood invariably falls.so much
within forty-eight hours, that any steamer, by striking her funnel, as is usual, might pass
under the bridge ?I should not have thought it would fall so fast as that; there is a vast
difference between winter and summer; in winter the water is, of course, very high. I
should have thought it impossible to get piles sufficiently long. {The plans produced by Mr.
Moriarty mere here exhibited to the witness.)
_
,
1.36. By Mr. M’Carthy: Do you know any instance of the river having been navigated as
far as Gundagai ? It was, on one occasion.
vr t
t
137. By Mr. Morris; Do you remember the height of the river then ? No, 1 was not there138. Were you at Gundagai during the highest flood that has been this year ? Yes.
139. How near to the top of the bank did that flood rise ? Over the bank.
_
140. On both sides? No, on tho north side, not over the south side because the bank isso
high there.
...
,
, .
■
141. How many feet did that flood fall within forty-eight hours after having risen to its full
height ? Fifteen feet I should say.
142. Has it risen since then ? Not to any extent.
r.
{The evidence of Mr. Forsyth, taken on a previous day, was here read by the OterJc.)
143. By the Chairman: Do you take exception to any of tho statements made in the
evidence just read ? I would only remark, with reference to the punt, that if the punt is
compelled to cease working before the river reaches its highest, the same cause would
probably
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probably prevent the steamers from coming under the bridge ; if tbe river were so high as Mr. George
to put the tackle of the punt under water, it would, I should think, be too high to allow the
Hartsteamers to pass the bridge.
However, if the water-line shewn on the plan before the
Committee, is really the average height of the water iu the river, there can be no impediment 8 Oct., 1861.
to steamers coming up; but that is the question, is it a fair average ? I do not think the
water is shown sufficiently high here.
144. After hearing Mr. Forsyth’s evidence read, and the opinion which Captain Cadell
expressed on tho subject, arc you inclined to think the bridge will not seriously ,impede the
navigation? According to Mr. Forsyth’s evidence it most doeidedly will not. If the flood
levels are shewn correctly on this plan, I certainly do not think the bridge will impede the
navigation.
*

Mr. David Winton called in and examined:—
145. % the Chairman : You are resident at North Gundagai ? Yes.
Mr. David
14G. You were one of those who signed the petition against permitting the bridge at Wagga Winton.
Wagga to impede the navigation of the Murrumbidgee ? Yes.
147. Did you do so from actual knowledge that the bridge would impede the navigation, or 8 Oct., 18G1,
simply as a precaution against allowing it to do so? It was done merely to prevent a bridge
being erected there in such a manner as to obstruct the navigation higher up—to guard
against the bridge being built without any consideration being given to tbat point.
148. You had not seen the plans and did not know whether the bridge would impede tho
navigation ? No ; it was only feared by the inhabitants that sucb might be tbe case.
149. Have you ever been at Wagga Wagga ? Yes.
150. Do you know tbe site of tbe proposed bridge ? No, I have not seen the plans, (Apian
of the Town of Wagga Wagga, shewing the site of the bridge, exhibited to viilnessS)

151. ' By looking at that map you know the place where it is proposed to build the bridge?
Yes ; the banks are pretty high there.
152. Have you been there in time of flood? No.
.
153. Do you know what height it is necessary to have the bridge above the water-line to
enable a steamer to pass?
It would require to be pretty high to allow such a steamer as
Captain Cadell brought up on one occasion to Gundagai, to pass.
154. What steamer was that? I think it was the " Albury."
155. You do not know tho height of her paddle-boxes ? No.
156. It is proposed to construct this bridge two or three feet above tbe highest known flood ;
now, judging from what you know of the river in the district you are best acquainted with,
Gundagai, do you think that a bridge of that height would impede the navigation at all ? I
should say not.
157. The water falls after a flood within a very few hours? Within twenty-four or fortyeight hours it falls very considerably; after a high flood the water goes down verjf fast,
generally speaking. (The evidence of Mr. Forsyth read, and plans of the proposed bridge
exhibited to witness.)

158. After inspection of these plans, and hearing the evidence just read, do you think there
is any objection to the proposed bridge on the ground of its impeding the navigation ? I
think not. If Captain Cadell expressed tho opinion stated by Mr. Forsyth, that would be
sufficient. The petition was hastily got up, seeing that the Bill was so soon to be before
the House, without there being time to make reference to Wagga Wagga or to see the plan.
So far as I can judge, this plan meets all the objects the inhabitants of Gundagai have in
view; they merely wish to keep the navigation open.
159. By Mr. M‘Carthy: If you had seen the plan beforehand you would have been satisfied ?
Perfectly.
'
160. By Mr. Morris: I apprehend the inhabitants of Gundagai wish to keep the navigation
open in order that they may bo enabled, at some future time, to send down wheat and other
produce that can be raised in the district to advantage, rather than to receive goods up ?
To receive them up as well. The primary object of the petition was, not to offer any
opposition to the bridge, but merely that sueh provision might be made as would enable
steamers to pass.
161. By Mr. Mate: You know Capjain Cadell ? Yes, I have seen Inin repeatedly.
162. You believe he is a gentleman whose judgment may be relied on in such matters as
this ? Yes, I would trust his judgment with perfect confidence. In fact, if we had had an
interview with Captain Cadell we should not have thought of sending the petition; there
would have been no petition if the inhabitants had been aware of the height they were
going to put tho bridge.
“
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SEPARATE APPENDIX.

TUESDAY,
«

15, 1861.

present:—
Mr. MATE,
Mr. WILSON,

,

OCTOBER

I
|

WILLIAM MACLEAY,

Mr. MORRIS,
Mr. HAY.
Esq.,

in the

Chair.

W. 0. M'Carthy, Es<j., appeared as Solicitor for the Bill.
Alexander Grant M'Lean, Esq., called in and examined :—
Alexander igg, jjy the Chairman : Yon arc Surveyor General ? Acting Surveyor General. .
GraDtM'Lcan
])0 y0U know the site on which it is proposed to erect the Wagga Wagga Bridge ? I
S^‘
know the site recommended by Mr. Adams. It is represented in the plan.
165. The approaches are entirely through Crown Lands ? Entirely through Crown Lands.
1C Oct., 1861.
Qn kotij giflog y On the one side through a reserve, and from the mad on the north
side of the river, on the other side. (Wt/ness pointed out the road on plan.)
some little change made now that a portion of these lands have been sold. .

There is

167. Leaving, however, an access open from the road to the bridge ? Leaving open a road
to the bridge. 1 have brought with me a copy of a memorandum which I wrote, in March
last, to the Under Secretary for Lands, relative to the bridge site and approaches, it states,
" The bridge site has been recommended by District Surveyor Adams, and lias been tacitly
" approved by Government; and the land through which it will he approached from the
" streets of Wagga Wagga on one side, and the principal linos of road on the other, being
" still in the hands of the Government, there can exist no objection to tbe approaches being
" formed by the Company, and to the subsequent dedication to the public, by Proclamation,
“ or otherwise, of suitable ways of approach to the bridge.1’ Nothing has taken place since.
168. By Mr. M'Carthy, (Solicitor for the Bill) : Will you be good enough to say on what
side of the bridge the streets are ? The nearest street is Morris-street.
169. Bat the immediate site is between two streets ? Yes ; Crampton-street and Traversstreet, about two hundred feet below Crampton-street.
'

SEPARATE APPENDIX.
S

(PETITION.)
To the Honorable tho Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
_
The Petition of the inhabitants of Gundagai, Tumut, Adelong, and the surrounding
districts,—
Humbly Swcweth :—

V;

,.,,1,1

'
>-■ That your Petitioners being aware that a Bill is now before your Honorable Assembly, the
.Abject of which is to empower a number of individuals, to he incorporated under the name of tbe
Wagga Wagga Bridge Company, to construct a bridge across the Murrumbidgee River at the Town
of Wagga Wagga.
That your Petitioners beg to submit to your Honorable Assembly that a bridge at Wagga
Wagga is likely seriously to interfere with the navigation of that portion of the said River which lies
between Gundagai and Wagga Wagga, unless such bridge he of sufficient height to admit the pasrage
of the river steamers beneat h it, or of such a construction as to allow such steamers to pass through. _
That your Petitioners being deeply interested iu the progress and development of the navi
gation of the upper portion of the Murrumbidgee River, pray your Honorable House to make such
provisions in the said Bill as to ensure the navigation of the Upper Murrumbidgee from being
impeded by the erection of the bridge proposed to he so constructed, as by any such obstruction, your
Petitioners would materially suffer.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
[Uere follow 382 Signaturet.]

Sydney: Thomas Richards, GcTemmcnt Printer,—1861,
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PYEHOKT BRIDOE COMPANY'S SUPPLEMENTARY BILL.

EEPOET PEOI THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON THE

PYRMONT BRIDGE COMPANY’S
SUPPLEMENTARY BILL ;
TOGETHER WITH THE

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE

AND

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

29

October,

TO BE PRINTED,

1861.

SYDNEY:
THOMAS BICHAKDS, GOVEBNMENT PBINTEB, PHILLIP-STBEET.

[/Vice,

'Id."]

1861,
139—

/

1861.

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes, No. 27.

Veiday, 18 October, 1861.

11, Pyrmont Bridge Company’s Supplementary Bill :-Mr. Forster moved, pursuant to
(L^That the Pyrmont Bridge Company’s Supplementary Bill be referred to a Select
(2°^ That^uch Committee consist of Mr. Windeyer, Mr Balgleish, Mr. Holroyd, Mr.
Lucas, Mr. Terry, Mr. Shepherd, Mr. Dick, Mr. Piddmgton, Mr. Hay, and the
Mover.
Question put and passed.

Votes, No. 32. Tuesday, 29 October, 1861.
7 Pvrmont Bridge Company’s Supplementary BillMr. Forster, as Chairman, brought
-up^the Report from, and laid upon the Table the Proceedings of, and Mmutes of
•
Evidence taken before, tbe Select Committee, for whose consideration and report this
Bill was referred on the 18 th instant.
Whereupra^on motion of Mr. Forster, Ordered, That this Bill be read a second time
on Friday next.
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PYRMONT BRIDOE COMPANY’S SUPPLEMENTARY BILL.

REPORT.

The Select Committee

of the Legislative Assembly, to whom, on the 18th

instant, was referred the “ Pyrmont Bridge
Bill,”

Company’s Supplementary

beg leave to report to your Honorable House,—

That they have examined the Solicitor for the Bill* and the other *Mi. g. w. Alien,
witnesses named in the marginf (whose respective evidence will be found

tMr, e. o^Momrty,

appended hereto), and that the Preamble of the Bill having been proved J. Sutherland, Esq.,
to the satisfaction of your Committee, they proceeded to consider the
Clauses and Schedule, in which they found it unnecessary to make any
Amendments.
And your Committee now beg to lay the Bill before your Honorable
House.
WILLIAM PORSTER,
Chairman.
Legislative Assembly Chamber,
Sydney,

25

October,

1861.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.

WEDNESDAY,

23

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present:—
Mr. Piddington,
Mr. Dalgleisb,
Mr. Shepherd,
Mr. Dick,
Mr, Windeyer.
Mr. Forster,
W. Forster, Esq., called to the Chair.
Printed copies of the Pyrmont Bridge Company’s Supplementary Bill, before the
Committee.
Promoters of the BillCertain Directors and Proprietors of the Pyrmont Bridge
Company.
Solicitors for the BillMessrs. Allen & Bowden.
Parties called in.
Present:—Mr, George ‘Wigram Allen, solicitor.
Mr. Allen examined.
Room cleared.
_
i_ zv • . t
•
Committee deliberated, desiring certain evidence on behalf of the Cmo Authorities,
in respect of the Pyrmont Bridge.
Solicitor called in, and so informed.
[Adjourned till Friday 25th instant, at Eleven o’clock.]

FRIDAY,

25

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present :—
W. Forster, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Shepherd,
Mr. Terry.

Mr. Dalgleish,
Mr. Bay,

Parties called in.
_ _
Present:—Mr. George Wigram Allen, solicitor.
Mr. Edward Orpen Moriarty, C.E., Engineer-in-Cbief for Harbours and River
Navigation, examined.
J. Sutherland, Esq., M.P., Mayor of Sydney, examined.
Room cleared.
Preamble of the Bill, considered.
Motion made (Chairman), and Question,—That this Preamble stand part of tho
Bill,—agreed to.
Solicitor called in, and informed.
Clauses 1 and 2, and the Schedule to the Bill, severally read and agreed to.
Draft Report read and agreed to.
Ordered, to report.

LIST OF WITNESSES.

Allen, Mr. George Wigram

..

6

Moriarty, Mr. Edward Orpen, C.E,

6

Sutherland, John, Esq., M.P.

7

..
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3Lft(i0latibe Ssstmtlg.
NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON THE

PYEMONT BRIDGE COMPANY’S SUPPLEMENTARY BILL.

WEDNESDAY,

23

OCTOBER,

1861.

present:—
Mr. DALGLEISH,
Mr. PIDDINGTON,
Mb. FORbTJSR,
„ ,
Mr. SHEPHERD,
Mb. WINDEYER.

WILLIAM FORSTER, Esq., in the Chair.
George Wigram Allen, Esq., called in and examined.
.*’e S"lioite to*h“P^“*'
^ ■ ^*'1 Y1!

'r aT1^ reascms

eiehthl statim. tW

t

l«i I»PP™ aw.An«.

which you are aware for the passing of this Bill ?

Be tho

k-j u,et,e lsl<in(I > “’id there was a clause in that Act (the

S‘f-TH reD by

fv

Act ? By

th*

ameDded Act' T^re was no power given

slss jrjsr^iaKs "S

- - ^8*» iMrii t
-Ir

lSgb? this “

» '■*»"“* wi». a.

•jass-7 Bm f 11 i8 Bor"j 10
oi .b:s:ster 1t*c»P.p„7Er„“«,Sr
any way!U

tl,eni t0

^

any

,,,

Act, or

“• 1- -«
^6t-ik

-»»**»'

Waj inco,lsistent with the public interest?

Not in
9.

ESq'

10
6

MINUTES

OE EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE TEE

G. W. Allen, Q. Do you think the public interest mil be benefitted by giving the ^XadvISuKill
Esq. ' Thc r/lblic interest cannot be injured. A number, of the debentures
become deo next year, and some of them the following year; and the object of applying
23 Oct., X8G1. for tbis Act now is to have the power of re-issuing those debentures, or of borrowing money
on new debentures for the purpose of meeting those which fall due.
10 Borrowine money by the issue of debentures is an easier way of carrying on the opera
Jions of the Company ^han borrowing on mortgage? Yes it is much easier, because
debentures being payable to bearer, are much more easily transferable, and the loans obtained
by debentures are secured precisely in the same way as loans hymortgag^
11. Hy, Mr. Shepherd: The Company could not carry on without a reuewal? As I have
said before the Company will have no further power to issue debentures. .
12 By Mr. Balgleish : Are you aware whether certain restrictions were imposed upon the
ComSnv with regard to the public safety, and if so whether they have been complied with ?
I believe that all the restrictions imposed by the Act of Incorporation ave een co
13ie(Aretliere not some restrictions in tbe Supplementary Act, relating to the protection of
fwVmini™ a-atal the cart traffic and horse traffic ? I speak from memory but Ibe leve
it
undlrstood, if not expressed, that suitable provision should be made for the safety o
CKidge there arc uo recesses, such as are to be found in almost all the bridges of
the Mother Country, for the public safety, into which, in case of a horse running away, foot
caJ S? Provision for the protection of foot passengers was only required in
SeZof the bridge across Johnson’s Bay to Glebe Island which
is onlv in the amended Act that the words occur
‘ It shall be lawful tor tne ry
“ Bridge Company hereinafter styled the ‘ Corporation’ in addition to the works ^horned
« by the said Act and to the works before mentioned as being in progress to
“ construct a good substantial bridge of not, less than thirty feet m ^ ^^ ^e between
" protection for foot passengers by the erection of rails on either side of such bridge between
« E outer Si of the bridge and the roadway across Johnson’s Bay, Darlmg Barbour, to
« Gkbe Island,” &c. That bridge has never been made, and therefore thc rails could not

ft

jTCLk that was not intended to nfpl, to the Mds, *f™’

“

Pvrmnnt ? N0 • it could not have been made at the time to apply to it. I know that one
o/the Members of thc Committee at that time stated to the Secretary, or to one ^ ^
Directors of the Company present, tbat it would he well if tbat were done also to the present
bridge, but no restriction Jf the kind was made, nor was it thought even competent for the
Committee to insert it in an Act which did not apply to that bridge at all.
, ,
16 This renewal is intended to apply to this bridge ? It is intended to apply to
of the works of the Company. There is one thing to be said in reference to the erectio
that rail; and tbat is, that the foot passengersfrequentiy
°Vf ® ^ were put
hut constantly take the middle of the bridge in preference to ho,slde;
there it would make the path very narrow, and would he, I think, very little pro
foot nasseneers There is an iron kerb along the side of the footpath.
,
17. That iron kerb, I think, is much lower than it was expected to be ? . It is a little lower
IS^In fact H iTim low afto he absolutely no protection against carts that are racing over
the bridge Jr
gTt an undue speed, which is frequently tbe case. I dare say you have
i
j®-,’
®
f Ypc freauentiv ■ it is a matter which ought to have been prevented
d-V has frequently asked the police to t£e
into custody persons for furiously driving, hut he has informed me that the police would
1? 'TtfTchairrnan: I think you stated that all the conditions have been complied with ?
All the conditions under the Act of Incorporation, in reference to this bridge, have, so for
as I am aware, been- complied with.

FRIDAY,

25

Mr. DALGLEISH,
Mr. HAY,

OCTOBER,

I
j

WILLIAM FORSTER, Esq.,

1861,

Mb. SHEPHERD,
Mr. TEBRY.
in tee

Chair.

G. W. Allen, Esq., appeared as Solicitor for the Promoters of the Bill.
Edward Orpen Moriarty, Esq., C.E., called in and examined
^ 20. By the Chairman: Will you he kind enough to state to the. Committee the office you
Edward O.
„ ^ j5n„;neer.;n-Chief for Barbours and Rivers.
.. , Monartyjct.
attention bcen callcd to this Bill? No; I havene.er secnitbefor.
f
oo Will vou he kind enough to look at the Bill, and say whether you think it likely any
25 Oct.. 1661. 22.^
offercd; Jought t0 be offered, on the part of the public or
,

1
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authorities, to such a Bill ? I do not see that it is a question in which tho public are very Edward O.
much interested ; it is merely a financial arrangement of the Company.
Moriarty,Esq.
23. I suppose you are aware of the existence of the Company, and of what they have done ?
yes

™

J

26 Oct., 1861.

24. Do you consider tlie continuance of the Company a public benefit? I fancy so; it is
not a private benefit.
25. You would not consider it your duty to objeet to the passage of the Bill? No; this
appears to me to be merely to enable the Company to borrow money by debentures or
mortgage.
20. By Mr. Dalgleish: Was the original plan for the bridge carried into effect? No, not
the original plan; the centre opening was altered in consequence of the loss of one of the
swivels in tho “ Catherine Adamson.” That alteration was an improvement, as it gave
two openings instead of one.
27. With regard to the means for securing the safety of foot passengers—has there been
any deviation from the plan ? No.
28. Is the kerb lower than was proposed by tho plan ? No; it is exactly the same height;
it is specified on the plan six inches.
29. Six inches above the foot way—not sis inches above the road way ? It is six inches;
it may be half an inch or a quarter of an inch loss, but it is about six inches ; in fact { am
almost certain of that, for I measured it, as a dispute arose some time ago as to the weight
of the guard-irons.
30. Do you consider the provision as sufficient for the public safety ? Ido; because in thc
first place it is quite equal to the provisibn found in ordinary roads. The foot-paths in the
streets have rarely a kerbing of more than six inches above the ordinary road ; and again,
the bridge has now been open above three years, and there has never been a single accident.
31. It is usual in long bridges to have recesses, is it not? It is not; it was thc practice
sometimes to have them in old-fashioned bridges, but that is now exploded.
32. Would it have been very difficult to have constructed them here on a continuous wooden
structure ? Yes.
33. Do you not think it necessary for tbe public safety, to have posts and chains at intervals
along the bridge? No; that has not been done on Glebe Island Bridge, which is ten feet
narrower.
34. Would it not be a very small expense to erect posts and chains ? A very slight
expense,
35. By Mr. Shepherd: There is no necessity for them ? I do not think there is the least;
if I had thought so, I would have put them in the plan in the beginning, or have suggested
them afterwards.
36. By the Chairman : You state that Glebe Island Bridge is ten feet narrower than this ?
Yes, and there is no danger there; the cattle and other animals keep in the centre of the
bridge.
37. By Mr. Dalgleish : The Glebe Island Bridge is not a parallel case with the Pyrmont
Bridge, as that is almost confined to the traffic to the Abattoirs, rather than as a place of
public passage ? I think there will be a heavy traffic over the Glebe Island Bridge.

'

John Sutherland, Esq., M.P., examined:—
38. By the Chairman : You are Mayor of Sydney ? Yes.
39. Has your attention been drawn to “A Bill to continue the powers of the Pyrmont J. Sutherland,
Bridge Company to raise money by tbe issue of Debentures and by Mortoage” ? Yes.
Es(l"
40. Would you consider it your duty to suggest any objections to this Bill ? I can sec uo
objection to the Bill as it at present stands. There were some matters connected with the
®ct-'
former Act to which I objected.
41. By Mr. Dalgleish : Does it strike you that adequate provision for the public safety has
been made on tho Pyrmont Bridge ? There is little safety for the public, in tho event of a
horse with a vehicle running away on the bridge.
42. In your position as Chief Magistrate of thc City, and having, therefore, some interest in
seeing that the public safety is provided for, have you anything to recommend to prevent
accidents? Tbat is one of the matters I refer to. The kerb put down to prevent carts and
carriages running on to the pathway where the foot-passengers walk is very low. I think it
was lower at first than the Act provided for, and the roadway has since been raised by
planking, so that the kerb is still lower. Since the Abattoir has been opened, there has been
a great traffic over tho bridge with butchers’ carts, and if a horse were to run away, there
would be nothing to prevent thc cart going on thc footway, and there would be no way
of escape for the foot-passenger.
43. There is no recess or shelter along the whole length of the bridge? Nothing that I can
see. I have often observed, in passing across tbe bridge, tbat horses generally quiet have
become restive and have danced about, and that has called my attention to it.
44. Horses that would go quietly along a macadamised road become very restive, and are
liable to run away with their riders, in crossing a wooden bridge ? Yes.
45. It is usual in bridges to have some protection for foot-passengers against horse traffic?
On bridges of that kind it is usual to have some rail or guard to protect foot-passengers.
46. Is the kerb you have spoken of, the usual height of kerb-stones used by the city authori
ties ? The city authorities have no such kerbs.

47,
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J. Sutherland, 47. They have stone kerbs—but docs the height of the iron kerb on tho bridge correcpon<L
Esq., M. P. Tyith that of tlie stone kerbs in the streets ? Tho iron kerb is not so high as our stone kerbs j
A—^ jt was some six or seven inches at first, but some three inches of planking—I do not know
25 Oct., 1861. the exact thickness—has since been laid down, which takes off the height of the kerb.

48. ify the Chairman : Can you offer any suggestions upon the subject to which you arereferring, which it would be possible to embody in a Hill of this kind ? No, I think if the
attention of the Directors were called to it, it would not be necessary tbat any reference
should bn made to it in tbe Hill.
' 49. By Mr. Allen: Dn you know the exact height of the kerb ? I do not know the exact
height. I judge simply from having looked at it.
_
50. Nor do you know the height of the kerb, intended to be placed on the bridge? Sometwelve months ago my attention was called to this kerb as not being sufficient tor the p«otection of tbe foot passengers. It did not appear to mo to be deep enough to prevent cartsgoing on it, in the event of the horses drawing them running away.
_
51, you arc not yourself aware that the kerb is less than it was originally intended to make,
it ? It is simply from memory I speak, but I recollect referring either to the Hill or to thespecification, nod I found the kerb was not of the depth it was specified to be.
5*2. Did you find it w:isso hy measurement? Hy measurement at the time.
_
53. Might not the difference from the specification have been rather in the weight of thekerb-iron than the height? It might be. It ia more than twelve months since, and I did
not take particular notice.
_
54. I ask you the question because tbe Engineer for Harbours and Rivers, who was also the
engineer for thc bridge, has stated that the kerb was of the height originaltj intended, but
that the difference was merely in the weight of thc iron ? It might have been in the
weight that the difference was; but there is a difference in tho height now from what was
intended ; for supposing the kerb to be six inches, there is the thickness of the planking to
he deducted.
J
55. Has that been altered since the bridge was made? I think so.
■ _
56. Was it not the original intention of the engineer to place the kerb-ironupon the foot
path j and is it not now placed on tbe roadway, making the kerb-iron therefore some inch or
so higher than it was intended ? I am not aware of the original intention of the engineer,
but I believe tbe kerb is on tbe roadway; tbat, however, will not make the kerb either
higher or lower.
57. Is not the roadway higher than the footpath? Yes.
_ _
58. Then if thc kerb-iron is on the roadway it must be higher thanit would be if itwere on
the footpath? Yes,
-1 .
59. I think you said the kerb was different from that required by tbe Act? I said it was
diffen-nt either from the specification or the Act.
60. Does the Act require auy height of kerb at all? I do not know.
6t. By Mr. Dalgleish: Do you think it probable an Act would be granted for the con
struction of a bridge without any precaution being taken for tho public safety ? I think no
Act should be passed without proper precautions being taken to secure tho safety of tootpassengers. With reference to the kerb, I spoke merely from memory.

George Wigram Allen, Esq., examined :—
G. W, Allen, 62. By the Chairman: This Hill is based, as you stated before, upon a previous Hill having
Es(>>
lapsed? Yes.
^---- -> 63. Was thc laches in that case tho fault of the Company ? The Company were not able to
2S Oct., 1861. carry out the design they entertained; they intended to make tho bridge which the Com
pany hove now made, and also to make a bridge across to Glebe Island, and they asked the
Legislature for power to do so, but their funds would not enable them, and consequently
they could not do it. The power to borrow money was given by the original Act of Incor
poration, but the power to issue debentures was given by tbe Act to enable them to form a
bridge across to Glebe Island, which has not been done.
_ _
64. Then the Bill does not depend upon thc non-fulfilment of conditions ? Not thc slightest.
65. The operations of the Company have become contracted by want of funds; they are
carrying out their original proposal upon a more limited scale, and this Hill is necessary to
enable them to do that ? They have carried out alt their original proposal in tho way they
intended, but they are not able to carry out a proposition they sulscquently entertained.
The only power this Act will give is tbe power to raise money by debenture as well as by
mortgage. The power to issue debentures was given in the Act which authorized tho
making of another bridge, but the debentures were not intended to apply to that bridge
alone, but to all the purposes of tbe Company.

Bjdnej; Thom** Rich&rdSj Gomnment Printer*—lS<Jh
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EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes, No. 17.

Tuesday, 1 October, 1861.

22. Richmond Bridge Company’s Act Amendment BillMr. Cunneen moved, pursuant
to notice,—
(1.) That a Select Committee he appointed to take evidence and report upon the
“ Bill to amend the Richmond Bridge Company’s Act of 1857.”
(2.) That such Committee consist of the following Members:—Mr. Hay, Mr.
Wilson, Mr. Gray, Mr, Dangar, Mr. Piddington, Mr. Hannell, Mr. Burns, Mr. Driver,
Mr. Terry, and the Mover.
Question put and passed.

Votes, No. 44.

Tuesday, 19 November, 1861.

2, Richmond Bridge Company’s Act Amendment Bill:—Mr. Cunneen, as Chairman*
brought up the Report from, and laid upon the Table the Proceedings of, and Minutes
of Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for whose consideration and report
this Bill was referred on the 1st October last.
Ordered to be printed.
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RICHMOND BRIDGE COMPANY’S ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

REPORT.

Tee Select Committee

of tlie Legislative Assembly, for whose con

sideration and report was referred on the 1st of October last, the
“ BUI to Amend the Richmond Bridge Company's Act of

1861,” beg

leave to report to your Honorable House,—
That they have examined the witnesses named in the margin* • John Town, Esq.
(whose evidence will be found appended hereto), and that the Preamble A-Fraser’B3q'
of the Bill having been satisfactorily proved, your Committee proceeded
to consider the several Clauses and the Schedule, which they passed
without amendment.
And the Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable House
the Bill so passed by them.
J. A. CUNNEEN,
Chairman.

Legislative Assembly Chamber,
Sydney,

12

November,

1861.

PROCEEDINGS OF . THE COMMITTEE.
TUESDAY,

15

OCTOBER,

1861.

... ...Members,Present :—
Mr. Cunneen,
Mr. Hay,
Mr. Hangar,
r, ,
/Mr. Wilson.
J. A. Cunneen, Esq., called to the Chair.
Printed copies of the Richmond Bridge Company’s Act Amendment Bill, together
with the Order of the House referring same, upon the Table.
There being no appearance of the Parties in support of the Bill,—■
Committee ordered,—That the Promoters be informed of the day to which they
adjourn.*
,
,
( \ L'
[Adjourned till Tuesday, 22nd instant, at Eleven ’o'clock.]
TUESDAY,

,

22

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present:—
J. A. Cunneen, Esq, in the Chair.
Mr. Dangar,
|
Mr. Terry.
The Promoters of the Bill not being in attendance,—
Ordered,—To be informed of the further adjournment of the Committee.
, , [Adjourned till Tuesday, 29th instant, at Eleven o'clock. ,1M (
i
/ t
,
'ii
, < i
,i
'i '
i’ ■
TUESDAY,

29

OCTOBER,

= 11
*

1861.

Members Present :—
J. A. Cunneen, Esq., in the Chair,
Mr. Dangar,
| 1 '
Mr. Driver.
Committee met at Eleven o’clock, and—.j
,
Adjourned till Noon, this day.
1
Committee resumed.
'
' y
Additional Members present:—Mr. Gray and Mr. Wilson.
Committee deliberated on the absence of. the Promoters of the Bill at their several
sittings.
'
' '
' '
J
Ordered,—That the Chairman be requested to communicate with the Parties prior
to tho next meeting.
j
,
[Adjourned.]
.
. ,

'

TUESDAY;

12

NOVEMBER,

1861.

Members Present :—

,

'

t

J. A. Cunneen, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Piddington,

|
Mr. Dangar.
Committee met pursuant to summons.

f

:

'

Mr. Burns,

. j

r

.

■

i

Promoters of the Bill;—

■

. .

-

Mr. B. Richards, Chairman, Richmond Bridge Company. ■ ■
Mr. J. Town, Treasurer,
ditto.
Mr. A. Fraser, Secretary,
ditto,
'
Mr. Alexander Fraser, Secretary to the Company, called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Mr. John Town, Treasurer to the Company, called in and examined.
Witness withdrew, and,
Committee proceeded to consider the Preamble of the Bill.
The same having been proved to the satisfaction of tho Committee,—
Motion made (Chairman), and Question,—That this Preamble stand part of the

_
Bill,—agreed to.
Clauses 1 and 2 then severally read and agreed to.
Schedule read and agreed to.
Chairman requested to report the Bill to the House.

LIST OF WITNESSES.
PAGE.

Fraser, Mr, Alexander...........................

Town, Mr. John,.

........................................

5

....................................................... .

7
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFOBE

.

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
r . /

...
ON THE

[

EICHMOND BRIDGE COMPANY’S AMENDMENT BILL.
•'v

.

r‘
TUESDAY,

'
12

i

XOVEMBfiR^mi.

yrfovnt
Mr. BURNS,
Mr. CUNNEEN,
J.

Mr. DAN0AR,
Mr. PIDDINGTON. ^

A. CUNNEEN, Esq.,

in the

Chair.

Mr, Alexander Fraser called in and examined
1. Jto the Chairman : You ore Secretary to tho Richmond Bridge Company ? Yes
2. You are aware that the Company have petitioned the Assembly for leave to brine in a Mr.Alexamlcr
Fraser,
Bill to amend their former Act of Incorporation ?~Yes. - J
mg m a
3. What are the reasons for seeking to amend the original Act ? Because it is
not
'
the shareholders a sufficient dividend.
ecuuse it isnot paying 12 Nov., 1361.
4. It is not paying o reasonable return for their capital f No.
5. Can you inform the Committee what was the capital of the Company when its Act of
Incorporation and the Schedule were passed ? It was j£6 000.
P 7
13 Act 0f
6. What did its erection cost them ? £12,201.
'
7. Then it cost nearly double what they estimated ? Yes
8 Had they been aware of its costing so much, would they have asked to be allowed a higher
schedule of tolls in their Act of Incorporation ? Yes, I should think so.
Sh
J. Can you inform the Committee how much percent, per annum was the Inst
declared to tho shareholders ? There has been no dividend declared yet • thev are tiht-'
off the debts of the Company. The Company is £2,000 in debt at this moment7
W"S
IU. Is the bridge a great public convenience ? Very great indeed
'

Pfi2Li?PE''Xgi£2i

Sf'HJSS? % sflMS

£; “ 1“t bt"n l,M i““j *» e“b“»*> «*»»
™?^^«.o‘plt•l in a“ er“u"n of ,i"
Cr.rti0n °.f thi3 bridse tll<; Pub,ic wcro Put t0 grcat inconvenience in waiting
a long time in endeavouring to cross stock f Yes, the punts were very inferior indeed
S
require now ? ‘ Bylar^6"80 ^ ^ °f t,me WaS ^
then than evcn tbe tolls you
15. Is it your opinion, then that the increased tolls which the Company now seek to obtain
are but reasonable to them ? They are only reasonable.
F J
M
70u
tbey are Dot nnreosonable as regards the public ? No.
I i. 1 hey are not so high as are generally charged at private bridges ? I do not know what
tho charges are at other bridges, but I think these arc very moderate.
^

185EL M'‘ Ftddm9t0n: How l0flS bas the brid£c been open to the public ?

Since August,
19.

■
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Mr.Alexander 19. What was the largest amount of debt that the Company incurred at one time ? £2,500.
Fraser.
20.
,-----------. 21.
12Nov., 1861.22.
2s!

And they now owe £2,000 ? Yes.
m
in Amniat last
The.bridge has not been open more than two years ? Two years in Au ust last.
Is the £2,500 borrowed included in the total cost you mention £1^111 r
.
Darin* two years the Company have not been able to pay off more than one-fifth of the

S"”

»f"»*°»* "H

“ “*«* *le

c°^

tr> mv off their debt in less time than they otherwise could r xes.
. ,
25P With this additional schedule of tolls, how long do you think it will take—what period
of time will elapse before the Company will be eaabled to discharge the debt now owing.
In about two years.
,. ... 7 w
26. Of course until that time the Company can pay no dividend f no.
27. They do not expect to pay any dividend ? No.
28 They intend to pav off the debt before they declare ti dividend? ke». _
^
29 By Mr. Dangar: Will they be able to pay the disbursements for repairs of the bridge
t

S

the Ml.

U likd, in

3l! Yoalbink the public will not he likely to complain of the oharges ?

t.

to.

No.

32. They will consider them reasonable ? Yes. _ _
33. Is there any toll for foot-passengers in the original Dill f xes.
34. How much ? Two-pence, I think.
35. You do not propose to increase that? No.
,
36 Only the tolls on sheep and cattle? Only on sheep and cattle in droves.
37. What has been the annual receipt since the
^“be®
the £ S
it was let for £775; the second year, for £901; and the third year, £845, the third year
isfffin’inthree years you will .have actually received for the tolls £2,500 ?
j-'.'”*1*■“*i"“i“J
M^Wha'Sbe paid «P capital of the Company f

Yes, but we

N»'il

«,000; it wa. 46,000 originally, and

then there was another call for £3,000.
,
,
,
41. Is the whole of that capital paid up ? Yes; and we 5orrowed £2 500 besides
42 Ru Mr Piddinaton • You must have borrowed more than £2,o00 i No, 1 UnnK not.
M f Jfr.iSfSaa the amount the bridg. is let fer, fo, the present year, been
received by the Company yet ? No; it is received monthly.
44. This bridge forms part of a highway, docs it not / xes.
it

inoreased? NOtI thiLk

I:

other bridge sim^y situated, where the tolls

49 %

In the schedule of tolls you propose now, you ask for power to charge

fer every ox or head of neat cattle in drove, 2d. ?

Yes,

5?:

#• -•*

5™\LJriifp™p”gctofyo"S»e“ItV^hTS117.’u tl‘“y°a

33,913 cattle paid toll at Id., same period.................................

^

g

Q

Ordinary traffic, same period ......................*...............................................................

'
54.

By Mr. Dangar:

£792
Are there many farms on the other side of the river ?

5

0
Not many;

Yo3k8.he i..,e».ed Mis proposed will be snffioient «, give tho
Company a fair rate of interest for its investment, and to meet contingencies, wear and te ,

5^ S/Sfr.
57%,

Piddington:

Mr. Burn,:

What is the interest you pay ou the debt incurred?

Eight per

You know of no opposition to tho proposed scale of charges?

None

^You do not propose to make any increase in the charges for carriages, carts, or drays?
No; on nothing but sheep and cattle.

Mr.
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Mr. John Town, called in and examined:—
59. By the Chairman : Ton are the Treasurer of the Richmond Bridge Company 9 I
am, up Mr. John
to the present.
r J
Town.
60._ You and others have petitioned the Assembly for a Bill to amend your Act of Incorpo
ration : Yes.
1
12 Nov., 1861.
61. Would you he kind enough to state to the Committee for what reasons you seek to
obtain higher tolls on sheep and cattle in drove? When we first incorporated ourselves our
capital was £6,000; but wo found the bridge cost £12,070, and it does not pay at the
present time; the charge on sheep is so low, and on cattle too.
yhen you obtained your original Act of Incorporation, you only anticipated it would
cost half what it actually did ? Precisely.
r
^"niCOIISe<lueQfly y°u mado the tolls lower than you would had you known the real
cost ( Yes; wc expected £6,000 would have done us, but it doubled it; and the tolls are
so low it does not cover the expense.
64. In fact you formed a scale of charges to represent a capital of £6,000, whereas in reality
it has cost £12,000 ? Yes, £12,070; we were bound to come to £9,000 ourselves, and then
we had to borrow £2,500 to carry it on, and all the outlay together came to £12,070.
05. Had you been aware it would cost £12,000, you would have applied in the first instance
tor a scale of tolls that would have remunerated you for that amount of capital V Of course
we would.
r
66. Arc you aware whether this bridge is a great public convenience? It is the greatest
convenience to the sheep and cattle coming from Bathurst and the northward.
67. The whole of the cattle from the northern country have to cross this bridge ? Yes
68. And a great number of those from the western country, by Bell’s line ? Yes more or
less of them
.
69. Before the erection of this bridge, are you aware whether there was not a great deal of
time lost in trying to cross cattle and sheep over the river, and great expense incurred by
the delay ? There was indeed; sometimes they would be there three or four hours, or nearly
all day, before they could cross a flock of sheep, because they would not face the punt; and
sometimes they would lose three or four head of cattle in rushing them through the water ■
now they do not take above a minute or two.
°
'
70. On some occasions human life was lost in crossing stock? I cannot exactly say that
there has been in crossing stock, but there has been human life lost on two or three occasions
in getting off the punt, but it was generally when the parties were intoxicated, and walked
off the punt too soon.
71. By Mr. Burns: The crossing was dangerous ? Yes, in that way. That was some years
ago. I do not know for anything particular about cattle, any accident to human life but
merely, as I say, going over as foot-passengers.
’
72. By the Chairman : Do you consider the tolls which you now demand arc only reasonable
for the Company to receive, in return for the capital invested ? Yes.
73. And you do not think they would be too high for the public to pay for the benefit they
receive ? No, I think not. It is generally the squatters that have to pay that, and I do
not think it will be too high.
74. By Mr. Piddington: You receive about £845 a year rental ? Yes, this year.
75. What are your expenses in the shape of costs out of that sum—have you to pay anything ?
Nothing; except when the floods come, and some damage happens; of course, then, we have
to put the bridge to rights again.
76. Independent of such accidents, the whole of tho rental is applicable to the purposes of
the Company ? Yes.
77. How is it you have not paid off more than £500 of the debt within the last two years?
We had to pay £350 to take the punt off the water, and of course that gave us a grab
at once; and then there were all the rest of our liabilities,—for the engineer, Mr. Moriarty
perhaps ^£500, -and other things, Tvhich took a deal of money out of our capital*
78. By Mr, Dangar: Can you inform the Committee whether the Government was applied
to, to build this bridge, before the Company commenced it ? We applied for liberty to make
the bridge throngh an Act.
79. Was the Government applied to before that ? Not that I know of.
80. By Mr. Piddington: The whole rental you receive is applicable to paying off the debt
and when the debt is paid off, to paying a dividend ? Yes.
'
81. By Mr. Burns: You have bad no dividend yet ? No.
82. Is the river fordable at any place near the bridge?. Yes; about a mile and threequarters from it.
83. Do you think the increase of the charges will be likely to lead to many persons availing
themselves of the crossing-place at the Dalis hereafter? There might be a few carts that
would cross there.
84. You do not propose to make any increase in the charge for carts? No; they might
get over.
.
fa
So. If this increase is granted, do you think drovers will he likely to take their cattle across
at the Falls in preference to going over the bridge ? If I tell you the truth about that,
they are roguish enough to do it, and put the money in their own pockets.
86. By Mr. Piddington: Do you think there are many rogues among them ? I have known
them do it at the time of the ferry. The floods have lately made a great alteration at these
Falls—made them deeper.
87. By Mr. Burns: Do you think, as a matter of convenience or econonly, parties are likely
to prefer running the risk of going over the Falls rather than pay the extra toll over the
bridge r If they could get oyer, many of them would.
88*
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88. Do you think it is dangerous for them to do so ?

It is now, but in former times it was

—
89 Do you think the owners or the drovers of cattle are likely to consider the extra charge
12 Nov., 1863. excessive? Well, I do not know; hut they might be roguish enough to give us the go-by
there, if the water got low again there.
90. They cannot do it at the-present time? No; there have been several floods in the
'

91.

By Mr. Dangar:

You are aware that the owners of tho cattle allow tho drovers for the

toll? Yes.
■
,
,
92. By Mr. Burns : What depth is the water now ? Three or four feet.
93. Sheep could not cross there ? Not well, they would lose many of them; the water
would take them off their feet.
64. The water is rapid ? Yes.
_
„
95. Have you heard of any opposition to the increaped tolls. No.
....
. .
96. You dp not think the increase too much ? I do not think it is; it will merely give us
a reasonable consideration to get our capital back.
«
97. It will enable you to have your capital returned to you, and pay a reasonable dividend f
Yes, that is wbat we have applied for.
, , , T1
98. Do you know what have been the receipts annually since the bridge was erected ? J be
first year we ought to have got £775, but we did not get it at all; the next year £JU1;
and this year we arc in now £845.
.
99. Did I understand you to say, in answer to a question from Hr. Piddington, toat you
had to give the lessee of the punt some consideration for giving up the punt t Y es, £dbU.
100. In the first instance ? Yes.
101. But j'ou have not to give him anything now ? No, that paid him on.
102. Had you to pay anything for any existing interest besides the punt t VVe had to pay
Mr. Moriarty.
103. What had you to pay him ? £500—five per cent, _
104. For what? For bis services as engineer of the bridge.
. , , T. ■ »
105. By Mr. Dangar: Is the road on the northern side of the bridge fenced in l
-t is lor
a certain distance.
106. How far ? Three or four miles.
, , ..
.
.
*
107. Then the cattle cannot diverge from the road as they near the bridge to go to the
Falls? There is the Belmont Eoad.
'
108. Do many cattle go the Bell’s Line road? Yes, lately. _
,
.
109. Cattle generally coming from the northward make for Eichmond, as a place where the
butchers meet? Yes.
,
.
110. But they are not compelled to cross at the bridge ? No, they mny go to the crossingplace if they choose. Suppose a master sends a man with a flock of sheep and gives him
money to pay the tolls, the man may keep the money and go across at tho balls.
111. By Mr. Burns: You say the Falls are dangerous? They are dangerous- now.
112. Wbat is the ordinary depth of water at the Falls ? I have seen no water there at all.
113. That is in times of drought? Yes; but generally speaking there is always water

*

114^ In ordinary seasons what is the depth of water ?

About two feet; but the rush of the

river in the floods and freshes we have had lately has mado the channel deeper.
115. Since the last floods there is an alteration of the channel—they have made it deeper r
Yes.
.
116. Sheep could not cross there now ? Not without taking them off their feet,
117. Could cattle cross there? Yes, but it is not likely they would.
118. By Mr. Piddinaton: Have you known many cases in which they have crossed at the
Falls since the bridge bas been opened ? 1 have not seen anything of the sort since, because
the river has generally been up, and stopped all communication there.
119. It has not been so high during the whole of the last two years as_ to prevent cattle
from crossing ? Well, it has ; there has always been a full body of water in the river. _
120. By Mr. Burns: Since the bridge bas been erected have yon known of any cases in which
drovers have brought cattle over the river at the Falls? No, I have known it formerly; not
.

since the bridge has been erected.
121. All the cattle have passed over the bridge? All we know of.
122. Arc the settlers in the district in the habit of crossing at tho balls f In the upper
district they have been; but this year the water has cut out the bed.
123. In previous years, you have known instances where settlers have been in the habit ot
crossing at the Falls ? I have known them evade the punt and go over the Falls, when the
punt was in existence.
,,
,
124. By Mr. Dangar: In a dry season you think the tolls would he very much decreased
by people crossing at the Falls—supposing we had a drought again ? That is it.
125. By Mr. Burns: In case of the Falls becoming nearly dry, people would generally
prefer crossing there ? Some of them might. There is a main road there they can go it
they like. We have known it in the punt time, but never seen it in the bridge tune; they
were roguisb enough to do it then.
'
126. By Mr. Piddington: You would not conelnde that a man was dishonest because ho
avoided”"paying the tolls? It was not the master that did it, but the servants, to save the
money for themselves.
.
,
^
127. By Mr. Dangar: You are aware there is no gam to the squatter by evading the toll
you are aware the drovers are paid so much ahead from the stations to Sydney or Richmond,
and they pay all tolls out of the price of droving ? Yes, that is it; they get a cheque or
order for the money, and they can cross where they like.
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128. By the Chairman: This place you term the Falls is a public right of way ? Yes, Mr. John
Town.
tli ere is a surveyed road there.
129. Do you include, in the £12,000 which you say was the cost of the bridge, tbe £500
12 Nov., 1801.
paid to Mr. Moriarty ? Yes.
130. And the £350 to the lessee of the punt? Yes.
131. By the Chairman: Every item of the cost is included in the £12,000 ? Yes, every
shilling that I know of; but perhaps you would kcar more about that from Mr. Fraser.
132. What interest are you paying for the borrowed capital ? The bank interest—eight per
cent.
133. By-Mr. Burns : You pay £160 a-ycar for interest alone? Yes.
134. Have you any salaries to pay also ? Yes, Mr. Fraser, we have to pay him ; formerly
we paid him £100 a-year, while the bridge was in actual building; now we only pay him £25.
135. Do you let the bridge by tender, or receive the tolls ? Wc let it by auction to the
highest bidder.
136. By Mr. Piddington: "What arc Mr. Fraser’s duties now ? 'He keeps the books.

Sj-dncy: Thomas Richards, Covcrument Printer.—1501.
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BRIDGE AT WEST MAITLAND.
(PETITION RELATIVE TO.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

26

November,

1861.

Unto the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of West Maitland, and Residents of
the surrounding neighbourhood and County of Durham,—

Humbly Sheweth:—
• ■ iyour Petitioners are fully sensible of the great and important benefits
arising to all classes of a community and the country generally, in having good roads and
bridges over rivers, at suitable and convenient places, so as to connect distant parts of the
country with those localities where stock, produce, and other industrial and marketable
commodities may be disposed of, not only for use and consumption locallv, but shipped or
otherwise conveyed to distant ports and places offering a ready and profitable market
V18* Wcst MmtmDd is the centre and market town of a rich and important district *
1 ntercourse between this town and the county of Durham (the latter being situated
. ” 4119 .nort“ aide of the River Hunter) has for a length of time been great, and is steadily
increasing. This intercourse has been greatly impeded and restricted, and at times entirely
suspended from the want of a bridge over the River Hunter, to conneet West Maitland with
the Lounty of Durham and adjoining and neighbouring districts.
■i
7?at unt!! very recently, the only mode of communication between West Maitland
and the County of Durham, and other important places and districts in that direction, was
by a ford at a place called " The Ealls;” and this mode was only available when tbe river
was low lor some tune past a punt has been in use at ttTlie Falls,” which punt has to be
entirely laid up when the river is m any way high • but the recent floods have so materially
and permanently altered the bed of the river at this point, that the ford before referred to
Bas been swept away, thereby rendering it impossible to cross the river in this way • and
the channel otherwise has been so altered that this punt has become almost useless even
wuen the river is at its ordinary level, as it cannot approach either of the banks of the river
so as to allow parties or carriages, drays, &c., being landed in safety.
'
ah
T7^tho.sett1®^ and others on tbe Paterson, at Clarence Town, Dungog, on tbe
Allyn and Manning Rivers, and other important districts on the north side of the River
Hunter, and also West Maitland, have suffered, and are daily suffering serious loss and
injury, from the want of a bridge at West Maitland, at some convenient and eligible place
as may be fixed upon.
h
That the revenue to be derived from tolls and puntage at such a bridge would yield
an ample return for the money expended on its erection, as the present amount of income
from the punt would be greatly increased if a bridge in every way suitable and passable at
all times and seasons, were erected.
at
vr
T,^t the erection of such a bridge would add.materially to the traffic of the Great
Northern Railway, and benefit a la/ge and important section of the Colony. That there are
S V COo!“d U
aud the necessary expenses would be comparaextended0^61*16’ ^ 6 ^ '30nefits to
derived therefrom would be incalculable and widely
, „ Th,at Jour Petitioners may take the liberty of referring to the circumstance of a sum
of money having been voted by your Honorable House to erect a barrier or dam across the
obtrinf
FatS’ T
d°ub 6 purp0E° of enablinS the ^habitants of West Maitland to
obtain fresh water at all seasons, and also for this barrier being used as a roadway to and
tbaTthVs !PrSltei£ld0 fthe Ri-ver Hu,nter' from Maitland; but your Petitioners understand
that this scheme has, for certain good reasons, been abandoned, and the sum voted not
required for the purpose originally intended.
,
« sum vowa not
May it therefore please your Honorable House to take this Petition into vour connron?r‘0nthn(1-0 £W!ttm the premises' as to your Honorable House may secn/jnst and
proper in the circumstances.
j ■>jubi, aim
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
\_IIcre follow

[Price, Id.]
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1,377
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STEAM CEAJSTE AT NEWCASTLE.
(RETURN IN REFERENCE TO.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

15

October,

1861.

RETURN to an Order made by the 'Honorable the Legislative Assembly
of New South Wales, dated 27 September, 1861,—
“ (1.) That a copy of the Specifications issued for making the

“ Steam Crane at Newcastle, dated 18 July, 1860, be laid upon
“ the Table of this House.
“ (2.) Also copies of all Correspondence between Mr. Moriarty
“ and Messrs. P. N. Russell and Co., relating thereto.”

(Mr. Allen.)

Schedule,
MO.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

PACE.

(Specification of Steam Crane, Newcastle) ..
......................... * ..
..
..
..
P. N. Russell & Co., forwarding to the Enginccr-in-Chief for Harbours, &c., general tracing
of Steam Crane, &c. 21 August, 1800 ................................................................................... 2
Ho.
to
do., drawing attention to above. 30 August, 1860..
.,
..
..
Engineor-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers to the Messrs. Russell, in reply to above. 1 Sep
tember, 1860
................................... .
............................................................
..
P. N. Russell & Co. to Mr. Moriarty, further on the subject. 3 September, 1860 ..
..
Mr. Moriarty to P. N. Russell & Co., in reply. 4 September, I860
.,
..
..
P. N. Russell <t Co. to Mr. Moriarty, further respecting. 4 September, 1360..
..
..
Mr. Moriarty to P. N. Russell & Co., in reply. 5 September, 1860
..
..
..
..
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STEAM CRANK, NEWCASTLE.

SPECIFICATION of a Steam Crane for Shipping Coals at Newcastle.

The work to te executed under this Contract will consist in supplying, erecting, and
putting to work, on the Wharf at Newcastle, a good, substantial, and powerful Steam Crane,
with boiler, and all proper appliances and fittings, suitable for the loading of coals on
board ship.
The accompanying drawing and this specification describe, generally, the dimensions
and kind of Crane required. The ordinary weight which the Crane will have to lift will be
about eight (8) tons; but the Crane will be required to be constructed of strength sufficient
to be capable of lifting, with safety, a weight of not less than twelve (12) tons; and in
order to prove that the Crane is competent to do the work required of it, and above described,
the contractor will be held responsible for its safe working for a period of two months after
it shall have been opened for bona fide use by the public.
A five-horse power high-pressure boiler, of approved construction, fitted with proper
feed apparatus, and all the usual cocks and pipes, steam and others 5 blow-off pipes and
cooks; steam and water gauges; and, in fact, all fittings and mountings usually required in
such cases, shall be supplied and erected by the contraotor, on some convenient part of the
wharf adjoining the Crane.
_
The drawing exhibits the size and general arrangements of the Crane, as much in
detail as it is considered necessary to shew them.
Minute details or particulars are not given, it being presumed that an intelligent
contractor will understand all that will be required, and will estimate accordingly it being
distinctly understood that the work will be required, in all its parts, to be turned out in
first-class style, and finished in every respect, both as regards material and workmanship,
to the satisfaction of the Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers, or whomsoever he may
appoint to superintend the same.
The Roller is to be capable of being worked up to a pressure of fifty pounds to tbe
square inch.
All bearings to be of brass or gun-metal, with proper lubricating apparatus.
Any slight modification which may be suggested by the contractor, the. effect of which
would be either to improve the work or diminish the cost, such as slightly altering dimen
sions to suit patterns, will, if approved of by the before-named Engineer, be allowed.
The amount stated in the contractor's tender will be considered as the full price of
the Crane, complete, and set to work to the satisfaction of the Engineer j and no allowances
whatever will be made for any alleged extras.
The contractor is to state in his tender the time within which he will be prepared to
complete the Crane and put it to work, under a penalty of £3 3s, per day, for every day
that the work remains unfinished after the time so specified.
Payments will be made in three instalments, on the certificate of the Engineer as to
the value of the work performed; the first instalment to be paid when the Castings are all
made; the second instalment to become due when tbe Crane and its appliances have been
erected on the Wharf at Newcastle; and the third and final instalment to be paid when
delivery shall have been taken by the Government at the end of the period of maintenance
by the Contractor—two months, as before specified.
The cast iron centre frame of the Crane is shewn as fittings on a pile; this pile
will he supplied, driven, fixed, and braced into the Wharf, and roughly trimmed up by the
Contraotor for the Wharf; the cost, therefore, of this pile should not bo included in the
estimate of the Contractor of tbe Crane; but, with the exception of this pile, all other
matters or things connected with the Steam Crane, such as holding-down bolts, chains,
slings, and all other - things required to set the Crane to work, shall be furnished by the
Contractor for the Crane, and are to be considered as included in tbe amount specified in
his tender.
.

E. 0- MORIARTY.

No. 1.
P. N. Russell & Co.

to

Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours, &c.
Sussex-street Engine Works,

1860.
_
We have much pleasure in forwarding for your approval the general tracing of
Steam Crane. We have made out the full-sized drawing on a very large board, shewing
details which we shall be happy to shew you at your earliest convenience. The alterations
which we propose, and which are principally suggested from the experience we had in a
fifteen-ton Steam Crane we supplied to the Victorian Government eighteen months ago, and
which
Sgdney,

Sib,

21

August,
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which has been at work since that time and giving the greatest satisfaction, are as follows:__
The base plate we have strengthened with deep ribs, and intend turning it in tbe lathe where
the bevel rollers work on, as well as boring out the socket for tho Crane post at the same
time, so as to ensure both being perfectly concentric. We have introduced three friction
rollers to take the thrust at bottom of Crane post for the purpose of diminishing the
friction in turning round the crane, also anti-friction gear at the top of the post for the same
purpose. The cheeks of the Crane we have made of cast iron, 1^ thick in the web, with
very strong flanges all round tho outside, as well as round the insido panels. The Crane
post we have made larger in diameter and stronger. We have put the friction break wheel
on the opposite side from the main spur wheel, so as to enable us to keep the box of main
spur wheel as close as possible to the bearing, and lessen the strain on main gudgeon. We
have made the cylinders with trunk pistons for the sake of compactness, exactly the same as
those of the Victorian Crane. The'whole of the remainder of the Crane, as well as general
arrangement, is identical with the original plan.
Trusting the same may meet with your sanction,—
We remain, &c.,
P. N. RUSSELL & CO.

No. 2.
P. N. Russell & Co.

to

Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours, &c.
Su&sex-tireet Engine Works,
Sydney,

SlR;

31

August,

1860.

We had the honor of addressing you on the subject of a Steam Crane on the
21stinstant, but arc still without a reply from you. We have now got many of tho patterns
completed, but would wish much to have your approval of them before patting them into
the Foundry. As it is extremely probable we may soon have a rise in wages, we are
very anxious to push on as fast as we can j we trust, therefore, you will give the subject
your attention as soon as you conveniently can.
We remain, &c.,
P. N. RUSSELL & CO.

No. 3.
Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours, &c.,

to

P. N. Russell

k

Co.

Department of Public Works,
Harbour and River Branch,
Sydney, 1 September, 1860.
Sirs,
_ _ Absence from Sydney has prevented my replying at an earlier date to your
communication on the subject of the Steam Crane at Newcastle, a tracing of some alterations
in which accompanied your letter.
_
The sketch submitted by you contains so many defects, and is altogether so crude and
ill-considered a design, that I could not on any account permit its substitution for the one
you have contracted to erect; in fact, I am rather surprised at such a production emanating
from any respectable mechanical firm, as it certainly does not appear to embody any of that
great experience to which you allude as having acquired in the erection of an imported Crane
at Melbourne, and which, by tbe way, is totally different in every respect from the Crane
under consideration.
1. The trunk pistons your design exhibits are manifestly unsuitable ; in high
winds tbe trunks would get so covered at every stroke with coal dust and sand, for which
Newcastle is celebrated, as to destroy any packing in a few days, and to render it’impoasiblc
to keep them steam-tight.
2. The cylinders are placed in tbe very most inconvenient position you could possibly
have selected, even if your intention had been to shut out the view in front from the man
working the Crane. This error might lead to the most serious accidents, as an instant's
reflection will convince you.
3. The cast-iron cheeks are neither so strong, nor so much to be depended upon, as
the wrought-iron for which I have specified.
_ _ 4. The cast-iron column is, by your plan, merely fitted into the sole-plate without
being in any other way fastened to it or to the wharf; neither are the side frames fastened
in any way to the centre column, so as to counteract the obvious tendency which the great
weight acting at the outer cud of the gib would have, to lift.the frame off the column, or draw
the column itself from its place. In the original plan this tendency is guarded against by
fastening the column down to the sole-plate and the wharf by six 1^ inch bolts, and by
securing the movable frame to the column by a collar at the top; in fact, as your plan stands
at present, there is nothing whatever to prevent the whole thing toppling over when the
weight comes on the end of the gib.
.
.
.
5. The cross-frame at top of column shews the greatest amount of metal where it
ought ta have the least, and vice versa; this frame is not nearly so strong as that shewn in.
the original.
6.
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6. You male no provision for adjusting tho conical rollers so as to ensure tbcir
concentric movement; this is a curious oversight, and one which your proposed arrangement
of the box would render it difficult to obviate.
7. The manner in which you propose to secure tbe stay rods to the movable frame,
by cast-iron lugs, is very objectionable; the sudden jerks and strains would be certain to
break them off. In the original design they are secured to the wrought-iron cheeks by
J inch bolts.
_
..... T
8. The internal diameter of the column is less than tbe original; this 1 cannot allow.
9. I also object to the coupling clutches being at the outer extremity of the shaft.
10. If more convenient to you, and provided that the same strength of rail be main
tained, and that the surface be turned up to the true bevel, I have no objection to a cast
iron ring being substituted for wrought iron as specified.
.
>
11. As I mentioned to you at first, although I see no occasion for them, there is no
objection to your introducing friction rollers, or increasing the diameter of the wheel into
which the worm for slewing works; but the speed shewn in the original must he maintained. ^
12. You will please attend at your earliest convenience at tho Crown Solicitor s
Office, for the purpose of signing the necessary bond for the due fulfilment of your contract.
I have, &c.,
E. 0. MORIARTY,
Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers.

_
P. N. Russeix & Co.

to

No. 4.
Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours, &c.
Sussex-street Engine Works,
Sydney,

SlR'

We this morning received yours of the 1st instant.

3

September,

1860.

We regret much to give

you so much trouble with regard to the Steam Crane. Nearly all the objections yon have
made to our general plau have been corrected in the full-sized drawing we have made, and
which we would like you to see.
r
We are perfectly willing to construct a Crane in exact accordance with your plan,
but must decline to prove it to twelve tons and uphold it for two months.
We remain, &o.,
P. N. RUSSELL & CO-

No. 5.
Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours, &c.,

to

P. N. Russell & Co.

Department of Public' Works,
Harbour and River Branch,
Sydney,

^irt8'

4

September,

1860.

ln reply to your letter of yesterday’s date, I have the honor to inform you

that, inasmuch as you have declined to carry out the contract for the Steam Crane for New
castle in accordance with your tender, I have felt it my duty to recommend that the work
should be re-advertised or else given to the tenderer next above you.
_
It will be obvious to you, that it would be most unjust to the parties who competed
with you for the Crane, to permit you to substitute for the design on which they tendered, a
contrivance of your own totally different from it.
I have, &c.,
E. 0. MORIARTY.

P. N. Russell & Co.
SlR’

to

No. 6.
Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours, &e.
Sydney Foundry, 4 September, 1860.

We arc duly in receipt of yours of this date.

We regret that you have so

misunderstood our letter of yesterday. We are quite willing to construct a Crane in
accordance with our tender. Relying, however, upon several clauses in the specification
we expected that wc would he allowed to make such modifications in the plan as would
insure us from all risk in testing and upholding the Crane for two months.
We think that if you were to see the full-sized drawing we hare made, and hear an
explanation on the subject, that all would be arranged to your satisfaotiou. Or if you would
prefer it we are quite willing to refer the matter to two unprejudiced individuals, or meet
you and refer the matter to the Minister of Public Works, and abide by his decision. In
fact we are willing to meet you in any way you may suggest, only we must positively decline
to construct a Crane and take the responsibility of its carrying 12 tons, unless we are
allowed to make several modifications in your plan.
We have, &o.,
P. N. RUSSELL & CO.
No. 7.
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No. 7.

Engineer-in-Chief

for

Harbours, &c.,

to

P. N. Russell & Co.

Department of Public Works,
Harbour and River Branch,,
Sydney,

5

September,

1860.

Gentlemen,
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of yesterday’s date.
Permit me to say you are in error in supposing that I have misunderstood your letter j
on the contrary, I thoroughly understand it, as well as the motives by which you appear to
have been actuated throughout in this (as you have made it) very troublesome transaction.
You tender, amongst others, for a specific work, and as soon as your tender is
accepted you immediately set to work to endeavour to substitute something totally different
from that for which you and tho others had tendered, thereby seeking to take, what I cannot
help designating as a most unprofessional, as well as a most unfair advantage of the other
tenderers.
^
If you are permitted to supply a Crane on some plan of your own, why should not
the others have equally fair play and be allowed to do likewise ? They may possibly supply,
if called upon to do so, a cheaper and better design than you can; and to say truth, judging
from the combination of stupidity and ignorance which the plan you sent in for my approval
exhibits, they would not find much difficulty in doing so.
I certainly shall not look at your full-sized plan, nor will I allow myself to be a
party to any such manifest injustice to the other mechanical establishments as you seem
desirous of perpetrating.
I have, &o.,
E. 0. MORIARTY,
Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivera.

Sydney 2 Thomas Bichards, Goyemmcnt Printer,—1861*
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Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed',

17

January,

18G2.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly
of New South Wales, dated 7 January, 18G2, That there be laid
upon the Table of this House,—
“ The Specification or a Copy of the Specification of the Works
“ required in the construction of the Circular Wharf at the head
“ of Woolloomooloo Bay.”

{Mr. Lucas.)
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CIRCULAR WHARF, WOOLLOOMOOLOO BAY.

0 OP7 of Specification for a Wharf in Woolloomooloo Bay.

The work to be executed under this Contract will consist in the construction of a Wharf in
Woolloomooloo Bay, in the position indicated in the accompanying general plan of the Bay,
and in accordance with the general and detailed plans thereunto attached, and numbered
consecutively 1 to 3.
...
.
Plane.—Plan No. 1 is a Survey of the Bay, on which is delineated by a red line the
extent of the proposed Wharf, but the part only between the red lines will be entered upon
under this Contract.
_
Plan No. 2 shews in elevation and cross section tho manner in which the work is to
be carried out; some slight alterations are purposed to be made in this drawing, which are
shewn in red.
Plan No. 3 shews some borings which have been made in a line across the Bay, but
they are only intended to give a rough approximate view of the depth of the sand and mud.
This Contract will be for the timber, iron-work, and copper, and other matters con
nected with the timber facing of the Wharf, and is not intended to include the stone ballast
facing or the back filling, both of which will be executed under different contracts.
Piles.—The piles shall be truly pitched and driven at distances of ten feet apart from
centre to centre, both longitudinally and transversely ; they shall be of the best ironbark,
round, not less than fifteen inches diameter at the toe, or than twenty inches at the head
when driven in place and cut off* to the proper lengths; they shall be shod with a cast-iron
shoe weighing about seventy-seven pounds (77), of the kind shewn in the drawings, accurately
fitted and secured with four f inch spikes.
The piles shall be driven home to the bed rock with a 20 cwt. monkey, and no pile
shall be considered to be fully driven till it shall have ceased to descend one inch after
having received five blows of the monkey, falling from a height of 20 feet. Any pile driven
out of tho true line, or which may exhibit any injuries or defects after having been driven,
shall be immediately drawn and replaced by a sound pile, at the Contractor’s sole charge;
when fully driven, the pile shall be cut off to the proper level, and a tenon worked on it
14'' x 6" x 6" to fit into a corresponding mortise in the cap; the pile shall be secured to
the caps and girders with anchor straps and bolts, in the manner shewn in drawing No. 2.
Copper.—All that part of the pile which will be exposed to the action of the salt
water, namely, from eighteen inches below the surface of the mud or sand to high water
mark, shall be sheathed with the best copper, or Muntz patent yellow metal, twenty ounces
(20 oz.) to the foot, smoothly and evenly laid with proper laps, and secured with
inch
nails of the same metal, in the proportion of 4 lb. of nails to the sheet. Before laying on
the copper or metal, all knots, projections, or other irregularities, shall be carefully trimmed
off the piles.
■
All bolts passing through piles and walings below the top level of the copper or
metal shall be of one inch round copper or metal, rivetted over rings of the pattern which
may be seen on application at this Office.
Land Tics.-—Land ties shall be attached to every fifth bay of piles; the land tie piles
shall be not less than twenty feet in length, more if required. They shall be driven full
twenty feet from the back of the wharf, in a slanting direction; they shall be secured to the
inner end of tho cap by two half timber braces 12'' x 6", bolted to cap and land tie pile; to
tbe face of the latter shall be spiked six hardwood slabs 9 feet x d" x 9", against and around
which may be packed a mass of stone ballast.
Diagonal Braces.—The diagonal braces are to be of the best ironbark, 12" x 6" x 25
feet in length, fitted to every alternate bay of piles, and secured to the centre and inner
ones with copper bolts, and to the outer row with wrought iron bolts, one inch in diameter.
Fender Pieces.—Fender pieces are to be fixed to tbe face row of piles, and securely
bolted to them with two iron and one copper bolts, each of one inch; they shall be scored
into the pile, and shall be neatly rounded off at top and bottom, to prevent vessels riding on
tbe Wharf or otherwise injuring it.
Landing Stairs.—One landing stair is to be fixed at the centre of each street, for
the convenience of passengers landing from boats.
Stringers.—A stringer or guard piece 12<'x 12" shall he laid over the outer ends of
the planks on tho face of the Wharf, and secured to the lower face beams with % bolts and
nuts ten feet apart. The back stringer or that covering the inner ends of the planks to be
12" x 6", and scoured with similar bolts and tuts.
Planking.—The deck or platform will be formed by a layer of planking 3' x 9’; tbe
whole to be of the full width of the wharf in length. The planking shall be of approved
Colonial hardwood—ironbark, spotted or blue gum, or blackbutt—sound and good. The
whole to be closely and evenly laid and spiked down to tbe girders with
bolts 8V in length,
of a pattern which may be seen at this Office, one to each beam.
Longitudinals.—The longitudinal bearers on which the planking is to rest shall be
of ironbark, 12" x 12" and 12" x 6' alternately, of sufficient lengths to take four bays each ;
but they shall he so laid as to break joint on the caps properly. They shall be joiued by
vertical scarfs, at least three feet in length, and secured by three one-jnqh iron bolts. The
'
'
centres
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centres of all scarfs to come over tho centres of the piles or caps; the stringers shall be
secured to the caps or piles with |-inch plain, or one-inch anchor bolts, respectively. All
scarfs to be closely and evenly worked, planed on the joints, and saw-fitted at the butts, and
set up taut with a timber key before the fastenings are inserted. Tho cross caps also to be
ironbark 14" x Id" and 26 feet long; they shall be mortised down on the pile heads, as before
described, and secured with wrought iron anchor straps and holts, in the manner exhibited
in tbe drawing; to the inner end of every fifth cap will be attached the half-timber braces of
the land tie piles.
The stone ballast shewn in the drawing as resting under the inner end of the Wharf
will be executed under another contract.
All materials and workmanship to be used in any part of this work to be of the very
best of their respective kinds; the timber shall be quite sound, perfectly straight, and with
the exception of the piles, truly squared, of ironbark, spotted or blue gum, or other approved
Colonial hardwood, free from knots, shakes, pipes, sapwood, and all other defects. All
butts and joints to he neatly and closely worked. Scarfs to be planed, tenons to fit their
mortises, and planks to bed fair on their supports, and to be set up close at the edges.
The cast iron to be sound and free from cracks, air-holes, and all other defects; tho
wrought iron to be of the best crown bar or cable iron, well and neatly forged. All screw
bolts and nuts to have well and clean cut threads. Nuts to be one and one-half times the
diameter of the bolt in depth. Washers of boiler-plate, 4" by 4' by
to be placed under all
heads and nuts.
Tarring.—The whole of the timber work shall receive two good coats of Stockholm
or Archangel tar, boiled with a little pitch, and laid on hot. All joints to be well tarred
before they are put together; the iron-work to he coated while hot with pitch or black
varnish.
Mooring Piles.—A mooring pile shall be driven at every hundred feet on the Wharf,
bolted to the girders, and rising about three feet above tho platform; it shall be neatly
rounded off at the head and covered with a oast iron cap, similar to those on the Circular
Quay, Sydney Cove.
The plans, sections, and this Specification represent generally the nature, extent, and
dimensions of tho work, and are signed by E. 0. Moriarty, Engincer-in-Chief for Harbours
and Rivers.
Should any discrepancy be found between the scale attached to the drawings and the
written dimensions, or between the drawings and this Specification, or should there he any
ambiguity in them, the same shall he referred to the before-named Engineer, whose decision
shall be final; and anything contained in the drawings or in this Specification shall be as
binding upon the Contractor as if it bad been contained in both.
As it is intended to carry out the work by a Schedule of Prices, the Contractor will
be required to furnish one, stating in detail the cost of the different parts of the work. All
such prices being for their respective items, fixed and fastened in place, to the entire satis
faction of the before-named Engineer. Schedule to state cost of—
1. Piles, as specified, driven at per foot run.
2. Caps, 14* x 14" x 26 feet, fixed and fastened in place, at per foot run.
3. Girders or stringers, fixed aud fastened, 12' x 12" x 43', at per foot run.
4.
Do.
do.
12“ x 6" x 42', at per foot run.
b. Walings
do.
12" x 6", at per foot run.
6. Fender pieces
do.
12" x 12" x 6", at per foot run.
7. Other timbers at per foot cube.
8. Planking 3" x 9", as before specified, laid and spiked, including spikes or bolts,
at per hundred of 3 in.
9. Planking or sheathing, 2* x 9", at per hundred of 2 in.
10. Land tie piles and mooring piles, fixed in place, at per foot run.
11. Slabs for do., of the thickness specified, at per hundred super.
12. Wrought iron in straps and bolts, fixed in place complete, at per ewt.
13. Cast iron, fixed, including pattern and all other charges, at per cwt.
14. Copper or Muntz metal, laid as specified, including laps, nails, and all other
expenses, at per foot super.
15. Copper bolts, rivetted on rings as specified, at per lb.
16. Tarring, at per one hundred feet super., one coat,
17. Coal tarring, at per one hundred feet super.
’
The Contractor shall find and provide at his own cost all timber, iron, tar, copper, or
metal, and all other materials of every kind, together with tools, implements, pile engines,
punts, and plant of all other kinds, as well as skilled and unskilled labour required to carry
out the work in an efficient and expeditious manner. Should it appear that any minor
matters have been omitted in the plans and specification, but the intention to include which
is obviously necessary for the completion and stability of a well-constructed wharf according
to the general design exhibited on the plans, all such additional parts or things are to be
provided by the Contractor, and are supposed to be included in the contract sum on the
rates stated in the Schedule.
The Contractor shall not in any case depart from the Specification, nor from the
dimensions shewn on the accompanying drawings, without written directions to that effect
signed by the before-named Engineer for Harbours and Rivers. But if the Government or
the Engineer shall direct changes to bo made, the Contractor is to execute them and to be
paid the extra cost, or allow the corresponding reduction, both at per Schedule price, or as
may be agreed upon between tbe Engineer and the Contractor, before such change is made;
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and in all cases of change authorized as above described, the change or alteration is only to
be considered as affecting the object in view, and not as tending in any way to vitiate or
annul the Contract generally.
The Contractor will be required to give due personal attendance, and in his absence
to leave some properly qualified person with whom the Engineer may at all reasonable
times confer.
The entire of the work, both as regards the quality of the materials and the mode of
execution, is in every respect to be performed to the satisfaction of the Engineer-in-Chief
for Harbours and Rivers or his assistant; and all its parts are to be executed in the most
complete, permanent, and substantial manner, according to the true intent and meaning
of the drawings and this Specification.
Should it appear to the Engineer that the Contractor is not performing his work in
a proper manner, or with requisite expedition, or that lie does not comply with the orders he
may receive from time to time from the Engineer, then the Government are to have power
to take the work out of the Contractor's hands, on giving him fourteen days notice in
writing to that effect, and to employ other Contractors or workmen to complete the same, the
Contractor and his sureties still remaining liable to the extent of their respective bonds for
any extra cost the Government may be put to by reason of failure of tbe Contractor properly
to complete the work; and any balance which may be due to him at the time he may
be so discharged shall be retained by the Government, towards defraying any extra expense
which may be incurred.
The Contractor shall state in his tender the time within which he will complete the
work, and in the event of its non-completion to the satisfaction of the Engineer within such
specified time, he shall forfeit and pay Fifty pounds (£50) per week for every week that
shall elapse after such specified time, till its completion.
The work will he measured at tbe end of every four weeks, and payments made to
the Contractor at the rate of eighty per centum on the value of the work actually executed
and certified to by the Engineer and his assistant, estimated according to the Schedule of
Prices to be furnished by the Contractor; the balance to be retained by the Government till
the work shall be finally taken off his hands, which will be in three months after its final
completion, if all its parts shall then be found to be in proper and perfect condition.
The Contractor will be hound to maintain the work for a period of three months after
its final completion and use by the public; and if any parts should within that period shew
any signs of weakness or of giving way, or should any defective workmanship or materials be
detected, the Contractor, when called upon to do so, shall make good the same at his own
cost, to the satisfaction of the Engineer, before the reserved balance will be paid.
Any materials or workmanship the Engineer may disapprove of shall bo immediately
removed, or if not done so within seven days after receiving notification so to remove them,
the Engineer may cause the same to he removed, and deduct the cost thereof from the
Contractor’s next instalment.
,
Only net measurements of timber, iron, or other materials, will be allowed, notwith
standing any practice or custom to the contrary.
E. 0. MORIARTY.

Sydney: Thomae Richards, Government Printer,—1862.
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Ordered by tlie Legislative Assembly to be Printed,
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17

January,

1862.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly
of New South Wales, dated 17 January, 1862, That there be laid
upon the Table of this House,—
“ A Copy of all Correspondence between W. C. Wentworth, or
“ his representative, and the Secretary for Public Works, or
“ any Officer of the Oovernmcnt, on the subject of reclaiming
“ a large portion of Land from below high water mark in
“ Darling Harbour, bounded by Druitt-street on the south;
“ together with a Copy of all Correspondence and Reports from
“ the Engineer for Harbours and Rivers, on the same subject.”

{Mr. Dalglcish.)
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RECLAIMING OF LAND IN DARLING HARBOUR. -

W. C. Wentworth, Esq.,

to

Secretary

for

Public Works.
Sydney,

29

October,

1861.

Sir,
I have the honor to represent, that having obtained permission from the Govern
ment to fill up and erect Wharves on my land in Darling Harbour, bounded by Sussex and
Druitt streets, and having acted on that permission for many years, without interruption,
until this day, when my workmen have been warned not to proceed further, I have therefore
to request that they may be allowed to proceed with their contract, it being my intention,
when the work is completed and the land reclaimed, to apply for a grant under the new
Eegulations.
•
I have, &o.,
W. C. WENTWORTH.
Mr. Moriarty is requested to report on this case.—W. M. A.—29/10/61,
Mr. Moriarty accordingly.—B.C., 29/10/61__ J. B.

E. 0. Moriarty, Esq,,

to

Under Secretary

for

Public Works.

Report.

The filling in of the space in question is, in a sanitary point of view, highly desirable;
the exhalations given off from the semi-putrid mud, when left bare by the receding tide,
must be highly offensive and noxious. I therefore consider that the reclamation should be
proceeded with as expeditiously as possible.
’

’ 31/10/61.

Submitted—Mr. Wentworth may he so infonned.'—J. B.—1/11/61.
Approved—W. M. A.—1/11/61.

Under Secretary

for

Public Works

to

W. C. Wentworth, Esq.

Department of Public Works,
Sydney,

1

November,

1861.

Sir,

In reference to your letter of tbe 29th ultimo, requesting that orders given to
your workmen to desist from filling up the water frontage of your land in Darling Harbour,
between Sussex and Druitt streets, may be authorized to be withdrawn, I am directed by the
Secretary for Public Works to inform you, that under a report received from the Engineerin-Chief for Harbours and Rivers, be has approved of your being allowed to proceed with the
filling in of the frontage in question, as desired by you.
I have, &c.,
JOHN RAE.

Under Secretary

for

Public Works to Engineer-in-Chief
and Rivers.

for

Harbours

Department of Public Works,
Sydney,

1

November,

1861.

Sir,
I am directed to inform you, that under your B.C. Report of the 31st ultimo,
the Secretary for Public Works has approved of W. C. Wentworth, Esq., being allowed
to proceed with the filling in of the water frontage of his land in Darling Harbour, between
Sussex-street and Druitt-street; and I am to request, that if the orders to desist from this
work, given to Mr. Wentworth’s men, did not. emanate from any of your officers, you will
have the goodness to communicate this decision to the Harbour Master.
I have, &c.,
JOHN RAE.

Sjiliiey : Tliomaa ISicherd5, Government Printer.—1B02,
[Price,
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Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

27

September,

1861.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly
of New South Wales, dated 5 March, 1861, That there be laid upon
the Table of this House,—■

“ A Report from the Pilot Board on the working of that
“ Department, so far as regards Harbor Regulations, Harbor
“ Masters, Pilots with their boats’ crews, Light-houses, Light“ keepers, and suggestions for improvements in those matters.”

{Mr. Ddgleish.)

Note.—A portion of the Appendices referred to in this Report, and which are not printed
herewith, -will he found (in print) on the Record File of the Legislative Assembly Office.—Regis. No,
61—691.
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PILOT BOAED.
Secretaby to the Pilot Board

Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

to

Pilot Board Office,

9
Sir,

_

April,

1861.

_

In reply to your application of the 7th ultimo. for a Report from the Pilot
Board on the working of the department, I have the honor, by direction of the Board, to
state, with respect to—
Harbor Regulations,
that they are very defective in many important respects, with regard both to Sydney and
Newcastle; and acting upon the instructions of the Honorable the Treasurer, the Board
prepared a Bill in 1859, embodying all the useful matter contained in the present Harbor
Acts, and also certain matters not already legislated for; and they take this opportunity to
urge upon the Minister, the desirability of having the same, with the few alterations now
made, brought before the legislature as soon as possible. (Appendix Ai)
In connection with the subject of Harbor Regulations, the Board deem it their duty
again to invite attention to the necessity for the appointment of an Inspector (who shall
receive one moiety of tbe fine on any conviction), to see that the provisions of the Steaih
Navigation Act are enforced; aud particularly with reference to the overcrowding of steamers
engaged in the harbor-passenger traffic; otherwise they fear that some fatal consequences will
result from the hazardous manner in which such vessels are overcrowded on Sundays and
public holidays. (Appendix A.)
f

Harbor Masters.
Sydney,—The Harbor Master of Port Jackson is an active energetic officer, and
proved himself, while Sea and Harbor Pilot, to be thoroughly capable of those situations—
knowing the harbor well, and exhibiting much skill in tho management of a ship; the
Board, however, regret that he does not possess the education, administrative ability, and
urbanity, necessary for so important a situation.
The Board have had correspondence with the Government, which goes far to support
the foregoing remark. (Appendix 0.)
Newcastle,—The Harbor Master of Newcastle is a most efficient officer, and well
qualified for the situation.
Eden.—The Harbor Master and Pilot at Eden was hot examined before the Board
as to his capabilities or knowledge of that port, and they can only state from report, that he
does not appear to be well qualified for the situation; but this may not be of much con
sequence now, through the failure of the Kiandra Gold Fields, which will allow of this
establishment being reduced.
Out Ports.—The business at the other out ports appears to the Board to be conducted
to the general satisfaction of the public.
It being desirable that swinging moorings for adjusting ships’ compasses should be
laid down in this port, the subject has received the attention of the Board, and they have
already searched for a suitable position ; but pending a final decision in this respect, they
advise that the sum of £500 should be placed upon the Supplementary Estimates for the
work, believing that this amount, with the mooring chains and anchors now in possession of
the Government, will be sufficient for the purpose.
.

Pilots.
Port Jackson.—The Board are of opinion that no pilot system will ever he effective
at this port, unless pilot vessels, to cruise outside the Heads, are introduced; and as their
views upon this question are fully expressed in a Report, dated 15 September, 1858, they
consider that it will be sufficient for the present to append a copy of the same hereto,
with other papers, which show how the present system came into operation. (Appendix D.)
Most of the boats belonging to the Pilot Establishment at the Heads are not adapted
to the work, being far too heavy and unmanageable in a seaway; and the same remark will
apply generally to the boats used at the Government boatshed ; and the Board would again
urge upon the Minister the necessity for adopting their recommendations in this respect.
(Appendix E-)
_
_
As an improvement in the present departmental arrangement of the pilot service at
the Heads, the Board beg to suggest that tho Honorable the Treasurer should reverse the
decision he arrived at a short time past, that the pilots should not be allowed to take private
communications to vessels arriving off the port. The great advantage that the mercantile
interest would derive from the adoption of such a practice at Home was made known to the
Trinity House, and an order was at once issued to the Pilots in the Downs to deliver on
board of vessels any communications sent for the purpose. (Appendix Pi)
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Before disposing of this subject, the Board beg to express their conviction that no
system of any kind will work satisfactorily unless they arc authorized to exercise direct
control over both pilots and men, even to their appointment and dismissal, subject to
confirmation of the same by the Hxecutive Council; for it is quite clear that good men will
not come forward as candidates for the situations, if they find that their claims are passed
over to make way for inferior persons, who may happen to possess more interest.
The Board beg to invite attention to the necessity for having screw moorings laid
down at Newcastle, as recommended both by themselves and the Harbor Master there.
(Appendix (?)
Light-houses.

The Lights of the Colony are all in good repair and in efficient working order; and
from the judicious introduction of teal oil, which is in every respect more suitable for the
purpose than the oil formerly used, a saving of at least one half in the cost of this expen
sive article, has been effected.
The Board, however, regret to have to comment upon the ill-advised manner in which
the site for a Light-house has, at least in one instance, been decided upon by persons who,
from want of a knowledge of the characteristics which it is necessary should be sought for
in selecting a site for a Light-house, are wholly incapable of forming a correct opinion on
such a matter. Of this the Jervis Bay Light affords a lamentable instance. But as the
G-overnment and Legislature are already familiar with the circumstances, the Board merely
append a copy of the correspondence (Appendix H), and beg to express a hope, that, in
future, before such matters are finally determined upon, they, as a nautical authority, may
be afforded every facility for taking evidence as to, and personally inspecting the locality at
which it may he the intention of Government to erect a Light-house. The same suggestion
holds good with reference to buildings of every description appertaining to marine establish
ments * and as the Board are often in a position from experience and personal knowledge to
offer valuable suggestions respecting structures of this nature, they would advise that all plans
and specifications of proposed works should be submitted for their inspection before any
decisive steps arc taken.
_
The Board beg to recommend that the Lighthouse near Jervis’ Bay be removed to
Crocodile Head, and the lantern changed; and when this and the Port Stephens Light arc
in operation, they conceive that the coast of New South Wales will be sufficiently lighted
for the present.
Light-keepehs.
The Board much regret that their repeated recommendation, that increased and
graduated salaries should he given to light-keepers, is disregarded, and they beg to assure the
Minister that unless some inducement is offered to the subordinates to secure promotion to
higher salaries by good conduct and zealous discharge of duty, the economy of the Light
establishments will never he brought to that degree of efficiency which it is most dcsiraLde
should he attained.
_
_
The Board cannot deprecate too strongly the manner in which appointments are
made to, and vacancies in these establishments are now filled up.
When it is considered how many lives, and what great value in property depends
upon carefulness and accuracy in the exhibition and management of a light, the absolute
necessity for the employment of respectable, temperate, and experienced men, must he
apparent to everyone; hut the Board greatly regret to have to report that due regard has not
hitherto been paid to these qualifications; men wholly inexperienced (and in one instance of
intemperate habits) have been sent to enter upon the duty of managing (at times during a
four-hour’s watch in the dead of night) an apparatus which requires to be worked by a
skilled and steady baud; and to he entrusted with the care of costly reflectors and glasses,
which if damaged or broken it might not only be difficult to replace, but would involve
considerable pecuniary outlay.
Not the least evil in the present mode of appointment is, that the men who have
served many years in the Light-houses, and whose experience and past conduct are guarantees
of theit competency, and who therefore have a claim for consideration from the Government,
are entirely^overlooked, and even slighted, when new appointments or vacancies occur;
consequently they became sensible that merit, experience, and assiduity, in the performance
of their duty, are valueless; therefore they take no interest in their situations beyond doing,
as a matter of form, that only which is absolutely required of them. _
_
The Board would therefore beg to recommend that all appointments to new Light
houses be filled by promoting keepers from other lights, so that, if possible, there shall only
be one person unacquainted with the duties in any Light-house at one time. (Appendix 1.)
In support of the foregoing observations the Board beg to refer to the various papers
and extracts from their correspondence hereto attached. (Appendix A to L)
I have, &c.,
W. J. WILSHIRE,
Secretary.

APPENDIX A.
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Pilot Board Office,
25 November,

1859.

Sir,

.
I nm directed T)y the Pilot Board to transmit a Draft Bill, compiled by them, to consolidate
and amend the Laws relating to Harbors and Shipping, in accoi dance with directions irom the late
and present Honorable Treasurers.
_ _
This Bill, it is believed, will be found to he sufficiently comprehensive for all requisite purposes. It
does not involve any new principle, or matter likely to era ate discussion, and embodies the amendment
required in the Pilotage Act of last year.
_
_
It repeals all the existing law's applicable to harbors, excepting as to any rights, or acts done in
pursuance thereof | provides for a Pilot Board, and amalgamates the Steam Navigation Board with it,
and gives the Governor power to appoint Boards at the out-ports; empowers the Governor to make
Port Regulations, as at present, and provides for the control of licensed watermen, and ballast and
gunpow'der boats.
.
Gives power to the harbor authorities (not, as at present, to the Bench of Magistrates), to
remove obstructions in the harbors or rivers.
_
Provides for the payment of dues of 4d. per ton in, and 4d. per ton out, for the support of pilots,
light-houses, &c.; hut exempts vessels under thirty tons, if employed in the coasting trade, and also
vessels commanded by certificated masters, from all but one annual payment.
Gives the Board authority to grant, revoke, or suspend certificates of competency to masters of
vessels; also, to inquire into the circumstances of a wreck, collision, or accident, or into cases of neglect
of duty by a master of a vessel, and to summon witnesses.
_
Provides for the collection of all dues, rates, and fees, and payment thereof to the Colonial
Treasurer; for taking summary proceedings for punishment of offenders, and for the appropriation of
the penalties.
_
As this Bill has been framed without legal assistance, it is necessary that it should he forwarded
to the Parliamentary Draftsman for correction ; and when corrected, or amended, it would be more
convenient if it were printed and returned to the Board for further consideration, before being submitted
to Parliament.
I have, &c„
W. J. WILSHIRE,
To the Under Secretary
Secretary,
to the Treasury.

B.
Steam Navigation Board Office,*
29 April, IS59.

■
"

I am directed by the Steam Navigation Board to request that you will have the goodness to

invite the attention of the Honorable the Secretary for Finance and Trade to the subject of the over
crowding of the steamers runnieg in this port on holidays, and intimate to that Minister that the
prevention of this practice has received the constant attention of the Board ; and the Water Police
Magistrate has been requested to make example of such cases as might come under the notice of that
offiMr; hut from the inadequacy of the Water Police Force to attend to the matter in question, in conse
quence of their duty calling them elsewhere, the practice of fearfully overcrowding the steamers has now
almost reached its climax.
It appears, therefore, to the Board, that some steps should he taken by the Government to cheek
this dangerous custom, by enforcing the Act, either by an instruction to the police generally, or by the
appointment of an Inspector of Steam Vessels, whose duty it should he to watch them on the particular
days mentioned.
I have. Sc.,
The Secretary
W. J. WILSHIRE,
to the Treasury.
Secretary.

Steam Navigation Board Office,
31 Decemher,

" ’

1S60.

lam directed by the Steam Navigation Board to request that you will have the goodness to

invite the attention of the Honorable the Treasurer to the Board s letter of the 29th April, 1859, upon
the subject of the over-crowding of the steamers on holidays, and that you will intimate to that Minister
that as the police have not been instrumental in bringing to punishment the masters of vessels who, the
Board believe, on such days wilfully and constantly infringe the provisions of the Steam Navigation
Act, and thereby endanger the lives of the people—and as, in case of accident, the loss of life would ho
most serious, they beg again to urge the necessity of some more efficient means being taken to prevent
a recurrence of the violations of the Act.
I have, tte„
'The Under Secretary
Vf. J. WILSHIRE,
for Finance and Trade.
Secretary.

Upon a representation to the same Minister that a certain steamer had been allowed to run in a
■very deficient state, he asked the Board " to favour him with a report, whether any steps am taken to
“ sec that all the requirements of the Act are complied with by any supervision at uncertain periods,
“ and on occasion of steam vessels leaving their respective wharfs ?” The Beard replied, " That with
“ the exception of cases in which accidents occur to the machinery or vessel (when they send the
“ surveyors on hoard) the supervision is left to the police authorities, or to any casual informer to bring
■' under notice any breaches of the Act,"
_
W. J. WILSHIRE,

16 January, IS61.

Secretary.

C.
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C.
REPORT of the Pilot Board on (he complaints made by John Foley, Boatman, against the Harbor
Master and the Boatswain;—

Is pursuing this inquiry the Board afforded Foley every opportunity of proving his case, and permitted
him to elicit from the witnesses he summoned, all the information they were capable of affording. The
complaints made by him may be summed up in the following charges, recorded in a journal kept by a'
friend of his ; and, as he states, written from his dictation at the time the events occurred :—
1st. That the Harbor Master is in the habit of making use of the public boat and crew for the
amusement of his family and friends, and that he employs the men in carrying coal and
provisions to his house,
2nd. That he has employed the Government mechanics to repair his own boat, at the same
time using Government materials; that he has also given, for tho use of the same, a pair of
oars, and to tho master ofhis cutter a quantity of oakum, and has employed tho mechanics
at other matters for his private use.
3rd. That he has treated him, Foley, in a harsh and unjust manner, having dismissed him from
his situation without sufficient reason, whilst he lias shewn favouritism to other of the
men by allowing them to be absent from duty, not on account of ill health, but to nurse
their wives and to work in his garden.
The charges against Mr. Barnett arc, that lie is in the habit of making use of blasphemous and
bad language to the crews, in the discharge of their duty, and that he neglects his own by being con
stantly asleep during the usual hours of work,
(
Foley's witnesses were—boatmen Briggs, O'Shea, McCraw, Jarratt, Tessier, and Johnson. Mr,
Crook called Mr. Cronin, boatman Sloitb, and Sergeant Dewar; and Mr. Barnett called Mr. Hinton
and boatman McCraw.
The Board having weighed the statements and evidence put in by the Harbor Master and
boatswain, are of opinion that in respect of the first charge against the former, the evidence does not at
all hoar out the complaint, as, although it was at once admitted by the Harbor Master that lie has
occasionally, when going to Bedlam Ferry, or to the Heads, on duty, or to other parts of the Harbor
for the inspection of sites of proposed wharfs, taken in his boat one or two of bis daughters, or bis
son-in-law, there does not appear to be any day on which the boat was sent on a pic-nic, or iu which
ladies were taken, except on regatta days, unless the Harbor Master was availing himself of the
opportunity of taking them when going afloat on duty; and the employment of the men to take coal to
his house consisted of directing his own boatmen to tow round to Moore’s Wharf, on one occasion, a
lighter of coals, which he had purchased for his own use.
In respect to the second charge, Mr. Crook admits, and Mr. Barnett also bears out the fact, that
a large long boat, formerly his own, hut now the property of his snn, was repaired at the Government
boat-shed, at a cost amounting to about <£1G, according to Mr. Barnett’s estimate, hut all the materials
used were not the property of the Government, some, particularly the copper, having been supplied by
Mr. Crook himself.
Mr. Barnett also states that he gave an old and useless pair of oars away, by Mr. Crook’s order;
aud also a small handful of oakum to the master of the cutter, who had brought up some lamp glasses,
to pack which he had used Iris own oakum.
In justification of the repairing of the boat at the Government shod, Mr. Cronin, master of the
Steam Dredge, and Sergeant Dewar, It. A „ were called, both of whom proved that they had had the use
of the boat on several occasions for carrying out anchors, shot, shell, and large pieces of gun carriages ;
and although their evidence failed to prove that they were aware of any particular damage having been
done, the Board believe that the Harbor Master’s statement in that respect is correct, and that the
boat was damaged in the service of the Government,

The charges as to the oars, oakum, and mendiug of a shutter at Mr. Crook’s house are proved,
and are such irregularities as ought not to have occurred.
In respect to the third charge the Board have failed to elicit anything particularly had on the
part of the boatman Foley, except that he was, on a previous occasion, reported for misconduct ; and
that there is every reason to believe that he was seen at a public-house at a late hour on the evening
previous to that on which he absented himself; and, although his dismissal was rather of a summary
character, the Board are not inclined, after the vindictive feeling which he has manifested agaiiwt Mr.
Crook and Mr. Barnett, at the inquiry, and the evident bad spirit in which the charges are brought
forward, to recommend his reinstatement to tho Government service. The other portion of this charge
also falls to the ground, as it is clear to the Board that the boatman Sleith was really ill, and not
employed, during his absence, at Mr. Crook’s house, and that it has occasionally been the practice to
allow a man, in case of his wife’s illness, to stay at home a day or two to nurse her; and in this way
the absence of Haggerty is accounted for, which for so many days escaped the notice of the Harbor
Master.
The charge of neglect of duty against Mr. Barnett has not been proved, the evidence going only
to shew that he was asleep on two occasions; and, as it was admitted by some of the men that he Was
on more than one oeeasion ill, and recommended to go home, hut preferred to lay down at the premises
in case ho should he required, the Board believe this also to he a frivolous complaint.
In respect to using had language the Board regret to say that it is not only proved by the
witnesses, but admitted by Mr. Barnett himself. He however pleads in justification that the men were
put to such duty as quarrying stones, the., in addition to their proper work, and were consequently very
disobedient and troublesome; and that as he did not consider that lie was supported by tho Harbor
Master, and not uiifrequently complained of in tho presence of the men, and his authority thereby
lessened, he occasionally lost his temper, and was guilty of the charge against him. The Board believe
that Mr, Barnett has had a good deal to contend with in the present imperfectly regulated establish
ment under his charge; but as this forms the subject of a separate Report it will not be necessary to
allude to it further, and they consider that a reprimand and caution as to future behaviour will in this
respect suffice.
Deprecating, ns tho Board do, the course adopted by Foley in bringing charges against his
superior, after his removal from the Government service, it is gratifying to them to he able to report an
almost satisfactory explanation of all; hut, in arriving at this conclusion, they cannot but condemn a
practice fraught with so much danger, as that of lending private boats for the Government service, the
employment of public labor on which is capable of so much misrepresentation, and they would, therefore,
advise that the Harbor Muster should be instructed to make a representation when he has not a
sufficient number of Government boats for the duties required of him; and that he is not to allow, on
any pretence whatever, any work to he performed, except for or on account of Government property, or
part with any stores, however useless, without the authority of the Government.
"
The
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The Board in closing this Report, regret that tho statement made hy Mr. Barnett, in respect to
the report he niado of repairing Mr. Crook's boat, remains unanswered by that officer, and they hope
that it was a misconception by Mr. Barnett, of what fell from Mr. Crook on the oeeasion alluded to, as
the Board could not but observe, in tbc course of the inquiry, that, although relations, these officers did
not appear to be on the best terms, which may have accounted for the indiscretion of which the Harbor
Master .fitas guilty, if the conversation reported actually took place.
v
.Ay order of the Board,
W. J. WILSHIRE,
Pilot Board OJJicr,
Secretary.
21 jlfarek, I860.

C. (2.)

■

In reporting on the working of the JSoaisJied Establishment, at Sydney, the Board stated :—
“ We are fully sensible that the general, uncertain, and harassing duty now imposed on tbc men,—
“ the absence of all consideration on the part of the Harbor Master and the boatswain, together with
“ the evident misunderstanding between these officers, is sufficient to render the whole establishment
“ inefficient, and the men discontented and unwilling.
"'Whilst inquiring into this matter the Board have not overlooked tho charges and counter“ charges contained in the correspondence between the Harbor Department, Treasury, Rost Office, and
'‘Customs- and they believe that the recommendations they submit, will, if properly carried out,
“ remedy all the defects complained of; and whilst tho Board consider it only right on the part of the
“ Harbor Master to bring under notice any unnecessary detention of a boat, or improper employment
“ of the men, it must, nevertheless, be the province of the officer in charge of the boat to know best
" when he can dispense with it, and if not permitted to be entrusted with such a responsibility, he
• ' must be unfit for the position he holds in the service of the Government,”

D.
REPORT of Iht Steam Navigation and Pilot Board upon the Pilotage system.

Ijr attention to the Treasury letters of the 10th .Tune, and of the 22nd and 2Gth July, _we have now
the honor to report that, having given the subject matter therein alluded to, our best consideration, we
have arrived at the conclusion that the only thoroughly efficient system of pilotage to he introduced,
which is likely to provide properly for the growing requirements of the port, is hy the establishment of
pilot vessels to cruise outside the Heads. In arriving at this conclusion we have carefully reviewed
Appendix C. {&) the evidence taken before the Light, Pilot, and Navigation Board in October last, and considering that
the weight of evidence, given by tnen of considerable experience and nautical ability, is in favor of
sailing vessels, aud that our own view in this matter is unchanged, we have no hesitation in recom
mending the adoption of this scheme for the consideration of the Government.
.
, .
It is admitted by every one that the present system is not only faulty in principle, but also
ineffectual in operation, and as a return to the system of competition would place the pilots so com
pletely beyond the sphere of control, it is not advisalile to adopt it.
The question, therefore, resolves itself into two propositions, namely,—the establishing of sailing
vessels to cruise outside the Heads; and the adoption of six-oared whaleboats, and employment hy the
Government of sufficient crews to man them; and as the annual expense of maintenance of each system
would he nearly equal, with the exception of the first cost of the sailing vessels, we ^propose giving
preference to the sailing vessels, as ensuring the attendance of pilots in pilots water, which could not he
effected under any other arrangement.
,
„ ,
,
,
,
.
We therefore recommend that two vessels be obtained, of not less than f0 tons burthen, and that
they be manned and maintained at tho following expense, namely:—
For each vessel, including the cost of provisions
One master, at per annum ................................................
One mate, at file a month....................... ........................
Five seamen, at £10 do...................................................
One boy, at £7
do....................................................

£
250

180
000
84
£1,114

or £2,228 for the two vessels.
, , , ,
That, for rendering assistance for supplying pilots for outward hound vessels, a whaleboat with
four men and a coxswain be attached to the establishment.
The coxswain of the boat, as also the crew, should reside at Camp Cove, in the neighbourhood
of the lifeboat station, in whose charge the lifeboat should he, and they will thus form the nucleus of
the erew for manning her whenever required in case of wreck or accident.
The annual cost for the support of the whaleboat would he as fallows:—
One coxswain, at per annum ................. ....................... 120
Four men, at £103 each.................................................... *32
£552
The number of pilots, to he permanently maintained, should he six ; the three senior pilots
should receive an annnal salary of £400, and three junior, £350, subject to a reduction of 2k percent,
to form a fund for the relief of the families of pilots, which mav require assistance in consequence of
loss of life, or of injury which may he sustained hy any of the pilots, when engaged in the discharge
of their duties.
The masters of the pilot boats should he licensed as pilots, and when called upon to act as such,
they should he entitled to receive from each vessel of less than 500 tons, the sum of £2 10s., and for
any above that tonnage, £5—such sum to be deducted from the salary of the pilot who ought to have
been in attendance to take charge of the vessel so piloted; but in the event of no neglect existing on
the part of tho pilot, no deduction shall he made.
,
In making this suggestion the Board have not thought it necessary to enter into any question
of detail, as they anticipate that it will take probably to the end of the year before the vessels can he
provided, which will afford ample time for making the proposition complete in all its minor arrange
ments, so as to secure an efficient discharge of the duties appertaining to tho service in question.
The coxswain of the whaleboat must be at once appointed, and placed in charge of the lifeboat
now about to be stationed at Camp Cove,
In

‘
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In carrying out this scheme the Government will be called upon to expend out of the funds
col ccted under the “ Pilotage Amendment Act of 18.-T3," about £3,000, for the purchase of the vessels •
and the total annual cost for the maintenance of the sea pilots, after this outlav, may bo estimated as
follows, which it is anticipated will leave a large balance available towards upholding the lights out
of tho tonnage duty to he collected under the Act before mentioned,
° ’
1858. Cost of building two vessels, at £1,500 each ........ 3,000
Maintenance of five pilots, at £040 each per annum,
from 22nd July to 31st December ..................... 1,420
One coxswain, at £10 a month, for three months ....
30
£4,450
1859. Maintenance of two pilot vessels, at £1,114 each___ 2,228
Four—crew of whaleboat, at £108 each .....................
432
One coxswain, at £120...................................................
120
Stores, repairs, sails, &c., £200 each vessel..................
400
Three pilots, at £400 each ............................................ 1,200
Three do., at £350 .................................................... ljo50
Cost of whaleboat ............................................ .
50
Fool and light, £50 each vessel....................100
Extra pilotage .......................................................... .
oqq
£5,780
■
Hannon Pilot.
Deputy Harbor Master and Harbor Pilot .................
Two men, at £108 each ................................................

300
216
£516

i i.
Boai^ Propose that the sea and harbor pilots he kept distinct, and that, as at present, the
harbor^ pilots should take charge from the sea pilot when the vessel is brought as near ns practicable
to the intended place of anchorage; and that the sea pilot also take over the vessel iu like manner
when removed hy the harbor pilot for tho purpose of proceeding to sea.
We propose that a Deputy Harbor Master, to act as harbor pilot for the removal of vessels
proceeding to sea, be maintained at a salary of £300 a year; and that he be allowed a boat and two
men, at a salary of £103 a year each, to ho paid out of the collections under the Act.
The amount received for removals we recommend should be paid over to the mud pilots, who, we
■ PJ0^030’ ^<1 *J"‘ licensed as such, and limited, in the first instance, to three, with power to increase
that number, should circumstances rcijuire it.
v
,m"^ P‘Iof,a should he obliged to maintain, at their own expense, a beat and two men ■ they
should he licensed, and he removable in manner similar to all other pilots.
'
They should receive payment for whatever vessels they might remove, in accordance with the
scale of charges provided by the Act.
They should he subject to tho orders of the Harbor Master, or his deputy, as to the removal,
anchorage, or berthing of vessels ; hut they might, in other respects, he entitled to seek for employment!
without interference on the part of tho Government or harbor authorities.

Steam A’abigatim and Pilot Board Office,
15 September, 1858.

H. H. BItOWNE, Chairman.
W. S. DELOITTE.
BENJN. DAKLEY.
S. NORTH.
GOTHER K. MANN.

Thu Executive Council adopted a six-oared whaleboat system, and requested the Board to prepare
regulations for carrying tho same Into effect. They did so accordingly, and the system detailed in the
regulations (hereto attached) of 35th January, 1850, is the one now in operation.
In forwarding the Estimates for I860, the Board wrote :—
“ 2 August, 1859.
,, ,, " For the pilot service of Port Jackson the Board have framed the estimate, on the assumption
0
^ !S
intention of the Government to continue the system now in force ; but, if such be tho
^VT *,0artl
icavc to observe that such a* system will not, in their opinion, he found to work *That uuder
satismctonly ; and they would again recommend the establishment of sailing vessels to cruise outside
1 bi
ill'd tllG abolition of the up-harbor pilots,, hy licensing,mud pilots to perform the duty S5 Jau'»1Br'9„ should the Honorable the Treasurer feel any doubt as to the applicability of sailing vessels to the
performance of the duty outside, tho Board would suggest that one vessel lie placed at their disposal
as an experiment,
1
„
To
out this system an additional sum of £2,000 would he required to he voted for tho
„ P^hase oI » vessel, but a reduction would be made in tho general cost of the establishment, both in
.. -i llu1n?ber ,of m.en ar,d the salaries of the pilots; whilst, to carry out tho mud pilot system, a con
siderable reduction could be made, by leaving the pilots to collect the fees leviable for the removal of
vessels.
.<
TheJI>1Tot service, with sailing vessels, would not he more costly than at present, whilst it
’1I!., tc nP!mqnof the Board, be more effective ; and, looking to the large amount collected in
Sydney, from the shipping, aa pilotage, the Board consider that every means should bo adopted for
making the service as efficient as possible.”

In forwarding the Estimates for 1861, the Board wrote :—_
“ 22 AupM, 1861.
‘ In forwarding these Estimates the Board beg to remark, that the whole of the expense for the
■ a T u pl 0t Esta1>]isllmentk
met by tho revenue collected for pilotage; and, when it is con
sidered that many of the out-ports, whose annual cost for maintenance is very considerable, contribute
^ a very small proportion of this revenue, the Board feel that they are not exceeding their duty in
recommending that ample provision should he made for maintaining an efficient staff at tho principal
ports, and they hope, with some confidence, that the day is not far distant when they may bo
authorized to construct Pilot Establishments at Sydney and Newcastle, having sailing vessels to
‘ cruise outside.
’at,
m
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EXTRACTS from a Report of Vie Pilot Board on the Boatshed Establiehment at Sydney Cove.
“19 March, 1860.
“ Having analyzed the evidence taken at the inquiry the Board have arrived at the conclusion
“ that this establishment, although amply sufficient for all the present purposes ot the port, does not
“ perform the duties required of it in a satisfactory manner, and that it is defective in organization and
“ discipline.
“ That the boats attached to it arc unnecessarily heavy and cumbersome, and thus an amount of
" labor is uselessly expended in the management of them.
.
“ In this the Board are borne out bv almost all the witnesses, from the Harbor Master down“ wards; the Health Officer, Post Office Superintendent, and Sir. Mowle, Tide Surveyor, fully believing
“ that the use of these large boats occasions an unnecessary expenditure of money and labor; aud these
“ officers feel that they would be able to perform their respective duties more satisfactorily, if provided
“ with well appointed small boats, pulled by willing and efficient men.
“ Before recommending so great an alteration in the constitution of the establishment, the Board
" availed themselves of the evidence of Mr. Cook, Shipping Iteporter to the Sydney Morning Herald,
,1 who, it was well known, is in the habit of hoarding, in any weather, all inward-bound vessels; and
“ his opinion as to the advantage of using small boats confirms the Board in the recommendation they
“ are about to make, Mr, Cook states that ho formerly employed a whaleboat and five men, and that
“ now he employs a waterman’s skiff and one man in fine weather, and two in had; that he finds that
“ he is able to do his work more satisfactorily by this arrangement, and witiiout danger. He also
“ instances an occasion on which he hoarded a vessel in company with the Health Officer, and iu consc“ quence of the heaviness of the boat, ultimogh pulled by four men, they, with much difficulty, got to
“ Sydney, and considers that, if in his own boat with two men, he would have got back in half the time.
■■ Agreeing, therefore, in most that has been said hy the witnesses iu respect to this establishment,
“ and believing that the duty, as now arranged, is not only irksome to the crews, hut unsatisfactory to the
“ Government officers generally, the Board arc unanimous in making the following recommendations,'
“ which will nut entail any outlay for additional men, hut only a smalt extra cost for carrying out an
“ alteration in the organization of the establishment, and the introduction of a different description of
“ boats.
'
“ The Board accordingly recommend:—
_
_
“ That the boatmen he divided into 3 classes—the first to consist of G coxswains, whose duty
“ it shall be to joilrin charge of every boat, and to pull the after or stroke-oar. That, as
“ coxswains, they receive an addition of 10s. a month to their present pay.
“ That the 2nd class consist of 1C men, to receive the same pay as at present.
•■
“ That the 3rd class consist of 6 men, to receive
a month only.
_
,
“ That promotion he made according to good behaviour, aud that all vacancies he filled up hy
■ “ appointment in the lowest grade.
_
“ That young, strong, and healthy men, accustomed to the sea, or having been employed as
“ boatmen or fishermen, he appointed to the establishment.
_
" That misconduct he punished only after due inquiry, on report from the boatswain or superin“ tendent, the first offence being visited hy degradation in class, but ultimate dismissal
“ only on an inquiry before the Pilot Board.
11 That the superintendent be allowed to exercise more direct control than at present; and that,
“ although subject to the direction of the Harbor Master and Pilot Board, he is. not to
“ he liable to continual interference, or to he found fault with in the presence of his men.
" He should also exercise the same control over the crews employed hy the Harbor
“ Master and Harbor Pilots, as over all others,
. .
_
.
“ That the crews should, as far as possible, he placed on similar routine duties daily, and the
“ coxswains always.
_
“ That three or four small boats he at once built, of somewhat larger dimensions than a water“ man's skiff, to pull two oars or twro pairs of sculls.
_
_
" That, in arranging the duties of the. small boats, the boatswain must consider the state of the
“ weather, but that, irrespective of this, he will he expected to provide a four or five-oared
“ boat for the Customs* officer who has the iaward hoarding duty; and two two-oared
“ boats for tire other two tide surveyors, who perform the duty of visiting the vessels
“ and the examining of pricking notes.
“That the Health Officer, Post Office Superintendent, Chaplains, and Visiting Surgeon,
“ Cockatoo Island, Inspector of Distilleries, Lauding Surveyor, and Colonial Storekeeper,
“ be provided with two-oared boats.
_
_
“ That, to ensure a unifonn appearance in the men, when on duty, they he provided with two
“ suits of clothing a year—one for summer, and another for winter months.
“ That, as far as possible, single men ho selected for the establishment, and eventually that a
“ barrack he erected for their accommodation iu the vicinity of the shed.”

F.
Pilot Board Office,
14 December, I860.
Sir,
It has happened that the pilots, in hoarding vessels arriving off the port, have taken
private communications, which had the effect of altering the vessel's destination, and risk being thereby
incurred of the pilot and men losing remuneration for their services, I am directed to submit the
following suggestion of the Board, for the approval of the Honorable the Treasurer, viz,:—
“ That letters, or telegrams, addressed to vessels expected to arrive, shall he taken on hoard.hy
“the pilot in turn for duty outside, and that he shall (in the event of the vessel not coming
•' into port), he entitled to demand trom the captain, or take his order on the agent, for half
“ of the usual remuneration, that is, £3 5s. outer-hearings, or £1 7s. 6d. inner-bearings.
‘‘ The circumstances, in such cases, to he reported to the Harbor Master."
I have, Arc.,
The Under Secretary
W. J. WHSHIBE,
for Finance and Trade.
Secretary.

This communication was returned from the Treasury with an intimation that the Minister con
sidered that the agents of vessels should communicate with them at their own expense, and requesting
the opinion of tho Board whether it would not he better to forbid the pilots from communicating with
such vessels at all.
Tho
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Board replied, that to forbid the pilots doing so, would lead to irregularities, tending to
breaches of the revenue and quarantine laws ; and that they considered that it would he better to allow
the practice, under proper regulations, and in connection with a department over which Government
had control.
The Minister, however, decided that the pilots should he prohibited from mating or taking any
Such communications to vessels ; and they wore instructed accordingly.
On 23rd March, 1861, the Board^ forwarded a copy of a notice issued from Trinity House,
London, to pitots in the Downs, ordering them to communicate information intended for vessels
expected to arrive, and invited the Minister's attention to the circumstance ofhis having lately decided
against a recommendation that an order to that effect should he given to the pilots here.

G.
In December, 1860, the Board recommended that the sum of £500 should be placed on the Estimates,
tor purchasing and laying down scrcw-moorings at Newcastle.
The Minister required further information before being prepared to propose so large a provision
for this service, and the Harbor Master, Newcastle, was instructed to report fully on the subiect and
furnish plans.
_ This report and drawings wore sent to the Treasury in January, 1801, and the Board repeated
their recommendation as to £J0l) being provided for tho service, hut suggested that the opinion of the
Lngmcer-in-Cbief ior Harbors and Rivers should ho taken as to the description of moorings to he
used. That officer did not approve of the proposition of the Harbor Master, on account of the very
considerable outlay that it would involve ; but neither the Board nor the Havbur Master ever intended
that such an extensive system of moorings as that shewn in the drawings should he laid down at the
commencement, and when the former recommended £d00 for tho work they considered that that sum
would bo sufficient to initiate an undertaking equal to the present requirements of the Port, As Mr.
Monarty disapproved of tho Board’s scheme, hut admitted the necessity for moorings of some kind, the
Board advised that that gentleman should he requested to submit a plan.
_

Complaint having been made by the Principal Keeper, Hornby Light,^against an Assistant Keeper
named Hunter, tlic Board reported\ ,.n
■„ j, ,•
“8 Ocfoier, 185$.
hrom the ill-fcchng which appears to exist between the keepers, they’fear that if Hunter,-be
“ mlowedto icmnin,
conduct will prove detrimental to the service, and they recommend-that' he
" should be provided with a situation in tho Steam Dredge, or with some other employment for which
“ I10 m more suitable than that in which lie is at present engaged.”
'
And again—
.
“ 13 October, 1858.
' \\ ith reference to the charge of intoxication it was distinctly stated hy Mr. Brown that Hunter
1 was intoxicated, and as firmly denied by the latter; and ns members of liis own family onlv were
|| present at the time of ins arrival from Sydney (with the exception of Mr. Brown), the Board did not
|| Blink it advisable to call them. They arc, however, satisfied that it would bo beneficial to the
( Government service to remove Hunter irom the Lighthouse. In consideration of his large family and
“ extreme want, the Board recommend that he should be placed in the Steam Dredge, or in some other
“ service more suitable to his capabilities."
This man was not removed until the end of December, 1S5S. During the 7 months that lie was
one of the keepers 344 glass cylinders were broken; during1 tbc corresponding 7 months of I860 22
were broken*
Pilot Board Offi.cc,
n%. tvi i v,
i ,
24 March, 1859.
The 1 dot Board have tho honor to report with reference to the matter of complaint by tbc principal
keeper of the Hornby Light, against the second keeper, McGrath (inquired into'llth inst. and
jwistponcd until 21st inst., in order that the Board might visit the Establishment in the meantime),
that they proceeded to the Lighthouse in company with the Harbor Master, and examined tlie first keeper,
Robinson, in the presence of McGrath, and although there docs not appear to be sufficient evidence to
provo McGrath guilty of having recently scratched and destroyed the reflectors, it is nevertheless
conclusive in the minds of tho Board that he is a person of slovenly and indolent habits, and that on the
occasion referred to hy Mr. Brown, he was disobedient, and neglected to perforin tho duty to which he
was ordered; and they therefore consider that it would be advisable to appoint a more suitable person.
The Bonn! beg iilso to report that it was painfully evident to the members, on the visit in question,
that through the employment of incompetent persons, not only unaccustomed to the management ot tho
delicate apparatus of a Lighthouse, hut also from their previous habits, physically unfit to perform such
a duty, the reflectors have already become so much scratched and destroyed as to render them less
effectual than they ought to be; and they have, in fact, during a period of not more than 10 months,
received irreparable injuries, which, if allowed to he continued, will render it necessary for the Govern
ment to expend, within a short time, a large sum of money to replace the reflectors, which ought, with
proper care and attention, to have lasted for 20 years ; the Board beg therefore to Urge upon tho Govern
ment the necessity for leaving the nomination of lightkecpcrs in the power of the Board, who must,
from their knowledge and attention to the matters in question, be best able to select proper persons to
fill such situations.
"
'
I have, &c.,
H. H. BROWNE,
Chairman.
During the time McGrath was at the light (3 months), 93 glass cylinders were broken.

On the appointment of Mr. Griffin to the Jervis Bay Light, the Board reported that:—“ In accordance
“ with the verbal request of tho Honorable the Treasurer to the Chairman, tile Board will recommend
“ two persons suitable for tho appointment of assistant keepers. Cape George Light.
“ With respect to the appointment of Mr. Griffin, they consider it their duty respectfully to
“refer to their commonication of the 24th March, 1859, respecting the damage to the Hornby Light
“ reflectors by the employment of.inexperienced persons, and to add that, considering the delicate and
" somewhat complicated construction of the Cape George apparatus, it being fitted with colored lenses.

PILOT BOARD.
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“ and also the distance at which tho station is situated, in case immediate assistance should he required,
“ they regard with considerable alarm and apprehension the injury to the commercial interest, by Mr.
" Griffin’s appointment, as ha is only now undergoing instruction at the Macquarie Light; and the
“Board are of opinion that if efficiency is to bo considered, and proper care and attention is to he taken
“ in the management of the very costly lanterns of the Lighthouses of this Colony, the English practice
“ should he followed, viz., that no_ person should ho eligible for tho situation of principal keeper until
“ he had served a reasonable time in one of tho under grades. _
„
. ,, ,
*
“ The Board have directed Mr. Siddins to receive and instruct Mr. Gnffin in the duties , and m
“ placing a senior keener in such a position, the Board consider that it cannot but be foit ns a hardship
“ and disappointment by tho junior keepers, who receive very smail salaries, to find that they arc shut
“ out from that promotion which is usually made in other branches of the public service,
W. J. WILSHIRE,
Secretary.
Pilot Board Office,
10 May, 1SG0.
With reference to the graduated salary system, the Board reported, in forwarding the Estimates for
„ 2 Aurjuj.u 1859_

1SGO, as follows

“ Lighthouses.
“ An increase in the Estimates for these establishments has been made as follows
* “ £20 to the Principal Keepers ;
“ 3fi „ 1st Assistants;
“16 „ 2nd
do. each.
“ In making these additions it appears to the Board that, to keep the establishments in an
“ efficient state, it is necessary that the persons employed should have some indiicenient tolook foivva d
“ to the situations, as of such a character as to lead them to seek for no othci cmplojTnerit. lhey
“ should also he able to look forward for promotion to higher grades in the service, and additional
remuneratmn.
e^ce of last yearll!is dearly shewn that experienced persomihave not been willing
“ to undertake the duties, and the employment of inexperienced men has tended to injure the delicate
“ structure of the Light apparatus; and the frequent changes of assistants have entailed much more
“ expense upon the Government than would have arisen if the appointments had been made secure,

>» to ■=«■»» - “a*.
“ Light are—

“ Principal Keeper....................................
*•
“ 1st assistant do.........................................
■ ■■
“ 2nd do.
do.....................................................
,l and they believe that in Victoria these amounts are nearly doubled,”

nonn
]
120

Again, in forwarding the Estimates for 1861, they wrote—
“ Lighthouses.

.

,.

« Under this head additional expenditure is recommended, by repeating their proposal nl last
“ year for placing those establishments on a footing calculated to bring up efficient and tr wtworthy
“ men ns lightkeepers, and to secure to the Government a permanency of service, which cannot now
1,0 ^ ThcPreBult of the inconvenience of the present system was folly demonstrated on the appoint“ ment of the keepers to the Cape George Light, as no volunteers _could be obtained to take the minor
“ situations, and the costly aud delicate apparatus of that Light is consequently under the charge of
« three persons wholly without experience in the management ot a Liglitiion&e.
* The Estimates would then stand thus^
Principal Keepers.
1st Assistant do, .
2nd do.
do. .

£200
120
100
i

SEPARATE APPENDIX.

(Circular.)

The Treasury, New South Mules,
1 May, 1860.

Sir,

I am directed bv the Treasurer to request, that with a view to the preparatiou of the
General Estimates of the Government Expenditure to be laid before Parliament ra the ensuing
Session, you will transmit to me, on or before, but not later than the let June next, an Estimate of the
probable Expenditure of your Department, for the year 1861.
...
, „„ T-„,
2. In transmitting tins Estimate you will submit, under the proper head, such remarks as you
mav consider necessary in explanation of it, and a statement of the reasons for recommendiiig any
alteration of pay or allowance. You will also report whether any reduction upon the expenditure ot
the present year can, in your opinion, ho made in the number or emoluments of the persons m your
department; or should you consider any increase to be absolutely required for the duo and efficient
performance of that portion of the Public Service which is immediately entrusted to you, you will state
specifically the grounds upon which you consider such increase necessary.
1
I have, &c.,
To the Chairman of the
Steam Navigation and Pilot Board.

ESTIMATE
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ESTIMATE of the Probable Expenditure of the Establishment of the Harbors, Light
houses, and Pilots, &c., for the Year 1861.
SALARIES.
Apphopbiated
fob I860.

Proposed
fob 186X.

PARTICULARS.

Remarks.

Amount.

Amount,

£ g. a.

£

300 0 0

300 0 0

350 0 0

350 0 0

200 0 0

200 0 0

100 0 0

100 0 0

52 0 0

52 0 0

500 0 0

500 0 0

300 0 0

300 0 0

s.

STEAM NAVIGATION AND PILOT
BOARD.
Members

of the

Boards—

H. H, Browne, Chairman......................... 1
W. S. Deloitto
..
„........................
B. Dnrloy................................................ |
C. Smith
................................................ [
H. T. Fox................................................
T. Watson ..
..
,,
..
..J
Secretary

akd

a.

Chief Clerk—

W. J. WUshire................................................
Engineer, Surveyor, fee. (at £2 2s. each
Survey)—

E. Evans

.............................................. .

SiirpwniaHT, Do., (at £1 Is. each Survey)—

J.

Cuthbert

..

..

..

..

Messenger—

HARBOR MASTERS.
Sydney—
J. Crook.
Newcastle—

D. T. Allan
Twofold Bay-

250 0 0
Clerk—(Sydncy)-

A. Hinton
Ditto—(Newcastle)—

A. Kcnrick

..

Travelling Expenses of the Boards, Harbor)
Masters, and Surveyors
..
.. /

200 0 0

200 0 0

150 0 0

150 0 0

150 0 0

250 0 0

2,302 0 0

2,652 0 0

LIGHTHOUSES.
Principal Ligutkeepers—

_
T ,
(Macquarie
Light
Port, Jackson....
{Hor^y
Lightb..
Newcastle
.....................................
Cape George, for 7 months ..
Port Jackson—"Bramble" ..
..
Port Stephens, from 1st July
Fort Denison I' ' ' ~ ’
1
in charge

180

180
180
180
105
ISO

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

73 0 0

200
200
200
200
200
100

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

73 0 0

i’lEST Assistant Lightkeepers—

, T ,
(Macquarie Light
Port Jackson.... {n^y Light ..
Newcastle
.........................
“ Bramble” Lightship—Mato
Capo George, for 7 months ,.
Port Stephens, from 1st July..

Carried forward..

..
..
..
..

84

84
84
84
84
49

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

3,585 0 0

120
120
120
120
120

0
0
0
0
0
60 0

0
0
0
0
0
0

4485 0 0

Fide Board's
letter, dated
► 2nd August,
" 1859, here
with.
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Estimate, &o.— Continued,
SALARIES.

;

Affbopriated
foe 1860.

Proposed fob
1861.

O

0>

PARTICULARS.

Remarks.
Amount.

"3

£ s. d.
4,485 0 0

£ s. d.
3,585 0 0

£
Brought forward.........................

Amount.

Second Assistant Ligdtkeepees—
*«'***»•-::
Newcastle
..
..
..
..
..
Cape George................................................
"Bramble”—crew at..
..
..
Port Stephens, from 1 st July
..
..
Contribution of half the expense of main-)
taining the Lighthouse at Gabo Island. J
Contribution of half the expense of main-1
taining "Wilson's Promontory ..
,. j
Contribution of one-third the expense of)
maintaining the Lighthouse, Kent's}
Group
..
.............................................. j
Contribution of one-fourth the expense of)
maintaining the Lighthouse at King's [■
Island, now being built............................... J

84

..
**

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

750 0 0
750 0 0

7 JO 0 0

500 0 0

••

100
100
100
100

0
0
0
0
300 0
50 0
750 0

84
84
84
49
252

,,

••

1

YttfeBoard’s

[letter dated 2
(August, 1859,
j herewith.
J

500 0 0
350 0 0

Contingent—
Towards tho formation of a Library for \
Lightkeepers, at £10 each
..
.. j

50 0 0
3,836 0 0

*«

4,983 0 0

SKA AND RIYES PILOTS.
Pout Jackson—
Remuneration to Pilots and Boats’ Crews,.

5,680 0 0

5,680 0 0

Newcastle—
Three Pilots, at
............................................ .. 17 o
Two ditto Assistant, at
............................... 120

525 0 0

210 0 0

■■

750 0 0
300 0 0

Manning Riveh—
Pilot
,.
,,

..

..

..

175 0 0

■■

175 0 0

McLeay Rives—
'
Pilot..............................................

..

..

175

0 0

••

175

Clasence Rites—
Pilot............................. ..

..

175 0 0

175 0 0

.........................

175 0 0

175 0 0

Pout Macquarie—
Pilot...........................................................

175 0 0

MOKUTA ItlVEE—
Pilot...........................................................

175 0 0

Richmond River—
Pilot
..
..

,,

..

Wollongong—
Pilot in charge of Port and moorings

..

Kiama—
Pilot in charge of Port and moorings

..

••

104 0 0

■■

( Fids Board's
) letter of 2nd
) August. 1859,
\ herewith.

0 0

l7o 0 0
175 0 0

••

104 0 0

25 0 0

25 0 0

7,624 0 0

7,909 0 0

BOATMEN.
Port Jackson, (Boatmens’ Yard)—
Boatswain in charge ,.
.,

..

..

Six Coxswains, at
,,
..
..
..
Sixteen Boatmen, at .....................................
Contingencies—
New boats and repairs
..
..
..
Clothing for 28’ men at£4d. per diem)
(Water Police rate)
......................... J
Carried forward

..

..

'*

120 0 0

10E

96 2,112 0 0

,

200 0 0

16,244 0 0

■■

120 0 0 With residence.
(t Fide Board's
648 0 0 ■1 Report of 20
1,526 0 0 l March, 1860.
200 0 0
180 0 0
jl 8,168

t Do.

do.

0 0

• Sis of those men are under Estimate of Sea and River Pilots, P.I., hut being the Harbor Master's crows, they
Are stationed at the shod. Salary, £& a month only.
t To he round in M.S., with papers referred to, in foot note on first page.
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Estimate, &C.—Continued.
SALARIES.
Appropriated
for I860.

Proposed
fob 1861.

RARTICULARS.

Brouglit forward

Remarks.

.,

..

f

d
rt

N
ta
Ph

Amount.

£

£
s. d
16,244 0 C

£
s. d
18,168 0 0

Amount.

Newcastle—
Ten Boatmen, at
Carpenter
,.

.................................... 96
.,
..
"'

768 0 0
140 0 0

960 0 0
140 0 0

Maxxisg Rivei!—
Four Boatmen, at

.....................................

96

384 0 0

384 0 0

McLeay Riyik—
Four Boatmen, at

....................................

96

384 0 0

384 0 0

Clarence Riyeti—
Four Boatmen, at
..
.
.,
., 96
Hut&eepcr, at....................................
”
For maintaining two Blacks to assist in 1*
the boats
.....................................
i

384 0 0
50 0 0

Richmond Ritee—
Four Boatmen, at
Macquabte~
Four Boatmen, at ..
..
Two Boatmen, at £96 each ..

^

384 0 0
50 0 0

••

40 0 0

96

384 0 0

384 0 0

96

384 0 0
192 0 0

384 0 0
192 0 0

bt

.,
"

Twofold Bat—
Four Boatmen, at £96 each.........................

384 0 0
5,502

.

0 0

6,360 0 0

CONTINGENCIES.

Boats................................................
_
Forage and Farrieiy (to include Cape George)
Expense of Communication
( Do. )
Repairs and Incidental Expenses ..
..

3G0
70
24
156

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

360
150
^ 100
156

*•

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Signal Station, Newcastle__

Allowance to Principal Ligktkeeper
..
Two Coxwains of Lifeboats..................... '
Gratuities to Lifeboats* Crews
..
"

£ -■

Total Contingencies

20 0 0

20 0 0
12 0 0
50 0 0

630 0 0

848 0 0

••

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES FOR
1S60.
Habhob Masters—

Harbor Master and Pilot, Twofold Bay,
6 months, at £250 per annum
.,

10+ 3 4

Boatmen—

For Two/old Bay—
Four, for 5 months, at £96 per annum
For Fw;castle—
Two additional, at £96 per annum ..

.,

160 0 0

.,

192 0 0

Gratuities to Crews of Lifeboats .
For Coxswains of Lifeboats, two, at ids. a)
month each, as per Regulations of 5th L
Deceinber, 1SS9
,.
..
..
J
For clothing and provisioning two Blacks,)
to act as Boatmen at Clarence River /

SO 0 0

Contingencies—

..

£

Grand Total.........................

£

Total Contingencies

12 0 0
40 0 '0
558 3 4

**
19,944 0 0

,

!3,2G0 3 4

H. H. BROWNE.

The
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The Office of the Pilot Hoard,
2 August, 1859.
Sir,

I have the honor, hy direction of the Pilot Board, to transmit, for the consideration of the
Honorable the Treasurer, the Estimates of Expenditure for the several Harbor Departments in the
EmIosIto of the Colony, for the year 1860, amounting in all to £25,782,
Steam Dredge.
In framing these estimates the Board have been guided, as far as possible, to secure an e&cient
performance of the duties which devolve on the officers included therein, and at the same time to malm
the expenditure as economical as possible.
Steam Navigatiox

and

Pilot Boakds.

In this department an increase will he found in the amount of fees payable to the members of the
Boards, of £300, which is accounted for hy the increased number of gentlemen <'omi*03mg
compared with the year 1858, there being now five non-official and one official member, against two
non-official and three official in that year.
„ . ,
, .
.
no™
In the item of surveyors to the Steam Navigation Board there will be found a reduction of £2o0,
the amount now payable to tbc Engineer Surveyor being £2 2s. for each survey and de^ation and t
is proposed to make an arrangement to pay tho Shipwright Surveyor £1 la. for each survey aud
declaration,
„
„
■
Habbob Mastee.

Under this head an increase of £100 per annum is proposed to tho salary of
of Sydney, that being, in the opinion of the Board, only a proper remuneration for an officer charged with
such
-of £75 j9 algo proposca to the salary of the Harbor Master at Newcastle the present
income being, in their opinion, quite inadequate to the considerable and increasing duties of the port. ^
income nem|.m e
i
Polish the office of Assistant Harbor Master, both m Sydney and at
Newcastle, and to increase the number of pilots for harbor duty in Sydney, and for both services in
Newcastle, by one each.
Lighthouses.

An increase in the Estimates for these Establishments has been made, as follows
£20 to the Principal Keepers ;
£36 to tbc 1st Assistants;
£16 to the 2nd
do.
each.
In making these additions it appears to the Board that, to keep the establishments in an effiemt
state, it is necessary that the persons employed should have some inducement to look forward to the
situations as of such a character as to lead them to seek for no other employment.
•
.
They should also be able to look forward for promotion to higher grades m the service, and
addition^remuneiation.^
^ ^ cle„rly g]icwn that efficient persons have ^
undertake the duties, and the employment of inexperienced men Imstemkd to mjurothcdeicae
structure of the lights ; and the frequent changes of assistants have entailed much more expense on the
Government than would have arisen if the appointments had been made secure and responsible, and
expcucncedjiersons^mly e

Balar;e8 pa;q in South Australia to the keepers of the Troubndge

Light are—

j,.,™
Principal Keeper
................................................
1st Assistant...........................................................
2nd do.
..
.........................
■•
•■
j vi a
and the Board believe that in tho Colony of Victoria these salaries arc nearly doubled.

'

Pilots.

A considerable increase will be found under this head as the Board presume will be the case, m
seamen’s or boatmen's wages, on account of tho withdrawal frorn tbc ,mcrchan‘^Tr;l“J.tr0,t^ ^
arising out of the present disturbed state of Europe, and which will continue in case of war and cease
in the case

^

for tllc harbnr of port Jackson will be sufficient to meet this increase

for SvdncY bntdlie wages at all the outports will, it is contemplated, be much increased.
Eor’tho pilot service of Port Jackson the Board have framed the estimafe on the assumption
that it is tho intention of the Government to continue the system now m force; hot
^
case the Board take leave to observe that such a system will not m their opinion. be
satisfactorily, and they would again recommend the establishment
the Hoads, and the abolition of up-harbor pilots, and the licensing of mud pilots to perform this duty ,
and should the Honorable the Treasurer feel any doubt as to the applicability of sailing vessels to per
form the duty, the Board would suggest that one vesrelbe placcantthemdispos^
To carry out this system an additional sum would require to ho voted of £^hi nuinber
of a vessel, but a reduction would be made in tbc general cost of the establishment, both in the number
of the men and the salaries of the pilots; whilst, to carryout the mud pi ot Bystem ^^ideraMe
reduction could be made, leaving the mud pilots to receive the fees which they would collect loi the
removal of ^?1S0S;e^’|.v.cc> 1vith s£li]illg vessels, would not be more costly than the present,
in the Board’s opinion, be more effective; and seeing the ^geamouBtcollcctcd
shipping as pilotage, the Board consider that every means should be adopted for mahmg the service
as available^pos^bk^^ ^ Ncwcasue the Board recommend a reduction in tb?
principal pilots to £100, with a gratuity of 10s. for all vessels piloted in,
out of port, and 6s. for all removals in the harbor. To the assistant pilots a reduction to tio, ami
one-half of the before-mentioned gratuities.
nf twd
The vote for the Fitz Boy Biver is reduced to £391, being salary for the master and crew ol two
men for the pilot cutter " Satellite,"
Boatsien.

A similar increase will be found in the boatmen’s salaries to that alb,acdtoin ^hc PnoU’crews.
There is also an increase in the number of men hy four, to provide for a row-boat for the Customs
Department during the night.

Boats

In this item the Board have estimated for two boats for tbe sea pilots. Sydney,
Hoval Artillery - and seven for the probable demand m case of loss at the bar-harbors and out-stations.
7 A sum'of'fCOO has been inserted for re-coppering the Lightship “ Bramble, that vessel requiring
considerable rejmii^ ^ Boara 1)e„ me to observe that no estimate lias been submitted for their
consideration in respect to tbe probffide cost °f buoys, beacons, moorings,
Pnobnial
any other kind of stores, and they assume that this has already been provided foi hy the Colonial
Storekeeper.

I have, &c„
W. J. WILSHIRE,
Secretary.
Sydney: Thomae Richards, Government Printer—1SC1.

[Price, id.J
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

GEOEGE

MELHALL.

(PETITION Fe6m.)

Ordertd by ike Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 18 October, 1861.

To tbe Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of George Mulhall,—

Eespectfolly Siiewith :—
That your Petitioner has been engaged upon the Coast and in tho Harbor
of Sydney for upwards of twenty years, and has a full knowledge of the duties of Lightkeeper,
That your Petitioner held the situation of Pilot at Brisbane Water for three years
and a half, till tbe office was abolished, during which time he saved some hundreds of lives,
and rescued many vessels from imminent danger.
That, in December, 1860, your Petitioner applied to‘the Colonial Treasurer,
E. C. Weekes, Esq., as a candidate for the office of Lighthouse-keeper at Port Stephens,
upon which application Sir William Denison endorsed tho following recommendation :—
“ I believe the applicant to be a very honest and deserving man, and I shall bo glad to see
“ him appointed,”
That nevertheless the situation which your Petitioner sought was given to another
person, and thus the hopes of your Petitioner were unfilled.
That your Petitioner prays your Honorable House to take these circumstances into
consideration, and to grant him such redress as to your Honorable House shall seem fit.
And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c., &c.
GEORGE MULHALL.
.

Pkillip-street, Sydney.

*

[PnVe, Id.]

122-^
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ILtgfelat&e asBjmblgr.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

SEAMEN.
(SHIPOWNERS, CAPTAINS, AND SEAMEN OF THE PORT OF SYDNEY.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to he Printed,

11

October,

1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Shipowners, Captains, Seamen, and others
interested in the Inter-colonial and Coasting Trade of the Port of Sydney,—
HCMBLY SHEWJ3TH :—

'

That, at a Public Meeting of the above, held at Elliott’s Hotel, in the City of
Sydney, on the 2nd July, 1861, and numerously attended, it was unanimously resolved,__
That, in the opinion of this Meeting, all vessels engaged in the Inter-colonial trade should
he exempt from attending at the Shipping Office to engage their men, and that Seamen
should not be compelled to go there for a discharge.
Your Petitioners, in carrying out the object of the foregoing resolution, respect
fully represent to your Honorable House, that while the Shipping Office is a cause of much
inconvenience and delay, and consequently of considerable loss to a number of your
Petitioners, it is productive of no good whatever either to Shipowners or Seamen.
That Seamen agree with owners as to the desirability of exempting coasting and
Inter-colonial traders.
That, in the opinion of your Petitioners, the charges of the Shipping Office is an
unnecessary class tax, and a tax upon labor, and as such, ought to ho abolished.
Your Petitioners respectfully pray that you will take the premises into your con
sideration, and act in such way as to your Honorable House may seem meet, in granting the
desire of your Petitioners.
And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray, &c., &c., Ac.

[Sere follme

[Price, Id.]

93—

238

Signatures^
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&egi0laii&e assentiJlp.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

SEAMEN.

EEPOET FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON

SEAMEN;

TOGETHER WITH THE

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE

AND

MINUTES' OF EVIDENCE.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,

10 December, 1861.

SYDNEY:
THOMAS EIOHABDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, PHILLIP-STREET,
1861.

[Price, 5cL]

174—A
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EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes, No. 17.

Tuesday, 1 October, 1861.

11. Seamen:—Mr. Dalgleish moved, pursuant to notice,—
(1.) That a Select Committee, with power to send for persons and papers, be
appointed to enquire into and report upon those Acts which regulate the shipping,
discharging, and lodging of Seamen, and the general condition and management of
the Seamen of New South Wales.
(2.) That such Committee consist of the following Members:—Mr. Sadleir, Mr.
Burns, Mr. X, Garrett, Mr. Driver, Mr, Stewart, Mr. Love, Mr. Lewis, Capt. Moriarty,
and the Mover.
(3.) That tho Minutes of Evidence and Progress Report of the Committee on Seamen,
laid on the Table of this House last Session, be referred to this Committee.
Debate ensued.
Question put and passed.

Votes,

No. 57.

Tuesday, 10

December,

1861.

I********

Seamen:—Mr. Dalgleisb, as Chairman, brought up the Report from, and laid upon the
Table the Proceedings of, and Minutes of Evidence taken before, the Select Com
mittee appointed on the 1st October last, on Seamen.
•
Ordered to he printed.
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SEAMEN.

EEPOET.

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the

1st October last, ** to inquire into and report upon those Acts which
“ regulate the shippingj discharging, and lodging of Seamen, and the
“ general condition and management of the Seamen of New South
“ Wales,” “ with power to sendfor persons and papers,”—and to whom
were referred tf the Minutes of ^Evidence and Progress Report of the
“ Committee on Seamen, laid on the Table ofthis Mouse last Session.”__
have agreed to the following Report:—
Your Committee having carefully considered the Evidence taken
before the Committee appointed last Session with a similar object, and
having taken additional Evidence, find the recommendations contained in
the Progress Report of that Committee fully justified by such Evidence.
Your Committee would direct the attention of your Honorable
House to the main features of what appear to be the evils emanating
from the Laws relating to Seamen.
The working of the Shipping Office is found to be vexatious
and, in many instances, oppressive to Seamen, whilst to owners it is
doubly so, through the detentions to vessels caused by the forms imposed,
and at present necessary to be complied with. Favourable opportunities
of sailing are lost, and an amount of expenditure, that otherwise vTould
have no existence, is entailed on the owner, who receives nothing whatever
in return. The weight of evidence appears to favour the discontinuance
of that establishment, at least as far as Colonial Shipping is concerned.
Your Committee would call attention to that portion of the Act
17 Vic., No. 36, which relates to Seamen’s Lodging-houses. Whilst
your Committee admit the desirability of providing, if possible, well
regulated lodging-houses for all classes of the community who may
choose to resort to them, they cannot but think the present system of
compelling Seamen, as a class, to live in lodging-houses, is a restriction
calculated to cause the discontent apparently now existing amongst
Seamen with reference to this matter.

It
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It also seems that ships1 articles are generally unequal in their
action, binding the employed only, as to the time of leaving; whilst the
employers are free, or liable only to a fine for any isolation of contract,—
for similar breaches of agreement the employed being subject to im
prisonment, as for criminal offences.
Your Committee would also recommend to your favourable con
sideration the complaint embodied in the Evidence of the late American
Consul, and that steps should be taken at once to remove the anomaly
that exists between the Laws of this Colony and those of the United
States of America, relative to the discharge of Seamen of that nation.
D. C. DALGLEISH,
Chairman,
Legislative Assembly Chamber,
Sydney,

10

December,

1861.

»

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.

16

WEDNESDAY,

,

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present :—

Mr. Dalgleish,
|
Mr. Lewis,
.
Mr. T. Garrett,
[
Capt. Moriarty.
On motion of- Capt. Moriarty, D. C. Dalgleish, Esq., called to the Chair.
'
Order of the House appointing Committee, together with Progress Report relating
to seamen, from the Select Committee of last Session,—upon the Table.
6
Committee deliberated relative to their course of procedure.
.
Further evidence ordered.
'
R. D, Merrill, Esq., to he summoned to give evidence at the next sitting.
[Adjourned to Wednesday, 28rd instant, at

WEDNESDAY,

23

half-past Ten

OCTOBER,

o’clock.]

1861.

Members Present :—
D. C. Dalgleish, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Driver,
J
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Lewis.
Committee deliberated.
The witness not in attendance. ,
[Adjourned till Friday, 25th instant, at Eleven o’clock.]

•

FRIDAY,

25

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present :—■
None.
[The meeting lapsed at half-past

FRIDAY,

Eleven

8 NOVEMBER,

o’clock.]

1861.

•

Members Present :—
D. C. Dalgleish, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Lewis,
Mr. Sadleir,
Capt. Moriarty.
Committee met, pursuant to summons.
Mr. J. Campbell called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
R. D. Merrill, Esq., U. S. Consul, called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
.
Ordered, That Robert Towns, Esq., be summoned to give evidence before the Com
mittee at the next meeting.
[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at

WEDNESDAY,

13

Eleven

NOVEMBER,

o’clock.]
1861.

Members Present :—
D. C, Dalgleish, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Sadleir,
I
Mr. Lewis,
Capt. Moriarty,
[
Mr. Barns,
'
Mr. T. Garrett.
R. Towns, Esq., called in and examined.
Committee deliberated as to their further course of procedure, and—
It mas Resolved:—That sufficient evidence has now been taken for the object of this
inquiry.
J
To consider Draft Report at the next meeting.
[Adjourned.]
THURSDAY,
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THURSDAY, 5 DECEMBER, 1861.

.

Members Pee sent:—
D. C. Dalgleish, Esq., iu the Chair.
Mr. T. Garrett,
j
Mr. Lewis,
Mr. Stewart.
Committee met, pursuant to summons, for consideration of Draft Report.
Chairman stated the nature of proposed Report.
Committee deliberated, and—'
[Adjourned to Tuesday next at Eleven o’clock.]

TUESDAY, 10 DECEMBER, 1801.

Members Present :—
D. C. Dalgleish, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. T. Garrett,
|
Mr. Lewis.
Chairman laid before Committee, Draft Report.
The same read, amended, and agreed to.
Chairman requested to report.
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Eefltsjlati'be afistniMg.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKES BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE

SEAMEN.

FRIDAY,

•

8

NOVEMBER,

1861.

present

Mr. DALGLEISH,
Mr. T. GARRETT,

j
j

Mr. LEWIS,
Oait. MORIARTY,

Mr. SADLEIR.
L>. C. DALGLEISH, Esq., in the Chair.

Mr. John Campbell called in and examined ;—
3. By tlie Chairman: You are a merchant of this City ? I am
2.. And a shipowner ? And a shipowner.
‘
3. You are aware of the object in asking your attendance on this Committee ?

Mr. J.
Campbell,
- ^

I am

L sSLVo^er Yer WUh 0ther shiPwners' have Borne cause of complaint against 8Xov.,isgi.

you det“tl to ^.° Committee the evils which you think attend its working ? The
we fend fe
0“mpl£UIlt 13 tUe delaY causod hJ tlle time taken up in shipping men. If
r brir; P T °
“lin or a nuiubcr of men, ho can seldom do it under three or
ne^hfnf be ^ °” l
U Tery oflen haPPe,ls that if he is a few minutes late, when
perhaps he only wishes to engage one man in the place of one that he is obliged to leave
behind from some cause or other, he is thrown back entirely, and has to wait till the nTt
beSeff m U
th® wind miSht change, and the vessel be kept for three weeks
wf df
P a favo.urable win l aSairi- I have known instances where vessels have
mnftb 1 dfhree wceb.sfjr -last a few mioutos on Saturday; and within the last two
frnmfn «’°lf
went to engage one man, and attended at the Shipping Ofiioe
S'“i”8

i

xr ^4tippios M“te ? 1

Shil>ti"S

««

stemnpfof business? Pressof business; and sometimes when they are engaging men for
steamers, they give a preference to the steamers and throw the sailing vessels out entirely.

8. Then your principal complaint is the loss of time ?

The loss of time.
Y '
°f m0niey iD ,°0nse(1“0DCe of theloss of time’ by losing favourable winds ?
matter dTTbCS?def W°
^
°f the caPUlil:’ wbieh sometimes is a very important
do in » fc
•n ;lCC%W1hen1 a,caPtai“ goes in the morning to engage men, which he might
7minute3 lf bob?d “0‘
to go to the Shipping Office, ho is away the entire dfy;
•
l,bgTO7”^rt,n,’he aM ■» l“1
tobf "LvT 0bjccti0n,3 witbreSard to the Shipping Office shared by many ?
.™L-XV”be sli^Sofa.
1 “

They seem
„a

Th’erc^fs ^ * PUbIlC meetiEg bcld ia SJrdaey £0me short time ago in reference to this ?
174—B

12.

,
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Mr. J.
Campbell.

12. You were chairman of that meeting ? I was
_
Tntcr-colonial
13 What wa5 the object ? To do away with the Shipping Office, as far as the inter eolonia

■-----' traders and coasters are concerned.
_
, n i • i *
? Y«
8 Nov., 1861. 14i Simply to do away with the restriction on the Colonial trade .
Rhinnimr
15 Were any means proposed, or spoken to, on that occasion, of superseding the Whipping
Office—were any means shewn that could be adopted for the speedy shipping of
‘
iTnot know that there was any definite proposal j but I think
of all if the owners or captains could ship the men themselves, and let them sign articles on
board the vessels instead of at the Shipping Office.
. ? Yes • thev
16 To let seamen make their own agreements, the same as any other serva
.
• >
J
are ouite wide awake enough to know what suits their own interest.
H Are there any other drawbacks to tbc trade or commerce of the port, caused hy he
Shipping Office ? ^ do not know whether the Shipping Office has anything to do with the
police that arc stationed down at tho Head., bat Id. not to.flat o.tthly ate tic, a»
there, as far as coasters aud Intercolonial traders are concerned

189

-tb^ z

have to pay on being discharged; they think it very hard, and it does app^rvery hard m
ITnthThave fuTout we wlh tfSain Thy amf men £thSame
wThrve^pTS^engagSg

“““S

£ paying for a discharge’when

a."ss3^stot
have to pay; and aU seem desirous of not having anything to do with the Shipping Office
^ a.«... **** ..g-o

a’1!?
Sploj.^ ow . »»*» -miy a* I*

te *

IT. Eveiff'he had shipped for only one day?

'

Ft ?nk-£

When they ship they arc compelled to go

25 Tn^the case of a steamboat that trip might be one day ?

ftTCtW-S

&

Yet.

.

j

“ "e 1 ~Gold

for a short period of time? Yes, those who have families
,
, ■ ?
28. It would take away the better part of his wages in the case of short trips f
shipped very often it would fall heavily upon him.
. ,. , Vps

29 The shipowner has to pay 2s. for each seaman when engaging him

(

If h
It nc

Xes.

30 So thatEre is an equV hardship, though perhaps it may no be felt so much
Bull
I do not see why the masters and the seamen might not he allowed to make their own
?r“h-™fo r 2“l2S

S: IS

Wl,. follow ..by oo«p.tir ?

No

™t"Var0“by 4LS .boold bo to.d „.re to on, .to »«nbe,S of

the community ? I cannot see the ohjeot of it at all.
, .
*1,;=
33 Arc vou aware of any particular protection that seamen receive in return for this taxf

S'PCf toBUpS Office in .ny w.J oon,^ tb. p.yooo. of w.gosf

Not in to l»>i;

TTHeTfst stands in the same relation as any other respectable witness would do? Yes,
that is all I can see. The only use I can see in the Shipping Master is this, that supposing
i veVcel were going a long voyage, and a seaman deserted before she left the harbour he
could prove that hf had engaged for that vessel; but that would he of no material use m

have families.

38.
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38. So that they could be reached hy the ordinary laws relating to other citizens ? They
Mr. J.
could be reached in the very same way. Besides, this Shipping Office does not facilitate any Campbell.
action in that way whatever. Supposing a seaman were to run away from an Inter-colonial
trader, tbe Shipping Office ivcmld be of no earthly use in facilitating any action against him. ® Kot-i 18G1.

39. Are you tbe owner of more than one vessel ? We own five at present; we have had seven,
hut one was wrecked, and we sold another.
40. Are you aware of the law authorizing owners to change seamen from one vessel to
another ? I believe there is a law of that kind in existence, when the owners encage the
men themselves.
“
41. Have yon ever put it in force ? We have not. I do not know of any parties here who
act upon it except the Illawarra Steam Navigation Company. I believe in that ease the
owners engage the men.
42. Who are the owners of that Company ? I think Mr, Manning is the principal owner—
he is the Manager.

43. From what you know of seamen, have they any objection to being ordered from one
vessel to another ? I could not say; I do not think they would like it very well, but still
I could not say positively. Seamen have generally u preference to one vessel over another,
and when that is the case they would think it very hard to be sent to a vessel that they did
not enter for.
44. Are there seamen engaged for one vessel that would not engage for another ? Yes.
45. And they would consider it very bard to be compelled to go in a vessel against which
they might have a prejudice? Yes, and besides they might have a prejudice to a particular
captain or mate. I think it would be the greatest tyranny to put a seaman under a man
against whom he might have an antipathy.

46. A seaman might have no objection to the owners, but he might have strong objections to
the captain or mate ? Yes.
47. Yon have spoken of the delay which has ensued through being unable to ship men on
Saturdays—does not this occur equally on other days—is it not often the case that a vessel
might obtain such a slant of wind aa would enable her to get an offing, and make the port
she was goiog to, provided she could leave on any night ? Yes, cases of that kind have been
reported to me, where captains have waited almost the whole day, and have not been able to
ship their men after all, for whenever the hour comes to close the Shipping Office it is closed,
though five minutes more would have answered their purpose, and to-morrow the wind has
changed, and they are left any length of time.
48. Let the emergency be ever so great they are not allowed to take a man, even for a short
trip, unless he has regularly shipped before the Shipping Blaster ? No.
49. Do you know anything of the lodging of seamen, or seamen’s lodging-houses ? I am
not much acquainted with it, but I hear some complaints about it. I do not know whether
it is a fact or not, but seamen state that even if their friends were residing in Sydney they
would not be allowed to stay with thorn; they have to go to a house licensed to lodge
seamen.
50. There is no law compelling any other class of men to lodge in any particular locality?
Not that I am aware of.
51. By Hr. T. Garrett: Supposing we should do away with the restrictions placed on the

shipping of seamen for the Inter-colonial trade, how would you prevent the shipping of
seamen in that trade who had deserted from other vessels—how would you detect them ? The
police would detect them ; the police are always on the look-out for runaway sailors.
52. Supposing they were not compelled to produce any discharge—supposing there were no
registry of discharge or shipping, how would you detect a deserter ? When a seaman was
discharged from a vessel he could get his discharge from the captain in the same way as
he does now, and it could be made penal for any person to engage a seaman who had not a
discharge, and if a seaman gave a false discharge or a discharge previous to subsequent
employment, he could be punished in the same way. It is the same in the Masters and
Servants Act, at least it was; if you engaged a servant who had not a discharge you were
liable to some fine, and the man was liable for producing a false discharge.
53. _ In regard to the engagement of ordinary servants, domestic and farm servants, the
registry offices are resorted to, are they not? Not always; if you put an advertisement in
the paper you may have twenty or thirty call the next morning, perhaps by six o’clock.
54. But it saves a deal of trouble to go to tho registry office ? I do not think it does.
55. Are you aware what is the fee usually charged at registry offices ? 7s. 6d., I think.
56. Do they charge the servants anything?

5s., I believe.

■

57. The charge at the Shipping Office is 2s. ? Yes, for a discharge, and 2s. for shipping,
58. Your great complaint against the Shipping Office ia the delay ? The delay.
■
59. You would not wish to keep it open beyond six o’clock? Even supposing it was open till
six o’clock—this is the cause of complaint, that you may have to send the captain away the
entire day, and he attends to nothing else, even for shipping one man. I think it is a great
hardship to be deprived of his services a whole day, for the sake of engaging one man,
whereas if you could do it yourself it would not take five minutes.
60. But I suppose you think it would bo necessary to have some provision for detecting
undischarged seamen attempting to rc-engage? There is a clause in the Seamen’s Act, I
believe, that makes it penal to engage a man without a discharge. The Act could stand the
way it is, with the exception that captains or owners in the Inter-colonial or coasting trade
might be allowed to engage their men themselves, without the intervention of the Shipping
Office. Let the law stand as it is in every other respect.
61. Would you give the.police power to apprehend a man on suspicion of being a runaway
seaman, if he could not produce a discharge ? I do not know, I am sure; it would seem to
be oppressive in some instances perhaps.
62.
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3Ir. J.
Campbell.

62. "Would it not work to the injury of even the Colonial trade to do away with the registry
0f engagement ? I do not think it would.
. .
63. Huw would you, without endangering the general liberty of the subject, make provision
S Nov.. 1861. for the apprehension of deserters ? Would there not be the same provision as at present.
G4. That is effected by the registry of engagement—if there were no registry kept ot- the
engagement bow would you be able to detect a deserter ? The captain would be able to
give information to the police.
.
,
,
.
65. By the Chairman: Do you know bow seamen, who desert from foreign vessels, that is,
vessels not in the Colonial trade, are detected at the present time ? The police detect them ;
the Shipping Office has nothing to do with seamen that come in from England; they know
nothing about their names or description.
T
66 By Mr. f. Garrett: Are not the urtieles lodged ? I think not.
They a™ n<rt with
Inter-colonial traders belonging to other Colonies. Supposing a vessel belonging to Melbourne
came here, her seamen would have nothing to do with the Shipping Office here unless sho
engaged seamen here.
w *
67? By the Chairman: If a man deserts, the captain lodges a complaint with the _V\ ater
Police, and the police endeavour to apprehend him ? Yes; the captain gives the description.
OS. In the same way as yon would do if an indentured servant left your employment,
69. So that the Shipping Office is only a registry of the agreement entered into, and the
rate of waffos yoa agree to give, and the seaman agrees to receive? Yes.
. 70. Something has been said about registry offices for engaging servant?, and you stated
that masters pay 7s. Gd. to engage the services of a servant ? Yes.
71. How much do you think the average cost, of engaging a seaman would amount to, pro
vided you have to send your captain to the Shipping Office a whole day, and then bo nus to
go amiin ? I could not tell exactly, but sometimes it costs something considerable, because
if a vessel is detained on her voyage for three or four weelts by contrary winds, after having
been made to miss a favourable chance of getting away, the expense is enormous.
72. By Mr. Sadlcir: In consequence of not being able to engage a seaman f Kes; by
'
missing a wind which..would give her a good offing, she may be baffled by contrary winds
■
..

for weeks when she docs get out.
...
,
c
73. Why should the captain be detained all day? I suppose it is through the press ot
business. Sometimes, as I said before, when the steamers are engaging meo they give thorn
a preference.
.
,
•
9
74.'By Mr. T. Garrett: Do you not think that is for the public convenience r

r j_*
i do not

suppose that is objected to; all the captains of sailing vessels wish is, to be served them
selves and get away iu time.

.

, .

75. By the Chairman: With regard to tho apprehension of seamen, are you aware that
seamen can be apprehended at the present moment without any warrant whatever, on the
mere suspicion of the officer ? Yes, I believe any policeman may take up a man it lie
thinks he is a runaway seaman. I have known a private servant arrested here on suspicion
of being a seaman, and looked up in the watch-house for the night.
76. When you apply at a registry office fur a servant, you apply for a servant ot a particular
description, and also expect to get some inquiry made with regard to Ins habits, honesty,
and capability ? Yes, generally; you rely in great measure upon the character you get with
the servant from your agent.
...
, .
.
77. Does the Shipping Office supply any of this information with regard to seamen, or act
in tho same way at alt ? The Shipping Office takes nothing to do with the employing of
the men; it only records the fact and witnesses the signatures.
■ . • ?
78. Are the registry offices much resorted to by those who employ labor for the interior ,
No; people generally insert an advertisement in the paper, and get as many as they wish

,

next morning.
.
,
,
,
■
-j
79. By Captain Moriarty: Has it ever occurred to you, that where a large sum is paid tor
hiring a servant, on the part of tho master, and for procuring a situation, on tlm part ot the
servant, there is a direct interest in the individual wbo meets both these wants m effecting
as rapidly as possible a breach of that arrangement, so that he may go oyer the same pro
cess ten times a year, if possible, instead of once ? No, that would interfere with Ins
business, because if be did that parties would not resort to his office.
80. By Mr. T. Garrett: Supposing we were to abolish the Shipping Office, as far as Inter
colonial seamen are concerned, what would you substitute in its stead ? I would allow
seamen and captains to make their own arrangements, and sign articles on board their ships.
81. Would not that lead to the re-establishment of the old style of shipping offices which
were considered so objectionable? I do not think it would. I do not see why we could
not insert an advertisement, so many seamen wanted this morning, and have them on the
wharf ready to engage.
.
» * 1, +
82. How long does your experience extend over the shipping trade in this Colony . About
83. ^Then you have no knowledge personally of the old private shipping offices ?

No.

K D
Robert Dodge Merrill, Esq., called in and examined
Merrill, Esq.
]j„ tjlc Chairman: You are American Consul? I am United States Consul. _
.---- -—^ 85. You wish to give some evidence before this Committee with regard to the condition and
S Nov., 1661. treatment of seamen in tills port ? I wish more particularly to make a statement to the
Committee, iu case they have it in contemplation to alter the laws with reference to the
shipping and discharging foreign seamen in this port. I have already communicated with
this Government on the subject, at the time Mr. Forster was Chief Secretary; and 1 mve
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with me a copy of my letter to him, and also of a letter which I wrote to my own GovernK; D.
merit, and a reply from the latter, conveying an extract from an opinion of the Attorney Merrill, Esq.
General of the United States, with respect to the Act relating to foreign seamen. I cannot r—n
throw ranch light on the subject with regard to Colonial ships. I wish to place these before ® ^T°v-11861tho Committee, in case they should hare it in contemplation to alter the law or any portions
of it. I may mention that I received no reply to the communication I made to this Govern
ment in 1859; the party then in power went out of office directly after that. (TVtiness
requested to withdraw.
Committee, at the instance of the Chairman, deliberated as to
whether, under the terms of their appointment, they could entertain the subject referred to by
the witness, and decided to hear Mr. Merrill's statement.
Witness recalled.')

8G.

Will you have the goodness to proceed with your statement? I wish to place the docu
ments I have referred to before the Committee. (77ie witness handed in the same. Vide
Appendix.) Tho Seamen’s Act of this Colony has conflicted very much with foreign ships, and
interfered with our captains complying with instructions from Horae, and subjected them to
penalties for a large amount for each seaman they discharge here otherwise than is prescribed.
An American captain can go now and discharge a seaman before the Shipping Master with
out my consent, whereas our law says he shall come before me to discharge him. I suppose
it is the same with regard to all other representatives of foreign nations; and if you are
going to alter tho law, I merely suggest that you should give to us the same privileges as
are granted to Consuls in other British ports, or British Consuls in American ports.
87. By Captain Moriarty: I think the view you wish to have adopted has been that taken
by some of the Magistrates here of the law as it stands? By some few; but the present
Shipping Master, who is the leading Magistrate at the Water Police Court, decides in the
reverse way, I do not think the Colonial Act should interfere with foreign ships, where
you have treaties with those countries, and where those States are represented by Consuls.
88. Your proposition is that the American Consul here should have,>the same power..as
British Consuls have in any other port of the globe? Yes, we,merely want tho samt^
privileges as other countries grant to British Consuls.
;
'
89. The law of the United States ia, that no seaman belonging |o an American ship in a
'>
foreign port can be discharged without tho consent in writing ot tho American Consul ?
Yes.
V.
;
90. And the captains of your ships are imperatively bound by that llw ? They are under
heavy penalties at Home.
'
•
'
91. Then what I understand you to wish is, that in any alteration about to be effected in'
the shipping or discharge of foreign seamen in this port, reference should be had to the laws
existing between the two countries ? Between Great Britain and other countries.
92. And also the existing laws of the different States ? Where those States are represented
by Consuls.
93. By Mr. Sadlcir: The laws of the two countries should not clash ? Certainly not; but
the Colonial law interferes with the treaty between Great Britain and America. I had a case
last week, where a captain let his men go on shore to remain, and gave them money, and the
Shipping Master has taken him up for discharging seamen at other places besides the
Shipping Office. At the Shipping Office they give the captain no writing at all, and yet
they say the men are discharged, and going Home he is under a penalty of 400 dollars for
each man if be does not produce him or account for him. This is a copy of most of our laws
relating to the shipping of seamen, printed on the back of the articles, which I may hand in
for the information of the Committee. (2’he witness handed in the same.)
•
94. Some of the Magistrates here consider tho Colonial Act to apply to all ships—not only
British and Colonial, but all foreign ships; but it was laid down by Lord Ashburton, and
.Daniel Webster, as the rule and comity of nations, that any ship going to a foreign port for
legitimate objects of trade shall carry her own laws with her.
95. By Captain Moriarty: Unless some criminal act is performed? Yes. Tho question
arose in tho case of the ship “ Creole,” which went into some port in distress, having on
board at ‘the time a cargo of^slaves, and it was decided that a ship can go into any port for
legitimate purposes of trade, i
96. By the Chairman: You are not acquainted with the working of the law as it affeots
Colonial vessels ? No; I have had no experience except from hearsay.
97. Are you conversant with the method of shipping in America? Yes, in some States.
It is different in some States. The British Consuls ship their own seamen in Now York,
and in every seaport town where I have lived, unless they chose to employ a shipping clerk
or agent, to save the trouble of having so many seamen about their office; but I cannot ship
seamen here.
*
'
98. By Mr. T. Garrett: With regard to vessels of your own nation, are there any Govern
ment shipping offices for them in America? In some states there are—in others not.
Thero is no United States law requiring shipping offices. The local laws can require them ;
but then they do not interfere with foreign nations.

APPENDIX.
United States Consulate,
Sydney, Utw South Wales, -G December, 1859.
Sir,
'
.
In compliance with your request male to me during our interview this morning, I have the
honor to submit in writing, the substance of my verbally expressed opinions as to the expediency of an
Act by the Legislative Assembly now in Session, respecting the discharging and shipping of seamen
of foreign vessels arriving in New South Wales.
'
'
The
. .
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The Water Police Act, 17 Vic. 36, 1853, contains several objectionable sections, particularly
R. D.
Merrill, Esq. 0 and 12, which I respectfully represent to you the propriety of modifying, in so fur as they apply to
seamen of the respective nations represented by Consuls, save and except when such seamen enter into
or arc discharged from the British, Naval, or Merchant Service.
_ ^ ^
8 Nov., 1861.
1st.—Because so far as the Government I represent is concerned, it is expressly specified by
my instructions that in all cases of discharge from, or shipment of seamen on hoard of
vessels bearing the flag of the United States, such discharge or shipment can and shall
only he made hy the Consul located at the port where such discharge or shipment shall he
made or take place, so that the sections referred to oppose and prevent the efficient dis
charge of one of the most important duties of a Consul—a duty which is made imperative
by ms instructions, and the faithful discharge of which is one of the principal benefits
looked for from the establishment of Consulates in foreign ports. _
_
, ,
2nd.—Because it could not have been considered that, in framing this Act, it was originally
intended to make sections 4 and 12 applicable to other vessels than such as were under
tile British flag, unless in the ease of a ship whose flag was not represented at this port.
3rd.—Because the provisions of this Act are not in reciprocity with those of the United States
Government, which affords to the consular representatives of Her Britannic Majesty,
located in its ports, every facility to conform to the letter of their instructions. _
4th.—Because the disabilities forced upon me by this Act, and the penalties to which I am
made liable for performing the duties entrusted to me by my Government, are in breach
of the pledge of local aid in the performance of these duties, which is conveyed in the
Exequatur, bearing the sign manual of Her Most Gracious Majesty, accompanying my
recognition ns Consul.
_
5th*—Because the sections rofctreS to, if rtpplic&hlcj to other thtin British ships and seamen
sailing under the British flag, arc opposed to the general policy of the Imperial Govern
ment, and without precedent anterior to this Act of the Colonial Parliament of New South
Wales.
_
Gth.—Because there is no local necessity for any such peculiar enactment, _
7th.—Because, for the reason already stated, the enactments already mentioned (until they are
repealed, or so far modified as to assimilate the laws and practice here to those which
prevail elsewhere) place me in a position which has never been contemplated either by
tho Government which has commissioned me, or by the Government to which I l)3-vc been
accredited. For so long as these enactments remain unrepealed or unmodified, the
intended usefulness of the consular establishment at this port is paralyzed, while my
authority and influeuce with and over those whose interests I represent, and am especially
enjoined' to guard, is materially weakened. While therefore I fully recognize and admit
the good intention of the framer of these enactments, and am prepared to bow in all things
to tho majesty of the Law, I must as a matter of justice and right, appeal with a full
confidence in the propriety and justice of a consideration of my present representation.
I would therefore respectfully request that the premises be taken into early consideration, and
that you will he pleased as speedily as possible to introduce such measures to the notice of the Honor
able the Legislative Assembly as may be necessary to effect the repeal or modification of the enact
ments before alluded to, and to place the representative of the Government of the United States upon
the same unmistakable footing with the Consular Officers of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen of
Great Britain iu the several ports of the States of the Government I have the honor to represent.
I have, &c.,
ROBERT D. 3IERRILL,
The Honorable
U. S. Conul.
The Colonial Secretary,
New South Wales.

United States Consulate,
Sydney, New South Wales, G July, 1860.
’ I have the honor to enclose slips from the Sydney Morning Herald, published at this port,
containing action and decisions of the Supreme Court of this Colony, and also copy of the " Shipping
Regulations’* upon which is apparently based the decision above referred to,
I also enclose a copy of my last communication to the Colonial _ Secretary upon the same
subject, which contains the substance of representation in personal interview with him, as also my
remonstrances to the Government Shipping Master, in regard to what appears to mo to he an exercise
arbitrary in the extreme of his power when an American ship is concerned, to none of which have 1
received the courtesy of reply.
'
.
The Act referred to as contained in the enclosure, No.
is of years standing, and has always
been applied solely to British ships until within three months.
*
At present my right to discharge a seaman or ship one, un+r any circumstances, is denied, and
my certificate of discharge is declared waste paper. I have simply the honor to submit my views con
tained in enclosure. No. , and shall continue (unless otherwise advised) to pursue the course adopted
by my prodeeessor, followed by myself, and as instructed by my “ Regulations.”
, .
Mv Exequatur appears hardly to be considered here as to a part of H. B. M. Dominions, and
either for myself or any wbo may supersede me, the question should certainly be determined, if not
for national honor, at least for the well-being of onr mercantile marine.
I have, &c.,
ROBERT D. MERRILL,
Hon. Lewis Cass.
U. S. Consul. #

Department of State,
Washington, 11 December, I860.
Sir,
.
,
. ,
Your despatch relating to a Colonial Act has been received.
_
In this despatch you refer to the Colonial “Act for preventing desertions and other misconduct
of Seamen belonging to Foreign ships," and to that provision of the same which provides " that noue
“ of the provisions of this Act shall be enforced in respect of the masters and seamen of any foreign ship,
“ until it sh ill have been signified, in writing, to the Governor of New South Wales, hy a Consul or some
« other proper officer of the Government of tho Nation or State to which such ship shall belong, that it is
' “ the desire of such Government that this Act shall be enforced in respect of tbe master and seamen of
*' tbe ship of such Nation or State." It has been suggested that it is desirable that this Department
approve of this enactment, and that you should he authorized to make tho necessary application, in
time to have tho matter placed on a proper footing before the commencement of the approaching
t shipping season.
'
-

T
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It. D.
In reply. I haYc to inform you that a like request has been made to the Department in respect to
a Legislative Act of the Colony of Tasmania, embracing provisions similar to that of New South Wales, Merrill, Esq.
The question, "whetherthe President of the United States, as such, has authority, by so signi
fying his desire, to give general effect to this Colonial Act," was submitted to the Attorney General of SNhtCmi.
tho United States.
An extract from the opinion of that officer is hereto annexed.
From this you will perceive, that though the Department is fully aware that the object of the Act
is the laudable one of more effectually preventing desertion and other misconduct of seamen belonging
to foreign ships within the jurisdiction of the Colony, yet the Government of the United States cannot
give express sanction to the law, save through a Treaty or an Act of Congress.
am, .fee.,
E. D. Merrill, Esq,,
JOHN APPLETON,
Consul of the United States,
Assistant Secretary of State.
Sydneys Now South Wales.

EXTRACT from an O/imon of the Attorney General of the United Stater, dated October 25, 1853, on the
power of the President touching the giving of Assent on tire part of the United States to a legislative Act
of a British Colony relative to Seamen.
" The question is,—Whether the President of the' United States, as such, has authority, hy so signifying
“ his desire, to give general effect to this Act of the Colony of New South. Wales.
" I am of opinion that he has not. Neither the Constitution of the United States nor the Treaties
“ between this Government and that of the United Kingdom, nor any Acts of Congress, empower the
“ President to communicate to the law of a Foreign State- authority or effect which it does not possess
“ proprio vigors as a law of such Foreign State. I have no occasion to speak here as to the question of
" the right of a Foreign State to exercise of its own mere authority the penal jurisdiction and the right
“ of search contemplated by this Act. Suffice it now to say, that, in my judgment, the Government of
“ the United States can give express sanction to the law before me in no other way, in the first instance,
" save through a Treaty or an Act of Congress. While commending, therefore, the general purpose of
" the Colony of New South Wales in this enactment, and the comity of the Dritish Government in com“ municating the same to this Government for its action in the premises, I foci constrained to advise
“ you that it is not within the constitutional authority of the President, hy any separate Act of his, to
“ confer efficiency on this law, as respects either the ships or the seamen of tho United States."

WEDNESDAY, 13 NOVEMBER, 1861.

foment
Mr. BURNS,
Mr. LEWIS,
Mr. T. GARRETT,
Capt. MORIARTY,
Mr. SADLEIR.

D. 0. DALG-LEISH, Esq.,

in the

Chair.

Robert Towns, Esq., called in and examined:—
By ike Chairman: This Committee is appointed to inquire into the various Acts R. Towns,
having reference to the shipping, discharging, lodging, and general treatment and manage^STment of seamen in the Colony of New South Wales j and we believe that, from your position, r-*\
you will be able to throw considerable light on the subject? Any information in my 13 Nov., 1861.
power I shall be very happy to give.

99.

100. You are a shipowner of this port? I am.
101. And have been so for a number of years ? Many years.
102. You are thoroughly conversant with the management and condition of the seamen of
the Colony ? Yes, I ought to be, if experience will afford me the opportunity.
103. Is there anything in relation to this matter that you wish to give the Committee
the benefit of your information upon ? I am hardly aware of the main drift of your
inquiry, but I will he glad to answer any questions.
104. With regard to the Shipping Office as it at present exists------? My masters find a
great deal of fault with the delay that takes place there; but that is a matter of detail
which may be amended. If you ask me my opinion with regard to its utility as a depart
ment, I think it highly necessary.
105. By Mr. Burns : You think the department should exist? Decidedly I think such a
department should exist. There seems to be a great deal of difficulty at present in working
out the details; and perhaps it is fettered with a little more minutiae in small cases than
what would be absolutely necessary.
106. By the Chairman: You said tbe captains in your employment had complained of the
detention? They do; in consequence of the length of time that tho routine of shipping
and discharging so many men occupies, they have to go repeatedly, before they can effect their
object; but that is a matter of detail that may be improved upon. It wonld appear to me
a very simple matter to discharge a ship’s company, if they are all mustered together.
107. Are you the owner of vessels in the coasting trade ? I am.
108. Do you think the same regulations that are necessary for the shipment and discharge
of seamen for foreign service are requisite in the coasting trade ? I think there might be
some relaxation with regard to the coasting vessels; but my coasters are not among those
that are in the habit of taking very short trips, which are, I suppose, the vessels that find
the inconvenience the greatest; mine go to Moreton Bay, Rockhampton, and such places;
but I should think that if the whole paraphernalia of the establishment are brought to bear
n the small coasters that go to Wollongong, Newcastle, and those places, it must be very
0troblesome.
109.
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R. Towns, 109. Then, having more immediate reference to such coasters as you mention—those that
Es9'
visit Shoalbaven, Wollongong, Newcastle, and other ports on onr own coast—you think the
detention caused hy the Shipping Office must he a very serious drawback ? I think it must
13 Not,, ISO,I. ^ a Tery great; impediment, from what I have heard spoken amongst them j not having any
vessels immediately connected with that trade, my own business matters have prevented me
from seriously looking into it.
_
_
110. You have been brought in contact, I suppose, with seamen on various occasions—do
you ever hear them express any discontent at the charge made for a discharge? I have not
heard it. My seamen generally ship for three months at a time, in the vessels that go com
paratively short trips, and others for the length of the voyage, whatever the period may bo ;
and it docs not come so hard on them as it would do if they were changing ships more
frequently. But I do not consider it hy any means a heavy tax, if the tax were properly
applied; and in fact it was at one time my own intention to have proposed a measure to
Parliament for the better regulation of shipping out of this port, and amongst other things
to introduce apprentices, in order to nurse a Colonial marine of our own ; and also what
would be a very harmless tax in itself, but would ultimately bo of great benefit to "Poor
Jack,” the same as they had in former times in England, Gd. a month (for Greenwich
Hospital it was then), which, however, our merchant seamen never got the benefit of—it
went to the King or Queen’s service.
_
.
111. Are you aware of any peculiar advantages or any particular protection that the seaman
derives from this extra tax on his labour ? The advantage he derives is indirect. By con
ducting the business of shipping and discharging in a properly authorized Shipping Office, he
obtains a position of respectability and standing, and every mao’s name must be registered and
recorded. In former times, when the seaman had the full run of the place, and there were no
restrictions, the scenes that took place with the crimps, and among the crimping officers, must
have been seen to he believed. Now, the man cannot ship and neither can the master employ
him without his regular discharge, which is a monster check upon fraud ; and thereby the
man is protected from the abuses that otherwise would occur, if he had unfortunately the
license of his own frolic; and the shipping interest is also protected by the men being
obliged to have’their discharge, and cannot be shipped without it.
^
112. Where charges are made on the seaman in Great Britain, he derives some benefit from
the fund that is created by the sum so contributed ? I have endeavoured to explain that
though he might not have an immediate and direct advantage, he has a decided advantage
indirectly hy the protection of his position. The protection of the Shipping Office is, that
he cannot he discharged wantonly, and neither can he ship without its being duly recorded;
and the money he pays goes for the support of the office which affords him this relief.
113. I alluded to funds being established in Great Britain for affording relief to merchant
seamen wbo meet with accidents, or relief to their families in certain cases of extreme
distress ? That is exactly what I was going to introduce myself, had I had the opportunity.
114. By Captain Moriarty; There is no such thing in operation in this country '! No.
115. And I understood you to say, that in England the money subtracted from tho merchant
seamen went to Greenwich Hospital, and therefore they received no benefit ? They did not;
it was entirely for the support of the Government seamen ; but latterly that tax has been
abolished.
_
_
,
116. By Mr. Burn a: You say you had some measure in contemplation ? Yes, exclusively
for their benefit; and a very large fund would soon accrue.
117. Did you propose to establish an hospital for tho benefit of seamen ? Yes, and a fund
for the relief of their families in case of need. It strikes mo now that just when I was about
leaving England, there was a charge of a shilling a month for another fund for the benefit
of merchant seameu in cases of distress.
_
_
118. Would the fund you propose to establish be in any way made available for rearing
up youths to a seafaring life ? Not at all; only for tho aged and imbecile, and those suffer
ing from accidents or sickness. Sixpence or a shilling a mouth appears a small sum, hut it
would soon mount up, and then every man who contributed would be eligible for receiving
assistance in case of need. It would require some years, however, before such a fund could
accumulate so as to he available for any purpose.
_
119. By the Chairman: I find, by a Return on the Table, that in the years 1854,-55, -56
-hYj _58, -59, and -60, there has been asurplus.of revenue over expenditure in the Shipping
Office of £8,192 14s. lid,—do you not think this sum, which is abstracted from the pockets
of seamen in excess of the working expenses of the Shipping Department, should have been
devoted to the amelioration of tbe condition of the seamen themselves? I think it would
have formed a very nice nucleus on which a large fund might have been accumulated in a
very short time.
120. By Mr. Burns: To be devoted to an hospital? Certainly; after the requirements of
the office to render it efficient had been provided for in tbe first place. ^
_
121. By Mr. Sadleir: Are there not very large sums paid into the Savings Bank, or in the
hands of the Government, derived from the intestate estates of seamen which have not been
claimed hy their relatives ? I believe there are.
122. By Mr. Burns: Can the trustees of any fund that yon are aware of, claim any funds
that may arise from the intestate estates of seamen in the Colony, or do the funds go to their
relatives ? If their relatives prove their right I believe they can get the money.
123. If there arc no relatives ? It is paid in to Government.
124. Can the trustees of any particular fund for the benefit of seamen claim it ? No; the
Government are custodiers of the property until some person can prove a better right to it.
125. What is your opinion of the lodging-houses for seamen—do you' think as a general
rule they approve of the present regulations under which they arc compelled to resort to the
lodging
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lodging-houses ? I think it is necessary that lodging-houses should be under the surveillance B. Towns,
ot tho police to a certain extent, and that no person ought to keep a lodging-house without
Esq.
a proper license; but I never saw the value of the distinction that coniines a sailor to a <---------- ^
particular lodging-house.
.
13 Nov,, 1861.
IdC. Do you not think they are protected to a certain extent? Certainly', hut any other
lodging-house would do equally well under proper regulation; aud I think it much more
JiJtcly that a sailor witl improve his mind by mixing with other classes of men. than by
associating only with his own class all bis life.
J
li7. Do you think tho restrictions are found oppressive in any way ? I have never heard it
complained of. But I look forward with great hopefulness to tho Sailors’ Dome; I think
that properly worked, and with due encouragement, it will be a great protection to the
128. By Mr. Sadlcir: Do you know whether many seamen lodge in other places besides
thoir ludgmg-houses ? I thiijk it is very likely*
129. ISi/ Jfr. Burns : Do you think the seamen consider the tax they have to pay on being
discharged unjust? It would be very like “Jack” to think that; I dare say he would
ratner have a drink with the money; but I never beard any particular complaint of it.
i do not think the charge is excessive at all, if he had the prospect of benefit from it
hereafter ; that is, of any amount that might be accumulated in excess of the necessary
working expenses of the establishment.
J
loO. By the Chairman: We were speaking of the proceeds arising from the surplus of
revenue over the expenditure of the Shipping Office, and I asked your opinion whether it
Mould be appropriated to the benefit of the seamen themselves—I think your opinion was
that it should ? Yes, clearly, after payment of expenses.
131. I find that at Homo, in 1851, an Act, called the Winding-up Act of the Merchant
bcamcn s bund, was passed, which abolished the former Act and resulted in a consolidated
Act, in relation to seamen, which Act provided for the mode of dealing with the wanes and
property of deceased seamen ; and I find that merchant seamen not only obtaincd'bcneflt
then, but they still receive benefit from tbe Government, ahhough they do not pay the tax
direct. I take the following from McCulloch's DictionaryMerchant Seamen's Fund,
to be provided for by Annual Vole, Tho several payments and expenses which, by the
a r a “?canJcn s Fufld Winding-up Act of 1851,’ arc charged partly on the said general
fund therein mentioned, and partly on the Consolidated Fund of the U. K., shall, except
a v* rcSal
payment to the Seamen’s Hospital Society above mentioned, be provided for
“ by annual votes of Parliament.” So that it appears that in Great Britain they still
provide for seamen in the merchant service who meet with accidents, and who otherwise
would have been chargeable on what is termed the Merchant Seamen’s Fund ? I am not
aware of any establishment we have in England, unless it is the “ Dreadnought,” and that
ion P^vate,csta^‘sllnlc.nt) supported by contributions and private subscriptions.
132 By Captain Horiarty: The Governmcut pay something towards that? Yes, the
Government always subscribe largely ; I believe there is an annual vote.
133. The medical superintendents are naval officers, arc they not ? Yes, I believe they are.
■{ tl,e
■■ 1 nlso find the following in the same work
“ Areit> Establishment
f
q
tntppM't of Merchant Seamen,
—And to provide still more effectually for the
■ relief and support of maimed and disabled seamen, and tbe widows, ke , of those killed or
' drowned in the merchant service, the Act 4 and 5 William 4, c. 52, was passed. This,
ff fCt ire^Ca^C^
20 George 2, a 08, except in so far as it related to the establishment
(I ot ^ corporation of the President and Governors for the relief of maimed, &c.,
(( 1llclcfianf seamen, and tho widows and children of seamen killed or drowned in
^ thc^merchant service; and it also repealed as much of the At 37 George 3,
u°
10 ffi*5 wages of seamen dying while employed in ships trading
‘ to thc 'Vos.t Indies; and having thus .cleared the way, it proceeded to introduce a new
“ system, which was further extended and perfected by the C & 7 William 4, c. 15, and
“ the 7 & 8 Victoria, c. 112. Under this system, all masters of British ships, whether
* owtie[,s or ^t, and all British seamen employed in navigating the same, will be obliged to
“ contribute certain sums out of their wages to the support of the Merchant Seamen’s Fund.
^ri *le caso °f seamen, this contributico, which in the first instance was only Gd. a month,
“ was subsequently raised to 2s. per do , and in addition to these contributions, the wages
“ and other effects of deceased seamen were, in the event of their not being claimed by their
i'_rre^at'(>ns'
.0VC1" *° t,!]e fund.” And it is this which we find was done away with in
18ol, and provision made for the same purpose from the Consolidated Eevemie ? Yes, I
recollect now perfectly; there is a large establishment in the Mile-end Road—the Merchant
oeamen s Orphan Asylum—and it is surprising tho number of applicants there are in the
event of vacancies. There are schools fur the children of seamen.
135, So that we find that in England the sums which are collected from seamen, for those
purposes, are absolutely applied to the relief of tho distressed and the maimed ? Yes, evidently
so. It was an idea too that struck me, that wo ought to establish in this infant Colony an
apprentice system. It was a great pity, in my opinion, that it was ever done away with in
England. What with steam, and one thing and another, the honest old tar of our forefathers,
who bore us to the pitch of perfection in the Mother Country, is now only heard of in
bistoiy ; wo are pestered now with a pack of sea-lawyers, many of whom only go to sea to make
out a voyage from the master by any means hut honest industry.
13G. As the owner of numerous vessels out of the port, you are aware that a law has been
passed enabling an owner to transfer a seaman from one vessel to another vessel, though
both it and the captain may be strange to him—do you consider that any cause of complaint ?
I dare say seamen would naturally complain of a thing of that kind. I do not know that it
174—C
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E. Towns,

js exactly right that a seaman who has shipped for one vessel should be compelled to go to
another. I do not see any great hardship in it on coasting or short voyages, hat it gives
room for a complaint or grievance.
.
13 Nov., J861. 237_ % Captain Moriarty: It was, I believe, originally introduced, with the view of
facilitating the steam navigation out of the port, to enable the proprietors, if they had one vessel
suddenly injured, to transfer the seamen bound to them without a fresh shipment, and with
that object thev are bound to the Manager, not to the master ? . That takes it rather out of
the ordinary course of things with respect to seamen. But I think it would ho a very hard
ease on the owners of steam vessels if they could not avail themselves of such a provision
as that, in case of one of their vessels being disabled; for they would without it have to
keep very expensive crews in idleness. Bor instance, there is the engineer getting <£20
a month; the second engineer, £16 or £18; half-a-dozen firemen, £9 or £10 each;
besides the coal-trimmers and deck hands. Suppose a vessel has to go on the slips to have
her bottom cleaned, and bo repaired; she may be there a month ; and it would be a most
painful tax if all these men were doing nothing all that time, and eating the bread of
idleness at the expense of their employers.
, ,
138. In the ease of ordinary seamen in sailing vessels, you do not think this provision should
be applied ? That is what my remark amounts to. In the case of a steamer which does
'
not make long voyages, the seaman could not take much hardship from being transferred.
139. I understood you to say you did not see the necessity of seamen being confined to
particular hoarding-houses? I think not.
140. Do you know of any reason why a seaman should not have the same facilities of
lodging himself that any other man in the community has? I do not. As I said before,
I should like to see houses that are professedly open for lodging men of any description
licensed, and under the surveillance of the police.
141. As I understood your observation it goes thus far,—*tbat you would see that those men
who had licenses for lodging seamen were persons of unexceptionable character, and that
the police had some right to interfere with them, but you would not' compel seamen to go to
their houses unless they wished ? Certainly; if a man had a brother or sister, or a friend,
it would be a very hard case if he could not enjoy the benefit of bis friend s society.
142 By Mr. Burns : EoW would you protect seamen unless their lodging-houses were
under some regulation ? I would have all lodging-houses under the surveillance of the
police; but the seaman should have the same freedom to pick and choose among them as any
other class of men.
_
.
,
143. By the Chairman: We were speaking of the transfer of the services of seamen from
one vessel to another—you think that objectionable; that seamen have a natural objection
to having their services transferred from one vessel to another, and one captain to another,
without their immediate consent ? I do, in a general way ; hut then I look upon it that it
would be hard to' the owners if it could not be done in the case of the steam vessels. Take
■one of the Company’s vessels, and calculate the expense of their engine-room for a day.
The chief engineer has £20 a-month,—in fact, tbe engineer of tbe “ Balclutha has £2o—
the second engineer, £16, and the third, £12; then six firemen, at £9, three coal-trimmers,
about £7, and about six deck hands, at £5. So that the total expense is very heavy.
144. You think steamers should be the only exception ? I think a distinction might be
made in their favour. In sailing ships I think it is objectionable; but in steamers it is
only an act of justice to allow it. Besides, the voyages of steamcrs_ are so short that the
men could scarcely suffer any hardship from the change. It is not like compelling a man to
go a long voyage with an unpleasant customer for captain ; no steamer’s voyage out of this
port is longer than eight or ten days.
, „
145. We find, iu practice, that the objection with regard to the expense to the oteam
.
Companies is easily got rid of, for we have it in evidence that they are in the habit of
*
discharging their crews, engineers, firemen, stokers, and deck hands, when wages fall, in
order that they may be re-shipped at a reduction, and no doubt the same thing could be
done in the case you have supposed ? Well, I should question that assertion, at all events
with respect to the engineers. I can speak from my own knowledge that there are engineers
in the Company’s service that have not been removed these ten years. Those men are the
right hand of the Company. So far as the rest of tbe engine-room hands are concerned
it is very likely, for the men are quite ready to strike if wages should rise. I have been a
long time at tbe Board, and witnessed their movements. If there was the slightest move
ment in wages, no fires a-ligbt; and then it was to be supposed the Company would some
times give them a Roland for their Oliver..
_
.
146. The objection with regard to the great expense of the engine-room, it appears, may be
easiiy got rid of by discharging the crew, and in the Company’s boats we know that the
chief engineers are transferred to tbe shop, or employed in tbe necessary repairs of the boats
they belong to; but the others are immediately removed, even on the slightest reduction of
wages? I think it might easily he met. I am not one that would arbitrarily compel any
man to go in any vessel against his will; one vessel might be eligible and another not;
but 1 should say, make it optional; that is, that the men should either go to another vessel
or take their discharge.
_ 4
. ,
, . .
.,
147. By Captain Moriurly: Allow me to ask jour opinion on one point; what is your idea
of the terms upon which a contract between the owner of a ship, or the captain acting in
his name, and bis crew, should be made—should it not be absolutely reciprocal; that is to
say should the captain have it in his power to enforce the services of his crew for the full
term of the articles under which they shipped, and also have it in his power to terminate
tho agreement whenever he wishes ? He cannot do it; it is reciprocal; he cannot discharge
the men without their own consent until the term agreed upon has expired, lake the

case
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case of one of my own vessels, the 11 Bcrengaria.” The articles run something in this It Towns,
way:—11 From hence to the islands in the Pacific Ocean, thence to Manila, China, or
-Es'I“ other ports in the Pacific and in the Chinese or Java seas, such service not to exceed
“twelve months,” When the vessel comes back she malies her voyage in five months. Nov., 18G1.
Now these men could insist on onr keeping them on pay unless the concluding clause,
which generally terminates the voyage, thus—“ and back to a final port of discharge in
Australia.” They are invariably too anxious to have their discharge, hut it is perfectly in
their power to insist on continuing by the vessel so long as they perform their duties.
148. If you are informed that the Water Police Magistrate has stated that it is not so—
that the men are hound absolutely for the six months, and the master is not, are you of opinion
that such a state of things should be permitted to exist ? Well, I hardly understand your
question; but I must go a little farther in my explanation. There is also a concluding
paragraph in our articles—sometimes wo have it—“ forwards and backwards and backwards
“ and forwards, and ultimately to a final port of discharge in the Australian Colonies, such
“ service not to exceed 12 months.” There is a finale to the engagement, and it is also limited
to a period. If the vessel comes back to the port of discharge the voyage is ended.
149. Is not the man’s only remedy for a breach of agreement on the part of the master, to
claim under a clause of the Imperial Act, which gives power to the Magistrate to impose a
penalty of one month’s wages—so that bis only remedy for a breach of agreement by the
master is the payment of one month’s wages, although he may be compelled, if the master
chooses, to servo the entire period. I will read you the opinion of Captain North on the
'
matter, when he was examined:—“74.
Captain Moriarty: I understood you to say
“ that the articles were mutual only so far as to entitle the seaman to one month’s pay, in “ the event of his owner discharging him prior to tho expiration of his term ? Yes.
“ 75. By what clause of the Act has the master the right to discharge a seaman by pay“ ment of one month's wages, although the articles may have been signed for six months ?
“ You will find the clause in the Imperial Act, which gives power to the Magistrate to
“ impose a penalty in cases of breach of agreement of not more than one month's wages.”
So that the Water Police Magistrate, under that view of the Act, declares his opinion that
tbe shipping under articles is not reciprocal; one has the power of enforcing the period, but
the other only a power of demanding one month’s wages. Do you think that state of things
should be permitted to exist? Well, where is the hardship; I do not see the hardship.
150. Aud yet you gave evidence that they were reciprocal ? To that extent.
151. And you think it ought to be so ? Every agreement ought to ho reciprocal so far as
it can be carried out with consistency. The American law provides that a man can be paid
off in any port in the world on payment of three months' wages, but our seamen cannot
unless you provide them a passage back to the place where they shipped.
■
152. By the Chairman : Allow me to suggest that the American law definitely specifies that
it must be at the seaman’s own request, and if he is discharged the captain must pay him
three months’ wages ? -----153. By Captain Moriarty: I want to get at your opinion as to making all agreements of
that kind reciprocal—if binding on one it should be binding on another ? No doubt; I
quite agree with you in one sense; but you must bear in mind that they do not stand in
that reciprocal light towards each other; certainly as employer and employed they do as
long as each is faithful to the other; but supposing a crew strike, as they often do, and will
not navigate the vessel, what are you to do ?
154. Are they not liable to some punishment for an act of that kind ? They arc, but what
does it come to. You have to provide yourself with others if you can.
155. The law of mutiny provides for that ? It does; but it is a very poor remedy.
156. I want to know from you exactly what your opinions are upon the necessity of there
being something like reciprocity in any engagements entered into between a master and his
crew ? Well, I think the month’s pay is not an unreasonable equivalent, provided it is in
the port of engagement or discharge; it would not do abroad. A man cannot be discharged
abroad except with the sanction of his Consul. Suppose a fractious man shipped on board
your vessel—one of those whom I designated as sea-lawyers—and you saw clearly that you
could not get on with him, the law would provide that you could get rid of him by pay
ment of one month's wages; but you could not do that in any port in the world but the
port of shipment.
157. If a man ships in England to go back to England, is a month’s pay an equivalent to
him for a breach of the agreement in this port ? -----158. By the Chairman: He is under the English law? Yes, it does not bear at all. I
think there is as much reciprocity as meets the merits of the case.
159. This is more an inquiry as to Colonial seamen ? Quite so. I say that if a master
ships a man with whom he is dissatisfied after a short trial, he should put him on shore, and
not merely pay him wages for the two or three days he has worked, but a month’s pay for
the breach of agreement, unless he can legally do so by tbe man’s consent. That is quite
equivalent to any loss he sustains, and in many cases too much. There are plenty men make
a living by what we call, at Home, a Gravesend voyage.
160. By Mr. Sadleir: The only doubt I have is whether a month’s pay is sufficient?
Plenty. You may depend the captain would never get rid of a good man in that way. If
you were to make it more it would only be an encouragement aud bribery to abuse.
161. Do you think the intestate estates of seamen, not claimed by their relatives, and now
paid to the Government, should be carried to the account of a fund for the benefit of seamen ?
Yes, and I think the law should be so shaped that the surplus revenue of the Shipping Office,
after providing for its efficient working, should also go to a Merchant Seamen’s Fund. It
could not go to a better purpose. I should also be happy, as one perhaps more extensively
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engaged in shipping than any man in the Colonics, to sec the shipowners compelled to t ike
apprentices, with a view to create a Colonial marine and bring up seamen for our own service,
though many people seem to think it is against their interest.
13Nov.,ISO!. 1Q2. By Captain Moriarty: You would restore the old law of apprenticeship? Yes.
103. By Mr. Burns: How would you legislate so as l.o encourage Colonial youths to follow
the nautical profession ? The only plan is to compel shipowners to take them in proportion
to tonnage.
I take as many as 1 can get now. You may see my advertisements in the
paper nearly every month,—wanted lb or 120 apprentices to the sea ; but wc cannot get them
so easily as wc used to do. Some years ago they would stow themselves away to get to sea,
but lately they ha^c taken a monster aversion to it.
lt>4. To what circumstance do you attribute that aversion ? The lower orders of the people,
where children would follow the sea, have so few wants, and those easily supplied, and they
are generally so well off, that they do not like to part with their children.
1 have seen a
great aversion on the part of parents to part with them.
165. Have you met with many cases where the Colonial youth have a taste for the sea?
No. It is only latterly that I have seen a better feeling. Since I returned to the Goluuy I
have hound not less than twenty. These are the terms I invariably offer :—Supposing a lad
is about filteen years of ago, I biud him for four or five years, but that is never any bar to
his promotion if he is competent and an opportunity offers. The apprentice is preferred, and
promoted to mates, as their abilities render them capable. I pay them at the rate of £30
for the period, divided over the period, and a bonus of £10 if they serve their time to the
satisfaetiou of the employer.
If a youth of the age I mention is worth his salt, he ought
to be second mate of the vessel by tho time he has been three years at sea, and chief mate
at the end of his time. I have made it a rule now, that I do not give any man out of my
employ tbe command of a ship if I have a mate I can promote.
16G. By the Chairman: There is an objection among shipowners at the present time to ship
boys, is there not? There is, but it is far from it with me. .
167. By Mr. Burns ; What docs the objection arise from ? I do nSt know. Perhaps it is
because these boys must be provided for at alt times, whether iu harbour or at sea, and when
'
they get their ships in harbour they like to discharge their crews so as to be off their
expenses. I would rather have the boys about the ship, ahhough they arc very troublesome
to keep in order and at work, and this may be the reason.
168. By Captain Moriarty : They could always be doing something ? Always.
109, By the Chairmaii: 1 understood you to say, with regard lo the transhipping of seamen,
that you do hold it objectionable to transfer seamen from one vessel to another? I do. I
would not bind a man to change ships or change masters against, his will.
170. By Mr. T. Garrett: You only allude to sea-going vessels ? Yes; but I think it might
be optional even in the steamers for a man to be transferred, if neecssary, to another vessel,
or take bis discharge.
_
171. By the Chairman : Do you know any reason why seamen should be engaged differently,
■
or under different circumstances, to any other servant? Well, the nature of their servitude
is very different. You see they are without the pale of the law for a certain period, and
the law looks with very great jealousy on any agreement where a man is so placed, and
properly so.
_
f
172. Is there any reason why there should be a different mode of entering into agreements
with seamen than with other servants? I do not think you can assimilate them precisely.
You see the seaman’s services are called for at all times, by night and by day; but such is
not the ease with domestic servants. There are many circumstances in connection with a
naulical life which do not apply to persons on shore.
173. Do you think that should affect the primary agreement, or the mode of making it? Ido
not think you can render agreements strictly consistent with the duties of seamen by
anything that you have in the law respecting the ordinary servant. There are duties incum
bent on a seaman that are strictly confined to a nautical life. The ordinary agreement, as
between master and servant, would not be found either satisfactory or binding. I think it
must be an exclusive agreement, and such it lias been, and is, in all parts of the world.
174. I think your observations refer principally to vessels going long voyages ? You cannot
separate. There are the same difficulties, and tho same control is necessary, even ou short
voyages. I think, on reflection, you will find you could not assimilate them,
175. By Mr. T. Garrett: Have you read the Act of I860, which provides for this trans
ferring of seamen—will you look at the second clause, and particularly at the proviso:—
" Provided also that the names of such vessels and their respective masters, and the nature .
“ of the service, be specified in the agreement.” After reading that clause aud the proviso,
do you think the objection holds good? I think if the names of the vessels, and the names
of the masters, with the nature of tbe service, are mentioned in the agreement, there is no
hardship; he enters into the agreement with the facts before him ; and the wrong is on his
own part if he does not like it afterwards; but I do object to men being transferred in the
way that was spoken of in the first instance.
176. But that removes your objection? It docs, so far as that is concerned,and the voyages
being short and stated, as provided.
177. By the Chairman: Is there any definite rule for the employment of seamen, or any
' acknowledged day’s work for seamen, or are they expected to be at work night and day ?
When in harbour they always conform to the usual day’s work of the labouring class; they
turn to at six o’clock, have their hour to breakfast and their hour to dinner, and they knock
off at six o’clock, unless something extraordinary require them in the evening; but at sea, of
course, they must work, when required, night or day. Sometimes it occurs that they are
called upon for extra work, as in the case of the “Balclutha ” the other night at the wharf,
when it was necessary to get her away at a certain time.
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178. These are exceptional cases ? Quite so.
11, Towns,
179. IrYc hare had a case in evidence where a steamer left the port of Sydney oo a Sunday
Esq. ’
morning, commenced to take in cargo at Shoalhaven at five o’clock on Monday morninr, left ,'“—*'—'1
ere at nine 0 clock, called at Kiama and Wollongong, where they also took in cargo,^0T*t iSGi.
and arrived in Sydney about midnight, where the crew were called upon to discharge the
cargo immediately; in order that they might take in cargo again and proceed to sea without
any rest; the crew complained that they were incapable of doing so from exhaustion, and
they were taken before the Magistrates, and the entire crew were punished for disobedience
ol lawful commands—would that, in your opinion, be fair ? My opinion is, that the law, as
it stands at present, is ample and sufficient for the protection of the seaman, and that no
master can coerce a man beyond that which is reasonable; and, with all respect to your
opinions and present position,! think any further legislation in that direction would only be
aggravating an evil which is sometimes very hard to bear.
18(h I think you have already given your opinion as altogether against the compulsory
lodging ot seamen ? I have. It is a matter that I always wonder at, that “Jack” should
be treated like some extraordinary animal that cannot be trusted alone. I would not deprive
any man of tbe right of living with any acquaintance, or associating with respectable oeonle
in any way.
r r
181. In sailors homes, as far as you are aware, no such supervision is exercised ? They
nave perfect freedom, being only expected to conform to the rules of the establishment.
Its A. it is this freedom which has made these institutions so generally in favour with seamen ?
Jt es, they arc generally in favour of them ; all well-disposed men prefer them; they live well,
have every comfort, and pay reasonably for what they have.
183. From what you know of seamen, do you think that the mere attempt to legislate in
such a way as to force them to resort to these lodging-houses wonld give them a dislike to
them { .Decidedly sc; “ Jack” is a rational being, and likes to have a free choice as well as
other men.
184. If there are any other suggestions that you can make to the Committee, and parti
cularly with reference to the qualifications of captains and mates sailing out of this port, we
will bo glad to receive them? No doubt that ought to be looked to, for there is more
011
c'iai'acter of the men in charge than on the ship, with respect to the safety
of life and property.
*
,

Addendum.
In compliance with the concluding question, I beg briefly to recapitulate my views on the subjoct
.
generally.
^ir6??u—j consider the Shipping Office is necessary for tbe protection of both seamen and
owners, but the duties at present are not efficiently carried out, or otherwise clogged in detail, which
renders the department justly unpopular; this is capable of improvement.
, Secondly.—Two shillings for each engagement or discharge is by no means excessive; hut any
-Hjlus arising from the absolute charge in the office should (in my opinion) he devoted to a bmr.fidal
fund for seamen and their families ; only first having the office in perfect efficient working order—this
the first object; the fund to he under a trust created for that purpose, and legally constituted.
Thirdly.—I am of opinion the same law which governs the shipment of seamen for foreign and
long voyages should not prevail with coasters; the same necessity docs not exist in the latter, and gives
great cause to complain; hut whatever change may he considered necessarv, every effort should be used
to keep poor Jack from the clutches of tho crimp.
'

Fourthly .—Lodging-houses for seamen.—This I have ever looked upon as a masterpiece of
humbug ; unjust m its operation, and a failure in the results. Sailors, for the short time they have on
shore deserve at feast the common freedom allowed to landsmen; and why poor Jack should bo comto. • , „ hl® Tvn, ?,oc,k (however much against his will) has ever been to me a mystery. I
would certamly allow ' Jack the privilege common to all, but no more, and if (which is unfortunately
too often the case) he commit himself, the law is ever ready to restrain him.
,
Fifthly. I am also of opinion that all and every description of lodging-houses should he subject
to the surveillance of the police, and that seamen should have the privilege in common with all.
_ Sixthly.—I would here remark,, as my opinion, there should he a distinction between the
engineers, firemen, and coal-trimmers; these men have no right, title, or interest, to exercise the
privilege you assumed and call them seamen. In my opinion they should he governed hy a separate
are' generally speaking, the most troublesome men to deal with; they are also much better
paid than seamen, and I would rule them by a separate law. They at present sign articles to obey tho
master and officers, which is the furthest thing from their thoughts of doing. The men in the enginoroom are taught only to obey the engineer, and a monster rivalry and jealousy exists between the
worthies in authority. I have known a case, from tho information of one of my masters, where a man
has been refused to ship in a sailing vessel at fifty shillings per month, as ordinary seaman; the same mam
helore he left tho office, was engaged hy one of tbe engineers in the Company’s service, as a fireman, at
nine pounds per month. Ibis occurred before I loft the Colony in 1858. Such creates great jealousy.

Seventhly.—Since replying to your question as to tho law in England with reference to merchant
seamen, I have recollected the arbitrary rule is this ;—“If an English registered ship should trade out
„ f!cre or ttny ?1t11,cr Pnrt °f tkc world, and return to England, after twenty years, or any longer time.
tho owner will have to pay the Merchant Seaman’s liues”—as occurred to myself in the “ Eoyal
r^Xo0n’
T*f?el 1 w,as
TTncl' wIlC111 left England in 1842. I settled in this Colony in
1845, and kept the ship on the English register, hailing from London. In 1847 she went to London
Irom Calcutta. On arrival, and preparing to pass entry at the Custom House, the receipt for last pay
ments of Merchant Seamen s Dues was demanded, when it was found nothing had been paid from 1844.
My agents memorialized the Board of Trade, hut to no avail; they were obliged to pay thirty-one
pounds four shillings and sixpence, a fair average, all I was allowed; as we are only chargeable while
the ship is employed and men engaged, I was thankful of that allowance.
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B. Towns,
Eighthly.—Masters and Officers.—It is most dcsirahle that some examination should he held on
Esq.
the characters and capabilities of men so placed in trust, as I over contend there is much less risk to
.
lift! and property in charge, of a good and competent master, even in an inferior vessel, than in the finest
i
ship that ever spread canvas, in the hands of a drunkard or otherwise incompetent man.
IS NOV., Ibol.
ir
...
_ ,,
-Til
Ninthly.—But such regulations here would he attended with difficulty; certainly there might be
two classes of examinations—one for coasters and wlialers, and one for foreign-going vessels.
Tenthly.—In the latter case I speak from experience; some of the best whalers out of this port
can do little more than write their names, but are in every other way competent to command a vessel;
in such cases wo put on hoard a competent navigator.
Eleventhly.—Such a class examination may he held touching the characters for sobriety and
seamanship, and experience on the coast, in like manner with whalers. I mention this to shew the
difficulty there would be to meet this dcsirahle object.
Twelvthly.—For foreign-going vessels, tlic regular course of examination, as established at Home,
might be with advantage carried out here hy tho Pilot Board, or such other parties appointed for the
purpose, relaxing to some extent the critical points in navigation which they insist on at Home, which
may ho worked hy any schoolboy, and would puzzle the writer, and in no way necessary (absolutely) for
a first-class commander.
Such examination will he self-supporting, the fees paying the expense.
E. TOWNS.

SyiJne) : Thomas

Jr. Go’. crDmeiu i nnltr.- ISfTL
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No. 1.
Emigration Agents to Secretary for Lands.
No.
'

10,

West Strand, London,
August, 1861.

24

Sir,

We Lave the honor to report to the G-ovcrnment the course of our proceedings
since our arrival in England, on the mission contemplated “by section 2 of the Act 22
Vic., 24.
2. We landed in Liverpool on Sunday, the 4th August, and left that town the same
day ; Mr. Parkes for Birmingham, and Mr. Dailey for London. On the morning of the 8th
Mr. Parkes joined Mr. Dailey in London.
3. During his stay in Birmingham Mr. Parkes communicated with one of the
Members for the Borough, with tho Mayor and others, on the subject of our mission to
England ; and in London we have both anxiously availed ourselves of whatever opportunities
have offered, to ascertain how far public feeling may be favourable to the objects wo have in
view. Prom our intercourse with persons variously connected with the great interests of
the country, and as tho general result of our inquiries, wc are led thus early to form an
opinion that there is a growing disposition among the propertied classes of England to dis
courage emigration. But in the humbler walks of life we have found generally a desire for
information respecting the Colonies, and in many cases a strong inclination to remove to
Australia.
4. On the 9th we called at the Colonial Office, and also at the office of Mr. Hamilton,
but both the Duke of Newcastle and Mr. Hamilton were out of town. A few days later, on the
15th instant, we had an interview with the Secretary of State for the Colonies, and received
from His Grace, as well as from other gentlemen of his department, the assurance that every
assistance would he afforded to us by them, in carrying out the views of the Colonial
Government.
5. On the 12th we had an interview with Mr. Walcott, at the Colonial Land and
Emigration Office, in Park-street, and we received from that gentleman the most courteous
attention, and the assurance that the Commissioners wonld be glad to assist us at any time
with information or otherwise.
*
6. During this period we opened communications with gentlemen connected with the
shipping interest, including the firms of James Baines and Co., of Liverpool, and T. M. Maokay
and Co., of London, in order to acquaint ourselves with the rates of passage, dietary scales,
and other similar particulars, that would be useful to intending emigrants. We find that
the eminent firms mentioned are desirous of establishing a line of passenger packets between
London and Sydney, provided that sufficient inducement can be offered in the shape of
steerage passages.
7. On the 16th we proceeded to Birmingham, with the intention of holding a public
meeting in that town. Considerations arising from our first preliminary enquiries having
been made there, and the fact that it is the centre of one of the finest agricultural
districts, decided us in selecting that place for the commencement of our public
addresses.
On arriving in Birmingham we immediately took steps for convening
a meeting; and after some little disappointments and delays, we arranged for the
* 116—
delivery
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delivery of on address in tho Music Hall, the second largest hall in the^wn,onthe
evening of the 21st. Though the notice given was short, the audience that assembled
must have numbered 1,500. persons, including many ladies “d ™
^hJ?
and attentive Mr. Parkes addressed the meeting, and spoke for two hours and a hat,
briefly^explaining the origin and history of the Colony, its
social s ate
of Government j giving the latest statistics of gold, coal, woo , an
PP ’
^ anrj
fruits, and vegetable products; and describing the character of the countty in soi a
climate, its extent of trade, and its means of communication and education. He co^udd
by explaining the Land policy of the Government, as embodied m the Bills not yet pa.se

™t0 U Th. otair

o«»pi«d b, Mr. Alderman Bald™, a n«dtb, and

facturer- and a vote of thanks was unanimously accorded to Mr. Parkes, on tb®
Mr. George Edmonds, a gentleman who has been a well known public man in Birmingham

'"“V
mile to
being done at Birmingham,
and made arrangements for a public meeting on the evening of

Krtlh
toHS
w>Sh ““dkd[S

in St. Mary’s Hall, and was presided over hy the Mayor of the City. Mr.
the Coventry meeting, occupying the whole evening with his esplanatio
f P.T{ntish
and condition fof New South Wales, and its manifold advantages ^ ^ fiehl for Bnt sh
emigration. On the motion of the Rev. Mr. Weddnugton, Vicar of St. “““J" f' “V*
meeting, which was a very crowded and respectable one, was unanimous ro a®cor^ g. ‘th^
Dailey a vote of thanks for his address. At both these meetings the rate, of W ™
Colony were quoted from the Report of the Select Committee of the Legislative Assemb y
on the condition of tbe working classes of Sydney.
,
9 Though only a few hours have elapsed since these meetings were held, we hay
already received^many^applications in person and hy letter, for information respecting Now
South Wales; and we have the satisfaction of thinking that our e^^l0^S
before
respects be beneficial to the Colony. It appears to ns now more
.
leaving Sydney, that the appointment of persons to perform the duties with which
ha
been charged was exceedingly opportune, seeing that others (even
mefmt^SColony
community) have been employing all their powers to depress the cliarac e
for the tturnose of advancing the younger Colonies that have separated from us.
f“ ,h' fWroWvl U b5 L J&gnlations of to 2U0 "'.J™
the vote for assisted Immigration, a deposit of £5 will be required in e
7
further
the passage of a male emigrant over 12 and under 40 years of age. Ip
event of further
sums being voted by the Legislature for Immigration, it may be well to consider whet e
the selection of the persons who are thus to he benefitted by the Colonial Revenue s u
S left to the Colony's own Agents. We feel persuaded, ^.the
acquired, that we could obtain large numbers of the most eligible emigrants, w
■
prepared to pay at least half the amount of their passage money, thus effecting a large sav g
to the Colony ^ eogaged permaiient0ffices in London, at No. 10, Weg Strand i »d for
the purposes of business,8 we have adopted the style of “ New South Wales Governme
Emigration Agents.”
We have, &c.,
HENRY PARKES.
WILLIAM B. DALLEY.

No. 2.
Emigration Agents to Secretary eor Lands.

Wo. 10, West Strand, London,
24 August, 1861.
Sir,
We have to acknowledge the due receipt of your communications of June
last, informing us of the intentions of the Government respecting the admmis ration of the
Public Lands, and enclosing a copy of the Immigration Regulations of June 21.

HENRY PARKES.
WILLIAM B. DALLEY.

Sydney; Tbo&W Rictsrde, GoTCiwnent

[Price, Id.]
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No. 3.
Emigration Agents to Secretary for Lands.
London,

25
Sir,

September,

1861.

'

Since the date of our despatches Nos. 1 and 2, -we have been employed prin
cipally in organizing a machinery of action for the furtherance of the objects of our mission,
and entirely unaided as we have been by advice or assistance, we have found tins part of our
work more troublesome and requiring more time than might have been supposed. In this
business especially we felt that the utmost caution was necessary not to take any step that
would have to be retraced; and we have succeeded iu establishing, at a small expense, a per
manent and centrally situated office in London, under the care of a respectable man, where
all correspondence can be received and answered, and applicants can be personally seen during
our absence in the Provinces, or in Scotland or Ireland.
2. Wc have advertised our Agency in The Times, The Daily '.Mots, The Daily
Telegraph, The Morning Star, The Standard, and The Farmer's Magazine, and in several
of the country newspapers. We append a copy of the advertisement, marked A.
3. During the month we have hold meetings in Surrey, Berkshire, Worcestershire,
Staffordshire, Warwickshire, and Leicestershire, which have been tolerably successful in
point of numbers, and everywhere drawn together most attentive audiences. These meetings
have already resulted in many applications to us for further information, from persons of
means and respectability wbo are desirous of emigrating to New South Wales. A copy of tbe
form by which the meetings have been convened is appended, marked B.
4. Our first impressions of the existence of a strong feeling of opposition to emi
gration, among the landed gentry and the large employers, is confirmed at every step in our
experience; and this adverse feeling extends to the newspaper press, which of course largely
depends upon the moneyed classes.
5. Active efforts are being made to promote emigration to Canada as well as to
Queensland and other Colonies; and pamphlets, printed by the local Governments, setting
forth tho advantages held out by those Colonies, are being extensively distributed throughout
the United Kingdom. We thus find ourselves in the midst of a keen competition for the
outflowing population of the Mother Country, iu which “ free grants of land ” are offered as
prizes; an advertisement to that effect, on behalf of Canada, appearing in all the London
papers.
6. We may mention that we find it impossible to obtain the use of the public build
ings for our addresses, without payment, which very materially adds to our miscellaneous
expenses. We shall require at an early date an addition to the sum of five hundred pounds
placed to our credit for this purpose. A statement of account, as far as our expenditure has
proceeded under this head, shall be forwarded to you by the next mail.
7. Wc append a copy (marked C) of a hand-bill we have compiled for gratuitous dis
tribution, which is the only publication we have as yet issued.
Wc have, &c.,
HENRY PARKES.
WILLIAM B. DALLEY.
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A.
Emigration lo Auttralia.
to New South Wales, the largest and richest of the Australian Colonies,
Persons desirous of emigrating
may obtain every information b y applying to tho Government Emigration Agents, No. 10, West Strand,
London.

. B.
Emigration Co jittstrerfm.
(By authority of the Colonial Government.)
On Monday Evening, September 23, an address will be delivered in the Temperance Hall, Leicester by
Henry Parkes, Esq, late Member of tbe Legislative Assembly for the City of Sydney and
Commissioners of the Colonial Ctovernment, on tbe Advantages of New South Wales as a Eield for
* Mr. Parkes will explain the social and industrial condition of the Colony, tbe present state of its
gold mines, its agricultural capabilities, tbe land policy of tbe Government, &c, &c.
.
The doors will be opened at half-past seven o’clock, and the Chair taken at eight precisely, by
E. S. Ellis, Esq, Mayor.
Roil l a mill be reserved for families. Admission free.

0.
The Colony

of

New South Wai.es.

AVw .Sbirik Walei Government Emigration Agency,
10, West Strand, London.

*
•

The Colony of New South Wales contains an extent of Territory of 207,000,000 acres, more or less
occupied ; and a population, according to the last Census, of 300,o53. Tb” ^ of Sydney, which is th
capital of New South Wales, contains, with its suburbs, a population of 03,102.
T{in„(ioni
2. The soil and climate of the Colony are alike favourable to the “reals of the
and to the tropical and semi-tropical products of other parts of the world. Wheat, barley, oats, maize,
lucerne, &c, are grown in some places side by side with, and in others at no great distance from,
tobacco, cotton, and sugar; while the pear and apple flourish in the midst of peaches, apricots, orangey
bananas, to., all which fruits are cheap and abundant. In 1859. there were under crop n l e Colo y
250 000 acres of land, producing 1,600,000 bushels of wheat, about-tbe same of maize or Indian coin,
r "n ot) OOO and -TOflOO buslfels of barley, 90.000 of oats and 20 500
P^t0“S’ ,J
also under crop 1,100 acres of vineyards, producing 96,000 gallons ^ wim and 1. J00 wllon^
and between 500 and 600 tons of grapes for table use. Tho quahty of the 'vlr^.^
has been tested by superior judges, and elicited their approval. It can be produced quite cqiwlnqiuihty
to, and probably, after the lapse of a few years, not higher in price than the
®
Continent of Europe. The effect of more abundant labour will of course be still fmther to improve the
quality and diminish tho cost of production.
.. ..
J
3. The Educational Establishments of the Colony are numerous, well attended, and mimifieeritl}
maintained both hy Government endowment and private support. They comprise
ol
Sydney, the Sydney Grammar School. 217 schools in connection with various Eoligtous Denominations,
125 National Schools, and a large number of private establishments—in all, 739 schools.
4. The prices of the accessaries of life are, m many cases, lower than in the United Jungdom
Meat (beef) is from 2d. to 4d. per lb.; mutton, the same; bread, od. the 21b loaf; sugar, 4d. per lb.,an
,
from Is. Gd. to 2s. fid. per lb.; bnttcr, in May lost, was 10d. and Is. per lb
„te eon
metropolis is considerably higher than in the great c.tiesot England; ^ a
venicnco for a mechanic with a family of five or six children may be obtained^at from 10s. to los. n
week, and in some of the suburbs at 6s. to 8s. It may be added, that all English manufactures are
necessarily dearer in the Colony than in England. * An advance of 2o per cent, on tbe English puce is
probably a fair average of tbe additional cost. An article that costs 4s. here may generally be bought
tor «s. or less

fo]iowing iist are taken from an average P^'^d from the evidence

of employers and'labourars to a Select Committee of tbe Parliament of New South Wales in tbe year
1859'
’
Rate of Wages of Mechanics and Labourers—1860.
Trades.
Carpenters ...................................

Masons ..............................
9s. to 11s,
Brick-setters ............................ 13a- l^sPlasterers ............................... Ms- to 12s.
Painters ...................................
9s. to 10s.
Bookbinders
.....................
Printers ........................................

Iron and Brass Founders.........

Per Day.

Trades.

Per Day.
9s. to 11s.

Qvrtithn

_

8s. 4d.
10s. to 13s. 4d.

___
.................
.............
................. .................

12
7
13
11

G
G
3
G

.................
11 G
................. 7s. to 9s.

9a. to 13s.

Rate of Wages of Domestic Servants, per annum, with Board and Lodging—1860.
Male servants .......
Cooks ...........................
Gardeners ........ ..........
Grooms .......................
General female servants

£
30
40
35
40
20

to
to
to
to
to

£
4G
GO
45
50
26

Cooks ........
Laundresses
Housemaids
Nursemaids.

Rate of Country Wages, per annum, with Rations—1SG0,
£
£
Shepherds ............................................
Farm labourers..................................... 30 to 40
Stockmen ................. .........................
Married couples .................................... 40 to 50
Bullock drivers............. ......................... * ■ *
Hutkecpers ........................................ 20 to 25
In all the above cases the rations for each individual comprise—Flour, Slbs. to 121hs.; meat,
141bs.; sugar, 2R)s.; tea, ^lb.—weekly.

£
£
2G to 30
2G to 30

20 to 2G
20 to 25

£

£

25 to 30
40 to CO
40 .to CO

lOlhs. to

G.

O£>

EOR NEW SOUTH WALES.

6. The advantages offered hy the Land Policy of the present Government—which it is confidently
liriefly these —G embodled 111 an Acfc of
before the expiration of the current year—are
With the exception of certain lands reserved under lease, and in the immediate nebdibourhood of towns of a certain population, thj whole of the Crown Lands of the Colony of New South
Wales will bo open to the selection of intending agriculturists, in lots of not less than 10 nor more than 320
acres. Ihe price of these lands will be £1 per acre. Upon payment, however, of a deposit of 25 per
cent^or oa. per acre, the laud may he occupied at once, temporary boundaries being defined by the
occupier until an accurate survey can be made; and, for the remaining 75 per cent,, or 15s. per acre
three years credit will be given, and after the end of the three years, it may remain for any term, on pay
ment to the Government of 5 per cent, interest per annum. It is however indispensable that the selector
shall occupy and cultivate a portion of the land so selected. This is necessarily a brief outline of the
uiode of acquiring land which is about shortly to be adopted iu New South Wales; and it is confidently
amnned that no other country presents greater advantages in soil, climate, general prosperity, and the
means of easily and permanently acquiring a freehold, than this Colony.
, . , 8- Apart from the gold yield of the Colony, which is continually increasing, and the export of
which, m Ibufi, reached tho value of £1,259,127, the Colony, in the same year, exported 17,251,359 lbs.
of wool, and raised, from its own coal mines, £204,371 worth of coal. Beside these resources of wealth,
there are numerous and rich mines of copper and iron, only wanting labour for their successful
9. \\ ith reference to tho mode in which Emigration is conducted to the Colony, the Emi oration
Agents desire to say that, under the Assisted Immigration Act, which regulates the disposal of the
funds voted for Emigration purposes hy the Colonial Legislature, it is absolutely necessary that the
deposit required for the purpose of obtaining Government assistance towards Emigration should he paid
in the Colony. Ihc Emigration Agents can only render assistance in the way of explanation and
advice, and cannot pecuniarily aid intending emigrants. The regulations which provide lor Assisted
Immigration contain the following scale of contributions, which is furnished for your information
age.

SEX.

Male ........................
Female.....................

Under 12
years.

12 and
tinder 40
years.

40 and
under 50
years.

£

£

£

£

3

5

8

12

2

3

f.

12

All above 50
yesvrfl.

,
.
'■^le contributions towards assisted passages, according to the above scale, it must be borne
in mind, are not payable in England, and can only he paid into the Colonial Treasury at Sydney. The
object of the Government in adopting the present policy was chiefly twofold; first, to encourage
immiration partially from private sources, which it was conceived would he most likely to he of a
useful character, and secondly to secure a home for the immigrants on their arrival. The operation of
the system may be illustrated thus:—A, residing at Penrith, in New South Wales, wishes his sister B,
I'csKluig at W arwick, m England, to be brought out to the Colony. On his paying into tlic Treasury
the required deposit of £3, ami giving the necessary particulars, the Government will provide his sister
with a passage in other respects free, including provisions, of which she will he officially informed; and
ou her amvAl she will of courfio have A’s boma to go to. So if C wishes to engage the services of four
mechanics or labourers (D, Et F, and G,) in England, he can, in the same manner, by paying the necessary
sums, secure their passages to the Colony, and they, on their part, will have his employment ready to
their hands, without loss or disappointment,
, I1- !*■ may he further stated that the Government of the Colony is conducted upon the principle
of ministerial responsibility, similar to that of England. The basis of the Legislature, however, is
much wider ; the Electoral System embracing Manhood Suffrage, Vote hy Ballot, and equal Electoral
Districts, with no property qualification for a seat in the Legislative Assembly.
.
The Emigration Agents appointed hy the Colonial Government, having placed themselves
in communication with leading shipowners engaged in the passenger transport trade between England
and Australia, and having well infonned themselves of the rates of passage, dietary scales, accommoda
tion of ships, &c., will he happy to furnish this information on receipt of applications containing a
postage stamp.
in
b

Syftuey: Tliomas nichard»,GoTcninientrrlnti!r,.-18Cl.
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EMIGRATION LECTURERS.
(CORRESPONDENCE.)

'

Ordtrtd by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 21 November, 1861.

RETURN to an Address of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of
New South Wales, dated 8 October, 1861, praying that His Excel$

lency the Governor would be pleased to cause to be laid upon the
Table of this House,—
“ (1.) Copies of all the Correspondence which has taken place
“ between the Executive Government and Messrs. Parkes and
“ Dailey, and any other persons, relative to the appointment of
“ Emigration Lecturers.
“ (2.) Copies of any and all Correspondence between the Governor
“ and the Executive relative to the same.
“ (3.) Copies of all Letters of Instruction from the Government
“ to these gentlemen ; and also copies of any Letters of Intro“ duction, if any, with ^vhich these gentlemen have been fur-

“ nished.”
(Mr. Hoskins.)
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SCHEDULE
PAGE.
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1. Sir, Secretary Robertson to Mr. Henry Parkes, offering appointment of Immigration Agent,
&c.

11 May, 1861..

..

..

..

..
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..
..
3
..
....................................
3
Minute of the Executive Council. Approval of Messrs. Dailey and Parkes’ appointments.
3
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..
,,
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..
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,
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.,
6
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..
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,.
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7
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..
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..
..
..
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..
..
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..
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..
,.
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.........................
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.....................................
8
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............................................................
..
..
..
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Under Secretary for Lands to Messrs. Parkes and Dailey, as to mode of drawing salary and
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13 June, 1861
..................................................................................................................... 9
Under Secretary for Lands to Messrs. Parkes and Dailey, with Regulations of 21 June, 1861.
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Same to same, respecting the Land Policy under the new Land Bills. 21 June, 1861
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................................................
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2. Mr. Henry Parkes, in reply to the above, 13 May, 1801..
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No, 1.
Seoketabt for Lands to Mr. Henry Parkes.

(Confidential.)

Department of Lands,

_*
11 May, 1861.
My dear Mr. Parkes,
It is tlic intention of the Government to appoint forthwith, at a salary of
£l,00G-a-year and allowances, two gentlemen, to proceed to the Mother Country as Com
missioners of Emigration ; and my colleagues and myself are desirous of placing one of those
appointments at your disposal. Will you, therefore, say whether or not you are willing to
comply with our wishes ? It is unnecessary for me to describe for you the nature of the
duties of the office, as the proposal, sanctioned by Parliament, originated upon your own
motion.
It may, however, be proper to mention that a similar communication to this has been
made to Mr. W. Hi, Dailey.
I am, &c.,
JOHN ROBERTSON.

No. 2.
.

.

*

.

''

'

■

Mr. Henry Parses to Secretary for Lands.
Sydney,

My

dear

'
13

May,

1861.

Mr. Robertson,

I beg to acknowledge tbe receipt of your letter of the 11th instant, offering
mb, on behalf of yourself and colleagues, the appointment of Commissioner of Emigration
in England.
.
1
After mature consideration I have determined to accept the appointment, principally
with the. hope that I may be of material use in successfully carrying out the important
undertaking sanctioned by Parliament. I beg the Government to accept my assurance that
I shall enter upon the duties of my office with an earnest and anxious purpose to disseminate
a correct knowledge of this Colony, to exhibit its real advantages as a field for tbe better
class of emigrants, and to raise its reputation in the estimation of the British people.
I have this morning resigned my, seat in the Legislative Asssembly, and shall be
prepared at once to receive tho instructions of the Government, and to proceed to England
by the first opportunity.
'■
‘
‘
■
I have, &c.,
’
HENRY PARKES.

‘

No. 3.

Proceedings of die Lxecntivc Council on the 14 th May, 1861, relative to the appointment of
Messrs. Dailey and Parkes as Emigration Agents and Lecturers.

Minute 61-21.—Confirmed, 28 th May, 1861.
His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, lays before the Council a 31jrs7186j
Minute, by the Honorable the Secretary for Lands, recommending the undermentioned Approved-/,y.
gentlemen for appointment to the offices of Emigration Agents and Lecturers, for which
' provision has been made in the Appropriation Act for the present year, and that they be
severally paid from this date, and whilst so engaged under authority, a salary of £1,000
a year, and an allowance of £500 a year to cover travelling and all other personal expenses,
including the cost of passage to and from England.
Tiie Council approve of the appointment as above proposed, of the gentlemen named
by tbe Honorable the Secretary for Lands, and advise that they be so appointed accordingly,
viz.:—William Bede Dailey, and Henry Parkes, Esquires.
In pursuance also of the further recommendation of the Honorable the Secretary for
Lands, the Council advise that an advance be at once granted to each of these gentlemen of
three months salary and allowance j and that in communicating to them the fact of their
appointment, it be intimated that the salary and allowance will be continued to them for a
period of three months, and no longer, after the delivery at their official address in Loudon,
of a notice from the Colonial Government, that their mission is at an end.
.

EDWARD C. MEREWETHER,
Clerk of the Council.

No. 4.

EMIGRATION LECTURERS.
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No. 4.
NOTICE in {ht Second

Supplement to the New South Wales Government Gazette of
Tact day, \Ath May,

1861.

'

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 14 May, 1861.
Immigration.
His Excellency tbe Administrator of the Government, with tbe advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint—
William Bede Ballet, Esquire,
1
and
Henry Parkes, Esquire,
.
to be Immigration Agents and Lecturers in great Britain and Ireland.
JOHN ROBERTSON.

No. 5.
Under Secretary for Lands
"

to

'

Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
Department of Lands,
Sydney 15 May,

1861.

Sir,
With reference to tho notification in the Supplement to yesterday’s Government
of the appointment of Henry Parkes and William Bede Dailey, Esquires, as
Immigration Agents and Lecturers in Great Britain and Ireland, I am directed to inform
you that the Secretary for Lands has authorized their receiving the amount of three months’
salary and travelling allowance in advance; and I am to request, therefore, that the money
may be forthwith paid to them.
I have, Ac.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.
Gazette,

P,S.—I am to add that the Executive Council have approved of the salaries and
allowances being charged to the Vote of £5,000 for Assisted Emigration purposes, the rate
being £1,000 each per annum salary—£500 per annum travelling expenses j and that these
appointments will take effect from the 14tb instant—the date of the Notice.f -

No. 6.

Under Secretary for Lands

to

'

i

'

'4 *

*

> i
i
Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
Department of Lands, 1
Sydney, 18 May, 18611

Sir,

,
Referring to my letter of the 15th instant, informing you of the appointment
of Messrs. Dailey and Parkes to be Emigration Agents for this Colony, I am directed by
the Secretary for Lands to suggest that the following should be the arrangement according
to which they shall be at liberty to draw against the vote of £5,000—which arrangement,
it is understood, will meet their wishes; viz.;—Each of tho Agents will draw in bis own
name, aud on his own account, monthly, his own salary and travelling allowances, at the
rate of £1,500 per annum ; commencing after the expiry of three months from bis appoint
ment, up to which period each of them has been paid iu advance.
2nd. As regards expenses to be incurred for the public service, and irrespective of
• their own personal and travelling expenses, they will be at liberty to draw from time to
time on their joint cheques, they making their own private arrangements as to the distribu
tion between them of the sumsso drawn.
4
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.
Tf

No. 7.
Mr, Secretary Robertson

to

Messrs. Dalley and Parkes.
Department of Lands,

Sydney, 18 May, 1861.
Gentlemen,
Under a separate cover I have caused to be forwarded to you separate Com
missions, under the hand of the Govcrnor-in-Chief and the Great Seal of the Colony,
appointing you to he Emigration Agents in the United Kingdom, for and on behalf of tho
Colony of New South Wales, in pursuance of tbe provisions of the Act passed by the local
Legislature during the session recently concluded.

2.
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2. This Act provides for the salaries and travelling expenses of Emigration Agents
and Lecturers in Great Britain and Ireland, and for defraying the expenses of printing for
r circulation, in a cheap and popular form, throughout the United Kingdom, copies of Land
Acts, and other trustworthy information relating to this Colony.
3. The words which I have here quoted express pretty well the scope cf your labours;
and whilst practically leaving to your own discretion the precise manner in which you will seek
to achieve the object aimed at by the Government and Legislature of this Colony, I may bo
, P^tmittcd^ to suggest that it will be of the first consequence to tbe success of tho undertaking,
that you should, os early as possible after'your arrival iu the Mother Country, associate
yourselves with and seek the co-operation of gentlemen having local influence amongst those
portions of the community whom it is especially desirable to attract to our shores; that is to
say, small capitalists, and such of tho labouriug classes as have the means of defraying the
cost of their passage to the Colony.
■
4. To place before such persons the advantages which it is conceived this Colony
possesses as a field, as well as for the man with small means, as for the industrious mechanic
and labourer,’ is'" of course tlie very essence of your mission. Whether you effect this by
means of lectures, or pamphlets, or by means of the publio press, or by viva eoce addresses,
is a matter which must be left, and which is confidently loft, to your own discretion.
Whatever mode of success may attend this experiment, the Government are fully assurcd
that it will not fail from tho want of able and zealous advocacy.
»^5.“il,will take care that you are duly supplied with all official information respecting
the acquisition of,. Land in the Colony; and also the introduction of Immigrants into it. I
have .already, directly, or through my colleagues, caused instruciions to be given to the
various Heads of Departments to furnish you with such information, statistical, and othcrwise, as it was conceived might be useful to you.
p
6- I may add'that until you shall have apprised me of your address in London, I
purpose directing all communications made to you, after your departure from tho Colony, to
1 tho care of ^Hcr Majesty’s Emigration Commissioners, No. 8, Park-street, Westminster.
v i_

*

.'I i

)

- i ,

,

,

1

t

t

have, &c.,

JOHN ROBERTSON.
ji

Hji'. L

i

IU
!i

No. 8.

t Mb. Henry Parkes

to

Mr. Secretary Robertson.
Wellington,

'

US* fi-- ' , JS

C 7 i -

.■!,[

1

:t:

My dear Mr.;Robertson, , ..

. ' >

,

;

Sunday,

.

III

May,

1861.

.

I hope you will have ready by 10 a m, on Tuesday, the Commissions (as
arranged with me and Mr. D.Jley) together with Letter of Credit for payment of salaries
and travelling allowances in England, and also Letter of Credit to operate on Public Fund,
(say £800 to £1,000,) for printing, hire of buildings, and other miscellaneous expenses
necessary to our mission.
-ti t.1 notice in the Gazette of, our appointments, that, precedence has been given to tho
name of Mr. Dalley ;t and I,infer . from this, that in any communications addressed to ns
jointly by the Government, the same deference will be shown to that gentleman. I presume
this distinction must have been intended, as it could hardly have arisen from seniority in
years, greater prominence in public life, or more intimate connection with the subject of
*" our mission.' 'Though this consideration, if it had been hinted at previous to my acceptance
v'bf the appointment, would have determined me in declining it, I should not now allude to
f^the matter were it not that it may lead to some embarrassment hereafter;—for instance, if
■^ wo havo to make joint reports to the Government, I shall decline to sign my name after Mr.
^Dalley, unless I am instructed to do so.
'■ < If the Government, however,'consider Mr. Dalley has superior qualifications for the
‘ direction of our-movements in England, I shall raise no objection whatever to such an
arrangement, but shall implicitly obey your instructions in acting under the advice of that
gentleman as my duly appointed superior.
r-!
J * All I desire to know before leaving tho Colony is, our precise position in matters of
ucourtesy as well as action; and our relative responsibilities.
,
M-V*

iOlif’* ‘l I. n

"I nm, &c,
.
HENRY PARKES.

.

F.S.—Though I haive not felt at liberty to mention the purport of the latter portion
of this letter to Mr. Dalley, I can have no objection to your showing it to him if you think
proper.

.■

t

Its*

No. 9.

Mr. Secretary Robertson

^
'

to

-

'

Mr. Henry Parkes.
Land*,

•
20

May,

1861.

My dear Mr. Parses, , , . ,
,
,
'
I have your note of yesterday, and will have all the arrangements relative to
i money matters and the Commissions ready for you, at the time you mention.
. I regret very much to find the view you take of the relative positions of yourself and
Mr. Dalley; and especially I regret tho tone and temper of your observations thereupon.
You
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You assume that one of the Emigration Agents will have functions superior to those
entrusted to the other; an idea which I.confess appears to me not only now, but un
necessary.
You also say that if it (this supposed preference of Mr. Dalley) had been hinted at
previously to your acceptance of the appointment, you would have declined it.
To me the necessity for these statements is quite unintelligible. I look in vain for
anything that has been done, warranting the supposition that Mr. Dalley is placed in a
position of superiority to yourself.
As to your reference to the absence of any hint on the subject, previous to your
taking office, of course there could have been none, it never having been intended that anv
superiority should exist. It seems however evident, that had your name appeared first in
the Gazette, you would have claimed something of the kind; why so, I do not understand,
as I am sure no hint of mine ever justified it.
One of two names necessarily appeared first, and the usual custom, in eases
whore it is intended that gentlemen shall hold equal positions, is to give alphabetical
precedence; and as D stands before P, Mr. Dailey's name would appear before your’s. But
there is another ground for his nominal precedence, and one that I am not disposed to over
look ;—it is that he has held high office in the Colony, having been Solicitor General, and
a Member of the Cabinet, with several Members of tbe present Government.
You speak of your determination not lo sign joint reports after Mr. Dalley, unless
specially instructed on that behalf. I have too much confidence in your good sense to
suppose that you will not speedilysce that a statement of that kind is unworthy of you. At
any rate I feel quite sure that no difficulty will arise—that Mr. Dalley will have too much
regard for the important interests intrusted to him, to allow them to be impeded by refusing
to you any comfort that you may desire from signing first, on such occasions ; I shall there
fore give no order in tho matter. In great haste-----I am, &c.,
JOHN ROBERTSON.

'

No. 10.

Mr. Secretary Robertson

to

Bis Exceleenoy Sir John Young.

'

My
%

dear

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 17 May,

1861.

Sir John,

Referring to the personal interview with which you did me the honor this
morning, on the subject of the desirability of the Emigration Agents, who are proceeding
to the United Kingdom, being furnished with letters from 5four Excellency to the Duke of
Newcastle, the Right Honorable Mr. Gladstone, and Lord Brougham, I beg to furnish you
with the following particulars:—
,
The Emigration Agents have been appointed, in the hope that their efforts in the
Mother Country, by way of lectures, personal interviews, and general explanation, having
relation to the capabilities, resources and requirements of the Colony, may result in tho
promotion of an active and intelligent Immigration; and it is considered desirable, in order
to strengthen iheir position, that they should have the advantage of introductions to tho
distinguished gentlemen I have named, and to any other influential persons known to Your
Excellency,
In order that this may he done, ,(if it seems proper to Your Excellency,) it will be
necessary here to say, that Mr. William Bede Dalley is a highly talented gentleman, and a
native of the Colony; he is a barrister-at-law, and was Solicitor General and a Member of
our Cabinet in 1859. Mr. Dalley was of course also a Member of the Parliament here.
Mr. Parkes is also a very talented gentleman, and has also occupied a seat in
Parliament for several years.
,
.
I may add, that of course this communication is made to Your Excellency with the
concurrence of Mr. Cowper and the rest of my colleagues.
I am, Ac.,
,
JOHN ROBERTSON.

No. 11.
His Excellency the Governor

My

dear

Sir,

to

Mr. Secretary Robertson.
18

May,

1861.

I send notes of introduction to Lord Brougham and Mr. Gladstone for Mr.
Dalley; I have sent those for Mr. Parkes to himself, and I will write by this post to the
Duke of Newcastle, recommending both the gentlemen to His Grace’s good offices.
Believe me, &c.,
JOHN YOUNG.
No. 12.
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No. 12.
His Excellency

the

Governor, to His Grace the Duke of Newcastle.
Government House,
Sydney,

My Lord Duke,

20

May,

3

*

1861.

.
rc0uesfc
Her Majesty’s Ministers in this Colony, I have the honor to
introduce to your Grace’s notice and acquaintance Mr. Henry Parkes and Mr. W. Bede
Dalley, two gentlemen recently appointed as Emigration Agents by the Government to
proceed to England, in the hope that their efforts in the Mother Country, by lectures, personal
interviews, and general explanations relative to the resources, requirements, and capabilities
of this Colony, may result in the promotion of an active and intelligent immigration.
.
Earkes has occupied a seat in the Legislative Assembly for several years, and
acquired much distinction by his ability and various exertions, especially by those he has
made for the moral and social improvement of his follow-citizens.
. M'Rede Dalley is a highly talented gentleman—a native of New South Wales.
He is a Bamster-at-Law, held for a considerable time a scat in the Legislative Assembly,
and was iu the year 1859 Solicitor General and a Member of the Cabinet.
-

1 have, &c.,
JOHN YOUNG.

-

No. 13.

Colonial Secretary to Edward Hamilton, Esq
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney,

21

May,

1801.

I l|ave. ,,'ie honor to enclose a copy of an Act passed in the recent Session of
I arhament, in which provision is made for salaries and travelling expenses for Emigration
Agents and Lecturers iu Great Britain and Ireland, and to defray the expenses of printing
for circulation in a cheap and popular form throughout the United Kingdom, reliable
information relating to the Colony.
2. To carry out the object contemplated in this clause of the Act, William Bede Dalley
and Henry Parkes^, Esquires, have been appointed by His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice ot the Executive Council, to be Emigration Agents and Loctnrersj and as these
gentlemen proceed to England immediately, in the execution of their commission, I beg to
introduce them to you, and to state that the Government will feel obliged to you, for any
attention which you may shew them, or information which you may have it in your power
to afford them,
I have, &c.,
CHARLES COWPER.

No. 14.
Under Secretary for Lands to Secretary to Her Majesty's Emigration
Commissioners.

,

'New South Wales,
Department of Ixinds,
.

Sir,

Sydney,

20

May,

1801.

I am instructed by the Secretary for Lands to inform you, that iu pursuance
Of an Act passed by the Legislature of this Colony, during its recent Session, the Executive

Government have appointed Messrs. W. B, Dalley and Henry Parkes to be Emigration
Agents in Great Britain, for and on behalf of the Colony of New South Wales.
2. The object aimed at in the appointment of these gentlemen—whose duties will in
no way clash with the functions of Her Majesty’s Emigration Commissioners—is to circulate
in a cheap and popular form, throughout the United Kingdom, copies of Land Acts, and other
trustworthy information relating to this Colony, with a view to attract to our shores small
capitalists, and such of the labouring classes as have the means of defraying the cost of tluyr
passage to the Colony.
3. I am further instructed to request that you will move the Commissioners to afford
these gentlemen any information or facilities they may stand in need of; and which it may
be in the power of the Commissioners to supply.
4. Until the Emigration Agents shall have appiised tho Secretary for Lands of their
address in London, he will take the liberty of directing all communications intended for
them' to your care.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 15.
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No. 15.
Under Secretary

for

Lands

to

Acting Surveyor General.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

15

May,

1861.

Sir,
I am directed to request that you will have the goodness to furnish W. B. Dalley,
Esquire, and Henry Parkes, Esquire, who have been appointed Emigration Agents in Great
Britain aud Ireland, with Maps of the best description relating to New South Wales;
together with any information available respecting the lands of the Colony, their productions,
nature, and agriculture,
I have, &o.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 16.
Under Secretary

for

Lands

Under Secretary

to

for

Finance

and

Trade.

Department of Lands,

1861.
_
I am directed to request that you will have the goodness to move the Finance
Minister to cause instructions to be issued to the Deputy Master of the Mint to furuish
W. B. Dallcv, Esq., and Henry Parkes, Esq., who have been appointed Emigration Agents
and Lecturers in Great Britain, with a few specimens of Gold, to be selected by him, at a
cost not exceeding the sum of one hundred pounds, the same to be defrayed out of the Vote
for the promotion of Voluntary Immigration,
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.
Sydney,

16

May,

Sir,

IICO.

No. 17.
Under Secretary

for

Lands

to

Principal. Under Secretary.

_

])cpartment of Lands,
Sydney, 15 May,

1861.

Sir,

_

I am directed to request that you will have the goodness to move the Chief
Secretary to cause instructions to be issued to the Registrar General to furnish
W. B. Dalley, Esquire, and Henry Parkes, Esquire, who have been appointed Emigration
Agents and lecturers in Great Britain and Ireland, with his latest compilation of the
Statistics, including those in connection with the last Census, together with any other
information within bis reach, that they may think desirable.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. IS.
Under Secretary

fob

Lands

Under Secretary

to

■

for

Finance

and

Trade.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 16 May,

1861.

Sib,

As the Emigration Agents and Lecturers, about to*proceed to England, will
require all reports and information upon matters connected with the Mint, I am directed
by tbe Secretary for Lands to request that you will move the Finance Minister to cause the
same to be furnished to those gentlemen with as little delay as possible.
I have, &c.,
MICHL, FITZPATRICK.

No. 19.
,

Principal Under Secretary

to

Under Secretary

for

Lands.

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 17 May,

1861.
_
.
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 15th instant, I am directed
by the Colonial Secretary to state that tho Registrar General has been instructed to furnish
W, B. Dalley, Esq., and Henry Parkes, Esq., who have been appointed Emigration Agents
and Lecturers in Great Britain and Ireland, with his latest compilation of Statistics, includ
ing those in connection with the last Census, together with any other information within
his reach that they may consider desirable.
I have, &c..
W. ELYARD.
Sir,

No. 20.
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No. 20.
Clerk

Legislative Assembly

of

to

Principal Under Secretary.

.

Legislative Assembly Office,
Sydney, 17 May,

1861.

. .
,10 attention to your letter of yesterday, No. 27, I do myself the honor to
inform you that two sets of the Votes and Proceedings of the Legislative Assembly, from
the Session of 18o6-7 to that of I860, inclusive, are collected, and will be to-morrow
supplied to Messrs. Dailey and Parkcs; but that the Proceedings of the last Session, not yet
completely printed, will be forwarded to your department, for transmission to England, so
soon as ready.
1
.
b
1
I have, &c.,
Under Secretary for Lands,
CHAS. TOMPSON
B.C.—20 May, ’61.—W.E.
’

,

No. 21.

Under Secretary

for

Lands

to

Messrs. Dalley

and

Parkes.

Department of Lands,

^

20

1861.

•
Referring to my letter of the 18th instant, I am directed to inform you that
it has been arranged with the Honorable the Colonial Treasurer, that you shall, when in
England, draw your individual cheques for your salary and allowances monthly, after the
hrst three months (fqr which you have received an advance at the rate of £1,500 per
annum, that is to say, £1,000 salary, and £500 for personal and travelling expenses) : and
that for all expenses to be incurred on the public account, you will be at liberty to draw
against the balance of the vote to the extent, in the first instance, of £500 on your joint
cheques; making your own arrangements as to the distribution between you of the sums
required by each.
2. I am, however, to remind you, that for all expenditure incurred on the public
account, you will, as is usual in all such cases, be expected to keep, and supply eventually to
the Auditor General, vouchers accounting for and explanatory of such expenditure.
, 3- I am finally instructed to inform you that your pay and allowances will be
considered as accruing for three months after the arrival in England of recall from the
Government of this Colony.
■
I have, &e.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 22.
Surveyor General
■

to

Under Secretary
^

for

Lands.

Surveyor General’s Office,
Sydney,

13

June,

1861.

I have the honor to inform you, that in pursuance of the instructions
conveyed by your letter of the 15th of May, Messrs. Parkes and Dailey were, prior to their
departure, supplied with Maps of the Colony, of the best description available at present
and such information in regard to the lands of the Colony as the shortness of the notice
would admit of my collecting.
<
I have, &c.,
A. G. M'LEAN.

j.
Under Secretary for

No. 23.
Lands

to

Messrs. Dalley

and

Parkes.

Department of Lands,
Sydney,

21

June,

1861.

Gentlemen,
.
• j
\ a1!’, di^ected t0 ‘r^smit for your information a copy of the New Regulations, si jaw, isci.
determined on by the Government, relating to Assisted Immigration to this Colony.
j

I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.
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IMMIGRATION.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 21 June, 1861.

His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
establish the following Regulations for Assisted Immigration, under the Act, 24 Viet., No. 2G :— _
1. Any person resident in the Colony, who may be desirous of introducing from the United
Kingdom Immigrants of the laboring classes, will be permitted to do so on making the following
deposits, and subject to the conditions hereinafter named;—
AGE.
SEX.

12 and
under 40
years.

■ Under 12
years.

£

£

Male...........................

3

5

Female.......................

2

3

40 and
under 50
years.

£
■

All abotG 50
years.

8

£
32

6

12

2. Such deposits must be made, if in Sydney, at tbc Government Immigration Office, between
tbe hours of 10 a.m. and half-past 2 p.m.; and if in the Country Districts, with the Clerks of Petty
Sessions, during the usual office hours. Any sums which depositors desire to add for the purpose of
providing for them nominees the outfit required by the Immigration Commissioners in London, will he
received at the same time, and transmitted to the Commissioners. The estimated costs of such outfit
for an adult is about £3.
_
_
_
3. The Immigrants must be brought out in ships oharterod by Her Majesty’s Emigration Com
missioners in London, and the depositor will be required to afford all snob information respecting tbe
Immigrants be proposes to introduce, as maybe necessary to enable tbc Agent for Immigration or Clerk
of Petty Sessions to comply with hia application, and the requirements of these Regulations.
4. The persons eligible under these Regulations arc mechanics of every description, domestic
servants, and all persons of tbe laboring class. They must be of sound mental and bodily health, and
of good moral character.
5. No advantage will he allowed in respect of any person brought out as a cabin or intermediate
passenger.
4
_
6. Passages will not be granted under these Regulations to children under 15 years of age,
unless forming part of a family, or unless their parents he resident in the Colony.
^ _
7. Depositors must undertake to provide for the Immigrants they introduce after the expiration
of ten days from the time of their arrival, or pay to the Government for their subsistence at the rate of
Is. per day for each adult, or half that amount for each child under the age of 12 years, so long as they
may ho maintained at the public expense after the expiration of that period.
_
8. In the event of any person nominated for a passage declining to emigrate, or in case the
amount deposited shall exceed that required for the number of Immigrants actually introduced, the
amount deposited, or the excess, as the caso may he, will be returned to the depositor, upon receipt in
the Colony of tbc Emigration Commissioners’ report recommending its refundment.
9. The Clerks of Petty Sessions, on receipt of any deposit under these Regulations, will immedi
ately remit the amount to the Agent for Immigration at Sydney, with a statement of the number and
description of Immigrants whom the depositor wishes to introduce. The Agent for Immigration will
thereupon prepare and forward to the Clerk of Petty Sessions, for delivery to the depositor, a Passage
Certificate. Similar Certificates will be issued to depositors in Sydney, on payment of their deposits
to the Agent for Immigration.
10. The Passage Certificate must bo forwarded by tbc depositor to his friends or agents in tbe
United Kingdom, and it must in every case be produced within twelve, months from the date of it to Her
Majesty's Emigration Commissioners in London, who will provide passages to the Colony for the
Immigrants proposed to ho introduced.
11. Forms of application, as well as all other information for the guidance of depositors, can be
obtained from the several Clerks of Petty Sessions in the County Districts, or in Sydney at the Office
of the Agent for Immigration.
12. These Regulations will take effect on and after the 1st Julv next.
'
JOHN ROBERTSON.

No. 24.

Under Secretary

por

Lands

to

Messrs, Dalley

and

Parkes.

New Sottfh Wales.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

Gentlemen,

'

21

June,

1861. .

_

In reference to my letter of this date, forwarding a copy of the Regulations
under which the Vote for Immigration is to be expended, I am directed, by the Secretary
for Lands, to inform you that, as the land policy of the Colony must largely influence the
success of your mission, and as also there now remains no reasonable doubt whatever of
the passing of the Crown Lands Bills of the late Session of Parliament, in the form in
which they last passed the Assembly, it has been determined to make at cnee such arrange
ments as will be necessary to admit of those measures being brought into operation on the
1st day of January next, as provided for in them.
_
2. With regard, therefore, to the Alienation Bill, the surveys for reservations, and
other necessary steps, to allow time for which that date was fixed, will he immediately and
vigorously proceeded with, while the restriction of the right of pre-emptive purchase to one
square mile out of each twenty-five square miles of leasehold, will, from the present time,
he acted upon. And, to provide for the Occupation Bill, the rent payable under the
present law will only be received for the half-year ending 31st December, 1861, leaving a
clear field for the operation of the new policy from that date.
3.

emigration lecturers.

11

, 3* With regard to the carrying out of the provision contained in the Alienation
RRh for the restrictwn of the right of pre-emptive purchase, Mr. Secretary Robertson
thinks that it may not he out of place to add, that the preemptive right of purchase within
the 2nd class Settled Districts, formerly Intermediate, ceased to exist—Lccpt in very
few cases, m which the eight years’ leases are unexpired—at the termination of the original
on9i'b^ 31®‘
1359. Any new leases now being, or having been created
since the 22nd February, 1858, will he held under the provisions of the new Act.
■

I have, &c.,
MICL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 25.
Under Secretary for Lands

to

Messrs. Dalley

Parses.

and

Department of Lands,

Gentlemen,

Sydney’

21

SePtembe]->

1861.

fnr ramOii-n1
by ^e 1S®cretary for Lands to transmit to you copies of the Bills
for regulating the Occupation and Alienation of Crown Lands in this Colony, which were
read yesterday a third time in the Ijegislative Assembly.
2'Ttesf; Bllls w,ere is Session first introduced into the Legislative Council, but as
nfThAlli ?
tht pr0pri0ty.of that courae in consequence of their partaking
of the character of Money Bills they were withdrawn, and brought into the Assembly- they
disa^loJ 1 ltC°n
Vn
iDStant' witllo^ivision, and almost without
' Si Occupation Bill was passed without any alteration whatever, and the Alienation_ Bill, with the trivial alteration noted with the pen on the enclosed copy, in Clause No
throT^h11^0,!^ W0fif“C 0Sll?S;J0n ^ s™c niSht the whoIe of the Clauses wore passed
through Committee, the reports adopted, and the third reading fixed for the next dav.
transmitted^youyeSterday
a third time' aBd paESed in tbe State in which t^arenow
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.
P.S.—One of the Bills enclosed (Alienation) is the copy as introduced, the other as
passed.

No. 26.
Under Secretary

for

Lands

to

Messrs. Dalley

and

Parkes.

Nets South Wales.
Department of Lands,

Gentlemen,

Sydw^

21

0ctober>

186L

tnfnrmi™
tbe Seeretary for Rands has peculiar satisfaction in at length
CoW ll
B^s ff rthe Alienation and Occupation of Crown Lands in this
Colony which have been so long before the local Legislature, have at length become law.
, - 1 am instructed to transmit to you by this opportunity for your use and informato
°f eaCh °f th°Se/btS’ Which were assented to on the 18th instant and
transmitted to^ou by the
^ prOTisi-S
^ ** ^

•T

K issa-nafs

prefer their pubticition tbroagh the more largely eirculated newspapers in different parts of
£”„n
“ 0,
* 1“™
of iblCeSn ,°„f

4, You will not fail to perceive that the provisions of these Acts take effect at once
^ve only m the case of^the lBth clause of the Alienation Act, generMly known L the
Free Selection Clause, which will not come into effect until the 1st of January nest.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

Under Secretary

for

No. 27.
Lands to Messrs. Dalley
New South

and

Parkes.

Wales.

Department of Lands,

Gentlemen,

Sydney,

21

Octoler,

general absteJo^^^^^

1861.
* ^

but the presl?;m

^
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.
Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer.^lSGl,

[Price,

8t/.]
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(FURTHER CORRESPONDENCE.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assctnhly to be Lrinlcd,

10

January,

1862.

No. 5.
Emigration Agents to Secretary for Lands.
London,

18

November,

1861.

Sir,

We Have the honor further to report the progress made in the business of this Office.
2. For the last fortnight both Mr. Dalley and Mr. Parkes have been in London, endea
vouring to concert plans to render our exertions more effective in obtaining the objects of
our mission. We have met with some difficulties which we did not contemplate in the pro
vision of steerage passages for persons disposed to emigrate at their own expense. Shipping
Agents are unwilling to come under the operation of the Passengers Act of 1855, unless a
given number of steerage passengers can be guaranteed ; and the minimum number that any
agent has been induced to name is forty statute adults. Within the last few days we have
eutered into this definite understanding with Messrs. Houlder Brothers, if wc can guarantee
the equivalent of forty statute adults, they will open the ’tween decks of their ships to
steerage passengers, and not otherwise. Some other difficulties have required our anxious
consideration.
3. We continue to receive numerous applications for free and assisted passages, and
letters from all quarters of the United Kingdom requiring all kinds of information. Within
the last month we have received more than two hundred letters from the neighbourhood of
Manchester alone, and many of them from persons evidently of superior character; very many
of the applicants offer to defray part of the expense.of their passages.
.
4. We have found much difficulty in making persons in humble life understand the
Assisted Immigration System now in force. For this purpose wo have adopted a Circular,
a copy of which is appended, marked A.
,
5. Having determined to make an organized effort to meet the proposal of Messrs.
Houlder Brothers, we have adopted a Circular to be addressed to persons who express an
intention of emigrating at their own expense. We append a copy, marked B.
6. Mr. Parkes reports that he has found a strong desire to emigrate existing in the
colliery districts of Staffordshire. ■ We append a copy of a letter on the same subject
received this morning from Nottinghamshire, marked C.
7. To enable you to judge of the character of the applications made to us, we append
six original letters, all received by one morning’s post, marked D 1 to 6.
We have, &c.,
HENRY PARKES.
WILLIAM B. DALLEY.
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No.

A.
Mtc South Walet Bmtgralion At/eney,
10, West Strand, London, 18G1.

C.
Sir,

In reply to your letter, the Emigration Agents heg to offer the following remarts, in further
explanation of the Assisted Immigration System of New South Wales.
(2.) That system is specially intended to be worked by the people of the Colony, from whose
public revenues the grants in aid of immigration are made. The moiety of the passage money payable
by private persons must therefore be paid into the Colonial Treasury, as already explained.
(3.) By this system it is considered that three principal advantages will be secured:—
1st. The public immigration grants, being thus supplemented from private sources, will
be rendered more extensively beneficial.
2nd. The sums paid on behalf of immigrants are regarded as some guarantee of the
respectable character of the persons so introduced.
3rd. The assisted immigrants will necessarily have some person, either an employer or a
friend, who will be interested in their welfare, to receive and advise them on landing
in the Colony.
(d.) You will thus see that tho system does not contemplate such a case as yours. If you have
nr) friend in Sydney, tho only way by which you could avail yourself of the assistance of the Colonial
Government, would be to find some responsible person who has an agent in Sydney (and there arc
many merchants and manufacturers who have such connexions), to whom yon might intrust the
amount of the required deposit on your own account, and who would undertake to pay it into the
Colonial Treasury for you. This cannot he done, however, through this Office, which is established to
afford information respecting New South Wales to such persons os are disposed voluntarily to emigrate,
and to whom the desire of permanently improving their condition in life is superior to the consideration
of a free passage. The Agents of the New South Wales Government, in supplying information, have
deemed it part of their duty to explain the Assisted Immigration System as it exists; but, as you have
already been distinctly informed, they are not empowered to provide free passages.
(d.) The whole of the information furnished by the Emigration Agents, at public meetings and
otherwise, has been throughout consistent with the explanation here given. It may he further pointed
out, that the inhabitants'of New South Wales, consisting of only 350,553 souis, could not possibly find
the money necessary for the removal of the tons of thousands in England who would gladly emigrate,
if they could do so without cost to themselves. It is proper to add, that the assisted passages under
the present system are so eagerly taken up that the votes of the Legislature are soon exhausted.
(6.) The Assisted Immigration deposits, namely, £5 for a male, and £3 for a female, between
12 and 40; £8 for a male, and £G for a female, between 40 and 50; £12 for males and females over 50 ;
and £3 for a male, and £2 for a female, under 12, secure a steerage passage, including provisions,
without other cost; and the immigrant is perfectly froe when he arrives in the Colony. Tho emigrant
ims, of course, to find his own outfit.
Wc.are, Ac.,
HENRY PARKES.
WILLIAM BEDE DALLEY.

B.
No.

D.

Arew South Wale* Emigration Agency,
10, West Strand, London, 1SG .

Sir,

In reply to your letter of
, the Emigration Agents beg to say that if,
when you have finally decided upon going to New South Wales, you will communicate with this Office,
they will undertake to provide for you the required steerage accommodation, in a first-class ship,
without your being put to any further expense or trouble, beyond the amount of passage money and
the cost of your removal to the port of embarkation. As an earnest of good faith in the transaction,
however, they will require you to place in their hands, before they enter your name on their books, a
deposit of £2 on each passage, which they, in due course, will pay -over to tbe agents of the ship, in
reduction of the total amount of your engagement. The Emigration Agents will also undertake to
inspect the accommodation of tbe vessels, and the quality of the provisions, and to do all that can
reasonably be done to insane your comfort.
(2.) The steerage passage will be £15 15s. for adults, and half-price for children under twelve
years. The quantity of baggage allowed to each adult will be 10 cubic feet. Passengers may, if they
think proper, make special arrangements for the accommodation of families ; but in such case they
must themselves communicate with the agents of the ship. _
(3.) All steerage passengers must provide themselves with the following utensils, viz.:—£ knives
and forks, 2 table and 2 tea spoons, a metal plate, a hook-pot, 2 drinking mugs, 2 cups and saucers and
plates, a water-can or bottle, and a few pounds of marine soap.
(4.) All packages must have the passenger’s name distinctly marked upon them, with the words
“ Wanted on the voyage," or “ Not wanted on the voyage." They must be alongside tho ship at least
three days prior to the date of sailing.
(5.) First-class ships sail from London for Sydney about the 10th of each month; hut, to secure
a passage, it will be necessary to communicate with this Office at least a fortnight before tbe time of
sailing. The average length of the voyage may be set down at ninety days.
(6.) The following is the scale of victualling ;—
Fob Thiud-Class Passeugebs.

34 lb. biscuit.
4 lb. oatmeal.
2 oz. tea.
li lb. beef.
1 lb. sugar.
1 lb. pork.
G oz. butter.
1 lb. preserved meats.
1 gill vinegar or pickles,
3 lb. flour.
oz. mustard.
-6 oz. suet.
4 lb. raisins or currants.
oz. pepper,
oz. salt,
1 lb. peas.
1 lb. rice.
oz. lime juice,
4 lb, preserved potatoes.
quarts fresh water.
When fresh beef is issued, 1 lb to each adult per day will be allowed; there will be no flour, nee
raisins, peas, suet, or vinegar, during the issue of fresh meat.
Medical

i

'
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’Medical CoMfOETS.
A aipply ofMedkal Qomforls will be put on. board in the following proportions to

56 lb. oatmeal.
20 lb. West India arrowroot.
40 ib. -Scotch barley.
100 lb. sago.
20 Jb. .tapioca.
' 300 lb. sugar.
30 lb. preserved boiled beef.
20 lb. preserved boiled mutton.
400 pints lemon juice.
24 bottles port wine.

100

Statule Adults.

12 bottles sherry wine,
G6 gallons stout,
a gallons brandy.
15 gallons vinegar.
12 dozen pints of preserved milk.
4 gallons Sir William 'Burnett’s chloride of
zinc. ■
i cwt. chloride of lime,
4 cwt, Collins’ patent disinfecting powders.
2 cwt. marine soap.
Wc have, die.,
HENRY PARKES.
WILLIAM BEDE DALLEY.

C.
16

Sir,

Novtsmber,

1S61,

Seeing tbe news from New South Wales, dated the 2Gth of September,"that owing to the
miners at the Newcastle Collieries having ceased working, tbe proceedings on their part has the eOcct
of considerably raising the price of coals, both at Sydney and Melbourne, to the great detriment of the
colonist, I bog to say that 1—iand I might guarantee 100 more miners, colliers—would be glad to
proceed to New South Wales, to there work the coal, providing we had tbe means by loan or other
wise so as to provide us a passage to tbe Colony.
”
Providing you could advise or otherwise inform us as to the best means of obtaining a passage
to Sydney, your will confer a favour on your obedient servant,
WILLIAM CARLIN,
To H. Parkes, Esq,
Hop!is' Yard, Ncwthnrpe, Notts.
(
Near Eastwood.

William II. Dalley, Esq.,
(No. 5.)
Sir,

to

.SEcanrARY egr Lands.
London,

12

Noocnibe)',

1861.

I have the honor to forward, for ihc information of the Goveromen t, .a Keport of
my proceedings in England since-the date of the first Despatch signed by my colleague and
myself.
I have .addressed meetings .in the -Counties of Berkshire, Kent, Surrey, Suffolk,
Norfolk, and Hampshire. .In each of the places of meeting I have,obtained the-use of the
Cuildhall j ,and-in the majority .of cases the Chair has been token by the Mayor-of the
Gity.
In-estimating the results of the movements already made, it is fight that I should
inform you of two circumstances which materially affect the possibilities of immediate
success. There can be no doubt that in the agricultural 'Counties of England, labour is at
present by no means in excess of the requirements of employers, and as a natural conse
quence, the sympathies of landed proprietors and people of.great influence are not with those
whose only object is a diminution of the labour of the country. I-have been assured by
persons highly competent to form an opinion, that daring the late abundant harvest some
difficulty existed in procuring sufficient labour j and from the general indifference to tbe
objects of our .mission -manifested by those identified with the landed interests of the
country, there can be no doubt that some apprehension exists of a deficient supply of labour
in tbe agricultural parts of England.
Under these circumstances I have endeavoured as much as possible, both by means of
public addresses and in the course of private interviews, to direct -the special attention of
the tenant farmers of limited means to the facilities afforded by the proposed land system of
New South Wales.
^
^
J
The great advantages of the land system have been generally recognized, bat at the
same time it is of course necessary to explain that, however certain the inauguration of this
system may be, it is as yet unsanctioned by an Act of Parliament; and as in furnishing a
fair history of the administration of -public lands in New -South Wales, it is necessary to
observe that legislation upon the subject has-not-been characterized-by -undue precipitancy,
some degree of hesitation is evinced in finally deciding before tbo policy of the Government
becomes tbe law of the land.
I have to inform you, that in the 'intervals between the dates of .the various meetings
to which I have adverted, I.have been occupied in the conduct of the business of this Office.
I have, &c.,

WILLIAM B. DALLEY.

Henry

EMIGRATION AGENTS AND LECTURERS

4

Henry Parkes, Esq.,

to

Secretary for Lands.

(B. No. 2.)

Birmingham,

25

Novemltr,

1861.

Sir,
Since the date of my separate Report, B. No. 1, October 24, 1861,1 have held
only two public meetings, one at Kidderminster and one at Leeds, both of which were
numerously attended. I shall address another public meeting to-morrow evening, at
Bilston.
_
2. A'considerable portion of the present month I have spent in London, in consulta
tion with Mr. Dailey, and in arranging some difficulties that had arisen in the general
business of our mission.
8. In reporting my separate movements, I find more and more every day that the
most effective action lies in private intercourse with persons who are interested in tho
Colony, either with the view of emigrating themselves, or in promoting the emigration of
others. While in London I had several conversations respecting New South Wales, with
men of established influence in political aod literary life, and I was very much gratified by
the warm interest in Australian progress, and the broad views on the subject of colonization,
expressed by those eminent persons. In the country too I am beginning to find more persons
of influence who offer me their cordial co-operation and assistance; but it is chiefly by
personal communication with the emigrating class, frankly explaining to them the condition
of the Colony, and their own prospects of success as colonists, and advising them, according
to the differing circumstances of their cases here, that the work indicated above is to be done.
Of late I have frequently had interviews with whole families of this class. Mon come to
me with their wives, and a son or daughter, or perhaps a friend, lay their caso before me,
apparently with the utmost confidence, and explain their views in wishing to emigrate,
which sometimes discover a long course of thought and inquiry on tho subject. I am at
- present in communication with several families, who reckon that, after removing themselves
to Australia, they would have little capitals, ranging from £100 to £600 ; and I have reason
to believe that their lot will be cast among the inhabitants of New South Wales next year.
In this way—travelling, corresponding, and giving personal interviews—I have been much
occupied oflate, and shall be for some time to come, in the Midland and Northern Counties.
4. These Counties are so important in population and the variety of their industrial
interests, and have always been so distinguished for their progressive spirit and enterprise,
and they arc at the same time so intimately connected in trade and commerce with New
South Wales, that it is to be regretted that more cannot be done to diffuse among their
skilful artizans and intelligent agriculturists, a correct knowledge of tho Colony. If we take
the seven Counties of York, Lancaster, Chester, Stafford, Derby, Warwick, and Worcester,
they give us considerably more than one-third of the total population of England and Wales;
and those valuable qualities of the English character—the'disposition and ability to improve
every art of industry—are nowhere to be met with more frequently than here. While their
manufactures are unrivalled their farms arc perfect models of cultivation, and everywhere
you are struck by the vigorous character of the people. These facts of their condition are
made apparent by the results of the late Census. During the last ten years the progress
made by some parts of England is scarcely perceptible, and five Counties have actually and
very sensibly declined, while the advance of the seven Counties named has been astonish
ingly rapid. The accompanying Table will shew their extent and increase of population :—
Population
Population
in 1851,
Yorkshire.............. 1,797,1195
Lancashire .......... 2,031,230
Cheshire ........ 455,72-5
Staffordshire..........
(108,716
Derbyshire ..........
296,034
Warwickshire ....
475,013
Worcestershire,,..
276,926
6,941,695

....
....
....
....
....
....

in 18G1.
2,03s,051
2,423,744:
505,153
746,584
339,377
561,728
307,601
6,922,238

....
....
....
....
....
___

Increase.
235,050
397,508
49,428
137,363
43,293
86,715
30,675
980,543

Strange to say, this populous part of England, which receives all our wool, and is destined,
I'hope, to receive our cotton, and which supplies us with nearly all our manufactured
woollens, cottons, an^ hardware, has been generally overlooked by tho advocates of emigra
tion. I recollect no effort of the kind to direct tho attention of this portion of the English
people to New South Wales, except a lecture in Leeds, some years ago, by Mr. Donaldson.
' 5. The Census Returns supply some curious facts relating to general emigration.
During the last fen years it appears that the enormous number of 2,2-19,355 persons have
emigrated from the United Kingdom, the majority of whom must have gone to increase the
strength of Foreign nations. The relative numbers from the three Kingdoms have been
649,210 English, 183,627 Scotch, and 1,230,986 Irish, with 194,532 persons of Foreign
origin.
6. It is surprising that English statesmen should be blind to the national importance
of turning this torrent of emigration to the British Colonies, yet persons of great influence
in the political world are frequently met with who manifest an adverse feeling towards the
Australian Colonies, not definitely expressed, it is true, nor entertained from any very clear
convictions on the subject, but not the less, in its practical operation, adverse to our iuterests.
They are afraid of "stimulating” emigration, they tell you, for it is the best class of people
who emigrate. TheyVant the Colonies to produce wool, and cotton if possible, and they
want them to consume large and increasing quantities of manufactures; but it would seem
that
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that they want them to, produce and consume without population. Among too many of the
propertied classes the Colonies are regarded iu the light of a convenience, though even that
light is very confused. A few days ago, a wealthy manufacturer and an influential politician
was speaking to me of New'South Wales. ; a It is a fine country,” he said; “it sends us
“ amazing quantities of wool and gold, and is a splendid customer for our manufactures. I
“ do a good trade with Sydney myself. Don’t you think the colonists could be persuaded to
“ take our convicts again ?”
_
.
7. Nor is this an exaggerated instance of remarks continually made, which evince the
same feeling—a want of hearty recognition of the Colonies, morally and socially, as an
“integral part of the Empire
but among the more provident and thoughtful of the work
ing classes, including those who do network for weekly wages, there is a keen desire for
information respecting the Colonies; and the number of persons who have entertained
thoughts of emigration, more or less influencing their course of life for years past, is quite
surprising. It appears to me that these are the people most likely to make good colonists;
and as a rule, I spare no pains in affording them information, however numerous and tedious
their inquiries may be.
8. I beg to enclose, for your information, a statement of my separate expenditure on
public account, to the 24th of October inclusive.
I have, &c.,
■
HENRY PARKES.

Sydney; Thomas Richards, Government Printer.—1862.
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Eetjfalatibc SssEmfilj,
NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMMIGRATION.
(PETITION, MECHANICS, &c., SYDNEY.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

20

January,

1862.

To tbe Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled.
May it please your Honorable House, the Petition of the undersigned Mechanics
and Labourers, Citizens of Sydney,—
Respectfully Sheweth :—
_
1st. That, owing to tbe great want of employment at present existing in this
City and throughout tbe Colony, your Petitioners are iu circumstances of the deepest
distress, every avenue both to the Government as well as the Civil Service being completely
filled up.
'
2nd. Your Petitioners would most earnestly beg of your Honorable House not to
vote any sum either for assisted or any other kind of Immigration, by Estimate or Resolution,
during tho present year, as the introduction of thousands of persons at the present time,
when your Petitioners are earning but a precarious existence for themselves and families,
would be fraught with the direst consequences to the peace and prosperity of the Colony.
_ 3rd. Your Petitioners would submit they have repeatedly agitated this question, by
Petition and otherwise; your Honorable House has satisfied itself upon the question, both
by police investigation, and by the inquiry into the condition of the working classes, by
which you have suspended Immigration, and given a season of comparative tranquility to the
Colony; and we pray you will again suspend it during the present year, for the same
reasons and for the promotion of the same objects.
4th. Your Petitioners cannot help looking upon the employment of the public money
(part of which they have contributed) for purposes of Immigration, as an interference with
the labour market which the laws of free trade in no way justify, and in direct contraven
tion to the law of supply and demand.
5th. Your Petitioners would suggest that this country offers as many inducements
as any other country in the World, possessing every natural attraction, with millions of
acres of the finest land, which, together with the Gold Mines, have so much exalted us in
the eyes of the World, and which render the employment of public money as an additional
inducement for purposes of Immigration, questionable and unnecessary.
. Lastly, your Petitioners therefore pray your Honorable House will not vote any sum
during the present year, either by Estimate or Resolution, for assisted or any other kind
of Immigration, as it is a direct interference with the labour market, and an unjust applica
tion of tho public funds. And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Signed on behalf of a Public Meeting, held in Hyde Park, on 2nd January, 1861.
WILLIAM JENNETT,
Chairman.
J. H. WEST,
Secretary.

[Price,
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SOUTH WALES.

IMMIGRATION.

(SOFALA, WESTERN GOLD FIELDS.)

Ordered hj ihe Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

20

September,

1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Miners, and other inhabitants of Sofala,
Western Gold Fields, New South Wales,—
Humbly Sheweth :—

That your Petitioners are most seriously injured in their mining operations and
social interests, and the future welfare of their families seriously jeopardized by the great
number of Chinese located amongst them, and by others daily arriving in such numbers that,
unless immediately checked, must ultimately place our Gold Fields entirely in their hands,
to the utter exclusion and great injury of the European diggers ; that such is now actually
tho case in Sofala, where already the Chinese population far outnumber tbe European miners.
That the Chinese, by their idolatrous customs, moral depravity, and detestable
habits, are viewed with a constantly increasing disgust and dislike by all classes, which lead
to constant antagonism between tho two races, tend to degrade and demoralize the rising
generation, and disturb the growing interests and lower the moral tone of this Colony.
Your Petitiouers, therefore, earnestly desire and trust that your Honorable House
will bo pleased to direct that such measures be immediately framed, in the present Session of
Parliament, as will effectually stop the further immigration of Chinese to this Colony.
And that your Honorable House will cause to be introduced in the Gold Fields
Management Act, to be brought before Parliament, such clauses as will exclude those
Chinese already ia the Colony from the privilege of mining on the Gold Fields of New
South Wales.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c.
[Here follovi
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

CHINESE IMMIGRATION.
(HANGING ROCK AND PEEL RIYEB GOLD FIELDS.}

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 20 September, 1861.

To the HoDorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Walesj in
Parliament assembled.
V
The Memorial of the Miners and Residents on the Peel River and Hanging Rook
Gold Fields,—
6 6
Humbly Sheweth:—

That Memorialists regard with apprehension and alarm the continued and
increasing influx of Chinese to this Colony—when they no sooner land than they settle on
the various Gold Fields, on many of which they already far outnumber the European
miners.
That, for many reasons (too numerous to detail here). Memorialists regard the Chinese
as a very undesirable class of immigrants, and can assure your Honorable House that a
feeling of deep hostility against them exists on those Gold Fields—a feeling which increases
with the intelligence of every cargo of Chinamen landed in Sydney.
That whilst Memorialists would desire to respect the laws, and have equal protection
afforded to both Chinese and European miners, they greatly fear, from the hostile feelings
prevailing, that collisions will take place, and blood be shed, and lives be lost, on more Gold
Fields than one; the presence of a large Military and Police Force on every Gold Field
alone can prevent such a deplorable result.
Memorialists, therefore, humbly pray your Honorable House to take the foregoing
premises into your serious consideration, and adopt measures to prevent the further immi
gration of Chinese into this Colony; or by ordering tho Commissioners on the Gold Fields
not to issue <f Miner s Rights1 to Chinamen after a certain date, sufliciently distant to allow
them time to leave the Colony; or by annually increasing tho cost of their Miner’s Rights,
so that the Europeans on the Gold Fields may not he utterly swamped by them; or in any
other way your Honorable House may deem expedient, to preserve the European element
predominent in New South Wales as a British Colony.
And Memorialists, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
\3ere follow 269 Signatures.]
Peel Jiiver,

September, 1861.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

CHINESE

IMMIGRATION.
(SYDNEY.)

Ordered by ihe Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 20 September, 1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Sydney,—
Humbly Sheweth:—

That your Petitioners are firmly convinced that the immigration of the
Chinese to this Colony is most impolitic; that, as Colonists, they are unnecessary and
injurious; and that, inasmuch as their social habits are repulsive to those of Europeans,
they are a continual source of irritation, which may tend to alienate the affections of the
people, jeopardize the public peace, and injure the character of this Colony as a field of
emigration for British enterprise and industry.
That your Petitioners are of opinion that the most effectual way of terminating the
unhappy disturbances which are continually taking place between the Europeans and the
Chinese, would be by preventing the Chinese from digging for Gold, and imposing a Tax
upon their landing in this Colony.
And your Petitioners devoutly pray that your Honorable House will be pleased to
take into your consideration the views of your Petitioners, and will enact such measures to
remedy the evil complained of as to your Honorable House shall seem meet.
And your Petitioners, &c., &c., &e.
[Here follow 5,034 Signatures.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

CHINESE IMMIGRATION.
(PADDINGTON.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

27

September,

1861.

To the Legislative Assembly of the Colony of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
'

The humble Petition of the Inhabitants of Paddington Electorate—

Respectfuily Sheets :—■

That the immigration of the Chinese to this Colony is, in its present state,
impolitic, injudicious, and dangerous to the sanitary condition of the Colonists from the low
character of these immigrants, and the extremely crowded state of the vessels in which they
arrive, and from their not being regulated by any proper code of immigration laws in China
calculated to insure the sanitary conditions usual in such cases. And further, that we, as
Austral-Anglo Colonists of New South Wales, consider it a gross invasion of our rights to
permit the natives of China, or any other Pagan race, to occupy or work upon the Gold
Fields of this Colony.
Your Petitioners, therefore, respectfully pray that your Honorable House will please
to pass such measures as will remedy the evils herein mentioned) and your Petitioners, as in
duty bound, will ever pray, &c., &c., &c.

[llcre follow

[Price, Id.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

CHINESE IMMIGRATION.
(THE GLEBE ANT) BALMAIN.)

#

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to he Printed, 1 October, 1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembledThe bumble Petition of tbe undersigned Inhabitants of the Electorate of the
Glebe and Balmain,—
Respectpullt Sheweth,—

1st. That your Petitioners are firmly convinced that tbe Immigration of the
Chinese to this Colony is impolitic) that, as Colonists, they arc unnecessary and injurious j
and that, inasmuch as their social habits are so repulsive to ours, that they are a continual
source of irritation, which tends to alienate the affections of tbe people from our institutions,
to jeopardize the public peace, and injure the character of this Colony as a field of emigration
for British enterprise and industry.
1
2. Your Petitioners are also of opinion that the most effectual way of terminating
tbe unhappy disturbances which are continually taking place between the Europeans and
Chinese, is by preventing the Chinese from digging for Gold, and by imposing a Tax upon
their landing in this Colony.
■
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will take this
Petition into consideration.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c.

[Sere follow
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

CHINESE IMMIGrB ATI ON.
(HAJOE’S CREEK.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

8

October,

1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New Soutli Wales.
The Petition of the undersigned, Inhabitants of Major's Greek and its vicinity,
in the District of Braid wood,—
Humbly Sheweth :—
_
That your Petitioners are loyal British subjects, and that, while strongly
deprecating all unconstitutional demonstrations, sympathize with that antipathy which they
believe to bo general throughout the Colony to the Chinese race.
Tour Petitioners believe the existence of the Chinese in large numbers in this
Colony to be a great evil, and are fearful that, should the evil remain uncorrected, the future
interests of this portion of Her Majesty’s dominions will suffer greatly.
Your Petitioners, having daily opportunities of acquainting themselves with the habits
and peculiarities of the Chinese, are convinced’ of their moral and physical inferiority to
the European races, and look upon them as a most undesirable and improper class to be
encouraged as colonists ; believing that the perpetuation of the blood in a British Colony
would be productive of the most baneful results.
Your Petitioners, as loyal British citizens, cannot appreciate the extension of any of
their peculiar rights and privileges to the Chinese ; who, being aliens in blood, morals,
country, and religion, are presumed to have no legitimate claims thereto ; and they, having
been permitted to participate in such rights and privileges, now remove a large portion of the
mineral wealth of this Colony, without providing their equitable share to its support, the
chief burthen of which is borne by tbe Europeans in their larger proportionate consumption
of dutiable commodities.
Your Petitioners also beg to suggest to your Honorable House, that as it is the
policy of the Government of this Colony to encourage population by the introduction of
immigrants from Great Britain and Ireland, the wide-spread existence of an enervated,
immoral, and Pagan race, will tend to render those efforts abortive. That while our
Lecturers are supported in tho Mother Country to induce immigration thence, their labours
are in a measure counteracted by the unlimited admission of tho Chinese here.
Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray your Honorable House that, in your wisdom,
measures may be immediately adopted,—
1st. To prohibit, rather than restrict, tbe further admission of the Chinese into
this Colony.
_
■_
2nd. That the Chinese may be withdrawn from the Gold Fields of this Colony.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will every pray, and subscribe themselves as
your most obedient humble servants.
Major's Creek, Braidwood,
New South Wales, _
9 September, 1861.

[LZere follow 365
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SOUTH WALES.

CHINESE IMMIGRATION, LAND, AND UPPER
HOUSE BILLS.
(CANTERBURY.)

Ordered by ike Legislative Assembly io be Printed,

27

September,

1861,

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of the Electorate of
Canterbury,—
Respectfully Sheweth :—

That your Petitioners sincerely believing in the necessity for the early settle
ment of the long agitated and universally desired measures, viz.:—The Chinese Immigration
Rill, the Land Bill, and the Elective Upper House Bill.
'
That your Petitioners believe the peace, prosperity, and confidence in the community
depend upon the speedy settlement of these three great questions.
That your Petitioners believe the unfortunate collisions between the Europeans
and Chinese at Burrangong and Native Dog Creek, as well as the antagonistic feelings which
exist between these two races at all the Gold Fields, evidently proves that Europeans and
Mongolians cannot live peaceably together, and that the late disturbances are only the fore
shadowings of more serious evils j and your Petitioners believe that if disturbances are quelled
in one locality they will most assuredly break out in some other) and your Petitioners believe
that fully nine-tenths of our fellow colonists are of opinion that a Bill should be passed to
restrict Chinese Immigration to this Colony.
That your Petitioners are of opinion that the opening up of tho land, as contemplated
by tbc Land Bill passed by your Honorable House, would tend to develop the vast natural
resources of the Colony; would open up a large field for the employment of labour; would
afford means for the investment of capital now idle, and would give a stimulus to immigration
of tho most desirable class, and considerably increase the public revenue.
That your Petitioners are of opinion that the Members of tho Upper House, being
nominated, have not the confidence of the people, and it is therefore desirable that that
branch of the Legislature should be constituted upon an Elective Basis.
Tour Petitioners, therefore, most earnestly pray, that your Honorable House will be
pleased not to pass any Appropriation Act till a Chinese Immigration Restriction Bill, the
Land Bill, and an Elective Upper House Bill, are passed into law.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will-over pray, &c., &c., &c.
[Here follow

[Price, Id.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

ASSISTED IMMIGRATION.
(UNDER REGULATIONS OP 21 JUNE, 1861.—CORRESPONDENCE, &c.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

16

January,

1862.

SCHEDULE.
so.
PAGI,
1. Copy of Assisted Immigration Regnlations of 21st June, 1861 ,,
2
2. Prinoipal Under Secretary to Benches of Magistrates, with reference thereto. 27 June, 1801 3
3. Circular letter from Lands Department to different Clerks of Petty Sessions, enclosing Regu
lations (with instructions). 29 June, 1861................................................
,,
..
3
4. Application forms A and B alluded to in foregoing..
,,
..
..
4
5. Under Secretary for Lands to Acting Agent for Immigration, calling for explanation with
respect to deposit received by him from Arthur Hodgson, Ksq., for introduction of
labourers from United Kingdom. 18 September, 1861
................................................
5
6. Same to A. Hodgson, Esq., stating that tho monuy should not have been received, and would
therefore bo returned. 18 September, 1861........................................................................
5
7. Acting Immigration Agent to Under Secretary for Lands, relative to passage certificate
isstl'd to Mr. Hodgson (with Minute of Secretary for Lands.) 18 September, 1861
..
3
8. Same to the same, in reply to letter of the ISth September (with Minute of Under Secretary
for Lands.) 19 September, 1861............................................................
.........................
6
9. A. Hodcson, Esq., to Secretary for Lauds, in reply to letter of 18th September (with Minute
of Secretary for Lands.) 20 September, 1861.......................................................................
0
10. Under Secretary for Lands to Acting Agent for Immigration, in reply to letter of IStlx Sep
tember. 21 September, 1661
..
..
....................... ;
.....................................
7
11. Same to Secretary to Emigration Commissioners, London, countermanding passage certificate
issued to Mr. Hodgson. 21 September, 1861 ..
..
..
..
..
7
12. Mr. Logan to Under Secretary for Lands (further on tho subject), in reply to letter of 21s't
September, with Minute of Secretary for Lands thereon. 30 September, 1861 ..
..
8
13. Under Secretary to A. Hodgson, Esq., in reply to letter of 20th September. 3 October, 1861
8
14. Same to Under Secretary for Finance, Ac., requesting that money deposited by Mr. Hodgson
(£2,400) might be returned on application. 4 October, 1861
.....................................
8
15. E. C. Merowethcr Esq, (successor to A. Hodgson, Esq., Superintendent A. A. Company) to
Secretary for Lands, further on the same subject. 5 October, 1801
,,
..
..
8
16. Same to the same, in reply to letter to Mr. Hodgson of the 3rd October, and declining to
receive back deposit. 10 October, 1861
........................................................................
9
17. Circular from Under Secretary for Lands to Clerks of Petty Sessions, cancelling form B ..
9
(Correspondence relative to application for introduction of Immigrants front Donegal, by Venerable
_
Archdeacon M'F.noroe.)

18. Archdeacon M’Encroe to Colonial Secretary, requesting him to name a day for receiving a
deputation of the Committee of the Donegal Relief Fund, 6 July, 1858
..
..
19. Minute of Colonial Secretary on foregoing. 7 July, 1858..
.................................................
20. Same to Principal Under Secretary, respecting appointment of J. H. Scott Durbin, Esq., as
Agent for the Committee in London. 7 July, 1858 ,,
..
,,
..
..
21. Report of Immigration Agent. 8 July, 1858
..
..
,,
..
..
22. Principal Under Secretary to Archdeacon M'Bncroc, in reply to letter of 7th July, 1858.
8 July, 1858.,
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
2S. Colonial Secretary to Secretary to Emigration Commissioners, relative to appointment of
J. H. Scott Durbin as Agent for tho Committee, 8 July, 1858
..
..
,.
24. Mr. fV. M, Davis, Secretary to Committee of Donegal Relief Fund, stating their desire to
appropriate balance in hand in tho introduction of a further number of Immigrants from
Donegal. 20 June, 1801 ..
............................................................
..
25. Minute, referring the matter to Acting Immigration Agent (Mr. Logan), with report of that
officer. 28 Juno, and 1 July, 1861
..
..
..
..
..
..
26. Minute of Secretary for Lands on the subject. 5 July, 1861
..
..
..
..
..
27. Uuder Seeretsry for Lands to Mr. Davis, authorizing compliance with the wish of the
Committee. 8 July, 1861
..
..
..
.,
..
,,
..
..
,,
28. Under Secretary for Lands to Acting Immigration Agent, apprising him of the decision
communicated to Mr, Davis. 13 July, ]861................................................
..
29. Same to Secretary to the Emigration Commissioners, London, on the same subject. 13
July, 1861.......................................................... ;
.....................................
..
..*
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No. 1.
ASSISTED IMMIGRATION REGULATIONS.
(A,

notified in Gazette of 21st June,

1861.)

Department of Lands,
Sydney,

21

June,

1861.

His Excellency tie Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has leen pleased to
establish the following Regulations for Assisted Immigration, under the Act 24 Viet.,
No. 26:—
1. Any person resident in the Colony who may be desirous of introducing from the
United Kingdom Immigrants of the labouring classes, will be permitted to do so on making
the following deposits, and subject to the conditions hereinafter named:—
Aoe.
SEX.

*

Male
Female

Uuder 12 years*

IS and under
40 years*

40 and under
SO years.

All above 50
years.

£

.................................

3

£
5

£
8

£
12

.............................

2

3

6

12

2. Such deposits must be made, if in Sydney, at the Government Immigration Office,
between the hours of 10 a.m. and half-past 2 p.m.; and if in the Country Districts, with the
Clerks of Petty Sessions, during the usual office hours. Any sums which depositors desire to
add for the purpose of providing for their nominees the outfit required by the Immigration
Commissioners in London, will be received at the same time, and transmitted to the Com
missioners. The estimated cost of such outfit for an adult is about £3.
3. The Immigrants must be brought out in ships chartered by Her Majesty’s Emi
gration Commissioners in London, and the Depositor will be required to afford all such infor
m at ion respecting the Immigrants be proposes to introduce, as may be necessary to enable
the Agent for Immigration or Clerk of Petty Sessions to comply with his application and
the requirements of these Regulations.
_
_ _
4. The persons eligible uuder these Regulations are mechanics of every description,
domestic servants, and all persons of the labouring class. They must be of sound mental and
bodily health, and of good moral character.
_
5. No advantage will be allowed in respect of any person brought out as a cabin or
intermediate passenger.
6. Passages will not be granted under these Regulations to children under 15 years
of age, unless forming part of a family, or unless their parents be resident in the Colony.
7. Depositors must undertake to provide for the Immigrants they introduce after the
expiration of ten days from the time of their arrival, or pay to the Government for their
subsistence at the rate of Is. per day for each adult, or half the amount for each child under
the age of 12 years, so long as they may be maintained at the public expense after the
expiration of that period.
_
f
_
8. In the event of any person nominated for a passage declining to emigrate, or in
case the amount deposited shall exceed that required for the number of Immigrants actually
introduced, the amount deposited, or the excess, as the case may be, will be returned to the
depositor, upon receipt in the Colony of the Emigration Commissioners’ report recom
mending its refundment.
■
_
9. The Clerks of Petty Sessions, on receipt of any deposit under these Regulations,
will immediately remit the amount to the Agent for Immigration at Sydney, with a state
ment of the number and description of Immigrants whom the depositor wishes to intro
duce. The Agent for Immigration will thereupon prepare and forward to the Clerk of Petty
Sessions, for delivery to the depositor, a Passage Certificate. Similar Certificates will be
issued to depositors in Sydney, on payment of their deposits to the Agent for Immigration.
10. The Passage Certificate must be forwarded by the depositor to his friends or
agents in the United Kingdom, and it must in every case be produced within twelve months
from the date of it to Her Majesty’s Emigration Commissioners in London, who will provide
passages to the Colony for the Immigrants proposed to be introduced.
11. Forms of application, as well as all other information for the guidance of depositors,
can be obtained from the several Clerks of Petty Sessions in the Country Districts, or in
Sydney at the Office of the Agent for Immigration
12. These Regulations will take effect on and after the 1st July next.
JOHN ROBERTSON.

No. 2.
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No. 2.
The Under Secretary to Benches of Magistrates.

■(Circular,)

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney,

27

June,

1861.

Gentlemen,

With reference to the notice, dated 21st instant, and inserted in the Govern
headed “ Immigration,” I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to request
that you will apprise the Clerh of Petty Sessions in your district, that instructions for his
guidance in the execution of the duties which will devolve upon him in carrying the Regu
lations therein contained into effect, will be addressed to him from the Department of Lands,
to which the business relating to Immigration belongs) and that you will, at the same time,
enjoin on him the strictest attention to such instructions.
ment Gazette,

I have, &c.,
W. ELTARD.

No. 3. ^

-

Under Secretary for Lands to Clerks of Petty Session^.

_

•

(Circular.)

V

a

'

Department of Lands,
Sydney,

Sir,

29
'

June,

1861.

_
_ I am directed to enclose, for your information and guidance, a copy of the
Assisted Immigration Regulations, recently published by the Government, from which you(s«No i.)
will perceive, that, on and after the 1st July next, depositors under these Regulations can
have the parties whom they desire to bring out introduced in ships chartered by the Emigra
tion Commissioners in London,
2. The forms to be used under the new Regulations, a supply of which will be
forwarded to you by the Agent for Immigration, are as follows:—

(1st.) That marked A, which you will use in cases where the parties to be intro
duced are nominated in the Colony, and,—
(2nd.) That marked B, to be used where the parties are to be nominated in the
United Kingdom,
■
3. It will be necessary for you to observe great care in the preparation of those forms,
as on the information contained in the particular form used by yon will entirely depend the
correctness of the Passage Certificate forwarded to you by the Agent for Immigration for
delivery to the depositor.
.
4, All moneys received by you under the Regulations referred to are to be forwarded
direct to the Agent for Immigration, and at the termination of each Quarter it will be
necessary for you to render an account of all such receipts to the Auditor General, for that
officer’s satisfaction.
5. On this subject I cannot too strongly impress on you the necessity of forwarding
the moneys which you receive under the Regulations, by the first post which leaves after
your receipt of them; care being taken by you, in every case, to register the letters
containing such remittances. For any departure from this instruction you will be held
responsible.
6. It is desirable that yon’should give the Regulations all the publicity in your
power within your district; and in order to enable you to do so as effectually as possible,
the Agent for Immigration will forward to you a supply of the Regulations, for distribution
amongst its inhabitants.
7. In conclusion, I am to state, that as the Government are most anxious to make
the Regulations as easily available by the working classes as possible, they are desirous of
your zealous co-operation in carrying them out; and the Agent for Immigration will afford
you every assistance in bis power in facilitating the object desired.
8. I may add, that a circular letter on the subject will be addressed to the Bench
of Magistrates in your district, by the Principal Under Secretary.
.

I have, &c.,

MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 4.
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No. 4.
FORM A.
(To

be used when the persons intended to be introduced are to be nominated in the Colony).

Immigration Regulations or 21st June, 18(31.
DISTRICT OF

------- v---------------------------------------------- .————--------------------------------description op the person or persons f-jr whose benefit the remittance is made.

TThsther Hus
ChriEtian Kamo and
or Whos
Surname, at fulL
Age. bands
resident in the
length.
Colony.
«

Trades
or Callings,

Names find Addresses
of some persons of
■Where living, Note, to whom refer Proportion to be Proportion to be
applied towards
uppli«*d to
in Great Britain ences can he made
Outfit,
Passage,
or Ireland.
respecting
tho Lmlgrants.

Total.

I,
Tjf
in the District of
in thi Colony
of New South Wales, the Depositor in this case, hereby undertake, in the event of passages being granted to* the paitics
selected in pursuance ot the above deposit, to pay to the Immigration Agent at the Port of Arrival, any additional amount
which lie may reguiro of me, for the passage or passages of any child or children belonging to the said paities, which have
not previously been provided for by me, in my deposit as above, or been paid for before embarkation to tbe Kmigratinn Com*
missioned in London, according to tbe rates set out in the Immigration Regulations of tho 21st June, Itifil; and I iurthcr
undertake to pay to the said Immigration Agent, subsistence money at the rate of Is. per diem for each adult, and Gd. for
each child under 12 years of age, for every day any or all of my nominees may be maintained at the expense of the Govern
ment, from and after the expiration of ten days from the date of their arrival in the Colony.
Dated at
Witness
Received on this

this

day of

18G .
,

Depositor.

day of

18G , from
of
in this District, tho sum
of
pounds,
shillings (£
) to be remitted to tbe Emigration Commissioners,
for the purpose of being applied in the provision of passages to this Colony, for the above-described persons.
Witness,
Clerk of Petty Sessions
Note,—If more than ono person's name bo inserted in this Certificate, it should he distinctly stated to whom tho money is intended to bo paid, on
account of Outfit; and in caw of the death or absence Of the perHOnB so named, to which of the others it is to be paid.

FORM B.
(7b

be used when the persons intended to be introduced are to be nominated in the United Kingdom?)

Immigration Regulations of 21st June, 1861.
DISTRICT OF

Name of Depositor.

Amount deposited.

dumber and Ages of the persons
proposed to be so brought out.

a
Trades or Callings
of the
persons proposed to be
Nominated
in the United Kingdom.

12 Tears and
upwards.
M.

F.

Whether
Husbands or
Wives
Proportion
Proportion
Under 12 years. resident In
to be applied to be applied
the Colony.
towards
towards
Outfit.
Passage.
M.
F.

TOTAI,

I,
of
in tbe District of
in the Colony of
New South Wales, the Depositor referred to above, hereby undertake, in the event of passages being granted to the parties
selected in pursuance of the above deposit, to pay to the Immigration Agent at the Port of Arrival, any additional amount
which he may require of me, for the passage Or passages of any child or children belonging to the said parties, which have
not previously been provided for by me, in my deposit as above, or been paid for before embarkation to the Emigration
Commissioners in London, according to the rates set foith in the Immigration Regulations of the 21st June, 18G1; and 1
farther undertake to pay to the said Immigration Agent, subsistence money at the rate of Is. per diem for each adult, and
6d. for each child under 12 years of age, for every day any or all of my nominees may bo maintained at tbe expense of the
Government, from and after the expiration of ten days from tho date of their arrival in the Colony.
Dated at

this

day of 18G

.
Depositor.

Witness,
Received on this
day of
18G , from
of
in this District, the sum
of
pounds,
shillings, (£
) to be remitted to the Emigration Commissioners,
for the purpose of being applied in the provision of passages to this Colony, for the above-described persons.
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Witness,

No. 5.
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No. 5.
Under Secretary you Lands

to

Acting Immigration Agent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

18

September,

1861.

Sir,

_
The attention of the Secretary for Lands having been called to a statement
in one of the daily papers, to the effect that Mr. Hodgson had been permitted to introduce
nearly five hundred Immigrants, under the provisions of the Vote for Immigration; and it
appearing from the statements personally made by you to Mr. Secretary Robertson, that this
representation is substantially correct, and that you had received £2,400 for the purpose,—
I am directed to inform you, that, upon a reference to the Immigration Regulations, the
Secretary for Lands is clearly of opinion,—
'
1st—That they do not warrant the course pursued ;
^fld—That if they did in the letter, their whole spirit was opposed to itj
3rd—That even if it were otherwise, in both respects, such an extraordinary use
of the Regulations should not have been made without the special sauetion
of tho Responsible Minister having charge of tbe Department; and
4thly—That the fact stated in the explanation given by you,—that Mr. Hodgson
did not act only for the Company with which he was connected, but also for
four or five Companies, each in all other respects competing with, and antago
nistic to each other; and who are known to be in difficulty with their employes,
■—o»ly, it seems to him, made it the more necessary that you should, as was
done in the “ Donegal matter”, have obtained some special instructions.
2. I am directed therefore by the Secretary for Lands to request, that you will at
once furnish an explanation in the matter; and also say whether there are any other similar
instances of your acting with the funds in question.
,
# 3- Mr* Hodgson, I am to add, has been apprised that the money was improperly
roecived by you, and that it will be returned to him.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 6.
Under Secretary tor Lands

to

A. Hodgson, Esq.
Department of hands,

g

Sydney,

18

September,

1861.

_ The attention of tbe Secretary for Lands has been drawn to a statement in
one of tbe daily papers, to the effect that you had been permitted to introduce nearly five
hundred Immigrants, under the provisions of the Yote for Immigration; and it has been
ascertained that the statement is substantially correct, the Acting Immigration Agent
having received two thousand four hundred pounds for the purpose.
,
Mr. Secretary Robertson desires me to inform you that the money was improperly
received by Mr. Logan, and will be returned to you on application.
1 have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 7.
Acting Immigration Agent

to

Under Secretary tor Lands.
Government Immigration Office,
Sydney,

18

September,

1861.

Sir,
.
^11 J'cfbrhnco to. the issue of the certificate, which formed tho subject of
conversation at an interview with which I was this day favoured by the Honorable the
Minister for Lands,—while I have to state that in such issue I merely followcd'long established
precedent, I would now suggest that as the Honorable Secretary for Lands seems of opinion
that tho same should not .have issued, instructions should be forwarded to the Emigration
Commissioners not to act upon such certificate. I make this suggestion, having reason to
believe that the certificate itself was forwarded by the last mail.
I have, &c.,

WILLIAM LOGAN.
c T1’1! !.nKt™ct.ions altudcd fo Rhnuia he forwantefl. Mr. Logan should be asked to say what bo
™fcf" ? l‘s
to 'f F established precedent; the Regulations under which he acted being quite
oi recent date. Ho should also bo requested to state tbe casus be alludes to as precedents.
b 1
John S.

20 Sept.

No. 8.
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No. 8.
Acting Immigration Agent

to

Under Secretary for Lands.
Government Immigration Office,
Sydney, 19 September,

1861.

Sra,

£2,100.

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 18th
instant, calling upon me to explain the circumstances under which a deposit of two
thousand four hundred pounds was received from Arthur Hodgsoiij Esq., towards the
passage to this Colony of a number of coal miners and their families.
2. In reply I beg to state, for the information of the Secretary for Lands, that the
amount in question was received by me under tbe impression that I was fully warranted in
doing so, as there appeared- to be nothing in them precluding employers from introducing
any description of labour they might require, through their agents in the United Kingdom.
3. I felt the more justified in adopting this course, presuming that, os the Regulations
were mainly a revival of those formerly in force (in which no special provision was made for
such cases), the practice which had hitherto prevailed in this Department might safely be
continued, and that if deposits had been received from Messrs. Peto, Brassey and Betts,
Messrs. P. N. Russell and Co., and others, towards the introduction of servants to be
nominated by tbeir agents in tbe United Kingdom, without, as far as I was aware, any
reference having been made to the Government for instructions, similar deposits might be
accepted under the existing Regulations.
_
4. To shew that this was my impression upon the promulgation of the new Regula
tions, I would refer to the printed letter of Instructions on the subject, issued from your
Department to Clerks of Petty Sessions, a draft of which was in the first instance submitted
by me for approval. In this letter allusion was made to a form marked B, to be used when
the parties are to be nominated in the United Kingdom. That form is the same as one in
use under the old Regulations, and the only object in retaining it was, as I thought, to
enable residents in the Colony still to nominate Immigrants through their agents at Home.
5. The first clause of the Regulations, moreover, distinctly states that any person
resident in the Colony who may be desirous of introducing from the United Kingdom
Immigrants of the labouring classes will be permitted to do so on making deposits subject to
certain conditions, none of which restrict nominations to the mere relatives or friends of
depositors ^ tjjere£ore j jjaTe mistaken the intentions of the Government and the Legislature,
and departed from the spirit of the Regulations, by accepting deposits of this nature, I
sincerely regret it; and though by so doing I may have committed an error of judgment, I
trust that the character I have borne during a period of upwards of fifteen years in the
public servicCj will convince Mr. Robertson that X was actuated in the matter by the
conscientious conviction that I was doing right.
.
7. I may add that the only other deposits for persons to be nominated at Home have
been made by Mr. Samuel Wilcox and Messrs. Dickson and Burrowes; the former having
paid the sum of forty pounds for the passage of eight adults, and the latter the sum of
twenty pounds for four adults.
I have, &c.,
'
WILLIAM R. LOGAN,
'
Acting Agent for Immigration.
p,g.__Since writing the above, I find that one more deposit of £3 was received from

•

Mr. J. Mnlholland.

W R L

Mr. Logan is entitled to the full benefit of this argument The forms were prepared by him,
and the inapplicability, or at least the ambiguity, of the one marked B, was not detected here. ^ ^

‘

No. 9.

A. Hodgson, Esq.,

to

Secretary for Lands.

Australian Agricultural Company,
227 (late 152), Georgc-street, Sydney,
20 September,

1861,

Sir,

In reply to the Under Secretary’s letter of the 18th instant, I have the honor
to state that I have no knowledge of the "provisions of the Vote for Immigration to which
^
In applying for permission to introduce Emigrants of the labouring classes, I acted
under the provisions of the Regulations of 21st June, 1861, issued by the advice of the
Executive Council, and bearing your signature, and I am satisfied that the permission
granted to me in pursuance of my application is strictly in accordance both with the letter
and the spirit of those Regulations.
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The authoritative tone assumed in your letter would lead me to suppose that you
entertain a different opinion ; if so, I have to request that you will inform me somewhat
more definitely in what respects the permission granted to me is at variance with the
Regulations.
I have to inform you, however, that I forwarded the passage certificate handed
to me by the Immigration Agent, to the Governor of the A. A. Company, by the
August mail, with a request that immediate steps might be taken to select tbe number of
labourers for whom tho certificate provided, and I beg you most distinctly to understand that
it is not my intention to abandon the rights which I am assured I possess in virtue of tbe
Regulations in question.
I have, &c.,
ARTHUR HODGSON,
General Superintendent, A. A. Co.
I am of opinion that tho permission to introduce Immigrants not nominated in tho Colony, is
contrary, not only to the Keonlation, hut to the spirit in which the Immigration Vote was granted by
Parliament. The money will be paid on application to the Colonial Treasurer.
John R.
*
1 October.

No. 10.
Under Secretart for Lands
.

to

iVeio

Acting Immigration Agent.
South Wales,
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

21

September,

1861.

Sir,
In reference to your letter of the 18th instant, relative to the passage certificate
issued for certain coal miners,—I am directed to inform you, that in accordance with your
suggestion, a communication will he addressed to the Emigration Commissioners by this
mail, requesting them not to act upon the same.
2. With regard, however, to your statement, that in the issue of such certificate you
only acted on long established precedent, I am directed by the Secretary for Lands to
inquire what you mean by such allusion j the regulations under which you acted being of
quite recent date.
3. I am also to request that you will state the cases you allude to as precedents.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 11.
Under Secretary for Lands

to

Secretary to Emigration Commissioners, London.
JVeic

South Wales,
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

21

September,

1861.

Sir,
It has recently come to the knowledge of the Government, that tbe Acting
Immigration Agent in this Colony, without the sauetion of the Government, received a large
sum of money from the Agent of the Australian Agricultural Company (Mr. Arthur
Hodgson), as deposits to secure the introduction from the United Kingdom of a largenumber of coal miners, professedly under the Assisted Immigration Regulations of this
Colony; and there is reason to believe that the certificate delivered to Mr. Hodgson,
(No. 692), was transmitted to England by the August mail.
2, I am now directed to inform you, that the Secretary for Lands has officially
intimated to Mr. Hodgson that the money so lodged by him was improperly received, and
will be returned to him; the Government being clearly of opinion, that the Regulations of
the 21st June last do not sanction the introduction of any persons, except such as may be
named by the depositor at the time of making the deposit.
3. I am to request, therefore, that the Commissioners will not act on the certificate
so obtained, should it be piesented to them. .
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 12.
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No. 12.
Acting Immigration Agent

to

Secretary for Lands.

Government Immigration Office,
Sydney,

30

September,

1861.

Sir,

With reference to the second paragraph of your letter of the 21st instant, iu
reply to mine of the 18th idem, relative to the passage certificate issued to Arthur Hodgson,
Esq., for a number of coal miners and their families j I have the honor to inform you, that,
when stating that in issuing the certificate in question, “I merely followed long estab
lished precedent,” I alluded to the usage of the Office under the former Regulations, of
which I considered the present mainly a revival,
2. My communication of the 19th instant particularizes the cases to which I referred
as precedents.
1
I have, &c.,
W. R. LOGAN,
Acting Agent for Immigration.
I can only regret Mr. Logan’s want of perception of what appears to me to have been his clear
duty; and his still greater want of perception evinced by his not being able to comprehend the matter
when called to his attention specially.
.
John li.

V

Agent for Immigration,
B. C. 3 October.

1 October.

M. F.

No. 13.
Under Secretary for Lands

to

A. Hodgson, Esq.
Department of Lande,

Sydney, 3 October, 1861.
:
_
_
Deferring to your letter of the 20th ultimo, on the subject of the deposit
recently made by you for the introduction to this Colony of Emigrants of the labouring class,
under the Assisted Immigration Regulations, who were to be nominated in England; I am
directed by the Secretary for Lands to state, that ho is of opinion that permission to intro
duce Immigrants not nominated in the Colony, is contrary not only to the Regulations but
to the spirit in which the Immigration Vote was granted by Parliament; and that the money
will therefore be returned to you, on application to tho Colonial Treasurer.
I have, &c..
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

Sm,

No. 14.
Under Secretary for Lands

to

Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

Sir,

4

October,

1861.

_

I am directed to request that you will move the Honorable the Finance
Minister to cause the sum of £2,400 to be returned (upon application) to Mr. Arthur
Hodgson, being the amount paid by him in behalf of the Australian Agricultural Company,
for the introduction to the Colony of persons to bo nominated in the United Kingdom under
the Assisted Immigration Regulations; it being considered that the introduction of persons
not nominated in the Colony is contrary to the intention of such Regulations, to which
effect Mr. Hodgson has been informed.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 15.
Superintendent, A. A. Company,

to

Secretary for Lands.

Australian Agricultural Company's Office,
Sydney,

5

October,

1861.

Sir,

■
Referring to Mr. Hodgson's letter of the 20th ultimo, on the subject of the
introduction "of certain labourers under the Immigration Remittance Regulations,—I have tbe
'me Coni and copper
honor to acquaint you, that I have been requested by the Managing Directors of the Coal
TLeK?“«tieW4Useiid Companies named in the margin, who were associated with Mr. Hodgson iu tbe proceeding
companyCoaH’ompnny. above
Tleinnmi
'" referred to-, to draw oyour attention to the fact,* that as -yet no reason has been assigned

for
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for your statement that the permission to import the labourers in question was unauthorized;
and as wo have been informed, that by the last mail a communication was addressed to the
Emigration Commissioners in London, instructing them not to act upon tho passage certifi
cate granted to Mr. Hodgson by the Acting Immigration Agent, I am further requested to
apprise you, that we shall leave no means unemployed to ensure tbe completion of the
engagement entered into by the Government in pursuance of their own Regulations; and
shall hold the Government responsible for any loss or damage we may sustain, should the
Commissioners comply with your instructions.
I have, &e.,
EDWARD C. MEREWETHER,
General Superintendent, A. A. Company.

I

v,
'

1

r

'

No. 16.

Superintendent, A, A. Company,

to

Secretary for Lands.

Australian Agricultural Company’s Offices,
Sydney, 10 October, 1861.

*

Sir, ‘
'
Having succeeded Mr. Hodgson as General Superintendent of the affairs of the
Australian Agricultural Company, I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yonr
letter of the 3rd instant, which having been addressed to that gentleman, did not reach me
until tbe 5th, after mine of that date bad been written.
I have submitted your reply to the gentlemen who were associated with the A. A.
Company in the Immigration Deposit to winch it refers, equally with myself; those
gentlemen are at a loss to understand upon what grounds you base the opinion that permission
to introduce Emigrants not nominated in the Colony is contrary to the Regulations.
We fearlessly assert that there is nothing in those Regulations to support such a
view; and that your own forms and your own acts distinctly refute it.
The application to introduce the labourers wo require was made in a Form B, which
was furnished by your own officer, and is indorsed, " to be used when tbe persons intended
to be introduced are to be nominated in the United Kingdom ”; and we are aware that only
a very short time prior to the date of our application, you had sanctioned the introduction of
a large number of Emigrants, to be nominated in Ireland, under a deposit made by the Very
Reverend Dean M'Enoroe.
Of the spirit in which the Vote for Immigration was granted by Parliament we
know nothing. We only recognize the Regulations of the Government, and the Forms used
to give them effect; but as these have received your sanction, we cannot for one moment
suppose that they are inconsistent with the intentions of the Legislature.
By those Regulations, and the rights we have acquired under them, we mean to
abide; and speaking for myself and the gentlemen associated with me, I again respectfully
decline to receive back the deposit made by Mr. Hodgson.
I have, &c.
EDWARD C. MEREWETHER.

No. 17.
Under Secretary for Lands
(Circular.)

to

Clerks of Petty Sessiors.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 12 October,

1861.

Sir,
With reference to the circular letter of the 29th June last, enclosing a copy of"
the Assisted Immigration Regulations of the 21st of that month, with instructions respecting
the same, I am directed to inform you, that so much of the circular as relates to Application
Form B, to be used "where tbe parties are to be nominated in the United Kingdom,” was
introduced under a misconception, and is hereby cancelled.
2. The Regulations are intended to apply only to persons nominated in the Colony
by tbe depositors at the time of making the deposit.
I have, &c..
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

PAPERS
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PAPERS relative to application for introduction of Immigrants by
Venerable Archdeacon M’Encroe.
No. 18.
Archdeacon M'Enoroe

to

Colonial Secretary.
Committee Rooms, 66, PiU-street,
Donegal Relief Pu,nd,
Sydney, 6 July, 1858.

Sir,
I have the honor, by direction of the Sub-Committee appointed for carrymgout
the objecta of the Donegal Relief Fund, to communicate with you with the
when it will be convenient to you to receive a Deputation m connectlon therewith
gI am further directed to request that, as the Committee contemplate tahng action in
this matteTby the mail which will close on the 10th instant, you will be pleased to take
this application into your most favourable consideration, and appoint the earliest hour

convenient to yourself.

r^^

No. 19.
MINUTE of Colonial Secretary on foregoing.
.
_
Mr M'Encroe called, and the Agent for Immigration being here, it was explained to him
that the Remittance Regulations appeared to provide sufficiently for the ^ect the
n
rtiaa TiQxrfl in tmpw • as l)v providing passages for persons eligible under those
Regulations, room would be' so far made for the employment at Home of those who Remain.

7

Juhi.

1858.

No. 20.
Archdeacon M'Encroe

to The Under Secretary.
Committee Rooms, Donegal Relief Fund,

66,

Pitt-street,

7

July,

1858.

Sra,

Not wishing, in the present deep affliction of the Honorable the Chief Secretary,
him, and onr principal object in soliciting an interview with him m our
kt er of Yesterday, being to obtain a letter from the Government here, to the Emigration
CommhLioners inLcndon, to the effect that Mr. J. H. Scott Durbin is our accredited Agent
fnThe matter of the proposed introduction of labourers from the County of Eoncgal lrcland
Into this Colony we would beg that you will kindly obtain this document for us, and that
yon will convey therein a request that every assistance be given by them to Mr. Durbin, in
-to intrude upon

carrying out this matter.

W(j havej &0
J. M'ENCROE,
('For the Sub-Committeo.j

No. 21.
REPORT of Immigration Agent.

The Venerable Archdeacon M'Encroe having, on the part °f *he®one2fEclle^0“™1‘t,ee,'

ipsited in this Office, this day, the sum of £900

Klngdo^Mr

in nroviding passages for such persons as may be nominated in the United Kingdom by Mr.

John Scott Durhin, their duly appointed Agent in accordance ^th t^e te™8
provided by the Remittance Regulations promulgated on the 10th of August,
i nave
accordingly issued a passage certificate equivalent to 225 adults, between the ages of 12 and
40 to be made available by that gentleman on his arrival in the United Kingdom; and I
therrfore Se no objection to the request contained in the Archdeacon’s letter being acceded
to and would suggest that the Land and Emigration Commissioners be rcqneBtodtoaffor
Mr Durbin all the facilities in their power for carrying out the objects of the Committee,
rn”;»ia!.6

for mch

bo ^loCod in pn™.... of tbe oona.t.on.mp.e.d

by the Regulations under which the passage order has been granted.

_

_ __

B.C.
Immigration Office,
Sydney, 8 July,

1858.

No. 22.

825
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No. 22.
The Undee Seobetart to Archdeacon M'Encroe.
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney,

8

July,

1858.

Vert Reverend Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 7th instant,
expressing the desire of the Sub-Committee of the Donegal Relief Fund, to obtain for
Mr. Durbin a letter from this Office to the Land and Emigration Commissioners, stating
that he is their accredited Agent in the measures which they propose for enabling persons
from Donegal to emigrate; and, in reply, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to enclose
a letter introducing Mr. Durbin, as the Agent of the Committee, to the Commissioners, who
will no doubt afford him every necessary information and facility in making his
arrangements for sending out, in accordance with the Remittance Regulations, the persons
you desire to assist.
I have, &o.,
W. ELYARD.

No. 23.
Colonial Secretary to Secretary

to

Emioration Commissioners, London.

New South Wales,
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney,

8

July,

1858.

Sir,
I have the honor to inform you that application has been made, by tbe gentlemen
forming the Sub-Committee in this Colony for the Donegal Relief Fund, for a letter from
this Government to the Emigration Commissioners, intimating that Mr. J. H. Scott Durbin
has been appointed tbeir accredited Agent in the measures which they propose for the
emigration of labourers from the County of Donegal, in Ireland, and requesting that he
may he recommended to the Commissioners for any assistance which may be necessary from
them in carrying out the objects of tbe Committee.
2, The sum of £900 has, it appears by tbe Report of the Agent for Immigration (of
which I enclose a copy), been deposited by tbe Committee, nnder the Immigration Remittance
Regulations, to be expended for passages to this Colony of the persons they desire to assist;
and, as they are to be selected and sent out under the conditions prescribed by those
Regulations, I have furnished Mr. Durbin with this letter as an introduction to the
Commissioners, who will no doubt have the goodness to afford him such information and
facilities as may be requisite in making the arrangements with which he is entrusted.
I have, &c.,
CHARLES COWPER.
t

No. 24.
Mb. W. M. Davis

to Colonial Secretary.
Committee Room, Brougham Tavern,
PiU-street, Sydney, 20 June,

Sir,

.

1861.

,

The Committee of the management of the Donegal Belief Fund having a
balance in band of about thirteen hundred and fifty pounds sterling, are desirous, in
accordance with the views of tho subscribers, to expend the same in introducing into this
Colony, under the Assisted Immigration Act, some portion of the people of that part of
Ireland who may be in distress.
>
.
The sum of three thousand eight hundred pounds sterling has already been applied
to the same purpose, in accordance with an arrangement entered into with the Government
by the Committee.
_
.
Four gentlemen having been appointed, at a meeting held on the 18th instant, to
wait upon the Colonial Secretary, to ascertain if the Government are prepared to allow the
Committee to disburse tbe balance above stated, as they were formerly allowed to do, I
have now the honor to request that you will do me the favour of appointing a time when it
may be convenient for yon to receive said Deputation.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM M. DAVIS,
Hon. Sec. Donegal R. Fund.
Call Mr. Logan's attention to this matter, with the view of his reporting what difficulties there
may be (if any) in the way. Appoint any day (say Wednesday) at 11 a.m.
John K.
27 June.

No. 25.
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No. 25.
MINUTE of Under Secretary for Lands.

Will Mr !.»"•» be good enough to »J, before tbe dev mined for reeemog tbe

.0

Deputation, wbet fif any) ob^cUon enif.a
B.C.

28

a eompU.oee with the «h of the 0»»ttee ?

June.

I see no olujeetion to a compliance with the wishes of the Committee.
Under Secretary for Lands,
B.C. 1 July, 1861.
W. R. L.

'

No. 26.
MINUTE of Secretary for Lands.

I have seen tbe Venerable Archdeacon M'Encroe and the Deputation.
There can be no objection to the Emigrants from Donegal.

It will be necessary, however, that the Regulations shall be con.?hedwiA, and that
the Committee should undertake to take charge of the Immigrants on their
r

No. 27.
Under Secretary

eor

Lands to Mr, Davis.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 8 July,

1861.

Sir,

StfESC

ASS*- -

arriTal

I have, &C.,
uTT/'im. "li'TTKPATR.TdK.

No. 28.
Under Secretary

for

Lands to Acting Immigration Agent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 13 July,

Sir,

1861.

Referring to yonr Report of the 1st instant, relative to the application of the

am directed to inform you that a communication has been addressed to MrrUaTI6’J“™?;
wXaAat they undertake the charge of the Immigrants on them arrival.
I have, etc,,

_______

No. 29.
Under Secretary

for

Lands to Secretary

to

Emigration Commissioners, London.
New South Wales,
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 13 July,

1861.

SlE’ Application having been made by the Committee of the Donegal Relief Fund
in this Colony; to expend the money they still have in hand (amounting to £1'd5f^ in
introduction,binder the Assisted Immigration Regulations, of such Emigrants from that
part of Ireland as may be in distress, I am directed to inform
J Ss^re du y
their request has been authorized, on the understanding that, the Regulations are auiy
complied with, and that the Committee undertake to take charge of the Immigrants on their
arrival-

I have. &o..

Sydney j TLomw Richards, Qovennncnt Printer,—l£62»
\PricBt

3c?.]

1861-2.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

ASSISTED IMMIGRATION.
(UNDER REGDUHONS OE 21 JUNE, ISfil,-DESPATCH PROH GOVERNMENT EMIGRATION BOARD.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

Emigration Board

to

Secretary

for

16

Jamtary,

1862,

Lands.

Government Emigration Board,

8,
„

Sir,

Park-street, Westminster,
26 November. 1861.BO

.
^■^iaYe ac^nowlc(3ge your letter of the 21st September, stating that tlie certificate
* ^or
ictroduction of immigrants, delivered to the Agent of the Australian Land Company,
under the Assisted Immigration Kegulations of New South Wales, had been issued uuder a
misapprehension,.and requesting that we will not act on that certificate if presented to us.
^°ur letter was received at this office in tbe afternoon of tho 19th instant, but as far
back as the 19th ultimo the certificate in question had been lodged with us by the Governor
of tbe Australian Agricultural Company, and arrangements had been made by tbe Company
to engage miners to be sent out uuder it. As there was nothing on the face of the certificate
inconsistent with the Regulations, and as we had previously received similar certificates in
favor of Archdeacon Mpancroe and Mr. Wilcox, we did not consider that wo had any dis
cretion as to the admission of the claim of the Company. Wo accordingly informed the
Governor that we should be prepared to find passages for the emigrants the Company might
present to us under virtue of the certificate.
On receiving your letter we immediately telegraphed to the gentlemen employed by
the Company in collecting emigrants to suspend his operations, and the same evening we
informed the Governor of the Company that, in consequence of instructions from the Colony,
we must consider their operations under the certificate, so far as they depended on assistance
from this Board, as brought to a close. But we added, that as in tbe interval between the
receipt of the certificate and of your letter our faith had been pledged to find passages for
certain emigrants, we should feel bound to carry out our pledge to those individuals although
we could not accept any more. By the same post we directed the selecting agent to send
us up a list of all those to whom, up to that time, promises had been made.
That list we have received. It shews a body equal to 115-& statute adults, and for so
many of those as come forward (probably between 80 and 90) we propose to find passages in
the “Annie Wilson,” which is appointed to sail from Birkenhead on or about the 21st of
next month. We could not refuse to provide the passages promised to these people without
a breach of faith which would not only have been most cruel on the people, but would have
• been most discreditable to ourselves, and fatal to any future operations we might have to
conduct. We feel confident, under these circumstances, that tho Government of New South
Wales will approve the course we have adopted, and that they will feel satisfied that if we
have been unable to comply literally with their wishes, we have done so to the full extent
which our duty to the public allowed us to do.
J ™ay a<^ fhat we have acted in the same manner in respect of the passage certificate
No. 494, issued to Mr. Samuel Wilcox, for eight statute adults—six of these, having been
nominated, and approved before the receipt of your letter, will be provided with passages in
the "Annie Wilson,” but the remaining two we have declined to accept.
I have, &c.,
S. WALCOTT.*

* 0 56—

l Prist,

Id.]
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NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

UNIVERSITY OP SYDNEY.
(BUILDING FUND ACCOUNT FOB 1600.)

Ordered by ike Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 18 September, 1861.

/

Account of Receipts and Expenditure on account of Building the University, for

Year i860.

RECEIPTS.

EXPENDITURE.

1 £

s. d.

Balance in CommercialBank Istj
January, 1BG1—Deposit at In-!
terest ..............................
! 2,000 0 0

v

Building Fund Account..............
Received Interest on above Deposit

J

.
Amount pnut tor—’
Masonry

' £
|

........................................

i

!. d. ^
i

407

1

220 0 1

Carpentry ......................................

100 0 0

Glazing...............................................! 37fi

17 6

Architect's Commission............. ,,i 250

0 0

♦

Carving, Clerk of Works Salary,
&c.............................................

9.(2 18 10

248 19

£ 2,31 n 17
Balance in Commercial Bank—j
Credit of Building Fund...........£|

13

3

t

HUGH KENNEDY,
Registrar.

William Ciiard,
Accountant.

[Price,

Id.]

9

59—

0 1
1
0
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NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

SPECIAL ROMAN CATHOLIC EDUCATION. %
(KIAMA.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 11 October, 1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales.
The Petition of the undersigned Homan Catholics of the Parish and District of
Kiama,—
Humbly Shweth:—
1. That the Homan Catholics of the Colony cannot avail themselves of the
National Schools.
2. That their objection to these Schools is not one which might be removed by any
modification in matters of detail, but*that it lies against the fundamental principle of
indifference in respect of Denominational religious teaching, training, and practice, and is
therefore insuperable.
3. That your Petitioners are firmly convinced that Homan Catholic children cannot
be properly educated, except in Homan Catholic Schools, taught by Roman Catholics, and
amidst the symbols and practices of Catholic devotion.
4. That the practically compulsory forbearance from Catholic devotional habits and
destitution of Catholic symbols imposed on Catholic children in National Schools, although
in theoretical statement they may be represented as simply negative, are, in reality, a most
subtle and positive persecution.
5. That Catholics are as willing as any of their fellow Australians to yield any
matters purely indifferent, or even practically separable, for the sake of mutual accommodation
and comprehension, hut that in this most important affair of education, the abandoning of
their own integral system would be a barter of religious duty and privilege for which no
secular advantages could be an adequate compensation.
6. That your Petitioners, therefore, nothing able to participate as other denominations
may, in the presumed benefits of the National Schools, are in fact suffering an injustice, to
the extent of their rateable share, in the sum devoted out of the common purse, to tho so-called
National Education system.
7. That your Petitioners, therefore, pray your Honorable House to redress this
injustice, by causing tho sum appropriated for Homan Catholic Schools to he set apart in
the ratio of the Roman Catholics to the whole population, from the gross amount expended
on public education, before deduction of the sum assigned to the said National Schools.
Finally, that your Petitioners may have their Schools vested in Catholic trustees, and your
Petitioners will ever pray.
[Here follow 71 Signatures.']

[Price, Id.}

95—

'
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NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

SPECIAL ROMAN CATHOLIC EDUCATION.
(S'nOALHAVEN.j

Ordered by tbe Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

11

October,

1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales.
The Petition of the undersigned Koman Catholics of tho Parish and District of
Shoalhavenj—
Humbly Sheweth:—

1. That the Homan Catholics of the Colony cannot avail themselves of the
National Schools.
2. That their objection to these Schools is not one which might be removed by any
modification in matters of detail, but that it lies against the fundamental principle of
indifference, in respect of Denominational religious teaching, training, and practice, and is
therefore insuperable.
S. That your Petitioners are firmly convinced that Homan Catholic children cannot
be properly educated, except in Roman Catholic Schools taught by Roman Catholics, and
amidst the symbols and practices of Catholic devotion.
4. That the practically compulsory forbearance from Catholic devotional habits, and
destitution of Catholic symbols imposed on Catholic children in National Schools, although
in theoretical statement they may be represented as simply negative, are in reality a most
subtle and positive persecution.
'
5. That Catholics are as willing as any of their fellow Australians to yield any
matters purely indifferent, or even practically separable, for the sake of mutual accommodation
and comprehension ; but that in this most important affair of education, the- abandoning of
their own integral system would be a barter of religious duty and privilege, for which no
secular advantages could be an adequate compensation.
6. That your Petitioners, therefore, nothing able to participate as other denominations
may, in tbe presumed benefits of the National Schools, are in fact suffering an injustice, to
the oxteot of their rateable share, in the sum devoted out of the common purse to the so-called
National Education system.
7. That your Petitioners therefore pray your Honorable House to redress this
injustice, by causing the sum appropriated for Roman Catholic Schools to be set apart in
tho ratio of the Roman Catholics to the whole population, from tbe gross amount expended
on public Education, before deduction of the sum assigned to the said National Schools.
Finally, that your Petitioners may have tbeir Schools vested in Catholic trustees. And
your Petitioners will ever pray.
{Mere follow

IPrice,

Id,]

65

Signatures.’]
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NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

CHARITABLE AND EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.
(WITHIN THE CITY OF SYDNEY, AND COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Fruited,

17

October,

1S61,

FURTHER RETURN to an Oivfcj* made by the Honorable the Legis
lative Assembly of New South Wales, dated 24 April, I860, That
there be laid upon the Table of this House,—
■

“ Information connected with tho Charitable and Educational
‘f Institutions, wholly or in part maintained by Public Funds,
“ within the City of Sydney and County of Cumberland—being
“ Returns from the Sydney University.”

[Dr. Lang.)

SCHEDULESO.

rAGE.

1. The Registrar of tho Sydney University to the Colonial Secretary, 9th Octoher, 1861,
forwarding Returns respecting the University, called for hy tho Legislative Assembly

2

836

CHARITABLE AND EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

'

No. I.
Registrar of Sydney University

to

Colonial Secretary,
University of Sydney,

9

October,

1861.

Sir,
■

I do myself the honor to transmit herewith the following Returns called for

hy the Legislative Assembly, viz. :—
1. The Names and Dates of Appointment of the Merfibcrs of the Senate of the
University, from 1st January, 1855, till 31st December, 1859.
2. The Names and Dates of Appointment of Officers, &c., of the Institution ;
together with the particulars of the annual Salaries, Fees, and Allowances, of same.
3. Number of Attendances of Members of the Senate at Meetings of the Senate,
during each year.
4. The Number of times in each Year in which the Transaction of Business was
postponed, in consequence of the non-attendance of a Quorum.
5. A detailed Account of all Moneys received and expended during the period from
1st January, 1855, to 31st December, 1859.
I have, &c.,
HUGH KENNEDY,
Registrar.

No 1.
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No. 1.
Return

shewing the N^mes and Djte of Appointment of the Members of the Senate of the University,
from 1 January, 1855, to 31 December, 1859.
Xamp.

*
0
*
•

Date Of Appointment.

Alien (jeorcru.........................
Alhvond Robert. B. A..........................
Doycc Wijliain Bisinin^tuu...............
.
iiroa.lhnvdt Kdivni'd ...............
Coopei Sir Daniel.................................
Darvall John Baylcv. M. A_
.
Denis.oi Alfiud, M. A...................
Donaldson Stuart Alexander ...
.
Douglas-, Henry Grattan, M. D........................
Fanoutt Peter, 13. A.............................
Mscn thiir James ...................................
Martin James .................................

rri_ ^

7 September, 1S59.
15 May, 1855,
24 December, 1850.
24 December, 1850.
9 February, 1857.
21 December, 1850.
5 August, 1857.

* Mcrcwctlicr Fr.incis Lewis Shaw, B. A...........

10
4
24
4
24

• Nicholson Sir Charles ................... ............ ...

24 December, 1850.

• O'Ericn B irtholnmew. AL D...............
.
• Plunkett John Hubert, B.A.....................
Pulding the Most Rev, Archbishop, D. D. ..
Pnrvus William, M.A...............
• Them- Roger............................................
** TlioiiHon Ftlwiird Dcafl ....
.

24 December, 1850.
24 December, 1850.
21 March, 1856.
10 February, 1855.
24 December, 1850.
24 December, 1850.

*

Remarks.

December, 1853,
May, 1859.
December, 1850.
August, 1858.
December, 3 850.

p ti

^

of the Colony for the time being.

Elected Vice-Provost, 13th March, 1854, and
annually re-elected.
Elected Provost, 13th March, 1854, and if tenniaUy re-elected.

j

* C»>istltuLud Jfembers of the Seuatc by Iloyal Proclimation, 2Jth Deoemtior, ISoO.

•
Return

No. 2.

.‘■bowing Name and Date of Appointment of Officers, &e., of the University, and Annual Salary,
Fees, and Allowances of same.
Name.

Orncr.

Dm

John Wnolley, D.C.L........... Professor of Classics and

Annual

Allow-

OP

Al'l’QINTilP.NT.

| £
2 Feb., 1852 925

Logic.

axcee.

Salary.

Fees.

Tijr.ir..

£ | £ s. d,
£
s. d. I
0 0 '200,110 10 0 1,23.5 10 0

s. d.

Morris Birkbcck Fell, 13.A. Professor of Mathematics
Do.
82d 0 0 •150 | 141 15 0 1,116 16 0
John Smith, .11.D................. Professor of Chemistry, Ac.
Do.
G7o 0 0 • 120 , 141 15 O
036 15 0
Ifugh Kennedy, B.A........... Assistant Professor of 2 Apl, LSoo1 ...........
47 ,5 0
47 5 O
John F, Hargrave. M A.

Classics.

. Reader in General Juris 15 Sep., 18i>8 100 0 0

Pierre Untrue.....................
Hugh Kennedy, BA...........
Ditto
..........
Henry (Jury, IT.A................
William Se >tt, M.A.............
Richard (iru.'imp, M.D___
A. M. A* 1 jeckut .................
Ceorge [Unmet .................
Richard (li'cenup ..............
John M'Farlunc, M D.........
Charles Nathan .................
James Robertson, M,D.......
George West .. .............. .
W. C. Windoyer, JI.A.........
Joseph Buitowb.................
George Peeps ...................
Joseph Kggloston .............

prudence.
Reader in French ,.
IJunelSSo 30 0
Registrar...................
10 Sep., 1853 400 0
Librarian ....................... ..
2Apl„]8o5
Examiner in Classics ..
1 Sep., 185S 21 0
Examiner in Mathematics
Do.
21 0
Examiner in Chemistry, Ac
Do.
21 0
Examiner in Medicine
2 July, 1856
Do.
do.
Do.
Do.
do.
Do.
Do.
do
Do.
Do.
do.
Do.
Do.
do.
Do,
D*.
do.
Do.
Esquire Bedell ,
13 June 1856
Yeoman Bedell,
l Nov., 1852'100 0
31 Dec., 1857| 145 12
Messenger .....
Gardener.......
1 Apl., 1856 109 4

0
0

0
0
0

0 House
0
0 House

33 12

0

25 4

0

133 12 0 ,
55 4 0^
400

21
21
21

0

O,

O 01
0 0,
0 0

0
Q
$
•Ti

1

100 0 O1
145 12 0
109 4 0

* House.

HUGH KENNEDY,
Registrar.

No. 3
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No. 3.
Return of Attendances of Mera'bcrs of the Senate, at Meetings of the Senate, from 1st January, 1855,
to 31st December, 1859.
Number dp the Member's Attendances.
Name of Member of Senahs.

Bbsiaees.

*
Allen George................................... ............
Allwood Robert, B.A....................................
Boyce 'William Binnington.........................
Broadhnrst Edward....................................
Coopei' Sir Daniel.....................
Darvall John Bayley, M.A...........................
Denison Alfred, M.A....................................
Donaldson Stuart Alexander .....................
Douglass Henry Grattan, M.D................ ..
Fmieett Peter, B.A....................... ................
Macarthur dames ............................... ......
Martin James .............................................
Merewcthcr Francis Lewis Sbaw, B.A, ..
Nicholson Sir Cliailcs .............................. .
O'Brien Bartholomew, JI.D.......... ...............
Plunkett John Hubert, B.A......... ..
Polding The Most Kevd. Archbishop, D.D.
Purves William, M.A........... .......................
Therry Roger .... ...................... ................
Thompson Edward Deas.............................

1855.

1856.

1807.

1S58.

is
15
7
.„

21
4
7
..

22
4,

35
..
..
16

15
12

11
12

1
..
20
21

G
,m
17
8

14
!)

16
17
L>

1
5
**

4

15
4
5
17
12

5
12

3
18
,p
ii

22
••

5
2
26
1

20
3
11
5
8
4
20
22

18
20
18
5
7
25

16
16
10
7
7
14

12
17
4
8
2
IS

4

18
14
10

1859.
Elected, 7th September, 1So9,
"
Elected, 16 May, 1855.
Left the Colony, May, 1856.
Resigned, February, 1857.
Elected, !)th February, 1857.
Left the Colony, 1858.
Elected, 5 August, 1857.
Left the Colony, February, 1859.
Fleeted, 4th May, 1859.
Elected, 4th August, 1868.
Absent on leave, from March, 1856, till
February, 1858.
Elected, 21st March, 1856.
Elected, 10th February, 1855.
Absent on leave, from January, 1854,
till February, 1650.

The Goremor visits nnnn&lly at the Commemoration,
No co£Q requiring a special visitation has arisen.

t

HUGH KENNEDY,
Registrar.

.
No. 4.
Return, shewing the number of times in each Year in which the Transaction of Business was postponed, in
consequence of the non-attendance of a Quorum.
18-55.

j

1850.

j

1857.

3

j

3

|

4

1858.

1859.

3

4

HUGH KENNEDY,
Registrar.

t

No. 5.
Return of the Receipts and Expenditure of the University of Sydney, for Year ended 31st December, 1855.
Receipts.

Received—
From the Government, the
amount of Endowment
under the Act ........
From the Government, for
Building Fund ......
Loan from Commercial
Bank, to pay the Shareholders of the Sydney
College........................
Pasturage.........................

£

Disbursements.

s.

d.

£

£

s. d.

s.

d.

£

s.

d.

Paid—
For Salaries, charges for
Printing, repairs to
Building (Hyde Park),
Stationery, and sundry

5,000 0 0
10,000 0 0

1,000 0 0
192 10 0
16,192 10 0

4,054 12 8
On account of the Hew
Buildings, and Architoot's Commission .... 20,150 O 0
University Scholarships..
662 10 0
Placed at the disposal of
the Trustees of the
Sydney College, per
credit on Commercial
Bank.............................
1,000 O 0
25,867 2 8

Balance in Commercial
Bank, 1st Jan., 1855—
Buildintr Fund - *..........

Balance in Commercial
Bank—
Building Fund Account
9.800 0 O

28 15 O
90 12 4
125 7 4

9,800 0 0
£

25,992 10 0

£

25,992 10 O

Rill CBN
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Return of Receipts and Expenditure of the University of Sydney, for Year ended 31st December, 1856.
JlECRlPrSe

Received—
From the Government,
the amount of Endow
ment under the Act ..
From Sale of Debentures,
with Interest added to
date of sale
.............
For Sale of Sydney Col
lege Building to Trus
tees of Grammar School

£

s. <1.

£

s. d.

5,000 0 O

15,144 12

9

12,000 0 0

Interest on Debentures
belonging to Scholar
ships under Private
Foundations ............ .

173 11

Vice-Provost, for a Medal
Pasturage

DlEBUBSEVECTS.

9

10 0 0

..................

123 15 0

Fees from Students, after
paying Professors their
shares .........................

174 12 C

Balance in Commercial
Bank, 1st Jan., 1856—
Building Account.,.,
General Account .,,.

Paid—For Salaries, charges for
Uriutiiifr, Stationery,
and sundry expenses ..

3,009 10 11

On Account of the Build
ing, including Archi
tect's Commission ....

20,803 1 0

Commercial Bank Loan,
incurred last year to
pay Trusters of Sydney
College .....................

1,000 0 0

£

s. d.

University Scholarships

475 0 0

Ditto under
Foundations

Private
............

100 0 0

For Debentures for the
Levey Scholarship___

647 10 0

Balance in Commercial
Bank—
Building Fund Account
General Account....

3G6 12 9
5,445 4 8

s. d.

28 15 0
96 12 4

(Besides Debentures on hand
valued at £16,800.)
32,751 19 4

32,751 19

4

Return of Receipts and Expenditure of the University of Sydney, for Year ended 31st December, 1857.
Receipts.

Dishuhsejcexts.

£

Received—

s.

d. |

£

s.

d.
Paid-

From Government, the
amount of Endowment
under Act.....................

5,000 0 0

From sale of Debentures,
with Interest thereon.. [13,098
Interest
on
Barker,
Cooper, Duns Thom
son, Levey, and Went
worth Debentures .. ..
Pasturage.

From Sir D. Cooper, for
Scholarship Stipend for
1857 .............................
From W. Fanning, Esq.,
(not yet appropriatedJ
Balance in Commercial
Bank, 1st Jan., 1857—
Building Fund Account
General Fund Account

s. d.

2,967 13 11

For Building, including
Architect’s Commission 22,240 0 0

1 9

Furniture.........................

400 0 0

University Scholarships

262 10 0

5 0

Ditto
under Private
Foundations..................

101

212 12 9

To London Agents, for
disposal by Sir Charles
Nicholson.....................

260 0 0

50 0 0

Interest to Commercial
Bank on overdrawn
Account.......................

92 0 8

144 0 7
151

Fees from Students, after
paying Professors tlieir
shares ....................... .

Salaries, charges for Print
ing, Stationery, and
sundry expenses..........

£

Total of Expenditure.

100 0 0
18,756 0 1
366 12 9
5,415 4 8
—

£

5 0

5,811 17 5

24,567 17

6

26,323 9 7

* Beingin excess of Re
ceipts .............. .,.
Due to Commercial Bank,
thus :—
To debit Building Fund
Account..................
Less at credit. General
Account.................

1,755 12 1

2,462 9 9
706 17 8
l,roo 13 1

* To oarer this, there are in the hands of the Eauk 44 Coveranieat Debentures of £100 each, worth, at this date, 96 per cent., Eay £J,224.

ll*,__g

Retchtt
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Receipts and Expenditure of the University of Sydney, for Year ended 31st December, 1858
DissoBsiuiHrs.
s. d.

S. d.

Received—
Amount of Endowment
from Government under
Act.................................
By Bfth of forty-four
Government Deben
tures. with accrued In
tercut to date ..............
Interest nn above fortyfour Debentures to 1 at
January, J8JS, half
year ...........................Interest nn Thomson,
Barker, Cooper, Levey,
nndWentworth Scholar
ships .............................
IntercstonBank Account,
half-year ...............
Pasturage...................
Pecs from Students, after
paying Professors their
share........................
Pines...........................
Balance in Commercial
Bank, 1st Jan., 18o3 ..

l Paid—
.
Commercial Bank Build
ing Pund, over draft, at
I
datc.lst January, 1858,
1
as per last balance ....
Salaries, charges for
Printing, Stationery,
and sundry expenses ..
Purniture............. ...........
Paid to Building Com
mittee, including Archi
tect's Commission
To he remitted to London,
for Books.....................
University Scholarships
Ditto under Private
Foundations.................
Petty casii .....................
Commercial Bank, half
year's Interest on over
drawn Account, to 00th
June.............................

C,000 0 0

4,251 8 0

110 0 0

104 5 7

a 2 c
87 10 0
160 3 8
2 2 0

Balance in hand—
In Commercial Bank,
(General Account).,.,
Do.
do,, (Building
Account)....................

70C 17 8

2,462 9 9
4,918
311
1,787 15 S
I

60
150
71
25

41

6 5

9,827 7 3

433 8 7

I

2OS 13 7
697 2 2

(10,324

Return

10,524 9 5

9

of Receipts and Disbursements of the University of Sydney, for Year ended 31st December, 1359.
Dibdotiszhextb.

Receipts.
EsDnwsresT Fund.

Endowjifnt Fus'd.

Received—
Amount of Endowment
from Government unuer Act.........................
From S. K. Salting, Esfj.,
f r Interest on £400 in
Debentures, presented
by him to form Sal
ting Exhibition.........
Fees from Students, after
paying Professors their
shares .................
Interest on Scholarships
under Private Foun
datums ........................
Pasturage ............... • •
Balance in Commercial
Bank, 31st December
1858 ...........................

£

Paid—.
For Salaries, charges for
Printing, Stationery,
and sundry expenses..
Furniture....................... .
Philosophical Apparatus
Petty cash ................
University Scholarships
Scholarships under Pri
vate Foundations ....
Advance on account—
Property purchased for
the Dens Thomson
Scholarship, to be re
paid on tlie sale of
Debentures represent
ing that Trust Fund ,.
Fencing and laying
out Grounds..........

s. d.

5,000 0 0

40 0 O
263 19 3
194 5 10
40 O' 0
488 8 7
6,026 13 8

Total
Buir.niSG Fund.

Received—
This amount from Govern
ment, being Parlia
mentary Grant in aid
10,000
of Building Fund . _
Interest from Commercial
Bank, on part of the
55
above deposited ...
From Clark li ving, Ksq.,
106
as Donation .............
From L. Phelps, Esq., as
50
Donation..................... - - Balance in Commercial
Bank, 31 st December,
208
1803 ...........................

87 10 0

250 0 0
361

1

G
5,611 0 3

Total,

Paid for building purposes
during the year

8,190 13 G

0 0
Balance on hand at date,
thus
In Commercial Bank,
on Deposit at In
terest ...........
Do. Building Fund

0 0
0 0
0 0

Account.. ..............-

Do. General Account
13 7
10,419 13 7

Total Receitts on corn
Accounts...................

16,446 7 3

Sydmjy
[/VifTj 2d.]

4,521 14
229 4‘ 0
O O
20 O
137 10

Bciuusg Fund.

..................

Total

s, d.

s. d.

Total Dishuusements..

’J jiouut Uicb&ida, Ouvcrumeui riuilci.—lEfil,

2,000 0 0
229 O 1
415 13 5

2,644 13 G

10,-110

'

1861.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOL BOARD.
(REPORT FOR 1800.)

IPresEiitet) to tiotf) Rouses oC parliament, bn (Eommanb.

Chairman of Denominational School Board

to

Colonial Secretary.

Denominational School Hoard Office,

26
Sir,

August,

1861.

'

In reply to your communication of the 7th of January, 1861,1 have the honor,
on behalf of the Denominational School Board, to submit their Iteport for the year 1860.
This Report would have been forwarded at an earlier date had the Board been fully
supplied with the necessary information.
I have, &o.,
GEO. ALLEN,
Chairman.

FINANCE.
Receipts.
£>
s. d.
25,000 0 0
802 19 8

Vote for Denominational Schools for 1860 ..............
Church and School Estates Revenue for 1859-60 ..

j£ 25,802 19

8

Disbursements.
£

s.

d.

£

s. d.

Teachers’ Salaries and Allowances ........................
16,185 17 0
Books and Apparatus, Freight and Espenscs .............
1,102 0 1
Travelling Expenses of Teachers ..........................
]98 4 0
Printing, Stationery, Advertisements, <tc.......................
227 16 0
Building and Repairing Schcolhouses ..........
461 3 7
Office Expenses, including Secretary’s Salary, Rent,
Contingencies, &c................................. .............
557 11 0
18,732 11
7,070 8

February 15th, 1861—Balance

E. E.

53—A

8
0

£25,802 19 8
----------- -----RETURNS

CO
j

to
to

DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOLS.

RETURNS CONNECTED WITH DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOLS FOR THE YEAR 1860.
Number of Clilldrou

Proportion |

1
Average Pally

of Children

Attendance

on. the Looks,

0

Dekomination.

1

for each School.

December 31st, I860,

Boys.

Girls.

Totals.

Boys.

Girls.

Totals.

during I860.

Totals.

Proportion

Support prom Goyebnmkst.
Y«e von I860.
Boohs, &C.

Salaries.

£

8. d.

£

Totals.

S. a.

£

0. d.
0 0

Fees

Total Cost

paid by Parents

of Children’s

to Teachers

Education

in 1660.

in 1800.

£

9. d.

6,774 1

1

147

Church of England ..

4,466

3,872

7,838

30

23

53

5,360

11,738

0 0

1,014 0 0

12,752

18

Presbyterian..............

699

450

1,039

33

25

58

880

2,289

0 0

198 0 0

2,487

0

12

Wesleyan ..................

438

307

740

86

25

61

508

1,262 0 0

109

0 0

1,371

0 0

730 0

8

87

Roman Catholic ....

3,203

2,647

6,750

8G

29

65

3,876

7,171

619

0

7,790 0 0

3,960 18

4

0

0

0

0

989

4 11

paid by

paid by

^

Averago
Cost of

Government

Parents for

each Child’s

for each Child

each Child

Education

In 1860.

in 1800.

In 18G0,

8. d.

£

s. d.

£ s.

d.

£ s. d.

i

1 12 7

13

1

2 15 8

2

7 10

0 18 0

.3

0 8

110

0 18 5

I 19

11,760 18 4

17 1

18

2 10 10

£

19,526

i

3,476 4 11
2,101

9

5 10
5

■fc

600 0

SCHOOLS.

264

10

Totals ....

May,

1861.

8,701

6,676

15,377

••

••

10,574

22,460

0

0

1,940 0 0

0

25,000 0 0

12,454 5

0

GOO

0 0

37,454

5 0

C. E. ROBINSON,
Secretary.

DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOL BOARD.

1

Average Number

3

SCHOOLS.
Urgently as the increase (viz. £5,000) voted for Denominational Schools for the
year 1860 was required, the Board were unable to take full advantage of it during that year,
owing to the late period at which the Estimates wore passed in Parliament.
# _ Notwithstanding the pressing applications which the Board had for some time been
receiving for the establishment of new Schools (copies of which applications have been
appended to Reports for previous years), and the great desire on the part of the Board to
commence a system of School inspection, they were unable to take any steps in reference
to these important matters until the increase to the vote in question was secured.
In ordinary establishments, where a more extended sphere of operations is contem
plated, it is comparatively easy to effect such changes almost as soon as the necessary
funds are obtained; but, in opening Denominational Schools, where the assistance granted
by the Board is only a portion of the whole expenditure required, both as regards salaries
and buildings, other elements have to be brought into operation before Schools can bo set
going, not that the Board find any backwardness on the part of the originators of new
Schools, hut because they cannot encourage private enterprise, which of itself is not sufficient
for its purpose, by promises of assistance until the means of fulfilling these promises are
secured.
_
The same remarks applied to Denominational Schools in the year 1858, when an
increase was made for that year, so late in the Session, that full advantage could not be
taken of it during the then current year; yet, in the first six months of the succeeding year,
the number of the Schools and of the children in attendance was much increased.
Among the objects which, owing to the extended means placed at their disposal, the
Board have lately been able to accomplish, are the establishment of a regular Training
School in connection with the Church of England, the appointment of an Inspector of Roman
Catholic Schools, and the re-organization of the Wesleyan Model School under a Teacher
lately arrived from the Wesleyan College, at Westminster. In addition to these important
changes, the Board have been able to slightly raise some of the salaries of Teachers, and to
grant salaries to some of the new Schools, which have been urgently brought before them
by the various heads of religious bodies. They have also had it in their power to allow
several grants of money in aid of building and repairing Sehoolhouses, where the sites are
held in trust for School purposes, and where sums equal to (and, as it appears in many
• cases, far exceeding) those granted have been locally contributed.
The Board hereto append Reports and communications from the Church of England Appendix
Bishops of Sydney and Newcastle, the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Sydney, the Moderator "
of the Presbyterian Synod, and the Master of the Church of England Training School at ”
St. James’.
”
The great encouragement which the small increase to the Denominational Vote
appears to have given, and the large field of improvement which, from these communications,
is still shewn to exist, opens up this important question—“ Should the willing exertions of
“ the various religious bodies in favour of Denominational Education continue to be retarded
<f and discouraged from want of reasonable means?” The Board again respectfully urge upon
the Government that a further increase should be placed at their disposal, to enable them to
meet some of the pressing demands made upon them.
GEO. ALLEN, Chairman.
JOHN DUNSMURE,
P. FAUCETT.
ALEXR. GORDON.
APPENDIX A.
Sir,

Church of England, Schools Office,
X July, 1SG1.

I regret that I have been prevented, by various circumstances, from replying at an earlier
date to your letter of May 7, in which you ask for information regarding the operations of our Training
Schools during the past year, and our Schools generally within the same period. I beg now to enclose
a copy of the Report of the Training Master, in a letter to the Lord Bishop, which supplies, as fur as
regards the Training School, all the information you desire.
It affords mo much pleasure at the same time to bear testimony, not only to the accuracy of the
statements which are contained in tho Report, but also to the regularity and assiduity with which
both the Training Master, and the Head Master of the Model School have attended to their respective ,
duties,
'
The Board will be glad to learn, that there are good evidence in several quarters of the improve
ment which has been effected in the training of our Teachers, and that the expense which has been
incurred for this object is justified by experience. There are nowin tho Diocese of Sydney, several
Schools conducted with a fair amount of ability and efficiency, by Masters who have received their only
training in the Model School; while we have ample proof that without this means of preparing Teachurs
it wonldbe quite impossible either to supply the vacancies which occur from time to time in existing
Schools, or to provide for the due management of new Schools, as they may he brought into operation.
Tho subject is, however, one which should be viewed prospectively; and its aspect when thus
regarded, becomes still more important. The steady increase of our population, and their probable
dispersion throughout the Colony; the upgrowth of new townships and villages, and tho settlement of
agricultural and gold-digging, and other communities in various parts, will, ere long, render the
demand for increased means of education, and among these of competent Teachers, much greater than
at present. And if wc do not train them, we can hardly expect that they will he found when required.
In connexion with this view of the subject, I would invite the attention of the Denominational
School Board, to the fact, that hitherto no provision has been made in our Schools for pupil Teachers,
owing to the utter inadequacy of the funds provided to meet the demands made upon them. And yet
these are the material out of which our Teachers ought, as in the English National Schools, to be
reared.
The

piopwjs-
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The reason why His Lordship has forborne to press this matter upon the consideration of the
Board, has been his knowledge that the whole of our share in the Educational Grant was absorbed in
satisfying the most urgent claims for Primary and Infant School Teachers; and, that there arc
' numerous applications for these, which, for the above reason, could not be brought forward at all.
It is greatly to ho regretted that a more liberal Educational Grant has not been made by the
Parliament, and that our moans of providing for tho education of that portion of tho youth of tho
Colony which falls under our care is so limited,
_ _
II.—But I pass on to speak of our Schools and their condition.
The number sanctioned by the Denominational School Board, at the close of the year, was
ninety-five; but of these, seven were not brought into operation, partly from the want of Teachers to
conduct them; partly because the buildings in whicli they were to he conducted were not ready for
occupation. To this number may be added (o) fivGtvjiplemenial Schools, t'.e., Schools to which a salary
is granted for one year, without any pledge for its continuance beyond that period. Such, however,
is the desire for Church Schools, under the superintendence of the Clergy, that nearly (20) twenty
applications have been recorded in addition to the above; the answer which His Lordship is obliged to
give to the applicants being that tliorc are no funds available. The children in these districts arc,
in consequence, growing up destitute of the means of scholastic training, or even of acquiring tho
simplest rudiments of instruction,
.
Kegardiug the condition of our Schools, the Board will hear in mind that, during the second half
year, there was no paid Inspector recognized by them. Having resolved to terminate their engagement
with the late Inspector, on the 30th June, Mr. IV. J. Cuthbcrt, ceased from that date to hold that office,
and the inspection h:is since been left to the Clergy and the Local Boards.
From the Returns sent in by them, and from information otherwise obtained, there is reason to
believe that a considerable number of our Schools are very creditably conducted; though, in some
respects, there is still room for improvement in all.
.
.
During the present year, it is intended to employ the Training and Organizing Master
occasionally in the duties of Inspector.
.
.
There is one point which I should wish to bring under the notice of the Board, in connexion with
tho Resolution passed by them, that no salary should he under sixty pounds (£60) for a Brimary, and
fifty pounds (£-50) for an Infant School Teacher.
.
As a general rule, this is undoubtedly desirable; and it would he well if we could afford to
inmate the stipends of the majority of the Teachers. But there are some Schools whoso average
attendance is so small as to enhance considerably the cost of education to each child, nnd it may be
a question whether such a rule should apply to'thcm. I find that, of our Schools now in existence,
2 have an average attendance of........ -........................... ....................................... ISO
100
3
SO
4
70
n
60
D
50
15
40
U
30
24
20
14
__
„
..
below ................................................. ................ 20
12
How, it is undoubtedly necessary, if the children of the Colony arc to ho educated, to have these
small Schools in the sparsely peopled districts of the interior; for, if such Schools are not sustained by
some allowance from tho Buhlic bunds, it is very problematical, to say the least, whether they will bo
carried ou at nil Rather, it is tolerably certain that they will not. And I would suggest for the
consideration of tire Board, whether it might not he expedient so far to modify this rule as to allow of
such small Schools as I have referred to, where the average attendance is under twenty, to he placed
on the list as somewhat exceptional; onc-half of the ordinary stipend being allotted to them upon the
condition—to be attested by some competent person—that the School lias been satisfactorily conducted.
It is probable, that, by such encouragement being held out to Teachers iu smsill country districts,
education, in its simpler elements, might be much more widely extended.
_
_
III. Great inconvenience lias been felt from the want of funds for School buildings and repairs.
The amount accruing from the Church and School Estates Revenue eacli year is so small that it affords
only the most scauty relief to those by whom such relief is needed.
IVere local efforts aided by public contributions to the extent which is afforded under the
National Board, the stimulus to the erection of Church Schools would bo far greater than at present;
and many substantial buildings would exist in places where they are at present only temporary.
"Would it "not be possible for the Denominational School Board to obtain some additional funds from
the Government for this object, in order that the two Boards might, in this respect, be placed upon an
equality?
.
,
In the meantime, however, I would beg leave to recommend, on behalf of His Lordship, and
with his sanction, that the balances whicli may annually accrue from vacancies in Schools, &c., may bo
regarded as generally applicable to this purpose, upon such terms as to stimulate tho private
benevolence and liberality of the members of our Chuvoh in providing and furnishing buildings for
the education of our youth.
_
_
Trusting that the remarks now offered may ho acceptable. to the Board, while shewing at tho
same time our increasing wants, and tho urgent need of further assistance,
I remain, &c..
WILLIAM JL COWPER.
The Secretary of the Denominational School Board.

APPENDIX B.
Morptth, 25 May, 1861.
.
.
.
In reply to your letter of the 9th instant, in which you ask me to furnisli you with any
information relative to the Church of England Schools, in the Ncwcastlo Diocese, which I consider
might he advantageously inserted in your Report, I send you, with much pleasure, some information
on the following subjects:—
I.—Tho present state of our Schools.
.
II.—The reasons why the state of our Schools should be considered highly satiafactofy.
III.—Some suggestions relative to the appropriation of future grants.
I.—The present state of our Schools;—
I may confidently affirm that tho Church of England Schools in this Diocese Lave, during the
last few years, greatly improved. They are still far from perfect—because wc have not yet granted
for Denominational Schools a due proportion of the public funds available for education, and, therefore,
have not the means of providing either agents or machinery, such as wc could desire. Still our Schools
have greatly improved. They are really progressive, and this progressive improvement is very
obvious with respect both to School Masters and School buildings.
(a.)
Sir.
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(a.) Wu now each year obtain from England some regularly trained Masters, and this is effected
mot only through my Commissaries in England for the Diocese in general, hut some of the Clergy
have, through their friends in England, taken groat pains to obtain a really efficient Master and
Mistress for the School in their own parish. The Masters thus chosen are referred to my Commissaries,
■who inquire into their general character, and examine their testimonials, and provide such as they
approve of with £50, if married, and with £25, if unmarried, towards the expenses of their passage to
this Colony.
°
I may mention the Schools of Christ Chnrch, Newcastle, and of Scone, and of Raymond Terrace,
as greatly improved under the charge of Masters lately obtained from England ; and there is every
prospect, that, in a few years, tho old class of Masters will give way to others who are fully qualified
for their important office.
(5.) Our School hnildings also have hecn greatly improved: much more improved than could
have been expected, when we consider the little aid your Board is able to give for this purpose from
the funds at its disposal.
From the last printed Itepoi-t of ynnr Board, it appears that, during the year 1859, aid was given
towards the building and repair of the 227 Denominational Schools, to the very small amount of ±'Gfi4;
while the National Board expended during the same year, 1859, on its 75 vested Schools the sum of
£5,35G.
One excellence, however, of your Denominational system is tlie strong appeal which it makes to
the religious sympathies of the members of the different denominations ; and for the generous aid thus
ubtained 1 have been enabled to provide excellent Mmol buildingsju Morpeth; Christ Church, New
castle: St. dohn’s, Newcastle; Stroud, Tamworth, and Armidalc; and this year wc arc building or
■rebuilding superior Schools at St. Mary’s, West Maitland. East Maitland, Singleton, Nundlc, and Holland
Plains; while almost all the other School buildings are being placed in good substantial repair.
Thus our School Masters and School buildings are really improving. I will mention—
II.—Tlie reasons why this progressive improvement should "ho considered highly satisfactory :_
I have already said that our Schools are far from perfect; and tho reason of this is, that your
Board has not the means placed at its disposal to make them so, except by the long process of gradual
’improvement. If we are asked whether we have an efficient department for training Masters, like the
National Board, we must answer, no. If we are asked whether we have any general system of inspec
tion in operation, we must again answer, no. And why not ? ;ls it because the Denominational system
of education does not admit of these valuable aids? Far from it. The warmest supporters of tho
National or Irish system of education do not assert this. In the Second Progress Report, from the
Select Committee of Education (1854), in the evidence of Sir Charles Nicholson, it is asked (Question
<58, p. (!]).-—“ Arc there any of the regulations you have stated, as to the training of Masters incom" patiblc with the Denominational system ?" And the answer to this question is—“ Certainly not.”
Why then has not tho Denominational Board these valuable aids to efficient education in
operation 7 For this simple reason—It has not the funds necessary to maintain a training department,
or a system of effective inspection. For many years, the whole grant of the Denominational Board was
absorbed in the payment of existing stipends, and in the purchase of school books ; and though the
grant has for the last two years been increased, it is still wholly insufficient, and more urgent wants
have still to ho first supplied.
,
What facts respecting funds do the last printed Reports of the two Educational Boards (for 1859)
disclose ? During 1859, tho average attendance of children in—
Denominational Schools, was ................................................. 11,2G8
National Schools ............................... ...................... ................
6,480
which is in tho ratio of 44 to 25. If, then, tho grants to the two Boards were in due proportion to tho
number of children educated by them, and the grant for National Schools for I860 and 1861, was
£25,000, the grants for Denominational Schools should have hecn £44,000 instead of £25,000, the
amount really granted; v/hile the grants to tho two Boards are so disproportionate to the number of
children educated by them, it is no wonder that the Denominational Schools aro without many
advantages which the National Schools enjoy; or that only £GG4 was expended in 1859, in the erection
and repair of 227 Denominational Schools, while £5,35G was expended on the 73 vested Schools of tho
National Board.
And if it he said that large sums of public money may now justly ho expended in the erection of
National Schools, because in past years very large sums of public money have been granted for the
erection of Denominational Schools ; the answer to this statement is this,—That the fact asserted is
untrue, and_completely refuted by the return made to the Legislative Council, of alf moneys expended
in the erection of Denominational Schools, shewing the amount derived from private sources, and the
amount granted from public funds. This Return was as follows
Expenditure in erecting the School Buildinge of the different Eenomimtiom.
Trlvate
Suhscripliong,
Church of England Schools—
Diocese of Sydney ....................................................
Diocese of Newcastle......................... ................
Eresbyterian Schools .... ..................................................
Wcslevan Schools ........................................................
Roman Catholic Schools ...........................................

£
7,350
4,534
2,397
1,583
4,364

s.
0
0
17
0
0

d.
0
0
8
0
0

£20,728 17 8

Govornroent Aid.
£
1,779
770
241
92
960

s.
0
0
1
0
0

d.
0
0
10
0
0

Total Expenses,
£
• 9,129
5,304
3,138
1,675
5,324

s.
O
0
19
O
0

a.
0
0
G
0
0

£3,842 1 10 £24,570 19 6

Thus the whole amount of Government funds expended in tho erection of 171 Denominational
Schools, which were in existence when this Return was made, was £3,842, while the amount expended
in the erection of 73 National Schools has been, on the average, for each of twelve years, more than
£5,000, and, in some years amounted, as in 1855, to upwards of £10,000 in one year.
These aro the facts which make tho progressive improvement of our Denominational Schools so
highly satisfnetory. If we consider the smallness of the funds at the disposal of your Board, it must
he acknowledged that the good effected has hecn far beyond what coaid have been expected, and thus
the opinion of Sir John Kay Sbnttleworth is confirmed, when he asserted tho great advantage, if not
the absolute necessity, of educating the children of England through the great religious bodies, which
is tho principle of Denominational Education.
III. I would now offer some foiv suggestions for the consideration of your Board, inspecting the
appropriation of the Government grant in future years.
In a late eninmunkation I tried to impress upon your Board that the two points in which
Denominational Schools are working at a great disadvantage, in comparison with National Schools, aro
these First—A great deficiency of the best School apparatus; and, secondly—An almost total absence
of nid in erecting and repairing School buildings.
To remedy these defects would it not be expedient—
1st. If ouc-tcntli of the Government grant is not now required for School boohs alone, still to
allow tlie appropriation of one-tenth for the supply of hooks, with School furniture and apparatus.
2nd.
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2nd. It is stated in the Report of1 the National Board for 1856, p. 18,—“ Perhaps the most
“ prominent of the hindrances to education is tho difficulty in obtaining funds for the erection
“ ef decent School buildings,
A proper Schoolhouse and Master's residence cannot be erected
“ anywhere for much less than £400, and to contribute one-third of this sum is often beyond
“ the means of the inhabitants of country districts." And again, in the Report of the National Board
for 1859 (p. 6,1. 2), it is stated—" This lack of the necessary funds («. e., of funds required to be con<■ tributed for the erection of Schools) is universally found to be the principal obstacle to the cstablish“ ment of vested Schools, aud consequently to the spread of the National system.
_
_
If this be true iu the case of vested National Schools, when two-thirds of the expense is provided
by the National Board, and only one-third has to bo contributed by tho promoters of the School, how
much more must it be the case, when, as hitherto, in establishing Benominational Schools, the residents
arc required to contribute the whole amount required for the buildings. If, then, the difficulty of
providing one-third of tlie expense of building is confessedly so great—would it not he wise and
expedient for your Board to exorcise the power, which it undoubtedly possesses, of lessening the diffi
culty of providing tho whole expense of building, and to appropriate some portion of the annual grant
to building purposes. Why should not one-tenth of the grant be set apart for building and repairing
Schools—when the National Board expends in this way more than one-tourth of its annual grant, in
which case your Board might retain in force its present regulation of requiring any grant for building
purposes, to be met by an equal amount contributed from other funds.
3rd. Again, in the Report of tlie National Board for 1S59, p.26, there is the following statement;—
“ We are aware of the existence of numerous localities in which a School of twenty cliildren might be
<• formed, but in which it is highly improbable that the minimum required by the Board could fbe
" obtained for many years to come. These places, which, perhaps, have the most imperative claim for
11 state interference and assistance, are virtually excluded from any participation in the public funds by
" the operation of the Board’s rule, which requires the attendance of thirty pupils at least. The
“ difficulty may be met, to some extent, by awarding aid to such Schools at a reduced rate, in proportion
“ to tho number of pupils in actual attendance.”
On this subject I have conversed with you before, and, supported by this statement from the
Report of the National Board, I would suggest, for the consideration of your Board, the expediency of
encouraging Schools in thickly populated localities, by granting half salaries in cases where for a long
time so great a number as thirty children are not expected to he in average attendance.
I will conclude this letter by calling yonr attention to the avowed failure of the local patrons to
National Schools, as set forth in the last Report of the National Board (1859), p. 24, which should make
us value most highly one of tlie chief excellencies of the Denominational system, namely, in the
constant superintendence of our Schools—by the clergy, who thus fulfil tho duty of feeding the minds
of its flock committed to their eare.
I remain, &c.,
W. NEWCASTLE.
The Secretary of
The Denominational Board,
&c.,
&c.,
ire.

APPENDIX C.
Si. Mary’s Cathedral,
29 Anyust, 18G1.
Gentlemen,
.
,
Having been informed that you arc about to present to the Legislature your Annual
Report of the condition and prospects of the Denominational Schools, I avail myself of the occasion to
state to you, at once, my satisfaction in the results that have been obtained by the slight increase of
means placed in our hands by the last year's vote, and my conviction that a still further increase is
urgently called for. I am hut adding my own testimony to the stock of general experience, when I
express my belief that, unless a decently liberal scale of payment can he occured for our Teachers, it is
in vain to hope for the qualifications and the perseverance necessary for their important but ili-appreci&tcd. work*
p
Whilst, however, I am most anxionsly desirous that our School Masters should receive stipends
adeemate to their support in such condition and habits of life as befit their occupation, mid that they
should not relatively be worse paid than those who toil in unskilled labour yet I would have them
fully accomplished for their position, so that their acknowledged worth should be felt by all to merit
more than wc claim for them. I would by no means have any competent judge suspect that their
remuneration went beyond their social value.
. .
.
.
..
And, therefore, it is. Gentlemen, that I now do myself the honor to intreat you to provide me, if
possible, with means to do something more towards raising the standard oi qualifications m our
Teachers. What we have already achieved in this sort gives me great desire and great hope of further
success. Our present Model School has done what was fairly to he expected from it. I have no fault
to find—rather praise is due. But still, as we have gained one step, wo would mount the next higher,
and I desire to establish a Model and Training School with more ample means, and, of course, with
higher^smis^
Qetenn;nt!|j at fionio considerable inconvenience and cost, to allow St. Mary's
Seminary, a large and handsome building, to be occupied ns a Roman Catholic Metropolitan Model
and Training School. My hope is, that the Denominational Board will he able to supply salaries for
the School Muster, for the Training Master, and allowances for candidate Teachers, at the rates
adopted in other principal establishments in Sydney.
...
,
j i • •
r
I should certainly recommend that funds necessary for insisting on a prolonged training of
candidate Teachers he, if possible, provided. It is comparatively easy to obtain men possessed of
sufficient knowledge. The grand difficulty lies in finding them endowed with desirable maimer, and
practised in successful methods of teaching. Our weak point is here, and it hoots little to
speculate on the cause. Tho only remedy is obviously a systematic and lengthened training of
Teachers in their special work. This training, intended to form the Teachers to the requisite habits,
and enable them to apply intelligently the sound theories they arc taught, can only bo given in such
establishments as that for which I now solicit your support.
»
If you decide upon affording me this support, you will, perhaps, permit me to suggest, that, for
the first year, funds mav be derived from the unexpended balancu of 1.860. Afterwards, the Legislature,
wc must hope, mav he'pleased to extend its vote. Wc trust to give proof to it, and to the public
generally, that, in this matter at least, pecuniary liberality is the true economy.
In the Report of the National Schools the two systems are spoken of as rival systems; one
flourishing only in the weakening or destruction of the other. I think that no such antagonism need
he kept perpetually in mind; and I say this without meaning iu the least to express any abatement of
the earnestness of my protest against a system of education which we believe to be fatally unsound
in principle.
v .
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_ Yet, even for friendly rivalry, there should be fair conditions, and we have to hope that the
Legislature will allot resources to the Denominational equal to those of the National Board, I should
then have no fears for the result of public comparison, although the Denominational measures of value
in the education of the young are not precisely tho same, nor are they so readily exhibited to popular
appreciation as those in favour with the National system. However, what we have at this moment to
deprecate, is, the imposition of an Egyptian task, and to urge that the rulers and disbursers of the
common revenue should not expect one class of tho community to produce, in tho work of education,
the results, without the means, of labour.
I have, (fee.,
The Denominational
t J. B. FOLDING SYDNEEEN.
Board of Education.

Report of Roman Catholic Denominational Schools.
_
_
_ _
I beg to state, for the information of the Denominational School Board, that great improve
ments have been made in Boman Catholic Denominational Schools within the last two years. Buildings
for School purposes have been erected at the following places, viz.:—West Maitland, East Maitland,
Braidwood, Miller s Forest, Aralucu, Dapto, Newcastle, Armidale, Kiucumber, Mudgce, and Richmond.
Schools have also been established or revived at the undermentioned places ;—Dapto, North
Richmond, Bulli, Wagga Wagga, Araluen, Lane Cove, Irish Town, and Bomhala. Additions and
repairs have been made to many of the old buildings. A considerable accession has been made to our
staff of Teachers. Six were selected in Ireland, by the Ycry Revd. Dr. Woodloek, President of All
Hallows College, under direction of His Grace the Most Revd. Dr. Cullen, Archbishop of Dublin, and
have been sent to this Colony as School Masters of emigrant ships, by authority of the Emigration
Commissioners,
Deserving Teacbcrs have also received an increase to their stipends; and, where there was a
sufficient number of both sexes, the Schools have been divided, and separate stipends given to the
Masters and Mistresses.
The establishment of a Model and Training School for female Teachers has been commenced.
It is also in contemplation to establish a Model and Training School for Masters at the building
adjoining St, Mary’s Church, at present known as St, Mary's Seminary.
An Inspector of Roman Catholic Schools has been appointed, with a stipend of £350 per annum,
and travelling expenses. His duty will be to examine and report on tlie state of the Catholic Schools
under the Denominational Board throughout the Colony. He has already visited the several Schools
under the Board in the Northern, Western, and Central Districts.
The Teachers in a short time will he classified in the several Schools; a Board of Examiners
having been appointed, whoso duty it will be to give certificates of relative merit to the Teachers
according to their competency.
By these means we trust to have, in a short time, a most efficient staff of Teachers.
I remain, &c.,
C. E. Robinson, Esq.,
J. M'ENCROE,
Secretary, Denominational School Board.
Sir,

APPENDIX D.
Paddington, 28 August, IS61.
Sir,
I have the honor to inform you, for the satisfaction of the Denominational School Board,
that on tho receipt of your letter of the 4th of July, intimating that the sum of £GC7 of the vote for
Presbyterian Schools for the current year remained unappropriated, I, as authorized by the Moderator of
Synod, convened a meeting of the Synods Committee on Schools and Education, to consider as to the
most useful mode of appropriating the said sum. At the meeting of tlie Committee four modes of
appropriation, all of them useful, were brought under consideration, namely:—The augmentation of the
salaries of present Teachers, the erection of new Schools in localities where wanted, the establishment of
a proper Model or Normal School in Sydney, and the giving of salaries to female Teachers in connection
with the Synod’s Schools. The Committee finding that the comparatively small sum at their disposal
confined them to one of the above proposals, and having considered tiie last mentioned the most needful,
resolved to recommend to the Central Board the application of this sum of £607 as salaries to female
Teachers qualified to instruct the girls attending School in the more useful branches of female education—
as needle-work, cutting out, and knitting, besides to take a part, if necessary, in tho general teaching of
the School. At a subsequent meeting of the School Committee, called for the purpose of allocating the
said sum among female Teachers, as agreed upon, it was found that the amount at their disposal was
not sufficient to make them do justice to all the various Schools having or requiring female Teachers,
as ascertained by circulars which had been issued to the Local Boards; it was, therefore, resolved to refer
the whole matter of the division of funds to the meeting of Synod in October next.
I ma}' here also observe, that the Synod’s School Committee regret extremely their inability, from
want of funds to carry into effect tlie often expressed wishes of the Synod in regard to the establishment
of a proper Model or Normal School, under the superintendence of a Home trained and well qualified
Teacher—an institution which they deem especially called for in this Colony, and. Indeed, essential to
the prosperity of the Schools in connection with the Synod, inasmuch as it would be tlie means of fixing
a higher standard of qualification in tho Teachers, and, likewise, of introducing a uniform and improved
method of teaching in our Schools.
In order to carry out the above desirable objects for the advancement of education it is respect
fully requested of your Honorable Board, that you will be pleased to take such steps as may bo deemed
fit to obtain such an increase of the existing Government grant as shall enable tiie Synod to establish a
proper Model or Normal School, to provide additional Schools whore wonted, and also to give suitable
salaries to well qualified and efficient Teachers, both male and female, thereby rendering the Presbyterian
Schools under tlieir superintendence more extensively useful, and thus promoting tho laudable desire of
your Honorable Board in forwarding the interests of education in the Colony.
I have, &c..
To the Secretary of tho
JAS. MILNE,
Denominational School Board,
(for Moderator of Synod.)
Sydney.
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APPENDIX E.
REPORT on the Training Eepartmtnt, in connection with Si. James’ Model School, Sydney, for I860.

31 May, 1361.
My Lord Bishop,
I have; the honor to submit, for your Lordship’s information, the following Iteport of the
progress of the Training School during the past year.
Xo. ia training
1. The number of candidate Teachers who have hecn under my charge during the year, has been
during the year. seventeen (17) ; twelve (12) of these have begun fond completed their course within the year; the
remaining five (o) had not completed their training at its close.
2. Of those who had completed their course during i860,—
Length of
2 had remained in the School for 6 months.
training course.
1
do.
6
1
do.
14
1
do.
34
2
do.
3
2
do.
2
3
do.
1
It will be seen from this, that the period of training has varied during the year, from one (1) month to
six (6) months ; whilst the average length of course has been only (ico (2) months and a few days.
Imgnlarlty in
8. The principal causes of this irregularity have been; First—the number of vacancies in Schools
length of course, in your Lordship's diocese, which vacancies have chiefly been caused by the creation of upwards of
and causes
fifteen (15) new Schools ; tho increase to the vote for Denominational Schools, granted by the Parlia
thereof.
ment, having placed your Lordship in a position to recommend stipends to these places. Secondly—
the great variation in the extent of acquirements of the candidates when they enter into training, some
requiring a more lengthened period than others to fit them for their future duties.
Jtoutiue of
i. In order to make the statements in this Iteport more intelligible, I will briefly describe the
fulmission to
ITntning School, routine of admission to the Training School;—Candidates must produce satisfactory testimonials of
their moral and religious character. This having been done, they arc examined—chiefly on paper—in
Scripture history, arithmetic, grammar, geography, and the rest of the ordinary subjects of instruction
in Primary Schools. If they pass satisfactorily this test, they are admitted to one month’s.probationary
training, onc-half of which is spent in the Model School in actnal teaching. Should the'report of the
Training and Model School Masters be favourable, as to the capabilities of the candidates, thuy arc per
mitted to remain and complete the (nominal) six month's course. During the time of training, probational included, candidates are allowed thirty shillings (30s.) per week, or at the rate of £73 per
annum, for their support. It is understood that candidates should he married men, in order that thenwives may teach needlework in the Schools to which tlieir husbands may he appointed. Some single
young men, however, who have had sisters competent to assist in, and willing to accompany them to
Schools, have been admitted to training during the year, and appointed to Schools. With respect to
those who have offered themselves for training, and have hecn declined, I may state that five (5) were
ineligible on account of age, some being more than 50 years old ; four (4) in consequence of unsatis
factory testimonials as to moral and religious character; and five (5) could not pass the prcliminary
examinntion.
Routine of
0. Having described tlie mode of admission, I wiil now briefly point out tho order of study
Study.
pursued by the successful candidates. The subjects of the curriculum arc—reading, penmanship,
grammar, geography, arithmetic, Scripture history and Liturgical Instruction, and School management.
The theoretical part of these subjects is taught by myself, in a room set apart for that purpose; while
the practice of such knowledge is carried out in the Model School, under the suj'erintendencc of the
Head Master, Mr. John HufFer. The amount of time devoted to each of these branches varies with,
and is regulated by the (probable) longth of stay of each candidate; but it may be stated, generally,
that an equal portion is given to each. While under my direct personal instruction the candidates do as
much of their work as possible on paper; especially is this the ease in writing, at home, reproductions
of the lessons or lectures delivered during the day. The work iu tho School takes the form of—
(<>■) Class teaching;
(4) Preparation and giving of lessons to groups or divisions;
(e) Superintending, in rotation, tho three (3) divisions;
(d) Taking sole charge, in class-room, of junior School.
In order that candidates may follow up, in their own Schools, the instruction which has been
begun in this, each, on leaving, is supplied with such hooks as he has been in the habit of using, and
some others of a similar character. By this means every candidate has with him, in his own School,
the foundation or nucleus of a Teacher’s library, formed without expense to himself.
Result* of
6. Tho results of these attempts at training during the past year are, on the wbclc, satisfactory ;
Traming*
hut only so when regarded in the light of attempts. To suppose that even in six (6) months a man could
be thoroughly trained for tho office of Teacher would he absurd. It would be nearer the truth" if wc put
years in lieu of months. With respect to those (12) who have gone out from us as Teachers, I believe
that five (6) would pass with credit an examination for Class IT. [viA Appendix A], and the rest for
Class I. The second (2nd) class men would be competent to conduct efficiently—both as disciplinarians
and Teachers—a mixed School of (say) eighty (SO) children ; and the others would satisfactorily fill the
post of Master in a small country School, where the children remain just long enough to require tho
rudiments of education. With regard to the moral character of these candidates, I can refer your
Lordship, with confidence, to the several Local Boards attached to their respective Schools.
7. In concluding this Beport I would remark, that in the absence of any regular or authorized
systematic test of the standing of tho Teachers, both candidate and others, of your Lordship's Schools,
f regret that I can offer no specific details other than those hinted at in section 0, as to the result of tho
labours of the past year. And I cannot conceal from myself, what your Lordship will ho able from
personal knowledge to uphold and confirm, this belief and strong conviction, vis;.—that, unless some
means of regular inspection and clussifieation of the Schools and Teachers in yonr Diocese he soon,
devised, all the efforts that may he made at tiie beginning will fail, permanently and effectively, to raise
the standard of elementary education in our Schools, In hope, however, that one result of the increased
grant to Denominational Schools may he an effort made in this direction, the department under myT
charge continues to prepare the way for raising the character and tone of Denominational Education.
I have, &c..
The Right Reverend
ISAAC COBURN,
The Lord Bishop of Sydney,
Training Master.
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APPENDIX A.

Class I.
Candidates for this Class will be required :—
1. I’o read with fluency, and duo regard to emphasis, and punctuation, any passage selected Prom
Reading Book, No. 3,1.N.B.,* or S.P.C.K.
2. To write a clear and legible hand, and exhibit a knowledge of the rules of penmanship.
3. To write, from dictation, with correct spelling and punctuation, any passage selected from
Reading Book No. 3,1.N.B.,* or S.P.C.K.
i. To he thoroughly acquainted with numeration and notation, first fonr rules (simple and com
pound) and reduction ; to understand simple proportion, and to be able to work sums in these rules with
facility, neatness, and accuracy.
5. To know the parts of speech, and their signification ; and to be able to parse and analyze any
simple passage in prose.
6. To be acquainted with great divisions of the globe, and with local geography of Europe,
Palestine, and Australia.
'
Class II.1

The candidates for promotion to this Class will be required :—
1. To read with ease, and expression, and to be familiar with the principles of reading, and with
the principles and difficulties of pronunciation.
2. To write, from dictation, in a neat and legible hand, with correct spelling and punctuation, any
passage, selected from the new series of the S.P.C.K. Lesson Book, or I.N.B.
3. To know compound proportion, fractions, vulgar and decimal; practice, simple interest, invo
lution, and extraction of the square root; and to he acquainted with the rules of mental arithmetic.
4. To bo able to analyze and parse any sentence in prose—simple, or complex—selected from any
of the first four Lesson Books, giving the roots, prefixes and affixes.
5. To know the elements of mathematical and physical geography, with the general geography
of the other four divisions of the globe, especially that of Australia, and to be acquainted with the map
of Palestine.
G. To know duodecimal multiplication, and the measurement of plane surfaces.
7. To be familiar with the improved methods of teaching, and with the rules and regulations of
the Denominational School Board.
* LNJ3.—Irish National Board. S.P.C.IT.—Societj for Promoting Christian Knowledge,

I

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer.—-ISGl.
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THIRTEENTH REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS OF NATIONAL
EDUCATION IN NEW SOUTH WALES.

REPORT for the Tear

1860.

To His Excellency the Right Honorable Sin. John Young, Bart.,
Governor-io-Chief of New South Wales, See., &e.
Mat it please vouit Excellency :—

We, the Commissioners of National Education in New South Wales, hog to
submit to your Excellency this our Thirteenth Report.
1.—Schools.

'
By a Return hereunto appended it will be seen that, during the year, we had 144 Appendix a
Schools in operation, attended in the aggregate by 9,256 children. 25 of these Schools were
opened in 1860, namely:—
'
1. Aberglasslyn.
2. Adcloog.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Avisford.
Avondale.
Bendemeer.
Broughton Creek.
Balmain.
Guntawang.
Kcmpsey West.
Limekilns.
Luddenham.
Marulan.
Marengo.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
k

Myrtleville,
Omega Retreat.
Pitt Street.
Pyree.
Parkhaugb.
Richmond.
Rockley.
Strontian Park.
Telegherry.
Tuena.
Waller Owang.
Wagga Wagga.

*

Eleven vested Schools were erected during the year, or were in progress of erection at
its close, viz.:—
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Aberglasslyn.
Bendemeer.
Blancy.
Binalong.
Evans' Plain.
Glcdswood.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Mount Macquarie.
Myrtleville.
Omega Retreat.
Wagga Wagga.
Wallalong.

And
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And twenty-fire Scbool buildings (vested) received important additions and improvements,
namely:—
1. Albury.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
Appendix Br

GundagaL
Hinton.
Jamberoo.
Louisa Creek.
Major’s Creek.
Meadow Flat.

Mudgee.
Murmrundi.
Orange.
Faradiog Ground.
Paddington.
Port Macquarie
Seabam.
Singleton.
Tamworth.
Wattle Flat.
William-street.
Wollongong.

A Beturn hereunto appended will shew that thirty-four new Schools were sought to
be established under the Board during 1860, at . the places'therein mentioned) and what
action was taken by the Board in each case.
2,—Grants

Appendix C.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Brookfield.
Bega.
Cambewarra.
Cleveland-street.
Dubbo.
Fort-street.

in aid of

School Buildings.

The aggregate amount paid for the erection of School buildings, and for repairs, rent,
and furniture for 1860, was £3,915 5s'. 3d. At-the close of the year we had pledged sums
for similar purposes amounting to £1,900, contingent on the vote for 1861, being double
the amount of local contributions promised, to he raised in accordance with our published
regulations. The amount mentioned above as paid for School buildings, &c., does not
include the sums locally contributed, but refers only to the expenditure of the public money.
3.—Salaries.

The salaries and allowances paid to Teachers, officers, and servants of the Corporation
for the year amounted, in all, to £17,360 6s. 6d., of which sum £14,535 0s. 8d. was paid
to Teachers; and £2,825 5s. lOd. to the other officers, namely, Secretary, Chief Inspector,
and District Inspectors (3), Accountant, Clerk, Arehiteet, and Messengers (2). The gross
amount of fees paid by the children during 1860, was £7,838 5s. 6d., shewing a decrease of
£407 3s. 6d. on the fees paid for 1859.
4.—Classification

of

Teachers.

In continuation of our previous efforts for raising the qualifications of Teachers, by
affording frequent opportunities for examination, we endeavoured, during the post year, to
devise means for making the examinations real tests of ability, and thus to give a value to
the Board’s certificates, which, in course of time, the public would recognise and appreciate.
With this view, we invited the assistance and co-operation, as Examiners, of gentlemen
eminent in their respective departments of learning, and thoroughly competent to examine
. Teachers, and to form a true estimate of their acquirements. The undermentioned gentlemen
having intimated their willingness to undertake the duties of the office, were appointed a
Board of Examiners, to examine Teachers, and report upon their qualifications in the
subjects set opposite their names.
Dr, Woolley................
Professor Pell
...
W. J. Stephens, M.A.
Rev. Henry J. Hose
Professor Smith
...
S. K. Pittard, Esq....
W. J. Cordner, Esq.
J. Fowles, Esq.
...
Annex B.

Logic and Mental Philosophy.
Mathematic and Natural Philosophy.
Classics and English Literature.
Modern Languages.
Experimental Sciences.
Natural Sciences.
Music.
Drawing.

These arrangements were communicated to the Teachers in a circular, hearing date
1st November, 1860, of which a copy is annexed to this Beport.
The
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The Commissioners feel much pleasure in adverting to the fact, that the heads of
some of the highest educational institutions in the Colony, are, by this arrangement, brought
into direct connection with Primary Schools, and that the National System will receive the
benefit of their ability and experience.
5.—Training Department.

The arrangements for training candidates, in force daring 1859, were continued
in 1860.
■
6.—Inspection

op

Schools.

Tho number of National Schools having increased considerably during 1859, we
found it necessary early in I860, to appoint an Inspector to supervise the Schools in the
Southern Districts. This office was conferred upon Mr. A. L. Forbes, M.A., who had been
upwards of six years in the Board’s service in the Singleton National School, and held a
certificate of the first class. Each district was, consequently, placed in charge of an
Inspector. In other respects tho arrangements for inspection remained the same as in the
previous year.
The following report from the Chief and District Inspectors embodies their joint
views, as expressed during their conference in Sydney, in the month of January last, on the
state of the National Schools in the Colony, the comprehensive nature of which will render
any lengthy observations of oar own thereon unnecessary.

GENERAL REPORT

upon

the condition of National Schools in

I.—Arrangements

por

Inspection.

1860.
„

At the beginning of the year, the staff of Inspectors was increased by the appoint,
meat of an officer to supervise the Schools in the Southern District. As by this appoint
ment each of the four districts was placed in charge of an Inspector, the arrangements for
the examination of Schools assumed a more complete character than they had possessed at
any previous time; and it was confidently expected that the duties of inspection would have
been carried out in a more thorough and systematic manner than had been possible wiih the
limited agency employed in former years. These arrangements contemplated the visitation
of every National School in the Colony, although some of them are situated at great
distances from the Inspectors’ stations; and the frequent inspection of those which, from
their position, could be reached with less expenditure of time and labour.
II.—Amount

op

Inspection.

The extraordinary character of the weather during nearly the whole year, and the
numerous floods that occurred, especially on the eastern side of the dividing range,
seriously deranged the scheme of inspection, both by preventing the pupils from attending
School for somewhat lengthened periods, and by rendering the roads impassable, and thus
stopping tho Inspectors on their tours. ThSse facts will account, in a great measure, for
the circumstance that several Schools, not remotely situated, were left unvisited, and that
others were examined once only, instead of two or three times. The following Table will
shew the number of Schools inspected in cash district:—
No.

or Schools.

DISTRICTS.

Visited.

Not Visited.

Total.

Metropolitan...............................
Northern
............. ................
Western........................... ................
Southern ........................................

Str

7

50
33
18

3
3
3

42
53
36
21

Total..........................

13G

16

152

JTot*.—In tli© caa© of four Schools, each cousMinff of i^rec department?, under responsible Teachers, each department
vras considered as a separate School,

Of
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Of the Schools inspected—
58 received one visit.
46
„
two visits.
three visits.
22
„
four or more visits.
10
„

In addition to the inspection of Schools in operation, visits were paid by the
Inspectors to various localities for the purpose of inquiring into the merits of applications
for aid in the establishment of Schools; and of giving information on the principles of the
National System, and the means by which participation in its advantages might be secured.
The duties performed by the Inspectors, in connection with Schools, maybe thus summed np:—
Inspection of Schools in operation

...

...

„
of proposed Schools...........................
Visits for the purpose of affording information...
Total

.............................

261 visits.
34
30
325

„
„

.

„

The labours of the Inspectors, in connexion with the examination of Teachers and
candidates, will form the subject of remark in a subsequent portion of this Beport.
We annex Tables, marked A and B, which exhibit tho number of pupils on the
Bolls of the various Schools inspected on the day of examination, and also the number'
actually present on the occasion, with their ages and sexes.
A.
Table

shewing the Ages of the Pupils on the Boll of National Schools on the date of
Examination.
7 Team*
AND ONDEtW 8 Teahs.

nistnicTS.

M.
Metropolitan .................
Northern .........................

800
537
Western......................... .... 35G
Southern ......................... 215

F,

SL

F,

9 Teaks.

10 Teaks.

12 Team,
11 Teaks. AND
ABOVE.

M.

M.

M.

F,

X.

F.

If.

F.

Total
Male. Female.

577 199 164 225 MG 223 146 196 106 355 222 1,998 1,361
522 137 110 138 117 134 113 105 89 195 173 1,246 1,124
482
102 81 GO 62 79 63 62 58 59 110 120 725
166 55 41 43 45 36 32 35 29 6o 68 449
381

Total................... 190S 1367 472 375 468 3S7 451 353 394 283 725 583 4,418

3,348

B.
Table

shewing the Number of Children present at tho Examination.
7 Years
AND UNIlKft. 8 Tiabs.

1% Years
9 Teabs. ,10 Tiabs. 11 Years. AND
ABOVE.

^
Total.

DISTIUCT3.
M.

M,

+93 160 135 181 105 177 113 159 80 291 190 1,605
385 108 80 106 88 97 86 75 66 121 127 881
233 68 42 48 63 49 44 45 88 82 85 550
132 36 36 30 31 18 15 21 '21
« 40 289

1419 1234 372 293 365 287 341

F.

ar.

F.

637
374
258
150

F.

oo

Total

F.

F.

ttt

Metropolitan.......................
Northern ...........................
Western..............................
Southern ...........................

M.

3f,

11.

F.

"Mate, Female.
1,116
832
505
275

300 205 528 442 3,325 2,728

On comparing these Tables with those contained in the Report for the preceding year,
it will be found that, in soma cases, the number on the Boll and in attendance bad con
siderably declined. As a different state of things might have been expected, it may be
desirable to explain tho causes which appear to us to have produced this result. The first of those causes was tho inclemeucy or uncertainty of the wcathef, and the continual recur
rence of floods, which rendered it impossible, in many instances, for the children to reach the
School. In some parts of the Colony scarcely two consecutive dry weeks occurred through
out the year; and, in the numerous localities in which children had to walk two or three
miles to School, this cireumstance proved a serious obstacle to regularity of attendance.
The prevalence of influenza and measles was not less effectual in preventing the attendance
of pupils, and in several Schools, owing to this cause, not half the average number was present
at tho examination. Again, during I860, many children, who under ordinary circumstances
would
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would have continued at School, were withdrawn to assist their parents in farming operations.

The additional demands upon the exertions of persons engaged in agricultural pursuits,
required to repair damages occasioned by the floods, and their inability to employ hired labour,
compelled many to have recourse to the services of their children, and thus led to the
premature removal from School of a considerable number.
dance of pupils for at least nine months of the year.

Those causes affected the atten

III.—Character of the Inspection.
The process of inspection has already been minutely described; it only remains to
state that, while the inspection was equally as minute and careful as in former years,
attention was especially directed to a few prominent points, requiring more than ordinary
care. Among these special subjects of inquiry were the questions as to the efficacy of tho
local supervision, the steps to be taken for securing regularity of attendance, and the mean
of improving the instruction in a few branches of School instruction.

IT.—Condition of Schools Inspected.
We append a detailed statement, shewing the condition in which the various Schools Aua« a.
were found at the time of examination. The state of each School is described under the
heads of—
1.
2.
3.
4.

Material condition.
Moral character.
Subjects and methods of instruction.
Proficiency of the pupils.

In some cases, where Schools had been sufficiently long in operation to enable the Inspector
to form a decided opinion, the effect of the discipline is described as the Moral Tone, and the
result of the instruction is expressed by the terms Mental Capacity or Power, or Dcvelopement of the Intelligence. When, in these cases, a decidedly favourable opinion is stated, it
may be regarded as a strong testimony to the efficiency of the School, and as affording
ground for present satisfaction, and for future hope. Some misconceptions having arisen
respecting the detailed statement of Schools inspected in former years, we think it incumbent
upon us to explain that the highest possible standard was kept in view in framing those
Reports. In every case, the School visited was compared with the best known model, either
in the home country or in the Colony Thus, in every aspect, the School was measured by
the standard of decided excellence, and no allowance was made for difference of circumstancesWe still deem it advisable to retain this high standard, partly because circumstances vary
so greatly as to render it difficult to fix upon any other, and partly because excellence cannot
be generally attained, except by working up to a perfect model.
V.—Material State of Schools.
The situations of the Schools inspected may be thus describedsitiuium.
Good or fair................................................ H4
Tolerable
.............................................. 13
Indifferent or bad ....................................
9
Total .............. 156

•

Considerable improvement is manifest in the condition of the School buildings, the scawitiiuing*.
number of those reported as indifferent or bad, being smaller than 1859, although many new
Schools were established during last year. The condition of the School buildings is thus
represented—
Good or fair............................. ;.......... 88
Tolerable or moderate ... .................... 34
Indifferent or bad.................... ............ 14
Total

.............. 136

Allusion has been made in former Reports, to the great value of a playground, in I'lurtiouu'Ju.
connexion with Schools; and it is with much regret, that we are compelled to notice the

total
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total absence of these adjuncts in no less than ten instances. Some of these are situated in
Sydney, and in the larger towns of the Colony, where the high price of land renders it
difficult to secure a suitable piece of ground for the purpose; and in other cases, there is
plenty of unoccupied land, available for the purpose of recreation, but not otherwise suitably
provided. No opportunity has been lost, of impressing upon the minds of persons interested
in the establishment and success of National Schools, the importance of due attention to this
point. The following is the character of the playground accommodation in the Schools
visited:—
Good or fair ...

...

.......................

...

99

Tolerable or moderate............................

24

Indifferent or bad.....................................
None ... ... ...
...
**•

3
19

Total ........... 136
Furnitarc,

The opinion of the local managers of Schools as to what constituted a sufficient and
suitable supply of furniture, appears to have undergone considerable changes, inasmuch as a
progressive improvement has taken place since 1858, as regards both the kind and the
amount. As evidence of the more correct views on this head that now obtain, we refer to
the Table annexed.

.

Number of Schools iu which the supply of furniture is—
Good or fair
...
Tolerable or moderate
.............................
Indifferent or had .....................................
Total

Apparatas.

90
34
12

............136

The amount of interest felt in a School in any locality, and the character of the
patrons, may often be inferred from the quantity and description of the apparatus with
which it is supplied. For when a School is adequately provided with maps, diagrams, black
boards, and other necessary articles, it is generally observed that the people arc interested in
the welfare of the School, and that the managers are persons holding enlightened views oh
Educational matters. On the other hand, when the School is scantily supplied, it is equally
probable that those charged with the local guardianship of the School, either lack interest in
its well-being, or fail to discern tho necessity for providing the requisite material appliances
for the use of the Teacher. Suggestions have been made from time to time by the Inspectors
to local patrons on this subject, and, in some instances, with beneficial results. Still it
must bo acknowledged, that tho duly of providing School requisites, is far from being
generally felt or acted upon, and that, in many cases, a disposition has been evinced to deny
. the utility and necessity of such articles. Inconsequence of this feeling, it not unfrequently
happens that Schools have to rely entirely upon the liberality of a few persons for obtaining
a proper supply of apparatus; but, however praiseworthy the motive which prompts the
contributors in makiag their donations, it must be a matter of.extreme regret that there is
not some other means of securing the object in view, than dependence upon the charily of a
small section of the community. In expressing these opinions, we are not unmindful of the
many difficulties to he encountered in remote country districts, in obtaining the necessary
materials, especially when they have to be procured from the metropolis and conveyed long
distances by dray. The year 1860 was a year of peculiar difficulty iu this respect. That
some improvement has been effected will appear from the following Table.
Number of Schools in which the supply of apparatus is—
Good or fair
........................... . ... ...
Tolerable ormoderate.....................................
Indifferent or had ................................. ..

88
32

16

Total ... ... 136
"Tloollfl.

■
'

As regards the supply of books, it may he remarked that some Schools reported as
badly provided, were newly established, and that, owing to the condition of the roads, the
first
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first stock granted to them by the Commissioners did not reach in time for the Inspector's
visit. In some cases, books have been months in course of transmission before they arrived
at their destination. This fact will account, in some measure, for the apparent want of
improvement in respect of books, discernable in the following statement.
Number of Schools in which the supply of books is—
Good or fair

...

101

Tolerable or moderate ..............................
Indifferent or bad ...........

........................... .

27
8

Total

........

136

It is unnecessary to describe minutely the records kept in National Schools, a full -v
account having been given in a previous Keport. It may not be out of place, however, to
repeat the opinion, that carefully preserved and correctly kept registers are frequently
indications of well-managed Schools and conscientious Teachers.
Number of Schools in which the records are—
.....................................

110

Incorrect..........................................

Correct

15
9

Incomplete
None
...

... ... ............
.............................

136

Total
VI.—Moral

Character op Schools.

■While we arc unable to report any improvement in the punctuality of the attendance
of pupils during the past year, it is satisfactory to be able to state that, notwithstanding the
hindrances caused by inclement weather and bad roads, the Schools have not visibly deterio
rated in this respect.
stated,

The condition of the Schools, as regards punctuality, may be thus
‘

Number of Schools in which the punctuality is—>

i

Good or fair ... ....................
Tolerable or moderate ................. .
...
Indifferent or bad ....................................

Total

80
32
24

.......... 136

The extreme irregularity of the pupils in Country Schools has been adverted to iu
former Reports, and we have expressed an opinion that this defect appears to grow more
formidable every year. We regret that the past year’s experience confirms us in this belief.
Even when allowances are made for the many interruptions to which the Schools were sub
jected in 1860, it is plainly evident that no improvement has been effected. The knowledge
of the wide-spread existence of this evil, and of its influence in neutralizing educational effort,
has prompted us to study the question in all its hearings, in the hope that some practical
remedy might suggest itself, by moans of which a better state of things might be brought
about, and the youth of the Colony no longer he debarred from participation in the
advantages afforded by early instruction. We can add little, however, to the information
contained in our last Report, though the following remarks may be of assistance in
discussing the subject. The question is of wider and deeper import that would appear
on the surface, as it involves the consideration of several points in the social economy
of the people. Parents may be divided into three classes : 1st.—Those who send their chil
dren regularly to school j 2ntlly.—Those who send them with varying degrees of irregularity ;
and 3rdly.—Those who keep their children at home entirely, or send them infrequently to
School. Of the first class, some arc actuated by a sense of duty, while others arc inftenccd
by the knowledge of the pecuniary value of Education. As the result in both cases is the
same, it is not material, in this point of view, to inquire into the motive which prompts a
parent to discharge his duty. In the second class, are to be found persons who act from

proper

lors.
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proper motives, but who are too weak and vacillating in their own characters to follow out
a systematic line of conduct which they know to be proper. The customs of the Colony
unfortunately furnish such persons with excuses for their neglect. Ignorance of the value
of time, lateness in rising, a trifling accident, or their desire to save the small sum paid as
School fees,—all these supply excuses for the detention of children from School, to say
nothing of the numerous cases in which parental caprice is the only motive. To the same
class belong persons whose convictions are on the right side, but with whom the desire of
gain is the ruling motive. These persons acknowledge the duly of educating their children;
but to save or gain a trifling sum, they will sacrifice the best interests of their children,
reconciling their minds to this course by the promise that, at a future time, they shall
attend School regularly, and so compensate for the time lost. Persons who, from ignorance
and prejudice, are often indifferent, or opposed to Education, constitute the third class.
The arguments adduced by people of this class are literally tho following:—In one case they
say, "We have succeeded without Education,—why should not our children?” On tho
other hand, the remark is common enough in the mouths of persons who have themselves
been educated, " What good has our Education been to us ? None; we will not, therefore,
waste our money in procuring it for our children.” We believe that, sooner or later, a
legislative enactment must he passed to render Education to some extent compulsory. We
are further of opinion that such an act would meet with very general concurrence, and
would not practically interfere with the services of children to their parents in any
material degree. Supposing that the law required all children, within certain ages, to
attend some School for three hours on five days in every week, we think no serious
objection would be raised to tbe scheme, and that, after a fair trial, it would be bailed as
a practical benefit to all. It may be remarked, that a compulsory measure of the kind
mentioned would not in any way interfere with the existing practice of the first class of
parents who already, from principle, do all, and even more, than such a law would require.
To many in the second class, it would be a positive relief, inasmuch as it would supply
a stimulus—a stronger motive than now exists, and the want of which is much felt; while
to others it would simply act as a curb upon their love of money. Persons who, from
ignorance or prejudice, refuse to educate their children, would, perhaps, inveigh against such
a law as an infringement upon the liberty of the subject. We do not undervalue that
privilege ; but, on the other hand, we cannot concede that it entitles any one to omit the
performance of an obvious duty to the State, especially in a country where every individual,
without distinction, will be entitled, on attaining a mature age, to participate in political
privileges which Education can alone qualify them to employ advantageously for themselves
and others. Such persons as those before alluded to are seldom amenable to reason, but
require the exercise of authority to make them observant of their social duties. Before an
Act were passed, making Education compulsory, the existing arrangements would need to
undergo important modifications, or the working of the law would be nullified, and its
requirements evaded. The general character of the attendance in National Schools may be
gathered from the annexed Table:—
Number of Schools in which the regularity is—
Good or fair
.............................
Tolerable or good
....................
Indifferent or bad ... ............
Total

cieani.ntsi.

56
50
30
136

Attention to personal cleanliness continues to characterize a large majority of
National Schools, and constitutes one of their most pleasing features. On the whole, the
condition of the Schools in this point has improved, fewer Schools being reported upon
unfavourably, although the total number has increased since 1859. The following Table
will exhibit this fact:—
Number of Schools in which cleanliness is—
Good or fair
............ ... .................... 106
Tolerable or moderate
... .................... 24
6
Indifferent or had ... ... ....................

'
*

Total ............

136
We
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We have constantly endeavoured to set before the Teachers a high standard by
which to judge of the order of their Schools. While cheerfully acknowledging the very

Order,

considerable success of the more conscientious and painstaking, we cannot avoid tbe con
clusion that a much higher standard of order might have been more generally attained.
Teachers either fail to realize the importance of the subject in its influence upon the
formation of the characters of their pupils, or they are unwilling to give themselves the
trouble necessary to produce the desired results.

They rest contented with a degree of

success that reaches only far enough to shield them from positive blame. The bearing of
order upon the moral tone of the School is not perceived, and hence Teachers are apt to
regard the mechanical means employed to secure order as the results instead of the instru
ments, forgetting that the effect remaining after tbe mechanism has retired from view and
is no longer felt, gives to the order of tbe School its proper value. .
Number of Schools in which the order is—
Good or fair
..............................................
Tolerable or moderate
.............................
Indifferent or bad ............ ... ... ...
Total ..................

97
30
9
130

Under present circumstances, it is impossible wholly to dispense with corporal
punishment in the government of a School. In general, it is little resorted to in National
Schools, and only in those extreme cases in which moral suasion Has been found to fail,
Perhaps the general tendency is towards laxity in the government of our Schools, though, in
a few instances, undue severity has been noticed.
Number of Schools in which the government is—
Good or fair.................................. .
...
Tolerable or moderate.............................
Indifferent or bad.................... ............

Total

Govoimnent.

>
'!
^

"
91
29
16

... ... 136

In this Table, those Schools are rated as indifferent or bad, as respects government,
in which tho Teacher is either too severe, or too lax in his discipline.

VII.—Instruction.
Compliance with the provisions of the Table of Minimum Attainments,
the
standard for the arrangement of the various classes, has been rigidly insisted upon by the
Inspectors, and, in general, has been observed by the Teachers. Instances have occurred in
which Teachers, from underrating the importance of some subjects, or from deference to the

Classification,

wishes of ill judging parents, have departed from the proper principles of classification, and
have, consequently, entailed upon themselves greater difficulties in the instruction of the
pupils. But on the whole, there is little cause for complaint on this score, as may be
inferred from the following Table.
Number of Schools in which tho classification is—
Good or fair
...........................................
Tolerable or moderate
...
Indifferent or bad ...........

99
28
9

Total............130
The occupation of tbe pupils in National Schools is regulated by the Time Table, occupation
which, together with the Table of Minimum Attainments, and the Programme of Lessons,
forms a series of documents by which the course of instruction is defined and systematized.
In some cases, difficulty has been experienced in causing Teachers to construct Time Tables
and Programmes of Lessons. This has arisen, in some measure, from ignorance and want of
skill, from conceit, or in a few instances, from reluctance on the part of Teachers, to commit
themselves to a course which supplies a check upon their own proceedings. On the whole,
however, there is evidence that considerable pains have been taken to secure an equitable
distribution of time among the various subjects and classes, and to provide stated and
suitable occupatiens for the pupils. With the exceptions above alluded to, the-Time Tables
appear to be faithfully observed.
'
*
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Number of Schools iu which the arrangement of occupations is—
Good or fair
............................................ 97
Tolerable or moderate
............................. 26
Indifferent or bad ...................................... 13

Total ........... 136
Sntyeete.

All tbe ordinary subjects of instruction are taught in nearly every National School,
and the giving of object lessons has become much more general. The number of Schools
is still small, in which the pupils remain sufficiently Jong to profit by instruction in
the higher branches, although a considerable proportion of the Teachers are qualified to
impart it, in its elementary stages at least. The extra subjects taught and the number of
Schools are given below :—
■ '
.
Yocal Music ..............................................
21
Outline Drawing .....................................
22
Algebra........................................................
8
Mensuration ..............................................
8
Geometry... ..............................................
9
Latin
............
4
French ......................................................
3
The number of pupils receiving instruction in the various subjects is exhibited in the
following Table :—
Beading
.................................. .
...
Writing
..............................................
Arithmetic..............................................
Grammar ..............................................
Geography..............................................

IfethodJ.

6,053
5,681
5,751
3,343
3,912

No decided improvement has been manifested daring the past year in the methods of
teaching employed: The Teachers have, generally speaking, put forth a greater amount of
energy, and have been guided iu their work by more definite aims. But, with a few marked
exceptions, they are not in the habit of studying methods and comparing results, with the
view of ascertaining which are the most suitable to their own powers and to the circum
stances of the pupils. Independently of the want of skill, there are other faults of method
which only require industry for their remedy. Such are, the omission to test the effect of
their teaching by searching examination; neglecting to revise frequently lessons formerly
given, and the disposition to rest satisfied with small and imperfect results. The character
ot the methods in use may be gleaned from the annexed Table :—
Number of Schools in which the methods are—
Good or fair..............................................
Tolerable or moderate............................
Indifferent or bad....................................

Total
cn&rscttr of the

Rot dine.
"

.

.................

53
54
26
136

The character of tbe instruction has not improved to any considerable extent during
the year. The theory of National Schools, as regards the course of instruction, has not yet
received a sufficiently general exemplification in practice. This conclusion will have been
anticipated from previous portions of this Report. Deficiency of material appliances, irregu
larity in tbe pupils’ attendance, their early removal from School, and want of skill and
industry on the part of the Teachers, may be assigned as the most evident causes of the want
of improvement. The remarks which follow are intended to describe the character of the
instruction in each of the ordinary branches.
At tbe commencement of tbe year it was agreed by tho Inspectors, that reading,
from the comparatively imperfect results hitherto attained, from its importance to the
pupil in after life, and from its utility as a means of mental culture, should receive a larger
share of attention than any other subject. In the merely mechanical part of this subject,
the instruction has not materially improved. Few Teachers, we suspect, study reading as an
art: they appear not to attach sufficient importance to it as a means of expressing sentiment,
feeling, and thought. Hence there is still much monotonous and inexpressive reading in
our Schools. But in other respects, the instruction in reading has been tolerably successful
The lessons have been more thoroughly prepared, more effectively treated, and more fully
comprehended by the pupils. When examined upon the matter of their lessons, the pupils
have
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Lave answered more readily and esaetly, and with much greater life and spirit. Teachers
etill complain of the difficulty they experience in convincing unreasonable people that tbe
mere enunciation of words from a book is not “reading," but that it is a practice of no
educational value, unless the information conveyed by the words, is properly understood.
In this, as in some other departments of School instruction, it is necessary to teach the
parents, before the children can be effectively dealt with. Ignorant themselves, it is not
surprising that parents fail to realize the true object of reading, and thus impede the
Teacher’s exertions by their prejudices.
No decided advance has been made in the teaching of this branch, though it would WriiiDg.
convey a wrong impression of the fact, to omit to state that there has been no falling off as
regards care and attention.
As in previous years, spelling is taught chiefly in connection with reading and Spelling,
dictation lessons, and is practically impressed npon the minds of the pupils by the repro
duction of object and other lessons in writing.
Somewhat more satisfactory results have been attained in the higher branches of Arithmetk.
arithmetic, which is now very geneially taught demonstratively, that is from principles,
rather than rules. This advance is chiefly due to the increased use of the black
board in giving explanations of arithmetical principles. The elementary operations of
arithmetic are still taught to the junior classes, either in a mechanical or in an abstract
manner, and tho instruction consequently fails to produce the desired effect. Unless
arithmetic he taught to children iu a souad and effectual manner at the commencement,
their subsequent progress must be greatly impeded, and their notions become so confused as
to render proper instruction a work of great difficulty.

.

Except as regards the elementary portions, we are unable to report any advance Grammar
of skill in treating this subject. Success in teaching grammar may be regarded as one
of tho tests of a Teacher's skill; and we accordingly find that none but the better class of
Teachers arc capable of leading their pupils forward beyond the introductory parts of the
,
subject. The reasons assigned in our Report for 1859, for the defective teaching of
grammar still hold good. They are, want of knowledge on the part of the Teachers, use of
inappropriate text books, and absence of definite aims and systematic arrangement of lessons.
In teaching so extensive a subject as geography, it is but reasonable to expect Geography,
that errors of fact and of method may occasionally be discernable; but, on the whole,
there is little ground for dissatisfaction with the manner in which this branch is
treated. The errors of method have been neglect of frequent recapitulation, irrelevancy,
and want of systematic arrangement of facts. Mistakes have frequently been committed,
from the omission, on the part of long established Teachers, to read up the subject from
modern books. Since geography is constantly receiving accessions of new facts, as well as
modifications of statements formerly received as correct, it is obvious that a Teacher who
relinquishes the study of the subject and rests content with the knowledge already
acquired, will, in time, fall behind and become liable to error. The instruction given by
such Teachers must, consequently, be defective or unsound. No more striking example of
this fact could be adduced than one which actually occurred in a School in charge of a
Teacher of considerable skill, but deficient information in geography. Being ignorant of
tho explorations of Dr. Livingstone, he had described the whole interior of the southern part of
Africa as a barren desert which the foot of white man had never trod. And, notwithstanding
that Australian geography is now much better understood and taught, it is not uncommon to
find children describe the interior of Australia as a vast sandy desert, rivalling the Sahara in
extent and sterility.
Object lessons have been more generally taught during the past year, and some of Object kssra.,
the Teachers have exhibited increased skill in their treatment. But much remains to be
done before these lessons can be viewed as successfully given. There is in many Teachers a
striking absence of resource, which prevents their seeing that the “ common things” around
them are the most suitable for object lessons, both from the fact that they lie within the
sphere of their pupils’ observation, and because they are easily understood, and convey much
useful information.
While no great increase of knowledge was exhibited last year, it is satisfactory to Striptarekurens
know that the leading facts of Scripture, especially of those portions contained in tho
Scripture
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Scripture lessons, -No. 1 of tbe Old and New Testaments, are well understood and remem
bered. Tbe principles of the general lesson have been regularly inculcated.
We annex Tables, shewing the proficiency of the pupils who were examined in the
various ordinary branches.
II—Writing.

I.—Reading.
is’uHBta
Actual pRoriciENcr
o? Pupils*

Pupils

able to

Read.

ifonoRasy
Ordinary
sjUnblcs, Narrative* prose.

Actual Proficiencyop Pupils,
Totals.

Number or Pupil* able
to AVjute,
On
States.

In
Copybooks Totals.

793

322

165

1,280

Indifferent ............

936

445

1,381

978

961

623

2,562

Tolerable.................

1.142

1,303

2,445

783

781

647

2,211

Fair to Good ..,.

<3

t-

1,119

1.855

2,814

2,867

5,681

1

Fair to Good....

op

I
!
Totals

............

2,064

2,554

1,435

Totals

6,053

............

i

IV.—Grammar.

III.—Arithmetic.

NO, 0F PUPII£ LKAEKIXS

No. OF Puptts LEARNING ARITHMETIC.
Actual PROfTcuNcr or
Pupils,

ACTVAL
Simple
Rules.

Compound
Rules.

lligfher
Kulos,

Totals,

Gimnm,

rROFICTIKCT 0?

1’DFJLS.

Elcmeu. AAvauced. Totals.
taiy.

1,381

45

32

1,458

Indifferent ..

521

251

775

1,023

675

333

2,931

Tolerable ...,

1,001

405

1,40G

....

757

314

291

1,362

Fair to Good

735

427

1,162

Totals ............

4,061

1,034

656

5,751

2,257

1.08G

3,343

Indifferent

..........

Fair to Good

Totals

.

V,—Geography,
No. OF Pupiis Learning
Geography.
Actual Proficiency
Pupils,

Indifferent

of

Kleinei!*
Advanced,
tary.

Totals.

.......

729

90

$19

Tolerable......................

1,246

561

1,807

Fair to Good

......

903

383

1,286

Totals

......

2,878

1,034

3,912

The amount of proficiency exhibited in these Tables, compared with that shewn in
our Report of 1859, is not of an encouraging description. There is no doubt that tho
character of the seasons and the restrictions upon School attendance, produced by the frequent
floods, have materially contributed to bring about this state of things, A more favourable
year may probably enable us to exhibit more satisfactory results of the teaching in National
Schools.
VIII.—Locad Supervision.
No perceptible improvement in tbe mode in which the duty of local supervision has
been discharged, can be recorded as one of the results of last year's work. With the excep
tion of the small number of Schools in which the local patrons are qualified for the office by
education, social position, and influence, interest in Education, and high sense of duty—the
defects noted in our Report for 1859—remain in full force, and it is questionable whether, ou
the whole, matters have not grown worse. In many places the local patrons continue to be
as unsuitable as in former years; their visits to the School and their meetings on School
business occur at long intervals, and are irregularly attended, and their proceedings are
seldom recorded So far as zealous aud intelligent co-operation with the Teacher is
concerned, the local patrons are, in not a few cases, utterly useless, and, in some, positively
injurious to tho best interests of the Schools. In accounting for this state of things, it may
bo remarked, in tbe first place, that many persons, otherwise quite eligible, neglect their
duties as patrons, from the pressure of private business, or public business of another kind.
It would scarcely he fair to blame these persons, however much the circumstance may be
regretted
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regretted; for even if they resigned the office, the duties of which they are unable to fulfil,
it would often prore most difficult to find equally suitable successors. The utility of tho
system of local patronage would be open to serious question, were it not for its complete
success in the case of a few Schools more fortunate than the majority. We are inclined
to think that some considerable modifications in the system are necessary, to make it
generally efficient. Suggestions on some of these points are included in this Report, and
others in the Report for IS59.
IX.—Teachers.
While some amelioration has undoubtedly been effected in the position of Teachers,
during the past year, the instances are still numerous in which much suffering has been
occasioned by the arbitrary conduct of local patrons, and the unreasonable interference of
parents. In one case, tbe local patrons of a School met, and without previous notice, reduced
the School fees fifty per cent., thus depriving tho Teacher of a considerable proportion of bis
emoluments, at a time when his wife was suffering from an illness, of which she died shortly
after. It is true, such practices arise from ignorance, rather than design; and, as the steps
taken to acquaint local patrons with their duties gradually accomplish that object, it is to
be hoped, that grounds of complaint on this score will be proportionately diminished.
The average amount of emoluments, from all sources, received by National Teachers
of all classes, including probationers, was one hundred and twenty-nine pounds eighteen
shillings, of which eighty-nine pounds three shillings constitute the salary paid by the
Board, and the remainder was derived from School fees. In addition to these sums, each
Teacher of a National School in the country had a residence rent free.
The following Table shews the average amount of emolument received by Teachers of
each grade in country Schools, exclusive of residence.
EMotomsTs.
Class or TgAcasns,
Salary,

fees.

£

£

s.

ToTiL.
s.

£

s.

! First Class .............................

144 0

49 9

193 9

Second Class .........................

113 7

51 7

1G4 14

Third Class and Probationers

78 14

80 17

115 11

Compared with a statement of Teachers’ incomes, contained in the Report for 1859,
the foregoing figures would appear to indicate a considerable reduction in the average amount
of emolument. In some respects, tho diminution is more apparent than real. Tor example,
the average amount of fixed salary appears to be less by three pounds than in last year, but
this arises simply from the appointment of a number of Teachers as probationers, but does not
imply that the salaries of classified Teachers have been reduced. It is true that, with a larger
number of Schools in operation, a smaller aggregate amountof fees was paid in 1860. Various
causes may be assigned in explanation of this fact: increasing disinclination to pay School
fees, and in some instances, doubtless, inability to pay, arising out of the impoverished state
of tho country in consequence of floods and bad seasons.
Tho qualifications of the Teachers employed during the year in the Schools that were
inspected may bo ascertained from the following Table, which exhibits the number holding
each grade of classification, pupil Teachers not being includedNo. of Teachers itoldiko
Certificates op

First Class.........................

Section A.

Sectiom E.

Toul.

i

3

4

Second Class

..................

21

23

40

Third Class

.................

39

34

73

Frohationists

.................

....

....

CO
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Efforts have been made to induce the Teachers to raise their qualifications, byaffording opportunities for rc-examinatlon, with a view to gain a higher classification and
proportionate increase of salary. At the same time, in order to prevent Teachers from
retrograding, all beneath a certain rank have been required to undergo exatnination annually.
The issue of the experiment has been of a kind to demonstrate the absolute necessity for this
regulation, but in no other respect has the result been of a gratifying character. Compara
tively few Teachers have voluntarily sought re-examination for the purpose of securing ahigher grade of classification, and among those whose examination was compulsory not a few
proved that their attainments had decreased since leaving the Model School. This result is
easily accounted for. While at the Model School, they are subject to a strong and constant
stimulus, which incites them to make the greatest exertion in study of which they are
capable; but when removed to the country this pressure is removed, and, there being no
present necessity for continuous study, their efforts at self-improvement become feeble and
intermitting, and gradually cease altogether. While this is the state of things with many
Teachers as regards their own personal culture, similar defects may be observed in their mode of
managing their Schools. There may be litoral obedience to rule, and conscientious discharge
of the mechanical round of duties imposed, while the vivifying spirit and animating intelli
gence are entirely absent. In this point of view, the result of our inspection during the
past year appears the least satisfactory. The causes producing the defects complained of
are patent. The Teachers to whom we have just referred, having in most cases adopted
teaching late in life, have neither the personal cultivation nor the technical skill required
for success in their new profession;

71 or

have they the diaposition to labour Kith sufficient

It is not merely that
the best part of their lives has been spent in other and uncongenial pursuits—tint, as
many examples among National Teachers would prove, is no insurmountable barrier to
energy for the attainment of these essentials to their own efficiency.

success. The great difficulty is the ‘ vis inertia; which characterizes so many Teachers, the
impossibility of rousing them from their intellectual apathy and inducing habits of vigorous
thought aud exertion. It is probable that, after another year s trial of examinations, we
may be able to report more favourably on this point, and that the spirit of inquiry and
desire for self-improvement which now characterizes hut a portion of the National fechool
Teachers may be spread through the whole body. Some allowance must also be made for
the fact, that the system of examinations has not yet been fully developed, and that the
machinery has hitherto been imperfect and inadequate.
Even supposing all the Teachers now in the Board’s service to have become
thoroughly efficient, there will yet. be a deficient supply of Teacbcrs or candidates to fill
vacancies caused by the rapid extension of the National System—that is, of men willing to
devote themselves to the scholastic profession for life, and to assume its responsibilities and
duties. The remedy for this deficiency that approves itself to our minds as least encumbered
with objections, is the gradual extension of the Pupil Teacher System, by which persons are
trained and instructed from early youth, for the office of Teacher. Under judicious training,
wo anticipate much good fiom the labours of the youth of this country, when they enter
upon the business of teaching. With sympathies confined mainly to their own Country,
and quickened by patriotic zeal for the advancement of their native land, with hopes and
aspirations limited to the noble profession they have chosen, and with the personal culture
and technical skill requisite for success, they will be likely to avoid the errors and failings
which now render the labours of so many of the present race of Teachers ineffectual and
unproductive,
It would be unfair to omit reference to the serious discouragements to which
Teachers have been subjected during the past year, and the various impediments to their
success. The foregoing portions of this Report will shew that we take pleasure in acknow
ledging the zeal and energy with which some of the Teachers have struggled against overwiK'lming difficulties. Wo believe that, with scarcely an exception, the Teachers in the
Bjard’s service are persons of good moral character, and exemplary members of society.
X.—Special Schools.
.

The Model Schools in Sydney suffered the same interruptions from storms and
sickness
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sickness as National Schools in the Country Distriets. The Table annexed exhibits the
condition of these Schools as regards attendance during the year 1860.

SCHOOL AT

Average No.
ou the liolU.

Average
Dally
Attendance.

Amount of School
Fees Paid.

i

£
G41

754

4G1

282
'

Total., ....

—
1

1,005

1

Fort-street .............
William-street ....
Clcvciand-strcet....
Paddington.............

202

124

2,243

1,396

s. a.

710 18

6

333

9

G

200 13 10

2,469 14

8

There is nothing of importance to record in the history of these Schools during the
past year, as respects the primary department.
In the training department, twenty-fire candidates were instructed and prepared for
situations. Eighteen of these succeeded in obtaining, certificates and were classified as
follows:—
Class.

I ............ ...

Section A. Section B,

,

II....................
Ill ................

4

1
4
9

Total.

1
4
13

1
The average period of training was two months. The insufficiency of this period has
been adverted to in former Reports, but the expensiveness of the only available means of
improvement, has hitherto rendered a more satisfactory arrangement impossible.
_
The Katrict
School at Mudgee, the only one yet established, still maintains
its character and efficiency. The advantages attendant upon the establishment of similar
institutions in the other principal country towns of the Colony, have been described on
former occasions, For the training of candidates, for the guidance of Teachers already in
charge of Schools, for the exposition of the best methods of teaching and of School manage
rnent. District Model Schools are invaluable and essential.
XI,—General Results op Inspection.
It will be seen from the foregoing portions of this Report that, during the past year,
improvements have been effected in the material state of our schools; that, with the excep
tion of regularity of attendance, the moral tone has been considerably raised; but that the
character of the instruction has not been distinguished by any noteworthy increase of skill,
though communicated with greater industry and sincerity. Making allowance for the
exceptional character of the seasons, the proficiency of the pupils may he regarded as slightly
improved. The position, qualifications, and emoluments of Teachers remain nearly as in
previous years. While therefore the National System has been steadily advancing as regards
the number of Schools, the progress in efficiency has been but small.
XII.—Hindrances to Education,
In our Report for 1859, we stated, the principal obstacles to educational success to be—
1. The existence of two rival systems.

2. The ignorance of parents.
3. Irregularity of pupils’ attendance.
4. Deficiency in professional qualifications on the part of Teachers.
These impediments continue to exist, nor is the force of any of them lessened. It
will be observed that the first of all these difficulties is imposed by the Legislature, by whom
it
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it is easily removable. We are convinced that the advent of a general system, based on
liberal views of Education, would be bailed with satisfaction by a great majority of the
colonists; and that, after a fair trial of its working, many, who would now oppose its intro
duction, would acquiesce in its universal establishment. The second obstacle mentioned, is ,
the fault of the public in its social capacity. No improvement can be expected on this
point, unless by the gradual progress of public opinion, aud the education of the public
mind. Another generation will probably have to grow up before a satisfactory state of
things can be anticipated on these grounds. The irregularity of attendance has undoubtedly
become worse during the year, and at present there appears to be no reasonable prospect of
amelioration, unless some stronger motive than any now existing be induced in the minds of
parents to send their children regularly to School. Some steps have been taken to remedy
the defective qualifications of Teachers, but as yet the measures initiated for this purpose
have been productive of little practical benefit, partly because time is needed to bring them
into full operation and observe the results, and partly because they are necessarily partial in
their character, and inadequate to cover the whole ground of complaint.

XHI,—Suggestions for future Improvement.
Idost of the suggestions contained in our Eeport for 1859 have been carried out, and
now form part of the ordinary administration of the system. The following matters still
require consideration :—
School £!tca*

1. In some localities it is found impossible to procure land for School sites, cither
from the fact that all land belonging to the Government has been alienated, or because land
is too costly to he given by a private owner. In such cases there is danger that the esta
blishment of a National School may be rendered impossible from the large amount of local
contributions necessary to be raised, and which it is probable the inhabitants may be unable
to collect. We, therefore, think it desirable that, in such cases, the Commissioners should
contribute, in the usual proportion, towards the cost of purchasing a site.

Touchers'' miliChCOF.
■

2. Wo are of opinion that, in future erections, the number of apartments in the
Teacher’s residence should be at least three, together with a kitchen. By adopting this
rule, the Commissioners will be enabled to add materially to the Teacher’s comfort, and to

enhance greatly the respectability of his position.
Local patrons

3. The necessity of defining the qualifications required in local patrons has long been
apparent, and has been urged upon our attention by the extreme unfitness of certain persons
elected to that office during the past year. We submit, therefore, that no persons should be
appointed as local patrons unless they are capable of reading and writing, exhibit pru
dence and discretion, and are especially of temperate habits and good moral character.

School fees.

4. Notwithstanding the salutary changes introduced by the Board last year, in the
regulations bearing upon the subject of School fees, much yet remains to be done before a
thoroughly satisfactory arrangement can be arrived at. As an example of the abuses still
existing, we have before mentioned the case of a Teacher whose income was lessened very
considerably by the arbitrary and unjust conduct of certain local patrons, who suddenly,
and without notice, reduced the rate of School fees by fifty per cent. In this case, the tacit
contract implied between Teacher and patrons was evidently violated ; aud although such a
course was not forbidden by the Board’s rules as then existing (and was, therefore, not
legally wrong), it is difficult to view the transaction in any other light than as being morally
indefensible. The following rule would meet such cases as that under consideration:—
“ The scale of fees having been fixed, must not be altered without the sanction of the Comir missioners; and six months’ notice must he given to the Teacher before a revised scale can
“ be acted upon.”

Schoal?,

5. As far as we are aware, no steps have been taken towards the erection of District
Model Schools, although, in our Report for 1859, we pointed out at some length the advan
tages likely to accrue from the establishment of such institutions in the large towns of the
Colony. The experience of the past year confirms our opinion as to the desirability and
even necessity for these Schools. It is evident to us that, until each inspectoral district is‘
supplied with a good Model School, the National System, however much it may extend its
operations
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operations, irill never attain its full efficiency. We need not here recapitulate all the
advantages of District Model Schools, inasmuch as they have been fully detailed in previous
Reports; but ive may mention this one consideration, that the gradual perfection of the
organization and administration of the National System daily renders their necessity more
evident, and that the absence of them is already found to hamper the efficiency of the
inspection.
6. In connection with District Model Schools, District Libraries for the use of ni=trict
Teachers would he found useful. We have adverted to this topic in a former report (1^59),
and have now only to add that the erection of District Model Schools would afford a favour
able opportunity of establishing libraries.

7. Much anxious consideration has been given to the subject of pupil Teachers, rupuTeachers,
during the past year. Judging from former experience, we think it desirable to give the
pupil Teacher system the fullest extension and developcment of which it is susceptible,
firstly, on account of the present usefulness of pupil Teachers in a School, and their influence
in improving its management; but, principally, ou account of the effect which they may
have upon the educational future of the country. We have already remarked, that it is to
persons born or reared in the Colony, and bound to it by the ties of home, kindred, and
patriotism, that we are mainly to look for the Teachers who will form the agents in carrying
out a good educational system. Assuming that such is the case, and experience points
conclusively in that direction, it follows that every legitimate means of increasing the
number of pupil Teachers should be called into requisition.
principle, wo recommend,—

With a view to carry out this

1. That assistant Teachers may be appointed in Schools where the number of pupils
in average daily attendance exceeds seventy.
2. That pupil Teachers may be appointed in Schools in which the average daily
*

‘

attendance of scholars is not less than fifty, provided the Teachers hold
certificates of the First or Second Class.
3. That Indentures of Apprenticeship may, in future, bo dispensed with.
4. That a bonus, not exceeding Twenty Pounds, be awarded by the Commissioners
to a Teacher, for every pupil Teacher who, under his instructions, successfully
passes the yearly examinations.
W. WILKINS,
Chief Inspector.
J. GARDNER,

■

Inspector of Northern District.
R. II. M'CANN,
Inspector of Western District.
A. L. FORBES,
Inspector of Southern District.

'

7.—Finance.

The usual statement of Receipts and Disbursements is appended, from which it will
bo seen that a balance of j£2,410 12s. 5d. remained in hand on the 31st December, but
which amount will be required to cover pledges made by us, for the completion of School
buildings, in course of erection at the close of the year.
We submit this our Report for the year ending 31st December, 1SG0,
and in testimony thereof we have caused our Corporate Seal to be
hereto affixed, this
day of
One thousand eight hundred and sixty-one.

(t,.s.)
.

CHARLES NICHOLSON.
G. K. BOLDEN.
G. W1GRAM ALLEN.
W. A. DUNCAN.
E. BUTLER.
R. A. A. MOREHEAD.
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APPENDIX A.

Name op School,

Number op
CfiODBEX ON THE
Rolls.

i

Average Daily
Attendance.

B if

1
Boys. Girls. Total. Boys. ^ Girls. Total.

Pi

Remarks.

£
O

i
AbergUsslyn.,.............

22

27

49

11)
19
38
Avondale .....................
9
11
20
Avisford .....................
10
24
H
Adelong.........................
45 105
(if)
Albury .........................
29
15
44
Bendolba ......................
24
30
54
Bolwarra .................
14
28
42
Black. Cj'eek.................
33
Biabopsbridgc .............
ie
17
32
41
73
Brookfield ......................
21
Bendcmccr .................
12
40
42
40
Brnidwood .................
88
14
42
Bcga ..........................
28
17
13
30
Bangalore ..................
14
27
Bnrwood.........................
13
44 13S
Balmain.........................
94
18
19
37
Bernina........ ................
20
Broughton Creek..........
27
47
22
33
55
Botany Boad .............
20
Berkeley.........................
37
57
99 211
112
Bishopsgate (Cliche) ..
31 119
Bathurst .....................
88
22
Btanoy .........................
49
27
22
40
Burrcndulla .............
IP
Bowenfels ..................
21
20
41
Cessnock .....................
IS
26
8
28
Clarence Town ..........
27
55
25
55
Cnndlctown ..................
30
22
35
Camden ................. .
57
19
Castlereagh .................
29
48
Cawdor .........................
27
38
11
24
Cambewarra.................
24
48
19
Clifton .........................
Ifi
35
Cobbity.........................
23
45
22
23
40
Cowra.............................
23
Carcoar.................
38
20
58
12
Campbell’s Biver..........
12
24
21
Dmiunore .....................
44
23
05 114
Bungog................. ..
49
21
Dennis Island .............
30
15
34
Dubbo .........................
34
68
21
Bllalong.........................
39
18
51
0$ 109
Eden ................. ..
29
8
37
Eling Forest ..................
Evans'Plains ............
19
13
32
8
Ealbrook .....................
19
27
Fishery Creek ..............
29
27
50
13
Four llilc Creek ..........
18
31
36
Fairy Meadow..............
80
66
Glen William ..............
29
29
58
12
Gosforth.........................
15
27
Grafton .........................
38 109
71
9
Gunning..........................
22
31
18
Go alburn .....................
20
44
Gundagai .....................
41
4o
80
13
Guntawang .................
30
17
52
Hinton .........................
3S
90
28
Iona .............................
28
7
Ironbark.........................
9
10
20 ' 47
Jamberoo .....................
27
Keen’s Swamp..........
13
6 * 7
34
Kirkconnell .................
23
57
10
Long Beach.................
11
21
10
Luddenham .................
8
24
Limekilns................. ..
8
10
IS
19
21
Louisa Creek............
40
Mosquito Island ..........
11
14
25
M’Donald Biver .......... . 12
12
24
14
Mcrcndec .....................
7
21
21
Merriwa.........................
20
41
38
02
ftTurrurimdi ...............
24
Myrtleville ..................
13
11
24
Marengo.........................
12
17
29
23
Marulan .........................
9
32
Major’s Creek ..............
44
33
It
Manly ............ *...........
16
11
27
Marshall Mount ..........
18 ■ 32
50
Molong........................
2?
2t
46
Mudgee .......................... 121
93 214

12

15

14
8
9
27
4
10
21
8
19
15
20
20
13
6
66
15
10
23
27
84

10
7
S
14
12
17
9
9
17
17
25
8
11
6
27
14
9
14
14
64
15
15
13
14
10
16
18
19
10
15
18
14
13
10
29
11
12
37
16
22
11
25
4
9
5
18
9
25
12
9
20
7
13
26
4
18
12
G
16
6
2£
7
13
S
14
9
1.0
10
16
n
9
12
16
23
2
20
13
^

k)0

16
11
16
3
19
20
30
20
6
19
10
14
18
14
10
11
27
11
22
9
28
19
1.5
13
15
13
19
7
8
41
17
23
27
8
20
16
S
19
4
11
6
6
7
11
£

5
18
24
9
8
6
33
£
13
1L

92 i

27

V.

24 N.V.
15 N.V.
17 sr.v.
41 V.
10 V. 1
33 y.
30 N.V.
17 N.V.
36 V.
32 V.
45 V.
28 V.
24 N.V.
12 N.V.
93 N.V.
29 N.V.
19 N.V/
37 N.V.
41 V.
148 N.V.
70 N.V.
31 V.
24 N.V.
30 V.
13 N.V.
35 V.
38 V.
49 V.
30 N.V.
21 N.V.
37 V.
30 N.Y..
27 N.V.
33 N.V.
43 V.
21 V.
23 V.
64 V.
27 V.
44 V.
20 N.V.
53 V.
23 V.
24 V.
18 V.
33 V.
22 V.
44 V.
10 V.
17 V.
61 V.
24 N.V.
36 N.V.
53 V.
12 N.V.
38 V.
23 V.
14 N.V.
35 V.
10 N.V.
31 V.
13 N.V.
19 V.
15 N.V.
25 V.
18 N.V.
18 V.
lo N.V.
34 V.
35 V.
18 V.
20 N.V.
22 N.V.
56 V.
1] V.
33 V.
26 N.V.
157 V.

Carried forward 2,180 1,950 4,136 1,412 1,205 2,617

Bo-opencd as a vested School, 1st
Julv.
Open the whole year.
Opened in September.
Opened in March.
Open the whole year.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Closed in May.
Open the whole year.
Opened in May.
Opened in December.
Open the whole year.
Closed in September,
Open the whole year.
Closed in November.
Opened in February.
Open the whole year.
Opened in June.
Open the whole year.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Closed in December.
Open the whole year.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Opened in December.
Open the whole year.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Opened in September.
Open the whole year.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto,
Ditto,
Opened in November.
Opened in October.
Open the whole year.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Opened in November.
Opened in March.
Opened in September.
Open the whole year.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
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APPENDIX A—Continued.

JiAME or School.

C
H
a vih
N H
wiHE >Z•
> 25°
Boys. Girls. Total. Boys. Girls. Total.
£O
Humber of
CllILDRUN ON THE
Bolls.

Avetiagb Daily
Attendance.

ItEMABKS.

Brought forward 2,ise 1,950 4,136 1,412 1,205 2,617
Meadow Flat.................
Morangaroo ..................
Mt. Macquarie..............
Nelson’s Plains ..........
Newcastle.....................
Oswald .........................
Omega Retreat ..........
Uphir iCoad .................
Orange .........................
Parading Ground..........
Pitt Town.....................
ir’arkhaugh ..................
Purfleet.........................
Port Macquarie.............
Panhula.........................
Pennant Hills .............
Picton .............................
Pitt-street.....................
Pyrmont.........................

13
7
c
28
56
32
11
12
47
18
85
20
22
5
12
1C
15
71
11

12
25
14
21
■24
18
55
27
39
95
62
30
6
17
12
24
42
89
21
39
84 169
33
13
24
46
19
24
8
20
39
23
12
27
53 . 124
12
23

Pyree.............................
Peel.............................
Bedbnnk.........................
Jtiaymond Terrace ....
Bichmond.....................
Bylstone.........................
Bocklev.........................
Singleton .....................
Scahara ........... .............
Stanhope ......................
Strontian Park..............
Sugarloaf .....................
Smithfield.....................
Shell Harbour ..............
South Head ..................
Telcgherry.....................
Tihmby................... .
Tamworth ......................
Tomago.........................
Tinonee.........................
Taralga...... ...................
Tumut .........................
Towrang .....................
Tarlo.............................
Tuena.............................
Tambaroora ..................
Vacy .............................
Violet Hill....................
Waleha .........................
Wollombi ......................
West Kempscy ........
Waratah.........................
AVarkworth ..................
Woola Woola.................
Wesley Vale..................
Wentworth .................
Westbrook.....................
Wolloneonff .................
Windeyer .....................
Wallerowang ..............
Wattle Flat .................
Winbumdalc.................

30
26
26
32
40
11
20
51
22
16
22
27
22
28
10
26
10
27
27
14
19
28
10
16
28
18
21
13
17
54
23
34
13
6
24
25
104
25
19
38
5

24
23
21
31
27
14
14
24
24
23
23
22
17
13
12
22
10
14
35
15
22
28
13
20
21
20
31
23
15
55
18
37
18
22
20
18
18
71
16
20
35
7

Sydney
Fort-street.............
William-street ___
Cleveland-street ..
Paddington ..........

578
457
188
103

380
257
111
85

33

9
5
0
14
39
IS
8
8
33
9
73
12
IS
3
6
13
10
50
11

9
6
14
15
23
19
4
7
29
13
67
9
14
12
5
16
8
26
12

54
49
47
63
76
25
34
75
46
39
45
49
39
41
22
48
20
41
62
29
41
56
23
36
49
38
52
36
32
109
41
71
31
28
44
31
43
175
41
39
73
12

21
■ 19
13
25
40
8
12
37
13
8
16
•17
17
20
7
17

24
10
17
68
14
10
25
4

15
17
13
21
18
8
11
16
14
12
17
12
7
9
8
13
9
11
16
10
10
16
9
18
11
14
16
16
15
34
13
27
6
19
20
17
9
42
10
12
16
5

958
714
299
188

429
328
137
72

268
178
78
56

6

20
12
4
11
17
6
14
13
13
13
10
14
36
17
24
9
3

IS V.
11 N.V.
19 V.
29 V.
C2 V.
37 N.V.
12 V.
15 N.V.
62 V.
22 V.
140 N.V.
21! N.V.
29 V.
15 V.
11 V.
29 V.
18 V.
76 N.V.
23 N.V.
36
36
26
46
58
16
23
53
27
20
33
29
24
29
15
30
15
31
28
14
21
33

15
32
2i

27
29
26
29
70
30
51
15
22
44
27
26
110
24
22
41
9

697
501
215
128

Open the whole year.
Closed in April.
Open the whole year.
Ditto. '
Ditto.
'
Ditto,
Opened in November.
Open the whole year.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Opened in September.
Open the whole year.
Frequent change of Teachers.
Open the whole year.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Opened in September.
Closed let February; rc-opcned
1st December.
Opened in September.
Open the whole year.
Ditto.
Closed in March.
Opened in July.
Open the whole year.
Opened in June.
Open the whole year.
Ditto.
Ditto.

N.V.
V.
V.
N.V.
N.V.
N.V.
N.v:
V.
V.
V.
N.V.
V.
V.
N.V.
N.V.
N.V.
N.V.
V.
V.
N.V.
N.V.
N.V.
N.V.
N.V.
N.V
N.V.
N.V.
V.
V.
V.
N.V.
N.V.
N.V.
N.V.
N.V.
N.V.
V.
V.
V.
N.V.
V.
N.V.

Open the whole year.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Opened in October.
Open the whole year.
Ditto. *
Ditto.
Opened in Oetober.
Opened in July.
Open the whole year.
.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Opened in March.
Ojien the whole year.
Ditto.

V.
V.
V.
V.

Open the whole year.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.

Open the whole year.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Opened in May.
Open the whole year.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.

,

Totals.......... 5,048 4,208 9,256 3,418 2,695 6,113
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APPENDIX B.
Number of Schools sought to bo Established during 1860.
No.

1
2
3
4
r,
6
7
8
9
10
a
12
13
a
D)
Ifi
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

jTajib

ar Place tthere School
APPLIED FOU.

Tested
OR
Kon-teeted.
N. V.
N. V.
N. V.
V.
N. V.
V.
N. V.
N.V.
N.V.
N. V.
V.
N.V.
N. V.
N. V.
N.V.
N. V.
N. V.
N. V.
N.V.
N.V.
N. V.
V.
V.
V.
N.V.
N. V.
N.V.
V.
N. V.
N. V.
N. V.
N. V.
V.
N.V.

Adclong ............................. ......
Avondale...........................
Avisford ...................................
Baudon Grove......................... ..
Broughton Creek .....................
Charleston .................................
Clilton..................... ..................
Gunned ah .................. ...........
Guntewang.................................
Hartley-............... .............. ........
Luddenham..................... ...........
Limekilns ................................
Mimni ..................... ..................
Marulan ....................................
McDonald's Creek.....................
Monkerai........................... .
Nuudle.........................................
Pitt-strcet .................................
Pnrkhaugh.............................
Rockley ....................................
Richmond .................................
Scott’s Creek............................
Stoney Creek .............................
Sandy Creek .............................
Stockton .....................................
Tmskctt’s Plats.........................
Tat'anah ,, ...............................
Ulmmra ............................... .
Ural fa ........................................

30
31
32
33
34

Wentworth *4 ................... ..
'Wellington................................
Wesley Vale .............................

Remakes.

Opened in March.
Opened in January.
Opened in September.
Awaiting erection of School premises.
Opened in June.
Awaiting completion of arrangements.
Opened in December.
Awaiting formal application.
Opened in September,
Awaiting completion of arrangements.
Opened in November.
Opened in October,
Awaiting formal application.
Opened in September.
Awaiting completion of arrangements.
Ditto
ditto.
Ditto
ditto.
Opened in September.
. Ditto.
Opened in June.
Opened in July.
Awaiting formal application.
Awaiting the conveyance of tiie land.
Awaiting formal application*
Opened in December.
Preliminary application received.
Awaiting appointment of Teacher.
Awaiting completion of School premises.
Awaiting appointment of Teacher.
Ditto
ditto.
Ditto
ditto.
Opened in July.
Awaiting formal application.
Opened in October.

APPENDIX C.
Receipts ond Disbursements of the Roaed of National Roucation, from 1st of January, to the
3Jst DECEiiBEr., 1860.

1

Vote, 1850...............
Ditto, Supplementary

DISBURSEMENTS.

Awousrs.

RECEIPTS,

£

*. d.

6,000

0 0

20,000 0 (J

Church and School Estates Fund

£

s. d.

25,000 0 0
803 19 a

Amounts.
£

General Management.

s. d.

s, d.

2,825 5 16

Sundries.

Buildings and rejmira —Rent andfurniturc ..... ............ 369 35
Travelling Expenses C34 10
Boot-!, printing, jmd
stationery ........... 267 1
Prtly expenses, car
riage, and postage .. 99 6
Lair Charges ........ 43 1
General Kchool furnishings ..... ........ 232 10

7

0
3

7
“

0

1,045
4,471 10

14,535 0 8

School Salaries...... .

Sundries,

Bulldln?H and rc<
pairs—-Rent and fur
niture .............. J,915
Travelling Expenses 278
Boofes and stationery 1S4
Pott y expenses, fuel,
lighting, labour, itc. 59

v

5
35
17
13

3

0

a
3

T;
4,439 l1) 9

Total ■Receipts ...........................
Balance on 31st Decemher, 1S59

25,803 19 g
53 14 7

Balance on 31st December, 18Cl)

25,655 14 3

16,073 11 a
23,445 1 \ti
2,411)12 6

£ 20,85s 14 3

ANNEX D.
Detailed Statement of tho condition of National Schools inspected during the year I860:—

The remarks under tho head I. relate to the material condition of the Schools.
Under II. To their moral character.
_
Under III. To the subjects and methods of instruction.
Under IV. To the proficiency of the pupils.
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Metropolitan District.

Name

of

School.

Avon il ale..............
(Non-vcstcd.)

Date,

ISGO.
22 May.

Ncmbee of Pcpilf pbesekt
at Examination.

Boys.

Girls.

Total.

14

IS

33

■Remarks.

1. The material state of the School is
not satisfactory, hut as measures
are in progress for the erection of
a vested School, the defects of the
present buildings, may he borne
ivith for a time.
2. On the whole, the School in its
moral aspect is promising. The
mpils have not attended the Sch ool
ong enough to become thoroughly
disciplined, but the defects now
visible will probably disappear in
time.
3. With most of the pupils. theTeacher
had to commence from the very
rudiments of School knowledge,
and, consequently, none but tho
ordinary subjects have been introtroduccd. The methods aio cha
racterized by a considerable
amount of natural tact, and are
fairly adapted to the capacities of
the pupils, though defective in a
few technical points.
4. The actual attainments of the
pupils are inconsiderable; hut their
progress relatively to the period
they have been under instruction,
and to their ignorance at the out
set, may be fairly regarded as
satisfactory. Little can as yet
he said as to the effect of the in
struction in developing the intel
ligence of the pupils.
1, The School building is a very
good one, hut in all other respects
the material state of the School is
unsatisfactory.
2. The attendance of the pupils is
irregular, having been frequently
interrupted by heavy rains and by
sickness. No decided opinion can
he given as to the moral tone of
the School.
3. Some important matters have
been omitted from the instruction.
4. The attainments of the pupils are
very meagio in every subject, and
the development of mental power
very small.
The general tone and spirit of the
^School _nre, at present, not satis
factory."
1. The School building is fairly
suitable and in good condition,
and the supply of furniture, appara
tus, and books, is adequate to the
present requirements of the School.
2. The pupils arc irregular in their
attendance, though this fault may
have been partly occasioned by
the prevailing epidemic; and
many are unpunctual. The ma
jority are clean and tidy, in fair
order, obedient, and pleasing in
their manners. On tho whole,
hut with a few very decided
exceptions, the moral tone of tho
pupils may be considered as fair.
3. Some necessary subjects have
hitherto been omitted from the
course of instruction. The me
thods arc not very suitable.
4. The.attainments of the pupils arc
but smalt.
1. The School Imiidings aicingood
condition, and the supply of furni
ture. apparatus, and hooks, is
sufficient for present wants.
2. With the exception of the elder
children, the pupils are tolerably
regular aud punctual, they are
clean, very orderly, obedient, and
well conducted. The moral tone
appears to be good.

J

Burwnnd...................

12

(Non-vested.)

Botany Road..........
(Non-vested.)

IS July.

20

11

31

Berkeley ..........
(Vested.)

21 May.

31

19

50
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Metropolitan District—Continued.
Ncmbek ot Pupils peesest
Name or School.

at

Date.

Examination.

Besiabks.

Boys.

Girls,

Total.

....

....

....

18

16

29

1. The School buildings arc in a
ruinous condition. Suitable fur
niture aud additional apparatus
are required. Tire material state
of the School is very unsatisfac
tory.
2. The pupils are - irregular, but
tolerably punctual, clean, and
orderly. The moral tone is, on
the whole, good. The discipline
of the School is very striet.
3. Tire subjects of instruction do not
accord with the requirements of the
Table of Minimum Attainments.
The methods are almost wholly
individual, and exhibit a fail'
amount of skill.
4. The actual proficiency of the
pupils is moderate, on the whole;
but there is a wide difference in
this respect between the classes.
For example, the first-class pupils
rank low m point of attainment,
while those in the third class are
■ fair in this particular.

82

51

133

1. No improvement has been effected
in the material condition of this
School, except that the supply of
' books has been increased.
2. The pupils are still irregular and
unpunctual, but have greatly
improved in conduct and demea
nor. While some defects still
exist, the moral tone of the School
may now be regarded as very
promising,
3. Generally speaking, the subjects
of instruction are judiciously
selected. The methods employed
are fairly skilful.
4. On the whole, the progress of the
pupils can only be regarded as
moderate, though it is probably as
good as could bo expected under
the very difficult circumstances in
which the Teachers are placed.

1SG0
Berkeley—centimtd.

%

Berrima ............

17 Oct...

(Non-vested.)
•

Bishopsgate ........

11 July..

(Non-vested.)

Balmain.............. . ..
(Non-vested.)

Cleveland-street
(Vested.)

3. None but the ordinary branches
are taught. The methods emplo3Ted are faiily judicious and
skilful, there being a proper ad
mixture of individual with col
lective lessons, and a careful
adaptation of tho instruction to the
capacities of the pnpiis.
4. The proficiency of the pupils may
be considered as very fair. Great
improvement is visible since the
last inspection. The general tone
of the School is very satisfactory,

27 Sept..

68

25

93

1. The Schoolroom is small and un
suitable. It is badly supplied
with furniture.
The material
state is altogether unsatisfactory.
2. From tho crowded state of the
room, proper discipline is impos
sible, however much the Teacher
may strive to preserve order.
3. Tho subjects of instruction are
those prescribed in the Table of
Minimum Attainments. Tho me
thods in use can scarcely be de
fined, on account of the imperfect
means of organizing the School.
4. The actual proficiency of the
pupils is low, and their intellectual
development very small. The
average of each child’s attendance
is but short.
,

Dec...

154

92

246

1. This School is well supplied with
furniture and apparatus. Its ma
terial state is good.
2. The pupils are regular, clean, and
in good order. The moral charac
ter of the School is good.
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Metropolitan District—Continued.

Name of School.

Date.

Number of Pupils presest
at Examination.

Boys.

Girls.

Bemarks.

Total.

18C0.
Cleveland-st.—con tinned

Castlereagh .........
(Non-vested.)

In addition to the ordinary
branches, instruction is given in
vocal music and elementary
drawing. The methods employed
are skilful.
The proficiency of the pupils is
good, and tbeir mental power fair.
13 June.

Cobbity Paddock .... 8 Oct.
(Non-vested.)

Cawdor ............
(Non-vested.)

Camden.............
(Tested.)

t-

11

After being closed for some time,
tins School has recently been
re opened under a new Teacher.
Only eleven pupils wore present,
some being kept away by influ
enza, and others being required at
home to assist their parents in
repairing the damage occasioned
by the late floods.
The attainments of the pupils are
very meagre in every subject.

20

22

42

The School building needs repair,
tho furniture is of an inferior
description, the apparatus is de
ficient, and the stock of books is
reduced to nine serviceable
volumes.
A remarkable improvement is
manifest in the moral character
of the School since the appoint
ment of the present Teacher. The
pupils are punctual and regular
in their attendance, considering
the obstacles to he overcome;
clean in person and dress; quiet,
orderly, and well behaved.
o. Fair judgment has been shewn in
the selection of lessons; and the
methods in use are, in tho main,
correct and effective.
i. The actual proficiency of tbe
'pupils is very moderate; hut their
progress under thepresent Teacher
is highly satisfactory. In all hut
its material aspect, the School is
in a promising condition.

10 Oct.

8

21

29

4 Oct.

30

20

50

1. The material state of this School
is very good in every respect.
2. Tiie cleanliness and order of the
pupils are particularly worthy of
note; they arc less regular than
could be wished, the district being
agricultural.
S. The subjects of instruction are
appropriate, and accord with the
Table of Minimum Attainments.
The methods employed are char
acterized by average skill, hut
arc applied ivith great industry
and perseverance.
4. The actual proficiency of the pupils
is somewhat better than moderate.
All things considered, this is not
an unsatisfactory amount of pro
gress.
1. 'The School buildings require some
repairs; and the stock of books is
insufficient. In other respects, the
material state of tho School is
good.
2 The pupils arc, generally speaking,
irregular in their attendance, and
not very punctual. In personal
appearance, they are clean aud
tidy.
3. The subjects of instruction are
selected with judgment, and the
methods in use are, in general,
decidedly good.
4. Considering all the difficulties the
Teacher lias had to contend with,
such as floods, sickness, and the
disorganized state in which he
found the School; the proficiency
of the pupils may ho estimated
as fair.
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Metropolitan District— Continued.

Name op School.

Date.

Number of P ufils presest
at Examination,

Bovs.
Eling Forest ...
(Vested.)

1800.
16 Oct. ,

Fort-street (Boys) ...,
(Vested.)

Dec. ..

Fort-street (Girls)
(Vested.)

Dec-

Fort-street (Infants) ..
(Vested.)

Dec.

Fairy Meadow ..
(Vested.)

15 Nov...

Girls.

Bemarks,

Total.

23

30

2S2

232

170

170

151

117

268

27

S3

GO

1. Bepairs arc needed to the Schoolhouse and Teacher's residence, and
a larger supply of books is re
quired.
In other respects, the
state of tho School as regards
material appliances is satisfactory.
The School hoars a high character
for the efficiency of its discipline,
and, with the exception of some
slight remains of bash fulness, the
moral tone is very good.
Considerable judgment and much
earnestness have been evinced in
the selection of lessons; and tho
methods in use indicate a fair
amount of skill on the part of the
Teacher. On the whole, this aspect
of the 801100! is very gratifying.
The proficiency of the pupils is
but moderate. Irregularity of at
tendance arising in part from
sickness and bad weather, and the
advanced age at which some of
the pupils began their Education,
account for their slow progress.
The material state of this School
continues to ho the best possible
in the Colony,
The regularity, punctuality, clean
liness, and order, are still satis
factory.
As in previous years, vocal music,
and outline drawing are taught to
the whole School, in addition to
the ordinary branches; and alge
bra, geometry, and the rudiments
of Latin are learned by the
advanced classes.
Satisfactory progress has been
made by the pupils, both as regards
acquirement and mental culture.
This School, in its material aspect,
closely resembles the boys.
The pupils are tolerably regular
in their attendance, clean, and in
tolerably good order.
No change has been made in the
list of subjects taught, and the
methods continue to he charac
terized by fair skill.
Fair progress lias been made by
the pupils, and the cultivation of
their minds has been tolerably
successful.
As remarked in previous reports,
the Schoolrooms are inconveniently
small. Tho material appliances
are, in other respects, amply suffi
cient.
The moral character of the School
is very fair for an Infant School.
Suitable subjects are taught by
methods appropriate to young
children.
Very fair proficiency lias been
attained in the subjects taught,
and the cultivation of the chil
dren's minds has received due
attention.
On the whole, this School is well
furnished with material appiianccs.
The moral aspect of the School is
good, Tho conduct and demea
nour of the pnpiis are highly
pleasing.
Both subjects and methods are
judiciously chosen. The instruc
tion is farther characterized by
careful adherence to a systematic
course, by energy and industry,
and thoroughness to the extent to
which the various branches are
taught.
The attainments of the pupils are
barely tolerable, but the efficient
instruction of the Teacher will
probably soon have the effect of
raising their proficiency.
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Name

of

School.

Date.

Numbeh of Pupils presest
at Examination.

Boys.

Girls.

Total.

1860.

Bemarks.

Jainberoo ........
(Vested.)

30 May..

29

19

48

1. The Schoolroom is suitable and in
good repair. There is a tolerably
plentiful supply of furniture, appa
ratus, and books.
2. Considerableimprovementismanifest in the moral aspect of the
School, though there is still ground
for complaint in connection ivith
the irregularity of attendance.
The cleanliness and order are
good; and it is worthy of notice
that the bashfulness complained
of in former years has greatly
diminished, and that the pupils
manifest some willingness to
answer questions.
3. The ordinary subjects arc taught
as directed in the Table of Mini
mum Attainments,and the methods
arc fairly suitable.
4. Tho pupils exhibit moderate pro
ficiency ; hut on a few subjects
their attainments arc rather
meagre.

Manly.............. ...

19 Sept.,.

9

1

10

1. In every' respect the material
state of this School is good.
2. It' ranks very low in point of
punctuality and regularity of
attendance. Otherwise the moral
character is good.
3. The subjects of instruction are
selected with tolerable skill, and
accord with the provisions of the
Table of Minimum Attainments.
The methods are of an individual
character.
4. Tho proficiency of the pupils is
small.
J

Marshall Mount
(Vested.)

23 May..

lo

27

42

1. The School buildings, furniture,
apparatus, and supply of books,
are all excellent. In this respect
the School will bear comparison
with the best in tiie Colony.
2. The discipline of this School is
good. The pupils are orderly and
well conducted, and much of the
bashful timidity they exhibited on
former occasions lias disappeared.
3. The subjects of instruction ore
confined to those named in the
Table of Minimum Attainments ;
tho Teacher having of late dis
continued his lessons on vocal
music, on account of the irregular
attendance of the elder pupils.
Ilia methods are judicious.
4. On the whole, the progress of the
pupils has been moderate, though
the School appeared to some dis
advantage from the fact that all
the more advanced pupils had left
since my previous visit.

Omega Retreat

20 Nov.,,

G

2

&

1. This School had been open hut one
week, when visited; and, during
that period, the weather had been
very wet.
2. The building is new, well suited
for its purpose, and well furnished.

Dec.___

76

as

134

1. The School is well furnished with
appliances for teaching, and its
general condition in this respect
is good,
2. In point of discipline there is little
to be desired; the moral tone is
good.
3. Besides the ordinary branches, in
struction is given in vocal music,
drawing, and algebra.
The
methods employed are skilful.
4. The proficiency of the pupils is
■good, and their mental power con
siderable.

(Vested.)

Paddington ....
(Vested.)
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Metropolitan District— Continued.

Name op School.

Date.

Number of Pupils present
at Examination.

Boys. | Girls.

ISfiO.
12 Oct. ..

10

9

19

Pitt-strcet .............
(Non-vested.)

2o Oct. ..

47

38

85

SheH! Harbour....
(Non-vested.)

24 May,.

22

IB

37

South Head ......
(Non-vested.)

26 Sept...

6

9

15

Smithfield.........
(Vested.)

2 Oct.......

17

11

28

Picton.................
(Vested.)

Eemakks.

Total.

1. This School is badly situated, and
the building is fast decaying.
The furniture is in bad condition;
but there is a fair supply of ap
paratus and books.
2. The pupils are unpunctual and
irregular; but tolerably clean and
orderly.
3. The Teacher is capable of making
a judicious choice of lessons, and
possesses a very fair acquaintance
with good methods. The teaching
lacks energy and system.
4. The attainments of the pnpiis arc
very moderate in extent, aud in
grammar they are very small.
The excessive irregularity of the
attendance partly accounts for
the want of progress.
1. No playground is attached to tliis
School. With this exception, the
condition of tho School, with re
gard to material appliances, is
very fair.
2. Considering that tho School has
been opened but six weeks, the
discipline and moral tone are
creditable.
3. The matter of instruction is judici
ously chosen, and the methods in
use arc of an excellent description.
4. The proficiency of the pupils is
barely moderate.
1. Tho School building is not a very
good one, and more furniture is
required. In other respects, the
material state of the School is
satisfactory.
2. The regularity and punctuality
are still somewhat defective; but,
in those points of discipline over
which the Teacher is able to
exercise any control, a decided
improvement is visible since my
former visit. I have a very
favourable'imprcsBion of the moral
tone of the School.
3. The ordinary branches are taught,
and the methods are judicious and
earnest.
4. On the whole, the pupils have
made fair progress,
1. In its material aspect, this School
is in fair condition. The furniture
is not well adapted to its purpose.
2. The pupils are tolerably punctual,
but very irregular. The cleanli
ness and order are satisfactory ;
and, excepting a little hashfulness,
the conduct of the children is
pleasing.
3. Tolerable judgment has been
shewn in tho choice of lessons.
The methods arc necessarily of an
individual character.
4. The proficiency of the pupils is
very small.
1. The School is, on the whole, in
favourable condition as regards
its material appliances.
2. In its moral aspect, the School has
improved in every point but
regularity of attendance, in which
it has rather deteriorated. Sick
ness, bad weather, and other
causes, have contributed to pro
duce this result.
3. In general, the Teacher adapts the
matter of his lessons to the capa
cities of his pupils with fair
skill. His methods are chiefly
of the individual kind. The
irregularity of the attendance has
rendered the adoption of those
methods necessary.
-
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Name

of

School.

Date.

Number of Pupils Present
at Examination.

Boys.

Smithfield—continued ..

Violet Hill......
(Vested.)

Girls.

Bemarks.

Total.

1860.

17 May ..

11

Wollongong (Girls)..,. 13 Nov.
(Vested.)

Wollongong (Infants).. 13 Nov.
(Vested.)

16

Wollongong (Boys)
(Vested.)

14 Nov...

70

William-street (Girls)
(Vested.)

Dec..........

17

33

33

21

37

70

101

101

4. The attainments of the pupils are
but small, an dtheirmental powers
have received but little cultiva
tion.
1. The material state of the School
still remains imperfect, several
additions to the building being
required.
2. The day being wet, only half the
usual number of pupils attended.
These were clean and in good
order.
5. Tho children present were ex
amined and found to he making
fair progress.
1. This School is tolerably well fur
nished with material appliances.
2. The pupils are tolerably punctual,
hut irregular in their attendance.
They are very neat and clean,
obedient, and in good order. The
discipline is strict and effect!vc.
3. Fair skill has boon exhibited by
the Teacher in the selection of
both subjects and methods, and it
is especially manifest that she has
industriously striven to advance
her pupils.
4. Taking the average of the differ
ent classes, the proficiency of the
pupils may he described as talerable. The absence of some of
the more advanced pupils reduces
the character of the attainments,
which would otherwise rank as
fair.
1. The Schoolroom is scarcely a
Suitable one, and the supply of fur
niture and apparatus is defective.
2. The discipline of the School, as
far as it depends upon the Teacher,
is creditable, the pupils beingvery
neat, clean, and in good order.
They are punctual, but not regular.
3. Some judgment has been exhibited
in selecting frum the round of sub
jects proper to Infant School in
struction, such as are specially
appropriate under present cir
cumstances, and lie within the
Teacher’s power to deal with ef
fectual ly. Very fair skill has been
evinced in the choice of methods,
which, both in form and spirit,
arc identical with those in use in
the Model School.
4. The actual proficiency of the pupils
is small, as might be expected
from tbeir tender age and the
shortness of the period — a few
weeks only—they have been under
instruction.
1. The material state of this School
is tolerably satisfactory. The
School buildings exhibit marks
of the effects of the weather,
2. The punctuality and regularity
of attendance are still less satis
factory than could bo wished,
hut the discipline has improved
in every other particular.
3. Fair skill is shewn in the selec
tion of appropriate lessons, and
the methods in nse are generally
good.
4. Considering all the circum
stances of the School, the
amount of progress made must
be deemed fair,
1. The material state of the School
has been improved by flooring
the room with boards. It is now
in excellent condition.
2. Tho pupils are in good order,
very clean, and tolerably regular.
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Name

of

School.

Date.

Ncmp.fr of Pupils Pbesekt
at Examination.

Boys.

Girls.

Total.

1860.

3. In addition to the ordinary
branches, vocal music and
elementary drawing are taught.
The methods in use are charac
terized by a fair amount of skill,
4. The pupils have made fair pro
gress and display a considerable
amount of intelligence.

■William-street (Girls)—
continued*

Dec.........

204

William-street(Infants) Dec.........
(Vested.)

125

98

24

14

William-street (Boys)
(Vested.)

9 Oct.
(Vested.)

Bemabks.

204

1. The material state of the School is
now good in every respect.
2. The pupils are punctual and
regular in their attendance, clean,
and in good order.
3. Vocal music, elementary drawing,
mensuration, and geometry, aro
added to the ordinary branches of
instruction. As before, the methods
of teaching are skilful.
4. Tho pupils have made good pro
gress in all the branches taught.

223

1. The material condition of this
School is excellent.
2. The discipline is very good, the
pupils being clean, orderly, and as
. regular In attendance as could be
' expected of infants.
3. Appropriate subjects of instruc
tion are chosen, and the methods
, adopted are those best suited to
Infaiit Schools.
4. The-proficiency of the pnpiis in
the subjects taught is very fair,
and.the development of their intel
ligence considerable.

38

1. The School building is somewhat
■ -leaky ;' hut as regards furniture,
- apparatus, and hooks there is no
reason to complain.
2. The School ranks low in respect
of punctuality and regularity, but
otherwise the diseipliuc is veiy
fair. The pupils are clean, orderly,
and well conducted. The moral
tone is satisfactory.
3. The Teacher is fairly judicious in
his choice ofkssons. His methods
are a tolerable imitation of those
employed in the Model School.
His teaching is defective in system
and thoroughness.
4. The attainments of the pupils are
of moderate extent.

X

Northern District.
Abei’glassljii .
(Vested.)

1. This is a new building, substan
tially constructed. The ground
is enclosed, and out-buildings
have been provided. The furniture
and apparatus arc also new. Alto
gether the material condition is
satisfactory,
2. The regularity and punctuality are
not fully satisfactory. The pupils
arc clean in person, and in general
are orderly, bat deficient in habits
of attention. Tiie government is
not sufficiently firm.
3. The instruction is to a certain
extent judiciously chosen, and
carefully conducted, but requires
a greater degree of precision.
'
4. In the second and sequel classes,
theatjaimnents in reading, writing,
and grammar are veiy fair; in
arithmetic fair; in geography
and Scripture, tolerable.
The
first-class pupils are low in point
of attainments. The mental power
- is tolerable; self reliance, moderate.
o. The local patrons of this School
are attentive and zealous.
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Name

oj1

School.

Date.

Number of Pumls present
at Examination.

Girls.

Total.

1SG0.
30 May.,

IS

20

Bishop's Bridge ..
(Non-vested.)

17 July..

10

IS

Black Creek................
(Non-vested.)

22 March.

M

Bolwarra

2d June..

13

Boys,

Bendolba ..........
(Vested.)

21

12

25

(Vested.)

Brookfield ....
(Vested.)

31 May..

12

16

23

Bemarks.

1. "With the exception of out-build
ings, not yet provided, and inters
tices in the slab walls, which
require to be filled 'up, there is
little to complain of in tho material
condition of this School.
2. The pupils are irregular in attend
ance, but in general they are
punctual, clean in person, and
neatly dressed. They arc very
bashful; hut in other respects
behave with propriety,
3. Tho subjects taught are appro
priate ; while the methods em
ployed aro judiciously chosen, and
rationally applied.
4. In reading and writing, the
attainments may be considered
very fair; in arithmetic, grammar,
and geography, fair; in object
lessons and Scripture, tolerable.
The mental capacity is moderate.
1. The building is too small, and in
very bad repair. The furniture is
unsuitable, and the apparatus in
sufficient. It is proposed to erect
a better building, as soon as a
suitable site can he obtained.
2. The children are in general re
gular and punctual. They arc
clean, orderly, and well conducted.
3. The subjects taught are those
prescribed in the Table of Mini
mum Attainments. The instruc
tion is conducted with persever
ance, hut with moderate skill.
4. The attainments in writing, arith
metic, and grammar, are very
fair; in reading, good; in object
lessons, tolerable, in geography
aud Scripture, good. The older
pupils shew a fair degree of
animation and intelligence.
1. The general condition of this
School in its material, moral, and
intellectual aspects, was so un
' satisfactory, as to render it expe
dient in tho early part of the year
to discontinue the aid gran ted,
until a better arrangement could
he effected. The building used
was especially unsuitable.
2. Measures have been adopted for
the erection of new premises on a
more convenient site.
1. The Schoolhousc bavin g been ren
dered unsafe by a storm, the
School business is conducted in
temporary premises adjoining.
The furniture, apparatus, and
hooks are sufficient in quantity,
and in fair condition.
2. Tho attendance is irregular; hut
the greater number of the pupils
are tolerably punctual and clean.
They are decently attired and well
conducted.
3. The subjects taught are appro
priate. The instruction is modem,
and is characterized by attention,
patience, and skill, but requires
greater force.
4. The attainments in reading and
writing rank us very fair; in
arithmetic, grammar, and geogra
phy, as fair; in Scripture, as
tolerable.
The mental capacity may be con
sidered fair.
1, This building has lately undergone
repair, and considerable additions
have been made. On the whole,
its material condition is very good.
The furniture and apparatus are
sufficient and suitable.
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Name or School.

Date.

Numbed of Pupils feesent
AT ESAIHSATIOTT.

Boys.

Girls.

1860.
Brookfield—continued..................

Cessnock ...................... July 14 „,
(Non-Tested.)

Clarence Town
(Vested.)

1 June

33

28

51

Cundletown ...,
(Vested.)

22 May..

21

18

39

Dungog ...........

29 May.,

25

40

65

(Vested.)

Remabks.

Total.

2. Generally speaking, the children
have not been regular, but
usually they are punctual. 'With
some exceptions, they are clean
and properly dressed. The order
is fair.
3. The subjects taught are appro
priate, and the methods of instruc
tion are judiciously chosen, but
require more energy.
4. In attainments, the fii st class may
be considered fair; and the second
as very fair ; mental capacity and
general intelligence, tolerable.
The School had lately been re
opened, after a considerable recess.
1. The arrangements, as regards the
School building, ground, furniture,
and apparatus, are temporary, and
veiy unsatisfactory. From the
lack of public interest, no efieetive
measures have yet been taken to
remedy these defects.
2. The pupils are neither regular nor
punctual, hut arc clean, neat, and
orderly.
3. The instruction is obsolete, me
chanical, and therefore of little
value.
4. The attainments in reading and
Scripture are fair; in writing,
tolerable ; in arithmetic and
grammar, low; and in geography,
very limited. Mental power, not
cultivated.
1. This building is a good one ; but
it stands in need of repair. Other
wise, the material condition is
good. The furniture, apparatus,
and hooks are sufficient.
2. The pupils are punctual; and,
generally speaking, regular in
attendance. They are clean, neat,
and orderly. The moral tone is
good,
3. The subjects taught are appro
priate. The instruction is modern,
and conducted with skill.
4. In the first, second, and third
classes, the reading and writing
may he considered very fair.
Arithmetic, grammar, geography,
object lessons, and Scripture,
range from fair to very fair. The
attainments of the fourth class
range from very fair to good. The
mental power is fair.
1. The Schoolhouse, out-buildings,
and fences, arc in good preserva
tion. The furniture, apparatus,
books, and registers, aro in a
satisfactory condition.
2. No cause of complaint exists as
regards the regularity, punctu
ality, and cleanliness of the pupils.
They arc oidcrly, attentive, and obedient.
3. The instruction is earnest and
skilful.
4. The attainments in rending,
arithmetic, grammar, and geo
graphy, arc very fair; in writing,
good; and in vocal music, fair.
The pupils display a veiy fair
degree of observation and of
general intelligence.
The local
patrons are attentive and zealous.
1. Thebuilding is old and unsuitable.
The ground is destitute of fences
and out-buildings. The furniture,
apparatus, and books, are sufficient
in quantity. Measures are in
progress for the erection of a
better Schoolhousc.
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Ncmber
Name

of

School.

Date.

at

Boys.

Dungog—continued ...

Dunmorn ..........
(Vested.)

of Pbtils present
Examination.

Girls.

Reharkb,

Total.

1860.

10 Dee...

16

Elklong ..............
(Non-vested.)

13 July.

Falbrook..........
(Vested.)

28 Aug..

18

Fishery Orcelt...
(Vested.)

6 Aug.

11

16

32

13

19

26

14

25

2. The attendance fluctuates greatly ;
hut the children are reasonably
punctual, clean, and neatly clothed.
The order, attention, and general
demeanour of the pupils should be
hotter than they are.
3. The subjects taught are appro
priate. The instruction is charac
terized by attention, perseverance,
and a considerable degree of skill.
4. In tho first and second classes, tho
proficiency ranges from tolerable
to fair; in the sequel, from fair to
very fair; and in the third, from
very fair to good. The mental
power is fair. A new body of
Patrons lias lately been appointed.
1. The Schoolhouse, fences, and
Teacher's residence, are in want of
repair. Tiie furniture and appa
ratus are sufficient, and in fair
condition. The supply of books
needs renewal.
2. The pupils are tolerably regular
and punctual. They are clean
and neat; but the order is not
good. Thu moral tone is low,
3. The instruction is judicious and
earnest.
4. The proficiency in reading and
grammar may be considered fair;
in writing, arithmetic, and Scrip
ture, very fair; in geography and
object lessons, tolerable. The
mental power, sustained attention,
and inclination to exertion, are all
very unsatisfactory. Tiro Teacher
lias only lately taken charge of
the School.
1. This building has lately been
repaired, and the material condi
tion of the School considerably
improved. It is not yet fully
satisfactory.
2. As an educational institution it is
badly supported. The few pupils
who do attend are reasonably
punctual. The order and atten
tion have slightly improved since
last year.
3. Tho instruction is characterized
by patience and attention, though
moderate skill.
4. In rending, grammar, and needle
work, the attainments arc very
fair ; in Writing and Scripture,
fair ; in' arithmetic, geography,
and object lessons, tolerable. The
mental capacity is tolerable.
1. The ground is properly enclosed;
but the Schoolhouse stands in need
of some repair. The furniture is
rude and unsuitable, and tho appa
ratus is insufficient. The books
are in fair condition.
2. The children are neither regular
nor punctual. They arc clean,
tolerably neat, and, in general,
well conducted, but want anima
tion.
3. The subjects taught are those
required. The instruction is fairly
skilled, but wants energy and care.
4. The attainments are not satisfac
tory. In the first class they are
only tolerable; in the second they
are fair; in the sequel, very fair.
In general intelligence, and in
habits of observation, the pupils
are below the average.
1. This is a new building properly
enclosed. The supply of furniture,
apparatus, and books, is good.
On the whole, the material con
dition is satisfactory.
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Name

os

School.

Date.

Number os Pupils present
at Examination.

Boys.

Girls.

1860.
Fishery

2. The pupils are punctual, hut

Creek — con
tinued.

irregular in attendance. They
are much more cleanly and neat,
but less orderly than before.
Their demeanour is not sufficiently
subdued.
3, The subjects taught arc appro
priate, and the instruction is fairly
adapted to the capacities of tho
pupils.
4. In attainments, the first class may
be considered fair; tho second
fair; and the sequel class good.
Upon the whole, the mental power
is fair.
13

Four Mile Creek
(Vested.)

26 July

7

6

Glcnwilliam ....
(Vested.)

4 June

13

17

Gosforth ..........
(Vested.)

26 June..

10

C

16

23 Oct.

42

20

60

Grafton ...........

(Vested.)

Remarks.

Total.

30,

1. Tho Schoolhouse, furniture, and
apparatus, are in fair condition.
The hooks are much worn, and
scarcely sufficient. The Itegisters
are properly kept. The fencing is
of a very temporary character,
2. The School is not well supported.
The children are punctual, hut not
regular.
They are clean and
orderly. The moral tone is fair,
3. Tho subjects taught arc those pre
scribed. The instruction is pa
tient aud earnest, hut is not suffi
ciently intellectual.
4. The attainments of the first
class may he considered tolerable;
of the second, fair; of the third,
very fair. In self reliance and
mental exertion the pupils do not
stand high.
1. This building was undergoing re
pair at the date of inspection.
Tho ground is not enclosed. The
furniture, apparatus, and hooks,
are sufficient for present wants,
and in fair condition.
2. The children are not regular in
attendance, though usually they
aro punctual. They are clean,
neatly dressed, and attentive, hut
are not sufficiently animated.
3. The subjects taught are those re
quired, The instruction is judi
cious, and is conducted with a fair
degree of skill.
4. In attainments, the reading is
good; writing, arithmetic, gram
mar, and Scripture, aro very fair;
geography and object lessons arc
fair.
1. The buildings are in good preser
vation, but part of the ground
only is fenced, aud no outbuildings
have been provided. The furni
ture, apparatus, and hooks, arc in
fair condition, but scarcely suffi
cient.
_
2. The children attend very irregu
larly, hut are tolerably punctual.
The cleanliness, order, attention,
and moral tone of the School may
he considered fair.
3. The subjects taught are appro
priate. The instruction is earnest,
and otherwise is of an average
character. .
4. The attainments of tho first class
are fair; in tho second class they
range from fair to very fair; and,
in the sequel class, are very fair.
Tho mental power is tolerable.
1. From the increase of the popu
lation, this building is not now
central nor is it of a very suitable
character for a large School. It
requires cleaning, painting, aud
other repairs. The fences, furni
ture, and apparatus arc in fair pre
servation ; but the books are much
worn aud need replacing.
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Name op School.

Date,

Numbeb of Pupils teesest
at Examination.
Boys.

Girls.

Remakes.

Total.

1860.
Grafton—continued ,

/

Hinton .
(Vested.)

27 June..

20

23

40

Iona

14 Aug..

22

11

33

M'Donald River.
(Vested.)

10 July ..

12

11

23

Merriwa ............

£0 Sept...

16

14

SO

(Vested.)

(Vested.)
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2. The children attend irregularly;
but they are punctual, clean, and
becomingly dressed. Tho order
and moral tone are fair.
3. The instruction is modern and
skilful; but the subjects taught do
not satisfy the requirements of the
Table of Minimum Attainments,
4. The attainments of the first class
are moderate; of the second tole
rable ; of the third, fair; and of the
fourth very fair.
On the whole the School has improved
since last year; hut sustained
attention, and individual thought
are yet deficient,
Tho mental
power is tolerable.
1. ibis School is well organized.
There is very little to complain of
in the material condition of the
establishment,
2. The pupils are neither regular nor
punctual in attendance. They
are clean, becomingly dressed,
and attentive. The moral tone is
fair.
■
3. Tho subjects taught agree with
the Table of Minimum Attain
ments. The instruction is adapted
to the capacities of the pupils,
4. In attainments, the first class may
he regarded as fair. Those of the
second class range from fair, to
very fair; and of the third class,
from very fair to good.
The pnpiis are deficient in sustained
attention. The mental power is
fair. Observation and general
intelligence in the younger pupils
tolerable.
1. The Schoolhousc, outbuildings, fur
niture, and apparatus are in fair
condition, but not so well kept as
could bo desired.
2. The pupils are neither regular nor
punctual. They are clean, tole
rably neat, and more orderly than
before. _ The moral tone has
slightly improved.
3. The subjects taught do not fully
agree with those prescribed. The
instruction requires mere pre
cision, vigour, and searching ex
amination.
4. Through the various classes, the
attainments range from tolerable
to fair. Only the writing and
arithmetic of tho third class riso
above this limit. Mentally, tho
children are very indolent.
1. This is a slab building, but is so
well cared for as to rival many
Schoolhouses of a more costly
nature. The furniture and appa
ratus are in good condition.
2. The pupils are generally regular
and punctual in attendance. They
are clean, orderly and attentive.
The moral tone is good.
3. The subjects taught are those
prescribed.
The instruction is
evidently conducted with care and
diligence.
4. The attainments of the first class
ave good; of the second, very fair;
of the third, ranging from very fair
to good, The elder children shew a
very creditable degree of general
intelligence and mental capacity.
1. This building is substantial, but.
both it and the outbuildings are
in need of repair. The fences,
furniture, and apparatus f^e in
fair condition.
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Name or School.

Date,

Number or Poms present
at Examination.
Boys.

Girls.

Bemarks.

Total.

1860

Merri'wa-^ottiOTttffii....

Mosquito Island ....
(Non-vested.)

29 Nov. ..

9

14

Murrurundi ....
(Vested.)

31 Aug.

31

16

Nelson’s Plains,,
(Vested.)

15 Oct.

24

20

*

23

44

2. With a few exceptions, the pupils
are regular and punctual in atten
dance. Most of them are clean, well
dressed and attentive, although
the moral tone scarcely rises to
the average limit.
3. The subjects taught are those
prescribed. Tho instruction is
appropriate and judicious.
4. The attainments in reading, gram
mar, and geography are good; in
writing, object lessons, and scrip
ture very fair; in arithmetic and
needlework they range from fair
to very fair. Upon the whole
there is a decided tendency to
improvement since last year's
examination.
1. This building is too small, and not
in good repair. No accommoda'tion has been provided for tho
teacher. The School ground is
not enclosed, nor are outbuildings
provided. The furniture, appara
tus, and books are sufficient in
quantity, and in fair condition.
2. No cause of complaint exists as
regards regularity, punctuality, or
cleanliness; but more noise than
is necessary pervades the School
business. The moral tone is tole
rable.
3. The subjects taught are those
prescribed; but the classification
is defective. The instruction is
suitable and earnest.
4. Compared with the usual standard
the attainments of the first class
are fair; of the second, fair; and
of the sequel class, very fair.
The mental power is tolerable.
1. This building has been repaired,
and is now in a very good condi
tion. In other respects the mate
rial state of the School is reason■ ably good.
2. The pupils are not regular, nor
are they, generally speaking,
punctual. They are clean, neat,
and attentive. The moral tone is
very fair.
3. The subjects taught are those
prescribed, and the instruction is
on the whole good.
4. The attainments of the first class
are fair; of tho second class,
good; of the sequel good; and of
the third, ranging from good to
very good. The mental power is
very fair. Since last year this
School has greatly improved.
Some of the local patrons are
very attentive.
1. The Schoolroom is in fair condi
tion, but tho Teacher's residence
is out of repair. Tho fences are
broken, and there are no out
buildings. The furniture, appa
ratus, and books, are sufficient,
and in fair preservation.
2. The pupils are irregular, but
reasonably punctual. They aro
clean and orderly. The moral
tone is fair.
3. The subjects taught are those re
quired. The instruction is appro
priate, and shows a fair degree of
skill.
4. The attainments of the first class
are tolerable. In the other classes
the proficiency in reading, writing,
geography, and Scripture, ranges
from fair to very fair. Arithmetic
and grammar sire good.
Tho
mental capacity is fair.

85
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Name

of

School,

Date.

Nombee of Pupils present
at Examination.

Boys.

Girls.

Total.

1860.
20 Jane.,

£4

20

74

Oswald...............
(Non-vested.)

23 July..

18

22

40

Parading Ground
(Vested.)

16 Nov...

14

17

31

Parkhaugh ......
(Non-vested.)

7 May,.

17

13

30

33

20

53

Newcastle........ .
(Non-vested.)

Pitt Town ..........
(Non-vested.)

20 Jane.

Bemarks.

1. The Schoolroom is in good condi
tion. The ground is only partially
enclosed, and is not provided with
outbuildings. The furniture and
apparatus arc sufficient, hut the
books aro insufficient and much
worn.
2. The pupils arc irregular and not
punctual. They are clean and
properly dressed. The order and
moral tone are somewhat better
than last year,
3. The subjects taught are appro
priate. The instruction is not
deficient in skill, but is superficial
and not sufficiently earnest.
4. The attainments in reading, writ
ing, and object lessons aro fair •,
in arithmetic, unsatisfactory ; in
grammar, geography, and Scripturo, the proficiency ranges from
fair to veiy fair. The pupils can
not sustain their attention in any
subject, even for a reasonable
time. The mental capacity is
tolerable.
1. The material condition of tliis
School is, upon the whole, very fair.
2. The pnpiis are clean, orderly,
punctual, and tolerably regular.
The moral tone is good.
3. The subjects taught agree with the
Table of Minimum Attainments.
The instruction is attentive,
earnest, and judicious.
4. Tho attainments in reading,
arithmetic, writing, and Scripture,
are good ; in grammar, very good;
in geography and other subjects,
very fair. The general intelligence
of the younger children, and men
tal capacity of the older pupils, are
very encouraging, and speak
favourably for the industry of the
Teachers.
1. The general condition of this
School, materially considered, is
tolerably good.
2. The children are not regular in
attendance, hut are reasonably
punctual. They are clean, orderly,
and subdued in their demeanour.
3. The subjects taught agree with
those required. The instruction
is conducted with care, and a fair
degree of skill.
4. The attainments in reading and
writing arc good. The arithmetic
also is good. Tho other subjects
range from tolerable to fair. The
children sustain their attention
tolerably well. The mental power
is fair.
1. The playground attached to this
place was too limited in extent;
and, when visited, the out-buildings
had not been erected. In other
respects, the material condition
was fair.
2. The pupils attended with punc
tuality and regularity. They were
clean, orderly, and attentive.
3. The instruction was fairly adapted
to the capacities of the pupils ;
and, considering the time which
the School had been in operation,
tho proficiency attained was
gratifying.
1. A very good building, well sup
plied with furniture, apparatus,
diagrams, and hooks. The play
ground, however, is not yet en
closed.
2. At the date of examination
nearly one-half of the pupils were
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Name of School.

Date.

Ncmbeb of Pupils pbesekt
at Examination.

Boys.

BeHA 1IKS.

Girls. I Total.

1860.

absent through sickness. They
are usually regular and punctual.
The cleanliness, ordcrof the School,
and genera! demeanour of the chil
dren are tolerably satisfactory.
S. Thosuhjcets taught agree with the
Table of Minimum Attainments.
Tho instruction is careful and
judicious.
4. The attainments of the first class
are fair ; of the second and sequel
classes, very fair on the whole; of
the third class, approaching to
good. General intelligence, fair;
sustained attention and mental
power, tolerable. The local pa
trons of this School are very atten
tive.

Pitt Town—continued,.

Port Macquarie
(Yes ted.)

10 May..

2

9

11

Purfleet ........
(Vested,)

18 May.,

10

13

23

1. The Schoolroom and the premises
generally are in fair condition.
The furniture is sufficient, and in
good condition. The apparatus
and supply of hooks are insuffi
cient. Owing to a change of
teachers the School records were
mislaid, and could not he found at
the date of inspection.
2. The School having been lately re1 opened, the attendance wasliniited.
The pupils are tolerably regular,
but not punctual. They are clean,
n eatly d ressed, an d well -eon ducted.
3. The subjects taught arc in con
formity with the prescribed
standard. The instruction is judi
cious and skilful.
4. Considering the time the School
has been in operation, and the dis
advantages with which the teacher
has to contend, the proficiency
attained is as high as could he
expected.
1. On the whole, the material condi
tion of this School is tolerably
good.
2. The children are punctual, and
fairly regular in attendance. They
are clean, neat, and Orderly. The
moral tone is good.

Baymond Terrace
(Non-vested.)

2 March .

25

20

45

Bcflbank ....
(Vested.)

21 May..

6

6

14

3. The subjects taught arc those re
required by the Table of Minimum
Attainments. The instruction is
careful, earnest, and persevering.
4. In attainments the reading and
geography are good. The writing,
grammar, and Scripture arc very
fair. The arithmetic, and other
subjects, are fair. The general
intelligence and mental power are
very fair.
1. The material condition of this
School Is satisfactory, upon the
whole.
2. The children are tolerably regular
and punctual in attendance. Tliey
are clean, orderly, and attentive.
The moral tone is very fair.
3. Tho subjects taught are appro
priate. Tho instruction is skilful
and earnest.
4. The attainments of the first class
may he considered fair; of the
second, very fair; aud of the third,
good. The mental power is very fair.
1. Pencing and out-buildings have
yet to he erected for this School,
In other respects the material
condition is tolerably good,
2. The pupils are irregular and not
punctual. They are clean, de
cently dressed, and tolerably wellbehoved ; but bashful, and void of
animation.

ST
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N'awe'of School.

Date.

Number op Pcnm presekt
at Examination.

Boys.

Girls.

Total.

18C0.

3. Tiie subjects taught arc those
required. The instruction is ob
solete, and too mechanical. Men
tal culture is little known.
4. The attainments are meagre—
much below the standard. In the
first and second classes the attain
ments are barely tolerable; in the
third class, tolerable. The mental
power is low. The Teacher has
since left.

Itedbank—continued....

2

S .Tune
5 Nov.

17

1C

IS

19
34

Singleton
(Vested.)

27 Aug...

40

19

59

Stanhope........
(Vested.)

17 Aug...

12

18

30

Strontian Park ..
(Non-vested.)

20 Oct...

21

22

43

Seaborn .........
(Vested.)

Remarks.

1. This building has undergone a
thorough repair. On tho whole,
the material condition is good.
2. The pupils are more regular and
punctual than formerly. They
are clean, neat, and orderly. The
moral tone is much improved.
3. The subjects taught agree with
the Table of Minimum Attain
ments. The instruction is judi
cious and skilful.
4. In attainments, the reading, writ
ing, object lessons, and Scripture
knowledge vary from fair to very
fair. The arithmetic, grammar,
and geography arc good. The
range of observation and mental
capacity is fair. The Local Patrons
visit this School at stated and
regular periods, and take a praise
worthy interest in all that concerns
its welfare.
1. This is an excellent building, well
enclosed, and provided with out
buildings. The material condition
os regards furniture, books, and
apparatus, is good.
2. The children are regular and
punctual—very clean, and well
dressed. They are on the whole
orderly and attentive. The moral
tone is very fair.
3. The subjects taught, agree witli the
Table of Minimum Attainments.
The instruction is skilful and
judicious.
4. The attainments in reading, writ
ing, grammar, and geography,
may he considered very fair; in
arithmetic and needlework, good ;
in object lessons and Scripture,
fair. The mental power, and
general intelligence of the children
arc fair. The Local Patrons exer
cise a wise supervision over this
School, and take much interest in
its welfare.
1. With the exception of some addi
tional furniture and apparatus
required, the material condition of
this School is very fair,
2. The children are reasonably punc
tual in attendance, hut not in
general regular; they are very
clean, and neatly Clothed; though
timid, they behave with propriety.
3. The subjects taught, are those
prescribed. The instruction is
careful, and is conducted with a
fair degree of skill, and much
earnestness4. In the subjects of reading, writ
ing, arithmetic, and grammar, the
attainments arc very fair; in
geography and Scripture, fair; in
other subjects, tolerable.
The
mental power of the pupils, as a
whole, is fair and promising.
1. The Schoolhouse is new, and in
good order, but is not enclosed.
The furniture, apparatus, and
hooks are in good condition, but
are scarcely sufficient in quantity.
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Name

of

School.

Date.

Numbeb op Pupils present
at Examination.

Boys.

Girls.

Bemarks.

Total.

1860.

3. Generally speaking, tiie pupils are
regular and punctual in atten
dance. They are remarkably
clean, neat, and attentive. The
order and moral tone of the School
are very fair.
3. Tho subjects taught arc appro
priate. The instruction is con
ducted with energy and judgment.
4. The attainments in reading and
writing are good ; in grammar
and geography, very fair ; in
arithmetic, vocal music, and Scrip
ture, fair. The mental power is
moderate.

Strontian Park—con
tinued.

15

11

26

1. On the whole there is nothing to
complain of in the material con
dition of this School. Its, general
keeping is tolerably satisfactory.
2. The pnpiis are neither regular
nor punctual in attendance. They
are clean, neat, and for the most
part orderly, hut arc not attentive.
3. Tho subjects taught, agree with
the Table of Minimum Attain
ments. The instruction is marked
by industry and care, hut requires
more sptrii to enforce it
4. In the upper classes tho reading,
writing, and grammar, arc iair;
and the arithmetic is very fair.
The attainments in other sub
jects rank as moderate, or
tolerable. In the older pupils the
mental power may be regarded
as fair.

Tamworth ............... . 4 Sept.
(Vested.)

21

14

35

Tellcghcrry.................
(Non-vested.)

23

21

44

1. This building has been repaired,
and the ground is now properly
fenced. With tbo exception of
some deficiencies in the furniture,
apparatus, and books, which re
quire to be made up, the material
condition is good.
_
2. Generally speaking, the children
aro punctual and regular. The
girls are very neat and clean—
much more so than the boys. The
order, attention, and moral tone
are fair.
3. Tho subjects taught aro those
prescribed. The instruction is
conducted with industry and
skill.
4. The attainments of tho first class
are tolerable ; of the second, fair ;
and of the sequel, very fair. This
is as much as could ho hoped for,
consideringthe previous backward
condition of the School; and that
the present Teacher has not been
long in his situation.
1. The apparatus of this. School is
incomplete. In other respects, the
material condition is good.
2. This is a new School. The
children have hitherto attended
with punctuality and regularity.
No cause of dissatisfactiou exists
as regards cleanliness, neatness of
dress, or propriety of demeanour.
The moral tone is very fair.
3. The subjects taught are those re
quired by the Table of Minimum
Attainments. The instruction is
earnest and judicious.
4. The attainments in reading,
writing, and needlework, range
from very fair to good ; in arith
metic, and in Scripture knowledge,
they are fair ; in the other sub
jects; tolerable. The pupils are
very timid. Their mental power
is high.

Sugar Loaf ....
(Vested.)

21 Nov...

12 Nov.
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Number op Pupils presekt
Name

op

ScnooT.,

Date.

AT EXAin.VATIOir.

Boys.

Tilim'by ..............
(Non-vested.)

3860.
S Aug.

Tinonee............
(Non-yested.)

25 May.

Tomago ,
(Vested.)

81 July.

Vacy

7 Aug.
(Non-vested.)

Girls.

Remarks.

Total.

17

13

21

18

23

41

20

17

37

1. The huilding is greatly in want
of repair ; although, in other res
pects, there is little to complain
of. There is no want of furniture,
apparatus, or boohs,
2. The pupils are not regular in
attendance, nor are they so
punctual as they should he. They
are clean, and becomingly dressed,
but the order is defective. The
discipline, though improved, is
not all that could he desired.
3. The subjects taught arc those re
quired. The instruction is fairly
adapted to the capacities of the
pupils.
4. In the first class tho attainments
arc very fair; in tho second class,
they range from tolerable to fair;
and in the sequel, arc very fair.
The general intelligence is fair.
1. The apparatus of this School is
incomplete. In other respects the
material condition of the building,
furniture, and hooks is tolerably
good.
2. The children are regular, hut not
punctual. They are clean, neat in
person, and orderly. The moral
tone is fair.
3. The classification is defective, and
the subjects taught do not eonfonn
to the Table of Minimum Attain
ments. Tho instruction is largely
mechanical, individual, and not
free from superficiality.
4. In attainments the first class pupil s
are tolerable; the second and
sequel are moderate; the third are
fair. Mental power undeveloped.
1. The buildings require to he re
paired, The furniture, apparatus,
hooks, and records are sufficient,
and in fair condition.
2. The children are irregular and not
punctual. They arc clean, properly
dressed, and orderly. The moral
tone is good.
3. The subjects taught are appro
priate. The instruction is con
ducted with earnestness and skill.
4. In attainments the reading, arith
metic, geography, and Scripture
rank as good; the grammar as
very fair; and tho other subjects
as fair upon tho whole.
The
mental power is fair. In many
respects the School must he re
garded as having undergone a
decided improvement,
1. This is a very good building, hut
the ground is not fully enclosed.
The furniture is temporary and
very rude. The apparatus is in
complete. The material condition
is unsatisfactory.
2. Tho pupils arc tolerably regular
and punctual. They are clean and
neatly dressed, hut not orderly.
Most of them want that subdued
demeanour so desirable in youth.
3. The subjects taught agree with the
Table of Minimum Attainments,
The instruction is mechanical, and
to a considerable extent superfi rial.
4. Tho proficicncy attained in read
ing is fair; in writing and arith
metic, very fair; in grammar, geo
graphy, object lessons, and Scrip
ture, tolerable. Although many
of the pupils hove for some time
attended other Schools, they are,
with a few remarkable exceptions,
inattenti veand disinclined to exer
tion. The local patrons are atten
tive to the interests of the School.
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Nombeb of Pupils peesest
Name

of

School

Date,

AT EXAMINATIOK.

Reitaeks.

Total.

Boys.

Girls,

I860.
11 Sept..

12

15

27

Waralah..................

4 Dec,

31

81

62

Wiwkworth ..............
I
(Son-vested.)

21 Sept...

11

17

28

Wollom'bi ........

12 July ..

41

43

84

Walcha ........
(Vested.)

(Non-vcsted.)

(Vested.)

1. This is comparatively a new build
ing. The material condition is,
in general, satisfactory,
2. But for the very wet weather, a
larger number of pupils would
have been present at examination.
The regularity and punctuality
arc, however, not satisfactory.
The children are clean, neat in
person, and well-behaved.
3. The subjects taught agree with
the Table of Minimum Attain
ments. The instruction is skilful,
but partakes a good deal of the
individual character,
4. The attainments in reading,
writing, arithmetic, and Scripture,
are very fair. In grammar, geo
graphy, and object lessons, they
range from tolerable to fair. The
mental power is fair,
1. The material condition of the School
is not fully satisfactory. The furni
ture is rudely made, and not suit
able ; otherwise the general keep
ing of the School is fair.
2. The children are, upon the whole,
regular and punctual. They are
clean, neat, and attentive. Under
the present Teacher the moral tone
has greatly improved.
3. Tho subjects taught are those
prescribed. The instruction is
earnest, and fairly skilful.
4. The attainments of the first class
may he considered fair; of the
second very fair; of the sequel,
good, in most subjects. A decided
improvement is perceptible in this
School.
1. The huilding used for a School
is too small, and is quite unsuit
able. ^ It is occupied until new
premises can be erected. The
furniture and apparatus are suf
ficient.
2. The pupils are regular but not
punctual. They are very clean,
neatly dressed, orderly, and atten
tive. The moral tone is good.
3. The subjects taught agree with
the Table of Minimum Attain
ments. The instruction is careful,
and adapted to the capacities of
the pupils.
4. The attainments in reading, wri
ting, arithmetic, and grammar are
very fair; in geography and Scrip
ture, good; in object lessons, fair.
The mental capacity is fair.
1. This is a very good huilding, well
enclosed, and properly kept. The
supply of furniture and apparatus
is ample. The hooks are con
siderably worn,
2. The children are regular and
punctual. The cleanliness, order,'
attention, and moral tone of the
School are good.
3. The subjects taught agree with
the Table of Minimum Attain
ments. The instruction is earnest,
judicious and skilful.
4. In nearly all subjects the profi
ciency ranges from very fair to
good. The upper classes answer
with alacrity and remarkable pre
cision. _ The fourth class pupils
work high in arithmetic, and are
well acquainted with the first book
of Euclid's elements, and with
algebraic equations. The local
patrons are very attentive, and
take much interest in tho welfare
of the School,
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Name

of

School.

Woolla Woolla ..,.
(Noii-vested.)

Date.

1860.
23 May..

Number of P dpi ls tkebekt
at Examination.

Boys.

Girls.

Total.

1

12

13

Kemarks,

1. The luiildinii is rude, hut fairly
suitable. The furniture is not
suitable; the apparatus is incom
plete, and the classification defec
tive.
2. The pupils are irregular, and not
punctual.
They are tolerably
clean, neat, and orderly, but dis
inclined to exertion.
3. The subjects taught do not agree
with the Table of Minimum
Attainments. The instruction is
not deficient in either method or
skill, but wants earnestness, if not
sincerity also.
i. The attainments of the first class
may be considered tolerable, and
of the second class, fair.
In
general intelligence, and in habits
of observation, the pupils are low.

Western District,

Bathurst

4 & S Dec.

68

17

83

1. This is the largest, the loftiest,
and the most suitable Schoolroom
in the district. The furniture and
apparatus arc sufficient in quan
tity and in good condition. Its
material state is very good.
2. The pupils are clean, orderly, and '
punctual. The discipline is greatly
improved. The moral character
of this School is very pleasing.
3. The pupils are properly classified,
and the subjects are improved both
in quantity and quality. The
methods exhibit increased skill
and judgment on the part of the
Teacher,
1
4. The proficiency of the pupils is,
on the whole, very satisfactory.

Blancy ..........—
{Temporary vested.)

13 Nov.,.

17

21

38

1. This School is held in temporary
premises. It is not sufficiently
large for the accommodation of
the pupils. The supply of furni
ture and apparatus is good. The
material state of the School is
tolerable for the kind.
2. The pupils are tolerably punctual,
but not very regular. Cleanliness
and order are well attended to ; the
moral tone of the School is fair,
3. The ordinary subjects have not,
in every case, been introduced to
the extent required by the " Table
of Minimum Attainments."
4. Little progress has been made
during the year; the answering
was as satisfactory at the end of
the year 1859 as at the close of the
year 1860,

Burrundulla...........
(Non-vested.)

20 Feb...

13

12

25

1. The School is in good repair. The
supply of furniture and apparatus
is tolerable. A black-board, how
ever, forms an important defi
ciency. On the whole, its material
state is tolerable,
2. The demeanour and conduct of the
pupils have not been properly
regulated; no well defined course
of discipline has been introduced.
The moral tone of the School is not
satisfactory.
3. The subjects of instruction are of
a very elementary kind, and the
methods partake too much of the
individual system.
4. The proficiency of the pupils
which is small, is, except in a few
cases, unsatisfactory.

(Non-vested.)
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Name

of

School.

Bowenfds ......
(Yested.)

Date.

1860.
27 Sept...

Number of Pupils present
at Examination.

Boys.

Girls.

Total.

21

10

37

Remarks.

1. This School is not sufficiently
largo for the neemninodation of
the pupils. The furniture and
apparatus, though sufficient in
quantity, are neither suitable nor
in goad repair. Its material state
is scarcely tolerable.
2. The pupils are tolerably punctual,
and the attendance has been more
regular than hitherto. They are
also clean, and in good order. The
moral tone of the School is im
proved.
3. The methods of instruction are
too mechanical, but the subjects
taught arc appropriate.
4. A fair proficieucy has been made
during the year,
Mtc.—These remarks are taken
from my observations on the
occasions of my secondary and
incidental visits during the year,
the School having been closed on
the occasion of my primary in
spection.

Oowrft.....................
(Non-yested.)

20 July,..

19

19

38

]. This School continues in bad re
pair ; the furniture and apparatus
arc unsuitable, except in the case
. of a few articles. The material
state of the School is indifferent.
2. Tho pupils are very clean, and
very orderly. The School retains
its previous high moral character.
3. The subjects have been generally
carried out to the extent required
by the Table of Minimum Attain
ments, and the methods of in
struction are, on the whole, skil
ful — calculated to thoroughly
educate the children.
4. The proficiency of the pupils is
satisfactory. The Minimum At
tainments
have been often
reached, and sometimes sur
passed.

Oarcoar ............

20 Oct.

1.6

34

50

1. This is a very fine brick building
well equipped in every respect.
Its material state is very good.
2. The pupils are very clean, and
their manners and demeanour
seem properly regulated. The
moral character of the School is
very pleasing,
3. The subjects arc appropriate, and
the methods arc tolerably skilful.
This School is much improved
under its present worthy master.
4. A fair progress >has been made
during the year.

(Vested.)

Campbell's River..
(Non-vested.)

23 Nov...

Dubbo................v

27 Aug...

(Vested.)

3

20

4

25

v'

45

1. The School has undergone con
siderable repair during the year.
The furniture and apparatus are
reasonably sufficient in quantity,
and iu fair condition. The regis
ters of the School have not been
correctly kept. Otherwise, its
m aterial state is improved.
'
2. The moral character of the School
is unsatisfactory,
3. The subjects are not entirely appropriatu, and the methods of
instruction are too mechanical.
4. Little progress has been made
during the year. Only seven
pupils were present on the day of
my visit. The School has since
been suspended.
1. The material state of the School is
much improved. The furniture
and apparatus are now sufficient
in quantity, in good condition, and
tolerably suitable.
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Name

of

School.

Date.

Number of Pupils pbebrkt
at Examinatioh.

Boys.

Girls.

Remarks.

Total.

1SC0.

Dubbo—continued

Dennis Island
(Nou-vcsted.)

2. The pupils are very clean, and
very orderly. The moral tone of
the School is fair.
”
3. The subjects are appropriate, and
the methods of instruction are
tolerable.
4. A fair proficiency has been made
since the appointment of the
present Teacher.
The School
promises to bo a good one.

..

18 Oct.

Evans’ Plains ..
(Vested.)

10&14Aug.

Ironbark’s..............
(Non-vested.)

Kirk council ..,,
(Vested.)

12

17

29

17

12

29

29 Aug.

7

7

14

10 Oct.

11

20

31

1. The School continues in good
repair, and the furniture and
apparatus arc reasonably sufficient
in quantity, well arranged, and
suitable. This is a nicely orga
nized School. Its material state
is fair,
2, The moral tone of the School is
particularly pleasing. Everything
under this head is very satisr
factory.
3. The ordinary subjects have been
generally introduced to the extent
required by the Table of Mini
mum Attainments. The methods
of instruction, though yet too
mechanical, are nevertheless im
proved.
4, A fair progress has been made
during the year. The School re
tains its previous good character.
1. This is a new School, well finished
and well furnished in every res
pect. Its material state is good.
2. The pupils are not vei y regular.
The discipline is admirable for a
country School. Its whole moral
character may he considered good.
3. Only the ordinary subjects have
been introduced. The Table of
Minimum Attainments has been
fairly attended to. The methods
of instraction are, on the whole,
tolerable,
4. A fair progress has been made
during the year. Tho School is
promising one.
1. The' building is altogether un
suitable, and in bad repair. The
furniture and apparatus are very
deficient and very unsuitable.
They are, for the most part,
rough contrivances. 'The material
state of the School is very bad,
2. The pupils are very irregular.
No well defined course of disci
pline has been introduced. The
moral tone of the School is very
low.
3. Tho subjects are very elementary,
and the methods of instruction
entirely mechanical.
4. The proficiency of the pupils is
very small.
Tho School lias
retrograded much. The salary
lias, I believe, been withdrawn.
1. This is a largo brick huilding, in
excellent condition, and well fur
nished in every respect. Its
material state is very good.
2. The pupils were clean, in fair
order, tolerably punctual, hut not
regular. Their manners and de
meanour are modest and well
regulated. The moral tone of the
School is very good.
. 3. The subjects are elementary, hot
yet appropriate, and the method
of instruction are, on the whole,
fair,
4. A fair proficiency has been made
during the year. This School is
much improved.
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Name

op

School.

Date.

Numbeb of Pupils present
at Examination.'

Kehabks.

Boys.

Girls.

1860.
19 Nov...

6

6

12

1. This School has been lately
erected. It is a slab building,
shingled, and, considering the
locality, tolerably suitable. The
furniture and apparatus are, at
present, reasonably sufficient in
quantity.
2. The few p upils present were punc
tual and regular. The discipline
of the School is very indifferent.
Its moral tone is not satisfactory.
8. Only the mere elements of rend
ing, writing, and arithmetic have
been introduced. The subjects
are not appropriate, and the
methods of instruction scarcely
deserve the name.
i. The School having been closed
for a considerable part of the year
little progress has been made by
the pupils. Tho School promises
to improve.

Louisa Creek.,.,
(Vested.)

22 Sept...

9

13

22

1. Though improved, the material
state of the School is not satis
factory. Its site is neither healthy
nor pleasant. The furniture and
apparatus, though sufficient iu
quantity, are not suitable.
2. The cleanliness of the School, of
the Teachers, and of the pupils was
satisfactory.
Thu pupils arc
irregular in attendance, but the
order and government of the
School are very fair. The moral
tone of the School, considering tho
locality, is good.
3. The subjects are appropriate, and
the methods employed, considering
he has not been trained, exhibit
increased skill and judgment on
the part of the Teacher.
4. A fair progress has been made
since the appointment of the pres
ent Teacher. This School is im
proved in almost every respect.

Lime Kilns ..........
Non-vested.)

21 Nov...

11

12

23

1. The building, whichisconstructed
of slabs and bark, is in tolerable
repair for the kind. It is suffi
ciently large for tho number of
pupils expected to attend. The
furniture and apparatus are reason
ably sufficient at present. Con
sidering the locality, the material
state of the School is tolerable.
2. The pupils were clean, but not in
good order. The moral tone of
the School is likely to improve.
3. The mere elements of reading,
writing, and arithmetic have been
introduced. From the Teacher’s
reputation, I have reason to believe
the methods of instruction will be
fair.
4. The pupils have, as yet, made
but little progress, but tbe School
is only in its infancy.

Merrcndce...............
(Non-vested.)

29 Mar...

6

10

16

1. The building is iu every way
unsuitable. The whole material
condition of tho School is very
unsatisfactory.
2. The moral character of this School
is, on the whole, very low,
3. Only the subjects required to be
taugiit to the first class have been
introduced, but the methods of
instruction are tolerable—more
satisfactory than might ho expec
ted under such unfavourable cir. cumstanccs.
4. The proficiency of tho pupils is
very small.

Keen’s Swamp ...,
(Non-vested.)

Total.
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Name

of

School.

Date.

Nombeb of Pupils fueseut
at Examination.

Boys.

Meadow Plat----(Vested.)

1SG0.
29 June,

Giils.

Total.

11

19

31 Oct. ..

1G

1G

27

Mount Macquarie
(Non-vested.)

19 July ..

7

14

21

Mudgce (Boys)
(Vested.)

7 March..

G9

Melon f» ..................
(Non-vested.)

69

Remarks.

1. The several improvements which
this School required at tho time
of my visit have since been car
ried out. The material state of
the School is now, in every res
pect, satisfactory.
2. From the well founded complaints
against the Teacher, I cannot say
the moral character of the School
is other than unsatisfactory.
3. The subjects do not accord with
the Table of Minimum Attain
ments, and the methods of instruc
tion employed are unskilful.
4. Owing to the unsettled state of
the School, for several months, the
progress of the pupils has been
very slow. The Teacher has
since been removed, and another
appointed. The School is now in
a iair way of becoming an efficient '
one.
1. The building, which is in good
repair, is constructed of stone, and
shingled. Tho furniture, though
sufficient in quantity, is unsuit
able. There is not a black-board
in the School. On tbe whole, the
School is imperfectly organized.
2. The discipline is very defective,
and the moral tone of the School
is'otherwise defective.
3. The subjects are not in every case
appropriate, and the methods are
of a very mechanical character.
4. Tho proficiency of the pupils,
except in a few cases, was unsatis
factory.
1. The building is in had repair;
and tho furniture and apparatus
arc insufficient in quantity, and in
had repair. The whole material
state of the School is unsatis
factory.
,
2. The pupils are tolerably clean,
punctual, hut not very regular.
The manners of the pupils arc
simple, and their demeanour
modest. The moral tone of tho
School is improved.
3. All the ordinary subjects are
taught. Tho methods of instruc
tion arc unskilful; more calcu
lated to cram the pupils' minds
with knowledge than to cultivate
their understanding or develop
their intellectual understanding.
4. Considering the School lias not
been long in operation, and that
few of the pupils received any
previous instruction, the profici
ency is reasonably satisfactory'.
1. Fewr Schools in the Colony are in
a better position, as regards mate
rial appliances, than this. There
is no important deficiency under
this head.
2. In a genera] point of view the
moral character of the School is
good. The pupils are orderly,
obedient, and clean, and exhibit
considerable propriety of manlier
and demeanour. The discipline,
however, is somewhat languid.
3. The ordinary branches arc taught,
together with mensuration, vocal
music, and, at extra hours, Latin.
Tho methods are skilful, and aro
moreover industriously- used, hut
the teaching generally requires
more vigour and animation.
4. Tiie pupils have, on tho whole,
attained tolerable proficieuev.
Their mental power can scarcely
he regarded in an equally favour
able light.
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Number of Penis preshxt
Name of School.

Date.

at

Boys,
I860.
8 March.

Mudgce (Girls)..
(Vested.)

Exatosation.

Girls.

Remarks.

Total.

50

50

85

76

Mudgce (Infants)
(Vested.)

9 Mar. ..

Ophir Road............
(Non-vested.)

9 Ang. ..

10

29 July.

22

15

37

23

12

35

41

19

*

Orange....................
(Non-vested.)

Peel.........................
(Vested.)

1

11 Oct..,

1. As regards material appliances
this. School is in excell cut condi
tion, being amply provided with
every requisite for carrying on the
work of instruction.
2. The moral character of the School '
is good, except that the cider girls
are somewhat restless and in
tractable,
■
3. The matter of the lessons is in
general judicious, and fairly
adapted to the capacities of the
pupils. The methods are good,
hut the tcachingis not sufficicutly
impressive and favourable.
4. Tho average proficiency of the
pupils is moderate.
1. With the exception of the limited
capacity of tho Schoolroom and
slight insufficiency of furniture,
the material appliances of the
School are of a satisfactory kind.
2. The moral character of the School
is excellent.
3. The instruction is of the kind
adapted to Infant Schools, and is.
imparted in a careful and judicious
manner.
4. All things considered, the pupils
have made good progress.
1. The building, which is new, is in
good repair. The furniture and
apparatus are reasonably sufficient
in quantity, tolerably suitable,
and iu good condition. On the
whole, the material state of this
School is very fair.
2. The pupils were not, in every case,
clean, and the discipline is defec
tive. The moral tone of the School
is unsatisfactory, hut improve
ments have taken place, under
this head, since the date of my
primary visit.
3. The subjects are not altogether
appropriate, and the methods arc
unskilful. The Teacher is, how
ever, eager for improvement, and
intelligent.
4. Tho proficiency of the pupils is
very small. The School is only a
short time in operation,
1. The building which is in tolerable
repair, is too small for the number
of pupils expected to attend, and
otherwise imperfectly planned.
The furniture and apparatus are
.neither in good repair, nor exactly
suitable. The premises aro in
adequate to the growing require
ments of the School.
2. The pupils were very clean and
orderly; they arc also punctual
and regular in attendance. The
moral character of this School is
fair.
3, The subjects are appropriate, and,
in general, accord with the Table
of Minimum Attainments. The
methods of instraction are toler
able,
4, The proficiency of the pupils is
comparatively small. The School
is, however, in a promising state,
1. The building is in good repair,
and in every way suitable. There
is a scarcity of hooks, and the
furniture is not exactly sufficient
2. The pupils were clean, and in fair
order. The punctuality and regu
larity are tolerable. The number
of pupils in attendance has com
paratively decreased. I cannot
say the moral tone of the School
is satisfactory.
3. The subjects of instruction are
generally appropriate, and the
methods tolerable.
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Name

of

Sohool.

Date.

Numbed of Putils riteseet
AT EXAMLSATTaS.

Boys.

Girls.

Remakes.

Total.

1860.

Pool—continued

Eylstonc.
(Non-yested.)

19 Nov.

Eoekley.................
(Non-vested.)

9

9

IS

31 July..

11

10

21

Tuena....................
(Non-vested.)

26 Nov...

16

13

29

Tamlmroora ..........
(Non-vcstcd.)

20 Sept..

A

15

12

27

4. The proficiency of the pupils is
scarcely tolerable—small consider
ing the School has now been some
years in operation.
1. This School is in tolerable repair.
Tbe furniture and apparatus aro
sufficient in quantity, and in good
condition. Tho records of tho
School have been incorrectly kept.
Otherwise itd material state is
satisfactory.
2. The Schoolroom was not clean,
and the pupils were not regular iu
attendance. The moral character
of the School was scarcely toler
able.
3. The ordinary subjects have been
introduced, but not in every case,
to the extent required by tho
Table of Minimum Attainments.
4. The proficiency of the pupils is
small. This \ School appears to
retrograde rather than progress.
1. The building which is constructed
of slabs, shingled, plastered, and
ceiled, is in good repair for the
kind. The furniture and appa
ratus are also reasonably sufficient
in quantity, suitable, and in good
condition. The material state of
the School is, on the whole, fair.
2. The pupils are clean and orderly;
their manners are simple, and
their demeanour modest. Tho
moral tone of the School is very
pleasing.
3. The subjects are, at present, neces
sarily of a very elementary cha
racter. The methods are tolerable,
and tbe Teacher, though not
trained, exhibits an aptitude for
teaching.
4. Tho proficiency of the pupils is
very small. The School has only
been a short time iu operation,
and the hooks had only arrived a
short time before my visit.
1. Tho building is unsuitable, and in
bad repair. The furniture and
apparatus arc insufficient in quan
tity. Tho whole material state of
the present School is bad. The
former premises were partially
burned.
2. The moral character of the School
is, as far as I could judge, unsatis
factory.
3. All the ordinary subjects have
been introduced, and the Master
appears tolerably competent to
teach.
4. The proficiency of the pupils is,
as indicated by the classification,
very small.
Note.—The number of pupils above
given, was gleaned from the
registers, the School having been
temporarily closed on the occasion
of my visit.
1. The Schoolbouse, which is not in
very good repair, is rather small
for the number of pupils sometimes
in attendance. The furniture is
unsuitable, but yet sufficient in
quantity. The material state of
the School is scarcely tolerable.
2, The discipline is defective, other
wise the moral character of the
School is tolerable.
3. The ordinary subjects have been
generally introduced to the extent
required by the Table of Minimum
■ Attainments. Thu methods of
instruction aro not very judi
cious; the 1 eacher is, however,
industrious.
’
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Name or School.

Date.

Number or Pupils pbesest
at Examination.
Boys.

Girls.

Hem abbs.

Total.

1860.

4. The proficiency of the pupils is not
very satisfactory ; a fair progress
has. however, been made. Tbe
School is a promising one, and the
Teacher is a very worthy man.

Tambaroom—continued.

Wattle Flat
(Vested.;

12 Oct.

24

14

38

1. This Schoolbouse is much im
proved. The roof has been newly
shingled, aud the School ground
has been fenced in. The furni
ture and apparatus are reasonably
sufficient in quantity, but not very
suitable. Its material state is
tolerable.
2. The discipline is defective, nnd the
moral tone of the School otherwise
faulty.
3. Tho subjects are not, in every case,
_ appropriate, and the methods arc
too mechanical.
4. The pupils having been injudi
ciously classified, their proficiency
appeared to a disadvantage. Tbe
Sch ool appeared improved as re
gards attendance; hut the number
of pupils present, as returned by
the Teacher, was incorrect.

'WallcroTvang ....
(Non-TCstcd.J

20 April.

12

13

23

1. This School is a handsome stone
building. It is in excellent re
pair, nnd suitable in every re
spect.
2. The pupils arc particularly clean,
tolerably punctual, hut not regular
in attendance. The order is good.
Tho general tone of the School is
very pleasing,
3. The subjects are, at present,
necessarily very elementary ; hut
they are, however, appropriate.
The methods of instruction are
rather mechanical, hut they have
since been improved.
4. The proficiency of the pupils, for
the time, in reading, writing, and
arithmetic, is satisfactory; but
the progress in grammar and
geography is very small. The
School had only been a few
months in operation. It is a very
promising one.

■

'Winbumdale..........
(Nou-vcsted.J

Windeyer ..........
(Vested.)

17 May..,

27 Jan,

5

S

14

1. The building is in bad repair, and
unsuitable. The furniture and
apparatus are insufficient in quan
tity. A black-board is an im
portant deficiency. The whole
material state of the School is
indifferent.
2. The furniture, books, d:e., were
not arranged in an orderly or
becoming manner; the floor was
not brushed, and the general tone
or moral aspect of the Hchool was
very unsatisfactory.
3. Tho methods of instruction are
very unskilful, aud the subjects
are inappropriate.
,
4. The proficiency of tbe pupils, not
withstanding the School has been
a considerable time in operation,
is very small. The School appears
to retrograde rather than progress.
The Teacher has since been re
moved.

14

19

33

1. This is a neat brick huilding, in
good repair.
It is suitably
furnished in every respect. Its
material state is very good.
2. The pupils were clean, tolerably
punctual, but not very regular.
The order is fair, nnd tho general
moral character of tho School is
satisfactory.
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Name ov School.

Date.

Number of Perns present
at Examination.

Boys.

Girls.

Total.

....

....

—

Remarks.

I860
"Windeyer—continued

..

3. The subjects are very elementary,
but yet appropriate. The methods
of instruction exhibit, on the
whole, tolerable skill in teaching.
4. The proficiency of the pupils,
though small, is yet fair, Tho
School has only been a few
months in operation.

Southern District,

Albury

22 Aug...

40

Adclong..................
(Non-vested.)

16 Aug...

13

13

26

llangalorc.............
(Non-vested.)

10 May..

10

12

22

28 March.

18

10

28

31

71

(Vested.)

Beg* ..................
(Vested.)

t

52—G

1. Tho Scboolhouse is by for too
small, and in bad repair. Its
furniture and apparatus are de
fective.
2. Regularity of attendance on the
part of the pupils has been much
impaired by the generally un
favourable character of the season;
their punctuality has been simi
larly affected. They are cieau,
and generally well conducted.
3. The character of the instruction
is^fairly skilful, judicious, and
efficient.
4. The proficiency of the pupils, in
tho main, is satisfactory. Several
in the three more advanced classes
read remarkably well, and write
very fairly.
1. The School is conducted in a sort
of tent, which is very uncomfort
able.
2. The children are clean. Their
attendance is tolerably regular;
but in School there is the absence
of that order and attention which
are necessary to progress.
3. The instruction is not skilfully
imparted. The subjects of in
struction arc very limited.
4. The attainments of the scholars are
very low.
1. The situation of the Schoolbouse is
bad, being subject to floods, and
its condition even worse. The
furniture and apparatus are neither
good in quality, nor sufficient in
quantity.
2. Taking into account the locality,
the character of the season, and
the road?, tbe attendance of tbe
scholars is tolerably regular and
punctual. They are cleanly in
person and respectful in demean
our. '
3. The character of the instruction
is somewhat unskilful. This may
be caused partly by defective
arrangements for conducting the
School properly. Tbe ordinary
subjects of education are taught in
tin: School.
4. The proficiency of the pupils is
fair. Some of them write and
perform the working of questions
iu arithmetic very well,
1. The site of this School is central
and pleasant; the land is enclosed
with a good paling fence, and the
Schoolbouse, erected of brick, is
neat, substantial, and appropriate.
The School is well supplied with
furniture, books, and apparatus,
with the exception of maps, which,
however, have been ordered.
2. Little can be said as to the moral
character of the School, as it has
been but a very short time in
operation.
3. As yet, scarcely anything has
been attempted beyond tho rudi
ments of reading, writing, and
arithmetic. Few of the pupils
had attended any other School,
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Name

of

School,

Numbeb of Pufile present
at Examination.

Date.

Boys.

Bega—confinaei...... .

Girls.

Total.

iseo

Braidwood..........
(Vested.)

14 Nov.

Eden ..................
(Vested.)

20 March

RESrAEKS.

and their average period in this
was one month only. The methods
are tolerably good.
4. The attainments of the pupils are
very small.

23

16

32

14

55

30

1. The School site is good, and the
buildings substantial and suitable,
but in need of some slight repairs.
There is room for improvement in
tho furniture aud apparatus, hotli
ns to quality and quantity. Owing
to the unwillingness of the parents
to comply with the ordinary rules,
a very unsatisfactory mode of sup
plying books prevails in this
School, vis., that of each pupil
supplying his own hooks, and car
rying them to and from School.
2. The demeanour of the pupils is in
the main becoming.
They are
clean, and tolerably well con
ducted.
3. Only the ordinary subjects are
taught. The methods are fairly
judicious and effective.
4. The proficiency of the pupils is
not very satisfactoiy. This is
partly the result of their irregular
attendance.
1. The material state of this School
is not fully satisfactoiy; for though
the building is a good one, the
supply ot furniture, books, and
apparatus is deficient,
2. The School had been closed for
some time previously to the ap
pointment of the present Teacher.
The few children who have re
turned since the re-opening of the
School, do not afford sufficient
material for forming a fair judg
ment as to its moral character.
3. Only the most elementary portions
of the ordinary subjects can he
taught at present, as the pupils are
very backward. The Teacher’*
methods seem to promise fairly.
4. With the exception of one girl,
the attainments of the pupils are
very meagre. The development
of their minds seems scarcely to
have commenced, for they aro
puzzled to answer the simplest
iuestion involving the necessity
or reflection.
Although the
general tono of the School is
now unsatisfactory, there are
grounds for hope in the energy
aud skill of the new Teacher.

J

Gunning ..............
(Non-vested.)

7 August

21

8

29

Goulburn ..............
(Non-yested.)

30 April.,

22

15

37

t

1. The slab building in which the
School is held is in very bad re
pair. The furniture is rude, and
ill adapted to school purposes.
Apparatus is deficient.
2. The moral character of the School
is fair. The scholars, though
neither regular nor punctual, aro
clean and generally well conducted.
3. In addition to the ordinary subjucts, a little Latin is taugiit.
There is not sufficient in the
method of teaching to call forth
exercise and strengthen the men
tal faculties.
4. The writing of several of the
scholars is very fair. In their
lessons they manifest considerable
mental inertness,
1. Tho present Schoolrooms are too
small. A new building is in
progress for a boyi’ Schoolroom.
Furniture and apparatus are some
what defective iu quantity.

t
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Name

op

School.

Date.

NmtBEB op Pupils present
AT EXAMDTATIOir.

Boys.

Girls.

Eemaeks.

Total.

1560

2. The moral character of tho School

Goulburn—continued ,.

3.

4.

Gundagai

13 Aug,

26

22

4.S

1.

2.

3.

i.
Panbula ...,
(Vested.)

27 Mar...

11

C

17

1.

2.

3.

4

Long Reach
(Vested.)

17 May ..

6

4

10

1.

2.
3
4.

Major’s Creek .
(Vested.)

15 and 1G
Nov.

31

30

Cl

1,

2.
3.

4.

Mamlan.................
(Non-vested.)

26 Nov...

3

14

23

I.
2.

is fair. The pupils are regular,
cleanly, and in tolerably fair order.
Only the subjects usually taught
in National Schools arc taught;
the collective method of teaching
might he more adhered to with
advantage.
The attainments of the scholars
are, upon the whole, creditable.
The School huilding is neither
substantial nor well arranged. The
general organization of the School
is fair. There is a deficiency of
suitable furniture and apparatus.
The moral character of the School
is fairly satisfactory. It would ho
well that the pupils attended more
regularly and punctually.
In the selection of subjects, care
is taken to adapt them to the
capacaties of the several classes.
The minds of the pupils are fairly
exercised; and on the whole, the
methods of instruction are satis
factory.
The attainments of the pupils are
of a very fair order.
The School site is one of the most
unsuitable that could have been
chosen, being an alluvial flat near
a river, and subject to inundation.
The Schoolroom is small; the
furniture is clumsy and so ar
ranged as to prevent proper disci
pline, and the apparatus scanty.
The pupils are tolerably punctual,
extremely irregular, and deficient
in personal cleanliness. They are
in fair order and appear to be
quiet and tractable.
None but tho ordinary subjects
are taught, and of these only the
most elementary portions. The
methods are mechanical.
The attainments of the pupils are
very small. Their mental devel
opment is also very backward.
They are puzzled to answer very
simple questions, and they appear
almost incapable of thought.
The situation of the School ex
poses it to floods. The building is
a very fair slab huilding, slightly
open through the shrinking of the
slabs. There is a fair supply of
furniture.
The scholars aro neither regular
nor punctual in their attendance.
'They are clean and well behaved.
The ordinary subjects are taught
in the School. The methods em
ployed are not very skilful.
The proficiency of the pupils is
upon the whole fair.
The School occupies a very good
site. It is a good building of sawn
timber, and very well shingled,
but it requires to he finished iu
order to its being fully comfort
able. The furniture aud appa
ratus are not what could be
desired. Out-buildings and fencing
are required.
The moral character of the School
is tolerably fair.
The ordinary subjects are taugiit
in tho School. There is too much
individual teaching, through igno
rance of proper methods.
The proficiency of the scholars is
upon the whole tolerably fair.
The material state of the School
is unsatisfactory. There is no
suitable furniture, nor apparatus.
The moral character of the School
is upon the whole tolerable.
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Southern District—Concluded.

Name of School.

Date.

Nohbkb of Pupils present
at Examination.

Boys.

Girls.

Remarks,

Total.

I860.
3. Through some mistake the books
had not arrived, and the School
was not in fair working order.
4. There is not as yet much indica
tion of mental energy among the
pupils.

Marulan—continued..

Myrtleville.........
(Vested.)

19 Dec,

Tumut...................
(Non-vested.)

13 Aug..

Tarlo ....................
(Non-vested.)

7 May

Taralga.................
(Non-vested.)

18 Dec.

Towrang .............
(Non-vested.)

20 June..

9

9

18

1. The School is* a new. substantial
huilding of slabs, and shingled;
fencing and out-buildings aro pro
vided. There is, as yet, a de
ficiency of furniture and ap
paratus.
2. The pupils are clean and orderly.
3. None but the ordinary subjects
aretaught. Tkemethuds employed
are fairiy effective,
4. The attainments of tho pupils aro
tolerably satisfactory.

12'

17

29

1. The Schoolroom is rather small,
but in good repair. The furniture
and apparatus are neither sufficient
nor suitable.
2. Tbe moral character of the School
is very fair. Tho pupils are very
clean, and tolerably regular.
3. Only the ordinary subjects have
been introduced. Tho rote system
of teaching is too prevalent. There
is little mental exercise.
4. The proficiency of the pupils is
considerably below tbe Table of
Minimum Attainments. This is
partly to be ascribed to injudicious
classification.

10

17

27

1. The material aspect of the School
is bad. There is a deficiency of
furniture, books, and apparatus.
2. The moral character of the School
is satisfactory. The pupils are
clean, and tolerably punctual and
regular.
3. The ordinary subjects are all that
are attempted to be taught. The
teaching is not such as to exercise
and cultivate the mind.
4. The attainments of several of the
eider pupils are fair.

11 •

7

IS

1. The material state of the School
is unsatisfactory. There is a want
of proper furniture and apparatus.
2. The moral character of the School
is fair.
3. None but tbe ordinary branches
are taught. Little knowledge of
the art of teaching is manifest in
thb conduct of the School.
4. The attainments of some of the
scholars were tolerably satisfac
tory ; of others, indifferent.

7

5

12

1. The material state of the School
is good.
2. Its moral character is very fair.
3. The ordinary subjects arc taught
in the School. Energy and per
severance are manifested in tho
work of teaching.
4. The few scholars that attend are
making fair progress.

t
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ANNEX B.
(Circular No.

■

32.)

National Education Office,
Sydney, 1 November,

I860. ■I
•
.
.
.
I have the honor, by direction of the Commissioners of National Education, to acquaint
yon, that they have adopted the following revised Regulations for the examination and classification of
Teachers in their service.
2. The Commissioners have constituted a Board of Examiners, for the purpose of setting
Examination questions and revising the papers of answers. The undermentioned gentlemen have
consented to act as Examiners iu the subjects specified against their names:—
Sir,

Dr. Woolley...................Logic and Mental Philosophy.
Professor Pell..............Mathematics and Natural Philosophy.
W. J. Stephens, M.A...... Classics and English Literature.
Rev, Henry J. Hose .... Modem Languages.
Professor Smith.......... .Experimental Sciences.
S. R. Pittard, Esq. ...... Natural Sciences.
W. J. Cordncr, Esq. .... Music.
J. Eowles, Esq.............Drawing.
In addition to these gentlemen, the names of the Inspectors and of the Head Master of the Model
School must be included in the list of Examiners. They will he especially charged with the examina
tion on the ordinary subjects, and with the estimate of the Teacher's practical skill.
3. Examinations will be conducted in the same manner as hitherto. The questions, being
written, are to he answered on paper by tho Candidate in the presence of an Inspector, who, at the
close of the examination, will forward the replies to the Examiners for revision. Each Examiner will
set questions on the subj ects belonging to his own department, and will also assign a value to the papers
of answers in accordance with his estimate of their merits. The values of the different papers will then
ho collated by the Inspectors and the Head Master, who will report the result to the Commissioners.
4. All Teachers holding a lower classification than Class II., Section A, will be required to
undergo examination annually, as stated in Circular 27. Success in the examination will not necessarily
entitle a Teacher to a higher classification, but failure will lead to a loss of classification, unless a very
satisfactory reason could be assigned for the decrease of attainments. The precise date_ of the annual
examination cannot he fixed, as it will depend much upon the engagements of the various Inspectors;
hut, in general, it will take place about the time of the Secondary Inspection of the School. Teachers
who desire to be examined with a view to obtain a higher Certificate, must apprise the Inspector of the
District of their wish; and, at tho same time, furnish to him a list of the Alternative Subjects upon
which they are prepared for examination,
.
5. The subjects on which Teachers may ho examined ore divided into two classes
Ordinary
and Alternative. The former class embraces those elementary branches with which it is necessary for
every Teacher to be acquainted, inasmuch as they form the staple of daily instruction in School. Reading,
writing, arithmetic, grammar, geography, and die knowledge of the School Books are of this kind; to
which'must be added, as being equally requisite, acquaintance with the principles of School Manage
ment. All other subjects are styled Alternative, because it is optional with the Teacher to undergo an
examination in any of them with which he may he familiar.

C. In order to obtain a Eirst or Second Class Certificate, Teachers must submit to examination in
one or more Alternative subjects; and it is recommended that they should confine their attention to
one group of subjects.
7. Teachers who undergo examiu ation for a higher certificate will be expected, at every successive
grade, to shew increased acquaintance with the ordinary branches. In Alternative subjects, should
one branch only he taken, higher proficiency will he required than where two or more subjects aro
selected. For example, less extensive knowledge iu each branch would he required from a Teacher who
chose Latin and Greek, than from another who was examined in Latin only,
8. No higher classification will ho awarded, even if an examination he passed successfully by a
Teacher, unless the Inspector's Reports upon Ms School speak in favourable terms of his ability, industry,
and efficiency. Attainments, therefore, without practical skill, will not entitle a Teacher to promotion ;
while on the other hand, success in the actual work of the School will always he recognized and
rewarded. It will he seen from the foregoing statements that a teacher’s classification depends, first,
upon his attainments, and, secondly, upon his practical skill.
9. Teachers who arc desirous of being promoted to larger or more important Schools, are to
intimate their wishes in this respect to the Inspector of the District, in writing. A list of such Teachers
will bo kept in the Board’s Office, and all promotions will be made in accordance with the principle of
classification and seniority, except in special cases.
10. The schedule annexed hereto is intended to exhibit the Alternative subjects of examination,
and to advise teachers as to the study of suitable text hooks.
I-have, &c..
W.

To Mr._________________
Teacher of the National School,
At____________

0. WILLS,
Secretary.

LIST
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LIST OF ALTERNATIVE SUBJECTS OF EXAMINATION.
.
.
.
'J*'
'' must bear in mind that the examination questions may not he confined to tho text
books mentioned below, they being intended to indicate merely the general course and direction
to he pursued in studying the xarious subjects.

Note,—Teachers

Subjects.

1. Mental Philosophy,*

Branches.

Text Boons.

Logic.

Thomson’s Laws of Thought.
Sir W. Hamilton’s Lectures
on Logic,
- ■'-Mangel's Metaphysics. Sir "Wil
liam Hamilton's " Discus
sions.’’ 1,2,3,5, G, Appendix
1. Hamilton’s “Reid” A G
capp., B (8 capp.) Editor’s
Dissertation, A. B. C. D,
D* D*#D**»
Whewell’s Elements of Morality.
Mill’s Political i Economy (or
.
I Senior’s Political .Economy),
Hallam’s Constitutional His
tory, or Creasy on the Con
stitution.
Lund's Wood, or Todhunter.
Simpson's Euclid.
Hymcrs, Snowball, or Todhunter
Hymcrs, Hamilton, Todhunter.

Metaphysics.

Ethics.
Social Philosophy.

3. Natural Philosophy.

4. Classics.

Algebra.
Geometry.
Trigonometry.
Conic Sections.
Statics.
Dynamics.
Optics,
Astronomy.
r
Latin.
' r

Goodwin’s Course of Mathematics
' i ' ’ Herschel’s Outlines of Asta-ononTy*J Cl
L (Eton Latin Grammar,\Madvig’s^ 4 CJ.

t

Grammar.
'
Wordsworth's Grammar, Buttman’s Grammar.
Latham’s English Language.
Craik’s History of Literature and
Learning in England.

Greek.
5. English Language & Literature, Grammar.
Literature.
Composition.
G. Modern Languages.
French.
’
German.
7. Experimental Sciences.

Italian.

J

Chemistry.

Delille’s, or Dutruc's Grammar.
Becker's Grammar, Arnold's 1st
German Book.
Biagioli's, or Cerutti’s Grammar.

\

Heat.

/

Fownes' Manual of Chemistry.
Electricity.
Magnetism.
8. Natural Sciences.
Botany.
Lindley’s Introduction to Botany
Zoology.
ProfessorRymer Jones' Lectures
Geology.
Anstcad’s Elementary Course of
r *
9. Music.
Vocal.
1
Instrumental.
Thorough Bass and Composition Burrow's Primer.
Marx's School of Composition.
10. Drawing.
Freehand,
Harding's Principles and Prac
tice of Art.
Geometrical.
Baffin's, or Dicksce’s Perspective
Butler Williams' Manual of
Perspective.
t /
Model Drawing and Perspec
tive.
.
. * IP16
Works are recommended for consultation—for Logic, Sir W. Hamilton's “ Dis
cussions, No. 4, Appendix 2, Mansel's Prolegomena Logics. For Metaphysic—Intuitions of the Mind,
Sir W. Hamilton’s Lectures on Metaphysics.

________________ ■
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EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 16. Friday, 27 September, 1861.
13. Benevolent Asylum, Sydney:—Mr. Lucas moved, pursuant to amended notice,—
(1.) That a Select Committee, with power to scud for persons and papers, be appoinled
to inquire into and 'creport upon the’’ State atd Management of the Sydney
- ' Benevolent Asylum.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Sutherland, Mr. Caldwell; Mr. Alexander,
Mr. Holt, Mr. Harpur, Mr, Sadleir, Mr. Love, Mr. Driver, Mr. Hay, and the Mover.
Debate ensued.
Mr. Wilson moved, That the Question be amended, by the omission of all the words
of section (1) after the words." report upon the,” with a view to the insertion in their
place of tbe words “ adequacy of the provision made for the Destitute, through the
" instrumentality of the Sydney Benevolent Society.”
Debate continued.
Question,—That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the Question,—put
and negatived.
Question,—That the words proposed to be inserted in the place of the words omitted
be so inserted,—put and passed.
Question, then,—
(1.) That a Select C&'rniHiftee; with potfei1 to send for persons and papers, be appointed
to inquire into and report upon the adequacy of the provision made for the Destitute
through the instrumentality of the Sydney Benevolent Society.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Sutherland, Mr. Caldwell, Mr. Alexander,
Mr. Holt, Mr. Harpur, Mr. Sadleir, Mr. Love, Mr. Driver, Mr. Hay, and tho
Mover,—
put and passed.

Votes No. 23. Friday, 11 October, 1861.
6. Members of Legislative Council as Witnesses: —
(1.)
*
*
*
*
4=
*
*
*
#
*
*
*
*
(2.) Mr. Lucas moved, That the following Message be carried to the Legislative
Counoil:—
Mr. President,

The Legislative Assembly having appointed a Select Committee “ to inquire
into and report upon the adequacy of the provision made for the Destitute through
" the instrumentality of the Sydney Benevolent Society,” and that Committee being
desirous to examine the Honorable George Allen, Esquire, Member of the Legislative
Council, in reference thereto, requests that the Legislative Cduncil will give leave to
its said Member to attend accordingly, ou such day and days as shall be arranged
between him and tbe said Committee.

"

Legislative Assembly Chamber,

.

U#A October, 1861.
Speaker.
Question put and passed.
11. Members,of Legislative Council as Witnesses:—The Speaker reported the following
Messages from the Legislative Council:—
(1.) Mr. Speaker,
In answer to the Message from the Legislative Assembly, dated the 11th
instant, requesting leave for the Honorable George Allen, a Member of the Legisla
tive Council, to attend and be examined before a Select Committee of the Legislative
Assembly " to inquire into and report upon the adequacy of the provision made for
" tho Destitute through the instrumentality of the Sydney Benevolent Society,” the
Council acquaints the Assembly that leave has been granted to its said Member to
attend and be examined by the said Committee, if he think fit.
Legislative Council Chamber,
W. C. WENTWORTH,
Sydney, 11#A October, 1861.
President.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
(2).
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Sydney,

Votes
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Totes No. 28.

Tuesday, 22 October, 1861.

14. Benevolent Asylum, Sydney:—Mr. Lucas moved, pursuant to notice,™
(l.) That the Select Committee appointed to inquire into and report ns to the
adequacy of the provision made for the destitute through the “ instrumentality of
the Sydney Benevolent Society,” be authorized to make Visits of Inspection to the
Institution in Sydney and Liverpool.
■
(2.) That the said Committee be authorized to require the services of a Short-hand
Writer in such visits, and to receive any evidence that the majority of tho Committee
may deem necessary.
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 72. Tuesday, 7 January, 1862.
3. Benevolent Asylum, Sydney:—Mr. Lucas, as Chairman, brought np tho Beport from,
and laid upon the Table the Proceedings of, and Minutes of Evidence taken before,
tbe Select Committee to whom it was referred, on tho 27th September last, to inquire
into and report npon the Adequacy of the provision made for the Destitute through
the instrumentality of the Sydney Benevolent Society.
Ordered to be printed.

/
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BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, SYDNEY.

REPORT.
’
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»

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on
the 27th September, 1861, “ to inquire into and .report upon
“ the adequacy of the provision made for the Destitute, through the
“ instrumentality of the Sydney Benevolent Society, ‘with power to
send for persons and papers, ” and authorized on the
22nd October, “ to make visits of inspection to the Institution in
“ Sydney and Inverpool, to require the services of a Short-hand
“ Writer in such visits, and to receive any evidence that the
“ majority of the Qommiittee may deem necessary,"-—have agreed
to the following Beport:—
Your Committee have held meetings, and taken the evi
dence of sixty-one persons. The list of witnesses examined includes the
Honorable Secretary, the Treasurer, the Accountant, several of tho
Committee of the Institution, the Visiting Clergymen, the Medical
Gentlemen who visit, as well as the resident Surgeon; six Medical G-cntlcmcn of large private practice in the City; and most of the Officers
and Servants, as well as several Inmates of the Institution. The
Committee have also paid three visits of inspection : two to the City,
and one to the Liverpool Branch of the Institution.
Your Committee arc of opinion that the Sydney House is
not at all suited for its present uses, the buildings being far too small and
inconveniently laid out; the ceilings are low; most of the wards badly
ventilated; the drainage is defective; the land on which the Asylum
stands is too limited to make any further improvements; and on the
high land at the back of the Institution are several Burial-grounds,
the drainage and exhalations from which, some of the medical gentle
men examined consider to be detrimental to the health of the inmates.
The house is crowded to such an excess that it is not only injurious
to the health of the inmates, but dangerous to the citizens generally.
Your Committee are therefore of opinion, that it is positively necessary
that immediate steps should be taken to complete, as soon as possible,
a new Institution. To give an idea of the over-crowded state of the
bouse, your Committee report that on their first visit, when passing
through the Asylum, in No. 1 ward, in which there were 42 bed
steads

*
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steads (but only sufficient room for 38,) they found 63 women,
including 9 blind, 2 lame, 20 between 65 and 95 years of age, 32
young mothers, as also 36 infants, 4 of whom were foundlings—in all
99 human beings, huddled together in a room only calculated to
accommodate 38.
No. 2, Infirm Ward, contains 24 bedsteads, hut scarcely room
for 20. There are 33 or 34 sick women.
In the Lying-in Ward, although there are but 8 beds,* and
scarcely room for this number,- there often are 12 or 13 patients.
In the Women’s Hale Ward, which is calculated to accommo
date 42, your Committee found 44 bedsteads, and were informed by
the Medical Officer that they have to make as many more beds on the
floor.
/

The Children's Hale Ward, in which 63 children cat, sleep,
wash, &c., Mrs. Stone, the wardswoman, in her evidence, said:—
“ The beds arc laid close together all round tho room; the children
“ are placed 4 at the head and 4 at the foot of the beds, by which
“ means we make one blanket cover 8 children. The children (63)
“ are all bathed in the same water, which is placed in a tub in the
“ room. When we wash their faces, hands, and feet, we arc obliged
“ to change the water, because it is sometimes so very dirty.,,
In the Male Hospital we found 17 patients, and the Medical
Officer informed us that, although he had 20 bedsteads, ho is often
‘ so much crowded that he has had as many as? 8 patients lying on the
floor. In this ward there are also 9 or 10 boys, from 10 to 14 years
of ago, who sleep on the floor.
In the Children’s Sick Ward, in consequence of the overcrowded
state and the defective ventilation, the atmosphere is so fetid that
after breathing it for two or three minutes, your Committee were no
longer at a loss to account for the large amount of juvenile mortality
at the Sydney Benevolent Asylum.
The house at Liverpool is also very much overcrowded; for
although it can only conveniently accommodate 190, the Master
informed your Committee that there were 352 patients who slept in
the house the night previous, and at one time he had as many as
389. But the overcrowding is not so perceptible there as in Sydney;
the house being well situated, with lofty ceilings, well ventilated,
and in other respects well suited for the purpose, having been built
originally for an hospital. In the two houses there are twice as many
inmates as can be conveniently accommodated. Prom the above facts
your Honorable House will see that a new institution is most urgently
required.
Your Committee cannot too strongly recommend, that in
the construction of a new institution, means should be provided
for the classification oP the inmates. In passing through the present
Asylum the want of classification becomes evident. The decent
married
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married woman (who may, from circumstances over which she has no
control, he compelled to take advantage of the Asylum, to be confined),
the seduced female, and the known common prostitute (who has
made her second, or perhaps her third appearance) are all packed
together in the same lying-in ward. Your Committee are of opinion that
there should he at least three wards for tins class of paupers; one for
the married women, one for those who have made their appearance for
the first time, and one for those of known bad character. Again, both
in Sydney and Liverpool, your Committee were struck with the want
of classification in the sick and infirm wards; persons who were
suffering from cancerous, scrofulous, and other loathsome diseases,
were lying side by side with others who were in a good state of health,
excepting the effects of age. Your Committee also think there ought
to be a sectarian classification in the infirm or hospital wards, the
Roman Catholic and Protestant being disposed to ridicule the religious
rites of each other, if administered in a room common to all; and
the Rev. Mr. Allwood, the Rev. Mr. Sheridan, and other gentle
men, strongly complain of the want of such classification. Means
should also be adopted by winch , the industrious and well-behaved
could be kept apart from tbe idle and turbulent throughout the whole
of the Institution.
Your Committee are of opinion that, when a new Asylum
is erected, it should be so constructed that additions could he made at
any time without interfering with the ventilation or other sanitaryarrangements, and that sufficient space should he allowed for at least
1,200 inmates. Por taking the present number of inmates (733), and
. allowing for increase at the same ratio for the last few years, there
will be fully 1,000 paupers to be provided for by the tune the new
Institution is completed; so that, to prevent immediate overcrowding
it is necessary to provide room for at least 1,200 patients.
Your Committee find that the Society have in hand £10,594 6s. 6d.
as an Investment Fund, and they think that the property of the
Society will realize £20,000, which, together, will go far to complete a
new Asylum. The removal of the Institution, to the suburbs will
involve the necessity of a Depdt in the City, for the purpose of receiving
cases of urgency and distributing out-door relief.
Considering it of the utmost importance to ascertain as far
as possible, as to tbe suitability of the proposed site for the New
Institution for the aged and infirm, your Committee have taken
the evidence of ten members of the medical profession, who
are engaged in large private practice in the City, and several
other gentlemen who are well qualified to give an opinion. The
greater portion of the medical evidence is opposed to, while the majority
of the other gentlemen who were examined are in favour of the
proposed site at Randwick.
*
On visiting the Asylum, your Committee found a large
number of children between the ages of three and twelve; and they
consider this Institution quite unsuited, both morally and physically,
for

»
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for children of that age, and strongly recommend that immediate
steps should bo taken to remove (monthly) all such children, to either
the Orphans’ or Destitute Children’s School; and that in future, no
children of that age should remain above three months in this
Institution.
_
As fully twelve-thirteenths of the expenses of the Society
are supplied from the Public Revenue, your Committee are of opinion
that the Government should have some official knowledge of the state
of the Institution; and they would recommend that an Inspector be
appointed, who should audit the accounts and make periodical reports
on its condition.
The return of out-door patients shews that, in 1843, there were
225 persons receiving out-door relief, which number gradually increased
to 840 in 1858. The next two and a half years shew an extraordinary
increase; for we find on the 31st of December, 1860, the numbers were
3,276, being an increase of nearly 400 per cent, in that short period.
But it is gratifying to be able to report that since then the number
has decreased; for on the 31st of October last there were only 2,412,
shewing a decrease of 864 in ten months.
Your Committee regret having to report a very large
increase of in-door paupers during the last ten years, compared with
the ten years previous, and a more than corresponding increase in
the expenses of the Asylum.
In 1843 there were 346 inmates, and the expense during the
year was £5,067. In 1851 the paupers numbered 375, and the
expenses £5,369. In 1861 the paupers had increased to 733, and the
annual expenses to £14,230. The first shews an increase of only 29
persons for the ten year's, and a small increase of £302 in the annual
expenses; while in the last ten years there is an increase of 358
paupers, and £8,861 in the annual expenses of the Institution.
There is an alarming increase in the number of women
who take advantage of the Institution, to he confined. During the year
1860 there were 53; during this year they have increased to 98.
There are conflicting opinions as to whether there should be a separate
Asylum for this class of paupers. After taking into consideration the
whole of the evidence on this question, and balancing the advantages
against the objections, your Committee are of opinion that, with
proper means of classification, the objections would be removed; and
there are many advantages besides that of economy, which make it
desirable that such separate Asylum should form a part of, and he
under the same Committee of Management as, the Benevolent
Asvlum.
As, however, some years will probably elapse before a new
Asylum can he fit for occupation, it will therefore he necessary that,
in the meantime, some means should be taken to relieve the present
houses; which, in Sydney, would iu some degree be effected, if the
children now in the Institution were removed (as your Committee
recommend) to a more appropriate Asylum.
The

v
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The Liverpool House could also be very much relieved if the
Government were to allow the Society the use of the house purchased
by the fLailway Authorities from the trustees of the late Dr. Hill.
During your Committee’s visit to the Asylums, they saw
many inmates who were evidently able to work, and some of them
expressed their willingness to do so, but there appeared to be a sort
of forced idleness throughout the establishment. Your Committee
therefore think it desirable that measures should be taken to correct
this evil, by supplying such work as the inmates would be able to
perform, and which may yield some revenue to the Institution. One
of the greatest advantages of a proposed new site would be the pos
session of a large space of ground, a large portion of which might
he cultivated by the paupers.
If some such system as the above
were adopted, your Committee believe that the Asylum would be
relieved of a. large number of idle impostors who seek there a home,

■
*

i,
.
.

to be clothed, fed, and kept in idleness.
! ' 1 11 ' It is very gratifying to your Committee to be able to report
that the food supplied is of the best description, and sufficient in
quantity, but wanting in variety. It is desirable that more vegetable
- and less animal food he supplied ; and also that ovens be con11 strhctedj 'in order that baked meat can occasionally be substituted for
1 boiled.

1

<q

' The evidence discloses some irregularities, which, from their
^ nature,’ arc matters for the consideration of the Committee of the
1 ’f Asylum 1 * Those ‘matters which are objectionable, and come under
ihe province of your Committee, chiefly arise from the want of room,
without a’considerable increase of which it is impossible those objec! 1 tiohs can ije removed, or the Institution satisfactorily conducted.
When the present over-crowded state of the buildings, and the many
other difficulties with which the Committee of the Asylum have to
1 ’^contend,*’are .taken into consideration, your Committee believe the
r Institution has been as well managed as can be expected, and also that
' ^ the thanks of the community are due to those gentlemeu who have for
so many years devoted much of their time aud means to relieve the

r‘ "

.ii suffering of their infirm and destitute fellow-beings.
’
1

Attention having been called to the unhealthy and ill-ventilated
state of the Sydney Benevolent Asylum at night, your Committee

were desirous to ascertain by personal observation the condition of
the sleeping wards; and with this view several of the Members visited
’the Institution, and were conducted over the huilding by the Master
1 and Matron, after the inmates had retired to rest.
_

The ward pre-eminent for its deficient accommodation, and for
, its fetid atmosphere, was that devoted to tho sick children. In this
•room were 16 children, with their nurse. The foul effluvium Arising
, from so many human beings, (several suffering from an offensive
r cutaneous disease,) aud crowded into a very limited space, was so over
powering that the visitors were unable to remain longer than two or
147-6
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three minutes in the room.

The' windows and ventilators of this

apartment were tightly closed, and the offensiveness of the atmosphere
was increased by the fumes from a common oil lamp.
In the Children s Hale Ward, although the windows were also
closed, the air was less impure, a larger amount of space being allowed
to each inmate. Here the children were lying upon the floor closely
huddled together, on each side of the room, while their clothing was
thrown in heaps in the centre, no care being apparently taken to keep
the apparel of one child distinct from that of another. Eight boys of
from ten to fourteen years of age were lying upon the floor of the
Male Hospital.
The Females’ Hale Ward was much crowded.
This was
originally intended to accommodate about 45 inmates; but at the
tune of the visit referred to it contained nearly 90, including aged and
infirm women, and young women with their infants, A large number
of the mothers, with then.’ children, lay upon the floor, on mattresses
placed between the feet of the bed, on each side of the room. This
room was better ventilated than the ward above, which was devoted
to the sick. In the latter the air was very close and oppressive, and
the windows were not allowed to be open during the night.

Legislative Assembly Chamber,
Sydney, § Jamtary,

1862.

JOHN ETJCAS,
Chairman.

PROCEEDINGS OP THE COMMITTEE.
8

THURSDAY,

OCTOBER,

1SG1.

Members Present

Mr. Alexander,

j
Mr. Caldwell,
Mr.. Lucas.
^lapsed0™ Mcicbera not Proceedillg *0 tbe election of a Chairman this day, the
meeting lapsed.
[To be called for Friday, Hth instant, at Eleven o’clock.]

11

FRIDAY,

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present :—
I
Mr. Lucas,
|
Mr. Morrice,
Mr, Sadleir.
J. Lucas, Esq., called to the Chair.
Order of the House appointing Committee, upon the Table.
Committee deliberated on the course.to be adopted in carrying out tbe inquiry "
Mr. K. Anderson, Accountant, Benevolent Asylum, to be examined.
—1
T ■ , .ihep al™an requested to move, in the House, that a Message be transmitted?to"the
SfcommUteT611' re<1'1CSting leave for tbe atfcclldance
the Honorable G. AlleAbetore
Mr. Caldwell,
Mr. Hay,

[Adjourned till Thursday, 17th instant, at

THURSDAY,

17

OCTOBER,

Eleven

o’clock.]

1861.

Members Present :__

.. J. Lucas, Esq., in the Chair..
Mr. Alexander,
|
Mr. Hay,
Mr. Harpur,
|
Mr. Holt,
Mr. Sadleir.
live Counen^amted^0^ AliCn, ^ M'L‘Cv attendiDg by Permission of

Legisla-

Several plans and papers handed in by witness. ( Vide List of Appendix.-)
Mr. ft. Anderson not in attendance.
.
j
rr
j
[Adjourned till Tuesday, 22nd instant, at Eleven o’clock.]

TUESDAY,

22

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present

Mr. Caldwell,
Mr. Love,
Mr- Hay;
■
Mr. Sadleir,
In the absence of the Chairman, J. Hay, Esq., called thereto, pro temp.
tutinn Whto I6/6 lbera‘?d
obtaininS P™cr from the House to visit the Instimaiori’fj nfhth0-SyMieyKand t'TfP®01* ^‘lh a viow *o take such evidence upon the spot as a
majority ot their Membeis shall think fit.
r
“
Ordered, That the Chairman be requested to move accordingly,
[Adjourned.]
WEDNESDAY,

23

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present:—■

J. Lucas, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Alexander,
Mr. Love,
Mr. Caldwell,
Mr. Sadleir,
Mr. Harpur,
Mr. Sutherland,
Mr. Hay.
Committee visited Benevolent Asylum, Sydney.
(Aor .Proceedings, vide Minutes of Evidence^
[Adjourned till To-morrow, at

Ten

o’clock.]

THURSDAY,

916
12

24

TRURSDAY,

1861.

OCTOBER,

Membebs Present:—

. J. Lucas, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Love,
'
Mr. Alexander,
Mr. Sadleir,
Mr. Caldwell,
Mr. Sutherland
Mr. Harpur,
Committee again visited Hencvoleut Asylum, Sydney.
(Eor Ei'occedings, vide Minutes of Evidence.')

[Adjourned.]
29

TUESDAY,

1861.

OCTOBER,

Members Present:—

J. Lucas, Esq., in the Chair. ,
Mr. Alexander,
I
Mr* Love,
Mr. Caldwell,
I
Mr. Sadleir,
Mr. Harpur.
Committee met pursuant to summons, and visited Asylum at Liverpool,
(fin* Proceedings, vide Minutes of Evidenced)
[Adjourned.]
FRIDAY,

1

NOVEMBER,

1861.

Members Present:—

Mr. Sadleir,
Mr. Caldwell,
Mr. Sutherland,
Mr. Love,
Mr. Harpur.
lUl. Lucas,
u.u»oj
*
Mr.
The Committee having assembled, pursuant to summons, in No. 1 Committee Room,
proceeded to Randwick, to inspect the proposed site for a new Institution.
f AfHnnrnftd.l

FRIDAY,

8

NOVEMBER,

1861.

Members Present:—

J. Lucas, Esq., in the Chair.
|
Mr. Harpur,
*
1
Mr. Sadleir.
'
■'
The Committee met pursuant to summons.
,
Mr. R. Anderson, Accountant, Benevolent Asylum, Sydney, called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
,
And Committee deliberating as to further course of procedure,—
’ '
*
/Voiced,—That Dr. Brown, Dr. Walker, Dr. Burgon, and Dr. Bland, be summoned
to give evidence at the next meeting.
[Adjourned to Tuesday next, at Eleven o’clock.]
Mr. Hay,

TUESDAY,

12

NOVEMBER,

1861.

Members Present :—

Mr. Lucas,
[
Mr. Love.1'
_
A Quorum of tbe Committee not being present, the meeting convened for this day
lapsed.
WEDNESDAY,

13

NOVEMBER,

Members Present :—

1861.
■

John Lucas, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Alexander,
Mr. Hay,
Mr. Sadleir,
Mr. Holt,
Mr. Sutherland,
Mr. Harpur,
Committee met pursuant to summons. _
The following witnesses severally examined:—
Alexander Menzies Brown, Esq., M.D.,
William Bland, Esq.,
George Walker, Esq., M.D., and
Joseph Burgon, Esq.
[Adjourned till To-morrow at. Eleven o clock.]
THURSDAY,

13

THURSDAY,

14

NOVEMBER,

1861.

Members Present:—,

J. Lucas, Esq^., in the Chair.
Mr. Sadleir,
Mr. Harpur,
Mr. Sutherland,
Mr. Love.
The following witnesses severally called in and examined:—
James Robertson, Esq., M.D.
Bartholomew O’Brien, Esq., M.D.
James Charles Qilhooley, Esq.
Charles Meymott, Esq.
.
John Aitken, Esq., M.D. . _
Other witnesses summoned not being in attendance,
[Committee adjourned to Tuesday next, at Eleven o’clock.]

TUESDAY,

19

NOVEMBER,

1861.

Members Present :—

Mr. Lucas,
|
Mr. Sadleir.
In the absence of a Quorum, the meeting convened this day lapsed.

20

WEDNESDAY,

1861.

NOVEMBER,

Members Present:—

None.
The meeting lapsed at half-past Eleven o’clock.

FRIDAY,

22

NOVEMBER,

1861.

Members Present :—

J. Lucas, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Sadleir,
j
Mr. Love,
Mr. Caldwell.
Committee met pursuant to summons.
.
Henry Graham, Esq., City Health Officer, called in and examined.
jImcs3Smith^ Esq., Resident Medical OMcer, Benevolent Asylum,
and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
'
f Ad burned to Tuesday next, at

TUESDAY,

.

26

Sydney,

called in

,
Eleven

NOVEMBER,

o’clock.]

1861.

Members Present:—

J. Lucas, Esq., in the Chair.
Sir. Alexander,
|
Mr. Sadleir.
Messrs. S. H. Pearce, J. M. Slay, and S. Hebblcwbite, severally examined.
[Adjourned to Thursday next, at Eleven o’clock.]•

•

THURSDAY,

28

NOVEMBER,

1861.

Members Present:—

J. Lucas, Esq., in the Chair.
j
Sir. Alexander,
1
Sir. Sutherland.
_
J G Banhael, Esq., and F. R- Robinson, Esq., called in and severally examined.
The Rev A H. Stephen, Rev. J. McGibbon, and Rev. J. Sheridan, to be summoned
to give evidence at the next meeting.
[Adjourned to Tuesday next, at Eleven o’clock.]

TUESDAY,

918
u
TUESDAY,

3

DECEMBER,

1861.

Members Present;—

J. Lucas, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Alexander,
j
Mr. Sadleir,
Mr- Love>
I
Mr. Harpur.
The Rer. Alfred Hewlett Stephen, and Rev. John Felix Sheridan, examined.
[Adjourned.]
13 DECEMBER, 1861.
sitfciDg of tlje House at the hour appointed for the Committee

FRIDAY,

to meetPr0CCe<imSS St°PI)ed

MONDAY,

16

DECEMBER,

1861.

Members Present:—

John JjQcas, Esq., in the Chair.
|
Mr. Alexander,
Mr. Caldwell.
Committee met, pursuant to summons.
The following .witnesses called in and examined:_
The Rev. William Allworth,
Mr. It. Anderson.
Mrs. Lament.
Miss Stubbs..
M. Alexander, Esq., M.P., (a Member of the Committee) examined in his place.
[Adjourned.]
Mr. Love,

2

THURSDAY,

JANUARY,

1862.

Members Present:—

J. Lucas, Esq1; in the Chair.
Mr. Sadleir,
Mr. Sutherland,
Mr. Caldwell,
Mr. Hay.
Committee met, pursuant to summons.
Crcdc, exafrScdCamPbel!' ESq'' ^

Supmniendmt, Lunatic Asylum, Tarban

Witness withdrew.
PmrrnTTRUbmitted/lraft ^er)0lt—1\rinted CoPies (iu proof) before the Committee.
I roposed Report read, considered, and verbally and otherwise amended,
onort-hand Writer called in.
Evidence just given by Dr. Campbell read from Short-hand Writer’s notes.
Committee deliberated,
M, r i?ei?11<Ting Schledul.e of Expenses submitted to the Committee, and, on motion of
Mr. Caldwell, the sums therein set forth, agreed to.

Date.

On what Visit.

Profession
or condition.

JTarac of Party,

P&rticolftre of Service
rendered.

j

1861.

29 Oct. Liverpool Asylum | Baihvay Com-1
missioncr . 4 )

29 Oct. Liverpool Asylum .. J. H. Palmer
1 Nov. Destitute Children’s 1
Asylum, Randwick 1
1 Nov. Ditto............
1 Nov. Ditto.....................

J
(

r Special Train from \
Sydney to Liver- (
Government } pool, 22 miles at f
Department |
15s................... J
Three hours delay l
at £1 ..............j
Short-hand
Refreshments on j
Writer to
occasion of visit!
Legislative
of Committee ., J
Assembly

James Berry ,, Cabman ..
William Bulger Cabman ,.
Short-hand
Writer to
j J. H. Palmer j
Legislative
■
(

Dec. Benevolent Asylum, 1

Ditto.................

1 carriage

1 carriage .............
Toll on occasion j
of visit............... j
J Refreshment for)
Assembly ... Committee
_ .......... ...
[ Hackney coach l
H!tto ..........j| fare for visit off
(. Committee

1

2G 10 6

[Adjourned to Monday next, at Eleven o’clock.]
MONDAY,
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MONDAY, 6 JANUARY, 1862.
Members Present:—

J. Lucas, Esq., in tbe Cbair.
Mr. Alexander,

j

Mr> Sadle^

Mr. Love.
Committee met, further to consider Report.

Chairman laid before the Committee a Return, furnished by Mr. R. Anderson of the
25 D«rc!ifboT!l861.OODfined 1D thC Eenm'leUt Asylum' SydQey' f™m 1 J^uary, 1851 to
Ordered to be oppended to the Evidence.

(Tide Separate Appendix.)

Rraft Report further considered.
J
Same read, paragraph by paragraph.
Paragraph 1 read and agreed to.
Paragraphs 2 and 3 read, verbally amended, and agreed to
Paragraph 4 read and agreed to.
Motion made (A/r. Alexander), and Question—That the following paragraph be here
rthcJ)raft Import:-" Your Committee find that the Society bav? in band
„
ft non" 1;lV“tment,Fund' and they think that the property of the Society
„ f'L t w0,000' ^ Ucb’ t0Sether' wil1 g° far ^ complete a new Asylum. The removal
„ °f thc In»tltut',°o to tho suburbs will involve the necessity of a Depfifin the City, for the
purpose of receiving cases of urgency and distributing out-door tAid "—agreed to.
Paragraph 5 read, amended, and agreed to.
The remaining paragraphs read, verbally amended, and agreed to.
Ar<wp(«d,—That the Report, as amended, be the Report of the Committee.
Chairman requested to report to the House.
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1861.

ILetSisIatfte Stssemblg,
NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

MINUTES OP EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON THE

BENEVOLENT

'WEDNESDAY,

17

ASYLUM.

OCTOBER,

1861.

tfrmnt

Mr. ALEXANDER
Mr. HARPUR,
Mr. HAY,

. Mr. HOLT,
Mr. LUCAS,
Mr. SADLEIR.

J. LUCAS, Esq., in the Chaie.

The Honorable George Allen, Es^., M.L.C., (by permission of the Legislative Council),
7^r°U a^e alTaro *^atl t^'s Commiltce has been appointed to incinire into The Hon
Sydney Benevolent S^cSy "^ Ye?' f°r thC dest,tUtc' throuSb the instrumentality of the ^gc Allen,
2,. The

Committee have summoned you, in consequence of your having been for the lonrest

----- ,

BPomete°rfva7f0i ?tfM0m(bcrSj C0DDectcd with tllat institution, thinldtfg you can afford them 17 Oct., 18G1.
no? Yes
0rmatl01i; y°U ^ the
^etary, and vkiresident, are you

? “T yeorS-? 1 thiQk 1 commenced my career as a member of the
wineSuddenlv bD180360Qtho°Cietyth 1821, fd ^t1 succeeded the ll^ ^iohard Hill,
Mr Hm dTed The
Tw0 secretarics
appointed when
mr. iim died. The late Rev. Archdeacon Cowper, then the Rev. William Cowner

myself; afterwards Mr. Gordon became a joint secretary with me iiid for the
„d upwards, that i,, ,i,„ w, 1841, !
““
Euto'rud m

’

VS”1 llM .ks* “*wtr

“ S«ibklteSt^and'“.™'o”Jnd‘i "E‘^ “d

n*
e,gh‘e°"

wm bd to

dtCntonm™

^

« society be under the management of a president, one or more viceiesidents ?“4™°
‘ a secretary, and a comm ttee (not to exceed thirty si* ;n
i • a,treasuTeU

f«5°^i,thC V“ MltU^n E0PP°rt1ed •

147—B

By donations from the Colonial Government fines

6.
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JIINCTES OB' EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE THE

some
6. Have you found these voluntary contributions increase or decrease. They
ycars they are more, some years less.
Esq., M.L.U. 7
SDeakiue, in vour repoi
■----*
year ? You will find^the same names as contributors to all the charitable institutions of the
17 Oct., 1801. Jityaud it ig disgraceful to the Colony to find so few names to the various charities; for tbe
Tk® Hon.

George Allen,

8™!

believeVhen^-ou call meetings to receive your annual reports, they are very thinly

subscribers^ very^few, present? Our annual meeting is held in a month which is rather
uncertain as to the weather. It is held in January, a month in
nrevail ■ and it very frequently happens that the day sets out very warm, and winds up with
a thunder-storm, ox an awful " briekfielder,” and I believe that is often the cause of so few
attending; however, it is the fact that we have not had the good attendance at our annual
mpctinffs X would tmvc likftd to hflvc segu.
. , . * *
c
10 Ar2c there a great number of females who come to your institution for the purpose of

•

IlSo you" consider" this institution suitable for that class of paupers? !
tbe institution was ever intended to take those persons in; but we
because there was no other place for them to go to; and because we felt that if we refund to
receive them there, many of them must die in the streets.
„ .
,
,,
12 Arc you aware whether any of those women who have been confined there have been
more than once in the institution? *Xes.
.
„ ,
u
13 Has it been reported to you the probable proportion of those women who are common
prostitutes ? I do not think we have many of that class ; wc may now and then have one,
but the class who generally go there are those who have been seduced-girls ^ho l’YJhl2
seduced while in domestic service, or on board ship coming out to this Colony. But 1 should
say that lying-in cases are not confined to this class; there are respectable married women
who have^been deserted by their husbands, and who havo been compeUed to apply to the
Benevolent Society, for the purpose of coming in to be confined.
... ... ,
14 There is no law by which the institution can sue the reputed father of these illegitimate
children for any expenses the society may he put to in these cases? I am not prepared to
answer that ■ that m a legal question. Whenever we take into the Asylum women of the
class I have’just mentioned, we always inquire who is the father of the chlld-- ^dJT^n^
that the mother shall, as soon after her confinement as possible, take out a warrant for the
support of tbe child; but inmost oases we find that the father m not in the country, or that
ffSS some part of the country unknown to the woman. Whether she speaks truly or
lHave6 you^nown any instances where the reputed father has paid the expenses inc J™dJ
I cannot at the present moment bring any to my recollection ; 1 X^beThut Ihe e hS
instances. Many of these girls will at once give yon the name of the .ather hut wheie hc is
they will say they do not know; either he has gone up the country, or g^e to Engiand.
Sometimes they will tell you that thc seduction took place in another part of the world.
16 Do you think it is desirable there should be a law by which the institution should to
enabled to recover these expenses? I do not think it would help us because there are
sufficient means at present if you could find the father-the mother can
17. That would not assist the institution—I am speaking of the expenses of the
It would be desirable to make these fellows pay the expenses the institution is put to for
keeping their illegitimate children, if it could be done. I would state that we never take
easePofStke class I now refer to into the Asylum if we can help it; it is simply that the women
may not he left to die in the street; if wo cannot get nd of them in any other way, so
as to satisfv ourselves that they will not die in the streets, we take them in.
18. There fs another class of paupers received by you—a great number of young children.

*

‘

19gIAre n™they drafted off to the Destitute Children’s Asylum ? Not as a matter of course
We do not take children into the Asylum if we can possibly help it. We almost invariably
tell the parties when the application is made to us, that it is almost next to bringing them
SrrtodTe They are sent tons from the Police Office in a most filthy and degraded
state Sometimes^ poor little infants not able to walk or speak are picked up in various
parts of the towu, and we cannot refuse to receive them. We recdve children in thc
same wav as we receive these women—because there is no other place to send them to.
20 Bv Mr Molt; There is the Orphan School ? On the meeting following the reception
of a child we inquire into the ease, and if we find it a fit object for the Orphan School wo
immediately write to the Government, and attention is forthwith paid to the communication
there is no difficulty in the matter; the Government is very attentive m all th^e “atter^
and an order is sent for the admission of the child into the Orphan School- If it is a case
for the Destitute Children’s Asylum we make an application in the same way, but it is not
so eaSTT to get a child into the Destitute Children’s Asylum, for the Committee will not take
a child into that Asylum—and very properly—who may contaminate the other children with
disease. Sometimes7they come to us in the last stage of disease, and we cannot refuse to
Carman: That will account in some degree for the great mortality among
them 7 There was great mortality in one year among them, but that was a year of mortality
everywhere,llThink it was 1859 or 1860,-people died all around ns ; many persons were
taken away, whom if you had seen a short time before yon might have taken a lease of their
lives.
22.

G9PS
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22. Is there any arrangement between your institution and the Destitute Children’s Asylum, TheHon,
as to the latter receiving children from you ? It is rather, I should say, between the
Government and them ; if we can shew to the Government that there are any cases fit for
them, we have no difficulty in getting an order.
23. Is there not a stated sum paid annually by the Government for all children sent by 17 Oct, 1861..
them to the Destitute Children’s Asylum ? That is a matter which rather belongs to the
other society. I happen to bo a director of thc other, society as well as of this, and I there
fore know that the Government do pay a sum of money.
24. By Mr. Alexander: At one time there was a great anxiety to draft a number of the
children from the Benevolent Asylum to the other, and thc directors of the Destitute
Children’s Asylum would not receive thorn unless- the Government would pay them a large
sum of money ? It was like taking from Peter to pay Paul; the Government paid us, and
we paid them.
<
25. By the 0hair man : Do you not think it is very injurious to the health of the children
to he allowed to remain for any considerable time in an institution with so many aged
persons ? I think the Benevolent Asylum should be kept under the original rule—for the
benefit of the aged, the infirm, and the destitute.
26. These children are destitute ? Yes, hut it was not intended for destitute children.
27. By Mr. Sadleir: Do you think the formation of industrial schools would meet the
wants of these children ? Many of them are too young.
28. In the institution with which I was connected we received children a year old ? They
could not do much in the way of industry. I would say, I do not think these children
should be in the Benevolent Asylum.
>
29. By Mr. Hay : It is a bad school ? It is a bad school for them.
30. In point of fact, there are not a number of children there, except those who are on their
passage from the streets to these other institutions? This is the last report, a copy of'
which I hand in. (The witness handed in the same.) In an abstract of the ages of the
inmates, it states that the number of inmates under ten years of age was 82,
31. That does not give us a guide as to the number of children who are of such an age that'
they might be taken either to the Orphan School or to the Destitute Children’s Asylum ?
Speaking generally, there may he two or three kept waiting, but we keep none permanently
in the Asylum who are objects for the Orphan School; as soon as we discover that they
are so, we make application to the Government to remove them.
32. Or objects for the Destitute Children’s Asylum? Or objects for the Destitute
Children’s Asylum; we make a similar application in their case. We made application to
the Government the other day, and I believe they are going to move 40; but we must hear
in mind that the Destitute Children’s Asylum cannot receive more than a certain number.
33. In the meantime you will not have any difficulty from the incapacity of the Destitute
Children’s Asylum to receive any more ? I do not think it could receive many more.
34. The lock has not actually come? t do not know that it has actually come; being a
member of both institutions, I have a difficulty in speaking upon the subject.
35. That I should think is an advantage? Officially as secretary to the Benevolent Society
I have not received notice of the lock, but as a director of the other institution I know that
until the building is enlarged we cannot take many more, and we have applications from
thc City and Colony generally to that institution.
36. That is a difficulty you will have at hand soon ? I do not apprehend that it will soon
occur, for the Parliament were good enough to give us <£8,000 to increase our buildings.
37. You think that has come in time to prevent serious difficulty ? I hope so.
38. For instance, will there he a possibility of accommodating these 40 children ? I hope so.
39. At the present time ? I could not speak positively.
.
40. Are the buildings finished ? No; it will be some months before they can possibly he
finished •, but there is every disposition on the part of the two societies to do what they can.
41. In fact, nearly all the children can practically be removed as soon as they are clean and
in a proper state? I think some are not eligible either for thc Dcstitnte Children’s or for the
Orphan Asylum—they are too young; the Destitute Children’s Asylum does not, I think,
admit them under three years of age.
42. By Mr. Holt: The Orphan School receives them very young? Very young; I do not
know at what ago.
43. By Mr. Sadleir: They wore brought to us in blankets ? You received them I suppose
for the same reason that we do—that you could not help it. 1
44. By the Chairman: How many in-door patients is tbe Benevolent Asylum calculated to
accommodate with comfort ? Here is a ground plan of the Sydney Asylum. ( The witness
handed in the same.
Vide Appendix jS.) This is a plan of tho upper portion.
(The
witness handed in the same, Vide Appendix Cr) Thc house was supposed to contain 200
or 250. This is the plan of the Liverpool Asylum. (Thc witness handed in the same.
Vide Appendix IK)

45. How many will that hold ? I have here a return which shews that there are 339 persons
there at present. It is intended only to accommodate 250. I have here a return of the
number of patients in the sick wards, which I beg to hand in. (The witness handed in the
same. Vide Appendix 12.) Also a return of the number of inmates sleeping in the hale
iwards. ( The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix F.) Also a return stating the
dimensions of wards and of ground, &c. (The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix Q.)
46. Do you find your numbers gradually increasing ? Yes.
47. And you receive inmates from all parts of the Colony ? Yes.
48. "With regard to the Liverpool house, there is a great want of out-door accommodation, *
such as sheds ? Yes, that is all stated in the account I have handed in.
49.
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The Hon. 49. Yon are in treaty with the Government for a new site for the Sydney Asylum, are you
George Ajkn, ^ ? \ye have applied to the Government, for some years past, for a new site. The coms‘*'1 x ' ' ‘ mittee have considered that the present site is not adapted for it in Sydney; we have applied
rT' to the Government, and have received every attention, not only from the present but from '
17 Oct., 1861. formej. Govcrnmcnts.
50. Have you partly selected a site ? Yes; the Chief Secretary, the president of thc
institution, the treasurer, and myself', went out a short time ago, to look at a piece of land
at Randwick of about fifty acres, which it was thought might be a suitable site.
51. Have you had the opinion of any medical men as to the suitableness of tho position
proposed? Not as to that precise spot, but with reference to another in that vicinity which
it was found had been disposed of.
52. By Mr. Hay: Who were consulted ? Our present Doctors—Bland, Burgon, Brown, and
Walker.
53. By Mr. Holt: Would it not he a considerable expense to send patients there—would it
not be an advantage to have them on the line of railway ? I think not; in my opinion this
is as good a spot for it as could be found.
54. By the Chairman: Have you bad plans and estimates of the probable cost ? No. At
our last meeting we appointed a sub-committee to take these matters into consideration ;
that is to say, what sort of building ought to be put up, to get a plan, and then of course all
the rest would follow.
55. From what funds do you intend to erect this building ? We have some money—some
where about £10,000. We have what we call an endowment fund, which has arisen from
large donations; for instance, we got a donation of £3,075 the other day from Mr. Jones.
The Government, some years ago, were good enough to listen to our cry, and gave us a nice
piece of ground by thc railway, part of which lias been sold, and part of which yet remains ;
so that we have in money about £10,000, tho piece of land near the railway, and the present
site which we propose to sell, and we may calculate that this altogether will bring us about
£30,000, and I think we could put up a very good building for that sum. That is my
idea, but it is only my individual opinion.
56. By Mr. Holt: At the present price of labor and materials a very good building might bo
erected for £30,000, but it would be necessary to obtain an Act of Parliament before you
would be able to sell the land ? Yes.
57. By the Chairmm: Are there not a great many persons who receive out-door relief from
tbe institution ? Yes, a great number.
„ 58. It appears from the last returns that there are some 2,800? Yes.
59. By Mr. Alexander: They are put down in families? I may say, from my experience,
that you may reckon each family to consist of about five. “ The average number of persons
<( receiving out-door relief during thc year was 2,808. To whom was issued 38,637 loaves of
“ bread ; 129,560 pounds of flour; 38,470 pounds of meat; 1,581 pounds of sugar; 13,714
" pounds of rice; 604 pounds of arrowroot; 1,131 pounds oatmeal; and £345 16s. 6d., towards
" the payment of rent; the whole of which amounts to £2,688 6s. 6d.” The number of cases
of out-door relief is constantly increasing.
60. By the Chairman: What plan do you adopt with reference to granting this out-door
relief? On every Tuesday of my life, unless I am called away by other business over which
I have no control, such as my Parliamentary duties, or am prevented by my health, I go there
aud sit in committee. The applicants are brought before us, and we judge of the cases from
the recommendations brought by the applicants, or from their appearance.
61. By Mr. Holt: Would it not be desirable to have a visitor to go to their houses? Wc
have that. The mode of procedure is this:—A person comes to ns with a recommendation,
or possibly he may have no recommendation, although in nearly all eases one is brought;
according to the recommendation we give relief for that week. During the week the visitor
has to visit the house of the person relieved, and on his report we either increase, decrease,
leave it at the same rate, or strike off the supply altogether.
62. By the Chairman: Are you frequently deceived ? No doubt wo are frequently imposed
upon, but we act upon the old proverb that “ it is better to let ninety-nine guilty persons
escape than one innocent suffer.” The moment we find we have been imposed upon we strike
off the name of the person,
63. Would it not he very inconvenient for the purpose of affording this out-door relief to have
this establishment at Randwick ? We must have a receiving place in Sydney, and to that
place the persons needing out-door relief might apply. I look upon the out-door relief as
being quite as important as tbe in-door.
64. If you erect a new building, you would have a house in Sydney from which this out-door
relief could he granted ? Wc should not require a largo house.
65. Rooms ? Wo must have more than that, we must have a receiving place; we might have
a house in that part of the town for about £120 a-year.
66. By Mr.-Holt: If you had sufficient funds, would it not be better to build a house for the
. purpose? We could not do without that.
67. By Mr. Alexander: Would it not then be a question whether it should not be in a
more centrical part of the town? There is this to he said,—that there are a great many
members of the committee who are engaged in the active business of life, and it is a long way
to go to the present Asylum ; they have now to go and neglect their own business for two or
three hours in tho day. If the building were more in the centre of Sydney it would bo
better, on that account.
68. By the Chairman : Nevertheless, if you take into consideration how the city is extend
ing in that direction, would not that, say in five years, be as centrical a position as you
could have ? It does not appear to me to be extending so much in that direction as in the
■

other.
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69. By Mr. Alexander: The committee used formerly to meet in Casfclereagh-street, and The Hon.
it was then the general wish of the committee that their meetings should be held in the
house, in order that it might be more immediately under their supervision ? Yes.
'a<*1’ * 1 ■ ■
70. By the Chairman: If you build a new Asylum, do you propose to continue the Liver
•
pool branch of the Asylum? It is difficult to say what is proposed; I can give only my "
own ideas. It would be some years before the building could be completed ; probably two
or three years,
71. Do you not consider Liverpool is an excellent situation ? Tbe ground belonging to the
Asylum is not sufficiently large.
72. By Mr. Hay: What is the extent of the ground ? I do not know, but there is no
means of extending it.
■
73. By the Chairman: As a general rule, you keep the females in Sydney and send the
males up to Liverpool ? Yes.
74. Do you not think that under any circnmstances it would be a very good plan, for
tho future, to keep the Liverpool institution either for the males or for the females ? We
might adopt a plan by which there might be two buildings at Randwick a little distance
from each other, one for the males and tho other for the females, and the master's house
might be in the centre.
75. Do you send paupers from Sydney to Liverpool by the railroad ? Yes.
76. Do the Government charge for their conveyance? Yes, the full price ; but then it is only
fair to say that it comes to the same thing, for the Government give ns thc money. I can
only say in general terms, that every Government I have had to do with in my connection
with thc Renevolent Society, have been as kind as they could be.
77. But the conveyance of patients is one of tho expenses charged to the Asylum ? Yes.
We have water also from the railway at Liverpool, which we pay for; we pay for every
thing we get.
78. Is there divine service held in the institution every Sunday? Yes, as far as I know.
79. Clergymen of different denominations go there of course ? Yes.
80. How do they arrange for holding service—do they the same as in tho gaol—all use one
room ? I believe service is conducted by the Church of England, tbe Wesloyans, the
Church of Rome, and the Presbyterians.
81. Any denomination has liberty to hold service? Any recognized denomination—we
should not allow Mormons to go there.
82. They adopt the same principle as that carried out at tbe gaol—all may have the use of
the room at certain times ? Everyone is allowed to worship God according to his
conscience.
83. Are the inmates compelled to attend ? Not that I am aware.
84. It is quite voluntary ? Quite viduutary. It is not allowed that the inmates should bo
disturbed in tbe wards by public preaching in them.
85. I believe tbe means to be taken for obtaining admission is tbe same as that to procure
out-door relief? There is no difficulty. If any person sends me a line, aud I know the
individual, I never refuse admission, unless I know that the person writing to me has been
imposed upon. There is no difficulty in the way of any cose of real distress being taken
in there; if anything, it is rather too open.
.
86. Do the in-door paupers perform any labour ? Yes, they do, but it is not much, I believe.
We consider that every person is bound to do what he can; but they are a poor set. If they
were able to do much they would not be allowed to be there.
87. By Mr. Hay: How long has the Benevolent Asylum been established? The
Benevolent Society of New South Wales was established about the year 1818.
88. How was its operations conducted—had you a building then ? I was not connected
with the society until 1821. The building, I think, was opened some time in that year, by
Governor Macquarie.
*
89. Was the building erected for thc uses of tbe society ? Yes, but it was not of its present
size; it was on tbe present site.
90. Which was an original grant from tbe Crown ? Yes.
91. Tho building has been gradually increased since that time ? Yes.
_
■
92. I suppose at the expense of the Government ? The whole funds, except the small sums
subscribed, have been provided by tbe Government; but tho British Government for many
years contributed largely to its support; that was while this was a convict Colony, and while
they thought convicts were deriving the benefit of it. I think they gave us as much as
£3,000 a-year at one time, and then they gradually reduced the amount.
93. Tho British Government made use of your services, and supplemented your subscriptions ?
Tbe Benevolent Society was a private matter got up by some benevolent individuals, among
whom was the late Mr. Edward Smith Hall; I think he was tho principal mover in it; and
from time to time they applied to the Government for assistance. The British Government,
as I have stated, contributed largely to the support of the institution, and from the report I
have before me, I see that in 1851 we received £750; in 1852, £500 ; and in 1853, £250;
which appears to be the last contribution received from the Imperial Government.
94. By the Chairman: As the Imperial Government decreased the amount of thoir contri
bution, the Colonial Government increased their’s considerably ? It only came to this—that
when the fathers would not pay, thc sons did.
95. At one time the Colonial contribution was very small ? Yes.
96. You represented to the Government, that in consequence of the decrease of the Imperial
contribution it was necessary for the support of the institution that tbe Colonial Government
should supply the deficiency? Yes, and whenever we asked for it we wore never refused.
97. By Mr. Hay: I take it that, from tbe beginning, the way this Benevolent Society proTided,
'
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vided for the poor of this Colony was more as a means of applying the funds, than as really
c^ributing the great bulk of the funds by which the relief was effected? When io com
menced it commenced as a little thing j a few charitable people supplied the money and
out re^e^t0 out-door patients; there were no in-door patients at that time. The wants
of the people gradually increased, and at length were greater than could be supplied by the
unassisted efforts of these persons; they then went to the Government and asked for money.
I am now speaking of the time when the Colony was under the direct rule of the Imperial
Government, aud there was no Council at all. They sent in an account to the Government,
saying they were indebted £100, £200, or £300, and asking assistance, and this assistance
was from time to time given by the Government.
98. I understood you to say, that from the very first period of your connection with this
institution, it received considerable donations from thc Government, from time to time? Yes.
99. The great advantage then, I presume, in as far as this Benevolent Society is concerned,
has been the wise distribution of the funds, more than the provision of tho funds ? I will
say the distribution of the funds; I will not say whether wise or not.
100. If any object has been gained at all, it must havo been in that way ? Of course it has
been in tho distribution of the funds, that is all it could be. We did not find the money
ourselves ; the principal part of the money came from the Government. We did what we
could to excite the benevolence of the public around, and then we applied to the Govern
ment to supply thc deficiency. At last it became a settled thing—we made out our estimate
of what we supposed we should get, and what we supposed would he our deficiency, and that
deficiency has always been granted.
101. You say that the site is in itself bad, and yet as I understand you say, that on the
average of years, considering the character of the inhabitants, the mortality has not been
at all great? As to the mortality, in one year it was very great.
102. You think that was an exceptional year? That was an exceptional year. I have my
own opinion about that.
103. That there might be causes for the great mortality in that year, separate from
anything in the site? I think you had better ask the doctors about that. The site is one
question, the building is another; tho building is on the ground ; there is no cellarage, no
ventilation; but of course wo cannot alter that now without we take down the whole
building.
104. Bij Mr. Harpur: That causes a dampness ? Yes.
105. And unwholesome effluvia ? Yes.
106.
Mr. Hay: Then you object rather to the building, and the want of ventilation
beneath it, than to the site ? It is in the vicinity of tbe burial ground, and that cannot be
considered a very nice spot for such a building. The burial ground is at the back, and tho
ground dips from the burial ground to George-street, and of course that cannot be very
wholesome.
107. Do you think the land would be particularly valuable for building if it is so unhealthy ?
No doubt the bodies must become every year less likelyto have any injurious effect.
108. By Mr. Holt: They still continue to bury there ? Only those who have vaults.
109. By tho Chairman: Burials still take place in the Roman Catholic, the Presbyterian,
and Independent burial grounds ? There are very few, comparatively speaking.
110. All the different denominations, with the exception of the Church of England—the
Roman Catholics, Presbyterians, Independents, and Jews ? The Jews are along way off, the
principal would be the Roman Catholic and Presbyterian.
111. By Mr. Holt: The Congregationalists ? That burial ground is a long way off, and is
pretty full now.
112. By thc Chairman : The water from the Independent burial ground would not naturally
drain through the ground of tho Asylum, though it might from the Roman Catholic and
Presbyterian grounds ? I would not say there is any drain through the ground, hut it is
not a pleasant spot to congregate a large number of people on.
113. By Mr. Hay: If the land were sold and built upon, there would be a large number of
people congregated there, with less opportunity of complete drainage ? They would build
houses upon the land-----114. Do you not think the drainage could be made more complete, and at less expense, from
one large building, than if the land were cut up into small allotments, and a number of
houses were erected there ? I do not think that is the point for our consideration ; the
matter for our consideration is whether we can remove our people to a more healthy spot.
115. Still, practically, I do not see that your evidence goes to shew us that this is an un
healthy spot; you say that one year the mortality was very great ? I believe it to be the
opinion of tbe doctors that it is not a good spot.
116. By Mr. Holt: You say that you have had an experience of forty years ; from the
mortality of the average of years, do you not yourself consider that it is an unhealthy spot ?
1 dislike the building itself more than anything. I do not think the building is sufficiently
ventilated.
117. With regard to the site, do you not consider it an unhealthy site ? I should prefer,
for old people like these, a more airy situation, there being so many congregated together.
I do not think it advantageous to have the old people in the city, and I think it would be
an advantage to the city to have them removed a little way from it.
118. By Mr. Hay : Do they go into thc city ? They are constantly breaking bounds.
119. For drink ? Yes; it would he far better for them if they could not get out. I think
it might possibly tend to work a cure, if the building were a few miles away from Sydney.
120. You do not think practically there would be any great difficulty in communicating
with Randwick ? No.
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121. By Mr. Holt .• Formerly you sent paupers to Liverpool in drays ? Yes. If we had a The Hon.
building at Randwick I should propose that we should keep a covered conveyance, a good George Allen, i
horse, and driver, so that tbe expense would be the driver and the feed of the horse.
Es1m MX'°122. Would not a couple of horses bo necessary 1 I do not know why one good horse should
X
not answer for the purpose as well as a couple. I do not think it would be necessary for 17 0ct‘’18G1,
the conveyance to go into Sydney every day; but I do not think that would be a matter of any
moment; a great, many would be able to walk out, We have a rule, that if a man is sent
to Liverpool and he breaks bounds there, and afterwards applies to us for re-admission, that '
he shall walk back; we do that as a sort of punishment, to let him see that it is not so easy
to return as to get admission in thc first instance. There would be this advantage in going
to Randwick—that we should get fifty acres of land there.
128. By Mr. Say: You must have central offices in Sydney, and a receiving place ? Yes,
we must have them. If we had a place at Randwick we might have a garden there, where
thc old people could be employed in raising their vegetables.
124. By the Chairman: Atone time, did not the inmates of the Asylum draw the wood
required for the use of thc establishment ? Yes; we now burn coals principally at the
Asylum.
*
125. By Mr. Say: Has it not struck you, that if both thc Benevolent Asylum and the
Destitute Children’s Asylum were at Randwick, some serious evil might arise from having
the two institutions in tbe neighbourhood of each other? I think they would be a sufficient
distance from each other—from balf-a-mile to a mile apart.
126. Do you know the extent of ground belonging to the Destitute Children’s Asylum ? I
do not exactly; but I think sixty or seventy acres.
127. Extending a considerable way down tbe hollow ? The Children’s Asylum would be at
some distance from tbe other.
128. It would not be desirable that the children at the Asylum should be too much limited
in their walks about; and if tho grounds of the other Asylum came in contiguity with
theirs, do you not think it might cause considerable evil ? No, I do not think there would
be any danger.
129. Do you not think these vicious old people wandering about might injure these children ?
They would not be allowed to wander about.
ISO. They do now sometimes break bounds ? They do so in Sydney.
131. It is the contiguity of the establishments which might give rise to evil ? I think it
would be some advantage to have the two establishments contiguous, provided they were
managed by the same committee.
132. That does not refer to the sort of evil I anticipate—it is one of a moral character—
either that you must control those people too much, or that they will have the opportunity
of mixing with these children ? I do not think there is any danger.
133. The building at Liverpool is a good building, is it not ? It is a good building as far
as it goes—a good lofty building; but, as appears from the statement I havo banded in, it is
capable of holding only about 250. Now we ought to have a building put up that would
hold at least 1,000; at present we have about 800, or taking away the women and children,
600,
134. In what ratio has the number of inmates in the Asylum been increasing from year to
year? I hand in a statement of the increase of inmates, from December, 1853, to this date.
(The witness handed in a Return. Vide Appendix G 2.)
135. Are there any public buildings at Liverpool which might be converted to your uses7
No, I am not aware of any that could be given for that purpose. I made application a day
or two ago to the Government, for the use of a large building on tbe wharf at Parramatta,
formerly the Commissariat Store, for the purpose of removing thither tbe children and preg
nant, or any other women whom the committee might consider it desirable to remove. That
matter is now under consideration; and if we can get the building it will relieve us a good
deal for some time to come, but at the same time it will involve a good deal more expense.
136. By Mr. Soil: For separate management ? It will not involve any separate supervision;
we shall be able to supervise it in the same way as we do the Asylum at Liverpool; but we
should require a matron and medical man. I think it is most desirable that we should get
that or some other building.
137. Have you considered whether it would not be better to enlarge the Liverpool Hospital,
which is a splendid building, erected on a site about the healthiness of which there can be
no doubt ? There is not sufficient ground attached to it. Besides I do not think you would
be able to get a committee in Sydney to manage a building up there. If the building were
erected at Randwick, or if there were a desirable spot thereat, Newtown, they might get
there in half an hour, but to go to Liverpool and back would consume a whole day.
138. If a special train were employed, they might get to Liverpool in almost as short a time
as to Randwick ? It would then be necessary to have two special trains, or to keep one
waiting two hours. The property at Liverpool is Imperial property.
139. I believe there was a despatch of the Imperial Government in the time of Sir George
Gipps, making over to the Colony all the property that was not required for Imperial pur
poses? We have the use of this property, and for every building we put up they will repay
us if they take this away, but I do not tbink we could put upon the present site a building
sufficiently large to receive all who might apply to us. The piece of grefund around it is very
small.
.
140. There is a paddock of ten or fifteen acres directly opposite belonging to the Govern
ment ? If the Government will give us twenty or thirty acres there it may alter the aspect
of affairs, and if the Government will also provide us with transit free of expense.
141. By Mr. Say: With regard to these lying-in cases—your opinion, as I gather from your
answers.
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The Hon. answers, is that it will be necessary to make some provision for these women who come to
George AtJen, y0U? j do not think that ought to belong to the Benevolent Society at all.
JL ' ‘ * 142. What do you think should be done with them ? I tbink there should be a separate
es*’a^^s^ir,en*1 altogether for them.
c ■’
’ 143. A lying-in institution f It is sufiScient for me to say that there should be a separate
establishment for that particular purpose.
144. Do you think if there were a building erected for that purpose, there would he any
.
impropriety in having it under the management of the same Benevolent Society—might
not the same gentlemen manage it who now have the general management of the affairs
of the destitute ? I do not see any difficulty in that part of the business j that is, if the
committee are willing to undertake the supervision.
145. You think there ought to be a separate building for that purpose ? Yes.
146. And built with a view to that purpose ? Yes.
147. You do not see any reason why there should be a separate board of management? I
do not see any difficulty in the same gentlemen managing it as those who are on the com
mittee of the Benevolent Society.
148. How long do the women generally remain after their confinement? I am sorry to say
that they remain longer than I like them to remain, but there seems to be no help for it.
As soon as we can get situations for them we say, “ You must take that situation/’
149. What do you do with their young children ? They must take them with them j we
cannot take charge of young babies unless the mothers stay too it would be almost certain
death to the child to allow it to stay without its mother.
150. Then there is a practical difficulty in getting rid of these people ? Yes, some remain
months in the institution.
151. Are there any cases in which the mothers remain until the children are removed to the
Orphan School ? No, I never knew one to remain so long as that; I have known them to
remain months; hut as soon as a situation can be obtained for them, by their own exertions
or by ours, we require them to leave.
152. Then the difficulty is to get places for them into which they are allowed to take their
children? Yesj we have obtained places for many of them, and havo had to take them
hack on account of their children.
153. Are cases of out-door relief on the increase ? Yes, they are always on the increase.
154. Perhaps you will furnish tbe committee with statistics shewing the progressive increase?
If the committee suppose for one moment that this Benevolent Society meets all the desti
tution of Sydney, they are much mistaken. There are many cases of distress, perhaps the
most heart-rending, that do not come before us at all. There ore many persons who have
been in the middle walks of life, and whose circumstances are greatly reduced; and these
cannot overcome the feeling of repugnance to the seeking for relief from us. Such cases
can only be met by private charity.
155. Have you many applications from the able-bodied for relief ?
I am sorry to
say we have, but in such cases we are very particular in our inquiries.
We have
persons come to us for relief, who, we are satisfied, though able to work, cannot obtain
employment; and to these, after the fullest inquiry, we give relief; but in such
cases -we only relieve for a fortnight or a month at a time.
For a long time
I could not believe that there was truth in the statements of these people that they
could not get employment, and I stood out for a long time against their obtaining
relief.
1 have said to them, “ If you cannot get full wages you ought to go to work
" for half wages rather than come here to seek relief. We do not meet here to keep up
“ thc rate of wages, but merely to prevent the people from starving.”
156. In point of fact, you have occasion to relieve the able-bodied ? Yes.
157. Do you observe in some cases, that the individuals receive relief from you for a con
siderable period ; that they then disappear and turn up again at intervals?
Yes, there are
many who receive relief; they then go off for a time, and after some period has elapsed
’
return again.
158. Have these been men who could not obtain work ? Yes, but in all these cases of able
bodied applicants the committee are very particular; they require strong recommendations,
and test the statements of the applicant in a variety of ways.
159. They feel the importance of doing so ? Yes; sometimes a member of the committee
will say to one of these men, “ Come down to me to-morrow and I will give you a job,” and
in that way we occasionally find that we have been imposed upon, but I do not think tbe
cases of imposition are very numerous.
160. As taking a leading part in this institution, would you feel it was objectionable to have
an inspector appointed by the Government, who should have the power of looking over all
the arrangements of the institution ? It would depend upon what his powers were.
161. I mean as inspector on behalf of the Government, who furnish the larger portion of
the funds; to certify the Government as to the mode in which those funds are expended? I
think the Government should have a considerable representation on the Board, if the Board
is to continue as it has been; I have always thought so, and have endeavored to get as many
Members of the Assembly on the Board as I could.
I have often asked Members of the
Assembly to take a seat on tho Board—I do not know whether I have not asked you.
162. I do not think so? If not, we shall bo glad of your services next year.
163. By Mr. Alexander: Do you think if an officer were appointed by the Government as
an inspector, there would he any practical advantage in it ?
I have no objection, provided
he is not to control the committee.
164. By Mr. Hay: Merely to have a full opportunity of seeing how the institution is con
ducted from top to bottom ? I see no.objection to that, but he should have no power to say
to
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to the committee “You shall do this,” or “You shall not do that.” I also think the The Hon.
bovermneot should have the liberty 0f nominating persons on the committee.
George Allen.
165. Jy jlfr. Holt: I think one would be quite sufficient, who should be specially nominated Esq‘’
for the express parposc-it should be part of his official duty? (The witm»s read thc
names of the committee. \ide Appendix B.) I think if you look over that list you will17 0ct" 18C1hud that it is a committee which would meet with general approbation.
I think a smaller
ico w-1*!011 “ ^ betterJ hut I believe every sect of religion is represented on it.
bo. With respect to the reputed fathers of children born in the Asylum, do you not think
i desirable th:.t some measure should be systematically adopted, as in England, to compel
the fathers to contribute to the maintenance of these children—that an officer should be
specially appointed for the purpose of enforcing payment ? I think I have answered that
question*
16i What I wish to know is, whether it should not be the special duty of an officer of the
institution to enforce these claims? I do not see how I can answer that question : I do not
see what officer we could appoint, or what special duty he should perform.
. lots. I would ask you whether the same rule should not be applied here os in England,
namely, that the reputed father should he compelled to supnort bis child ? No doubt, if you
could get hold of him; but you must first find him out.

J

169. Wbat I wish to ask you is,—whether it would not be well to appoint an officer whose
duty it should he to ferret out this information. I know there would be difficulties in the
way, but they would not be insurmountable generally, though in some eases they might be?
1 do not think we want a special officer for the purpose, for we do it by our Board in this
wayAgml comes into the room, she says she wants to come in to be confined; the question
is hen asked, “Who is the father of the child?” and I think I may say, that in nine cases
out of ten she tells, the name. « Where is he ? ” Either in England, up in the bush some
where, in some other part of the world, or I do not know where, is the answer. If she tells
where the man is, and he is in Sydney, we require her, as soon after her confinement as
ivn
T“on* a W!lrratlt aSaiust tbe father for the maintenance of the child.
.HU. In England the parochial authorities act at once ? I was young when I left England,
and therefore I do not practically know tho working of the poor laws; only as a lawyer
L Irnow the theory, and it appears to me that the difference between the two cases is thisIn England the parties have a right to go to the parochial authorities and to ask for assistanee, but they have not a right to coinc to our Asylum and demand relief; we may say.
Ion shall not have it.
therefore, when a woman comes to us under these circumstances
tvo put tins question to her, and if she does not choose to satisfy us, we could sav " We will
not take you io at all.”
J
171. Is not this large sum of money appropriated for the pnrpose of relieving distress ?
Yes. You misunderstand me; you are speaking of a branch which I do not think should he
a Jiranch of the Benevolent Asylum at all.
1/2. If these_women are in destitution, how can you separate the two? All I can say is
that this institution was never intended for such cases.
'
173. Being for the destitute, you could not by any possibility refuse them ? It is upon
that ground we have taken them in.
F
1/4. Then they have a claim—an undoubted indisputable claim? I do not know about
their having a claim.
175. Bj/fAe C7i««Vmo« .* On the other hand, you receive this money from the Government
to distribute it as you please—that is, the committee? I believe the Government have
never interfered with our expenditure.
176. You are not compelled to relieve such cases? No. If thc Government send a case
to us, it is alway with a request that we will admit it.
177.
Mr. Holt: I think we have not understood Mr. Allen fully,-he wishes to draw a
distinction between this Colony and England ? I will answer the question shortly,—I do
not think we require such an officer.
178. Not an officer whose duty it should be to ferret out and prosecute these people ? Not
an officer set apart,
r
n0t imeaI1 £et aPart~one
,be officers, whether the master or one- of the
non muateS’
should be ,0 ferret out these cases? We do ferret them out
1SU. Ihe committee ? No, the committee do not; but if they can get any clue to the
supposed father of the child, aod it is thought it would be beneficial to the institution we
diTecttheoftMTiofarctitont. But wc will put this ease: Suppose a woman comes in
and says, The father of my child is John Smith ” « Wrhat is John Smith ?'” “ A labourer.”
Wo are satisfied that the man is not worth sixpence io the world ; what then is the good of
taking any proceedings against him.
b
181. If he docs not pay for the maintenance of his child, he is liable to be punished with
impi isonment ? Tho woman must be able to shew to the Magistrates that lie is able to
contribute towards the support of the child; if he has nothing the Magistrate probably
would not give an order, which would have the effect of incarcerating the man for the
term of his natural life. In cases where the man is able to support the child, an order is
»° llim t0 PaY 80 luuch a-week, and if that is not paid he is sent to ganl.
182. You have spoken of some men having got over the wall at Liverpool—do you consider
it necessary to keep the men in restraint as prisoners? If people came to your house for
relief, you would consider that they should obey the rules of the house.
183. And if not, should he compelled to remain ? No; if they chose to go out they could
go out at the gate. I apprehend thc gate is the proper place to go out, and not over the
wail. If a man says he docs not want to remain in the establishment he can £o
■
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Thc Hon. 184. Why should he get over the high wall of the Liverpool Asylum if he can go out at the
George Alim, „ate p j cannot tell you why people do wrong.
. „
.
.Esq., M.L.C. |85 It
ps that
IuusE be kept in a gtBte of restraint ? They never have been ,
17 Oct., 1861.

‘

we have no power to keep them. Those people come to the committee aud ask for pert0 g0 out for a day; and if we believe they want to go out merely for a day s spree,
we refuse to give them leave. Instead of obeying the committee, as soon as they have a
chance they get over the wall and run away, and when they escape in this
from ttie
Liverpool Asylum, if they apply to us for re-admission we think they should walk back.

186. If you could get a sufficient quantity of land at Liverpool, do you not think that would
be a better site than Eandwick? No, I do not.
.
-li * iu f
187. By Mr. Harpur: Supposing an inspector were appointed, responsible to the govern
ment, of course exercising no direct control over you, whose duty it would be to examine, to
inquire, and to report to the Government upon thc state of the institution, thc accounts,
and so forth, do you not think it would have the eftect of shielding you from such unde
served blame as may now be thrown upon you—would it not be more satisfactory to those
people who find fault with you ? All I can say is, that I should not object to the appoint
ment of an inspector, provided he had no control over us. If be attempted to exercise any
such control I should consider it as equal to saying, " Gentlemen, we do not want your
leT^Vould it not save you from unmerited censure ?

It ought to have that effect, but

unfortunately people do not consider these things.
189. By Mr. Alexander: Is it not usual for certain gentlemen of the committee to visit
the house every week, and to go over it? Yes, and we send a deputation every quarter to
Liverpool. The buildings are open to thc public; any person who chooses can visit them; and
I shall be happy to go with the committee to visit them at any time they please, tbougb l
would much rather that no previous intimation were given. I have gone to the Liverpool
Asylum unexpectedly, and have found everything in the first order.
,,
190 By the Chairman : I see by your report that the cost of the Liverpool establishment,
for salaries, wages, &c., was £710 7s 81; and gratuities for the inmates for work
£105 2s. 8d, amounting together to £815 10s. 4d. Now, if there were an establishment
at Parramatta, such as you propose, that I suppose would involve a similar outlay t it
would not perhaps involve the whole for the present; we should have the same expense in
191. Thfs is merely for wages ?

The nurses for the children would go with them, and that

expense would therefore he saved at the other establishment. It would however involve a
considerable expense, and I do not see that it could fall far short of the expense of the
Liverpool establishment. Wc should require a medical man on the staff to attend midwitery
and other cases; but we should have in Parramatta the advantage of the visitation of the
ladies, who there shew a disposition to visit institutions of that character.
192. By Mr. Harpur: I see that this institution is under the patronage of clergymen of all
denominations ? Yes.
APPENDIX.
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A.
Bulks

fob the

Eeodlatios

of xhe

Medical Depabtment

of the

Benevolent Society,

Resident Medical Officer.

1. That the Resident Medical Officer shall be a duly qualified practitioner, certified by the
Medical Board of New South Wales.

. ,

,

,

.

'

2. That his salary shall he £200 per annum, with rations and quarters.
3. That the medicines, surgical instruments, and all stores belonging to
^
under bis charge, subject to such directions as he may from time to time receive from the gratuitous

Medieal Offiew^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ up and aUpenae a!I thft Medicines prescribed for tbe sick in
the Asylum.^ shall have the superintendence of the sick wards, and “0lth!1*
^
Medical Officers arc duly carried into effect; that he shall attend to
fli^dJ'fc7ndc^eScafe3a™f
admitted- that he shaU. when required, perform the minor operations of surgery, and in cases o
emergency shall prescribe until the next visit_ of the Ordinaiy Officer; that thc wardsmen and nurses
of tbe sick wards be under him, subject to the direction of the Medical Officers. _
t nf ««» A avium
6 That he shall not be at liberty to practice on his own account, either in 01 out of the Asylum.
7, That he shall never leave the Asylum for a longer period than two hours at a
^sf® ^
nermissionofthe gratuitous Medical Officers; and that he shall never be absent from the house for a
longer period tKelve hours at a time without thc permission of the Acting Oommrttee, or, in the
interval of its meeting, that of the Secretary ^ two mem^s of the said Committee
6. That he shall keep a register of the cases treated by the Medical Officers, ^hcnndicnl absfact
from which he shall prepare, to be laid before thc General Committee at their Quarterly Meetmgs,
embracing the numbers, diseases, and results; that he shall draw up a list of the patients admitted
intoThe Asylum, every week, to he laid before the Acting Committee at their Weekly Meeting on
Tuesday, stating thc name, age, and disease of thc patients.
4l ,,
3. That he shall also keep such other medical books and papers as thc Medical Officers may

require for thc use of their department.
Gratuitous Medical Officers.

1, That they shall consist of two Physicians and two Surgeons, who shall be certified by the
MedirTl'Boardof New South Wales as duly qualified practitioners.

,

,

,,

,

„

2. That they shall divide the patients, by an arrangement to be mntually agreed upon among
them. €',v®j*hat ono or morc 0{ Jkgjj, gjjaii yigit tbe patients ot the Asylum daily, at such hours as they
shall themselves fix.
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6ELECT COMMITTEE ON THE BENEVOLENT ASYLUM.
Rules

and

11

Reoiulations,

_ 1. That tho object of this Society be to relieve the poor, the distressed, and the aged, and thereby Tbe Hon.
to discountenance as much as possible, mendicity and vagrancy, and to encourage industrious habits George Allen,
among the indigent, as well as to afford them religious instruction and consolation in their distress, Esq., M.L.C.
and that it be called “The Benevolent Society of New South Wales."
•
,
,
2. That His Excellency the Governor General be respectfully solicited to become the Patron of 17 Oct 1861
this Society.
’
'
_ 3- rThat the business of the Society be under thc management of a President, one or more Vice
Presidents, a Treasurer, a Secretary, and a Committee (not to exceed thirty-six in number, exclusive of
n-offkh members), to be chosen from among the Members at the Annual General Meeting, to be held
as hereinafter is provided.
4. That the President, Vice-Presidents, Treasurer, Gratuitous Medical Attendants, and Secretary
be ex-officio members of thc General and Acting Committees.
’
. . 5. That one-fourth of the Committee retire annually, but shall be eligible for re-election; the
retiring members to be those who have attended the least number of times during the past year.
6. That the number of Gratuitous Medical Attendants shall not exceed four, one of whom shall
retire annually, but shall be eligible for re-election; and that the gentleman who has been longest
elected shall be the retiring member.
°
_
7. That every Subscriber of one guinea per annum be a member; and that every Subscriber of
thirty guineas be a life member of thc Society.
8. That every Minister raising, by one or more collection sermons, the aura of thirty pounds
shall be a life member.
J r
'
9. That the Committee shall havo the power of proposing to a General Meeting the names of any
persons, as life members, who have rendered essential service to the Society,
‘
10. That thc executor under any will paying to thc Society a bequest of fifty pounds or upwards,
shall bo a life member; and if there be more than one executor to thc will, every fifty noimds so paid
shall qualify ono life member, in the order in which they stand in thc will,
“
11. That subscriptions in cattle, sheep, grain, clothing, and such other articles as may he
serviceable to thc poor, shall be received in lieu of money.
12. That the General Committee shall choose from among themselves an acting Committee,
three to form a quorum, with power to avail themselves of the assistance of any suitable persons who
may he willing to aid them in their duties.
13. That the General Committee shall meet on the second Tuesday in January, April, July, and
October, in each year, for examination of the accounts and general business of the Society, when (in
the absence of the President and Vice-President) they shall choose a Chairman for the time being, from
among themselves; that five do form a quorum.
"
14. That Special General Meetings of the Members may be called either by the General Committee,
whenever there may be important business to submit, or by tbe Secretary, on a requisition addressed to
him by at least eleven members of the Committee, or twenty-four members of the Society, when he shall
be authorized and required to call a Special General Meeting within ten days from the date of such
requisition.
15. That the Acting Committee shall visit, as occasion may require, persons receiving relief from
the Society, and shall meet once a week, or oftener, to afford relief, to superintend the internal economy
of the House, and to conduct the general business of tbe Society; and that all Members of the General
Committee shall have the privilege of meeting and voting with the Acting Committee.
_ 16. That no member of the Committee shall be at liberty to supply any articles for the use of the
Society for which he shall receive any pecuniary compensation, and that tho purchase of all supplies of
stores for the Society, and the payment of all moneys, shall he authorized by the Acting Committee.
17. That the Treasurer shall receive all subscriptions, pass his receipts for the same, and make all
payments on account of the Society, agreeably to the foregoing rule, and shall keep an account of all '
such receipts and payments; that he shall, at every Quarterly Meeting of the Committee, present an
abstract of the accounts of the Society; and at the January Quarterly Meeting in every year present an
anuual account, for tho purpose of its being audited by two members to he appointed by the Committee.
.
Tbat the Secretary shall minute all proceedings of thc Society, carry on its correspondence,
sign all orders of the General and Acting Committees, countersign all cheques for thc payment of
moneys, and see that the Collector performs his duty correctly,
19. That every person applying for relief must be recommended by a member.
20. •That relief shall not he afforded in money, except in special cases.
21. That the annual accounts he closed on the 31st December in each year, and that the Annual
General Meeting of the Society be held at such time in tbs month of January as may appear most
expedient to the General Committee, when a full account of the funds and proceedings of the past year
shall be presented.
1
J
23. That no law of ^the Society shall be altered except at an Annual or Special General Meeting,
and that twenty-one days’ notice shall be given in writing to the Secretary, of any intention to propose
either an alteration of, or an addition to, any of tbe existing laws of the Institution.

E,
RETUBN.of the Number of Patients in the Sick Wards of the Benevolent Society’s Establishment at
*
Liverpool, 15th October, 1861.

JTo. of Wards.

No. of Patients
of Patients
that could
No. of Beds )n No. of Patients No,
confined to convenieutlybe
each Ward. in each Ward.
their Bed.
accommodated
in each Ward,

No. 2.........
„ 3.........
It 4. , . , 4 .
A1 5.4
.

16
SB
22
34

1G
49
20
33

12
19
17
20

14
50
18
SO

Total___

127

118

08

112

Rchaaks.

Many of thc other patients,
although not confined to their
beds, arc only able to go out for
1 a few hours daily in fine weather.
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The Hon.

F.

George Ajleii, Betww of tho Numherof Inmt,■tes sleeping in the Hole Wards of the Benevolent Society's Establishment
Esq., H.L.tj,
at Liverpool, lo October, 1861.
17 Oct., 1861.
No ot Ward.

No. of IWsin
each Ward.

No. 7 ....
8 ....
9 ....
10 ....
n ....
Dining hall

30
47
30
38
49
29

Total..

223

No. of Inmates
at present
aloupiag in
Ward29
43
29
36 .
49
29

No. oi Inmates
who have slept
in said Ward
nightly during
.lime aud July.

.No. ot inmates
who can
conveniently be
accommodated
in each Ward.

82

so
47
28
38
47
None.

63
35
43
65
39
277

220

'

190

0.
Benevolent Institution,

No.

1
2
,'f
i
5
7
8
h
10
11

Liverpool. Excerpt Statement, stating dimensions of Wards, and of Ground,
and thc various Buildings erected thereon :—
Ft. 5m
Ft. la.
25 11 t>y 22 61 «
26 0 it 22 e i r,
59 7 i» 33 10 £
34 0
22 10 14,
34 6
34 o' s>-=
4
34
25 0f.£46 0 >» 34
61
34 6 n 26 6 hr
39
6 11 34 6 U
47
0
34 71 ^
f 34
6 It 23 4
20 0 Ik 15 e
Ul 5
II 15 6
98
6 II 23 C
31 0 11 20 6
20 6 II 15 0
20 6 11 14 9
31
6 11 12 0
20 0
9
9
12 9 >>
9 9
61 0 II 14 6
65 9 It 10 0
9 0
23
0 ,,
6 11
5 6
f 'J
5 6
6 11
t 9
14 0 11 11 0
19
6
9 6
22 6 M
5 0
19
0 »1
9 6

Board Room
Ward
Bitto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Apartments occupied by Master
Dining Hail ..

..

..

Principal Kitehen

,.

,.

Inner

..

Laundry

ditto

..

..

..

..

Washing House { LavatorininJ
Bed Store
..
., _
..
Hair Dresser and Shaving Shop
Open Shed in yard ,,
Straw House, Shed, and Stable
W. 0, and W. at angle of yard
2 Gate Lodges, in each 1 room
Mortuary House in garden..
Shoemaker's Shop ..
Tool House .,
.,
Tank {manure)
..
Garden contains 8,n00 s. y.,
Laundry Drying Ground, 3,672 si vds.
Entrance Front, 2,149 sq. yds.
Public Yard, 4,836 sq. yds.

Total area about 3f acres.

The late Dr. Hill's premises contain 800 sup. yards ..
G. 2.

Incbease of Inmates in Sydney aud Liverpool Houses for seven years, from 31 December, 1853, tb 17
October, 1861.
Sydney, 31 December, 1853..................... ........... .
Liverpool
„
.
Sydney, 31 December, 1854 .......................................
Liverpool
„
„
Sydney, 31 December, 1855
Liverpool
„
„
Sydney, 31 December, 1856
Liverpool
„
„
Sydney, 31 December, 1857
Liverpool
„
„
Sydney, 31 December, 1858
Liverpool
„
Sydney, 31 December, 1859
Liverpool
„
Sydney, 31 December, 1860
Liverpool
„
Sydney, 17 October, 1861
Liverpool
,,

210
226

436
272
266
------538
................. ..................... 280
251
------ 531
................................. .
260
290
------ 550
........................................ 263
311
------ 594
....................................... 348
311
------ 659
............................... ..
353
338
------ 691
....................................... 287
320
------ 607
..................................... .. 390
346
--------736
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H.
Piilron—
President—The Honorable E. Deaa Thomson, C.B.
Viet-Prcudail—The. Honorable George Allen, M.L.C.
Trcaiurcr—H. H. Browne, Esq., J.P.
Secretary—The Honorable George Allen, M.L.C.
Gratuitous Medical Attendants—The Honorable W. Bland, M.L.C.; George

The Hon.
George Allen,
Esq., M.L.C.

..

A. M. Browne, Esq., M.D.; Joseph Burgon, Esq.

17 Oct., 1861.

Walker, Esq., 3VI.D;
’

Committee—
Allen Hon. George Wigram, M.L.C.
Alexander Maurice, Es'q.
Cowper Hon, Charles, Colonial Secretary.
Coiish Revd., M. A,
Dougall Revd. John
Fairfax John, Esq.
Frechill P., Esq.
Gillespie J-, Esq., Liverpool.
Hogg Thomas, Esq., J.P.
Hodgson Revd. W., Liverpool.
Hunt R. A.. Esq.
Horst Revd. George
Ironside Revd. Samuel
King Revd. George
Lcnchnn A., Esq.. J.P.
Lester C., Esq., Denham Court, Liverpool.
Levy Montagu, Esq.

[
;

1
I
|

Macfarlane Hon. John, M.L.C.
M'Encroe Venerable Archdeacon.
SPGibbon Rev. J. ,
Oram Revd, J.
Plunkett Hon. J. H.
Priddlc Revd. 0. F. D., Liverpool.
Parkes Henry, Esq., M.L.A.
Robinson F. R., Esq.
M‘Arthur A.. Esq., M.P.
Raphael J. G., Esq.
Sheridan Revd, J. F.
Stephen Revd. A. II.
Stephen M. H., Esq.
Sumner Very Revd. Dean.
Walsh Revd. Canon.
Young Revd. Peter, Liverpool.

Clerk and Accountant—Mr. Robert Anderson.
Master and Matron of the Asylum, Sydncy~M.r, and Mrs. S. W. Mansfield.
Resident Medical Officer—Mr. James Smith.
Master and Matron of the Asylum, Liverpool-Mr. and Mrs. P, MulhoIIand,
Non-resident Surgeon—Mr. J. B. Watson.
Storekeeper—Mr. George Girling.
Maurice Alexander, Esq., has been elected Treasurer, in place of H. H. Browne, Esq., resigned.

WEDNESDAY,

Mr. ALEXANDER,
Mr. CALDWELL,
Mr. HARPUR,

23

OCTOBER,

1861.

1

Mr. HAY,
Mr. LOVE,
Mr. SADLEIR,
Mr. SUTHERLAND.
J. LUCAS, Esq., in the Chair.

[Tho Committee having assembled in the office of the Benevolent Asylum
nyancy, proceeded to the Court-yard in the rear, where were assembled from ninety
to one hundred persons, chiefly women and children, who were in attendance for the
purpose of receiving out-door relief. Having entered a small lean-to attached to the
Benevolent
main building whence the supplies were distributed,—J
Asylum.
Mr. Samuel W. Mansfield, was examined as follows:__
23 Oct., 1361.
193. By the Chairman; In what capacity are you engaged here ? I am master of the
Mr. S. W.
institution.
Mansfield.
194. How long have you held that office ? About seven years.
i nr’ u*10 Person? wIlom we s?e here are tlj°se who receive out-door relief ? Yes.
196. How often is that supplied? Once a-weckj every Wednesday,
HU.. How is it supplied? According to the number
the family; persons who wish to
obtain relief come before the Committee, having a recommendation from a subscriber to the
institution ; they then state the number of their family and their circumstances, tho com
mittee then award such relief as they think necessary; in the ensuing week I visit these
?qoS0Div a8eert,am tkeir circumstances and character, and report accordingly.
198. What are the articles served out to these persons? Flour, loaves, meat, sugar rice
arrowroot, oatmeal, and money. This book contains the reports made by me to the com
mittee, and upon my report either tho relief is continued, increased, diminished, or struck
out.
*
199. Under what circumstances are these people relieved in money ? They arc only relieved
in that way upon a special recommendation for the payment of rent, and there are onlv
certain individuals who are entitled to that relief—widows with young children, womej
slck aud ™aWe to do anything for their families, or women with large
lamihes who havo been deserted by their husbands,
b
200. The bread we see here is that with which they are supplied ? Yes
201. Supplied by Mr. Wilkie, tho contractor? Yes,
'Iuantity of bread is usua,,y sorTed out? At the present time from 1 inn to
1,500 loaves a-week, and from 2,000 lbs-to 3,000 lbs. of flour. P
Dorn 1,300 to
203. Sugar? About25!bs.
•
.
204. Tea ? No tea.
>
205.
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Benevolent 205. What quantity of rice ? I can give yon the totals:—On the 25th September 1,055
Asylum.
loaves, 1,970lbs.flour, 755lbs. beef, 17Jibs, sugar, 217lbs. rice, 2Jibs, arrowroot, 20Jlbs.
23 Oct., 1861.

oatmeal, and 126s. 6d. in money.

Mr. S. W. . 206. Will you furnish the Committee with a return of the quantities served out on the
Mansfield. first week of each quarter, during the past ten years ? I will.

207. This is the place whence you serve out the whole of the provisions 1 Yes.
208. And these persons outside are the recipients ? Yes.
209. Do the parents come themselves, or do many of them send their children ? The parents
sometimes, and sometimes the children.
210. When the parents apply for relief, do they bring their children with them ? They
very rarely bring their children with them.
211. By Mr. Caldwell: They are generally recommended by some person when they are
unknown to the committee ? All the cases when they are first put on by the committee
are considered temporary.
212. Do you afford relief before the parties are visited ? Yes, for in some cases if the relief
were withheld for a week it would be a great deprivation. The circumstances of the parties ,
are inquired into afterwards, and the reports are entered here. (2'A.e witness produced a
&oo£.)
213. By the Chairman: How many different families have you now on the books f About
400, and they average about five or six individuals to a family.
214. The report states that about 2,800 receive out-door relief? Yes, but they are rather
on the decrease now, and have been for the last five or six weeks.
215. Do you find these people discontinue their visits of their own accord ? Not one in a
hundred.
216. They obtain relief as long as they can ? Yes. I lately brought before the committee
the case of a man who was highly recommended, who bore an excellent character j be had
been receiving 30s. a-week for some weeks, and continued to receive assistance. It requires
great vigilance to prevent such cases.
217. By Mr. Love: When will the present contract for the supply of bread and flour
terminate ? At tho end of the year.
218. You are not at liberty, upon giving a month’s notice, to cancel the contract ? No.
219. By the Chairman: What is that (pointing to a cask) ? That contains chloride of
lime, which is extensively used in the establishment, for disinfecting purposes.
220. Do you serve out these potatoes, or use them in the establishment ? In the establish
ment ; the inmates get them twice a-week. '
221. Any other vegetables? They get vegetables every day in their soup.
[The Committee next visited the dining hall, at one end of which wore six
stretchers and beds. In the centre of the room were assembled between thirty and
forty children, repeating their lessons to their school-mistress.]
222. By Mr. Lone: How long have the people to wait outside before they are served ? They
are all served in their turn. I commence weighing about half-past nine, and generally
finish about half-past one ; that is, if I have no interruption.
223. By the Chairman : Do you not think that it would be an advantage to serve out the
bread twice a-week instead of once ? It might be.
224. Is not the bread likely to become stale? There is not sufficient allowed to maintain a
family; the largest number of loaves given under any circumstances is six.
225. Has it ever come to your knowledge that the relief given has been sold ? I have never
known it of my own knowledge, hut from information that has been given me. When such
cases are dneovered they arc struck off the list immediately. I believe it is not unfrequent.
I visit these people every week, but I am well known in the localities where they reside, and
as soon as I appear in the neighbourhood the word is given from one to another, and I find
the women engaged at their washing tubs, and at their various occupations.
226. In consequence of want of room, you have to use this part of the building as a school ?
Yes, as a school, place of worship, and also as a dormitory. This is the Protestant school;
the part of the room which is partitioned off at the other end is used for the Roman
Catholic school.
227. What number of beds do you make up here at night? We have a number of spare
beds always ready, so that if any cases come in during the night we may make them up ;
otherwise we have no more than you now see. These arc all for the servants.
228. Have yon two dining rooms—one for the men and one for the women ? No.
229. The schoolmistress teaches both boys and girls? Yes.
230. How many can conveniently dine in this room ? At those tables, about 120.
231. If the tables were extended from end to end of the room ? About 300.
232. What is the length of the room ? Ninety-six feet.
233. That includes the part partitioned off ? Yes.
234. Are the people provided with knives and forks ? Yes; with knives, forks, dishes, and
plates.
235. By Mr. Caldwell: Do they use knives and forks ? Not one in twenty.
236. How do they then manage to eat their meat? Most of them take their soup in the
room, and take their meat away with them to eat at tea.
237. By the Chairman : Bow many meals have they a-day ? Three.
238. What do they get for dinner ? Twice a-week potatoes and meat, on other days soup.
239. When they have soup do they always have bread for dinner? Yes; they have both
bread and meat served out every day.
240. What have they for breakfast? Bread and tea.
241. What for tea? Bread and tea.
242.
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242. Is there a certain portion of bread served out ? Yes, served out every morning; twelve Benevolent
ounces to females, and sixteen to men. Meat, three quarters of a pound to a female, and 23
one pound to a man. The tea is giveu out in this proportion : one and a half ounces sugar
'*
to every adult, and one Ounce of tea to five.
Mr. S. TV.
243. That is all made in one general boiler? Yes; and served out in the panikins you see Mansfield,
banging up.
244. By Mr. Caldwell: That is served out twice a-day? Yes; each inmate has a pint
every morning and a pint every evening. In addition to this, they have boiling water
provided at seven o’clock in the morning, and at three in the afternoon; so that those who
have tea supplied to them by their friends can then make it.
245. What is the ration served out to the children ? There is nothing fixed for the children,
but they have what they can consume.
246. What have they ? They have the same as the adults, with the addition of milk,
rice, and treacle, and the younger ones have arrowroot.
247. You have children here of all ages under ten ? Of all ages, from infants a few hours
old,
248. You have a female as matron for these children ? Yes.
249. What is provided for females who are confined here? They have the same" allowance
as the others, with tho addition of milk night and morning; for their infants they receive
arrowroot, sugar, and extra bread.
250. Is it your duty to keep an account of the different classes of paupers who come here?
No.
251. Have you, in your experience, known women to come here more than once for the
purpose of lying-in ? Yes; I have known one to be here three times.
252. Within what period ? Within four years.
253. Was she a married woman? Unmarried.
254. Can you give the Committee any idea of the proportion of these women who are
common prostitutes, of married women, or of young women who have been seduced ? I
think the large majority of these cases are girls who have been in service at the time.
There are very few cases of town girls.
255. Are there many married women who are confined here ? Not many.
256. Have you known any instances of married women whose husbands and families have
been living in Sydney taking advantage of this institution ? There have been one or two
such cases.
257. Have there not been many cases where the women have been deserted by their hus
bands? The majority of cases among married women have been of that class. In one
case I know that the husband deserted his wife in order that she might be brought here;
for the moment after her recovery from her confinement he was ready to take her away.

Sarah Cropper examined:—■
258.
259.
260.
261.

You are engaged in the instruction of these children ? Yes.
How many children have you ? To-day I have thirty-two.
How many have you usually ? I had thirty-eight last week.
At what age do you take charge of them ? These are the youngest (selecting three of
the children) j these are three years old.
262. Among these children are there some who have been here a considerable time? Some
have been here for years.
263. (To Mr. Mansiield): Have yon no rule for sending them away from here to the
Destitute Children’s Asylum? No, the parents of some of the children are here.
264. Have not many been sent from this institution to the Destitute Children’s Asylum ?
Not many; there was one draft of fifty.
’
265. At that time I suppose you cleared off nearly all the children ? No; it was only fifty
out of about a hundred and twenty.
266. Is it in contemplation to send a further number? Yes, I believe it is.
267. When you sent these children, how were they selected ? They were selected by the
doctor.
[Mr. Smith (the surgeon) stated, that he had selected those who were most
likely to remain, and to be an incumbrance to the institution.]
268. (To Mrs. Cropper): You say you had thirty-eight children in the school last week ?
Yes.
269. Where are the others? There are some sick, and some have left.
270. Are these children all of one religious denomination? They are all Protestants,
271. Of different denominations—Church of England, Presbyterians and Wesleyans? I
only know them as Protestants.
'
272. Do you receive a salary for teaching these children ? Yes.
273. What remuneration do you receive? Five shillings a-week.
274. Do yon live in the institution ? Yes, I am an inmate.
275. How long have you been here ? Two years last August.
276. During the whole time have you been engaged in teaching? No, I have been five
months so employed.
[The Committee then proceeded to the adjoining room in which was held the
Roman Catholic school.]
Catherine

Sarah
Cropper.
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Catherine Maher examined :—

Benevolent 277- By the Chairman: You are the schoolmistress here? Yes.
23 ofisei. 2I8' Thi3 is thc Catholic school ? Yes.
'*
" 279, How long have you been here ? I think six years.
Catherine 280. Have you been a teacher during the whole of that time ? During part of the time I
Maher.
acted as nurse; at the time the children had the itch.
281. "What remuneration do you receive? Five shillings a-wcek for two years; then I had
£20 a year, for a-ycar ; and now I have £26 a-year.
282. Have you children under your charge who ore affected by any disease? They have an
'
eruption on the skin like thc itch.
283. How long is it since they first had that ? I think two years.
284. Have they been affected by this disease ever since? Off and on.
285. It has not been out of the establishment entirety ? It has been here mostly since.
286. Do tho children all sleep in one place ? They all sleep and dine in one nursery.
287. Do the children afflicted with this disease sleep in the same room with those who are
free from it? Yes.
288. There is no classification of the children with reference to tho disease ? There is no
separate room for them ; some of the elder boys sleep in the hospital.
289. In the school, may yon not have a child afflicted with this disease standing next to a
child who is free from it ? Every one of them 1ms it more or less.
290. How many children have you under your charge? I have thirty to-day; there are a
few more on the doctor’s list, in the hospital.
291. What is the largest number you have had ? I have had fifty at a time; some of them
were removed to the Destitute Children’s Asylum.
292. What number had you taken from your school ? There were forty-seven altogether ;
about half were taken from me and half from the Protestant school. I have never less
than thirty-four or thjrty-six.
293. Is this your bed (pointing to a led in the corner of the room") 1 Yes. I suffered so
much from headache from sleeping in the room with so many, and I obtained permission to
have my bed here.
294. Are there any adults, or aged persons, who sleep in the ward with the children? Yes,
a nurse and four or five women as attendants.
295. Do all the children in the institution sleep in one ward ? No; the sick are in the
hospital, but all the healthy ones are in one ward.
296. Have you any idea of the number of unhealthy children ? They are healthy enough,
except for the itch.
297. By Mr. Love: Have you any deaf and dumb children ? Only one,
298. Arc them any in the other school ? I think not.
299. Arc the parents of this deaf and dumb boy living ? Some person comes (o visit him.
300. How long has he been here ? About twelve months.
301. What means have you of developing the intellectual faculties of this boy ? I make
no remark about it.
302. Has he any knowledge of the being of a God ? He might turn to making baskets, or
something of that.
303. I think you do not understand my question—do you suppose he has any idea of a
God ? Yes; he is quite sensible, in his way, as to God; he kueels down with the others to
make his prayers,
304. Can he speak with his fingers ? No.
305. By the Chairman: What steps have been taken to cure the children of disease ? They
were washed and rubbed according to the orders of the doctor. He is very attentive in his
visits. Before Dr. Smith came, some of the children were nearly rotten.
306. Are there any baths here ? There is a tub, and water has to he carried to it.
307. I suppose four or five children are washed in the same water? I am not aware; I
dare not take notice of that; I would give yon every information with pleasure, if I could.
308. You have seen several children washed io the same water ? I did not enter down. I
am not certain, because I did not notice.
309. Did I understand you to say that some of these children have had this disease for two
years? It broke out about two years ago, and if a child has come in ckau ho has been
infected with it afterwards.
310. How often are these children washed ? I do not know; the nurse will tell you ; they
receive every attention.
311. How many children have you who are learning to write ? Only eight at present;
some of them ore only beginners.
312. Do any of them learn arithmetic ? Some of them are just doing numbers.
313. Have any of these children been long in school ? No ; some have been eight or nine
months, some two or three.
[Mr. James Smith, the medical officer of the institution, and ,?fr. Bobert
Anderson, clerk and accountant, here joined the Committee, and proceeded with
them to the women’s hale ward. At. the top of the staircase leading to this ward
was a landing, on which stood an oval tub of about five feet in length, two in breadth,
and three in height. This tub was placed beneath a tap. Having arrived at this
landing, Mr. Smith was examined.]
Mr. Smith.

314. By the Chairman : Is this thc bath ? It is,
315. Is the first operation upon the reception of any person as an inmate here to put her in
thc bath ? It is when they are dirty.
316.
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316. Are thc inmates of that ward (ike womens kale
are.
317. Is there a screen put round the bath ? Yes.

ward)

bathed twice a-week ?
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[Tho Committee then entered the ward. This room is about 95 feet long by Mr. Smith.
24 feet wide, and 12 feet high ; it is lighted by four windows on the northern side,
five on the southern, and one on the western end ; it was ventilated by small iron
gratings in the wall, and throe perforated ventilators in the ceiling. On the floor at
the foot of each iron stretcher, a mattress and bed-clothes were rolled up ; some
thirty or forty women were engaged iu knitting, needlework, &c., in various parts of
the room.]
318. How many bedsteads docs this ward contain ? About forty-four ■ about as many more
beds are made on tho floor.
319. Arc the bods I see lying at the feet of the stretchers spread on the floor at night?
Yes ; one on each side of the room.
°
320. Then, although the room is intended only to contain forty-four beds, you have some
times double that number of persons sleeping here ? Yes.
321. Arc these bed-clothes ever taken out into the yard ? Yes j and spread on the green.
Christina Sanderson, examined :—
322. You are wardswoman here ? Yes.
Christina
323. Do you compel the whole of the inmates of this ward to wash every dav ? They bathe Sanderson,.
twice a-week.
'
J
3-4. Arc they not compelled to wash their faces every day ? Yes.
b-5. Has this person (poi/tling io an elderly female who appeared io have keen recently in
the bath) just come in ? Yes; very few come in but have to be washed.
320. Lrom thc appearance of thc ward, I should imagine twice as many people sleep in it as
it was originally intended to hold ? Yes; there are more iu the ward" than can be properly
accommodated.
s. r j
327. How are these beds laid down ? Across the room.
323. Then there is scarcely space left between them for a passage ? No; it is as much
as you can do to go up and down between tho bods. Every bed is occupied.
329. How many have you now sleeping in the ward ? I have eighty people in the ward.
330. And there are bedsteads for only forty-four? Yes; and they arc too close, I think.
331. Is thc ventilation sufficient? On warm nights wc have to put the windows down,
sometimes three and sometimes six inches from the top.
332. (To Mr. Smith): The ventilators do not seem to bo sufficiently numerous? I wanted
thc gratings you see round the top of the wall to be put outside.
333. _ How does the ventilation come to the gratings ? Through a lar|e opening in the wall
outside, divided into two holes by a brick in the centre.
334. Do you not think if patches of the ceiling were broken away, thc ventilation would he
better than it is at present? The wind blows down very strongly at present through the
ventilators in the ceiling. I think if there were ventilators of perforated zine round the
edge of thc ceiling it would be better.
зза. (To Christina Sanderson): Do you find it very warm here at night? Yes; some
times we cannot let the windows down.
ззб. Are the inmates allowed to be here all day? Yes; thosfcwhe arc not able to do other
work, do needlework.
337. They are not compelled to go out ? Not unless they think proper.
3.j8. By Mr. Lore: Do you not think it would be a great convenience to have a chair alon<**1“®
^ ^es> f°r they have nothing to put their victuals on, or to set a drop of tea on.
o39. Would you recommend that a number of chairs should be supplied? Or stools__I
think stools would be bettor than chairs.
340. By the Chairman : How long have you been wardswoman ? I have been in this place
about five years, and I have been wardswoman about eighteen months.
341. Do you receive pay ? Yes; eighteen-pence a-week.
Catherine Jloore examined :—
342. By thc Chairman : How long have you been here ? A fortnight last Monday.
340. What are you now doing? Kuittiug.
w
344. Who supplies you with this work ? This is for the mistress.
345 Are you paid anything fur it ? I do not know; I should say not. The mistress asked
ltpTcou|“
“ric7 work i I sa‘d yes, and she gave me this window curtain to make.
346. How long will it take you to make this? About another fortnight to finish it.
341. How long have you been employed upon it ? Since last Monday week.
343 Who is the mistress ? Mrs. Mansfield, thc matron. I had bad hands, and was unable
to do other ork
349. (To Christina Sanderson) : Do the inmates do any needle-work ? Yes : they make
all their own clothes.
J
350. Do they do any work for out-of-doors ? Not that I know.
351. Do they receive any remuneration for their work ? No.
3o2. Do they all wear one dress when they come here ? They wear dresses of different
colours, but uEl the drosses belong to the house.
■
353. When persons come in here the dresses they have on are taken from them ? Yes, and
a clean dress belonging to the house is given them; everything they wear belongs to thc
147~1)
house.

Catherine
Moore.
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house. If their owu clothes are dirty they are washed, sewn up in a cloth, and put in the
store : thc name of the party to whom the parcel belongs is put upon it.
_
23 Oct., 1861. 354. There is no work done in the institution except what is necessary for the inmates r
No, there is an old woman who mends all the clothes j there are some who are employed as
Catherine
laundresses and in house-work; some are able to do needle-work and some are not.
Moore.
Benevolent

Asylum.

[The Committee next visited the children’s ward, a room about 60 feet long
by 24 wide and 12 high. One end was divided from thc rest by a curtain being
drawn across. To the left on entering was a large tub, and around the room in
various parts, piled against the wall, a number of mattresses and quantity of bed
clothing.]
Mrs. Louisa Stone examined :—
Mrs. Louisa 355. By the Chairman: How many children have you in this ward?
Stone.
three—I have had more.

356.
357.
358.
359.
360.
361.

At present sixty

Do they all sleep here ? Tes.
And dine here also ? Yes, they take all their meals and sleep here.
Is this where they bathe {pointing to a large tub} ? Yes.
How often are the children washed? They arc bathed once every week.
How often are they washed ? They are washed and combed every morning.
When you use the bath, how many children do you wash before you change thc water ?

We must wash them all. ■
* i n , 1.
*.
362. The whole sixty-three in the same water? Yes; we have to fetch all the water up
and to carry it all down again.
363. The water is not laid on ? Not for this ward.
364. Is the same plan pursued in washing the faces, hands, and feet of the children. JNo ;
we are obliged to change the water then, because it is sometimes very dirty.
365. You have to carry up the water ? Yes, the cold water is carried up from the yard; the
hot water from the coppers.
,. ,
,
...
366. Do all the children sleep here, or is there another ward ? The big boys sleep m the
ward below, hut sixty-three sleep hero and take all their meals here.
_
367. How long have you been here ? I have been children s nurse two years and nine
months.
.
.
368. What is your remuneration ? My salary is £30 a-yenr and rations.
369. Have you any children ? I have two children with me at present.
370! By Mr. Love: Do the children sleep on thc floor ? Yes, these are the beds, which are
piled up against the wail.
.
371. What is done with the beds when thc children got up ?

,
j 1 j
They are folded up and placed

372. By the Chairman: Are they taken out into the air? Yes, about once a fortnight.
373. How often are the bed-clothes taken out of the room to be aired ?
Perhaps once a
week, perhaps not so much as that; as often as I see it to be necessary I send them below;
but some of them, in consequence of the dirty condition and habits of the children, have to
be changed three nights in the week.
, ,, j r
374. Has each child his own bed ? No ; it is impossible for each child to have a bed lor
itself. Some of the childreu*ome in here in a most filthy state—crawling all over, covered
with vermin and sores; others come in in a cleaner condition. In such cases I endeavour to
keep the cleaner children apart from the others,
1 c -u
375 Then a bed occupied by John Jones to-night might be occupied by Samuel bmitli
to-morrow night ?
It might be so, but the children are very sharp about laking their own
places. The mattresses are very wide, and four children are placed on one side of the
mattress, four 011 the other, and one blanket covers thc whole.
376. You have a great number of children afflicted with a disease similar to itch f Inere
377. I suppose from the manner in which you are compelled to arrange the beds, that
children who have the itch lie with those who are clean ? I prevent that as far as I can,
and keep the blankets separate; but when they arc in the school or about, in tho yard, of
course they come in contact with each other, and the doctor says that the disease is so con
tagious, that a child who is clean taking anything from the hand of another who has the
disease may contract it.
„
,
,
.
378. Nevertheless the children who are afflicted with this disease, as well as others, sleep in
the same ward? Yes; the boys sleep oh one side, and the girls on the other.
379. Are they provided with knives and forks? No; with dishes and spoons. To the
delicate children I give beef-tea, rice, and other things; the other children have soup. For
breakfast they have bread, tea, and a little milk; for dinner, soup and bread, and a little
meat; and two days in the week they have meat and potatoes.
380. For tea what have they? The same as for breakfast.
. .
381. Have they any treacle? They did have it, but the doctor found it did not agree with
them ; it acted too much upon their bowels. A great many of the children who come hero
have very bad constitutions; they arc very troublesome, and hard to manage.
382. I see you have some infants here ? Yes; I am sorry to say I have two or three who
are very troublesome.
[The Committee proceeded to the sick ward.]
'

-

Mr.
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383. By ike Chairman: This is the sick ward ? Tes.
28 Oct,, 1861.
384. How many patients have you here ? Seventeen.
Mr. James
385. How many beds are there in the ward ? Twenty.
Smitb.
386. Have you ever had more patients than the ward could conveniently hold? Yes;
I have had as many as eight lying on the floor.
»
387. Have you many patients who have been in the Infirmary a considerable time? There
are eight who have come from the Infirmary lately; one has been here three years.
388. Do you find this ward hardly large enough for the ordinary number of patients? Tes,
whenever we can draft them off to Liverpool we do so.
389. I suppose you would not think it too large if it were as large again ? No.
390. Have you any warm baths ? Yes; both warm and cold.
o91. Have you any properly constructed bath ? There is a room where there is a large oval
tub used as a bath.
392. You have no other description of bath ? No; the hot water is brought up from the
boiler below.
[One of tho patients stated to the Chairman that he was a Presbyterian, had
been nine montbs in the Asylum, and during the whole of that time had never been
visited by a clergyman of that denomination.]
393. Do some hoys sleep in this ward? Eight, who arc between the ages of ten and
fourteen.
394. Arc they ill? No; it is to keep them away from the younger children and the girls.
395. Do you not think it is very injurious to them to sleep here ? They are never sick.
396. As a general principle do you not think it is objectionable that young children should
sleep in such a place with old people ? Yes.
397. Is Divine service held iu the institution every Sunday? Yes; Mr. Allworth is the
paid chaplain.
398. Is there any other clergyman ? Dr. Fullerton, the Presbyterian clergyman, has serviceevery Thursday, and the Roman Catholic priests come here very regularly.
,
399. Do thc clergymen visit the sick wards? Yes; Mr. Allworth visits the sick once or
twice a-week. I suppose Dr. Fullerton does not come because he does not wish to interferewith the paid clergyman.
400. What medical comforts are allowed ? Whatever I think necessary is ordered.

401.
Yes.
402.
403.

[The Committee next visited the laundry-yard and laundry. In the formerwere several women engaged in rinsing clothes in large tubs.]
(To Mr. Anderson) : I suppose those are some of the women who have been confined ?'
'
■
■
When they get strong they are made to take a turn at the washing-tub ? Yes.
These arc blankets belonging to the institution ? ____
[The laundry was was an old weather-board shell building, about 35 feet by
20, the wall considerably out of the perpendicular, and tho roof very much out of
repair. Ten or twelve washing tubs, at which women were engaged, were placed
upon benches extending along one side of the building. At one end a portion ispartitioned off.]
Sarah Hale examined:—

404. How long have you been here ? About sixteen months.
Sarah Halm
405. Have you been laundress ever since you have heeu here ? Yes.'
406. Are you remunerated for your services ? Yes,
407. What pay do you receive? £35 a-year.
408. Have all these women been here for a long time? Some have, been here a good bit,
others have come only recently.
409. How many have you generally engaged here in washing ? I ought to have eleven.
There is one young person who does the baby-clothes.
‘
410. Some have been hero a considerable time ? Yes; four or five.
411. Others are young women who have been confined, and who having become strong, are
put to work ? Yes.
412. Are the old women who have been here a considerable time paid ? No.
413. Do you find this a convenient place for your purpose ? No; in had weather we have
no place to dry the clothes, and through these windows the damp comes, so that it is impos
sible to dry them here.
414. While these young women are washing who mind their children ? Some of the old
women—the lame and blind; some of them will lie down a good bit.
415. It appears as though the building were falling down ? I have been afraid sometime*
that a high wind will blow it down.
416. What is that place divided off at the end ? Thc place where M'Cabe lives.
417. Who is he? The copper-man—-ho attends to the copper.
418. He sleeps there? Yes, lie attends to the fire and takes up the heavy clothes.
419. Have the women who are engaged in washing any extra allowance? They have at the
end of the week half a pound of tea, two pounds of sugar, and five loaves of bread extra, to be
divided among eighteen or twenty of them. They ought to get that twice a-week, considering
that the washing is very heavy.
420. There is a great deal to be done? Yes; if you were to come here about ten o’clock on
Monday morning, you could scarcely get up to the fire-place.
420.
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Benevolent 421. Do these ten women wash for all the officers of the institution ?
Asylum. I have a woman under me who does the matron’s work.
............

No, not for the doctor.
.
23 OCt., 1361 422 Do you wash the children’s clothing? Yes; the childrens clothing comes all in a
Sarab Hale. lump. In fact, there is always dirty clothing coming down to me—sometimes four or hve
times a day. Just now there are some very had cases, and these make a great deal of washing.
423. Is there any tobacco allowed ? A fig of tobacco is allowed to each of the women.
424. Do the women generally smoke ? Most of them the old people.
425. Do these young people who come in to ho confined ? No.
„
T,
,
426 Is a fig of tobacco served out to each whether they smoko or not ? Yes; if I have any
to spare I give it to them, and they give it to the old women who mind their children.
[The Committee having returned to the laundry yard,]—

John M'Cabe was examined
John M'Cabe. 427. By the Chairman: What are these large casks kept filled with this stagnant water fur ?
Just to keep the casks from falling to pieces.

428.
429.
430.
431.
432.
433.
434.

How long has the water been in them ? A week or ten days.
You have the water laid on from the Sydney main ? Yes.
Do you require the water in these tubs for use ? No.
How long have you been here ? About six months.
Do you sleep in the room partitioned off from the laundry f Xes.
What pay do you receive ? Eighteen-pence a-week.
Are you pretty well engaged ? Yes.
■
[Crossing the yard, and descending the steps at the south-west angle of the
building, the Committee next visited the kitchen. This was situated beneath the
dining hall, and was of about the same extent as the apartment above ; it was pavei
with stone and ill-lighted. Ranged on a bench at the foot of the stairs were pieces of
beef of various sizes, which were being distributed to applicants, who, in exchange
for them, gave the distributor round tin tickets.]

William Alien examined
Will'll Allen 435. B,J (he Chairman: What is your occupation here ? I work in thc garden
436. What duty have yon to perform in this apartment ? I have to serve out the meat every
Wednesday morning to the people who come for out-door relief.
437 How is it cut up ? Into pieces of 6 lbs., 5 lbs., 4 lbs., 3 lbs., and 2 lbs. each, there
SPir 1/^“ S'Mr- M.»M tfn.

p.r .*** .i* 5*

“

to receive stamped upon it, and I then give the quantity of meat marked on the ticket.
439. Bu Mr, CaldJcll: Do you account to Mr. Mansfield for the distribution of tho meat.
Yes I give him the tickets, and he counts them to see what they amount to.
,
440'. He checks tho quantity of meat served out by weighing the bones that are left, and
44intlJ?a Jie CAotVman: Are these the bones

{pointing to a hmplying on thefioor)

been taken out of the meat you have been serving out to-day
442

JyV

t
Caldwell: What do you do with these bones?

that have

X es.
They go into thc soup to

morrow.

[Paul John Maria, the cook, having brought a basin of soup for the
Chairman to taste, was examined.]
Paul John
Maria.

443. Is this the soup you have prepared for the inmates?

Yes; it will be better soup to-

morrow, because the bones will be boiled with it.

[Thc witness then shewed the quantity of meat supplied to both the male and
female inmates.]
.
444. What quantity of soup do you give to thc inmates?
445klWb™t\WtheValWance of meat for a man?
44? ResMes that* hc^haTsrap ?

About a pint and a half j to a

U lb.; 1 lb. is tho allowance, but a

Yes; two days a week he has a pound of potatoes with

S47mian'theUmorningP what do you serve out ?

A man gets a quart of tea, and a woman a

pint; and the same quantity at night.
t ,, ,
,
448. What bread do you serve out ? The master serves out thc bread.
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Urgent:—

Mr. LOVE,
Mr. SADLEIR,
Mr. SUTHERLAND.

51 r. ALEXANDER,
5Ir. CALDWELL,
5Ir. HARPUR,
J.

LUCAS,

„

Esq.,

in the

Chair.

[Tbe Committee having assembled in the Office of the Benevolent Asylum,
Sydney, proceeded to tho sick children’s room. This room was 9 feet 10 inches
high, 15 feet 8 wide, and 21 feet 2 inches long; lighted by two windows, one facing
to tho east and the other to thc west, and had ventilators near the ceiling which
had been closed up. On one side of the room was a largo fire, with an iron guard
in front. Against the wall on two sides were eight iron stretchers and an iron
Benevolent
bedstead for the matron.]

Asylum.
24 Oct.. 1861.

Sarah Horsford examined
449. By the Chairman : Is this the only ward for sick children? Yes.
450. How many children have you in the ward ? Thirteen.
451. Are you the wardswoman ? I am nurse to the sick children.
452. Hnw long have you been here? Two years.
453. What remuneration do you receive? £25 a-ycar.
454. What is the largest number of children you have had here at one time ? I have
had as many as fifteen.
455. I suppose when you.had fifteen hero the beds were very close to each other? I had to
put them head and foot at thc top and bottom of the bed; I had also beds on the floor for
little babies.
456. You had then no spare space at all ? No.
457. The floor was covered with* these children ? Yes.
*
458. Do you sleep here? Yes, that is my bed (j>ointin<j to a bedstead in a corner of the

Sarah*
Horsford.

room.)

459. Fifteen is the largest number you bave had at one time sick in this institution? In
this room; but at the time of thc measles there were many of the sick in the nursery—there
was not room for them here.
460. I suppose these children have whatever comforts the doctor prescribes ? Yes,
461. What is their usual food ? They have arrowroot if they arc very sick, and sago, or
anything they require, if the doctor thinks fit to order it.
462. Have you an assistant ? T pay a woman to assist me, for I have the rheumatism and am
not able to kneel.
463. The woman who assists you is one of the inmates of the Asylum ? Yes.
464. Are these ventilators ever open ? No, they have not been for twelve months.
465. By Mr. Caldwell: Do you close these windows at night ? Yes.
466. Then there is no ventilation except by the door? No, I am obliged to close the door
at night because it opens on the landing to the doctor’s quarters.
467. Then the only ventilation you have is by the chimney? Yes; the door is shut and
the windows arc closed.
t
468. By the'Chairman (to Mr. Smith): Who closed up these ventilators? I was obliged
to do so, for when there was a strong wind at night the children would be ill the
following morning. These gratings should bave been on the outside of the wall.
469. (To Sarah Jlorsford): Since you have been here has this always been used as a sick
ward fur children ? Tes.
[The Committee next inspected the eutting-out room. This room was about
10 feet high aud 15 feet long, by 6 feet wide. On one side was a cutting-out
bench, on the other a large table, and at tho end a rack in which were placed tho
bonnets of the inmates, and the various articles used for thc manufacture of bedding
and clothing.]
Jlary Lament examined:—
470. By the Chairman: You have the charge of this room ? 1 was appointed by the com- Marylamont.
roistee as cuttcr-out, but I have not the keys. I give out the various articles only under
Mrs. Mansfield’s direction.
471. You cut out the clothing? Yes, and brand them for each ward.
472. Do you find this room sufficiently large ? No ; it is very close, and not largo enough.
473. When the women come in here, are the clothes taken off them brought into this room ?
No; their bonnets are brought here.
474. The bonnets I sec here belong to the different Inmates of the institution ? Yes.
475. Are other articles of clothing brought here ? When the winter clothing of the
children is left off, it is brought here, and remains here during the summer. I wish the
clothes were not brought hero, for I do not like to touch them.
476. Do you observe an unpleasant smell here ? When I come here in the morning tho
smell is very unpleasant, though I leave the window open during the night.
477. Then of course any person might get in and take away anything he liked? I have
spoken to Mrs. Mansfield about that, but, she says there is no danger, as there is a watchman
on duty during tho night.
478.
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Benevolent 478. How long have you teen here?

Only three months. There was not anyone hero
"oet^'lSGl ^C^0IH3 83 cut''ei‘'Out"
"
’ 479. After you have cut out thc various things you send them to the hale women’s ward to
MnryLamont. he made up ? Yes.
480. Ho you think a larger room than this is necessary? Yes, to keep things as they ought
to be kept, and I think the cutter-out ought to keep an account of everything as she gives it
out. I do not now give anything out without Mrs. Mansfield's permission, and she keeps
the account.
481. Do you think it desirable that you should keep it? If anyone came to me and asked
for a thing I think I should be able to give it out if it were required.
482. If anyone comes to you now, you tell her to go to Mrs. Mansfield ? I do, and she
puts down everything as it goes to each ward.
■
483. Do you not think it would be much bettor if no clothing wore brought here that
had been worn—that these articles should not be mixed with new clothing? Yes; I do not
like to touch the things that come from the women’s and children’s wards.
484. JBy Mr. Caldwell: Do you not think it would be desirable to use a small<y stamp, so
that tho articles to bo worn might be less disfigured ? (Mr. Mansfield;) You cannot disfigure
them too much ; even now the women cut out the brands aud take the material to make
*
up for bags, handkerchiefs, and other purposes.
[The mangling room was next visited. This was a small room about the sajpe
size as the cutting-out room, and was lighted by a small window near the door. In
it was a Baker's patent mangle and two tables for folding, which occupied nearly the
whole of tho space.]
Sarah Hale examined :—
Sarah

Hale. 485, Do you find.this room very inconvenient? Yes, there is no room for the folders.
486. Do you do thc whole of the mangling for the 380 inmates of the institution in this
place ? Yes, and ife"is not too large for the laundry of a private family. Sometimes if the
weather is unfavourable we bave to send some of the clothes out without being mangled,
because there is not room for more than two folders, and one to turn the mangle, so that we
are obliged to fold the clothes in the laundry, which wc cannot do in wet weather.
[The Committee next visited No. 1 Ward.]

.

Mr,Mansfield. 487. By the Chairman (to Mr. Mansfield'): What ward do you call this ? The hale ward.
488. How many windows are there iu this ward? Ten, and the sashes are hung top and
bottom—the windows are about 6 feet 6 by 4 feet 6. The ward is 95 feet long by 24 feet
wide.
489. How .many beds docs it contain ? Forty-two.
■
490. How many persons slept in it last night? Sixty-three women and thirty-six infants.
Ellen Conroy examined:—

■

Ellen Conroy. 491. Are you the wardswoman ? Yes.
492. Do you find this ward very hot and close ? Yes, very hot. When you go out for a
moment into the yard and return into the ward you are nearly smothered with- the bad smell
caused by tbe children; and at night in the same way.
493. How many bedsteads have you in this room ? Forty-two bedsteads; and twenty-three
beds were made on the floor last night.
494. How did you lay down these beds? Across the room, at the feet of the bedsteads.
495. So that nearly the whole space on the floor was covered? Yes.
496. What assistants have you? None, excepting one of the women might help me a little
in tho morning. The women generally attend to their own beds, except the blind and
infirm.
497. How many blind women have you in tho ward? I think nine.
498. And how many infirm and aged women? There are only two lame and upwards of
twenty aged.
499. All with thc exception of those who have infants are aged, infirm, or blind ? Yes,
with the exception of the nurse.
500. I see you have ventilators round tbe room—do you find them an inconvenience or a
benefit? They are a benefit.
Mr. Mansfield said one great inconvenience attending the mixing together of different
classes of inmates in this ward is, that the old people are disturbed during the night by the
infants. This causes a great deal of cursing and swearing among the old women, who curse
both the mothers and their brats. Mrs. Mansfield is frequently obliged to come over here
to quell the disturbance. The women say they cannot get a wink of sleep with the—some sort
of brats‘
[At the foot of the stairs, ascending from the hall of No. 1 ward to the infirm
ward, was a small apartment about 7 feet by 5, lighted by a wooden grating
opening to the hall, and having two ventilators in the wall. In this was a bath
tub, supplied by a tap.] .
Mr.Mansfield. 501. By the Chairman (to Mr. Mansfield) : This is tbe bath room ? Yes, for that ward
(No. 1- ward) only.
'
502.
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502. Xs it supplied with water from the City worts ? Tes; and it has a waste pipe from it. Benevolent
503. Is anything paid to the (Jity for this supply of water ? No.
24 Oat^isei
[On the landing at the top of the stairs was an apartment similar to that at „ “ . .,
the foot, having also a tub bath. The Committee then proceeded to inspect tbe r-1 ftlis e '
several rooms in this storey, viz., tbe infirm, the hospital, and the lying-in ward;
between the two latter was situated the kitchen, a portion of which was divided off as
a bed-room for the nurse.]
In the fitjlrm Ward.

Ann Johnson was examined :—
504. By the Chairman: What are you? Wardswoman.
Ann Johnson.
505. What ward is this ? The infirm ward.
'
506. How many patients are there in it ? Thirty.
507. How many beds ought there to he in this ward ? Twenty-four bedsteads; we have
twenty-five.
50S. How many have you had sleep in this ward in one night ? I should say three or four
and thirty ; there may have been more.
,
509. What is the largest number of beds you remember to have made on thc floor 1 For a
short time last summer we had nine on tbe floor.
510. What complaints are your patients suffering from chiefly ? Most of them are cripples,
and suffering from old age. There are some who cannot rise from their beds unless they are
lifted.
In thc Hospital Ward-.

Mrs. Stubbs was examined :—
511. What are you ? The nurse.
Mrs. Stubbs.
512. What do you call this ? The hospital ward for females.
513. How many beds have you in this ward ? Seventeen bedsteads.
•
514. How many patients have you had at one time in this ward ? Thirty-four.
515. Of course when you have above seventeen you have to make the beds on the floor ?
Yes.
516. You have then no space to walk along the ward ? No ; if anything happens in the
night, we can only pass along by stepping from one to another.
517. How many doctors attend here ? Drs. Walker, Burgon, Brown, and Macfarlane.
518. XIow often do they come ? About twice a week.
519. How long have you been here ? Twelve months.
520. Have you many deaths in this ward ? Very few ; we have had two or three deaths in
the last fortnight or three weeks.
521. The ward through which we have come is the infirm, this is the sick, the next is the
kitchen, and beyond is the lying-in ward ? Yes.
522. Have you charge of this ward only ? No ; I have the whole three.
In thc Kitchen.

523. This is thc kitchen ? Yes; and this is my little apartment.
524. How are these women engaged (referring to two females who were in the Ititchen) ?
These are two wardswomen, one for thc sick and the other for the lying-in ward,
525. Do they receive any pay? One has four shillings, and the other five shillings a-week.
526. What is your remuneration ? £50 a-year.
527. Is this place which is hoarded off (referring to a small apartment separated by a
partition from the kitchen) your own apartment ? Yes.
528. Do you observe any disagreeable smell here ? Yes; if you wish to know what is the
real stink here you should come at ten o'clock at night.
529. That is when all are in bed ? Yes; if you were to come in from the fresh air you
would be ready to drop.
■
530. That is caused by want of space to accommodate so many inmates as you have here,
and by imperfect ventilation ? Yes.
In the Lying-in Ward.

531. How many patients are in this ward ? Eight; we have often had twelve or thirteen
in this room at one time.
532. How long, as a general rule, do the women remain iu this ward before they arc re
moved ? If they are strong they are removed at the end of fourteen or fifteen days.
533. They do not generally stop longer than a month ? No ; but we have had women here
two months; it depends upon the state of their health.
534. Have you any books here for their use ? They have prayer books and bibles, but no
library books.
535. The women have no sort of amusement in the institution ? No, they have no recrea
tion ; that makes them growl and grumble, &c.
536. Do you not think it would be a great advantage if they were to be allowed to have
Chambers’ Journal, the Sunday at Home, the Leisure Hour, or a few books of that
kind ? -----537. (2b Mr. Smith) : I see the ventilator in the ceiling is covered with a hoard ? Yes; we
were
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Benevolent were obliged to put that up because tbe wind blew down so strongly.
These ventilators in
Asylum.
the ceiling, when the roof is slated, frequently cause the rooms to be hotter than they would
2i Oct,, 1861.

be without them.
[The Committee then passed to the laundry yard, where Mr. Caldwell drew
attention to the fact that the smoke from the chimney of the laundry, which was
very low, was blowing towards the window of thc children’s sick ward.]
Mr. Mansfield. 538. JSy Mr. Alexander (to Mr. Mansfield'): Have complaints been made by the doctor, of
offensive smells arising from the washing establishment to the children’s sick ward? The
laundry is a great nuisance to the building.
539. Hoes not the smoke also cause considerable annoyance when the wind blows from the
eastward ? It is altogether a nuisance.
[The Committee then walked round thc garden.]
William Allen examined:—
'Willm. Allen. 540. By the Chairman : You are the gardener? Yes.
541. How long have you been here ? I do not know exactly; I dare say seven or eight
months.
542. Have you any assistance in the garden ? When Mr. Mansfield has a man who can
work, but they are generally unable to do so ; they are mostly cripples.

TUESDA 7,

29

OCTOBER,

1861.

present

Mr. ALEXANDER,

Mr. LUCAS,
Mr. LOVE,
Mr, CALDWELL,
Mr. SADLEIR.
Mr. HARPUll,
[Thc Committee having assembled at tbe Railway Terminus, Rcdfern, at 9
a.m,, proceeded to Liverpool Asylum. In the Hall they were met by the Master of
the Institution.]
Liverpool
Asylum. Mr. Patrick Henry MulhoIIand, who having accompanied them to the Board Room, was
29 Oct., 1861,
there examined:—
543.
By
the
Chairman:
What
situation
do you hold here ? I am master of the establish
Mr. P. H.
MulhoIIand. ment, and my wife is matron.
544. How long have you been master ? Eight years.
545. Is that ever since the institution has been established hero ? No; Dr. Russell was
here before me.
546. Can you tell us how long it is since its first establishment ? Wc have no date even in
the house. I can only tell from the visitors’ book.
547. What do you use this room for ? The Board room ; the committee meet hero every
Friday, and transact the business of tbe house.
548. VVhat committee ? Tbe local Board; one member of which is supposed to visit here
daily.
549. How many gentlemen compose tbe local Board ? Only four—tbe Rev. Mr. Hodgson,
tbe Rev. Mr. Priddle, tbe Rev. Mr. Young, and Mr. Lester, of Denham Court. Mr. Lester
does not come here often.
550. Three of the local Board are ministers of religion ? Yes.
551. Belonging of course to different denominations 1 Two are clergymen of tbe Church
of England, and one is a Catholic.
552. Is there a Presbyterian minister 1 There is no Presbyterian minister who resides
here; he only comes to Liverpool occasionally to preach.
553. How often ? He does not visit here.
554. Are there any Wesleyans? No, very seldom ; there has not been a minister of that
persuasion here for the Inst twelve months.
_
555. Neither a Wesleyan nor a Presbyterian? No; Mr. Coutts used to come here, but it
was very seldom.
556. flow often do the other gentlemen come here ? Usually once a day.
557. How often do the committee from Sydney visit you ? Quaitcrly, or when they choose
to come.
558. How often do they come ? Quarterly.
559. Do they hold quarterly meetings here ? Yes, but not always on the same day; they
fix thc day among themselves.
560. They come usually about once a quarter ? Yes.
_ _
561. By Mr. Caldwell: Do they summon tbe other committee? Yes; they invite the
house committee to meet them.
562. By the Chairman: I think what Mr. Caldwell wishes to know is, whether they let the
local Board know of their intentions to visit previous to coming ? Sometimes they come
without notice.
563. By Mr. Caldwell: When they come do they meet the local Board? That depends
upon circumstances; the local Board do not perhaps know of their coming until they arrive.
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5G4. By the Chairman: How many patients have you in the house ? TVe had 352 last night
Liverpool
rr£' n-i
y0U had more t!)an tl,ut ■ I have had 389.
h
Asylum.
obb. alien the numbers are really on the decrease? Yes.
29 Oct., 1861.
70,1 skt0 40 thc. Committee the number of deaths, discharges, the increase or
decrease for every quarter since tbe establishment of this institution, or since you entered Mr. P. H.
Mulhulluud,
upon your duties here ? Yes, (Vide Appendix A.)
J
obS. lou say your wife is matron here ? Yes.
fS/nt A:e th,Cre
female Paupers here? There are only three females in tho establish
ment two lured servants who conduct the laundry wort, and an aged pauper.
Oiu. itave you many vtsitors here—gentlemen in the neighbourhood? Yes: sometimes
SL^SoJTooI;1) r namC3 m
b°0l:' soraetimes tl,oy not. (The Chairman referredto
J* {„R.L‘G ^r' pi’ng is a pretty constant visitor here ? Almost every day.
kyq / hat Is Jjr-A divinity student; he comes here to read to the Protestants.
trSLe
Darae °^'
^atson j he is the surgeon I suppose? Yes.
0i4, He is surgeon to the house? Yes
™
.P4“,‘s! ',h° “hc ? Thc c“,h0'i' ,!l'!'ejn!‘°; Le “ s"““1,y 1“1,0
5/6. 1 see that Henry H, Belton is a pretty regular visitor to the institution ? Yes ■ be
is^a divinity student also, at Moore’s College.
b/busWjuiLJing^'1 an^C>‘: I>oes Mr* CiUesple come here ? No; he has not eome lately; ho
f'?• -^e 0Ilc of 4he local Board, is he not ? No, he has resigned.
5/ J. By the Chairman : Charles F. D. Priddle; who is he ? The Eev. Mr.Priddlc, Church
of England clergyman, and Chairman of the local Board.
!»?■
i ?}° Is ** ITte ^ «r. Hodgson, President of Moore’s College.
kso‘ rrt 10
i r' iJ^aS' Ailanby ? Hc is also a divinity student at Moore’s College.
eQ.f fhe whole of the gentlemen at Moore's College are pretty regular visitors here ? Yes.
■ ' -t*!/ Mr. Alexander: Do they take any part in the religious instruction of paupers on
bundays { Twice a week there is service.
r r
584. Who officiates ? Oue of the divinity students—those who are in holy orders, or Mr
Hodgson himself, twice a week.
J
*
son'
Chairman: Do any of thc paupers work here? Yes.
586. What do they do ? They white-wash, painl, garden, attend funerals, holystone the
place, and some of them assist in cooking.
J
oSi. I suppose they do thc whole of thc work required by the institution ? Yes, with a few
inred servants.
1
588. Hired servants as wardsmen ? Yes.
589. Have you any paupers as assistant wardsmen ? Yes.
590. When they act as assistant wardsmen are they paid ? Yes; they are allowed 6s. 6d.
a month as a gratuity ; that is only a few ; some are only allowed extra bread.
koo t Mr' Alcxa.nder •' 1)0 tb°y ^nt extra bread ? Yes.
592. Is not the ration sufficient? Some could eat more than a pound of bread a dav__
more than two pounds.
r
J>
: What is the scale of provisions ? ( Vide Appendix B )
by*. By the Chairman: You say you have two hired female servants here ? Yes.
o9d. What pay do they ......r
■■ J? X20, and1 £18
"■*" a year; the
- -laundress gets £20, and
leceivo
her daughter, as needlewoman, £18.
596. You say you have a female pauper here ; what does she get?
Nothing; she is an old
woman, not able to walk about.
’
’
597. By Mr. Alexander: What is the reason she remains here ? She was hero many
years before I oamc, and she remains here still. I could not get her away, and the acting
committee allowed her to remain.
65
598. It is not usual for women to be allowed to remain here ? No.
599. By the Chairman: What are the wardsmen paid? £30 a year.
600 What otbor^ persons have you who are paid salaries? The gate-keeper has 13s. a
month ; be is an inmate.
601, The cook ? There is one cook, at £30 a year.
602, He is assisted by other inmates ? Yes; some of them get Gs. 6d. a month, and some
get nothing; only those who remain stationary arc paid,
003. Wh’at salary do you receive ? £200 for the master and matron, and a common ration
tbe same as tbe servants.
604. With firing, lighting, and quarters? Yea.
605. Have you any books for the inmates ? Yes; this is tho library which has been
commenced {directing the attention of the Committee to some twenty or thirty Bibles*
prayer} and religious books?)

606. These appear to be chiefly Homan Catholic hooks ? There are some Catholic, some
Church of England, and some Wesleyan.
w°7; Are 4hcso the ’'■bolc of the books you have, consisting chiefly of Bibles and Prayer
Books ? U e had a few volumes of Hogg’s Instructor, and some other books.
608. By Mr Caldviell: Can you tell me how many there are in the institution who call
themselves Wesleyans ? I dare not put any questions about their religion. I have seen
some who called themselves Wesleyans when they came in, who now go to Church
609. Are there any who go to the Wesleyan Chapel on Sundays ? Four or five; and tracts
are distributed every week.
610. By the Chairman: Beligious tracts, I presume? Yes.
147—E
611.
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Liverpool 611. Will you favour tbe Committee with a list of boohs in the library ? Yes. (Fitfc
Asylum,
7iif Mr. Caldwell: Will you point out any books that are Wesleyan publications ?
td Oct., I8G1.
(The witness examined the books?)

I do not think I can.

^

,

Mr. P. H.
Wulliolland. 61U. Have you any, books in this library on controversial subjects ? Isot that I am aware ot.

614. What do you call that book (handing a look to witness)? “The Poor Wans
Controversy.”
, .
615. There is another (handing a book) ? That is similar.
, .
616. Who selects tbe library for tbe inmates? The different clergymen. A grant or *0
has been lately made to each of the clergymen; these are part of the books selected by the
Eev. Mr. Young; Mr. Priddle’s and Mr. Hodgson’s have not arrived yet.
617. By the Chairman: Is the building generally in a state of good repair? The outside
is in bad repair.
618. What part of tbe outside ? The roof.
619. Does it leak? Yes.
_
620. Through the lead or the shingles ? ‘Both.
,
,
621. Is there any part but tho roof out of repair ? The roof is good enough, but tbe
shingles were put on very thin.
. _
.
j j„„i
622. With the exception of the roof is there anything out of repair ? There is a good deal
of other work required.
[The Committee proceeded to inspect the various wards of tbe building,
accompanied by Mr. MulhoIIand.]
In No.

2

Ward.

Thomas Divers was examined:—
Thos. Divers. g2S. You are wardsman to this ward? Yes.
.
.
624. How long have yon been here ? I may say threeyears; 1 have been five in the house.
625. What pay do you receive ? 16s. a month.
626. How many beds have you here ? Sixteen.
627. Have you ever had more than sixteen ?
No.
, „
„
T i.
i, j
628. Yon have never had more than sixteen sleeping here at night? Yes, 1 have had
seventeen—one on the ground.
629. Are not these beds very close ? Yes.
•, ,x
v v v
630. Should not these beds along the middle of the room be removed altogether. xes. _
631. Then this room ought to contain only ten beds? Ten would be quite enough for sick
bed-ridden people.
, . .
„ v
632. You have now sixteen, and have had seventeen lying here ( les.
633. How often are the beds taken out to air ? Very often, when they are any way damp;
sometimes daily.
. .
„ _
,
t
„
634. Do you make it a rule to take them out at certain tunes? Some of them are taken
out twice as often as others, according as they get damp.
635. Yon have no regular rule ? No; whenever a new bed is wanted we fill the case.
636. The beds arc filled with straw ? Yes.
637. What covering have the inmates ? Two blankets.
[The Committee examined the beds and blankets, and found old boots and
various articles of clothing concealed under several of the beds.]
638. By Mr. Caldwell: Is it usual for the men to keep their boots ia that way ? The
men in this ward are sometimes here, and sometimes in the yard; we cannot put their
clothes away as we do when they are in the hospital, and they hide them away sometimes.
In No.

3

Ward.

Patrick Grogan was examined:—
'

rmfrnn 639'
the Chairman: Are you the wardsman of this ward? Yes.
_
640. How long have you been here ? I have been in the house close upon eight years, and
have been wardsman about six.
641. What pay do you receive ? £2 10s. a month.
642. How many beds have you in this ward? Fifty-five.
,
f , ,
643. How many persons have you had sleeping in the ward at one time r All the beds
were full the other day.
644. Have you ever had any sleeping on the floor ? There were some last summer.
645. Are not the beds round the walls very close ? Yes.
646. Do you think there ought to be any beds in the centre of the room ? No.
647. How many have yon in the centre of tbe room ? Eighteen.
648. These eighteen ought not to be there at all ? No.
649. And are not those round the wall too close to each other? Yes, there ought to be one
or two out on each side.
„ _
,
,,
650. Then, out of the fifty-five there ought to be twenty-four taken away ? Yes, that would
leave thirty-one; then it would be a wholesome ward.
.
651. Do you find it disagreeable at night ? Yes; moreover in muggy weather it is hard to
keep the place sweet, even with this disinfecting fluid.
652. What ward do you call this ? The sick and infirm ward._
653. Do any of the inmates go out of the ward, in the day, into the yard ? Yes, a good
number. They do not go out till after seven in the morning.
654.
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654. At what time do they eome io ? They can go out and eome in as they think proper.
Liverpool
655. At what hour are you up in the morning? Six o’clock; but they can go in and out gg1361
of the ward at all hours.
_2.
'
656. By Mr. Caldwell: Do you allow the men to keep their old clothes and boots under Patk.Grogan,
the beds ? No; their clothes are taken away from them when they are in tbe regular
hospital.
657. By the Chairman : How often do you take their bed-clothes out ? At any time when
we want clean clothing we can go to the store and draw them.
658. I am speaking about your taking out the bedding to air—bow often do you take it
.
out? Sometimes weekly, sometimes monthly,
'
659. By Mr. Caldwell: Instead of making the beds in this way (spreading them, on ihe
bedstead) do you ever tnrn them up ? No, not in the lower wards.
660. Why not? The doctor does not approve of it.
661. If you were to turn them up the people could not hide their clothes under them ? No.
'
In the Store Boom.
662. By the Chairman (io Mr. MulhoIIand) : What do you call this?
store, and the largest we have. No. 2 ward was our store room.

Mr.

It is the small MulhoIIand.

Mr. George Girling examined :—
663. What are you ? Storekeeper.
Mr. George
664. Is this the sugar you use here (examining the sugar) ? Yes, we were obliged to buy
Girling.
that in the town ; we are just out of sugar.
665. Where do you get your flour from ? Nicholson, in Sydney.
666. I presume it is the same as that used in Sydney ? It is not the same contract.
667. Is this the rice you use (examining the same) ? Yes, this is sent by the contractor
from Sydney.
668. Where is your bread? (A sample was shewni)
669. What do you pay for this? 3|d. for a 2 lb. loaf.
670. What books are these ? Some belong to me; the others were bought for tho institution
nearly seven years ago; they have been patched up from time to time, but they are now
nearly worn out.
671. What is that (■pointing to a cash) ? Sherry.
672. And what in that pointing to a second cask) ? There was porter in that, but I havebottled it to preserve it. There is some lime juice which I serve out from time to time in
the yard, under the doctor’s orders.
673. You seem to have plenty of room ? Many of the stores are out now j but when wc
have a full supply there is not much room.
674. What leather is this (referring to a quantity of leather in the store)? It is to sole
and mend the people’s shoes.
675. By Mr. Caldwell: What quantity of porter do you serve out in a day ? Sometimes
more, sometimes less; generally twelve or thirteen half-pints daily.
676. How much wine? Between twenty and thirty glasses; thirty-one or thirty-two,
sometimes more, sometimes loss.
677. That is served out in accordance with the directions of tbe medical officer ? Yes.
678. By thc Chairman: You have charge of these medical comforts? Yes; I have the key.
679. No one else has the key? No; no one else has access to them.
680. Then you are responsible for everything ? Yes, in the store.
681. The porter, wine, &c., are measured out to you; you have to serve them out according
to the instructions of the medical officer, and to keep an account of them ? Yes.
682. By Mr. Caldwell: Do you serve out any spirits? Very seldom; occasionally a glass
is given to the men going out with a funeral, or to any dirty work, such as emptying the
cesspool.
688. Docs the medical officer order any spirits to he served out in any cases ? Yes, brandy.
For instance, a man was brought in yesterday who had met with a severe accident, and was
in a state of collapse. There is no great deal used.
684. What class of inmates do you supply with porter? The sick.
685. None but the sick ? None but the sick, except the master orders a man a pint of
porter for extra work.
686. Then occasionally the master, as well as the medical man, orders porter to be given ?
He does occasionally, but I give nothing unless I have an order.
687. By ihe Chairman: What salary do you receive ? £100 a-year and rations.
688. How long have you been here ? Eight years.
_
In the Surgery.

689. (To Mr. MulhoIIand): Have you a medical officer stationed here?
who visits daily—Dr. Watson.
In No. 4 Ward.
690.
691.
692.
693.
694.

No, we have oue

William Jones was examined :—
Are you the wardsman here ? Yes.
How long have you been so? Four years.
What salary do you receive? £2 10s. a month.
How many beds have you here? Twenty-two.
Is that the largest number you have had? Yes.

Mr.
MulhoIIand.

Willm. Jones.

695.
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Asylum. 695. Have you ever had persons sleeping on the floor ? Sometimes j in cases of emergency.
29 Oct., 1861.
How many have you had sleeping on tho floor at one time? One.
, ---G97. Are not the beds much too close? Tes. When I came here at first there were only
Willm. Jonca. Bisteen in this room, and there was a table in the middle, upon which operations were per
formed ; that was taken out, and these beds were put in.
698. Do you not think fourteen would be as many as should be put in this room ? Yes ;
it is very hot and close here in the summer nights.
699. What do you call this? The sick or hospital ward.
MulhoIIand
■i’j/ ^r- Alexander (io Mr. MulhoIIand-—handing aloof of hrotern bread): Is that
’ thc bread you give to the people in this ward ? Some have fine bread, some coarse.
Jones.
701. Jig Mr, Caldwell (to Jones'):
How do you ventilate this ward—do you keep the
top windows down ? Yes, we must do so; sometimes we have a dreadful case of dysentery,
. and the smelt is unbearable.
702. Have you any assistants in this ward? Yes, I am the head wardsman, and that
(pointing to one of ihe men) is my mate ; I pay him out of my salary.
r
703. Jig thc Chairman: Is he an inmate of tbe institution ? Yes.
704. You have taken him from the yard to help you ? Yes.
705. He seems a hale, hearty, naan ? There is nothing much the matter with him, only he
is a little flighty.
In No. 5 Ward.
Robert Salter was examined:—
Bobert Salter, 706. Are you the wardsman here ? Yes.
707. How long have you been here ? This time, only a month.
708. Were you here before ? Yes, nearly two years.
709. How many beds have you in this room ? Thirty-four.
710. Is it not very much crowded ? Yes.
711. How many beds have you in thc middle of thc room ? Eight. I think wo could very
well dispense with four of these beds, two from one end of the room, and four on each side.
712. Besides those in the centre ? I think we could do with them.
713. Is it usual to have beds in the centre of an hospital ? Sometimes a man falls sick in
the yard and we are obliged to take him in here, and alter the arrangement of the beds.
714. What ward do you call this ? The infirm ward.
715. Turn down some of these beds?
[The witness turned over some of tho beds, and exposed boots and various
articles of clothing.]
716. "What are those things? They belong to the men who sleep here, and who are gone
out into the yard.
, 1
717. Would it not be better that the men should be compelled to take these things with
them into the yard ?
[Mr. MulhoIIand said it was a rule, that nothing should be allowed to be kept
under the beds.]
'
718. How often do you change the bcd-clothes? About once in three weeks, or once a
month ; if I find them dirty I send them away.
719. Do you ever send the bedding into the yard to be aired ? Yes; perhaps three times
in the course of the summer, but then I change the beds three times as well, and they have
a clean sheet and pillow-case every fortnight.
720. What food do your patients generally get? The ration that is going generally for the
yard, which I suppose will amount to about half a pound of meat, a pint of soup, and a
pound of either brown bread or white, according to the doctor’s orders.
‘
721. Have they tea? Yes; a pint in the morning and a pint in the evening.
722. And medical comforts as thc doctor thinks proper? Yes; wine, milk, arrowroot, and
rice, if the doctor orders it.
723. Do you often see clergymen of the different denominations in the ward ? Yes; three
or four times a week.
In No. 11 Ward.
William James Bullen was examined :—
W. J, Bullen. 724. Are you wardsman of this ward ? Yes.
725. How long have you been wardsman ? Nine montbs.
726. "What do you receive for your services? 10s. a month.
727. Were you an inmate here before? Yes.
728. Were you taken out of the yard and brought here as wardsman ? Yes.
729. Have you any assistants ? I have one to assist me to make the beds.
730. Do you give him any pay ? No.
■
731. How many beds bave you in this ward ? Eifty-four; I had sixty-five in thc winter.
732. The ward is very much crowded; I see the space between the beds against the wall is
not above fifteen inches ? Yes.
733. The bods are placed all round the room, and there are two rows in the middle without
more than twelve inches between them ? Yes, and I have had sixteen sleeping on thc floor.
734. (To Mr. Mulkollaml): If the whole of thc centre beds were taken away would it not
then be desirable to remove four of tbe beds frr tbe sides, which would reduce the number
in the ward to thirty-four? I think forty m?
he accommodated, as there is good air in
this room.
In
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No. 10

Ward.

"William Allen Tras examined:—
735. "What are yon? "Wardsman.
736. How long have you been wardsman? I have been about seven years in this establish
ment.
737. What pay do you receive? £32 a-ycar.
738. I see you have the bedding folded up? Yes.
■
739. Do you fold them up every day ? Yes.

29
Liverpool
Asylum.
Oct., 18CU
Willm. Allen.

[Thff Chairmau directed several of the beds to be opened.]
740. Do you allow tbe men to keep any old and dirty clothes under their beds? No, I am
ordered by the master to take them away.
741. Are there any clothes under any of these beds ? No, I am sure there are not.
742. How many beds have you in this ward ? In winter we had forty-five, now we have
thirty-eight bedsteads.
743. Have you hod any sleeping on the floor ? Seven.
744. What ward do you call this ? They are all hale wards up stairs.
745. Can the men go out of tho ward at any time? No, the master locks them in at night
and opens the door in the morning,
746. Suppose any of the people are taken ill at night what do you do? Knock at the door,
and the master gets up. If be does not hear I open the window and call to the clerk and
storekeeper who lives in front.
*■
747. At what time is the door locked up at night ? At half-past eight.
748. When is the door opened ? At a quarter after five.
749. By Mr. Caldwell: How many times a week do you scour out this room ? It is washed
every morning.
750. How often do you move this bedding and these boards? Tho beds are generally taken
down once a month—whenever they arc required.
In No. 9 Ward.
John Bell was examined:—

751. Are you wardsman here? Yes.
John Bell*
752. How long have you been so employed? Upwards of three years.
753. What do you receive ? Gs. tid. a month.
.
*
754. You were an inmate before yon were employed as a wardsman ? Yes.
755. How many beds have you here ? Thirty-two beds, and two beds on tbe floor.
756. What is tho largest number you have had sleeping in this ward? Thirty-seven.
757. Are not your bedsteads too close together? Yes, at one time we had only twenty-six
bedsteads here.
758. How often do you change the bed-clothes? The sheets go down every fortnight.
759. How often are the beds and bedding taken down to air ? Sometimes once a month.
[The Committee examined tho bedding.]
[On the entrance of the Committee into this ward, the witness was engaged
in drawing the plan of a building.]
760. By Mr. Caldwell: Is this your drawing? It is.
761. For what is it intended ? The plan of a chapel for this Asylum.
762. For whom are you drawing that? For the society.
763. By Mr. Alexander: Who gave you the instructions? The committee.
764. Which committee? The committee here—the Bov. Mr. Hodgson and the Rev.
Mr. Priddle.
765. By Mr. Caldwell: Do you know whether the committee have it in contemplation to
build h chapel of this description on the grounds? X believe that was the intention.
760. Do you receive any pay for what you draw? I receive allowances, and have more
liberty than others. ■ .
In No. 8 Ward.
[This ward was being cleaned at the time of the Committee’s visit.]
William Stokes was examined:—
767. By Ike Chairman: Are you the wardsman here? I am.
\ym. Stokes.
768. How long have you been wardsman ? Three years.
769. What pay do you receive? 10s. a month j and I pay 2s. out of it to the man who
helps me to take out the tubs, and then I pay another shilling for matches.
770. To whom do you pay that ? I buy matches.
771. How many beds are there in this ward ? Forty-seven.
772. How many have you had sleeping in this ward atone time? Sixty-three.
773. Of course you would then have sixteen sleeping on the floor? Yes.
774. How many bedsteads are there in tho centre of the room? Sixteen.
775. Do you find it unpleasant here of a night? Yes.
776. I see you are engaged washing the floor? Yes.
777. How often do you wash out the ward ? Every morning.
[The Committee examined the bed boards, and observed in the crevices of
many a large number of hugs. The wardsman said the boards were taken down
in every mouth, and that these wore about to he removed.]
,
In
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jV0, 7.

Ward.

Robert Sully was examined :—

Eobert Sully. 778. Are you wardsman here ? Yes.
' 779. How long have you been here ? Eighteen months.
780. What pay do you receive ? 6s. 6dv and I have to pay a man 2s. out of that.
781. For what? Taking the tubs down.
782. How often do you change the bedding ? Thc men have sheets every week.

[The Committee examined the bedsteads.] .
783. I see there are bugs in every bedstead? They are in the cracks of the boards, and
you cannot keep them out.
784. This blanket looks black and dirty—how often do the men have clean ones? I shall
return oue of the blankets iu a few days; tbe men will have one instead of two during the
summer.
785. How often arc they washed ? About every month or six weeks.
786. How many beds are there in this ward ? Thirty-two.
787. You have six beds in the centre of thc room ? Yes.
.
788. How many bave you had sleeping here at one time ? Thirty-five.
Mulholiand ^^r' MulhoIIand) : The blankets in this room are very dirty ? It is caused by the
’ dye from the cotton rugs; iu the other room, where woollen rugs are used, the blankets do
not appear to be dirty.
[The Committee next visited the basement floor, which was appropriated to
the purposes of washing, the storage of lumber and coffins. The vault devoted to the
latter purpose was also used as a carpenter's shop. The floor, which was paved with
stone, was flooded with soap-suds, and boards were laid down to enable the men
employed in washing to pass to and fro dry shod.]
In the Wash-house.

790. (To Mr. MulhoIIand): Do thc men wash all the clothes ? Yes.
791. I see the ground is covered with water ? Yes, and on a wet day the water rises in the
cellars.
792. Have you not a drain to the river from this place? No.
793. Supposing there were good drainage the water would not continue here ? No.
794. Do the men who are employed in washing here receive any pay? No, they get extra
tea, sugar, and bread.
Mary Finnerly examined:—
Are you tbe laundress ? Yes.
Of course you superintend the washing by the men ? Yes.
797. What do you receive per annum for your services?
Myself and my daughter £44
a-year.
*
798. How long have you been here ? Going on for eight years.
799. Of course you receive rations and quarters also ? Yes.
800. How do you account for this place being so wet? It is from the suds.
801. Do the men throw tbe water down here? No, it is spilled in carrying out tbe clothes
from the copper to be rinsed.
802. Where does tbe water you use here come from ? From a tank, and tbe tank is
^
supplied from the railway.
Mulholiand.
(To Mr. MulhoIIand): Do you pay Government for the supply? Yes, 2s. for each
' tank, and tbe tanks holds 1,000 gallons.
‘
Mrs.Finnerly. 804. By Mr. Oaldwdl (to Mrs. Finnerly): I suppose you sweep down this place ? Yes, it
is washed down, and we keep it as clean as we can.
Mary.

Fmneriy.

795.
79fl_

[Passing a dark cellar in which was kept chloride of lime that had over
spread the floor.]
Mr.
805. By ike Chairman (to Mr. MulhoIIand) : What do you keep there ? Chloride of lime.
MnlhoHand. 800. By Mr. Caldviell: Has anyone charge of that? Yes; the cask has burst.
807. Does any member of tbe local board examine the lower premises ? Yes, constantly.

In the Coffin Room.
Thomas Read was examined
Thos. Bead. 80S. By ihe Chairman: Are you a carpenter ? lam.
809. How long bave you been here ? Backwards and forwards I have been here ever since
Mr. MulhoIIand came here. „
810. About eight years ? Not quite so much.
811. Do you work here ? Yes.
812. W1 at work do you do? I mend anything that wants repair; sometimes locks, at
other times sashes, at others the roof.
„
813. Do you get paid for your services ? I have no salary; I receive a few pounds as a
gratuity, but I dare say I have done better than £300 worth of work for them since I have
been here.
814.
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814. By Mr. Caldwell: I suppose you liave charge of this department ? I am here whenever Liverpool
there is anything to be done ; and I believe my health has been injured by the damp here, Asylum.
for when there is any rain thc place is in a float. Sometimes I am employed on the roof and 29 Oct., 18G1,
other parts of the building, doing repairs.
Thos. Head.
[The Committee next visited thc garden, inspected the dead house, and
proceeded thence to the laundry, kitchen and dining room.]
In the Garden.
Mr.
815. By the Chairman (p Mr. MulhoIIand): Is the work in the garden done by the
MulhoIIand.
inmates? Yes.
816. When you came here was there any garden ? There was part under cultivation.
817. Thc produce of this garden supplies the kitchen with vegetables ? Yes.
818. Nothing goes out of the garden into the town ? No.
819. I observe a small shed by the wall j what is it? Thc cobbler's shop.
820. What is the other erection ? A shed for keeping the garden tools.
By Mr. Caldwell: Does not the tower of the building require repairing? The roof
requires to be taken off: and the upper part of the tower is lath and plaster—it ought to
be of brick.
822. Wonld it be an advantage to tbe institution if the brick wall facing the railway were
taken down, and a fence were substituted ? I think it would be unsafe; the men would get
over thc fence; even now they get over the wall.
In ihe Kitchen.
John Moran was examined

John Moran.

823. By the Chairmdn: Are you the cook ? Yea.
[The Committee inspected the soup, a tin dishful of which was brought by
the cook.]
824. Tho meat we see in each dish is the allowance for one man ? Yes; and a pint of
vegetable soup.
825. What bread do they receive ? 1 lb. and a pint of tea, morning and evening.
826. Are any potatoes served out ? Not usually; they have only the vegetables that grow in
the garden.
827. The committee do not supply the inmates with any other vegetables than those which
grow in the garden? No.
828. What are you supplied with by the committee ? Flour.
829. Is there any regulation as to the quantity of Sour you are to he supplied with ? Yes,
so much flour for so many men.
830. Where do the men eat? In the dining-room.
831. Have yon any oven ? Yes. (The witness showed the oeen!)
832. Do you always supply the inmates with boiled meat? Yes, cxceptihg at Christmas
time.
833. You have no convenience for baking the food for the inmates? No, the oven is not
large enough.
834. It wonld not he attended with much more labour, I sunposc, to bake than to boil tho
food ? No, and it would shut out a great deal of the heat.
835. Have you any convenience for making hot water for those who are supplied with tea
and sugar ? We have only five coppers and the two pots you see.
836. You have not sufficient convenience ? We have not, hut we do the best we can.
837. I see you have been baking? Yes, for the laundress and the officers; they can have
their meat either baked or boiled.
838. How often do you clean the floor here ? Every day.
839. What is your pay? £2 10s. a month.
840. Have you any assistants? Yes, three men.
841. What is their pay ? 9s., 10s., and 12s. a month.
842. By Mr. Caldviell: The meat I see in the tin dishes is ready to be served out to the
men ? Yes, that is tbe sick ration; they are not able to eat it this hot weather ; some of
it is always brought down and thrown away.
843. By the Chairman: They have as much as they can eat then ? Plenty; after dinner
perhaps three-parts come down.
844. By Mr. Caldwell: How often do they have soup? Every day.
In ihe Dining Sail.
Mr.
845. By the Chairman (to Mr. MulhoIIand): Do the whole of the men dino hero ? All who
MulhoIIand.
are hale.
846. Is it large enough to accommodate the whole? It is large enough to accommodate
500 men ; it is 100 feet long by 25 feet wide.
847. It has a shingled roof? Yes.
848. Would it not be better if there were windows made through the wall on both sides? I
should say it would be an improvement to have grated windows.
849. Can the men who are in the yard come here out of the sun when they please
Excepting when the place is being cleaned.
850.
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Liverpool 850. You have three rows of tables—one on each side, and one down the middle ? Yes.
0Scyt7sei
'^'re ^1C 111611 a^owc<i tniT65 and forks ? No.
" c"
' S52. How do they cut their meat ? Some have knives, some liave not.
Mr.
853- Ho you not supply them with knives ? There are knives and forks in store, but I bave
MulhoIIand. not permission to give them out.
854. Are you prevented doing so? Yes.
855. By whom ? The local Board, who think it dangerous to trust them with knives. They
bave often attempted acts of violence.
856. But bave never succeeded ? Nobody has been killed, but several attempts have been
made.
857. Ts it tbe duty of the officers to be present in the ward during meal times ? Yes, to
examino the meals before they leave tbe kitchen.
858. By Mr. Caldwell: Is anyone here during the time they bave meals ? Only to say
grace.
859. Who says grace ? I do—tbe master.
,
09

Henry Moss was examined:—
Henry Moss. 860, By Che Chairman: Are yon the wardsman in charge ? Yes.
861. How long have yon been in charge ? Four years.
862. How often is the floor washed ? Every day.
803. Have you anyone to assist you ? I have an old man to assist me, and I give him bits
of tobacco for doing so; 1 am only an inmate.
864. What pay do you receive ? 13s. a month.
865. Have you during the time of taking meals heard any quarrelling among thc men ? The
quarrelling is principally among the yatd men.
866. Have yon heard them quarrelling during meal times ? 1 am not here during tho
meals.
867. Is there any officer present during the meals? Not that I am aware of; the master
comes in, and I go into the kitchen to assist.
868. There is no one in charge who remains hero while the people are eating their dinner ?
Not officially.
869. You have never heard any quarrelling ? There is quarrelling repeatedly.
870. In this room, while the men are eating ? Yes, generally, more or less.
871. By Mr. Caldwell: When quarrels take place are they reported? The master is
always about.
872. Are they reported to the authorities ? Yes. I have thirty-two people sleeping here
every night.
873. By the Chairman: Where do they sleep ? They are prineipally cripples, who cannot
go up stairs.
874. Where do they sleep ? On tbe floor. Those who are able and cleanly on tbe tables,
and some on the forms.
875. Do you allow any of them to sleep on tbe tables ? One or two.
876. Which the people eat from ? Yes.
[Leaving the kitchen, the Committee went outside tbe wall, then returned,
inspected sheds, whieb were occupied severally as a washing-house, a store for bed
ding when removed from tbe dining hall, and a barber’s shop ; and finally, a large
open shed in the middle of the ground, beneath which were assembled a large
number of the oldest and most infirm inmates. At one end of this Inst-mcntione'd
shed was a brick fire-place, on the outside of tbe wall.]
Mr.
877. By the Chairman (to Mr, MulhoIIand): I see a bouse in the rear of tbe Asylum
Mulholiand, vrhieb I believe lately belonged to Mr. Hill? Yes.
878. That is Government property, is it not ? Yes.
879. Under whoso charge is it? The Railway Commissioners.
880. What is done with that? It is let to some of thc railway porters.
881. If the committee could get that house, would it not be a great advantage to thc insti
tution ? Yes.
882. Would you not, then, bo better able to classify your people ? Yes.
883. How is it enclosed on tbe back side ? By a wall in iront, aud by a fence on the
"railway side.
884. You could send some of your best behaved men there ? Yes, or could take away
from other wards such men as bad scorbutic diseases.
885. I presume that house would bold 60 or 70 people ? With very little repair wc could
have fifty beds there.
In the Washing-house,886.

I see there is a bench here with holes in it, I presume to hold tbe basins used for
washing ? Yes, the tin basins you see are the washing basins.
887. And the large cask contains the water whence they are supplied? Yes.
888. Are the men compelled to wash themselves every day ? They are supposed to do so,
but there are some very refractory.
1
889. Is there any bath room ? No.
890. This ia the only place where they can wash ? Yes.
891.
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891. When a man enters the institution, you have no means of giving him. a bath? No j Liverpool
he is merely sent to the barber’s shop, and his hair is cut, or he is shaved, and has to wash
his face.
'
V
29 Oct., 1861.
892. Have you any trouble in malting them keep themselves clean ? Yes; some of
Mr.
them think it is not beneficial to their health. Wo propose to have the water laid on here, Mulholiand.
and to have a shower and other hath.
In the Barber's Shop.
[In this place there were two men who stated that they were both inmates ;
that one received 10s. and the other 16s. a month j and that they shaved the people
twice a-week, and cut their hair when required.^
In the Open Shed.
‘ _ _ [The Chairman observed that the roof of this building was in a very imperfect
condition.]
893. By the Chairman: When the men come in here, do they continue to wear their
ordinary clothing ? Yes.
894. And when they are thoroughly worn out, you supply them with fresh ? Yes.
895. Are tho clothes of a uniform kind ? No; sometimes they are of one colour, some
times of another.
896. If the men are able to obtain any employment from outside, are they allowed to do it ?
No.
897. There is no kind of occupation for them? Nothing beyond clearing up the house, and
keeping it in repair.
898. They have nothing to do hut to walk about the yard, or to sit down here hour after
hour, day after day, and month after month ? No.
899. By Mr. Marpur : Cannot you give them work yourself? No.
900. Then they are kept in a state of enforced idleness ? Yes.
[The attention of the Chairman having been called to one of the old men
beneath tho shed, who was complaining of-the general want of cleanliness in the
establishment, the complainant was examined as follows] :—.
901. By the Chairman: What is your name ? Frank Allen.
902. How long have you been here? On and off, seven years here. I was here in Dr.
Russell’s time. I came to this country in 1813.
903. How old arc you ? Eighty-five come New Year’s Day, at six o’clock in the morning.
Where I sleep there are ten thousand million of lice; lean get no rest—scratch, scratch,
. scratch, all night long; there are fleas, lice, and bugs.
904. Where do you sleep? In the dining-room—that is the place.
905. You do not mean to say there are fleas, lice, and bugs in the dining-room ? I do though.
There is the place where tho beds are put away; them beds are not shown, they are scan
dalous ; they ought to bo taken out and burned.
906. How many sleep in the dining-room ? I dare say thirty or forty. There arc a good
many beds lying on the floor; some lie on thc table; I am not able to get on the tabic, so I
lie below.
901. I suppose you can during the day-time cither go into the dining-room or sit down,
here ? No; there is a certain time when the men must do the dining-room out.
908. What you complain of is the vermin in this room ? Yes.
909. Have you any other complaint ? We never have any garden stuff; we have not had
any garden stuff for three years.
910. Have you not any vegetables in your soup ? There is nothing in our soup, only some
times a rotten turnip or a bit of a cabbage leaf is chucked in.
911. Have you no potatoes ? I think, if 1 tell thc truth, I have had seven little potatoes ;
thc whole toto would not weigh an ounce, roots and all together.
912. That is within the whole time—thc five or seven years you have'been here ? Yes ;
there was lots of garden stuff when Dr, Russell was hero.
913. By Mr. Alexander: Where did you get that hat from (an old and battered silk haf) ?
From the house.
914; By Mr. Lose : Would you not prefer potatoes instead of some of the bread you receive ?
Yes, 1 would, your honor ; the bread is very coarse, very rough. I don’t know what it is
made of; chaff, or some mess or another, if it is a day old it would choke you.
915. Have you to soak it in water ? You have no time to get your victuals here. The other
people at the lower end of the dining-room gets their dinner before we at the upper cud can
get any ; and then they come and snatch away the things.
910. By Mr. Caldwell: How much meat do you get a day—beef or mutton ? I cannot say,
I never weighed it. Thc other day I could not eat a single mouthful; I had no knife, I
have no teeth, and I could not get it apart.
917. Could you not get a knife to cut it ? No knife would cut it.
918._ If you had not eaten all your meat when the people have dined, can you not bring the
rest out with you and eat H in the yard ? You must be brisk, or they would shove you out
altogether; they will not give you time to cat, you must bolt it, for you have not lime to
swallow it properly. There arc some regulations in the gaol, there are none here.
147—F
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919. By the Chairman : So eh as it is, you get enough to eat ? Sometimes, I think if it
was weighed, there would be from eight to nine ounces in half a loaf.
“ c”
' 920. Do you not know that the loaves weigh two pounds each ? I do not know ; if so, I
Mr.
get very short of it.
MullioUaml. 921. Have you had a row since you have been here with anybody ? Not a day throughout
the year but what there is a row here.
922. You do not want to quarrel ? No, I do not want to quarrel; but thieves will be
thieves; if you have a knife, a spoon, or a bit of tobacco, they will nail it,
923. You take care, I suppose, to hinder them ? X could not hinder them; as for quarrelling,
my time for quarrelling is pretty well over, but if they will do so, I cannot help it.
Liverpool

Moses Pollit was examined:—
Moses Pollit. 924. How long have you been here ? Three months.
925, Do you sleep in the dining-room ? Yes.
_ _
■ 926. You have heard the statement just made by Allen as to tho quantity of vermin in tbe
dining room, is that true ? I do not believe it, and I sleep in the next bed but one to him,
and I have not seen anything of that.
927. When the beds are taken from the dining room, are they at once folded up and put in
the shed, or are they brought out to air ? Not so far as I know.
[Patrick Conolly came forward aud stated:—I have been sleeping for three
years in the mess room, and the beds are never put out to air; I have been sleeping
for three years On the floor.]
Pat. Conolly. 928. Examined by the Chairman: Have you seen vermin there ? I have, plenty; I had to
rub blue stuff into my head, and was like to die. You never can keep yourself dean; we
never have clean clothes; I had a new pair of trousers when the bishop came here,'and tho
day after, they were taken away.
929. Do you know who took them ? The wardsman took them to Mr. Mulholiand.
Eobert Jones was examined:—
Lobert Jones, 930. Do you sleep in the dining room? Yes.
931. How long have you heeu in the institution ? Six months.
932. Have you found any inconvenience from vermin ther.e ? There arc no vermin there to
my knowledge.
933. Are you blind ? No, I have good eyesight, thank God.

J. Hayburn.

John Hayburn was examined:—
934. Do yon sleep in the mess room ? Yes.
935. Do you feel any ineonvenience from bugs or other vermin? I am clean of them; I
am blind, and I get a man to examine me every day.
_
*
Kichard West was examined:—

HicliardWest, 936.
937.
they
938.

Do you sleep in the mess room ? Yes.
_
What is done with thc beds after you get up ? The beds are put away in the shed;
are not exposed to the air.
Have you felt any ineonvenience from vermin ? I have found one or two about me.
Dennis Sullivan was examined:—

Den. Sullivan. 939. Do you sleep in tbe mess room ? Yes.
940, Have you felt any inconvenience from vermin ? No, not where I sleep.
'
[Henry Moss was directed to take several of the bods from the shed, and to
open them for the inspection of the Committee.]
Henry Moss. 941. By Mr. Caldwell (to Moss): When you find any of the beds wet, what do yon do with
them—do you roll them up and put them away ? No, I put them on the green.
_
942. That has not been aired (referring to a bed which was then wef) ? No, not this
morning.
[William Bay, who appeared to be suffering from difficulty in breathing, was
examined.]
"William Kay. 943. By the Chairman: You seem to be ill ? I am.
944. What is your disease ? Consumption.
945. How long have you been here ? A fortnight next Thursday.
946. Do you find yourself getting better ? No.
947. How often do you see tho medical man ? He comes once a-day; but he merely comes
and goes away again.
_
_
948. How long does he remain 1 He does not stop. I have not been examined since I
have been here.
_
949. Have you not received any medicine ? Some cough mixture.
950. By Mr. Caldwell: Have you been examined by any medical man? Yes, but not here.

Mr. J. B.
Watson.

Mr. J. B. Watson (Medical Officer), was examined:—
951. By the Chairman: Tbe place at the back belongs to the Government, does it not ?
I believe.

So

952.
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952. Would it not bo a wry excellent situation as an auxiliary to this establishment ? Yes,
for the purpose of classifioation.
953. If the use of that property could be obtained for this institution, would it not be able
to remove the sick from this building? It would enable me to remove those who are suffer
ing from infectious diseases from those who are merely infirm.
954. If this place could be obtained, you would have greater facilities for classifying tho
inmates ? Yes, it would be very desirable.
955. It would relieve this building of from sixty to seventy persons? I dare say it would.
[As the Committee wore about to leave, Mr. Girling, the storekeeper, drew
their attention to the limited extent of his accommodation, which consisted of the
two gate-houses, each containing two very small rooms.}

APPENDIX.
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This house was established as a
Branch of thc Sydney Benevolent
Asylum, on 2Gth November, 1851.

Library.

An assortment of books of general
literature was furnished by the Sydney house, iu August, 1854, which
has become worn out by constant
use.
Two dozen each of common
Prayers and Bible, with a small
assortment of other religious boots,
were supplied
by the Sydney
Diocesan Society* which are Etill in
circulation.
We are also just in receipt of a
grant of fifteen pounds sterling, from
the parent society, for the purpose
of renewing the .Library.

32

37
20

43

October 1st, 1861.—345 remaining in thc house on this date.

B.
Scale of Rations issued to the Inmates in the Benevolent Society’s Establishment at Liverpool:—
1 lb. bread and 1 lb. moat to each inmate, daily.
1 oz. tea to every five inmates, and 1£ oz. sugar each, daily.
4 lbs. rico or pearl barley to eveiy 100 men, daily.
2 lbs. flour to every 100 men, daily.
Pepper and salt, as required.
Vegetables, as thc garden may afford, under tbe directions of the master.
Extras for the sick, under the directions of the surgeon.
P. H. HULHOLLAND.

Master.

FRIDAY,

Liverpool
Asylum.
> Oct, 1861.
Mr. J. B.
Watson.
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FRIDAY, 8 NOVEMBER, 1801.
present:—
Mr. HARPUK,

1

Mr. HAY,

Mr. SADLEIR.
J.

LUCAS, Esq.,

in the

Chair.

Mr. Robert Anderson called in and examined :—
Mr. Robert 956. By th-e Chairman: Yon are clerk and accountant to thc Benevolent Society ? I am.
Anderson,
How long have you been in that capacity ? Since the 8th May, 1860.
958. Had you anything to do with the institution previous to that? Nothing.
8 Nov., 1SC1,ggg, "What gentleman held that office before you? Mr. Johnson.
960. Are you aware how long he held that office? I think about twenty years,
9G1. The Honorable George Allen is honorary secretary? Yes.
_ _ _
962. Have you books which will shew the receipts aud expenditure of the institution? Yes.
963. For how long back ? I was required, by the note which I received yesterday, to bring
the books containing the accounts of the last five years j those I now produce extend
over a longer period. (TAe witness produced several account looks.')
^
904. Can you give us tho annual receipts and expenditure for the last five years? Yes,
I have prepared a return of the annual receipts and expenditure, from the 1st January, 1840,
to 30th September, 1861. (27tc witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix A.)
I have made out that return from the accounts and other materials upon which I could lay
my hand, as the books do not very explicitly shew the receipts and expenditure.
.
965. To tbe best of your ability you have collected the return you now hand in? Yes,
from the accounts put before the annual meetings, as audited by the auditors.
.
966. Who are the auditors ? Two gentlemen connected with the institution are appointed
annually to audit the accounts.
_
,
967. Will you favor the Committee with the names of the auditors for each year ? ( Vide
Appendix A, 2.)
.
.
968. I understood you to say that you could not make up a correct return, in consequence
of some defect in the manner of keeping the books? I‘believe they do shew the sums
received and the sums expended, but it has been done in a very partial way j the books do
not shew every particular; I believe the cash hook is almost an exact copy of the bank book.
(TAe Chairman referred to the book.)
_
...
969. This does not give any account in detail of the expenditure of tho institution ? No;
it gives the expenditure, but it is not very explicit.
_
97U, It appears to be a mere account of the cheques as they were given upon the bank ?
Yes, merely a copy of tbe bank hodt.
971. And these are the only books you can get at ? Yes.
972. By Mr. Sadleir: These are mere gross amounts? Yes.
973. By thc Chairman: I see put down here, " salary,” " wages,” 11 white-washing,”
‘curreot expenses, £30.” These are the only details yon could get at ? Yes. There is
what is called the petty cash hook, that is handed in monthly to thc committee.
974. By Mr. Sadleir: If you had that petty cash book, yon could trace out the items
which went to form that £30 ? Yes.
975. There was a pettv cash book kept ? Yes.
976. Where is that?” It is in tbe office, but it is kept in the same way as this which I
now keep. (TAe witness handed in a cash book.)
_
977. By the Chairman: This is the petty cash hook you now keep ? Yes; at_ the begin
ning of every month I put down on one side what I receive, and on the other side I enter
what I expend.
.
978. There was a book of that kind kept before you took this office? Yes.
979. Is that in the office now ? Yes.
.
980. I understood you to say that it was impossible for you to give a correct account, m
con sequence of tho manner in which the accounts were kept,—what did you refer to ? I
referred to a different book altogether—to the general cash book ; this is the petty cash book.
981. I see in this book (the cash book) an item, on the 1st August, 1855,—“ Current
expenses, £30”; would the petty cash book kept at that period shew every item of which
that sum of £30 was made up? Yes.
982. Then what difficulties did you find in the way of giving a correct return ? I could
not find the particulars of the sums received on account of the institution.
983. How are these sums generally received ? They are generally received by the treasurer;
I do not know whether all sums were received by him before I entered the office, but I make
every sum received go through the hands of the treasurer; I send all I receive to him.
984. I see, in December, 1855,—" To cash, £54 16s. 6d., £15, £40, £21 ”; is there no
way of shewing how these amounts are received? No. I may mention that Lapt. Browne,
who was our previous treasurer, did furnish Mr. Johnson, in the same way as he did me,
with copies of the amounts he had received during the quarter, but they never appear to
have been entered in these books. No record, so far as I can find, was kept of the sums so
received.
985. Then from what you can gather from these books, you cannot say whether these
accounts only were received, or whether others also were received ? No.

986.
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Mr.1 Eobert
9S6. You have no data to show how, or from whom these accounts were received ?
No.
Anderson.
087. Have you balanced these books ? I have.
088. For how long back?
1 balanced them to the end of tbe year 1859, and then I
started on the 1st January, 1860, from a balance which I made up at tho end of that book, ® ^ov'> IS®1*
I started a new cash book upon another principle.
989. Why did you alter thc principle of keeping your accounts?
In the first place, when
I was appointed to thc situation I was asked to keep the books upon a different system—the
system adopted in mercantile establishments, of double entry; and I considered it to be my
duty to start the books from the beginning of the year upon that system.
990. How did you find that these books balanced ? I found them by the bank book.
991. You had no other means of making up the accounts but the bank books ? No other
than tbe bank books and the old accounts which had been annually produced. I went
through them, aud found on the 1st January, 1860, the balance produced was £741 6s. Id.
992. That was in the hands of tho treasurer ? That was the sum duo to the treasurer,
or rather to thc bank.
993. That is to say, your account had been overdrawn £741 6s. Id. when you balanced ?
Yes.
994. There was no check upon Mr. Johnson, as to the moneys received by him on account
of thc institution ? None that I am aware of. I should have paid all the money to the
treasurer, and I believe he did so, but I am not aware of any check.
995. What plan do you adopt now? I opened a new cash book from the 1st January,
I860 ; that was a few months before I entered upon my duties; but I considered it a better
plan to commence from the beginning of the year, and to put the accounts upon a new footing.
I have entered all thc sums I have received since 1st January, I860, in detail in that book
(the cash lo/>M). In connection with that book, to carry out the system of double entry, I
opened up a journal, where lentered all particulars; and I also opened up this ledger, shewing
every account as it stands at the end of tho year, and I balance every account at the end of
the year. The balance against tbe institution on the 1st of January this year was
£1,952 18s. lOd. ^ I keep in detail every account—beef, bread, oatmeal, tea, &c.
996. Taking thc items as you find them in the book kept by Mr. Johnson, and the accounts
at the bank, do they balance, or is there any deficiency? They balance, I believe; there is a
little discrepancy which I could not very well understand, but I believe it to be correct.
There is a fund called the investment or building fund, yrhich is added to every year by
bequests, and moneys coming into our hands permanently. On the 31st December, 1859,
there was^a sum of £3,785 to the credit of the investment or building fund, which was lent
out in this way—lent on mortgage, £1,500 ; sum said to be in the bank, £2,285. I had
gone over the bank book and cheeked that, and this is the account I found made up at the
time—at the bank, £1,543 12s. lid.
997. Which shews a deficiency of £741 7s. Id. ?
Yes; thc £2,285 was not in the bank,
and I presume that the institution bad encroached upon tbisfund to the extent of £741 7s. Id,
998. How have you carried that forward in your account ?
This balance I carried
forward in the cash book as the balance due by the institution.
999. You say when you balanced your accounts in January last, you were due to the bank
£1,952 18s. lOd. ? Yes.
1000. Was this £741 7s. Id. included in that £1,952 18s, lOd. ? Yes, it formed part of
that balance; the treasurer had encroached to that extent upon thc building fund.
'
1001. If the treasurer encroaches upon the building fund, does lie not, when he obtains
funds, again pay back the amount due to the building fund ? Yes.
1002. Then, in reality, this money was not duo to the bank ? No.
1003. You say that in the commencement of January, when you balanced your books, you
found that you stood indebted to the bank £1,952 18s. lOd. ? That was the subsequent
January—January, 1861.
1004. Then, if you were due to the bank £1,952 18s. 10d., you must bave owed tbe invest
ment fund £741 7s. Id. ? The whole is included in the £1,952 which was drawn from the
investment fund. If we had overdrawn our account at the bank they wonld bave charged
us seven or eight per cent, interest.
1005. Then this £1,952, which the institution was in debt for current expenditure in
January, 1861, was owed to the investment fund ? Yes.
1006. So that, in reality, there was only £1,154 19s. 8d. in the bank to the credit of the
investment fund ? Yes.
1007. That was all the money yon had ? Yes; hut we have increased the investment fund
at this period.
1008. 1 am speaking of January, 1860—all the money you then had to the credit of the
investment fund was £1,154 19s. 8d. ? Yes.
1009. Have you made up the account to the last quarter ? Yes.
1010. How did the account stand then ? Thero was a balance due by the treasurer to the
investment fund, on last September, of £2,718 19s. 4d,; but the investment fund has
very much increased.
1011. To what amount has it increased? To £10,594 6s. Gd.
1012. What are the causes of that increase ? A number of legacies to the institution} and
the proceeds of land sold.
■
1013. From that amount tho sum of £2,718 19s. 4d. has been drawn for the current
expenditure of the institution ? Yes.
1014. So that you are continually drawing from the investment fund for current expenses ?

Yes.

1015.
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Mr. Bobort 1015. When you took office the treasurer owed £741 to the investment fund, and since
ii eraon.
jjme ^ debt has been gradually increasing, until it now reaches the amount of
£2,718 19s. 4d. ? Yes.
8 «ov, 8 a 1016. _gy
%[ay ,• X observe a discrepancy of one shilling in the account, at the end of
1859 ? I believe the discrepancy was in adding up the bank account at the time I started.
The figures were £741 6s. Id., and I gave the institution the benefit of the shilling.
1017. By the Chairman: How are these various sums invested? In a farm at Hankstown.
1018. Purchased for the institution ? I believe it was a sum of money lent upon a farm
of Mr. G-eorge Thornton, and the institution foreclosed.
1019. How much was dne in the shape of interest ? £80 due for interest.
1020. What was the amount of money lent ? £400.
1021. Have the institution endeavoured to sell that ? Hot since I went there.
1022. How many acres are there ? I think 210 acres. At one time they received £40
a-year rent; now they are receiving only £20.
1023. Has it been rented ever since the institution foreclosed ? Yes, by the same tenant.
.
We purchased in Government debentures, some time ago, £3,000, and we have lodged in^thc
Oriental Bank, in the name of the treasurer and secretary, upon a deposit receipt, £3,075.
1024. That is the amount you have in hand of the investment fund ? On the 30th Sep
tember we had lying at the bank £1,275 7s. 2d.
_
1025. At the same bank ? No, at the Bank of New South Wales. Then there is a balance
due by the treasurer of £2,718 19s. 4d., which I think will make up the whole credit
fund for building. X have valued the building and land at £25,000.
_
1026. By Mr. Hay: What is the extent of land you value at £25,000 ? I think between
three and four acres of land; and the sites are very valuable there; we got very good prices
for the land we sold at the railway station.
1027. By the Chairman: You have sold some? Yes.
1028. To whom? To the Government, for the railway, for which we received £3,000; and
to the Bev. Mr. Oram, as a site for a Wesleyan church, £1,976 ISs. I0d.
1029. Have you a return of the deaths in the institution ? Yes.
1030. For how far back F For twenty years. (The witness handed in the same. Vide
Appendix B.)
,
1031. Have you also a return of the number of inmates ? Yes, I beg to hand in a
return of the number of inmates in the Benevolent Asylum, from 1st quarter of 1840 to
the 25th October, 1861. (The witness handed in the same.
Vide Appendix <7.)
1032. Do you also produce a return of persons who have received out-door relief from the
Benevolent Society ? Yes; I have made that up from 1843; I could find no data from
which to compile a return previous to that. (The witness handed in the return. Vide
Appendix Di)

1033. Under whose charge are the medical comforts ? Under the charge of the doctor;
they are given only upon a certificate from him.
1034. Under whose charge do they remain ? Under the charge of the master, Mr. Mans
field—the stores, wine, porter, <fcc.
1035. As the doctor gives prescriptions or orders for them, Mr. Mansfield serves them out.
Yes.
1036. They are under the charge of no other person than Mr. Mansfield ? No. I check
his accounts; when a hogshead of porter, or a quarter cask of wine comes in, I take an
account of the contents; the doctor then gives me duplicates of the orders he gives to Mr.
Mansfield, and I check them with the quantity, and see that the accounts are correct before
a fresh supply is obtained.
'
1037. Have the accounts always been correct ? They have always been correct.
1038. What salary do you receive for your services? When I entered I received £300 ; I
am now paid at the rate of £350 a-year.
1039. Have you quarters ? No; nothing but my salary.
1040. You do not live in the institution ? No.
............................
J041. Is not the whole of the money received for the institution paid into the bank ? Yes,
every penny.
1042. Are payments made by cheques? Yes.
■
1043. Signed by the honorary treasurer,and secretary 1 Yes.
_
_
1044. By Mr. Hay: This money received on account of investment, instead of being paid
in to the account of the investment fund in the bank, is paid in to the general fund?
There is no separate account kept of the investment fund at the bank.
1045. By the Chairman: 'Still you say you have £1,275 to the credit of the investment
fund in the bank ? That lies on the general account, though it belongs to the investment
fund.
■
•> it- •
1046. By Mr. Hay: I suppose it forms the balance of the general account? Yes, it did at

that particular period.

_

1047. Then apart from the investment fund there is no balance? No.
1048. In fact, your general account is constantly overdrawn ? Yea.
1049. And you arc working upon the money belonging to the investment fund ? t Yes;
except for a short period at the commencement of the quarter, when we receive a large
sum from the Government, and that wipes it off.
_
1050. By the Chairman: The amount you receive from the Government you place in the
bank to the general account, but any balance that may be in the bank at the time you con
sider as belonging to the investment fund? Yes.
_
1051. Did you ever hear that there was any deficiency in the accounts ? No, I never did;

but
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but X was once asked that question. I believe it was this sum of £741 which was considered ^r- Hebert
to be a deficiency, but to call it so would be a misnomer.
Anderson.
1052. Then there was some talk about a deficiency ? X could not reconcile the accounts
v
myself at first, and I believe I was the first to mention it, I believe there was no deficiency, ® Nov., 1801.
but a wrong statement of account j that this sum was said to be lying at the bank when it
was not.
1053. It was drawn out to meet the current expenses ? Yes.
1054. There is nothing to shew that ? Nothing except these books of the hank,
"
1055. Then in reality the institution, on the 30th of Sentember, was indebted £2,718 19s. 4d,?
Yes.
'
1056. You are still continuing to make nse of the moneys belonging to this fund, for the
general purposes of the institution ? Yes, as we require it.
1057. There is no separate account kept at all ? No.
1058. The only separate account you have is with reference to the farm, the £3,000
debentures, and the £3,075 deposited in the bank ? Yes; all the rest is lying in the bank
to the general account, or is due by the treasurer to the investment fund.
1059. So that although you have £10,594 6s. 6d, as an investment fund, you have in reality
only £6,075? Yes.
1
1060. That is the only actual sum you have as an investment fund? Yes, that is the
position. I may state that in making up the estimate for next year I asked for a larger
sum, in order to try to wipe off the debt due to the investment fund, but there has been an
increase in the number of inmates to the extent of 150, so that I fear we shall be unable to
liquidate that debt, even with the increased sum, though I hope it will be reduced.
1061. I perceive that latterly the number of persons receiving outdoor relief has been
decreasing ? Yes.
1062. By Mr. Hay: You have said that the balance due to the investment fund will
probably be reduced at the end of the year ; do you not think it will be larger than at the
end of the last year? I think it will be at least as large.
1063. So that for the last two years, at any rate, the sums applicable for the ordinary uses of
the institution would have been insufficient for the purpose ? Yes.
1064. You have been enabled to go on only by trenching upon the investment fund ? Yes.
1065. As a matter of security for this investment fund, and as a matter of propriety for the'
accounts, do you not think it would be better if all the moneys received for the investment
fund were placed in a separate fund at once ? I have always thought so.
1066. By the ChairmanOf course you keep separate accounts for the institution in
Sydney and for that in Liverpool ? No, I do not except for wages.
1067. By Mr. Hay: Arc you in a position to say whether it is more expensive to support a.
pauper in the Sydney or in the Liverpool institution ? I should sav there is very little
difference.
1068. As regards the prices of provisions? They are almost the same.
1069. As to the bread ?
There is a contractor in Liverpool who supplies it at nearly the
same price as we pay for it in Sydney.
*
1070. Is it as good for the money ? I do not think so.
*
1071. The beef? I do not think the beef is equal to what we get in Sydney.
I see it
only once a quarter, when I visit Liverpool; and as far as I am able to judge, it is not so
good.
1072. By the Chairman: Will you have the goodness to hand in to the Committee accounts
current of the institution for the last three quarters? I will. {The witness handed, in ike
same.

Vide Appendix E.)

1073. Will you also favour the Committee with the ^balance sheet for the year 1859, being
the year previous to your entry upon office ? Yes' (The witness handed in the same.
Vide Appendix F.) I beg to hand in also a list of salaries and wages for the Sydney
establishment j a return of the officers of the Benevolent Society’s establishment at
Liverpool; a return of assistants receiving gratuities in Sydney; a return of the number of
hired wardsmen, inmate wardsmen, &c,, in the Liverpool establishment; and a statement qf
bank account of Benevolent Society, 30th September, 1861. {The witness handed in the
same.
Vide Appendices G, H, 7, J, K.~)
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APPENDIX,

A.

Ketubn of the Annual Receipts and Expenditure, on account of the Benevolent Society of New South Wales, from
1 January, 1840, to 30 September, 1861.
Receipts..

Amount,
£

Jane 30,1840.
To legacies at interest .....................
Balance in Treasurer’s hands............
Cash in Master's hands.......................
Donations from (TOvfimmpiTit .............
Unclaimed poundages .........................
Donations and subscriptions ..............
Collections in Churches .....................
Do. anniversary meeting .................
Interest on legacies .........................
Fines from "benches ........................
Maintenance of paupers ....
..
Pauper labour........ ................
Pensions of inmatpis.
.
Effects, deceased paupers....................
Loans repaid ...‘..T......................
Interest on bank deposits .................
Subscription—Mr. Trig-g ..’................
Moiety surplus funds," Sydney Relief
Association ...... ............................

Expendititre.

s. d.

400
1,233
" 2
2,o8fi
323
580
29
16
65
511
8
36
13
3
25
38
19

0
0
4
6
4
6
19
7
0
11
0
3
6
2
8
10
7

Amount.
£

June 30,1840.

0
O
£
3
11
2
]£
6*
O
0
0
81
6
6
6
7
7

Milk.......................................................

Onffins....................................
Commission to Collector.........................

56 17 8
Conveying paupers ..................... ...........
Loans to poor persons .............................
Legacies lent ..................... 400 0 0
Balance inTrcasurcr’s hands 1,229 1.1 3
Master do............ .
5 12 9

s. d.

87
1372
911
192
101
133
26
194
67
21
62
97
127
101
£4080
60
25
424
12
58

11
0
1 ft
13
16
2
0
17
7
4
7
0
5
2
IS
15
12
0
16
5
0

0
5
ft
H
6
0
0
3
11
10
6
0
3
9
<i
10
6
0
S
0
0

1,635 4 0
£

6,343 16 0

'

Debit

£

6,343 16 0

......................................................

6,343 16 0

Deduct balance, &c............................
Year’s expense .....................£

•

June 30,1841,
Balance per last account
.
Donations per British Government ..
Donations and subscriptions .............
Collections in Churches ............
Do. annual meeting .................
Interest on legacies .........
Fines from benches .............................
Unclaimed poundages .....................
Maintenance of paupers ............
Pauper labour ...........................
Pensions of inmates ..............
Effects deceased do.................
Loans repaid .......................
Interest on hank deposits ..................
Rent of house in Kent-street ,, ,

1,035 4 0
4,708 12 0

June 30, 1841.
1,635 4
2,890 18
449 11
301 4
22 0
Go 0
710 6
227 0
20 19
25 13
10
8 1
40 5
43 2
0 18

0
6
0
8
9
0
6
11
0
10
0
10
0
3
0

Beef and mutton .....................................
’

Milk.......................................
Tea ..................... *

,

Oil* candles. And snap

77 13 0
1 Rftfi tl ^
1 iftl ft n
'99.9. 1ft 11
171 lq 0

(jq

£

Coals and wood...................................

120 3 9

Clothing and bedding .............................
Coffins..............................
Conveying paupers ...............................
Loans to poor persons.............
.
Commission to Collectors.,...
Salaries ...................................
Gratuities—Assistant Secretary, Nurses,
Szc..............................
Interest on legacies .......... 400 0 0
Balance in
Treasurer's
bands........................... 973 3 9
Do. Master’s do...................
0 5 6

552
109
11
33
41
350

0
16
6
0
11
0

10
0
0
0
3
0

65 6 0

1,373 9 3
£6,411

6 3

£

6,441 6 3

Debit ............ .

6,441 6 3

Deduct balance, &e................

1,373 9 3

Year’s expenditure ....... £

6,067 17 0
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Receipts.

£

Jane 30, 1842.

41
|

ExrEZTOITURE.

S. d.

Aiioc-VP.

£

s. d.

96
1,233
1,282
118
39
172
126
25
ISO

3
14
5
1
12
16
2
13
9

9
6
6
4
0
0
4
6
4

42
137
12
112
121
55
578
107
26
11
0
5
431

18
11
10
4
11
19
11
14
11
8
15
7
12

9
10
0
0
0
1
11
0
4
6
0
7
6

June 30,1842.

Balance per last account.....................
Donations per British Government ..
Donations and subscriptions
Collections in Churches
(.
Do. annual meeting .............................
Interest on legacies .............................
Fines from Benches .............................
Unclaimed poundages .........................
Maintenance of paupers .....................
Pauper labour................................
Effects of deceased inmates.................
Interest on deposits .............................
Overdrawn by Master........ ................

1 373
3,567
562
326
6
65
86
464
42
15
5
41
1

9
13
17
0
16
0
13
6
19
8
13
1
10

3
2
0
G
6
0
0
3
0
5
2
3
11

|
I

Beef and m utton ..................... ...............
Bread, flour. &c.........................................
Milk...........................................................

1

Tea ...........................................................

t

Wine...........................................................
Tobacco ...................................... ............
Repairs, tools, itc.............. .......................
Coals and wood................... ....................
Printing, stationery, &c............................
Clothing and bedding .............................
Coffins................... ........................... ..
Fines returned ........................................
Conveying paupers ........... ....................
Loans to poor persons .............................
Commission to Collector..................... ...
Salaries, gratuities, ftc....................... .
Legacies at interest ....
400 0 0
Balance in Treasurer’s
I
bands ............................. 1,148 19 10

J

1,348 19 10
£

£■

6,559 14 4

6,559 14 4

» Error in account—addition, plus 4d.

June 80, 1843,

Debit ......................................................
Deduct balance, &c. ....................... .

6,559 14 4
1,548 19 10

Year's expenditure................. £

5,010 14 6

June 30, 1843.

Balance per last account .....................
Donations from British Government..
Donations and subscriptions .............
Collections in Churches ........... .
Interest on legacies ............................
Bequests..............................................
Fines from benches .............................
Unclaimed poundages .........................
Maintenance of paupers .....................
Pauper labour.......................................
Effects of deceased inmates ..........
Oratorial concert ...........................
Two calves .......................................
Loans repaid ........................................
Interest on deposits .............................
Balance duo Master .............................

1,548 19
1,052 13
840 10
277 12
45 0
55 O
710 3
1,690 18
52 17
Iff 11
3 17
108 9
10
16
42 5
4 17

10
3
7
6
0
O
7
7
G
1ft
6
5
0
0
10
8 i

;

Rents, out-pensioners .............................

Rice, oatmeal, and bailey............

Printing, stationery', &c............................
Clothing and bedding .............................
Coffins.................................................... ..
Deed fees....................................................
Convcving paupers .................................
Loans to poor persons.............................
Commission to Collector................... ..
Salaries, gratuities, &c....................... ...'
Legacies at interest
400 0 0 ,
Balance in hand................. 1,942 G 4

1
107
901
1,097
0
96
105
26
239
65
41
90
15
656
107
56
502
78
10
9
2
20
475

10
10
11
1
9
0
10
0
4
13
1
4
6
5
18
4
8
8
0
9
0
5
10

11
0
4
6
0
0
0
0
6
6
1
6
7
6
0
1
11
C
10
0
0
0
0

2,342 0 4
£

7,054 4 1

7,054 4

£

1

i
7,054 4 1
2,342 G 4

Debits........................*.......................
Deduct balance, (be....................................
\

Year's expenditure

............. £|

4,711 17 9
1

147—G
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Amount.

Receipt*.

Ahoot*.

Exteitoture.

£

6. d.

£

June 30, 1844,

Donations and subscriptions .............
Collections in Churchns ,...........
Interest on legacies ...........................
Bequest ., ...........................
Pines from Benches .............................
Unclaimed poundages.........................
Collection at annual meeting ..
Maintenance of paupers ........
Pauper labour....................................
Effects of deceased inmates.................
Sale of two calves...........
Loans repaid .. ........
Interest on deposits .............................
Balance of Cape's Testimonial Fund,,
Donation from Mutual Insurance Co...
Balance due Master ...............................

1,942 G 4
0 0
503 7 1
160 1 11
25 0 0
10 0 0
587 11 0
1,400 4 5
8 8 7
64 9 0
17 1
17 7 0
15 0
4 11 0
63 17 0
3 4 0
14 14 0
11 9 11

Beef and mutton

..................... .

£

7,821

Tobacco ...................................................
Rico, oatmeal, and barley.
Pepper, salt, and starch ................... .
Printing, stationery, &c............................
Clothing and bedding ...............................

17
8
G
5

89
93
7
232
75
40
92
16
727
102

6
18
10
17
4
9
IS
17
8
2

G6
GOG
SO
7
28
1G
62
547
3,123

2
4
2
19
10
13
11
o
13

8
0
G
G
6
8
2
0
3
5
4
3
8
8
9
10
r,

0
f.
0
G
0
0
4

£

7,821

3 4

Debits....................................... ....................

7,821

3

4

Deduct balance ........................................

3,123 18

4

■

3 4

Year's expenditure

June SO, 1845.

4
130
G20
1,047

10

Tea ...........................................................
Sugar ........................................................
Wine for aick............................................
Medicines and comforts ....................... .

Conveying paupers ............................... ...
Commission to Collector ...........................
Loans to poor persons ...............................
Burial fees and graves...............................
Salaries and gratuities...............................
Balance in Treasurer’s hands..................

.............. £

4,697 10 0

J une 30, 1846.

Balance per last account...............
Bequest received ........................
Collections in Churches ...............
Ditto annual meeting ..................
Sale of calves, &c........................
Donations per Government...........
Donations and subscriptions ........
Effects of deceased inmates...........
Ernes from Benches ................ ...
Rations per Government mechanics
Interest on deposits .....................
Ditto on debentures...................
Ditto on legacies ........................
Loans repaid.......... ....................
Maintenance of paupers ...............
Pauper labour........... ..................

2,123
100
148
4
0
2,500
784
3
244
409
26
58
25
5
28
0

13
0
3
3
14
0
6
17
17
5
16
5
0
12
13
4

4
0
3
0
0
0
11
6
11
9
2
4
0
0
3
3

Balance due Master ................................
Rent, out-pcnsioners .................................
Building, repairs, Jte................................
Burial fees and graves .....................
Clothing and bedding .............................
Coals and wood ............ ...........................
Godins........ .........................................
Conveying paupers .................................
Conveyance of Thornton's land .............
Cows...........................................................
Debentures ............................... .............. .
Flour and bran ........................................
Loans to poor persons .............................
Medicines and comforts .........................
Milk...........................................................
Beef and mutton ...............................
Oil, candles, and soap .............................
Pepper, salt, and starch .........................
Printing, stationery, die............................
Commission to Collector.........................
Rice, oatmeal, and barley.........................
Sugar ................................ ......................
Tea ..........................................................
Tobacco ...................................................
Wine..........................................................
Balance in Treasurer’s hands
Ditto in Master’s hands .........................

7,463 12 8

Debits per contra
................

£

7,4G3 12 8
* Error in addition—minus 9s. 3d,

Debentures .................£1,982 12 8

Balance

s. d.

June 30, 1844.

938 0 4
2,920 13 0

Year’s expenditure

4.542 19 8

11
1G9
225
49
783
84
74
5
21
5
1,982
1,009
20
20
66
6
696
51
29
61
50
133
104
69
40
16
646
932
5

9
11
0
3
15
11
10
6
7
15
12
2
0
0
4
0
9
6
14
17
16
8
1
17
3
15
13
10
9

4
1
4
6
4
5
0
6
2
0
8
4
0
0
11
0
4
10
6
3
0
0
0
0
4
0
10
11
5

• 7,463 12 8

APPENDIX TO THE FOREGOING EVIDENCE.
Ricsitts.

Auoitcit.
£

43

Anoiffif.

EirU'DITUEI.

s. d.

£

June 30, 18*6.

s,

d.

June 30, 1846.

Balance per last account ....................
Ditto in Master’s hands .....................
Bequest received ..............................
Collections in Churches .....................
Sale of calves................... ....................
Donations per Government................ .
Donations and subscriptions .............
Fines from Benches .............................
Rations to Government mechanics....
Interest on debentures................. ......
Ditto on legacy...................................
Loans repaid ........................................
Maintenance of paupers .....................
Pauper labour................... ....................
Unclaimed poundages .........................
Collection, annual meeting.................

932
S
10
182
0
1,760
699
131
19
115
20
20
1
7
2,112
5

10
9
O
16
11
0
13
6
6
11
0
7
10
3
1*
18

11
5
0
2
6
0
8
3
10
8
0
6
0
8 1
4
4 l

219
30
459
69
689
55
8
1
871
4
105
675
60
26
51
197
91
67
36
8
657
1,690
4

win uouuiub .............................
CoftlUR........................................................
Bread, flour, and bran ........................... .

Sugar ......................................................
Tea ...........................................................
Tobacco ...................................................
Wine............................................................
Salaries and gratuities............................
Balance in Treasurer’s bands.................
Ditto in Master's bands .......................
£

6,014 10 3

Balance due Master ...............................
Collections iu Churches..........................

e
0
1
6
4
0
0
0
5
6
9
8
7
9
3
2
7
6
2
0
0
4
4

6,014 19 3

£

Debits......................... .................... .

6,014 19 S

Deduct balance ........................................

1,695 2 8

Year’s expenditure............. £

4,319 16 7

i

Jnnc 30,1847.
Balance per last account .......................
Ditto in Master's hands .... ...............
Bequests received...................................
Calves sold................................................
Donations per Government...................
Donations and subscriptions ..........
Fines from Benches ...............................
Interest on debentures...........................
Ditto on legacies ...................................
Ijoans repaid ..........................................
Maintenance of paupers .......................
Unclaimed poundages ...........................
Pauper labour..........................................
Collection at annual meeting ...............

19
12
17
12
1
18
3
10
1
7
19
15
16
17
7
11
5
17
7
0
17
14
8

| Juue 80, 18*7.
1,690 14 4 ’
4 8 4,
150 12 8
4 9 0'
2,000 0 0
686 14 0
1,147 19 9 1
115 11 8
20 0 0
6 10.
17 17 4
664 3 8
10 9 0
5 11 10
0 17 0
7 17 4 1
146 3 2 1

Rents, out-pensioncrs ........
Grave-digging ........ ........
Building repairs, &e.............
Coala and wood..................
Clothing and bedding ........
Coffins..............................
Conveying paupers...........
Cows..................................
Bread, flour, and bran ........
Loans to poor persons ........
Medicines and comforts ....
Beef and mutton ...............
Oil, soap, and candles ........
Pepper, salt, and starch ..,.
Printing, stationery, &c. ■.,..
Sugar ............................
Tea ............................... ...
Tobacco ............................
Wine..................................
Commission to Collector
Salaries and gratuities ......
Iron bedsteads .................
Milk..................................
Bice, oatmeal, and barley__
Balance in Treasurer's hands

1
,
|

!
1

213
46
741
78
645
64
7
13
1,693
0
281
779
64
20
66
155
66
36
16
30
634
56
6
185
777

9
18
17
14
16
0
12
17
11
13
10
11
16
18
4
19
6
16
0
7
19
0
3
6
17

3
0
2
4
10
9
2
9
10
0
fi
7
0
8
€
7
11
10
0
0
9
0
4
9
7

6,679 10 1
6,679 10 1
Debits...................................
Deduct balance .....................
Year’s expenditure

6,679 10

1

777 17 7
5,901 12

6

966
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Receipts.

j

:

Amount,

Amount.

EirrsmTcar.

i
1
£

£

s. d.

a. d.

j Jane 30,1848.

June 30,1848.
777
1,900
2
2,250
254
715
117
42
20
387
0
0
21
860

Balance per last account ..
Debentures paid off .............
Collection at annual meeting
Donations per Government .,
Fines from Benches .............
Donations and subscriptions
Collections at Churches __
Interest on debentures.........
Do. on legacies .....................
Unclaimed poundages .........
Calves sold.............................
Pauper labour......................
>1 aintenauce of paupers ....
Unclaimed poundages .........

17 7
0 0
16
0 0
8 6
15 0
4 9
12 8
0 0
16 2
10 0
3 4
Id 2
11 7

i
i
|

,

Balance due Master .................................
Beat, out-pensioners................................
Bepairs, &c............................................ ...
Coals and wood........................................
Conveying paupers .................................
Expenses, cows........................................
Clothing and bedding .............................
Coffins.............................................. .
Bread, flour, and bran
Grave-digging ........................................
Loans to poor persons .............................
Beef and mutton.......................................
Medicines and comforts .........................
Oil, candles, and soap ............................
Pepper, salt, and starch ........ ................
Commission to Collector ......................
Printing, stationery, die. ........................
Bicc, oatmeal, and barley.................
Salaries and gratuities............................
Sugar .......................................................
Tea ...........................................................
Tobacco ...................................................
Balance, Treasurer’s bands .....................
Do., Master’s hands .................................

7
178
165
72
8
0
665
6o
1,398
84
3
645
123
70
19
31
46
138
698
130
60
27
16
2,74 9
1

17
13
3
IS
8
7
13
iy
6
16
10
11
12
5
0
14
16
1
1
17
8
13
10
9
19

4
0
9
3
0
0
5
y
10
6
0
3
0
9
10
6
8
9
10
4
3
8
0
4
3

£

7,350 16 3

Debits .....................................................

7,350 16 3

Deduct balance ........ ...............................

2,751 8 7

Year’s expenditure................. ............... £

4,599 7 8

7,350 16 3

! June 30,1849.

June 30, 1849.
^ 74!J ft
1 19
25 0
781 7
248 12
20 0
1,375 0
1,174 17
psf 1
1 14
3 16
10
G 4
3 12

Balance per last account ...................
Do. Master's hands ......................... .
Bequest received ........................... ..
Donations and subscriptions ............
Collections in Churches ...................
Interest on legacies ..........................
Donations from British Government ,
Fines from Benches ............... ..........
Maintenance of paupers ...................
Pauper labour.................................... .
Effects deceased inmates ...................
Loans repaid ......................................
Cows and calves sold..........................
Collection at annual meeting .......

4
3
0
2
5
0
0
0
fi
10
3
0
0
2

Building and repairs........ ........................
Coals and wood ........................................
Conveying paupers ........ .......................
Clothing and bedding ................. ...........
Coffins........................................ ...............
Flour, bread, and bran.............
Loans to poor persons .............................

;

1
|
j|
•I
:

j

:
ft
,
I

t|

1

'
6,414 13 11

•

'

Medicines...................................................
Milk................... .......................................
Hospital comforts ....................................
Grave-digging .......................................
Oil, candles, and soap ........ ...................
Pepper, salt, and starch .........................
Printing, stationery, &c............................
Bice, oatmeal, &c. ................................... .
Salaries and gratuities.............................
Sugar ....................... ......................... .
Tea .........................................................
Tobacco ...................................................
Wine ........................... ...............................
Cows...........................................................
Conveyancing........................................ ...
Commission to Collector .........................
Balance, Treasurer's hands.....................
Do., Masters bands ................... .
-

£

208
103
76
6
572
51
1,383
4
597
120
15
18
36
73
13
53
173
667
115
65
26
8
10
7
S3

15
10
13
18
11
11
8
0
12
6
5
11
13
17
16
3
5
16
11
16
3
8
2
10
14

0
7
8
0
3
3
2
0
10
7
3
10
6
9
1
11
1
3
6
0
11
0
0
0
0

1,964

0

6

5 6 0
6,414 13 11

Debits .......................................................

8,414 13 11

Deduct balances.......................................

1,969 6 6

Year’s expenditure ............................... £

4,44-5 7 5

967
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Itiexu-is.

t

Amount.

Amount,

ExpSKIUTUB*.
[

£

!

s. (t.

Balance per la*;! account ...............
Do., Master's hands ......................
Collection at annual meeting .....
Collections in Churches ...............
Donation from British Government
Donations and subscriptions ........
Bequest .........................................
Fines from Benches .....................
Loan repaid

6
0
0
0
0
11
0
10
0
0
8
3

Bents, ont-pensionors .............................
Bepairs, tools, &c.......................................
Conveying paupers ................................
Coals and wood ........................................
Collins........................................................
Clothing and bedding .............................
Expenses, cows..................... ...................
Emptying cesspools ......................... ..
Bread, flour, and bran .............................
Fines returned ................... ....................
Groceries....................... ..........
Hospital comforts ....................................
Interments .............................. ................
Milk...........................................................
Beef and mutton.......................... .............
Medicines, &c..............................................
Oil, candles, and soap .............................
Pepper, salt, and starch .........................
Commission to Collector ..............
Printing, stationery, &c..........................
Bice, oatmeal, and barley.....................
Sugar ................................... ....................
Salaries and gratuities .............................
Tea ................................... .......................
Tobacco ....................................................
Wine ........................................................
Balance, Treasurer's hands.....................
Do., Master's hands ........................... .

3,100 4 2

£

1,981
5
2
51
625
78
5
33G
0
5
23
3

....................................

Pauper labour...................................
Maintenance of paupers ........ .....
Calves sold ......................... ..........

0
f>
G
S
0
9
0
18
o
0
4
5

I
’

1

f

Deduct balances........................................
Half year s expenditure......................... £
*

Balance per last account ....
Do., Master's hands .............
Bequest ................................
Collections in Churches ...,
Donations and subscriptions
Interest on legacies ............

f
1
|
i
.
1
,
I

Fines from Benches ........
Unclaimed poundages ,..
Calves sold ......................
Effects, deceased inmates.
Loans repaid

..........................

Maintenance of paupers .
Pauper labour ................
Balance due Master ........

s. d.

106
87
7
43
37
327
0
9
640
2
3
14
38
48
263
51
40
5
34
38
100
70
325
46
12
10
72G
8

4
G
12
9
16
7
6
0
6
0
0
5
15
7
7
7
5
15
8
15
8
4
17
16
6
0
2
12

1
:

3
2
0
fi
6
10
0
0
5
0
0
11
G
8
0
9
0
7
4
0
4
fi
fi
0
7
0
11
11

3,100 4 2
3,100 4 2

Debits ................................................ ..

December 81,1850.

£
December 3J, 1849.

December 31, 1819.

734 15 10
2,465 8

4

204 13
21G 6
48 2
471 2
53 8
77 17
39 0
1,183 7
34 13
73 7
12 1
479 10
88 1
15 18
43 13
163 13
105 4
685 18
84 17
29 2
17 16
89 9
354 19

3
0
6
9
5
fi
0
S
1
0
G
9
1
10
1
10
3
9
9
8
0
9
9

Nor* •—This account only for half ye&r, the annual
raoettag haying been changed from Juno to X>cccmbcr.

December 31,1850.
726 2 11
8
5
264
771
20
1,006
900
461
369
0
2
0
34
3
4

12
0
4
15
0
6
0
12
4
9
*>.
13
3
16
io

i

11
0
2
2
0
6
0
0
3
0
9.
0
3
6
10

Bent, cut-pensioners................................
Building, repairs, &c, ....................
Coffins .......................................................
Clothing and bedding
..........
Cows and milk ........................................
Emptying cesspools ..................... ...........
Bread, flour, and bran ............ ................
Hospital comforts ................... ................
Interments ........................................ ..
Beef and mutton.......................................
Medicines........................................ ...........
Pepper, salt, and starch .................
Printing, stationery, &c............................
Rice, oatmeal, and barley,......................
Salaries and gratuities.............................
Tea .................................
Tobacco ................................. ..................
"Wine................. .........................................
Oil, candles, and soap ......................... ...
Balance, Treasurer's hands .....................

4,573 6 2 j
■

£
Debits .......................................................
Deduct balance ........................................
Tear's expenditure................................ £

•
-

J

4,572 6 2
4,572 fi 2
354 19

9

4,217 6 5

968
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£
December 31,1851.

E. d.

December 31, 1851.

Balance per last account...............
Donation per Britiah Government.
Do. Colonial do. ...........................
Donations and subscriptions ........
Fines from Benches ..................... ..
Collections in Churches ................
Maintenance of paupers ................
Interest on legacies .......................
Collection at annual meeting........
Calves sold.......................................
Balance due Master ......................

3-51
750
2,500
794
GS4
299
42

If)
0
0
18
4
ft
1

9

0
0
4

0
10

e

20 0 0
0 18 1
0 ft c
3 14 9

Balance due Master ....___
Rent, out-pensioners.............
Clothing and bedding ..........
Conveying paupers ..............
Fuel........................................
Coffins .................................... .
Expenses at Liverpool..........
Salaries and gratuities ......
Sugar ....................................
Hospital comforts..................
Repairs, tools, &c...................
Printing, stationery, &c, ....
Emptying cesspools .............
Bread, flour, aud bran ..........
Interments .............................
Medicines................................
Beef and mutton.....................
Oil, candles, and soap ..........
Pepper, salt, and starch ....
Bice, oatmeal, and hurley....
Tea ........................................
Tobacco ...............................
Milk........................................
Commission to Collector___
Wine........................................
Balance in Treasurer's hands
Conveying goods .................

I
'

5,450 16 9

4
267
588
16
103
56
5
740
113
43
141
68
52
1,810
76
141
589
79
24
252
77
31
27
35
11
76
16

10
2
11
6
0
19
0
11
4
1
18
5
0
16
0
7
10
9
13
19
18
8
12
1
4
6
16

10
6
11
0
7
0
0
11
6
0
7
4
0
3
6
5
9
8
0
11
4
0
0
3
0
3
3

5,450 15 9
Debits ............................ ........................ .
Deduct balance..................... £ 4 10 10
Do. Treasurer..................... 76 6 3

5,450 15 9
80 17

Year's expenditure .. ...........£

1

6,369 18 8

____________
December 31, 1852.

December 31,1852.

Balance per last account ...........
Do., Master, Liverpool...................
Donations and subscriptions ....,
Bequests .........................................
Collections in Churches ............. .
' Interest on legacies
Donation per British Government ,
Do., Colonial do,
.........,
Fines from Benches .......................
Unclaimed poundages ................. .
Effects, deceased inmates.............
Maintenance of paupers .............
Calves sold......................................

76
0
776
180
222
167
500
3,750
930
354
5
50

3 |
9'
C
0
1
0
0
0
9
0
11
11

0 2 0

* £
* Error in addition ; minus lid.

fi
2
11
0
12
0
0
0
1
30
3
8

Balance due Master ................................
Rents, out-pensioners .............................
.Fuel................................................. .
Building repairs, &c..................................
Conveying paupers .................................
Do. goods, &c.. Liverpool........................
Fines returned ............. ..........................
Coffins
Clothing and bedding ........
i
Garden at Liverpool............
j
Interments .........................
1
Surplice fees, Liverpool ,..
Milk......................................
Medicines..............................
Hospital comforts...............
Beef and mutton..................
,
Oil, caudles, and soap ........
Groceries..............................
Commission to Collector ...
Printing, stationery, &c. .,,
Bice, oatmeal, and barley,..
Salaries, gratuities, &c, .,
Sugar ..................................
Tobacco .............................
Tea ....................................
Bread, flour, and bran ...,
Vegetables, Liverpool ....
Water for ditto .................
Wine....................................
Emptying cesspools ......
Pearson and More.............
Balance, Treasurer’s hands
Do,, Master’s ditto, Sydney
Do., Liverpool.....................

3
178
205
505
12
57
10
3 24
397
4
49
22
11
33
24
565
74
18
75
68
117
992
90
32
110
1,596
7
47
11
13
3
1,543
2
0

Debits ...............
Deduct balances .

7,012 18 7,012 38 <»
1,545 15 11

7,012 18 3

Year’s expenditure

...................£

5.467

14
5
19
5
13
13
12
3
35
S
16
9
14
16
3
O
1
5
12
6
14
11
1
18
5
6
9
12
10
0
34
]
13
2

9
9
6
6
9
O
0
0
8
0
11
6
3
6
6
10
2
1
4
7
11
0
fi
4
9
10
6
11
0
O
0
7
7
9

2 4
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fiiBmrs.

Ahount.
£

Dccemljer 31, 1853.

s.

'

47

Exeraancm:.

Amount.

d.

£

December 31, 1853.

Balance per last account.....................
Do., Slaater, Sydney ................... .........
Do., Liverpool........................................
Donations and subscriptions .............
(1lnircb collections................................
Annual meeting, do...............................
interest on legacies ....... ....................
Donation per Colonial Government ..
Do., British do. .................................
Lines from Benches .............................
Unclaimed poundages .........................
Land sold, Kent-street ........................
Maintenance of paupers .....................
Effects, deceased inmates.....................
J. & H, Byrnes (error).........................
Balance due Master, Sydney .............

1,543
2
0
1,247
033
5
35
1,1550
250
1,612
320
535
32
1
3
1

1
11
2
G
10
0
0
0
0
11
0
fl
14
18
19
14

7
7
9
1
3
10
0
0
0
8
1
2
3
11
0
3

Rent, out-pcnsioners................................
Building, repairs. &c............................
Bread, flour, and bran .......................
Clothing and bedding .............................
Coffins ..................................................
Conveyance to Liverpool .. ................
Do. to hospitals ......... ........................
Coals and wood.............................
Garden at Liverpool................................
Hospital comforts...........................
Interments.....................
‘Milk.........................
Medicines..................... .................
lioef and mutton....................... . .
Oil, candles, and soap .......................
Pepper, salt, and starch .....................
Printing, stationery, &c........................
Rice, oatmeal, and barley.........................
Sugar ....................................
Surplice fees, St. Luke’s .........................
Salaries and gratuities........ ..................
Tobacco ...............................
,,
Tea .......................................
,
Wine...............................
Water, Liverpool ................... ...
. ,
Sundries..........................................
Balance, Treasurer's hands...................
Do., Master, Liverpool ...............

10.485 17 5

£

t

£

j

Debits......................................
Deduct balances................................
Year’s expenditure.................£

December 81,1854.

,

129
825
2,091
584
133
54
14
380
1
32
65
72
28
853
99
17
73
54
133
10
1,229
18
108
18
05
31
3,850
2

s. d.
14
10
13
5
0
8
0
11
8
0
10
18
9
10
15
4
2
4
10
18
7
IS
0
S
5
2
0
18

G
C
2
10
0
0
9
2
6
54
0
0
9
2
10
4
3
2
8
0
3
0
0
0
0
11
0
94

10,485 1 7 5
10,485 17 fi
3,852 19 3
0,032 18 3

December 31,1854.

Balance per last account ....................
Do., Master, Liverpool.........................
Pines from Benches .............................
Donations and subscriptions .............
Collections in Churches .....................
Fraser's legacy and interest .............
Collection, annual meeting.................
Maintenance of paupers .....................
Cow sold................................................
Rent, Bankstown ................................
Donation per Colonial Government ..
Unclaimed poundages ............
Fat sold ................. ..............................
Hats do...................................
Paupers’ labour....................... .
Effects, deceased inmates.....................
Balance due Master, Sydney .............
Do., Liverpool................................... _ r _
Error in bank book ....................... ' ’

£

3,850

0

fi

2 IS 9* j
2,907 15

9

9B2 9 6
372
275

4 10
0 0

2 2 0
85 19

7

2 0 0
15
3,981
398

0
0
8

0
0
0

cue
22 11

G

1 6 0
0 13

4

0 11 11
3 14

9

0 0 l

i

Balance due Master, Sydney
Rents, out-pensioners ........
Salaries, gratuities...............
Medicines...............................
Groceries.............................
Milk......................................
Interments ...........................
Printing aud stationery ...
Building, repairs, &c............
Commission to Collector .
Rice, oatmeal, &c..................
Bfead, flour, and bran ........
Beef and mutton...................
Sugar .............................
Tea .................................
Wine.......................................
Books per Liverpool............
Coals and wood ....................
Water, Liverpool ...............
Sundries ...............................
Bedding aud clothing ........
Coffins..................................
Conveying paupers ............
Do., Liverpool ...................
Hospital comforts..............
Surplice fees, St. Luke's ,..
Tobacco ...............................
Oil, candles, and soap........
Hat-making ....................... .
Garden, Liverpool ^.............
Tinware, tools, &c.................
Balance, Treasurer's hands .,
Balance, per investment .. ..

12,890 7 0$

1
84
1,392
125
42
290
65
113
1,150
43
57
3,197
1,822
127
143
25
12
451
89
64
641
183
12
85
40
13
20
80
25
1
227
1,481
785

14
10
10
15
12
2
5
7
10
1
6
17
12
14
12
10
15
9
10
8
14
17
18
0
0
19
6
0
1
0
14
2
0

3
G
9
6
3
5
0
3
4
0
6
54
10
7
G
0
0
c
f)
0*
2
0
3
6
1
6
2
104
9
0
1
4
0

12,890 7 04
Debits.....................
Deduct balances, &c.
Year's expenditure.

12,890 7 04
2,206 7 4
10,024 4 84
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P.Ecrurrti,

4.

December 31,185S.
1,481
5,547
2,775
1,171
674

2
0
14
4
4

t
0
0
11
0

220 6 2
17 19
17
10
6
13

'
I
I
,
}

6

2 0 0
19
228
2
105

■

0
C
3
4

[
i
:
i

■

£

12,245 18

£

December 31,1855.

r
Balance per last account.....................
Donation per Colonial Government .,
Fines from Benches ............................
Donations and subscriptions .............
Collections in Churches ..................
Maintenance of paupers ....................
Effects, deceased inmates....................
Hats sold................................................
Hats ........................... ...........................
Unclaimed poundages .........................
Collection, annual meeting ...............
Balance due Investment Fund ..........

Akoust.

EaFiantTCae,

Auctj't.

0 11 11

Balance due Master, Sjdney
Ditto
Liverpool
Salaries and gratuities..........
Sugar ........................... .
Milk......................................
Beef and mutton ................
Bread, flour, and hrau...........
Clothing and bedding ..........
Wine........................................
Printing, stationery, &e.........
Building, repairs, &c....... ..
Coffins....................... ............
Interments.............................
Groceries.................................
Oil, candles, and soap ......
Tinware and tools...................
Tobacco ................................
Coal and wood .....................
Medicines ......................... ..
Water, Liverpool ..................
Garden seeds .........................
Hospital comforts............. ..
Conveying paupers .............
Hat-making ........................
Conveyance, Liverpool..........
Bents, out-pensioners ..........
Bicc, oatmeal, &c....................
Commission to Collector___
Emptying cesspools ..............
Tea ................................
Cow........................................
Sundries .................................
Interest to bank .................
Balance, Master, Sydney ....
„
„
Liverpool ,.

3
1,746
176
339
2,377
4,418
558
63
121
516
151
106
37
149
227
52
369
136

122
4
38
12
15
61
83
49
44
22
159
14
54
1

6
0

0
Year’s expenditure

£

s.

14
12
IS
1C
3
13
8
17
3
3
19
7
19
8
5
18
11
11
1
0
19
14
3
2
10
3
6
9
10
0
IS
13
13
8

9

2
10
8

9
11
7
O
5

2
04

6

U
7

0
24
AO

11
0
6
1
C

2
6
0
0
6
2
0
0
8
0
0
4

12,245 18

0

12,238 17

8

£

d.

December 31, 1856.

a. d.

K.

d.

December 31,1856.

6 13 0

Balance, Master, Sydney ,..
Ditto
Liverpool .
Donation per Government .
Unclaimed poundages ........
Donations and subscriptions
Collections in Churches ...
Maintenance of paupers ..,
Hats sold................................
Collection, annual meeting .
Interest on mortgage ......
Fines from Benches .......

0
8,573
1,016
850
608
141
34
4
39
2,115

«

8
17
5
13
11
19
14
6
0
4

4
8
G
2
11
0
0
5
0
2

105
1,821
3,469
2,434
701
371
318
243
185
184
94
109
152
85
• 203

Balance, Investment Fund .,
Salaries and gratuities..........
Bread, flour, and bran ...........
Beef and mutton....................
Clothing and bedding .......
Coal and wood .....................
Building and repairs..............
Milk........ ...............................
Tinware, dec. .........................
Coffins, interments, &c.,,.,,.
Oil, candles, and soap ..........
Printing, stationery, die.........
Medicines, &c, .................
Rice, oatmeal, &o............ .....
Sugar ....................................
Tea ....................... ................
Wine and hospital comforts
Commission to Collector ..,.
Rent, out-pensioners..............
Conveying paupers ..............
Ditto goods ..................
Emptying cesspools .............
Hat-making............................
Water, Liverpool................... .
Tobacco ..........................
Groceries .,...........................
Money to Shipping Muster ..
Sundries ......................... .....
Balance, Master, Sydney....
Ditto,
Liverpool..
Ditto, Treasurer’s hands

86
77
51
99
37
35
31
17
108
42
35

13
6
17
10
4
0
1
5
1
11
6
16
2
13
0
3
7
1
19
15
12
15
4
15
18
10

10
7
5
4
9
0
3
6
7
G
3
4
4
11
Ofr
9
9
1
0
0
10
3
8
0
2
11

11 0 O
57 14

6

0 6 6
2 15 14
2,216 1 6

£

13,391 13

2

Debits............................................................
Deduct In, Fund................... £ 105 13 10
Do. balances................... 2,219 3 1

13,391 13

2

2,324 16 11
Year’s expenditure.................. £'

11,066 16

3
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EXPERtllTCtlE.

AMoesr.

EecEiprs.

..
£

December 31,13(17.

2,219
4,93G
lio98
919
3S7
1,052
' 43
102
3G
1
2

£

s. d.
3
3
4
9
14
17
0
3
4
I
19

1$
G
3
S
1
10
0
4
7
2
9

£

December 31,1857.

Building and repairs.............................
Law charges .......................................
Sundries ...............................................
Balance, Treasurer's hands ......... .*...
Ditto Master, Liverpool ................. .

2,603 1G 2
1,936 8 10
1,936 9 0
827 15 8
141 2 8
309 19 0
102 7 8
156 3 9
£89 9 0
132 15 10
161 12 2
17G 11 11
17 17 1
76 0 3
106 2 0
70 2 3
19G 1 0
14 6 1
56 18 3
9 12 6
111 6 6
70 0 11
11 1 8
93 6 0
181 17 7
05 4 5
02 2 44
1,429 1 11
3 8 5

£

11,334 0 104

Debits .................................................
Deduct balances................. ................

11,334 0 104
1,432 10 4

Bread, flour, and bran .........................
Beef and mutton.,. *............... .... 4 *..
Salaries and gratuities .........................
Clothing and bedding ............ ............
Tinware, tools, &c.................................
Coal and wood .* ..........................*4
Water, Liverpool ................................
Tea ..... ..............................................
Sugar ♦ * ................... <. *»<«<*»» p»
Milk.....................................................
Oil, candles, and soap ..........................
Bice, oatmeal, die................ ..................
Groceries, &c...................................... .
Tobacco ..............................................
Wine and hospital comforts ...............
Medicines, &c........................................
Coffins, interments, &c.........................
Conveying stores ................................
Ditto paupers .............................
Emptying cesspool .......... ..................
Printing, stationery, Jtc.........................
Commission to Collector...................
Hat making .......................................

11,334 0 104

Year's expenditure............... £

December 3L, 1858,

Donations and subscriptions ...........

Balance, Sydney:—

£ s. a.
1,432 10
4,93(1 3
1,707 G
lj092 19
860 10
850 19
167 10
78 O
36 11
13 15
110

4
G
7
2
3
9
11
0
S
7
4

6 17 1
391 2 8

11,075 17 5

147—H

a. d.

9,902 10 6

£

December 31,1353.
Balance Master, Sydney ...................
Bread, flour, and bran ................. .
Beef and mutton.. ................................
Salaries and gratuities....... .................
Clothing and bedding ................
Buildinor and repairs.............................
Tea ....................................................
Rico, oatmeal, &c.................................
Milk....................................................
Printing, stationery, ire. ......................
Oil, candles, and soap ..........................
Wine nod hospital comforts...................
Bent, ont-pensioners ........................... .
Coffins and interments...................
Hearse.................................................
Medicines, &c............................... ........
Petty cash, Liverpool .........................
Conveying paupers .................. .........
Tinware, &c..........................................
Vegetables ...........................................
Hat-making.........................................
Tobacco .......... ...................................
Water, Liverpool ....... ........................
Groceries....... ......................................
Convcving goods ................. ..............
Commission to Collector.................
Sundries ...................... .......................
Balance, Master, Liverpool...................
£

s. d.

2 19 9
2,890 12 0
3,949 15 9
1,969 IS f.
1,1)6 5 11
322 2 9
367 6 9
241 3 8
229 0 4
182 13 5
220 0 0
10G 6 7
107 9 0
131 15 7
131 4 0
213 12 6
30 0 0
274 15 4
70 7 4
04 0 3
53 13 4
11 14 11
0 5 0
66 3 6
115 10 0
50 16 11
G 18 11
40 3 0
106 3 11
2 18 6
13,075'17

5

Debits..................................................
Deduct balance....................................

11,075 17 5
2 18 6

Year's expenditure.......,..,.£

11,072 13 11
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' Receipt 0,

December 31,1850.

£

ftalanc.p. Liverpool................................
Fines from ‘Renohes .............................
TnfflTAqt on loans* Aio.............................
Voted bv Parli ament.............................
Collentions in Ohurohes .....................
Fat, &e„ sold..................... .................
Ditto, doe Treasurer.........................

£

s, d.

2 18
1,345 17
774 9
292 0
9,427 2
105 1
350 3
35 16
269 6
15
741 6

AMOTTCra,

ExrasMCTM,

Amount.

6
3
3
0
8
8
3
10
10
8
1

December 31, 1859.

£

Balance, Sydney........................................
Ditto due Treasurer........ .. ................
Bepairs, <fcc............................................. ..
Clothing and bedding .......................
Coffins and interments ...........................
Conveying paupers ........ .......................
Ditto
stores ....................................
Fuel ...........................................................
Beef and mutton ....................................
Milk........................... ...............................
Medicines...................................... ...........
Oil, candles, and soap ........ ....................
Bent, ont-pensioners................................
Printing, stationery, &c............... ........
Bice, oatmeal, &c.......................................
Salaries and gratuities................ ..........
Sugar ........................... ...........................
Tea ...........................................................
Sundries ............................................ ..
Tools, &c.....................................................
Tobacco ....................................................
Vegetables ................................................
Wine and hospital comforts ........ .......
Water, Liverpool .....................................
Furniture...................................................
Groceries....................................................
Interest to bank .........................................
Balance, Sydney, cash .............................

13,345 8 0

6 17
391 2
4,063 13
210 3
1,078 19
51 7
217 6
65 19
13 8
340 S
2,518 6
106 19
141 12
170 4
224 6
122 6
188 10
2,041 13
259 1
245 8
IfiO 19
257 13
71 13
16 17
146 7
100 14
35 12
20 15
o 4
11 17

1
8
0
6
5
6
0
6
3
7
10
11
7
0
0
2
4
6
2
6
11
10
1
0
5
0
0
1
0
8

£

13,345 8 0

Debits .......................................................
Deduct balances.........................................

13,345 8 0
409 17 5

Tear's expenditure..........£

December 31, I860.

s. a.

12,935 10 7

December 31,1860.

Balance due, Sydney.............................
Fines from Benches............ ................
Subscriptions and donations .............
Collections in Churches .....................
Unclaimed poundages .........................
Voted by Parliament........................... .
Maintenance of paupers .....................
Fat and bones sold................................
Interest on investments .....................
Ditto discounts.............................
Sundries ................................................
Balance, Sydney, cash.........................
Ditto due Treasurer .........................

£1

11
1,326
789
126
307
10,881
87
30
90
19
3
10
1,952

17
10
2
9
14
0
1
1
0
18
E
11
18

8
4
6
3
8
0
11
4
0
G
0
10
10

Balance, Liverpool, cash............. ...
Ditto due to Treasurer...............
Bread, flour, and bran .....................
Beef and mutton .........................
Oatmeal, rice, &c......................................
Tea ...................................
.
..
Sugar ................................................
Groceries .............................
,
Vegetables ................................................
Hospital comforts...............................
Milk............................... ,
..
Soap, candles, and oil ........
Fuel ................... .........................
Water, Liverpool ....................
.,
Tobacco ............................................
C lolhi ng and bedding ............... .
Ooflins, interments, ifcc...................
Furniture, &c,....................................
Hardware, &c....................................
Building, repairs, <fcc.............................
Printing-, stationery, die...................
Sundries ...............................
Medicines................................... ....
Tools, &c............................................
Salaries......................................................
Gratuities..........................................
Bents, out-nensioners.....................
Conveying stores ....................... .
,
Ditto
nauuers .........................
Miscellaneous....................................
Maintenance children sent to Band wick
Commission to Collector............
Interest on bank account, Are.............
Balance, Liverpool, cash
.
Error, petty cask .............................

15,636 8 10

£
Year’s expenditure..........£

1
741
4,178
2,0S2
2fi4
43,1
391
47
5fi
^98
1RH
15ft
346
90
71
1,2-52
339
Ml
130
515
148
216
32
9
1,827
221
345
U
79
43
685
60
19
9
O

n A
6 1
IS 0
4 4
O 9,
1R O
15 1
3 fi
T ft fi
0 4
fi l
7 fi
O 9
2 6
9 7
11 O
9 0
0 6
9 1
2 1
8 9
13 1
12 7
10
15 3
10 2
16 6
11 8
5 3
19 6
11 O
6 3
16 1
13 U
10 0

15,636 8 10
14,883 13 2
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Receiptel

Amount.

.

£ s. a.

March 51, 1861.
Pines frotn Tli^nr'.lip.s

9
213
G1
G2
11
10
140
8
1,638

...............

£

13
12
11
0
1C
16
Id
1!)
13

Amount.

Espextitcre.

11
10
8
0
8
2
1
0
8

6,093 18 7

Jtine 30f 1661.

£

March 31,18G1.
Balance due Treasurer............................
Ditto Sydney, petty cash.....................
Bread, flour, and bran .............................
Beef and mutton ....................................
Oatmcai, rice, &c........................................
Sugar ................................................ ......
Groceries....................................................
Vegetables ................................................
Hospital comforts ........................... .
Medicines....................................................
Milk............................................................
Soap, candles, and oil .............................
Fuel ............................................................
Water, Liverpool ....................................
Tobacco ....................................................
Clothing, bedding, &c.............................
Coffins, interments ...................................
Furniture, &c................. ............................
Tinware, &c...............................................
Bepairs, &c.................................... ............
Printing, stationery, &c.............................
Sundries ....................................................
Salaries........................................................
Gratuities ........................... ....................
Conveying paupers .................................
Bent, ouCpensioners..............'..................
Carriage of stores ....................... .
Interest on bank account.........................
Ditto per contra.....................................
Balance, Liverpool.........
Ditto Sydney......................... ...............

s. d.

1,952 18
10 11
643 9
411 17
46 15
94 8
2 15
8 14
112 2
36 11
79 7
79 4
91 19
19 6
11 10
428 14
46 17
37 0
56 4
178 6
27 0
79 7
448 13
06 13
13 2
91 18
1 11
17
8 3
6 2
11 0

10
10
0
10
11
10
0
6
1
fi
8
11
0
9
0
fi
2
11
8
7
6
7
0
6
9
6
8
1
7
2
9

£

6,093 18 7

Debits.....................................................
Deduct balances.........................................

5,093 18 7
1,980 13 7

Quarter’s expenditure .. £

3,113 6 0

■

June 30, 1861.

Balance, Liverpool........ .......... ............
Ditto Sydney ....................................
Bines from Benches............ .................
Subscriptions and donations ..............
Maintenance of paupers .....................
Fat and hones sold.".............................
Voted by Parliament—Two moieties..
Colleetinns in Church .........................
Interest on mortgage .........................
Discounts on accounts .......................
Balance due Treasurer.......................

£

6
11
293
307
20
7
5,356
7
90
14
2,279

2 2
0 9
0 C
16 6
8 7
13
0 0
14 10
0 0
15 10
12 7

8,393 16 0

Groceries................... .................. ............
Vegetables .............................................. .
Hospital comforts ..................................
Mediciucs..................... ............. *..........
Milk............................................................
Soap, candles, and oil ............................
Fuel..........................................................
Water, Liverpool ......................... ...........
Tobacco ..................... ..............................
Clothing, bedding, &c.......... ....................
Coffins and interments.............................
Furniture, &c..............................................
Tinware, &c. ......................... ...................
Repairs.................................................. ...
Printing, stationery, &c............................
Sundries ....................................................
Salaries............... .................. ....................
Gratuities................. ..................................
Conveying paupers .................. ..........
Ditto
stores .....................................
Bent, out-pensioners........ .......................
Commission to Collector.........................
Discounts per contra................................
Balance due, Liverpool........................... .
Ditto
Sydney.................................
‘

4,538
l'312
409
60
55
23
23
101
24
81
33
89
7
42
564
61

62

13
7
14
13
6
17
17
1
17
12
10
18
14
1
17
2
3
13
4
6

8
11
3
5
11
2
0
8
7
8
3
6
0
8
3
0
2
9
7
3

19
04
19
45 3 4
448 12 10

66 8 6
13
3
85
20
14
4
11

18
11
19
1
15
10
1

0
4
6
3
10
10
4

£

8,393 16 0

Debits ........................................................
Deduct balances.........................................

8,893 16 0
4,504 5 10

Quarter’s expenditure ..........£

3,839 10 2
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*
Reoeipto.

September, 30, 1861.

Fines from Benches .............................
Subscriptions and donations.................
MaintCnancf) of jtaupnrA .....................
Fat and hones sold.................................
Voted by Parliament—third moiety ..
Interest, rent of farm.............................
Discounts on accounts ................. ..
Balance, Sydney, petty cash ........ .
Ditto, due Treasurer................. .

£

Amount.

ExrejtBircBs.

AjfOUffr.
£

b.

a.

4
11
247
84
92
10
2
2,678
20
18
15
2,718

10
1
10
1
15
7
6
0
0
7
3
19

10
4
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
11
5
4

£

September 30,1861.

Beef and mutton............................*...........
Tea ...........................................................
Vegetables ................................................
Hospital Comforts .................................. .
Milk........ ..................................... ............
Fuel............................................................
Water, Liverpool .....................................
Tobacco ...................................................
Clothing and bedding ...........................
Coffins and interments.............................
Furniture....................................................
Tinware, &c. .......................................
Repairs...................................... . ............
Printing, stationery, <fcc............. ..............
Sundries ......................... ..........................
Salaries ...................................................
Gratuities............. ............................
Conveying paupers.......................... .
Ditto stores
....................................
Rent, out-pcnsioners....................... .
Interest, bank account.....................
Discounts, per contra.................................
Balance, Liverpool, cash .........................

5,903 2 2

2,279
845
472
204
88
9
47
49
195
95
30
11C
9
16
421
67
81
40
36
28
102
469
68

s. d.
12
16
0
19
16
8
0
14
19
11
2
10
18
16
18
13
0
13
9
12
16
16
10

7
4
8
5
S
0
4
0
7
6
11
3
0
1
0
6
5
O
0
0
3
6
6

15 3 3
4
91
0
18
2

7
17
9
7
19

2
6
8
11
4

£

5,903 2 2

Debits ........................................................

5,903 2 2

Deduct balances.......................................

2,282 11 11

Quarter's expenditure ..........£

3,720 10 3

State of Expesditube from 1 January to 30 September, 18G1.
March 31, 1861.........
June 30,1861 .........
September 30,1861 ..

£
s', d.
3,113 5 0
3,889 10 2
3,720 10 3

Quarter’s expenditure to date
Ditto
ditto
Ditto
ditto
Expenditure, 3-4th of current year

£

10,673 6 5

BUILDING FUND.
Legacies.

Sundries ........... .................................
Late Mr. Forrester ..............................
Alderman Hogan, and interest ...........
Late Mr. Bnrbridgo .............................
Late Mr. Taylor, baker ......................
Late Mr. Jones, to acconnt and interest

285 0 0

200 0 0
51
9
60
3,075

0
17
0
0

0
0
0
0

3.673 17 0
Land Sold,

House and Land in Ecnt-strcet,..,
Land to Railway Company .........
Land to Rev. J. Oram, and interest
Land to Bank of New South Wales
Deposit on Mr. Wheeler’s purchase

£500
3,000
1,976
664
253

0
0
IS
17
J3

0
0
10
8
0
6,395 9 0
ISO 0 0

Farm of Bankstown........... ..........
Supposed value of Asylum and Land
Supposed Building Fund

£

10,549 6 6
25,000 0 0

£

85,540 6 6
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Current Tear's Contract Prices.

£ s. d.
Bfead, new, fine, Sydney, George Wilkie, per lb, (Mr. Wilkie lias abated ^d. per loaf
from 1 st September)
,.
..
..
.,
..
.,
,.
,.
.,
..
Bread, new, fine, Liverpool, W. H. Lane, per 2 lbs.
............................................................
Ditto, 20 per cent, ditto
ditto,
per 2 lbs.
,.
..
.,
,,
..
Beef, hind and fore quarters, Sydney, Henry Bell, per lb..........................................................
Mutton,
ditto
ditto,
ditto,
per lb.
..
..
..
..
.,
Beef,
ditto
Liverpool, S. Pearce, per lb.
,,
,,
..
,.
..
Mutton,
ditto
ditto,
ditto,
per lb..........................................................
Milk, pure, now, Sydney, Sydney and Liverpool, per quart ,,
..
..
Flour, fine, Sydney and Liverpool, Wm, Nicholson, per cwt....................................................
Ditto, 20 per Cent, ditto,
ditto,
per cwt.
.,
..
Coals, Newcastle, Sydney, John Duguid, per ton
............................................................
Wood, billet,
ditto,
ditto,
perton ,
..
..
..
..
Ditto, ditto,
Liverpool, J. Moreland, per ton
............................................................
Water, Liverpool, Government, per 1,000 gallons
..
..
..
..
Coffins, large size, Sydney, Charles Beal, each........................................................................
Ditto, small size, ditto,
ditto,
each
..
,,
.,
,,
.,
,,
Ditto, largo size, Liverpool, delivered, Charles Beal, each
..
..
..
Oil, Sydney and Liverpool, Wm. Harbottlc, per gallon ............................................... .
,,

0 0 2|
004
00 3£
0 0
0 0 2
0 0 li
0 0 2i
004
0 17 6
0 16 0
1 5 G
0 11 G
0S6
0 2 0
0 11 0
040
0 14 0
030

A (2.)
List of Parties who have audited the Accounts of the Benevolent Asylum of New South Wales, from

30 June, 1840, to 31 December, I860.
30 Junt, 1640:—
■
Mr. Ambrose Foss.
Ecv. K. Therry.

i

'

31 Dtetnthtr, 1850:—
Mr. W. H. Christie.
Mr. Thomas Byan.

30 Junt, 1841:—
Mr. Ambrose Foss.
Mr. Thomas Cadell.

31 December, 1851:—
Mr, Bobcrt Johnson.
Mr, Andrew Lenehan.

30 Junt, 1812
Mr. Ambrose Foss,
Mr, T. W. Bowden, ,

31 December, 1852
.Mr. John M'Lerie.
Mr. Thomas Byan.

30 Junt, 1843:—
Mr. Thomas Cadell.
Mr. Stephen Owen.

31 December, 1853
Mr. H. H. Browne.
Mr. Thomas Hogg.

30 June, 1844:—
Mr. W. H. Christie.
Mr. H. McDermott.

31 Dtetmher, 1854
Mr. Charles Kemp.
Mr, James Comrie.

30 June, 1845:—
Bevd. Dr. Boss.
Mr. Bichard Windeyer,

31 Dtctniber, 1855:—■
Mr. James Comrie.
Mr. W. Stuart Moutry.

30 Junt, 1846
Mr. Stephen Owen,
Mr. Acton Sillitoe.

31 December, 185G :—Mr, James Comrie.
Mr. Thomas Byan.

30 June, 1847
Mr. George A. Lloyd.
Mr. George Wigram Allen.

31 December, 1857 :—
Mr, Osborne Ottley.
Mr. Thomas Hogg.

30 Junt, 1848:—
Mr. John H. Challis.
Mr. John Fairfax,

31 December, 1858:—
Mr. Alexander McArthur.
Mr. Andrew Lenehan.

30 Junt, 1349
Mr. James Comrie.
Mr, Clark Irving.

31 December, 1859 :—
Mr. Charles Kemp.
Mr. George Wigram Allen.

31 Dtctniber, 1849 :—
Mr. Clark Irving.
Mr, George Bees.

31 Deeember, 1860
Mr. Alexander McArthur.
Mr. Maurice Alexander.

B.
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B.
Ketokn of the number of Deaths in the Benevolent Asylum of New South Wales, from 1st Quarter
of fear 1810, to 25 October, 1861.

Dates.

Nuynsa in
HOUSE UBR1NC Lttirpool
Ken,
Year.

Quarters.

1810.
31 March . Deaths in Asylum....
30 Juno ..
Do
...........
30 Sert. ..
Do
...........
31 Dec. ,,
Do
...........
, 1841.
31 March .
30 June ..
30 Sept. ..
31 Dec. .

Do
Do
Do
Do

...........
...........
...........
...........

1842.
31 March.
30 June ..
30 Sept. ..
31 Dec. ..

Do
Do
Do
Do

...........
...........
...........
...........

1843.
31 March .
SUJtme
30 Sept. ..
31 Dec. ..

Do
Do
Do
Do

...........
...........
...........
...........

1844.
31 March.
30 June ..
30 Sept. .,
31 Dec. ..

Do
Do
Do
Do

...........
...........
...........
...........

1845.
31 March.
30 June
30 Sept. ,,
31 Dec. ..

Do
Do
Do
Do

...........
...........
...........
......

Do
Do
Do
Do

...........
...........
...........
......

1817.
31 March.
30 June ..
30 Sept, ..
31 Deo. ..

Do
Do
Do
Do

...........
...........
...........
...........

1848.
31 March.
30 Juno
30 Sept. „ „
31 Dec. ..

Do
Do
Do
Do

...........
...........
...........
...........

1849.
31 March.
30 June ..
SO Hept. , P
31 Dec. ,.

Do
Do
Do
Do

...........
......
......
...........

1850.
31 March,
30 June ..
30 Sept. ..
31 Dee. ,,

Do
Do
Do
Do

......
...........
...........
..........

1851.
31 March.
30 June ..
30 Sept. ..
31 Dec. ,,

Do
Do
Do
Do

...........
...........
...........
...........

1853.
31 March .
30 June .,
30 Sept. . „
31 Dec. , 4

Do
Do
Do
Do

...........
...........
...........
...........

1853.
31 March.
30 June ..
30 Sept. ,.
31 Dec. ..

Do
Do
Do
Do

...........
...........
...........
..........

1854.
31 March .
30 June ..
30 Sept. ,.
31 Dec. ..

Do
Do
Do
Do

...........
...........
......... .
...........

1846.
31 March.
30 June ..
30 Sept. ..
31 Dee. ,.

'

Ken,

Women.

Cbiluren.

Total.

6
12

1,058

19
21
£4
31

8

0
1
0
1

25
34
29
40

123

1,140

21
32
2d
29

11
13
8
8

1
3
2
0

33
4835
37

153

1,165

23
29
29
28

6
7
8
4

2
1
1
0

31
37
38
32

138

1,221

....
....

34
19
30
84

10
3
8
8

1
1
2
5

45
23
40
47

163

6
14
6

....

26
43
47
29

7

3
3
3
1

35
60
56
37

188

....

35
35
25
18

5
10
11
9

3
3
1
11

43
48
37
29

157

1,456

34
39
39
34

3
12
21
8

0
2
2
5

37
53
62
47

199

....

7
5
13
19

2

1,436

' 31
49
43
26

2
0

40
55
58
45

196

....

19
39
43
34

8
9
11
8

1
2
3
1

28
50
57
43

178

29

8
12
20
9

1
1
1
3

88
59
87
52

236

7
9

1
3
4
3

48
47
40
38

173

42

39

211

226

....

....
....

1,276

1,402

___

1,437

, .
1,486

46

....
..

66
40

5

i

'

1,389

40
35
30
25

13

1,489

28
57
46
31

5

1
2
0
.3

26
10
7
17

12
7
8
11

2
0
0
2

58
52
45
71*

11

19
23
15 .
10

3

51
67
55

9
12
12
9

8
2
3
4

18

35
1,354

30

41

1,472

18
23
21
13

1,580

20
18
22
14

16
16
8
5

11
13
4

6
10

16
9

Note.—The Li-uerpool Branch was opened at this period.

S

3
7

Yearly
Total.

75

55

33

211

42
43

50
31

160

55.
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B—continued.
Dates.

JTuwheb in
HOUSE DURING LlVERPOOt
Hex.
Year.

Quaetep.s.

1855.
31 March , Deaths in Asylum ..
30 June ..
Do
...........
30 Sept. ,.
Do
...........
31 Dec. ..
Do
...........
1856.
31 March.
Do
...........
30 June ..
Do
...........
30 Sept. ..
Do
......
31 Dee. ..
Do
...........
1857.
31 March .
Do
...........
30 June ..
Do
...........
Do
...........
30 Sept. ,. '
31 Dec. ..
Do
...........
1858.
31 March.
Do
......
30 Juno
Do
...........
30 Sept. ..
Do
...........
31 Deo. ..
Do
...........
1859.
31 March.
Do
...........
30 June ..
Do
...........
80 Sept. .,
Do
...........
31 Dec. .,
Do
...........
1860.
31 March.
Do
...........
30 J une ..
Do
...........
30 Sept. ..
Do
...........
31 Dec. .,
Do
...........
1 1861.
31 March.
Do
...........
30 June ,,
Do
......
30 Sept. ..
Do
...........
25 Oct. ..
Do
...........

1,572

Hex-

Woken.

Children.

Total.

YEAELt
Total,

20
1G

16
26

13
13

4
4

*

15
13

21

11

2

19

35

7

53
59
49
54

215

11

14
16

7

12

12
2

11
6

5
3

44
47
45
39

175

37
38
38
GO

173

64
69
GO
52

245

226

1,310

14
17
16

1,394

15
19
13
25

14
19

1,627

S3
34
31
28

1,693

1,725

1,964

14
ii

G
S
13
14

10
n

15

■

■ 5

1
1
1

8

9

5

7

11
13
10

30
27
31
32

8
8
6
6

5
11
10
14

* 7

22

60
52
50
74

28

12

57

25
20

7
4
5

15
30
24
10

7
39
31
9

62
•133
*84
44

323

11

4

27
2o

6

12
13

5
9

6

7

32
55
40
17

144

8

2
0

12

8
7

6
4

’

2

3

* During these two quarters the epidemics measles and feyerprcyailed in the Asylum.

c.

.

Betuen of Number of Inmates iu Benevolent Asylum of New South Wales, from 1st Quarter of Year

1840, to 26th October, 1861.
Qcartere.

Dates.

1840.
Mar.
June
Sep.
Dee.

..
,.
..
..

In Asylum......
Do....................
Do.
......
Do....................

1841.
31 Mar.
30 June
30 Sep.
33 Doe,

..
.,
..
..

Do....................
Do....................
Do....................
Do....................

31
30
30
31

1842.
31 Mar. ..
30 June ,.
30 Sep. ..

Do....................
Do....................
Do....................
Do....................

1843.
31 Mar.
30 Juno
30 Sep.
31 Dec.

..
..
..
..

Do.
......
Do....................
Do....................
Do....................

1844.
31 Mar.
30 Juno
30 Sep.
31 Dec.

,.
..
..
..

Do....................
Do....................
Do....................
Do....................

1845.
31 Mar. ..
30 June
SO Sep. ..
31 Dec.

Do....................
Do....................
Do....................
Do....................

1846.
Mar.
June
Sep.
Dec.

Do....................
Do....................
Do....................
Do....................

31
30
30
33

..
,.
..
..

Admitted Liter-

hil
Women. C
dren.

Jkotlease
AND

Men.

.. AA
A . AA
1,058

218
335
201
230

69
65
56
63

9
6
5
0

296
306
292
298

68
G7
86
88

9
9
15
10

307
316
334

1,140

230
240
233
247

345

345

Increase, 47.

1,165

238
234
234
247

88
82
76
82

16
13
13
12

342
329
323
341

341

Decrease, 4.

1,221

254
373
274
294

80
81
94
94

12
16
22
27

346
370
390
415

415

Increase, 74.

1,276

297
-303
303
3!0

87
83
87
SO

24
23
22
26

408
409
412
416

116

Increase, 1.

303
305
285
306

8683
88
88

25
22
28
28

414
418
401
422

422

Increase, 6.

30G
347
342
275

86
95
93
86

30
37
30
38

422
479
465
399

399

Decrease, 23,,

1 A «*

....
1,402

[ ....
1,456 1 ....
i

Total.

Nowbeb

tool
Hen.

and
Remaining

AT END Or
each Yeah.

Decrease.

21)8

66
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C—continued.

Dans.

1S47.
31 Mar.
30 June
30 Sep,
31 Deo.
1S4S.
31 Mar.
30 Sep.
31 Dec.
1849.
31 Mar.
30 June
30 Sep.

QuAurtM.

..
..
..
..

In Asylum..........
Do...............
Do................
Do................

,,

Do....................
Do....................
Do....................
Do....................

..
..
..
..
..

1850.
31 Mar. ..
30 Sep. a a
31 "Der;. a.
1851.
91 Mar. .
30 Sep. ..

Do.
......
Do....................
Do.
..........
Do.
......
Do....................
Do....................
Do....................
Do....................

Admitted Liverand

pool

Remaining llES.

ilEN.

TVomex. Cril-

TerAt.

AT END OF

each Year.

Increase
AND
Decrease*

1,416

297
293
272
289

74
90
83
85

29
35
30
34

400
418
385
40S

408

Increase, 9.

1,437

302
342
310
316

82
84
89
98

80
36
39
42

414
462
438
450

456

Increase, 43.

1,486

336
356
353
296

95
100
111
86

35
41
45
40

466
497
509
422

422

Decrease, 34.

1,389

308
311
299
309

83
90
106
105

46
58
60
61

437
459
465
475

475

Increase, 53.

314
316
279

94
89
97

68
75
52

476
480
428

....

243

85

47

•375

375

Decrease, 100.

1,354

212
222
185
162

15
12
14
19

96
91
94
102

53
34
41
37

376
359
334
320

320

Decrease, 65.

1,472

180
222
212
220

30
16
16
23

100
117
125
126

43
47
65
Cl

353
402
408
430

430

Increase, 110.

1,530

243
267
275
266

13
18
11
31

147
140
132
151

61
71
82
90

464
496
500
638

538

Increase, 108.

98
70
68
55

163
139
145
120

88

1,572

225
257
261
251

97
105

574
541
571
531

631

Decrease, 7.

94
92

1,310

247
263
280
290

55

126
112
106
115

94
68
87
90

561
535
533
550

550

Increase, 19.

1,394

305
320
305
811

43
46
58
46

113
109
118
126

100
113
118
111

561
588
599
594

694

Increase, 44.

1,627

319
338
311
311

52
35
35
30

119
159
158
164

128
142
155
154

618
674
659
659

659

Increase, 65,

30
35
39
37

164
156
168
171

144
130
141
145

C87

1,593

349
361
329
338

677
691

691

Increase, 32.

1,725

352
377
340
320

38
36
39
SO

180
192
174
175

t95
82
172
82

665
687
625
607

607

Decrease, 84.

1,964

365
393
345
346

32
32
36
34

188
206
220
229

101
118
129
124

686
749
730
733

733

Increase, 136.

Do....................
Do....................
Do.
......

'

g I
1 1 1
31 Dec. ..
«
••

Do, Sydney,. 170 85 47
Do. Liverpool 73 .. .,
1,489

1852.
31 Mar. ..
Do....................
30 June ..
Do.
...........
30 Sop. ..
Do....................
31 Dec. . ■
1853.
Do.
......
31 Mar. ..
Do....................
30 June ..
Do....................
SO Sep. ..
Do....................
31 Dec. ..
1854.
Do....................
31 Mar. ..
Do....................
30'June ..
Do.
..........
.SOSeV.,
Do....................
31-Dee; Y.
1855.'
31'Mar. ;. V 'Do....................
Do....................
80 June ..
Do.
...........
SO Sep. ..
Do.
...........
31 Dec....,
1856.
Do.!
...........
81 Mar.
Do.,
......
30 J une .,
Do....................
■30 Sep. ,.
Do:
......... .
''til Dec. ..
y................
'H857..' J
..........
31 Mah—ii,
Do....................
30 June ..
Do.
......
SO Sep, ..
Do....................
81 Dec. ..
1858.
Do....................
31 Mar. ..
Do.
_____
SO June ..
DOa
a . *. . a
30 Sep. ..
Do..................
31 Dec. ..
1859.
Do.
......
31 Mar. ..
Do..................
Do....................
50 Sep. ..
Do
...........
31 Dec. ..
I860.
Do....................
51 Mar. ..
Do..................
30 June ..
Do.
..........
Do....................
31 Dec. ..
ISO],
31 Mar. ..
Do..................
30 June ..
Do..................
30 Sop. ..
Do....................
25 Oct. ..

...............

Go

75

CBii

• The Liverpool EsUbHshment wm opened at thin period. The dccreoic occurred In wnseauence of a number of the
men leafing the Anjlum rather than go to Liverpool.
t During this quarter 47 children were transferred to the Destitute Children’s Asylum at Eandwtcb.
$ la this quarter the mortality was great, In consequence of the epidemics (fever and measles) prevailing in the
Asylum.
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D.
Retthin of Persons who have received Out-door Relief from Benevolent Society of New South Wales,

from 1st Quarter of Year 1843, to 25th October, 1861.
Dates.

Dates,

Pumilin.

FrmiltM, Inditidaili.
*

1843.

1853.

81 March .. Receiving relief .

39

225

30 June ....

Do.

..

46

276

30 Sept.........

Do,
Do.

..
..

50

300
432

Do.

..

540

31 Dec..........

72

31 March .. Receiving relief .
30 June ....
Do.
..
30 Sept.........

30 Sept.........
31 Dec..........

..
..

31 March ..

Do.

..

30 June___

Do.
Do.
Do.

..
..
..

31 Dec..........

1844.
31 March ..
80 June

Do.
Do.

104

624

107
106

642
606

87

522

74
69

414

67

402

70

420

82
108

492

120

720

120

720

116
114

696
684

1854.
372

Do.
Do.

..

63
90
136

Do.

..

116

696

Do,
Do.

..
..

125

750

126
163

756
916

31 March ..
30 Juno ....

858

30 Sept.........
31 Dee..........

816

30 Sept.........
31 Doc..........

464

184-5.
1855.
31 March ..
30 June .. .
80 Sept........
31 Dec..........

Do.

..

Do.

..

143

Do.

..

Do.
Do.

..
,,

Do,

..

Do.
Do.

,.

Do.

..

115

690

Do,

,.

121

726

732
7S8
794
831

648

1846.
1856.

31 March ..
30 June___

Do.
Do.

..
..

146

876

166

Do.

..

212

996
1,272

31 March ..

SO Sept.........

31 Dec..........

Do.

..

163

1,008

30 Sept.........
31 Deo..........

30 June ....

1847.
31 March ..

Do.

858

1857.

Do.

..
..

143

30 June ....

155

31 March ..

Do.

..

122

30 Sept.........
31 Dec..........

Do.
Do.

..
,.

146
152

930
876

30 June ....
30 Sept.........
31 Dec...........

Do.

..

912

1848.
31 March ..

Do.

..

30 June ....

Do.

..

158
172

30 Sept.........
31 Doc. ___

Do.

..

198

..

Do.

1849.
31 March .,

Do.

..

30 June___

Do.

..

30 Sept. ....
31 Dec..........
1850.
31 March ..
30 June ....
30 Sept.........
31 Dec.........
1851.
31 March ..
30 Juno ....

Do.

Do.
Do.

185

1,110

252

1,512

230

1,380

..
.,

Do.

..

245

Do.

1852.
31 March ..

Do.

..
.

..
..
..

270
370

..

189

31 March .,

Do.

..

30 June ....
30 Sept.........
31 Doc.........

Do.

..

140
162

Do.
Do.

.,
..

213
215

31 March ..

Do.

..

Do.

..

265
291

1,590

30 June
30 Sept.........

Do.

SIS

31 Dec..........

Do.

..
..

356

1,896
2,136

..
..

386

2,316

450
487

2,700
2.922

546

3,276

1658.

1,188
1,008

1,154

Do.

SI Dec..........

30 June ....
30 Sept.........
31 Dec..........

..

..

Do.

1,032

199

207
245
264

Do.
Do.
Do.

SO Sept.........

..

Do.

168

948

Do.

123
134

1,242
1,470
1,584
1,470

972
1,278
1,290

1859.

1,746

1860.

1,620

2,220

31 March ..
30 Juno ....
30 Sept.........

Do.

31 Dec. ___

Do.

Do.

Do.

..
..

349
300

2,094

31 March ..

Do.

..

495

..

240
156

..
..

484

..

30 Juno
30 Sept.........

Do.

Do.

1,440
936

Do.

..

Do.

..

900
358

31 Oct..........

Do.

160
143

147—1

840

1,800

1861.

1
1

'

Do.

2,970
2,904
2,682

447
402

2,412
I

CO

00

E.
Statement

of the Account of the Benevolent Sosiety

£

18C1.
J January

30 March ..

from

Grafton........................................................... ■ • ■

Bemmn,.................................................

Water Police, Sydney........................................ .............
Central Police, Ditto
...................................*

S January

9

1G
29
4, February

II.—Collections ik Cnur.cn es.
To cash from Bov. James Glennie, Gosford Church, I860..
Ditto from Bev. James Gunther, St, John's, Mudgcc,
1860 ......................................................................................
Ditto Christ Church, Sydney, I860 .................................
Ditto St. Thomas, St. Leonard's, I860............... ..
Ditto Rev, Peter Young, Catholic Church, Liverpool,
I860 ......................................................................................
Ditto Bev. J. Carter.......................................................

20 11 10
3 10 0
1 5 0
■5 15 0
5 0 0
3 10 0
1 0 0
3 2 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
60 17 0
141 0 0

d.

ZXvcrjwoL

31
5
6
31

6 January

6
5

J)0 2
84 13
57 1

0
9
9

IT.—Beek and Mutton.
March.... By cheque to Henry Bell, Sydney, 1 quarter....................
Ditto to R. Pearce, Liverpool, 1 month,.,. GS 4 9
February ..
Ditto to ditto...................... *
62 9 9
March___
Ditto to ditto ...................................................... 73 5 9
„
___

III.—Oatmeal, Rice, &c.
28 February .. Bv cheque to McIntosh and Hurst, 7 cashs of penrl barley.

12 1

7 0 0
22 9 9
It 9 10

6 March ....

Ditto to R. Towns & Co., rice .............................................

IV.—Sugar.
6 March.... By cheque to Sugar Company, for sugar, less 14 percent.
Ditto to Thrclkcld <fc Co., ditto, less 2 per cent.
12
................

10 0 0
3 0 0
64 11

8

0
9
3
G

371 11
*

G

271 17

6

207 17

7

204

3

<n

643

0

„

5

..

J

31 March

Year I860.

Carried forward............................. ••£

8

is-

IS lb
30 17

9

0

b
5
46 15 11

32 9
61 19

8
7
04

V.—Groceries, &o.

Donations, die.

To J. J. Peacock, additional subscription .... ............
Received from Collector, Iji list ..............
Mrs. Jane Bridgeland......... ........................................
Rev. Geo. Hurst .................................................... Collected by Mr. John Vardy, Menanglc,
list

d.

1,963 10
8 2
245 11
115 11
2 6

15 January .,
’

s.

411 17 10
7

l
III.—Sobscmptions,

£

1,952 18 10
10 11 10

5 February... Bv cheque to W. H, Dane, one mouth................
Ditto to ditto...................................................... ..
6 March....
Ditto to ditto........................................ .............
31
„
___

243 12 10

s.

1 January ..
I..—Rhead, Fl.OUIt, ANI> Bn AN,
£ February.. By cheque to S. W. Holmes, flour suppKod .............................
Ditto to II. W. Johnson, bread, two mouths...................
19 March....
Ditto to ditto for March......................................................... *
31
................
Ditto to Geo. Wilkie, one day’s supply ............................
31
„
....

Benches.

To tho following sums received from the Clerks of Petty
Sessions for the Quarter as under :—
Camden.................................................................................
Wollongong..................................... ...........................* •
Gosford...........................................................................
Campbelltown............... ................................................. *
Casino.............................................. ............*.....................
Shoalbavcn ..................................... ......................... ..
Wingham............................................. ................... ..
Moruyn................................................................................

£

1361.

d.

9 13 11

To balance due on Liverpool potty cash, 'IP' account
I.—Finks

a.

New South Wales, for the Quarter ended 31st Maicb, 18G1.

2
1
1
11
11

0

Carried forward .........................£

VI.—Yegetaules,
Sydney petty cash book, for quarter .... ..

VII__ Hospital Comforts.
15 January .. By cheque to Anderson* Brothers, & Co** for $ galls, brandy
Ditto to Lamb, Parbury, & Co., wine, less 13s. 4d.........
6 March....
Ditto to D. Coopor & Co., brandy..........................................
6
.................
Ditto to Lamb, Parbury* & Oo.» wine.................. ..................
12
..............
5.
Cash paid ty Sydney petty cash book.........................................
30 ...................
Ditto
paid ^Liverpool, ditto .........................................................
30
..............

2 0
9
1
1
0

26 33

,. By cash paid

317 18

5

Carried forward ...

8 10

2 15

0

8 14

C

GOO

31
11
30
14
17

12
lu
12
12
15

8
0
9
2
6
112

2

1

3,283 13 10

ns
M!2
X
©
tt
K
HH

2
K
Q
O
w
©
©fr?
Z
o
K

00
o

E—continued.

£

I SGI.
fl Janunry
5

10
10
10
10

„
„
„

26 13

8. a.
£
317 LS

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

IV.—Maintenance of Paupeiis.
To received the following Rations for inmates of Liverpool Institution:—
George Clav.....................................................
John Carr............... ........................................
George Tonge ..................................... ..
Thomas Harley ............................................
William Downs ...................... ....................

2 January

„

4
.

10 February , ,

V.—Fat and Bones, &c.. Sold.
To cash, fat soli], Sydney Institution ................
Ditto bones sold, <fcc..............................................
Cash, fat sold, Liverpool...............................
Ditto, cabbage-tree huts, ditto ........................

4 10 0
2 1 3
__ ----3 7 6
0 17 0

VI.—Unclaimed Poundages.
To received from Colonial Treasurer, as under, for the
year1SCS l—
....
Sydney ...........................................................
Liverpool ............. ..............
Campbelltown......... ...................................
Camden and Picton.....................................
Wollongong ..................................... ............
Kiama.............................................................

1

30 March
30
„

.
IX.—Milk.
By cheque to Jas. Macnameny, Sydney, quarter....................
Ditto to Jas. Moreland, Liverpool, ditto............................

15 January ,

15
29
12
30
o

3

4

1
1
1
1
3
4

13
13
13
13
7
13

0

9
9
9
9
6
9

C 11

S

4

G

4

0

14 16

3

10 1G

2

646

„

31 March
31
„
30 March
30
„
„
i 30

XII.—Wateu.
By cheque to Jas. Morland, Liverpool ......................................
Ditto to Railway Commissioners
.................................
Ditto to ditto .........................................................................

G March

XIII.—Tobacco.
By cheque to Ferris & Son ............................................................

X LV.—Clothing.
15January .
By cheque to A. & E. A. Levey, calico and forfars...............
29
„
.
Ditto to Favenc & Gwynnc, derry, &c.................................
Ditto to Chas. Teakle, boots, shirts, &c.f............ ............
29
„
.
Ditto to Saddington & Son, slippers .................................
29
„
.
Ditto to Keep & Parsons, wincey ......................................
„
.
i 29
29
„
.
Ditto to A. K. A. Levey, trousers and shirts....................
28 February .
Ditto to Moses Moss, 1 bale shirts ............... m,...................
6 March .
Ditto to Chas. Teakle, calico, hoots, ifcc..............................
XV.—Interments, &c.
5 February , By cheque to St. Mary’s, graves ...................................................
31 March . .
Ditto to Charles Beal, cofbns, &c. *. * ..............................
Cash paid, ^p' Liverpool, petty cash....................................
31
„
..

2G J 0
1G 15 0
10
0
80 G 3
nu 18 9
8 8 1

XVI.—Furniture, <Sic.
lo January . . By cheque to Robert Muriel, 12 ebairs and stove ..............
15
..
Ditto to Chapman & Co., casks.............................................
o February. ,
Ditto to Robert Stewart, tabic for office..................
30 Mar ch
..
Cash paid
Sydney petty cash ........................................
30
„
.,
Ditto paid
Liverpool ditto ..............................................

i

f> n

„

X..—Soap, Candles, and Oil,
By cheque to Cowan and Israel, soap .....................................
Ditto to W. y* Friend, oil .............................................. ..
Ditto to O. J. Caracher, soap and candles........................
Ditto to Cowan <& Israel, 1 ton soap, less 2A per cent, .,
XI.—Fuel.
By cheque to Ducuid & Co., Sydney. 1 quarter ...............
Ditto to Jas. Morland, Liverpool ..........................................

0
0

140 15
Carried forward

30 March
30
„

Brought forward ........................
i. .,
vm.—Medicines.
liv cheauc to Foss. yon. & Co.. tsvdDcv ...............................
Ditto, Liverpool .................................................................... ...

ISfil.
:

0

02

30 January

2

a.

I
i

Carried forward

£

s. d.'

£

s. a.

3.283 13 10
21
15

5
5

60 0
19 7

9
9
3G 11

6

73

7

8

73

4 11

0
8

18 0 9
12 17 2
14 5 0
34 2 0
60 13
25 G
15 12
3 8
0 G

0
0
91 19

0

13

3

9
0
0
6

11 10 0
G4
14
73
6
32
7C
GO
100

17
10
11
0
G
19
0
0

13 16
28 4
4 1C
14
2
6
3
9

11
12
10
12
15

8
0
4
0
8
6
0
4
428 14

6

4S 17

2
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10 March

Ill,—Stosciuj'TOSS, Donatiokb, Ate.—continued.
,
.
Brought forward
Year 1861.
To collected in Liverpool, "p! list ........................ 9 9
1
Bev. W. Hodgson, Liverpool............................. 2 2
Messrs. Saddington & Sortt Sydney ........ 2 2
Dr. Rutter, Sydney.............................................. 1 1
2 0
Mrs, Bennett ditto
...............
2 2
Messrs. Smith' Peate. & Co., ditto ...............
2 2
T. F. Holt, Esn., ditto .....................................
1 0
Capt. Scott, Police Magistrate........................
Sir H, W. Parker.................................................. 2 2
Mrs. Wood, Christ Church........... ..................... 2 2'
1 1
John Thompson, Chippendale ........................
3 0
Ciirist Church Wardens, Don............................
|
Received from Collector, 1860, ndditl.
list.

8.

8
6
0
0
0
0
8
8
37
4,114

0 11
6 3

oi
to

CO
00

H-1

CD

00
Ci
O
£
1861.

17 Jlarcb ..
15 January..
23

29

„

..

26 February
5 March .,
5 „
.

..

S

12

12

„

ii

..

..

Brought forward..........................
VII.—Ixteuest.
'
By cash from Towns & Co., discount on account ...............
To the following discounts deducted from cheques issued:—
Cowan & Israel, soap, 2^ percent.................................
Chas. Teakle, boots, 1J per cent....................................
A. & E. A. Levy, shirts, &c„ 2£ per cent....................
M'Intosh & Hirst, barley, 2j per cent........................
Sugar Company, sugar, 1£ per cent., ......................
Lamb, Parbury, & Co., wine, 2J per cent...................
Charles Teakle, boots, &c., li pur cent.......................
L. E. Thrclkcld, sugar, 2 per cent............. ..................
Cowan & Israel, soap, 2iper ccn,t, ............. ..............

0 15
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0

£
546

B. d.

£

s. d.
5 11

15 January

5

lo

,,

31 March

9 3
14 4
19 6
8 2
9 11
16 2
2 H
5 4
18 0

XVII.—Tikwahe, &c.
By cheque lo J. B. Hold8worth ........................
Ditto to Bennett & Son, tea chest, Ac. ..
Cash paid
Sydney, petty cash...............

xvnr.—Rbi-airs.
11 January

8 19

0

30

,.

Carried forward

£

555 4 11

56

4

8

178

6

7

27

6

0

79

7

7

4,455 11

1

•

By cheque on account of laying pipes for carrying water
to Liverpool Institution.......................................................
Ditto, ditto ............................................................................... ..
Ditto II. Coleman, cleaning cesspools .............................
Ditto balance laying pipes at Liverpool............................
Ditto Charles Beal, Sydney ...................................................
Ditto--------- ,
Liverpool..............................................
Cash paid
Sydney petty cash ........................ ............... .

15 January
15
„
30 March
30
„
30

XX.—Sundries.
By cheque to Mr. Alexander, chloride lime
Ditto to Treasurer, for postage stamps
Ditto to E. Gocrtz, Liverpool ...............
Cash paid if1' Sydney petty cash......... .
Ditto ditto
f.ivorpool ditto ..............

31 January
31
„
31
.,
31
„

XXI.—Salaries, Wages, Ac.
By cheque to Robert Anderson
........................
Ditto Mr. & Mrs. Mansfield ........................
Ditto Mr. Mansfield, visiting .........................
Ditto James Smith, surgeon ........................

61
50
6
29
26
3
0

25 0
20 0
4 3
16 13

0
0
4
4

Ditto, as above, for this month............................................
Ditto, this month .............................................
65 16 8
Ditto, wages for quarter 4F list.................... 66 16 0

31

Cash paid

petty cash

12 9
6 0
17 6
14 4
4 0
15 10
16 2

9 IS
10 16
6 6
28
4
29
16
1

28 February
31 March
31
„

31 January
81
„
31
„
31
„
31
„
31
,.

£ s. d.
4,114 6 8

46 17 11
7 12 9
1 14 0

XIX.—Printing, Stationery, Ac.
15 January ,, By cheque advertising in Jimpire ...............................................
15
„
.,
Ditto ffcmM...................................................................................
31 March .,
Ditto Reading & Wellbank, printing and stationery ..

„

d.

0
0
6

3 0
9 0
6 10
6 1
2 s

65 16
65 1C

8
8

132 12
6 13

8
0

270 19

0

hiverpool.

By cheque to P, Mulholland A Wife ...............
Ditto Dr. Watson ..................................... I...
Ditto Geo. Girling..............................................
Ditto William Allen ........................................
Ditto Patrick Grogan .....................................
Ditto William Beckett...............

16
16
8
2
2
2

1-3
13
6
12
10
10

4
4
8
0
0
0

Carried forward...............

49

5

4

Carried forward

APPENDIX TO TEE POBKGOING EVIDENCE.

29
29
19 February
SO March
30
„

s.

Brought forward

1661.

E—continutd.

£
Brought forward..
18C1.
SO March ,.

s. d.

£ s. d.
555 d 11
4,538 13

To balance due Treasurer

£ s. a.
270 19 0

Brought forward...........

1861.

8

31 January .
31
»»

SI

31

♦J

28 February.
31 March .. .

£ s. d.
4,455 H

1

448 13

0

56 13

6

13

2

9

91 18

6

Brought forward..............,49 5 4
By cheque to William Jones ................................. 2 10 0
Ditto John Koran ................................... .
2 10 0
Ditto John Griffitlis,............................................ ISO
Ditto M. & M. Fennclly..................................... 313 4
59
Ditto, as above, for this month........................ 59
Ditto, this month.............................. ................... 69

4
4
4

8
8
8

177 14

0

Sydney.

29 January .
28 February.
31 March ,.

By cash paid ^ Sydney petty cash, per month
Ditto
ditto
ditto
Ditto
ditto
ditto

12 14
9 2
9 2

6
0
0

30 18

c

25 15

0

lAvtrpool.

29 January .
28 February.
30 March .
30
„
.

By cheque,giatuities,
mouth ..................
Ditto
ditto,
^ ditto
........................
Ditto
ditto,
fl ditto
........................
Cash, 4}''Petty Cash Book.................................
XXIII.—Conveyance

31 January .
28 February.
30 March
.

to

Paufebs.

of

By cash paid, ^ Sydney petty cash
Ditto,
ditto
Ditto, $
ditto
of

.........................................
..........................................
..........................................
Stores.

By cash paid, 4P1 Sydney petty cash..........................................
Ditto
■If Liverpool ditto..............................................
XXVI.—Interest.

30 March
30
„
30
30
Total

5,093 18

7

4
4
4

7
9
5

9
9
8

Out-Pensionehs.

XXV.—Camuaqe

30 March
30

4
4
4
0

By cash, conveyance of paupers to Liverpool........................
Ditto
* ditto
ditto
........................
Ditto
ditto
ditto
........................
XXIV.—Rents

31 January .
28 February.
30 March
.

8 8
8 8
8 8
0 10

0
C
0

0 0
1 11

6
2

•

By interest on bauk account .......................................................
Discounts received on accounts paid 4P' contra, deducted
from cheques aud not debited .....................................
Balance due on Liverpool petty cash, per account...........
Ditto
on Sydney
ditto
.................................
Total

37 0
27 14
27 4

1 11 8
17 1
8

6
11

2
0

APPENDIX TO THE EOBEGOINO EVIDENCE.

XXII.—G UATumEB.

3

7

2
9

.......................................... £

17

2 11

5,093 18

7

CO

00
oa

o
to

K —continued.
Statement

18G1.
1 April.,

of the Account of tho Benevolent Society of New South "Wales, for the Quarter ended 30th June, lofil.

To balance due on Liverpool petty cash .................................
Ditto
ditto Sydney
ditto
.................................

£
6
11

B.

2
0

d.
2
3

£

5.

0
2
2
'3
4
9
11
6

11
10
10
10
0
0
7
0
it O
71 0
177 7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
G

1
!
| ,

£
By balance due Treasurer per last account............................

3 April ....
30 June ___

I.—Buhae, Fi.oun, and Bran.
By cheque to Wm, Nicholson, flour, last quarter ...............
Ditto
ditto
ditto
this ditto .................. .
Ditto to Geo. Wilkie, bread
ditto ..................
J

7 May
4 Juno
30

s.

d.

£ s. d.
4,538 13 8

277 12 6
214 4 0
485 1G 10
1,007 13

4

304 14

7

Xtiverpool,

----- By cheque to Lane, last month ........................... 97 10 0
Ditto
ditto
ditto .............................. 105 8 8
....
.J
Ditto
ditto, this month............................. 101 15 11
1,312
II.—Beef

and

7 11

Mutton.

Sydney.

to

30 June

N

1801.
1 April....

11

17
1.—Fines from Benches.
To the 'following sums received from Clerks of Petty
Sessions during Quarter, viz.;—
Gosford .......................................................... .................
"Wollongong........................................................................
Berrima ...........................................................................
Campbelltown ............................................... ..............
Liverpool................................... .........................................
Grafton ..................................... ..................... ................
Camden and Picton .......................................................
Cassino .................................................................. ..
Moruyn.................................................................................
Water Police, Sydney ................................................
Central Police, do..............................................................

d.

0

ft

30 June

.,,,

By cheque to H. Bell, this quarter

........... .........................

227

%
M
2

0 10

Liverpool.

7 May ....
4 June ....
30 .................

II.—Subscriptions, Donations, Ac.

11 April
2.5
„
25
,,
1 May

34

„

17

„

IS

„

7 June
7
17
24

20
30

To Sheriff Ulir, subscription ........................................... ..
F: W. Perry, Official Assignee ......................................
Charles Beale, Park-street............... ..............................
His Excellency the Govcrnor-in-Chicf ....................
J. G. Raphael, Esq.............................................................
Rev. James Adam, Bathurst; collected by him at the
Lower Lachlan................................................................
John McArthur, Shoalbavcn...............
Wm. Kutnett,
do.
...........
do.
................
Jas. Aldcorn
H. Mortcmt
do............................
do,
................
S. Freeman,

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
2
1
o
2

1
2
i
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

33

0

0

4 June ....
18
30

0
0
0
0
0

To Maurice Alexander, Esq,, M.L.A.....................
... ...
Montague Levey, Esq. .'• *+ *......... *.......... ..
Rev. A. H. Bull
F. O'Brien, Esq. . ...
Thomas Rowley, Esq,
Sums collected by C. Jcaueret, and lodged by him in
Bank as under, per list—
Paid in on 25th April
........................ 60 0
ISth May ............................. 40 0
Ditto
17th June...............
42 0
Ditto
23th ditto............................. 40 17
Ditto
29th ditto ............................. CO 0
Ditto

4 J tine' ....
30 ..................
5 5
2 2
2 2
1 1
5 5
5 0

0
0
0
0

0
0

9 April

..

9
9
9

..
..

„
,,
30 June

9 April
4 June
242 17

30
30

6
307 10

Carried forward.

.................
„
....

..£

„

..

By cheque to S. Pearce, last month
Ditto
ditto
ditto
Ditto
ditto
this month

...............
...............
................

74
80
78

5
4
3

7
7
3

III.—Oatmeal, Rice, &c.
By cheque to MTntosh, Hirst, & Co., oatmeal, barley,
f:}
ditto, less 24 per cent, discount.. ................. ..
By ditto to Allen, Street, and Norton, rice, ditto
Ditto to J. Caldwell, oatmeal.................................

4
m
232 13

5

11 15 0
43 11 11

V.—Groceries.
By cheque to estate of J. Levey, Esq., vinegar
Ditto to John Caldwell, pepper......................
Ditto to James Dean, soda.,.. : ...................
Ditto to Mrs. Silvester, salt ................... ...,
Ditto to John Caldwell, pepper, <fce.,,

5
1
5
8

VI.—VKGET ABIES.
.. By cheque to J. Caldwell, potatoes .........
Ditto to II. Webb, ditto..........................
..
Ditto to ditto, ditto .............................
..
By
cash per Sydney, petty cash, quarter .
..

3

S=>

60 13

5

<

33 3
2 17

IV.—Sugar.
By cheque to Sugar Company, No. I pieces
Ditto to E. Goertz, Liverpool..................

6 11

13 3
16 10
11 4
15 0

2 0 3

23 17

2

23 17

0

0
6

6 2 0

12

4

0

Cnrri ed forward........................ £

tri

!
55

1 16
3 14

2
w
Q
O
h-«
«
Q

453 14
24 12 11

G

617 19 ii

jO

6,474 10 4

o
H

E—continued.
£
1801.
25 April
1 May

1

U

s. d.

Brought forward ...............

III.—MaIJTTENAKCE OK I'AUPEKS.

To cask from Mr. Harris, support of wife ........................
Ditto
ditto
....................
To received the following pensions for this quarter for
inmates: —
George Cloy.................................................. 1)4 1
James Herron .............................................. 1 14 1
George Tongue.............................................. 1 14 1
William Downs.............................................. 4 19 9
John Carr ..............................................
1 14 1
Thomas Harley.............................................. 3 8 3

0
0

7
7

7 June

16 April
16
„
16
„
7 May
7
„

7
7

„

62
19

8
4

0
8

9 June
7 May
4 June
30
„
30
„

.
.
.
.
.

.
X.—Soap, Candles, and Oil. .
By cheque to O. J. Caracher, candles .................
Ditto to W. Harbottlc, oil.....................................
Ditto to O’Niel, i ton of soap ...................... ....
Ditto to O. J. Caracher, candles ................ .. ,
By cash,
Sydney petty cash.................................

4 14
7 6
14 2
4 14
2 13

6
0
9
6
G

7

30 June
30 „

.
.

XI.—Fuel.
By cheque to Duguid & Co., Sydney, quarter
Ditto to Moreland, Liverpool, ditto........... ....

G5
24

9
9

0
6

3

7 May
4 June
30 .,

.
.
.

XII.—Water.
By cheque to Commissioners of Railway...........
Ditto to ditto, last month......................... ..
Ditto to ditto, this month ................................ ....

2 4
2 12
2 18

0
0
0

16 April
30 June
30
„

.
.
.

XIII.—Tobacco.
By cheque to Ferris & Son............................................
Ditto to ditto .................................................................
Ditto to E. GoertE Liverpool
............................

22 13
14 4
5 3

9
0
G

9 April
7 May
7 ..
7
7 „
7 „
7 „
4 June
4 „
4 „

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
,

XIV.—Clothing. Bedding, &c.
By cheque to Hall & Aldcrsou, leather
...........
Ditto to J. M, Illidgc, boots...................... .. . -.
Ditto to Yeung, Lark, & Bennett, trousers
Ditto to A. & E, A. Levey, blankets
.
Ditto to Keep & Parsons, hose...........................
Ditto to Saddington it Son, boots......................
Ditto to Moses Moss & Co , trousers ...........
Ditto to A. it E. A. Levey, blankets ............
Ditto to Young, I.ark, 4t Bennett, flannel .
Ditto to Keep it Parsons, ditto............................

6

0
0

0
0
r,35G

20 June

.
.

VI.—Collections in Churches.
To sum received, collected in Trinity Church, Sydney..
VI.—Inteuest.
To the following discounts received from accounts paid:—
From Young, Lark, & Bennett, porter.................................
Estate of lato J. Levey, vinegar.................................
Smith, Peatc, & Co., lime juice .................................
Lamb, Parkury, <fe Co.., wine..........................................
D. Cooper & Co., brandy ............................ .................
Younk, Lark, & Bennett, trousers ......... ..................
E. & A. E. Levey, blankets ..........................................

Carried forward............................£

0

0

£ s. d.
6,474 10 4

11 10 0
8
4
6

1

8

24 17

7

81 12

8

33 10

0

89 18

G

7 14

0

104
...........

42
7 14 10

0
0

9
5

6 18

7

Carried forward .............................£

Carried forward..............

G.009

7

7

Carried forward

1 .3
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April

0
3
G

30 June
30 „

3

4
V.—Voted by Pauliament.
To received from Colonial Treasurer, first moiety of sum
voted for the current year..................................... ............ 2,114
Ditto from ditto, second moiety of ditto, making half of
3,242
grant .............................................................................

23
4
4

IX.—Mile.
By cheque to J. McNanemey, Sydney, quarter
Ditto to J. MorJand, Liverpool, ditto...........

4

17 9
S 16

0
3
5
3

VIII.—Medicines.
By cheque to Foss, Son, & Co., quarter

To received from clerk and accountant, found on inmates
in Sydney house :—
Emily Daniel .............................................. 0 10 0
Mary Ellen Hill .......................................... 0 2 6
Richard Brown .................. ........................... 0 3 10
Sarah Mason............... .............................
0 8 3
Thomas Webk ...................... .
0 10 8
Mark Ashton.................................................. 0 17 0
William Henry.................
17 0
Thomas Longford, 2 week's support.... 0 1G 0
IV.—Fat ani> Bones sold.
To cash for hones sold, Sydney ....................
Ditto for fat sold, Sydney ..........................

17 11
8 6
23 11
11 4

.

30 June

8

d.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
,

April

0
0

20

£ s.
Brought forward .
VII.—Hospital Comfouts.
By cheque to Young, Lark, & Bennett, porter
Ditto to Smith, Poate, & Co., lime juice...
Ditto to Lamb, Parbury, & Co., wine.............
Ditto to D. Cooper A Co., brandy.......................
Ditto to ditto,
ditto............................
Ditto to Young, Lark, ii Bennett, porter
.
By cash paid,
Sydney petty cash
.................
By ditto,
Liverpool ditto
......................................

June

4 15
2 April
21 June

1861.

May

14 10
10 Juno

£
s. <i.
C17 19 11

1
7
51
2C8
2
37
35

5 8
17 G
8 ft
5 0
10 0
0 11
14 6
3
0 14 7
14 4 1

506 16

8
£

G,858

6

3

C5

CO

CD
00
o\

4

CO
00
£

E—continued.

£

£ s. d.

18
18
18
18

Brought forward................
Gilchrist, Watt, <fc Go., galvanized iron ......................
Saddington & Son, hoots ........................... *...............
Moses Moss & Co., trousers........................................
B. & E. A. Levey, blankets........................................
Young, Lark, & Bennett, flannel.................................
M‘Intosh, Hirst, <fc Co., barley, &c...............................
Keep & Parsons, flannel...............................................
M. O'Niel, soap ..................... ......................................
Allan, Street, fit Norton, rice.,.. .................................
T. T, Bown, repairs..................................
E. & A. E. Levey, jackets........ ...................................
Young, Lark, & Bennett, porter .................................
J. M. Illidge, hoots........................................................

18

Received Interest on Mortgage, 1/r £ 1,600 for 9 months ..

80 Juno

To balance due Treasurer

1861.
7 May
7
..

7

..

i

.I nno

4

„

■4
4
4

IS

G.009

G 18 7
0 7 8
0 18 1

0
2
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

18
1
3
13
7
7
17

s.
7

d.
7

•
Brought forward ..................
By cheque tn J. M. Illidgo, hoots ...........................................
Ditto to E. and B. A. Levey, polka jackets ..................
Ditto to C. Newton, Brothers, Si Co., rugs .......................
Ditto to Hall and Aldcrson, leather...................................
Cash, ^9 Sydney petty cash book.......................................

30 June
30 .,
30

XY.—Tntebmekts,
By cheque to Chas. Beal, coffins, &c........................................
Cash,
Sydney petty cash, graves ...............................
Ditto,Liverpool ditto, and interments ......................

48 18 0
1 8 0
10 16 0

7 May
18
30
30
30
30

XVI.-- IfuiWITDRE, &C.
By cheque to Hoffnung ife Co., forks and knives ..............
Ditto to Unbone, Fees!, & Co., spoons ...............................
Ditto to Charles Beal, stools, &c.........................................
Ditto to Wm. Howitt, fire-guard ..............................
Cash to Sydney petty cash ...............................................
Ditto
Liverpool ditto.....................................................

15 O
2 5
20 11
3 10
17 16
3 0

0
6
0
G
2
0

7 May
7 June
30

XVII.—Tikwabk, <5tc.
By cheque to J. B. Hoidsworth ...............................................
Ditto to M. Bennett & Son............................. .....................
Cash, "3P Sydney petty cash ............................. .................

17 10
1 19
0 4

0
3
6

3
9
S

1
3

3

0
2 0
3 G
12 0
C 0

14 16 10
90 0 O
-------------

104 16 10
2,279 13 7

9 April
16
„
7 May.

18 Juno
30
30
9 April
7 May

7
t

t

1 ■
Carried forward

£ s. d.
1G 8

506
11
6
36
1
1

1801
18 Juno
IS „
18
„
30
30
„

7 „
30 Juno
30,
7 May 1
30 June
30 „

30
£ 8,393 IGrO ’ •

„ 1

XV III.—Repaibs.
By cheque to J. T. Bown, repairs...........................................
Ditto to Lewis k Steele, roof of wards ...........................
Ditto to Smedlcy, glazing windows...................................
Ditto to Gilchrist, Watt, & Co., galvanized iron, Liver
pool shed ........................................................................
Ditto to T, J. Bown, repairs...............................................
Ditto to Charles Beal, deals, Ac..........................................
Cash, ^ Sydney petty cash ...................... .......................

16
17
7
9
10

9
10
8
4
0

0 9
IS G
1G 2
13 10

XIX.—Pnnmito, Stationery, Ac. t
By cheque to D. L. Welch & Co., printing .... '.............
Ditto, Sands & Kenny, stationery ...................................
Ditto to Herald, advertising ...............................................
Ditto to Empire,
ditto
. ....................................... ..
Ditto to D. L. St’elch A Co., printing ...............................
Cash, 'j) Sydney .petty cash ..............................................

2
7
4
3
1
0

1 0
2 3
10 3
19 3
10 0
3 6

■ '1
XX—SONDBIES.
"
By cheque to Murphy and Joucs, lime.................. ................
Ditto to E. Goertz, Liverpool........ .....................................
Cash to Sydney petty cash, quarter ..............................
Ditto, 1$ Liverpool ditto.. ri
!...............................

2
17
20
4

‘

Carried forward

604 17

61

3

2

0

62 3

2

19 13

9

94 4

7

19

6

3

45

3 4

4 4 9
43 5 0
2 5 7
1-5
3
21
3

t‘ “

£ s. d.
6,858 G 3

10
16
4
13

0
2
ii
3

£ 7,724 10 7

■CO

5E—continued.
£
Brought forward

s.

A.

£

8. d.

8,393 1C

0

£
1861.

Brought forward

30 April
30
„
30
„
30
„

XXI.—Salaries, Wages, Sic.
By cheque to Robert Anderson ............................
Ditto, Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield........................
Ditto to Dr, Smith ..............................................
Ditto to S. W. Mansfield, visiting ...............

31 May.
30 June
30
„

2o

0

£
s. d.
7,724 16 7

0

16 13
4 3

4
4

C5 1C
08 19
70 0
66 3

8
2
0
0

By cheque, P. Mulholland and Wife .................... 1C 13 4
Ditto, Dr. Watson.................................................. 16 13 4
Ditto, Geo. Girling..................................... .. .868
Ditto, Wm. Allen................................................... 2 12 0
Ditto, Patrick Grogan,.
..........................
2 10 0
Ditto, Wm. Beckett............. ............................. 2 10 0
Ditto, Wm, Jones.................................
2 10 0
Ditto, John Moran ..........
2 10 0
Ditto, John Griffiths .........................................
1 6 0
Ditto to M. and M. Fennelly..................................3 13 4
,

u9 4
Ditto salaries this month ................................ 59 4
Ditto
ditto
................................. 59 4
■

8
8
8

177 14

0

9

2

0

9

3

0

446 12 10

XXII.—Ghatuitifs.
Sydney.

30 April .
31 May...
30 June ,.
30 „
.

By cash for gratuities, per petty cash
Ditto
ditto
Ditto
ditto
Ditto wet nurse, ditto

.
.
.
.

112 6

Q 6 0
35 13

6

80 15

0

4 8
4 14
4 15

3
9
0

APPENDIX TO THE FOREGOING EVIDENCE.

£70 18 10

Liverpool.

31 May
30 June..,

d.

20 0 0

Ditto, salaries for this month
Ditto,
ditto
,
Ditto, wages for quarter........

30 April
30
„
30
„
30
„
30
„
30
„
30
„
30
„
30
„
30 „ .

s.

LivcTpoot.

30 A pril .
31 May...
30 June.. .
30 ............

SO April
31 May.
30 June,
Carried forward

*

8,393 16

0

By cheque for this month..........................................
Ditto
ditto
..........................................
Ditto
ditto
...........................................
By cash, per petty cash.................................. ..... ..
XXIII.—Conveyance or pAtri'nus.
By caah, conveyance of panpers toLiverpool ..
Ditto
ditto
..
Ditto
ditto
..

S S
8 8
8 8
5 10

4
4
4
0

Carried forward....

66 8 6

13 18
. ..£

0

8,253 15 11

ca

CD
(X)
00

E—continued.

18G1,

£
s. d.
8,393 IS 0

Brought forward

1861.
SO April
31 Msiy..
30 June.,

XXIV.—Bests to Oot-Fensioseks.
By cash paid,
Sydney petty cash ....................................
Ditto
ditto
...................................
Ditto
ditto
.................................

30 June,
80 „ .

XXV.—Cahmaoe or Stokes.
By cash paid by Sydney petty cash book ..
Ditto
Liverpool
ditto
.. ..

30 June.
30 „ .

Totai..

8,393 16

„
,.

.
.

26 6
32 17
26 16
0
8

XXVI.—Comm ission.
By' cheque. C. E. Jeaneret, commission on collections ....
By discounts allowed on accounts paid as per contra
deducted from cheques not credited parties........................
By balance due on Liverpool petty cash, ity’ account ....
" Ditto
Sydney petty cash,
book....................

5
5

0
0
6
85 19

0

3 11

4

9
7
20

1

3

14 15 10
4 10 10
11 1 4
—---------------

Total .

0

£
6. d.
8,263 15 11

15 12
8,393 16

2
0

£ s.
2,279 12

d.
7

Statement of the Account of the Benevolent Society of New South Wales, for the Quarter ended 30 September, 1861.
18G1.
1 July,.

To balance due on Liverpool petty cash .................................
Ditto on Sydney ditto ....................................................... ...

£ B. d.
4 10 10
11 1 4

I.—Fines from Benches.
30 September

23 Julv......... .
30
................
30
.............. .
17 August .,
3 September
3 September
30
„

Tothe following sums received from Clerks ofPetty Sessions
Campbelltown ................................... ......................
Camden and Picton ..................................................
Casino ........................................................................
Grafton ............. '. .......................................................
Gosford ........................................................................
Liverpool ....................................................................
Momya ........................................................................
Wingham ........................ ...........................................
Wollongong ............... ...............................................
Sydney Water Police ..............................................
Ditto Central Police ..............................................
II.—ScescMPTioNs, Donations, Asc,
To Thos. Busby, Esq., Bathurst—subscription ....................
Capt, Gazycr, Sydney—donation.........................................
Bachelors'Ball Committee—donation................................
Gavin Mason, Esq., merchant—subscription...................
Christ Church, Camden—donation....................................
The following sums received for subscriptions, paid
into bank by collector :—
Paid in .................................................. 35 0 0
Ditto ................................ ............ ..
31 0 0

2
7
2
1
13
3
2
0
47
177
1
1
5
1
10

66

Carried forward ....

5 0
10 0
11 0
0 0
5 0
10 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
7 0
1 0
0
0
0
1
0

0

...............

£

s.

15 12

d.
2

£

s. d.

By balance due Treasurer per last account..

I.—Breap, Flour,

and

Bran.

Sydney.

587 12 10

30 September

By cheque to George Wilkie, for bread

.. .,

C August ..
10 September
30
„

By cheque to W. H. Lane, for lost month ,... 105 7 1
Ditto
ditto,
ditto
.... 109 5 6
Ditto
ditto,
for this month
, 93 10 11

Liverpool.

308

3

6

238

1

2

233 19

6

845 1 6

4

472

0

8

204 19

5

II.—Beef and Mutton.
247 10

30 September

By cheque to Henry Bell, this quarter .,.

6 August
10 September
30
„

By cheque S. Pearce, last month .
Ditto
ditto,
ditto
.
Ditto
ditto,
ditto
.

27 August ,.
30 September
30
„

III.—Sugar.
By cheque to Brown & Co., 4 tons sugar v
Ditto to Sugar Company, No. 1 pieces
Ditto to Goertz, Liverpool...................... ..

0
Liverpool.

0
0
0
0
0

0

1861.
1 July..

84

1

80 2
79 12
74 4

0

347 3 2

Carried forward.

S
7
8

143 17 11

11 10 0
49 11

6
3,802

9

0

APPENDIX TO THE F0UEQ0ING EVIDENCE.

SO
30

£ s. d.
...............

Brought forward.

E—continued.

£ s. d.
III.—Collections
7 September

Chueches.
0
3

10
0
5 0
5 0
10 0

0
0
0
0
0

a 19

6
7

5
5

8

0
8 0
4 0
8 0

9
14
14
14
14

4
30
30
30
30

0
e
G
G
G
-

Bones Sold.

10
2

20 August .. To cash received for bones sold, Sydney ,,

21 August

.,

s. d.

8 5
13

9

0

88 16

G

G
0
0
0

G 2 G
G 7 G
7 12 6
7 12 G
8 1 10
11 3 G

VII.—Hospital Comfoets.
September. By cheque to D. Cooper Co., brandy........................... ». ♦»
Ditto to Young, Lark, & Bennett,........................................
„
..
„
..
Cash paid
Sydney petty cash book .............................
„
..
Ditto ^ Liverpool ditto ......................... ...............«...

11 15 0
29 5 0
2 14 0
G00

9

8

0

47

0

4

49 14

0

7

0

13 August .. By cheque to Elliott Bros., year 18G0 ......................................
Ditto to Foss, Son, & Co., Liverpool, for this
13
„
..

G

„

..

Ditto to ditto, Svdncy

195 19

7

2,678

0

95 11

6

0 11

........................ ........... 17 15 11
51 18

-----

0

IX—Milk.

0
30

„

..

8

.

G August .. By cheque to J. McNemany, Sydney, for last month ....
4 September.
Ditto to ditto ..................................................................
Ditto to ditto, this month............................. ...................
30 - „
..

VI,—Voted bv Pakliament.
To received from Colonial Treasurer third moiety of sum
voted by Parliament, 1861 ..................................................

144

Ditto to James Morland, Liverpool, for quarter ..........

X.—Soap, Candles, & Oil.
523 J uly
, , By cheque to W, Harbottle, oil ........ ...................................
30 September.
Ditto to O. J. Caracher, soap and candles ......................
30
..
Cash paid ^ Sydney petty cash ................................ ...

23 9
25 16
25 0
74
21

2
8
0

EVIDENCE.

and

£

VIII.—Medicines.

13
V__-Pat

84 13
4 3

VI,—Vegetables.
By cheque to H. Webb, 1 ton potatoes.....................................
Ditto to ditto .......................................................................... ..
Ditto to ditto .............................................................................
Ditto to ditto .............................................................................
Ditto to ditto ............................................ ...............................
Cash paid 4P’ Sydney petty cash book .............................

23 July
6 August ..
27
„
..
10 September.
30
„
..
30
„
92 15

3
1
1
1
1

IV.—Tea.
By cheque to Griffiths, Fanning <fc Co................ .......................
Ditto to E. Goertz, Liverpool ..............................................

V.—Gbocekies, &c.
23 July
.. By cheque to Sylvester, salt .......................................................
Paid
Sydney petty cash book .........................................
8 August ..

0
0
0
0

s. d.

1’OREGOINO

IV.—Maintenance op Paupehs.
.... Received the following Pensions for inmates, Liverpool:—
Thomas Harley ...............................................................
John Carr................................... .........................................
Geo. Clay .............................................................................
Geo. Herron........................................................................
Geo. Tongue........................................................................

3
14

£

3,802

6 August ..
30 September

8
10
9
8

.

1861.

APPENDIX TO THE

25 July

ik

To received from the Secretary of St. Mary’s the under
mentioned Collections
Rev. J. J. Thcrry, Balmain ...............................
Very Rev, Dean O’Connell, Maitland.............
Rev. J. S'. Sheridan, Sacred Heart ..................
Rev. M. M'Alroy, Yass .......................................
Rev. J. Hanley, Singleton ..................................
Rov. E. Buckie, Raymond Terrace..................
Rev. E. O’Brien, Braidwood...............................
Rev. E. M’Carthy, Mudgee ...............................
Rev. r. Kenyon, Petersham ...............................
Rev. C. Turmey, Albury ............... ...................
Rev. P. Birch, Millondary...................................
Rev. P. Young, Liverpool..................................
Unknown .................................................................

*

£ s. d.
347 3 2

Brought forward......................

1861.

5 10
5 8

12 0 0
12 12 3
5 10 8

30

2 11

XI.—Fuel.

8 August .. By cheque to Railway Co., for 30 tons billet wood ..........
30 September.
Ditto to Duigid & Co., fuel for quarter ..........................
30
„
..
Ditto to J. Morland, Liverpool, wood.............................

Carried forward

£

3,130 11

G

13 15
77 9
25 6

0
3
0

Carried forward.......................... ................. £

116 10

3

4,435 12

1

r

r

OJ

E—continutd.
£

s.

A.

Drought forward

1661.

B.

d,

3,130 II

G

£

..

20 0 0

'
XIII.—Touacco.
13 August .. By cheque tn Ferris tfc Son, 1 keg, Liverpool .......................
SO September.
Ditto to 13, (Jocrtz, Liverpool ................................. ......

18 7 11
3S

30 September. To balance due to Sydney petty cask
30
„
..
Balance due Treasurer .................

7 11

Iff 3 5
2,718 19 4

£

s.

d.

3
3
3

4
6
8

0
0
0

Brought forward ...................................................

XII.—Wateij.
G August .. By cheque to Railway Conimissioners, supply to Liverpool
last month.............................................................................
10 September.
Ditto
ditto
last month......................
Ditto
ditto
this month........................
30
„
..

Til,—Inteekst.

To received one year's rent of farm at Banltstown, to
1 August, one year........... .......................................... .... ..
SO September. To received the following discounts from accounts paid as
under:—
Keep and Parsons ..................................... 0 2 C
Saddington and Son.............................
1 16 3
Sands and lioimv......................................... 0 2 0
W. S. Gardiner .......................................... 0 14 3
Griffiths. Fanning, and Co......................... 2 G G
A. and E. A. Levey..................
2 !> 2
Young, Lark, and Bennett........................ 0 !) 4
Moses Moss, and Co....................................
2
1 2
E. Vickery......................................................
1 14 U
C. Newton. Brothers, and Co.................... 1
G 3
Ynimg, Lark, and Bennett........................ 0 Iff 0
Brown and Co................................................. 4 3 0
17 August

1801,

co

XIV.—Clothing, Bedding, &c.
6 August .. By cheque to Keep & Parsons, hose ..........................................
Ditto to Haddington & Sonr boots ................................ *,
G
„
..
Ditto to W. S. Gardiner, flannel ..........................................
6
„
..
Ditto to A. & K. A, Levey, jackets, &c. .............................
G
„
..
Ditto to Young, Lark & Bennett ....................................... ..
6
„
..
Ditto to Aloseft Moss, dte Co,, blankets ...........................
G
„
..
Ditto to E. Vickery, boots.......................................................
c
„
.«
Ditto to O, Newton, Brothers, ifc Co., rugs.,.. *............
G
„
..
Ditto to Ball & Alderson, leather . ...................... ..
30
„
..
Cash paid ty/ Sydney petty cash .........................................
30
„
..

14 2
2 Iff

£ 9. d.
4,43ff 12 1

9 18

0

16 IS

1

8
5

GIG

74
27
95
18
80
67
SI
1
0

>-

Iff 9
14 1
19 10
2 10
7 8
1 0
ff 0
G 10
0 6

3
be
5i
e
t—i
©
421 18

XV.—Inteements, &(;.
23 Julv...... By cheque to Church of England Cemetery Company,
year 1800 ............................................ *.................................... .
30 September. By cheque to Ciias. Beal—coffins, &c....................................... .
Liverpool petty cash.....................................
30
„
.. By cash paid,

48 4
9 17
9 12

XVI.—Furnituue, &c.
13 September. By cheque to P. N. Russell and Co., repairing stove...........
30
„
..
Ditto
Moses Moss and Co., fireproof safe ................
30
„
..
Ditto
M, Bennett and Son, copper boiler.... ......
30
„
.. By cash paid, ilP* Sydney petty cash............................... .
30
„
..
Ditto
Liverpool, ditto ..........................................

7 Iff
30 O
17 1
18 9
7 14

tn

0
G
0

a

o
67 13

6

0
0
0
7
4

XVII.—Tinware, &c.
8 August ., By cheque to J. B. Hoidsworth, last quarter ........................
ifl> iSuptoru bor.
Ditto
A. Howitt and Hons, tinware ..............
30
„
.. By cash paid, ^ Sydney petty cash........................ ..

37 19 2
2 14
0 12 6

XVIII.—Repairs.
27 August .. By cheque to H. Coleman, cleaning closets............................
30 September,
Ditto
Chas. Beal, repairs ........................................ ..
30
.,
.. By cash paid,
Sydney petty cash .. .....................................

17 G
16 7
2 Iff

t=)

0

5

40 13

0

0
6
0

Carried forward ..........................£

©
K
35
©
«

36

ff,903 2 2

K
©

81

Carried forward ..........................£

0

9 0

ff,110 2 1

CO
CO

o

E—eoniinued.

1SC1.
30 Scptcmljcr.

£

s.

il.

Brought forward

£
5,903

a.
3

2

£

1861.

d.

6 August

20

„

30
30

.,
„

s.

d.

Brought forward
XIX.—Pbisting, STATiosimy, 4-c.
By cheque to Sands and Kenny, stationery ,...
' Ditto
F. Smith, priuting Report, &rc. .,
Ditto
D. L. Welch, printing ....................
By cash paid,
Sydney petty cash.................. .

3 16

s. d.
2 1

6

21 0 0
15 0
2 10 6

XX.—Stjn'deies.
6 August .. By cheque to Murphy and Jones, Hmc.................................
Ditto
Elliott, Brothers, chloride lime, year I860
13
..
Ditto
David Bye, 2 cows ........... ..............................
27
„
..
Ditto
Brush and .M'Donald, electric machine....
27
,.
..
Ditto
David Pye, 1 cow.................................. ............
4 September,
Ditto
K. Goertz, Liverpool...........................................
30
„
30
.. By cash paid, tjft Sydney petty cash ,
Liverpool, ditto
Ditto
80
„
..

28 12

0

102 16

3

5,241 10

4

2 10 0
42 14 10
15 0 0

GOO
12 0 0
G 10 8
15 7
2 13

9
0

Wages, &c.

Sydney.

31 J uly
31 „
31 „
31 „
31 „

By cheques for the following salaries for last month :
Robert Anderson......................................... ...................
Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield............................... .................
Dr. Smith........................ .......................................
Mr. Mansfield, visitor.................... ................................

27 August
By cheques for salaries for this month
80 September.
Ditto
ditto
Ditto
ditto
30
„

30 September. By cash paid,

29

3

4

20 0 0
16 13
4 3

4
4

70 0 0
70 0 0
70
74

0
8

0
0
144

Sydney petty cash........................................
Liverpool.

By cheque for Liverpool, salaries and wages for month,
as under:—
P. Mulholland and Wife............................ 16 13
27
„
..
27
,,
■.
Dr. Watson .................................................. 16 13
27
„
..
Geo. Girling ............................................ 8 6
Win.
Allen....................................................... 2 12
27
„
..
Patrick Grogan .......................................... 2 10
27
„
..
30 Septonilier.
Wm, Bennett.................................................. 2 10
Wm. Jones .........-.................................... .. 2 JO
30
,,
..
John Moran ................................................... 2 10
30
,.
..
Win. McDonald .......................................... 1 6
30
„
..
30
,,
,.
M. and M. Fennelley ................................. 3 13

8

0

284 8
'7 14

0
6

292

2

6

59

4

8

27 August ..

Carried forward................................. ............ £

5,903

2

2

Carried forward................................ £
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XXI.—Salaries,

£
5,110

05

CO

CO

CO

jmj

co

CO
w
It—COMitViMsrf.
£

1861.
30 September.

8. d.

£
5,903

Brought forward

s. d.
2

2

£
1861.

s. d.

Brought forward

£ s, d;
5,241 10 4

59 4 8
59 -4 8

29 August .. By- cheque for this month
80 September.
Ditto
ditto
.

177 14 0
469 16

6

58 10

6

15 3

3

91 17

6

XXII.—0 batuities.
Sydney.
81 July
.. By caali paid & Sydney petty cash
Ditto
Ip
ditto
31 August ..
80 September.
Ditto
ditto

11 10 0
9
9

XXIII.—Conveyance

8 15 4
8 15 4
8 15 .4
2 2 6
-----------of

i
,
!
|

30 3

0

28

C

8

Paupebs.

7 13
4 4 9
3 11 9
O 5 G

81 July
..
31 August ..
30 September.
80
XXIV.—Bests

to

Pensioners.

_

34 4
27 8
30 4

31 July
..
31 August ..
30 September.
XXV.—Cabhiage

of

6
6
6

Stores.

13 0
3 4 2

30 September.
30
„
..

4

7

2

XXVI,—Intebest,
0 9 6
18 7 11
2 19 4

30 September. By interest charged on bank account ..................................
SO
„
..
Discounts received ^ contra, deducted from cheques
30
„
..
Balauce due on Liverpool petty cash................ ..............
Totai,

£

5,903 2 2

Total

£

5,903 2 2

APPENDIX TO THE FOREGOING EVIDENCE.

Liverpool.
31 July
., By cheque, gratuities this month
Ditto
ditto
27 August ..
Ditto
ditto
30 September
Cash, ip1 potty cash book .. ..
30
„
..

5 0
7 0

71

APPENDIX TO THE FOREGOING EVIDENCE.
F.

Abstract of the Accounts of the Benevolent Society of New Sooth Wales, for the Year ended

31st December, 1859.
£
To amount in the hands of the
Master at Liverpool ..........
Ditto received for fines ..........
Ditto donations and subscrip
tions ........ ...........................
Ditto interest, &c.................... .
Ditto voted by Parliament___
Ditto maintenance of paupers..
Ditto collections in Churches ..
Ditto fat, &c............................. :
Ditto unclaimed poundages ..
Balance to Liverpool petty cash.
Ditto to Treasurer .................

£

£

s. d.

2 18 6
1,345 17 3
774 9
292 0
9,427 2
105 1
350 3
35 1G
269 6
15
741 n

3
0
8
s
3
10
10
8
i

By balance to Sydney petty cash
Ditto, to Treasurer.....................
Amount for bread, bran, and
flour ................. ...................
, Ditto repairs ....................... .
Ditto clothing and bedding ....
Ditto commission to collector ..
Ditto interments, coffins, itc. ..
Ditto conveyance of paupers ..
Ditto carriage of stores ..........
Ditto fuel................... ................
Ditto meat ................................
Ditto milk ................................
Ditto medicine .........................
Ditto oii, candles, and soap ....
Ditto allowance for rent, ic. ..
Ditto printing, stationery, ad
vertising, &c................ .
Ditto rice, oatmeal and arrowroot
Ditto ^ salaries, wages, and gra
tuities .....................................
Ditto sugar................................
Ditto tea...................................
Ditto sundries.............................
Ditto tools, materials, tinware,
&e...........................................
Ditto tobacco.............................
Ditto vegetables.........................
Ditto wine and hospital comforts
Ditto water.................................
Ditto furniture .........................
Ditto groceries, pepper, salt, dsc.
Ditto interest to Bank of New
South Wales.........................
Balance due Sydney petty cash.

18,345 8 0

H. H. BROWNE, Treasurer.

s, d.

6 17 1
391 2 8
4,003
210
1,078
51
217
G5
13
340
2,518
1G6
141
170
224

13
3
19
7
6
19
8
8
G
19
32
4
0

0
O
5
G
0
6
3
7
10
11
7
0
O

122 6 2
388 10 4
2,011 13 G
259 1 2
245 8 G
1G0 19 11
257
71
If.
146
100
35
20

13
13
37
7
14
12
35

10
1
0
5
O
0
1

5 4 0
11 17 8
13,345 8 0

£

We, the undersigned, having audited the
foregoing statement, find the same correct; shewing
n balance duo to the Treasurer of seven hundred
and forty-one pounds six shillings and one penny;
to the Liverpool petty easli, of one pound five shil
lings and eight-pence ; and from the Sydney petty
cash, a balance of elevin pounds seventeen shil
lings and eight-pence.
CHARLES KEMP,
G. WIGRAM ALLEN,

J Auditors.

Investment Fund.

£ s. d.
.
785 0 0
. 3,000 0 0

Amount of legacies ..................
Land sold to Railway Company
By amount lent on mortgage
By do.
do. at Bank....

£3,785 0 0
£1,500 0 0
2,285 0 0
-----------------£3,785 0 0

G.
List of Salaries and Wages for the Sydney Establishment of the Benevolent Asylum, 17 th October, 1861.
Names

of

Officers.

Robert Anderson......
S. W. Mansfield <fc Wife
S. W. Mansfield ..........
James Smith ...........
Mary Stubbs .............
Louisa Stone .............
Paufu Josa Maria ....
Sarah Hovflfonl ..........
Sarah Hale .................
Ellen Rice .................
Sarah Mason ..............

Offices.

Clerk and Accountant,,
Master and Matron....
Visitor, out relief ....
Resident Medical Officer
Sick Nurse...............

Cook.........................
Childrens' Sick Nurac,,
Laundress...............
WardA worn an ..
Do.
...
Do.
Sick Nurse..
George Forbes............ Wardsman .................
Catharine Maher...... Teacher....................
Mrs. Lament .............. Sempstress and Cutter..
Margaret M'Phaie .... Assistant Sick Nurse..

Date of
Appointment,

Salaries.

ft MW IftfiA

Feb., 1854....
Do.................
July, 1860....
Sept,1660
Aug., 185G ,,
1 June, I860 .
Do. 1859..
Do. I860..
Do. 1861
Do. 1861
Do. 18G1
1 Jan., 1861.
Do. 1858..
1 June, 1861
Do. 1861 .

£240
£50
£250
£50
£30

„
„
,.
„
.,

£36

£25
;;
£35
„
5s. Ip week
5s.
„
7s.
„
£40 per annum
£26
„
£26
„
4s. ^ week

house and rations.
house and rations.
**

**

»»
**
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H.
Return of the Officers of the Benevolent Society’s Establishment at Liverpool, with the date of

their Appointment.

Names.

Date of
Appointment.

Office.

Mr, & Mra, Mulholland,, Master &. Matron..........
Xi. B. Watson.................

Snvg'fion .........................

Geo. Girling.................

Clerk & Storekeeper....

1 January, 1854

Remarks.

,. , £200 per annum,

20 December, 1SJ3.... £200
1 March. 1353 ..

.. £100

„
„

P. B. MULHOLLAND,
Master.

I.
Assistants receiving Gratuities—Sydne

1
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3

£ s. d.
Gateman
................................................................................0
3 0
Ditto....................... .
....................................
..
016
Messengers.................................................................................. 0
3 0
Assistant 'Wardsmcn..
.,
................................................ 030
Ditto Cooks.................................................................................. 0
7 6
‘Watchman
..
................................................ 0 2 0
Barber..............................................................................................020
Gardeners
................................................................................ 0
o 0
Clerk ..
..
.......................................................................0
3 0
Assistant Nurse
....................................................................... 0
10
Milkwoman
................................................
..
..
010
General Servant
..
..
..
..
,,
016
Whitcwasher....................................
..
,,
..
..
040
Needlewoman ..
..
,,
0 1 C
Hotwatennan .................................................................................. O10
Washerwoman..
,,
..
..
,,
0 16
Assistant Wardsmcn.................................. ..
......................... 0 A 0

Weekly..................... £2 6 6
i
•T.
Return of the number of Hired Wardsmcn, Inmate Wardsmcn, &c., in the Benevolent Socictv’s

Establishment at Liverpool, 1J October, 1361,
1 Hired Wardsman, at....,
3
Do.,
at..,.,
1 Cook, at ...........................
1 Barber, at .............
1 Laundress, at...................
1
Do.,
at...................
8Inmate Wardsmen, at ...
1
Do.,
at ...
11
Do.,
at ...
2

1
2
1
1
1
1
1

Do,,

at ..,

General Servant, at ........
Assistant Cooks, at ........
Shoemaker, at...................
Messenger, at...................
Gardener, at ............ .
Conductor of Funerals, at,
Wood-cutter, at..............

12s. per week.
£30 per annum.
£30 per nnimm.
6s. per week.
£26 per annum.
£18 per annum.
1°. 6d. per week.
3s. per week.
10s. Sd. pei month.
10s. per month.
Is. Gd. per week.
4s. per week.
1 s. 6d per week,
Is, 6d. per week,
Is. 6d. per week,
la. Gd, per week.
Is. Od. per week.

K.
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E.
Statement of Bank Account of Benevolent Society, 30th September, 1861,

Sum at credit with Bank of New South Wales 3(1 hook .
.
_ .......................
Cheque, Sydney petty cash for next month
Short paid in by Treasurer in Sept,, paid in Oct. ■
• .......................
Deduct the following cheques not presented in
September:—
George Girling ..
..
..
..
Ditto
..
.........................
William Jones ■.....................................
David Bye.,
..
..
..
..
Sarah Halo
.....................................
Ellen Rice..............................................
George Forbes.........................
P. Mulholland
....................................
Dr. Watson
....................................
George Girling ..
..
William Allen
..
,.
..
,,
Patrick Grogan .,
..
,.
..
William Beckett....................... .
..
William Jones....................................
John Moran
..
..
William M'Donald
..
..
M. and M. Fennelly
.........................
Liverpool Gratuities
.........................
A. Howitt and Sons
..
..
..
Moses Moss and Co.
,,
,.
..
M, Bennett and Son
.........................
H.Wcbb................................................
Colonial Sugar Company
..
D, Cooper and Co.
.........................
Young, Lark, and Bennett
.,
..
John Duguid and Co...............................
George Wilkie ..
..
..
..
W. H. Lane
.....................................
Stephen Pearce.....................................
James Moreland ..
..
..
..
Railway Commissioners.........................
E. Goertz................................................
James M'Nanemy
.........................
Henry Bell..
.,
..
,,
w
Charles Beal
..
..
..
,.
Hall and Alderson
.........................
D. L. Welch
.....................................
Foss, Son, and Co.
..
..
..
O. S. Caracher.....................................
Old cheque
.....................................

£
2,686
70
0

a. d.
17 0
0 0
10

2,756 18 0
2S0
318
322
339
348
349
352
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
....

£ e. d.
8 6 8
8 6 8
2 10 0
12 0 0
8 15 0
15 0
10 0 0
16 13 4
16 13 4
8 6 8
2 12 0
2 10 O
2 10 O
2 10 O
2 10 0
16 0
3 13 4
8 15 4
2 14
30 0 0
17 1 0
8 1 10
11 10 0
11 15 O
29 5 O
77 9 3
537 12 10
93 10 11
74 4 '8
46 11 8
3 8 0
63 0 7
25 0 0
238 1 2
26 5 0
1 6 10
15 0
51 IS 8
12 12 3
0 6 6
1,481 10 10

Sum in Bank

.....................................

1,275 7 2

<•

WEDNESDAY, 13 NOVEMBER, 1861.
IBrtstnt
Mr. ALEXANDER,
Mr. HARPUR,
Mr. HAY,

J. LUCAS, Esq.,

Mr. HOLT,
Mr. SADLEIR,
Mr. SUTHERLAND.
in the

Chair.

Alexander Menzies Brown, Esq., M.D., called in and examined:—
1074. By tic Chairman : You have been for some time visiting surgeon to the Benevolent Alexander
Asylum / For the last three years.
Meuzies
1075. You are aware that the committee propose to build a new Asylum ? Yes.
Brown, Esq,
1076. I presume that the present site is not at all suitable for that purpose ? That is tbo
M.D'
peneral opinion, and it is also mine.
\
1077. Have you seeu the proposed site at Randwick? Yes, I have examined the site 13 N(,T-18G1'
carefully, and reported upon it,
1078. Have you sent in that report to the committee of the Benevolent Society ? Yes.
1079. What is your opinion of the suitableness of that site for an Asylum for persons of
aged and infirm constitutions ? I think it a most eligible site. I have found it suitable for
children of tender years and of depraved constitution, and I have no doubt it will be found
equally favourable for the old and superannuated.
147—L

1080.
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Alexander
Brown^Bsa
M.i).
a ..
13 Nov. 1861.

_

1080. What would you think of a position upon the Parramatta River, if there were any
place in that direction which could be obtained'! I have been up the Parramatta River
only once, and I canuot therefore speak from experience of its fitness.
1081. Of course if the institution were removed out of town it would necessitate the
establishment of a depfit in Sydney ? Yes, unavoidably.
1082. What is the greatest objection to the present building? Its closeness to the burial
ground is, I believe, the greatest objection, but the building is in every respect unsuitable;
it is too small and too old; to make it tenable would cost almost as much as to erect a new
building.
1083. Are the rooms generally too low ? They are too low, and much too small for the
number of inmates we arc obliged to accommodate.
1084. Are they badly ventilated ? Badly ventilated.
1085. Are there not a number of females in the institution at present, who have gone there
for the purpose of being confined ? Yes.
1086. Do you think tbo Asylum at all suitable for that purpose? I think such establish
ments ought to be distinct j and such was the original intention I believe.
1087. Of course, under ordinary circumstances, it would be inconvenient to have an
establishment for that purpose so far away as Randwick ? Exceedingly; it would not
answer the purpose.
1088. If the institution were established at Randwick, would not that necessitate the
erection of a separate establishment as a lying-in hospital ? In the city.
1089. In going through the Sydney Asylum recently, the Committee found in one ward
thirty-six women, the mothers of thirty-six children, and some thirty or thirty-two aged and
infirm Females; do you not think it injurious to the health of the young that they should
breathe the same air with the aged and infirm ? It must be very prejudicial, but under ,
present circumstances it is unavoidable.
1090. In consequence of there being no establishment for this class? Not a suitable one.
1091. I find, from a return of the number of deaths in that institution, that during the
month of June, 1860, there were as many as fifty-six deaths; how do you account for that
large mortality—in December it fell as low as five ? I suspect that must have been in
consequence of measles. Wo had a great number of deaths from that disease iu the city.
1092. In the city generally as well as in the institution? In the city generally we had a
number of deaths from that cause, among the young and tender.
1093. In the month of July I see there were twenty-seven deaths—was that in consequence
of disease being prevalent in the institution ? Influenza among the aged carried off a
number; and measles also carried off a considerable number of the young. I forget the
exact number of deaths from measles, but the disease was of a very malignant character.
1094. In consequence of the great number of aged persons in the institution the mortality
would naturally be greater than in the city generally ? At that time there were too many
children crowded into one apartment; since then they have been removed. There has been
a draft to the Destitute Children’s Asylum of, I think, fifty.
1095. You have a great number of children from the age of twelve months and upwards
still in the institution ? Yes.
1096. Do you think it would be a great advantage to the children if they were removed
from the Asylum to some other institution ? A great advantage. About a year ago there
was a draft of fifty sent to Randwick.
1097. There are still a great number left? There are more there now than there is accom
modation for.
1098. There is a resident surgeon at the Sydney Asylum ? Yes.
1099. Have you ever visited the Liverpool institution? No.
1100. Do you think it an advantage to have separate buildings for males and females? It
may he an advantage to have two separate buildings, but I do not see what is gained by
* Having two separate institutions.
1101. You think there might bo two separate buildings managed by the same Board? Yes.
1102. In the same way as at present the one at Sydney and that in Liverpool are managed
by one Board ? I presume that might be easily done, and with advantage too.
1103. I see, from the return of the deaths, that in the year 1860 there were as many as 195
deaths in the institution, and by a comparison with previous years that is a very high rate—
was that a very unhealthy year ? A very unhealthy year; we must have lost some thirty
or more—I forget the exact number—from measles alone.
1104. Taking the number of 195 out of the total of inmates, which in the two institutions
is about 700, is not that a very large mortality ? The mortality is very great.
1105. One fourth ? I think you will find tbo mortality was very great in the city in that
year in consequence of malignant epidemics.
1106. Do you think the site selected at Randwick is very desirable in consequence of its
suitableness to persons of aged and infirm constitution ? I think so.
1107. By Mr. Hay: You seem to think there will be no necessity for having two institu
tions at a distance apart for the male and female inmates? That is not generally considered
necessary iu such establishments; they are more easily managed within one wall than when
they are thirty or forty miles apart.
1108. Of course it would be more economical to manage them as one, and you do not think
there is any objection to countervail that economy? No, I cannot see any.
1109. You would have separate buildings? Separate buildings, in order to keep the sexes
separate.
1110. You think one institution at Randwick would be sufficient to meet all the require
ments of the destitute? For the accommodation of all the inmates of both establishments.
1111. Have you ever gone over the land which was proposed to be devoted to the purpose of a
cemetery
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cemetery near Sydney, aucl on the Randwick Road ?
Between Randwick and Sydney j I Alexander
know the situation very well: it is on the rinkt hand side of the road eoing from Sydney,
before yon arrive at the Racecourse.
^
MX) 4"
1112. Do you think that would be a suitable locality for an Asylum ? I do not know where
j.
they could find aflat sufficiently extensive for an establishment of that kind.
13Nov 1B61.
1,113, You think the sand-hills too abrupt there ? I do not think it would he so suitable
"
'
as the site now proposed at Randwick.
1114. The removal of tbo establishment to Randwick would entail the necessity of having
an establishment in Sydney for the reception of the sick and for the purpose of administering
out-door relief? I should imagine such an establishment would he indispensable.
1115. By Mr. Alexander t If there were a large building put up at Randwick, snfficieut for
the classification of the patients, do you not think that would be a great advantage in pro
moting the object of the institution ? It would be very great.
1116. If the situation should be too exposed, is it not your opinion that a large building,
such as that contemplated, would afford a screen or shelter to the aged aud infirm ?
Yes,
and I think that would bo quite sufficient.
1117. Allowing even that the situation were over so exposed ? In this case the site is only
exposed to the south, and it is sheltered even from the south by a ridge of hills; it is
immediately behind Randwick, in the hollow, I understand the supply of water is good,
and it has many advantages.
1118. Do you think, supposing the institution were still obliged to receive encefw/ewomen,
there could be any objection to their going to Randwick? I think that would not be
.
desirable j I think the building is even now too far away, that it ought to be in a more
central position.
1119. As a lying-in hospital? Yes, sometimes women give birth to children before they
can be brought in to the Asylum.
1120. Sometimes they are two or three months in the institution before they arc ready to he
confined? Yes. I think.it is objectionable to have such an establishment as a department
in the Asylum.

,

■

.

1121. By Mr. Hay: You would not, in the erection of a new building, contemplate that it
should answer that purpose ? No.
1122. By Mr. Harpur: Do you not think it desirable that a large space of garden ground
should be attached to an institution of the kind, for the purpose of employing the inmates,
and of giving them access to a garden ? I should imagine that that would be very essential.
. 1123. Are you aware that they have not access to the garden in any way at present ? I am
not certain ; I understand that they are supplied with vegetables from the garden.
1124. Are you connected with the institution ? I have been for the last three years.
1125. Are you aware that the inmates are kept in a.yard, in a state of compulsory idleness ?
Are you speaking of Liverpool ?
1126. Of both institutions ? I have not visited Liverpool, but probably it is too much the
case in both places.
1127. Do you not think it is desirable that some employment should be given to these
people ? There are a number of young women who might be able to do something.
1128. Is it not both morally and physically injurious to these people to keep them in this
state of idleness ? Yes.
1129. Do you not think this compulsory idleness must have an injurious eftect upon the
physical health of these people ? If not injurious, at all events it is not necessary that they
■ should be idle.
1130. It is said to be a great torture in a prison, for instance, and I should think it could
scarcely have any other effect in a Benevolent Asylum ? I imagine that the people talk to
each other, and employ themselves in various ways.
1131. You are aware that the aged inmates belong chiefly to a class who from early life have •
in the habit of smoking ? Yes.
1132. I believe they have only a small quantity of tobacco allowed them ? I know that they
are supplied with tobacco.
'
1133. A small quantity, but they are not allowed to supplement that quantity or to obtain
a larger supply by work ? I know a great many do smoke, and that it is not objected to.
1134. It was a general complaint at Liverpool, that the men had not a sufficient supply of
tobacco, and they stated that they were very willing to work for it—I presume you arc not
a smoker, but you must have observed that it is a great punishment to those who have been
long in the habit of smoking to be short of tobacco ? Yes, I imagine it must be.
1135. Especially in the case‘of old people'in such circumstances ns these ? Yes. I have
never understood that they were denied their tobacco in Sydney ; of the Liverpool establish
ment I cannot speak.
1136. Do you not think it would be an advantage to them, not only in point of health, but
of its moral operation, if they were allowed to do any little work which would enable them
'
to obtain a supply of tobacco ? I should not object to that.
1137. Do you not think it would have a beneficial effect in training and disciplining their .
minds, if they found they must work in order to obtain the means of gratifying their proper
desires F I think many might be employed who are now idle.
1138. Do you not think a garden would be a means of giving them light employment ?
Yegj I should imagine it would.
'
1139. And that access to the garden would also have a cheering effect upon the mind—■
would it not be much better than to confine them to a prison-like yard ? They ought to
have access to a garden or recreation ground, and some might be employed in cultivation.
1140.
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Alexander 1140, By Mr. Moll: To what do you attribute the great mortality in the year 1860—was
Menzies jt
owing to a great number having been crowded into a small space, to a want of
r°1M.,D. Sq" fresh air, or to natural causes? Partly to those causes; but the mortality was very great
i '
in the city in that year. The influenza and measles carried off a great many.
IS Nov 1861 1141. I am aware that the general mortality was very great; but the number of deaths in
''
' the Asylum were out of proportion to those which occurred in the city ? The imperfect
ventilation and crowded state of the building wore unavoidable.
.
_
1142. But the great increase of mortality in the Benevolent Asylum, over the increase in
the general population, was attributable to those causes? Partly to those causes. The
disease was much more malignant than that prevailing in the city, but the mortality was
great.
1143. Which was in consequence of those causes ? Yes.
__
_
_
1144. You have given it as your opinion that it would be beneficial, in a sanitary point of
view, if the inmates of the Asylum wore to have access to the garden ? Yes, besides giving
them employment.
_
1145. Are there many able-bodied persons in the Asylum—that is, persons who are able to
do light work in the garden, such as weeding? Many of the young females, within two or
three months of their confinement, are in a state that would enable them to do work of any
kind.
1146. Arc they not employed ? I believe the young Women are employed, but not so
regularly as they ought to be, iu laundry duties. 1 understand that they arc liable to be
called upon to do duties of that sort.
_
1147. They have no regular employment ? No; only occasional.
.
_
1148. Bo -^ou not think these young women acquire idle habits by this compulsory idleness,
as Mr. Harpur terms it'—If persons confined in an establishment of this kind are not allowed
tn work, does it not unfit them for future service ? It ought to exercise an influence of that
sort.
.
.
1149. Must it not necessarily have that effect ? I should imagine so.
1150. Do they grow their own vegetables at the Benevolent Asylum ? They have a garden
for that purppse; aud I understand the establishment is supplied from tho garden.
1151. They do not purchase any vegetables? I am not aware of that.
1152. Would it not be beneficial if the old men were employed in working in the garden,
in growing vegetables? Those who are able; very few of the aged are fit to move about;
many arc confined to bed—bed-ridden.
1158. I do not know the ages of the paupers in the Asylum, but many arc able to work—
a large per centage ? They would be able to do something.
^
_
1154. Light work, such as digging in the garden or weeding? Weeding they might;
there are no able-bodied men in the Sydney Asylum.
1155. By the Chairman: The Committee found, in going through the institution, that the
itch was among the children—that there was scarcely a child who was not troubled with it;
aud the nurse told us that it had been more or less in tho establishment for two years ?
I am not aware that that is the case; some two years ago wo had itch raging in^ the estab
lishment, from the inattention of the resident officer. Bvou tho honorary physicians were
ignorant of the fact till they discovered it by personal observation.
1156. Almost every child in the institution is troubled with it, more or less? I know
everything was done to remove it, but it is possible a few among them may be affected, more
or less. I have examined them within the list few months, and I think there were some
thus affected at that time. They were separated, and submitted to various modes of
treatment.
_
1157. In examining the wardswomnn in the children’s ward we found that all the children
were washed in a large tub, and in the same water; I presume if that is tho course adopted
the itch is not likely to be driven out of the institution ? That would not hasten ita.
removal certainly. There is plenty of water there, and the bath is large enough.
.
_
1158. By Mr. Say: A bath with a cock would be most suitable? It is supplied in
that way.
...
,
1159. By the Chairman: The wardswoman, in answer to a question of mine as to how
often the water was changed, stated that the whole of the children were washed in the
same water, as, in consequence of her having no assistance, it was impossible to bring
sufficient water up-stairs to allow of her changing it. If that is the course pursued I
presume it is not likely that the itch will be got out of the institution ? It is highly
improbable, if that is the fact.
-

William Bland, Esq,, called in and examined:—
William 1160. By the Chairman: You have been many years visiting surgeon to the Benevolent
Bland, Esq. Asylum ? Yes, upwards of forty years.
_
1161. Ever since its first establishment? Prom its first establishment.
_
13Nov., 1861.1162. You are aware that the committee have in contemplation the erection of anew
building? Yes.
,
-i
j • i
1163. You have heard, I presume, that they have selected a piece of ground at Randwick,
near the Destitute Children’s Institution ? Yes, on the south side of the road. (The
witness referred to a map shewing the proposed sitei)
_ _
1164. Do you approve of that site for persons of aged and infirm constitutions? I think,
with a little arrangement, it might be made very good indeed—an arrangement that would
be very easily accomplished.
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1165. Will you oblige the Committee by describing the avrangement you would suggest ?
The wind you have to dread is the south, or more particularly, the south-west.
an ’ s<*‘
1166. There is a range of hills which protects the site from the westerly winds, but it is
open to the south? Old people aud children cannot bear intense culd—that is to them 13 Nov., 8
exceedingly offensive and injurious; but it would be an easy matter to obviate that objection,
if it were not thought too expensive—by raising a wall some ten to twelve feet high, to
protect them from exposure to the south, aud to the west, if the range of hills does not
extend far enough to effect that purpose. In that way tho aged inmates could have a
‘'constitution” walk, as well protected as they could require.
1167. Might not that be effected by planting trees ? Yes, but not so well, though
I think both the wall and the proposed plantation might, with a little care, be had recourse
to with great advantage; the one as a protection from the wind, the other from the sun.
1166. The present institution is not at alt calculated for the number of applicants? No,
not unless you greatly increase the buildings; it is crowded. There is one remark I would
make, if I may be permitted to do so—you may remove to this spot, it may be very healthy,
and may answer every purpose you desire, but if anybody, or any number of persons, wero
'to be allowed to convert the laud in the neighbourhood into a burial ground, the case would
be quite altered, tbo evil being greatly enhauecd by the sandy character of the soil. We
have a cemetery, also in a somewhat sandy soil, at the back of tho present Asylum,* and it
is the most offensive thing that could possibly be. I have observed, both early and late,
more particularly when there has been a little dew falling, tho offensive smell from it, as far
away as Campbell-strect, which is some hundred yards from the burial ground, aud the
malaria would reach even beyond that,
_
1169. By Mr. Sadlcir: Particularly after rains? After min or after the falling of the
dew, though I question much whether the malaria from such a cause is not equally injurious
and dangerous, even when it, from some peculiar state of the air, ceases to be perceptible to
tbo smell.
_
1170. By Mr. Holt: Do you not think for aged persons it would be desirable to have a site
more inland, rather than close to the sea; for instance, some place along the line of the
railroad, to which they could have been conveyed more cheaply ? Where would you propose ?
1171. I would not propose any particular spot—say Petersham or; Newtown,—1 ask the
question whether, in a sanitary point of view, it would not bo beneficial to the health of aged
persons to be more inland rather than so near the sea? The only objection is the exposure
to southerly winds; the proposed site is a considerable height above the ocean, and at a
tolerably fair distance from it, and I should not therefore object to it as being near the sea.
One advantage would be lost by having the building away from town—the supervision of the
public eye. As to thc'bealthiness of the site, the site upon which the Asylum now stands
was, within my recollection, perfectly healthy; nothing could be more healthy than the
south end of the town, till the shambles and the cemetery were established there, together with
other objectionable matters which sprung up by degrees afterwards.
1172. By ilic Chairman: A great number of females go to tho present institution for the
purpose of being confined—do you not think there ought to be a separate institution for that
class of paupers? That would, I think, be a question of convenience rather than one of a
sanitary bearing.
_
_
1173. In a sanitary point of view would it not be better to have the institutions separate ?
If the wards wore sufficiently extensive to reecive them, and there were a fair share of air for
every patient, I do not think there would bo much objection to these cases being received.
The importance of good ventilation is now only beginning to be clearly understood. In the
airing Dr. Dick informs me that a space containing 600 cubic feet of air is allowed to each
man in barracks, and double this space, or 1,200 cubic feet, in hospital, but even that would
not be sufficient unless due attention were paid to ventilation.
_
1174. Tho Committee found iu one ward thirty-six children with their thirty-six mothers,
and thirty or thirty-two aged and infirm females? There is not a ward in the establishment
that could bear that number without tho most destructive consequences.
1175. Do you not think it very objectionable to have infants and very aged persons in one
ward, breathing the same air? I do not know as to the breathing of the same air, so that •
the supply of fresh air was sufficient, but it may be distressing to aged persons to be disturbed
by children.
_
1176. Do you not think it likely to affect the health of the children ? I think the crowded
state of the ward-must be very injurious, and whatever space you may have, without careful
attention to ventilation there can be no safety. There is an extraordinary neglect as regards
the ventilation of public buildings in this country, aud I believe also in England, but in
England they are now beginning to do something.

George Walker, Esq., M.D., called in and examined:—
George
1177. By the Chairman: You have been for some time visiting surgeon to the Benevolent
Walker, Esq,
Asylum ? For the last eighteen months I have been one of the visiting physicians.
M.D.
1178. You are aware that the committee propose building a new institution, and that they
have selected a site near Randwick ? Yes; I know the site.
13 Nov, 1861.
1179.
• Revised:—Anil which is accompanied with many of the offensive and injurious consequences
that might be expected from such a cause.
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w George 1179. Do you think it is suitable for persons of aged aud infirm constitutions? I see no
B<l,’ objection to making use of the proposed site; but 1 heard one of the gentlemen of the Conix '
mittec ask Dr. Bland a question which has rather led me to alter my mind upon the matter.
i„.w 1Rfil I think it desirable, if the establishment be removed out of town, that it should go more
*’
’ inland—to Burwood or Canterbury.
1180. What is your opinion of the Parramatta River ? I know that to be very healthy,
because I lived there for some time.
1181. If the institution were removed out of Sydney, of course it would involve the necessity
of having a depfit in town ? No doubt.
1182. Supposing the institution were on the Parramatta River, and a dep&t were estab
lished in Sydney, would it not be convenient to have a boat for the purpose of conveying
stores and persons desirous of being admitted to the institution ? I think it would be
desirable to keep away from the water on all occasions, even travelling occasions; near the
railway would I think be better.
1188. Generally when you get near the water, drainage is easy? I think, looking to the
class of people who are inmates—the aged and infirm—it would be desirable to keep away
from moist air *
1184. That would be one of the chief reasons why the proposed site at Randwick should not
be adopted? I should prefer the neighbourhood of Burwood or Canterbury.
1185. Or Petersham ? Or Petersham ; anywhere inland.
1186. Then if a depbt were established in Sydney, would it not be desirable that it should
be'erected on a portion of the ground occupied by tbo present building, that being so con
venient to the railway terminus at Redfern ? I think a very small depot would be required.
I do not suppose there would be a dozen inmates at one time waiting for transmission.
1187. A depfit would be required for the purpose of relieving tho temporary wants of these
people—for the distribution of out-door relief? Yes, an office.
1188. A great number of persons receive out-door relief; I think in one month the number
amounted to 2,800 ? Yes.
1189. Of course it would be necessary to have a depfit for that purpose? That could and
should be under the supervision of a mendicity officer, the same as in London.
1190. What is your opinion of the site of the present building ? The sooner the building is
burned down the better ;'it is the most unhealthy place I have ever been in of the kind, and
I have been in a great many,
1191. Is it very much overcrowded? Tory much overcrowded; and if it were not for the
extreme attention of tho house surgeon and the other officers it would cost more for coffins
than the place is worth.
1
1192. Were you visiting physician in the institution at the time of tho great mortality
there ? In 1860 ?
1198. In 1860 ? I was; when the measles and influenza broke out.
1194. I see from the returns that daring the year 1860 there wore 195 deaths, and in one
month 56? I can account for the mortality, as, inconsequence of the nearness of my
residence to the Benevolent Asylum, I was enabled to visit that institution more frequently
than the other medical gentlemen of the establishment, and was there frequently three times
in a day. In one ward there were eighty children lying on the floor with measles. A great
deal of the mortality was attributable to the bad constitutions and probably vicious habits of
the parents; a great deal was no doubt also attributable to the want of proper ventilation,
and at the time there was no resident surgeon. Dr. Aitkcn was doing the duty. The
mortality was very groat, but it was very great in private practice also, not only among
children, hut among aged people, who were attacked by influenza, which at that time was
raging. I may however state that the return of the mortality in the Asylum is not a fair
retutn of the Asylum mortality, as I have known people to be brought to the steps of the
institution, and to die before they could be carried in. These have all been entered as
died in the institution.
1195. Gases of that kind have not been confined to this one year, but may occur in any
year? No doubt.
,1196. By Mr. Sadleir: The mere removal of an infirm old man often kills him ? Yes, very
often. It doubtless would do so in a very infirm patient. WcTiave had many sad examples.
1197. By the Chairman: \ou are aware that the itch is in the institution? I am not
aware that it is there now. I believe itch lias been banished ever since the present resident
surgeon has been in charge. I have asked him particularly to examine the patients for this
disease. I have not seen a ease of itch in the establishment for three months, and I have
visited it four times a week.
1
1198. Do you examine the children very often ? I do.
' ,1199. It has been stated in evidence that a large tub is filled full of water, and that the
whole of the children are washed in the same water? I was not aware of that. I believe
that there is a cook over the cask, and that the water has only to be turned on to obtain an
abundant supply.
.
1200. The water is not laid on in the children’s ward ? I think it is ; it is laid on on the
landing, and I was under the impression that it was laid on there.
1201. That arrangement of washing all the children in the same water is not a very good
■
one ? Certainly not; cleanliness is next to godliness!!
■
r
1202.
* On revision:—Drainage is always easily manager] from an institution erected on elevated
ground,
t On revision:—This is not a fair question to put to a medical officer who works for the
institution night and day gratuitously.
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1202. By Mv, Alexander: Have you not often attended the meeting of the committee ? I Geotge
have attended, several times. I^have not been a regular attendant, because I do not feci
called upon, as we, the honorary medical officers, are to give up a groat deal of our time to
' '
the institution in the performance of our professional services.
r—■“"“'■"■n
1203. Most of the gentlemen of the committee pay a great deal of attention to the require-13 Nov->1861i
ments of tho institution 1 Some of tho committee do, but not professionally, or in their
,
medical capacity.
1.204. You have been sometimes to the meetings ? I have been frequently.
1205. Have you known many of the persons who have applied for out-door relief? I have
been complimented by the committee upon knowing all the blackguards in the city. I have
been much amongst the poor, and consequently know those who poach upon charity.
1206. What is the course the committee generally take in those cases? You mean with
reference to bestowing out-door relief?
1207. Yes ? In most cases the applicant brings a letter from a clergyman, or from some
respectable oartyj or perhaps a member of the committee is aware of the circumstances of
the case. In many cases the applicants are refused, being known as drunkards or disre
putable characters; but I consider that that part or portion of the charity is excessively
abused. I have many patients in the neighbourhood, who keep public-houses, and I havt*
heard from them that, in many eases, when parties draw their rations from the Asylum, the
first thing they do is to stop into a grog-shop and seek to barter them for drink,
1208. Have you given this information to the committee? Yes j I have mentioned it.
1209. What is the course the committee have taken ? They have been very guarded in
dispensing this charity, but it is very difficult to bring information of this kind to bear upon
individual cases. So far as the eoramitteer are concerned they are perfectly blameless.
1210. You do not think they can exercise greater discretion? They exercise the greatest
discretion.
^
b
j
a
1211. What objection have you to the site at Randwick ? To its being too near the water,
and the bleak winds coming over the swamps I think would he detrimental. Another
reason for preferring an inland situation is the great advantage I have known to be derived
iu many cases of chest disease by persons going inland.
1212. Do you not think if an extensive stone building were erected, or if the site were
planted with trees, your chief objection to Randwick would be removed? I look at the
question from many points of view, and I think it would be more difficult(of access than
Burwood or Ashficld; provisions could be sent to either of the latter places more easily j the
land is also better, and a better garden could bo bad, more vegetables could be grown, and
the health of the patients would be much improved by a more liberal vegetable diet.
1213. You are aware that, as far as the garden is concerned, they are able to grow
scarcely anything at the present place ? Yes; I believe some beans have been put in, but *
they have never come up. They can grow nothing but pumpkins—so I am told.
1214. Are you not aware that the burial-ground at Randwick is not much used? I am not
aware of that fact; but I believe the other is still very much used, and I consider it a'
perfect pestilence-!
l21o. Jiy Mv. Holt: At the Benevolent Asylum ? Yes. The sandy soil is a perfect filter
for the juices of putrifying corpses; and during wet weather, the land of the cemetery being
rather higher than that on which the Asylum stands, the water filtrates through, and washes
portions of the decomposed bodies down to the Asylum. When I first visited there 1
found that after rain the place beneath was flooded, and the cook told me that it took
a man all day to bale out the place; that ho baled out 250 buckets of water. At length
*
a representation was made to the committee, who ordered Mr. Mansfield to have a drain
made to conduct the water away, and tho place has been better since; but before that
there was a well in the kitchen into which this water ran, and tho smell arising from it was
most offensive—-most horrible. On one occasion I had to report to the committee upon the
state of ventilation of the little room over the dispensary, used as a ward for the sick children.
I believe it was a subject of remark when this Committee visited the institution, and I may
state that the closeness they observed was not caused by want of cleanliness, nor of sufficient
ventilation, but by the smell from the cemetery and from the water-closets in the rear. The
room is well ventilated, is about 16 feet by 23 feet, contains four largo windows, and has a
deop air shaft or staircase communicating with it. (The witness handed in the report. Vide
Appendix A.)

1216. You say that Petersham or Burwood would be a better site than Randwick—what are
the grounds of that opinion ? I cannot give you a better illustration of the good effect of
removing the institution than Tarban Creek. Look at the health of the people there—and
there are a good many aged people there—they have no bronchial diseases, no winter coughs.
I ought to speak with some degree of confidence with reference to that site, for .1 was there
fifteen months as assistant surgeon.
12 J 7. You might not be able to get so good a site as Tarban Creek? I think Petersham
or Burwood better adapted for aged people or young children who require very great
care.!
1218. How do you account for the good health of the children who are now at Randwick ?
They are certified to be free from disease beforcithey are admitted to the place. In Sydney
,
people
On revision .-—They never came up, to my knowledge; but this is hearsay, as I am no gardener.

t On revision—If the Government requests a statue of immortality Jet it close the city
graveyards.
J
J On revision .—I do not possess an inch of land in the Colony, and can have no object in misleading

,
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Pe°Ple come into the insitution saturated, I may say, with disease, with broken-down conetitutions, the resalt of different forms of vice—syphilis and many other diseases have to be
, ‘
contended with. Dr. Brown, the medical officer at the Destitute Children’s Asylum, does
13 N t 1B6I not a^ow a s*ng^e
to admitted unless it is certified to be free from_ every sort of
0 ''
'taint; and then the excellent ventilation and treatment the children have is sufficient to
keep them in good health.
_
1219. Your only objection to the site at Randwick is its exposure to the south-west wind?
And to the north-east wind also, which is a very trying one.
1220. Do you not think the shelter the inmates would receive from the building itself would
be of very great value? Yes, but it would be a very long time before trees would attain a
sufficient growth to afford much shelter.
1221. _Z?y Afr, Harpur; You are the medical visitor? Yes.
_
_
1222. Do you receive any stipend? No; the honorary medical officers visit gratuitously
night and day, if called upon.
_
1223. Are you aware under whose care the children are placed, especially in the hospitalare there not mistresses in the schools? There are schools both for the Protestants and the
Roman Catholics, and I presume tho mistresses of those schools are the guardians of the
children for the time being, but the whole of the sanitary arrangements of the establishment
are under the resident medical officer.
1224. Then with reference to the health of the children, would you make inquiry of the
schoolmistress? No; of the doctor.*
1225. It would not he the duty of the schoolmistress, or of any other person in charge, to
report to you the existence of itch among the children ? 1 go into the schools and see the
children.f
_
4
1225. Tho schoolmistress has never reported to you on any occasion that the children have
the itch? I have seen the itch, I may say in the most loathsome form, among them, but
not lately; in fact, it was so bad in the institution that both tho master and matron wero
affected by it.
...
1227. I suppose you are not aware that the schoolmistress exhibited to the Committee some
of the children who were in a very bad state? Not from the itch, I am perfectly sure; they
are suffering from a skin disease, hut it is not the itch ; it is a kind of scab, a form of ring
worm or porrigo. It is in a very great measure owing to tainted constitution, but probably
it is aggravated by a want of sufficient vegetable food.
_
1228. Of course I shall not presume to dispute with you upon a professional question ; I am
only using the name given to the disease by the schoolmistress ? Of course she is not a
professional person; I know that there is a good deal of skin disease among the children,
but it is not the itch, and is not infectious.
1229. By Mr. Sadleir: What is done with the children’s clothing—do they continue to wear
the clothing in which they are admitted, or is it taken off when theyenter, and washed ? I
do not know; the proper person to ask that question would bo the master or resident
surgeon; I cannot be there for ever. I think there is a suit of clothes provided for each of
the children, but I do not know that of my own knowledge; I believe the disease was
communicated, in the first instance, in consequence of the extreme neglect of the resident
medical officer, who did not obey the orders of the honorary visiting medical officers. Dr.
Burgon was one who told him to keep the children, who were affected by the disease, secluded
from the others, but he allowed them all to mix together, and the consequence was that the
disease became fearful, and caused a great deal of trouble.
1230. As the institution is so much crowded, do you think it would he desirable to
put up a temporary wooden building, as is sometimes done in similar institutions at
Home ? It is really a very difficult question to answer—there are so many things to be
done; but I prefer not to spend a sixpence upon the present building in Sydney. I think a
lying-in institution ought to be quite separate. There is a building opposite my residence—
the old Sugar Works in Liverpool-strect—which might easily be converted into a lying-in
institution yjro. tem. The objection to having two buildings is on the score of economy, that
it would necessitate two sots of officers; but I think this might be managed with the present
officers.
1231. My idea was, that a temporary building might be put up for two or three hundred
pounds, in which the sick might be placed, to separate them from the other inmates ? There
is very little sickness.
1232. By Mr, Holt: My question as to the site at Randwick chiefly had reference to
whether you did not consider that for aged persons sea air is very injurious ? The best way
in which I can answer your question is by giving an illustration :—If I wero attending a
person having a delicate chest I should not recommend him to go to Manly Beach, but to
Burwood, or some inland place; I think the air at Randwick is too keen—too much charged
with moisture.
1233. For a permanent institution you would think it desirable and advantageous to go
inland ? Yes, but not too far.
1234. Would Liverpool bo too far ? I have never been there, but I think it is too far.
1235. What is your opinion of Newtown or Petersham ? I would prefer going a little
further; at Burwood or Canterbury the scenery is more beautiful, and that would be an
advantage.
1236.
^

* On revision :—1 never oltain my professional information from nurses,
t On revision:—In professional matters I only recognise the resident medical officer, and to ask
information from any other person, would be, in my opinion, an insult to him. He is a gentleman, and
ought to he acknowledged as sneh,
,-
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1236. Are you aware that the people are not allowed'to work in the Asylum ? I know they George
are not compelled to work, but I am not aware that they are prevented frorn working. Very Walker/Esq.,
few of the people in the Sydney Asylum arc competent; they arc nearly all paralysed; there' M^Dare only three or four who arc able, and I think one of them is employed at the gate, and the
others assist in various ways. There are several young women who might be advantageously ®^oy■'
employed in making clothing for the inmates.
1231. Do you not think some of the patients might be employed in the garden, in weeding
and other light work ? The class of people generally in tho Asylum are the paralysed, the
imbecile, fatuous, or insane. That is another point; there ought to be a ward fur insane
people.
1238. Are there insane people in the Asylum ? Yes.
'
1239. Only temporarily r1 Yes; but one insane person in a ward will keep the whole of the
inmates awake all night, besides the danger,
1240. You think one great cause of disease is the want of vegetables ? Yes. I do not find
fault with the dietary scale, but it should be more varied; at present all the food is boiled,
and the cooking arrangements could not be altered in that institution without the outlay of
a great deal of money ; but if there were a new building erected, it would be desirable to
have proper cooking apparatus for baking as well as for boiling; there should be attached to
it a good garden, in which enough vegetables might be grown for the wants of the institu
tion ; there might also bo a piggery, where the refuse would be eaten up—and there is an
immense deal of refuse—and the manure would be of great value to the garden, By these
means the health of the patients would he very much improved. There would be this one
advantage in erecting a building on the hanks of the Parramatta Biver, that the air is not
too bleak, and the children would have the benefit of salt water bathing, which would ho
of groat service to those who were suffering from wasting disease.
1241. Do you not think fresh water bathing would be more beneficial ? I think, for medical
purposes, salt water is the best.
1242. By Mr. Ilay; You would not necessarily select tire same situation for boys and girls
that^you would for aged people? I think they could all be under one establishment.
1243. Would not a cold harsh breeze that would be health to a lively, vigorous boy or girl,
be death to an aged person ? Yes; it would pinch them to death.
°
'
Addendum.
Close the cemeteries immediately, and begin n new building as soon as possible,
after having well considered tbo probable site. The cemeteries in the neighbourhood of the present
Sydney Asylum arc a disgrace to humanity, and a source of pestilence to the citv,
_ A smaller committee of management, principally under the superintendence of the Government;
allowing one clergyman of each denomination to sit as director, and one or two resident laymen as
associates; the medical men to be ex
members of committee; the Kegistrav General and Health
Omccr to be members aud directors by right.
Pay a good stipend to the resident medical officer, and make him absolute and chief superin
tendent,^ subject to control of the Government, the hoard of directors, rmd the medical officers.
The introduction of magisterial authority and discipline arc advisable.
The removal of the establishment from tho city is uhsolntoly needed. It'is useless to try and
effect a reform in abandoned characters, whose first introduction to tho garden of the Asylum would bo
a present of a gin-liottle over the fence.
'
Good salaries ibr all officers occupying positions of trust; the work is heavy, and the responsi
bility considerable.
I beg to suggest tho examination of Dr. Campbell, Superintendent of Tarban Creek Lunatic
Agylnmt as to the proposed site. From his position as a Oovornmeut officer and former physician of
your Asylum, from his position ns an erudite scholar, and from his published essays on “ Climatology
and the Winds of the Colony," his information would, in my opinion, be valuable.
Suggestions.

a.
Sir,.

APPENDIX.
—-

153,

Vitt-Utul South,
Sydney, S February,

1801.

.
With reference to a minute of Committee received by me, respecting sonic fault in the
ventilation of the nursery of your Asylum, I hog to state that the said'nursery measures about 10 feet
by 2.1 feet, contains four large windows, and lias a deep air-shaft or staircase communicating with it.
The inmates at present nro not numerous, and are frequently reduced to four in number. Ko death has
occurred in this ward during the last ten weeks; and J am satisfied that the noisome smell complained
ofhas its origin in tho laundry or “ smoky hay," and in the adjacent cemetery.
f am convinced that the matter of ventilation cannot he left in the hands of a move competent
gentleman than our present house surgeon. He suggests, and the idea is a good one, that tho gratings
he transferred from the interior to external apertures uf the ventilators of the wards, it is extremelv
desirable that a more commodious and healthy ward should he .apportioned to the suckling women. I
am persuaded that tho infantine mortality would he largely diminished if Ho. 2 ward was appropriated
lor this purpose. It is advisable too, that some cooking apparatus especially devoted to the preparation
of lulants food he provided.
I am, &c„
The Hon. G. Allen, M.L.C.
GEO. WALKER, M.D.

Joseph Burgon, Esq., called in and examined ;—
1244. By the Chairman: You have been for some time visiting surgeon at the Benevolent Joseph
Asylum? Yes; upwards of seven years.
'
Durgon, Esq.
1245. Will you look at that plan (referring to a ]>hn nh&ziitg the proposed site fm-a veto r-—>
Benevolent Asylum)?

I know the locality.

1246. You are aware that the committee are about to build a new establishment? So I
have heard.
■
•
147—M
1247.

13Hov.,lSGl.
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Joseph
1247. Have you examined the proposfcd site ? I have.
Burgon, Esq. p248. J)o you think it suitable for aged and infirm constitutions ?

_
_
The only objection I

have to it, as I reported to the committee at the time I examined it, is its exposure to the
13 Nov., 1861. south, which renders it, in that respect, unfitted to aged people.

-

1249. Have you found, in attending the present establishment, that a severe change of
weather, after a hot to a southerly wind, seriously affects a number of the inmates ? Mate
rially. After a southerly wind we have more deaths among the aged and infirm than at any
other time; it was that which induced me to report as I did.
_
1250. You reported unfavourably as to the site? Not unfavourably as to the site; the
question was not "whether this was the best of several sites, but whether it was suited to the
purpose?
_
1251. As you find the southerly wind has an injurious effect upon the inmates of the
present building, do you think if the establishment were removed to the proposed site at
Kandwiek it would be equally injurious ? I think it would be injurious to aged people. ^
1252. You beard the evidence that was given by the last witness—are you of his opinion,
that it would he advisable to erect an institution inland ? I can only give an opinion if you
point out the site.
_ _
1253. At Petersham ? There are many parts at Petersham that would be eligible; many
that would be ineligible.
1254. Burwood ? Many parts of Burwood would be good, and many bad.
'
1255. "What would you think of Ashfield? At Ashfield, as you get higher up, more along
the Liverpool Road, I think a good site might be found for an Asylum of tbe kind, not too
low down—not too near the water.
^
1256. You think a site might be found along tbe Liverpool Road ? Yes; but I could not
give an opinion without you gave me the particular site.
1257. You would like a high situation ? Decidedly.
_
1258. You think many sites might be found along the line of railway running through
Petersham, Ashfield, and Burwood ? Yes.
_
_
1259. Do you think more eligible sites than the proposed site at Randwick ? That is a
simple matter of comparison; if yon point out the site you propose I shall be able to express
an opinion.
_
12G0. Upon any high lands in the localities you have named? Provided you had a place
sufficiently high to get out of the damp atmosphere, and were secure from tbe southerly
winds, I should say it was more eligible, decidedly. You find a marked difference as you
got in the lower ground; you get warmer, instead of colder, as you ascend.
_
1261. There were a great number of deaths in the Sydney Asylum in 1860 ; I find that iu
that year there were as many as 195; something like a fourth of the inmates? There were
a great many deaths in that year, and there were many causes for it.
_ _
1262. I believe there was also great mortality in the city ? There was great mortality in
the city, in private practice ; larger I believe than in any previous year in the city.
1203. Measles raged at that time ? Yes.
_ _
1264. Aud scarlatina ? Not scarlatina. Inflnenza and measles were coincident, and we had
scarlet fever two months afterwards.
_
1265. What is your opinion of the present site ? I think it has been made bad; the site
in itself is good enough. Any site you may select, however good, will be made bad, if you
allow it to be surrounded with nuisances.

_

1266. Are you aware whether tbe itch is in the institution ? I think there are a few cases;
if I were to say seven I should be outside the number.
_
1267. You know that there are a few ? Yes. I may state, as I heard the question put to
one of the medical gentlemen who were examined, that one of the chief causes of the con
tinuance of the itch in the Asylum is that the clothing is not destroyed. They will not part
with the few rags brought in by the children, as there is no clothing provided for them ;
and as you are aware we cannot compel, we can only advise. The clothing ought to be
destroyed in all such cases.
_
1268. Are you aware that the whole of the children are washed in the same water?
I heard tbe question asked of a previous witness, and I may state that there is a tap for the
water to come into the bath.
_
1269. Not into the bath in the children’s room ? No, but to the bath in the passage;
therefore the statement that all the water has to he carried upstairs is not true.
1270. Do you think it desirable that so many children should be washed in the same water?
No, hut I see no reason why they must be; there is a plentiful supply of water, and it has
only to be conveyed from the passage to tho children’s ward.
_ _
1271. While that system is pursued of bathing all the children in the same water, is it
possible to expel the disease from the institution ? I do not think bathing would have the
slightest influence in that respect. The itch insect will not come out on tho application of
water; it will remain in its hole in the skin. I think it depends more npon the clothing ;
the insects remain in the old clothing, aud are thus communicated from one to another.
.

1272. I suppose the present building is not at all suitable for the number of inmates? It is
very much too small; we are obliged either to admit or to refuse applicants; we cannot
refuse them, as there is no other place for their reception ; and if we admit them we arc
over-crowded.
,
1273. Are the wards too low and badly ventilated? I have seen many similar buildings
worse ventilated; I think everything we can do is done; we cannot build palaces for these
people; wc do all wo can.
t
1274. A great number of females come to the institution to be confined ? Yes.
1275. Do you think it desirable, or that^t ever was intended, to have this class of persons
in
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in this institution?, I do not think it ever was intended to receive this class of persons into Joseph
tho Asylum; but the question is whether we are to allow them to be delivered in the streets, ■barSon'
or to take them in ?
■
1276. I am speaking of the desirability of having the two institutions in one—would it not 13 Nov., 1861.
be well to have the Benevolent Asylum kept for the aged and infirm, and to have a separate
institution for lying-in cases? The women come to us as paupers; and to have a separate
institution for them would be only, so to speak, for the purpose of classifying paupers.
1277. Bo you think it would he desirable to have a separate institution for that class of
paupers ? I do not sec that any advantage would be gained by that.
1278. Of course if an Asylum were built out of the city it would entail the necessity of
having a depot in Sydney, to receive eases, and also for the purpose of supplying out-door
relief? We should require more than a depot, for many of these people come in actually in
labour; there must be a bed or two for such cases, as we could not lend a woman in labour up
to Burwood or Ashficld; others come in in articulo mortis, and die on the steps, or within an
hour of coming into the building.
1279. So that if a new building should be erected out of town, it would be necessary to
have at least two or three wards in Sydney ? There must be a house with limited means in
Sydney, or at all events within a reasonable distance.
1280. Do you think the position of the present building sufficiently centrical for the
immediate suburbs of the city ? I have never found any difficulty iu its working. I have
never heard any complaints of the difficulty of getting to the Asylum.
1281. It came out, in the course of the evidence taken at Liverpool, that the inmates of the
Asylum in that place had no vegetables ? They have no garden there.
1282. They have a very nice garden, but the inmates do not even have potatoes ? I know
it was the subject of conversation at one of tbe committee meetings, and a Homan Catholic
clergyman who was present spoke of the small accommodation they had there.
1283. Bo you not think it would be much better if the committee were to allow them to
have more vegetable and less animal food ? I do not know that the scale at the Liverpool
Asylum is different from ours, but they should clearly he allowed vegetables. I should say
if they have tbe same proportions that we allow in town, they have a very fair proportion,
and a very good ration.
/
1284. As a medical man, I presume you find a great want of different wards in which to
classify your patients in the Asylum in Sydney ? No, I have not much trouble in that way;
the patients are much of the same class—worn-out people, lying-in women, and children.
1285. The Committee saw in one ward called the infirm ward, I think, thirty-six children,
with their thirty-six mothers, and either thirty or thirty-two infirm and aged women ?
That ward was not originally one, but was separated by a partition, and access was had to
the lying-in ward by another entrance and staircase. At present the two wards (lying-in
and infirm) are divided by a large room, in which cooking is conducted, and in which tho
nurse sleeps;, hut for the conveuienee of infirm patients, aud from a desire to save expense,
by having one nurse instead of two, the partition was removed.
1286. You do not think it necessary that there should be a separate institution for lying-in
women? No, I think it is merely multiplying the expense; I do not see the necessity of
dividing them, proper appliances being given. We have never found the children suffer by
their proximity to aged persons. There are some very, beautiful children in the Asylum,
and it is not sufficiently borne in mind that some of the children who are brought in have
been lying exposed to tho air for a night, who are put down as “Died in the Benevolent
Asylum,” would have died if they had been taken to Queen Victoria’s palace, and had fifty
nurses to wait upon them. That under such circumstances the child lives—that it struggles
on—is the mystery, not that it dies. If these cases were taken out of our report of the
mortality the number would be materially diminished. For tbe last three or four mouths we
have not had more deaths there—even with the aged and infirm people we have—than would
be a fair proportion of the general population of the city.
T
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James Robertson, Esq., M.D., called in and examined:—
1287. By the Chairman : You are a medical practitioner in the City of Sydney ? Yes.
1288. And have been so for a considerable period ? Yes.
\ ‘ ‘
1289. Are yon aware that this Committee have been appointed to inquire into the state of the ^ ^'ov ]SG1
Benevolent Asylum ? I am.
’’
'
1290. One of the great objects of our inquiry is, with reference to the suitableness of the
intended site for a new institution, and you have been summoned to give your opinion as to its
desirableness for persons of infirm and aged constitutions ? I know exactly the position of
the Destitute Children’s Asylum,* and I do not think you will find a colder place than that
within the same distance of Sydney.
1291.
After "Asylum," insert “ anti generally the adjoining land on which it is proposed
to build the Benevolent Asylum.”
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J. Robertson, 1291. Evidence has been given here by some medical gentlemen with reference to the site,
iisq., . . an(] one }n particular pays he should prefer going inland some short distance—for instance,
to Petersham, Ashfield, or some similar locality ? 1 am not prepared to give an opinion as
14 Nov., 1SG1. tc the best position, for it would require a considerable amount of investigation to enable me
to say which is the best site in tho neighbourhood of Sydney ; to answer a question of this
hind, off-hand, without giving it a good deal of consideration, I do not think would he wise.
1292. What is your opinion then of tho proposed site ? I believe this neighbourhood is
exceedingly healthful for the middle-aged, robust, or young j but for infants or aged persons
I think it is a very cold place. In the term young I do not include infants, but children,
say from two to three years old.
1293. You think it is suitable for them ? There is not much objection to it. Tho
children in the Destitute Children’s Asylum are very healthy ; but they are much subject to
chilblains, and this is a si£n that it. is a cold place even for those who arc vigorous, and do
not suffer under the same disadvantages as tho aged and infants, who are not able to main
tain their own heat iu the same way os young and middle-aged people are.
1294. Then the Committee gather from your remarks that you think this would not be a
most desirable site ? I think it would be an undesirable place, for it is not only a cold,
hut a cold, windy place ; and it is pretty welt known that cold with wind is very much
more unendurable than mere cold.
1295. Such as frost ? Such as frost without movement of the air; and as this is a hot
climate, and the elderly people here have acquired a kind of summer constitution, I think
to place them in a very cold, windy position, would be very detrimental to them, and ho
calculated not only to increase tho diseases that old people commonly suffer under, but to
render them uncomfortable iu every way from cold.
1296. By Mr. Harpur : Have you visited the exact spot ? No.
1297. You speak merely of the situation generally ? I prefaced my remarks by saying that
I knew the position of the Destitute Children’s Asylum, and that I knew generally the
neighbourhood.
1298. Excuse mo for taking you somewhat out of the line of tho examination, but do you
not think it of importance, whatever site may be selected, that there should he ample room
for a garden ? Yes, decidedly.
1299. Do you think also that the inmates of the institution should have access to that
garden, or to grounds ? Yes.
1300. Do you think it would he the means of promoting their cheerfulness, and tend, at all
events, to the purposes of the charity, if an opportunity wore given them of enjoying a
little freedom, while they were depending upon the charity of the world? Undoubtedly;
for the aged and decrepit who are there, simply on account of their poverty, everything
should be done to make them comfortable.
1301. Do you not think, looking to these people as reasoning beings, that the inmates of
Benevolent Asylums, and similar institutions, are among the most unreasonable’persons----- ?
The inmates of Benevolent Asylums must he classified----1302. Decidedly, but I am speaking generally ? I am speaking more particularly of the
class to which my examination has referred—to the aged and infirm; and to the aged and
infirm I confine my remarks.
1303. Those who have not made provision for the future arc, generally speaking, the most
unreasonable beings; do you not think those persons may be made good or bad, according to
tho influences brought to bear upon them ? 1 do not think you can very much alter the
habits of aged people.
'
1304. You cannot very much alter aged people, but you can^lter any people? Aged
people have their habits formed.
1305. I am glad you have referred to that; now there is a habit formed, the habit of
smoking, and this, as no doubt you are aware, witli many of these aged people, is a very
powerful habit, formed from a very early period; do you think that should be rudely broken
through—that they should he compelled to abstain from smoking, and have no opportunity
of working to obtain their tobacco and gratify this long formed habit ? 1 rather think we are
going away from the question of the sanitary position of tbe Benevolent Asylum to the
general management of it.
1306. Allow me to put the question in this way :—Do you not think it has a very intimate
connection with the sanitary circumstances of tbe institution, inasmuch as it influences the
mind, because the mind is very much influenced by physical circumstances—and you will
admit, I presume, that the physical condition of a person is influenced by previous habits,
and by the sudden breaking through of those habits—do you not think the state of mind,
produced by a sort of compulsory idleness, which pi events a poison from working to obtain
the gratification of his innocent desires, is injurious? I have not found that aged and
decrepit people are very anxious to work.
1307. Butrlmcy are very anxious to smoke; do you not think the desire to gratify this inno
cent desire would act as a stimulus to exertion, and exerebe a beneficial moral influence npon
the mind, even upon the criminal ? It is a question, as it seems to me, of smoking and
working; now I have not, found aged aud decrepit people fond of doing work, and I have not
found, as a matter of observation, that smoking makes them more desirous of working.
1308. Have you not observed, generally speaking, that, this class of people can be brought
to work for the most inadequate consideration—is it not the fact that in these Asylums
persons will work hard for sixpence or a shilling a-weelt, when for the same amount uf work
they could earn thirty shillings a-week elsowbeie; shewing that they are an unreasonable
class of persons? There is not the slightest doubt that inmates of Asylums of this hind
will do an amount of work far above the value of the money they get, for the sake of obtain
ing tobacco; but then they esteem the tobacco as worth the work they do.
1309.
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1309. Do you think that has a salutary moral effect upon tho mind ? It keeps tho people J- Robertson,
at. work.
Esq., M.D.
1310. Do you not think compulsory idleness—a state of enforced idleness—has a highly r~^J'—
injurious effect upon the mind? I apprehend it is quite voluntary on tbe part of Die
inmates whether they stay in the Asylum or not. Speaking of the aged and infirm, I
suppose they go into the Asylum because they are unable to work, and that they cease to
have the inclination.
1311. Do you not think, considering the work they have done for the community, and of
which others enjoy the benefit, that ihe public arc hound to maintain them in comfort?
1 think people who go there simply became they are aged and unable to work should bo
taken cate of, and every reasonable consideration shewn to them, * but the troublesome men
are the middle-aged—the class of men who will not work.
1312. By Mr. Sutherland: You have stated that you arc acquainted generally with the
neighbourhood of Kandwiek, but not with the exact spot upon which it is proposed to erect
this institution ? Not the exact spot,
1313. Arc you aware that the Destitute Children's Asylum is on a very much higher
elevation than the proposed site? I have been told so to-day.
1314. Will your objection equally apply to a lower site ? I have likewise been told that a
range of sand hills protects the site from the westerly winds; if that be so it possesses an
advantage over the Destitute Children’s Asylum, which is unprotected; but I likewise boar
that it is entirely unprotected from the southerly wind, which is very violent and cold.
1315. If the site were protected from the southerly wind you would not object to it? No,
if tho place be protected from cold and winds the objection I raise to the locality would
ho removed.
1316. By the Chairman: In one of the wards of the Benevolent Asylum in Sydney,
intended to contain only forty persons, according to tho usual space allowed to adults, the
Committee found thirty-six infants ■with their thuty-six mnthcis, and thirty-two aged and
infirm females of from 60 to 95 years of age—do you not think it, must be very injurious to
,
those infants to breathe the air of those aged and infirm persons ? If tlie room contained
only the proper number of persons, and the children were nursed by their own mothers, so
that the warmth of the children were not abstracted by the old people, I do not ttiink the
children would suffer.
1317. You do not think it injurious that the children should breathe the same air with the
aged? No; if tho aged people do not habitually nurse them, provide 1 the proper number
of persons occupy the room. I think from what you stated there were upwards of ninety
persons in this room1318. Above ninety in a room calculated to contain forty ? That is highly objectionable ;
hut if the number wero reduced to forty, and the mothers wero to nurse their own children,
1 do not think there would bo any objection to tbo presence of aged persons in tho same
ward.

Bartholomew O’Brien, Esq., M.D,, called in and examined:—
1319. By the Chairman: You have been a piivate medical practitioner in the City of B. O’Brien,
Sydney for a considerable period ? Yes, I have been in the Colony about twenty-six years, Esq., M.D.
and in Sydney upwards of thirteen.
.----^
1320. You are aware, from the circular sent to you, that this ConnniUee has been appointed 14 Nov., 1861.
to inquire into tbe Benevolent Asylum ? Yes.
1321. You are also aware that it. is in contemplation to erect a new institution, and that a
site has been chosen at Randwick—do you think the site selected desirable ? Feeling that
it was my duty before coming here to make myself acquainted with all the circumstances, I
visited the Destitute Children’s Asylum yesterday, and then went on to the proposed spot.
1322. Do you think, taking everything into consideration, that that is a desirable situation for
tbe proposed institution ? Standing upon the hill at tho Destitute Children’s Asylum, and
feeling the strong wind there was there, I had very considerable doubts in my mind, but when
T proceeded to tbe spot itself, although there was still the strong wind blowing at Randwick,
I found the place really so sheltered that my opinion was altered. Of course I felt that 1
should not bo justified in forming an opinion from merely standing at Randwick, and when 1
went down I made a sketch of the position in my own rough way. (The witness handed
a rough sketch to the Chairman ) The place is a kind of horse-shoe, formed by a range of
sand-hills; and when I placed myself as nearly as possible in the centre of that horse-shoe,
looking eastward, the breeze was quite inconsiderable, and I could see no objection to tho
place. It is true that to tbe south-east a portion of it is open, but, as it was pointed out to
me, two or three rows of maritime pine might be planted, aud that would shelter the south
east. Tho place is very healthy, being lower than the Destitute Children’s Asylum, and
sheltered, as I have stated ; and my opinion was that it was very suitable, or, at all events,
not unsuitable; I could not object to it. Of course the actual site of the house is not yet
determined upon ; a piece of roek was pointed out os the probable site ; that I cannot soy I
think the most desirable, but if it wete placed in the centre, and facing easterly, il would be
sheltered.
1323. You do not think the rock pointed out to you tho host situation for the building ?
I do not; hut the whole locality, viewing it as I did, appeared to me not at all unsuitable.
The objection that persons would have to it from going to Randwick, feeling the strong
breeze
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v' 0’B*?enn’ ^roczeJ an6 merely looking down at tbe site, would be removed if they went to the locality
3<I'- • ■ itself j and I felt that I could not appear before the Committee to give you proper infor
mation without going to the precise spot—knowing the importance of the matter.
liNov., 1S61.1^24. I may state that some of the medical gentlemen who have been examined suggest that
there are several places along the line of the present railway which would ho very desirable j
for instance, about Petersham, Canterbury, Ashfield, and Burwood P I think these are very
healthy positions, but it is cold as you go along Liverpool Hoad. X like that locality, and am con
tinually sending patients there, for the sake of the pure and beautiful air there is there, but
I do not think the air is more pure than at Baudwick, and it is to be borne in mind that
this is an Asylum for the aged and for infants, without any reference to particular chest
affections; if it were an Asylmn for tho consumptive it would not then bo desirable to have
it on the sca-coast.
*

j
Gilhooley,
Esq.
-A—s
H Nov., 1861.

James Charles Gilboolcy, Esq., called in and examined:—
1325. By the Chairman: You have been a medical practitioner in Sydney for some time?
Yes.
1326. Tho Committee have summoned several of tire medical practitioners of' the city to
ascertain their opinions with reference to tbe suitableness of the proposed site for a new
Benevolent Asylum. (The Chairman pointed out Ihe position on a map?) Do you think
that a desirable situation for persons of aged and infirm constitution ? .1 have not visited
the spot, but as far as I can judge I should think there would be no objection to tb^site.
1327. You see it is protected by a range of hills from the westerly winds ? Yes, precisely.
1328. I was under the impression that it was not protected from southerly winds, but Dr.
O’Brien says if the building were erected in a certain position upon tbe proposed site it
would be sheltered from all winds—do you, under those circumstances, see any objection to
this site ? I see no objection at all.
1329. You think it a really desirable situation? I see no objection, I beard some objec
tions urged against it, in consequence of the sea air being rather too sharp for the people, but
I do not think the objection bolds good if it is protected by surrounding hills.
1330. Have you at any time visited the present institution ? I was tho resident surgeon
there.
1331. For bow long a time ? For better than two years—from January, 1858, to June, 1860.
1332. You know the crowded state of the institution ? Yes, it was very crowded when I
was there.
1333. There is one ward called tho infirm ward, calculated, I think, to hold forty-four beds, in
which we found thirty-six infants with their mothers, and thirty or thirty-two aged and infirm
people, in all upwards of a hundred persons—do you not think it injurious to the health of
the children that they should thus have to breathe the same air as the aged ? I do; I think
it is almost death to them.
1334. By Mr. Love: In the erection of wards in the new Asylum it is proposed to build,
how many cubic feet of space would you recommend to be allowed to each individual—
Suppose there were forty patients in a ward, what size do you think the room ought to be ?
I know that in the Benevolent Asylum tho beds arc very close together; X should think
there ought to be three feet at least between each bed.
1335. What height would you recommend that the ceilings should bo ? I should say that
the ceilings ought to be about the height of this. (The ceiling of the Committee Room,
being abotit fourteen feet high?)
1336. By tiie Chairman: Do you not think seven feet in width would be little enough
space, including the bed, and the space between it and the next? I think that would bo
about a fair space.
1337. The .width of twenty feet would be little enough for two row's of beds; that would
leave about eight feet between tho feet of tbe beds ? That would bo little enough.
1338. And fourteen feet high would be little enough ? Yes, I think so.
1339. That would give a space of 980 cubic feet for each individual ? I think that would
be about a fair allowance.
1340. Are you aware that at the present time, in military hospitals, 1,200 cubic feet is
allowed to each patient? I am not aware.
1341. Are you aware that in barracks, where tho inmates are in good bodily health, 600 cubic
feet is considered sufficient ? I am not aware.
■
1342. Were you in tbe institution iu 1860 ? I was.
1343. Did you leave before the groat mortality commenced, in June, 1860 ? I left in June;
the greatest mortality was in July.
1344. I believe tho visiting surgeons arc expected to visit the Asylum twice a week; did
they attend pretty regularly ? When I was there their attendance was rather irregular
at times.
1345. By Mr. Harpur : Of course you cannot speak of their attendance during the month
in which this great mortality occurred ? I know nothing in regard to that; but I know
that shortly before I left, some of the visiting medical men did not visit for a whole fortnight.
1346. By the Chairman: Do the visiting surgeons write their names in the book? There
is a visiting hook.

1347. Do the visiting surgeons write their names in that book every day they attend ? Yes.
1348. By Mr. Lore: Were there any deaf and dumb children in the institution while you
were there ? Very few.
1349. Were there any ? I do not think there were any.
1350.
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1350. By Mr. Sutherland: Do you know the cumber of sick in tbe Asylum when you left ?
.J- ONo, I think the mortality was, in a great measure, owing to the overcrowded state of the Gilhooley,
house at the time; we could have no classification of the inmates; they were all huddled
s^'
together indiscriminately.
1351. You were unable to make any proper classification, for want of room ? It was quite 14 1'Tot-1SB1'
impossible. It was proposed by some of the committee to build additional wards, something
like the temporary sheds built at tbo poor-houses at Home, but that was not curried out;
I think if it had been a great many lives might have been saved.
1.352. By the Chairman: Under whose charge were the medical comforts during the time
you were there ? Under tho charge of tho master.
1353. Who was that? Mr. Mansfield.
1354. It was your duty to prescribe a certain allowance of medical comforts to the patients ?
Yes.
1355. Under the term medical comforts you include malt liquors, brandy, wine, and so
on ? Yes.
1356. When you gave the orders for these how were they served out—did you know of your
own knowledge whether the patients got their-proper allowances ? I did not always give a
written order; I merely sent a messenger. I had a bottle for port wine, winch was the wine
most generally used there, and I had that filled and given to tho nurses and wnrdswomen, to
he divided among the patients.
1357. You used to get it filled by Mr. Mansfield, and then gave it to'tbe wardswomen to
divide it among tbe patients ? Yes.
1358. Was porter distributed in the same way ? Precisely.*
Charles Meymott, Esq., M.D., called in and examined :—
1359. By the Chairman: You arc perhaps aware that this Committee has been appointed
Charles
Meymott,
to inquire into the Benevolent Asylum ? Yes.
1360. And also that it is proposed to erect a new institution at Randwick—the Committee Esq.. M.D.
arc desirous to obtain from medical gentlemen, practising in Sydney, their opinion as to the
It Nov., 1861.
desirableness of the proposed site? I know the site.
1361. Is it, in your opinion, a suitable position for an Asylum for persons of aged and infirm
constitutions? If it is simply to answer a question of that sort I have very little to say,
and that it is a decidedly favourable site for anybody—even for aged people. Indeed for any
class of invalids I consider that part of Sydney, if I may so call it, the most healthy of any,
and I have myself lived at Paddington, which is part of the same peninsula.
1362. There is one advantage in this position, that it is backed by a range of hills, which
protect it from cold westerly winds? I am aware of that.
1363. Which makes the site more dtssirahlo ? Yes.
1364. Have you visited the present institution ? I have not gone through it to visit it. I
have been in it and that is all.
1365. Have you given your attention, at any time, to the subject of the space necessary for
each individual in a building of this kind—if you were building an hospital for patients,
what space in cubic feet would you allow for eacb individual ? That is a subject upon
which I have been examined in London, for I was for some years surgeon to the Horsemonger
Lane Gaol, and when improvements in the cells were projected, I visited many barracks and
similar places, for the purpose of obtaining information upon the subject, but my memory
will not serve me at the present time.
1366. In building an institution for the aged and infirm, or for any persons whore a large
number would be collected in one ward, what height would you have tho ceilings—say this
ceiling is fourteen feet high—would you have it of that height, or higher, or lower ? In
these climates one would, of course, prefer more air than would be necessary in England. I
should consider that an hospital containing a number of beds ought to be quite as high, if
not higher than this, especially in this climate. Therefore, if I give an opinion as to the
quantity of cubic feet necessary for the preservation of health in an hospital, or where a
large number of people arc living together, that will refer to England, and I should imagine
you would have to add a certain per centagc to the space there allowed ; I ought to have
particulars respecting Kensington and other barracks, which I measured, and if I can lay
my band upon them I will forward them to the Committee. ( Vide Appendix.)
1367. Do you think it desirable that infants and their mothers should sleep in tho same
ward with aged persons—persons for instance of from 60 to 90 years of age. I may tell you
that in the present building, owing to its crowded state, they are compelled to put in one
ward about thirty-six infants, with their thirty-six mothers, and about thirty-two very aged
women ? It is very injurious indeed—I think it is universally allowed by medical men—
for infants to sleep in the same apartment with aged people; there can be no question that
the aged people receive a portion of the vital principle of the life from the young children.
1368. By Mr. Harpur: Even without actual contact? Yes.
1369. By the Chairman: From breathing the atmosphere of the same ward ? That I believe
has been decidedly proved. I know it has where they have slept in the same bod, but I
believe the other has boon also.
1370. Have you any suggestions to make to the Committee with reference to the best means
of promoting the sanitary condition of this institution?--------APPENDIX.
.
Note (oh revision) :—I wish to correct this answer (havingrefreshed iny memory) by withdraw
ing the word "rrecischj,” and by stating that Mrs. Mansfield, the matron, gave the porter to the nurses
and wardswomen, to be distributed among the patients, when ordered bv me; I did not give it mvself
to be so distributed.
"
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Charles
Meymutt,
Esq., M.D.

APPENDIX.

_
I have been unable to find the papers referred to in my evidence, I cannot therefore speak posh
lively as to the number of cubic feet of space which in England was considered necessary for each
14 Nov., 1SGJ, individual, in order to the preservation of health, in those establishments which l visited,
I answer to the question—“ Have you any suggestions to make to the Committee with reference
to the best means of promoting the sanitary condition of this institution ?" I bog to flay a few words on
the subject of ventilation. I would suggest that a large shaft or chimney bo built in some convenient
portion of the building. This shaft should he heated by artificial means to such an extent that the tem
perature within it shall always he higher than that of the external atmosphere, and also higher than the
temperature of the atmosphere of any of the rooms of the said building. 'That in each room there should
be at least two openings, one near the ceiling in one of the angles of the room, and the other near the
floor in the opposite corner; one communicating with the external air, and the other with the heated
shaft. By these means every portion of the air contained in the rooms will ho continually moving
towaids the shaft, whilst at the same time there will always he an abundant supply of fresh air from
without circulating in the room. The shaft may be sufficiently heated by means of such fire or fires as
may be required in the establishment. The requisite temperature within the shaft should bo maintained
during the night. According to the size ot the room, there should be two, four, or six openings.
J may mention that the new Model Prison at Pentonvillo is ventilated throughout on the above
principle.

CHARLES MEYMOTT,
M. R. C. S., &c.

'
C, Mynyard-sgtwre,

.

21 November, 1 SGI.

John Aitkcn, Esq., 5T.D., called in and examined
John Aitkcn, 1871. By the Chairman; For Feme considerable period you have been a private medical
Esq., M.D. practitioner in Sydney ? Nearly tiventy years.
■
'---- 1872. You know the institution in the city called the Dencvolent Asylum ? I do.
14 Nov., ISfil. jgy:!. You are aware, perhaps, that a Committee has been appointed by the Legislative
Asicmbly to inquire into that institution? Yes.
1374. You are also aware that it is in contemplation to erect a new building, and that a site
lias been selected at Randwiek for that purpose (The Chairman pointed out the position
on a map') ? Yes; I have sonic idea of the locality.
,
1875. The Committee wish to have your opinion of the desirableness of that site for persons
of aged and infirm constitutions? I consider it a mild, bracing spot, well adapted for
cither of those; very well calculated; very invigorating.
1876. Have you visited the present institution at any time ? Yes; last year, in a ease of
emergency, I was requested by Mr. Allen to visit it; in the month of May, June, or July.
1377. Are you aware that it is very much overcrowded ? Yes.
1375. That site is not suitable ? No; from its adjacency to the grave-yard, putrid effluvia
and malaria are always arising from it.
1379. The Committee, in visiting the institution, found that infants, their mothers, and very
aged persons, were all sleeping in one ward ? Yes, all in one ward.
1880. Do you think it is injurious to the constitutions of infants to breathe the same air with
very aged and infirm persons ? It is, from the noxious exudations, which are poisonous and
oppressing.
1381. In the ward to which T refer, which is calculated to contain forty-four persons, the
Committee found thirty-six infants, together-with their thirty-six mothers, and some thirty
or thirty-two aged persons, between the ages of 60 and 95 years, in all upwards of a
hundred persons—must not that be very injurious to the bodily health of the infants ? Very
mach so. Each occupant should have 1,000 cubic feet of air, by night and by day; that
would bo a cube ten feet each way.
13S2. Would it not be better to have a height of, say fourteen feet, and say seven feet in
each other direction ? Yes; that is the space each party should have, whether infants or
adults.
1383. Supposing you were building an hospital, what height would you have the ceiling ?
Not less than twenty-five or thirty, feet; the higher and the more space the better.
138-1. By Mr. Harpur: Taking care, at the same time, to preserve proper ventilation ? Yes.
1885. By the Chairman : The higher you raised the building—the ventilation being so high
above where the person was lying—the less liable would the patients be to suffer from any
immediate change of temperature? Not from a sudden change of the temperature; in
certain seasons that could he remedied by circulating hot air or water, in pipes,
.
1380. You think the proposed locality is very suitable as a site? Very invigorating; a
better I do not 3:now.
1887. By Mr. Harpur; You have spoken of having visited the Asylum in June or July,
1860 ? Yes.
13S8, Are you aware that in July there was a very great mortality tliere ? There were
two fearful epidemics ; there were eighty-six deaths during those two months, and between
thirty and forty deaths from measles, and in most of those cases—for during that period
I bad the whole responsibility upon myself—t lie deaths were among the children of strumous,
syphilitic, and diseased parents. For fifteen or eighteen mouths the itch was in the insti
tution, but wc got rid of it; the children who were affected in that way were the greatest
sufferers.
1389. Measles was the cause of the great mortality? Yes; that was one cause ; and the
others were influenza, bionchitis, and lung or chest diseases among the aged.
1390. Influenza prevailed at that particular time ? YTes; Sydney was much affected at the
time, and the building was much overcrowded ; it was fearful; over that the committee had
no control.
1891.
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1391. By Mr. Love: You spoke of the itch having been prevalent in the institution? John Aitkcn,
Yes.
Esq., M.D.
1392. Is there any difficulty in curing that disease? None whatever, if we have the
appliance of hydropathy, of baths, and the means of isolating the cases ; but no sooner had ^
we cured one child than it became contaminated by coming in contact with others. If we
had had a ward for skin diseases, with hot, sulphur, and other baths, the disease might have
been soon cured.
1393. What arc the usual remedies for itch employed in the Asylum ? Cleanliness.
1394. Any medicine? We gave them some alkalies, potass, and sulphur, and a vege
table diet,
1395. Has an outward application of sulphur been tried? It has been tried.
1396. Has it not always been found effectual ? Not in that institution, where so many were
troubled with it.
1397. Is it not known that the application of sulphur outwardly will effectually cure the
disease in two or three ? If you can isolate the ease.
1398. When you say that it is hard to remove the disease in that institution, have you tried
that remedy ? They had tried it, but not effectually, before I went tliere.
1399. By Mr. Harpur ; Arc you an hydropathist ? I would adopt hydropathic treatment in
cases of that kind j and where the aged and infirm had been over-physicked, or abused their
constitutions with ardent spirits, I should say that bathing, sea bathing, hot or cold baths,
according to the circumstances, would have a sanitary influence.
1400. By Mr. Sutherland: Who was the resident surgeon at thc-time you refer to? There
was no resident surgeon there at that time; they were hard up to get a medical man there
to visit, and as I was living in the neighbourhood, Mr. Allen applied to me. I went there
twice a day during that period
1401. By Mr. Harpur: These epidemics account for the unusual number of deaths? Yes.
1402. And the crowded state of the institution ? Yes; and other causes over which the
Hoard had no control.
1403. By the Chairman: The children’s nurse, in her examination, stated that all the
children were washed in one water—she said, that they filled the tub with water, and
washed all the children in the same water, one after another—do you think that was cal
culated to banish the itch from the institution ? I think there cannot bo two opinions
upon that.
1404. Do yon think it likely they will ever get such a disease as the itch out of the
institution while they pursue that mode of treatment? I should say it was more calculated
to aggravate than to remove the disease.
1405. By Mr. Sutherland: How long was the institution without a resident surgeon ? At
that period nearly two months.
1406. Had the epidemic prevailed before you wont there ? It bad just commenced when I
went there; it bad been (here a few days before.
1407. By Mr. Harpur: I suppose you were busily employed ? Yes ; in fact I became sick
under ir, and was very glad to be removed from my duties. I was going about the wards
with a blister on my chest, as I suffered from influenza myself.
1408. By the Chairman : In going through the institution the Committee found that there
is only one inode of cooking tlic meat; that tlie inmates have boiled meat day after day,
week after week, and month after month—do you not think it would be a great improve
ment if there were ovens built in this institution, so that the meat might occasionally be
baked ? It would be a great improvement.
”
1409. In institutions of this nature you would, I presume, recommend that there should be
less animal and more vegetable food? Yes, something that the toothless aged could masti
cate; now they are obliged to bolt their food.
1410. Do you not think it a deplorable state of things, that in an institution of this kind,
with some three or four hundred inmates, they should have no vegetable food for many
months, with the exception of the little put into their soup ? I cannot understand how they
can remain healthy under sucii circumstances.
1411. It was given in evidence at Liverpool that they liad potatoes only twice or three times
in a year ? Have they no rice, carrots, turnips—nothing in that way ?
1412. Nothing, witli the exception of the little vegetables their own garden afforded, which
wore cut up in the soup they had twice a week. Do you think it likely they can remain in
a healthy state under such a system ? Not so healthy as they would be if they had vege
tables, for I think that is essential.
1413. Do yon not think it very desirable, in such an institution, to have wards to classify
the patients; do you think it proper to keep persons suffering from cancers and such diseases,
in the same ward with healthy persons? Most aged persons have ulcers in their legs, and
they ought all to be classified.
1414. All suffering from that class of diseases ought to he in one ward ? Yes; all the aged
people ought to be in a ward by themselves, more particularly in inclement weather, and
should have artificial heat.
1415. 1 am particularly referring to persons suffering from syphilis and cancers ; should
these he allowed to remain in the same ward with persons in good bodily health, which is
the case at Liverpool ? Certainly not; it is very injurious.
1416. I understood you to say that it is very injurious to have infants and very aged persons
sleeping in the same ward, breathing the same air? Very injurious—very prejudicial.
1417. By Mr. /Jaipur: Are there no means of imparting artificial heat at present ? Not
at present.
.
1418.
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John Aitkcn, 1418. Do not you think that the enforced idleness of the patients—-for, as you are converEsq., M.D. g^nt with the management of the institution, you must.be aware that they are not allowed
to work—has a very injurious effect ? It produces a very depressing effect upon the system.

14 Nov., 1861, The inmates give way to anxiety, grief, gloomy thoughts, forebodings.

'

If they had some
light occupation, as straw hat making, match-box making, gardening, weeding, cleaning, or
some other simple occupation, it would he very desirable.
1419. They have complained more of that than of .anything else; that they are not allowed
to work to enable them to obtain the means of gratifying the habit of smoking, to which
most of them have been accustomed from their early years. Do you not think it desirable
that they should have the means of gratifying this habit if they are willing to work for it?
Yes.
1420. Would not that have both a good physical and moral effect ?
Yes, I look upon that
point as most important, as I believe the want of some occupation accelerates their death;
most of them can do something, make cabbage-treo hats, paper bags for the grocer, or some
thing of that kind.
1421. Which would occupy their minds? Yes.
_
_
1422. Although in the case of aged people it might not have any great influence in the
disciplining of their minds, is it not important to make a man do something in order to
obtain the means of gratifying his desires? Yes.
1423. By the Chairman: The institution at Liverpool is surrounded by a wall some ten
feet high, which prevents the inmates from looking outside; do you not think it would be
much more conducive to health if the building were surrounded by_a palisade, through which
the people might see the surrounding country ? It would be a relief to the mind.
_
1424. By Mr. Harpur: I think you attach as much importance to that as to anything?
I do. One thing which pained me very much during the two months I attended the Asylum,
was the waste I observed. The second day’s bread ought to have been given, but instead of that
they had new bread, and this was thrown about the grounds, in the gutters, on window sills,
and under beds. I animadverted upon this subject in a letter to the committee.
1425. By the Chairman: In examining the institution at Liverpool we found that many
of the inmates kept their clothing, their boots, and in some cases pieces of bread, under their
beds—do you think that ought to be allowed ?
Certainly not; I am surprised that any
person having control over them could have allowed it.
^ _
1426. Do you not think in an institution of such a nature there should be an airing ground
into which the inmates should be compelled to take their beds? It should be a rule,
weather permitting, that the beds should be taken into the airing ground every day, and that
the patients where they could not get out by themselves should be carried out, and their beds
be aired.
1427. By Mr. Lone : On the lower floor that could be easily managed by having casters to
the bedsteads ? Yes, or the patients might be lifted by means of broad bands of calico.
1428.. By the Chairman: Have you any further suggestions you can offer with reference to
the sanitary arrangements desirable in institutions of this nature? There is no subject of
greater importance in the whole range of hygiene than cleanliness, sewerage, drainage, and
ventilation, and the accumulated evils which arise from their neglect. _ The present state of
the Benevolent Asylum, the annals of medicine, and the bills of mortality, prove the truth of
this. Amongst other nuisances, Committees of the House of Commons have unequivocally
condemned interments in towns; if so in an English climate, how much greater is it in an
Australian, therefore demanding legislative enactments to discontinue it. I would suggest
■that the water-closets and urinals in the Asylum be constructed on improved principles;
remove all old-fashioned brick and stone sewers, and suhstitute earthenware drain pipes,
duly adapted in form, size, material, and inclination;- the latter being carefully observed, so
that all*deposits bo quickly removed, by the aid of the waste water daily used in the wash
and bath houses, from which have pipes conveying water to closets, &c. The poisonous
effluvia that arises from the opening of sewers is not the result of immediate decomposition,
but of a decay which is found to be established a few days after the discharge of the decaying
matter, consequently suggest earthenware pipes, with inclination, &c. The garden and
grounds connected with the Asylum should be used to better advantage ; would suggest that
all the space at present useless be neatly laid out, and that the inmates spend their leisure
time in cultivating it; and that some part of it bo used or set apart to resort to during wet or
very hot days; in a few months they would soon erect bowers, &c., to protect themselves from
the vertical noon-day sun. I would recommend that all the children suffering from scrofula
or strumous habit he treated to salt water baths in the Domain twice a week during the
summer months. The laundry, kitchen, wash and bath houses, should be together, and built
on scientific principles. An educated and qualified cook could give the inmates varied
dinners made out of the material in daily use, with profit to all concerned.
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Henry Graham, Esq., M.R.C.S.E., called in and examined :■—
H. Graham,
1429. By the Chairman: You arc the Health Officer of the City of Sydney? Yea.
Esq„
1430. You have occasionally visited the Benevolent Asylum? I have,
M.R.C.S.E.
1431. Will you have the goodness to inform the Committee what is your opinion of the
state of that institution ? On each occasion that I have visited it I have found it, according 22<n0v 1861
to my opinion, excessively overcrowded—very defective as far as ventilation is concerned.
"
'
I have observed a want of general classification of the inmates, of separation of the sick from
the healthy, and of the young from the old. The first occasion of my making any report
with reference to it was in February, 1861, when, from certain rumours that itch was preva
lent among the children, I went with the resident medical officer and examined all the
children. I found that there were a largo number, in fact some forty or fifty of them,
then suffering from the disease, in consequence of which I reported the circumstance to the
City Council. Each quarter, before making my quarterly report, I have made it a
practice to visit the institution, and on the 10th September I made a report, which was
published, with reference to the condition of the Asylum, its overcrowding, the very bad
management which existed, for want of classification of the inmates and the separation of
the children from the adults; and I farther directed special attention to the necessity there
seemed to be that there should be, in connection with or separate from this institution, a
lying-in hospital. It seemed to me that it was calculated to produce very injurious conse
quences .to lying-in women to put them into an overcrowded place. On a subsequent
occasion I visited the establishment at night. I beg to hand in extracts from the several
reports to which I refer. ( Vide Apjiendix?) I was requested by the medical officer, if I
wished to see the institution at its worst, to visit it at night; I did so, and I noticed what I
have not stated in the report, a great deficiency of light in the institution, in the yard, and
at the back, and even on the stairs. There is no gas laid on, and the only means of lighting
is by dirty, old-fashioned oil lamps, which not only emit a quantity of smoke, but I should
think are also dangerous, where there are so mauy old decrepit people.
'
1432. In the erection of a new establishment, how high do you think the ceiling should be
—taking this ceiling to be fourteen feet high, do yon think it should bo as high as that ?
It ought to be at least that. In all institutions of this kind with which I have been
connected—and I have been connected with hospitals for some years—it has been always a
rule to allow of a space of five feet for every individual.
1433. Between each bed ? Yes, as far as possible, about a thousand cubic feet of air for
each individual.
1434. Are you aware that iu the barracks six hundred cubic feet of air are allowed, and in the
hospitals for the sick, twelve hundred ? Yes; when I spoke of five feet being allowed, I had
reference to the military and convict hospitals in Van Diemen’s Land, under the Army
Medical Department.
• •
1435. Of course you have seen that the whole of the females who go to the Benevolent*
Asylum to be confined are kept in one ward? I believe so; there is no separate wjftd. _ ‘
'
1436. Many decent although poor people are confined there? Yes; I should b&^esirous
'
of sending many decent people there, if there were proper arrangement^ dor their
•
accommodation.
t
1437. At the same time there are also some of the worst characters ? No doublf..
1438. Do you not tlunk there should be some mode of classifying these people ?L-Yes, therfc. ■
should be a proper classification, it is more necessary in alying-in hospital than in any other;
!
it is always the case in such institutions at Home.
\
1439. Do you think, in erecting a new building, it would be dcoirable (o havA the wards
■
so large as iu the present one—would it not be better to have the wards smallerqud more
numerous, so as to afford the means of classification ? That depends upon whether yon are
speaking of an hospital or not.
1440. I am speaking of a Benevolent Asylum, to which women go to be confined? I think
that ought to be a separate establishment altogether.
1441. I am speaking of a Benevolent Institution'—If this class of paupers are to be received
there, do you not think it would be better to have the rooms smaller, to afford the means of
classification? Yes; in classifying them I would have a day room; the sleeping room
should not ho occupied during the day, excepting by the sick and those who were unable
to move out.
1442. When the Committee visited the institution, they found in one ward thirty-six
children with their thirty-six mothers, and about thirty-two aged females, in all above a
hundred individuals, in an apartment intended for forty-four ? Yes, I saw them.
1443. Do you not think that very injurious ? Yes; most of these old people are suffering
from chronic diseases, ulcerations, and other affections, and the impure exhalations from
them must he injurious to young people inhaling the same atmosphere, and tend to produce
scrofula and all the incipient stages of pulmonary disease. For many years I had charge
of a very large institution in Van Diemen’s Land, (the convict nursery,) and I never allowed
old people and lying-in women to be in the same ward; the children were always separated
from their mothers when they were nine mouths old, and kept in separate rooms.
1444.
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H. (rraham, 1444. In visiting the Liverpool institution the attention of the Committee was particularly
Esq.,
directed to the sick ward, in which persons suffering from cancerous and syphilitic diseases
JI.R.C.S.E. were huddled in a room with persons in good bodily health, except so far as they might be

affected by the ordinary infirmities of agoj do you think it very necessary to have some
22 Nov., ISCi. mode of
eation in cases of that kind ? The sick ought to be separated from those who
are in moderately good health. The presence of the sick, particularly if labouring under
cancerous affections, must have an effect in shortening the lives of the others, and of making
them feel excessively wretched. Nothing can be more debilitating than the inhalation of
a bad atmosphere; it not only produces disease, hut a weariness and lassitude for which it is
often difficult to account.
144b. From your evidence I understand that you have been very much engaged in public
institutions of this kind ? Yes; for seventeen years I have been engaged in the convict and
military medical department.
,
1440. Do you not think that during dry weather the beds and bed clothing should be taken
out daily to air ? They should be taken out and put in a separate room daily.
_
'
1447. If there were a grass plat would it not he well to lay them out on it in the open air ?
Kit her on that or in a large open laundry.
_
1448. Would it not be hotter to put them out on a grass plat ? Yes ; in dry weather. ^
1449. Do you not think that should be adopted as a system ? That was generally done in
all our institutions ; the bedding was taken out every day, and every inmate was compelled
to fold ins bedding in a certain manner, by a certain hour iu the morning. .
_ _
1450. You would not, I presume, if you had the management of an institution of this kind,
allow the inmates to keep their old clothing, boots, or a portion of their ration, under the
heads of their beds ? That was contrary to all the regulations in the institution of which I
had charge ; it was considered to bo one of the most important matters ; we would not even
allow anything to be hung out of thewindow, hut wo were especially particular with reference
to keeping any portion of the dietary out of bed.
_
1451. Wc found also, on visiting the Liverpool institution, that it was surrounded by a
very high wall, so that the patients had not an opportunity of seeing anything outside—do
you think it would conduce to the bodily health of these people if this wall were removed,
and a light fence were put up, so that they could soe the country outside ? I think the
comfort of the inmates should be taken into consideration, and I have no doubt that where
the mind is unoccupied and shut out from all external objects, it must affect the bodily health.
1452. The Asylum at Liverpool is built on the banks of George’s Kivcr, and from the
upper portion of the building there is a very pretty view both up and down the river if a
portion of this dead wall were removed, the inmates could have an opportunity of enjoying
that; do you not think that would tend to promote their comfort, and through their comfort,
their health ? No doubt. When that place was built it was intended for a convict hospital,
and it was necessary to have those high walls for the sake of discipline; hut there is not the
same necessity in the case of the present inmates, any more than in that of the institution
next door—the Infirmary—where the wall has been removed and a railing substituted. I
was there some three or four and twenty years ago, as assistant surgeon, and it was then
entirely surrounded by a wall.
.
4
1453. Of course you are aware that a great many of the old people in this Colony smoko—
do you not think it desirable that they should be allowed to employ themselves in some way
for the purpose of earning the means of obtaining this little comfort ? I think if occupation
could be found for them it would be very desirable; we used always to find occupation^ of
some kind for the old women at Launceston Factory, and at Fort Arthur, either in picking
oakum or something of that kind.
1454. Or in gardening? Yes; as far as a man could he was compelled to work; the work
was classified; there were different kinds of work which were assigned to the people under
the direction of £he medical officer. Even blind men used to find employment in some way
or other.
. _
1455. What is your opinion of the present site of the Benevolent Asylum ? I think it is as
had as it can be. I think its contiguity to the burial ground is likely to he a source of
injury for centuries.
_
1456. You refer to the soakago from the burial ground ? The exhalations from human
remaios, medical history tells us, are productive of the most serious consequences, even
when those remains have been buried and the tombs over them have been closed for a
hundred years. I have myself seen tho fatal results. When the vaults of Old Saint
Dunstan’s Church were opened, and the dead were removed from them, I was a lad, and
articled to the parish surgeon in Fleet-street-----_
_
1457. A site for a new institution has been selected at Randwiek—what do you think of
that situation? My impression is, that for old people of weakly constitution it would bo
too bleak, unless it were put in such a position as to be sheltered from southerly gales. It
must bo remembered that what may be good for young people may not be so for old men. _
1458. When you say young people, do you mean children over three years of age ? Yes; it
may be a good site for such, though it may not be for aged and broken-down people.
^
1459. I may inform you that there is a range of hills at the back of the proposed site,
which forms a sort of horse-shoe, and protects it effectually from the cold westerly winds,
and that if the building were erected on a particular spot it would also be protected from
the southerly winds, while the hill upon which the Destitute Children’s Asylum stands
.
would protect it from any bleak wind from the sea—Do you, under those circumstances, seo
any objection to the site ? I do not think the site is so ranch a matter of consideration in a
medical point of view, but I think the mode of getting to it is one of the most important
points. I think, as we have the advantages of railway communication, such an institution
should be approachable by railway.

1460.
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1460. Haa your attention been drawn to Petersham, Burwpod, Ashlield, Canterbury ? All H. Graham,
those are esecllent localities.
'
MRt^SE,
1461. Taking every circumstance into consideration, if you were left to select a site for an
‘
‘*
institution of this nature, what locality would you choose ? 1 would go somewhere between '77
~'
this and Parramatta, as the institution would then be approachable from so many places by - ov'’
*
railway.
'
1462. Of course you would look to an elevated position ? There are some very beautiful
spots, though fiat, about Burwood, Ashfield, and Petersham. 1 recollect some years ago
when I was living ia Sydney, about 1840, 1 used to go out to a station where the Canadian
prisoners were kept. I had the medical charge of them, and used to visit them two or three
times a week. I used to look upon that as a very healthy locality.
1463. That was at Longbottom, midway between Parramatta and Sydney? Yes; I used to
think that a very nice situation, a very pretty spot.
1464. ByMr.Lote; Have you seen the children in the institfltion in Sydney? Yes, I
have seen them, but not lately; not since my last report, two months back, when I visited
the institution.
1465. Did you think them quite equal in looks and intelligence to children of tho same
class outside ? They had not so healthy an appearance; in fact, if I were to draw a com
parison between them and the children in the convict establishment in Van Diemen’s Land,
where the regulations were strictly carried out under tho medical department, I should say
that I have seen children in the Queen’s Orphan School, in Hobart Town, far superior and
far more healthy
1466. To what do you attribute the inferior condition of tho children here ? It is most
likely attributable to the want of ventilation, to the vicious habits of parents, their poverty,
and disease. Perhaps if is rather unfair to institute a comparison between the children in
these two institutions, because we had these convict children under our care from the time
of their birth. When they were nine months old they were taken from their mothers; they
received plenty of suitable food, there was no crowding, good ventilation, everything was
done that medical science could dictate, and consequently wo had tho establishment in a
state creditable to the officers and to the Horae Government. We had little or no mortality,
and the children grew up strong and healthy.
1467. Have you seen any deaf and dumb children in the Asylum bore ? I have seen some
idiots; and I think Dr. Smith pointed out one deaf and dumb child. I think there were
two or three idiotic, and some epileptic.
1468. Did you examine the deaf and dumb child, so os to form an opinion of its intelligence ?
No; my visits were simply in connection with sanitary matters, and I did not feel at liberty
to interfere with other questions. In my visits to the institution, it appeared to me that
the great evils were, the want of classification and the overcrowding of the building. I am
also of opinion that no person should be allowed to retain bis own clothes upon entering the
institution. Everyone entering should be washed, and clothed with the clothing belonging
to the Asylum ; their own clothes should then be put away; there would bo no degradation
in this, as in military hospitals the clothes arc always taken away upon a patient being
admitted, and the hospital clothing is given.
1469. By Mr. Caldwell: When you speak of classification do you mean that persons who
arc diseased should be separated from those who are in good health ? Yes ; but I mean also
as to intelligence and age ; for example, I would not put an old man of eighty to mess with
a young man of twenty, because the young man of twenty would eat a great deal more than
the other. I also refer to the classification of dietary ; I do not know the dietary scale, but,
as far as I can understand, there is no regulation as to dietary. There should be a classifi
cation as to physical capability, character, intelligence. When a man was admitted, it
should be decided by the medical authorities to what class be should belong, and the same
with tho women ; if a woman were capable of performing light work, such as sewing, she
should be put to it; others might be employed in washing.
_
1470. Do you think any injurious effect would be likely to arise to young children, from aged
persons in good health being with them ? I think so; I think the old and young ought to
be separated. I do not moan that families ought to be separated, but I would not put a
number of children with old persons labouring under pulmonary or strumous diseases.
1471. I can easily understand that it would be injurious to put children with aged persons
suffering from disease, but would you apprehend any danger from their being with aged
persons in good health ?. No, provided they were not overcrowded; besides I think old
people are fond of children, and like to see them about them, so long as they are not over
crowded.
_
1472. With reference to a lying-in hospital, do you think it would be desirable that there
should be an apartment which should be exclusively devoted to women awaiting the time of
their confinement ? I think it would be most desirable in a lying-in hospital that there
should be a proper classification as to character, so that any poor but respectable married
woman, who was in circumstances unable to find necessaries during her accouchement, (per
haps deserted by her husband,) might be treated differently from a common prostitute.
1473. Would it not bo desirable to have a room set apart? Yes, under those circumstances
they ought to have a room for themselves. In the convict establishment at Launceston there
was a large room in which the women remained a week ; in that room there were several
nurses to attend upon the women who were confined. After nine days they were transferred
to the nursery, if they were able to get up, and make room for others. There are many poor
women in this city who would be very glad to avail themselves of an institution of tho kind,
and pay a small sum for their admission. I know several at the present moment. There is
now a poor woman near her confinement at Chippendale, and her husband is dying of fever.
1474. Have you seen the institution at Liverpool? Many years back I went with a board
of inspection, but I almost forget it.
1475.
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H. Graham, 1475. You cannot say what would be the effect of this wall upon the feelings and health of
Esq.,
M.R.CJ.S.E. the inmates?

I should think, judging from the effects of prison walls, that it would have
a depressing influence.
1470. Supposing they can see over this wall? It would be all the better.
22 Nov., 1861
’ 1477. You beard the Chairman say that this building is on the banks of a river, and that
there is a very pleasant view from it? Which is shut out by the walls. If I had the
management of it, I would pull down the wall and put up an iron palisading.
1478. By Mr. Sadlcir: Might there not be a danger that grog would be introduced by that
means ? That might be provided against.
1479. I think you said that there was a good deal of itch in the institution—do you
attribute that, in a great measure, to the children being allowed to retain their old clothes
after their admission into the institution? Yes. My attention was drawn to the fact from
seeing a child out of doors who was affected by it. A woman came to me at the Infirmary
and I saw that her child had the itch; I asked where she had been to catch that, and she
said she bad just come out of the Benevolent Asylum.
1480. I think you said something about erysipelas—is not that a dangerous disease ? It
depends upon whether it attacks aged persons or not j it is a skin disease, aud in a climate
like this when it attacks aged people it is most fatal—it is a sort of typhoid fever.
1481. Therefore the necessity for separation ? They ought to be separated. There was also
another skin disease which I noticed the children wetc suffering from—porrigo—a sort of
scab, which I attribute to a want of proper diet, ordinary cleanliness, and ventilation.
1482. Are there not also diseases peculiar to lying-in women which spread themselves whore
a number of them are associated in a close room ? Puerperal fever is a very fatal disease,
and is brought on chiefly by impure air and want of ventilation. If a woman suffering
from this disease is lying in a bed contiguous to another lying-in woman, the latter is likely
to take the disease in a few hours. It has been known in thickly populated parts of London,
and in the Continental cities, to spread from house to house, and hundreds of lives have been
lost in consequence. It was common in former days in many work-houses in Loudon when
people were crowded into them.
1483. Has it not often been conveyed by medical men themselves from one house to
another? Yes; in fact it is a species of typhoid fever; a low putrid fever.
1484. Is there not a great deal of sympathy between women who are pregnant, so that when
they are put together one of them being taken in labor would cause premature labor in
another? Yes; the cries of one in tho pains of labor, would bring on a similar feeling in
another who was not within a month of her time, if she were a sensitive person.
1485. Is not one of the objections to this place that it combines two things which ought
not to be combined—a poor house and an hospital ? Yes, they ought to be separated. I
think it would be desirable that there should be an institution out of town, and that there
should be a dcpSt in Sydney where inmates might be received and classified; and then
from time to time the patients might be sent off as circumstances permitted. The main insti
tution might be somewhere upon the line of railroad, and that would facilitate the commu
nication.
1486. May it not be better to have a separate lyiug-in hospital, and to leave this institution
as a poor-house ? Yes ; and I am only surprised that when Government gave up the
buildings now occupied by the Mint, they did not reserve the wing which was always intended
' to be a lying-in hospital. I understood at the time I left as assistant surgeon, that that was
the intention.
1487. Would it not have been better to have kept the Benevolent Asylum as a poor-house,
and to have had a separate hospital and lying-in hospital ? Yes; there might be a place for
chronic diseases, not for acute diseases; as you will find medical men object to chronic cases
being taken into a place like the Infirmary. They do not want incurable diseases in such a
place as tbat, which is intended for curable diseases. In the military and convict services
the thing was carried out in that way ; there was an invalid depfit where invalids were kept,
quite a separate institution from the hospital. There ought to be an invalid depdt for in
curable paupers, a lying-in hospital, and a work-house for those who are destitute, and who,
if left to themselves, would become sick and ill from poverty.
1488. Do you not think the exhalations from the burial ground worse than the bad drainage ?
Yes; I think the superficial exhalations from the ground itself, on a day like this, most
injurious to health.
1489. Where the burial ground is in a sandy soil ? Yes; particularly where heat and
moisture are combined.
.
1490. Do you remember the immense amount of disease which resulted from the exhumation
of bodies in the parish of St. Dunstan, in London ? Yes ; I was at the time the pupil of a
medical man in Fleet-street, who was the parish surgeon. I remember, as a matter of
curiosity, going to see the excavation when they were taking out the coffins, and I had a
violent attack of typhus fever afterwards. Typhus fever spread through the whole of tbat
part of the city, and carried off hundreds of people ; the men who were working there were
struck down while they were at work, and they were at last obliged to give it up.
1491. Those portions of the city were actually deserted by the population, and some of the
streets were blocked up ? Yes ; I was very ill in consequence of it myself, and had to leave
London
1492. By ike Chairman : Are you aware that the itch still continues in the Asylum ? I
have been told so. Dr. Smith has told me that tliere are still some very slight cases ; he
has them under treatment.
1493. I will refer to some of the evidence taken upon this subject:—T asked Mrs, Louisa Stone,
“ How many children have you in this ward ?” She said she then had sixty, and she said
that
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that they all dined and slept in the same room, that they were all bathed in the same tub, H. Graham,
Esq.,
and with the same water. There was a large tub in the room whicli I should suppose would
hold about forty gallons, and the children were all bathed in the same water. Do you think M.E.C.S.E.
the iteh will ever be got out of the institution while such a system as that is pursued? No;
the only way of effectually subduing the disease is by taking away all the clothes of tho 22 Not., 1861,
children as they are admitted, and fumigating the room,
1491. What do you think must be the effect of sixty children eating and sleeping in the
same room, and being washed in the same water ? When I went there at night I saw all
tho children huddled together in rows on the floor.
1495. I asked the nurse, “ Is the same plan pursued in washing the faces, hands, and feet
of the children?” and she said, “No; we are obliged to change the water then, because it is
sometimes very dirty.” The reason she gave for not changing the water was that it was not
laid on to the ward. I suppose they will never get rid of the itch while this system is
continued ? No, there will always he disease.
.
1496.
Mr. Caldwell: Would the water convey the iteh ? Yes, more than the clothing;
even wiping with the same towel would convey it.
1497. By the Chairman: Do you not think the inmates should have a good vegetable diet ?
Yes; I do not know exactly what their dietary is.
1498. At Liverpool it was stated that they had no vegetables, excepting a little in their
soup, and that they did not see potatoes above once or twice a-year, that they had merely
bread, meat, and soup? I tbink that is very bad. We used to give to tho convicts, as a
dietary for those in the hospital, or the invalided, lib. bread, 13b. meat, lib. vegetables,
and so much rice to make into soup; and when they had onions they had either a larger or
smaller portion of tho other vegetables, (I forget which,) so much cabbage, or so much
potatoes.
1499. In the institution here all the food is boiled—do you not think the mode of cooking
should be varied? I think that might be altered by frying or baking the meat. At Norfolk
Island every second or third day the meals were baked; the convicts there had an unlimited
supply of sweet potatoes and other vegetables,
1500. I understood you to say that there should bo aseparate institution for lying-in women ?
Yes.
1501. Might not the lying-in hospital be on tho same premises as the other institution, if
the women were separated from the others? Yes, it might be under the same supervision, '
1502. If it were a separate institution it would involve additional expense, perhaps greater
than would be derived from its being separate—might not both be under tho same supervi
sion ? They might both ho under the same supervision, but entirely separate from any other
building.
1503. In answer to a question from Mr. Sadleir, with reference to passing spirits through
the fence, you said that might be guarded against—I suppose if there were one wardsman
placed there he might prevent that ? Yes; or there might be an inner and an outer fence.
1504. Generally tho inmates of a Benevolent Asylum are not persons who have much
money, or many friends who would supply them with drink? JNoj I tbink there is not
much reason for fear on that account.
1505. I suppose if they had friends who would supply them witli drink they would keep
them out of the institution altogether ? Yes. In connection with the subject of dietary I
would give to these poor people and children lime juice to a certain extent. I think it is
easily got.
1506. By Mr. Galdwdl: T suppose if they were supplied regularly with vegetables they
would not require lime juice ? No, but it would be a very grateful drink, particularly to'
the old people.
1507. By Mr. Sadleir: Many of the women are employed in washing—do you not think a
better diet should be given to them than to those who have no employment? Yes.
1508. Do you think it would be desirable, in order to relieve the house, that a temporary
weatherboard building should he erected? I think there should be some shed, some cover
for them; you now see them lounging about upon the grass, or on the bedding in the yard.
1509. By Mr. Caldwell: You speak now with reference to the Sydney institution ? Yes,
you now see the children and old women lounging about together.
1510. By Mr. Sadleir: You mean that there should boa temporary building, into which
all those who were able should go during the day ? Yes.
1511. Do you not think there should bo a temporary building, to assist in the classification
of the inmates—to relieve the main building of a number of those who are now sleeping
there ? I think it would be better to send. There was a large building at Port Macquarie,
(I do not know whether it is still standing), which we used to use as an invalid dcpSt; a
number of these people might easily be sent down there.
1512. By Mr. Caldwell: You have spoken of tho exhalations from the grave-yard—do you
think there is any danger to he apprehended from bodies when they are four or five feet
underground ? Many are not two feet under ground; I have seen some of the coffins almost
close to the surface.
1513. Supposing they are three feet under the ground? I think that is too near the
surface, as the atmosphere gets to the body, and as the ground is porous, these noxious
exhalations escape. That is a question which comes in connection with the establishment of
cemeteries.
1514. I merely ask whether the inmates of this establishment are likely to be injured by
exhalations from the cemetery, supposing the bodies are buried three feet below the surface
of tho ground ?
Yes ; and the evil would continue long after the ground ceased to be a
burial ground, unless some means were adopted of deodorising it. All superfluous grass
and
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II. Graham, and trees might be remo?ed, the graces filled with quick-lime and charcoal, and the ground
MB(?SE
There is no better deodoriser than charcoal; it neutralises all the vapours.
' ’ ' ’ 1515. By Mr. Bailmv : Have you any idea of the quantity of gas that would be generated
22/No>"l801 by ten bodies? It is enormous. I have seen leaden coffins ready to burst. A report has
0T'’
’ recently been published respecting a cemetery at Quebec, whieh, a number of years back, was
used as an Indian burial ground, the re-opening of whieh caused a fearful epidemic—it had
been closed 100 years.
1516. By Mr. Caldwell: Supposing tbe proposed site at Eandwick to be sheltered from the
southerly and also from tbe westerly winds, do you tbink it would not bo suitable for a
Benevolent Asylum ? I tbink it is a nice healthy place. I do not know a nicer spot than
where it was proposed to have the cemetery.
1517. By the Chairman: Have you seen the proposed site ? No.
1518. By Mr. Sadleir: Your objection to moving out there is not on the ground of its
unhcaltkinesi, but of the difficulty of access ? Yes, tbe supplying of an institution of tbat
kind with the necessary provisions is an important question.
1519. And the institution would be more easily inspected if near a railway ? Yes, and tbat
is a mode of transit suitable for old persons.

APPENDIX.
Town Halt, Sydney, 2S November.
Health Officer's Department.
fi February, I8GO.
Having heard it publicly stated by Mr. Raphael, and others, that a contagious disease, termed
"itch,” was pievalcnt in tbe Rcnevnlent Asylum, I visited that institution on Friday morning last, and
was afforded every facility for investigation by the resident medical officer. It appears that the abovenamed contagions disease lias been generally prevalent among the children for some time past, and
that at the present time there are about thirty-eight afflicted. There are no means in the institution,
from its over-ct owded state, of causing the complete separation of these children from tbe other inmates;
so there is a liability of tbe extending and continuation of the disease, and of its further extension into
the city.
10 September, 1SG0,
Much lias recently been written in tbe public papers about extreme mortality in tbe Benevolent
Asylum. There can be no doubt but tbat the institution is in a very' bad sanitary condition; that it is
over-crowded; that the inmates live in an impure air, hastening death in the aged and infirm, and
producing prematu re di sense iu the young. There are no means of proper classification: old, young, sick,
and healthy, are crowded together in ill-ventilated apartments. There is no regulation as regards
dietary for old people—all fare alike; the old and foeble arc tho sufferers. The inmates were badly
clothed ; many I saw in rags. The children had an unhealthy appearance—pale, scrofulous, and
scorbutic eruptions on the body.
’
10 September, 18G1,
,
A few nights back, when the inmates had retired to bed, I visited this establishment (the Bene
volent Asylum.) IVhat was intended for tho occupation of 200 then contained 400 ! I visited several
of the wards—the lying-in, and sick wards for children. One ward, calculated to hold 40 persons, then
contained 1001 Old women, young women, nursing children, and others. The bedsteads along the
wall contained the old and sick; the centre part was strewn with beds on the floor, so close together as
to prevent a free passage. Tho ward was dimly lighted by two open oil lamps, the smoko emitted from
which had already partially filled the upper part of the ward. Some open night-pails were placed in tbe
middle of the ward. There was no means of ventilation; tbe effluvia was most oppressive. In another
ward I found 70 children, lying in crowded heaps along tbe floor, but few having separate beds. The
room was dark and smoky, from the oil-lamps. No ventilation.
•
The lying-in waid was somewhat more, comfortable; the inmates provided with better beds ; so
also the wards for sick children; but still both much overcrowded.
Taking the establishment on the whole, nothing can be worse, and bears no comparison to
convict establishments of a similar nature which, for years, were under my supervision..1

■

HENRY GRAHAM, M.R.C.S.E.,
Health Officer, Sydney.

’
James Smith, Esq., called in and examined
J. Smith, 1520. By the Chairman : You are resident surgeon to the Benevolent Asylum ? Yes.
Esq.
1521. How long have you filled that office ? Since the 16th July, 1860.
,---- ^ 1522. "What is your idea of the present situafion of the Asylum ? It is very bad,
22 Nov., J8G1. 1520. What is the reason of that ? The smells about, and the place being overcrowded.
] 524. Is there any drainage from the institution ? There is a drain.
1525. .Sufficient to take off the water ? Scarcely.
1526. Are you aware that it is proposed to build a new institution? Yes; that has been
spoken about for the last five or six years.
1527. Have you been to the proposed site ? I have never been out there.
1528. Then you can hardly give us an opinion as to the desirableness of the site? I have
only seen it from a distance—from ihe hills,
1529. Tliere are a large number of females who go to the institution to be confined ? We
have bad a great many this year.
153?). Do you thiuk there ought to be a separate institution for this class of persons ? There
ought to be.
1531. For wSiat reason ? All large towns have one.
] 532. That is your only reason ? Yes.*
1533.
* Noth (ov revision);—By “ yes,” I mean the reason why large towns which have a proper organi
zation in such matter!, have a separate establishment for lying-in women ; because in such 0 system as
that obtaining at the Benevolent Asylum, there are no facilities for a proper treatment and classification
of such patients; and tbe Benevolent Asylum is obstructed in its proper management by the introduc
tion of an element not originally contemplated.
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a new '"slitution were erected large enough for the purpose, would you see any J. Smith,
objeofoon to a portion of it being set apart for lying-in women ? I can see no reason at all.
Es(l'
1004. If you had the carrying out of an institution of this hind, would you have the wards
in the building made so tbat you could classify tbe females? I would keep the lyintr-in 22Nov., 1861.
women by themselves.
J °
^ou ^ave D0W a n<imber of decent, respectable women, although poor, who are com
pelled to take advantage of the institution on account of their poverty, and you have also
others^who aro very bad characters—would you have these respectable people kept by themJr q,' ^0l111)176 D.° Ineans of dt>ing that in the present institution ? Not at all.
loo™. Do you think, in the erection of a new building, provision should be made for the
carrying out of this classification ? It should bo.
*
1538. (Jan you give, us an idea of the average number of that class of paupers who take
advantage of the institution in the year ?_ In 1855, from tho 5th January to December, we
had oil; in 185(i there were 53; in 1857 there were 56. From that time until July last
year I was away from the institution. From the 18th July to tho 31st December, I860,
imoan<* I
^()r t*1*s yeari
this morning, there have been 92.
1539. Then the numbers are increasing ? Yes, that is 92 for this year alone; they have
increased every year.
i 54.0. You are aware that when we went through the Asylum we found 36 infants, their 36
mothers, and some 30 or 32 aged and infirm women iu one ward—I suppose they were
crowded there for want of room ? Yes.
1541 So that even to accommodate tbe number of inmates you now have in your institution
you require a building twice as large as tbe present one ? Twice as large.
1542. That is, for your present wants? Yes ; for Sydney.
1543. Looking twenty years forward, you would require a building four times as large ? If
you put the people now at Liverpool and those in Sydney together, you would require a
building for a thousand people.
t'*50™ aro aboUt eig!lt hQndred now, are there not? About seven hundred.
1540. How much space would you require for each individual—how many cubic feet ?
About eight or nine hundred feet.
^
1546. You are aware that in military hospitals twelve hundred cubic feet are allowed for the
sick, and in barracks, sis hundred for the hale? 1 think iu the barracks hero the space is
about eight or nino hundred feet.
1547. The Committee were of opinion that the sick children’s room was in a very bad state
—the smell was fearful ? It ia very close.
80 1)ad ^ coul(1 n‘)t fit0P
•■he room two minutes; they were forced to come
out ? When I went there first the gratings of the ventilators were inside, and I was obliged
to close them, because in the mornings after leaving them open all the children were ill.
the summer I take out the two head boards, aud then there aro four Urge windows.
1549. l am speaking of the day when the Committee visited the institution—we then found
the smell very bad? It seems that the whole building smells.
1550. It was not, I thought, so much from the overcrowding of tbe rooms as from closeness
and want of ventilation ? That house is badly situated, because it is sheltered by the whole
building, and there is no draught. I sleep up-stairs there myself, and I feel it very much
myself at times,
^ the women who come to the institution to he confined remain there a con
siderable time, do they not? Some have been there twelve months.
1552. Have you any females in the institution who have come from other Colonics—from
Victoria and New Zealand—for the purpose of taking advantage of it? A few have come
from Melbourne.
1553. Have you found these stop long after they have been confined ? One is now in the
institution who has been there about twelve months, but her parents I believe aro living
above Campbelltown; she was a servant in Melbourne.
1554. Under whose charge aro the medical comforts ? Mr. Mansfield keeps them.
1555. And of course you direct their supply ? I give the order for them.
1556. Do you keep an account of what medical comforts you order ? I have a book in
which ! enter them; this is tho form of the order. (The witness handed in the same.
Vuie Appendix,')

1557. You send this order to Mr. Mansfield, and keep the butt? Yes.
1558. Do you send the butt to the accountant? Whenever he wants it.
1559. Thou is thcro no statement made up as to the quantity consumed? Yes, every
quarter.
J
1560. As to the quantity consumed and the quantity in tho institution ? Yes.
1501. Have you upon any occasion seen any persons connected with the institution intoxi
cated ? Very often.
1562. That is, persons who have tho management? Yes, they have the management.
1563. Will you name them ? -----15G4. Have you seen that repeatedly ? I have seen it very often lately.
1565. How lately—within this month ? Within this week.
I0O6. Have you seen Mrs. Mansfield so ? I have seen her often when I have believed her
to be intoxicated.
1567, Has she ever been complained of to the Board ? I know Mr. Allen knows of it.
1568, IVas it understood tbat she got intoxicated with the medical comforts? I do not
know where she gets it.
1569, She is the matron of tho institution ? Yes.
147—0

1570.
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J. Smith, 1570. In whafc part of the establishment have jou seen her when she has been intoxicated?
EsqAbout the place j not in any particular place.
/'"■"'-''-'"n 1571, Have you seen her in the yard in that state ? Yes.
22 Nov., 18G1.1572. And in the wards ? Yes, and in the wards too; the patients complain of it.
1573. How long is it since you first observed her in that state ? It has been ever since I
went there.
.
1574. Mrs. Mansfield also has charge of the clothing? Yes.
1575. She gives it out to the cutter ? She tells the cutter what to do.
■
1576. She supplies the cutter with calico, and other articles, to make up ? Yes.
^
1577. Has there been any mention made with reference to the supply of calico, and things
to make up for the patients ? They were very badly off for things, I am aware, before the
cutter came ; they are getting rather better now.
1578. Are you aware whether the same quantity was allowed before the cutter came as
there has been since ? There was never enough before.
_
1579. But there was no difference as to the allowance by the Committee ? Not at all.
1580. Then there was a quantity supposed to go somewhere else, instead of to the place
intended—some other use was made of it ? I could not say that.
1581. Did ever you see the master tipsy ? Not since I went back there.
_
1582. Have you seen any of the wardsmen or wardswomon in that state? There is one
wardsworaan I suspect.
1583. Who is that ? The one over the old women.
1584. In the infirm ward? Yes; she is one of the old hands.
1585. By Mr, Caldwell: She is a wardswoman? Yes; she is never in that way in the
day time, she may he at, night.,
_
1586. You do not know that of your own knowledge? Yes; I have seen her tipsy, and
checked her for it1587. By ihe Chairman: Have you repeatedly seen the matron tipsy? That may be seen
at any time.
1588. Is it usual ? When she can get it.
...
1589. Can you give the Committee any further information as to the institution, with
reference to the health of the patients, the diet, or anything of that kind, or os to the
conduct of the wardswomen ? The health is pretty good just now, but the people require
watching.
1590. Were you in the institution during themonths of June, July, August, and September,
of 1860? I went there on the 16th July.
_
i
_
1591. During the month of June there was a great mortality—something like fifty-six ?
Yes.
,
.
1592. During the two months preceding that, there was no house surgeon ? Dr. Aitken
attended for six weeks before Dr. Gilhooley.
_
t *
1593. Do the gentlemen who attend there as visiting surgeons place their names in the
visitor’s book ? They have not done so lately.
■ 1594. Did they formerly ? Yes.
1595. Do they attend regularly twice a week ? Not every week.
.
*
1596. Do they give their attendance as regularly as gentlemen in their circumstances could
be expected to do ? Yes.
_
1697. Do you know whether they attended during the month when there was this great
mortality ? I could not say.
_ _
1598. I believe there are four medical gentlemen there as visitors? Yes; two physicians,
and two surgeons.
_
...
1599. By Mr. Caldwell: Do you know how many foundlings you have in the institution?
I think we have three at present.
1600. Under whose care do you place them? They are under the care of the nurses.
There is one who was found at Dr. Williams’ door, he is now fourteen months old; one who
was picked up in Crown-street, six or seven months old; and the third was found in
Bathurst-street lately.
1601. How are they reared ? The nurse rears them.
1602. Some woman who has a child takes one of them ? Yes, a woman with a good supply
of milk.
, _
1603. She nurses her own------? And that too; the child is also spoon fed.
1604. Do you, under such circumstances, give the woman increased comforts? Yes.
_
1605. Have you any women of loose character who have been confined more than once in
the institution 7 Yes, there is one who has been confined since I came back—she was con
fined there four years ago. I believe there are only two have been there before.
1606. Do you know whether a number of the young women who come there to be confined
will not give the names of the fathers of their children ? They generally give names, but
you cannot depend upon them.
_ _
1607. Can they not be reached ? They tell you they are away, at sea, at the diggings, or
somewhere.
'
.
. .
.
,
1608. But suppose they name a person as father of the child who is in the city—do the
Committee take steps to oblige the father to support the child ? I believe they make her
take out a warrant, but they make nothing of it.
_
1609. Have they ever done it? They have done it, but it is a very difficult thing.
1610. Have they ever recovered anything from the father for the support of the child in the
institution ? I do not remember an instance.
1611. You have spoken of having seen Mrs. Mansfield tipsy—did you ever report that
circumstance to the Board ? No, it is not my place.
^
1612.
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1612. Has she ever been in the sick wards during the time she has been tipsy ? I have seen J. Smith,
Esq.
her in the sick ward I would say touched a little.
1613. You stated that the inmates complained of Mrs. Mansfield? They pay no respect to
her at all.
22 Nov., 1861.
1614. If they complained, to whom did they complain ? I have heard them grumbling
among themselves; they laugh, and pay no attention to her.
1615. Supposing Mrs. Mansfield interfered with your sick patients, would you not consider
it to be your duty to report it? She cannot interfere with the sick wards, she goes up to
see whether Uu clothes or wards are clean; she has nothing else to do with them.
1616. Is she not matron of thewhole establishment? She cannot interfere withthesick wards.
1617. Not so far as the medical treatment is concerned, but as to the oversight? .Yes, she
goes up sometimes to get the particulars of the patients admitted.
1618. If she was in the ward in such a state would you not consider it to be your duty to
report the circumstance to the Board ? It is not my place to do it.
1619. Was it ever, to your knowledge, reported to the Board? I know it has been reported
to several members of the committee.
1620. Gan you name any members of the committee to whom it was reported ? I name
Mr. Allen.
1621. How do you know Mr. Allen knows it? I know Mr. Anderson informed him. Mr
Allen asked Mr. Anderson particularly about it.
1622. Under whose care is the stock of calico and clothing? It is supposed to be underthe care of the master and matron.
1623. Have you a room for the purpose of keeping these things ? Yes, there is a store.
1624. The cutter cuts out the clothes in the same place ? Yes.
1625. During the time she is there these goods are under her care ? Under Mrs. Mansfield’s
■
care.
.
1626. Is not the cutter present in the room ? Whatever she requires Mrs. Mansfield gives
her an order for.
1627. She points out a certain pile of calico from which to cut out those things ——
1628. By the Chairman: Mrs. Mansfield supplies her with a quantity of calico ? Yes.
1629. A quantity of material is supplied to the woman ? Most of tbe stores are kept in
the store-----1630. By Mr. Caldwell: When a stock of calico comes in, it goes into this room ? Into the
store, and then it is removed into the cutting-room as is required.
1631. You have mentioned a wardswoman whom you suspected to be in the habit of drinking?
She is an old hand; I know her, and knew her years ago.
1632. Do yon not think you should have reported that to the committee? When I saw her
at first I said I would remove her without waiting for the committee.
1633. You never reported her case to the committee ? I would not; she being under my
charge I could remove her at once.
1634. In fact you never reported this case ? I warned her, and she listend to me ; she
takes good care now to keep out of my sight when she is iu that way.
1635. You have spoken of the sick ward for the children, of tho had smells in that room-jfrom what do they arise ? The room window opens on the laundry.
1636. Is the room on a level with the laundry ? No; but the smell arises.
1637. The whole laundry is underneath ? Just at the back of it.
*
1638. Have you been annoyed by smoke arising from the chimney of the wash-house? No,
I could not say that.
1039. Have you not ventilators in this room ? There are what are called ventilators, but
the gratings are inside.
1640. I suppose they go through the wall ? Yes; but I want them removed, the draught
is from the outside in ; if the gratings were outside the draught would be the other way.
1641. By Mr. Sadleir: Do you lose many women or children in childbirth ? One this
year died six weeks after her confinement.
1642. What was the cause? Child-bed fever.
1643. Of a malignant character? That is always had.
1644. Is that the only ease of tbat description of disease you have known there ? Yes.
When there is one case there are generally several; but that is the only one that was lost.
1645. That is a most dangerous disease ? Yes, when it gets into a lying-in ward.
1646. Therefore it is necessary that women in this condition should be separated? Yes, if
possible. There were several cases at that time.
1647. Do you attribute that to the state of the atmosphere—the want of cleanliness? Perhaps
she took cold and did not tell of it, but allowed it to go on. I saw ber every day, but she
always denied it.
1648. Want of proper cleanliness and ventilation would cause that disease ? Cold would.
1649. Would not the crowded state of the ward and the want of ventilation ? That would
scarcely have anything to do with it. I have seen as many as eleven children in the ward
at one time; the place is altogether too small.
1650. By the Chairman: The place is in a fearful state about ten o’clock at night? Yes,
tbat is the best time to see it.
1651. To have a correct idea of the state of the institution it should be visited then ? Yes,
between nine and ten; you can form no idea of the state of the building from visiting it by
day; you should do so when the doors are closed, and all the inmates are in bed.
1652. Do you not think it would be an advantage if there were an inspector appointed by
(xovernitent to inspect that place, once a quarter or once a month ? I should like to see
that, much.
1653.
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J. Smith,
Esq.

1653. You tbink tliat would tend to imjivore the institution? I tbink it would tend to
make the committee work better—make them attend to their work.
1654. Do the committee generally meet there every week ? Yea.
ZZWoV’’ 1861‘ 1655. How many are there upon the committee ? There are too mauy, close upon forty. ■
1656. What is the usual attendance? Some of them attend very well—very few of them.
1657. By Mr. Caldwellt How often do the committee meet? Once a week.
1658. You have a weekly meeting and a quarterly meeting? Yes.
1659. The committee that moots weekly is called the house committee ? Yes.
1660. By the Chairman: How often do tbe committee meet for the purpose of admitting
patients, or do they admit them every day ? They are admitted every day, and are brought
before the weekly committee when they meet.
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Mr. SADLEIR.

J. LUCAS, Esq,, in the Chair.
Simeon Henry Pe.irco, Esq., called in and examined:—
You are residing, and have been for many years, at Randwiek ?

By the Chairman:

^ 1662. You are aware that this Committee has been appointed by the Legislative Assembly
to inquire into the adequacy of the provision made for tho destitute through the instru
mentality of the Sydney Benevolent Asylum ? Yes.
1663. You are aware that the committee of the Benevolent Society have selected a site for
a now institution ? I am.
1664. Are you aware where they have selected a site? I am.
1665. Yon arc, I believe, one of the committee of the Destitute Children’s Asylum ? I am.
1666. Do you see any objection to an institution of this kind being established in that
locality ? Not provided proper sanitary measures arc carried out.
1667. Do you think the site proposed is the best site that could be selected in that neigh*
bourhood ? I think it is (he best tbat could be selected, taking into consideration the
distance from Sydney, and taking all the ether advantages into consideration. I think the
site which the doctors have given their report upon is the best site that could have boon
selected, inasmuch os it has an eastern aspect.
1668. And is protected, by one of the spurs, from the southerly wind ? Yes.
1669. It is in the shape of a horse-shoe, with the ranges round it? Yes, it is something
similar to the shape of a horse-shoe; and in the centre of that horse-shoe, as we might term
it, if they were to build, it would be protected from the west and south.
1670. And also could be well drained? It could; proper measures, of course, would have
to be adopted with reference to drainage, and so on.
'
1671. What position'do you hold in connection with the Destitute Children’s Institution ?
I am one of the Board of Directors of that institution.
1672. And have been since its establishment, I believe ? Nearly so.
1673. You selected the site for the Destitute Children’s Asylum ? Yes.
1674. As a director of that institution, can you see any objection to the erection of the
Benevolent Asylum on the site proposed ? No, I can see no objection.
1675. Is there plenty of water there F Plenty of water, at all seasons.
_
1676. What distance is it from Sydney? About two and three-quarter miles; I think
that would be the outside.
1677. By Mr. Alexander: What distance is the proposed site from the Destitute Children’s
Asylum? About a quarter of a mile from where I have suggested tho institution should be
built; quite a quarter of a mite.
1678. By ihe Chairman: It was proposed by some gentlemen to build the institution on a
rooky point—that is not where you would propose to build it? That is where it was
intended to be built. I suggested that spot because there you would be able to build on a
good foundation, and would save a good deal of labour and expense in excavation. It is a
little exposed to the south, but is well protected from the west.
1679. You have since altered your opinion, and think a better position would be in the bend
of the shoe? If it were to be protected from the west and the south I would suggest that
it should he placed in the bend of the shoe, so called.
1680. By Mr. Alexander: Would that cause a much larger expense for foundation than
was at first intended ? Yes, for you would have to sink for a foundation. The expense
which that would cause would do more than build a wall on the south side of the place first
selected. If it were built on tbe rock the drainage would be better, but tbe site is not
quite so good, unless a wall were erected, or a double row of pines were planted to protect
tbe building from the south winds.
1681. By ihe Chairman: While the pines were growing a great many of the people might
die? A wall or temporary high fence might be erected on the south side, as a protection,
until the trees had grown up.

1682. By Mr. Alexander: The committee might have the pines planted at one#? Yes,
while the building was being erected.
v
1683.
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1683. By Mr. Sadleir: You think this site of tho Horse-shoe would be more expensive, on S. H. Pearce,
account of the foundation ? Yes; in a large building such as that the expense would bo
Es<P
very considerable.
1684. By Mr. Alexander: Did you take any active part in the building of the Destitute26Nov->*861Childrens Asylum ? Yes.
1685. Do you think if this building is erected on low land it .will he well to build it on
piles, on a sort of pier, so that the underneath part might servo as a sort of shelter for these
people ? I would as soon have a sandy as a rocky foundation, provided I could get out of
the run of the water. I would have no objection to build a tower and steeple on the sand
if I could keep the water from it.
1686. By Mr. Sadleir: What is the character of the sand there—is it of such a character as
that you could build safely upon it? Yes, it is tho same kind of sand as that upon which
*
St. Mark’s Church ia built—that is nothing but a sand bed.
1687. The cost of building a foundation for so large a building would he very great, perhaps
two or three thousand pounds ? I would suggest the propriety of building the institution on
the spot originally proposed. £500 would build a wall for the protection of the inhabitants.
You would have better drainage there, and you would also have a good foundation, which
would save perhaps £1,500, and it would he close to the stone which they would require for
the building.
1688. Is the water good? Yes, very good; and there is plenty in all seasons. I never saw
it dry. Moreover, by applying to the Government you can have a hundred acres on the
west of the site, for depasturing cattle, if you will merely fence it in, for it is reserved for
the purpose of the Sydney watersheds, but would not damage the Reserve.
1689. By the Chav-man: That would be rather a matter of application to the City Council _
.
than to the Government, for the Government have already reserved it? No; the City
Council at the present time have nothing to do with it; it is Crown Land, which will be ^
.
reserved from sale for the Sydney watershed.
1690. By Mr. Alexander: That is the swamp above that? No, that will he secured for the
watershed for the Randwiek Sluoieipality; the forty acres docs not include that. The land
I now refer to is on the west of the site selected,
1691. By Mr. Sadleir: On the whole you are in favour of the first selection, in respect to the
expense of building, and you do not think it would be too bleak ? Yes, there is one thing
in favour of that, namely, that it will not be hacked up by a sand-bill, which it would be if it
were placed in the centre of the Horse-shoe, In the latter case you would have to excavate
a portion of the sand for a foundation, and the heat whieh would be caused by the attraction
of the sand would he objectionable. I think it should be erected on the spot which was first
recommended by the doctors and approved by the doctors.
1692. Is it equally accessible ? Yes, quite so. We are now forming a street there, and
are putting down bushes previous to covering it with gravel.
1093. Do you consider that the sand at the back would be easily carried about, and would
he dangerous to the eyes ? It would if denuded of its vegetation, but the committee of the
institution must take care of that; they must have trees planted, and see that the shrubs
are riot destroyed until the trees are grown.
1694. By Mr. Alexander: There is plenty of stone there? Any quantity of stone, and a
good supply of water, and the land, for garden purposes, is not to he excelled in the whole
locality; it is beautiful swampy land. I tried to get it for myself, hut the Government
would not sell it.
1695. You say there is good land at the last place—is there also good ground at the place
now selected ? The greater portion of the land in the Horse-shoe is good land; tho place
where the rocks are marked on the map is the site I propose for the institution; that'is fit
for nothing but for being built upon.
1696. By the Chairman: If there were a wall built upon the south side it would protect
the institution from the southerly winds ? Yes, and the garden also; and you would then
have a place equal to any in the world.
1697. In the Horse-shoe, where one of the medical gentlemen proposed to erect the institution,
it is very damp ? Yes; Dr. O’Brien selected that on account of tho protection afforded from
the wind.
1698. By Mr. Sadleir: Is there any injurious exhalation from these swamps, for in some
peat swamps the exhalation is terrible ? No, there is no decomposed vegetable matter there
which causes any effluvia to arise of an injurious character. The matter in these swamps is
nearly all decomposed vegetable matter and sand.
1699. ‘Then they are not peat swamps ? No; the soil is formed of sand washed from the
hills, and decomposed vegetable matter.
1700. Do you think if we could get a site along the railway line it would be more convenient
for sending up these paupers? No doubt it would be more convenient for sending them up,
but the question is, whether it would be more healthy. I consider the land upon the line is
not the most healthy position for a public institution, for it is generally low land; at all
events, Ido not think it so healthy as Randwiek, for since the Destitute Children’s Asylum
has been established there, (say three years,) I think there have not been more than three
or four deaths among the children out of 270 in number.

Samuel
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Samuel Heliblewhite, Esq., examined:—
Samuel
1701. By ike Chairman: You bavebeen for some time a resident at Randwiek ? About
Hebblcwhite, six years.
Esq.
1702. You also have something to do with tbe Destitute Children’s Institution ? I ani one

of the directors.

.

26 Nov., 1861. 1703. How long have you been a director ?

I think between three and four years.
1704. You are aware that this Committee has been appointed to inquire into the adequacy
of the provision made for the indigent and destitute through the instrumentality of the
Sydney Benevolent Asylum ? lam.
1705. You are aware tbat the committee of that society are about to erect a new building,
and have selected a piece of land near the Destitute Children’s Asylum, for tbat purpose ?
Yes.
.
,
1706. As a director of the Destitute Children’s Institution, do you see any objection to an Asylum
of this nature being erected so near to it as this is proposed to be ? I see no objection;
there is a great distance between the two places; besides there would he no danger to(our
institution, for there is such strict discipline kept that there could be no interference at all.
1707. You were in the room when Mr. Pearce gave his evidence just now ? Yes.
1708. Do you concur in his views ? I do entirely. I could add a little more with reference
to the healthiness of the situation. My residence is in a very similar position to this site.
1709. I thought you lived upon the hill ? I do; but we have two sites—one sloping to tbe
west, and one to the east, and I have scarcely had a doctor in the place for my family since I
have been there, and the children are proverbial for their healthy appearance. I attribute
a good deal in the first place to the water, which is superior to any 1 have tasted; it is free
from the hardness which is peculiar to the water in the neighbourhood of Sydney.
1710. We shall be happy to bear any further information you can give the Committee f
With respect to the building, I know nothing about it. I went over the site with Mr. Pearce
long before it was intended to be appropriated to this purpose, and we were so much struck
with it, as being an eligible piece of ground for a garden, that he and I intended getting hold
of it. It is protected from the westerly winds, which is a very important matter in this
locality.
.
1711. It is in the shape of a horse-shoe, ia it not ? Yes, the range comes round to the
south, and protects it from the south-east winds, which are very strong.

John Matthew May, Esq., examined :—
1712.
By
the
Chairman
:
You are connected with the Destitute Children’s Institution ? I
J. M. May,
Esq.
am the superintendent.
.
. 1713. And have been for what period ? Three years and a half.
26 Nov., 1861,1714. You are aware that this Committee has been appointed to inquire into the adequacy
of the provision made for the destitute and indigent through the instrumentality of the
Sydney Benevolent Asylum ? Yes.
, , .
1715. You are aware that there is a piece of land about soutb-west from your institution
which has been selected as a site for a new Benevolent Asylum ? Yes ; not quite so much
to tbe westward.
_
1716. Do you, as Superintendent of the Destitute Children’s Institution, see any objection
to tbe establishment of an Asylum of that nature in your neighbourhood ? It occurs to me
that.sueh a building upon the proposed site, situated as it is in the immediate neighbourhood,
might operate prejudicially to the management of tbe Randwiek institution, inasmuch as the
offspring of the inmates of the Benevolent Asylum are special objects of admission into the
Destitute Children’s Asylum. Parents, I fear, would he exceedingly troublesome in their
importunities to see their children, which would, in a great measure, interfere with what we
consider so desirable, namely, to break off the connection of children from their parents, on
account of the depraved and vicious habits of the latter. It would tend to keep up an inter
course, and if tbe plan proposed bo carried out, it will be necessary to enforce a greater
degree of restraint upon the inmates of both institutions than would otherwise be required.
I have no doubt means could be adopted that would prevent any intercourse, such as the
erection of walls ; but at present our institution is quite open ; it is not even enclosed by a
paling fence.
1717. But if there were proper lines drawn, and tbe keeping within them were enforced,
that would meet your objection, would it not—the children are always kept under the eye of
some person ? Unless there were proper boundary walls, it would be quite impossible to
keep them in.
1718. You are aware that in an institution of the nature of a Benevolent Asylum, people
are not allowed to'wander about where they please—there are certain limits defined ? I
understand they get permission occasionally, to go out and seek service.
'
1719. When they apply they have leave to go out of the institution for a certain period, but
I do not see how that would interfere with your institution, if you bad regulations made to
prevent persons seeing their children without first obtaining permission ? It is not as if they
would come and apply in a regular manner, but they would come about to the extent of
our boundary, and get at the youngsters in that way.
1720. If you look at that map (referring to the map on the tabh'), you will see that there
is only one portion of your land that runs down to the street, and then there is a street
which runs between your land and that to be given to the Benevolent Asylum—I presume
you never allow your children to ramble about without being under the charge of some
person ? We do not allow them, and there is no inducement at present.
1721.
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■1721. That is your only objection ? Tbat is my only objection. I hare no doubt tbat J. M. May,
Esq. .
means might bo adopted to prevent any intercourse whatever. As far as the healthiness of
the site is concerned I cannot speak of it in too favourable terms.' The fact that during tho
2G Nov., 1861.
last three years and a half wc have only had three deaths speaks for itself.
1722. Have you a garden there ? • We are getting the land under cultivation rapidly.
1723. Do you find any difficulty in getting supplies—what is the cost of getting them out ?
Our supplies are generally furnished by contract, and we pay no extra charges for their being
sent out.
1724. How do you get your inmates from Sydney—do you send a cart for them, or are they
sent out hy the omnibus ? We have regular committee days; the applicants know those
days, and are generally in attendance; some of them afford to come by the omnibus, others
walk, and others get a lift in a cart; they generally manage to get out; there is not much
difficulty about that; it is a very easy transit,
•
1725. By Mr. Sadleir: Have you any restrictions upon parents visiting their children now ?
They are supposed to obtain an order from a director, but there is a certain discretionary
power left with myself. It is a long way for parents to come from Sydney, and if they wero
ignorant of the regulation it would be a great disappointment to them to be sent back with
out attaining the object of their visit.
1726. There are two sites which have been proposed ? Yes, one upon the rock and the other
in the bend.
1727. Is the rocky site much farther from you than the bend ? No. I am happy to say
that the children are now under such control that if I were to draw a chalk line and say they
must not pass over it they would not.
1728. How can you shut out the parents ? Not well.
1729. By the Chairman: Arc there many of the children in your establishment whose
parents are in the Benevolent Asylum ? There are several; I can scarcely form an opinion
of the number. We have had several applications from inmates in the Benevolent Asylum
for permission to see their children, and I know many are blind or too infirm to get out to
see them, but who write to them. There are also inmates of the House of the Good Shepherd
and of the Refuge who have children there.
1730. By Mr. Alexander: Arc you not aware that a great many women who arc not in the
Benevolent Asylum have children in. the Destitute Children’s Asylum ? Yes, I should
exceed tbe number, I think, if I said that ten percent, of the children in our institution were
the children of the inmates of the Benevolent Asylum.
1731. Of course when they get their children into the Destitute Children’s Asylum they are
able to go to service ? Yes.
1732. By Mr. Sadleir: In fact the greater the opportunity given to parents, the greater the
reason to dread intercourse between the parents and their children ? Yes.

THURSDAY,
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Mr. SUTHERLAND.

J. LUCAS, Esq., in the Chair.
Alderman Joseph George Raphael called in and examined:—
1733. By the Chairman: You are a director of the Sydney Benevolent Institution ? I am. Alderman
1734. How long have you been a director ? Nearly two years.
J. <?. Raphael.
1735. Has there been any inquiry since you have been there ? Two separate inquiries.
A—
1736. There was one, I think, some twelve or eighteen months ago? The first, I think, 28Nov., 1861.
was about twenty months hack.
1737. What was the nature of that inquiry? It was into some complaints against the
conduct of the doctor, the master, and the matron of the institution,
1738. What was the result of that inquiry? The result of the inquiry was that the Board
of Directors were recommended to adopt a different course from what had been pursued.
Many of the complaints were found to he groundless, and many others were thought to be
worthy of attention.
1739. Did the sub-committee appointed to make this inquiry report to tho general committee ?
There is a written report, or ought to be, in the hands of the Under Secretary, among the
papers of the institution.
1740. Was there a second inquiry ? There was.
1741. What was the nature of that inquiry? It was with reference to charges made by the
inmates.
1742. What was the nature of the charges ? Tho charges were against the secretary, Mr.
Johnson, and against the master and matron, for having, purloined the stores and for making
an improper use of them—selling them and placing the proceeds to their own account.
1743. That was against Mr. Johnson ? No, against Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield.
1744. Mr. Johnson is not now connected with the institution at all? No, he is dead. The
charge against Mr. Johnson was that he bad withheld certain moneys whieh he ought to have
paid to the weekly outgoing.
1745. That is, for out-door relief? Yes.
1746. There are many cases in which persons out of doors receive money from the institu
tion to pay their rent, and it was a portion of this money which he should have given to tbe
out-door paupers that he embezzled ? That is what was stated.
1747.

*
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1747. Was tliere evidence taken ?
There was a large amount of evidence taken from the
different inmates.
1748. Was a report made ? A report was made and signed by the chairman also.
28 Kov., 1861.1749, 'What was the nature of the report ? The committee did not exactly agree in it, only
■
it fully relieved Sir. Johnson cf the charges made against him.
1750. Did it relieve the others? The master and matron were not so fully cleared, hut the
matter was not sufficiently made plain to support the charge that was preferred.
1751. By Mr. Alexander: Thatis your opinion—that the matter was not fairly cleared up;
was that the general opinion of the Hoard of Inquiry? The Board were of opinion that
there were not sufficient grounds to support the charge that was made.
1752. By the Chairman: Is that report now in existence ? It should be at the institution,
signed hy the chairman, Mr. Hunt.
1753. Were you appointed one of the committee to visit the Liverpool institution ? I was.
1754. Was there a committee of inquiry appointed, or merely a sub-committee of the
managing committee of tho Benevolent Asylum, to visit and look over the institution—was
it for the purpose of inquiring into any alleged mismanagement?
A sub-committee
was appointed from the general committee to visit tho Liverpool Asylum, in consequence
of certain charges having been made against the doctor and master of the institution.
1755. What was the nature of tho charges ? Drunkenness aud neglect of the welfare of the
institution.
1756. Did you visit that institution ? We did.
1757. Did you take evidence? Wc did.
1758. Did you report ? We did.
.
1759. What was the nature of that report? Tho nature of that report was, that sufficient
had not come under our notice to warrant us in stating that the parties were as represented,
although some of us were of opinion that the doctor was not in the state we would have
liked to have seen him in.
,
1700. Upon the occasion of tho inquiry ? Yes.
1761. And you reported so ? We did.
1762. With reference to the inquiry, and the report made when tho charges against the
master and matron were inquired into, you say that the report did not confirm the charges ?
It did not.
1763. Do you state your opinion of the matter, or the opinion of the committee generally ?
I am giving the opinion of the committee generally; tho charges were not substantiated, at
all events, to our satisfaction.
1704. IV as tbat the unanimous opinion of the committee, or were there any dissentients?
I was a dissentient to the first report, and I gave in a written pretest'against it.
1765. I presume also that that protest is in existence, or should he ? Yes.
1706. In tho custody, as I should imagine, of the accountant ? Of the accountant.
1767. Have any changes taken place since this report? Considerable changes, both at
Sydney and at Liverpool.
1768. In what respect? At Liverpool, with regard to the rations, some changes have taken
place.
1769. Will you name what they are ? I believe tho food is now of better quality, and more
conscientiously distributed. If I may be allowed to state, we found fault with the rations,
and on some occasions the people stated that they did not get their fair allowance.
1770. Were there any vegetables served out? At that time there were not. In conse
quence of the remarks of some of the inmates there, myself and the gentlemen who wero
with me—I think tho Rev. Mr. Sheridan and Mr. Robinson—instituted an inquiry upon the
spot, and we found that the remarks of the paupers were too true.
1771. They had no vegetables ? They had no vegetables; and other things were not sup
plied according to the scale they were entitled to.
1772. How long is that ago ? I think about eighteen months.
1773. Are you aware that no vegetables have been served out since that ? Since that they
have been served out.
1774. How often ? I cannot say; the master had instructions to serve them out.
1775. Do you know of your own knowledge that they have had vegetables? I do not;
I have been to Liverpool several times, hut at no time have I seen vegetables served out;
hut I have heard the paupers state, in the presence of Mr. Mulholland, that vegetables have
been sent out of the institution to persons residing in Liverpool.
1770. Have you visited Liverpool since that ? I have been to Liverpool three times since that.
1777. Did you think it your duty to ask whether the recommendation made by you, and
the gentlemen who accompanied you as a sub-committee, had been carried out, with regard
to the supply of vegetables ? Wc did ; as also with regard to the tea and sugar.
1778. Would you believe that they have never had any vegetables served out since, with
the exception of what have been grown in a garden hardly sufficient to supply a moderate
family ? I believe there has been great neglect.
’
1779. Would you believe that they have not had vegetables above twice for the last eighteen
months ? I can only fall hack upon what I have stated, that the master had orders to servo
them out.
1780. Supposing the committee did not supply the master with potatoes, he could not serve
them out ? In reply I can only say that the master was directed, if ho wanted anything,
to write, and he should be supplied. There was the item of barley, which had not been
supplied, and upon our recommendation that was sent.
*
1781. One of the witnes-es at Liverpool stated—( The Chairman read Frank Allen’s evidence,
Nos. 909
911) ? I can say I never heard a complaint to that extent. We had a complaint
t
that
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that they did not get a sufficient supply of meat, and that the beef as well as the tea and Alderman
sugar were not used for them.
J-G. Raphael.
17tf2. Will you look at that scale of rations given by the master of the institution at
Liverpool. (Handing ihe scale to 'witness.') You perceive that under that there is no ^®^ov,|
provision for serving out vegetables, excepting what arc supplied by the garden ? With
regard to the vegetables in the garden, tho master had positive orders if he had not them to
get them.
178U. But the committee never supplied them ? I must say that I think it was as much
the fault of the visiting committee at Liverpool as of the master.
1784. By Mr. Alexander: You mean the local Board? The local committee,—inasmuch
ns these gentlemen are aware of the complaints. I have three times found fault with the
quality of the meat. The local Board know when we are going up, and I have no doubt
that, on these occasions, they endeavour to get a better show of meat than ordinary. The
soup, on one occasion, was pretty good ; on others, indifferent; tlie meat has been always
indifferent—of the worst quality the contractor could send ; so much so, that on our return
from Liverpool I informed the general committee of it, and asked tho chairman, who was
then sitting, to send an order that on alternate days, as beef and mutton wero supplied, it
should be scut up in bulk—tbat is, a side at a time, and not cut in pieces; that it should
not be left to the discretion nf the contractor to send scrags, and odds and ends of boiling
pieces. I am positive that I saw a shoulder of mutton, when boiled, that had shrivelled up
to tiic size of this note paper.
1785. You are aware that thcro is no other mode of cooking the meat at the institution
than boiling? At present; although myself and the other gentlemen suggested that there
should be a proper oven for baking; but that seemed to meet with every opposition from
the master of the institution at Liverpool.
1786. Iluve you also recommended that there should be an oven in tbe Sydney institntion ?
I have once or twice spoken of it, but I have been out-voted and it could not be carried out.
1787. Do you not tbink it desirable that there should be some ebantje in the mode of cooking
the meat? I have always been of that opinion. 1 believe that tho present system causes
great waste, because, from constantly taking of the same food, it becomes nauseous to the
people, and they will not cat it.
1788. We found that, in the institution in Sydney, the people had boiled meat and potatoes
,
two days a week, and boiled meat and soup four days a week—do you tbink it would entail
any extra expense, with the exception of the first outlay for building an oven, to bake the
meat ? I am quite sure it would be a saving to the institution, if they were not only to
bake their meat but the whole of their bread.
1789. And it would make a very agreeable change ? If I may be allowed I would state
that I am of opinion, and always have been, and have suggested it to the committee, that
we should bake the whole of the bread for the establishment. After the oven had been
heated for baking tbe bread, the meat could be baked at no expense, and would be more
generally consumed; the saving in the waste alone would more than compensate for the
expense. I would also add, that it is essential that the institution should be supplied with
milk from its own cows, fur it has been supplied more than once with rubbish called milk,
whieh has called forth a strong opinion from some of tho directors. I may add, that the
garden at Sydney might be made to grow a large portion of tbe vegetables required for the
institution, if it wero properly looked after and cultivated.
1790. Do you think that could be done in the garden of tbe present establishment in
Sydney? I do. The erection of an oven would not cost above £60. There is now a large
plot of ground miserably looked after; in fact it is hardly looked after at all; and I have
been told that, years ago, nearly enough vegetables were grown there for the supply of the
institution. I believe, if it were well looked after now, it would grow nearly enough for the
supply of tbe inmates.
1791. Do you approve of the manner in which the institution is at present managed? I do
not; I think it should be on a different footing altogether.
1792. Do you think it would be an advantage if an inspector were appointed by Government
to visit the institution monthly, and to make reports in duplicate, giving one to the com
mittee and sending one to the Government? I do not think that would be any advantage;
I think the institution should be differently managed altogether,
1793. I do not mean tbat the inspector should have any control over the managing com
mittee, but that he should visit the institution monthly, and report, sending one copy of
his report to the Government, and the other to the committee. You are aware that a very
largo amount of the public money is annually voted for the institution, something like
twelve-thirteenths—do you not think, under those circumstances, that the public should
know how the institution is going on ? In reply to that I would say that the institution
should bo managed by a medical superintendent, who should be elected by tbe directors, and
approved by the Government; ho should be a married man, and be compelled to live there.
The persons holding tbe situations similar to those now occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield
should bear the titles of steward and stewardess of the institution ; or one might be termed
*
tbe medical superintendent, and the others master and matron, but subservient to the ruling
of tbe chief officer—tbe medical superintendent. The institution would be then so managed
that the Government would have a larger control over it than at present. In addition to
the officers I have named, there ought to be a person holding the office of steward, whose
sole duty should be to have charge of tho stores.
1794. You say that the committee should first have the appointment of this medical super
intendent, and that the Government should merely sanction tho appointment ? The
Government should have the right of sanctioning the appointment.
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Alderman 1795- Who should have the right of dismissing him ? I have no doubt that upon a repreJ.G. Raphael,
0f ^])C ]30ar(i 0f Directors, to the effect that such a course was necessary, the
' Executive would immediately dismiss him.
28Nov., 1861.1790. Without such a report from the committee the Government should not dismiss him ?
Certainly not.
_ _
1797. What ’would be the use of giving the Government the power of sanctioning the
appointment, if they must dismiss him upon the report of the committee? No, I do not
say must dismiss him; there would be nothing imperative, but the committee might recom
mend his dismissal, and in the meanwhile suspend him; and on the other hand, if the
Government wished to dismiss a person, they could immediately suspend him, and call for a
Board of inquiry into his conduct.
_
1798. How would the Government obtain information ? The Government have sometimes
obtained information which we have not; for instance, the second inquiry was caused by one
of the inmates, who wrote to the Government, and the Government sent his letter to us. It
was that which led to the inquiry.
_
'
1799. You have spoken in your evidence of charges having been made against the master or
matron nf using certain stores—did it ever come before yon that there was a deficiency in the
medical comforts, spirits, wine, porter, or anything of that sort ? It has, both in Sydney
and Liverpool.
1800. Was there found to be a deficiency? In consequence of the reports wc found at
Liverpool-----_
1801. Will yon in the first instance confine yourself to Sydney ? It was in consequence of
complaints we heard when I was on the visiting committee at Liverpool, we ordered for
the future that all supplies were to pass through the storekeeper’s hands, and that the items
of tea and sugar wero to be put by him into the boiler. It was said that there was some
way of getting the stores out of the establishment at Liverpool, and that certain rums came
over tbe wall in exchange. The paupers stated thatalthough the tea and sugar were brought
into the kitchen, it did not all find its way into the boiler, and that accidental packages
went over the wall once or twice a week, and accidental bottles of rum came in exchange.
1802. Was there a charge of a similar nature with reference to the institution in Sydney ?
I was informed by one of the directors—I think the Rev. Mr.Dougal, the Scotch minister—
on one occasion, that a largo quantity of brandy was deficient, and that it was supposed it
had been used by the heads of the establishment.
1803. When you speak of tho heads of the establishment, whom do you mean ? It was
supposed to have been consumed in the master’s and matron’s branch.
1804. Were they compelled to make good tbat deficiency ? When Mr. Dougal informed
me of it, it was Board day, and I was just about to bring it before the Board ; but just as I
was about to introduce it Mr. Dougal came to me and asked mo not to do so, because the
stores were to be made good.
1805. Without being brought before the Board? Yes; he said it would perhaps he better
not to bring it before the Board on that occasion, as the stores were to be made good
immediately.
1806. Do you know whether they were made good ? I was informed when I next attended,
on tho following week, that they had been made good.
1807. And you did not think it was your duty then to bring the matter before the com
mittee ? As I only knew of it from hearsay evidence, and as I was requested not to do so
by the gentleman who had informed me, and by another gentleman on the Board not to do
so, I acted upon their request.
.
...
1808. Will you mention the name of the other gentleman ? I have no hesitation in saying
it was my friend Mr. Alexander. I believe the good nature of the directors has caused
many of the faults.
1809. Has any charge of drunkenness been brought before the committee when you have
been present ? No.
_
1810. Have you heard any ? We have heard rumours, hut we could never have any direct
charge brought to us.
1811. There are a great number of females who go to the institution to be confined, and the
Committee learn that cases of that kind are very much on the increase. From the evidence
of the doctor we learn that, up to the present date, nearly double the number of women have
taken advantage of the institution that have done so in any previous year; I think he
slated there were upwards of ninety. It is also in evidence that some of these women
remain in the institution as long as twelve months after their confinement—do you think
that is a desirable state of things ? I believe the institution is most grossly abused, and
I have been of this opinion for a long time past. It is nothing hut a pleasant domicile for
the worst of characters. It enables them to carry on their bad practices, and every
encouragement is given them to do so.
_
1812. When you say every encouragement is given to them, do you mean merely that their
reception into the institution has that effect ? By being so readily received into the institu
tion, and by the very munificent way they are provided for when they are there.
1813. But when women come to the institution in that state they must be received under
any circumstances ? I should admit every case; but my mode of dealing with these women
would be very different from that adopted.
1811. Will you inform the Committee what is your notion as to how these women should be
dealt with? I think that all single girls who come there to be confined with their bastard
children should, after two months have elapsed, and themselves and their children have
gained strength, be compelled to seek service in Sydney, or the Board should have the
power to compel them to go into the interior and seek situations, the Board paying their
passages up to the principal townships.
1815.
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1815. What would you do with them when they arrived there? X am sure the bulk of them Alderman
would get immediate employment, aud many would get married, and thereby the Jinstitution would be relieved of these persons, who are continually making a practice of being
confined there, and either of getting rid of their children, and then going buck to be eon-28^OT'>1861fined with another, or else of living on the institution. During the time I have been
connected with the institution I have seen instances of the most brazen and hardhearted
conduct on the part of these mothers, I have seen a woman who had been three different
times in the institution to be confined; upon tbe last occasion she threw her child down
upon the grass and went away, saying she would soon get another.
1816. By Mr. Alexander: Why did she do so? Because the committee would not allow
her to remain in the institution.
1817. The committee refused to allow her to remain? The committee were compelled to
expel her on account of her bad conduct—her vile and blasphemous language.
1818. What was her object in throwing the child upon the grass? To compel us to take
her and her child back again. I believe the bulk of these women, when they are once
admitted, try their hardest to remain there; and there are hut few cases where you can get
them to go out and keep out. It is nothing less than a lazy, indolent home for them. I
would like to state, with reference to this subject, that when the first inquiry was being made,
a married woman, who was examined as a witness, stated that she should avail herself
of the institution on every occasion when she was confined; for that she had found
so much comfort there beyond what she could get in her own house. Her husband
was a seafaring man. I was on the committee at the time, and she seemed to think it was
highly complimentary, hut I thought it was disgraceful that such an institution should he so
abused. She said she could get ale and porter, and brandy, and other comforts, far more
than she could get in her own place.
1819. What was the nature of her circumstances when she was first admitted ? When she
applied at first she was in distress; ber husband was away at sea, and she stated that she was in
destitute circumstances; but when she was before the Board to be examined in the matter of
this inquiry she was in a better position, and she kindly told us that when she again needed
to be confined she would avail herself of the institution.
1820. Wliat was the nature of her recommendation when she was first admitted? It was
in consequence of her husband being away at sea, and of her being left without means.
1821. Upon whose recommendation was sho admitted? I cannot say.
1822. Was the party who recommended her a clergyman ? I cannot say, but I think cler
gymen generally are too ready to give their recommendations, from Christian charity; perhaps
they would not have so much Christian charity if it were to come out of their own pockets,
instead of out of the funds of the country.
1823. She got admission in consequence of having a recommendation from some respectable
person ? Yes; and no doubt in the first instance the woman was a proper object; but she
had been treated so well that she had resolved on future occasions to patronize tbe estab
lishment, even when tho necessity did not exist, I may state that in many cases the women
who come there—servant girls who come there to be confined—have means of supporting
themselves during their confinement. In one case a woman Jiving in service on Church Hill
came there with an order from some clergyman for admission to be confined, and we elicited
from her that she had been in the habit of seducing a married man—knowing at the time
that he was an engineer, living at Pyrmont, and a married man—of inducing him to come
over to her mistress’ dwelling and to cohabit with her; and that en these occasions sho used
to get hot suppers for him. The woman admitted that sho bad been receiving good wages—
ten or twelve shillings a week; she represented that at the time she had no means. X opposed
her admission, but was out-voted hy the other members of the committee, who stated, perhaps
properly, that as the woman stated she had no means we were hound to receive her statement.
That woman told me herself in the ward that when she went out she should know where to
come again the next time.
1824. By Mr. Sutherland: How long did she remain in ? X think she managed to remain
in three months. I think the luxuries provided for them are the great inducements for their
return.
1825. By the Chairman: I believe some of them, or at least one of them, has been confined
there three times within four years? Yes; and that one told me on the last occasion that
we might do what we liked,—she would come in when she pleased, would go out when she
pleased, and that she meant to have another, and would be in again shortly.
1826. She told you that? She told me that in the establishment.
1827. Do you not think these persons should be compelled to work when tho medical officer
reported them to be sufficiently strong ? Yes; my opinion is that they should all be com
pelled to work, and earn their own living.
1828. There would be no difficulty in getting different kinds of work upon which to employ
them, in order that they might earn sufficient to meet their own expenses ? That might be
injurious to artisans in the town. I think the best course would be to send them into the
interior, where they would not be known, might get into service, and become respectable
members of society. If they are kept in tbe Asylum, at needlework, they will abscond, get
over the walls, and in a short time come back again in the family-way.
1829. You could not compel them to go iuto the interior? I think the institution taking
them in under such circumstances ought to have the power. If they have not the power
X think there should be an Act passed to enable the committee to compel them to go into
the interior. It would be better than to allow them to bastardize the city to the extent
they now do.
1830. Do you see any objection to their obtaining work from the city—it could not possibly
interfere with the labour of other women to any extent? I am sure it would; I know many
respectable
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Alderman respectable women who are now working for a mere pittance, and the labour of inmates in
J.G-.Raphael. t]je Asylum would come into compelition with theirs.
.
1831. Do you think the institution should have the power to sue the fathers of these
23 Not., 18S1. ghildren for the expenses incurred rvhilc the women are in tho institution? I think the
institution should not only have the power hut should be compelleif to do that.
1832. That is, where the fatiiers could be found? I think that would be the means of
putting a stop to the present proceedings.
1833. Do you think there should he a separate institution for lying-in women ? I am of
opinion that it should he separate altogether.
.
1834. Under a separate management? It could be a separate wing of the same establish
ment, but the inmates could be kept entirely apart.
1835. Do you not think there should be better means of classification than they have in the
present institution ;—we find from the evidence we have taken that many decent married
women go there, whose only fault, if fault it be, is their poverty, and some of the worst
characters in Sydney may be lying in the nest beds to thorn ; do you think that a desirable
state of things ? 1-think alterations should be carried out in the lying-in wards to this
extent,—that there should be a separate room for married women j a second room for girls
who have como in for their first accouchement; and a third room for incurables—common
prostitutes. I think that many of the young girls who come there for the first time, though
■
they have erred, should have the opportunity, if they have the desire to reform, and tbat if
these were forwarded into the interior they might become respectable members of society.
1836. By Mr. Alexander: You sav that some work should be found for these women ?
• Yes.
t
1837. Have any attempts been made by the committee to make them work ? Yes,
repeatedly, but they will not do it; they know the committee have no power of compelling
them, and they will not do it.
1838. You just now made some objection to the management, on the ground that there was
no work for the women to do ? There arc lots of work for them to do, but the cause of
their not being able to do it is their children ; the mothers will not part with their children,
and we have not the means of compelling them. There would be an outcry on their parts, if
required to go into the wash-house or drying ground, that their children would fall sick if
they left them ; and they arc prepared with evasions of all kinds to stultify any efforts to
make them work. I think it ought to be compulsory upon tho inmates that they should do
the work of the institution.
1839. You aro aware that certain women are put to the wash-tub—what is the nature of the
difficulty the committee have to contend with to make them work ? I know that certain
women ought to be put to the wasb-tub, but from time to time they cause a large amount of
trouble. Tho committee have sometimes to threaten that if they do not work they will
turn them out; and the llev. Sir. Dougal arid myself, on one occasion, turned out five or
six in one day, for their insolent conduct to the matron, and their stubborn refusal to work.
1840. Are you aware that the question of baking tbe meat to be supplied to the inmates
has ever been brought before the lloard? Yes.
1851. What has been the difficulty in the way of that? It has been objected (o on the
ground that it would create an immense amount of labour, and that the provisions would
not go so far.
1842. Has there been any inquiry as to bread being baked upon tlic premises ? I believe
that has been brought up and objected to; but from my experience as a director of the
Destitnte Children’s Asylum, where they bake their own bread, I am convinced there
would be a large saving.
1843. What was the reason this matter was not carried out? I have understood from the
honorary secretary that the expense of an oven would he too great,
1844. Was it not tbat the building was not of sufficient extent? I believe thcro is
ample room.
1845. Are you aware that there is not a store room capable of holding a ton of goods?
I believe you would not have had the store you now have, if it had not been for tho present
committee, and that if a larger one were required there is abundant room where it could
be erected.
...
.
1846. That is your opinion ? Yes; it could ho placed in a similar position, on tho opposite
side to tbe last new store erected.
1847. You said something as to tbe management of tho garden—are you not aware of the
cause of tbe destruction of tlic vegetables which should have supplied the house ? I
believe the want of supplies from the garden is from want of the garden being properly cared
for.
1848. Are you not aware that tliere has been a disease among the vegetables—the aphis—-which
has destroyed them ? The principal disease is the laziness of the inmates, and the want of
proper care.
_
1849. You say you have been to Liverpool, and that the inmates get no vegetables there ?
"While I was tliere thev had no vegetables. Tho inmates complained that the vegetables
they ought to have had, had been sent into the town.
_
1850. Another matter you have set forth, about women being sent into the interior—have
not women at any time been sent into tho interior, and have not their passages been paid for
by the institution ? Not to my knowledge.
,
_
1851. Is it not within your knowledge that several women have been applied for and scut
np the country ? As wet nurses ?
_
1852. Have not eveu wet nurses been sent into the country, and have not they in a few
months returned to the institution ? I believe there have been some few eases.
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1853. You seem to recommend strongly that Government should sanction the appointment Alderman
of tho chief officer—will you state, for instance, when we have required a doctor, an under ^
secretary, or accountant, what has been the mode of electing those officers by the present
“-'""'"'n
committee ? I believe the present committee elected as good men as they could have got for 2SNov,, 1801.
the salaries.
1854. Do you consider that there have been any groat improvements made in the institution
during the last two years f I do j very material improvement.
1855. In what way? As regards the management; in the mode of discharging their
duties hy the servants, and in the economy of the expenditure. I would like to say that I
do not think sufficient care has been taken by the medical officer to eradicate that pest, tho
itch, from the institution. I am convinced that it might have been done, as in the other
institution, to whicli children are continually drafted who have some remains of tho disease;
it has been entirely eradicated.
1856. Y ou are a director of the Destitute Children’s Asylum ; I am.
1857. How long have you been so ? About five years.
1853. Do you know the site which has been selected for the new Benevolent Asylum ?
Yes.
1859. Do you know the exact spot ? Yes.
'
*
1860. "What is your opinion of that site ? I tbink it is a very excellent situation, and that
\\
the Government ought soon to make it over to the directors, and thereby enable them to
take immediate steps for tho erection of a new building.
/C
1861. What is your opinion of the salubrity of tbe locality ? I think it is most healthy
situation, and that the Government ought to urge upon the directors to got tbjngs into fair
- iJ
building order as soon as possible.
| ■
‘
./
1862. Are you aware whether the committee have any means of punishing any of the
inmates who may misbehave themselves? They have none whatever—not ev^n by stopping
their rations, consequently, when they please, they set the Board of Directors a{, defiance.
1863. By the Chairman : Is it not in the power of the committee to expel them'? It is.
1864. Is it not also in the power of the committee to stop their rations ? If they were to
stop their rations other inmates would give them some of theirs, and this cannot be prevented,
as there is no means of keeping those who may misbehave from the other inmates. With
regard to expelling them, many of the women who have children are in delicate health, and
it often happens that these are the most disobedient. It would be impossible to expel them
under such circumstances.
1865. The new building is not likely to he completed under four or five years? I think if
it were commenced at once, in two years it might be brought into use.
1866. Do you think the present objectionable mode of cooking the victuals should be
continued ? I do not; I think it should he altered immediately.
1867. The expense that would be incurred would be merely the cost of building an oven ?
I believe the cost of an oven and a proper shed would not exceed £100.
1868. By Mi-. Alexander .- Are you aware whether at any time the inmates have been ■
supplied with baked meat? 1 am not aware of my own knowledge.
1869. Have you heard so ? I have heard that once or twice at Christmas time they have
had roast beef.
.
1870. Have you not heard that they expressed themselves as better satisfied with boiled than
with roast meat? They have not told me so; they have given me a very different version.
Tliere is one matter I would refer to witli regard to religious separation; I think some
endeavour might be made to keep1 invalids of different religious persuasions separate; as at
present if a Protestant minister is delivering a lecture to or praying with a patient of his
own religion, the person in the next bed may be a Roman Catholic and make a mockery of it;
and the same thing may be done by a Protestant inmate when the priest visits those of his
flock. Witli regard to outdoor relief also, tho applicants should be classed under tbe heads of
the different Churches to which they belong. I know tbat many impositions arc practised by
Roman Catholics going to Protestant ministers for recommendations. In one case, a woman
who was a Protestant went to Archdeacon M'Encroe, and represented herself to be a married
woman and a Roman Catholic; she was afterwards proved to be a single woman. I asked her
how she could go to a respectable clergyman and practise such a cheat ? She said her
circumstances were desperate aud they made her desperate. She was in labour at the time,
otherwise I would have prayed the committee not to have admitted her. Catholics come
before the committee with recommendations from Protestant clergymen, and Protestants with
recommendations from Catholics.
1871. Are you aware whether the committee countenance that system—have they not often
refused to receive the recommendation ? In consequence of the complaints of tho Roman
Catholic priests, as also of myself, the matter has been brought under the notice of the
Board, and the committee now set their faces against it. I know that a large amount nf
fraud has been practised by Protestants, who have come with certificates from Roman Catholic
clergymen, and got rations to which they wore not entitled, I believe that if an account
were kept of tbe religion to which tbe various applicants belonged this would be a great
check upon frauds of this kind, as the ministers of tho different religions would be likely to
he best acquainted with the circumstances of the people applying to them.
18i2. You are a very regular attendant at the Board ? lam very seldom absent from tbe
meetings.
1873. Of course you take good care tbat these abuses of which you complain shall not be
continued ? I have been compelled, in consequence of being over-voted, to submit. I say
that in every case where imposuioes are brought before us wc ought to check them. Now I
have known cases where it has bceo shown tbat people have been receiving much larger out
door

•
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Alderman door rations than they were entitled to, and have had money besides for rent; in such cases
J. <3. Raphael. jjjC goar(jj jn their mercy or charity, have stopped the money but allowed tbe rations to them ;
but I think it is the duty of the committee to deal with these cases as they would do if it were
28 Nov., 1861. at their own expense, and to check the thing at once.
_
1874. Have your representations had any weight in these cases ? I believe they have
on many occasions, and that the committee, if they have erred at all, have erred from toomuch mercy and kindness to such parties ", but I am afraid if the money came out of their
own pockets they would be much more cautious of their charity. I would suggest the
advisability of the directors being in connection with the Inspector * “Cneral of Police, to havethe various inspectors to inquire into the deserving and worthy objects of out-door relief, they
having a far better mode of getting said information than the present master, who being so
well known in many neighbourhoods, from his repeated inquiries, that it frustrates his getting
the proper information j no sooner is he seen in any neighbourhood than alt are on their
guard—“here is the poor-house man’’-—and consequently many abuses exist that otherwise
could he stopped. Furthermore, a larger number of tradesmen ought to be on tbe com
mittee, as I consider it would greatly assist the better working of the institution.

.

Mr. Frederick Uopier Robinson examined

Mr. F. R. 1875. My t7ie Chairman: You are a director of tho Benevolent Institution ? I am.
Robinson, jgyg^ How long have you been so? Nearly two years.
1877. Were you on the first Committee of inquiry mentioned by Mr. Raphael? Not the
28Nov., 1861.
inqUiry.
1878. Were you on tbe second? I was on tbe second.
.
1879. What was the nature of that inquiry ? It was with reference to charges made against
the acting secretary or clerk, Mr. Johnson; against tho master, Mr. Mansfield; and the
matron, Mrs. Mansfield.
. '
1880. What was the nature of these charges ? The charges were generally very frivolous, that
is in their proofs particularly. The greatest charge against Mr. Johnson was that he had detained
some money which ought to have been paid to a person who was leaving the institution.
That charge Mr. Johnson satisfactorily explained by producing his books, to the Committee
of inquiry, which proved that the money was in the funds of tho institution, and that if
there were anything at all duo to the man who had left it was still due by the institution.
1881. What were the charges against the roaster ? The principal charge against the master
was as to his having appropriated the proceeds of the sale of bones and fat. This Mr. Mans
field satisfactorily proved to the Committee to he unfounded; he proved that all the bones
and fat which had been produced in the institution had been sold aud credited to the insti
tution—that tho institution had received all the proceeds. He shewed also that he it was
who instituted the saving, and that when he first came they were thrown away, or that the
bones were used as fuel under the copper; that it was at his instance entirely that thobones
and fat were made available, and proved by receipts and documents tbat he had paid over to
the institution all the proceeds during the period of his management.
_
_
1882. Then the whole of the charges against the master, as well as against the acting
•secretary, fell to the ground? Fell to the ground entirely. Tfiey were considered by the
gentlemen who formed the committee—of whom Mr. Plunkett was the Chairman, and Mr.
Moutry, Mr. McArthur, Mr. Raphael, myself, and I think, but am not sure,_ another
gentleman, were members—to be unfounded. They were satisfied that they had arisen from
mere conversation and report among the inmates, and were almost entirely without
foundation; that is, that they were without foundation as to criminality, and tho parties
were quite exonerated by the Committee.
.
1883. What were the charges against the matron ? The charge against the matron was for
keeping fowls upon the place, and supplying the institution with eggs at double the price
they could be purchased for outside. The reply of the matron was, that the fresh eggs which
had bcou laid by her hens had been used for the benefit of the institution, but tbat in no
case bad she charged so much for them as would have been paid if they had been purchased
out of doors. I think sho charged something like Is. or Is. 6d. a dozen when they were
sold at Is. 6d. or 2s. at shops in Sydney.
1884. Were there any other charges against the matron ? I do not recollect that there were
any other charges on that occasion.
_
1885. You wore present when Mr. Raphael was examined—do yon know anything about
the circumstance to which he referred, of brandy having been missed? No, I never heard
of that; I am not upon the acting committee, and therefore, although I attend very often,
I do not attend weekly.
1886. You accompanied Mr. Raphael to Liverpool ? I did.
....
1887. Ho you boar out Mr. Raphael in bis evidence, with reference to the institution in
Liverpool? In what way?
...
•
1888. With reference to the vegetables, and the instructions given to the master, that if
there were any deficiency in the supply of vegetables he was to obtain them from the town ?
I never heard such instructions given. I always understood that tho garden produced
sufficient vegetables for tho purposes of the institution; such was the assertion of the
master. T did not know that vegetables formed a part of the diet, beyond, what were put
into the soup. On all occasions when I have been there I have given particular attention
to the quality of the soup, and I have found it very good, with apparently plenty of vege
tables, and that was the extent to which vegetables were used, as I understood, in tho iustitu.
tion.
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tion. As I before said, I was not aware, nor am I at the present time, that vegetables were Mr. F. R.
given simply as vegetables; but that the instructions were that vegetables should be given Robinson.
in the soup to the fullest extent that it was necessary for the moster to give.
1889. Do you not think it is desirable that, whore a large number of aged people aro thrown 28 Nov., 1861.
together, as they are in this Liverpool institution, that a great proportion of vegetable diet
should be provided for them? Yes.
1890. Is it not much more desirable even than that they should have a large proportion of
animal food ? Yes, decidedly.
1891. It appears from the evidence given before the Committee that they are abundantly
supplied with animal food, so abundantly that a great portion is sent back to be thrown
away, but that there is a great want of vegetable food. There are many private families
which have a larger garden than that at Liverpool, and that is expected to supply vegetables
for 380 persons? I quite agree that the garden is not large enough to supply vegetables to
be used as vegetables, though it may supply sufficient to put into the soup.
1892. Do you not think the committee should take steps to supply this institution with
vegetables? I believe they are supplied with potatoes lately.
•
1893. Within the last fortnight or week ? Within a short time.
1894. You have heard the evidence given by Mr. Raphael, with reference to the females who
take advantage of the institution to be confined there—do you approve of his suggestions in
that respect? Not of all. I believe that the use of the institution as a lying-in hospital is
entirely foreign both to its capability and to its intention. I believe that the two institu
tions should bo perfectly separate; but the fact of there being no lying-in institution in
Sydney renders it a matter of charity and necessity that they should be admitted there.
1895. A matter of necessity more than of charity ? A matter of necessity, and also of
charity, that the Benevolent Asylum should receive parties applying in that manner. If a
female applied to be admitted, and stated that she was within a few days of being confined,
that she had no home, no friends, and no means, and were to say, “ You must either receive
me or I must lie down in the street”—and these are the circumstances under whieh these
characters appear before the committee—the committee would be compelled, as a matter of
Christian charity or of common humanity, to receive her. But, at the same time, I think
all the committee arc thoroughly convinced that tho reception of this class of oases is quite
foreign to tho object of the institution.
1896. Wliat would be tbe objection to having a lying-in institution in connection with the
Benevolent Asylum—If there were a separate wing devoted to that purpose, do you not
think it would be an advantage to have the lying-in institution under the management of
the same committee as the Benevolent Asylum ? I scarcely think it would; tho oirenmstanccs arc so entirely different. Tbe Benevolent Asylum is a receptacle for invalid, elderly,
worn-out people, in the last stages of life, who have no means of helping themselves; but it
is very different with people who avail themselves of tho institution for a short time for the
purpose of lying-in.
1897. In one of the wards visited by tho Committee they found 36 mothers with their 36
infants, and some 32 aged and infirm women from 60 to 95 years of age; now I think the
greatest objection to have a lying-in hospital in the same building as a Benevolent Asylum is
the association of these old people with young women and children under such circumstances ?
No doubt; that arises in the present institution from the want of a sufficiently extensive
building to afford the means of classification.- If it is intended that the two institutions—
tbe lying-in hospital and the Benevolent Asylum—shall be carried on by the same committee,
it is absolutely necessary that your suggestion shall he carried out, that there shall be a
separate wing, and separate rules for the management of the two institutions. The circum
stances of the two are so different, that different sets of rules and regulations would be
required for their management.
1898. You heard my question to Mr. Raphael, with reference to the classification of these
females. From information we received from tho wardswomen aud others, we find that
respectable married women, who are compelled to go there from poverty, are sometimes lying
in beds next to common prostitutes of the worst character; do youuot think there should be
at least three wards to afford the means of classification? I have no doubt about it; it
would have been a great advantage to the present institution if that could have been carried
out there. One of the greatest difficulties the committee has had to contend with has
arisen from the fact that they have been unable to classify these women ; it has given rise
to great dissatisfaction, aud has been a prolific cause of insubordination among the inmates
at times.
1899. In going through the institution at Liverpool we found men suffering from syphilitic
and cancerous diseases lying in the same ward, and almost in the same beds, as men who
were in a good state of health excepting the effects of age, and that from the crowded state
of the institution there were no ineans of classifying the inmates. We also learned: that in
the immediate vicinity of the Asylum there was a house which had been purchased by the
railway authorities, and that tho Government were making little or no use of it except as a
residence for the railway porters. Tho doctor said if he could obtain tbat house he would
have the means of classifying the patients—Are you aware whether the Board of Directors
have made any application to the Government to grant them that house? I am not aware
tbat any application has been made, but the subject of classification has often been a matter
of discussion with the committee, from an anxious wish to do their best, but I do not
recollect that any particular application has been made for that building.
1900. There are a great number of children in the Sydney institution—I am not now
speaking of infants, but of children from the age of three years to the ages of ten or twelve
years; we found that there were two schools—one a Roman Catholic, and. tho other.&
Protestant—.
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Protestant; and from the schoolmistresses we learned that the children were suffering, and
had suffered for the last two ycais from the itch—Arc you aware that that disease has made
its appearance in the Destitute Children’s Institution, and been eradicated at once by the
23 Nor., 1861. attention of the medical gentleman there—Do you see any reason why, if similar attention
had been paid to the children in the Benevolent Asylum, it should not have been cured
in that institution ? I do not. I understand that the diseaso is almost all but eradicated
there; that it does not exist to any extent at the present time.
1901. Arc you aware that the children are all washed in the same water—that the water is
not changed ? No, I am not.
1902. Are you aware that tbe children all sleep in the same ward ? lam aware that they
do so, that there is one room appropriated to the use of the children,
1903. I will read the evidence of the wardswoman on this subject. (7’Ae Chairman read
ihe evidence of Mrs. Stone, Nos. 3o5 to 362 ) Do you think itns a problible mode of getting
rid of the itch ? Decidedly not; I consider it most reprehensible conduct on the part of
those who have the management and immediate care of tho children, and quite contrary to
the instructions of the directors.
'
1904. I asked the nurse if the water were laid on, and she said, “ Not in that ward,” hut at
the same time the Committee saw, within a few yards of the ward, on the landing, a tap to
whieh the water was laid on, so that this woman would not have had to carry the water above
six or eight feet ? Indeed, if application had been made to the committee, a piece of pipe
might have been added, so tbat the water might have been laid on to the room. There is
an abundant supply of water there, and the committee were not aware that such a state of
things existed.
1905. I asked her, “Is the same plan pursued in washing the faces, hands, and feet of the
children ?” and she replied, “ No, we are obliged to change the water then, because it is
sometimes very dirty ? *1 suppose it is a bath of such capacity as to be able to hold a large
amount of dirt without its being seen.
1906. I presume they are not likely to get rid of the disease there while this manner of
cleaning the children is adopted ? No, 1 should say not.
1907. Do you not think it would be better to have a uniform dress for the inmates of the
institution? I see no objection to it, provided that uniform dress be adaptable to comfort,
convenience, and economy.
1908. You are, I suppose, acquainted with the site on whieh it is proposed to erect the new
Benevolent Asylum ? I am not aware of the exact spot, although I know the site pretty
nearly; I know the locality.
•
1909. Of course, if the institution were established at Randwiek, that would entail the
necessity of having a depot or receiving house in Sydney? No doubt it would.
1910. Where it would be necessary to have several beds and the means of distributing out
door relief? Some office wduld answer all tlie purposes, for I apprehend that any person
received need not remain longer than one night and a day.
1911. Do you think it desirable that the managing committee should hold their meetings at
_
the depSt in Sydney, or at the main institution ? I am a great advocate for the meetings of
the managers being held at the institution itself.
1912. There would be many advantages in that?
There mightbe greatadvantages from
the fact of holding their meetings upon the spot.
They wouldbe ready to see and hear
what was going on, and to receive any information necessary for the guidance and manage
ment of tho institution.
1913. With reference to the cooking of the food of the inmates, do you not think it desirable
that there should be some other mode of cooking than that adopted in the institution. At
present there is no change, from day to day, from week to week, from year to
year, they have their food cooked in the same way; nothingbut boiled meat. Do you
not think they should have their meat baked once or twice a week ? Looking at tho
matter from my own experience, no doubt it is desirable, inasmuch as the larger proportion
of the inmates of the institution are those well advanced in years, whose appetites aro not
good, and a change of that kind might be a very great comfort; but as far as economy goes
I fancy the system adopted—that of boiling the meat—is fur tho best, and also as fur as
nourishment goes.
'
1914. It is not usually considered so ? I may be wrong—it is my individual opinion—and I
have been led to believe that boiled meat and soup are more nutritious than baked meats.
1915. By Mr. Sutherland: You have stated that you know the locality at Randwiek which
has been chosen for the Benevolent Asylum, but that you do not know the exact spot—do
you think that a good site for the purpose ? I do.
1916. You consider it an advisable place for a Benevolent Asylum ? I consider tbe locality
pointed out os the spot upon which the new buildings are to be erected is every way suited
for the institution, as far as regards the purity of the air and the general salubrity of the
position, and I believe that an institution of that kind would be far better removed from the
centre of the city. The advantages would be very great in every particular, as to the health
of tho inmates, the ability to conduct it in a proper, wholesome, and cleanly manner, plenty
of room, and means of classification. The institution would receive great benefit from all
these things in such a position.
1917. By Mr. Alexander: In connection with this inquiry which took place you have heard
the evidence of Mr. Raphael, who sot forth that the committee was almost as corrupt as it
could possibly be if it acted contrarily to his views; that it was only by carrying out his
'
views and suggestions that the institution could he benefited—do you recollect what con
clusion the committee came to with reference to this charge against Mrs. Mansfield of selling
eggs? The report of the committee was that the whole of the charges made by the man
Brchany
Mr, P. R.

Robinson.
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Brehany were entirely without foundation, and that they had arisen from the common gossip Mr. T?. R.
of the place among a parcel of old women.
Robinson.
1918. What I want to arrive at is this, what conclusion did the committee come to with
regard to Mrs. Mansfield keeping poultry? The result of the inquiry was, that the com
mittee determined no poultry should be kept on the place, that the clerk’s (Mr. Johnson’s)
horse should not be kept on the premises at night. There were several other little matters j
there was the matter of a sheep having been fed on the premises j in fact the charges were
so trivial that Mr. Plunkett expressed the utmost disgust at the attempt which had been
made to injure the character of the parties charged. At every examination we entered into
the charge tell to the ground, or resolved itself into some common gossip among the old
women; we traced it to somebody said this, Mrs. So-and-so said the other.
1919. To prevent any scandal or talk out of doors, it was determined by the committee not to
allow the mistress to keep fowls, or, though it was actually a benefit to the institution,
Mr. Johnson to keep a horse there? I did not mention before that one of the charges
against Mr. Johnson was that he kept a horse, which was fed with some of the stores of the
institution. Mr. Johnson proved, by producing bills, that he had purchased chaff and corn,
that the horse never used anything else, that the bran was used by the cows, and that
in no case was the horse fed with anything of the same description as the stores of the insti
tution. There was another charge with reference to the horse, namely, that it was attended
by one of the inmates, who was paid out of the funds of the institution. The result of
the inquiry into this charge was, that the man who took the horse from him and led it away
when he came in, was the man who had charge of the hot water, and who for performing the
duty of lighting the fire received a gratuity of a shilling a week from the funds of the insti
tution, and that was the ground of this charge. That was the character of all the charges
made before the committee; they all ended in similar results. The committee sat, I think,
for five or six days, and went through voluminous evidence. Another charge was, that Mr.
Johnson had permitted a man named Cox to have some important books to copy ; that also
fell to the ground ; Mr, Johnson proving that the only hook he had was one which contained
a list of out-door pensioners. It appeared that he had once taken it out of the office to a
convenient spot, to fill it up. When wo came to investigate the charge it was found to bo
entirely without thu animus or foundation which it had in appearance.
|
1920. By ike Chairman: I presume if there had been anything wrong in the accounts Mr.
'
Johnson would not have been likely to have allowed Cox to look over the books ? There was
also some charge about erasures in Mr. Johnson’s book made by this man Behauy. When
the committee came to investigate this charge, it appeared from the statement of Behany that
he had been told by somebody else, and that somebody else bad been told by Cox, that some
changes had been made in the books as to receipts or payments on certain days, and that the
'
item was found to havebeen erased. Mr.Eaphael, Mr. Moutry, and myself, were very particular
upon that point. We went through the books for a long time both before and after the
dates stated ; we held the pages of the book up to the light to sec if an erasure had been
made, and no such erasure exhibited itself, but we found that a corresponding entry had
been made on this particular day iu a proper and regular manner; there was no erasure, and
nothing to substantiate the charge.
1921. Considering that the amount paid from the General Revenue of the Colony is fully
twelve-thirteenths of the money expended by the institution, do you not think it would he
more satisfactory to the committee, to the Government, and to the public generally, that a
Government Inspector should bo appointed, it being clearly understood that he should have
no control over the management, but should simply inspect the institution, perhaps
monthly, and make reports in duplicate, one to be sent to the committee, and one to the
Government? Taking into consideration the amount of money which the Government are
called upon to supply to this institution, I do think they should have a considerable voice iu
its management; but whether that would be better carried out by means of an inspector, or
whether by the nomination of a portion of the directors, is the question. Of course, in
managing an institution of this kind, it is absolutely necessary that there should be a
feeling of unity among those who have the management; I mean that it would not do for
any part to feel that they were overlooked, or affected by a power over which they had no
control. I think it possible that a mixed committee, partly appointed by Government, and
partly elected by the public, would work very well and amicably together.
1922. Do you not think that these women, particularly the inmates generally in the insti
tution, if able, should he compelled to work ? I think providing employment for the
inmates of such an institution is the best means of keeping them out of mischief, of keeping
them healthy, and in every way an advantage both to them and to the institution.
1923. If they were compelled to work, they would not come into the institution except
from necessity? Certainly.
1924. Such a system would he advautageous if it could be effected, but the diffi
culty would be to find the kind of work at which they could be employed. Ifor
instance, if you had.the institution at Randwick, where you had plenty of land, could they
not work in the garden, produce their own vegetables, and if they had anything to spare,
send it to market—do you not think in such an institution it would be possible for the
inmates to provide for their own necessities, to hake their own bread, milk their own cows,
grow their own vegetables, make their own clothes—would not these various occupations be
a source of employment to the inmates, and a saving to the institution—is it not contrary to
common sense that people who are maintained out of the public funds, and who are capable
of working, should have others employed for them to hake their bread, to cook their food, to
wash their clothes, and to clean their wards? I think it foreign to anything like economy
and comfort, that anyone should be employed and paid for doing for them what they can do
for themselves.
1925
147—Q

'
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Mr. F. B. 1925, In looting over the establishment at Liverpool) we found that a great number of
Robinson. T(rarc[smeil were
^hat, I believe) the Committee considered to be high salaries, for doing
that which the inmates should be compelled to do for themselves; they learned that the
23 Nov., 1801-compelled to pay the inmates a Is. or Is. 6d. a week to assist
them in keeping the wards clean—do you not think that the hale portion of the inmates
should bo compelled to clean up the wards, under the direction of one general wardsman.
I do think so, and I have always been under the impression that such was the system earned
out in the present institution ; it should be so; the ouly person who should be paid is the
head wardsman, he has a certain duty to do and is paid for it.
1926. Perhaps I am not understood ; when I say one wardsman, I mean one for the whole
establishment, not a person for each ward, as is now the case. If you look over the evidence
you will 6nd that at Liverpool, wardsmen in some cases receive as much as £30 a year, for
looking after one ward, and that they have to pay the inmates something to induce them to
■ assist. Do you not think that at most two paid wardsmen would be sufficient for the whole
requirements of the institution, the inmates being compelled to assist in the performance of
the duties? Upon inquiry, I think you will find that these wardsmen who are paid are set
apart, to attend upon the sick and infirm, upon patients who are unable to wait upon
themselves, and these inmates who are paid by them cleanse after them, bring the food and
necessary utensils to the patients as they lie in bed.
_
1927. Have you any further information you can give to the Committee ? Deferring to the
inquiry upon the charges by Brehary One important result arose out of these
investigations, viz., an improved system of book-keeping. The Committee of inquiry found
the previous books of the institution so deficient in detail, so inexplicable in themselves, that
they recommended at the earliest possible date the whole should he entirely done away w!th>
and a new set kept, in which a more modern and mercantile system should be adopted;
hence it became, in the election of clerk a short time afterwards, an imperative qualification,
to he capable of keeping books by double entry, &c., as is now carried out in the institution.
Referriog to the question relative to the washing, &c., of the children, I would recommend
In any future establishment a special attention and preparation of all necessary apparatus for
sanitary purposes, such as abundance of water close at hand, hot and cold baths at all times
available, and such sanitary regulations and surveillance as to render impossible any evasion
of this most essential part of the management and well-being of such institutions.

TUESDAY,

Mb.
Mr.

Rev. A. H.
Stephen.

ALEXANDER,
HARPUR,
X LUCAS,

3 DECEMBER, 1861.
[
I

Mr.
Mr.

LOVE,
SADLEIR.

Esq., in the Chalk.

The Reverend Alfred Hewlett Stephen called in and examined:
1928. By the Chairman: Yon are a Minister of the Church of England ? Yes.
1929. Of what parish ? St. Paul’s, Redfern.
, _ •, • »
vi .
1930. You are aware that this Committee has been appointed by the Legislative Assembly to

3 Dec., 1861. inquire into the adequacy of the provision made for the destitute through the instrumen
tality of the Sydney Benevolent Society ?

Yes.

,

1931. You have been a frequent visitor at the Asylum in Sydney ? I have been on the
committee for twelve years next month, and moreover, when I was Ourate at Ohnat Ohuron
it was my duty to visit there as well.
» m.
1932 Is Divine Service held in that institution by the members of your Church f The
Reverend Mr. Allworth holds service there every Sunday, and once or twice a-week besides.
1933. I believe service is held there by ministers of various religious denominations .
Every facility is given. The Church of England clergyman is paid out of the Lliurch
Society’s funds; he is the paid Chaplain to the Infirmary, and also to the Benevolent
1934U You are aware, I suppose, that the place is very crowded? Yes, the place has been
overcrowded ever since I have known it.
...

1935 You are also aware that a great number of females take advantage of the institution,
for the purpose of being confined there? Yes; and I have myself recommended many tor

admission during the last twelve years.
f -i,
1936. The Committee, in going through the institution, found in one ward tiurty-six inranu>
with their mothers, and some two or three and thirty aged and infirm women, ranging trom
65 to 95 years of age-do yon think it desirable, taking into consideration the character ot
many of these persons, that the inmates of this establishment should be classified t 1 con
sider it highly desirable. It is a subject which has occupied the attention of the committee,
to my knowledge, during the last ten or twelve years ; but they have no means—no accom
modation for classification, otherwise that would have been done long ago.
1937 The Committee also found that there were many respectable married women, whose
husbands perhaps had deserted them, or who for some other cause were compelled to take
advantage of the institution, to be confined, and perhaps lying m the next beds to them
might be persons of very bad character-do you not think there should be some means ot
classifying these people ? I quite think so ; in fact the evil has struck me as being so great
that I have always reoommended poor people, respectable people but in indigent circumstances,
not
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not to go there, and have done all in my power to keep them away, in consequence. 1 Bev. A. H.
consider that one of the principal objects of the institution is lost sight of in consequence Stephen,
of our not having a ward or wards where indigent people of respectable character could be
placed. For a respectable married woman to be in the nest bed to a diseased prostitute is a 3 ^BC-> 1®G1
state of things which cannot be approved. Not that I know of such cases having actually
occurred, but, from the nature of the case, it is not impossible.
1938. You sec no reason why there should not be a lying-in institution in connection with
the Benevolent Asylum, managed by the same committee, if there were a proper system of
classification carried out f I think, considering that nearly all the charitable institutions
are managed by the same people, the multiplication of committees would he undesirable ;
and therefore the more objects one good working committee—such as I believe ours to be—
_
can carry out the better. But I should think it not desirable to have a lying-in institution
under the same roof; there might be a distinct wing, completely separate, appropriated to
that purpose.
1939. It might be completely separate, and particular care should be taken that no aged or
infirm people should be allowed to sleep in the wards where these people were confined ?
Yes ; I think so. For the same reason I cannot see any good cause why the Benevolent
Society, supposing we had proper means of classification and so on, could not undertake this
very necessary work that Dr. Douglass and others contemplate, by forming a society to be
called the Indigent Room-keeper's Society.
1940. The Committee found a great number of children in the institution between the ages
of three and fourteen—do you think it desirable that children of that age should be kept
in an institution of that sort for any prolonged period ? Certainly not. With reference to
that, I may mention, as Secretary to the Destitute Children’s Society, we have been in cor
respondence with the Government, and have in fact agreed, on condition of the new wing
being erected to the Asylum at Randwick, that we will take all the children now receivable
into the Benevolent Asylum, provided they come within our rules. When our new wing
shall be completed, which we hope will be in June or July at the latest, that is, provided they
are free from disease such as that so prevalent in the Benevolent Asylum, the itch, we shall
then be able to relieve the society of a great proportion of them.
1941. The itch, I believe, made its appearance at Randwick ? Yes ; but it was cured
directly. I believe it was introduced there by children from the Benevolent Asylum, but
wo had no difficulty in curing it. It docs not appear to bo a chronic affair there ; but then
we have great advantages in the way of fresh air and means of separation.
1942. Arc you aware that the Benevolent Asylum has not been free from the disease for two
years ? I have reason to believe that it has been there for more than two years—certainly
for two years.
1943. Do you know what mode has been taken of getting rid of it ? No.
1944. Arc you aware that the whole of the children in the institution—those who are
suffering from itch, and those who are not—are washed in the same water ? I am not aware
of it. 1 know that some eighteen months or two years ago, there was considerable dis
satisfaction in the minds of many, if not all of the committee, that the then medical man
had not used sufficient care in eradicating the disease ; but that of course was merely an
opinion, we might have been wrong.
1945. We found that the children, to the number of sixty or seventy, eat, drink, and sleep
there in the same room ? Yes.
1946. As many as eight in abed, some of them lying with their heads to the top, and others
with their heads to the bottom of the bed, and all covered with the same blanket—do you
think such an arrangement likely to remove a disease of this nature ? I should think not.
[The Chairman read the evidence of Mrs, Louisa

1947. Is it likely that the itch will ever be eradicated from the institution while this system
is carried on ? No ; certainly not. One of the reasons why the children at Randwick are
kept so free from this disease is, no doubt, the splendid washing conveniences they have there.
1948. But there is very good convenience here, for within ten yards of the bath in which
this woman washes the children, the water is laid on from the city) so that it most be
idleness on the part of this woman which prevents her changing the water, and she is
receiving a very good salary of £30 a year ? I do not think that is very good, considering
the work she has to do ; we have great difficulty in getting competent women at all to do
the work.
1949. It also appears that the bedding in which these children sleep is never taken down tothe yard to be aired—while such a system as this is pursued, is it probable that the disease
will he cured ? I should think not.
1950. Are you a director of the Destitute Children’s Asylum ? I am a director and
secretary.
1951. I imagine you approve of the site selected for the proposed Benevolent Asylum at
Randwick ? I have hardly made up my mind on one point, viz., the suitableness of the
site. As far as its contiguity to the Destitute Children’s Asylum is concerned, I think it
objectionable, for reasons I will state directly.
1952. You are aware of the locality, I presume ? I believe I know the place j it has a
westerly aspect. {The Chairman pointed out the position on a map.)
1953. There is a range of hills which protects it from the westerly winds, and Dr. O’Brien
has stated in evidence that this range forms a sort of horse-shoe, and that, if the building
were erected in the bend of the horse-shoe, it would be protected from the southerly wind,
and would be a most admirable situation? I was inclined to think at first—but of course
the opinion of a medical man must be preferable—that it would be rather bleak for old
'
people.
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Eev. A. H. people. Aa far as tie Destitute Children’s Asylum is concerned, you must bear in mind
Stephen,
the parents of the children in that Asylum are nearly all abandoned characters; in
fact the society was formed expressly to rescue the children of drunken profligate parents from
3 Dec., 1861. ^e evil influences to which they were exposed. Now the parents, and especially the mothers,
are from time to time the inmates of the Benevolent Asylum, and the close contiguity of that
institution might therefore be a great nuisance, as it would be almost impossible to keep the
mothers away from their children, which is our great design. "We have no means of keeping
them away, as there is at present only a fence round the institution ; and at present even
parents or friends have been known to come to the fence and hold clandestine communication
with the children. I am afraid if you bring this Benevolent Asylum next door, as it will be
'
practically, unless we have a high wall round our institution—which would make it like a
prison, and would be very undesirable—it would be found productive of annoyance. That
strikes me at present, without having given much consideratiou to the subject; but I spoke
to the superintendent, Mr. May, because I had been asked by Mr. Hay—who is a member of
this Committee, I believe—upon this matter, and his opinion coincided very strongly with
the one I have just given expression to.
1954. Are you now alluding to the opinion of Mr. Hay or of Mr. May? Of Mr. May, the
superintendent of the Destitute Children’s Asylum. In consequence of a note I received
from Mr. Hay, asking my opinion upon that point, I spoke to Mr. May.
1955. And Mr. May’s opinion coincided with your own ? Tea.
1956. That is the only objection you see ? That is the only objection I see, provided the
medical men’s testimony is in favour of the salubrity of the site. I was inclined to think—
hut of course I attach no value to the opinion, for it was formed without having actually
visited the very spot, and it is a matter for a medical man to express a judgment upon—but
I was inclined to think it too bleak, and I think so still. I know that when I have ridden
out to the Destitute Children's Asylum in winter or in very cold weather, it has struck me
as being a remarkably bleak place, and I have thought 1 should not like to live there on that
account.
1957. Dr. O’Brien was of that opinion when he was upon the top of the hill, hut when be
went to the spot where he proposes that it should be built be found that it was completely
sheltered from objectionable winds—Do yon approve of the present means by which persons
obtain admission into the Asylum, or could you suggest any improvement ? 1 believe it is
about the best that could be devised. They nearly always get in upon the recommendation
of some minister of religion, and I consider that if he performs his duty he will take the
necessary pains to find out whether they are really eligible for admission; I try to do so
myself, still I am imposed upon sometimes,
1958. Also subscribers to the amount of one guinea have the right of recommending persons
for admission ? Any subscriber to the amount of one guinea. I doubt if they take the same
pains as ministers of religion can, because they can hardly be expected to give up their time
to inquire into such cases. A fair proportion of my time is taken up in my parish—being, on
the whole, a poor one—in investigating these cases. I feel it to be part of my duty to do
this, in most cases, before T recommend to the committee for relief, and yet I am often
taken in. To shew that 1 do endeavour to guard against imposition, I may mention that I
recently looked over the list of persons receiving out-door relief, and I found that many
whom I had recommended for relief, as much as three, four, or five years since, and some of
.whom I had quite lost sight of, were still receiving relief from the institution. I imme
diately struck off twenty-one families, declining to be responsible for their being deserving
cases any longer unless they were sent to me for fresh recommendations.
1959. They had been on the list how long ? Some had been on fully three years; the
impression on my mind is, that some had been as long as five years, but in order to be quito
safe I will say three years.
.
■
1960. Do you not think, in such cases, the committee or the manager should iusist upon
these persons bringing fresh recommendations periodically—say every month ? I think
every three months would be sufficient. I believe the committee are doing that practically.
Several things have conspired to open their eyes to the necessity of doing so, even more than
heretofore, within the last few months. It came to my knowledge that three families in a
small street iu Chippendale, who had been receiving relief for a long time, were each in a
position to maintain themselves. It was told me by a poor widow, and I was obliged to
conceal her name, as she dreaded violence, or, at any rate, great abuse, if she were known to
be the informant. I reported the eases to the visitor for inspection and his report to the
committee. I believe there are great impositions practised, and I know that tho rations
are even occasionally sold; but though that is the case, I believe aa much pains is taken
to prevent imposition as the nature of the case will admit.
1961. You cannot suggest any remedy ? No, I cannot; I think the plan adopted lb very
good:—the committee meet every Tuesday, ell the cases come before them, the applicants
have to bring a recommendation from a subscriber or a clergyman, the clergyman is sup
posed to take some pains to make inquiries as to the case, the committee cross-examine the
applicant, and the master of the institution, who acts as visitor, visits during the week, or as
soon as he can find time to do so. I cannot imagine any plan which would be more satis
factory.
1962. You would recommend that the recipients of relief should bring fresh recommenda
tions every quarter, and also that the master should visit them at least every quarter ?
Every quarter. I do not know whether the committee could find time to do it, but I
should even think with a large committee it would be not at all unadvisable—though it
might perhaps be throwing too great a burden upon a number of gentlemen whose time is
valuable—if the city were divided into wards, and were visited by divisions of the committee;
practically I do not think the duty would be very heavy.
1963.
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1963. The committee find that a great number of the women who go to the Asylum to he Hot- A, H.
confined remain there many months—in some instances as long as twelve or eighteen Stephen,
months; do you not think every means should be adopted to prevent their stopping there
^ “n
after a certain period ? I think every means is taken ; we advertise to people in the country 3 Dec-1®61that such servants are procurable, as people in the country have not so strong an objection
to take women with infants as residents in town. We try every means of obtaining
employment for them.
1964. Do you not think that some work should be taken in, and that these women should
he made to work after the doctor has stated that they are fit to do so ? I think the grand
defect of the Asylum is, that all the inmates are not compelled to work. With the esception
of the sick and bedridden, all should be compelled to work. I can mention that, ten years
ago, for nearly a year, I was constantly in attendance there, and was frequently the only
member attending the house committee, and I often had the women and men brought
before me for refusing to work; but I had no power to compel them, I could only stop their
tea and sugar, and theu the others gave it them. A large proportion of them can work, but
some will not even take part in cleaning the place. I really think, even if a legislative
enactment were necessary for the purpose, some means should be devised to compel all who
were passed by the medical man as fit for work to do work of some kind. If this were done,
I believe it would do more than anything else to keep out worthless imposters; for if they
knew they had to work there as well as outside, they would pack up their traps and be off.
1965. The Committee found at the Liverpool Asylum the men strolling about the yard, or
collected under a shed, and learned that they had nothing to do from Monday morning to
Saturday night—from one month’s end to another; do you not think that very objectionable ?
Decidedly,
1966. Have you known many oases in which the committee have received payment from
the reputed fathers of illegitimate children, for the support of the children during the time
they have been in the institution ? I cannot charge my memory. I have known cases
where the society has compelled mothers to prosecute the reputed fathers of these children,
but I cannot charge my memory as to how the money has been applied. I think it is used
by the institution as long as the mother remains there.
1967. I believe you are compelled to prosecute through the mother? Yes; I have known
our late assistant secretary, Mr. Johnson, to take proceedings, but I do not know whether
his successor has ever been called upon to do so. I have known Mr. Johnson to attend at
the Police Office and watch the cases, if I may so express it, for the women. The Destitute
Children’s Act gives us the power to do all that is necessary; perhaps it might be well to
give the same power to the Benevolent Society.
1968. That the Directors should have power to prosecute the reputed father of a child, and
recover the expenses tho institution may be put to by his child ? Yes. It would be much
better thoogh if there were no lawyers, because almost every time we have tried a case of
the kind, some sharp man or other has come and upset us on some technical point. It seems
that they can drive a coach and four through any Act of Parliament.
1969. An Act may be made that a lawyer cannot drive through ? I should like to see it.
I am quite disheartened about prosecuting cases under the Destitute Children's Act, for we
have never yet succeeded, to my recollection, and I don’t think we ever shall.
1970. By Mr. Love: When the Destitute Children’s Asylum receives children from the
Benevolent Asylum, does the Government pay an annual sum for their support in the
former institution ? Yes; but I believe it is deducted from the sum the Benevolent Society
would have received.
1971. Are you aware what is tho sum given for each child ? Speaking from memory, I
believe it is £14 per annum. They also give us a sum for outfit—for buying beds. I think
they gave us a lump sum of £300 when we received the children some time since.
1972. I think your objection to the intended site for the Benevolent Asylum arose in a
great measure from this, that the children there might mingle with their parents ? That the
parents might come and entice them away, or make them discontented.
1973. Where would they come from ? The Benevolent Asylum. Of course I cannot yet
speak from experience, hut I speak of what the possibility might bo. That is my opinion,
and the superintendent is also strongly of that opinion, unless you have high walls round
the two institutions, which would make them look like prisons.
1974. Would you recommend that the children iu the Destitute Children’s Asylum should
not he allowed to see their parents who were in the Benevolent Asylum ? Certainly not;
I would not deprive a parent, however bad, of the pleasure of seeing her child, but at present
parents can only see their children under a sort of surveillance; they have to come to me or to
the superintendent, for permission, and as long as the superintendent knows that the parent is
in the institution, he sees that there is nothing wrong. If we had the Benevolent Asylum
close to us the parents might climb over tho fence and plot a great deal of mischief.
19 < 5. Would it not be something like harshness, to prevent communication between parents
and their children? I would be sorry to do so; I would give them every facility to see
them in a proper manner, but what I fear is, secret communication, and the unsettling of the
children’s minds.
.
1976. As far as I have seen the Destitute Children's Asylum, there is a very good watch
kept over the children's conduct ? There is a very good watch, but children have communi
cated with their parents or friends, and some have even absconded, with all our care. I was
asked if I had any objection, and to that question I felt bound to,reply; still I do not attach
any great weight to it, I think it perfectly possible the objection may be overcome. Still
as it is an objection in my view, I thought it worth mentioning. If I may bo allowed, there
are five points to which I would direct the special attention of the Committee:—first, the
necessity
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Rev. A. H. necessity of a new building for carrying out the objects of the institution; secondly, the
Stephen.
necessity of proper classification ; thirdly, the finding of proper employment for the inmates;

fourthly, the necessity of having a legislative enactment to enable the committee to compel
3 Dec., 18G1. the inmates to work; and fifthly, the ueeessity of giving the committee the power to prosecute

the reputed fathers of illegitimate children.
1977. By Mr. Sadldr; Do they destroy the clothing of children when they come m to the
institution, and put new clothing upon them ? 1 think they do, but I am not certain upon that
point. I know they do in the Destitute Children’s Asylum; they are there put into a bath
and washed as soon as they are admitted. .
1978. By Mr. Ilarpvr: The inmates of the Liverpool Asylum complain that they are not
allowed to work in order to obtain some little luxuries, as tobacco? I cannot say that I am
perfectly satisfied with the state of things at Liverpool.
_ _
1979. By the Chairman: In what way? In various ways. I think perhaps it is not
altogether fair for me, as a member of the committee, to speak of matters complained of, and
which the committee are trying their best to remedy. 'When I have been at Liverpool, as
one of a quarterly deputation, the men have crowded round us and made great complaints of
the treatment of the master there, but it is fair to say that both wc and other deputations
could find no tangible ground for complaint, on closer inquiry. Still I was individually of
opinion that all was not quite satisfactory.
It is difficult to get at the truth, and I
do not wish to throw any aspersion upon anyone, or to reflect^ upon my brother
■committee-men; but I think there is a considerable residuum of truth in the statements of
the men. It is, however, extremely difficult to get at the real truth, for the men make
certain statements one day and back out of them the next; or rather they cannot, or will
not, substantiate before the committee that which they allege in their communication to
individual members of it.
.
,
1980 By Mr. Earput: When the deputation visited the institution the men made com
plaints to me, and when the officers or wardsmen came up, or when examined face to face
with the master and local committee, they said nearly the contrary, or considerably softened
their allegations; but I could excuse men placed in their position ? I cannot help thinking,
although it may be a mere theory, that the men might he more cheerful and more happy if
they had some kind of light work. I think if they were removed to a new and capacious
Asylum—and, I presume, if a new building were erected at Eandwick they would he removed
there—they might help to cultivate the garden, and be employed in other ways. I may
illustrate what I mean by reference to the Destitute Children s Asylum -During the time
that was under the management of the late superintendent, and in the old very unsuitable
building, the children had a dull, haggard, uncomfortable, “ don’t-care look about them,
while under the present superintendent, who is a man of a different calibre at least or a
more cheerful temperament—they are iodulged by having little gardens, have gymnastic poles,
and other amusements, and are allowed to plait cabbage-tree, out of school hours, and the
money earned by that means is appropriated to their own use, either to be laid by or to be
expended in the purchase of such things as children delight in. There is, in consequence, a
wonderful change in the whole appearance of the children; they look cheerfnl and happy,
and evidently regard tho committee and officers as their friends. I was struck with the very
reverse of this when I visited Liverpool; it seemed to me as if idleness had paralysed the
best feelings of the inmates, and it seemed lamentable that upwards of two hundred people
should be cooped up in a yard with nothing whatever to do.
..
,
1981 By the Chairman : The people at Liverpool are enclosed withinfour highwalls, and
they can see nothing beyond them. If you ascend the building you may have heautiiul
views both up and down George’s River, and also see the trains on the railroad passing from
time to time. Do you not think it would have a cheering effect upon the spirits of the
inmates if a portion of these walls were pulled down and a paling were substituted, so as to
afford them an opportunity of seeing the country beyond? I should consider it a kind ot
imprisonment to live in Liverpool, even outside tho walls, hut inside it must be even more
depressing. Liverpool is about the dullest place I know.
1982 Would it not be a great improvement, and conduce to the inmates comfort, if a portion
of these walls were removed, and a light fence were put upon the top ? Yes, if you conld
prevent their scaling the fence. I can quite imagine that the place might he improved, but
if you are going to build a uew Asylum it is hardly worth while.
,
,
1983 However active the committee may be, it will hardly be possible to have the new
institution ready in less than three or four years. I think you may arrive at that con
clusion from the length of time the new wing of the Destitute Children s Asylum has been
in course of erection-do you not therefore think that if in the meanwhile anything can he
done to promote the comfort of these poor people, it should he attended to ? Certainly.
1984. Do you not think it would he a great advantage if the walls were removed, so that at
least they might see the trains pass and repass, and be able to get a breath of fresh air,
instead of having nothing but the miserable brick walls to look at. It has been objected
■that if this were done the inmates might have spirits brought to tffiem,_ hut if a wardsman
were stationed there might not that be prevented ? Yes. My opinion is that the man at
the head of such an institution should he not a mere hireling, but a philanthropist—a man
of a benevolent mind, having a sympathy with those around him ; that, in fact, he should
he of a higher class altogether than the men generally chosen for such offices.
1985 Do you not think it desirable that there should he a uniform clothing used ? That I
very strongly reoommended; in fact I was chairman of one deputation to Liverpool which
strongly recommended that there should he a uniform clothing, and that an order should
he sent to England that a material might he woven expressly for the purpose.
1986. Do you not think there should be some means of compelling the inmates to. take
their bedding into the yard, to he aired. When the Committee visited the institution at
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Liverpool they found pieces of bread, meat, old boots and other articles of clothing, stowed
E*
away under the heads of the bods ; do you not think the committee should make some rule ® CP ea‘
to prevent old clothing from being put under the beds? I quite think so ; but in order to
carry out such rules you must have a superior class of wardsmen, and to get proper wards- ® ®cc" 136L.
men you must pay them well. We now most generally get the lame and infirm, and
people of the most unsuitable description ; even at the Sydney Infirmary the medical men
complain of this, and say that in order to make it a perfect institution they should have a
different class of wardsmen and nurses, but with the salaries we can afford to pay them we
can, as a general rule, procure none but inferior people; there are, of course,
exceptions. I believe that many of the evils of which you complain arise from this
cause; but with the pay we are able to give for the performance of such very
unpleasant duties as those to be performed by the wardsmen, we cannot got better
attendants.
1987. The Committee, when they visited Liverpool, were struck with the difference in the
condition of the Severn! wards; in some the beds were nicely rolled up, no old boots or
clothing were under the hods, and everything was in order and comfortable—Do you not
think it desirable that the inmates should be compelled to attend to these matters; and that
if, when able, they refused to roll up their beds, or to assist in keeping the wards clean,
they should be turned out of the institution? Yes, I think so.
1988. We also found, on making inquiries at the institution in Liverpool, that no vegetable
diet was allowed for the inmates there, with the exception of that produced in the garden,
which was not larger than would supply a moderate family; they stated that they had no
potatoes there, with the exception of twice, for some eighteen months, and that they had no
other vegetables beyond what were put into their soup very sparingly—Do you not thiuk it
desirable, even if the supply of animal food were made less, to increase the vegetable diet ?
It is desirable, but there again the difficulty is the want of means. It would add to the
expense very largely to supply the inmates with potatoes, but I have thought that a larger
vegetable diet would be very desirable.
1989. The committee have never found any difficulty with the Government in getting the
amount they required placed upon the Estimates ? No doubt, but if all these things were
done that are desirable we should outrun our money.
1990. Have you not outrun that already? Yes, I believe so.
1991. Have not the Legislature always voted the sums placed upon the Estimates for this
purpose ? Always ; for which we are very grateful.
1992. What is your opinion of the erection of a new building on the line of railway ; there
are many beautiful sites to be obtained there ? That is what I should prefer from the time
I first heard that Randwick had been selected ; I have thought it would be far more
conveuient if a piece of ground had been chosen either at Petersham, Ashfield, or Home■
bush ; and 1 believe access by railway would be more easy for old people than jolting in an
omnibus to Randwick.
1993. Land could be got upon the line of railway which would be suitable for the purpose,
and of far less value than the land at Randwick? Yes, probably.
1994. I have now to approach a very unpleasant subject. Have you ever heard any com
plaint against any servant of the institution, as to intemperance ? I suppose I must answer
that question. I myself moved a resolution some few months ago that the medical man at
Liverpool should be dismissed, even though wc had no actual proof of Iris intemperance ; but
in consequence of there being no direct proof of the fact I was over-ruled; although I was the
only supporter of my resolution, l requested that the fact might be entered upon the proceed
ings. We hud heard in many quarters of the frequent intemperance of tho medical man at
Liverpool, and I had heard myself such accounts that, even without waiting for positive proof,
I felt that I was justified in moving for his removal. Dr. Macfarlanc and myself agreed to ’
bring the matter forward, and he was to have moved the resolution, but on the occasion of my
moving it he was unable to attend, and 1 therefore stood alone. The reason the committee
did not support my resolution—and no doubt they were quite right—was, that they ought
not to remove a man from his situation unless completely satisfactory proof were obtained,
which they were not then able to obtain, though they did their best to find it. Since that
time a circumstance has occurred which would, I think, enable me to adduce proof of
neglect and inattention on the surgeon’s part. The clerk of my*church, Mr. Hudson, has
had a large contract for building a bridge in the neighbourhood of Liverpool; one of his
men employed upon that work broke his leg, and was taken to the Liverpool Asylum ; and
Mr. Hudson gave me a most unsatisfactory account of the way in which this man was treated,
or rather neglected, by the doctor. I have intended to bring this matter before the com
mittee, but have been unable to attend the meetings for tho last two or three weeks, and I
also thought it advisable to wait and see whether the medical men at the Sydney Infirmary
would bear out this charge.
1995. Is that the only instance you have heard of ? I have heard of another instance, which
came under the notice of the Rev. George Macarthur. He was present when a child had a
limb amputated, or in some other way operated upon, and the doctor’s hand shook so much,
from intemperance, that the operation was an unsuccessful or mismanaged one. That was
not in connection with the institution; it was a private case. I have heard it, and I believe
it is a matter of common repute at Liverpool; all the committee know it as well as I do
myself, for it has been a matter of anxiety amongst us.
1996. Have any other of the servants there had a similar charge made against them
I
have heard, but it is only hearsay, that the master there is given to intemperance. As a
member of the committee, I think it right to state that the committee have taken every
means to ascertain. I believe that Mr. Raphael and the Rev. Mr. Coriah went up one night
to try and catch him, but were unable to obtain any proof. I thought, proof or no proof,

'
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Rev. A. H. that as the common report was such respecting the doctor, that it would he far the safer plan
Stephen, to remove him, than to run the risk of allowing any of these people to suffer from his mis
management.
3 Dec., IS61, 1997. You will see from that, that the committee are about to do something {The Chair
man handed a paper to the witness') ? The committee up there are aware of it; I know the
Rev. Mr. Hodgson is very well awaro of it, as a matter of report; but the difficulty is to
catch him in that state.
1998. Have you heard similar charges against the servants in the institution in Sydney ?
Ho at least I do not remember that I have heard it. No, I have not heard it j certainly
not.
1999. Hy Mr. Alexander : Was not aletter once sent to the Sydney committee, by the Rev.
Mr. Macarthur, complaining of the drunkenness of the surgeon and master at the Liverpool
Asylum ? A communication was made (not by letter) respecting the doctor, not the master j
and I remember that the committee took every pains to get Mr. Macarthur to attend as a
witness. He did attend one day at Liverpool, to meet the sub-committee there, but from
some cause—I believe from the committee missing the train—it did not arrive there in time,
and lie could not go again.
2000. Mr. Macarthur would not give evidence P He attended once, as I have stated ; hut
as the committee did not meet him, he would not go again ; that is my impression.
2001. Are you aware whether the local committee are acquainted with the drunkenness of tho
surgeon and master ? I believe they have taken every means to get proof of the fact—such
proof as would ho necessary in a Court of Justice—but I consider that an institution of that
sort, where the interests of our poorer fellow creatures are at stake, that it is far better to do
an injustice to the surgeon than to run the risk of doing so to all these poor unfortunate crea
tures. If the Committee like to send to Mr. Hudson, the builder, at Redfern, he will no
doubt tell them the story he told me. I simply mention it on his authority, and in answer
to a question of this Committee.
2002. Were you one of the deputation to the local Hoard ? I was one of the deputation, and
I think the Rev. Mr. Sheridan was with me. We met the local Board, and told them we
had heard complaints respecting the conduct of the surgeon, as to his intemperance. The
committee told us that they had also beard reports, but that they knew nothing definite—•
that they had never seen the surgeon intoxicated themselves. The doctor was before the
committee, and it was the impression of myself and others of the deputation, most strongly,
that he was shewing signs of liquor on him at that very moment, though he was certainly
not intoxicated.
2003. Were you with the deputation at the time the local Board were requested particularly
to have their eyes upon the surgeon, and were informed that, in the event of any mistake,
the acting committee would consider them liable ? Yes; I think we told them that wc
should consider them responsible, or else a letter was sent them to that effect, from the
Sydney committee, I wish to say, that I believe the committee have done everything they
possibly can, and in reference to my being in the minority on the occasion referred to by
me, perhaps the committee took the proper course, not to deprive the surgeon of his office
and his character without direct evidence, but I thought it was better to remove him from his
position than to run the risk of endangering many lives.
2004. By Mr. Harpur: Do you think that a sound principle—that it is better to do an
injustice than to run tho risk of doing an injustice? I think I see what you mean, and I
think you see what I mean.
2005. By Mr. Alexander: That to do a great right, you must sometimes do a little wrong ?
That is certainly not a tenable position, nor would I propound it, still, if I was firmly con
vinced in my own mind that the man was a drunkard, I might not think further evidence
necessary, still I quite admit that the position, as you have put it, is not tenable in morals.
2006. Do you keep any register of the parties you recommend ? No, I do not j but if it
be thought desirable, I shall be glad to do so. A register is kept at the house.
2007. Do you not think it desirable that clergymen generally should keep a register of the
persons they recommend ? I keep a register of those receiving relief from our church alms,
but many persons come to me for relief whom I should not feel justified in relieving out of
this fund, and those I send to the Benevolent Asylum, without making any memorandum of
their names.
*
2008. I mean, do you not think it would be an advantage, if clergymen were to keep a
memorandum of the people whom they recommend ? I have no doubt that tho Sydney
clergymen, of any denomination, would be happy to do so, if asked.
2009. It would assist in bringing them to your mind, if you found any were misapplying
what they received from this charity ? I have mentioned that, on looking through the
register at the house, lately, I had struck off twenty names.
2010. By the Chairman: Can you favour the Committee with any suggestions which would
promote the objects for which they have been appointed ? Since giving my evidence, I have
come to the conclusion that the objection which I entertained in the first instance to the
site of the proposed Asylum, and which, in consequence of the medical men’s opinion I was
inclined to modify, is by no means a groundless one. I think it will be found that the air
of Randwick will prove prejudicial to the health of aged inmates of the Asylum, and
specially to those, young or old, who may he suffering from pulmonary disease. I am satis
fied that a site more inland will be found to be more healthy, as I have little doubt it will
be more convenient j e.y., to remove a sick or infirm person from Sydney to Randwick would
occupy nearly an hour, to remove the sufferer even as far as Homebush would scarcely
occupy half that time, and the mode of transit would be far easier to the patient. Other
reasons might be given on the score of convenience.
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The Reverend John Relix Sheridan examined:—
2011. J?y the Chairman : You arc a minister of the Roman Catholic Church in Sydney? Yes- Eev. J. F.
2012. You are on the commitiee of the Hcnevolcut Asylum ? Yes.
Sheridan.
2013. Hnw long have you been on that committee 1 I think, as far as I can recollect, five
“"i
or six years.
■
3 Dec., 1861.
2014. Arc you aware that the institution is very much overcrowded? Yes, I think so;
particularly the institution in Sydney.
2015. Do you approve of the present mode of obtaining relief at that institution, either
admission or out-door relief? As far as I can see it has been working pretty well,
2016. I presume a great number of persons come to you for recommendations? A great
number for admission as inmates, and also a great number for out-door relief.
2017. Do persons apply to you whom you do not know, from other parishes? Yes, often
times, and occasionally I refer them to their own clergyman. If a member of another
denomination conics to me for a recommendation I refer him to his own clergyman ; not that
I would refuse to relieve them, bur on principle.
2018 Do persons come to you, for instance, who do not belong to your own parish ? Yes ;
they may belong to St. Patrick’s, St. Mary’s, or St. Benedict’s, and when retused by their
own clergyman they might go to another.
2019. You think they should be compelled to apply to their own clergyman ? Yes.
2020 Do you think the present system of allowing subscribers of one guinea to recommend
people for relief should be continued? I see a good deal in favour of it and a good deal
against it; but I would not wish to deprive subscribers of their right to recommend a
certain number, say one or two in the year, in the same way as at tho Infirmary.
2021. We find that a great number of women take advantage of the institution, for the
purpose of being confined there? Yes.
2(122. And the Committee also found that in the lying-in room a decent married woman who
might bo compelled to go in there because of her husband having deserted her, or of other
causes beyond her control, might, be lying in the next bed to a common prostitute, do you
not think it desirable that there should he some mode of classifying such cases ? I
think it highly desirable.
2023. Do you think that the lying-in hospital should bo a separate institution, or that
it would be desirable to have it under one management, hut in a separate wing of the building ?
If the wing could be perfectly distinct and separate, I think it would be better to have one
institution. There should be a complete classification and separation in every respect.
2024. Several wards? Yea.
2025. So that the women might be classified according to character?
Yes; there is
nothing to prevent there being a lying-in ward.
2020, Or two or three? Yes; you might call it an hospital if you liked, with two or
three wards.
2027. The wards might be smaller than tho present wards ? Yes.
2028. We found from tho evidence, that this class of paupers has increased very much. In
1858 there were I think hut thirty-five, and up to the present time in this year there have
been ninety—nearly twice as many persons of this class as have been admitted during the
whole of any previous year ? Yes.
2029. Gan you account for that in any way ? I am well aware of tho fact; tho members of
the committee have frequently made it a subject, of conversation, and have endeavoured to
account for it. Various opinions have been expressed; some have thought whether it can be
attributed to the facility these persons have of getting into the institution.
2030. Do you not think power should be given to the institution to compel these peop1e to
work, after the doctor has reported them able to work ? I was going to proceed to make that
remark. I really think in the first instance they are allowed to come in on very easy terms,
and afterwards they are not obliged, when they are able, to work. Of course I would not be
hard on those who are not able.
"
2031. But when the doctor reports them as able to work you would compel them to work?
Yes.
2032. The Committee found that some of these women had been there twelve months who
were evidently able to work, and upon asking if they could be compelled to work, it was
said there were no means except by turning them out, and that if they were turned out they
.
would soon be in again; do you not think if they were compelled to work they would soon
find employment outside? It is all very well to say oblige them, but it is very difficult to
oblige them. I have known some instances where it has been impossible. We have no
alternative but to turn them out, and if we did so they would lie in the streets, and their last
state would be worse than their first,
2033. Could they not then be punished as vagrants ? Yes, they could be punished certainly.
We are obliged, from the nature of the institution, it being a charitable institution, to take
the most lenient view, and to adopt tho most merciful course under all the circumstances.
2034. By Mr. Love: Do you not think if a gratuity of tea and sugar, or some other
comforts, were given to these people for working, it would be an inducement to them ? I
believe that is the case at present.
2035. By the Chairman: If you gave them short allowance for not working, it appears to
me that that would have the effect of keeping many out of the institution ; it is because
they are treated too well there that they" remain. One instance was brought under the
notice of the Committee of a woman who had been confined there three times in four years,
and of others who said that they would come there whenever they wanted to be confined, as
they found themselves so well treated and comfortable; do you not think some means should ,
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Rev. _J. F.'; be taken to compel these women to work, or to make the institution less comfortable for
Sheridan, those who would take advantage of it in this way? Undoubtedly.
^ 2036 Do you know the proposed site for the new institution at itaudwick ? Tes,
3 Dec., 1661. 20 37. Do you approve of that site ? I must say I do.
2038. You hoard the evidence given by the Eev. Mr. Stephen ?
Yes; I must say I differ
from him on that point.
2039. On what point? With regard to the site. Ho appeared, if I understood him rightly,
to prefer some site on the Parramatta or Liverpool Road.
2040. The only objection he had to the site at Randwick was, that a great portion of the
children in tho Destitute Children’s Asylum had parents in the Benevolent Asylum, and he
thought they should be kept apart? They would be two institutions perfectly distinct and
separate; I do not think there would be any communication whatever.
2041. By Mr. Alexander: How many women in the Benevolent Asylum do you think
have children in the Destitute Children’s Asylum?
I do not think there are many
Catholics. There are children in the Randwick institution whose parents have been in the
Benevolent Asylum, but who have left.
•
2042. ify the Chairman : There arc a great number of children between the ages of three
and fourteen years in the Benevolent Asylum—do you thiuk it desirable that they should
be continued in that institution, nr that they should he diafted off to the Orphan School, or
to the Destitute Children’s Asylum ? They should be sent at once to one or other of these
institutions, for I think the Benevolent Asylum is no place for them at all. I think the
great objection is that the Asylum is made to answer every purpose of an infant establish
ment, a lyins-in hospital, a foundling hospital—everything, in fact—which it was never
intended to be. T think it has not a fair chance in that respect.
2043. You heard the questions I asked the Rev. Mr. S:ephen, with reference to the
vegetable food supplied to the inmates at Liverpool—do you approve of a less amount of
animal and more vegetable food being given to them ? I am of that opinion.
2044. I presume in a new building you would have a proper classification, not only of lyingin-women, but of oiherinmat.es; for instance, in the Liverpool Asylum we found persons
suffering from syphilitic, cancerous, and other offensive diseases, lying in the same ward with
others who, except, from age, were in good bodily health—do you not think proper means
of classificiition should be adopted in such cases ? In a building erected for that purpose
those things, as a matter of course, would be attended to. The building at Liverpool was
never intended for such a purpose, consequently proper sanitary arrangements do not exist.
2045. You also heard the question put to Mr. Stephen, with reference io lowering the walls
that surround the Liverpool, institution. The people there are collected under a small shed,
or roam about the yard in a state of idleness, and have nothing to see but four blank walls,
while, if a portion’of the wall were removed, they might have a beautiful view either up or
down George’s River. Do you not think it would be a great advantage if a portion of the
wall were removed, and a light fencing were substituted ? At present, high as the walls are, _
the people manage to get over then;, and unless there were some precaution taken, in the
way of putting iron spikes, many of them would get over. If that were done, I think it
might be an advantage.
2046. It is not because a few might get over the fence that a large number of persons
should suffer, and it seems to be dreadful that three or four hundred people should bo
huddled up in that small space \ ft>r H is only one side they are allowed to occupy, as half the
ground is occupied with the garden, and fully a quarter with the buildings, so that they
have not above an acre to walk about ? Yes.
2047. By Mr. Alexander: Has any difficulty been felt by the committee, with reference to
making the inmates work—have-any such cases como under your notice? Yes, several.
I know it has been brought under the notice of the committee by the master.
2048. Charges were made by him against the inmates who would not work ? Yes.
2049. What were the general results of the charges made by the master? They have
generally resulted in proving that the parties were unmanageable and refractory, and that
it was impossible for the master to control them.
_
2050. Are you aware whether any of these parties were expelled from tho house in conse
quence of refusing to do the house-work ? I think there were a few within my owu know
ledge, but that they were received back.
^
2051. What was the great objection these people had to work ? None, but that as far as
I may judge they were lazy, and would not work, I suppose.
_ _ _
2052. You said something in your evidence about the desirability or non-desirahility of
allowing subscribers to give recommendations—can you state tho average number of recom
mendations that come from subscribers? I think very few; I think they come principally
from the clergy of the different denominations.
_
2053. Do you think, taking the year round, there is one a-week from private subscribers to
the imtitution ? I believe there are very few indeed; I doubt whether they would average
one a-week.
2054. By Mr. Harpur: How would you compel the inmates to work, in case you thought
they were able to dn so—what means would you take? I would first bring moral influence
to bear ; I would recommend that the clergyman of the denomination to which they belonged
should remonstrate with them and shew them their error, and I am of opinion that this, in
ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, would be attended with the desired effect. 1 have
known instances myself, when nil other means have failed, when persons have declared they
would not work, regardless of consequences, that when the salutary influences of religion
have been brought to bear upon them they have had the desired effect. I would recom
mend, before harsh measures Were resorted to, that the minister of religion of the denomina
tion
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tion to which the offender belonged should use his influence; and in the event of that failing,
which would be ver}' seldom indeed, other measures might bo resorted to. 1 do not know____

Rev. J, P.
Sheridan,

2055. By the Chairman: Might not a slight gratuity be offered ? Yes.
>---2056. It there were a better mode of classification this might be carried out? Yes.
3 ®co- 18^1.
2057. Or there might be a yard in which refractory persons might bo placed, aud they
might be kept on an inferior allowance—Do you not think that might have the desired
effect? Yes, I think supplying them with tobacco would have a beneficial effect.
2058. iJy j!/X Harpur: And giving them the opportunity of earning tobacco? Yes, for
they literally prize that more than food.
2050. You are aware that a large portion of this class of persons have been addicted to
smoking from their early youth ? Yes.
2060. And many of them are very old—have you not beard from old smokers that it is a
severe punishment to be deprived of their tobacco? Yes, very.
2001. The prospect of obtaining tobacco would be one of the greatest inducements you could
offer to them to work, or to do anything ? Ycs.
2062. At Liverpool the men receive (if any) a very si tor t allowance—a quantity which is
as nothing to them, and they stated to the Committee that they were willing to work in the
garden, or to do anything, to obtain it; but they were not allowed to work for that purpose,
or for any other—Are you not of opinion that persons who are received into this, as well as
into every other Benevolent Asylum, are generally of defective intellect. Even where they
are physically strong is not their intellect generally defective and weak ? I would not say
so, as a general rule.
2063. In a country like this, where persons possessed of anything like physical strength can
make good wages, is it not a certain sign of weak intellect for such persons to seek refuge in
a Benevolent Asylum? I think that is owing rather to physical than to mental debility, in
the great majority of cases,
2064. Then in those cases there could be no reason to compel them to work ? No.
2065. There are persons who, if they went up, the country, could get £30 or £40 n-year,
who are working in the institution for a sbillisig or eighteen-pence a-week; is not that a
sign that these people, though able to work, are really defective in intellect—If on would see
no objection to the inmates being allowed to earn tobacco for themselves? Not the slightest;
on the contrary, I would rather give them tobacco if that would be the means of getting
them to work. I think some of them might be employed in plaiting.
2066. By Mr. Alexander: Are you not aware' that at one time they were employed iu
plaiting and making cabbage-tree hats ? No.
2067. By Mr. Lone: Are you aware whether there arc many tradesmen among the inmates
at the Liverpool Asylum ? I am not aware.
.
2068. Tinmen, shoemakers, and carpenters ? I am not aware of the fact, but I think it is
very natural to suppose there are.
2069. Do you not think these men-would be much happier if they were allowed to work a
little at their trades? Yes, I think it would save much murmuring.
2070. Would you recommend the committee at Liverpool to try that plan ? Yes, I would.
2071. By ihe Chairman : You are aware that the children in the institution in Sydney have
been suffering from itch for the last two years? Yes.
2072. Are you aware that they are all washed in the same water ? No,
_
(The Chairman read the evidence of Mrs. Louisa Stonci)
2073. Do you, after hearing that evidence, think it likely the itch can be got out of the
institution while the present course is pursued ? No.
2074. Do you not think some immediate steps should be taken to alter that system ? Yes,
I am shocked at that; I was not at all aware of it.
' ’
* 2075. You are aware that there are many people in the Liverpool institution who work for
a small gratuity—a shilling or eighteen-pence a-week, or ten shillings a-month ? Yes.
2076. I suppose if similar inducements were held out, the whole of the inmates might bo
induced to earn their own livings there? I think so.
•
2071. Have the intemperate habits of any of the servants of the institution ever been
brought under your notice ? I have heard a good deal about the officials of the Liverpool
institution. I heard the evidence of the Rev. Mr. Stephen on this subject, and I can only
say with him, that we endeavoured by every possible means to come at the truth, and to
have something tangible, hut I am sorry to say we failed. Although we had some very
good reasons to suspect, still we could not put our fingers upon anything tangible; I have
always found, even when I have gone there unexpectedly, when I have had private business
at Liverpool, and have called at the institution, that everything was in a proper state; and
although 1 have reason to fear that the doctor indulges a little, I believe he has always done
his duty, as far as I can hear.
207^. Have you ever heard anything against the master of the institution ? Yes, I have
heard the same thing of the master, but I have never seen it; he has always done his duty.
2079. Have you ever heaid anything of the servants of the institution in Sydney induMn"
in that way F No.
B a
2080 Can you offer the Committee any suggestions to forward the object for which they
have been appointed ? I would suggest an entire change, principally with regard to classifi
cation ; that cannot be done with the present means—it is impo-sible to doit; but as a
minister of religion, I would suggest that there should be a classification in the sick ward;
I would have the motnbers of the Catholic Church in one ward, those who are bed-ridden,
because our miuis'rations are of a private nature, and of course members of other denomin
ations do not, and are not supposed to understand them, and they might form the subject of
,
ridicule ; and when this could be avoided it would be well that it should he, as it is hurtful
to the individual receiving the last rites of his Church, as well as to the clergyman.
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Rev. J. F. 2081. The classification of women who come in to be confined which you suggest, ia not a
Sheridan. claasification of that sort? No, I refer only to the sick ward, where it is necessary that
/---- the clergyman should go to the bedside of the patient.
^
3 Dee., 1SG1. 2082. The classification you would recommend, in the case of lying-in women, has reference
to their moral character ? Yes; the other has reference only to the sick ward. .
2083. The classification in the lying-in wards would be to prevent respectable married women
from coming into close contact with prostitutes, perhaps suffering from disease? Yes.
With reference to the removal of the institution from Sydney, unless provision were made
to relieve applicants for out-door relief in tho city, inconvenience might arise.
2084. It has been suggested that there should he a depot in Sydney, with two or three beds,
to accommodate people in cases of emergency, and that from this place out-door relief siiould
be administered ? That is my view.
_
2085. By Mr. Harpur t Do you not think if the doctor’s irregularities, which have been
described as characterizing the conduct of the doctor at Liverpool, were of such a kind as to
interfere with his efficiency, it would be easy to obtain proofs against him ? I do not know j
we tried to obtain sufficient evidence against him, but could not.
_
_
2086. Do you not think that, although it may be easy to get up a report against aperson, it
may be impossible to prove the charges circulated ? Yes.
2087. Do you not think that is something like the present case ? Yes. _
2088. Do you not think it would bo dangerous to go upon mere report, without proof ?_ Yes.
I may mention that on one occasion, when I went to Liverpool, as I saw there was a delicacy,
on the part of a number of the committee, to state to him the charge which had been
brought against him, I called the doctor aside, told him the reports that had been cireu]ated° and asked him what he had to say for himself. Ho appeared to be indignant at the
charge, and although there wore unmistakable signs of his previous habits, he said that he was
a persecuted man, that he had enemies, that we all bad enemies, and he commenced mora
lizing, but lie stated that be was perfectly innocent.
_
4
2089° There are persons of a certain temperament who behave ordinarily when excited, aa
if under the influence of liquor. I have seen the gentleman but once, and had only about
five minutes conversation with him; but be appeared to mo to be of that excitable tempera
ment ? Yes.
.
2090, By Mr. Alexander: Did his conduct and manner appear to be the result of excite
ment only, or of drinking ? He appeared to be very indignant.
_
_
2091. By Mr. Harpur: I have seen persons of that temperament, who, if anything crossed
them, appeared as if they were tipsy ? Yes; that is a very charitable view to take, and I
should be happy to take that view. I think if a person performs his duty in an office, and
there is no positive proof against him, it is difficult to remove him.
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The Rev. William Allworth called in and examined

I'i'

Rev. ’William 2092, By the Chairman: You are a minister of the Churchy of England ? I am.
Allworth. 2093.
------ -'
You often
visit the Benevolent Asylum, I believe ? I do,
^

/—*—\ 2094. Do you receive any remuneration for that? I receive remuneration from my own
16 Dec., 1861, (jhurch; it forms part of my duty. Our Church supplies the Chaplain for that place and the
Infirmary, and the salary is for the two conjointly.
'
2095. You are aware that tho whole of the sick patients are in one ward—do you not think
there ought to he a classification—when ministers of religion go there to visit patients, is it
not objectionable to them to have persons not of their religion in the same ward ? I think
so, decidedly; that has been my opinion for a long time.
‘ .
2096. For instance, if a minister of the Roman Catholic Church visits patients of his
persuasion, are not the doctrines ho teaches likely to be brought into ridicule by patients of
other sects, and vice ccrsti ? Yes; and another good effect would be, that it would prevent
proselytising.

’

*

2097. With reference to classification, the Committee were struck with the fact that, from
want of space, decent married women, who were compelled to take advantage of the institu
tion, in consequence of poverty, were lying in the next beds to prostitutes—do you not think
it absolutely necessary, in the erection of a new institution, that moans should be provided
for proper classification in this respect ? Decidedly; in fact, I find great difficulty in the
performance of my duties, from want of classification.
.
^
,
2098. I believe there is now one room in which gentlemen of different religious denomina
tions hold services ? Yes, the dining-room.
2099. They have it in turn ? Yes, we have stated times; and they are so arranged as not
to conflict with each other.
, . „
.
.
2100. How long have you been in the practice of visiting the institution ? During my last
residence in town—it will be two years in January next. Some ten years ago I visited there.
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2101. Would It be as convenient for the purpose of ministers of different denominations, if a Kev. William
new institution were erected at Itandwick ? In my ease it would scarcely be so, because I Allworth,
have a separate charge at Pyrmont.
/—\
2102. Then the minister at Kandwick might then take charge? He might; that would10 ^,ec'’
depend upon the Bishop’s arrangements.
2103. During your visits to the institution has your attention ever been called to any of the
managers of the institution being intoxicated? Never on one occasion, and I have been
there at all hours.
2104. Have you ever seen any person connected with the establishment under the influence
of drink ? 1 have never seen anything of the kind.
2105. By Mr, Caldwell: Have you hud an opportunity of seeing the master and matron
when you have called there ? I scarcely ever visit there without seeing them, for I walk
in from Pyrmont, aud I am tired enough sometimes to bo glad to sit down; sometimes
I go into the office and speak to Mr. Andorson, and sometimes I go into Mrs. Mansfield’s
room, so that I scarcely ever visit the establishment without speaking to one or other,
2106. Would you recommend that there should be classification according to the religious
denomination of the inmates ? Decidedly. I will state my reason, if I may be allowed to
do so :—There are many sick patients in the men’s and women’s wards who are altogether
dependent f,T religious instruction upon the visitation of the clergyman ; and to teach some
of them who may be deaf the doctrines and the duties of religion in a loud tone of voice
would be grating to the ears of those who held different views, and whose religious opinions
ought to have some respect paid to them. Then again, T should not like a llomish priest to
go in aud teach the doctrines and duties of bis Church so as to disturb the members of the
body to which I belong; indeed I have found this to have some effect upon persons of weak
minds.
2107. Do you think this classification would bo sufficient if it were confined to tho sick ward ?
Simply to the sick ward. If dissenters choose to come in they may do so, but then we should
have only a Protestant congregation. With regard to tho public service it does not matter,
as the Wesleyans hold their service in tho forenoon, and that of the Church of England is
conducted in tho afternoon. Dr. Fullerton has his only in the week.
2108. By Mr, Alexander: Do not a good many young men connected with tho Young Men’s
Christian Association visit there ? There arc two or three who visit very frequently in a
praiseworthy manner.
2109. By Mr. Love: Are any persons of the Jewish persuasion in the institution ? No, I
think there is not ono in either of the places I visit. I found c.ne in tho Infirmary, but that
was a long time ago. I think something should be done with reference to one of the lower
wards, where there are a great many women with children, mingled with old people. The old
pcuple complain bitterly of the squalling of the children, and several applications have been
■
made to me by them to be removed from the ward. With reference to the women being
required to work, they frequently refuse to do so, and set tho matron at defiance. It is
impossible for her to do anything, as physical force would be the only thing of any avail in
such cases, and they do, l fear, get some measure of support from outside people.
2110. By the Chairman: We have had some evidence upon that point—would you approve
of compelling the people by force, or would you hold out some inducement, by giving those who
did work some little indulgences ? I scarcely know how that could be brought about.
2111. By Mr. Alexander: It has been attempted, has it not? By compulsory means ?
2112. Not by compulsory means, but by threatening them with expulsion ? Certainly.

Mr. R. Anderson again called in and further examined:—
2113. By the Chairman : You have been examined before ? Yes.
Mr. R.
2114. Chiefly with reference to the accounts of the institution ? Yes.
>
Anderson.'
2115. You have been there, I thiuk, since 1859 ? Since the 8th of May, 1860,
i
2116. Have you, since you have been there, seen any of the officers or servants of the institu-16 Dec., 1861.
tion tipsy ? In reference to the officers I should almost wish a direct question were put.
2117. Did you ever see the master in that state ? Never in my life.
2118. Did you ever see the matron in that state? I have seen her what I considerworse
for liquor.
2119: Upon one occasion, or npon several ? Upon several occasions, I am sorry to say.
2120. In what part of the institution ? In my own room; I have seen her going along the
passage, and I have seen her in the yard.
2121. Have you seen her going into the wards in that state? I have seen her going
into tho wards, but I never saw her in the wards ; I do not frequently go into them, as it is
not my business to do so—it is not in my department.
2122. You say you have seen her that way several times? Yes, I have seen her in an
excited state several times.
2123. Did you ever report it to members of the committee ? I have; they have spoken to
me about it, and I have mentioned it to several of them, perhaps a dozen of them.
2124. Could you name any of them ? In the first place, the question has been put to me, on
more occasions than one, by the secretary, tho Honorable George Allen, and I have answered
him in as direct a way as I could that I had seen her; I have also mentioned it to Mr.
Alexander, the honorary treasurer, when we have been conversing and lamenting over the
matter. I have mentioned it to, and the question been asked by, a good many others. Such
questions have been put to me upon various occasions, and I have answered them to tho best
of my belief, and with the utmost regret; for I had the highest opinion of both her and her
husband.
■
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2125. Did you ever know of auy deficiency in any of the stores, medical comforts, such as
’a011, brandy F In answering that question when it was pat to me before, I said there was no
■“% deficiency as between me and the society, but certainlythere was a deficiency between Mr.
1861. Mansfield and somebody else ; I think I showed Mr. Alexander the statement.
2126. By Mr. Alexander : That was about the brandy ? Yes, I am speaking of the brandy.
I spoke, as I felt it to be my duty to do so, to Mr. Alexander, the honorary treasurer, of the
deficiency, and two or three days afterwards when he put the question to me, I said the
deficiency was made up, so that the institution lost nothing.
2127. By the Chairman: You are aware that there was a deficiency ? There was.
2128. Do you know who made good the deficiency? Mr, Mansfield; he told me so,
2129. Do you know of any deficiency in any other portion of the store ? No, all were
correct. I consider Mr. Mansfield a very honorable, steady, correct, and upright man.
2130. Who serves out the porter ? Mr. Mansfield.
2131. Does he scree it out himself ? I do not know whether he does so on all occasions.
He is the visitor of the out-pensioners of the institution, and his duties in that capacity
require him to go oat, and daring his absence I think Mrs. Mansfield serves it out.
2132. By Mr. Caldwell: She serves out the porterF Everything in the shape of stores.
Mr. Mansfield keeps the keys.
2133. By the Chairman: Have you never heard any fault found with the quantity or
quality of the articles served out? No report has ever been made to me by any inmate or
by anyone, of quantity or quality, in any instance that I can recollect.
2134. Has any complaint been made of any articles having been missed ? I never heard it;
no complaint has been made to me. Any talk inside I have nothing to do with; I only
speak of what E know myself, and it is with great reluctance I do so.
1
2135. By Mr. Love: Which do you call your own room ? The room I call my own is the
Board room.
2136. The room into which visitors go to pat down their names in the visitors’ book ? Yes,
the Board room; it is the only room I have as an office.
2137. The matron's business takes her there occasionally? Yes.
2138. Then it is not your room any more than any other’s expressly? It is the only room
I have to do with.
2139. At what time have you seen the matron in that way ? Generally in the forenoon.
My hours are from nine to four, and it has, generally speaking, been within those hours.
2140. By Mr. Alexander: You are often there after four o’clock ? Yes; I often go back in
the evening, but my hours are from nine to four.
.
2141. By Mr. Love: This excitement you speak of would scarcely have been snflicient to
have attracted tho notice of strangers? It is a difficult question to answer. ■ I may have
seen her in such a state as might have attracted the notice of strangers.
2142. Not in such a way as that she could not manage the business of the place? I have
seen her in a state that I did not think her altogether fit to manage it.
2143. By Mr. Alexander: Have you not since heard that she has been in the habit of
taking a great deal of morphia? I have heard so.
2144. Have you ever heard of an account having been sent in to Mr. Mansfield to the amount
of £100, for morphia? Never for such an amount. From my own knowledge I know
nothing about this matter,
2145. By Mr. Love: What would be tho effect of morphia ? I do not know—I am not a
medical man—but I have heard medical men express the opinion that when a person has
taken a great quantity of spirits during tho day, in the morning morphia destroys the effects
of the spirits.
2146. By Mr. Caldwell: I suppose morphia produces an effect upon those who take it
similar to that cansed by spirits? It produces in my opinion the very reverse effect; it
makes the person stupid or languid; it has a deadening or soothing effect.
. 2147. By Mr. Love: Might you not mistake the effects of morphia for what you suppose
was caused by something else? I do not think so; I should be glad to know that such was
the case.
2148. By Mr. Caldwell: Do you know of your own knowledge that Mrs. Mansfield is in
the habit of drinking brandy to the extent of making herself tipsy ? No.
2149. Have you seen her take brandy to the extent of making herself tipsy ? Never in
my life.
2150. Nevertheless you have seen her what you consider tipsy from drinking brandy ? I
do not know that it was caused from taking brandy.
2151. You could not tell wheihcr it was the effect of brandy or of morphia? The only
way I could tell was from her appearance, and the smell of spirits.
2152. By Mr. Alexander: Is she noisy when she is in that state—troublesome and quarrel
some ? Sometimes she is a little quarrelsome with inmates, and a little talkative, but I
never quarreled with her.
2153 By Mr. Caldwell: You spoke of a deficiency in brandy—how did that occur—you
say it did not take place between you and the institution ? We got in ten gallons of brandy
at a time, and it. is my duty, when the cask is done, to check the consumption. I checked
the cask in this instance, and found the deficiency I have mentioned.
2154. You checked the quantity served out with the quantity received in? Yes, and found
there was a difh-iency.
2155. By Mr. Love: How much deficiency ? About three gallons and four pints, I think.
2156. By Mr. Caldwell: Out of what quantity? A ten gallon cask.
2157. By Mr. Jjove: How is it served out—hy measurement? Yes, glasses and gills.
2158. I Lave seen it served out at Liverpool by pouring a little quantity into a tin pan ? I
•

■
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lad imperial measures made for tie purpose, and they are made so uicely that they perfectly
Mr. R.
Anderson.
agree with the measurement or weights of the doctor.
2169. It is never poured out by guess ? No j Dr, Smith is very particular j he always
measures or weighs it when it is taken over to him j ho gives it in the way of medicine to 1® Dec,, 1861,
the children and other patients.
2160. By Mr. Alexander: Do you check the casks of porter? Tes; porter I have never
found any deficiency in.
i
2161. By Mr. Caldwell: Are you prepared to say that when this cask came in it actually
contained ten gallons ? I do not measure it when it comes in, but it was a ten naHon cask,
and was full.
2162. Where did it come from ? From Sir Daniel Cooper's.
2163. Did you examine the cask when you received it ? I did not, bnt I saw that it was
full. When a cask comes in I give it a shake, and from that I can tell pretty well whether
it is full or not.
2161. Did you examine that particular cask ? Yes, I examine almost every cask. When a
cask comes in Mr. Mansfield calls me, and I examine it. Some time ago a hogshead'of porter
came in, and he and I thought it was short, and upon examination it was found to be several >
gallons deficient,
2165. By Mr. Bove: Who has access to the room besides the matron and master ? No
other body should have.
2166 Occasionally may not some inmate go there ? Not that I am aware of.
2167. Does not the due,tor go there ? Never ; he has no charge of ihe stores, and I do not
think he ever goes. The stores are under Mr. Mansfield’s charge, and the medical comforts
subject to the orders of the doctor.
2168. By Mr. Alexander: Although the brandy was short, it cannot be said that this was
all drank by the matron ? It might have been stolen by some of tho inmates.
2169. By the Chairman: Hnw long would ten gallons last? That would depend upon the
number of the inmates—perhaps three months—at this time it lasted about two months; it
ran from the 13th March to 28th May, but there being a deficiency of upwards of three
gallons it would run about a month less than usual,
2170. By Mr. Caldwell: What length of time do the irregularities you speak of on the
part of Mrs. Mansfield extend over ? I cannot say ; I was there some time before I observed
them.
2171. And you went there so recently as in I860; how long were you there before you
observed them? A month or two, so far as I can recollect,
2172. When was the last time that you observed anything wrong ? The last time that I
observed^ anything wrong was about three weeks or a month ago. Mr. Mansfield happened
to be called away into the country, to Dapto I think, and during that time she was worse
than when he was present. Since then she has been very quiet; I have seen nothing wrong
in her since.
2173. There is a person named Stone in the Asylum ? Yes.
2174. How many children has she ?
think only two; there is a grown-up daughter who
has been living there for some time.
■
2175. What are the ages of these children of Mrs. Stone? There is one, a boy of about
thirteen years of age, in fact he was put on board a vessel.
2176. Is be back again? Yes; he is subject tu epileptic fits, and is not fit to be at sea.
2177. Is he on the books of the institution ? Yes.
2178. The grown-up daughter, does she live there continually? She is there now, and has
been for some time.
2179. What is her age ? I do not know exactly, but she has been in service. .1 think she
is a girl of about sixteen or seventeen.
.
2180. When she is there, they all sleep up in the children’s ward? TejS^V* '
‘

l'
Mrs. Mary Lament called in and examined
2181. By the Chairman: I believe the Committee examined you dtiring their visit to the Mrs, Mary
Benevolent Asylum ? Yes.
.
Lamont.
2182. During your residence in the institution have you ever seen the master worse for
drink? No.
.
^
16 Dec,, 1861'.
2183. Have you ever seen the matron the worse for-drink ? Yes, I have seen her a little
the worse for drink.
2184. Once, or often ? Would once be sufficient to say ?
2185. I ask you the question, answer it as you like—have you seen her once or several
times ? I have seen her once.
2186. Have you seen her more than once ? Yes; I have seen her just that anyone might
know that she had been taking something.
'
2187. By Mr. Caldwell: 1 ou have seen hor only once that a stranger might know------ ?
I have seen her several times; but once that anyone might know.
2188. Have you seen Mrs. Mansfield drinking ? No.
2189. Do you know yourself what she has been in the habit of drinking? Ale sometimes,
and sometimes brandy and water,
2190. Have you seen her drink brandy and water ? Yes, I have seen her; but there is no
more harm in one*kind of drink than another, is there?
2191.
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2191. It has boon stated that Mrs. Mansfield has been in the habit of taking morphia? I
^ UOj. itnow ^hat she is in the habit of taking ; but when I first went there she told me
she was in the habit of getting something from Mr. Porter, and I said I thought it was
^yrong for her to do so without letting Mr. Mansfield know ; and I have since heard that it
was morphia.
_
. . «
2192. Do you know whether that produced the same effect upon her as the taking of spirits?
I heard at first it was that made her so stupid looking. I have heard since that it was to
take away the effects of the spirits.
_
2193. By Mt'. Love: I believe morphia is taken for other purposes than for sobering people?
I do not know anything about it; but Mrs. Mansfield told me it was a medical man
_
who prescribed it for her some years ago.
2194. For some illness? Yes; but 1 really could not say what it was; she said she could
not do without it.
t
2195. Having found it beneficial she continued the use of it ? Yes.
2196. Would you sav whether or not this excitement which you have seen in Mrs. Mansfield
might not have arisen from the use of that morphia? I could not say.
_
2197. By Mr. Alexander: Are you sure it originates in the use of brandy? It might be
from beer.
2198. By the Chairman : Have you ever seen Mrs. Mansfield drink brandy ? Yes.
2199. Have you seen her drink porter ? Yes.
2200. Have you seen her drink ale ? I have seen her drink ale.
2201. Have you seen her drink any other intoxicating drinks—have you seen her drink
brandy once or several times ? Several times.
_
2202. By Mr. Caldwell: When you have seen her drink brandy, did she drink to be
drunk? No.
,
2203. You never saw her drinking to excess ? No. 1 have seen her drink a little brandy
and water with her dinner.
2204. By Mr. Love: I believe it is a usual thing for persons to take a little brandy and
water? I think it is a very unusual thing for a lady to take brandy and water; but I
would not blame Mrs. Mansfield for taking a little, for her duties have been very hgavy, and
she has had a large family. Mrs Mansfield might do what others who had not had her
troubles might not,
_
_
. .
,
2205. By Mr. Jjove : Have you ever been over the ebildien’s sick room, which is nearly over
your cutting room ? Yes ; 1 have been there twice, at the door.
2200. Have you felt a bad efiluvium from that room ? Yes ; I have felt it at the door.
2207. If any person had visited that place, do you not think they would fee! relieved hy a
little brandy and water—might they not after visiting it take a little ? I think they would
ho very great stupids if they did not.
2208. You think they would require it very much ? I do.
_
2209 Do you not think there arc several wards in that institution which would make you
feel desirous for a little brandy and water if you had to visit them ? There arc some of the
wards I have been in only once since I have been there.
2210 By the Chairman ': Have you ever seen Mrs Mansfield take brandy and water on any
other occasion than at dinner time ? She may have taken a little.
_
2211. We want you to tell us what you have seen —wc can hardly make anything of your
evidence ? I have told you very candidly, I have seen her take a little.
2212. What do you call a little ? I have seen her take a little.
2213. By Mr. Caldwell: Never to excess? No; but 1 have seen her when I thought she had
not an opportunity of taking it, going about in a stupid sort of way, so that people in the
building remarked it, and shewed no respect to her whatever.
_
2214. On this occasion you could not say whether it was the effects of morphia or not ? X
am not telling you anything but what I told Mrs, Mansfield I would tell you. ^
2215. By Mr. Alexander .-"Have you ever seen her take as much as there is in that glass
(referring to a tumbler containing about a wine-glass of irate?1) ?
She very' seldom put it iu
a glass.
.
2216. What did she drink it from ? Out of a mug.

Mrs. Mary Stubbs called in and further examined :—
Mrs. Mary 2217. By the Chairman : I think the Committee took your evidence at the Asylum, when
Stubbs, they visited it ? Yes.
....
r~—^—1-> 2218. We have an unpleasant matter to examine you upon, and it is for that purpose you
16 Dec., 1861. are summoned here to-day.
You have hem in the Asylum, I believe, for the last two or
three years ? I have been there only fourteen months.
2219. During the time you have been in the institution have you noticed the matron of Uio
institution the worse for drink ? What might in my eyes appear to be the worse for drink
might not seem to be so to other people’s eyes.
_
^ *
'
2220. I ask you for your opinion ? I might see her sometimes in a state I would not like
to be in myself, or that I would cot like to see any female.
_
2221. Have you seen her in that state up in your ward ? I have seen her in away that any one
with an eye would say she was excited—to say she was drunk I could not; for what 1 call
drunk is when you fall down and cannot get up. I have seen her in a way you would not
like to be yourself.
.
2222. Have you seen her so many times? Dear me, don’t ask me that question.

i
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2223. I know it ia unpleasant, but still wc are all called upon at times, in the performance Mrs. Sl.arv
of our duties, to answer unpleasant questions ? It is very unpleasant: I do not wish to hurt stubl,3■"
Mrs. Mansfield, and I do nut wish to tell a lie.
^
2221. By Mr. Caldwell: We do not want to know whether Mrs. Mansfield was in the habit16 Dec->
of drinking to such an excess as to be incapacitated for the performance of her duty ? I
have often heard her insulted, and told she was drunk, by the inmates of the house, but I
always ran away for fear of hearing or knowing anything. Before I went in I told Mrs.
Mansfield I always avoided interfering in anything; and when Mr. Anderson has called my
attention once or twice to things, T have always said I wished him not to bring my name in,
and if I saw anything I always liked to run away, so as not to see it if I could help it. But
coos ^"an ^
^ you more > I do not want to tell you anything at all.
22^5. By the Chairman: You are summoned here to tell the truth in the matter? Well
but I think------'
2i2G. Again I ask you, have you several times seen her in that state in the ward ? I have
ooeo7» lf ?0t^n the Ward’in a Way you would Dot always seo her' an<i tllat is a111 kn°w.
22^7. By Mr. Caldwell: Do you know whether Mrs. Mansfield is in the habit of taking
morphia? Fray don’t ask me.
2v22S. It will be better for her that you should answer the question ? When she was ill
she took some, I believe; so she said.
2229. When she was ill she took morphia ? Yes.
2230. Do you know whether she has continued to take it since ? I do not know ; I very
seldom went in and out to Mrs. Mansfield, because I heard so many tales—so much talk__I
was glad to keep out of it.
2231. Did you ever see her drinking brandy ? I never did ; I do not think I was ever five
minutes in Mrs. Mansfield s room in my life.
2232. Fan you say, when you have seen her excited or stupid, it arose from the use of
brandy or morphia ? Well, I do not know, I never saw her drinking myself; but in my
family I saw very little, and perhaps very little may make ine think people have taken too
much, and that makes me cautious iu speaking, because I do not like to see it upon anyone.
I have seen her in a state I would not like to see myself.
2233. I want to know whether it was from brandy or morphia ? I could not tell whether
it was or was not, hot I have heard it from hearsay, scores, and scores, and scores of times;
anythim; more I have never seen, but indeed I have heard it; that is all I know. They
would all call me to the windows, and " look at this,” and "look at that.” The moment
I saw it I would go away. Don’t ask me any more.
2234. By Mr. Alexander: Is Mrs. Mansfield popular in the house—is she liked? I have
always seen her ; I never asked for anything from her I did not get.
2235. By Mr. Caldwell: Is she attentive to the iomaies? Yes, so far as I see; there are
broils in every place of the sort; I dare say many a broil if managed in a different way
might be avoided.
J
2236. Have you visited the room where the sick children sleep ? Only once.
2237. When you were in that room what was its condition ? At the time I went every
thing was very nice, the children were clean and playing about the ronm with some little
toys; _on that day they happened to be very well. But to tell the truth, there was so much
confusion, and I heard so much in the Asylum, that I would not go from one place to
another, because I.was afraid there would be an observation made about it, and that Mrs.
Mansfield would say I was talking about things that kept me from attending to anythin^
but my own business.
jo

Maurice Alexander, Esq., M.P., (Member of the Committee) examined in his place:__
2238. By ike Chairman: You are a Member of this Committee? Yes.
M. Alexander
2239. You arc also Honorary Treasurer to the Benevolent Society ? I am.
EsT' M-l>2240. Can you state what is the position of the institution at present—what funds are in '---your hands ? I cannot give you any information in that way, for one particular reason, Eec ’
namely, that I do not know. We lave an open account at the bank, and we operate upon
that. iMoney is remitted to me, and when I get a certain amount I bank it. I cannot tell
you the state of the accounts from recollection, but they are made up every three months
and I think the accountant has already handed them in.
’
2241. You have heard the evidence with reference to the deficiency of spirits? Yes.
2242. That deficiency was made good ? Yes,
2243. By Mr. Mansfield ? So I have been given to understand.
2244^ You were informed as Honorary Treasurer? Yes, and a return was brought up to
me shewing that there was no deficiency.
2245 What deficiency there was, was made good ? Yes. With reference to tho finances, I
would state that the Government grant is paid in to the bank, to the credit of the institution,
and I sign a receipt for it. Other amounts, such as fines from Benches, come to me direct,
and I give receipts for them in duplicate. These sums are entered in a book, and when they
exceed £20 I deposit them in the bank. Amounts to be expended on behalf of the insti
tution are drawn by cheques signed by the Honorable George Allen, the honorary secretary,
and by myself as treasurer. The accounts are first gone over by Mr. Mansfield who receives
the goods, he checks them, they arc then brought before the committee and passed, and the
cheques are drawn out as I have stated.
2246. You have an investment fund ? We have.
2247. You make use of that for your current expenses, and when you receive your money
from the Government yon pay it back ? Yes. I think the current account is indebted to
147-S
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M, Alexander the investtaent fund over £3,000.

All I hold is £3,000 in debentures, and there is £3,070
on deposit in the Oriental Bank.
2-148 For which you receive interest at five and a half per cent, ? Five per cent. That is
1861.
a portion of the legacy left by the late Frederick Jones.
2249. That is all you have invested ? All the actual cash ive have.
2250. In reality you ought to have £10,000? We ought to have something like £10 000
2251. But you make use of some £3,000 or £4,000 to carry on the institution, to pay the
current expenses ? - Yes.
2252. That is to avoid the necessity for.opening a cash credit account at the bank, for
moneys for which you would have to pay nine per cent, interest? Yes.
2253. By using this investment fund you save the per centage on the current account ? Yes.

Esq, M.P.

16 Dec,
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Francis Campbell, Esq, M.D., called in and examined :—
F. Campbell, 2254. By the Chairman: You arc now, and have been for many years, the Superintendent
Esq., M.D. of the Tarban Creek Lunatic Asylum ? Yes.
Committee understand that you have considered the cffecls of the winds of this
Z Jan., 18C2. country upon human health ? I have, among other things, considered this subject somewhat
attentively.
2256. My chief object in summoning you is, to obtain your opinion as to the suitableness
of the proposed-site for a new Benevolent Asylum; you arc aware that the inmates of
that institution consist chiefly of aged and infirm people, aud the site proposed is at
Randwick; the Committee are desirous of having your opinion whether you think that
locality desirable? It is exposed to the sea a good deal, I believe. I never was at
Randwick; but I think I know about where it is.
(TAe Chairman pointed out ihe position, hy reference io a mapi)
2257. Are you of opinion that that would be suitable ? The inmates of the Asylum are of
all ages, but mostly very young, or very aged and very infirm, which amounts to the same
tiling.^ My opinion is, that they ought to be more inland—less exposed to the influence of
tho winds sweeping off the Southern Ocean.
2253 1 hand you the evidence of three medical gentlemen who have been examined before
this Committee—Mr. Burgou, Dr. Robertson, and Dr. O’Brien. (The Chairman handed the
evidence i-o ike witness') “{ Would it not be better for me to give my independent opinion
first?
*
r
2259. As you bad not been on the spot, I thought it might afford some guide to you ? I
have been at Bondi ; but I have never been at Randwick. I think I have been twice at
Bondi. My opinion is founded ou the grounds that the constitution of the old and very
young can hardly withstand the acrid quality of the air there; there are saline particles
constantly floating off the Great Southern Ocean, which affect the atmosphere of the sea
board. ^ I have bad occasion many times to recommend infants to be carried into the country,
for the improvement of their health, when every externa! appearance would have led one to
think the sea-side was the best, aud they have immediately improved upon going into the
country. ^ The whole evil arises from the state of the atmosphere—tho more condensed and
more acrid state of the atmosphere. I am, and have long been satisfied that Sydney is not
the healthiest place in the world for old and young people. For strong and vigorous
constitutions it is well suited ; but for those in the decline of life, and for early infancy,
Sydney and the locality about are not the healthiest positions.
2200. I understand that you would prefer some place inland ? I should say, at least five or
ten miles away from the sea.
2261. Do you know the situation of Ashfield, Petersham, Burwoud, or Homebush ? I
*
should say none of them would be far enough, though they would be better than the
proposed site. I would say still farther inland, sheltered from the effects of the Southern
Ocean,
2262. U bat would you say to Liverpool? Liverpool would be better; still iu a direct
line Liverpool is not far from the Ocean.
2263. Parramatta? Beyond Parramatta—the swampiness about Parramatta renders it
unhealthy.
2264. Suppose you had the selection of a site, where would you recommend ? I am hardly
prepared to say, for 1 have never but once been as far as Mr. James Macarthur’s.
2265. It must not he far from Sydney, because the expense of transit from Sydney to tho
Asylum is a great consideration—would you prefer some position along the line of railway ?
Some sheltered situation on the line of railway, five or ten miles out.
2266. Homebush is about ten miles out ? That would be a good situation, provided it were
somewhat, slieltered, so that the atmosphere was not directly influenced hy the sea, hut was
modified by intervening hills or forests. I will now read tliis evidence, having given my
opinion, bnt I did not wish to do so before, in order that I might not give, or appear to
give, a slavish opinion. (The witness read ike evidence of Mr. Buryon.) I perfectly agree
in
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STTTTrt
‘,?trc Th ero“"a “P"^
a. lid. goes out ?dbat
d be
Htorare teS ah™.’”!‘ rt's
r'JV"J,'t“P' “d ll"
of H. iMk. of George's
■T
17 Lb ,pt.' as tbe t,de ««edeSl for every two feet fall of water not above five font
in width of the bank ls exposed ? There is nothing-more conducive to he healthioe's of a
St 7 %*a
drainaee and pient^f ^d ^ ^
bc^hwess of a
tw 11 y fr' 7Aaldwell: 1 ^’PP056 f'rees could be planted round the sire at Randwick and
wouM^beet7strongUnteraC!t
’,1^ur'ous ia®uence from the sea? lam afraid the breeze
nEwi 7

Side

^rcfa'nnd io MejiUm)

f.Ys ;fr k“is -

the drainage would be perfect?

a ^fiia ^ i

>ikve y0U rio^ed tll(' Dos‘itutc ^P'iJrcn’s Asylum?

“S™t'XSS?X"“‘0,‘b",‘*to0f

Yes

One irreat

f e"i STiiK

No, I have never seen it—in

f" aa «.« booill. Of tie

™8nL MUrinvif6 t'«UeTtbaLt iust!tution has been established, there has been only one death '
among the children ? Is there not a constant change among the children ?
7

5trte“" • "*lad a,ai« ”f “»■f
ic»ts,;sh2s“ f.;

niimediatcly apparent, owiog

»- *—^ - *

,io imp,oved ci„u„st„ra ia’,1, 2S“lp.r:
placed

.
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E. Campbell, placed, and tbeir better diet. It would be after a residence of some time that the effects
^ MJ>- would be seen.
■ _
2286. By Mr. Sadhir: Might not tbe effects be more injurious upon tbe aged than upon the
2 Jan., 18G2. y0ung ■ the young child is vigorous and growing up, the old is feeble and declining ? No
doubt.
,
2287. By Mr. Caldwell: Then you think the site might be less favourable to the aged, than
to young persons ? I think it would. Where the seeds of decay are in the body it requires
the greatest care to prevent their growth and development, and nothing is more conducive to
this than a variable temperature and bleak air.
2288. By Mr. Sadleir: In old age there is generally organic disease ? ^Generally.

APPENDIX.
(The following was omitted from Mr. Smith's Evidence, page
Question Mo. 1556.)

100,

and has reference to

Form of Order for Medical Comforts.

BENEVOLENT ASYLUM.

BENEVOLENT ASYLUM.

To the Master.
Mate____________18G

.
_
Be pleased to issue for the use, to-:lay, osg&Ks
Be pleased to issue for the use, to
of the persons named below, the quantities
day, of the persons named below, the quanti
of Medical Comforts set opposite their
ties of Medical Comforts set opposite their
names :—
<C3x3ss> names :—
Sir,

Himes of Patients for
whom Issues d,t6 re
quired.

Names of Patient* for
whom issues are re
quired.

Signature

Surgeon.

Surgeon.

SEPARATE APPENDIX.
KETUBN of the Number of Females who have been Confined in the Benevolent Asylum, Sydney, from
1 January, I Sol, to 25 December, 1S61, both inclusive, called for hy the Select Committee of the .
Legislative Assembly.
YEAB.
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
IRfiO
18C1

..........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
............
__ ....
...........
...........
........... To 25 December...............

NO. OF
CONFINEMENTS.
13
3
13
SO
39
53
5G
54
59
53
98

Previous to the year 1851 the Confinements were very few, not numbering more than five or six
in the year,
E. ANDERSON,
jEfenetioienf Asylum,
Clerk and Accountant.
Sydney, 25 December, 1861.
Ejdncy i Thomas Richards, GoTcrmncnt PrtoHT,—1SCS.
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FRIENDLY SOCIETIES.
(QUINQUENNIAL KETUBNS—185G

to

18600 ■

Ordered- by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

The Registrar General

to

The Honorable

the

8

January,

Colonial Secretary,

Quinquennial Returns of Friendly Societies in New South Wales.

18G2.

reporting on the

(1856

to

I860.')

General Registry Office,
Sydney,

31

December,

1861.

Sir,
By tho Act 17th Victoria, No. 26, passed in the year 1853, intituled, 11 An Act
it is enacted (Section
XV.) that" the Trustees or other Officers of every Society or Branch established under the
“ provisions of this Act &c. shall within three months after the expiration of the month of
" December 1855 and so again within three months after the expiration of every five years
11 succeeding transmit to the Office of the Registrar General or other Officer appointed by the
“ Governor to receive thn same a Return of the rate of sickness and mortality experienced by
“ the Society or Branch within tho preceding five years in such form as shall be prepared for
“ that purpose and furnished to the Trustees of every such Society or Branch by the
“ Colonial Secretary.’’
2. The Act nowhere directs the use to which these quinquennial Returns are to
be put; but as I conceive the object of legislation on behalf of these Societies to have been Socktics Act.y
to regulate their operations, to cheek irregularities, aud to protect the general interests of
their members, and as these objects may be best secured by giving publicity to the returns
required to be furnished, I deem it my duty to present to you the following facts and
statements, taken from the quinquennial Returns received in the early part of tbe present
year, extending over tho period from 1850 to 1860, both inclusive.
3. It is solely in the interest of these institutions that I take upon myself the labours Reasons for
of this self-imposed task, for I can discover no possible good that cau accrue to them by tho JUjrnoquIiKiuJmmere receipt of tho Returns. I have therefore attempted to tabulate tbe results in a niaUtnurus.
manner that will convey, in the simplest and most useful form, the more important facts
which arc exhibited in tho Returns, and which may be useful to illustrate the practical
operation of the Societies established under the provisions of the-Act iu question.
4. The information given in the Returns is not of that full and complete description information not
necessary to elucidate the measure of success of the Societies to which they relate; no* is it
tollli
possible to examine, with any degree of accuracy, the soundness of the basis upon which
they are established. My object will be attained if I succeed in drawing attention to their
working, and to the degree of benefit they may be made the means, under good management,
of conferring on society.
to Consolidate and Amend ihe Laws relating to Friendly Societies,"

5. It appears then that the number of Societies established in the Colony does not 0fihemimh!:T
exceed nve, viz.:—
omtmuiy
1st. The Ancient Order of Foresters, numbering 830 members;
"
2nd. The Grand United Order of Oddfellows, numbering 989 members;
3rd. The Australian Mutual Benefit Society, numbering L30 members;
4th. The St. Patrick's Total Ahstinonoe Society, numbering 64 members; and
5th. The United Shipwrights’ Society, numbering 34 members.
These five Societies embrace an aggregate of 2,047 members, and there is hardly any descrip
tion of industry which does not contribute more or less to make up this number. Tho
280—A
classes
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classes of labour which are chiefly distinguishable are described as labourers, carpenters,
wheelwrights, blacksmiths, mariners, shoemakers, and tailors, combining light and heavy
labour, both with and without exposure.
Bradnofinfor6. The information required in the forms established for making the quinquennial
““‘tionaappurd. Returns is as follows
1st. The name or initials of the member j
2nd. The trade or profession ;
3rd. The date of birth ;
4th. The date of admission j
5th. The date of becoming a free member;
6th. For what time entitled to relief on account of sickness;
7th. Ditto'on account of superannuation;
8th. Date of death;
9th, Place of residence at time of death.
From these data I hare endeavoured to classify into four divisions the more important facts
which they are found capable of illustrating.
HorUlityana
7. Tabic A, appended to this statement, shews that out of 2,047 persons liable to
^ mortality, 74, or 3-61 per cent., died during the five years; and that out of the same number
JtogSMd.
liable to sickness, 410, oh 20 02 per cent., were sick and had relief during the same period.
The mortality of the Friendly Societies of England, taken from a Report of Mr.
Finlaison’s, presented to Parliament in 1853, was at the annual rate of 1*26 per cent., or
6'30 per cent, for the five years; and the sickness was 24*99 per cent, for tbe same period.
I have no statistics later than these to refer to.
The comparison stands thus:—
Sich,

Died.

England.......... .......... . 6*30 per cent.
„
New South Wales...... . 3 61
Difference in favour of'[ 2-69
New South Wales !

„

24*99 per cent.
2002
„
4-97

„

It would seem, then, by these figures, that whilst the amount of sickness is less than
England, by nearly five per cent, for the quinquennial period, the mortality is less by nearly
one-half.

cuaiificatioQof
8. Xd establishing a Friendly Society it would, no doubt, theoretically speaking, be
oMuputiim.
des'ii-aUe to limit the admission of members to particular classes of occupation, but in
practice this is found impossible, more particularly iu a limited community like ours.
I have endeavoured to classify the occupations set down in the Returns, into four
divisions, namely, light labour, with and without exposure, and heavy labour, with and without
exposure, after the plan adopted by Mr. Finlaison in the preparation of the English Tables.
The results of this classification are as follows, namely,—that out of the total of 2,047
members, 707, or 34 53 per cent., are engaged in light labour without exposure; and 143, or
6*98 per cent., in light labour with exposure.
.
233, or 11*38 per cent, are engaged in heavy labour without exposure; and 964, or
47-09 per cent., in heavy labour with exposure.
Or putting the results in another way:—Those classes of labour not suhjeetto exposure
to the weather contribute 940 members, or 45 92 per cent to the Societies, whilst those
subject io exposure contribute 1,107 or 54-07 per cent,
pi tbe morutitj9. The mortality of our Societies seems to be small compared with that which the
■ember*H<m to returns I have quoted shew it to be in the Societies of the Mother Country.
- *
It appears that out of 707 persons engaged in light labour without exposure, 30, or
42-4 per cent., died during the five years; and that out of 143 persons engaged in light labour
with exposure, only 2, or 1-40 per cent,, died.
*
It further appears that out of 233 persons engaged in heavy labour without exposure,
8, or 3-43 per cent, died; and that out of 964 persons engaged in heavy labour wifA exposure,
34, or 3*52 per cent., died during the five years.
Or putting it in another way:—Outof 940 persons engaged in labour without exposure,
38, or 4-04 per cent., died ; and outof 1,107 persons engaged in labour with exposure, 36, or
3‘25 per cent., died.
_
_
or sicxnwsiu
10. Turning to the question of sickness, shewn in the third column of the Table, it
appears that out of 707 persons liable to sickness, who were engaged in light labour without
•
exposure, 138, or 19-51 per cent., were sick and got relief in the five years; and that out of
143 persons engaged in light labour with exposure, 17, or 11-88 per cent., were sick and had
relief. It further appears that out of 233 persons liable to sickness, engaged in heavy labour
without exposure, 37, or 15 87 per cent., were sick and had relief; and that out of 964 persons
engaged in heavy labour with exposure, 218, or 22*61 per cent., were sick and received
relief. Or putting it in another point of view:—It seems that out of 940 persons engaged
in labour without exposure, 175, or 18 61 per cent., were sick and received relief from the
Societies; and that out of 1,107 persons engaged in labour with exposure, 235, or
21‘22 per cent., were sick and experienced relief during the quinquennial period.
11.
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T,here are tw5 Tery essentlal things to be dctermiDed, in order to turn the facts Essentials to be
oetoro us to the most useful account; namely, the quantum of sickness to which the members
of hncndly Societies are liable at each age, and the law of mortality to which they arc
S‘
subject. Let us turn to Table B in the Appendix, which exhibits in quinquennial periods
folW^vit ■ ^ deatilS CCCUrre(3' and we sha11 find that there died at the ages specified as

Light Laboub:

Heavy Labocb.

Aais.

Totals.

Without
With
Without
With
exposure. exposure. exposure. exposure.
25 to
30 „
35 „
40 „
45 „
50 „
55 ,.
Over

30............... .... ,
35................................
40 .............................
45 ....................
50............................. ..
55.............................
60 ......................
60 ... .

Unspecified ...............

2
8
G
7
9
1

1
4
1
2

3
5
5
2

6
IS
12
18
11

2

2

4

.

x

*■
‘2

'i

30

2

"

,
s

U

8

74

Upon so slender data it would perhaps be unsafe to attempt to deduce the law of
mortality; indeed much greater research than I have the means or leisure tO' institute
Friendly Soctctie7 10
SQCil & laW aS '70uld bo UHefl11 aa a £uide to the members of
The assistance of a professional actuary might advantageously be engaged to prose
cute further inquiry. The duty of the Government Statist is fulfilled in presenting the facta •
it is tor the Societies to take steps to turn those facts to the greatest use.
j-ff
r j 11 is obvious tbat the contributors to Friendly Societies are placed in very Contributions to
dLiferent degrees of command over those requisites which prolong or shorten life - of friendly Socie
ties placed‘by
these requisites, food, air, and clothing, are supposed to form the chief ingredients.
’
occupation in
different degrees
ihe nature of the man’s occupation, the density of aggregation, and the temperature of
command over
and quality ot the atmosphere are very important agencies affecting the health and vigour of health.
the working classes, and influencing in a very material degree the quantum of sickness to
which they wilt he subject.
•j
-^he frequency of attack and duration of illness are important elements for con Frequency and
sideration, as it is the combination of these two things that produces the whole amount of duration of ill
ness important
sickness with which an association may be affected within a given space of time.
elements for con
.
7",18 13 a^so ? matter which it behoves the members of Friendly Societies to inquire sideration.
into. Jjet us see what light the returns throw upon the subject:—
,
•
d-a^e, 'n tbe Appendix, shews the total instances of sickness in each Society Of the cJttcht
tUfundT*11 °f the ^ and tIie We<3kS an<1 daJ'S during wllicil Te{ief was ^ministered from and duration of
I shall draw no comparison between the respective Societies, but shall confine myself
to an exposition of the total results.
'
t.-i.-.1c!1r!ohefiTey,e!!.r^outoftllenumborof 2>047 persons liable to sickness, the returns
exhibit boo cases of sickness, extending over the period of 3,590 weeks (less one day )
Ihe eases of sickness are in the proportion of 32-39 per cent, of the persons liable,
days'™ *>erl0d of smkncss to the number of eases of sickness averaged five weeks and three

sickness in the
Societies.

The Returns, with one exception, do not shew the sums paid for relief.
The ages at which sickness occurred amongst tbe members of the different Societies
nave been classified and tabulated, with the following results, namely:—
Light Labour,
Ages.

Without
exposure.

15 to 20.......... .....................
20 ,,.25......................
25 „ 30 ...............................
30 „ 35................. ..
35 „ 40 ...............................
40 „ 45..................
45 „ 50................. ..
50 „ 55 .............................
55 „ 60......................
Over 60......................
Unspecified ....... ..............

With
Without
With
exposure. exposure. exposure.

10
26
23
35
H
IS
8
3
1

Heavy Labour,

3
1
2
2
3
4
1
1

....

....

138

17

2
3
2
10
G
7
3
3
1

37

Totals.

12
15
54
43
20
29
8
7
6
2

47
SO
90
42

$7
23
11
11

34

3
34

218

410

%

d, ^7 Th,e^'a^e' U 111 the Appendix, has reference to one Society alone, namel
Inft ot. Patricks Total Abstinence Benefit Society,
"
The

fpl

t

Of the St.
Patrick’* Total
Abstinrnco Be
nefit Societj\
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The officers of this Society having taken pains to furnish fall details of its practical
working. I am enabled to present a statement of the average expense falling upon each
member of the Society, on account of sickness, in each of the five years; it was as follows,
TlZ.

dumber of

Meuibera.

Average of sickness

to each Member.
Day*.

1856
1857
1858
1859
1860

59
55
46
45
43

51
3'3
6'4
8-9
4-7

Average expense to

each Member.
d.

10i
H

ill

16 I do not, on the present occasion, deem it necessary to pursue this investigation at
greater length j my object in doing what I have done is to invite attention to the practical
working of the Societies already established amongst us, and to ihe great advantages which
Benefit Institutions, when properly conducted, arc calculated to confer on
Were institutions of this self-reliant and provident nature more widely established,
we should see and hear less of tbe misery and destitution which .haunt our daily walk
through the streets, and make so large a demand upon the alms of the bcnev°,^f; .
^ 17 A closer investigation of the subject than I have the moans of following out,
.fi’phy^ai o*1r. woald probably reveal the f£t which has been abundantly established in the Mother Country,
Ssm"lhe
Hwatars.

that the greatest demands upon the funds of Friendly Societies are consequent
upon
the expenditure of physical exertion than upon the other agencies which are supposed to
influence sickness amonjrst the members of these Associations,
.
,
.
,
A careful study of the returns in England and Wales has shewn that the quantum
of sickness annually falling to the lot of man is iu direct proportion to the demands on bis
mused Empower; and therein be no reason for supposing that the prodiga waste of corporeal
enerev is less likely to be followed by enervation and decrepitude ot the bodily frame in
NewgSouth Wales, where the climate adds its exhausting effects, than is found to be the case

in tho
to say a few uwds, in conclusion, upon the management and social
advantages of these institutions; and first, as to their financial condition
As I have else
management.
where slid, the Returns do not enable me to examine the soundness of the basis
w^ch th®
contributions of the members are based, and I would earnestly impress upon the minds of
members the necessity of thoroughly investigating this essential
to
JS
Owing to erroneous calculations, many Societies at Home have been wound up, some through
„ extravagance, others through fraud practised by those in whom the members reposed con
fidence g These sources of failure should be carefully guarded against, and in order to
induce greater attention to these matters, it might be well that there sJoulJ be. re,iUir^
of the officers of these Societies, an annual statement of the funds, receipts, and
disbursements, to be rendered to some officer appointed for the PurPos®;
.
,
f ,
Social advau19. Social intercourse almost invariably enlarges human sympathies ; Md one 0
0
u^ofi.'ricnriij ,. f recommendations of Friendly Societies to the favour and encouragement of the phiian0C1 *'
thropic mind is, that they are a spontaneous development of that germ of all social «nl00
man’s innate sense of the insufficiency of isolated individual eflort to secure happiness and
Remarks on
floandal

prosperity.^^ ^ important consideration connected with these Societies, and one which
should commend them Jthe sympathy and protection of the State, is the provident and
self-dependent spirit they are apt to infuse into the minds and habits of the working cla-ses.
d PIf these self-governed Societies presented no more valuable contribution to the causc
of social progress than the practical education of their members in habits of self-dependence,
and in tlm constant exercise of the duties and functions appertaining to the management of
their affairs, they would deserve the support of every true friend of the peopm.
20. In o^der to insure an extension of the social blessings to IS ewi South Y a es
Fuels anti figures
essential
tofe.
pro which have attended the development of these and similar
.........
“.i®
per knowled#!
of tbe condition /i
,
;s necessary that we should enlist into the service of philanthropy .he powerful
ssss5£ aTd 0 ^
muc;f 0DcragcdVtbld
tiL‘s‘
provide against future discomfiture,/aefs must he admitted to have their due weight, and
Natural laws mu«t be allowed to govern. The sooner, therefore, these are calmly investigated
and understood amongst the members and all well-wishers of these Societies, the better for
their own immediate interests and for the general good.
+i „ ^lu^t end of
It has been with the view of throwing some little light upon the subject, and of
assisting in awakening attention to the valuable agencies of these interesting mstitutions, that
1 have taken upon myself the task, the results of which 1 have now the honor to lay bcfo.e
you.

I have, &c„
CHRIS. ROLLESTON,
Registrar General.

APPENDIX

APPENDIX,
A.
ta
oo
o

LIGHT LABOUB.

hbayt labour.

L
Without Exfohub*.

With Exposure,

Number of
Number of
Number of
persons liable
Mortality
persons liable
Mortality
to mortality or during 3 years. persons sick to mortality or
during 5 years.
during 5 years.
sickness.
fiickness.
ror

30
4-24

138
19-51

Without Exposure.

Number of
persons sick
during o years.

Number of
persons liable
to mortality or
sickness.

17
11-88

233

2

143

1-40

With Exposure.

Number of
persons sick
during 5 years.

Mortality
during 5 years.

Number of
persons liable
to mortality or
sickness.

Mortality

during 5 years.

Number of

persons sick
during 5 years.

8

218
22-61

3'43

B.

CO

o

MORTALITY.
Light labour without exposure, classified according-to age.

3
£

k 1(M
s o O
•A a

C5
«9
e
c-i

trf
«
A
a
to

o
■sji ^■g Ss 3 ce
A o 3 9 O c
TT 9
i£ wb
3 o tft
UO i
—

1856

l I 2

1857

1 1 3

1858
1659
I860

1 1 2 1 1
1 2 1 1
1 2 1 2 2
2 3 6 7 a 1

Light Inbonr with exposure, classified according to nge.

1, y
is
e» t— es
CD
s
9 O jj 9
9 3
(A O
s 9
[- tOO ■ry S •A 7 1
— “* — —
4

28

1850

1 8 1857
6

1658

0

1859

1 9

1800

i
2 39
1

K

o'Jo
13 t© lw
2 2,5
s§s

Ilcary labour without exposure, classified according to ago.

. I .1
J!

B
S!
t)
C
k!

Heavy labfiur with oxprsuro, classified according to age,

tel

A

$

185fi

°

ui

ULt-l'-l ■' -i
BlSigte
-o co
e ooe
.
'r- ieloloo'o1© o-c

1o
8

$
3

Q
I—I
ISJ
s

£

1856

1857

1857

1858

1858

1850

1859

I860

1860
119

J '

6 4 2

21l 3 i llt

H
O
OX

CO

o
0)
o
C.
5=
No. of Members
returned.

SIC iC NESS.

10
e.

Name op Society.

Total cases of Sickness

Syduey : Thomas Richards, Government rriu to r, —1 S0 2

830

37

224

G

40

158

G

44

1G4

Grand United Order of Oddfellows,. ♦ *

989

48

330

*-

59

331

8

72

395 't

United Sbipwriglits ......................... .

34

4

43

3

4

13

4

7

St. Patrick's Total Abstinence Society

C4

7

43

6

9

26

7

44

130

G

38

G

7

48

65 *

Totals
>*

.,

........................ 3,047

Sickness.

In 1860.

In 1859.

Cases.
Weeks. Days.

Cases, j Weeks. Days. Cases. Weeks. Days.
Cases. ■Weeks. Days. 'Cases, Weeks. Days. Cases. Weeks. Days.

Ancient Order of Foresters ...................

Australian Mutual Benefit Society

Total in 5 Yhaiis.

Year,

In 1858.

in 1857.

In 1850.

is each

103

G81

4

119

577

11

3

133

5

07G -

'

3

39

372

4

56

191

5

210

1,112

3

G

71

453

1

94

459

2

344

1,970

2

4

35

0

21

22

119

3

1

13

57

5

8

29

••

44

200

5

3

4

11

3

!>

22

0

37

187

GG3

3,589

0. 1S1

D29

G

173

.

723

6

.'

6

I
I
|
I
I

I o
1

D.
TabL Brewing the Annual Average amount of SieWs, and its Average Expense, amongst the Mensem of the St. Patrick's Total Abstinence benefit Society. . .

^
W
hH
E3
52!
t-4
H
i—i
sa
i-3
i—i
ta

in

,

Name of Society

K

Tlie St. Patrick’s Total Abstinence')
Benefit Society .............. ... ... /
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DISTRIBUTION OF RELIEF TO SUFFERERS BY LAST FLOOD AT WINDSOR.

EEPOET FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE

DISTRIBUTION OE RELIEF TO SUFFERERS
BY LAST FLOOD AT WINDSOR;
TOGETHER WITH THE

PROCEEDINGS OP THE COMMITTEE,

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE,
AND

APPENDIX.

ORDERED UY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,
20 January) 1862.

SYDNEY:
THOMAS niODARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, PHILLIP-STREET,
1862.

[jP;-)cc, 1$. 8d.]

85—a

^
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EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE
THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 9.

■

Tuesday, 17 September, 1861.

16. Distribution of Belief to Sufferers by last Flood at Windsor:—Mr. Driver moved,
pursuant to notice,—
(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed, with power to send for persons and
papers, to inquire into and report to this House upon the distribution and relief to
sufferers by the Flood at Windsor, as shewn in the Keturn from the Windsor Bench
of Magistrates, ordered by the House to be printed on the 27th March last.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Cowper, Mr. Hay, Mr. Forster, Mr.
Walker, Mr. Cunncen, Mr. Leary, Mr. T. Garrett, Mr. Stewart, and the Mover.
Debate ensued.
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 81.

Monday, 20 January, 1862.

-

6. Distribution of Belief to Sufferers by last Flood at Windsor:—Mr. Driver, as Chairman,
brought up the Beportfrom, and laid upon the Table the Proceedings of, and Minutes
of Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for whose inquiry and report this
subject was referred on the 17th September last, together with Appendix.
Ordered to be printed.
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1861-2.

DISTRIBUTION OF RELIEF TO SUFFERERS BY LAST FLOOD
*
AT WINDSOR.

REPOET.

The'Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the
17th September last, “

to inquire into and report to this

“ upon the distribution of

relief

House

to Sufferers bp the Flood

at

u Windsor, as shewn in the Ileturn from the Windsor Bench of

“

Magistrates, ordered by the House to be printed on the 27th March

“

last,"

“

with power to send for persons and papers,”

have agreed

to the following Report:—
In the course of the inquiry entrusted to them, your Committee
have examined a number of witnesses resident in the District, who have
afforded to your Committee much useful information.

It appears to

your Committee that relief has, in many cases, been most improperly
distributed.

Parties have been relieved who were not at the time

destitute, and others whose distress had no connection with the Floods.
RD. DRIVER,
Chairman.
Legislative Assembly Chamber,
Sydney,

4

December,

1861.
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PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

FRIDAY,

20

SEPTEMBER,

1861.

Members Present:—

Mr. Driver,
Mr. Forster,

I
|

•

Mr. T. Garrett.
Mr- IjCaOT-

R. Driver, Esq., called to tbc Cliair.
Votes, No. 9, (17th instant, Entry 16), appointing the Oomraittec, upon the Table.
Printed copies of the Return relative to the Relief granted during the last Flood
at Windsor, before the Committee.
_
.
- Committee deliberated.
t
,
, «
Ordered, That Messrs. Ascough and Day, Magistrates at Windsor, be informed of
the Sitting of the Committee.
[Adjourned to Wednesday, 25tU instant, at Elceen o'clock.)
-

r
■'

WEDNESDAY,

25

SEPTEMBER,

.iLi

r

1861./

Members Present:—
R. Driver, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Cowper,
Mr. Leary,
Mr. Cunneen,
Mr. Stewart,
Mr. Forster,
Mr. Walker.
Committee deliberated.
Ordered, That a letter he transmitted to the Magistrates of the Dench at Windsor,
collectively, informing them of the sitting of the Committee.
i
, ft , p
Present:—J. Ascough, Esq., J.P., of Windsor; * ,
II. Day, Esq., M.D., J.P, of Windsor;
Mr, J. M'Quade.
Mr. John M'Quadc called in and examined.
_
_
Question arising as to the witness reading a paper in evidence,—
Strangers ordered to withdraw.
Committee deliberated.
,
.
Motion made {Mr. Stewart), and Question,—That the document offered by witness
be handed in to the Committee, with a view to determine its reception in evidence, or other
wise,—agreed to.
Parties called in, statement received from witness, and read.
_
Ordered, That the statement be not received as evidence, but remain upon the
table.
Examination concluded.
rRemaining witness, Mr. Cope, called in.
On motion of Mr. Stewart,—
[Adjourned till To-morrow, 26th instant, at

THURSDAY,

26

SEPTEMBER,

I

Ten

1 i

, g
,i
o'clock.) -< ,/

1861.

Members Present :—

R. Driver, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Cowper,
Mr. Stewart,
Mr. Cunneen,
Mr. Walker.
Mr/Forster,
Present:—J.

Ascougb, Esq., J.P , of Windsor;
II. Day, Esq., J P,, of Windsor; ,
,
,
Mr. J. Cope.
,, ■ {
Mr. Joseph Cope examined.
Henry Day, Esq., M D , J.P., examined.
Several documents handed in, certain whereof appended to the Evidence

{Vide List

of Appendix).

The

The Chairman having occasion to leave the Chair,—
W. Forster, Eaq., called thereto.
Examination concluded.
The Honorable Cliarlcs Cowper, Esq., M.P., Colonial Secretary, a Member of the
Committee, handed iri the Correspondence with the Bench of Magistrates at Windsor ( Vide
Separate Appendix).

[Adjourned to Monday, 2nd October, at

WEDNESDAY,

,

2

Eleven

o’clock.]

1861.

OCTOBER,

Members Present:—

,ij ■n i1,
. ■
.
, ,t; B. Driver, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Cunneen,
|
Mr. Forster,
.R,T w!j i .((t >m.
Mr. Stewart,
i. hT jft.t Mi i-niui iRrescni :*—J. Ascough, Esq., J.P., of Windsor.
In

Mr, John Frederick Jones called in and examined.
_
_
subnet ted a verbal application for the reimbursement of his expenses in
attending Committee.' '
_
To be subsequently considered.
_
Mr. John Armstrong Dawson called in and examined.
_
_
Witness submitted a verbal application for payment of his expenses in attending the
summons of the Committee. ’
To bo subsequently considered.
Committee deliberated.
[Adjourned to Wednesday, 9th instant, at Eleven o’clock.]
'

,M

AVEDNESDAF,

.

/U

9

OCTOBER,

1801.

. Members Present :—

'!■

R. Driver, Esq., in the Chair.
•

Mr. Cunneen,
lo’dmjW ie (fou.'H /j t, <uir

|
Mr. Stewart.

Mr. Henry Moses called in and examined.
rAdidurned to Tuesday, 15th instant, at
L. 1 .Jl,1! h •,

- twh*‘pfrggDAY,

15

Mr. Forster,

Eleven
•

OCTOBER,

o’clock.]

1SG1.

Members Present:—

-rnrliw yd
Jnomu- d> .i - Ri Driver, Esq., in the Chair.
-ionic ic (eanabivj ai noi^.'. -in o,
,
,
nr t
Mr. Cunneen,
Mr. Leary,
fMr. Forstef,
|
Mr. Walker,
?di ncqn nir.moi Jnd .

-i.Rrescnt:—J.

Ascough, Esq , J.P., of Windsor.
II. Day, Esq., M.D., J.P., of Windsor.

Mr. J. B. Laverock called in and examined.
_
"Witness applied for his expenses in attending the Cornmittco.
Mr. Robert Dick, Postmaster, Windsor, called in and examined.
Witness.applied, for his expenses in attending the Committee.
Mr, David Cobcroft called in and examined.
[Adjourned till To-morrow, 16th instant, at Eleven o’clock.]

Ir M

*

.a
WEDNESDAY,

16

OCTOBER,

1861.

^Members Present :—

r* f ,’B'' Driver, Esq , in the Chair.
■atMr.’ Forster,
| ’
Mr. Walker.
1 Prcicnt:—J. Ascough, Esq., J.P., of Windsor.
, - .imi '/
H.JDay, Esq , M.D , J.P., of Windsor.
Henry Day, Esq j M.D ,’Cj!?., further examined.
Mr. Thomas Marsden called in and examined. '
James Ascongh, lasq., J.P., examined.
*«v\ r,i 1 )
Tj[Adjourned to Wednesday, 2Grd instant, at Eleven o’clock.]
IT

WEDNESDAY,

6
WEDNESDAY,

23

OCTOBER,

1861. '

Members Present:—

R. Driver, Esq., in tbc Chair.
Mr. Cunneen,
Mr, T. Garrett,
Mr. Forster,
Mr. Leary,
Mr. Walker.
Committee deliberated.
[Adjourned to Wednesday, 30th instant, at Eleven o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY,

30

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present :—

R. Driver, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Forster,
|
Mr, Walker,
Mr. Leary.
Mr. R. W. Cobcroft called in and examined.
Mr. D. Cobcroft called in and further examined.
Witness submitted a verbal application for payment of his expenses in attending the
Committee.
To be subsequently considered.
William Walker, Esq., M.P., a Member of the Committee, examined in his place.
[Adjourned to Wednesday, 6 November, at

WEDNESDAY,

6

Efonen

NOVEMBER,

o’clock.]

1861.

Members Present:—

Mr. Forster,

j
Mr. Walker,
Mr. Leary.
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Leary called to tho Chair.
And Mr. Leary having stated that it was the wish of tho Chairman that the Com
mittee should be further adjourned,—
Ordered, That, during the interval of adjournment, printed copies of Evidence bo
distributed to the several Members of the Committee.
[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at Eleven o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY,

13

NOVEMBER,

1861.

Members Present :—

Mr. Forster,
I
Mr. Walker,
.
Mr. Cunneen,
[
Mr. Leary.
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Leary called to the Chair.
'
Printed copies of complete Evidence not having been yet supplied,—
Committee adjourned (on motion of Mr. Forster) to Wednesday next, at

Eleven

o’clock.

WEDNESDAY,

20

NOVEMBER,

1861.

Members Present

Mr. Forster,
Mr. Leary,

I
,
Mr. Cunneen,
|
Mr. Walker,
Mr. T. Garrett.
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Forster called to the Chair.
Committee deliberated upon the Evidence taken during this inquiry.
And the Chairman not having yet submitted a Draft Report to the Committee,—
Motion made {Mr. Ijcary) and Question proposed,—That this Committee do now
adjourn to this day “ week.”
■
■
Amendment proposed (Mr. Walker), to omit the word " week,” with a view to the
insertion in its place of the words “ six months.”
Question put,—That the word proposed to be omitted stand part of the Question.
Committee divided.
Ayes, 2.
Noes, 2.
Mr. Leary,
I
Mr. Walker,
Mr. T. Garrett.
j
Mr. Cunneen.
The Chairman gave his casting vote with the Ayes.
Amendment negatived.
Original

1067
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Original Question then put.
Committee divided.
AyeSj 2.
Noes, 2.
Mr. Walker,
Mr. Leary,
Mr. Cunneen.
Mr. T. Garrett.
The Chairman gave his casting vote witli the Ayes.
Original Question agreed to.
[Committee adjourned accordingly to Wednesday next, at Eleven o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY,

27

NOVEMBER,

1861.

Members Present

R. Driver, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Forster,
Mr, Leary,

]
J

•

Mr. Cunneen,
Mr. Walker,

Mr. T. Garrett.
Chairman laid before the Committee a Draft Report.
Draft of Report read, viz.:—
1. In the course of the inquiry entrusted to them, your Committee have examined
a number of witnesses resident in tho District, who have afforded to your
Committee some useful information. It appears to your Committee that “a
very large amount of” relief has in many cases been most improperly distri
buted. Parties have been relieved who were not at the time destitute, aud
others whose distress had no connection with the Floods.
2. The misappropriation has been owing to some degree of negligence, and to a
still greater degree of fraud practised by the parties relieved and recom
mending relief, and has been further extenuated by the difficulties in which
the Magistrates found themselves, which however might, in the opinion of
your Committee, have been avoided, had ordinary care been exercised.
3. It seems difficult to avoid the conclusion that very little real good is done by
the distribution of public funds for such charitable purposes as were con
templated in the case before your Committee, and therefore, though perhaps
it would be rash to refuse such relief in all eases in future, your Committee
beg to recommend that the utmost caution he exercised in acceding to any
such demands in time to come.
Committee deliberated.
Resolved:—-That the Draft Report be considered paragraph by paragraph, with a
view to its being printed in amended shape, and circulated amongst the
Members of the Committee before their next meeting.
Paragraph 1 read, and verbally amended.
Motion made (-V?'. Leary) and Question proposed,—That the words " a very large
amount of ” be struck out.
Committee deliberated.
Question put.
Committee divided.
Ayes, 3.
Noes, 2.
Mr. Forster,
Mr. Walker,
Mr. Leary,
Mr. Cunneen.
Mr. T. Garrett.
■
Words struck out accordingly.
Motion then made, and Question,—That this paragraph, as amended, stand part of
the Draft Report of the Committee,—agreed to.
Paragraph 2 read.
Motion made, and Question,—That this paragraph stand part of the Draft Report,—
put and negatived.

Paragraph struck out accordingly.
The following paragraph proposed instead thereof (Mr. Forster):—11 Your Committee
" feel bound to record their conviction that no grounds whatever exist for any imputation
" upon the good faith of the Magistrates by whom the difficult task of distribution was
" undertaken and gratuitously performed, and that whatever errors may have been com
" mitted are greatly extenuated by the circumstances in which they were placed.”
Question,—That this paragrah be inserted in the Draft Report,—put and negatived.
The following new paragraph proposed (Mr. Leary):—“ Your Committee are of
" opinion, from the evidence adduced before them, that many of the recommendations for
“ relief were improperly given; and your Committee are also of opinion that, whilst tbc
" Magistrates have not acted in many of these cases with discrimination, they nevertheless
“ believe that they acted with the best intentions to distribute the relief in the most
,f judicious manner.”
.
Question

*

1068
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Question put,—Tltat tills parngrnph be inserted in the Draft Report.
Committee divided.
Noep, 2.
Ayes, 3.
Mr. Forster,
Mr. Lcarv,
Mr. T. Garrett.
Mr. "Walker,
Mr. Cunneen.
New paragraph inserted accordingly.
Paragraph 3 read.
Committee deliberated.
Motion made {Mr. Trofici') and Question proposed,—That the words, " It seems
tl difficult to avoid the conclusion that very little real good is done by the distribution of
“public funds for such charitable purposes as were eon tempi ated in the case before your
“ Committee,” be struck out.
Question put,—That these words be struck out.
Committee divided.
Ayes, 2.
Noes, 3.
.
Mr. Walker,
Mr. Forster,
Mr. Cunneen.
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Leary.

Motion made and Question,—That this paragraph stand part of the Draft Report,—
agreed to.

Committee deliberated.
■ .
'
Ordered, That the Draft Report, as amended, he printed without delay, pnd a copy
thereof transmitted to each of the Members of tho Committee, for his perusal.
'
[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at Eleven o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY,

4

DECEMBER,

1SG1.

Members Present:—

R. Driver, Esq , in the Chair.
Mr. Leary,
|
Mr. Cunneen,
Mr. Walker.
Committee met further to consider Draft Report—paragraph by paragraph.
Printed copies of the same as amended, before the Committee.
Paragraph 1 read,
“ In the course of the inquiry entrusted to them, your Committee have examined
“ a number of witnesses resident in tho District, why have afforded to your
" Committee much useful information. It appears to your Committee that
“ relief has, in “many” cases, been most improperly distributed. Parties have
“ been relieved who were not at the time destitute, and others whose distress
“ bad no connection with the Floods.”
Motion made {Mr. Walter), and Question proposed,—That the word “many” be
omitted, with a view to tho insertion in its stead of the word “some.”
Committee deliberated.
.
Question put.
.
Committee divided.
Ayes, 2.
Noes, 2.
Mr. Walker,
j
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Cunneen.
[
Mr. Leary.
The Chairman gave his casting vote with tho Noes.
Question negatived, and paragraph, as l ead, agreed to.

Paragraph 2 read.
Motion made {Mr.

T. Garrett),

and Question proposed,—That paragraph 2 be struck

Committee deliberated.
Question put.
Committee divided.
‘
Ayes, 2,
Noes, 2,
Mr. Walker,
Mr, T. Garrett,
Mr. Leary.
Mr. Cunneen.
The Chairman gave his casting vote with the Ayes.
Paragraph struck out accordingly.
Paragraph 3 read.
Motion made {Mr. T. Garrett), and Question proposed,—That paragraph 3 be
struck out.
Committee deliberated.
Question pvt and agreed to.

Motion then made (Afr. Waltei'), and Question proposed,—That the words " Your
“ Committee at the same time are of opinion that the distributors of relief, acting upon
" recommendations, were not actuated by nay improper motives in the distribution of such
“ relief,” be added to tho Report.
Committee deliberated,
'
Question put.
Committee

10
9
Committee divided.
Ayes, 2.
Noes, 2.
Mr. Walker,
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Cunneen.
Mr. Leary.
Tho Chairman gave his casting vote with the Noes.
Question negatived.
Motion made, and Question,—That this Report, as amended, bo the ^Report of the
Committee,—put.
'
Committee divided.
,,
‘Ayes, 2.
Noes, 2.
'
*' >
Mr. T. Garrett,
Mr. Walker,
Mr. Leary.
Mr. Cunneen.
The Chairman gave his casting vote* with the Ayes.
Report accordingly agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.

LIST OF WITNESSES.
PA^E.
Ascongh, James, Esq., J.P. ..
Cohcroft, Hr. David ..
..
Cobcroft, Mr. Richard 'William
Cope, Mr, Joseph
,.
..
Dawson, Mr. John Armstrong
Day, Henry, Esq., M.D., J.P.
Dick, Mr. Robert
.,
•,
Jones, Mr. John Frederick ,,
Laverack, Mr. John Bolton .,
M‘Quade, Mr. John Michael
Marsden, Mr, Thomas Wright
Moses, Mr. Henry ,.
,.
Walker, William, Esq., M.P.

.40
32/44
/ 42

0
25
16, 36
31
24
23

1
39
26
45

LIST OF APPENDIX.
[To Evidence giotn by Henry Day, Esq., 26 September, 1861.) '
James Ascough to Henry Day, Esq., J.P., recommending relief to Robert
Wood
..........................................................................................................
[To further Evidence given by H. Day, Esq., J.P., 16 October, 1861.)
List of Members forming Committee for affording relief to sufferers, by
issuing seed wheat; also
....................................
..
■ ..
List of sufferers relieved
..
.,
,,
,.
..
..
..
..

23

38
38

SEPARATE APPENDIX.
Correspondence between the Colonial Secretary and the Bench of Magis
trates at Windsor
,.
.,
,.
.,
..
..
.,
.,

85—6

47

r> o
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1861.
Sejfelzrtibe SlsSflfmblj;.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

MINUTES OF EYIDENCE
TAKEN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE

DISTRIBUTION OF RELIEF TO SUFFERERS
BY LAST FLOOD AT WINDSOR.

WEDNESDA Y,

25

SEPTEMBER,

1861.

Piesmt
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

COWPER,
CUNNEEN-,
DRIVER,
FORSTER,
R.

DRIVER, Esq.,

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
in the

T. G ARRETT,
LEARY,
STEWART,
WALKER.

Chaie.

Mr. John Michael M'Quadc called in and examined:—
ike Chairman: You are a resident of Windsor? lam.
Mr. J.M,
2. And have resided there some years ? I have.
BTQnade.
3. Do you recollect the distribution of relief to the suflferers by the flood at Windsor? I
do, very well.
25 Sept., 18G1.
4. Has your attention been directed to the Return from the Eench of Magistrates of that
District? It has.
5. Have you looked over the list carefully ? I have.
6. Can you state from your own knowledge how the relief referred to in that Return was
distributed ? I find there are a number of persons who, according to the instructions of the
Colonial Secretary to the Bench of Magistrates—some electors and others resident in th®
town of Windsor,—received relief who were not entitled to it, nor in need of the same.
7. Can you state why they were not entitled to this relief? They were in constant employ•
ment, and the flood never affected them. They were living in the town of Windsor, always
away from the reach of any flood.
8. Can yon give the Committee the names of any of these persons? I can. First of all,
Mrs. Richard Arnold—the Return gives the names of several females, the wives of those who
received relief. Mrs. Richard Arnold was recommended by J. F. Jones, one of the persons
supplying tea and sugar. The husband of this person was, I believe, in the employ of Mr.
Joseph Cope, of Windsor, at this time, and receiving good wages. If the Magistrates will
explain who the Mrs. Byrnes here mentioned is meant for—whether it is meant for Mrs.
William Byrnes-----9. Do you know any Mrs. Byrnes in the district ? I know three; two reside in the town
of Windsor.
85-B
10.

1.

By
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MINUTES OP EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE

Mr, J, M,
M'Quadc.

10, And tlie third ? Is the wife of a freeholder in tho town of Windsor, and one of the
e]eotors in the Hawkesbury. In fact, if it is the third, he could get credit anywhere.
11. Do you notice any other names? I do; I just wish to mention that this Mrs. Dyrnes
2uSept., 1SG1. is recommended by Isaac Hopkins; he is working in his father’s mill, who was one of the
persons who supplied the flour, and I believe, he himself delivered the flour, I know lie is
working in his father’s mill.
_ _
12. Is William Hopkins any relation of his? That is a brother; Isaac Hopkins is a
son of the person who supplied the flour. I wish to call the attention of the Committee to
the fact, that Edward Breeze is mentioned twice as having received this allowance.
_
13. fly Mr. Garrett: What is Edward Breeze ? I believe he is a farmer; he is a carrier;
he has a wife, but no children.
14. By Mr. Leary: Was his farm subject to flood ? I believe so, but he received this
allowance twice. The nest is Thomas Burgess; he is put down os a gardener, recommended
by John A. Walker, brother of one of the candidates. This person, from all tho information
I could gather, lived at M'Grath’s Hill, away out of the floods. He was a cakeman; in
fact, he was no gardener; he used to sell cakes, oranges, and so forth.
15. By the Chairman: Did he lose anything by the floods ? I believe not,
16. Have you any others? Yes; Lucy Carroll is mentioned twice; on one occasion as
having received 200 lbs. of flour, and on another, 300 lbs.; that is, 500 lbs. That woman
was living in the town of Windsor, always away from the reach of the floods; and from
what I have heard, she was washerwoman to the family of Mr. Henry Day, one of tho
Magistrates.
17. By Mr. Garrett: Who is Mr. Edward Enhall, the gentleman who recommended Lucy
Carroll in the first instance? I know nothing of the man.
18. Who is the party recommending the second time ? No person recommended her.
19. B>j ike Chairman : Do you see the name of John Cavanough on that list? I do.
29. What was he ? A person living on M'Grath’s Hill; he is a wood carter.
21. That person does not appear to have been recommended; are you aware whether he
lost anything? lam not aware; I know he had some ground, and a small portion might
have been flooded, but as far as I remember he had nothing in it; it is at the bottom of
M'G rath’s Hill; tho same ground is cropped now, but it was not upon that occasion. The
next case is that of Mrs. Connor, of Cornwallis; I believe that woman received relief three
times.
22. Do you know anything of that case? The woman deserved relief; hut I only state
that there was no care taken in the distribution of relief. The next is Patrick Dillon; he
is recommended by as respectable a person as any in the district—an old gentleman, Mr.
Thomas Tebbutt; but it is well known to the Honorable Member for Windsor that this
man, for a long time previous, received every fortnight, relief from the poor-house.
23. That was well known to the residents of the district ? It was, and Dr. Day, as the
surgeon to the hospital there, ought to have known it, and I made enquiries yesterday
about that matter. A Mrs. Dunn is mentioned thrice, as having received 350, 200, and
300 lbs. of flour ; I wish to know if, in each case, that is the same individual ? *
24. This Isaac Hopkins, who recommends her is the miller’s son ? Yes.
_
25. She appears to have been relieved twice without any recommendation ? If it is the
same person; but from the way in which this Return is made out I cannot find out;
this could have been ascertained if the Christian names had been given. Tho next
is Mrs. Enright, recommended by no person, 200 lbs. flour; she lives in Windsor,
away from the reach of any flood, and never had any cultivation; she keeps a shop.
I now come to one who was relieved on my recommendation—Joseph Elliott. In
tlie Keturn he is stated to be a farmer, but he is nothing of the kind; he never was
a farmer; he is a brickmaker, and lost j£60 worth of bricks to my knowledge; he was
in actual want. Henry Featherstone was a voter, and received 250 lbs. flour; that man
is a blacksmith, and was working at his trade at the time; he is as well known to the
Magistrates as I am.
■
26. By Mr. Garrett: Who is the person recommending him ? As respectable a person as
any in Windsor—Mr. Thomas Primrose. The next I consider a glaring case, Michael Flood,
recommended by his wife’s father, who was, as was well known—a canvasser for Mr. Walker,
27. By the Chairman: Was Michael Flood well known ? Both by Mr. Ascough and
Dr. Day.
28. Personally known ? Personally known, and so is Mr. George Seymour; and the fact
of Mr. Seymour being Flood’s wife’s father was well known to Dr. Day and Mr. Ascough.
29. Did this Flood lose anything by the flood? No.
30. What is he ? A shoemaker; a good workman; I know where he is living this year.
31. By Mr. Leary: Where was he living at this time ? In Windsor, away from the reach
of the flood.
_
32. By the Chairman: Had he been there any time ? Yes.
33. Working at his trade of bootmaking? Fes, of late; at one time he was agent for
Mr. John Ridge, butcher.
'34. You know that at the time he was not in actual want ? Not on account of the flood;
he was not entitled to this relief on account of the flood.
35. By Mr. Garrett: Patrick Flood, is ho a relative ? Yes. Patrick Flood has I believe—
and I think the Magistrates will ackaowledge it—some right to property in Windsor, but
I believe he lost something.
36. By the Chairman: You say Michael Flood was very well known to the Bench of
Magistrates at Windsor ? Yes, very well known.

Note (On revision):—In two, I believe.

3

ON DISTRIBUTION OP RELIEF TO SUFFERERS BY LAST FLOOD AT WINDSOR.

37. Is this Flood a person of any influence in Windsor? Among a certain class of electors
lie has very great influence.
,
,
. , j-j
n
38. Does he take any part in elections? Yes, a very active part, and he did so on the
39^ About what time did that election take place ?

Mr. J. M.
M'Qdatli!.

The elections were about to take place

within a fortnight or so. The elections were over the day before Christmas, and this relict
was being distributed in December.
„ „
„
40. Do you find any other names to which you object? Yes; Thomas Forrester, fanner,
if that is the man. I do not know any Thomas Forrester, a farmer, hut there is a cake man
of that name, a ginger beer brewer.
.
9 T u
« 4.1,•.
41. There is a liobert Forrester—you have not mistaken tbc names. I believe there is
a Robert Forrester, but I am speaking of Thomas Forrester; I have made all enquiries, and
he never had any cultivation. The nest case is George Graham; this person is put down
as a farmer, and he received 200 lbs. of flour; now be was a servant in the employ of Mr.
John Ridge, and was living on his farm. Sometimes he goes by the name of George Lock.
At tho time of the flood he was in the employ of Mr. Bulge, and he had to leave Ridges
farm and come into Windsor, but he was in the employ of Mr. Ridge.
42 Did he suffer from the effects of the flood in any way? We all suffer by the floods,
everybody in tlie district suffered in one way or other, in business or m some other way.
43. By Mr. Leary: Was this party entitled—I presume that was the object of the
Chairman’s question—to receive relief according to the instructions of the Colonial
Secretary ? He was not entitled according to the instructions.
44. You state that he did not lose anything by the flood himself? _ Not that I am aware of.
45. What do you mean when you say that everybody in the district lost by the flood
i
mean in business or in some other way. I lost myself, and lots of poop c besides. The
people had not so much money to lay out to make purchases, and that affected every person
46°.r Ryiie Chairman : Are there any other names you wish to point out to tho Committee?
I wish to call the attention of the Committee to*Mrs, Green; she is put down as having
received 350 lbs. flour; she ia living in the town of Windsor and is a washerwoman, well
ifnown to Dr. Day and Mr. Ascough.
fll .
r
47. Did she lose anything by the flood ? Not that I am aware of. She is a washerwoman,
never hsd uny cultiviitionj nnd lives in "Windsor.
^
, .i i i
j i r,
48. Quite out of reach of the flood ? Yes; the water certainly came into the hack paddock
of Mr Cadell, hut I am not aware that it came into her yard.
49. By Mr. Leary: What is the position of Mr. Primrose, the person recommending? He
50a
Walker: He is no supporter of mine, is he ? I cannot tell. I was sworn, and
I cannot reveal anything that occurred in the ballot room, for I was a scrutineer.
51. By the Chairman: Have you any other names? Mrs. Hunt—I do not know who is
mean4 and if Mrs. Horan is meant for Mrs. John Horan, of Windsor, her huBbandw^
nctivo canvasser for Mr. Walker. If Mrs. Hunt means Mrs. James Hunt, her husband had
a vote for Windsor, and was out of reach of the flood, Mrs. Izzard, if that is Mrs. George
Izznrd, George Izzard had a vote. He received. 350 lbs. flour on the recommendation of
Mr. Stiles. I believe this 'next ease of Mrs. Johnston is a glaring ease, she having received
100 lbs flour, 2 lbs. tea, and 8 lbs. sugar, upon no person’s recommendation. Her husband
whether he is her husband or not I cannot say, buUier reputed hublwnd-w.s m tbe
employment of Mr. Henry Moses, miller, and wb receiving hlfh^ ^
was well known to Mr. Ascough. I presume she is tlie wife of Abraham Johnston.
^
52 Do you know any other person in the district of the same name . There are several
no,‘sons in the district, but not in the town of Windsor. The next case is Joseph Jasper
In elector and voter, recommended by John Langford, a well-known canvasser and supporter
of Mr. Walker, and a butcher in Windsor.
,
.
.
jrT,,na
53. What is Jasper ? He is a workman in the town; he works about in the town, drives
54 0He Is not a*farmer ? He is not a farmer; he lives in the town of Windsor.
55 Was he thrown out of work by reason of these floods ? Not that I am aware; his work
is generally in the town of Windsor. Frederick King is put down for 200 lbs., recommended
by Francis M'Donall, who appears on Mr. Walker’s requisition.
+1 „
56. Do you know this Frederick King? I do; he is a labouring man in tho town of
Windsor livinn awav from the reach of the floods.
.
57 Did’he Ime nothing by the floods? Not that I am aware. The next case is Ann
M'Guffin washerwoman, living in Windsor. She came to me for a recommendation, and I
Jefuserto gte her 0^. Shf then went to George Walker (I believe the father 0 the
Honorable Member for Windsor), who recommended her, and she got this relief. She was
living at old Mr. M'Kellar’s, away from the roach of the flood.
58 JSu Mr Walker : She had no vote ? No.
59. By Mr. Garrett: Had she any influence ? I just state the fact; it “.f® *
to draw their own conclusions. John Mills, put down as a farmer, received 150 lbs. flour
I wish to mention that, from all tbc information I can gather, that this man was working
rfa*
T«- Willim Prirfy, pul down ,s
a farmer; he had no farm that I am aware of; he lived m the town of Windsor, and was on
the Electoral Roll, and earned bis living by driving a team.
,,
61 He lost nothing by the flood ? Not that I know of. Thoma's Reedy, labourer, 200 IK.
flour; ho is a labourer in the town of Windsor, aud lost nothing by the floods. Hew wd
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The next is Richard Ryali; he received 200 lbs. flour, and was
recommed by Francis M'Donall.* This man was well known to both Magistrates, and was
rcce*vin£ 4'20 a year from Mr. Fitzgerald; be was supported by Mr. Fitzgerald, and had
Jo bept., 18G1. a ]10U£(! (;0 iire
the town of Windsor.
62. Did he carry on any business ? None whatever.
63. By Mr. Walker: You have been informed of what you have stated? He told mo
himself, and ho told me he had £20 in your Savings’ Bank, and that you wore cashier. Ho
came to me for a recommendation, in fact, and I would not give it him. James Shepherd;
he is a shingle-splitter, in the bush.
64. By the Chairman : Did he lose anything by the floods ?. Not that I am aware of. In
my experience I never knew him to cultivate anything. John Shearing, the next person,
certainly is a farmer, but he lives away on the top of M'Grath’s Hill.
65. Is that beyond tho reach of the floods? Fes; he is living on some land that Mr.
Cunneen owned.
66. By Mr. CarreW: Who recommended him? Richard Edwards.
•
67. Is he a neighbour of bis? No, he lives in the town, and is a chemist and druggist.
Morgan Shechy is the next, a farmer; he received 300 lbs. flour on the recommendation of
William Hopkins; he purchased a valuable freehold, and is living upon it.
68. Are you sure it is the same man ? Yes.
69. By Me Chairman: Did he lose any thing by the floods ? Yes, I believe so, but I do
not know it.
70. By Mr. Qarrett: Was this purchase made after or before the flood? Before tho
flood ; a long time ago.
71. Was he a man well known in the district? Very well known. Catherine Slater, a
washerwoman, living in the town of Windsor; she never had any cultivation. The next
case is that of Henry Steevcr (in the Return, Henry Stephen). He appears on the list as
having received 200 lbs. flour, 5 lbs. tea, aud 201bs. sugar Several weeks after the Return was
ordered by Parliament, after the Colonial Secretary wrote to the Bench at Windsor, and on
the very same day that the Returns from the Bench are dated he asked me to give him a
recommendation. I do not know whether this is the proper time to make this statement.
(YAe witness produced a written document^) I produce a statement signed by Steever, which
I will read if the Committee wishes.
(Mr. Walker objected to the reading of thepaper. Strangers were ordered to withdraw.
Committee deliberated. The witness and parties were again called inj.
72. By the Chairman: The Committee have decided that we cannot receive this letter as
evidence. Have you had any conversation with Dr. Day with reference to Steever ? I have.
73. Have you any objection to state what passed between Dr. Day and yourself?
Dr. Day
told me that he did go to Steever, and asked him to get some person to recommend him.
This was after he received my letter.
74. You wrote to Dr. Day ? I did, aud Dr. Day acknowledged to have received this letter.
75. Can you state when you wrote to Dr, Day ?
On the 25th February, 1861; on tbc
same night or afternoon I saw him.
76. Is tho letter you hold in your hand a copy of the letter addressed to Dr, Day ? Yes.
77. What was the effect of your letter ? I wrote to tell him that this man Steever bad
called upon me to give him a recommendation for flour, tea, and sugar bo bad received at
tho flood time. That was on the 25th February, 1861. I think several weeks after the
Returns were ordered by the Colonial Secretary, and on the same day as the Returns were
sent from the Bench to the Colonial Secretary.
78.^Had you any conversation with Dr. Day upon the subject of that letter? I had, last
week I think, just afterwards; he said this man -----79. I thought I understood you to say, a few minutes since, that you saw Dr. Day the same
evening? Yes, but I have had several conversations with Dr. Day since.
80. On the evening of that day had you a conversation with Dr. Day upon the subject of
that letter? I bad; I told the doctor what the man came and told me, aud that I had
taken it down in writing. I asked him if he had received my letter, and he said, “ Yes.”
81. You told Dr. Day you had taken the man’s statement down in writing: what did he
reply to that? He said, " Oh that man promised to get me a recommendation.”
82. By Mr. Garrett: That was at the time he got the flour ?
Yes, “ The man promised
me to get me a recommendation when ho was getting the flour.”
83. By the Chairman : That was what Dr. Day told you ? Yes, I may say that tho man
has told me different to that since, on last Saturday night.
84. Do you find any other names ? Mrs. Tcale, I may mention, is recommended by Charles
Sommers, her father, and afterwards by Isaac Hopkins; she received relief twice; tho first
time 350 lbs. and the second 250 lbs.
85. Do you know anything of the circumstances of Mrs. Teale ? Her husband has a free
hold, and is living on a farm out of Windsor. The next case I shall refer to is that of three
females of the name of Vaughan. They are three females living in Windsor—needlewomen
—Sarah, Winifred, and Catherine; their brother appears on the Electoral Roll as Patrick
Vaughan.
86. What is this Patrick Vaughan—do his sisters reside with him ? No, he was at that
time in the employment of Mr. George Cunningham, driving a team.
87. Were these ladies living together? Winifred and Catherine I believe are, but not
Sarah.
88. By Mr. Garrett: By whom are they recommended ? Sarah, by T. Paul.
89.
*

Raised:—A.
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89. Who is T. Paul? Timothy Paul, overseer of the Asylum; and Stephen Gow, who Mi'. J.M.
recommended Catherine, is a farmer out of Windsor, at South Creek.
M'Quade.
90. Both respectable persons ? Yea. I wish to refer to the case of George Wood, farmer,
wiio received 300 lbs. flour, recommended by the Honorable Member for Windsor. He is 25Sept., 1861.
possessed of a large freehold at Cornwallis, and it is well known that this George Wood was
in good circumstances.
91. By tlie Chairman: Is he a man well known in the district ? Very well; he has been
living in the district these years. James Whitchurch, a person living in tho town of
Windsor, recommended by William West, a tailor. I know this William West has not been
very long in Windsor.
* J
92. This Whitchurch, you say, lives in the town ? Yes, he is a labouring man.
93. Did be lose any property ? No, he never had any farm to lose by that I know of.
94. Are there any others ? That is all I can make out. In tho list there are ten "Bearers,”
but I cannot make them out.
95. Do you notice any one of the name of George Cupitt? Yes, George Cupitt, farmer,
received £250 lbs. flour upon no person’s recommendation. This person is well known in
tho district, and possesses a freehold in the town of Windsor, and on the Hawkesbury.
9G. Does his name appear on tho Electoral llol! for Windsor and tho Hawkesbury ? Yes.
97. And was very well known to tho Magistrates? Yes, very well.
98. By Mr. Walker: Are you speaking of George Cupitt, tho old man ? * There is a
George Cupitt, the old man—he has a son George Cupitt, at Cornwallis, fa freeholder on tho
Electoral Roll.

99. This son of George Cupitt—is he living with his father ? No, he is on his own account.
100. Did he lose any goods or property ? I believe ho did.
101. You cannot tell, judging from this Return, whether the relief was given to the father
or to the son ? There are two in the Return, and Thomas Cupitt as well.
102. By Mr. Garrett: Who is Thomas Cupitt ? Another son.
103. Recommended by yourself ? Yes.
104. By the Chairman: Looking through this list, should you say that most of the persons

relieved were known to the Bench of Magistrates ? That is my belief. Dr. Day admitted
in conversation the other day that they had done wrong in several cases in giving relief.
105. Do you know any‘of the Magistrates in particular to whom they were known? To
Mr. Ascough and Dr. Day, because they reside in the town, and Mr. Ascough went about
canvassing with Mr. Johu Walker.
10G. At or about the time this relief was being granted ?
and afterwards.

Yes, two days before the flood
'

107. Did Mr. Ascough or Dr. Day take any part in the elections? Both did, very active
part.
108. By Mr. Garrett: Who is Patrick Flood ; is he any relative of Michael Flood ? Yes,
I believe he is a relative and John Flood as well; they are brothers, I believe.
109. The name of William Norris occurs twice; does it in both instances refer to tho same
person? That I am not aware of. They are both recommended by Johu Ridge. The
Norrbscs I know were people living on the flooded land.
110. Who is Patrick Molloy ? He is a publican living at M'Grath’s Hill. It was gene*
rally understood at the time that any recommendation would do; all that tho Magistrates
wanted was somebody.

111. Who is Mrs. Turner, recommended by Isaac Hopkins ? She lives in the town of
Windsor; she is the wife of William Turner. Her husband is a freeholder.
112. There are three James Smith’s mentioned; are they one person ? lam sure I cannot
toll that.

#

113. By Mr. Steieart: All the persons whom you have named you believe did not lose
property by the flood ? I believe so, from all tho inquiries I have made.
114. By Mr. Leary: You have stated there were several persons received relief, some of
whom were recommended and others who were not; but that two gentlemen, who were Magis
trates, Dr. Day and Mr. Ascough, knew that the persons so relieved were not sufferers by
the flood—are you aware of that as a fact ? They must have been aware.
115. You have stated that certain persons received relief on the recommendations of par
ticular persons, and at the same time that Dr. Day and Mr. Ascough were perfectly aware
that those persons were not sufferers from tho flood ? This is what I state, that they must
have known it.
116. Could you refer to particular persons ? Michael Flood, for instance, who was recom
mended by his wife’s father,
117. Do you know of your own knowledge that Dr. Day and Mr. Ascough knew that this
party was not a sufferer ? Yes, I have no doubt of it, none whatever, because I know that
Dr. Day and Mr. Ascough were always in communication with him; I saw them often
speaking to Flood on that occasion.
118. Do you know that be was a resident in Windsor at that time ? I swear shat positively.
119. There was some person referred to as being a servant of Dr. Day ? No ; a washer
woman, Lucy Carroll.
120. Can you state whether Dr. Day was aware that this woman was not a sufferer by the
flood? I believe he did. T can state this—Dr. Day knew where Lucy Carroll lived; he
knew she never had any cultivation ; ho know that the land and house in which she lived
were never flooded.
121. Can you mention any others who were recommended, or otherwise who received relief.
where
# Revised;—Yes.
t Note [On minion);—c< A frcuhoMur, on tlio Electoral ItolV' should bo out.
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where Dr. Day or Mr. Ascough knew they did not require it, or had not suffered from the
fl00ds? Mrs. Johnston, the wife of Abraham Johnston, the miller in the employment of
Mr. Henry Moses.
...
2d Sept., 1861.122. What is the position of Mrs. Johnston ? She is the wife of Abraham Johnston, miller
in the employ of Mr. Henry Moses, receiving good wages, and in constant employment for
years; he is never out of work for a day.
_
123. And Messrs. Day and Ascough were aware of that? They knew it well.
124. By Mr. Walker: Where did this Michael Flood reside? At Windsor.
125. In what part of the town ? I really forget the street; it is out of George-atreet.
126. In one of Mr. Beddek’s cottages? No; I think in one of Mr. Kidge’s.
127. Was be not living in one of Mr. Beddek’s cottages at the time ? I do not know.
128. Do you know the cottages known as Beddek’s cottages ? I do.
129. Did he not reside in one of them at the time of the flood ? I am not aware.
130. Was not the water in those cottages? No,* it was at the back.
•
131. The front faces the river, does it not ? The hanks are higher than the hack part.
132. The water was in these cottages was it not ? I did not see it.
133. Was it not three or four feet deep? I cannot say; I was not down there.
134. You have stated a good deal from hearsay—did you hear it was there ? No, I did
not. I think I stated he was a boot and shoe maker, and not a farmer.
135. Here is Mr. Elliott, that you recommended ? I did—Joseph Elliott.
136. What was ho? A brickmaker.
137. You recommended a brickmaker ? I did ; two brickmakers who
138. You canvassed that man for his vote—Mr. Elliott ? I do not know whether 1 am at
liberty to mention it. I was a scrutineer-----,,
139. Yon canvassed that man Elliott for his vote? 1 think I did; I am pretty well sure
140. Although he was a brickmaker and not a farmer you recommended him for relief ?
Yes.
.
141. Did he lose any property ? He did—£60 worth to my knowledge. He was indebted
to myself a large sum of money; he owed his butcher and baker accounts; and I knew he
could not carry on. In the same way X recommended George Grief, another brickmaker.
142. You keep a grocer’s shop in the town ? I do; and an hotel—in fact everything.
143. You sell tea and sugar ? Ido.
,
_
4
144. You did not supply any of these goods? No; 1 did not. X was requested by the
Bench—a messenger came to inc and asked me to put in a tender—-the Chief Constable came
to me to ask me, but I told him I would have nothing to do with it.
145. I think you have brought the Electoral Bull with you ? I have.
146. How many names are there on the Electoral Boll ? 632 in Windsor and luchmond.
147. By Mr. Cowper: Sonje names are two or three times over, are they not? I think
not in this list.
t
.■ j
148. By Mr. Walker: Can you tell me how many electors out of this 640 have received
relief? No, I have not esamined.
149. Could you by referring to the roll ? I think I couhk
150. Do you think more than fifteen or sixteen received relief out of that 640 r i reckoned
before I came that there wore eighteen in Windsor who had no right to it.
151. Eighteen persons who were electors ? Electors and others.
,
152. How many electors out of that 640 received relief? I cannot tell without referring to
' the list; about twelve or fifteen, I should say, in Windsor.
153. Joseph Elliott is one of them? No; not of the number I refer to.
_
154. Joseph Elliott is one of the electors? I say about twelve or fifteen in the town of
Windsor who were not entitled to receive relief.
155. That is not what I ask you—I ask you, looking to that list, whether you can say how
many electors of the town of Windsor received relief—can you make more than fifteen or
twenty ? I cannot, because the wive’s names appear instead of the electors.
156. Do you think there are twenty ? I think there are more; I think there are about
157^Will you take the list and see if you can make more than twenty ?

•

{The witness

referred to tie list) I cannot tell if Mrs. Byrnes is the wife of William Byrnes. There
. is Joseph Brooks; that man is well known to you.
158. But I did not recommend him ? No.
159. He was recommended by a respectable man ? A well known supporter of yours.
Thomas Burgess nest recommended by your brother; Henry Featberstone, blacksmith;
Michael Flood; Mrs. Hunt, if she is the wife of James Hunt—he is an elector.
_
160. I think you know James Hunt did not vote at all? I cannot reveal anything that
occurred in the polling booth. Mrs. Horan, if she is the wife of John Horan.
161. There is a Mrs. Hunt, a widow, in Windsor, is there not? Not that I am aware of—
Mrs. Izzard, wife of George Izzard.
162. Is there not an Izzard at Wilberforce ? Not that lam aware of; there arc two Izzards
down in the list.
„
163. She is recommended by the Rev. Mr. Stiles; he is a respectable man is he notr _ ics.
Mrs. Johnston—wife of Abraham Johnston, Joseph Jasper, Frederick King, William Priestly,
Thomas Reedy, Richard Ryali, William White,
164. Was not he drowned before the election? Not that I am aware of. I do not know
Whether that was this William White—James Whitchurch.
165.
*

Yes.
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165. Fourteen electors of the Electoral District of Windsor—that is all you can make out ? Mr. J. M.
Yes.
M'Quadc.
166. You omitted Joseph Elliott? Yes, and George Grief. There is also George Cupitt
the elder; I forgot him; he is a freeholder in the Town of Windsor and the Hawkesbury. 25Sept„3SGl.
167. Thomas Burgess resided at M'Grath's Hill, did he not ? Yes.
168. Had he not a small garden ? Not that I am aware of; from all the inquiries I have
made, he earned his living by selling oranges.
169. Was not a portion of M'Grath’s Hill flooded ? Not of M'Grath’s Hill.
170. I do not mean the top of tho hill, but was not a third or half of thehill flooded ? I
cannot say how far ; it was in one or two of the houses below.
171.. Henry Featherstone, did he not live in one of Beddek’s cottages that was flooded ? I
believe so.
172. By Mr. Garrett: Did be lose any property? No; I have made all inquiries and lie
had no cultivation.
173. By Mr. Walker: Did he lose all he had? No; he had nothing to lose bythe flood.
174. Was he not employed at the time harvesting? No; he was a blacksmith.
175. Have you not known a blacksmith to go and reap ? No; I never knew a blacksmith
to go into a harvest field in Windsor.
176. You do not know that Featherstone was at work in the field at that time ? No.
177. You do not know that he was thrown oat of employment? lam aware that at the
time of the floods ho was not working in the fields, for he was in Windsor.
178. Is he a man of family ? I believe so.
179. Were not the family distressed by the flood ? Not in my opinion.
180. By Mr. Garrett: Would you, as a storekeeper, have given him credit ? Yes, I would,
as I would in any other instance a man of his class.
181. By Mr. Walker: To what extent? Ten or twelve shillings. Theso labouring; men I
would not credit any of them more.
^
182. Was Featherstone recommended by Thomas Primrose ? Yes.
183. He was no supporter of mine? I believe not.
184. Michael Flood—was not he employed by your committee as you call it ? No.
185. Flood was not employed by Byrnes’ committee to stick bills—just remember? Not
that I remember.
186. Joseph Jasper—is he a labouring man ? He is.
187. Employed working on the roads ? He is always* working in the town.
188. Is he not employed by the Road Trust ? Sometimes.
189. Were not the labourers of the Rood Trust thrown out of employment by tho flood ? For
two days they could not get across to their work—at least they could get across but they did
not; they stayed in Windsor strolling about.
■
190. Was not that part of the road where they were employed, from M'Grath’s Hill to
Windsor under water at the time? I am not aware,,
191. Jasper was employed at that time by the Road Trust ? I never knew Jasper to be out
of employment.
192. Frederick King—was not he employed aa one of the Road Trust labourers ? Yes, occa
sionally; he lives at Windsor, out of reach of the floods.
193. Were not these men thrown out of employment for a time ? Not that I am aware of.
194. William Priestly—was not that man employed in agricultural operations at Cornwallis
at the time of the flood ? Not that I am aware of; I know he earns his living chiefly by
carrying.
.
195. Thomas Reedy—was be not employed by the Trust ? Not that I am aware, at that,
time; he lives at Windsor, out of reach of the flood.
196. You do not know that he is employed by the Road Trust ? Sometimes.
197. Is ho not very generally employed by them ? I cannot say that.
198. This man Richard Ryali—did he not cultivate something on Fitzgerald’s farm ? From
all inquiries I could not make out that ho did. He told me when he asked me for a recom
mendation that he had no cultivation; he said he was getting £20 a year from Mr. Fitz
gerald, and a house to live in—in fact, ho sold Mr. Fitzgerald his cattle.
199. Did you sec this man the day before the election ? I did, the same day.
200. Did you give him a bottle of grog ? No, I did not; I gave him nor no other person
anything at the time of the election.
201. William White—do not you believe that he was dead before tho election ? I have been
trying to make that inquiry, but I cannot make out.
202. He was drowned in one of the floods ? Yes. I do not know whether he is tho William
White who received relief.
203. James Whitchurch—is not he a man employed by the Road Trust ? Sometimes.
204. Was not he thrown out of employment too ? Not that I am aware.
.
205. George Grief—what is he ? A brickmaker.
206. Like Mr. Elliott? Like Joseph Elliott and Mr. Langton; the three of them ore
adjoining; they lost £60 worth of bricks, each of them, to my own knowledge.
207. Then you do not consider relief should be confined to farmers exclusively, having your
self recommended a brickmaker ? I should not recommend any person except one who had
suffered from tho flood.
208. Mr. Carney—do you know him ? Yes; he is living on my farm—at least, not on my
farm ; he is a tenant of mine ; he leased Mr. Sydney Scarvell’s farm.
209. You recommended him for relief ? I did.
210. Were you aware that he was a small freeholder ? I was not, and am not to this hour.
,

211.
Now; (On. revision) :—Generally.
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Mr. J. M. 211. You do not know that he has a small freehold at Mat’s Hill ? No, this is tho first I
M'Quade.
heard of it. Both his farms were flooded at that time j the farm he rented from me, and
'—Mr. Sydney Scarvell’s; and Dr. Day himself admitted to me that he was a fit person to receive
2-j Sept., 1801, rc]jef when I spoke to him afterwards about it.
_ , o ti
212. Edward Breeze you have spoken of—was not his farm flooded on the Peninsula . I do
not know his farm; I know the house.
_
.
„ v T
213. Do you not know that he is a tenant of Joseph Windred> on the Peninsula t xes> 1
have heard so.
214. "Was the Peninsula flooded ? Part of it.
_
_
215. Is not Windrcd’s farm situated in tho low part ? A portion of it.
216. The portion that is cultivated ? Most of it is cultivated.
f
217. It is not cultivated nest the hanks ? No, the low part. I do not complain myself of
Edward Breeze having received relief.
218. Lucy Carroll—is she a single woman ? No* I am not aware how many children she
has j I have been informed, three or four. I have been informed she washes for Mr. Day
and his family.
,
219. She is a poor washerwoman ? I do not say she is poor; I know she lives in a House
high away from the floods.
_
, „
220. You are not aware whether she lost any employment in consequence of the floods r
I think not, as she was living in the town.
....
■> t ir
j
221. Do you mean to say a person cannot suffer who is living in the town ? 1 suffer, and
every person suffers more or less; of course every person in the district suffers more or less.
222. Patrick Dillon—lie is a poor man, is he not ? Yes, receiving relief from the Asylum
for these last two years, every fortnight, I think,
223. .Hi/ Mr. Gan-eit: He receives out-door relief ? Yes.
224. By Mr. Walker : Recommended by Mr. Thomas Tebbutt ? Yes.
225. A very respectable man ? A very old man—a very good natured old man.
226. If Mr. Tebbutt had recommended any person to you for charity, would you not have
considered it a very good recommendation, coming from such a gentleman ? Yes; if I had
been giving away a charity.
,
227. Mrs. Enright—is she not a single woman ? No ; her husband is alive.
228. She was not living with her husband ? No ; she lives by herself.
229. She has a number of children ? I do not know how many,
_
230. She is a very poor woman ? ft think not; she keeps a shop in Windsor. _
231. What kind of shop ? She sells tea, sugar, lolly-pops, cakes, soap, and anything.
232. George Graham, you say, is a servant of Mr. John Ridge—was not Mr. Ridge s farm
at Cornwallis flooded ? Yes.
233. Was the house Graham was living in flooded ? It was.
234. How high up ? I suppose nearly to the roof; they had to remove.
235. They were in some distress, were they not, on account of the flood ? They had to come
into Windsor for shelter.
236. Do you not know that they suffered considerably on account of the flood r I know
they had to come into Windsor—to leave the farm ; I think they went up to Ridge s.
JThey were in the employ of Mr. Ridge, at so much a year.
237. Do you not know that all their property was flooded and destroyed ? No, I do not;
I believe Mr. Ridge’s was, but not Graham's.
_
238. He was a man with a family ? A wife and two children.
_
'239, Bi/ Mr. Garrett: Did he get rations from Mr. Ridge ? Yes; I believe so.
240. He had yearly wages, and got rations ? Yes; I believe so._
_
241. By Mr. Walker : You say Graham told you a number of things—did ho tell you Mr.
Ridge was insolvent, and that he never got his wages§—do you know that Mr. Ridge became
insolvent ? George Graham’s brother told me that Ridge had not paid him his account.
242. He became insolvent about tho time the relief was distributed ? I think some con
siderable time after that. I think many weeks after that.
243. Morgan Sheehy—you referred to him as being a freeholder ? Yes.
244. You do not know whether his freehold is paid for ? No ; I do not. Morgan Sheehy
himself told me it was paid for not long ago.
245. His farm was all flooded, was it not ? Not that lam aware of; he lives at mlberforce.
246. In the case of Henry Steever—you say tho recommendation was got after the Return
was called for ? Seven weeks after.
247. Is that the only ease of the kind you know ? I have heard of some others.
248. Do you know of any others ? I do not.
_
,
249. You say that Mrs. Teale received relief twice ? I go according to the Return.
250. That is, you see the name of Mrs. Teale in the Return twice—do you not know that
there arc more Mrs. Teale’s than one—has Dot Henry Teale a wife at Wilberforce ? Yes j
but that is in the Town of Wilberforce.
251. Is there not a Mrs. Teale at Windsor 7 Yes.
252. John Teale, at South Creek,—bis farm was flooded ? The portion next the creek,
253. Is not that a very poor farm ? There are poorer; it is adjoining a very valuable farm
of Mr. Fitzgerald.
'
254.
* Reaised;—Yes.
t Revised:—No she is not.
J Revised:—Graham was.
5 Note (On revision);—Ho told me he did.
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254. Do not you know the Tcale’s there arc very poor people ? No ; I do not, I know Mr. J. M.
M'Quade.
that he sold some property some years ago, and that he paid off the mortgage on that farm,
I know that he owed me money, and paid me.
255. You do not know whether the farm is free now or not? I am not aware of that.
25Sept,, 1861.
256. I think you have looked through that list—how many parties do you find I recommend ?
Two; George Wood, a large freeholder.
257. Are either of the parties recommended hy mo electors of Windsor? No.
258. By Mr. Garrett: Are they electors of the Hawkesbury ? Yes.
259. By Mr. Walker: You say one is a freeholder—George Wood ? Yes; he purchased a
valuable freehold in Cornwallis.
260. Do you know whether that freehold is free ? I do not. I know he is in comfortable
circumstances.
261. Do you know that he has a wife and large family ? I think he has a wife and several
sons; the sons are away earning their livelihood.
262. Are there not a number of little children ? Not that I am aware of.
203. At all events you think I erred in that case ? Yes.
264. By Mr. Forster: You mention persons having come to you for recommendations—do
you mean that they expected you to give them recommendations implying something that
was not the case ? Certainly.
265. Was the application made to you, do you think, hy persons who were perfectly aware
that they were not entitled to relief ? I told them so.
266. How was it they expected you to recommend them if they knew they were not entitled ?
I cannot tell.
Several whom I considered not entitled asked me to give them recommenda
tions, and I refused.
267. And these persons got recommendations afterwards from somebody else ? Yes.
268. By Mr. Walker: Are you on good terms with Messrs. Ascough and Day ? I am on
excellent terms with Dr. Day; but with Mr. Ascough I cannot say that I have been on very
intimate terms.
269. You have been generally opposed to him on political grounds? Yes, and I hope I
always shall be. I have a letter hero which I will produce if Mr. Walker pleases; and I
have never been on friendly terms with Mr. Ascough since I received this letter.
270. You were scrutineer for Mr. Byrnes at the last election ? Yes.
271. And Mr. Ascough was scrutineer for me ? I think so.
272. You had some hot words over it—over the election ? Wc generally have.
273. You have not been on good terms since ? No. I do not wish to have anything to do
with Mr. Ascougli since I received this letter.
.
274. By Mr. Jjeary : What do you mean by friendly terms ? On speaking terms.
275. I presume you have no ill feeling against him? None whatever; but I consider a
person who would write such a document as this------*
276. By Mr. Walker : In consequence of some document you say you are not on friendly
terms ? Yes.
277. By Mr. Cowper: Do you consider, looking to this list as a whole—considering that
nearly four hundred persons were relieved—that a large number of persons obtained relief
who were not entitled to it, and that the funds of the public were partially or extravagantly
administered? I believe they were partially and extravagantly administered to a large
extent; for I find that in some cases persons without families receiving 300 lbs. and 200 lbs.
of flour, which would last them three or four months. In some eases they have received a
sufficient supply for six months.
278. By Mr. Garrett: How many has Mrs. Dunn in family? I do not know.
279. By the Chairman: Have you beard many complaints in your district of tho manner
in which this relief has been distributed? From one end to the other. Dr. Day himself
complained to me of the conduct of Mr. Ascough, who, after Dr. Day had given Mrs. Daley
an order on Crew for 200 lbs. of flour, gave her an order ou Hopkins for 350 lbs. of flour.

THURSDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER, 1861.
Urgent
Mr. COWPER,
Mr. CUNNEEN,
Mr, FOKSTER,

Mr. T. GARRETT,
Mr. STEWART,
Mr. WALKER.

It. DRIVER, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Joseph Cope called in and examined:—
280. By the Chairman: You reside in Windsor? Yes.
Mr. J. Cope,
281. And have done so for many years? From childhood.
at 2C/SeptTl861.
282. Do you recollect the relief being distributed to tho sufferers by the late floods
Windsor? Yes.
283.
• Note (On revision)I meant to state, no ill feeling that would make me slate to the Committee
what was false.
'
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Mr. J. Cope. 283. Has your attention been directed to the Return from tbe Bench of Magistrates ?
A copy was transmitted to me by a gentleman present—Mr. Forster.
2GSept., 18G1. 284, By Mr. Forster: At your reguest? Tea.
285. By the Chairman: Have you carefully gone through that Return ? I have.
286. Are you acquainted with any of the persons named there ? Tojthe best of my belief
I am.
v
287. In your opinion was that relief fairly distributed by the Bench of Magistrates at
"Windsor? In my opinion many persons very competent to help themselves, have received
relief; and it does appear to me inexplicable on what grounds such relief was afforded them.
288. Can you point out any objectionable cases by reference to tho Return before you ?
Yes. In the first place I would object to the system which has been pursued of putting
down the names of women in this list; I think when a married woman receives relief, her
husband’s name ought to be put down. The first name I come to is Mrs. Richard Arnold;
that woman’s husband was in my own employ from the 10th September last year to tlie
10th January of this present year, and during that time he was in the receipt of about £2 *
a week, and he received money on account whenever he pleased, so that I do not imagine
that woman could have been in destitute circumstances.
289. "Was the husband a farmer ? He was leading an entire horse for me,
290. Did they lose any of their goods ? I think it exceedingly probable they did.
291. You state he was in the receipt of a salary from you ? 30s. a week, and 5a. groomage
for every marc—which would make about £2. He had about £30 during the time he was
with me.
292. Then he was not in actual want of any assistance? Decidedly not; he received money
on account whenever he asked for it; I think I paid him a balance at the end of the term
of about £14. The next case is that of Mrs. Becroft—she also has a husband, and I am
under the impression, that in right of his wife her husband should be a freeholder; lam
informed her maiden name was Bushel!. Sirs. Bowers—her husband I am told is a carrier.
The next is Mrs. Byrnes—I have not been able to obtain very conclusive information as to
whom Mrs, Byrnes may be; there are two men resident in tbe neighbourhood of Windsor of
that name—Patrick and Laurence. Laurence is a water-carrier, and I suppose is not in
good circumstances; but if this is the wife of Patrick, her name ought not to be here; he is
the freeholder of a farm worth £1,000 at least. Alfred Rushcll and David Brown—
I apprehend these two men are half brothers, and I have been informed they are freeholders.
There is a large family of tho name of Bushell at Wilberforce. William Brown—I heard
of that man selling a farm the other day, whether he had more interest in it than
the equity of redemption, I am not prepared to say. George Bushell is, I believe, a
man possessed of means, and since tbe flood be lias sold a farm at Campbelltown.
Mrs. Bushell is one of the same family. Paul Bushell, I have been informed, sold a
farm near Kuiryjong, since the last flood, to Mr. Hoskisson, for which he got £150.
Mrs. Bushell must be the wife of one or other of these parties. Edward Breeze got two
supplies. . Perhaps tho Magistrates may be able to explain why he obtained these
two supplies; but it does appear a suspicious circumstance that he should have been recom
mended by John A. Walker, on the eve of his brother’s election. The election may, or may
not, have had to do with the matter. Joseph Brooks was in tho employ of Mr. Crew, store
keeper, and was high and dry from the reach of the flood; he was living at Windsor, and
upon the authority of Mr. Crew I can state was in the receipt of 30s. a week. Thomas
Burgess, I am instructed, lived on tlie top of M'Grath’s Hill, beyond all reach of the flood ;
i
he sells cakes. He is also recommended by John A. Walker. Mrs. Connor’s name appears
three times. I want to know why she was relieved thrice; she is a poor woman, I am pre
pared to adroit? Mrs. Cavanough was not in circumstances to warrant her application for
relief. Daniel Cunneen sustained no damage by the flood. Lucy Carroll received two
donations, amounting jointly to 500 lbs. flour, besides tea and sugar. She is a laundress at
Windsor. John Cavanough is a wood carter, if I am not mistaken in tlie ■ identity of the
man, and I have no reason to suppose I am ; the only inconvenience he can have sustained
may have been the inability of coming to Windsor for a few days, which was undoubtedly
the case. .1 think that man has saved a little money. Samuel Clarke—there is a man of
that name living at Freeman’s Reach, who is a comparatively wealthy man. John Daly,
farmer—I would take that man’s cheque for £500 this morning; I have asked various persons
in Windsor the question if they would not do so, and they have invariably said they would.
X believe tbe man to be worth £1,000 at least. On the authority of Abraham Cornwall, of
Richmond, I can state Mrs. Docking was a resident in Richmond at the time of the last flood.
I know her and her husband—he is an able, stout man, and as a farm labourer he need not
be one minute out of employ. Mrs. Thomas Bather, junior—I do not think that person
should have received relief; her husband’s name should have appeared instead of hers.
Mrs. Enright may have been indigent circumstances; I am aware she has a husband a good
.
tradesman, who deserted her, and I can scarcely blame her for declining to live with him
again, but I think such a person ought not to have been helped out of these funds. Robert
Bales is a boatman on tbe Hawkesbury; I do not think he sustained loss. Henry Feather
stone is a blacksmith. S. Freeman I know to be a freeholder; he is a gardener, and I have
no doubt he did sustain injury by the flood, but his freehold is worth £200. Patrick Flood,
in right of his wife, possesses a very fair income; he has been married some time, and I
believe he did receive assistance from his father-in-law, who was a wealthy man. Michael
Fitzpatrick, I believe, is a freeholder, living on his own farm, part of the Argyle estate,
which was sold two or three years since. G. G raham, I have been informed, at the time of tbe
flood, was not a cultivator on his own account, but in tbe employ of John Ridge, and in the
receipt of wages. Joel Grono is, I suspect, a freeholder, and is, I believe, a boatbuilder by trade
as
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as tvcU, John Geehan is a stout able young man, a tenant farmer. I do not think he could Mr. J. Cope,
have been in very indigent circumstances, since ho sold 400 bushels of maize to one
Tu-i^in I stoto that on the authority of Mr. Henry Moses, miller, living at Windsor. 2tl Sept., 1861.
Michael GMeeson—I state on the authority of Mr. Grew, removed a sum of money from the
Savings Bank to the JSank of New South "Wales, because he could not get interest • so that
1
EU n exce^||
as interest is given for sums up to that amount. Thomas
and William Grono—■pbelieve, they are boatbuilders and shipwrights, and, I think, free
holders and electors. Mrs. Green tree—I think her husband is a splitter, the flood could
make no ailiercnoe to him. John Gruillam—-there are two of this name down, I believe, father
and son; Guillam has, I believe, nensioned his wife, and is keeping another woman, and if he
can afford to be so luxurious as that, I do not think he can need assistance. One name I see
I have passed over, George Cupitt—George Cupitt, junior, and George Cupitt, without any
appendage I know of only two men of that name, father and son, and I have applied to their
v relatives to ascertain if they knew any person of that name besides, and they have said they
do not. If, then, these are tho parties referred to, George Cupitt, junior, is a carrier, and
George Cupitt is a freeholder; he lives on his own farm, for which, I believe, he gave
*1,800. I am told that he has another farm near Kurrygong, for which he gave £400, and
that he has two houses in Windsor, for which he receives a rental of about 10a. a week.
If
bo be the man referred to in the list, he certainly had no business to receive relief from a
public fund. John Holden, put down as a farmer—I believe at the time of the last flood he
was in tbe employ of the Windsor Koad Trust, and now is a publican. Mrs. Horton'—there
is a freeholder of that name at Pitt Town; lam not satisfied of the eligibility of that
person to receive relief. _ Mrs. Izzard had no business to receive it; she has a husband, and
I am aware that he was in possession of a good team of horses, and was represented as being
too indolent to work them. Jacob Innes Ido not believe should have received it. Mrs.
Johnston I state this on Mr. Henry Moses’ authority, that her husband was iu Mr. Moses’
employment, receiving 50s. a week as his standing wages, and making 25s. a week overtime,
°r tv i
a T?,ee^ altogether. Joseph Jasper, I believe, was at the time in the hired service
of Richard Kidge, as horsekeeper. Thomas Kearnes, I have been told, has money. Mrs,
Sooby, the wife of a man who lived on the farm of Mrs. Barker, at North Rocks, who has
since left the district—I am aware that Mrs. Sooby bad been an old servant of Mrs. Barker,
of Windsor, who afforded her considerable assistance* ; Mrs. Lillis I believe to be tho wife
of a man named Silvester Lillis, a shoemaker, at Wilberforce ; and it was represented to mo
a few days since that Mr. Lillis had purchased a farm off Brown, and gave £450 for it. It
docs not appear to me that that was any conclusive reason why he should have bad relief
from this fund. Ann M'Guffin is a house servant, indeed she need not bo out of employment
one instant.
293. I see she is recommended by George Walker—do you know who that is ? I believe
him to be the father of the Honorable Member for Windsor. I do not presume to say Ann
was a voter. Mrs. Morrison, I do not think, was in circumstances to need this relief. I will
now draw the attention of the Committee to three names—Mrs. Moran, Mary Moran,
and Edward Moran. They have been represented as members of one family, father, mother,
and daughter; if so, among thorn they received 500 lbs. of flour, and tlie adjuncts in pro
portion. Donald M'Kellar, I take it should be Dugald M'Kcllar, a man in possession of a
freehold of his own, and moreover, I believe, has some £200 or £300 in ready
■
money Alexander Morrison I believe to be tbe husband of the Mrs. Morrison I before
■
referred to. Add Neale was the ffidow of an old man, I forget now whether deceased since
■
the flood or previous to it. I have every reason to believe she inherited some few hundred
pounds. Mrs. Norris, senr., I believe to be an aged widow, but living on a very valuable
freehold farm, of course, her own property, and she has since been able to put up a new bouse.
"
294. By Mr. Walker : You state that for a fact ? To tbe best of my information. It may
be encumbered; of that I know nothing.
295. You would lead the Committee to suppose she could raise money upon it ? I believe
she could.
296. You state that that is her unincumbered property ? To tbe best of my belief. Mrs.
North I can speak somewhat positively about. I have tbe authority of a personal friend,
who will, if necessary, come forward to corroborate my statement, that she is the wife of one
Gifford North, who has money out at interest, and I can prove that not very long since he
offered £700 for a property. Henry Phipps I do not think was iu a position to require this
assistance. John Pye and Henry Pye—one or other of these men, I am not prepared to say
winch, purchased a property situated at Newtown, near Windsor, for £150 since the flood,
and he has also sold a horse for a large sum of money. William Priestly was decidedly not
eligible for relief; he is in possession of a good team of horses, and has generally good em
ployment for them; he has several sons able to earn good wages, and one has lately engaged
as horse driver at £1 a week. Thomas Reedy lost nothing, and was employed by tho
Windsor Road Trust. Richard Ryali has been represented to me as a man wbo received au
1
annuity from Mr. Pitzgerald of £20 a year, a double ration, a cottage to live in, and wood
4{1“ water found him; lie was also, I believe, in possession of money at the Savings’ Bank.
Wrlliam Scarf, I believe, has a pretty good bank account; I state that on the authority of
Mr. Richard Dunston. It must be very apparent to the Committee that none but the parties
who received the relief, the parties who recommended or ordered the distribution, or those
who supplied the goods, can know anything personally, and I do not come within that category.
John Shearing is a wood carter residing on tbe Windsor Road, out of reach of the floods, I
believe. There are two Robert Smiths, and I should like to have some information as to which
of the two appears in this list. One man of that name I am told did receive this relief, who is
____________ - in
* Revised;—Her husband was also a man capable of earning high wages.
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Mr. J. Cope, in very good circumstances. M. Shecliy—recommended by William Hopkins, a map residing
on a freehold worth £1,000, his own property, of course. John Spiers—I know that man
2GSept., 1861. personally; he was once in my employment; he did certainly suffer by the floods, but
he was pretty well off, and if he did fall into indigent circumstances it was in a great measure
his own fault; he was a carrier and is very drunken in his habits; he used to come homo
a horse or twoshort; he is a very excellent farm servant, and has been in constant employ
ment since tbe flood. Henry Stephen, a man in my own employment at the time of the
flood; he is still in my service at a wage of 25s. a week; he is put down here as Stephen
but in point of fact bis name is Henry Kraunstuyver; he is a Dutchman. Joseph
Stubbs—there are two men of that name on the Hawkesbury Electoral Roll; one is a
tenant farmer residing at Richmond Rottom. It has been represented to me that that is the
man, if so he is very well off. There is another Joseph Stubbs resident at Maroota; X do
not think he is in a position to require relief.
Mrs. Teale—recommended by Charles
Sommers, her own father; her husband resides on his own freehold, not a very valuable ono
certainly, but I should say worth £400 or £500. Robert Taylor, I believe, lives out of
reach of the flood; I think he lives on the edge of the Riverston Estate; he is a splitter and
fencer. Here are three women—Sarah, Winifred, and Catherine Vaughanthey have been
represented to me as being three sisters; Winifred Vaughan I know by sight. It seems
that they are too independent to be employed as servants, and it is almost impossible to
procure female servants in Windsor. Any of these women could procure 7s. or os. a week
in service. I want to know why these women should receive relief, when any woman
moderately industrious could obtain employment? Thomas Wall is a tenant, and has a very
lar^e farm, for which he must pay a considerable rent, and on that account I do not think
he was eligible for relief. George Wood—recommended by William Walker. It has been
represented to me that this is Georgs Wood, of Freeman’s Reach, and if so ho is a freeholder,
and is possessed of other means besides. I have passed over the name of Michael blood.
That man is capable of earning 50s. a week as a boot maker, and I do not sec why he should
have received relief.
_
297. Is ho a resident in the town of Windsor ? Yes.
,
298. Have you any other names ? Various other names have been marked by various
persons to whom I have shewed this list, but I am not in a position of sufficiently accurate
information to mention them to the Committee.
, _ t. i_
299. Are any of the persons you have named in the Electoral Roll for the Hawkesbury or
Windsor and Richmond ? A number upon both.
Michael Flood is an elector, and, more
over a very busy man at elections; he has considerable power of talk.
I have kndwn him
at various elections to receive what may be called a retaining fee on behalf of a particular
candidate.
o T
*
j .
300. Did he take any part in tbe last general election ? lam not prepared to say.
301 Were the circumstances of the persons you have objected to, known to the Bench of
Magistrates, or could they, by the exercise of ordinary care, have ascertained them ? I
think they should have been known. I am not prepared to say they were; but I think it
needed very little research to have discovered them.
_
,
,
302 Can you state, from your own knowledge, the general opinion of the district with regard
to the manner in which this relief was distributed ? 1 know that many persons were very
much dissatisfied. I may mention the names of Mr. Moses, Mr. Ridge, and many other
persons known to myself.
-j . r
303 Are the two gentlemen you have named well known m the district as residents of
standing ? Undoubtedly. I shewed this list to Mr. Fitzgerald, who may be supposed to bo
acauuinted with the residents in the district; his phrase was, “ it was a very bad piece of
business.” I shewed it also to the Rev. Mr. Adam, the Presbyterian clergyman and lie
spoke in strong terms of disapprobation. I may stale that Mr. Adam mentioned the case of
a man named Bell, who, he understood, had received relief. He said he did not like to hear
that he, as a Scotchman, had taken it.
,
304 By Mr Forster: Can you suggest any persons whose personal evidence would be ot use
in this inquiry, who could state facts within their own knowledge? The contractors, of
course, ought to be prepared to identify the persons to whom they issued relief.
_
305. Can you name the contractors ? Mr. Moses, Mr. Dick, Mr. Crew, x Jr. Hopkins, ilr.
Hopkins himself is in a bad state of health; his wife conducts the business. Mr. Dawson,
and Mr. Jones. I have had personal communication upon the subject with Mr. Moses and
Mr. Crew, and I am aware, from his own admission, that Mr. Dick was one of the contractors.
306 Was this Presbyterian clergyman cognizant of any of these facts, so that his evidence
could be taken ? He merely looked over this list and identified the name of Bell; he said
it was a shame he should have received relief.
307. Some of the parties themselves could bo produced .
All of them.
308. Were these floods of a very disastrous character throughout the district?
ihey may
bo regarded as an uncommon visitation ; wc bad four floods m one year.
.
309. Do you think they were of such a character as to justify tho giving of relief in some
cases ? In some cases, undoubtedly.
310. What was the character or general condition of the parties who suffored most, and who
you think ought to have been or were properly relieved ? Small tenants.
311. Were their lands generally flooded ? Yes.
, , , „
i t
. i
312. They lost most of their property ? They saved their stock but they lost their whole
313. And were in absolute destitution ? A very few; there were some no doubt.
.
314 Do vou think all the cases that called for relief were relieved ?
I have heard but of
1
J
one
* iZcvisK?.-—Almost.
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one where the party applying was refused relief, and that was the case of a man named Hr, J, Cope.
Langton. I have his own authority that he was refused on the plea that he had a small
house. I do not see why this plea should have been made in one case and not in others. 26 Sept., 1861.
That is the only case.
315. You think some good was done by the'distribution of this relief?
Some good was,
but I think more wrofl£ was done ; for 1 think a man who is able should keep himself. I
think £300 would have supplied all the parties who were bonfi, fids entitled to relief, and I
believe there was £1,200 expended.
316. You seem to have implied, in tho course of your evidence, that some political use was
made of this relief—did you mean the Committee to infer that the political use had been
all on one side ? With regard to Windsor I believe a political use was made of it, in the
case of Langton for instance.
317. Have you ever taken part in elections at all ? Yos. I did not take much part In tho
last election.
318. Do you consider yourself identified with one or other of those two parties to which you
refer ? In point of fact I voted for Mr. Walker.
319. Then 1 understand you as belonging to his line of politics? Yes, undoubtedly 3 I had
generally approved of his votes I may say,
This man Langton stated to me that he was
requested to sign Mr. Walker’s requisition and refused, and that he afterwards applied for
relief aud was refused.
320. You refer to some party who exercised political influence by the distribution of theso
funds—can you name the party ? It appears to me that certain parties, personal friends of
Mr. Walker, must have exercised some influence in this matter, the gentlemen who are here
present (Messrs. Day and Ascough.')
321. Is this division of parties local, or dues it apply to the politics of the Colony generally ?
I think there is a kind of a local feud. Those gentlemen may be able to explain these things
satisfactorily, but it does appear to me suspicious.
822. By Mr. Garrett: How long was this matter pending—was Mr. Byrnes a candidate
from tho time the writ was issued, or did be become a candidate a day or two before the
day of election? Mr. Byrnes was at first a candidate for tbe representation of Parramatta,
and afterwards he came forward for Windsor; there was some canvassing for Mr. Byrnes
previously; I cannot say how long.
323. Mr. Walker was the first candidate in the field ? Yes.
324. He was a candidate from the first? Yes.
325. At the bottom of the first page of the list is the name of Mrs. Carroll—is that tho
same person mentioned in the third page ? I think not 3 I think she is a widow resident
at Pitt Town.
326. There are eight or nine Norris’s 3 are they of one family ? No.*
.
327. Do they all live together ? No; they are all tenant farmers; I know they aro not
in very prosperous circumstances.
328. They suffered by the flood? I have every reason to believe they did; indeed lam
certain they did.
329. Who is this Edward Robinson, who recommends so many persons? A very good
natured man on the Wilberforce side of the river.
330. Not on the Windsor side ? No; he has a son, Edward C, Robinson; he is a resident
on the Windsor side; but I think his name appears to only one recommendation.
331. By Mr. fitmart: Do you consider that the distribution of this fund has boon a com
siderable relief to a great number of persons who were in distress ? A number of persons
in distress as such had no claim upon it.
382. I think, in the cases you have referred to, that would not apply ? I think the fund
was abused.
333. Do you not think tlie parties who recommended the applicants for relief were sufficieully
reputable ? Many reputable parties, who recommended others for relief, were very much
misiaken; for instance, the Rev. Mr. Stiles, my own clergyman, I think was imposed
upon by parties.
334. Would not the character of the parties who recommended applicants be likely to
guide those who had the administration of the relief? In the case of M'Kellar, that man’s
wife went and told Mr. Stiles a story of distress, and he recommended her for relief.
335. You think the Minister eould have had no motive in recommending these parties
unless he believed their statement? I think he was mistaken.
336. By Mr. Walker: With reference to Arnold—is he still your servant? When the
season closed I had no further occasion for him.
337. What date was that ? The 10th ofJanuary of the present year.
338. Subsequent to tho flood? Yes.
339. Did he reside with you ? He resided on my premises, but I had nothing to do with
boarding or finding him rations; I may add, moreover, that I paid his expenses when ho
was absent from home on his round.
340. William Brown—was his farm flooded? I believe it was; but it brought £J50 the
other day.
341. Do you know how much he had to take of that to pay his debts? No; but I have
also hoard he had a reversionary inlerest in other lands. Not very long since the same
Brown told me he was as well off as I was; I was not prepared to dispute with him.
342. Edward Breeze—was not his farm flooded ? Yes, he suffered severely; all I object to
• in bis case is that he received relief twice.
.
343,
* Revised:—Yus.
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Mr. J. Copo. 343_ You have mentioned that he was recommended by my brother? Yes; and the election
took place immediately after.
2GSept.,1861. 344, j)0 y0U t^ow that that man did not vote at all ? No; I know nothing of that.
345. Do you not know that the man was away from the district at the time the election took
place? I do not think he was; I know he went to Snowy Biver afterwards with his team,
but that was a considerable time after the flood—in fact, I am pretty certain that at the
- time of the flood he was resident on this farm.
346. This man, Burgess—are you aware that ho had a garden on M'Grath’s Hill that was
flooded ? It could not be flooded on M'Grath’s Hill.
347. Is not the bottom part liable to be flooded ? I think John Wood was my authority,
*
that he did not suffer from the flood ; I do not know the man myself.
343. You do not know that he had a garden ? No.
349. He is a very poor man ? That I cannot say ; I cannot suppose him to ho very well
off; he ia a cake-seller, I believe.
350. John Daley—is not ho a farmer at Wilberforce ? Yes.
351. Was his farm flooded? Yes; I believe he is worth £1,000.
352. Can you say that the Magistrates knew that ? I will not. I will not say what any
man knows; but I think John Daley is pretty well known.
353. This man Docking—is not he a farmer in the Eicbmond Bottoms ? Yes.
354. That was flooded? At the time of the last flood I believe he was resident in
Bichmond.
355. Living there? Yes.
356. Where was the land ho cultivated ? lam not aware whether he held a farm or not;
I know he is a stout able man, and an excellent farm labourer; I knoiv that man personally.
357. Do you not know that Mrs. Enright has been deserted by her husband 1 Yes; but I
have been informed that she sued him for a maintenance, and that certain persons became
his sureties. I know also, that she has three brothers; John Moore, one of them, is very
wealthy; and she has two others, who can put their hands in their pockets and find £100
there at any time.
_
358. That is the reason she was not entitled to relief? Yes; I think it a bad precedent,
as there is an institution to meet sucli cases. She sustained no loss by the flood.
359. Bobert Eales—does that man live down the river? He is a Hawkesbury boatman I
know, but I do not think he is a cultivator.
360. Do you mean to say that he lost nothing by tho flood? I do not; hut my impression
is, that he did not.
361. Henry Featherstone—do you know where he resided during the flood? Not at the
time of the last flood; I know he was once compelled to leave the house of Macdonald;
but water does not injure a blacksmith’s tools much, and I know he is a blacksmith.
362. Did you ever know him to go to agricultural pursuits ? Never, and I am pretty
certain he never did in his life; I do not think he ever planted a cabbage. He was at one
time employed by me.
363. Do you know Beddek’s cottages ? Yes.
364. Did not Featherstone live in ono of them at the time ? I am not prepared to say; he
may have done.
365. Do you know whether those cottages were flooded ? I think very possibly they were.
366. Spence Freeman—is not he a gardener on the Peninsula ? Yes.
367. Was not his garden flooded ? One part he used as a garden was flooded; he had
purchased another property on the hill that was not flooded; that purchase was a proof
that be ought not to have had relief.
368. You think it was a mistake to give it ? Yes, if he was eligible there were thousands
of others who were also. If the Government were to undertake to supply in all such cases,
there would be a deficit in the revenue very soon.
369. Do you know that he was recommended by Mr. John Wood ? I can only say that I
think Mr. Wood made a mistake.
_
_ _
370. Mr. Wood is a very respectable man ? Yes; I have a very high opinion of him.
371. He made a mistake in recommending this man ? Yes.
372. This Featherstone—who was he recommended by ? Thomas Primrose.
_
373. He is a respectable man ? Yes, I believe so; he is an industrious man, pays his way
honestly, and I know nothing to his discredit.
374. Michael Fitzpatrick—was not his farm flooded? Yes; hut, as he was able to purchase
this farm that should have prevented his applying to this fund for relief.
_
_
375. Do you know whether it is paid for? I do not; even if it is not paid for, if he had
credit sufficient to purchase that farm, he must have credit sufficient to buy a bag of flour.
376. Do you think it was a mistake to give it him ? Yes.
377. Michael Gleeson—was not his farm flooded ? I know nothing of his having a farm ;
but it has been represented to me that he removed a sum of money from the Savings Bank
on the plea that he did not receive interest for it, therefore he must have had above £100.
378. These Gronos, are they not poor men, living down the river ? They may be poor men,
but I do not think they ought to be destitute meu. I am aware that some, if not all of
them, are boatbuilders,
_
_
...
379. They live upon tbe river? I see from the Electoral List John lives at Oattin, William
at Pitt Town, and James at North Bocks.
_
380. This man, JohnGnillam, you say has pensioned his wife off? I have been so informed
}
—there was some litigation.
381. Do you not know the man is very poor? If a man indulges in such luxuries he is apt
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382. Was not his farm flooded ? I presume it was.
Mr. J. Cope.
383. John Ilolden—was not he employed by the Windsor Road Trust? Yes.
*\
384. Was not that man thrown out of employment by the flood? For a very few days 26Sept, 1861.
while the flood lasted^ that is, he could not get to work upon the road. The men could
have got over in a boat if they had pleased.
385. Would not the circumstance of their having been thrown out of employment entitle
them to relief? I think that was hardly to be taken into consideration.
386. They were thrown out of employment ? lam not prepared to say they were; there
wore means of access to their employment.
.
387. You said they were for several days? I spoke without reflection; there was a boat
which they could have availed themselves of if they had chosen,
38 8. Was not the Windsor Road flooded from Windsor to M‘G rath’s Hill ? Undoubtedly.
389. Joseph Jasper—you undertake to say that that man was employed by Mr. Ridge at
the time this flood relief was distributed ? lam pretty certain he was.
396.Did you not hear that he was employed by the Windsor Road Trust ? I have not
heard so; 1 know he was in the employment of Mr. Ridge and that ho left him lately.
391. Thomas Kcarncs—is ho a small farmer in Cornwallis ? Yes392. Was his land flooded ? A small portion ; but he lives on a dry spot which was not
.
flooded.
393. Do you know where Ann M'Gruflfln was living at the time the flood took place ? No;
but I am sure she could procure a place at any time she'chose ; she has been a servant in
my own house, aud could have remained to the present time if she had chosen to conduct
herself properly.
394. Do you mean to say that every person who wants employment can get it? I mean to
say that every female servant in Windsor who wants employment can get it; I do not
hesjtate to say that, if she needed relief, it is to bo attributed to her own fault.
395. Where was she living at the time ? I cannot pretend to say ; she might have been
living in my house to the present time, but she chose to go away and get drunk. I know
this woman could have had a respectable place, where she would have been well paid and
well fed.
396. Donald MTCellar, recommended by the Rev. Mr. Stiles, you think that a respectable
recommendation ? Undoubtedly I do; but, although I have a great personal regard for Mr.
Stiles, I should not be disposed to rely upon bis recommendation, for I believe he is a man
easily imposed upon.
397. The Magistrates may have been the same ? Undoubtedly; I do not wish to attribute
infallibility to them.
'
398. Alexander Morrison—do you know where he resided ? I do not; I believe ho resided
in Pitt Town.
.
399. Pitt Town Bottoms was all flooded ? He lives in the very township, X believe, which
was not flooded.
409. Does he not carry on his farming occupation in the Bottoms ? I cannot say what his
occupation is, except that I see he is here represented as a farmer, and is recommended by
J. Pendergast and C. May.
401. Was not North flooded out at the Peninsula? His farm was; but I utterly protest
against North receiving relief. The man has some hundreds of pounds, and I say so on
indisputable authority,
402. You cannot say that the Magistrates know he had this money ? No.
403. Phipps and Pyc—were not they flooded out ? I have a strong suspicion that Phipps
was not flooded ; he is a resident at North Richmond, and I think he is beyond flood mark.
Henry Pye I believe has purchased a freehold for £150 since the flood, which is not a proof
of destitution.
404. Supposing Phipps were recommended by the Rev, Mr. Elder, do you think that a good
recommendation ? So far as its being given upon philanthropic motives; but Mr. Elder is a
,
man subject to be imposed upon; I know him very well.
405. William Priestly—are you not aware that he was at that time employed in agricultural
operations at Cornwallis? Not for himself, for he was employed and was in receipt of wages.
406. Thomas Reedy—was not he employed on his own account? Yes, and that is the reason
X complain of his name appearing here.
407. Teale’s farm was flooded? Yes; but it is worth £400 or £500.
408. George Wood, recommended by me—that is one of the mistakes I made—was not his
farm flooded? Yes, the farm he was resident upon; but, independently of that, he was
receiving rent from a freehold at Cornwallis, I am also aware that he is at the present
moment at any rate worth £2,000—that is, if I am not mistaken as to his identity.
409. Michael Flood—do you know where he resided at the time of the flood ? No; I know
he was a good bootmaker, and could obtain constant work if he chose to do it.
410. Was he not living in one of these flooded cottages of Beddck’s ? I really do not know.
411. I take it that in most of these cases of tenant farmers their land was flooded ? I have
no doubt they sustained loss, but I believe they were in circumstances to procure supplies
for themselves. I sustained loss myself, and if the principle was to have been adopted that
every one who suffered by the floods was to receive relief, I would have applied for a bag of
flour myself.
412. Do you know what is the population of the Windsor District? I think, by the last
Census, it was estimated to be 7,000. That is my impression—that is the Police District.
413. You cannot be sure of that ? I cannot tax my memory; but my impression is, that I
looked into the matter, and saw that the population was reckoned at 7,000.
414. You may have made a mistake ? I do not think so.
415,
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Mr. J. Cope. 415, Among the names yon have mentioned as improper persons to receive relief, how many
r""'-*-'—^ are electors of Windsor ? About twelve; I object to that being considered as an accurate
2G Sept., 1861. estimate.
416. You cannot tell bow those persons voted ? I know nothing about how they voted.
417. As many may have voted one way as the other? Very probably they did ; but there
arc some names which appear on your requisition—Jasper, Flood, Featherstone, M'Kellar,
Whitchurch, George Bushel], Thomas Reedy, and, I think, Robert Smith, but I am not
prepared to say.
418. There is no Robert Smith on the Windsor Electoral Roll? I am not sure; but there
are eight names.
419. This requisition appeared some considerable time before Mr. Byrnes appeared in the
field—are you of opinion because these names nppeared on my requisition, that, therefore,
they ought not to have been relieved? I have some faith in the old axiom that people
should not only do right, but seem to do right, and there was enough to create suspicion.
420. By Mr. Garrett: You object to relief having been given to most of these people?
Yes ; to Bugald M'Kellar for instance,
421. By Mr. Walker; Though he was recommended by Mr. Stiles? Yes; I think Mr.
Stiles was wrong, and thinking him wrong I should object how much soever I might person
ally respect him; I should more especially object to M'Kellar as Rnngton; Bugald M'Kellar's
next neighbour, who was in worse'circumstances, applied for relief and was refused.
422. If you look upon the list you will find the name of Elliott? Yes, Joseph Elliott.
42S. Was not he in similar circumstances to Langton ? I. am not aware that he has a free
hold.
.
424. Was he not similarly circumstanced to Langton—is he not a brickmaker? Yes.
425. Did Elliott get relief? I think his name is here, but I do not sec why one brickmaker
should not get relief as well as another.
426. You will see there are two brickmakers who did receive relief? I believe Johnson,
the builder, recommended Langton, and I see no reason why his recommendation should not
bn taken. I have no reason to suppose he is not a respectable man.
427. You have heard that Johnson recommended him ? I have reason to believe he did; I
have never spoken to Johnson upon the subject.

Henry Day, Esq., M.D., J.P., examined:—
H. Day,Esq, 428. By the Chairman: You are in the Commission of the Peace at Windsor? Yes; and
M.D., J.P. have been for some years.
429. I believe you were one of the Bench of Magistrates who distributed the relief to the
26Sept., 18G1. sufferers by the flood there?
Yes, I am one of them; and I relieved more than any one
else.
.
430. You have heard the evidence of Mr. McQuade and of Mr. Cope ? I have.
431. Do you wish to offer the Committee any remarks upon that evidence ?
To repudiate
entirely the colouring put upon the cases of those persons who have been relieved. There are
in this list the names of persons who have been relieved, where the names of the parties who
recommended them have not been put down. This is attributable to the great number who
were relieved, and to the urgency of the cases. There was no possibility of my arranging
these matters, for I have had my doors blocked up with fifteen or twenty applicants at a
time.
Anticipating something of this kind I requested Mr. Aseongh to he
cautious, and get recommendations from all the parties who sought relief; but in the con
fusion, as duplicate and triplicate orders had to be given to the applicants—some contractors *
supplying flour, some blankets, some tea and sugar—there was a large accumulation of papers,
some eight or nine hundred, and though put, as I thought, carefully by, they were some in
one place and some in another, and were extremely difficult of arrangement.
In this way
many of these recommendations were omitted in the Returns. I have here a number of
them and shall be happy to supply them as I go through the list.
432. You stated just now that you were frequently compelled to send no less than three
orders? Yes; I have four names at the end of the list, bearer, bearer,bearer, hearer 200,
100, 200, 200 flour. Oue John Foster, recommended by Mr. M'Quadc, not on the list, was
relieved among the bearers.
433. These four bearers do not appear to have been recommended by any one and to have
obtained nothing more than flour? I can explain that—there is a bearer recommended
by David Cobcroft, that would be one of these. (Handing in a payer.') Here is Charles
Martin, recommended by the Rev. Mr. Wilson, and John Foster, by J. M. M'Quade.
(Handing in recommendation.)

434. This hearer appears to have received 41bs. tea and 20 lbs. sugar? The second person
on the list appears to have received 100 lbs. flour, and most probably this is the individual
who received the tea and sugar mentioned there.
435. But there is nothing there about 20 lbs. sugar and 4 lbs. tea? There is, immediately
preceding it—Henry Aspery is the first person whoso name appears on the list without any
recommendation.
He was recommended by James Dunston.
(The witness handed in the
recommendation!)
Mrs. Richard Arnold was living nn Freeman’s Reach, aud her husband
was in the employ of Mr, Cope; they were in such difficulties that I had to pay money out of
my own pocket for medicine supplied in her sickness. He asked Mr. Cope for money to pay
my account, and was refused. John Alcorn—there appears to be no person recommending
him. I have since found the recommendation : it is from James Rochester, junr.
(The
witness
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Jolin Armstrong, against whose name there appears to be H. Day, IDsq,,
no persons name as recommending him.
I have the recommendation hero, it is M.D.,J.P.
from a person named Grono,
(77ie witness handed in the same.)
Thomas [---- ^^
Eash an was recommended by James Gahan.
(The witness handed in the recoin- ScpLi 1801,
mendoAon.) William Eell had no recommendation. Upon my own responsihilily I afforded
that man relief. The circumstances were these—he was flooded out twice or thrice before,
and he raid to me, “ I ought to come to you for relief, hut it goes against the feelings of a
Scotchman to seek relief;’’ I said, " Why do you not come ?” The last time he came, and
said, " I am afraid I shall have to ask for relief.” I knew his land and house were flooded,
that his garden stuff and some of his clothes were injured, and that he was obliged to come
into the town to live, and on my own responsibility i afforded him relief; and, in so doing,
I acted in accordance with the power vested in me by the Government. No blame is to bo
attached to anyone hut myself in that matter. As to what has been said of the Rev.
Mr. Adam having spoken of Bell as underserving, I may state that Mr. Adam, in the presence
of three or four persons, and of Mr. Walker, lamented that any such steps as these had been
taken. Mr. Cope objects to Mrs. Uecroft—Mrs. Eecroft belongs to the family of the Bushell’s.
I have known that family for the last fifteen years. Busbell, the father, died some time ago,
leaving a large family, his property mortgaged to a very considerable amount to Thomas
Tcbbutt—four hundred and odd pounds. The property is very good but mismanaged ; the
sons all have a share in it and cannot sell an acre, for she has a life interest in it. They
are all wretchedly poor—I may say half of them in debt, and have been for years to me for
medical attendance. Mrs. Byrnes was not relieved by me, hut I believe she was relieved ;
at all events, if I did not relievo her, 1 should have done so if she had applied to me, for
she is tho wife of Patrick Byrnes, in Cornwallis, a man whose farm is mortgaged over head
and ears to John Sl'Quade’s father, and who owed me an account for years aud years—poor
in the extreme, but honest. Mrs. Bowd does not appear here to have boon recommended,
but I have since found the recommendation ; it is from Pendergast and May.
{The witness
handed in the same.) She is living at Cattai, upon a freehold that would scarcely support a
bandicoot, wretchedly poor. William Brown, although, I admit, a profligate, is in difficulty
and distress. Public charitable institutions would have no inmates if their doors were to he
closed against persons of had character. He sold his farm for £4S0, and all his wife received
after the payment of the mortgage was £10. George Bushcll is another very poor man—at
least, I do not know so much about him ; I believe he is better off, but he is not one who
would receive relief if he could do without it. Edward Breeze was up tho country, and his
wife applied to me for relief. I did not want Mr. John Walker's or any other recom
mendation. They were wretchedly poor, for though he had £200 or £300 three
years ago it was all gouc—he lost it all on old Windred’s farm. Breeze had gone up
the country, and when he came hack I am sorry to say he got relief a second time, but not
from me. He deserved it once, but got it twice. Mrs. Connor, of Cornwallis, got relief
twice, and deserved it once; I spoke to her about it. Joseph Bashan—no recommendation
appears. I have here one from William Dunston. ( The witness handed in the same.) Mrs.
Barker,- no recommendation appears in the list, but I beg to produce one from Richard Edwards,
(77ie witness handed in the samci) Joseph Brooks—this person is mentioned by Mr. Cope.
Tliis person came to me for relief; I know be was in the employ of Mr. Crew, and in the
receipt of wages, and I declined to give it him. He said ho had a large family ; I knew he
had ; hut I also knew his wife did some washing, still I did not think it my business to dive
into the private affairs of these people,* so I said, “ If you get me the recommendation of
some person in whom I can place confidence, I will give you relief.” He brought mo the
recommendation of Henry Forrester, one of the most respectable men in the town ; he said,
“ I suppose I shall get no relief, but I shall vote for Mr. Byrnes.” He had relief.
Thomas Burgess, gardener—I do not know anything of him, but I know he has a small
garden, and the loss to this man of a little garden stuff might he as much as the loss of a
thousand bushels of grain to many. I am surprised that Mr. Cope does not recollect that
portion of M'Grath’s Hill, which is very low at one end, and liable to he flooded. There are
some gardens and cottages there, and he lives in one of them. If any plants wore in the
garden there, at the time of the flood, they must necessarily be lost. If Mr. John Walker
recommended a case, I should take it as soon as Mr. Cope's or any one else. John Brown, .
was recommended by Pendergast. He lives at Cattai, a name associated witli floods ; the
land which ho occupies, is inundated even by freshes. William Cupitt—there is an error
hero—if old George Cupitt got relief, he ought not to have got it; if lie had come to mo I
should not have relieved him. William Cupitt deserved relief; he is very poor. John
Curtis—no recommendation appears here, but he is recommended by John M'Quade.
George Cupitt—both the son andtthe old men arc recommended by William Holland and
John Hoskisson.f ( The witness handed in the recommendation.) J William and George Cupi ht,
if they did not require relief, were driven off their place, witli the loss of clothing and of all
their crops. John Cavanough—I have no recommendation in the list, but I have here the
recommendation of Richard Edwards. (The witness handid in the same.) Patrick Caligan
does not appear to be recommended in tho list, hut I have here the recommendation of
Edward Robinson. (The witness handed in the same.) Christopher Cross, recommended by
Marsdcn and Pendergast. (Upon the suggestion of the Chairman that it would shorten
wilneas handed in the same.')

the proceedings, the witness handed in a considerable number of recommendations, in
other cases, not mentioned in ike printed list.)

______________________________

Mrs. Connor, recommended by §----- .
Lucy

* Note (On revision):—When respectable persons, who knew the circumstances of the applicants
better than I did, recommended them.
t Revised:—George Cupitt, junior, and Thomas, his brother, are recommended by \V. Holland.
j Revised .•—Thomas.
’
§ Note (On revision):—I forget the name—it was handed in to the Chairman.
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II. Day, Esq., Lucy Carroll, this washerwoman of mine.
I will take upon myself -the responsibility
M.D., J.P. 0f laving afforded her relief. Although she is a washerwoman she receives from me but
12s. or 13s. a week, has a house full of children—five or sis children—and when
2GSept, 18G1. ghg Waa hemmed in by the floods, because Windsor became an island in flood times,
she was cut off from getting work out of Windsor, and was thrown back upon the
12s. or 13s, Her name appears twice upon the list; but had Mr. Cope applied to me
I could have explained that to him. The first order for flour she received was upon one
Chalmers; the flour was very bad, and she brought it down the following moruing to shew
to me. I said, “ Tell him to send you hotter, or return it.” She returned it, as he would
not give her any better, and I gave her an order upon another contractor. *Somehow or
other, in the confusion, the person who supplied the flour, Lowe, told Mr. Walker that the
woman had had it twice.* John Daley is objected to by Mr. Cope, and I think very
properly, from what I have since heard. He was recommended by Mr. Edward Robinson—
a good man, a just man, a man who lived in the neighbourhood, whose knowledge of those
who lived in his locality must have been better than mine, but he was imposed upon. This
was an unfortunate recommendation. He is an uncle of Henry Moses. Here is a person of
the name of Patrick Dillon, recommended by Thomas Tebbutt—another good and just man
objected to by Mr. M. M'Quade on the ground of his being the incipient of rations from the
Benevolent Asylum. I have the honor to be the surgeon to that institution, and should
know the circumstances of those who received relief. This man, it is true, is a pauper,, and
I did not supply him ; but if I had been applied to, recommended as he was, I should have
given relief. Once a month lie receives from the Asylum 4 lbs. flour, 3^ lbs. meat, aud £ lb.
soap. Mrs. Docking, Mr. Cope objects to; I will say nothing about, her—I do not think
her character was good; but if she were in distress it was no matter what her character was.
Robert Kales, commented upon by Mr. Cope, I think with agrcat.deal of presumption, when
ho was recommended by James Bligli Ridge, who must have known more of the circum
stances than Mr. Cope. I supplied him upon the strength of Mr. Ridge’s recommendation,
and would again. Henry peatherstonc I did not supply; but I would wish, as far as I cau,
to justify the step taken by Mr. Ascough. The recommendation was by Mr. Primrose, a
respectable man, and political opponent. Michael Flood was living in one of the cottages
that have been alluded to, belonging formerly to tho lato Mr. Beddck; two feet of
water camo in there. Ho came to me seeking relief, and I refused him, but it appears
that he afterwards came with a recommendation and was relieved; I do not know whether
by Mr. Ascough or another Magistrate. Patrick Flood I did relieve; he is stated by Mr.
Cope to bo possessed of property ; it is true that be will have a share in old Allen’s property,
and his brother will also have a share, but at present he is without means; even now Mr.
Rochester discounted a bill for £05 to supply him with the means of carrying ona law suit.
430. By Mr. Stewart: Was ho a sufferer by the flood at the time, in distress ? Yes; he was
working at filling up cellars, like a day labourer; he drew gravel and all that sort of thing.
William Fletcher, I find, is a person not recommended; he was supplied by one of the
other Magistrates. Mrs. Gardiner is recommended by the Rev. Thomas Wilson, of Pitt
Town. John Forrester is a person who called upon me for relief; I said, “ I could not give
you relief, for I believe your oirenmstauces are good.” “ How do you know my circum
stances?” said he; I replied, “It is for me to be satisfied of that ^ if you cau get a
respectable person to recommend you as deserving of relief I will give it.” He came to me
shortly after with a recommendation, signed John M. M'Quade. When I spoke to him
afterwards about it, he said he had not certified that Forrester was in distress, hut that he
had lost his property by the flood; upon the strength of that recommendation I gave him
relief. John Gardiner, recommended by Mr. Coley, solieitor, John Gleeson, a very poor
man, recommended by James Farlow. Joe! Grono—allusions having been_ made to these
Gronos; they are not worth, if the whole of them were sold off to-morrow, £50 among them,
and it is a question in my mind if £300 would pay their debts; I can speak feelingly
there; they are recommended by Christopher May and James Pendergast. Mrs. Greenfield,
recommended by James Dunstan, about whom so much has been said. John and Michael
Gleeson are two nephews of-------- ---------- they live at Freeman’s Reach, on a little bit
of land of Farlow’s; they were both flooded out, and both I gave relief to. John Guillam,
was recommended by C. W. May and J. Pendergrast. James Graham was recommended
by Rochester; he was not in the employ of Mr. John Ridge at that time; his brother
George was; George Graham lost what little moans he had—his blankets and other things—
by the flood, and was recommended by a very respectable person. James Graham was
living at Freeman’s Reach, on a farm belonging to one of his brothers-in-law, a farm of six
acres, and lost everything; Frederick Nichols is his brother-in-law. Mrs. Horan, about
whom so much has been said, was recommended by Mr./Laverack. John Holden, recom
mended by Charles Barber. Rody Hcffernan, recommended by John M. M'Quade. Mrs.
Humphreys, recommended by C. May and J. Pendergast. James Hay, recommended by
J. Pendergast. John Izzard, a young man living upon Freeman’s Reach—upon my own
responsibility I afforded him relief; Greentree and some two or three others will testify to
his losses and indigence, though his father is pretty well off. Joseph Jasper was, with great
respect to Mr. Cope, working on the road; this road was covered with the floods, and as his
livelihood depended upon his employment, if he were cut off from that, he would sustain as
much harm as another who lost his crops. He was poor I know. John Kirwin, recommended
by William Hall and Mr. Edwards. George Kable, recommended by Thomas Chasely,
■ of Pitt Town. Mrs. Loosen, recommended by--------f
John Lcdam, recommended
by Laban White. Mrs. Looby—I only know that she is very poor. George Lucas,
recommended
» Omitted, (on revision.)
_
t Norn (On revision)Recommendation handed in to the Chairman.
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recommended by J. M. M'Quadc. Ann M'Guffin—I am inclined to fall in with tho K. Coy. Esq.,
views of Mr. Cope respecting her j but no doubt she had been in the hospital a short time
'hEbefore, and was wretchedly poor. Mrs. Morrison, recommended by Patrick Buckley ; I am
sure Mr. Buckley is a respectable man. Mrs. Moran, recommended by Bev. Mr. Adams.
M'Kellar I cannot say much about. Mrs. Moran the second, ought to he Mahon, recom
mended by Tiernan. James M'CarroIl, recommended by James Parnell. Mrs. Monday,
recommended by Christopher May. Charles Martin, •wretchedly poor, recommended by
•lames Farlow. Mrs. Mitchell, recommended by Pendergast. James Manus, recommended
by Christopher May. Ann Neale, about whom so much has been said, recommended by one
of our most respectable tradesmen, William Beard. Alfred Norris—in speaking of one 'of
these Norrises I shall speak of them all: Mrs. Norris had two farms, one in possession of
John Iloskisson, and one, it is true, her own, but at her decease to be divided among her sons;
there is a great number of them, and every vestige of this poor old woman’s crop was
destroyed j she is wretchedly poor, and some time since she payed me her account in corn,
and she was sorry she could not pay me before; they are poor, all of them except Patrick.
437. By Mr. jStew art: Are they all living separately ? Tes; one has two or three acres
here, and another two or three there. Now comes a case in which I take to myself blame,
as far as it goes; but I wish you to place yourselves in the same position. The wife of a
person of the name of North came to me for relief; I knew that he was a person in the
possession of means, and I said to her, “ How is it Mrs. North that you have come to me fur
relief; where is your husband ?” "He is up the country.” I said, “ Surely you cannot be
bard up?”—I always looked upon her husband as a saving bard man—" Surely you can get
some assistance, I cannot relieve you?” She came several times, and at last a person
named Burke said she was iu' great distress. I suggested to her, to ask Mr. Dick for a
recommendation, and I gave her an order for only a small quantity, in consequence of being
by herself. That was on the recommendation of Mr. Burke, and I think, if others had been
in the same position, they would have done tho same. Thomas Nippres was recommended
by Br. Selkirk. Mrs. Phillips, recommended by George Wood. Jolin Pye—there was
deceit practised there. There were two parties in partnership, Pyc and Willoughby. Pye
is very well off, and Willoughby is,very poor. They are both dark swarthy men; and
when Pye called upon me, 1 believed he was Willoughby; when I afterwards saw him,
I said, “ You have deceived me, you have done wrong.” He was recommended by a respectable
chemist, Mr. Jones; I was inclined to stir in this matter, and did threaten him, but I did
not see my way clear.
438. If you knew nothing of the parties yourself you wore inclined to act upon tho
recommendations they brought? Yes; no person in a population of ten thousand cau know
the circumstances of every individual. Sometimes, when I thought I knew the circumstances
of a person, I afterwards found I was deceived. Henry Pyc, recommended .by Mr. Powell.
Henry Plate, recommended by Thomas Chasely. Henry Pock, recommended by Thomas
Wilson. William Priestly—I really think if Mr. Cope had looked at the name of the
person^ who recommended Priestly, James Upton, he would have paused before ho expressed
the opinion he has done. Darby Kyan, recommended by Mr. Bligh Johnson; he might
have given him an order himself.
439. Did Mr. Bligh Johnson interfere in this matter? Yes, he relieved several; but
Windsor being the spot where the relief was distributed, the weight of the whole district
fell upon us.
•
(The Chairman here vacated the Chair, which was taken by William Forster, Es/]i)

440. By (Ac Chairman: Who is Bligh Johnson? A Magistrate living down the river.
Thomas Beedy—I may be allowed to make a remark upon that case—ho worked on the
roads, and came to me for relief. I said, " You are a drunken fellow, and I cannot give you
relief.” He went away, and his wife then came to me with tears in her eyes; she said, they
had a house full of children, six or seven I think, that their living depended upon the
employment of her husband upon the roads which were flooded. I called upon a gentleman
whose opinion I value, and whose goodnefs I revere, Mr. Thomas Tebbutt, and consulted him
upon the subject. He said, “ Afford relief, never mind the consequences; that man having
lost his means of subsistence requires relief as much as one who lias lost his crops.”
Richard Ryall I know nothing about. Robert Rutter, recommended by E. Robinson.
Barney Shanlan, recommended by Pendergast. William Scarf, again recommended by
E. Robinson. If persons like Mr. Robinson living near those whom ho recommends is not
to know tho^circumstances I do not know who is, unless those who possess some intuitive
knowledge like Mr. Cope’s. John Shearing, recommended by Mr. Edwards, a respectable
person. Edward Seeley, recommended by Mr. Cobcroft.
Robert Smith, alias Michael
Betts; he also goes by the soubriquet of “ Long Michaelthat man is excessively poor, and
was recommended by Mr. Edwards, who himself relieved him a little; he lives at Hominy
Point. Morgan Shecby was recommended by William Hopkins; I did not relieve him.
It is very well for a man to flourish as tho owner of a good property, but I know he has not
paid off the mortgage money. James Smith, recommended by Mr. Mountford, a respectable
man. John Speirs, recommended by John Wood. I now come to the case of Henry
Steever. About the time of the flood I was coming up from the Cornwallis, by the Church,
when this man met me and said, " I believe you have been appointed to relieve those who
are in difficulty aud distress ? " I said, " Yes.” He then said, “ I am told that because I am
a foreigner, a Dutchman, I am not entitled to receive relief? ” I replied, “ Indeed you are
if you have suffered from the floods; what is your name?” His name appears to be
Steever, although it is Stephen on the list. I said, "Where are you living?” " With Mr.
Cope” I then asked him to get a few lines from Mr. Cope, and he said he had been there
only a few days. 1 told him, I made a point not to relieve any one unless a recommendation
were

.
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H. Day, Esq., Wero produced- He then said lie had a wife' and two children, and was in great
M. .(Ji. distrcsSj and had been previously living with Hr. Miller, I told him to get a few
lines from Mr. Miller and I would give him relief. Two or three days after, ho
26Sept., ISO. called upon me and said he had been to Mr. Miller, who was ill in bed, and had,
therefore, been unable to get the recommendation. Knowing Mr. Miller to have been
ill, I believed the man’s statement to he true. Moreover, I asked Mrs. Rochester
about the man, and she said the man’s statement was correct. I then gave the
man an order, saying, " This will relieve your immediate distressbut I will never
aeain trust a man who erics, as tliis man did when ho came to me. When this Return was
called for, I met this man in the street and said, “ Where is the recommendation you
promised ?” Charles Smith, recommended by Mountford. Mrs. Savage, by Pendergast and
May. Mrs. Stapleton, recommended by Farlow. Joseph Stubbs is one of a large family,
living down the river. 1 know they are poor; there is not one worth anything of the whvlc
lot, except the Stubbs living in Windsor, who may be possessed of a little from hard work
and industry upon a farm of a hundred acres, on which seven or eight sons are located.
James Smith, recommended by Mr. Aldcrson. Mrs. Tcale—certainly Mr. Cope has not the
same opportunity of judging of the circumstances of these people as I have, but I know they
live in a wretchedly poor place, and they are very poor. There is a Mrs. Henry Tcale living
at Wilberforce. still more destitute; her husband has gone up to the diggings, and she has
been ill, I take no credit to myself, hut I have given them gratuitous assistance.
441. By the Clminwi: Uecausc they were poor ? Yes, I should not give my professional
services for nothing if the parties were in a position to pay for them,
442. By Mr. Walker: Were they in distress in consequence of the flood? John Teale was ;
I do not say Henry was ; but he must have suffered as he bad three or four acres of wheat at
the side of his grandmother's house, iu which lie lived. George Turner is recommended by
Sir. Ancell, the Treasurer of our Institution. Edward Turner, also recommended by Mr.
Anccll. Mr. Cope says they arc not poor, but Mr. Anccll says they arc; aud l can add my
testimony. Robert Taylor, recommended by William Beard, junr, a respectable iron
monger, who ought to know. Mrs. Wood, recommended by l)r. Selkirk. John Widdows,
recommended by George Ancell. Mrs. Wilson, a poor woman, recommended by Wm.
Williams, a respectable farmer, and these are the men whose means of knowledge and
testimony must he tho best. William White, recommended by Dr. Selkirk. Richard
Weaver, recommended by Chasely. Edward Webb, recommended by William Aldorsnn.
Joseph Wood, recommended by Mr. Powell, a Magistrate, Mr, Cope says that the Rev.
Mr. Adam objects to the list. I can only say that in my presence, the presence of Mr.
Walker and of others, he spoke in the highest terms of those who had conducted the distribu
tion ; and in the most indignant terms of those who objected,
443. Hi/the Chainnan: Can you explain to the Committee the reason why tho recom
mendations you have now laid before the Committee were not included in the Return ? From
the circumstance of a great number of them having been lying loosely about.
444. Is tiiat the only reason you can assign to this Committee? It is. I think the clerk,
perhaps, might have filled up these omissions.
445. Who was tho Return prepared by? By the Clcik of the Court*
44G. Had ho access to tho whole of the recommendations then in existence? That I am not
prepared to say ; but I furnished him, to the best of my belief, with as many as 1 could gather
then. T have found out a good many since; ho had not nil these.
447. In whose custody were these recommendations ? Iu mine ; these are what I found.
4411 Sonic you handed over to the Clerk of the Bench, to enable him to make out that
Return? Yes.
i
•
449. Have you any doubt whether any were withhold from him? I think it is highly pro
bable I did not send them in.
450. Why not? I cannot tell—some were here; some were there.
.
451. You knew they had been ordered by the Legislative Assembly ? Yes.
452. And yet you do not think you sent in all? They were in various parts, and I had
to separate them one from another ; they were all mixed together.f
453. They are all arranged together now ? Yes; because I have been at an infinite deal of
trouble.
454. Which trouble you did not take in order to complete the Return ? I sent up what I
.
then believed to be tbe whole.
455. Did you take any trouble to ascertain that? I did,
456. You saw this Return before it was forwarded from the Bench of Magistrates ? I did.
457. Did you not notice that, in a great many instances, the parties recommending were not
mentioned? We were not called upon for recommendations, wo were directed to relieve
those who were in difficulty and distress.
458. In the first instance ? In all instances; if you refer to this letter of Mr. Cowpcr you
will perceive.
459. You signed this Return before it was forwarded ? I believe I did.
460. Did you not sign it ? Tes, I believe I did.
461. Then you must have seen it? Yea
462. And noticed its imperfect state then ? No.
463. You know John M'Quadc ? Yes.
464. Have you had any conversation with him about tho relief of the sufferers by the flood ?
Yes.
•
465.
» Note (On revinon):—His assistant.
t Note (On reintnon):—Those recommendations, which were sent to me on former floods, were
mixed with those connected with the last flood.
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465, Do you remember having any conversation with him as to tho conduct of Mr. Ascough H. Day, Esq.,
in this matter ? Yes, be has spoken about it; lie said his object was not to say anything M.D., j.r;
that would affect me, but I knew he wanted to attack both of us.
406, You recollect him complaining of what ho called the shameful way in which the public 2G Sept,, 1861.
money waa squandered? I think you kuow sufficiently of Mr. M'Quade to know ho made
no such comment. He said, “I will be alongside of you yet.”
467. Had ho some words with you about tho relief afforded to Mrs Daley ? He spoke about
it; he said he had all the particulars from Mrs. Crew, and I felt very indignant about it;
I must have misunderstood the number of children site had, as I gave her an order for 200
lbs. of flour, and I heard that Mr. Crew had said Mr. Ascough had increased it. I felt
indignant that my order had been ignored, and I spoke to Mr. Ascough about it; 1 have
since had reason to believe that Mr. Ascough was influenced by tho consideration that this
woman had a large family of somo ten or eleven children, and it is highly probable, if I had
been aware of that in tbe first instance, I should have ordered 300 Jbs. of flour.
468. liy ike Chairman: Did you, in the distribution of these funds, adhere to the instruc
tions sent you? I believe so, entirely.
460. Did you lay it down as a principle not to give relief except to sufferers by the flood ?
Directly or indirectly.
470. I ask you the question because iu the cases of a number of persons you lay great stress
upon the fact of persons being wretchedly poor—do you mean by that the poverty of persons
apart from this flood? No, I mean those who conid directly or indirectly trace to the flood
as the cause of their distress.
471. Did you in any ease allow the recommendations you received to prevail against your
personal knowledge ? I have once or twice objected, on the ground of my personal belief
as to the circumstances of tho parties, and I have in each instance found myself to be in
error. I objected to Lindsay because his son had a farm, but I afterwards found the old
man was destitute.
472. As a general rule you did not allow recommendations to prevail against your personal
knowledge ? No; for when this Langton, the brickmaker, called upon me and asked for
relief, I said, " Langton, I shall not give you relief unless you satisfy me as to your poverty.”
" Why ?” said he, “ M'Kellar and others, near me, received relief? ” I replied, “ If you
wanted to raise £50 you could get it upon your bouse.” He said, " Yes, but why should I
not get it as well as M'Kellar ?” I did not relieve M'Kellar, and I would not relieve him ;
but. any feeling ns to bis being a voter never entered my mind.
478. As a general rule, did you relieve or allow any persons to be relieved whose circum
stances were pretty good, even though they had suffered from the floods ? No; I never
afforded relief to any one who I thought did not require it. So careful and cautious was [
that the Government should not be imposed upon, that I mentioned the number of family,
tho quantity, and tho person upon whom I gave the order, upon the order.
474. You admit that some mistakes have been made—can you say in how many cases you
have found out since that you have been misinformed? 1 think I relieved four or five I
would not relieve again if they were to apply to me.
•
475. Wrongly? When I say wrongly-----473. What I mean is, that if you had known all the circumstances of their ease, you would
not have relieved them ? Yes.
477. You considered them mistakes? Yes; and I congratulate myself thus much, that if
similar circumstances were to occur again, there are not any two Magistrates in the Colony,
if placed in our positron, who would not bo as much, if not more, imposed upon.
478. In these eases of mistake were you led into them by the recommendations of others?
Yos; I trusted to the recommendations of parties in the country. This letter, which was
written to me by Mr. Ascough, will shew you the feeling that actuated U8. (The witness
handed in ike same.
Vide Appendix.') I may mention that when tho Flood Relief
Committee for seed wheat was appointed, it consisted of thirty-five gentlemen, who knew
almost every individual in tho district; five or six of them resided at Cornwallis, five or
six at Pitt Town Bottoms, others at Wilberforce, and yet, strange to say, no fewer than
thirteen persons crept in and imposed upon that numerous Committee.
479. Several eases of washerwomen having been relieved have been mentioned ? I know
nothing more about washerwomen than the one who washes for me.
480. As a general rule do you think persons getting good wages for their labour should
receive relief ? Certainly not, and I refused scores. When Wooley came to me, I said,
" You are getting good wages, and if you choose to drink and spend them you cannot expect
relief.”
481. Can you mention the proportion of oases you rejected as compared with those you
relieved ? I dare say I refused thirty or forty; but I took the whole number of applications
to the Bench; Mr. Sydney Scarvell lookc*d through them, and said, " Here are three or four
that should have been relieved,” and upon the strength of Ids knowledge I relieved those
eases.
482. You mentioned William Bell in your evidence ? Yes; on my own responsibility I
relieved.
483. Was he in the employment of Mrs. M'Grath? Yes.
484. Did you receive any information respecting him from Mr. or Mrs. M'Grath ? I did
not require it; ho was almost under my eye, living at the foot of tho bridge; he was flooded
ont three times, and he told me that he could not get his wages from Mrs. M'Grath, hut
that he did not like to apply for relief; I said, “ It is a duty you owe to your children if
you arc in distress aud want, and cannot get your wages, to apply for relief.”
485. Did he state that he could not get his wages from Mrs. M'Grath ? Yes.
486.
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H. Dny, Esq., 486. In fact if he had had his, dues from Mrs. M'Grath the public would not have been
M.B., J.P. gaUj,,} upun j,0 assist him ? Yes.
—*----» 487. You stand by that on your own responsibility? Yes, and I am sure Mr. Cope would
26Sept., 1S61. fjay,, ^onc the same.
.
»
_
48S, l see tho name of J. E1. Jones frequently in this list as recommending persons for reliefare you aware that ho is one of tho contractors ? His character stands too high for him to
be under any suspicion.
489. Is he one of the contractors? Yes, for tea and sugar. I think his account came to
£30 or £40.
_ _
490. You consider him to be a man of such high character as to ho above suspicion ? I do
not think there are two men iu the district who would speak to his prejudice, and that is
strange to say in Windsor.
_
491. Are you aware of any political influence at all throughout the matter having been
exercised on the part of the persons recommending? I solemnly repudiate such andniputation with scorn myself, and I believe myself that the steps wore all taken, and relief afforded,
before Mr. Byrnes camo into the field. It was only a few days before the election that Mr.
Byrnes came into the field : that is the handle, no doubt.
492. Political feeling runs very strong in Windsor? Yes, it does indeed.
493. Is it political feeling? All tho political feeling I would not value so much as the
unquestionable name of Cope being in the affair.
_
494. Arc you able to understand the political principles that guide these parties? Yes.
495. Can you discover any principle? Yes, I was opposed to Mr. .Dailey. I would not
think of hiding my feelings. You would fiud about twenty who would support Mr. M'Quade’s
views-----_
496. You mean who would support Mr, M'Quadc ? You heard him say yesterday ho hoped
he would never be on my side. There is only one thing that grieves mo, and that is, that
there should be a personal feeling.
497. You think personal feeling has been brought into the matter ? Only on Mr. Cope’s part.
1
49S. % Mr. Stewart: Prom the opportunity you have had of judging since, I think you
say that in your opinion not more than four or five of those who received relief were
improperly relieved ? Of those I relieved I think I may congratulate myself that there are
not more than four or five whom I would not relieve again under similar circumstances.
499. The number you refused were persons who made personal applications ? No; although
I made it a rule to have recommendations, I did not ignore my position, for I was allowed
to afford relief on my own judgment.
_
500. Those you did refuse were persons who wore not recommended? Before refusing them
I sought the opinion of Mr. Ascough, and of Mr. Sydney Scarvell, so that tho parties were
not refused until every inquiry bad been made to see whether they were entitled to relief
or not.
_
_
_
501. By Mr. Walker: Do you know the population of the District of Windsor? I think
9,700.
502. That iS the police district? Yes.
_
_
_
503. Your jurisdiction extended over the whole of that district ? It did, from Penrith and
Richmond to Parramatta and M'Donald River Districts.
_ _
...
504. Can you state tho extent, the length, and breadth of your district ? Thirty-fivo miles,
by seven or eight.
_ _
505. Were the parties you have mentioned living iu various parts of that extensive district ?
Yes.
_
506. Was it possible for you to know the circumstances of the great majority of these
persons? You never can tell, for persons may havo mortgages on their properties, and yet
present a fair appearance,
507. Do you know how many of those persons were recommended by Mr. M'Quade? A
groat number; unfortunately several of these are persons whose recommendations have been
omitted in tbo list.
_
508. Was tbe Bench of Magistrates called upon at all to get recommendations? Not at all.
Anticipating something of this kind, I was extremely cautious, and I said to Mr. Ascough,
" We have a most unpleasant and invidious task to perform, unless wo are very careful.
Remember, wo have enemies, and I advise you to be cautions.” I have since spoken to Mr.
Ascough about it, and have said, " Is it not fortunate that wc obtained recommendatious?”
509. Somo labourers appear to have been relieved—on what principle was relief given? If I
could trace that the party was in suffering or distress—unless he were a single man—if tho
applicant had a wife and children, I would relieve him at all hazards.
510. That is, if he were in distress in consequence of the floods ? Yes, directly or indirectly.
I did pause before I adopted that principle; but when I had the approval of a good man like
Mr. Tebbutt, I felt that I could not be wrong. He said, " Relieve them in such cases; if
“ a poor man is bringing in bread for bis children by bis labour upon tho roads, which are
" flooded, he may suffer as much by the loss of his labour as another would by the loss of a
“ thousand bushels of corn.”
_
_
511. You mentioned the case of Daniel Cunneen—was there a recommendation in that
case ? Yes; but I should not have asked for one, at all events. He has a farm on the road,
a very poor one. Ho was recommended by Christopher May and J. Pendergast.
512. That is no relation of tho Member—not a brother? No; I believe be lays claim to
be a fifteenth cousin, or something of that kind.
513. He lives at Eastern Creek ? I think he was formerly clearing off part of his relation’s
farm.
.
_
514. Mr. M'Quadc made a statement that from one end of the district tp tbe other the public
'
generally
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generally were very indignant at the distribution of this fund? I believe that, under the H. Day, Esq.,
influence of political feelitig, Mr. M'Quade loses the attributes of a human being, and
assumes the characteristics of the gorilla.
'---- *-----■
515. From your knowledge of public opinion should you say the public generally are
dissatisfied? Most unquestionably not—about twenty of those who belong to his party
may bo so.
51G. Is the public generally dissatisfied ? A public meeting will soon answer that question;
I believe you will find where one is dissatisfied two hundred are pleased.
517. Is there some talk of a public meeting to express indignation at this inquiry ? Yes,
many have spoken to me about, but I have declined to take part in it, as f have had trouble
and bother enough. Perhaps about one in two hundred are opposed to us. I may bo wrong;
but I will say that I believe whore one thinks that way there are fifty the other, throughout
the district.
518. Is the William White, who receive! relief, on the Windsor Electoral Roll ? No, he is
a Richmond Bottom’s man—he is not an elector of Windsor.
519. If it has been stated that he is so, is that incorrect ? As much incorrect as many other
things I have heard.
520. Do you know anything of this man, Lillis? Ho ought not to have been relieved.
521. Did you relieve him? I do not kuow whether I did relievo him or not; if I did, it
was a mistake.
522. Mr. Cope mentioned the Rev. Mr. Adams’ name—did you meet Mr. Adams in my
presence lately ? I did.
523. When ? On Monday afternoon.
524. On what occasion was that? A meeting of the Committee formed for the reception of
His Excellency on his coming visit to Windsor.
525. Will you state to the Committee the substance of Mr. Adams’ remarks ? Ho con
demned, in unmeasured terms, the persons who were bringing forward these.charges against
Mr. Ascough and myself. There were three or four persons present near us.
525. Did you hear the expression “ spite ” used? Yes, I did; “spite and bad feeling”
He said, “ I think when I come to look through the matter, and consider that nearly four
“ hundred people were relieved, that very few mistakes have been made, and I do not kuow
" how you got through with it.”
527. You hand in a considerable number of recommendations that were inadvertently omit
ted iu tho original Return ? Yes, and I think I shall bo able to find a few more.
528. You did not, 1 suppose, take tho care of these documents—you would have done if you
had been called upon in tho first instance to obtain recommendations F I did at first; but
when I thought tho tiling was all dropped I might have put some here and others there, still
having niy eye to them, but not so careful of them as at first.
529. How long is it since this relief was distributed ? Nine months ago. If these had
been called for within the first two months they would have been ail forthcoming—at my
fingers’ ends—’but after a while there was not so much care taken of them; I expected for
the first few months there would havo been some action taken.
,
530. Did you hear any reason assigned ? It was said that the matter should not rest till
Mr. Ascough and myself were struck off the Commission of the Peace.
531. Wlio said that ? John M'Quade.
*
532. By Mr. Ibrster: Did he tell you that? No, he said the opposition was not directed
against me.
533. By Mr. Walker: Do you believe there is a feeling of that kind? I could swear to
that from the actions and conduct I have seen and heard. I can bring plenty of witnesses
before whom that has been said.
531. Do you believe that Mr. Ascough intended any discourtesy to you when lie changed
your order ? I do; and I told him so at the time.
535. Have you believed so since it has been explained ? My words were, “ You have done
wrong?” lie said, “ Your words are uncalled for.” 1 said, “ If you think that is wrong,
this is worse; I consider it ungentlcmanly.” Since then I have had reason to believe that
he was actuated by the feeling that the woman had a large family. That, however, is a
matter between him and myself.

•

APPENDIX.

My dour Day,

The hearer, Robert Wood, has called upon me as an applicant for relief.
From what he says, I think ho ought to bo relieved, and if you agree with me, I would
suggest, say200 lbs. Flour.
20 „ Sugar.
4 „ Tea,
Yours truly,
JAMES ASCOUGH.

P.S.—There is a man named Faucett with IVood; lean collect nothing satisfactory from him.
Do you know anything about him ?
i
WEBNESDAI]
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WEDNESDAY,

2

OCTOBER,

1861.

¥3mmt
Mr CUNNEEN,

B.

J. F. Jones, 686.

|
Mr. STEWART.

DRIVER,

Esq.,

Mr. FORSTER,

in the

Chair.

Mr. John Frederick Jones called in and examined:—
You arc a storekeeper in Windsor?
A chemist, druggist, and

Hi/the Chairman:

storekeeper.
'---- 637. How long havo you resided in the district ? In Windsor about two years and a half.
2 Oct.,
538, l)0 y0U recollect the relief being distributed by the Bench of Magistrates to tie
sufferers by the flood? Yes.
53D. Did you contract for, or supply any of the goods to tbe Bench of Magistrates? Yes,
I supplied some small portion.
540. Have you any idea as to the amount of your contrnct ? £31 something.
541, Have you seen the Returns sent in from the Dench of Magistrates? I have.
542, Is it your opinion that that relief lias been properly or improperly distributed by tbe
Dench of Magistrates? I think it might perhaps have been a little better distributed, but
I think on the whole it was pretty fairly distributed as far as I know of it. I. merely
supplied tea aud sugar in very small quantities.
543. Then you only speak now as to the goods you yourself supplied? Yes,
511. Not as to the whole of the cases stated in the Return ? Of course I do not know what
the other parties supplied, they would know better themselves.
545. The Committee have heard that you recommended a Mrs. Arnold for relief—have you
any objection to state under what circumstances you gave her a recommendation ? I knew
the woman from having come to my shop several limes, and she said she had lost consider
ably by the flood ; of course, therefore, I recommended her,
546. Upon her own statement? Certainly.
547. I suppose you had no reason to doubt the truth of that statement? No.
64S, Had you known her for any time? Yes; she had come backward and forward for some
time. They appeared to mo to be needy, poor people; at least people who were working on
small means.
519. Did you know this of your own knowledge, or from what she told you? From what
she told me.
550. Had you any conversation yesterday or on Monday with any person at Windsor upon
tliis subject? No.
551. Did you tell any person on Monday that you did not know Mrs. Arnold, but that you
gave her the recommendation merely upon her own statement? No. I may havo said
something similar to what I have stated now ; I am not quite certain.
‘
552. It would have been impossible for you to have told that to any person if yon had no
conversation? I may have spoken in the shop to some one ; I am not quite certain.
In
the course of business sometimes we converse with different persons.
553. By Afr. Firs/er: You have not beard in tbe district any expression of dissatisfaction
ns to tbe way in which this relief was distributed ? I have heard several complain.
554. Your opinion appears to have been that there was no good ground for any general
■
dissatisfaction ? Of course I cannot speak generally ; the quantity I distributed did not
appear to be at all out of proportion to the people.
555. You do not think there were numerous cases of improper relief?
I think not; not
that camo under my observation. Of course I have heard different people talking about it,
and representing it as such ; but in my opinion there has been a good deal of political feeling
in the matter.
556. Do you mean that political feeling lias coloured the statements or affected the distri
bution ? It, might have affected the distribution, but I am not aware of it in my own case.
557. You have no reason to believe there was anything wrong, though mistakes might havo
been made ? There might have been mistakes.
558. You are not aware of that ? lam not.
559. As far as tho matter came under your observation you think the relief was properly
distributed ? Yes ; one or two may have obtained relief who should not have had it, but
when such a multitude of people were to be relieved it was almost impossible to prevent that.
560. Do you know the Magistrates of the district personally ? Yes.
561. Have you every confidence in their fair treatment in a matter of this kind ? I would,
so far as I know them.
562. Did any persons apply to you to be recommended whom you did not recommend ? Yes,
a great number; I only recommended some four.
563. Then ynu refused to recommend them because you thought them not proper persons
for relief? I refused to recommend them, not knowing them,
564. Although not knowing whether they were proper persons or not? Yes.
565. Did it come within your knowledge whether any of these persons were recommended
afterwards? Yes, they were.
566. By Afr. Cunneen : What arrangement did the Magistrates make with the storekeepers
who supplied the goods for distribution ? They called for tenders.
567. Did tho parties who offered to supply at the lowest price obtain the contract? I think
there were four storekeepers who tendered, and their prices were so very near each other
,

that
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that they were considered to be almost equal, and it was agreed to giro them each a pro- Mr. J.P,
portion. If that were the case mine was a very small one.
Jones.
668. Then, in the case of tea and sugar, for instance, instead of accepting the lowest tender
the purchases were divided among the four storekeepers? Yes.
2 Oct., 18G1.
569. Still there was a difference in the prices, some one of those four parties would have
supplied the goods at a lower rate than the others? That I am not aware.
570. You are not aware that some tenders were lower than others? No.
'
571. Do you think at that time there were four hundred people in want of immediate
assistance ? Ideally I cannot say j I am not sufficiently acquainted with the district to
answer the question. Theic were men thrown out of employment in consequence of the
flood, who were not really farmers j many who were employed by the farmers—poor people—
and I think it was these who were chiefly supplied with tea and sugar in small quantities.
I do not know what else they got; I suppose they got flour. The tea and sugar amounted
to a mere trifle.
572. By the Chairman: You are on very friendly terms with the Magistrates there? Well
I am on friendly terras certainly, but there is nothing at all intimate between us.
573. Yon know that a general election was impending when this relief was being granted?

Yes.
And all yon have stated merely relates to your knowledge of parties in cases where you
supplied relief? Certainly.
.

Mr. John Armstrong Dawson called in and examined
575. By the Chairman : You reside in Windsor ? Yes.
jj,. j ^
576. Yon carry on business there? I do, as draper and grocer.
Dawson.
577. Do you recollect relief being granted to sufferers by flood in that district ? Ido.
t
> ■*
^0l1 00D*,raet f°r t*lc supplj of goods to be distributed? Yes, for a portion of the 2 Oct, 1801.
relief that was administered.
"
*
o79. Has your attention been at all directed to the Return sent by the Bench of Magistrates,
with reference to the relief? I have not seen any Return.
580. Are you aware, from your own knowledge, as to how that relief was distributed ? lam
only aware ns to how it was distributed, as far as I gave it myself. I can give no informa
tion as to what others supplied. I can supply the names supplied by mej there were many
I did not know, for I am a comparative stranger in the district. I have been there not
more than four years; and there are many I do not know at all as to their circumstances.
581. Have you heard any complaints made by the older residents in the district, of the dis
tribution ? I never heard of any complaints in the town, except from one, and that was from
hearsay. I never heard any settlers or business people in the town complaining, though I
have heard them comment upon tho remarks made by Mr. M'Quade. That is the only thing
I ever heard.
582. At the time this relief was being granted was there not a strong canvas in Windsor for
the election of a member to serve in Parliament ? On or about the time I think it was.
583. Your name nppeared to tbo requisition of Mr. Walker, did it not? No; in fact I was
rather opposed to Mr. Walker. I put my name down to tho requisition to Mr. Byrnes, but
afterwards I did not veto for any one, aud I got a good deal of ill feeling for not voting. It
was in consequence of the bad feeling in the town that I withdrew from the contest alto
gether, and took no interest in it.
584. You say yon h ive heard no complaint of tho conduct of the Magistrates, except from
hearsay ? Never. I believe, myself, tbe whole thing proceeded from Mr. M'Quade; he was
the person who got it up; and I never heard the slightest dissatisfaction expressed, except
what came from that quarter, and one or two persons mixed up with him.
585. Do you know Mr. Joseph Cope, of Windsor? Yes.
586. He is a very respectable man I believe? Yes.
587. One not likely to be influenced by anything Mr. M'Quade might say ? No.
588. Do you know Mr. Moses, of Windsor ? Yes.
589. Is not ho one of the most respectable men in Windsor ? As respectable as any business
man in Windsor.
0
590. Mr. Laverack is also a respectable man ? Yes.
591. One not likely to be influenced by Mr. M'Quade ? No.
592. Do you know Mr. Dick, tbe postmaster ? Yes.
593. Is he one not likely to be influenced by Mr. M'Quade? Yes. The parties you have
named are of high character and standing as business men.
594. Very old inhabitants of the place ?' Yes, they arc, I believe.
595. Of far longer standing than yourself? Of course they have had more experience of
tho district. I stated at starting that my expcrience^was limited; that I had been but four
years in the district.
1
596. You yourself have every confidence in the Magistrates in the distribution of this relief?
I have no reason to have any other opinion than that they were acting from a feeling
of sympathy towards the sufferers.
1
597. Have you bad any conversation with any pejsons in Windsor as to your examination?
Yes; indeed it has been talked about all over tho town by everybody.
■
598. Have you seen Mr. Ascough or Dr, Day within the last two days ? Yes, I think I
have, for Dr. Day is attending my wife at present, who is in a very bad state of health.
599. Did you see either of them on Monday last ? I think I did.
600
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600. Had you any conversation with them at that time ? Tes; Hr. Hay asked nie if I had
Dawson,
a summ01jg to attend tho Committee, as he thought I should be summoned, Mr. Cope
a having stated that it was necessary tho contractors should ho examined.
2Oct.. 1861. 601. 7Jy Mr. Forster : Did any large number of persons apply to you for recommendations?
Some applied to me, but I did not give any recommendations.
602. What was your reason for declining—that you did not know the circumstances of the
applicants ? My reply was this: " I am a contractor for a portion of this relief, and a recom“ mendation coming from me would not look well; it would seem like recommending customers
“ for ‘my own shop,—getting grist for my own mill.” I believe some of these persons afterwards
got recommendations from others, and were deserving j they came from Freeman’s Reach,
603. Ho you think any, or many, improper recommendations were given ? I believe there
were some, but not many that I am aware of.
604. That would not affect the position of the Magistrates; they might be under mistake as
to the circumstances of the parties ? Unquestionably. I do not think relief can be given on
a large scale without some improper persons being relieved. I recollect being on a com
mittee at the time of the potato blight in Ireland, when there were relief committees, soup
funds, and other means for relieving the distress in all directions, and I know we were
imposed upon to a great extent. It was not tbe money of the country or of the G-overnment
that we were then distributing, but our own funds, and, notwithstanding that, we were
economizing and doing the best we could with it, we were imposed upon. I believe that
relief cannot be administered upon a large scale, and particularly in the hurried manner
necessary in this instance, without cases of imposition.
605. By Mr. Steusart: It did not come to your knowledge that any improper persons had
’
received relief ? There were one or two persons in the town who certainly did not lose
anything by the flood, but they suffered indirectly; some were put out of their houses
by the flood, and they had nothing but what was in them to lose, and others were
thrown out of employment. They were sufferers to a small extent indirectly.
■
606. Then, as far as it came under your knowledge, the parties receiving relief were persons
who actually suffered by the flood ? Tea.
607. Hid it come to your knowledge, through other persons better acquainted with the
district, that any large number received relief who were not entitled to it ? No j I heard
no complaint at all till after, not even indirectly.
608. At the time the opinion was that the relief was needed? Yes.
Mr. J. A.

WEDNESDAY, 9 OCTOBER, 1861.

.

©rmnt:—
Mr. CUNNEEN,

j
Mr. FORSTER,
Mr. STEWART.

H. HEIVEU, Esq., in the Oh air.
Mr. Henry Moses called in and examined :—
Mr. Henry 609.' By the Chairman: You are a resident of Windsor ? Yes.
Moses.
610, And have been so for several years, I believe ? Yes.
611. Do you recollect the distribution of relief to the sufferers by the flood at Windsor ? Yes.
9 Oct., 1861. QX2. Have you seen the Return from the Bench of Magistrates in that District, with
reference to that subject ? Yes.
613. Have you looked into it at all ? Yes; I went through it two or three times.
614. Can you state of your own knowledge whether any objection exists in the minds of the
people at Windsor, or whether any objection has been taken, as to the manner iu which the
relief has been distributed? Yes; I have, on several occasions, heard persons speak of the
,
way it was used; they have stated that it was given to persons living in the town, where
tbe flood did not reach, and who were in constant employment.
615. Men you say who were in constant employment in the town of Windsor? In the town
of Windsor.
616. Can you name any such persons ? Yes; Brooks and Johnston.
617. Arc they two men living in the town ? Yes; one of them was in my employment for
a length of time, and he had not been out of it long, not more than three weeks or a month ;
and he was afterwards in the employment of the other miller opposite, from whom, I believe,
he got a recommendation.
618. Did he suffer any loss from the floods ? He could not have suffered any. Ho is back
in my employment now.
619. Was he a man well known to the Magistrates ? He must have been well known.
620. And they also could know that-he was in constant employment? Well, I should
think they would know it as well as I did. It is a small place, and they must have known
most men as well as myself,
621. I believe you contracted for a part of the supplies ? Yes; I supplied part of the flour,
622. Can you name any other persons resident in the town of Windsor who received relief,
and to whom objection can be taken? Yes; a man named Forrester; I think all the
laundresses in Windsor received relief; I do not know why.
623. Have you heard of a man named Flood? Yes; Michael Flood; he is a boot-maker.
624. Living in the town of Windsor ? Yes.
'625. ’

1
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625. Did he lose anything by the flood ? No; the flood came up to tho houses in one of Sir. Homy
which he was living, and he perhaps had to move out; but he could not have lost anything.
Moses.
626. At the time this relief was being distributed was any canvass being made on behalf of
any person for a seat in the Legislative Assembly ? They were getting up a requisition to 9 ®ct-'
Jlr. Walker ; at that time I do not think Mr. Byrnes was in the field.
627. Did two Magistrates (Dr. Day and Mr. Ascough) take any part in the proceedings ?
Mr. Ascough took a leading part; I think he went round with the requisition in the interest
of Mr. Walker.
C28. Were any of the persons you have named on the electoral roll for the District of
Windsor? Yes; Johnston’s name is on the electoral roll; and Flood’s, I believe; I do not
know whether Forrester is on the roll or not.
629. You say you have heard complaints in the town of Windsor as to the mode in which
relief was distributed; were the circumstances of the persons objected to known to Mr.
Ascough or Dr. Day? The circumstances of some of the farmers were objected to; some
of them being freeholders, being well in; but I spoke of men in town, who were only
tradesmen or labourers.
630. Were their circumstances known to the Magistrates? Yes-; they must have been.
631. Can you state the general opinion iu the district as to the mode in which this relief
was distributed? Yes, that it was not satisfactorily distributed.
■ 632. Have you any reason to believe that the mode in which tho relief was distributed
affected tbe election in Windsor ? I think so.
633. You are on intimate terms with Dr. Day and Mr. Ascough are you not? On very
intimate terms with Dr. Day, and friends with Mr. Ascough—we never had a quarrel.
634. ./iy Mr. Forster: What is your opinion of the genera! feeling as to this distribution—
is there any general impression either that it was fairly or unfairly distributed ? That it
was unfairly distributed ; that it was given to parties who had not suffered by the flood, aud
to whom it should not have been given.
635. Do you think there is a strong feeling to that effect ? The feeling has now passed
away, but for some time after the distribution the feeling was very strong.
636. Did many persons apply >to you for a recommendation ? Several.
637. Did you make many or any recommendations? Not any, being a contractor.
638. Were those applications made by parties not properly entitled to receive relief? Mostly
farmers who had suffered.
639. Did any persons apply to you who, from your knowledge of their circumstances, you
thought were not entitled to relief? No, I think not, on the last distribution.
640. You state pretty broadly that a number of persons were improperly relieved? Yes.
641. Do you blame the Magistrates or the persons recommending for this ? In some cases
the persons recommending; in others, tbe Magistrates. In most cases the Magistrates knew
the applicants as well as the parties recommending.
642. Can you name any of those "cases where the Magistrates knew the parties, and ought
not to have given relief? Yes ; the cases of Brooks aud Johnston.
643. Can you name any others ? Yes; Flood.
61-4. Will you mention all the cases of a similar kind within your knowledge? Lucy
Carroll, Mrs. Enright, Henry Featherstone, Michael Flood, Mrs. Forster, and Mrs. Johnston.
'
645. By the Chairman : Are those the whole of the names you can find in the list ? Yes.
640. By Mr. Forster; In those cases you think the Magistrates ought to have known the
circumstances of the parties ? Yes.
647. Have you any reason to believe that, supposing your statement is correct, that the
relief was improperly distributed in those eases, that it was on the part of the Magistrates
anything more than an error of judgment; or do you think it arose from any other influence ?
I cannot think it arose from error of judgment, the Magistrates knowing tbe parties so well.
648. Do you attribute the improper distribution to political influence, or to personal
partiality, apart from polities? I could not say.
649. Did you ever, by looking at the cases, notice any connection between the politics of the
parties to whom the relief was distributed, and those of the parties distributing? Yes, in
the case of Brooks; he was recommended by a party who was a great supporter of Mr.
Walker at the time of the canvass.
650. Have you any reason to believe these Magistrates would not have given relief to parties
whom they supposed to be opposed to them ? I heard one.person complain that parties
'
around him, who had suffered in the same way as himself, had received relief; but because
he would not put his name to a requisition it was refused to him. That was Langton ; he
is a brickmaker, and lost his bricks the same as M'Kellar, and-----651. Was that a case requiring'relief ? I do not think he was in want; he lost something
by the flood.
652. What he complained of was, that others in a similar position to himself had obtained
relief, while it was refused to him ? Yes.
653. Was he on the side of the Magistrates? No ; opposed to them.
654. Cau you state at all what principle separates these two parties at Windsor—are they
two political parties? One party is supposed to be supporting the Government in office,
and the other is opposed to it.
655. Which party do the Magistrates support? The opposing party,
656. Then there could have been no Government influence brought to bear upon this dis
tribution ? I think the influence was used tho other way, if at all.
657. By Mr. Stewart: You are not aware of any cases where parties entitled to relief have
been refused because they would not sign the requisition? No.
658. The party to whom you have referred considered himself equally entitled to receive
relief with others to whom it had been given ? Yes.
659.
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Mr, Henry
Moses.

659. In the eases you have referred to, you think the Magistrates must have known these
people had not suffered by the floods ? Yes.
660. Do you know by whom they were recommended? Brooks was recommended by Henry
9 Oct, 1&G1.
and Flood by George Seymour.
661. A.rc those both residents in Windsor? Seymour is father-in-law of Flood, and Mr.
Forrester is a resident of Windsor.
662. And they must have recommended these persons knowing they had not suffered F Yes.
They must have known that they had not suffered from the floods, and I think Mr. Forrester
must have known Brooks was in employment at the time.
663. As fur as you know, was it the general feeling in Windsor that only those persons who
had suffered losses by the flood were entitled to relief? Yes.
664. That was the general impression ? Yes.
665. The feeling was rather unfavourable to those receiving relief who had not so suffered ?
Yes.
■
666. Bit Mr. Cunneen: The man you spoke of who was iu your employ lost no property by
the flood ? No.
667. Was he thrown out of employment by the flood? No; ho was in my employ for a
time, and then he went to Mr. Hopkins. He received from me a regular salary of j£2 10s.
a week, and made £1 5s. overtime,
668. In the other cases you have referred to you are aware tbe parties lost no property by
the flood ? They could not have lost any.
669. And they were not thrown out of employment through the flood? I do not know how
a boot-maker could be thrown out of employment.
670. You do not think any of them were thrown out of employment ? No.
671. Then they suffered neither directly nor indirectly? No.
672. By the Chairman : Have you anything further you desire to state to the Committee
upon the subject, by way of explanation ? No ; I have nothing more to say,
673. Do you know a person of the name of James Winton, who recommended several
persons ? Yes.
674. Is be related to any of the contractors? Yes; he is related to Mr. Hopkins.
675. Flood was recommended by his father-in-law? Yes.
676. Was his father-in-law an elector of Windsor? Yes.
677. Most of the persons you object to were recommended by electors of tbe town ? Flood
.
was recommended by an elector, and so also was Brooks.
678. Did the whole of the parties you have named support the magisterial candidate on that
occasion ? It is hard to say how people vote now.
. 679. I mean as far as you can judge from electioneering meetings ? I believe Flood did.
680. He is well known as an out-and-out supporter of theirs? Yes; he pretended to support
the other party, but I believe that was only to lead them astray.
681. By Mr. Cunneen : In your opinion did the Magistrates of Windsor use any undue
influence on account of their position, to forward political interests at elections? Not that
I am aware of.
632. By the Chairman: In point of fact, do tbe Magistrates enjoy the confidence of the
people of your district ? No, they do not.
6S3. Can you suggest tho names of any persons in your district who would be likely to
afford information to this Committee upon the subject of their inquiry ?
Mr. David
Cobcroft, of Bichmond ; and, I think, the contractors, Messrs. Dick and Laverack.

TUESDAY, 15 OCTOBER, 1861.
present:—
-

Mr. CUNNEEN,
Mr. FORSTER,

I

|

R. DRIVER, Esq.,

Mr. LEARY,

Mr. WALKER.

in the

Chair.

Mr. John Bolton Laverack called in and examined:—
By the Chairman : You are resident at Windsor? I am.
Have you been in business there some years ? Yes; some fifteen or sixteen years,
Do you recollect the last flood at Windsor, when the relief was distributed? I do.
Has your attention been directed to the Return sent in by the Magistrates ? It has.
Have you heard any complaints in tho district as to the distribution of the relief ? I

684.
085.
r'''-*--'', 636.
13 Oct., 1861. G87.
688.
have.
689. From persons living in the district ? From residents in the district.
699. Have yon any objection to the distribution ? None myself, personally.
691. Can you state what were the objections made to the manner in which the relief was
distributed ? Relief was given where it ought not to have been given iu several instances,
but I think it was done out of good nature more than anything else.
092. Could you yourself point out any objectionable names on the list ? If you will ask mo
any questions I will answer them.
693. Do you find there the name of Lucy Carroll ? Yes; the name of Lucy Carroll is on
the list.
Mr. J. B.

Laverack.

694.
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694. Bn you know Edward Enhall, the person recommending her? I do.
Mr. J, B.
695. What is he? A labouring man.
Laverack.
696. Living in the town of Windsor ? He is at present j he has not been there very long j
^
lie is a man who has been working on the roads, under one of the contractors.
15 Oct., 186t.
697. Do you know Mrs. Enright? I do.
•
698. Do you consider her a proper person to obtain relief from a fund of this sort? No;
for she has an income; she has a small farm for which she receives £24 or £25 a-year rental.
699. Did you hear any complaints either before or immediately after the last election
of a number of the electors having received relief ? Yes, I did; it was common conversa
tion in the town.
700. Do you think it had any effect upon the result of the election at all? I cannot say;
it is supposed it had.
701. Is that by many of tho residents of Windsor ? By many of the residents of Windsor
it is supposed it had an influence upon the election.
702. Do you know P. Byrnes? There are two P. Byrnes’, father and son.
703. In what circumstances are those persons ? P. Byrnes is, I consider, an independent
man; he is farming, and has town properties.
704. Do you know Gl. North ? He is a man in very good circumstances.
705. Do you know George Wood? I do.
706. Do you know anything of his circumstances? Yes; I havo always considered him to
he in good circumstances. He purchased a farm at one of my sales two or three years ago,
at from £1,500 to £2,000.
707. There are two or three persons of the name of Vaughan on the list? Yes.
708. Do you know their circumstances? They are washerwomen or needlewomen living in
the town.
■
■
709. Do you know Mrs. Barker mentioned in that Return ? There are several of that name,
I do not know which this alludes to—at least there are two to my knowledge in Windsor;
if it alludes to Mrs. Charles Barker she ought not to have received it, but I do not think
it does.
710. There is the name of James Shepherd there ? He does not reside in, but about three
miles from, Windsor.
711. Had ho not one of the best crops in tbe district? Not one of the best crops in the
district, but one of the best crops that has ever been grown on the land cultivated by him.
It is land that would never grow a good crop.
712. Were most of the persons whose names have now been mentioned, well known to
Messrs. Ascough and Day ? They had the same opportunity of knowing them as others,
they having been resident in the district so long. Both Mr. Ascough and Dr. Day have
been resident there many years, aud had a good opportunity of knowing the circumstances
of the people.
713. Could they by tbe exercise of ordinary care have known the circumstances of these
persons ? Yes, they might if they had used a little exertion iu making inquiry.
714. Can you yourself point out any other names than those I have mentioned? I have
not looked carefully over the list; if any questions are put to me I will answer them with
pleasure.
715. liy Mr. Forster: Arc you aware of the amount of the income of Mrs. Enright? I
think from £20 to £25 from rent. I know it from this circumstance, that when I was
going down the river twelve months ago, she, or rather her son, asked me if I would call and
ask for half-a-year’s rent then due. That was about Christmas, tho time of this relief.
716. Do you know what led to her receiving relief? No.
717. You have no idea of what influence was brought to bear ? No; at that time I know
she was very ill.
718. Arc you aware whether any of these parties who received relief had any amounts
lodged in the Savings’Bank ? lam not aware; of my own knowledge I can state that
North offered £700 for a bouse some time back, and that he purehased a property in Windsorabout two years ago, and has been making improvements upon it. He oflered £700 for a
house, and I sold it for £800 the other day.
719. You seem to have come to the conclusion, that whatever errors may have been com
mitted they havo arisen from good nature rather than from any improper motive ? I
think a groat many of them have. I know Dr. Day well, and I think a good deal of the
relief he has given has been from good nature.
720. Tho circumstauces in which the Magistrates were placed were very difficult, I suppose?
Yes, they were.
721. I suppose it would have been almost impossible to distribute this relief without making
some mistakes ? Yes, but somo of tho mistakes were very glaring; they must have known
the circumstances of some of these parties, for instance the party I have just mentioned—North.
722. Did people come to you to bo recommended? Yes, several, and I recommended one,
the tenant of a farm for which I am agent, and I knew she suffered severely.
723. Then you did not refuse to recommend on the ground that tho parties were not
entitled, or that you did not know their circumstances ? No, I knew their circumstances,
but declined because 1 did know their circumstances.
724. Do you know whether any of those you declined to recommend got relief afterwards ?
Yes.
725. Could you name any of those persons ? There were several whom I refused aud who
got relief afterwards, but I should not like to mention their names.
726. Are you aware whether in those cases the parties got recommendations from other
persons, or whether they obtained relief without? I see that some got recommendations.

727.
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Mr. J. B.

727. ITave you any reason to suppose that there was any political influence at work in this
matter ? I have not myself, but it was reported so at the time. I thought it was done out
of good nature.
15 Oct., 1861, 7*28. Do you take any part in politics ? Not much; I was polling clerk at the last election.
729. Tljere is a good deal of strong party feeling at Windsor? Yes.
730. Are you able to distinguish the principle that divides the parties? No.
731. By Mr, heary : In reference to the person North—will you look at tho Return, and
see who recommended North ? James Bourkc.
■
732. Is James Bourke a respectable individual? Yes; tbe owner of a large property in
Windsor.
733. Are you aware whether this person, North’s, circumstances were witbin the knowledge
of tbe Magistrates who granted the relief? I think they must have known, for he purehased
this property and has-been improving, and it is close to tho residence of one of the parties.
North is a man well known in the district.
734. He lives on his farm ? Yes, and is a carrier as well.
.735. Did he lose any of his crops by rcasoh of the floods? Yes, he lost his crop by every
flood.
736. You think the Magistrates must have known ; but is it not quite possible they did not
know ? I think his circumstances are well known by almost every individual in Windsor;
he is known to be a man very snug.
737. By Mr. Walker: Do you notice in the Return that the name is Mrs. North ? Yes.
738. Do you know whether Mrs. North’s husband was at home at the time this relief was
given? I think he was not; I think he was up tbe country at the time.
739. Do you know whether North allows his wife the use of his means to any extent? I
know nothing at all of his private affairs.
740. Have you heard, or do you know, that she stated to the Magistrate who granted her
relief, that her husband was up tbe country, that she was in great distress and could not get
assistance? I have heard that reported,
741. She was flooded out, waa she not ? I believe she had to remove; in fact I know all
the parties about there had.
742. Can you take upon yourself to say that tho Magistrate knew Gifford North’s circum
stances as well as you do ? I cannot say; it is impossible for me to say what he knew, but
I should say from the long time tho Magistrates have been resident there, they must have
known he was a man in easy circumstances. Windsor is a place where every man knows
his neighbour’s affairs pretty well.
743. Mrs. Enright, is she not apparently in very poor and needy circumstances? Yes, she
is; hut she cannot be very destitute, as she gets assistance from her husband. This I know,
for she has received money from him at times through me.
744. How long ago ? About eight or nine months; just about the time relief was given.
745. She has a number of young children, has she not ? She has two at home; she has
more, but they are not at home.
746. P. Byrnes, you say, you consider an independent man ? I consider him in very easy
circumstances.
747. Arc you aware of the state of hts means ?
From twelve to eighteen months ago he
put a property in George-strcet, Windsor, into my bauds for sale, aud would not take under
£1,000 for it.
_
_
748. You do not know whether that property is encumbered or not ?
Still those were Lis
instructions, and if I did not get £1,000 I was net to sell it. He gave a portion of that to
his son.
749. He was all flooded out? Yes, but the farm he resided upon was his own.
750. George Wood’s farm was all flooded, was it not? Not the whole; a great portion was.
751. You say you recommended Mrs. Horan ? Yes.
752. That Sirs. Horan is not the wife of an elector of Windsor?
No, she is a widow at
Cattai Creek.
753. Then if it has been stated that this Mrs. Horan’s husband is an elector at Windsor, that
is not correct? It is not; there is but one Mrs. Horan on the list, and I recommended
her; she is also known by the name of Mrs. Dunn.
754. I think you stated that you did not complain of tbe way this relief had been distributed
generally ? There are several cases which ought not to have been relieved.
755. Taken as a whole ? I think more care might have been used in distributing the relief.
■There are several I should have objected to, more especially those in Windsor. I do not
consider that the relief was intended for those who did not suffer by the flood.
Many of
those who were relieved were in better circumstances than those who recommended them.
756. Will you mention these "many”? William Constable, recommended by Patrick
Molloy. Constable is put down os a labourer; he is a wheelwright. Molloy is a publican.
Isaac Cook, recommended by John Ryan ; Cook has a fine farm of his own; Ryan has not.
If 1 went through the list I have no doubt I could fiud plenty.
757. Is Molloy a publican and freeholder ? He is; and I daresay you know as well as I
do his circumstances. Constable is a man of no family, and a good tradesman.
758. Is he a freeholder ? I do not know whether he is or not. Cook is a freeholder, or
rather he was, for he is dead now; he is recommended by John Ryan. Here is also a Mrs.
Cook, recommended by Charles Gardner; I do not know whether it is the same.
759. By the Chairman: Do you know the date of the flood, for which the relief was
distributed ? I do not know tho exact date.
•
Laverack.
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Mr. Robert Diok called in and examined:—
760. By the Chairman: You are Postmaster at Windsor? Yes.
Mr, Robert
Dick.
761. And have been residing there some time ? Yes, a verj long time.
/62. Do you recollect the flood in Windsor, when relief was distributed to the sufferers?
Yes.
15 Oct., 1861.
763. Has your attention been directed to the Return furnished by the Magistrates? My
attention was drawn to it in the first instance by Mr. Cope, not otherwise.
764. You have not carefully looked into it ? I never have looked into it at all; I never
had a copy of the list.
765. Have you heard any complaints in the town of Windsor relative to the distribution ?
Certain complaints have been made.
766. Do you know the nature of the complaints? The complaints, so far as X could under
stand, were that persons had got relief who were not deserving of it, who had not suffered
directly from the floods.
mu”' ^°U catlno^ s^a*ie your own knowledge whether those persons obtained relief or not?
The only person I supplied with relief, as a contractor, who I thought did not reouire it, was
Carroll.
'
768. Lucy Carroll ? That is the only one supplied by me who I thought was not entitled
to relief; I did not think she had suffered by the flood.
769. Do you know a person named Bell? I do, well.
'
770. In Windsor? Yes.
771. Did you hear anyone mention a conversation between Bell and a gentleman in Windsor
about his applying for relief ? No, I did not. Bell spoke about it himself to me on my
verandah, and, as a Scotchman, I said I did not think he ought to have taken relief, because
I did not think he was entitled to it. I believe Dr. Day told him he ought to take it. He
had an acre of land from Mrs. M'Grath, and he lost all that he had upon the aero; hut I told
him I did not think he was entitled to take it. Noi gentleman
gentleman ever
ever snoke
spoke to
to me
me about
about the
the
matter.
772. You must have misunderstood my question
■ ? There was no conversation whatever between me and any other person about it.
773. In looking through this report do you consider any number of persons have received
assistance who were not entitled to it ? T do not see any excepting this Mrs. North, if that
is Gifford Norths wife, and Mrs. Sillis, who are not entitled: they had other means of
obtaining what they needed.
774. By Mr. Walker: You do not think there are any besides Mrs. North and Mrs. Sillis ?
No.
■
775. By the Chairman: Do you remember the date of the flood ? No; but I know it was a
long time ago.
776. Are you not aware that at the time this relief was given there was an active canvass
going on? No, for I have had nothing to do with politics since the first election ; from the
ill feeling then exhibited I havo kept aloof.
777. I do not ask you whether you took any part in it, but do you not know that there was
a strong canvass ? No, for on a previous occasion I was asked to sign a requisition, and I
declined; and therefore, I suppose, I was not called upon at this time. I was not aware
that any such requisition was in existence.
778. By Mr. Forster: Are you aware whether any of these parties who have been relieved,
have amounts lodged in the Savings’ Bank ? I do not know it of my own knowledge. I
know North has funds, but not lodged in tho Savings’ Bank.
779. You know he has funds ? Yes.
780. You state that of your own knowledge? Yes.
781. Had he at the time of receiving relief? Yes; I questioned North about the matter
shortly after; he said lie was at the time up the country, and he was very much annoyed at
his wife receiving the relief. He said he was not at home, and when he came home he was
very much annoyed to find she had received relief.
782. Are you aware whether he returned it ? He did not.
783. He made no attempt? No attempt; but I dare say if I had asked him to have done
so he would; but I thought the persons having supplied it would not take it back.
784. Do you know a person named Enright ? I do.
785. A woman? Yes,
786. Are you aware whether she received relief ? I believe so.
i87. Do you think she was a proper person ? I do not think she was entitled to receive it
from this fund; but she is nearly blind, her husband had left her, and she had some young
children. I do not think that altogether an improper case; it was one that might be given
to, although there may be institutions in tho town to which she might more properly have
applied for relief.
788. Did you make many recommendations yourself? I gave none; several persons came
to me for recommendations, but being a contractor I gave none.
'
/89. Did many apply to you? Yes, and people who were worthy to receive relief, but
I would not give any on account of being a contractor.
790, Did many come to you who were not entitled ? I do not think one.
791. By Mr. Leary: You know Mrs. North, I suppose? I do, both Mr. and Mrs.
792. Was the farm of North ranch flooded ? Yes, the whole of it.
793. Do you know how long North was away previous to this flood ? He was away loading.
794. Some weeks ? Yes, I am sure it must havo been; for he could not have returned
from the western districts where ho was, as the Nepean was swollen.
795. Are you aware whether Mrs. North was in good circumstances at the time? Her
husband was.
796,

nos
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Mr. Robert 796, Was sbe? If sbc had wanted money, and had corae to mo, I would have given it her.
Dick.
m She held that position ? I am sure of that.
■—*---- > 798. Do you think tbe Magistrates knew that ? I could not say. I do not think tho
- Magistrates knew the circumstances of the man. I think I am the only person in Windsor
who knows his circumstances.
799. By Mr. Walker: You have stated that you have heard certain complaints made in
reference to that Return ? Yes, several.
800. Do you know whether most of the persons who made those complaints are persons who
have any good feeling towards the Magistrates '! Some of them, perhaps, have not a good
feeling towards the Magistrates.
801. You think some of them havo a feeling of animosity against them ? Soma of them, I
dare say.
802. Do not you think tho Magistrates had a very difficult task ? Very much so indeed; I
have no doubt about that.
_
803. Do you think it was possible to avoid some mistakes ? I do not j I think if I had
been a Magistrate myself I would havo looked a good deal to the recommendations sent to me.
804. Do you know whether Mr. M'Quade has a very strong feeling against Mr. Ascough ?
He had at one time. I do not know what his feeling may be at present, for I have not
_
spoken to Mr. M'Quade latterly.
805. Do you know whether there was any scarcity of flour at that time ? There was at
the time the orders were first given, because I gave one or two orders to Mr. Moses, and they
could not he supplied till the beginning of tbe following week. He could not supply the
demands, they came so quickly upon him.
806. Do you know whether the orders for tea and sugar were distributed equally among the
contractors ? As far as I can learn. I have heard no complaints front the contractors that
one had more than another.
_
_
807. You say you have heard complaints from some persons about tbe distribution of this
relief—have you not heard others say that there was no ground for complaint ? I think
myself there was very little.
808. By Mr. Leary: Who was the person who recommended Mrs. North ? James Bourke.
809. What position does he hold—is he a respectable man ? He is a landed proprietor.
810. If you did not know an individual who applied to you for relief, and such a person
were to recommend him, would you give relief ? Yes, I would.
^
811. By Mr. Walker: As far as you can ascertain, do you believe the Magistrates were
actuated by any political motive ? I could not say j not to my knowledge.
812. By ike Chairman : You say you believe Mr. M'Quadc is unfriendly to tho Magistrates?
At one time I say ho was, and I have no reason to believe that the same feeling does not
exist at the present moment, but I have not spoken to Mr. M'Quade latterly.
813. You know Mr. M'Quade ? Very well.
814. Do you think Mr. M'Quadc is a person likely to carry his opposition to such an extent
as to make charges against the Magistrates without foundation ? I cannot say that.

Mr. David Cobcroft called in and examined :—
815. By the Chairman : You reside in the town of Richmond ? Yes.
° A
816. And were formerly resident in Windsor ? Yes.
tmTliSGI
you look at that Return (the Return from, the Bench of Magistrates')—have
c ’
' you ever seen that before ? Yes, I saw it the other day.
818. Have yon looked through it ? Yes.
_
819. Were you residing at Richmond or Windsor at the time of the last flood 7 At
Windsor.
■
_
820. Do you think any of the persons relieved by the Bench of Magistrates were not
entitled to relief? I do.
821. Can you point out any names ? William King.
822. By Mr. Walker: He is not on the list? He is, I believe, one of tbe “ bearers.” He
was about leaving the district at the time he got the relief.
823. By the Chairman: You are aware that he obtained relief? Yes.
824. For himself ? For himself and wife.
825. From whom? 1 believe Dr. Day granted it him.
826. Any others? Yes; Peerie Lyons, Mary Rose, Alfred Bushcll, Paul Bushcll, Mrs.
Bushell, George Wood, John Daly, William H. Rose, William Scarf, Robert Smith, Thomas
Wood, Mrs. Becroft, Mrs. Bowers (should be Bowd), William Bragg, William Clarke,
George Bushcll, John Brown, David Beynon, Bridget Crummy, Mrs, Symons, Joseph Stubbs.
827. Have you heard many complaints made in the district as to the mode in which the
relief was distributed.? Yes; I heard it was given to anybody who applied for it.
828. In your opinion the persons you have named as having obtained relief were people who
did not require it? Yes.
_
829. Why ? Because they had sufficient of their own means, and were not in a state of
starvation. They had property of their own.
_
830. Could the persons granting relief, by the exercise of ordinary care, have ascertained
the fact? Yes.
.
.
831. Are not many of the persons you have named well known old hands, long resident in
the district ? Yes.
832.
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832. You have mentioned the family of the Bushells ? Yes.
Mr. David
833. They are well known ? Yes.
Cobcroft.
834. Do you recollect the date of the flood ? No.
^
835. Was there a strong
_ canvass goinc on in the town of Windsor at the time this relief 15 Oct.. 1861
was being distributed, or about that tTrue ? About that time.
836. Do you know whether any of the persons relieved were residents of tho town of
Windsor? Yes. I have Done upon tny list3 but they are here upon the printed list,
837. They are upon the electoral roll ? Yes.
838. Do you think the mode in which the relief was distributed at all influenced the
election ? I could hardly say j* it wos currently reported such was the case.
839. Can you state, of your own knowledge, if many persons in Windsor were of that
opinion ? Yes.
840. Jiy Jfr. Forster: Do you know anything of the actual incomes of these parties j or
of the circumstances of these parties who, you say, received relief improperly ? Yes, I
think I can state.
r r j
841. Can you state their circumstances more in detail ? William King was a carrier, and
was leaving for Bathurst at the time ho got relief.
842. Had he a load upon his dray ? Yes; and when he got relief he placed it upon his
dray.
843. Perhaps he intended to distribute it along the road ? I do not think so, unless to
himself and wife.
844. Can you name any others? Peerie Lyons; be is a fencer and splitter by trade, in
the bush.
845. He could not have Inst anything by the flood ? No.
846. You arc quite certain he did not lose his maul and wedges j or, at all event?, mauls
and wedges were not the sort of relief afforded to him ? No. Alfred Bushell had a freehold
farm at Wilberforce.
847. What kind of farm—do you know its extent, and the income it produced ? It was a
food sised farm.
48. Was it flooded ? Part of it; tho high parts were not; besides, ho had his stock.
849. What should you say his income was ? I should say £2U0 or £300 a-year.f
850. Does he live in pretty good circumstances ?
Yes, he lives pretty well: he has some
fine horses and cattle.
851. He got relief? Yes.
852. Do you know who recommended him ? Mr. Edward Robinson.
853. Will you state if Edward Robinson was in better or worse circumstances than tbe
person he recommended ? Better.
854. Will you dame some other parties? Paul Bushell, he has a freehold farm.
855. What should you say his income was, iu round numbers? I could not say exactly.
856. Do you consider him in good circumstances ? Yes, his circumstances are pretty nearly
the same as his brothers'.
8i>7. Do you know whether he serves on the jury ? I am not certain on that point.
858. Do you know if he has any sums in the Savings’ Bank? That I cannot say.
859. Can you tell me if any of these parties have sums in the Savings’ Bank ? It would
be impossible for me to tell,
860. Will you particularize some more of these cases? Mrs. Bushell, tbe mother of Paul
and Alfred Bushell, is living in tbo next house, about ten yards from Paul Bushell; sbe is
maintained by him and his brothers.
'
861. Then she lost nothing ? She had nothing; the sous had all, George Wood, a free
hold farmer. He has a farm on each side of the river, at Cornwallis and at Wilberforce.
862, All these freeholders were registered as voters? They were voters.
863. Do you know if they took part in the election ? No more than givinc their votes.
864. Not actively ? No.
865. Will you name some more ? John Daly ; he is a tenant at Wilberforce.
866. In good circumstances? Yes, pretty good circumstances; he bus property, horses,
cattle, and teams.
867. . Did he lose much by the flood ? He could not have lost much. William Henry Rose
bus a freehold farm at Wilberforce) be is in pretty good circumstances j lie is a boat-builder
also.
868. Did the flood take any of his boats away ? No.
S69._ Boat-builders generally build close to tho water ? Yes; I do not think he is carrying
on his business at present.
He used to be living at Balmain, and then he came hack to his
farm, and I know he is cropping it. William Scarf, a freehold fanner, a fencer aud splitter
besides.
.
870. In good circumstances ? Yes, he generally gets his living by fencing, splitting, and so
forth. Robert Smith is a tenant farmer at Wilberforce ; he has property, also horses and
cattle, and I do not think he conid have lost much by the floods, for a great portion of his
farm is on high land* Thomas Wood is son-in-law to Mr, John Hoskisson, a very rich man
in that district. It is possible be might have suffered a little on his own farm at Cornwallis.
871. What arc his own circumstances ? He was pretty well off, I cannot say what he is now.
872.

... .* Note (on revision) \—It is my opinion that it did influence the election: but would not
positively swear it
.
t Note (on

revision)-.—I
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should say bis farm alone produces from £200 to £300 a-year.
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Mr. Davia
Cobcroft.
—A—""i
15 Oct., 1861.

■

•

872. At the time of tUc distribution of the relief? I think he was pretty well off.
gyg_ j)0 y0U think he would have had any difficulty in getting £100 or £200 from his
father-in-law—arc they on good terms 7 Himself and his fathcr-in-law are not on very good
terms, but the latter is kind to his daughter.
874. What kind of house is he living in ?l I can hardly say. At first he lived at Wilberforce;
then at Cornwallis; he is a change-about.
875. Has he different properties? No, he was a tenant at those places.
876. Are you sure he was not in any distress ? No; he could have managed without relief,
in my opinion.
'
. 877. Would he have had any difficulty in getting goods on credit ? Not such as the common
necessaries of life—tea, sugar, and flour; in fact, he used to deal with me when I was living
at Windsor. Mrs. Becraft—I believe she has a freehold estate at Wilberforce, and did not
lose much by the flood.
878. Is her husband in good circumstances ? Xes, pretty good.
879. All these people you say are in good circumstances? Yes, they could get credit for
the common necessaries of life.
880. Has Becraft horses and cattle ? Yes.
881. Does he keep a cart? Yes, and drays ; in fact he had two or three teams on the road
to Bathurst, carrying. Mrs. Bowers (Bowd it should he)—her husband is a tenant farmer,
renting ground of my undo, and is well to do.
882. He pays his rent pretty well ? Yes, and has some to spare.
^ 9 t
883. Do you think he has his farm at a reasonable rate, aud can make a good profit 7 1 am
sure he can.
„
884. Are you sure he was not a great sufferer by the flood 7 No great sufferer ; he may
have lost a little.
885. Was he a man, or were any of the people yon have mentioned, persons whom you
would have considered objects of charity if the Government relief had not been given 7 Not
one. William Bragg, a tenant farmer at Wilberforce,
88G- Were his circumstancss good? Pretty good} be has stock much the same as these
other people, horses, cattle, farming implements, and so on. Henry Asprey, a tenant farmer

of Mrs. Burdekin ; he is a shoemaker by trade, and works at his trade.

j

887. Are you sure he was not a subject for relief? No.* William Charlie, Freemans
Reach; a little shopkeeper there.
,
, r
t.
888. Was he a loser by the flood 7 He had only one acre of ground, and 1 suppose he
cropped that with cabbages.
_
889. Is his place near the water 7 A long way from it.
890. Were his circumstances pretty good? Pretty good.
.
891. His business thriving? He has dealt with me and paid his accounts, and is doing
892. "l; he a man you would trust for a fair sum? Yes. George Bushell, a freehold farmer—rhe resides at Windsor and works his farm at Wilberforce. That man went to my father
and several others to be recommended for relief ; my father said he did not require it, as he
had property of his own, and was not a sufferer, John Brown, a publican and farmer I
do not think his circumstances are very good; at the same time ho was not in such a state

of want as to need this relief.

'

®

j

t.*

893. Do you think the floods .prevented people attending his publie house 7 No doubt it
stopped some from spending freely. David Beynon, a stonemason.
894. A good workman 7 Yes, very good; he built a large kirk in Pitt Town.
895. Can he get employment? He is not in the district.
_
896. Is he a drunkard 7 He is a man who is fond of his glass; I cannot say he is totally
a drunkard.
T,
,. .
897. He might have been in bad circumstances in consequence of the flood 7 1 do not tninu
bo; soon after the flood he drew £250, and then bolted to Sydney.
898. From whom did be draw it? It was for the building.
_
899. Then he is a defaulter to some extent—did be get more than was his due? No, he
had finished the stonework, and then he drew this sum and left.
900. What was the object of his going? I believe he owed some small accounts; £20
would have paid them all.
901. Js he now in hiding—is it known where he is? It was said he was working near
Campbell’s Wharf. Bridget Crummy—I do not know what to say of this woman at all;
she is a person of no account.
902. A bad character ? A bad character.
903. She might have been destitute 7 I do not see that; she goes about washing.
904. She was not likely then to be in distress? No. Mrs. Symons is tbe wife of a fencer
and splitter, and Joseph Stubbs is a farmer.
905. By Mr. Walker : You mention William King—are there not two persons of that name,
one in Windsor? Yes; the name of King; this is of Wilberforce, not of Windsor.
_
906. How do you know 7 I am aware of it myself; he is the man who had the load on his
dray, and started up the country with the relief bag and baggage.
_
907. The man you refer to was a Wilberforce man 7 He was at the time.
908. You do not know a man of the name of William King who was at work on the roads
at the time 7 No; I only know this one William King who did get relief.
909. You do not know William King, of Windsor ? I have told you so.
<7 J.U«

*

HetiistdYes, t am

sure.
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Mr. David
910. You refer to Peerie Lyons, or to Pierce Lyons? It is Peerie, not Pierce,
911. Who was Sic recommended by ? It is on tbe list here—Pierce Lyons recommended Cobcroft.
by William Dunston.
15 Oct., IfiCI.
912. Is he a respectable man ? Yes,* a brother-in-law of my own.
913. You have referred to Mary Rose—who is she recommended by? dames Gcehan.
914. Is he a respectable freeholder? Yes; I call any man 'respectable who gets an honest
living!
915. Paul Bushell—is lie recommended by James Winton ? Yes.
91fi. Is he a respectable man, a freeholder, or was he at the time ? Yes.
917. George Wood—who is he recommended by? William Walker, I believe.
918. That is myself ?

1 believe so.

919. John Daly, recommended by Mr. Edward Robinson—is he a respectable freeholder ?
He is.
.
920. William Henry Rose—is he recommended by George Buttsworth, a respectable man ?
Yes; a relative of Rose.
921. A freeholder is he ? Yes.
922. William Scarf—is he also recommended by Mr. Edward Robinson ? Yes.
923. If Robert Smith is recommended by Richard Edwards, is he a respectable man ? Yes.
924. Is Mrs. Becraft recommended by James Winton ? Yes.
925. Mrs. Bowd—by tbe same ? Yes.
926. Bragg, recommended by Richard Edwards ? Yes.
927. If Henry Asprey has been recommended by James Dunston, is he a respectable man ?
Yes; he resides in Pitt Town.
928. William Clarke is recommended by Edward Robinson, is be not? Yes.
929. Is George Bushell recommended by Charles Barker? Yes.
930. Is he a respectable man ? He keeps an hotel in Windsor; I do not know whether you
call him a respectable man.
_
931. Do you know anything to the contrary ? I will not express an opinion.
932. He is an innkeeper? Yes.
933. And a butcher, is he not? Rot that I am aware of.
934. Do you know two persons of the name of John Brown ? I do.
935. Does the return say that the John Brown named in it resides at Wilberforce ? No,
nor anywhere else.
930. Will you undertake to say that this list refers to John Brown, a publican, and no
other ? I believe it does; I will not say positively it does.
937. You cannot gather from the Return that it is John Brown, the publican, of Wilberforce ?
No, not from tbe Return ; but I can very easily prove it if you require it.
938. David Beynon is recommended by John Ryan, is he not? Yes,
939. A respectable farmer at Wilberforce ? I said before I suppose if any one pays bis way
ho is respectable: if he conducts himself properly and so forth.
_
940. Bridget Crummy, she is recommended by Mr. James Gechau—is he a respectable
man ? Yes, I have said so.
941. Where does she reside ? It is impossible for me to say where she resides. She goes
to and fro; for a time she was living at Windsor, then at Wilberforce, then at Parramatta,
942. Do you know whether she was living at Wilberforce at tbe time of the distribution of
this relief? No, I think she was living at Windsor.
943. Geehan resides at Wilberforce, does he not ? Yes ; I am not certain whether sbe was
living at Windsor or at Wilberforce; she was there only a few weeks.
944. Mrs. Symons is recommended by Mr. Edward Robinson? Yea.
945. Most of these tenant farmers had their farms flooded, or parts of them ? Yes, but they
were not in a state of starvation or want.
946. That is your opinion ? That is my opinion.
947. Other persons might have a different opinion ?
Yes, but I know the contrary ; when
persons have plenty of cattle and property I know they arc not in want,
948. David Beynon, you say, drew JG250 ; did he draw that in a lump ? Yes.
949. How do you know that ? Because I was told so by Mr. Johnson of Pitt Town.
950. Beynon never told you that ?
No, because I never saw Beynon afterwards; he owed
me £2, and hooked it.
■
951. He bolted and left you in debt ? Yes,
952. You are not on good terms with Dr. Day, 1 presume? I have a good feeling towards
him, but I do not think be has to me.
953. By the Chairman: Do yon know the date of this flood ? No; it was just before the
last election at Windsor.
954. About Christmas time, was it not? 1 cannot say exactly.
955. Do yon desire to make any further explanation to this Committee ?
No, I have said
all I have to say respecting it.

WEDNflSDA Y,

• JJotb (on revision) >—A freehold farmer.

! Note (on revision) :—And conducts hiraself properly.
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WUBJVZSDAF, 16 OCTOBER, 1861.
lament

Mr. FORSTER,

|

Mb. WALKER.

E. DEIYER, Esq., in the Chair.
»

■

Henry Day, Esquire, J. P., again called in and further examined :—
Henry Day, 956. By Mr. Walker: You have already given evidence in the matter of this enquiry?
Esq.
J have.
■
s 957. Have you any further information to give to the Committee ? Yes, with reference
16 Get., 1861. to an individual named Docking, who was objected to by Mr. Cope, to justify my having
given him relief I produce two recommendations from respectable persons.
958. From whom are those recommendations? From Mr. Henry Moses and Mr. John
Cunningham, This was not with reference to the last flood but to tho flood before, and
indicates the circumstaoces of the man; ho was poor then, and he became poorer in con
sequence of the last flood.
959. By the Chairman: Then in point of fact he was relieved without any’recommendation
after the last flood ? No, he was then recommended by Mr. Francis M'Donnall.
960. By ilfiv
Have yon any other recommendations to hand in than those produced
here before? Yes, there was some doubt expressed relative to Turner and Flood having
received relief. After my return home I applied to the trustee of tho estate, and he
addressed this letter to me, which I beg to hand in. (JThe viiiaess handed in the same.)
961. Does the document you have handed in explain the impoverished circumstances of
those men? It does, and is signed by their own trustee.
.
962. Who is it signed by? James Ingram, Executor to the estate of the lato John Allan,
963. Have you any farther recommendations to hand in ? Y’cs, on the last occasion parties
objected strongly to tho relief given to David Uushell, Alfred Bushell, and Paul Bushell.
964. The Bushell family ? The Bushcll family. {The witness handed in a paper.')
965. What is that you hand in ? A statement of their circumstances, signed by James
Salter, a respectable farmer of Wilberforce, and Richard William Cobcroft, tho old gentleman.
966. What Cobcroft is that? The old gentleman of Wilberforce.
967. Is he
the father of David Cobcroft? Yes, the reputed father. I believe him to be
bis father.He is a moral and correct man, but in this case I do not
think it is " like
father like son.”
968. The father of the David Cobcroft who gave evidence here ? Yes; I heard that David
Cobcroft had given evidence.
969. Do you hand in any more recommendations? Yes. {The witness handed in a paper))
George Graham was objected to as being employed by Mr. John Ridge.
t
970. You hand in a statement from his employer, Mr. John Ridge, certifying that he was
receiving no wages at the time? -----971. You hold in your hand, I think, a list of the Committee that waa formed at Windsor,
,
for the distribution of seed wheat to the sufferers by the previous flood at Windsor ? Yes.
972. And you also hand in a list of the sufferers who were relieved by that Committee ?
Yes. {The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix A )
973. Are many of the persons who were relieved by you at the last flood, the same persons
as were relieved by this Committee at the previous flood ? A great many.
974. Can you name some of the persons in particular, who were relieved by that Committee,
and who have been objected on account of having been relieved by you ? YesLucy Upton,
Hackett, R. Smith, W. Turner, Thomas Cupitt, Edward Davis, Richard Arnold,
Willoughby, Priestly, Scarf, Breeze, Mrs. Monday, Patrick Flood, John Docking, William
Cupitt, Mrs. Connor, John Brown, John Turner, Mrs. Cavanough, the two Gronos’, R.
White, Christopher Norris, Frank Norris, Alfred Norris, John Guillam, Richard Norris,
John Tealc, Mrs. MfGauly—all of whom have been objected to.
975. How many were there on that Committee ? Forty-five.
976. Havo you any farther explanation to make with reference to any of tho other cases ?
. It would be rather disjointed, and would come in best perhaps in answer to questions.
.
977. It has been stated by one of the witnesses that George Cupitt, senior, a freeholder, was
relieved ; is that t-bo fact? It is not; he told me so himself. This is one of the cases in
which I am willing to admit an imposition was practised. The mother of this man* had
(relief twice. A young man of the name of Dogherty, but going by tho name of Cupitt,
■married her daughter,f and she put him up to the way of geiting it the second time. He
■camo to me first, and afterwards went to Mr. Ascough. Mr. Ascough said your name is not
Cupitt, but Doglierty; and lie said, I go by tbe name of Cupitt sometimes.
*978. Then it was this William Cupitt who received relief twice by mistake, and George
■Cupitt never received it at all? Yes; I thought Mr, Ascough might be deceived, and I
asked Cupitt, who said he had never received relief.
979. Do you know anything about relief being afforded to one William King ? There
are three Kings. There is a King in Windsor, who works on the roads, and two Kings in
Wilberforce. I cannot tell you their Christian names; there is one who left Wilberforce,
and another who is still there.
980. Was the William King who received relief the man who had teams, or was he not
the man who was working on the roads ? Neither of those at Wilberforce were working on
the
Note (On Ttvtxion):—t. e„ William Cupitt alias Dogherty, not George Cupitt.
t Note ( On revision):—*. c., the daughter of Mrs. Mary Connor.
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the roads; a King of Windsor, who was working on tho road, received relief. Both of those Henry Day,
persons were very poor.
Esq.
981. Was tho William King who received relief, the man at Wilberforce, a carrier, who had
teams ? If it is the one I mean. There is a man who left Wilberforce; he had a team; H* Oct, 186L
the other is a poor man,
93^. Was it the poor man who got the relief, or the other ? The poor man; the other is
living at Mudgee.
■
•
.
98S. Do you know anything about Peerie Lyons ? Yes; ho is a man I would not give
relief again. I think that is one of the cases, although he is very poor, where I should not
give relief, however well recommended he might come.
984. You consider that you were imposed upon in that case ? Yes, although he came
recommended by Dunston, a respectable name.
985. Do you remember Mary Rose ? I did not relieve her, nor should I relieve her.
986. I think you have explained the case of the Bushells? I should relieve them again
under similar circumstances.
987. It has been stated by some witnesses that George Bushell is a freeholder? That is
utterly false; he told me so himself.
,
988. Was Patrick Daly recommended ? I relieved him, and would do so again. He was
recommended by James Bligli Ridge. I know bis circumstances; ho is very poor; he has
a boat; his farm was flooded, and he has nine or ten children.
989. Can you explain how John Daly got relief? John Daly was recommended by Edward
Robinson, and I thought his general circumstances were not bad; but be told me that he
had only eighteen acres, that three wore washed away, and that he was very poor ; he said
that he had saved money a few years ago, but that he had nothing left, as he had lost all by
the floods. Mr. Robinson recommended him, and I thought he was very poor. Mr. Moses
has stated that he has money, I asked Mrs. Moses, and she said, No, she believed be had
not. I also asked Mrs. Wood, and she said that he had money six or seven years ago, but
that the floods have swept it all away. I spoke to him upon tho subject, and said I was
afraid be had imposed upon the Magistrates; he said he had not, and if Mr. Moses minds
his own business instead of mine it will be better for him.
*
990. It has been stated by Mr. Cobcroft that John Brown, who was relieved, was a publican
at Wilberforce ? Not at all; it is all nonsense. John Brown, of Cattai Creek, was recom
mended by J. Pendergast.
991. That is on tho opposite side of the river to Brown the publican ? Yes,
992. Then Brown the publican never received tbe relief? Never, to my knowledge.
f
993. That is the only John Brown on the list ? Yes.
994. Have you anything to state with reference to relief being refused to a man named
Langton ? I refused him.
995. On what grounds? He came to me and said he came for relief. I said, “Langton,
your circumstances are such that I cannot relievo you.” He said, “ M'Kellar had got
relief.” 1 asked him if he could raise £50 ; he said, “ Yes;” and I then said I could not
relieve him.
■
996. It has been stated by one witness, David Cobcroft, that relief was given to any person
who applied for it ? It is not true.
997. You knew Alfred Bushell well, I suppose? Yes, and have for many years; be is a
very poor man.
998. From your knowledge of him do you believe that be was ever in receipt of an income
of £200 or £300 a year ? Nonsense—ridiculous ! He came * in for a share of old Bushells
land of about forty acrcs.'j' He never had an income of four hundred farthings; he is as
poor as a rook.
'
999. By Mr. Forster: Has he any cattle and horses ? No. Ho may have to work the
farm; but no cattle, no sheep, no stock, no money.
1000. By Mr. Walker: Then in your opinion it is not true that he had an income of £200
or £300 a year? Nonsense. Who stated it ?
'
1001. Do you know David Beynon, a stonemason ? I recollect him.
1002. It has been stated that he drew £250 for stonework—do you know the circumstances
of that man ? He had something to do with the contract for tho Presbyterian Church at
Pitt Town. As to building it, it did not, altogether, come to much more than that. He did
some stonework there, but I believe he was in destitute circumstances at the time I relieved
him. He waa on the opposite side of the river to me, and was flooded out of the few acres
of ground he had.
1003. Was he in distress by the flood ? He was; and he bad a large family of young
children. He was recommended by John Ryan.
1004. You refused to give relief iu many cases? Yes; in many cases where I could not
trust to the parties who signed the recommendations—where I had not confidence in them.
I had some thirty or forty applications which I ignored. I shewed them to Mr. Sydney
Scarvell, and asked his opinion of them, and I think a few of them were afterwards relieved.
1005. Is there any good feeling existing between Mr. Cobcroft and you ? He has done all
he could to ruin me—not to ruin mo, I defy him to do that—but he has, as far as his
limited means and capacity would enable him, endeavoured to injure me.
1006. He was a chemist in Windsor ? Yes.
1007. And you are a practising medical man ? Yes.
1008. Did ho complain of your not patronising him ? Never to me ; I sent him prescrip
tions,
• Revised:—'Will come.

f Note (On revision):—At his mother’s death.
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Henry Day, tions, and he was Ashing or shooting and neglecting his business; be injured lusnself more
than me.
16

1009. You have contradicted ilr. Cobcroft in several particulars; you bavc said that bis
Oct., 1SG0. statements were not true—have you any other reasons to adduce why credence should not
be given to his evidence ? Can I give more conclusive than that his own father certifies to
the falsity of his statements; and Judge Cary, when upon the Bench, stated that he would
not believe him on his oath.
•
1010. Have you anything farther to state in explanation? I have; Twill point out the
names of some parties you have not noticed, whom I should not relieve again, Bridget
Crummy, although siie was recommended by James Gechau, I should not relieve again.
There is also tho imposition of two persons having been relieved twice ; that would not he
practised again.
1011. How was that done; by going to two Magistrates? Yes. There is another case, tbe
case of Buckridge—if that is old Daniel Buckridge, as I think it is—that was an imposition ;
he would not bo relieved again ; his son might have deserved relief, lie was recommended
by J. Pendergast. There is one person here, recommended by Mr. Laverack, I should not
relieve him again. I do not remember tbe name, but I bad confidence that he would not
recommend wrongly.
1012. Mrs. Horan; was that the name? Yes. There are two or three of the persons
recommended by Mr. M'Quade, whom I should not relieve again. Carney had a freehold,
and I trusted Mr. M'Quade would not have misled me; he was a tenant of Mr. M'Quade.
1013. Was John Forster recommended by Mr. M'Quade ? He says he did not recommend
him, because tie did not certify to his distress, though he certified that he had lost all by
tbe floods He says that did not throw blame upon himself, but upon me.
1014. That misled you ? It did. When he camo to mo I refused to relievo him ; he said
be was poor. I replied, “I will not relieve you upon my own responsibility; I must have
proof of your necessity and he then went to Mr. M’Quade and got a recommendation.
1015. Did Mr. M'Quade recommend two brickmakers in the town—two electors ? He did.
I perhaps may not be allowed to say it, but they wore political supporters of his, and voted
* with him.' I think there were about seven or eight who ought not to have been relieved;
but you wilt, on the other hand, allow me to say that I believe if four hundred people were
to be relieved again, I very much question whether so little imposition would be practised.

‘

APPENDIX A.
Members forming the Committee to afford relief to tbe Sufferers by issuing Seed Wheat.
Johnston, J. B., J.P.
Tebbutt, Thomas
Powell, J.P.
Stiles, Rev. Mr.
Bowman, G„ J.P.
Elder, Rev. Mr.
Dunston, W.
Cammeron, Rev. Mr.
Hopkins, W,
Pitt, G. M.
Atkinson, J.
Cunningham, John
Pendegrast, J.
Tuckerman,
Williams, N,
Town,
Hough, P.
FjZ7,V,
Tebbutt, John
Dowe, Dr.
Day, Dr.
Ridge, R.
Upton, J,
Beard,
Smith, W.
Moses, H.
Aldcrson, W.
Scarvell, J. P.
Arndell, M.
Powell. J. P.
Selkirk, Dr.
McDonald, J.
Parlow, J.
Chascling, T.
' Robinson, E.
Dunston,
Hall,
Cobcroft, R.
Marsden, P.
Moloney,
Hall, J.
Miller, James
Johnson, W.
Stewart, R.
Esther, Charles
SUPFEREKS RELIEYED.
Bonus, R.
Bell. Mrs.
Butler, Mrs.
Mycr, Mrs.
White, J.
Creak,
Smith. J.
Smith, C.
Upton, Lucy
Grouo, W.
Hayward, J.
Hackett,
Turner, W.
Turner, Thomas
Davis. Edward
Ward, J.
Cupitt, Thomas
Bauxal, J.
Paul, Mrs.
Davidson, J.
Mater, James
Arnold, R.

'

'

Birch,
Willoughby,
Searfe, George
Walker, W.
Hunt, Owen
Beadall, J.
Breeze, E.
Monday, Mrs.
Morris, Mr.
Flood, Patrick
Hand, Mrs.
Norris, Patrick
Douglas, Thomas
Jaechcry,
Smith, John
Butter worth,
Hall, James
Horton, Mrs.
Docking, John
Page, H.
Phillips, D.
Cupitt, W.

Stapleton, J.

/
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Stapleton, J.
Fairs, Mrs.
Shanlan, Barney
Fletcher, M.
"White, W.
Brown, J.
Griffiths.
Turner, J.
GonKh, A,
Webb, E.
Kermond, J.
Cavanough, Mrs.
Grono, James
White, R.
Bourke, Walter
Davidson, J.

39

SUFFERERS RELIEYED—continued.
Linos, J.
Bcfferan, Rhody
Nipperas. Thomas
Connor, JIrs.
Norris, C.
White, W.
Norris, F.
Norris, Alfred
Gullam, John
Norris, R.
Tcale, J.
Hartley, Davis
CaiTol, J.
McGauly, Mrs.
Rogers, W.

Henry Day,
Esq.
16 Oct., 1861.

Mr. Thomas "Wright Marsden called in and examined:—
lOiG. By Mr. Forster : You are a resident near Windsor ? In "Windsor.
■Mr‘ T-W.
1017. Are you aware of the circumstances under which the relief was distributed at the Marstienlast flood ? I am.
,
\
1018. Have you any general opinion on the subject as to whether it was properly or 10 0<,t-1861'
improperly distributed? I never heard it spoken of, except by one or two, aud most of tho
noise was about one man, named Woolley, who never got it at all. There are one or two
men in Windsor who have‘got nothing to do of their own, and they go about, saying what
a shame it was that the Bench should have given relief to a man named John Woolley.
1019. Was it the general opinion that the relief was fairly distributed ? Yes.
1020. Have you looked through the list? Yes. I was on a committee for the distribution
of seed wheat to the sufferers by a previous flood. That committee was composed of forty or
fifty gentlemen from all parts of the district j we bad parties recommended by their neigh
bours, and still we were taken in. Some people who had £200 or £000 in the bank were
believed to be poor people, and received thirty or forty bushels of wheat.
1021. Y ou would not take upon you to say that the Magistrates might not have been taken
in iu this matter ? No, I think they might have been taken iu, but the general opinion
was, that it was fairly distributed,
1022. Is political feeling in Windsor very strong? That is what it is that is giving you
gentlemen this pleasure.
1023. Do you belong to any party ? Not particularly.
1024. Arc you able to discover any political principle that divides tbe parties ? I do not
think there is much principle in the matter.
1025. You think it is mere personal feeling ? Personal feeling,
1026. One set of men fighting against another ? Yes.
1027. By Mr. Walker: It has been stated by one witness, Mr, M'Quade, that complaints "
have been made of tbe manner in which tbe relief lias been distributed, from one end of
the district to the other; is that true ? No; I believe he was the first man that started it,
and now he is picking up the evidence lie has made himself. I believe it is just spite, and
that if Mr. Byrnes had been returned at tbe last election there would never have been a
word about this.
1028. You are a native of the Hawkesbury ? Yes, I was born within twenty yards of
where I am living now.
1029. Y ou know pretty well every person in the district ? Yes, I ought to do; I am
always among them.
1030. Do you consider Mr. John M'Quade a good judge of public opinion up there? I do
not know.
.
1031. Is he a man who is very unpopular? Very unpopular; I believe he is the most
unpopular man in the district.
1032. Have you anything further to state with reference to this matter ? No, I do not
know that I have. I was in business, and I beard all that was going on in the town. I
kept an hotel, " Tho Fits Boy,” and I suppose there was more traffic in my place than in any
other three or four bouses, aud I never beard it spoken of, except by one or two of these
parties, until lately. The people were all well satisfied, I believe.
1033. By the Chairman : Can you give the date of the last flood? I cannot just now, but
I book every flood that happens.
'
1034. I believe you took a very active interest in the last election, did you not ? I did not
take a very active part—I had the credit of it.
■
1035. You proposed or seconded the successful candidate ?
Yes, but I never asked a man
which way he was going to vote, although perhaps I did a little.
1036. Do you know Mr. Henry Moses? Yes.
1037. He is a very respectable person, is he not ? Yes.
1033 One whose word you would take on any subject ? Yes, I would take his word as well
as any man in the Colony in business.
1039. By Mr. Walker; Mr. Moses is a man who takes a strong part in politics; does he not?
Yes, he is very bitter in politics; but as a business man I would take his word.
1040. By the Chairman: Would you not in any way? Not in politics. He would go a
good way to get his man in; when he gets himself up he cannot see things then.
1041. You are not particularly cool yourself at such times, I suppose? No, but I take a
good deal of getting up.
James
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James Ascough, Esq., J.P., called ia and examined:—
J. Ascough, 1042, By Mr. Waller: You are a Magistrate of the Territory ? I am.
®s<^
1043. You were one of the Magistrates who afforded relief to the sufferers by the last flood
■''"“n at Windsor ? Yes.
1C Oct, 18G1. 1044. Did you afford relief in many cases ? In a considerable number, but much less than
Dr. Dayj 1 should think, without professing to speak very accurately, in the proportion of
four to seven.
_
(
t
1045. Were you guided by any principle in affording relief? I was guided by the principle
of affording relief to those who needed it—to those who were really in destitute circumstances,
and by no other.
_
1046. Did yon act on any recommendations ? Yes, invariably.
1047. You invariably acted upon recommendations? Invariably; I never made an exception
in favour of any person.
_
_
1048. You mean to say that you never afforded relief in any case without a recommendation ?
I never made an exception in favour of any one.
1049. Did you take the recommendation of any one, or only of those persons upon whom you
could place reliance ? I refused when persons came to me with recommendations from
parties of whom I had very little knowledge, or no knowledge at all, to give relief.
1050. Why ? Because I had no confidence in them.
1051. You have been present at the previous examinations ? I have.
1052. Can you explain any of the cases that have been objected to? I would make a remark
with reference to the case of Langton; Langton was asked to sign your requisition, which he
did, but it was afterwards discovered that his name was not on the Electoral Roll, and his
name was struck off the requisition.
1053. Then he had no vote ? No.
_
_
1054. If it has been stated that he was an elector of Windsor that is not the fact ? No; I
knew him perfectly well. His wife had lived next door to me, and I knew his private cir
cumstances long before the flood relief was contemplated. His wife came to me while the
relief was being distributed, and asked for relief. I said, " I do not think, knowing what I
" do of your circumstances, that you have thc_ slightest claim, and I could not justify it to
“ my own conscience if I were to give you any relief at the expense of Government. It is
" of no use to bring any recommendation, for I shall not pay any attention to it. I know
“ sufficient of your circumstances to feel it to be my duty to refuse you.” She then acknow
ledged that she came very unwillingly, but that her husband had insisted upon it. She did
not think they ought to have it.
_
...
1055. Do you know anything of his circumstances ? I believe, for a labouring man, he is
very well off.
_ _
1056. Do you know whether he was building ? Yes, I know that of my own knowledge,
from what I saw and from what ho told me.
_
_ _
1057. What sort of house ? A brick cottage, good enough for any working-man to live in.
1058. Can you refer to any other case that has been objected to ? Yes, Michael IJlood. I
believe he was a sufferer by the flood ; to the best of my belief he was flooded out and had
to shift.
1059. He was living in the Town of Windsor ? Yes.
1060. Then it is a fact that portions of the Town of Windsor were flooded ? Some few.
1061. The flood comes into the town in some parts ? In some parts to a small extent.
1062. Do you know whether Flood lost anything ? To the best of my belief he did—he had
to shift.
.
1063. Was he well off? I believe even before the flood ho was very badly off—perhaps it
was owing to his improper conduct; he was in a state of starvation ; at least that was the
common report; I do not vouch for its accuracy. The statement made by Mr. M'Quadc. is
quite incorrect. He said, “ Dr. Day and Mr. Ascough were always in communication with
him.” It is perfectly untrue; Dnever spoke more than a dozen words to the man in my
life. He further said, " I saw them often speaking to Flood on that occasion.” That is
perfectly untrue; I never spoke more than a dozen words to Flood in my life, all put together.
1064. Can you explain any other cases? Willi regard to Johnston—I know Johnston very
well as a man working in the town; they are drunken people, and have a large family, and
when the flood came, and their supplies were stopped, they were likely to be destitute; tbeir
general character is not such as would be likely to enable them to get much credit. He told
me he was getting billets from Mr. Moses, but that he had lost them all; that the flood had
taken them all away, and that they were starving. He might have been receiving wages
from Mr. Moses, but it was not within my knowledge. With regard to Ryall it has been
stated that he received an annuity from Mr. Fitzgerald. That was unknown to me; I never
heard of it before this affair happened, but it may be true.
1065. Was be apparently in needy circumstances ? He appeared to me to be as needy as a
man eould be.
. .
.
«
1066. Did he make any statement at the time, that the flood had injured any of his property ?
The impression left upon my mind was, that his crop had been swept away with the flood.
In fact I did not know that he lived with Mr. Fitzgerald; and, before this flood, I was not
conscious of his existence.
__ _
1067. Did you act upon any recommendation in his case ? I never acted without a recom
mendation in any case. With regard to the “ Bearers” some of the recommendations did
not contain any name. As to Patrick Byrnes 1 believe they lost everything—bedding and
everything. Many of these people who have received relief I have no knowledge of at all.
With regard to persons who were contractors recommending parties for relief,—in every case
where a contractor recommended a person for relief, I sent the applicant to some other
contractor
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contractor to be supplied, except in the case of Hopkins, when I had no option, as for some J. Aseongb,
days he was the only contactor who had any flour j but, whenever it was possible, I sent
the applicant to some other con tractor-than the one recommending,
,A'—-\
10GS Have you anything to say to the ease of Mrs. Duley, where you gave a lamer supply 16 Oct., 1861.
than JJr. Day had ordered ? The woman came to me, and from what I could gather, she
had said something to Dr. Day she should not; my impression was, that she had been rather
rude, and i thought he had acted without a knowledge of the woman’s real position. I knew
where she lived, that she must have been flooded, and that she had a large family.
lObJ. You knew that of your own knowledge, did yon ? I did.
1070. Did you know that they were distressed for want of uoeessarics ? From the facts
witlim my knowledge I was quite justified iu drawing such a couclusion.
1071. Can you notice any other cases that came within your own knowledge? There are
none that occur to me particularly,
Wtadsor election was going on near about this time, was it not ? It was.
10/3, Did you take a part in than election ? I did.
1>r' ^ tal£C any active Purt iu tllat election ? I think not.
, . , rc 3’uu influenced in affording relief to any of the parties in any way, by the
election? IS ever; I affirm most positively, not in the smallest degree. No person could
possibly have been less influenced.
107f>. In the cases of some electors of Windsor who were relieved, did they, in your opinion,
merit relief. .Most decidedly. With regard to Flood I may make this remark, if I am
not irregular, that if it had been allowable to distribute relief with a view to the election,
1 should not have given any to Flood upon that principle.
if77- 1,0 y°u kr'ow. from your knowledge of the election, what party Flood favoured most ?
INo, 1 do not. He is a man upon whose promises I should not place the slightest reliance.
1 do not know which way he voted.
'
1078. Do you not know he was employed by Mr. Byrnes’ Committee? 1 have heard so and
■
believe it; ho is one of those men likely to he employed by the Committee of one partv
and to vote on the other side.
%
r J>
1079. It lias been stated that you went with Mr. John Walker getting signatures for the
requisition to me ? I did ask some persons to sign it.
1080. Was that before or after the distribution of the relief? I am not verv clear unon
that point now.
J
r
1081 Was not the requisition signed long before the flood relief was administered ? I
could not positively say.
10S2. It lias been stated by one of the previous witnesses, that some of the persons you
relieved you must have known were not sufferers by the flood—is that the fact ? It is
perfectly untrue.
4
1088. Flood’s is one of those cases—you know that he suffered by the flood ? To the best
t
t iC-r dltl ’ l,e n’a's °,c,liged t0 g°
ot‘ !l's house in consequence of the flood, and
I think his wife came to me about it. A person named Woolley came to me, about whom so
I™5 lias becn said' and L g^e him substantially the answer I gave to Langton’s wife
1084. lou refused? Yes.
1085 If you had becn aciuated by political motives that was a ease where this relief mMit
have been used? Decidedly; I understood from himself that ho voted for you, and I
believed fit tuc time Jie would vote for you.
1086. There is a good deal of personal and political feeling at Windsor sometimes ?
Decidedly so.
1087. Mr, M'Quado, who has given evidence before this Committee, has he any good feeling
towards you? I do not know any person breathing with a worse feeling and more disposed
to injure me.
r
1088. He has brought charges against you before this ? He has.
1089. Was he ever obliged to apologize to you in writing ? He was.
1090. Do you hold a written apology from Mr. M'Quado for bringing an accusation against
you . les; this (producingpaper) was written long after the letter he spoke of came into
bis possession.
1091 By tie Chairman : It may have been upon another matter ? He says in this apology
rn
farther to state I uni not aware of any improper conduct on your part.01
1*7 Wt’l.yvrt
n . X.V 1 .. J. 1____A
Mil
...
J
Sr
109T,
When ...
was
the letter written
? There is~no
date*
1098. How long have you had the letter iu your possession? I can go this far—that it was
written long after the other letter came iuto his possession.
1094. What other letter? The letter to which he refers in his evidence. This is not a
copy but the original, and is in Mr. M'Quadc’s handwriting, which I have no doubt can be
proved by Dr. Day and Mr. Walker.
nooe"
have you hold that apology ? About four or five years.
w™ Wtl°m did you rcceivc it7 1 received it through Dr. Day.
iono nr°m Wh°!n ? From Jolln M'Qunde—it is in his handwriting.
1098. Can you give us the date of the last flood? Some time in December; I could not
give nearer than that.
I believe you have stated that you canvassed for signatures to the requisition to Mr.
Walker r I will say iu a general way that I supported Mr. Walker.
110?’
y0U not tatc a very active Part in tbe eiecti°“ 0? Mr. Walker? Yes.
lino Ir y°U k?rW Wl>° was tbe larscst C0DtriJct0r for
supply of goods? No, I do not.
HUA \\ as not Mr. Hopkins of Windsor a contractor for a very largo amount ?
I do not
know whether their account was larger than any others; but there is this fact to be looked
to, that he had flour when no one else had.
85—Or
1103.
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J. Ascough, 1103. William Hopkins and Isaac Hopkins, whose names appear here as recommending
Esq.
certain persons, were they not sons of the contractor, living with him ? One of them lives

with him.
1C Oct, 1861,1104. Both concerned in the business?

•
No, I believe one son is no more concerned in the

business than I or you are.
1105. Is not Mr. Winton a son-in-law of this contractor? No, he is some relative; I do not
know the relationship, but he is not a son-in-law,
1106. You know the whole of these persons very well?
Do you mean the persons
recommending?
1107. The persons recommending ? Yes, I know them very well.
1108. The sons and relatives of Mr. Hopkins the contractor ? Yes.
1109. You have been living in the district ten or twelve years ? Yes.
1110. You are well known in the district? Pretty well known. There is nothing iu the
character of either Isaac or William Hopkins, or of Winton, that would justify me in
supposing they would recommend improper persons.
Hll. Do you know Mr. Joseph Cope and Mr. Henry Moses? Yes.
1112. They are also residents of Windsor, arc they not? Yes.
1113. Of long standing ? Longer than 1 am.
1114. They are well known in the district? Well known.
.
1115. Mr. Cope does not take a very active part in politics, does he? I believe not.
1116. He is not likely to he biassed by any political feeling ? I look upon Mr. Cope as a
very extraordinary man. I know he has a very strong feeling against Dr. Day and Mr.
Walker.
1117. Was he not a supporter of Mr. Walker at the last election ? He simply voted for
him, as I heard him say ; but I have heard him speak in most disparaging terms, both of
Mr. Walker and Mr. Day.
1118. At ail events Mr, Cope and Mr. Moses are two of the most respectable men in Windsor ?
I do hot impugn their respectability.
1119. By Mr, Walker: In those cases where either of the Messrs. Hopkins recommended
any of these parties for relief, did you send them for flour to Mr. Hopkins ? I did not when
I could avoid it. For several days there was no other person in the town who had flour, and
it was, therefore, a matter of necessity to send them there then ; hut when it was possible
to act otherwise I did so.
1120. There was a great scarcity of flour? Yes; whenever a eontracter for tea or sugar
recommended a person, I sent him for his supplies to some other store. Mr. Copo, I believe,
stands perfectly alone, socially speaking; he has no connection with anybody.
1121. By Mr. Forster : He is independent ? I believe so, in every sense of the word.
1122. By Mr, Walker : He is not a very popular mau ? I believe he and Mr. M'Quado are
two of the most unpopular men in the district.

WEDNESDAY,

30

OCTOBER,

1861.

:—
MR. FORSTER,

|
MR. WALKER.

R. DRIVER,

Esq.,

MR. LEARY,

in the

Chair.

Mr. Richard William Cohcroft called in and examined:—
Mr, R. W.
Cohcroft.
^—“i
30 Oct., 1861,

1123. By the Chairman: Where do you reside ? In Wilherforce.
yi24. Do you recollect the relief being distributed by the Bench of Magistrates to the
sufferers by the flood there ? Yes, I do.
•
H25. Did you recommend any person for relief? No person.
1126. Did any person apply to you for recommendatious ? A man by the name of George
Bushell applied to me some time in September to sign a paper for him, which had no date
to it; I told him about that part of it, and he said it did not make any odds ; it was only
to certify that they had lost ail their crops by the floods, which I knew they did.
1127. When was that? It was in September.
1128. This year or last year? This year; about the 21st; somewhere about that.
1129. Would you know that certificate again ? Yes.
1130. I think you stated that it was not dated at the time you signed it ? I did; and he
said it made no odds
1131. Did George Bushell toll you for what purpose he required this certificate ? Yes; to
certify that they had lost their crops by the floods, and that was all.
1132. Did he tell you from whom he had received it? A lawyer, I think he said ; but he
did not say what lawyer.
1133. Did he say the lawyer had seat it to him from Sydney? No; he did not say what
lawyer, but I thought it was a lawyer in Windsor; he did not say who it came from ; from
Windsor he said he received it.
1134. Had this George Bushell previously applied to you for a certificate ? No, never, nor
any other person.
1135.
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1135. No persoos applied to you at the time of the relief being distributed for a certificate? Nr. E. W.
No.
Cohcroft.
1136. Do you hnow this George Bushell ? Yes.
1137. Have you known him for some years ? Yes, he has been a neighbour of mine from a 30 Oct., 18G1.
child.
1138. Had you any idea at the time you signed this certificate that he required it for the
Magistrates in connection with this relief fund ? No, I did not j it was only to save him
from going to Sydney he said.
1139. Would you have signed this certificate to have enabled him to obtain relief from tbe
Bench of Magistrates ? No, I would not.
1140. Will you state why you would not ? The mau has freehold land, and has stock,
horses, and cattle.
1141. Then, in your opinion, was he a fit person to receive relief ? I should say not. *
.
1142. By Mr. Walker (handing wit/iess the certificate produced by Mr. Day): Is that the
certificate ? Yes.
1143. Is that your signature ? Yes, it has been dated since.
1144. It has been dated the 21st September ? Yes.
1145. Is that about the date ? On or about that time.
1146. Is this certificate that you have signed, true ? It is true so far as that they lost their
grain.
.
114 . Is this a false certificate that you have signed ? I do not know that it is false.
U48. Then it is true ? It is true respecting their losing their grain.
1149. Do you put your name to anything that is false ? I should say not.
1150. This certificate says, " We, the undersigned inhabitants of Wilberforce testify that
" David, Alfred, and Paul Bushell, were great sufferers by the floods of last year, and that
“ they lost all their crops; that they have to pay rent for the farms they occupy, and that
,r they were in great distress, although at the death of old Mrs. Bushell they will have some
“ land, at the present time they cannot dispose of the land, nor raise any money thereon.
“ William Brown, alias William Bushell, also was in great distress; after selling his farm,
“ ten pounds were all he had to receive after paying Mr. Rochester’s mortgage. All have
" large families.” There ia nothing in that certificate about George Bushell is there ? 1
do not know that there is,—there is about Alfred Bushell.
1151. Your evidence is about George Bushell ? It was George Bushell brought it, and I
saw his name on the list.
.
1152. This certificate has no reference to George Bushell ? I did not say that it had ; it is
Alfred, David, and Paul Bushell.
1153. This is not in fact a recommendation for relief? No, and I never gave any; I
certified that they had lost their crops.
1154. Did any person tell you that you had signed a recommendation for relief ? I have
been told so by many.
1155. Then it is not true? No, I am sure I never did sign one, and I would not have
done it.
1156. That is merely a certificate to tbe effect that these persons were great sufferers by
the flood, were in great distress, and had to pay rent ? I do not say much about that.
1157. You say that when George Bushell brought you that, you think he said a lawyer sent
it? Yes.
1158. You are not sure of that? Yes, he said that when I named that it was not dated,
he said “ I suppose the lawyer will do that.”
1159. It is about the correct date? Yes, about that; I did hot take particular notice of it,
on account of its not being dated.
1160. Do you know Tristram Dnustau ? Yes.
1161. Edward Robinson and William Dunstan ? Yes.
1162. Dunstan is your own son-in-law? Yes.
1163. They are all respectable men ? No doubt.
1104. Would you think recommendations for relief coming from such parties as these were
entitled to consideration? I do not think auy persons they recommended were entitled to
relief.
1105. I ask you whether you think recommendations coming from such persons were
entitled to consideration ? They might be considered in which way people think proper,
but I do not think there was a person entitled in the district.
1166. You think they recommended improper persons ? I think the whole were wrongfully
recommended; I believe there was only one person in the neighbourhood who deserved to
get anything.
11.67. That is your opinion? Yes. There is a man named Benjamin Gershon; he and i
his wife lost everything, and I believe they are the only two who could not have done well
without it.
1168. You say George Bushell had a freehold? Yes, part of that farm belonged to him.
1169. When ? I do not know when; I know his father willed it to him.
1170. That is a long time ago ? No matter about that; he is there yet.
. 1171. Do you meau to say that he is a freeholder ? Yes, and the whole of them are.
1173. He states that he is not a freeholder, and was not at that time? He was,
because he had grain on the land at the time.
1174. Cannot a man have grain on land occupied by him, without being a freeholder ? It
was on this very land. Here is a party by the name of Sylvester Sillis; he has bought a
piece of laud since the flood, for £330; he has also built a house, and paid £120 for it.
That man did not want relief.
1175.
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Mr, R. TiV.

1175, You cannot state that the Magistrates knew his circumstances—that he was able to
buy a farra ? j should say they ought to know; Dr. Day knows everyone in that
----- --s neighbourhood.
SO Oct., 1861. H76, Do y0U know that Dr. Day gave him relief? I do not know who gave him relief.
1177. By the Chairman: Have yon anything farther to add? There is another party, but
he is dead since, Isaac Cook; he goes and gets a party to sign for him by the name of John
Dyan; then his wife goes afterwards and gets Charles Gardner to sign for her; so that they
draw relief, twice it appears. I see it on the list. There is another party Lore, but 1 did
not see the man get it; that is a man by the name of William King; he lived in our
neighbourhood j he left the district; he had a good team of horses, and used to go the road;
he went away, and took everything away, as he went through Windsor; I am informed that
he got this relief; he took it on his dray, and took it up the country for good.
1178. By Mr. Walker: You do not know that for a fact? I did not see him get it, but it is
there on the list,
1179. That is, if he is the man ? I know he is the man.
1180. By the Chairman: Is that all you have to state? Yes, I have plenty of other names,
but it is hardly worth while.
1181. Now that this certificate has been introduced I see it does not contain the name of
George Bushell ? No.
1182. Do you consider that either David, Alfred, Paul, or William Bushell, were entitled to
relief? No, they have all got land, and plenty of stock, horses, cattle, pigs, and everything
else about them.
1188. By Mr. Walker: Is that not true which is certified by you, that they rent the land?
I say they were not entitled to receive relief
1184. Do they rent the land ? I think some of them pay their mother rent, but it is very
little she gets.
1185. They are very poor? Not very poor; one man has as fine an entire horse travelling
about as there is in the country, and plenty of freehold land besides.
Cohcroft.

Mr. David Cohcroft again called in, and further examined :—
David
o cro t.

1186. By the Chairman : You have already been examined before this Committee ? Yes,
ugy, a statement was made by Dr. Day to this Committee, that Justice Cary had said, in a
case brought before him at the Windsor District Court, that you were not to be believed upon
30 Oct., 1861. y0ur
—are you desirous of offering an explanation npon that statement? Yes, I am.
It was in the case of the Queen v. Allen, for horse stealing, I stated that I met the Allens
driving the horses npon the Windsor Knad, at the bottom of M'Grath’s Hill, and I said,
“ Halioa, Allen, have you becn docking those horses?” or something to that effect, and he said
" No,” and passed on. Because I swore to the horses—described the horses—(two of them
each bad a white face and two white feet, and were dock-tailed within six inches of the stump,
and were then bleeding)—because I described these horses, and stated that when I said to
the elder Allen, “ Halloa, Allen, have you been dockiug those horses?” and * I said “ No,”
instead of “ Woh!”—Judge Cary said he would not believe me on my oath. There were
two other gentlemen who were not subpeenaed, Mr. James Arnold and Mr. James Hall, on
Cattai Creek, near the Hawkesbury River, who met these same parties driving tbe horses
immediately after me—they were on the top of the hill as I was on the bottom—these were
not called into Court, if they had been they would have corroborated my evidence. Mr.
John B. Laveraek also saw them, but he was not called.
1188. How would they have corruhorated your evidence ? They would have recognized the
horses, and they were within (I think) hearing of my words. Mr. Roberts, the counsel for
the defence, wanted to turn the word "No” into " Woh!” and because I swore to the best of
my belief it was “No,” Judge Cary said he would not believe my evidence. I could have
got the whole of the district, with the exception of the Allens’ friends, to have signed a
memorial as to my character being unblemished in any way, and I intended to have bad the
matter brought before the Assembly, only Mr. Cunneen, Mr. Walker, Mr. Thomas Chaseling,
and Mr. James Ascough, who was one of the committing Magistrates at the time, when we
were assembled together in the Fitzroy Hotel, advised me not to interfere with the matter
then, as Judge Cary had left the district. I took their advice, as the inhabitants believed
what I said to be true,
1189. Is the Mr. Asoough you refer to, the Magistrate of Windsor? Yes.
1190. Has not Judge Cary said the same thing of other people? He said the same thing
to Dr. Day, in thp ease of tbe Queen v. Fallon. I was in Court at the same time. After be
1 had stated that, there was a petition to be got up, praying the Government to remove Dr.
Day from the Bench, as they did not'think it would be safe for any man who had a case to
bring it before the Bench.
1191. Nothing was done with that petition ? Nothing was done; it was not got up; it was
about to be got up.
1192. By Mr. Walker: Did not Judge Cary make the remark you have stated, because you
swore positively to the man saying "No”? To the best of my belief. I believe you were
counsel for the defence likewise.
1193. Was it not because you swore positively, and did not swear to tbe best of your belief?
No, I believe it was to the best of my belief that he said “No” instead of “Woh !”
1194.
-ffevtsrd:—Because 1 swore to the best of my belief that he said " No," instead of “ Woh!

■
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1194. When you gave evidence did you not swear positively to the fact that he said “ No” ? Mr. David
I do not remember that; but, if it is necessary,* I may have said I was positive; I was Cohcroft.
within two yards of Alien when he made the reply.
1195. When the Judge made this remark, was it when you were giving evidence ? Just as 30 O'*'’ 1861
I had finished—after I had given it.
1196. When you were in the box ? Yes.
1197. The time when he referred to Dr. Day was when he was summing up? Yes, when
lie was summing up.
1198. Can you remember what ho said—his exact words—about Dr. Day? 'I think they
were " Gentlemen of the Jury, as regards Dr. Day’s evidence, you must totally disregard
that altogether.”
1199. Did ho say why ? Yes; merely for this reason—because Dr. Day sworef to a borse
be had seen only once, some fourteen months before. He swore that was the horse offered
for sale to him by Farlow, fourteen months ago.

William Walker, Esq., M.P. (a Member of the Committee), examined in bis place:—
1200,By the Chairman: I believe you reside in Windsor ? Yes. I wish to state a few W. WnTtcr,
fact'-, particularly with reference to the late Windsor election, as that has been referred to Esq-. M.P.
by some of the previous witnesses. I have gone carcfnily through the list of persons who
were relieved at the last distribution of relief by the Dench of Magistrates at Windsor, and 30 Oct., 1861.
I find, tiiat out of the 360 or 370 persons relieved there were 21 electors of Windsor. I,
of course, took a very active part in the election, as I was one of the candidates, and knew
pretty well hew these persons were going to vote, and I think I saw most of them vote iu
the Court-house (the polling-place), and can speak particularly with reference to those who
could not read and write. I find, that out of these 21,11 supported me, and 10 Mr. Byrnes,
the other candidate. Of the eleven who voted for me, four, namely, Stephen Donelly, Henry
Featherstone, Thomas Kcarnes, and John Forster, were recommended by strong political
opponents of myself. Donellv was recommended by Edward Robinson; Featherstone, by
Thomas Primrose ; Thomas Kearncs, by J. F. Jones, a parly who gave evidence here ; and
John Forster, by John M'Quado. I believe that ail those parties among the electors who
obtained relief were entitled to it, upon tbe principle that they suffered either directly or
indirectly by the floods, and that they were in great distress at the time—temporary distress.
^201. By Mr. Forster : You state that of your own knowledge ? Of my own knowledge of
their circumstances—I know them all. The only one that 1 would have considered an
improper person to receive relief was Jobu Forster, ahd he was recommended by Mr. John
M'Quado. That man is a freeholder, and well to do. Two others of this eleven were George
Hazard and Dugald M'Kellar, and they were recommended by the Rev. Mr. Stiles, who sup
ported neither candidate, and took no pait in the election. Of the remaining five, George
_
Bushell, who has been referred to, I believe to be a very poor man. Notwithstanding wbat
has been stated by Mr. R. Cohcroft, he told me that he was no freeholder. I asked him
lately if it was the fact that he was a freeholder, and he said it was entirely false, that he
has no freehold, and did not have a freehold at the time of the flood. He may have some
remote interest to come to him by-and-by, as stated in the certificate. His farm was flooded
at Wilberforce, and he suffered severely by the flood | Thomas Burgess, another of the
persons objected to, is a very poor, old, feeble man, who had his whole gardeo flooded and
destroyed, at the foot of M'Grath’s Hill, near HViudsor. Although some of these parties, at
tliis time, were electors of Windsor—had their names on the electoral roll—they did not
reside in the town. John Holden was a labourer, employed by the Road Trust. The roads
were flooded, he was thrown out of employment, and in temporary distress. Joseph Jasper,
another labourer employed by tbe Road Trust, in the same way, was thrown out of employment
by tbe floods, and in temporary distress. Thomas Reedy,another verypoor man, with a wife and
large family; he was also thrown out of employment on the roads. These are tbe whole of
them. John Horan, Robert Smith, and M'iiiiatn White, stated by Mr. M'Quade and Mr.
. Cope to be electors, were not electors of Windsor at all; they were poisons residing in the
country parts, and had their lands ail flooded. The man Michael Flood, who was referred
to, certainly signed a requisition to me at the starting, but that was all he ever did for me :
he opposed me all through the election, and was employed by Mr. Byrnes’ Committee in
various ways. Mr. Cope referred to the Rev. Mr. Adam and Mr. Fitzgerald having spoken
disparagingly of the way in which the relief was distributed; I may state that since that
assertion was made, by Mr. Copo, I have spoken to both of those gentlemen, and they told
mo they considered this a most uncalled-fur inquiry. I believe I am a pretty good judge of
public Opinion in the district, and I believe the general opinion is, that the Magistrates
acted us well under the circumstances as they could have done ; and that, with the exception
of only a fraction of the community, the public are quite satisfied at Windsor with
the mode in which the relief was distributed.
Several parties spoke to me upon
the subject of calling a public meeting to express indignation at this inquiry, but
I used my influence to prevent it, as I thought it not right to interfere while the
inquiry

* Note (on revision) :—Take out “ but if it is necessary."
-j Note (on revision):—Positively.
1 Norn (on revision):—I have since seen the mother of these Bushclls, and she informed me that
her sons are all wretchedly poor ; so much so, from losses by the floods, that they had hcen unable to
pay their rents, and that they wiii have no land of their own until her death,—IV. IV.
85—H
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W. Walker, inquiry was going on. I know that Mr. M'Quade has a very strong animus against the
Esq., M.P. Windsor Magistrates and myself; and Mr. Cope has also a strong animus against Dr. Day
and myself; although he voted for me (as he said), it was, I helievc, merely on account of my
30 Oet, 1 861 vote on the Land Dill. Mr. Laveraek also has a strong animus against Mr. Ascough. Mr.
Laveraek is au auctioneer and commission agent in Windsor, and therefore has many oppor
tunities of knowing the circumstances of the people, which the Magistrates cannot have.
I believe Mr. David Cohcroft and Dr. Dayp have had a falling-out in professional matters.
When this relief was being distributed I was repeatedly appiied to by persons to recommend
them, and I refrained from doing so, with the exception of two eases. In those eases the
parties were living iu the country, and were in no way connected with Windsor. One of
these was a man named William Cupilt, who, I believe, got relief by mistake twice ; partly,
I believe, through my mistake in recommending him, not knowing that lie had been
previously relieved, and the Magistrate who granted the second relief not knowing that he
or his wife had got it from another Magistrate previously. That is the man whoso name
appears as George Cupitt (the elder) on the list. George Cupitt (the elder) never received
relief at all.
1202.
the Chairman : Do you know of your own knowledge that George Cupitt (the
elder) never received relief ? Yes; I have spoken to the p'irties on the subject; both
Cupitts. William Cupitt admits that fie got it twice over, and his name appears only once
on the list. The other case is that of George Woods,—I was imposed upon in that case.
If the thing were to be done over again, I would refuse to give the recommendations I did,
but I was imposed upon, and I have no doubt the Magistrates were also imposed upon by the
importunities of the parties. Wood’s wife came to me crying, and saying she had a great
number of children; I knew they were all flooded out, and she said she had no money, and
could not get credit, as they bad lost everything, having been flooded out by three successive
floods. It escaped my recollection at the time, that the farm they lived upon was their own ;
if that had occurred to me I would not have given her a recommendation for relief.
1203. By Mr. Leary : Even if she had been in distress ? I say if I had recollected that
the farm had belonged to them—that it was their own freehold—I question if I would have
given a recommendation for relief ; for I take it primd facie, if a person has a freehold he is
not in such bad circumstances as to need relief. It has been stated that Dr. Day took an
active part in tbe election ; be did not. Mr. Ascough did, but not Dr. Day.
1204. You stated that Mr. Cope and one or two other gentlemen, had an animus against
Dr. Day and Mr. Ascough, or against one or both of them—do you mean by that remark to
insinuate that these individuals you have referred to would tell an untruth under the
influence of that feeling ? I believe it would give a bias to their evidence.
1205. From your knowledge of Mr. Cope, for instance, do you believe because he was not on
friendly terms with one of the Magistrates he would slander him ? No, but I know Mr.
Cope to be a bad-tempered man, and I believe ho is a man of strong prejudices, and that in
.giving bis evidence he would give it with an animus.
1206. He appeared to be very honest in giving a vote for you, though he did not like you ?
.
I do not think he would do it again.
1207. Perhaps that is the reason why you think him a man of strong prejudices ? No, he
voted for me, I believe, simply because of the vote I had given on the Land Bill.
1208. You believe he voted honestly ? As far as that goes he may.
1209. Though he was not on friendly terms with you ? We never had a word ; we never
quarrelled.
1210. He had a feeling against you, you think ? Yes, I can ascertain that; because I have
been employed professionally against him io some matter, he has been beard to express hitn■self unfavorably towards me.
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SEPARATE APPENDIX.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
' Sydney, Yo May,

Gentlemen,

1SG0.

I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 5th instant, in which, referringto.my eomnumication of tko 2nd of tins month, outlie subject of the recent calamitous floods in tbe
District of Windsor, you suggest that relief should be afforded by the issue of seed wheat to such of
these sufferers as are unable to procure it, to enable them to crop their ground again, and apply for
authority to purchase a quantity not exceeding one thousand bushels for this purpose,—and to inform
you, that your communication has been laid before tbe Governor General and the Executive Council.
2. On former occasions, when calamities of this nature have visited the agricultural districts, the
Benches of Magistrates iu the various localities have been authorized to afford temporary relief in the
shape of food, clotliing, or shelter, to such of tbe sufferers as have been destitute or in distress; a similar
authority, which is still in force, has been given in the present case, and the Legislature has sanctioned
the course adopted by the Government, by voting a sum of £d,000 to cover the expense of affording, as
on previous occasions, temporary relief of this character.
3. The Government are painfully alive to the wide spread distress which has resulted from the
late floods, and deeply sympathize with the sufferers; but they feel that under the circumstances they
would scarcely be justified in departing from the course pursued hitherto in the like emergencies, and
the expressed intention ofthc Legislature; and they regret, therefore, that they cannot comply with the
application which has been made, that seed wheat may bo provided for distribution, in the manner
proposed, at the public expense.
I have, &c.,
The Bench of Magistrates,
W. El,YARD.
Windsor.
Colonial Secretary ?, Office,
Sydney, 2G July,

18G0.
Gentlemen,
With reference to a letter of the 24th instant, received this morning from Mr. Day, stating
that the District of Windsor has been again visited by another flood, I am directed to authorize you to
afford such immediate .temporal-}' relief as may he absolutely necessary, to Stich persons as may be
destitute or in distress from this cause, reporting as early as possible the steps taken by you in
consequence of this letter, and any expenses incurred.
I have, &c.,

The Bench of Magistrates,
Windsor.

W. ELYARD.

tsotomni secretary s Office,

„ ,
Sydney, 27 Mvember, 18G0.
Gentlemen,
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 24th instant, stating that the District of
Windsor has been again visited by another flood; I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to authorize
you to afford such immediate temporary relief as may he absolutely necessary, to such persons as mav
he destitute or in distress from this cause, reporting as early as possible the steps taken by you in
consequence of this letter, and any expense incurred.
_
.
I have, &c.,
The Bench of Magistrates,
W. ELYARD.
Windsor,

*

Sjiner: Thomu Richards, Gvrerument rrlutcr.—l B51.
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' extracts from the votes and proceedings of the
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes^No. 35.

Friday, 1 November, 1861.

9, Presbyterian Church Temporalities Act of 1837:—Dr. Lang moved, pursuant to notice,_
(1.) That a Select Committee bo “ appointed to” ascertain the circumstances in which
the Prosbytenan Church Temporalities Act of this Colony was originally passed by
the late Legislative Council, in the year 1837, and to suggest such measures as may
be deemed expedient and necessary, in the way of legislation, to heal the divisions to
which that Act has given rise among the Presbyterians of the Colony for upwards
of twenty years past.
1
(2.) That such Committee consist of the following Members, via.Mr. Dickson
Mr. Hay, Mr. Holt, Mr. Sadteir, Mr. Smart, Mr. Wilson and the Mover.
’
Debate ensned.
Mr. Dalgleish moved, That the Question be amended in Section (1.) by the omission
of all the words after the words “ appointed to,” with a view to the insertion in their
place of the wnrds “ investigate and report upon the origin and working of the
“ Presbyterian Church Temporalities Act of 1837,”
Debate continued.
■
Proposed Amendment by leave withdrawn.
Mr. Eedman then moved, That the Question bo amended in Section (1.) by the
omission of all the words after the words " appointed to,” with a view to the insertion
in their place of the words " consider and report upon the expediency of amending or
repealing the Act 8 William IV., No.-7.”
“
Question,—That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the Question,—put
and negatived.
.
■
Question,—That the words proposed to be inserted in the place of the words omitted
be there inserted,—put and passed.
Whereupon, Question,—
(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed to consider and report upon the expediency
of amending or repealing the Act 8 William IV., No. 7.
J
(2.) That such Committee consist of the following Members, viz.
Mr. Dickson
Mr. Hay, Mr. Holt, Mr. Sadleir, Mr. Smart, Mr. Wilson, and the Mover,—put and
passed.

Votes No. 39.

Friday, 8 November, 1861.

2, Presbyterian Churcn Temporalities Act of 1837:—Dr. Lang moved, without notice,
that the Select Committee, appointed to consider and report upon the expediency of
amending or repealing the Act 8 William IV., No. 7, have leave to'send for persons
and papers.
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 42.

1.

*

Thursday, 14 November, 1861.

*.*

*

*

*

*

#

Member of Legislative Council as WitnessMr. Wilson moved, That the following
Message be carried to the Legislative Council:—
Mr. President,

The Legislative Assembly having appointed a Select Committee " to consider
" and report upon the expediency of amending or repealing the Act, 8 William IV.,
“ No. 7,” and that Committee being desirous to examine the Honorable Samuel
Deane Gordon, Esquire, Member of the Legislative Council, in reference thereto,
requests that the Legislative Council will give leave to its said Member to attend
accordingly, on each day and days as shall be arranged between him and the said
Committee.
Jjegislative Assembly Chamber,
Sydney, 14 November, 1861.

Speaker.

Question put and passed.

9.

5) *y

4
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
.

■

*
'

'

^ -r

9. Member of Legislative Council as WitnessThe Speaker reported that the following
Message had been received from the Legislative Council:
Mr. Speaker,
,
In answer to the Message from the Legislative Assembly, dated the 14th
instant, requesting leave for the Honorable Samuel Deane Gordon, a Member of the
Legislative Council, to attend and be examined before a Select Committee of the
Legislative Assembly appointed “ to consider and report upon the expediency of
“ amending or repealing tbe Act, 8 William IV., No. 7," the Council acquaints the
Assembly that leave has been granted to its said Member to attend and be examined
by the said Committee, if he think fit.
Legislatiee Council Chamber,
W. C. WENTWORTH, .
^
Sydney, 14 November, 1861.
, President.

Votes No. 44.

Tuesday, 19 November, 1861.-

•

9. Presbyterian Church Temporalities Act of 18?,7
Mr. Wilson moved, wilhout notice,
That the Select Committee appointed on 1st November, to consider and report upon
the expediency of amending or repealing the Act 8 Will. 4, No. 7, be instructed also
to consider and report upon the expediency of amending or repealing the Act 4 Vic., ^
No. 18; and also that the Report of the Select Committee on the latter Act bo
referred to this Committee.
■
, Question put and passed.

r

Votes No. 73.

Wednesday, 8 January, 1862.

1

v

3. Presbyterian Church Temporalities Act of 1837
Mr. Wilson, as Chairman, brought
up the Report from, and laid upon the Table the Proceedings of, and Minutes of .
Evidence taken before, the Select Committee to whom this subject was referred on
the 1st November last.
1
Ordered to be printed.
■
,

r

1
-»i

- T
•>
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The^ Sklect'1 CdMMrri'Ei-] of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on
the 1st November last, “ to consider and report npon the expediency
“ of amending or repealing the Act 8 William IV, No. 7,” and
instructed on the 19th of same month “ also to consider and
“ report npon the expediency of amending or repealing the Act
“ 1 Vic,, No. 18,” and to whom was referred “ the lleport of the

“ Select Committee oh the latter Act,''—“ icith poicer to send for
<’ “ personsand papers,"—-have agreed to the following Report
f: f
t- 11 ^
: 1
r 1
'
' !,7Y .^^our'Committee have examined, first the Itev. Dr. Lang, a
Member, of i tins .Committee, to ascertain the circumstances in which
the Presbyterian Church Temporalities Act of 1837—of which the Act
of 1840 was merely an amendment—was originally passed by the
Legislative Council of the period ; and they have also examined,
on behalf of the unendowed portions of the Presbyterian Communion
of this Colony, the following witnesses, viz.:—The Rev. A. M‘Ewen
Sherriff, the Rev.- Adam Thomson, and the Rev. T. A. Gordon, as also
the Hon. S. JD. Gordon, John Richardson, Esq., Rowan Ronald, Esq.,
and Mr:rG. Brown; and on behalf of the Synod of Australia (the
endowed portion of the Presbyterian Communion), they have examined
the Rev. John Dougall, the Rev.'William Pinwes,. and the Rev. Hr.
Fullerton, and John Alexander, Esq.
Your Committee would direct attention, in the outset, to the
circumstances in which the Presbyterian Church Temporalities Act
was originally passed, “as“disclosed in the evidence of the first of
these witnesses.

In the early part of the year 1836 there wore only

five Presbyterian Ministers in the Colony receiving support from the
State—two of these Ministers were under charges of moral delinquency;
and as the Presbyterian Church was, in these circumstances, incapable
of efficient action, the Senior Minister asked and obtained leave of
absence to proceed to England, to procure additional Ministers, to
place the Church in future on a proper basis.

The Secretary of State

for the Colonies, and the Ecclesiastical Authorities of the Mother
Country, approved of the course which the Senior Minister had thus
taken, and not fewer than sixteen additional Ministers were sent out
at his instance.

Euring the absence, however, of the Senior Minister,

one of the other Ministers, along with the two under charge of moral
delinquency,

1124

6

.

delinquency, applied to the Government of the day for an Act of the
Legislative Council, professing to regulate the appointment of Trustees
to Presbyterian Churches receiving support from the State, and binding
the whole body hand and foot under a Parlimentary constitution.
This measure was urged through' the Legislature of the period with
such haste, that although it was only introduced into the Council on
the 30th of August, it was finally passed on the 9th of September,
1837; four of the additional Ministers who had been sent out from
Home having actually reached the Colony, before the passing of the
Act that was to bind their whole body for all future time; and the
other twelve, not one of whom was permitted to have a voice in the
matter, being close at hand.
The effect of this Act was to transform the Presbyterian Church
into a totally different body from what it was before, to deprive it
of itb freedom of action, and to originate and perpetuate divisions
which might otherwise have either never existed, or would have
been easily and speedily healed.

Three disruptions in this Colony,

and three in Victoria, which, at the passing of the Act of 1837, was
part and parcel of New South Wales, have been the result of the
passing of this Act.
The Pree Church of Scotland, wliich has upwards of 700
Ministers and a vast amount of property, has no such Act of Parlia
ment as the Presbyterian Church Temporalities Acts of this Colony ;
neither has the United Presbyterian Church—a body of upwards of
500 Ministers; and the General Assembly of the Irish Presbyterian
Church, although enjoying a Hegiv/m Donum, or quasi establishment
from the State, exactly similar to that of the Synod of Australia, has
no such enactment.
The 'whole of the witnesses on behalf of the unendowed portions
of the Presbyterian Communion give it as their decided opinion, that
no general union of the Presbyterians of this Colony can ever be
effected, till the Presbyterian Church Temporalities Acts of 1837 and
1840 are repealed, as any amendment of these Acts would be un
satisfactory ; and the whole of the witnesses on behalf of the Synod of
Australia are equally decided in expressing their opinion, that no such
repeal as is thus deemed indispensable can on their part be permitted.
Your Committee are therefore of opinion, that no general union
of the Presbyterians of the Colony, so as to incorporate the Synod of
Australia with the unendowed portion of the body, is at present
practicable; but they have failed to discover any valid reason why the
unendowed portions of the Presbyterian Communion should not unite
forthwith and form one body.
J. BOWIE WILSON,
Chairman.

Legislative Assembly Chamber,
Sychiey, 8 January, 1862.

MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

8

FRIDAY,

.

NOVEMBER,

1801.

Members Present :—

Dr- Lang)
[
Mr. Dickson.
In the absence of a Qnorum of the Committee, the meeting, called this day, lapsed.

12

TUESDAY,

NOVEMBER,

1861.

Members Present :—

:Dr- Lang,

[

Mr. Smart,

.

Mr. Wilson.
J. B. Wilson, Es^., called to the Chair.

■

Besolution of the House, appointing the Committee, on the Table.
‘
Copies of Act 8 U illiam IVv No. 7, before tbe Committee.
Committee deliberated as to their course of procedure
Ordered, That the Votes and Proceedings of the Legislative Council for 1837 be
laid before the Committee at the next Meeting.
9
[Adjourned to Thursday3nest, at Eleven o’clock.]

THURSDAY,

14

NOVEMBER,

1861.

Members Present :—

J. B. Wilson. Esq., in the Chair.
Dr. Lang,
Mr. Sadleir,
Mr. Holt,
Mr. Smart.
Vote rad Proceedings of tic LegieUtive Council for the year 1837 Wore tlio Com
mittee.

in Ms ptoc E"’ J01"' Dn"l”"> I'“S' D D-’ M,P- (l M'",ker °f llM OomnitoJ ornmioed
Resolved:—
T -, 3‘ T3at
Chairman m,oveJ in the House, that a Message be transmitted to the
Legislative Council, request,ng the attendance of Samuel Deane Gordon, K J”o
2; That the Chairman also move, in the House, that the Cbmmittee be further in
structed to consider and report upon the expediency of amending or repealing the Act 4
thS'tommfttee?3 ^ ^ th°
°f the SelcCt Comraittee on
Act be referred to

,

[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at

Eleven

WEDNESDAY, 20 NOVEMBER,

o’clock.]

1861.

Members Present :•—

J. B. Wilson, Esq., iu the Chair.
I)r- Lang>
|
Mr. Dickson,
Mr. Smart.

“w* U‘”'‘ ‘'“i

of the

To be further considered.
Bov. Arthur M'Ewcn Sherriff called in and examined. .
Kev. Adam Thomson called in and examined.
Kev. Thomas Acheson Gordon called in and examined.
[Adjourned to Tuesday next, at Eleven o’clock.]

TUESDAY,

26

NOVEMBER,

1861.

Member Present :—

Mr. Wilson.
In the absence of a Quorum, the Meeting, convened for this day, lapsed.

WEDNESDAY,

1126

8
WEDNESDAY,

4

DECEMBER,

1861.

Members Present:—

Dr. Lang,
Mr. Dickson,
Mr. Hay,

^r- Smart,
Mr. Holt,
Mr. Sadleir.

Committee met, pursuant to summons.
.
In the absence of the Chairman, Dr. Lang called to the Chair.
t p ona
Jokn Alexander, Esq, John Richardson, Esq., Rowan Ronald, Esq., J.P., and Mr.
George Brown, severally examined^^

fcD.C.,

attending by permission of the Lcgis-

lative CouEcil, examined*
Hoorn cleared.
.
4
,
.
Committee deliberated, upon the expediency of printing certain extracts appearing
in the Evidence given by Dr. Lang,—and
, ,
■p„;,ia„no
It was ifrsohjed,—That the extract matter be expunged from the Evidence.
[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at Eleven o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY,

11

DECEMBER,

1861.

Members Present :—

J. H. Wilson, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr, Dickson,
Mr. Smart,

I
|

Mr. Holt,
Mr. Sadleir,

Dr. Lang.
By direction of the Chairman, letter from Rev. T. A. Gordon (accompanying MS.
Evidence, relumed after revision), requesting that certain portions of his Evidence be cither
struck out, or that he be re-examined before the Committee, thus suppressing the former
examination altogether—read by the Clerk.
.
, w:i„noc rnr
Ordered, That the Evidence, as taken, be printed, and a copy sent to Witness for
further remarks, to be considered by the Committee.
The following Witnesses severally examined, _
_ , _
„
Rev. James Eullcrton, L.L.D.; Rev. Wm. Purvcs; and Rev. John Dougall.
Committee deliberated.
.
..__
Ordered, That printed copies of Evidence be circulated prior to next meeting.
f Adjourned.]

•

WEDNESDAY,

8

JANUARY,

1862.

Members Present :—

J. B, Wilson, Esq., in the Chair.
Dr. Lang,
|
Mr- Sadleir.
Committee met pursuant to summons.
.
.
,
r
In accordance with the order of the Committee at last meeting, printed copy of his
evidence, previously sent to Rev. T. A. Gordon, for revision ; and the same returned in duo
form.

,
Chairman laid before the Committee Draft Keport.
The same read.
Committee deliberated.
, ■
It was Resolved Mnanimousiy,—That the Report, as read, be the Report of the

Committee.
.
Chairman requested to report to the House,

■

LIST OP -WITNESSES.
PACE.

Alexander, John, Esq................................
Brown, Mr. George....................................
Dougall, Rev. John
..
..
PuUerton, Kev. James, L.L.D...................
Gordon, The Honorable Samuel Deane, M.L.C
Gordon, Kev. Thomas Aehesou ..
.■
Lang, Kev. John Dunmore, D.D.,
..
Furv'es, Kev. William
.........................
Kichardson, John, Esq.
..
••
Donald, Rowan, Esq...................................
Sherriff, Itev. Arthur M‘E wen ..
..
Thomson, Kev, Adam

.........................

10
15
31
18
17

8
1
20
11
H
5
C
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TAKES BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON THE

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH TEMPORALITIES
ACT OF 183T.

THURSDAY,

Mn. HOLT,
Mk. SADLEIR,

14

NOVEMBER,

©mem
j
j

1861.

' Mit. SMART,
Ma. WILSON.

JOHN BOWIE WILSON, Esq., in the Chair.
The Reverend John Dunmoro Lang, D.D., a Member of the Committee, examined in bis
place :—1. By the Chairman : I understand you are desirous of making to the Committee a state- Rev. J. D.
ment ot tUe circumstances under which the Presbyterian Church Temporalities Act of 1837 Lang, D.D.
was passed . i am.
, - ^
BtaUuncut1 0b^Ct tQ tIlat AOt ?

i:>erbaI)3 ^ou

reserve these questions till after my 14 Nov, 1SG1

^ 1;iDllr
t0 P™**3 TTiai it? 1 drived in the Colony as a regular]v
0!-‘ riw vU,'-StC1i
tLe. ^ mr,ch °f Scollan(3»t0 PIant the Presbyterian Church in connection
with that National Church in this Colony, in the month of .May, 1823. Certain difficulties iu
the way obliged mo jo proceed to England in the year 1824, for the settlement cf the Church.
I returned early in 1820, having made arrangements for bringing out another minister—the
Lite Reverend John McGarvie—who was settled first at Portland Head, and afterwards in
hydney. As the field was very extensive, and quite unoccupied beyond the two localities
that were thus supplied, I found it necessary, for tbe promotion of religion and education in
the Co ony, in connection with the Presbyterian Church, to make several voyages to England,
after the one I had originally made for the settlement of the Church, in 1824. These
vovages were made the first in 1830, the second iu 1833, and the third in 1830. The
reason for these repeated voyages Home was that the Church of Scotland was at that time
entirely destitute of everything like a. missionary spirit, and took no interest whatever in
the Colonies of the Empire.
Ibis was unfortunately the fact; and I could not at this
distance excite so much interest m my native land as to do the work that I had thus to go Home
to accomplish, three times successively, making four times altogether in the course of the first
fifteen years of my ministry. Unfortunately also, as the religious feeling was very low in
he Mother Church at the time that feeling extended itself to the licentiates who were likely
to go forth to the Colonies; the greater number of those who did respond to my appeals
being either persons of inferior standing in the Mother Country, or, as was the ease in
several instances, men of damaged reputation at Horae. However, I took the best I could
obtain, and found successively that those who were the least deserving had the best
ccr ificates. I brought out, in the year 1831, two additional ministers and three licentiates
of the Church of Scotland, to be engaged in tbe business of education in connection with
an institution then about to be formed, for which the Secretary of State at Home had given
the promise of assistance from the Colonial funds. One of these ministers was appointed to the
district of the Hunter, from which he was shortly thereafter Amoved to liathurst, the other
being stationed at Pitt Town and afterwards at Windsor. In 1834 I brought out other two
227—B
ministers.

.
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Bev. J. D. ministers, one of whom was stationed at Maitland, and tbe other at Bathurst; as also two
Lang, D.D. additional lieentiates, who engaged in the business of education in tbe institution of which
X have already spolten. From the circumstances, however, to which I have adverted, a whole
14 Nov., 1861. series of cases of clerical delinquency occurred in rapid succession in the Oolouial Presbyterian
Church, in consequence of which the Church sank into a state of complete paralysis, and
was utterlv incapable either of purifying or of reviving itself, without the addition of a large
quantity of fresh blood from tbe Mother Country. In these circumstances, I determined,
at all hazards, with the advice of those friends on whom I could rely, to undertake another
voyatje to England, to obtain a supply of additional ministers, to occupy the extensive field
which the Colony then presented. As a proof that, in taking this step, I enjoyed the
countenance and support of a large portion of the Presbyterians of the Colony at the time,
I beg to submit tbe following copy of an Address which was presented to me, in the
prospect of my leaving the Colony tor England, and which was signed by 167 heads of
families, including the three elders of the Scots’ Church, two Masters of Arts, Licentiates
of the Church of Scotland, and a Captain in the Army:—

“ COPY of a Testimonial addrta-ed to the Rev. John Dunmore Lang, D.D., of date, Sydney,

“ 14 April, 1636.
“ We, the undersigned elders, members of the committee of management, and seat holders of the
“ Scots’ Church, Sydney, do hereby, in the warmest and most affectionate manner, beg to express our
“ unqualified approbation of the anxious and unremitting exertions of our pastor, the Bcv. John Dun“ more Lang, D.D., as a Presbyterian minister, in preaching to us the Gospel of Our Lord and Saviour,
■* Jesus Christ, and we earnestly entreat that he wilt accept these our sincere acknowledgments for his
" exertions, and our earnest desire for Ins continuance in well-doing.
“ Here follow 167 signatures, chiefly heads of families, including two licentiates of the Churcn
'■ of Scotland, the Ecv. Robert WyMc, A.M, and the Itev. David Mackenzie, A.M., and three ciders
“ (being the whole number) of the Scots' Church, Sydney.”
_
My letter to Sir Richard Bourko, who wafi theu Governor of the Colony, with the
reply of the Colonial Secretary, I subjoin.
“ Sydney, 2D April, 1836.

‘Sir,

' It is with sentiments of tbe deepest regret that I feci myself called on to represent to
• your Excellency that the Presbyterian Church in these Colonies is at present in a state of unprccc' dented and extreme depression, and that it is my deliberate opinion and conviction that if some
1 vigorous effort is not immediately made for its revival, its speedy and entire extinction, in various
‘ important stations in both Colonies in which there is at present a fair prospect of its establishment
‘ and efficiency, will be the inevitable result.
,. _ ,
„
„ , , .
“ Your Excellency is well aware that, on my return to this Colony from England, in the year
• 1634, it was found neecssary to take immediate steps for removing from the pastoral charge of a
• Presbyterian Church in the interior one of the ministers of the Church of Scotland in this Territory,
• who had unfortunate] v rendered his continuance in that capacity altogether impracticaWc through his
1 own moral delinquency; and your Excellency is also aware.that, during my late visit to Van Diemen s
' Land, I was called on to take a prominent part in discharging.the same melancholy duty towards the
‘ ablest and tbe most influential of the Presbyterian ministers in that island,

“Fondly imagining that these unhappy instances of the rigour of 1 reshytemn discipline
' towards clerical offenders would suffice, as well for maintaining the high character of the Church
‘ of Scotland, as for maintaining a high standard of clerical decorum among the members of that
1 communion in these Colonies, your Excellency may conceive with what poignant regret I have felt
• mvself called on during the last few weeks to prefer charges of moral delinquency, arising from the
‘ intemperate use of ardent spirits, against no fewer than two of the five Presbyterian ministers who
‘ are now stationed in this Territory; such, however, I regret to inform your Excellency, is the fact,
‘and oppressed with the feeling of moral desolation which it necessariy occasions, and the prospect
1 which it presents of absolute ruin to those important interests for which I have sacrificed all my
‘ property and repeatedly risked mv life, and foregone everything in the shape of personal comfort for
' manv years past, I hog to add that I sec uo other remedy for a state of tbin.es apparently so utterly
’ hopeless, than my undertaking a fourth voyage to England, to procure an additional supply of Frcshy' tbrian ministers for both Colonies,
,
,
____ ..
„ ,
“ That such a. measure is absolutely necessary at the present moment for the preservation and
‘ revival of the Presbyterian Church in Van Diemen’s Laud, as well as in tins Cplony, I beg most
‘ respectfully to express my decided opinion, as 1 am confident from much experience of the past, that
‘the requisite supply of ministers cannot otherwise be procured for a series of years; and that *

■ service of such peculiar hardship should devolve upon myself individually, anses partly from the
‘ circumstance of my being tho senior minister of the Church of Scotland in the Australian Colonies,
‘ and from the experience I have already acquired in services of a similar kind. .
.
“ Trusting, therefore, that your Excellency will consider this as a case of imperious necessity, I
‘ do myself the honor to solicit leave of absence for fifteen months or thereby to proceed to England to
1 procure Presbyterian ministers for the various stations in connection with tho Church of Scotland
‘ that are now unoccupied in both Colonies, and thereby to secure such an accession of moral power
‘ and influence to the religions body to which I have the honor to.belong, as will at least enable it to
‘ keep itself uncontaminated from tho foul contagion of clerical delinquency—a task to which, I regret
' to inform your Excellency, it is at present unequal.
ir
i „
-+ ,
“ At the same time, as I cannot hut regard the case I have done myself the honor to submit to

■ your Excellency as one of dire necessity, and especially as I had no salary from the Government
■ when I first came to this Colony to promote the best interests of my Scottish countrymen throughout
• its Territory, I shall hold it my bounden duty os a minister of the Presbyterian Church, in the event
‘ of your Excellency’s not feeling authorized to grant me leave of absence a second time, to make an
'unconditional surrender to ypur Excellency of my salary as minister of the ..cots Church, leaving
' your Excellency to allow me to resume it or not, as your Excellency may deem expedient, on my
‘ return to the Colony.
T,
„

‘‘I have, &c„

■' JOHN DUNMORE LANG
* To His Excellency Sir Richard Bourko, K.C.B., &c."

“

Colonial

Secretary's Ojfee,
“ Sydney, 23 June, 1836.

Reyer^m directed by the Governor to inform you, in reply to the letter which you addressed to
*• His Excellencv on the 29th of 'April, that in granting yon leave of absence for fifteen months, for
“ which you apply so urgently, Sir Richard Bourke thinks it right to repeat to you what has already
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“ boon midB Itnown to you through His Excellenuy’s Private Secretary, that the Secretary of State for Rev, J, D.
“the Colonies has disapproved of such frequent absences from your clerical charge; and that the Lang, D.D.
“ G-jvemorcinnot answer for your being allowed any part ofyanr salary whilst you remain away. Upon
“ tiiis point you will have to take the commands of the Secretary of State in London.
„
“ His lOvedleuey svill issue one half of your salary to the Presbyterian clergyman approved by
“ the Kirk Session and confirmed by tbe Presbytery, who will be left to discharge your duty here.
“ With respect to the object of your journey, I am directed to inform you that, as there is now a
“ Presbytery established in the Colony, His Rxcellenoy conceives it will be for that body to recommend
“ to the local Covernmout for salary those Presbyterian ministers of whom the several congregations
“approve; and you are therefore to understand that, in giving you the leave of absence you
“ solicit, this Government does not in any way authorize or sanction the introduction into the Colony
“ of Presbyterian ministers of your selection, nor will that introduction give them any claim on tho
“ Government for employment of any kind,
"
“ I have, &c.,
" The Bcv. J. D. Lang, D.D,

“ ALEX JULEAT."

X accordingly proceeded to England in the month of July, 1836, During my stay (here I
was summoned, at tbe instance of the lale Sir William Molesworth, to give evidence before
the Transportation Committee of the House of Commons, of which Sir William was Chair
man ; and was examined at great length by that Committee for three days successively.
In consequence of the evidence I gave before this Committee on the subject of transportation,
which was then one of great interest in Parliament, I found my way very much cleared at
Downing-street, and Sir George Grey, who was then Under Secretary of State for the Colonies
and a Member of the Committee, took a great interest in the subjects X afterwards submitted
to him, so that, X obtained, with facility, she allowance tiiat was then granted from the Land
Fund of the Colony for all the X’resbyterian ministers, as many as sixteen, that had been
recommended at my instance for emigration to this Colony. Sir E-ichard Bourke’s General
Church Act having just been passed about the time I left the Colony, rendered the settle
ment of such ministers much more easy than it would have been before. Four of the ministers
who were sent out in consequence of my voyage Homo in 1836 arrived before myself iu tho
following year, and twelve more accompanied me on my return- We arrived in Sydney on
the 3rd of December, 1837 j and it was in these circumstances—during my own absence, as
the senior minister of the Church, and while other sixteen ministers were at the very door—four
of them actually in the Colony—that the Presbyterian Church Temporalities Act of 1837
was passed, at the instance of only four ministers, of whom two were at the very time under
charges for intemperance. As will bo seen from the Yotesand Proceedings of the Legislative
Council of tho period, tbe Bill for this Act was presented by the Governor to the Legislative
Council on the 30th August, 1837, when it was read a first time ; it was read a second time
on the 5th September, and appointed to be considered in Committee on the 6th ; and it was
read a third time and passed on the 9th September, 1837. The Act professed to be merely
intended to regulate the appointment of trostees to Presbyterian Churches, but that, I am
confident, was a mere pretext. It was, in fact, an Act of Parliament giving a constitution
to the Presbyterian Church for all time coming, passed at a time when four of the additional
ministers had landed in the Colony, for they were hero some time before myself, and when
the other twelve were almost at the door. These then were the circumstances in which this
Act was passed ;—it was passed when the Presbyterian Church in the Colony had fallen into a
complete state of abeyance, and when the Government were quite aware of the fact from
my letter to Sir Richard Bourke. The authorities in Downing-street received my represen
tations, and acted upon them to the fullest extent; but when I arrived in the Colony ifound
this Act of Council, which had been passed in post haste only a few weeks before, and in the
extraordinary circumstances I have stated, for the government of our body iu all time coming.
4. By the Chairman: Have you any objections to the provisions of the Act itself? I have
very strong objections to the Aet of 1837.
5. Will you ho kind enough to state them to the Committee ? In the first place the
Aet was passed when the Church was in a state of complete paralysis, through clerical
delinquency; when it was unable to purify or to manage itself. In the second place it
was passed when sixteen ministers, who had been appointed at Home, were close at hand;
four of them having actually landed in the Colony before the Act was passed. All of these
ministers had each an undoubted right to be consulted before auy legislative enactment,
binding their body for all future time, had becn passed by the Legiaiaturc. The Legislature
were not ignorant, of the state of things in the Presbyterian Church when I left the Colony,
or of my reason for doing so, and their o.oncurring in such an Aet was a monstrous pro
ceeding, unprecedented iu any country that I have ever heard of; besides, all t had done in
the matter had been cordially approved of by the authorities at Home, as was evident from
their sending out so many additional ministers at my instance, But I object to this Aet,
not so much from anything positively evil in it; for it is not necessary to make an Act of
the Legislature unadvisable or had that there should be something positively objectionable
in it; if it is simply not necessary for the benefit of those for whom it is passed, it is an evil,
as a restriction of the natural liberty of those concerned, and may be a great grievance, as
the Act in question was in this case. I may state, for the information of the Committee, how
the matter stands in other ecclesiastical bodies of the Presbyterian communion. The Free
Church of Scotland has now seven hundred ministers, with a vast amount of property created
within the last fifteen years ; but it has no Act of Parliament, nor ever will have. It would
not have anything of the sort. Such an Act would hamper its movements, and obstruct its
progress to a certainty, although there was nothing positively objectionable on the face of it.
Tbe United Presbyterian Church of Scotland—a very large body of Presbyterians, having
upwards of five hundred ministers—has no Act of Parliament; it is therefore free and
unfettered, as tho Presbyterian Church in this Colony was before I went Home in 1836.
The English Presbyterian Church—scattered over tho whole extent of England, for the
benefit of the numerous Scotchmen residing in that country—has no Act of Parliament either,
and

'
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and is equally free and unfeUered in its action. All these three ecclesiastical bodies, bolding
.1). t|ie jttmdards of tbe Church of Scotland, but unconnected with the State, have no Acts of J’ar^ liament, and get no assistance from the State. But the Irish Presbyterian Church, having
14 3nov., 180 . jj.s prjncjpai stations iu the province of Ulster, has, equally with the Synod of Australia in
this Colony, a (jrwasi establishment; it has what is colled a reyiuni donum, and has had it
since the era of King 'William III, for about 170 years now. It has, exactly like the portion
of the Presbyterian Church in connection with the Synod of Australia in this Colony, a
quasi establishment, receiving support or endowment from the State; but it has no Act
of Parliament—it is free and unfettered; and the consequence of such a state of things is that it
has made frequent, extraordinary, and successful efforts for its self-purification and for its
self-rectification, which would otherwise have becu impiacticable. Bor instance, about thirty
years ago it was found that the Arian or Unitarian heresy had embedded itself among the
Presbyterian Ministers of Ireland to a very considerable extent, and a great effort was accord
ingly made to purify the Church, and to maintain its adherence to the Westminster Confession
of Faith and the other standards of the Presbyterian Church in England and Scotland.
Those efforts, as I have stated, proved successful, although the body divided itself into two,
and the Arian and Unitarian portion formed a separate communion. The majority remained
true to the old standards; but the Arian portion continued to get their endowment from the
State, as they had done for a long period before. The majority only wanted entire separation
from them, that they might effect their own self-purification ; and they did so effectually ;
for the state of that Church at the present moment, as compared with what it was thirty
years ago, is wonderfully improved. The Arian or Unitarian portion receives endowment
from the State just as they did before ; but the separation was effected easily and peacefully,
just because there is no Presbyterian Church Temporalities Act for Ireland as there is for
Australia. There is nothing, at least there is very little, positively objectionable on the
face of that Act itself; but its existence is a prodigious grievance. It hits fettered and
paralysed the Church from that day until this. It lias caused three separate disruptions in
this Colony and three in Port Phillip, which was an appendage of New South Wales at the
time when that Act was passed.
6. Will you be kind enough to state to tho Committee what would have hcen the result of
your own movement, provided this Act had not been passed ? On my return to the Colony in
1837, when I found that this Act had been passed, rendering the Church totally different from
what it was before, I, in common with tho majority of ministers who had come out with me,
refused to enter the Presbytery at all, and formed an ecclesiastical body distinct from it,
called the Synod of New South Wales; and there is no question that, if the Government
had allowed the Presbyterian Church at that period the same freedom that has been allowed
all along in Ireland, there would have been no permanent disruption—that the Chuich
would very soon have purified itself. I ascribe all the evils of our condition for the last
twenty-four years, both in New South Wales and Port Phillip, to the existence of that Act;
and yet there is nothing, at least there is very little, on the face of it, positively objectionable.
7. Then, provided this Act had not been passed, all the Presbyterian Churches in this Colony
would have been on the same footing as this Synod of Now South Wales? As to Govern
ment support, do you mean ?
8. No, as to their internal government ? Yes. The majority would have followed the same
course as the majority of the Presbyterian Church in Ireland, when it was broken asunder by
the prevalence of the Arian or Unitarian heresy. The existence of that heresy in its midst
led to the disruption of the body; but, as the Arian ministers had previously been in the receipt
of salaries from the State, the other ministers who adhered to the old standards, did not interfere
with them ; they allowed the Government to do just as they pleased with them ; only they
were thenceforth separated from them entirely. And the result has been that the portion
of the body retaining the old standards has progressed and prospered wonderfully during
the last thirty years, while the other has been going down. And so it would have been
here. The majority of the ministers who came out with me in 1837 would have pursued
just such a course as the Irish Presbyterian Church has done, and would have left the mass
>
of pollution that had got into the ministry—the drunken ministers and those who
supported them—to do the best they could for themselves, and the Government could have
given them such aid os it chose. But this Act interposed and rendered such an arrange
ment impracticable.
0. By Aff. Sadleir: Then I suppose you object principally to the seventh clause of this Act,
providing for the vesting of the property of the Church in trustees? There was no necessity
for the Act whatever. The numerous ministers that were sent out with the concurrence of the
Secretary of State, and whose passage was paid from the Band Fund, had, every one of them,
a right beforehand to give his opinion, first, on the question whether the Act was required
at all—and on this point I am confident they never would have allowed ony Act to be
passed ; and then whether this Act was a proper one, supposing it had been decided that
tliere should he an Act.
10. By Mr, Smart: Bo you think the Government, who have granted the land for churches
and parsonages, and the salaries of the ministers, would have made those grants if this Act
had not been passed. Might not this Act have been looked upon as supplementary to tlm
General Church Act, so far as the 1'resbyterians were concerned? No, there was no
necessity for the Act, because the Government could have continued, under the General
Church Act, to grant salaries to Presbyterian ministc-s, as they do to Episcopalian clergy
men or to Homan Catholic priests, wherever there was a congregation. The Government
docs not inquire what is the discipline of the body receiving support from the State. There
is not a syllable in the General Church Aet about any particular mode of Church Govern
ment. The object of tbe Governmcut iu that Act was to provide for the religious instruction
of
j.
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of the people generally; and if the Government had acted towards us as the Imperial Rjv, J. ]).
Government does in Ireland, whore there is no Act of Parliament to fetter the movements of
P-P*
the body, the result would have been the same.
11. In granting laud for building churches, could the Government have recognized a body
not provided for by Aet of Parliament. The Act provides who the trustees shall he, and
how they shall he elected? The General Church Act provides for that. The Roman
Catholics have no Temporalities Act to this day. They were wiser in their generation.
PI. liy Mr. Holt: The Church of England has? The Church of England has; but the
ChurJi of England is under a very different system of government. The Bishop of the
Church of England is like a .Major-General in tbe army; he has all the rest of the clergy
subject to his control; but iu the Presbyterian Church it is quite different; our Ecclesias
tical constitution may be called republican ; and there is, therefore, a greater likelihood that
an Act of Parliament will derange the free movement of the system.
13. By Mr. Sadleir: Have any other clergymen of your Church objected to this Act? Oh,
yes. At present, as the Committee arc, perhaps, aware, there is a movement for the union
of all Presbyterian denominations in the Colony. The divisions that have arisen among
our body have originated, as I have stated, in this Act; but the great cause of division at
Home lias been the connection with the State. That has given rise successively to disrup
tions and separations, from the State interfering with the freedom of action of the Church.
That was the cause of the great disruption which originated the Free Church.
14. By tlic CTutman.* And to previous disruptions also? Every one of them. I was
present at the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland in Slay last, and there was a
unanimous expression of desire that the Presbyterians of the Colonics should merge their
differences, and unite in forming one general Presbyterian Church, unconnected ostensibly
with any body at Home, but in friendly relation with all. I was also present in the General
Assembly of the Free Church, held about the same time, and the same expressions were
given utterance to there. And that is tho desire of all the lay members of our communion,
I believe, without exception ; but the existence of such an Act as this prevents anything of
the kind ; there cannot be a union until this, and another Act that was based upon it, are
repealed.

lb. By Mr. Sadleir : Can you state in wbat way,these differences arise from this Act ? Yes;
this Act gives a monopoly to certain ministers, on account of their connection with the
Established Church of Sc.Aland, to which connection the other portions of the Presbyterian
body are strongly opposed ; it gives them salaries also from the State, on the ground of that
connection exclusively, which salaries are relused to others.
16. To those who do not hold, in fact, under this Act? Yes, Then there is a portion of
our body who object to State support altogether; and I have, as a matter of expediency,
done so myself for the last eighteen years.
,
17. By Mr. Holt: Do you think it is possible to amend this Act? I do not think it
capable of any amendment. The only mcasuic that would prove of a healing character, at
present, is the repeal of all legislation relative to the Presbyterian Chureb, leaving it under
the General Church Aet, so long as any ministers of the body receive salaries from the
Government at all, or so long as Parliament chooses to maintain them.
18. By Mr. Sadleir: Y on consider this Act to stand in the way of a general union of the
Presbyterian Church ? Decidedly.
<
19. It gives a monopoly to one section of the Church ? Yes; and it binds that section to a
body with which the others refuse to be connected.
20. By the CJatVwien .* Have you anything farther to state to-day? Nothing farther.
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.

The Reverend Arthur McEwen Sherriff called in and examined :—
Yes.
Rev. Arthur
22. To what section of the Presbyterian Church iu this Colony do you belong ? To the
McEwen
Presbyterian Church of Eastern Australia.
.
Sherriff.
23. That is the body which is generally called the Free Church ? It is popularly called the '----Free Church, but that is not the right name.
20\ov., 18G1.
24. Is there anything in the doctrine, discipline, or worship of the section of the Presbyterian
■
Church to which you belong, different to that of any other section of tbe Presbyterian
Church in the Colony ? I do not think there is.
25. Is there anything in tlsc state or circumstances of this Colony to prevent the different
sections of tho Presbyterian communion—agreeing as they do in doctrine, discipline, and
worship—uniting together and forming one body ? I think not.
26. Arc you aware that there is an Act in force in this Colony commonly called the Pres
byterian Church Temnoniiiies Act ? I am.
* •
27. In your opinion dnes that Act form any barrier to the anion of the various Presbyterian
bodies iu this Colony ? I think it does.

21. By the Chairman: You are a Presbyterian Minister ?

28.
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Rev. Arihiiv 28. ])o you think that it acts as a complete harrier to their union ? So long as it continues.
Sheriff1'
■^*len wou^ you a^vise tl'6 repealing of that Act ? I think it is absolutely necessary,
'
if there is to be union among the various Presbyterian bodies here.
'^nl^ y°u
union is very desirable ? 1 think it is.
^ ov.,
.
What effect do you think union would be likely to have upon the Presbyterian Churches—
would it tend to increase their general usefulness f I think it would very much, especially
in the country districts.
32. You say especially in the country—I suppose you mean that there being comparatively
so few Presbyterians in tbe Colony—their being divided into so many different branches—
tends, in a great measure, to curtail the usefulness of the clergymen of each in particular
localities P Yes; sometimes there may be three Presbyterian ministers in a district where
perhaps only one can be supported.
S3. Supposing the obstacle presented by this Temporalities Act to be removed, do you think
there is any probability of union taking place among the Presbyterians of the Colony ? It
would be more probable, at any rate.
_ _
34. There has been, among a large body of Presbyterians, a disposition evinced towards
union ? There has.
35. Are you aware of any other obstacle with the exception of this Act ? Although the
Temporalities Act were abolished, the Synod of Australia might still remain in connection
with the Established Church of Scotland, and, of course, tiiat would still be a barrier; but I
think the Temporalities Act the greatest barrier, because it is very natural that the Synod
should he afraid that if they leave the Established Church they may lose their temporalities,
whereas if that Act were abolished they would not be under that fear.
36. Do you think that if the Presbyterians were united into one independent body there
would be any probability of other denominations uniting with them, such as the Congregationalists ? I scarcely think so.
37. Are you aware that an Act was passed in 1840 to amend the Temporalities Act P Yes,
that is the Act making over the temporalities of the Presbytery of New South Wales to the
Synod of Australia.
38. That Act does not alter the features of the case ? No.
39. Consequently the remaiks you have made with regard to the Act itself will equally well
apply to the amended Act P 1 think so.
40. By Mr. Dickson: Did I understand you to say that the Act is a complete barrier to
union ? I think it is, so long as it continues.
41. If the Act were repealed do you think that all obstacles to union would be removed?
Not all, because the Synod of Australia might remain in connection with the Established
Church of Scotland, and that of course would be a barrier still.. It is their connection with
the Established Church of Scotland that is the great barrier.
42. By the Chairman: You state that the connection of the Synod of Australia with the
Established Church of Scotland would form a barrier—is there any advantage further than
temporal advantages derived by the Presbyterians in the Colony who are in connection
with that Church from such connection ? Of course, when they are connected with the
Established Church of Scotland, they might go. Home and get parochial charges, whereas if
the connection came to an end the Established Church might disown them. There is the
possibility at least of this.
43. Supposing the Presbyterians here to unite in one body, an ordained clergyman of tbe
Church of Scotland who came out here and became a minister of this united body, need not
absolutely sever all connection with the Church that licensed or ordained him? When he
joins our Church he becomes amenable to our jurisdiction.
44. While here 7 While here, of course.
45. Do you not think the General Assembly of the Cburcb of Scotland would very willingly
give up their jurisdiction temporarily over a minister in such circumstances?
I am not
quite sure that they would. I do not think they are very favourable to union.
46. I have been informed that a decided opinion was expressed at the meeting of the General
Assembly of the Church of Scotland, in favour of the desirability of union among tbe Pres
byterians in the Colonies? I am aware that a decided opinion in its favour was expressed
at the meeting of the General Assembly of the Free Church, but I am not aware that'it was
so at the General Assembly of the Established Church of Scotland.
47. You are not aware that it was not the case ? I believe they did say something to this
effect,—that the Church in connection with them in Victoria, had done nothing worthy of
censure in uniting with tbe other Presbyterian bodies in that Colony, but I am not sure
whether that was the decision of the Geueral Assembly, or merely part of the report of the
Colonial Committee, through its Convener.

Rev. Adam
Thomson.
e—>,s—\
20 Nov,, 18GI.

The Reverend Adam Thomson called in and examined :—
48. By the Chairman : Youaro a Presbyterian Minister ? I am.
40. To what section of the Australian Church do you belong ? To tbe United Presbyterian
Church.
50. You are aware that the Presbyterian body in this Colony is divided into various sections ?
I am.
51. Arc you aware whether there is any difference among them in doctrine, discipline, or
worship ? There is no difference that I am aware of which should, in my opinion, keep them
separate.
52. Is there anything in tho state of circumstances in this Colony, seeing that these various
bodies of Presbyterians agree in doctrine, discipline, and worship, to prevent their union ?
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Tho circumstance of tbe Synod of Australia being connected with the Established (Ihurch of Her. Adam
Scotland is, of course, a hindrance in the way of ils union with other bodies. So long as 1]l0,ns0n‘
that connection continues, a union could not take place ; the other Scotch Presbyterian
bodies in the Colony having seceded, in their parent Churches, from the Established Church 20 lsTov-':I8G1of Scotland.
53. You are aware of the Presbyterian Church Temporalities Act, passed in the year 1837 ?
I have read that Act.
54.-Does that form a barrier to union ? 1 do not know tiiat it creates a barrier, but it
proceeds upon the fact which constitutes, in my view, the barrier, namely, the fact of the
Synod of Australia being connected with the Church of Scotland, and subject to its juris
diction.
55. Provided the Synod of Australia resigned its connection with the Established Church of
Scotland, but this Church Temporalities Act still remained in force—do you think it would
then form a 'barrier to the union of the different Presbyterian Churches hero ? I should
think it would ho necessary, in the event of the Synod "f Australia disconnecting itself with
the Church of Scotland, that legislation should follow, in order to secure to the congrega
tions of the Synod their enjoyment in continuance of the property which they hold under
that Act, as being in connection with the Church of Scotland, or which at least, they are
recognized by the Act as holding in that connection. Their holding the property, I suppose,
would be endangered while the Act continued in force, if their connection with the
Established Church of Scotland should cease ; and just as in that Act their present connec
tion with the Church of Scotland is assumed and proceeded upon, so I think it would be
necessary, if the tie were severed, that there should he some fresh legislation to recognize
and proceed upon the severance of tho tie, and to secure them in all their former rights.
56. Do you not think it would be an advantageous step in the first instance, to take away
this Colonial obstacle, by repealing this Act ? I do not feel quite competent to give an
opinion on that matter. I am not aware whether it might not be better for the Synod of
Australia, in the first place to give forth its own judgment as to the desirableness of the
existing connection betwixt it and the Chureh of Scotland ceasing, before the Legislature
should proceed to take action in that direction.
57. Do you think it is advisable for Parliament to legislate on these matters in general ?
I think it is very unadvisable.
58. Do you not think this Chureh Temporalities Act is an Act, if I may use the expression,
of class legislation—legislating for one section of the Presbyterian Church, and not for
another? Decidedly so, if it confers any peculiar privileges; and, so far as my own con
victions go—and I may add the convictions of the great body of the United Presbyterian
Church in Scotland, with which I am connected—legislation in any case for the endowment
of any portion of the Christian Church is unseriptural and wrong.
59. Then, under those circumstances, you could not advise legislation even in this Colony on
these subjects ? Excepting for the purpose of doing away the legislation that already exists.
60. You would recommend an Aet to repeal the Act which already exists ? Quite so.*
61. Do you think any very groat and beneficial results would arise from the union of the
various Presbyterian bodies in this Colony? I think such results might be Yery confidently
hoped for.
62. Do you think a union would increase the usefulness of individual clergymen throughout
the Colony ? I think so,
63. And thereby supply a great want that at present exists, iu the interior, especially ? Yes.
In point of fact it is very undesirable that there should be separation where there are all the
materials for union. .Union, instead of the existing separation, might be expected to give
strength to the Presbyterian cause; at present the strength of ttie Presbyterian body is
very much frittered away and lost by division. In many districts two or three ministers
are stationed where the labours of one minister might accomplish the same result. In tho
event of a union the funds of the Chureh would thus be very materially saved, and might
be turned to account in the way of providing religious ordinances for districts where they
are not provided at present. In addition to that, union would tend to promote what of
course it would bespeak—greater charity and brotherly kindness on the part of Christian
ministers and people of the different sections of the Church towards one another. In that
way, by exhibiting one of the most Important graces of Christianity; it might be expected to
advance the cause of Christianity itself. Besides, when Christian love is called forth in
any one direction, it is always more likely to be energetic in every other direction ; and if
once you had the different sections of the Presbyterian Church united in this Colony, you
might expect them, under the influence of the same love which brought them together, to
shew greater zeal, and put forth greater efforts for the advancement of the spiritual interests
of the Colony.
64. Would not many of tbe advantages yon have now stated be gained by tbe different sections
of the Presbyterian Church to whom this Temporalities Act does not apply, if they were to
unite, even though the Synod of Australia should keep aloof? To a certain extent, most
undoubtedly, those advantages would be sreured; but it is desirable, of course, that they
should be secured on as wide a scale as possible. I may state that there might he a difficulty
in the way of union between the Synod of Australia and other Presbyterian bodies, which
does not exist in the way of the union of those other bodies with one another. The fact of
the Synod of Australia receiving, and solely of Presbyterian bodies in New South Wales
receiving State aid, might create a difficulty in the way of union betwixt it and the other

sections
• On revision:—If, as I have said, it confers any peculiar privileges. I have been assuming, how
ever; that this individual Act simply regulates, on principles common to all classes, the way in which

a particular body shall hold the property belonging to it.
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JJov. Adam sections of the Presbyterian Church, although it seems to me that, under the influence of
iliomson, becoming Christian forbearance and Christian charity, even that difficulty might be gut over,
„
end a union bo brought about to comprehend all the sections of the Presbyterian body.
-OJsov., 1SG1, 05_ .By Mr. Dickson: How many sections is the Presbyterian body divided into in New
South Wales? There is, first of all, the Synod of Australia j there is the Synod of Pastern
Australia; there is the Synod of New South Wales; there is my own body, the United
Presbyterian Church, which, I am sorry to say, is only represented at present by one
congregation and one minister—although it is a very largo and influential body in Scotland,
and one of the three bodies there that may be said to divide the laud amongst them ; and
there is a Church at Balmain, of which Mr. Gordon is minister, and which is not connected
with any Presbytery or Synod in the Colony or at Home, but holding Presbyterian principles
and likely to enter into a general uuiou, could such be brought about.
00. Were any or all of those sections in existence when this Temporalities Act was passed ?
I believe there was only one Presbyterian body in existence at that time.
G7. This Temporalities Act affects, of course, the properly of the Presbytenan body wbicb
existed at that time ? It attaches the property of the Synod of Australia to that body, as
connected with the Church of Scotland, and in that way attaches it, in point of fact, to the
Church of Scotland.
G8. This body, in connection with the Church of Scotland, was the only body that then
existed ? The only ono which existed at that time.
69. And there is still a body of Presbyterians here in connection with tho Church of
Scotland ? Yes,
70. Do you think this Act ought to he repealed, without legislation for the disposal and
protection of the temporalities of the Church ? 1 think it would be quite necessary, if the
Act were repealed, that there should be some provision made for securing to the Churches
the property that at present belongs to them.
71. You think it would be necessary that some legislation should take place? That some
legislation should take place for recognizing the new state of things, and continuing the
property to the Churches to which it at present belongs.
72. I think I understood you to say there were other obstacles to the union of the Presby
terian bodies apart from this Act—State aid? State aid is another very serious hindrance ;
but one, in alt tbe circumstances, which I think a little Christian charity and mutual
forbearance might get over; for, first of all, matters might be so arranged as not to involve
the compromise of individual convictions; and next, I think that if the different Presby
terian bodies in this Colony held a little more kindly intercourse, that individual section of
PresbyteYians which alone receives State aid, would come to find that it might dispense with
it; and the1 issue would bo a united Church, unconnected with the State, and doing much
more energetically and effectively, by the Divine blessing, the great work of the Church,
than can bo expected in present circumstances.
73. By Dr. 'Lang : You have stated that, in the event of the Presbyterian Church Tempo
ralities Act, and the amended Act of 1840, being lepealed, you think it would bn requisite
'
to have further legislation, to preserve or regulate the property of the body holding under
this Aet ? So it appears to me.
74. Are "you aware that there is a previous Act to either of these, called the General
Church Act of Sir Bichard Bourke, passed in 1836, that regulates the property of the
religious denominations receiving State aid, independently altogether of the particular
communions to which tho different Churches belong? 1 merely know that there is sue]] an
Act, but I am not acquainted with its details. It is quite possible it may be of such a
nature as to make fresh legislation unnecessary, were the Acts of lb.37 and 1840 repealed;
but judging simply from these two latter Acts, which alone I have read, 1 should suppose
that the property of ono of the sections of the Picsbyterian Church in this Colony might
be endangered, were the connection to be severed betwixt that Church and the Established
Church of Scotland, without some additional legislation to preserve the tenure of the
property.
75. But supposing that the General Church Act of 1836 secures the property of any
religious society or Church in the Colony, independently of the denomination to which it
belongs, do you think that any special legislation would he requisite in such circumstances ?
In that case certainly not.

The Kcverend Thomas Achcson Gordon called in and examined:—
Itev. T. A. 76. By the Chairman: You are a Presbyterian Minister? Yes.
Gordon,
ip0 wjjat, section of the Presbyterian Church in the Colony do you belong?

My
congregation is unconnected with any existing Presbyterian body.
20Aov.,lS(ij. 7g_ Is there anything in your doctrine, discipline, or worship, different from that of other
Presbyterian bodies? No, not in the least.
79. Are you aware whether any of the Presbyterian Churches in the Colony differs from
the rest in doctrine, discipline, or worship ? There is none that I am aware of.
80. Is there anything in the peculiar state of circumstances in this Colony which would
prevent tho different sections of Presbyterians uniting into one body ? There is not, except
it arises out of the Act now under consideration—the Church Temporalities Act,
81. There is nothing in their doctrine, discipline, or mode of worship, that would prevent
them ? Nothing, as far as I can see.
82. Do ynu think the Act passed in 1837, binding the Synod of Australia to the established
Chureh of Scotland, is an obstacle to union ? I should think it would be. At tbe same
time
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time, I must say that I have not had an opportunity of reading the Act, and therefore ! Rev. T. A.
can speak only from hearsay with respect to it; but if the Act be of such a nature as Gordon.
I have heard, I think it would operate to prevent a union.
83. Do you think that any Act that would have for its object the regulation of the temporal 20 Nov., 1861.
affairs of Presbyterian Churches and Chapels connected with the Church of Scotland in the
Colony of New South Wales—which is the purport of this Act of 1837—would be an obstacle
to the union of Presbyterians in the Colony generally? Yes, I think it would. For
instance, my own congregation, I think, would be unwilling to unite on terms on which the
property belonging to themselves would be vested in the Synod of Australia under this Act.
I know that is the opinion of my own congregation on the matter, for we have within
the last few weeks been getting our trust deed prepared ; and it was affirmed that we
must not at any time form a union with any body that would endanger our property and
take it out of our own control.
84. Is there any other obstacle that stands in the way of the union of Presbyterian bodies
in this Colony ? I cannot see anything that should be an obstacle. The matter of State
Aid I think could be arranged on the same principle as in Victoria and Canada; or the
objection taken out of the way by the repeal of Sir Richard Bourke’s Act, or that portion
which relates to endowments.
85. Are you of opinion that the union of the various Presbyterian bodies in the Colony
would be a very great advantage not only to Presbyterians but to the Colony generally ? 1
think so. As far as the Presbyterian body are concerned, I do not see how they can do
their portion of the Church’s work without union.
86. You arc of opinion that it would make the labour of individual clergymen much more
efficient for good than at present, if such a union existed ? Decidedly.
87. It would extend their sphere of action ? Yes, it would act beneficially, as far as I can
see, in every direction. A different spirit would bo manifested towards one another from
that which is evinced now that we are separated and splintered up into so many small
sections, regarding one another with but a small measure of confidence, from not knowing
one another; in fact we arc not brought together.
$8. There is not that brotherly love existing among you that ought to exist? No.
89. In short, I gather from your evidence that you are of opinion that it would be for the
advantage of Presbyterianism in the Colony, if the Temporalities Act of 1837 and the
Act of 1840 amending it were repealed ? Yes, if that Act would endanger, in any measure,
the property of the bodies who might unite with the Synod of Australia to form one
Presbyterian Church, and I am led to believe it would.
90. By Mi'. Dickson: \ou have not read these Acts ? No; I have not had an opportunity
since I received the summons to attend here. I have been so busily engaged that I could
not get possession of a copy of the Act, and I expected to have been here in time to peruso
it this morning before being examined.
9L Then of your own knowledge you know no reason why the Act should bo repealed?
• It is my impression, from what I have heard on the subject, that it should be repealed, if
its repeal would be no loss to the Synod of Australia, and that in such a case it would
be generally beneficial.
92. Is it under this Act of 1837 and the Act of 1840 that the Synod of Australia hold
their properties ? I believe so.
93. Would you recommend the repeal of this Act without further legislation with reference
to those properties ? If the various Church properties are secured to the congregations
holding them under tho standards of the Presbyterian Church—secured by any previous
legislation, then any legislation in the future would be unnecessary. That, however, is a
legal question. I answer only on the supposition that it (that is, security) is provided for
otherwise.
,
94. You are not aware that it is provided for ? Only in so far as I was led to that inference
by tho questions put by Dr. Lang to Mr. Thomson.
95. By Dr. Lang: You are aware of the General Church Act, as it is called, passed under
Sir Uichard Bourke’s administration, in 1836, distinct from tho special Acts ? I have heard
of it, but never read it.
96. Supposing that Act to secure tho property of any particular Church or Society to the
body holding that property, do you think any other special legislation would be requisite?
No ; if it secures it to that body as a body holding tho standards which the Presbyterian
Churches have adopted, that is, the Confession of Faith, &c.; but without that security I
think there should ho some provision, as 1 have seen Church property slipping away to other
bodies that have held doctrines the very opposite. If it bo secured by Sir Richard Bourke’s
Act to congregations holding the Westminster Standards, I do not see that any further legis
lation would he necessary.
97. Is there no other way of securing Church property to the body originally in possession cf
it, but by an Act of Parliament? I think it might be done by individual trust deeds.
98. Are you aware whether the Presbyterian Church in Ireland has any Act of Parliament
securing its property ? No, it has not.
99. Dow is the property of that body secured ? I have known two or three cases where
there have been trust deeds securing the property to the congregation holding the West
minster standards, and that I think has becu lound effectual. I have known some instances
where Church property was saved from lapsing into the hands of the remonstrant Synod, under
those deeds.
J
100. Do you think, then, that the Law of the land provides a mode of securing Church property
to the parties originally in possession of it, without any special Act of ParTiament? Yes, if
they had proper trust deeds I think it would.
227—C
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Rev. T. A, 101. Is there any Act of Parliament, do yon know, securing the property of tho Free Church
Gordon. jn gc0{ian(j p j ijaye never heard of it.
102. Is there any Act of Parliament securing the property of the Presbyterian Churches in
20 Nov., 1861. England ? No special Act that I have heard of.
103. It is merely done through the operation of the Law of the land ? Yes.
104. Model trust deeds, securing the property to the proper parties ? Yes, that is my
impression. At least we feel perfectly secure that our own property, which is held under a
deed of trust, is as safe from alienation as if it were protected by a special Act of
Parliament.
105. You do not consider, then, that any other special legislation is necessary, to remove the
existing obstacle to union, but the repeal of the existing Act ? No, I do not know of any.
I do not know whether all the congregations connected with the Synod of Australia hold
under that Act—if all their property is vested under the Church Act or not; but if there be
any case where the repeal of the Temporalities Act would leave the congregation's property
unprotected, there should be some provision mado for scouring it. It might be done by a
new trust in connection with a model trust deed for the whole body. I do not think there
would be any danger to Church property by simply repealing the Act.
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■ John Alexander, Esq., called in and examined :—
J. Alexander, 106. By the Chairman: Are you aware that there are two Acts commonly called the
Esq.
Presbyterian Church Temporalities Acts, affecting that Communion in this Colony ? Yes ;
I am aware that there is an Act for the Presbytery and an Act for the Synod.
4 Dec., 1861. 107. Has your attention been particularly directed to these Acts ? Yes, I have read them
both.
.
108. Ijislf ard^aware that the principle of them is, to connect the body they refer to with the
Established Church' of. Scotland-? Yes, I am aware of that.
lO^C It has been stafedjin evidence before the Committee that no union of the different
sections of the Presbyterian Communion in this Colony is practicable unless these Acts are
previously repealed ? 1 am not of tbit opinion.
41.0.. You think these-'Acts ought to be retained ? I think they ought to bo retained,
fill. Not that any amendment should be made upon them ? I cannot see how any amend
ment couid be made upon them in the meantime.
112. By Mr. Dickson : Do you consider these Acts necessary to any section of tho Presby
terian Church in this Colony ? I think they are necessary. They were given to that
potion of thj^-Prcsbyterian Church in connection with tho Church of Scotland, and I do
not sBcHtufi^they can be taken from them without their consent. In answer to the question
asked by Dr. Lang, I may say that I would have no objection, when a union took place, to
bring all the Presbyterian bodies under the same management, but if you repeal the Act
before union takes place it would be upsetting the Church property altogether.
113. Do you think these Acts stand in the way of union in any respect? I think not.
114. If those Acts were repealed, would it in any way affect the temporalities of any portion
of the Presbyterian Church ? If these Acts are repealed, to whom would the trustees be
responsible ? They would be responsible to nobody; they might do as they think proper.
You cannot repeal these Acts until you are enabled to pass an Act to suit the circumstances
of a united body, if that should take place, as I hope it will do.
115. You consider that some Act is absolutely necessary ? Not until tho union takes place;
then perhaps it will be necessary to have an Act.
110. You think these Acts should not be repealed unless another Act is passed ? No ;
because if they are repealed without another Act being passed, that would take away all
responsibility from the trustees; they, or their descendants, might keep the ^property to
their own families.
117. Do these Acts in any way stand as a hindrance to a union between any of the sections
of the Presbyterian Church ? I think not, so far as I am able to judge.
118. Could you state what has been the cause of disunion in the Church ? Disunion has
arisen from various causes. The lust great disruption in Scotland occurred in 1843, when
the body now called the Free Church separated from the Established Church, because the
Crown exercised discipline over them in spiritual matters.
119. How could that relate to this Colony ? It did not relate to this Colony at all. There
should have been no disruption here at all. They ought to have formed themselves here
into a distinct and independent Piesbyteiian Church, to act for themselves.
120. You say the trustees could still hold the property ? They hold the property in trust
for the body ju-t now; but. if you should do away with these Acts they would not be
responsible to any person, which I think should be a great bar to their repeal in the present

,
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state of affairs. The arrangements to he made in the event of union should be the subject of J- Alexander,
agreement between the bodies themselves; and the repeal of these Acts, if that should prove
Es1necessary, should be subsequent to that agreement.
Smart: In the event of the House determining to repeal these Acts, do you ^ Deo., 1861,
think it likely that the different sections of tho Scotch Church here would become united ?
i think not; the mere repealing of the Acts would not.
122. The repeal of these Acts would not facilitate the union at all ? It would not facilitate
union ; it would do an injustice to one body of Presbyterians.
123.
Mr. llolt: Do you think these Acts have been the cause of any disunion in the
Presbyterian body r No ; I am not aware of their being the cause of any disunion.
124. In your opinion, has the Act of 1837 had anything to do with the disruption that has
tc/q1 -t6 j ^0t at> a^‘
Presbyterian body here, after the disruption in Scotland in
184d, wished to retain fellowship with both sections of the Church at Home, both the
histabhshed and the Free Church, but they would not have that at Home, and the Church
took 1 ^ °100Se tci w*1'0^
tbe two bodies it would belong, and then the separation
125. In your opinion, has the passing of this Act caused any evil, of any nature or kind
whatsoever, to the Presbyterian body ? Not that I am aware of,
Vl§. By Mr. Sadleir: I think the whole property of the Church of Scotland was vested in
the Established Church by this Act? What was Church property then belonged to the
Synod of Australia, in connection with tho Established Church of Scotland.
127. The Free Church has no share of that property at all ? No.
128. fy the Chairman: Are you not aware that there is a General Church Act, regulating
the appointment of trustees for all communions receiving aid from the State, independently
of the particular Acis we have been referring to ? I am not aware; I have not read the
Act. At the time the Church of England Synods Bill was brought before the Council
1 read the Church of Scotland Temporalities Acts very carefully.
129. Was your attention not directed to a previous Act, passed in 1836, commonly called’
the General Church Act, or Sir Richard Bourko’s Act ? I am aware such an Act was passed,
but I have paid no attention to it lately. The notice I got to attend here spoke of the
iresbytenan Church Temporalities Act only.
130. You are not aware, then, of the effect that Act would have on the Church property ?.
No; I could not say. I am ignorant of the wording of the Act, my attention not bavins
been drawn to it.

John Richardson, Esq., called in and examined y
. _
131. JBy the Chair-man: You are aware of there being certain Acts/called the I’resbytebian
John
Church Temporalities Acts of 1837 and 1840, passed by a forum®rLegiskifive CouneH ? Richardson,
I
'
f ^
^
Esq.
132. Has your attention been directed to those Acts ? I have paidssofiio little attpntien^in
them, particularly to that of 1837.
V„
^
4 Dec., 1861.
° ypu Glink that a union of the different sections of the Pre^bTferian body'!
ticable while these Acts remain unrepcaled ? I think not.
'
134. What is the reason ? So long as the Synod of Australia is in cot
Established Church at Home, a union, in my opinion, could not take pf
would object to being under the control of the Established Church of Scollaiic
_
and I think so long as these Acts are in existence a union could not take place.
135. Do you see any other obstacle towards a union—any insurmountable obstacle? I
think it is necessary to repeal the Act of 1837, I think the greatest obstacle is the fact of
the Synod of Australia being in connection with the Church of Scotland. I do not see how
it is possible that either the Free Church, or the United Presbyterian Church, to which I
belong, could unite to be subject to the control of the Established Church at Home.
136. You are of opinion, then, that no union can take place till these Acts are repealed?
That is my opiniou.
137. By Mr. Dickson: Would you recommend the repeal of those Acts ? I should recom
mend their repeal.
138. Do you think no other Act necessary, in the event of their being repealed, to enable
that section of the Presbyterian Church which bolds its property under that Act, to secure
that property to its intended uses ? I rather think it would. I am aware there are some
who think it not necessary to pass any other Act, but I am inclined to think it would be
necessary. I think it only right that those in connection with the Established Church
should be secured in possession of the property they now possess; unless the Act to which
Dr. Lang just now referred—the General Church Act—makes sufficient provision If that
Act would protect them, then I think it would not be necessary ; but unless it did I think
)6 only right an Act should be passed for the purpose. Unforeseen difficulties might arise
if that were not done. With regard to the Church of Scotland, as I said before, L as one,
although I make these remarks, could not unite, so long as they are in connection with the
Church of .Scotland, I am one of those who say the State is not to define what is the
Von re^S*0D J I do not think the State is supposed to know much about it.
139. Are you of opinion that the repeal of this Act would facilitate the union of the various
Presbyterian bodies ? J think so.
140. By Mr. Sadleir: You seem to say the State should not define what religion consists
in ? I think it should uof.
,
141. Does this Temporalities Act define what religion consists in ? They take that for
granted, I think.
142.
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142. They take it for granted that there is religious union, but they do not Caro what it is ?
Richardson,
take it for granted that they are right.
_ _
^
’Z"

e0‘’

.
-

\

143. As far as I understand these Acts, they appear to be Temporalities Acts only ? Just so.
144, You seem to say also that there can be no union here os long as the Synod of Australia
‘ is under the control of the Established Church at Home? I think not.
145. How do these Acts place them under the control of the Church at Home ? The fact of
their being in connection with tho Church of Scotland was the cause of these Acts, if I
understand aright.
_
_
146. I do not sec that these Acts have much connection with the Established Church at
Home, in point of religious matters; they merely relate to temporal matters?' The estab
lished Church at Homo of course recognizes them. There was no Free Church in existence
when these Acts were passed—'the disruption had not then taken place; nor was there any
United Presbyterian Church then in this Colony,
_
_
147. You are clearly of opinion that these Acts stand in the way of union here ? I think so.
148. In the estimation of a large portion of tho Presbyterian body ? I think so, inasmuch
as they recognize the Established Church of Scotland, and I, as one, could not well submit
to be under the control of that body. At the same time, I think if this Act of 1837 were
done away with, it would be necessary to pass another Act to secure the property.
149. To what extent does the Church of Scotland exercise control over the Church here,—
in point of discipline? In point of discipline.
150. Only ? Yes.
.
. .
151. Docs the Church of Scotland exercise any control over the Temporalities? They have
not declared themselves independent of them. If the Synod of Australia here were to
disconnect themselves with the Established Church at Homo, then I think I could conscien
tiously unite with them, but not till then. As I have said, I could not conscientiously,
without making a considerable sacrifice, bo subject to the control of the Established Church;
I think these Acts stand in the way of union.
152. If I understood you, the control of the Church of Scotland at Homc_ extends only to
matters of discipline ? I think they ought to be independent. In Victoria the majority of
the Presbyterian Church have disconnected themselves with the Established Church at
Home, and by that moans they united.
153. Docs a Temporalities Act similar to this extend to Melbourne? I am not aware.
154. By the Chairman : They were both passed before the separation ? In that case of
course it extended to them also.
155. By Mr. Sadleir: The Act did not prevent the union in Melbourne? No, but as I
understood, the people in Melbourne ceased lo be connected with the Church at Home ; and
had-they not ceased to be connected with it, I do not suppose a union would ever have taken
x^lacc/'
.
,
/ • 156. By Mr. Smart: Have you any reason for believing that those who are in connection
J
with the Established Church of Scotland would unite with the other Presbyterian bodies, in
the event of these Acts being repealed ? I think tho same difficulties would not stand in
the.way, but that if they were repealed it would facilitate union. ^
_
■
157. Has there been any conference held between the different religious bodies, as to the
-repealing of these Acts ? I am not aware that there has been any ; but it has been mooted
out of doors, both by laymen and ministers. A public meeting was held some time ago,, at
which Dr..Cairns, of Melbourne, was one of the speakers, in order to bring about a union.
158. Nothing was decided? Nothing was decided.
_
,
*,
159. Have you any reason to believe that the lay members arc anxious to unite, and would
' " unite in the event of these Acts being repealed ? I think they arc; I think the laymen arc
a-hcad of the ministers in the matter—that the laymen are in general more anxious to unite
than the ministers; and I think further, that unless the laymen agitate in the matter, we
shall be as far from uniting as ever.
160. Do you think the repeal of these two Acts would lacilitatc union? I think so; to
some extent it would.
161. By Mr. Holt: You say you have read this Act of 1837 carefully over? Yes, I have
read it some short time since.
162. Are you prepared to'point out what its chief defects are—the chief causes of evil under
it ? The chief evil is, as I have stated, in fact, the Synod of Australia being connected with
the Church of Scotland by this Act.
_
163. But that could bo amended by leaving out in two or three places the words "in con
nection with the Established Church of Scotland," or “ according to the usage of the
Church of Scotland.” If those words were omitted there would then bo no connection
with tho Church of Scotland;—would that be sufficient ? I do not know whether it would.
You see if they were amended, the question would arise whether they as a body would object
to it. I expect they would not be favourable to the amendment.
164. You were speaking of repealing these Acts, and you said some Act would be necessary ;
what I wish to ask is, have you any other fault to find than the reference to the Established
Church of Scotland ? The chief fault I find is the body here being subject to the Established
Church of Scotland.
_
. .
165. I do not find a single clause which places them under its control—it is merely that
the celebration of public worship shall be according to the usage of the Established Church
of Scotland ? The preamble of tho Bill, I think, takes it for granted.
_
106. I wish to ascertain what your objections arc in detail. Before the Committee can
recommend the repeal of the Act, it is necessary that they should assign some reasons; and,
as you appear to have such strong objections to this Act, I wish you to point out to the
Committcc.what those objections arc ? As I said before, the fact of the Synod of Australia

being
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being connected with the Church of Scotland at Homo would prevent mo from joining under it.
167. Nothing in this Act places it under the Church of Scotland; it merely states that the Richardson,
Esq.
celebration of public worship shall be according to the usage of the Established Church of
Scotland. If those words were left ontj tho Presbytery would cease to be connected with tho
Church of Scotland ? Ifthey were not connected, then of course tho barrier would ho removed. 4 Dec., 18G1.
168. Do you think the omission of these words would be quite sufficient to amend this Act ?
I object to name the Established Church of Scotland at all.
169. That is the purport of my question. There would be nothing to connect it with tho
Established Church of Scotland, if these words were omitted in three or four places ? If thero
were nothing to connect it, then of course my objection would be removed. I do not know
that that affects the question very much. No doubt the preamble assumes that the Church
of Scotland hero is in connection with the Church of Scotland at Home.
170. It is merely that the form of worship shall be according to the use of the Established
Church of Scotland. Were those words omitted you see no other objection to the tempo
ralities part of the Act? I do not see any other objection. I have already stated that, in
the event of these Bills being repealed, it would be necessary to pass another Act, unless
that passed in 1836 would suffice to place them in possession of tho same privileges.
171. It is very desirable that the Committee should be in a position to recommend some
thing definite to the House, and therefore I will just go through the Act, and osk your
objections on each clnuse. Do you object to the clause with respect to the mode of appoint
ment of trustees ? No; I do not know that there is any objection to that.
172. Do you object to the second clause, empowering ministers ex officio to attend meetings
of trustees ? No,
173. The third clause, that every trustee shall bo a member of the congregation—do you
object to that ? No.
174. Tbe fourth clause—any trustee being absent from the Colony for sis months to be
disqualified—do you see any objection to that ? I think six months too short a period—
perhaps two years would bo better.
175. Do you object to the fifth clause ? No.
176. Do you object to tho sixth clause, providing that, in ease of any trustee dying, the
surviving trustees shall, in two months, give public notice of a meeting for filling tho
vacancy, the Presbytery to nominate and send the name for approval to the Governor and
Executive Council ? That goes on the assumption of their having property and land from
the State; the body to which I belong object to taking money from the State on any
conditions.
177. You object to the Governor and Executive Council being consulted ? I object to Statu
interference at all.
^_____
178. Do you see any objection lo the seventh clause? No.
179. Or the eighth clause ? No.
r
180. The ninth clause, providing that tho recognized minister may have frfo-acccss to
church or chapel and burying-ground, without hindrance from the trustees—uo'~fyou sec'any
objection to that? No.
H'; ■
r181. The tenth clause—do you see any objection to that? No.
V;,'
,
182. Tho eleventh ? No.
-v
183. Do you sec any objection to the twelfth ?- No.
f
184. Then your only objection to this Act, if I understand you rightly, is the reference in
the first clause to the celebration of public worship according to the use of the EsVidjUshedChurch of Scotland? You must understand me—there is no difference in our doctSTri^orl
form of worship; but so long as the Synod of Australia is in connection with the Establisbc
Church of Scotland, which I think it is to some extent, I could not conscientiously join
with them to be subject to tho control of the Church of Scotland.
185. Tho Act does not make you subject to it? The Act, all through, assumes the connec
tion. I cannot give you any other reasons than I have done.
186. By Mr. Sadleir: You think the Act might be amended without being repealed ? It
might bo amended so as to remove my objections, and, at tbe same time, to protect the
property of tbe Synod of Australia, and maintain them in the possession of the privileges
they now possess.
187. By Mr. Holt: Do you think any Act should be adopted which would leave the
Presbyterian Churches in this Colony at full liberty to adopt any other form of doctrine
they might think proper? Decidedly not.
188. Do you think some form of doctrine should be stated that Presbyterians recognize? So
long as they adhere to the Westminster Confession of Faith I should be satisfied.
189. You would substitute, in any now Act, the words, “according to tho Westminster
Confession of Faith ” instead of “ according to the use of the Established Church of
Scotland ’’ ? I think tho Westminster standards would be better. Those are the words, I
think, they mado use of in Melbourne when they united.
190. If I understand you rightly, having gone through the whole of the clauses, you see
nothing else that is very objectionable in the Act? I do not see anything particularly
objectionable. As I have stated, I would he willing enough to unite so long as wc were not
subject to the control of tbe Church of Scotland at Home; I would allow tho ministers of
that body, for example, to take State Aid; I believe they take it as conscienliously as I
would refuse to take it. The only barrier that I can see is, their being subject, as 1 fancy
they are, to the control of the Church of Scotland.
191. But the Act does not subject them to the Church of Scotland, and therefore, repealing
it will not affect the matter? If it can bo proved satisfactorily that the Act does not do it,
then the objection would be removed.
.

V
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Rowand Ronald, Esq., called in and examined :—
R. Ronald, 192. By the Chairman: Has your attention been directed to tbe Presbyterian Church
Esq.

Temporalities Act ? It has.
193. It has been stated in evidence to this Committee, that this Act would form an obstacle
4 Dec., 1861,
to a union of the different portions of the Presbyterian Church in this Colony—is that your
opinion ? It is.
194. On what grounds ? From my reading and interpretation of the Acts alluded to, I appre
hend that they refer to one body and no other, that body the Established Church of Scotland,
or rather that portion of it in this Colony connected with the State.
.195. Do you think tho existence of these Acts would be a bar to any union of the different
sections of the Presbyterian Church in the Colony ? I do.
196. Do you know of any other obstacle to a union ? Well, with reference to this Act, one
of my principal reasons is, that I hold that this Act merely provides for the Church of the
minority of Presbyterians in the Colony—that by this Act the majority has to give way to
tho minority. I do not believe that the adherents of the Established Church of Scotland in
the Colony are by any means in the majority.
197. Do you think, then, that a repeal of these Acts is absolutely necessary before any union
can take place ? I think either a repeal or such an amendment as would adopt tho Act to
the body of Presbyterians generally ; and in such repeal or amendment, I certainly think that
a provision should be made for securing the property of the various Presbyterian bodies who
may wish to unite in one grand body, for the purposes for which it was originally intended.
198. Has yonr attention been directed to what is commonly called tbe General Church Act,
or Sir Richard Bourke’s Act of 183G ? Not particularly.
199. You cannot state, then, whether that Act would provide for the security of Church
property or not ? I could not.
ECO, By Mr. Sadleir : You do not think a repeal of the Act essential; hut that it might be
amended ? Had I anything to do with it, I would have such an amendment of it as would
bo tantamount to a repeal.
201. You do not think striking out certain passages or words would be sufficient, such as ;
“ the Presbyterian Church connected with the Church of Scotland” ? That is the first
thing I should strike out, certainly.
202. Then you think the amendments would be so numerous in this Act, that it would be
almost better repealed ? I think we should not know tho Act again.
.
203. You think a new Act essentially necessary to secure the property of the whole body ?
I think it essentially necessary to a union of the various Presbyterian bodies.
204. By Mr. Holt: Will you bo good enough to point out what alterations you would
suggest—you have read the Act carefully, I presume ? I have read it, I would strike out,
for example, “ in connection with the Church of Scotland,” throughout. That is the main
thing; I take it, it is the thing itself.
205. What else—would you leave tbe Church any established form of worship or state any
standard of faith ? I would state a standard of faith.
206. What would you state ? I would take the Westminster Standards, at the same lime
without the interference of the Civil Magistrate in matters ecclesiastical.
207. But the Civil Magistrate is not mentioned in this Act ? There is something mentioned
in the Confession of Faith about him. I am alluding to the Confession of Faith. The inter
ference of the Civil Magistrate was the cause of all the disturbance in Scotland.
208. That was merely with regard to the temporalities? A great deal more than that. It
was the interference principally of the Civil Magistrate in matters with which he had nothing
to do, in my opinion—tbe Church Courts. I would adopt as a standard the Westminster
Standards, excluding the Civil Magistrate.
209. No power whatever is given to the Civil Magistrate in this Act ? Yes, there is ; “ in
connection with the Church of Scotland "—that implies it. This Act has been passed for one
body at a time when tho other bodies were not in existence.
210. Will you bo kind enough to refer to the Act—begin at the beginning ? Tbe title ?
211. There is nothing binding in that ? Well, in the body. “ Before any sum or sums of
money shall be issued from tbe Colonial Treasury”—that is objectionable; and also tbe
words “ connected with tbe Church of Scotland.” At that time, no doubt, this was put in
referring to other Presbyterian bodies who wore in existence in Scotland, but not in the
Colony—Presbyterian Dissenters, Seceders, Relief, Burghers, and so forth. These were the
various bodies in Scotland at the time.
212. Would it not meet your objeotion if the words " connected with” were omitted, and
“ of ” the Church of Scotland substituted 1 No.
213. You would leave out the Church of Scotland entirely ? Yes.
214. You would say merely the Presbyterian Church ? Holding the Westminster Standards.
215. What is the next objeciion—I suppose you would omit the celebration of public
worship “according to the use of the Church of Scotland,” and substitute the words
“ according to the Westminster Confession of Faith” ? No; the form of worship is a different
thing altogether. I think it is right enough there.
216. Do you object to tho mode of appointing trustees ? No.
217. Do you object to the second clause? Before I go any further I beg you to distinctly
understand that I object to this Act altogether; 1 could not entertain this Act, not one
portion of it, as it is. The election of trustees is by a very fair method, and might do as
well for a Temperance Hull or a School of Arts; but I do not think there ought to bo any
Act in the matter,
21S. I wish to know what amendipepts you would suggest—take the second clause? I
think that is onlv faip.
^
'
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219. The third clause—do you see any objections to that? Thero are too many ''ors” in B.Ronald,
it for my taste. Instead of “ a member of the congregation or a communicant” I should
say “ Church member or communicant.”
220. I think it is scarcely necessary for the Committee to go info such minor details? A * ^e0-'18el*
Church member of our Church is a communicant of any congregation. I think a trustee
should'be a Church member and communicant.
221. The fourth clausa—do you sec any objection to that? I think the time ought to be
extended, say to two years.
222. What is your opinion respecting the fifth clause ? I do not see any objection to that;
I think the whole body should elect.
223. The sixth clause—do you object to the Governor and Executive Council having anything
to do with it ? Yes.
224. The seventh clause ? No objection to that.
225. The eighth clause ? I do not hold with that at all. The pew rents, and everything
of that sort, should be in the hands of the Deacons Court, or the Church Committee.
226. The ninth clause—have you any objection to that ? None.
227. The tenth clause, respecting the leasing of glebe lands ? That also should be in the
hands of the Deacons Court. All temporal affairs of the Church, according to our mode
of procedure, should be vested in the Deacons Court, or in a Committee of management.
228. The eleventh clause ? The whole thing should be in the hands of the Deacons Court,
that Court elected by the Church members.
229. The twelfth clause—do you approve of that ? Yes, certainly they should furnish
annual accounts to the proper parties, that is, the Deacons Court.
230. Then, in all these clauses, you would substitute the Deacons Court for the trustees ? Yes.
231. What power would you leave to the trustees ? They are responsible to the main body,
by whom tho Deacons Court arc elected.
232. By the alterations you suggest, the whole power would be surrendered to the Deacons
Court ? Not the whole power. You may have trustees, as here stated ; but of course the
Government has nothing to do with it. I take it wc cannot do better than follow the eccle
siastical rules of Presbyterians, and there you have the whole matter—ministers, elders, and
deacons—all the temporalities men in their proper places.
233. We have gone through this Act, and it seems you approve a great deal of it ? I take
the foundation from it,
234. In repealing this Act would you substitute any other ? You take me by surprise,
because I did not come here to offer an opinion as to any other Act.
235. I merely wish to ascertain'what further legislation is necessary if you repeal this Act?
I do not see that 1 can say what is necessary, because I repudiate State Aid altogether.
230. If this Act were repealed would any inconvenience arise ? I think not; I think it
would be a boon to the country—to our portion of the community, Presbyterians generally.
I object to it in every shape and way.

Mr. George Brown called in and examined:—
237. By the Chairman: Has your attention been directed to the Presbyterian Church Mr.Gt,Brown.
Temporalities Acts of this Colony—the Acts passed in 1837 and 1840 ? Yes.
^
>
238. It has been stated in evidence before this Committee that tho existence of these Acts 4 Dec., 1861.
would be a bar to the union of the different portions of the Presbyterian Communion in the
Colony; is that your opinion ? It is decidedly.
239. On what grounds do you think so? I do not think that any legislation at all is
wanted in tho matter. I believe that the Church is able to govern itself, without the inter
ference of the civil power at all; and I think these Acts will be a bar to any union until
they are entirely expunged from the Statute book.
240. You would not recommend any amendment of these Acts ? None whatever.
241. You object to civil legislation in the matter altogether ? Altogether, in ecclesiastical
matters, whether spiritual or temporal.
242. You conceive, then, that the existence of these Acts is an obstacle to any union in this
Colony? Decidedly.
243. Is there any other obstacle to union, do you conceive ? I am of opinion that the
Church, or that portion of it which is connected with the State, would he an obstacle in the
way of union with those who are opposed to the principle of State connection,
244. By Mr. Sadleir: Pray to what Presbyterian body are you attached? At present I
am attached to the Presbyterian body on Church Hill, of which the Reverend Dr. Lang is
senior pastor; but previous to coming to this country I belonged to what was called the
Relief Church in Scotland.
245. You think that so long as any portion of the Presbyterian body is attached to tbe State
there cannot well be union ? No, I think there can be no cordial, satisfactory, or permanent
union, so long as that exists.
246. By Mr. Holt: Do you think it a greater evil to legislate for a Church than to appeal
to the judicial tribunals of the country ? I think it is.
247. Do you not think it is possible for the Legislature to prevent litigation ? No.
2-18. Take the election of trustees; here is a clause to the effect that there shall not bo loss
than three nor move than five—Supposing a majority of the members took it into their
heads only to have one trustee, and another portion were determined that there should be
three, wliat would be tho result if there were no Act? The majority would rule, unless
there was some deed by which the property was held, which might bo done without any
•
Act—■
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Mr,(5.Brown. Act—a model deed, or deed of trust. If the property were granted from the State, or pur
chased in the ordinary way, of course it would be necessary that some model deed or deed
4 Dec,, 18G1. 0f trust should he in existence, and then if that was drawn in accordance with certain prin
ciples, if the majority deviated from these principles they could not hold the property.
249. Do you not thinlr that, in the absence of such a deed, the Legislature should try to
prevent litigation ? I think not. It might possibly stop litigation, but it could not stop dis
satisfaction in the Church.
200. Hut legislation binds the minority to submit to the majority ? No, it does not bind
them to submit; they can withdraw. I believe any body of men who meet for «auy spcciOc
purpose whatever, no matter whether religious or otherwise, are certainly able to fix upon
some general rules by which they should be guided.
251. Do you not think it would be first desit able to establish the rules by which they shall
bo bound, before altering or repealiug those rules already in existence by legislation f I Lave
already given my opinion that no union can take place while this Act stands.
252. Would you bo kind enough to state some reasons in detail—is your objection, or is it
not, to the mode of election of trustees ? I think in carrying out the details there are some
things in this Act which might very well be carried out under any system whatever.
25U. Under a model deed ? Under a model deed.
254. Kcforc this Act is repealed do you think it desirable that a model deed should he
adopted by caeli Church, to prevent confusion ? If the property now held by that portion of
the Presbyterian Church in connection with the Church of Scotland were to be made over
by tbe Government to that body, or to Presbyterians generally, then it would be necessary
that some model deed or deed of trust should be drawn out; but if the property were to be
taken by the Government from the Church that now holds it, and from Presbyterians
generally, it would he for them to draw upsucli a model deed or deed of trust themselves.
255. I have never heard the idea suggested that the Government should deprive the
Presbyterian body of their property—nothing further than State Aid? I am not saying
they will; I do not anticipate that they will; at tho same time it is possible that they
might do so.
250. What would be tbe state of the Churches if this Act were repealed ?
It would bo
necessary that some model deed or deed of trust should be fixed upon.
257. Do you think it necessary that such a model deed should be framed, signed, and sealed,
in the first instance, before this Act is repealed ? Yes.
258. You tliink it undesirable to repeal this Act until some preparation has been made?
For securing the present property.
259. And also regulating the affairs of tho Church? No, not regulating the affairs of the *
Church.
260. I merely mean the temporalities? I mean just for securing the present goods and
chattels of the Church.
261. This Aot goes no further than that ? That is my great difficulty. You sec, 1, as a
Presbyterian, cannot recognize any interference of the State with tbe Church at all, and
therefore I sec a difficulty in respect of the conveyance of the property which is now held
by the State Church, or by the Presbyterian Church in connection with the Church of
Scotland; I see a difficulty which would not exist had they no property already. Wero
there no property already in possession of tho Church, over which the Government had any
control, then it would not be necessary that any model deed or deed of trust should be
drawn up.
262. To prevent litigation amongst yourselves, l wish to know how you would manage tho
affairs of the Church among yourselves if there was no law to regulate you ? We would
draw up a model deed, or deed of trust, subject to the laws of the country, without getting
any specific Act passed for ourselves.
263. Do you think that is the opinion of Presbyterians generally, that it would bo preferable
to Lave a model deed for the whole of the Churches rather than have any legislation ? Yes,
264. What is tho ground of objection to the State legislating? Because I tliink it is not
in accordance with the Scriptures; 1 object to the interference of the State in religious
matters.
265. What I wish to ascertain is, in what way it would be to the advantage of the Presby
terian Church if this Act was repealed ? It would leave us to do as we thought proper,
without tho interference of the State at all.
266. I wish to know what you have to object to ? The great evil in the Church of Scotland
lias been because the State has had to do with the property.
267. That is, with reference to advowsons or gifts of livings? Yes.
208. Herej you elect your own trustees and administer your own affairs? Yes, but then
they are in connection with the Church at Home that does so, aad in course of time the
same state of things might creep in here.
269 You would not recommend the repeal of this Act until the model deeds have been
agreed to? -I would recommend that some model deed or deed of trust should be drawn
__
for the esisting^property of the Church.
270. Tliis Act goes no further? I most certainly object to any legislation in religious
matters.

The
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The Honorable Samuel Deane Gordon, M.L.C., examined :—
271. Jiy the Chairman : Has your-attention been directed to the Presbyterian Church Tem- 'Die Hon.
poralities Acts of this Colony ? It has.
8. D. Gordon,
272. It has been stated in evidence before this Committee that tlic existence of these Acts M.L.C.
forms a bar to any general union of the Presbyterian body in the Colony—is that your
opinion ? I think it is not necessarily so.I do not think these Acta would prevent union, * Ihm-i 1S61.
provided all the different sections of the Presbyterian Church at present in the Colony
choose to unite even with these Acts remaining as they arc.
^
273. Do you think they would be likely to unite, with these Acts remaining as they are ? I
do not tliink these Acts being in existence as they are need prevent a union, but if the
**
union took place I think then it would be necessary that these Acts should be repealed.
274. You think the repeal of the Acts would be necessary eventually ? I think so, if a
union takes place; because, if there were a united body, the property belonging to tho
different sections of the Presbyterian Church, as they are at present, would then become the
property of the united body, and it would be necessary then that a model deed, which has
been spoken of so often, should be prepared, by which the whole of this property should be
held for the united body.
276. Do you consider Parliamentary legislation for ecclesiastical bodies—for Preshyteriaus—
either necessary or advisable f I think not; I object to it altogether; I think it is quite
unnecessary.
. ■
276. Do you see any difficulty in Presbyterians, or any other religious body, securing their
property without such legislation ? There is not tho slightest difficulty, I think, in the
matter. 3 hero are different denominations at present existing in the Colony which have no
,
legislative enactments at all eonnocted with their different religious institutions, and who
govern their own internal affairs by their own regulations.
277. Do you consider their property as safe under its present management as that of the
bodies that are connected with the State ? Quite as safe.
.
278. Arc you aware whether the Irish Presbyterian Church, which has existed for two cen
turies in the North of Ireland, has any Parliamentary enactment ? I believe they have no
Parliamentary legislation connected with them in any way whatever.
279. Is there any uncertainty in the holding of their property? I believe not; I never
heard that there was. No doubt at one time, when a dispute arose between what were called
the Arlans and the Evangelical Presbyierinns of the North of Ireland, there was a question
raised about some of the property, but it was settled by referring to the terms of the model
deed under which the property was held, and in that way the property remained with which
ever party it was found to belong to, or for whom it was originally intended.
, 280. That was decided by the ordinary Courts of Law ? Yes.
281. Are you aware of any other obstacle to a union of the Presbyterians of this Colony
,besldes the existence of these Acts? In my own opinion there need be no obstacles in the
way of union; but I am aware that there are obstacles in tho way of a union between the
.different sections of the Presbyterian Church on ecclesiastical points.
282. By Mr. Sadleir: Until union is effected on ecclesiastical points do you think this Act
stands in the way? I think if this Act was repealed perhaps union would be brought
about more speedily than it otherwise will be; but I do not think these Acts remaining as
they are necessarily stand in the way of union.
283.. Have you any idea of the mode of appointing trustees in the North of Ireland ? All
. parties who have any authority in the Church in the North of Ireland are appointed by the
congregations, subject to the approval of the Presbyteries to which the different congregations
belong.
284. In the model deed do they provide against any dishonesty on the part of a trustee?
Yes, just as effectually as this Aot does. No law will prevent dishonest men from being
dishonest, but the Courts of Law will punish them just as well under a model deed as under
'this Act.
285. By Mr. Molt: Do you think it desirable to repeal this Act before a union has been
effected or a model deed adopted? I do not think it is a_.inattqr of any consequence
whether it is repealed or not.
/',■ ■
286. You think it is not a matter of consequence, its being'repealcd bcforeNJie model deed’s
being executed ? I think not.
/ '
287. Do you attach no importance to the model deed ? Yes, I do...
\
288. If you have neither a model deed nor an Act to guide you, how would yqu regulate,
for instance, the appointment of trustees ? Each congregation would appomt its own
.trustees to hold the property for tho benefit of the congregation, under the.mithority of
the Presbytery to which it belonged.
\
*\
...T
289. If the congregation had nothing to guide them—no latf, amongst themselves, no model
deed, no legislation—what would guide them ? There is agonWl law to guide them, which
is thoroughly understood amongst Presbyterians.
'
y
290. This Act is binding on all congregations ? This Act is not biadiiig*! it enables the
trustees appointed under it to hold the property for tbe purposes for which it was intended,
and trustees appointed in any other recognized way would be just as fully entitled to hold
properly, either under a model deed or regulations among congregations themselves, as
under this Act.
291. Do you think it would be possible for a member of the congregation to dispute tho
right of a trustee—to move the Supreme Court to call upon a trustee or trustees to shew by
what right he or they held the property of the Church—unless he or they wero legally
appointed ? They are just as legally appointed for the purposes intended, if they were
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appointed by tbe congregation, as they are under this Aot. You cannot prevent any mem0f a congregation, or any person dissatisfied, from disputing or objecting, even under this
MAct.
'
292. Have you read the Act carefully ? Yes.
_
4 Dec., 1861. 293 Does it rest with the congregation to appoint ? It rests with tho congregation to
nominate the trustees, and their nomination is confirmed by the Presbytery.
294. Does it not say pew-holders ? They are the congregation.
295. Are there not maty who attend who are not pew-holdcrs ? Many.
_
_
296. Are they not considered part and parcel of the congregation ? For the time being,
,
when they are there, but they have no voice in the management of the affairs of the Church.
’
297. Would they not have a voice if there was no Act and no model deed ? None what
ever, unless they were pew-holders as under this Act, or communicants that is, members of
the Chnrch, which would be tho term used in a model deed.. A person entering the church,
as you spohe of just now, would have no voice whatever in the management of its affairs.
Power is inherent in every congregation to manage its own affairs.
298. They must have some fundamental law to enable them to do that? No fundamental

S. D.

Gordon, |jCj.

law is necessary for you or I to agree upon any question j wc would come to a mutual
understanding.
.
299. If we have a dispute afterwards, who is to settle it ? A Court of Law.
300. Would there not be many appeals to the Courts of Law, if there was no Act, no model

deed? Not necessarily more so than under this Act5 for instance, tbe Free Church have
no Act whatever.
301. No model deed? Yes, they have a model deed.
.
302. A model deed is in substitution of an Act; where they neither have an Act nor a
model deed, what is there to guide them ? If these Acts were repealed, and a union of
the Presbyterians of the different sections took place, then they would either agree upon
having a new Act, or agree on having a model deed, under which the property would he held.
303. Do you not think it desirable that, in the first instance, they should come to an
agreement and know what they do require ? I tliink it very desirable they should come to
a union as speedily as possible; but I have already stated that, in my opinion, these Acts
neither are a bar to union nor will they forward it. I believe, as they exist, they may be a
hindrance, bat not necessarily so.
304. Do you not anticipate that the repeal of these Acts might be tbe cause of some
inconvenience to some of tbe Churches ? Not the slightest inconvenience.
305. Do you think that is the opinion of the majority of the members of all the Presbyterian
Churches ? I am sure it is the opinion of a large majority of the Presbyterians m the
Colony. It ia very likely not the opinion of some of the members of tbe Established Church
of Scotland; but the General Church Act provides for holding the property just as securely
as this Act does, so that the property would be fully as secure, if this Act were repealed,
as it is at the present moment.
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Mr. HOLT,
Mr. DICKSON,

JOHN BOWIE WILSON, Esq., in the Chaie.
The Rev. James Fullerton, L.L.D., called in and examined
.
Rev. James 306. By ihe Chairman: You are a Presbyterian Minister, Dr. Fullerton. Yes, Minister
Fullerton, 0f the Scotch Church, Pitfc-street South, Sydney.
, ,.
,
L.L.D. 3Qy_ There are several sections of Presbyterians in this Colony—they are divided into several
1 “ * " ’ sections ? Yes.
., „ ,
.
. 9 t „
11 Dec., 1861.308 Would you he kind enough to state to which of those sections you belong ? 1 am in
connection with the Church of Scotland—the Synod of Australia, in connection with the
Church of Scotland.
,
. ,, n
,
309. How many of those Presbyterian sections or divisions are there in the Colony .
Really I do not know. There arc three bodies that we know to be distinct, because they
are openly connected with bodies at Home—the Synod of Australia, in connection with the
Church of Scotland; the Eastern Synod of Australia, in connection with the Free Church;
and Mr. Thompson, in connection with the United Secession. Then there are two who have
no connection with any person but themselves—the Synod of New South Wales, and Mr
Gordon of Balmain—he is distinct; he is not connected with the Synod of New South
YV nIBM

^

310. Are you aware of the object of this Committee? I cannot say that I am. I saw
what appeared to me to be contradictory statements in the paper—that a motion was made
for tbe appointment of a Committee; and then it was stated that the Committee was
appointed, not for what the motion stated, but for something else.
, , , . . ,,
311 I may be allowed to mention to you that this Committee has been appointed with the
view of considering and reporting upon the expediency of amending or repealing the Aot
8 William IV, No. 7-----? I would be strongly opposed----312. The title of which Act is “ An Act to regulate the temporal affairs of 1 resbytenan
“ Churches and-Chapels connected with the Church of Scotland in the Colony of New South
“Wales”; and another Act to amend this Act, passed in the year 1840, has also been
.
’
referred
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referred to this Committee;—the Ceinmittee, therefore, is to take into GORsidcration the Rev. James
expediency of amending or repealing the said Acts ? 1 think it would be highly inexpedient, Fullerton,
LX.D.
at the present time, to amend or repeal either of these Acts.

313. You have stated to us that the Presbyterians of the Colony are divided into several 11 D,ec,( 1861.
sections or divisions ? Yes.
314. Do you think such a state of things is desirable ? I think it is not at all desirable.
315. And you also think that it would be an advantage to the Presbyterians themselves, as
well as to the Colony geoerally, if a union could be effected between tbe various bodies of
Presbyterians ? I am very anxious that a union should be effected, if it could be effected
on proper principles.
316. And you tliink that the interests of the Colony generally would be benefited by such
a union, do you ? Well, I would not like to give an opinion upon that point. I do not
think I am called upon to give an opinion as to the effect of any change in the Presbyterian
body on the community at large. I think the Presbyterians themselves would -be more
comfortable and efficient as a Church if they were united, than they possibly can be
while divided.
317. Do you not think, looking ■ at it in a general point of view, that discord and disunion
amongst any body of Christians in a Colony, is a great national calamity f There arc evils
that arise from divisions, but there are some advantages, and spme people consider that the
advantages of division more than counteract the evils that <mse; and although tho
Presbyterians were united, that would not unite the Christian Church in the Colony; there
are, I believe, four sects of Wesleyans.
318. I was not alluding to them. I think you misunderstood me. I asked the question
whether discord amongst any particular Christian sect or denomination was not to be
lamented and deplored, looking at the matter in a national point of view? In one sense it
is to he lamented, but not in another. In another sense, it may arise as a necessary conse
quence of freedom of discussion and freedom of opinion.
31f), Among these various sects and denominations, is there any difference in their mode of
worship? I do not believe there is any material difference in the mode of worship adopted
by the three bodies that are united with the old Churches at Home, but I do not know what
the practice of the other two is, and I cannot therefore speak.
320. Are you aware whether there have been any differences in the religious tenets of the
Church—in their creed? I believe that the United Secession object to one of the chapters
of the Confession of Faith. The Confession of Faith is received as a whole by the Free
Church of Scotland, without objection.
,
,
321. Then between the Free Church of Scotland and the Established Church of Scotland
there is no difference ? There is no difference ; they both receive the same standards, and
without qualification.
322. Is there any difference iu the Church government of those various bodies? The one is
connected with the State, and the other is not. Patronage exists in the Church of Scotland
to a certain extent, and under certain regulations, but there can be no patronage in a
voluntary Church, which the Free Church practically is.
323. But the interference of tho State does not go any further than patronage? Oh ! no;
the form of government is the same.
324. And that does not interfere in tho slightest degree with the spiritual government of
the Church, or with its form of government ? I think not.
325. Therefore there is no difference ? There is therefore no difference.
326. Now, sir, you have said that these different bodies of Presbyterians remaining separate
encouraged freedom of discussion. I am at a loss to understand what you mean by tbe
term, when we find iu their Church government a form of worship so very similar. I cannot
sec any great advantage which can arise. Perhaps you would be kind enough to explain ?
When I stated that some people think the advantages arising from division do more than
compensate for the evils arising from it, I did not state that as my own opinion, but only
as an opinion which I have heard expressed by many men.
327. IVell, then, you do not personally consider that these disunions are of any advantage ?
I would not like to say that. They may make both parties more vigilant and active. The one
may watch the other, and in this way stimulate zeal to a greater extent perhaps than would
be otherwise manifested.
328. Do you not think the same end might be obtained in a very different spirit—by
brotherly love ? No doubt. I am only stating tbe views of those who take an active part
generally in forming divisions.
329. Will you be kind enough to state to the Committee what, in your opinion, are the great
barriers to a union of the various sections of the Presbyterians in the Colony? The first
great cause, in my opinion, is the prejudices arising from early associations.
•
.
330. Are thero any other reasons ? I think that is the great cause which prevents the three
bodies—the limited Secession, the Free Church, and the Synod of Australia, from uniting.
331. Do those prejudices exist among the clergymen or amongst the congregations ? Amongst
both. Men who have been brought up exclusively in connection with the Church of
Scotland, the Free Church, or tho United Secession, when they come here, are led, by the
very habits to wbicb they have been trained, to associate themselves with those of their own
peculiar denomination, and to keep aloof from those of other denominations.
332. Well, os far as I can gather from your remarks, those prejudices can only be as to the
name ? I think so.
333. Perhaps then, that might be overcome by generalizing them under some common head or
name ? That is my view only. There are some who state other reasons, which they say
are of vital importance.
334. Were you in the Colony in the year 1837, when this Church Temporalities Act was
passed ?

*
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I arrived in tho last month of 1837. The first Temporalities Act had passed
before we arrived.
L.L.D.
335. Then you are perhaps not in a position to give any information as to tbe causes which
led to the passing of this Act ? I know nothing of the origin of them.
’
n Deo., 1861. 330. And you have already stated to the Committee that, in your opinion, this Act ought
neither to he repealed nor amended ? In the present circumstances of the Church.
337. Will you he kind enough to explain to us what are the circumstances to whiob you
allude ? I think that the alteration or the repeal of these Acts'would prevent union.
338. Perhaps you would be kind enough to explain how, in your opinion, they would prevent
union. I may be allowed to state to you, that wo have got it in evidence bofore this Com
mittee that this Act is a great barrier to union, consequently you will understand the reason
of my asking the question ? Tbe Presbyterian Church Temporalities Acts preserve tbe pro
perty that has been acquired in connection with the Church of Scotland, for the use of
those Presbyterians in this Colony who wish to remain in that connection. It is also stated
that at all times the minister for the time being is lo have free access to the church. It renders
it impossible for the whole body of the trustees or any part of them to exclude him from
the church and manse.
339. Are those the grounds? Those are the first part of my statement. These provisions
preserve the whole of the property for the Synod of Australia, to be retained by them for
any purposes that they as if Church Court think consistent with the object for which it was
given,
340. Are you aware how the Church property belonging to the Synod of Ulster is held ?
It is held in connection with the Synod of Ulster.
341. Is it vested iu tho Synod of Ulster ? Yes.
342. All the property ? Yes, and all the property of the United Secession is vested in the
United Secession.
343. Is it vested by the Crown ? No; by original grants.
344. Do you not think the same course might be beneficially adopted in this Colony ? I am
not prepared for that; I want to state my reasons, if you will allow me.
345. We should like to hear your reasons ? If these Acts were modified—if they were
repealed, so as to alienate the property in any way from the Synod of Australia as at present
constituted, then the surviving trustee, or the whole body of trustees, could tain out the
minister, and, I believe, make any use they pleased of the property for their own purposes.
I will take my own case;—All the trustees who are named in the original grant of the Scotch
Church, Pitt-street South arc dead, with the exception of my brother, and he is now out of
the Colony. If this Temporalities Act were repealed, my brother might turn the minister
out and let the property for any purpose he pleased. I do not see how anybody could at all
interfere with him. No doubt it would be quite evident that the property was originally
granted for Church purposes, but then the Aot recognizing that purpose wonld have been
repealed, and consequently the property would be by the repeal of that Act alienated from
the Synod of Australia. Who then would have a right to claim it? I cannot see how it
could be claimed ; I have turned the subject over in my mind frequently. We will take
another view :—Supposing the Synod of Australia had agreed to unite—we have at present
sent Home for advice as to terms of union, because we are convinced that no terms of union
could be beneficial in this Colony that did not meet the approval of the United Secession
Church in Scotland, tho Free Church in Scotland, the EstablisheS Church in Scotland, and
the Q-eneral Assembly in Ireland. It is from these four that we have got all our ministers,
and it is from these four bodies that our ministers for many years must come. If wo were
to effect a union here that was not approved of by any one of those four bodies, they would
coutinue to send ministers here, but they would instruct them to have no connection with
the united body; consequently as soon as the union had been effected here, a new division
would be created by new arrivals. Therefore it has always appeared to mo that, in order to
have a union which will be effective, we must have the terms such as would meet with the
approval of the Churches at Home, The Free Church has approved already, in the most
formal manner, of the terms of union adopted by the Church in Victoria. We have sent
Home those terms and suggestions to the Church in Scotland, asking them to suggest to us
in what way they could be modified, so as to meet their entire concurrence; or if tho Church
of Scotland could approve of these and send out ministers, if we united with the other bodies
on these terms, and any alteration of the Acts, in the meantime, would I think increase the
difficulty. I will shew you how:—In some instances where the grant has been issued for five
or six years, there are only one, or two, or three, of the original trustees surviving; and
supposing that the survivors did not happen to approve of the terms of union adopted by the
united body, they could hold the property, and say—wc will not go into tho union at all; we
will have nothing so do with the united body; we will send Home and get a minister to
ourselves. In this way any alteration at the present time would, in my opinion, completely
be a bar to union.
346. But have not thoso properties been given over in trust for particular purposes ? Yes.
347. Then, as a matter of course, I should think (hose trustees would bo bound to act in
accordance with the trust imposed; that is to say, they must devote the property to the
purposes of the trust ? The trust, as they might choose to interpret it.
.
348. You have stated that you thought the trustees could dispose of the property for their
own use and purposes? Yes, and I will shew you how:—The Trustees hold the property for
the church or manse in connection with the Church of Scotland. If you repeal the Acts that
require all tbe Presbyterian Chnrch property that is recognized by Law to be held for
ministers and people in connection with the Church of Scotland, then the trustees hold the
property; the body to whom the land was granted have united, and now have no connection
with the Church of Scotland. Therefure any trustee wishing to retain his connection with
•
the
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the Church of Scotland would of course say—I hold the property for the original purpose R«v- James
for which it was granted; I have nothing to do with your union.
349. But supposing that the Church of Scotland express a desire for this union of the
‘/ '
various Churches in the Colony. If the trustees acknowledge our clergymen as being '"I™ A
Presbyterian clergymen in connection with the Church of Scotland, tho objection would be 1 ec'"
'
got over entirely ? I think the precedent of tho Presbyterian Church in Victoria is the
only thing we have to guide us. In Victoria, first, the three Synods passed a solemn resolu
tion adopting certain terms of union, and binding themselves on those terms to unite So soon
as a Temporalities Act could be obtained transferring the property of the different sections
■
to the united body. And then the preamble of the Victorian Act states, that whereas Acts
wore passed for Church grants in connection with the Presbytery of Victoria, and whereas
there were three or four bodies in Victoria, and whereas these had agreed to unite, it is
hereby enacted that all the property held in trust for the use of each and all these
respectively shall be vested in a united body so soon as that union has been effected. And
then it states, that that union when effected is to bo gazetted in the Government Gazette, and
that after that date all the property of the whole of the bodies is to be vested in the united
body. Any attempt to pass an Act affecting tire property of any one party before the
union had been effected and tho terms of union agreed to by all the parties, would, in my
opinion, decidedly increase the difficulty of union, and run the risk of alienating or losing
the property already acquired.
■
350. Do you seo any objection to such an Act being passed in this Colony as that which has
been passed in Victoria ? Not the least, if at once the various Synods bound themselves by
certain resolutions to approve certain terms of union, but the terms must first be agreed to
by mutual consent.
,
351. The general circumstances of the Presbyterian Church in the Colony are very much
altered since 1837 ? Oh ! very much.
352. Bat, then, at that date there was only the one section in the Colony in connection with
the Established Church of Scotland ? A number of us who, in my opinion foolishly, refused
to join the Presbytery of New South Wales when we arrived, refused to receive State
support, because it would not be given to us unless we disclaimed connection with the Church .
of Scotland, so that the feeling universal then among Presbyterians was, so far as I knew,
to have exclusive connection with the Church of Scotland, and with no other Church.
353. And you do not think that tho different circumstances in which we are now placed—
so many different sects of Presbyterians being in the Colony—at all alters the case as to the
propriety of the Government legislating for one particular section of that Church? I think
that, unless they were to act on the request of a majority of that sect, it would be an unpre
cedented case of tyranny.
■
354. By Mr. Dickson: Of course you are aware that tho Presbyterian Church is divided
into a groat many different sections ? Oli! yes.
855. How many sections is it divided into? There are five, I believe.
356. Is there anything in the doctrine, or discipline, or mode of worship of these different
sections, that would prevent a union? I think there is nothing that ought to prevent a
union.
357. Do you think it desirable that a union should be effected? Certainly. I think it is
very desirable, if all tho parties cnuld agree on the terms, and if those terms wero such as to
admit of the approval of the Churches at Home. No permaueut union would be effected
here, unless the terms are such that they would bo approved by tho four Churches at Home.
If the terms arc approved by thePree Church I have no hesitation in saying that they would
meet the approval of the Irish Assembly, and I know that the Irish Assembly approve
generally of the terms adopted in Victoria.
358. You are acquainted with the Acts 8 Wm. IV, No. 7, and the subsequent Act which
was passed to amend that Act? Yes.
359. Do these Acts stand in any way as a barrier to union ? I think not. I think they
assist us very much in preserving the property, and keeping the body united, and preventing
further division. I cannot imagine that either the Free Church or the United Secession
Church, or, in fact, any section of the Presbyterian Church, would be more willing to unite
with us if wo were denuded of all our property by legislation than they would so long as wc
retained it.
360. If this Act were repealed what would follow adverse to the interests of any section of
the Presbyterian Church ? It would, in my opinion, leave the whole of the property held
for the use of the Presbyterians in connection with tho Synod of Australia, at tho arbitrary
disposal of the present trustees.
361. If these Acts were repealed, would you consider it necessary that some further legialatioa
should be passed ? I cannot imagine that any Legislature would think of repealing them
without at the same time transferring the property to some known body that would be
accountable for its proper administration. There must be some known person. If it be
thought that the members of the present Synod of Australia have abused the property, or
are incapable of managing it for the public good, then the enactment of the penal laws of
■ Ireland would give a precedent to shew that the Legislature might step in and transfer tire
property, as they transferred the property of the Roman Catholic Church to the Church of,
England. Something of that kind-might take place, but I cannot jfnagine that any Lcgis-j
lature would think of repealing these Temporalities Acts unless with that intention.
I
362. Are you aware if there is any legislative enactment to regulate the affairs of the IrislV
Presbytery? No; for it was impossible, when the Irish Presbytery was formed, to get,an
enactment.
'
I
y
363. What are the differences between the state of the Irish Presbytery, which exists without
legislative enactment, and the state of the Presbytery in this Volony, whelegislative
’
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Fullerton,
The grants here are issued by tbe Government for the church and manse in connection with
I.LD,

tbe Church of Scotland. Then an Act is passed recognizing those grants, and shewing how
the trustees of those grants arc to be chosen—how the land is to be held, and for what
11 Dee., 1861
‘ purpose. In Ireland, the lands were purchased by the Presbyterians themselves, or wero
presents. The Church therefore had a particular form of grant, and every trustee is bound
to that, subject to the approval and direction of the Synod within whose bounds the property
is placed; so that by a resolution of the Synod any trustee could be removed.
364. Have any grants been issued to the Synod of Ulster or to the Irish Presbytery, similar
to those that have been here granted by the Government ? No; they have no Government
grants; they have State aid. They have salary by vote every year from the Imperial
Parliament.
365. Is the Irish Church in any way endowed by the Government ? As to the salaries of
ministers—nothing else.
366. No property ? They neither get property nor any assistance for building.
367. But these Acts ensure the application of the grants made by the Government here to
the purposes intended when such grants were made ? They-give us the means of prosecuting
in a Court of Equity any trustee that misappropriates the property. They give us a legal
position and a legal standing, and enable us to prosecute any trustee we consider a defaulter j:
and I think their repeal, or oven modification, would deprive us of that power,
368. There have been divisions in the Church always, from the earliest ages? Always,
369. Minor or greater, according to circumstances? Yes; even in the days of the Apostles.
370. So that thero is nothing new in it. Tho divisions here, are they doctrinal divisions—
arising from doctrinal matters ? I do not like to answer that question. Some people may
regard them os doctrinal, but I do not.
371. I mean religious doctrine ? So far as I understand it, what prevented those who went
out from us remaining with us was, that we would not condemn the Church of Scotland—
that we would not give a tacit condemnation, by declaring that we would no longer Lave any
connection with it. That I understood to be the only difference between us and theEree Church.
The United Secession Church, again, have always made it a point to condemn all connection
between the Church and the State, and consequently had received no salary. They would
not unite.
372. You would not call the Church and State division a doctrinal division ? They might;
I would not.
373. Are the divisions in the Church here owing to the possession of temporalities? I
think not, and I will give you an instance :—When the members of the Free Church left us,
Mr. Hamiltou and Mr. Mowbray would not unite with the others. When they left us they
remained aloof, and the Free Church wero as much opposed to them as to us. They said
that they considered there should be only one Church here, and they would not recognize us
or the other branch, because we recognized the Church of Scotland, and the other the Free
Church. They said there should be none but an Independent Church, and therefore when
the two left us, they divided amongst themselves, and increased the division.
374. Then I understood that this division arose from your being connected with the Church
of Scotland on the one hand, and------? When six ministers left us, who were formerly
connected with the Church of Scotland, they divided into two parties themselves, shewing
that the mere Temporalities Act could not affect them.
375. As the Crown grants these sites for churches and so on, it is necessary that the Govern
ment should make some provision, in order to seo that they are properly applied to the
purposes for which they were given ? Yes, of course.
‘
376. And these Temporalities Acts were passed for that purpose? For that purpose.
377. Can you describe any other mode of securing that object without the Temporalities
Act? I do not see how any other mode could be devised that would at all accomplish tho
object.
378. Then on the whole, you do not think the Temporalities Act is the cause of the division
between the Churches ? I think not
379. Or that it prevents your union ? Not in the least.
380. By Mr. Molt: Can you suggest any amendment to this Act which was passed in the
year 1837 ? I never have felt the want of any alteration but one, and that arises from tbe
difficulty of the 7th clause; but that, in my opinion, is an alteration which we should never
ask for alone.
381. Tbe 7th clause isAnd be it enacted that the new trustee to be nominated or
“ selected as aforesaid pursuant to this Act shall become jointly with the continuing or
“ surviving trustees or trustee a trustee of tho site of the church or chapel minister’s
" dwelling burial ground or glebe land in respect whereof he shall be appointed and oil such
" deeds and assurances shall be made and executed as shall be necessary legally to effectuate
" and complete his appointment as such new trustee as aforesaid.” What alteration do you
suggest in that clause ?
Mr. George Bowman and the late Mr. Thomas Cadcll were
appointed regularly trustees, under this Act, of the Scotch Church, Jamiesou-street; and Mr.
Justice Milford decided—and I think, correctly—that they were not trustees, because they •
had received no conveyance, and it is impossible under the circumstances that they could got
a conveyance New trustees, when appointed, are appointed to fill up vacancies created by
departures—by death. If a man dies he cannot convey, and the remaining trustees cannot
convey.
382. But has not the Supreme Court a general power to convey in cases of death ? I
merely speak of that decision. Tho amendment I have all along desired would be simple;
it might be effected by a small declaratory Act, such as they have in Van Diemen’s Land,
which
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which declares that all the different denominations of Christians who have property shall on
James
the first week of January, transmit to the Colonial Secretary a list of trustees that they
lld"1,
recommend to hold the various properties, and that on this being approved by the Executive,
i
And their names published in the Government Gazette, they are thereby vested with the ^
property for which they are chosen as trustees, just the same as if they had a formal eon*
veyance. Practically there is no great inconvenience in reference to the old trustees, so long
.as the Acts remain unrepealed, for the heirs of the surviving trustees are always accountr
able for the property, in Equity ; and this Act gives the minister the privilege of going into
a church and doing his duty, whether the trustees wish to stop him or not. That is the
only amendment. I spoke to the present Government two years since, iu reference to the
subject, but I found a similar provision was contained in the Synods Bill of the Church of
England, which would have made tho Bishop virtually the trustee of the whole of the
property) and until that was decided, some persons connected with the Government said it
would be unwise to introduce this. They did not think they could carry a General Act of
that kind unless the Church of England approved of it; it would depend upon what course
they took in reference to the Synods Bill. I never heard any person complain of the
operation of that General Act in Tasmania: it was at one time published in the Herald here.
It is a very short Act, not much larger than one of those clauses. Just as the members of
a Corporation are in a position of trust so soon as they are appointed aldermen, so this would
invest trustees chosen by tho various denominations with their property. So soon as they
had been approved by the Executive Government, and their names published in the Govern
ment Gazette, they would be1 vested with the property for twelve months, or until others are
appointed to succeed them. I do not think it would be desirable to ask an amendment of
that kind unless it was to affect all Churches of all denominations.
383. Not for Presbyterians only? No, I would rather remain as wo are, than ask that for
any one sect.
.
384. That is the only amendment you were suggesting ? That is the only amendment.
385. From yonr own personal experience, have you found these Acts work prejudicially to
the Presbyterian Church, in any way whatsoever ? Not so far I know.
380. Do you think there would have been the same dissension—tho same number of sects as
there are at the present time, if no such Act bad been passed ? I have no doubt of that.
There is no Temporalities Aot, I believe, in South Australia, and yet there is just tho same
amount of division there as here.
387. Just the same? They have neither State Aid nor Temporalities Aot, and yet there is
a party in connection with the Established Church, a party connected with the Free Church,
and a party connected with the United Secession.
388. Then if this Act were repealed, you think the temporalities of tho Presbyterian Church
would suffer greatly from the property having no recognized owner ? I think so.
389. And you aro quite sure in your own mind that there is no barrier to the union of all
the Churches ? I am fully convinced of that.
390. I think you state that you arrived in this Colony in 1837 ? In the year 1837,
391. How many ministers were there hero at the time of your arrival ? There were ten
came in the ship with us.
392. I mean old ministers ? There was one at Maitland, one ; one at Bathurst, two;
one at Pitt Town, three ; and Dr. M'Garvie, four.
393. There were four ministers ? Yes; and-----394. What was the moral standing of the ministers then in the Colony ? There was Mr.
Hetherington, at Singleton, five ; and Mr. Tait, at Wollongong, that is six ; and Mr. Allen,
at Parramatta, seven.
*
395. How long had these seven ministers been here? Some of them had not been here
more than a year. I do not know the exact time.
396. Who are the four you alluded to in the first intance ? Those four had been a long
time here.
397. Do you remember tbe names of tbe four ? There was Mr. Garvin.
398. Where did he reside ? At Maitland ; Dr. M'Garvie and Mr. Smith, at Bathurst; and
Mr. Cleland, at Pitt Town.
399. These are the only four ministers that had been bore some time ; all tbe others had
arrived just previously—within the twelve months ? I could not state how long.
400. What was the moral standing of those four ministers when you arrived—were they
men of good character ? Well, that is a question I really am not in a position to answer.
401. Were any of them under charges of intemperance ? Dr. Lang told mo that two of
them were, hut I never heard any other person say so. I met Mr. Cleland frequently in
some of the first families in Windsor, and they spoke favorably of him to me ; I knew
nothing of him personally, except what I saw when I met him at their table.
402. Did he continue a minister of the Presbyterian Church some time after you arrived ?
He continued a minister until he died.
403. And the other gentlemen ? Mr. Garvin resigned at that time. There was some kind
of trial with both. In the Windsor ease, the trial broke down—there was no decision. I do
not remember the particulars, but the Preshytery did not censure in any way; they pro
nounced no censure, so far as I remember.
■
404. By the Chairman: Do you know what they were tried for ? Deputed intemperance.
405. By Mr. Holt: Then of these four ministers, two you have heard accused of intem
perance ? Yes; I was not in the Colony when the Act was passed, and I have no knowledge
of any charge which may have affected the character of any of the ministers before I arrived.
406. I merely wish you to give evidence of what you know. Does the Act of Parliament, in
your opinion, go any further than giving the power to the Presbyterian Cbureh ? It goes
no
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no further than to regulate the appointment of trustees and preserve the property for
the body.
L.L.D.
407. It had no other object in view ? I think not.
408. And the working of it has not been productive of any other effect, in your opinion ?
11 Dee., 1861.
I never found any difficulty from the working of it.
409. Did you consider that the Presbyterian Church in the Colony had fallen into a com
plete state of abeyance at the time this Act was passed ? I was not iu the Colony at
the time.
410. Put you arrived almost immediately afterwards. Only three ministers had just arrived
previously. Did you find the Church in a state of abeyance at the time you arrived in the
Colony ? When I went to Windsor, where I was recommended by my brother to officiate, I
found that there existed only twelve bona fide Presbyterians in the district, and ten of these
had been prisoners of the Crown. There were only three free families.
411. It appears to me that you give a strong reason for supposing that the Church was in
abeyance ? It never had existed there.
412. To the provisions of the Act itself I think you stated you had no objection? I
have not the slightest objection to its provisions.
413. The Free Church of Scotland, has it not a vast amount of property ? It has.
414. How is that settled—has it any Act ot Parliament ? Ho, they have no Act of Parlia
ment, but they have a model trust deed.
415. Do not you think a model trust deed would have answered all the purposes of an Act
of Parliament in this Colony ? No, the Wesleyans have a model trust deed and an Aot of
Parliament.
416. Have the Roman Catholics an Act of Parliament ? No, hut that arises from their
policy. In America the Roman Catholics have made repeated attempts to have their whole
property in the United States vested in the Bishops, but they had what no other Protestant
Church can have-----417. But, speaking of this Colony, the Church of Rome has no Act of Parliament to regulate
its temporalities ? No.
418. Do not you think they are wiser in their generation than the Presbyterians and
M csleyans ? I think the Church of Rome are very wise as to the best mode of carrying out
their peculiar system, which is a system of despotism and monarchy. They wish all the
property to be vested in the Bishop, but I think they had better not be fettered by Act of
Parliament. If they went to Parliament I have no doubt Parliament would not give the
Bishop snch unlimited power ns he at present possesses.
419. The United Presbyterian Church of Scotland has also a considerable amount of property,
has it not ? Yes, it has; I do not know how they hold their property in Scotland.
420. And the English Presbyterian Church, it has also a large amount of property, has it
not ? They have lost a good deal owing to the want of an Aot of Parliament.
421. Owing to the want of an Act of Parliament? Yes; half the rich grants made for
orthodox Presbyterians have been seized and used by Unitarians.
422. From the want of an Act ? From the want of a Temporalities Act to preserve the
property
423. The Irish Presbyterian Church has also a large amount of property ? Yes,
424. And that has no Aot ? That has no Act, hut even the Irish Church has lost a good
deal of property through the thoughtlessness of trustees. They have had many suits in Equity
regarding it.
425. The State gives no grants of land to the Irish Church—merely salaries? No.
426. Do you think the Arians, or Unitarians, would not have been able to maintain the
right to these properties in Ireland and England, if there had been an Act ? I am quite
satisfied that they would not. At the time the grants were made Unitarianism was not
known in the country.
427. Had they received any endowment from the State—the Arians or Unitarians ? In
Ireland they receive the same as the orthodox Presbyterians, and the form of Church
government is just the same; they all call themselves Presbyterians.
428. Yon are not aware of anything in which this Act of 1837 has fettered and paralysed
tho Chnrch, from the time of its being enacted to the present ? I think it has never, in any
v
way, fettered or paralysed it.
429. It has never been the cause of disruption in this Colony or Port Phillip ? Certainly
not. Tho simple ground on which the members of the Free Church left us was, that we
would not agree to the resolution to recognize the Free Church alone, and renounce all
conneetion with the State.
430. Without reference to this Act at all ? Yes, if there had been no Temporalities Aot
we would not have done that.
431. Has the Government in any way interfered with the freedom of the Presbyterian
Churoh since you have been in the Colony ? No.
■
432. Is there as much freedom in tho Churoh in this Colony as in Ireland? Quite as much,
and somewhat more.
433. Somewhat more ? Yes.
434. And you are quite clear that it would not have prevented any permanent disruption if
this Act had not passed—that this Aot has not been the cause of any disruption ? I am
quite clear on that point. A similar division would have taken place if the Temporalities
Act had never existed.
435. You think that, if there had been a temporary secession, the non-existence of this Act
would not have caused the Church to purify itself sooner? No, I think not, from thievery
fact:—Lately the United Secession people have brought a minister from Scotland to minister
Fullerton,
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to them, not in connection with the Free Church, which receives no State aid and has no Fev, James
1 cm poralities Act. That shews clearly that the Temporalities Act is no barrier to union, ^nlhii-ton.
Here are two bodies holding tho same standards, and both having no support from the State,
'^ '
both declining Government aid, and yet they will not unite. If the Temporalities Act
prevented them uniting with us, I ask why they do not unite with the Free Church ?
11 ■Ucc'' 1861'
436^ Do you think the large number of ministers you alluded to as having come out berc in
1837, would have left the mass of pollution that had got into the ministry—would they
have left these drunken ministers to do the best they could for themselves, if there bad
been no such Act as this? My opinion is, that the Act did not in any way screen any
minister, and could not possibly do so. If there had been no Act in existence we should
have followed the same course as we did.
437. You think this Act did not interpose to render such an arrangement by which the
Church could have been purged of these drunkeu ministers, impracticable f This Act does
not in any. way interfere with the free action of the Church Court, so that ministers
could be tried for any offence and removed.
433. This Act docs not render the operation of the Church Court impracticable ? It assists
.
the Church Court. If the Church Court had to remove an unfaithful minister, this Act
enables them to retain the property ho was in possession of.
439. Has this Act the effect of giving a monopoly to one section of the Church ? I think
the state of the Presbyterian Church in this Colony shews that it does no such thiDn‘.
There is no monopoly. Other bodies do nob receive Statu aid. We have a monopoly of
State aid, but it is not because the others might not have got it if they had applied for it in
time.
440. Gut does not this Act apply to temporalities provided by gifts ftom private individuals,
us well as to grants from the State ? I think not. I think it provides for the management
of all grants made by the Crown before the passing of it, hut I do not think it relates to
gifts.
441' “ Wherever any person or persons shall at his or her own cost and expense erect or
provide a church or chapel ” in conneetion with the Presbytery of the said Colony ?
Whenever they do—in any case of that kind------.
442. Jiy the Chairman: In a previous part of the preamble it says "by the persons con
tributing towards the building of the tame ?” Oh ! yes; but that was because the Govern
ment contributed towards the building of the church.
443. Jiy Mv. JJolt: Gut do not you think that this Act has the effect of securing voluntary
gifts as well as gifts originally made by the State ? Whenever they had any voluntary
gifts.
444. You have had gifts towards the erection of buildings? Subscriptions.
445. These arc voluntary gifts ? Tho subscription lists shew what sums have been received,
446. And this Act is for protecting gifts ? If they are given for that purpose. Gy the
by, I forgot; there is a gift given for a church and a school by a member of my own
congregation. It is worth about two thousand pounds. It is part of the Ultimo Estate—a
gift to the Synod of Australia, in connection with the Church of Scotland, by tho will of
the late Mr. Harris.
447. By the Chairman ^ As one reason why you did not think this Act had any effect in
causing or keeping up disunion in tho Presbyterian body, you have instanced the case of the
United Presbyterians sending for a clergyman of their own from Scotland, while tbe Free
Church was established here. Do you not think the very circumstance of all other sections
of the Presbytery at Home being represented here would have the effect of causing the
United Presbyterians to wish for one of their own denomination here also ? That°is a
matter of opinion. I think that the feeling must have arisen. The United Secession would
not send a minister unless he was applied for; at least they did not; tbe call went from
this.
448. Exactly so ? The people here must have had no wish to unite with the Free Church,
otherwise they would not have gone to the expense of building a church and sending for a
minister. The feeling existed here and nof&t Home.
449. It was here I alluded to—that the circumstance of all the other denominations of
Presbyterians being represented here, would cause the United Presbyterians in this Colony
to wish that their particular Church should also be represented ? That would be accounted
for by the influence of early education. They bad been accustomed from their youth to be
associated with that particular denomination, and they wished to continue so.
450. You have previously stated, I think, that owing to the want of such an Act as this,
the^ Presbyterian Church in Ireland have lost a good deal of their property, and that the
Unitarians have got it ? Yes.
451. Now, is it not a fact that a great body of the clergymen and members of the Presby
terian Church in Ireland became Unitarians ? Not a great body. The whole of tho
Presbytery at present—excluding the Covenanters, who arc a very respectable but a very
small body, and who hold that the Solemn League and Covenant is binding—all the rest
amonat to nearly five hundred clergymen. On one occasion, when tho first Unitarian Church
Presbytery was formed, it consisted of seventeen members. When the test was brought
forward in the Synod of Ulster (when it was considered that Unitarianism and Arianism
were spreading) seventeen refused to take the test. The Moderator put the question con
tained in'the Shorter Catechism: " Do you believe there are three persons in one Godhead;
“ tho Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, and that these three arc one God, the same in
" substance—equal in power and glory ?" Seventeen walked out and refused to answer the
question. These, and those licensed by them, are all the Unitarians in Ireland.
452. It was principally to those seventeen and their followers that this property lost by the
Presbyterian Churoh is gone ? Oh! no; some of tho grama had been made a century before,
227—E
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Rev. James but the trustees being an hereditary trust their property descended. The minister comes in
Mlcrtou. an(j preaches Unitarianism, and persuades the family in whom the trust resides. Then they
'
'
appropriated the property to tho use of the Unitarians.
“"V 4ii3. My question was this:—The Presbyterian Church in Ireland have lost this property
11 Dec., 1801. koeause pers0;)s w}!0 Were previously Presbyterians had become Unitarians ? Whose fathers
bad been Presbyterians.
_
454. Of course, tbe probability is that they were Presbyterians themselves in their younger
days ? Yes, whose fathers had been evangelical.
455. With regard to the circumstances of the trustees in this Colony, I think you have
stated that in your Church there is now only one trustee—your brother? Wc have new
trustees appointed, but the decision of the Court declares them to be no trustees. ^
456. I understood you to state that he was the only trustee ? My brother is the only
surviving one of the original trustees.
457. Can they not be appointed under the 7th section of this Act? You can appoint them,
but when you go into a Court of Equity the Judge will tell you that, because they have not
got a conveyance, they are not legally in possession.
_
458. Has the case been tried ? Yes; I mentioned a case in wbicb Judge Milford gave bis
decision.

The Rev. William Purves called in and examined :~—
459.
/Jy
the
Chairman:
Where do you reside, Mr. Purves? At Maitland.
Rev. Wm.
Purvcs.
400. I may inform you that this Committee has been appointed by the Legislative Assembly,
to consider and report upon tbe expediency of amending or repealing the Act 8 Wm. 4th,
11 Dec., 1861. n0 7( aTj,j (,1,^ the Act 4 Vie., No. 18, which is an Act to amend this said Act, has also
beeu referred to this Committee. We have requested your attendance here to-day, in order
that you may give us your opinion iu reference to the matter. You are a Presbyterian
clergyman ? Yes.
•
461. Officiating in Maitland ? Officiating in Maitland.
462. How many years have you been in the Colony officiating as a Presbyterian clergy
man ? I came out to the Colony in tbe year 1839, so that 1 have been here 22 years.
463. The Presbyterians in this Colony are divided into certain sections and divisions, are
they not ? Yes.
464. How many divisions are there of them ? I think four; but if you add the congregation
at Balmain, of which I have just heard, ministered to by Mr. Gordon, there will be five.
465. And to which of these sections do you belong? To tho Synod of Australia, in con
nection with the Established Churoh of Scotland.
, , .
.
466. Do you not tliink it is to be regretted that the Presbyterian body is divided into so
many sections ? Yes, I do.
_
_
467. Do you not think that it impairs the efficiency of the clergymen in the Colony in
connection with that Church ? To a great extent it docs.
_
_
468. And of course, under these circumstances, you would think it desirable that they
should, if possible, be reconciled and united ? Most decidedly, if possible. .
469. Would you be kind enough to tell us what, in your opinion, prevents this union amongst
tbe Presbyterians? The first thing to be considered is, what are the causes of tbe disunion.
Tbe fact is, those causes are to be fouud in the state of the Church in the Mother Country,
‘
There are certain divisions in tbe Presbyterian Church in Scotland, and I think it is quite
natural that tbe same divisions should prevail berc, because the materials out of which the
congregations here are formed are in fact the same as in Scotland. I mean that the members
here are actuated by the same feelings as those which actuate their brethren in Scotland.
470. But the same causes do not exist here for disruption as in Scotland—for instance, I
may be allowed to allude particularly to the disruption of the Free Church ; they have
not the same grounds for disruption in this Colony as at Home? They have the same
grounds in point of principle, although the circumstances are different. _ The principles held
are the same. The difference in the mere geographical position does not affect principles.
471. But it does not affect the particular tenets of the denomination ?
Principles are
affected to which they attach great importance.
472. In the form of Church Government ? In the principles of Church Government. They
consider them principles of sufficient importance to prevent them uniting. _ These principles
have the same force here; at least they are held here with the same tenacity as they are at
Home.
.
473. But they are not in operation in this country—they are not given effect to here C
That is nothing. Were you to put that to a Free-Churcbman he would say, “We do not
“ know what circumstances may arise. It may become necessary at some future time to put
“ into practical operation these principles, and therefore we adhere to them. We do not
“ know what may happen in the course of time.” Tho fact is, the course of things seems
to be very much of this nature : in a new Colony like this, in the infancy of it, the members
of the different sections of Presbyterians are probably very few, so few that they cannot all
expect to have a minister of their own denomination—I mean tbe denomination to which
they belonged before they came from Home; they will therefore all unite and form only
one body, iu the first instance. When the numbers increase so as to admit of their having,
each one, a minister of bis own denomination (the denomination to which he belonged at
Home), the members of the different sections withdraw from what was first only the one
body, and seek ministrations in accordance with their peculiar and distinctive forms. It is
in accordance with their education, their habits, their feelings, their prejudices—if you like.
Well,
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^ ell, then, the same habits, eJucation, and feelings, which cause the Church to esist in a Rev. Win.
state of separation at Home, of coarse operate here to keep the Church in a state of separaRarves.
tion. Ibis is likely to continue until the Colony has made progress, population increases,
and tho immigrants are in the minority—when the members of the Presbyterian Church 11 Dec-’1B61*
will consist mainly of persons born and brought up hero, and not of course sharing in tbe
prejudices which exist at Home. When that state of things shall have arisen I think we
may look forward .to the union of all sections. But I think that until the population
increases, and until the great body of Presbyterians consist of members that have been born
and brought up iu the Colony, no uuion is likely to be formed that would be cither perma
nent or advantageous.
474. Admitting the force .of the educational prejudices you have alluded to, do you not
think there is a probability of those educational prejudices being fostered in our Aus
tralian youth, by the conduct of the leaders and clergymen of the Presbyterian Churches in
the Colony f I have no doubt of that. Ministers have these prejudices, and they generally,
in practice, I believe, keep them up rather than pursue an opposite course. But I think
that the force of circumstances will be more than a match for the influence of the ministers
of the different denomiuatnms. The circumstances that mould character and lead to the
formation of feelings will, I think, be too strong for that influence which may be exerted by
the ministers.
'
4/5. But still I think you will admit, that if there was a little more brotherly love among
clergymen it would have a most beneficial effect ? It is a very great desideratum indeed.
47G. It has been stated to us in evidence before this Committee, that there is a desire on the
part of many of the Presbyterians in the Colony, to have a union, but that that union is to a
great extent prevented by the action of this Act which we are called upon to consider, and I
would be obliged to you if you would, just in your own way, give us your opinion in
reference to tbe matter ? The fact is, I feel a difficulty—amounting almost to an impossi
bility in replying to.the question, for this reason—that I cannot understand by what
process of ruasmiing this conclusion has been come to (the conclusion to which you refer),
that this Act. is a barrier to union. If you would furnish me with the connecting link
between the two things; if you can shew me any connection between the alleged cause and
tho effect, I shall be able to reply to the question. At present I do not see any connection
between the two things.
477. For instance, there is one objection—that in reference to property—which, whether
granted by the Government to the Presbyterian Church, or whether it is subscribed by indi
viduals, must bo vested in the Church of Scotland ? But these moneys—perhaps I do not
understand the question.
478. I think it has been stated here that all the property belonging to the Presbyterian
Church------? You mean the Syood of Australia ?
479. The Synod of Australia. It has been stated, I think, that property which this Act
affects in any way, is vested in the Church of Scotland alone ? Yea ; but I do not see how
that could be a bar to union, because nothing would be easier to obtain than what has been
already obtained in Victoria—that is to say, if there werefirst a union of Presbyterian bodies
'
a legislative Act could be obtained to transfer property belonging to the Synod of Australia,
as well as property belonging to other distinctive bodies, to the united body. But iu order
to that, there uniat be a previous union of the different denominations of Presbyterians.
480. Then another objection has been stated, and that is with reference to the Government
interfering? But at the same time I do not see how that which you stated just now as a
fact, namely, that, all the property granted to the Synod of Australia is attached to it by
tins Act, at all prevents a union. I do not see that what you havo stated now as a fact
does supply this link which I spoke of as connecting the existence of the Act with the
'
divisions of the Presbyterians of the Colony j perhaps you could explain further.
481. But it has been stated as being a barrier to the union of the different sections ? I
should like to know the grounds on which that statement rests. I do tot doubt the fact
that the statement has been made.
482. Then you do not see that it is a barrier to that union ? I cannot see any connection
between the two. I do not see the relevancy of the question. If I saw the process by
which the existence of this Aot, or its operation, caused the divisions, I should bo able to
reply to the question, but not seeing that the operation of it is followed by that result, or
those results, I cannot.
4S3. You misunderstand me if you think that I said this Act had caused the disunion—I
only meaut to imply that it bad been said that it was a barrier to union ? Then it is not
hold that that caused tho divisions?
484. I cannot charge my memory, but it has been distinctly stated to this Committee that
it was a barrier to union ? If I could see the grounds on which the statement is made I
should be glad to answer tbe question.
485. It has been stated by other witnesses that tho circumstance of the State interfering at
all (as it does by this Act) with the Church matters, is another barrier to union ? But tbe
State docs not interfere with the Church in any way whatever.
4VG. It interferes by the Act, docs it not ? No; the State in this Act, merely provides for
the continued application of property which tbe State itself has granted, to the purposes
for wbicb that property was granted. That is all it does. It does not interfere at all with
our operations as a Church.
487. Is it not possible for that to be done in a different way ? I do not think so. I do not
see bow the State can do it in another way* without denuding itself of its functions. What
■
right
_
* Seviscd:—And I do not see how tho State can grant property, and not take security for its
being applied to the purpose for which it is granted.
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Eev. 'Wm. right has the State to alienate land for sites for buildings, or to grant money to aid in their
Purves. erection, and to say henceforth you may do what you like with them 7 The State is bound
to follow up the act of grant with a legislative Act to secure that the public property
11 Pec., 1B61. granted shell continue to be applied to that purpose for all time coming. If circumstances
should arise in which it is not necessary, and in which the purposes no longer exist, the
State ought to resume the property.
_
488. But you are aware that the State, when it makes a grant of land, can specify in the
grant the purposes for which that land is granted, without an Act of Parliament? It can
do that certainly; but an Act of Parliament alone enables the State to discharge its func
tion of guardian of that portion of tbe public property which it has alienated for a particular
purpose.
489. But you are well aware that strong prejudices exist in the minds of Presbyterians, as
to the State exercising that guardianship ? I never heard of that at all. The State must
do it. Tho State cannot help itself. The grant is of the nature of property, and must
necessarily be under the guardianship of tbe State, and that guardianship can only be
exercised by a legislative enactment.
490. So long as you use the word " guardianship " in that broad and liberal sense which
you have explained I agree with you, but I thought you wero alluding to it more in a
particular way—as trustee ? No.
491. That guardianship I think the State exercises sufficiently by the ordinary laws of the
land, and the deed by which the land is granted ? I do not think it. In dissenting bodies
we find innumerable evils arise from tbe difficulty of maintaining the rights of property.
492. Do you think it would be prudent to amend this Act in any way ? lam far from
saying that this or any other Act is perfection, but until I see what alterations are proposed,
I could not say whether those alterations would be an amendment or not. I do not see
myself any amendment which it is desirable to make. I have seen no evils resulting from
the operation of the Act, but if it be repealed, I see many evils that will arise. I do uot see
what good effect amendments would have.
^
493. You have no amendments yourself to suggest to the Committee on the subject ? No,
I cannot say that I have.
*
494. My Mr. Dickson : Are you of opinion that these Acts do not in any way stand as a
barrier to the union of the Presbyterian Churches ? I believe they are no barrier. But I
have tbe same difficulty in answering your question as I had before.
495. I merely put tho simple question ? I do not see it.
496. How would it affect auy section of tbe Presbyterian Church if this Act were repealed ?
It would affect the Synod of Australia in this way, that it would prevent them from enjoying
the continued use of, their property probably. Circumstances might arise in which trustees
might alienate the property. There is a clause of the Act to which reference has not been made,
_ vis., that respecting glebes. This Act regulates tho appropriation of funds that arise from
the letting of glebes. You are aware of the ease at Maitland in reference to the glebe there.
This Act limits the right of a minister, in regard to the rents of a glebe, to £150 a year.
If you repeal this Act, ministers would be entitled to receive tho whole of the rents of their
glebes. In Scotland, whenever a glebe is built on, as in Maitland, the minister receives the
whole amount, though it may amount to thousands. This Bill has a good effect in that way,
(although it militates against my interest), in limiting the receipts of the minister, and pro
viding for the appropriation of the surplus to general purposes for tbe good of tho body—
educational or religions.
^
497. If this Act and the Act amending it were repealed, would you consider some other
legislative enactment necessary ? I think so.
498. Are you aware whether the affairs of the Presbyterian Church in Ireland arc controlled
by legislative enactment ? I am not aware of my own personal knowledge, but I understand
that they have no legislative enactment such as this. Tbe circumstances are so different;
there is no property belonging to the Presbyterian Church in Ireland created in the way of
public grants; that is, grants from the public estate. The only thing they receive from the
Government is a regium donum, a sum of money which is spent, and there is an end of it.
If they had, as in this Colony, grants from the public estate, then, I imagine, they would
have had an Act to secure those portions of the public estate granted being continued in
their appropriation to tbe purposes for which they were granted.
499. Are you aware whether the Government have made grants to the Roman Catholic
Church, or to the Church of .England, in this Colony ? Yes, I believe so.
500. Have they followed up those grants by similar Acts, to regulate the appropriation of
the property ? In the case of the Church of England I believe they have. I am pretty
certain they have. In fact, I know they have an Act of a similar character.
501. And the Roman Catholic Church ? I am not so well acquainted with tbe case of the
Roman Catholic Church as to be able to reply with anything like certainty; hut I know it
is the case with the Church of England, and I believe it to be the case with other bodies
also.
502. Then does this Act ensure tho application of the grants made by the Government to the
purposes intended when such grants were made? I think so, as well as most Acts can do.
503. By Dr. Lang: I understand that you are opposed to the repeal of tho two Acts, or to
any amendments amounting to a repeal ? Yes, for the reason I have mentioned. If you
could point out any evils that now exist, or any advantages that would arise from the step
being taken, I might alter my opinion; but, in the present state of my views on the subject,
I am opposed to the repeal of these Acts.
504. I merely asked to ascertain the fact, which is as you have stated? Yes.
505.
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605. By Mr. Sadleir; By this Act your section of tho Church only can possess these Rev. Wm.
Purves.
temporalities from tho Crown ? Yes.
506. Other sections cannot? The other sections cannot possess these, but they could obtain
grants for themselves if they chose.
H D80- 1861.
507. But they are excluded by the peculiar wording of this Act from these possessions ? No;
by no means. They are not excluded from their rights as religious bodies.
508. The Act states “ in connection with the Church of Scotland” ? A particular grant is
applied exclusively j but any other body may get a similar grant.
509. Then other sections of the Piesbyterian Church in this Colony can obtain grants from
the Crcwn ? Yes.
510. Under this Act ? Not under this Act. This Act does not authorize grants being
given. It merely secures tho property being vested in trustees, provides for the appoint
ment of those trustees, and defines their duties. In fact, there is no connection with tho
rights of other bodies there.
61L. This Act confines the property entirely to those connected with the Churoh of Scotland ?
Yes, in the very same way that the site of a Church purchased for the Congregationalists,
_
for instance, wonld belong only to that body, having been purchased expressly for them, or
obtained as a gift.
512. By Mr. Bolt .* At the time this Act was passed there was only one Church of Scotland ?
Only one Church.
513. Only ono Churoh ? I believe so; but I was not in the Colony at the time.
514. I allude to Scotland 7 There was the Established Church. The only difference between
the present state of things and the state of things which then existed was, that there was then
no Free Church of Scotland. The Established Church had not then separated into two
Churches. There is however some other difference, because two bodies that existed at that
timd in a state of separation at Home have since united.
515. What I wish to obtain is the meaning of the words u Church of Scotland.” I have
never been in Scotland, and know very little about the Presbyterian form of worship.
These words are made use of, “ connected with the Church of Scotland"—was there at
that time more than one Church of Scotland? Only ono Church of Scotland—only one
.
body that could be called the Church of Scotland.
516. Were there any other bodies of Presbyterians ? Yes.
517. They had dissented previously to the year 1837 ? Yes.
518. If any ministers of those other Presbyterian bodies had come out to this Colony, they
would not have been entitled to any of the advantages under this Act? Not if they came
out to labour here not in connection with us—not if they came out here for the purpose of
forming a separate Church,
519. Take for instance the Irish Church, or rather the Presbyterian Church of Ireland ; is
that a Church of Scotland within the meaning of the Act ? No; but the ministers became
Churoh of Scotland ministers when they came here, to that extent.
520. Do you mean to say that they changed the denomination to which they originally
belonged, to unite with another, when they came to this Colony? Yes'; the change was'
merely a verbal one, because the doctrines, discipline, and government were tho same as those
of the (Jhurch of Scotland, or at least very nearly so; but when they came to unite them
selves to the Presbyterian Church here, as it then existed, they to all intents and purposes
became Church of Scotland ministers. They would not have been entitled to hold livings at
Home under the Established Church, but they aro recognized by the Established Church
at Homo as ministers of the Church which represents the Established Church in this
Colony.
521. The Irish Church ? The Irish Church,
522. You spoke of other dissenters—Presbyterians—in Scotland itself; the United Presby
terians, if they had come out to this Colony, would they havo been identified as ministers
connected with the Church of Scotland? If they had chosen to-----523. Yes, but I mean if they had maintained their peculiar dogmas or whatever they may
be, oould they have identified themselves with the Church of Scotland without making some
concession ? Well, I do not know that there is any concession necessary; the fact is, the
differences are so slight -----'
524. The differences are slight ? I believe we have ministers in our Church now who before
they left Scotland belonged to the United Presbyterian body.
525. What I wish to ascertain is this: if they became ministers of the Churoh of Scotland
—that is, to come within the pale of this Act—would they not have to make some
concessions? They would have simply to unite themselves with us.
526. The Wesleyans might do the same and unite with the Church of England, but then
they would cease to be Wesleyans. They could not be both.
And so in this case, without
making some concession, other ministers could not become ministers of the Churoh of
Scotland ? They could not be admitted to the Church in Scotland,* but they could be
admitted into the Church here. The Church of Scotland is much more strict. The Chuich
of Scotland has no power to admit them; it is an established Church; ■j' but hero it
is different; the Church of Scotland allows persons to be admitted here that the Synod
think proper to receive.
527. Mark the wording of these Acts. Tbe one is to regulate the affairs of Presbyterian
churches and chapels “ connected with the Church of Scotland in the Colony;” the other
refers
• Note (on revision) \ —I mean they cannot be admitted as a matter of course, and in the ordinary way,

t Note (on reviticn)I would not have meant to say that the Churoh of Scotland has not this
power. It undoubtedly has it, though it seldom exercises it, and that only by a special Act of the
Supreme Court of the Church.
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Rev. 'Wm. refers to the celebration of public worship, according to the forms used in the Church of
Purves.
Scotland. If they deviated in any respect from the form of public worship used in the
Church nf Scotland, they could not be rauiistm I should think, could they, of the Church of
11 Dec., 18G1. Scotland, unless they conformed ? They must conform, of course, to the standards of the
Church of Scotland.
528. They must conform; but do they do that in Scotland; in the United Church, for
instance, do they conform ? In all essential matters their principles are the same.
529. And so arc al! Protestants, in essentials ? No doubt there is a difference of opinion as
to what are essentials.
53Q. What I want to know is, what class of Presbyterians would come under the wording of
this Act? Any class of Presbyterians that chooses to uuito itself with the Synod .of
Australia.
531. But the question is, can they do so without giving up some of their principles—some
liberty of thought or form of worship ? I think so—giving up nothing at all.
532. Then do you not think that this Act docs stand in tbe way of union,—if ministers of
the United Presbyterian Church came out to this Colony, and were desirous of enjoying the
privileges of this Act, they could not do so without making some coneessiun, in order to
become members of tho Established Church of Scotland ? I really must s.iy that I do not
quite understand tho question.
533. By the CAaiVnum: Perhaps you will allow me to put the question. With regard to
United Presbyterians, they have a particular principle on which they separated from the
Church of Scotland originally^—which was the principle of tho non-interference of the State
in religious matters, I think, in general terms, that was the cause of the disunion ? Of
course, we who belong to the Established Church deny that the State does so interfere.
531. But still they assert it ? I believe they du.
535. And they asserted it on that occasion. Now if they joined with this particular Chlirch
in connection with the Church of Scotland in this Colony, they would have to give up that
particular principle upon which they originally insisted at Home?-----536. By Mr, Holt: That is what I wanted lo ascertain ? In point of fact and practice, no
questions would be asked on the subject. The circumstances arc so different, that the
principle would never come into operation—so that any minister or any member of any
Presbyterian Church in Scotland, if he chose to unite himself to us when he came here, would
be received without any questions being asked. All that would he asked would he simply
this,—whether they desired to become members of our Synod. The minister would enter
as a member of the Church Court, and would have to submit to the discipline.
537. But Dr. Eullerton, iu his evidence, stated how tenaciously the principles are adhered to.
In talking of tho disruption, he gave as his reason why the Free Church and the Established
Church did not unite iu this Colony, the tenacity with which principles were adhered to,
even although those principles were not brought into action in this Colony, as between the
Free Church and the Established Church. But with regard to the United Presbyterian that
principle is brought into operation by this very Act, because it is an interference by the
State with the government of the Church ? 1 do not see that it is.
538. But do not they look upon it in that light? It appears to me that if persons arc so
much attached to their particular forms they would never seek to be united to us, hut rather
endeavour to have religious ordinances according to their own peculiar form, in order that
they might enjoy their privileges.
539. By the Chairman: But this Committee is trying to look upon it in a different light:
we arc looking upon the matter in reference to the benefit of the Colony generally. 1 think
you have agreed with me that it would he .advantageous if all sections were united in one
bond of brotherly love, and could be got to sink their minor differences. The United Pres
byterians assert that this Act is and has been a barrier ? That brings us back to the same
thing again. If I could see the process of reasoning—if I could be furnished with it—by
which they arrive at the conclusion, of course I could answer.
540. It is very difficult for us to give the reasou, because you do not admit the assertion they
make—that this Act is a direct interference by the State with the Church—an interference
which they, on principle, disapprove of? If they would state how it is an interference on
the part of the State, with the Church, I should be able to reply, but I cannot see it. Since
I have been asked to come here, and previously, my attention has beeu drawn to the matter.
I thought there must be something in it that I had not been able to see—some view that had
quite escaped me—some peculiar train of reasoning—with which, however, I might be fur
nished by intercourse with the Committee; but unless that be given I am quite at sea in
reference to the whole matter.
541. You would be conversant, I should think, with the train of reasoning which influenced
the Free Church in their disruption from the Esiablished Church—they being opposed to all
interference on the part of the State in purely temporal matters? The cause of the dis’
rnptiou was simply this :—The Free Church considered that they had a right to interpret
an Act of Parliament—tbe Act by' which the Church was established. Tho State considered
that they had no such right, hut that tbe interpretation of an Act of Parliament must be by
the Judges alone, and that all must submit to that interpretation, and that they could not
take tho interpretation put upon it by the Church Courts.
542. That was with regard to pure temporalities ? It was with regard to-----543. Temporal mutters—not spiritual matters ? It was with regard to the appointment of
ministers to vacant churches, and the formation of the pastoral tie.
544. The salary ? With regard to the pastoral tie, and who should be minister of a par
ticular church-----545. By Mr, Holt: Who should have the gift of‘the living? Yes.
546.
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546. By the Chairman : There is a difference here. The Church of Scotland said by their Roy. Wm,
acts that they had a direct control as to who should be the clergyman, but the State said Purves.
thdy had no control as to who the stipend should be paid to? I think the Free Church
J'--v
said the State had that control, and allowed it, i. c. the State, to do what it liked with the ^ Dccm 1861.
salary j but maintained that the State had no right to say such and such a man should be
minister of a particular parish. If you remember the controversy, the Free Church always •
said that they never laid claim to the stipend, but that the State bad no right to put any
particular minister in as the minister of any parish.
547. By Mr. Dickson: I think the cause of the disruption was this—whether the Church
or the Government should be supreme—whether the Church should have supremacy within
its own Courts, or admit the interference of the Government? That is one way of putting it.
Of course I am supposed tn take the view the Established Church took, and I put it thus—
that tho Free Church insisted upon their interpretation of tbe Act by wbicb tbe Cbureh was
established, in fact, being taken as the true interpretation. The State said we cannot admit
the Church Court to be the interpreter of an Act of the Legislature, and we take the inter
pretation put upon it by tho Judges of the land—the constituted interpreters of the law.
548. By the Chatrman : And the Church of Scotland said it was an illegal or unnecessary
interference with the functions of the Church ? 'They, i. e. tho Free Church party, said so
then, and say so now.
549. I now come back to tho point, as f.ir as the United. Presbyterians are concerned—
I think tbe cause of separation was patronage ? The Free Church never objected to
patronage as a principle, but patronage was the sole cause of the secession—of tho original ,
secession,
'
550. That is to say, because it was an interference by the Government—the civil Law of the'
land—with what they considered purely religious subjects? I believe that was the interpre
tation they put upon patronage.
551. By Mr. Holt: I think you have said that you do not think the repeal of any Bill of
this kind would cause a reunion ? I do not think it. You will observe, it appears to me
that a union should first take place, and then that application should be made to the
Legislature.
'
552. To remove this barrier? It is not a harrier to union ; it does not prevent the various
bodies from mooting together and considering the conditions of union. After these con
ditions of union are settled and agreed upon, then the next course would be to come to the
Legislature and say-----553. Will you remove this barrier ? No, not looking upon it as a barrier—but simply,
will you give us, instead of this Act, which refers only to one section, an Act referring to the
whole body ?

The Rev. John Bengali called in and examined :—
554. By the Chairman: You are a Presbyterian minister ? I am a Presbyterian minister. Rev. John
555. Officiating and living where ? Officiating io St. Andrews’ Scotch Church, Sydney, Dougall,
and living in Kent-street, Sydney.
.
t^
556. IVhat section or Synod are you connected with ? The Synod of Australia, in connection 11 Dec., 1861.
with tbe Established Church of Scotland.
557. This Committee has been appointed to consider and report upon tho expediency of
amending or repealiug the Act 8 William the 4tb, No. 7, commooly called th<5 Presbyterian
Church Temporalities Act, and also an Act which was afterwards passed to amend that Act;
you are aware that the Presbyterian Church is divided into several sections in this Colony?
I am.
558. It has been pretty generally stated, by the witnesses who have appeared before this
Committee, that it is desirable, if possible, that a union should take place ; do you tliink it
desirable that this should be accomplished ? I think it very desirable, if it can be consistently
accomplished.
559. We should like to hear your opiniou, given in your own way, and as concisely as
possible, whether you consider that the Act we arc now inquiring into forms auy barrier to
tbe union of tho various Presbyterian Churches in the Colony ? I do not think it has been
instrumental in causing disunion, in the first place, and I do not think it can at all be considered
a barrier to such legitimate and rational steps as we could take towards the matter of unioo.
Thc Temporalities Act simply enables us to administer the property Government has given
to us. It is absolutely necessary to enable us to administer that property in such a way as
will enable us faithfully to carry out the object the Government bad in view in giving it to
us. At the same time there is a difficulty, which my brethren have perceived, in the question
whether it is a barrier to union. It is one of those things like our sentiments, our
predilections, and peculiar sympathies, which we must modify ultimately, but only when we
have carried on the preliminaries so far that the prospect of union is clear. Having carried
on the matter to the last point of consummation, then it would be time to make arrangements
to enable the new body that should be constituted to administer the property iu conformity
with the objects of the new Synod; we having found the same thing to be necessary, to enable
ns to administer the property, given to us in conformity with the object for which it was
given by the Government.
.
560. Do you think there is any necessity for amending this Act, or these Acts, in any way?
Not at all, in the present circumstances of the case ; it seems to have answered admirably
the purpose for which it was given by the Government.
i
561. And you do nob think they ought to be repealed? I do not.
562.
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Rev. John
Dougall.

562. By Mr. Sadleir: Could the Crown grant lands to other sections of Presbyterians by
this Act as well as to the Church of Scotland, for churches or for glebes ? Oh ! quite so,
563. It seems to mo to confine it very much to the Church of Scotland? It appears to me
11 Dec., 1801. t() ije mere]y an Act for the proper regulation of such property as lias been granted to theSynod of Australia; the designation of which was formerly, I think, the Presbytery of New
• South Wales.
'
564. It is an Act to regulate the temporal affairs of Presbyterian churches and chapels
connected with the Church of Scotland only ? Just so—such temporalities as they Lave.
If other bodies had temporalities (which the Government would have granted them, had
their views enabled them conscientiously to take them) there might have been also a
Temporalities Act for them.
■
565. There must be another Temporalities Act for them—they could not come under thisAct ? They would have required to have an Act for the administration of their own. If a
nnion were on the eve of being consummated, of course it would be necessary to obtain some
measure to vest the whole of the property in the new body.
,
566. You acknowledge the necessity for another Act for other sections of tho Presbyterian
Church ? Yes; so soon as the preliminaries to union are carried to their last stage.
567. I mean as the Church stands at present divided—I understand that only one body can
regulate their property under this Act ? This Act is not for obtaining grants of land, but
for the administration of grants of land after they have been obtained; it simply states the
way in which such properties as have been definitely made over to the Synod of Australia
shall be administered.
568. If I understand you rightly, it is necessary to have another Act pa'sed, to enable other
Presbyterian bodies to obtain grants and to administer them. In fact, this Act shuts out all
other sections of the Church from obtaining thoso grants; it is simply an Act to regulate
the temporal affairs of the Presbyterian churches and chapels connected with the Church
of Scotland in this Colony? I do uot see that it prevents other bodies from acquiring
property. It simply regulates our property in the same way that an Act might regulate the
administration of the property of a bauk. This, however, would not prevent any other bank
that acquired property from obtaining an Act to regulate it.
569. Suppose, now, that I belong to Pr. Lang’s section of the Church, I could not obtain
land or become a trustee under this Act ? You could not become a trustee of our property
unless you were proved to be qualified.
570. Nor of any grant, unless made under a distinct Act? This Act docs not affect the
granting of land at all; it is merely to take care that land granted to the Synod of Australia,
by the Government, shall be administered in accordance with the views of the Government
when they gave the land.
571. By Mr. Halt: This Act is only to regulate tbe temporal affairs of one section of the
Presbyterian Church? The affairs of one section.
572. The others do not come under this Act at all ? They do not.
573. Do you think that they suffer any deprivation by not coming under this Act ? I do
not think so. I cannot perceive that they do.
574. Do you think this Act in itself is a brrier to other sections of the Presbyterian Church
becoming united with you ? 1 cannot see that it ia.
_
575. Do you think that tins Act gives you any undue privileges over other Presbyterian
bodies ? I cannot see that it does.
576. Dow do the other Presbyterian bodies regulate their grants of land—do they not con
ceive that they come under this Act—you do not know much about that, probably ? No.
577. You have no amendments to suggest ? No amendment.
578. You think it is a sufficiently good Act as it is ? I think it answers all the purposea
for which it was intended.
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SOUTHERN DISTRICTS.

IN

THE

(RETURN IN REFERENCE TO.)

Ordered ly ihe Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

6

1861.

September,

RETURN to an Order made by tbe Honorable the Legislative Assembly
of New South Wales, dated 19 February, 1861, That there be laid
upon the Table of this House, a List shewing,—
“ (1.) The number of Surveyors employed in the Southern
“ Districts, in the measurement of Crown Lands for sale by
“ auction.

•

“ (2.) The name of each Surveyor, and the extent of District
“ entrusted to him;

the number of acres applied for in each

" District; and the number surveyed and reported to the
“ Surveyor General.
“ (3.) The number of acres yet unmeasured, and, if any, the
“ reason why they have not been measured and offered for
“ sale.”

'

{Mr. O'Brien.)

*

88—

'

1160

SURVEY OE LAND FOR SALE IN THE SOUTHERN DISTRICTS.
(*»Ol
BETURN relating to the Survey of Land in the Southern District, prepared in pursuance of an Order of the Legislative Assembly, made on the Motion of Mr. H. O’Brien.
U_J

Number of Sur
veyors employed
in the Southern
District in the
measurement of
Grown Lands.

Name of each Surveyor employed.

Extent of
District.

Sydney : Tiicma-i Richards, Goyermuent Printer. —1S61.

Square Miles.

acres.

acres.

Number of acres yet unmeasured, and, if any, the reason why they have not been
measured and offered for sale.

acres.

i

Sami. Parkinson

...

...

2,430

12,310

11,326

984

2

W. E.

..........................

1,270

1,275

1,397

700

3

E. P. Mann

4

Thos. Evans

Larmer ...

......... .

...

Number of acres
Number of acres surveyed and
applied for in
reported on to
each District, Surveyor Gcnl.
from 1 January, from 1 Jan.,
1800.
I860.

...........

640

............................

4,860

22,834

3,731

19,103

5

R. J. Campbell..........................

1,650

2,447

2,247

200

6

J. B. Thompson..........................

2,000

0,219

11,627

790

7

E. H. Arnheim..........................

1,950

11,325

8,125

3,200

8

Jno. Armstrong..........................

2,800

11,700

13,000

2,587

9

S. L. Bransby T.........................

300

890

5,015

490

Surveyor General's Office,
Sydney,

1

July,

1861.

Mr. Parkinson has for some time past been incapacitated by illness
for the performance of field duties.
Mr. Mann has been wholly engaged in the survey of roads.
Mr. Evans was transferred to his present district in January last.
and the Return has reference only to the work performed by
him since that date.
The above remark will apply to Mr. Campbell.

The greater portion of the 3,200 acres has been surveyed, and the
plans are in course of preparation.
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MR. C. G. T. CHAUYEL, AND OTHERS.
(EXERCISE OF THE PRE-EMPTIVE RIGHTS.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

6

September,

1861.

RETURN, in part, to an Address of the Honorable the Legislative
Assembly of New South Wales, dated 1 June, 1860, praying that
His Excellency the Governor would be pleased to cause to be laid on
the Table of this House :—
“(1.) Copies of all Correspondence between the Government
f‘ and Mr. C. Gr. T. Chauvel, and any other person or persons,
“ relative to the pre-emptive purchase by Mr. Chauvel of any
“ portion of his Run known as Tabulam West, in the District
“ of the Clarence River, including any Report or communication
“ from any Government Surveyor, having reference thereto.
“(2.) Any Minute of the Executive Council, also, having
“ reference thereto.
A Return of the different Reserves within the same
“District, specifying by whom recommended, and the dates
“ when they were respectively made and proclaimed.
(4.) A Tabular Return of all applications for the exercise of
“ Pre-emptive Rights by any person or persons in the same
“ District, since the passing of the Orders in Council, specifying
“ in each case the applicant or applicants; the date of each
“ application; the number of lots; the quantity, quality, and
u situation of the land applied for; whether or not application
“ granted, the price per acre, when application granted,
“ and the total quantity alienated, in consequence of such
“ application.”
lt

(Mr. Hart.)

„ „
2, and 8 of this Address already laid before the Assembly.
the 5.3rd April, IcGI.J

42—

Ordered to be printed on

'
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ME. C. G. T. CHAUTEL, AND OTHEES.

A TABULAE. BETURN of all applications for tlie exercise of Pre-emptive Eighis by any person or persons
in the District of Clarence, since the passing of the Orders in Council, specifying in each case the
applicant or applicants; the date of each application; the number of lots; the quantity, quality, and
situation of the land applied for ; whether or not application granted, the price per acre, when application
granted, and the total quantity alienated, in consequence of such applications.
^
Pate of
Application.

FAXE OP ApPUCAMT.

Do......................
Do.

V
^ 'o. of Lots Area ap
applied
for.

Acres.
320

ITFlpn IftSI

x

7 Dec., 185o

4

610

•• ■»

......

Do
Do.
Do
.......
Atkinson, McKellar 1G Feb.. 1357
Do,

plied for.

....

320
320

■

200

1

10

3

640

"l

640
320
320

1

160

1

1,000

Da.
Pn.

Do......................
Do................

9 Oct., 1859 .
Do.

BundocTs, TV. C......... 26 July, 1858
X1. •»•... 25 Oct., 1856
Ckauvcl, C, G. T. .. 5 May, 1852

DO.

........

Do...............
Do.
...,

Tin

Do

640

x

160

*‘ *
*■ ’*

Tin
Tin

Do.
Tin
ytn.

Do

Do.
Da
17 July, 1858
Tin

Do.
V\n

........

Chcekc, Alfred

Tin

....

Tin

26 Sept,, 1859

....
.,..
*•
■■
1
1

3

320
320
320

3

G40

x

200

1 '
200
allotments

1 May, 1859
Foley, Thomas .... 22 Aug........
20 Jan., 1854
Tin

T'lrt

Hamilton & Fanning
Do.
Do.

fl TW IftSit
IfiMV 15W9
2 Juno, 1857

Havles, A. 'W......
Tin
fin
Tin
Tin
Tin

Do....................

1
1

1

320

1
1

!

640
320

3 sections

1

Do.
Do.
25 Aug., 1859
22 Nov., 1854
Do.
Do.
14 May, 1856
J)n

Do!
Do.

ICO

do.

about 1 section
Do.
allotments
3
320
320
320
4
640
640
640
640

'Whether Granted,
and When*

SncATios.

Bushy Park........ Granted, 16 Aug.,
1854.
Parish of Southamp- Not granted.
ton.
Do.
Do
.......................
Do,
Do..............................
Do.
Granted, 9 Mar.,
Town of Casino,
Itunnymcde.
1659.
Runnymede............... Partly granted,
2 July, I860.
Do.
Do.
...............
Do.
............... Not granted.
Do.
Fairy Mount,
Runnymede.
Do.
Ellerly Station,
Runnymede.
Do.
Do.
Gordon Brook...........
Partly granted,
16 April, 1858
Do.
..............
Do................. *
Do..........................
Do..................
Do..................
Do..................
Do..................
Do..................
Do...................
Do...................
Do,
.............
Do..............
Do..................
Do.................. Not granted.
Do.
Do..................
Do.
Tabulam .............
Do.
Do.
Burnt Station.......
Granted, 16 April
1858.
Do.................. Not granted.
West Ballina ....... Granted* 16 Dec.,
1658.
Do.................. Granted, 30 Jan.,
1861.
Not granted.
Tunstall ............. Partly granted,
16 April, 1858.
Blnkehrook ........ Not granted.
Do.
Tunstall .............
Do.
"West Ballina .......
Do.
Wooroowoolgcn ....
Do.
Do..................
Do.
............ Granted, 2 July,
1860.
Do.
..............
Do.
Do,
York.........................
Town of Uralla ,.. Not granted.
Do.
Casino....................
Do.
Do........................
Do.
Do........................
Granted, 7 Oct.,
Do........................
1857.
Do.
Do........................
Do.
Do........................

Do.

Do......................

Carried forwaro
.

Price per
Acre.

Quantity
Alienated.

£ a. d.
10 0

326 0 0

a.

r. p.

0 0

7

10 0

tkiES

4 0 0

1

8 0 0
8 0 0

0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
10

8

8 0 0
8 0 0
8 0 0
8

0

0

8
S
8
8
6

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

2 0
u

0

0 0

0
0
0
0
0

2 2 32
0 3 24
0 3 24
0 3 24
0 3 24

0 3 24

4 0 0
8 0 0

13 8

10 0

201 1 16

3 2 16

0 0

0 3 16

8 0 0

1 1 38

10 0

130 0 0

10 0

73G 0 0

8

10 0 1,716 0 0
10 0

798

0 0

\
i

VI

0 0

2,504 0 0

1
/
7,090

3

6
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RETURN, &c.— Continued.
Name

of

Applicant,

Date of
Application,

So. of Lots Aren &p>
applied pltud for.
for.

"Whether Granted,
and When.

SlTCATHet.

Acres.

Price per
Acre.

Quantity
Alienated*

£ B. d.
Brought forward

Irving, Clark .

G Nov., 18GG

7 atloti

Do.

.

G Ang., 185G

1

Do.

.

5 June, 1856

3 sections

Do.

.

13 Aug., 1858

28 Ang,, 1858.
Granted, 22 Oct.,
1858.'
'
Granted,16 Apr.,
185S. '
‘ '

700

i

320

Do.
. .».. 9 July, 1859
Do.
.
Do.
Johnson, Win............ 25 Nov., 1858
Kirchner and Sharpe 8 April, 1854

.2

not given
160
1
600
2 sections

Asbbv .......................

do.
do.
do.
do.

1
1
1
1
1

720
720
600
160
160

Do..........................
rnrtsli ofOreatMarlow...
Retreat ...................
Oamira ........ .......
Myrtle Creek ......

2

320
160
160
160
50
320
500
160
1,000
160
160

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
M'Donald, R. .

1G Oct.,
Do.
23 July,
10 Dec.,
IT Feb.,

1856
1858
1859
1855

Do.
.
Do......................
M'Donald, J. .
Meston, Robert
Messrs. Mvlne.
Do. '
...........
Do.
_____
Do.
_____
Do.
Marsh, H. ...
Ogilvic,E. D. S .........

3 Feb., 1859
Do.
21 Feb., 1854
5 Mur., 1857
1G Sept., 1858
Do. ’
Do.
Do.
3 Sept,, 1858
23 July,' 1SOO
10 Feb., 1652

...,
Do. .
..
Do.
Do.
Do.
....
...,
Do.
Do.
Do.
....
Do.
Do.
....
Do.
....
Ugiivie* W. and E. D.

23 Mar.,
Do.
Do.
Do.
15 Apr.,
23 May,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
10 Feb.,

Do.

do4

Do.

do.

Ryan, Thomas
Do,

4

1859

** .*

1
5

1859
1859

4*4.

* .. *.
2

1852
..

x

320
400
320
1G0
640
640
200
320
320
320
160

...................

Do.
....
Nymbodift ........
Do.........................
Do..........................

Maryland ................
Fairfield ......... ..
Yulgilbar..................
Do.
...................
Do..........................
Do............................
Do............................
Do............................
Do............................
Do............................
Do............................
Do............................
Yulgilbar Heifer....

160

22 Feb., 1854

1

160

Ynlgilbnr...................

.,,. 2G Dee., 1853
.... 7 June, 1854

1
1

160
1,000

Water view..........
Do..........................

10 Juno, 1853

1

350

Do..........................

Do.

■

i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

Retreat

Do.
Do.
Do.

..

29 Jan., 1851
20 Feb., 1851
....
1 Dec., 1851

1
1
1

100
160
320

Do..........................
Do..........................
Do..........................

Do.
Do.

.,. * 8 Jan., 1855
- #+, IS May, 1857

1
1

640
160

Do..........................
Do............................

1
1
1
1
1

Do............................
Sportsman's Creek..
Jjanaric Lodge...........
Yandiland ...............
Woolport....................
Do............................
Do............................
Do.
....................

Do.
...»
Do.
Robertson, Wm
Do.
Robertson* Thomas
Sharpe, Joseph
Do,
....
Do.
•»..
Do.
•• **

14 Dec., 1858
■ 4 Jan., 1859
26 Dec., 1854
22 July, 1854
26 April, 1853
28 Feb,, 1854
Do.
Do.
Do.

4
■■ *4
•* 44
4 4 •*

160
165
160
160
600
500
800
791
780

2
4■ 4*

816
748

Do.
Do.

, ..

9 Feb., 1853
Do.

Do.

*• 4 *

7 Mar., 1853

1

320

Do.

44..

4 Nov., 1853

1

816

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

44 44
44 4*
4 4..
■■ ■.
44 ••
■ • *.
....

Do.
Do.
Do,

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.

....................
....................

Parish of Great HarloTT...

1860.
Not granted.
Do.
Do.
Granted 19 Nov.,
1856.
Not granted.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Granted, 16 Apr,,
1858.
Ilo.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Granted, 28 Feb.,
1854.
Not granted.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Granted, 2 Mar.,
1855.
Granted, 12 Mar.,
1855.
Granted, 23 July,
1857.
Not granted.
Granted, 21st
Sept., 1855.
Granted, 28th
July, 1854.
Not granted.
Do.
Granted, 9th
Nov., 1856.
Not granted.
Partly granted,
23rd Oct., 186C
Not granted.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Granted, 25th
Nov., 1858.
Not granted.
Granted, 6th
April. 1854.
Granted, 81 July,
1858.
'
Partly granted,
81 July, 1858.

4 4*4

l« **

Do.

«*** ■*

Carried forward

5

2 18

8

o o

l

o

n

700 o 0

i

o

0

2,230 0 0

7

0 0

320 o o

i

0 0

i

0 0

1,143

0

168 0

0

0

160 0 0

i

0 0

169 0 0

i

0 0

187 0 0

i

0 0

180 0

i

0

i

0 0

335

2

0

i

0

1

363

0

0

s

0 0

10

0

0

1

7 0

771

1

0

748 0

0

1

0 0

320

0

0

1

7 0

88

2

0

i 0

1 7
1 7
2 0
2 10
2 0
3 0
2 10

Do.
........
Da.
................
Do............................
Do.
.
.
Do.
...
Do.
...............

a. r. P7,090 3 6

1

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

1,177 0 0

0 0

96 0 0
69 2 0
16 1 8
8
22
2
9

2

9

3 27
1 32
2 6

16,396 2 26
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RETURN, &c.— Continued.
Name or Applicant.

No, of Lots Area ap
applied plied for.
lor.

Tate of
Application,

Situation,

TTliettiPr Granted,
and When,

1 Price per
Acre.
£. a. d.

Acres.
Brought forward
--

23 July, 18o8
Do.
....
Do.
Shannon, J. C...... i Aug., 1853
Do......................
Do......................
Shannon, C. M. A...
Small, J. F.................
Do.
...............
Do.................... .
Small* Thos., Jun. ..
Skinner, A. ..............
Skcene, Michael....
Tindall, C. G.............

14 Oct., 1858
Do.
9 Aug., 1855
C Aug., 1855
S Aug., 1858
Do.
12 Aug., 1856
11 Aug., 1856
14 Dec., 1858
2 Aug,, 1857

Wilson, Wm. ...... 14 Oct,, 1855
Do...................... 21 .Tan., 1R.S4Do......................
Do.
Do......................
Do......................
Do......................
Do......................
Do......................
Do......................
Do......................
Do......................
Do......................
Do......................
Do......................
Do......................
Do......................
Do......................

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do......................
Do.
.
Do.
.
Do.
...........

Tift
Do

1
2
1

1,000
640
500
160

Do.................... .
Do..........................
Glen Eight ...............

1
1
1
1
2
....
1
1
1
1

160
160
160
160
640
' 640
160
160
160
160

Do..........................
Do..........................
Geerganow..............
Woodford Island....
Do..........................
Do..........................
Maryville...................
Gecrganow...............
Sherwood...................
Ramonie.....................

320
160
160

Lismorc ..........
Do..........................
Do..........................

500
160
160
160
500
160
. 160
160
160
160
160
160
340
G allotments

Do..........................
Do..........................
Do..........................
Do..........................
Do..........................
Do......................
Do..........................
Do..........................
Do..........................
Do..........................
Do..........................
Do..........................
Do..........................
Do..........................

1
16

Not granted.
Do.
Do.
Granted, 16th
April. 1858.
Not granted.
Do.
Do.]
Do,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Granted, 23rd
Nov., 1858.
Not granted.
Do.
Granted, 16th
April, 1858.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Not granted.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.,
Do.
Do.
Granted, 22nd
Oct., 1858.

Do................. ...
Do..........................
Do.
.
.
Do..........................

Tin

Do.

Total Abba..

p*'*

%
Sydney; Thcrau Richard*,G6Yermne&t£rlnttr.-~l961v

[Pn'«, 14.]

10 0

Quantity
Alienated,
a, r, p.
16,396 2 26

164 0 0

+
10 0

173 0 0

10 0

160 0 0

10 0
12 6
10 0

494 0 0
163 0 0
160 0 0

8 0 0

0 2 19

8 0 0
8 0 0
8 0 0
8 0 0

.0 2 28
0 2 28
113
0 2 4

*

17,714 1 28

11 f'5

1861.

ftegislatitoe ^sccmblp.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

MESSES. W. DEAN & CO.
(APPOINTMENT OP, AS LAND AGENTS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 17 October, 1861.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly
of New South Wales, dated 1 October, 1861, That there be laid upon
the Table of this House,—
“ (1.) A Copy of any Agreement, Letter, or Memorandum, by
“ virtue of which Messrs. W. Dean and Co. have been appointed
“ Agents to the Government for the Sale of Public Lands.

“ (2.) A Return, shewing the Terms upon which Messrs. W.
“ Dean and Co. have undertaken the Agency in question.”
.

(Mr. Forster.)

/

_

■'

SCHEDULE.

MO.

PAOEi

1. Minute of the Colonial Treasurer, respecting the holding of Land Sales within the Sydney
District. 2 September, 18G1...................................................................................................... 2
2. Minute of the Secretary for Lands. 3 September, 1861................................................................ 2
3.
4.

Ditto
ditto.
3 September, 1861 ..
..
..
..
..
..
Ditto
ditto,
7 September, 1861.................................................................2
5.
Ditto
ditto, for the Executive Council. 9 September, 1861........................... 2
6. Minute of the Executive Council. 9 September, 1861
..
..
..
..
..
..
7. Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. W. Dean, 7 September, 1861
........................................3
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MESSES. W. DEAN & CO.

No. 1.
MINUTE of Colonial Treasurer.

I WISH to point out to the Secretary for Lands, that it will he necessary to select some other
place at which the Land Sales for the District of Sydney shall in future he held as the
room hitherto appropriated for that purpose has been converted into an Armoury tor the
Volunteer^
pErhaps he a convenient opportunity to consider whether the public
interests would not be promoted by the Land Sales for the Sydney District being placed in
the hands of a professional auctioneer, for sale at his rooms.
_
The nest sale to he held in Sydney is fixed for the 11th instant.
'
E. C. WEEKES,
*
2 RfmiGmhcT > /61*

No. 2.
MINUTE of Secretary for hands.

I have conferred with my-colleagues, and it has been determined to offer the appointment
of Land Sales Agent for the Government to Mr. Dean, auctioneer, of 0 Unnell-street.
The rate of commission to be the same as that allowed Mr. Thomson, oi Last
Maitland.
_
Mr. Dean will be expected to give sureties to the amount of £2,000.
JOHN R.
3 Sept.

No. 3.
-

MINUTE of Secretary for Lands.

writing the above I have seen Mr. Dean, who accepts the duty and the terms. As the
date of the first sale alluded to by Mr. TVeekes is the 11th instant, no time should be lost in
giving notice to the public, through the Government Gazette, and through all the bydney
papers, of the intended change. Mr. Dean should also be requested to issue a notice.
JOHN R.
3 Sept.
Sinoe

No. 4.
MINUTE of Secretary for Lands.

from the Attorney General, that it would be unsafe to sell at Mr. Dean s ro<j™s
lands proclaimed for sale at the Treasury, and it being undesirable to re-proelaim them, Mr.
Dean should be instructed to sell them at the Treasury; all future proclamations to be at Mr.
Dean’s rooms. Mr. Dean to be informed, and receive instructions, to be first sabmitted to
me. Selections will continue to be made at the Treasury. It will bo desirable to have a
Minute of the Executive Council approving of the arrangement.
>
Rinding,

t

JOHN H.

■

7

Sept.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 9 September,

1861.

No. 5.
MINUTE of Secretary for Lands, for tie Executive Council

has become desirable that the sales of land in Sydney should he conducted by a
professional auctioneer, to be remunerated by a scale of fees similar to “J®® ^
Goulburn, Maitland, and Bathurst, namely £5 per cent, on sales up to £2,000;
per
cent, on sales over £2,000, and up to £10,000; and 1 per cent, on all sales effected on and
over that amount, in each case, in anyone year; and it is proposed that Mr. Dean,
auctioneer, of O’Connell-street, he employed in that capacity.
Mr. Dean will he called upon to furnish two sureties for the performance ot this
duty, in the sum of £500 each, and himself in £1,000.
Sales now under proclamation to he carried out at the Treasury; all future sales to
he proclaimed for Mr. Dean’s Auction Rooms.
,
This arrangement is submitted for the approval of His Excellency the Governor and
ft. Executive Ccuueil.
J0Hjr ROBERTSON.
It

No. 6.

MESSRS. W. DEAN

&

3

GO.

No. 6.
PROCEEDINGS of the Executive Council, relative to the appointment of a professional
Auctioneer to conduct Sydney Sales of Crown Lands.

Minute No. 6141, 9th September, 1861.
Present:—

His Excellency the Governor.
The Honorable the Vice President.
The Honorable the Secretary for Lands.
The Honorable the Colonial Treasurer.
The Honorable the Secretary for Works.
The Honorable the Attorney General.
His Excellency the Governor lays before the Council a Minute Paper by the Honorable the
Secretary for Lands, recommending that in future all Sales of Government Land at Sydney
should be conducted by a professional auctioneer, who shall be remunerated by a scale of
fees similar to those allowed at Maitland and Bathurst, namely, £5 per cent, on sales up to
£200 j 2^ per cent, on sales over j£200, and up to £10,000 j aud 1 per cent, on all sales
effected on and over that amount, in each case, in any one year. The Honorable the
Secretary further recommends that Messrs. W. Dean & Co., auctioneers, of O Connell-street,
be employed in that capacity; that they be called upon to furnish two sureties for the due
performance of this duty, in the sum of £500 each, and be bound themselves in £1,000.
That sales now under Proclamation be carried out at the Treasury, but that all
future sales be proclaimed for sale at Messrs. W, Dean & Go’s. Auction Rooms.
_
2. The Council having discussed the matter at some length, advise the adoption of
the proposed arrangement.
^
CHARLES COWPER, June.,
_
Clerk of the Council.

No. 7.
Under Seceetaey

ioe

Lands

to

Me. W. Dean.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 7 September-,

Sir,.

1861.

I am directed by tbe Secretary for Lands to inform you that you have been
appointed to conduct, on behalf of the Government, future Sales of all Crown Lands and
Town Allotments, and all Sales of Leases of Crown Lands, which may be offered to com
petition in Sydney. The rate of remuneration to be given you for this duty will be as
follows:—5 per cent, on sales up to £2,000; 2£ per cent, on sales over £2,000, up to
£10,000; and 1 per cent, on all sales effected on and over that amount, in each case, iu
any one year.
.
.1-11.1
The next Sale of Crown Lands in Sydney is advertised to be held on the llth
instant, at the Colonial Treasury; and as it is not considered strictly legal to hold the sale
anywhere other than at the place named in'the Governor's Proclamation, that sale will have
to be conducted at the Treasury; but all future sales will be proclaimed to be held at your
Sale Rooms.
„
^
3. You 17111 l)e required to enter into a bond to Her Majesty* yourself in tbe sum or
£1,000, with two sureties of £500 each.
,
4. I am to invite you to suggest what (if any) special advertisement of the forth
coming sale you would desire to have published.
I have, &c.,
arm nr. tttty.p a TUTHK"

Sydney; Thornes RlcheitU, Government Printer.—1861.

[ Price, Id.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS ALIENATION BILL.
(CIRCULAR FROM ACTING- SURVEYOR GENERAL TO SURVEYORS, RELATIVE TO
RESERVATIONS OF CROWN LANDS.)

Ordered hy ike Legislative Assembly to he Printed,

(Circular to Surveyors, 61-8.)

7

November,

(No. 2.)
Surveyor Generals Office,
• Sydney,

Sir,

1861.

29

July,

1861.

r j *1
tIle honor t0 enclosc printed copies of clauses 4, 6,13, and 14, of the
Land Alienation Bill, recently before Parliament, being those clauses which more especially
Reserv.^1™ of Lands for Public purposes, sites of Towns, &c.; and I have to
request that you will give your best consideration to the selection and recommendation of
any Reservations which it would appear to you, having these clauses in view, to be desirable
to make, previously to the passing into Law of the Bill referred to, or one similar in its
provisions.
i -a A *!!. ° 9^ Sett,e(J Districts of the Colony, where many Towns have already been
imd out, both by Government and by private individuals, and where all the Lands save those
reserved for Town sites, have for so long a period been open to auction sale, it is not probable
that many additional sites can now be selected ; but your local knowledge may enable you
to suggest one or more.
&
j
jr *
3. In the New Settled (formerly Intermediate) Districts—the whole of which will be
open to selection before survey, with tbe exception of what may be set apart for Town sites
and their Suburban Lands, and Lands reserved from such sale until after survey, with a
view to the preservation of water supply—the selection of snob sites and Reservation will
necessarily involve the exorcise of much forethought and consideration. The positions of
existing Reserves, and the present and probable future lines of traffic, with their crossings
over rivers will, however, to a great extent, indicate the Lands which should be reserved
tor lown Bites.
,. , j4: I“ tho Unsettled Districts, it is mainly necessary that your attention should be
greeted to the proclaimed Reserves; the lands under lease, or promise of lease, previously to
the A2nd February, _18o8, not being open to sale during the currency of the present leases,
unless specifically withdrawn, by proclamation, from lease, for that purpose : and the lauds
under lease, or promise of lease, subsequently to that date, being generally so distant from
centres of population that they are not likely to be purchased shortly. The last mentioned
class ol lands may, however, contain some desirable Town sites, and are therefore deserving
b
ot some attention.
5. The extent jf Suburban Land to be attached to each Town or Town site, will of
course depend on its present or probable future importance; and the exceptions in the com
mencement of the 13th clause of the Bill will form a good guide to you in this respect.
b. The subject of Reservation from sale until after survey, for tbe preservation of
water supply is, in the large proportion of the Colony in which that supply is limited, one
deserving of the most earnest consideration, in which light I trust that it may be treated.
7. Other Reservations for Public purposes, such as ferries, bridges, canals, quays,
Asc will no doubt, m very many instances, be embraced by Town sites, but may not be so
in all eases, and therefore require independent consideration.
8. It is necessary that your report should be forwarded to *
not
I /it
t\e/'n<} °f September, in order that it may reach me hy tho end of October, and
be fully and fairly considered before the end of the present year.
t
Iii-n0ncln'S!°Qj \ ^oul(J l™?1’683 uPon YOU that, as tbe satisfactory working of the
new Land RiU will depend, in no inconsiderable degree, upon the efficient discharge of the
duty with which you are thus entrusted in regard to a portion of the Territory, your most
earnest consideration should be given to the subject.
I have, &e,
A. Gr. M'LEAN.
* In some cases this space was filled in with names of District Surveyors; in others, tho words
in italic were omitted.

[Price, Id.]
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WALES.

CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF

.

1861

(REGULATIONS UNDER.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Jointed, 7 November)

1861.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, lit November,

1861.
The following Regulations, which have been made by His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, for carrying into effect the Crown Lands Alienation
Act of 1861, are hereby published for general information.
2, The Conditional Purchase Regulations, sections Nos. 21 to 43, will not come into
operation until the 1st day of January, 1862, as provided in tho Act.
JOHN ROBERTSON.
CHAPTER I.
PURCHASES WITHOUT COMPETITION.
PRE-EMPTIVE PURCHASE OF LANDS.

1. Applications to purchase by pre-emptive right lands held under lease or promise Applications,
of lease made previously to the 22nd February, 1858, shall be addressed to the Minister for
Lands, and shall state the name of the run in right of which it is proposed to purchase,
and the pastoral district in which it may bo situated; and shall define, as clearly as may
be practicable, the portion of land which it is desired to purchase.
2. The purchase must be limited to one portion of not less than 160 acres, nor more Limitation or
than 640 acres, out of each bloch of 25 square miles of the leasehold, or a proportionate areaquantity out of each leasehold or portion of leasehold of less than that area; but any land
previously purchased by pre-emptive right under the Orders in Council shall be estimated
in the area which may be purchased.
3. The land to be purchased shall be measured with its boundaries, other than Form of mcarivers, creeks, or roads, directed to the cardinal points, by compass, and with an average
depth from any river or crook frontage of one mile.
4. Tiie right to purchase shall in every case pass with the transfer of the lease or Trsnsrer ofright
promise of lease at any period previously to the completion of the purchase hy the authorized
payment of the price into the Treasury.
5. The value of tho land, exclusively of improvements, as determined by appraise-Pa
ment, but not being less than ,£1 per acre, shall be paid into the Treasury within three
months after the publication in the Gazette of a notice calling upon the applicant to do so,
under the penalty of an addition to the price of 10 per centum; and should that increased
price not be paid within six months of the aforesaid notice, the claim to purchase shall
lapse, and the land may be sold at auction.
PURCHASE OF IMPROVED LANDS.
6. Applications to purchase without competition lands on which improvements may Applications,
exist, shall he addressed to the Surveyor General, in the form marked A hereto appended.
Application for lands improved prior to the passing of the Act, must he made before the
18th October, 1862 j for lands withdrawn from lease or promise off lease, within twelve
months of the withdrawal; for lands under lease or promise of lease, by the holder of the
lease, and within its currency; and for lands in Gold Fields, at any period.
7. The improvements, in consideration of which it is sought to purchase without com- value ana
petition, must in the case of town and suburban allotments, be of a value of not less toprevement*.
than twice the upset price of the allotment or portion on which they stand; and, in the
case of other lands, of not less than the appraised value of the land, irrespective of improve
ments ; not being less in any ease than £1 per acre; and the bond fide ownership of the
improvements must be satisfactorily shewn.
* 152—
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8. No Buch purchase shall embrace on tonm lands more tlmn half-an-acre, o
suburban lands more than two acres, or on other lands more than 320 acres, for each
improvement; and every such purchase shall be made in accordance w;lh the general sub
division of the lands, if there be any, or if already measured, .b>'aut 10r^
Government, as so measured; or if not so measured, in the case of country lands hajm
frontage to any river or creek, with a depth, if in the hirst Class Settled Districts, of
not less than 20 chains, and in other Districts of not less than CO chains.
9 The value of the land, exclusively of improvements, as determined hy appraise
ment, but not being less than M per acre for town lands^ £2 per acre for suburban lanj
and £1 per acre for other lands, shall be paid into the Treasury, subject to the conditions
prescribed by section 5 of these Regulations.
RECLAMATION OE LANDS.

Applications,

i

y

Exceptions.
Payment of

r&lue.

10. Applications for permission to reclaim lands beyond or below high-water-mark,
find in front of the applicant's property, or to erect wharfs or jetties thereon, sha 1
Gie addressed to the Minister for Lands, and shall be accompanied by plans shewing with
accuracy the position and extent of tho proposed reclamation or erection, and all adjoining
erections, and Mso the mode in which similar and proportionate extensions in front of the
adjoining properties might, if not then existing, be earned out.

,

-

,

.

- t._rlint

11 No such reclamation will be authorized which may he calculated to interrupt
or iniuriously interfere with the navigation of any harbour or river.
,
,
J 12 The value of the laud sought to he reclaimed, in its unimproved state, as
determined hy appraisement, shall he paid into the Treasury before the reclamation will
he permitted, and in the event of such payment not being made witlun six months after
the publication in the Gazette of a notice calling upon the applicant to do so, the right to
reclaim shall lapse.
PURCHASE OF LANDS ALREADY RECLAIMED.

Application f#

Payment of
price.

13 Applications for the purchase of lands reclaimed prior to the passing of the Act
shall be addressed to the Minister for Lauds, and shall he accompanied hy plans conveying
the information required by section 10 of these Regulations.
, .
ic.,i
14 The value of the land' so reclaimed, exclusively of improvements, as determined
hy appraisement, shall be paid into the Treasnry, subject to the conditions prescribed by
section 5 of these Regulations.
CLOSING AND PURCHASE OF UNNECESSARY ROADS.

Application?.

Payment Of
price.

15 Applications for the closing of roads which may have been reserved to afford
access to lands the property of the applicant, or roads which may
unnecessary hy the proclamation of new roads, or otherwise, shall be addressed to the
Minister for Lands, and shall be accompanied by sketches shewing the property of the
applicant, the road sought to he closed, any road newly proclaimed, or ^ ™aJ*
®
through the property, and the portions of the road proposed to he closed which the applicant,
and other adjoining proprietors, if any, desire to purchase.
, ^,
.. ■ t
10 The value of the land, as determined by appraisement, shall he paid into the
Treasury within three months after the publication in the Gazette d a uoticc calling
upon the applicant to do so, under a penalty of the addition to the puce o 10 pe
centum- and if the price he not paid within six months from the date at which the
applicant may be calFed on to pay, the claim to purchase shall lapse, and the load sought
to be closed shall remain as a thoroughfare.
PURCHASE WITHOUT COMPETITION.

Applications.

17. Applications to purchase, without competition lands to which no way of access
may exist, or which may be of insufficient area for conditional orauctmnsak.o which
may lie between lands already granted and a street or road which forms
“
the way of access to such granted land, or Crown landsoverwhich buldllS^F^
erected on granted lands may have been extended, shall be addressed ^ the J,
for Lands, and shall be accompanied by sketches shewing the property of the applicant

and the portion of land sought to he purchased.
Payment of
price.

,

.

t n

r.-ia into the

18. The value of the land, as determined hy appraisement shall he paid into tbe
Treasury, subject to tbe conditions prescribed by section 5 of these' Regulations.
RESCISSION OF RESERVATION OF WATER FRONTAGE.

Applications,

Payment of
rice.

19. Applications for the rescission of reservation of water frontage shall be addressed
to the Minister for Lands, and shall state the area and locality of the !a?d; ^
°
the grant, and the name of the original grantee; and jo cases m whl^ tha res^S^ ,
may he sought for a portion only of an original grant, shall be accompanied by a sketch
shewing the division of such grant and the portion for which rescssmn may be s™£k
20 The value of the land, exclusively of improvements, as determined by appraise
ment, shall be paid into the Treasury within three months after the pubbcation in the Gazette
of a notice calling upon the applicant to do so, under a penalty of b%addlt ™ ^^
price of 10 per centum; and if the price be not paid within six
dft^
which the applicant may he called on to pay, the eliim for rescission shall lapse, and the
reservation of the laud shall continue in force.
.
.
CHAPTER
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CHAPTER H.
CONDITIONAL PURCHASES WITHOUT COMPETITION.
CONDITIONAL PURCHASE OP UNIMPROVED LAND.

. 21. .Applications for conditional purchase of unimproved land shall be addressed Appikntiojis.
to the Laud Agent of the District, in the form marked B hereto appended.
22. The following classes of lands are excluded by tbe Act from snob conditional EichLsir-nof
purchase :—Town lands; suburban lands ; lands within proclaimed Gold Eields ; lands
under lease for mining purposes to any person other than the applicant; lands within
areas bounded by lines bearing north, east, south, and west, and distant ten miles from the
outside boundary of any city or town containing according to the then last Census ten
thousand inhabitants, or five miles from the outside boundary of any town containing
according to tbe then last Census five thousand inhabitants, or three miles from tho1
outside boundary of any town containing according to tbe then last Census one thousand
inhabitants, or two miles from the outside boundary of any town or village containing.
according to the then last Census one hundred inhabitants; lands reserved for the sitet
of any town or village, or for the supply of water; or reserved from sale for any publiey
purpose; lands containing improvements; and lands held nnder lease or promise of lease \
issued or made previously to the 22nd day of February, 1S58.
.
V
23. Applications shall he for not less than 40, nor more than 320 acres, and shall Arcakifoiecbe tendered to the Land Agent for the District, on such days and between such hours as
may he prescribed, by notice in the Gazette, for the attendance of such Land Agent at his
office, together with a deposit of five shillings per acre.
24. Should more than one application and deposit for the same land, or any part Conflicting
thereof, bo tendered at the same time, or should it be impossible to determine the priority, a''!llicJ1 01i'B'
the Land Agent shall, unless all applications save one be withdrawn, forthwith determine,
in the manner following, which application shall be accepted:—The Land Agent shall write
. on tickets of equal size- the names of the several applicants, which tickets shall be
placed (by the parties, should they desire to do so,) iu a box to be supplied 'to tbe
Land Agent for the purpose, and the Land Agent shall, without looking, and in the presence
of the parties, draw one ticket from the box, and the application to be accepted shall be
that of the applicant whose name may be on the ticket so drawn, and the deposits
■
paid by the remaining applicants shall forthwith he returned.
25. Conditional purchasers must, within one month after the time of purchase, Occupation or
■ occupy the laud so purchased as has lonajlde residence.
" * lon6,
26. Should it appear, subsequently to the selection, that the same land has been
selected by different persons, though hy different descriptions, the applicant whose claim each other. '
was first received shall be considered the purchaser, and on the identity of the land selected
being proved to the satisfaction of tho Minister for Lands, the deposit paid hy the latter
applicant shall be returned.
27. If, at the time of such conditional purchase, the land shall not have been sur- Boundnriw.
vcyed by the Government, temporary boundaries thereof shall be determined by the
conditional purchaser, and any dispute respecting such boundaries, between such purchaser
and any other person, other than affecting the boundaries of land held in fee, shall be
settled by arbitration. If such land shall not be surveyed by the G overnment within twelve
months from the date of application, the conditional purchaser may, by notice in writing
to the Land Agent for the district, withdraw his application, and thereupon he shall be
entitled to the return of any deposit paid hy him, or the purchaser shall have the option of
having the land surveyed by a duly qualified licensed surveyor, and the expense of such
survey shall be allowed to such purchaser as part payment of his purchase money, such
expense to be allowed in accordance with the scale of charges fixed or to he fixed by tho
Surveyor General.
28. Crown lands conditionally purchased shall, if measured by the authority of tho Fonnofme*Govcrnment previously to such purchase, he taken in portions as measured, if not exceeding furemeDi
three hundred and twenty acres; and if unmeasured, and having frontage to any river, creek,
road, or intended road, shall, if within the First Class Settled Districts, have a depth of not
• less than twenty chains, and otherwise shall have a depth of not less than sixty chains, and
,
shall have their boundaries, other than the frontages, directed to the cardinal points hy
compass, and if having no frontages as aforesaid shall bo measured in square blocks, and with
boundaries directed to such cardinal points. But should it seem to the Minister for Lands
to be expedient, the boundaries of portions having frontages may be made approximately at
right angles with the frontage, and otherwise modified, and the boundaries of portions having
no frontages may be modified, and necessary roadways and water reserves excluded from
sneh measurement.
29. At the expiration of three years from the date of such conditional purchase, or Puyincntof
within three months therereafter, fifteen shillings, being the balance of the purchase money, 1 tmce'
may be tendered at the office of the Colonial Treasurer, together with a declaration, in the
form marked E, hereto appended, and countersigned by the Minister for Lands, by the con
ditional purchaser, or his alienee, or some other person in the opinion of the Minister for
Lands competent in that behalf, or other authorized officer, and the Colonial Treasurer will
thereupon receive and acknowledge the remaining purchase money; and a grant of the fee
simple, hut with the reservation of any minerals which the land may contain, will be made
to the then rightful owner.
30. Should such lands have been occupied and improved as specified in form E, and Deftma payment of balance.
should interest at the rate of five per centum per annum on the balance of the purchase
money he paid within the said three months to the Colonial Treasurer, the payment of such
balance may be deferred to a period within three months after the first day of January then
next

/

/
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nest ensuing, and may be so deferred from year to year by payment of such interest during
the first quarter of each year. On default of a compliance with the requirements of this
section, or section 29, the land shall revert to Her Majesty, and bo liable to be sold at
auction, and the deposit and all interest paid, shall be forfeited,
31. Excepting under sections 38 to 40 of .these Eegulations, no holder of an uncom
pleted conditional purchase will bo permitted to make a second conditional purchase until
he shall have alienated the first purchase in accordance with the Act, and shall have notified
the same to the Land Agent for the District.
CONDITIONAL PURCHASE IN COLD FIELDS.

Applications.

Conditions,
Special condi
tion.

32. Applications for conditional purchase of unimproved lands within proclaimed Gold
Fields, and neither within areas excepted by special proclamation nor occupied for gold
mining purposes, shall be addressed to the Land Agent of the District in the form marked
B, hereto appended.
_
_
33. The purchase shall be subject to the conditions set forth in sections 22 to 31
inclusively of these Eegulations.
,
34. Persons specially authorized by the Minister for Lauds shall be at liberty, at any
period, to dig and search for gold within the land selected, and should it be found to contain
auriferous deposits the sale may be annulled by the Governor and Executive Council, and
thereafter compensation, to be determined by appraisement, for the value of other than
auriferous of the lands and improvements, shall be paid by the Colonial Treasurer.
CONDITIONAL PURCHASES FOR MINING PURPOSES.

Applications,

Conditions.

Special
conditions.

.

35. Applications for conditional purchase of unimproved lands, or of lands improved
by the applicant as lessee for mining purposes under the Act 25 Viet., No. 2, for the
purposes of mining otiior than gold mining, shall be addressed to the Land Agent of tho
District, in the form marked C, hereto appended.
_ _
-on
, 36. The purchase shall be subject to all the conditions set forth in sections 22,
23, 24, 26, 27, and 28, of these Eegulations, but tbe deposit to accompany the application
shall be ten shillings per acre, the full price of the land being £2 per acre.
37. The balance of the purchase money may be tendered at the office of the Colonial
Treasurer, together with a declaration in the form marked F, hereto appended, and counter
signed by the Minister for Lands or other authorized officer, by the conditional purchaser
or his alienee, or some other person in the opinion of the Minister for Lands competent
in that behalf. And upon such conditions being satisfied, and on payment of the balance
of purchase money, a grant in fee simple will be made without reservation of minerals other
than gold, and the same may be made on satisfaction of such conditions and payment of
such balance, notwithstanding tlie period of three years required in other cases shall not
have expired. A grant may also be made in like manner of any portion, not being less
than forty acres, of a larger portion originally selected for purchase, upon a declaration
shewing an expenditure in such mining operations as aforesaid of an average sum of not
less than five pounds per acre on tlie land so to be granted. And in that case the purchase
of the remainder of the land selected shall be rescinded, and any deposit paid thereon
applied towards satisfying the balance of purchase money of the land granted. But if the
Minister for Lands shall be dissatisfied with any such declaration of expenditure, he will
cause the fact of the expenditure required to authorize a grant to be referred to arbitration
under the Act, aud the issue of a grant shall in that case be dependent on the award thereon.
ADDITIONAL CONDITIONAL PURCHASES.

Applications.

Position of
purchase.
Comtitions.

33. Applications for additional conditional purchases of lands shall be addressed to
the Land Agent of the District, in the form marked B, hereto appended, but describing
the proposed additional purchase by reference to that previously made, of which the area
should be stated.
,
,
,
.
,
39. Additional purchases must adjoin the conditional purchase, or each other, and
shall be in portions of not less than 40 acres, and not more than may make the total area of
conditional purchase 320 acres.
40. Each such purchase shall be subject to all the conditions, save those for occu
pation and residence, provided for by sections 22 to 31 inclusively of these Eegulations.
CONDITIONAL PURCHASES WITHOUT RESIDENCE.

Applications,

Position of
purchase*
Conditions.

41. Applications for conditional purchases of lands adjacent to lands held in fee
simple granted by the Crown, in areas not exceeding 280 acres, and resided on
"l0
applicant, shall be addressed to the Land Agent of the District, in the form marked B,
hereto appended, but describing the proposed conditional purchase by reference to the land
in possession of the applicant.
.
42. The conditional purchase shall adjoin the land in possession of the applicant,
and shall contain not more than may amount with that land to 329 acres.
_
43. The purchase shall be subject to all the conditions, save those for occupation
and residence, provided by sections 22 to 31 inclusively of these Eegulations.
CHAPTEE IU.
auction sales.

SALE BY AUCTION AND SELECTION.

Auction mile
ianfiH<,f

44. Excepting under the provisions of sections 17 and IS of these Eegulations,
unimproved town and suburban lands will be sold by auction only.
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45. Lands will be brought to auction sale by Government in the Police Districts Area of lot*,
in which they are situatEd, after advertisement of not less than one, nor more than three
months in the Gazette, in lots not exceeding in any case 320 acres, and under such
conditions as Government may appoint, to meet either general demand* or special
application,
46. The upset prices of lands brought to auction sale, shall be determined by the Upset pritts.
Minister for Lands, but shall not be less than—for town lands, £8 ; for suburban lands,
£2; and for other lands, £1 per acre.
47. Applications for tho auction sale of lands shall bo addressed to the Surveyor Appiicutiom.
General, and shall define as clearly as may be practicable, the position and extent of the
lands applied for.
_
48. A deposit of 25 per centum of the purchase money of all lands sold by auction, Deposit at Bale,
shall be paid by the purchaser at tho time of sale, and should such deposit not be paid
the Land Agent shall again forthwith put up the land, and shall not accept any bid by the
person who may have so failed to pay.
_
49. The balance of tbe purchase money, together with the deed fee, shall be paid
to the Treasurer, or to the Land Agent of the District, within three months of the day of
p
sale ; and should the purchaser fail so to pay, the sale shall be void, and the deposit paid
shall be forfeited.
_
50. Lands other than town or suburban lands put up for sale by public auction,
for
and not sold, may, if not withdrawn from selection by the Minister or authorized officer,
'
be purchased at the upset price; or in ease of a higher price having been offered for the
same, then at such higher price, less in either case by the amount of any deposit paid
thereon, and applications for such selection must be tendered, with the price of the land,
to the Land Agent of the District, in the form hereto appended, marked D.
*

CHAPTER IV.
'

COMMONAGES.

.

,

DEFINITION OF COMMONERS.

51. Whore Commons may be granted under the Act, all freeholders and house
holders within boundaries which may be defined by notice in the Gazette, shall be entitled
to use the Common; and such boundaries, in the cases of Town Commons, will ordinarily be
those within which Crown lands are not open to lease under tho Crown Lands Occupation
Act of 1861.
52. Grants of Commons will reserve the right of pasturage of horses and cattle in nMerration
use by travellers, teamsters, and carriers, for three days at any one time, or for such 11611 ‘
longer period as floods or other unforeseen natural causes may render unavoidable.
53. Where, at the time a grant of a Common is made, a Municipality includes the Trnstw«.
lands notified as above, tbe Municipal Council shall be the Trustees of the Common,
54. Where no Municipality may exist tho Trustees shall he five in number, and Trustees,
shall in the first instance be elected in manner provided for the election of Trustees for
Commons, under the Act 11 Victoria, No. 31, save that the meeting shall bo convened
and presided over, and tbe election reported, by the Police Magistrate of tbe town for which
the Common may be granted, or of the nearest place of Petty Sessions, and should there
bo no Police Magistrate of such place, then by the Clerk of tbe Bench. But should a
Municipality, including the land notified, come into existence, the Trusteeship shall be
transferred to tbe Municipal Council.
55. All other regulations, matters, and things in connection with Commons shall be Regulations,
done under and in accordance with the Act llth Victoria, No. 31.
.
.

CHAPTEE V.
MISCELLANEOUS.

*

APPRAISEMENT.

56. Whenever it may be necessary to determine any price or value by appraisement
under the Act, or under these Regulations, the necessary steps will be taken by the
Government, and duly notified to tho party interested.
AUTHORITY TO SURVEYOR GENERAL.

57. The Surveyor General is authorized to perform all matters and things not
otherwise specially provided for, and which, by tbe Act or by these Eegulations arc
required or permitted to be performed by an authorized Officer or Agent of the Crown.
INITIATION BY GOVERNMENT, OF SALE WITHOUT COMPETITION.

58. Jn all cases in which persons who may be competent, under sections 6 to 9, 13,
14,17, and 18 of these Regulations, to apply to purchase Crown lands without competition
may fail so to apply, the Government may cause the land to be appraised, and take
measarcs to carry out the sale in accordance with the above quoted sections.
deed
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DEED EEES AND DELIVERY,

Land AgQntM,

KcturnB.
^ornis.

59. A fee of £1 shall be payable on each deed of grant from tho Crown, and no deed
shall be delivered nntil the stated fee shall have been paid. Deeds will be delivered at
the Surveyor GeneraTs Office, Sydney, to the grantee, or to any person holding his written
order duly attested by a Notary Public, Commissioner of the Supreme Court, or Justice
of the Peace, or, on the application of the grantee, will be transmitted to the Land Agent for
delivery.
60. Maps, affording information as to the position of Crown lands open for
sale, will be furnished to the Land Agents, in duplicate, and one copy will be periodically
returned to the Surveyor General, in order that new sales may be entered thereon.
01. Land Agents will, on Land Office days, afford information and assistance in
filling up forms of application, and otherwise, to persons desiring to purchase. .
_
62. Quarterly Returns of the conditional purchases in each Police District will be
published in the Gazette.
_
63. The various forms prescribed by these Regulations will be supplied to the public
at a charge of two-pence for each form, at the Government Printing Office, Sydney, and
at the various Land Offices throughout the Colony.

A,
Application for the purchase of improved Croton hands.
Sir,

.
■*
iS5 •
Having erected [or become the proprietor of] the improvements detailed below, and
which I estimate to be worth £
, I have the-honor to apply that I may be permitted to purchase
without competition, under the provisions of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861, the Crown
Lands on which they stand, and which are described hereunder.
Tho improvements referred to are now in my possession.
I have, &C.,
A. B.
Tlie Honorable
The Minister for Lands.

.Mature of Improvenientt.
[State hero whether cottage, huts, yards, garden, or other improvements.]

DESCBIFTION OF LASD.

Parish of t

County of

Town of

Allotment

Section
* State address and nearest Post Town.
+ Or where not in a town, state after Parish of
number of acre*, Kim, Crook, or Road on which the
land is situated, and distance and direction from nearest private property, of which state area and criginat purchaser or
grantee—or distance and direction from nearest Crossing-place of Creek or Cnnlluence of Creek or River, or other determinoto prank

flitbdraml from leasei state here name and dato of proclamation of withdrawal, or if In Oold Field, state

name of Field.

■

B.

«
No.
of 186 .
Application for the conditional purchase of unimproved land without competition, hy
received with deposit, this
day of
18G , at
o'clock, hy
Land Ayent for

v

t
A. B.,
District.
186

. ’ 1 desire to purchase, under the Crown Lauds Alienation Act of 1861, without competjtion,
the portion of unimproved Crown Land hereunder described, and I tender herewith a deposit at
tlie rate of five (5) shillings per acre on the area for which I apply.
X
o£C>)
C.D.
The Crown Land Agent,

hkscbiptjon.

County of

Parish of

acres *

» Add hare the name of River Creek, orRoa on which the land is situated, also its distance and divccUnn from the
nearest^porilonhf'privatc preperiyTcf which state tho area and the original purehasc^or^rant^r distance and
vmion'from'nwuest CrossingjiLaco S SIS « cioflScS of Creeks or Rivers,ir other determinate point.

dirs
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0.
No.
0/I86 .
Application for the conditional purchase, /or mining purposes, of unimproved land vsithout competition,
by
of
received with deposit, this
day of
186 , at
o'clock, by
'
A. R
Land Agent for
District.
1SG .
Sir,
I desire to purchase without competition, for mining purposes other than gold mining,
under the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861, the undermentioned portion of unimproved Crown
Land and 1 tender herewith a deposit at tlie rate of ten (10) shillings per acre on the area for which
I apply.
'
I am, &c.,
C. D.
The Crown Land Agent,
desobiption.

County of

Parish of

acres,*

* Add here the name of River, Greek, or Ttoad ou which tbe inrid is sllimtcd, also its distance and direction from the
nearest portion of private property, of which state the area and the original purchaser or grantee—or dUtunce and
direction from nearest Crosping-piaoe of Creek or Confluence of Creeks or Kivors, or other determinate point,

D,
No.
of 186 ,
Application hy
to select Crown Lands, received this
day of
186 , with price of lot and deed fee, at
o’clock hy
„
A. B.,
Land Agent for

District.
186 .

Sir,
I hereby tender the sum of
pounds,
shillings,
aud
as the price hy selection, (and deed fee) of the Crown Lands hereunder described
Place of sale ................................................................
Date on which last proclaimed.....................................
Date on which last offered for sale.............................
Lot at last sale ........................... ................ ...............
County ................................................... ........................
Parish or place ............................................................
Number of portion........................................................
Extent of tho lot.............................................. .
Price of the lot ............................................................
Fee on the deed ............................................................
1 am, &c.,

pence,

C. D.
The Crown Lands Agent,

E.
Declaration of Conditional Purchaser.
I*
do solemnly and sincerely declare that I am the lawful owner, hy
conditional purchase, of the land hereunder described; and that improvements, consisting off
, and to the value of £ i
, have been made on such land; and X declare
further, that tho said land has been the bend fide residence continuously^ of !i
and
myself, *1 from the period of selection and first occupation §
to the present date;'j and
that no alienation of tlie land has at any lime been made hy any of the above named holders until
after the bona fide residence thereon of such holder for a period of one whole year at the least, each
alienation having been notified to the Land Agent of the District within one month of its having
been made y ; and I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to he true, and
hy virtue of the provisions of tlie Act 9 Victoria, No. 9.
Made and subscribed before me at
this
day of
18G .
* State Christian aud Surname in full.

t State character of improvements*

.

f State value, not being less than £1 for each acre of the conditionai purchase.

J State nrunes in full of each holder, if anj-, besides tbe holder.
| State date of first selection.
f Omit where original selector bw occupied the land from date of selection and occupation, and alter (the hona fifc) to
{my bona Jidc.')

DESCRIPTION.

County of
conditional purchase No.

, Parish of
, of 186
, in the

Gkbtifioatk

of

, acres on
District of

being

Land Agent.

I hereby certify, that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the above declaration is in
accordance with fact, and that the several alienations were duly notified to me on the following
dates.
A. G.,
Land Agent for
District.
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F.
j•
oft
do solemnly and sincerely declare that I am the
lawful owner, by conditional purchase, of the land hereunder described, and that an expenditure
equal to £2i per acre for the area of the land has been made on mining operations other than gold
nulling on the land, and since the selection in $
an‘l 1 make this solemn declaration
conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of the Act 9tu Viet.,
Ko. 0.
* State Christian and Surname in full
t thoold^be Intended to complete the purchase of a part only of the original selection, £5 must bo substituted for £2.
I itate date of conditional purchase,

■

DESCRIPTION.

County of
parish of
_
_ acres on
mining puichase No. of
ISC
in tho District of
Made and subscribed before me at
this

being (part of) conditional
day of

lob

.

Ceetificate of Land Agent.

I hereby certify, that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the above declaration is in accord
ance with fact.
A. G.,
District.
Land Agent for

Sjduey : Tbom&s Richards, Government Printer.—-ISOl.

[Price,

2d.]

• *

1861.

acgtslatibc aeeemljln.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS OCCUPATION ACT OF 1861.
(EEGULATIONS UNDER.)

Ordered by ike Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

7

November,

18C1.

Department of JKinds,
Sydney, Isi November,

1861.
following Regtilations, which have been made by Hia Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, for carrying into effect the Crown Lands Occupation
Act of 1861, are hereby published for general information.
JOHN ROBERTSON.
The

CHAPTER I.
ANNUAL LEASES.
(fibst class settled disteicts.)
Size of portion
1. Lands will be let in portions not less than six hundred and forty acres or one to
be IcajccL
square mile, except in special cases hereinafter provided.
2. Every such lease shall be for the then current year, and shall expire on the Period of leases*
thirty-first day of December.
3. Leases may be renewed annually by payment, between the first and thirtieth day Bcoetral of
of September, to the Land Agent of the District or to the Colonial Treasurer, of rent for Icaecs.
the ensuing year, at the rate of two pounds per square mile, or such higher rate as the lessee
may pay for the current year j unless the lauds be required for sale or for any public
purpose, or for the satisfaction of any pre-emptive lease, claims in right of new purchases and
leases not so renewed may be brought to sale by public auction.
4. Leases under the Regulations of twenty-ninth March, one thousand eight hundred Convention of
existing
aud forty-eight, shall not be renewed under those Regulations, but may be converted into into
icaecauadw
leases under the Act, by payment to tlie Colonial Treasurer in Sydney or to the Land tho Act.
Agent of the District, not later than two months from the publication in the Gazette
of a notice to that effect, of rent for the ensuing year, at the rate of two pounds per square
mile or such higher rate as the lessee may now pay, unless the land be required for sale or
for any public purpose, or for the satisfaction of any pre-emptive lease claims which may
arise under tho Act.
,
5. The holders in fee simple of any lands may be allowed leases of Crown Lands Pre-emptiro
lease* (o holder*
adjoining to their respective properties without competition, at the rate of two pounds per of
land la fee
''
section of six hundred and forty acres, and to the extent of three times their own purchased pimple.
or granted lands, if there be so much vacant land available; provided that such lands
shall be taken in a block of rectangular form, in which the external lines shall be directed
to the cardinal points hy compass; and if the country has been divided into sections of square
miles, then according to the general sub-divisions of the land as delineated upon the public
maps in the Surveyor General's Office, and subject also to the exclusion of water necessary
to the beneficial occupation of adjoining lands; provided further that the rent to be
charged for land so leased to parties not having the right to take six hundred and forty
acres shall in no case be less than one pound.
6. If there be two or more claimants under the last preceding section of the same Determination
couHlcting
land, the division of the land amongst them may be settled by arbitration ; provided that of
eloimB by arbi
if such land be of less extent than six hundred and forty acres it may, on an award being tration.
made, be forthwith occupied in accordance therewith, and without further formal appor
tionment; provided also that if at the expiration of three months from the date of a notice
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in the Gazette announcing to the several claimants of portions not less than six hundred
and forty acres, the names of their competitors, an award shall not have been arrived at and
duly communicated to the proper officer, the leases of the lands so circumstanced may he
offered for sale hy auction.
_
7. All leases granted under pre-emptive right shall be notified in the Gazette, and
Notification of
pre-crop liye
if within two months from the date of such notification the rent for tho same shall not have
been paid to the Colonial Treasurer, or to the Land Agent of the District, .leases of the land
shall he submitted for sale hy auction.
_
_
8. Lands not previously under lease over which no pre-emptive right of lease shall
Lejutea at
auction,
have been exercised within one year from the passing of this Act may he put up for lease at
auction, at the Land Office of the District, either on application or otherwise, but no such
sale of leases shall take place without one month’s notice thereof having been given in
the Gazette.
.
9. The upset price of each lot shall be at the rate of one pound per section of six
Upset price of
lota.
hundred and forty acres, or of teu shillings if half of the current year shall have expired
before the day of sale, and the full price bid for each lot shall be paid at the time of sale.
10. Auy -lease bid for, hut the price of which may not he forthwith paid, shall
Iicasos bid for
but not paid fer. thereupon he again offered for sale at auction.
_
11. The lease of any land which may have been offered for sale at auction, and not
Selection of
leases not bid
bid for, may he obtained on payment of the upset price to the Land Agent of the District.
for.
12. The sale conditionally or otherwise of any portion of land under lease shall
Cancellation of
leases.
cancel so much of the lease as relates to the land so sold and to three times the area
thereof adjoining thereto-, unless such land shall be sold to the lessee thereof. Leases may
also be cancelled hy the Minister for other sufficient reason, and the balance of rent from
the date of such cancellation shall in cither case he returned to the lessee; providedtliat
tho lessee of the lands from which such cancellation may he made shall he at liberty either
to retain the remaining portion thereof, paying however the same amount of rent as for the
_
whole section, or surrender the same.
13. Holders of land conditionally sold will be entitled to the same right of leasing
Conditional pur
chasers entitled
adjoining lands by pre-emption as other holders of land in fee simple.
to leases.
14. Applications for leases'under the pre-emptive right pursuant tn the foregoing
Forms of appli
cation.
sections, or for leases to he brought to sale by auction under section 8, must be made in the
forms hereto appended, marked A aud B respectively,
CHAPTER n.
LEASES OF RUHS.
(SECOND CLASS SETTLED AND UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.)

15. Unexpired leases'"granted or promised under Her Majesty’s Orders in Council,
previously to the 22nd day of February, 1858, will, unless where the lands have been or
may hereafter he legally withdrawn from lease, remain in force for the full terms, and
subject to the conditions prescribed hy former Regulations, and by the Act, viz.:—
(1.) Leases of runs of the Unsettled Glass held under license, or granted by tender
prior to the 1st January, 1852, for fourteen years from that date.
(2.) Leases of runs in the Unsettled Districts, or in the Second Glass Settled
Districts, (formerly Intermediate), taken up by tender between the 1st
January, 1852, and 22nd February, .1858, for fourteen or eight years
respectively, from tho date of .the first payment of rent under the accepted
tender.
_
On the expiration of such leases new leases will be granted for the term of five years, under
the provisions of the Crown Lands Occupation Act of 1861.
Leases under the
16. Leases promised subsequently to the 22nd February, 1858, will have effect for
Act.
the period of five years from their conversion into leases under the Act, as hereinafter
provided; and in such special cases as are provided for by tho 15th clause of the Act, with
respect to the improvement of water supply, will he renewed for a like period.
.
17. Formal leases will be prepared in favour of those claimants who have furnished
Issue of formal
teases.
the Government with such 'descriptions of the boundaries of their runs as.may, although
not necessarily, prepared for actual survey, be found upon examination sufficiently complete
to indicate the lands with certainty, and consistently with the rights of the claimants of
adjoining lands. Claimants of leases must afford any explanations or assistance that may
Definition of
boundaries.
be required in defining their boundaries, to such officers as may be employed to estimate the
extent and grazing capabilities or appraise the rent of the runs; and if it should appear to
the satisfaction of the Government,- in any case," that the claimant has refused or failed to
afford such explanations, the officer will be instructed to define, and, where necessary, mark
the boundaries, availing himself of such information as may be within his reach. _
18. Any claimant who may desire to have his run sum-eyed, will be at liberty to
Surrey of runs.
employ, at his private cost, a licensed surveyor for that purpose, who must conduct the
survey under the direction and control of the Surveyor General. In every such ease, before
issuing a lease, the Government will require to he satisfied that tho boundaries are described
with due regard to the rights of the Grown and of claimants of adjoining lands.
_
19. Any disputed or overlapping claims to leases that may be found to exist, not
Disputed claims.
already arranged or decided by competent authority, and not involving other interests than
those of the respective claimants, will, unless where the Minister for Lands may he satisfied
that either claimant has a clear right to the land in dispute, he referred to arbitration,
pursuant to the 23rd clause of the Act.
Terms of leases
of old runs.

ANNUAL
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20. The rent of runs of which leases have actually been granted must be paid ^“gnes un46r
annually in advance, as prescribed by tlie terms of the respective leases.
'
21. The rent of runs in the Unsettled Districts held under license, and of which 0,11 liicnsea
leases have not yet been granted, will be computed as hereinafter mentioned :—
nra6'
(1.) Whenever the grazing capabilities of sucli runs have been regularly assessed,
under Her Majesty’s Orders in Council, tbe rental will be that appropriate to
such capabilities, computed as therein provided, viz.:—For 4,000 sheep (or
tbe prescribed equivalent of 640 cattle), £10, and for each additional 1,000
sheep, or 160 cattle, £2 10s.
(2.) When the grazing capahilities have not been assessed, the rent will he regulated
hy the recorded extent of the runs, in the following manner, viz.;—Runs of not
greater extent than 25 square miles will be charged £10, and for every addi
tional 5 square miles over 25, au additional charge of £2 will be made.
22. Runs held by accepted tender, prior to the 22nd February, 1858, will, where old runsaani«'4
assessed, be charged rent upon the assessed capabilities as aforementioned, with the addition by t™tll-!rof tho annual premium (if any) offered in the original tender.. Where the grazing
capahilities have not been valued, immediate steps will be taken for the appraisement of
such capabilities under the Act, and pending such steps the rent of such runs, in addition
to the premium (if any) will he computed according to the estimates of capabilities given
in the original tenders; but in the event of the rent so commoted and paid in any case
proving to have been less than that determined by valuation, the occupant will be required
to make up the difference previously to tbe execution of the lease.
23. The rent referred to in tbe three preceding sections (20, 21, and 22) is exclusive
of the annual assessment payable under the Increased Assessment and Rent Act of 1858. 0 asB<!SBm011
24. Runs in the Second Class Settled Districts, of which the original term of lease Rum coming
has expired, will, pending the conversion of the present holdings into leases under the under 1110 Aet
Crown Lands Occupation Act of 1861, to which end the necessary steps will be forthwith
taken, be held subject to tlie like conditions as to the annual rent, as those referred to in
section 21; and all runs leased by tender since tbe 22nd February, 1858, will, in like
manner, pending such conversion, he rented upon the same terms as those referred to in
'■[
section 22; hut on the fair annual value for pastoral purposes of these holdings being
determined hy appraisement, tbe lessees will be required to take up the new leases by the
payment of the rent thereunder into tbe Colonial Treasury within two months from the
date of a notice in the Gazette calling upon them to do 'so, and they will thereafter cease to
be liable to assessment under the Increased Assessment and Rent Act of 1858.
.29 * 31
25. The appraisement will he made in manner provided by the 23rd clause of the Mode of ap.
Crown Lands Occupation Act of 1861, and the necessary steps for that purpose will be Pralieme)lttaken by tbe oflicer authorized in that behalf.
26. The rent of all runs will be payable annually, in advance, at' the Colonial PcriodsofP*JTreasury, in Sydney. After tbe year 1862 the annual payment will be for the periodIDmt'
from 1st January to 31st December; and to admit of the adjustment of tbe periods, one
half-year’s rent, from 1st July to 31st December, must in all cases, except where the runs
may be actually under lease, or may have been previously converted into leases under the
Act, be paid on Or before the 30th September, 1802. For each ensuing year the rent must
he paid on or before the 31st December of the year preceding. In the case of runs held
under the provisions of the Orders in Council, the failure to pay the rent will entail the
.
forfeiture of the lease, (which may, however, be defeated hy the payment within 60 days
of the original rent day inclusive, of the overdue rent, with one-fourth added by way of
penalty); and in the case of runs held under the Act, tlie like failure will subject the
lessee to tho addition of a fine of 8 per'cent, on the overdue rent, during the first 3 months
that the payment may be. iu arrear, and of 10 per cent, if more than 3 months, and to
the forfeiture of the lease if the rent should remain unpaid for 6 months after the rent day.
_ 27. Sums of money will be received at the Treasury from holders of runs who may modcj-s mti hr
be desirous of lodging funds to meet payments falling due.
received oum28. Holders of runs of which tlie leases have not issued may have their rights of Mode of appiicaloasc transferred, by an application addressed:to'tlie Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands,(l011'
and bearing the signature of tbe person entitled to the lease, attested by a Magistrate, a
Notary Public, or a Commissioner of tbe Supreme Court. On such application being
recorded, the applicant will be debarred from all further claim to tlie lease, tho right to
which will thenceforth become vested in the transferee.
.
29. In the event of the person entitled to the lease dying, or being declared insolvent, Runs ofinEoior being absent from the Colony, the application for transfer may be made hy his legal
representative or the representative of bis estate, but must be accompanied by a certificate di!';eiuiedfrom tbe Crown Solicitor of tbe applicant’s power to effect the desired transfer.
_
30. After the issue of the leases it will be competent for the holders thereof to p.um under
assign and transfer the same to such persons, and in such manner and form as they
may respectively think proper; provided, however, that the operative words " Transfer and
Assign ” he used, and that no ‘transfer shall be recognized by the Government until the
same shall have been recorded in tbe General Office for the Registration of Deeds in Sydney,
and duly notified to the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
’
31. Every transfer of a run will carry with it all rights of the transferer in connec- Transire to
tion therewith except with respect to any land actually purchased and paid for, tlie SSiSSSSr
ownership of which will of course remain in tbe purchaser notwithstanding any subsequent
’
transfer of tbe run.
■
■

32,
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Separate appli
cation-?.

Fees.

32. A separate application must be made for the transfer of each run.
33. A fee of Two Pounds sterling must, in every case, be paid into the Office of
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, prior to the transfer being completed.

34, No run will he transferred in respect to which any dues of the Crown are in

Daw in victra.
arrear.

^

‘

SUBDIVISION OB RUNS.
Runs may be
aubdirtdedk

35. Holders of runs under promise of lease under the Orders in Council may be
allowed, previously to the issue of the leases, to subdivide their runs into portions of not
less extent than will be sufficient for the maintenance of 4,000 sheep or their equivalent in
cattle, and to obtain separate leases for the same, subject to the following conditions :—
Measurement.
36. Tho measurement (where necessary) of the boundary lines shall be made at
tbe cost of tho applicant, under the direction of the Surveyor General.
fkmodarli-fl may
37. The Government will reserve to itself the right in every case of modifying the
be modified.
boundaries proposed for the sub-division, so far as may be necessary to render them conform
able to these Regulations.
38. Every subdivision must be in a compact block of rectangular form, of which tbe
Form of sub
division.
external lines shall run east and west and north and south, subject to such deviations as
the general features of tbe country, the adoption of natural boundaries, and the shape of
the run to be divided, may require.
Water supply.
39. The subdivision must be made so as to secure to each of the reduced runs a fair
and adequate share of the water necessary for the beneficial use of the pasturage.
CHAPTER HI.
'

FORFEITED OR VACATED RUNS.

‘
1

40. Leases of such runs as may have been forfeited or vacated by the previous
holders, will from time to time be offered for sale hy auction,
'
Payment of rent.
41. The full rent offered will he required to be paid down at the time of sale, to be
computed from the commencement of the current quarter to the 31st December ensuing.
42. Any runs, of which the leases may remain unsold after having been twice offered
Leases not bid
for.
for sale by auction, may be obtained on lease, by application to the Chief Commissioner of
Crown Lands, at a rent of not less than £10 per annum, unless in any case in which it may
appear to the Minister for Lands to he expedient that the run should again he offered to
lease hy auction.
*
'
r
43. All runs which may be offered at auction will be notified in the Gazette, at
Notification*
the least one month before the time appointed for sale of the leases.
LeaNes by auc
tion.

CHAPTER TV.
NEW RUNS.
44. Sealed tenders for runs may he deposited hy the tenderers or their agents in a
box to be kept for that purpose at tbe Office of the Minister for Lands, and any tenders
which may be transmitted by post will, immediately on their receipt, be placed therein
unopened. The tender box shall be opened by the Land Tender Board, at noon, on tho
first Tuesday of every month, and no tender shall be deposited on that day after that Lour.
All tenders found in the box shall be recorded by tbe Board.
45. If there he only one tender for any run, the tenderer shall be entitled to the
Disposal of ten
ders.
lease. If there be two or more tenders for the same run opened at the same time, the lease
shall he granted to the person whose tender shall contain the offer of the highest premium;
but if no one tender he higher than all the others, a fresh day shall he named, on which the
persons making the highest tenders shall be at liberty to send in fresh tenders, which
shall be dealt with as hereinbefore provided.
Should two or more tenders embrace a
portion of the same land, the common boundary may be determined by mutual consent
or by arbitration under tbe Act; but should such boundary not be determined within
three months of the date of notice in the Gazette informing the parties of the conflict
of their tenders, the whole of the lands tendered for may be leased by auction sale.
46. Tenders shall be made in tbe form hereto appended (C); but, up to the first
Forms Of lender.
Tuesday in the month of January, 1862, inclusive, tenders in the forms hitherto in use will
be received. Such latter tenders will not however be entertained, unless the deposit
hereinafter mentioned is lodged in the Treasury not later than the Slst December next.
Tenders must be sealed and endorsed " Tender for Run."
!
47. Every tender shall contain a clear description of the boundaries of tbe run
DeKripUons in
tenders.
applied for, and the marks or natural features by which such boundaries are indicated, and
also an estimate of its area and pastoral capabilities.
[
48. Every tender must be accompanied, under tbe same envelope, by a receipt,
Deposit on ten
ders*
shewing that the sum of two pounds ten shillings has been deposited in the Colonial
Treasury, and in the event of the ultimate acceptance of the tender, the tenderer shall
receive credit for the amount of such deposit in the first year’s rent; and in the event of
the tender being rejected, the amount shall bo returned to the tenderer.
49. A separate tender must he made for each run.
"
Separate tendlTS.
50.
All
persons
whose
tenders
have
already
been
received
under
the
Orders
in
Deporit on ten
ders already
Council, hut not disposed of, must pay into the Colonial Treasury, on or before the Slst
recdTod but not
December, 1861, a deposit- of two pounds ten shillings for each tender. Any sum so paid
disposed ot
shall, in the event of tlie tender being ultimately accepted, be considered as part of the first
year’s rent due by tbe tenderer, and in the event of tbe tender being rejected, shall be
repaid. All tenders upon which no such deposit shall have been paid by the date abovementioned, shall be forthwith rejected.

Tenders for runs.

51.
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51. A run shall in ordinary cases consist of not more than twenty-five square miles; Area and papa*
bilitics of ruo$.
but should that area, in the opinion of the proper officer of the Government, be insufficient
in average seasons for the pasturage of four thousand sheep or eight hundred cattle, tho run
may be enlarged to whatever area not exceeding one hundred square miles may be neces
sary for that purpose.
Direction of
52. The Minister for Lands may cause the boundaries proposed in any tender to boundaries
in
be modified so as to make the run a compact block of rectangular form, on which the tenders
external lines shall run east and west and north and south, subject however to such
deviations as the general features of the country and the adoption of natural boundaries may
require, and subject also to the exclusion of water necessary to the beneficial occupation of
adjoining lands.
most
53. Tenderers for runs must be prepared to point out, on being called upon to do Tenderers
point out tbeix
so by the officer employed to report on their tenders, the runs for which they have applied, boundaries.
and the boundaries thereof; and any tenderer who may fail therein will render his tender
liable to bo summarily rejected.
of
54. Any tender which may be accepted will be notified in the Gazette, and the Notification
acceptance.
tenderer will be required to pay his rent and premium (if any), computed for the period
from the commencement of the current quarter to the Slst December ensuing, together with
the assessment for the year, within 60 days from the date of such notification, under a
penalty of tho forfeiture of his deposit and of any interest in the lease, and such lease
will thereupon be offered to sale by auction.
55. Until the first year’s rent shall have been paid, the applicant will acquire no No right of occu
pation until rent
right whatever to the occupation of the land tendered for.
■
in paid.
to beoecu*
56. New runs, the tenders for which may hereafter be accepted, must he occupied Hons
pled and stocked.
and stocked with not less than 200 cattle or 1,000 sheep, within 6 months, or, in the
event of its being necessary to provide water hy artificial means, within 18 months of
the notification of the acceptance of the tender, otherwise the run will be forfeited and may
be leased by auction.
.
of runs
57. The runs may be held from year to year, subject to a rent of ten pounds per Tenure
at tixed rent and
annum, payable in accordance with section 26 of these Regulations, and to assessment Mressmcntpeuttappraise
under the. Increased Assessment and Rent Act of 1858, until an appraisement shall be iug
ment.
made of the fair annual value thereof for pastoral purposes, whereupon the holdings shall
be converted into leases under, the Crown Lands Acts of 1861, and the runs shall cease
to be liable to such assessment as aforesaid.

,

CHARTER V.

LEASES OF MINERAL LANDS.

58. Leases of portions of land not exceeding 820 nor less than 40 acres for coal Areit»nd tmns.
mining lots, and not exceeding 80 nor less than 20 acres for other mineral lots, will he
granted for purposes of mining for any metal or mineral excepting gold, for periods not
exceeding 14 years, and with a right of renewal for a further period of 14 years, upon the
following conditions, upon the breach of any of which in any case the lease will be liable to
forfeiture:—
59. Persons may on application to the Minister for Lands obtain an authority—to Authority t®
which will be appended a form to be used in making the selection —■ to select, within i^t mlnir*
twelve months from the date thereof, coal or other mineral lots, and may take possession of
such lots and hold them for the period therein mentioned, but the right shall be reserved
to determine the boundaries of any such lots and to make provision for reservation of water
supply.
...
.
60. The rent shall be five shillings per acre, payable annually in advance at Payment ofrent'
the Colonial Treasury; the first payment to be made on application for authority to select,
and thereafter within the month of September for each ensuing year. Leases shall in all
cases end on the thirty-first day of December.
61. Lessees shall1 expend at the rate of five pounds sterling per acre on their lots,
<niwithin the first three years of their leases.
?ul«.'ipen<l1"

62. Lessees may determine their leases, by giving to tbe Minister for Lands three Detemin&tton
months’ notice, in writing, of their desire to do so, but no rent shall in any case be refunded,of k^5™63. Lessees may, on application in writing to tbe Minister for Lands, during tbe ^"ilor
thirteenth year of their leases, obtain a renewal of the same for a further period not
exceeding fourteen years j and a fine shall be paid on such renewal, not being less than
two pounds ten shillings per acre to be determined by appraisement of the value thereof.
Full information of the working and returns of the mine must be afforded to the appraisers
by the lessees, on pain of forfeiting their claim to renewal.
64. If any lease be forfeited or not renewed, the lessee shall be at liberty, within six
months from the termination of his lease, to remove or otherwise dispose of all machinery minerals,
aud improvements and the minerals brought to the surface during the term of his lease.
65. Applications for authority to select mineral lots must be addressed to the
',f
Minister for Lands, stating the area proposed to be selected, and accompanied by a receipt
’
shewing that the rent thereupon has been lodged in the Treasury,
66. Such applications for leases of mineral lands as may have been made before Appiintiom
tho passing of the Act, shall be dealt with before authority to select is granted to any
new applicant.
67. The authority to select, when granted, will be in force for twelve months from Modeorsctw.
its date; and after making his selection, the holder will be required immediately to reporttil>n'
,
the
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the same to the Minister for Lands, by transmitting the .form appended to sneh authority,
filled in with full particulars as to the situation and proposed limits of the lot selected,
and the minerals for the working of which a lease is desired.
Sghtor«f
68- The Government will in all. cases reserve to itself the right of inspecting hy
tion. m
its officers tho land leased, and auy buildings, machinery, or other improvements thereupon,
with a view of ensuring the due observance of the conditions of lease.
Certain lands
69- Mineral lands under proclamation or measurement for sale by auction before tbe
cxcoiited.
promulgation of these Regulations will not be open.to lease thereunder.
CHAPTEE VI.
TIMBER CUTTING.
IriccnBes to bo
issued hy Lund.

70. Licenses to cut timber may be obtained on application to the various Land
Agents.
Separate liecusc
71. A separate license must be taken ont by. every person actually employed in
for ciwiJi person.
felling, cutting, sawing, splitting, or removing timber from Crown lands, except fuel not
cut for sale. The license will be personal to tbe bolder, and will not be transferable.
Licensee.
7 2. The licenses shall be of two kinds—one empowering tbe holder to cut any kind
of timber, as well cedar and pine as hardwood, for which a fee of £6 will be payable; the
other will be restricted to hardwood only, and tbe fee thereupon will be £2,
Payment of fees.
73. The fee must in every case previously to the issue of the license, be paid to
the Land Agent, by whom all such collections are to be aaccounted for, and paid over
in the same way as other public moneys passing through his hands.
Operation of
74. Licenses will empower the holders of them to cut timber on any Crown
license.
lands whether held under lease or otherwise, except timber within half-a-mile of any
head station, or which may have been specially reserved with the consent of the Com
missioner of the District for shade or ornament.
Licenses not to
75. Licenses granted nnder these Regulations will not extend to Crown lands
extend to cer
tain lands.
under advertisement for sale, or to any localities in which the cutting of timber may
be, by notice in the Gazette, specially prohibited.
Duration of
76. The.licenses will be iu force from the date of issue until the Slst December
license.
then next ensuing, but licenses taken out on or after the 1st July will he charged only
half the regulated fee.
Timber to bo
77. The timber must he removed from off the Crown lauds within 12 months from
removed*
the time at which it was cut, otherwise it will be liable to be seized, forfeited, and sold,
on behalf of the Crown.
Cutting trees
78. Persons illegally cutting timber on Crown lands will be proceeded against
without autho
rity ; proceed under the 33rd clause of the Act, or otherwise as may in any ease he by law directed.
ings against
offenders.
79. All timber cut by unauthorized persons, and all cut timber lying on Crown
Seizure of tim lands which there may be reason to believe has not been cut by a duly authorized person
ber.
will be seized; but in case a right to such timber shall be asserted within 14 days after the
notice to be presently mentioned, and shall be established to the satisfaction of the Police
Magistrate or Bench, its restoration to tlie claimant may be ordered.
To be sold after
80. Such timber, when seized, is to be marked with the broad arrow ; and after
due notice.
dne notice of the seizure thereof, by a writing to be posted up at the principal place of
Petty Sessions of the District, shall, unless a claim thereto shall bo made within 14 days
thereafter, and duly established, be sold.
‘
Proceeds.
81. The proceeds of the sale of timber so seized are to be accounted for and paid
over like other public moneys.
■
Crown lessees
82. Lessees of Crown land are at liberty to cut any timber required by them as
may cut timber,
tenants of their several lands, but not for sale.
Ttetum of
'
83. A return of all licenses issued is to be forwarded half-yearly by the respective
licenses to be
Land Agents to the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, by whom they will be published
transmitted
half-yearly.
collectively in the Gazette.
CHAPTEE VII.
Agents.

%

LEASES FOR SPECIAL OBJECTS.
Xode of applica-

84. Persons who may be desirous of leasing portions of land for any of the special
tLOQ.
purposes contemplated by the 30th clause of the Act, may make their applications to tho
Minister for Lands,—setting forth respectively the position and extent of the portions they
are desirous of leasing, the objects for which a lease is desired, the rent offered, and such
other information as may tend to facilitate the disposal of their applications.
'
rjiBpopal of
85. All such applications will be duly inquired into, and dealt with upon their merits,
applications.
as may be deemed expedient by tho Government; and in the event of any application being
complied with, the applicant will be duly apprised of the conditions on which a lease
will be granted, and of the rent which he will be required to pay,
Papmept of reat,
86. Such rent must, for the first year, be lodged in the Treasury within three months .
from the publication in the Gazette of a notice to that effect; and for any subsequent
year, on or before 31st December of the year preceding, otherwise the lease will be
forfeited and may be brought to sale by auction.
CHAPTER VIH.
TEMPORARY COMMONAGE.

87. Crown lands not reserved for or dedicated to any other purpose, within the limits
within which lands adjacent to any town are not open to pastoral lease under the Act,
will ordinarily be devoted to temporary commonage, and placed, with any lands already set
apart for that purpose, in the charge of the Trustees (if any) of the permanent Common
in

Crown

lands occupation act op isgl—regulations.
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in the same locality. Temporary commonage may, wholly or in part, at any time be
exempted by the Government for sale, lease, or other purposes ; and shall be open
to the pasturage of horses and cattle in use by travellers, teamsters, ■ and carriers, for
three days at any one time, or for such longer period as floods or other unforeseen natural
causes may render unavoidable.
CHAPTER IX.
TRESPASSES ON CROWN LANDS.

88. Any person who may he found in the unauthorized occupation of any Crown ncm0Tai „„(!
- I'tnd may, under the 82nd and 33rd clauses of the Act, bo summarily removed there-011 con'
from, or fined, on conviction before two Justices of tho Peace, on the information of any
°a >mn'mC‘~
Commissioner of Crown Lands, or other person authorized by the Minister for Lands.
*ii i 8?‘ YhenerCr, the lan(1 intrude(i nPon is
under lease, or promise of lease, it inmucr of pro
will be the duty of the proper officer to prosecute the trespasser; but on its being made to secutii>n.
appear by the lessee, or lawful holder of any laud, that any portion of his.holding has been
intruded upon by an unauthorized person, such lessee will be empowered to prefer an
information against the intruder,
90. In cases of disputed possession between the authorized holders of adjoining lands, msputea bounthe Government will not under ordinary circumstances interfere, unless the claims to leases darl“'
should be found to conflict, in which ease the dispute will be referred to arbitration, as
hereinbefore provided.
CHAPTER X.
MISCELLANEOUS.

91. The Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands is empowered and authorized to perform Authnritv
all matters and things not otherwise specially provided for, which, by the Crown Lands ctiof eommisOccupation Act of 1861, or by these Regulations, arc required or permitted to be performed ^“jJrgofCro,m
by an authorized Officer or Agent of the Crown.
.
92. The various forms prescribed by these Regulations will be supplied to the verms,
public at a charge of two-pence for eacli form, at the Government Printing Office,
Sydney, and at the various Land Offices throughout the Colony.

Fonw A,
To bt used

in claiming to lease adjoining lands under the-pre-emptive right,uithm the Firs: Class
Settled Districts.

Mace
Date

Sir,

pursuance of the conditions annexed to the 12th clause of the Crown Lands Occu
pation Act of 1861, I do hereby apply to be allowed to lease*tho sections or portion of Crown
Lands hereunder described, at the fixed rent of £2 par section.
_ The land in virtue of which I claim to exercise a right of pre-emption is situated as follows
and is now m my possession, viz.:—
_ County of
Parish of
; situated •
containing
acres being the land t
to j
To tho Honorable

* am' ^C'’

The Minister for Lauds, Sydney.
Description of tho sections or portion applied for. l
* State general situation of tho land,
t u Sold,” " conditionally sold/’or « granted,” as the case may be.
f State name of purchaser or grantet.
lanaBiiftb^vlcMty™”^"113 **
as P°saiblo> with rdbrcMG to natural features, section lines, and purclmiicfl

Form

B.

Form of Application for a Lease of Crown Lands within the First Class Seitlsd Districts to be brought
to sale by auction.

*

Place «
Date

Sir,

In pursuance of the conditions annexed to the 12th clause of the Crown Lands Occupation
Act of 1861, I have the honor to request that the leases of the portions of Crown Lands hereunder
described may be put up to public auction.
I am, <5rc.,

To the Honorable
The Minister for Lands, Sydney.

DKSoriiPTioN

County of
Parish of
and hounded, iso. j

or

lands ueferhed to.

situated t

* State nearest Post Town,
t State, general locality.
tb

* nitte tht *1'>llna“I,CE as aeeiinitelyM.poBsible, with refcrence.ta natural features, section lines, and purchssed lands in

Form
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Fobm C.

TENDER FOR A LEASE OF A NEW RUN OF CROWN LANDS.
Second Clots Stilled, or Unsettled J)istricla.

Ik accordance ■with the provisions of tho Crown Lands Occupation Act of 18G1, and of the Regu
lations made in pursuance thereof, *

do hereby propose to toko a Lease of the Crown Lands known as

oft

, , , ,

.. , . ,,

in the District of
which lands are particularly described in the
Schedule annexed to this Tender.
,,
,
2. And in consideration of such Lease }
willing, and her«hy_offer to
pay yearly, in advance, tho rent of the said Crown Lands, as tho same may bo determined by
appraisement under the said Act.
.
, ,
, ,
,
w
a And t
do agree, that in the event of tins Tender being accepted and ot such
acceptance being notified in the Gazette \
will, within sixty days after such notificntion.
pay into the hands of the Colonial Treasurer, at Sydney, as and for the first year s rent of the said Run,
and pending such appraisement as aforesaid, the sum of Ten Pounds, together with the sum of
Twenty Pounds, being the Assessment payable under the Increased Assessment and Rent Act nf ISoS,
and also, the sum of b
sterling, *7 "*7 °f Pre“ for thc sa,d
Lease; that is to say:—
JE

Bent, pending appraisement ......... ................................ ............ ............
Assessment,

do.

..................................w

s.

d.

JJ

2

w

Additional yearly payment, offered by way of premium (if any)
Totat.........................

And in default of such payments, I agree to forfeit my deposit on this Tender.
day of

hand, this

Given under
aj>. 18

(Signature of Applicant.)

To tho Honorable
The Minister for Lands, Sydney.
* “ I,” or “ We,” as the case may be. Insert names at full length.
+ State Eesidence and nearest 1'ost Town.
"
f ” 1 am,” or “ We arc,” as the case may be.

|4* 1 ” or41 WOj” as the case may be».

Schedule Refemed

Pastoral District
and General
Ixicality.

Name ot Run.

to in the

Fobegoino Tehdeb.

Estimated Pas
toral Capability, Description of thc liounrtarics of the mti
and of thc marka or natural features
Estimated Area in
by which such boundaries are indi
cated. f If.B—This description must
Square Miles.
Cattle, Sheep,
be efearj detailed, and speckle.)
{Alone,)! (Mono.)

.1

OA

C&ttta
(and)

Sheep,

_
Deposit Certificate.

I certify that the sum of two pounds ten
Colonial Treasury, by or on behalf of
Colonial Treasury, Sydney.
loo

lings sterling has this day been paid into the
as the deposit on a Tender for a Run.

*

Sydney: Thomai Eiebari*. Government Printer. isn.
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SeSteTatibe Slsscmblj),

NEW SOUTH WALES.

TENDERS EOR RUNS.
(RETURNS RELATIVE TO.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

HETURN to an

Order

20

November,

1861.

made by the Honorable tho Legislative Assembly

of New South Wales, dated 20 September, 1861, That there be laid
upon the Table of this House,—
“ (1.) Return of all New Runs tendered for from 1st of January,
“ 1861, to 30th September, 1861, shewing the Date of Tender,
iC

Name of Tenderer, Name of Run, where Situated, and in

ie

what District.

u

(2.) Return shewing, all Runs reported upon by Mr. Commis-

“ sioner Huthwaite, in the Warrego District; the Date when
“

referred to him for Report, Date of Report, and nature of such,

“ during the time he has held office.”

{Mr. Rusden.)

181—A
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TENDERS EOR RUNS
No. 1.
\

*

RETURN of all New Rons tendered for from 1st January, 1861, to 30th September,
1861, shewing the Date of Tender, Name of Tenderer, Name of Run, and District
in which situated.
A. ORPEN MORIARTY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.

Date of Teai^r.

Name of Tenderer.

District,

1861.
1, January.. Charles Edwards
Do.
11
Do.
3
Do.
4
John Morgan .,.
5
11
Do.
...
6
»>
R. R. Havcrfield .
7
Do.
.
S
Do.
.
9
D
Do.
.
10
Do.
.
11
Do.
12
John Morgan ...
13
11
Charles Edwards
14
»

Albert
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

15
16
17

Do.
John Morgan ...
Charles Edwards

Do.
Do.
Do,

18

J. & E. Gibson ............... Maranoa ...............
Francis Cadell ............... Thc Darling ......
Do....................
J. Macfarlane..................
Do.
........
Do.
.. .............
Do....................
Do.
..................
Do.
........
J. A. Macfarlane...............
Do.
........
G. T. &F. W. Suttor........
Do.
........
Francis Cadell..................
Do.
........
Do.
..................
Do....................
Do.
..................
Charles Friend .............. Bli^h........... ..........
J. P. Jones .....................
James Glass..................... Warrego ...............
Do....................
Henry Langley ...............
Do....................
Do.
...............
Do....................
Do.
...............
Do....................
Eben Orr........................
Do....................
Robert Richards...............
Do....................
DO.
.............
Do...............
Andrew M'Kenzie ...........
Do. ...............
Do.
............
Do....................
Henry Rourkc..................
Do....................
Do.
..................
Do....................
Henry Langley ...............
Do. ...............
James Glass ..................
Do....................
Henry Langley ...............
Do....................
William M'Kcnzie ........
Do. ...............
T. G. Dangar................ .
Do....................
Henry Langley ...............
Do....................
Thomas Phillips ......... .
Do....................
T, G. Dangar..................
Do....................
Do.
..................
Do....................
Henry Langley ...............
Do....................
T. G. Dangar ...................
Do....................
James Glass .. ...............
Do....................
Do.
..................
Do....................
Henry Langley ...............
Do....................
John Drinan ..................
Do....................
Do.
..................
Do....................
John Eekford, junr............
Florent Martoll ............... Wellington ........
Do....................
Do.
...............
Do....................
John Balfe .....................
Do.
............
Edward Botfield........... ..
Do....................
Alexr. M'Phail
...........
Collins and Barber........... Liverpool Plains--Alexr, Lilhnrne............... Murrumbidgee........
Henry Kelly .................. Lachlan..................
Do....................
Do.
..................
Do.....................
Do.
..................
Do.....................
J. J. Flood, junr. & 0. Clarke 1
Do.....................
J. A. M'Donald ...............

19

20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

11

11
il

>1
tt

H
11

»?

40

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

))

II

11

>»
It

11
11

11

66

67

68

69

11

It
It

of

llmr.

Lower Dunlop, No. 1.
East Torowonto Swamp, No. 2.
Lower Dunlop, No. 2.
Lower Dunlop, Back Block, No. 2.
West Worrominto Creek Run, No. 2.
Do.
do.,
No. 1.
Yambra.
Ncvra.
Gallilooh.
Boolooh,
Toorowootoo.
Denison.
East Worominto Creek Run, No, 1.
West Torowonto Swamp Run,
No. 1.
Torowoto Swamp Run. East, No. 1.
East Worominto Creek Run, No. 2.
West Torowoto Swamp Run,
No. 2.
The Border Run.
Wells.
Leven Plains, Block No. 4.
do.
Do.,
Do..
do.
Do.,
do.
Onondoo.
Paldromatty.
Belnoya.
Wanawunty.
Back Creek, Block No. 1.
Wcerawarronga.
Bookhira, Back Run, West.
Langiey, Block No. 4.
Do., do. No. 3.
Do., do. No. 4.
Banget.
Colleweroy East, Back.
Colleweroy, East.
Woolamar and Mooting.
Mooliug Mnorah.
Dunglear, Back Block, No. J.
Do.,
do.
No. 2.
Langley, Block No. 3.
Kigwegcl, Back Run, West.
Langley, Block No. 2.
Berivill, Berne, and Goingabar.
Narran, No, 4.
Langley, Block No. 2.
N tirimar.
Wigil Wigil.
Wigil Wigil, Back.
Langley, No. 1 Block.
Narrnn, No. 5.
Kigwigel, Back Run, East.
Bookhira Back, Back Run, East.
Langley, Block No. 1.
Goingabar.
Ginginberah.
Minin.
Back Tabratong, West.
Camp Hole, BohardaneU Creek.
Lower Boomagil.
New Year’s Ranger.
Narrawaggy.
■
Mourootba.
Campbell Island.
Outer Upper Tharawagla.
Outer Lower Tharawagla.
Outer Middle Tharawagla,
Mount Mungo.
Mountain Plam.
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Date op Teqsb,

Njoie of Tenderer.

1861.
70, January..
Tin.
Po.
Do,
Do.
Do.

............
..................
..................
..................
..................

72
„
..
73
„
..
74
"
,.
76
;;
..
3, February...
Do.
..................
2
„
3
„
..
Do.
..................
Do.
................
4
„
..
Do.
..................
5
„
..
6
„
..
Do.
............
7
„
..
Do.
..................
8
„
..
Do.
..................
Do.
..................
9
..
10
„
..
Do.
.................
11
„
..
12
„
..
13
„
Do.
..................
14
..
Do.
..................
16
„
.. C. W. Ligar.........................
Do. “ ........ ;..............
16
„
..
17
;;
..
Do.................. ................
18
..
Do...................................
Do.
.........................
19
„
..
20
„
..
Do...................................
21
„
,.
Do.................. ................
22
.. R. K, Hammond.*..............
23
„
..
Do.
.................
24
;;
C. W. Ligar.........................
Do. “ ....................
25
„
..
26
„
..
Do....................................
27
„
..
Do...................................
28
..
Do...................................
29
„
..
Do.................. :...............
30
„
.,
Do...................................
Do...................................
31
„
..
32
„
..
Do.
.........................
33
"
..
Do.................. ................
34
„
..
Do...................................
35
„
,,
Do.
.........................
36
„
..
David
Reid
.........................
37
„
..
38
„
.. J, W, Colling ................
39
„
..
40
„
..
41
„
.. W. H. Hill .........................
42
„
.. F. M, Hill.............................
43
„
..
Do....................................
44
„
..
45
„
..
Do.
..................
46
„
..
Do.
..................
47
„
..
Do.
..................
48
„
..
Do.
..................
Do.
............ .
49
„
..
Do.
..................
SO
..
Do.
............ .
51
„
..
52
„
..
Do.
.................
S3
„
..
Do.
..................
54
„
..
Do.
..................
56
„
..
Do.
..................
56
„
.. E. Layton and T. Wilcox ..
57
„
.. A, Diftht and IS. B. Dight,,
58
„
.. J. D. Brown.........................
59
„
.. Charles Jb’artiere..................
60
„
.. John Corse ................. ..... .
Do.
.....................
61
„
..
62
„
.. C. W. Ligar........................
Do. ~ ................. ..... .
63
„
..
64
„
..
Do....................................
Do.............................. .
65
„
..
Do*
.........................
67
„
..
Do.
.........................
68
„
..
Do........................ ...........
Do.
.........................
69
„
..
Do.
.........................
70
„
..
71
„
.. David Reid .........................
72
„
.,
Do................................. .
Do.................................
73
„
..
74
„
..
Do....................................
75
,;
..
Do....................................
76
„
..
Do....................................
Do....................................
77
„
..
Do.
........ ................
78
„
..
Do.
.........................
79
„
..
Do....................................
80
„
..
Do....................................
81
„
..
82
„
,.
Do....................................
Do....................................
83
„

District.

Lachlan.....................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do. .................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do. .................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do.
..................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do.................... ...
Do........................
- Do........................
Racblan ortho Darllnff
Lachlan.....................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do................ .....
Albert .....................
Warrego ..................
Do
.................
Do........................
Do. ..................
Do........................
Do. ..................
Do........................
Do.
..................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do.
.................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do.
..................
Do.
..................
Clarence ................ .
Gwydir.....................
Liverpool Plains ....
Murrumbidgee
„.
Wellington ..............
Dor
.............
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do.
..............
Do........................
Do.
..............
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do.
..............
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do.................... ..
Do.......................
Do.
..............
Do........................
Do.
..............
Do.
..............

Nahe ov Run.

IVallalli, Blocfe B,
Honuna, Block A.
South Thomonga, Block B.
Bo.,
do. C.
Wallabi, Block A.
South Thomonga, Block A.
Grant, Block V.
Do., do. c.
do. E.
Do.,
Do.,
do. P.
Do.,
do. M.
Do., do. N.
Do.,
do. S.
do. D.
Do.,
Do.,
do. I.
Do.,
do. T.
Thurleigh or Bonggumbingc!.
Grant, Block B.
Do., do. F.
Do., do. Q.
Outer Papctortor, East.
Outer Back Papctortor, East,
Hokianga.
Wangaroa.
Kaiparo.
Waiho.
Hokianga.
Grant, Block G.
Do., do. H.
Coromandel.
Kanwan.
Aotea.
Mntakana.
Mahurangi.
'Wangaroa.
Outer Back Boto, North.
Outer Roto, North.
Outer Back, Wangaron.
Outer Wangaron.
East Wangaron.
Outer East Wangaron.
Mountain Plain.
Bengora Creek or Douheny Range.
Crokcr.
Barnbah.
Tbulyng,
Warn ell.
Block B.
Do. A.
Cooney Paroo West, No. 9.
do. No. 7.
Do.,
do. No. 10.
Do.,
East, No. 7.
Do.,
Do.,
West, No. 8.
do. No. 11.
Do.,
East, No, 9.
Do.,
do. No. 10.
Do,
do. No. 8.
Do,
West,
No. 12.
Do,
East, No, 11.
Do,
do. No. 12.
Do,
Winterdale.
Little Brigalow.
Beryabar Plains.
Lalalte, South.
Bulbodina.
Bircham, East.
Oxley’s Table Land, No. 2, Block A.
do, do. B.
Do,
do, do. C.
Do,
do, do. D.
Do,
No. 1, do. A.
Do,
do, do. B.
Do,
do, do. C.
Do,
do, do. D.
Do,
do, do. E.
Do,
Hermitage Plains, Block A.
do. B.
Do,
do. C.
Do,
do. D.
Do,
do. E.
Do,
do. F.
Do,
do. G.
Do,
do. H.
Do,
do. I.
Do,
,
do. J.
Do,
do. K.
Do,
do. L.
Do,
do. M.
Do,
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4

Name of Tesdeeee.

TfiSPER.

85

86
87

88
SO
90
91

02
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102

5GI.
hruary..
ll
•«
11
*•
It
»»
»»
It
J*

*•
**
**
•*•

It

“*

11
t*

■*
**

il

*’

>■

'

l'
11
11
1»

**
*'

11
11
»►
>1

*•
»*
*»
*•

It
ft
1»
tl
11
»1
»»
It
11
11
It
It
ft
It
ft
»
It

••
*■
’*
••
**
*4
*4
*4
**
•'
**
*•
**
•*
**
**
**

11
11
tl
|>
It
If
11
11
*1
11
11 .

**
•*
**
*•
**
**
I*
■*
**
**
*♦

It
II
**
It

*•
**

103
104
105
106
107
103
109

110
111
112
113
114
115
116
1)7
118
119

120
121
122
123
124
125

126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
143
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
, 158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172

**

Do
.....................
Do.............................. .

Tf). ^ .........................
■nf>
.....................
Do..............................
Do
.........................
Do....................................
Do....................................
Do
.........................
Do.
.....................
Tin
....................
Do....................................
Do....................................
Do.............................. .
Do....................................
Do....................................
Do....................................
Do....................................
Do....................................
Do....................................
Do.
.........................
Do....................................
Do....................................
Do....................................
Do....................................
Do....................................
Do.
.........................
Do....................................
Do....................................
Do....................................
Do.
.........................
Do....................................
Do....................................
Do....................................
Do.
.........................
Do....................................
Do....................................
Do.
.........................
Do....................................
Go....................................
Do....................................
Tin.
. ....___
Tin.
..............
Dn
.....................
Tin.
........ ........
Tin
........................
Tin
.............
Tin
Tin
Tin.
Tin
Do
Do
Do
Do
Tin
Tin
Tin
lln
Tin
Do

..............
..........
..............
..............
..............
........ ..
..............
..............
..............
.............
.............
^

.........................
....................
.........................

Dn
Dn

.............................
.............................

Do
Do

.........................
.........................
Dn
.........................
Dn
......................... .
Dn....................................
Do

*

.....................

Do.

..................
..................

Do

.....................

Dn
Dn

........................
....................... .

Dn

Dn

.....................
.....................
J. H. Brooke .....................
Dn.
Dn

.........................

PlSTKICT.

Nams

ot

Eom.

Wellington ............. Hermitage Plains, Block N.
Bo.,
do. 0.
Do........................
Do.,
do. V.
Do........................
Do.
.............. Kast Bog.an, Back Block.
Kilfera, Block II.
Do.
.............. Tatara South, Block A.
Do., •
do. B.
Do........................
Do.
.............. Totara North, Block A.
Do.,
do. B.
Do....................
Do.,
do. C.
Do...................... .
Do........................ Rankin's Hill, No. 6, Block A.
Do.,
do.,
B.
Do................ .....
Do.,
do.,
0,
Do................ ..
Do.,
do.,
]).
Do........................
Do.,
do.,
E.
Do........................
Do.,
No. 4, Block A.
Do.
........
Do.,
do.,
B.
Do........................
Do.,
do.,
0.
Do........................
Do.,
do.,
D.
Do. or Lachlan..
Do.,
do.,
Do.
..
E.
Do.,
do.,
F.
Do.
..
Do.,
.
No.
5,
Block
A,
Do.
..
Do.,
do.,
B.
Do.
..
Do.,
do.,
Do.
0.
Do.,
do..
D.
Do.
..
Do.,
do.,
E.
Do.
..
Do.,
do.,
F.
Do.
..
Do.,
No, 3, Block A.
Do.
..
Dodo.,
Do.
..
B.
do.,
Do.,
0.
Do.
..
Dodo..
D.
Do.
..
DodoE.
Do.
..
Dodo„
F.
Do.
..
Do.
.. Outer Turlec, Block A.
Dodo. B.
Do..
Dodo. C.
Do.
..
Do.
.. East Alhamarle, do. A.
Dodo. B.
Do.
..
Dodo. C.
Do.
..
Do„
do. D.
Do.
..
Do.
*. IVaitomata, No. 2, Block A.
Do.
do., do. B.
Do,
..
Do*
* * Rankin’s Hill, do- tlo. A.
Do.
do.r do. B.
Do.
..
Do.
do, do. C.
Do.
..
Do.
do.* do. D.
Do.
..............
doM do* E.
Do.,
Do........................
Do........................ Outer Gall Gall, Block D.
do. 0.
DoDo........................
do. B.
DoDo........................
Dodo. A.
Do........................
Do.
.............. Mcola, Block G.
Do.,
do. F.
Do........................
Do.,
do. E.
Do........................
Do,
do. D.
Do........................
do. C.
Do.,
do. B.
Do.
.............. Do..
Do.,
do. A.
Do........................
Do........................ Drury, do. A.
do. B.
Do.,
Do........................
Do.,
do. 0.
Do........................
Do,
do. D.
Do........................
do. K.
Do
Do...................... Durban’s Group, No. 2, Block A.
dodo. B.
DoDo...................
dodo. C.
DoDo........................
dodo. D.
Do.,
Do........................
do.,
do. E.
Do.,
Do........................
Do........................ Rankin’s Hill, No. 1, Block B.
Do.,
do., do. A.
Do.
..............
Do........................ Dunlop Group, do., do. D.
Do.
............ Durban’s Group, No. 1, Block C.
Do.,
do.,
do. B.
Do........................
Do.,
do.,
do. A.
Do.
.. ...........
Do........................ Wartemcta, No. I, Block A.
Do.,
do.,
do. B.
Do....................
Do........................ Kilfera, Block M.
Do.,
do. K.
Do........................
Do........................ Bruce’s Plain, No. 1.
DoNo. 2.
Do.
........
DoNo. 3.
Do........................
Do.
........ Kilfera, Block E.
Dodo. Q.
Do........................
Dodo. G.
Do........................
Dodo. F.
Do........................
Dodo. 0.
Do...................... .
Dodo. I.
Do.
..............
Do. and Wellington . Easendon, Block A.
Do.,
do. B.
Do........................
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Pate of Tkediri
1R61.
173t Fcljrnary
174
„
175
„
176
„
177
1.78
„
179
„
180
„
181
„
132
„
183
„
18+
„
18.5
„
186
„
187
„
188
„
189
„
190
191
„

192

193
194
195
19 B
197
198
199

„
„
„
„
,,
„
„

200
201
202

„

203
204

„
„

206
207
208
209

„
„
„

210
211
212

„
„
„

205

„
„

213
21+
215
210
217
218

„■
..
„
„
„
„

210

„

220
221

„
„

223
224

„
„

222

„

'
220

»»
„

227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237

„

238
239

„
„

241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
2-51
232
253
254
255
256
257
238

„
„
„
„
„
„

2-10

„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„

„

„
„
t»
„
„
„
„
„

259

„

260

„

Kahe of Tr.yrir.nLE.

J. II. Brooke ......
Do........................
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Do.

...........

Do.
..........
Do. ■
..........
Do.
......
II, K. Hammond..,,
Do.
....
Do.
....
Do.
....
Do.
....
D. Ferguson ........
Do.
........
Do.
.....
Do.
........
Do.
........
Do.
........
Do.......................
Do.
.....
Do.
........
Do.
........
Do.
........
Do.
........
■William Nash........
Do......................
Do.......................
Do.
........
Do.
........
Do.......................
Do.......................
Do.
____
Do.
.. ..
Do......................
Do......................
Do.
........
Do.
........
Do.
........
Do......................
Do.
........
Do.
........
Do.
........
Do.
........
Do.
....
Do......................
Do.
........
Do.
........
Do......................
Do.
........
Do.
........
Do.
.....
Do......................
Do.
........
Do.
........
Huph Glass ...,.
Do.
........
Do......................
Do.
........
Do.
........
John O'Shannassy .
Do.
.
Do.
.
Do.
,
T. Hamilton ........
R. K. Hammond.
John Filson ...
Do.
...
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

■Destbtct.

Nahe of licit.

Thc Parting & 'Wellington Essendon,, Block c.

Do.,
do. D.
do. E.
Do.,
Do.,
do. F.
Do.,
do. G.
Do.,
do. H.
Do.,
do. I.
Do.,
do. J.
Grant, Block R.
Do., do. J.
Do., do. U.
Do., do. L.
Do., do. K.
Donald Plains, Block A.
Do.,
do. B.
Do.,
do. D.
do. L.
Do.,
do. C.
Do.,
do* E.
Do.,
do. F.
Dodo. G.
Do.,
do. H.
Do.,
Dodo. I.
do. J.
Do„
do. K.
Do.,
Outer Back Mylhes, Block A,
West Panban, Block A.
Do.,
do. B.
Do.,
do. C.
West Paringi, do. A.
’
Do.,
do. B.
North Paringi, Block A.
Do.,
do. B.
Do..
do. C.
Ontor Back Turlec, Block B.
Do.,
do. C,
East Tarcoola, Block A.
Do.,
do. B.
South Panban, do, A.
Do.,
do, B.
Outer Back My the s.Block B.
North Mythea,
do. A.
Do.,
do. B.
Do.,
do. C.
Outer Back Tarcoola, do. A.
Do.,
do. B.
Back BuUnnmong,
do. A.
Do.,
do. B.
Outer Back Bullanmong, Block A.
Do.,
do. B.
North Turlee, Block A.
Do.,
do. B.
Smith Gall Gall. Block A.
Outer Back Turlec, Block A.
South Gall Gall, Block B.
Growl Creek, Block No. 6.
do. No, 7.
Dodo. No, S.
Dodo. No. 9.
Do.,
do. No. 10.
DoBlock No. I, Growl Creek.
do.
Do. , No. 2,
do.
Do. No. 3,
do.
Do. f+o. 5,
Blocks. 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, to he called
Jim Crow Run.
Grant, Block O.
Lachlan
Do.
Mordic, do. A.
Do., do. B.
Do.
Do., do. C.
Do.
Do., do. D.
Do.
Do.
Moonee, do. A.
Do., do. B.
Do.
A.
The Dar ling .......... Grccnongh Hill. No. 1, Block Cdo. A,
doDo.,
Do.
..........
dn.,
do. H.
DoDo.
......
No. 2, do. A.
Do.
..........
Dodo,,
do. B.
Do.,
Do.
......
do. C.
do.
DoDo.
..........
No. 3. do. A.
DoDo,
..........
dodo. B.
Do.,
Do.
......
do. C.
doDo.,
Do.
..........
do..
do. D.
DoDo.
........ .
Do.
........ . Keilor North, Block B.
do. C.
Do.
..........
Dodo. D.
Do.
..........
DoDo. South, do. A.
Do.
..........
do. B.
DoDo.
..........

Do.
......
Do....................
Du....................
Do....................
Do....................
Do................ ..
Do....................
Lachlan .............
Do....................
■ Do....................
Do....................
Do.
.........
The Darling.........
Do...................
Do...................
Do.
.....
Do...................
Do.
.....
Do...................
Do...................
Do...................
Do...................
Do.
........
Do..................
Do..................
Do...................
Do...................
Do...................
Do...................
Do...................
Do.
.....
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do,
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Lachlan or Wellin gton
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Warrego ..........
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Date o? Tender.

4

1861.
261, February..
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
»
••

„

.....................

Charles Ryan.....................
.. T. Hamilton .....................

B olrert Mayce............*....
286
„
*.
Do....................................
2S7
Do,
.....................
288
Do.
.............
289
Do.
.....................
290
Do...................................
291
Do...................................
292
Do...................................
293
Do.
.....................
294
Do...................................
295
Do.
.....................
296
Do...................................
297
Hugh Glass .....................
298
Do.
.....................
299
300
301
Do.
.....................
302
Do.
.....................
303
M
-■
Do...................................
304
Do.
.....................
305
Do...................................
306
Do.
.....................
307
Do.
......................
308
Do.
.....................
309
Do...................................
310
Do,
......................
311
John Filson .....................
312
Hugh Glass ..................
313
Do...................................
314
Do...................................
315
Do...................................
316
IT
••
Do...................................
317
Do.
.....................
318
Do...................................
319
Do...................................
320
Charles Ryan...................
321
Do...................................
322
It
»•
Do.
.....................
323
Do...................................
324
Do.
............
325
Do.
.....................
326
Do.
___....
327
R. K. Hammond ..............
328
John O’Shanassy .............
329
. 1 March .,.. William Wright.................
Do.
.................
2
1
-'
3
11
’ ' R. R. Haverlield................
Do.
..................
4
Do.
..................
5
Do.
..................
6
Henry Williams.................
7
Do.
..................
8
Do.
..................
9
,
Do.
........ .
10
Thomas Williams..............
11
Francis Williams
12
William Wright.................
13
Do...................................
14
Thomas Osborne ..............
15
Robert
Dunn ...................
16
17
1*
* * Henry Chambers.................

Nani ot Bmt.

Distbict.

John Filson ..................... The Darling
Do.
Do.
.....................
Do.
Do.
.....................
Do.
Do.
.....................
Do.
Do....................................
Do.
Do,
.....................
Do.
Do.
.....................
Do.
Do.
.....................
Do.
Do,
.............
Do.
Do...............................
Do.
J. Gavin Duffy .................
Do.
B. B. Mason ................
Do.
Do....................................
Do.
Do.
.....................
Do.
Do.
.....................
Do,
Do.
.....................
Do.
Do....................................
Do.
Do.
.....................
Do.
Do.
.....................
Do.
Do.
.....................
Do.
Do...................................
Do.
T. Hamilton .....................
Do.

283
284
285

Name of Tekbikef.,

Do.
Do.
..........
Warrego ............... ..
Thc Darling ..........
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Do. or Lachlan ..
Do........................
Do. or Lachlan ..
Lachlan .................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
The Darling ..........
Do,
..........
Do........................
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Do.
........ .
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Do........................
Do.
..........
Lachlan ........ .
Thc Darling ..........
Do.
..........
Do........................
Do........................
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Do,
..........
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Lachlan ..................
Do, or Wellington
Albert .................
Do........................
Do.
.................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do. ..................
Murrumbidgee ....

Gwydir........ .

Keilor South, Block 0.
Do.,
do. D.
Outer Back Carryale, Block A,
Do,,
do. B.
Do.,
do. 0.
Outer Back Talyawalka, Block A.
Do.,
do. B.
Keilor North, Block A,
Back Prunella, do. A.
Do.,
do. B.
Drumcairn, Block A.
Moamo, Block M.
Do., do. N.
Block 0, Moama.
Moamn, Block P.
Do., do. Q.
Block K, Moama.
Do. S, do.
Do. T, do.
Do. D, do.
Do. Y. do.
Blocks 1, 2, 3, i, 5, 6, 7, 8, to be
called Inner Glencoe.
Blocks 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, G, Inner Mea
dow Bank.
Kilfera, Block J.
Blocks 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, to be called
Hamilton Bank.
Rankin’ sHill East, No. 4, Block F
do. E.
Do.,
do.,
do. D.
do..
Do.,
do. C.
do.,
Do.,
do,.
do. B.
Do.,
do,,
do. A,
Do.,
No. 5, do. F.
Do,,
do. D.
do.,
Do.,
do. 0.
do.,
Do.,
do. B,
do..
Do.,
do.,
do. A.
Do,
do. E.
Do.,
do.,
Yallock, Block A.
Do.,
do. B.
Do.,
do. 0.
Do.,
do. D.
Yonyang, Block A.
do. B.
Do.,
do. 0.
Do.,
do. D.
Do.,
Do.,
do. E.
do. F.
Do,,
do. G,
Do.,
Minors North, Block 0.
Do.,
do. B.
Do.,
do. A.
Yara, Block B.
Youal, Block B.
Do., do. A.
Clare, Block 0.
Do., do. B.
Do.. do. A.
North Clare, Block: C.
do. B.
Do.
do. A.
Do,
Kilfera, Block L.
do. D.
Do.,
Do.,
do. A.
do. N.
Do.,
Do.,
do. B.
do. G.
Do.,
do. P.
Do.,
Grant, Block A.
Block No. 4, Growl Creek.
Wongrabol.
Manandra,
McLcay’s Plain, West
McLeay's Plains.
McLeny's Plains, North.
Sturt’s Halt.
Curranyelpa,
AVey-yel-watht.
Outer Yarrenge.
Yarengc.

Merrannulu.
Pallaara.
Ulandica.
Mullagoota.
Billabong Forest, B.
Balienah.

Do. ..................... Popilkara.

TENDERS FOR RUNS.

Date of Tender*

Name op Tenderer*

7

JTijiE or Bun.

District*

1861.
Dugindnn.

»»

'*

1 Auril

2
3

i
5

1

It
11

Peer Peer.
■ 1 Charles Cropper................. Murrumbidgee.......... Booregcry.
Banviri, No. 1.
Do., No. 4.
Do,
..................
Do.
.....................
Do........................ I'Toggril, Back Block B.
Do........................ Banviii, No. 3.
Do. or Wellington No. 2, Wangorana.
* • J. D. McLoan ....................
Do.
do.
.. No. 4,
do.
Do.
.....................
do.
Do.
do.
.. No. 3,
Do....................................
T. <t. Djinfrflr ................... .
Barwin, No. S.
Do., No. 2.
Do........................
Do.
................
Do........................ Mooggu, Bade Block.
The Jliall Plains.
Do........................
A 2.
A3.
Do........................
Do.
. ....................
Bl.
Do........................
B 2.
Do........................
Do.
.....................
Do........................
B 3.
Do.
.....................
Do........................
AX.
The Darling.............. Tarroginni.
Do.
“.............. Moorlu Bnrla.
Do.
......................
Do.
.....................
Do........................ Nareala.
Do........................ Torooto Swamp.
Murchison & Cuthbert ....
Block No. X, Horton Kirby.
Dn. w
.................
Do........................
Do. No. 2,
do.
Do........................ NaiTalandra.
Do........................ Greenough Group.
G. T. & P. W. Suttor.........
Do...................... Malliana,
Do........................ Block No. 4, Horton Kirby.
Do. No. 3,
do.
Do........................
Do.
.................
Do........................ Narravvingi.
Do........................ Goolcah,
Do
..............
Do........................ Kara.
Do.
........ ........
Do........................ Narramanta.
Do.
.................
Do.
.................
Do........................ Uperiga.
Wellington ........ .
dn. A 2.
Do.,
Do.
................. ..
Do.
..............
do. A 3.
Do.,
Do........................
Do.
.....................
do. X.
Do.,
C. H. Barber .....................
Do........................
do. Al.
Do.,
Do.
......................
Do........................
Do.,
do. Z.
Do........................
Do.
......................
Do,,
do. T.
Do........................
Do.
.....................
do. S.
Do.,
Do........................
do. R.
Do.,
Do....................................
Do........................
do. W.
Do.,
Do.
..............
Do....................................
Do.,
do. Y.
Do........................
Do....................................
do. V.
Do.,
Do........................
Do....................................
do. T.
Do........................
Do.,
Do.............................. ...
do. Q.
Do.,
Do....................................
Do........................
J. & E. Orr .........................
Do.
.............. Block A, Wicklow.
do.
Do. B,
Do........................
Do....................................
do.
Do. C,
Do........................
Do....................................
do.
Do. D,
Do....................................
Do.
..............
do.
Do.®,
Do....................
Do....................................
do.
Do. F,
Do.
........................
Do........................
do.
Do. G,
Do.
........
Do...................................
Do. H,
do.
Do......................
Do....................................
do.
Do. I,
Do....................................
Do........................
do.
Do. J,
Do,
..............
Do....................................
do.
Do. K,
Do........................
Do....................................
do.
Do. L,
Do........................
Do....................................
K. D. ‘RrnrTriKh ..................
Do........................ Jumbal Plains, Block A.
do. B.
Do.,
Do.
.................. ' Do........................
do. C.
Do.,
Do........................
Do.
.................
do. D.
Do.,
Do,
........ .
Do........................
do. E.
Do.,
Do........................
Do.
...............
do. F.
Do........................
Do.,
Do.
..................
Do.,
do. G.
Do........................
Do.
.................
do. H.
Do.,
Do.
................. ' Do........................
do. I.
Do.,
Do........................
Do.
.................
do. J.
Do.,
Do........................
Do...................... Melrose Plains, Block A.
do. B.
Do.,
Do.
*.................
do. C,
Do.,
Do.
................... ' Do......................
do. D.
Do.,
Do.
...................
Do......................
do. E.
Do..
Do.
...................
Do.
............
do. F.
Do.,
Do.
..............
Do.
............
do. G.
Do.
...................
Do......................
Do.,
do. H.
Do.
......................
Do.,
Do.
........
do. I,
Do.
...................
Do.,
Do......................
Parana.
Do. or Warrego.,
• ■ J. D. McLean ...............
Drummond & Ferrall......... Murrumbidgee .,,, Indi Run, Nforth.
Do.,
South.
Do.
..........
Do.
....
..
Narran, No. S,
E. J. Bloxham.....................
Do^ .............. . North Darling, Back Run, No. 19.
No. 18.
do.,
Do.,
Do.
...................
Do......................
No. 17.
do.,
Do.
...................
Do.,
Do......................
No. 16.
do.,
Do.
...................
Do,,
Do...................
»
—
1

100
101

1»

£

19
20
21
22
23
24
2d
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
3d
3G
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
19
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
01
63
63
64
65
60
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

94
8

TENDERS FOR RUNS.

Sate of Tonmil
Rm

NARLE op TfiNUERERa

DisTBiet.

Said! or Utis.

1861.
6, April .

7
S
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

„
„
„
..
„
..
..
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
..
„
„
„

29

„

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
33
39
40

„
„
„
..
„
„
„
„
„

41

„

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68,
69
70

„

71

„

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

„.
„
„

„
„
„
„
„
„
„
..
..
„.
„
„
i.
..
„
„
„
„

„
„
„
..

..
„
„
„
„
„
..
„
„

E. J. Bloxham........ ............
Do.
.................
B. M. Hughes........ ............
Do.
-..... ..........
Do.
.....................
Do.
.....................
Do.
.....................
0. E. & A. C. Doyle .........
AViliiam Yeo ............... .
T. G. Dangar.....................
Do.
.....................
Do.
.....................
John Corrigan.....................
E. J. Bloxham................ *,
Do.
.....................
Do.
.....................
Do.
.............
Do.
.....................
Do.
.....................
Do....................................
Do.
.....................
Do.
.....................
Do.
.....................
Do.
.....................
Do.
.....................
William Yeo ............. ..
George M'Quiggin.............
T. G. Dangar.....................
E. J. Bloxham.....................
Do.
.....................
Do.
........ *...........
Do.
................
Do.
.....................
Do.
.....................
Do.
.....................
William Yco ............. ..
Do.
.....................
Do.
.....................
Do.
............
Do.
......................
Loren Dena *............ ..........
Do.
.........................
MacRae & Bennett.............
Alfred J. Pechev*................
John Corrigan.....................
Do.
....................
Do.
.....................
J. & H. Osborne ..........
Thomas Monahan ..............
J. & JL Osborne

Do7 .................
Do........................
Do
v
..
Do.......................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do.
...
Do........................
Do........................
Do.
..........
Do........................
Do.........................
Do........................
Do.........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do.
........
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do.
..................
Do.
..........
Do.........................
Do.........................
Do.........................
Do........................
Do.
..................
Do........................
Do........................
Do.
..........
Do.........................
Do.........................
Do........................
Do.........................
Do.........................
Do........................
Do........................
Gwvdir .................
bo.
................
Bligh.........................
Do........................
Liverpool Plains___
Do.
,...
Do.
....
Murrumbidgee ....
Do.
....
Do.
....

E. H, Acres........................
Do........................
0. Oavin Duffv ............ *
Do........................
Do.
' .................
Do........................
Do........................
Do.
..........
Do.
..................
Do.
..............
Do.
..............
Do.
..................
Do........................
Do.
................
Do.................... ..
Do.
..................
C. H. Barber ..................... Lachlan .................
Do........................
Do.
.................... .
Do........................
Do.
.....................
Do.
.....................
Do........................
Do.......................
Do.
.....................
Do.
............
Do. .................
Do............... .
Do.
.............
Do........................
Do.
.....................
John Watson ................. ...
Do........................
Do........................
Do.
................ .
Do........................
Do.
........ ............
Do.
..........*...
Do.
.....................
Do........................
Do........................
Do.
.....................
Do.......................
Do.
.....................
Do........................
Do.
.....................
W. T. A, Gosper................. Liverpool Plains....
Do.
....
Do.
..................
Do.
....
William Wood.....................
Do.
....
T. G. Dangar.....................
Do.
....
John MTntosh .................
Do.
....
John Corrigan.....................
Do.
....
William Gosper ..................
Do.

........ .

Do.

....................

Do........................
Wcllincton *...,,
Do.
..............
Bligh.........................

North Darling, Back Run, No. 15.
Do.,
No. 14.
do..
Do.,
do.,
No. 30.
Do.,
do..
No. 31.
Do.,
do.,
No. 32.
Do.,
do.,
No. 32.
Do.,
do.,
No. 33.
Upper Caloona.
Back Coivgar i Tcriabola,
Narran, No. G.
Do., No. S,
Do., No. 10.
Do.. No. 7.
Ulah, Back Bun.
North Darling, Back Bun, No, 24.
Do.,
do.,
No. 23.
Do.,
do.,
No. 22.
Do.,
do.,
No. 21.
Do.,
do.,
No. 20.
Do.,
do.,
No. 9.
Do.,
do..
No. 10.
Do.,
do,.
No. 11.
Do.,
do.,
No. 12.
Do.,
do..
No. 13.
Do..
do,.
No. 8.
Talowla.
Back Go Garilley.
Camhongoing.
Narran, No. 9,
North Darling, Back Ru n, No, 1.
do.,
Do.,
No, 2,
Do.,
do.,
No. 3.
doM
Do.,
No. 4.
Do.,
do..
No. 5.
do..
Do.,
No. 6.
Do.,
doM
N'.. 7.
Back Will Bill Bill.
North Darling, Back Bun, No. 25.
Do.,
do.,
No. 26,
Do.,
do.,
No. 27.
Do.,
do..
No. 28.
Do.,
do.,
No. 29.
BiHar, Block No. 1.
Do., <!o. No. 2.
Bendigymble.
Ncdgcra.
Sheep Run, No. 3.
Berregebab, Back Bun.
Sheep Bun, No. 2.
VTcst Momtilong.
Clovcrnook.
South Momalong.
Outer Cabrilla.
Bijerk,
Drumcairn, Bloclt B.
Do.,
do. 0.
do. D.
Do.,
do. H.
Do.,
Do.,
do. F.
Do.,
do. G.
do. H.
Do.,
Priory Plains, Block A.
do. B.
Do.,
do. C.
Do.,
do. D.
Do.,
Do.,
do. E.
do. F.
Do.,
do. G.
Do,
do. H.
Do.,
Tara, No. 1, Block A.
Do., No, 2, do. B.
Do,, No. 3, do. B,
Do., No. 4.
Do., No. 5,
Do., No. 3, Block A.
Do., No. 2, do. A.
Do., No. 1, do. B.
Hello, No. 1.
Do., No. 2.
Mihi.
Upper Cumble.
1'hurro Mullin.
Sheep Bun, No. 1.
Williowarrina Springs.
Doveridge.
Snelston.
Ban Ba.
Genowlin.
Ynrra Yarra Swamp.

TENDERS EOR RUNS,

Date op Tender,

KAllS Of TBJmKRZIt,

Digirutt.

9

Kake or Run,

)861.
D. M. McLean...................
Do.
....................
..
Do.
.....................
„
..
98
„
..
Do.
.....................
], May 4. A. M. Anderson.................
2*4
11 w
• ■ Thomas Crampton..............
Do.
..............
3
„
..
a
;;
.. John Robinson .................
Do.
..................
6
,!
.. William Elliott .................
William Rav .....................
7
„
8
"
.. William McLean.................
9
„
.. E. II. Acres ................
10
"
Francis Cadell..................
11
"
H. & B, Jamieson ..............
12
"
.. Francis Cadell.....................
13
„
.. Henry Williams.................
u
;;
Do.
..................
id
„
.. C. H. Cloueh & Co..............
36
„
.. George Williams .............
i7
;;
.. C. H. Clough & Co..............
18
„
.. Francis Williams ..............
19
.. O. H. Clough & Co..............
Do.
..........
20
”
21
„
' Thomas Williams..............
David Reid.........................
22
Do.
.........................
23
„
..
Thomas Williams..............
24
„
1, June ., A, & tl. Glass and J. Corrigan
Charles Job...... .................
2
„
3
„
.. A.&J. Glass and J. Corrigan
4
„
.. Collins & Barber..................
Do.
..................
d
„
..
Do.
..................
6
„
..
7
„
.. A. &it. Glass and J. Corrigan
Do.
do;
8
„
..
Do.
do.
9
..
10
„
.. William Absolon..........
11
„
.. Francis Jenkins..................
C. E. & A. C. Doyle..........
32
„
W. C. Slvman.....................
13
i4
;;
” C. E. & A. 0. Doyle..........
T. G. Lang ........................
Id
„
Do,
..........*.............
16
„
..
Do.
.........................
17
„
„
Do.
.....................
18
„
.
Do....................................
19
„
Do....................................
20
„
„
21
i’
Do....................................
Do................... ................
22
„
Do..................................
23
„
Do....................................
24
”
,.
25
"
.,
Do.
........................
26
"
John Nelson .....................
27
„
' M. H. Black .....................
28 •”
”
Do.
.....................
John Ncilson .....................
29
„
30
"
T. and G. Lang .................
31
”
„ John Ncilson .....................
22
"
.'
Do................ ...................
33
„
. Watts Ncwland..................
34
"
. John Ncilson ......................
ss
;;
.. Watts Ncwland ..................
36
"
.. J. Copo Page ......................
87
„
.. John Ncilson .....................
Do.
.....................
38
„
.
Do.
.....................
39
„
40
;;
.. Peter McGregor............
4i
;;
.. John Ncilson .....................
42
„
. Izfttt Stewart............... . *.
43
/
Do.
.....................
44
||
11
Do.
.....................
Do.
.....................
45
,|
..
46
,|
Do.
.....................
47
"
Do.
.....................
48
V. Lampt and Lynah........ .
Do.
'.................
49
,
1, July.......... A, H. Palmer, for representatives of the late
Henry Dangar ........ .
2
„
.. F. N. Buckncll .................
3
ii
..
Do.
................
4
II
.. O.W. Buckncll ..................
Do.
..................
5
„
„
96

7

R
9
10

,j
..
,♦
„

„
Do,
.....................
..:
.. C. w. Colliss ................
Do.
.....................
..

181—B

Mnntha.
Do.
.............. Youlbaug.
Do........................ Tara.
Do........................ Cullen.
Comall.
G wydir..................... Moppenbry, South.
Do........................ Tl:e Forest.
Bligh. *.......... Uorth Yurramau.
Do.................
Carrackabool.
Do....................... Towwong.
The Darling .,». ►, Triangle.
Do.
...... Bijcrk.
Do.
...... Walgiom, No. 1.
Dn.
.......... Outer Kambula.
Do.
........ Walgiors, No. 2.
Goouibync.
Do........................ Boolcnh.
Do............. ........... Hamlyn.
Do. ..................... Mulyeh.
Do....................
Bavoona.
Do........................ Meiiycreh.
Do........................ Garoopan.
Do........... ............ Toonnrbin.
Do........................ "Winn area tab.
Albert, or Darling ., Bengora Creek, or Mount Doubcry.
Do.
do. ..
Do.
do. '
Culthe.
'
Liverpool Plains.... Tlmlaba, North.
Do.
.... Nooua.
Do.
.... Cmnadoon, West.
Do.
.... Mulfaiven.
Do.
.... Nan nwang.
Do.
.... Jerreybong.
Do.
.... Bazan Plains Minor.
Do.
.... Eastern Walma.
Do.
.... Tbalaba.
Murrumbidgee .... Coolooman.
Do.
.... Brooking Swamp.
Warrego ................. Giddia Plains,
Do........................ Murrabun, South.
Do........................ Pine Ridge Plains.
Selkirk.
Do.
.......... Kirk hope.
Do.
...... Corbylinn.
Do.
.......... Whitmimhall,
Do.
.......... Fin gland.
Do.
.......... Ettrick Forest.
Do.
.......... Singbe.
Do.
.......... Clairilawmon.
Do.
.... Overwells.
Do.
.......... Langsland.
Dn.
.......... Philiphaugh.
Do.
.......... Dltveyah.
*
Do.
.......... North Panban.
Do.
.......... Panban.
Do.
...... Gootoobooleoo.
Do.
.......... Ladhopc.
Albert ..................... Ulweyah.
Do....................... Walenyah.
Kallara, North West.
Do............... .
,
Do........................ Akaawalk.
Kallara, North West.
Do........... .
Do........................ Ana Branch, East.
Do. ..................... Buttclyah,
■
The Darling .......... Pimpuco.
Do.
r ,, .. Uyluyarnh.
■
Do.
...... Mundybah.
.
Do.
.......... Murpab.
■
.
Do.
.......... North Mundonah.
Do.
....... Gulthul.
Do.
...... ilundonali.
Do.
.......... North Gnltbul.
Do.
. ... Milparo of Manfred, blast.
Do.
do.
West.
■
Do.
....
Wellington ...
. Block No. 1, West Bogan.
Do.
........ Back Nyingan, East.
'
Gwydir ................. No Man Land,
Do. ..................
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................
Do” ........ .
Do........................
Do........................
Do........................

Gnrrotha, South.
Cugildool.
Doorobuha.
Goonmoorool.
Upper Bndowra Back,
Endowra Back.
Wallahrah.
Undowrer, East.
Undowrer.
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10
Date op Deicer.

11,

mi.

July

Suit, op

Distoiot.

Tesdikek.

DaviA Melrille

Wellington

12

„

Do.

Do.

13

„

Do.

Do.

H
15

„
„

1G
17
19

„
„
„

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

„
„
„
„
„
„

26

„

27

„

28

„

29

„

30

„

31

„

■32
33

„

St
85

„

3G
37
3S
39
40

„
„

41
42

„
„

43
44
45
4G
47
43

„
„
„
„
„

49

„

50

„

51

„

52
53

„
„

54
55
66
57
58

..
„
„
».
„

„
„

59

60

„

61
62
63
64
65

„
„

66

„

67
69
69

„
„

70
71
72

„

i,
„

„

73

„

74
75

„
„

76
77

„
„

78

„

79

..

80
81
82
83

„
„
„

August

Macltay an3 Dight..
Do.
..
J. W. Colliss ..........
Maeliay and Dight..
J. D. McLean.........
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
David Held..............
D. P. Keogh ..........
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
David Melville ,...

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

D.P. Keogh ..
David Melville

Do.
Do.

D.P. Keogh ..
Do.
David Melville

Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
.................
E, J. Bloxham ............... .
D.P. Keogh ................... .
E. J. Bloxham....................
Thomas Dat-gin .........
T. L. Richardson .........
C. P. Bnrne.......................
Thomas Dargin.................
E' J. Bloxham...................
D. P. Keogh ............
C. P. Buvne .......................
Mackay and Dight...........
T. G. and W. McKenzie .
E. Bei thin .......................
Do................ .................
Do........................ ..
Do..................................
Do..................................
Do.
................... .
Thomas Dargin...............
G. E. Mackay ..................
Thomas Dargin................
D, P. Keogh ...................
Kossack and Uniuhart...
Do.
Do.
•• ■
Do.
•• •
Do.
■■■
Do.
...
W. G. Conn andT. G. Drew
W. 0. Slyraan...............
Do.
................
F. N. Bucknell ............
Do.
............
C. W. Bucknell ..,.: .
Do.
............
Do.
............
John Tom ....................
Do..............................
Do..............................
Do.
...................
Wm. McLean...............
G. W. Bloodwofth........
Henry Frost ...............
Edward Blackman.........
Henry Frost ........;---Campbell and Rankin ..
W. H. Brotherton ■•
S. M'Caughcy & J. Cochran
A. W. Ruffy and E. Saw
tell, junr.........................
D. P Keogh ......... ...........
Alfred Baker ---Robert Byers ---JameS'Bishop .. -.
William Murs ,..
Henry Frost ... William Bowman
Thos. McNamara..
Do.

Do....................
Do....................
Do.
......
Do..................
Do....................
Do....................
Do....................
Do....................
Do....................
Do....................
Do....................
Do....................
Do....................
Do..................
Do....................
Do....................
Do.
........
Do...................
Do....................
Do..................
Do. The Darling
Do........................
Do........................
Albert ....................
Do............... .
Do......................
Do.......................
Do......................
Do........... ..........
Do........... ...........
Liverpool Plains...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Do.
...
The Darling ........
Do.
........
Do.
........
Do......................
Do.
........
Bli^h ................. .
Do.......................
Do.......................
Do.......................
Lachlan ...............
Murrumbidgee ...
t Do.
.. •
, Do.
•■■
Warrego, Lachlan,
or the Darling
Bligh
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

NiME OF KUtf.

Craway Creek, Block No. 1, or
Pange.
Craway Creek, Block No. 6, or
Badinda, North.
Craway Creek, Block No. 5, or
Cookamooloon, North.
Mialora.
Maroona.
Junction Station.
Doradilla.
No. 2, Wangarana.
No. 1,
do.
No. 3,
do.
No. 1,
do.
Hermitage Plains, Block S.
Uroa, Block No. 9.
Do,,
No. 8.
Do.,
No. 4.
Craway Creek, Block No. 4, or
Pange, North.
Uroa, Block 1.
Craway Creek, block 3, or Ba
dinda.
Uroa, Block No. 5.
Do.,
No. 7.
Craway Creek, Block No. 2, or
Cookamooloon,
Geweroo.
Fort Bourke.
Uroa Block, No, 3.
Fort Bourke, No. 2.
Nombu.
Eureka.
Weangroodoo.
Mundaba.
Fort Bourke, No. 1.
Uroa Block, No. 2.
Uambo.
Boo da.
East Bogan, No, 7.
Albany.
Cambria.
Cair's Plains.
Tincomb.
Broomhill.
Anneslcy.
Merarah.
Matara.
Toowomba.
'
Uroa, BlockNo. 6.
Mount ArrowsmitlvWest.
Do.,
South.
South of Mount Arrowsmith, East.
Do.
do.,
West.
Mount Arrowsmith, East.
Bongora Creek, or Busby Park.
Lower Water.
Do.
Briglow.
Yarranbar.
,
Back Balcori, or New Baleon.
East Nowley.
West Nowley.
North Gilgunia.
Bojira.
C rowel Crowd.
South Gilgunia.
Barrawanu.
Gnndegalan.
___
Kulnvey Scrub, North, or KulnvCT
North.
Gutter Rock..
Rock Station.
Drillwarrencr, West.
Pipeclay Springs.
Eglish.
■
East Ground.
North Dam.
'
Erin Dale.
Gnnalah.
Warren Water Hole.New Bolladoon.
New Mnllingnldry.
Gum I and Kuambar.
Badabone.
Back Crock, No. 1.
Do.,
No. 2.
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TENDERS FOR RONS.

Dat* of Tender.

Nake of Tenderer.

District.

1861.
Bligh .....................
9, August
10
Do. .....................
”
11
IS
Do.
..............
Do.
.................
13
Do........................
Do.
................
G-. Ti. Glasflnn ............
11
Do........................
IS
Do........................
Do. “
.....................
16
Do........................
17
Do........................
18
Do.
.
.
13
Do........................
20
Do.
.....................
Do........................
21
Do.
___
Do........................
23
lio.
.....................
20
Do........................
Do.
.....................
21
Do.
.....................
Do........................
25
Do.
.....................
Do.
26
Do........................
Do.
.....................
27
Do........................
Do....................................
28
Do.
.....................
Do.......................
29
Do.
....................
Do.
.
80
Do.
........
Do.
.....................
31
Do........................
Do.
.....................
33
Do.
.................
Do.......................
33
Do.
.....................
Do.......................
34
Do.
................
Do........................
35
Do....................
Do,
.....................
36
Do,
.....................
Do........................
37
Do.
.....................
Do.........................
38
Do.
.....................
Do........................
39
Do.
.....................
Do.......................
40
Do.
.....................
Do........................
41
Do.
.....................
Do........................
12
Do.
.....................
Do.
.............
43
Do.
.....................
Do.......................
44
Do.
.....................
Do.
..............
45
Do.
......................
Do........................
46
Do.
.....................
Do........................
47
Do,
................
Do......................
48
Do.
.....................
Do........................
49
T. G. Dangar .....................
Do........................
50
D. P. Keogh .....................
Do.
..............
51
John Bui ton .................
Do.......................
52
Dn.......................
0. W. Birch.........................
53
Do.
.........................
Do........................
54
Do........................
Samuel Phillips..................
55
Do........................
C. \V, Birch.........................
66
Do....................................
Do........................
57
Do....................................
Do........................
58
Do.................................
Do........................
59
Do........................
S, F. Simpson.....................
60
D. P. Keogh .....................
Do........................
61
Do.
........ ............
Do........................
62
G. R. Glasson.....................
Do......................
63
Do........................
S. F. Simpson.....................
64
Francis lice ton ..................
Do........................
65
James JI'Evoy ................. Lachlan ..
66
John Clark ......................... Murrumbidffee ....
67
P. T. Keighran .................
68
Cameron and Gibson..........
69
Do.
..........
Do........................
70
Do.
........ .
Do.
.
..
71
Do.
..........
Do.
..............
72
Do.
..........
Do........................
73
Do.
..........
Do........................
74
Do........................
J.C. Telford .....................
75
Do.
.....................
Do.
...
76
Do.
.....................
Do.....................
77
Do.
.....................
Do........................
11
78
Do.......................
Do.
......................
79
Telford and Robertson ....
Do........................
14
,.
80
Do.
....
Do.
;............
11
81
Do.
....
Do........................
11
82
Do.
....
Do........................
11
83
Do.
....
Do........................
H
84
.„
Do.
....
Do........................
>1
85
..
Bo.
Bo........................
tl
86
Do.
....
Do........................
tl
87
John Hood ............ .......... .
Do.
..
88
Do....................................
Do.....................
89
Do....................................
Do........................
90
Do...................................
Do.
..
91
Do.
......................
Do.
..............
92
Frederick Ackeson..............
Do.
..............
tt
93
John Hood .....................
Do........................
94
Do...................................
Do.
............
95
Do............................;...
Do.
..
96
Do................ ...................
Do.
..
97
Do........................
Do.
........

Xaue of Run.

Back Bookambon.
Bookambon,
Old Fort Bonrkc, No. 3.
Do.,
do.
'
Bo.,
Back Run, No. 3.
Bolbodnna.
Old Fort Bourke, Back Run.
Do.,
do., No. 8.
Old Fort Bourke.
Oxley, No. 2.
Oxley, No. 1.
Uroa Block, No. 12.
Uroa A, No. 2.
Do., No. S,
Urva B, No. 8.
Do., No. 3.
Do, No. 3.
Do. A, No. 4.
Do , No. 5.
Do.; No. 6.
Do., No. 7.
Do. B, No. 7.
Do., Block 22.
Do., do. 24.
Do. A, No. ],
Do. 3, No. 6.
Do. A, No, 10.
Do, B, No. 10.
Do. B, No. 9.
Do. A, No. 9.
Do., Block 23.
Do., do. 52.
Do., do. 50.
Do., do. 51.
Do., do. 12.
Do. B, No. 4.
Do., Block No. 10.
Do. A, No. 3.
Do., Block No, 21.
Old Fort Bourke, No. 2, Back Run.
Uroa, Block No, 11.
Meldrum.
Barwin 0»
Barwin C, Back.
Boboducy.
Barwin A.
Barwin A, Back.
Barwin B.
Barwin B, Bade.
Burdinda.
Uroa B, No, 5.
, Do. No. 2.
Kangaroo.
Cajildry.
Miandittn,
Pine Ridge Plain.
Uratta, South.
Wiri TViri, ~
Dauhcny,

‘

Entorn.
Montana.
Will Will.

Yalt Yalt.
Altowa,
Wildrum.
Rose.
Lily-lal.
Pulka,
Glengowcr.
Ancona.
Augusta.
Do.,
Do.",

“

'No. 2.
No. 3.

Paldramata.
Do.t

v

No. 7.
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TENDERS FOR RUNS.

' Date of Tendes.
1861.
98, August
99
■■
100
„
101
„

102

103
101
103
106
107
108
109
110

m

112
113

HI

115
116
117
118
119

120
121
122
123

124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132

133
131

135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142

143
144

145
146
117

113
149
150
151

152
153
154
155
156
157

158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165

1,
2
4

5

«

7

8
9

10
11

13
13
14
15
16
17

IS
19

20
21

Kajie of Tenlekee.

Distilict.

John Hood
..................... The Darling..........
Do.
..........
Do.
.....................
Do....................
Do...................................
Do.
......
Do.
....................
Do.................
„
Do.
...................
Do.....................
Do,
....................
„
Do.....................
6. K. Curiewis ...............
„
Do.....................
„
Do.
................
Do.....................
„
Do.
................
Do.....................
Do.
................
„
Do.....................
„
Do.
................
Do.....................
Do.
................
„
Do.
..........
Frederick Achison............
„
Do.....................
„
Do.
............
Do.....................
„
Do.
............
Do.....................
Do.
............
„
Joseph Dunne................... Albert ..................
Do.....................
„
Do..................................
Do.....................
17. G. Conn and J. M'ltac.
„
Do.....................
Henry Hopwood...............
„
Do................
Henry Williams...............
„
Do.....................
„
Joseph Dimne...................
Do.....................
E. J. Bloxham...................
„
Do.....................
Joseph Dunne....................
„
Collins and Baibcr............ Warrogo ..............
„
Do.....................
Do.
............
„
Do....................
„
T. G, Dangar....................
' Do.....................
Collins and Barter............
„
Do.....................
„
Do.
............
Do....................
James Inchon ....................
„
Do....................
„
G. 17. Lord.......................
Do....................
James Inchan..................
„
Do....................
G. 17. Lord ..................... ..
„
Do.....................
„
T. G. Dangar....................
Do....................
Do.
........ ..........
„
Do....................
„
John Smith.......................
Do....................
Do..................................
Do....................
James Inchan....................
„
Do....................
John Smith.......................
„
Do....................
T. G. Dangar........
„
Do.....................
James Indian...................
„
Do....................
John Smith.......................
„
Do....................
James Inchan ...................
„
A. B. Pritchard ........ ..... Wellington ......
„
Do....................
Do,
................
„
Do....................
Daniel Bcasly...................
„
Do....................
Henry E. Holland............
„
Bundle and Parsons ........ Bligh....................
„
„
John Baker..................... .. Wellington ..........
Henry Hopwood................ Darling or Albert
Peter M'Kaller ................ Wellington ......
„
Do....................
„
IVilliam Crick...................
Do....................
Henry Phillips ................
„
Do....................
P. J, Williams........ ..........
„
Do.....................
IV. L. Staniforth...............
„
Do....................
Edward Botfield................
„
George Reynolds............... Lachlan.................
„
C. W. Birch................... Wellington ..........
„
Do....................
W, L. Staniforth...............
„
Do....................
O. W. Birch.......................
„
Do....................
John Baker................. .....
„
Do....................
Edward Dougherty...........
„
Do....................
„
C. W. Birch.......................
Do....................
Edward Dougherty...........
„
George Reynolds............... Lachlan.................
„
Wellington .........
IVilliam Nicholson ......
G. 1V. Lord ....................... Warrego .............
„
„
A. B. Pritchard ............... Wellington .........
SeptemLor Thorold and Tisdall ........ Warrego ........ .
Do....................
Do.
.....
„
Do....................
Do.
.....
Do. .............
T. G. Dangar............ .....
Do. .............
Do.................................
„
Do....................
Do.................................
Do....................
Do,
...................
„
Do....................
Do.
...................
„
Do....................
Do.
.................
..
Do, .............
Do.
................. .
„
Do....................
Do........................ '........
Do....................
Do.
................
„
Do....................
Do.
...................
„
Do...................
Do.
...................
..
Do...................
Do.
...................
„
Do, ............
Do.
...................
„
Do...................
Do.
........ .
„
Bligh ................
D. M. Irving .............
„
Do.
.......
Andrew IVilson ..............
„
Do...................
Charles Friend ..............
„
Do................
William Bowman ..........
„

Save of Hu a.

Wandominta, No. 2.
Do.,
No. 3.
Do.,
No. 4.
Do.,
No. 5.
Torowoto, No. 1,
Do., No. 2.
Corunna.
St. Sebastian.
Fort George.
St. Jude.
St. Michael.
St. Agnes.
Bulloo, No, 1.
Do., No. 2.
Do., No. 3.
Do., No, 4.
•
Wamba.
Dove Range.
Mulwaii or Bongora Creek.
Sturt’s Depot Glen.
Pnllovie.
Wundi.
Macpherson, Back Run.
Condala.
Bobuntiuni.
Mooritchecomenong.
Cumherderry, West.
Baligwoor.
Hurrah.
Gerin Germ.
Block No. 1.
Boogwin.
Block No. 3.
Cumbeamdgcry Back.
Lower Cumbeamdgcry Back.
Block No. 2.
Do. No. 3.
Mutta.
Block No. 1.
Lower Gin go Back.
Moorogonong.
'
Block No. 1.
Kujung.
East Bogan, 30.
West Bogan, 30.
Do.,
11.
East Bogan, No. 11.
East Tyrone.
Block No. 7, West Bogan.
Anna Branch East.
No. 10, East Bogan, Bughighingy.
No. 12, East Bogan, Back IVillia.
No. 11, East Bogan, No. 11.
Begora Plains.
East Bogan, No. 25,
No. 17, West Bogan.
Manamar,
East Bogan, No. 25.
Do.,
No. 26.
Do.,
No. 29.
Block No. 17, East Bogan.
East Bogan, No. 13.
Do.,
No. 30.
Do.,
No. 14.
Mbonboolaool, North.
West Bogan, No. 30.
Block No. 2.
East Bogan, No. 29.
Yambooi Warramble.
Curree Warramble.
Bug India Plain.
Culgaa, No. 5.
Do., No, 13.
Do., No. 10.
Gooraway.
Gulgoa, No. 7.
Do., No. 8.
Do., No. 9.
Do.,
No. 2.
Do., No. 6.
Do., No. 12.
Do., No. 4.
Do., No. 1.
Do., No. 11.
Do., No. 3.
Kikabnll.
Fancy Ground Creek.
Tnndu, Block No. 2.
Monkey, North.
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Date of Tetoer.

Name of Tenderer.

District.

13

Name of Run,

1861.
23
2+
25
2K
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
31
35
3G
37
3S
39
40
41
42
43
44

„

46
47
4S
49
fiO

„
||
„
»
„

52
53
54

”
„
||

56
67

||

59
CO

„
„

61
62
03
64
65

„
,|
^
||
”

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
76
76
77
7S
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

il

„
„
„
„
„
„
„
..
„
„
”
”
„
II
,|
„

„
”
||
||
"
”
„
||
”
||
^
||
||
II
„
|,
||
„
„
,|
»
II
l|
„
||
„
,1
„
„

Blieh *....................
Do. .............. ..
..
Do........................ Thurumbone Back.
..
n0. u
.....................
..
Do........................ Tcrembone, No. 1.
. J , Do.
Do.
..................
Dom
No. 2.
.....................
G&mallarley.
..
.. Sydney Powell ................. Liverpool Plains .... Bumble. ■
Do.
.... Milcbome Back, No. 1.
.. T. 6. Dangar.............. ...
Do.
....
Do.,
No. 7.
..
Do.
.....................
Do.,
No. 3.
....
Do.
...................... . Do.
..
Do.
....
Do.,
No. 8.
..
Do.
' .....................
Do.
....
Do.,
No. 4.
..
Do...................................
Do.
....
Do.,
No. 5.
Do....................................
..
Do.
....
Do.,
No. 6.
..
Do...................................
Do.
....
Do.,
No. 21.
..
Do.
.....................
The Darling............ West Yaram.
.,
Do.
“.............. East Yararu.
..
Do.
„.. *..............
..
Do.
.............. Larrup,
Do.
......................
Do........................ West Dhoon.
..
Do.
......................
..
Do........................ Yarba.
Do.
................
..
Do........................ Woorangil Plain,
,. A. \V. Fraser .....................
West Popiga,
Do...................
Do........................ Milang, West.
Do.
.....................
..
Do.
4... *............
Do.
........ Meroo.
,
Dn.
.....................
Do........................ Yavan.
..
..
Do........................ Mann Run,
Do........................ Brockbope.
..
Bow shill.
Do................ ..
..
Do.
.................
Do.
.............. Tbirlstane.
Do.
.................
..
Fishylaw.
Do....................
Do.
.................
..
Do........................ KossershilL
Do.
................
Do........................ Midgehope.
..
Do.
..................
..
Do........................ Midgeclineh.
'
Do.
..................
Do........................ Shorthope.
Do.
..................
Do........................ Mount Lyell, North.
.. C. E. 'Wriglit .....................
..
Do........................ Tongowoko. "West.
Do........................ Mount Lyell, South.
Bo........................ Tongowoko, East.
..
Do....................................
.. Messrs Hyde, Stokes, Nixon,
Berithall,
Ho.
**....
..
Do........................ Yabtree.
..
Do........................ Yam.
Do.
............
.
..
Do........................ I,an gar.
Do.
.................
..
Do.
.............. Bungarec.
Do.
.................
..
Do.
.............. Colae,
Do.
.................
Do........................ Yelthra.
Do.
.................
..
'
Do.
.............. Lara.
Do........................ West YarbaUa,
.
Do........................ Carracoolar.
..
..
Dn........................ Eildon.
Do.
° ..............
.,
Do.
........ Ashkirk.
.,
Do........................ Riddle.
Do.
..............
Do........................ Haining.
Do.
..............
..
Do........................ Dcloraine.
Do.
..............
Do........................ Damick.
T. P. Fenner .....................
..
Do........................ Fowlshielo.
Do.
......................
,,
Do.
.............. Raeburn.
Do.
........ ............
..
Albert ..................... Moco Barungha, No. 6.
Do........................ Nintingbok.
Do........................ Moco Barungha, No. 1.
Do.,
No. 11.
..
Do........................
Do.
..............
Do.,
No. 9.
..
Do........................
Do.
..............
..
Do.,
No. 7.
Do........................
Do.
..............
Do.,
No. 4.
Do........................
..
Do.
.............
..
Do.,
No, 3.
Do. ..................
Do.
..............
Do..
No. 12.
..
Do.................... ..
Do.
.............
Do.,
No, 2.
Do.'. ................
..
Do.
..............
Do.,
No, 5,
..
Do........................
Do.
..............
Do.,
No. 8.
..
Do........................
Do.
..............
Do.,
No. 10.
Do....................
Do.
..............
..
G. II Smith .... .................... Lachlan..........,.»*## Tridar.
..
Do........................ Elwiu,
Eakey, No. 11 Block, East Bogan.
,,
Wellington ........ .
.. D. M'Killop.........................
Do.
........ Southampton.
.. D. Harrison...................... Murmmbidgee.......... South Moomolong.
Do.
“.............. Finelands.
Do........................ Twelve Milo Creek.
..
Do.
.............. Billibong, Back Block.
Bligh ..................... Old Harbour.
.. D. M. Dying .................

No. 2,
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TENDERS EOR RUNS.

No.

2.

RETURN shewing all Runs reported upon by Mr. Commissioner Hathwaitej in tho Warrego
District, the date when referred for Report, and nature of such, during tho time he has
heltf office.
A. ORPEN MORIARTY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
JJas* oi Re v.
West Warrego, No. 3—!<!), May, 1858...,.
Warrego West, No. 2—97, May, 1S58...,.
West Warrego, No. 1—95, May, 1858____
West Warrego, No. 2—9G, May, 18.58----Warrego West, No. 1—98, May, 1S5S....
West Warrego, No. 4—94, May, 1858....
Warrego, No, 1—G8, May, 1853 ..............
Warrego, No. 2—69. May, 1858 ..............
Warrego, No, 3—60, May, 1858 ...............
Warrego, No. 7—81, Mu}7, 1858 ...............
Warrego, No. 8—77, May, 1858 ........
Warrego, No. 7—73, May, 1358 ...............
Warrego, No. 8—80, May, 1858 ...............
Warrego, No. 9—71, May, 1858
Warrego, No. 10—62, May, 1858 ...............
Warrego, No. 11—78, May, 1858 ...............
Warrego, No. 12—Gl, May, 1858 ...............
Warrego, No. 13—75, May, 1858 ........ ..
Warrego, No. 14—72, Slay, 1858 ..............
Warrego, No. 15—66, May, 1858 ...............
Warrego, No. 16—64, May, 1858 ...............
Mack—140, July, 1859 ...............................
Warrego East, No. 1—120, June, 1859 ..
Coombalee—63, February, 1860 ........
WyanJra—71, February, i860 ..........
Wallobindi—64, February, 1860 ...............
Murigiugebah—85 February, 1860 ...........
Taruli—15 February, 1860...........................
Weetara—104, Feb, nary, 1860 ...................
Miami—57, February, 1860 .......................
Carral—105, February, I860.......................
Belar—69, February, I860...........................
Yerrangal—99, February, 1860 ...............
TJnterwonga—73, December, 1858 ...........
Burrorunga—83, December, 1858...............
Thooloo—82, December, 1358 ...................
Coontv/anda—77, December, 1858 ..........
Barrona—13, November, 1S57 ...................
Carpiali—57, November, 1357 ................. .
Outer Toorali—35 December, 1858 ..........
Outer Meri—75, December, 1853 ...............
Bouny—40, July, 1850 ...............................
Mopo—41, July, 1850 ...................................
Talaa—39, July, 1850...................................
Tugauda—38, July, 1850 ...........................
Block 1—94, June, 1859 ...........................
Block 3—95, June, 1859...............................
Block2—101, June, 1859 .............. ...........
Block No. 4—108, June. 1859 ................. .
Wombara—94, February, I860 ...........................
Moodkie—55, September, 1850...........................
Wongala—62, February, 1860 ......................
Maryland, No. 1—96, June, 1859.......................
Maryland, No. 2—93, June, 1859.......................
Manabba—469, October, 1859 ..........................
No. 4, East Warrego—510, October, 1859 ----No. 5, East Warrego—511, October, 1859 ....
No. 6, East Warrego—436, October, 1859 ....
No. 7, East Warrego—487, October, 1859
.
No. 8, East Warrego—482, October, 1859 ....
No. 9, East Warrego—452, October, 1859 ....
No. 10, East Warrego—460, October, 1859.,..
No. 11, East Warrego—454, October, 1859....
No. 12, East Warrego—450, October, 1859....
Manabba North—480, October, 1S59 ..............
East Block No. 1, on thc Warrego River—103,
November, 1859 ...........................................
East Block No. 2, on the Warrego River—93,
November, 1859 ............................................
East Block No. 1, on the Warrego River—73,
November, 1859 ..................... ........... .
East Block No. 2, on the Warrego River—61,
November, 1859 ..........................
Tempo North—526, October, 1859
Tempe—527, October, 1859 ......................
Back of Merc—119, April, 1860 ..............
Back of Thorallc—120, April, I860..........
Back of Peri—122, April, 1860..................
Wallah, No. 1—55, November, 1859 ,..,
Wallah, No. 2—56, November, 1859 ....

HeRRILED FOR ilEFOBT.

4 April, I860...............
Do.........................
Do..........................
Do................. ..
Do..........................
Do..........................
Do..........................
1 December, 1859....
Do.
....
Do.
....
Do.
....
Do,
Do,
....
Do.
....
Do.
....
Do.
....
Do.
....
Do.'
....
Do.
....
Do.
....
Do.
....
Do.
....
4 April, I860 ..........
12 March, 1860 ..........
Do..........................
Do..........................
Do..........................
Do..........................
Do..........................
Do.
...........
Do..........................
Do..........................
Do..........................
1 December, 1859....
Do.
....
Do.
....
Do.
....
4 April, 1860...............
Do..........................
Do..........................
Do..........................
3 May, I860 ...............
Do..........................
Do..........................
Do..........................
1 December, 1859 ..
Do.
......
Do.
....
Do.
....
12 March, 1860 ......
3 May, 1860 ...............
12 March, 1860 ..........
1 December, 1859.,..
Do.
....
Do.
....
20 April, 1860..............
Do..........................
1 December, 1859....
Do.
....
Do.
....
Do.
....
Do.
....
Do.
....
Do.
....
Do.
....

Nature

op

Eepobt.

ilccommundctl for acceptance*
Recommended to be declined.
Recommended for acceptance.
Do,
Recommended to be declined.
Recommended for acceptance.
Recommended to be declined.
Do.
Do.
Recommended for acceptance.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Recommended to be declined.
Do,
Do*
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
' Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Recommended for acceptance.
Do.
Incomplete Report,
Recommended for acceptance.
Do.
Recommended to bo declined.
Do.
Recommended for acceptance.
Do.
Recommended to be declined.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

....

Do.

Do.

....

Do.

Do.

....

Do.

Do,
Do.
Do,
Do.
Do.
Do.
...........
Do.
Do.
...........
13 February, I860 ..,. Recommended for acceptance.
Do.
Do.
...........
Do.
20 April, 1860...............
Do.
....
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Name

of

ItnH.

Kifebked

fop,

nrroBT.

Wallah, No. 3—57, November, 1859 ............... 13 February, 18G0
Wallah, No. 4—68, November, 1859
..........
Do.
..
Bowrn. Back Block—323, September, 1309 ..., 4 April, 1660 .,,.
West Block, No. 1, Warrego Kiver—ICO, Feb
ruary, 1SGO ................................................... 12 March, 1860 ...
West Block, No. 2, Warrego River—1GZ, Feb
ruary, 1SGO ...............................
Do.
...
West Block, No. 1, Warrego River—109, Feb
ruary, 18G0 ...............................
Do.
..
West Block, No. 2, Warrego River—158, Feb
ruary, 18G0 ....................................................
Do.
..,
Ellangowan, No. 1—20, February, I860..........
Do.
...
FUangownn, No. 2—G, February, 15G0.............
Do.
,,.
Ell in^owan. No. 3 —.'59, February, 1800..........
Do.
...
West Block, No. 1, Wr.irego River—
Fcbruary, 1HG0 .........................................
Do.
..
West Block, No. 2 -113, February, 1 SCO
Do.
...
West Block, No. 3, Warrego River—147. Fcbruary, 1860 ....................................................
Do.
...
West Block, No. 4, Warrego River—149 Feb
ruary, 1SG0 ....................................................
Do.
...
West Block, No. 5—150, February, 1860 ....
Do.
...
West Block, No. G —161, February, 18G0 ..,.
Do.
...
East Block, No. 1, orr the Warrego River—220,
November, 1859 ......................... ................. 4 April, 18G0 ....
East Block, No. 2, on tho Warrego River—22lJ
November, JS59 ............................................
Do.
West Block, No. 2, on Warrego River—139,
12 March, 1860
West Block, No. 3, on Warrego River—141,
Do.
West Blockr No. 4, on Warrego River—140,
Do.
West Block, No. 1, on Warrego River—142,
Do.
Warrego. West Block, No. 15—1, February,
Do.
I860 .................................................................
Warrego, West Block, No. 4—7-5, February,
Do.
I860 ...............................................................
Warrego, West Block, No. 1—106, February,
Do.
I860 ................................................................
Do.
Warrego West, No. 14—113, February, I860,.
Warrego, West Block,, No. 16—116, February,
Do.
I860 ................................................................
Warrego, West Block, No. 3—14, February,
Do.
1860 ................................................................
Warrego, West Block, No. 6—GO, February,
Do.
1860 ................................................................
Warrego, West Block, No* 2—20, February,
Do.
18G0 ................................................................
Warrego, West Block, No. 9—30, February,
Do.
1860 ................................................................
Warrego, West Block, No. 7—88 February,
Do.
I860 ................................................................
Warrego, West Block, No. 8—21, February,
Do.
1800
............................................................
Warrogo, West Block, No. 13—95, February,
Do.
I860 ................................................................
Warrego, West Block, No. 9—114, February,
Do.
I860 ...............................................................
Warrogo, West Block, No. 5—33, February,
Do.
I860 ................................................................
Warrogo, West Block, No. 10—41, February,
Do.
I860 ............................. ...................................
Warrogo, West Block, No. 11—43, February,
Do,
I860 .................................................................
Warrego, West Block, No. 12—3G, February,
Do.
1860 ................................................................
Do.
Warrego, West Block—117, February, 1860 ,.
East Block, No. 2, on the Warrogo River—215,
4 April, 1860 ..
West Block, No. 1, on the Warrego River—137,
12 March, 1860
East Block, No. 1, on the Warrego River—228,
4 Anril. 1860 ..
West Block, No. 2, Warrego River—138, Feb
ruary, i860 .................................................... 12 March, 1860
Ecbura—154, February, I860 ............................ ■
Do.
Mouma—153, February, I860 ............................ j
Do.
Darlula—152, February, 1860 .. .................... .1
Bo.
Warrego, No. 3—97, December, 1859 ........1 6 January, 1800
Warrego, No. 12—69, December, 1859............... !
Do.
Warrego, No. 7—70, December, 1859 ................
Do.
Warrego, No. 6—84, December, 1859 ................1
Do.
Warrego, No. 4—91, December, 1859 ...............
Do.
Warrego, No, 5—87, December, 1839 ...............
Do.
Warrego, No. 11—75, December, 1859 ...........
Do.
Warrego, No. 10—71, December, 1859 ...........
Do.
Warrego, No. 9—76, December, 1859 ................*
Do.
Warrego, No. 8—S3, December, 1859 ................^
Do.
Warrego, No. 1—96, December, 1859
.........1
Do.

IfATDKE OF KEFOTIT.

RecommeuGed for acceptance.
Do.
Do.
Recommended to be declined.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

,
.
.

Do.
Do.
Do. .

.
.
.

Do.
Do.
Do.

.

Do.

.

Do

.

Do.

.

Do.

.

Do.

.

Do.

.

Do.

.

Do.

.
.

Do.
Do.

.

Do.
Do.

.

Do.

.

Do.

.

Do.

,

Do.

.

Do.

.

Do.

.

Do.

.

Do.

.

Do,

.

Do.

t

.

Do.
Do.

,

Do.

.

Do.

,

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
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Kaxe

op

Km

Warrogo, No. 2—00, December, 1850 ...............
West Warrego, Block No, 1—103, February,
1SG0 ................................................................
East Warrego, Block No. 9—98, February, 1860
East Warrego, Block No. 12—129, February,
I860 ...............................................................
West Warrego, Block No. 5—126, February,
I860 ............................. ..................................
West Warrego, BlockNo. 4—8 February, I860
East Warrego—Block No. 5—123, February,
I860 ...............................................................
West Warrego, Block No. 12—127, February,
1860 ................................. .............................
East Warrego, Block No. 3—97, February,
1860 .......................................... ....................
East Warrego, Block No. 6—125, February,
1860 ................................................................
West Warrego, Block, No. 2—102, February,
I860
..........................................................
East Warrego, No. 2—107, February, 1860
East Warrego, No. 7—128, February, 1860....
East Warrego, No. 10—74, February, I860 ..
East Warrego,BlockNo. 8—45, February, 1860
East Warrego, Block No. 11—16, February,
I860....................................................................
West Warrego, Block No. 8—101, February,
i860....................................................................
West Warrego, Block No. 1—100, February,
1860.................................................................
West Warrego, Block No, 3—134, February,
1860....................................................................
Cotbell—57, January, 1860 ... i.........................
Dartmoor—58, January, I860 ..........................
St. Aubyn—78, January, 1860...........................
Edgecombe—156, February, I860 ...........
Trematon—157, February, 1860 .......................
St. Germains—155, February, 1860...................
Warrego, East, No. 6—72, February, 1860....
Warrego, East, No. 7—67, February I860___
Warrego, East, No. 9—17, February, I860..
Warrego, East, No. 8—1.3,February, I860....
Warrego, East, No. 10—22, February, 1860 .,
Back of Boura—121, April, 1860 .....................
Back of Peika—125, April, 1860.......................
No, 7, West Warrego—176, February, I860..
No. 5, West Warrego—173, February, I860..
No. 2, West Warrego—177, February, I860.,
No. 11, West Warrego—178, February, I860..
No. 10, West Warrego—172, February, I860..
No, 9, West Warrego—169, February, I860,.
No. 8, West Warrego—170, February, I860.,
No. 6, West Warrego—166, February, I860..
No. 12, West Warrego—167, February, I860..
No. 1, West Warrego—179, February, I860..
No. 4, West Warrego—ISO, February, I860..
No. 3. West Warrego—175, February, I860,.
Eycd-Ya—15, March, 1860 ...............................
Guinbab—14, March, 1860 ............................. .
Gingar, No. 1—13, March, 1860 .............
Gingar, No.,2—16. March, I860.......................
Torid Zone—13, February, 1860 ......................
Priority—24, February, 1860...............................
Cabalowan—S3, February, 1860 .......................
Booga Booga—109, February, 1860.........
Wirley—87, February. I860 ...............................
Wirley North—76, February, I860 .................
Wirley Minor—84, February, 1860
North Pole—135, February, 1860............ .......
West Warrego, No. 1—56, February, I860....
West Warrego, No. 2—55, February, I860.,..
West Warrego, No. 3—64, February, I860.,
West Warrego, No. 4—53. February, 1660,...
West Warrego, No, 5—52, February, I860....
West Warrego, No. 6—51, February, I860....
West Warrego, No. 7—00, February, 1860....
West Warrego, No. 8—47, February, I860....
West Warrego, No. 9—48, February, I860....
West Warrego, No. 10—49, February, I860....
Tabola—144, February, 1860.............................
Burwora—143, February, I860...........................
Madwadgurce—64, January, 1860 .............
Tourna—01, January, I860 ...............................
Albinalli—110, February, I860..........................
Barrone—120, February, 1860 ...........................
Covada—132, February, 1860 ..........................
Currawang—5, February, 1860...........................
Waldera—133. February, 1860......................... .
Giralong—3, February, 1860...............................
Mineburra—92, February, 1860 .......................
Nyamba—66, February, 1860 ...........................
Wondarra—70, February, 1860..........................

Kefekbei Fob Kepoei.

6 January, 1860 ........
12 March, I860 ......

Nahjri

op

Kepoet.

Bccommcnded to bo declined.

Do..........................

Do.
Do.

Do..........................

Do.

Do.
...........
Do...........................

Do.

Do.

..........

Do.

Do..........................

Do.

Do.

...........

Do.

Do. ’

...........

Do.

Do..........................
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Do.
...........
Do.
...........

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do..........................

Do.

Do..........................

Do.

Do.

...........

Do.

Do.

...........

Do.
Do.

....
....

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

9 February, I860....
12 March, I860 ........
Do.
...........
Do..........................
Do.
...........
Do.
...........
Do.
...........
Do.
...........
Do......................

12 June, 1860..........
Do..........................

12 March, I860 ......
Do..........................
Do.
...........
Do.
...........
Do.
...........
Do.
...........
Do,
...........
Do...........................
Do.
..........
Do.
...........
Do.
...........
Do..........................

27 March, 1860 ........

Do...........................
Do.
...........
Do.
..........

12 March, 1860 ........

Do.
...........
Do.
......... .
Do.
...........
Do.
...........
Do.
...........
Do...........................
Do.
......
Do.
......
Do.
...........
Do.
...........
Do.
...........
Do...........................
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Do.
...........
Do.
...........
Do.
..........
Do.
...........
Do...........................

9 February, 1860....
Do.

....

Do,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
......

12 March, 1860........

Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
DO.

Do.

Do.
DO.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
DO.
Do.
Do.
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Nam*

op

Edh.

Befirrzd

for

Report,

T

Nature

of

Report.

Barilla—77, February, 1860............................. . 12 March, 1860 .........
Saraza—10, February, 1860 ............................. .
Do.
......... .
Do
Boulbcne—121, February, I860 ..................... .
Do.
..... .
Do
■Wiiison Green—9, February, I860............... .
Do.
......... .
Do.
Joldens—11, February, I860........................... .
Do.
........ .
Do.
Alby—26, February, 1860 ............................... .
Do.
.........
Do
Timbuctoo—1, February, 1860..................... . .
Do.
.........
Do.
Trincomalu—112, February, 1860 ................... .
Do.
......... .
Do.
Pondicherry—111, February, I860
, .
Do.........................
Do.
East Block, No. 4—49, January, 1860.............
9 February, 1860 ...
Do.
Yimdaroo—49, June, I860 .................................
25 June. 1860.............
Windara—27, Junc,1860..................................
Do.
.............
Do.
Lower Coorallie, Eaat—18, June, 1860 .
.
Do.
.............
Do
Lower Coorallie, West—44, June, 1860
Do.
.............
Do.
Coorallie, East—19, June, 1800.................... "
Do............................
Do.
Coorallie, West-SO, June, 1860 ......... ..
Do.
.............
Do
Goonery—20, J une, 1860 ....................... ” ” "
Do.............................
Do.
Multagoona—35, June, 1860 ................. !!!!!!!
Do..............................
Do
Mallubowa—70, January, I860...........
9 February •.............
Bource—68, January, 1860 ................................
Do...............................
Do.
Mallapownora—69, January, I860 ......... . . ... .
Do.
...............
Do.
East Block, No. 3—50, January, 1860...............
Do...............................
Do.
Yarranbah, North—418, October, 1859
7 January, 1860 .,,, Recommended for acceptance.
Oumblicubinbar—73, December, 1657.,.. ’ '
1 December, 1859 ,.
Do.
Upper Baukut—18, October, 1857 .........
11 May, 1860 ...............
Do.
Bankut—19, October, 1857 .......................! “ ”
Do..............................
Do,
Truroo—74, December, 1857 .............!.! i!!!!!
1 December, I860.... Recommended to be declined.
Lower Truroo—75, December, 1857,........... ”
Do.
............... Recommended for acceptance.
Boogindinna—76, December, 1857 ...................
1 December, 1859.... Recommended to be declined.
i^wer Boogindinna—77 December, 1857 ' ”
Do.
.... Recommended for acceptance.
Oanwell—58, April, 1858 ....................................
Do.
Do.
Bumbleberria—35, March, 1858
4 December, I860___
Do.
Cobran—24, July, 1858 ,;..........
.............
7 January, I860 ___ Recommended to be declined.
Tatala—25, 0 uly, 1858 ................! ...............
Do.
Recommended for acceptance.
Tneaba—27, July, 1858 .......................
Do.
....
Do.
Bomba—28, July, 1858 ........"I.'.''.'"!
Do.
....
Do.
Cobram—35, July, 1858 ..
|
Do.
.... Recommended to be declined.
Bycrawering, South—55, April, 1858'.
9 December, 1859.... Recommended for acceptance.
Byerawering, North—57, April, 1858 .............
Do.
Do.
Gedgior—51, April, 1858 .............................”
Do.
....
Do.
Kicngal—85, September, 1858 ....................... ..
1 December, 1859....
Do.
Langboyde—9, March, 1859 ...............
7 January, 1860 ....
Do.
Langboydc, South—10, March, 1859 .. . . . .
Do.
....
Do.
Cumborah Springs—100, March, 1855
’
20 January, I860 ___
Do.
"Willbillbin—24, November, 1856 ................... j
Do.
....
Do.
Go Gurilley—25, November, 1856 ..
Do.
....
Do.
Boogira—24, May, 185G.................... .”!!!!!
1 December, 1859___
Do.
Mureabon—13, March, 1856 ...........
Do.
....
Do.
Colly go—264, September, 1859........
11 Mav, 1860 .........
Do.
Borramhirrah—84, September, 1858.!
1 December, 1859..,.
Do.
Borrambirrah, West—90, September, 1858..
Do.
....
Do.
Gilgi—58, July, 1857 ..........................................
Do.
....
Do.
Booroomaa, North—42, October, 1858 ...........
11 May, 1860 ...............
Do.
Teriabola—43, April, 1868............ !.*!!!!.’!
1 December, 1859.,..
Do.
Cowga—53 April, 1858 .....................!"!!'*'
Do,
....
Do.
Yerrangal, West—89, September, 1858
"
Do.
....
Do.
Papperton—26, July, 1H58................................ '
7 January, I860 ,,,.
Do.
Wulwally—39, December, 1856.............’
1 December, 1859___
•
Do.
Milrea Minor—178, August, 18.59.... .. .
' 11 May, 1860 ...............
Do.
Muckcruwea, South—19, March, 18-59.. " " "
7 January, 1860 ....
Do.
Muckerawea—20, March, 1859 ................ !!!!.'!
Do.
. t,,
Do.
Eunrreeberce, East—45, October, 1858 ” * *""
Do.
....
Do.
Burie—49, October, 1858
.................” “
Do,
....
Do.
Bogiria, East—32, December, 1858 . . . .............
Do,
....
Do.
Bogiria, East—38, December, 1858 ...................
Do.
....
Do.
Guriwava—32, August, 1858... ...........
Do.
....
Do.
Knurecberec—36, August, 1858
Do.
....
Do.
Back Moodaua—19, March, 1859___
10 February, 1860___ Incomplete report.
Colling—420, October, 1859 ....................... ” ”
7 January, 1860 .... Recommended to be declined.
Forwood—28, December, 1858 ___
Do.
.... Recommended for acceptanceLamiugton—30, December, 1858 . ,. . . ,
Do.
....
Do.
Boniton—31, December, 1868................[
Do.
.... Recommended to be declined.
Ban nockburn—34, December, 1858
”
Do.
.... Recommended for acceptance.
Cartland—36, December, 1858 .................
Do.
r. ..
Do.
Linchiden—41, December, 1858
...............
Do.
....
Do.
Cora—42, December, 1858 ................... .............
Do.
Recommended to be declined.
Biric, No. 2, Fast—85, June, 1859
‘ " 11 May, I860 ............... Recommended for acceptance.
Biric, No. 1, East—89, June, 1859......................
Do.
.............
Do.
The Grawin—78, July, 1859 ...................
" 20 January, 1860
Do.
Guoonoo, Back Run—141, July, 1859 ”
" 11 May, 1860 ..............
Do.
The Hospital—143, July, 1859 ...............!!!!!'
Do..............................
Do.
Upper Bukharah—144, July, 1859 ...!..........
Do.............................
Do.
Rainotagabah—437, October, 1859 ... ” ’!'*
Do.
......
Do.
Druradolang—445, October, 1859 ........
Do.
.............
Do.
Bundebulla, East Block, No. 4—69, Nov!,'1859
Do.
...............
Do.
Bundabulla, West, Block No. 3—102, Novem
ber, 1859 ..........................................
1 December, 1859___
Do.
Bundabulla, West, Block No! 1—103,'Novem
ber, 1859 ............................................................
Do.
....
Do.
Bundabulla, East. Block No. 1—104,'Novem
ber, 1859 ......................................
Do.
....
Do.
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Name

op

Referred

Bdm.

■Bundaliulh, East, Block No. 2—105, Novem
ber, 1H59 ............................................................
Bundabulla, Bust, Block No. 3—109, Novumbur, 1859 ............................................................
Bundabulla, West, Block No. 4—111, Novem
ber, ISIS ................................................
Bundabulla, West, Block No. 2—112, Novem
ber, 1859 ............................................................
Ticc.o—73, January, 1860 .............. ....................
Tc.vry—73, January, 1860
....................... Wnromor—34, July, 1&58 ...................................
Bullanbumbo—33, August, 1858 .......................
Bin kin ear—31, August, 1858...............................
Ninnccate—46, July, 1857 ...................................
Glenmadabog—44. .May, 1856 ...........................
Glenmadabog, West—48, May, 1S5R ...............
Bom'iugabah, South—45, May, 1858 ., ......
Bomaugab.ab—49, May, 1858
.......................
Narrumvater—65, August, 1858 .......................
Yuvangnl, East—92, September, 1858 ...............
Buttle Tree—66, September, 1858 ...................
Galar—3, December. 1859 ...............................
Gonnaro—4, December, 1859 ...........................
Kiar—6, December, 1859 ....................................
Mullbm—7, December, 1859 ..................... .........
Birronn Birroo—12, December, 1859 ...............
Moulla Ridge-—20, October, 1855 ...................
Uraubah—13, June, 1S56 ...............................
Cookamiuuia—26, July, 1856 ...........................
Warrnwenea—97, September, 1856 .................
T.italn—36, July, 18-58 .......................................
Bullanbumbo—33, August, 1858 .......................
Binkineai—34, August, 1858...............................
Bullanbumbo—37. August, 1858 .......................
Bullumuto—57, August. 1858 .........................
Doonambirra -82, September, 1858 ..................
Smith Urilbe Urilbe—91, September, 1868....
Minnoon—27. January, 1859 .......... ....................
Yamby West—79, July, 1859 .........................
Nco—87, July, 1859...........................................
Karinguli, Kast—91, July, 1859 ............... ...
Karinguli, West—92, July, 1859 ......................
Yamby Kun, Block 1—181, August, 1859
.
Kiguigal Smith—251, September, 1859 ........ .
Yamby or Guy din—421, October, 1859 ........ .
Kignigil, North—439, October, 1859 .............

Wellington Extremity Back--481, October,

1859 ........................................................
Back Tairanda and Georgy—75, January, 1860
Back Talia and Bonny—81, January, 1861 ..
Thully Spring—14, July, 1860 .........................

1

fob

Nature

Report.

op

Report.

December, 1859.... Recommended for acceptance.
Do.

....

Do.

Do.

....

Do.

Do.
Do.
....
Do.
February, 1860 ....
Do.
Do.
...
Do.
7 January, 1860 ....
Do.
.... Recommended to be declined.
Do.
Do.
....
1 December, 1859.... Recommended for acceptance.
Do.
.... Reported partly identical with
Murenbim.
*
Do.
.... Recommended to be declined.
Do.
.... Recommended for acceptance.
Do.
.... Reported partly identical with
Kiguraie.
Do.
.... Recommended for acceptance.
Do.
.... Recommended to be declined.
7 January, 1860 .... Reported to be in Queensland
Do.
,
15 March, 1860 ...........
Do.
Do.
...........
Do.
Do.
...........
Do.
Do.
...........
Do.
Do.
...........
1 December, 1860,,.. Recommended to be declined.
Do.
Do.
.. ..
Do.
Do.
....
Do.
Do.
....
9

Do.

7 January, 1860

Do.
Do.

.. .
....

5 July, 1861...............
9 December, 1859....
Do.
....
7 January. 1860 ___
11 May, I860 ..........

Do.

.............

7 January, 1360 ....
Do.
.. ■ .
11 May, I960 ...............

Do.'

..............

7 September, 1860 ..
11 May, 1860 ...............

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Deported to be in Queensland.
Recommended for acceptance.
Do.
Recommended to be declined.
Do
Recommended for acceptance.
Recommended to be declined.
Do.
Recommended for acceptance
in part.

1 December, 1859.... Recommended for acceptance.
Do.
9 February, 1860..
Do.
Do.
....
Do.
24 July, I860 ..........

North Darling Back Run, No. 3—7, April,
27 April, 1861............
1861 ................................................ .

Do.

1861 ......................................... .

Do..............................

Do.

1861............................................

Do.

Do.

North Darling Back Run, No. 6—8, April,

North Darling Back Run, No. 4—24, April,
North Darling Back Run, No. 2—30, April,
1861 .................................................
North Darling Back Run, No. 1—35, April.
1861 .................. : ...........................
North Darling

B.ick Run,

No,

5—43, April,

1861.........................................................
Kuckabald—87, December, 1858 ....... .

...............

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.
Recommended to bo declined.

Do.
11 May, 1860

No. 2.—Appendix.
Tkt Coroner of CroM^nds, Warrego Dhtrict, to the

.

Crown Lands Office,
Warrego, 22 October, 1861.

(61-143 a.)
ci-'.U-

Comber of Crow Land*, mth

rtfettnet} to Memo* on wireported Tenders,

Sir' With reference to your letter of 24th April, 1861complmniugoftbcnumbcr offenders
remaining for report in my district, 1 do myself the honor to forward you a p.ocs of the work per
formed by me Binee my

^m

three timeg . otl onc occasion I ran it up one side

and down the other to the supposed boundary

Boglim lunetm/ toty southlru bouudaVy.

'/hi1;: rtldchn u; onfsidt and'down ^ other of the Culgon (twice, and in some parts three timesK

/
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the Brie, (twice); Narran, (twice); and Bogeira. I have run thc Buihan down, and visited thc
Springs between the Culgon and Warrego, having hecn camped from the 1st October, 1860, to 10th
January, 1861, on those creeks, and continually employed during that time in inspecting the country;
and then met on the ground such tenderers as chose to be present.
3. I have had for report about 1,230 tenders, of which I have reported on 352, besides sending
hack 167 as situated in Queensland or other districts.
4, 1 may remark that the tenders have been accumulating since 1855; in fact some few are in
the years from 1850 to 1854, and clash and overlap in all directions; every possible attempt has been
made, by many of the pavties tendering, to mislead me with regard to thc position of their tenders, and
I believe no Commissioner has had greater difficulties to contend with than myself.
I have, &c.,
A. Q. D. HUTHWAITE,
O. C. Lands.

Bjdihij: Tluun&s .Richards, Government Fruiter.—1861.

[ / Vi>e, 5<f.]
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MR. F. W. BIRMINGHAM,

KEPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE

-

ME. F. W. BIEMINGHAM;
TOOETHEU WITH THE

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE

AND

MINUTES

OE EVIDENCE.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,
20 December, 1861.

SYDNEY:
THOMAS RICHARDS. GOVERNMENT PRINTER, PHILLIP-STREET.

1861.
[Price,

10d.]
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EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes, No. 17.

Tuesday, 1 October, 1861.

19. Mr. F. W, Birmingham:—Mr. Lackey moved, pursuant to notice,—
(1.)' That a Select Committee, with power to send for persons and papers, be appointed
to consider and report upon the claims of Mr. F. W. Birmingham, Surveyor, for
compensation for breach of contract by the Government.
(2.) That such Committee consist of the following Members:—Messrs. Rusden,
Cunneen, Shepherd, Hay, Forster, Hoskins, Walker, Bell, and the Mover.
Question put and passed.
■

^
-

, ’‘n
’■
:\
Votes,

No. 65.

20 December, 1861.

Friday,

4. Mr. F. W'. Birmingham:—Mr. Lackey, as Chairman, brought up the Report from, and
laid nppn. the Table the Proceedings of, and Minutes of Evidence taken before, the
Select Cdmmittce appointed on the 1st October last, to consider and report upon thc
Claims of Mr. F. W. Birmingham.
Ordered‘to he printed.
/
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HR.

F. W. BIRMINGHAM.

E E P 0 E T.
The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 1st
of October. 1861, “ to consider and report upon the claims of Mr.
“ F.

W. Birmingham, Surveyor, for compensation for breach of

“ Contract by the Government, with power to send for persons and
“papers,”—have agreed to the following Report:—
From the evidence taken by the Committee, it appears that in
February, 1860, Mr. Birmingham, who had been a Licensed Surveyor
but had resigned, applied to A. Gr. McLean, Esquire, then

Acting

Surveyor General, for employment, and was informed that there was then
no vacancy, but he could have a contract to survey and subdivide into
farms tho north area of the Richmond River, from a place called Yabsle/s
Junction to Lismore, with a depth of from two to three miles on either
bank, at the rate of two pounds per mile for feature surveying, and the
usual scale of charges for farm portions.

Mr. Birmingham hesitated to

take two pounds per mile, from the difficulty of surveying the brush and
scrub land, which formed a great part of ids contract; but after consider4ation accepted these terms, calculating on the facility with which he
could survey the plainest portion of his contract to compensate for the
delay in the other.

Mr. Birmingham was to send in his designs to the

Acting Surveyor General for approval, before proceeding to mark them
out on the ground;

and to enable Mr.

Birmingham to procure the

necessary equipment and outfit for such an undertaking, an advance of
a hundred and fifty pounds was made to him by the Secretary for Lands,
which was to have been repaid from the receipts for work performed in
accordance with the contract.

'

Mr. Birmingham, after engaging the necessary staff of men and
procuring outfit, proceeded to the Richmond, and commenced survey on.
the 17th March, 1860; he sent in designs of farms as shewn on tracing
Eo. 1, which were approved of by the Acting Surveyor General,'and
proceeded satisfactorily with the survey until he wrote letter Rb. 8,
proposing a town for the consideration of the Acting Surveyor General..
This letter, containing tracings of town designs and several farm designs,
was never answered, although Mr. Birmingham states in evidence that
he considered it withiu his province to make such recommendations,
according to instructions received by circular from the Survey Depart
ment, and from this time it appears from the evidence of Mr. Birmingham,
that he received no decisive instructions to enable him to proceed with
his survey.
Mr,
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Mr. Birmingham appears then to have written to the Acting
Surveyor General;, complaining that his letters containing farm designs
were not answered, and that if he did not receive a reply containing the
necessary approval, he would be compelled to break up his party and leave
the River; and

no

information

arriving

respecting

the

survey, or

communication explaining delay, Mr. Birmingham broke up his party
and left the River.
Tour Committee find that Mr. McLean states in evidence, that no
delay longer than three weeks or a month could have occurred in receipt
of his reply to letters Nos. 21 and 22 of December ; this reply, however,
Mr. Birmingham never received, having left the River previously to its
arrival, and that letter laid before the Committee cannot be said to contain
any instructions relative to the seventy-two farms design, being rather a
reply to Mr. Birmingham's letter (No. 23) complaining
instructions.

of want of

,

Your Committee are of opinion that much of the correspondence of
Mr. Birmingham was indiscreet in its character, and cannot but express
their disapproval of the style adopted by him in his communications;
notwithstanding which it appears to the Committee, that the delay in
answering Mr. Birmingham’s letters, containing designs which could not
be executed until approved of, and in the isolated position in which he
was, with a party of men to ration and pay, in some measure palliate the
course taken by him.
Your Committee find that Mr. Birmingham failed to obtain redress
on his return to Sydney, from the Minister of Lands to whom he referred;
Mr. Robertson having concurred in a report from the Acting Surveyor
General, the tenor of which was that Mr. Birmingham’s correspondence
was of such an intemperate character, that unless he made the fullest
apology for them, he would be precluded from any employment in the
Survey Department, further than would compensate for the £150 due by
him; and the evidence of Mr. Birmingham shews that he has been idle
the greater part of the time, since awaiting an adjustment of the difference
between himself and this department.
Your Committee, after fully considering the merits of this case,
recommend Mr. Birmingham to the favorable consideration of the House,
and are of opinion that justice would be best met by the Government
re-establishing him in his contract, and that the question of compensation
for the time he has lost in seeking redress might be met by foregoing
what is due by Mr. Birmingham to the Government, the evidence of the
Acting Surveyor General going to shew that Mr. Birmingham is a
qualified, painstaking, and conscientious surveyor.

By this means justice

would be done to Mr. Birmingham; the amount now owing by him to
the Government would be repaid; and the survey of the North arm of the
Richmond, which was required in the first instance, would be completed.
JNO. LACKEY,

Legislative Assembly Chamber,
Sydney, 17 December, 1861.

Chairman.

PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

WEDNESDAY,

9

COMMITTEE.

1861.

OCTOBER,

Membebs Present :—
Mr. Cunnecn,
Mr. Hoskins,

1
|

Mr. Lackey,
Mr. Shepherd.

On motion of Mr. Shepherd, J. Lackey, Esq., called to the Chair.
Order of the House, appointing the Committee, upon the Table.
The Chairman stated, generally, the alleged grievance of Mr. Birmingham.
Committee deliberated.
Mr. F. W. Birmingham to be summoned to give evidence at the next sitting.
[Adjourned till Friday, 11th instant, at Eleven o'clock.]

FRTDAY,l\ OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present :—
J. Lackey, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Bell,
Mr. Hay,
Mr. Forster,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Shepherd.
Mr. F. TV. Birmingham called in and examined.
Several documents handed in, and ordered to be appended to the Evidence.

(Vide

List of Appendix.)

Ordered,(That the Acting Surveyor General be called as a witness at the next meeting,
and that he be required to produce all Papers relating to the contract of Mr. Birmingham.
[Adjourned till Wednesday, 16th instant, at Eleven o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY,

16

OCTOBER

1861.

Members Present
J. Lackey, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr, Bell,
I
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Forster,
|
Mr. Shepherd.
Letter from Mr. Birmingham, referring to a portion of the evidence given by him
upon the 11th instant,—received and read. '
On motion of Mr. Shepherd, same ordered to form a further appendix to his evidence,
Mr. Alexander Grant McLean, Acting Surveyor General, called in and examined.
Witness produced the papers relating to the contract and claim of Mr. Birmingham ;
copies of certain whereof ordered to be appended to the evidence. (Fide List of Appendix.)
[Adjourned till Thursday, 24th instant, at Eleven o’clock.]

THURSDAY, U OCTOBER,

Members Present :—

1861.

‘

J. Lackey, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Cunneen,
Mr. Shepherd,
Mr. Forster,
Mr. Walker.
Mr. A. G. McLean, aod Mr. F. W. Birmingham, called in.
The evidence given by Mr. McLean, on the 16th instant, read by direction of the
Chairman.
Mr. Alexander Grant McLean, Acting Surveyor General, further examined.
Certain questions to witness put by Mr. Birmingham, through the Chairman.
Further examination concluded.
Mr. F. W, Birmingham further examined.
Committee deliberated.
[Adjourned.]

THURSDAY,

I

6
5

THURSDAY,

1861.

DEOJSMBER,

Bj direction of the Chairman, the meeting convened for this day—
[Postponed to Tuesday next.] ,

TUESDAY,

10

1861.

DECEMBER,

Members Present:—

J. Lackey, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Cunneen,

j
Mr. Shepherd,
Mr. Forster.
Committee met, pursuant to summons.
Chairman laid before Committee Draft Report.
Draft of Report read.
Committee deliberated, and—
Resolved,—That printed- copies of the Draft Report he circulated amongst the
Members of the Committee, prior to the next meeting.
[Adjourned, to Friday next, at Tic doe, o’clock.]

FRIDAY,

13

DECEMBER,

1861.,

Proceedings stopped by Sitting of the House during the hour appointed for meeting.

TUESDAY,

17

DECEMBER,

1861.

Members Present:—

J, Lackey, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Forster,

]
Mr. Hoskins.

Mr. Rusden,

Committee met, pursuant to summons.
Printed copies of Draft Report before the Committee.
Committee deliberated-.
Draft of Report amended.
The same, as amended, read and agreed to.

It was resolved unanimously,—
That the proposed Report, as amended, be the Report of the Committee.
Chairman requested to bring up the same.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON THE CASE OP

MR. F. W. BIRMINGHAM.
FRIDAY,

11

OCTOBER,

1861.

13rmnt:—
Mr. BELL,
Mr. FORMER,

Mr. HAY,
J. LACKEY, Esq.,

'

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

in the

HOSKINS,
LACKEY,
SHEPHERD.

Chair.

Mr. Frederick William Birmingham called in and examined :—
1. By the Chairman: You took a contract, I understand, from the Surveyor General's MV. "F. W.
Office, to survey the northern arm of the Richmond River? Yes.
Birmingham.
2. W ill you state about the time this was entered into? On the 13th February, 1860, 1
went to the Surveyor General’s Office, and was offered a contract for1 the survey of the H Oct., 18G1.
northern arm of the Richmond River.
3. Was there any written contract made ? The terms were stated and I refused the contract.
After studying two maps in the Surveyor General’s Office, made by Mr. Darke, I said I
would not accept of it. I was asked if I would go upon a salary and I refused to do so’!.
■
4. You mean that you hesitated------? I refused it; the Acting Surveyor General, Mr.
McLean said, “ What is your reason for refusing it; could you not make a considerable profit
from the plains?”—putting his fingers over the plains of my contract.
5. You applied, in the first instance, to the Surveyor General’s Office? Yes; I may mention
in the first place I had resigned my license as surveyor for the district of Parramatta, and
Colonel Barney had accepted of the same in his letter of the 18th October, 1858, to me, in
which he says he had received my letter,
which I apprehend to be a virtual resignation of
“ your license. I beg to inform you I accept the same, and I have intimated such acceptance
" to the Honorable the Secretary for Lands and Works.” I then went for about a year to
Melbourne, Lalifornia, Vancouver’s Island, and other places, and returned to Melbourne,
after having spent all my money. I telegraphed from Melbourne on the 30th December,
asking for employment from the Minister for Lands and Works, thinking both offices were
combined, and not knowing what changes had taken place duriug my absence, I received a
reply on the 3rd January, 1860,—“ You must write, stating particulars in full.” I wrote the
‘
next day, 4th January, 1860, and posted the letter. On the 14th January I telegraphed
stating that I was moving up to Sydney, and that after the 15th my address would be
Sydney. Arrived in Sydney 19th January, I860. A few days afterwards P refused the
licensed surveyorship of Parramatta.
6.
'Note (on revision):—Take out/or.
-Jtcuisr.d:—I asked to be allowed to do it upon salary, and the Acting Surveyor General
refused, saying there was nothing but a contract to offer me, which I was at liberty to accent of if I
thought proper.
iJitvised :—A few days afterwards 1 was refused.
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Mr. F. W. 6. This was ofFered to you ? No; after I came up from Melbourne T went to the Survey
Birmingham, office and there was nothing for mo—there was no vacancy.
r*—7. Was it at this time you were offered the ’surveyorship ?
No, I suppose some friends Ot
11 Oct., 1861. mjne CjCerte^ ?ome influencej though I never asked them, and I do not know even to the
present day who it was, but at all events, a few days after I received this short note, (i he.
witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix 1.) On the 13th February, I860, the following
Monday,—I went to the Surveyor General’s Office, when the survey of the north arm of the
Richmond River was offered to me by Mr. McLean, the Acting Surveyor General, and he
stated the prices that would be paid, as will appear by letter No. 60-299, ( Vide Appendix B.)
He then said, “ You can take these maps into the next room and study the matter.
1
went into the room whore I found Mr. Brindley, Mr. Lewis, Mr. Mann, and some others,
and we talked over the matter. The work on the Richmond River, among the scrubs, was
represented as being very heavy, and I had my doubts whether I could hold my ground
for six months. I am ashamed to produce these maps, as they have been used m
the field: but the Committee will see the nature of the survey by reference to
them. (The witness produced two maps, *and pointed out the portion he was required
to survey) When I returned to the Acting Surveyor General 1 refused to accept the
contract,3 but did not tell my reason;1 and then he asked me, “ How is it; could you not
make a considerable profit from these plains?” and he put his hands over the map ot
which this is a copy, to point them out. It was all open work, comparatively speaking, trom
seven and a half miles up to twenty-one. I said, “Certainly; I could make a profit from
“ these plains, but I am afraid the profit would be more than counterbalanced by the loss
“ of time in5 cutting my way through dense scrubs;” and I knew also that there had
been a great deal of rain during the winter6 “ but, ” I said, “I think by long hours
“ and hard work, I could make a fair profit upon the whole.
Then he said, M hat
is your reason for not accepting it?” 1 said, “ The work is too large, forwas never
poorer than I am at the present time.” " Is that the only reason ?
1 said, xos, the
“only reason; the extent to be surveyed does not frighten meI only wish it was ten
« times as large, and that I had the means to undertake it.” He said, “If that is the only
“ reason I will apply for authority for an advance for you; go into the next room, and
“ see what money you will require—recollect you cannot do without a boat.
Of course I
knew that from Mr. Peppercorne and others. I went into the next room, and had a chat
with Mr. Mann, the licensed surveyor of Goulhurn, Mr, Lewis, Mr. Brindley, and some
others who were passing in and out. The whole matter was freely talked over, the maps
lying before us. I went into the Acting Surveyor General’s room about twenty minutes
afterwards, and Mr. McLean said, “Have you made an estimate of what money you will
require?” I replied, “Yes sir.” He said, "I suppose nothing short of £loQ will do
you ? ” I do not know whether ho had beard that sum named, as there was only the door
between us when I was in the other room; but that was the sum we had fixed upon, and
I bad written it upon a piece of coarse paper I held in my hand. I said, “ That is exactly
the sum,” turning the piece of paper in the palm of my band, upon which the figures were
written. He said, “I will apply for the advance, but still I consider you the same as a
licensed surveyor." I said, “I am not a licensed surveyor; I gave up my license tor
“ Parramatta, and advertised three times in the papers, thanking” them for.their support.
“When I left the Colony I never intended to see it again; and I was induced to fry
“ California as a surveyor.” “Well,” said he, “You must be a licensed surveyor, I
consider that you only gave up your license for the Parramatta district.
8. Would the fact of your being, or of your not being, a licensed surveyor, affect your
claim ? 3He said,’ “ You cannot carry on this contract without being connected officially
with the department, and you must be a licensed surveyor, or sign as licensed surveyor.
I cannot repeat his exact words, but that is the sense of it. I replied, “It does not matter
tome, I can bead my letters 'Licensed Surveyor.*” I got an advance of £150. Ueiore
leaving the office I mentioned'to the Acting Surveyor General that I thought/or some time.
I should not be able to repay any part of the £150 for, as I shewed him, the hrst Part ot
the work would be very heavy, and I said as the winter was coming on, I thought tor the
first six months I should not be able to do more than bold my ground. He said. Welt write
“ in and state how you intend to pay it; the Government do not give with one hand and take
“ away with the other." I went to the river and broke ground as I term it.
9. That is, you commenced your survey ? Yes, on the 17th March.’6.
10. Of course before going you were provided with the necessary equipment, les.
11. How many wore there in your party ? Eight of us altogether; it was a strong party.

i Revised:_The survey.
-Note {on revision):—Mounted tracings from the originals.
■’Note (on revimn)Take out “ hut did not te!l my reason.”
iEevUed .—And then he replied,' “ Why, you don’t mean to say that you could not make a consider
able profit from these plains ? " (Putting his fingers over the map.)
_
!i]ic.vised:—In working the seruhs, and from delays during the rainy seasons.
.
.

' out,■ * And I knew also that there had been a great deal of rain
'’N- ote (tm revision):—Take
during the winter. ”
^
I Revised:—“ That can prevent your undertaking it? ’ I said, “ Yes sir, <fcc. "
^Revised:—A-nii make an estimate of what money, §c.
„
„ „
___ a
*Revised .-—Boat—of course the Acting Surveyor General knew from Mr. Peppercorne and others
that a boat was requisite.
,
^Revised:—But that was the sum I had calculated I should want.
II Revised:—The public for their past support.
,
wNote (on revision)Take out “ you must he a licensed surveyor, and insert "I consider yon as
BtiJ1 ai3N^e(oaUKSn) .—I think I said •' 1 do not know;" and Mr. McLean said, “ I consider you as
a licensed surveyor, and you must head your letters so. "
uItcviscd:—u For the first six months " I could not repay any part, ate.
15Note (on revision)17th of March I took my men out for bush work.
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12. Had you to provide tte usual equipment? Everything.
Mr.F. W.
13. Surveyor’s instruments, those you had X suppose? No,I had not; I bought surveying Birmingham,
instruments, tents, food, camp-kettles,'—everything.
^
14. Had you to defray the expenses of your men up to the Richmond, where you commenced H Oct., 1861.
the survey? Yes;1 matters went on very well between the Acting Surveyor General and
myself for some months/ and I thought he had behaved very kindly towards me.
15. I understand that you had to send in designs which had to be approved by the Acting
Surveyor General previously to your executing them ? Yes, and as he then said “ it was a form
“ pertaining to tlie department, I therefore had better send in designs for approval,
" and he had very little doubt that whatever I recommended would he adopted.”
There were several other matters spoken of, and I may here say that my instructions
consisted of three sorts, verbal, written, and printed. I have here a map which will enablethe Committee to understand the correspondence which passed between the Acting Sur
veyor General and myself, and the Honorable the Minister for Lands and myself. (The
witness banded in the same.) Matters went on pretty well for six months, when I wrote a
letter relative to the plain at my camp. No. 2, marked B 1 on the maps, and X proposed, as.
I thought I had a right to do, a town and canal upon one of my tracings. I considered,
seeing that other places that were not not suited for towns, had been proposed, I would not
be doing my duty to the Survey Department if I did not mention that I believed those
places were not suited for towns, and that the place where my camp was situated was the
best on the Richmond River for the chief town of the County of Rouse ; I thought I was
fully justified in doing this when Mr, MoXiean had said “ We have every confidence in your
work, and no doubt what you recommend will he adopted.” I received written instructions
from Z to Z, the east side of the north arm, to the measured lands at Gundurimha ; these
instructions were, that I was to cut up the lands into farms.
1G. By Mr. May: Can you hand in those written instructions? The Surveyor General
has all my letters.
,
17. Have you a copy of the written instructions? I have the written instructions, hut the
circulars are all in the books of the Surveyor General’s Office, and my answers are all there,
hut I have not my answers here.
,
18. It is the written instructions I am asking about? {The witness handed in the same,
vide Appendix B.)

19. By the Chairman: Then you proceeded in accordance with those instructions? Yes,
with a slight deviation from those written instructions on a portion of one of my tracings,
that is, the extent of land represented on the map handed in as B 1. That represents the
size of the tracing; but, of course, I have kept no copy of these tracings; they are in the
Surveyor General’s Office. Upon that tracing I shewed a small part as a town design, and
my reason for deviating from these written instructions was, that 1 considered I had also to
pay attention to the printed circulars of the department, as well as to the verbal assurance
that whatever I recommended would, in all probability, be adopted, so that I felt it to be my
duty to communicate my ideas to the Acting Surveyor General. My reason for making
this proposal was supported by the circular from the Surveyor General’s Offiee, dated 25th
January, 1859. (The Witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix C.) I thought thisparticular land was worth more than £1 an acre, and I considered it the best site in the
County of Rouse for the chief town. I was also acting as a licensed surveyor, although I
was not actually gazetted, for, as I have explained before. Colonel Barney had accepted my
resignation before I left the Colony. I considered that that circular, amongst several others
placed in my hand, should warp my mind from written instructions that were written by
a person not knowing the ground to which they referred; for I have learned, from parties
upon the river, that the district surveyor has never Purveyed that country, and Mr.
Darke, who is the only party who has reported upon the itown.*
4 * I thought, therefore, there
would bo uo harm to shew that a site5 where people would be flooded out, as they would be
at Yabslcy’s Junction.
20. Is that the site where the town was proposed to bfe ? Yes; it was not a proper site for
a town, “and to point out a better one. I therefore sent my letter No. 8 ; this has never
been answered, and has caused all the disturbance. The Acting Surveyor General has,
however, made use of that letter; for, in a portion of that letter you will find that I proposed
two native names, as the names of parishes Corakii and Tuoki Tueki, and since I returned
from the river the fifteen farms shewn on that map at the Junction have been advertised as
being in the parish of Corakii. So that it is evident the Acting Surveyor General made
use of that letter, although he never thought it worth while to give me an answer to it.
That letter, which was the stumbling block in the contract, I beg to hand in. (The witness
handed in the same.
Vide Appendix XX) To shew that I acted in conformity with the
printed instructions from the Surveyor General’s Office, I beg to refer the Committee to the
first paragraph of the circular, dated May, 1859, which I now beg to hand in. (The witness
handed in the same.

.

Vide Appendix E.)

21. It was in accordance, as you conceived, with this instruction, that you wont into such
voluminous detail in describing these parishes ? Yes; I consider these circulars as
standing orders. It will appear by the correspondence that Mr. McLean has said I did not
send in the necessary designs. Now the three tracings I sent in shewed farms upon each
of
(on revision):—I had to pay for everything excepting wood and water.
(on revision) :—And he behaved kindly to me.
—Examined.
4Jlevised:—In so far ns I can learn.
8Note (on revision):—Take out *' that a site,” and write to shew a better site for a town than
that one at Yabsley's Junction, which is full of salt swamps or lagoons, and subject to floods."
'■Note (on revision) :—Therefore I pointed out a better one.
'
’Note
2Xote

{
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of them; but there tvas a little piece of this second tracing which shewed where I proposed
irnirngham, ^
a town. That slight deviation was, as I believed, justified by the circular I have put
in. Wherever I thought the land was worth more than £L an acre I considered myself
11 Oct., 18G1. bound to mention the matter. lOf
* course if the Acting Surveyor General bad given me
instructions to the contrary I would have attended to them, but I received no answer to my
letter, and heard nothing about it until nearly three months after? In the month of October
I wrote to Mr. Mansfield asking him to be good enough to see whoever was chief draftsman,
and ask him what was being done in reference to my tracing3 in letter No. 8, in which I
proposed a town and canal. He took my letter, which I have not a copy of, to Mr. Adams,
who was acting chief draftsman, and Mr. Adams took it to Mr. McLean, Acting Surveyor
General. Mr. Mansfield, who is now in tho Crown Lands Office, in his letter to me, dated
23rd October, i860, says, “ I took your letter to the chief draftsman, Mr. Adams, and he took
" it to tbe Surveyor General for information relative to itj and it appears that traeiug No. 2,
" containing the proposed design for a town and canal, is abandoned, but it was hinted that
" yon could—or it was proposed—have a kernel by extra pay for your thick brush.”4
22. j5y Mr. Hay'. What docs that mean ? In my letter to Mr. Mansfield I compared my
contract to a handful of nuts, and that I had broken some of the shells, which were the dense
jungles, and that I now wanted the plains which were the kernels of my contract, I wrote
to say that I did not want a 3kernel,
**
but I wanted only what my contract justified mo in
looking for. Mr. Mansfield, I believe, did not deliver that message; the Acting Surveyor
General took upon himself to offer me a kernel0 In the list of prices the licensed surveyors’
scale of fees, £2 per mile linear measurement, was allowed, deducting from farm surveys any
portion of the feature survey that formed the boundary of tbe farms, [and I pointed out to
Mr. McLean that it took me two days sometimes to cut a milef]’ and he said before I got
my instructions, that that was to3 9counterbalance my profits from the plains—the plains I
never got an inch of. Some of my men went off to Kiaudra Diggings, and I had no instruc
tions about this letter No. 8.
23. By ihe Chairman: Are the Committee to understand that you were idle for want of
proper instructions? No, up to this time I was notidle; hut seeing that the instructions did not
come out to me I was afraid of engaging a full party, and merely kept sufficient to enable
me to go at a sort of quarter speed with the feature survey of No. 3 tracing, while tracing
No. 2 was under consideration. This letter led me to believe that sthey were not going to
give me the plains, for William Wilson, junior, son of William Wilson, squatter and
Magistrate, of Lismore, said they might as well give up their station as lose the plain I
was camped on. Some six weeks after that he called at my camp, and said he knew for a
fact the Government would not sell tho plain I was camped on. Mr. Peppercorne, the
assistant surveyor, also came to my camp, and said I would have a good deal of trouble
'
with the contract, and why did I not apply to the Department of Works, which was
giving even young men £(100 or £700 a-ycar ? All this occurring about the same period
of time I concluded it was not intended to give me the plains. This letter is dated the
"■
21st November, 1860, and offers me fifty per cent, increase upon the price previously paid10
for scrub work ; so that they would give me, as I remarked, with one hand, and take away
with tbe other.11 *
24. This you conceived to be an alteration of the original agreement between you and
the Survey Department ? Yes. (The witness handed in the leitev. Vide. Appendix F.)
25. By Mr. Hay: Between tho 7th August and tho 23rd of October, had you written no
letter to the Acting Surveyor General ? Not on this subject.
26. Not on the subject of the designs of your lands at all ? Beally I cannot say.
27. Cannot you say whether you bad written any letters at all in that interval ? Tl:e 2nd
October appears, as far as l can see, to be the date of the next letter, I received letters
from the Acting Surveyor General, but cannot, at the present moment, recollect their dates.
I recollect I wrote on the 2nd October.
28. By the Chairman: Have you copies of all the letters you wrote? I kept rough copies
of them, with the exception of No. 5, which I made a memorandum of, but I have not
produced them here.
29. What was tbe subject of your letter No. 5? I made a proposition that after the 3rd13
of August I would begin to pay back the £150, in accordance with the original understanding,
which was that I should pay twenty-five per cent, upon all farm surveys—not feature
surveys. In proof that this was the understanding, I may state that a feature bill has since
been paid, and nothing was then said about the deduction. In order then to pay hack this
£150, it would have been necessary that I should have had £600 worth of farm survey, and
I have not had a farthing of that yet.
30. By Mr. Hay : Then you say you wrote only one letter in the interval between tbe 7th
August and the 23rd October ? Yes. I have not all my letters here, hut tbe next letter I
have is that just handed in. (Appendix P.)
31.
Jlr. F. VT.

'Rcviacii:—Of course, if the Acting Surveyor General said he did not want a town, I would have
attended to his wishes.
sNote (on revision):—“ Three months after ”—add “ in this way."
’Note (on revision):—Insert “ forwarded with letter No. 6.”
4Note (on revision):—Should not Mr. Mansfield’s letter he appended ?
“Note (on revision):—Insert “ did not want Mr. McLean's kernel."
’’Revised:—Which I did not ask for.
’Note (on revision):—The words between brackets should be placed after the words “ inch of.”
’Revised.-—That the dense scrubs would,
9Revised;—The Acting Surveyor General did not intend giving mo the plains, Ax.
•“Note (on revision):—Insert “ accepted of by mo," in place of the word paid.
nRevised:—Or in other words give 50 per cent, on tho feature survey bills, and take 50 per cent,
off tbe farm surveys.
I5Note (on revision):—I said after the last day of August, &c.
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31. That appears to be io accordance with a general scheme for the payment of all surveyors ? Mr. P. W.
Yes, it may have been.
Birmingham.
32. It appears so ? I suppose it is a circular j1 I never asked them that.
33. Do you not gather from the way it is worded that it is a general allowance made to all 11 0ct-> 1S61surveyors, and not applicable to your case in particular ? I did not at the time.
34. Hear me read it: “ Taking into consideration the large amount of labour involved, and
“ the necessarily slow rate of progress in surveys in the tropical forests, usually termed
" brushes, on the banks of the northern rivers of this Colony, the Secretary for Lands has
“ been pleased, on my recommendation, to approve of an increase on the licensed surveyors’
*' scale of fifty pnr cent, being made on payments for surveys within such forests.” Is not
that general'! I considered it ijs a different matter altogether from what I agreed to,
35. Does it not appear to be a general alteration in the scale of the licensed surveyors’
remuneration altogether, and not in reference to your case in particular? Yes.
30. It is a change in the scale according to which you, as a licensed surveyor, were paid ?
I'was an honorary licensed surveyor. 1 was not paid according to the licensed surveyors'
scale; there was a deduction to counterbalance the profits of the plains. After the farm
surveys were made the £2 per mile for the feature survey was to be deducted.
37. That would apply to all surveys; the surveyor is not paid both for the feature and for
the farm survey? I mapped it twice.
33. This is in accordance with the general remuneration; it appears to mo that this is
simply an announcement to you that you will receive the same as other surveyors ? It was
announced before that that I would get a kernel of fifty per cent.
39. That does not appear in your official correspondence; that is referred to merely in a
private letter ? I could bring forward witnesses to prove it,2
.
40. You have no letter to tfiat effect from Mr. McLean ? No, I have no answer to the
present moment from Mr. McLean.
41. In no communication you have had with Mr. McLean has anything been said of a
kernel ? In no official communication; that letter, letter No. 8 of mine, has never been
answered.
42. By the Chairman: Were there many surveys progressing on tbe northern rivers at tbe
time you were surveying tbe Richmond ? Mr. Peppercorne, a salaried surveyor, was on the
Casino arm of the river. I looked upon myself as a contractor, and simply as a contractor,
and tho moment my contract was finished I would have returned from the river. When I
wont to the office they had nothing to offer me but a contract. If they had appointed me as
licensed surveyor to the district then I would have had to come under the district surveyor,
but I went up for no other purpose than to perform this contract.
43. Did you object to receive this fifty per cent, advance for your services ?, I did, and sent
in my bill at £2 a mile.
44. You never drew this fifty per cent. ? No ; I would not take it because I believed it was
not according to my contract. This is tho reply thereto, which I beg to hand in. (IWc
witness handed in ihe same.
Vide Appendix (?.) I received no answer to that, or to my
letter No. 8, in any shape or form ; and so I broke up my party, after waiting some six
weeks upon the ground, and returned to Sydney. On my arrival in Sydney I opened a
correspondence with the Minister for Lands, which I wish to produce, (The witness produced
a number of letters and other documents.)

45. By ihe Chairman : This is tbe correspondence which took place subsequently to your
coming from Richmond River ? Yes ; 1 did think when I found they would not answer my
letter, of taking legal proceedings in the matter; but upon studying the matter over, I came
to tho conclusion that it was best to see the Minister for Lands about it, as there was no
Surveyor General. Accordingly I saw him, and he wanted to have tbe matter in writing,
and this correspondence is the result. There is one letter which I have not yet produced,
which was written by mo to the Acting Surveyor General. I am sorry that it was ever
written, but I was vexed at not receiving any instructions or correspondence ; I thought I
had boon deceived and left in a wilderness, and all my means were exhausted. (The witness
handed in a letter.

Vide Appendix IT)

40. By Mr. May : Had you not any letters from the Acting Surveyor General from the
time you went up there ? I bad, during the first fifteen® months I was there, and the
Acting Surveyor General said he saw nothing to alter in any part of my surveys.
47. Had you any further letters after that ? Yes ; I had letters with reference to the work
that appears in green (the whole of the Gundurimha Reserve) on my map ; that was taken
from Mr. Peppercorne, as you will find in some of my correspondence with the Minister for
Lands. Mr. McLean, (at the time I took the contract), did not know what Mr. Pepper
corne had done in the town of Gundurimha, and as soon as he got his work he sent it to me;
that was after the contract was made with me.
48. Were you ever stopped in your work ? Yes; that letter, No. 8, was never answered.
49. Were you ever stopped in your work ? I was ; for if you will allow mo to explain on
the map, A was approved of, and I had marked out the fifteen farms ; I would have gone
further hack, but it was too wet. I had sent in my feature survey, B 1, and was waiting
for an answer ; iu tbe meanwhile going on as a very slow rate with C, as I did not want
to break up my camp until I got my instructions about B 1. Well, when C was done, I
sent
'Note (on revision):—I never asked for the fifty per cent.
-Ttemsed:—It was a message from the Acting Surveyor General, who said tell Mr.
Birmingham he can have a kernel, hut his town and caual scheme is abandoned; the kernel of “ CO per
cent.” came officially a month or so afterwards, and fur want of official information the town and canal
was rubbed off tho paper.
The first six.
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Mr. F. TV', gent it in, said I was stopped, and asked about Gundurituba Reserve. I also pointed out that
Birmingham. ]yjr^ Pgpperoorne was wrong, as he seemingly had run his line of road through permanent
water, and asked, “ Am I to make a fresh design of it f ” There was no answer to that, so
11 Oct., 18G1. i was topped for so far up as the eighteen and a-half mile line of the river, and could do
no more work.

_

50. By the Chairman: Because you had no information whether your designs were approved?
Yes; from No. 8 not being answered. When I found the town and canal was abandoned I
sent in another tracing, numbered three, of nearly the whole of the ground which formed
the previous tracing. No. 2, represented by the brown colour on both sides of the river, of
seventy-two farms, and said that if I did not get an answer within a certain time I should
consider the contract broken.
r
51. By Mr. May: Have you that letter? It has been read; it is dated December 10th.
(Appendix G.')
,
52. Have you the letter transmitting the designs B and 0 ? Yes. (The witness handed in
the same.
Vide Appendix /.)
_
_
53. That letter was written two days before the letter yon previously read ? Yes.
_
54. Then two days after this letter was written, you wrote that which you conclude with
"sticking up for your rights;” when you wrote this letter you cou!d_ not have expected an
answer to that you had written only two days before ? At a future time.
.
_
55. Two days after you wrote------? Telling tbe Acting Surveyor General that if he did
not give me instructions by a certain date, I would have to break up my party. In my last
letter I wanted some instructions about the Gundurimha Reserve.
56. That was no part of your original contract ? Yes, it was for two miles on both sides of
the river, with liberty to go back three if I thought proper.1
57. Does that appear in your written instructions ? No-----_
58. In your written instructions you are directed to proceed to survey “the river and
“ features near it from the northern end of the first survey to the surveyed lands at Gundu“ rimba, measured by Mr. Peppercorne ?” Yes; those are the written instructions I took out
with me up to the seventeen miles.
59. Do you mean to say that you were ever instructed to re-measure the lands that were*
measured by Mr. Peppercorne? Yes ; tho land was taken from Mr, Peppercorne and given
to me. I will produce the letters. (The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendices J.
and Y.) This is the decisive one, including the whole of the Gundurimha reserve, and this
is the tracing. ( The witness hanked in Appendix L, and produced a tracing.)
60. That is Mr. Peppercorne’s design? Yes; there is water through it, and I should have
had to alter the design in different parts; I therefore asked the Acting Surveyor General
whether I should make a fresh design, because I considered it part of my work to do so, and
I should have been able to make the farms of a more perfect shape.
_ _
61. Would it not be rather expensive to go over the work twice ? I only asked permission ;
if he bad said No, I should have been satisfied.3 My only wish was that he would corres
pond with me. I was willing at all times to act in accordance with my instructions. At
the time 1 entered into the contract, he said, “ I do not know what Mr. Peppercorne has
done, but I will write to him to tell him you have taken the contract.'’ He did so, and he
then sent the letter to me I have handed in. As I received no answers to my communica
tions my work was stopped, for I had nothing above the eighteen and a half miles that I
could go on with.
,
,
62. Where is Mr. Peppercorne now ? I do not know, but I believe at Casino.
63. You seem to have been unfortunate in coming after bad surveyors; both Mr. Darke’s and
Mr. Peppercorne’s surveys appear to have been erroneous? Yos, they were both wrong.
64. Can you tell me where the northern boundary of the reserve is, that is referred to in the
written instructions ? (The witness pointed cut the boundary on the map.)
65. I see by these written instructions you have first to send in designs of all the lands up
to tho northern boundary of the reserve ? Yes; I sent in A, and the farms were approved
66. No, I do not think the points correspond—I do not think the farms at A go up to the
northern boundary of the reserve—I think the northern boundary lies near the top of B 2?
Yes, and on my tracing I said that part was too wet for farms.
_
67. Your designs did not include all that land ? Not the first design, but the second did,
and the three tracings are in the Surveyor General’s Office.
68. At the time you wrote the letter of December 10th, had you sent in a feature survey of
the whole of the land up to the Gundurimha reserve ? Yes, that was a second time of
sending it in in a different form; B 1 was sent in first; the scheme of the town and canal
being in B 2, that was altogether abandoned. The .scheme of the town and canal was sent
in as part of the tracing of B 2. I sent B 2 and C in together,1 and at the same time stated
to the Acting Surveyor General that if I did not receive definite instructions by a certain
time I should consider the contract broken.
.
69. Would it not have been better if you had conformed to your instructions and sent in a
feature survey up to the northern boundary of the reserve to be sanctioned, and after that
to have sent in your design for the whole up to Gundurimha ? I did so.
70.
h'tcviwd
along both sides of the north arm of the Kichmond Eiver.
Veemctf.—That were sent to Mr. Peppercorne.
3Notb (on revision) -.—The design of Mr. Peppercorne being faulty on the western hall ot tne
reserve, and the Acting Surveyor General’s instructions disagreeing, causing an overlap and a contra
diction in relation to the eastern half of the reserve, I thought the easier way for me was to ask “ Tvas
1 to make a fresh design ?"
Dfeuiied;—And afterwards as tracing No. 3.
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70. Not in the way indicated in the instructions? This dotted line of mine may not have Mr. IT. W.
been high enough, but I sent it up there {pointing to tic
In fact, the Acting Sur- Birmingham
voyor General said I could send the work in in any size I chose.
■—^
71. With regard to the circular you have handed in, did you receive it from the Acting H Oct., 18GJ
Surveyor General ? Not from the Acting Surveyor General, but from Mr. Armytage, one
of the chief clerks of the Survey Office. He said, " You had better take out the circulars,
Mr, Hirmingham,” and he handed me the letter of instruction, and these were given me for
my guidance.
72. And you studied them accordingly ? I did.
73. Were you instructed to measure any pre-emptive right? No, I was not.
74. What did that circular you handed in at first refer to? I consider it referred in a
measure to my work, because it refers to circulars I had at other times in my possession as
to valuing land.
75. You say your work was not to measure pre-emptive rights. This circular says, “ With
“ reference to the instructions which have from time to time been addressed to you for the
" measurement of portions of land applied for in virtue of the pre-emptive right possessed by
" the applicants—”? Yes.
76. " And to the reference made in my instructions to the necessity for your taking steps
“ for assessing the value of the land in every case in which it appears to you worth more than
“ £1 an acre.” That is the course in cases of application for pre-emptive rights. Do you
mean to say that this applies to anything except the measurement of lands for pre-emptive
rights ? I* do not mean to say that it does; but I say it has in some measure reference to
this, that persons going out should study the interests of the revenue. I may have been
wrong, but it had that influence upon my mind.
77. Had you ever been employed in the Survey Department in this Colony before ? Yes.
78. In what capacity ? As licensed surveyor for Parramatta.
79. For how long ? From 1855 to 1859.
,
80. Have you measured pre-emptive rights ? No.
81. I suppose you have studied all the business usually allotted to a surveyor ? I have
received circulars from time to time, but I cannot lay my hand upon them. Before I left I
know there were circulars that we were to value the land.
82. You considered that, although you wore not instructed to measure pre-emptive rights,
these were of such authority in your case that they would allow you to modify, in some
measure, your written instructions ? Not to modify them, hut to propose a modification on
my part. I did not want to modify them. If the Surveyor General had said “ We do not
want so and so” I would have been perfectly satisfied, but I had no intimation until three
months after that tbe town and canal was abandoned,
83. It is quite clear that this circular has nothing to do with the matter at all ? There are
circulars in existence in which the surveyors are directed to value the land, and if they find
it worth more than £1 an acre-----84. This is not one of them ? It is not one, but I thought it a shade in my favour, and
therefore I produced it.
85. Who is.the district surveyor in that portion of the country? Mr. Henderson; and Mr.
McLean, tho Acting Surveyor General, said he would write to him, stating that mine was a
contract, and that he had nothing to do with me.
86. You were not under the district surveyor ? No, I was not. I believe I may say he
never was in that part of the district, and for that reason I thought there was every confi
dence in my work.
87. Mr. Peppercorne had no oversight over your work ? None whatever.
88. By tie Chairman: After you came back you had some correspondence with the Minister
for Lands ? Yes.
89. You complain principally that your designs were not approved of after you had sent in
B and C, which prevented you going on farther with your work ? Not that my designs were
not approved of; I was willing to obey any orders. What I complain of is the want of
instructions. In contradiction to Mr. McLean, who says in Lis correspondence with tbe
Minister for Lands, “ Mr, Birmingham has had no specific contract.” If, as I remarked in
my correspondence, it is the adjective ending in
that which shews a thing to be of the
species of which it is. I reason upon the matter, and shew that I think I have the contract.
I have written instructions for seventeen miles of the river up the east side. I have now
shewn to the Committee that Mr. McLean has also sent me the Gundurimha Keserve—that
I think is pretty clear.
90. By Mr. Hay: Do yon allude to those written instructions when you say you have
instructions to go seventeen miles np the river ? Yes.
91. There are no miles mentioned here? (Referring to Appendix B.') No; but there arc
tlie measured lands here. (Pointing to tie map.')
92. Are these the " surveyed lands at Gundurimha, measured by Mr. Peppercorne
At
all events I will waive that, because I shew by these instructions that I have the east side
of the river, then I have shewn that I have Gundurimha.
93. That jyou conceive to be tho measured lands at Gundurimha,s not the Gundurimha
reserve ? No; because Mr. Peppercorne had not designed it. At all events I go some
way up to Gundurimha reserve. Then I sent in my account for twenty-six and a half miles
of feature survey, and asked for the money. I gave my authority as being the contract
made in Sydney, and received the money. I said I would not take £3 a mile and put
down
'Noth (on revision):—i. e. speeifiek.
2Xotb (on resmon)Mr. Peppercorne measured all the lands upon the north arm of tho Rich
atond River prior to my going to the River,

"I o*)*}
.
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Mr. F. W. down in my bill £2 a mile. That bill was paid; and T think that is really an acknowledg0f
part of my contract. The Acting Surveyor General cannot say a single
Binninghain.
syllable against that portion, C.
11 Oct, 18G1. 94 jjave yOU made aDy specific claim upon the Minister of Lands, or the Acting Surveyor
General ? Yes, I asked for compensation, and to be allowed to go on with my contract.
95. And you could not agree as to what your contract was ? Mr. McLean said, “ Mr.
“ Birmingham had no specific contract, and I only regret that by the employment of such
“ a person the country should be subject to some toss.”
96. In fact the Minister of Lands would not agree to your proposal ? No.
_
97. Bid he make any proposal to you? No; tbe Minister of Lands concurred with the
Acting Surveyor General. Then I wrote a long letter to the Minister of Lands, and he
offered to let me have the portion coloured brown in consideration of the £150 that, had
been advanced to me, when I was in the wilderness, as it were. I clearly spoke of the
advance, and how unreasonable it was to keep me without instructions, but the Acting
Surveyor General shut his eyes against my ideas. But to understand this matter fully it
will he necessary to read over my correspondence with the Minister for Lauds; and also, to
understand the effort made, to leave me in debt to the Department, and shut me out for ever
_
from the public work; in fact, to disgrace me, and get rid of me.
98. Then the last offer, to let you survey the two portions marked C and B 2, you declined ?
Yes.
.
99. Do you still owe the £150 ? Yes, with the exception of a balance due to me of between
four and five pounds.
APPENDIX.
(No. 2.)
A.
Mr. Birmingham is requested to call at this Office when it may be convenient for him to do so.
Sitnct/or General's Office,
Sydney, 11 February, 1860.

(No. 60-299,)—(3.)

Surveyor GeneraVs Office,
Sydney, 27 February, 1860.

In reference to your letter of the 23rd instant. No. 1,1 have to request that on your
arrival at the Bichmond, you will commence a traverse survey of tho north bank of the river at the
south boundary of the reserve at the junction of the north arm and main river, and carry it up to that
junction, thence along the east side of the north arm to the northern boundary ot the i eserve (B), deter
mining, wherever practicable, by angles and bearings, the relative position of the opposite side of the
river; and that you will then traverse all creeks, lagoons, swamps, or other obstructions to the
adoption of a regular design for farm portions within two miles of the portion of the river surveyed ;
and, having plotted your surveys, that you will then make a design for the subdivision of the land,
giving your special attention to the selection of the best lines of road for future traffic, both along the
river and from back lands to it, as also to the necessity of reserving spaces for wharfs at the extremities
of roads terminating on tlie river.
2. The portions to he designed should be of areas varying from 40 to SO or 100 acres. Ihey
should be so designed as to embrace in each a fair proportion of available land to divide the river frontage
amongst the largest number of conveniently shaped portions ; and, subject to these conditions and to
the direction of roads, they should be, as far as possible, rectangular, and have their boundaries, where
no reason exists for their being otherwise, directed to the cardinal points.
_
3. Having completed this design and transmitted it to me for approval, you will proceed to survey
in a similar manner the river and features near it, from the northern end of the first survey to the sur
veyed lands at (jimdurimba, measured by Mr. Peppercorne, and to design it exclusively, of course, of
the pre-emptive purchase measurements within it for subdivision.
4. You will be at liberty to make tho usual charge for linear measurements for the surveys
referred to, but iu payment for the future measurements which you may make of the land for sale, a
deduction will be made for all river trace and other linear measurement which may form boundaries of
portions to be measured.
_
„
I am, fee.,

A. G. aicLEAN,

Mr. Licensed Surveyor Birmingham.

(Circular.)—(No. 33.)

A, S. G. L.

Surveyor General’s Office,
Sydney, 25 January, 1S59.

*
Witfi reference to tbe instructions which have from time to time been addressed to yon
for the measurement of portions of land applied for in virtue of tho pre-emptive right possessed by the
applicants, and to the reference made in my instructions to the necessity for your taking steps for
assessing tho value of the land in every case in which it appears to you worth more than £1 per acre, I
have now to inform you that more specific instructions are deemed necessary.
.
The 2nd Chapter of the Queen's Orders in Council, dated 9 March, 1847, Sections No. S, deter
minesThat if there be reason to suppose that any of the lands applied for under the regulations
“hereby expressed, possess peculiar advantages, whether of water frontage or o(Aertti.w, which would
“ Tender it Jit that <l higher prxcQ should be paid Jot such landst tho Governor, or the Officer for the
“time being Administering the Government of the said Colony, or any Officer authorized by him for
“ the purpose, mov require the said lands to be assessed.”
_
It is therefore obvious that anv advantages of water frontage or otherwise, would render it in
cumbent on yen, as representing the Government in this particular, to initiate a valuation, and to
represent and guard the interests of the Kevenue therein ;* and it wilt, of course, readily occur to you
that
• How could the interests ot the Revenue be better guarded than by the way I adopted of proposing a higher price for
the land, and the way In which that, price could be obtained, and the true interests of the County of Rous set forth by
proposing (as I still believe) tbe best site for tho future chief town thereof f (See mj unanswered letter, No. 8, of August T,

18W0-F. W, B.
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that as £ 1 per acre is the legal minimum price of the worst land included in any measurement, any Mr. F. W.
portion of land also contained therein, obviously worth more than £1 per acre, will make the aaeraye, Birmingham,
of necessity, above £1 per acre throughout the whole portion. It must also be borne in mind that
„ _
selecting from such a vast extent as the generality of runs include, the limited areas generally applied ,, ,, , c
for, tho applicant would without doubt select what appeared to him the best and most valuable portion
of the whole run ; and you should from that fact hesitate to assume that the legal minimum of £t per
acre represents the true value of the portion selected,t The Secretary for Lands and Public Works
has desired that the importance of the duty committed to you should be fully impressed upon your
mind, and tho responsibility incurred by allowing tho public interests to sutler in these valuations.
When there was a reference from tho Surveyor to the Commissioner, there was a divided responsibility
and a double safeguard: the whole now devolves upon you, and hence tho peculiar necessity for caution
and firmness.
I have, &c.,

D.

(No. 00-8.)

Camp Kb. 2,
{Fijtcm miles south of J/imore),
7 Avgust, I860,

sir,

In accordance with your letter of Instruction, No. 60-299, of the 27th of February, 1860, Ewtractioni! wereI beg respectfully to forward a design for subdivision of part of the Land referred to in said letter. Z i, Tctba!,
may hero mention that, although my written instructions, as contained therciu, confine me to farms, 2. Written,|
(tnmkmg, no doubt, that town accommodation was judicially selected by Mr. Darke, assistant 3. Printed Orculiitt/
surveyor, as shewn by pink lines on bis surrey map of the rircr), I consider I should be unworthy of
your confidence, as expressed by your circulars, &c., were I to propose for consideration farms upon tho
spot that may, (in my humble opinion) become tho principal place or city of the Richmond District,
without first writing you ray ideas on this subject. Every populous district has got its store, i,e.t town
or city; that such a place must be established in this district admits of no doubt; and believing from
my own observations that the junction at or near Yabsley's house ia not suitable, I have resolved to
write a few linos on the subject.
,
When I arrived here, about the middle of last March, I camped within a short distance of the
junction, and during my surveying operations I found that tho flood, which occurred a short time
previous to my arrival, had covered the whole of that point or neck of land lying south-easterly from
llollingworth s housc as on my survey, or the Huts, as shewn On Mr. Darke’s. 1 also saw clearly
that on Holhngworth s side of the main river there was not room far a town or any considerable part
of a town; also, that tho rich alluvial marshes were, or the marsh was, considerably depressed in
the centre, and like a lake in very wet weather; and on the west side of the main river—that place or
circle (Ftifc Mr. Darke’s map) with racecourse written upon it,—was a hole or basin, several feet
lower than the narrow hank of river at Yabsley’s, and so continuing south thereof. Some floods over
flow this bank, and for weeks people may do again what they or others have done (as I have been told
and can well believe), go 4t a-boating" over the racecourse and all the lagoons south of it. Now there
is one part of this proposed town or village reserve (R., No. 26) which I have not seen properly; this
is the northern part, shewn as a pine ridge. There may be room here, and perhaps suitable room, for a
village, and if the land north of it is unsold perhaps a town could be formed here if desirable. . I will
now suppose that the land is equally suitable at the pine ridge on or near the main river as at the
gently sloping hills of tho north arm and the plain, as shewn for subdivision. My proposed town site
is free from floods; the small quantity of water that lodges for six Or eight inches in depth tomdmes
along the base of the hill, is paused by the plain having a sloping depression of (os per observation by
Ihoodolito s level) seven or eight inches below the bank of the river; the rain falling on this plain goes
toward the hills, and of course what rain falls on the west side of the hills descends, and co-mingling
slowly, makes its way to the lagoon, in proposed water reserve (the lagoon is tho lowest part of tho
plain), and all this the storage, probably of several days rain, could be remedied by seven days labor
with a dram-plough, judiciously worked. Evaporation and percolation dry tho plains about this river:
as to drainage improvements I have not seen any.
It has been one scries of showers from Friday morning, tho 27th ultimo, to the present, Monday,
noon, <th of August, equal to twelve days; and no water is visible on the plain from where I write,
iid true of this, as of any plain, that in places I have been to my ankles in crossing it, but these littio
depressions of four or five inches are, of course, full of water.
Now at Yabsley's occurs what may be truly termed “the meeting of tho waters,” and these
three forces, resembling in shape tho legs on a Manx coin, trend to a centre, and at this point tho
waters come to a dead lock, heaping and flooding the circumjacent land; this place must, therefore,
remain unsuitable to build a town upon, as lives might be lost; but for a certainty property would from
time to tnno bo destroyed. -Again, suppose the country to be thickly populated north of the Pelican
L/rcck, and east and west of it for many a mile, would it then bo for the people's interest to go or trade
from say Casino to Lismore by water, round by Yabsley's, as they do at present, if a nearer water-way
could bo obtained at a reasonable cost ? I should say not; and to illuBtratc this matter I must now
write as I before intimated, {in letter No. 7, of Juno 25th, 1860), that is to say, if the site for a town, as
shewn upon the accompanying tracing, should be approved of, that to suit the requirements of commerca
tully, a cut or canal will be required westerly (south-westerly) from tbe Pelican Creek to the Casino
arm (mam arm) of the Richmond River, Tbe shape of the land, as I submit it, is shewn upon the
accompanying tracing; the distance to cut through seems to be about fifty-four chams=(l,I88 yards);
this would be from the termination of the navigable part of Pelican Creek to the main river. The
proposed strip of land provides for a straight cut from river to river, should such be undertaken at any
time in preference, or even as a continuation of the cut. I will now give some distances to shew how
useful this, as an undertaking, would prove to be.
— , , The distance from the Pelican Crock mouth by way of the north arm of tho Richmond Eiver to
Yabsley s Junction, is about seven miles, sixty-four chains ; and from Yabsley’s Junction to proposed
miles nearly ’ Rt maia rlVer’ al>0Ut three miles’ fift^ chttilla ; or say, collectively, eleven and one-half
Now, by creek and canal, the distance would be nearly one and one-half miles ; or, by a direct
cut from river to river, one naile. The first canal, deducted from tbe longer way, gives a clear saving
in length of ten tmlee ; that is to say, people now go eleven and one-half miles. This is not all the
advantage to be gained; these are tidoJ rivers, and a journey could bo so regulated as to get from
Pasmore or Gundurimba, to the mouth of the Pelican Creek, with the tide iu your favour; and, arriving
at low-water, cross to the other river by means of the canal, and enjoy the advantages of the returning
tide, which, without using this out, would be against you by the present route ; therefore, iu many
cases, it would prove to be equal to shortening a single journey by twenty or more miles.

Another
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Mr. P. W,
Another view of the matter is thus :—The sailing vessels trading to Lismore and the Pelican
Birmingham. Tree, Ac., would shortern their journeys very much by not using the lower seven and one-half miles Of
j* the north arm in going to Lismore and coming down through the cut to the Pelican Tree on the maai
11 ne* iftfll riuc)-. There is no interest at present, so far as I can sec, that this scheme would injure, not even to
■*
‘ the value of one farthing ; it is, indeed, all the other way,—pro hono pubheo.^ ,
,
.
,
There should ho, of course, a swing bridge over the cut near the main river, to give a roadway
to farms south thereof, as may be, in course of time. Mr. Peppercorne 1ms, I am informed, surveyed
the land into farms about this proposed site for a canal, which caused mo to mention in my letter or tne
25th of June, the probability of a required reservation of land; and, in which case, intending purchasers
south of the cut, would know of said reserve.
. , ,
„ ,
Before commencing to describe tlie accompanying design for subdivision of land, I am compelled
to inform you that Mr. Darke’s surveying is. Without doubt, very erroneous ; he has greatly errctl (it
the tracing of his work, which I made, be correct), for the reach at my camp, and which I am every day
looking at, is very incorrect ; in fact his surveying is the worst I have come in contact with for now
two and twenty years. Though much I respect Mr. Darke I cannot pass unnoticed a bad survey,
caused, probably, by defective eyesight.
____.__
Mr. Peppercome's line of seventy chains (part of tho north boundary of the accompanying
tracing) is short, as will appear from iny field book, No. 3, pages 1 and 2 ; this may be caused by his
men chaining over the spur and taking its sides for measurement. Surveyors use horizontal distances.
In describing the accompanying tracing I must respectfully inform you that, although this
place will become, if properly laid Out, a town of great importance, 1 am not unmindful of tlie fact that
at present, for seventeen miles on either bank of this river, there is not a white person located, or a
dwelling to be seen, excepting my camp ; this fact has led me to propose respectfully for your conside
ration, a number of small portions of land, each sufficient to supply food for one family of the class o
persons who arc likely to first occupy this place, viz., such as persons occupied in the cedar trade ana
the like, and at the same time to provide roads in such quantity, and of such a width, as to secure the
object pioposed, namely, the foundation for a splendid city, and to avoid, if possible, a. higher upset pnee
than two pounds per acre for portions under ten acres, and one pound for all above that size, lue pro
posed roads are one and one-half chains wide, with hut a few exceptions, ns will appear from the tracing.
••
The waters of the Richmond River are (I have been told by many persons), brackish in the middle ot
summer for about two months, if a dry season ; therefore, I have proposed that the portion marked ,
(on tracing), should be reserved for water storage, being about sixty acres in extent, which ot course
would be curtailed hereafter.
_
^
The portion marked B, a reserve for botanic garden, in size about sixty-four acres, vvith free
..
roads through it. The portions marked C and D, for town extension when required, and a diversion ot
i
the rivulet through C and D, would be a great improvement—( Vide line C to D1.) The portions E, 1,
- J O, H, and I, for public purposes, thus
E and H, markets ; E, town hall; G, court-house ; 1, com
. , ’ stabulary. The portions, J, K, L, for town extension. The portion M, for road metal, (which can be
I
found anywhere within these hills, and of good quality.)
'
.
ihe portion N—an elevation easy of access and readable, it may be considered an upper land,
'
ranging from ISO to 220 feet higher than tho plain. This I propose to reserve for ever as a public park;
the sides are wooded, slightly upon the western slopes, and with great effectthickly upon the
,eastern. The point N1 is (I think from angles of altitude I have taken, and measuring the horizontal
distances from my map as an easy approximation), the highest on the ridge. (Tide field book 3, page, id),
and from this point the view of the country is truly grand ; in fact, as one walks round the Mp or
the sides, the view for, say three hundred and forty-five degrees of the horizon, is pleasing m the
eitreme: alluvial valley after valley, till as it were they become lost in the distance ; then the eye
discovers bold inland ranges, distant probably one hundred and fifty miles, these receding valleys and
- mountain lines forming a vast and gorgeous amphitheatre as it were, with the ascent or park you
stand upon in the midst; it requires hut slight study to divine what is here in store for tuturc
* '
generations.
_
The proposed roads,—to the north rising as per tracing with a grade of 1 in_I5 and 1 in 14,—upon
the hill I in 88, and down the south end 1 in 22 ; others can be made westerly I in 13, and I m ». ihe
practicability of making this a park, and one of the healthiest in tho Colony, cannot be doubted. And
what is the distance to the top ?-ITalf a mile through town. If any infringement should be thought
necessary, I respectfully submit it ought to beonly for an Observatory or Churches, without grave
yards - for the latter of course it is not suitable, as tbe hills shew to be of stone, with from six or seven
to two’feet or so of brownish mould, well grassed, excepting here and there where stones protrude.
The portion marked 0,1 propose as a collecting reservoir, in size about one hundred acres; some
seven or eight acres at the south-east corner could not be made easily available, but this is counter
balanced by a rain fall from the park. A slight low embankment, from O1 to O, would store the
water, which could be carried in a pipe to the reserve marked A; this will he sufficient to do away with
the use of brackish water in summer. If required hereafter a town supply for summer might bo
obtained by ent and embankment along the line 0s. O3. which could be made to supply, by gravitation,
the inhabitants of the plain.
The portion marked P, I propose to reserve for various purposes, viz., roads, and road-metal,
firewood, (of gum, oak, turpentine, Ac.), and probably for water works extension and the like.
.
qi_a. drain fine fifty links wide, which, if needed, would become very useful in connection with
other smaller drains.
_
_
jt_I propose as a road one and onc-balf chains wide, to admit of drainage being carried along
it; but this road could be, I think, dispensed with, if the drainage line, Q, should be established.
’
S1 is a fine open landing place, and from here, southerly, along the bank of river to S=, I proper
capacious street and wharf accommodation, equal to three and one quarter miles, (from S to
there
is a gradual fall of about four feet.) At T, about mid-way, along wharf line, I propose a reserve for
markets, and suck purposes as may be desirable at a future time.
^
Ti to V is about that line which represents what would be occupied by the proposed cut, if to
the Pelican Creek only. U to W, that line which, I think, would be used if a straight cut from nver
to river was decided upon at any future time.
X, X,—A reserved road along bank of river.
_
t
Y Y —Land that may be easily drained by drains along the roads, as shewn by pencil dotting ;
bnt this land is not perhaps immediately suitable for farm occupation, because it would no doubt be
complained of thus
The Survey Department gave us nice roads, such as we cannot get at; it tins
land, marked yellow upon the tracing, is to bo surveyed, summer is the time to do it.
Z and Z1_Here I would propose the centre of road to form the boundary between the now pro
posed parishes of Tueki ■Tucki and Corakii, two native names; their boundanes I do not precisely
know. (Permit me here to state, I am not aware of what rules may he in force relative to such matter,
as this is the first time I have had to submit native names); there may be some role guiding the intro-_
duction of native names for parishes. I perceive from a map of the Settled District ol Melhomme, now
before me, that native names have been extensively used for parishes; but the boundaries, as it appears
straightened for convenience—Derrimut, Yan Yean, Mickleham, Bulla Bulla, Wil-Wil-Rook, Out-Paw
Paw, Keelbundora,—and tbe like parishes arranged so.
.
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It has struck me that there is tnuch more in the language or dialects of the various black tribes Mr, P. W.
of this island than is at present thought to be worth knowing; some of their words arc similar to those Birmingham,
of tho Celtic or other languages or dialects. In and upon the survey of Ireland the Government _ —, . — ^
appointed an antiquarian, as an officer of'the Department, to search the old Celtic records. If it was .. q..
there (among so many eminent Celtic scholars, such as bishops, and others,) found requisite to establish 1
'
such nn office, would it he as useful here, where hundreds of names are being adopted over tbe eastern,
southern, anil western portions of this island, to be repeated by future generations ? If each Colony had
its antiquarian probably something useful could be obtained from such a source.
I mean no disrespect whatever in anything this letter contains; it is all done with a sineerc desire
to perform my duty faithfully to my superiors.
■
I have, &c.,
Tbe Surveyor General,
FRED. WM. BIRMINGHAM,
dsc.,
<fce„
Ac.
Licensed Surveyor, Contractor.

E.
(Circular.)

Surveyor General’/t Office,
May, lti59.

Sir,

I have to draw your attention to the practice which has hitherto been to a considerable
extent followed, in tbe subdivision of lands by officers of this department, of establishing parishes,*
and numbering in a consecutive series, according either to position or to the dates of measurement,
portions which may be measured for sale within them.
2. This practice is frequently or generally inapplicable to the isolated portions of lands which
are now usually measured in the old Settled Districts, bnt it is very desirable that, wherever the
quality of land being measured for sale is such that a considerable extent in one locality may with
advantage be so measured, and particularly in portions of the Colony where tbe subdivision for sale is
in its commencement, the practice should be followed.
3. The size of parishes should be approximately 25 square miles, but may be allowed to vary
from IS to 35 square miles.
4. The boundaries should, wherever practicable, consist of creeks, ranges, or other natural
features, but failing the existence of these in suitable positions, arbitrary lines may be adopted as
boundaries, and which should, unless a strong reason to the contrary exist, be directed to tbe cardinal
points.
5. It is not, however, essential that the permanent boundaries should, at the time of tbe early
surveys in a parish, be determined; and, indeed, their determination at that period might involve an
amount of survey and labour, with which the advantage gained would be by no means commensurate.
.
These parishes are never proclaimed, neither arc their boundaries determined beyond the
possibility of alteration, save by tbe proclamation for sale of lands within them, or tho publication of
plans shewing such boundaries as finally adopted.
<
7. The boundaries are therefore subject to modification, as surveys and knowledge of the
features progress; and in this manner creeks or permanent lines of road may be made to rep ace
proposed right line boundaries, oven after the latter have existed for years on paper.
*
8. The numbering of portions within a parish, exclusively of course of town sections ind
allotments within them, should be one continuous series, and it is of course most convenient that the
numbers should follow each other through adjacent portions throughout the parish. Where, howe\ter,
as is usually the case, portions in different parts of a parish may be measured, while the intervene
lands arc left unmeasured and not even designed, it is obvious that the scries must refer rather to tn
chronological relation of the measurements than to the positions of the portions.
.
.
9- Iu eases where portions have been measured and sold, without numbers, in a locality in which
it may be desirable to establish a parish, it is best to count the number of such portions, and to com
mence tho new numbering with the next higher number; and this practice may also be applied, with
advantage, when two series of numbers have inadvertently been previously adopted in a parish.
10. Where euphonious aboriginal names can be ascertained, it is desirable that such should be
suggested by the surveyor for new parishes.
11. It has been usual to call parishes within which towns are laid out, by tbe name of the town,
but this practice may be departed from in cases where localities arc known by names which would
prove suitable for parishes, while tho towns have been called by some name foreign from the locality.
12.1 trust that tho full explanation which has been given above, will enable yon to decide in
what cases, in measurements which you may make, it is desirable to establish parishes, and to select
boundaries, and carry out complete scries of numbers within them; and that you will give to the
subject your best consideration in all cases where the practice maybe applied, and by so doing, prevent
the confusion and inconvenience which necessarily result from inconsiderate numbering of portions.
13. In recommending temporary or permanent boundaries for parishes, it will be sufficient to
transmit, with your surveys of lands, sketches shewing the proposed boundaries, such sketches being of
course alluded to in the letter.
I have, Ac.,

P,
(No. 60-1757.)

Sir,

_

Surveyor GeneralOffice,
Sydney, 21 November, I860.

Taking into consideration the large amount of labour involved, and the necessarily slow rate
of progress in surveys in the tropical forests, usually termed brushes on the banks of the Northern
rivers of this Colony, the Secretary for Lands has been pleased, on my recommendation, to approve of
an increase on the licensed surveyor's scale of fifty per cent,, being made in payment for surveys
within such forests.
,
2. On such of your accounts as may have becomu payable after the date of this decision, the
increased payments will be made, and this will render necessary extreme carefulness in the represent
ation on your plans of the margins of such forests, which may exist on lauds which you may measure.
3. In estimating the amount to be paid on each account, the extent of linear measurement
through and beyond the brash will give a proportionate increase on tho account.
I have, Ac.,
tj, t
• ,
AMcLEAN.
Mr, Licensed Surveyor Birmingham.

• For proposition of two parish names, see my letter, No. 8, of August 7th, 1860 ; and one of those proposed parish
names has been adopted, although my fold letter has not been answered, not even to tho preecnt day,—F. W. B, OcL 9,1861,

G.

i
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G.

Mr. F. W.

Birmingham.
1 /fw

irm

■’

'

[Requesting this letter may he immediately placed before the Honorable the Hinitter for land*.']
Camp Ho. 2, “ Steve Kin ft Plain," North Arm Bithmond Rivtr,
'
{About IS miles from Lismore Post Office,)
(No. 6fV23.)
Leccmber 10th, 1860.
In replying to letter No. 1,757, of 21st November, I860, ttnd signed A. G. McLean, I beg
respectfully to inform you that, upon my calling at tbe Surveyor General's Office, Sydney, on Monday,
13th of February of tbe present year, the Acting Surveyor General infoimed me the Government had
a contract to offer me; 1 asked to bo allowed to go upon salary, bnt was answered thus" The
“ Government have nothing but a contract to offer you, which you are at liberty to accept of, if you
“ think properand described it thus ‘—-,4 The Government are anxious to open np the nortli arm of the
Bichmond River, by cutting it up into farms tor a distance of two miles, extending back from the
“ river on each hank, from the junction of tho north and main arms to Lismore, exclusive of the
*• measured lands to he paid for after the present rate of licensed surveyors (scale ofj fees for farm
portions, and £2 per mile for the linear measuremouts of the preliminary or feature surveys, deducting
for all such linear measurements as may form a part of boundaries of portions measured for sale, and
and previously paid for.
•
The Acting Surveyor General stated, "Yon see there will be very little travelling; you can
“ send the work in by portions as yon do it, forwarding a tracing shewing a design for farms for
" approval, and proceed so through the contract. Yon can take these maps into the next room and
" study the mutter." Some twenty minutes after this I returned to tho Acting Surveyor General's
room, stating;—“lam sorry I cannot accept of the contract; it is a large survey, and the jungles
“ moreover, may he more difficult to cut through than 1 anticipate.” The Acting Surveyor General
replied,—“ Why ? Yon don't mean to say that you cannot make a considerable profit from these
" plains, (putting his finger over the larger map) ?" “Certainly, I could make a profit from these
plains, hut tho profit might he more than counteracted by the loss of time working tbe jungles, hut
“upon the whole, I think that by hard work and long hours, I might make a fair profit upon it.
“ Then what is your reason for not accepting it ?" “ Well, Sir, to speak plainly, it is completely beyond
“ my means, in fact, I never was poorer than I am at tho present moment." "Is that the only reason
“ that can prevent your undertaking it?” “ Yes, Sir, tho only reason,—the extent to ho surveyed does
" not frighten mo—I wish it was ten times as large, and that I had the means to undertake it." The
Acting Surveyor General replied,—“If that be the only reason to prevent your undertaking it, I will
“ apply for authority for an advance for yon; make an estimate of what money you think you may
" require, and let me know; recollect yon cannot do without a boat.”
I returned to the Acting Surveyor General's room—“Well, have you made out an estimate of
“ the amount you may require T “ Yes, Sir." “I supp&se anything short of £150 will bo useless ?"
" That is, Sir, exactly wbat I should require'’ ('turning a paper in the palm of my left hand to shew the
Acting Surveyor General the figures). Speaking about the contract tbe Acting Surveyor General
remarked,—“ I suppose you will have between one and two years work in it ?” I replied,—“ I think two
years work, Sir, at least.”
_
The enormous difficulty of cutting through these jungles or brushes being explained to me, by
Mr. Mann, licensed surveyor and others, I thought it hut prudent, before leaving the office, to mention
to the Acting Surveyor General, that I was much afraid for the first six months I could do no more
than hold my ground, and even that I might not be able to do ; and, probably, could not pay hack any
portion of the £150 advanced. The Acting Surveyor General replied,—" Well, write in and state how
you intend to pay it, The Government don’t give with one hand and take away with tho other,"
Having now explained the circumstances under which I took my present contract, I beg
respectfully to say tbat I do not clearly understand the intent and meaning of the letter I am now
replying to (No. 1,757), and signed A. G. McLean, in regard to extra payment for jungles or scrubs.
If meant as a boon I do not think I have asked for it directly or indirectly, and if meant to
supplant any of the advantages tbat I may be supposed to possess by my contract, I certainly will
not tako it. Therefore, it must he evident, 1 look for nothing more nor less than my contract justifies
me iu having. I labour hard to earn my bread, and think myself worthy of the hire. Should it bo
unfortunately the case that tho Surveyor General or the Honorable the Minister for Lauds thinks to
the contrarv, I have now only, respectfully, to say that if my holding this contract is considered
undesirable”, I will, upon the payment into the Bank for my services, after the rate of three guineas per
diem, as payment for myself and party, dating from the day I took the contract, till such time as a
letter to the above effect can reach my camp, relinquish it, the Government paying cost of party up,
(£23), the department deducting all moneys paid to my account, &c., and my delivering all papers and
documents relative thereto.
_
_
.
I cannot hut think something relative to this contract is not right. _
_
Four months ago I sent you my letter No. 8, and have had no official reply to it yet; even tho
receipt of it has not been acknowledged officially, although all others of mine, to No. 7, inclusive, and
all others after No. 8 have.
Now, I respectfully subject that beyond the walls of the department I am that person most
interested in this contract, and if my letter was, say upon tho whole, snperogatory, still I submit
that (laying aside much that could he inferred,} some ot its contents was in conformity with the
general meaning of circulars that 1 have from time to time received, as sent from the Surveyor
General's Office, and to which I was desirous to conform.
Early in October I wrote to a Mr. Mansfield, stating I had heard nothing from the Survey
Department, relative to my letter No. 8 (about town and canal scheme), and comparing my contract to
a man receiving some nuts to crack, saying, I had cracked some of the shells, and wanted tho kernels;
requesting him to see whoever may be chief draughtsman about it? Mr. Mansfield’s letter (in reply)
states thus:—“23rd October, 1860. I took your letter to the chief draughtsman (Mr. Adams), and be
“took it to the Surveyor General for information relative to it; and it appears that tracing No. 2.
“ containing the proposed design for a town and canal is abandoned, but it was hinted that you could—
“ or it was proposed—have a kernel, by extra pay for your thick brush,”
_
I sent Mr. Mansfield word, to inform the Acting Surveyor General I would take nothing but my
contract, and requesting the department to make a design for farms upon tlie plain, or, if I was to do it,
to say so, and that I would immediately send one in. I also stated that if my contract was any
stumbling-block in the way of the Survey Department I would relinquish it on payment of three
guineas per diem, from commencement to end of contract, (and I think the £23 it cost mo to pay
passages here); to this I have received no answer, except the letter I am replying to may be con
sidered tho answer.
As to scrub work and compensation for labour thereon, Mr. Peppercorne, licensed surveyor,
stated what he could do in those jungle surveys, thus:—He could not pay his mens wages, and his
position was altered to that of assistant sui voyor. It is not my business to fathom the reasons that
may have led A. G. McLean, Esq., Acting Surveyor General, to recommend to the Honorable the
Minister for Lands, that the sum of £3 per mile should be paid for brush work or jungle work in
" tropical forests;" hut it may be to my interest to inform the Surveyor General, that I have carefully
studied the cost of jungle work for the last nine months, and my calculation is that it has cost me three
and one half days time, and £3 10s. per mile for labour and food only I (I speak as a contractor,
having to put up with the rainy seasons, and other drawbacks which must as certainly occur
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to others as they or their like have occurred to me.) Thus much to shew that if Mr. McLean’s Mr, F. W.
kernel Itc sent me word about was accepted by me, I could get for future jungle work (some 16 or 17 Birmingham.
miles in extent, as he could discern fromMr. Darke’s map) so many pounds—less, of course, 50 per cent,
from farms bordering upon the river, and being part of the feature surveying; and for this shadow 11 Oct., 1861.
(a shadow which might be mado to elongate to distant creeks) I am in effect told I must give up my
contract right, to survey tho two largest plains!
And what do these plains amount to after all—seventy-two farms, or say about £270 or £280
worth of work? I will suppose they arc for survey and completed, say on the last day of March, then
time on contract over one year.
£
Moneys drawn tn the present under....................................................... 280
The two plains into farms, say..................... ............. ............................ -SO
£280, less 26 per cent., to pay part of £150 advanced.........................

660
70

£490 Total, say earned
within the year. Deduct food and men's wages, and how much will I get for my whole year's labour
here ? (and I think my surveys may compare favourably with the salaried officers of your department,
ride my letters. Nos. 7, 8, and 21,"of the present year; and Surveyor General’s letter 952, of the 2nd
of July. 1858) why ? Only £120 per annum!
Now, sir, 1 respectfully ask, what would he my position relative to this contractwas I to
give up my right to the very body and soul of the work in so far as I have gone, and which is now
upon tracing No. 3?
Am 1 to wear this (£150) “ collar of gold," and be told, “ Yes, yon can take it off, and “ No, you
cannot take it off?"
...
Bo this as it may I cannot engage a party permanently; my business is disarranged—cannot
guess tho future—therefore, if I cannot receive from the Survey Department definite and decisive
instructions to proceed with the survey of the farm portions on tracing No, 3, forwarded by this mail,
in registered letter No. 60-21, of December 8th, prior to tho mail leaving Sydney on the 2Gth day of the
present month, I will consider the contract as broken on your part; and as to holding any correspond
ence with you upon tho^subject, placed us I am in a wilderness, with men to feed and pay, I cannot
do it.
The debts I owe upon the river can he paid, and the labourers I have around me need not suffer
(can he paid) if you will he kind enough to placo to my account in the Bank, the money lor tho feature
survey, as represented upon the western part of tracing No. 3, sent you herewith. ’Tis true there is
my food upon the ground for them, hut as they are no parties to the contract, hut have simply drawn
around me (owing to my faith and their faith in the Surveyor General’s Department) I think it bnt
proper to inform yon how they may be circumstanced if yon will break the contract; this matter of
course lies to your discretion; and X must proceed to Sydney.
_
I am sorry I have to write in the strain I have adopted, (and indeed sorry that I have the trouble
of writing at all); hut I am now doing no more than every British subject should do—“sticking up ”
for my rights.
I hlTC
FBEDK, "WM. BIRMINGHAM, C.E,
Licensed Surveyor and Contractor.
The Surveyor General,
&c„
&c.,
Ac.

H.
Camp No, 2, Steve King's Plains,
Richmond River, January 23,1861.
(15 Miles by River from Lismore Post Offiee.)
Sir,
'
I have waited in idleness from the time I wrote you my letter numbered 23, up to tho present
(excepting time malting stakes for tho farm survey you have virtually taken from me, and five
times to Lismore Post Office awaiting a reply.) Silent contempt is not, as I view it, the way to do
business. My letter, No. 8, deserved a better fate.
You have not accepted of my offer of a compromise, by payment of three guineas per diem, Ac.,
therefore I now withdraw that offer. I am now paying off my men in so far as my means permit.
In letter No. 23 I stated, “If yon will break the contract I mustproceed to Sydney; this mean't
what 1 now intend, viz., to have legal advice and sue for damages for loss of contract, &c.
I have, Ac.,
■
(Respectfully to the office of Snrveyor
General, hut certainly not so to the non
professional gentlemen, who, in his
actingship, tries to supplant my rights.)
FREDK. W. BIRMINGHAM.
p.S,_In Letter 23 I may have omitted the letter e in tho word interest, and lower down the verb
“ have."
The Surveyor General,
Ac.,
&c.,
Ac.

I.
Steve King's Plain, Camp No. 2,
t
Not th arm of the Richmond River,
December 8, 1860.
Sir,
.
.
In accordance with my contract, (entered into at Sydney, in February, 1860, with the then
Acting Snrveyor General,) I beg respectfully to forward the accompanying tracing, No. 3, (and fieldbook, No. 5, separate,) being a design shewing proposed subdivision of land into farm portions.
’ The land is of the richest description—alluvial, lying about 18 feet higher thau the ordinary
winter level of the river, and admirably adapted for agricultural pursuits. The river is tidal, and the
water fresh.
_
The lagoon—portion 29—on “ Steve King's Plain," I propose ns ^ water reserve ; the portion
marked D, for use of roads, windmill sites, and the general benefit of tho inhabitants who may hereafter
locate here.
Tho little hill, at B, within a proposed reserve, has at its base an excellent sheet of water of
very good quality, deep and permanent, and of which the cattle on tho plain drink freely ; it appears
to me to be spring water. Mr. Peppercorne, assistant surveyor, in his Gundurimha reserve farm
design.

(No. 60-21.)
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Mr. I'. W.
Birmingham,
^
11 Oct 1861
*’
’

design, runs his road, seemingly, through this water, without knowing of its eiistcnce ; and at the
point somewhere about letter A, on the south hank of tho river, reserves about thirty-three acres of
agricultural land for a 4‘ water reserve,” Therefore, I respectfully submit that the Gundurimha reserve
su^^T's'on design about hero is very faulty, and I scarcely think he can have made an examination, of
primary feature survey of it. (Ara I to make .a feature survey of the Gundurimha reserve, when I get
so far up in my contract ?) Again, Mr. Peppercome's survey of the 408 acres portion for AVm. Wilson,
Esq., is decidedly wrong. I have so many traverse lines, or rather series of traverses closing entirely
to my satisfaction, along the river and scrubs, across the plain, <fcc., that I feel confidence in saying his
work is decidedly wrong.
Mr, Surveyor Darke’s survey of the Pelican Creek is not, for accuracy, what it ought to ho, by
any means. It appears to me, that at some few points he has touched tho creek, hut most of his detail
work is nothing more than “ sketching whilst chaining,” as he himself describes it to he.
_
The proposed farm portions (marked in pencil, 33, 34, So, and 36} are not suitable for families to
immediately settle upon, on account of want of artificial drainage in winter. The water during winter
sluggishly lowers at this place, as the grass impedes its passage; hut the land is good and farmers
would find it to be well worth £1 per acre now, and need not live upon it in winter. Partners in
England don't confine themselves to live upon such land as is subject to surface water; they work
it, and have their houses upon some other part of their lands. All the allotments (proposed allotments)
shewn upon this tracing (No, 3) are valuable, and, ns I previously writ, well adapted for agricultural
purposes. I have selected the heat ground, I think, for roads, to admit of effectually draining or
carrying off the winter’s water from the western part of the plain, and so as to save, in future, cost of
Construction.
I have,' &c.,
The Surveyor General,
FREDK. WM. BIRMINGHAM,
lire.,
&c.,
&c.

(No. 60-1276.)

J.
Surveyor General'n Office,
Sydney, 16 Avynst, I860.

Sir,
_
I beg to inform you that Mr. Surveyor Peppercorne has been requested to transfer to you
certain instructions, inadvertently addressed to him, for the measurement of Suburban allotments at
Gundurimha.
I have, &C.,

A. G. McLEAN,
A. S. GL

Mr. Licensed Surveyor Birmingham.

K.
Surveyor General's Office,
Sydney, 1 August, I860.

(No. 60-1188.)
Sir,

Mr. Wm. Drynan having made application for the purchase of sections 20, 21, 26, and 27 in
the suburbs of Gundurimba, I have the honor to request that you will measure the sections applied for,
together with such others as may be in demand.
I have, &c.,
F. S. Peppercorne, Esq,,
A. G. McLEAN,
Surveyor.
A. S. Gl.
Transmitted to Mr. Licensed Surveyor Birmingham, with reference to my letter of the 16th
August last, No. 1,276.
A. G. McLean.
B.C., 291A Oct, 1860.
60/1609.

L.
(No. 60-1277.)
Sir,

Surveyor General's Office,
Sydney, 16 August, 1860.

I beg to enclose a tracing, shewing a design for the sub-division of the Reserve at Gundurimha,
and I request that you will lay out the portions in accordance therewith, unless you think it desirable to
modify it in some respects.
*I have, &c.,
A. G. McLEAN,
Mr. Licensed Surveyor Birmingham.
A. S. Gl.

M.
To the Honorable the Chairman of Legislative Assembly Committee on F. W. Birmingham.
FarrameUfa, Saturday, 12 October, 1861.
Honorable Sir,
I beg respectfully to write a few lines in answer to tho question put yesterday by the
Honorable Member Mr. Hay, and as my memory was then rather uncollected, I now respectfully write in
reply to the question—“ Which are the measured lands at Gundurimba, surveyed by Mr. Peppercorne ? ”
That all the portions of land measured upon the nortli arm of the Richmond River have been measured
by Mr. Peppercorne, and all the town allotments of Gundurimha, that were offered for sale, have been
measured bv Mr. Peppercorne previous to my arrival on the river, therefore, I believe I am correct in
thinking “ the measured lands at Gundurimha ” are those north and north-cast thereof, and so far 1
was to make a feature survey; hut, instructions for the whole of the Gundurimba Reserve, accompanied
by a farm design, was sent me, thereby overlapping for some seven or eight miles along east side of
river, and contrary to the instructions for this part, as appears by Acting Surveyor General’s letter
’60/952.
_
From this cause, and knowing the design for Gundurimha Reserve to he faulty on the west side of
river. 1 thought the easier way to come to a certainty upon the matter was to write, as I did, to the
Acting Surveyor General in my letter '60/21, of December 8th, asking was I to make a fresh design?
and of course I would have gladly conformed to his wishes if ho thought proper to send me a reply
during my stay upon the river.
J
I remain, &c.,
FREDERICK WILLIAM BIRMINGHAM.
WEDNESDAY,
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Alexander Grant SJoLean, Esq., Acting Surveyor General, called in and examined:—
McLean,
100. By ihe Chairman: The Committee are proceeding with an investigation of the case of A. G.Esq.
Mr. F. W. Birmingham—I suppose you are acquainted with the circumstances? I have not
seen his petition.
.
10 Oct., 1861.
101. There is no petition—merely an application on the part of Mr. Birmingham to have
his case investigated by a Committee of the House, as far as relates to his connection with
the Survey Office, with respect to a contract for surveying on the Richmond River. You
know Mr. Birmingham ? Yes.
102. I think, some time in 1860, Mr. Birmingham took a contract from the Survey Office
to measure the north arm of the Richmond River ? It must have been early in 1860 I
think. I see, by reference to the papers, that it was in February, 1860.
103. Perhaps you will be good enough to state to the Committee the conditions on which
Mr. Birmingham took this contract? Though the term “contract” is what Mr. Birming
ham specially wishes to apply to it, it was not a specific contract, hut an arrangement
certainly having the nature of a contract to some extent, that Mr. Birmingham was to make
a survey of the north arm of the Richmond River, from the main river about as far as the
town of Lismore,* with all creeks, swamps, and other features that would affect the sub
division of the land for sale, within about one to two miles of tho river on either side; that he
was to be paid for this general survey at tbe ordinary linear rate paid to licensed surveyors, £2
per mile; that be was to send in bis plans of survey piecemeal, with designs for the sub
divisions of farms; that after approval of such designs he was to measure and mark out
those farms; and that the price paid for those portions of his general survey, which formed
also the boundaries of farms—that is, where a creek or river, part of which had been
surveyed in the general survey, formed also a farm boundary—should be deducted from tbe
scale price per acre for tbe measurement of farms, so that the public should not be paying
twice over for the survey of the same ground. It was possible that Mr. Birmingham might
have been employed over three times the extent that was stated in that arrangement; but
at the time he went down that was what he might fairly have looked forward to as the survey
which he was to carry out—that is, the survey of the north arm, from the main river up
to Lismore,f with the features I have stated. There was a possible exception of part of tbe
Gundurimba reserve, on which the town of Gundurimba bad itself been surveyed, and some
surveys might have been made on the reserve by Mr. Peppercorne, and in ease Mr. Pepper
corne bad made them before Mr. Birmingham got there, of course Mr. Birmingham was not
to go over the same ground again; but when this arrangement was made with Mr. Bir
mingham Mr. Peppercorne was instructed not to make any further measurements there, with
the view of leaving the whole to Mr. Birmingham.
104. I think the Survey Office or the Secretary for Lands made Mr. Birmingham some
advance ? Yes; during the time of Mr. Forster’s Government some one had pointed out to
Mr. Forster or Mr. Black the desirability of laying out this agricultural land, and the
Government determined on having it laid out, and instructed me to tako measures for that
object. At that time unemployed surveyors were not very numerous; most of the best were
employed in making surveys for railways; and Mr. Birmingham, who had just then returned
from California or British Columbia, without any means whatever, I believe, applied for
employment. As he ha^becn previously employed in the department, and his services had
given satisfaction, in the dearth of surveyors I recommended him, even though the Govern
ment wero obliged to advance him £150 to pay his men and provide equipment, until he had
earned some money. That, of course, was authorized by Mr. Black.
105. Mr. Birmingham then proceeded with his survey on the Richmond ? Yes.
106. Did he effect this linear survey at first ? He commenced with some feature survey
which enabled him to design fifteen farms, the design for which he sent down according to
arrangement, and then proceeded with his feature survey; his desigu for the farms was
approved and returned to him, and he marked them off.
107. I think Mr. Birmingham said that the understanding with him was, that while his early
designs were being considered he proceeded with further designs ? Precisely; the feature
survey first and then the designs. A good deal of our arrangement was verbal, and I
cautioned him before he went that the postal arrangements from tbe Richmond were rather
uncertain, and that, therefore, he had bettor send in his designs for a few farms only at a
time, as he might have them ready, in order that he might not leave himself without work in
consequence of any delay in communication from that cause.
'
108. This (aplan before the Committee') h a tracing that Mr. Birmingham sent in of the
country he had to survey, shewing the different blocks where he effected this linear survey.
At the commencement there is some subdivision of farms, which will be the fifteen farms
be surveyed in the first instance ? Yes.
109.
•Note (on reoiiion)1 find on reference to tho Instructions to Mr. Birmingham, dated 27 Feb
ruary, 1860, of which I enclose a copy, that Mr. Birmingham's survey was to extend to Gundurimba,
which is some miles short of Lismore.
tNOTE (on tevuian):—Or, as it now appears, to Gundurimba.'
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A. G.McLean, 109. B 1 and B 2 will be the nest ? Yes. He did not design B 1 and B 2 as farms, but,
I believe, as a very extensive township, which he extended, as it seems to me, from this place,
over something like four miles in length, rather unnecessarily extensive, apparently, if the
16 Oct, 1SC1. wJi0le is designed as a town.
110. This will be the spot here (pointing to map) on which he wrote a long letter to the
Survey Office, suggesting the desirability of leaving a reserve for tbe purpose of making a
canal from one branch of the river to another, which would be about a mile and three
quarter's across, and would save going round eight or nine miles f Yes, However X am
aware that this design for a town was a very extensive design, more extensive than I con
sidered was necessary, and not a suitable design, It was subsequently referred to the
district surveyor, Mr. Henderson, and therefore I have not got it with me.
111. It came within the province of a surveyor in Mr. Birmingham’s position to make
suggestions as to the site of the town, if in his opinion the reserve mado in the first instance
was objectionable, on account of being subject to floods for instance f Yes, undoubtedly, it
would be almost his duty in such a case. On the north arm we have no townships in that
vicinity, excepting Lismore and Gundurimha) and on the main arm only a township called
Codrington, which is shewn on that plan.
112. I think it was to Supplant that that Mr. Birmingham recommended the other site ? I
am rather under the impression that it was to supplant a proposed town at the junction.
The reason that letter was not replied to was—first, that there was no existing necessity for
a town there, although there might be for farms; though from the result of the attempted
sale of those farms that were measured by Mr. Birmingham, which are, I suppose, as good as
any on tho river, it docs not appear that there was much demand for farms in that neigh
bourhood, but some have been sold since, I believe.
However there was no present
necessity for a town, and the design did not, in my opinion, shew much sound judgment on
Mr. Birmingham’s part, and it was necessary to take the advice of tho district surveyor,
when he might be on the river, before acting on it. I may explain that the district sur
veyors are a sort of inspecting surveyors, and their districts are sometimes very extensive
Mr. Henderson’s district extends from Brisbane Water up to the boundary of Queensland,
so that there would be a long delay between two visits to the same part of his district.
113. That comprises a very wide area of country? Yes. There are not a great many
officers employed in that part of the Colony, and, in fact, the district surveyors must bo
appointed rather in proportion to the number of surveyors than the extent of country.
114. Had tho Government any application during the time Mr. Birmingham was pro
ceeding with his survey, to withdraw any portions of his survey on the north arm from
sale ? I am not aware of any application.
115. You are not aware of any application to withdraw any part of a run comprising some
plains which came within Mr. Birmingham’s contract—part of Mr. Wilson’s run at LLsmore ? No, I am not aware of it. The fact is, that before Mr. Birmingham went to the
river, Mr, Wilson had applied to purchase, under pre-emptive right, all tho unreserved
portions of his run having frontage on the north arm of the Bichmond, but there was very
little of the north arm that was not actually reserved.
116. 1 suppose you are aware, from the information you have of that country, that some
parts are much more impracticable and less remunerative to a surveyor than others ? Yes,
undoubtedly; a great deal of the country on the Bichmond Eiver is very unremunerative
to a surveyor.
117. And there is some plain country which would be very profitable ? Yes.
118. Do you know on which part of the river this plain country would he—towards Lismore,
or towards where Mr. Birmingham commenced his survey ? I know there are many swamps
where he commenced, and brushes; and above Lismore again it is entirely brush; but 1
believe in the vicinity of Lismore and Gundurimba there is more open country than between
Gundurimba and the main river.
119. Do you recollect how many designs of Mr. Birmingham’s you approved of—the feature
survey ? Two in all.
120. Would you recollect from this tracing which they are ? One was the design of these
fifteen farms; the other was the country embracing B2 and G. I might be able to refresh
my memory from the papers. (JVi’tnMs referred io papers.) Yes, the first design was for
fifteen farms; the second design was for seventy-two farms; and I believe that is about the
explanation of the whole difficulty with Mr. Birmingham—I mean his withholding his
designs for farms until he had designed so large a number as seventy-two. If he had sent
in designs for fifteen or twenty at a time, or even for ten or twelve, as I had recommended
him to do, he would have had the approval of them conveyed to him, one after another, as he
proceeded with his feature survey, and he would have been constantly employed; but baving
exhausted bis feature survey by sending in a design far seventy-two farms, he was without
work until that design could be returned to him, which he knew could not be done without
some delay, on account of the defective postal arrangements before alluded to, independently
of the usual time occupied by such matters in the office, with which he was also acquainted.
121. Was it not competent for him to proceed with a fresh design while the first design was
here for your approval? Yes, while the first design was with me for approval and for some
time probably after it was returned to him, he was engaged on the feature survey on which
he designed the seventy-two farms; but after having designed the seventy-two farms he had
to come to Gundurimba, where there was no feature survey to go on with, and therefore he
was at a stand-still, waiting the return of this design for the seventy-two farms.
122. Was it discretionary with Mr. Birmingham to go back any particular depth from the
river in his feature survey, according to the contract ? There were certain reserves made
on the river, and the subdivision of these reserves was the object of his going there. The
boundaries of these reserves formed the limit of his surrey; but as the Government were not
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bound not to make further rcEerves he was not tied to these boundaries. He went on the A.G.McLean,
average about two miles bock from the river—a little more or a little less, at his discretion.*
®'s4‘
1‘23. Arc you aware whether Mr. Peppercorne was on the river at the time Mr. Birmingham
'A—\
was there ? ■ I think not.
16 Oct., 1861.
1‘li. Was there any other Government surveyor there?
No other surveyor at the time he
was there.

125. What do you conceive to be the nature of the difference between Mr. Birmingham and
the Survey Department in the first instance. I may as well say that Mr. Birmingham bases
his complaint principally on the fact of his communications not receiving the attention he
considered necessary, and that in fact be was idle on the river for some time from his designs
not boiug approved of, and information given him? My explanation of his idleness is this:
that instead of continuing the practice he commenced with, of sending in a design for a few
farms, he sent in a design for a town, the laying out of which was not within the arrangement
or contract under which Mr. Birmingham went to the Bichmond, although it was quite
within his province to send in suggestions as to any favourable site that might present itself.
Or to remedy any error in previous designs, and he then proceeded with Iris feature survey to
such an extent as to send in all at once a design for seventy-two farms, or five times the
numbei1 ho had previously sent in one design ; in this way lie exhausted his feature survey,
having kept back Iris farm designs till he had done so, and there being then some delay in
consequence of the state of the postal communications, and also a little more delay than
usual in the office at that time, in consequence of the chief clerk, who acted as clerk of
records, being laid up, tbe approval of his design was not sent from the office for some con
siderable time after he had despatched it from the Bichmond; his letter conveying this design
was not answered fora month after its receipt, and probably ho would not receive tbe answer
for a fortnight more, and therefore he was. kept idle j but had be sent in a design for fifteen
or twenty farms at a time, and then gone on with his feature survey while that design was
under consideration, he need not have been delayed at all.
126- vkiven after sending in a design for seventy-two farms would that prevent his going on
with the featuru survey ? He had completed the feature survey up to the Gundurimba
reserve, where tho feature survey had already been done, he was told that Mr. Peppercorne
had been employed, and that probably on the Gundurimba reserve he might not have any
feature survey to do. If Mr. Peppercorne had not subdivided the farms he should have the
subdivision of the farms, but not tho feature survey. Above that again, the land had been
measured under pre-emptive right for Mr. Wilson, and therefore he had no further feature
survey to go on with.
121. Did you receive any communication from him with respect to the feature survey of tho
G andurimba reserve by Mr. Peppercorne ? Yes.
128. Complaining of his inaccuracy ? There was a complaintof incompleteness in one place
where a lagoon which existed on the reserve had not been shewn. Mr. Peppercorne’s
survey did not extend to it. Mr. Peppercorne had designed a road to pass through it. That
was the principal complaint. He did complain of an inaccuracy which has been under
reference to the district surveyor, and is the subject of correspondence now in the offiee.
Mr. Birmingham explains his own case at great length in this letter. I do not know that
the Committee would care to read the letter through now j it is a very lengthy one—but I
think in it he states his whole case very fully.
129. Is that the letter Mr. Birmingham writes, asking your permission to proceed with tho
measurement of the Gundurimba reserve on tbe ground of the inaccuracy of the previous
survey ? No, this is his letter of complaint j a sort of appeal to tho Secretary for Lands.
130. We have it already in evidence? Mr. Birmingham seems to bo labouring under a
misconception with reference to a letter which was sent to him about an allowance it was
proposed to make for surveys of brush lands. In consequence of the unremunerative
character of these surveys of brush lands, I recommended, in October, 1860, that surveyors
employed in such surveys should bo paid 50 per cent, additional on the scale, and Mr.
Birmingham and one or two others employed in such country, where there was this tropical
forest or brush to survey through, were informed of this in a circular letter which appears to
me to be pretty plain, and which I will read to tbe Committee.
131. W/e have that already in evidence. There is evidently a misconception on Mr. Bir
mingham’s part, because Mr. Hay, who is a member of the Committee, explained that during
Iris term of office the arrangement was contemplated to give the surveyors an increase of 50
per cent, for measuring these brush lands, and Mr. Birmingham gave in the letter ho received
conveying that information to him, and evidently misconstrued its meaning; he is under the
impression, and no doubt that in great measure has had to do with the misunderstanding,
that it was intended to supplant his contract ? So ho says here. He appeared almost to
refuse the 50 per cent. Tho letter clearly implies that he is still to go on with his plain
survey.
132. It seems that there were a variety of circumstances that throw a shadow of doubt over
his mind. It is given in evidence, I may tell you, that he had received information from
members of Mr. Wilson’s family, that some of the land within his contract was to be with
drawn from survey—the most remunerative part of the country that came within the pale of
his contract ? That was quite an error.
133. And I think you say yourself that there was some delay in answering Iris letters ?
There was a delay of a^ month in answering his letter with the design of the seventy-two farms.
134. You think about six weeks altogether ? A delay of a month in the office. His letter
was received on the 27th December, a time when there is not much done anywhere, and it
. * Note (onTcvuicm):—I perceive by reference to the instructions that two miles was the distance
specifically stated which Mr. B’s survey was to extend from the river,
■
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'**®‘^c^ean’wa3 Answered on the 30th January. I may mention that at this time there was an arrangei5s<1'
meat in the Survey Department and Commissioner of Crown Lands Department,, of which I
wm acting head at the time, that all correspondence with the public should be conducted
16 Oct., 186], entirciy through the Minister’s Office, and that the correspondence of the head of the depart
ment should be only with the officers of the department; in fact, that the Surveyor General
and Chief Commissioner should report to the Secretary for Lands, and tho Secretary for
Lands should communicate entirely with the public. In carrying out this arrangement some
three-fourths of the clerks of the Survey Department were transferred to the Secretary for
Lands, leaving some three or four to the Survey Department, of whom one was practically
the chief clerk and record clerk, being the only one left that was competent for either
of the offices. Having these two duties, chief clerk and record clerk, he was very
much overworked, so much so that he was knocked up, and at this particular juncture
he was ill. There was, therefore, some delay in dealing with the papers. The delay was
not in writing the letter, because that was simply a copy of what I had directed to he
written; but in the recording of it, and preparing the case for consideration, which, under
ordinary cirenm stances, very often takes three or four days. TV hen a letter comes in any
subject that has been before treated of in the office, the practice is to find all former papers
hearing on the subject, and place them with the new paper; and at this time, when the
record clerk was absent, as 1 have explained, there was no one competent to do this duty
efficiently, and letters were therefore delayed for a considerable period; I have no doubt
this one was delayed for ten days or a fortnight before it ever came to me.
135. Hy Mr. Shepherd: You have no complaint to make of Mr. Birmingham? None, of
his work; he is a very accurate surveyor, and I believe quite a conscientious man. I believe
he would not send in an incorrect survey, or fudge his work for the sake of saving himself
trouble. He is a very conscientious man, hut very eccentric.
136. Did you approve of his design? Yes; his design for these seventy-two farms was a
very judicious one.
137. The letter approving of it did not reach him before he had loft? No ; he had left the
river. When the papers came to me I marked it very urgent; and my memorandum was
written on the 29th January, and the letter to him on the 30th, so that there was no great
delay between the time I acted on it and the time the letter was despatched.
138. What time is generally required to convey letters to and fro ? They go by the Clarence
Eiver, overland from the Clarence River; and it seems this letter of Mr. Birmingham’s is
dated 8th December, and did not come in till tho 27th December—nearly three weeks. I
think that is an unusually long time, and it may have been written some days before it got
to the Post Office at Casino. It was a matter of some consequence to Mr. Birmingham ;
and as he was personally cautioned that tbe postal arrangements were uncertain, it was his
business to have seen that there was no greater delay than could he avoided resulting from
the course of post.
139. Was it long after you had written, confirming his plan, that you heard he had left the
river ? I can scarcely say, from memory; bat I think the letter written to him was returned
through the post a long time afterwards,
140. Did Mr. Birmingham make any immediate application to you after his having left ?
After his coming to Parramatta ?
141. Yes? Well, I cannot be certain of that; I will just look at the papers a moment.
(Witness did so.)
This is the letter to him, on the outside of which I find the following
endorsement, “ Left the river with instructions to return all Government letters. W. P.”
This came back on the 3rd May.
142. By the Chairman: It was written in January? Despatched on the 30th January;
this note I suppose is by tbe Postmaster at Casino,* but be does not put any date unfor
tunately.
143. By Mr. Shepherd : After having approved of Mr. Birmingham’s designs, and ascer
tained that he had left tlie river, would you have taken him orfagain? I proposed not very
long since to take him on again, with the view of saving to the Government the money
which bad been advanced to him, allowing him to work it ont.
144. By Mr. Hoskins: Is he in debt to the Government? He is; the amount advanced
little more than provided his equipment, and it was not expected he would repay it for some
time.
145. By Mr. Shepherd: He would have worked it out? Yes, of course the object of the
Government was to employ him sufficiently to enable him to support himself in the mean
time, but to work it out eventually, which I have no doubt he would have done if he had
completed his survey. I see he writes from Parramatta in April, 1861.
146. Notifying his having left the Richmond? No; that is not the earliest letter from
Parramatta. He had been to see the Secretary for Lands when he came to Sydney in the
first place, and Mr. Robertson was under the impression that he was intoxicated, but he got
a medical certificate to shew that he was not. I believe he was only excited; he is a very
eccentric man. With reference to his being further employed I may say that in July last
I proposed to Mr. Robertson that he should be allowed to finish his contract, with a view of
giving him an opportunity of working out his debt to the Government. (Witness read the
letter.)
The regulation here referred to about copying plans in the department was one
made by the Secretary for Lands in opposition I may say to my advice, but Mr. Birming
ham having taken it into his head that I am a special enemy of his, seemed to imagine that
it had been made by me and personally to affect him. I allude to the regulation charging
a fee of £5 a year to each surveyor seeking the privilege of access to original maps and
field books, to make tracings.
147.
Note (on revision):—It reached Casino on the 16th February, as per post mark.
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147. By ihe Chairman : In the event of a surveyor requiring to make a tracing only on one A.G.McLean,
occasion, he would have to pay £5 ? Yes. I opposed it, partly thinking it might give a
monopoly to a few, and partly, because it might be inconvenient to the office that certain
individuals should have the power it would seem to give them, to come to the office and
Oct., 1861.
demand to see certain plans, and room to make tracings. Mr. Robertson approved of the
proposal I made for the re-employment of Mr. Birmingham, and he was informed tbat be
might complete the subdivision he had designed, and of course that would have led to his
completing the whole of the surveys, and possibly to his being continued in the employment
of the department; but be declined it, because he said it was a partial offer, and he required
compensation for his loss of time.
148. By ike Chairman: It was not clearly understood that he was to he resumed in his
former position to effect the original survey he was sent to execute ? No, hut these seventytwo farms formed a very considerable portion of it, and the principle being admitted that on
his retracting some of his improper letters he would have been again employed.
149. It was quite reasonable for Mr. Birmingham to suppose, that his being reinststed to do
this work might have had the sole effect of giving him occupation until his debt was worked
out ?-----------150. By Mr. Shepherd: That was the object I understood ? Yes, that was the reason ;
there was no other object in the Government employing Mr. Birmingham again but that he
should work out that debt. However, if he had said, give me the whole original contract
,
or so much more as will afford me some compensation for my loss of time, the matter, I
think, would have been arranged.
151. Did not Mr. Birmingham make such an offer? In his last letter.
152. I think we have it in his evidence tbat he would resume his work on certain conditions— .
some compensation for his loss of time? Not that I admit that he deserved any remunera
tion for his loss of time, because, as I have explained, it was his own fault,
153. By Mr. Hoskins: What is there particularly offensive in Mr. Birmingham’s commu
nications—is it the style, or the language used ? This (referring to a letter') is his first
letter, a sort of appeal to the Secretary for Lands, in which he recounts, almost ‘ecrbatimf a
good deal of a conversation that he had with me on the subject of the contract.
154. Did he shew a want of respect ? I certainly think he did. (The witness read passages
from ike letter, tvhich he considered offensive.)

155. Is that letter to you ? It is addressed to me, but with a request at the top that it may
be immediately laid before the Minister for Lands.
156. Was it his duty to address all communications to you? Yes, but of course he had a
right to appeal to the Secretary for Lands,
157. I suppose you consider it an unusual proceeding to write to a subordinate clerk on official
business, as it appears from that letter ho had done ? Merely to make enquiries he might
do it •, hut he had no right to mention it afterwards in an official communication, or to say
that T had sent him such a message as that to which he alludes. However, this is not so
objectionable as it is irrelevant and unofficial, Some of his other letters are more offensive.
The letter he published in the papers about the fees charged to surveyors for making tracings
was much more offensive in its tone than any of the official letters.
158. Do you really think Mr, Birmingham an efficient officer? Yes; he is certainly a
qualified, pains-taking, and conscientious surveyor.
159. Do you believe him to have been a pecuniary loser? He had nothing when be com
menced, and nothing when he left off; his labour would be thrown away no doubt.
160. By the Chairman: The same means that prevented Mr, Birmingham from knowing
whether his design was approved of or not would also prevent him from knowing the cause
of the delay in communicating with him from your office ? Yes; but he must have expected
some delay in the office. At that time I was acting as Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands,
and I had a great many things of quite as much importance as Mr. Birmingham’s to attend
to. It is impossible in any large department to be up to the day, unless you have a staff so
large that a great many of them will often be sitting idle, and ready to be at once applied
when a mass of business comes in. Therefore a delay of a fortnight or three weeks would
not be an unreasonable delay in dealing with his letter. He should have expected at least a
fortnight’s delay iu the office, besides the postal delay, which it was his interest and his duty
to make himself acquainted with. As it was, there was a fortnight more delay than usual,
owing to the illness of the chief clerk, as I have explained.
161. Are you aware that Mr. Birmingham received communications from your office, on
matters not relating to this particular survey, in the mean time—one or two; I think one had
reference to birds being procured for the aviary in Sydney ? Yes, that was a circular letter
directed to be sent to all the surveyors, requesting them to take any opportunity they might
have of securing birds for the aviary, it being thought that, from their position, they would
be able to lend some assistance in that object.
162. You say you had no occasion to find fault with Mr. Birmingham’s work as a surveyor ?
Not with his work.
163. And you admit that he had a right to expect, from the understanding between you,
that ho bad the survey of the river from the junction to Lismore ? *Ycs, so long as his
surveys were satisfactory and his conduct becoming. Of course there were circumstances
which might have justified the Government in breaking the contract or arrangement. I
attribute the whole difficulty to his want ofjudgment in not sending in a small portion of
the design at a time, and keeping some work in advance, and to his assuming at that distance
from
_ ‘Note (on revision)This answer must be qualified, the wort beyond Gundurimba not being
within Mr. B's instructions.
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^ ^Esq^^11' from S7dncy> And with uncertain postal communication, tbat he would have a reply almost
^
immediately, to his letter. He had surveyed up to the Gundurimba reserve and had no tliore
ir not iftfii ^eatore survey to do, and I think he must have been idle from tho day that he despatched
•’
‘ this design nutil the reply would reach him.
164. With reference to the charge in your office for inspecting maps, what was the original
charge? There was no charge before. The arrangement was that any respectable surveyor
had access to the originals, and the Surveyor General exercised a discretion as to whom he
would allow to see them. Any one was allowed to make tracings, but old originals and field
books were only accessible to a few old surveyors. In fact, excepting to a few of the very
old surveyors, it would cost more trouble to find out anything from the old field books and old
originals than the information gained would repay. I think perhaps it may be desirable
to append to ray evidence the two reports on the subject of Mr. Birmingham’s case, that I
have made; perhaps they will shew more clearly than I have done verbally the whole case.
One is a report to the Secretary for Lands on Mr. Birmingham’s first appeal to him, and the
other is my letter to the Secretary fur Lands, dated 5th July, 1801, with marginal memo
randum on his letter. Possibly also it may be well to append, although it never reached
him, my letter in reply to that long letter of his, his first appeal to the Minister, which was
enclosed in the same cover with a formal approval of his design for the seventy-two farms.
165. You can supply copies, I suppose ? Yes. I should desire to do so that the Committee
may see tho spirit iu which I met his appeal.*

A.
Surveyor General's Office,
27 February, 1SG0.

fair,

.
In refereaee to your letter of the 23rd instant. Iso. 1, I have to request that on your
arrival at the Richmond, you will commence a traverse survey of the north bank of the river, at tho
south boundary of the “ Reserve,” at the junction of tlie nortli arm and main river, and carry it up to
that junction ; thence along tho cast side of the north arm to tbe northern boundary of tbe Reserve,
determining, wherever practicable, by angles and bearings, tho relative position of the opposite side of
tbe river; and tbat you will then traverse all creeks, lagoons, swamps, or other obstructions to tbe
adoption of a regular design for farm portions, within two miles of the portion of the river surveyed ;
and liaving plotted your surveys you will then make a design for the subdivision of tbe land, giving
your special attention to the selection ol tho host lines of road for future traffic, both along tlie river
and from back lands to it; as also to the necessity of reserving spaces for wharfs at tlie extremities of
roads terminating on the river.
2. The portion to be designed should be of areas varying from 40 to 80 or 100 acres. Thev should
be so designed as to embrace in each a fair proportion of avaiiablc land to divide the river frontage
amongst the largest number of conveniently shaped portions, and, Subject to these conditions, and to
the direction of roads, they should be, as far as possible, rectangular, and have their boundaries, where
no reason exists for their being otherwise, directed to tbe cardinal points.
3. Having completed this design, and transmitted it to me for approval, you will proceed to
survey, in a similar manner, the river and features near it, from the northern end of the first survev to
the surveyed lands at11 Gundurimba,” measured by Mr. Peppercorn, and to design it—exclusively, of
course, of the pre-emptive purchase measurements within it—for subdivision.
’
4. You will be at liberty to make tbe usual charge for linear measurements for the surveys
referred to, but in payment for the future measurements which you may make of the land for sale, a
deduction will be made for all river trace, aud other linear measurements which may form boundaries
of portions to be measured.
I have, fee.,
A. G. McLEAN,
Mr. Licensed Surveyor Birmingham.
A. S. GL

.
Sir,

B.
Surveyor General’s Office,
Sydney, 30 January, 1S31.

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 10th ultimo. No. 23, and in doing
so I must express^ my great surprise at the tone and character of that communication.
The letter is principally or wholly founded on the circumstance communicated to you by circular,
tluit you would for the future receive an additional remuneration for any portion of your surveys which
might lie within the dense river brushes of tho locality in which you are surveying, and as an assump
tion for which there are no grounds in the circular, that in conceding to you the advantages resultin"'
from this arrangement without application on your part, it was intended to deprive yon of a large and
remunerative portion of the survey, for the performance of which you proceeded to the Richmond.
Your letter addressed to myself, but with a request in its heading that it “ may he immediately
placed before the Minister for Lands," contains an unnecessarily detailed statement of the circumstances
in which you rejoined the department, with allusions to messages through members of this departmept, which of course cannot he recognized as official, and to which you arc not warranted in referring
in official correspondence.
The whole letter is obviously au appeal to the Minister against an injustice to which you suppose
yourself to have been subjected at my hands, hut which you might at once have learned by a letter of
inquiry from me, had no existence. While every individual in a public department has an undoubted
right to appeal to the Minister to whom tlie department belongs, against any decision or action of the
head of that department, it is necessary to the well-being of the public service that when such an appeal
may
•Memorandum (after revision):—I enclose, as Appendices, copies (1) of tho original instructions
to Mr. Birmingham, dated 27 February, 1860, A; (2) of my letter in reply io Mr. Birmingham’s letter
of appeal to the Secretary for Lands, dated December 10th, I8G0, B: (3) of my report, dated nth July,
1SG1, to the Secretary for Lands, on the subject in question, C ; (4) of my letter to tho Secretary for
Ijfinds, dated 5th July, 1801, D and (5) copies of my marginal memorandum on Mr, Birmingham*s
letter of 21st May, 1361, E, which was returned to the Secretary for Lands in letter No, 4,

A. G. McLean, 22 Oct., 1861.
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may 138 mad,', on insufficient grounds, the appellant should suffer tho penalty of having made a ground- A. G.McLean
less accusation against the officer under whom he may serve, even should that penalty amount to a
Esq.
removal from the service; and this principle applies with greater force to an officer temporarily _ j. —^
employed as is a licensed surveyor,
_
o.
iogj
It is not, however, my desire to remove you from your position, or to make any change other
■’
‘
than that provided by the circular relating to Waste Lands, in the arrangement under which you have
hecn employed; and I have, therefore, not forwarded your letter, as you requested, to tho Secretary for
Lauds, hut I must caution you that I cannot, witli due regard to the position which I occupy, or to tho
conduct of the department, permit such communications to be addressed to me, and I would express a
hope that you will yourself now perceive its impropriety.
I have, Sx.,
Mr, Licensed Surveyor Birmingham.
A. G. McLEAN.

C.
Blank Cover Report in Mr. Birmingham's letter of 10th December, 1SG0.
61,925.
_
Mk. Binjinranam had no specific contract, but he was informed that be should be employed in the
survey of the north arm of the Richmond River, from the main river upwards, and in the division into
farms of the available lands on its hanks ; and he was supplied with an advance of £150 to enable him
to undertake the work, with which he proceeded until the receipt by him of a circular letter, of which a
copy is enclosed (marked AJ informing him that for all surveys which might be made through tho
tropical forests on the river he would be allowed an additional 50 per cent., thus so far improving his
position.
....
.
.
Mr. Birmingham, labouring under a strange misconception that it was intended to deprive him
of all tho surveys with which he was to have been entrusted, save that through such forests, addressed
to me the unclosed intemperate and scarcely rational letter, marked B, to which I, as early as the
pressure of other business admitted, returned the reply, marked 0, prior, apparently, to the receipt of
which by Mr. Birmingham, he addressed to me the enclosed letter, marked JJ.
Mr, Birmingham has thus thrown np the surveys on which he was employed, partly under a
misconception for which there were no grounds whatever, and partly through delay in the receipt of
instructions, ns*hereinafter explained, and in doing so has seen fit to commit himself to statements and
remarks so improper and incompatible with his position, as to preclude his further employment in the
department.
The office not being in possession of any correct representation of the course of the north arm
of tho Richmond River, Mr. Birmingham's directions were to make a survey of the north arm of the
Richmond, and of the features of the country adjacent, and to lay out into portions of from 40 to 100
acres, the available laud which might he included within the survey. It was considered desirable that
Mr. Birmingham should submit for approval the designs which he might propose for the subdivision of
the available lands; und as on account of the uncertainty of tbe post to the Richmond, it was thought
that this would entail some little delay, he was instructed, with a view of economising his time, to
proceed with portions of tbe feature survey, and to submit for approval the designs he would propose
far the available lands within such portions, and during tho time which might he occupied in obtaining
the approval of the designs, to continue the feature survey.
Mr. Birmingham acted on these instructions in the first portion Of the work, but latterly by
completing a great proportion of the feature survey without submitting tho necessary designs for farms,
lift himself unprovided with work. Tire only shadow of complaint which I can perceive that Mr.
Birmingham can urge in the matter, is, that his letter of the 8th December (marked E), which was
received on the 27th of that month, was not replied to before the 30th January. This delay occurred
parti v from the absence, from illness, of the then chief clerk, and partly on account of the considera
tion whether the writer of such a letter as the very improper one above referred to (marked B) should
be further employed at all in the Department.
Mr. Birmingham's claim to compensation is, I consider, wholly untenable; and I can only
express my regret, that by employing such a person, the public should he subjected to some loss in tho
advance which has already been made to him.
A. G. M CLEAN.
B.C., oth April, 1861.

D.
(No. 61-618.)

Surveyor General's Office,
Sydney, 6 July, 18G1.

Sir.

In returning Mr. Birmingham’s letter, forwarded by your_blank cover of the 23rd May
last, I bof to draw attention to tbe marginal memoranda which 1 have inserted, aud which may serve
as raplieAo, or comments on, the only portions of his letter which appear to me to bo relevant to the
question, or deserving of reply.
,
2. I be'' to enclose a letter to me by Mr. Birmingham, and dated 10th May, 1SG1, expressing a
desire to have3an interview, with my memorandum for a reply, (and which I trust the Secretary for
Lands may consider a proper one under the circumstances,) but which was not forwarded after being
prepared for signature, for the reason sot forth in my memorandum on the unsigned letter also enclosed.
3. Although there is no present demand for laud an tho Richmond River, as I infer from the
circumstance that of the fifteen farms measured by Mr. Birmingham at the junction of the Mai River
and North Arm, not one was bid for when put up to sale. I think it desirable with tho view of
obtaining value for the advance of the £150 made to Mr. Birmingham, that lie should ho allowed to
compioti?tho surveys of the lands which he has designed; and had ho acted, as requested by the letter
above, mentioned, which I withheld, I should have seen him, and probably have proposed the completion
of the work.
.
4. Although, however personally perfectly regardless of what Mr. Birmingham may say or write
about myself, it does not a’ppear to me that, consistently with the well-being of the public service, any
terms can he offered to Mr, Birmingham until he shall hove made the fullest apology for the gross
improprieties contained in the official letters herewith, and in a letter published by him in one of the
daily papers, and which I unclose.
5. I think that I may fairly now ask a decision at the hands of the Secretary for Lands as to
tho propriety of my conduct in this matter ; and request that I should not be called upon to expend
unv more public time in reporting on, or in replying to, further communications which Mr. Birmingham
may make.
,

I l ave, <tc.,

A. G. M CLEAN.
Under Secretary for Lands.
Marginal
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JSxlracts from Mr, Sirmingham't Utter of 21rf
Marginal Memo, thereon by the Acting Surveyor
May, 1861.
General.
In reference to the Acting Surveyor General's
There is no desire to ignore or deny tho agree
ment which Mr. Birmingham is so anxious should Report, 61/925, I will, in justice to myself, make a
be called a contract, but rather to carry it out, that few remarks—“Mr. Birmingham had no specific
the £150 advance may be repaid or worked out, contract.” From this it would appear (believing
tho adjective specific^ to be meant) that there is
(Sec admission scored in my H.C. of 5 April.)
an evident desire to ignore the contract, and that
I cannot by any means prove that which makes a
thing of the species of which it is.
The Acting Surveyor General cannot recollect
There was to he no compensating or counter
balancing reduction ; but, as will be aeon from my asking to go upon salary to do the survey, and
the enclosed extract of the letter referred to, Mr. his reply—“Tlie Government have nothing hut a
Birmingham was not to be paid for surveys of contract to offer you, die."—and stating the terms
farm boundaries, for which he had already been £2 per mile for linear measurement, the licensed
paid as linear measurement in feature survey.
surveyors’ scale of fees for forms, less some portion
of the profit to be made by that scale (as tbe
Acting Surveyor General there stated) “ to counter“ balance tho large profit that would otherwise he
“derived by one from the plains;1’ hut, lest I
should forget these terms, he took the trouble of
afterwards attaching them to a detail letter 60/299,
of February 27th, 1860, bearing or rather relating
to my contract,
This telling " in effect ” that Mr, B. is to give “ Mr. Birmingham, labouring under a strange mis
up his right to survey the two largest plains, (fee.. conception, &c.” Now the fact is, that there is
Consists in the circular letter enclosed in my B.C. no ground for this part of tho Report, which is
of 5th April, and marked A, which not only says incorrect. "What I wrote was thus, (first)—“ I am
nothing of the plains not being measured, hut “ in effect told I must give up my right to survey
clearly itself implies (sec portions scored) that the " the two largest plains.” Again, in the same
subdivision is to extend beyond the brush or forest, letter, I wrote thus—“I respectfully ask, what
and therefore over the plains.
“ would be my position, relative to this contract,
“ was I to give up my right to the very body and
“ soul of the work, in so far as T have gone, aud
“ which is now upon tracing No. 3? ”
Tracing No. 3 did not represent all the plains,
ire., of my contract, therefore the Acting Surveyor
General invents “ a strange misconception."
The delay in dealing with the town design was
There appears to mo nothing irrational in any
not material. I could not approve of it as a whole, contractor pushing or trying so as to get into his
but required the opinion of the district surveyor, hands an approval—a working order—to proceed
after inspection of the locality, before arriving to with the survey of plains that would be very
a conclusion in regard to it. The delay of a month profitable to him, especially after emerging from
and three days in dealing with the farm design, I a dense and unprofitable jungle, or scrub, and a
have already explained. The postal delays Mr. quarter of a year or so of time having then elapsed
Birmingham should have been acquainted with, since the representation of his design was sent to
and made allowance for, in sending in his designs. his employer’s Martinet, and there would not bo
anything irrational in such a Martinet taking upon
himself the trouble of giving an answer bearing
practically upon tho subject ho was spoken to
about; it would he, as I think, a culpable thing to
allow the business to stagnate for three or four
months, as appears, by not informing the contractor
that a certain part o! a certain tracing should he
altered; or he might, without impropriety, put his
shoulder to a good work, i.e., Mr. Forster's, “ the
“ Government are anxious to open up the north
" arm, &e."; hut to blame a contractor for the
delay is irrational, when a previously received
Acting Surveyor General’s letter 60/1098, of July
16th, I860, states—“ As I sec no reason to alter
the design shewn, d'C.." thereby leading to the
rational conclusion that alterations would he made
so soon as found necessary.
I have no desire to deny this, but it has, of
In tho Report I am replying to I find these
course, no bearing on the fact alleged, that the words: “ As to preclude his further employment
office was not in possession of any correct repre in the department”—was mine not employment by
sentation of the course of the north arm of the the department ? Again, “ the office not being in
Richmond River,
possession, &c." Docs the Acting Surveyor General
mean to deny his opening words to me about this
matter?—“ The Government (Mr. Forster’s) are
" anxious to open up the north arm of the Eick" mond River by a farm survey, for the purpose of
“ settlement, &c.”
Although this survey has less traverse, &c., than
The third and last feature survey made by me
others, it embraces a design for 72 farms, while the has actually the smallest quantity of linear miles,
first had a design for 15 only. Had Mr. B. made only twenty-six and one-half miles (2G4 miles.)
feature survey, and sent in design for 20 or 30 Mr. McLean says, I was instructed to “continue
farms instead of 72, it is probable that ho would “ the feature surveying during the time which
have been subjected to no delay.
“might he occupied in obtaining the approval of
A. G. McL.
“ the design* ”—well I did so, to wit, west side of
5 July, 1861.
tracing No. 3, at a sort of quarter speed ; in bis
Report he seems to blame me for this continuation of
the feature survey, and tides to exculpate himself by
saying I had not transmitted, or rather “ submitted
the necessary design* for farms." Now the fact of
the matter is this, that I defy the Acting Surveyor
General to produce any one of my three tracings
without a design for farms appearing upon each
and every one of them. Also, by taking the three
tracings collectively, to shew to the contrary of
this, that tho three tracings embraced in farm
design all the acreage did upon the feature survey
ing, and that an answer could be given by him and
received by me during the time 1 remained upon
the Camps 1 and 2.
THURSDAY,
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present

Mr. BELL,
Mr. GUNNEL'S7,

Mr. FORSTER,
Mr. SHE PH K HI),
Mr. WALKER.

JOHN LACKEY, Esq.,

in the

Chatr.

A. G-. McLean, Esq., called in and further examined:—
106. By ih/’. Chairman : You have teen already examined in reference to the contract, or the A.G.McLcan,
supposed contract between the Government and Mr. Birmingham, but there are some quesEsq.
tions that Mr. Birmingham wishes to put to you, through the Chair, by which he hopes to
s,
elucidate the misunderstanding between himself and the Survey Department. The questions 24 Oct., 3861.
I shall put, will, therefore, be those made at the instance of Mr. Birmingham. In your
evidence you have already stated that Mr. Birmingham performed his work in a satisfactory
manner until he left the river ? I have.
107. Did you say to Mr. Birmingham, previous to his going to the Richmond River, that
there would be no stoppage of his work, in these words, " There will be no stoppage; while
" you are going on with your second part I will send you your first, and so on through your
“ contract ?” I cannot say whether those are the exact words I used, but such was, no
doubt, my intention. I desired that ho should experience no unnecessary delay. My
evidence shews that.
168. You told him that there should be no stoppage of his work P I did X believe—no delay
on my part.
169. Did you tell him that the Government had sufficient confidence in his surveys, and that
you had no doubt whatever, but that whatever he recommended would be adopted ? You
allude to his designs ?
170. Yes? Then I could not have told him this. I could not have said that all his designs
would he adopted, as, for instance, the design for a township. That was not adopted.
171. Did you say, previous to Mr. Birmingham going to the river, that the Government
had so much confidence in him that you were sure that anything ho recommended would be
approved of ? I cannot recollect whether I said anything of the kind; but I can hardly
think 1 could do so, because if I thought there would be no doubt whatever about the adop
tion of his designs, there would be no necessity for me to call upon him to send them in,
since fie might as well go on with his work at once, and so lose no time.
172. Did you acknowledge the receipt of Mr. Birmingham’s letter, No. 7, from the Rich
mond—'do you recollect his letter,stating his intention to propose the formation of a township?
I do not recollect it, but probably he did so. If tbe receipt was acknowledged it will be iu
evidence, I presume.
173. Are you aware, as a matter of fact, that many of the town sites on tbe Richmond
have been selected with bad judgment? That is a matter of opinion rather than of fact.
’
174. Has it been represented to you officially that the town sites have been badly selected,
eo much so as to be liable to inundation in time of flood ? There are, I think, only four
towns on the Richmond River, There is one (Casino) at the head of the navigation of the
main arm at the first crossing-place; there is one (Lismore) at tho head of the navigation of
the north arm; one (Ballina) at the entrance from the sea; and there is the village of
Gundurimba, also on the north arm. I am not aware that it has been officially represented
to the department that any of these sites have been badly selected. There is also the town
ship of Codrington—that, possibly, may not have been a very judicious selection with regard
to site.
■
‘
175. Are you aware that some of the town reserves on the river are subject to inundation ?
I do not think that there are any town reserves on the river.
176. Were you in communication with Mr. Gerard, Mr. M'Kellar, and Mr, Wilson, relative
to a survey of the north arm of the river with regard to the withdrawal of any portion
of the land, then in course of survey, being withdrawn from sale, or with regard to any
question of that kind ? I am not aware of any such correspondence. Mr. Wilson had
several purchases of land under his pre-emptive right, and there were frequent communica
tions on the subject between him and the department. Mr. M'Kellar had also some
purchases of improved allotments at Gundurimba, and he may have also corresponded with
the office. I am not acquainted with Mr. Gerard, nor do I know whether he has any
property on the river.
177. Have you written to any one saying that the plan upon which the Gundurimba
reserve was plotted would not be acted upon, and that the allotments, as then set forth,
would not be put up for sale; or have you stated anything of the kind in conversation with
any person ? I have no recollection of having done either the one or the other.
178. Did the present Minister for Lands give you any particular instructions relative to the
survey of the north arm of the river ? I am not aware of any particular instructions
having been given in relation to it. There were communications received at various times
iu reference to land claimed under tho pre-emptive right, in virtue of licenses held, aud
which land was withheld from sale, on the principle laid down by Blr. Robertson, of not
allowing any claim where more than * 25 miles of area was demanded. But besides this,
the principle had no application in tho present case, since it referred to lands between
Gundurimba and Lismore.
179. By Mr. Walker: How much did the Government give altogether to Mr. Birmingham?
By way of advance ?
180.
---- -TV------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ .
* Revised:—640 acres were applied for out of 25 square miles of leasehold.
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A.G.McLean, 180. No, altogether ? He has been paid for some of his work, but I cannot say how much.
Esq,
n0
0f ^jic advance made has been stopped from him, but he was paid in full for all
work done in order that he might have funds to carry on with.
24 Oct, 1861. jg^_ Tiic advance made him in the first instance was £150 ?

Yes.
182. And you cannot say how much more he has received? I cannot say positively, but I
can ascertain.
183. All wo want is just a rough idea of the amount? "Well, at a rough gness, to which I
do not at all bind myself, he may have received £300 for work done, beyond the £150
^ advance. But I do not say that the amount I have named is correct, even within £100.
184. When did he first commence work ? Probably about March or February,'1860.
185. And when did his work terminate? The letter, dated 30th January, from the Survey
Office, and directed to him, reached the Richmond River after he had left there.
186. Then you consider him in debt to the (rovernment now for the advance made to him ?
There is no doubt but that he received an advance which was to he repaid, and that such
advance ought to he repaid. It is then almost the whole question at issue between Mr.
Birmingham and the Government, whether he is in debt to them or not. We say that he
is, whilst he considers that the Government is in debt to him.
187. Bid you consider that he would work out the advance made to him ? He has been
paid for the work ho has done at the scale of prices agreed upon, the Government having
stopped nothing, in order to give him the means of carrying on.
188. Were the plans that he furnished used iu any way ? Yes. They were approved of,
and are available in our office now.
189. I think you have stated that the Government were even now willing to take Mr.
Birmingham into their service to work out the sum in whie!^ they consider him to be
indebted to them ? Yes.
'
190. Was it intended to employ him only until such time as the amount due should he
worked out or was he to be employed regularly ? It was certainly proposed that the sum
should be worked out, but it was never intended by me, at all events, that he should merely
work out, the money and then cease to be employed. It was hardly likely that I should
entertain such an idea.
191. Were the Government willing to give him a permanent engagement? No; that was
not intended ; but it was my intention, when proposing to rc-employ him, to give "him such
work in the service as would enable him to work out the money, and that would give him a
gain equal to what he would have made under his original contract. It was never contem
plated, however, to compensate him for the delay of which he complains, and for which ho
claims remuneration.
192. By Mr. Forster: Were these lands upon which Mr. Birmingham was employed ever
surveyed before under a contract? No. There was a species of boat survey made by a
salaried surveyor, but tbe lands on the hanks were never surveyed.
193. It was not then a portion of the land surveyed a long time ago? No; what you
allude to is some laud that was surveyed some years ago on the Clarence. That survey has
become unavailable beeanse none of the portions were marked out in blocks of less than 64.0
acres. The greater part of the available land was in larger areas.
194. By Mr. Walker: Can you state whether or not the Government are now willing to
take Mr. Birmingham into the public service? I can only say that the Secretary for Lands
approved of my recommendation made about two months ago, that Mr. Birmingham should
he so employed, and I have no reason to believe that he has changed his mind since then.
195. By Mr. Bell: Would not Mr. Birmingham have gained a very considerable sum by the
part of the land that was still left him to survey? Yes; there was a part of his plan upon
which he would have made a very good profit. I am aware that the first part of his work
was not remunerative, and it was on that account that no stoppage was made in his pay
ments, as we wished him to have tho means of carrying out his work.
196. And you were willing to take him back into the Government service, in order that he
might work out his debt ? Yes.
197. You say that he is indebted to the Government and not the Government to him ? I
say so, but I am aware that that is the question now in dispute between us.
198. But, by reason of his contract with the Government not having been carried out, ho
has been a very large loser ? No doubt; ;but then the question will depend entirely upon
whose fault it was that the contract was not carried out. It is that, I presume, that tho
Committee has been appointed to inquire into. If it was by his fault that the work was put
a slop to, why then, 1 presume, that he deserved to lose as he had done; but, if it was by
the fault of the Government, then he is entitled to compensation for his loss.
199. But in surveying the land, out of which he made nothing, he had been given to
understand that he would have to survey also the piece of land out of which he could have
made a profit—that would have repaid him for the other ? Yes, no doubt; and it was so
understood in the office, that being the reason, as I have said, why no part of his debt was
deducted from the payments made to him. We knew that that was not a productive part of
his work, and we waited until he got to the more remunerative part, before asking repayment
of the advance.
200. He has been paid up in full for all the work he has actually done ? He has.
201. And if it is shewn that the contract has been broken by him he will he still in debt
to the Government ? Fxactly.
202. By the
: Do I understand you to say that Mr. Birmingham understood that
he was to have the survey of the whole country of the north branch, up to Gundurimba ?
Yes; but I did not know at that time whether Gundurimba had been subdivided, and I
most likely told him that if it were not, ho should have tho work to do. His official
instructions, however, were, that he should survey up to Gundurimba.
Chairman

203.
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208. And bow much did bo survey ? He made a general survey to Q-undurimba Reserve, A.G.McLean,
and sent in also a detailed survey of fifteen farms, which he marked out.
_
204. And how did he come to cease working; what were the reasons for his terminating the
contract? As far as I can understand his reasons, from his communications with our 24Oct,, 1861.
department, they were, that the instructions to him to proceed, with the survey of the
seventy-two farms did not reach him for a very long period ; that he was thus left idle; that
he could not remain there longer under such circumstances; and that he consequently left,
205. By Mr. Bell: Do you think that, under the circumstances detailed, he broke the
contract? The question is, by whoso fault it was that he was left so long without
instructions.
206. By ihe Chairman: Was he left longer without an answer to his communications
than is usual in such cases? My evidence previously given explains this very fully.
There was certainly a great delay in the postal communication. The letter took three weeks
to come down to Sydney; aud there may have been another three weeks consumed in the
reply going back. Beyond that, there had been a month’s delay iu Sydney. A letter of this
kind, which has to be referred to so many persons, may ordinarily take three weeks before it can
be replied to, but as I endorsed it " Urgent ” I presume it was hastened through, and might
have been replied to in perhaps a fortnight; then a fortnight additional was caused by the
illness of the chief clerk of the department, or perhaps by some extraordinary pressure of
business upon the office.
■
207. By Mr. Walker: Do you think it fair that Mr. Birmingham should be made to suffer
for cither of these causes? A licensed surveyor who understands his business well, ought so
to lay out his work as to provide that he shall always have something to do, and that, whilst
he is waiting for instructions upon one part of his work, he shall have other work to go on
with. He was warned both as to the uncertainty of the post, and as to the delay that some
times occurred in the office. Persons who have communications with our office know that in
consequence of the many references that have to be made of them, from one branch of the
Lands Department to another, replies are sometimes delayed for more than a month.
208. By the Chairman: Was the reply in this instance kept back from a postal or from a
departmental delay ? There was an actual delay of, say a fortnight, in the department, over
and over what is ordinarily required; but that has been fully explained in my evidence of
tbe other day.
209. And do you think that had Mr. Birmingham gone on with the survey, the latter part
of the work would have been far more profitable than tbe former? It would have been far
more so than the earlier part of the work.
210. He did the most difficult part of the work ? Yes, I think so.
211. And that which remained for him to do has still to be done now ? It has.
212. Are you aware of the whole time which elapsed from the period of his sending in his
last feature survey, to that of his leaving the river ? I am not, nor can I give any idea of
it, not knowing the date when he left the river.
213. In his evidence he says that five months elapsed from the time he wrote to the Survey
Department, enclosing his feature survey, until the time he left tbe river, and that then
he had received to answer to his communication ? I cannot see how that can be, since the
8th December is the date of his last letter to tho department, and that was answered in
January.
214. He says that the letter he alludes to as not having been replied to was dated in August ?
Then that was the letter enclosing the town design. That was not approved of, and it was
not thought worth while to communicate with him on the point, as it was not intended to
act upon the design.
215. By Mr. Shepherd: But the design of the seventy-two farms was approved of, and he
would have been able to carry out that work if he had remained ? Certainly. The reply is
dated in January, and reached Casino some time in February, though the exact date is
illegible on the post-mark.
216. By the Chairman: That letter arrived at Casino after Mr. Birmingham had left the
river? Yes.
217. With regard to the letter No. 7, did you answer that at all ? That is the letter
enclosing the town plan ?
218. Yes ? Unless to simply acknowledge tho receipt of it, I am not aware that I did.
219. By Mr. Cunneen : Do you consider that the Govcrnmcot really only kept him waiting
a fortnight longer than usual ? Yes, that is all, as far as regards the authorizing him to
proceed with the measurement of the seventy-two farms.
220. But in any communication with him was there over a delay of more than a fortnight
in replying to him ? No, I think not. At the same time I would not fix the term arbi
trarily at a fortnight. I would not say that there has not been a delay of three weeks or a
month ; because in a public office, where so many references have to be made, it is impossible
to fix a precise time for replying. I can say, however, that there has been no such delay as
that which he complains of.
221. There has not hecn a delay of more than three weeks or a month in answering his
communications ? No, not those with reference to the farms.
222. But the letter in respect to the township? That was not answered at all, as the suh• division of a township formed no part of his instructions.
223. By Mr. Bell: Could he, in accordance with his instructions, go on with any new
work after sending in his plan for tbe seventy-two farms, and whilst waiting its approval ?
Ho could not. He had then done all that ho had instructions for.
224. By Mr. Cunneen : Then there was no delay beyond a fortnight on account of this par
ticular work ? No, not on account of conveying him the authorization to continue the
survey of the seventy-two farms.
220.
150—D
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A.G.McLcan,225. Btj the Chairman: Was that the letter of August 7?

24 Oc

No; the letter [ refer to was
written some three weeks before the 22nd December, when it was received at the Survey
: Office. It was answered on the 30th January.
8 l. 226. JIr. Birmingham says that he sent in a recommendation for a town six months previous
to leaving the river ? I cannot say anything as to that, but I can get the date of that
recommendation by a reference to our books.
227. Up to the time of his leaving the river he received no reply to that recommendation ?
No; not unless it was an official acknowledgment of its receipt.
228. If you thought him mistaken as to the meaning of the words which he says you used
to him, that fI whatever he recommended would be adopted,” why did you not tell him so,
in order to save him the trouble of writing his letter No. 8, and of making the tracings
enclosed in it ? I should like to know where he got those words, that "everything he
recommended would be adopted.” It is certainly not from any written statement of mine;
neither did I ever say to him that everything be sent in would be adopted; though if I had
done so in a*1 *private conversation with him, it should have been regarded as Strictly in
confidence, and ought not to have been used3. But if all his recommendations were to
be adopted, where would be the necessity for his sending in designs at all.
229. Did you ever state to Mr. Birmingham that the district surveyor had nothing at all
to do with him ? I could not have said so, because most indubitably tbe district surveyor
would bavo bad to do with him if be had chanced to visit that part of the country during
tho time Mr. Birmingham was employed there.
At the same time as the district is a very
large one, Mr. Birmingham might very probably have completed his work before tbo district
surveyor reached there.
230. Did you approve of the two designs for farms that ho sent in ? I did.
231. Did you state to Mr. Birmingham that you would write to the district surveyor to
say that Mr. Birmingham’s work being a contract, tbe district surveyor was to have no
control over him, and that all his correspondence was to be conducted direct with Sydney ?
Who was the district surveyor alluded to ?
232. Mr. Henderson? I think it highly probable that I may have told him that I would
write to Mr. Peppercorn, instructing him not to interfere with Mr. Birmingham's work; but
it is highly improbable that I should say I would write to the district surveyor to inform
him that lie had nothing to do with Mr, Birmingham, because, from his position, tbe con
trary must be tbe case. At all events, I certainly have no recollection of having said any
thing of the kind.
233. You attribute his being delayed to sending in too largo a plan at once ? Yes; by
doing this be worked up all his land, and had nothing to go on with pending the consider
ation of his plans. If he bad sent in plans for fifteen or twenty farms at a. time be could
have gone on planning others whilst the first were under approval.

Mr. F. W. Birmingham called in and further examined:—
Mr. F. W. 234. By the Chairman: Do you recollect tbe date of your last letter to tbe Surveyor
Birmingham, Q.cll0raij enclosing a design of part of the river which you had surveyed, and iu regard to
the completion of which you had to wait for instructions? Speaking from memory, I think
24 Oct., 1861. (pc
of the letter was December 8th, i860; but it already appears in evidence.
23!). Was this the letter which led to the stoppage of your contract ? It was.4
236. And how long was that letter without being answered ? 1 cannot say that.it has been
answered, not even to the present day (Oct. 24th, I8C1,) as there was no answer came to me
during my stay upon the river. The letter that I complain of chiefly, as not being
answered, was one written by me five months prior to my leaving the river.
237. You wrote one letter five months prior to leaving the river? Yes;5 and one month
before writing that letter I sent in what I call a feeler, being a brief suggestion in regard to
tbe town site, in order to sec if the proposition was one likely to be acted upon by tbe
Acting Surveyor General.
*
238. To that letter you never received an answer? No.*
239. That letter was written previous to your letter of December 8Lb ? Yes; months
before.’
210. Can you sny exactly how long before ? aMy first letter respecting tbe township, the
feeler as 1 have called it, was written half a year before I broke up my camp; and to that
letter I received no answer, excepting the acknowledgment thereof. I thought then, that
as the Acting Surveyor General had not replied to my proposal, he would not oppose it, but
that he was inclined to listen to it and await farther particulars before deciding; conse
quently some four or five weeks after I wrote my letter No. 8, sending it in with the town
proposition (as shewn on tbe (racing accompanying tbe said letter) and the tracings. From
the evidence of Mr. McLean, it seems that he appears to think that the proposition was
solely for a town, hut there is a design for some farms iucluded in the tracing as well as for
the town. In fact the town plan forms only a very small portion of the tracing.
241.
’Omitted (on rm'vfoii):—A private,
—Conversational merely.
■
kIn3MKTed (on ramwal:—In covrcspontloneo -without my written admission.
iltevutd:—It wsts the first stoppage, because I looked for—as I think, with cause—at least the
common courtesy that one man should expect from another, namely, an answer or official recognition
oftlio letter,
'■’Revised:—And about a month before writing the letter No. S, I sent in No. 7 as ‘‘a feeler.”
'Ikpeuted (on revision):—Not to letter No. 8. Letter No, 7 was merely acknowledged:—“ I beg
to acknowledge the receipt of your letter. No. 7."
‘’Revised:—Yes,

about one month before.

’Ts'sisuted (rm revision)Not from memory; it is in evidence,—this my first letter, &c.
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241. Then a plan for a number of farms formed also a portion of the subdivision of the land Mr. P. W.
sent in by you ? Yes.
Birmingkam.
242. Did your letter ask for instructions in reference to the town proposition, or in refer- ,—*—i
ence to tbe whole plan? It asked for instructions regarding the town, and the laud round 24 Oct., 1861.
about it divided into farms. Receiving no answer to this 1 went on working with my third
portion of land, until I had finished it, and so had no more to do; then of course I came to
a dead look. I then asked if I should go on with the Qundurimba Reserve design, which would
form the fourth, “ small portion" of my contract. My reason for asking this was, that my
instructions directed me to make a feature survey of the country up to Gundurimba, on the
east side. Mr. Peppercorn was at work on the west side of the reserve, but as his work
was wrong, I thought it would be better to make a fresh design of the reserve; therefore I
wrote and explained this matter to the Acting Surveyor General, but he never replied to it.
243. How long were you on the river after writing your lost letter to the Survey Depart
ment? Sis or eight weeks. I waited until I knew that my letters had been received in
the office, and that they had had full opportunity and time to answer them. I knew this
from learning the date when tbe mails conveying my letters arrived in Sydney; and from
my receiving from the Survey Office letters and circulars of a later date to that.’
244. Between the time of the arrival of your letters in Sydney, and the despatch of those
you received on the river, there was sufficient time to reply to your communications? Yes.
I know that twelve or thirteen days elapsed.
245. Did the letters you received come from the Surveyor General? Yes; they had his
signature attached.
246. They were not bearing upon the business then in hand? No; they were not upon
the business that I wished to have decided. Suoli being the case, tho way I argued tho
matter was this:—I must tie down the Acting Surveyor General to some time within which
ho must answer my letters, because I have not the means of holding out during all these
long delays. If my letter No. 7 cannot be answered in five months, and my letter No. S iu
four months, I cannot afford to wait for answers that take so long a time.2 If then I cannot
tie him down to a stated time in which to answer my letters, I must come to a dead lock.
I reasoned that if two letters were not answered in five months, any subsequent letters would
take at least so long to answer; as I could not afford to wait so long, it was of no use for me
to continue sending in letters unless the department were tied down to answer them within
a stated time.
247. That is, I suppose, allowing tho Surveyor General so long a time to answer as you
could afford to pay and keep your men, and no longer? Yes, tiiat was what I decided upon.
I determined upon leaving the ground if I did not get an answer to iny last letter within
a reasonable time. The Committee will see that my letter No. 7 was merely formally
acknowledged, whilst my letter No. 8 has ■ never been so from that day to this.
The Surveyor General endeavours to throw tho whole weight of the difficulty upon
the few last letters, because ho has an opportunity of accounting for it;2 but I can
shew that the actual stoppage occurred, in the first instance, with tbe letters 7 and
8, six months previous to my leaving tho river. Mr. McLean thinks that I wrote to tho
department very shortly and sharply, without having any cause for doing so; hut I think I
hod plenty of cause for so doing, because when I was away on the river, waiting
anxiously for answers that never came, I considered, and certainly not without reason, that
I was being deluded, mocked, and snared; and it was under that impression that I wrote to
him in such strong terms previous to leaving the river.
248. Do you recollect the date when you broke up your party ? It was on Saturday, the
26th January, 1861, that I broke up and left my camp.
249. And what was the date of the last letter you sent to the department ? December 10/
1860.
250. Having no further work to go on with, you found yourself, on the 26th January last,
without the means of carrying on your contract further ? Yes. Having a large party to
pay and feed, the expenses were very heavy, and my means were soon exhausted. Having
given the Acting Surveyor General sufficient time to answer my letters, and no answers
coming, I had to break up my party.
251. By Mr. Cunneen: How long was it, from the time you ceased working owing to the
want ot instructions, until the time you left the river ? About six weeks.
252.* 5
'Inserted (on rtvi-iion) :—In fact the Acting Surveyor General eomplietl with my ideas of
£2 per mile, it heiug the contract price, and sent me word that it was placed in bank to my account;
although I said in my letter No. 60-23, of Dec. 10th, 1860, “ If you will break the contract this
“ matter" (the payment of £53 for feature surveying, at £2 per mile,) " of course lies to yourdis" cretiou, aud I must proceed to Sydney,” but this sum would have paid the labourers up to that time;
and is it not very strange that the letter of mine. No. 21, of Dcceniher 8th, I860, received at the same
time, by the same mail, could not he attended to? My letters 21 to 23, if answered then by the Acting
Surveyor General, or either of them, would have enabled myself and my men to continue working; my
letter No. 21 had its enclosure, i.e., “ the necessary design for farms," covering the firmer design for a
toien,
.
'
"
5 Note (on revision)An indefinite time.
sNote (on revision) :—Take out “he lias an opportunity of accounting for it,” and insert " because
i! suite him.”
‘Inserted (on revision):—No. 60-23, of December 10th, 1860, was the last numbered letter
upon the work, but you will find among my letters one of date January 23rd, 1861, upbraiding the
Acting Surveyor General for leaving me in idleness; this is positively the last, but I did not number it,
as I looked upon the contract as then at an end, because “ there was to he no stoppage to my work;"
and I respectfully submit that the Acting Surveyor General answered my question. No, 1, when before
your Honorable Committee on tho 24th instant, in the affirmative. My question was this :—“ Did you
“ not say (previous to my going to the Richmond River) that there would lie no stoppage—while yon are
" going on with your second part I will scud you your first (design), and so on through the contract ?"
(Meaning of course, whilst you are going on with the third I will send you your tecond, fire., ifce.)
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Mr.F. W. 252. Have you the date upon which you first left off surveying ? The 14th December was
Birmingham, ^ grst iost day
•
T
ioci
i.
t
253. And'up to what timo did you roinain idle ? Up to the 26th January^ loul, wnen 1
It Oct., 1861. finally broke up my camp.
254. By Mr. Bell: During that time had you not a right to go on with your work, had you
chosen to do so ? I had none to go on with.
255. According to your shewing, the Government gave you power to carry on your work
as you thought proper—might you not have gone on with some other work besides that upon
which you were awaiting orders ? No, I had nothing to go on with. I had designed the
whole portion allotted to me, aud I could do nothing until my designs were approved. Not
withstanding what the Acting Surveyor General told me about all that I recommended would
probably be approved of, previously to my going up to tho river, he sent me up1 written
instructions that I had to comply with, and one of these was that I should send in designs for
approval prior to actually proceeding to the measurement of the lots.
_
_
256. But it appears from Sir. McLean’s evidence that you did not get your instructions as
you would have done, because you did not send in your surveys as you were directed to dor
I did; and the proof is that my whole work was designed.2
_
_
_
257. Yes; but you sent in too many farms together, instead of sending in a few at a time,
as you were recommended to do ? The reason that so many tracings were sent in was, that
no answer was received in regard to my second tracing, and I thought it useless to send iu
a third until I had received an answer to the second.3
_
.
258. The second tracing you allude to was the one with the township? Yes; a portion of it
was a town.
......................
„
259. By Mr. Cumcen: The Surveyor General’s objection is, that if you had sent in small
designs, there wonld have been more probability of their being soon answered, as, for instance,
tbo design for the fifteen farms,—you were not delayed over that. Did he not warn you before
you left Sydney, to take into consideration the delay you would have to experience, both in
the official routine, and in the postal communication, and to send in plans of only a few
farms at, a time ? He suggested something4 of the kind, but told me I could send in any
sized portions I liked.4 He never warned me about the postal delays, although it may suit
his purpose to say so now, but I deny most positively that he ever did so.
260. Did lie not suggest to you the advisability of sending in plans of some twenty or so farms,
so that whilst they were under consideration you could be going on with twenty more.. He
did.4 We talked the matter over together, and he said there would be no stoppage in the
work, because I could measure’ it out iu what portions I liked. He recommended small
portions, and said that by that means I could go on with my second part, was8 the first was
under approval.9 I would never have gone to the river if I had anticipated that there
would have been anything like a stoppage. It was upon the faith of this arrangement that
I was indneed to take the contract.
,
261. By Mr. Bell: You have said iu your evidence that the Surveyor General told you tne
Government had every confidence in you, and that everything you recommended would be
adopted; why then could you not have gone on with the work you had planned ? Beeanse
the Government had sent me10 a feature design for my guidance, iu which I found the work
done so badly that it would be necessary to do it all again to do it properly. Upon this
part I had to wait for instructions from the office. Besides, the instructions I got from the
office clashed with each other, and left me in a difficulty as to how I should act until I
received further instructions.
_
, ,
,
252. By Mr. Cmineen: Then what is the nature of the compensation you ask irom tne
Government? I look for compensation11 in several ways.
263. Do you seek to be compensated for the six weeks that you and your party were kept
idle on the river ? That is part of my claim, but not the whole of it.
'Note (on rewnon)Take out “he sent me up.” and write “I received written instructions.”

According to instructions, verbal, written, or printed.
.
!Ikserted (o?i revision)
If it «omi suits the Acting Surveyor General to say that he recom
mended me to send in “ a fm at a time," why did he take upon himself to wntc the htter of
T7hich I took to the river, relative to the land on the east aide thereof, and extending up to the
measured lands at Gundurimha, a distance of eighteen or nineteen miles along_ river, wherein I was
commanded to divide this distance into only two designs, and I did so, as my instructions required.
( Vide Utter of instruction already handed in). This sort of finessing on the part of the Acting Surveyor
General cannot, I presume, mislead the Committee. If Mr. McLean can now invent this idea, and
noint to’the fifteen farms of my first tracing, let him, in honesty, state the reason I gave in my letter
accompanyhi^ them (No. 4, of May 30th, 1860) for not covering the whole of the first half with feature
surveying^and with farm designing, so as to agree with my written instructions. And if the whole of
the first half (my tracing No. I is part thereof) of the said instructions was covered with farms, the
number “ recommended” would he something like one hundred! And be it remembered, the letter of
instructions was written by the Acting Surveyor General after our conversations had ceased.
4Note (on revision):—He suggested uothiug of the kiad. ^
P
4.^-*
^Inserted (on revision)This, of course, would refer chiefly to the parts of my contract for

which I took up no written instructions.
,,, ,
,
"Note (on rewision)He did suggest that the contract would be done by portion*. _ ^
’Note (on revimn) i—Take out " measure" and insert, because “ I could design it, &c.
Mnsehted (on mm^ot):—Whilst the first was, &c., waiting for approval and so on, through

the coutract^^
rm*ion)And in accordance with these ideas he wrote me out tbe_letter of
instructions, in accordance with which my tracings or designs Nos. I and 2 were sent in to the

Surveyor^Genm-al^Officc^ ^ Actin? sllrveyor General had sent me no approval of my design;
also a feature design of Gundurimba Kescrve, sent for my guidance, was found to he so incoireet

and

uRevised :—Compensation in either of two ways ; first, for loss of time and liberty to finish my
contract; or secondly, compensation for loss of time, and also for tbe profits I could have made upon the

whole of my contract.
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264. Then what other claim do you imagine you have ? I look to bo compensated for the Mr. F. W.
time I have lost altogether relative to this matter.
Birmingham.
265. How long a time is that ? X reckon it altogether as being worth £251.
IfheJ? is tbe 1011131 loss of timo fr™1 thc 14^ Heecmber, I860, to the 26th January, 24 0<A., 18G1.
loOl r Yes.
J
267. And what else? As I went in by thc river I had to go out by the river. In fact the
only exit for me was by the Richmond River, as I could not go overland to the Clarence,
With all my instruments, trunks, &c., &c. Therefore I was detained waiting some six weeks
for the vessel; and afterwards, in trying to get out, the vessel went ashore and became a
7rCCit
ba j leu to toke my things out of her and put them into another schooner,3 and
I walked round myself to the Clarence# where I took the steamer. It was not till about six3
months after I left thc river that I got my things in Sydney. I claim/ therefore# for tho
tune lost in trying to get out of tbe river, and also for tbe three months after arrival in
Sydney, during which I could earn nothing, because of the detention of my instruments.
.
y°u tost also what you consider to be the best part of your contract? Yes, that
is over and above the loss of time. Since the time when I was first idle on the river I have
done nothing, and that will be a year in about seven weeks’ time.
269. If you bad finished your survey in accordance with your contract you would have had
to have come out from the river at your own risk ? t I should.5
270. Thc Government only paid you at a certain rate for the work you actually did, all else
was at your own risk ? I consider that if I had" not been stopped in my contract, that I
Bliould have made a fair profit out of it, and then of course I should have been satisfied, and
would have accepted thc risk of coming out. Rut as the work was stopped, all my arrange
ments have been upset, and I have been thrown into debt; debts too, contracted over this work.
I owe new upwards5 of £100 on account of this contract.
271. Will you, in as brief a manner as possible, state to the Committee the length of time
you claim for, and thc other circumstances under which you demand compensation; that is,
what you claim for being detained the forty days On the river, for the loss by your removal,
and for tho oss by your not being allowed to survey the most profitable part of the country ?
1 put my claim in two ways;—First, I ask compensation for my loss of time only, and
authority to go on with my contract; and second, if tbe Minister for Lands will not allow
me to go on with the contract, I look for compensation also, for the loss of tbe best part of
that contract, according to the scale of what thc woik would be worth to a surveyor.7 The
matter however is fully explained in the memorandum I now hand in. I have only one
t !Qg more to eny, and that isj that my letters Nos. 7 and S not having been answered
dunng my slay upon the river—six months in thc one case, and five in the other—that
fact very muclMiltered the idea I had of the confidence the Government placed in me.
-272. Jhj Mr. Shepherd: Had those letters reference to the town proposition? To the
town, and to some farms also.
273, They were not specially on thc subject of tbe town ? No, only partly ; if thc tracing
were produced, it would bo seen that the town was only a small portion of the plan.
Chavman; I think I understood you to say that you disapproved of the site on
which the reserve was originally made# and that the plan which you submitted was (o sup
plant the one previously made ? Probably it would# if adopted# have supplanted thc other;
but it was cot proposed with that intention, hut was merely a professional idea thrown out
for the use of the department, if they those to avail themselves of it.6
275. And from the conversations you had had with the Aetiug Surveyor General, you
thought it quite within your province to make this recommendation? Undoubtedly;8 he
said, " There is scarcely anything you recommend but will be adopted.” I do not blame
j

him
1 Revised:—In a vessel—thc schooner ‘'Henry."
-Schooner the “Storm King," and finding that from her draught she was not likeiy
to get out, excepting at spnng tides, I left my things in her to ho taken to Sydney, and walked some 50
or 60 milos along thc heach to the Clarence Elver, and took a passage in the “ Urarn” steamer for
oyaney.
Revised:—Three months.
O j
I
daim for the time detained upon thc river idle, and up to thc time I arrived in
Sydney, 2'30 p.m„ Friday, March loth, 18GI, making in all some £251; but I do not know that I can
claim for some throe months after arrival in Sydney, during which I could earn nothing beeanse of the
detention or non-arrival of my instruments, clothes, &c„ &c., which I received On Tuesday, 4th of June,
IbOZ, and did actually refuse work during this time.
^WSEElTED (°rc revision):—And would, as the Government could have no further claim upon my
services.
cNoib (on revision):—Take out

"up wards, "and insert “about.” ( Vide one of mypapersfor the, amount.)

’Inserted (on revision)The contract is of so many square miles, half the square miles,
calculated as forty acre farms, and half as eighty aero farms, then allowing one-third of thc total sum
as my clear profits, deducting therefrom the money paid to mo for thc survey of Iho fifteen farms and
the one hundred and fifty pounds advanced to me.

^Inserted (on miwion):—Some throe months after I .sent in thc town design, tho Acting
surveyor General snid, " Tell Mr. Birmingham the scheme for a town and canal is abandoned”—thero. B V j ”otl 16
toe map, and sent in a design for farms upon tracing No. 3. which, as I before
remarked, was not answered. It now appears from tho Acting Surveyor General’s evidence, on 24th
Uctouer,^ 1861, that what was then abandoned is now sent to " tho District Surveyor, for lus report
upon it.
*
'jNote (on revision):—He said, " I have no doubt but whatever you recommend will be adopted,"
and again be said, "I have scarcely a doubt," &c.; this was prior to my starting for tho Richmond Bivcr
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him however for not agreeing with my view, but I do for not answering my letter.

In not

Birmingham, having done so I say that he was thc first to shew a want of courtesy1 to an officer of his

,---- ,

department.® This he ought not to have done, for he knew that at the time I was taking

24 Oct., 1861. a great deal of trouble over the work in hand; and he should, at all events, have been decent

•
■

enough to acknowledge it by replying to my letters.
_
,
,
276. Then the two letters that you complain as not having been answered were those torwarded previous to the one you sent in just before you left the river ? Yes. That is where
I wish firstly to fix the blame, as they were the first cause of all the mischief.3
iInserted
rtmion)And a want of that etiquette which civilization demands, even not
considering thc predicament I was afterwards placed in through his silence.
‘Note'(on revision)I have no recollection of saying “to an officer of his department,” for
I did not look upon myself as one, and I protest against the Acting Surveyor General using to me the
term “ subordinate clerk”, as he did in his evidence on 24th of October, 1861. A contractor is not
<* a subordinate clerk” as I think,—F. W. Eismingham.
.
‘Added (on rmfion):—Or trouble that followed afterwards, in so far as lean prove or diseem
the cauic of the stoppage that has occurred in my contract.

Sydney: Thoman iUchardfl, GoTenraient Printer-—18GL
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V

CROWN LANDS.
(UNDER LEASE OR LICENSE, BEYOND THE SETTLED DISTRICTS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

RETURN (in part) to an

Order

9

January,

1862,

made by the Honorable the Legislative

Assembly of New South Wales, dated 11 October, 1861, That
there be laid upon the Table of this House,—
“ A Return of all Waste Lands of the Crown, held under lease
a

or license, beyond the Settled Districts of the Colony, from the

“ date of the motion of- Mr. W. R. Piddington, of the 2nd
“ December, 1857, and ordered by this House to be printed,
■

“ 21st September, 1859, to the present time; shewing, in
“

alphabetical order, the names of all the Applicants for leases or

“

licenses in each year, and the names of the parties to whom

“ leases or licenses have been issued; the names of all the Runs;
“ the District in which thc Run is situated; the supposed
“ extent of the Run; the total number respectively of Sheep
“ and Cattle assessed thereon by the Commissioner; the amount
“ of Assessment Money received from each Run since the
“ enactment 20 Viet., cap. 39; the amount of Annual Rent
“ payable on each Run at the present time.”

{Mr. Daniel.)

• i•
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Evans, J................................... ....

20
20
20

Fingleton, F............................... ....
Friend, C......................... .... . ....

1

5

Ferguson, A............. ................
Fanning and Humane ..............
Forlonge, W..............................
2Fennell, S..................................
Firebrace, R. T. E. B. and J. B. ..
Farticre, 0.....................
Fletcher, G. B............................
Forrester, G................
Fletcher, D. ...............

G
7
8, 9, 10
11, 12
13
14
15, 16
20
17

Gilchrist, Watt, and Co................ _
1
Garland and Bingham.................
1
Glass, A. and J., and Corrigan. J...
2
Garding, J. A. ...................
4
Gilmour, J. B............................
5, 6
Gardiner, T. A........................ .
6, 9, 10
Gwynne, H, W................. .
.
6
Graham, A. .............................
10,11,12
Gibson, W...............................
11
Graham, J. .............................. .
13
Glass, H................
13,15,10
Gwynne, H................................
13
Grant, G...................................
13
Glass and Corrigan...... .............
21
How, Walker, and Co..................
Hill, T.H.................................
Hill, W.................................
Healy, J.........................
Hall, J......................................
14'
14Keenan, J..................................
Harris, T............
Honnessy, N.............................
HassalL O.................................
Hughes, L, .............................
Hardy, W........ ....................
Hughes, C. W............................
Bebden, G...... ...........................
Harmon, G...............................
Heylin, J..................................
Howell, W. ................
Hamilton, H..............................
Hood and Twaddles....................
Hardip Executors ....................
Hillas, G...................................
Hull, D........ ..................
Hyland and Williams.................
Holland, R.................................
Hay, J....................................
Hill. F. M.................................
Hill, T. M...................
Hill, W. H.................................

1, 5, 8, 9
1,2
4
4
5
6
6
6

.

7
10
9
9,18
10,11
10
11
11
12
12
12
13
13
14
16
17, 18
19
20
21
8,

Icely, T....... ............................
Irving C., and Higgings ...........

16
2

Jenkins, R.L.........................
Joseph, M.................................
Jones, J....................... 3, 5
Jones, J. P..................
Johnstone, J. S. .......................
Jones,.I..................................
Johnstone, R. SI. .......................
Jones, E............................
Julien, R.........................
Jenkins, W....... .......................
Jamieson, H. and B....................
Jamieson, T. B...........................
Jeffreys...................................

2
2
5
9
9
■
9
11
12
14
16, 17, 18
16
18

Kerr, A......................................
Kite, T. W.................................
Kirk and Goldsborough ..............
Kennedy, R...............................
Kaye and Butchart....................

10
10, 11
14
15

6,10

INDEX.
Nami.

Lord, R................................ ....
Lowe, C. B.......................... ....
Lee, W. ............................. .
Lowe, W. W..............................
Lord, G. W...........................
Lawson, W........................... ...
Lo we, J. W. ....................... . ...
Ugar, C, W..........................
Loring, J..................................
Lang, W. .......................... .....
Lang, T. and G..................... ...
Leo, G................................ .....
Lees, G. W. ........................ ....
Manton and Leavitt.............. ,...
M'Millan, 0. ...................... ...
Mackay, J.......... ........ ........ ....
Moffitt, T..............................
M'Alpine, W......................... ...
Montefiore, J. L..................... ...
M'Kenzic, E.................... ....
Morris, W.............................
M'Mahon, M........................ .....
M‘Gregor, A........................ .....
M^ean, J....................... ,....
M‘Donald, C. E. 9.................. ....
M‘Camley, A, .....................
Mylecharanc and Ford .............
Mudic, J...................................
MThiliamy, R..................... ....
M'Cauiey, A........................ .....
MacDonald, J....................... ....
Martel, F.............................
M'Cullock, A. H................... ....
M'Phail, D......................
....
M'Nevin, J..............................
Murnane, 0........................... ...
M'Intosh and Oakes ......... ......
M'Dnugall D, N. and W. M. ,....
MThiliamy, C..................... ...
M’Gumess, T.............................
MTntosh, J...........................
M'Kenzie, A........................ .....
Manning, Sir Wm..................
Murray, P...........................
Moulder, J........................ .......
Murray, T, A..................... ....
M’Guire and Hall ...................
Miller,!.............. ................ ....
Morgan, A. B........................ ....
Moondcn, J..........................
Mackay, P............................ ....
Macansh and Bosnard............
Murrell and M'Allum............ ...
Moore, J............................... ...
M'Bean, L............................. ...
M'Guffin, J........................... ...
Mallon, J.............................. ...
Moses, Joseph ..................... ...
Maiden, J, ........................... ...
jU'F&rlftnc, P. ... f
, ...
M'Lood, J........................ ... ...
Mort and Cameron ................ ...
Mcers, W............................ .
M'Konsie, C.......................... ...
MTonald, W. J..................... ...
Nowlan and Ryan ....................
Napier, R.............................. .
Onus, J. and Bather, C. TV. ........"
Orr, !. and E. ..........................
O’JIullon, B...............................
O’Sullivan, D. and S....................
Osborne, J. H............................
Officer, IV................................ J
Pearsc, J................
Paling, G..........'........................
Parnell, C......... .................... .
Parnell, F..................................
Phillips, T.................................
Powell, F. A...............................
Phillips, E. A............................
Pattison, R...................
Phelps, !. J...............................
Phelps, J. I...............
Perry, G. hi...............................
Pieton, W...........................
Pile.!.......................................
Parnell and Guidcn..................

rou0.

■3

Kame.

4
4

Quinn, P...................................
Quinn, B..................................

5

Rhodes, W.................
Raymond and Brown ...
Rundie and Parsons ..,
Riley, W., junior.........
Reid, N.............
Ramsay, D. ................
Richardson and Raine...
Readford, J..................
Reid, W.L. and R. T....
Richardson, W..............
Reid and Richards ......
Rankin, A. J. R. and
Ramsay, J...................
Rudd and Jackson......
Reid Brothers ............
Reid, R, D. and 0. A__
Rand, R.................. ...
liicketson, H................
Ryrie, D. ...................
Ross, W......................
Rohertson and Clnystall.
Rourkc, H...................
Bundle, J, B................

8.9
8,9,10
13
14
14
20
21
1
1
1
1

3
3
3
3,0
4
4
4
4
4
4
S

5

6,13
6
6

6,7
7

8
8
8
10,21
11
11
12
12
12
12

13
13
14
14
14
14
14
15
15, 16
15

Small, T. junior .......................
Small, W. .................................
Small, J. P.................................
Sullivan, P. ............
Smith, H...................................
Smith, W...................................
Simpson, J.................................
Smith, Gr...................................
Sindcn, T. H..............................
Sloman, T. M................
Street, P. T. and A....................
Simpson, S. T............................
Salting and M‘Donald.................
Sims and Reid ............
Stone, T....................................
Strickland, J. ......................
Stinson, J............
Suttor, W. H..............................
Scott, Saunders, and Mitchell
Sawyer, J. M..............................
Smith,.!....................................
Smith, S...................................
Smith, T. A. .............................
Scott,!.....................
Seott, B. B. and Perry, B. M........
Shaw and Row ...........................
Saunders and Bagar .................
Town, J............ .............................
Tate, IV.

............................................

Folio.
2

10
1
3, 11, 13
3

5
5

6, 11
7

9
10
10
11
12
12

13
13
13
13
14

14
15
18
19, 20

20
1
1
1
1
1, 4
1
4
5
6

5
7,

7

S
10
11
11

H
11

12, lo, 16
12,14
13
15, is
15,16,19
15
16,17,18
18, 19
18
19
1, 2
1, 2

Tebbuts, W.H........................... .
Tooth, W. B.....................................

5
7, 10, 11,
13, 17

Treekilly, R......................... ...............
Taylor, J.'............................................
Tom, W., senior ........... ...........
Thompson, F........................................

11
12
12

20

Thompson, J. and J...................
Tyson, P................................................

13
14, 15
14
15

2
4
2
2
7
11, 12
13
14
2

Vincent, E. ....................................
Vivers, R. W........................................

20, 21

Tyson, J..........................................

21
,

6

7, S
7
9
10
12
14
15
15
18
EO
17
21

14

Whiteman, A. ....................................
1
Wigan, G. H. 0................................
2
Wilson, A. and R. ..............
3
Watt and UTMaster.......................................
Wheatley, J......................................................
Walker and Cornish ...................................
Wall, C..................................................
10, 12
Walsh, W...............................................
11
Weiss, W..............................................
11
White, J. and T...................................
11
Ward, W................................................
12
Walker, Sloaue, and Co...............................
Wells, N............. ..................................
12
Wilson, Cochran, and M'Caughoy,,
14
Watson and Hewitt...........................
14
Woodhouse, E. A.................................
14
Ward and Williams...........................
14
"White, J. and J. D.............................
20
White, J.......................
20
Whcrritt, F................................................

4
5
5

12

20

NEW HUNS.
RETURN of the

it-

1

of Crown Lands under promise of Lease, obtained and rented under Accepted Tender, shewing the Number of Tenders Accepted from the 1st of January, 1857,
to the 31st of December, 1861 j tho Estimated Acreage of each Run, the Estimated Grazing Capabilities, and the Amount of Rent received in each Year.

New Rons

TsNIEnS ACCEPTED ,,
IN EACH OP TOE
UNDXBKEimONED YBAnS-

NAME OF_R0N.

Area.

11
«l

Ciillanvii ......................................

New England and M'Leat,
The lower part of Frazer's Creole
MoornUftc.................................. ..
CuiTicabundi ..............................

1

m

••

1*
It
M
n
11
n
M
It
It
»
It
11
11
11
It

700
640
640

£ s. d.
5 2 9
12 0 o

' 4,000

640
4,000
4,000
640
640
640
640
C40
610

208,000

6,460

16,000

»■ **
640
640
610

4,000

••

12,000
60,000
16,000
16,000
94,000

1,920

4,000

19,200
20,000
16,000
16,000
28,800
16,000
16,000
16,000
20,000
16,000
17,820
16,000
19,000
16,000
82,000
16,000
20,000
20,000
16,000
19,200

• 4 **

4,000
4,000

,
8

4,000

2

,,

1
Gwydir.
Cooloobong .................... .............
North Mungo ..............................
Buima Bnmia..............................
Bunna Bunna West......................
OaiTeunga North..........................
Carreunga East ..........................
Guminnnaldy .............. ...............
Big Leathc West ......................
Uranbah West..............................
Warren........ .......................
Bundori..........................................
Brendfi.......... ..........................a..
Coongham East ..........................
Minna ...................... ...................
Borongo ......................................
Gingham.......... ........... ...............
Cardmurry East, Block No. 1 ,.
iJardnimry
Block No, i£ ,+
West Gingham ..........................
Boorara ......................................

0

10,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
H,000
16,000
loiooo
16,000

1858.

640
610
* ■■
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640

17 2

A. .... .
4,000

..........

o

G
0
0
0
o
o
0
0
G

0
0
0
0
0
0

£

S. a.

12

0 0

12

0 o

10
12
12
10
10

o o
0 0
0 0
0 o
o o

J. I\ Small ................................... Forfeited.
10 o 0
12 0 f 11. Smith,
12 0 0 W. Smith.
10 o o
10 o o

0
10
o
0
0
o
o
0
0
12

o
0
o
0
0
o
0
0
0

12
10
10
12
12
10
10
40
40

0
10
0
0
0
o
0
0
o

o
o
o
0
0
0
o
0
o

20

o

0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

176 10 0
22
11
11
12

0
0
0
0

0 0

0

50

12
10
10
10
10
10
5
5
10
7
5
2
3
2
3
2
2
2
3
2

12
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
10
15
10
10
12
10
13
10
11
11
12
11

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

12
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
10
15
10
10
12
30
13
10
11
11
12
11

0
10
5
5
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
15
0

Forfeited.

Forfeited.

G

6

ItESLAllEa.

£ s* a.

12
10
10
12
12
10
10
40
40
17

56 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
3
0
0
0
15
0
3 9
15 0

Lessees.

s. d.

£

30 10 0
0
10
5
5
0
0
0
10
5
10
0
10
0
10
5
10
15

op

1862.

a.

2

Names

1861.

B.

22
11
11
■ 13

0
0
0
0

1860.

£

22 0
2 15
2 15
3 0

5 10 0

.. .. ..

a.
0

174

5 10 0

0
10
5
5
0
0

s.
11
0
12
10
0
0
o
o
0
0
4

9 154 17 ii

A A. ...

3
10
10
10
10
10

£
20
12
2
2
12
12
10
10
30
30
13

1859.

0
10
6
5
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
15
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

20 o o
3 2 G
2 TO 0
90 12

6

22 0 0
11 0 0
11 0 0
12 0 0

90 0 o
12 10 0
10 0 0
103 10

0

22 0 0 Edward Ashheo.
11 0 c
11 0 0 Howe, ^Viilkor* aud Co.
12 0 0 J. Mackay.

56

0

0

56 0 0

12
10
10
10
10
10
10
n
10
15
10
10
12
10
13
10
11
11
12
11

0
10
5
5
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
15
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

12
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
10
15
10
10
12
10
13
10
11
n
12
ii

0
10
5
5
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
15
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
c
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0,

A. Doyle, jrnir., & T. B. Rossitcr.
Hijiuy Daiigfir.
Thomas Motfntt.
Thomas Jlofiatt.
A. A. Adams,
A. A. Adams.
'William 3VTAlpine.
J. Town.
T. H. Hill.
J. Town,
A. Whiteman.
Wm. Tate.
T. H. Hill.
William Tate.
F. Fingleton.
W. W. BnckncII.
Nowlan and Ryan.
Nowlan ami Ryan.
Bartlett and Gibson.
C. W. and A. W. Bucknell.

CROWN LANDS.

Walumbau ..................................
Upper W.alumban ......................
TomarAh .................. ............... ...

2

-

Shrrp.
1857.

CnAHEKoe Riyeb.
1657 1858 1859 I860 1861
Marydale......................................
Matilda Dalo .............. ........... ..
Millcra..........................................
Cheviot nil Is North ..................
Cheviot Hills South ..................
Unrlcrcliff......................................

Rent.

Cattle.

Cobbanlhama,....................
Boogciitlara East................
Eooguntlara tVcst ............
Mojigerroo ........................
Coongham .................... ....
Bnrrilila .................... .
Mnngycr, Back Block No. 1...
Mutigyor, Back Block No. 2...
Yarrawali, Back Block ...
Mungi* 'Wiitertiote ............
Booualdoou ........................
Decrimaa............................
Saad Holes .......... ..............

G

18

32,000
16,000
10,000
32,000
19,000
13,440
1G,000
16,000
24,000
16,000
26,000
07,000
2,000

1,280
040
640
040
610
610
040
CIO
■■ ••
040
040
• 610
....

GG0.460

12,700

10,000
17,280
10,000
10,000
10,000
16,000
io.ooo
10,000
10,000
12,000
10,000

610
010
040
«...
040
640
040
010
040
♦*•«
010

10,000
32,000
16,000
io.ooo
16,000
10,000
16,000
10,000
10,000
16,000
16,000
10,000
16,000
16,000

040
610
*» t ■
640
640
040
640
640
040
610
G40
640
640

413,230

12,940

13 5
2 15
2 15
2 10

..........
..........
(

:

0
0
0
0

11
11
10
3

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

4,000

11 0 0
11 0 0
10 0 0
12 0 0
G 0 0
G 5 0
G 5 0
7 10 0
7 17 c
12 0 0

4,000
20,000

54

O 0 142 14

3

303 5

6

359 12

0

11
11
10
12
13
12
12
15
15
12
ii
10

0
0
O
0
0
10
10
0
15
0
o
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
0

417 17

0

n
31
10
12
12
12
12
lo
15
12
11
10

0
0
0
0
0
10
10
0
15
0
o
0

0
0
0,
0

°l
°
0
0
0
o
0

417 17

0

o'

J. Onus and 0. W. Eatho
George Henry 0. Wigan.
George Henry 0. Wigan.
W. Bagott and Brothers.
t. n. Hill.
C. W. Bucknell.
G. W. and A. W. Bucknoll.
0. W. and A. W. BnckncII.
C. W. and A. W. Bucknell.
John Town.
Clark Irving and R. G. Higgins.
BnckncII Brothers.
Andrew Doyle.

LTvnitrooT, Plains.

Dunwarriau.....................................
Tory, Wee Waa, Back Bun ....

>>
it

Gibbican ........ .............................
Coormnre............................ .
Erinbri..........................................

»

Goangra Retro West ..........
Bunna, Back Block No. 1 ....
Bunna Bunna, Back Block No. 2
Como by Ohanen .......................
Bulgeori South, No. 1 ........... ..
Bulgcori South, No. 2 ...............
Thooloo, No. 3.............................
Burgen, No. 4...............................
Jereel, No. 5 .................................

io

e

..

..

9

4,003
..........
..........
4,000

2
2
2
4
2
10
12
5
5
3

10
10
12
10
15
0
0
10
10
0

3
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4,000
....
* ii
4,000

10
10
10
18
11
10
12
11
H
12
2

1
1
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o

10
10
10
IS
11
10
12
11
11
12
10

1
1
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10
10
10
IS
11
10
12
It
11
12
10

3 2 0
2 10 0
3 0 0
30 15 9
2 11 3

12
10
10
41
10

10
0
12
0
5

0
0
0
0
0

12 10 0
10 0 0
10 12 0
41 0 0
10 6 0

]
1
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

,

.,.
10,000

100

0 0

209 19 0

209 19

0

10
10
10
IS
11
10
12
11
11
12
10

1
1
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

12 10 0
10 0 0
10 12 0
10
5
10
10
12
17
17
12
12
12

5
5
0

o

0
0
o
0

o

10 1 0 Charles Button.
10 1 0 Charles Button.
10 10 0 William Hangar.
IS 0 0 J. and 1C. Otr.
n 0 0 E. K. Cox.
10 0 0 J. Pc arse.
12 0 0 Alexander Campbell.
n 0 0 E. K. Cox.
11 0 0 R, L. Jenkins.
12 0 0 P. Quinn.
10 0 0 A. Glass, J. Glass, and John
Corrigan.
12 10 0 M. Joseph.
10 0 0 J. Ii. Montefiore.
10 12 0 G. and D. Boyle,
Raymond aud Brown..................
io 5 0 E. M'Kcnzie.
30 30 o E. K. Cox.
10 o o F. N. BnckncII.
10 0 o F. N, Bucknell.
] 2 10 o George Collins.
.
17 o 0 Henry Hangar.
17 0 o Henry Hangar.
12 10 o Collins and Barber.
12 10 (1 Collins and Barber.
12 30 0 Collins and Barber.

10
0
0
10
10
10

0
0
0
0
0

278 4

0

278

4 0

0
0
0
0
0
0

10
10
10
12
13
13
10
11
10
20
12

0 0
0 0
10 0
10 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
10 0
10 0

Forfeited.

CROWN LANDS.

Bixrran East ............................
Burrnn South ............................
Dead Bullock, Warraaihool
,
Culuoy Lagoon .............. ..
Goangra Kctro............................
Gorian South .............................
Tcrcclla Plains ........................
GrOangni Itctro East.............. ..
Bitlcboo.................................. ..
Bnrgarol ....................................
Manilla Minor ........................

Bcich.

Tooloora .......... .

Gunninga.........................
Calumur ........................
Colomy......................................

The Box Tree Hole

...
Thc Boebong Swamp...
Gnnninglong ................
Tho Beabone Waterholc
Kealgcrcr........................
Tucklan Greek .......

Trcilwon ......................

10,000
10,000
16,000
15,000
16,000
16,000
10,000
10,000
16,000
16,000
10,000

.

640
040
040
640
640
640
640
640
040
CIO
040

_____

2
2
2
3
3
3
2
2
2
5
12

10
10
12
2
5
5
10
15
10
2
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
G
0

10
10
10
12
13
13
10
11
10
20
12

0
0
10
10
0
0
0
0
0
10
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10
10
10
12
13
13
10
11

0

0

10
10
0
0
0
0
10 0
20 10
12 10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10
10
10
12
13
13
10
11
10
20
12

0 0
0
10 0
10 0
0 0
0 0

0

0 0
0 0
0 0
10 0
10 0

10
10
10
12
13
13
10
11
10
20
12

0
0
10
10
0

0
0 0
0 0
0 0

10 0
10 0

Cornish and Walker.
Cornish and Walker.
W. Morris.
James Coleman.
John Janes.
John Jones.
John Jones.
Bundle and Parsons.
M. M‘Mahon.
Andrew and Robert Wilson.
Cox and Lewis.

Cn

NEW EUNS—continued.
NAJtE OP BUN,

3

TKJTDER ACCEPTED
IE EACH OP TRfi
WKDEKMEt.'TIOKE)> Yi;An$.

Cattlb.

.Sll£E

Naucs

1

1867 1868 1859; 1800 1801
10,000

16,000
io.ooo
10,000

16,000
10,000

io.ooo
16,000
16,000
10,000

16,000
io.ooo
io.ooo
16,000
16,000
10,000

16,000
16,000
3,200
16,000
16,000
14,000
10,000

16,000
16,000
16.000
26,000
10,000
ig,ooo

10,000
10,000

16,000
10,000

io.ooo
10,000

io.ooo
10,000

io.ooo
16.000
to.ooo
16,000
16,000
io.ooo
16,000
16,000
16,000
12,800
25,000
16,000
16,000
10,000
12,000

640
640
040
640
040
040
640
040
640
640
040
640
640
640

....

640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
610
640

. »*

640
640

....

A-

.A .A

..... A
.......*
4,000

4,660

4',66o
........

d.
0
0
0

5.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
2 15
2 15
2 11

£
15
11
11
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
2

2 12
2 15
2 10
2 15
2 10
2 11
2 n
2 15
2 10
2 lo
3 0
2 10
2 10
2 lo
3 lo
4 0
3 15
2 10
2 10
3 5
2 15
2 10
2 10
2 10
10 0
10 0

. . . . ..
4,000
4,000

640
640

s.
0
0
0

2 11

4,000
C40
640
640
640
640
»A •»
640

£
15
11
11

1858.

........

4,000

..

1869.
a.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
3
8
0
0
0
0
6
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£
15
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11

11

10
10
10

11

10

11

10
10
10

11

1.0

11
12

10
10
11
15
10
15
10
10
13
11
10
10
10
10
10
3
2

a. d.
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
5 0
5 6
10 6
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
5 6
6 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
2 6
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
10 0
. .
- •
__
. .
. .

£
15
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
10
10
10
11
10
11
10
10
10

11

10

11
12

10
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
0
0
0
5
5
10
0
0
0
0
5
5
0
0
0
0
0
0

11 1
15 2
10
lo
10
10
13
11
10
10
10
10
10
12
10
7
15
7
7
7
7
15

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
G
6
6
0
0
0
0
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
10
10
10
10 0

0 0

£
15
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
ii
li
10
10
10
11
10
11
10
10
10

11

10

11
12
10
10
11
15
16
15
10
10
13
11
10
10
10
10
10

12

&.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
5
10
0
0
0
0
5
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10
10
30
10
10
10
10 0
20 0

Leeskes.

ItrisiAEIS.

1862.

1861.

1860.

op

a.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
6
0
0
0
0
G
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o!
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£
15
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
10
10
10
11
10
11
10
10
10

11

10

11
12
10
10
11
15
16
15
10
10
13
11
10
10
10
10
10

12

10
10
30
10
10
10
10
20

&.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
5
10
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
G
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Cox and Lewis.
Cornish and K emmiss.
Cornish and Kommiss.
Jlathew Allison.
W. Morris.
Mathew Allison.
W. R. Blackman.
>
W. R. Blackman.
W. R. Blackman.
A. M'Grcgor.
A. 51‘Gregor.
A. M'Gregor.
A. Brown.
T, G. Dangar.
John McLean.
Christie and Wentworth.
Christie and Wentworth.
Christie and Wentworth.
C. ColviH.
H. Smith,
T. G-. Dangar.
Thomas Brown.
Christie and Wentworth.
Chrietie and Wentworth.
S. B. Daniel.
Robert Lord.
J. Blaekstone.
C. E. S. McDonald.
0. B. Lowe.
J. A. Garding.
Andrew McCauley.
William Hill.
C. E. S. McDonald.
E. Conolly.
Mylecharane and Ford.
Myle.hnrane and Ford.
R. Bennett.
J. Blaekstone.
Thomas Brown.
Watt and McMaster.
Alexander Campbell.
William Lee.
Robert Napier.
Joseph Simpson.
James Healy.
J. Aarons, junior.
James Mudie.
Robert McPhillamy.
Robert McPhillamy.
Robert McPhillamy.
J. L. Campbell.
J. L. Campbell.

h4

£\2
01
O

Best.
Aeia,

1867.
B Licit—continued.
(JuingninsillA........
East Kidgear ........
West Kitlgenr........
DaUommcy
Asliantae..............
Meviopay................
Clombogolang........
Concyal Warrab ...
Bulgab .....................
Merygnl, Back Run
New Bnmlilla........
Cowl Muiryan ...
Tooloomau Flats,.,
Tercmbono South .
Gerilambono.......... ..
New Englegah, No. 3
Now Coleinberrawang, F
New Tcunandra, No. 5
Billeroy..........................
Narraway Nortli..........
Tcrembono North ....
Bimble, or Turridgerrie No h
Now Englegak, No. 2..
Now Collyburrell
Quilbone, Upper .. .
Broken Plains........
Pine Scrubb............
New Geralgambone
Afoolungnn ............
Pior Pier East........
Lower Win gear ...
Wingce, or Wingy .
Nimbia....................
Tu gland ................
Gnngalman East., ,
Gnngnlmnn West .
Wingilong ............
New Tourable........
Lower Turridgerrie Nort
Neebil ....................
Merrinbnr................
Gunyillah................
Yarrindiiry West...
Noonbali ................
Martbaguy Creek .
Gungalman............
Cobra Uragy ........
Werigal....................
Bunbundaloo ........
Wamerawah............
Tho Old Harbour .
New Oncboby .....

05

O
O
=5
SS
f
!Z1

t)
02

Gnndyulc Cowell ......................
tilillpuliijiff................ .
QiginbilSa North .................. *,,
Gowah Cuwoll...........................
AV ost....... ............
Warran-Creek, yo. 1 ..........,
arran Orc€k« No, «i -. r.
Merrycral llarthapty ..................
Timdcr................................ ,. ,
Houdi^Jill ......................... ..
Gjrtvil or Cowcli , . .
Back Niiramn.............................. i
Back Cmabcar, Block A.............
Back Carahear, Block B............. !
Hack Martbaguy..........................
Carwcl................ ....................
Turrigar Swamp..........................
Cow Plain ................ ...............
Bundi go ................................ .
Yarriffan ......................................
Kent"..................................... ... ,,
Susies: .........................................
Opposite Oonamhle*...................
Bogula .................................... . .,
Urawitky West .................... . ..

.. i ..
I
|
.. i ..
i
,.

16,000
1 6.000
13,000
J fi 000
20,0o0
21,000
0(X»
1(> 000
20^000
20,000

. . 1 ..
.*
s>
-

j

..

**

1 r noo
4f\ non
9.r non

"
**
n

40

2

..
*»■

..
M
r>

M
u

■'

¥h

.

t.

.

16,000
16,000
! rt fH'JO
36,01^)
10,000
16,000
16,000

-

•»

' i ft nnn
leiooo

27

6

1,034,800

640
610
610
640
640

4,000
. 4,000

.... . . . .

640
640
640
640
640
MO
640
640
640
640
640
... a
' 640
640
640
167,840

i ft iron
640
640
36,000
640
16,000
ifi.onn
640
640
J 6,000
640
25,000
25*000 . 640
16,000
16,000
16,000
..
.r -16,000
1 fi fM10
640
leiooo
16,000
ns non
ie’ooo
16,000
640
16 000
640
16,000
640
16,000
640
16 OOO
640
i upon
640
iciooo
640
16,000
640
16,000
640
16,000
640
16 000
640
ifi non
640
icjxx) 1

8
7
7
. 8
7
7
7
ii
7
11
7
7
8
S
8
9
7
11
9
7

• *■ ''
4,000
4 000

. ..

5
17
10
5
17
10
10
8
10
5
10
17
5
6
D
7
10
o
7
17

0
6
0
9
6
0
0
9
0
0
0
6
9
9
9
6
0
0
6
6

...» -

..........
24,000

4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,660
4,000
4 non
4^000

4,000

79

6

g
2
2
2
3
3
3
10
10
2
6
2
2
2
3
3
3
2
2
15
12

15
IS
10
10
3
7
7
7
7
10
36
10
10
10
Q
0
0
It
13
0
10

36
13
11
12
12
10
10

0
0
o
Q
Q
LO
0

6 299

1 11

696

3

Q
0
0

11
11
10
10
12
13
33
41
41
10
27
10
10
10
12
12
12
30
30
60
12
65
60
11
11
12
32
10
10

1
1
0
0
30
10
10
11
11
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
10
6
6
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
£
3
3
0
Q

11
11
30
1n
12
13
1ft
41
41
10
27
io
30
10
12
12
19.
in
10
60
i9!

1
1
0
fi
1^
10
10
11
11
0
0
0
0
0
%
0
10
5
5
0
in

0
0
o
o
fl
o
0

60
11
11
12
12
io
10

: 0 0
0 0
0 o
0 o
O o
in o
0 0

3
0
£
9
9
0
0
0
0

o
0
o
0
0
0
0
o
6
0
o
6
o
o
0
0
o

0

870

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
lo 0
0 0

11
11
10
10
12
13
13
41
41
10
27
10
10
10
12
12
12
30
10
GO
12
65
60
11
11
12
32
10
10

0 2
1
1
0
0
10
10
30
13
11
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
10
6
6
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

11 0
10 10
10 0
11 1
10 10
10 0
10 0
IS 5
10 0
Id 0
10 0
10 10
11 1
11 1
11 1
12 30
10 0
IS 0
12 10
10 10
5 10
5 10
6 5
1
2 15
975 2
11 1
11 1
10 0
10 0
32 10
33 10
13 10
41 11
41 n
10 0
27 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
32 2
12 0
12 10
10 s
10 5
CO 0
32 10
65 0
CO 0
11 0
#
32 6
12 0
30 10
10 0

0

c

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
G
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
0
3
0
6

11 0
10 10
. 10 0
11 1
10 10
10 0
10 0
IS 5
10 0
15 0
10 0
io io
11 1
11 1
11 1
12 10
10 0
35 0
12 10
10 10
11 o
11 0
12 30
10 2
11 0
1,006

3

0
31
0
11
0
10
0
10
0
12
0
13
0
13
0
41
0
41
0
10
0
27
0
JO
0
10
0
10
12
0
0 > 32
0
12
0
10
0
10
0
60
0
32
0
65
0
60
0
11
. .
0
12
0
12
0
10
0
10

1
1
0
0
10
10
10
31
31
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
10
5
6
0
10
0
0
0
6
0
10
0

c
c
c
(
c
f
c
c
c
0
t
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
f
0
0
6
0

Charles Friend.
J. Ij. Gheetkam.
J. Collits.
.
J. Jones.
J. P Jones.
W. W. Lowe.
W. W. .Lorre.
A. M‘G regor.
J. illorris,
W. Itiluy, junior.
C. Smith.
G. Sinitii,
T. H. Sinden.
T. II. Sin den.
W. H. Tebldts.
Andrew APCanlej7.
Andrew M'Aulcy.
George Smith.
J. Wheatley.
J. L. Gheetkam.
X. If. Sloman.
Silvanus B. Daniel.
Howe, Walker and Co.
J. Maedouald.
J. Hall.

I
CROWN LANDS.

Duck Creek, No. 17 ..................
Balbathermile Creek..................
Albert Waterhole .......... ...........
Buckiturav ..................................
Yarrahundi ...................... ..
Mon dado......................
Lower Mnlgutheno ..........

"
. .

14
Wellington.
Cowell .....................................
Waterloo Plains ,, 4.....................
Temoin........................................
Triangle .....................................
Thuara West ............ ..
Back of Nugatire Plains ..........
Back Gar.ile Gamle ..................
Duck Creek, No. 15i
Duck Cieek, No, 16 ..................
Tommingloy North......................
Bom Bogan.............. ...................
Doonside........ ...........................
Well wood......................................
Middle hield ..................
New Morenbone ..........................
Weridgcra .................................
Back of Mnmblohone........ .
Back of Tahratongv....................
Back of adjoining Tahratong ..
Muddall ......................................
Yarramlidgen k h ..........................

..

9
Fieholns Reid.
J. N. Gilmour.
Walker and Cornish.
Walker and Cornish.
Bryant and Hapfan,
Donald and Baird.
Donald and Baird.
J. A. Gardiner.
T. Baird.
J. N, Gilmour.
James Heenan.
A. Kerr.
A. Kerr.
,
Thomas Harris.
Wentworth and Christie,
(r. Paling.
W. Hcncssy.
Wm. Lee.
William Lee.
Jno. Brown.
Florent Martel.
Florcnt Martel.
A. H. M'Cullock.
FJorent Martel.
Florent Martel ..............
0 D. M'Phail.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Forfeited.

NEW RUNS—coniinwcrf,
oo
Bsst.

TpSDXRS ACCEPTED
UlfDERMENTION RD YEARS.
’WzrxisnTON—eoniinuerf.
Mountain Gun........................
Monomie Plains.................. ..
Bumlm. Block 1..........................
Wftgoo, Block 2 ..........................
New Gunningkab, Block 1 ....
Mullongudgory, South ..............

Mumbrum’ba.h, Bloct 2.............*
Woolagoola West .............. * *..

Area;

»♦
<*
*4
11

*4

11
1*

**
’'

n
»»

'4

Murrabuya........ ..........................
Yanima..........................................

"*

*4
’4

44

11

r4
”

Kmn Plains or Murda ..............

‘*

■DUUK uOUiluia ««»■•••»■■**••■■

**

Back Run of tTpper Bugga
Budda.
Back Run of Upper Mmtdale
South.
Back Hcnuitage Bast ..............
"West Bunnawannah ..................
Back Billybungbonc................
Tvric ..........................................
Ccntrcbit ................................ ♦ ♦
Upper Dalhuntya Back Run,,.
Back Gookundoon.......................

4*
T>

4

••

»1

'

*
11

*

..
..

1

..
..

*•

16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
20,000

16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
■ 16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000

' "CIO
640
‘'640'
640
640
640
640
640
640

4,000

1808.

4,000
*£•»* +

£ a. d.

£

0
2
3
5
0
0

G

10
10

0
0

10 5
10 5

10
10
10
10
10
10

4,000
640
640

4,660

640
640
640

«a ^.
a. . .

640

4,000
4,000

640

16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000

640
640
640
040
640
610
640
640
610

0

10
10
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
S

0
0
10
10
12
11
11
10
11
11
10
10
10
10

0
0

3 0
10 7
10 7

640
640

16,000

o

8.
0
2

2 10

4,000
4,000

21,000

0

3

4,000

*‘640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640

Ivawzs or Lebseis.

Sheep.
1857.

18C7 1858 1859 I860 1861
»»

»»
**
*#

Cattle.

0

5
5
0
0

3
0
0
0
0
0

G

£

0
6
0
0

10
10
10
10

0

10

JO 0
10 10
10 5
10 5
10 0
10 5
10 5
10 0
10 0
10 1
10 0
12 0
12 0
10 0
12 0
41 10
41 10
50 0
20 3
40 10
10 12
42 0
42 0

0
0
6
6
0
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0

io

12 10
11 0
10 0
12 10
10 0
10 0

0
2

5
5

"io' "o"

3. a.

a.

£ B. a.

£

10
10
10
10

0
2

5
5

0
6
0
0

5
5

0
6
0
0

10
10
10
10

0

0

10

0

0

10

0
10 10
10 5
10 5
10 0
10 5
10 5
10 0
kO 0
10 1
10 0
12 0
12 0
10 0
12 0

0
0
6
6
0
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10 0
10 10
10 5
10 5
10 0
10 5
10 5
10 0
10 0
10 1
10 0
12 0
12 0
10 0
12 0

0
0
6
6
0
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10 0
10 10
10 5
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
12
12
10
12

0

41
50

10
0

20 3
40 10

0
0
0
0

41
SO

20 3
40 10

0
0
6
0

42
42

0
0

7
7

42
42

0
0

7
7

42
42

0
0
0
0
0
0

12 10
11 0
10 0
12 10
10 0
10 0

0
0
0
0
0
0

12 10
11 0
10 0
12 10
10 0
10 0

0
0
0
0
0
0

12 10
11 0
10 0
12 10
10 0
10 0

ii

8.
0
2

10
0

5
5
o'

30 5
5
5
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

David Ramsay.
John F. Clements.
John F. Clements.
William Cummings.
J. A. Gardiner.,........................... Forfeited.
0 J. A. Gardiner.
J. A. Gardiner............................. . Forfeited.
0 A. Ferguson.
0 J. A. Gardiner.
6 J. F. Clements.
6 J. F. Clements.
0 H. W. Gwynne.
6 J. F. Clements.
0 J. F. Clements.
0 Arthur and Lester.
0 J, A. Gardiner.
0 J. Cope.
0 C. Parnell.
0 0. Parnell.
0 C. Parnell.
0 T. Parnell. ■
0 T. Parnell.
W. B. Tooth................................... Forfeited.
0 C. Hassnll.
0 Bernard O, Mullen.
6 E. A. Blackman*
0 N. Angus,
Forfeited.
7 Bank of New South Wales.
7 Bank oi New South Wales.
P. T. and A. Street...................... Forfeited.
0 Donald and Baird.
0 W. Creek.
0 W. Creek.
0 Donald and Baird.
0 J. Brown.
0 J. Brown.
0
6
0
0

10

0

0

10

0

0

10

0

0

10

0

0

J. Brown.

2 10

0

10
11
11
10
10

0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

10
11
11
10
10

0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

10
11
11
10
10

0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

10
11
11
10
10

0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

J. Brown.
Fanning and Murnane.
T. G. Dangar.
O. Murnane.
J. Brown.
S. T. Simpson.

2 IS
2 15
3 2
2 15
2 10

3

2

2 15 3
2 15 0
2 10
2 10

2 15
2 15
3 2

0
0
3

a
r

2 10 C

(f
7
7

11 1 0
a
0
12 10 o
10 0 0

50

10
0

0
2

0

2

10 10
10 10

..........

5

£ s. a.
10
10
10
10

2 10

10

•• ...

0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
5

3862.

1861.

2 10
2 10

5 1

..........

a.

I860.

6
0
0
6
2
2
2
0
6
0
0
6
0
0

12 10

4,000

1859.

11 1 0

10 0 0

11 1 0
10 0 0

20 3
40 10
0
0

11 1 0
io 0 0

W. Cummings.......... ................... Forfeited.
Cornish and Walker.

01
1$

Eemakks.

O
'A

tsj
t)
M

IO
oo
oo
fcri

Oookcnnidgcrin ..................................
Ksperanco............ ................................
Diri Diri ..................................
..
Back of Terrangan.............................
CatUaudvillo .....................................
Oatlet ..................................................
Jloi'bclla West............................. I ..
Back Mullah .............................. ..
Back Myall Camp, North ,, ... • ..
Tarrieii.................................... .
..
Tiinherabungin, Back Bun No. 1 ..
Timberabimgin, Back Bun No. 2, ..
Lower Willi, Hast ..................... ■ ■
Back Wiveric.....................................
Back Giggcn .......................... .. ..
Back Gingc ................................... ..
Back Wivcnoe.............................. ..
Back Ulouri.........................................
Back Willoi.........................................
Back Whelcroen.......................... ..
Back Tvric .......................
..
Lower Tabratong .............................
West Bogan. No. 7.............................
West Bogan, No. 8.............................
TDast Bogan, No. D.............................
East Bogan, No. 10 .........................
West Bogan, No. 10 .............
■.
Eulngilma............................ ................
Cookamunboin....................................
East Bogan, No. 1 ..............................|
East Bogan, No. 11.............................
East Bogan, No. 12...........................
West Bogan, No. 11 .........................
West Bogan, No. 12 .........................
East Bogan, No. 20.............................
East Bogan, No. 1G.............................
West Bogan, No. 17 .........................
East Bogan, No. 2G.............................
East Bogan, No. 29........ .....................
East Bogan, No. 30^........ ..................
West Bogan, No. 2o .........................
West Bogan, No. 2fi ..........................
West Bogan, No. 27 ..........................
West Bogan, No. 29 ..........................
West Bogan, No. 30 ..........................
East Bogan, No. 18 .............. ..
..
East Bogan, No. 19 .........................
East Bogan, No. 13 .........................
East Bogan, No. 14 .........................
West Bogan, No. 13.........................
West Bogan, No. 14 ............ ..
..
West Bogan, No. 18 ................... .,
East Bogan, No. 15 .........................
East Bogan, No. 23 .........................
East Bogan, No. 24 .........................
East Bogan, No. 25 .......... ..
..
West Bogan, No. 24 .................. ..
West Bogan, No. 19 ..........................

16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
14,000
10,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16.000
16,000
16.000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
44,500
50,000
20,000
17,000
48,500
30,000
28,000
18,500
18,000
22,500
48,500
43,500
43,000
31,000
44,500
19,000
19,500
27,000
45,500
41,500
53,000
39,000
45.000
19,500
40,000
22,500
24,000
43,000
44,000
35,000
43,000
35,000
1'1,000
25,000
51,000
24,500

640
640
640
610
610

... a
640
610
610
1,000
640
610
610
640
640
640
610
610
640
640
640
640

•* 4*
....
....

4*

♦

*■ ■■
« * **
» » «•
....
-. 4*
•# **
....
....
4• 4»
....
* * 4. 4
4• .«
....
*» *•
640
12,000

....
■a ••
....
....
44 <4
....
....
....

2 10

......
4.000

0

2 15 3
2 15 3
2 11 3
2 10

0

2 10
2 11

3
3

2 10 O
3 10 0

4* »»*■

6 J5
3 2
3 2
3 16
2 10
2 10
2 10

0
6
6
3
0
0
0

2 10 0
2 10

......

..
8,000
8,000
5,000
5,000
8,000
4,000
4,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
8,000
8,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
4,000
4,000
5,000
6,000
6,000
7,000
6,000
6,000

......
4,000
4,000
6,000
6,000
4,000
4,000
5,000
7,000
5,000
7,000
4,000

0
3 3 9
2 10 0
2 15 3
42 17 11

10
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
27
12
12
15
10
10
10
10
10
12
10
11
57

0
1
1
5
0
0
1
5
0
0
10
10
5
0
0
0
0
0
15
0
1
0
o
o
147 10
117 1f»
245 0
180 0
180 0
117 0
152 10
157 10
255 0
260 0
142 0
149 5
192 0
313 0
336 0
415 10
322 0
322 0
374 10
352 0
418 0
260 10
198 0
9A7 o
5>r*7 o
o
302 o
sii 15
231 0
169 10
155 10
10
155 To
195 7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
o
6
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
o
n
0
o
0
0
0
0
f
c
c

10 0
11 1
11 1
10 5
10 0
10 0
10 1
10 5
10 0
27 0
12 10
12 10
15 5
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
12 15
10 0
11 1
57 0
ifl/r o
0
147 10
147 10
245 0
180 0
180 0
117 0
152 10
157 10
255 0
260 0
142 0
149 5
192 0
313 0
336 0
415 10
322 0
322 0
374 10
352 0
118 0
260 10
198 0
2G7 o
2fi7 0
322 o
n
314 15
231 0
169 10
155 10
10
155 10
195 7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
n
(\
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
30
27
12
12
0
10
10
10
10
10
12
10
11
57

0
1
1
5
0
0
1
fj
0
0
10
10
5
0
0
0
0
0
15
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

147 10 0
ISO
180
117
*t

6 0
0 0
0 0
. .,

142 0 0
313 0 0

374 10 0
260 3 0 6
198 0 0

314
231
169
155
355
195

15
0
10
10
10
7

0
0
0
0
0
c

10
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
27
12
12
15
10
10
10
10
10
12
10
11
57

0
3
1
5
0
0
1
o
0
0
30
30
5
0
0
0
0
0
15
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Cornish and Walker.
Richardson and Raine.
Richardson and Raine.
17. Lee.
F. y. nnd A. H. Cox.
Arthur and Lester,
J. Cope.
William Lawson.
Harry Drax Bloxham.
D. N. nnd W. M. MOlougall.
C. IBFJiillnmy.
0. MT’hillamy.
T, M'Guiness.
Charles Parnell.
Charles Parnell.
Charles Parnell.
Charles Parnell.
Charles Parnell,
Charles Parnell.
Charles Parnell.
S. F. Simpson.
Joseph W. Lowe,
■
J. MTntosh..........................
J. MTntosb ...................... ..
147 10 0 William Forlonge.
William Forlonge ...............
* * William Forlonge ......... ....
180 0 0 Howe, Walker, and Co.
180 0 0 Howe, Walker, and Co.
117 0 0 John Brown.
J. MTntosh.........................
....
J. MTntosh.........................
J. MTntosh................ ..
J. MTntosh........................
iia 6 0 William Forlonge.
C. W. Ligar.........................
C. W. Ligar........................
....
313 6 0 William Forlonge.
J. MTntosh.........................
J. MTntosh.........................
William Forlonge .............
William Forlonge ...............
374 io 0 Llyewellin Hughes.
E. J. Bloxham.....................
J, MTntosh .........................
260 10 6 J. 8. Johnstone.
198 0 0 J. S. Johnstone.
J. MTntosh..........................
J, MTntosh..........................
J. MTntosh.........................
J. MTntosb..........................
314 15 0 William Hardy.
231 0 0 J, Readford.
169 10 0 William Forlonge.
155 10 0 William Forlonge.
William Forlonge. .............
155 10 0 William Forlonge.
195 7 0 William Hardy.

Forfeited.
Forfeited.
Forfeited.
Forfeited.

Forfeited.
Forfeited.
Forfeited.
Forfeited.

O
tr1
>

13
t)

Forfeited.
Forfeited.
Forfeited.
Forfeited.
Forfeited.
Forfeited.
Forfeited.
Forfeited.
Forfeited
Forfeited,
Forfeited
Forfeited

Forfeited

M
CV

OtJ

NEW RTJNS—continued.
NAME OF RUN.

'

Tenders accepted
IN ISAGn OF TUB
Years.

underjcrntiowed

1857 1858 1859 I860 1801
W hslli kgt ON—co ntinue (K
East Iforron, No, 17 . *...............
u

Gcnnfirin, No. 1...................... ..
East Eoffan, No. 2........................
West Bogan, No. 6....................

11

.,

New Runningbah, Block I ....
Tnindcll .........................................
Lower J3ame , 4,, * *............. ..

*t

East Bogan, Back Block ...........
Triangle, No. 1 ............................
Block A......................................... ...
Block B.............................................
Back Wallah .................................
Back Lower Muddall....................
Nelson , *.......................... ..
Curra.................................................

»»

Rent.
Area.

Sbeep.

640
640
640
640
640
640
640

22,000
10,000
10.000
19,500

10,000
u
M
M

25

63

40

1G

2,000

44,500
39.500

2,000

..

31,000
14,000
16,000
32,000
33,000
35,000
45,000
24,000
16,000

27

3,592,320

M

-

27,000
16,000
41.500

s. a.

£

s. d.

200 0 0
210 0 0
11 11 0
352 10 0

4,000

4,000
640
040
640
640
640
040

i■

£

s. d.

200 0 0
210 0 0
11 11 0
470 0 0
71 12 6
22 10 0
90 0 0
5 0 0
5 6 0
5 0 0
18 0 0
6 10 6
5 10 0
5 0 0
5 2 0
2 11 0
2 15 3
20 0 0
12 10 0
20 0 0

i
4,000

640
040
040
** -»
640

4,000

........

4,000
640
4,000
500
040
800
640
040
640

040
640
1,070,000

£

257 17

6 833

3

2 11,218 12

1

10,354 15

4
1

9. a.

11 ii 0
0 0
10 0

120
10
10
10
36

11
11
10
10
2
11
20
12
20

0
0
10
0
0
1
0
0
O
ii
i

of

Lessees.

o\

Remifiks.

1802.

470
95

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
10
0
5 0
6 6 d
6 6 5
2 15 0
22 13 0
168 10 0
22 13 0
10 0 0
11 1 0
187 0 0
120 1 0
202 0 0
10 0 0
82 0 0
10 2 6
66 0 0
63 0 0
20 0 0
61 0 0
81 0 0
34
50
60
50
150

4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000

09,020

1SG1.

1800.

4,000

10,000

M

£

1,100

20,000
10,000

16,000
41,000
42,000
54,000
17,820
. 22,000
44,000

s. d.

1859,

040
040
040
640
040
040

10,000

..

1858.

4,000
4,000

16,000
16,000
16,000
64,000
34,000

16,000
16,000

Birchen Lagoons............................
East Bogan, No. 23 ....................
East Bogan, No. 21 .................
East Bogan, No. 23 ....................
Lankcys J’lain, or Buck Holes.,
Back of Lower Muddall West,.
West Bopan. No. 14 ............... ..
Back of Lower Muddall West ..
Belar Oowoll .............................
Back Nyningan ............................
East Bogan, No. 29 ............. ..
Back Grawliey ........................
East Bogan, No. 30 ......... .x,. ♦*
New Munarabah .. ......................
West Bogan, No. 26 ....................
Oarl son............................ .................
West Bogan, No. 17 ....................
West Bogan, No. 16 ....................
Meadows .. ,. .. ., ........................
East Bogan, No. 16 ............... .
East Bogan, No. 17 ............... ..
Albert Waterholc ........................
West Bogan, No. 20 ............... ..
West Bogan, No. 21 ....................
West Bogan, ho. 22 ....................
West Bogan, No. 30 ........... .
Yamb(fcYamba.................................
Myall Cowell .......................... ..

Names

£
14,000
3S),500
1G.000
37,000
47,500

16,000
14,000

„

Cattle.

1857.

10,000

u

H

3

c

0
0
0
0
10 0
10 10

0
0
0
0
0
0

£

8. a.

31 31
470 0
95 10

0
0
0

120
10
10
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
6
0

36

11
11
30

0
0
10
0
0
1
0
0
6

10
10
11
20
12
20
20

0
10
0
0

25
25

5
5

4
1

11 2
22 13

C, W. Ligar...................
I'oiToited
C. W. Ligar ................................. Forfeited
Arthur and Lester.
Howe, Walker, and Co.
J. S. Johnstone,
J. W. Lowe
................................. Forfeited.
J. A. Gardiner.
William Cummings.
Thomas Jones.
W. J. G. M‘Kenzie.
s. B. DanicL
G. W. Lord.
G. W. Lord.
William Lawson.
John Brown.
Charles Arthur.
J. Blekemere.

22 13 0 John Balfe.
10 0 0 John Brown.
11 1 6 John Brown.
187 0 0 William Forlonge.
120 1 0 A. and J. Crnikshank.
202 0 0 William Forlonge.
10 0 0 J. A. Gardiner.
82 0 0 Llywellyn Hughes.
10 2 6 Andrew Kerr.
66 0 0 Thomas Wm. Kite.
63 0 0 J, W. Lowe.
20 0 0 A. McKenzie.
61 0 0 F. A. Powell,
81 0 0 Frank A. Powell.
34 3 6 Edward Quinn.
so 0 0 W. L. and It. T. Reid.
50 0 0 W. L. and R. T. Reid.
50 0 0 W.L. and R. T. Reid.
150 0 0 AY. L. and R. T. Reid.
10 0 0 W. Richardson.
10 10 0 Edward Barlow.

8 7087 4 4 7,010

14 11

a
pi

Thomas rhillips.
Wiliiam Forlonge.
C. W. Hughey,
C. W. Hughes.
J. Bcfldford.
John Balfe.

O
=3
&i
f
Forfeited.

>

Bi
O
co

**

..
*„

It
11
11
t#
11
t)

rt

••

_.

Gorman’s Hill West ..................
Borecbil .................. ..
Bnablalong..................................

..

Nobby's Lagoon..........................
Bogago.................... *. .... ...........
Yerra Yerra ..................................
Mugga Swamp ..........................
Gormfiu's Hill........ .....................
Meringreen..................................
TJngarrcc......................................
Tubbetta .......................................
Tubbetta Nortli ..........................

..

..
..

Bygolorcc.......... ...................
'i'regcllana East.................. ..
Naradham........................ .............
Mandamar ...................... ..
Head of Bribera Creek..............
Keandra Creek..............................
Little Cndow ..............................
Woollongougb..............................
Bottogamry Gallman..................
Ugalong ................................
Yonngara Creek..........................
Eurathu ......................................
Ugolo, Block A ..........................
Bonar..............................................
Tallybung .......................... ..
Outer Boranabil ..........................
Block No. 9, or Moonba..............

u
IT
..

1 "

25,000
10,000
27,000
16,000
16,000
25,000
25,000
35,000
40,000
32,000
' 40,000
40,000
40,000
19,480
40,000
40,000
48,000
48,000
40,000
22,400
32,000
30,000
25,000
40,000
1(1,000
17,000
25,000
65,000
30,000
iijooo
30,000
15,000
27,000
23,000
42,000
26,000
£0,000
40,000
17t000
19,000
20,000
50,000
25,000
13,000
20,000
16,000
28,200
38,000
40,300
22,400
44,800
40,000
28,000
10,000
30>20
38,720
14,000

•4 ■ ■
....
....
....
640
....

4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000

640
640
4,000
640
610
....
640
640
•• .4
....
640
640
•■ >*
640
640
640
640
640
610
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
■•ii
....
640
610
640
....
....
•• I •
640
640
700
700
■ 700
640
700
....
040
G40

4.000

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
11
10
10
11
11
10
11
11

4,000
4,000
4,000
......
4,000

......
4,000

•• .. ..
..........
4,000
4,000

4,000
4,000
4,000

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
2
0
7
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
0

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
12
4o
41
10
11
11
10
11
11
6
6
6
2
10
10
2
2
3
3
3
5
3
2
2
3
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
60
61
45
99

4,000
4,000
4,000

..

640

*-

*•

oi George Hebden,

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
11
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5 0
5 o
a 0
io 0
0 0

7

$

11
10
2
2

3
0
6
6
15 0
0 0
0 0
15 0
10 0
2 6
10 0
10 0
10 0
0 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
15 0

10

1 5
15 0

10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
12 10
45 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
12 10 0
45 0 0

10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
12 10
45 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
12 10
45 0

0:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

IO 0
11 0
11 0
10 0
11 0
11 0
12 10
12 in
12 10
10 0
10 0
41 10
10 0
10 0
12 10
12 10
15 0
20 0
12 0
11 0
10 0
12 10
10 0
10 0
10 0
12 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 ■ 0
81 0
o
61 6
133 0
3 11
2 10
3 2
3 2
6 5
2 10
3 2
2 15
2 10
2 10
2 10
7 10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
n

10
11
11
10
11
11

6
0
3
0
6

6
0
0
6
0
0

o

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

10
n
11
10
11
11

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

10
11
11
10
11
11

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

12 10
10 0
10 0

0
0
0

12 10
10 0
10 0

0
0
0

12 10
10 0
10 0

0
0
0

io 0
12 10
12 10
15 0
20 0
12 0
11 0
10 0
12 10
10 0
10 0
10 0
12 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
81 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

ib
12
12
15
20
12
11
10
12
io
10
10
12
10
10
io
10
10
81

0 0
0 0
5 0
0 0
10 0
10 0
0 0
0 0
10 0
0 0
0 c

61
133
14
10
12
12
25
10
12
11
10

, .. .. . .

.- .

io

12
12
15
20
12
11
10
12
10
£0
10
12
10
10
10
10
io
81
82
G1
133
14
10
12
12
25
10
12
11
10

6 0 i
10
10
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
b
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
n
6
0
5
0
10
10
0
0
10
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
n
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

61
133
14
10
12
12
25
10
12
11
10

10 0
10 0

0
0

10
10

0
0

0
0

6 0
30 0
10 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
10 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
'o
0
6
0
10
10
0
0
10
0
0

Salting and McDonald,
SaJtmg and McDonald.
Salting and McDonald.
Salting and McDonald.
C. Wall.
George llcbdcn.
Arthur Graham.
George Harmon.
W. B. Tooth.................................... Forfeited,
Sir 'William Manning.
Kirk aud Goldsborough.
Kirk and Goldsborongh.
George Hebden.
David Kamsay.
Kirk and Goldsborough.
Sims and Reid ............................ Forfeited.
Sims and Reid ............................ Forfeited.
Stephen Fennell.
William Leo.
James Devlin.
W. B. Tooth..................................... Forfeited,
P. Murray.......................................... Forfeited.
A. Graham.
J. Moulder,
Thomas Stone.
W. Walsh.
Joseph Moulder,
D. and S. O'Sullivan.
William Weiss.
D, and S. O'Sullivan.
3. Strickland.
William Gibson.
William Leo.
R. Treehilly.
R. Treehilly.
George Hebden.
George Hebden.
W. Atkins.
P. Murray.
J ohn Heylin.
Terence A. Murray.
Forfeited.

Walter Howell.
J. Stinson.
Edward Jones.
Edward Jones.
Thomas Dick.
James and Thomas White.
Reid and Richards.
James Taylor.
C. Wall.
William Ward.
William Loe.
Hugh Hamilton ........................... F orfeited.
10 0 0 W. 11. Snttor.
10 0 0 George Wm. Lord.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

CEOWN LANDS.

Lachlan.
Cncopari'a.................... .................
Mimosa ...................... ...................
Iroabark ......................................
Pine Tree.......................................
Cmragbisg ........ .........................
Ooooparra. Horth............ .
Bingar, No. 1 ..............................
Merool Creek ............................ .
Quondary .........................*...........
Woollombye........ ..........................
North Barrellan
Ballinperambil, Block A ..........
BallingcramMl, Block B ..........
Ballandry......................................
Ballingerambil..............................
Ballingcrambil, Block C ..........
Conaparru.................. ..................
Scrubby Bange ...................... ...
Kolldbertoo Back Kun ..............
Wilbctroy...................... ...............
Kolkibcrtoo............ ......................
South Thononga, Block 0......
Milbec ..........................................
Kolkibcrtoo West ......................

(™J

NEW HUNS—continued,

ti)
TtXHEHS ACCEMrO
IH EACH OP THI!
UHPERMENT 1Q>"ED YEARS.

NAME 01? RUN,

Abea,

Cattle.

Rent,
Sheep,

Nakkel op Lessees.
1857.

1858.

1859.

I860.

£ s. d.

£ u. a.
83 5 0

OI
05

REUARHS.

1862.

1861.

1

1857 185S 1859 18G0 1&61

Lachlan—continued.
Nnradham North..........................
Naradham East ..........................
Yamuigobilly North............ ..
Boorambil.......... .. .....................
Wiiga South.................................
Gorman’s Hill North..................
Upper Wyolong.......... ...............

£

16,000
30,000
30,000
16,000
15,000
15,000
30,000
16,000
29,000
16,000
16,000
33,000
48,000

.

20,000

30,000
16,000
16,000

.

Coleman Holes ..........................
North Bolaro, Block A................

20,000

16,000
38,000

Kolkibcrtoo South......................
Yalgogoring North......................

20,000

Upper Wyalong, No. 2..............
Mervil Creek ..............................

■■

»»

50,000
30,000
30,000
25,000
76,800
i siooo
38,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
32,000

18

14

2,584,820

..

..

Yalgogoring................ ................
Sebastopol, Block C, No. S ....
Sebastopol, Block D, No. 4 ....

••
17

29

13

Mu nnuaiBIDGltE,
Piuoy Ridge.. ...............................
Piney Sand Hills ......................
Headford ................ ....................
Yarranffobilly..............................
The Pound ..................................
Conargo, Back Run, Block 0

11

Jl

u

640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
■ i ■■
.(
-640
■■ ■ •
640
....
640
640
....
640
640
640

••

d.

5,000
......
..........
......
......

..........
4,000
6,000

4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000

£

94 a.

0 0
7 10 0
8 6 11
11 5 0
2 10 0
2 10 0
2 10 0
5 0 0
5 10 0
162 15 104
5 0 0
30 0 0
50 10 0
55 0 0
14 0 0
21 0 0
8 5 0
8 5 0
11 5 0
111

....
33,450

,

0
0

15
15
15
15
94 1,703

4,000
4,000

106

4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000

3
3
7
7
S

6.000

800
800
....

4,000
4,000

10
10
10
10
11

325
JO
10

50
55
14
21
11
11

15
5
5
5

11
10
10

147,000

640

15

5
18

4,000
4,000

4,000
4,000
4,000

**

111
10
11

6
2

*. . . . .
4,000

640

£ s. a.
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4,000

10,000

32,000
4/5 000
16 000
4s[000
19,200
19,200
48,000
16,000
15,000

e.

4,000

040
640

24,000
* 26,000
25,600
36,000

Savemake.................. ..................
Billebong Forest. A ..................
Kentucky ...................................
Long Plain ............................ . ,,

r i
640
640

20,000

Werie, or Block A......................
Nurrawah or Gimmell, Block B.
Woollombyo ..............................
South Thononga, .Block C.

i

0

3 599 3

2 6
2 6
37 9
17 9
15 0

325

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10
10

15
15
15
15

8

1

1,703

8

1

12 10
12 10
31 11
31 11
15 0
111 0

0
0
0
0
0
0

12 10
12 10

11
11
0
15

0
0
0
0
0
0

12 10
12 10
31 11
31 11
15 0
111 0

0
0
0
0
0
0

12 10
12 10
31 11
31 11
15 0
111 0

0
0
0
0
0
0

2
12 12

G
G

25
16
15
20

0
5
17
17

0
0
0
0

100

0

6

5

4

7

6

0
0
0
0
0
0

100

2

0
0
0
0
0
0

111

0

52 10
$0 10

ioo
65
63
S3
10
17

o
0
10
10
5
10

(
0

0

65 0
63 10
83 10
10

5

17 10

A. J. ii, and G-. Rankin.
D, and S. O’SuIUvan.
11. and S. O’Sullivan.
Scott, ftaunders. and Aiitcheli.
D. and S. O’Sullivan.
11. and S. O’Sullivan.
D. and S. O’Sullivan.
Jiidward A, Phillips.
M'Guire aud Hall,
9 J. Miller.
0 'William Tom, senior.
0 William Tom, senior.
0 Wm. A. Brodribb.
0 Win. Beaumont.
0 James Ramsay,
0 Walker, Sloaue, and Co.
0 A. Graham.
0 A. Graham.
0 Richard Julian.
0 Stephen Pennell.
0 A. B. Morgan.
0 Macansh and Besnard,
0 James Moondcn.
0 Frederick Thompson.
0 P. Mackay,
0 Nathaniel Wells.
0 Michael Bourke,
0 Hood and Twaddles.
0 Hardy’s Executors,
0 T. C. Brodribbs.
0 T. C. Brodribbs.
0 F. O. Brodribbs,
0 T. C. Brodribbs.
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0

9

0
0
0
0
0
0

31 11
. 31 11
15 0

a.
■

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6

31.
31
15
27
13

0
6

15

990 7

1

9.

0
0
0
0
0
0

8

12 10
12 10

1,626

G

£
111
10
11

0

G5 0 0
63 10 0
83 10 0
10 5 0
17 10 0

10
10
10
10
11

50
55
14
21
11

H
15
11
10
10
12

30
20

13
11
10
10

ioo 0
65 0
03 10
83 10
10 5
17 10

a

o
3

ss
t-1
t>

ss
o
ca
%

Rudd and Jackson.
Rudd and Jackson.
George Hillas.
John M. Sawyer,
Murrell and M'Allum.
Reid, Brothers.
W.B. Tooth .............................. Fotieitcd,
W. B. Tooth.................... .............. Forfeited.
0 R. D. and C. A, Reid.
0 John Graham.
0 Hugh Glass.
0 John Moore*
0 J, Loring.
0[ W. Absolon.

25.000
17,920
25.040
10.000
10,000
10,000
12,000
10,000
10,000
50.000
32.000
25.000
32.000
30.000
38.000
10.000
48.000
35.000

Cowpnsture.......... ...................
Buryja .......................................
West Jloombria ......................
Jeremiah ..................................
Nottingham Forest ..............
Avgalong..................................
CourndifTby.......... ...................
Brindebilla ..............................
Ooblooman .........................
Uratta. Back Block ..............
Old Man’s Blain, or Boouook
Bramtna ..................................
South Mohonga Forest..........
Oak Forest ..............................
Cochran.............. .......................
Piubeyan.................. ...............
Windouran. Block C.
The Littlo Swamp..................
Pevensey and Mungadal, Back
Block A..............................
Billybong, Back Block.. ....
North Banatta ................ .
North Boonnok ......................
Y.arrangohilly North..............
Tollcndool .............................
Thellaka or Dry Lake ..........
Bumbalong ............................
North Caranboon ................
Debate able Land.....................
Waock ......................................
Agintoothbong .. .............. .
North Moraga.................... ...
Triangular Plain....................
Fast Boovaboomlly................
Salt Plains ............................
Myall Forest .........................
Barrigan ................................
Myall Plains ............ ...........
Lalatte.....................................
Warrangobogra .....................

22.000
13,497
20,000
14.000
20.000
18.500
20,000
10,000
10,000
30.000
7,000
45.000
20.000
23,220
0,400
32.000
20.500
10.000
25.000
30.000
30,000
22

Mojtekoo.

Mowle's Gully.............. .....
Mcricumbenc ....................
Wadbtligin .................... .
Burrow.................................
Bald Hills, or tho Gullies.
Thoco .................................
Adtcnmbene........................
Nurybaba.................... ..
Snow Yale ......................
Biddi ,
Little Tindery’s

12

12
82
5
33
38
33
38
38
38
23
15
7
7

4,000
640
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
640
640
'640
610
*640

0
17
2
12
12
5

5
5

5
5
0
10 0
10 0

4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4.000
5.000

12
110
20
51
51
51
51
51
51
31
20

0
10
10
10
10
O
O
0
0
0
0

10
2
2
11
11
13

12
110
20
51

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10,000
18,000
10,000
14.000
16.000
5,500
16,000
4,000
16,000
10,000
16,000

640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
4,000

7
10
13
14
17
14
3
7
2

16
0
17
7
12
17
15
0
12

6 663 14 11

31
40
55
57
70
59
15
28
10
3
5

5
0
10
10
10
11
0
0
10
15
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

]
]
........
]
31' 0 0
20 0 0

0
0

“0 0
20 0 0

0
12
15
0
0
1

io
10
n
11
11
13

o
10
o
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

io
iu
ii
n
n
13

0
io
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

10
IO
11
11
11
13

0
10
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

50 2
20 0
11 10
11 10

0
0
0
0

50
20
11
11
11
67
6
15
2
6
2
12
10
8
3
10

2
0
10
10
5
17
16
10
12
5
15
0
10
15
15
O

0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
6
7
3
0
0
0
0
0

»» ' 4 ....

50
20
it
11
15
90
12
31
10
25
11
12
10
33
15
20
22
25
12
15
15

2
0
10
10
0
10
3
0
10
2
1
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

50
20
11
11
15
90
12
31
10
23
11
12
10
35
15
20
22
25
12
15
15

2
0
10
10
0
10
s
0
10
2
1
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

9 1371

5

1

1,377

5

1

5
0
10
10
10
11
0
0
10
0

0
0
c
0
c
(
c
(
c
(

31
40
55
57
70
59
15
28
10
15

5
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

640
C40
640
25 15

**
4•
*.

31 0
20 0

4,000
4,000
4,000

1,380 7

6

1,147 13

31
40
55
57
70
59
IS
28
10
15
21

c
c
c
t
c
c
c
c
(
(

31
40
55
57
70
59
15
28
10
15
21

5
O
10
10
IO
11
0
O
10
0
0

340 16

Forfeited.
Forfeited.
Forfeited.
Forfeited.
Forfeited.

J
1

0
0
o
0
G
0
0
0
0

640

147,000

.. .

51 O 0

4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000

10,100

12 0 0|J
HO 10 0 (
20 10 0
]
......... .*

12 0 0
110 10 0
20 10 0

0
0
0
0

.......................
. *..................

640
640
640

1.405,610

0
10
10
10

Forfeited.

Forfeited.

.

5
0
10
10
10
11
0
0
10
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

31
40
55
57
70
59
15
28
10
15

340 10

0

382 16

10
IO
10
11
O
0
10
0

. Lang.
ibert Pattison.
iiCnry liicketson.
Richard Dun Sr James Butchart
Scott, Saunders, and Mitchell,
Elizabeth Vincent.
James Tyson,
J. H. Chaikcr.
James Maiden.
Thomas and G. Lang.
Wilson Cockran and M'Caughey
John and James Thompson.
William Officer.
J. Drew.
Watson and Hewitt,
Richard Box.
Robert Kennedy.
Robert Kennedy.
E. A. Woodhouse.
Charles Fartiere.
Charles Fartiere.

J. Mallon.
E. J. Byrne.
Ward and Williams.
Moses Joseph.
Carney and O’Neal.
Bourke and Delaney.
Thomas Doyle.
D. Ryrie.
Hyland nnd Williams.
J. M. and E. S. Antill

O

g
is?
t*
>
tz:
03

Forfeited.

382 16 0

OI
•vj

Tehdees accepted
IH EACH DP THE
ONDEEJIENTIOHED YMAEE.

FAME OF FUN'.

Area,

Cattle.

1857.
IjOWEII Daiu.iug.

32,000
32.00C
51,000
640
16,000
640
. .
14,400
32,000
1,000
128,000
640
70,000
70,000
61,440
640
61,440
640
. A . .
82,000
....
32,000
48,000
....
48,000
....
76,000
32,000
> ■ 4 .
....
32,000
....
32,000
89,000
640
64,000
640
60,000
96,000
64,000
640
38,400
640
38,400
640
64,000
640
64,000
••
64,000
76,800
32,000
A - .
32,000
64,000
640
64,000
640
32,000
_
_
_
__
64,000
....
32,000
....
32,000
32,000
16,000
640
32,000
144,000
640
64,000
64,000
* T - 92,160
640
92,160
640
128,000
640
64,000
640
32,000
640
32,000
640
2,813,100
14,140
ii

15

24

4,000
4,000

4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000

£
2
2
3
2
2
11
2
2
2
2
2
7
7
2 16
2 15

4,000
4,000

Fames

1858.
£ e.
10 5
10 5
15 0
10 0
10 0
46 0
10 10
10 10
10 4
10 0
10 0
81 11
31 11
11 0
11 0
2 10
2 11
2 12
2 10
7 10
7 10
7 17
7 13

1859.
d.
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6

4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000

s. d.
10 5 0
10 5 0
16 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
45 0 0
10 10 0
10 10 0
10 4 0
10 0 0
10 0
31 11 0
31 11 0
11 0
11 0
10 0
10 6
10 8
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0
10 10 0
10 5 0
2 10 0
2 10 0
.2 10 0
2 10 0
2 12 6
2 10 0
2 10 0
2 10 0
2 10 0
2 10 0
2 10 0
2 10 0
10 0 0
10 8 0
12 0 0
12 0 0
10 0 0
8 5 0
2 10 0
2 10 0
2 10 0
2 10 0
2 10 0
* ■ ■ a ■ aa

1860.

1661.

£ s.
10 5
10 5
15 0
10 0
10 0
45 0
10 10
10 10
10 4
10 0
10 0
31 11
31 11
11 0
II 0
10 0
10 5
10

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
O
o

8 o

10 0 0
10 0 o
10 0 0

io io o
10 5
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 10
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 8
12 0
12 0
10 0
11 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
7 10
9 3

o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9

a «, a. ..

100,000

59

5 0 277 10 5

............
422 15 6

.......... —
610 16 9

£ s. d.
10 5
10 5

is o

10 0
10 0
45 0
10 10 0
10 10 0
10 4 0
10* 0 0
10 0 0
81 11 0
31 11 0
110 0
11 o o
10 0 0
10 5
10 8 0
10 0 0
10 0
10 O 0
10 10 0
10 5 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 10 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 8 0
12 0 0
12 0 0
10 0 0
11 0 0
10 0 0
30 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 °l
10 0 0
10 0 0
12 5 0
10 10 0
10 10 0
637 18 0

op

Lessees.

CO

Rrairtg*.

1862.
£ s. a
10 5 0 N. Chadwick.
10 5 O N, Chadwick.
15 O 0 P. M'Earlanc.
10 0 0 Joshua Smith.
10 0 0 Joshua Smith.
45 0 0 Samuel Smith.
10 10 0 Peter Tyson.
10 10 0 C. B. Eletcher.
10 4 0 0. B. Fletcher.
10 0 O Samuel Smith,
10 0 0 Samuel Smith.
31 11 0 Samuel Smith.
31 11 0 Thomas Arkill Smith.
11 O 0 Samuel Smith.
11 0 0 Samuel Smith.
10 0 0 William Boss.
10 5 0, Mort and Cameron.
10 8 0 N, Chadwick,
10 0 0 W. H. Suttor.
10 0 0 J. J. Phelps.
10 0 0 J. J. Pholps,
10 10 0 J. J. Phelps,
10 5 0 N. Chad nick.
10 0
James Tyson.
10 0
Kaj o and Butchart.
10 0 0 Kaye and Butchart.
10 0 0 James Tyson.
10 10 0 J. J. Phelps.
10 0 0 J. J. Phelps.
10 0 0 William Hobs.
10 0 0 W. H. Suttor.
10 0 0 W. II. Snttor.
10 0 0 Samuel Smith.
10 0 0 Samuel Smith.
30 0 0 J. L. Phelps.
10 0 0 James M'Leod.
10 8 o N. Chadwick.
12 0 0 Hugh Glass.
12 0 0 Hugh Glass.
10 0 0 Samuel Smith.
11 0 0 T, Icely.
10 0 0 James McLeod.
10 0 0 James Scott.
10 0 0 James Scott.
10 0 0 Samuel Smith.
10 0 0 Samuel Smith.
10 0 0 N. Chadwick.
32 5 0 W. H, Suttor.
10 10 0 Hugh Glass,
10 10 0 Hugh Glass,
637 18 0

CROWN LANDS.

I Outer Culpaulin East ..........
I Outer Ourranyale ..........
I Paringl.....................................
I Hack of Merrowec..................
I Beyond Back of Merrowee ..
I Wallaivaalla..............................
I Culparling ..............................
I Outer Tiltno .........................
I Outer Tapco ..........................
I Minden.......................... ...........
J Brainaird............ .....................
I Gruinhall ..................................
I Moondnna..................................
I Polacingoga ..........................
I Werimbela ,, .......................... .
| Toylambool..............................
I Eaynding....................................
I Kungarie Plains West
I Outer Wallandra West
I Tnlywalka ................................
I Lower Talywulka ....................
I Blenheim Back Plains ............
I Outer Woytchuaga East ..,..
I Sahara ........................................
I Mount M‘Pherson East..........
I Outer Mount M'Pherson East.
| North Sahara ............................
I Outer Albermarlc and Henley .
I South Talywalka .....................
I Willibah ........ ......................... ..
I Wallandra, Outer Kun............
I Weelong, Outer Kun................
I Terryawind................................
Inner or West Terryawind ...
Eastern Tarcoola.......... ..............
East Wamba ............................
Kinngare Plains............ .
Back of Campadoro ........ ..
Back of Winbar .......... ..............
Manara.........................................
Eerie Back Kun, No. 1 ....__
Gal Gal Kange .........................
Burragy ....................................
Arumpo.......... ...........................
Outer Minden..............................
Outer Brainerd ..........................
Outer Back Culpaulin East .,.,
Outer Merry .................................
North Dothehoy..........................
South Hothcboy..........................

1S57 1858 1859 1860 1861

OI

Heht.

Sheep.

Albert.
Polo

...................................

Bovong’..........................................
Boura................................ .............
Outer Pamamaroo ......................
0liter M&loira ». ,. .....................

..

Walker's 22nd Camp..................
J

^

' - * • ' “ “ "■■■■■■'

- r.

Wallar ...........................................
Kallara........................................ .
North Anna Branch *, .............

u

Urutali West ..............................
West Uiook..................................

11

Jtcre ..............................................
Toorall..........................................
Bintultea ................*. ...............
Outer Vatollca.............................
Outer Willotia............ .................
Scrub Run, Block 10

"

..
. 1
P Scrub Run, Block 4 ................ .
Scrub Run. Blonk f) . . ..
Scrub Rim. Block G .............. ..
Scrub Kun, Block 2 ..................
Scrub Run ............ ....................
Mount Gipps ........................ . .
Ooonbarinlla. ............................ ...
Wnltragilc .............................. ..
Outer Ciallara ., , ........................
Beyond Outer Calliira ............
Far West......................................
Inkcrmann .................................
Alma..............................................

..
•' [ ”

.. f ..

"

4,000
640
640
640
640
640
610
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000

640
640

4,000
640
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4^000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
640
4,000
4,000
640
....

4,000
4,000
4,000

___
640
010
610
640
640
640
610
640
040
1,280
....
....
...»

1

1
|
|
’
l

4,000
4,000
..........

*
*
..........
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000

2
3
3
5t
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
10
2
10
2
12
12
12
11
20

15
0
0
a
0
0
0
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
7
10
7
10
2
2
2
1
0

0
0
0
n
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
9
0
9
0
0
0
O
0
0

11
12
12
12
12
12
12
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
41
10
41
10
12
1.2
12
11
20
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
37
45
62
25
12
12
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
57
7
7
7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
0
11
0
2
2
2
1
0
10
11
10
IO
10
10
10
17
1 iT
0
17
2
12
12
10
12
12
10
10
10
10
10
10
15
10
10
10
10
17

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
11

0
0

11
G
G
G

0
6
6

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
4

0
0
6

11
12
12
12
1.2
12
12
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
41
10
41
10
12
12
12
n
20
10
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
0
11
0
2
2
2
1
0
0
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10 "o" 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
151
?J1
iso
251
IOO
50
50
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
IO
10
11
10
77

ii G
o o

6 6
ii 6
10 o
10
10
0
10
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

10 0
10 0
10 10
3 15
3 15
2 10
2 10
2 10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

11
12
12
12
12
12
12
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
41
10
41
10
12
12
12
11
20
10
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
0
11
0
2
2
2
1
0
0
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

io 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
loi ii

u
12
12
12
12
12
12
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
41
10
41
10
12
12
12
11
20
10
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
0
11
0
2
2
2
1
0
0
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0

6

isi ii

6

251 11

11
12
12
12
12
12
12
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
41
1.0
41
10
12
12
12
11
20
10
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
0
11
0
2
2
2
1
0
0
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

G. B. Fletcher.
Henry Drax Bloxham.
Henry Drax Bloxham.
Henry Drax Bloxham.
Henry Drax Btoxham.
Henry Drax Bloxham,
Henry Drax Bloxham.
John Baker.
K. Holland.
John Baker.
John Baker.
R. Holland.
Richard Holland. ■
31, and B. Jamieson.
James Chisholm,
.TamcB Chisholm.
James Chisholm,
James CtiishotniL
T. B. Jamieson.
T. B. Jamieson, '
T. B. Jamieson.
Nicholas Chadwick.
John Cameron,
H. and B. Jamieson.
ID. Fletcher.

6

10 0 0 H, and B. Jamieson.
10 0 0 H. and B. Jamieson.
10 0 0 H. and 15, Jamieson.
. . .
H. and B, Jamieson ..................
isi 11 G J. Hay.

G

251 11

G
0
0
0
0

Forfeited.
Forfeited,
Forfeited.

J. Hay.
W. B. Tooth ............................... Forfeited.
Henry Drax Bloxham.
Henry Drax Bloxham.
J. Dunne.
'
J. Pile.
J. Pile.

251
100
50
50
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
10

11
10
10
10
0
10
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

50
50
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
10

10
10
0
10
10
0
0
.0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
c

50
50
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
10

10
10
0
10
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

J. Hay.
J. Hay.
J. Hay.
J. Hay,
J. Hay.
J. Hay.
P. Martel.
J. Hay.

10
10
10
15
15
10
10
10

0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10
10
io
15
15
10
10
10

0 0
0 c
io c
0 0
0 c
0 0
0 0
0 0

10
10
10
15
15
10
10
10

0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

H. and B. Jamieson,
H. and B. Jamieson.
D. Fletcher.
Nicholas Chadwick.
Nicholas Chadwick.
Nicholas Chadwick.
II. and}!. Jamieson.
II, and B. Jamieson,

0

Forfeited,

F orfeited.

CEOWN XANBS.

Uinwla ., .. ..................................
MallambiT ..................................
WaltragaMa...................... ........
Oobrilla..........................................
Cambnlla......................................
ParkungL......................................

38,900
16,000
10,000
IG.OOO
1G.030
16,000
16,000
237,600
156,800
128,000
96,000
115,200
128,000
48,000
38,000
38,000
38,000
38,000
15,360
15,360
15,360
78,000
38,000
64 OCX)
51^200
78,000
89,600
90,000
96,000
89,000
64,000
57,600
51,200
44,800
53,760
64,000
64.000
128,000
89,880
79,000
91,420
102,040
9G.000
107,620
91,420
162,040
16,000
43,000
44,800
128,000
128,000
48,000
54,000
54,000
96,000
126,000
128,000

H
N>

NEW RUNS—continued.
NAME OF HUN,

Ai.beet—conlinwef?.

Kent,

Tenders accepted
IS EAOU OP THE
UNTEttKBJTCIONZD YflARB.

Area.

Cattle,

SUEEP,

£

1857 1858 1859 1860 1861
128,000
128,000
128,000
128,000
96,000
96,000
94,000
OM
57,000
51,500
16,000
57,600

”
II

Outer Oulpaulin .........................

n
Mt. M'Pherson...................... ..
B»lara .......... ...............................
23

12

5

s. d.

1859.

1853.

£

s. d.

£

a.

1860.

d.

2 10 0
2 10 O
2 10 0
2 10 0
2 10 0
2 10 0
2 10 0

4;000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000

£

S. a.

£

8.

d.

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

• , p .* . . •« •

3,807,980

8,765

83,200
54,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
46,000
76,800
32,000
86,400
65,000
96,000
76,120
91,640
44,800
51,200
51,200
16,000
84,800
67,000

640
640
640
640
640
640
640

4,000

..........

136,000

131 18 6 718 11

o o
15 0 0
85 0 0

10 0 0
15 0 0

640

2

1,451 2

9

1,366

or

£

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

15
85

10

15

1 6 1,316 G 0 1,316

s, tL

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

H. and B. Jamieson.
H. and B. Jamieson.
H. and B. Jamieson.
II. and B, Jamieson.
John Crozier,
John Crosricr.
John Crozier.

o

0
0
0
0

J, Ohisliolm.
C. W, Hughes,
William Mccra.
James Chisholm.

6 0

The Daeijno.

Calcoo ..........................................
Wangolavoo..................................
Merrowa
,
Back of Turlec..............................
Crolgollaw .................................
Outer Dunlop South-west........

No*. 3.
'
Newfoundland, No. 1 ..........
Outer Newfoundland, No. 1 ....
Outer Newfoundland, No, 2 ,.
2

12

9

640

» ■ * •*
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
T(
4,000

10 0 0
10 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
5 10 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
15 0 0

640
6-JO

4,000
4,000
640

22,000

.....

32,000
64,000
64,000

....
....

1,164,160

•5 0 0
5 0 0

7,040

4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
44,000

10
10
10
10
10
10
n

10
10
10
10
20
20
15
5
5
5
5
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

2
5
5
15

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
o

0
0
3

15 0 0
15 0 0

........

11 0 0
11 0 0

..........

10 0 0

120 10 0

241

Rouses.

Lessees.

1862.

1861.

9 3

10
10
10
10
10
10
11
10
10
10
10
20
20

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15 0
10 5

10

5

10 10
10 10
.11 1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

John Hay.
Jos. Smith.
J. Smith.
J. Smith.
J. Smith.
J. Smith.
Joseph Smith.
Shaw and How.
Robertson and Chrystal.
John Birkott.
George Murray Perry.
H. and B. Jamieson.
H, and B. Jamieson.
Archibald Auld.
Nicholas Chadwick.
Janies Scott.
James Scott.
John fllTntosb.

15 0 0 Julius Jeffreys.
15 0 6 W. A. Bi odribhs.
11 0 0 Julius Jeffreys.
11 0 0 Julius Jeffreys,
270 11

0

"

CROWN LANDS.

24:

Naves

1857.

Wabreoo.

ts
oo
CO
a

It
l»
tt
t
..

M

n
■4
a*

(1
>1
11
If
H
11
ll
.,
»*
¥t

4#
4t
ft
ll
ll
II
II
11
If
ff
14
It
It

u

.

i

..

..

>»

22,000
46,080
96,000
46,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
96,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
24,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
18,200
18,200
16,000
18,200
32,000
32,000
16,000
32,000
32,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16.000
14,500
16,000
16,000
32,000
16,000
16,000
64,000

040
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640

,. ■. I
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640

000

7 10
7 10
7 10
11 5
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10
7 10

0
0
0
0
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
0
0
0
0
0

..............
.............
..............
..............
000
000
000
000
000
000

............
1 ,..........
............
..
..............
....
..

....
..

..

10 0
10 0
10 0
15 0
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 o
5 5
5 5
5 2
5 2
5 5
5 5
5 5
5 5
5 12
6 12
5 5
5 5
5 5
5 5
2 12
2 12
2 15
2 10
2 10
3 15
3 15
3 15
2 11
2 11
2 16
2 15
2 11
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
0
0
0
0
9
9
0
0
0
0
6
6
0
0
Oj
0
0
0
3
3
3
0
3
0
0
0
3
0

10 0
10 0
10 0
15 0
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 1
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 10
10 10
10 5
10 5
10 10
10 10
10 10
10 10
11 5
11 5
10 10
10 10
10 10
10 10
10 10
10 10
11 0
10 0
10 0
15 0
-15 0
15 0
10 5
10 5
n 5
11 0
10 5
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 1
10 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Henry Drax Bloxhatn,
Henry Drax Bloxham.
Henry Drax Bloxham.
George W, Lord.
John McIntosh.
John McIntosh.
John McIntosh.
John McIntosh.
John McIntosh,
John McIntosh,
John McIntosh.
John McIntosh.
John McIntosh.
John McIntosh.
John McIntosh,
John McIntosh.
John McIntosh.
John McIntosh.
John McIntosh.
John McIntosh.
Scott and Perry.
George W. Lord.
George W. Lord.
Samuel Smith.
G. Bather.
Saunders and Eagar.
Saunders and Eager.
Saunders and Eagar.
Saunders and Eagar.
Saunders and Eagar.
Saunders and Eagar.
Saunders and Eagar.
Saunders and Eagar.
Frederic M. Hill.
6 Frederic M. Hill.
0 Henry Kouxke.
0 Henry Rourke.
0 Henry Rourke.
0 Henry Rourke,
0 James Dickson.
0 James Dickson.
0 J. and J. D. White.
0 J. Boston.
O J. Boston.
0 George Forrester.
0 George Forrester.
O J. B. Bundle,
0 J. Dowe.
0 J. Dowc.
0 F. G. Eggleston.
O T. M. mn.
0 T. M. Hill.
0 George Lee.
0 C. M‘Kenzie.
0 O. M‘Kenzie.
0 William Proton.
O J. White.

CROWN LANDS.

Back Aripilis ......................
Back Boyoag......................
Back Polo...............................
Georgy Bast .................. ..
West Warrego, No. 1..........
West Warrego, No. 2.,....
West Warrego, No. 3..........
West Warrego, No. 4..........
West Warrego, No. 5..........
West Warrego, No. 6........ ..
West Warrego, No. 7..........
West Warrego, No. 8..........
West Warrego, No. 9..........
West Warrego, No. 10 .,..
West Warrego, No. 11 ....
West Warrego, No..l2 ....
West Warrego, No. 13
West Warrego, No. 14 ....
West Warrego, No. 15 ...,
West Warrego, No. 16 ....
Outer Mere ..........................
Darling, No. 1, or Bonnay.
Darling, No. 2, or Thalaa .
Georgy..........................
Upper Bugga Budda........
Coorallie East.....................
Goonorry............
Windara ............................
Mullagoonia......................
Lower Coorallie West ...
Lower Coorallie East........
Yundarroo ...................... ..
Coorallie West.......... ..... .. ■
Boimlia........ ........... ............
Cobrati ...............................
Wallah, No. 1
Wallah, No. 2............ .
Wallah, No. 3.................. ..
Wallah, No. i....................
Bannockburn ........ ...........
Linchiden .........................
Weelwally ........................
Booraniberra West ........
Booraniberra ................ .. Wfll Bill Bill ....................
Go Gurrillcy .. ................
Cumborah Springs ..........
Muckerrawea ....................
Muckerrawea South ........
Paporton .................. .......
Yarrambah North ...........
Cumblecubinbah ..........
Kunreeborreo East..........
Kieugal............................ .
Yarrangal West..............
Laugboyde......................
Gil Gi ..............................

NEW RUNS—continued.
NAME OP EUN.

j
1
1

Tkhderb accepted
IN EACH CP THE
UNDEKMEMUONEDi YEARS.

Kent,
Aeu.

Cattle,

$H£2P.

1857 1858 1859 1860 1361

m

M

Bimdabullab West, Block 3 ..,.
Bundabullah West, Block 4 .,..
Painctagabah ...............................
Dumdelang...................... ..
Ticco.............................................................................................
Towry ......................................................................................
Bu-ne,.**.......... ■«.......,
Boggira East, Block A .........................
Boggira Bast, Block B ........
Gobbling ..............................................................................
Birrie East, No. 1 .............................................
Birrie East, No. 2 ............................................

■*

"

25

ft

£
31,360
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
32,000
32,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
-16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
32,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000

640
640
640
64U
640
640
640
....

640

£

s. d.

1859.
£

s.

I860.
d.

£

s. d.

....

4,000
4,000
4,000

640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640

....

s. d.

1858.

*i

.r

..........

4,000
4,000
..........

640

6-10

..........

..................

640
610

£

B,

640
640

48,000

.. -a

191 17 0

Kemarbs.

1862.

d.

2 10 0
2 10 0
2 10 c
2 10 0
2 10 0
2 10 0
11 5 0
10 10 0
10 10 0
10 10 0
11 6 0
25 0 0
20 0 0
11 0 0
IS 0 0
IS 0 0
IS 0 0
IS 0 0
15 0 0
15 0 0
15 0 0
15 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 5 0
10 5 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
35 0 0
11 1 0
11 1 0

6+0

64 | 1,767,540 j 48,280

1861.

733 8 9

£

B. d.

10
10
10
10
10

0
0
0
0
0
0

30

11 5
,10 10
10 10
10 10
11 5
25 0
20 0
11 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
15 0
.15 0
10 0
10 0
10 5
10 5
10 0
10 0
10 0
35 0
11 1
11 1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0!
0

°i

0
0
0

0,
0!
°i
0

J. White.
J. White.
J. White.
J. White.
J. White,
J. White.
J. Eggleston.
James Dickson.
James Dickson.
James Dickson.
ITredk. Wheritt,
William J. Colless.
James Evans.
J. B, Bundle.
A. and J. F. Doyle.
A. and J. F. Doyle.
Robert W. Vivers.
Robert W. Vivers.
A- and J. F. Doyle.
A. and J. F. Doyle.
Hobert W. Vivers,
Robert W. Vivers.
Glass and Corrigan.
Glass and Corrigan.
W. H. Hill.
W. H Hill.
W. L. Eees.
W. J. M'Donald.
W. J. M'Donald,
Andrew McKenzie.
Pam el 1 and Gaidon.
Parnell and Gaiden.

1,001 5 0

A. OHPEN MORIARTT,
Okie/ Commissioner of Croten Lands.

CROWN LANDS.

Warrcgo—‘COfifcnuerfj
Boorooman North ............................
Mureabtn..............................................
Boogira,..............................................
Teriabola
...........................................
Oowga .....................................................
Collygo ................................................
Waromn ...............................................
Torwood ................................................
Lammington ................ .....................
Oartland ................*.............................
Tatala ................................. ...................
Gurriwarra...........................................
Kunreobcree ......................................
The Grawin............. .............................
BundabuUah East, Block 1 ....
Bujidabullah Bast* Block 2 «...
Bundabullah East, Block 3 ...,
Bundabulloh East, Block 4 ....
Bundaballali 'West, Block 1 ....
Bundabullah West, Block 2 ....

Names or Lessees
1857.

RECAPITULATION.
IT A ME OF DISTRICT.

Tjnpifig accepted in each of
UNDERKSNTIOXID TEARS.

the

Area*

Estimated Gbaupq
Capabilities.
Cattlb.

1858

1859

2

9

New England

1

3

6

18

.........................

10

6

Blioh .....................................................

14

40

2

Wellington .......................................

25

63

Lachlan................................................

17

Mukkcmbidgee.............................. ...

1860

1861

1

2

1857;

s.

d.

2

9

5 10

0

30 10

0

£

s.

d.

2

6

0

56

0

0

142 14

3

308

5

6

0

160

0

6

209 19

0

6

299

1 11

596

3

6

833

3

2

11,218 12

0

3

599

3

8

990

7

6

1,626

147,000

25 15

6

663 14 11

1,380 17

6

6,400

4,000

91 19

0

377 16

340 16

2,813,100

14,140

100,000

59

5

0

277 10

5

5

3,807,980

8,765

136,000

131 18

6

718 11

2

12

9

1,164,160

7,040

44,000

25

64

1,767,540

48,280

48,000

119

144

19,861,650

278,715

1,776,000

16,000

94,000

1,920
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January,
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of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly

of New South Wales, dated 3 April, 18G0, praying that His
Excellency the Governor General would be pleased to cause to be
laid upon the Table of this House,—■
“ (1.) All Correspondence between the Government and the
ct

occupants of Tala Run, and the Local Commissioner, on the

“ subject of an amended claim to lease made for that Run
u

since the year 1850.

“ (2.) All Correspondence on the subject of any tenders said to
u

clash with the amended boundaries of Tala, with the Local

“ Commissioner, or the occupants of Tala or Moolpa Run.
“ (3.) The Minutes of any proceedings held for investigating
“ these matters on behalf of the Government.
u

(4.) A Tracing, shewing the original claim to lease of Tala,

“ with its area, and shewing the amended claim with its area.”
(Mr. jParkes.).
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TALA AND MOOLPA BUNS.

No. 1.
Application for a Lease of Waste Lands of the Grown, leyoni the Settled Districts, in the
Colony of New South Wales.

of Vauclusc, do hereby claim to have issued to me,
under and in pursuance of Her Majesty's Order in Council, published in the Government
Gazette of New South Wales, of the 7th day of October, 1847, a Lease of the Waste
Lands of the Crown, described in the Schedule hereunder written.
_
The said lands are now in my licensed occupation, and at the date of the publication
of the above Royal Order, and for twelve months previously thereto, the same were held
under license by me.
_
'
Given under my hand, this thirty-first day of March, A.H., 1848.
W. 0. WENTWORTH.
To the Honorable
The Colonial Secretary,
Sydney.
I, William Charles Wentworth,

Transferred to John Black,
iS/7’230.

SCHEDULE.

Commissioner's District
AND
General Locality.

Name of
BtTN.

Estimated
Number of
Acres.

Estimated Capability
for Grazing.
Cattle,

Fifteen
Two
Murrumbidgee district. Tala....
hundred hundred,
Situated on the south
and
thousand
side of the river Mur
acres.
rumbidgee. near the
junctions of the rivers
Lachlan and Murrumbidgee, and Murray
and Murrumbidgee.

j

Sheet.

DoAcription of the Lftnd* by rcreroncs to
leading Geographical features, and marked
or determined boundary lines.

Bounded upon the cast hy a line
Thirty
running south from the river
thousand.
Murrumbidgee, and commencing
from a lagoon called Cooudoora,
about 5 miles above the junc
tion of the Lachlan with the
Murrumbidgee, and adjoining a
run held by Mr. George Holder;
bounded on the west hy a line
running south, and commencing
at the river Mummibidgec, from
a marked tree, about 13 miles
from tbe junction of the Murrum
bidgee and Murray, and forming
a boundary witli Mr. John Scott's
run; the river frontage is about
10 miles in length, its gencial
direction being north-east and
south-west; and the side lines
extend back about 8 miles.

(Signature of Applicant,)
Xf, C. WENTWORTH.

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 7 Octoicr, 1S17.

Leases

of

Csowk Lavds

beyond the

Settled Districts.

1. His Excellency the Governor, in reference to his Proclamation of this date,_ publishing Her
Majesty's Order in Council, regulating the occupation of Waste Lands of the Crown within the Colony,
deems it proper to caution the licensed occupants of Waste Lands of the Crown beyond the Settled
Districts, that the rights conferred on them by the 11th section of cap. 11 of tho Rceulntions, must he
exercised within the periods in that section prescribed, by relation to the date of the Proclamation above
referred to publishing the said Order in Council.
2. The applications must be lodged in the Office of the Colonial Secretary, in Sydney, if the lands
for which the lease is applied for be situated within the Sydney or Middle District; or of His Honor tho
Superintendent at Melbourne, ifwithin the Southerner Port Phillip District; andin order to preserve
uniformity, the applicants will be required to use tbe printed form.% copies of which may he obtained
from the Commissioners of Crown Lands beyond the Settled Districts, ns well as at the Office of the
Superintendent at Melbourne, and at this Office.
3. All such applications must set forth the names and clear descriptions of the runs applied fur, and
of the boundaries of the same, as prescribed with respect to new runs, by tho 13th section of chap. 11 of
the Order in Council. In such descriptions it will be necessary to refer to leading geographical fea
tures, and marked or determined boundary lines, as well as to the nomes of the occupants of adjacent
lands, and to give the length and general direction of the several boundary lines with reasonable
certainty; and also to state tbe supposed extent of the runs, and the number of sheep, or equivalent
number of cattle, winch each run may be estimated as capable of carrying.

5
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i. An abstract of all applications received will, from time to time, bo published in tbe A'cw South
Wales Government Gazette or Port Phillip Government Gazette, for tho information of all parties concerned.
6. Persons who object to tho claims of others, either wholly or in part, as comprising lands to the
lease of which they may conceive themselves entitled, are recommended to lodge in the Office of the
Colonial Secretary, or Superintendent of Port Phillip, caveats referring to such claims, and specifying
the lands to which their objections extend, and the grounds on which they prefer their claims to the
same.
_
_
G. It will bo impossible that tbe issue of leases should take place immediately on demands being
made for them. In many cases tbe Government may not be able, until the endof the year lS4b, to determine
whether the particular runs applied for will bo included in the Intermedia!e or Unsettled Districts, and
in all cases it will be necessary to consider and decide on tbe claims of applicants, to verify tbe descrip
tions of the runs, and to estimate the number of sheep or cattle which each run will carry, and the
rent accordingly to he paid. His Excellency, however, desires, at the same time, to intimate, that all
practicable despatch will be used, for the purpose of putting the occupants of Crown Lands in posses
sion of the leases to which they may he entitled under Her Majesty’s Regulations.
By His Excellency's Command,
E. DEAS THOMSON.

No. 2.
Commissioner of Crown Lands, Murrumbidgee, to Chief Commissioner of
Crown Lands.
Mead Quartet's,
Tumut, 14 August, 1849.
...
.
I have the hemor to state, for your information, that with reference to the appli
cation of Mr. W. C. Wentworth for a lease of the run of Tala,—
1. It is held for pastoral purposes.
2. Is not within the Settled Districts.
'
3. I recommend a reserve of twenty-five square miles in this locality, for the Aboriginal
Natives, vide my Report 15th December, 1848, and 21st February, 1849.
_
4. Nothing included in this application that has not been hitherto previously held
under license.
,
_ _
5. The demand is for one lease for three distinct runs adjoining each other, forming
one block of land previously held under licenses.
6. Name and description correct.
■
I have, &c.,
'
HENRY BINGHAM.

Snt,

No. 3.
Mr. Thomas Barker

to Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Sydney,

22

June,

1849.

Sir,
I have the honor to enter my caveat against the demand made by Wm. C.
Wentworth, Esq., as published in the Government Gazette of 30th September last, for a
lease of a place called Tarlo, situated on the left bank of the Lower Murrumbidgee; his
description of the boundary line dividing Tarlo from Nap Nap (recently the run of Mr.
Geo. Hobler, now transferred to mo), takes away about 12 miles of the river frontage of
Nap Nap, and which forms the very best portion of the run.
My reasons for entering the caveat are as under:—
Pirst—Mr. Hobler’s application to the Commissioner for the run, was prior to that
of Mr. Wentworth’s agent.
Secondly—Mr. Wentworth’s license, dated 27th August, 1845, describes his
boundary as commencing on tho bank of the Murrumbidgee, and running
down to an oval lake called Landola, or Candola; whereas his application in
the Gazette describes his boundary as commencing on the bank of the
Murrumbidgee, at this said lake, instead of terminating thereat; this lake is
about 12 miles within my boundary.
.
Thirdly—That Mr. Hobler accidentally bearing of Mr. Wentworth’s agent going
to the Commissioner, to endeavour to obtain authority to encroach on tbe
run Nap Nap, hastened to meet him, and did so at thet office of the Com
missioner, when after much argument the present boundary line of Nap Nap
was fixed, an agreement drawn up between Mr. Hobler and this agent of Mr.
Wentworth’s, witnessed by the Commissioner, and filed in his office on this
occasion. Mr. Hobler stated he gave up several miles of river frontage to
.
which he was justly entitled, because be did not like to contend with such a
powerful enemy as Mr. Wentworth.
Fourthly—That Mr. Hobler and my agents have been in possession above four
years; tho establishment and all improvements are on the part claimed by
Mr. Wentworth.
■
I have, &c.,
THOS. BARKER.
No. 4.
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No. 4.
Chiei’ Commissioner

Crown Lands

of

Mr. W. C. Wentworth.

to

Grown Lands Office,
Sydney,

9

July,

1849.

Sir,
I do myself the honor to inform you, that a protest lias been lodged at this
office by Mr. Thomas Barker, against your claim to a lease of the Tala Run; and if the
same be not withdrawn within two months from the present date, it will be duly forwarded
to the Commissioner appointed under the Act of Council, 11 Victoria, No. 61, for the inves
tigation of cases of disputed boundaries.
I have, &c.,
GEO. BARNEY.

No. 5.
Chief Commissioner

of

Crown Lands

to

Mr. Thomas Barker.
Crown Lands Office,
Sydney,

9

July,

1849.

Sir,
I beg to inform you, that your protest against the claim of Mr. W. 0. Wentworth,
for a lease of a run called Tarlo, in the District of Murrumbidgee, has been received; and
that if the same be not withdrawn within two months from the present date, it will be duly
forwarded to the Commissioner appointed under the Act of Council, 11 Victoria, No. 61,
for the investigation of cases of disputed boundaries.
I have, &c..
GEO. BARNEY.

No. 6.
Mr. Thomas Barker

to

Chief Commissioner

of

Crown Lands.

Sydney,

Sir,

29

January,

1850.

I have the honor to inform you, that having made an arrangement with W. C.
Wentworth, Esq., relative to the boundary in dispute between us, I now beg to withdraw
my caveat in this case.
I have, &c.,
THOS. BARKER.

No. 7.
Chief Commissioner

of

Crown Lands

to

Mr. Thomas Barker.
Crown Lands Office,
Sydney,

Sir,

2

March,

1850.

_
I have tbe honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 29th January
last, intimating your wish to withdraw your caveat entered against the issue of a lease to
Mr. W. C. Wentworth, for the Tala Station, in the District of Murrumbidgee.
'
I have, &c.,
.

GEO. BARNEY.

No. 8.
Cheef Commissioner

of

Crown Lands

7
to

Mr. W. C. Wentworth.
Crown Lands Office,

Sib,

Sydney, 2 March,

1850.

_ I have the honor to, inform you, that Mr. Thomas Barker has withdrawn his
caveat against the issue of a lease to you of the Tala Station, in the District of Murrum
bidgee.
I have, &c.,
’
GEO. BARNEY.

No. 9.
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No. 9.
Mr. John Black

to

Chief Commissioner

of

Crown Lands.
Sydney,

10

I860.

April,

Sm,
I have tbe honor to send you an amended description of tbe run at TalO|
which now stands in my name. I find the original description docs not comprise much more
than that portion of tbe run which is yearly flooded by the river Murrumbidgee, and has
omitted the greater part of tbe run which the flocks now depasturing on it necessarily
occupy during the winter months, and without which the remainder of the run for about
half the year, that is during the periodical floods, is not available.
. _
Tho supplemental country, indeed, which this amended description embraces, has
always been occupied, and the license paid for it; and without it tho grazing capabilities of
the runs would not be equal to more than half the estimate of them which has been given
in, as I have no doubt the Commissioner of the district will be able to testify.
Amended description of Tala.

Commencing at the Condura Lagoon, bounded on the cast by a line running from
that lagoon fifteen (15) miles south; on the west by a line running south ten (10) miles,
and commencing at the River Murrumbidgee, from a marked tree about thirteen (13) miles
from the junction of the Murrumbidgee and the Murray, and forming a boundary with Mr.
John Scott’s run; on the south hy a line commencing at the south end of tho western
boundary, as described above, running east until it intersects a prolongation of the eastern or
dividing boundary between Nap Nap Toogemba, which prolongation together with the
western boundary of Nap Nap forms the eastern boundary of Tala. The river frontage is
about forty (40) miles in length, and its general direction N.l£. and S.W. The whole of
the back run consists of thinly grassed plains, totally devoid of water during the greater part
of the year.
Estimated area.............. 500,000 acres.
Name of Bun ................ Tala.
Grazing capabilities...... 1,500 cattle.
Ditto
....... 30,000 sheep.
I have, &c.,
JOHN BLACK.

No. 10.
Chief Commissioner

of

Chows Lands to Commissioner
Murrumbidgee.

of

Crown Lands,

Crown Lands Office,
Sydney, 18 April,

Sir,

1850.

. .

I do myself the honor to transmit herewith the enclosed amended description For dweription,
of tbe Tala Run, in your district, lodged by Mr. John Black, and to request that you will
ec®N<x.9.
be good enough to notify tbe same to all parties in your district whose interests may be
afiected by its adoption.
_
_
I beg also to remind you that it will bo necessary for you to report, in this ease,
whether the party has included in his description any vacant Crown lands to which he is not
entitled.
I have, &c.,
GEO. BARNEY.

No. 11.
Chief Commissioner

of

Crown Lands

to

Mr. John Black.

Crown Lands Office,
Sydney, 18 April,

®IR>

.

.

1850.

■

I beg to inform you that your amended description of the Tala Run has been
referred to Mr. Commissioner Bingham, for the purpose of being notified to all parties whose
interests may be affected by its adoption.
1 have at the same time to acquaint you, that the amendment referred to will not
give any title whatever to land beyond the hitherto recognized limits of the above run,
*
I have, Ac.,
GEO. BARNEY.

No. 12.
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No. 12.
Commissioner of Crown Lands, Murrumbidgee, to Chief Commissioner of
Crown Lands.

Camp, 350 miles from Head Quarters, near the
junction of the two main Rivers,
'
21 November, 1850.
Sir,

Adverting to your letter, as noted, transmitting ono enclosure, being an

No. C72, IS April,
1S50.

One enclosure, amended description of tbe Tala Run, forwarded by Mr. John Black, and requesting my
No. 50-l8yi, report on the points noted,—I do myself the honor to slate, for your information,—
]1 April, I860.
1. The run is held for pastoral purposes.
He’tranfmiUetf.

2. In the Unsettled Districts.
3. I considered the situation very eligible for a Reserve to be made bv the Crown, (as
previously noted), and a Town Reserve has been ordered.
"
4. I do not consider tho applicant has made any demand to which he is not entitled.
5. The demand is for one lease for three distinct runs, forming one block, previously
held under licenses.
•
G. The three runs are now held under the license for Tala.
7. The necessary communications have been made to the parties interested.
8. No protests lodged.
I have, &c.,
HENRY BINGHAM,
C. C. L.
.

No. 13.
Mr. G. S. Lang to Coloniai Secretary.

■

Gundagai, 14 January, 1850.
Sir,
_
I take the liberty of sending a copy of a letter which I have this day sent to
the Chief Commissioner, regarding the leasing of the back country between the Moulinmin
and Murrumbidgee, and I hope you will approve of the view there taken of it.
I remain, &c.,
*

GIDEON S. LANG.

I am not aware of any intention to lease the runs in question, except tenders may bo received for
them under H. M. Order in Council. As this matter has been submitted, it appears, to the Chief Com
missioner, request his report upon the subject,—2(j January.
Chief Commissioner, 29 January, 18dS.

[Enclosure in Ho. 13.]
Gundagai, 14 January, IGoO.
Sir,
I understand that it is the intention of Government to advertise for tender as runs all the
country between the Murrumbidgee and Moulirnaiti, laying more than ten miles from water. As a
settler in the district I hog most earnestly to call your attention to the following remarks upon the
subject, as such a proceeding will cause the ruin of every settler' upon both waters, without any corres
ponding advantage to Government or the community.
To make myself clearly understood, it will ho necessary for mo to explain the nature of tho
country and the system pursued in depasturing it. .
■
The whole is one dead level plain without one drop of water, except during winter, which is from
May or June to August or September, and sometimes the middle of October—that is, from four to six
months. Not a drop falls during summer; clouds are seldom seen, and when they arc (even though
accompanied with thunder and lightning) they pass without rain; and if there is a thunder shower, let
it ho ever so heavy, it is completely dried up in two or three days. In fact it is a tropical climate, so
hot and dry that the sheep require water at least once and sometimes twice a day. The country con
sists of salt bush plains, of which there are immense tracks without a tree or a bush, where you go out
of sight of timber as of land upon tbe ocean; there is not a bunch of scrub to boil a pot of tea; when
there is timber it is in broken strips running parallel to the river, at distance of from six to twelve
miles from each other. Annexed arc plans of my own runs, Mungadingnoal and PavenBey, which arc
considered well timbered. The salt hush, which is very much like heather covered with hoar frost, is
interspersed with grass at intervals, the whole, both grass and salt hush so thinly scattered, that
infinitely more land is required to support a sheep there than in any other part of the Colony. Add to
this that there are miles upon miles of the big salt bush, too old to be eaten, and among which there is
no ernss, where the stock never lay month to ground; and immense stretches of “ oaten grass ”
which, after a tew days heat, rules down like tinder, and is blown away in dust. On Pavensoy tliero
are twelve square miles of it in one block, perfectly useless except for about one month in the year, and
not always for that.
.

To
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To meet the circumstances of the case there are two or three sets of huts. (See Plan.) The first
set are on the river, and are used only in the height of Rummer, when the sheep cannot feed out above
two miles, and must return at mid-day to cool and drink. The second are on tho first timber, and are
used in spring and autumn; the sheep first feed into the river and out the same day, and then as tho
weather cools and a drink in two days suffices, they feed back ono day and into tho river the next;
when the rainy season comes they shift again further back, if there is timber, and remain during the
winter, shifting occasionally along the ridge. The cuttle with which the country was first occupied
adopted this system for themselves, and regularly leave the frontage as soon as rain falls; or even tho
calves, they have adopted their habits to the nature of the country. The whole of our cattle and
M'Guise’s feed from twenty to twenty-five miles back (see Plan), and so much depend upon that feed
that no fat cattle are procured unless there is a wet winter; if there is not that, the cattle are not only
deprived of the back feed, but never allow the frontage to spring, and in summer arc absolutely
starved. The same argument applies to sheep runs, and that so forcible, that last autumn when the
rains were unusually late, the people, both of the Murrumbidgee and Moulimain, had to move as far back
as ten miles—many of them—though tbe sheep had to come in that distance to water every day, and
they had to carry water to tho people; the pasture is so thin that, even with only one flock at a station,
sheep require to ho constantly shifted, and instead of gunyas in all directions, as at present, huts upon
sledges or wheels are coming into general use as the stock increases. The extent of the back plains
does no more than make up for the thinness and dispersion of the pasture.
From the above it must be ovident that the leasing of these back plains must be ruinous to the
frontage holders, without any corresponding advantage to the community.
. As there is not a drop of water for six or eight months, they can only be occupied as winter runs,
to which sheep must come from other parts of the Colony, and travel along tho frontages in spring and
autumn. In autumn they will consume the little grass that is left, and starve tbe sheep as well as
scatter the cattle. In spring they will travel when tho grass is tender and young, and will cut up thrice
as much as they consume, besides scattering the cattle at the only season when they will then have a
chance of fattening in a had, that is then a dry season; they will add to the misfortune of the frontage
holder by hanging on the river till the rains falls ; they will always come as soon and go as late as
possible, and may make the possession of a winter run an excuse for travelling during the whola
summer at the rate of four miles a day, as was done last year by the Billibong settlers when their
water was dried up. .
The area of the back country is about 2,000 square miles, which, allowing for the winter runs tho
same as is proposed for the frontage runs, 100 square miles, u miserable allowance indeed in that country,
rij- ®tvc t,"’cnt-y runs of
whole as available; but that is far from being the case, as wood and
folding ground are as necessary as water for a winter run, and these are only supplied by the timber
ridges, which are of sand, and rise from one to two and a half feet above the plains, which are generally
hard clay; there are so many immense plains without so much as a bush, that I believe the number of
100 mile blocks available will not exceed twelve or fifteen at the very utmost. Anything less than 100
miles is a perfect mockery, for at the best they will have hut one strip of timber through them, it being
only on the Lower Murrumbidgee, where these hare plains prevail, that there is any land beyond ten
miles from water.
To counterbalance the increase of sheep from the occupation of these back plains for four or five
months by the settlers of Argyle, Murray, Port Phillip, &c„ instead of by the holders of tho frontages
there are:—
°
1st. The inevitable spread of catarrh, from tbe travelling and mixing of so many stocks.
2nd. The reduction of the present stock of sheep, and tho stop put to further increase.
3rd. The decrease of the present stock of cattle, which will he at least one-half, and in many
cases three-quarters of their present numbers. Our neighbour, Mr. Guise, has 2,000 head
of fattening (not breeding) cattle upon nine miles, an enormous stock for such a frontage,
which is only supported by the back plains. Other runs arc equally stocked and must he
reduced to one-quarter their present number, and then will never fatten, as they will he
driven off ttm feeding and bedding grounds to which they have been accustomed for years.
4th. The destruction of the frontage runs, by the travelling of the winter stocks twice a year.
5tb. The utter expulsion from such runs as are inundated hy the floods, which extend from
three to fifteen miles hack; among these are Nap Nap, Toogimbil, and Pavensey, opposite
and above the junction of the Lachlan,
The back plains arc an integral part of the frontage runs, and can be advantageously depastured
by the holders of them only for by so many sheep as tho back runs will carry for five montlis, will the
stock of the frontages bo reduced for the whole twelve months, and I firmly believe that though a fow
more licenses may be paid Government, the Colony will lose by it.
I would humbly suggest that if Government are not satisfied that they receive the full value of
tho back plains, they should have them surveyed, or at least examined, so as to estimate to what extent
the timber will make the back run of each available, and let each settler pay for his whole run its full
value as winter and summer run combined, or allow it to be leased, as proposed.
For the correctness of the above description of the country, I can with confidence appeal to the
surveyors and others who havo been in the district, and particularly to Mr. Bingham, who from his
experience and local knowledge is every way qualified to give a correct estimate of its grazing capa
bilities. Any further information that may be required on the subject I will bo happy to furnish.

I remain, &c.,
GIDEON S, LANG.

Chief Commissioner
of Crown Lands.

No. 14.
Colonial Secretary

to Chief Commissioner

op

Crown Lands.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 29 January, 1850.
Sir,

^ With reference to a letter which has been addressed to you by Mr. G. S.
Lang, respecting the leasing of certain portions of tho country lying between the Murrum
bidgee and Mouiatnein, I do myself the honor to request the favour of your report thereon,
for the information of Hia Excellency the Governor.
I have, &c.,

W. ELYARD, Jhnr.
287—B

No. 15.
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15.

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands to Colonial Secretart.

,

,
' Sydney, 8 February, 1850.

Grown Lands Office,

Sir,

Adverting to your letter of the 29th ultimo, No. 50/22, requesting my report
on Mr. G. S. Lang’s communication respecting the leasing of certain portions of country
lying between the Murrumbidgee River and Moulamcin, I do myself the honor to inform
you that Mr. Lang’s letter has been referred to Mr. Commissioner Bingham, on receipt of
whose report I will do myself the honor of bringing the subject under notice.
'

I have, &c.,
GEO. BARNET,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.

This may lie over accordingly.
Colonel Barney should perhaps call on Mr, Bingham, to expedite his report.
5 April.

No. 16.
Colonial .Secretary to Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Colonial Secretary s Office,

,

Sydney,

12

April,

1850.

Sir,

Referring to your letter of the 8th February last, respecting Mr. G. Lang’s
communication relative to the leasing of certain portions of country lying between the
• Murrumbidgee River and Mouiatnein, I do myself the honor to request that you will instruct
Mr, Commissioner Bingham to expedite the report which you have called upon him to make
on the subject.
I have, &c.,
W. ELYARD, Junr.

No. 17.
■

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands to Colonial Secretary.
Crown Lands Office,
Sydney,

8

June,

1850.

Sir,

In reference to your letters of the 29th January last and 12th April, I have
Dow the honor to submit, for the information of His Excellency the Governor, a communi

cation from Mr. Commissioner Bingham, proposing an adjustment of a tract of country known
as the Murrumbidgee Plains, lyingbetween the Murrumbidgee River and the Billybong and
Yaneo Creeks, in his District, proposed to he offered to public competition. I beg also to
forward that officer’s report upon the representations made by Mr. Gideon S. Lang and others,
holders of runs having frontage to the above river and creeks, as to the inexpediency of the
proposed arrangement.
2. From the accompanying correspondence it will be seen that the tract referred to,
which is estimated to contain upwards of eighteen hundred square miles, was tendered for
in one block hy a Mr. W. L. Morton, in July, 1848; hut Mr, Morton’s tender comprising
also portions of land already licensed, or previously tendered for, was declined, and the
Commissioner was directed to propose a sub-division of the land into separate runs, that they
might be offered to competition as adjusted ones.
8. The country is stated to consist of vast open plains, which, owing to the absence
of permanent water, can only be made available for a portion of the year, namely, during the
winter months, and it is represented that the holders of the frontage runs have been in the
habit of occupying it with their stock during that season.
4. Those parties have objected to the country being offered to competition, on the
ground that such a measure will deteriorate the value of their runs, by subjecting them to
be deprived of country which they have been accustomed to occupy ; and moreover, that in
the event of its being obtained by other parties, their frontages will he liable to intrusion
during the period that the back country becomes unavailable for stock j and they therefore
request that they may he permitted to extend their boundaries for ten miles backwards, so as
to take in the back runs, stating their willingness to pay any extra charge that may be
demanded of them, in respect of the additional area that will thereby be included in their
■ holdings. It will be observed that this application is supported by the recommendation of
•the Commissioner of the District; hut I am disposed to think that as it is evident that the
. back country has not been included in the areas returned hy the Commissioner for the
stations on the frontages, the holders of those stations cannot legally claim to have it
included in their leases, and I apprehend that having been tendered for as a new run, and
adjusted, it must.be offered to public competition, in conformity with sec. 13 of chap. II
of Her Majesty’s Order in Council, and as directed hy His Excellency’s Minute upon the
original tender.

5.
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5. I beg, however, to suggest that, in carrying out this view, the Commissioner be
instructed to prepare a subdivision of the back country into blocks corresponding with the
runs having frontage, by which arrangement the holders of those- runs will have an oppor
tunity of obtaining authorized possession of back runs; and, as the Commissioner states, that
when connected with the frontages the back country will become much more valuable than
it otherwise would be, it is to be presumed that it will be the interest of the applicants to
tender such rates of premium as will secure them from competition, which they will be
enabled to do from tbe increased value that the possession of back runs will give to their
frontages.
6. It is of course probable that, in some instances, the tenders of the present licensed
occupants will be out-bid by other parties, hut I have no hesitation in stating my conviction
that no individual inconvenience that would thereby be occasioned, should be weighed against
the manifest impropriety of handing over to a few stockholders, without competition, a tract Sketch enclosed,
of country covering so vast an area as the Murrumbidgee Plains,
I have the honor, &c.,
•
GEO. BARNEY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
I also am of opinion that the wishes of the applicant, as seconded by Mr. Bingham, cannot
legally be assented to. See 13 section of chap, If of the Order in Council.
The suggestion, however, contained in the 6'th paragraph of this letter appears to be a very good
-one, and if heted npon will afford tho present licensees in the locality referred to an opportunity of
securing the so-called back run in tbe only way in which it is now competent to the Government to
offer.
17 June,
‘

\_Enclosvre in No. 17.]
Head Quarters, Tumut,
18 April, 1850.
Sir,
X do myself tho honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter as noted, transmitting a letter Ko. ITT,
letter of application from Mr. Gideon S. Lang, soliciting, for the reasons he sets forth, that the apparent
"Waste Crown Lands situated between the southern boundaries (as acknowledged) of the runs on tho w Endoeurc
Ijowcr Murnimhidgeo River and tho runs on the Billibong Creek may not be submitted to public
returned,
competition, and requesting my opinion on the same,—I have to state, for your information,
that on a very careful consideration of the grounds sot forth by Mr. Lang in his statements, I am
induced to recommend (under certain restrictions) that the licensees holding stations on the lower
portion of the Murrumbidgee River may be permitted to amend their applications for leases to the
extent of ten (10) miles back (hut no more) from their present back boundaries, which are equi-distant
(10) ten miles from the Murrumbidgee River, thus giving them double the extent of area they at
present have, which of course would be estimated then as one entire block of country; and I may hero
remark that I certainly should be disposed to estimate the value of these back waste lands, isolated as
they are, and without water, annexed to the present river runs, at a much higher estimate than of
standing on their own present value or capabilities, and which induces me to recommend this measure.
The restrictions I allude to are, that in tho event of their obtaining leases for these runs, and further
permitted to amend their application for lease, that a clause should bo inserted that the lessees should
not be permitted to subdivide these back lands without a command of river frontage ; as if not so
prevented by proper instructions they would be doing themselves, from speculation or other motives,
when once they had the power, the very thing they so earnestly request the Government will not do
now. Should they bo permitted by. the Executive to amend their applications, I would suggest that
circulars ho sent to tho parties concerned, intimating to them that if they are prepared to pay the proper
fees for tho back country, as may be estimated, that they will be permitted to amend their applications
to the extent I have specified.
I have, &c.,
George Barney, Esq,,
HENRY BINGHAM,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Sydney.
I entirely concur in the propriety of adopting the course here suggested; but as the matter has
now been lying over for a considerable time, it is very desirable that the Commissioner should give
his early attention to the subdivision of the runs in the manner proposed, adhering of course, as far as
practicable, to the general regulations regarding the shape, size, &c- of runs.
18 June,
Approved.—19 Oct.
Expedite.—6 July.
Chief Commr.—13 July, 1850,
•
and of Septr.
Re-submitted.—10 Oct.

Shall Colonel Barney be reminded of this ?
11 Oct.
Yes.—12.
Col, Barney.—1G Oct., 1850.
End of October.

No. 18.
Colonial Secretary to Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 12 July, 1850.
Sir,

X beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 8th ultimo, No. 149,
forwarding a communication from Mr. Commissioner Bingham, proposing an adjustment of
a tract of country known as the Murrumbidgee Plains, lying between the River Murrum
bidgee and the Billibong and Yanko Creeks, in his District, proposed to be offered to public
competition, together with that officer’s report upon the representations made hy Mr. Gideon
S. Lang and others, holders of runs having frontage to the above river and creeks, as to the
inexpediency of the proposed arrangements.
.,
.
2.
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2. In reply, I am instructed to inform yon that His Excellency the Governor concurs
with you in opinion that the wishes of the applicants, as seconded by the Commissioner,
cannot legally be consented to.
3. With reference, however, to the 5th paragraph of your letter, in which you
suggest that, in order that the country in question may be offered to public competition in
conformity with section 13 of chapter II of the Order in Council of 9th March, 1847, the
Commissioner may be instrnoted to prepare a subdivision of it into blocks corresponding
with the rnns having frontage, by which arrangement the holders of those runs will have an
opportunity of obtaining authorized possesion of back runs—I have the honor to acquaint you
that His Excellency approves of year suggestion being carried into effect.
4. As this matter has now been lying over for a considerable time, it is very desirable
that Mr. Commissioner Bingham should give his early attention to the subdivision of
the tract of country before alluded to, in the manner proposed, adhering, of course, as far as
practicable, to the general regulations regarding tho shape, size, &c., of Runs.
.
I have, &c.,
•
E. DEAS THOMSON.
No. 19.
Coloniai. Secretary to Chief Cosijiissioner of Crown Lands.
Colonial Secretary's Ojjiee,
Sydney,

16

October,

1850.

{Printed letter?)

No reply has been received to my letter of the 12th July last, respecting the sub
division of the Murrambidgee Plains lying between the Murrumbidgee River and the Billybong and Yanko Creeks.
W. ELYARD, June.

No. 20.
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands io Colonial Secretary.
Crown Lands Office,
Sydney,

25

October,

1850.

Sir,

In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 16th of October, 1850,
requesting a reply to yours of the 12th of July last, on the subject of the subdivision of
the Murrumbidgee Plains, lying between the Murrumbidgee River and the Billybong and
Yanko Creeks—I do myself tbe honor to inform you that I have again written to Mr.
Commissioner Bingham, drawing his attention thereto, and requesting that his answer may
be expedited.
I have, &c.,
GEO. BARNEY,
■
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
This may perhaps lie over till the end of the year, unless sooner answered.
SO Oct.

End of JVotr.
Re-submitted.—2 Dec.
Has any further letter been received?—8th,

Apparently not.—8.

M. P.

No. 21.
Colonial Secretary to Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Colonial

Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 11 February, 1851.

Sir,
. Referring to your letter of the 25th October last, No. 277, and to previous
correspondence respecting the subdivision of the Murrumbidgee Plains, I am directed by
His Excellency the Governor to draw your attention to the subject, and to request the
favor of your early reply.
I have, &c.,
W. ELYARD, Jonr.

No. 22.
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands to Colonial Secretary.
Crown Lands Office,
Sydney,

12

February,

1851.

SIR,

In reference to your letter of the 11th instant, drawing my attention to the
proposed adjustment and subdivision of the Murrumbidgee Plains, I do myself the honor to
submit the report recently received from Mr. Commissioner Bingham, accompanied by a
plan
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plan* and description of the several runs into which the country has teen divided, and I beg
to state that I have proposed to include the same in the usual course in a notice of adjusted
Runs for public competition now in course of preparation.
I have, &c.,
'

GEO. BARNEY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
* Plan referred to not furnished with papers.
Mr. F.—I am not aware of any objection to the proposed scheme of subdivision.
Approved, IStA. C. A. F. *

[Enclosure 1 in No. 22.]
JJead Quarter?, Tumut,

11 January, 1831.

Sir,

Adverting to your letters as herein noted, requesting that I would prepare anew a sub No. 127&-18
division of Waste Crown Lands named Murrumbidgee Plains into blocks corresponding with the runs Juty, 1850.
No. 2013—32 Oocommanding river frontage, I Imvo now the honor to transmit you a plan and detailed description of toler, 1650.
the same, and have further to state that, in the discharge of this duty, myself and party suffered much No. 2206—11 Dofrom tho arid state of the country, the water being very scarce and bad, and the feed for horses so cimter, 1650.
scanty that we were compelled to leave three behind us.
To bo inserted In
next puliticatlon
I have, &c.,
2!i Jatlvary*
George Barney, Esq.,
HENRY BINGHAM.
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Sydney.

[Enclosure

2

in JVb.

22.]

Adjustment op McEECinitooKB Plains.—Description.
Nap Nap, block A; commencing at a point 10 miles south of the junction of the Lachlan River jfap
with tho Murrumbidgee River, and extending 10 miles south from that point, thence 7i miles cast, A, is.ooo’acrus.
thence 10 miles north, and thence 7£ miles west; forming a block of 75 square miles or 4-8,000 acres.
Nap Nap, block B; commencing at the north-east terminus of Nap Nap, block A, and extending Nnji Nap, bleak
south for 10 miles, thence east for Ti miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west 7^ miles;—75 square bj 46,000 acres,
miles or 48,000 acres.
Nap Nap, block C ; commencing at tho north-east terminus of Nap Nap, block B, and extending Nap Nap, block
south for 10 miles, thence cast for 74 miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west 74 miles75 square C, 18,0011 acres,
miles or 48,000 acres.
Nap Nap, block D; commencing at the north-cast terminus of Nap Nap, block C, and extending jrap
i,|oc^
smith for 10 miles, thence east for 74 miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west 7^ miles;—75 square D, 48,000 acres,
miles or 48,000 acres.
Toogoombic, block A ; commencing at the north-cast terminus of Nap Nap, block D, and Tcogeombic,
extending south for 10 miles, thence east for 74 miles, thence north 10 miles, aud thence west 7 j miles; block a, 48,000
—75 square miles or 48,000 acres.
R';^<;a,
Toogoombie, block B; commencing at tho north-cast terminus of Toogoombic, block A, and Toogoombic,
extending south for 10 miles, thence cast for oj miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west 54 miles ; block B, 35,200
—55 square miles or 35,200 acres.
acres.
Pevensey, block A ; commencing at tbe north-east terminus of Toogoombie, block B, and Tcvensey, block
extending south for 10 miles, thence east by north for 74 miles, thence north for 10 miles, and thence A, 48,000 acres,
west by south 7 j miles75 square miles or 48,000 acres.
Munilgingergell, block A; com meneing at the north-east terminus of Pevensey, block A, and Munilgingcrgcll
extending south for 10 miles, thence east by north 10 miles, thence north 10 miles, nnd thence west by
Aj OL0®
south 10 miles—very inferior country;—100 square miles or 64,000 acres.
‘
Eli Elwah, block A ; commencing at the north-east terminus of Munilgingergell, block A, and eu Elwch, block
extending south for 10 miles, thence east by north 5 miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west hy A> S3>m (icrl!s’
south 5 miles ;—50 square miles or 32,000 acres.
Eli Elwah, block B; commencing at the north-cast terminus of Eli Elwah, block A, and extend- Eincimih, block
ing south for 10 miles, thence east by north 5 miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west by south B, 32,000 acres.
5 miles60 square miles or 32,000'aercs.
Bnrrabogie, block A; commencing at the north-east terminus of EH Elwah, block B, and Burrabogic,
extending south for 10 miles, thence east by north for 5 miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west jjjjj,* A>
by south 5 miles;—50 square miles or 32,000 acres.
‘
Burrabogie, block B; commencing at the north-cast terminus of Bnrrabogie, block A, and Bnrrabogie,
extending south for ten miles, thence cast by north 5 miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west by
^
south 5 miles;—SO square miles or 32,000 acres.
’
Mulbcrrvgang, block A ; commencing at the north-east terminus of Burrabogie, block B, and Muibcrrygang,
extending south for 10 miles, thence cast for 5 miles, thence north for 10 miles, and thence west for 5
A>
miles ;—50 square miles or 32.000 acres.
"
Mulberrygang, block B ; commencing at the north-east terminus of Mulberry gang, block A, and Mulborrygang,
extending south 10 miles, thence east Smiles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west Smiles;—50
square miles or 32,000 acresSingorambah, block A; commencing at a point 15 miles south from the old yard on the Mur- Singonsmbah,
rumbidgec River (tbe boundary point between the runs of Mulberrygang and Singorambah), and block A, 32,000
extending south for 10 miles, thence east by north 5 milcE, thence north 10 miles, and thence west by acrcssouth 5 miles;—50 square miles or 32,000 acres.
Singorambah, block B; commencing at the north-east terminus of Singorambah, block A, and Elngonimbuh,
extending south for 10 miles, thence east by north 5 miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west by
32,11110
south 5 miles;—50 square miles or 32,000 acres.
"
Siugommbah, block C; commencing at the north-east terminus of Singorambah, block B, and
extending south for 10 miles, thence east by north 5 miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west by
’ 1
south 5 miles;—50 square miles or 32,000 acres.
_ ’
Singorambah, block D; commencing at the north-cast terminus of Singorambah, block O, and
extending south for 10 miles, thence cast by north 5 miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west by ac^8i 1 >
south 5 miles;—50 square miles or 32,000 acres.
‘
‘
Moulamcin, block A; commencing at the south-west terminus of Nap Nap, block A, and extend- Mouliunotn,
ing south for 10 miles, thence cast for 7 j miles, thence north for 10 miles, and thence west 7 J miles;—75
A>4S'0™
square miles or 48,000 acres,

1

Moulamein,

«
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Mouiatnein, Mock B; comtnencitig at the north-cast terminus of Moulamein, block A, and
extending south for 10 miles, thence east 7J miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west 7i miles •_
75 square miles or 48,000 acres.
’
AVindouran, block A; commencing at the north-east terminus of Moulamein, block B, and
extending south for 10 miles, thence cast for
miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west 7£
miles;—7o square miles or 48,000 acrcs.
AVindouran, block B; commencing at the north-east terminus of AVindouran, block A, and
extending south for 10 miles, thcnco east
miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west 74 miles -_
75 square miles or 48,000 acres.
8
’
Coonargo, block A; commencing at the north-east tenninus of the Waarkinbragil run, licensed
to AValter Ogilvie, and extending south for 10 miles, thence east by north 74 miles, thence north 10
miles, and thence west by south 7^ miles;—75 square miles or 48,000 acres.
Coonargo, block B; commencing at the north-cast terminus of Coonargo, block A, and
extending south for 10 miles, thence east hy north 5 miles, thence north 10 miles, and ttience west by
south 5 miles;—50 square miles or 32,000 acres.
Coonargo, block. C ; commencing at the north-east terminus of Coonargo, block B, and extending
south for_ 10 miles, thence east hy north 5 miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west by south 5
miles;—50 square miles or 32,000 acres.
Yanco, Mock A; commencing at the north-cast terminus of Coonargo, block C, and extending
south for 10 miles, thence east by north 5 miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west by south 5
miles;—50 square miles or 32,000 acrcs.
Yanco, block B; commencing at the north-east tenninus of Yanco, block A, and extending
south for 10 miles, thenec cast hy north 5 miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west by south 5
miles;—50 square miles or 32,000 acres.
Ynuco, block C; commencing at the north-east terminus of Yanco, block B, and extending south
for 10 miles, thence east by north 5 miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west hy south 5 miles -_
50 square miles or 32,000 acres,
’
Yanco, block D; commencing at the north-east tenninus of Yanco, block C, and extending south
for 10 miles, thence east by north 5 miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west by south 5 miles;—
50 square miles or 32,000 acrcs.
Yanco, block E; commencing at the north-east tenninus of Yanco, block D, and extending south
for 10 miles, thence east by north 5 miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west by south 5 miles;_
50 square miles or 32,000 acres.
'
’
Yanco, Mock F; commencing at the north-east terminus of Yanco, block E, and extending south
for 10 miles, thence cast hy north 5 miles, thence north 10 miles, and thence west by south 5 miles;_
50 square miles or 32,000 acres.
’
HENRY BINGHAM, C. C. 1.

Woe* E, 48,000
ftcres,
Wiadonran,
block A, 48,000
acrcs.
'WindouTAO,
block Bf 48,000
acres.

Coonatgo, block
A, 48,0U0 acres.

Coanargo, block
E, 32,000 acres.
Cocnargo, block
C, 32,000 acres.
Tanco, block A,
32,000 acres.
Tanco, block B,
32,01)0 acres.
Yaneo, block C,
32,000 acres.
Yaneo, block D,
32,000 acres.
Yaneo, block B,
32,000 acres.
Yattco, block P,
.32,000 acres.

No. 23.
Colonial Secretary to Chief Commissioner of Crow Lands.
.

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 19 February, 1851.

Sir,
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 12th instant,
No. 38, respecting the subdivision of the Murrumbidgee Plains, and submitting the report
of the local Commissioner, accompanied by a plan and description of the several runs into
which the country has been divided.
'
2. In reply, I do myself the honor to inform you that His Excellency the Governor
General has been pleased to approve of the same, and of the country as proposed by you
being included in a uotice of adjusted runs for public competition now in course of
preparation. 4
3. The documents belonging to your office are returned herewith.
I have, &c.,
W. ELYARD.

.

No. 24.
DESCRIPTION of the Boundaries of Tala.
Murrumbidgee District, No. 187, of 30th September, 1848. Wentworth W. C. (now J. Black.)
Estimated area, 268,800 acres.

Tala.
Grazing capabilities, 28,000 sheep or 7,000 cattle.

Bounded on the north by the Murrumbidgee River, for 30 miles; on the east by aline
due south for 15 miles from the marked tree above the Wogorah Hut, being a prolongation
of the boundary line between this run and Nap Nap (T. Reeve’s) ; on the west hyaline due
south for 10 miles from a marked tree on the river 14 miles above its junction with the
Murray, being the boundary between this run and Bonongle (C. Nicholson’s); and on the
south by a line connecting the eastern and western boundaries.
This run is subject to a Crown Reserve.
HENRY BINGHAM.
C. C. L.
♦ Memorandum:—The within letter was inadvertently omitted to be transmitted with
the Report of the Crown Commissioner, Murrumbidgee District, No. 50-103.
HENRY BINGHAM.

Head Quarters, Tumut,
6 May, 1850.
No. 25.
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No. 25.
Chief Commissioner

of

■

Crown Lands to Commissioner
Murrumbidgee.

of

Crown Lands,

Crown Lands Office,
Sydney, 24 March, 1854.

Sir,

With reference to your report dated 1st ultimo, upon Mr. H. Burchett’s tender
for the run called Yanco, Block G, I do myself the honor to draw your attention to the
amended description of the Tala Run sent in hy Mr. Black, and referred to the late Com
missioner Bingham, on the 18th April, 1850, and reported upon by his letter dated 21st
November, 1850, which may interfere with the boundaries described in the tender of Mr.
Burchett.

No. SO, June,
1S51.

I have, &o.,
GEO. BARNEY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.

No. 26.
Commissioner

of

Crown Lands, Murrumbidgee, to Chief Commissioner
Crown Lands.

of

District of Murrambidgee,
Crown Lands Office,
29 March, 1854.

.

Sir,

As I gather from your letter of the 24th instant, No. 54-516, that the amended
description of Tala, forwarded by Mr. Black on the 10th April, 1850, and reported on by
Mr. Bingham on 21st November, 1850, had been favourably entertained, I do myself tho
honor to draw your particular attention to the circumstances of the case,
There is no copy of any letter retained in this office prior to the appointment of Mr.
Mackenzie, so that I am quite at a loss to discover what Mr. Bingham’s report on this
proposed amendment was j nor is there any file of letters from your office by which I
might discover the substance of his report.
You will, under these circumstances, excuse my forwarding a tracing* of the claim * Appendix A.
made by Mr. Black in his amended description, which shews that, if anything more than a
line parallel with the river at 10 miles from it was recommended by Mr. Bingham, Mr.
Black has been unusually favoured; also shewing that the amended claim forwarded by Mr,
Black would take up land now leased to others.
As I observed a note, iu Mr. Bingham’s hand, that tbe river runs nearly east and
west, whereas it runs more nearly north and south, I am afraid that he may have sanctioned
the southern boundary claimed, viz., a line east.
The land to which Mr. Black may he considered as fairly entitled I havo marked on
the map forwarded.
May X beg to be informed of the substance of Mr. Bingham’s report on this subject ?
I have, 4c.,
.

*

CHARLES G. N. LOCKHART,
Commissioner of Crown Lands.

No. 27.
Chief Commissioner

of

Crown Lands to Commissioner
Murrumbidgee.

of

Crown Lands,

Crown Lands Office,
Sydney, 11 April, 1854.

Sir,
.
. .
reP|y
your letter of the 29th ultimo, No. 54-201, relative to the amended
description of the Tata Run in your District, forwarded by Mr. Black, I do myself the honor
to annex, for your information, a copy of the report of the late Mr. Commissioner Bingham
on the subject in question.
#
I have, &c.,
GEO. BARNEY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands,

No, 28.

For report, ««•
No. 12.
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No. 28.
Commissioner of Grown Lands, Morrombidgee,
Crown Lands.

to

Chief Commissioner of

District of Murrumbidgee,
Croton Lands Office,

24

May,

'
1854.

Sir,

Copy of attended claim
on filet; of thifl office
ionwdcd, marked 1.

Traclog- forwarded,

S9 Jdardi.

Copy of memorandum In
3tr* BiDghom’B large
book, marked J),
Amended description as
rMommcnded, marked V*

I do myself the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 11th April,
1854, No. 757, in which, in reply to my letter of 29th March, No. 54-201, you forwarded
to me the report (dated 21st November, 1850) of Mr. Commissioner Bingham, on the
amended description of Tala forwarded by Mr. Joho Black.
In reply to your letter, I do myself the honor to state, that 1 am at a loss to know
whether, by forwarding the report by 5lr. Commissioner Bingham, you mean to shew to me
that it is now too late for me to refer to the matter, or whether you mean to invite me to
make any remark which I may consider necessary on the subject.
Believing the latter course to be the proper one for me to pursue, I do myself the
honor to point out to you that the report by Mr. Bingham is unprecedently partial to Mr.
Black, nnjust in the extreme to other squatters in the District, and therefore derogatory to
the honor of the Crown, if acted upon.
.
In my letter of the 29th March, No. 54-201, I forwarded a tracing shewing Mr.
Black’s amended description ; but as 1 hesitated to believe that Mr. Bingham had recom
mended this amendment in full, I did not dwell upon its evident impropriety. Finding
however, from Mr. Bingham’s report, that this amended claim has been favorably reported
on by that gentleman, I do myself the honor to point out, that if this amended claim be
entertained, the run of Tala will extend back thirty miles from the Murrumbidgee, and
that with a frontage to that river of thirty miles, it will include an area of 695 square miles,
as nearly as I can measure on an eighth mile to the inch map.
I beg leave further to refer to a lengthened correspondence between your office and
Messrs. William Maoleay, John Peter Strachan, and Gfabbet, and other squatters on the
Murrumbidgee, in which these gentlemen were distinctly informed that the runs of settlers
on the river were to be considered as only extending to ten miles back from the river, and
that therefore the blocks behind the ten mile line were to be considered as open to tender.
These back blocks were therefore submitted to tender, and in many instances passed into the
hands of others than those persons holding the frontage ; or if obtained by them, were
obtained at a high premium. If other persons were so restricted, under the rule laid down
by the Commissioner of the District, I do not see why Mr. Black, or Mr. Wentworth rather,
should not he so restricted likewise.
_
I would also beg leave to point out, that the land included in Mr. Black s amended
description has not been in his actual possession; Messrs. Smith and Sylvester have had
sheep stations on a portion of it for the last five years; and I would also point out that
Moulameiti, blocks A and B, Windouran, block A, Nap Nap, blocks A, B, and C, tendered
for by and leased to others, are all included in Mr. Black’s amended claim} and that there
are tenders under consideration for other portions of it, which have never been in Mr.
Wentworth’s actual possession.
Rents having been actually received for the blocks named above, I cannot see how
this amended claim can be entertained.
In support of the statements made by me, I do myself the honor to refer you to the
map which I forwarded in my letter of 29th March, No. 54-201.
.
I may also state, that I feel confident that Mr. Commissioner Bingham recommended
this claim, labouring under some misapprehension. The fact of the blocks actually included
in that claim being afterwards accepted by him, shews that he did not know to what the
claim actually extended; and from the memorandum attached to the assessment of the
grazing capabilities of Tala, it appears clear that he imagined the claim actually included
only a block ten miles from the river.
_
_
Should it appear to you that this amended claim should be set aside, I do myself the
honor to append a description of the Tala Run, which will meet the justice of the case.
1 have, &c.,
C. G. N. LOCKHART,
Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Is there any amended description recorded on the Yanko ran?
None.
[No. 1.]
EXTRACT from Mr. Bingham’t Book of Records, 11 (A April, 1850.—JoAn Bloch—Amended
Description of Tala,

SlTi

•
I have the honor to send you an amended description of the run of Tala, which now stands
in my name. I find the original description does not comprise much more than that portion of the run
which is yearly flooded hy the Murrumbidgee, and has omitted the greater part of the run which the
flocks now depasturing on it necessarily occnpy during the winter months, and without which tho
remainder of the run for about half the year, that is, during the periodical floods, is not available.
The supplemental country indeed, which this amended description embraces, has already been
occupied and tho license paid for it, and without it the grazing capabilities of the rnns would not be
equal to more than half the estimate of them which has been given in, as I have no doubt the Commis
sioner of the District will be able to testify.
Amended
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Amended Ducription.

Communcin" at the Conduru Lagoon, bounded on the cast by a line running from that lagoon
fifteen milea south; on the west by a line running south ten miles, and commencing at tbe Kiver
Murrumbidgee from a marked tree about thirteen miles from the junction of the Murrumbidgee and tbe
Murray, an if forming a boundary with Mr, Scott's run ; on the south hy a line commencing at the
south end of tbe western boundary as described above, and running east until it intersects a prolonga
tion of the eastern or dividing boundary between Nap Nap and Toogoombie, which prolongation,
together with the western boundary of Nap Nap, forms tbe eastern boundary of Tala. Tho river
frontage is about forty miles in length, and its general direction north-east and south-west; tho whole
of the back run consists of thinly grassed plains, totally devoid of water during the greater portion
of the year.
Tala,

Grazing capabilities, 1,500 cattle.
Ditto
ditto,
20,000 sheep,
I have, ite.,
JOHN BLACK.
.

Chief Commissioner of
Crown Lands.
Amended description, refer to Commissioner as usual.—G. B.
Referred to Commissioner, Mr. Black informed, 1S April, ISoO,

.

[No. 2.]

.

EXTRA CT from Mr. Mngham's large book, labelled Offidod Book of all matters connected with the
Murrumbidgee District. Rage, 107. Assessment of Capabilities.

No. 8, No. 187, IV. C. Wentworth from John Black.
Name of Run—Tala.
Estimated area, 208,000 acres.
28,000 sheep, or
7,000 cattle.
Bounded on the north hy the Murrumbidgee River for thirty miles; on the east by a line due
south for fifteen miles from a marked tree above Wogine hut, being a prolongation of tbe boundary
between this ruu and Nap Nap (Reeves); on the west by a line due south for ten miles from a marked
tree fourteen miles above the junction of the Murrumbidgee and Murray, being the boundary between
this run and Bonongle {Nicholson); aud on the south hy a line connecting the eastern and western
boundaries.
I agree in this estimate and arrangement of boundaries.
JOHN CHRISTIE, Agent for
Kieta, 23 November, 1850.
W. C. WliNTVVORTH and
HENRY BINGHAM.
JOHN BLACK, Esq.

[No. 3.]
District of Mttrntmbidgee,

Crown Lands Office,
24 Mag, 1854.
Sir,

,
In reference to the amended description of Tala forwarded hy Mr. John Black on lltli April,
1850, and reported on favourably by Mr. Commissioner Bingham on the 21st November, 1850, Ido myself
the honor to point out that, by granting tbe description as amended by'Mr. Black, a much greater area
of Crown Lands will be included in the Tala Run than the rule laid down in this District and acted
upon in other cases will allow of.
It appears that tbe late Commissioner, Mr. Bingham, in reporting favourably on tbe claim set up
by Mr. Black must have labored under some misapprehension, as two days aftortho date of bis approval
of this claim, he, in conjunction with Mr. Black’s agent, had mode an estimate of the grazing capa
bilities of the run of Tala, and signed a description of the boundaries which reduces the area of tho run
to less than one-half of that claimed in the amended description. The appended document. No. 2,
and a careful examination of the claim set forth by Mr. Black on the accompanying tracing (copied
from tlie ofiicial map) shews this to be the case.
i
I do myself the honor to append a description of Tala Run which will meet the justice of the case,
being an increase in the area as originally claimed, aud throwing the usual and fair amount of back
country into the run.
I have, &c.,
.
CHARLES G. N. LOCKHART,
Chief Commissioner .
,
, '
Commissioner of Crown Lands.
,
i of Crown Lands.
.

Amended Description.

_
(Estimated area, SCO square miles,
i ala j
capabilities, 28,000 sheep.
Commencing at a marked tree on tho River Murrumbidgee above Wagera hut; bounded on the
cast by a line tbence south fifteen miles; bounded on tho north by the River Murrumbidgee ; bounded
on the west by a line from a marked tree, about fourteen miles from tbe junction of tbc_ Murrumbidgco
with tho Murray and running south eight miles (or half way to the River Edward), being the .eastern
boundary of Bonongle Run; bounded on the south by a line east seven miles, and thence by a straight
line about north-east to the southern extremity of eastern boundary.
CHARLES G. N. LOCKHART,
Commissioner of Crown Lands.

287—C

No. 29.
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No. 29.
Ma. A. Morris

lo

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Tala, Balranald,

30

'

1857.

October,

SlRj

As I anticipated, when I first had the honor of addressing yon upon this
subject, the injury done to my interests by the alteration of the old established eastern
boundary of Nap Nap, is not to be confined to the oue case, but is to be extended to all my
runs, by reducing their extent in accordance with the diminished frontage already effected
in favor of the neighbouring station, Toogoombie.
I have before me a map, belonging to Mr. Edward Flood, M.P., furnished, I imagine,
from your office, by which it appears that the position of the back .blocks behind Nap Nap
and Toogoombie has been materially changed
My back blocks, Nap Nap A, B, and C,
have not only been pushed west about If miles to correspond with my reduced frontage, but
they have been increased in size and made to encroach on my Tala station, fully three miles
west. Nop Nap D of the old maps, which has been repeatedly offered for public tender, has
been wholly extinguished, and Toogoombie A takes its place, occupying also that portion of
Nap Nap C of which it is attempted to deprive me.
Now, as far as the disposal of my runs within themselves is concerned, I shall be
willing at all times to consult the convenience of the Survey Department, if any alterations
in their respective bouftdarics will facilitate its operations; and whenever any supposed rights
of mine shall be found injurious to the interests of the public, I hope I shall always he ready to
surrender those advantages; but I do protest against being deprived of any portion of my
runs for the benefit of private persons. I can easily perceive that the next encroachment,
if indeed it has not been already determined upon, will be attempted by pushing the blocks
which lie south of the Nap Nap blocks a corresponding distance west into my Tala station,
and thereby include all my main cattle camps in Moulamein A. I regret to appear so
importunate, but when it is remembered that by the error of the Government my interests
are being most seriously damaged, not to public but private advantage—that the boundaries
of my runs, which have been well established since 1845, are being unsettled—and that
differences, which were never before dreamed of, are being created amongst neighbours—
I am sure I shall be sufficiently excused for pressing upon your attention the necessity aud
justice of at once finally adjusting these questions.
. I need scarcely point out to you that should any portion of ray runs bo included in a
lease granted to another person, I shall be wholly precluded from protecting myself by an
action for trespass, as I otherwise could. Accompanying this letter is a map,* obtained by
me from the Survey Office, which will, I trust, make perfectly clear the statement I have
made.
I have, &c.,
A. MORRIS.
* Map not procurable—returned to writer.

No. 30.
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands

to

Mr. A. Morris.

Grown Lands Office,
Sydney,

25

November,

1857.

Sir,

With reference to your letter of the 30th ultimo, I beg to inform you that you
are in error as to the position of the boundary between Tala and Nap Nap; it is not in the
position shewn in pencil and by a red line in the map forwarded by you, and herewith
returned; the boundary is described as:—"By the Wangera Creek from its junction with
the river to a marked tree half a mile above Sir. Wentworth’s sheep station up the creek.”
Another description, that of Tala, is:—11 On the east by a line due south for 15 miles from
■“ the marked tree above the Wangera hut, being a prolongation of the boundary line between
" this rnn and Nap Nap”; consequently, although the back blocks of Nap Nap and Moula
mein have been enlarged, they do not, as you suppose, encroach upon the Tala Run, unless
you contend that the east boundary of Tala does not start from tbe tree a little above the
Wangera hut, but from some point three miles to the east of it.
As mentioned to you by my letter of the 4th November last, Mr. Commissioner Lock
hart’s report is still looked for on the subject of the illegal overlapping of Toogoombie lease
npon Nap Nap Run.
I have, &c.,
GEO. BARNEY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.

No. 31.
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No. 31.
Me. A. Morris

to

Chief Commissiober of Crown Lands.
Tala, Balranald,

12

December,

1857.

Sin,
I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of tbe 25th ultimo, and beg in
reply to say, that X, in behalf of Mr. Wentworth, made application for the Tala Run on the
4th April, 1845, to the then Commissioner of the District, and I described the run as com
mencing at a point on the River called Cundoona, which is three miles east of the Wargoora
hut, and as I was the first white person who ever saw this part of the country I received
the usual permission to occupy. I am aware that my description of the run is in the Com
missioner’s Office at the Tumut. A difference as to boundaries afterwards arose with Mr.
Hobler, wbo subsequently took up Nap Napj but although, out of consideration to his
family, Mr. Wentworth, on my recommendation, was willing to waive his claim to any land
inside of the Wargoora Creek, he did not do so to the country outside, but always claimed
three miles up the creek to another hut above what is called Wargoon hut; as, however,
I find that the Moulamein blocks have not, as I supposed, and as you appear to think, been
enlarged, I do not care to press the matter referred to above, but 1 do most earnestly protest
against any enlargement of tbe Moulamein blocks, which would have the effect of destroying
the Tala Run, inasmuch as without tho back country the rest would bo useless, as every year
a vast portion of the frontage is totally submerged for months, the cattle and other stock
retiring to the plains. No doubt the Tala Ruu was most imperfectly described in the
application for a lease, it being generally held that the back country of right belonged to the
run. Mr. Wentworth amended his description, which was not however wholly allowed, but
it was always thought that the red line which appears in the map in the Survey Office
shewed the east boundary of Tala. We have occupied the country for twelve years, and our
claim has been undisputed. I do beg and entreat that no encroachment may be lightly made
on the Tala Back Run, which will only havo the effect of injuring the whole of Tala, and
certainly not improve the Moulamcin blocks if they lose to the east what they would gain to
the west; the value of the country in itself, being poor salt bush plains without water, is
very small. I hope to hear that my fears on this head are groundless.
'
X am anxiously awaiting the decision in the matter of the boundary between Nap Nap
and Toogoombie.
My address for some threee months will be " To tbe care of Messrs. Dal. Campbell
and Co., Melbourne.”
I have, &c.,
■
■
A. MORRIS.

No. 32.
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands to Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Mueeumbedqee.
. 1
Grown Lands Office,
Sydney, 5 January, 1858.
Sir,
Prom a correspondence with Mr. Morris about his Nap Nap and Tala Runs, I
find that he is claiming the country which yon have marked as open to tender, between the
proper south-east boundary of the Tala and the west boundary of Moulamein, block A, as
part of Tala Run. You will remember that on the 24th May, 1854, you communicated to
me very fully on the subject of an amended description of Tala, then put forth by Mr. Black,
the then holder of Tala. By some oversight—some supposed clashing with a remote run,
“ Yanko,” of which you are aware—nothing whatever was done on your reports about Tala;
at least it appeared so, and I am anxious to know if anything has been done, and as to
what coun try you have allowed Mr. Morris to occupy up to this time. Of course it would
be impossible from your shewing to admit Mr. Black’s amended description, nor do I see
why Mr, Bingham’s amended description which makes the south, or rather south-east boun
dary a straight line, should not be adhered to. You propose, as shewn by a sketch and amended
description, to give much more land than Mr. Bingham allowed and the parties interested
asserted to. I wished to be informed of your reasons for this, for I do not find any in the
correspondence, unless I am to conclude that you have done so, as you state—to meet the
justice of the case, by throwing the usual and fair amount of back country into the run of
Tala. If nothing has transpired to shake your views, and if I am satisfied with your reason
for tbe amendment you propose, I shall, on hearing from you, send a copy of your description
to Mr. Morris, and tell him that those are the boundaries of Tala, very favourably adjusted,
and that if ho requires the country between Moulamcin, block A, and the south-east boun
dary of Tala, he should tender for it.
I have, &c.,
GEO. BARNEY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.

No. 33.
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No. 33.
Commissioner or Crown Lands, Murrumbidgee,
Crown Lands.

to

Chief Commissioner of
Murrumbidgee Distncts
Crown Lands Office,

18

January,

1858.

Sir,
57-I365I.

I do myself the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of tho 5th
instant, numbered as on margin, requesting me to inform you if anything has been done on
the matter of the boundaries of Mr. Morris’ Tala Run since my lengthy report ou the sub
ject on 24th May, 1854, as also to furnish roy reasons for having adopted as a basis of
settlement, a description including much more than Tala Kun was at first apparently
entitled to under the description given by the applicant for lease.
In reply, I do myself the honor to state that nothing has been done in the matter by
me since the report furnished, further than by my explaining to Messrs. Lydiard and
Mackinnon, of Mooka Kun, and others, that the whole matter was under the consideration of
the Government.
_
I do myself the honor further to state that the first application made was previous to
any survey of the river frontage having been made, and that when such took place the
frontage was so different in reality to the assumed course of the river that an amended
description was forwarded by the holder of the Tala Run, which erred as much iu an increased
claim as the original application did in making one which did not include a fair proportion
of back country. The tracing forwarded in my letter of the 24th May, 1854, shews the
case very clearly.
_
_
I pointed out that Mr. Bingham had done two things quite incompatible with oue
another. He had recommended the acceptance of Mr. Black’s amended description, and at
the same time had assessed the ruu under the old description, binding tho parties to the
original lines.
I did myself the honor to propose a description which Ithen thought, and still think,
fairly meets the merits of the case.
The eastern boundary is made fifteen miles back from tbe river, so as to bring tbe
south-eastern corner and southern boundary out of tbe bend of the river. The western is
eight miles back, dividing tbe back country with the Edward River settlers. The southern
boundary runs east for seven miles, so as to include land always consideied as the Tala
Station, and to arrive at a point whence line to the south-eastern corner should throw into
the run as much land, clear of floods, as would feed the stock fed on the flats during the
summer, but which in the winter must be shifted out to unflooded land.
The question of the Tala boundaries is a subject of great anxiety to many runs, and I do
myself the honor to state my hope that my description, given in the best faith, may be adopted.
I have, &c.,
CHARLES G. N. LOCKHART,
Commissioner of Crown Lands.

•

No. 34.

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands to Under Secretary for Lands and
Public Works.
Crovsn Lands Office,
Sydney,

Sir,

29

January,

1858.

.

Referring to my letter, No. 57481, of 26th November, relative to tbe applica
tion of Messrs. Mackinnon and Lydiard, for the descriptions of certain runs on the Edward
River, and on which I furnished some of the descriptions, and informed you that I had
written for information to Mackinnon and Lydiard about the others, and that on receiving
their reply I would furnish a further report,—I have now the honor to state, for the informa
tion of the Honorable the Secretary for Lands and Public Works, that I have received a
communication from Messrs. Mackinnon and Lydiard, and have furnished them with the
further description they require.
I may add, in' explanation of the little difficulties that have surrounded this reference,
that none of these runs on the tender havo been officially transferred to Mackinnon and
Lydiard, and that they are in consequence not known as the holders of runs by the Government.
I have intimated to them that it is necessary they should obtain official transfers.
I have, &c.,
GEO. BARNEY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
[Enclosure

-

1

in No.

34.]
Crown Lands Ojjics, Sydney, 25 November, 1857.

Gentlemen,
In reference to your letter of the 11th August last, addressed to the Under Secretary for
Lands and Public Works, as to the boundaries of your liuns in the District of Mumimhidgec. I have
the honor to request that you will he good enough to furnish me with tho name of your Kun adjoining
Mr. Morris’s, to enable me to furnish a description of the same.
I have, &c.,
Messrs. Mackinnon and Lydiard,
GEO. BAKNEY,
Moulpa,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Lower Edwards River, Deniliquin.

[■Enclosure
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34.]
Mbvlpa,
Lower Edward River, Dtniliquin,
20 December, 1657.

We beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter, bearing; date November 25, 1857,
requesting us to furnish you with the name of our Kun adjoining Mr. Moms', to enable you to forward
a description of the same, and in reply we have to inform you that wo have purchased Messrs. Sylvester
and Smith's interest in this Bun, known as the “ Moulpa ” Bun, the frontage of which commences
eight (8) miles below the township of the Moulaxnein, and runs down the river as far as the junction
of the Edwards and Wnkool Bivers at the hack ; on the cast side wc have an addition called, wo
think, on the Government chart, the Winter Bun ; again at the back of that two blocks respectively
Moulamein block A and B ; but the exact position of these blocks we are unable to determine, as, in
the description, the starting point commences at the corner of one of Mr. Morris’ Nap Nap blocks. Wo
have no chart of this part of the country, and are unable to procure one. Wc have also a block called
the Moulpa Back Bun, purchased from Mr. Carne, which we believe lies to the east of our Winter Bun.
These runs we have been paying rent for for years; from a communication and a rough sketch
we received from the Commissioner for this District, it appears that Mr. Morris claims the whole of the
blocks called Moulambu A and B, and part of our Winter Bun, also the whole of the Moulpa Back
Bun, which has caused us to apply for a description of these runs, and also the boundary between Mr.
Morris and ourselves; there are also two blocks called Mustyn Hut Bun aud Harney s Hut Bun,
tendered for in March, 1854. We wrote in May, 1854, to Mr. Lockhart about these blocks, and in reply
he informed us that doubtless the tenders would he accepted, but at that time they were in abeyance,
pendinv some necessary reference to Mr. Morris’ back boundary, since which time we have heard
nothing further about it. We believe Mr. Morris runs with us along the back boundary, and
claiming the country we have mentioned, and this is what we wish settled. We trust you will be able
to furnish ns with it from this letter, and from the country as marked, no doubt, in the Government
charts; not having a chart we arc unable to give any further description.
We have, &c.,
■
MACKINNON & LYDIABD.
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.

No. 35.
Commissioner of Crown Lands, Murrumbidoee, fo Chief Commissioner of
■
Crown Lands.
Murrumbidgee District,
Crown Lands Office,

16 March, 1858.
. .
As the fate of several tenders depends upon the decision come to by the Crown
on the subject of the boundaries of Tala Run, I do myself the honor to request that I may
be informed whether the boundaries which have been suggested by me for that run will be
those adopted. My last letter upon the subject was on 18th January, No. 58-13, in answer
to your letter of 5th January, No. 58-282, marginal number 57-13661.
I have, &c.,
CHARLES G. N. LOCKHART.
SfBj

No. 36.
.

REPORT respecting Tala

boundaries.

There is no question as to the extent of river frontage, and the case may therefore be
disembarrassed of reference to that, and consideration confined to the real matter—the extent
of bock run.
As regards this, the facts are these
The Tala Run was originally taken up for
Mr. Wentworth by Mr. Morris (the present holder.) Mr. Wentworth, in March, 1848,
when applying under the Orders in Council for a lease, described the run as extending back
from the river eight miles.
_
. .
Mr. Morris pointed out to Mr. Wentworth, os indeed did Mr. Commissioner Bingham
also, that in describing the run as extending back only eight miles he had not taken into
account the periodically flooded state of the land for some miles back from the river, and
had omitted from his description land which he (Mr. Morris) in taking it up had contem
plated including, and had in fact included, and which was indispensable to the run.
Consequent on this Mr. Black, the then legal holder, hut really acting for Mr.
Wentworth, distinctly and at length explaining the grounds fordoing so, sent in an amended
description, correctly setting forth the direction of the boundaries, but including considerably
more than an extent of back run intended by Mr. Morris when taking up the country for
Mr. Wentworth.
_
....
This amended description, with the explanation of the grounds for sending it in, was
referred for report to the then Commissioner of the District, Mr. Bingham, and on it, under
date the 21ut November, 1850, he, notwithstanding the excess, reported that “ the applicant
had not made any demand to which he is not entitled,”
Two days later, however, on the 23rd November, 1850, the Commissioner at Kyeta
(the head station of the 'Jala Run), when actually on the spot and when formally estimating
the grazing capabilities of the run, admitted and signed a description of boundaries which
wore intended to correct the excess included in Mr. Black's description, and estimated the
grazing capabilities accordingly.
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The object sought by amending the original description was, it will be admitted, to
include, for the reason assigned, agreaterextent of backrun than that which Mr. Wentworth,
inadvertently and from non-acquaintance with the local peculiarity and subsequent necessity,
had set forth in his description; and this same object, it will he conceded, must have been
that still sought by Mr. Wentworth’s agent, Mr. Christie, in the modification of the amended
description agreed to by him at Kyeta on the 23rd of November, 1850, and admitted by the
Commissioner.
Into that modification, however, of Mr. Black’s amended description, there crept an
error, the effect of which would be to neutralize the clearly expressed object and intention
of the amendment of the original description; the obtaining the extent of back run necessary
in consequence of the periodically flooded state of the land for some miles back from the river,
would be, in fact, to impair, not to amend, the original description. This,it will be admitted,
could not have been intended by the Commissioner or by Mr. Wentworth's agent.
The error consists in the omission from the description of the line east from the
southern extremity of the western boundary to form the south boundary, and is referable In
the misconception as to the true course of the river, which was erroneously treated as running
from east to west • this is obvious from the whole tenor of the modified description agreed
to at Kyeta.
That such a line is indispensable is evident. Mr. Lockhart himself, in attempting to
adjust the boundary, introduces such a line, but limits its length so as largely to reduce the
extent of back run always claimed and occupied as part of Tala, and necessary to it from
the distance to which the land is flooded.
In such circumstances surely a mere error and omission of this kind will never be '
insisted on to the detriment of a long occupied run, but the reasonable and equitable course
will be adopted of reading descriptions of boundaries according to their true intent and
real meaning, and securing the holder of the run in the possession of what he has always
held and is necessary to him.
Mr. Lockhart urges against Mr. Morris' claim, that other runs on the Murrumbidgee
have been restricted to an extent of ten miles back from the river, and the land behind
these beyond that distance held to be open to tender. But the runs to which Mr. Lockhart
refers are not as Tala is during a part of each year, flooded for miles back from the river,
and the precedent therefore, the circumstances being different, does not apply.
Mr. Morris claims nothing beyond what he originally took up for Mr. Wentworth;
nothing beyond what Mr. Wentworth, as long as he held the run, always occupied; nothing
beyond what he (Mr. Morris) himself has, from the date of his purchase of the run from
Mr. Wentworth, up to the present time, constantly occupied; he claims nothing beyond
what the plain intention and object of the amended description sought, or beyond what the
then Commissioner distinctly considered the holder of Tala entitled to.
On the contrary, Mr. Morris is content to forego some of this, states himself
indisposed to press remonstrance against the diminution of his run by the west boundary
lines given to Nap Nap, Block A, and even by Moulamein, Block A, as it stands atpresent described, and now claims for Tala only the land included between the river frontage
of the run, the western boundaries of Nap Nap A, and of Moulamein A as at present
described, and having as a southern boundary a line east from the southern extremity of the
west boundary of Tala until it meets the west boundary as originally set out of Moulamein A;
in this claiming only land which has always been held and occupied as part of Tala, which
is necessary to it, and for which Mr. Morris never has, and does not now seek to avoid
paying the full rent paid by the Order in Council.
23 April; 1858.

No. 37.
—

to

Me. Maynb.
Kyctome,

8

May,

1858.

My dear Mayne,
Your last letter relative to the state of my back boundaries has certainly
filled me with astonishment, if not alarm. I can scarcely conceive how old Christie signed
such a document as the one a copy of which you have sent me, I am indeed very thankful
to you for the trouble and pains you have taken to elucidate this matter. I am glad to say,
that now I feel, notwithstanding Christie’s stupidity, that I have a strong, if not a perfect
claim to the maintenance of the original boundaries of the Tala run. You must remember
that originally I took up this country—which, as described in the original application for the
run, dated 4 April, 1845, commenced on the river, at a place called Cundoora, some miles
above the old Nap Nap head station—to oblige Hobler; however, I promised to uso my
influence with Mr. Wentworth to be content with Wargoora Creek as the commencing
point, taking the line three miles from the east of our hut and running south, as it is shewn
on the map with the red lines. This, although not regularly settled, was tacitly allowed;
Mr. Wentworth always maintained his claim to commence at Cundoora. The east boundary
of Tala was always known by certain clumps of timber (well known here); and the prolon
gation of the line from, three miles above Wargoora pretty well keeps through those clumps,
although rather more west than the old boundary.
The south boundary I marked on trees
before
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lefore we had a neighbour ; however, a line east from the south end of the ten miles west line
meets the eastern boundary, upward of a mile within my original line, but I don’t object to
that loss. These boundaries can be proven, not only by myself, but also by Mr. Goodfellow,
Mr. Walker, Wm. Clarke —our first stockman, now a cabman in Sydney, who can describe

Woody Island;
besides by many others in this neighbourhood. So far I think our legal and equitable right
by first possession is secure.
When Mr. Wentworth (in his block,) put in the amended tender, he was influenced
by the fact that the Tala people were occupying a greater extent of land than what we first
claimed. I was not aware until you told me that Bingham had recommended the adoption
of the extended boundaries. 1 now come to the document of which I have for the first
time heard.
That Christie did a stupid thing is evident, hut that he did not understand the
document he signed, in the light that others do, I knew. Uurne, the other day, received a
letter from Christie, in answer to some queries ho wrote him about our boundaries, and
Christie elaborately describes the very lines I contend for. The fact is, Christie thought, as
you suppose, that the lines were rectangular, and he meant that the eastern boundary was
to be prolonged from where the west boundary of Nap Nap and Nap Nap, block A, ends,
fifteen miles; and you will find, by measuring on the map with the red lines, that fifteen
miles is the exact distance from the south-western corner of Nap Nap A to the point where
the southern boundary would meet a south line from it; but more than this, the area of
268,0110 is enormously deficient if the quadrangular line was to be maintained, but, by the
lines
rectangular it is nearly correct; this, you see, is a most important point. Further,
to you the eastern boundary by clumps of trees, known as Tea-tree Sill,

the line connecting the east and west boundary is called the south boundary, which it is not;
if the literal reading of the eastern boundary were to hold, it is south-eastern.
I will write
to Christie, and obtain his distinct confirmation of my views.
I cannot imagine for a
moment that the Government can have any desire to take away any part of the Tala Run
because a slip has been made by people not surveyors in describing the run, .especially as the
area is deficient in the erroneous description.
I trust that you will Ve able to have the
matter satisfactorily settled without meeting much opposition, particularly as no neighbour
is interfered with. As I have said, I don’t mind much the moving (three miles wesf) the
Map Nap back blocks, except perhaps, as they give Gublitt a part of my block C, but the
east boundary of Tala must otherwise stand according to the red lines in the old map.

I may mention that I am certain that Christie had no authority to alter the bounda
ries of the run, either from Mr. Wentworth or Mr. Black. I know Wentworth would never
have consented to the curtailment. In law, my right of possession is, I am certain, secure.
Of course, if the Government grants an actual lease to some one else, that would alter the
case. Iforgot to say that I have spoken to Mr. Mackinnon about the attempt to push the
Moulamein blocks three miles west; he says he will not consent thus to lose three miles of the
very best of his block, Moulamein B,for three miles of very inferior country, and besides

Mr. Lockhart is at the bottom of all this, I suspect; he
never saw this country, and cannot conceive the mischief he is doing to the Tala Kun,
that he wants none of my run.

By the way, the quadrangular line of - Christie and Bingham passes within less than

100 yards

of Lake Yangar, and thus cuts off
which were formerly on the south-eastern side.

all the cattle run from the

hut and stockyard,

Since I wrote the above I have gone more carefully into the areas; I find that if the
quadrangular line was maintained, that Tala would only consist of 200,000 acres, or 68,000
short of the estimate; if the old lines were maintained, there would be 330,000 acres, or 62,000
more than Binghams last estimate; if however, the Nap.Nap block A is increased three

20,000 acres off; and if I were to give up that portion of the
south-east corner of my description of the run, which has been included in a block granted
to J. W. Carne originally, and now held by Mackinnon & Lydiard, my area would be brought
down to about 270,000 acres. Indeed, taking the lakes out, it would he much less.
I con
sider I am entitled to my original boundaries in their integrity, and do not desire to recede
from them if possible, but I leave that wholly to you.
I should he indeed sorry to yield to Gobbett an ineb, either of the original run or
of the block C. I have no fear of the result in your hands, as I believe my claim to he
equitable.
I have again gone over the areas, and I find my quantities are correct; but that if the
miles west, that will taka

east line is run from only just above Walgoorah hut south until it meets a line cast from the
south end of the ten miles western boundary, that then Tala contains exactly 268,000 acres,
which shews clearly that both Bingham and Christie understood that the lines were rectangular.

Indeed, this must be considered as demonstrative,—I shall he very seriously inconvenienced
by the loss of the three miles back run. Christie fell into this mistake by yielding to Nap
Nap a portion above Wagoura hut, which he never would have done if Nap Nap had not
come into the hands of the owners of Tala, and thus, unwillingly, he jeopardized the Tala
back run. I cannot see the use or advantage to the Government by the removal of the
Moulamein blocks further west. Of course, when these blocks were first put up for tender,
the Tala people would at all hazards have renewed them, if their new or proposed position
had been understood. I cannot indeed afford to lose this back run; all our cattle camps
********

No. 38.
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No. 38.
Mr, J. Christie

io

Mr. Morris.

1858.
. ,
I am this day ia receipt of the 8th instant, when an amended description of
the Runs was applied for. It included both 'I ala and Nap Nap, a description of which I
gave to your brother Janies, signed by the late Mr. Bingham; if I recollect it was as follows:
The upper boundary was to commence at a tree now marked, about half a mile above Rolfe s
old stock-yard, and run out on the plains fifteen miles j the direction I have forgot. The
lower boundary, between Mr. Phelps and you, was to commence at a marked tree (which tree
you /mow), and run south ten miles, hence by a line running east, connecting the upper and
lower line. I engaged a licensed surveyor to run the lines, but the river rising prevented
him at the time to get along by the river, so that lie did not finish the survey ; bid he ran
Narramine,

24

May,

Mr dear Morris,

the back and side lines, and I gave him my authority to occupy the country, signed by^ Mr.
Bingham,

as his guide.

The hack line skirted the far side of Cmdolpe, passed over Zomith

I was on the hill at the
time, and so near did they seem to be coming that one time I thought they should take in
the hut. It passed beyond Wood Island—I should say Jive miles, so that I think where Mr.
Linoton had sheep latterly must have been within tbe boundary of the Tala and Nap Nap
Run. I don’t think this line would intersect 'the upper lino, but the description given teas
that the line was to run due east. Before Mr. Bingham reported on the amended applica
tion of Tala and Nap Nap Runs, a description of which was sent to the proprietors ot the
neighbouring runs, I saw Mr. Scott’s, and read it, and I am sure one was either sent fo Mr.

and Sylvester s Sand Sills, within a mile of the sheep station hut.

Church or Gabbott, whichever was at that time proprietor, for I remember Mr. Bingham
telling me that there was no objections to it by the neighbours, so that all the run was got that
was applied for. In reference to the description of the Tala Run signed by me, Mr. Bingham
came to Kyi'elowe about eighteen months after the run had been granted, as above described,
and he wished to have the runs assessed separately. He drew the description of the lab,
Run, as signed by me, for I thought it was only to shew the runs had been assessed properly;
any new description at that time must be useless, for it had been granted and occupied for at
least eighteen months previous to this, and I know welt Mr. Bingham had no intention at the
time to alter the former boundary, but solely io assess the run. I had^ no authority either
■from Mr. Wentworth, Mr. Beeves, nor Mr. Black, to sign the description of Tala liun, as
described by Mr. Bingham,

■

Hoping you will find the whole I have stated correct,
Believe me, &o.,
•
JOHN CHRISTIE.

No. 39.
Mr. W. C. Mayne

to

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.

My dear Barney,
.
.
■
I enclose a letter which I have this morning received from Morris, respecting
the Tala case. You will oblige me by reading it carefully when going into that case. You
will find that it exactly and fully bears out aud greatly strengthens the position, as I have
put it before you in my memorandum with the papers.
_ _
Morris' argument, as to the area given by Bingbam and Christie (268,000 acres),
appears to me clear and irresistible as to the real intention to give to Tala all that I have
claimed for it in my memo., and which, though less than his original claim, Morris, you will
see by his letter, will be satisfied with. I have underlined, and marked in margin with red
ink, the important passages in Morris' letter j but, in fact, it is all of importance as eluci
dating and confirming every word I have placed before you in iny memo. You will really
oblige both Morris and myself by expediting this matter.
Return me his letter when you have gone into the case.
Truly yours,
W. c. MAYNE.

■

No. 40.

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands to Under Secretary for Lands and
Public Works.
Grown Lands Office,
Sydney, 10 March,

Sir,

.

1859.

.

I have the honor to submit, for tbo consideration of tbe Honorable the
Secretary for Lauds and Public Works, several documents relating to tbe occupation of
Tala Run in the District of Murrumbidgee.
2. The question at issue is the extent of run to be authorized.
^
_
3. On reference to the documents herewith, it will be observed that in the original
application for a lease, dnted 31st March, 1848, by Mr. Wentworth, under the Order in
Council of 9th March, 1847, Tala was. stated to embrace an area of 200,000 acres, capable
of depasturing 1,500 head of cattle and 30,000 sheep.

4.
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4. The application ■was referred to the Commissioner of the District, Mr. Bingham,
who, uudcr( date 30th September, 1848, estimated the area at 208,000 acres, grazing
capabilities, 28,000 sheep or 7,000 cattle, and afforded a definite description.
5. A letter from the Commissioner, dated 14th August, 1849, in reference to the
same application, states that" nothing is included in this application that has not been
hitherto held under license.”
6. Tbe demand is for one lease for three distinct runs, adjoining each other, and
forming one block of land, previously hold under license. A caveat was entered by Mr.
Black, dated 22nd June, 1849, but withdrawn 29th January, 1850.
7. By letter, dated 10th April, 1850, the representative of Tala (Mr. Black) supplied
an amended description, stating, “I find that the original •description does not comprise
“ much more than that portion of the land which is yearly flooded by'the Murrumbidgee,
" and has omitted the greater portion of the run, which the flocks now depasturing on it
“ necessarily occupy during the winter months, and without which the remainder of the
“ run for about half tbe year, that is during the periodical floods, is not available. The
" supplementary country which the amended description embraces has always been occupied
“ and the license paid far it, and without it the grazing capabilities of the runs would not be
" equal to more than half the estimate of them which has been given in, as I have no
“ doubt the Commissioner will be able to testify.” Tho area of the run under this
description is estimated at 500,000 acres, grazing capabilities 1,500 head of cattle and
30,000 sheep; and the Commissioner reported on the 2lst November, 1850, that he did not
consider the applicant had made any demand to which he teas twt entitled.
8. At this stage of the proceeding Mr. Commissioner Lockhart was supplied, agreeably
to his request, with a copy of the report of the previous Commissioner of the District (Mr.
Bingham), which was favourable to tho applicant as already alluded to; and I beg to refer
to Mr. Lockhart’s letter, dated 24th May, 1854, which is as unfavourable as.the report of
Mr. Bingham was favourable, and to draw attention to the following extract from Mr.
Lockharts letter:—“ It appears that the late Commissioner, Mr. Bingham, in reporting
“ favourably on the claim set up by Mr. Black (500,000 acres) must have laboured under
“ some misapprehension, as two days after the date of his approval of this claim, he in con“ junction with Mr. Black’s agent, made an estimate of tho grazing capabilities of the run
“ of Tala, and signed a description of the boundaries which reduces the area of the run to
“ less than one-half of that claimed in the amended description, which Mr. Lockhart
" estimates at 695 square miles.”
9. Mr. Lockhart now submits an amended description reducing the area to 360
square miles, and he has, ot the accompanying tracing, marked in red ink the boundaries he
considers it advisable to adopt.
10. Here I may observe, that Mr. Bingham could not have been aware of the extent
of country he had recommended for the Tala Run, which embraced both Nap Nap A and B,
and Moulamein A and B, and which were subsequently recommended by him for acceptance
under distinct tenders. It is clear, however, that the present occupier of Tala Run does not
contemplate tho occupation of cither the Nap Nap or Moulamein country, but considers himself
entitled to all the land embraced within the 40 miles of river frontage and the western
boundary of Nap Nap A and Moulamein A, the southern boundary commencing at 14
miles above tho junction of the Murrumbidgee and Murray, running cast until it meets the
western boundary of Moulamein A. This area is claimed under the plea that during the
winter months a large portion of the land is flooded, necessitating tho removal of stock to
tho back land, which is stated to have been occupied twelve years without dispute.
11. I may now observe that, by an instruction dated 12th July, 1850, it was decided
that tho runs having frontage to the Murrumbidgee should be confined to depths of 10 miles,
aud that the land between that river aud the Edward aud Billabong should be divided and
put up to competition. (See Nap Nap A and B, and Moulamein A and B, and others.) The
survey of these squuttages was made by Mr. Surveyor Towusend, (who generally was
extremely correct in his work), and as back country was not marked out for Tala, it may be
presumed that the lessee was considered to occupy the country from the river on the west to
the eastern boundary of Nap Nap, Nap-Nap A, and Moulamein A, and that it may have
been so considered may be assumed from tho occupier of the runs above alluded to never
haviug interfered with or objeoted to the occupation of Tala.
12. I may observe that Nap Nap and Nap Nap A and B, as well as Tala, are now in
tho occupation of one person, Mr. Morris; and I may further observe that tenders have been
received fur portions of the country claimed by Mr, Morris, which tenders are now awaiting
the settlement of the claim now submitted.
13. Mr. Commissioner Bingham evidently was not positive as to the extent of Tala’s
boundary. Laving Jirst reported it to embrace 200,000 acres, affording pasturage for 1,500
head of cattle and 30,000 sheep; secondly, having increased the area to 268,800 acres,
capable of depasturing 28,000 sheep or 7,0(J0 cattle; and thirdly, in his reporting favourably
on the amended description by Mr. Black (the then occupier of the run); and to this
de.'cription and report I beg particularly to refer, as appearing to me to be decisive of the
question.
The estimated area in this amended description is 500,000 acres, capable of grazing
1;500 head of cattle and 30,000 shfcep, (the capability being precisely the same as that
embraced in Mr. Wentworth’s tender under an area of 200,000 acres only); and from this
circumstance it appears evident that tbe area stated was a mefe guess, but in Mr. Black’s
amended description, clearly made upon a better knowledge of the country.
287—D
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14. The important point in this description is on the south, "by a line commencing at
the south end of the western boundary, as described above, running east until it intersects a
prolongation or eastern boundary between Nap Nap and Toogoombie, which prolongation

and this is
the matter of dispute.
15. A reference to the accompanying sketch will show that the land alluded to
embraced the entire area, as marked by red lines, including Nap Nap A and B, and Moul
amein A and B, already under licenses, in obedience to the instructions before quoted, dated
12tb July, 1850. Now, it is understood that the bolder of Tala is desirous that the run
should embrace the land within the blue line on sketch, with the exception of a portion on
the south boundary, some time in possession of Mr. Carne, which, as near as can be measured,
embraces 294,400 acres, from which should be deducted 10,000 acres for a reserve, leaving
278,400 acres, being for three runs, originally held under three licenses.
Allowance should likewise be made for the land stated to be flooded during the
winter, rendering necessary a back run sufficient to sustain 1,500 head of cattle and 30,000
sheep; and it should be borne in mind that there is no water on the back lands.
16. Having now afforded a statement as to the tenders for Tala, and the reports of
the late Commissioner, Mr. Bingham, in their favour, I must advert to the report of the
present Commissioner, Mr. Lockhart, and again I beg to refer to the sketch before alluded to.
This sketch shews, by a dotted line, the original east boundary line of Tala, that is confining
it to ten miles in depth; but the Commissioner does not consider this boundary a correct
one, and proposes a curoed line, embraciog an area of 360 square miles, being an increase on
the area originally claimed, and throwing the usual and fair amount of back country into the
run. Now, I would observe that the dotted line, supposed to show the original boundary,
mnst have been made in error; in fact, Mr. Lockhart admits that the greater portion of it
is flooded during the winter, requiring the removal of the stock to the back country.
17. I trust that 1 have now afforded as clear a statement of the question as the
reports by the late, as well us present Commissioner, in addition to the claim of the holder
of Tala, as shewn by the correspondence, admit of. Tho question for decision is one of
extreme importance, not only to the holder of this run, but as forming a precedent in future
similar cases, which possibly may be numerous.
18. Before concluding this report, I may be permitted to state that Mr. Lockhart's
amended description, which accompanied bis report on Mr. Black's amended description,
recommends for adoption an area of 360 square miles, or 230,400 acres, and submits a rough
sketch shewing the land; the sketch, however, does not embrace the area recommended; a
rough measurement of the area considered by the holder of Tala to be necessary to depasture
their stock—1,500 cattle and 30,000 sheep—and which embraces all the vacant land within
the boundaries shaded blue on sketch, deducting the reserve, gives 272,400 acres.
19. In conclusion, I confess myself unwilling to offer any recommendation as to the
course to be pursued; but as I may probably be expected to do so, I submit that Tala should
embrace all the vacant land, as stated in the foregoing paragraph; and I am strengthened
in this opinion by the knowledge that other original runs in the same District contain,
comparatively, with respect to number of stock, as large an area as that herein proposed.
I have, &c.,
GEO. BARNEY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
together with the western boundary Nap Nap farms the eastern boundary of Tala,

No. 41.
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands to Under Secretary for Lands and
Public Works.
Crown Lands Office,
Sydney,

5

August,

1859.

Sir,

. .
I do myself the honor to invito your attention to my communication of the
10th March last, No. 110, and to request that I may be favoured with the decision of the
Honorable the Secretary for Lands and Public Works, as early as may suit his convenience,
as several other questions are depending thereupon.

1 have, &c.,
GEO. BARNEY,
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.

This case has now been referred back to the Surveyor General.—Acting Surveyor General, B. C., 21 Aug.

No. 42.
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No. 42.
(No. 15, of March, 1859.)
TENDER for o, Lease of a New Run of Crown Lands—-Intermediate or Unsettled
Districts,

In accordance with the provisions contained in Her Majesty’s Order in Council
published in the Now South Wales Government Gazette, of the 7 th October, 1847, and of
the Regulations of the Local Government published in pursuance thereof, I, Robert Lynch,
of Tumut, do hereby propose to take a lease for seven years, of the Crown Lands known
as East Yangar, in the District of Murrumbidgee; which lands are particularly described
in the Schedule annexed to this Tender.
2. And in consideration of such lease, I am willing, and hereby offer to pay in
advance, the minimum rent, below which, it is provided by the said Order in Council that
no run shall be let, namely, ten pounds per annum, with two pounds ten shillings per
annum added thereto for every thousand sheep or their equivalent in cattle beyond four
thousand sheep or their equivalent, which the run shall, under the provisions of the said
Order in Council, be estimated as capable of carrying; and also, in consideration of such
lease, and by way of premium for the same, I do offer to pay yearly in advance, the further
sum of two pounds ton shillings in addition to the amount of the said minimum rent.
3. Aud I do agree that in the event of this Tender being accepted by His Excellency
the Governor General, and of such acceptance being notified in the New South Wales
Government Gazette, I will within sixty days after such notification pay into the hands of
the Colonial Treasurer, at Sydney, as and for the first year’s rent of the said run, not
withstanding that the lease of the said run may not have been executed, the sum of twelve
pounds ten shillings being the amount according to my computation of the grazing
capabilities of the run, of the payments which I have above offered to make, viz.:—
Minimum yearly rent below which no run can be let ........£10 0 0
Further payment at the rate of £2 10s. per thousand fori
tho number of stock above four thousand sheep or I
their equivalent which the run applied for is esti- j
mated to be capable of carrying ................................ J
Additional yearly payment offered by way of premium .......
2 10 0
Total ..................................... £12 10

0

Such payment nevertheless to be without prejudice to the subsequent adjustment of the
rent according to tho second and third sections of the second chapter of the above-mentioned
Order in Council.
•
4. Aud in consideration of this Tender being accepted, and in the event of such
payment not being made within,the before mentioned period of sixty days, I farther agree
to forfeit to Her Majesty the sum of twenty pounds by way of liquidated damages, and .to
forfeit any right acquired by virtue of this Tender, and such acceptance thereof as aforesaid.
Given under my hand, this 27th day of February, a.d. 1859.
ROBERT LYNCH.
To the Chief Commissioner
of Crown Lands, Sydney.

Schedule referred to in the foregoing Tender.

Commissioner’s District
and
General Locality.

Name
of
Run.

Estimated
Capability.
Estimated
number of
Acres.
Cattle. Sheep.

Description of the .
Lands by reference to loading
Geographical Features,
and marked or determined
Boundary Lines.
r

East of Lake Yangar.)
District of Mnrrum- )■
bidgee...................... J

East
Yangar.

20,000.

4,000.

Bounded on the east by a lino
south, being western boun
dary of the run tendered for
under name of " East Tala;”
bounded on the north, north
west and west by the eastern
boundary of Tala station;
hounded on tbe south by the
northern boundary of tho
accepted tender of Sylvester
Smith.
ROBERT LYNCH.

No. 43.
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No. 43.

■

Commissioner of Crown Lands, Murrumbidgee,
Crown Lands.

to

Chief Commissioner of

Murrumbidgec District,
Crown Lands Office,

1L

August,

1859.

* 1
myself the honor to report, that the tender No. 15, of March 1859, heinc
by Mr. Robert Lynch, for a block of country earned by him " East Yangar,” should bo
accepted, it being for land not held under lease or promise of lease by any one.
The same remarks as to the locality of East Yangar obtain, as in tho case of East
Tala. The rtin now recommended with four others, held under license, and with three
others recommended, form a block of land, to which the occupant of Tala attempted to
obtain a titlo by including it in a flo called amended application.
I have, &c.,
CHARLES G. L. LOCKHART,
Commissioner of Crown Lands.

- ' - !

,,

-l

■ '

’’

,
■r''

\

'

.Jtl. "' „ 1 J

K'. ■■■ ■ I

, No. 44.

i (No. 16, of March, 1859.)

TENDER for a Lease of a New Run of Crown Lands—Intermediate or Unsettled Districts.

In accordance with the provisions contained in Her Majesty's Order in Council,
published m the New South Wales Government Gazette of the 7th October, 1847, and of tho
Regulations of the Local Government published in pursuance thereof, I, Kobert Lynch, of
Tumut, do hereby propose to take a lease for seven years of the Crown Lands known as East
Tala, in the District of Murrumbidgee, which lands arc particularly described in tho
Schedule annexed to this Tender.
^ 2. And in consideration of such lease I am willing and hereby offer to pay, in advance,
the minimum rent below which it is provided by the said Order in Council that no Run shall
be let, namely—ten pounds per annum with two pounds ten shillings per annum added
thereto for every thousand sheep or their equivalent in cattle beyond four thousand sheep or
their equivalent, which the run shall, under the provisions of the said Order in Council, bo
estimated as capable of carrying, and also in consideration of such lease, and by way of
premium for the same, I do offer to pay yearly, in advance, the further sum of five pounds
(£o) in addition to the amount of the said minimum rent.
n
^
aSree
in the event of this Tender being accepted by His
Excellency the Governor General, and of such acceptance being notified in tho New South
Wales Government Gazette, I will, within sixty days after such notification, pay into the
hands of the Colonial Treasurer, at Sydney, as and for the first year’s rent of the said run,
notwithstanding that the lease of the said run may not have been executed, the sum of
fifteen pounds, being the amount according to my computation of the grazing capabilities of
the run, of the payments which I have above offered to make, viz,:—
Minimum yearly rent below which no run can be lot ....... £10 0 0
Further payment at the rate of £2 10s. per thousand for \
the number of stock above four thousand sheep or their f
equivalent which tbe ron applied for is estimated to (
be capable of carrying ................................................. J
‘
Additional yearly payment offered by way of premium .......
5 0 0
'

Total.............................£15

0

0

Such payment nevertheless to be without prejudice to tbe subsequent adjustment of the rent
according to the second and third sections of the second chapter of the above-mentioned
Order in Council.
■
4. And in consideration of this Tender being accepted, and in the event of such pay
ment not being made within the before-mentioned period of sixty days, I further agree to
forfeit to Her Majesty the sum of twenty pounds by way of liquidated damages, and t
forfeit any right acquired by virtue of this Tender, and such acceptance thereof as aforesaid.
Given under my hand, this 27th day of February, a.d., 1859.
To the Chief Commissioner
of Crown Lands, Sydney.

ROBERT LYNCH.

Stheduie
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Schedule referred to in ike foregoing Tender.

Estimated
Description of tbe
Capability.
Commissioner's District
Estimated
Lands by reference to loading
and
Name of Bun. number of
Geographical Features, and
General Locality.
Acres.
marked or determined
i.
Cattle, Shcop.
*
Boundary Lines.

Open plains between}
Moulamein and Tala,!
Murrumbidgee.........)

‘~l

■ 1

East Tala.,

32,000

....

4,000.1

Bounded on the east by tbe
western boundary of Moula
mein, block A; bounded on
tho west by a line south of
Tala Station; bounded on
tbe north by a line west to
back boundary of Station;
bounded on the south by the
northern boundary of Moolpa
Back Run.

, ,

ROBERT LYNCH.

----------- Nor 45.—^---- —
Commissioner of Crown Lands, Murrumbidgee,
Crown Lands.
E

•

to

Chief Commissioner of

...

Murrumbidgee District,
Crown Lands Office,

11

Sir,

August,

1859.

I do myself the honor to report that the tender of Mr. Robert Lynch, being
No. 16 of March, 1859, for a block of land named “East Tala," should be accepted, it
being for land not held under lease or promise of lease by any one.
The land now tendered for, is a portion of that land which I have done myself the
honor more than once to point out, had been attempted in an unprecedented manner to be
included within the claim to lease of Tala, by putting in an amended description, which
increased the side lines from 8 miles to 30 miles in length, and the original claim from
200,000 acres to about 512,000 acres.
The rnns named in the margin, having been formed out of this extra claim, have
been licensed or recommended for license.
'
I have, &c.,
CHARLES G. L. LOCKHART,
Commissioner of Crown Lands.

No. 46.
Mr. RoBERr Lynch

to

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Tumut,

25

April,

1860.

Sir,
_
I have the honor to draw your attention to two tenders of mine of March, 1859,
being for East Tala, and East Yangar, relative to which I have, up to this time, received
no communication from you.
I beg further to inform you that I have written to Mr. Commissioner Lockhart on
this subject, and the reply of that gentleman states “ that it lays in your office, he having
reported favourably on the same in August last past.” May I therefore venture to solicit
your reply as to what impedes the acceptance of those tenders, and my occupation of
the land ?
I have, &c.,
R. LYNCH.
This awaits the final adjustment of the Tala claim. Applicant may be so informed. 6 May.
Inform Mr. Lynch.

No. 47.
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands

to

Mr. Robert Lynch.

Crown Lands Office,
Sydney,

Sir,

4

October,

1860.

_
In reply to your letter of the 25th ultimo, I have to inform you that you will
receive a reply to your tenders therein alluded to, when the Government shall have arrived
at a decision upon them, aud that, as a servant of the Government yourself, you are not
justified either in assuming that any unnecessary delay is likely to take place, or in urging
a decision upon a matter in which your personal interests are oppostd to those of other
claimants.
My

MouUmcin, A,,G7sOOi) fcc.
Mnnlaciu'in, B., 54,000
Wimjourftu. A.,44,000 &c.
In part do. D , J 2,000 ac.
JloetyaV. HutiLun, 30,000

acres.

ricryey ’B Hut Run,30,000
acres.
E«ist Tula, 520,1)00 nms.
Eiut Yangar, 20,000 aes.
Light Runs, 289,000 aw.
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My attention being thus directed to tbe circumstance that you, an Assistant Gold
Commissioner and Commissioner of Crown Lands, are an applicant by tender for land in the
same pastoral district as that within which your own duties are discharged, and in charge of
ah officer with whom you have been in close official relationship, I cannot but express my
disapproval of a state of things so likely to suggest inferences unfavourable to the Depart
ment aud prejudicial to the public service.
■
I have, &c.,
A. 0. MORIARTY,
C. C.C.L.

No. 48.
Mb. Robert Lynch to Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Tumut,

25

September,

1860.

Sir,

I have the honor to again draw your attention to the subject of my letter, of
E»st Vuigar. the 25th April last past, in reference to two tenders of mine, made in March, 1859, to your
Tala'
reply thereto of the 15th May, and to the fact that such tenders have now been eighteen
months under considemtion.

I have,

&c.,

R. LYNCH.

No. 49.
Acting Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands to Mr. Robert Lynch.
Crown Lands Office,
Sydney,

15

May,

1860.

Sir,

I have the honor to inform you that yonr tenders for the runs mentioned in
your letter of the 25th ultimo are still undisposed of, and are withheld pending the final
adjustment of Tala Run boundaries, now under the consideration of the Government.
I have, Ac.,
A. G, McLEAN,
Acting Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.

No. 50.
Mr. G. A. Mein to Secretary for Lands.
Moolpa, Deniliquin,

8

August,

1859.

Sir,

I do myself the honor of addressing yon on the subject of the boundaries of
the Tala Run, in the Lower Murrumbidgee District.
I was informed very lately, by Mr. Morris (the owner of the Tala Run), that these
boundaries were under investigation by you, and you had decided that the original Tala line
was to be adhered to, with the exception, perhaps, of part of a portion of country known as
Moolpa Back Run. I can scarcely believe, however, you would arrive at any such conclusion
on an ex parte statement- 1 take the liberty, therefore, of informing you that the original
boundary line claimed for Tala embraced, not only a portion of Moolpa Back Run, but also
very nearly the whole of Moolpa Winter Run, and considerable portions of Moulamein,
blocks A and B, on all of which assessment has been paid by the licensees of Moolpa for many
years. I hold letters from the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands (Colonel Barney) and
the District Commissioner (Mr. Lockhart), stating that Mr. Morris has no claim on the
blocks above mentioned, nor even on the country contiguous to them; but I may state that,
in consequence of your supposed having decided the matter, he is making a claim to portions
of all the above blocks; and I would therefore beg most respectfully, if these boundaries
have been, or are now under investigation by you, that you will not give a decision without
hearing both sides of the case.
If you have already come to a decision, you will do me the honor to inform me
whether the Tala boundary line, as laid down by you, interferes with tbe lines of the
Moulamein blocks A and B, Moolpa Winter Run, and Moolpa Back Run.
I may also inform you that I am acting as agent on the station for Charles F. Mac
kinnon, the licensee of Moolpa, Moolpa Winter Run, Moolpa Back Run, and Moulamein,
blocks A and B.
I have, &o.,
G. A. MEIN, M.D.
The Acting Surveyor General is requested to report. M. F. B, C„ 22 August.
Informed, 23 August, 18-')9.
Mr. Morris does not in the papers lay claim to any of the rons herein mentioned ns part of Tala;
although it appears from Mr. Lockhart's letter of the 22nd Aug. last that he has threatened to impound
sheep feeding over Moulamein, block A. A, G. McLean, A.O.C.C.L.
B. C., 3 October, 1859.

No. 51.
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No. 51. •
Chief Commissiokee of Crown Lands to Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Morrtimbidgee.
Croton hands Office,
Sydney,

10

August,

1859.

Sir,

In acknowledging the receipt of your duplicate report of the 18th December, 1M of
March, 18511858, No. 341, upon the tender of Messrs. Sylvester and Smith, noted in the margin, of
which you advise the acceptance, under the assumption that the adjustment of the
boundaries of Tala Run suggested by you will he acted upon,—I have the honor to inform
you that the boundaries recommended by you of that run have not been adopted, tbe
question being still under reference to the Minister for Lands and Public Works, whose
decision will be communicated to you immediately on its receipt.
I have, &c.,
GEO. BARNET,
.
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.

No. 52.
Acting Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands to Under Secretary for Lands.
Crown Lands Office,
Sydney, lb January,
Tala Run, respecting boundaries of.

1860.

Forwarded in reference to my B.C. communication of the 5tb October, respecting
the boundaries of the Tala Run.
A. G. McLEAN,
Acting Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Mutrumbidget DUtriet,
Crown Lands Office,

'

It

Attg ujI,18S9.

Sir,
I do myself the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yonr letter of the 10th instant, in which
you inform me that in recommending tender 184, of March, 1854, for acceptance, I assume that Tala
boundaries would be marked as recommended by me, whereas the matter was still under the consider
ation of the Honorable the Secretary for Laud and Public Works.
As the matter appears to he still under consideration, I do myself the honor to recapitulate the
leading features of the case, and to forward a copy of the assessment of the capabilities of Tala Run,
extracted from the records of this office, and which I think shews that my recommendation meets the
just merits of the case, as also that from the first, the occupants of Tala have received a consideration,
in entertaining the question of their boundaries, which has not been accorded to others in this district
who have been similarly situated.
In tbe original application by Mr. Wentworth, the side lines of Tala were claimed only as
extending 8 miles back, thus including, according to the calculation of 40 miles frontage, about 320
square miles. The claim of frontage was found to interfere with the run of Nap Nap, and Mr.
Wentworth, or his agents, finally gave way to the claim of Nap Nap. In doing this, however, tho
starting point of the eastern boundary was fixed in a bend of tho river Murrumbidgee, out of which an
8 mile Tine would not have cleared Mr. Wentworth, in the manner originally anticipated. I therefore
never wished that this line should he held to the original application.
Mr. Wentworth had a confidential manager at Tala, a Mr. John Christie. The run was
transferred to the Bank of New South Wales, in the name of its manager, Mr. John Black, on the 24th
November, 1850. Mr. Commissioner Bingham, at Tala, called upon Mr. Christie to proceed to the
assessment of the grazing capabilities of Tala Run. Mr. Christie, who had formed the station I think,
but at all events, who was quite conversant with its boundaries, acted as valuator for Mr. John Black.
Mr. Commissioner Bingham, in coming at these grazing capabilities, always caused to he inserted a
description of the runs so assessed. The value of this precaution recently adopted throughout the
department is in this case made evident, inasmuch as we have a pretty clear definition of what Mr.
Christie considered to be Tala linn, and on which definition the rent was fixed, and has continued to be
paid ever since. The description thus drawn out I do myselt the honor to append. Certainly, in some
particular, there is an increase in the original claim, but not in any great degree to he cavilled at. At
all events rent has been paid upon it for 9 years, and in all essentials it should be adhered to in a final
description for lease.
It will be observed, therefore, that in my recommendation of the boundaries of Tala for lease, I
have only departed from this description in one particular, that is, I recommend the original claim of
8 miles to be adhered to on the western boundary. This gives the claim exactly over half way to tbo
river Edward. This principle has been constantly acted upon in dividing country between two water
courses, in this district at least; to make up for this, however, I propose the line to run thence cast,
and not straight to the extremity of the eastern boundary. Thus I bring Mr. Wentworth's claim out
as nearly as possible parallel with the general course of the river, and prevent Tala being lessened by
the great re-entering curve of the river.
This assessment and description of boundaries by Mr. Bingham was made on the 23rd day of
November. The date has originally been written 23rd, hut altered to tho 24th subsequently, and again
re-entered 23rd, as I have shown in the copy. On this date, or about this date, Mr. Bingham, evidently
considering it to he the same amendment as he had concluded with Mr. Christie, is stated to have
recommended an amendment proposed by Mr. John Black, which increases the original run to double
its area, runs the side lines back 30 miles, and which, if granted, would incorporate in the run a great
area to which Mr. Wentworth originally laid no claim, and part of which had already been submitted
to public competition as adjusted runs, and continues so to be held to this day.
^
When the Government consented to allow claimants of leases to amend their descriptions, it was
certainly not contemplated that the favour would be so abused as it has been attempted to bo in this
instance. This principle has been again and again laid down. Had it not been enforced there would
bare been no end to confusion.
Notwithstanding
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Notwithstanding that their stock has increased and occupied land beyond their applications,
persons holding under promise of lease have bean always held to their original applications, or a liberal
interpretation thereof at all events. I may mention the case of Mr. Howell, at Ynneo Creek, who was
held to his applications of 2i miles hack, and tho country behind leased by tender, though actually
occupied by him; that of Moulamein, where Oak Forest has been lately leased by tender; the case of
Mr. Forlonge's run, or Yanko Creek, whore the application was for o miles, and the back country
leased by tender, although occupied by Mr. ForJonge. The Honorable John Hay was obliged to
tender lately for country at the back of Beremgar, which ho had purchased, which land was always
meant to he included in Beremgar. Mr. Broadribb, at Wanganella, has been obliged to obtain his
hack country, beyond the application, by tender.
I may also mention that many of the runs on the Murrumbidgee were actually shortened of
their claims, although they had always occupied the land so claimed. In every ease except one the
leases were restricted to a depth of 10 miles hack from the river hank ; the one exception was 15
miles hack.
I can see no reason why Tala should form any exception to these general rules, nor why itsoccupant, although they always have been and continue to he persons of influence and high standing,
should he more favoured in their efforts to secure for themselves vacant Crown lauds than have been,
others above referred to, who have been kept to the very letter of their original demands for leases ;
nor why lands should he thrown into Tala, for which, for the last nine years, on tho face of the doeu_ ments, no rents have been paid, but on tho contrary, for whieh otiier persons have boon paying rent.
It may indeed he said that the area estimated by Mr. Bingham, viz., 268,800 acres, is not within
the boundaries proposed by me. How Mr, Bingham came to estimate the area is very clear; he
imagined the river to run cast and west; one.sideline 10 miles, the other about 20, would give a mean
depth of 15 miles, at 30 miles frontage would give 450 square miles, from which a reserve has to be
taken, bringing the estimate down to 420 square miles. The points are fixed, hut the river does not
run os supposed.
I have, fee.,
CHARLES G. N. LOCKHART.
W. C. "Wentworth (now John Black), Tala. 268,800 acres.
Estimated area, 268,800 acres. 28,000 sheep, or 7,000 cattle.
Bounded on tho north by the Murrumbidgee River for 30 miles; on the cast by a lino due south
for 15 miles from a marked tree above tho Wogara hut, being a prolongation of the boundary between
this run and Nap Nap (Reeves); on tho west by a line due south tor 10 miles to a marked tree
on the river 14 miles above its junction with the Murray, being tho boundary between this run aud
Bononglc (Nicholson's); and on the south by a line connecting the eastern and western boundaries.
I agree to this estimate and arrangement of boundaries,
Kitta,
John Christie,
23 November, 1850.
Agent for W. C. Wentworth, Esq. and John Black, Esq.
Henry Bingham, J.P., C.C.L.
Witness—H. J. A. Taylor.

This run is subject to a Crown Reserve The general directions of the river being cast and west.
Memo.—Estimated from Mr. Bingham's travelling book. I certify the above to he a true copy.
The erasures are marked by me in red ink, Tho original is faint. The erasures dark ink, evidently
the same as that with which Mr. Christie signs. The pencil line is an original,
.
Charles G. N. Lockhart,
C. C. L.

No. 53.
Commissioner op Crown Lands, Murrumbidgee, to Chief Commissioner of
Crown Lands.

Murrumbidgee District,
Crown Lands Office,
■22 August, 1859.
Sir,

Since I did myself the honor to address you on the subject of Tala boundaries
on the 14th instant, letter 59-201, I do myself the honor to state that I have received a
letter from the occupant of Moulamein, block A, in which he informs me that Mr. Morris,
the licensed occupant of Tala, has given him notice that he will impound the sheep feeding
over what Mr. Morris acknowledges to ho Moulamein A.
The writer (who has hot been long in New South Wales) wishes me to explain to
him the anomaly of the Government receiving rent on one hand, and yet allowing on the
other no means by which the interests so arising may he protected.
This letter has caused me to go through the former correspondence on the subject of
Tala, commencing in March, 1854. I find that I have made one leading mistake in my
letter of the 14th instant; I have placed the matter in much too favourable a light for Mr.
Morris of Tala.
_
Tbe report furnished by Mr. Bingham on Mr. Black’s amended description (the only
shadow of a claim by Mr. Morris) was dated the 2lst November, 1850. The assessment of
run and description of boundaries was on the 23rd or 24tb of the same month. From this
I conceive that any idea of any claim arising from approval of Mr. Black’s amended descrip
tion must be given up. If there were any inherent value in the Commissioner’s acquiescence
in Mr. Black’s preposterous claim, which, however, I totally deny such value, must be hold
to be removed by the immediately subsequent adjustment of boundaries between the Com
missioner and Mr. Christie, acting as agent for Mr. Black. That Mr. Bingham also held
this opinion is proven "by his preparing for tender adjusted runs within the boundary of that
amended description. I have for years also recommended tbe acceptance of tenders withiu
these limits, and my recommendations have been acted upon.
'

Since
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Since my letter of the 14th instant, I have constructed a map shewing all the runs
in the locality indicated, and the various proposed lines for Tala. I find that Mr. Black’s
amended description extends to 720,000 acres, or nearly ^ of a million. I do not object to
any person occupying millions of acres. The objectionable feature in this case is, tbe manner
in which the possession was sought to be obtained, unjust in the extreme towards all other
squatters, and contrary to all regulations, which should not be one thing to one man and
another thing to a second. Of these 720,000 acres, 350,000 are held by accepted tender by
various parties, amongst others by Mr. Wentworth or his representatives. 150,000 more are
recommended by me for acceptance. Tala retains its full frontage and area of 275 square
miles.
'
Messrs. Mackinnon hold a letter from the Chief Commissioner, stating that the land
west of and adjacent to their block, Moulamein A, is open to tender, and ignoring any
amended claim of Tala.
_
In now closing the correspondence about Tala, 1 feel that I am in the most degree to
blame. It mast be my deficiency in composition which prevents me from stating fully and
clearly the particulars of this ease, otherwise the Government would long ago have defined
Mr. Morris’ limits as those for which he has been paying rent for nine years, and those only.
I have, &c.,
CHAELES G. N. LOCKHAKT.
The area of720,000 is probably calculated from an erroneous conccptionVrf Mr. Black's boundary,
which ie somewhat vague at the north-eastern portions of the run. The area which 1 believe to be
embraced is 433,000 acres only,
„
,
A. G, M'LEAN.

Oct. 6

’

No. 54.

Mr. G. A. Mein to Secretary im Lands.

Moolpar Station,
Lower Edward River,
Lcniliquin, 3 October, 1859.
Sir,

I do myself the honor to call your attention to my letter of the 8th August, and
to request you will do me the honor of a reply at your earliest convenience. In order to
facilitate this, I may take the liberty of stating that Col. Barney, Chief Commissioner for
Crown Lands, addressed a letter to Messrs. Mackinnon and Lydiard, bearing date the 29th
January, 1858, in which he described the boundaries of the Tala llun.
_
_
I am most urgent to know the exact boundaries of Tala, in order to avoid very serious
disputes with Mr. Morris, the licensee thereof, believing as I do thitt there is a very con
siderable quantity of country untaken up between Moolpar and Tala.
I have, &c.,
G. A. MEIN, M.D.

No. 55.
Under Secretary for Lands fo Acting Surveyor General.

TALA RUN.
Retransmit this case to the Acting Surveyor General, with reference to the further
memo, of the Premier enclosed. Request that he will regard the reference as urgent, as
copies of the correspondence have been ordered by Parliament.
B. C.

24 April.

This case is so important, that I cannot determine it without a fuller examination. I under
stand that Mr. Morris alleges—
,
1st, That tho land, the grazing capabilities of whieh were assessed by Messrs. Bingham and
Christie, under the name of “ Tala," contained 208,000 as per assessment paper, and that
this quantity was determined by measurement. While the area embraced by the descrip
tion of boundaries of the land, as stated in the assessment papers, and admitted by the
Survey Department to belong to Tala, is only some 160,000 acres land, ho maintains, as
he has done all along, that the description on the assessment papers is erroneous.
2nd. That the assessment of grazing capabilities of the run of Tala is 7,000 head of cattle,
and that notwithstanding the grazing capabilities of that run, have been largely increased
by considerable expenditure of money in making water dams. The maximum grazing
capabilities of the nm now, even including the 128,000 acres disputed, is only 8,000 head
of cattle, and hence that the 128,000 acres was evidently intended to be included in the
Tala Bnn. These and other matters that may occur to the A. S. General, should have
the careful consideration of that officer, who will please furnish his report thereon, for my
information.
,
_
It wifi bo well also to say what improvements {if any) have been made by Mr. Morris, or his
predecessors, in the nm, and the cost thereof, of course only if they can be obtained.
JOHN B.
12 April,
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• Appendix B.

Sydney, 5 October, 1859,
Sir,
+ l
e‘Ten tj
J41®13 th,e lonS
careful consideration Tvliieh tho magnitude of tho
rnWet
w]wt0 do";and: cud I now beg to submit, in rererence to your blank cover
S! wmAnus^ive Ikftch •
' 6 reP°rt f°r tllB inforJnation of the Honorable tho Secretary for
,2. As_Mr. Lockhart’s report and sketch contain a misapprehension of the extent of Mr.Wontworths ongmal demaiHh andastholciter dated 10th ill arch last, of the late Chief Commissioner of
Crown Lands, also contains some errors, I have thought it best to embrace in my report a history of
the caso fiom its commencement, by Mr. Wentworth’s demand, dated 31st March, 1848, for a lease J
r i/,
embraced a frontage of 40 mites of the Murrumbidgee Biver, at either extremity
^Xhl,?vt^n> r9; !eari,,nfi firtlljand 8 J?!1*8 i,‘lenKth’ formod the cnds of thc ru". a«d a
joining
their extremities, the back boundary. Xhc area estimated by Mr. Wentworth was 200,000 acres; and
tbe area mally embraced by the boundaries, about 185,000 acres. The western side line commenced at
a point 13 or 14 miles above the confluence of the Murrumbidgee and Murray Bivers. (and about which
ilw‘.l nr S™^dTte): rd th°
^un<k!T at » kigoon known as Condoora Lagoon,
about 4 or 5 miles above the confluence of the Lachlan wirh the Murrumbidgee.
• ,4irMwTh.01na!j?ariC0-r’ 111 e holder of the adjacent Bun of Nap Lap, having entered a caveat
against Mr. Wentworth s claim, an amicable adjustment of the difference was arrived at; Mr. Wentworth
giving up about 10 to 12 miles frontage, and about 57,000 acres at tbe upper or eastern end of the run
claimed by him, and adopting Wangorah Creek as a boundary, in lieu of the line from Condoora
January 1850 Barker Wltbdrew bis caveat in consequence cf this arrangement, by letter dated 29th
, ,5'
this staee of the report it should he mentioned that the Government, in the years 18500,
and after a lengthy correspondence with the Commissioner of the District and persons interested in
runs on the Lower Mnrnimbidgco and Edward Rivers, determined that those runs should be made of a
uniform average depth of ten miles (with one exception), aud that a series of Murrumbidgee back
blocks and a series of Edward Elver back blocks should be thrown open to tender. The correspondence
treats of this country to he thrown open as tho Murrumbidgee Plains, and does not very clearly define
its extent easterly and westerly, but the existence of the blocks as tendered for, and laid down on paner
h^Mr Surveyor Townsend, shews that it did extend westerly to include the land at tho back of
Lap Nap, and that the back blocks Nap Nap and Moulamein are tho western blocks of the two series.
0. Bcvertmg to the Tala ease, Mr. Wentworth, by Mr. Black, in whose name the run at that
time stood, sent in an amended description of the. Tala Run, embracing an area nominally of 500,000
b ,
of 443,000 acres, the run having, as above stated, been reduced, by tbo cession to Mr. Barker,
to 129,000 acres. This amended description was dated 10th April, 1850, and on the 21st of November
following Mr. Commissioner Bingham made tho very extraordinary report, that tbe description " did
not embrace any land to which tho applicant was not entitled,” notwithstanding that it did embrace
nearly six of the runs subsequently thrown open to tender as tho Murrumbidgee Plains.
< ■ bwo days, however, subsequently to the date of this report, Mr. Bingham proceeded to assess
the capabilities of Ink., m concert with Mr. Christie, acting and signing as agent for Mr. Black and
Mr. Wentworth, and as is usual m such cases, drew up and signed a description of the run under
assessment which description is very clear and perfect, and by which a depth of about two miles, and
an area of 30,000 acres, were added to the portion of Tala remaining after cession to Mr. Barker The
acres1™8
*“ tLia dcscriPtio!! to be 288,000 acres, but the boundaries embraced only about 160,000
„
iMr' Mor™. representing Tala, now contends that Mr. Christie was not authorised to act for
Mr. Wentworth in relation to the run boundaries; that in the description signed by Bingham and
Clutstic, a line Cast from the south-west comer of the run must hare been omitted by accident, and
that this is proved by the great discrepancy between the area contained bv the boundaries (160,000 acres 1
and that estimated, 218,000 acres.
■
1
!). Mr. Morris waives his claim to the Nap Nap and Moulamein blocks, which although forming a
recognised portion of the Murrumbidgee Plains, were embraced by Mr. Black in the amended description
and also to a small portion of Moolpar back run, which falls within Mr, Black’s description- and his
claim now under consideration is for an addition of 123,000 acres to tho 160,000 acres above mentioned
by Messrs. Bingham and Christie.
10, Tho grounds on which Mr. Morris bases his claim appear to be,—
1. Commissioner Bingham’s report on Sir. Black’s description.
2. The alleged or supposed error in Bingham and Christie's description.
,1. Ihe deficiency of area within the boundaries described in Bingham and Christie's
description.
4. Tho want of authority to Christie from Mr. Wentworth,
■
0. The actual occupation of the land claimed.
And in regard to these grounds of claim—
11. I would observe:—
1st. That Mr. Bingham’s report on Mr. Black's claim mnst have been made'under a mis
apprehension of the case, for the claim embraced a large extent of tho Murrumbidgee
Plains, respecting the leasing of which by tender a correspondence was then in progress
That while Commissioners are permitted to make adjustments of and otherwise modify
boundaries of runs claimed, within reasonable limits, the proposed addition of 314,000
acres to an original run of 129,000 acres is an amendment of an extent never contemplated,
which no Commissioner could have been justified in recommending, and which would
doubtless have been at once questioned by the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lauds, had
it not been so immediately set aside by the description signed by Messrs. Bingham and
Christie.
°
2nd. The description of Messrs. Bingham and Christie is very clear and perfect, and I can
see no grounds for supposing that it contains any error, or that there is any omission in it
*
as is suggested by Mr. Morris.
3rd. Were Mr. Christie not authorized by Mr. Wentworth to act on his behalf, the arrangement
of the boundary being entirely beyond that originally claimed would be adopted on tho
recommendation of the Commissioner, and the authority under which Mr. Christie acted
is immaterial.
4th. The actual occupation of the land is denied by Mr. Lockhart, is certainly not authorized by
Govcnumsntf and can therefore confer no claim.
,r
]2-. This leaves the deficiency of the area stated as 268,000 acres as the only ground on which
Mr. Morns can olaim anything beyond Bingham and Christie's boundary; and although the nominal
deficiency is great—when it is considered that these estimates are made without the guidance of survey
and arc almost always very erroneous, it seems to me that this statement of area must simply be
considered as an error having no material hearing on the question, where the boundaries arc clear
and definite.
, _ , 3->- Tho conclusion at which, therefore, I arrive, is, that Mr. Morris has no claim, as the owner
ot iaia Bun, beyond the boundary described by Commissioner Bingbam and Mr. Christie ; aud I think
it
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it is much to bo regretted that the case should have been allowed to remain so long unsettled, and an
apparent admission thus made by Government, that there were grounds for question as to the bound
aries ot Tala Bun,
14. I have purposely abstained from burdening this report with any reference to tenders which
have been made for the country which I propose should not be conceded to Tala Bun, leaving those to
be determined on their merits, after the final decision in this case ; but 1 think it worthy of
consideration, whether, as this land 1ms not been known to bo vacant, or oven generally supposed to bo
so, it should not, if not conceded to tho Tala Bun, bo advertised for tender in the form of adjusted runs.
The Under Secretary for Lands.
'

*

jpLEAN,

’ '
A. d C. C. L.
aiao enclose a letter of comparatively recent date from Mr. Commissioner Lockhart, in
which ho reiterates Ins opinions as regards the boundaries of tho Tala Buu, and from this letter it appeal's
that Mr. Morris has recently laid some claim to Moulamein, block A.
I entirely concur with the Surveyor General, in his report upon this case.—M. P, 29 Oct,

No. 56.
Mr. G-. A, Mein to Secretary tor Lands.

Sir,

Moolpa Station, Edward Jiitcr,
Deniliquin, 2 January, 1860.

u-j

tv . . ^,^avc
]lonnr to a<Mress you regarding two tenders for runs in the Murrumbidgee District, known as Mostyn’s Uut and Harvey’s Hut Runs, sent in by Messrs. Sylvester
and Smith, in January, 1854. They were recommended for acceptance in December, 1858, by
Mr. Commissioner Lockliart, but as yet they have not been gazetted. The reason given for this
delay by the late Secretary for Lands being, that an investigation was going on concerning tho
boundaries of the Tala Bun. Messrs. Sylvester and Smith, who originally took up Moolpa
Statipn, erected these huts, and occupied the country round them with sheep. As the investiga
tion into the boundaries of the Tala Ran will now in all probability bo conducted by you, I
would most respectfully beg to call your attention to a letter addressed by Mr. Commissioner
Lockhart to the Chief Crown Lands Commissioner, bearing date tbe 29th March, 1854 : also
two other letters from the same to the same, dated 24th May, 1854, and to these I would
most particularly request earnest attention, which state the ease so fully and clearly as to
require no further comment from me. I would also beg your careful perusal of a letter
addressed by tbe Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands (Col. Barney) to Messrs. Mackinnon and
Lydiard (who purchased Messrs. Sylvester and Smith’s interest in their right to a lease of
Moolpa Back Run, Moolpa Winter Run, and Moulamein blocks A and B,) dated the 29th
January, 1858, iu which, after describing the boundaries of Tala Run as followsA lino
south for 15 miles from a marked tree half a mile above the Wagora Hut on the Wagora
Crock; this is the western boundary of Nap Nap and of Nap Nap back block A, and
divides the Nap Nap Run from Tala Run. At the end of 15 miles the south-east
boundary of Tala is a line running parallel to the river, and meeting the west boundary of
lala, which is a line 8 or 10 miles south from a point on the river 14 miles above its
j motion with the Murray. He says: " Thus having a considerable vacant space between
« Tjoulamcia block A and the Tala Run, now in part included in tho tenders for Mostyn’a
Hut and Harvey s Hut Runs, about reporting upon which I have urged Mr, Lockhart.”
bo the boundaries at that time appear to have been settled. I am well aware that con
siderable influence was used to get Messrs. Sylvester and Smith’s tenders rejected, and not
only these tenders, but also to set aside the license for country upon which assessment and
Jiccnso has been paid for years, as well as occupation. I refer to Moolpa Back Run and
Moolpa Winter Run, which are in great part included in Black’s amended boundary
claim, as well as Moulamein blocks A and B. I look to you for a speedy settlement of
this boundary question, for otherwise it cannot be long before Mr. Morris and I must try the
case in a Court of law. He lately put forward a claim upon Moolpa Back Run and Moolpa
Winter Run as being included in Black’s amended claim. I will call your attention to the
peculiar hardship and injustice it would be to me, who purchased from Mr. Mackinnon his
interest in Moolpa, to be deprived of any of those lands, relying on the integrity of tho
Government of New South Wales, and that licenses issued would be considered sacred and
binding for the terms of 14 years as speeded.
* t ^ anS0 ,1,07>t0 bethe subject for investigation by you extends to any
part of Moolpa Back Run, Moolpa Winter Run, or Moulamein block A. Mr. Morris, of
lala, informed me that the investigation was finished some months ago, and gave the name
of a gentleman who occupies a high Government appointment, Capt. Mayne, and that he was
to get all the so-called vacant space ” mentioned in Col. Barney's letter. If this is so ha
bos been shewn a degree of partiality gross in tho extreme, and’dishonorable to the late
Government, and most unjust to other settlers. I hope this, however, is not the case, and I
look forward with hope and confidence that you will settle this matter according to tho
justice and merits of the case. All I want in this case is that the Government will not
attempt to break the promise of a lease for the countries known as Moulamein blocks A and
If
CTnd M?olPa^)inter Runi a“d a speedy settlement of the boundaries
ot Mostyn s Hut and Harveys Hut Runs.

I have, &c.,
G. A. MEIN, J.P.

No. 57.
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No. 57.
Acting Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands to Mr. G. A. Mein.
Grown Lands Office,
,
Sydney, 19 January, I860.
Sir,
.
In reference to my communication of the 25th November last, respecting the
boundaries of the Tala Run, I do myself the honor to inform you that the matter is still
under the consideration of the Government.
I have, &o.,
^
A. G. McLEAN,
Acting Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.

No. 58.
Acting Surveyor General to Under Secretary for Lands.
The enclosed letter from Dr. Mein is forwarded, for the consideration of the Secretary for
Lands, with reference to my communication of the 3rd of October last, on the subject of
the boundaries of the Tala Run.
L
The papers will, I believe, shew that the lessees of the Tala Run make no claim to
any land for which tenders have already been accepted, or which are, in fact, licensed to
others.
A. G. McLEAN.
B, C.—18 Feb., I860.—60/78.

[Enclosure in No. 58.]
Moolpa Station, Edward Biver,
29 January, I860.
Sir,
.
I do myself the honor to acknowledge tho receipt of your communication of the 19th instant,
and to request yon will inform me if it is meant as an answer to a letter I scut to the Secretary for
Lands in the beginning of this month. If you will take the trouble to look over tho correspondence
relating to the tenders for Mostyn’s Hut and Harvey's Hut Runs, you will find the bonndaries of tire
Tala Run have now been under the consideration of Government upwards of six years. It is now
a point of most serious annoyance and trouble, tho unsettled state of these boundaries I most respect
fully pray for a settlement of them at an early date. If I may judge from your letter of the 25th
November last, it seems in contemplation of the Government to add some portion of the Moolpa back
run or alter its boundaries to suit the enlarged Tala claim; I cannot sec how this can be done in
justice to others; Mr. Mackinnon, the licensee of Moolpa, is now in Melbourne, and is prepared to prove
his possession with sheep of that country and uninterrupted in it. I would particularly request to bo
informed if Government has the right to alter the boundaries of any back block, and more particularly
Moolpa Back Run, after having granted certain definite lines as its boundaries, and received license
fees from it for upwards of six years.
The subject is of vital importance to myself, and cannot be allowed to rest much longer in the
present unsatisfactory state.
.
Mr. Christie was examined relative to the Tala boundaries, why not examine Mr. Mackinnon and
conduct the investigation fairly to both parties ? I am not afraid of an investigation, if conducted
publicly, and if any encroachment on Moolpa Back Run is contemplated, nothing short of a public
investigation will satisfy me.
I have, die.,
.
The Acting Surveyor General.
Gr- A.. MEIN, M.D.

No. 59.
Acting Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands to Under Secretary
‘
for Lands.------Grown Lands Office,
Sydney, 28 April, 1860.
Sir,

.

.

1

'

'

With reference to your blank cover letter of the 24th instant, transmitting a
memorandum of the Honorable the Secretary for Lands, requiring a further report in the
case of the Tala Run, I have the honor to inform yon, in reply thereto, that the assess
ment paper of Tala Run, signed by Messrs. Bingham and Christie, does state the area at
268,000 acres, while the description embraces 160,000 acres only. This discrepancy is
noticed by my report of the 5th October, 1859, hut it is therein assumed that tho state
ment of area must he erroneous. The description, however, as I have already mentioned, is
very clear and complete, and I do not perceive how any addition could be made to it to
embrace, without alteration of the existing boundary, the land now claimed by Mr. Morris.*
No doubt the fact alleged, and Sir, Christie states iu his letter of the 24th May,
1858, to Mr.1 Morris, that ho did employ aliccnsed surveyor, that the area is not merely the
estimate of Messrs. Bingham and Christie, but the result of actual survey gives to it much
more weight than my report concedes, and leads to the suggestion that Mr. Christie may
have misunderstood the tenor of the description which he was signing, and may have believed
the interests of his employers to he ssfe in the statement of the area.
Tbe

f
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Tbo Tala Run was assessed by Messrs. Bingbam and'Christie as capable of carrying
7,000 head of cattle, or 28,000 sheep; and if it can be shewn that tbo whole area occupied,
including that in question, notwithstanding the improvement of its capabilities by expendi
ture in dams, &c., will now carry only 8,000 cattle, this would appear to be a strong ground
of assumption that the description docs not embrace the area the grazing capabilities of
which were intended to bo assessed.
_
Tho estimate for the sheep, on the other hand, is, however, only 28,000—a number
which the run, as defined by the description, would, I presume, fully support; and therefore,
although Mr, Morris might be invited to shew the nature and extent of the improvements
whieh may be supposed to increase the capabilities of the run, and also the average number
of cattle depastured on it during some three years past, as having some bearing on the case,
this estimate for sheep would appear to me to render valueless any argument whieh may be
based on tbe insufficiency of the whole area claimed to support more than 8,000 cattle.
Tho only matter not hitherto touched on, and which appears to me to be worthy of
notice is, the original estimate of grazing capabilities in Mr. Wentworth’s claim to lease,
which is 1,500 head of cattle and 30,000 sheep, or by the accepted proportions of cattle and
sheep, nearly 60,000 head of cattle.
This estimate was, however, inclusive of the 91 square miles, nearly one-third of the
whole claimed, which was given up by Mr, Wentworth to Mr. Barker, and, reducing the
capabilities in proportion, the run held after the cession to Mr. Barker would only have
carried about 4,000 head of cattle. This consideration, then, for whatever it may be worth,
is opposed to the recognition of Mr. Morris’ claim.
I have, &c.,
_ A. G. M'LEAN,
Acting Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.
Submitted, 2 June.

No. 60.
Mr. G. A. Mein to Secretary

for

Lands.

Moolpa Station, Deniliquin,

11 August, I860.
Sir,
I have tho honor of addressing you on the subject of the Tala boundaries,
and would most respectfully beg an early settlement of them. I am at present suffering
very much from the non-adjustment of these boundaries, and labouring under great disad
vantage in the management of Moolpa in consequence. If it be the intention of Govern
ment to include in the area of Tala all the vacant country alluded to in the Surveyor
General’s (Col. Barney’s) letter, dated 28th January, 1858, I have not the slightest
objection, excepting however the Mostyn’s Hut and Harvey’s Hut Runs, tendered for by
Messrs. Sylvester and Smith. If Government find a difficulty in settling these boundaries
in Sydney, I am clearly of opinion that that would disappear entirely if a duly authorized
and disinterested person were appointed to do so on the ground. The line of Mooipa huts
and sheep-yards would be some guide. I suffer great loss, insult, and annoyance, in conse
quence of the unsettled state of Tala boundaries; and I would once more earnestly beg a
speedy settlement. It is now a considerable time since you pledged the Government should
do this, and I most respectfully hope that it will bo speedily fulfilled.
I have, &c.,
G. A. MEIN, M.D.
Submitted.
Eefer to Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, for report and recommendation.
JOHN It.,
20 Sept.

No. 61.
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands to Under Secretary for Lands.

Minute, Tala case.
I have bestowed upon the examination of this case the best attention of which
I am capable, and I really find some hesitation in stating my views with respect to it, lest I
should render it less clear than the reports of the Acting Chief Commissioner have made it.
I cannot do otherwise than adopt the statement and recommendation^ submitted in those
reports, and anything that it is left for me to submit must be in entire unison with their
purport. Avoiding, therefore, a needless recapitulation, I would observe, first, with respect
to the amended description (referred to in the correspondence) forwarded by Mr. Black, in
1850, and tho late Mr. Commissioner Bingham’s report thereupon, that neither can now ho
admitted as a reliable ground for the claim now asserted by Mr. Morris, inasmuch as the
description is shewn to have embraced, in addition to the land now in dispute, six other runs
which have been occupied under lease for the last nine years, having been granted under
Mr. Bingham’s own recomipendation,. contained in a letter dated 14th January, 1851, or
about six weeks subsequent!^ to the date of his report above mentioned. It follows, that
287—P
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Mr. Bingham’s statement that tbe amended description did not embrace any land to which
the applicant was not entitled must have resulted from a misapprehension as to the effect
of the amended claim. Deprived of the support of the Commissioner’s statement, with
respect to its bearing upon adjacent Crown lands, Mr. Black’s description is resolved into
an intimation of the extent of his oiaims, not by any means involving the extent of bis
rights.
,
The time for determining the latter was when tbe Commissioner, acting under
instructions from the Government, which were most pointed in requiring the curtailment of
any claims encroaching upon Crown lands, went upon the run, to define its limits and assess
its capabilities. At this time, the Commissioner prepared the description adopted by tbe
Acting Chief Commissioner as tbo basis of his recommendation; it has already been stated
that the " arrangement of boundaries ” then made was agreed to by tho agent of the licensed
occupant j but it is my duty to state, that it would have been quite as effectual without any
such consent, having been one of those acts of authority generally enforced by orders from
the Government, which were called for by many attempted encroachments made in the
demands for leases over lands not previously licensed to the claimants.
Tbe Acting Chief Commissioner has also pointed out that Mr. Bingham’s description
was very clear and perfect, although the extent of land comprised within the boundaries
described was very much over estimated. I cannot do better than invite attention to the
following explanation of the cause of the error, extracted from a recent report of Mr.
Commissioner Lockhart, and supported by evidence:—
" It may indeed be said that the area estimated by Mr. Bingham, viz., 268,800
" acres is not within the boundaries proposed by me. How Mr. Bingham came to estimate
" the area is very clear,—he imagined the river to run east and west; one side line 10 miles,
“ the other about 20, would give a mean depth of 15 miles, at 30 miles frontage would give1
" 450 square miles, from whieh a reserve has to be taken, bringing the estimate down to 420
" square miles; the points arc fixed, but the river does not run as supposed.”
I will add that, for my own part, I should have been very much surprised if the
number of acres estimated to be comprised in a tract of country, having 30 miles frontage
to a river whose course had not been laid down, bad not proved very wide, whether on one
side or the other, of tho reality. I am nevertheless quite willing to admit that the error
may have induced the valuer, on the part of the occupant, to assent to a larger estimate of
capability than under other circumstances he might have done, and shall return to this part
of the question.
For the reasons which I have stated I must recommend, as already recommended by the
Acting Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, that the Tala Run should be confined to the
limits set forth in the description prepared by the Commissioner, when the run was assessed
as indicated in the accompanying tracing. With respect to the disposal of the vacant land
claimed by the present holders of that run, I submit that, as it certainly cannot he regarded
as coming within the meaning of the definition of a <f new run of land which has never been
occupied before,” and as the whole of the adjoining lands similarly situated and circum
stanced have been offered to competition as adjusted runs, it cannot now with any justice,
or indeed legality, be granted in new runs to any of the applicants who, during the progress
of tho inquiry, have, upon information howsoever derived, sent in tenders for it. I have there
fore to recommend that this land be now offered to public competition in adjusted runs, a
course which, if adopted, will have this advantage amongst others—that it will give to the
present occupants of Tala an opportunity of competing for it.
I have now only to revert to the valuation of the capabilities of Tala, which, it is
alleged by Mr. Morris will be excessive if the estimated area be not allowed. As before
stated, I am willing to admit that the valuer on the part of the licensee may have been
misled by the Commissioner’s error, and the fact of so great an error having occurred is, I
thin k, quite sufficient to j ustify me in recommending the Government to consent to a re-assess
ment of the run (should such be desired by Mr. Morris), without reference to any improve
ments which may have been made upon it, and in order that the rent during the remainder
of the lease may without question he proportioned to the quantity of land to the occupation
of which the lessees will in future he confined.
A. 0. M.
B.C. 15 October, I860.
This report is entirely in one with the report of the Acting Chief.Commissioner (Hr..McLean),
and with that report I have already expressed my entire concurrence.
M. F.
. 15th October.

•

---------------------------------------------Sydney; Thomas Rich&rdBjGovernment Printer,—1802.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

FIELD OF MAES COMMON.
(CERTAIN CITIZENS OF SYDNEY.)

Ordered hy the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 20 January, 1862.

To tho Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly.
The humble Petition of certain Citizens of the City of Sydney,—

Respectfully Sheweth as

follows :—>

That your Petitioners have learnt, with great satisfaction, that the Govern
ment is of opinion that it is very desirable that more direct communication between the
lands on the north side of the Parramatta River and the City of Sydney should be obtained,
and that it is the intention of the Government to submit to your Honorable House, during the
ensuing Session of Parliament, a Bill to empower the Government to sell the Field of
Mars Common, and out of the proceeds of such sale to apply a sufficient sum in the forma
tion of Roads and the construction of Bridges, so as to connect the land on the north side
of the Parramatta River with the Metropolis.
That your Petitioners feel assured that very great advantages must of necessity
accrue, not only to them, but to the Colony at large, by the connection of the Northern
Districts with the City of Sydney.

.

Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the
premises into your consideration, and pass an Act authorizing and enjoining the sale of the
said Field of Mars Common, and appropriation of the proceeds to the construction of Roads
and Bridges, so as to connect the lands on the north side of the Parramatta River, by the
shortest route, with the Metropolis.
And your Petitioners will ever pray.
[ZZere follovt 13 Signatures.'}

[Price, Id.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

FIELD OF MAES COMMON,
(PETITION FROM THE TRUSTEES OF.)

Ordered by (he Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 25 October, 1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the Trustees of the Field of Mars and Hunter’s Hill
Common,—

Resteotktjlly Sheweth:—
That your Petitioners are Trustees of the said Common, appointed under the
Act of Council, passed in the eleventh year of the reign of Her present Majesty, Queen
Victoria, No. 31.
2. That your Petitioners have been informed and believe that a petition, emanating
from certain persons residing in Sydney and its Suburbs, praying that the said Common
may be resumed and sold, and the proceeds applied towards the erection of certain Bridges,
has been presented to your Honorable House.
■
3. That your Petitioners have been further informed, and believe it is the intention
of the Government to lay before your Honorable House a Bill, having reference to the
resumption by the Crown-of the said Common.
4. That your Petitioners, as Trustees of the said Common, and also on their own
behalf as Commoners, respectfully object to and protest against, any measure having for its
object, the resumption by the Crown of tbe said Common.
5. That your Petitioners hold the said Common under a Deed of Grant from the
Crown upon certain Trusts, for the benefit of persons residing within the districts therein
named.

6. That those persons, or the greater part of them, are not willing to surrender their
rights under the said grant, and that they object to the sale of the said Common for the
purpose detailed in the said Petition, or for any other purpose.
7. That your Petitioners can shew that the Common Lands are of great advantage to
those who wish to claim a right of Common, and to deprive such persons of their rights and
privileges would inflict a grievous injury.

8. That the persons who sigoed the said Petition, or the greater part of them, are
not Commoners, nor possessed of any right or interest in the said Common.
.
Your Petitioners humbly pray, that your Honorable House will not sanction any
measures, having for its object the resumption of the said Common, and thereby deprive
them individually, and the rest of the Commoners, of their rights, under the said grant.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c.
ISAAC SHEPHERD,
■)
EDWD. DRINKWATER, [ Trustees.
JAMES BELLEMY,

[Price, Irf.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

FIELD OF MAES COMMON.
'

(TRUSTEES.)

'

Ordered hy the Legislative Assembly to le Printed,

81

December,

1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
Tho humble Petition of the undersigned Trustees of the Field of Mars and
Eastern Farms Common,—

Respectfully Sheweth :_
That your Petitioners have heard and believe that a Petition has been presented
to your Honorable House, which purports to emanate from persons who allege that they are
Commoners of the Field of Mars Common, for whose benefit the said Common was originally
granted.

The said Petition further states that parts of the Common arc the haunts of

vagrants, runaway sailors, and the most abandoned prostitutes of Sydney.
That the Common is useless for pasturage—cattle, as it is generally believed, being
slaughtered, or re-branded, and taken away by the vagrants aforesaid.
That it prevents the establishment of Municipalities, makes Churches and Schools
few, and obstructs the formation of Schools of Arts, &c., and prays that your Honorable
House will pass an Act authorizing the sale of the said Common.
That your Petitioners, feeling assured that only a few of those persons who signed
the said Petition are entitled to the use of the Common, and that many of the allegations
made therein arc false, and others grossly exaggerated, and intended, as your Petitioners
verily believe, to mislead,—pray that your Honorable House will cause due inquiry to be
made before any action is taken; and—
Your Petitioners will ever pray,—
.

ISAAC SHEPHERD.
E. DRINKWATER.
JAS. BELLEMY.

[Price,

Id.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

FIELD OF MAES COMMON.
(RETURN IN REFERENCE TO.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 29 October, 1861.

RETURN to an

Address

of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of

New South Wales, dated 20 September, 1861, praying that His
Excellency the G overnor would be pleased to cause to be laid upon
the Table of this House,—
“ Copies of all Correspondence between the Executive Govern“ ment and any person or persons, and of all Applications,
“ Memorials, or Petitions, with the names of the persons
“ attached, made since January, 1860, having reference to the'
u

Eield of Mars and Hunter’s Hill Common.”

(Mr. Shepherd.)

SCHEDULE.
iso.

Petition from Messrs. Lyons, Blaxland and others, received 21st February, 1861 ,.
H. N. Joubert to Secretary for Lands. 20th February, 1861 ..
..
..
••
Under Secretary for Lands to Messrs. Lyons, Blaxland and others. 26th February, 1861
Reportofthe Acting Surveyor General. 23rd March, 1S61 ..
..
..
..
a. Acting Surveyor General to the Under Secretary for Lands (with enclosure). AJrd
March, 1861,,
..
..
••
«■
*•
.i''onT "
"
"
G. Edward Drinkwater to Under Secretary for Lands. 9th April, 1861...........................
7. Under Secretary for Lands, in reply. 16th April, 1861....................................................
,.
..
..
..
P. Acting Surveyor General to Mr. Langley. 6th April, 1861
9. Same to Under Secretary for Lands, enclosing Mr. Licensed Surveyor Langley s valuation
of the Field of Mars Common. 22nd May, 1861
..
..
..
..
..
10. Under Secretary for Lands to Messrs. Lyons, Blaxland, and others. 10th July, 1861
..
..
31. Same to D. N. Joubert. 10th July, 1861....................................................
..
..
..
12. Same to Secretary to Crown Law Officers. 10th July, 1861 ..
..
13. Messrs. Drinkwater, Shepherd and Bellamy (Petition). 28th June, 1861 ..
14. Isaac Shepherd to Clerk of the Executive Council, forwarding Memorial of Inhabitants
and Residents in the vicinity of the Field of Mars Common. 21st August, 1861
..
15. Secretary to Crown Law Officers to Under Secretary for Lands, enclosing draft copy of a
Bill for improving the Districts of which the Field of Mars Common forms part.
13 th September, 1861
..
..........................................................................................
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FIELD OF MARS

COMMON

No. 1.
To His Excellency Sir William Thomas Denison, Knight Commander of the
most Honorable Order of the Bath, Governor General in and over all Her
Majesty’s Colonies, and Captain General and Governor-in-CMef of the
Territory of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice Admiral of
the same, &.Q., &c.
The Petition of the undersigned persona having a right of Commonage to the Field of
Mars Common.
That your Petitioners believe that the Field of Mars Common has not in any way
answered the end for which it was intended, and your Petitioners believe that it could be made
available for better and more important purposes than that of a Common; and for it to
continue as such would bo subversive of the prosperity and general interests of the district.
That those persons who have a legitimate Common right are the least benefited, and we
think it more desirable that the said Common should be alienated to an industrious class of
freeholders. Therefore, your Petitioners earnestly recommend that your Excellency’s
Government will initiate such measures as may be necessary to empower the Crown to
resume the said Common, and to sell and dispose of the same, the proceeds of which to be
applied for the purposes of forming a road, and the construction of bridges, so as to connect
the north side of the Parramatta River more directly with the City of Sydney. And lastly,
your Petitioners urgently recommend a compliance with their prayer at as early a period as
possible, as your Petitioners are suffering great inconvenience from the present impracticable
mode of transit.
And your Petitioners will ever pray.

.

WIIXTAJI TUNKS, Chaihman,
JAMRS SQUIRE FARNELL,
GABRIEL DE MILHAU,
JAMES 'DEVLIN, Jnx.,
TV. G. BURGIS,
JOHN FOIHARD,
WILLIAM JEVITT,
JAMES STANLEY,
JAMES GORDON,
MAURICE CROTLY,
BLAIR KERR,
JAMES BILLINGTON,
GEORGE DUNNE,
STEPHEN FACE,
JOHN ROSS,
M. D. WOODHOUSE,
HENRY COLLTS,
THOMAS COLLfS,
ROBERT SHEPHERD,
JONAS + GRATREX,
JOHN + BARBER,
HENRY WALTON,
EDWARD GKOCOTT,
JOHN TYRRELL,
JOHN BATEMAN,
GEORGE WINTER,
RICHARD ALLAN,
JOHN GOULD,
JAMBS LEE,
ALFRED HARE,
SAMUEL OGDEN,
DANIEL SWEENEY,
JAMES HICKS,
E. DARYA LL,
JAMES UANAGH,
JOHN BARBER,
MICHAEL DOUDELL,
Me. MILLER,
JAMES 0 GODWIN,
WILLIAM COWELL,
EDWARD GOODWIN,
JOHN DRUMMOND,
REUBEN TAWYER,
JOHN WATTS,
ROBERT BATEMAN,
THOM AS BROOKS,
WILLIAM CLARK,
JOB CARPENTER,
R. P. ABBOT, von Teurtess
JOHN ABBOTT,
ROBERT M. PEARSON.
JULES JOUBERT,
EDYE MANNING,
D. N. JOUBERT,
J. A. MANNE,
G. WATSON,
W. WEAVER,
JAMES CLIFORD,

B. F. MANNE,
JAMES STANNER,
FREDERIC THURSTON,
V. POUPI N'ES,
0. M. JOLY,
J. CAMPBELL,
FRED. W. VINCENT,
JOHN JENNER,
DAVID POWELL,
CHARLES LITTLE,
CHARLES WALLER,
JAMES WALLER,
EDWIN YOUNG,
JOHN REEVES,
J. K. HEY DON,
C. E. ROBINSON,
JOHN W. STREET,
HENRY WILLIAMS,
W. W. BILLYARD,
JOHN E, MANNING,
JOHN LE GAY BRERETON, M.D.
CHARLES JEANNERET,
G. O'BRIEN,
A. BONDIETTI,
GOZEPPE CONIRD,
J. CANOVA,
ROSE SCEALES, pee D. N. JOUBERT,
RICHARD FRY,
.
JACOB ARNOTT,
G. H. BAKER,
F. MADER,
■EDWARD CAMPBELL,
LOUIS LASBIES,
H. H. GRATIS,
J. B. JACKSON,
G. R. HUNTLEY,
JAIMES MILSOM, Sen.,
ARCH. CAMPBELL,
THOMAS WILLIAMS,
J. BLAXLAND,
T. K. ABBOTT,
ROBERT MILSOM,
JOHN HARDIE,
W. BLAND,
'
ALEXANDER HUNTER,
THOMAS MAKINSON,
JAMES SLATER,
W. CLARKE,
■
W. BURGE,
C. E. BURGE,
‘
R. V. GALE,
EMMA EDWARDS,
•
WALDRON,
HENRY ISLER,
ANDREW McMAHON,
JOHN DUGAN,
THOMAS HAWKLESS,
HENRY SHEATHEth

A.

FIELD OF MAES COMMON.
A. F. MILLER,
E. WOARE,
¥IAL D'ARAM,
JOSEPH KIRCnEiV,
HENRY C. BROOKES,
J. DUNNING,
A. W. DOAK,
WILLIAM POLLIT,
A. J. DOAK,
WILLIAM MILES,

3

THOMAS BELLAMY,
G. F. BAKER,
ELIZABETH GLADE,
LUKE ROBINSON,
WILLIAM WRIGHT,
JAMES HALL,
RICHARD FRY,
JOHN MAUGHAN,
THOMAS 0 HAMPTON,
T. BELLINGHAM.

No. 2.

■ ■;

D. N. Joubert, Esq., to Secretary for Lands.
Sydney, 20 February, 1861.
Sir,

At the request of a large number of influential residents of the Parish (if
Hunter’s Hill, and of Fire Dock, 1 beg leave to submit for your consideration, a few
observations in support of a Petition which has been this day addressed to the Government,
on behalf of the Commoners of Field of Mara.
The inhabitants of the north side of the Parramatta River have petitioned the
Government for the construction of two bridges, one over the Parramatta River at Five
Dock, the other at some convenient place across Iron Cove, so as to establish a direct line
of communication with Sydney, via Glebe Island and Pyrmont.
1
The cost of these two bridges, and of the roads leading thereto, has been estimated
at £35,000 sterling, and would certainly not exceed £40,000.
To meet this expenditure it is proposed that the Government should issue a sufficient
amount of Debentures, payable in ten, fifteen, and twenty years; and as a security for the
payment of these Debentures, the inhabitants of the north side of the Parramatta River
offer to surrender to the Crown the Field of Mars Common, which contains upwards of six
thousand acres, andoould be cut up into farms and sold, in order to meet the payment of the
Debentures, as they fall due. Unimproved laud adjoining the Common has been sold lately,
in several localities, at the rate of £30 per acre; it is therefore natural to think that the
Common would sell, even now, at an average price of £10 per acre, and realize a sum of at
least £00,000. If, however, instead of selling it at the present depressed state of the
market, it was held by the Government fora few years, it appears very probable that the value
of this land would be considerably enhanced by the establishment of this new line of
communication, which would bring it within six miles of Sydney, and that it might realize
upwards of £120,000.
1
The cost of constructing these roads and bridges would thus be borne entirely by the
inhabitants of the north side of the Parramatta River, who would be the first benefited by
them; while, on the other baud, it cannot he denied that the Colony would derive certain
advantages from tho establishment of a direct line of communication with that important
district.
The farmers of the fertile lands of Ryde, Pennant Hills, Field of Mars, Dural, &c.,
would turn their attention to the cultivation, on a larger scale,-of vegetables, fruit, hay, and
other produce, which could easily be brought to the Sydney market in a few hours.
The immense traqt of country situated between the Parramatta River and the Hunter,
containing about 1,500 square miles, or 960,000 acres of Crown lands, now totally useless
and unavailable, because they are inaccessible either by land or by water, would then be
brought within reach of Sydney by a few hours drive. A large proportion of it, which is fit
for cultivation, might be surveyed, and put up to sale from time to time.
A shorter and more direct line of road would be established for the fat cattle and
sheep coming from the northern districts to the Sydney market j and the bridges might be
constructed so as to be made available, at some future period, for tho use of a railway con
necting Sydney with the northern districts.
The growing importance of the Lunatic Asylum at Tarban Creek demands also that,
something should be done to render it of easier access; and the construction of this line of
road would place the establishment within four miles from Sydney, instead of eleven, as it is
at present, and would do away with the inconvenient and dangerous practice of crossing the
Parramatta River in the punt at Bedlam Ferry.
I have, &c.,
*
D. N. JOUBERT.

No. 3.
Under Secretary for Lands to Messrs. Lyons, Blaxland, and others.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 26 February, 1861.
Gentlemen,
Referring to the Memorial presented by you from certain persons holding a right
of commonage to the Field of Mars Common, I am directed to inform you that the same has
been referred to the Acting Surveyor General for his report as to the value of the Common.
2. When the necessary information shall have been obtained, a further communication
will be made to you on the subject.
I have, &e.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.
No, 4.

131(1
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No; 4.
REPORT of Acting Surveyor General.
The Field of Mars Common contains 6,235 acres, inclusively of tie various encroach
ments which have been made upon it, and which may be sold for at least the unimproved
value of the laud.
< - ,
■
'
A careful survey of the boundaries of the Common was made in 1847, and the general
character of the land noted ; and from this plan it would appear that probably five-sixths of
the land is poor sandstone rooky land, and that the remainder is good well-timbered soil.
The survey being, however, merely of the boundaries, there is no reliable information as to
the proportions of good and bad land.
■
_
Considering the importance of the question practically at issue, whether tho money
which would probably be realized by the sale of the Common would pay for the erection
of bridges across the Parramatta River and Long Cove, and the construction of a road to
Sydney, I would suggest the desirability of the Government employing, as valuators, one or
more of the auctioneers who have tho largest business in disposal of land, and the nii'Bt
experience and knowledge of its value, such as Mr. Gorman, of Mort & Co., and Mr.
Richardson, of Richardson and Wrench; these gentlemen to be accompanied by a surveyor,
who would make such surveys of the boundaries of the good land as would enable him to
determine appropriately its extent.
I have reason to believe that Mr. Richardson would at once undertake the valuation,
and Mr. Gorman would probably do so too.
„
A. G. M'LEAN.
'Surveyor Generals Office,
■
, .
Sydney, 23 March, 1861.

No. 5.

t

Acting Survetoe General to Under Secretary for Lands.
Surveyor General's Office,
- i
Sydney, 23 March, 1861.

* AppendlR.

- With reference to the petition received from the persons having a right of commonatre to the Field of Mars Common, praying that the land included in the Common may
bo disposed of, and the proceeds applied to the construction of bridges across the Parramatta
River and Long Cove, and the formation of a road from Sydney to those bridges; and with
reference also to my B.C. of this date, suggesting the employment of two auctioneers in tho
valuation of the land within the Common, I have now the honor further to suggest, on the
other side of the question, that the probable cost of the bridges and road should be estimated
perhaps by the Engineer for Docks and Harbours, and I therefore'enclose tracings* from Mr.
Licen=ed Surveyor Langley’s plans and sections of the proposed crossing-places of the larramatta River and Long Cove, with such information as Mr. Langley has already afforded m
regard to the sites.
’‘
,
2 Any additional information which may be required may be at once obtained.
‘
•
'1J I have,
1 *
' ’
■
A. G. M'LEAN.
L :
’ .
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E. Drinkwater, Esq., to Under Secretary for Lands.
.
ff, ■ ,
,., j
Kissing Point, 9 Ajiril, 1861.
Sib.
i .
j
v
i■ a
„
*
I have the honor to inform you that I called a meeting of Commoners, in
accordance with the Act of Council for regulating Commons, &c. (to take place at Cowell s
Inn, Ryde, on Monday, the 8th instant), for the purpose of electing two Trusted’nt”*
room of Isaac Shepherd and James Bellamy, who had resigned as Trustees of the Field of
Mars and Hunter’s Hill Common ; when Isaac Shepherd, Esq., and James Bellamy, ttsq.,
wore unanimously re-elected Trustees for the Field of Mars and Hunter s Hill Common.

•

J llQVO &c
EDWARD DRINKWATER,
Solo Trustee.

No. 7.
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No. 7.
Under Secretaby for Lands

to

E. Drinkwater, Esq.
department of Lands,

'

Sydney, 15 April, 1861.
Sir,
.
I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 9th instant,
notifying the rc-cleetion of Messrs. Isaac Shepherd and James Dcllamy as Trustees for the
Field of Mars and Hunter’s Hill Common.
I hare, &c.,
. MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

,

No. 8.

Acting Surveyor General

,

,
'

to Mr. Langley.
Surveyor GcneraVs Office,
Sydney, 5 April, 1861.

Sib,

,
Referring to* your letter of the 20th December last, I have now to request that,
adopting Mr. Galloway’s plan of the Field of Mars Common as the representation of its surTejoffl«.
boundaries, you will make such surveys as may he necessary to determine the relative extents
generally of the three qualities,—1st class, 2nd class, and inferior lands j the 1st class to
he land equal in character to the best in the neighbourhood of Ryde; the inferior, poor
rocky sandstone land, wholly unsuitable for agricultural purposes; and the 2nd class, of
course, a medium.
2. The results of your survey you will first plot on a copy of Mr. Galloway’s map,
which will he prepared in tho office for that purpose; and you will supply a valuation of
each of the three qualities, at the present market rates of lands similar in character and situa
tion, making due allowance for the value of timber still remaining on the Common—the extent
and quality of which should be noticed in your Report—and valuing encroachments on the
Common as if unimproved.
c
..
3. For the performance of this duty you will be paid at the daily rate regulated,
without special charge for valuation, viz., £3 8s. while engaged in tho field, and £2 2s. for
office work/
' J
1
‘
.
I have, &c.,
A. G. M'LEAN,
■ 'i ■ ■■
A. S. Gl.

'

No. 9.

Acting Surveyor General to Under Secretary for Lands.
The enclosed valuation of the Field of Mars Common by Mr. Langley is forwarded for tho
information of the Secretary for Lands.
Mr. Langley’s estimate is £5 per acre (average), or a little over £30,000.
Mr. Langley has spent some days in the examioation of the Common, and considers
that about five-eighths of it is good land; and if this be the case, if the bridges referred to
bo constructed, and the Common were brought into the market gradually, I am of opinion
that a higher average than that estimated by Mr. Langley would be realized, perhaps £6.
iJ'fl At.
" ‘
A. G. M.,
.
B. C., 22nd May, 1861.
_

[Enclosure

tn No. 9.]

*
Sydney,

14

May,

1861.

Sir.

_
I have the honor to transmit .herewith a valuation of the Field of Mars Common, in
accordance with yonr instructions, contained in your letter of the 6th ultimo. It would have heen sent
in before this, hut it was impossible to get over the Common, it being so much flooded by the late
heavy rain.
'1
■
1
■
1
,
/
,
T
.
■ . ,
,
’
I have, &c„
A. G. MLean, Esq.. 1
A
CHAS. LANGLEY.
Acting Surveyor General.

1
1

i
1

-

t

'

'

-

,

[Sub-Enclosure in No. 9.]

'
.

‘
,
Sydney, May, 1861.

Sir,
I have the honor to inform you that, in pursuance of instructions conveyed in your letter
of 5th April, 1861, No. 61-485, relative to the valuation of tho Field of Mars Common, requesting me
to mark off, upon a copy of Mr. Galloway's plan, furnished from your office, the different classes of
land, as mentioned in your letter,—
t
I beg leave to state that it is'utterly impossible to define the boundaries of the classes of land
which you desire, without an actual survey of the entire Common, as after examination I find that
no actual internal survey has heen made of the several creeks, watercourses, ranges, and other important
features connected with it.
I am of opinion that about five-eighths of it consists of good land, which, for agricultural
purposes, will prove equal, and in some instances superior to the adjoining lands of Kissing Point, &c.
The remaining portion consists of stony ridges and rocky gullies, not available for agriculture, but in
many instances suitable for building sites, vineyards, die.
Should

6
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Should the Common he judiciously laid out with roads, giving means of access to various points
on the Kissing Point and North Ronds, and the property sub-divided so as to comhine good and bad
land together, it would realise a very considerable sum. Portions of the good land would, at the present
time, sell for £25 to £30 per acre; other portions ore nearly valueless, except for building sites, as before
mentioned.
■ ■ The timber on the eastern end of the Common is of little value, except for firewood; but on the
western side there is some excellent timber, well suited for building purposes, fencing, shingling, &c.
Should tlie now line of road, proposed to be opened from Gladesville through the Asylum
Reserves, across the Parramatta River, through the Five Dock Estate, over Long Cove, and the Balmain
Estate, in connection with the Pyrmont Bridges, he carried out, it will enhance the value of this
property to a very great extent.
. , . I have no hesitation in giving it as my opinion that, taking the property altogether, “if
judiciously laid out in connection with the line of road above mentioned,” it will sell, on an average,
from £4 to £5 per acre; the great desideratum being the opening of lines of communication, so as to
render the whole property available.
This Report is based upon the supposition that an approximate, and not an actual, delineation
of the different classes of land, requested by you to he reported on, was what you required.
Should you require an actual internal survey made, *1 shall feel honored in carrying out your
further instructions.

Hoping this Report will prove satisfactory,—
I have, &c.,
CHAS. E. LANGLEY,
A. G. M'Lean, Esq.,
Acting Surveyor General.

^

No. 10.
Under Secretary

for

Lands

to Messrs. Lyons, Blaxland,

and others.

Department of Ijands,
Sydney, 10 July, 1861.

Gentlemen,

j

Referring to my letter of the 26th February last, respecting the Pctitiou
presented by you from certain persons holding a right of commonage over the Field of
Mars Common, I.am now directed to inform you, that a Report having heen received from
the Acting Surveyor General, as to the value of the land, Mr. Secretary Robertson consulted
his colleagues on the matter, and they concur in the desirability of obtaining legislative
powers to enable the Government to sell the land as prayed for in the Petition under
reference, and to apply the money derivable therefrom to tbe formation of a road and the
construction of bridges, so as to connect the north side of the Parramatta River more
directly with Sydney, as proposed by the petitioners; any surplus funds to bo expended in
other public works of general advantage to tbc people having a right to enjoy the Com
monage Reserve in question.
2. I am to add, that the necessary communication has been made to the Crown Law
Officers for the preparation of the requisite Bill for this purpose.
I have, &c.,
■
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 11.
Under Secretary

for

Lands

to D. N. Joubert, Esq.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 10 July, 1861.

Sir,
_
Referring to yortr letter of the 20th February last, submitting, on behalf of
some residents at Hunter’s Hill and Five Dock, observations in support of the Petition
presented by Messrs. Lyons, Blaxland, and others, from certain persons holding a right of
commonage Over the Field of Mars Common,—I am directed to inform you, that a Report
having heen received from the Acting Surveyor General, as to the value of the land, Mr.
Secretary Robertson consulted his colleagues on the matter, and they concur in the desira
bility ot obtaining legislative powers to enable the Government to sell the Common as
prayed for in the Petition under reference, and to apply the money derivable therefrom to
the formation of a road and the construction of bridges, so as to connect the north side of the
Parramatta River more directly with Sydney, as proposed by the petitioners; any surplus
funds to be expended in other public works of general advantage to the people having aright
to enjoy tbe Commonage Reserve in question.
2. I am to add, that the necessary communication has heen made to the Crown Law
Officers for the preparation of the requisite Bill for the purpose.
I have, &c.t
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 12.

HELD OP MAKS COMMON.
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Wo. 12.
Under Secretary

for

Lands to Secretary

to

Crown Law ' Officers.

Department of'Lands,
Sydney, 10 July, 1861.
Sir,

.

I am directed to forward to you the enclosed papers, respecting the proposed
sale of the Picld of Mars Common, and the application of the money derivable therefrom to
the formation of a road and the construction of bridges, so as to connect the north side of the
Parramatta River more directly with Sydney; any surplus funds to he expended in other
public works of general advantage to the people having a right to enjoy the Commonage
Reserve.
2. And I am to request that you will have the goodness to move the Crown Law
Officers to cause a Bill to bo prepared for submission to Parliament, to enable this Govern
ment to carry out the objects proposed.
I have, &c,,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 13.
PETITION from Trustees.
To His Excellency tho Governor-in-Chief, and His Executive Council, &c., &c.
The respectful Petition of Edward Drinkwater, Isaac Shepherd, and James
Bellamy, Trustees of the Field of Mars and Hunter’s Hill Common,—
Sheweth :—

That during the administration of His late Excellency Sir Charles Augustus
Fitz Roy, certain lands, situated within the parishes of Field of Mars and Hunter’s Hill, were
granted to certain persons therein named Trustees, as Common Laud, subject to conditions
and reservations therein named; and that the said land should be'held by the said Trustees
and their successors as a body corporate, for the use and benefit of persons therein described.
That jour Petitioners were severally elected"Trustees, in accordance with the stipula
tions contained in the Act of Council 11 Yic., No. 31,1847, intituled, “ An Act to enable
lt Trustees of Commons in New South Wales to have perpetual Succession," &e., &e.
That yonr Petitioners have, and continue to exercise tho functions of Trusters of the
said Commons.
That it has heen represented to your Petitioners, that certain persons, seme of whom
have no right of commonage, have applied to the Honorable the Secretary for Lands, urging
upon him the desirability of the said Common Lands being resumed by the Government,
and appropriated to other uses than that stipulated in the grant thereof, which, if carried
out, would deprive the Commoners, and those interested therein, of the enjoyment of the
said land and the advantages accruing therefrom.
Yonr Petitioners respectfully submit, that tbe majority of those persons having a
right of Common are opposed to any surrender of their commonage right; and that those
persons who are anxious to give up the Common Lands advocate its surrender with a view
to benefit themselves individually, without regard to the Commoners generally, and that it
would be unjust to deprive those entitled to the Common Lands of the advantages to be
derived therefrom, contrary to their will and against their interest.
Yonr Petitioners feel called upon to state, that they will by every constitutional
means maintain the rights of the Commoners under the grant thereof.
Your Petitioners pray, that your Excellency and Honorable Council will not sanc
tion any measure that would tend to inflict so great a wrong as the alienation of the
Common Lands would to the residents of this district.
And your Petitioners will ever pray.
EDWARD DRINKWATER.
Kissing Point,
ISAAC SHEPHERD.
28 June, 1861.
JAMES BELLAMY."

No. 14.
Isaac Shepherd, Esq., to Clerk

of

Executive Council.

Sir,

I beg to forward the accompanying Petition, and request that you will have
the goodness to lay the same before His Excellency the Governor and His Executive Council.
I am, &c.,
Edcnie,
ISAAC SHEPHERD.
21s( August, 1861.
Tb is should have been addressed to the Honorable the Secretary, for Lands, and is now forwarded
accordingly.
.
B.C.—Auguit 2ith. 18G1.

EDWARD C. MEREWETHER,
.
Clerk of Executive Couucil.

[Enclosure
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To His Excellency the Right Honorable Stn John Young, Bart., Knight CoTnnrnnder of
the Most Honorable Order of the Bath, Knight of the Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Cajjtain General and Govcrnor-inChief of tho Colony of New South Wales, and Vice-Admiral of the same; and the
Executive Council in Council assembled, ifce., &e., &c.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Landholders and other resident Inhabitants, having
an interest in the Field of Mars and Hunter’s Hill Common,—
Respectfully Sheweth,,,,,,
.. .
. .
,
That your Petitioners have heard with much concern, that certain persons have repre
sented to the Government that the lands granted as a Common, for the landholders and other
inhabitants of the districts of the Field of Mars and Hunter’s Hill, do not afford the advantages which
were originally contemplated*, and such individuals suggest that the lands should lie resumed by the
Government and disposed of, with a view of devoting the proceeds towards constructing a bridge
across the Parramatta River and making roads in certain places.

That your Petitioners would observe, that the formation of roads and bridges tend to enhance tbc
value of property contiguous to such improvements, and therefore your Petitioners are of opinion that
tho individuals who take a prominent part in suggesting the resumption of the said Common, arc
influenced rather by private interests than any consideration for the public good.
That your Petitioners consider that tho resumption of the Common Lands would bo prejudicial
to their interests inasmuch as such a measure would deprive them of their commonage right, as well
as the advantages arising from depasturing cows, and procuring firewood and timber for building and
fencing ■ whilst at the same time, a number of those tenants to whom the Trustees have leased portions
of the Common, in accordance with the Act of Council, would he deprived of their subsistence by the
proposed resumption.
,
„
,
.
,
,
That the commonage right extends to a great number of persons who convoy their produce to
market through Parramatta by railway, as they consider that means of transit tho best; and therefore
sneh persons'arc altogether opposed to tho salc of the said Common, and the appropriation of the
proceeds to purposes inconsistent with the objects for which the Common was granted.
That vour Petitioners trust your Excellency and Honorable Council will take into their con
sideration the facts to which your Petitioners have alluded, and not sanction any measure that will
deprive a large number of persons of their rights.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound! will over pray.
Henry Moore, North Road.
James Byrnes, Field of Mars, landowner.
Robt. Napier, Field of Mars.
ditto.
ditto.
George Oakes,
Thomas Napier.
ditto.
ditto,
AV. Byrnes.
Samuel Small,
ditto.
ditto.
ditto,
Edmund Mason,
William Parsons.
ditto.
ditto.
J. Brown,
Robert Small, Hyde.
ditto.
n, do,,
do.,
Malcolm Macpherson,
Robert Beedam, ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
Neil Stewart,
ditto,
John Tucker, ditto.
James Bellamy, senr., PennantHills, freehold.
Thomas Bawdon. ditto.
John Dengote, Field of Mars, freehold.
Charles Stratford, ditto.
Frcdk. Cox.
Robert Butterfield, ditto.
Robert Smith, Field of Mars, leasehold.
Isaac Shepherd, ditto.
George Ward,
ditto,
resident.
Mary Hay, Field of Mars, freehold.
Thomas Smith.
Thomas Fitzgerald, Field of Mars.
William Cruse, Field of Mars, freehold.
Thomas Smith, North Road, Ryde.
James Gilmore,
ditto,
resident.
Charles Smith,
ditto,
ditto.
Joseph Snupe, North Rocks, resident.
William Smith,
ditto,
ditto.
James Tryc, Field of Mars, freehold.
- Robert Worartcr, ditto,
ditto.
James West,
ditto,
ditto.
Thomas M'Keon, Ryde.
William Osbnmc, ditto,
ditto,
Joseph Hatton, ditto,
Thomas Wilkinson, ditto,
ditto.
James M‘Man, ditto.
Robert Wilkinson, ditto,
ditto.
James Adams, Field of Mars.
Thomas Wilkinson, jnnr., ditto, ditto.
William White,
ditto.
leasehold.
Edward Atkins,
ditto,
James Stephenson, ditto.
freehold.
William Smith,
ditto,
George Hicks, Ryde.
ditto.
William Carter,
ditto,
Henry Heard, ditto.
resident.
Samuel Small,junr., ditto,
Mickel Roch, ditto.
freehold.
John Dale,
ditto,
William Martin, jnnr., Field of Mars.
ditto.
Isaac Mohbs, senr,, ditto,
William Martin, senr.,
ditto.
ditto.
George Mohbs,
ditto,
Richard Allen, senr.,
ditto.
ditto.
William Mobbs,
ditto,
Richard Allen, jnnr.,
ditto.
resident.
Edward Willimns, ditto,
James Richards,
ditto.
ditto.
James Hnchinson, ditto,
Antino Morear Luis,
ditto,
ditto.
Daniel Robinson, ditto,
Michael Tracy, Field of Mars, resident.
ditto.
David Dcngate,
ditto,
Stephen Gyle, Field of Mars.
leasehold.
Isaac Scotts,
ditto,
Charles Mathews, ditto,
ditto.
James Weaks, jnnr., ditto,
ditto,
Alexander Pol,
landholder.
Henry Johnston, ditto,
ditto,
Robert M'Clure,
leasehold.
James Weaks,
ditto,
ditto,
’William Baker.
ditto.
Charles Cook,
ditto,
ditto,
George Baker,
freehold.
Richard Marshall, ditto,
ditto,
Henry Hughes,
Henry Small, Ryde.
James Mulcahy, ditto,
John Small, ditto.
ditto,
George Scott,
Thomas Small, ditto.
ditto,
John Wilson,
John Peck, Field of Mars.
ditto.
Peter Cloudy,
John Procter, ditto,
William Small, Ryde.
John Thornton, ditto.
William Hale, ditto.
Frank Gallard, Ryde.
John M'Boberts, Field of Mars.
Edward Gallard, North Road.
James M'Roberts,
ditto.
James Kcrnahan, Field of Mars.
Richard Greenup, M.D., ditto.
William Frost, Ryde.
ditto.
Henry Crouch,
James Long,
ditto.
ditto.
Henry Harness,
James Stanley, ditto.
ditto.
Samuel Gilbert,
George Dunn, ditto.
ditto.
Thomas Gilbert,
James Hyllard, ditto.
ditto,
James Pye,
William Murray, Field of Mar*.
ditto.
James Jumsett,
A. Coffin, Ryde.
ditto.
Joseph Craig,
Thomas Small, ditto.
ditto.
Samuel Tuck well,
Timothy Small, ditto.
ditto.
G. R. Suttor,
Thomas M'Keown, ditto.
ditto.
Robert Turnbull,
William Henry Moore Hill, ditto.
Frederick

t.
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Field of Mars,
John Aitkcn,
ditto,
William Aitken,
ditto,
George Naylcr,
ditto,
Richard Porter, senr.,
ditto,
Richard Porter, juiir.,
ditto,
James Allen,
ditto.
James Shields,
Robert Gallard, South Colo.
William Curtis, Field of Mars.
John Haekctt,
ditto.
Charles Leek. South Colo.
John Bellamy, Field of Mars.
Edward Mar,
ditto.
Ephraim Ochley, South Colo.
George Watts,
Field of Mars.
John Dogson,
Martin M'Carty,
ditto.
James Crane,
ditto.
John Crane,
d;™0George Richard Tuckwcll, ditto.

Frcduvick Cnane, Field of Mars.
W. II. Smith.
ditto.
John Williams,
ditto.
John Pearce, South Colo.
Itichard Fowler, ditto.
Michael Madi^an, ditto,
path, M. Duffy, ditto.
John Duffy,
ditto.
William Pollard, ditto.
Joseph Patterson, ditto.
John Stanton,
ditto.
Thomas Pollard, ditto.
James Haynes, ditto.
., n i
William Luthcrlower, senr., South Doio.
ditto,
William Luthcrlower, junr.
ditto,
Thomas Thompson,
ditto,
Henry Thompson,
ditto,
William Harvey,
ditto,
Hichard Worthing,
ditto,
Thomas Thompson,
ditto,
Henry Pagson,
ditto,
Oliver Osborn,
ditto,
James Aulezark,
ditto,
Samuel Iluett,
ditto.
John Annetts,
Field of Mars,
James Itight,
ditto,
Thomas Brett,
ditto,
Bartholomew Allen,
ditto,
Daniel M'Bi'idc,
ditto.
Isaac Mohbs,
James Wi. Fx. Tho. Pwight, ditto.
ditto.
Henry Mohhs,
ditto.
C. Berry,
ditto.
James Jarrett,
ditto.
James Weeks,
ditto.
Charles Coock,
ditto.
Samuel Bailey,
ditto.
William Kitley,
ditto.
John Shaw,
ditto.
John Moohs,
ditto.
William Lloyd,
ditto.
J. Larkin,
ditto.
Richard Parmer,
ditto.
David Souter,
ditto.
dahez Dan gate,
ditto.
Joseph Dan man,
ditto.
Thomas Smith,
ditto.
John Maguire,
ditto.
James Alsop,
ditto,
Henry Bevan,
ditto.
Richard Barman,

JolinJIunrO,

Richard TV ebb, junr.,
ditto.
James Grimes,
ditto.
Devaiiey High,
ditto.
Henry Curtis, South Colo.
Rohert Allen, Field of Mars.
James Bellamy, junr.. South Colo.
Francis Allthorpe, Field of Mars.
Patrick M'Lenaghan.Ermington FieldofMais
Richard Martin, Pennant Hills T\ narf.
William Charles Smith, ditto.
James Spurway, Pennant Hi Is.
George Brewer, Pennant Hills M harf.
George Spurway, Field of Mars.
Thomas H. Hughes, Pennant Hills.
George Spurway, junr., Field of Mars.
Michael Ryan, Pennant Hills Road.
John Thomas Still, Ryde.
W. Spurway, Pennant Hills.
William Doskeu, ditto.
William Logan, ditto.
Robert Goldrich, Field of Mars.
Mrs. R. Green,
ditto.
George Gordon, River-side, Ryde.
Samuel Small, junr., R.ydc.
James Devlin,
ditto.
. George Buckbam, ditto.
John Herrewell, Field of Mars.
J. M. Gould, landholder, ditto.
Francis Oakes, ditto, ditto.
Isaac Shepherd, ditto, Ryde.

No. 15.
Secretary

to Crows Law

'

Ofeicers to Under Secretary

for

.
Lands.

Grown Law Offices,
Sydney, 13 September, 1801.
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2. Tbc Governor with the advice aforesaid shall cause a survey and.pkn of the said lands to be
Snrrcy snd plnn
to be made.
made on which shall be marked out for reservation such roads and public wTays as shall he deemed best
for the settlement and occupation of the said lands and for the districts of which they form part and on
the said, plnn shall also be marked the division of such lands into convenient allotments for sale ns
hereinafter enacted And sneh plan shall when completed he open for inspection hy the public without
fee at the office of the Surveyor General in Sydney Provided that it shall he lawful for the Governor
witli the like advice to reserve and dedicate any portions of such lands not exceeding in the whole
acres for any public purposes as defined hy the Crown Lands Alienation Act of this Session.
■
3. The said lands shall at such times not less than one month after the completion of such plan
Linds to be sold.
as may he fixed hy the Minister for Lands he sold by public auction cither at tbc Government ^aio
Room in Sydney or upon the said lands jmrtccn days notice at the least of every such sale being pub
lished in tho GuieUt designating the allotments to be sold in accordance with the said plan And the
Crown shall have all powers of sale and grant in respect of such lands us arc incident by law to the
sale of Crown Lands.
4. The proceeds of every such sale after deducting therefrom all costs charges and expenses of
Proceeds of sate
to form separate and incident thereto shall he paid to the Colonial Treasurer and shall be hy him carried to a separate
fund in Trea fund at the Treasury to he called the “Field of Mars Fund" and such fund shall he only applicable and
sury.
be from time to time applied to the purposes hereinafter mentioned by warrants under the hand of tho
Governor.
r>. The Minister for Public Works shall cause a bridge suitable for general public traffic to be
constructed across the Parramatta River at the points specified for that purpose in the second Schedule
hereto and shall also cause to he constructed any other bridge which may ho deemed advisable together
with all other necessary works incidental to any such bridge and also cause to be laid down such roads
to and from each such bridge as shall he recommended by the Surveyor General and approved hy the
Governor with the advice aforesaid.
_ _
C. All costs charges and expenses of and attending the works aforesaid and such other or inci
Costs out of fund
and Debentures dental works as may be found necessary and otherwise incurred hy tbc Government under this Act
may be issued. shall be defrayed and paid out of the said separate fund when certified by the said Minister for Public
Works and approved by the Auditor General And the Oolonial Treasurer may at any time by order
of the Governor with the advice aforesaid issue Debentures for raising the necessary amount which
shall he paid off from time to time as they become duo out of the said fund and until so paid off shall he
Bridges and
roads to be
made.

Compensation
to Lcesees and
Commoners.

and continue a charge thereon.
7. Any person at the passing of this Act holding a lease of any part of the said lands or entitled
to any right of commonage in or over the said Common may at any time not later than three months
after tho passing of this Act transmit a petition under his hand to the Governor with a copy of his
lease or describing bis claim to commonage and tho grounds thereof as the case may he and praying
such compensation for the relinquishment of his lease or for the loss of such right of commonage as ho
may think just And it shall be lawful for the Governor with the advice aforesaid after due inquiry
into each such case to comply with or wholly decline to grant such prayer or to offer such other
compensation as may be deemed fair and reasonable And the compensation in any such ca.sc agreed to
he granted and accepted shall be paid out of the separate fund aforesaid hy warrant under tho hand of

the Governor.
, .
,
8. In the case of any such petitioner dissenting from any decision or offer as aforesaid the question
may if so wished by such dissenting parly he decided hy the arbitration of two arbitrators one being
appointed by him and the other by the said Minister for Public Works or an umpire appointed by sucb
arbitrators before commencing such arbitration And such arbitrators and umpire shall have all powers
incident to arbitrations and their decision respectively shall be final and binding on all parties.
9. When and So soon as the sales of tho said lands and all the works contemplated by this Act
Application of
surplus of fund* shall be completed the surplus of the "Field of Mars Fluid’' if any shall be paid over by wav of
endowment to or among the Municipality or Municipalities then in existence within the Districts afore
Difference may
be decided by
arbitration.

Short Title.

’

10, This Act shall he styled and maybe cited as the “Field of Mars Improvement Act oflSCl."

FIRST SCHEDULE.
[Deeeription and boundaries of Lands composing Field of Mars Common.]

SECOND SCHEDULE.
[Description of Land on the Southern houndary of the Common with corresponding portion of Parramatta
_______
River and specifying the points for Fridge.']

Sydney: Thomas Richardt, GoTemmtnt Printer*—-ISOI*

I
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EXTRACTS FROM THE YOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes,

No. 08.

Tuesday,

31

December,

1861.

12. Field of Mars Common:—Dr. Lang moved, pursuant to notice, " That” leave be granted
to bring in a Bill for improving tho Districts of which the Field of Mars Common
forms part.
. .
Mr. Shepherd moved, That the Question be amended by the omission of all the words
after the word " That”, with a view to tbe insertion in their place of the words,
« a Select Committee, with power to send for persons and papers, he appointed, to
" inquire into the subject matter of various Petitions, and other matters relating to
" tho Field of Mars and Eastern Farms Common, and to recommend as to tbe desira“ bility or otherwise of its being resumed and disposed of by tbe Crown,
" (2.) That such Committee consist of the following members:—Dr. Lang, Mr.
,f Cowper, Mr. Forster, Mr. Smart, Mr. Laycock, Mr. Lackey, Mr. Sutherland, Mr.
" Stewart, Mr. Lucas, and Mr. Shepherd.”
_
_
Question,—That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the Question, put
and negatived.
.
Question,—That the words proposed to he inserted in the place of the words omitted
be so inserted,—put and passed.
■ Whereupon Question,—
.
(1.) That a Select Committee, with powerto send for persons and papers, be appointed
to inquire into the subject matter of various Petitions and other matters relating
to the Field of Mars and Eastern Farms Common, and to recommend as to tho
desirability or otherwise of its being resumed and disposed of by the Crown.
(2.) That such Committee consist of thefollowing Members:—Dr. Lang, Mr. Cowper,
Mr. Forster, Mr. Smart, Mr. Laycock, Mr. Lackey, Mr. Sutherland, Mr. Stewart, Mr.
Lucas, and Mr. Shepherd,—put and passed.

Votes, No. 74.

<6

Thursday, 9 January, 1862.

Field of Mars CommonMr. Dick presented a Petition from J. Blaxland, as Chair
man of a Committee appointed “ to further the project of Bridging the Parramatta
« Kiver in connexion with the North Shore,” praying that the Select Committee of the
said House, now sitting on the subject of the said Common, may be instructed to receive,
in the capacity of Agent for the Promoters of the said project, some authorized
person, who shall be allowed to question and cross-examine witnesses, and otherwise
to represent the said Promoters.
Petition received.
.,
.
Whereupon, Mr. Dick, with the concurrence of the Mouse, moved, without notice,
That it be an instruction to tho Select Committee appointed to inquire into certain
matters relating to the Eield of Mars Common, and to report thereon, to hear Mr.
J. Blaxland, or such Agent as he may appoint, in opposition, with power to examine
witnesses.
Question put and passed.

Votes, No. 77.

Tuesday, 14 January, 1862.

2. Field of Mars CommonMr. Shepherd, as Chairman, brought np a Progress Report
’
from, and laid upon the Table tbe Proceedings of, and Minutes of Evidence taken
before, tbe Select Committee appointed on the 31st December last, on tbe Field
of Mars Common.
'
Ordered to be printed.
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1861-2.

FIELD OF MAES COMMON.

PROGRESS REPORT.

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on
the 31st December last, “

to inquire into the subject matter of

“ various petitions mid other matters relating to the Field of

“

Mars and Eastern Farms Common, and to recommend as to

“ the desirability, or otherwise, of its being resu/med and disposed

“

of by the Crown,—with power to send for persons and papers'*;

and instructed on the 9th January instant, u to

hear Mr. J.

“

Elaxlmd, or such Agent as he may appoint, in opposition,

“

with power to examine witnesses,"—have

agreed to the follow

ing Progress Report,—
In the consideration of the matter referred to them, your
Committee have taken the evidence of the Surveyor General, Mr.
Jules Joubert, and Mr. J. S. Parnellbut as the advanced period of
tho Session will render impossible the completion of the inquiry, they
deem it expedient at once to submit this Progress Report, with a view
to an early resumption of the inquiry during the next Session.
ISAAC SHEPHERD,
Chairman.
Legislative Assembly,
Sydney,

14

January,

I

1862.

PROCEEDINGS

OE THE

3

FRIDAY,

COMMITTEE.

JANUARY,

1862.

Members Present:—

Dr. Lang,
Mr. Lackey,

Mr. Shepherd,
Mr. Stewart,

Mr. Sutherland.
Mr. Shepherd (on motion of Sir. Stewart) called to the Chair.
Resolution of the House appointing the Committee, read by the Clerk.
Tbe Chairman stated to the Committee the course he desired to adopt in carrying out
this inquiry.
The following Petitions read by tbe Clerk :—
1. Petition from certain Inhabitants of Sydney, Pyrmont, Glebe, Balmain, and
Five Dock, praying that a Bill may be passed authorizing the sale of the Field
of Mars Common, and appropriating tho proceeds to the construction of Roads
and Bridges, so as to connect the lands on the north side of the Parramatta
River, by the shortest route, with the Metropolis.
2. Petition from Trustees of the Field of Mars and Hunter’s Hill Common,
against the resumption and sale of the said Common for the purpose of erecting
certain Bridges.
Committee deliberated.
_
By direction of the Chairman, the Commons Trustees Act, 11 Vic., No. 31, together
with Copy of Deed of Grant to Trustees of Field of Mars Common, aud By-laws,—read by
the Clerk.
Committee further deliberated, and'—
[Adjourned to Tuesday next, at

TUESDAY,

7

half-past Ttn

JANUARY,

o’clock.]

1862.

Members Present:—

■

I. Shepherd, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Piddington,
Mr. Lackey,
Dr. Lang,
Mr. Stewart.
Return to address, in reference to the Field of Mars Common, laid upon the Table of
the House, on 29 October, 1861,—before the Committee.
Portions of the same read.
The following documents also before the Committee:—
Original Grant given under tbe hand and seal of Governor King to David Brown,
Francis Oaks, and James Squires, and their successors, as Resident Trustees
of the Field of Mars and Eastern Farms Districts.
Commons Trustees Act, 11 Vic., No. 31. Copy of Deed of Grant under the same
Act, with By-laws.
Copy of plan of the Boundaries of the Field of Mars Common.
Committee examined the same.
Ordered,—That a letter be written to the Surveyor General, requesting him to
forward plans of tho Districts originally designated as “ Field of Mars,” and “ Eastern
Farms ” j also,—maps and charts of the country intervening between Ryde and the Hawkesbnry River, shewing what portions are available for agricultural purposes.
Mr. Jules Joubert to be summoned to attend at tbe next meeting.
[Adjourned to Friday next, at Eleven o’clock.]

FRIDAY,

10

JANUARY,

1862.

Members Present:—

.

I, Shepherd, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Piddington,
I
Mr. Lackey,
Mr. Smart,
[
Mr. Stewart,
Dr. Lang.
Petition from J. Blaxland, as Chairman of a Committee appointed Mto further the
" project of Bridging the Parramatta River in connection with the North Shore,” presented
to the Houso on the 9th instant, and praying that the Select Committee of this House, now
sitting on the subject of the Field of Mars Common, may be instructed to receive, in tbe
capacity of Agent for the Promoters of the said project, some authorized person, who shall
be allowed to question and cross-examine witnesses, and otherwise to represent the said
Promoters—read.
The

1827
5

The Clerk then read Resolution of the House, instructing the Committee to hear Mr.
Blaxland, or such Agent as he may appoint, in opposition, with power to examine
witnesses.
Whereupon Mr. Jabez King Hey do a handed in the following written authority for
appearing before the Committee as Mr. J. Bhxland’s Agent:—
“Sydney, January 10, 1862.
“ I hereby certify that Mr. Jabez King Heydon is duly authorized to act as Agent for
" the promoters of a project for Bridging the Parramatta River, and for selling the Field of
“ Mars Common, before a Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly appointed to inquire
“ into the same.
•
« J. BLAXLAND,
■
“ Chairman.”
A list of persons holding leases of portions of the " Field of Mars Common,”
handed in by the Chairman.
In attention to the letter ordered, at the last meeting, to be written to the Surveyor
General, requesting him to produce certain plans and charts,—
t A. G. M'Lean, Esq., Surveyor General, being in attendance, was called in and
examined.
Maps shewing the boundaries of the Field of Mars and Eastern Farms Common,
produced.
Witness requested to prepare a Map* on the scale of the present Parishes.
* rrotfnnitohetL
Witness cross-examined by Mr. Heydon.
Witness withdrew.
Mr. Jules Joubert examined by the Committee, and cross-examined by Mr. Heydon.
[Adjourned to Monday next, at halfpast Ten o'clock.]

MONDAY, 13 JANUARY, 1862.
Membees Present:—

I. Shepherd, Esq., in the Chair.
j
,
Mr. Stewart,
Mr. Piddington.
Present, as Agent for Petitioner,—Mr. J, K. Heydon.
Mr. J. Joubert further cross-examined by Mr, Heydon.
Committee desiring to deliberate,—
Strangers withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Parties re-introduced, and cross-examination resumed. '
The Chairman objecting to a question put to witness by Mr. Heydon,—
Strangers again withdrew.
Committee deliberated, and decided that the question objected to was irregular.
Parties re-called, and informed accordingly.
Witness cross-examined by Chairman, and again cross-examined by Mr. Heydon.
Mr. James Squire Farnell, examined.
Examination to be continued at next meeting.
On motion of Mr. Stewart,—
Dr. Lang,

[Committee adjourned till To-morrow, at halfpast Ten o’clock.]

TUESDAY, 14 JANUARY, 1862.
1

Members Present :—

I. Shepherd, Esq., in tbe Chair.
Mr. Smart, ~
“J I
"Mr. Sutherland,
Mr. Laycock,
|
Dr. Lang,
- * 1
Mr. Stewart. ■
Present, os Agent for Petitioner,—Mr. J. K. Heydon.
Mr. J. S. Farnell called in and further examined. '
Cross-examined by Mr. Heydon.
.«
In the course of examination, the Chairman objecting to a question put to witness
by Mr. Heydon,—
" ‘
,
'
Strangers were ordered to withdraw. ~
,
Committee deliberated.
■
Motion made (Mr. Smart') and Question—That the witness be not examined as to
the rights of the Commoners until the grant has been put in—agreed to.
The witness and agent were again called in, and the Chairman informed Mr. Heydon
of the resolution of the Committee.
Examination resumed. >
292—B
Mr.
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Mr. Smart again objecting to a question put to witness by Mr. Heydon,—
Strangers were ordered to withdraw.
Conomittee deliberated.
Motion made (Mr. Smarf) and Question—That the Question be not put—agreed to.
The witness and agent were again called in, and the Chairman informed Mr. Heydon
of the resolution of the Committee, and
Mr. Smart objecting to another question put to witness by Mr. Heydon,—
Strangers ordered to withdraw.
Motion made (Dr. Lang) and Question—<f That the examination of witnesses he not
proceeded with any farther”—agreed to.
Tbe witness and agent were again called in and informed of the resolution of the
Committee, and withdrew.
The Committee then proceeded to consider Draft Progress Report submitted by the
Chairman.
The same read and agreed to.
Motion made (Dr. Lang) and Question—“ That the draft, as read, be the Progress
Report of tho Committee,—agreed to.
The Chairman, on motion of Mr. Stewart, requested to bring up the same.
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Hcgialaft&r Ssscmiilg.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE
’

TAKEN BEFORE '

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON

THE FIELD'OE" MARS COMMON.
FRIDAY,

10

JANUARY,

1802.

^regent:—

Mr. LACKEY,
Du. LANG,
Mr. PIDDINGTON,

Mr. SHEPHERD,
Mr. SMART,
Mr, STEWART.

ISAAC MEPHERDTEsq^Tn '?he CnAiR.'
Mr. G. K. Heydon appeared, by permission of tbe House, as Agent for Petitioner,
J. Blaxland, Esq.
A. G. M'Lean, Esq., Surveyor General, called in and examined:—
1. By the Chairman: Have you any charts in reference to tbe Eield of Mars and the A, G.M'Lean,
Eastern Farms, as originally laid out ? I have here two maps—(producing the same')—one
F'S(1being an engraved map, published 22nd November, 1814, purporting to be a plan of allot- ,---- ,
ments of land granted by tbe Crown in New South Wales. I have also the MS, original 10 Jan., 1862.
of this engraved plan, with which it accords.
2. What is its date? Tho date I have not got; the date of the publication was 22nd
November, 1814.
In these plans New South "Wales extends only to tho Nepean and
Hawliesbury River.—in fact only the County of Cumberland, and not even the whole of
that—and it is divided into several districts indicated hy letters from A to Z, IE, M, CE,
rq E, and 0 C; within these divisions tbe farms or lands granted are indicated by a series
of numbers, and the boundaries of the district are also indicated by colour, very faintly on
the original map, and the colouring ot the engraved map, evidently done by hand, is somewhat
carelessly done; but the series of numbers show very clearly the divisions of the districts.
The districts of the Eastern Farms and Field of Mars are represented by tho letters L and
M, and by reference to tho numbers and colouring in the plans, the whole of the lands in
this district can be accurately traced, and I have shewn them, for convenience, by rough ’
pencilling on tbe existing plans, the general maps of the parishes of Hunter’s Hill and
Field of Mars. I find that the whole parish of Hunter’s Hill falls within the united
districts of Eastern Farms and the Field of Mars; part of the parish of the Field of Mars
falls within the district of the Field of Mars. - The districts, as will be seen by the engraved
map, are very irregular in shape; the district of the Field of Mars extending up the Parra
matta River, to within a short distance of Parramatta, while it excludes land very much
nearer to the common. I shall have no difficulty in preparing a map on the scale of the
present parishes.
3. Perhaps you will have the goodness to do so ? I shall he happy to do so. In the
meantime, if the Committee wish to see the boundaries, they will have no difficulty in
tracing them here. (The Committee referred to the map.) I may mention that there
was a boob published at the time this engraved map was published, entitled " An
“ accurate list of the Names of the Landholders in the Colony of New South Wales,
" pointing out the number of acres in each District, as granted from the Crown—
“ Corrected to 1813.” In this boob the names of the grantees are alphabetically
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A‘Gi?c,,Lean’ arran?ed b-y the distTicts in a«or^ncc with the engraved map. The districts are shewn
/—J'-—s ?E50site to ever^ namo ^ tIle ^etter wh'ch appears upon the map—thus, " Augustus Alt,.
10 JanlSG2 mu a^eSj Libc.rty Ka> ns, letter B, No. 2;” “ Archer Isaac, 80 acres. Field of Mars, M, 14.”
"
• Therefore, I think no doubt can exist as to what was meant hy the district of the Field of
Mars. Copies of this book are very scarce. This is the only one perfect that I know of in
existence. I have another, part of which has been completed in MS,
4. Independently of the number of grants mentioned in that book, a considerable quantity
of land has been granted subsequently ? Subsequently to the publication of this plan a
large amount of Crown land has been alienated.
5. B\j Mr. Piddington: Have you any map of the land between the village of Hyde
and the Hawkesbury ? The engraved map shews it, but vaguely; the whole of the ranges
have been traversed, and the other features have been sketched in, but I find very little
descriptive writing as to the quality of the land. The original plans shew, however, that it
is a hilly, broken country; and although I have no personal knowledge of tbe country from
actual observation, I am pretty well acquainted with it from the information I have derived
from others of the character of the country.
6. Have you those charts here ? No ; they will convey no information as to the quality of
the land.
7. With regard to the acreage, my object was to ascertain the acreage of the land that has
not been sold yet? The acreage is very extensive.
8. The quantity of unsold Government land between the village of Ryde and the Hawkes
bury is very considerable ? Very considerable.
■9. Have you any idea of tbe number of acres ? I should think twenty miles square.
10. Twenty miles square of unsold Government land between the village of Ryde and the
Hawkesbury ? Yes.
11. Do you tbink if the proposed bridge were constructed over the Parramatta River at
Five Dock, the probability of selling this land would be increased? I think it would be
somewhat increased.
12. Would not that district be brought into much easier communication with Sydney than
it is at present ? I do not think the facility of communication would be very much increased,
because, there is a road now on the northern side of Lane Cove, called the Lane Cove Road,
which is a tolerably good road, and leads to a ferry to Sydney direct, and which affords
access to the eastern portion.
13. I am now speaking of tho increased facility of communication between these Crown
lands and Sydney that would be afforded by a bridge over Parramatta River—say at Tarban
Creek, or that neighbourhood ? I do not think land at that distance would be benefited to
a like extent that alienated lands would be by tbe construction of this bridge, because, as I
say, the eastern portion of the twenty miles square has more direct communication by Lane
Cove Road than they would by bridges.
14. My question is not directed to the comparative advantage of lands in the immediate
neighbourhood and lands at a distance, but I ask whether, if a bridge were erected, the land
would not be more likely to be sold than it would be without the bridge ? Unquestionably
they would be more likely to be sold.
15. There is no bridge across tho Parramatta River at present? There is none below
Parramatta.
16. Do you not think a bridge over the Parramatta River would facilitate communication
between the northern shores of Parramatta River and Sydney ? Very materially; but the
facility would be very much increased by the erection of the other contemplated bridge at
Lane Cove.
17. I speak of the two bridges as one 1 Yes.
18. By the Chairman: In giving your opinion in reference to the quantity of unalienated
land, do you speak to the quantity shewn upon the plan or the actual quantity now ? The
quantity remaining; I have a very fair general impression of what has been alienated since,
but it does not bear a large proportion.
19. Have you any knowledge of your own, or derived from plans, as to the quantity of that
land which is adapted for agricultural purposes? I have, perhaps, no definite knowledge
upon tbe subject; but I have of course, in my position, a very general knowledge of the
character of the land throughout the Colony, and of the desire of the public to possess itself
of land, belonging to the Crown ; and I know in this district I allude to, the only tract some
years since in the possession of the Crown which is available is at a place called Dural. I
know from the surveyors who had instructions to measure the whole of the available land,
that there was no more in that vicinity; and I know from my experience, which extends
over a good many years, that there has been very little application for the land alluded to
between tbe Field of Mars parish and the Hawkesbury.
.
20. What is your conclusion in reference to the quality of the land, from the smalt number
of applications made for purchase? I believe that there is no considerable extent of land
adapted for cultivation.
21. Between the northern portion of the Field of Mars Common and the Hawkesbury
River ? Exactly, in a northerly'direction.
22. If it were to come round Pittwater and the coast, there are portions of good land there?
Yes, tolerably good,
23. Consequently, supposing there were additional facilities of transit across this river, you
would not increase tbe quantity of Crown land open for selection? It would not increase
the quantity, but it might increase the demand; it would to some extent—to what extent it
is difficult to say.
24. Suppose the land were not adapted for agricultural purposes, is it a situation desirable
for building purposes? It is rather remote for mere building purposes.
25.
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25. Is there any access by water to it? By creeks of the Hawkesbury, Berowra Creek. A.G.M'Lean,
and Cowan Creek.
Estj.
26. Then in fact there is access to that portion of the country by the Hawkesbury River ?
The access by the Hawkesbury is not very convenient, as the banks are generally very Jr11" Ih&J,
precipitous ; but .by these creeks joining the Hawkesbury there is access. The access by
the Hawkesbury is not very convenient.
27. These creeks would be more desirable than the Hawkesbury itself ? Yes.
28. .By Dr. Langi What is your opinion as to the desirableness of having large portions of
Crown lands existing in a state of common in tbe midst of an agricultural and advancing
population ? . I think the lands arc not put to such beneficial uses as if they were in private
hands. I think if they were sold they would be more beneficially employed.
29. If the commoners received compensation for their individual interests ? Yes.
30 Supposing there were such access provided by the construction of tbe contemplated
bridges to the large portion of land still in the Crown, is it your opinion that facility of
access would give increased value to that inferior land of twen ty square miles ? Undoubtedly
'
it would give an increased value; but not a very materially increased value, in my opinion.
Z\. By Mr. Stewart: In the correspondence published I see a letter from Mr. D. N. Joubert
to the feecrctary for Lauds, in which he states, “The immenso tract of country situated
“
■^'arran]a*'ta Biver and the Hunter, containing about 1,500 square miles, or
“ 960,000 acres of Crown Lands, now totally useless and unavailable, because they are
inaccessible either by land or water.” Is there that quantity? I think that quantity
must be over-estimated. It is probable that he has estimated all tho way to the sea on the
one hand, and to the Hawkesbury River westward on the other. I must mention, as one ground
for my opinion, that there is not much demand for land, and that the laud is not of n very
available nature; that some time ago a road was opened by Captain Perry, by Peat’s Ferry
over the Hawkesbury to Brisbane Water, and with a branch to Wollombi, and a considerable
sum. of money was spent by Government upon that road. This road is accessible from roads
coming into Ryde, and also from the Lane Cove Road, but I do not think a single portion of
land, certainly not above one or two portions of land, have been sold on that road, although
a ferry has been established on the Hawkesbury. No settlement has taken place, and no
quantity of land has been sold, and from what I have heard from Captain Perry himself and
others, of the character of the country through which this road passes, there is no available
land in tbe vicinity. I am now speaking of the road crossing at Peat’s Ferry, leading to
Gosford; there was a branch opened from that to the Wollombi.*
32. From your knowledge of this part of the country you do not think this could be realized,
that a large proportion might be surveyed and put up for sale ? I do not tbink a large
proportion would be disposed of.
33. By Mr. Lackey: Could you form any estimate of tbe price this land would be likely to
average, supposing it were sold to-morrow—I see in the letter to which reference has been
made; it is stated that it (I allude to the common land) would sell ^cven now, atan average
price of £10 an acre, and realize a sum of at least £60,000 ?” I think Mr. Langley made
an estimate • he spent several days in inspecting tbe land of the common : he considers that
about nve’eightks of it is good land.
34. Do you know tho common ? I have been on it, but I know very little from my personal
knowledge. In forwarding the letter of Mr. Langley, I stated—" Mr. Langley has spent
iS some days in tbe examination of the commoiij and considers that five-eighths of it is good
"
l li 1 had Previonsly said, from an examination of the surveys of the department, “that
“ probably five-sixths of the land is poor, sandstone, rocky land”—but Mr. Langley, who was
specially engaged to go over it, and who had had great experience in the City of Sydney and
Us suburbs, says five-eigh ths con sists of good 1 an d. I say
if th is bo the case, if ■ the bridges
“ referred to, be constructed, and the common were brought into the market gradually, 1 am
“ of opinion that a higher average than that estimated by Mr. Langley would be realized.
“ perhaps £6. ” '

35. ^ You are of that opinion ?

Yes; if he is right in bis estimate that five-eighths are good

36. You say that differs materially from the information you had in the office ? The infor
mation I .had was derived from surveys of the boundaries only of the.common—as the
surveyor, in marking the boundaries of the common, became acquainted to some extent with
its character, he recorded it on the plan, and it appears from this record that something like
five-sixths was poor land; but Mr. Langley’s business was to traverse the common, and to
ascertain to what extent approximately there was good land.
37. By the Chairman: Did he make an actual survey in order to ascertain the contents?
tvo, be did not make an actual survey, but be had this plan and he traversed it.
38. Who estimated the quantity of good land at one-sixth? The estimate is made from
Mr. Galloway’s plan.
39. He estimated it at one-sixth ? No, I estimated it from his plan that five-sixths was
bad; bat I could not form a correct estimate from that, as it was merely a plan of the
boundaries.
r

40. You do not speak from your own knowledge, but gain your information from Mr.
Langley and from Mr, Galloway ? Yes, I apeak from my own knowledge, as far as regards
the value of the land, for I see what Crown Lands sell for in the County of Cumberland.
4R By Mr. Stewart: As far as I understand you, you are now speaking upon tbe suppo
sition of a bridge being formed—What would it be worth in its present state ? That can
, * V*?
«««?«) =—In making this reply I did not understand that Mr. Joubert’s estimate
extended to the river Hunter, and to that river the quantity is not over-estimated. I do not, however
Hawkesbury Kiiver^1"11^ °f ^ ^ ^ bridseS would havc ^ cfftct on the sale ofland north of the
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A.Gr,M'Lean, be only matter of opinion; but I tbink the value of the land would be doubled by the
Estlerection of tbe bridges.
42. If tbe land would be worth £6 then it would be worth £S now ? Yes, I know that
10 Jan., 1SG2. jan^ on ^ 0tber £|4G 0f Lane Cove, of tbe most indifferent character, which I have some
personal knowledge of, and which I know from the reports of various surveyors, is of the
most indifferent character, has gradually been sold by the Government at £10 an acre.*
43. On this side of Lane Cove? Yes, within the last seven or eight years, several portions
have heen frequently put up, and only one or two have been sold at a time; but from time
to time a great deal has been sold in that vicinity,
44. That would he probably close to Parramatta River ? No, it is close to Lane Cove, and
it is accessible by the steamer from the North Shore to Sydney; but I know it is the refuse
of the land, all the best having been sold or granted years ago.
45. How long is it since it has been sold ? Some within tho last two or three years. I
,
suppose it has been under sale from ten years ago until about two or three years since,
46. Have you had any of this description of land for sale within the last twelve months or
two years ? I do not think any of that has been put up within the last twelve months or
two years. I think almost the last must have heen put up about two years ago,
47. By the Chairman ; The object of my question was to ascertain, from your knowledge of
the general features of tho country, your impression of what the land would realize now ? I
think the value, if the bridges------48. I am not speaking of the bridges? I should say then about £3. I do not think if it
were all put up to-morrow £3 would be realized, or that it would be all sold.
49. By Mr. Piddington: Ho you think if bridges were erected, and some period of time
were to intervene between the sale, this land would produce £6 ? Yes. 1 should not say
that all could bo sold within two years; but for some distance from the river a large
extent might be thrown into the market and would sell easily.
50. If the Government had authority to sell the laud, and exercised discretion, do you think
it would produce £6 an acre, if bridges wore erected ? Yes, assuming Mr. Langley’s
estimate to be correct.
51. By the Chairman: You base your opinion upon Mr. Langley’s estimate, and not upon
your own knowledge ? Yes.
52. By Mr. Heydon t Have you any confidence in Sir. Langley’s report to you—do you
know enough of Mr. Langley to enable you to place confidence in tbe returns he makes ? I
do not say that I entirely want confidence in Sir. Langley’s estimate, but I have the impres
sion that he has over-estimated the extent of good land. He does not himself profess it to be
an accurate estimate.
53. It is of coarse all surmise on his part, and as you do not know anything about it, you
cannot attempt to correct his estimate from your own knowledge ? No.
54. You were speaking just now of land sold on the north side of Lane Cove River, on the
opposite hank to the common—was that frontage to the Lane Cove River ? Not entirely.
55. How large a district did you speak of when you referred to the land put up within the
last ten years ? I should think it extended back from Lane Cove River some two miles or
two miles and a-half.
56. And up this river from its mouth at the Parramatta River, how far ? It goes up to the
creek called Blue Gum Creek. The land I particularly allude to is possibly four miles up
from the mouth of Lane Cove River.
,
57. On the opposite bank of where the common extends ? Yes, the common extends far
beyond.
58. This land is precisely similar to the land of the common, so far as its distance from
Sydney is concerned ? No, it possesses the advantage that it has access to what is called the
Lane Cove Road, and therefore the people residing there can come to Sydney with a vehicle
across the Ferry at Billy Bine’s Point.
59. There is no bridge for them any more than for tbe Ryde people ? No, but they can
come right into Sydney, while tho other ferry leaves the people of Ryde above eight miles
from it.
60. But the ferry at the North Shore, at Billy Blue’s, is a steam ferry ? Yes.
61. Along the Parramatta River there are wharves where the people can stop, who go in the
steamer, so that the facilities are the same—as regards vehicles there is a punt established at
the Parramatta River ? There is a punt at Parramatta River, and a steamer at Billy Blue’s
Point. The advantage on this side of Lane Cove is thatjeople can come into Sydney with
their carts and vehicles, and bring in their produce.
62. You were asked as to the time within which sales of this land at Lane Cove had heen
effected—will you he kind enough, when you correct your evidence, to state whether some
land was not sold there last year? I will. Land has been sold higher np Lane Cove, but
not I think at that place, more recently than I have stated.
'
63. Ho you remember the highest price realized for that land ? lam speaking of land put
up at £10 an acre, and sold at that.
64. Ho you know of your own knowledge the quality of that land ? It was very indifferent.
65. You know something of the Ryde district ? Yes.
66. Was it worse or better than land in the district of Ryde ? Very inferior to the land at
Ryde generally.
67. We have heen speaking about ferries, aud the bringing of produce to Sydney—do you
not think it makes agreat difference to these settlers—their being able to come with their own
'
vehicles,
•Note (on revision)I find by !reference to records that the land referred to in this statement
extends hack from Lane Cove scarcely one mile, and that it has been sold from March, 1855, to March,
1859 ; and that, although some of it has realized upwards of £16 per acre, it has not averaged above
£5, My statement that it realized £10 is therefore erroneous, my memory having misled me.

•
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vehicles, and to return without using the steamer? That is the advantage of these people A. G. M'Lean,
who come hy Billy Blue’s Point, over those on the other side.
^'s968. Do you not think if there were a punt, even at that particular spot, even with the
present road, the people would be greatly benefited as far as Dural, Wiseman’s Ferry—do ^ Jan., 1SG2.
you not think they would prefer coming by that road to going round by Parramatta ? I do
not think the people at Wiseman's Ferry would benefit much.
69. Would it not bo shorter and more convenient for them to come to Sydney by the
present north road across in the punt, than to go round by way of Parramatta ? It
would he shorter to do so; whether they could do it in less than they could by Parramatta,
coming by railway, is a question.
70. I am not speaking of the railroad ? If the railroad did not come to Parramatta, that
would make all the difference in tbe world.
71. You are aware that this scheme of bridges across Parramatta River and Long Cove has
been thought of for some time by the authorities? Yes.
72. Have any steps been taken by the Government in reference to that end ? The road has
been surveyed by the Government from the Glebe to what used to bo called the Great North
Road, in the vicinity of Tarban Creek, and the first notice has appeared—'the preliminary
notice under the Road Act. Certain claims for compensation, or, more properly speaking,
objections to the road unless compensation were made, have been under the consideration of
the Government, and the result is, that pending the determination of Parliament on the
sale of the common and the erection of bridges, the road should not be proceeded with;
but should Parliament determine that the common should be sold, and the bridges should
bo constructed, the objections to the road are not such as to raise any difficulty to its
opening.
73. Supposing these bridges to be built and the roads to be made, will you be kind enough
to tell the Committee what will be the shortening of the distance—say from Tarban Creek
Asylum to Sydney—as compared with the present north road by the punt? I do not
remember tbc precise difference of distance. I think something like five or six miles.
74. Do you know of any Government land having been sold on the south side of Lane Cove
River within the period we have been speaking of—the last ten years—between the common
and Parramatta River ? I think there has been no land sold there.**
7b. Then there is no means of ascertaining what such land would fetch under Government
regulations, of course ? No laud similarly situated.
76. You began your evidence by giving us some idea about the boundaries of the district;
have you scon tho grant for the common ? I have seen the grant for the common. The
boundaries I gave to the Committee were the boundaries of the district of Field of Mars
and the Eastern Farms.
77. Do you know whether any mention was made of the district of Hunter’s Hill, or of the
parish of Hunter’s Hill, in that grant? I am not aware ; I think it is highly improbable,
for tho district of Hunter’s Hill was then in what is now the parish of Willoughby.
78. Is that between North Head and Middle Harbour ? Yea.
79. The name of Hunter’s Hill was never applied to the neck of country west or south
of Lane Cove ? In my experience, it has always been applied as a parish to that country
west and-----r
80. I am aware of the difference between the district and parish; I am speaking now of the
district of Hunter’s Hill. (The witness referred to the original grant which was handed
to him. hy the Chairman) ? I do not see in this old grant any mention of Hunter’s Hill.
81. It is confined to the district of the Field of Mars and the Eastern Farms? Yes.
82. Does your map shew tho common as it existed under that grant? I am not prepared
to say that there is no change whatever in the boundaries of the common, as held under the
present grant.
83. Are you aware whether, when the secoud grant was issued, consequent upon the lapsing
of that one, there was any alteration in tho boundaries of the common ? I do not believe
there is any material alteration, but I cannot say positively there was no alteration.!
84. Will you give us that information when you are correcting your evidence ? The
common is described in this grant at 5,060 acres; it is now estimated at 6,200.
85. I suppose you are aware that these descriptions were often contrary to facts ? Yes.
86. Are you able to give the Committee any information of the fact that that grant did
lapse ? No, I cannot say positively.
87. The land we were talking of as having been sold on the north of Lane Cove River,
■
within tho last ten years, at £10 an acre—this inferior land is not all sold, I presume? I
think the land to which I refer is nearly all sold.
88. Then, if I understand you, the land for two miles back is sold ? Yes, and the land at the
back of that was sold or granted long since.
89. If the proposed bridges should be built, and the proposed roads in connection with them
used, the land you speak of now, although on the other side of the Lane Cove River, and on
the other side of the common, would not bo much benefited by these bridges and roads ?
The land on the other side of the river?
90. That you say has been sold within the last ten years—would not these bridges benefit
these
•Note (on revision)In reference to this reply. I may add that land near the north-west end of
the common, and which was noted hy Sir. Galloway, in his survey of the common, as " soil and tiinher
very good," was sold in 1800 at about
per acre, some having realized as little as 25/-; some land
which bad been cultivated and built on sold at the same time, of course at higher rates.

t Note (on revision): I find that tho only change in the new common grant from the old
* common is tho exclusion of 30 acres of tho latter, which was sold, by mistake, by Government.
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^Es'”*Je£II1, ^ese People ? I do not think they would materially henefit the proprietors of land to which
_
you allude, though it would benefit the people higher up the Lane Cove Eiver, as they
would have to cross bv a nunt.
■>
■ 91. Would not these new bridges bo an advantage even to these people ? I do not consider
it would be a benefit to the proprietors of land to which I have alluded, except in so far as
they would partake of the general benefit that would result from the settlement of population
in their vicinity which might take place.
92. You think the reason why it would not benefit these people is that they would have the
river to cross, and must needs have a ferry ? That is oae reason ; the other is that Lane
Cove Eiver flows through what is almost a gorge. Tho land on its banks, except in patches,
is almost of a valueless character ; that which is of any value is more on the summit, on the
table land, and the access to Sydney by the ferry at Billy Blue’s Point would he far easier
than by the Parramatta Eiver.
93. Because of the precipitous banks ? Yes.
94. Then precipitous banks are of those things which make a ferry almost useless ? If
there were only one outlet, precipitous banks would not be a bar to a ferry; but if there
were another outlet, they would be a strong argument against the establishment of a ferry.
95. What is the nature of the approach to the river at the present punt—is it such as, in
your opinion, prevents people bringing down large loads of hay—would it be difficult to get
a large load of hay into the punt and to draw it up on the other side ? I think a load of
hay that might be taken by a team along a good road could not, with safety, be taken down
to tlie punt on the Parramatta Eiver.
96. I think you have stated that the common land which lies along the southern bank of
the Lane Cove Eiver, as far as you know, is better than the land on the other side which has
been selling for the last ten years ? No, I do not think I have stated that j but I do believe,
from the knowledge I have derived from the maps which have been so long under my obser
vation, and other sources, that a large proportion of the common is very superior to this
land I have spoken of.
97. Land on the other side has been realizing £10 an acre, and yet tbe occupants have not
had the facility of coming to Sydney except by a road by Billy Blue’s Point? Yes.
93. Do you not think the common land, if sold even with the present convenience we havc,
would be likely to bring as much as land on the other side two miles back from Lane Cove ?
I do not think it likely to fetch so much as that land did fetch, for landed property has not
increased in value of late years; and I am aware, from my observation, that the sale of this
land has been by a very slow process. People have merely bought it on speculation, because
there was so little Crown land still existing near Sydney. I am not aware that the land has
heen improved, and I am quite certain if the holders were now to sell, tlie land would not
realize tho same price.
99. You know the district of Eyde ? Yes.
100. Supposing it were as near to Sydney as any other place where gentlemen select sites for
country residences, what do you think of it as a picturesque locality—is it as good or better
than other localities round Sydney? I think it is almost as pretty a country as any in the
vicinity of Sydney; aud with this advantage, that it has better soil.
101. Do you not think it the most picturesque locality in the neighbourhood of Sydney ?
Wen, I think it is.
102. Of any at the same distance from Sydney ? Yes.
103. I suppose I may naturally infer from that, that if facilities for getting to and fro were
offered, many of the rich inhabitants of Sydney would prefer it to any other for their
country residences ? I think very likely it would become a favourite locality, but at tho same
time I think, for the greater part of the community it is at too great a distance for persons
who have to come to town daily.
104. Are you not aware that a good part of the common is within the municipality of
Hunter’s Hill ? I think very little, if any.
105. Does not the common extend down the Lane Cove Eiver to a point eastward, westward
of the municipality ? I am under the impression that the boundaries of the common and
of the municipality are almost identical.
106. By the Chairman: In speaking of this picturesque situation you refer, I presume, to
the vicinity of Eyde ? Yes.
107. You are not speaking of the situation of the common ? I think when it becomes
cleared and occupied, portions of the common may be perhaps as picturesque as the country
about Eyde.
108. Have you been over the common? No.
109. In point of fact, yon do not know the situation ? No.
110. You were speaking with reference to the ferry crossing Parramatta Eiver? Yes.
111. In what state was the road to and from the ferry, on both sides, when you last saw it ?
I think tho road on tbe south side of the river was in a very indifferent state, but on the
north side it was tolerably good.
112. Do you consider that tlie fact of having a tract of land set apart as a common, for the
use of residents, tends to enhance the value of their property? I think undoubtedly it tends
to enhance the value of the property.
113. Does it materially enhance the value of the property? I have already expressed my
opinion that if the common land were divided ——
.
114. r am not speaking of that, but speaking as a proprietor; do you imagine that the fact of
laud being set apart as a common tends to enhance the value of property in its neighbour
hood ? I say it would enhance its value.
115. Jiy Dr. Lang: I presume the degree in which it would enhance the value of tbe land
would depend upon the use the commoners could make of it ? No doubt.
-
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110. By the Chairman: With reference to the opinion you have hold of Mr. Langley, did A.G.M'Lean,
you at any time recommend to the Government that they should appoint any parties, indeE3Spendent of Mr, Langley, to value the common? I made the recommendation that Mr,
(jorrrinn, of ilessrs* Mort & Go., and Mr. Kiehardson, should make a valuation, and I have no
1362.
doubt that a much more reliable opinion of the value of the common would have been
made by this means, I promised to assist them, by having the boundaries of available
lana surveyed, to enable them to determine its extent,
117. By Mr. Langley ? I did not mention Mr. Langley, but probably ho might have been
employed.
°
118. You did not recommend Mr. Langley as a desirable person to value this common,
except in connection with these persons ? I think I did afterwards. Speaking from memory,
i think Mr. Itobertson said the Government did not desire to have such a precise valuation
as would be arrived at by the process I suggested; that it would be quite sufficient for some
surveyor, who knew something of the value of property, to ride over it and make a valuation,
and as Mr. Langley was a person who had had some employment from Government, and some
experience of the value of land, he being at that time, as well as at present, a land agent, I
employed him, to obtain from him information of the approximate value, as Mr, Robertson
desired.
119. From the first onset you recommended that Mr. Gorman and Mr. Richardson should
value the land, and that they should be accompanied by Mr. Langley as surveyor ? I do not
think 1 said Mr. Langley.
,
120. In point of fact, these are the parties you recommended as valuators ? Yes, and no one
can deny that their valuation would be more reliable than Mr. Langley's, or that of anv
other person in the Colony,
J
■'
™ference t(> the construction of these bridges that have heen contemplated, have
you had Parramatta River surveyed ? There has been no recent survey of the river itselfsome soundings have been taken at the suggested crossing-place.
’
122. By direction of the Government ? Yes.
letter^No* *5 ^°Ur 0®CC ^ ^os' ^ou
Eee that in the printed correspondence, at page 4,
124. That is with reference to the cost, not as to the most desirable situation—what I want
to know is whether the Government have had any actual survey, to decide which is the most
desirable place ? They have made no new surveys, but it was proposed to send the tracings
to Mr. Moriarty, and his estimate as to the probable cost would have had an influence as to
the determination of the site, but on other grounds the eastern site would be the most
suitable.
125. By Mr. Heydon: Do I understand you to say that is actually the shortest road ? The
shorter road of the two crossing-places.
126. Where is the other f At Bedlam Ferry.
127. By the Chairman: Then I understand you that there has heen no new survey of the
Parramatta River, to ascertain the depth, the width, and the cost of constructing a bridge ?
■No, the depth has been taken only at these two places.
128. And this site has been expressly recommended by Mr. Langley ? Yes, and I have no
reason to doubt that it would be tho most convenient,
129 By Mr Lackey: There are several commons set apart in various parts of the Colony,
for the use of the settlers and inhabitants in the vicinity ? Yes.
S
130 Has any instance come under your knowledge of any of these having been alienated for
particular purposes? Ho; I think a new grant was issued for Ham Common, and some
alterations of the boundaries may have been made, to make them accord the better with the
town of Richmond. Some few acres I think have been taken out of the common.
131. But not as a principle ? No.
■
132. Do you think the majority of tho occupants of the northern portions of tho Field of
Mars and the Eastern Farms would use this new road or the old road by Parramatta ? I
think the majority of the occupants of the-Field of Mars and Eastern Farms would use itbut the majority of tho northern and western district of the Field of Mars might be a portion
embracing 50 acres, or might be a portion embracing 200 or 300.
133 I presume you are of opinion that the population of Hunter’s Hill would bo conside
rably increased by the construction of these bridges ? Yes.
^ aV D0/7°U tlnnli;. ^ Possi.b]c any surveyor, who might be employed to survey the Field
of Mars Common, might be induced to put a favourable estimate upon it, in the hone of
getting the subdivision of it in the event of its sale? That is so very remote a con
tingency that I scarcely think it would be a sufficient inducement to put a favourable
estimate upon it.
r
13o. By Dr. tang: Supposing there are no instances in this Colony of commons bavin*
been divided by Act of Parliament, are there not many instances within tho last fifty or
one hundred years, of the discommoning of old commons in the Mother Country ? So far
as my information goes from reading, I believe to a very great extent commons have been
done away with and divided.
HomeS?° ^TJnqiiestion aMy11 ° preCedent in thia Col(mJb there is an abundance of precedents at
137. Arc these Acts of Parliament for discommoning the commons in England not based
upon toe general principle that land is much more valuable to tbe State, when held by
individuals, than when held in common by the community? I presume they are based
upon those principles, but I scarcely think it is a point upon which my opinion is of much
subject 1DS S° rem0te fr°m the SOene of actiolb ancl having no time to read upon the
138. By the Chairman: In tho event of the resumption of this common, how would you
propose
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A. G.MXean, propose to compensate tbe persons entitled to commonage? No doubt they would derire
^‘sth
compensation from the increased value that would be given to their properties.
139. Where would be the increased value—that would be a matter of opinion—In ease any
10 Jan., 1802. 0f fc]je pr0prjetora bbjggtech uj
way wouki y0U propose to compensate them ? It is a
subject to which I hare given very little consideration, but it did occur to me that a sort of
division of the common might be made, and that those persons who have a right to the use
of the northern and western end, near Parramatta, who think their property would not be
improved by the alienation, might retain a portion, while that portion nearest Sydney,
which is the most valuable, might be sold.
140. You consider that portion nearest Sydney the most valuable ? I consider it to be so,
from its situation.
ADDENDUM.
I think it right to add to this evidence an explanation of the reason why no survey of the Parramatta
Eiver was made, with a view to the selection of the bridge site, and in reference to which the Chairman
addressed to me some questions.
The present road by Bedlam Ecrry to Eyde, &c., follows the Parramatta or Main Western Hoad
for upwards of six miles, and in doing so runs south (by (Juorge-strect) from the centre of Sydney, and
heads Darling Harbour, Blackwattle Swamp, Johnstone’s Bay, Long Cove, and Iron Cove.
The object sought by the proposed erection of bridges is to lessen this distance, and the existing
Pyrinont and Globo Island Bridges obviate the necessity of heading the three first-named arms of the
harbour. By following a nearly direct line to Eyde, Long Cove is crossed at the narrowest and most
favourable point, and the most direct line thence to the centre of the district of Field of Mars and
Eastern Farms, would cross the Parramatta Eiver at the proposed site of the bridge, viz., Five Dock
Point.
It is only then necessary to consider whether any other spot possesses advantages over this
site, which should induce a deviation from the proposed and direct line. It is obvious to any person
having the slightest acquaintance with the river, that there is no point lower down than Five Dock
which possesses such advantages; and it is equally obvious that were the crossing above Hen and
Chicken Bay the road would he materially lengthened, and would he useless, or nearly so, to all the
eastern part of the districts referred to.
The question is thus narrowed to that of crossing at Bedlam Point, at or near Blackwall, and at
Five Dock Point, and although the road to the two former would have to head Five Dock Bay, and
would therefore he considerably longer, I had an examination of it made, and a section of the river at
Bedlam Point taken.
■
From this examination, it appears that the land at the head of Five Dock Bay is low and
unsuitable for a road.; that a road there would interfere with many enclosures, through which it could
not, under the Act, be carried contrary to the' wishes of the owners, and that the water is considerably
deeper than at Five Dock Point, which, subject of course to the Eeport of the Officer of the AVorks
Department, as to relative cost of bridges, is, in my opinion, unquestionably the best site, and to
which the road may be opened without objection on the part of the parties owning the land.
.
t
A. G. M'LEAX.
21 January.

Jules Joubert, Esq., called in and examined:—
J. Joubcrt, 141. By the Chairman: Yon are Secretary to the Committee having for its object the
Esq.
building of bridges across Long Cove and Parramatta River, the eelling the Field of Mars
- Common, and expending the proceeds in the above object? Yes.
10 Jan., 1862,142. Where do you reside ? At Hunter’s Hill.
'
14J5. Are you a landholder ? Yes.
144. To what extent? Ten or fifteen acres.
145. What means of transit have you from Sydney to Hunter’s Hill ? By boats, and also
by a punt across Bedlam Ferry.
14G. In speaking of boats do yon mean ordinary boats or steamboats? Steamboats when
you can get them, and other boats when you cannot.
147. Are steamboats plying regularly on the river ? Very irregularly.
'
148. Bo they ply daily ? Yes.
149. How many times a-day ? Three times up and three times down.
150. When you speak of irregularly, do you mean to say that they do not ply daily, or do
you refer to the hours at which they ply ? I mean to say that we are at' present entirely at
the mercy of the owners of the steamers.
■
151. I am speaking of the irregularity—I wish to know what you mean by regularly or
irregularly—whether you mean daily or during the day ?' I mean that the hour at which
the boat starts from Sydney is constantly changed; sometimes it is six o’clock, at another
four, at another five, and at another a quarter past five, and so on.
152. Do the proprietors of the steamboat give notice of tbo changes ? Sometimes.
153. How far is it from Sydney to Hunter's Hill ? Which way ? 1
154. You say generally your mode of transit is hy boats ? Four miles and a half.
155. Your general means of transit is by steamboat? By steamboat. I am speaking
personally.
156. How long does it take a steamer to pass from Sydney to Hunter’s Hill ? About half
nn hour—under half an hour.
157. How much under ? Two or three minutes. .
158. What is the fare from Sydney to Hunter’s Hill ? Eighteen-pence.
' '
159. What is the contract fare ? a£l a month.
160. What particular privilege have you by contracting—are you at liberty to go up and
down six times, or only once a day ? As often as the steamer plies.
161. Six times a day for £1 a month? You could not do it six times, because some
times one boat leaves before the other arrives; however you can go as often as you like.
162. Being the secretary for the Construction of these bridges, do you consider that if these
bridges were erected over Iron Cove and the Parramatta River, they would materially
increase the value of property at Hunter’s Hill ? Most materially. .
1
. -
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163. To what extent do you consider ? I can hardly form an idea to what extent; it would J. Joubcrt,
increase it to any extent; it would render the property at Hunter’s Hill, which would then ho
^■s3'
within four miles of Sydney, equal in value to that of Point Piper, which is now at a
distance of five miles and a half.
19 Jan., I8(>2.
164. That is your opinion—I suppose you have got no proof—it is merely a casual opinion
of your own ? It is my opinion ; and I have dealt in iand in the suburbs of Sydney to a
large extent within the last ten years.
165. I believe you act os a builder—that in fact you buy land, erect cottages, and then sell
them with the land ? Yes.
166. Ho you know from your owu knowledge the boundaries of the Field of Mars Common ?
Yes.
167. Ho you know how far north the boundaries of the Field of Mars Common extend ?
Yes, the boundaries have been shewn to me at the northern end by residents in the
neighbourhood.
*
168. How do you know they know ? Faith is everything.
169. You believe they were pointed out to you? 1 believe they were pointed out to me.
170. You do not know of your own knowledge? I do not believe anyone in the Colony
could say exactly where the boundary is, without the common were properly surveyed, but
1 know where the boundary is, I dare say, within a quarter of a mile.
171. You have been round the boundaries ? I have been round most of them. I believe I
know the common as well as most people.
172. By Dr. Lang: Is it your opinion that the commoners derive very important advan
tages from their right of commonage ? I believe with very, very, very, few exceptions, they
do not derive any whatever.
173. Bo the advantages they do derive consist of the right of depasturing stock upon it?
No, I think that has entirely fallen away, from the want of grass ; a few may derive advan
tage by cutting a few saplings for firewood, and getting Christmas-bushes to bring to Sydney
once a-year.
174. Ho you not suppose that the loss of their present privilege would he a great calamity
to the commoners generally ? I think it would be quite the reverse.
175. Ho you think the construction of the proposed bridges would greatly enhance the value
of the property of all the commoners? I believe so.
.
176. Have you been over the common generally ? Very often. '
'
177. What is the character of the land so far as you have seen it ? That portion of the
common which is bounded by Lane Cove River is, to about varying from a quarter of a
mile to half a mile, rocky table land fit for building purposes; the rest of. it goes on
.
improving as you go southerly to the settled districts of ilyde and Pennant Hills, and when
it arrives at. that boundary it is equal in quality to the lands forming those districts.
178. Ho you think if it were subdivided into small farms it would constitute eligible
properties for small settlors? I think so.
179. Or for the erection of villas ? I think, taking it as a whole, the common is a very
saleable property for small farms, dairies, and building sites.
180. Would the construction of these bridges generally enhance the value of the land now
forming the common itself? Decidedly.
181. Ho you know generally the persons who have, under the grant, rights of commonage ?
I know many of them.
182. Would it be difficult to ascertain the number of persons having rights of commonage
under the grant? It might be ascertained; I can only speak of those who come under my
own jurisdiction, as having to do with the municipality.
183. Are you aware whether those of them you know are generally in favour of the proposed
improvements ? I think nearly all are in favour of them.
184. Supposing that a majority of those at the other extremity of the common were opposed
to the proposed improvement, do you think it would be pratieable to divide the common,
so as to reserve a portion of it for their use ? The impracticability of the division of the
common, in my opinion, lies in this, that the portion of the common that would be
reserved as a common, by the people at the other end, would not bo just, inasmuch as they
would derive as much benefit from the bridge and road as the others, and would not
sacrifice a jot of their right in the common.
185. Ho you think the principle of compensation would be acted upon, in regard to those of
the commoners who conceived that the improvements would subject them to considerable
loss ? I think they would be amply compensated by the fact not only of having a more easy
and direct route to Sydney, but by having a large population brought to their doors, which
must enhance the value of their property.
186. You do not think they would be entitled to any direct pecuniary compensation ? No.
187. By Mr. Sietaart: Have you any knowledge of any extent of country beyond that which
is likely to be opened up ? I have ridden over it, but not enough to give an opinion.
188. The district you are acquainted with is likely to gain considerable advantage? Yes;
the advantage of the road, and of there being six or seven thousand acres built upon and
improved.
189. By Dr. Lang: What is your opinion of Mr. Langley's valuation of the common—do
yon think he has over-estimated its value? I think he has undervalued it. I speak from
my own experience as having dabbled a good deal in land speculations in that district, on
both sides of the river.
_
190. By the Chairman: In speaking of having dabbled iu land speculations on both sides of
the river, do you refer to the immediate district of Hunter’s Hill ? I speak of the.district
of Hunter's Hill, and of the north side of the Lane Cove River.
.
.
191. Supposing these parties who are entitled to the use of the common were to surrender
292—C ’
'
their
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J. Joubert, their right, and the Government were to sell the common, and the proceeds were to bo
Esq.
expended in the erection of these bridges, do you imagine that these parties, having given
up the right of the common, should pay toll for crossing those bridges ? No, I do not think
10 Jan., 1802, tl,ey ought t0 pay to]1_
192, In point of fact you think they ought to be free ? Yes.
193, How would you distinguish between parties originally entitled to commonage and
others ? I would make the bridge open to everybody. We are all commoners in this world.
194, By Dr. Lang: Do you think the construction of these bridges would he an important
benefit to the City of Sydney, as well as to the inhabitants of the country beyond the river ?
I think so. It would benefit not only the district to which the Field of Mars belongs, hut
also Sydney, and in fact as far north as you like to go in Australia, for if this saves four or
five miles distance, it is a benefit to all who travel.
'
195. By the Chairman: Would you allow those parties who have no right of commonage
similar privileges to those who have ? What privilege do you mean—the privilege of going
over the bridge without paying for it ? Certainly.
t
196. By Mr. Stewart: How do you propose to meet the expense of wear and tear—out of
the general revenne ? Yes. I do not think 1 am a judge of such an important question.
197. Perhaps the surplus of the amount derived from the sale of these lands wonld form a
fund to meet that ? Yes.
_
^
198. By the Chairman: W’ould you sell the common previous to building the bridges? No.
199. You would build the bridges before the sale of the common took place ? I would sell
the common from the time of passing the Bill.
200. I ask you whether yon wonld build the bridges previous to the sale of the common ?
I would begin the building of the bridges.
_ _
201. How do you propose the necessary funds should be raised for the purpose of building
bridges? By means of debentures made payable in a certain number of years; and during
the time that would elapse between this and the debentures becoming due, tbo Field of Mars
should be placed in the market, so as to meet the debentures when they became due. I
believe if that plan were followed there would be ample funds.
_
202. You propose that the Government should raise the necessary money to build the
bridges, and that in the course of twelve, fifteen, or twenty years, the common should be
_
_ _
sold ? Yes.
203. You think that if the common were sold before the bridges were built it would not
fulfil the intention ? It would, but not so well; if the bridges were built the land must
improve and fetch much larger prices.
204. By Mr. Ueydon: You have been one of the promoters of this project from almost the
■commencement? Yes.
_
_
205. You and your brother have been residents at Hunter’s Hill for some time ? Yes, for
many years.
206. For how many? Since 1846.
207. Was it then populated to anything like the extent it is now ? No ; there were one or
two small huts in the neighbourhood. We took Mrs. Beiby’s place.
.
208. Do you know whether Parramatta River was anything like a fashionable suburb at
that time ? No.
209. Did any of our gentry live up the river then? Yes, a few.
210. Did Mr. Darvall ? Yes.
.
211. Where did he live ? Either where Mr. Shepherd lives or higher up; there were a
few near Parramatta, but none whatever from Kissing Point downwards.
_
212. Were the steamers running to Hunter’s Hill at that time ? They were running past,
but did not stop.
_
213. Where did they stop ? At Kissing Point only.
_
214. Speaking of Hunter’s Hill, how lately have you had steamers calling there ? Five
years and a half or six years.
_
, .
215. Do yon know how many inhabitants there are in Hunter’s Hill Municipality ? 420.
216. Is that considerably more than there were when the steamer began to run ? Yes.
217. How many? If there are 420 now, 415 more than there were then.
_
218. Then do you attribute the increase in the population of Hunter a Hill to the stopping
of the steamer there ? I believe it has sprung up within the last seven years.
.
219. Before the steamer was plying regularly of course you had to come to Sydney in
sailing boats? Or in pulling boats.
220. What is now the Municipality of Hunter’s Hill has come into being within the last
5 years? It has, principally, within the last 5 or 6 years.
_
221. You attribute the increase of population to the circumstance that there is now the
means of getting to Sydney quickly ? Yes.
222. Before the steamer stopped there, what means had persons who removed there from
Sydney of getting their goods taken there ? By the Parramatta Road, and then across the
punt, or by open boats.
^
223. Do you reside on the Parramatta River, or on Lane Cove ? I reside on the Lane Love
side,
224. Within the municipality of course ? Yes.
225. Are you within the boundaries of the common ? My brother’s fence is on the limits of
the common, and be is between me and the common.
226. His property is on the Lane Cove River ? Yes.
_
227. You have sold property in your immediate neighbourhood since you began to build
there,—what price has improved property brought ? The last sale I had was at auction in
Sydney, and it fetched £130 an acre.
228.
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228. Do you know of any sales on the other side ? Yesj I have been acting as agent in J. Joubcrt,
the sole of land on the other side—within the last eight months it has sold for £100.
Es<b
229. When I say the other side I mean Parramatta Kiver ? Yes.
'-----'"■"“x
230. Was that land belonging to Mr. Foss ? Yes.
*
10 Jan., 1862.
231. Was there any quantity of it ? It was sold in pieces of one acre at a time.
232. Is the property that is close to your brother's fence—the land of the common—as
good as what you have sold, for saleable purposes ? Looking at it as land it is better j but
not so good for sale, on account of its being farther from the steam wharf.
233. The.municipality lies between the common and the steam wharf at present? Yes.
234. Does the municipality go down to Onion’s Wharf? It begins at the Great North
Dead ; is bounded on one side by the Parramatta River, on the other by Lane Cove, and a
small portion of it by the Field of Mars Common.
235. At present the ground situated within the municipality is of more or less value
according as it is distant from the steam wharf—if those bridges were built would that
portion which abuts upon the municipality, and which would be nearer to the bridge than
the municipality itself, be increased in value in the same ratio that the ground in the
municipality is increased by the steam wharf? I think it will benefit that land more than
it will the municipality itself.
236. Is there some Government land in the neighbourhood there ? There is a large portion
of land known as the Asylum Reserve, upon which the proposed bridge abuts, or the road
passes.
237. There has been some talk about the advantages of the common, and the sacrifice which
would be made by the commoners if they gave up this land for the building of bridges—I
believe you are Chairman of the Municipality ? I am.
238. Do you know the opinion of the people who live in this place upon this matter? I
think I do.
239. Can you tell me whether these four hundred and twenty people in the municipality
derive any advantage from the common ? I think, with two or three exceptions, there are
none derive any advantage whatever. I could name the exceptions.
240. Do they not derive advantage from firewood ? A very few—one or two.
241. Are there people in that neiglibourhocd whose cows run on the common? No; I
keep cows, but I should be sorry to put them on the common.
242. Why? First, because they would starve; and secondly, because they might be lost,
as I know to my own cost.
243. Did you ever lose any ? One, the only one I ever put on it.
244. Was that lately ? About three years ago.
,
245. You say there is no grass ? No.
246. And no cows to eat it down ? I believe there are a few cows doing penance on it, but
there is no grass for them to eat.
247. Is there any portion of the land of the common leased at your end? Yes, I believe
my brother is the only person who has leased it at our end.
248. Do you know what he uses it for ? I believe he encroached on the common whilst
fencing his property, and would rather lease that portion than remove his fence at present.
249. Are there not a number of persons who are cutting timber there—have they not leases?
I do not know whether they have leases; I know a number were cutting timber there.
250. What timber do they out ? Firewood and saplings.
251. Do they cut it for the people of the municipality ? No, they take it by boat into
Sydney.
252. And they have no leases? I do not know whether they.have or not; I believe not.
253. Is there much of this wood brought to Sydney, do you know? I should think there
is; in fact, some time ago, my brother and myself undertook the task of numbering the
boats that went daily up and down Lane Cove, and we found there were about five boats of
from three to five tons each went up with one tide and back with another.
254. Perhaps these people came from other parts of Lane Cove—from land on the other
side ? From my knowledge of the river I should say no, for there are large stacks of wood to
be seen always on the southern side of the river.
255. Then they must carry on this cutting of timber openly, if there are large stacks of wood
on the side of the river? Yes, quite openly.
256. It has been said to-day—not hero hut out of doors—that the common is the resort of a
great many vagrants; an old resident like you ought to be able to tell us a great deal on that
subject? Up to within the last few days it was the most grievous nuisance that was attached
to the Field of Mars Common being left as a common. My house facing the Lane Cove
River, I am compelled constantly to witness scenes of depravity, and to hear blasphemy and
obscenity from those who pass down the river, especially on Saturdays and holidays.
257. Do you know whether these people live on the common ? I can see from my own
window that they reside on the common. I can point out the spot where they live.
258. When you say up to within a small space of time, do you mean that the state of things
has altered lately ? I have been informed by very good authority that, at the request of the
trustees, within the last few weeks they have been caused to be removed, and have been
removed, but I tbink they will soon be back again at their old haunts.
.
259. Do you know whether that was at or before the time when it was asserted in the Legis
lative Assembly that it was false ? Some of them were residing there at Christmas, within
a fortnight back,
260. I ask you whether you are aware of its having been denied in the Legislative Assembly
that the assertion of the promoters of the Bill was untrue ? (The Chairman oi/cciet? to the
question.')
261.
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261. Tou Lave had a great deal to do with the buying and selling of land in and about
Sydney, and the neighbourhood on which you reside ? Yes.
262, You have seen what Mr. Langley has reported about the value of the common—do you
l>e];eT0 it will fetch more than he has valued it at ? I think the common, taking it as it
stands now, on the whole, is certainly worth more than £5 an acre.
263. Have you heard of any offer having been made on the part of any gentlemen to specu
late in buying the common, and to undertake the building of the bridges? I bavc been
authorized to make, aud I have made, an offer, verbally, to the Government, of the sum of
£30,000 for the whole of the Field of Mars Common as it stands now, and the offer now
stands good.
,
264. You have made a Iona fide offer ? I have.
1
265. Without any conditions at all ? Without any conditions whatever.
266. Without a stipulation that bridges be built? Yes; the second offer was, that if the
Government liked it better, the Company would take the Field of Mars, and in consideration
of the grant would cause the two bridges to be erected, and the road in connection therewith
to be formed.
_
,
267. That is, private individuals offered to build these bridges in return for the land ? Yes.
268. I do not want to ask who these individuals are, but, from what you know of them, are
you prepared to say they aro persons who can fairly be depended upon, that their offer
would be carried out ? They offered cash, and were prepared to give cash for it.
'
269. You say that Hunter’s Hill owes its great increase in population to the stopping of the
steamer there regularly—what then makes the people of Hunter’s Hill wish so much for the
bridges? I do not think the people of Hunter's Hill aro particularly anxious for the
bridges ; they are more anxious to get rid of the common.
270. Why ? Because they would derive more benefit from the common being sold and
occupied than they wonld from a bridge communication.
.
'
271. How would that benefit them ? It would enlarge the municipality, it would of course
increase the amount of rates collected, and therefore enable them to make further improve
ments, and unite them to other villages in the neighbourhood, from which they are now
separated by the common lying between them.
272. You think that even without these bridges the sale of the common would be an advan
tage, because it would bring a greater number of people to live in the neighbourhood ? Yes.
273. Bo you know anything of the Parramatta Kiver up above Tarban Creek, and of tbo
people living there? Yes, I know a few of the people.
_
274. Bo you think they would participate in advantages similar to those which you have
said would be guiued by the people of Hunter’s Hill, by the sale of land ? I think they
would.
_ ‘
275. Bo you know so much of the district as to say whether the existence of that land as
waste land prevents population increasing on tho banks of the Parramatta River, and the
establishment of Schools of Art, schools for children, and other means of social and moral
improvement? Yes, because the lands in the neighbourhood are in the hands of a few.
*
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Jules Joubert, Esq., further examined:—
1
J. Joubert, 27G. ify Mr. Heydon: On Friday last you told us that the common was valueless for
grazing purposes, but afterwards you said what appeared somewhat inconsistent with that
13Tl8G‘> statement, namely, that some of the land you thought was valuable for dairy purposes—can
an”'
"" you explain that seeming inconsistency ? In its present state, owing to the timber having
been cut and cut over again, the roots have thrown up numberless saplings and low scrub,
which has destroyed the grass that might have been on the ground when it was open forest;
but evidently, if it were cut up and portions were sold in small farms, it is natural to
suppose the holders would cause tho ground to be stumped and cultivated, and artificial
grasses could be grown on it, as it is on the Continent, and iu a great many other parts of
the world. In fact, at Hunter’s Hill, where we reside now, which was certainly one of the
mpst barren spots in New South Wales, we have managed by a little industry, to grow green
stuff enough to keep cows and horses.
277. If those bridges should be built, will the municipality of Hunter’s Hill benefit by this
project more than any other portion of tho country between Parramatta and Hunter s Hill ?
My opinion is that it will benefit less than any other, because from its geographical position,
it is further from the bridge than most of the other districts concerned; and secondly,
because we have no produce to take to market; whereas the other districts connected with
the Field of Mars are known to be some of the richest in fruit, hay, and any other produce
the ground can yield to the farmer.
1
.
278. Will people residing at Hunter’s Hill, having occasion to go to Sydney by land, derive
so much benefit from the proposed road, in the way of shortening the distance, as persons
situated
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situated further up the river? I do not think it will shorten the road to them so much os J- Jouhcrt,
to those of Ryde and Grladesville, but it will shorten the present distance four or five miles.
270. The benefit to the districts further up will be greater? Yes.
280. Because they will bo nearer to the bridges? Tes; and they have more need of coman'’
munic.nion than we have.
.
281. You have been residing in the district of Hunter’s Hill a good many years, you have
told us, and you have seen the number of inhabitants rise from four or five to four or five
hundred—during that time have you felt, or have the inhabitants in that neighbourhood
felt, the want of those institutions which people have in Sydney, or in better populated
districts, such as Schools of Arts, schools for children, places for hearing concerts, or those
other civilising institutions? Yea, we have not only felt the want of them, but made
several strong attempts to establish them] hut our population is so small that it is impos
sible to have them in our own circle, and of course we cannot enjoy them because there are
not the means of going to town after dark. The present communication answers all purposes
as far as business is concerned, but after business hours wo must be locked up at borne
without any possible means of attending these things.
282. Before the Committee on Friday, respecting tho boundary of the municipality, I asked
Mr. M'Lcan, the Surveyor General, if the eastern boundary of the common did not go
further east than the western boundary of the municipality, and he said, looking at the old
map, it did not—are you in a position, with that map before you {Vc/emViy to a map on the
tabic) to tell us whether it does or not ? ■ Yes; I have brought it for the purpose of shewing
the Committee the exact position of the municipality in connection with the common.
(hfap exhibited and explained )
283. Bp the Chairman: Poes any portion of the Field of Mars Common come within the
municipality of Hunter’s Hill ? It bounds the municipality.
284. Is there any portion of the-Field of Mars Common within the boundary of the
municipality of Hunter’s Hill? It bounds the municipality of Hunter’s Hill.
285. It is not within it? No.
286. By Mr. Heydon: Ls not the eastern boundary of the common further east than the
western boundary of the municipality ? Decidedly; and this plan shews it better than any
answer of mine can explain. This is a plan made by order of the municipality, for tho work
of that corporate body; it takes in the whole municipality.
287. By Dr. Bang: Will you describe the line that forms the actual boundary betjveen the
common and the municipality ? (The witness pointed out the line on ike map.)
288. By Mr. Heydon: Then, in point of fact, the common does overlap the municipality iu
respect to cast and west—the eastern boundary is more east than the western boundary of
the municipality ? Yes,
289. Is the common land between the Lane Cove River and the northern boundary of the
municipality as valuable as the land iu the municipality? That portion of the common is,
in my opinion, of better quality than the land of the municipality adjoining it, and close to
the water side of Lane Cove River it is equal.
290. You have already told us the value of the land within the municipality—what it has
absolutely been sold for ? The land I alluded to in my former evidence was land in the
heart of the municipality, nearer to tKe'Hunter’S'Hill'Ferry‘Wharf; but the land which
has been sold adjoining the Field of Mars Common has been sold at an average of £25 an
acre latterly.
* * ' ,
'
\
291. Pardon me, I do not wish to contradict you in your evidence, but I think you told us
before that your brother had iand adjoining tho common, and that you had land adjoining him,
which you had sold 'at a certain figure, and that you considered his land adjoining yours, and
also the land of the common that adjoined him, to be equal in value to what you sold yours
for—will you shew us the land on the map which you spoke of as adjoining your brothers ?
This is the land (pointing to the map!)
'
^
* 292. That is not common land ? No.
.
,
293. You led us to believe that the land your brother had was adjoining the Common, that
he had a lease of some portion of it, in fact, in consequence of having put his fence too far
out—where is that land ? This is tho land (pointing to the map.)
294. Then it is not, in fact, tho land you spoke of before—it is not the same land which is
adjoining your land? There is a quarter of a mile between the two.
295. Can you tell us what other land bounds the municipality ? There is a large block of
Government land, called the Lunatic Asylum Reserve, to the south of the municipality.
296. Do you think that is of equal value to the general run of land in the municipality?
Decidedly.
297. Under present circumstances? It is equal in value, if not superior, by its position
facing the Parramatta River.
29S. Do you know how many acres are contained in that reserve ? No.
299. Will you be kind enough to show where the proposed bridge is to he erected ? Here
(pointing to the map.)

300. On the Asylum Reserve ? Yes.
301. Is it not likely that the land immediately close to the bridge will be most benefited by
the proposed bridge ? I should tbink so.
302. Therefore, the Government would be the immediate gainers in this case, and not the
municipality of Hunter’s Hill ? Yes. This shews you forcibly what 1 stated a moment
ago, that Hunter’s Hill proper was geographically a long way from the proposed rood.
303. You mean that portion which is the township at present, as distinguished from that
which is as yet unimproved ? Yes.
304. By Dr. Lang: How would the approach from Hunter’s Hill be carried to the proposed
bridge
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J. Joubert, bridge? Either by forming a bridge, at the expense of the municipality, across Tarban
Esq.
Creek, or by making an application to the Government to carry this main road, which is
now called the road leading from the Parramatta Road to Onion’s Point, past the Asylum.
■
an.,
gy jlfr. Heydon : What land bounds the municipality on the western side beside the
common ? The township of Gladesvillc.
30G. Is that a Government township? No.
307. It is not a municipality ? No.
308. The western boundary of your municipality of Hunter’s Hill is Gladesvillc and the
common ? Gladesvillc and a portion of the common.
309. I asked you just now about the means for intellectual improvement in your district,
and you said something, but I thought you were going to say more, in reference to schools,
and Schools of Arts, and such like? I told you of the impracticability of our having these
of our own, owing to the small size of our municipality, and of the impossibility of our
attending any lectures, or any Schools of Arts that may take place in the adjoining villages,
on account of the great waste of land that lies between us.
310. Across the common ? Across the common.
311. There are no roads across the common, of course? Only mere cart tracks; I believe
there are schools, and sometimes lectures are given in the neighbouring villages, but it is
impossible at night for one to find one’s way across the common.
312. Are you aware whether the management of the common hy Trustees is satisfactory to
the commoners. I believe not.
•
■313. Do you know whether it is or not? I think it is quite the reverse.
314. In the event of the commoners being dissatisfied with the trustees, have the com
moners any means of taking the matter into their own hands so as to manage it as they
should wish ?
[The Chairman objected to ike question.
deliberated.
Witness recalled.]

Witness ordered to withdraw.

Committee

315. Are you aware that the commoners, under the Commonage Act, have no power to
remove incompetent or obnoxious trustees, or of calling them to account in any way ? May
I he allowed to look at the Act referred to? (Ac/ II Victoria, No. 31, handed to witness).
Under this Act, as Secretary to the Committee on Roads and Bridges, I have inquired into
the matter, and we have uo redress whatever against the trustees; they aro appointed for
life.
,
316. Does the Commonage Act allow a power to the trustees of levying taxes on the com
moners ? I believe so,
317. Are you not sure about it ? According to my reading of tho Act it does, hut I am not
a lawyer.
318. Then, in point of fact, the trustees arc in office for life, aud yet they have the power
of taxing the commoners? Yes.
319. And cannot he called to account in any way for their doings? No.
320. And the commoners generally, so far as yon know them, are dissatisfied with the pre
sent management? Quite so.
321. Are you aware that they are so dissatisfied that they would rather sell the common
than go on in the present state of affairs ? lam positive that is the case.
322. Have you heard any recent expression of public opinion to that effect? I have.
323. Where and when ? At every meeting that has been held, iu the neighbourhood on
anything connected with the Field of Mars Common affairs, and almost every day every
where.
324. Do you know there was a meeting of the commoners so recently as last Saturday? I do.
325. Was it numerously attended? It was.
326. Regularly called by the trustees? Yes.
327. Was there a resolution with reference to this matter passed at that meeting? What
matter do you mean ?
328,.Selling the common and building bridges? There was.
'329. To what purport was it? That the Field of Mars Common should be alienated, and
with the proceeds roads and bridges should he made, to connect the north side of the Parra
matta River hy a more direct route to Sydney.
330. Was the meeting unanimous on the point? Quite unanimous.
331. Can you form an opinion of the number of persons who attended it ? I should think
between 100 and 150.
332. By the Chairman: You say the commoners entitled to the Field of Mars Common
aro unanimous in their wish to surrender it? I said that those that were within my district
were unanimous, and I have heard an expression of opinion from a great many others in the
immediate neighbourhood of my district, as well as in my district, and they are quite
unanimous.
333. I believe petitions have been got up in favour of the surrender of the common ? Yes. «
334. Have there been any counter-petitions ? I believe there have been counter-petitions;
I have seen them.
335. Have you seen the signatures? -----330. Do you suppose they were commoners ? Not all of them.
337. Do you know who are commoners and who are not ? In reading through the names I
detected a great many names that in my opinion were not commoners.
338. Here is a petition representing to emanate from " landholders and other resident
inhabitants having an interest in the Field of Mars and Hunter’s Hill Common.” It states,
“ That your Petitioners consider that the resumption of the common lands would he preju" dicial to their interests, inasmuch as such a measure would deprive them of commjnage

“ right.
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" right,, as well as the advantages arising from depasturing cows, and procuring firewood and J. Joubcrt,
Esq.
“ timber for building and fencing, whilst at the same time a number of those tenants, to
" whom the Trustees have leased portions of the common, in accordance with the Act of
" Council, would be deprived of their subsistence by the proposed resumption”—You are
^an-’ 1®e2’
aware of that ? Yes.
339. Then in point of fact, the statement that the commoners are unanimous, or nearly
unanimous, in reference to the resumption of the common, is not strictly the fact ? I only
speak of the facts that have come within my own notice. What I have seen myself I judge
from. This petition is signed by a great many who are not commoners.
340. That is not the question. Am I to understand you that, as far as you have given your
evidence, you have merely given it as your opinion ? Of course I can only speak as far as
my opinion goes.
341. You state that the proposed bridge would be of more importance to the other portions
of the district than it would be to Hunter’s Hill, inasmuch as it is nearer to tho other
districts? Yes.
342. Now will you be kind enough to point out on the map where the proposed bridge is to
be, and which is the municipality of Hunter’s Hill ? (2’Ac witness did as requested.)
343. It docs not extend over this Tarban Reserve ? This Asylum Reserve is Government
land.
.
344. Rocs it embrace these allotments of land as far as Bedlam Ferry ? It does.
345. In point of fact, therefore, the municipality comes as far as Bedlam Ferry? Yes.
346. Where do you say the bridge will be? (The witness pointed it out.)
347. Then, in point of fact, tbe bridge proposes to come immediately into the municipality
of Hunter’s Hill ? Yes.
348. Then how do you make out that this bridge will be of more advantage to the other
districts than to Hunter’s Hill, when, in point of fact, it comes within the municipality ?
The qualification of my answer explained that, inasmuch as I stated that it comes at one end
of the municipality, which is at present a waste and unimproved. The municipality proper
is round about the Hunter’s Hill Steam Ferry Wharf; and the bridge would be of more use
to the localities that have produce to take to market than to Hunter’s Hill, between which
and Sydney the communication by steamer is sufficient for business purposes, and which has
no produce to take to market. It is these producing districts that keep up the punt now;
the people of Hunter’s Hill do not use it; no person from there goes across the punt once in
six months, whereas it is working day and night for the benefit of the agriculturists and hor
ticulturists of the other districts. This portion of the municipality is now unimproved. If
you take the municipality from the boundary of the Asylum Reserve, adjoining Mr. Huntley’s
land, and go as far as the Field of Mars Common, you will not find three habitations, whereas
if you take it from Tarban Creek to Onion’s Point you will find three or four hundred
people.
349. What is the general character of the land immediately abutting on the road adjoining
the municipality? I believe it is pretty good ; it is under cultivation as orchards and vine
yards.
*
350. How far up the Parramatta River ? Past Kissing Point and Pennant Hills; in fact,
as far as Parramatta.
351. Then the whole country intervening between the road connecting the punt and Pennant
Hills is under cultivation ? Most of it.
352. And studded with orchards and vineyards? Yes.
353. Closely studded with orchards ? Yes.
354. Are you aware whether the produce of these districts that you are referring to, pro
ducing fruit and so on, comes to Sydney by water or by land? I should think one-half
comes by water and the other half by land at present,
355. Are you aware whether a great deal goes by steamer? Yes.
356. Are you aware that a great deal goes by private boats ? Yes.
357. And you are aware that a great deal goes by the ferry ? Yes.
358. Do you know what the ferry is leased for—what the annual income arising from the
ferry is ? I do not.
359. Am I to understand, from your answer this morning, in reference to the land imme
diately abutting on the common, that that is not the land that sold at the high price you
named the other day, £100 an acre and so on ? You mean the land I have sold myself.
360. No, what you referred to the other' day—this land abutting on the common is not the
land you referred to ? No, it is not.
301. Are you aware whether Government reserves, and that particular reserve for the
benefit of the Asylum, is open for sale? I believe not.
302, Ro you consider that facilities for attending Schools of Arts and various other institu
tions, should be given at the cost of the public ? Certainly; it is pro lono publico that
those establishments are open.
363. You consider that facilities should be made for attending these places at the expense of
the public—paid for out of the general revenue? No, at the expense of those who are
going to derive benefit from them.
364. Then they should bo paid for by tbe parties themselves ? What parties?
365. I asked whether you consider that the expense of giving facilities for attending Schools
of Arts and other institutions should be paid for out of the general revenue ? No, I
answered they should be borne by those who arc going to derive the benefit of those iusti-tutions.
366. You say the trustees are appointed for life? Yes.
367. Are they appointed for life? I believe so.

308.
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368. Is there no way of removing them ? Except hy annihilating the common.
369. Is there no possibility of removing them by appealing to a Court of Equity ? Really
it is a question I could not answer. They might j but I suppose the process would be a
IS Jan., 1EG2. very jong
expensive one.
370. Is it open to them to resign ? Yes.
_
371. And do you think that it is possible, by harassing trustees, that you could induce them
to abandon their trust? I doubt that very much.
372. You think they would not give up? I do not think they would. I think it has been
tried.
,
373. They have been harassed then ? I do not know what you mean by the word harassed.
374. I asked the question whether you thought it possible by harassing trustees that you
could induce them to resign, and you suy you thiuk that has been tried ? Yes. ^ .
375. I think you stated at the last meeting, when you were examined, that within the last 10
years, the population of what is now the Municipality of Huntei’s Hill had increased from
10 to 450 persons ? Yes.
376. Are all these landholders ? Landholders or leaseholders.
377. How many houses are there within the Municipality ? I think between 100 and 170
or 180 ; I could not tell exactly, for they are springing up every day,
378. How many adults are there? Really I could not answer these questions correctly
enough to satisfy you.
_
379 How many would you suppose? Close upon 180 or 200, f think.
380. That is merely your opinion ? Yes; I have not seen the Census.
381. Then are wc to understand that the children in the Municipality of Hunter's Hill are
landholders ? I suppose not; they will be,
382. How do you come to the conclusion that there are about 450 landholders, and so few
adults? Perhaps, before going any further.in answering questions, either from the
Committee or Mr. Heydon, I may be allowed to beg that in the answers that I may give
to any questions put to me, I may he allowed to qualify, if necessary, inasmuch as 1 am not
English born, though I have been many years in this Colony, and therefore a great many
questions may be put to me the true sense of which may escape me at the moment; for
instance, when I answered that 450 were landholders, it is evident I never intended to
convey that infants in arms were landholders. If there are only 180 or 200 adults, of
course only those can be virtually landholders. I desire to answer every question to the best
of my ability, and I should be sorry that any answer should be taken as prevarication, when
it was not intended to bo so.
_
_
383. Then we are to understand that in consequence of your not being English, the evidence
you. are giving here is not to be considered strictly correct? I beg your pardon, I did not
say so. In order that my evidence may be true and correct, I wish to have tbe questions
put to me so that I can thoroughly understand their meaning. ‘
^
...
384. Bo you attribute the large increase of population referred to within the municipality,
within the short period of time, to the facilities of steamers plying direct to Hunter s Hill ?
Yes.
_
^ '
385. Docs the fact of the steamers calling at-Hunter’s Hill Wharf give an additional value
to the properties in the immediate neighbourhood ? Certainly.
__
386. Are you considered rather a gay people in that locality ? I shall ask you the meaning
of gay people; I have heard several applications of the term.
387. In order that you may understand what I .mean—do yon hold concerts, balls, and
evening parties there ? Yes, occasionally.
'
388. Have you any Church there ? Yes.
389. Is there more than one place of worship in the neighbourhood ? There are two—
Roman Catholic and Church of England.
_
390. The other day you made a statement that you saw some disorderly characters passing
in a boat; where were you when you saw them ? In my parlour; in fact in every room in
my house I could hear them. The noise attracted mo on to the verandah, and to the water s
edge, to try and make them pass as quickly as possible.
_
391. Where were you when you took account of the number of boats passing down the
river laden with wood ? At my house.
^
392. Bid you see them loading ? I have seen them loading very often up the river.
_
393. In these eases you mention ? When I saw them pass I could not see them loading.
When they were passing they were not loading.
394. Then, in point of fact, you do not know where they brought the wood from ? I can
form a very shrewd guess.
395. Is it the Lane Cove River yon refer to? Yes.
‘ _
_
396. Bo you know, or have you any reason to believe, that boats pass up the river to bring
wood from the district of Lane Cove ? Sawn timber they do, not firewood.
397. Bo you know whether any firewood comes from the district of Lane Cove? Very
little.
.
. ‘
■
398. You know there is very little? I know there is very little; only one man on tho
river brings firewood that comes from the district of Lane Cove.
399. Bo you know all the boats that ply up the river ? I do.
400. Perhaps you will have the goodness to enumerate their names ? I know the boats and
I know the owners, from having seen them repeatedly; but I do not know whether the
boats have names.
401. Perhaps you know the names of the owners ? Some of them.
402. You say there is only one that brings wood ? I can name that one.
■
403. Will you name the others ? I could not name the‘others. I know them perfectly
Esq.
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■well, bit I could not name them now; I could supply the Committee with the names J. Jonbcrt,
within twenty-four hours.
404. Then there is uo distinguishing mark on boats going to lane Cove? There is that
distinguishing marl: that when you see the boats passing repeatedly for years under your
11SC2.
eye, you know this boat belongs to this man and that to that other; but these distinctions
it would be impossible to convey on paper.
405. You can see from your resideoee the usual place for boats landing on the Lane Cove
Kiver ? I can sec a great many of the landing-places on the Lane Cove Liver from my house.
400. Can you see from your house all those landing-places on tho common that you
mentioned ? No ; I can see one or two from my window, but tbe others, fiom the circuitous
course of the river, it is impossible to see them all from any one point.
407. Was it from this one or two that you saw boats laden with wood ? Yes.
408. You saw them start ? Yes; from my window I have seen these boats load with wood.
409. You say you lost one cow about three years ago—do you know what became of
her ? No.
410. You do not know whether she died or was stolen or killed? I do not think she died,
for I rode all over the common and employed persons to do so, and I think if she had died
we would have found her carciss.
411. She may have died ? She may have been killed, or may have been starved perhaps,
412. Not stolen ? She might. Either starved or stolen I should certainly say.
413 Did you give any information to the police about your loss ? I advertised it.
414. You gave no information to tbe police? No; I advertised it in the papers.
415. Was a reward oflbred for tbe cow? Yes.
410. I believe you are a Magistrate? Ex officio—a Magistrate without a Bench,
417. Are there no other Magistrates in tho neighbourhood? Yes, in the neighbourhood,
not within the municipality.
418. In point of fact you cannot form a Bench ? No.
419. Have you, either in your official capacity or otherwise, had reliable information of
cattle having been stolen or slaughteied while depasturing on tho common of the Field of
Mars? _ In my official capacity I never have ; in my private capacity I have heard it often.
420. Did you ever give information that such was the case ? No,
421. To your knowledge has any one been brought up on such a charge ? No.
422. Then in point of fact there has been no information given in reference to cattle being
stolen ? There might have been.
'
423. Not to your knowledge? Not to my knowledge.
424. From your own knowledge are you aware whether any disorderly characters have been
taken up for residing on the common ? No, I do not know that they have been taken up
for residing mi the common; I believe they have been expelled lately, or rather an attempt
has been made at expelling them; they are not gone.
425. Did you ever send any formal intimation to the trustees that such was the case ? I
never sent any formal intimation, but I believe I and a great many others have stated it
publicly to the trustees. In fact it has been printed and handed over to them—400 or 500
copies have been printed in the shape of a petition or pamphlet. They have been perfectly
1
aware that sueb was tbe case.
426. Did you ever send the trustees one of those pamphlets? I did not.
427. Are you aware that any has been sent? I do not know, but I know they are aware of
the fact, because I have heard them talk of it.
428. That information was not derived from you ? No.
429. Are you aware that [lie trustees have made by-laws as regards the common ? I have
seen a copy of by-laws purporting to emanate from the trustees.
430. Ate you aware that persons claiming right of commonage should send notice to the
trustees ? I have seen in these by-laws, that before a man esn eujoy the right of commonage
for any purpose, it is necessary he should send iu a statement to tbe trustees, specifying how
he is a commoner, where his land is situated, and what it consists of.
431. Have you ever sent in your notice? Never.
432. Then in point of fact you never claimed a right to run cattle over the common ? I
have not.
488.. Consequently you have not sought to take any advantage of it ? I sought it once in
putting a cow on.
.
434. In no other case? No, I never cut a stick of firewood.
435. By Mr. Heydxm: About the means of harassing trustees, and getting rid of them, you
stated that had been tried—what did you mean ? 1 mean that meetings of the commoners
were called in several instances, to try and get the trustees either to give up their trust or
carry it out more to the benefit of the commoners.
436. When you spoke of some proceeding being an expensive matter, what did you allude
to ? The Chairman led me to believe it could be done by a suit in Equity, and I said I
thought a suit iu Equity must be very expensive.
437. You said it had been tried ? No; I said the harassing system had been tried, to make
them give an account of their trust
438. .Are you not aware that an action was brought against the trustees of the common—
not the present ones—some years ago, with a view to making them resign their trust? I
am net aware whether it was with a view to making them resign their trust, but I am aware
that an action was brought against the former trustees, and they did resign.
439. Then on that occasion the trustees were harassed effectually ? Yes.
440. Can you tell us how it happened that they were driven from the trusteeship—was it
by au expensive process? I believe it was by a law suit which led them to large expense.
292—D
441.
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J. Joubert, 441. Who brought the suit against them, do you know ? I believe Mr. Shepherd was one
Esq.
of the parties who brought the suit; I do not know who the others were.
442. The present Chairman ? Yes.
_
_ _
13 Jan., 1862. 443 ^yjj0
the law costs on that occasion—are you aware ? I have been apprised within
tbe last few days that they have never been paid yet. I mean that they have never been
reimbursed to those who paid them.
444. Who were not reimbursed ? The former trustees of the common.
445. Do you know them by name? The Rev. Mr. Turner, Mr. Devlin, and Mr. Bennett.
446. Arc you aware, of your own knowledge, that it was Mr. Shepherd who brought an
action against those trustees, that resulted in their resigning? I was informed so.
447. Tlie trustees had to pay their own expenses ? Yes.
448. Are you aware that they had to pay. their own expenses because there were no funds
belonging to the common ? Yes.
449. And if there had been funds belonging to tbe common, would they have paid the costs
out of those funds ? I suppose so ; 1 should think so.
450. Do you know it—was it not the Judge’s order ? Yes.
451. So that iu point of fact, if the commoners should adopt the suggestion of the Chairman
here to-day, and take this means of removing the trustees, it would be at the risk of having
to "pay the piper” out of their own funds? Yes.
452. By the Chairman: Did I suggest to you that there should be any proceedings in refer
ence to ousting the present trustees? When you put the question to mo, you asked me
whether I did not think there was any other means, such as a suit in Equity, that would
oust the present trustees from their position.
458. I did not suggest to you the desirability of adopting that course ? Had you not named
it I would not have thought of it; therefore it was a suggestion.
_
454. You seemed to speak very positively in reference to those expenses, that it was an
order of the Court—have you seen the order of the Court? No; I saw a document from
Mr. Biltyard’s office, in the shape of a lawyer’s bill, and one of the items was said to have
been ordered to be paid by order of the Court out of the funds coming from the general
funds of the common.
_
455. You saw that in Mr. Billyard’s bill? I did..
.
.
...
456. You did not hear the order of the Court given, nor did you see it, excepting this
memorandum in Mr. Billyard’s bill ? It was the bill itself.
457. Now you say that Mr. Shepherd was the plaintiff in that case ? Yes.
458. Who were the others ? I do not know.
459. How do you know Mr. Shepherd was ? I was told so by the defendants.
.
460. You do not know it of your own knowledge ? No, I was not present; I believe I was
in Victoria or South Australia at the time.
461. Were the costs of Mr. Shepherd and these other gentlemen included in the amount?
I could not tell you.
462. By Mr. Piddington: What, in your opinion, constitutes the right of a commoner under
the Commonage Act of 1847, and under the deed conveying the Field of Mars Common to
the trustees ? To he a commoner and to enjoy the right of commonage, a man must be a
settlor, cultivator, or inhabitant of the parishes of Field of Mars or Eastern Farms. I believe
those are the words of the Act.
.
463. Holding lands within the said districts? Yes.
464. Supposing a freeholder in those districts does not claim to use and enjoy the common,
are you of opinion that such a freeholder is a commoner, although he may not claim to
enjoy or use the common ? I think so.
465. What part of tbe municipality of Hunter’s Hill does the proposed bridge across the
Parramatta River strike ? It is on a point on the Asylum Reserve, being the southern boun
dary of the municipality, at a point equidistant between Bland’s thirty acres and Bayley’s
two acres.
.
'
.
466. What distance is the English church at Hyde from the site of the proposed bridge at
the spot you speak of ? I should think two miles.
^
....
,
467. Will not the erection of a bridge at the spot you speak of, in conjunction with another
bridge, as intended by the Government in a Bill they have framed, materially benefit the
inhabitants in the neighbourhood of the Field of Mars ? Decidedly.
468. If a bridge is built or bridges are built, what proportion of the produce produced by
settlers in the neighbourhood of the Field of Mars and Hunter’s Hill would pass over the
proposed new bridge, and what proportion would he conveyed to Sydney by any other mode ?
I think that if it were possible for the cultivator to go to Sydney with his own cart or dray,
as he could do if these bridges were built, everyone would avail himself of the advantage.
469. Do you mean to convey hy that answer, that you are of opinion that the whole of the
produce of the neighbourhood of the Field of Mars would be brought to Sydney over these
bridges ? I do, with the exception perhaps of a few orchards on the very bank of the river.
.
The hulk of them would certainly avail themselves of the short route afforded them.
470. What proportion of the produce do you think is carried to Sydney by land now ? I
should think half.
471. By what route docs that reach Sydney ? By the punt.
472. Then it has to cross the river ? Yes.

478. Does any proportion of the produce of the Field of Mars or the neighbourhood roach
Sydney hy way of Parramatta? I do not know; there maybe some at the very extreme
end nearest to Parramatta.
_
.

474. If any is brought to Sydney by way of Parramatta, are you of opinion that it bears a
very small proportion to the whole ? Yes.
475.
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475. How much laud is there in the Asylum Reserve ? I should think from two to three J. Joubert,
Esq.
hundred acres; but 1 can scarcely give an opinion.
—-i476. Have you any idea of the extent of acreage covered by the buildings, or otherwise
occupied for the purposes of the Tarban Creek Asylum ? I should think from 25 to 30 13 Jan>>1SGSacres.
477. From your knowledge of the character of tho Asylum Reserve, do you think the Asylum
is benefited by the retention of the whole of that reserve in its present condition ? No; I
think tho Asylum would bo benefited if most of the land were sold and built upon.
4/8, Eor the comfort of the inmates of the Asylum, or for any other benefit you can
imagine, are you of opinion that the whole should be retained f I derive my opinion from
the people of the Asylum, who say it is not requisite that a laree amount of land should be
left round the Asylum,
479. Then I presume a considerable portion of that reserve land might be sold without
injury to the Asylum ? Decidedly.
480. Have you any idea of the probable value of that land—what it might he sold for per
acre, if the bridges wore erected? The best answer I can give is that I have offered £50
an acre for these 30 acres adjoining it, as a block.
481. Then, if the Government were to sell a portion of the existing Asylum Reserve in villa
allotments of two or three acres each, do you think they would receive a higher sum than
£o0 per acre ? I think they would fetch £50 an acre if the bridge were erected.
482. I am speaking on the assumption that the bridges aro erected? If the bridges are
erected I think the land would fetch more.
483. Have you ever read the second section of tho Commonage Act? I have read all the
Act through.
484. I ask you particularly to read the second section (Act handed to uitness) ? Yes, I
have read this before.
485. Do you perceive that that section provides for the election of a trustee, in the event of
the death of any trustee, or his absence from the Colony for a certain period? Yes.
486,. Who has authority to convene snob meeting under that clause ? The surviving or
continuing trustees, or one of them.
487. By whom is the vacancy to he filled up—by what authority; in what mode does the
clause provide for the vacancy being filled up? By calling .a meeting of the commoners and
, meeting another, at which meeting the senior trustee shall preside. I should surmise he is
the person who convenes the meeting.
488. Does that clause provide that at such meeting the trustee shall decide who are to have
votes and who are not? Yes.
■
489- Have you any idea how a trustee can decide at a public meeting who present are
qualified to vote and who are not ? I should think it would he a very difficult matter,
490. Have you ever heard of any such mode of deciding tho qualifications of electors as that
pointed out in. that section ? No.
^ ^r' Heydon: With respect to the offer you state you made for that block of land
adjoining the Asylum Reserve, I presume it was intended as a speculation on your part, for
re-sale ? Yes.
492. You would expect to get au increased price then ? I suppose so.
493. By the Chairman: May I beg to ask who is the proprietor of that .land? It is in the
estate of William Bland.
494. How many acres are there ? Thirty acres. I may state that it was Dr. Bland himself
that refused it.
jqr
offer made recently or at some previous date ? About two years ago.
496. Would you give the same now? I would give more now; there is more chance of our
having a bridge now.
lofl ,Wllat.'woul‘i y°u «i™.for ^ now ? Are you instructed to sell it, Mr. Chairman ?
498. That is not the question. If you will have the goodness to answer the question; what
would you give for it now ? I will think over it.
499. I presume you have been requested to come here to give information to the Committee.
You say it is worth £50 on acre? I believe it is worth that now.
500. lou would give that now ? I daresay I would. It might depend on questions as to
terms, which I cannot discuss now.

James Squire Farnell, Esq., examined
501, By the Chairman: Have you received any notice from this Committee requesting J. S. Farnetl,
your attendance ? I have received a summons to attend this morning.
o02. Had it been intimated to you previously that your attendance would he required ? c—
J Imre was some kind of private conversation between yourself and me.
13 Jan., 16C2.
SOS.. I believe you have been present during nearly the whole of the examination of the
previous witnesses? I have been present during part of Mr. M'Lean’s and part of Mr.
Joubert’s.
504. Consequently you have heard what they have had to say on the subject ? Yes, I have
heard a good deal.
505. Where do you reside ? At Kissing Point.
fov ^ow'^ar from
Municipality of Hunter’s Hill ? From what part of it?
507. From any portion of it? From the nearest point I live about half a mile: that is,
from the western boundary of the Municipality of Hunter’s Hill.
508. How long have you permanentlyresided within the district? I have lived there, off
and on, ever since I have been two years of age.
509.
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J. S. Farnell, 509. What are we to understand by off and on?

I have been away at school, fortunately
for myself, and I have been away about the country, but sinuc I became a man, and married,
I have been residing there.
13 Jan., 1662, 5io_ Djcl you serve an apprenticeship during any part of your lifetime to any one ? Yes.
511. Where did you serve your apprenticeship ? (Piddington objected to the question, as
®scl-

being irrelevant, and it was

not persisted

in.)

512.
513.
514
515.

■

'

'

"

You aro a landholder within the district ? lam.
How much land do you hold ? Upwards of 400 acres.
How did you become possessed of it ? (Mr. Piddington again objected to the question.)
Did you obtain the land you now hold, through your grandfather? (Mr. Piddington
again objected?) I got it through my mother.
'
516. Do you occasionally sell land in the neighbourhood ? I have sold some.'
517. How much have you sold? Perhaps 50 acres or so.
518. Not more ? I do not suppose I have.
’
519. Do you sell wood, firewood, also ? No.
520. Do you know the Municipality of Hunter’s Hill ? I do.
_
521. Has the population increased considerably since you came to the neighbourhood?
Very considerably.
522. How long have you been permanently residing in the neighbourhood ? This last time
since 1850.
_
523, To what extent do you suppose the population has increased since 1853? Well, I
have no idea of that; I could tell the increase from a given date further back.
524. It bas increased very considerably ? Yery considerably.
525. Have you offered your property for sale? No.
526. Yrou did not offer it to me? No.
527. Do you consider that if a bridge was built across the Parramatta River, the value of
your property would be considerably increased? I do, very materially.
528. How would you raise the necessary funds to build a bridge ? Out of the proceeds of
the sale of the common.
'
529. Would you sell the common previous to building the bridge? I would not, I might
sell some small portion of it,
_
530. How would you raise the necessary funds to carry on ? Borrow the money on security
of this land.
.
531. Supposing you could not get the money? Then of course I should have to goi
without it.
1
532. You could not build the bridge ? I could not without money. If I could not get
anything to eat or drink, I should starve for the want of it.
533. Have you at any time told me, or anyone, that if tbe common was to be put up for
sale now, it would not realize ? What do you mean by realize ?
_
534. I mean whether the common would sell? In conversation with you, and in con
versation with hundreds of people besides, in giving explanations, I have said that if the
common wore forced into tbe market, or compelled to be sold within three months, there
would not be buyers sufficient for the whole, but that if it were sold from time to time it
wonld bring a large amount of money; and I told you, as you have asked about conversations
between yourself and. me, that I would bo one of a party that would give £5 an acre for it.
535. How many.acres are there ? 6,225.
536. You consider the common would realize £30,000? I consider it would realize nearly
four times that amount, if judiciously sold. I think I could make that amount out of it.
537. By Mr. Piddington: Are you acquainted with tho neighbourhood of the Yield of
Mars ? I believe there is no one better.
_
538. Is not the Field of Mars Common a place which, if sold gradually, would realize
considerable sums, for the purpose of building villas? Yes, if sold judiciously from time to
time, in allotments of a few acres, it would bring considerable amounts of money for villas,
and for occupation by persons of smaller means.
539. Have you looked at tbe Bill among the printed papers? No.
_
_
540. You will see it there, entitled 25 Victoria, without a number, "for improving the
districts of which the Field of Mars Common forms part”? Yes.
541. Have you looked at the fifth clause—do you not find that by that clause the Govern
ment proposes that “ the Minister for Public Works shall cause a bridge, suitable for general
" public traffic, to be constructed across the Parramatta River, at the points specified for that
" purpose in the second schedule hereto?” Yes, I see that.
542. And you find, on looking at the next section, that the costs of defraying the charges of
the bridges, and such works as may bo necessary, shall be defrayed by the issue of debentures ?
Yes.
,
1
543. If the Government undertook to erect the bridges could they not easily accomplish that
by the issue of debentures, in the same manner as other bridges are erected in other parts of
the Colony ? Very easily, and with this difference, that it is intended here that this com
mon should pay for tbe building of the bridge, and nothing should fall on the public.
544. Are you of opinion that under the provisions of such a Bill as that I have referred you
to, the cost of building the two bridges would be repaid out of the gradual sale of tho Field
of Mars Common ? Yes, I am quite certain it would more than repay it.
645. Aud you aro well acquainted with the district yourself? I am—none better.
546. Then under this Bill, according to your opinion of the value of the common, all the
Government would do would bo to advance a sum upon tbe credit of the country, to be repaid
to the country by the proceeds of the sale of the Field of Mars Common ? Precisely so.
647. And if your anticipation of the value of the common is correct, there would be no
charge whatever on the public ? None whatever.
548.
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■548. Supposing that you have over-estimated the Talne of the common, do you not think J. S. Farnell,
the inhabitants of the northern side of the Parramatta River have as fair a claim to a bridge
_
at the public expense as the inhabitants of Glebe Island and the neighbourhood? I believe
i"opo
they have a greater claim. I believe they have a greater claim for a bridge than Morpeth
^an-’ ® •
for a branch railway, or the people of Singleton for a bridge. The population is much
greater; iu Ryde it is 2,000, whereas at Morpeth there are only 1,000, and at Singleton
some few hundreds.
549. Have you any idea of the cost of the bridge uniting Pyrmont with Glebe Island ? I
believe £20,000.
■
■
550. Making every allowance for any exaggerated estimate you may have made of the value
<
of the Field of Mars Common, if sold from time to time, do you believe there is the slightest
possibility that the balance to ho paid out of the public revenue would be anything like equal
to £20,000? Nothing like it; in fact there is no chance of a deficiency after the sale of
this land.
1
551. Do you find that the 7th clause of the proposed Bill provides that any person having a
right of commonage shall be entitled to compensation ? Yes.
552. If he proves his claim to the satisfaction of the Government? Yes.
553. Are you of opinion that the circumstance of the steamers stopping at Ryde and,
Hunter’s Hill has tended to increase tho number of residents in those districts ? To a very
small degree.
No doubt the steamers stopping there keep what inhabitants are now
residing there. Hunter’s Hill derives a greater advantage than Ryde, because it is muuh
nearer to Sydney and the expenses are much less.
<
554. Has not the fact of the steamers stopping at Hunter's Hill and Ryde tended to increase
the population ? It has at Hunter’s Hill; but I do not believe it has to the same extent at
Ryde, because many persons have resided at Ryde who held situations in Sydney, and from
a change in the hours of the steamers, and the amount of passage money, they have had to
leave the neighbourhood and go elsewhere.
555. If there wore no steamers at all on the Parramatta River, do you think the population
would be equal to what they are now ? Nothing like it.
556. Then the present state of the population is affected by the facilities of intercourse with
Sydney afforded hy tho steamers ? Yes; I think that is the only way in which we have
held together at all.
■
,
'
557. If bridges were erected across tbo Parramatta River, do you not think that the increased
facilities of communication with Sydney would add very much to the population ? lam
positive of it. In three years’ time there would ho ten or twenty per cent, increase of
population. In fact I know many persons who contemplate coming to reside in this neigh
bourhood if this project is carried out.
558. The country around Hunter’s Hill and Ryde is reputed to he of a very salubrious
character? It is.
559. And well adapted for residences of inhabitants of Sydney who wish to livo out of
town ? Yes.
•
500. What would he the distance in miles, if these bridges were erected between, say, the
Market in Georgc-street and the English Ohurch at Ryde ? About six miles.
561. And what distance is it now by way of the ferry at Tarban Creek and the Parramatta
Road ? About eleven miles.
■
5G2. With the disadvantage now of crossing the river by a punt ? Yes.
563. If these bridges were erected, do you think it would he a great advantage to the
producing settlers of the Field of Mars and its neighbourhood ? Yes, more so to tho district
of the Field of Mars and Ryde than to any other class of persons.
564. Have you any idea of the grounds on which residents of that district make objection
to this proposed improvement ? That is, residents who live at the north-western end, or
Pennant Hills end, of the district of the Field of Mars?
565. I nlludo to any residents who have an objection ? lam aware there are some few
people at Pennant Hills that object to this scheme, and they are principally persons
.
interested in property in tho town of Parramatta.
566. What proportion do you think those who dissent from the proposed improvement bear
to those who think it advisable? I think 'those in favour of it are about five to one.
567. The dissentients, I think you explain, live at the extreme north-western end? Yes,
the majority of them. Sonic few live in the parish of Hunter’s Hill, hut very few.
568. You are a native of the Colony ? I am.
569. From your experience of this Colony, aro you not of opinion that a bridge over a river
is considered to be a great advantage to the districts it unites? Most decidedly, not only to
the persons who live there, but to the public generally.
570. Will this particular bridge not only be an advantage on general grounds, but also from
its close neighbourhood to Sydney ? It will be an advantage to the public generally; for
instance, people from Mudgee will no doubt come that way to Sydney.
571. Is there not a considerable quantity of unsold Government land between Ryde and the
Hawkesbttry River ? A large quantity.
572. Will not these bridges bring that land into closer communication with Sydney? Yes.
573. And to the extent of the increase of facilities of communication, will it not tend to
make these lands more valuable ? Most undoubtedly; they are valueless now for waut of
communication,
574. Whatever may be the natural character of tho soil of the land to which T allude, the
erection of these bridges would make their market value more likely to be realized by the
Government? Yes, it would itcreaso it at any rate,
575. By Dr. Lang : Are you aware whether the present commoners derive much real advan
tage from their privileges in that capacity? I am aware they derive no real advantages.
576.
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J. S. Farnell, 57(i. You do not think the common is of any considerable benefit to tbe commoners? No
■E3<11 think it is of no benefit to the commoners; I think it is rather an injury.
‘
n 577. Is it the resort to any extent of improper characters, for improper purposes ? At the
IS Jan., 1662. pt'esci,t moment it is not, but it has been for years the resort of such persons. It has been
the resort of runaway sailors and persons of questionable character, who have gone up there
with the woodmen, who are the lowest class of persons, and have resided there till their ship
had left, and then returned to Sydney or went elsewhere.
57S. What is the nature of the advantage the present commoners derive from their privi
lege—what does it consist in ? The right or assumed right that persons have is, to turn
cattle on the common and to get firewood and timber for building purposes.
'
579. Is the right of pasturage valuable to any considerable extent to the commoners, from
the way in which the land is occupied at present ? Of no value whatever.
’
580. Is tbe privilege of obtaining timber or firewood of any considerable value ? No; I
consider it to be of no value at all, unless, perhaps, to one or two, who reside on the borders
of the commoi), and who would rather go and cut firewood off tho common than off their
own private property.
581. It has been alleged that the common, instead of being a benefit, is a nuisance—do you
conceive that that allegation is well founded ? Yes; I conceive it is a nuisance in this way,
that it is a huge block of land, producing nothing, and of no advantage to the inhabitants.
582. Do you think the erection of the proposed bridges would raise the value of all property
within a considerable distance—say ten miles ? Yes, I believe it will make property at that
distance from Sydney, of equal value with property at tbe same distance from Sydney on the
southern side of the river, or even of more value, because of tbe advantage that neighbour
hood has on account of superiority of the soil and climate.
583. The Government having given certain rights and privileges to the parties forming the
list of commoners—do you tbink it would be right in the public to appropriate the common
in any other way—do you think it would be right for the Government or Parliament to
interfere, if they tbink it can be done with advantage to the public, by taking the common
away ? Yes, I do; I believe it is tbe duty of the Government to interfere.
584. Are you aware whether this has been done in any other instance in this Colony? I
am not aware that it has been done in this Colony, but I am aware it has been done in
England ; and I know that the first Enclosure Act was passed in the reign of Charles II.,
and there has been scarcely a session since that there bas not been an Enclosure Act passed.
In fact, in 170 years 420 Enclosure Acts have passed the Eritish Parliament.
585. At all events, you are aware that tbe practice of discommoning the commons in
England has been in operation for 150 years past? Yes.
580. And what have been the results of that change of system in the Mother Country, have
you ever heard ? It has caused a large amount of capitaPto be expended on these common
lauds that has been reproductive, and I think in that period some sixty millions of money
have been expended in agricultural pursuits, with profit to tbe nation generally.
587. Do you think it is possible for land held in common to be of the same value to the
State as-when distributed among private freeholders? No.
588. Will the parties holding the common rights make the necessary expenditure to make
the waste land of value to the country so long as they hold in common ? No, it rather
deteriorates. _
589. You do not suppose the present commoners would have a right to pecuniary compensa
tion if the general benefit to the public, which you anticipate from the erection of tho
bridges, were shared by them individually ? If anybody can shew me what they are to be
compensated for I would willingly give them compcusation, but I do uot admit that they
will lose anything, they will rather be gainers.
590. Supposing they could shew a positive loss, do you think it would be difficult to assess
the amount of compensation to which they were individually entitled ? I thiuk not.
591. Do you know anything of the land still held by the Crown towards the Hawkesbury
Eiver ? Yes; I know a good deal about it.
592. Does it contain any considerable portion of land capable of improvement? It does.
593. And tbe value of that land you think wonld be greatly improved by tho easy access
that would be given to it by the proposed bridges? Yes; I believe that it would be
improved, but of course not to the same extent as land nearer Sydney. It will take a longer
tirnc to become valuable; that is, this land would never be thought of at all if these bridges
were not constructed, but if they are constructed the people will push out.
594. The persons who will derive the greatest benefit from the proposed construction of
bridges are, I presume, the residents on tbe north bank of the Parramatta River along its
course ? Yes.
'
595. Do you not conceive that tbe inhabitants of Sydney also will have a direct benefit that
will accrue to them from such an improvement, in the easier access it will give to sin
available part of the country ? Yes, in many ways; for instance, in receiving fruit they will
receive it in much better order and much cheaper; and there arc many things that might
be produced in the neighbourhood, which are not produced now, hecause they must be
brought to town in a cart, and must be brought in early; and that cannot bo done in the
present state of the communication.
590. Do you not think it is of importance also to the Crown, as the proprietor of much
unsold land, to have it made more accessible, so as to increase its value ? Yes; and I think
it also of importance to the Government, inasmuch as the common is a place well suited for
the erection of benevolent institutions, juvenile reformatories, and other institutions of the
a me kind.
■
597. Would it afford fo"r such purposes any considerable extent of land available for agri
culture ? Yes, there is a large quantity of land fit for agriculture. The land of the common
is '
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is not of coarse like that of the valleys of the Hunter or Hawkesbury; it is forest land, but J. S. Farnell,
Esq.
as forest land it is equal to any in the Colony.
598. By Mr. Stewart: Is nny large portion of the common equal to the surrounding lands
13 Jan., 1SG2.
that arc under cultivation ? Yes, and some of it is much superior.
599. Has there been any laud sold in the immediate neighbourhood recently, that would
give an idea of the value of the common land ? Yes, I have sold land myself at £25, £20,
and £15 an acre; and I know Mr. Small, at the other end of the common, sold land for
£10 and £12 an acre. The Government themselves have sold land for £8 an acre; and
though I cannot speak from personal knowledge, I believe persons at the Pennant Hills have
paid as ranch as £27 an acre for land adjoining tbe common.
600. Is there any Government land on that side of tho river, excepting that reserved for the
Lunatic Asylum ? No; except away to the north-west. Some of tbe land, of course, is only
fit for building upon; but it would sell for building villas upon, on account of its position
and proximity to Sydney.
601. Is there any Government land, or land in the hands of private parties, beyond the
immediate neighbourhood of the Field of Mars, with which the proposed road would open np
a better comma uica lion than there is at the present time? Yes; there is the district of
Dura! as well as Pennant Hills, aud the road continuing on to Wiseman’s Ferry.
602. Have you travelled over the country between the common and the Hawkesbury ?
Yes; but not lately.
603. Is there any agricultural land in that tract of country that would be brought, within
easy communication of Sydney hy the proposed road ? Not to any large extent. The agri
cultural land is pretty much taken up; but there are gullies and valleys, some of which are
cultivated now, that would no doubt bo taken up. At any rate I believe it would be better
for this Crown land to be sold for some value than to lay waste.
604. Do you think the construction of the proposed road and bridges would encourage the
sale of it to a great extent ? Yes, I am positive it would encourage the sale of it.
605. By the Chairman: You do not think there is a great deal of this Crown land fit for
cultivation between the common and the Hawkesbury River ? No, not a very large quan
tity ; but I think artificial means might be adopted to make it pay.
606. Yon say you pretend to know the common------ ? I do not pretend; I do know it.
607. Better than the trustees know it ? Yes.
608. You do know what the trustees know? I am very sure Ido in relation to the common.
609. What proportion of it do you think fitted for agricultural purposes? About twotbirds of it is fit for agricultural or horticultural-purposes. There is a distinction. You can
grow a tree where you cannot grow a crop of wheat.
610. As you know the whole country round so well, perhaps you will give us your opinion
as to the quantity of located land within the district of the Field of Mars that is unoccupied
and unimproved ? You mean in the hands of private individuals ?
611. Yes; what proportion is of no use for agriculture or horticulture? Very little. There
is a good quantity under horticulture, but none, or very little, under agriculture.
612. It is not an agricultural district? No, it has ceased to be that, from want of facilities
for getting crops to market. If we grow hay we cannot get it to Sydney without going
round by Parramatta. Tile result is that persons produce what they can take to market by
the most easy means, namely, fruit. The climate suits the growth of fruit.
613. Is there not a large consumption of hay in the neighbourhood ? Nearly everybody
that has got a place there consumes some.
,
614. Do they produce what they consume? No.
615. Where do they get it from ? From Sydney and other places. It does not pay for each
individual to grow the small quantity of hay that he consumes; and there is no market to
induce any one to grow it for sale in the neighbourhood. If your neighbour grows it for
sale you must not, because the supply will be greater than tbe demand.
616. Do you not know that an immense quantity of hay is taken from Sydney to that
neighbourhood, for consumption ? I know more goes than ought to go. I cannot say it is
a large quantity.
617. Do they grow their own maize there ? Very little.
618. Aro you aware that they import maize also from Sydney ? Not from Sydney par
ticularly ; some comes down from the Hawkesbury.
,
619. I suppose as there is a large population there must he a considerable consumption of
hay and maize ? Now that the grass is had they consume more. It wonld be hard to come
to any calculation. I could get the Committee the information if they thought it of any
importance.
■
620. They may he able to get it without your assistance. How do you aecountfor the necessity
of getting these supplies from Sydney, when, as you say, there is such a superabundance of
land that would yield that supply ? I account for it in this way'—that it will not pay a man
to cultivate these things for himself. It is as expensive to cultivate five acres as thirty; you
require the same horses, the same machinery, the same barn, and so on. It does not pay to
cultivate on a small scale that way; and if we do it on a large scale the want of easy means
of communication deprives us of a market.
621. What is the size, generally .speaking, of the present holdings in that neighbourhood ?
Some hold two acres, some four, some ten, some twenty, and so on, in proportion, up to four
or five hundred acres.
622. So that, in point of fact, these parties do not generally hold sufficient land to make it
worth their while to cultivate f T do not know; I think small holdings are the most pro
ductive.
623. Do they produce more grain ? lam not talking of grain—-of fruit.. i
624. Hay and maize ? They grow none to speak of.
625.
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J- S.^Famell, 625. They get their supply from Sydney ? Or from the Hawkesbury.
G26. Then they have facilities of conveying supplies from Sydney ? I do not admit it is
7"’\ R facility. We have the means that they had seventy year’s ago—a boat.
i an.,
(j27_ Are boats generally the means of transit? Yes, very little produce goes up in the'
steamers. Hay and corn generally go up in boats.
628. You say there is a population of 2,000 ? That is the parish of Hunter’s Hill, not
'
the municipality.
029. Can you say what the population 'wasSveyears ago? No, I have not yet prepared any
statistics on that head. I will furnish the Committee with an estimate of what the population'ought to be according to tho natural increase, and of what it is. Within the last fifty
years it has decreased from what it ought to be according to the natural increase.
630. Do you know what the population was fifty years ago ? I do not know exactly now.
631. On what do you ground your opinion that the population has decreased within the last
fifty years ? Because there aro not the number of persons in the neighbourhood that were
born there. I can tell you for a fact that fifty-three persons were baptised fifteen or sixteen years
ago, and when tho reverend gentleman who is minister of tho parish wanted to hold a confirma-1
tion he could not get a sufficient number, and when the Bishop inquired the reason why, he
said the people had left the neighbourhood, I know for a fact, that persons after they are
reared there have to go to other places to seek a livelihood. No less than five young men
left within the last few weeks.
032. Are you aware that a confirmation is about to take place immediately—to-day ? I do
not koow whether it is to-day or not; but l believe even this time the minister had groat
difficulty in getting a sufficient number.
633. When was the time you refer to when he could not get a sufficient number? The
last confirmation.
634. When was that ? Some years ago.
635. i?y jlfr. Piddington t Will you explain what you mean by saying that the population
at the present time in the Ryde district is not so great as it was fifty years ago? I did not
' •
say that. What I say is this : that though the population is greater than it was fifty years
ago, it is not what it ought to he according to the number of persons who Lave been born in
the neighbourhood during that period.
636. Taking into consideration the natural increase by births, the existing population has
not increased in the same proportion as it has in other parts of the Colony ? No.
637. By the Chairman: 1 should like to learo from you what quantity of land there is in
that neighbourhood, in the hands of private owners, which is unimproved? I cannot tell
you that at present; but I shall be able to give the Committee the information at some
future day.

a.

•
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14

JANVARY,

1862

^rraent;—

Da. LANG,
j
Mr. SMART,
Mr. LAYCOCK,
|
Mu. STEWART,
Mr. SUTHERLAND.

ISAAC SHEPHERD, Esq.,

in the

Chair.

Mr. J. K. Heydon appeared as Agent for Petitioner, J. Blaxland, Esq.
James Squire Farnell, Esq , again called in and further examined :—
.
J. S. Farnell, 638. By the Chairman: Have you any statistics of the Parish of Hunter’s Hill, shewing
Es,l'
the increase or decrease within the last twenty years ? I have not.
_ " *■—639. You say you know tho common lands in that neighbourhood better than the trustees ?
*4 Jan., 1SC2. i believe I do much better than tho trustees; perhaps much better than the majority of
persons there—iu fact I do not know any person who knows it better.
640. They may know it as well ? They may, but very few know it as well.
641. What proof can you give ? The only proof is that I have made it ray business to
examine it; I have been round the boundaries of it, and all through it; in fact, I have
made it my business to examine'it, to see whether it could be put to any better purpose than
the present.
642. By Mr. Smart: That is, whether it would be better to sell tbo land for the purpose of
building tbe bridges ? No, I have looked at it in this way—whether it could not be put to
bettor u=e, by being occupied by private individuals, than by lying a large waste as at present.
643. What do yon mean by a better purpose ? Whether it would not be better that the
land should bo employed for agricultural or horticultural purposes, and that which was not
suited for these purposes, might not be set apart for buildings, manufactories, and so forth. I
have, in this matter, looked a long way into futurity, for many years in advance.
644. By the Chairman: You say there is not sufficient hay grown there to supply the wants
of the place? That is the case.
645. Is the greater portiop of the located land under tillage in that neighbourhood ? Will
you explain what you mean by located lands; I do not understand tbe question ?
646. By Mr. Smart: The question is a very simple one—"located land”—you surely
know tbe meaning of that ? I do .not, in the way it is here used.
647. By Mr. Heydon: I did not exactly understand what you meant yesterday when you
spoke about tbe quantity of common land that was good—you were asked some question
about
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about five-sixths or five-eighths, as mentioned in Mr. Langley’s report, and you answered you J. S. Farnell.
Esq.
thought two-thirds was good ? Yes.
648. Will you explain what quantity of common land is good land ? Two-thirds. What I
14 Jan.. 1862.
mean by good land is land fit for agriculture or horticulture.
649. Are you aware of bad characters having settled on the common ? I know there have
been.
650. Have there been many? Yes, from time to time there have; it has extended as far
back as I can recollect; that is, perhaps four or five and twenty years ago.
651. Have these bad characters been a nuisance to the neighbours? They have been a
nuisance to the neighbourhood.
652. Have you seen the grant of this land to the commoners? Not the original; I have
seen a copy.
653. An attested copy ? I believe it was a correct copy.
654. Are you aware that under this grant there is a power of resumption reserved by tbe
Government over these lands? lam.
655. For what purposes? The building of bridges or any other public purpose whatever.
£d/;\ Ifeydon requested of the Chairman that the grant might be put in evidence.
The Chairman replied that the grant teas not in the possession of the
Committee.']

656. Are you aware whether any of the land of the common is leased by the trustees to
other persons ? It is leased, portions of it.
657. Are you aware whether the trustees have granted licenses to cut wood ? They have
done so.
658. Ho you consider that tho leasing of land, or the granting of licenses to cut wood, is in
accordance with the objects of a common? I believe it is not,
*
659. Tbe district of the Field of Mars and Eastern Farms was settled very early in the
history of the Colony ? Yes; some of the first grants were issued for the Field of Mars and
Eastern Farms.
660. What was the state of the common originally as to timber? As far back as my
recollection there was plenty of good timber on the common; it was a forest of as good
timber as is to be found in any part of the Colony; in fact it was noted for being pro
ductive of good timber, as Lane Cove is now, or as it was within the last few years.
661. What bas bcconmof the timber? It has all been cut away by different individuals,
and sold in the Sydney market and elsewhere.
662. Sold away from the common ? Sold away from the common,
663. In what state is the common now with respect to timber ? There is very little timber
on the common fit for building purposes, for sawing or splitting; in fact the only timber is
at the north-west end, near Pennant Hills.
664. Is that being used by the commoners ? A large quantity is being carted away at
tho present time, into Parramatta, where I know it is being used in fencing allotments
recently sold in tbe Domain.
665. Would you consider that as being used for the purpose of the commoners? It is
not; and I do not believe it is tbe intention of the Act. It is for the use of the commoners,
for building on tbeir farms and fencing in their own district,
666. Are you aware of the comparative acreage of the district of the Field of Mars and the
Eastern Farms with the common ? The common is not so large as the two districts; that
is to say, the district of the Field of Mars and the parish of Hunter's Hill are perhaps
about half as large again as the common. I speak now only roughly.
,
667. On a rough estimate, the comparative acreage is as one and a half to one? I dare say
about that,
'
668. If the commoners use of their rights be apportioned in proportion to their holdings, a
person having an acre and a half of land would be entitled to an acre of common ?
\_The Chairman objected to the question.
jStrangei’s mere ordered to withdraw.
Committee deliberated.
The parties wei-e again aalled ini]

The

669. Are you aware for whose benefit commons have been granted iu England ?
[Mr. Smart objected to the question. Strangers were ordered to withdraw.
Committee deliberated.
The parties were again called in .)

670. Is there a revenue derived from the common ? There is a small one.
671. Is that any good to the commoners ? None whatever.
672. Have the trustees of the common the power to assess rates on the commoners?
[Mr. Smart objected to the question.

Strangers were ordered to withdraw.]
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency the Right Honorable Sia John Young, Baronet, Knight
Commander of the Most Honorable Order of the, Bath, Knight Grand Cross
of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Administrator
of the Government of New South Wales and its Dependencies.
Whereas by an Act passed in the present Session of Parliament, intituled, "An Act to
“ regulate the importation of Cattle, for the purpose of preventing the introduction of cm

it is
amongst other things enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, by Proclamation, to prohibit the importation or introduction into the
Colony, or into any Port thereof, from any specified place, and for any specified time, of any
horned cattle, and to authorize the destruction of any such cattle as may be introduced
contrary to such prohibition: And whereas the disease known or described as Pleuro
pneumonia has appeared amongst horned cattle in certain parts of tbe neighbouring Colony
of Victoria, and it is necessary to take measures to prevent the introduction into this Colony
of the said disease : Now, therefore, I, Sm John Young, Baronet, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, prohibit tbe impor
tation or introduction into this Colony, or into any Port thereof, of any horned cattle what
soever from the Colony of Victoria, or from any part thereof, for and during the full term of
throe calendar months, to be computed from the date of this Proclamation: And I do
further notify and proclaim that, in pursuance of the provisions of the said Act, all horned
cattle imported into the Colony contrary to this Proclamation, may ho seized, and shall
be forfeited in like manner as any contraband goods liable to be seized and forfeited under
any law relating to the Customs; and every person concerned in importing or introducing,
or in attempting to import or introduce any cattle, in violation of this Proclamation, will,
for every such offence, upon conviction thereof, be liable to a fine not exceeding Fifty Pounds,
aud not less than Ten Pounds, to be recovered as in the said Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Sydney, this thirtieth
day of April, in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-one, and in the twenty-fourth year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
(u.s.)
JOHN YOUNG.
By His Excellency’s Command,
JOHN ROBERTSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
" tagious or infectious disorders, and to prevent the propagation thereof in the Colony,”

PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency tho Right Honorable Sm John Young, Baronet, Knight
Commander of the Most Honorable Order of the Bath, Knight Grand Cross
of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain
General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales, and
Vice-Admiral of the same.*
Whereas by an Act passed in tho last Session of Parliament, intituled, " An Act to
" regulate the importation of Cattle, for the purpose of preventing the introduction of

“ contagious or infectious disorders, and to prevent the propagation thereof in the Colony,”
it is amongst other things enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, by Proclamation, to prohibit the importation or introduction into
tho Colony, or into any Port thereof, from any specified place, and for any specified time, of
any horned cattle, and to authorize the destruction of any such cattle as may be introduced
*
—
contrary
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contrary to such prohibition: And whereas the disease known or described as Pleuro
pneumonia has appeared amongst horned cattle in certain parts of the neighbouring Colony
of Victoria, and it is necessary to take measures to prevent the introduction into this Colony
of the said disease: Now, therefore, I, Sib John Young, Baronet, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, prohibit the impor
tation or introduction into this Colony, or into any Port thereof, of any homed cattle
whatsoever, from the Colony of Victoria, or from any part thereof, for and during the full
term of three calendar months, to be computed from the date of this Proclamation: And
1 do further notify and proclaim that, in pursuance of the provisions of the said Act, all
horned cattle imported into the Colony, contrary to this Proclamation, may be seized, and
shall be forfeited in like manner as any contraband goods liable to be seized and forfeited
under any law relating to the Customs j and every person concerned in importing or intro
ducing, or in attempting to import or introduce any cattle, in violation of this Proclamation,
will for every such offence, upon conviction thereof, he liable to a fine not exceeding Fifty
Pounds, and not less than Ten Pounds, to be recovered as in the said Act is provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Sydney, this second
day of August, in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-one, and in the twenty-fifth year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
(L.6.)
JOHN YOUNG.
By His Excellency’s Command,
JOHN ROBERTSON.
GOB SAVE THE QUEEN!

PROCLAMATION.
•
By His Excellency tho Right Honorable Sib John Young, Baronet, Knight
Commander of the Most Honorable Order of the Bath, Knight Grand Cross
of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain
General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales, and
Vice-Admiral of the same.
Whereas by an Act passed in the last Session of Parliament, intituled, "An Act to
<l regulate the importation of Cattle, far ike purpose of presenting the introduction of
“ contagious or infectious disorders, and to present the propagation thereof in the Colong,”

it is amongst other things enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, by Proclamation, to prohibit the importation or introduction into
the Colony, or into any Port thereof, from any specified place, and for any specified time, of
any horned cattle, and to authorize the destruction of any such cattle as may be introduced
contrary to such prohibition: And whereas the disease known or described as Pleuro
pneumonia has appeared amongst horned cattle in certain parts of the neighbouring Colony
of Victoria, and it is necessary to take measures to prevent the introduction into this Colony
of the said disease: Now, therefore, I, Sir John Young, Baronet, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, prohibit the
importation or introduction into this Colony, or into any Port thereof, of any homed cattle
whatsoever, from the Colony of Victoria, or from any part thereof, for and during the fall
term of six calendar months, to be computed from the date of this Proclamation : And I
do further notify and proclaim that, in pursuance of the provisions of the said Act, all
horned cattle imported into the Colony, contrary to this Proclamation, may be seized, and
shall be forfeited in like manner as any contraband goods liable to be seized and forfeited
under any law relating to the Customs; and every person concerned in importing
or introducing, or in attempting to import or introduce any cattle, in violation of
this Proclamation, will, for every such offence, upon conviction thereof, be liable to a fine not
exceeding Fifty Pounds, and not less than Ten Pounds, to he recovered as in the said Act is
provided.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Sydney, this first day
of November, in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-one, and in the twenty-fifth year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
(us.)
JOHN YOUNG.
By His Excellency’s Command,
JOHN ROBERTSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency the Right Honorable Sift John Young, Baronet, Knight Com
mander of the Most Honorable Order of the Bath, Knight Grand Cross of the
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain General and
Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales, and Vice-Admiral of
the same.
Wheheas by an Act passed in the twenty-fourth year of Her Majesty’s" Reign, intituled,
" An Act to regulate the Importation of Cattle, for the purpose ofpreventing the introduction
" of contagious or infectious disorders, and to prevent the propagation thereof in the Colony’’

it is amongst other things enacted, that it shall he lawful for the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, by Proclamation, to make such Regulations respecting any horned
cattle, as may be deemed necessary for preventing the introduction or propagation of any
contagious or infectious disorders, whether by submitting such cattle to any specified system
of Quarantine, or by the destruction of any such cattle found or suspected to he infected :
Now, therefore, I, the Right Honorable Sift John Young, Baronet, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this Proclamation, make the following
Regulations, viz.
1. The Minister for Lands shall have authority to appoint such and so many proper
persons as to him shall seem fit, to be Cattle Inspectors, or Assistants to such Inspectors ;
and all Inspectors so appointed, and tbeir Assistants, shall have power to enter upon any land
or any run for the purpose of examining the horned cattle thereon, and, subject to the
instruction of the Minister for Lands, to slaughter and destroy any horned cattle found to
be, or suspected to be infected with the disease known as Pleuro-pnenmonia.
2. The owner of any land or the licensee of any runs shall be at liberty, by himself
or his servants, or assistants, to slay and destroy any horned cattle found, or suspected to be,
infected with PI euro-pneumonia, which may stray or be driven on to bis land or run, from
any land or run placed under Quarantine by the Governor and Executive Council, during
the continuance of such Quarantine.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Sydney, this twentyfourth day of December, in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-one, and in the twenty-fifth year of Her Majesty’s
Reign.
(l.s.)
JOHN YOUNG.
By His Excellency’s Command,
JOHN ROBERTSON.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By

His Excellency tlie Right Honorable Sir John Young. Baronet, Knight
Commander of the Most Honorable Order of the Bath, Knight Grand Cross
of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Captain
General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales, and Vice
Admiral of the same.

In pursuance of the power vested in the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
by the " Cattle Disease Prevention Act 0/I86I,” and in furtherance of the Regulations issued
under the said Act, and bearing even date herewith, I, the Right Honorable Sir John
Young, Baronet, tbo Governor aforesaid, with the advice of tbe Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, declare the following Lands or Runs to be in Quarantine, within the
meaning and for the purposes of the said Act, viz
Copabella,
Albury Reserve,
Jinjelliek,
Mungabarino,
Mungoplar,
Bowna Reserve,
Ten Mile Creek (Bardwcll’s),
Mullengandra Reserve, &c.,
Mullengandra,
Woomarganxa Reserve,
Mountain Creek,
Germantown or Ten Mile Creek Reserve,
Ten Mile Creek (Purtell and Dalton’s),
Merrybundinyah (White’s),
Carobost,
Yarra Yarra,
Billy Bong,
Ten Mile Creek (Bowler’s),
Cookendina,
Dora Dora,
Jerry Jerry,
Wagra,
Puli top.
Carabobola,
Little Billy Bong,
Clarendon or Billy Bong Reserve,
Sandy Creek,
Yarrara,
Cumberoona,
Little Billy Bong Reserve,
Tabletop,
Mungoplar Reserve,
North Gunningbill,
Wagga Wagga,
Kyamba,
Wagga Wagga Township and Reserve,
Woomargania.
Four Mile Creek,
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Sydney, this twenty'
fourth day of December, in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-one, and in the twenty-fifth year of Her Majesty’s
Beiga‘
(l s.)
JOHN YOUNG.

By His Excellency’s Command,
JOHN ROBERTSON.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !

Sjdoe}': Thomas Richards, Govorament Printer,—1852.
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No. 1.
Fleuro-pneuhonia Commissioners
'

to

Secretary eor Lands.
Ten Mile Creel;,
30 November,

1801.

Sir,

»

■

In obedience to your instructions, we bare the honor to inform you that Mr.
Garland and Mr. Pottio arrived here last night, and, accompanied by Mr, Bruce, visited the
Yarra Yarra Station this morning
We regret to state that Pleuro-pneumonia has existed here in a virulent form, and
that the Messrs. M'Laurin have already slaughtered five thousand head (5,000) of cattle.
Mr. Pottie made a minute inspection of a number of lungs in various states of disease, and
his report is herewith enclosed. In the course of the afternoon Messrs. Day and Meyer
arrived, and we proceeded at once to consider the various questions connected with the
very important duties we had to discharge.
The decisions at which we arrived on the several subjects to which your instructions
directed our attention, will bo gathered from the three resolutions which we have the honor
to enclose, and which were passed and entered on the minutes of our proceedings. We have
not had time fully to discuss aud decide upon the mode of compensation ; but will take the
earliest opportunity of coming to a conclusion upon this subject, which wc will immediately
transmit.
Y ith reference to our recommendation to prevent horned cattle being removed from
the Murrumbidgeo Pastoral District to any other portion of the Colony of New South
Wales, we beg to state that we have been induced to offer this suggestion, in consequence of
having reason to believe that the infected district, now under quarantine, docs not include
anything approaching to the extent of diseased country; and until, by further inspection,
we can ascertain its limits, we think it prudent to take every precaution. At the same
time, we do not consider that such a restriction will be productive of much hardship to the
district, inasmuch as it will apply to a country almost wholly in connection with the Victorian
markets, aud will in uo way interfere with taking fat stock there; while, on the other hand,
it will not operate against the introduction of sound stock from the Northern Districts.
The only injury that can be sustained will arise from the inability to send fat stock from the
district to the Lachlan Gold Fields.
The other two resolutions will of course be subject to modifications, as our
information becomes more complete
Wo have forwarded a telegram to-day, embodying the substance of this letter.
So far as we are at present advised, we do not know that the disease has extended
further.
To-morrow we are about to proceed on a tour of inspection, and will lose no
opportunity of communicating the result to you.
We have, &c.,
JAS. GARLAND.
GEORGE DAY.
S. A. MEYER.
ALEXR. BRUCE.
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Ten Mile Creeh,
30 Jib vernier, 18G1.
. 9^.e^’CIlcc y01IT instructions, I furnish, as an Appendix to the Board of Commissioners’
Report for inquiring into the history, nature, and causes of that disease said to exist among the cattle
of this district, termed Pleuro-pneumonia, I have the honor to transmit a brief notice of such facts as
came under my observation.
Tire history of the introduction of the disease remains as yet a mystery; various and vague
reports are current in this district, and the Messrs. M’Laurin are not prepared to say how it was
introduced into their herd.
#
'With regard to the nature of Pleuro-pneumonia here prevalent, it much resembles tho same
disease which for the last twenty years has ravaged the stock of Great Britain. The symptoms are
generally of a typhoid character, and thus the disease escapes notice until it has advanced beyond the
reach of cure. Evidently the contagious or spreading nature of the disease is just as virulent hero as
elsewhere; for, on examination, I found nearly all of Mr. M’Lauiin’s herd exhibiting the external
symptoms of Pleuro-pneumonia.
I at once commenced post mortem examinations, and had twenty cattle killed for that pm'pose.
The following is an outline of what appeared:—
_
A cow six years old:—Abdominal parietics and peritoneum good, hut symptoms of diarrhoea present
within the intestinal canal, with derangement of fourth stomach; chest appearances very had; left
lung studded with congestive spots, and the bronchial tubes within much inflamed; right Jung firmly
adhering tfirougk its pleura to the diaphragm and plcurea costales, with effusion of lymphy matter and
Wood. The lung, after being taken from the chest, felt tremendously heavy, and upon cutting into its
siihstance, found it perfectly hepatized, and exhibiting the marble appearance so conclusive in this
disease. The inflammation had also extended up the trachea, involving the la^nx and pharynx.
The others exhibited similar symptoms in a minor degree.
I have, Ac.,
JOHN POTTIE,
The Honorable the Secretary for Lands,
Yet. Surgeon.
Sydney,
_
Sir,

[Enclosure

2

in No.

1.]

RESOLUTIONS passed by Board of Commissioners on Pleuro-pneumonia, a( Tlrt Mile Crcclc, on
SOlh November, 1861.
Resolved:—

That the country comprehended in that portion of the Colony of New South Wales known
as the Pastoral District of Murrnmhidgee, exclusive of that portion of the said District
lying east of the watershed of the Tunmt River, be temporarily proclaimed as a district
from which no horned cattle of any description shall pass into any other portion of New
South Wales.
That the runs already proclaimed by the Inspector as infected shall remain under quarantine,
and be subject to all the restrictions and disabilities now in force, or hereafter to be im
posed, respecting such runs.
That in the meantime six stockmen be appointed as boundary keepers, to guard the runs
immediately beyond the land under quarantine, or such greater number as an extended
boundary may require, with power to prevent all cattle from passing such boundary from
infected runs, and to destroy such cattle so passing over as the Inspector shall indicate,
with the approbation of the Board.

No. 2.
Copy of Telegram from Pleuro-pneumonia Commissioners, relative to compensation to he
granted for destruction of Cattle,

We find difficulty with present data in arriving at conclusion on mode of compensation.
Is it urgent, or can we defer till inspection is more complete?
Ath December, 1861.

•

No. 3.

Copy of Telegram to Pleuro-pneumonia Commissioners, in reply to Letter of 30tA November,
1861, and Telegram of Aih December, 1861.

The Secretary for Lands has approved of the Resolutions of the Board, enclosed with
your letter of the 30 th ultimo.
With regard to the question of compensation, the Government desire a careful and
well-considered recommendation on this point, and Mr. Secretary Robertson does not think
it will be proper to press the matter at the expense of these considerations. In the meantime
the question will he considered an open one.
htk December, 1861.
-

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer.—1861,
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To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of the Colony of New South Wales, in Parliament
assembled.
The humble Petition of Anne Greene, of Billabong, in the Colony of New South
Wales, widow,—
Sheweth :—
1st. That your Memorialist is the proprietor of the Billabong Station.
2nd. That your Memorialist bad, in the month of September, 1861, made arrange
moots for the sale of five hundred fat cattle, to have been delivered within the months of
October and November then following, at the rate of £5 for bullocks and £4 for cows.
3rd. That Mr. A. Bruce, the Cattle Inspector of the said Colony, did, on the 21st
day of October, prevent your Memorialist delivering the first draft of one hundred fat
cattle, on the ground that one steer was affected with Plcuro-pneumonia; said steer not
being the property of your Memorialist, and not having been found on your Memorialist s
run. (The steer in question was the property of Mr. Purtell, and was found on Mr.
Bardwell’s run, one mile from the boundary of your Memorialist’s run.)
4th. That your Memorialist’s cattle having without proper cause been placed under
quarantine, your Memorialist, in tbe hope of such quarantine being removed, has caused
inquiries to be made with the view of disposing of the fat cattle before mentioned, and she
finds that an inevitable loss of £3 and £2 respectively (for bullocks and cows) per head
must result from the prohibition before mentioned.
_
_
5th. That your Memorialist had made an agreement with a dairyman to supply him
with 250 dairy cows, at a rent of £50 for the year 1861, and £100 per annum for ^the two
following years; and that said tenant expended in consequence of said agreement £250, in
the erection of suitable premises for carrying on his business, said premises having been
erected on Government land.
6th. That on the 23rd day of October, the Inspector, Mr. A. Bruce, did interfere
with the arrangement between your Memorialist and her tenant, by ordering the dairying of
the cattle to be discontinued.
,
7th. That in consequence of what has already been stated, your Memorialist s tenant
cannot exercise his occupation of a dairy man, and therefore will be free from his engagement
to pay the said rent; and also has given notice of action against your Memorialist for the
amount he has unprofitably expended, together with amount of profit which he expected to
make from the exercise of his occupation aforesaid.
8th. That your Memorialist therefore sufiers real inconvenience, having engagements
to meet, and loss on the sale of fat cattle to the extent of £1,250 ; also loss of rent from
the tenant, £250 ; and loss on the improved value of the cattle from being dairied; ^ond that
also she will have to pay her tenant compensation for his loss of money expended, £250, and
his loss of time and profit, £250.
tt
i_i
tt
9th. That yonr Memorialist submits the foregoing case to your Honorable House,
and respectfully prays that your Honorable House will cause full justice to be done in the
matter; and your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
;
J
ANNE GREENE,
Per KANDON F. GREEN.
To loss on 250 bullocks sold at £5, and 250 cows at £4, for
which only an average of £2 can now be obtained ............
To loss of Rent from Dairy ...................................... -..................
To claim of Dairyman for money expended on premises.........
To claim of same for loss of time and profit .............................

£1,250
250
250
a 50
£2,000

Woodlands,

9

[Drice, Icf.]

January,

1862,
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RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly ,
■ of New South Wales, dated 1 October, 1861, That there be laid
upon the Table of this House,—
“ (1.) A Copy of all the Correspondence which has taken place
“ between the Secretary for Public Works and Mr. Edward Bell,
“ Civil Engineer, relative to his Inventions and Improvements
“ in Railways and Tramways.
.
“ (2.) Also, a Copy of the Reports (if any) of the Engineer-in“ Chief for Railways, upon the. same.”
(Mr. Wilson.)

SCHEDULE.
so.
r^GE.
1. E. Boll, Esq., to the Secretary for Public Worts, offering his inventions for improvements
in Railways, &e., to tbe Government. G February, 18G1
................................................ 2
2. E. Bell, Esq., to tbe Secretary for Public Worts, circular letter inviting attendance at
exhibition of Models. 14 February, 13G1 ..
,.
..
..
..
,.
..2
3. The Enginecr-in-Cbicf for Railways, reporting on Mr. Bell's letter of 6 February, 1801,
19 February, 1861
..
..
..
..
..
..
.,2
4. The Under Secretary for Public Worts to E. Bell, Esq., informing him that any proposals
will receive the attention of Government. 2 March, 1801
..
..
..
..
.. 3
5. E. Bell, Esq., to the Secretary for Public Works, submitting proposals for testing bis Railway
improvements. 8 March, 1861
.
..
..
..
..
..
..3
0. The Engineer-in-Cbief for Railways, reporting thereon. 10 May, 1801
'..........................4
7. The Under Secretary for Public Works to E. Bell, Esq., informing him that the Government
cannot accede to his proposals. 12 June, 1801
..
..
,,
..4
8. E. Bell, Esq., to the Secretary for Public Works, applying for copy of Mr. Whitten's Report
on his proposals, &c. 20 June, 1801
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..5
9. The Under Secretary for Public Worts to B. Bell, Esq., in reply, informing him that it is
not customary to furnish copies of such Reports. C July, 1861
..
..
.. 5
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No. 1.

'

E. Bell, Esq., to Secretary por Public Works.
Sydney,

Sir,

C

1861.

February,

I have tbo honor to call the attention of the Gorernment to ray two Inventions
for Improvements in Railways and Tramways, for which Letters of Registration for the
Colony have recently been granted to me, for the respective terms of fourteen years.
I am desirous of placing these inventions at the service of the Government of this
Colony, upon very advantageous terms to the public, looking more for my eventual remu
neration to the adoption of them by other Colonies, after they shall have been successfully
used here.
I feel confident that the adoption of my improvement will save them from £6,000 to
£8,000 a mile upon the present estimated cost of Railways in this Colony; Sind shall be
happy to be afforded an opportunity of opening a negotiation with the Government on the
subject.
•
I have, &c.,
EDWARD BELL,
Civil Engineer.
Mr. Whitton, for report.

W. M. A.
8/2/G1.

Mr. Whitton accordingly,
'

B. C,, 1G/2/61.
J.R.

No. 2.
■

E. Bell, Esq , to Secretary for Public Works.
Sydney,

Id

February,

1861

Sir,

I have been favored hy the Committee of the Sydney School of Arts with the
use of a large room in that building, to exhibit Models illustrative of my Inventions and
Improvements in Railways to Members of both Houses of Parliament, prior to the opening
of the forthcoming Industrial Exhibition.
They will be on view on Tuesday and Wednesday, the 19th and 20th instant, at
11 a.m., when I shall be present to explain their operation.
The honor of your attendance is respectfully requested.
I have, &c.,
EDWARD BELL,
Civil Engineer.

No. 3.
__

REPORT of Enginecr-in-Chief for Railways.

Mr. Bell's patent is yet untried; the model which he has had made affords no
evidence of what might be the power of a properly constructed machine, as it is mechanically
most faulty. I presume there can be no objection to Mr. Bell “ opening a negotiation ”
with the Government; but I cannot recommend that any expenditure of public money be
incurred for the purpose of trying Mr. Bell’s scheme, as I am thoroughly satisfied that it is
very inferior to the ordinary railway, both with regard to the permanent way and the engine,
and that an ordinary locomotive will accomplish everything that can be done by Mr. Bell’s
engine.
J. W.
19/2/61.

meat.

Seen. Acknowledge. Any proposals made hy Mr. Bell will receive the attention of GovernW. M. A.
28/2/61,

No. 4.
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No. 4.
Under Secretary for Puerto Works to E. Bell, Esq.
Department of Public Works,
Sydney,

2

March,

1861.

Sir,

_
In reference to your letter of the 6th ultimo, requesting to he afforded an
opportunity of opening a negotiation with the Government on the subject of your invention
for improvement in Railways and Tramways, I am directed by the Secretary for Public
Works to inform you that any proposals made by you in this matter will receive the attention
of the Government.
I have, &c.,
JOHN RAE.

No. 5.
E. Bell, Esq., to Secretary for Public Works.
Sydney,

8

March,

1861.

Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, on the 4th instant, of your letter
of the 2nd, in answer to mine of the 6th ultimo, and I now do myself the honor to submit
to your notice the following proposals.
■
Before doing so, I would remark that there are two points upon which the Govern
ment may fairly require proof to satisfy themselves of the advantage of my plan of
Railway, icc., before adopting it as a system throughout the Colony; first, the practicability
of ascending and descending severe gradients by means of locomotive engines with safety;
second, the effect produced upon the wooden ways ahd wheels by working upon my plan.
_
problem, in which the economy of construction is concerned, could be very
readily solved; the second, in which the economy of working and the durability of the line is
involved, would require constant traffic for fsay) 12 months, to show anything from which a
proper deduction could be drawn. I would therefore respectfully propose to construct a lino
of 8 or 10 miles in length through a fair average country, reasonably contiguous to a supply
of suitable timber, and between two places through which a line is likely to pass; the traffic
between which would give a good working trial of the railway and engines, and at the
same time defray the expense of running the trains. On such a line, it would be easy to
provide the means of testing the first point I have mentioned. The Government may, by
this method, test the system thoroughly, it could incur no risk of loss to the couotry,
because in the event, after the trial, of my system not being approved, the line would be
available for horse traction.
I would submit that such a line should form a branch, or be a continuation of some
one of the existing lines, that the carriages running upon them might bo used for through
■ traffic upon both, and thereby subject my proposed line to a more severe test.
I consider that gradients of one in twelve may easily be overcome and worked to
advantage under my system. I propose to introduce such gradients in the experimental line
when necessary, and, if I shew their successful working, I shall demonstrate that cuttings
and tunnels may be dispensed with in Railway works throughout the Colony. Should
gradients of one in seven he found necessary to avoid these heavy and expensive works, I
Have no hesitation in saying they may be overcome and worked successfully under my
system, so likewise curves of two or three chains radius.
_ I estimate that such a fair average line of Railway may be constructed, and two
Engines made in this Colony and put to work upon it, within twelve months from the
commencement, at a cost not exceeding twenty-five thousand pounds (£25,000). I mention
the distance of 8 or 10 miles in reference to the trial line, but it would be practicable to
construct ten times that length in the same period, at a similar cost yiro rata; it being
understood, that it exclude the crossing of large rivers, deep ravines or gullies, and
precipitous country, from this estimate.
'
As the success of the trial must mainly depend on my own personal exertion, skill,
and management, I would submit that the entire superintendence and direction of the works,
and people employed on them (excepting money receivers), must necessarily be confided to
me during the construction of the works and the term of the trial; in fact, from their
commencement to the period of their approval or otherwise.
The experiment to extend over one year from the time the line and engines are
declared by me to be in working order. Nothing to he paid for the use of the invention
during that time, unless the system is successful. If it he successful, I am to be paid one
shilling per train mile run for the last (6) six months of the trial year, for the use of the
invention; and, for all future train miles run on my system upon any line, one shilling per
train mile run—it being understood that, if the patent be used upon tfny part of a line, the
mileage

4->
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mileage is to be paid upon the whole length that the trains run, as if the patent were
employed the whole distance (existing lines excepted, unless the patent be used upon them).
I respectfully submit these propositions as the basis of a negotiation, and I shall
be quite willing to discuss any modification which may be suggested on the part of the
Grovernment.
I have, &c.,
EDWARD BELL,
Civil Engineer,
M. Just. C. E.
Mr. Whitton is requested to report on this proposal.
Mr. Whitton accordingly.

W. M. A.
14/3/61.

B. C., 15/3/G1.
J. B.

No. 6.
REPORT of Enginecr-in- Chief for Railways.

Me. Bell proposes that the Government should furnish him with £25,000, to construct
8 or 10 miles of railway and build two engines; it being understood that “ the crossing
“ of large rivers, deep ravines or gullies, and precipitous country, is excluded from this
" estimate.”
It requires no consideration to see that the above estimate is a mere guess; Mr. Bell
having no objection to pledge himself to construct 10 miles for the same amount as 8 miles,
carefully excluding all works which make railways in this country expensive. It is quite pro
bable that one bridge on the 8 miles, or 10 miles, proposed to be constructed, would cost from
£20,000 to £40,000, or even £60,000, yet no provision is made for. such contingencies. In
fact, Mr. Bell’s estimate is simply for a way of a very temporary character (without works),
and for a little more money a good permanent way might be constructed,
Mr. Bel! states, that under his system gradients of I in 12 "may he easily overcome
and worked to advantage.” I know that such gradients never have been “ easily overcome ”
or “worked to advantage,” and they never will be by Mr. Bell’s process. A locomotive
engine with iron driving wheels, and working on iron rails, can be made to work gradients
of 1 in 12; but the work done would he so costly, that it would be loss expensive to
increase the cost of construction and improve the gradient. Any gradient worse than
1 in 40 is a bad gradient, and should never be used if practicable to avoid it; almost
any expense in works is preferable to such gradients. Circumstances will no doubt arise,
where gradients of 1 in 30, or even worse, must be used, but these are difficulties which
should not be made to avoid ordinary works.
X am not certain that I understand Mr. Bell’s proposal with reference to the remune
ration to be paid to him for his " personal exertion, skill, and management;” but if I read
his offer correctly, Mr. Bolt would have to be paid-about £9,000 per annum for mileage on
the Southern Line, assuming that his patent should be laid down between Carnpbeiltown
and Camden. I may here state that Mr. Bell proposes to increase the tractive power of an
engine by using wooden rails and wooden driving-wheels, and by having engines of less
weight than those now in use on the existing lines. This is really the sole merit Mr. Bell
claims for his patent. Now, it must be self-evident that the tractive power of an engine
depends not entirely upon increased adhesion, hut upon power combined with adhesion; and
assuming that more adhesion is attained by using wood against wood than by the use of iron
against iron, this assumed advantage is thrown away by decreasing the weight holding the
two bodies to contact. It is probably not necessary to say more on this subject than that,
in my opinion, Mr. Bell’s model is mechanically defective, and if ever his scheme be tried
it will turn out a failure.

J. W.

10/5/G1.
Seen. Inform.

W. M. A.
1/6/61,

No. 7.

.

Undee Secretary for Public Works to E. Bell, Esq.
Department of Public Works,
Sydney,

12

June,

1861.

Sir,

In reference to your letter of the 8th March last, submitting to the Government
certain proposalsfor testing your "Inventions and Improvements in Railways,” lam directed
to inform you, that under a Report received from the Engineer-in-Chief for Railways, the
Secretary for Public Works does not feel justified in recommending to the Government any
expenditure for testing the merits of your inventions.
I have, &o.,

JOHN RAE.

No. 8.
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No. 8.
E. Bell, Esq.,

to Seceetaby for Public Works.
Sydney,

26

June,

1861.

Sir,

In reference to your communication of the 12th instant, acknowledging mine
of the 8th March last, and informing me that, under a Report received from the Engineer*
in-Cbief for Railways, you do not feel justified in “ recommending to the Government any
expenditure for testing the merits of my invention,”—may I respectfully ask the favor of a
copy of the Report of the Engineer-in-Chief for Railways upon the subject, to which you
allude in your communication to me.
I have, &c„
r
'
EDWARD BELL,
Civil Engineer.

I regret that Mr. Bell's request cannot he complied with. It is not customary, and would lead
to great inconvenience if reports of this kind were famished to persons applying for them.
So inform.
W. M, A.

3/7/B1.

No. 9.
Under Secretary

for

Public Works fo

E. Bell, Esq.

Department of Public Works,
Sydney,

5

July,

1861.

Sir,

It acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 26th ultimo, applying for
a copy of the Report of the Engineer-in-Chief for Railways, relative to your inventions for
improvements in Railways and Tramways, I am directed by the Secretary for Public Works
to inform you, that it is not customary to furnish copies of reports of this nature to persons
applying for. them, as a compliance with such requests would lead to much inconvenience.
I have, &c.,
JOHN RAE.

Sydney t Thomas Bfchards, floremment Printer,—1$S1.

{Price,

2d.]
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MR. HENRY SCOPE.
(PLANS FOR RAILWAYS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

14

November,

1861.

The Honorable the Speaker and Gentlemen of the Legislative Assembly, in (Parliament
'

assembled,—

Gentlemen :—
■
Your Petitioner hnmbly prays to be allowed to avail himself of the present
opportunity of bringing before your Honorable Ho* n tot of H.ns for Enitayt, to k
TOked either by ste.m potter or horse traction, suitable for the Colony, as emtoaomg all
the elements necessary to effect a cheap and permanent mode of transit.
As I have had considerable experience in connection with George Stephenson and
other scientific engineers, in the testing of the relative merits of the two ^sterns, name y
steam power and horse traction, asalocomotive agent,-and the present crisis, which ca s
more than ordinary effort to determine what are the best and cheapest means to adopt
seenring to this country an effective system of internal transit, has induced your humb
servant offering his mite of practical knowledge towards so desirable an objec .
And your Petitioner humbly prays that your Honorable House will take the matter
into your serious consideration, at your earliest opportunity, and your humble servant wil
feel in duty bound to ever pray.

HENRY SCOPE.

Riley-street, Surry Sills,
November 4.th,

[.Ruee, 1^.]
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OBSERVATORY, SYDNEY.
(FOURTH REPORT,)

IBresenttfo to botfj Rouses of parliHuimt, fig Gmnmanlj.

MINUTE of the Proceedings of the Observatory Board, at a Meeting held at the Observatory,
on the 12th December,

1861.

.

Present:—

His Excellency the Governor, in the Chair.

The Honorable the Colonial Secretary.
The Surveyor General.
The Board having inspected the Building and Instruments, the Astronomer’s Annual Report
■was read.

*
The Board express their satisfaction at the state of the Establishment, and are glad
to find that the new Telescope answers the expectations that had been formed of it.
The Board approve the proposed arrangement of work for the year 1862; also of the
proposed magnetic survey of the Colony, and recommend that application be made to the
Government for an annual grant of £100, for the purpose of carrying out such survey.
The Board recommend that the Minutes of their Proceedings, and a copy of the
Astronomer's Report, be submitted to the Government, with a view to their being printed,
and adjourn sine die*

■

FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT ON THE SYDNEY OBSERVATORY.

This Report will probably be considered the most satisfactory that has yet been submitted
to the Observatory Board,

The Establishment is now complete in every respect.
The instruments, though inferior in some respects to those in the large national
Observatories, are yet as good as could he expected, and however much I might desire an
increase in the number of assistants, I could not ask for such an increase consistently with
a due regard for the resources of the Colony.
The Observations made during the year 1860 have been fully reduced, and their
results published and distributed amongst the principal Observatories.
The total number of Meridian Observations made and reduced during that period
was 2,820, of which 2,507 were published; the remainder, which were employed for the
determination of local mean time only, were omitted.
The exact determination of the Longitude of the Observatory may still be considered
incomplete, the corrections to be applied to the Moon’s places as given in the Nautical
Almanac not having yet been communicated to me from the Greenwich Observatory.
244In
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In conjunction with Mr. Ellery, tho Astronomer at Melbourne, I have determined
by telegraphic signals, the difference between tbe Longitudes of the Williamstown and Sydney
Observatories, which is 25 minutes 11'4 seconds.
The number of Meridian Observations during the present year is 2,100; this number
is less than the number made in the corresponding period of 1860, owing to the interruption
occasioned by the arrival of the new Equatorial Telescope; the time occupied by its adjust
ments and preparatory determinations; and by the Observations,experimental and otherwise,
that have been made with it.
The reduction of the Observations of the current year is in a forward state, and the
whole will be ready for the press some time in February next.
Tbe Time Ball has been dropped accurately every day at one o’clock ; the same
attention having been paid to accuracy on Sundays as on other days. The limit of error
in dropping tbe ball may be considered as not more than half a second.
The great Comet of 1861, known as Tebbutt's Comet, was observed a great number
■of times, with all possible accuracy,' and the results reduced and forwarded to the Royal
Astronomical Society.
Numerous Oceultations of Fixed Stars have been observed with the new Equatorial,
and Observations have been made with the same instrument of a few of Sir J. Herschell’s
Double Stars.
Transits of the Moon, and Moon-culminating Stars have been observed at every
opportunity.
Considerable changes have taken place in the arrangement of the Meteorological
’Observatories, The Instruments at six of the Stations have been removed to the neigh
bouring Telegraph Stations, and placed under the care of the Station Masters. The results
obtained at Brisbane and Rockhampton have been sent to this Observatory, and collated
with those of New South Wales; this arrangement however terminates with the current
year.

Personal Establishment.
This remains tbe same as last year, with the exception of the changes in the
.Meteorological Observers, above mentioned. There are now only three paid Observers,
namely, at Cooma, Armidale, and Casino.
Buildings.

,

In my last Report, I mentioned that preparatiflns bad been made for the erection of
a Meridian mark on tbe North Shore, and that a temporary mark had already been erected.
My experience with the temporary mark convinced me that the proposed plan could not be
satisfactorily carried out; I have therefore adopted a different arrangement, namely, to erect
a Pillar on the south side of the Observatory, bearing a delicate mark, which, when viewed
through a lens of long focus built into the wall, gives nearly the same advantages as a distant
mark, without any of its disadvantages and difficulties. This plan has been carried out to
nay entire satisfaction.
'
The Piers which formerly carried the old Transit Telescope have been removed, and
■a single Pier substituted in their place, for the reception of one of the Magnetic Instruments.
Library.

The collection of Books has been increased by donations from various public
Observatories, also by the removal of a number of Astronomical works from the Library
of the Museum. A considerable number of duplicates of Astronomical and other works,
which were of no value to the Observatory, have been transferred, with the approval of tiic
Government, to tbe Library of tbo University. The sum annually voted for the purchase of
books has been raised from £20 to £30, which appears to be sufficient for the purpose.
Instruments,

The list of Instruments has received a most important increase, hy the arrival of an
excellent Telescope, equatorially mounted, manufactured for this Observatory by Merz and
Son, of Munich. This is, I believe, the most powerful Instrument of the description in the
Southern Hemisphere. The Telescope was mounted in June last. Several minor additions
and improvements have been made, and the Instrument may now be regarded as complete in
■every respect.
A
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A very good set of portable Magnetic Instruments has also been received, manufac
tured under the direction of the Kew Committee of the British Association for the advance
ment of Science. The old Equatorial Telescope has been mounted in one of the rooms on
the eastern side of the building, for the purpose of observing such phenomena as may occur
in that portion of the sky which is hidden from the new Telescope hy the Time Ball Tower.
The Transit Circle is in constant use. In the course of the year an attempt has been
made, with partial success, to grind the pivots into a more truly cylindrical form. An
addition has also been made to this Instrument, consisting of a Ohronographic Apparatus,
lent by the Government of Victoria, similar in principle to the instruments used in recording
Telegraphic messages. By means of this arrangement the seconds of the Transit Clock, and
the instants of a star’s transits across the wires of the Telescope,, are recorded on the same
fillet of paper. This apparatus is also connected by wires with a contact-piece in the
Equatorial Room, by means of which the clock in that room can be exactly compared with
the Transit Clock.
Proposed Wore,

eor the coming

Year.

In laying down a plan for future operations, it is necessary to consider, not what
course will be most in accordance with my own tastes, or lead to the most showy results, but
what will conduce most to the promotion of Astronomical Science. Bearing this in mind,
and observing that the Star Catalogues are very defective as regards the portion of the
celestial sphere included between 13° and 33° of south declination, I have thought it desira
ble to commence a systematic survey of that portion, dividing it into zones of 3° in breadth ;
in this way I shall be enabled to note the position of every star, up to the eighth magnitude
inclusive. At the same time, the observation of the stars of Lacaille’s Catalogue, within
10° North and South of the Zenith, will be carried on as before.
Transits of the Moon and Moon-culminating Stars; Oceultations of Stars and Planets
by the Moon; Eclipses of the Sun and Moon, and of Jupiter’s Satellites, will be observed as
often as they occur.
The re-observation of Sir J. Herschell’s Catalogue of Southern Double Stars will be
continued as opportunity shall offer. With regard to these Observations, it must be noticed
that the atmosphere of Sydney is but seldom in a good state for observing double stars; and
as there is but one observer it is impossible to keep night watches, so as to select the most
favorable opportunities for such a work.
■
With tbe Magnetic Instruments I propose to determine periodically the different
Magnetic elements at the Observatory. I have applied to the Government for permission to
make the same determinations at numerous points in the Colony, partly with a view to the
promotion of the science of Terrestrial Magnetism, and partly with, what many will consider
the more important object, of determining accurately tbe Magnetic variation at different
places. This operation should be repeated at intervals of some years, in order to determine
the changes of variation which, as is well known, are constantly going on. This change at
Sydney amounts to more than one minute annually, so that the boundary lines of an estate,
surveyed at intervals of fifty years, would be found to differ by about a degree in direction.
The above programme of work for the coming year would of course afford ample
occupation for more than one Observer. Indeed, in a public Observatory in which all the
Observations and a considerable portion of tbo Computations fall to the lot of one Astronomer,
his life must bo a continual conflict between the desire to produce more extensive results
and tbe limits imposed by tho necessity of preserving his mental and physical powers unim
paired. The consciousness of having somewhat transgressed those limits, without altogether
satisfying that desire, renders mo anxious to secure the assistance of some competent
amateur, to whom might be entrusted the more interesting class of Observations j that is to
say, all Observations with the new Telescope, leaving me to carry on uninterruptedly tbe very
monotonous but useful task of completing the Catalogue of the Stars of the Southern
Hemisphere.
W. SCOTT,
Astronomer.
SjiIdcj" £ Thomas Richards, Government Printer.—1861.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

FELIX SWAIN8TON.
(PETITION OF.)

Ordered by ike Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

11

October,

1861.

. To the Honorable the Legislative House of Assembly for New South Wales, in Parliament
■
assembled.
Tho humble Petition of Felix Swains ton. Carrier, of Sutton Forest, Camden,—

Most RespecthjIiLY Sheweth :—
That your Petitioner, in his occupation as a Carrier, was proceeding from
Sydney to Goulburn, loaded with merchandize and cases of spirits.
That your Petitioner arrived at Picton on the fourteenth day of March last, and
finding the new bridge not opened, took every precaution, by hiring assistance, to cross the
old one in safety) but owing to its dangerous and out of repair condition, your Petitioner
was precipitated, together with the whole of the team, from the top to the bottom, being a
perpendicular fall of twenty feet.
That your Petitioner’s loss by this accident consists in having two horses killed, and
a third rendered useless, the dray and harness broken, a portion of the property destroyed,
and your Petitioner severely injured j and owing to it he is unable to obtain a living for
himself, or support for his wife and children.
That the new bridge was opened the morning after your Petitioner’s accident, it
requiring only a few loads of earth to he laid at either end.
Your Petitioner submits that notice had been given by the contractor nearly three
weeks previous, that the bridge was ready to be thrown open to tho public; and that it was
owing to the neglect of the Government, in not causing the entrances of the bridge to be
completed, that this accident befel your Petitioner.
Your Petitioner most humbly prays that your Honorable House will take his case
into your favourable consideration, and grant your Petitioner such relief as your Honorable
House may deem fit to award, according to the foregoing circumstances.
And your Petitioner, as in duty hound, will ever pray.
FELIX SWAINSTON.

[ Price, Iff.]
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ME. EEANCIS FLANAGAN.
(PETITION OF.)

Ordered h’j ihe Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

14

November,

1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of Francis Flanagan, of Prergoga Flat, in the County of
Saint Yincont, in the Colony of New South Wales, Esquire,—
Sheweth

■
i j j
That, on the twentieth of February, in the year one thousand eight hundred
and twenty-six, your Petitioner (who was then residing in Ireland) addressed a letter to
the Right Honorable Earl Bathurst, then Secretary of State for the Colonies, requesting
information as to the terms on which persons, who intended settling in this Colony, could
obtain grants of land, and your Petitioner received, in reply, a printed memorandum
containing the same regulations as those set forth in the Government Order of fifth Septem
ber, one thousand eight hundred and twenty-six, number thirty-five, enclosed in a letter, of
which the following is a copy :—■
“Colonial Office,
“ Downing-itreet, London,

“ 10(A March, 1S26.
” 111 am directed hy Earl Bathurst to acquaint you, in reply to your letter of 20th ultimo, that
" the printed memorandum, which I enclose, will explain to you the conditions upon which persons are
" permitted to hold lands at New South Wales and Van Diemen's Land; and if, under such circuiu“ stances, you should think it advisable to proceed to either of those settlements with a y.1®"" ^
“agricultural objects, the Governor will, on your making the necessary application to him tor tfist
“ purpose, and provided ho shall'he satisfied of your possessing sufficient capital to enable you to mini
“ those conditions, make to you a grant of land accordingly, I am directed^ further to acquaint you,
“ that the general instructions with which the Governor has been furnished will render it unnecessary
“ for you, on your proceeding to the Colony, to be provided with any other letter from the Colonial
" Department than this.
*< I am, Sir,
“ Mr. Francis Flanagan,
" Your most obedient servant,
_^

" 20, Patrick-street, Cork.

“ ”■

“~oY.

That, on the faith of the above-mentioned letter, so received by him in reply to his
said letter, and of the printed memorandum sent therewith, your Petitioner broke up his
establishment in his native land, and, with his wife and family, emigrated to, and arrived
in, this Colony in the year one thousand eight hundred and twenty-seven, bringing with
him considerable capital,
_
.
That your Petitioner so emigrated to this Colony in the full expectation and belief
that he would obtain all the benefits so ns aforesaid held out to him with respect to grants
from the Crown of lands in the Colony being made to him, and especially that he would be
entitled, in tbe first instance, to a primary grant, and afterwards, on duly complying with
all the Regulations in respect thereof, to a further or secondary grant. ^
_
That your Petitioner, having duly complied with the Regulations contained in the
said Government Order of fifth September, one thousand eight hundred and. twenty-six,
obtained a primary grant from the Crown of two thousand five hundred and sixty acres of
land in the County of Saint Vincent.
.
That your Petitioner, on receiving the necessary authority for that purpose, selected
certain lands near Moogandoora Creek, hut the authorities of the Colony objected to the
water frontage comprised in such selection, and the same was subsequently altered (notwith
standing your Petitioner’s protests) so as to give your Petitioner much less water frontage,
and to give him, in Heu thereof, laud extending back four miles to, and including, a quantity
of barren mountain ranges.
That
173—
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That your Petitioner, being so compelled to accept such last-mentioned laud as his
primary grant, took possession of the two thousand five hundred and sixty acres of land so
allotted to him by the Government as aforesaid, and cleared, cultivated, and improved the
same at an outlay of upwards of three thousand pounds, and he has resided thereon with
his family ever since, being a period of upwards of thirty years; and he has, in every other
respect, observed tbe conditions relative to such grants.
That, in one thousand eight hundred and thirty-seven, a Government Notice, dated
the twenty-seventh day of June in that year, was issued to tho effect that additional grants
of land would be given to those persons who, having obtained primary grants under the
Regulations hereinbefore referred to, should establish their claim to such additional grants;
and that applications from persons, who, like your Petitioner, had then been seven years in
possession of their primary grants, must be sent in on or before the thirty-first day of
December then next.
.
That your Petitioner was, at that time, the south-easternmost settler in the Colony,
and from the land on which ho resided being at a distance from Sydney, and surrounded
with almost impassable mountains and gullies, and all communication with Sydney, either
by land or sea, being therefore limited, he did not receive any intimation of tho notice last
referred to, in time to comply literally therewith, within the period therein specified.
That your Petitioner was fully entitled, under the said last-mentioned Government
Order, to have an additional grant of land from the Crown made to him, your Petitioner
having, in all respects, performed the conditions so as to entitle himself to the said additional
grant.
That your Petitioner, very shortly after the expiry of the said period specified in
the said last-mentioned order, and in fact as soon as he was able, made application to the
Government Authorities, in Sydney, for such additional grant, and offered the necessary
proofs to establish his right thereto, hut the said Authorities refused to entertain your
Petitioner’s said application, on the ground that he had not applied within the said period
so prescribed as aforesaid.
'
That your Petitioner has subsequently made repeated appeals, both to the Authorities
in the Colony and to the Colonial Office in England, but his said appeals have always been
disregarded, on the alleged ground that his case had been decided by the Authorities in the
Colony on his original application to those Authorities, although no such decision ever was
made—except the refusal to entertain your Petitioner’s application, on the ground that it
had not been made within the period so prescribed as aforesaid.
That your Petitioner conceives he has been subjected to great injustice in being
refused such additional grant on the mere technical objection of his not making bis applica
tion within the time specified as aforesaid, especially under the circumstances herein set forth,
which rendered it impracticable for him to make such application within that period; and
your Petitioner trusts that your Honorable House will, in its wisdom, devise and adopt some
means of affording redress to your Petitioner for the loss and injury he has sustained by the
said additional grant not having been made to him.
Your Petitioner, therefore, humbly prays your Honorable House to take the case into
consideration, and to adopt such measures, to afford your Petitioner relief in the premises,
as to your Honorable House shall seem meet and just.
And your Petitioner will ever pray, &c.
FRANCIS FLANAGAN.

SyfciQy: Tbomoe Rickards, Government Prtoter.—-l£Gl.
[Price,
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ME. JOHN KIDD.
(PETITION OP.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

26

November,

1861.

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of John Kidd, late Landing-waiter in Her Majesty’s Customs,
at- the Port of Sydney,—
Kespkotfully Sheweth :—

■

That your Petitioner was, until a late period, employed in the Customs Depart
ment since the year 1839, with the exception of some time spent in a visit to England for
the benefit of his health.
That, on the 14th May last, your Petitioner was.tahen very seriously ill, and remained
so for a considerable period; that your Petitioner was then under the impression that his
health was permanently impaired, and he therefore felt desirous of retiring from the service,
and wrote a letter to this effect to the Collector of Customs, asking if he might, under the
circumstances, be allowed to retire on a pension, to which letter he was informed, in reply,
that his claim for a retiring allowance would be submitted to the Legislative Assembly.
On your Petitioner returning from tbe country where he had gone for the benefit of
his health, he was informed that his claim for pension could not bo allowed, in consequence
of his not having served the time required by the Superannuation Act, by a less period than
two days.
Tour Petitioner, therefore, respectfully begs to lay before your Honorable House a
statement of his services since he entered the Department in 1889 :—
Tidewaiter, from 11th October, 1840, to 5th July, 1841 j
Locker, from 6th July, 1841, to 15th April, 1842;
Tidewaiter, from 16th April, 1842, to 13th September, 1848 ;
Distillery Clerk, from 19th July, 1851, to 7th September, 1852 ;
Coast>waiter, from 8th September, 1852, to 21st September, 1854 j
Landing-waiter, from 22nd September, 1854, to 15th July, 1861 ;
From which it will be seen that your Petitioner has served upwards of fourteen years, during
which time he filled the offices of Locker, Established Tide-waiter, Distillery Clerk, Coastwaiter, and Landing-waiter, without reckoning his service of six years as an Extra Tidewaiter.
Tour Petitioner further desires to bring under the notice of your Honorable House,
that on learning that it was not the intention of tbe Government to grant him a pension, he
wrote to the Collector of Customs to say that he was willing to resume his duties as his
health was somewhat improved, although when he applied to be allowed to retire he was in
a state of health which his medical attendant thought would disable him from performing
his duties as Landing-waiter
Tour Petitioner therefore humbly prays that your Honorable House will take his
ease into your consideration, and grant him snob relief as may, in the opioion of your
Honorable House, be deemed fit.
And your Petitioner will for ever pray.
JOHN KIDD.

[Price, Id,]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

EGBERT EDGAR ADAMS.
(OF THE BARQUE “ SHAH JEHAN.")

Ordered by ihe Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

17

January,

1862.

To the Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of Robert Edgar Adams, of the City of Sydney, Commander
of the barque “ Shah Jehan,”—
Sheweth

.

That your Petitioner arrived in the Harbour of Port Jackson on the twentyfourth day of October last, on a voyage from the Mauritius to Sydney aforesaid.
That, on leaving the Mauritius, your Petitioner shipped a crew of nineteen Lascars
and five Europeans.
That, on the voyage from the Mauritius to Sydney aforesaid, five of the Lascar crew
died from pre-existing disease, the exposure to the cold weather, and an accident to the fresh
water tank, causing an admixture of salt water—the passage having been most boisterous.
That, a few days after your Petitioner’s arrival, your Petitioner was maliciously
charged, by four of his Lascar crew, with having feloniously caused the death of the five
men who had died during the voyage.
That the preliminary investigation on the said charge occupied the attention of the
Justices at the Water Police Office for several days.
That although your Petitioner’s European crew and passengers, six in number, gave
evidence disproving the whole of the evidence given by the four Lascars, the Justices
committed your Petitioner for trial at the Central Criminal Court.
That your Petitioner was tried, on the second day of December last, before the
Honorable Sir Alfred Stephen, Chief Justice, and a Jury of twelve persons, which trial
resulted in a verdict of acquittal, the Jury not leaving the box, and His Honor expressing
his entire concurrence with the verdict.
That your Petitioner’s Lascar crew, on hearing the result of the verdict, became
insubordinate, and deserted from your Petitioner’s ship.
That your Petitioner preferred charges of desertion and insubordination against his
said Lascar crew, and they were each sentenced to one month’s imprisonment with hard
labour.
That your Petitioner, although he could have been ready for sea sixteen days after his
arrival here, was necessarily compelled to remain until the charge preferred against him
was disposed of.
That, on the expiration of the sentences of his said Lasear crew, your Petitioner had
them conveyed on board Ms said vessel, which was ready for sea.
That your Petitioner contemplated leaving the Port for Shanghai, with a cargo of
coals, on the following morning.
That, on the first of January, the day on which the Lasear crew were placed on
board, they became very insubordinate and mutinous, your Petitioner’s serang being mur
dered by three of them, and your Petitioner attempted to be murdered by several others of
the said Lascars.
That three of the Lascar crew are committed for trial for the murder of the serang,
at the Central Criminal Court to be holden in February next.
That your Petitioner prosecuted the remainder of the crew, for assault with intent to
murder him; four were committed for trial at the next Criminal Court.
That yonr Petitioner has suffered great pecuniary loss, and has been subjected to
large sums of money for legal and other expenses, in defending himself on the said charges
preferred against him as aforesaid.
301—
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That although your Petitioner had ample means on his arrival to pay all necessary
expenses attending his said vessel, he has, hy reason of being compelled to beep his said ship
in port, been reduced to complete want, his expenses on board his said vessel being about
twelve pounds daily. That your Petitioner has a cargo of coal on board his said vessel for
Shanghai, and had he been able to have sailed on the second instant, be would have saved the
north-east monsoon, but in consequence of the delay of the ship he will have to experience a
south-west monsoon, id est, a head wind to heat down the China Sea.
That your Petitioner is desirous of obtaining from the Government some pecuniary
assistance, compensation, or allowance, hy reason of his detention in Sydney to attend the
Criminal Court and give evidence as a witness on behalf of the Crown, and with that view
he hopes your Honorable House will take the premises into consideration.
Your Petitioner, therefore, most humbly and earnestly prays that your Honorable
House will consider the foregoing facts, and that your Honorable House will grant your
Petitioner such relief under the circumstances as he may be deemed entitled to.
And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
ROBT.-E. ADAMS.
\
\

/
(

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Gtoyenmient Printer,—1SC2,
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FLOCK OF ALPACAS, AND CLAUS OF ME. LEDGER
(RETURN IN REFERENCE TO.)

1861.

Ordered by ike [legislative Assembly to be Printed, Yltk September,

RETURN to an Address of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of
New

South

Wales,

dated

7

June,

1860,

praying

that

His

Excellency the Governor General would be pleased to cause to be
laid upon the Table of this House,—■
“ Copies of all

Correspondence

between

Charles

Ledger,

“ Esquire, and the Government, on the subject of the manage“ ment and Anal disposal of the Government Flock of Alpacas,
“ and the Claims of Mr. Ledger for losses sustained by him
“ in the introduction of those animals.”

{Mr. Parhcs.)

SCHEDULE.
NO.

PAGE.

1. Superintendent of Alpacas to Secretaiy for Lands, forwarding accounts for disbursements
on account of artificial food, trarelling, &o. 27 September, 1851* ..
..
..
..
2. Report of Auditor General tbereon. -5 October, 1850
,,
,,
..
3. Under Secretary for Lands fo Superintendent. 1+October, 1859
............................
..
4. Superintendent to Secretary for Lands, respecting bis retention of office. 8 October,

18o9

..

..

,,

,,

,,

a(

,,

,,

,,

,,

5. Same to same. Removal of Flock to Mancroo, &c. 31 October, 1859
..
..
G. Under Secretary to Superintendent, requesting his attendance in Sydney, &c. 3
November, 1859 ................................................................................................................................
7. Same to same. 9 November, 1859 ,,
.,
..
..
..
..
.,
..
,,
8. Superintendent to Secretary for Lands. 18 November, 1859 ....................................................
9. Under Secretary to Superintendent. 28 November, 1859
..
..
..
..
10. Superintendent to Secretary for Lands, relative to bis claim against the Government.
6 December, 1859 ..
.,
..
..
,,
..
,,
11. Same to same. 25 November, 1859
..
..
..
..
..
12. Same to same. 29 November, 1859
..
..
..
..
..
..
.,
..
13. Under Secretary to Superintendent. 2 December, 1859
14. Superintendent to Secretary for Lands. Advice of clip having been forwarded to Messrs.
Montefiorc, Graham, and Co. 30 November. 1859 ..
..
..
..
..
15. Montefioro. Graham, and Co., to Secretary for Lands, for instructions. 1 December, 1859,.
16. Under Secretary, in reply. 6 December, 1859 ..
..
..
,,
..
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FLOCK: OF ALPACAS, AND CLAIMS OF MR. LEDGER.

(In continuation of the Correspondence laid on the Table on the
and ordered to be printed.')

liM

October,

1859,

No. 1.
Superintendent

of

Alpacas io Secretary

for

Lands.

Liverpool,

27 September, 1859.
Sir,

' I herewith respectfully enclose three notes of disbursements, made by me for
account of the Alpacas, &c., under my charge, showing a balance of one hundred and five
pounds nineteen shillings and sixpence (£105 19s. 6d.) in my favour, which amount 1 beg
to request you will order to be-placed to my credit.
1 have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.
(Enclosure

1

in No.

1.]

Note of Dis corse si ents for Artificial Food for the Alpacas, &c., by the undersigned.

t

May 7.—Thomas Malloy, 3G bushels barley, at -Is. ..
..
June I.—.Thomas Ashcroft, 54 ditto ditto, at 3s.
,,
„ 17.—Patrick Kelleher, a patch of green barley ..
..
July 4.—Ditto, ditto ditto „
................................................
„ 4.—William Lackey, ditto ditto
..
..
..
..
„ 4.—Ditto, for use of paddock one month..........................
„ 19.—Thomas Ashcroft, 20 sacks of harlcy.........................
Aug. 9.—Charleston, a patch of green barley.........................
„ 14.—Ditto, ditto ditto............................................................
„ 9.—William Lackey, use of paddock one month .,
..
Sept. 16.—Thomas Ashcroft, 20 sacks barley.........................

£7 10
S 2 0
5 0 0
800
5 0 0
10 0 0
10 0
3 15 0
160
10 0 0
10 0
£60 6 0

Liverpool, 24 September, 1859.

C. LEDGES.
(Enclosure

2

in No,

1.]

Note of Disbursements, account of Alpacas, dkc.

Allowance for self and Mr. Ortiz, from 6th July to 17th August,
time occupied in journey to Maneroo and hack, at the rate
of 30s. each per diem—43 days
.,
..
..
,, £ 129 0 0
Maintenance, &c., of horses previous to starting.........................
15 10 0
.
Less received in advance. May 23rd

.
.........................

Balance

..

£144 10 0
100 0 0

......................... £44 10 0

j.tverpoot, 24 September, 1859.

LEDGER.
(Enclosure

3 in

No.

1.]

Note of Disbursements, account of Alpacas, Ac.
May 18.—Expenses to and from Parramatta to see the Domain,
by order of Honorable the Secretary for Lands and
Public Works............................................................
June 6.—Expenses to and from Sydney....................................

£0 10 6
0 13 0
£1 3 6

Liverpool, 24 September, 1859.

C, LEDGER.

Mo. 2.
REPORT of Auditor General.

(Expense of Eood for Alpacas, &c., &c.)
Mr. Ledger has a monthly credit of £70 established in his favour, for the payment of
his own salary, ahd the wages of his men, &c.; besides this, however, ho received an advance
on the 23rd May, of £100 to meet his travelling expenses. On tbe Gth September a credit
in his favour for £106 was authorized, to pay for artificial food for these animals, which was
intended apparently to pay the accounts (£105 19s. 6d.) detailed by Mr. Ledger. If so,
the acquittances of the parties ought to be furnished to this office for adjustment.
W. C. MAYNE,
B.C. Audit Office,
A. G-.
5 October, 1859.
No. 3.
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No. 3.
Under Secretary to Superintendent.

"
y

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 14 October,

1859.

Sir,

In reference to yonr letter of the 27th ultimo, I am directed to inform you,
that the Secretary to the Treasury has been requested to cause (he sum of one hundred and
five pounds nineteen shillings and sixpence, to he paid into your credit in the Joint Stock
Bank; being the amount expended by you in the purchase of artificial food for those
animals, and in travelling expenses in searching for pasturage for them.
I have, &c,,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

'

No. 4.
Superintendent to Secretary

for

Lands.
Liverpool,

8

October,

1859.

Sir,

You are nwaro that-for more than seven years lam separated from my
family, and also that during said period I lost my wife, under circumstances that compelled
me, as a British subject, to apply to Her Majesty’s Representatives in Peru, with the object of
obtaining redress from the Government of that country. Said claim is, for the present, at a
stand-still.
The animosity that exists against mo in Peru is equivalent to banishment from that
country, and I must find a home for myself and children (four girls), either in Chili or in this country ; in Chili, I have friends and connections of twenty-four years standing; in this
country, I have nothing more than the small and precarious salary attached to my appoint
ment; neither have the means of having my children brought over from Peru,—all, all that
I possessed, I have spent in carrying out the enterprise of introducing the Alpaca into
this Colony.
I cannot, and do not expect the Government to remunerate me for my eight years
of untiring labour, accompanied by hardships and dangers of no ordinary description; but
I do expect the Government to reimburse me the money that I am actually out of pocket.
You have seen the correspondence between Her Majesty’s Consul and myself on the subject,
and by that can be credited my version of the conversations held at different times in Lima,
during 1851-52, with William Pitt Adams, Esq., Her Majesty’s Charge d'Affaires to the
Government of Peru ; and you will readily understand how his position as Minister would
prevent his giving me, a British subject, any official invitation to break the laws of a
country between which and Great Britain existed a Treaty of Peace, Amity, and Com
merce. The sudden decease of Mr. Adams, in 1858, deprives me of bis testimony in my
behalf; had he lived, I little doubt, but that I should not only have been reimbursed, but
amply remunerated for my exertions; as it is, l can only refer to the Honorable Deas
Thomson, who can inform you of the importance attached then, by the Home and Colonial
Governments, to every exertion being made towards the introduction of the Alpaca into this
Colony. The death of the late Governor Sir Charles Fits Roy, prevents my bearing out the
tenor of interview that I bad the honor of holding with him in 1853. I was then promised
a grant of 10,000 acres public land, if I succeeded in landing 100 animals in New
South Wales.
T. S. Mort, Esq , can also bear testimony in my behalf.
I am as enthusiastic as ever, iu fully developing the value of the Alpaca, and its
adaptability to this Country; yet I have other duties to perform, that arc paramount to all
others, and if the Government of the Colony cannot reimburse me my outlay, so as to
enable me with that money to purchase a Station, and guarantee £1,000 yearly for five
years, as Superintendent of Alpacas; and, moreover, after properly settling the flock, allow
me nine mouths leave of absence, so as to go to Peru, wind up my affairs there, and return
here with my children ; I have no alternative but to resign my present appointment, and
ruined, utterly ruined as I am, afford some protection to my pour motherless children, by
my presence among them. Of course, I would conduct the animals to Maneroo before
leaving them, as also impart full instructions as to their proper tending, to the party named
to succeed me.
If it were possible for mo to enter into minute explanations, and present such
documentary and other evidence as I possess, before a Committco of the House, I feel
convinced that their report would 'be favorable to mo. You are aware that there are
circumstances in connexion with this undertaking that I cannot, as a British subject, lay
before the public.
‘
I have &c.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 5-

5
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No. 5.
Superintendent to Secretary

for

Lands.
Liverpool,

31 October, 1859.
The flock of Alpacas, Llamas, &c., under my charge/being now in condition
to undertake the journey to Maneroo, I beg to request that you will designate the Run
or Station that 1 am to occupy them with, so that I may effect arrangements for the
erection of huts, yards, &c., before the winter again comes round.
I have also to inform you that, on the Gth proximo, I shall commence shearing
such of the animals as will admit of so doing; the females being in lamb I think it
prudent not to clip until after parturition. I consider it a matter of importance that the
animals bo moved from this as quickly as possible, and without delay placed per
manently on their future pasture. This very desirable object I should have endeavoured
to carry out some forty days ago had their condition then warranted my recommending
their rCjn^rcfurc h;ive t0 reqUest you wiH please place to my credit in the Joint Stock Bank
the sum of one hundred and thirty pounds, that I estimate will be the cost of dray,
horses, harness, &c., which I received authority to purchase by your communication of 3rd
September last*
_
r
1 have., <xc.,
Si a,

n T.wnniTT!

No. C.
Under Secretary to Superintendent.

*

_

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 3 ALae?ii&er,'1859.

Sir,

In reference to your letter of the 31st ultimo, I am directed to request that,
you will come at once to Sydney, for the purpose of settling definitively the place to which
you propose to remove the flock of Alpacas.
^ 1 r
I have, &c.
.

NlinUT. TiTTZPATItTnir

No. 7.
Under Secretary to Superintendent.
Department of hands,
Sydney, 9 November,

1859.

51 it

I am directed to inform you, witti reference to the latter part of your
communication of the 31st ultimo, that the Secretary to the Treasury 1ms been requested
to cause the sum of one hundred and thirty pounds to be paid to your credit in the Joint
Stock Bank, to defray the cost of the dray, horses, &c., which you have been authorized
to purchase for your journey to Maneroo.
I have, fie.
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.
No. 8.
Superintendent to Secretary

for

Lands.
Liverpool,

g]a

18 November, 1859.
I take the liberty of addressing you upon a matter relating to my present
appointment as Superintendent of Alpacas; and, in so doing, I may be allowed to trouble
you with a brief reference to the circumstances which led to that appointment.
After having made several ineffectual attempts to obtain Alpacas in Peru, for the
purpose of exporting them to Australia, Her Majesty’s Representative in that country
communicated with me on the subject; assuring me, that the production of Alpaca wool in
these Colonies was considered of the greatest importance by Her Majesty s Government; and
urged it as a matter of absolute certainty, that any person who would introduce a large
flock of Alpacas into either of these Colonies would be amply repaid for all the labour and
money expended in the enterprise. During a visit I paid to this Colony in 1853, chiefly
with the object of ascertaining whether the country was suitable for the Alpacas, I was
promised by His Excellency Sir Charles Fitz Roy, that if I succeeded in landing one hundred
Alpacas only in New South Wales, I should be treated with the same liberality as had been
shewn to the Macarthurs and others, and should receive a grant of land as a reward for the
service, and in consideration of the great advantages which the country would derive IroIU
the propagation of (ho Alpacas. The Honorable E. Deas Thomson, T. S. Mort, Esq.,
and Henry Moore, Esq., can bear testimony to the great importance which the Govern
ment at that time attached to my enterprise, and to the inducements which were held out to
me to prosecute it.
_
It was on the strength of these representations that I undertook the task of
introducing into New South Woles a flock of Alpacas. I need not here recount all the
,
difficulties,
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difficulties, hardships, and sacrifices, both physical and moral, which I underwent; or the
danger and imminent perils to which I subjected myself from the arbitrary yet popular
prohibition of the Peruvian and Bolivian Governments, in pursuit of the object to which I
devoted all my energies, during seven of the best years of my life. With a perfect
knowledge of all the trials that lay before me, in the roughness of the country 1 should have
to traverse, in the severity of the climate, in the inhospitality of their people and their
attachment to the monopolist policy of their Governments, and in the apprehension that
even my own servants might betray me at the last moment, I determined, in the spirit of
British enterprise, to risk all these in the furtherance of an object which I was confident
would open up a new and most valuable resource, both for English commerce and Australian
industry. ^ In the carrying out the undertaking I exposed myself to imprisonment for ten
years (this decree was promulgated when I had safely got the animals out of Bolivia
however), as well as to a virtual banishment from Peru, in which country I had lived for
eighteen years, and where I bad gained a position of comparative wealth and influence.
But I do not ask from the Goverument of New South Wales any recompense
whatever for the perils and hardships I have endured; all that I ask is, the reimbursement
of the sum of nearly seven thousand pounds sterling that I have actually expended on the
undertaking, over and above the sum of fifteen thousand pounds paid by the Government
on purchasing the animals; and which amount, under composition only, exonerated me
from debt to the parties who furnished me with the means of carrying on the enterprise
when my own funds were exhausted.
I may take this opportunity of stating that, at the time the proposition of purchasing
the Alpacas and entrusting me with their superintendence was entertained by the Govern
ment, the late Minister for Lands and Public Works encouraged me to believe that by this
time, or during the present Session of Parliament, the flock would he offered to me for a
sum considerably less than the cost, allowing a term of years for the payment of the money;
in that way reimbursing me for my outlay. It was also admitted by mostly all the Honorable
Members in the Legislature, when the proposal for purchasing the Alpacas was under
discussion, that I was entitled to compensation for the losses I had sustained in the under
taking, and that they were disposed to grant a fair amount to repair those losses.
.
I a“ induced to believe that, when the above circumstances are taken into considera
tion, the Government will admit the justice of my claim for the amount I have uamed.
But there are special reasons which induce me to urge it at this time, and which will
compel me, unless that claim is admitted and ratified, to resign the appointment I now bold
in connexion with the Alpacas.
In the first place,—I embarked all the money I possessed in bringing the Alpacas to
this country, and the expenses having increased so enormously in the course of the enterprise,
I have been utterly ruined. I should be most unjustifiably neglecting my own interests and
those of others if I were to forego the opportunities open to me in South America, by
remaining in this country where I have no source of income except the very small one (of
three hundred pounds a-year) attached to the superintendence of the Alpacas. The possession
of the sum of seven thousand pounds would enable me to invest in a stocked run, and I would
bind myself on its receipt to invest it in that manner and to maintain the animals for five
years, without further charge than the sum of one thousand pounds annually, as at present
voted for their management only.
>
Secondly,—In the prosecution of the object referred to, I have been for more than
seven years separated from my family. Since starting from Tacua, in 1852, I have not
once seen my four (for the last two years) motherless daughters ; and as I have not the
means of offering them a home in this country, I feel it my duty to return to them, as,
although I am banished from Peru and Bolivia, I should he able to do more for them in
Chile than I could here—at any rate afford them a father’s protection.
As a third reason for the step I now take, I would urge the desirability, if not the
strong necessity, of retaining the services of the native servants to look after the flock. It is
very doubtful whether any of them would remain after I have left; there is one man, a
Portuguese, who has been with me for more than a year; he has proved himself tolerably
useful, is intelligent and willing, but cannot possibly be so well acquainted with the habits
and requirements of the animals as the Bolivian shepherds—he, I have no doubt, would gladly
remain. You may rest assured, however, that should my claim be disallowed I would use no
efforts to induce my men to leave the flock; on the contrary, my deep interest in the
permanent success of an enterprise in which I have risked and lost so much, would prompt
me to exert all my influence to induce some of them to remain. The care required in the
systematic cross-breeding so as to produce a race of pure Alpacas, renders it very necessary
and advisable that they should be attended to by those who have been from childhood
accustomed to their management. I would, however, most willingly instruct the person
whom the Government may appoint to succeed me (that person I would be desirous of
recommending,) in the management of the Alpacas, as also two or four shepherds (apprentices
preferable); and to effect which purpose I would remain for five or six months after conducting
the animals to and locating them on their future home. But in the event of the refusal of
my claim by the Government I cannot undertake to remain in the Colony beyond that
period. I should indeed most deeply deplore and regret being thus compelled to relinquish
an enterprise hitherto so successfully achieved, and under circumstances of such unparallelled
difficulties, but the refusal of my claim would leave me no alternative; my duty compels
me to abandon the further prosecution of fame without adequate recompense.
I have. &e.,
C. LEDGER.
No. 9.

t
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No. 9. t
Under Secretary to Superintendent.

'

Department of Lands,
I
Sydney, 28 November,

.

1859.

Sir,

I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of tlie 18tli instant,
in which, after detailing the circumstances attending your introduction into this Colony of a
flock of Alpacas,you prefer a claim to be reimbursed by the Government the sum of nearly seven
thousand pounds, which you allege you have expended in the undertaking, over and above
the sum of fifteen thousand pounds paid by the Government in purchasing the animals.
2. In reply, I am directed to inform you, as stated rathe Secretary for Lands’ recent
conversations with you on the subject, that the negotiation between you and the Govern
ment regarding the Alpacas having beenjdefinitely concluded some time ago, by the payment
of the price trad the delivery of the animals, Mr. Secretary Black regrets that your claim
for the further sum of seven thousand pounds should be made at a stage of the business
where it is not competent for the Government to grant it,.however highly they may value
your important services in the successful iutroduction of the Alpacas, aud however great
may be their appreciation of your energy and steal in conducting the enterprise. The
Secretary for Lands, I am to state, is therefore precluded from entering upon the considcrn1 tion of any question regarding the price; and the only way Mr. Secretary Black presumes
in which any point of the kind could now be eflcctually opened up, would be by your moving
the Assembly on the subject. The adoption of this course the Secretary for Lunds does not
expressly recommend ; but you having verbally intimated the probability of its being taken,
I am to add that the Government will not in any way oppose such a movement, should you
sec fit to resort to it.
3. But I am to state that, while the Government aro not in a position to grant the
sum now claimed, they are quite disposed to regard with tho most favourable consideration
^ tho peculiar circumstances in which, as appears from your letter, you are now placed; and
the Government are therefore willing to increase your salary from three hundred to fire
hundred pounds per annum, as Superintendent, of Alpacas ; on the understanding, as stated
in Mr. .Secretary Black’s conversation with yon, that you conduct tho flock to Maneroo, and
continue the Superintendence for at least six months. Probably, during that time you may
be able to make such arrangements regarding your family, as may enable you to continue
longer, but the Government concurring in the judiciousness of your suggestion to the
Secretary for Lauds as to the appointment of an Overseer to take your place in the event of
your finding it necessary to relinquish it, I am to inform you that Mr. Secretary Black will,
with as little delay as possible, make the requisite arrangements with some person suitable
for that purpose. It was satisfactory for the Secretary for Lands to understand, as he did
from you, that such an Overseer, if well chosen, would, in your opinion, he fitted, after five
or six months’ care of the Alpacas under your direetipns, for assuming the efficient manage
ment of them in the event of your departure.
4. I am only further to express the satisfaction of the Government at the necessary
preparations having at length been completed for the immediate removal of the animals;
and not doubting that the same zeal and attention with which they have hitherto been
superintended will be fully sustained by you, Mr. Secretary Black entertains a confident
hope that, under your guidance, the flock may in due time be safely located on the ground
which has been selected for tho purpose. With your thorough acquaintance with the nature
and habits of the animals, you will not, the Secretary for Lands believes, think it necessary
for him to attempt to give you any minute instructions, either regarding the march to
Maneroo or the treatment of the flock after its arrival there. On such points as these, I am
to add, your own judgment and discretion must be assumed to be the best guide; but I am
to state, in conclusion, that this being an undertaking in the success of which the Govern
ment feel the liveliest interest, you will be expected to communicate, both fully and
frequently, on the subject, with this department.
•
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 10.
Superintendent to Secretary

for

Bands.

Macquarie Fields,

6 December, 1859.
T have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your favour of the 28th
November, ultimo, treating of my claim on the Government of the Colony of New Suuth
Wales, relative to tho Alpacas, &c., imported by me into this country.
At the same time that I express my sense of the liberal manner in which my present
wants have been met, I am compelled, although with reluctance, to reproduce my letter of
the 18th November ultimo; as therein explained, I am forced to take the steps therein
indicated, purely by a sense of duty towards my children, if, in the meanwhile, the claim
advanced by me should not meet with the consideration which it is generally considered to
merit.
Having had tho honor of several personal interviews, ou matters relating to the
Alpacas, &o., I would suggest that immediately on my arrival at Maneroo with them, steps
should
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should be taken for sending the South American shepherds back to their own country, in
conformity with a promise faithfully made to them when I induced them to leave their
homes and accompany me on my perilous expedition; as no time should be lost in my
teaching others how to properly tend, separate into distinct flocks, and, finally, all that ia
necessary to the preservation and propagation of this class of animals.
As very much would depend upon the party whom the Government may depute to
succeed mo in the management of the flock, I beg again to request that I may be allowed
to recommend such a person for the appointment. Although no great requirements are
essential to the proper management of the animals, still it took me many years to acquire
tho knowledge that I have attained, and I am convinced that I am the only European that
ever bred a large flock of Alpacas. My request to be allowed to recommend my successor is
mainly grounded on my conviction of the necessity of finding a person endowed with great
patience, peculiar kindness towards animals; one who would he ready to receive my
impressions ; in short, the person whom I would recommend has already had much experience
in the treatment of the Alpaca. I would, furthermore, point out that the animals should
he located on a run sufficient for present and future requirements, as the continual moving
of them from place to place I consider highly injudicious, and prejudicial to their increase ;
it is well known that this peculiar animal is extremely sensitive, attached to its location,
and pines when removed from it.
You will also hear in mind that huts and yards have yet to be erected ere the
approaching winter (very severe in Maneroo) sets in; and however ungrateful the task may
be to me, by the further delay it occasions, and the unsettled state of my own prospects,
I readily, in consideration of the large sum expended by the Government, and tho great
interest I take in the proper development of this important enterprise, engage to leave the
animals properly settled, and with all probability of a successful result.
.
It would be assuming a false modesty, wore I to refrain from expressing the great
chagrin and disappointment which I feel at finding myself ruined and homeless, after years
of toil, privation, and expense, at the conclusion of an enterprise that I was distinctly (as
fully certified by tbe written testimony of most respectable parties in this Colony) instigated
to carry out by the highest authority in the land, whose assurance of ample remuneration,
leaving altogether on one side reimbursement (which is all that I at present claim), it
would have been the height of presumption to question.
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 11.
Superintendent to Secretary

■
eor

Lands.
Liverpool,
25 November,

1859.

Sir,

In making up my accounts to forward to the Office of Auditor General,
previous to my departure, I find that I have made the following disbursements on account of
the Alpacas, &c. (in conformity with orders to that effect), note of which I have not pre
viously advised you:—
£1 10
Solomon Dowling, for green barley ...
6 0
Charleston,
ditto
...
I 5
Ditto,
ditto
...
0 7
Rose
ditto
...
21 1
T. Molloy, for 4 acres green barley, 10 cwt lucerne hay,
0 5
3 sickles, for cutting barley............ .
.
J. H. Atkinson, for use of paddocks, Ac., May, August, November—
50 0 0
5 months, at jE 10 ...
...
...
•••
*•*
m

s

6

Eighty pounds eight shillings and sixpence, which amount please place to my credit at
Joint Stock Bank,
I have, &c.,
,
C. LEDGER.

No. 12.
Superintendent to Secretary

.
for

Lands.
Liverpool,

29

November,

1859.

’
I beg to inform you that, at half-past four this morning, I commenced the
journey to Maneroo, with the flock of Alpacas, Ac, under my charge. After leaving tho
animals in abundant pasturage paddocks, on the Macquarie Fields Estate, some five miles
from this, I returned here so as to conclude all arrangements prior to my final departure.
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The animals will have to travel very slowly, and by abort stages, as there are several in very
poor condition, owing to the scarcity of herbage this season in tho paddocks where I have
been obliged to depasture them; their remaining a few days at Macquarie Fields will be
beneficial to them.
I have to request you will please authorize my paying, on account of the Government,
such demands for pasturage of the animals, as the different owners of paddocks along my lino
of inarch may make.
I have further to request you will please to place at my disposal the sum of eighty
pounds eight shillings and sixpence, advised, as disbursed by me, on account of tho Alpacas,
in my communication of the 25th instant.
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 13.
Under Secretary io Superintendent.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 2 December, 1859.
Sir,
In acknowledging the receipt of your letters, of date the 25th and 29th ultimo,
I am directed to inform you, that the Secretary for Lauds has authorized your receiving an
advance of one hundred pounds, for the purpose of defraying the expenses incurred by you
in tbe rental of paddocks, purchase of barley, &c., for the Alpacas, and enabling you to
meet such demands as may be made on you for the pasturage of the animals during the
journey to Maneroo.
The Secretary to the Treasury has accordingly been requested to cause the said
amount to be placed to your credit iu the Joint Stock Bank.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 14.
Superintendent to Secretary for Lands.

Liverpool,
■
80 November, 1859.
Sir,
I beg to advise having this day forwarded to Messrs. Montefioro, Graham and Co., of
Sydney, in conformity with verbal instructions to that effect, eleven ballots of wool, produce
of the animals that up to tins period I have considered it prudent to shear.
5 ballots Alpaca wool.
2 ditto cross-bred ditto, Alpaca Llama.
4 ditto Llama wool.
I had the honor of verbally explaining to you the desirability of sending this first small
clip through Montefiore, Graham, aad Co., as said firm having been for nearly two years
connected with the enterprise, and thev having also held communication with parties in
England deeply concerned in the manufacture of Alpaca wool, offer facilities for obtaining
or this first product of Australian grown Alpaca, cross, and Llama wool, a fair report
thereon, and obviate the necessity that otherwise I should be under of entering into lengthy
observations, were tbe agency exchanged to other parties totally unacquainted with tho
article.
_
If not intrusive with my observations I would suggest the wool being sent to London
in preference to Liverpool.
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 15.
Messrs. Montefiore, Graham, and Co., to Secretary for Lands.

Sydney,
1 December, 1859.
Sir,

■

_

You will have been informed by the Superintendent of Alpacas that he has
forwarded to us eleven packages of Alpaca wool.
We shall feel obliged if you will forward us instructions as to what course the
Government wish us to pursue with respect to same.
We are, &c.,
MONTEFIORE, GRAHAM, & CO.
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No. 16.
Under Secretary to Messrs, Montefiore, Graham, and Co.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 6 December, 1859,
Gentlemen,
.
.
Ledger having reported the transmission to you of the first clip of Alpaca
wool in this Colony, I am directed by the Secretary for Lands to request that you will have
the goodness to ship the same for the London markets, taking such steps as may appear to
you best for bringing it into favourable public notice.
I am further to request that you will submit a Special Report of the result of the
sale, so soon as you shall bo advised of the same.

I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 17.
Superintendent to Secretary eor Lands.
Macquarie Fields,

9 December, 1859.

Sir,

1 trust you will excuse my troubling you with a remark or so that I consider
of the greatest importance in regard to the Alpacas.
lam given to understand that, in all probability, the leases of Crown Lands will be
extended to another year on oil leases that expire the end of this year. I personally
mentioned that the runs of “ Mayala” and the “Brothers” were the'best adapted to the
Alpacas of any that I saw in Maneroo; both are in the occupation of Mr. Bradley, they
contain no purchased land, and the improvements on them are insignificant, and would not
cost more than what would be the outlay in erecting huts and yards on the “ Reserve” of
Nimitibel, to serve for a short time only.
.
This " Reserve,” no doubt, would answer for a time; but soon the increase of
animals would demand extension, causing us to move, lose animals, and stop the breeding
until again “ at home” on the new run; besides, the purchasers of the “ Reserve” would
occupy their lands.
I can assure you that it is of the greatest importance that the animals be permanently
located without loss of time j. they will never increase to any extent whiist continually
moving about j and, moreover, for the judicious cross-breeding, I require to form three
flocks, and separate each from the other some distance.
_
I think the present time a propitious one for obtaining suitable " runs” for the
animals for present and future requirements j and, whether I remain with them or not, I am
most desirous to see them fully settled; and I unhesitatingly state, that until this be
effected no benefit can accrue to the Colony from their possession, I ought to inform you
that I am influenced in the determination to return to South America on this account; I
shall never be able to develop this important enterprise until permanently settled down and
enabled to dedicate all my energies to it. Eor that reason, and so as to settle down, had tho
Government acceded to my claim, I would have brought out a party, and not put them to
the ungrateful task of resuming possession of runs in occupation.
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 18.
Superintendent io Secretary for Lands.
■

Macquarie Grove, Camden,
19 December, 1859.

Sir,
I have the honor to inform you that I arrived here with my charge on the
17th instant; and finding excellent feed for the animals, I have determined to remain a few
days, so that they may avail themselves of it, and allow me to examine the new route that I
consider it advisable to take them, viz.,—tbe road by Burragorang and the Wollondilly, which
affords abundance of pasture and saves the annoyance of passing through the towns on the
main road; moreover, the immense traffic has so consumed the grasses that, in the event of
travelling it with the flock, I am convinced they would find little or nothing to graze on.
_ The ruggedness of the road that we shall now take will not allow of the cart
following us; we shall therefore have to carry our beds and provisions.
_
may rely on my doing everything possible for the benefit of the animals; and,
if up to the present time we are getting along hut slowly, I cannot hut feel satisfied with
the healthy, though low and thin state of the flock, and anticipate a considerable increase
in number before arriving at our destination.
I have, Ac.,
G. LEDGER.

No. 19.
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No. 19.
Superintendent to Secretary

for

Lands.
Camden,
31 beceTnber,

1859.

Sm,
I have the honor to inform you that I have considered it necessary to remain
here until now, owing to the weak and debilitated state of some fifteen animals. It was my
intention to have proceeded on the journey on i26th, but the free use of a fine lucerne
paddock, kindly placed at my disposal by Mr. Galvin, induced me to remain another week.
I am glad to inform you that the flock is extremely healthy; and, with the few
exceptions above mentioned, I have not had the pleasure of seeing them so playful for the
last two years.
I will forward you opportunely a detailed report as to past, present, and (exceptances)
future of the flock under my charge, for tbe information of the Honorable the Legislative
Assembly and the country in general.
I intend resuming the journey on Monday, the 2nd of January proximo.
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 20.
Superintendent to Secretary

for

Lands.
Myrtle Creek,
3 January,

Sir,

i860.

|

' I have had my attention called to report of proceedings in the Legislative
Assembly, on the 23rd ultimo :—“ Mr, Black said that Mr, Ledger had started on his journey
with a distinct expression on his part that he had not been illiberally dealt with.”
I respectfully bog to state that, in expressing my “sense of the liberal manner in
which my present wants have been met,” as contained iu my letter of 6th December, I
merely referred to the unsolicited advance of my salary from three to five hundred pounds
per annum, and the liberal manner in which my request for dray and horses was acceded to
by the Government, although the said amounts were not then placed on the Estimates.
Tho concluding paragraph of the letter above referred to, clearly and respectfully
expressed the bitter disappointment I felt on finding that the successful introduction of the
Alpaca into this Colony had proved ruinous to me, although acting throughout upon the
good faith of the Government of New South Wales, after the promises of remuneration they
made me during my former visit to the Colony, and also relying on the official and
authorized statements of Her Majesty’s representatives in Peru. The substantial induce
ments held out to me to undertake the enterprise were, I considered, sufficient, without any
demand on my part that they should he embodied in a written agreement,
I did not urge my claim for reimbursement of the money I had sunk in the under
taking, at time of disposing of the animals to the Government in April last, because my
losses wore fully admitted by the Legislature, and because I was induced to believe, by the
Honorable the Secretary for Lands and Works, that they would be made up to me by my
having the animals offered to me at half their cost, allowing the term of five years to pay
that amount.
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 21.
Superintendent to Secretary

for

Lands.
Arthurdeigk,
18 January,

1860.

Sir,

I hasten to inform you that yesterday I got the flock of Alpacas, Llamas, sc.,
under my charge, on to this estate] and, on taking into consideration the undermentioned
remarks, I doubt not but that this deviation from intended direction will merit your approval.
Firstly.—The animals having passed the last two winters in a temperature so much
milder than their native one, and partially become acclimatised thereto, more particularly so
those born in the Colony, I am loath to expose them to the severity of a winter on Maneroo,
conducting them there so late in the season, when the short intervening time would
hardly permit, under most favourable circumstances, of their attaining a condition sufficient
to stand the severity of climate and scarcity of pasture during that period.
Secondly.—Although at present moment the flock is in a much improved state to
that in which it left Liverpool, I am convinced that were I to push them on further the
greater part of the approaching lambing would be lost, also part of the mothers, and more
over all hopes of increase for the next year would be lost.
_
_
Thirdly.—I have here at my immediate disposal every convenience for separating the
animals into different flocks so as to effectually carry out the proper and paramount cross
breeding
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.
I therefore most strongly recommend the animals remaining hero throughout the
winter, and it is my intention, with as little delay as possible, to replace the South American
shepherds with others of the country—the former are desirous of returning to their homes.
I trust the Government will enable me to redeem the promise made them of giving some
extra remuneration over and above their salaries, on their successful accomplishment of the
enterprise. There is no necessity for my retaining so many men; two and the overseer will
remain with me, quite sufficient to practically teach the new shepherds how to tend the flocks.
I have had unavoidable and heavy expenses since leaving Liverpool with the animals,
amounting to £65 14s. 6d., as per note enclosed. However the present delay may interfere
with my private concerns, I assure tbe Government that I will continue to do my utmost
towards fully developing the importance of the introduction of the Alpaca into the Colony ;
and, as formerly stated, will attend them to their ultimate location before resigning my
appointment, if, in the meanwhile, the justice and liberality of the Government do not
enable me to retain their future superintendence.
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.

[Enclosure in No.

21.]

Note of Expenses in conducting the Alpacas, &c., from Liverpool to Arttiiirslein-b, from 29th November

] 859, to 17th January, 1SG0.

’

1859.

Nov. 29,30
Dec. 14 .
„ 15

.

„ 16 ..
„ 23

£ s. d.

Two loads lucerne, from T. Molloy ....................................................
Mr. Macartlmr, at Macquarie Fields—15 days’ pasturage of animals
T, Blades—for paddock at Rabey.......................................................
Notts—for hay, &a.t for horses ....................................................... ...
Mr. Hassall—for pasture at Macquarie Grove...................................

2 0 0
24 0 0

1 10 0

0 12 G

8 0 0

1860.

Jan, 1......... Razorhaek—for hay, corn,

&c.,

for horses__

„ 2........
5........
6........

Whiting's—for pasture for animals, hay,

1 12 6
1 18 G

Bargo .............................................................

«»

Martin’s ............................................................. .

2 5 G
1 30 0
3 17 0

7, S..,,

&C.
Myrtle Creek ..............................................

9......... Charker’s...................................... ..............
30,14.. Mr. Shelly's...........................................................

51 16 0

SCNDIUES.

1859.
Dec. 12 ..
15 ..
„ 13,15

15

I860.
Jan. 1G .

1 10 0
3 0 0

£ s. a.
0 4 0
0 16 0

Shoes for cart-horse ................................
Repairs to wheels of dray.........................
Expenses of self, examining road a-head
Shoeing horse............. ..............................

1 2 G
0 4 0

Shoeing cart-horse and saddle-horse.......................................... 0 12 0
Expenses of carter, and his keep
.................................... io o o
1 spade, 6s,; 1 axe, 8s.; 3 pair hobbles, 6s,............................ .
10 0
13 18 6

£
E. 0. E. ‘

65 14

C. LEDGER.

Arthurdeigh, 18 January, I860.

No. 22.
Under Secretary to Superintendent.
Department of Lands,

9 Dec, 155?.

i?::
3 Tan., 1550.

Sydney, 25 January, 1860.
Sm,
_
I am in receipt of your letter of the 18th instant, reporting the arrival, on the
17th instant, of the flock of Alpacas at the estate of "Arthursleigh,” and recommending
their detention there during the ensuing winter, for certain reasons alleged in your com
munication
2. In reply, I am directed to inquire upon what terms you have obtained the pad
docks used by the flock—guarding you at the same time from entering into any final
arrangements for the detention of the animals at Arthursleigh during the winter, a question
upon which the Government will decide when they hear from you again.
3. I am also to take this opportunity of acknowledging the receipt of your several
letters enumerated in the margin, and to remark, that in none of these is there to be found
what
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what the Secretary for Lands is so desirous of receiving—a statement of the number of
animals of the difierent classes in the flock at the time of starting on your journey to the
south.
_
_
4. I am, in conclusion, to request that you will continue to furnish, from time to
time, full reports of the state of the flock, as any circumstance connected with them is
deeply interesting to the Government.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK:.

'

No. 23.

Superintendent to Secretary for Lands.
Arthursleigh,

28

January,

1860.

Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 25th instant;
in reply thereto I beg to enclose copy of letter to Mr. Alexander Reid, with his reply at
foot, stating the terms under which I can depasture on this estate the flock of Alpacas
Llamas, &c. I consider them moderate. Reproducing the reasons set forth in my last that
forced me to determine on halting, and my recommending that the animals should pass the
winter here; I now respectfully request the Honorable the Secretary for Lauds to approve
thereof, feeling convinced that the best interests of the flocks will be consulted thereby.
I will, with as little delay as possible, furnish a statement of the number of animals
of the different classes; also continue to furnish, from time to time, full report as to state of
the flocks, and every circumstance in connection with them I may consider of interest to
the Government.
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.
[Enclosure

in

No.

23 ]
Arthunltigh,
26 Janmnj, I860.

Alexander Iteid, Esq.,
Sir,

.

Please certify at foot of this, that the agreement entered into between us, for depasturing the
Alpacas Llamas, &c., the property of the Government, on this estate, is as follows
You allow for the depasturing of the flocks all that part called “Ditley,” charging therefor at
the rate of forty pounds per annum, for such time as the Government may deem fit to keep them there.
You furthermore engage to complete the hut and yard, as at present understood between us, at
an expense not exceeding ten pounds. You also will allow me tho free use of the wool-shed and yards
adjoining, any time that I may deem it expedient to make use of them.
The cottage, yard, and sheds, where the men now are, you will allow me the free use of during
our stay here; any repairs that I may consider it necessary to make arc to be undertaken at the
expense of the Government.
I have, &c.,

C. LEDGER.
The above is in conformity with our agreeement,
Alex. Reid.

No. 24.
/

Under Secretary to Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

23

February,

1860.

Sm,
With reference to your letter of the 28tb ultimo, I am now directed to inform
you that, under tbe circumstances represented by you, the Government have determined that
the flock of Alpacas may be depastured during the winter at Arthursleigh, on the terms
mentioned in your communication.
I have, &c.j
MIGHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 25.
Under Secretary to Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

Sir,

23

February,

1860.
_

Adverting to my letter of this date, on the subject of your proposed visit to
Sydney, I am directed by the Secretary for Lands to request that you will have the good
ness to state for what period the Government may definitely rely upon having your services
as Superintendent of Alpacas in this Colony.
.
I have, &c.,

MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

Ho. 26.
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No. 26.
Superintendent io Secretary for Lands.
Arthursleigh,

11

Sir,

February,

1860.

Having effected arrangements for the return to South America of several
of the shepherds that I brought with me, and as their services are no longer indispensable,
they too pressing me to send them back in accordance with agreement to that effect, I beg to
request you will give me permission to accompany them to Sydney, so that I may in person
attend to their wants, none of them being able to converse in the English language.
I should not make this request, were I not positive that my absence for a few days
from tbe flocks can in no manner be detrimental to them.
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER. -

No. 27.
Superintendent to Secretary for Lands.
Arthursleigh,

17

February,

1860.

Sir,
I have the honor to herewith enclose classification of flock on 1st instant
also specification of losses, from 28th April, 1859, to 1st February, 1860.
Since that date I have to report the loss of one male Vicuna and one female Alpaca
the former escaped from the flock, made its way back to near Berrima, and was then killed
by some dogs ; the latter, after giving birth to a fine lamb, died from internal inflammation,
brought on by inversion of the womb j the lamb survives, is healthy, and is being brought
up by hand.
I have to advice the birth of nine lambs since the 1st.
It was my intention to have forwarded the above statements at an earlier date; but as I
had recently had castrated all the cross-bred males of last season (twenty-three), also seven
Alpacas that shewed defects in breeding, I was anxious to sec the result of this delicate
operation, fearing at the time a loss that I do not now anticipate. The heavy rains have also
prevented communication with Paddy’s River, situate some nine miles from this, to where I
forward letters for transmission for mail.
I am glad to have it in my power to inform you that tbe flock has vastly improved
since its arrival here, and I cannot but consider the measures taken for recuperating the
animals on this estate.—a necessity at the time their poor condition demanded, previous to
proceeding on to Maneroo—as most fortunate; because, had the late rains overtaken the flock
on the road in the state in which they were, the loss could not but have been considerable
without taking into consideration tbe risk from drowning, by the flooding of the country
through which they must have been obliged to travel. The facilities I met with here,
enabling me to house at night all the lambs, some of the full grown ones, and those recently
castrated, during the continued and heavy rains of three days and nights, were opportune in
the extreme, saving thereby tbe flock from loss, when all around was devastation and ruin.
When the Government purchased the Alpacas, Llamas, &c., on the 28th April, 1859,
the number amounted to 291; and as on the 1st February, 1860, there were 246 remaining, it
will bo seen that there has been a loss of forty-five (45), accounted for in tbe return now
forwarded.
It is public and notorious that the last summer was one of unusual abundance of
natural grasses in the County of Cumberland, where the flock was depastured almost imme
diately after its landing, in December, 1858; and as up to April, 1859, the flock had increased
from 256 to 291, being healthy and thriving, I could not but consider it safe to recommend
their wintering there, although urged by the then Honorable Secretary for Lands and
Public Works, John Robertson, Esq,, to remove them to some other part of the country;
, that I did not consider it advisable at that season of the year to move tho flock I must state
I now regret; attaching due respectful importance to tbe suggestions of tbe Honorable tho
Secretary for Lands and Public Works, I was induced to recommend their not being moved
for the following reasons:—
'
'
First..—I had sustained very heavy losses on two occasions in South America by
moving the animals at end of autumn, on to much more abundant pasture than
that on which they had passed tho summer.
Secondly.—The experience of many years’ study of the Alpaca had convinced me
that worse results were to be anticipated from tbe pining and restlessness of
all animals of this species on being moved from a spot to which they had
become accustomed, than from a partial scarcity of fodder.
Thirdly.—Immediately on taking charge of the flock on account of the Govern
ment, I was ordered on a tour of inspection of the country in search of
suitable " run ” for the animals. I could rely during my absence on the
supervision of the flock, and servants in charge, by J. H. Atkinson, Esq.,
who kindly offered his services to that effect; I had acquired local knowledge
as to where I could obtain artificial fodder for the animals that, previous
to starting on my journey, I found would he requisite. The overseer and
shepherds, not one of whom understands anything of the English language,
knew and respected Mr. Atkinson.
"*
In
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In August, on my return from Maneroo, I was grieved to find that several of tho
animals had perished during my absence j the overseer informed me that his application for
permission to purchase artificial fodder for the animals did not meet with immediate
attention. I was led to believe, at the time, that the delay thus originated was the cause
of loss in its greater part. I must here state most distinctly, and in acknowledgment also
of the immediate and ready acquiescence in every personal application that I have deemed it
necessary from time to time to make, on account of the Alpacas, by the Honorable the
Secretary for Lands, that, had the animals had a sufficiency of grass or pasture previous to
that time, they would have passed, not only two or three, but eight days without any food
whatever, and not have been injured thereby; the delay may have accelerated an inevitable
occurrence, but it was not tbe cause of death.
The severity of the last winter dried up the natural grasses with astonishing rapidity;
the inward fat that the animals had acquired during the abundance of summer was soon
wasted by insufficiency and poorness of feed; (he animals had also undergone previously
many severe trials, from the natural effects of rvhich they had not had time to recover. On
return of spring and consequent re-appearance of pasture they soon began to pick up—were
playful and healthy; the great heat, hot winds, and drought that quickly succeeded, again
dried up tbe grass, the condition of the animals was reduced, and when at last I could get
away from Liverpool I was afraid the loss would have been great ere getting the poor animals
on to a sufficiency and suitableness of pasture. You will observe that the loss has princi
pally been of animals of minor value, not the less however to be regretted on that account.
Unforeseen accidents have also occurred; and after all, taking everything into consideration,
I contend that it has been proved beyond a doubt that the Alpaca is possessed of great
endurance; can subsist for a long time on little food; can endure both heat and cold, rain
and drought.
Since March, 1858, they travelled 500 miles, 150 of which were among the all
hut inaccessible ranges of the Andes; from an elevation of 14 to 17,000 feet above the
sea suddenly descended to 1,500, for days and days together without water, and with
very scanty supply of dried grass during the journey, then placed in lucerne paddocks
for hardly two months, again traversed the arid desert of Atacama, 75 miles to
port of shipment, immediately confined on shipboard, scantily supplied with water, their food
again changed, and after 88 days, landed, driven to Liverpool, and then subjected to a state
of semi-starvation for several months; and after all this catalogue of suffering and privation,
tho number, on the 1st instant, was but one in decrease from those landed iu the Colony—
increase at present 7.
Really I cannot but say that I am more than surprised that so many still exist. As
previously stated in former communications, I feel certain that no great increase can be
expected until the flock be permanently settled, and steps be taken for the proper separation
into three or four flocks, to carry out a fixed and systematic course of cross-breediug; the
unavoidable promiscuous intercourse that I have been unable to prevent, is not at all
desirable or beneficial, neither is it furthering the main object in view. I am at present able
to effect more than hitherto; yet, as this is not the ultimate destiny of the flock, I am loth
to recommend going into expenses that are not to fce permanently available, and which
would have to be again incurred on placing the animals on other grounds.
I am inclined to think that it would be advisable to give up all idea of reproduction
in the animals for one year, by keeping tbe whole of the males at a distance from tbe
females; by this respite from excitement they would have ample time for becoming
thoroughly acclimatised, accustomed to their location, and in good condition; the same they
would have no means of losing by driving or moving about.
I intend, without delay, sending back to South America the men that accompanied
tbe animals from that country, I have already made arrangements with shepherds here to
tend the flocks, and I will teach them all that is necessary. I trust the Government will
allow me the means for making them some recompense over and above their salaries, as
remuneration for faithful services of several years, In former communications I respectfully
stated the motives that compelled me to resign my present appointment, after permanently
locating the flock; if my claim for reimbursement, either by grant of money, or in the
manner tbe late Honorable Secretary for Lands induced me to believe my losses would be
made good, be not allowed, I would beg to suggest tbe adoption of measures for banding over
tbe animals on " terms” for three years, to one or other of responsible parties that I could
name, as willing to take charge of them under such arrangement. The maintenance of an
establishment, solely for the management of the Alpacas, &c., is likely to entail unnecessary
expense, as well as to be attended with other inconveniences ; whilst in combination with
sheep the engagement would be a lucrative one to a sheepholder, as well as advantageous to
the country.
Were the Government to allow the claim I have advanced for reimbursement of
moneys expended in the introduction of the Alpaca into this Colony, and, by way of remunera
tion, resell the flock to mo at its cost, price of fifteen thousand pounds, allowing a term of
six years for payment of the amount, I should be glad to dedicate all my energies to the full
development of this important accession to the wealth of the Colony, feeling assured that the
result would not only bo beneficial to myself, but to the country at large.
I have, &c.,

C. LEDGER.
No. 28.
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No. 28.
Superintendent io Secretary for Lands.
Arthursleigh,

22

February,

1860.

Sm,
I have the honor to lay heforc you some esplanations respecting the return to
South America of the shepherds that I brought from that continent. To feed, water,
clean, and tend 340 animals, during a passage of 88 days, required twelve men.
At time of shipping the Alpacas, &c, I selected from ray staff of more than 30 men,
the best, that were induced to remain in my employ by my offering them advantages,
besides their salary, such as the permission to keep 2 to 300 sheep, free of pasturage,
with each flock of Alpacas, and moreover to pay the passage and expenses of each man back
to his country.
When tho Government purchased the Alpacas, &c., I stipulated that I would
undertake their management, and pay all expenses out of the ill,000 per annum granted by
the Honorable the Legislative Assembly j tbe agreement to last for five years, the product
of wool to be mine, and the Government to supply suitable "run’’ for the present and
anticipated requirements of the flocks. I distinctly, in verbal communications tliat I bad
the honor of holding with tbe then Honorable Secretary for Lands/ explained the very
heavy losses that I sustained by accepting fifteen thousand pounds for the animals; yet, as
that amount would enable me to repay what I had borrowed, when my own means were
exhausted, and having no other resources at my disposal to save me from the Insolvent
Court, I agreed to accept the sum. It was then stated, that without my engaging to
remain in charge of the flock that the Government would not purchase them; I also
explained the urgency of my private affairs, viz., the unprotected state of my children, and
then the Honorable the Secretary for Lands induced me to believe that within a few
months I should have the refusal of the animals at half the amount paid for them, a term
of five years allowed to pay that amount, with free use of “run,” sufficient for present and
future requirements of the flock.
As this proposal appeared to me as offering the future recuperation of my heavy
losses, and moreover authorize getting my children from South America, and settling in
this country, I hesitated not in agreeing to the terms submitted to me; considering the
arrangement then formed as merely temporary, I was indifferent to a further loss of two or
three hundred pounds.
£
s. d.
The Government allowed me, per annum...........................
300 0 0
One overseer
do............................................... 60 0 0
Eight shepherds, £50 each
do...............................
400 0 0
By this it will he seen that out of the twelve men brought with me three remained for me
to pay ; furthermore, I was compelled to engage an Interpreter; none of my men understood
the English language, and his services were a necessity to make known the requirements of
the overseer during my frequent and unavoidable absence from the flock, as also to reply to
the inquiries of the numerous visitors.
The overseer for some time previous received the same salary as then awarded_I,
therefore, out of my salary of three hundred pounds per annum, had to pay,—
£ s. d.
Salary and keep of Interpreter......................................................... 60 0 0
Do.
do.
3 men................................................................. 150 0 0
Maintenance of overseer ................................................................. 25 0 0
£235

0

0

The overseer and men can gain more in their own country than what I can afford to pay
them ; had the beforementioned hopes and expectations been realized that the Government
held out to me, I could have made it worth their while to remain, and carried out the
promises made them previous to embarking. I do not require the services of so many men
to look after the Alpacas only; four are quite enough now that they are more acclimatised,
and are stationary for some months. Two of tbe most efficient will remain with me, so as
to practically teach the shepherds of this country to properly tend the flocks. A kind
feeling towards tho animals that I have followed so many years, and the great desire of their
thriving and becoming of that importance to the country I firmly believe they will in due
time, are sufficient motives to ensure my dedicating my best endeavours until locating them
permanently.
I have, &c.
C. LEDGER.

No. 29.
Under Secbetary to Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

6

March,

1860.

Sir,

In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 22nd ultimo, I am directed
by the Secretary for Lands to state that, without now entering into the consideration of the
various
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Tarious points of importance raised by you, in connexion with the flock of Alpacas, he must
again request from you some distinct information on the question which was last put to you,
as to whether the Government could rely upon retaining your services for any definite
period—say for a year—so that the proper arrangements may he made in time for appointing
your successor.
2. As, however, the Government are desirous of retaining, if possible, your services,
the Secretary for Lands wishes it to be undevstood by you, that this inquiry does not
proceed from any desire either to dispense with or to undervalue them, but simply from a
wish to secure the proper superintendence of the flock.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 30.
Superintendent fo Secretary eor Lands.
Arthurslcigli;
8 February,

1860.
I have the honor to inform you that I have in my possession, and which I
retain, in conformity with verbal order from the late Honorable Secretary for Lands, the
sum of three pounds seven shillings and sixpence, product of twenty-three bushels barley,
surplus not required for the Alpacas, &o., previous to leaving Liverpool.
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.
.

Sir,

No. 31.

■

Under Secretary to Superintendent,
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

22

February,

1860.

Sir,

With reference to your letter of the 8th instant, stating that you have in
hand the sum of three pounds seven shillings and sixpence, the product of twenty-three
bushels of barley, surplus food of the Alpacas while at Liverpool,—I am directed to inform
you that the money should be at once paid into the Treasury.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 32.
Superintendent to Secretary for Lands.
Sydney,
13 April,

Sir,

I860
I have the honor to inform you that I am about returning to Arthursleigh, and
would suggest the expediency of my proceeding, after remaining there a short time, to
Nimitybclle, and select a proper spot on which to erect the necessary huts, yards', &c.; and
moreover, enter into contract with responsible party for the putting up of same.
Tho hut and yard erected at Arthursleigh, under your authorization, is now ready,
and the payment is demanded.
To pay the above, pasturage of animals, expenses of journey to Nimitybelle, as also to
meet the exigencies of the next five months (as by that time the flocks ought to be driven
to their destination), l beg to request you will please to open a credit in my favor for £100.
The flocks aro doing well, and on my arrival at Arthursleigh I will forward a fall
report.
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 83.
Under Secretary to Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

19

April,

1860,

Sir,
With reference to your letter of the 13th instant, applying for an advance of
one hundred pounds, to pay for the ereotion of a hut and a yard for the Alpacas at
Arthursleigh ; as also to meet tho expenses of your proposed journey to “ Nimitybelle,”
and other exigencies for the next five months; I am directed to inform you that the
Secretary for Lands has authorized a compliance with your request, provided your previous
advances have been adjusted.
_ 2- The Secretary to the Treasury has accordingly been requested to open a cash
credit in your favour, in the Bank of New South Wales, on the condition above alluded to.
I have, &c..

MICHL. FITZPATRICK.
58—C

No. 34.
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No. 34.
SOPERINTENDENr to SECRETARY FOR LANDS.
Sydney,
1& April,

Sir,

1860.

I have the honor to inform you that, at the urgent request of the South
American shepherds, I have seat seven of them hack to their own country, paying their
passage, &c., according to agreement made with them previous to their leaving.
The overseer and two of the most efficient shepherds remain with me, induced to do
so by increase of salary, and by allowing ihem the rations customary in the country ; the
flocks are now managed by four shepherds and one overseer, as efficiently as formerly)
with, however, not a corresponding saving in the expense, as to the number of men engaged.
I beg to request you will authorize me to make the best arrangements possible, and the
same I will duly inform you of, after a month’s trial, and form a proper estimate.
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 35.

.

Under Secretary to Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 19 April,

1860.

Sir,

With reference to your letter of the 13th instant, reporting the departure of
seven of the South American shepherds, who have been assisting you in the care of the
Alpacas, back to their own country, I am directed by tbe Secretary for Lands to
inform yon, that he docs not understand from your communication whether you mean the
passages of these men to be paid for by the Government, but that if so you should state upon
what authority you made the expenditure, and the amount.
2. I am at the same time desired to request, with regard to the increase of salary and
the allowance which you have made of rations to the remaining shepherds, that you will have
the goodness to say what the increase of salary is, what the cost? of the rations, aud upon
what authority these changes have been made.
3. I am to add with reference to the latter part of yonr letter, that Mr. Secretary
Robertson sanctions your making any arrangements you may think best for the manageraeni
of the animals, but that where expense is concerned they must be submitted to him for
approval before the expense is entered upon.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 36.
Superintendent to Secretary for Lands.
TAverpool,

26 April, 1860.
I have the honor to state, in reply to your letter of 19th instant, that I hold
no authority to disburse, on account of the Government, the sum necessary to defray the
expenses of passage, &c., to South America, of the seven shepherds lately sent back to that
country ; on advising whoso departure I merely expressed a hope that this outlay would be
favourably considered by the Government, bearing in mind the peculiar cicumstances attending
their coming to the country, and my own incapacity to meet it.
So soon as I can furnish exact data as to the increase of expense for each shepherd I
will do so; the sum total will not bo in excess of the original one. The change has been
forced upon me by having to substitute European for South American shepherds.
In reply to 3rd paragraph, I would respectfully suggest that I be authorized to incur
such expense as immediate necessity may compel me to, without having to await direct and
special authorization that might arrive too late to be available, situate, as the flocks now are,
at a distance from Sydney, and from which city all communication is cut off at times for
' days and days together.
I have, &c.,
0. LEDGER.
Sir,

No. 37.
Superintendent to Secretary for Lands.
Arihurshigh,
11 May,

1860.

Sir,

In conformity with promise contained in letter of 26th ultimo, I have the honor
to forward statement of wages, including rations, that I have found myself compelled to
allow tho overseer and shepherds that, under my directions, tend the Alpacas:—
Overseer, at the rate of £80 per annum.
1 shepherd, superior, do. £70
do.
_
4
Do.
do. £60 each, £240 for all per annum; amounting to £390.
The
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The Government allowed me one overseer and eight shepherds, involving an expense
of £160, and as the flocks are as efficiently tended now as ever they were, I hope the measures
I have been forced to adopt will merit your approbation.
_
I could not have retained the services of the South American shepherds that still
remain with me, had I not agreed to augment their wages.
_
If I have exceeded my authority, I beg to express regret, and beg, that necessity for
immediate acquiescence in the increase, with the alternative of being left alone with the
animals, will excuse a step that my zeal for the welfare of the animals under my charge
forced upon me, and which at same time reduces the expenses in the sum total.
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 38.
Under Secretary io Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 13 June,

Sir,

1860,

.

With reference to your letter of the 11th ultimo, stating that yon had found it
necessary to make certain increases to the wages of the staff of shepherds at present employed
in tending the Alpacas under your charge, I am directed to request, that you will have the
goodness to inform me from what date the increases in question were agreed to be granted
by you.
X have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 39.
Superintendent to Secretary

for

Lands.
Arthursleigh,

22

1860.

June,

Sir,

I have the honor to state, in reply to your letter of the 13th, that the increase
of salary to overseer to £80 a-year is from 1st April.
1 shepherd, £70
„
1st February.
1
do. £60
„
27 th do.
1
do. £60
„
1st April.
2
do. £60 each, „
1st do.
The three first shepherds are engaged here, the two latter arc South Americans. The
shepherd who has £70 is a very useful man in many ways; in putting up yards and assisting
to build hut he has saved more than twenty pounds.
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.
i

No. 40.
Under Secretary to Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 30 June,

Sir,

_

1860.
_

In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 11th ultimo, I am directed
to inform you, that under the circumstances therein stated, the Secretary for Lands has
approved of the following increases of the wages of the staff of shepherds now employed in
tending the Alpacas under your charge, from the dates mentioned in your letter of the
22nd instant, viz.:—One overseer, from £60 to £80 per annum, to take effect from the
1st April, 1860; one superior shepherd (new appointment), at £70 per annum, to take
effect from the 1st February, 1860; one shepherd, from £50 to £60 per annum, to take
effect from the 27th February, 1860; and three shepherds, from £50 to £60 each per
annum, from the 1st April, 1860.
I have, &e.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.
No. 41.

,
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No. 41.
Under Secretary

io

Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

blR,

25 May, I860.

.
I am directed by tbe Secretary for Lands to request, that with a view to the
preparation of the General Estimates of the Government Expenditure to be laid before
Parliament in tbe ensuing Session, yon will transmit to me, on or before the let June next,
an Estimate of the probable Expenditure of your Department for the year 1861.
2. In transmitting this Estimate, you will submit, under the proper head, snch
remarks as you may consider necessary in explanation of it, and a statement of the reasons
for recommending any alteration of pay or allowance. You will also report whether any
reduction upon the expenditure of the present year can, in your opinion, be made in the
number or emoluments of the persons in your department; or should you consider any
increase to he absolutely required for the due and efficient performance of that portion of
the Public Service which is immediately entrusted to you, you will state specifically tbe
grounds upon which you consider such increase necessary.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 42.
Superintendent fo Secretary

por

Lands,
Arthursleigh,

30

Sir,

June,

1860.

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of “ Circular,” dated 26th instant.
In reply, I beg to state, that on permanently locating the Alpacas, Llamas, &c., it is my
-opinion tbe requirements will be,—
Cottage for Superintendent;
,
Four huts for shepherds;
*
One paddock for weaners;
Four paddocks for separating into flocks during rutting;
.
One large yard with divisions, near to cottage;
One stable and loft;
One shed for dray, chaff-cutter, &c., &c.
‘
I have, Ac,
C. LEDGER.

No. 43.
Under Secretary to Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

Sir,

7

July,

1860.

.In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 30th ultimo, shewing the
probable requirements attending the management of the Alpacas for the year 1861, as
regards “Cottage for Superintendent, huts for shepherds, &c., &e.,” I am directed to
request tliat you will have the goodness to inform me what would, in'your estimation, be
the cost of such works.
I have, Ac.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 44.
Superintendent fo Secretary

for

Lands.
Arthursleigh,

29

May,

I860.

Sir,

. I beg to request your attention to my letter of 26th April ultimo, respecting
the outlay incurred by me in sending to South America the major part of the shepherds
that I brought from that country with tbe Alpacas, &c.
Extra sums having been granted by tbe Honorable the Legislative Assembly for
general expenses, I respectfully submit this extraordinary and forced disbursement to, and
pray for its favourable consideration on the part of tbe Government,
I have, Ac,
c. ledger.
No. 45.
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No. 45.
Under Secretary io Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

5

June,

1860.

Sir,
Adverting to your letter of the 29th ultimo, respecting the outlay incurred
by you in sending to South America some of the shepherds you brought from that country,
I am instructed to inform you that Mr. Secretary Robertson cannot see that the Government
is called upon to provide this outlay.
I hare, &o.,
'
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 46.
Superintendent to Secretary

for

Lands.
Arthursleigh,

19

June,

1860.

Sir,
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your communication of 6th
instant, disallowing your favourable consideration of my request for return of passage-money
of the shepherds that I sent to South America.
Although without reply to my letter of last month, requesting permission to incur
sundry outlays that I considered of necessity in my Department, I beg to state that said
expenses I have incurred, they were compulsory and tended to the well-being of the animals
under my charge; should I have committed an error in my zeal, and by my desire to save
time, I regret it, and am prepared to suffer the consequences. The hut I requested also to
he authorized to put up for the remainder of the shepherds has not been necessary; they
have not complained of sleeping under calico.
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 47.
Superintendent to Secretary

«

for

Lands.
Arthursleigh,
1 May,

1860.

Sir,

I have the honor to reply to your communications of 23rd February and 6th
March ultimo; these having arrived here during my absence in Sydney is why they have
not been previously answered.
I respectfully beg to confirm the resignation of my appointment as Superintendent
of Alpacas, &c. (as conveyed to you in my letter of 18th November last), after placing the
flock on the "Reserve" at “Nimityhel," if, in the meantime, arrangements he not effected
between the Government and myself, enabling me to bring my children from South
America and form for them a home in this country; moreover securing my appointment to
be permanent for six years, by which time I consider all traces of the Llama blood will be
extirpated; and I should then be the first to suggest the animals being disseminated, iu
flocks of fifty, all through the country.
I have previously offered to instruct my successor in the theory and practice of tho
management of the flock; expressing a desire, however, to recommend effectually such party
for the appointment.
I adhere to the above-mentioned offer, without reference to its ungratefulness by
teaching in six months what took mo ten years to acquire, daily combatting the superstitions
and hostile feeling of the Indians of Peru, that induced them not only to deny mo assistance,
hut to place almost incredible obstacles in the way of my acquiring practical knowledge of
the animal.
Duty towards my children, from whom I am absent eight years, alone compels me tor
a separation from the enterprise that for so many years has absorbed all my energies and
left me penniless.
I am, &c.,
•
C. LEDGER.

No. 48.
Superintendent to Secretary

for

Lands.
Arihurshigh,

11

May,

1860.

Sir,

I have the honor to inform you that the Alpacas, Ac., are in first-rate condition ;
and have little doubt but that they will pass the winter without the aid of artificial fodder.
Since

1404
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Since my last report I have to note tbe loss of—
Three cross-bred females, carried away by tbe river in tbe late flood. A land-slip,
on wbicb they were feeding, was tbe cause.
One male "Vicuna j from wounds and contusions from the other males, whilst
fighting.
One female Alpaca; torn and otherwise injured by tbe males.
Tbe above loss
has been made up by births. The number in tbe three flocks is 266 this day.
I am loth to request authorization to incur any expense that does not result in per
manent benefit. I allude to the necessity of erecting a hut for two of tbe shepherds; tbe
winter is too cold hero to expect them to pass it in a tent. The three horses I have will
require one feed of hay and corn daily—their pasturage is free—as I have to make a journey
to Nimitybelle during the winter, and on commencement of spring drive the animals there;
also, have to ride to and around the stations, some ten miles daily'; the horses, therefore,
must be kept in some sort of condition.
By way of precaution I intend to give each of the animals a bath in tobacco water.
This animal, when moved about from place to place, is subject to cutaneous eruptions, caused
by tbe overheating of the blood by fretting and restlessness.
X therefore beg to request permission to make the abovemen tion ed outlays.
I have, &c„
C. LEDGER.

No. 49.
Superintendent to Secretary

for

Lands.
Arthursleigh,
29 May,

Sir,

,

1860.

-

I have the honor to inform you that I have never seen a flock of Alpacas, &c.,
on the average, in better health and condition than the one under my charge.
I beg to call your attention to my letter of 7th instant, and again request authoriza
tion to incur the expenses therein indicated. I respectfully beg to suggest the expediency
of prevention in lieu of uncertain cure.
I have, &c.,
0. LEDGER.

No. 50

•

a.

Under Secretary to Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 5 June,

1860.

Sir,
Adverting to yonr letter of the 29th ultimo, respecting the outlay incurred by
you in sending to South America some of the shepherds you brought from that country, I am
instructed to inform you that Mr. Secretary Robertson cannot see that the Government is
called upon to provide this outlay.
.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 50
Under Secretary

to

b.

Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

11

June,

1860.

Sir,
I am directed to request that you will have the goodness to forward to this
office, with tbe least possible delay, for transmission to the Treasury, an Estimate of the
probable Revenue of your department for the ensuing year, to enable the Honorable the
Finance Minister to prepare the statement of Ways and Means.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 51.
Under Secretary to Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 18 June,

1860.

Sir,

Alluding to yonr letter of the 29th ultimo, I am directed to inform you that
since the date of your communication (7th ultimo), resigning your appointment as Superin
tendent of Alpacas, if arrangements are not made to enable yon to bring yonr family from
South
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South America to this Colony, to which you drew attention in the letter under reply,
Messrs. Mort and Montefiore have called upon the Secretary for Lands on your behalf,
desiring that you may be permitted to purchase tho flock of Alpacas, &c., on certain con
ditions” aud they left on the understanding that they would communicate with you, with the
view of their being able to make a definite offer of purchase.
2. I am further to apprise you that, should such an arrangement as was proposed by
those gentlemen be carried out, the matter alluded to by you would be arranged; and in the
meantime Mr. Secretary Robertson can take no action that would have the effect of pledging
the Government to meet your views iu respect of bringing your family to tho Colony.
*
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 52.
Superintendent to Secretary

eor

Lands.
Arihurshigh,
23 June,

1860.

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your communication, dated 18th
instant, relating to proposal, on my behalf, made by Messrs. Montefiore and Mort to the
Honorable the Premier, for the repurchase of the Alpacas, &c.
I have forwarded to said gentlemen copy of the letter, and requested them to have
the kindness to inform me whether any other negotiation had taken place than that the
terms of which were conveyed to me under date of 4th instant. They wore as follows; The
animals be sold to mo for £15,000, ten years credit, aud one thousand pounds given to me
by the Government.
On receipt of answer from the above-named gentlemen, and with the knowledge of
what I do, I will reply categorically; requesting, with all deference, yonr indulgence for a
few days.
.
X Vi nvA. ATrt .
c. LEDGER.

No. 53.
Superintendent

Secretary

io

eor

Lands.

,

Arthursleigh,
23 June,

Sir,

1860.

I have tbe honor to inform you that the Alpacas &c., are thriving remarkably

well.

I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 54.
Superintendent to Secretary

■
eor

'

Lands.
Arihwsleigh,

10

August,

Sir,

,

1860.

.

.

With reference to my letter of Juno 23rd, replying to your communication of
the 18th Jane, on the subject of proposals for the purchase of "the Alpacas, &c., I have the
honor to state that I have authorized T. S. Mort, Esq., and J. L. Montefiore, Esq., to conclude
arrangements on my behalf with the Government, in accordance with terms conveyed to me
in communication from said gentlemen dated 3rd July ultimo.
I have, &c.,
0. LEDGER.

No. 55.
Superintendent to Secretary

for

Lands.
Arthursleigh,
18 July,

1860.

Sir,

I have the honor to lay before you a Statement of Expenses I have found it
necessary to incur in the Department under my charge: —
£
s. d.
Thos. Griffiths, employed 40 days, to assist until replacing shepherds ................ 8 0 0
Thos. Smith, putting new props to dray..................................................*.........
0 7 6
Thos. Rea, 1 pair blinkers ....................................................................................... ® ^ 0
■ -

-

Carried forward.....................

9

16

Expenses
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Brought forward........................
Expenses of sending the new shepherds to Arthursleigh .....................................
Keep of horses and shoeing at Liverpool ...................................... .................... .
1 cwt. tobacco stalks, for wash, Penfold............................... ..................................
Carriage of tobacco stalks from Sydney to Arthursleigh........................................
Cedar wood bath, iron boun^, for dipping animals........... t.............................. .
Expenses on bath to Arthursleigh ..................................... ...................................
6 barrels for soaking tobacco, and bringing them from Paddy’s River ...........
Lard, for ointment for smearing animals.................... .......... ...................
Mercurial ointment and sulphur, Jenkins ..................................................... ........
Shoeing horses, 18s.; 3 halters, 0s............................................................................
Brush, curry-comb, and Row’s embrocation............................................................
Expenses of Jas. Alexander with dray to Campbelltown, and self to Sydney, to
bring up tobacco and chaff-cutter.................... .../...........................................
Thermometer for taking heat of water......................................................................
Tobacco stalks, 314 lbs., J. M. Leigh ....... ................................ .............................
1 ton lucerne hay, and carriage from Lockyersleigb .............................................
Shoeing horses ...................... ................................................... .................................
12 bushels maize, Reid, at 6s. ...................................................................................
Cotton stuff for making men’s tents, twine, &c......................................... ...............
Strychnine, for poisoning dingoes ..........................................................................

£

s.
9 1
3 5
4 4
4 0
0 13
5 18
1 15
2 5
3 15
2 3
14
0 5

d.
6
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
G
0
G

4 4
12
7 4
G 0
0 18
3 12
2 5
15

3
6
9
0
0
0
6
0

£65

2

6 ■

I do not think more artificial fodder will be required for Alpacas or horses. A few of
the former with lambs recently dropped I give a small quantity of lucerne chaff to, every
evening.
I found it necessary to obtain shelter for overseer and two of the shepherds ; conse
quently I rented from Mr. Reid a small cottage with two paddocks adjoining, at the rate of
twenty pounds per annum.
One paddock serves for keeping the males in separate from
females, and the other for large flock to sleep in.
On leaving this, the hath and barrels will sell at little loss on cost.
I beg to solicit your approbation to above detailed outlay, and respectfully request
you will please to order the sum total to be placed to my credit in bank.
*
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 56.
Undue Secretary to Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

8

August,

1860.

Sir,
With reference to your letter of tho 18th ultimo, submitting a statement of
expenses incurred by you in connexion with the flock of Alpacas, amounting in all to the
sum of sixty-five pounds two shillings and sixpence,—I am directed to inform you, that the
Finance Minister has been requested to cause this amount to be paid in at the Bank of New
South Wales to your credit.
I have, &c..
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.
#

No. 57.
Superintendent to Secretary

por

Lands.
Arthursleigh.,

18

July,

1860.

Sm,
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 30th ultimo (147),
approving of the alteration in salaries to overseer and shepherds T was forced to make.
The shepherd the Government allows £70 to, I actually pay £80—£10 myself;
in "superior’’1 do not allude to any superior duties in connection with the Alpacas, Ac.
Said man has the horses under his charge, and when the dray is in use, to fetch wood, water,
carry rations, or other services, he attends it; moreover he has put up yards, made troughs,
using his own tools, without extra expense. Paying him a higher salary for his usefulness
I thus classed him. He speaks English and Spanish, was formerly interpreter, and I paid
him his salary for more than a year, and on the other men leaving, be took shepherd’s, and
“generally useful” berth.
I have, &o,,
C. LEDGER.
No. 58.
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58.

Under Secretary to Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

8

Augtisl,

I860.

Sir,
In reference to your letter of tlie 18th ultimo, stating that the salary paid by
you to the head shepherd of the Alpacas is j£80 a year, being £10 more than that actually
allowed by the Government,—I,am directed by the Secretary for Lands to remind you, that
the salary of this man was fixed at £70 a year upon your own recommendation, and to state
also that the course pursued by you of raising the allowances of the men, and then informing
the Government that you pay for it out of yonr own pocket, is very unsatisfactory,
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 59.
Under Secretary to Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 17 August,

■

1860.

Sir,

With reference to my letter of the 25th May last, respecting the probable
expenditure of your department for 1861,—I am directed to draw your attention thereto,
and to request the favour of your early reply on the matter.
I have, &<\,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 60.
Under Secretary to Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 17 August,

1860.

Sir,
With reference to my letter of the 11th June last, respecting the probable
revenue of your department for 1861,—I am directed to draw your attention thereto, and
to request the favour of your early report in the matter.
I have, &c.,
'
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 61.
Under Secretary to Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 30 August,

1860.

Sir,
^
With reference to my letter (printed) of the 17th instant, drawing your
attention to the circular letter from this office, respecting the probable expenditure of your 25 Maj, i860,
department for the year 1861,—I am again directed to draw your attention thereto, and to
’
request the favour of your early report in the matter.
I have, &c-i
MICHL. FITZPATRICK. *

No. 62.
Under Secretary to Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

30

.

Avgust,

1860.

Sir,
.
With reference to my letter (printed) of the ,17th instant, drawing your
attention to the circular letter from this office respecting the probable expenditure of your
department for the year 1861,—I am again directed to draw your attention thereto, aud to
request the favour of your early report in the matter.
I have, &c ,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.
58—D

No. 63.
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No. 63.
Superintendent to Secretary

for

'

Lands.
Arthursleigh,
18 July,

1860.

Sir,
You are aware that three horses were allowed in department under my charge;
two for dray, one for saddle. I then thought that number sufficient. I found on leaving
Liverpool that two saddle horses were necessary; more so on arriving here. I bought
another myself, and it died a short time back. 1 beg to request your permission to replace
it; not for my benefit, but as property of Government, The one I have cannot do all the
■work that is required, viz.,—daily rounds .to flocks, twice a week to Paddy’s River with and
for letters, distance eighteen miles each time, obtaining provisions, &c.
■
I have, &c.,
C. LEDtlER.

No. 64.
Under Secretary to Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

8

1860.

August,

Sir,
With reference to your letter of tho 18th ultimo, requesting permission to
replace a horse which died a short time since, aud which you represent as necessary for Mie
performance of your duties as Superintendent of Alpacas,—lam directed to inform you, that
the Secretary for Lands approves of your purchasing a horse to supply tbe place of the one
you mention, but which is to be the property of the G-overnment.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

.

. No. 65.
Superintendent to Secretary

for

Lands.
Arthursleigh,

25

August,

1860.

Sir,
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your communication of 8th instant,
in reference to salary I pay to superior shepherd. In my letter of 18th July ultimo, 1
endeavoured to explain why this man was paid a higher rate of wage than the other shepherds.
_
As Superintendent of Alpacas, I consider it my duty to select those under me for
their efficiency, at rate of remuneration ruling in the country for similar service to theirs,
without reference to merit acquired under previous service to me individually. It is this
latter I endeavour to requite, not to one only but most all of them, out of my own resources.
I am most desirous to give satisfaction to all in authority over me. As my appoint
ment will shortly bo cancelled, I respectfully solicit your indulgence for my errors in
judgment I may, most unintentionally, have committed.
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 66.
-

Superintendent to Secretary

•

Sir,

for

Lands.
Arthursleigh,

1

September,

1860.

I beg to congratulate you on your safe return to town in good health.
.
Dr. Mueller writes me from Melbourne, inviting me to visit their city and report oa
their Llama stock. I am very desirous of fully satisfying myself as to what the animals
really are, as also of seeing that city. Will you be so kind as to allow me leave of absence
for that purpose; I would not apply for it were I not satisfied that nothing particular
requires my presence here for a month or so.
By allowing the male Alpacas to go to Melbourne you open up a yearly demand for
fresh pyre males that only this country can supply. They must he got from this at any
price, if in any way they wish (which they do in earnest) to carry on this breed to
perfection.
In passing through Sydney I should be able to fill up the forms the Treasury and
Auditor General require from me, and which I cannot satisfactorily do without being shewn
how.
_
I am very confident the results will fully justify the
with which you
introduced the Bill for the purchase of the Alpacas, &c., by the Government.
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.
No. 67.
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No. 67.
Superintendent

Secretary for Lands.

to

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 6 September,

I860.

Sir,
With reference to yonr letter of the 1st instant, I am directed to inform you
that, under'the circumstances represented by you, the Secretary for Lands approves of your
having leave of absence for the purpose of visiting Melbourne.
2. I am desired, however, to request that upon your arrival in Sydney you will lose
no time in calling at this office, as Mr. Secretary Robertson is anxious to ascertain what
arrangements (if any) can bo made for the purchase by you of the whole stock of Alpacas.
,
I have, &c..
MICHL FITZPATRICK.

No. 68.
Under Colonial Secretary, Victoria,

io

•

Colonial Secretary, New South Wales.
Chief Secretary’s Office,
Melbourne,

26

July,

I860.

Sir,
I have the honor, by desire of the Chief Secretary, on behalf of this Govern
ment, to enquire whether the Government of New South Wales would be willing to part
with two Alpaca Rams, from Mr. Ledger’s Flock, on loan to the Melbourne Zoological
Gardens.
I have, &c.,
J. MOORE,
Under Secretary.

No. 69.
Under Secretary

to

Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 3 August,

1860.

Sir,
I am directed to inform you that application has been made by the Goveru
ment of Victoria for two Alpaca Rams, as a loan to the Melbourne Zoological Gardens;
and to request the favour of your report in this matter.
1 WMI0HL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 70.
Superintendent

to

Secretary for Lands.
_

Arthursleigh,
7 August,

1860.

Sir,
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of yonr communication 3rd instant,
relating to application by the Government of Victoria for loan of two male Alpacas.
In reply, I beg to state, that in the flocks under my charge, the number of male
Alpacas will readily admit of the application being acceded to, if the Government so order.
I have, &e.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 71.
Under Secretary

to

Superintendent,
Department of Lands,'
Sydney, 5 September,

1860.

Sm,

With reference to your letter of the 7th ultimo, I am directed to inform you
that the Secretary for Lands has authorized a compliance with the request of the Govern
ment of Victoria for the loan of two male Alpacas from the flock under your charge, and to
request therefore that you will have them forwarded to Sydney, for shipment to Melbourne,
by as early an opportunity as possible.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.
P.S. You will have the goodness to notify to this Department the time when the
animals may he expected to arrive in Sydney, in order that the Government of Victoria may
he advised of the probable day of their shipment for Melbourne.

No. 72.
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No. 72.
Superintendent

to

Secretary eor Lands.
Arthursleigh,

15

September,

1860.

Sir,
I have the honor to state, in reply to your letters of tlie 5th and 6th instant,
that I intend starting from this on the 19th; on the same day the two male Alpacas will
commence their journey towards Sydney, for shipment there to Melbourne, in accordance
with your instructions.
I will make it my first duty, on arrival at Sydney, to call at your Department,
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 73.
Superintendent

to

Secretary for Lands.
Pilfold’s Hotel,
Sydney,

5

October,

1860.

Sir,
I have the honor to advise the safe arrival of the two Alpacas (destined for
Melbourne) from Arthursleigh, and to inform you that they are now located on these
premises.
I should have called personally on you, had I not been confined to my room hy
illness for the last few days.
'
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 74.
Under Secretary

to

Colonial Secretary, Melbourne.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

5

September,

1860.

Sir,
In reference to your letter of the 26th July last, I am directed by tbe
Secretary for Lands to inform you, that there will be no objection to a compliance with the
request of the Victoria Government, to be furnished with two male Alpacas from the flock
in this Colony, as a loan for the Melbourne Zoological Gardens.
2. A communication has accordingly been addressed to Mr. Ledger, Superintendent
of the Alpacas, requesting him. to have the animals forwarded to Sydney by as early an
opportunity as possible; and I am to add, that the time of their probable arrival at
Melbourne will be duly notified to you.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 75.
Director, Zoological Gardens, Melbourne,

to

Secretary for Lands.

Melbourne Horticultural and Zoological Garden,
5 November, 1860.

Sir,

I have been instructed by the gentlemen constituting the Committee of tho
Melbourne Zoological Garden, to convey to you their most grateful acknowledgment of
your kindness in sanctioning the loan of two Alpacas belonging to the Government of New
South Wales, for the improvement of the Llama flock of this establishment.
I have further to express our deep obligation to you for allowiug Mr. Ledger to
visit Melbourne for tbe purpose of inspecting our Llamas; the councils of that gentleman
respecting the future management of our flock being valued by us as of the utmost
importance.
I have, &e.,
FERDINAND MUELLER, M.D.,
Director, Horticultural Zoological Gardena.

No. 76.
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No. 7G.
Undeb Secretaby

to

Colonial Secretary, Victoria.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

19

October,

1860.

Sir,

..

Referring to my letter of the 5th -ultimo, I am now directed to inform you that
Mr. Ledger, Superintendent of Alpacas, proceeds to Melbourne, per “ Wonga Wonga”
steamer, on Saturday, 20th instant, taking with him the two male Alpacas intended for the
Victorian Government, as a loan for the Melbourne Zoological Gardens.
I have, &c., '
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 77.
Under Colonial Secretary, Victoria,

to

Colonial Secretary, New South Wales.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Melbourne, 7 November,

1860.

Sir,
Adverting to a letter from the Department of Lands at Sydney, dated the
19th October, I have the honor, by desire of the Chief Secretary, in intimating the due
arrival of the two male Alpacas referred to, to express his thanks, on behalf of the Govern
ment and the Committee of the Zoological Gardeos at Melbourne, for the liberality of the
New South Wales Government, in the loan of the two valuable animals to the Gardens.
I have, &c.,
J. MOORE,
Under Secretary.

No. 78.
Under Secretary

to

Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney,

17

August,

1860.

Sir,
The Secretary to the Treasury having reported that you have not yet furnished
him with your statement of the cheques drawn by you, against the credits opened in your
favour at the Bank of New South Wales, fron March to July last inclusive, I am directed to
request that you will have the goodness to forward them as early as possible.
I have, &c.,
.
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 79.
Under Secretary

to

Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 14 September,

1860.

Sir,

The Colonial Treasurer having stated that you have not yet furnished statements
on account of the credits opened in your favour in the Bank of New South Wales, since the
20th March last, I am directed to draw your attention to the necessity of your forwarding
the vouchers, &c., with a view to the adjustment of your accounts ; and I am to request
that you will cause the same to be sent in at your earliest convenience.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 80.

Ac
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No. 80.
Superintendent to Secretary for Lands.
Sydney,
10 October, 1860.
Sir,
I have the honor to lay before you note of Disbursements on account of the
Alpacas, Llamas, &c.:—
£
s.
d.
o
17 10
Paid for mare, &c.
...
................
40 *0
o
„ rent of pasture; putting up hut
0
3
„ for stationery, stamps, &c.
...
,, for 120f lbs. lard, at different times, ointment for
6
0
9
1
0
3
for freight from Sydney of sundries
...
..
1
8
0
for shoeing horses, 16s.; two spades, 12s.
..
1 14
2
for putting up 39 furlongs fencing
...
..
5 10 10
for oil of turpentine and juniper, for ointment
0 16
0
for shoeing 2 horses
...
...
...
..
0 10
0
for nails, for enclosure
...
...
...
..
0 11
6
for 92 lbs. rock salt
...
...
...
..
£78
I beg to solicit your approval of above, and that you will please to order credit be
opened for said sum of seventy-eight pounds one shilling and sixpence, in my favour.
I have, &c.j
C. LEDGER.

No. 81.
Under Secretary

to

Superintendent.
Department of Lands,

Sydney, 26 October, 1860.
Slit,
Referring to your letter of the 10th instant, respecting your disbursements on
account of the Alpacas, amounting to £78 Is. 6d., I am directed to instruct you to send
the vouchers for these items to the Auditor General.
1 h MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

%

No. 82.
Superintendent to Secretary for Lands.
Arthursleigh,
5 September, 1860.
Sir,

I have tho honor to acknowledge receipt of circular, dated 30th ultimo,
respecting the probable expenditure of my department for 1861.
I was under the impression that my acquiescence to the terms proposed to me by
Messrs. Montefiore and Mort, on 3rd Jnly last, would have obviated the necessity of my
forming estimate of expenses for the coming year.
In my letter of 30th June, I stated that, on permanently locating the Alpacas
Llamas, &c., it is my opinion the requirements will he,—
Cottage for Superintendent;
Four huts for shepherds, with yards adjoining;
Four paddocks for separating males, weaners, &c.;
One large yard, with six divisions;
One stable, with three stalls ;
One shed for dray, &c.
The cost of the above will entirely depend on the value of labour at time and place of
erecting them; according to present rate I estimate the cost at £800.
The number of shepherds now employed could be reduced by two on permanently
settling the flocks.
I have, &e.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 83.
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No. 83.
Superintendent

to

Secretary for Lands.
Arthur sleigh,
5 September, 1860.

Sir,

I have the honor to state, in reply to circular of August 30th ultimo, that
the probable yield of wool will be 3,000 lbs. in 1861, and worth about two hundred and
fifty pounds.
I have, &e.,
.
C. LEDGER.

No. 84.

V

Superintendent

to

Secretary for Lands.
Sydney,

14 November, 1860.
Sir,

I have tho honor to inform you, from letters received from Arthursleigh, that
the Alpacas, Llamas, &c., are thriving extremely well.
It is necessary my return there to carry out the proper intermingling of the males
with the females from the 1st of December next, and I beg to request your instructions
thereto relating.
Having handed in all my accounts and vouchers in conformity with your orders* to *See 20 Oct.,
the office of the Auditor General, I beg you will please to open a special credit for mo 1S6°wherewith to meet the payment of pasturage up to 31st December, and other expenses
incurred, say for eighty or one hundred pounds. Respectfully awaiting your orders as to the
arrangement initiated by Messrs. Montefiore and Mort, on my behalf, for the re-purchase,
&c., of the animals, I beg to express the hope that such will be carried out, so as to allow
of my permanently locating the animals previous to the proper season for moving them
passes.
/
I have, &c.,
.
C. LEDGER.

No. 85.

v
Under Secretary to Superintendent.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 23 Novembei', 1860.
Sir,

I am directed to inform you that, in accordance with the request contained in
your letter of the 14th instant, the Secretary for Finance and Trade has been requested to
cause the amount of one hundred pounds to be placed to your credit in the Bank of New
South Wales, to enable you to make tbe necessary payment of the pasturage of the Alpacas
up to the 31st December next.
'
I have, &c.,
.
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 86.
Superintendent

to

Secretary for Lands.
* Arthursleigh,
■
10 Deem&cr, 1860.

Sir,

I have the honor to inform you that on my arrival here a few days ago, and
after a thorough and minute examination of all the animals composing three flocks of
Alpacas, Llamas, &c,, under my charge, I am with great satisfaction able to say that they
are thriving admirably.
The number of animals is, at date, three hundred and eleven.
'
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 87.
Superintendent to Secretary for Lands.
Arthursleigh,
2 January, 1861.
Sir,

I have the honor to inform you that the Alpacas, Llamas, &c., under my charge,
are thriving well.
There

t
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There are now three hundred and twenty-seven in all.
I have to report the death of two female Llamas from age, and one male Alpaca from
accidental drowning in water-hole of the Wollondilly River.
I have had to put a boy on to assist in tending fleets during lambing and rutting j
this is only a temporary assistance.
I have, &c,
C. LEDGER.

No. 88.
Superintendent io Secretary

for

Lands.

*

Arthursleigh,
7 February, 1861.
Sir,
I have the honor to inform you that the Alpacas, Llamas, &c., under my
charge are thriving, and the number at date is three hundred and forty-nine in all.
The lambing for this season will bo concluded by the 15th proximo, by further
increase of twenty to twenty-five lambs.
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 89.
Superintendent

to Secretary

tor

Lands.

Arthursleigh,
12 February, 1861.
Sir,
Having been laid up for nearly a month by serious indisposition, and although
at present convalescent, I am anxious to obtain superior medical advice. I beg therefore to
request leave of absence, so as to go to Sydney in quest thereof.
I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.
v

No. 90.

Under Secretary to Superintendent.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 26 February, 1861.
Sir,

Referring to your letter of tho 12th instant, applying for leave of absence to
proceed to Sydney for the purpose of obtaining superior medical advice, I am directed to
inform you that your application has been approved,
.
.
I have, &c.,
MIOHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 91.
Superintendent to Secretary

for

Lands.

Arthursleigh,
28 February, 1861.
Sir,
I have the honor to inform you that under this date the remainder of the
Sonth American shepherds have been paid off; they are about returning to their own
country. At this time last year when the others left, I experienced some difficulty in
getting the three remaining to engage for another year. I then, in anticipation of their
departure, commenced instructing Europeans how to tend the flocks; and consequently, at
present they are as well tended as ever, by the following, viz.:—
Overseer, James Alexander, formerly classed as superior shepherd, 2^ years
with the flocks.
Shepherd, John Nesbitt, 13 months.
Ditto, Henry Ledger, 12 months.
‘
Ditto, Arthur Ledger, 3 months.
Ditto, John Rowe, 1 month.
The above-mentioned have been acquiring practical experience in the management of
the Alpaca under my superintendence, most willingly aided by tbe late overseer and the
two shepherds, during the time stated.
With the exception of John Rowe, who 1 had to allow one month’s salary and rations
to (five pounds), whilst learning how to tend the flock he now has in charge, no extra
expense has been incurred.
*
The above disbursement of five pounds, and fifteen for three months payment to extra
hands during the lambing and rutting season, I trust will meet with your approval.
I beg to call your attention to the saving of one hundred and forty pounds per annum,
under the item of salaries, by reducing the number of shepherds from eight to four.
.

I
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I consider it my duty to respectfullyrecommcnd the late overseer, Pedro Cahrera,and the
two shepherds, to the consideration of the Government, as worthy of some pecuniary acknow
ledgment over and above their salaries. Daring the hazardous prosecution of my enterprise,
these men (for eight years) have shewn great fidelity, under strong temptations from the
Bolivian Authorities to abandon me; which had they been prevailed upon to do the under
taking must have sigually failed. X am convinced also, that liberality by the Government
on present occasion would be of great importance, and of beneficial results to all British
subjects resident in those countries; it would stimulate tbe natives to assist them in their
enterprises, and its moral effects would be to raise the English name still higher in their
estimation.
.
,.
• , ,
,.
Cabrera for the last year has been most painstaking, particularly so in teaching the
present shepherds the proper management of the Alpaca in all its details; and, as the sum
voted by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly for the management of Alpacas has not
been expended, I trust the Government will permit my distributing among the three the
sum of fifty pounds, in its name.
I have, &c.,
.
C. LEDGER.

No. 92.
Under Secretary to Superintendent.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 12 April, 1861.
Sir.

With reference to your letter of the 28th February last, in which you recom
mend that, in addition to the salaries of the late overseer of Alpacas (Pedro Cabrera) and two
shepherds, some pecuniary remuneration should be made to them for their long and faithful
services daring the time spent by you in obtaining these animals, I am directed by tho
Secretary for Lands to inform you, that, in accordance with your suggestion, the Government
have authorized the distribution, by you, among the three men in question, of the sum of
fifty pounds, whicli amount the Colonial Treasurer has accordingly been requested to have
placed to your credit in the Bank of New South Wales.
I have, &c.,
MICHL, FITZPATRICK.

No. 93.
TELEGRAM to Superintendent, from, Melbourne.
From Melbourne, 16 May, 1861. From Geo. Dill, Argus, to C. Ledger, Esq.
Instead of writing, tho Acclimatisation Society Committee will be glad for you to
come here for eight or ten days, expenses paid. Reply when you can come.

No. 94.
J. H. Atkinson, Esq., M.L.A., to Secretary

for

Lands.

17 May, 1861.
Dear Robertson,

Will you kindly grant Ledger leave of absence to go to Melbourne, to receive
the compliment intended to be paid him by the Acclimatisation Society. Your answer,

pta, will oblige

Yoars foithfally,
J. H. ATKINSON.

No. 95.
Under Secretary io J. H. Atkinson, Esq., M. L. A.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 20 May, 1861.
Sir,

I am directed to inform you that, in accordance with the request contained
in your letter of the 17 th instant, the Secretary for Lands has approved of leave of absence
being granted to Mr. Charles Ledger, Superintendent of Alpacas, for tbe purpose of
attending at Melbourne, to receive the compliment intended to be paid him by the Acclima
tisation Society of Victoria.
I have, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.
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FLOCK OF ALPACAS, AND CLAIMS OF MR. LEDGER.

No. 96.
Superintendent

to

Secretary for Lands.
Sydney,

16 May, 1861.

Sir,

I beg to request you will please to open a credit for me of one hundred
pounds, wherewith to meet the payment of pasturage and rent, as also other expenses
incurred in the management of the Alpacas, &c. I beg to inform yon that all prior credits
hare been accounted for to office of Auditor General.
I hare, &o.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 97.
•

Under Secretary

to

Superintendent.

'

Department of Lands,
Sydney,

Snt,

29

May,

1861.

•

In accordance with the request contained in your letter of the 16th instant,
I am directed to inform you that a cash credit has been opened in your farour in the Bank
of New South Wales, for the sum of one hundred pounds, for the payment of rent, &c., on
account of the flock under your charge.
I hare, &c.,
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

No. 98.
Superintendent to Secretary for Lands.
Sydney,

25 June, 1861.

Sir,

I have the honor to submit to you, for your approbation, the following:—
The acclimatisation of the Alpaca in Australia being fully established, and its value
as a wool-producing animal undisputed, I am desirous that its meat also should receive the
test of public approval or disapproval.
I think it due to the Colony, and to the Government, that every exertion on my
part be offered to present this new germ of future wealth, under all its phases, before the
World, at the approaching Exhibition of 1862 to be held in London.
I therefore respectfully request your permission to select such animals from out of
those born in tbe Colony as I may think proper, from the flocks undef my charge, say six
or eight, and have them killed.

The skins to be stuffed, and forwarded to the Exhibition—thus shewing the different
stages of breeding.
The meat to be forwarded to Sydney, distributed among tbe Clubs, private parties,
and tbe public) its merits or demerits to be freely commented on.
The tallow to be put in glass vessels of large size; this, with certificate as to public
opinion respecting tbe meat, to accompany tbe stuffed animals that produced them.
I beg to state that no female animals would be destroyed; and, with the exception of
one pure male Alpaca, the rest would be cross-bred males, of no use whatever for breeding
from.

I have, &c.,
C. LEDGER.

No. 99.
Under Secretary

to

Superintendent.
Department of Lands,

Sir,

Sydney,

10

July,

1861.

In acknowledging tbe receipt of your letter of the 25th ultimo, ,1 am directed
to inform you, that the Government have approved of the proposition therein contained, for
killing six or eight of the Alpacas, for the purposes mentioned by you; and that tbe meat
is to be placed, on its arrival in Sydney, at the disposal of this department.
I have, &c.(
MICHL. FITZPATRICK.

Sydney* Thottaa lllchwrdJj G9T«rnmentrTluttf.-»l£6]*

[Price, 9J.]
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‘ NEW

SOUTH WALES.

TANNERS AND CURRIERS.
(PETITION OP MARY LOUISA WATT.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

27 September, 1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of Mary Louisa Watt, of PhiUip-street, in tho said Colony, Widow,Respectfully Sheweth:—

_

That your Petitioner is the widow of the late Hercules Watt, of Phillip-street,
Sydney.
_
That the said Hercules Watt petitioned your Honorable House, during the las
Session of Parliament, for relief, in consequence of severe injury and loss sustained by m
through the operation of the Act 13 Vic., No. 42, as it relates to the closing of tan-yards
within the City of Sydney.
That by tbe death of the said Hercules Watt, your Petitioner has become personally
involved in the affairs of her late husband, and is now suffering great distress from the
circumstances as more .fully set forth in the Petition of the said Hercules Watt above referred

Your Petitioner, therefore, humbly prays your Honorable House to take the premises
into favourable consideration, and to grant to your Petitioner such relief as to your
Honorable House may seem fit.
And your Petitioner, as in duty hound, will ever pray, &c., &c-

•
t]

[Price,

Id.]
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NEW

SOUTH WALES.

REVEREND W. B. CLARKE.

BEPORT
fbom tbe

SELECT COMMITTEE
ON THE

SERVICES OE THE REV. W. B. CLARKE;
TOGETHER WITH THE

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,
18

October,

1861.

SYDNEY:
THOMAS BICHAHDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, PHILAJP-STREET.

1861.

[PrlCf, 2d.'}
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EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMRLY.

Votes No. 12,

Friday., 20 September, 1861,

•

13. Reverend W. B. Clarke:—Mr. Shepberd moved, pursuant to amended notice,—
(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed to consider and report upon the Evidence
taken before a Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the
12th of March last, having reference to the services of tho Reverend W. B. Clarke,
in developing the great mineral resources of this Colony,
(2.) That such Committee consist of the following Members, Mr. Mate, Mr. Forster,
Mr. Sadleir, Mr. Cowper, Mr. Walker, Mr. Lackey, Mr. Holt, Mr. Wilson, Mr.
Hoskins, and the Mover.
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 27.

Friday, 18 October, 1861.

- 3. Reverend W. B. Clarke:—Mr. Shepherd, as Chairman, brought up the Report from,
and laid upon the Table the Proceedings of, tbe Select Committee, to whom it was
referred, on the 20th September last, to consider and report upon the Evidence
taken before a Select Committee of tbe Legislative Assembly, appointed on the
12th March last, having reference to the services of the Reverend W. B. Clarke, in
developing the great Mineral resources of the Colony.
Ordered to be printed.
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REVEREND W. B. CLARKE.

EEPOET.

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the
20th September, “ to consider and report upon the Evidence taken
“ before a Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on
“ the \2th March last,

“

having reference to the services of the Rev.

W B. Clarke, in developing the great mineral resources of this

“ Colony,”

have agreed to the following Report:—

Your Committee are of opinion, that the Reverend W. B.
Clarke has, during the last twenty-two years, by his scientific investiga
tions and researches as a geologist and mineralogist, rendered great and
important public services, as will be seen by the Evidence taken before
the Select Committee of last Session.
For those services your Committee are of opinion that no
sufficient acknowledgment has been made; and they learn with consider
able regret that Mr. Clarke’s advanced age and increasing infirmities,
aggravated, it is only reasonable to suppose, by a long course of scientific
labours, render it improbable that he should continue much longer capable
of active service, whether in the exercise of scientific or professional
functions.
Your Committee are also strongly of opinion that, considering
how much his various labours have contributed both to the honour
and material interests of the Colony, and the comparatively small remu
neration he has received, it would be discreditable to New South Wales,
if, from the want of any adequate reward for the labours ■which he has
devoted to the Colony, he should bo subjected to privation.
Your Committee therefore recommend that the services so
rendered by Mr. Clarke should receive from the G-ovemment that just
and liberal recognition which they undoubtedly merit.
ISAAC SHEPHERD,
Chairman.
Legislative Assembly Chamber,
Sydney,

17

October,

1861.

PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

TUESDAY,

24

1861.

SEPTEMBER,

Members Present :—

None.
The Committee having hecn convened by direction of the Mover (Mr. Shepherd),—
In the absence of a Quorum, at Italf-past Eleven o’clock, the meeting lapsed.

FRIDAY,

27

SEPTEMBER,

1861.

Members Present :—

Mr. Sadleir,
Mr. Forster,
Mr. Shepherd,
Mr. Hoskins,
, Mr. Wilson.
Mr. Mate,
I. Shepherd, Fsq., called to the Chair.
,
Printed copies of tho Evidence taken during the last Session, in reference to the
Claims of the Rev. W. B. Clarke,—upon the Table.
Committee deliberated.
[Adjourned till Wednesday, 9th October, at Eleven o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY,

9

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present:—

I. Shepherd, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Forster,
Mr. Lackey,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Mate,
Mr, Sadleir.
Committee deliberated.
The Chairman laid before the Committee a Draft Report.
Chairman’s Draft of Report read.
Committee deliberated, suggesting certain amendments.
[Adjourned till Friday, 11th instant, at a quarter to Twelve o’clock.]

FRIDAY,

11

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present :—

I. Shepherd, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Mate,
Mr. Sadleir,
Mr. Wilson.

Mr. Forster,
Mr. Holt,
Mr. Hoskins,

The Chairman submitted to the Committee an amended Draft Report.
Same read and considered.
.
Motion made (Mr. Mate), and Question proposed,—That the Draft, as read, ho the
Report of this Committee.
_
Amendment proposed (ilfr. Forster), to omit all the words after Draft and insert
as follows(That tho Draft) “ be amended by the insertion of tho following between tho two
last paragraphs, viz.:—
“ Tour Committee, moreover, cannot avoid pointing out, what they learn with
“ considerable regret, that Mr. Clarke’s advanced age and increasing infirmi“ ties, aggravated, it is only reasonable to suppose, by a long course of scieu« tific labour, render it improbable that he should continue much longer
« capable of active service, whether in tho exercise of scientific or professional
" functions. And your Committee are strongly of opinion, that, considering
ft Mr. Clarke’s high, and it may be said, universal reputation—all the
« Reverend gentleman has actually accomplished, and enabled others to
« accomplish, in one of the noblest and at the same time tbe most practical
“ of sciences—how much his various labours have contributed, both to the
,f honour and material interests of the Colony—and the comparatively small
“ remuneration he has received—it would be in the highest degree discredit
" able to New South Wales, if the remaining years of Mr. Clarke’s life were
" subject to be in the least embittered by the prospects of pecuniary difficulty.1'

Committee deliberated.
Question,—

Questiont—That

the ’words proposed to he omitted, stand part of the Question,—

Question,—That the words proposed to he inserted,
Main Question agreed to, and Keport amended.

be so inserted,—agreed
,

to.

Committee further deliberated.
Motion made (Mr. Hoskins') and Question,—That tbe Beport, as now amended, be
printed and circulated prior to the next sitting,—agreed to.
[Adjourned till Thursday, 17th instant, at Twelve o’clock.]

THURSDAY,

.

17

OCTOBER,

1861.

Members Present:—

I. Shepberd, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Cowper,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Forster,
Mr. Lackey,
Mr. Holt,
Mr. Mate.
Committee deliberated.
The Chairman produced a printed copy of the proposed Beport, containing further
amendments for consideration.
,
Beport, as proposed to be revised, read and considered.
It was Resolved unanimously,—■
1
That the Draft Beport, as now read, be tbe Beport of this Committee.
Chairman requested to bring up the same.

Sjtaej: Thomas RlthirOa, GovcramoDt Printer,—18C1.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MATRIMONIAL CAUSES BILL.
(BOMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP OF SYDNEY.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

14

November,

1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
Tbe Petition of the undersigned, the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Sydney,—

Humbly Sheweth
1. That your Petitioner has seen with regret and alarm the progress of the
“ Matrimonial Causes Bill” presently before your Honorable House.
2. That your Petitioner is most firmly convinced that increased facilities for obtain
ing divorce have resulted, and always will result, in deplorable injury to public morality,
and to the permanency of those family relations which lie at the base of all Christian
civilization.
3. That the Law already in existence, by which provision is made for separation
" a mensa et thorn ” gives all the -relief that can be properly desired.
4. That, for the Homan Catholic population of this country, the measures of the
proposed Bill would be useless and pernicious; useless because they do not believe the
vinculum of Matrimony to be in any case dissoluble, and pernicious, because legal facilities
for divorce quoad vinculum would practically offer to the unworthy members of their com
munity an incentive to bad conduct, and a premium for the violation of their conscience.
5. That the indissolubility of the vinculum of Matrimony is amongst Homan Catholics
not a matter of opinion, but a received dogma of tho Christian faith, and a deoial of it by
anyone would be tantamount to a renunciation of his religion.
6. That in the case, therefore, of mixed marriages—i. e,, of Catholics with
Protestants—the operation of the Bill in question would be especially oppressive to the
conscientious Homan Catholic, who would remain bound, whilst tbe partner would ho at
liberty,'by Law, to form a now connexion.
7. That the Roman Catholics of the Colony being, as is shewn by the last Census,
one-third part of the entire population, your Petitioner feels himself justified in respectfully
expressing his confident hope that, in the decisions of your Honorable House, their religious
feelings and belief will, in this matter, be duly regarded.
Your Petitioner, therefore, for himself and on behalf of the whole Roman Catholic
population, humbly prays that the Bill inown as the Matrimonial Causes Bill may not pass.
+ J. B. FOLDING,
Sydneien.

[TWee, Id.]
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NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

ACCLIMATISING AND PROPAGATING SALMON.
(REPORT ON THE SUITAEJLITY OE CERTAIN RIVERS OE THE COIONT FOR THE EUR POSE OF.)

to botl) Rouses of parliament, bg (Eommanti.

Alexander Black, Esq ,

to

Secretary

for

Lands.

22 September, 1861.
_
^
In compliance with instructions received on the 27th May, I have the honor
to submit tho following Report on the suitability of certain Rivers of this Colony for the
Sydney,

SrRj

purpose of acclimatising and propagating Salmon,

The instructions given to me contemplated only a survey of the Bivcrs Snowy and
Shoalhaven. But having obtained information, during my journey, that several of the rivers
flowing to tho eastward from the coast range were likely to afford greater facilities (on
account of their shorter course, and proximity to seaports) for the formation of breedingponds, I thought that I should not he carrying out the spirit of my instructions, if I did not
extend my examination to embrace all the rivers referred to. I was more especially induced
to fallow this course, as the sum voted was placed entirely at my disposal, for the purpose of
permitting me to fulfil the design of the vote in the way in which I conceived to be most
conducive to tbe interests of the Colony. This course has, however, somewhat increased the
cost of the survey ; but I trust that the complete nature of the examination will justify my
expectations, that the plan which 1 have pursued will merit the approval of the Government.
As it appears to me to be the most convenient, I propose to submit the information
which I have obtained, in the narrative style.
On the 27th May I received instructions to commence the survey of the rivers
mentioned, and forthwith I prepared for the journey; but a circumstance over which I bad
no control delayed my departure from Sydney until the 17th June, when I sailed by steamer
to Merimbula, where, by the kindness of Mr. Manning, of Kamaruka, I was furnished with
information, and with letters of introduction to gentlemen residing on my line of route.
I may here mention that all classes of people in the country through which I passed,
when the nature of my employment was made known to them, evinced the most lively
interest in its success; communicating freely the information which they possessed, and
uniformly treating me with courteous hospitality.
On the 20th I left Kamaruka for Bibcnluke, at the foot of the mountain range,
which ascends to tho height of nearly 3,000 feet above the level of tbe sea, and bounds the
elevated land of Monaroo on the coast side; I crossed tbe Tantawangalo, whose temperature
is 40 degrees—a fine clear pebbly rivulet, tributary to tbe Bega. Ascending tbe steep range
the temperature very sensibly decreased, until entering on the table land beyond, late on a
clear frosty afternoon, the change was barely endurable; especially as we had to walk
slowly, on account of the difficulty which was experienced of conveying the canoe without
damage on the pack-horse.
Late in the evening I arrived at Mr. Windcyer’s Station, Bibcnluke. The homestead
stands on the right bank of the Bombala, a tributary of the Delegate.
Inasmuch as the principal streams of Monaroo flow through the same kind of country,
have the same general aspect, and possess nearly the same temperature, the greater number
being tributary to the Delegate, tho following description will apply to tbe whole.
They rise in the mountain ranges which surround and intersect the table land, and
running part of their course through a trap soil retain a tinne of its colour, as they continue
to flow briskly on over a fine shingly bottom, pleasaut pebbly fords, and through long deep
quiet reaches, to join the Delegate before it enters the limestone country. Here it forms
into deep rocky pools, and sprightly little falls, pursuing its way tortuously, but hitherto
in comparative quietness, between pleasantly undulating banks, until it enters the granite
fissure which forms its bed through the mountain bank of the Snowy. It runs here with
foaming turbulence a short and rapid course to its confluence with that river, three miles
below the junction of the Maclaughlan Kivulet.
156—
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This beautiful stream and its affluents, although bearing a close resemblance to the
most productive Salmon and Trout streams of Scotland, afford now a home only for the cel
and the platypus. Even aquatic birds are more rare here than iu other countries; yet the
temperature of the climate and water of this elevated region, from the Snowy Mountains on
the south to the Shoalhaven on the north, differs little from that of the native habitat of
the Salmon. Prom 22nd June until 2nd August, the average temperature of these waters
was 41 degrees, whilst during the same period the mean shade temperature was 38 degrees.
It was often as low as 22 degrees; and, on the night of June the 7th, the mercury fell at
Bombala to 20 degrees, and ice formed an inch and half thick on the river.
I am informed by Messrs. Windoyer and Boucher (tbe latter gentleman having for
many years bestowed great attention to tho meteorological condition of Monaroo), that seven
months of the year are subject to severe frosts and wintry storms of long duration; and oven
during the five months of summer, storms of hail and blighting frosts are of too frequent
occurrence. No doubt these are baneful visitations to the farmer, destroying fruit and
seriously injuring the maize and cereal crops; yet the same circumstance will greatly tend
to maintain a low temperature of water during summer in the whole of the river system of
this district, viz., in the Snowy, Shoalhaven, Murray, and their affluents, and also in tbe
Bega, Tuross, Mornya, and in the Clyde, which have their source in the mountains forming
its eastern boundary. Tbenco the latter streams descending more than two thousand feet in
a course of only twenty or thirty miles, cannot be materially increased in temperature during
that short rapid journey to the sea. The similarity of temperature referred to will be clearly
shown hereafter by a comparative table of temperatures.
Accompanied by Mr. Windeyer, I proceeded on the 20th to the Snowy, in order to
ascertain the possibility of conveying the canoe thither. The country being so rugged, and
the rapids so dangerous, Mr. Windeyer deemed it impossible. However, although the
appearance of the country and river was anything hut promising, I determined to try it.
This course also was in a measure forced upon me by an opinion prevalent throughout
Monaroo, (founded, bowover, on the evidence of aboriginals alone, as no white man is said to
have penetrated into that region), that a stupendous Pall existed somewhere in the locality,
marked inaccessible on the Survey Map. Had this Fall existed, an insuperable barrier would
have ever been presented to the introduction of Salmon into the Upper Snowy and its affluents.
Having returned to Bombala, and provided myself with the necessary outfit for
accomplishing the projected voyage, I again reached the Snowy on the 28th, and forthwith
commenced my task.
In six days I bad succeeded in penetrating only twenty-five miles into this terra
incognita, by means of the canoe; shooting some rapids after the manner of the American
Indians, and passing those more difficult by carrying on our shoulders the canoe and baggage.
This not only proved a most arduous, but a dangerous undertaking. Had our feet slipped
on the glassy surface of the sloping water-worn granite, we should have been plunged into
the boiling torrent below. The country was becoming more difficult of access, the rapids
longer and more dangerous; my men also wore becoming rather nervous, although I invari
ably shot tbe rapids alone; I was therefore constrained, much against my will, to abandon
tho idea of tracing the river further by means of the canoe. Accordingly, at the head of a
long, impassable rapid, beyond which it would have been a work of extreme toil and danger
to have conveyed the canoe, we camped. The following morning I proceeded alone, on foot,
to examine the remaining portion of this unknown country, which I accomplished by tracing
the river as far as Great Popong Creek.
Within this space there are no Falls, but a succession of dangerous rapids, tumbling
with foaming violence down narrow water-worn fissures, cleft in the naked bed of granite,
often not exceeding twenty feet in width; then rushing between, over, and under huge
masses of granite, which have fallen from the decomposing sides of mountains rising nearly
vertically three thousand feet above the bed of the river. This chasm no where exceeds
half a mile in width—a sterile, gloomy, inconceivably rugged country. Occasionally the
whirr of a disturbed quail would give token of the existence of animal life; but beyond this,
and an occasional track of the black aut, no other sign of living thing drew my attention.
Having returned to the camp, and seeing the impossibility of conveying our baggage
up these precipitous ranges, I reluctantly abandoned provisions, equipment, and canoe, to
their fate.
Returning by way of Langhorn’s Station to Bombala, I discharged my men, and
started alone to Buckley’s Crossing, in order to continue the examination of tbe Snowy.
July 12th and 13th, I examined that portion lying below the point mentioned, and up to its
tributary the Moamba. Perhaps tbe whole of this distance, nearly fifty miles by the
meandering of the river, from the Moamba to the Maclaughlan Rivulet—whether considering
its temperature, its fitness for the propagation of any of the genus Salmo, for angling, or for
net fishing—it is not excelled in appearance by tbe most celebrated salmon-prodnoiug rivers
of Britain, viz., tbe Spey, Tay, Tweed, Tyne, Severn, nor the Shannon; and in Jane, July,
and August, it contains a greater volume of water than either of the above-named rivers.
On the 12th and 13th July its temperature was 38’5 degrees, that of the Moamla 33 degrees;
air in shade, 7 a.m., 26 degrees; noon, 39 degrees; 3 p.m., 36 degrees. Snow was lying on
sheltered places on the plain; the weather was gloomy and threatening, snow falling heavily
on the uplands.
Passing by way of Ingebyra, I descended the spur called Jacob’s Point into the bed
of the Snowy, and recommenced its examination at the spot to which I had already traced
it. Eeeping tbe right bank, I paused to examine tbe Jacob and Pinch Rivulets, which flow
a short and rapid course from the Australian Alps, now snow-clad, into the Snowy, ten or
fifteen miles north of the Victorian boundary.
The
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The angle of junction formed by both these streams with the Snowy affords about fire
acres of level land, which appears, by the evidence of the drift of the river, to be above the
highest point of inundation. Temperature of the rivulets, 40 degrees j Snowy, 39 degrees.
At some future period, when an arrangement can be made with the Victorian Government
for stocking this valuable river with Salmon, the spots indicated will be found the only
eligible ground on the Snowy for the construction of breeding ponds.
The river here is altogether changed in appearance from what I have already described.
The bed is wider, the mountains are not so precipitous, tho rapids are of rarer occurrence,
and descend more gradually; at short intervals there are long tranquil reaches, interspersed
with grassy islets, succeeded by shingly fords ; whilst here and there, where granite ledges
dip into its bed, it assumes somewhat of its former turbulent aspect. These features it pre
serves to where it issues from the coast mountain range; from thence to the sea, about thirty
miles, it pursues its way swiftly, yet tranquilly, between beautifully undulating and fertile'
banks, broad, deep, but not clear, the water being dull and opalescent, from holding in solar ion
so much inorganic matter. Innumerable minute glittering scales are visible, which hear a
very close resemblance to hydrated protoxide of lead when held in solution by rain water.
Although it drinks agreeably, yet, on account of its opacity, it is not employed for the pur
pose of washing butter at Mr. Macleod’s river station. It is here ‘200 yards wide, and flowing
fully from bank to bank at a uniform rate of three and a half miles per hour. Its depth
varies from five to eleven feet—at its lowest stage it is probably three feet less depth. While
in floods there is abundant evidence of its having risen more than forty feet, overspreadingtbe banks, and, as in thd case of the Gundagai flood, overwhelming by a stratum of sand and
pebbles four or five feet in depth many thousand acres of Macleod’s grazing land, about
six miles below the station it passes a lake-like river—the Broadrib. Hero the tide is per
ceptible. Flowing onward, it passes the narrow entrance to a shallow brackish lake on either
hand. These are the abode of numerous aquatic fowl; and finally, running on to a narrow
range of sandhills which form the sea beach it abruptly turns to the left round an elevated
level promontory, assuming a lagoon form of a mile wide and two to three miles long. It
then turns suddenly to the right, and flows nearly south through the before-mentioned narrow
sandy beach, in a channel broad, deep, and free from impediment; a cable’s length wide,,
two fathoms deep, decreasing to six and half feet on the bar at low-water spring tides. All
round the estuary and beach outside is admirably adapted for fishing purposes. The tem
perature of the water at the entrance was 47 degrees; on the beach outside, 51 degrees; at
the station, 43 degrees. The increase of the temperature of the fresh water, I believe to be owing to the large quantity of rain water poured in from the flooded rivers east of the Black
Mountain. It rained incessantly fourteen days; tbe ground was quite saturated; while
during the same period not a drop of rain fell west of the said mountain, nor on the plains ■
of Monaroo. By the zealous aid of Mr. J. Macleod, of Buchan, I was enabled to completethe examination of the Snowy in a satisfactory manner,
I returned by Buchan, by Galantaby, crossed tbe Snowy at Didic, and passed through
Bombala on my way to Kamaruka, in order to examine the rivers which have their source
in the mountain range lying south of the Shoalhaven, and bounding the table land of"
Monaroo. Inasmuch as I have already mentioned that the whole of this mountainous district
possess nearly the same meteorological features, nothing further need be said on this point.
I shall therefore confine myself to a short description of the physical aspect of each river
in tho order which they were examined.
The Bega, under the name of the Bembuka, with its affluent the Brogo (which pur
sues circuitously a north-easterly course), rises near the Nimitibel Mountain, and over a.
direot line of twenty-five miles to the sea, flows meandering through an elevated but open and
undulating country, over rocky bed, gravelly shallows, and deep sandy sheltered pools; its
water as lucid, but larger in volume, and similar in general appearance to the Avon—a.
tributary which empties itself into the Spey at Ballandallach, celebrated throughout Britain
for the beauty and size of its Salmon and sea trout, and the superior transparency of its water.
Increased by the Tantawangala, and other tributaries, it is joined by the Brogo in the town
ship of Bega, whence its name is derived. A short distance below the junction it enters thetidal water of an expansive estuary, which communicates with the sea by a channel six miles
from Bega, and thirteen north of Merimbula. It is hounded on the north by a high rocky
point; on the south by the point of a low sandy beach, which affords on both sides gooff
ground for pursuing Salmon fishing by all of its appliances. On the 4th of September, at
Kamaruka, tho shade temperature of the air was, at 7 a.m., 29 degrees; Bega, at noon, 52'
degrees; 3 p.m., 46 degrees. The temperature of the water at the confluence of the Tanta
wangala 42 degrees. This is an eligible spot for the formation of breeding ponds. There is
also another place fitted for this purpose about six miles further up the Bembuka on a level
grassy meadow, at the termination of a rapid, which is well sheltered from the sun by
impending rocks. This river is as large as tbe Don, Findhorn, Ness, in Scotland; the
Dee, the Babble, in England; the Bann, the Lee, the Laune, in Ireland; and larger than
many other very productive and valuable Salmon streams in Britain,
The Tuross is the same size as the Bega, but not so transparent; its bed is more
gravelly, and it flows through a country broken into steep, densely wooded ranges; thence
it issues into a fine open alluvial country, and enters its estuary a little above Bodalla. The
Gulph diggings are three miles from the banks of this river, on a flat, through which runs
a small tributary, whose water is made quite thick by washing for gold. Unlike the other
streams which I have observed where gold is washed, the mud subsides, or becomes partially
filtered, imparting no perceptible tinge to the main stream. The mouth of the estuary
affords excellent fishing ground. It also forms a safe and commodious harbour, entered by
a
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a bar channel, which ia neither intricate, nor difficult of access to small craft. At
the first quarter flood I found sis and half feet on the bar. On the 12th August, tho
temperature of the river was 44 degrees; estuary at Bodalla, 50 degrees; on the bar,
55 degrees.
The Moruya is not quite so large as the Tuross, but in character it is similar. At
present, however, it is quite muddy from the effects of gold washing. Its temperature,
September 15th, 48 degrees; Burra Rivulet, quite clear, a tributary, 46 degrees ; estuary
at the ferry, 55 degrees.
The Clyde, unlihe the rivers already described, pursues a southerly course, parallel
to and near tbe coast, until it enters its estuary, twenty miles above Nelligen. This is a
beautiful stream, not so rapid as either of tbe others, but in August containing a larger
'Volume of water. In fine, whilst the others possess all the characteristic features of the
lively, rapid mountain rivers of Scotland, the Clyde is a true illustration of an English
Salmon stream, such as the Severn ; with lake-iilte pools in it of great depth, and well
sheltered, where, in tbe lower stratum of water, a cool retreat will be afforded to the fish
during the sultry summer weather. On the 18th of August tbe temperature of the water
was 48 degrees; of the Currowan Rivulet, 46 degrees. This beautiful limpid gravelly brook
is crossed by the road to Braidwood, fourteen miles from its entrance into the estuary of the
Clyde, whose temperature at Nclligeu was 54 degrees.
_ Prom the Clyde I went on to Braidwood, and journeying down thence, examining
tbe river Shoalhaven and its affluents, I walked through some miles of the gullies. Thence,
proceeding by way of Nowra to the highest point attained by the tide, at Mr, Thomson's
station, Burrima, I traced the river upward. I find, by this examination, that with respect
to acclimatizing Salmonj the Shoalhaven and its tributaries are similar in character to the
Snowy and its affluents, inasmuch as the upper portion of both rivers possess all tho physical
requirements necessary for the purpose of naturalizing and propagating any member of the
genus Salmon ; but I am of opinion that the rapids of the gullies of this, as well as the
rapids of the inaccessible portion of the Snowy, are too turbulent to risk entirely on their
upper branches the success of this expensive and important experiment, especially as the
lower portion of this and the other rivers reported upon are more suitable for experimental
breeding purposes.
Passing the gullies, the river assumes much the same aspect as
the other streams described; it resembles, on a larger scale, many of the productive
Salmon streams of Britain.
It appears that all these rivers are subject to inunda
tions and violent currents, which will prove destructive to the ova and fry.
As an
equipoise, however, to these destructive agencies—which point to tho expediency of main
taining a system of artificial rearing—the rivers are singularly void of predaceous fishes, so
what the floods spare are not likely to he devoured ns prey. Thus far these rivers compare
favourably with the Salmon producing streams of Britain ; hut the real question to be
considered as affecting the experiment of acclimatising Salmon, is the temperature of the
climate and rivers into which it is proposed to put them. I may here observe, that the
result of many experiments which I have made on the ova of Salmon prove that in water
whose temperature exceeds 55 degrees a healthy condition of the ova will not bo long
' maintained, and in a temperature of 60 degrees the ovum speedily expires. However, this
condition of temperature is imperative only during the season of spawning and incubation,
which in Britain extends over a period of six continuous months, beginning iu September,
and ending the following March ; and inasmuch as the fact is well established, that Salmon
have the power to suspend and modify their procreative functions, so as to suit the state of
the waters in the rivers of their nativity, I infer that the fish in its ovum state, being
deposited in suitable places in any of the rivers described (the temperature of the water not
being dissimilar to that of its native habitat, as the subjoined table of temperature will show),
it will in due season modify its habits so as to suit the seasons of its new country, precisely
as have changed the season of domestic birds and animals imported hither.
r

Date.
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English Rivers;—
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Mersey, Lancashire ___ 1..............
Ribblc.
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Derwent. Tasmania ................. .
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It will be borne in mind that, in August, (when the Shoalhaven was examined, the
mean temperature of the atmosphere had increased three or four degrees, which would have
a tendency to increase the temperature of the water. In all cases I have given the mean
temperature.
I observed a singular cireumstance in connection with this river and
the Moruya:—I found the water to increase about two degrees in temperature, in
proportion to its proximity to tho gold-washing, and the consequent muddiness of
the water.
■
The mean shade temperature of the atmosphere, observed on the plains of Monaroo,
and <in the banks of the Snowy, during part of the month of June, July, and part of August,
noted at 7 a.m., noon, 3 p.m., and 9 p.m., was 38 degrees 5 minutes.
In the month of
August, when the temperature of the coast rivers was noted, the mean shade temperature
was 44 degrees.
The Now South Wales Observatory’s temperature tables give tho mean shade
temperature of Cooma for the months—June, 39 degrees 4 minutes; July, 37 degrees
7 minutes; August, 41 degrees 2 minutes ; and for January, the warmest month in the year,
<55 degrees.
The “ Kew” tables give the mean temperature for January, 39 degrees, and July
<33 degrees—the warmest and the coldest month of the year.
I most respectfully submit that the above table of temperature justifies me in
assuming that tbe Salmon and its varieties will readily become acclimated in the southern
waters of the Colony, and will prove as prolifie therein as in their native rivers.
With great deference I therefore recommend that, in addition to the introduction of
Salmon ova for the purpose of acclimatising in tbe coast rivers, the ova of tho most valuable
non-migratory varieties of Balmonidae should form part of the experiment. The ova of
that invaluable species (for interior rivers), the Danubian Salmon also, by application to the
Government of France, doubtless may be obtained, for the purpose of introducing with tbe
other varieties into tbe upper branches of the Snowy, the Shoalhaven, and the Murray.
The latter stream, no doubt, is as well fitted for their abode as either of tho others.
After the most careful deliberation, I respectfully suggest that tbe following course
bo adopted, as being the most likely to ensure the ultimate success of the experiment of
introducing and aceliinatising Salmon in the Colony.
At the confluence of the Tantawangala and Bega is the best spot to erect the
piseicultural establishment. This is tho coolest and clearest stream; easy of access,
easy to fish, and easy to watch, while there are greater facilities afforded for conveying the
fish to market and transporting the ova to other rivers than is offered elsewhere.
1 have no
hesitation in saying, that from this river, within ten years, all the streams adapted for this
purpose in tho Colony might be stocked with Salmon.
Breeding ponds, for the reception of various kinds of trout and Danubian Salmon,
should be constructed at Kalkitc, on the Snowy From this point the Maneroo streams and
the southern tributaries of the Murray could be stocked ; whilst from ponds on the Shoal
haven, formed at Mount Ellington, fourteen miles from Braidwood, the streams of the plains
and tbe northern affluents of the Murray would be supplied with ova.
A few tiles of salmon ova should be deposited in each of these ponds. My reason
for recommending this is, that the chances of success would be thereby multiplied; and when
they are developed into smolt, ready to pursue their migratory instincts, they can bo marked
and removed into any suitable river.
It may also be advisable to form a nursery for Salmon on the lower Shoalhaven, either
at tho junction of Yulwal or the Kangaroo.
With respect to the monetary value of cither of the rivers which I have examined,
I hive to state that it is a well known fact, founded on ample experience of the peculiar
instincts of Salmon, that a very small river indeed, managed by skilful artificial rearing,
will produce any given quantity of fish, limited only by the capacity of the ponds.
It may bo in place to remark here, that several writers on the acclimatisation question
have spoken of the Australian rivers as being of a sluggish character, compared with Salmon
streams in Britain. The above report will rectify this error, as far as regards the southern
rivers.
Again it is mentioned, that the success of the experiment may he imperilled by tho
groat abundance of predaceous fishes infesting these waters.
To this I reply, that the upper portions of the rivers examined by me are inhabited
only by tho eel, platypus, two small species of crustace®, and a minute number of the
herring tribe; and, as I have elsewhere observed, aquatic birds are less numerous than in
other countries; whilst in the lower portion of the same rivers, in addition to those already
mentioned, only one or two varieties of the perch, mullet, and herring families, hove their
abode. I scarcely need remark, that not any of these fishes are in the slightest degree
likely to affect the experiment.
Tho spacious firths, loughs, or estuaries, into which these rivers debouch, and which
are in this country wrongly spoken of as “ the river/’ have I suspect furnished the idea
of sluggishness to the writers in question. These estuaries are visited annually, for the
purpose of spawning, by immense shoals of a species of mullet, and other migratory fishes,
which, no doubt, will be followed, ns tho herring, &o., are on the coast of Britain, by
numerous fishes of prey; but these depart with the shoals which supply their natural food.
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.
objection urged, with respect to sharks, dog-fish, &c., is barely worthy of remark ;
inasmuch as practical fishermen Trail know that the shark and its congeners seldom or never
attack a living vigorous fish (Bach as the Salmon), but prey upon dead animal matter, Bick
fishes, and fishes on the hook,—in fine, any garbage they can pick up. The only enemies
to be feared are the porpoise and seal. Porpoises, apparently, are not so numerous on these
coasts as they arc on the shores of Europe j and, from the locality referred to, seals have
been driven by the persecution of man.
, ^'0.r an estimate of the cost of the experiment of introducing Salmon ova, and of
acclimatising the fish, as well as for further information in connection with this subject, I
respectfully refer to the former Report which I had the honor of forwarding to the
Government.
I may further remark, that the rivers which I have examined are very little known,
even to the residents on their hanks. But now, I trust that, for the object in view, this
Report will be as gratifying to the inhabitants of the Colony, as a personal examination of
the rivers in question was to me.
My impression was, when I left Sydney, that no other rivers hut those which I had
the honor of being instructed to examine were fitted for the reception of Salmon ; but now
I unhesitatingly affirm, that with respect to conformation, climate, and temperature of water,
there is not an affluent of any of the rivers mentioned, that is not as well adapted to he the
healthy abode of any fresh water species of Salmonidae, as tbe fields and climate of the
Colony have proved suitable to the procreation of imported quadrupeds.
In addition, I may observe that tbe result of the experiment with which I
was entrusted, of introducing Salmon ova into Tasmania, proved incontestably the
possibility of introducing ova into these Colonies, from the fact that, with a hurriedly
fitted up and incomplete apparatus (which I had invented), the ova were conveyed in
a perfectly healthy state into thirty degrees south latitude, and twenty-seven degrees west
longitude, on the sixtieth day from Liverpool; and then their death ensued from an
insufficiency of ice. It is just to state that the decision arrived at by the General
Australian Association of London, to embark the ova that year, was protracted until
the end of the spawning season, and the peculiar nature of the experiment leaving no
choice of time or of a ship, together with the limited amount of funds at the disposal of the
Society, sufficiently account for the incompleteness of the apparatus and the inadequate
supply of ice.
In conclusion, ! beg most respectfully to observe, that I trust the naturalization of
this invaluable fish—invaluable both in a monetary and in a salutary point of view__will
prove the preliminary step to the further development of the natural resources of the coast
waters of this Colony, which, in their season, abound with most valuable, but hitherto
entirely neglected shoals of migratory fishes.
To the nations inhabiting tbe northern shores of the Atlantic Ocean, migratory fishes
have been from time immemorial a source of great and inexhaustible wealth; and the men
engaged in the pursuit of these have proved in time of need their country’s lest defenders.
With great respect I beg leave to tender herewith my disbursements, and the addi
tional cost of the survey.
I have, Ac.,ALES. BLACK.

[.Enclosure.]
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[Enclosure.]
The Disbursements

1861.
June 14
„ 17
„ 18
„ 20
27
27
27
„ 27
„ 27
July 8
„
8
*„
8
27
„ 31
Aug. 6

8
„
„
„
„

10
28
23
28
28

on account

of the

Survey of the Southern Rivers for the propagation of Salmon,

To two saddles, bridles, &c.
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
„ Canoe ..........................................................................................................
„ Passage to Merimbula, for self and guide
..
..
..
..
„ Tbreeliorses, pack saddle, &c.
..
..
.. ' ..
..
..
„ Shoeing do
..
..
.,
............................................................
„ Blankets, Ac.
...................................................................................
„ Stabling
...............................................................................................
„ Tents..........................................................................................................
„ Guide, on account...................................................................................
„ William Harding
*
,«
,,
4,
..
*+
„ Martin Bahan
..
..
..
...
..
..
,,
..
„ Stabling, £3 12s. and 16s.............................
.....................................
,, Horse hire at Galantiby
..
...........................................................
,, Native guide.........................
............................................................
„ Stabling for two horses
.,
..
..
..
..
„ Stabling from 1st till 8th ,,
..
..
..
..
..
..
„ Exchanged used-up horse, aud shoeing .,
..
,.
..
,.
„ Stabling from 10th till 28th
..
,,
..
,.
,.
..
„ Passage from Nowra of self
............................................................
,, Expenses of horse...................................................................................
„ Self, from 27th May till 23rd September, 88 days, at £2 per diem
..

£ s.
9 15
9 10
5 0
3G 17
14
4 17
3 12
14 10

10
24 15
4 0
4 8
2 0
2 0
8 0
1 10
5 8
1 1C
1 10
3 0
17G 0

a.
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

321 12 6
By Credit—
„ Sale of three horses, saddles, &c................................................................

21 0 0
300 12 G

Sum voted
To balance

....................................
i.
..
..
..

......................... £210 0 0
..
..
.,
90 12 6
300 12 6

Sydney, 25th September,

1S61.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Goycmuient Printer.—ISA.
[Price,
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ALEX. BLACK.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

COLONIAL MANUFACTURES.
{ENCOURAGEMENT OF.)

Ordered,by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

26

November,

1861.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the House of Assembly of tbe Colony of
New South Wales.
The Petition of the undersigned Manufacturers and other Colonists of New
South Wales,—
Humbly Sheweth :—

That, in the opinion of your Petitioners, the course hitherto pursued’by the
Government, of sending to Great Britain for Machinery and other articles of Manufacture,
which can be equally well made in this and the neighbouring Colonies, is highly detrimental
to the interests of the Colonists generally, and to Manufacturers and their employes
in particular.
That the large amount of unemployed skilled labour at present in this Colony, calls
urgently for some action on the part of the Government to encourage Colonial Manufactures,
and that, considering the varied and ample resources of this Colony, it is desirable, with a
view both to justice and economy, that in future, articles required for the Government
service should be obtained, if possible, in the Colony.
That in order to afford Colonial Manufacturers a fair opportunity for competition, it
is advisable that Tenders should be invited here in all cases, for whatever supplies are
required.
That the great difficulty which exists of procuring suitable employment for the
numerous youth of the Colony, furnishes another cogent reason why the Government should,
by every possible means, encourage the Colonial Manufactures.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will be pleased
to take the matter of their Petition into your most favourable consideration, and grant them
such relief in the premises as may seem meet.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c.
{Herefolkv}

3,666

Signatures.']
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PROPOSED INCORPORATION OP PARRAMATTA.
(CERTAIN INHABITANTS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

26

November,

1861.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament
assembled.
The humble Petition of the Inhabitants and Householders of the Town of Parra
matta,—
Most

humbly and respectfully

Sheweth :—

That your Petitioners have viewed with surprise, through the papers, that
the Honorable the Colonial Secretary had stated, in answer to a question from John Lackey,
our respected Member, that he had advised the Executive Council to Incorporate the Town
of Parramatta as soon as the report bad been received from the Surveyor General.
That your Petitioners would not have noticed the matter, had it not been stated by
the Honorable Colonial Secretary, in an interview he had with Mr. Hiehard Webb and his
son, that Petitions on both sides would not be taken any further notice of, and that they
would have to begin again.
That your Petitioners, through Mr. Webb, pointed out to tbe Honorable Colonial
Secretary thirty-nine (39) names in tbe Petition, dated 27th May last, who are not qualified
to sign the said Petition under the Municipal Act of one thousand eight hundred and fiftyeight (1858); and again, in the supplementary Petition, dated 26th August last, thirtyseven (37) names more appeared under similar circumstances, besides ten (10) names which
appeared without the authority or knowledge of the parties.
That your Petitioners humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the above
premises into your serious consideration, and grant your Petitioners the power of supple
menting, as the majority of householders are against the Town being Incorporated.
And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.
[Here follow 126 Signatures.']

[Price, Id.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

METROPOLITAN CORPORATION BILL.
(CERTAIN CITIZENS OF SYDNEY.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

26

November,

1861.

To the Honorable tbe Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Citizens and Ratepayers of tbe City of
Sydney,—
Respectfully Sheweth :—

That your Petitioners have learned, with feelings of alarm, that a Bill has
recently been introduced into your Honorable House, entitled " A Bill to consolidate and
amend the Laws relating to the City of Sydney,” but which, in reality, is intended to
grant to the Municipal Council of the City greatly increased and unreasonable powers ot
interference with the rights and property of the citizens and ratepayers, and to vest in
the servants of the Corporation powers which will be highly dangerous to the best interests
of the citizens.
* . j a i.
That your Petitioners are advised and believe that many of tbe powers intended by
tbe said Bill to be granted are unprecedented, and contrary to the principles of British
legislation; and that if the Bill, as introduced, be passed into law, instead of providing fer
the good rule and government of the City, your Petitioners fear it will tend to destroy the
peace, prosperity, and general interests of the citizens.
,
,
That, in the opinion of your Petitioners, the powers of tbe said Corporation should
be greatly diminished rather than extended, and that the interests of the citizens require
that the rights and duties of the said Municipal Council, and of their officers and servants,
as well as the duties of the citizens, should bo by law expressly limited and defined, so that
the citizens may not be liable to oppression at the discretion of the said Council, or subject
to tbe caprice of their servants, in any matter whatever. .
That, in the opinion of your Petitioners, the Council should not have the power of
levying rates to any greater extent than they have at present, and that, if the 76th clause of
the said Bill should be passed, there is reason to fear that the citizens will bo overburdened
and oppressed to an extent not contemplated by the Legislature.
_
.
That the Bill assumes to vest in the City Surveyor the most arbitrary and tyrannical
powers, without responsibility of any kind ; and the citizens, who may be greatly injured or
ruined by the exercise of such powers, are deprived of the protection to which, as British
subjects, they are entitled, and left without remedy for tbe loss they may sustain by the
wilful misconduct of such officer, who is made sole arbiter upon all questions between himself
and the citizens, and, in respect of such matters, is also made independent of the Corporation.
That the Bill assumes to vest in the Corporation, powers which are at present vested
in the Government and the Executive Council, and which by tbe present law are expressly
withheld from the Corporation; and that if the said Bill should pass into law, it will
authorize the Council to take private property without providing any security for compensa
tion to the owners.
„
...
'
That, if the 104th and 109th clauses are passed into law, the City burveyor will
be authorized to demolish, without making compensation, many substantial and valuable
houses which stand upon the private property of the owners* and which wore cither built in
conformity with the existing law, or when there was no law to regulate the alignment of the
streets, and such houses, in some instances, are now made to appear to have encroached upon
the footpath, only because the kerbstones have been subsequently laid down too close to the
houses, and not in accordance with tbe plans made and proclaimed under the Alignment Act.
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_ That in some parte of the City, where the width of the streete has never yet been
proclaimed, the kerbstones have been laid down within 12 feet of the houses which were
already erected; and if the 104th and 109th clauses should be passed, whole rows of sub
stantially built houses will bo liable to be destroyed at the will of the City Surveyor, without
any compensation to the proprietors, although in their erection no existing law was in the
slightest degree violated.
That your Petitioners would respectfully point out to your Honorable House tbe
following clauses, numbers 57, 69, 75, 76, 78, 85, 86, 88, 89, 90, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97,
98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 107, 108, 109, 120, 134, and 135, which require the
greatest consideration on the part ot your Honorable House.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will either reject
the said Bill, or make such amendments thereto as will protect your Petitioners and the
citizens from the evils which would be inflicted upon them, if the Bill, as introduced, should
become law.
And your Petitioners will-ever pray, &c., &c., &c.

[Here follow

2,328

Signatures.'}

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer.—1S(H.

[Price, Id.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

ENTRANCE TO LAKE MACQUARIE.
(INHABITANTS, &c.)

Ordered by ike Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

26

November,

1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of the Colony of New South Wales.

,

The Memorial of the undersigned inhabitants of Lake Macquarie and its vicinities,
and of persons resident in the Hunter River District, or interested in the
development of its resources,—
.

Humbly Sheweth :—
That Lake Macquarie, situate between Newcastle and Brisbane Water, is an
inlet of the sea, of considerable magnitude, being in length from north to south about thirty
miles, and of an average width of about four miles.
That this so-called lake has a fair outlet to the sea, and for many years past small
vessels have occasionally traded there for coal, &c., but it was found that no vessel capable of
taking a remunerative cargo of coal could safely make the passage.
That the only obstruction to the passage is a sand bar, at a place where the water
spreads over a considerable extent of surface, which obstruction your Petitioners believe
would be removed by discharging ballast, so as to limit and contract the channel. Your
Petitioners are strengthened in this belief because, in one spot where heretofore there was
only about five feet of water, ballast has been so placed, and the water is now nearly twentyfive feet deep.
That the large expanse of water in the lake would be sufficient in its flow and flow
to keep clear any channel once formed.
That the shores of the lake have upwards of three hundred miles water frontage, and
present various sources of wealth, requiring only means of access to be made available, viz.,
vast and splendid seams of coal, rich agricultural land, and timber of the hest quality,
unlimited in quantity; added to these may he considered the large areas of Government land
still unsold, and their eligibility as sites for manufactories or mining operations, for home
steads or country residences.
-That the evidence of persons acquainted with the locality would prove to your
Honorable House the facility with which this valuable tract of country, so valuable to the
Government and to tho people, could he opened up to use, and the great advantages to he
derived therefrom.
_
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will consider
tho matter of their Petition, and will take such action therein, by appointing a Committee
of inquiry, or otherwise as toyour Honorable House may seem meet.
And your Petitioners will for ever pray, &c., &c., &c.
[Here follow

[Price, Id.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

DAM AT WALLIS CREEK.
(CERTAIN RESIDENTS, RAYENSFIELD, DAO-WORTH, &o.)

Ordered hy the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

26

November,

1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Proprietors and Tenants of Land at
Ravensfield, Dagworth, Parley, Bloomfield, Louth Park, Lochend, and
neighbourhood, and of others interested therein,—
Respectfuiay Sheweth :—
That, in the year 1858, the Government caused a portion of Wallis Creek,
near its junction with the River Hunter, of which it is a tributary, to be dammed up for a
railway crossing, and a channel to be cut from the Greek to the Hunter, in lieu of the part
so dammed.
That, in consequence of the bed of the said artificial channel being higher, by about
nine feet, than that of the natural one, a large part of the fertile and cultivated lands
through which the Creek flows, comprising many thousands of acres, and which are framed
by it, have repeatedly been inundated in wet seasons, lo the destruction, more or less, ot the
crop and other property of the parties located thereon.
That the losses which have thus been occasioned, and are mainly traceable to the
channel obstructing the proper discharge) of the waters of the Creek into the Hunter, are
estimated at j£100,000,
,
That the channel has recently been deepened by the Government, and that the
Creek and adjacent lands have since been drained to an extent unknown since the embank
ment was constructed and the channel made by the railway authorities.
That the lands which have been inundated are of a rich alluvial nature, and have
in most instances been purchased by the present proprietors at £30 to £50 per acre, also
that they were no more liable than other low lands of the District to inundations, beiore
the alterations in question wore made in the outlet of tbe Greek.
That your Proprietors have had no redress afforded them for the serious losses to
which they have been subjected by the action of the Government, as herein stated.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the
premises into its consideration, and adopt such measures in relation thereto as may seem to
it just and expedient.
And your Petitioners will, as in duty hound, ever pray.
[Here JoUmb

[Price, Id.]
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Eegfelattbe aswemMs.NEW SOUTH WALES.

FLOOD GATES, WALLIS’ CREEK
(MAITLAND, MOEPETH, AND THEIR TtCINlTIES.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

13

November,

1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales.
.
'
The humble Petition of the Residents and Proprietors of Land in and about
Maitland, Morpeth, &c.,—
Sheweth

That the undersigned residents of the towns and surrounding districts of
Maitland and Morpeth,having heard with considerable regret that
of the proprietors of the low lands in the neighbourhood of Louth Park, Ragwort
Farley, near Maitland, to petition your Honorable House to erect FloodGates at the junction
of Wallis’ Creek with the River Hunter, and at the Railway Cutting, West ^ ai an , *esEec
fully urge upon the consideration of your Honorable House the serious injury that would
be caused to a considefable area of land in other localities if such Petitmn was gran ed>y
flooding land and houses that at present have escaped, which, your Petitioners
be the necessary consequence of stopping the natural egress etc arge 0 J 0
created by a flood backing up the river, causing it to break over elsewhere, and inflicting
calamitous injury upon a large number of people on land on the river bank, both above and
below the junction of Wallis’ Creek, by increasing the rush and height of water to a much
greater extent.
Your Petitioners »1bo urge that a eonaiderable pertion of tho land i. tho locality
knenn a, Uuth P»h, Da^orth, and Parley,«, u.til the b* few year,, o.n.tder.d merely
a, lagoon, or
and only through tho onertion, of the proprietor,
»d
rendered ooouionally, in time of drought, capable of eultiratmn i therefore your Pet.tt.ner.
submit that the proprietors of those land, are not entitled to the same consideration, or
having cultivated land, naturally liable to sneh contingencies, as the proprietors of land o
ordinary security against such visitations..
Tour Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House will not take
any steps to assist and improve a particular locality, to the injury and detriment of a much
larger community.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &o.

[Sere follow

{Priet,

Id.]
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IkgtglaUfrc Stasemblo.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

_

DEAIN AGE.
(PETITION RELATIVE TO.)

Ordered by the hegislative Assembly to be Printed,

26

November,

1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Proprietors and Tenants of Land at or
near West Maitland,—
Respectfully Sheweth :—
That your Petitioners are impressed with the necessity of ^legislation on the
question of Drainage.
That, in their opinion, no Rill which may be passed into law will meet the require
ments of the country, unless it shall, among other things, empower the majority of
Proprietors, in unions or associations, to drain all the land within their union, and to
exact from each proprietor of the land drained his fair share of the cost thereof.
Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray your Honorable House will legislate
accordingly.
And your Petitioners will, as in duty bound, ever pray, &c.

{Here follm

[Price, Id.]
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NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

OSBORNE WALLSEND COAL COMPANY’S INCORPORATION BILL.

EEPOKT FEOM THE SELECT COMMITTEE
OS THE

OSBORNE WALLSEND COAL COMPANY’S
INCORPORATION BILL;
TOGETHER WITH THE

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,
6 December, 1861.

SYDNEY:
THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, PHILLIP-STREET.

1861.
[Price, 2d.]
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EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 48.

Tuesday, 26 November, 1861.

32, Osborne Wallsend Coal Company’s Incorporation Bill:—Mr. Holroyd moved, pursuant
to notice:—
That the Osborne Wallsend Coal Company's Bill be referred for the consideration
and report of a Select Committee;—such Committee to consist of Mr. Busden, Mr.
Cummings, Mr. T. Garrett, Mr. Lackey, Mr. Morrice, Mr. Markham, Mr. Leary,
Mr. Haworth, and the Mover.
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 65.

Fbeday, 6 December, 1861.

2. Osborne Wallsend Coal Company's Incorporation Bill:—Mr. T, Garrett, os Chairman,
brought up the Report from, and laid upon the Table the Proceedings of, and Minutes
of Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for whose consideration and report
this Bill was referred, on the 26th November last.
Ordered to be printed.
*

*
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1861.

OSBORNE WALLSEND COAL COMPANY’S INCORPORATION
BILL.

REPORT.

The

Select Committee

of the Legislative Assembly,

for whose con

sideration and Report was referred, on the 26th November last, the

“ Osborne Wallsend Goal Company's Incorporation Bill? beg leave
to Report to your Honorable House,—
That they have examined one of the Proprietors of the Company* *w- st>cer’
(whose evidence will be found appended hereto), and that the Preamble
having been satisfactorily proved by the evidence of that Gentleman, they
proceeded to consider the several Clauses of the Bill, from which it
m

*

* Clause 17.

was deemed expedient to expunge one Clause.*

schedule of
Amendment.)

And your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable
House the Bill as amended by them.

THOS. GARRETT,
Chairman.

Legislative Assembly Chamber,
Sydney, 6 December,

1861.

(7**

452

PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

FRIDAY, 6 DECEMBER, 1861.
Members Present :—

Mr, T. Garrett,

[

JJ]-, Busden,

Mr. Morrice.
T. Garrett, Esq., called to the Chair.

Present for the Promoters
G. W. Allen, Esq., Solicitor for the Bill.
' _ Wmiam ‘V°r; Esq., one of the Proprietors of the Company.
William Speer, Esq., examined.

Room cleared.
Preamble of the Bill considered.
(£7/wi>"t<w) and G«M<«w»,-That this Preamble stand part of the
Parties called in and informed.
Olaqses 1 to 16 read and agreed to.
Clause 17 read and negatived.
Draft Report read and agreed to.

Chairman to report.

WITNESS.

PAGE.

Speer, William

5

SCHEDULE OP AMENDMENT.

Page 6, Clause 17, line 26.

Omit said Clause.

1861.
Hejplatibe Ssamilg.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OP EVIDENCE
taken before

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON THE

OSBORNE WALLSEND COAL COMPANY’S
INCORPORATION BILL.
FRIDAY, 6 DECEMBER, 1861.
present

Mb. T. GARBETT,
I
Mb. RUSDEN.

Mb. MORRICE,

T. GARRETT, Esq., in the Chair.
G. W. Allen, Esq., appeared aa Solicitor for the promoters of the Bill.

William Speer, Esq., examined:—
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

By Mr. Allen: Has the Company now seeking for incorporation been established ?

Yes.

How long ? About three years.
What is the name of it P The Osborne Wallsend Coal Company.
Are you one of the proprietors 1 I am.

Do you produce the Deed of Settlement of the Company?
the same.')

Ido. {The witness produced

6. What is the date of it ? The 1st July, 1861.
7. Has it been executed by the proprietors? It has.
8. Will you tell the Committee the objects of the Company, as defined by the Deed of
Settlement? " To work or contract for the working of the coal or other mines in or upon
" any land of which the said Company may from time to time be owners or lessees to
“ purchase or lease coal or other mineral lands to follow up and act upon any trade or purpose
“ mentioned in any regulations for tho management or conduct of coal or other mines in
“ the said Colony of New South Wales already promulgated or hereafter to ho promulgated
" to purchase the necessary machinery for working the said mines or for testing the mining
“ capabilities of any land purchased or intended to bo purchased by the Company or for
" draining any mines or any other purpose in connexion therewith to export sell or other“ wise dispose of all coal or other minerals to be raised from any land belonging to or leased
” by the said Company to dispose of the timber on any such land to lease or sell any such
" lands and to construct railways roads wharves and other matters necessary for the promotion
" of the objects of the said Company.”
9. What is the capital of the Company ? £50,000.
10. How contributed ? In 10,000 shares of £5 each.
11. Is there any power to increase the capital ? Yes.
12. By what means ? " By the creation and sale of new shares of the like amount as
herein provided.”
■
13. Is there any provision in the Deed of Settlement for the managementnf the Company
by Directors? Yes.
14. How? By the SOth clause it is provided, “That the parties hereto of the first and
“ second parts shall be Directors of the Company until the first election by virtue of tbe
“ Act of Incorporation and thereafter there shall be five Directors duly qualified as herein“ after provided and such Directors shall constitute the Board of Directors of the Company
“ and shall possess and exercise all the powers herein conferred on tbe Board of Directors.”
15. Is tbe Company desirous of being incorporated ? Yes.
16. Do you consider it expedient that tbe Company should be incorporated? Yes.
17. Are the provisions of the Bill now before tbe Committee similar to tho provisions of
other Acts of Incorporation already passed by the Legislature ? Yes.
Sydney: Thomas tflohards, Government Printer*—1861*
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

BELLAMBI AND BULLI COAL KTNIHQ COMPANY’S INCOEPOBATION BILL.

REPORT PROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON THE

BELLAMBI AND BULLI COAL MINING COMPANY’S
INCORPORATION BILL;
TOGETHER WITH THE

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE

AND

MINUTES

OE EVIDENCE.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,
7 January, 1862.

SYDNEY:
THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, PHILLIP-STREET.

1862.
[Price, 2i.]
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EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDING'S OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes

No, 70.

Friday,

3

January,

.

1862.

16. Bellatnbi and Bulli Coal Mining Company’s Incorporation BillMr. T. Garrett moved,
pursuant to notice,—
(1.) That the Bellambi and Bulli Coal Mining Company’s Incorporation Bill be
referred for the consideration and report of a Select Committee.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Rusden, Mr. Lackey, Mr. Morrice, Mr.
Buchanan, Mr. Markham, Mr. Leary, Mr. Lewis, Mr. Haworth, and the Mover.
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 72.

Tuesday, 7 January, 1862.

********

Bellambi and Bulli Coal Mining Company’s Incorporation Bill:—Mr, T. Garrett, as
Chairman, brought up the Report from, and laid upon the Table the Proceedings of,
and Minutes of Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for whose consideration
and Report this Bill was referred on the 3rd instant.
Ordered to be printed.
*

*

*

*

*

*
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BELLAMBI AND BULLI COAL MINING COMPANY’S INCORPO
RATION BILL.

BEPORT.
The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, for ■whose considera
tion and report was referred, on. the 3rd instant, the “ Bellambi and
Bulli Coal Mining Company’s Incorporation Bill,” and to whom was
also referred, on the 3rd instant, by direction of the Speaker, under
authority of the 68 th Standing Order, u a Petition from Thomas
“ Hale, of Bellambi, in the Colony of New South Wales, gentleman,
“ in opposition to the Bill, and praying to be heard by Agents or
“ Counsel, against the passing thereof as introduced,” beg leave to
report to your Honorable House :—■

.

That they have examined one of the Promoters of the Bill* (whose • w< gpoerF
evidence will be found appended hereto), and that the Preamble, as Esq'
amended,! having been proved to the satisfaction of your Committee, they t vide
considered the several clauses of the Bill 5 and, Counsel for Petitioner Amendments,
having withdrawn his opposition thereto, by reason of the willingness
on the part of the Promoters to accommodate his interests, by altering the
Title, they deemed it expedient to make the Amendments shewn in the
accompanying Schedule.^
§ Vtdc pase 4.
v

And your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable House
the Bill as amended by them.
.
THOS. GARRETT,
Chairman.
Legislative Assembly Chamber,
Sydney, 6 January, 1862.

1

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.
,

MONDAY,

6

JANUARY,

1862.

Members Present :—
Mr. T. Garrett,
|
Mr. Morrice,
Mr. Lewis.
4T. Garrett, Esq., called to the Chair.
Printed copies of the ,f Bellambi and Bulli Coal Mining Company’s Incorporation
^ Bill,” before the Committee.
Original Petition of Thomas Hale, of Bellambi, in the Colony of Now Sooth "Wales,
Gentleman, in opposition to the Bill, and praying to be heard by Agents or Counsel, against
the passing thereof as introduced,—referred to the Committee, by direction of the Speaker,
under the authority of the 68 th Standing Order,—produced.
Parties called in.
Solicitor for the Sill—Mr. G. W. Allen. _
Solicitor for Petitioner-—Mr. W. Spain.
Petition against the Bill—read.
Whereupon, Solicitor for Petitioner, Mr. Spain, stated to tbe Committee that hewithdrew his opposition to the Bill, aa he had hoard, whilst in the Committee Room, that the
Promoters consented to amend the Title in accordance with the wishes of Petitioner.
,
Mr. William Speer, one of the Promotei's of the Bill, examined.
Room cleared.
Committee deliberated.
Preamble of Bill considered, and certain Amendments therein agreed to.
Motion made (Chairman) and Question—That the Preamble, as amended, stand part
of the Bill—agreed to.
Parties called in and informed.
Clause 1 read, and on motion of Mr. Morrice, amended. (Fide Schedule of Amend
ments.)

Clause, as amended, agreed to.
Clauses 2 to 13 inclusive read, and agreed to, without amendment.
Clause 14 read, and on motion of Mr. Morrice blanks supplied ( Vide Schedule of
Amendments.) Clause then agreed to.
Clause 15 read and agreed to, without amendment.
Clause 16 read, and on motion of Mr. Morrice amended. (Tide Schedule of
Amendments?)

Clause, as amended, agreed to.
Clause 17 read and negatived.
Title then read, amended, and agreed to.
Chairman requested to report the Bill, as amended, to the House.

WITNESS.

raos.
5

Speer, "William

SCHEDULE OF AMENDMENTS.
Page 1, Title, line 2.
„ 2, Preamble, line 7.

»

h

))
J)

)f
„

»
a

it
a

line 8.
„

imv

o*

Clause 1, line 20.
6, „ 14, line 2.
a
it

16, line 24.

17, line 26.

Omit “ Bellambi and ”
Aftci- 11 Company ” insert

“ And whereas it has since been
“ agreed that the name and title of the said Company shall
“ be tbe ' Bulli Coal Mining Company ’ ”
After “ incorporated” insert “ under the name and title of the
“ ' Bulli Coal Mining Company ’ ”
After “incorporated” insert “accordingly”
Omit “ Bellambi and ”
Insert “ July” (in blank) after “ mouth of’—and “ sixty-two”
(in blank) after “ hundred and ”
Omit “ Bellambi and ”
,
Omit “said clause”
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MINUTES; OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN REt'ORE

the

select

committee

ON THE

BELLAMBI AND BULLI COAL MININS COMPANY’S
INCORPORATION BILL.
MONDAT, 6 JANUARY, 1862.

Urcficnt
Mb. GAKBETT,

|

Mb. LEWIS,

Mb. MOKKICE.

T. GARRETT,

Esq., in the Chaie.

G. W, Allenj Esq., appeared as Solicitor for the Promoters of the Bill.
W. Spain, Esq., appeared as Solicitor for the Petitioner against the Bill.

William Speer, Esq., examined:—
1. By Mr. Allen: You are one of the proprietors of the Bellambi and Bulli Coal Mining Wm. Speer,
Company ? I am.
Es<l2. One of the original proprietors ? Yes.
\
3. You are also one of the provisional Directors of the Company ? I am.
€ Jan., 1862.
4. Has a Company been formed in the Colony of New South Wales, under the style of the
Dellambi and Bulli Coal Mining Company ? Yes.
5. Is there a deed of settlement of that Company f There is.
6. Do you produce it ? Ido. (Tke witness produced the same.')
7. What is the date of it f The 1st October, 1861.
_
_ _
8. Is the Company established under and subject to the rules, regulations, and provisions
contained in that deed ? Yes.
U. Has that been executed by any of the proprietors? By several.
10. Is all the stock taken up ? It is.
'
11. Is any portion of it paid ? Yes.
12. How much ? Ten per cent, upon the stock is paid.
13. And the remainder is called for in instalments ? Yes.
14. What is the object of the Company ? The shareholders have mutually covenanted and
agreed that they, whilst bolding shares in the capital of the said Company, shall be and con
tinue until dissolved, a Joint Stock Company or partnership to work the coal or other mines in
or upon any land of which the said Company may from time to time be owners or lessees, to
purchase or lease coal or other mineral lands, to follow up and act upon any trade or purpose
mentioned in any regulations for the management or conduct of coal or other mines in the
Colony already promulgated or to be promulgated, to purchase tbe necessary machinery, to
work tho said mines, or to test tbe mining capabilities of any land purchased or intended to
he purchased by the Company, or to drain any mines, or any other purpose in connection
therewith, to export, sell, or otherwise dispose of all coal or other mineral to bo raised from
any land belonging to or leased by the Company, to dispose of the timber on any such land,
to lease or sell any such land, and to construct railways, roads, wharves, and other matters
necessary for the promotion of the objects of the said Company.
274—B
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BELLAMBI AND BDLEI COAL MINING COMPANY’S INCORPORATION BILL.

Wm. Speer,
Esq.

15. What is the capital of the Company ? £70,000.
17 T i°W 11)11117 S,'<ire,e' 07 wLat value ? 7>0°y shares at £10 eaoh.
6 Jan", 1862. 17. Is there power in the Deed of Settlement to increase tbe capital ?
io t °T'
t“e creat1011 and salc of new shares
by directors f^Yes.1"07^'003 “ ^ d0ed ^ thC maUagemcDt ^
20.
22'
9Q
-sa.

Are there any directors already appointed ? Yes.
pr0Vij'fn in the dee(1 for the appointment of successors ?
F7^ n ’ and fr0tn an,0Dgst whom ? The shareholders.
la the Company desirous of being incorporated ? Yes
tLk

Yes.
of the Company
Yes.

w r4 tbM ^ ^ »f «■
. Is the Company desirous of being incorporated under that title ? Yes.
And you consider U expedient that the Company should be so incorporated f

ft

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Governmeot rrlhtcr.—1SC2.

Yes.
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NEW

SOUTH

WALES-

SCIENTIPIO EXPLOEATION FOE MINERALS.
(CAPTAIN MECHOSK.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

31

December,

1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Merchants, Professional Men, Tradesmen, and
other Residents of the Territory of New South Wales,—
Respectfully Sheweth :—

■

_

_

That your Petitioners are deeply interested in the search for, investigation,
and development generally, of tiie Mineral resources of Now South Wales, comprising not
only gold, but also silver, copper, lead, and other precious metals, believing that the
prosperity of the country is largely dependent on the same.
That your Petitioners have been informed, and believe that a more minute exploration
of the Colony, on a systematic basis, would, in all probability, prove that New South Wales
is the most rich in mineral wealth of all the Australian Group.
That therefore, it is, as your Petitioners humbly suggest, of absolute necessity that
some person or persons, specially qualified for the task, should be appointed to survey,
examine, and report upon the comparatively unopened, and hitherto partially developed
resources of this Colony.
That the arrival in Sydney of Captain J. G. Meehosk, distinguished as the most
successful discoverer of gold and other precious metals in Victoria and Queensland (and
who, from his scientific education, and specific experience in the matter now brought betorc
your Honorable House, is particularly qualified for carrying out these views) presents such
an opportunity as your Petitioners respectfully hope may not be lost. The Legislature of
Victoria have by a special grant acknowledged the importance of Captain Meehosk s^services
there—particularly in the discovery of the Gold Fields at Tarrengower, Jones Creek,
Kingower, and Maryborough. This gentleman having now recovered from a long and severe
illness, and being anxious to resume his labours, it is respectfully advanced may warrant
your Petitioners’request that his services may be made available for the bcueht ot JNew
South Wales.
_
Your Petitioners therefore humbly beg, that some action in the premises may be
forthwith taken by your Honorable House, such os shall encourage a scientific Exploration
for the various Minerals of New South Wales; and obtain, if to your House shall seem meet,
the assistance and co-operation of Captain Meehosk, towards that object.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c.
\_Herc follow

[PrfVe, Id.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LAND TITLES DECLARATION BILL, AND LAND
TRANSFER AND REGISTRY BILL.
(PETITION.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

'

31

December,

1861.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales.

In the matter of the following Bills, now before this Honorable Assembly, namely
The Land Titles Declaration Bill;
The Land Transfer and Registry Bill;
The Deeds Simplifying Bill.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Certificated Conveyancers,—
Respectfully Sheweth :—

That under the Uth Section of the Act of the Colonial Legislature of New
South Wales, 11th Victoria, No. 33, entitled, “ An Act to regulate the taxation of Attorneys’
Bills of Costs and the practice of Conveyancingf your Petitioners, amongst others, were
admitted Conveyancers, and obtained Certificates authorizing them to practice as Convey
ancers and to prepare Deeds.
’
That the proposed Acts will have the effect of almost entirely depriving your
Petitioners of their only profession, by reason that certain duties are to be only done by
Solicitors, which, by the Act under which your Petitioners were admitted, they were
authorized to do.
And your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House will take
your Petitioners’ case into consideration, and will enact whatever shall be reasonable and
just, and that your Petitioners, or some or one of them, may be heard, with or without
Counsel, at the Bar of your Honorable House, or before the Committee to which these Bills
may be referred, in respect of their grievances.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c.
[Here follow

[.Price, 1c?.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PURCHASE OF COTTON SEED.
(CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed,

so.

17 January, 1862.

SCHEDULE.

page.

1. Messrs. E, A. Hickey and T. S. Mort to His Excellency the Governor, respecting Money for
the purchase of a supply of Cotton Seed, through the intervention of the Cotton Asso
ciation of Manchester. 22 August, 1861
.........................
,.
..
..

2

2. Mr, E. A. Hickey to the Colonial Secretary, in continuation. 24 August, 18G1

2

,.

,.

3. Messrs. E. A. Hickey and T. S. Mort, recommending that the Cotton Seed to he purchased
should he of the growth of the year 1SG1, and shipped direct from New York. 4 Sep
tember, 18G1 ..
..
.........................
,,
,,
..
..

2

4. Principal Under Secretary to the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade, requesting that a
Letter of Credit for £200 may be procured in favour of Edward Hamilton, Esq. 19 Sep
tember, 1861.........................
.............................................................................................. 3
5. Acting Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to the Under Secretary, forwarding a Letter
of Credit for £200. 21 September, 1861.................................................................................. 3
t

0. Colonial Secretary to Edward Hamilton, Esq., requesting his co-operation in procuring a
supply of Cotton Seed. 21 September, 1861
.......................................................................3
7. Under Secretary to Edwin A. Hickey, Esq., and Thomas S. Mort, Esq., apprising them of
the steps taken for procuring a supply of Cotton Seed. 10 October, 1861..
.,

4

8. Mr. Hamilton to the Colonial Secretary, stating the measures be has taken for procuring and
forwarding a supply of Cotton Seed to the Colony. 26 November, 1861
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No. 1.
Messrs.

E. A. Hickey

and

T. S. Mort

to

His Excellency
Sydney,

Governor.

the

22

August,

1861.

Sir,

In the interview your Excellency kindly granted to us last week, respecting the
want of cotton seed in this country, your Excellency promised to bring the subject before
your Executive Council, with the view of placing a sum on the Estimates for the purchase
of seed in the United States.
We now take the liberty of bringing the question before your Excellency in writing,
and to say that, on inquiry, we find the price of seed in Charleston is from six to seven
dollars per barrel of two cwt., and the freight to Sydney about 50s. for eight barrels.
As it is of the greatest consequence to obtain seed of this year’s growth, we beg to
recommend that whatever sum may be granted by the Legislature for this object, should be
forwarded to the Cotton Association of Manchester, to purchase the cotton seed through
their agents in the Southern States of America, as that Association feels deeply interested
in the cultivation of cotton in this country.
We have, &c.,
EDWIN A. HICKEY.
THOS. S. MOKT.

Mr.

.
No. 2.
E. A, Hickey to Colonial Secretary.
Ostorley,

•
24

August,

1861.

Dear Sir,

I find that a sum of two hundred pounds will introduce cotton seed to plant
about 270 to 300 acres of land; that is, for the purchase of the seed and the freight. If
there should be any expenses attending the purchase of this seed, such as commission, &e.,
the quantity would be to that extent reduced.
If the money is sent to the Cotton Association, I have no doubt they will materially
assist this movement, and I propose to write very strongly on the subject to Mr, Bazley, who
is one of the leading men of the Association, and with whom I have a personal acquaintance.
This note may be attached to the letter which Mr. Mort and myself addressed to the
Governor during your absence, if you see no objection.
Believe me, &c.,
EDW. A. HICKEY.
P.S.—An aero of cotton requires from one and a half to two bushels of seed.

Messrs. E. A. Hickey

No. 3.
and T. S. Mort to Colonial Secretary.
Sydney, 4 September, 1861.

Sir,

With reference to a letter we had the honor of addressing to His Excellency
the Governor during your absence at Melbourne, respecting a supply of cotton seed for this
country, we now take the liberty of suggesting that whatever sum may be appropriated for
this purpose should be sent either to the Cotton Association of Manchester, through their
Chairman, or to Thos. Bazley, Esq., M.P., who is a leading member of the Association, and
takes a deep interest in the growth of cotton in Australia.
With this money it is desirable to purchase cotton seed of this year's growth, in the
proportion of one-third of the Sea Island and two-thirds of the New Orleans varieties, and
to ship the same at New York for this country direct. The Cotton Association will most
willingly do this through their agent at that place, and we feci persuaded will take every
pains to secure us the latest and soundest seed.
We are, &c.,
EDWIN A. HICKEY.
THOS. S. MORT.
No. 4.

3
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No. 4.
The Under Secretary to Under Secretary tor Finance and Trade.
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 19 September,

Sir,

■

1861.

.

I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to request that you will state to the
Colonial Treasurer that, in a communication addressed to His Excellency the Governor by
Messrs. Mort and Hickey, the attention of the Government has been drawn to the scarcity
of cotton seed in the Colony, and a request preferred that a sum of money may be granted
for the purchase of a supply through the intervention of the Cotton Association in Mau, Chester.
_
2, Impressed with the expediency of promoting the growth of cotton in those parts
of the Colony adapted to its culture, the Executive Council have advised that a sum of
£200 he appropriated for the purpose, from the vote for unforeseen expenses.
3. It is proposed to remit this sum to Edward Hamilton, Esq., of 5, Cannon-street,
London, E. C-, with a view to his taking the necessary steps for procuring the seed, which
it has been suggested should be shipped at New York direct for Sydney, through the
medium of the Cotton Association of Manchester, and I am therefore desired to request
that you will move the Colonial Treasurer to cause a letter of credit in favour of Edward
Hamilton to be forwarded to the Colonial Secretary, for transmission to him by the present
mail.
I have, &c.,
W. ELYARD,

No. 6.
Acting Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to The Under Secretary.
The Treasury, New South Wales,
21 September, 1861.

Sir,

■

In accordance with the request contained in your letter above referred to, I am
directed to enclose herewith letter of credit, No. N. S. W. G. 11-36, on the Oriental Bank
Corporation, London, in favour of Edward Hamilton, Esq., for the sum of two hundred
pounds.
I am at the same time to request the favour of an acknowledgment of the receipt of
the said letter of credit.
I have, &c.,
JNO. WELLS,

Acting Under Secretary.

No. 6.
Coloniaii Secretary to Mr.

E. Hamilton.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney,*New South Wales,
21 September,

,

1861.

Sir,

I have the honor to transmit to you copies of two letters from Messrs. Mort and
Hickey, urging this Government, with a view to encourage the growth of cotton, to grant a
sum of money for obtaining a supply of seed for distribution in New South Wales, from
America; and to inform you that, fully impressed with the importance* of the object, the
Government has appropriated two hundred pounds for this purpose.
'
tsoo
2. You will observe that it is suggested in the letter from Messrs. Mort and Hickey,
that the Cotton Association of Manchester, or Thomas Bazley, Esq., M.P., stated to bo a
leading member of tho Association, would afford their assistance in obtaining the cotton seed,
which they consider had better he shipped at New York for this country.
3. The Government will he glad if you will have the goodness to take the necessary
steps, through the Association referred to, or otherwise, for having a supply of cotton seed of
this year’s growth forwarded to Sydney with as little delay as convenient j and I therefore
transmit to you a letter of credit on the Oriental Bank Corporation in London, in your
favour, for two hundred pounds, being the sum which, as before stated, has been granted for fsoo
the purchase, and defraying the expenses of sending the seed to this place. From the willing
ness with which you have on all occasions complied with the wishes of tho Government,' to
further objects of interest to the Colony, I feel assured of your cordial co-operation in this
matter; and I beg to assure you that your efforts will be duly appreciated.
■
I have, &c.,
‘

CHARLES COWPER.
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No. 7.
The Under Secretary to Messrs.

E. A.

Hickey and

T. S.

Mort.

Colonial Secretary’s Office,

Sydney, 10 October, 1861.
Gentlemen,

^
With reference to your letter of the 22nd and 24th August last, and 4th ultimo,
respecting the want of cotton seed for this country, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary
to inform you that a letter of. credit for £200 was forwarded by the last overland moil, to
Edward Hamilton, Esq., with a request that he would take the necessary steps, through the
Cotton Association of Manchester, or otherwise, as suggested by you, for having a supply of
seed forwarded to Sydney with as little delay as possible, direct from America.
I have, &o.,
W. ELYARD.

No. 8.
Mr,

E.

Hamilton to Colonial Secretary.

5, Cannon-street,
London, 26 November, 1861,

Sir,

T have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch, No. 61/73, dated
20th September, 1861, enclosing an order on the Oriental Bank for £200, and instructing
me to apply it to the purchase and freight to the Colony, of American cotton seed, of this
year’s growth.
From the correspondence enclosed with your Despatch, 1 observe that it is suggested
that the seed should be purchased in New York, by the agent of the Cotton Supply Asso
ciation of Manchester, and forwarded direct from New York to Sydney, and that the propor
tion should be one-third of the Sea Island and two-thirds of the New Orleans varieties. In
their letter to His Excellency Governor Sir John Young, Messrs. Hickey and Mort estimate
the purchase price in New York at six to seven dollars per barrel of two cwt, and tho
freight at 50s. for eight barrels ; whether this estimate of first cost is correct or not I can
form no opinion, but I suspect that it is considerably below the mark in the English market.
From the enclosed correspondence on this subject between myself and Mr. Bazley
and the Secretary of the Cotton Supply Association, you will see what steps I have taken
to execute my commission, and you will not fail to observe that my consent to the appro
priation of the £200, in the manner suggested by Mr. Bazley, is conditional on my receiving
an assurance that the quantity freely given by tbe Association is not materially less than
that which the balance of the £200, after providing for the expense of freight, would pur
chase, It appears that tin cases will be required to protect the seed from injury on the voyage.
1 venture to suggest that Mr. Bazley’s services on this occasion, and the liberality of
the Cotton Supply Association, should receive a special official acknowledgment.
Hoping that you will be satisfied with the course I have pursued, and with an
assurance of the pleasure it gives me to assist in furthering any scheme for the advancement
of the prosperity of New South Wales,—
.
I have, &c.,
EDWD. HAMILTON.

[Enclosure, 1 in No, 8,]

V| L'itJi7iU7i'*ciJccl» JjOntlOTif
,r

.

IS November, 18G1.

My dear Sir,
_ *_
By the Australian mail, which arrived yesterday, I have received from the Government
ot New South AVaics instructions to send out, with os little delay as possible, a quantity of '• cotton
“
of tliis year's growth, in the proportion of one-third of the Sea Island and two-thirds of the New
" Orlcans_varieties, the same to he shipped direct from Now York for Sydney;" and a sum of £200 baa
been remitted, to be applied to the cost of purchase aud the expense of freight. '
hn my letter of instractious you are mentioned as certain to give me advice and assistance, and
I shall feel truly obliged if you will kindly put me in the right way of executing my commission.
I wish 1 could see more disposition ou the part of English manufacturers to take part in some
oona fide attempt to introduce the cotton plant into Australia. The colonists are eager to turn the
present crisis to account; but they distrust the venture, because English capitalists, who arc so much
interested m its success, hold back.
Hoping you will excuse this trespass upon your time,—
m.

t,

.

Thomas Bazley, Esq.

I am, &c.,

EDWD. HAMILTON.

[.Enclosure
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[Enclomre

2

in- No.

8.]
New Bridge Mills, Manchester,
18 November, 1861.

My dear Sir^

^

favoured with your very welcome letter. To-morrow I shall attend a

meeting of the Committee of mir Cotton Supply Associatiom when
rf
grant of cotton seeds and of cleaning gins for New SouthWaksaiidl Wllj:7,te.
mv efforts Cotton crowing, iudiciously entered upon, will yield to the planter m Australia fifty pci
ZA SS & al;4tage ofjbis profit will be derived
of which will he nromoted by the introduction of a new industry ; and I therefore infer that mesoim
benefit of ehtaring upon tbe Cultivation would-niore largely enrich the colonist than the manufacturer
here.
- „

I shall be most happy in affording you every assistance in my power.
Beliove me, &c.,
^
THOS. BAZLEY.

[Enclosure

3 in

No.

8.]

■

tfcio JBridffc Mills* Manchcsfer^
21 Kovetnbert 1861.

1

My d0!lrTShlc members of the Committee of the Cotton Supply Association have granted, on your

application,—

11)Si New Orleans cotton seed.

. ,

.

500 lbs. Egyptian
ditto.
100 lbs. Sea Island _
ditto.
and
wft two be sent to yom- care in bags, but before shipment the seeds
must hi enclosed in small tin boxes, the expense of which you must please defray, with cost of camag ,
to r rmdon T will trv to cot the two gins packed for shipment.
.
Mov I rccommcnd vou to invest any portion of the £200 which you can spare in » further
, of ^rins and of light ploughs, unless you think tho latter can be easily obtained in Sydney.
Cotton Ids are now vc^ dFfficu^ to obtain, and if possible I would have procured a larger supply of
Sea Island, but I could not.
Bdiwa me, &c„
„ „ .u
„
THOS. BAZLEY.
E. Hamilton, Esq,
P S —It is probable that Egyptian seed will best suit New South Wales,

[Enclosure

4

in No.

8.]

Manchester, 23 November, 1861.

Sir,’ Your atrolication on behalf of tbe Government of New South Wales was brought before
the Tveriitivc Committee on Tuesday. I have tbe pleasure to inform you that it was acceded to, with
one ^artt^excepthm,1 namety, as^regards the Sea Island seed. Of this we have only ^mal, quantity,
and find great difficulty in obtaining more. We will however endeavour to spare you 60 lbs. of it.
The grant will stand thus
.
•
600 lbs. Now Orleans seed.
'
500 lbs. Egyptian
do.
50 lbs. Sea Island
do.
2 Macarthy gins.
_
,
.
These shall be forwarded to your address, us soon as our new stock of Egyptian seed arrives m
LlVCrri expect in ft few days at farthest to receive advice of its having reached that port.

.1 am, &c.,
„ TT
E. Hamilton, Esq.

S. O. SUTTON,
■ -

[Enclosure

5

in No,

8.]
Cannon-BtresU London,

25 ffovejnbert 1861.
Sir,
I beg to acknowledge with many thanks your letter of the 23rd instant, informing me that
tiie Cotton Supply Association have made a donation of a large quantity of cotton seed and two
Macarthygins^to^he Colony ^Jouth Wale.^
tll6 p™p0rtio„ rfmo.thM rf lie Bea

Xsk1-eairh^
varieties I apprehend that, under the circumstances, the Colony must take what is oftered, hut I should
^mnHvuavfor the required quantity of the Sea Island variety if it is to be had for money, as the
colonist may attach importance to tbe possession of a considerable quantity of the finer sort. I have
writ?™ to
Bariev who has so kindlvintroduced the Colony to the notice of your Association, to say
that^f1there is impossibility of obtaining a larger quantity of the Sea Island seed by payment, aud the
quantity offered by the Association represents somewhere about £200 in value, he will oblige me bj
aunropnating the £200 in airy way that he may think most conducive to tlic success of this first
experiment in New South Wales, and I have no doubt that he will advise with yon on the subject
P In his letter of the 21st, he savs that the seed will be sent to this office in bags, 1'kere lt Y’11
have to be packed in tin eases for shipment. Could you oblige me by having this done in Manchester,
at the cost of the Colonial fund. If you can, aud can afford the same assistance in securely packing
ihe rins and light ploughs, the packages might all be forwarded to tbe care of our shipping brokers,
IWftqRfB Dovitt and Moore, No. 9, BUliter-strcot, London, E. C.
* * xu *
“
I wSnmt toyou to express to the members of the Association my acknowledgment for the very
liberal manner in which they have promoted the wishes of the Colonial Government.

m ^ „
.
,,,,
To the Secretary of the
_ ,
Cotton Supply Association,
Newall’s Buildings, Manchester,
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EDWD. HAMILTON.

[Enclosure

6
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[Enclosure
My dear Sir,

6 in No. 8.]
'

o,

’

Cannon-strut, London,
2o Novembtr, 18G1.

^cs^sssssssarsas
Thomas Bazley, Esq., M.P.

I have, <fec,,
EDWD. HAMILTON.

Sidney: Thomais Hichiird>, (iOTemmrDt I'rlntcr.—186i,

